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Announcements and News

• MICS 14.4 TechDocs site now live
Dear MICS customers,
On 1st July 2021, MICS Resource Management 14.3 was released, and brought with it a series of new features and
enhanced support for new technology.
We now continue to work on further improvements to MICS Resource Management, and the next release, MICS
Resource Management 14.4.
All new development after the release of 14.3 that will be part of the MICS Resource Management 14.4 will be
published for customer implementation. These PTFs will be covered by the Tech Docs site for MICS Resource
Management 14.4 where you will find any documentation changes for the newly published PTFs.

• MICS 14.3 now available
Dear MICS customers,
On behalf of Broadcom, we appreciate your business and the opportunity to provide you with high-quality, innovative
software and services. As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success, we regularly release updated versions
of our products. Today, we are pleased to announce that MICS 14.3 is now available.
Refer to Release Notes for product enhancements, and you should also visit the MICS product information page at our
Support site.

• MICS Documentation Re-architecture
Dear MICS customers,
Starting with version 14.2 and later, the MICS Data Dictionary reference content will be separated from the general
usage content of the MICS documentation. You can access the following two documentation sites, which will also link
to each other for your convenience:
– MICS
– MICS Data Dictionary
The benefits to you on MICS documentation are as follows:
– Your search results are more refined and specific; only results from MICS Data Dictionary or MICS are returned

when you use the Search this product field. For example, if you want to find the LXPMASK data dictionary element,
navigate to the MICS Data Dictionary documentation site first and search for 'LXPMASK' using the Search this
product field.

– Your web page response or search time is improved, with a smoother navigation experience, due to this separation
of info types into smaller sites.

– If you are behind strict firewalls or with no Internet connection at your site, you can now download a PDF for offline
use. The full site PDF for MICS as well as custom PDFs are available for the following sections: Release Notes,
Getting Started, Planning, Installing, Operating, Maintaining, Using, Messages.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
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select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Release Notes
This release notes article explains the key features and details for MICS.

This section lists the changes to MICS that have been made in the run-up to the 14.3 release.

• Product Changes (PTFs)
• Complete List of Enhancements in This Version
• Quick Reference for MICS Documentation
• Portfolio Simplification for MICS
• Product Accessibility Features
• Known Issues
• Release Comparison

Note: For a list of the changes in the 14.2 release, see the MICS 14.2 documentation.

Product Changes (PTFs)
The following pages list the PTF product changes that were released between the MICS 14.2 and 14.3 releases:

• Complete List of PTFs in This Version
• Accounting and Chargeback Option (ACT) PTFs
• Base Product (BAS) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for VAX / VMS (DEX)
• Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS) PTFs
• IMS Log Data Extractor Option (LDE) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS) PTFs
• Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) PTFs
• Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) PTFs
• Network Analyzer Option (SNT) PTFs
• StorageMate Option (STG)
• Tape Analyzer Option (TAP) PTFs
• Tandem Option (TDM)
• Space Analyzer Option (VCA) PTFs
• Space Collector Option (VCC) PTFs
• Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC) PTFs
• Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS (VMT) PTFs

Note: For a list of the PTFs that were included with the 14.2 release, see the MICS 14.2 documentation.

Complete List of PTFs in This Version
The following page lists the product changes that have been released since the 14.3 release:

BAS (Base Product PTFs)

• BAS7857 (LU02629) - WebUI - Security Updates
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Published Date: October 15th, 2021

CICS (Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC) PTFs)

• CIC6862 (LU03382) - Add CICS Transaction Gateway Web Services Metrics

Published Date: November 4th, 2021

DB2 (MICS DB2 Analyzer PTFs)

• DB26927 (LU02677) - Support for DB2 RSU1909 Thru RSU2103

Published Date: November 4th, 2021

IMS (MICS IMS Analyzer PTFs)

• IMS6726 (LU03123) - Toleration Support for BMC AMI Ops Monitor for IMS Online 5.5

Published Date: November 23rd, 2021

RMF (Hardware and SCP Analyzer PTFs)

• RMF7156 (LU01583) - U0120 Abend In DAY020 After Internal Step Restart

Published Date: August 3rd, 2021

• RMF7157 (LU02111) - Data Element SEDPCIUS Value Exceeds 100%

Published Date: August 5th, 2021

• RMF7160 (LU02397) - Support for z15 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover Stats SMF 74-10

Published Date: September 9th, 2021

• RMF7161 (LU02843) - Toleration Support for z/OS Version 2.5

Published Date: September 30th, 2021

• RMF7162 (LU03445) - CPUTONCA and CPUPCNCA Values are Always Zero

Published Date: November 15th, 2021

SMF (Batch and Operations Analyzer PTFs)

• SMF7036 (LU02731) - Prevent Missing Values in the BAT_SA File

Published Date: September 16th, 2021

• SMF7035 (LU02181) - z/OS 2.4 Recovery Boost Enhancements and Maintenance

Published Date: October 11th, 2021

VCA (Space Analyzer Option PTFs)

• VCA6772 (LU02452) - Correct DAAENCKL Data Element for Non-VSAM Data Sets

Published Date: August 27th, 2021

Base Product (BAS) PTFs
This section lists MICS Base Product (BAS) program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-up to MICS
release 14.3.
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SO09781 (BAS7841) - Consolidated Maintenance

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO09781 ( Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: August 27th, 2019

SO09955 (BAS7842) - PSP SUP. Job Panel Content Retained in ISPF

Hiper: Yes

Solution Document for SO09955 ( Broadcom Support Online  login required)

Published Date: September 10th, 2019

SO10393 (BAS7843) - Enhanced WebUI Maintenance

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO10393 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: October 14th, 2019

LU01057 (BAS7848) - Assign Correct Permissions for UFS Files

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01057 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: April 26th 2021

LU00922 (BAS7851) - WebUI - Security Updates

Hiper: Yes

Solution Document for LU00922 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: May 17th 2021

LU01924 (BAS7846) - Correct MICS Version Number in SMF Type 89 Records

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01924 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: June 29th June, 2021

LU01775 (BAS7855) - Level Set for 14.3

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01775 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: July 1st, 2021

Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC) PTFs
This section lists MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC) program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-up
to MICS release 14.3.
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SO09848 (CIC6846) - Support for TMON LBI Tape Input

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO09848 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: September 2nd, 2019

SO10991 (CIC6848) - Correct Date Format in WebUI Key Display

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO10991 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: November 25th, 2019

SO14848 (CIC6851) - Toleration Support for IBM CTS 5.6

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO14848 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: September 15th, 2020

LU01314 (CIC6853) - Support for IBM CTS 5.6

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01314 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: May 17th, 2021

LU01766 (CIC6860) - Level Set for 14.3

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01765 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: July 1st, 2021

Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2) PTFs
This section lists MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-up to MICS
release 14.3.

SO14403 (DB26917) - Support for DB2 Post R12.1 Continuous Delivery Through RSU1906 and Maintenance

Hiper: No

Solution Document for SO14403 ( Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: August 12th, 2020

LU01539 (DB26919) - DB2 Package Array Processing Corrections and Maintenance

Hiper: Yes

Solution Document for LU01539 ( Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: June 8th, 2021
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LU01767 (DB26925) - Level Set for 14.3

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01765 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: July 1st, 2021

Analyzer Option for IMS PTFs
This section lists MICS Analyzer Option for IMS program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-up to MICS
Resource Management release 14.4.

LU03123 (IMS6726) - Toleration Support for BMC AMI Ops Monitor for IMS Online 5.5

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU03123 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: November 23rd, 2021

Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) PTFs
This section lists MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-
up to MICS release 14.4.

LU01583 (RMF7156) - U0120 Abend In DAY020 After Internal Step Restart

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU01583 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: August 3rd, 2021

LU02111 (RMF7157) - Data Element SEDPCIUS Value Exceeds 100%

Hiper: Yes

Solution Document for LU02111 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: August 5th, 2021

LU02397 (RMF7160) - Support for z15 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover Stats SMF 74-10

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU02397 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: September 9th, 2021

LU02843 (RMF7161) - Toleration Support for z/OS Version 2.5

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU02843 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: September 30th, 2021
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LU03445 (RMF7162) - CPUTONCA and CPUPCNCA Values are Always Zero

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU03445 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: November 15th, 2021

Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) PTFs
This section lists MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) program temporary fixes that were released in the run-up to
MICS release 14.4.

LU02731 (SMF7036) - Prevent Missing Values in the BAT_SA File

Hiper: Yes

Solution Document for LU02731 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: September 16th, 2021

LU02181 (SMF7035) - z/OS 2.4 Recovery Boost Enhancements and Maintenance

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU02181 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: October 11th, 2021

Space Analyzer Option (VCA) PTFs
This section lists MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA) program temporary fixes (PTFs) that were released in the run-up to
MICS Resource Management release 14.4.

LU02452 (VCA6772) - Correct DAAENCKL Data Element for Non-VSAM Data Sets

Hiper: No

Solution Document for LU02452 (Broadcom Support Online login required)

Published Date: August 27th, 2021

Complete List of Enhancements in This Version
The following page lists all the enhancements that are available with the MICS 14.4 package:

• BAS7857 (LU02629) - WebUI - Security Updates

Published Date: October 15th, 2021

• CIC6862 (LU03382) - Add CICS Transaction Gateway Web Services Metrics

Published Date: November 4th, 2021

• DB26927 (LU02677) - Support for DB2 RSU1909 Thru RSU2103

Published Date: November 4th, 2021

• IMS6726 (LU03123) - Toleration Support for BMC AMI Ops Monitor for IMS Online 5.5

Published Date: November 23rd, 2021
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• RMF7161 (LU02843) - Toleration Support for z/OS Version 2.5

Published Date: September 30th, 2021

• SMF7035 (LU02181) - z/OS 2.4 Recovery Boost Enhancements and Maintenance

Published Date: October 11th, 2021

Quick Reference for MICS Documentation on the TechDocs Platform
For ease of use, the following tables cross-reference popular sections of the old MICS documentation to links to their
equivalents on the TechDocs platform.

Frequently Used Documentation Sections

Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance (PIOM) Guide

Mainframe/Bookshelf Documentation TechDocs Documentation
2.3 Installation Planning and Parameter Specification Installation Planning and Parameter Specification (Planning)
3.8 Installation Checklists Installation Checklists (Installing)
5.0 Maintenance Maintaining

System Modification Guide

Mainframe/Bookshelf Documentation TechDocs Documentation
Retrofit
• 6.3 Retrofitting Guidelines

• Retrofitting Guidelines (Installing)

FDA/MSI Component
• Appendix A. MSI FDA Checklist

• MSI FDA Checklist (Installing)

File Tailoring
• 6.1 Tailoring Guidelines
• 6.2 Tailoring the Database

• Tailoring Guidelines (Installing)
• Database Tailoring (Installing)

How to Use the PSP Guide

Mainframe/Bookshelf Documentation TechDocs Documentation
Loading of PSP Libraries
• 2. PSP Library Refresh and Checklists

• PSP Library Refresh and Checklists (Using)

PSP Panels
• Appendix D. PSP Online Initialization
• Appendix E. PSP Online Panel Flow and Dialog Descriptions

• PSP Online Initialization (Using)
• PSP Online Panel Flow and Dialog (Using)

Product Analyzers

Mainframe/Bookshelf Documentation TechDocs Documentation
Data Integration Application (DIA) Guides Product Analyzers
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MICF Reference Guide and MICF User Guide

Mainframe/Bookshelf Documentation TechDocs Documentation
MICF Reference Guide MICF Reference (Using)
MICF User Guide Using MICF (Using)

Data Dictionary Elements

Mainframe Documentation TechDocs Documentation
Data Element Browse Data Dictionary

General Reference Guide

Guides                                             Located
Old Name TechDocs Name and Link in more specifically in

Product Guides
Accounting and Chargeback
Option Concepts and Overview
Guide

Accounting and Chargeback
Option Concepts and Overview

Product Analyzers ACT Accounting and
Chargeback Option

Accounting and Chargeback
Option User Guide

Using Accounting and
Chargeback

Product Analyzers ACT Accounting and
Chargeback Option

Analyzer Option for CICS Guide CICS Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide DB2 Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
IMS Log Data Extractor Option
Guide

LDE Log Data Extractor Option Product Analyzers

Analyzer Option for MQSeries
Guide

MQSeries Analyzer Option Product Analyzers

Performance Manager Option
Guide

PER Performance Manager
Option

Product Analyzers

Hardware and SCP Analyzer
Guide

RMF Hardware and SCP
Analyzer

Product Analyzers

Batch and Operations Analyzer
Guide

SMF Batch and Operations
Analyzer

Product Analyzers

Space Collector Option Guide VCC Space Collector Option Product Analyzers
Space Analyzer Option Guide VCA Space Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Tape Analyzer Option Guide TAP Tape Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Capacity Planner Option Guide CAP Capacity Planner Option Product Analyzers
Analyzer Option for IDMS Guide IDM IDMS Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Web Analyzer Option Guide WEB Web Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Network Analyzer Option Guide SNT Network Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Data Transfer Option for VM/
CMS Guide

VMT Data Transfer Option for
VM/CMS

Product Analyzers

Analyzer Option for IMS Guide IMS Analyzer Option Product Analyzers
Analyzer Option for VM/CMS
Guide

VM/CMS Analyzer Option Product Analyzers

Guides for the End User
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Database Structure and Content
Guide

Database Structure and Content Using

MICF Reference Guide MICF Reference Using MICS Information Center Facility
(MICF)

MICF User Guide Using MICF Using MICS Information Center Facility
(MICF)

Reporting User Guide Using Reporting Using Reporting
Standard Reports Guide Standard Reports Using Reporting

Guides for the System Administrator
How to Use the PSP Product Support Program (PSP) Using
System Administrator Guide Administrator Information Getting Started
System Modification Guide System Modification Installing
Planning, Installation,
Operation, and Maintenance
Guide
2. Planning for Installation and
Use of MICS

Planning

3. Installation Installing
4. Operation Operating
5. Maintenance Maintaining
Appendix A. Special MICS
Processing

Special MICS Processing Operating

Best Practices Guide
Implement a Proactive
Preventive Maintenance
Strategy

Implement a Proactive
Preventive Maintenance
Strategy

Maintaining

Installation Best Practices for Installation
Planning Best Practices for Planning Planning
Implementation Best Practices for

Implementation
Installing

Configuration Configuration Installing
Customization Customization Using Reporting
Maintenance Maintenance Maintaining

Other Documentation
Messages - all available guides Messages
Data Elements Data Dictionary
Q&R See individual Analyzers - >

Reports. Example
RMF - SAS ODS Graphics

Portfolio Simplification for MICS
MICS now includes the following features and capabilities:

Space Analyzer and Space Collector
Used together, these options collect data about DASD storage use and capacity, and store this data in a MICS database.
Use the information and reports provided by these options to better manage your storage environment by identifying
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problem areas in storage utilization, performing capacity planning and costing and tracking and charging for storage
usage.

Performance Manager Option
This option provides a set of tutorials and software tools that help you track and analyze system performance. You can
set goals for system performance, arrange hardware and software to achieve preferred performance, track/analyze actual
achieved performance and repeat the cycle as needed to adapt to changes in workload, configuration, policy or newly
observed system behavior.

Next Steps

To use these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Broadcom Support) and download the additional
component features from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your usual process to
acquire the key.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with MICS:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.
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Known Issues
This article lists known issues with MICS 14.4.

Release Comparison
The following table compares the key features in the supported versions of MICS:

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

SAS 9.4 TS1M5 (and
TS1M6)

yes no no no

New Enhanced Web
Reporting UI

yes yes no no

Multi-Unit Consolidated
Checklist

yes yes yes no

PSP Supplemental Jobs yes yes yes no
SAS 9.4 Support yes yes yes yes

RMF Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

Exploitation Support
for the new z14
(HIS) Hardware
Instrumentation Counters

yes no no no

Toleration Support for z/
OS 2.3

yes yes no no

Enhanced Support for z/
OS 2.2

yes yes no no

Support for Mobile
Workload Pricing Support

yes yes no no

Support for 2GB Memory
Frames

yes yes no no

Exploitation Support
for the new z13
(HIS) Hardware
Instrumentation Counters

yes yes yes no

PCI Express Card
Support

yes yes yes no

Support for z/OS 2.2
PROCVIEW CORE, z13
Multithreading

yes yes yes no

SMF Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

Enhanced Support for z/
OS 2.3

yes no no no
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Enhanced Support for z/
OS 2.2

yes yes no no

Support for zEDC Usage
Statistics

yes yes yes no

DB2 Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

DB2 v12.1 Support yes yes no no
DB2 v11.1 Support yes yes yes yes
IDAA v4.1 (Up to IDAA
7.1)

yes yes yes no

CICS Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

Support for IBM CTS 5.5 yes no no no
ASG TMON v4.2 Support yes no no no
Support for IBM CTS 5.4 yes yes no no
Support for IBM CTS 5.3 yes yes no no
ASG TMON v4.1 Support yes yes no no
ASG TMON v4.0 Support yes yes yes no

MQ Series Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

Support for IBM MQ v9.1 yes no no no
Enhanced Support for
IBM MQ v8.0

yes yes no no

IBM IIB V10 Toleration
Support

yes yes no no

IBM MQ 9 Toleration
Support

yes yes no no

IBM MQ 8 Toleration
Support

yes yes yes no

SNT Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9
IBM Sterling Connect:
Direct Support formerly
Network Data Mover
(NDM)

yes no no no
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IDMS Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

IDMS v19.0 yes yes yes no

IMS Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

Toleration Support for
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
Version 5.3

yes no no no

IMS 15.1 toleration
support

yes yes no no

IMS 14.1 toleration
support

yes yes yes no

Toleration Support for
BMC MAINVIEW for IMS
Version 5.2

yes yes no no

TAPE Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 121.9

Support for TS7700
Version 4.2

yes no no no

Support for TS7700
Version 4.1.2

yes no no no

Support for TS7700
Version 4.0 and 4.1

yes yes no no

Support for TS7700
Version 3.3

yes yes yes no

z/VM Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

z/VM 7.1 Toleration
Support

yes no no no

z/VM Core Utilizations
by Core Type &
maintenance

yes yes no no

z/VM 6.4 Toleration
Support

yes yes no no

Support for the z13
Processor and z/VM SMT

yes yes yes no

FTP Transmission
Support

yes yes yes no
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Accounting Component

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

IBM Sterling Connect:
Direct Accounting
Support

yes no no no

LBI Support yes yes yes no

ODS Inquiry/Reporting

Key Features Version 14.2 Version 14.1 Version 14.0 Version 12.9

DB2 yes no no no
VMC yes yes no no
IDMS yes yes no no
CICS yes yes yes no
MQS yes yes yes no
RMF yes yes yes no
VCA yes yes yes no

Third-party Software Acknowledgements
This section provides legal information about third-party software used with MICS.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the MICSproduct
(the “Licensed Product”). The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the OSS referred to below and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom Inc. and/or its corporate affiliates (“Broadcom”)
will make source code available for applicable OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com
including your name, address, the product name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom disclaims all warranties and liability arising from
or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file
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Getting Started
MICS is a comprehensive IT resource utilization management system. The system provides the metrics you need to
perform effective IT financial planning, storage planning, capacity planning, and to monitor system performance against
existing service levels.

MICS also offers powerful data manipulation tools and automatic summarization capabilities. Comprehensive storage
of historical data for characterization allows trend spotting and workload balancing. You can collect and transform all of
your infrastructure performance and capacity data within one program. This allows you to map business processes to IT
services and resources more accurately, optimizing both performance and availability.

At its core, MICS is a large, interrelated application system dependent upon its database and database architecture. You
can use the information in the MICS database for performance and service reporting, capacity planning, system resource
utilization, and accounting and charge-back. You can present the information as standard line reports, graphics, or data
extracts. You can customize the database to meet your business and organizational needs. MICS summarizes the data
into common time-span structures that allow both short-term and long-term views of resource management activities and
utilization.

Use of this application requires making operational decisions and following a regular schedule of operation. You should
gain a thorough understanding of the update, archive, restart, and reporting processes for the product to be effective in
satisfying your information handling needs.

Planning

Planning tells you how to tailor the MICS system to your data center's particular needs. The detail focuses on creating the
members of the MICS.PARMS library that direct the MICS installation and generation processes.

This planning includes:

• Computer Resource Requirements
• DASD Space Requirements
• Tape Usage Requirements
• SAS Library Maintenance

Installing

Installing shows the system administrator how to use the members that are created in MICS.PARMS to install and
generate the MICS database. This section uses checklists to help you through installing and generating the database.

The installation includes:

• Preparation work
• Installation planning
• The installation
• System certification generally requires three to six weeks (First-time users)

Operating

Operating describes how to run the system daily and highlights the mechanisms that are built into the system to ensure
database integrity and recoverability.

The operation of MICS is on a daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly basis and requires careful oversight.
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Maintaining

Maintaining describes the different categories of MICS maintenance available to you. This section also explains the
activities that are involved in maintaining MICS and tells you how to perform them.

Special MICS Processing, documents facilities that allow you to create special-purpose databases containing data for all
the timespans that are based on raw measurement data. These facilities help you perform special studies and help you
create MONTHS-level data from data that was collected before you installed MICS.

Maintainence consists of applying distributed corrections, improvements, and new releases. This maintenance
includes Product Service Pack (PSP) maintenance, Product Information Bulletins (PIBs), and Program Temporary Fixes
(PTFs).

Database Structure

The MICS database Structure and Content  section itemizes the database features. This section also describes:

• Design features
• Database structure
• Organization
• Summarization pattern
• Data element content
• Use of the MICS Platform (Base Product) database files

Administrative Information Area Files

The Administrative Information Area Files section describes:

• Files in the Administrative Information Area in the MICS database
• Elements in each file
• How to use the information in the files.

Each element is described in the Data Dictionary section by product.

Using

How each organization chooses to apply and use MICS is up to them. We recommend that the MICS Information
Coordinator dedicates 50-100 percent of their time to the use of MICS in the role of "Information Specialist".

The time that is spent is 100 percent productive use of the individual's efforts toward:

• Performance
• Capacity planning
• Tracking
• Organizational problem solving and is a personnel cost that is incurred one way or the other, whether MICS is installed

or not.

Administrating Information

Administrating Information provides detailed information on support services, incident logging, user modifications, and
system requirements.

Responsibilities

The two job responsibilities that are related to the care of MICS: system administration and information coordination.

The MICS System Administrator assumes the following responsibilities:
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• Liaison between your installation and Broadcom Support to handle problem identification and resolution, standard
maintenance, and so on.

• Updates the Administrating Information by correctly filing correspondence from Broadcom Support, and records
required system-specific notations. An administrator can resolve issues by updating this product and then ensure that
their users are aware of information relevant to these concerns.

• Ensuring the correct operation of the required daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly functions. This action requires
checking the runs to determine that they successfully completed, and if not, carrying out the necessary restart/recovery
steps in a timely manner to restore MICS to operational status.

• Application of maintenance releases, improvements, and changes to the MICS system at your site.
• Installation of new MICS products
• Management of user modifications to MICS, including the approval of such modifications, their implementation

regarding MICS maintenance policies and guidelines, and the logging and documentation of the modifications.
• Responsibility for the operation of the MICS Job Scheduling Facility, System Restart Facility, and MICF.

The MICS Information Coordinator assumes the following responsibilities:

• Definition and implementation of a plan for the distribution, use, and collection of feedback about the standard reports
that are provided by MICS

• Definition and integration of user-written exceptions into the MICS Exception reporting facility
• Definition and provision of user-written reports from the MICS database
• Authorization and control of the use of MICF
• Consultation and interpretation of the MICS standard and user-written reports for users

How and to whom the positions report within an organization is the responsibility of each installation to define. We think
that the System Administration responsibility rests with the organization closest to the day-to-day use of the system,
which in most organizations would be the computer performance and evaluation department or group. The Information
Coordinator can also follow this path or can report higher in the organization, closer to, or directly reporting to, the director
of data processing.

The personnel resource commitment that is required to staff MICS is a function of several things:

• The number of installations or CPUs encompassed under MICS control or both.
• The number of MICS products that are used.
• The number of uses for which MICS can be employed, including performance evaluation, system tuning, capacity

planning, data center chargeback or accounting, standards enforcement, security, management progress reporting, on-
demand inquiry, and so on.

System Requirements
To operate MICS, your site must have certain levels of prerequisite Broadcom software and other vendors' software. The
following subsections further describe these requirements, as well as the product releases supported by MICS.

This section contains the following topics:

• Broadcom Software
• System Software
• TSO
• ISPF and ISPF/PDF
• IBM Assembler
• SAS System Software Requirements
• Data Sources Supported
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Broadcom Software
MICS requires LMP (License Management Program) to execute the installation, operation, and parameter generation
jobs.

LMP is one of the Common Components and Services. This product provides a standardized and automated approach to
the tracking of licensed software. You must install this product and make it operational before you can install or run MICS.

For more information on the way LMP works with MICS, see Ensure that Common Components and Services is
Operational. For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM (Resource
Initialization Manager) parameters, see the section on LMP in the Common Components and Services Administrator
Guide.

Several MICS Management Support Options include analysis capabilities that are based on Broadcom's U.S.-patented
Neugents® technology. MICS use of Neugents technology has a minimum requirement of the C/C++ runtime environment
available with the z/OS 1.3 language environment.

For information on how to enable Neugents technology, see Chapter 5, Neugents Technology Infrastructure of the Q&R
Workstation Guide.

The MICS Q&R Workstation uses the Common Communications Interface (CAICCI). See the Q&R Workstation Getting
Started guide for details.

System Software
MICS requires a minimum of z/OS Version 2, Release 10 to execute the operational and parameter generation jobs and
the MICS Workstation Facility.

Certain MICS features and components use UNIX System Services (USS) and create HFS files, the Hierarchical File
System that is based on the directory structure used by most UNIX systems. For example, the MICS Documentation
Conversion feature and the MICS Web Analyzer require access to USS services and HFS files.

If your data center wants to take advantage of MICS features and components dependent on USS services and HFS files,
the following prerequisites should be considered.

Security
The MICS administrator and users must be authorized to use USS services and access HFS files.

Access permissions
Security flags, named access permissions, are set to control read, write, and execute access to HFS files and directories.
Access permissions for MICS HFS files and directories must be defined to enable the proper level of access and control
for the MICS administrator, selected user groups, and all users.

HFS Space:
The installation must provide space within the HFS to store MICS files. Most MICS files and subdirectories for a MICS
Complex are grouped under a common MICS Root Directory.

z/OS IBM HTTP Server and WebSphere
MICS facilities are dependent upon USS services, and HFS files generally require z/OS IBM HTTP Server and
WebSphere.
See Section 5.7 of the PIOM for more information about HFS and USS support.
The MICS Documentation Conversion feature gives you the option to use the MICS Documentation Convert utility
(DOC2HTML), which allows the conversion of MICS guides into HTML, where they can be viewed using a supported web
browser. To take advantage of this feature, the following software must be available:

USS Services and HFS Files
The prerequisites for using USS services and HFS files that are described here must be met.

Web Server
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Although z/Os IBM HTTP Server and WebSphere are the preferred platform for the MICS Documentation Web Viewer,
facilities are provided to enable transfer of MICS documentation to an alternative web server platform.

Web Browser:
Converted MICS documentation can be viewed using any web browser that conforms to the HTML-4 specification and
supports JavaScript (for example, Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or above and Mozilla 1.5 or higher).

For more information about MICS Documentation Conversion and its prerequisites, see MICS Mainframe-Based
Documentation Conversion.

The MICS Performance Manager Option Option, the MICS Capacity Planner Option, and the MICS StorageMate Option
include features that use Neugents technology.

MICS delivers mainframe-based Neugents technology that requires C/C++ runtime features available in the language
environment that is delivered with z/OS 1.3 and higher. When using MICS product features that rely on Neugents
technology, MICS must be installed on a z/OS system at level 1.3 or higher.

The MICS Q&R Workstation requires the following software at the release that is listed or higher. For convenience,
recommended that hardware components are also listed here.

Product Product Supported Minimum Releases Supported
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows 7 Professional
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows Vista Professional
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows Vista Enterprise
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP3
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows Server 2003 SP2
Q&R Workstation Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2
Q&R Workstation Web Servers Microsoft IIS
Mainframe Server MICS r12.8
Mainframe Server Common Components and Services with CAICCI and CAIENF
Mainframe Server SAS release 9.1.3
Mainframe Server z/OS version 1.9.0

Other MICS products might have more system software prerequisites. See the individual Product Analyzers for details.

TSO
All users with authorization to access the MICS database through the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) need, at a
minimum, the following TSO-related capabilities:

• TSO user identification that provides interactive and batch TSO access.
• Authority to do the following procedures:

– Allocate new data sets from interactive TSO sessions.
• Log on with a minimum region size of three MB (see the note)

– Read access to MICS data sets from your site's security software, if your site uses security software.
– Dynamically allocate up to 100 data sets. For example, DYNAMNBR=100. (Guideline only)

Note: TSO controls region size and DYNAMNBR; ISPF influences their optimal values. (The next section discusses
ISPF requirements.)
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The level of complexity of MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) inquiries that are written by MWF users
influences both region size and number of dynamic allocations. Inquiries that use many files from a number of
different MICS databases require a higher number of dynamic allocations to execute.

As the MICS system administrator, you need the following extra TSO-related capabilities:

• TSO level that is required for the MICS-supported version of ISPF that your site is using. For a listing of supported
versions of ISPF and their required levels of TSO, see the ISPF heading later in this section.

• Authority to update the MICS sharedprefix data sets through the site's security software, if your site uses security
software.

Users who are authorized to update data sets where their application-specific data resides need the authority to read
and update the MICS sharedprefix data sets through the site's security software, if your site uses security software. For
example, Accounting and Chargeback users performing manual data entry.

ISPF and ISPF/PDF
ISPF and ISPF/PDF are related program products that are developed by IBM. MICS requires both products, although we
usually refer to ISPF and ISPF/PDF as though they are one product.

ISPF is a dialog manager for interactive applications. ISPF provides the control environment and services that permit the
Workstation Facility (MWF) dialog to execute.

ISPF/PDF permits dialog access to services such as BROWSE, EDIT, and Library Management.

MICS makes extensive use of ISPF features, especially table and file tailoring services. For MICS applications to run
correctly, we recommend applying maintenance that you receive from IBM for ISPF or ISPF/PDF as soon as possible.

MWF does not run under non-TSO teleprocessing monitors such as VM/CMS, Roscoe, and WYLBUR.

IBM Assembler
Normal MICS usage does not require you to have a license for IBM high-level Assembler (ASMA90) because all MICS
assembler programs are distributed in load module format under the Broadcom Support Program (PSP).

If you want to modify the assembler source code, compile the programs that we provide using the high-level Assembler
(ASMA90).

SAS System Software Requirements
MICS uses the SAS System for its operational, parameter generation, and interactive data analysis applications. MICS
requires Base SAS for all products. SAS/GRAPH is an optional SAS software product that some MICS products and the
MICS Workstation Facility support.

Beginning with SAS 9.3, producing color graphics no longer requires a SAS/GRAPH license. The Graph Template
Language (GTL), and the ODS Graphics Procedures are now available with Base SAS software. These components let
you create charts and graphs from the Base SAS product directly.

MICS supports the following GA releases of SAS:

Product Supported Releases Supported
Base SAS 9.4.0

9.3.0
9.2.0*
9.1.3*
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Use of SAS 9.4 at TS1M5 also requires installation of SAS maintenance B6Q033, which addresses changes in INFILE/
FILE user exit interface.

Use of SAS 9.3 at TS1M0 also requires application of SAS Hotfix E80004 and Hotfix E80023. 

*The SAS Institute reduced SAS 9.2.0 to Level B support on September 30, 2011. Refer to the SAS support site for more
information regarding SAS Technical Support Services and Policies. We encourage you to migrate to a fully supported
release.

*The SAS Institute reduced SAS 9.1.3 to Level C support on September 30, 2013. Refer to the SAS support site for more
information regarding SAS Technical Support Services and Policies. We encourage you to migrate to a fully supported
release.

You license the SAS software product from the SAS Institute, which maintains the product. MICS uses the SAS software
product and is sensitive to its changes. We try to coordinate with the SAS Institute to minimize risks due to differing
maintenance levels of Base SAS software. For the successful operation of MICS, we recommend that you follow SAS
Institute's policy for maintaining SAS libraries.

We recommend maintaining a separate copy of the following SAS libraries for use with MICS:

• AUTOLIB
• CNTL

(SAS 9.1.3)
• CONFIG

(SAS 9.2 and later)
• *TKMVSENV

(SAS 9.1.3 and later)
• LIBRARY
• SASHELP
• SASMSG

*Review the contents of this file. If you copy the listed files under a new name for MICS, edit this file to specify the new
high-level-qualifier you chose, depending on whether your SAS installer defined it here.

Maintaining separate SAS libraries for MICS insulates MICS from unexpected failures attributable to SAS upgrades
or maintenance. Additionally, at times MICS may require a SAS hot-fix that may be undesirable to your in-house SAS
community.

To convert to a new SAS version, see Converting MICS to a New SAS Version.

Data Sources Supported
MICS supports the data sources in the table below up to the release listed, unless otherwise specified. MICS will provide
limited support for one year after a vendor's drop- support date for a data source release. Use of releases not supported
may yield unpredictable results.

If you have upgraded (or are considering upgrading) to a newer release of the data source, contact Broadcom Support.
We would like to review your data and are always looking for early release candidates to partner with for field testing.

Note: For the most current information about the releases that are listed, see the Compatibility Matrix in the MICS
documentation.

MICS Product Data Source Highest Level Supported
Analyzer Option for MeasureWare MeasureWare
Analyzer Option for MeasureWare HP-UX C.03.86
Analyzer Option for MeasureWare SUN Solaris C.03.82
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Analyzer Option for MeasureWare IBM AIX C.04.5
ASTEX Option ASTEX Performance 2.8
Tandem Option MEASURE J06
Analyzer Option for CICS CICS Transaction Server 5.6
Analyzer Option for CICS CICS Transaction Gateway 9.3
Analyzer Option for CICS ASG-TMON for CICS TS for z/OS 4.2
Analyzer Option for CICS IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for CICS on z/

OS
5.3

Space Analyzer/Collector Option DFP and DFSMS/MVS SMS 2.4
Space Analyzer/Collector Option MVS/SP z/OS 2.4
Space Analyzer/Collector Option DFHSM and DFSMS SMS 2.4
Analyzer Option for DB2 DB2 12.1
Analyzer Option for DB2 IDAA 7.1
Analyzer Option for IDMS IDMS Performance Monitor 19.0
Analyzer Option for IMS/IMS Log IMS/ESA 15.2
Analyzer Option for IMS/IMS Log BMC MAINVIEW for IMS 5.4
Data Extractor Option
Analyzer Option for MQSeries IBM MQ (WebSphere MQ) for z/OS 9.2
Analyzer Option for MQSeries IBM Integration Bus for z/OS 10.0
Batch and Operations Analyzer SMF z/OS 2.4
Batch and Operations Analyzer SMF z/OS 2.4 for JES2
Batch and Operations Analyzer SMF z/OS 2.4 for JES3
Batch and Operations Analyzer Bundl 5.0
Batch and Operations Analyzer Dispatch 11.7
Batch and Operations Analyzer View 14.0
Batch and Operations Analyzer Deliver 14.0
Hardware and SCP Analyzer RMF z/OS 2.4
Network Analyzer Option NetSpy 12.0
Network Analyzer Option NetSpy/VM 5.2
Network Analyzer Option NPM 2.7
Network Analyzer Option NPM/VM 2.1
Network Analyzer Option NetView for z/OS 6.2
Network Analyzer Option NetMaster 12.2
Network Analyzer Option TCP/IP for z/OS 2.4
Network Analyzer Option Connect:Direct (NDM) 5.2
System Reliability Analyzer Option EREP 3.5
Analyzer for TSO TSO/MON PM 6.2
Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS OpenVMS VAX 8.4
Analyzer Option for VM/CMS z/VM 7.2
Analyzer Option for VM/CMS VM:Account 1.7
Analyzer Option for VM/CMS Velocity Software zTCP 5.1
Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS VM/CMS 7.2 and 3.2
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Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS VM:Account 1.7
Analyzer Option for VSE/Power VSE/POWER 9.4
Web Analyzer Option WebSphere for z/OS
Web Analyzer Option HTTP Server 5.3
Web Analyzer Option Application Server 9.0
Tape Analyzer Option CA 1 14.0
Tape Analyzer Option TLMS 14.0
Tape Analyzer Option DFSMS/MVS RMM 2.4
Tape Analyzer Option IBM VTS 7.4
Tape Analyzer Option Oracle StorageTek VTCS/ELS 7.3
Tape Analyzer Option IBM Virtualization Engine TS77xx 5.1

Administrator Information
As the MICS system administrator, you are the liaison between your organization and technical support. We send
all MICS publications and materials to you (or to the area designated by your organization) and address all support
questions, problems, and issues with Broadcom Support.

This Administrator section serves as a central filing point for correspondence that applies to administering and maintaining
MICS. This section:

• Defines our support services
• Provides procedures and forms for logging your modifications and critical user actions
• Describes correspondence and publications that we send to you.

The remaining sections are:

Support Services
This subsection describes services available to MICS users.

Incident Log
An incident is an unexpected occurrence, such as a power outage that results in less data than expected for a day's
processing.
The Incident Log includes:

• Forms for recording and tracking incidents
• Special operational considerations that are unique to your installation, and therefore important to the long-term integrity

of MICS
• Database incidents
• Key changes in MICS definitions

User Modification Descriptions
This subsection contains forms for documenting MICS user modifications, which are changes you make to code we
supply. In this section, we provide an index and a description form so you can track user modifications that are made to
MICS.

System Requirements
This subsection describes the IBM and SAS system software that is required to operate MICS.

Broadcom Support Services
Broadcom provides support services to ensure satisfaction and promote your involvement in managing MICS. Technical
support provides assistance in:
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• Analyzing and resolving program and documentation errors
• Interpreting product output and reports

This section contains the following topics:

• Support Services Objectives and Description
• Reporting Problems to Broadcom
• Support Website
• The Product Support Program
• Maintenance Policies

Support Services Objectives and Description

Objectives

Broadcom Support is the main point of contact for your inquiries. Broadcom Support provides:

• Pre- and post-installation coordination by determining if you have installed MICS within established guidelines
• Answers to your questions about MICS product operations
• Information about administering and maintaining MICS
• Ongoing support through product changes and upgrades:

– Product changes are maintenance and enhancements to MICS and support for other vendors' products. All product
changes to MICS are distributed through the Broadcom Support Program (PSP)

– Product upgrades are product changes that enhance MICS products. Updates are automatically distributed through
the PSP to all licensed users of the applicable product. You can also request upgrades from technical support as
they become available. Between PSP cycles, critical solutions may be published and made available for download
at Broadcom Support

Description

Inquiries 

Broadcom Support provides answers to questions about MICS product operations, including:

• Interpreting reports
• Defining run procedures
• Specifying input parameters
• Using MICS products and its data collectors, which input data to the MICS update processes (SMF, RMF, TSO, and so

on) 

Problems
You may encounter problems that are caused by processing errors resulting in:

• Abnormal termination of a program
• An error in deriving elements
• An operational malfunction
• A reporting error
• A documentation error

Product Improvement 

We use the Demand Analysis Request (DAR) system to track and assess client software enhancement suggestions.
We value your input and regularly review and analyze suggestions, often including your suggestions in future product
releases.

To submit an enhancement suggestion, use one of the following resources:
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• Suggestion Box at Broadcom Support
• Your local user group
• Your Account Representative

Reporting Problems to Broadcom
Report any suspected problems to Broadcom by opening an issue with Broadcom Support. Use the assigned number in
all correspondence and calls.

The types of information we need includes:

• A copy of the computer runs, including:
– JCL
– JES logs
– Allocation and de-allocation messages
– Diagnostic reports
– Dumps
– MICSLOG
– SASLOG

• A description of the problem or question
• A listing of applicable PARMS and USER.SOURCE members
• A listing of applicable SOURCE members that contain user changes
• A printed listing of the MICS database files
• A printout of the monitor data that is used as input
• A machine-readable copy of the data that is used as input
• Include your site ID and the contact number that Technical Support assigned to all items that you send in.

For online technical assistance and a complete list of locations, primary service hours, and telephone numbers, contact
Broadcom Support

Support Website
A support website enables our clients (with a current maintenance agreement) to use the Internet to:

• Gain real-time access to support information
• Download fixes
• Communicate with Broadcom Support on existing issues
• Open new issues
• Search for solutions and problems
• Request automatic notification of critical (hiper) or informational solutions

Before using the support website for the first time, it is necessary to register online.

The Product Support Program
The Product Support Program (PSP) distribution materials include documentation, installation instructions, and an ESD
PAX distribution file that contains:

• Written descriptions of product changes
• Pre-coded JCL for applying product changes
• For more information on PSP, see the How to use the PSP section.
• A complete inventory of all MICS products
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Maintenance Policies
The following policies govern MICS maintenance and user modifications:

• Review the product changes and apply those changes applicable to your installation within 120 days of receipt.
• Apply standard MICS maintenance using PSP Online.
• Apply all user-written changes to the MICS modules using the IEBUPDTE utility.

Note: All changes to MICS modules in the User Change Description Block at the front of each module. Separate areas
are allocated for standard MICS maintenance and user modifications. Each change to the module is noted by one
comment line. Modifications that are distributed through product upgrades and the MICS Service Pack automatically
update the change logs.

In most cases, when we distribute the MICS maintenance for the libraries that are listed here, PSP will not overwrite them.
This action safeguards user modifications that you have made.

MICS.USER.SOURCE

MICS.PARMS

You are responsible for integrating the MICS maintenance with user modifications (retrofitting).

Incident Log
The incident log provides an audit trail of events that may affect the integrity or content of the MICS database. The
incident log should contain, at a minimum:

• An identifying number
• The date
• The name of the person who handled the incident
• A description of the incident

The incident log could also contain:

• Information about the current maintenance level of MICS
• Information about any anomalies relative to the completeness of the database or a database element
• Notes regarding any special considerations that are related to MICS operation

These examples show the type of data to enter in the log:

MICS Parameter Changes:

• Date of change
• Parameter name
• Reason for change

Operational Problems:

• Date
• Type of problem

– Operator cancellations
– Tape errors
– DASD space allocation problems
– Database restores
– Update restarts
– Data processed out of sequence

MICS System Maintenance:
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• Date applied
• Reference to product upgrade or release level number
• Product change number
• Other correspondence

User Modification:

• Date applied
• Reference to User Modification Description form

Data Element Changes:

• Date of change
• Variable name
• Scope of change (for example, the element was changed on the indicated date, and retrofitted to online files and

history files)

Data Lost Conditions:

• Product
• Date
• Range of data lost

Data Collector Change (SMF, RMF, TSO, and so on):

• Date and description of the change:
– Product change number
– Collection procedure

System Control Program Change:

• Date and description of change:
– New product release (FMID)
– New PUT tape
– Parameter changes

Hardware Changes:

• Date and description of change:
– New processor
– Reconfiguration

MICS Product Additions:

• Date of change
• Product name

You may choose to keep the log either:

• Online in the Operations Change Tracking (OPSCTF) file.
To log incidents in the OPSCTF file:
– access the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
– select option 3, SAS with MICS Libraries (MSAS)
– select option 4, MICS Data Entry (SCREENS)
– select one of the SAS/FSP functions shown
– choose 2, OPSCTF01-Environmental Change Tracking, as your Data Source
– For more information, see OPSCTF - Operations Change Tracking File.
– On paper, using the log form that follows.
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Incident Log Form

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 |  CA MICS System Administrator's Incident Log              |

 |                                                           |

 |========|==========|===========|===========================|

 | Number |   Date   | Logged by |    Description            |

 |========|==========|===========|===========================|

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |        |          |           |                           |

 |        |          |           |                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 

User Modification Descriptions
We provide modification standards in the MICS System Modification section. This document provides valuable insight into
the structure of MICS and proven methods for adding code to tailor MICS to your needs. Study the document carefully
before developing a user modification and discuss questions about technique and methodology with Broadcom Support.

User Modification Description forms are supplied here. They are useful during your organization's internal code review
process and for historical documentation of in-house changes to MICS. Technical support may also request information
from this form when resolving a component problem.

The title and number on the form should agree with those modifications listed in the User Change Description block. This
block appears at the front of each MICS source code module following the Vendor Change Description and should contain
a one-line description of each modification you make to the module.

We recommend that you attach a copy of your changes (in IEBUPDTE format) to the User Modification Description form
for reference during MICS maintenance activities.

User Modification Index

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|         CA MICS User Modification Index                   |

|                                                           |

|===========================================================|

| Mod.   |          |        | Super-   |                   |

| Number |   Date   | Status | seded by | Notes             |

|===========================================================|

|        |          |        |          |                   |
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|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|-----------------------------------------------------------|

|        |          |        |          |                   |

|        |          |        |          |                   |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

User Modification Description

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|              User Modification Description                |

|                                                           |

|===========================================================|

|                                                           |

|Title:_____________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification Number:_______________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Written by:________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification Date:_____________________                    |

|                                                           |
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|Description:_______________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|Reason for modification:___________________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|MICS.SOURCE modules modified:______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|MICS.USER.SOURCE modules modified:_________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|MICS.CLIST modules modified:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification source library:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification source members:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|              User Modification Description                |

|                                                           |

|===========================================================|

|                                                           |

|Title:_____________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification Number:_______________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Written by:________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification Date:_____________________                    |

|                                                           |

|Description:_______________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|Reason for modification:___________________________________|

|                                                           |
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|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|MICS.SOURCE modules modified:______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|MICS.USER.SOURCE modules modified:_________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|MICS.CLIST modules modified:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|Modification source library:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

|Modification source members:_______________________________|

|                                                           |

|___________________________________________________________|

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Basic Concepts
This section provides an introduction to the basic concepts behind MICS and consists of the following articles:

• Logical Structure of MICS Files and Databases
This article contains information about the file structures and organization of the MICS database and includes advice
on how to meet your reporting needs.

• Major Components
This article provides a basic introduction to the major components of MICS.

Logical Structure of MICS Files and Databases
The following article contains information about the file structures and organization of the MICS database, and includes
advice on how to meet your reporting needs.

Logical Organization

The logical organization of files in the MICS database is first categorized into information areas. Information areas are
broad subject areas that are processed by a specific Data Integration Application (DIA).

For example, the CICS component has two information areas: CIC for most CICS transaction and system data, and CTG
for transaction gateway information.

A unique three-character file name identifies a specific activity or point of view within an information area. For example,
CSU for the CICS user transaction activity and CSY for CICS system activity. The combination of information area and file
name for these files would be CICCSU and CICCSY.
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Progression of data files over a period of time, at varying data summarization levels, comprises separate databases that
are called timespans. The Detail timespan is generally a one-to-one match with the raw data input. The Days timespan
is the Detail timespan summarized to the hour level. Week, Months, and Years timespans contain data at even higher
summarization levels.

Finally, the occurrences of a file in a timespan are called cycles. Generally, the cycle number provides a relative time
reference to the data it contains.

Information Areas and Files

The following diagram shows some of the information areas and files from various MICS products. The first three
characters of a file name represent the broad subject category and the next three characters represent a specific
information point of view.

Knowing the information areas associated with each component allows you to easily identify which component a file
belongs to, because the first three characters of the file name identify the information area.

Figure 1: Information Areas and Files

For example, the Batch & Operations Analyzer generates files in the BAT information area that is related to batch job,
started task, and TSO session activity.

• The BATJOB file contains a record with metrics for the job steps and spool output from the time the job is submitted
until it is purged from the system.

• The BATPGM file contains information at the job step (program) level, and at the interval level for long running steps.
• The BATSPL file contains information about the batch job printed output - lines printed, and so on.

The BAT info area contains many more files.
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Zones

Zones provide a way to organize data by time period. You can specify from one to nine zones. Zones allow you to
organize data for reporting based on a time period.

In the following example, we have set Zone 1 to be the prime shift, Monday through Friday. Let’s say your boss needs
a report on the prime shift activity for a specific timeframe. With one statement, you can get the desired report data by
selecting only data for Zone 1.

Zone 2 represents the second shift, from 4pm to 11:59pm. Zone 3 represents midnight to 7:59am. Zone 4, in this example,
represents weekends.

The zone value also comes into play for Accounting and Chargeback purposes. When you define charges for work, you
can put a surcharge on user jobs executed in Zone 1. Because resources in Zone 1 (or prime shift) are typically dedicated
to your business workloads, you can define different rates to use for different zones.

Timespans and Cycles

Timespans are separate databases that contain files at a specific level of data summarization:

Detail view
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Generally represents a one-to-one match with the raw data input.

Days timespan
Detail data summarized to the hour level within day.

Weeks timespan
Contains summarized data by hour within zone within week.

Months timespan
Data summarized by zone within month.

Years timespan
Data combined and summarized by zone within year.

The database file sizes generally decrease significantly as the data is summarized into higher timespans, which allows
you to keep enough historical data online for long-term trend reporting.

Cycles are the occurrence of a file in a timespan. Up to 99 cycles can be kept online, for each file, in the database.
Generally, the cycle number provides a relative time reference of the data it contains.

For example, in the Detail and Days timespan, Cycle 01 would contain the data from yesterday, Cycle 02, the data from
two days ago, and so on.

In the Weeks, Months, and Years timespans, Cycle 00 contains the data from the beginning of the week, month, or year to
current date; Cycle 01, the week, month, or year before, and so on.
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MICS Summarization

Data summarization is a key feature of the MICS database structure and is important to understand. The file cycles in the
Detail timespan contain data that is generally a one-to-one match with the raw data. Raw data is typically event or interval
level data. For example, a record for every user transaction or an interval record, such as the 15-minute RMF record.

Depending on the data type, some detail files can be voluminous - for example a file that contains a record for every CICS
transaction - and you typically process many millions of CICS transactions a day.

The file cycles in the Days timespan are summarized to the hour, so using the RMF 15-minute interval as an example in
the Detail timespan, there are four observations or records per hour. These four observations are summarized together
into a single observation in the Days timespan. Numeric data elements are accumulated, and elements pertaining to
average, percentage, minimum, and maximum are recomputed. Whereas Zone 1 was from 8 am to 4 pm, Monday
through Friday, in the Months timespan, all records in Zone 1 are summarized together into a single observation for the
month. The same applies for the Years timespan.
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How Summarization Works

The following example shows the summarization of the RMF example for summarization from Detail timespan to Days.

DETAIL

  SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR ENDTS

    S       M

    Y    Y  O   H

    S    E  N D O

    I    A  T A U

    D    R  H Y R  ENDTS               DURATION   CPU0BTM    CPUPC0BS    PROD 04 1 4 11 04JAN04:11:13:59.99

 0:14:59.99 0:08:13.53 54.84 %     PROD 04 1 4 11 04JAN04:11:29:00.06 0:15:00.06 0:09:45.37 65.04 %     PROD

 04 1 4 11 04JAN04:11:43:59.98 0:14:59.98 0:09:24.36 62.71 %     PROD 04 1 4 11 04JAN04:11:59:00.00 0:15:00.00

 0:10:39.62 71.07 %

DAYS

  SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

    S       M

    Y    Y  O   H

    S    E  N D O

    I    A  T A U

    D    R  H Y R  ENDTS               DURATION   CPU0BTM    CPUPC0BS    PROD 04 1 4 11 04JAN04:11:59:00.00

 1:00:00.03 0:38:02.88 63.41 % 

The Detail timespan contains a record for each 15-minute interval.

Notice how in the Days timespan, those four records are summarized into a single observation for hour 11, based on the
end timestamp value and the data elements duration and CPU0BTM accumulated, and the CPU percent-busy element,
CPUC0BS, recomputed.

File Example

In the database, you can keep as many cycles of data files as you need for reporting (up to 99). Every MICS installation
has different needs.

Out of the box, MICS configures each component with a standard set of files in each timespan to give you good reporting
coverage. However, you can adjust the defaults to meet your needs. Some sites like to keep many detail level files, and
summarize data on the fly for reporting needs. Some sites have no reporting requirements for the Weeks or Years data, so
these timespans are turned off.
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Note the cycle number for each file. Remember that you can use these cycle numbers for relative positions in time. For
example, in the Detail and Day timespans, the 01 cycle typically contains data from yesterday; 02 cycle, the day before;
and so on.

In the Weeks, Months, and Years timespans, Cycle 00 contains the data from the start of the week, month, or year. Cycle
01 would contain the prior period, week, month, or year.

Major Components
This article provides a basic introduction to the major components of MICS.

MICS has four major components. The following diagram shows the relationships between these components:
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• Management Support Applications (MSAs)
The MSAs use the data in the database for management reporting, capacity planning, performance analysis, and
accounting and chargeback.

• MICS database
The database is the repository for all the processed data.

• Data Sources
The data sources consist of the system performance monitor data from various sources: SMF, CICS, DB2, VM, and so
on.

• Data Integration Applications (DIAs)
The DIAs process and enhance monitor data and store that data in the MICS database.

In summary, the raw monitor data is processed, enhanced, and organized by the DIAs, which store the processed data in
the MICS database, which is accessed by the MSAs.

Data Sources

The following diagram shows the processing of the data sources by the DIAs. The processed data is then stored in the
MICS database.
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The data sources contain the raw monitor data from the various performance monitors that run on your systems. Several
subsystems write their performance data to SMF record types.

For example:

• Most address space activity is recorded to the SMF type 30s;
• Operating system and hardware resource consumption, monitored by RMF, is recorded to the SMF type 70 through 79;
• DB2 writes the SMF 100 and 101 records;
• IBM CMF for CICS writes the SMF 110 records.
• Others create their own log files, like IMS and VM, or other third-party products like TMON/CICS from ASG, and

MAINVIEW from BMC.

The preceding diagram shows only a sample of the many data sources available to MICS.

MICS has associated DIAs that process these data sources.
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Data Integration Applications (DIAs)

The MICS product suite consists of DIAs that are designed to process the raw data sources that are most useful for
managing IT data centers.

A DIA is at the heart of each Product Analyzer that makes up the MICS suite. The MVS Batch and Operations Analyzer
and the MVS Hardware and SCP Analyzer are delivered with MICS as standard.

You can add other DIAs to your MICS installation based on your IT data center configuration and performance-reporting
requirements. For data sources for which MICS does not have an analyzer option, you can build your own DIA with the
field-developed application toolkit, process the raw data, and integrate the data into your MICS database. For example,
you can input data from a security access control system, other SMF records, or SAS files from MXG. Field-developed
applications allow you to integrate important data from virtually any source into MICS for subsequent performance
analysis and reporting.

Note: DIAs are sometimes referred to as Components or Products in older versions of the MICS documentation.

For more information about the individual DIAs, see Product Analyzers.
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What Do DIAs Do?

Data Integration Applications (DIAs) translate and interpret data, and derive metrics from that data.

Translate and Interpret Data

The following example shows how a DIA can check raw data hex values and bit settings to set the program system abend
flag on or off.

IF X'4000'<SMF30SCC<x'8000'

AND SMF3OSTI='......1..'B

THEN PGMSYSAB-1:

ELSE PGMSYSAB-0;

Derive from Data

The following example shows how you can derive a CPU percent busy metric.

CPUPCBSY=CPUTOBTM/CPUTOUTM*100;

DIAs process the raw monitor data, and format, enhance, and organize it into targeted SAS files, each with a prescribed
point of view.

For example, one file contains statistics and activity on the program steps of a batch job; another contains the print
statistics; and another, global file contains all the program steps and print statistics of the entire batch job rolled together.

For performance reporting, you can retrieve the information from the file that best fits your reporting needs. To produce
valuable and organized records, data from multiple record types is sometimes combined into a single observation. For
example, when a batch job runs, multiple SMF records are produced: several subtypes of the SMF type 30s for job
initiation, interval, step end, and job end; the type 6 spool records; and the type 26 purge records. These records are
combined to create a single observation that contains all the statistics for the execution of the batch job.

The data integration applications (DIAs) also interpret and translate cryptic raw data into meaningful data values. The
DIAs provide value-added data elements above and beyond the read-up. They can derive percentage values like “percent
busy”; rates like “bytes per second”, “minimum”, and “maximum”; and average values like “average response time”.

MICS includes more than 600 out-of-the-box meaningful standard reports and MICF inquiries that are ready to run.

MICS database

The MICS database is the repository for all the SAS files that the DIAs create. The following diagram shows a simplified
illustration of the relationship between the MICS database and the data integration applications (DIAs):
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While this illustration suggests that the database contains only one SAS file for each DIA, in reality each DIA produces
many SAS files, with the data organized with a specific point of view in each one.

For example, the CICS component has a file that contains metrics from a CICS region perspective, another file at a
user-transaction perspective, and another file with a CICS application perspective. You can target a particular file in the
database with the right point of view for your reporting needs.

MICS and SAS

It might be helpful to imagine each SAS file as a spreadsheet:
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Each row is an individual observation containing several key elements by which the file is sorted and data elements. An
observation can contain the performance metrics for a batch job or a job step or a user’s execution of a CICS transaction.
MICS uses the term “data elements”, which would equate to a SAS variable to a SAS-user.

Management Support Applications (MSAs)

When the database is populated, you can use the data with the management support applications (MSAs).
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Each MSA performs a different role:

• The Accounting and Chargeback application is integrated into many components that capture which resource was
used and who used that resource, and apply a cost, while the DIA processes the raw data.
Depending on your chargeback needs, the application can produce daily, weekly, and monthly financial reports,
including end-of-the-month invoices.

• The capacity planner creates its own database and extracts specific resource data elements from the DIA files. The
capacity planner also helps with reporting on usage and resource-consumption patterns, and how far into the future
you can sustain current service levels with the existing resources. This information helps with planning upgrades and
workload shifts and also lets you combine business-workload criteria and integrate these criteria into your capacity
planning.

• The Performance Manager combines metrics from various DIA database files and produces many valuable reports on
proven system performance areas of interest.

• StorageMate provides numerous reports and analysis on your DASD and tape storage.

What Do MSAs Do?

MSAs are driven through the MICS workstation facility and perform the following tasks:

• Provide specific analysis using proven techniques
• Span data sources, systems, and technologies to provide comprehensive reporting
• Use data in the MICS database or external data sources or both
• Provide solutions in critical system performance management areas

For more information about the individual MSAs, see Product Analyzers.

Reporting with MICS

The data in the MICS database can be accessed through Management Support Applications (MSAs) and MICF (the MICS
Information Center Facility), as shown in the following diagram.
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MICF is an ISPF application that accesses the MICS database through the MICS workstation. With MICF, you can
schedule your inquiries so that they run automatically after the MICS database has been updated.

In addition, many DIAs deliver standard reports, exception reports, and MBO (management by objective) reports that can
also execute automatically after the operational job is complete. You can access the database directly and create your
own SAS code to develop your reports.

The Enhanced Web Reporting feature generates PNG-format charts and descriptions in the MICF Web Publishing (MWP)
root directory for each executed inquiry.
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Planning
This section shows you how to plan for the installation of MICS, from the general concepts which must be understood to
the details of coding the members of the MICS parameter library that are used by the actual installation process.

The organization and staffing tasks are identified too. If you have a question at any time during your review of the material
that is presented here, contact Broadcom Support.

The mechanics of the MICS installation process are documented in Installing, which includes a set of checklists that
describe each installation step. The "work" of installing MICS is gaining the necessary understanding of your installation
and its needs, and translating that understanding into MICS parameters. The Planning section leads you through all the
planning and parameter specifications that are required for a successful installation. The Planning section asks you to
make several policy decisions, fill out several worksheets, and translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding
MICS parameter library member entries.

Note: The focus of this section is on initial installation of MICS. Bringing up a new version of MICS at a site where it is
installed or applying maintenance to the installed system is covered in write-ups that are shipped with new releases and
maintenance.

We recommend managing the installation process following these five-phases:

Phases 1 through 3 are covered in this section. Installing provides a detailed, step-by-step plan for phases 4 and 5. A
description of each of the tasks in the five phases follows.

Phase 1: Personnel Assignment and Preparation

1. Establish and staff the positions of MICS System Administrator and MICS Information Coordinator.
2. Have these people attend MICS courses:

a. MICS Concepts and Facilities
b. Implementing MICS

3. Have the assigned personnel review Administrator Information so that the latest information about the state of the
MICS system is used in the succeeding tasks.

Phase 2: Preparing Your Site for MICS

1. MICS requires LMP (License Management Program), one of the Common Components and Services, before you can
install or run MICS.
For a MICS-oriented detail of LMP, see Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational.
For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see LMP in the
Common Components and Services documentation.

2. We recommend establishing a separate SAS library for exclusive use by the MICS database update process. While
any level of SAS can be used for inquiries into the database, MICS is sensitive to the version of SAS with which the
database is updated.

3. Ensure that the data collection processes in place are adequate to support MICS. MICS can require the use of various
options in the data collection programs themselves to provide the best advantages of the product. Review collection
options in use at your site for compatibility with MICS for each of the products whose data you analyze with MICS.

4. This task is necessary only if you are using the MICS Space Analyzer Option.
To begin DASD data collection, ensure that the MICS Space Collector is installed and operational. See the MICS
Space Collector Guide for installation and operation instructions.
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Phase 3: MICS Implementation Planning and Parameter Specification

1. Reproduce the MICS Installation Worksheets (distributed with the MICS system).
2. Define the structure of the database complex that you are installing.
3. Define the database complex JCL parameters in JCLDEFC and USERJCL.
4. Define the account code structure that is used for the MICS products your site is licensed to use. Also define

the SAS routines that assign values to the account code data elements. Code the structure and SAS logic in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. See the individual product sections for information about account code definition for each
product.

5. Decide how many MICS database units you want to install and what products and data sources you want in each unit.
We recommend installing a test database unit.

6. Describe the site and computer systems for each database unit. Parameters can be specified at the complex-level in
the following members of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS:
– CPLXSID

Computer system description
– CPLXDEF

Complex and site characteristics
– CPLXZONE

Time zones (shifts) to summarize
– JCLDEFC

JCL parameters
– USERJCL

User additions to JCL Parameters for each can be coded at the unit-level in the following members of the prefix.
MICS.PARMS library to override or supplement complex-level definitions, or both:
– SYSID

Computer system descriptions
– SITE

Certain site characteristics
– ZONE

Time zones (shifts) to summarize
– JCLDEF

JCL parameters
– USERJCL

User additions to JCL

7. Describe the collected data which each database unit is to process and code MICS processing exit routines for the
products to be installed in each unit, with parameters to be coded in members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library. See
Database Unit Planning and Parameters and MICS JCL Planning and Parameters and the individual product sections for
lists of these installation planning parameters.

8. Study your input data volumes and determine your MICS online data retention requirements. Specify these
requirements to MICS through parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

See the subsections on planning, installation definitions, or parameters for information about the options for each product.

Phase 4: MICS Installation and Check-Out

1. Establish catalog entries and pointers.
2. Load the distribution libraries.
3. Run the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0) to provide the database complex level CLISTs and JCL

procedures installation procedure library (PROCLIB).
4. Load the SAS tables and screens using the SAS LDSASFLS job.
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5. Alter the MICS MONEY format if you use a currency other than U.S. dollars or U.K. Pounds Sterling.
6. To use dual currency MONEY formats to support euro conversion, see Using the EURO.
7. To build the neccessary ISPF tables for the MICS Document Access, run the DOCAGEN1 job.
8. Initialize the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
9. For each product being installed, use the MICS Component Generator to produce the code and generated

documentation for the product.
Note: Tasks 4-10 through 4-18 must be repeated for each database unit being installed.

10. Establish catalog entries and pointers.
11. Create the MICS system libraries that are needed for a database unit.
12. Run the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA) to provide JCL procedures for the unit database installation process.
13. Copy the product-unique parameters into the unit parameter library with the COPYLIBU job.
14. Add the MICS procedures to the installation procedure library (PROCLIB).
15. Edit parameter members
16. To create the SAS code necessary to tailor the MICS products that you are installing in the database unit, submit the

MICS Parameter Generation job.
17. Run the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENC) to provide the necessary JCL procedures for the unit database

installation and operation.
18. Configure, allocate, and initialize the MICS database.
19. Run the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) to provide the necessary JCL procedures that are required for the

standard MICS operation.Task 4-20: Test all exits, account codes, application unit, and relative longevity code
assignments that are described in Task 3-4.

20. End of steps to perform for each database unit.
21. Print the MICS documentation.
22. Check that MICS is properly established in your DASD and tape management systems and that offsite backup tape

storage has been arranged.
23. Review all generated code and JCL for conformance to installation standards.

Phase 5: Turnover of MICS as a Production System

1. Activate a test system and run the prototype database for 3 to 7 days.
2. Code and process each of the student exercises defined in the Implementing MICS Course using the prototype

database.
3. Initiate a regular daily database update, but with manual scheduling. Operate in this mode for three to seven days.
4. Switch over to automatic scheduling of the MICS update process and turn the system over to the group in your shop

responsible for production batch job scheduling.
5. Begin using SAS interactive inquiry facilities for problem tracking, one-time questions, and so on.
6. Begin using MICF and Documentation Access for database inquiry, document browse, data element browse, and

subject cross-reference.
7. To address your installation's requirements, execute the Exception Value Analysis process and set "rough-cut"

exception values.
8. To satisfy your installation's requirements, adjust the exception thresholds and refine the daily exception reporting

process.
9. To address your installation's requirements, review the Management Objective Reports and tailor their options.
10. Convert existing installation reporting to operate using the MICS database.
11. Gradually consolidate your installation's reporting process.
12. Define an overall management reporting plan for using the MICS system as a part of your installation's management

process.
13. Areas that may be included are:
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– Capacity Planning
– Accounting or Chargeback
– Standards Enforcement
– Programmer Productivity Analysis
– Performance Management
– Network Service
– Storage Management

14. Define an application interfacing plan for using extractions from the MICS database system in other strategic
applications. Consider use of the MICF CSV file generation facility and or MICS Query and Reporting to accomplish
this task.

15. Define the report distribution and use plan.

The remainder of this section covers the following topics:

• Personnel Assignment and Preparation
• Preparing Your Site for MICS
• MICS Installation Planning and Parameter Specification

Phases 4 and 5 are described in detail in the Installing.

Best Practices for Planning
This section describes the best practices for planning how to use MICS.

The following topics are covered in this section.

• Create a Balanced Complex
• Configure Raw Data for Optimal Value
• Optimize Raw Data Collection
• Automate SMF Data Processing

Create a Balanced Complex
Design a balanced MICS Complex including all your data integration components. The components should be assigned
so that each operational unit can complete daily raw data processing and database update within a convenient daily
update window, as shown here.

Business Value

A balanced complex ensures that the updated database is consistently available for reporting and analysis at the start of
normal business hours.

Create a Balanced Complex Diagram
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Larger-scale Balanced Complex Diagram

As your MICS complex expands, take care to ensure that the daily processing and updates remain within the daily update
window.
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Additional Considerations:

• The daily update processing for each operational unit runs in parallel, and up to 36 units can be deployed to complete
processing within the appropriate daily update window.

• Automated report generation and web publishing must wait for each unit to complete daily update processing.
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Configure Raw Data for Optimal Value
Understand the characteristics and configuration options used by the subsystems to generate the raw data that is
subsequently read by the data integration components of MICS. Note that default options used by the subsystems to
configure raw data must often be changed to provide raw data content and granularity suitable for input into MICS.

Business Value:

Maximizes the usefulness and value of the information stored in the MICS database.

Additional Considerations:

• Many data sources create interval records. You can usually specify the interval duration that controls how frequently
interval records are produced. To maximize the usefulness of the MICS database, specify an interval duration of 10
to 30 minutes (or shorter) rather than the default interval duration, which, for CICS and CICS Transaction Gateway
interval records for example, is three hours.

• Most subsystems let you specify a synchronization value to control the end-of-interval time. For example, the z/OS
SMF subsystem supports a global SYNCVAL parameter for SMF records. We recommend that you specify 59 for all
raw data sources that support interval record synchronization, rather than the default synchronization value of 00. A
synch value of 00 does not provide accurate information because the HOUR that a record belongs to is determined by
the End Time Stamp of the interval record. A 30-minute interval that ends at 10:00:00 represents activity from 09:30:00
to 10:00:00. MICS would assign this activity to HOUR 10 although the activity actually belongs to HOUR 9. Using a
synch value of 59 and an interval duration of 15 minutes would produce interval records at the following interval end
times: hh:14:00, hh:29:00, hh:44:00, and hh:59:00.

More Information:

Review the Files and Data Sources sections in each data integration component section as you configure each subsystem
to make sure it generates the raw data sources required to produce the MICS files you need.

 

 

Optimize Raw Data Collection
Minimize the number of times each data record is processed -- from the time it is created until the time it is input into
MICS.

Business Value:

Optimizes the use of I/O and CPU resources.

Additional Considerations:

• Before configuring and activating data integration components in your MICS complex, determine the raw data sources
required by each component, and begin the process of automating the collection of raw data as a parallel task to
component activation.

• Many MICS components use IBM System Management Facility (SMF) records as raw input. A variety of z/OS
subsystems and workloads write SMF data records to z/OS system-managed log files. These SMF log files are
dumped periodically, using the IBM SMF dump utility or a vendor product such as SMF Director.

• During the SMF dump process, virtually all data centers write SMF records to audit tapes for historical archive.
Then, at a later time, many data centers reread the entire archive to extract the SMF records required for application
processing. But the most efficient way to create both the historical archive and individual SMF data files for post-dump
processing by applications like MICS is to read each SMF record once, and write it two or more times:
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– One write operation is to the historical archive.
– If the particular SMF record is also required for post-dump processing, the second write is directed to a separate

split file for that purpose.
• SMF Director can be used to optimize the collection and preparation of raw SMF data for many MICS data integration

components.

More Information:

For more information, see Automate SMF Data Processing and the Data Sources section, in each component section.

 

Automate SMF Data Processing
Use SMF Director to create multiple split files during SMF dump processing.

Business Value:

Minimizes the processor I/O and CPU time required to prepare SMF data for MICS. SMF Director provides the same data
splitting feature as the native IBM SMF dump utility, but has the additional benefit of interfacing directly with the MICS
components that process SMF data. SMF Director keeps track of which split files have already been processed by MICS
and which are ready to process.

Another benefit provided by the interface with SMF Director is that you do not need to externalize the raw SMF data set
file names in the DAILY update job’s JCL. Instead, the JCL points to the SMF Director split file index, and the appropriate
split files are dynamically allocated during execution. This minimizes administrator tasks associated with the specification
and management of SMF data sets input by the MICS daily update routines.

For more information, see Integration with SMF Director. In Product Analyzers, see the Parameters section for each
component section.

Preparing Your Site for MICS
To prepare the environment at your site for the successful installation and operation of MICS, follow these steps:

List of Tasks

To prepare your site for installing and operating MICS, the following tasks must be accomplished. They are summarized
here from the detail see Planning for Installation and Use of MICS.

1. Ensure that the LMP service of Common Components and Services is installed and operational before MICS
installation.

2. We recommend establishing a separate SAS library for exclusive use by the MICS database update process. While
any level of SAS can be used for inquiries into the database, MICS is extremely sensitive to the version of SAS with
which the database is updated.

3. Ensure that the data collection processes in place are adequate to support MICS.
4. This task is necessary only if you are using the MICS Space Analyzer Option.

To begin DASD data collection, ensure that the MICS Space Collector is installed and operational. See Space Collector
Option for installation and operation instructions.

Resource Planning for MICS

To estimate accurately the resources that are required to install, operate, maintain, and use a system as large and diverse
as MICS is difficult. The following subsections provide guidelines that can be used in the initial planning phases.
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Computer Resource Requirements

The computing resources that are required to operate MICS on an ongoing basis follows:

• The number of installations or CPUs encompassed in the MICS databases, or both
• The MICS products used
• The volume of work that is processed in terms of number of users, commands, jobs, steps, and so on.
• The MICS processing options that are selected, including the use of SAS compression facilities, internal step restart, or

incremental update, or both.
• The number of Database Units that are defined in the complex.

MICS is a highly customizable system, giving you the option to select the optimum processing approach for your
installation. Often, you make tradeoffs depending on your specific requirements.

• Use SAS compression facilities to reduce DASD space requirements; however, some additional CPU resources are
required for compressing and de-compressing data records.

• MICS CPU resource usage is directly related to the volume of data (or number of observations) retained in the MICS
database. The MICS facilities let you easily control database content, enabling a logical, and controlled trade-off
between CPU resource usage and database granularity.

• You have total flexibility for assigning account code definitions to ensure an adequate data granularity while controlling
the volume of data retained in the MICS online and archive database files. In addition, MICS timespan masking
facilities let you reduce the data granularity at higher timespans by dropping selected account codes from the file key
structure.

• You have many options for tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your installation
by that reducing database update resource requirements. Measurement elements and entire database files can be
dropped for a single timespan, or for the entire database as necessary to meet your specific requirements.

• Internal step restart facilities provide an "insurance policy" against processing failures whereby you pay a small daily
premium (increased resource usage) for checkpoint/restart processing that lets you resume processing near the point
of failure, saving the expense of repeating previously completed processing.

• Incremental update facilities let you spread MICS database update processing over multiple, smaller updates
throughout the day. Due to the cost of managing and accumulating the multiple incremental database updates, using
incremental update facilities increases total resource consumption; however, it also dramatically reduces end-of-
day processing, increases parallelism across products, and can enable you to process more input data than may be
practical for processing in a single daily database update process.

DASD Space Requirements

The DASD space that is required to operate MICS on an ongoing basis is a function follows:

• The number of installations or CPUs included in the MICS databases, or both
• The MICS products used
• The volume of work that is processed in terms of number of users, commands, jobs, steps, online system transactions,

and so on.
• The MICS database CYCLE retention levels
• The use of SAS file compression
• The number of account codes that are defined by user account code exits and account code timespan masking options
• Database tailoring to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your installation
• The use of the multiple work file, internal step restart, and incremental update features.

Remember to include the DASD space that is required for MICS program, documentation, and control libraries when
estimating DASD space requirements. See Load Distribution Libraries, for information about MICS system data sets.

MICS can use space in the Hierarchical File System. The MICS Platform requires at least 10 MB of space. Extra space
may be required for more MICS DIAs, and features.
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SAS Data Libraries are DSORG=PS, which makes them eligible for alteration by space management utilities that free up
unused space. Allowing this to happen causes frequent system B37 abends. Explicitly exclude all SAS data libraries that
are used in MICS from these space management programs.

To avoid problems, either allow adequate secondary space for your MICS data files or exclude them from the utilities.

Tape Usage Requirements

The number of tapes that are required for the normal operation of MICS is a function of numerous user-supplied
parameters. The MICS files that are stored on magnetic tape are:

1. Database Backup Files
2. Archive Audit Files
3. Archive Weekly History Files
4. Archive Monthly History Files
5. Optional Incremental Update Tape Database

Each of these categories represents several tape files that are organized as generation data groups and is stored with
multiple files on a single tape volume. For example, all the backup files are stored on the same tape volume. As a rule,
assume that one tape is required for each generation data group that is defined for each of the categories. For the number
of GDG entries that are defined, see JCL Option Definitions.

For example, a minimum of 85 tapes are required when specifying:

• 53 GDG entries for the Archive Audit Files
• Ten entries for the Database Backup Files
• Seven entries for the Archive Weekly History Files
• Five entries for the Archive Monthly History Files
• Ten entries for the monthly backups

Extra tape volumes are required when you select to exploit incremental update facilities with the option of keeping the
incremental update database on tape between incremental update executions.

The Archive Audit Files generally require one tape volume for each generation and are created by the MICS WEEKLY job.

The Archive Weekly History Files typically require one through two tape volumes per generation and are updated
by the MICS WEEKLY job. Due to the cumulative nature of these files, they continue to grow in size (as you
accumulate more data in the MICS database) until they reach the CUTOFF size that is specified by parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

The Archive Monthly History Files typically require one through two tape volumes per generation and are updated
by the MICS MONTHLY job. Due to the cumulative nature of these files, they continue to grow in size (as you
accumulate more data in the MICS database) until they reach the CUTOFF size that is specified by parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

The Database Backup Files generally require one tape volume per generation and are created by the MICS BACKUP job,
which can be run daily, every other day, or weekly. The Backup files are also created by the MONTHLY job. The size of
the files increase as your MICS database fills up.

If activated, the optional incremental update tape database feature generally requires one tape volume per generation for
each product for which you requested this option.

Accounting and Chargeback have more tape requirements. For more information, see Accounting and Chargeback User.

Use of individual product options and exits for storing detail level transaction data files on tape requires more tape
volumes. See the individual Product Analyzers for information about product-specific tape usage.
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SAS Library Maintenance

You license the SAS Program Product from the SAS Institute and the Institute maintains the product. MICS uses the SAS
Program Product and is sensitive to changes made to it.

We recommend following the maintenance procedure that is outlined in System Requirements to ensure the successful
operation of MICS. This section also describes the special considerations and recommended maintenance for your MICS
copy of SAS.

Installation Planning and Parameter Specification
The MICS installation process is designed to meet the needs of a very diverse set of installations. As such, it has evolved
to contain a great many options, but no one piece of it is difficult. The degree of complexity will mainly be determined by
the presence or absence of special standards or processing requirements for systems run in your shop.

The MICS installation process is similar in some respects to an z/OS system generation and is performed in a series of
separate stages:

• Database Complex Definition
• Component Installation
• Database Allocation
• Component Activation

The information which the MICS installation process tailors the system is specified by you in the various members of the
partitioned data sets named "MICS.PARMS." The subsections that follow explain each specification which you must make
so that the MICS installation process can customize the system to meet your site's requirements.

WARNING
MICS does not support "dynamic" parameter libraries. Nothing is accomplished by merely changing a member
of MICS.PARMS. Run the appropriate MICS installation process for the change to become effective.

One exception to this rule is the parameters that are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). Changes to this
member take effect the next time MICS is run. This member is discussed in Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Another exception to this rule is the account code derivation exit routines in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. Changes to
these members take effect the next time MICS is run. These routines are discussed in Database Complex Account Code
Parameters and in the various product analyzers sections.

The parameters that you supply to direct the MICS installation process can be seen to fall within four categories:

Database Complex parameters
Parameters which provide information that applies to the entire database complex rather than to a particular component or
database unit.

Operational parameters
Parameters which direct the processing of the MICS system. For example, the parameters which tell MICS how many
account fields you want in the Batch Job file and how to give them values are of this type.

JCL generation parameters
Parameters which tell MICS how to tailor its batch jobs, macros, and TSO CLISTs to run properly at your shop. The jobs
that are involved in the installation process itself must be tailored with those jobs used to run and use MICS. For example,
the parameters that tell MICS how to build a JOB statement that is valid in your shop are of this type.

Database configuration and space parameters
Parameters which tell MICS the number of CYCLEs of each type of file that is to be kept in the online database, and also
how much of what data are to be kept on tape. For example, the parameters that tell MICS how many cycles to keep of
the TSOTSO file in the YEARS timespan are of this type.

The previous parameters categories feed the JCLGEN, CYCLEGEN, and parameter generator processes.
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Note: Not all the parameters which direct MICS execution are documented here. The MICS Management
Objective Reports and Exception Reports are tailored to your needs by direct modification of their modules in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. For more information about tailoring MICS reports, consult the Standard Reports section,
and the individual Product Analyzer sections.

The remainder of this section presents the following topics:

• Database Complex Planning and Parameters
• Database Unit Planning and Parameters
• MICS JCL Planning and Parameters
• Database Space Modeling Facility
• Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
• Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD)

Database Complex Planning and Parameters
This section discusses the concept of a MICS database complex, and describes how to specify the parameters which
apply to the entire database complex.

They are stored in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library that is associated with the MICS complex. For these parameters
to take effect, you have to run CPLXGEN. Changes to parameters do not take effect until the appropriate generator is run,
unlike SAS code changes (to exits, for example), which take effect immediately.

The following topics are covered in the remainder of this section.

• Database Complex Overview
• Data Sets Included in an Installed MICS System
• MICS Parameter Generation Overview
• Database Complex Definition
• Notes on Coding MICS Parameters
• Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC)
• Database Complex Account Code Parameters
• Complex Option Definitions (CPLXDEF)
• Complex-Level Computing System Parameters (CPLXSID)
• Complex-Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE)
• Complex-Level Q&R Parameters (MQRPARMS)
• Complex-Level Q&R User Table (MQRUTAB)

Database Complex Overview
The purpose of this section is to provide an understanding of the relationship of a MICS database complex to the
specification of the parameters that are the subject here. Database-related terms are defined with simple examples. For
more information, see System Modification.

A complete and independent MICS system contains only one database complex. A database complex consists of one or
more databases.

The four types of databases are:

• Unit Database
• Primary Database
• Test Database
• Special Database

A unit database consists of one or more MICS products. For example, a unit database could contain the Batch and
Operations, Hardware and SCP, and CICS analyzers.
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The simplest database complex would contain a single unit database containing MICS platform. You provide the
parameters that are defined in this section and in the parameters subsection of each Product Analyzers to create each
unit database. A unit database requires a complete set of programs to update the files it contains. The input data sources
(for example, SMF, RMF, CICS) must be processed to update this unit database.

One of the unit databases that are defined in a database complex is named the primary database. This database is
typically the first production database that is installed in the complex. The primary database takes responsibility for
backing up the complex level data libraries, such as tables.

MICS libraries, which are preceded by the sharedprefix, are made available to all other databases in the database
complex and exist in only one place in the complex. All other libraries, which are preceded by prefix or tapeprefix are
applicable to a single database.

Consider the case where you want to separate an IMS database from one containing SMF, RMF, and TSO/MON PM.
The database complex would have a unit database containing the Batch and Operations, Hardware and SCP, and
TSO analyzers. This database is the primary database. A second unit database would be defined to contain the IMS
Analyzer. Each unit database would have a separate set of parameter definitions and a separate generation process that
is performed on those parameters. The daily update of each unit database would be performed independently. Therefore,
any problem with IMS log data would not affect the update of SMF, RMF, and TSO files.

Now added a second IMS system and wanted to keep it in a different database than the first one (so each could be
updated independently) rather than have them in the same database (which is also permissible). You could define another
unit database for the second IMS system.

MICS allows considerable flexibility in defining a unit database. A component can have only certain timespans active and
can also deactivate files or selected data elements in files, or both. This procedure is named file tailoring and is explained
in the System Modification. The only point to make here is that file tailoring is a global function that takes place at the
database complex level.

Consider our example with two unit databases for IMS. They must contain the same timespans, information areas, files,
and data elements. However, each IMS unit database could have a different number of cycles for each file. Cycles are
defined at a level local to a unit database. The IMS Analyzer contains one information area, but two unit databases could
contain the Hardware and SCP Analyzer (which contains two information areas) and the principle would still apply.

Create a test database to test changes to your MICS system. While there can be certain technical differences from a unit
database (described in Modifying Your System), for our purposes here we consider it as a specially marked unit database
used for testing purposes.

A special database is used to create files for special study purposes. Unlike the unit and test databases, the special
database does not use the database complex definitions of timespans, information areas, or files. Therefore, a special
database can contain selected files only.

In summary, a database complex can have one primary database and several other units, test and special databases. The
primary and unit databases can be viewed as production databases. Each database is generated separately from its own
set of parameters, but shares certain libraries and definitions at the database complex level.

Multi-System/Site Database Planning

The MICS database may contain data from one or more computing systems. If you have multiple z/OS systems or
multiple distributed systems, then some thought should be given to the best MICS database configuration for your
installation's requirements. If your installation only has one z/OS System for which data will be maintained by MICS, then
the issues discussed in this section may not be pertinent.

To MICS, a "computing system" is identified by a unique SYSID -- One SYSID, one system; two SYSIDs, two systems.
For example, z/OS multiprocessors (MPs) operating as a single LPAR are single systems to MICS because they are
associated to a single SMF SYSID. On the other hand, "loosely" coupled systems, as one finds in an z/OS, JES3
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complexes, or SYSPLEX JES2 Multi-Access Spool environments, are multiple systems to MICS (note, however, that the
data from all member systems of a loosely-coupled complex must go into the same MICS database).

You should do the following when planning your database(s) and its(their) configuration:

1. Ensure that unique computing system identifications (SMF "SYSID"s) are being used on all the systems to be
included. You must NEVER be running the same SYSID on two systems at once.

2. If you intend to put data from more than one system in a database, ensure that you have in place an operational
process to bring the measurement data together from the different processors. If this has not yet been worked out, it
may be most unwise to demand that it be implemented at the same time as, and for the purpose of supporting, MICS.
As an alternative, use separate database units to store the data from each of the systems. It is also possible to create
multiple database complexes if the systems do not share proclibs. However, this increases overhead needed for MICS
system library space, and to perform MICS installation and maintenance tasks and so is not recommended.

3. Recognize that all machines in a loosely-coupled (as defined above) complex must have their data stored in a single
database. This is because in such environments, a job may be read in on one CPU, executed on another, and printed
on a third. SMF records for such a job will be cut on all three systems, and the proper operation of MICS requires that
all the data for the job be brought together for processing.

The concept of a commonly defined and maintained database available at a single site for a data processing department
having multiple data centers is appealing for the purposes of corporate capacity planning, organizational control, auditing,
etc. MICS enables a multi-site organization to take a giant stride closer to achieving the "headquarters database".

There is more than one way of implementing such a centralized database. We believe that it would be a mistake for most
organizations to attempt to transport raw measurement data to the central point in order to feed MICS. Rather, MICS
should be installed at each installation using the guidelines presented above. Periodically, say monthly, the headquarters
or central office could easily extract the desired data files (if it is done monthly, the MICS MONTHS files would be the ones
of interest) from each MICS database, and construct a single headquarters database containing the selected data for all
computing systems.

We suggest as follows:

1. Ensure that unique and identifiable computing system identifications (SMF "SYSID"s) are being used on all systems to
be included.

2. Agree upon standards governing the data files that will be maintained and agree on retention periods, so that each
system can be defined to incorporate these decisions.

3. Define the data collection interval, which should be no less than weekly, but no greater than quarterly.
4. Define how the data will be transmitted at the defined collection intervals. Teleprocessing is, of course, attractive,

but the most practical way may be simply writing the required MICS files on a tape in SAS format, mailing it to
headquarters, and having headquarters personnel load the data into the headquarters database.

5. Use separate MICS database units to store the data collected from other sites.

We expect that there will be many organization-specific considerations involved in establishing a headquarters database
and reporting structure. In designing your approach to a headquarters database, please feel free to contact the Broadcom
Support Group for assistance.

Data Sets Included in an Installed MICS System
MICS appears to the operating system as a collection of data sets and a few entries in certain system data sets. For
example, SYS1.PROCLIB. The data sets which make up MICS can be divided into four usage types:

• Shared data sets used by multiple MICS databases.
• Data sets used by one MICS database.
• Data sets which are archival (tape resident) and are used by one MICS database.
• MVS system data sets

For more information about data sets which make up a running MICS system, see Data Set Names.
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Parameter Generation Overview
The three parameter generation process types are:

Note: The consolidated UNITGEN process is a combination of JCL, MACRO, and DATABASE generation processing that
consolidates most generation processes for a database unit into a single batch process. The UNITGEN process is not
included in these flows, as it is actually a composite of the database unit-level generation jobs that are described in the
following tables. For more information, see Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

JCL

Custom CLISTs, MACROs, JCL jobs, and PROCs are created. Some are used in the remainder of the generation
process, while others are used in the operation of the MICS system. JCLGEN0 through JCLGEN3, and JCLGENA through
JCLGENG is the jobs that are used for this generation process. In addition, parameter tables for use in other processes,
including the online functions, are created.

JCL Generation Process Flow

INPUT JOB OUTPUT
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB JCLGEN0 sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB JCLGEN1 sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB JCLGEN3 sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB JCLGEN3 sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB JCLGEN3 sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS JCLGENA prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.PARMS JCLGENB prefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB JCLGENC prefix.MICS.PARMS
prefix.MICS.PARMS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB JCLGEND
prefix.MICS.PARMS sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB JCLGENE
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB JCLGENF prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB JCLGENG prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.CNTL prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
prefix.MICS.CNTL sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
prefix.MICS.CNTL sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
prefix.MICS.CNTL sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
prefix.MICS.CNTL sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

MACROs

Operational parameters are translated into tables and into SAS macros that are executed by the MICS system. Some of
the macros refer to SAS formats that are generated from parameters. BASPGEN and the generators for each component
being installed (for example, SMFPGEN, RMFPGEN, CICPGEN, and so on) are used for this process. They are executed
by the job ALLPGEN, which selects the appropriate generators for the components that are being installed.
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Macro Code Generation Process Flow

INPUT JOB OUTPUT
prefix.MICS.CNTL prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.PARMS ALLPGEN

cccPGEN
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB

prefix.MICS.PARMS ALLPGEN
cccPGEN

prefix. MICS.PARMS

prefix.MICS.PARMS ALLPGEN
cccPGEN

prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

DATABASE

Database definition parameters are translated into SAS macros that are executed by the MICS system.

Database Generation Process Flow

INPUT JOB OUTPUT
prefix.MICS.CNTL DBSIZE Database Space Estimator Report
prefix.MICS.PARMS (DBMODEL) DBSIZE Database Space Estimator Report
prefix.MICS.CNTL CYCLEGEN prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
prefix.MICS.PARMS (DBMODEL) CYCLEGEN prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Database Complex Definition
The MICS database can contain one or more database units. This subsection discusses the information to consider in
deciding how many database units you establish, and which components are in each one.

Planning Multiple Database Units

The MICS database may contain one or more database units. The number of database units and the components in each
is defined by the user when MICS is installed. This section discusses the basic considerations which affect the number of
database units you should install. An example is also presented to illustrate the considerations.

The key to understanding most of the considerations that are given here is to remember that each of the database units
has its own update jobs which are run independently of the update jobs of the other database units.

The basic factors affecting the number of database units you should create are as follows:

Installation Size
Small installations or installations which only have a few components that are installed are more likely to have a single
production database unit.

Component Data Source
Components that use the same input data source should be kept in the same database unit. The best example is the
SMF, RMF, TSO, and CIC components which may all receive their input from the SMF tapes.

Input Data Availability.
Components which obtain input data from different data sources may be put in different database units to avoid the
operational problems of getting the different data sources together at the same location and time for a database update.

Input volume
Components which have high volumes of input data may be separated from others to break the total update time into
several smaller jobs.
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Flexibility and Reliability
Having several database units increases the flexibility in performing update and other operations on the database. In
addition, if a problem is encountered in the database, only part of the database is affected.

Overhead
There are some increases in overhead for each additional database unit. These include library space for all the
prefix.MICS libraries, extra SAS overhead to repeat the SAS initialization and compilation for each update, and increased
operational tasks of managing the execution of more update job streams.

Testing Capability
We recommend that every site install a test database unit. The test unit provides you with a controlled environment for
developing MICS additions and modifications without endangering the integrity of your production databases.

An Example

To demonstrate some of these points, consider the following hypothetical example for a company with a large data center
and a smaller center that is located in a physically separate site. The two centers have the following configurations:

Site A (Main Site):

System Workload
A001 TSO, batch
A002 TSO, batch, IMS
A003 CMS
A004 IMS
A005 TSO, batch, CICS

Components to be installed:
SMF, RMF, TSO, CIC, IMS, SRL, and MTI field developed applications for integrating NSM Performance Trend data for
distributed systems.

Site B (Small Site):

System Workload
B001 TSO, batch

Components to be installed:
SMF, RMF, TSO, CIC, SRL

1. System A001 is the primary TSO computer.
2. System A004 is a dedicated IMS computer processing 5,000,000 transactions per day for a major IMS application. All

other IMS applications run on system A002 which processes 1,000,000 transactions per day.
3. CMF is used as the input source for CICS.

A total of seven database units is appropriate for site A, and one database unit for site B. The database units for site A
contain the following components:

Unit 1 - SMF, RMF, TSO (which all use SMF tapes as input.)

Unit 2 - CIC (separated because of data volume)

Unit 3 - IMS (for system 4; separated because of data volume)

Unit 4 - IMS (for system 2; all other IMS work)

Unit 5 - SRL (separated because the input data source is different)

Unit 6 - MTI Field Developed Applications
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Unit 7 - A test database to develop and test user modifications.

The MICS database for site B processes a much smaller volume of input data, and so all components are located in one
database unit. A test database unit might also be installed at this site if user modifications are to be developed here. If
software development and control are done from the main site, then the test database unit there would suffice.

Multi-System/Site Database Planning

The MICS database may contain data from one or more computing systems. If you have multiple z/OS systems or
multiple distributed systems, then some thought should be given to the best MICS database configuration for your
installation's requirements. If your installation only has one z/OS System for which data is maintained by MICS, then the
issues that are discussed in this subsection may not be pertinent.

To MICS, a "computing system" is identified by a unique SYSID -- One SYSID, one system; two SYSIDs, two systems.
For example, z/OS multiprocessors (MPs) operating as a single LPAR are single systems to MICS because they are
associated to a single SMF SYSID. On the other hand, "loosely" coupled systems, as one finds in an z/OS, JES3
complex, or SYSPLEX JES2 Multi-Access Spool environments, are multiple systems to MICS.

Note: The data from all member systems of a loosely coupled complex must go into the same MICS database.

When planning your databases and its(their) configuration, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that unique computing system identifications (SMF "SYSID"s) are being used on all the systems to be
included. Never run the same SYSID on two systems at once.

2. If you intend to put data from more than one system in a database, ensure that you have in place an operational
process to bring the measurement data together from the different processors. If this has not yet been worked out, it
may be most unwise to demand that it be implemented simultaneously as, and for supporting, MICS. As an alternative,
use separate database units to store the data from each of the systems. It is also possible to create multiple database
complexes if the systems do not share proclibs. However, this increases overhead needed for MICS system library
space, and to perform MICS installation and maintenance tasks and so is not recommended.

3. Recognize that all machines in a loosely coupled complex must have their data that is stored in a single database. In
these environments, a job may be read in on one CPU, executed on another, and printed on a third. SMF records for
such a job are cut on all three systems, and the proper operation of MICS requires all the data for the job be brought
together for processing.

The concept of a commonly defined and maintained database available at a single site for a data processing department
having multiple data centers is appealing for the purposes of corporate capacity planning, organizational control, auditing,
and so on. MICS enables a multi-site organization to take a giant stride closer to achieving the "headquarters database".

There is more than one way of implementing such a centralized database. We believe that it would be a mistake for most
organizations to attempt to transport raw measurement data to the central point to feed MICS. Rather, MICS should be
installed at each installation using the guidelines that are presented here. Periodically, say monthly, the headquarters
or central office could easily extract the desired data files from each MICS database, and would construct a single
headquarters database containing the selected data for all computing systems. If it is done monthly, the MICS MONTHS
files would be the ones of interest.

Our suggestions for achieving this objective are as follows:

1. Ensure that there are unique and identifiable computing system identifications (SMF "SYSID"s) are being used on all
systems to be included.

2. Agree upon standards governing the data files that are maintained and agree on retention periods, so that each
system can be defined to incorporate these considerations.

3. Define the data collection interval, which should be no less than weekly, but no greater than quarterly.
4. Define how the data is transmitted at the defined collection intervals. Teleprocessing is, attractive, but the most

practical way may be to write the required MICS files on a tape in SAS format, mailing it to headquarters, and having
headquarters personnel load the data into the headquarters database.

5. Use separate MICS database units to store the data that is collected from other sites.
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We expect that there are many organization-specific considerations that are involved in establishing a headquarters
database and reporting structure. In designing your approach to a headquarters database, contact the Broadcom Support
Group for assistance.

Database Complex Definition Worksheet

The MICS database may contain one or more database units. This subsection provides a worksheet on which you can
define the database units for the complex which you are planning to install. This worksheet is not used by MICS in the
installation process, but is meant as a reference for you. Some of the information that is contained on this worksheet is
repeated in other parameter members, and is included here for convenience. The definitions on this worksheet are made
when the complex is first installed, and then reviewed and modified any time that the complex is changed.

Use the Database Complex Definition Worksheet. One set of definition statements should be completed for each
database unit that you plan to install. The statements are explained here. Most of the information that is provided in
these statements is also used in a parameter member. When a parameter member is used, a reference to the subsection
discussing the parameter member is listed in parentheses after the description.

Sharedprefix
The name that is used to form the data set names for data sets shared by all database units in the complex. The
SHAREDPREFIX must be different from all PREFIXes and TAPEPREFIXes. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

Database Name:
A 1 through 8 character name that is used to identify the database unit during installation. (Database Unit Control
Definitions)

Database Identifier:
A 1 character (alphanumeric) ID used to form a unique name for JCL procedures, CLISTs, and macro names which are
generated for each database unit. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

Database Type:
PRIMARY, UNIT, or TEST. The first unit that is installed should be a TEST unit. The first production unit that is installed
should be designated the PRIMARY unit. Other production units are given a type of UNIT. TEST is treated differently by
the JCL generation process and by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

Components
The list of components to be installed in this unit. The list is based on the products your site is licensed for. Note: The
Base Component must always be installed. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

ORGSYSIDs
The original (SMF) SYSID of the input data. (Computing System Parameters (SYSID))

LOGSYSIDs
A logical system ID is mapped back to the ORGSYSID. Most MICS files are organized with this ID as the highest sort key.
(Computing System Parameters (SYSID))

Prefix
The name that is used to form the data set names for data sets associated with a database unit. The PREFIX must be
different from all other PREFIXes, and SHAREDPREFIXes. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

Tapeprefix
The name that is used to form the data set names for all the tape data sets associated with a database unit. The
TAPEPREFIX must be different from all other TAPEPREFIXes, and SHAREDPREFIXes. (Database Unit Control
Definitions)

Archiving
Indicate the types of archiving you want performed for each database unit. (Database Unit Control Definitions)

Installation Preparation Worksheet Database Complex Definition Worksheet
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Complex Definition          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| Reference                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|  Sharedprefix:     ______________ (Maximum of 14 characters)             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|       Database Name:   ________ (max of 8 characters)                    |

|       Database Identifier  _    (A - Z, 0 - 9, blank not allowed)        |

|       Database Type:   _______ (PRIMARY, UNIT, SPECIAL, OR TEST)         |

|       Components:  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___                |

|       ORGSYSIDs:   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____               |

|       LOGSYSIDs:   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____               |

|       Prefix:     ______________ (Maximum of 14 characters)              |

|       Tapeprefix: ______________ (Maximum of 14 characters)              |

|       Archiving:  Audit Archiving:           ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                   Weekly History Archiving:  ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                   Monthly History Archiving: ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|       Database Name:   ________ (max of 8 characters)                    |

|       Database Identifier  _    (A - Z, 0 - 9, blank not allowed)        |

|       Database Type:   _______ (PRIMARY, UNIT, SPECIAL, OR TEST)         |

|       Components:  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___                |

|       ORGSYSIDs:   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____               |

|       LOGSYSIDs:   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____               |

|       Prefix:     ______________ (Maximum of 14 characters)              |

|       Tapeprefix: ______________ (Maximum of 14 characters)              |

|       Archiving:  Audit Archiving:           ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                   Weekly History Archiving:  ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                   Monthly History Archiving: ___ (YES/NO)                |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Notes on Coding MICS Parameters
The prefix.MICS.PARMS library contains several members which specify the options to control various parts of the total
MICS system. Members either contain control statements or are exit routines that are coded in SAS.

The format of control statements is free form, but positional, meaning that any number of blanks may come before and
after any parameter, but all parameters must be specified, and specified in the order shown. There is no explicit provision
for the continuation of control statements. Our approach has been to allow the repetition of control statements when
more parameters must be specified than can fit on a single line. Comments are supported in all the PARMS members. If
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the first parameter is '*', the parameter line is ignored. For those parameter statements which begin with a keyword, the
keyword may not be abbreviated--it must be coded exactly as shown in the documentation.

Some PARMS members require you to specify your installation-specific requirements by coding an exit in SAS. This
method of tailoring affords you great flexibility because the SAS language is powerful. You should, however, always follow
these guidelines:

Validate the fields your exits use to make their processing decisions. While MICS does some basic validation, it cannot
catch the kinds of installation- specific errors that you can. For example, an invalid account number on a JOB statement.
When one of your exits detects invalid input data, it should never pass it on into the database. For example, pass through
an invalid account number so it becomes part of the key of a record. Doing so increases the size of the database and
decreases its usefulness for analysis and reporting. Your exits should have a standard default action when they detect
invalid input data. For example, assign a job with an invalid account code to an overhead category.

Exit code is inserted directly into MICS processing logic, so you should ensure the code that is inserted does not do
anything to cause subsequent MICS logic to operate abnormally. To help you ensure the validity of your exit code, the
following guidelines are presented:

 Do the following procedures: 

• Do: Use the member that is supplied in the distributed version of the MICS.PARMS library as the starting point for your
exit.

• Do: Liberally comment all code.
• Do: Examine input record length to be sure that INPUT requests can be satisfied from the current record.
• Do: Reference input field locations with pointer logic where possible.
• Do: Preserve data element integrity by type (numeric, time-stamp, character variable) and range (having the value

agree with the FORMAT and LENGTH specifications).
• Do: Define new retained data elements by specifying the RETAIN statement after LENGTH and FORMAT statements.
• Do: Test all exit logic under the MICS-required SAS release.
• Do: Contact Broadcom Support if you have any questions.

 Do not do the following procedures: 

• Do Not: Use columns 73-80 for SAS statements. MICS only uses 1-72.
• Do Not: Code these SAS statements in your exit: RETURN, DELETE, or INPUT without a trailing '@'.
• Do Not: Code INPUT statements that could cause SAS to perform an automatic input statement skip. Use the

RECLEN variable to be sure that the record is large enough to contain data at any intended input offset.
• Do Not: Forget the MICS naming standards, especially for DDnames, file names, and data element file prefixes.
• Do Not: Assume that any data element is RETAINed or not RETAINed.
• Do Not: Redefine any currently existing MICS data element unless the documentation of the specific exit in question

says that it is allowed.
• Do Not: Assume that the SAS automatic variable _N_ contains the actual input observation number.
• Do Not: Assume setting the SAS automatic variable _ERROR_ causes an input observation to be ignored or MICS

processing to terminate.
• Do Not: Use SAS language features not supported by the SAS release that is specified for use by the MICS update

process.

When specifying a PARMS member, always modify the example member from the MICS.PARMS shipped with the system
rather than coding one from scratch. Doing this procedure spares you annoying syntax errors.

Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC)
JCLDEFC contains parameters that are used to generate complex-level JCL, and with the use of the feature JCLGEN
Shared parameters (COMPLEXPARMS YES), unit level JCL generation. Without the use of JCLGEN Shared parameters
(COMPLEXPARMS YES), JCLDEF is used for all other JCL generation. The structure of the two members is similar.
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To direct the JCLGEN process, specify a few required parameters and any optional ones in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

The format of the statements is free-form but positional. Keywords must not be abbreviated. Any line starting with an
asterisk is considered a comment. Only parameters that contain embedded or trailing blanks require beginning and ending
quotes. See a Sample JCLDEFC Member for a sample illustration and see Database Complex JCL Definition Worksheet
for a worksheet.

Use the JCLDEFC member in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library that is shipped with the MICS system as a starting
point for specifying your options. These options are described in the following sections:

• Database Complex Control Definitions
• Database Complex Library Definitions
• Database Complex JCL Definitions
• Database Complex Tape Specifications
• Database Complex Extended JOB Statement Definitions
• Database Complex User-Defined Symbols
• JCLGEN Parameter Sharing

Note: When possible, the default value is used as the example. If you are satisfied with that value, you do not need to
uncomment or change it. Uncommented statements are either required, do not have a default value, or are changed in the
example.

For more information about the tape-related parameters, see Database Unit Tape Specifications.

Many of the parameters values defined in the JCLDEFC member are available as internal JCLGEN variables. For more
information about JCLGEN variables, see Generation Control Language Variables.

The parameters in the following sample of JCLDEFC are grouped to match the parameter detail descriptions that follow:

Note: When possible, the default value is used as the example. If you are satisfied with that value, you do not need to
remove the comment or change it. Statements that are not commented are either required, do not have a default value, or
are changed in the example.

For more information about the tape-related parameters, see Database Unit Tape Specifications.

Many of the parameters values defined in the JCLDEFC member are available as internal JCLGEN variables. For more
information about JCLGEN variables, see Generation Control Language Variables.

The parameters in the following sample of JCLDEFC are grouped to match the parameter detail descriptions that follow:

Sample JCLDEFC Member

  *

  * SAMPLE SHAREDPREFIX.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)

  *

   COMPLEXPARMS   YES

  *

  *     CONTROL DEFINITIONS

  *

   SHAREDPREFIX   hlq.for.mics  MICSLEVEL

   TSHAREDPREF    hlq.for.tapes MICSLEVEL

  *

  * HFSROOT is case-sensitive.

  *

   HFSROOT       /uss/directory

  *

  *     LIBRARY DEFINITIONS
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  *

   SASVER        9.4

   SASNAME       SAS

   SASLIB        sasprefix.TSxMx.LIBRARY

   SASAUTOS      sasprefix.TSxMx.W0.AUTOLIB

   SASHELP       sasprefix.TSxMx.ENW0.SASHELP

   SASMSG        sasprefix.TSxMx.ENW0.SASMSG

   SASENV        sasprefix.TSxMx.TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)

  *SASCONFIG     sasprefix.TSxMx.CNTL(BATW0)

   SASCONFIG1    sasprefix.TSxMx.CONFIG(BATCH)

   SASCONFIG2    sasprefix.TSxMx.CONFIG(COMMON)

   SASCONFIG3    sasprefix.TSxMx.CONFIG(ENW0)

   SASCONFIG4    sasprefix.TSxMx.CONFIG(SITE)

  *

   PROCLIB       proc.library.dsn

  *

   ISPLLIB1      ISP.SISPLOAD

   ISPLLIB2      ISP.SISPLPA

   ISPMLIB1      ISP.SISPMENU

   ISPMLIB2      ISP.ISRMLIB

   ISPTLIB1      ISP.SISPTENU

   ISPTLIB2      ISP.ISRTLIB

  *

  *AUTHLIB       authorized.dsn.Q&R.JES3

  *CAILIB        ca.common.dsn

  *STEPLIB1      dsn.concatenate.before.steplib

  *STEPLIB2      dsn.concatenate.after.steplib

  *SORTLIB       sort.dsn.library

  *USEROBJLIB    user.written.format.library

  *

  *OBJACCESS      COPY

  *OBJWAIT        5

  *

  *     EXECUTION OPTION DEFINITIONS

  *

   ARCHIVE        AUDIT YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

   ARCHIVE        HISTM YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

   ARCHIVE        HISTW NO

  *BACKUP         FREQ DAILY

  *MONTHLY        BACKUP YES

  *RESTORE        BACKUP NO

  *

  *     JCL DEFINITIONS

  *

   ASSEMBLER         HL

  *AUTOSUBMIT        YES

  *COLIBSPACE        6144 1000 500

  *DASDUNIT          SYSDA

  *DASDSMSPARMS      any required SMS parms

  *DIRSTATS          NO

  *DOCUMENT          A
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  *DYNAMWAIT         15

  *INTRDRCLASS       A

  *JES               2

   LOGS              *

  *MICSDMDELIM       ~

   MICSLOG           *

  *RENUMBER          NO

   REPORTS           *

  *SORTCYL           6

  *SORTSMSPARMS      any required SMS parms

  *SORTUNIT          SYSDA

   SORTUTILITY       DFSORT

  *SORTWKNO          6

  *STEPCPULIMIT      YES

  *UOLIBSPACE        6144 200 100

  *WORKSPACE         TRK 500 250

  *WORKUNIT          SYSDA

  *WORKSMSPARMS      any required SMS parms

  *WORKVOLSER        volume to use for SAS WORK file

  *

  *     TAPE SPECIFICATIONS

  *

  *ACCTDGDG          3

  *ACCTDAY1PARM

  *ACCTDAY1SMSPARM

  *ACCTDAY2PARM

  *ACCTDAY2SMSPARM

  *ACCTDTAPEPARM

  *ACCTDTAPESMSPARM

   ACCTMGDG          85

  *ACCTMTAPEPARM

  *ACCTMTAPESMSPARM

  *

   AUDITPARM         GDG=53

  *AUDITPARM         UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *AUDITPARM         NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

  *AUDITPARM         VOLCOUNT=nn

  *AUDITSMSPARM

  *

   BKUPPARM          GDG=10

  *BKUPPARM          UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *BKUPPARM          NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

  *BKUPPARM          VOLCOUNT=nn

  *BKUPSMSPARM

  *

  *DETAILTAPEPARM

  *DETAILTAPESMSPARM

  *

  *HISTMPARM         GDG=3

  *HISTMPARM         UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *HISTMPARM         NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

  *HISTMPARM         VOLCOUNT=nn

  *HISTMSMSPARM
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  *

  *HISTWPARM         GDG=3

  *HISTWPARM         UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *HISTWPARM         NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

  *HISTWPARM         VOLCOUNT=nn

  *HISTWSMSPARM

  *

   MBKUPPARM         GDG=7

  *MBKUPPARM         UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *MBKUPPARM         NULLUNIT=3490 NULLSER=NULSER

  *MBKUPPARM         VOLCOUNT=nn

  *MBKUPSMSPARM

  *

   TAPEPARM          UNIT=3490 EXPDT=1999/000

  *TAPEPARM          MODEL='DPM981.DB1.MODEL'

  *TAPEPARM          NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

  *TAPEPARM          VOLCOUNT=nn

  *TAPESMSPARM

  *

  *

  *     EXTENDED JOB STATEMENT DEFINITIONS

  *

   ACCT          'CA MICS'

   CLASS          A

  *GROUP

  *JCLLIB         NO

   JOBNAME        DPM

  *JOB7380

  *MSGCLASS       A

  *MSGLEVEL       2,1

   NOTIFY         &SYSUID

   PROG          'CA MICS'

  *PRTY

  *REGION

  *USER

  *

  *

  *     USER-DEFINED SYMBOLS

  *

  *USERDEF USR

Installation Preparation Worksheet Database Complex JCL Definition Worksheet

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Complex JCL Definitions     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEFC                                          |

                          | Reference                                                                |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Control Definitions       | COMPLEXPARMS   _______________  (YES or NO)                              |

                          | SHAREDPREFIX   _______________  (MICSLEVEL or NOMICSLEVEL)               |

                          | TSHAREDPREF    _______________  (MICSLEVEL or NOMICSLEVEL)               |

                          | HFSROOT     '____________________________________________'               |
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                          |                                                                          |

Library Definitions       | SASNAME      __________                  ________________'               |

                          | SASAUTOS    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASCONFIG   '____________________________________________'  SAS 9.1.3    |

                          | SASCONFIG1  '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASCONFIG2  '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASCONFIG3  '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASCONFIG4  '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASENV      '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASHELP     '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASLIB      '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASMSG      '____________________________________________'               |

                          | SASVER      '___'                                                        |

                          |                                                                          |

                          | PROCLIB     '____________________________________________'               |

                          |                                                                          |

                          | ISPLLIB1    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | ISPLLIB2    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | ISPMLIB1    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | ISPMLIB2    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | ISPTLIB1    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | ISPTLIB2    '____________________________________________'               |

                          | AUTHLIB     '____________________________________________'  Q&R JES3     |

                          | CAILIB      '____________________________________________'  CA Examine   |

                          | STEPLIB1    '____________________________________________'  (optional)   |

                          | STEPLIB2    '____________________________________________'  (optional)   |

                          | SORTLIB     '____________________________________________'               |

                          | OBJACCESS   '____________________________________________'               |

                          | OBJWAIT      ____          (# minutes to wait for unavailable data sets) |

                          | USEROBJLIB  '____________________________________________'               |

                          |                                                                          |

Execution Option          | ARCHIVE     AUDIT  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

  Definitions             | ARCHIVE     HISTM  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

                          | ARCHIVE     HISTW  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

                          | BACKUP      FREQ   ________  (DAILY, BI-DAILY, or WEEKLY)                |

                          | MONTHLY     BACKUP ___       (YES or NO)                                 |

                          | RESTORE     BACKUP ___       (YES or NO)                                 |

                          |                                                                          |

JCL Definitions           | ASSEMBLER    __            (H for IEV90, HL for ASMA90, Default is H)    |

                          | AUTOSUBMIT   ___           (YES or NO)                                   |

                          | COLIBSPACE  '____________________________________________'               |

                          | DASDUNIT     ________      (generic name)                                |

                          | DASDSMSPARMS ________      (SMS data set allocation parameters)          |

                          | DIRSTATS     ____          (YES or NO)                                   |

                          | DOCUMENT    '______ '      (SYSOUT class parameters - upper/lower case)  |

                          | DYNAMWAIT    ____          (# minutes to wait for unavailable data sets) |

                          | INTRDRCLASS  ___           (class parameter)                             |

                          | JES          _             (2 or 3)                                      |

                          | LOGS         __________    (SYSOUT class parameters - class,program,form)|

                          | MICSDMDELIM   _            (default ~)                                   |

                          | MICSLOG      __________    (SYSOUT class parameters - MICSLOG output)    |

                          | RENUMBER     ___           (YES or NO)                                   |

                          | REPORTS      __________    (SYSOUT class parameters - class,program,form)|
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                          | SORTCYL      ___           (up to 999 cylinders)                         |

                          | SORTSMSPARMS ________      (SMS data set allocation parameters)          |

                          | SORTUNIT     ________      (generic name)                                |

                          | SORTUTILITY  _________     (sort product)                                |

                          | SORTWKNO     ________      (number of sortwk data sets - 0 to 99)        |

                          | STEPCPULIMIT ____          (YES or NO)                                   |

                          | UOLIBSPACE   ___ ____ ____ (CYL or TRK, primary, secondary)              |

                          | WORKSPACE    ___  ___  ___ (CYL or TRK, primary, secondary)              |

                          | WORKUNIT     _______       (generic name)                                |

                          | WORKVOLSER   _______       (volume name)                                 |

                          | WORKSMSPARMS ________      (SMS data set allocation parameters)          |

                          | WORKVOLSER   ________      (Volume Serial for SAS WORK file)             |

Tape Specifications       | TAPEPARM                   (one or more TAPEPARM parameters)             |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | TAPESMSPARM   ________     (SMS data set allocation parameters)          |

                          | ACCTMGDG      __           (default 85)                                  |

                          | SYSTEMMODEL  '____________________________________________'              |

                          |                                                                          |

Extended Job Statement    | ACCT         '____________________________________________'              |

Definitions               | CLASS         _________    (job class)                                   |

                          | GROUP         ________     (RACF GROUP)                                  |

                          | JCLLIB        ___          (YES or NO)                                   |

                          | JOBNAME       ________                                                   |

                          | JOB7380       ________                                                   |

                          | MSGCLASS      _            (SYSOUT class)                                |

                          | MSGLEVEL      ______       (Default 2,1)                                 |

                          | NOTIFY        _______      (userid or &SYSUID)                           |

                          | PROG         '____________________'                                      |

                          | PRTY          __           (job priority, 1 to 15)                       |

                          | REGION        ____         (nnnn -number of K bytes, nnnnK, or nnnM)     |

                          | USER          _______      (RACF USER)                                   |

                          |                                                                          |

                          |                                                                          |

User-Defined Symbols      | USERDEF       USR_____  ________________________________________________ |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Database Complex Control Definitions

The following control statements define the database complex, including the data set name qualifiers for complex-level
DASD and tape data sets, and the root sub-directory name for MICS Hierarchical File System (HFS) files.

COMPLEXPARMS
This optional statement controls the default mode for parameter sharing. 'YES' indicates that parameter sharing is active
for all units; 'NO' deactivates parameter sharing. If used, this statement must be the first statement in JCLDEFC. See
JCLGEN Parameter Sharing for more information about JCLGEN parameter cascading. In addition, Converting MICS to a
New SAS Version contains an optional checklist that shows how to activate JCLGEN parameter sharing for all units in the
MICS Complex.

SHAREDPREFIX
This statement defines the prefix that is used to uniquely identify MICS data sets that are common to all MICS
database units. The SHAREDPREFIX should be different from all the database unit's PREFIXes and TAPEPREFIXes.
SHAREDPREFIX can consist of more than one data set name node (qualifier), but cannot exceed 14 characters in length.
The SHAREDPREFIX is used to complete the data set names for the following data sets:
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• sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.DTF.INDEX
• sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
• sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
• sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
• sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
• sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
• sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

TSHAREDPREF
(Optional) The TSHAREDPREF statement is only used at the complex level if you have MICS Accounting and
Chargeback that is installed and you want to maintain a complex level audit tape. The TSHAREDPREF statement is used
to uniquely identify tape data sets created by MICS. The prefix can consist of more than one node (qualifier), but cannot
exceed 14 characters in length. If this statement is not specified or left blank, the tape data sets have the same prefix that
is defined on the SHAREDPREFIX statement.
Note: Many generation data group (GDG) data sets are cataloged under this index. If the prefix is a TSO user ID, it may
impair that user's use of the LISTCAT command due to the voluminous output. The TSHAREDPREF statement is used to
form the name of the sharedpref.MICS.MONTHC data set.

HFSROOT
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The name of the MICS Root Directory. HFSROOT is the name of the Hierarchical File System (HFS) sub-directory to be
used as the default location for storing HFS files for the MICS Platform, MICS Data Integration Applications, and MICS
Management Applications. Within the MICS Root Directory, subdirectories contain files for specific MICS products and
applications.
Note: The name of the root directory must be no longer than 64 characters. If it is, DOC2HTML abends.HFSROOT
defaults to /MICS/&sharedprefix
Where &sharedprefix is the value that is specified on the SHAREDPREFIX statement.
Note: The MICSLEVEL/NOMICSLEVEL option does not apply to HFSROOT -- .MICS is never appended to the
&sharedprefix value when generating the default HFSROOT string.

For more information about the MICS Root Directory and HFS file usage, see Activating MICS USS and HFS Support.

Generation of MICS Data Set Names
Specify whether ".MICS." follows the sharedprefix and sharedpref when data set names are generated. If you want
".MICS." appended to the data set name, specify the keyword "MICSLEVEL". If you do not want ".MICS." appended to
the data set name, specify the keyword "NOMICSLEVEL". Place the keyword "MICSLEVEL" or "NOMICSLEVEL" after,
but on the same line as, the definition of SHAREDPREFIX and TSHAREDPREF. When "NOMICSLEVEL" is specified,
the SHAREDPREFIX and TSHAREDPREF length limit increases from 14 to 19. If no keyword is specified, the default
MICSLEVEL is used so that ".MICS." follows the sharedprefix and tsharedpref.NOMICSLEVEL Data Set Name Formation
shows examples of a data set name generated with the same sharedprefix and sharedpref with both "MICSLEVEL" and
"NOMICSLEVEL" specified.

NOMICSLEVEL Data Set Name Formation

JCLDEF Keyword Value Data Set Names Formed
SHAREDPREFIX  EYCS MICSLEVEL     EYCS.MICS.SOURCE
SHAREDPREFIX  EYCS NOMICSLEVEL EYCS.SOURCE
TSHAREDPREF  EYCS MICSLEVEL      EYCS.MICS.ACCT.MONTHC
TSHAREDPREF  EYCS NOMICSLEVEL EYCS.ACCT.MONTHC

As noted earlier, and illustrated below, the MICSLEVEL/NOMICSLEVEL option does not apply to
the derivation of the default HFSROOT value.

CLDEF Keyword Value Default HFSROOT Value
SHAREDPREFIX  EYCS MICSLEVEL /MICS/EYCS
SHAREDPREFIX  EYCS NOMICSLEVEL /MICS/EYCS

Note: More comprehensive control over MICS system data set names is available. For more information, see MICS User
Names Table (JCLNAMES).

Database Complex Library Definitions

Library definitions supply the fully qualified data set names and other information that is used to define the procedure,
SAS, sort, and ISPF libraries that are associated with the database complex.

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing lets you specify the commonly used JCLGEN parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), where they then become default parameters for prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) at
the unit level.

Use of this facility can greatly reduce the amount of coding in the JCLDEF and JCLDEFC members.

With JCLGEN Parameter Sharing activated, most of the JCLDEFC and JCLDEF parameters are shared, with the following
exceptions:
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• Complex Only (JCLDEFC)

ACCTMGDG
Generation definition for complex audit files

AUTHLIB
Name of Authorized Library for a Q&R if JES3

CAILIB
Common Components and Services Library for z/OS

DOCUMENT
SYSOUT class that is used for printing documentation

JES
This parameter specifies job entry subsystem version in use.

ISPLLIB1
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPLLIB2
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPMLIB1
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPMLIB2
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPPLIB1
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPPLIB2
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPSLIB1
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPSLIB2
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPTLIB1
IBM ISPF Table Library

ISPTLIB2
IBM ISPF Table Library

SASAUTOS
SAS auto include library.

SASCONFIG
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG1
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG2
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG3
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG4
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SAS configuration member

SASENV
SAS environment file

SASHELP
SAS help library

SASLIB
SAS executable library

SASMSG
SAS message data set

SASNAME
SAS program name

• Unit Only (JCLDEF) parameters

COMPONENTS
List of components in the unit

DATABASE
Name that is used to identify the database unit.

EXCLUDESTEP
Exclude certain steps from operational jobs.

PREFIX
Name that is used to form the data set name of the unit.

SMFDIRECTOR
Components that use SMF Director input files.

SMFRECORDING
This parameter identifies components that use SMF input files.

TAPEPREFIX
Name that is used to form the tape data set names.

The components, database, and prefix statements are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each database unit.
JCLGEN Parameter Sharing is always active, but it must be enabled by specifying the following components in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

COMPLEXPARMS YES

When specified in JCLDEFC, the value of COMPLEXPARMS is the default for all units. If specified in JCLDEF,
COMPLEXPARMS overrides the COMPLEXPARMS action that is specified in JCLDEFC.

Implementing Complex Level JCLGEN Parameter Sharing provides an optional checklist that shows how to activate
JCLGEN parameter sharing for all units in the MICS Complex.

Note: COMPLEXPARMS must be the first statement in JCLDEFC and JCLDEF. If it is not, an error message is generated.

Note: For the ISPF data set and the STEPLIB definitions, specifying the first definition (ISPTLIB1) automatically blank out
the second definition (ISPTLIB2) therefore, always specify these definitions in numeric order.

AUTHLIB
The name of an authorized library at your site, where the MICS MQRJES3C program resides. This program is used
exclusively by the Q&R Workstation Mainframe Server and only at JES3 installations. To cancel a Q&R query when
requested by a user.

CAILIB
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The name of the Common Components and Services Library for z/OS. This library is used for Auditor integration. For
more information, see Integration with Auditor.

The ISPxLIBn definitions are used to supply the data set names of your site's IBM ISPF and ISPF/PDF product libraries.
The TSO LISTALC command can be used to assist you in determining the correct names to specify for the ISPxLIBn
definitions that follow:

ISPLLIB1-2
The names of your site's IBM ISPF Program Product load libraries. Both parameters are optional and are not necessary to
be specified if the ISPF load libraries are in your linklist. If ISPF and PDF are combined into one library at your site, there
is no need to specify ISPLLIB2.

ISPMLIB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product messages library. ISPMLIB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined
into one library, there is no need to specify ISPMLIB2.

ISPPLIB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product panels library. ISPPLIB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined into
one library, there is no need to specify ISPPLIB2.

ISPSLIB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product skeletons library. ISPSLIB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined
into one library, there is no need to specify ISPSLIB2.

ISPTLIB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product table libraries. ISPTLIB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined into
one library at your site, there is no need to specify ISPTLIB2.

PROCLIB
The name of the system PROCLIB that the MICS procedures should be added to. JCLGEN creates a job in MICS.CNTL
that, when run, adds the MICS procedures to the PROCLIB specified instead of modifying it directly. The System
Administrator might need authorization to update PROCLIB. The default value for PROCLIB is SYS1.PROCLIB.

SASAUTOS
The name of the SAS macro autocall library. Sometimes named AUTOLIB.

SASCONFIG, SASCONFIG1-4:
The full SAS data set and member name of the file containing the starting SAS configuration statements. These
statements are contained in member BATW0 under SAS version 9.1.3. Specify SASCONFIG for this SAS version.
SAS version 9.2 and higher typically use more than one member. Specify the full data set and member names with
SASCONFIG1-4. SASCONFIG1 overrides SASCONFIG if both are specified. MICS job streams add to or override these
statements, using either sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members MABATCH, ICFBATCH, or MATSO. MABATCH affects
batch PROCS except MICSRPTS; ICFBATCH affects MICF batch execution; ICFDMS affects MSAS; and MATSO affects
the MICF foreground and MICF Production and User Reporting (the MICSRPTS PROC.) The configuration files are
optional.

SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. The TKMVSENV file is used to make a list of pseudo environment variables. The
option values in SAS configuration files can contain symbolic references. The values of these symbolic references are
resolved from a variable that is set in the TKMVSENV file. This file is also necessary for SAS features that use JAVA.
Whether this SAS library is optional depending on how SAS is installed, and used at your installation.

SASHELP
The name of the SAS help library.

SASLIB
The name of the SAS Program Product load library that holds the version of SAS used for MICS database update
processing. For information about the levels of SAS currently supported for updating the MICS database, see
Administrator Information.
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SASMSG
The name of the SAS message library.

SASNAME
The program name of the SAS Program Product in the load library that is specified in SASLIB or in your LPA libraries.
SAS is the default value for SASNAME.

SORTLIB
The name of the library containing your sort product. This parameter should only be specified when your sort product
cannot be loaded through the normal LINKLST process. When this parameter is specified, JCLGENwi adds a SORTLIB
DD statement to all MICS JCL procedures.

STEPLIB1-2
These optional parameters can be used to add the name of any library to the STEPLIB DD of all MICS JCL procedures.
STEPLIB1 is included only if specified and, if specified, is included before the SAS program library. STEPLIB2 is included
only if specified and always after the SAS program library.

USEROBJLIB
The name of the SAS data library that contains user-written informats and formats. User-written informats and formats
are created by PROC FORMAT and stored in this SAS data library. You must store your informats and formats in the
FORMATS catalog that is used by MICS jobs that implement standard MICS JCL procedures.
Your SAS data library is last in the search order for catalogs that contain user-written informats and formats.
When you use the MICSCOM JCL procedure from a unit-level reporting job, the USEROBJLIB value that is specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) is used instead of the value that is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

OBJACCESS

Note: This parameter applies to both complex-level (sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB) and unit-level (prefix.MICS.MUOLIB)
data sets.

The type of access that operational jobs have to the sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and prefix.MICS.MUOLIB data sets.
The OBJACCESS parameter is followed by one of these values:

• SHARE
• COPY (default value)

Coding a value of SHARE causes the operational jobs to allocate dynamically the sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB data sets with DISP=SHR and with a ddname of MCOLIB or MUOLIB, respectively.
Coding a value of COPY causes the operational jobs to allocate temporary sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB data sets, into which the entire contents of USERFMT1, MICSFMTS, and USERFMT2 format
catalogs are copied.
The OBJACCESS parameter does not affect MICS generation jobs, which include cccCGEN, JCLGENx, cccPGEN, and
MAGRUN.
When you use the MICSCOM JCL procedure from a unit-level reporting job, the OBJACCESS value that is specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) is used instead of the value that is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

OBJWAIT
This parameter applies to both complex-level (sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB) and unit-level (prefix.MICS.MUOLIB) data
sets.
This optional parameter specifies the amount of time, in minutes, dynamic allocation of sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB waits if the data sets are not immediately available. The default is 5 minutes.
If data set allocation fails due to another batch job or an online user currently using a data set, MICS jobs wait 15 seconds
and then tries to allocate again. This allocation attempts repeating every 15 seconds until, by default, a total of 5 minutes
have elapsed. After 5 minutes, the operational job aborts.
If the default value is too short, consider using the OBJWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of minutes the
jobs waits for the data sets to become available.
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To implement a change to OBJWAIT, Follow these steps:

1. Update the JCLDEFC or JCLDEF member according to your preference.
2. If at the complex level, empty sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) of all statements but comments. Execute the

sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC) job. Verify successful completion.
3. If at the unit level, empty prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) of all statements but comments unless you want to generate

some particular JCL simultaneously. Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job. Verify successful completion.

Database Complex JCL Definitions

The JCL definitions let you control how:

• JCLGEN tailors the generated JCL in terms of SYSOUT designations.
• JES usage
• DASD and sort generic device names
• Temporary sort space amounts
• Sort utility initialization parameters
• SAS WORK file allocations
• Submit internal reader privileges
• Generated job member renumbering

The following parameter statements are available:

ASSEMBLER
This parameter defines which IBM assembler the MICSASM JCL procedure uses. The values that can be coded include H
for Assembler H (IEV90), and HL for the High-Level Assembler (ASMA90). If this option is omitted, it defaults to H.

AUTOSUBMIT
If the AUTOSUBMIT option is set to YES, then some of the MICS jobs submit jobs through the internal reader. If this
option is set to NO, the functions of the jobs that would have been submitted to the internal reader are included in the
jobs that would have submitted them. An example is the DAILY job. If this option is YES, then the MICS Management
Objectives and Exception Reports do not run as part of the DAILY job. Rather, DAILY job is submitted another job,
DAILYRPT, to the internal reader, to create these reports.
The MICS jobs that optionally use the internal reader are DAILY, WEEKLY, SCHEDULE, BACKUP, and MONTHLY.
Specify either YES or NO to indicate whether the DAILY, WEEKLY, BACKUP, and MONTHLY jobs should submit jobs into
the internal reader. If NO is specified, the jobs that would have been submitted become steps in the job that would have
submitted them. The SCHEDULE job always uses the internal reader, regardless of this option.
The default value for AUTOSUBMIT is YES.

Note: The MICF inquiry production interface operates from the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs, but not
directly in DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY. If AUTOSUBMIT is NO, schedule MICF inquiry production reporting with your
site's own scheduling facilities. For more information about MICF production reporting, see Production Reporting.

COLIBSPACE
The type of space, primary quantity, and secondary quantity to use for the temporary MCOLIB file allocations. These
allocations are made by operational jobs running in OBJACCESS COPY mode and by cccCGEN and cccPGEN jobs.
If the COLIBSPACE parameter is coded, the type of space and primary quantity are required, and the secondary quantity
is optional.
Type of space values are TRK, CYL, or block length (nnnnn). The primary quantity is a numeric value greater than 1. The
secondary quantity is a numeric value or left blank.
Specify the COLIBSPACE parameter as follows:

    COLIBSPACE type primary_quantity secondary_quantity

If the COLIBSPACE parameter is omitted, the following value is used:
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    COLIBSPACE 6144 1000 500

The type of space value is saved in a symbol named COLIBSPACE. The primary quantity value is available in symbol
COLIBSPPRIM, and the secondary quantity is available in COLIBSPSEC.

DASDUNIT
The generic unit name to be used for work data set allocations. The default is SYSDA. DASDUNIT is used for allocating
the model data set.

DASDSMSPARMS
(Optional.) Used for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclas) to be
used for MICS data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax, which is
separated by commas. No default. Continuation is not allowed.

DIRSTATS
Specify either YES or NO. Create ISPF member statistics for all modules that are generated by JCLGEN. The default
value is NO.

WARNING
Activating DIRSTATS can consume up to three times the current number of directory blocks. If a PDS runs out
of directory blocks, then the JCLGEN job abends. Test the MICS data sets, before activating them, to verify that
they have sufficient directory blocks.

• sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
• prefix.MICS.PARMS
• prefix.MICS.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

DOCUMENT
The SYSOUT class parameters to use for printing uppercase/lowercase documentation at the site. In the MICS generated
JCL, the parentheses are generated, so do not supply them yourself. Class A is the default.

Note: If you want to supply more information to control documentation output, code this information here by ending the
parameter with a trailing blank. This causes the generated right parenthesis to be treated as a comment. For example,
you can code the following parameter:

    DOCUMENT 'A),CHARS=GT12,FCB=8A4 '

DYNAMWAIT
(Optional.) This parameter specifies the amount of time, in minutes, dynamic allocation processes in MICS operational
jobs wait for an unavailable data set. The default is 15 minutes.
Internal Step Restart, Incremental Update, Stand-Alone Archive Tape, and other MICS facilities use z/OS dynamic
allocation services to create new data sets and to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal
program structure are designed to minimize the data set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail due to
another batch job or online user currently using a data set, MICS operational jobs wait 15 seconds and then tries to
allocate again. This allocation is attempted repeatedly every 15 seconds until, by default, a total of 15 minutes has
elapsed. After 15 minutes, the operational job aborts.
If the data set contention in your site does cause frequent operational job failures, and you are unable to resolve the
contention through scheduling changes, consider using the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of
minutes the operational jobs wait for the data set to become available.
When your site standards require that operational jobs fail immediately when required data sets are unavailable, specify
the following parameter:

    DYNAMWAIT 0
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Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter:

• At the unit level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).     
• At the product level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).                                                      
• At execution-time for DAILY and INCRccc jobs using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-

time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

INTRDRCLASS
The SYSOUT class that is used by MICS for the internal reader. The default class is A. Typically, this definition is not
required because the INTRDRCLASS is the default MSGCLASS for jobs that are submitted through the internal reader.

JES
This parameter specifies whether the MICS operational jobs is run on a JES2 or JES3 system. Specify 2 or 3. The default
JES value is 2. LOGS
The SYSOUT class parameters for log-type outputs. Class A is the default.

MICSLOG
The SYSOUT class parameters for MICSLOG output. Class that is specified for LOGS is the default.
MICSDMDELIM
Delimiter character for the MICSDM/MICSDU PROC. This value cannot be alphanumeric or a special character (A-Z, 0-9,
@#$). The tilde (~) is the default. This value should only be changed if the tilde cannot be used.

RENUMBER
Specify either YES or NO to indicate whether the generated job should be renumbered. The default is NO. This option is
forced to NO if JOB7380, which is discussed in subsection Database Unit Extended JOB Statement Definitions.

REPORTS
The SYSOUT class parameters for report outputs. Class A is the default.

SORTCYL
The number of cylinders to allocate for each sort work DD statement that is used in MICS procedures. The default value
for SORTCYL is 6.
If the SORTCYL parameter is coded, the primary quantity is required, and the secondary quantity is optional. The primary
quantity is a numeric value greater than zero. The secondary quantity is a numeric value or should be left blank. If omitted,
the SORTCYL default value is used.
Specify the SORTCYL parameter as follows:

SORTCYL primary_quantity secondary_quantity

The primary quantity value is saved in symbol SOCYPRIM while the secondary quantity is available in SOCYSEC.

SORTUNIT
The generic unit name to be used for sort work data set DASD allocations. The default is SYSDA.

SORTWKNO
The number of unique sort work data set allocations. The default is 6. The range of acceptable values is 0 through 99.

SORTSMSPARMS
Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclas) to be
used for sort work data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax, which is
separated by commas. (No default and continuation is not allowed).

SORTUTILITY
The name of the sort utility to use. Specify DFSORT, SYNCSORT, or OTHER. The default is SYNCSORT.
If DFSORT is specified the following JCL is included:

    //SORTCNTL DD DISP=SHR,

    //            DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DFSORT)

If SYNCSORT is specified the following JCL is included:
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    //$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,

    //            DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SYNCSORT)

Modify the appropriate member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS to accommodate any unique requirements for sort
initialization parameters.
When OTHER is specified, no statements are generated.
To concatenate your load libraries either before or after the MICS and SAS load libraries, see Adding Your Load Libraries
to MICS.

STEPCPULIMIT
Specify YES or NO. If YES, then JCLGEN adds TIME=60 to the EXEC statement of each PROC. This parameter is used
to prevent "runaway" steps.Note: This option applies to select PROCs. Default is YES.

UOLIBSPACE
The type of space, primary quantity, and secondary quantity to use for the temporary MUOLIB file allocations when
operating in OBJACCESS COPY mode.
If the UOLIBSPACE parameter is coded, the type of space and primary quantity are required. The secondary quantity is
optional.
Type of space values are TRK, CYL, or block length (nnnnn). The primary quantity is a numeric value greater than 1. The
secondary quantity is a numeric value or left blank.
Specify the UOLIBSPACE parameter as follows:

    UOLIBSPACE type primary_quantity secondary_quantity

If the UOLIBSPACE parameter is omitted, the following values are used:

    UOLIBSPACE 6144 200 100

The type of space value is saved in a symbol named UOLIBSPACE. The primary quantity value is available in symbol
UOLIBSPPRIM while the secondary quantity is available in UOLIBSPSEC.

WORKSPACE
The type of space, primary quantity, and secondary quantity to use for the SAS WORK file allocations.
If the WORKSPACE parameter is coded, the type of space and primary quantity are required. The secondary quantity is
optional.
Type of space values are TRK or CYL. The primary quantity is a numeric value greater than 1. The secondary quantity is
a numeric value or is left blank.
Specify the WORKSPACE parameter as follows:

    WORKSPACE type primary_quantity secondary_quantity

If the WORKSPACE parameter is omitted, the following values are used:

    WORKSPACE TRK 500 250

The type of space value is saved in a symbol named WORKSPACE. The primary quantity value is available in symbol
WORKSPPRIM while the secondary quantity is available in WORKSPSEC.

WORKUNIT
The generic unit name to be used for SAS WORK file allocations. The default is the value that is specified for the
DASDUNIT keyword. WORKVOLSER
The volume serial number to be used for SAS WORK file allocations.

WORKVOLSER
The volume serial number to be used for SAS WORK file allocations.

WORKSMSPARMS
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(Optional) This parameter specifies System Managed Storage (SMS) keyword to be used for SMS WORK file
allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax,
which is separated by commas. No default. Continuation is not allowed.

Database Complex Tape Specifications

Tape specifications let you control the number of generation data group entries that are maintained for the accounting
complex-level audit tape, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, used to maintain the tape catalog information.

The accounting complex-level audit tape processes use generation data groups. The accounting processes are described
in the Accounting and Chargeback Option User Guide.

The number that is specified for ACCTMGDG is used for two purposes. First, it defines the number of entries in the
respective GDG (BLDG ENTRIES=n). Second, when multiplied by the specified retention factor, it provides the JCL
LABEL retention period (RETPD=days) that is used in creating the respective GDG files. The ACCTMGDG files are
created monthly; therefore, the retention period that is specified by MICS is the number of GDG entries that you specify
multiplied by 31 (days). However, any value that is specified in the JCLDEF EXPDT parameter overrides the calculated
RETPD.

ACCTMGDG
An optional statement if the Accounting and Chargeback Option is being installed; otherwise, it is ignored if specified. To
maintain complex-level audit files, specify the number of generations of monthly audit files that are to be maintained in the
monthly GDG. The default value is 85, and the allowable range is 0 through 999. If you do not want to maintain complex-
level audit files, set the value to 0.

TAPEPARM
To specify parameters that define default processing options for MICS tape data sets, use the TAPEPARM statement.

To consolidate tape data set definitions into a single, easy-to-locate statement, the TAPEPARM statement overrides and
replaces many individual tape data set statements. The individual old-style statements that are replaced are noted in the
detailed descriptions of the TAPEPARM parameters that follow.

You can, optionally, override individual TAPEPARM parameter specifications using statements that apply to specific types
of MICS tape data sets, such as the MICS backup, monthly backup, and archive tape files. As a result, you have the
option of establishing a common set of defaults that you override, as required, for specific tape applications.

The general form of the TAPEPARM statement is the keyword TAPEPARM followed by one or more TAPEPARM
parameters. TAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. To specify all
the tape data set definitions that you require, use the TAPEPARM statement as many times as needed.

While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character- maximum line length). You can also specify
only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable. 

    TAPEPARM UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

    TAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / NOEXPDT

    TAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

    TAPEPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

    TAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

    TAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

    TAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

    TAPEPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample TAPEPARM specification follows:

    TAPEPARM UNIT=CART VOLCOUNT=10 EXPDT=1999/000 COMP

    TAPEPARM NULLUNIT=CART NULLSER=123456
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    TAPEPARM MODEL='CPM981.CMN.MICS.MODEL'

Detailed descriptions of the TAPEPARM parameters follow:

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to UNIT=3490.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through eight character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and one through eight characters in length.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style TAPEUNIT statement.

 Note: The ASIS subparameter is not required when using the TAPEPARM statement UNIT parameter.

VOLCOUNT=n
No default. The z/OS default volume count of five applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

Replaces and overrides the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt 

No default. When no expiration date is specified, a default retention period is derived as appropriate for the specific MICS
tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values makes the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined. This parameter replaces and overrides
the old-style EXPDT statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
To omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated JCL statements for new tape data set
creation, specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style EXPDT statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT and EXPDT=expdt parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
No default. The z/OS default for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter.

If not specified, the TRTCH subparameter is not generated.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the tape unit value (UNIT=unitname).

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and is one
to eight characters in length.
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This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style NULLUNIT statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to NULSER.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for pre-allocating dummy tape files
when the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A
trap in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If an automatic tape loader (ATL) or a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your MICS installation, the default value
of NULSER might no longer be appropriate here. Select an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that
MICS uses when pre-allocation of a tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an extra tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a MOUNT
from being issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job does not continue until the mount is satisfied. 

This action also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message. For example: IEF391I jobname
stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES 

For example, after choosing the volume 123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK

Defaults to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. The normal mode of operation
where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

To place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume, specify NOSTACK. This option generates MICS JCL statements
which do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. Use this option when implementing a virtual tape system that
prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or when directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

AFF / NOAFF

Defaults to AFF.

To use a single tape unit for all related tape files, specify AFF. This parameter is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

To enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set, specify NOAFF. This option generates MICS JCL
statements that do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option ID useful with certain virtual tape system
implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
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If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

No default.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.
This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

Note: The MODEL='modeldsn' and MODEL=NOMODEL parameters are mutually exclusive.

DISK / TAPE

Defaults to TAPE.

To write the data set to a disk, specify DISK. To write the data set, to a tap specify TAPE.

When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

SPACE=spacedef

No default.

Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser

No default.

Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.

TAPESMSPARM

(Optional) Specifies System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclas) to be used as the
default for MICS tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax. No
default, and continuation is not allowed.

ACCTMTAPEPARM

(Optional) To specify parameters defining processing options for Accounting and Chargeback Monthly Audit tape
data sets, use the ACCTMTAPEPARM. When using the Monthly Audit tapes, the ACCTMTAPESMSPARM parameter
specifications override the tape data set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement is to override the default number of monthly audit
GDG entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your data center might want to direct the Accounting and
Chargeback Monthly Audit to a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit.

The ACCTMTAPEPARM statement allows the BLKSIZE= specification to support overriding the default BLKSIZE used for
the Accounting and Chargeback Monthly Audit file. The BLKSIZE parameter enables use of the large block interface. Use
caution in defining this parameter as the blksize value must be compatible with your tape device or an abend occurs.

Note: Directing the Monthly Audit data set to disk with the TAPEPARM DISK parameter is not supported.

The general form of the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement is the keyword ACCTMTAPEPARM followed by one or more
ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters. ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
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specifications. You can specify the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape
data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

The following summarizes the ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters:

• Each parameter is described in detail next.        
• While the following example shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. You are limited by the 72-character maximum parameter line length.
Consider specifying only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.         
ACCTMTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

ACCTMTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

ACCTMTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

ACCTMTAPEPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

ACCTMTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

ACCTMTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

ACCTMTAPEPARM BLKSIZE=nnnnnn

The ACCTMTAPEPARM parameter summary follows.

    ACCTMTAPEPARM GDG=90 VOLCOUNT=7 

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters. 

A description of each of the ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters follows:

GDG=nnn

Defaults to 85.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each MICS Accounting and Chargeback Monthly Audit data set.

Overrides and replaces the ACCTMGDG statement.

BLKSIZE

Defaults to 32004.

Overrides the default block that is used for the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape data set. This action is useful
when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface.

UNIT=unitname

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement. 

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than eight characters in
length.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the OS default volume
count of 5 applies. 

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255. This parameter
overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
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(Optional) Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is
specified, a default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT value makes the tape available for scratching immediately.
These values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

When EXPDT=expdt parameter is omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS
tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

To omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated JCL statements for new tape data set
creation, specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If neither COMP or NOCOMP is specified, then the OS
default for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter.

If not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be
a valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set
JCL DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and
no more than eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the old-style NULLSER statement.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for pre-allocating dummy tape files
when the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A
trap in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.
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If an automatic tape loader (ATL) or a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your MICS installation, the default value of
NULSER might no longer be appropriate here. Choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that
MICS uses when pre-allocation of a tape file is needed.

This parameter prevents the possibility of an extra tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT from being issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job does not continue until the mount is satisfied. 

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

        IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO

        ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED

        ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

//jobname  JOB

//HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN   DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

//SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

//           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//           UNIT=nullunit,

//           VOL=SER=123456,

//           EXPDT=1999/365

//

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. STACK is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

To place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume, specify NOSTACK. This option generates MICS JCL statements
which do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. Use this option when implementing a virtual tape system that
prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or when directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

To use a single tape unit for all related tape files, specify AFF. This parameter is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

To enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set, specify NOAFF. This option generates MICS JCL
statements that do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option id useful with certain virtual tape system
implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.
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MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

ACCTMTAPESMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclas) for
Broadcom archive monthly history tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL
language syntax that is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

Overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

TAPEUNIT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname parameter and is obsolete.

The generic unit name to be used for tape file allocation. The values that are allowed for this parameter are 2400, 2400-1,
2400-2, 2400-3, 2400-4, 3400-2, 3400-3, 3400-4, 3400-5, 3400-6, 3400-9, 3480, and 3490. The default value is 3490.
Specify the parameter ASIS if a non-device-dependent name (for example, TAPE) is used at your data center. A sample
TAPEUNIT statement is: TAPEUNIT TAPE ASIS

VOLCOUNT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter and is obsolete. Use the volume count for the
backup and archive tape data sets. The volume count is a decimal number from 1 through 255. If the VOLCOUNT
keyword is omitted or is null, the default volume count of 5 is used.

EXPDT

(Optional) Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters and is obsolete.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the standard retention period (RETPD) definitions for the tape files
that are used in backup, archive audit, archive weekly history, and archive monthly history. This facility is directed at data
centers that use a tape management system which requires specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
These values are not suitable for MICS tapes. When EXPDT is omitted, result in the standard retention period being used
on the tape creation DDs. The standard retention period is calculated in the manner that is described in the previous
section.

SYSTEMMODEL

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn'/ MODEL=NOMODEL parameter and is obsolete.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted (or left blank), a MICS generation job allocates a model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

In addition to building the GDG entries, if SYSTEMMODEL or the TAPEPARM MODEL statement is omitted, the MICS
generation jobs allocate a model GDG data set.
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Database Complex Extended Job Statement Definitions

Extended JOB statement parameters let you individually define each of the supported JOB statement options as listed.
A JOB statement can be supplied at the beginning of the USERJCL PARMS member that is described in Job and JES
Definitions (USERJCL). To create MICS construct JOB statements, specify the following parameters:

ACCT
Standard accounting fields that are required by the installation on JOB statements. A maximum of 53 characters can be
specified. The value that is specified in this parameter is enclosed in parentheses on the JOB statement.

For example, if you specify the following definition:

     ACCT 'MICS,ACCOUNT'

 

A JOB statement is generated with the following form:

     //jobname JOB (MICS,ACCOUNT),

 

CLASS
For JES2, the single character job class to be specified on the JOB statement. For JES3, the one to eight character job
class to be specified on the //*MAIN statement.

GROUP
The RACF GROUP parameter to be specified on the JOB statement. The default is not to specify GROUP on the JOB
statement.

JCLLIB
Specify YES to include, with the generated JOB statement, a JCLLIB statement for the MICS PROCLIB data set. The
generated JCLLIB statement has the following form:

     //MICS JCLLIB ORDER=(proclib_dsn)

 

Specify NO (the default) to omit the JCLLIB statement.

WARNING
Do not use this option if you have a JCLLIB statement that is specified in USERJCL.

JOBNAME
The user can specify a single job name to be used for every job that is created by MICS (this action is discouraged) or can
provide a job name prefix that is used by the JCLGEN process to build the job name.
The MICS JCL generation process provides standard job names for each job that it creates. For example, the daily MICS
update stream's job name is DAILY. However, when the standard job names generated by MICS may not conform to an
installation's job naming convention. We strongly recommend using the standard job names that are generated by MICS if
at all possible. However, if it is necessary to have job names different from those generated by MICS, use the JOBNAME
statement to specify your changes. If the MICS standard job names are satisfactory, omit the JOBNAME statement from
JCLDEFC or code it with no value following the JOBNAME keyword.
If you want to qualify all MICS job names with a special prefix, define a prefix of 1 to 7 characters for the value for the
JOBNAME statement. The JCL generator uses the prefix value to concatenate the prefix with the standard MICS job
name truncating the result to an eight character job name. For example, the JOBNAME value ABC would result in the
standard MICS job name MONTHLY to have the job name ABCMONTH. The new name is built using the job name prefix
and the first n characters of the standard MICS job name up to the allowable eight character job name. The standard
MICS JOBNAMEs may be found in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members beginning with JCL$I.

JOBNAME ABC
If you want the same job name for all MICS jobs, specify a full eight-character name in quotes (trailing blanks are
acceptable). Again, this job name option is discouraged.
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JOBNAME 'ABCD '

JOB7380
A few installations require job parameters to be entered in columns 73 through 80 of the first statement of the (possibly
continued) JOB statement. These entries can be done using the JOB7380 parameter. Use of this parameter is not
recommended unless required by your standards.

MSGCLASS
The job output message class to be specified on the JOB statement. The default MSGCLASS is A. Valid values are A-Z
and 0-9.

MSGLEVEL
The job output message level to be specified on the JOB statement. The default MSGLEVEL is 2,1.

NOTIFY
The TSO user ID to be used for the JOB statement NOTIFY parameter, which sends a message to the specified user ID
upon batch job completion. If you specify the value

     &SYSUID

 

The JOB statement is generated with NOTIFY=&SYSUID, which directs the job completion message to the userid of the
user who submitted the batch job.

PROG
The 1 through 20-character programmer name that is required on the JOB statement by the installation. The value that is
specified in this parameter is enclosed in quotes on the generated JOB statement.

PRTY
The job input priority to be specified on the JOB statement. For JES2 systems, the maximum priority that can be specified
is 15. For JES3 systems, the maximum priority that can be specified is 14. The default is not to specify a PRTY value on
the JOB statement.

REGION
The job region size to be used on all JOB statements. The value can be specified in one of the following forms:

nnnn
region size in units of 1024 bytes (Kilobytes)
nnnnK
region size in units of 1024 bytes (Kilobytes)
nnnM
region size in units of 1048576 bytes (Megabytes)

Note: 0K and 0M are valid specifications. Leading zeros are not required.

Because modern mainframe machines have few constraints on available central/main storage, we suggest that you
specify a large region size appropriate for most of your MICS jobs. Using this job-level parameter simplifies region size
management for the complete job and avoids the need to specify a different region size for each step.

USER
The RACF USER parameter to be specified on the JOB statement. MICS supports an option to hard-code a JOB
statement in MICS.PARMS(USERJCL) instead of having MICS generate one from the parameters that are described. All
the parameters that are listed can be used as symbolic variables whose values can be referenced, with those of certain
other MICS variables, in JCL that you supply in the USERJCL member in MICS.PARMS. For more information, see, Job
and JES Definitions (USERJCL).
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Database Complex User Defined Symbols

This parameter allows the user to define a symbol and a value that is substituted for the symbol by JCLGEN. This
parameter can be used in a user modification to PROTOLIB to provide user- defined symbolic elements. Several
USERDEF symbols can be defined. The only restriction is that the symbol on each USERDEF statement must be different
from those on all other symbols and different from all symbols that are currently used by JCLGEN. A list of MICS-defined
symbols can be found in MICS.SOURCE(JCLPARM). Also, the value must end before column 73 of the record. For
example, the following would define a symbol DIGITS:

USERDEF DIGITS 0123456789

Anywhere this symbol appeared in a PROTOLIB member, JCLGEN would substitute the string 0123456789 in its place.

Note: Any user symbols which appear in a PROTOLIB member for a complex-level job must be defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing lets you specify the commonly used JCLGEN parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), where they then become default parameters for prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) at
the unit level.

Use of this facility can greatly reduce the amount of coding in the JCLDEF and JCLDEFC members.

With JCLGEN Parameter Sharing activated, most of the JCLDEFC and JCLDEF parameters are shared, with the following
exceptions:

Complex Only (JCLDEFC) Parameters

ACCTMGDG
Generation definition for complex audit files

AUTHLIB
Name of Authorized Library for the Q&R if JES3

CAILIB
Common Components and Services Library for z/OS

DOCUMENT
SYSOUT class that is used for printing documentation.

JES
This parameter specifies job entry subsystem version in use

ISPLLIB1
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPLLIB2
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPMLIB1
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPMLIB2
BM ISPF Message Library

ISPPLIB1
IBM ISPF Panel Library
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ISPPLIB2
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPSLIB1
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPSLIB2
BM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPTLIB1
IBM ISPF Table Library

ISPTLIB2
IBM ISPF Table Library

SASAUTOS
SAS auto include library.

SASCONFIG
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG1
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG2
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG3
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG4
SAS configuration member

SASENV
SAS environment file

SASHELP
SAS help library

SASLIB
SAS executable library

SASMSG
SAS message data set

SASNAME
SAS program name

Unit Only (JCLDEF) Parameters

COMPONENTS
List of components in the unit

DATABASE
Name that is used to identify the database unit.

EXCLUDESTEP
Exclude certain steps from operational jobs.

PREFIX
Name that is used to form the data set name of the unit.

SMFDIRECTOR
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Components that use SMF Director input files.

SMFRECORDING
This parameter identifies components that use SMF input files.

TAPEPREFIX
Name that is used to form the tape data set names.

The components, database, and prefix statements are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each database unit.

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing is always active, but it must be enabled by specifying the following parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

 COMPLEXPARMS YES

 

When specified in JCLDEFC, the value of COMPLEXPARMS is the default for all units. If specified in JCLDEF,
COMPLEXPARMS overrides the COMPLEXPARMS action that is specified in JCLDEFC.

Implementing Complex Level JCLGEN Parameter Sharing provides an optional checklist that shows how to activate
JCLGEN parameter sharing for all units in the MICS Complex.

• COMPLEXPARMS must be the first statement in JCLDEFC and JCLDEF. If it is not, an error message is generated.
• For the ISPF data set and the STEPLIB definitions, specifying the first definition (ISPTLIB1) will automatically blank out

the second definition (ISPTLIB2). Therefore, always specify these definitions in numeric order.

Database Complex Account Code Parameters
Some MICS products have account code fields as part of the key by which their files are organized. This section describes
how to define an account code structure (typically cccACCT) and derive account code values (typically cccACRT).
As complex-level parameters, these definitions hold for every unit database in the database complex. Specifics about
account codes for data integration applications are documented in each Product Analyzer.

When defining the account code structure, it is important for the MICS System Administrator to understand the
installation's accounting conventions. If these conventions are not documented, consider spending time to document the
system in use.

Note: If you are unfamiliar with MICS file keys and summarization, you might want to review Introduction to the Concept of
Summarization before continuing.

Defining an Account Code Structure to MICS (cccACCT)

Once you have documented the accounting structure in use, decide how you want it expressed in the MICS database.
Settle on the number of account code fields (MICS supports from 1 to 9) and what is placed in each. The account code
fields are part of the key for each file in which they exist, there is at least one record for each unique combination of values
(and maybe more than one because there are other fields in the keys). The trade-off that you must make is between
keeping a fine level of detail through the account code fields and therefore having a large database, and keeping a small
level of detail and not meeting your reporting or analysis requirements.

Once you have completed the account code worksheets in the Product Analyzers, code the contents of the account code
structure parameters as follows:

• The statement can have one of the following formats:
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– Level length 'descriptive title'
– Level mask length 'descriptive title'

• Code a separate statement for each account code field.
• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).
• Account levels are provided in order, starting with "1".
• Up to nine levels are permitted; gaps between the numbers are not permitted.
• The format of a statement is free-form but positional, meaning that the keywords on the statement must appear in the

order that is shown but are not restricted to being keyed in specific columns. All keywords except mask are required.

The meaning of each keyword on the account code statement is:

level - the account level
The level of importance of each element. Level 1 is the most important (major field) and the highest level number is the
least important (minor field). From 1 to 9 levels can be specified. An account code data element is eventually built for
each account code level that is defined. For instance, if the batch accounting structure has five levels, then the Batch
information area files in the MICS database would have the following data elements:
ACCTNO1 ACCTNO2 ACCTNO3 ACCTNO4 ACCTNO5
MICS keeps all files in which these variables appear sorted with ACCTNO1 being the highest key and ACCTNO9 the
lowest.

length - the field length
The length of the specified element. The length can range from 1 to 30. Make the field long enough to hold meaningful
values, but remember that the account fields appear in every database record for the associated product's files. Thus, the
length of account fields can affect total database size.

descriptive title'
The title describing the account code field. The length of the title is limited to 40 characters; it must be enclosed in single
quotation marks.

mask - the optional timespan mask
Account code levels can be deactivated in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. For example, the
Detail timespan can have account code levels 1, 2, and 3 while the Months timespan has only level 1. This capability is a
powerful tool for ensuring an adequate data granularity while controlling database size. You can define account codes to
carry detailed identification information at the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, while dropping account codes of lesser value
in MONTHS-level summary data.
Setting account code levels by timespan is accomplished by specifying the timespan mask keyword T(......), as follows:

level T(......) length 'descriptive title'
Where each "." position in the timespan mask keyword represents a timespan in the order DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, a "Y" indicates that the account level can be active and an "N"
indicates that the account level can be inactive.
If this keyword is not coded, the assumed value is T(YYYYYY) for each level.
If you code this keyword, the following rules apply:

• Detail must always be "Y". Account codes cannot be deactivated in this timespan.
• If Days is "N", then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be "N". If the account code level is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
• If Months is "N", then Years must be "N". If the account code level is inactive in the Months timespan, it cannot be

active in the Years timespan.

Defining Account Code Derivations to MICS (cccACRT)

To assign values to the account code fields, define a corresponding account code derivation exit. Account code derivation
exits are written in SAS language and are stored in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library in members named cccACRT.
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Exit code is included directly into the processing of the MICS update jobs, so it is important that such routines be coded
correctly. Testing and maintaining the accuracy of these routines is your responsibility.

See the Product Analyzer for examples of cccACRT exits.

Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)
This section explains how to specify the complex-level database tailoring options and environmental parameters.
These parameters apply to all components installed in the MICS database complex and are specified by parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF).

To define the following options, use the CPLXDEF member:

• Global database tailoring options:
– The essential data element option
– The derived data element option
– The four-digit year data element option

• Printed report and SAS log title text
• Default values for:

– The unit database years timespan option
– The weeks timespan option
– The first day of the week
– The first week of the year
– The fiscal calendar

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) contains two required statements:

• ESSENTIAL
• DERIVED

This option contains eight optional statements:

• REPORT
• LOG
• YEAR4
• YEARS TIMESPAN
• WEEKS TIMESPAN
• WEEKSTART
• 13MONTHYEAR
• CKPTLIMIT

Each of these statements is described in detail.

The ESSENTIAL Statement

The ESSENTIAL statement is used to select the default essential data element option. The format of the ESSENTIAL
statement is:

ESSENTIAL ALL/ONLY/INITIAL

where only one value (ALL, ONLY, or INITIAL) is specified. The effect of coding each of these values is described next.

ALL
All data elements that are defined in the component's cccGENIN member on sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB are stored on
the disk or are available through the derived element macros.
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ONLY
Only the data elements essential for file key structures, component standard reports, and MICS analytic component feeds
are stored on disk. All other data elements are dropped from MICS processing and are not available without reprocessing
raw DETAIL data. When ONLY is specified, the DERIVED option determines whether essential computed elements are
stored on disk or are available through the derived element macros.

INITIAL
Like the ONLY option, only essential data elements are stored on disk. When INITIAL is specified, the DERIVED
statement is ignored and the DERIVED option is automatically forced to COMP. This means that the essential computed
elements are available only through the derived element macros. Additionally, the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS
timespans of all user and application unit identified files are disabled.

ESSENTIAL element options take effect after the CPLXDEF member is changed, a complex-level JCLGEN job (for
example, JCLGEN0, JCLGENUC) or CPLXGEN job has been run, and a component generation job (for example,
RMFCGEN) has been run. Running such generations to change the content of the database usually requires JCL
generations and other installation modifications for each database unit in which regenerated components have been
installed.
The distributed value for the ESSENTIAL option in CPLXDEF is ONLY. This option uses the least DASD and CPU
resources to support a meaningful subset of the data available from each component.
When changing from INITIAL to ONLY or ALL, several components have previously inactive files that are activated in
timespans (WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS). To change from INITIAL to any other ESSENTIAL option, it is necessary
to reinstall the component in all database units in which the component has been installed. To reinstall the necessary
components, use the checklist in Adding a Component to an Existing Database Unit.

The DERIVED Statement

The DERIVED statement is used to select the default derived data element option. The format of the DERIVED statement
is:

DERIVED DISK/COMP

Where only one value (DISK or COMP) is specified. The effect of coding each of these values is described separately.

DISK
Computed data elements, which are defined as type 'C' or 'CN' data elements in component generation control members
named sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), are stored on disk (auxiliary storage) in the SAS files for the MICS
database. When a program reads the SAS file where these data elements reside, the data elements are immediately
available for use.

COMP
Computed data elements, which are defined as type 'C' or 'CN' data elements in component generation control members
named sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), are not stored on disk, but are computed for each use. For example,
data elements in a user-written inquiry program. MICS macros are available for performing the calculations necessary to
compute the derived data elements.

DERIVED element options take effect after the CPLXDEF member is changed and a complex-level JCLGEN. (for
example, JCLGEN0 or JCLGENUC) or CPLXGEN job has been run.

Setting the ESSENTIAL INITIAL option means that the DERIVED statement is automatically forced to COMP. Only
essential computed elements are available through the derived element macros. A DERIVED statement must always be
coded, even in the case where it is ignored.

The distributed value for the DERIVED option in CPLXDEF is COMP for complexes that we generated prior to application
of BAS7730 delivered on MICS 12.8. For any complex generated after BAS7730 has been applied, the distributed value
for the DERIVED option is DISK. This ensures all computed data elements are stored in the MICS database.
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Both the ESSENTIAL and DERIVED settings can be overridden at the component and file level using the COMPOPT and
FOPT statements available in each components CCCGENIN member. For more information, see Generator Definition
Statements.

The REPORT Statement

The REPORT statement defines the MICS Complex name to use in the title for complex-level reports. If used, the
name text must be separated from the keyword by one or more blanks. The maximum length of the name string is 40
characters. Do not specify quotes around the name string. For example, the following statement results in all complex-
level reports having the title, MICS Production Complex:

REPORT CA MICS Production Complex

The LOG Statement

(Optional) The LOG statement defines the title to write at the beginning of the SAS log for complex-level jobs. If used,
the title text must be separated from the keyword by one or more blanks. The maximum length of the text string is 40
characters. Do not specify quotes around the text string. For example, the following statement result in all complex-level
SAS logs having the title, MICS Production Complex:

LOG CA MICS Production Complex

The YEAR4 Statement

The YEAR4 statement is used to generate macros that enable the display and processing of data beyond the calendar
year 2000 by adding a four-digit variable, YEAR4, to all MICS files.

The YEAR4 data element coexists with the two-digit YEAR data element when YEAR4 is activated. Use the YEAR4 data
element instead of YEAR in your user-written reports for code clarity. For example, you can select data from 1998 through
2008 as follows:

IF 1998 < YEAR4 < 2008;

The YEAR4 data element is shipped inactive and is not defined as a normal MICS data element in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. As a result, you cannot use the standard method of file tailoring to turn YEAR4 on or off.
Activate or deactivate this data element using the YEAR4 statement listed next.

To activate the YEAR4 data element, specify the following element:

YEAR4

To deactivate the YEAR4 data element, omit the YEAR4 statement.

The YEAR4 statement affects the operation of the entire MICS Complex, the YEAR4 data element resides in every MICS
file or no file at all.

After you modify CPLXDEF, run the corresponding CPLXGEN job to generate the necessary keep, length, format, and
label specifications that are used by MICS operational jobs.

Note: The CPLXDEF YEAR4/NOYEAR4 option activates or deactivates the YEAR4 data element in all MICS files;
however, until you run the cccCGEN job for each data integration product (including BASCGEN) installed in the MICS
Complex, YEAR4:

• Does not appear in Product Analyzer file element lists or in their data dictionaries.
• Is not available to the MICF inquiries or to the Document Access Dictionary Browse option.

Using this method allows you to implement your YEAR4 specification in the database as quickly as possible, while
delaying cccCGEN processing until a convenient time.
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Note: The following parameters provide global default values for all unit databases in the MICS Complex. When you
specify unit database parameters, you have the option to use the global default or you can override the complex-level
parameter values and can specify unique definitions for a single unit database.

In either case, parameter specifications are implemented by running the individual unit database BASPGEN jobs.
Changes to CPLXDEF are not effective in an individual unit database until you execute the BASPGEN job for that unit
database.

YEARS TIMESPAN ACTIVE/INACTIVE

The files in the YEARS timespan are updated as part of the MONTHLY processing job if the YEARS timespan is active at
your site.

The default unit database parameters are distributed as:

YEARS TIMESPAN INACTIVE

This distribution saves both DASD space and processing time by not updating the YEARS files.

If the MICS administrator decides that the YEARS timespan should be used to update the YEARS file, either delete the
YEARS TIMESPAN parameter line or specify ACTIVE for this option. The ACTIVE value is effective for any unit database
that does not override the complex-level default by explicitly specifying the YEARS TIMESPAN option.

Note: MICS still maintains a prefix.MICS.YEARS data set when the YEARS timespan is inactive. The files in this data set
contain zero SAS observations and are not updated during MONTHLY processing. In this mode, the YEARS timespan
requires only a minimal amount of DASD space.

If the YEARS timespan is changed from ACTIVE to INACTIVE after data is processed by MICS, any SAS observations in
the year-to-date files are dropped during the MONTHLY process following the parameter change. Data in files other than
the year-to-date files are not affected by changing the parameter to INACTIVE from ACTIVE.

WEEKS TIMESPAN ACTIVE/INACTIVE

The files in the WEEKS timespan are updated as part of the DAILY processing job if the WEEKS timespan is active at
your site.

By default, the unit database parameters are distributed without the WEEKS TIMESPAN statement.

If the MICS administrator decides that the WEEKS timespan is not used for reporting purposes and is therefore unneeded,
it can be deactivated for the entire complex by inserting the WEEKS TIMESPAN parameter option as shown:

WEEKS TIMESPAN INACTIVE

The INACTIVE parameter is effective for any unit database that does not override the complex-level default by explicitly
specifying the WEEKS TIMESPAN option.

MICS still maintains a prefix.MICS.WEEKS data set when the WEEKS timespan is inactive. The files in this data set
contain zero SAS observations and are not updated during DAILY processing. In this mode, the WEEKS timespan
requires only a minimal amount of DASD space.

If the WEEKS timespan is changed from ACTIVE to INACTIVE after data is processed by MICS, any SAS observations in
the week-to-date files are dropped during the DAILY process following the parameter change. Data in files other than the
week-to-date files are not affected by changing the parameter to INACTIVE from ACTIVE.

WEEKSTART Option (SUN MON TUE THU FRI SAT)

This option specifies the first day of the week, whose value can be changed from SUN to one of the following days:
MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT. Only use the WEEKSTART option if you intend to change the default value (SUN).
WEEKSTART is used to compute the value of WEEK from a given date.
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If you select to specify the WEEKSTART parameter, you are encouraged to make your specification here, at the complex-
level, and then allow the parameter to default in each unit database. By doing so, your data is maintained in a consistent
manner across all units.

Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option (13MONTHYEAR)

The standard definitions that are used by MICS for DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR are based on a calendar year
beginning January 1 and having 12 months, with the number of days per month varying from 28 to 31 depending on the
month. Data is summarized in the MICS database according to these standard definitions. If your organization operates
on the standard 12-month year and follows the common North American understanding of the first week of a new year, do
not code this option.

The default for this option is NO. Only use this option if you intend to override the default. Before using this option, we
recommend that you review Non-Standard Calendar Modifications for information about adjusting algorithms and year-end
boundary considerations.
13MONTHYEAR has been provided to offer non-standard calendar-related options. In particular, it enables MICS to
summarize and store data for an organization that operates on a 13-month fiscal year. This option also allows a year to
have up to 380 days.

Note: The MICS Accounting and Chargeback component includes facilities for defining a unique accounting calendar
separate from the global MICS calendar definitions. This capability is designed to help you meet your requirements
for chargeback and accounting, relative to your company's fiscal calendar, while continuing to use the standard 12-
month calendar for most of your MICS information. For more information about altering the global MICS calendar, see
ACT Accounting and Chargeback Option. If you select to define a fiscal calendar for your MICS environment, you are
encouraged to make your specification here, at the complex-level, and then allow the parameter to default in each unit
database. In this way, your data is maintained in a consistent manner across all units.

This statement can be formatted in any of the following ways:

13MONTHYEAR NO 

13MONTHYEAR NO #DWMY=memname

13MONTHYEAR YES ddmonyy ddmonyy ... ddmonyy

13MONTHYEAR YES #DWMY=memname ddmonyy ddmonyy ...

Note: Only one 13MONTHYEAR control statement is allowed. Subsequent 13MONTHYEAR statements replace prior
13MONTHYEAR statements.

Where:

13MONTHYEAR
Option keyword.

NO
This keyword is specified if you use a standard 12-month year beginning on January 1 and ending on December 31. The
default value that is shipped with MICS is NO. It causes the SOURCE member #DWMY12 to be used.

YES
This keyword is specified only if your organization operates on a 13-month year.

memname
This keyword is a member that contains date macros. memname must begin with the characters #DWMY. For example:
#DWMYUSR.

ddmonyy
This keyword defines the year's starting date.

dd
01 through 31
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mon
A day of the month. JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC, a three-letter month abbreviation.
yy
A two digits, representing the year.

Dates must be in ascending order and a year cannot contain more than 380 days. You cannot code two dates
using the same year value (that is, 01JAN08 and 28DEC08). You can specify a maximum of eight dates (that is, the
13MONTHYEAR statement can define no more than eight years).

Example

13MONTHYEAR YES 01OCT11 30SEP12

This example is interpreted as fiscal year 2011 begins on October 1, 2011 and ends on September 29, 2012. Fiscal 2012
begins on September 30, 2012 and ends on September 29, 2013.

WARNING

If you decide to change your MICS calendar definition from a user-defined calendar to a standard 12-month
definition or conversely, it is important to understand there are implications for MICF on-demand reporting
when you specify date-range selection values. User-defined calendars are specified at the complex level
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), and at the unit level using prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) using the
13MONTHYEAR and WEEKSTART keywords. Using these keywords, you modify how MICS derives values for
the following MICS common data elements in each database file:

DAY - Day of Month
WEEK - Week of Year
MONTH - Month of Year
YEAR - Year of Century

Once you have changed your calendar, MICS begins generating WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR database file
cycles, and DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR data element values based on your new definitions. In addition,
the MICS internal macros that accept a date and return values for DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR, is now
based on your new definitions.

Many MICS MICF inquiries provide users with the ability to fill in date-range selection criteria that are used to
filter the data input from the specified file cycles. When the file cycles being read include file cycles that are
created using the previous calendar, the values of DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR in these older file cycles
may not correlate with the same data elements derived from the date-range selection criteria. This result may
cause unexpected content in the inquiry report output.

If your on-demand inquiry date-range selection criteria does not return the expected report results, and you have
recently changed your calendar definition, review the user source code to see if the inquiry supports. If so, you
can achieve the desired data filtering by coding a sub-setting IF statement as follows:

IF DATEPART(ENDTS) GE 'DDMMMYY'D AND
DATEPART(ENDTS) LE 'DDMMMYY'D ;

Where the first DDMMMYY is the standard, 12-month calendar date specification for the start boundary, and the
second DDMMMYY is the end boundary of your desired report data.

Checkpoint Cleanup Option (CKPTLIMIT)

By default, the checkpoint tracks up to 100 unique system, subsystem, and product combinations. The Checkpoint
Cleanup Option allows you to set a limit on how long out-of-date checkpoint time range entries should be retained. Once
this option is activated, every execution of the DAYALL step will compare the highest timestamps from the time range
records within the checkpoint file(s), to the retention limit you specify in CKPTLIMIT, (number of days) and remove any
entries with an earlier high timestamp.
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For example, if CKPTLIMIT is set to 120, and the execution date of DAYALL is December 31, 2012, any entries earlier
than September 2, 2012 would be removed. Removed entries are written to the MICSLOG of the DAYALL step.
This facility can help avoid U410 (checkpoint full) abends in the DAILY and/or incremental update steps.

Notes

• There is no default limit for this option. If CKPTLIMIT is not specified, no automated cleanup occurs.
• This option applies to the database unit checkpoint file as well as any incremental update checkpoint files associated

with this unit. All unit-related checkpoint files are processed in DAYALL.

CPLXDEF

The CPLXDEF member is distributed with the following options:

• ESSENTIAL ONLY
• DERIVED COMP
• LOG
• REPORT
• WEEKS TIMESPAN ACTIVE
• YEARS TIMESPAN ACTIVE
• WEEKSTART SUN
• 13MONTHYEAR NO

This means the following:

• Only essential data elements are kept in the database.
• Essential computed data elements are calculated using derived element macros.
• YEAR4 is not kept in the database
• The unit database definition defaults are

– The YEARS timespan is active.
– The WEEKS timespan is active.
– Weeks start on Sunday.
– MICS operates under the standard 12-month Gregorian calendar.

Complex Option Definitions Worksheet provides a worksheet for collecting the specifications that are used in the
CPLXDEF member.

Installation Preparation Worksheet Complex Option Definitions Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Complex Option Definitions           |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is CPLXDEF                                          |

| Reference                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| ESSENTIAL OPTION:                                                        |

| ESSENTIAL _____________ (ALL, ONLY, or INITIAL)                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| DERIVED OPTION:                                                          |

| DERIVED   _____________ (DISK or COMP)                                   |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |
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| Title for complex-level report (optional):                               |

| REPORT    _____________                                                  |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| Title for complex-level log (optional):                                  |

| LOG       _____________                                                  |

|                                                                          |

| Add 4-digit year variable to all CA MICS files (optional):               |

| YEAR4     _____________                                                  |

|                                                                          |

| YEARS TIMESPAN OPTION:                                                   |

| YEARS TIMESPAN ________ (ACTIVE or INACTIVE)                             |

|                                                                          |

| WEEKS TIMESPAN OPTION:                                                   |

| WEEKS TIMESPAN ________ (ACTIVE or INACTIVE)                             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| WEEKSTART OPTION:  (default is SUN)                                      |

| WEEKSTART ________ (MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)                             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| 13MONTHYEAR OPTION:  (default is NO)                                     |

| 13MONTHYEAR NO  #DWMY=________                                           |

|             YES ________ ________ ________                               |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID)
Data in the MICS database is associated with and summarized according to the computing system that produced the raw
data that is used to create the observations in the MICS database.

Computing systems are identified by their SMF system identifiers (SYSIDs), which are generally unique to specific
systems. For example, SYSID=P390 can be the Model 3090 Production system. The SYSID parameter lets you map SMF
system identifiers (MICS data element ORGSYSID), which will probably change over time, to the business work that takes
place on your systems (MICS data element SYSID).

You code information about the systems that are used at your installation in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) and/
or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID):

• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) provides global, complex-level control parameter and system definition defaults.
Use CPLXSID to define systems common to multiple database units.

• prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), the unit-level parameters, override complex-level default parameter values from
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID). Use the SYSID member for system definitions specific to a single unit
database.

To collect the data for coding this parameter member, use the Complex-Level System Description Worksheet.

The two keyword parameters are:

• UNDEFINEDSYSID ABORT/EXCLUDE
• SYSIDCHECK ABORT/AUTODEFINE

For each system, code one line containing seven parameter values:
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• SMF SYSID (MICS data element ORGSYSID)
• logical SYSID (MICS data element SYSID)
• CPU model
• system control program name
• RMF conversion factor
• adjustment factor
• system name

Lines beginning with '*' are comments and are ignored. Blank statements are allowed.

Both the keyword and SYSID definition parameters are described in greater detail later in this section. You can begin your
customization by modifying the sample CPLXSID member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

Example System Definition Entry
P390 PROD '3090-200' z/OS. 14.6 'TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM'

This sample entry specifies an SMF system of P390, which is translated to the logical system PROD. The processor is a
3090-200 running z/OS, the RMF CPU conversion factor is left as a missing value because the RMF data provides this
value, the Adjustment Factor is 14.6 (per internal processor), and the reporting name to be displayed for this system is
TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM. (The values that are used in this example are for illustration purposes only. Do not assume
that they are correct for your 3090-200 processor).

Note: The Adjustment Factor may have a missing value of PERIOD, '.' not BLANK. BLANK values results with error
messages.

Considerations for Coding CPLXSID
By default, MICS terminates with a user abend if input data comes from an SMF system that is not defined in the unit-
level parameter library or provided through the complex-level CPLXSID parameter. You can modify this default behavior
through control parameters.

Notes:

• To change complex-level CPLXSID parameter information after MICS is in use, first change the CPLXSID member in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and then execute the job CPLXGEN in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.

• CPLXSID parameter specifications are ignored unless prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) specifies:
COMPLEXSYSIDPARM USE

Review prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) in each unit database. Add COMPLEXSYSIDPARM USE to the SYSID parameter
member and run BASPGEN in each unit database where you want CPLXSID specifications to apply.

Considerations for Analyzers

See the individual product analyzers for specific considerations that are related to specific MICS data integration
applications. See System Modification for considerations that are related to MTI components and Field Developed
Applications.

Installation Preparation Worksheet Complex-Level System Description Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Complex-Level System Identifiers    |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is CPLXSID                                          |

 | Reference Sections:  2.3.1.9                                             |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | UNDEFINEDSYSID  ________________________ (ABORT or EXCLUDE)              |

 | SYSIDCHECK  ____________________________ (ABORT or AUTODEFINE)           |
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 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | SMF Logical  CPU        RMF   Adjust.                                    |

 |SYSID SYSID  Model SCP  Factor Factor System Name                         |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------    |

 | P390 PROD 2817-615 z/OS   .   14.6  'SAMPLE TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM'       |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Control Parameters

UNDEFINEDSYSID

Defaults to ABORT if keyword is not specified.

Specify ABORT to terminate database update processing with a U310 abend if data comes from an SMF
system that is not defined either at the unit-level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), or at the complex-level in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

Specify EXCLUDE to automatically drop data that comes from an SMF system that is not defined.
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• This option not only keeps data from unexpected systems out of your MICS database, but also avoids parameter
changes, CPLXGEN or BASPGEN executions, and database update job restarts to address data from unexpected
sources such as test systems.

• Use the EXCLUDE option for "permanent" changes.
• To address temporary or one-time situations, specify:

EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS UNDEFINEDSYSID

 

         in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) to override an

         UNDEFINEDSYSID ABORT specification.

SYSIDCHECK

Defaults to ABORT if keyword is not specified.

Specify ABORT to terminate cccPGEN processing if ORGSYSID or SYSID values appear in a MICS product
parameter member (e.g., CICOPS, SMFOPS, PRFGP, etc.) but are not defined either at the unit-level in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), or at the complex-level in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

Specify AUTODEFINE to have BASPGEN or ALLPGEN automatically create new prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) entries
for previously undefined ORGSYSID and/or SYSID values found in MICS product parameter members (e.g., CICOPS,
SMFOPS, PRFGP, etc.).

With this option:

• BASPGEN, ALLPGEN, and product cccPGEN jobs (e.g., SMFPGEN, CICPGEN, etc.) continue to issue MICSLOG
warning messages when ORGSYSID or SYSID values appear in MICS product parameters without corresponding
entries in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) or sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

• Product cccPGEN jobs (e.g., SMFPGEN, CICPGEN, etc.) issue MICSLOG warning messages instructing you to run
BASPGEN in order to create required entries in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

• BASPGEN and ALLPGEN save the original, unmodified SYSID member as prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSIDnnn), where
nnn is a generated, unique identifier, and then append new entries to prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). You can delete the
SYSIDnnn member at any time as it is created only to give you a "before image" of automatic changes.

• Autodefined SYSID entries are created as follows.
– SMF SYSID (ORGSYSID) is set to the new ORGSYSID/SYSID value from the MICS product parameter member.
– Logical SYSID (SYSID) is set to match ORGSYSID.
– CPU model is set to UNKNOWN.
– System control program name is set to UNKNOWN.
– RMF conversion factor is set to missing value ('.').
– Adjustment factor is set to missing value ('.').
– System name is set to the string "SYSTEM " followed by the ORGSYSID value.

• You can correct/revise autodefined SYSID entries by editing the new prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) and running
BASPGEN.

SMF SYSID: The Original or Input System Identifier

First, identify all of the SYSIDs currently being used and that you expect to appear in each unit database. (These are
contained in SMF records and are referred to as original system IDs.) Verify that the SYSIDs are unique.

If the SYSIDs are not unique, work with your site's system programmers to assign unique SYSIDs to each system.

Logical SYSID: The Logical System Identifier

The logical system identifier is the key under which almost all measurement data in the MICS database is stored. This
value, which is kept in the MICS common data element SYSID, is the highest key in almost all MICS files.

You can specify identical original and logical system identifiers. If, however, you have a current system identifier that may
change, we urge you to implement a unique logical system identifier.
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WARNING
You cannot assign two concurrently used SYSIDs to the same logical SYSID. If a logical SYSID is specified
more than once, the MICS generation process will flag the condition as an error. Contact Broadcom Support for
advice on how to handle a situation where both the original machine and its successor run side-by-side for a
transition period.

CPU Model

Some data sources do not identify the CPU model on which the data was produced. To ensure that this information is
available in your MICS database, provide a CPU model identifier in the SYSID parameter.

Code this parameter as 1-20 characters in quotation marks (for example, '3090-400J') with no blanks inside the quotes.

While MICS does not process data based on this value, it is available to a SAS program written to run in the MICS
environment through a SAS macro.

SCP: The System Control Program Level

The SCP keyword provides the level of MVS currently being run on the system that is described by this parameter
statement.

Code this parameter as 1-10 characters with no embedded blanks. For example, z/OS.

While MICS does not process data based on this value, it is available to a SAS program written to run in the MICS
environment through a SAS macro.

RMF Factor: the RMF Service-Units-to-CPU-Time Conversion Factor (Optional)

The RMF factor keyword asks for the value that MICS should use to convert TCB and SRB service units, reported by
RMF, into CPU times.
The releases of RMF supported by MICS provide this value, so code a period (translated as a SAS missing value) for this
keyword. Your "missing value" is overridden by the value found in the Workload Activity Record.

Note: Any value other than '.' is ignored during processing.

Adjustment Factor (Optional)
The MICS database lets you retain information about CPU consumption in units of time. This information is retained in
elements whose names take the form fffxxxTM, where fff is the file identifier, xxx is file-specific, and TM stands for time.
Over time, the validity of time as a measure of CPU use becomes questionable due to hardware environment changes.
(For example, one second of ES/9000 time is not the same as one second of 3033 time.)
To compensate for this difference, MICS allows you to you retain the number of instructions executed. This information is
retained in elements whose names take the form fffxxxNI, where fff is the file identifier, xxx is file-specific, and NI stands
for number of instructions.
The number of instructions that are executed is computed from the measured CPU time and an adjustment factor you
select, such as a MIPS rating for an MVS system. The adjustment factor is optional. If you code a zero, the fffxxxNI
elements have a zero value.
In choosing an adjustment factor, consider these sources:

• Conduct a hardware monitor study to determine your processor's rating. This method yields the most reliable results,
but is costly to implement.

• Ask the hardware manufacturer for a normalized rating, such as a MIPS rate. (If your site operates in a multiprocessor
environment, ask for the rate for a single processor.)

• Contact a hardware monitor manufacturer and request normalized ratings.
• Ask colleagues if they have information that they are willing to share.
• Review the RMF Service-Units-to-CPU-Time Conversion factor MVS used to normalize CPU times across different

processor models.

System Name: the Descriptive Name of the System
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With this keyword, you supply a 1-30 character name for the system that is identified on the parameter statement. This
keyword must be enclosed in single quotes.

The value that you specify is not carried in the database, but is available to user-written routines with a SAS format in
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB named $SYSIDN. The value is created when the MICS unit is generated. For example, a SAS data
step could include the following statement:

SYSTEMNM = PUT(LOGSYSID,$SYSIDN.);

Where LOGSYSID is a four-digit character variable containing a Logical System Identifier as described previously (PROD
is used in the worksheet).

Complex-Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE)
Defining time zones is important because summarizing data by zone lets you evaluate availability and load during different
service periods, both in the short term and the long term. For example, in evaluating online service, attention is focused on
the activity of the peak load zones, while little, if any, attention is directed at the non-peak zones.

You code information about the operating schedule or service periods (time zones) used at your data center in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE), or both.

• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE) provides a global, complex-level time zone definition.
• prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE), the unit-level parameters, override the complex-level definition from

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE).

It is your choice to use the complex-level ZONE definition or to specify the ZONE definition fully at the unit-level. As a rule,
use the complex-level parameter, sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE), to establish a consistent time zone definition
for all units. In this way, you can maintain your holiday and special shift definitions in a single parameter member, and
can implement changes with a single MICS parameter generation. In using this approach, the individual unit database
prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) members contain the single parameter line:

COMPLEXZONEPARM USE

To override the complex-level time zone definitions to address special requirements for different time zone definitions
for different units of work, use the unit-level time ZONE parameters. For example, one database unit may support a
remote data center, or you may have unique shift differential requirements for online transaction workloads separate from
standard TSO and batch workloads. In these situations, you isolate the special workloads to a unique unit database and
fully specify a unique time zone definition in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) for that unit database.

The unit-level ZONE definition completely replaces and overrides the complex-level ZONE definition for this unit database.
You control this choice with the COMPLEXZONEPARM USE/IGNORE parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). For
more information about the unit-level ZONE definition, see Time Zone Definitions (ZONE).

The remainder of this subsection describes how to specify your global complex-level time zone definition
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE). After you complete the time zone definition, execute
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN) to implement your specifications.

In sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE), you are asked to define up to nine service periods (time zones) for your data
center. Time zones are defined once and apply to all Information Areas within a database. It is not possible to have a time
zone for TSO and another time zone for RMF in the same database. These service periods, which are also sometimes
referred to as "shifts," are applied over all batch and online work that is examined by MICS.

The time zone, which is identified by the data element ZONE in the database, is used for summarizing data in the
WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans (it becomes part of the key of the files, replacing DAY, HOUR, and End Time-
Stamp). The ZONE data element also improves the user's ability to select or extract data easily from files in the DETAIL
and DAYS timespans where it exists, but is not part of the key.

The number of zones defined impacts the projected space requirements of the database because the data element ZONE
is used for summarization (is part of the key of the files) in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.
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The more zones, the larger the online DASD space requirements for the database. We recommend that the number of
standard zones that are defined by four or fewer, with one zone for holidays.
MICS supports two kinds of ZONEs:

• Standard zones are periods that recur in each week. For example, a standard zone can be defined as "9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Mondays through Fridays, except for holidays".

• Holiday zones are periods that are precisely identified by date and time. For example, "9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on New Year's
Day, January 1, 2003". In addition, some data centers have used holiday zones to identify "super peak" periods such
as end-of-month closings.

In determining, the ZONE into which a specific date and time combination that is found in a measurement record falls,
MICS first checks the holiday zones for an exact match. If one is found, the corresponding zone number is used. If there is
no match against a holiday zone, the standard zones are checked. A standard zone can always be assigned to any date/
time because MICS requires you to assign every one of the 168 hours in a week to a standard zone (no overlapping is
allowed).

A sample definition of time zones follows:

Time Zone Definition Example

Time Zone Time Included in Zone Definition
Number Days of the Week Start-End Hours
1 Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - Noon
1 Monday through Friday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
2 Monday through Friday 6 a.m. - 8 a.m.
2 Monday through Friday Noon - 1 p.m.
2 Monday through Friday 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
3 Monday through Friday Midnight - 6 a.m.
3 Monday through Friday 8 p.m. - 12 p.m.
3 Saturday and Sunday All day
4 Holiday 12/25/93 All day
4 Holiday 01/01/94 All day

Time Zone Definition Example illustrates that time zones are periods or "windows" within a given week (standard zones)
or specific calendar dates (holiday zones).

Time Zone Specification Worksheet is a worksheet for collecting the data with which to complete
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE). The worksheet asks you to do the following steps:

1. Identify the number of standard zones to be defined. Up to nine are allowed. They can be defined in non-sequential
order and the numbers can be in any order.

2. Define the hours and days of week that each standard zone includes.
3. Define the holiday dates, for as many years as is necessary (holiday zone definition for three years is suggested).
4. Define the hours and days of week that each holiday date includes. Usually, 00 through 23
5. Define a descriptive name to be used with each zone.

The first entries on the worksheet are completed with sample information. The entry at the top of the form specifies that
standard zone 1 includes the hours from 08 (8 a.m.) to 15 (up to, but not including 4:00 p.m.) on weekdays (Monday
through Friday). For many sites, these entries are definition as "prime" shift, and, indeed, the reporting name that is
assigned to this zone is PRIME TIME. The entry on the second part of the form defines New Year's Day as being part of
the holiday zone, number 4.
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The subsection summarizes how to code the parameters that are required in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE).
The planning issues are discussed in more detail in Standard Time Zones (CPLXZONE) and Holiday Time Zones
(CPLXZONE).

If you are defining ZONE at the complex level:

• The member contains one line per standard zone (ZONE) entry and one line per holiday zone entry (HOLIDAY).
Comments may be coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).

• The format of the statements is free-form but positional. All parameters are required.
• The parameter placement for a standard zone is:

KEYWORD (ZONE)
ZONE NUMBER (1 through 9)
STARTING DAY (SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)
ENDING DAY (SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)
STARTING HOUR (00 through 23)
ENDING HOUR (00 through 23)
SERVICE FACTOR (.1 to 99.9)
ZONE NAME (1-character to 40-character name in quotes)

• The parameter placement for a holiday zone is:

KEYWORD (HOLIDAY)
ZONE NUMBER (1 through 9)
YEAR (00 through 99 or %%)
MONTH (01 through 12)
DAY (01 through 31)
STARTING HOUR (00 through 23)
ENDING HOUR (00 through 23)
SERVICE FACTOR (.1 to 99.9)
ZONE NAME (1-character to 35-character name in quotes)

• For holidays that occur on the same calendar date regardless of the year, the characters "%%" are specified in place
of a year value, so that treating all occurrences of the date as the holiday regardless of the year. For example, New
Year's Day is January 1 regardless of the year, so %% is coded in place of a year value.

One or more statements can be required to describe a zone fully. Remember the following points when specifying time
zones.

• The parameters for standard zones must account for all 168 hours of the week with no overlapping permitted.
• The ending day must follow the starting day within the order specified. To MICS, a week begins on Sunday and ends

on Saturday so you do not "wrap" over the weekend. The WEEKSTART parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) and
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) does not affect ZONE specification. The only exception to this rule is that a
weekend zone can be specified as starting on Saturday and ending on Sunday.

• The ending hour must be greater than or equal to the starting hour.
Note: "15" means 3 p.m. when specified as a starting hour, but means 3:59:59.99 p.m. when specified as an ending
hour

• Day and time splits must be defined with multiple statements. For example, a shift that spans midnight or a zone that
includes Saturday and Sunday and other days.

• The ending day and starting day are the same when the statement defines a single day.
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To reflect your data center needs, modify the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE) member that is distributed with
MICS.

Note: If you determine that the standard MICS ZONE definition facilities cannot meet your data center requirements,
an exit lets you override and redefine the ZONE value that is assigned through the standard definition facility. For more
information about the ZONE definition exit, see General Operational Exits.

WARNING
Be careful when using this exit because changes in the MICS ZONE construct can have serious implications,
including, but not limited to, total database corruption.

Installation Preparation Worksheet Time Zone Specification Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Time Zone Specification              |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| PARMS Library Member is CPLXZONE                                         |

| Reference                                                                |

| Reference                                                                |

| Reference                                                                |

| Reference                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                 STANDARD ZONES                           |

| ZONE START  END  START  END    SERVICE                                   |

|  NO   DAY   DAY   HOUR  HOUR   FACTOR      ZONE NAME                     |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|   1   MON   FRI    08    15     1          'PRIME-TIME'                  |

|   (sample)                                                               |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

|   _   ___   ___    __    __    ___      '______________________________' |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                 HOLIDAY ZONES                            |

| ZONE                START  END  SERVICE                                  |

|  NO  YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR  HOUR  FACTOR   ZONE NAME                       |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|   4   94    01   01  00    23     1     'HOLIDAY SAMPLE'                 |

|   (sample)                                                               |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |
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|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

|   _   __    __   __  __    __    ___    '______________________________' |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Standard Time Zones (CPLXZONE)

Appropriately defining your standard time zones determines whether you meet your installation's analysis and reporting
requirements. When these requirements call for using data from the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS time-spans. That
is, the time granularity of data in those levels of summarization is no finer than to the ZONE (HOUR within ZONE for
WEEKS). For example, if you are asked for a long-term study of off-prime CPU utilization that treats weekdays and
weekends separately and off-prime weekdays and weekends are not separate ZONEs in the database, you cannot do it
from the MICS data readily at hand.

Standard zones cannot overlap with other standard zones, but of necessity they overlap with all holiday zones. The
holiday zone always takes precedence. A holiday zone number can be the same as a standard zone number, allowing, for
example, holidays to be lumped in with your "graveyard" shift.

The format of a statement which defines a standard time zone is:

 ZONE n day1 day2 hour1 hour2 sf 'description of zone'

 

The parameters statements follow:

ZONE NUMBER
A number from 1 to 9, which identifies the time zone.

Note: While this specification is numeric, the data element ZONE is a one-byte character field in the MICS database files.
ZONE NUMBERs can be defined non-consecutively and can be defined in non-numeric order. We recommend that the
zones be defined in order of importance, with the most important defined as 1.

STARTING DAY
The name of the first day within the MICS standard week (SUN through SAT) which is included in this zone definition.
Identify Days by the values SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT. When specifying a single day, the starting day is
also the ending day.

ENDING DAY
The name of the last day within the MICS standard week (SUN through SAT) which is included in this zone definition.
Identify the Days by the values SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT. When specifying a single day, the ending day
is also the starting day.
Note: A range of days cannot reverse the normal (MICS) order of the days from SUN through SAT. In other words, one
could not specify the range FRI through SUN because the specification is not in the order of SUN through SAT. The only
exception to this rule is that weekends can be specified as starting on Saturday and ending on Sunday.

BEGINNING HOUR OF THE DAY
The first hour in each of the days that are specified which is included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as
numbers from 00 to 23, and they are inclusive.

ENDING HOUR OF THE DAY
The last hour in each of the days that are specified which is included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as
numbers from 00 to 23, and they are inclusive. When only one hour is included, both beginning and ending hours must
be specified, and they are identical. To define a time zone of 8 am to 5 pm, you would code '08 16', which tells MICS to
include all times between 8:00 am (inclusive) up through 4:59:59.99 pm (16:59:59.99).
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SERVICE FACTOR (sf):
The service factor is specified to allow differential zone accounting by Accounting and Chargeback. Server factor allows
a discount or surcharge factor to be specified for particular zones to reflect the time of day that the service was provided.
For more information about the service factor, see Accounting and Chargeback. The allowable range of values for the
service factor is 0.1 through 99.9. If multiple ZONE statements are required for one zone, then a '+' must be specified on
all but the first statement for that zone. The first statement for each zone must always contain a service factor value. This
parameter must be specified even if Accounting and Chargeback is not installed.

ZONE NAME
The 1 through 40 character name to use for reporting purposes when this Time Zone is displayed. The name cannot
contain percent signs or apostrophes. This parameter is required on the first ZONE statement for a given zone number.
Zone Name is optional on subsequent statements for that same zone number and in any case is ignored.

Holiday Time Zones (CPLXZONE)

Holiday zones allow you to single out specific dates and times and put them into zones of your choice. One reason to
do this is to acknowledge that, from a reporting and analysis point of view, 10 a.m. to noon on New Years Day is a much
different time period than 10 a.m. to noon on a normal weekday when you are looking at something like online system
resource consumption.

"Holiday," as noted earlier, is a misnomer: MICS users use holiday time zones to single out specific dates and times that
are not holidays, but are interesting from an analytic viewpoint (usually because they are very busy periods).

The format of a statement that defines a holiday time zone is:

HOLIDAY n year month day hour1 hour2 sf 'zone description '

 

The parameters statements follow:

ZONE NUMBER: (n)
A number from 1 to 9 identifying the time zone. This specification is numeric, however the data element ZONE is a one-
byte character field in MICS database files. This number may be the same as one mentioned on a ZONE or another
HOLIDAY statement. A typical reason to do this is to lump weekends and holidays together.
Zone numbers, should be defined with the prime (most important) zone as zone 1, the next as zone 2, with the holiday
zone defined as N (the highest zone number used).
There is no requirement that ZONE NUMBERs be defined consecutively (so 1, 2, 5, and 7 would be acceptable) nor is
there a requirement that they be defined in numeric order.

YEAR: (year)
A two-digit value of the year in which the special day, being defined by this statement occurs, or a %% to bypass year
checking (which is useful for holidays that occur on the same day regardless of the year).
For example, the HOLIDAY definition below illustrates how the %% definition is used to define New Years Day as a
holiday:

HOLIDAY 4 %% 01 01 00 23 'HOLIDAY ZONE' *  NEW YEARS DAY

MONTH: (month)
A number from 1 to 12 that specifies the month of the year in which the special day being defined by this statement
occurs.

DAY: (day)
A number from 1 to 31 that specifies the day of the month on which the special day being defined by this statement
occurs.

BEGINNING HOUR OF THE DAY: (hour1)
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The first hour in each of the days that are specified which is included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as
numbers from 00 to 23, and they are inclusive.

ENDING HOUR OF THE DAY: (hour2)
The last hour of the special day to be included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as numbers from 00 to 23, and
they are inclusive.
When only one hour is to be included, both beginning and ending hours must be specified, and they will be identical.
To define a time zone of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., you would code '08 16', which tells MICS to include all times between 8:00 a.m.
(inclusive) up through 4:59:59.99 p.m. (16:59:59.99).

SERVICE FACTOR: (sf)
The service factor is specified to allow differential accounting by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It allows a discount
or surcharge factor to be specified for particular zones to reflect the time of day that the service was provided. For more
information on the service factor, see the MICS Accounting and Chargeback User Guide.
The allowable range of values for the service factor is 0.1 through 99.9. If multiple ZONE statements are required for one
zone, then a plus sign (+) must be specified on all but the first statement for that zone. The first statement for each zone
must always contain a numeric service factor value. This parameter must be specified even if Accounting and Chargeback
is not installed.

ZONE NAME: (zone description)
A one- to 40-character name that is used on reports when this Time Zone is displayed. The name cannot contain percent
signs or apostrophes. This parameter is required on the first HOLIDAY (or ZONE) statement for a given zone number. On
subsequent statements for the same zone number, it is ignored.

Q&R Parameters (MQRPARMS)
The Q&R Mainframe Server configuration is defined using the statements that are defined within this member.

More information:

MICS Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

Q&R User Table (MQRUTAB)
This member is used to specify the dynamic JCL parameter values that execute a Q&R query. See the MICS Q&R
Administration Guide for documentation on how to complete these parameters.

Modify the member and then restart the Q&R Mainframe Server for the changes to take effect.

The Q&R Build/Refresh Meta utility runs under the authority of the USER assigned to the Q&R Mainframe Server. That
USER must be defined in this member.

Users for Q&R Query Execution must also be defined in this member when running the Q&R Mainframe Server in full
security mode.

The values are specified as KEYWORD=VALUE pairs. Any JCL parameter encapsulated with % % within the template
MUST be specified here for each user that is defined user who is defined in this member.

The format is:

Userid followed by keyword=value pairs

WARNING

The userid must be the first value, and must begin in column 1.

The '?' in the JOBNAME value is a placeholder character that is replaced by a digit from an internal counter in the
Mainframe Server. This enables the Mainframe Server to generate a potentially unique jobname to avoid a contention with
a previously submitted query.
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This sample is user definition. The JOBNAME, DSNPRFX, STORCLAS, and PRDPDS keywords must be defined for each
Q&R user that is defined in this member.

CAMICSQ

JOBNAME=CAMIC?? DSNPRFX=PUBLIC.MICSUSR STORCLAS=WORK

PRDPDS=sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS

Beginning in r12.9, Q&R saves queries into the location sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS by default. If you want to use
Q&R r12.9 with the previous releases of Q&R Query, you can set PRDPDS to the data set name used in the previous
release.

This example shows where a value has been added, UACCT to this user table AND the keyword has been added to the
template by modifying the QRDFLT1 sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB member.

When the job is executed, the %UACCT% in the template is replaced by the value of UACCT= defined here. See the Q&R
Administration Guide for more information.

JOBNAME=CAMIC?? DSNPRFX=PUBLIC.MICSUSR STORCLAS=WORK UACCT=123456789

PRDPDS=PUBLIC.MICSUSR.PRDQ

This example shows the +GLOBAL+ parameter which can be coded to specify defaults for keyword values for each user
when MQRSEC=Y is specified in sp.PARMS(MQRPARMS). By coding the example that is shown here, you can omit the
JOBNAME= parameter on the user definitions.

+GLOBAL+ 

JOBNAME=CAMIC??

Database Unit Planning and Parameters
This subsection shows you how to specify the operational parameters that are required to install MICS. Operational
parameters direct the processing of data in the MICS system. They are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library
that is associated with the database being run and are incorporated into the MICS system by the base and optional
product generation processes. For these parameters to take effect, you have to run either UNITGEN or BASPGEN
and a component-specific generator (for example, SMFPGEN, RMFPGEN, and so on). Changes to parameters do not
take effect until the appropriate generator is run, unlike SAS code changes (to exits, for example), which take effect
immediately.

The following topics are covered in this subsection:

• Introduction to the Concept of Summarization
• Computing System Parameters (SYSID)
• Time Zone Definitions (ZONE)
• Site Characteristics (SITE)
• Performance Group Names (PRFGP) and Service Classes
• Compression (COMPRESS)

For information about specific data integration product's parameters, refer to that product's planning, installation
definitions, or Parameters in each Product Analyzer.

Introduction to the Concept of Summarization
Several the members of the MICS.PARMS library and the parameters therein exist to give you control over the MICS
process that is known as "summarization". Summarization is the process of taking much data and reducing it to less data,
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without losing information that is required for analysis and reporting. For a given MICS file, many records in the DETAIL
timespan are consolidated into fewer records in the DAYS timespan. Those fewer records are then consolidated into
yet fewer records in the WEEKS and MONTHS timespans which are consolidated into fewer still records in the YEARS
timespan.

Summarization is a necessity given the volume of measurement data that is handled by the MICS system. No shop has
the DASD space to keep DETAIL-level data online indefinitely, nor would it have the computer resources to process it if
the data could be kept.

Summarization is by "key". In each MICS timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, and so on.), each MICS file (for example, BATJOB,
SCPPGA) is in sequence by the values of several its variables. Taken together, these variables are the key of the file.

For example, the BATJOB file in the DETAIL timespan is sequenced by the values of its SYSID, ACCTNOs (account
number fields), JOBGROUP, JOB (the jobname), YEAR, MONTH, DAY, and ENDTS (ending time-stamp) variables. As
in all MICS files, there exists one record in the file for each unique combination of key variable values, and there are no
duplicate keys. Thus at the DETAIL level there must be one record for each job that is run on the system while is covered
by the file (the ENDTS variable separates executions of jobs with the same JOBname).

At the MONTHS level, the "key" of the BATJOB file is SYSID, ACCTNOs (the accounting fields), JOBGROUP, YEAR,
MONTH, and ZONE (zone is a concept similar to "shift"). When a CYCLE in the MONTHS level of the BATJOB file is
created, there is only one record that is included for each unique combination of these variables. MICS only creates
a record when data is encountered, at least one job's information is in each record. Summarization does not serve its
purpose if, on the average, there are not a good number of jobs that are consolidated into each record at the MONTHS
level.

Setting aside, for the moment, the problem of how information from many records is put into one, we can observe that the
importance of certain key fields varies between the DETAIL and MONTHS timespans. At the DETAIL level, the account
numbers and the JOBGROUP are not a significant part of the key because there would be the same number of records
in the same order containing the same information even if these variables were not part of the key--one for each unique
execution of a job. At the MONTHS level, on the other hand, the account numbers, and the JOBGROUP are important
parts of the key. JOB(name) and ENDTS have disappeared, and therefore the account numbers and the JOBGROUP
mainly determine what information is present in each CYCLE of the file and in what order.

To give a concrete example of the use of these fields, suppose in your organization there are three programming groups,
each with its own manager. Hearing of the capabilities of the new (MICS) system you have installed, you are asked to
create an inquiry transaction which any manager may run at any time to show, for each of his/her programmers, how
much it cost to run the batch jobs they submitted for each project on which they worked during that month so far. Further
assume that at your site the programmers identify the project on whose behalf a job is run by the first two characters of
the JOBname they use. It is clear that if the input to your report were MICS DETAIL level data, you would not much care
what the accounting fields or JOBGROUP were set to: you have the JOBnames and programmer name fields for every
single job run during the month. It is also clear that the managers would not much care for the response time of the inquiry
transaction you gave them -- it would have to pass a record for every batch job run in the entire month!

This is where summarization comes to your aid if you have set up your MICS installation correctly. If, anticipating such
a request, you set up MICS so that the project identifier and programmer identifier were carried in the account number
fields, then you could supply your management with an inquiry which runs off of the (much smaller) MONTHS BATJOB file
(CYCLE 00 for month-to-date).

How does MICS know to assign the right values to variables like the account numbers of the BATJOB file so you can meet
your reporting requirements? It doesn't. You must tell how this is to be accomplished via parameters at MICS generation
time. In the specific case of the batch job (BATJOB) file, the relevant parameters are stored in MICS.PARMS(ACCOUNT)
and MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE), but there are similar processes which must go on for all MICS files which deal with
individual units of work. For example, the corresponding members for the IMS component are IMSACCT and IMSACRT.

Remember as you go through the many parameters in this chapter which influence the MICS process called
summarization that your task is to tell MICS a way to consolidate your data in such a way that you can meet your reporting
and analytical requirements without keeping so much data that you cannot afford to have it online.
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Computing System Parameters (SYSID)
Data in the MICS database are associated with and summarized according to the computing system that produced the
raw data that is used to create the observations in the MICS database.

Computing systems are identified by their SMF system identifiers (SYSIDs), which are generally unique to specific
systems. For example, SYSID=P390 might be the Model 3090 Production system. The SYSID parameter enables you to
map SMF system identifiers (MICS data element ORGSYSID), which will probably change over time, to the business work
that takes place on your systems (MICS data element SYSID).

You can code information about the systems used at your installation in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) and/or
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). For this unit database,the unit-level parameter specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)
override the complex-level parameter values from sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

To code this parameter member, use the below System Description Worksheet to collect the data for this parameter.

System Description Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  System Identifiers                  |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is SYSID                                            |

 | Reference Sections:  2.3.2.2                                             |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | COMPLEXSYSIDPARM ________________________ (IGNORE or USE)                |

 | UNDEFINEDSYSID  _________________________ (ABORT or EXCLUDE)             |

 | SYSIDCHECK  _____________________________ (ABORT or AUTODEFINE)          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | SMF Logical  CPU        RMF   Adjust.                                    |

 |SYSID SYSID  Model SCP  Factor Factor System Name                         |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------    |

 | P390 PROD 2817-615 z/OS   .   14.6  'SAMPLE TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM'       |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |
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 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 | ____ ____ ________ ____ _____ _____ '______________________________'     |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The three keyword parameters are:

• COMPLEXSYSIDPARM - IGNORE/USE
• UNDEFINEDSYSID - ABORT/EXCLUDE
• SYSIDCHECK - ABORT/AUTODEFINE

You can code one line containing seven parameter values for each SYSID:

• SMF SYSID (MICS data element ORGSYSID)
• Logical SYSID (MICS data element SYSID)
• CPU model
• System control program name
• RMF conversion factor
• Adjustment factor
• System name

Lines beginning with '*' are comments and are ignored. Blank statements are allowed.

Both the keyword and SYSID definition parameters are described in greater detail later in this section. You can begin your
customization by modifying the sample SYSID member in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Example System Definition Entry

P390 PROD '3090-200' z/OS. 14.6 'TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM'

This sample entry specifies an SMF system of P390, which is translated to the logical system PROD. The processor is a
3090-200 running z/OS; the RMF CPU conversion factor is left as a missing value because the RMF data provides this
value, the Adjustment Factor is 14.6 (per internal processor), and the reporting name to be displayed for this system is
TSO PRODUCTION SYSTEM. (The values used in this example are for illustration purposes only. DO NOT assume that
they are correct for your 3090-200 processor).

Considerations for Coding SYSID

By default, MICS terminates with a user abend if input data comes from an SMF system that is not defined in the unit-level
parameter library. You can modify this default behavior through control parameters.
To change unit-level SYSID parameter information after MICS is in use, first change the SYSID member in
prefix.MICS.PARMS and then execute the job BASPGEN in the prefix.MICS.CNTL library.

Considerations for Analyzers

Refer to the individual product guides for specific considerations relative to specific MICS data integration applications.
Refer to the MICS System Modification Guide for considerations relative to MTI components and Field Developed
Applications.
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Control Parameters

COMPLEXSYSIDPARM

Defaults to IGNORE when the keyword is not specified.

Specify IGNORE to limit system definitions for this unit database to those systems that are defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). With IGNORE, this unit database is independent of your global (complex-level)
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) specifications.

Specify USE to apply your global (complex-level) sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) specifications to this unit
database.

• To define common systems once, in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID), and avoid the effort and risk of repeating
the same information in multiple unit databases, use this option.

• This option also helps you to react more quickly to configuration changes by updating a single member and running
a single complex-level generation job (CPLXGEN) rather than having to update a member and run a BASPGEN in
EACH unit database.

• You can override complex-level system definitions or control parameter values for a specific unit database by coding
the override in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) and running BASPGEN.

UNDEFINEDSYSID

Defaults to ABORT when the keyword is not specified and you are not using the complex-level specification for the default
value.

Specify ABORT to terminate database update processing with a U310 abend if data comes from an SMF
system that is not defined either at the unit-level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) or at the complex-level in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

Specify EXCLUDE to drop the undefined data automatically that comes from an SMF system .

• With this option, you keep data from unexpected systems out of your MICS database, and avoid parameter changes,
BASPGEN executions, and database update job restarts caused by data from unexpected sources such as test
systems.

• Use the EXCLUDE option for "permanent" changes.
• To address temporary or one-time situations, specify

EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS UNDEFINEDSYSID

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) to override an UNDEFINEDSYSID ABORT specification.

SYSIDCHECK

Defaults to ABORT if keyword is not specified and you are not using the complex-level specification for the default value.

Specify ABORT to terminate cccPGEN processing if ORGSYSID or SYSID values appear in a MICS product
parameter member (e.g., CICOPS, SMFOPS, PRFGP, etc.) but are not defined either at the unit-level in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), or at the complex-level in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

Specify AUTODEFINE to have BASPGEN or ALLPGEN automatically create new prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) entries
for previously undefined ORGSYSID and/or SYSID values found in MICS product parameter members (e.g., CICOPS,
SMFOPS, PRFGP, etc.). With this option, the following happens:
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• BASPGEN, ALLPGEN, and product cccPGEN jobs (e.g., SMFPGEN, CICPGEN, etc.) continue to issue MICSLOG
warning messages when ORGSYSID or SYSID values appear in MICS product parameters without corresponding
entries in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) or sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

• Product cccPGEN jobs (e.g., SMFPGEN, CICPGEN, etc.) issue MICSLOG warning messages instructing you to run
BASPGEN in order to create required entries in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

• BASPGEN and ALLPGEN save the original, unmodified SYSID member as prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSIDnnn), where
nnn is a generated, unique identifier, and then append new entries to prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). You can delete the
SYSIDnnn member at any time as it is created only to give you a "before image" of automatic changes.

• Autodefined SYSID entries are created as follows.
– SMF SYSID (ORGSYSID) is set to the new ORGSYSID/SYSID value from the MICS product parameter member.
– Logical SYSID (SYSID) is set to match ORGSYSID.
– CPU model is set to UNKNOWN.
– System control program name is set to UNKNOWN.
– RMF conversion factor is set to missing value ('.')
– Adjustment factor is set to missing value ('.')
– System name is set to the string "SYSTEM " followed by the ORGSYSID value.

• You can correct/revise autodefined SYSID entries by editing the new prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) and running
BASPGEN.

SMF SYSID: The Original or Input System Identifier

First, identify all of the SYSIDs currently being used. (These are contained in SMF records and are referred to as original
system IDs.) Verify that the SYSIDs are unique.
If the SYSIDs are not unique, work with your site's system programmers to assign unique SYSIDs to each system.

Logical SYSID: The Logical System Identifier

The logical system identifier is the key under which almost all measurement data in the MICS database is stored. This
value, which is kept in the MICS common data element SYSID, is the highest key in almost all MICS files.

You can specify that the original and logical system identifiers have to be identical. If, however, you have a current system
identifier that may change, we urge you to implement a unique logical system identifier.

WARNING
You cannot assign two concurrently used SYSIDs to the same logical SYSID. If a logical SYSID is specified
more than once, the MICS generation process will flag the condition as an error. Contact Broadcom Support for
advice on how to handle a situation where both the original machine and its successor run side-by-side for a
transition period.

CPU Model

Some data sources do not identify the CPU model on which the data was produced. To help ensure that this information is
available in your MICS database, you can provide a CPU model identifier in the SYSID parameter.
Code this parameter as 1-20 characters in quotation marks (for example, '3090-400J') with no blanks inside the quotes.
While MICS does not process data based on this value, it is available to a SAS program written to run in the MICS
environment through a SAS macro.

SCP: The System Control Program Level

The SCP keyword provides the level of MVS currently being run on the system described by this parameter statement.
Code this parameter as 1-10 characters with no embedded blanks (for example, z/OS).
While MICS does not process data based on this value, it is available to a SAS program written to run in the MICS
environment through a SAS macro.

RMF Factor: the RMF Service-Units-to-CPU-Time Conversion Factor (Optional)
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The RMF factor keyword asks for the value that MICS should use to convert TCB and SRB service units, reported by
RMF, into CPU times.
The releases of RMF supported by MICS provide this value, so code a period (translated as a SAS missing value) for this
keyword. Your "missing value" is overridden by the value found in the Workload Activity Record.

Note: Any value other than '.' is ignored during processing.

Adjustment Factor (Optional)

The MICS database enables you to retain information about CPU consumption in units of time. This information is
retained in elements whose names take the form fffxxxTM, where fff is the file identifier, xxx is file-specific, and TM stands
for time.

Over time, the validity of time as a measure of CPU use becomes questionable due to hardware environment changes.
(For example, one second of ES/9000 time is not the same as one second of 3033 time.)

To compensate for this difference, MICS enables you to retain the number of instructions executed. This information is
retained in elements whose names take the form fffxxxNI, where fff is the file identifier, xxx is file-specific, and NI stands
for number of instructions.

The number of instructions executed is computed from the measured CPU time and an adjustment factor you choose,
such as a MIPS rating for an MVS system. The adjustment factor is optional. If you code a zero, the fffxxxNI elements will
have a zero value.

In choosing an adjustment factor, consider these sources:

• Conduct a hardware monitor study to determine your processor's rating. This method yields the most reliable results,
but is costly to implement.

• Ask the hardware manufacturer for a normalized rating, such as a MIPS rate. (If your site operates in a multiprocessor
environment, ask for the rate for a single processor.)

• Contact a hardware monitor manufacturer and request normalized ratings.
• Ask colleagues if they have information that they are willing to share.
• Review the RMF Service-Units-to-CPU-Time Conversion Factor MVS uses to normalize cpu times across different

processor models.

System Name: the Descriptive Name of the System

With this keyword, you supply a 1-30 character name for the system that is identified on the parameter card. This keyword
must be enclosed in single quotes.
The value you specify is used to identify the system in certain MICS standard reports. It is not carried in the database, but
is available to user-written routines by means of a SAS macro created when the MICS system is generated.

Time Zone Definitions (ZONE)
The definition of time zones is one of the most important ways of tailoring the database to your installation because
summarizing data by zone allows evaluate, both short- term and long-term, service, availability, and load according to the
service periods established. For instance, in evaluating online service, management's attention is focused on the activity
of the peak load zones, and little, if any, attention is directed at the non-peak zones.

You can use the complex-level zone definition that is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE), or to define a
unique zone definition for this unit database in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). As a rule, use the complex-level parameter
to establish a consistent time zone definition for all units. This parameter helps maintain your holiday and special shift
definitions in a single parameter member, and can implement changes with a single MICS parameter generation. In using
this approach, the individual unit database prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) members contain the single parameter line.

COMPLEXZONEPARM USE
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Use the unit-level time ZONE parameters to override the complex-level time zone definitions to address special
requirements for different time zone definitions for different units of work. For example, one database unit may support
a remote data center, or you may have unique shift differential requirements for online transaction workloads separate
from standard TSO and batch workloads. In these situations, you isolate the special workloads to a unique unit database
and fully specify a unique time zone definition in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) for that unit database. The unit-level ZONE
definition completely replaces and overrides the complex-level ZONE definition for this unit database. You control this
choice with the COMPLEXZONEPARM USE/IGNORE parameter described in more detail in the example that follows.

Note: It is best practice to manage the ZONE parameters, in the complex-level, in the CPLXZONE, rather than in the unit-
level.

To use the complex-level time zone definition, specify:

COMPLEXZONEPARM USE

As the only parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). For more information about complex-level time zone definition, see
Complex-Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE).

To override the complex-level time zone definition for this unit database, follow the instructions in the remainder of this
section to specify a complete unit-level time zone definition in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). Complete the time zone
definition and then execute prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) to implement your specifications.

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE), you are asked to define up to nine service periods (time zones) for your installation. Time
zones are defined once and apply to all Information Areas within a database. When it is not possible to have a time zone
for TSO and another time zone for RMF in the same database. These service periods, which are also sometimes referred
to as "shifts," are applied over all batch and online work that MICS examines.

The data element ZONE in the database identifies the time zone. This element is used for summarizing data in the
WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. This time zone becomes part of the key of the files, replacing DAY, HOUR,
and End Time-stamp. The ZONE data element also improves the ability to select or extract data easily from files in the
DETAIL and DAYS timespans where it exists but is not part of the key.

The number of zones that are defined impacts the projected space requirements of the database because the data
element ZONE is used for summarization (is part of the key of the files) in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.
The more zones, the larger the online DASD space requirements for the database. We recommend that the number of
standard zones that are defined are four or fewer, with one zone for holidays.

MICS supports two kinds of ZONEs:

• Standard zones
Periods that recur in each week. For example, a standard zone can be defined as "9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays
through Fridays, except for holidays".

• Holiday zones
Periods that are precisely identified by date and time. For example, "9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on New Years Day, January 1,
1993". In addition, some installations have used holiday zones to identify "super peak" periods such as end-of-month
closings.

In determining the ZONE into which a specific date/time combination found in a measurement record falls, MICS first
checks the holiday zones for an exact match. If one is found, the corresponding zone number is used. If there is no match
against a holiday zone, the standard zones are checked. A standard zone can always be assigned to any date/time
because MICS requires you to assign every one of the 168 hours in a week to a standard zone (no overlapping is allowed
for standard zones).

Example: Time Zone Definition

Time Zone Time Included in Zone Definition
Number Days of the Week Start-End Hours
1 Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - Noon
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1 Monday through Friday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
2 Monday through Friday 6 a.m. - 8 a.m.
2 Monday through Friday Noon - 1 p.m.
2 Monday through Friday 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
3 Monday through Friday Midnight - 6 a.m.
3 Monday through Friday 8 p.m. - 12 p.m.
3 Saturday and Sunday All day
4 Holiday 12/25/93 All day
4 Holiday 01/01/94 All day

Time Zone Definition Example illustrates that time zones are periods or "windows" within a given week (standard zones)
or specific calendar dates (holiday zones).

Time Zone Specification Worksheet is a worksheet for collecting the data with which to complete
prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). It asks you to do the following:

1. Identify the number of standard zones to be defined. Up to nine are allowed. They can be defined in non-sequential
order and the numbers can be in any order.

2. Define the hours and days of week that each standard zone includes.
3. Define the holiday dates, for as many years as is necessary (holiday zone definition for three years is suggested).
4. Define the hours and days of week that each holiday date includes. Usually, 00 through 23.
5. Define a descriptive name to be used with each zone.

The first entries on the worksheet are completed with sample information. The entry at the top of the form specifies that
standard zone 1 includes the hours from 08 (8 a.m.) to 15 (up to, but not including 4:00 p.m.) on weekdays (Monday
through Friday). For many sites, these entries are definition as "prime" shift, and, indeed, the reporting name that is
assigned to this zone is PRIME TIME. The entry on the second part of the form defines New Year's Day as being part of
the holiday zone, number 4.

The following text shows how to code the parameters that are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE). The planning
issues are discussed in more detail in Standard Time Zones and Holiday Time Zones.

For the COMPLEXZONEPARM USE/IGNORE option:

• If you defined your zones in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE), then specify COMPLEXZONEPARM USE to
apply this definition to this unit database. Remember to comment out all of the zone and holiday parameters if you
specify COMPLEXZONEPARM USE.

• If you did not define your zones in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE), or if you override the common zone
definition with a unique zone definition for this unit database, omit the COMPLEXZONEPARM statement or specify
COMPLEXZONEPARM IGNORE.

If you are defining ZONE at the unit level:

• The member contains one line per standard zone (ZONE) entry and one line per holiday zone entry (HOLIDAY).
Comments can be coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).

• The format of the statements is free-form but positional. All parameters are required. The parameter placement for a
standard zone is:

KEYWORD (ZONE)
ZONE NUMBER (1 through 9)
STARTING DAY (SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)
ENDING DAY (SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)
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STARTING HOUR (00 through 23)
ENDING HOUR (00 through 23)
SERVICE FACTOR (.1 to 99.9)
ZONE NAME (1-character to 40-character name in quotes)

• The parameter placement for a holiday zone is:

KEYWORD (HOLIDAY)
ZONE NUMBER (1 through 9)
YEAR (00 through 99 or %%)
MONTH (01 through 12)
DAY (01 through 31)
STARTING HOUR (00 through 23)
ENDING HOUR (00 through 23)
SERVICE FACTOR (.1 to 99.9)
ZONE NAME (1-character to 35-character name in quotes)

• For holidays that occur on the same calendar date regardless of the year, the characters "%%" are specified in place
of a year value, so that treating all occurrences of the date as the holiday regardless of the year. For example, New
Year's Day is January 1 regardless of the year, so %% is coded in place of a year value.

One or more statements can be required to describe a zone fully. Remember the following points when specifying time
zones.

• The parameters for standard zones must account for all 168 hours of the week with no overlapping permitted.
• The ending day must follow the starting day within the order specified. To MICS, a week begins on Sunday and ends

on Saturday so you do not "wrap" over the weekend. The WEEKSTART parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) and
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) does not affect ZONE specification. The only exception to this rule is that a
weekend zone can be specified as starting on Saturday and ending on Sunday.

• The ending hour must be greater than or equal to the starting hour.
Note: "15" means 3 p.m. when specified as a starting hour, but means 3:59:59.99 p.m. when specified as an ending
hour.

• Day and time splits must be defined with multiple statements. For example, a shift that spans midnight or a zone that
includes Saturday and Sunday and other days.

• The ending day and starting day are the same when the statement defines a single day.

To reflect your data center needs, modify the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE) member that is distributed with
MICS.

Note: If you determine that the standard MICS ZONE definition facilities cannot meet your data center requirements,
an exit lets you override and redefine the ZONE value that is assigned through the standard definition facility. For more
information about the ZONE definition exit, see General Operational Exits.

WARNING
Be careful when using this exit because changes in the MICS ZONE construct can have serious implications,
including, but not limited to, total database corruption.

Standard Time Zones (ZONE)

Whether you have appropriately defined your standard time zones will determine whether you can meet your installation's
analysis and reporting requirements when they call for using data from the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.
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This is because the time granularity of data in those levels of summarization is no finer than to the ZONE (HOUR
within ZONE for WEEKS). For example, if you are asked for a long-term study of off-prime CPU utilization which treats
weekdays and weekends separately, but they are not separate ZONEs in the database, you will not be able to do it from
the MICS data readily at hand.

Standard zones might not overlap with other standard zones, but of necessity they will overlap with all holiday zones. The
holiday zone always takes precedence. A holiday zone number might be the same as a standard zone number, allowing,
for example, holidays to be lumped in with your "graveyard" shift.

The format of a statement which defines a standard time zone is:

ZONE n day1 day2 hour1 hour2 sf 'description of zone'

The following describes the parameters on this statement.

ZONE NUMBER
A number from 1 to 9, which identifies the time zone. While this specification is numeric, the data element ZONE is a one-
byte character field in the files of the MICS database.
There is no requirement that ZONE NUMBERs be defined consecutively (e.g., 1, 2, 5, and 7 would be acceptable) nor
is there a requirement that they be defined in numeric order. It is recommended that the zones be defined in order of
importance, with the most important being defined as 1.

STARTING DAY
The name of the first day within the MICS standard week (SUN through SAT) which is to be included in this zone
definition. Days are identified by the values SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT. When specifying a single day, that
day's name will be given here and as the "ending day" as well.

ENDING DAY
The name of the last day within the MICS standard week (SUN through SAT) which is to be included in this zone
definition. Days are identified by the values SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT. When specifying a single day,
that day's name will be given here and as the "starting day" as well. A range of days might not reverse the normal (MICS)
order of the days from SUN through SAT. In other words, one could not specify the range FRI through SUN since the
specification is not in the order of SUN through SAT. The only exception to this rule is that weekends can be specified as
starting on Saturday and ending on Sunday.

BEGINNING HOUR OF THE DAY
The first hour in each of the days specified above which is to be included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as
numbers from 00 to 23, and they are inclusive.

ENDING HOUR OF THE DAY
The last hour in each of the days specified above which is to be included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as
numbers from 00 to 23, and they are inclusive. When only one hour is to be included, both beginning and ending hours
must be specified, and they will be identical. To define a time zone of 8 am to 5 pm, you would code '08 16', which tells
MICS to include all times between 8:00 am (inclusive) up through 4:59:59.99 pm (16:59:59.99).

SERVICE FACTOR (sf):
The service factor is specified to allow differential zone accounting by Accounting and Chargeback. It allows a discount
or surcharge factor to be specified for particular zones to reflect the time of day that the service was provided. For more
information about the service factor, see the documentation for Accounting and Chargeback. The allowable range of
values for the service factor is 0.1 through 99.9. If multiple ZONE statements are required for one zone, then a '+' must be
specified on all but the first statement for that zone. The first statement for each zone must always contain a service factor
value. This parameter must be specified even if Accounting and Chargeback is not installed.

ZONE NAME
The 1 to 40 character name that is to be used for reporting purposes when this Time Zone is displayed. The name cannot
contain percent signs or apostrophes. This parameter is required on the first ZONE statement for a given zone number. It
is optional on subsequent statements for that same zone number and in any case is ignored.
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Holiday Time Zones (ZONE)

Holiday zones allow you to single out specific dates and times and put them into zones of your choice. Specific dates
and times acknowledge that reporting and analysis point of view, 10 a.m. to noon on New Years Day is a much different
time period than 10 a.m. to noon on a normal weekday when you are looking at something like online system resource
consumption.

"Holiday," as noted earlier, is a misnomer: MICS users use holiday time zones to single out specific dates and times that
are not holidays, but are interesting from an analytic viewpoint. These time zones are busy periods.

The format of a statement that defines a holiday time zone is:

HOLIDAY n year month day hour1 hour2 sf 'zone description '

The parameters statements follow:

ZONE NUMBER (n)
A number from 1 to 9, which identifies the time zone.
While this specification is numeric, the data element ZONE is a one-byte character field in the MICS database files.

This number can be the same as one mentioned on a ZONE or another HOLIDAY statement. Do this procedure to lump
weekends and holidays together.
Define zone numbers with the prime (most important) zone as zone 1, the next as zone 2, with the holiday zone defined
as N. N is the highest zone number used.
ZONE NUMBERs can be defined non-consecutively and can be defined in non-numeric order. We recommend that the
zones be defined in order of importance, with the most important defined as 1.

YEAR (year)
A two-digit value of the year in which the special day, that is defined by this statement occurs, or a %% to bypass year
checking. This parameter is useful for holidays that occur on the same day regardless of the year.
For example, the HOLIDAY definition illustrates how the %% definition is used to define New Years Day as a holiday.

    HOLIDAY 4 %% 01 01 00 23 'HOLIDAY ZONE' * NEW YEARS DAY

MONTH (month)
A number from 1 through 12 that specifies the month of the year in which the special day is defined by this statement.

DAY (day)
A number from 1 through 31 that specifies the day of the month on which the special day is defined by this statement.

BEGINNING HOUR OF THE DAY (hour1)
The first hour of the special day to be included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as numbers from 00 to 23, and
they are inclusive.

ENDING HOUR OF THE DAY (hour2)
The last hour of the special day to be included in the zone definition. Hours are specified as numbers from 00 to 23, and
they are inclusive.
When only one hour is included, both beginning and ending hours must be specified, and they are identical.
To define a time zone of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., you would code '08 16', which tells MICS to include all times between 8:00 a.m.
(inclusive) up through 4:59:59.99 p.m. (16:59:59.99).

SERVICE FACTOR (sf)
The service factor is specified to allow differential accounting by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. Service factor allows
a discount or surcharge factor to be specified for particular zones to reflect the time of day that the service was provided.
For more information about the service factor, see Accounting and Chargeback User.
The allowable range of values for the service factor is 0.1 through 99.9. If multiple ZONE statements are required for one
zone, then a plus sign (+) must be specified on all but the first statement for that zone. The first statement for each zone
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must always contain a numeric service factor value. This parameter must be specified even if Accounting and Chargeback
are not installed.

ZONE NAME (zone description)
A one-character through 40-character name that is used on reports when this Time Zone is displayed. The name cannot
contain percent signs or apostrophes. This parameter is required on the first HOLIDAY (or ZONE) statement for a given
zone number. On subsequent statements for the same zone number, it is ignored.

Site Characteristics (SITE)
Miscellaneous data items describing your database unit are specified to MICS through the parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). The SITE designation means that the parameters here are specific to the database unit
associated with the "prefix" rather than to all MICS databases that are installed at your site. The parameters that are
specified include:

• Headers for MICS reports
• The start of the week
• An option to control the activation of the YEARS timespan.

A subset of these parameters (YEARS TIMESPAN, WEEKSTART, and 13MONTHYEAR) default to the values you
specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). You can use the complex-level default, or can override the complex-
level parameter specification to define unique options for this unit database. In either case, the parameter specification
(either explicit or default) is implemented by running the BASPGEN job in this unit database. For more information about
specifying this parameter at the complex level see, Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF).

Note: It is best practice to manage the SITE parameters in the complex-level, in the CPLXDEF, rather than in the unit-
level.

The Complex Option Definitions Worksheet helps you collect the data that is required to complete
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). The format of statements is free-form but positional. Comments are coded by beginning the
statement with an asterisk (*). Blank statements are allowed.

We recommend that you modify the sample SITE member that is supplied with the distributed MICS.PARMS library
rather than code it from scratch. Starting with an existing, correct specification can prevent syntax errors. A sample SITE
member follows:

*

* SITE PARAMETER DEFINITIONS

*

 NAME 'C A'

 YEARS TIMESPAN INACTIVE

 WEEKS TIMESPAN INACTIVE

 WEEKSTART SUN

 13MONTHYEAR NO

 CKPTCNT 100

*CKPTLIMIT 180

 AUDITCYC 10

The following items are specified once for each database unit (the statement name is given in parentheses):

Installation Name (NAME)
(Required) The 1-character to a 66-character name used to identify the site. All percent signs (%) in the name are
translated to blanks to avoid conflicts with SAS macro definition conventions.

YEARS TIMESPAN Option (YEARS TIMESPAN)
The files in the YEARS timespan are updated as part of the MONTHLY processing job if the YEARS timespan is active at
your site.
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The default unit database parameters are distributed as:

YEARS TIMESPAN INACTIVE
This parameter saves both DASD space and processing time by not updating the YEARS files.
To use the complex-level default from sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), delete this parameter.
If you decide that the YEARS timespan should be used to update the YEARS file, specify ACTIVE for this option.
MICS still maintains a prefix.MICS.YEARS data set when the YEARS timespan is inactive. The files in this data set
contain zero SAS observations and are not updated during MONTHLY processing.
If the YEARS timespan is changed from ACTIVE to INACTIVE after data is processed by MICS, any SAS observations in
the year-to-date files are dropped during the MONTHLY process following the parameter change. Data in files other than
the year-to-date files are not affected by changing the parameter to INACTIVE from ACTIVE.

WEEKS TIMESPAN Option (WEEKS TIMESPAN)
The files in the WEEKS timespan are updated as part of the DAILY processing job if the WEEKS timespan is active at
your site.
By default, the unit database parameters are distributed without the WEEKS TIMESPAN statement. Insert this parameter
to override the complex-level default from sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) to deactivate the WEEKS timespan.
MICS still maintains a prefix.MICS.WEEKS data set when the WEEKS timespan is inactive. The files in this data set
contain zero SAS observations and are not updated during DAILY processing.
If the WEEKS timespan is changed from ACTIVE to INACTIVE after data is processed by MICS, any SAS observations in
the week-to-date files are dropped during the DAILY process following the parameter change. Data in files other than the
week-to-date files are not affected by changing the parameter to INACTIVE from ACTIVE.

WEEKSTART Option (WEEKSTART)
This option specifies the first day of the week. This value can be changed from SUN to one of the following days: MON
TUE WED THU FRI SAT. Only use the WEEKSTART option if you intend to override the complex-level default that is
specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). WEEKSTART is used to compute the value of WEEK from a given
date.
Before you specify this parameter, first consider the impact of having different week definitions in different unit databases.
Define WEEKSTART for your site once in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) to have a consistent definition of WEEK
across all units. Then, specify WEEKSTART in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) only for those unit databases that require
a unique week definition to address specific requirements; such as, those resulting from a unit database supporting a
remote data center, or from a unique isolated workload.

Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option (13MONTHYEAR)
The standard definitions that are used by MICS for DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR are based on a calendar year
beginning January 1 and having 12 months, with the number of days per month varying from 28 to 31 depending on the
month. Data is summarized in the MICS database according to these standard definitions. If your organization operates
on the standard 12-month year and your organization follows the common North American understanding of the first week
of a new year, do not code this option.
Default is NO. Only use this option if you intend to override the default. We recommend that you review Non-Standard
Calendar Modifications for information about adjusting algorithms and year-end boundaries.

Note: If you defined your special fiscal calendar in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), then you can omit the
13MONTHYEAR parameter for this unit database. The complex-level default is applied. However, if you want this unit
database to operate under the standard 12-month calendar and you defined a special fiscal calendar in CPLXDEF, specify
the following parameter:

    13MONTHYEAR NO

This parameter forces this unit database to use the standard 12-month Gregorian calendar.

13MONTHYEAR has been provided to enable non-standard calendar-related options. In particular, it enables MICS to
summarize and store data for an organization that operates on a 13-month fiscal year. This parameter also allows a year
to have up to 380 days.
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Note: The MICS Accounting and Chargeback component includes facilities for defining a unique accounting calendar
separate from the global MICS calendar definitions. This capability is designed to help you meet your requirements for
chargeback and accounting relative to your company's fiscal calendar while continuing to use the standard 12-month
calendar for most of your MICS information. Do not alter the global MICS calendar before reviewing Accounting and
Chargeback.

Consider the impact of having different calendar definitions in different, before specifying unit databases. In general,
define your fiscal calendar once in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) to have a consistent calendar definition across
all units. Then, specify the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) only for those unit databases that
require a unique fiscal calendar to address specific requirements. For example, those resulting from a unit database
supporting a remote data center, or from a unique isolated workload.

This statement can be formatted in any of the following ways:

    13MONTHYEAR NO

    13MONTHYEAR NO #DWMY=memname

    13MONTHYEAR YES ddmonyy ddmonyy ... ddmonyy

    13MONTHYEAR YES #DWMY=memname ddmonyy ddmonyy ...

Note: Only one 13MONTHYEAR control statement is allowed. Subsequent 13MONTHYEAR statements replace prior
13MONTHYEAR statements.

13MONTHYEAR
The option keyword.

NO
Specified if you use a standard 12-month year beginning on January 1 and ending on December 31. The default value
that is shipped with MICS is NO. This parameter causes the SOURCE member #DWMY12 to be used.

YES
Specified only if your organization operates on a 13-month year.

memname
Member that contains date macros. This option must begin with the characters #DWMY. For example: #DWMYUSR.

The ddmonyy keyword defines the year's starting date. Valid values are:

dd
01 through 31 to specify a day of the month

mon
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC to specify the month

yy
Two digits to specify the year

Dates must be in ascending order and a year cannot contain more than 380 days. You cannot code two dates
using the same year value (that is, 01JAN12 and 28DEC12). You can specify a maximum of eight dates (that is, the
13MONTHYEAR statement can define no more than eight years).

Example:

    13MONTHYEAR YES 01OCT11 30SEP12

This example can be interpreted as fiscal year 2011, which begins on October 1, 2011 and ends on September 29, 2012.
Fiscal year 2012 begins on September 30, 2012 and ends on September 29, 2013.

#DWMY=memname allows you to change the definition of date-related SAS macros and affects the entire MICS system.
Sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(memname) contains these macros that define the day, week, month, year, year start date,
previous week (used to select data for weekly reports), and the number of months per year. Use the supplied member
#DWMY12 (containing macros corresponding to the data dictionary definitions), or #DWMY13 (supporting a 13-month
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calendar), or #DWMYWK1 (supporting a 12-month calendar with the first week of a year being the first week with 4 or
more days in that year) as guides for constructing new members. For example, when #DWMY12 is modified directly,
make the same changes to $DWMY12. The #DWMY members contain macro definitions that are written in SAS MACRO
statements, while the $DWMY members contain the corresponding macros written in SAS MACRO language.

If this option is used to change the definition of one or more macros, you can retain the other macro definitions by starting
your #DWMY member with a %INCLUDE statement to include one of the standard #DWMY members, followed by a
redefinition of the macros you want to change.

Note: MICS abends if data is encountered for a year that does not have a defined starting date.

When you activate the Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option, you change the definitions of the following MICS data
elements:

YEAR
The fiscal year minus 1900 is set according to the first calendar year of the fiscal year (for example, if the start of your
fiscal year is October 1, 2011, the data element YEAR equals 111 (2011-1900) for the fiscal year October 1, 2011 to
September 30, 2012).
If your fiscal year value is different from the calendar year of the date that starts your fiscal year, edit the _YEAR macro of
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DWMYxx) and the YEAR macro of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($DWMYxx) to reflect the
correct year value. The standard macro computation subtracts 1900 from the calendar year of the fiscal year start date to
produce the YEAR value. The 1900 value is the one you edit for both the _YEAR and YEAR macros. For example, if your
fiscal year is one greater than the calendar year, change the macros as follows:

Default macro that is shipped with CA MICS in #DWMYxx:

MACRO _YEAR _SETYRST YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1900; %

Customized macro for your site:

MACRO _YEAR _SETYRST YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1899; %

Default macro that is shipped with CA MICS in $DWMYxx:

%MACRO YEAR;

%SETYRST;

YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1900;

%MEND YEAR;

Customized macro for your site:

%MACRO YEAR;

%SETYRST;

YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1899;

%MEND YEAR;

MONTH
The month of the year ranges from 01 to 13 and is based on 28-day time periods. For example, if your fiscal year begins
on October 1, the last day of MONTH01 is October 28 and the first day of MONTH02 is October 29.

WEEK
The week of the year ranges from 01 to 54 and is based on the first day of the fiscal year you specify. By default, MICS
weeks always end on Saturday. For example, if your fiscal year begins on Wednesday, October 1, WEEK01 spans
Wednesday, October 1 through Saturday, October 4. WEEK 02 spans Sunday, October 5 through Saturday, October 11.

The WEEKSTART option that is defined earlier in this section enables you to change the Sunday default that is shipped
with MICS.

DAY
The day of the month ranges from 01 to 28, with the day determined by its position relative to the first day of the 28-day
month. The exception to the 28-days-per-month rule comes in MONTH13, when DAY is greater than 28, if the year has
more than 364 days. For example, if the fiscal year begins on October 1, the last day of MONTH01 is October 28. October
28 DAY value is 28. October 29 has a MONTH value of 02 and a DAY value of 01.

For more information, see Data Dictionary Elements, and Calendar Derivation.
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Changing the values of the DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR data elements to match the Thirteen Month Fiscal Year
Option changes the summarization of the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans in the MICS database.

Use of the Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option also affects operational and scheduling processes due to the new definitions
of the DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR data elements. For example, monthly jobs are scheduled to run based on a 28-
day month instead of on a standard month (for example, a month that might end on the 30th).

MICS uses MNTHFMT, a SAS format, to provide the full name of a month from a number (for example, December from
12). Modify sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNTHFMT) if you want to name the thirteenth month. The MNTHFMT format is
recreated every time ALLPGEN or BASPGEN is run.

Checkpoint Size (CKPTCNT)

The MICS checkpoint (prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA) is critical to proper MICS operation and data validity. By default, the
checkpoint tracks up to 100 unique system, subsystem, and product combinations. This default is adequate for most sites
and should not be changed unless you encounter MICS user abend code U410.

Note: The CKPTCNT parameter has not any complex-level default. Increasing checkpoint size for one unit database does
not affect any other unit databases, and there is no risk that a complex-level change results in unexpected changes to
checkpoint size.

If you have exceeded the current checkpoint entry limit, you can increase the size of your checkpoint file up to a maximum
of 9999 entries. Review your MICS configuration for alternatives that improve MICS performance while concurrently
resolving your checkpoint size constraint.

For example, if you frequently move systems or subsystems from one LPAR to another, so that changing the ORGSYSID
which causes more entries to be inserted into the checkpoint file, consider activating the automated checkpoint clean-
up facility. This facility is controlled by the CKPTLIMIT parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). This keyword/option is
discussed in detail later in this subsection.

Checkpoint file size alone has negligible effect on MICS daily update performance; however, a large checkpoint file often
indicates a heavily loaded unit database and long daily update elapsed times. You can improve daily job performance by
splitting your database into two or more database units so that you can perform more of your daily MICS processing in
parallel. The side benefit of splitting your database is that each of the database unit checkpoint files carries a subset of the
original checkpoint entries and thus does not need to be as large as a single composite checkpoint.

Either of the database splitting techniques that are described here can be used independently or with increasing
checkpoint file size. Both can significantly reduce the overall MICS update batch window.

• Split processing by product
The most common approach is to define a separate unit for each MICS product or related group of products. In this
way, you can concurrently process data for multiple products, reducing overall daily update time.
This approach is especially recommended for database products such as CICS, IMS, IDMS, and DB2, and network
products such as SNT. These products are often characterized by multiple system/subsystem combinations and
therefore require multiple checkpoint entries for each system. Often, the raw input data for these products (for
example, a transaction log tape) is isolated from the data that is processed by other MICS products (for example, the
system SMF log).
Likewise, you might select to keep products like SMF and RMF in a single unit database because of their shared input
data source, the system SMF log.

• Split processing by subsystem
Once you split MICS processing by product, you may find that you can gain more parallelism by splitting the
processing of multiple subsystems of a single product.
For example, you might define a unit database for selected groups of IMS or CICS processing regions, possibly
separating processing for major application areas or departments. If you are processing data from multiple remote
locations, you might define a separate unit for each location, letting you parallel SMF and RMF processing for multiple
locations.
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Review your MICS configuration, if you still require an increase checkpoint size, then follow the instructions in Vertical
Checkpoint Expansion.

Automated Checkpoint Cleanup Option (CKPTLIMIT)

By default, the checkpoint tracks up to 100 unique system, subsystem, and product combinations. The Automated
Checkpoint Cleanup Option allows you to set a limit on how long out-of-date checkpoint time range entries can be
retained. Once this option is activated, every execution of the DAYALL step compares the highest timestamps from the
time range records within the checkpoint files, to the retention limit you specify in CKPTLIMIT, (number of days) and
remove any entries with an earlier high timestamp.

For example, if CKPTLIMIT is set to 120, and the execution date of DAYALL is December 31, 2012, any entries earlier
than September 2, 2012 are removed. Removed entries are written to the MICSLOG of the DAYALL step.

This facility can help avoid U410 abends in the DAILY or incremental update steps or both.

Note: There is no default limit for this option. If CKPTLIMIT is not specified, no automated cleanup occurs. This option
applies to the database unit checkpoint file and any incremental update checkpoint files associated with this unit. All unit-
related checkpoint files are processed in DAYALL.

Input cycles for Audit Archive (AUDITCYC)

This option provides control over the number of cycles that are selected and written to the audit archive within this unit.

Default is 10. This option is most useful if your site executes multiple AUDIT archive jobs within a week, or if you keep
fewer than ten cycles and execute the AUDIT archive job more than ten days after the start of the week. In these
scenarios, you could either be writing redundant data, or missing cycles that are no longer online and available at the time
the AUDIT archive job executes.

Installation Preparation Worksheet Site Characteristics Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Site Characteristics Definition      |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is SITE                                             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| INSTALLATION NAME:                                                       |

| NAME '__________________________________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

| YEARS TIMESPAN OPTION:                                                   |

| YEARS TIMESPAN ________ (ACTIVE or INACTIVE)                             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| WEEKSTART OPTION:  (default is SUN)                                      |

| WEEKSTART ________ (MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT)                             |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| 13MONTHYEAR OPTION:  (default is NO)                                     |

| 13MONTHYEAR NO  #DWMY=________                                           |

|             YES ________ ________ ________                               |

|                                                                          |

| CKPTCNT OPTION:  (default is 100)                                        |

| CKPTCNT ____     (100 - 9999)                                            |

|                                                                          |
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| CKPTLIMIT OPTION:  (default is no action)                                |

| CKPTLIMIT ____     (1- 999)                                              |

|                                                                          |

| AUDITCYC OPTION: (default is 10)                                         |

| AUDITCYC __      (1 - 99)                                                |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Performance Group Names (PRFGP) and Service Classes
Since z/OS 1.3, performance groups have been obsolete and are no longer used by MICS to populate the PERFGP,
PERFGPN, and PERFPER data elements. With IBM's workload management facility, all workloads are assigned to a
service class, an 8-byte character name describing the workload. Examples of service classes are "PRODTSO" and
"TESTCICS". These descriptive names are included in MICS files containing information about workloads.

Performance Group Names (PRFGP)

Performance groups became obsolete beginning with z/OS 1.3. Do not update the default member that is delivered with
MICS.

 

Compression (COMPRESS)
This article describes various aspects of compression and related statements.

About the SAS System Compression Feature

The SAS system gives you the option to create variable-length or fixed-length observations in a SAS data set. Variable-
length observations differ from fixed-length observations in that the fixed-length observations are smaller because the
blank spaces used to pad fixed-length observations are removed.

You instruct SAS to create variable length observations by specifying the COMPRESS= option. SAS data set compression
can be implemented for individual data sets or across the entire SAS system by specifying COMPRESS= on either a
DATA statement (for the individual data set named on the DATA statement) or an OPTIONS statement (for the entire
system).

For more information about the COMPRESS= option, see the SAS Institute documentation.

MICS Implementation of Compression

The COMPRESS member in prefix.MICS.PARMS enables you to define which database files are compressed in this
database unit.

The COMPRESS parameter is generated into sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CMPRSDEF). Each database unit's
COPYLIBU job adjusts the unit's prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) for new products.

Once the COMPRESS member FILE statement exists, COPYLIBU does not update it.

For files that can be compressed, the COMPRESS parameter member controls compression specifications for the
database unit. The controls for this parameter are:
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• Unit by unit
• When a compression is not active
• When active what extent compression is active for each file in the unit.

The COMPRESS member to compress files has one exception. MICS Accounting and Chargeback journal files must
be compressed using the Journal File Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;6). For more information, see Accounting and
Chargeback User.

The format of the COMPRESS parameter member is:

DBCOMPRESS sw ALL/ccc ccc ...

IFCOMPRESS ON ccc ccc ... -or- OFF

FILE ccc iiifff x d w m y

FILE ccc iiifff x d w m y

FILE ...

Each statement is described.

DBCOMPRESS Statement

The DBCOMPRESS statement enables you to activate or deactivate the compression facility. The format of the
DBCOMPRESS statement is:

DBCOMPRESS  sw  (ALL / ccc  ccc  ...)

Where:

sw
A switch whose values are ON and OFF.

ALL
This parameter indicates that the value of sw (the switch) applies to all products in the unit. ALL is the default.

ccc
A three-character MICS product identifier.

When sw is ... And the next value is ... Then compression ...
ON ALL takes place for all files in the unit.
ON ccc takes place for only those files belonging to

products in the list.
OFF ALL does not take place for any file in the unit.
OFF ccc takes place for all files EXCEPT the files

belonging to the products in the list. (OFF
for that product but ON for the rest of the
products in the unit.)

For example, the DBCOMPRESS statement

DBCOMPRESS OFF
This parameter indicates that compression does not occur for any of the products in this unit, while the DBCOMPRESS
statement.

DBCOMPRESS OFF SMF
This parameter indicates that compression occurs for all files in the unit EXCEPT for those files belonging to the Batch
and Operations Analyzer (ccc=SMF).
If the unit contains only the Batch and Operations Analyzer, the statement.

DBCOMPRESS ON SMF
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Equivalent to the statements

• DBCOMPRESS ON
• DBCOMPRESS ON ALL

IFCOMPRESS Statement

The IFCOMPRESS statement enables you to activate or deactivate a compression for intermediate (work) files for
products in this unit that support intermediate file compression.
The format of the IFCOMPRESS statement is:

IFCOMPRESS ON ccc ccc ...

or

IFCOMPRESS OFF

IFCOMPRESS ON ccc
Means that intermediate files for the products that are listed are compressed.

IFCOMPRESS OFF
Means that intermediate files are not compressed. For example, the IFCOMPRESS statement IFCOMPRESS ON CIC
indicates that the CICS Product Analyzer intermediate files, which include the Loader Domain Global Stats (GLD) and
Temporary Storage Global Stats (GTS) files, would be compressed the IFCOMPRESS statement does not support the ON
ALL qualifier, nor does it provide an exclude capability like that provided with the format "DBCOMPRESS OFF ccc".

FILE Statement

FILE statements are initially copied by the COPYLIBU job from the COMPRESS statements in the cccGENIN member
of the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB data set. Once FILE statements exist in prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS), the
COPYLIBU job does not copy them.

Only products that support compression have FILE statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS). You can edit FILE
statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS), but do not add or delete statements. If you add or delete COMPRESS
statements in cccGENIN, run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) and then prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU) for each unit
that contains the ccc product to update the COMPRESS parameter library member.

The format of the FILE statement is:

FILE ccc iiifff x d w m y

Where

ccc
The three-character MICS product identifier

iii
The three-character MICS information area identifier

ff
The three-character MICS file identifier

x through y
Determine whether data in this file's timespan can be compressed when the compression facility is activated.

When ... Is ... Then ... Timespan data ...
x Y DETAIL can be compressed.
x N DETAIL cannot be compressed.
d Y DAYS can be compressed.
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d N DAYS cannot be compressed.
w Y WEEKS can be compressed.
w N WEEKS cannot be compressed.
m Y MONTHS can be compressed.
m N MONTHS cannot be compressed.
y Y YEARS can be compressed.
y N YEARS cannot be compressed.

For example,

FILE SMF BATJOB Y Y Y Y Y

The FILE statement indicates that data in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans of the Batch
User Job Activity file is compressed when the compression facility is activated.

Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques includes information about changing compression specifications. Also, see
MICS Administrator Utilities which is available to help you evaluate data compression savings.

MICS JCL Planning and Parameters
This subsection shows you how to specify the JCL-related parameters that are required to install MICS. JCL-related
parameters that are used by JCLGEN jobs and allow the MICS installation and generation processes to customize:

• Batch jobs
• Job Control Language (JCL) procedures
• MICS MACROs
• TSO Command Lists (CLISTs) to run in your shop

JCLGEN jobs are run when installing MICS because they perform JCL tailoring. Batch, online, and maintenance facilities
that enable MICS daily update processing to operate in your environment are also tailored by JCL-related parameters.

You code these JCL-related parameters in members of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB libraries. Only tailor the PROTOLIB library if you have unusual requirements for JCL
tailoring.

This section details JCL-related parameters into standard and special subsections because few users customize their
systems to the extent that MICS is able to support. To tailor the PROTOLIB library, contact Broadcom Support.

The following subsections explain the JCL generation process, inputs, tables that are used during JCL generation, and the
symbolic language that is used by the process:

• JCLGEN Process Flow
• Standard JCLGEN Parameters
• JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements

WARNING

Do not modify JCL or CLISTs in prefix.MICS.CNTL or sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST libraries. Only modify JCL or
CLISTs using the standard or advanced JCLGEN parameters because system maintenance often requires that
you perform a JCLGEN. A JCLGEN recreates the CNTL and CLIST libraries. Changes that are made to CNTL
and CLIST libraries are lost when the JCLGEN is completed.
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JCLGEN Process Flow
A series of jobs accomplishes the MICS JCL generation (JCLGEN) process. When run, these jobs create the job streams
and JCL to install and run MICS.

To separate functions which are performed with greater or lesser frequency, the JCLGEN function is divided into small
jobs. The function of each of these jobs is shown.

JCLGEN0
Complex-wide jobs and clists

JCLGEN1
MICS Accounting and Chargeback-specific jobs

JCLGEN3
MICS Templates Used in Q&R Workstation

JCLGENA
Database Unit Installation Jobs - Part 1

Note: This job is copied from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA) by the COPYLIBS job. JCLGENA generates the same
JCL as JCLGENB and is used only during the creation of a new database unit.

JCLGENB
Database Unit Installation Jobs - Part 1

JCLGENC
Database Unit Installation Jobs - Part 2

JCLGEND
Database Unit Operational Jobs

JCLGENE
Jobs Affected by a DB Split After Installation

JCLGENF
Special Database Unit Installation Jobs

JCLGENG
SPECIAL Database Unit Operational Jobs

JCLGENUC
Regenerate Complex Jobs from a User Supplied List.

JCLGENU
Regenerate Unit Jobs from a User Supplied List.
The consolidated UNITGEN process is a combination of JCL, MACRO, and DATABASE generation processing that
consolidates most MICS generation processes for a database unit into a single batch process. The UNITGEN job
generates (and optionally submits) the UNITGEN1 job to perform:

• In a single batch process
• The JCL generation processing of the JCLGENB
• JCLGENC
• JCLGEND jobs
• COPYLIBU, ALLPGEN, CYCLEGEN, and GDGSGEN processing for a unit database

For more information about the UNITGEN process, see Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

The Complex Level JCLGEN Process Flow illustrates the process flow of complex level JCLGEN.
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Complex Level JCLGEN Process Flow
|--User Defined PARMS Members-------| |-Skeleton JCL Members-| |------CA MICS Definition Tables--------|

      +-------------+

      | JCL Options |                     +---------------+           +-------------+    +-------------+

      | Definition  |                     | Prototype     |           |sharedprefix.|    |sharedprefix.|

      |sharedprefix.|                     | Library       |           | MICS.GENLIB |    | MICS.ISPTLIB|

      | MICS.PARMS  |                     | sharedprefix. |           | (COMPTDEF   |    +------+------+

      | (JCLDEFC)   |                     | MICS.PROTOLIB |           |  DBTABLE)   |           |

      | "GENLIST"   |                     +-------+-------+           +------+------+           |

      |  USERJCL    |                             |                          |                  |

      |  JCLINFO    |                             |                          |                  |

      |  JCL$Iccc   |                             |                          |                  |

      |  JCLNAMES   |                             |                          |                  |

      |  CPLXDEF)   |                             |                          |                  |

      +------+------+                             |                          |                  |

             |                                    |                          |                  |

             |                                    |                          |                  |

             |                                    |                          |                  |

             +------------------------------------+--------------------------+------------------+

                                                  |

                                                  |

                                                  V

               +--------------+            +------------+

               | sharedprefix.|            | JCL        |

               | MICS.SOURCE  |----------->| Generation |

               | (JCLGEN01    |            | Process    |

               |  JCLGEN02    |            |            |

               |  JCLPARM)    |            +------+-----+

               +--------------+                   |

                                                  |

                                                  |

        +-----------------+---------------+-------+--------+-----------------+--------------+

        |                 |               |                |                 |              |

        |                 |               |                |                 |              |

        V                 V               V                V                 V              V

 +--------------+ +--------------+ +--------------+ +--------------+ +--------------+ +-------------+

 | Generated    | | Generated    | | Complex      | | ISPF Table   | | Updated      | | Generated   |

 | CLISTs       | | Jobs         | | Options      | | Definitions  | | Database     | | Formats     |

 | sharedprefix.| | sharedprefix.| | sharedprefix.| | sharedprefix.| | Table        | | shareprefix.|

 | MICS.CLIST   | | MICS.CNTL    | | MICS.MACAUTOS| | MICS.ISPTLIB | | sharedprefix.| | MICS.MCOLIB |

 +--------------+ +--------------+ +--------------+ +--------------+ | MICS.GENLIB  | +-------------+

                                                                     |  (DBTABLE)   |

                                                                     +--------------+

Input consists of:

• The user-modified JCLDEFC, USERJCL, JCLINFO, JCL$Iccc, JCLNAMES, and CPLXDEF members of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS

• All selected (GENLIST) prototype job stream (JCL), procedure, CLIST, and MACRO members from
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB

• The MICS-provided definition tables from the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, GENLIB, and ISPTLIB libraries.
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These definition tables contain lists of jobs are created (JCLGENx and JCL$xccc) with definitions for data set names
(JCLNAMES) and job attribute (JCLINFO and JCL$Iccc) specifications. The default tables cause the creation of all jobs
and must be used the first time that you do a JCLGEN. See Job/CLIST Generation Lists, Job/CLIST Generation Lists, for
a complete description of these lists.

JCLGEN can generate any number of job streams (JCL), procedures, CLISTs, MACROs, and ISPF table definitions. This
output is placed in the MICS CLIST, CNTL, MACAUTOS, ISPTLIB, GENLIB, and MCOLIB libraries.

The Unit Level JCLGEN Process Flow illustrates the process flow of a unit level.

Unit Level JCLGEN Process Flow
  |-------------User-Defined PARMS Members-------------| |-Skeleton JCL Members-| |--------CA MICS Definition

 Tables------------|

           +-------------+

           | JCL Options |     +--------------+            +---------------+           +-------------+   

 +-------------+

           | Definition  |     | JCL Options  |            | Prototype     |           |sharedprefix.|    |

sharedprefix.|

           | prefix.     |     | Definition   |            | Library       |           | MICS.GENLIB |    |

 MICS.ISPTLIB|

           | MICS.PARMS  |     | sharedprefix.|            | sharedprefix. |           | (COMPTDEF   |   

 +------+------+

           | (JCLDEF     |     | MICS.PARMS   |            | MICS.PROTOLIB |           |  DBTABLE)   |       

    |

           | "GENLIST"   |     | (JCL$xccc    |            +-------+-------+           +------+------+       

    |

           |  USERJCL    |     | (JCLINFO     |                    |                          |              

    |

           |  JCLINFO    |     |  JCL$Iccc)   |                    |                          |              

    |

           |  JCLNAMES   |     +------+-------+                    |                          |              

    |

           |  DBSPLIT    |            |                            |                          |              

    |

           |  SITE       |            |                            |                          |              

    |

           |  EXECDEF    |            |                            |                          |              

    |

           |  INPUTccc)  |            |                            |                          |              

    |

           +------+------+            |                            |                          |              

    |

                  |                   |                            |                          |              

    |

                  +-------------------+----------------------------+--------------------------

+------------------+

                                                                   |

                                                                   |

                                                                   V

                                +--------------+            +------------+

                                | sharedprefix.|            | JCL        |

                                | MICS.SOURCE  |----------->| Generation |
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                                | (JCLGEN01    |            | Process    |

                                |  JCLGEN02    |            |            |

                                |  JCLPARM)    |            +------+-----+

                                +--------------+                   |

                                                                   |

                                                                   |

                                                                   |

        +---+-----------+--------+---+---+-----------------+--------------+--+-------------+----------------+

        |   |           |        |       |                 |              |  |             |                |

        |   |           |        |       |                 |              |  |             |                |

        V   |           V        |       V                 V              V  |             V                V

+--------------+ +--------------+|+--------------+ +--------------+ +-------------+ +--------------+

 +--------------+

| Generated    | | Complex      ||| ISPF Table   | | Updated      | | Generated   | | Database     | | Complex

      |

| Jobs         | | Options      ||| Definitions  | | Database     | | Formats     | | Configuration| | Options

      |

| prefix.      | | sharedprefix.||| sharedprefix.| | Table        | | shareprefix.| | prefix.      | |

 sharedprefix.|

| MICS.CNTL    | | MICS.MACAUTOS||| MICS.ISPTLIB | | sharedprefix.| | MICS.MCOLIB | | MICS.PARMS   | |

 MICS.SOURCE  |

+--------------+ +--------------+|+--------------+ | MICS.GENLIB  | +-------------+ | (DBCONFIG)   | |

 (#CPLXLST)   |

            |                    |                 |  (DBTABLE)   |          |      +--------------+

 +--------------+

            |                    |                 +--------------+          V

            V                    V                                    +-------------+

      +--------------+  +------------------+                          | Generated   |

      | Generated    |  | Generated        |                          | Formats     |

      | CLISTs       |  | Unit MACROs      |                          | prefix.     |

      | sharedprefix.|  | prefix.          |                          | MICS.MUOLIB |

      | MICS.CLIST   |  | MICS.USER.SOURCE |                          +-------------+

      +--------------+  +------------------+

The input consists of:

The user-modified JCLDEF, USERJCL, JCLINFO, JCLNAMES, DBSPLIT, SITE, EXECDEF,

• The INPUTccc members of prefix.MICS.PARMS; all JCL$xccc GENLIST and all JCLINFO and JCL$Iccc members of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS

• All selected (GENLIST) prototype job stream (JCL), procedure, CLIST, and MACRO members of
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB

• The MICS-provided definition tables from sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, and
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB

These definition tables contain lists of jobs to be created (JCLGENx and JCL$xccc) with definitions for data set names
(JCLNAMES), job attributes (JCLINFO and JCL$Iccc), database split (DBSPLIT), site characteristics (SITE), and dynamic
execution options (EXECDEF) specifications. The default tables cause the creation of all jobs and must be used the first
time that you do a JCLGEN. See Job/CLIST Generation Lists, for a complete description of these lists.

JCLGEN can generate any number of job streams (JCL), procedures, CLISTs, MACROs, MICS parameter members,
and ISPF table definitions. This output is placed in the sharedprefix.MICS CLIST, CNTL, MACAUTOS, ISPTLIB, GENLIB,
MCOLIB, and SOURCE libraries. Output is also placed in the prefix.MICS USER.SOURCE, MUOLIB, and PARMS
libraries.
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Processing Done by Standard JCLGEN Jobs

Each JCLGEN jobs output is stored in the MICS CLIST, CNTL, GENLIB, ISPTLIB, MACAUTOS, PARMS, and SOURCE
libraries. The default generation list for the job is in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENx) where 'x' is 0 through 3, or
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENx) where 'x' is B through G.

JCLGEN0-3 Generated Outputs, JCLGENA and JCLGENB Generated Job Outputs, and JCLGENC-G Generated Outputs
list the CLISTs and jobs which are generated by each of the JCLGEN jobs when the default generation lists are used.

JCLGEN0-3 Generated Outputs

Jobs: Added to sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGEN0 for Complex-wide Jobs
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• cccCGEN - Component Generation Job for Component "ccc"
• BASHFSLD - Load Files to the $MICSROOT Directory
• BASHFSU - Expand Distributed USS Code and Data
• BASTMPLT - Refresh MICF ODS Style template in MCOLIB
• COPYLIBS - Job to Copy MICS Lib's for a New DB Unit
• CPLXGEN - Complex Option Generation Job
• DICDSHEL - Create MTI Data Dictionary Entries
• DICINIT - Initialize MTI Dictionary
• DICLOAD - Load the MTI Dictionary
• DICREPAR - Repair the MTI Dictionary
• DICREPRT - Job to Update the MTI Dictionary
• DICSCAN - Recover an Existing MTI Dictionary
• DOCAGEN - Document Access Guide/Title Generation Job
• DOCAGEN1 - Document Access Full Generation Job
• DOCUMENT - MICS Document Print
• DOCUPDTG - Refresh HTML Format Documentation
• DOCXPORT - Package DocWebVu Files for Transfer
• DOC2HTML - Create Documents in HTML Format
• GDGSGENC - Establish Complex-Level Generation Data Groups
• JCLGEN1 - JCLGEN of Installation Accounting Jobs
• JCLGEN3 - JCLGEN of Query and Reporting Workstation Jobs
• JCLGENA - JCLGEN of Installation Jobs for New Unit
• JCLGENB - Model JCLGENB Job Copied to New Unit Libraries
• JCLGENUC - JCLGEN of User Defined Jobs
• LDSASFLS - Job to Load SAS Tables and Screens
• MDBCPYRN - Job to Expand the MCOLIB Data Set
• MDBGEN - Job to Re-Generate the Platform Meta Database
• MICSSVR - JCL for the Q&R Mainframe Server
• MQRHOST - Job for Q&R Query Host Processing
• MTICREAT - Create a New MTI Component
• MTIDUTIL - Job to Update the MTI Dictionary
• MUCPL - Multi-unit COPYLIBU Generator Job
• MUGEN - Multi-unit UNITGEN Generator Job
• MUGEN0 - Multi-unit Jobcard Model
• MWPDIRIN - Copy the Image Directory to Publishing Dir.
• PDMCOPY - Copy the PDM module to the CAILIB
• PROCJOB1 - Job to Move Complex-Level PROCs to PROCLIB
• PSPSTAT - Generate Product Change Status Report
• TNGCBCSV - Consolidate TNGCB SAS Data Sets into 1 CSV
• USERFMTC - Update Complex-Level User-Defined SAS Formats

CLIST Members

• MWFSMPL1 - Sample MWF CLIST w/o Installation ISPLLIB
• MWFSMPL2 - Sample MWF CLIST with Installation ISPLLIB

Jobs: Added to sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGEN1 for MICS Accounting and Chargeback Jobs
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• ACTBGTL0 - Build ISPF Table From ACTBGT00 File Job
• ACTBGTL1 - Build ISPF Table From ACTBGT01 File Job
• ACTBGTSM - Budget Summary Job
• ACTBGT46 - Convert Pre4600 ACTBGT Files
• ACTCCALD - Build ISPF Table From ACTCCA01 File Job
• ACTCOSTR - Cost Reconciliation Report Job
• ACTCRDPT - Supplementary Credit Report Job
• ACTEXTTB - Accounting External Files Job
• ACTJC - ISPF/DM Table Utility Update Job
• ACTJT - ISPF/DM Table Utility Update Job
• ACTMG - Accounting Central Site Merge Job
• ACTMS - Remote Site Unload Job
• ACTRCP46 - Convert Pre4600 ACTRCP Files
• ACTSEQLD - Rate Simulation Job
• ACTTBUTL - ISPF Table Maintenance Job
• ACTUPDTB - Update Tables Job
• ACTUTILG - Utilities Generation Job
• ACTXBGT0 - ACTBGT00 SAS File Generation Job
• ACTXBGT1 - ACTBGT01 SAS File Generation Job
• ACTXCCA - ACTCCA01/ACTCNV01 SAS File Generation Job
• ACTXCCC - Cost Center Validation Table Gen Job
• ACTXOPTM - Shared Level Multi-site Acct Options Gen Job
• ACTXOPTS - Shared Level Standard Acct Options Gen Job
• ACTXSEQ - ACTSEQ01 SAS File Generation Job
• ACTXTBL - SAS File Generation Job
• ACTYRBGT - Budget Projection Report Job
• ACTYTDRF - Retrofit ACT_YR00 Invoice Level Job
• ACT0YR46 - Convert Pre4600 ACT_YR Files
• CHRGELEM - Charging Element Table Generation Job
• CHRGROUP - Charge Group Generation Job
• CLOSETBL - Tables Close Job
• CREDCAT - Credit Category Generation Job
• EXTFILE - External File Generation Job
• FINRECAP - Financial Recap File Creation Job
• FINRPT - Financial Report Job
• FINRPTY - Year-to-date Financial Report Job
• INVCCAT - Invoice Category Generation Job
• INVOICE - Invoice Job
• INVOICEM - Multi-site Invoice Job
• INVOICER - Invoice Report Job
• INVOICET - Test Invoice Job
• MNACTHLR - Higher Level Report Job
• PRINTTBL - Tables Print Job
• PRORATE - Prorating Generation Job
• RATERPTE - External File Rate Report Job

Jobs: Added to sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGEN3 for MICS Query and Reporting Workstation
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• QRCANCEL - Cancel an executing Q&R Query on a JES3 system
• QRDFLT1 - Default template for execute Q&R Queries
• QRMETA - Generates the meta database used by Q&R Query
• TMPLTJOB - Copies the templates to the template data set

At the database unit level, the JCLGENA/JCLGENB and JCLGENC through JCLGENG jobs provide JCL generation
processing as described in the tables that follow.

The consolidated UNITGEN process combines the JCL generation processing of the JCLGENB, JCLGENC, and
JCLGEND jobs, with the COPYLIBU, ALLPGEN, CYCLEGEN, and GDGSGEN jobs. The UNITGEN job generates (and
optionally submits) the UNITGEN1 job to perform the consolidated generation processing for a unit database. For more
information about the UNITGEN process, see Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

JCLGENA and JCLGENB Generated Job Outputs

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by Jobs JCLGENA and/or JCLGENB For Data Base Unit Installation Jobs - part
1
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• x - cccCHECK - Data Base Definition Check Job for Component
• x - cccGDGGN - Generation Data Group Generation for Component
• x - cccEVA - Exception Evaluation Analysis for Component
• x - cccPGEN - Parameter Generation Job for Component
• x - ACTDAY1R - ACT Daily Audit Tape Recovery Job
• x - ACTINITA - ACT DAY1 Audit Tape Initialization Job
• x - ACTLGRSP - ACT Monthly Ledger Prorating Job
• x - ACTJU - ISPF/DM Table Update Utility Job
• x - ACTRTSIM - ACT Rate Simulation of Charges Job
• ALLPGEN - Parameter Generation Job for All Components
• x - AUDITRPT - ACT Component Audit Report Job
• x - BGTCNTL - ACT Component Budget Job
• x - CICALONE - CICS Standalone Processing Program
• x - CICCDCPT - CICS Data Dictionary Print Program
• x - CICILIST - CICS Input Data List Program
• CKPTINIT - Checkpoint File Initialization Job
• COPYLIBU - Job to Tailor MICS Lib's for a New DB Unit
• CYCLEGEN - Data Base SAS MACRO Generator Job
• DBHDELET - Job to do Deletes for Database Health Utility
• x - FINRPTU - ACT Component Financial Report Job
• x - IMSASM - Job to Reassemble IMSLOGUT
• x - INVOICEU - ACT Component Invoice Job
• JCLGENB - JCLGEN of Unit Installation Jobs - Part 1
• JCLGENC - JCLGEN of Jobs Affected by Data Base Split
• JCLGEND - JCLGEN of Operational Jobs
• JCLGENE - JCLGEN of Jobs Affected by Split After Install
• JCLGENF - JCLGEN of Data Base Backload/Special Jobs
• JCLGENU - JCLGEN of User Defined Jobs
• x - MAGRUN - ACT MICS Algorithm Generator Job
• PROCJOB2 - Job to Move Operational Procs to PROCLIB
• x - PRORATEU - Unit Level Prorate Format Generation Job
• x - RATERPT - Unit Level Rate Report Job
• x - RMFRPTS - RMF Post Processor Report Job
• RSTATUS - Run Status Report Job
• x - SNTRPTSD - SNA Network Daily Tabular Reports
• x - SNTRPTSM - SNA Network Mnthly Tabular Reports
• UNITGEN - JCLGEN of UNITGEN1 Job
• USERFMTU - Update Unit-Level User-Defined SAS Formats

Note: Column 1 in JCLGENA and JCLGENB Generated Job Outputs indicates those jobs which are only generated by
JCLGENA and JCLGENB if their Component is defined in the COMPONENTS statement in the JCLDEF PARMS member.

JCLGENC-G Generated Outputs

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGENC for Database Unit Installation Jobs - part 2
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• ALLOCATE - Database Unit Allocation Job
• GDGSGEN - Job to Establish Generation Data Groups
• PROCJOB3 - Job to Move PROCs to PROCLIB
• cccIUALC - ccc Product Incremental Update Allocation Job
• cccIUGDG - ccc Product Job to Establish Optional Incremental Update Tape Data Groups

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by job JCLGEND for Database Unit Operational Jobs

• AUDIT - Optional Stand-Alone Archive Audit Job
• BACKUP - Database Backup Job
• BACKUPM - Monthly Database Backup Job
• DAILY - Standard Daily Update and Reporting Job
• DAILYRPT - Special Daily Reporting Job
• DAYSMFR - Daily DAYSMF Work File Recovery
• DBSIZE - Database Space Estimator Job
• EXCFULL - Full List of Exception Occurrences
• HISTM - Optional Monthly Archive History Job
• HISTW - Optional Weekly Archive History Job
• INCRccc - ccc Product Incremental Update Job
• IUDBINIT - Incremental Update Database Initialization Job
• MONTHACT - Special Accounting Dates Monthly Update Job
• MONTHLY - Standard Monthly Update and Reporting Job
• MONTHRPT - Standard Monthly Reporting Job
• RESTORE - Database Restore Job
• RSTRTLIB - sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB Restore Job
• RSTRTBLS - sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES Restore Job
• SCHEDULE - Job Scheduling Facility Job
• SPLITSMF - Incremental Update DAYSMF Processing Job
• WEEKLY - Standard Weekly Update and Reporting Job
• WEEKRPT - Standard Weekly Reporting Job
• YEARACT - Special Accounting Dates Yearly Update Job
• YEARLY - Standard Yearly Update and Reporting Job

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGENE for Jobs Affected by a DB Split after Install

• ALLOCATE - Database Unit Allocation Job
• BACKUP - Database Backup Job
• BACKUPM - Monthly Database Backup Job
• GDGSGEN - Job to Establish Generation Data Groups
• MONTHLY - Standard Monthly Update and Reporting Job
• PROCJOB3 - Job to Move PROCs to PROCLIB
• RESTORE - Database Restore Job

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGENF for SPECIAL Database Unit Installation Jobs
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• ALLOCATE - Special Database Allocation Job
• ALLPGEN - Job to Generate Special Database Components
• CKPTINIT - Special Database Checkpoint Init Job
• COPYLIBU - Job to Tailor MICS Libraries for a New DB Unit
• CYCLEGEN - Special Database Cycles Generation job
• GDGSGEN - Special Database GDG Job
• JCLGENG - JCLGEN Job for Special DB Operational Jobs
• KILL - Special Database Deletion Job
• PROCJOB2 - Special Database Job to Move PROCs
• PROCJOB3 - Special Database Job to Move PROCs
• SELFILES - Special Database Job to Select Files

Jobs: Added to prefix.MICS.CNTL by Job JCLGENG for SPECIAL Database Unit Operational Jobs

• AUDIT - Optional Stand-Alone Archive Audit Job
• BACKUP - Special Database Backup Job
• DAILY - Special Database Daily Job
• INCRccc - Special Database ccc Product Incremental Update Job
• IUDBINIT - Special Database Incremental Update Initialization Job
• MONTHLY - Special Database Monthly Job
• RESTORE - Special Database Restore Job
• SPLITSMF - Special Database Incremental Update DAYSMF Processing Job
• WEEKLY - Special Database Weekly Job
• YEARLY - Special Database Yearly Job

Standard JCLGEN Parameters
Because installation standards and practices in the area of Job Control Language (JCL) and TSO Command (CLIST)
language vary widely, MICS provides a facility for tailoring the JCL and CLISTs it uses.

Though experience has shown, that the parameters supported in the members of MICS.PARMS discussed in the
following sections provide sufficient flexibility for almost all MICS users. If you cannot meet your requirements using
these members, more flexible (and complex) support exists and is documented in JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements include:

• A data volume so great that certain database data sets are split into multiple OS data sets to supply the required
DASD space. For example, MICS.DETAIL

• When you want to insert certain the DD statements into the MICS database inquiry procedures For example //
SYSUDUMP.

• When you want to change the time and lines limits for certain MICS jobs.
• Data set naming standards different from MICS naming standards. For example, if you had to name

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE sharedprefix.MICS.PROGRAMS.
• When you want to have all JCL control for multiple MICS databases that are centralized in one library

(MICS.PROTOLIB) rather than being distributed across many (MICS.PARMS).
• Any other modification which cannot be accomplished through the standard JCLGEN parameters that are detailed

here.

The JCLGEN parameters exist in members in the MICS parameter library (MICS.PARMS). Complete these parameters
before executing the MICS JCL generation process. JCLGEN parameters fall into three categories:
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• The JCLDEF member is by far the most complex containing all the standard JCLGEN parameter statements. This
parameter must be coded.

• The USERJCL member is used to supply a JOB statement (optional) and any JES control statements that must come
after the JOB statement (required), for jobs to run in your shop. This parameter must be coded.

• The INPUTccc members supply the DD statements to be used to read the raw measurement data. For more
information about these optional members, see data integration in the Product Analyzers.

The following sections describe how to complete these parameters:

• JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
• Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)
• Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)

JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)

To direct the JCLGEN process, specify a few required parameters and optional ones in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The JCLGEN process generates CLISTs, MACROs, JCL procedures, and job streams that are tailored for your processing
environment. This member contains one statement for each parameter defined. The format of the statements is free-
form but positional. Keywords cannot be abbreviated. Any line that starts with an asterisk is considered a comment. Only
parameters that contain embedded or trailing blanks require beginning and ending single quotes. (When in doubt, add
quotes.) A sample member is illustrated and the JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 1 through 6) is illustrated.

Use the JCLDEF member in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that is shipped with the MICS system as a starting point for
specifying your options. These options are described in the following sections:

• Database Unit Control Definitions
• Database Unit Library Definitions
• Database Unit Execution Option Definitions
• Database Unit JCL Definitions
• Database Unit Tape Specifications
• Database Unit Extended JOB Statement Definitions
• Database Unit User-Defined Symbols
• JCLGEN Parameter Sharing Facility

Note: When possible, the default value is used as an example. If you are satisfied with the value, you do not need to
uncomment or change it. The uncommented statements are either required, do not have a default value, or are changed
in the example. Many of the parameters' values defined in this member are available as internal JCLGEN variables. For
more information, see Generation Control Language Variables.

Sample JCLDEF Member

 *

 * SAMPLE PREFIX.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

 *

 * THE COMPLEXPARMS PARAMETER CONTROLS SELECTED DEFAULT UNIT

 * PARAMETER VALUES

 *

 *  COMPLEXPARMS YES - PARAMETERS DEFAULT TO COMPLEX-LEVEL

 *                     VALUE

 *  COMPLEXPARMS NO  - PARAMETERS REQUIRED AT UNIT LEVEL

 *

  COMPLEXPARMS   YES

 *

 *     CONTROL DEFINITIONS
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 *

  DATABASE       CPMPROD      P   PRIMARY

  COMPONENTS     RMF SMF TSO CIC IDM SNT IMS DB2 SRL VMC

  COMPONENTS     VCA ACT CAP MQS WEB AST TDM AUM

  SMFRECORDING   CIC IDM SNT VCA

  PREFIX         HLQ.FOR.UNIT   MICSLEVEL

  TAPEPREFIX     HLQ.UNIT.TAPES MICSLEVEL

 *

 *

 *   COMPLEXPARMS YES/NO APPLIES TO THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS

 *     UN-COMMENT THE PARAMETER TO OVERRIDE THE COMPLEX-LEVEL

 *     DEFAULT SPECIFICATION

 *

 *     EXECUTION OPTION DEFINITIONS

 *

  DAYSMF         FILES TEMPORARY

 *DAYSMF         EXCLUDE DB2

  RESTORE        BACKUP NO

 *SMFDIRECTOR    DB2

 *

 *     JCL DEFINITIONS

 *

 *WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 *WORKUNIT       SYSDA

 *WORKSMSPARMS   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 *

 *     TAPE SPECIFICATIONS

 *

 *

 *DETAILTAPEPARM

 *

 *     EXTENDED JOB STATEMENT DEFINITIONS

 *

 *PROG          'MICS ADMIN'

 *

Installation Preparation Worksheet

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 1 of 6)
                      

       

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 1)     |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference Sections: 2.3.3.2.1        |

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

   Control Definitions       | COMPLEXPARMS _____                   (YES or NO)                         |

                             |*DATABASE   ________   _  ________                                        |

                             |*COMPONENTS ____ ____ ____ ____ ____  (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on.)         |

                             |*SMFRECORDING    ____ ____ ____       (AST,CIC,IDM,IMS,HSM,SNT,VCA,WEB)   |

                             |*PREFIX       _______________         (MICSLEVEL or NOMICSLEVEL)          |

                             |*TAPEPREFIX   _______________         (MICSLEVEL or NOMICSLEVEL)          |
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                             |                                                                          |

   Library Definitions       | PROCLIB     '____________________________________________'               |

                             | SORTLIB     '____________________________________________'               |

                             | STEPLIB1    '____________________________________________'  (optional)   |

                             | STEPLIB2    '____________________________________________'  (optional)   |

                             |*TSMLINK     '____________________________________________'               |

                             |*TSMPARMS    '____________________________________________'               |

                             | USEROBJLIB  '____________________________________________'  (optional)   |

                             |                                                                          |

   Execution Option          | ARCHIVE     AUDIT  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

     Definitions             | ARCHIVE     HISTM  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

                             | ARCHIVE     HISTW  ___ ____ ____________ (YES/NO STEP/JOB AUTOSUBMIT)    |

                             | BACKUP      FREQ   ________  (DAILY, BI-DAILY, or WEEKLY)                |

                             | DAYSMF      OFF                                                          |

                             | DAYSMF      FILES  _________ (TEMPORARY or PERMANENT)                    |

                             | DAYSMF      EXCLUDE ___ ___ ___ ___ (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on.)          |

                             |*SMFDIRECTOR ___ ___ ___ ___  (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on.)                 |

                             |*EXCLUDESTEP _______ ___      (TIMESPAN STEPNUMBER)                       |

                             | MONTHLY     BACKUP ___       (YES or NO)                                 |

                             | RESTORE     BACKUP ___       (YES or NO)                                 |

                             |                                                                          |

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

        

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 2 of 6)
                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 2)     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCL Definitions           | AUTOSUBMIT    ___         (YES or NO)                                    |

                          | COLIBSPACE    ___ ___ ___ (CYL or TRK, primary, secondary)               |

                          | DASDUNIT      ________    (generic name)                                 |

                          | DASDSMSPARMS  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | DIRSTATS      ___         (YES or NO)                                    |

                          | DYNAMWAIT     ____        (# minutes to wait for unavailable data sets)  |

                          | INTRDRCLASS   ___         (default A)                                    |

                          | LOGS          __________  (SYSOUT class parameters - class,program,form) |

                          | MICSDMDELIM   _           (default ~)                                    |

                          | MICSLOG       __________  (SYSOUT class parameters - class,program,form) |

                          | RENUMBER      ___         (YES or NO)                                    |

                          | REPORTS       __________  (SYSOUT class parameters - class,program,form) |

                          | SORTCYL       ___         (up to 999 cylinders)                          |

                          | SORTUNIT      ________    (generic name)                                 |

                          | SORTSMSPARMS  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | SORTUTILITY   ________    (sort product)                                 |

                          | SORTWKNO      ________    (number of sort work data sets - 0 through 99) |

                          | STEPCPULIMIT  ___         (YES or NO)                                    |

                          | UOLIBSPACE    ___ ___ ___ (CYL or TRK, primary, secondary)               |

                          | WORKSPACE     ___ ___ ___ (CYL or TRK, primary, secondary)               |

                          | WORKUNIT      ________    (generic name)                                 |

                          | WORKVOLSER    ______      (volume name)                                  |

                          | WORKSMSPARMS  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |
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                          |                                                                          |

Tape Specifications       | TAPEPARM                  (one or more TAPEPARM parameters)              |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | TAPESMSPARM   ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | ACCTDTAPEPARM ________    (Accounting parameters)                        |

                          | ACCTDTAPESMSPARM _____    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | ACCTDAY1PARM  ________    (Accounting parameters)                        |

                          | ACCTDAY1SMSPARM  _____    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | ACCTDAY2PARM  ________    (Accounting parameters)                        |

                          | ACCTDAY2SMSPARM  _____    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          | ACCTMTAPEPARM ________    (Accounting parameters)                        |

                          | ACCTMTAPESMSPARM _____    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 3 of 6)
                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 3)     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Tape Specifications cont. | AUDITPARM                 (one or more Archive Audit Parameters          |

                          |           GDG=__          (default 53)                                   |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |         RETPD=____        (dddd -- tape retention period)                |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | AUDITSMSPARM  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          |                                                                          |

                          |  BKUPPARM                 (one or more Backup Tape Parameters            |

                          |           GDG=__          (default 10)                                   |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |
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                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |         RETPD=____        (dddd -- tape retention period)                |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          |  BKUPSMSPARM  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          |                                                                          |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 4 of 6)
                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 3)     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Tape Specifications cont. | HISTMPARM                 (one or more Archive Monthly History Parameters|

                          |           GDG=__          (default 5)                                    |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |         RETPD=____        (dddd -- tape retention period)                |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | HISTMSMSPARM  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          |                                                                          |

                          | HISTWPARM                 (one or more Archive Weekly History Parameters |

                          |           GDG=__          (default 7)                                    |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |         RETPD=____        (dddd -- tape retention period)                |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |
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                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | HISTWSMSPARM  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          |                                                                          |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 5 of 6)
                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 3)     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Tape Specifications cont. | MBKUPPARM                 (one or more Monthly Backup Tape Parameters    |

                          |           GDG=__          (default 6)                                    |

                          |          UNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |         EXPDT=_______     (YYDDD or YYYY/DDD)                            |

                          |         RETPD=____        (dddd -- tape retention period)                |

                          |       NOEXPDT             (omit both EXPDT= and RETPD= from DD stmts.)   |

                          |        NOCOMP vs. COMP    (no tape data compaction -- IDRC=NOCOMP        |

                          |                            tape data compaction -- IDRC=COMP)            |

                          |       NOSTACK vs. STACK   (non-stacked tapes = 1 file per tape volume;   |

                          |                            default STACK = multiple files per tape vol. )|

                          |         NOAFF vs. AFF     (no UNIT=AFF on DD stmts. = 1 unit per file    |

                          |                            default AFF = specify UNIT=AFF on DD stmts.)  |

                          |      VOLCOUNT=___         (default 5)                                    |

                          |      NULLUNIT=________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |       NULLSER=______      (dummy volume serial number)                   |

                          |         MODEL='____________________________________________'             |

                          | MBKUPSMSPARM  ________    (SMS data set allocation parameters)           |

                          |                                                                          |

                          | ACCTDGDG      __          (default 12)                                   |

                          | AUDITGDG      __          (default 53)                                   |

                          | BCKUPGDG      __          (default 10)                                   |

                          | DENSITY       _           (3 for 1600 bpi 4 for 6250 bpi or 3480)        |

                          | VCATNAME      ______      (VSAM catalog name or SYSTEM)                  |

                          | VCATOWNER     ______      (catalog owner)                                |

                          | VCATPASSWORD  ________    (update level or higher)                       |

                          | VCATSER       ______      (volume serial)                                |

                          | VCATUNIT      ________    (generic name)                                 |

                          |*SYSTEMMODEL  '____________________________________________'              |

                          | TMS           ______      (tape management system, YES/name/NONE/LOCAL)  |

                          |                                                                          |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCL Options Definitions Worksheet (Part 6 of 6)
                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: JCL Options Definitions (Part 3)     |

                          | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Extended JOB Statement    | ACCT         '____________________________________________'              |
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Definitions               | CLASS         _________  (job class)                                     |

                          | GROUP         ________   (RACF GROUP)                                    |

                          |*JCLLIB        ___        (YES or NO)                                     |

                          | JOBNAME       ________                                                   |

                          | JOB7380       ________                                                   |

                          | MSGCLASS      _          (SYSOUT class)                                  |

                          | MSGLEVEL      ______     (Default 2,1)                                   |

                          | NOTIFY        _______    (userid or &SYSUID)                             |

                          | PASSWORD      ________   (RACF PASSWORD)                                 |

                          | PERFORM       __         (job performance group, 1 through 255)          |

                          | PROG         '____________________'                                      |

                          | PRTY          __         (job priority, 1 through 15)                    |

                          | REGION        ____       (nnnn -number of K bytes, nnnnK, or nnnM)       |

                          | USER          _______    (RACF USER)                                     |

                          |                                                                          |

User-Defined Symbols      | USERDEF       USR_____  _______________________________________________  |

                          |                                                                          |

                          +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                 Parameters marks with a * are eligible for parameter sharing

Database Unit Control Definitions

The control definitions define:

• The MICS products that are used
• The database name
• The products that take their input from SMF. SMF is an optional data source.
• The data set names, that is qualifiers or prefixes that are used for data set naming and cataloging.

COMPLEXPARMS

(Optional) Controls the parameter sharing status. 'YES' indicates that parameter sharing is active; 'NO' deactivates
parameter sharing. If used, this parameter must be the first statement in JCLDEFC.

For more information about JCLGEN Parameter Sharing, see JCLGEN Parameter Sharing.

DATABASE

A DATABASE statement must be provided. The first parameter is the database name, a one through eight character name
that is used to identify the database during generation. The name begins with an alphabetic character and cannot contain
any special values or embedded blanks.

The second parameter, following the database name, is a one-character JCL procedure identifier that is named the
Database Identifier. Valid values are A-Z and 0-9. This identifier must be specified; a blank is not a valid identifier.

Note: Use numeric database identifiers (0-9) until you have exhausted all possible alphabetic identifiers (A-Z). Due to
syntax restrictions on ddnames and SAS names, special constructs are required for numeric units. For example, MICF
allocates the A unit DAYS timespan with the ddname ADAYS and for the Hardware Information Area, references this
ddname by the &AHARD macro variable. However, for the 5 unit, the ddname and macro variable are N5DAYS and
&_5HARD.

The identifier is appended to the names of the following JCL procedures that are created by JCLGEN:

MICSDB
Access database DISP=OLD
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MICSDU
Batch TSO Execution

MICSNDB
Invoke SAS without database allocation.

MICSSHR
Access database DISP=SHR

When it is necessary to have different JCL procedures for each MICS database unit at an installation. To prevent
two databases from using the same procedure identifier, a table of previously used identifiers is maintained in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE). This table is checked to see whether the identifier specified has been used with
a different PREFIX statement. If the identifier has been previously used with a different PREFIX statement, JCLGEN
processing is immediately terminated.
Since the DBTABLE is in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, the duplicate procedure protection extends only to MICS unit
databases in a complex. The MICS System Administrator is responsible to ensure the uniqueness of the procedure
identifier, when multiple databases do not share shareprefix.MICS.GENLIB library. For techniques on using alternate
procedure names for multiple complexes sharing a single PROCLIB, see MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES).
The third keyword parameter on the DATABASE statement is the database type. The possible values are PRIMARY,
UNIT, SPECIAL, or TEST. For preliminary testing purposes, a TEST database unit can be installed without defining a
PRIMARY database unit. However, the first production database unit that is installed in a database complex should have
PRIMARY specified. Only the PRIMARY database backs up the complex level data libraries. Other database units can
then be designated as UNIT, SPECIAL, or TEST.
Information from TEST database units is not included in MICS Accounting and Chargeback processing if at least one
UNIT or PRIMARY unit in the complex contains MICS Accounting and Chargeback. TEST units are also treated differently
by JCLGEN. SPECIAL databases are temporary databases for special studies or other uses.

COMPONENTS

One or more COMPONENTS statements must be provided to specify which MICS products should be included in the
MICS unit. The parameters for component identification are the standard three character product identifiers.

Products that do not have processing activity at the database unit level (that is, no step in the DAILY job), can be specified
but they are ignored in JCLGEN processing.PER and STG are examples of such products.

All components are optional, but at least one must be selected. Note the following special considerations:

• BAS (MICS Platform) is not specified on the COMPONENTS statement, but is automatically included in every
database unit.

• The ACT identifier for MICS Accounting and Chargeback may not be specified in a SPECIAL database unit.
• If you want to include sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY in the PRIMARY unit database BACKUP process, you can specify

the CAP component on the COMPONENTS statement in the PRIMARY database unit. Otherwise, there is NO need to
specify the CAP component on any COMPONENTS statement. Note, CAP is only valid when the third keyword of the
DATABASE statement is PRIMARY (indicating the PRIMARY unit).

No processing support is included in the generated system for products that are not specified in the COMPONENTS
statement.

SMFRECORDING

Many MICS products that take input from external non-SMF log files also support the standard SMF data set as an
optional data source. If your site uses SMF data rather than or in addition to external non-SMF log data, code one or more
SMFRECORDING statements in the JCLDEF member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set. Valid values include AST,
CICS, HSM, IDM, SNT, and VCA. For more information about products that can use SMFRECORDING, see each Product
Analyzers.
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If more than one MICS product that takes input from SMF is specified on the COMPONENTS statement, a job step that
is named DAYSMF is generated as the second step of the DAILY job. DAYSMF splits the SMF input file (defined by
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)) into multiple work files. One file for each MICS product which takes its input from SMF.
The ddname of INPUTSMF is used to address the work file in DAILY job steps for products that input such work files.

If only one MICS product uses SMF input, JCLGEN does not create a DAYSMF step to split the SMF input file. Rather, the
SMF file that is defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) goes directly into the DAILY job step for that one product. This
action improves MICS performance.

If you are using the optional incremental update facility, you can select to execute a stand-alone version of the DAYSMF
step (the SPLITSMF job) to pre-select input data for your INCRccc jobs. The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates
and populates a data set for each MICS product which takes its input from SMF and which has been marked with the
INCRSPLIT USE option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). The ddname of INPUTSMF is used to address the input file in
the INCRccc jobs.

If CICS is specified on the SMFRECORDING statement, a DD statement for ddname INPUTSMF is generated by
JCLGEN according to the preceding rules. The DAY040 step can also take input from non-SMF files that are defined
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) even when SMF input is used. This action depends on the parameters that are
specified on the CICOPTS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). If CICS is not specified on the SMFRECORDING
statement, then the only input available to the CICS (DAY040) step in the MICS DAILY update job is that supplied by DD
statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC). The ddnames must also be identified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

If IMS is specified on the SMFRECORDING statement, a DD statement for ddname INPUTSMF is generated
by JCLGEN according to the above rules. The DAY060 step will also take input from non-SMF files defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS) even when SMF input is used. If IMS is not specified on the SMFRECORDING
statement, the only input available to the IMS (DAY060) step in the MICS DAILY update job will be supplied by DD
statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS). (The ddnames must also be identified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)).

If VCA is specified on the SMFRECORDING statement, a DD statement for ddname INPUTSMF is generated by
JCLGEN according to the preceding rules. The DAY090 step can also take input from non-SMF files that are defined
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA) even when SMF input is also used. All input for the VCA Analyzer is taken from
the INPUTSMF DD statement. If SMF and non-SMF data are mixed, the INPUTVCA member must contain only the
DD statements to be concatenated to the INPUTSMF DD statement made by JCLGEN. If VCA is not specified on the
SMFRECORDING statement, the only input available to the DAY090 step in the MICS DAILY update job is that supplied
by DD statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA). This DD statement must define the ddname INPUTSMF.

Note: In the appropriate Product Analyzer, see the section on planning, installation definitions, or parameters.

PREFIX

(Required) The PREFIX statement is used to identify the data sets associated with a MICS database unit.
Since there can be more than one MICS database at your site, the prefix must be unique and cannot have
the same value as the SHAREDPREFIX. A table of prefixes and the value of sharedprefix is maintained in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE). A prefix can consist of more than one node (qualifier), but cannot exceed 14
characters in length.

The prefix is used to complete the data set names for the following data sets:
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• prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
• prefix.MICS.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS1
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS2
• prefix.MICS.MODEL
• prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
• prefix.MICS.PARMS
• prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
• prefix.MICS.SPECIAL.SOURCE
• prefix.MICS.DETAIL
• prefix.MICS.DAYS
• prefix.MICS.WEEKS
• prefix.MICS.MONTHS
• prefix.MICS.YEARS

Extra qualifiers (MICS) are added behind your prefix value unless you specify the optional NOMICSLEVEL parameter
following your prefix value. For more information, see Generation of MICS Data Set Names.

TAPEPREFIX

(Optional) The TAPEPREFIX statement is used to identify unique tape data sets created by MICS. The prefix can consist
of more than one node (qualifier), but cannot exceed 14 characters in length. If this statement is not specified or left blank,
the tape data sets have the same prefix that is defined on the PREFIX statement.

Note: Many (GDG) data sets are cataloged under this index. If the prefix is a TSO user ID, it can impair that user's use of
the LISTCAT command due to the voluminous output.

The TAPEPREFIX statement is used to form the name of the following MICS data sets:

• tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.tttttt.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.CHECKPT.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTW.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.MBACKUP.tttttt.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.MBACKUP.CHECKPT.GggggV00

Note: In the list above, iiifff represents a MICS file name and tttttt is a time-span or can be SCREENS, TABLES,
CAPACITY, or ISPTLIB.

Generation of MICS Data Set Names

You can specify whether ".MICS." follows the sharedprefix, prefix, and tapeprefix levels when data set names are
generated. If you want ".MICS." appended to any of these prefixes, specify the keyword "MICSLEVEL.". If you do not want
".MICS." appended to any of these prefixes, specify the keyword "NOMICSLEVEL." Place the keyword "MICSLEVEL"
or "NOMICSLEVEL" after, but on the same line as, the definition of SHAREDPREFIX, PREFIX, or TAPEPREFIX. When
"NOMICSLEVEL" is specified, the prefix length limit increases from 14 to 19. If no keyword is specified, the default
MICSLEVEL is used so that ".MICS." follows the prefix. NOMICSLEVEL Data Set Name Formation shows the resultant
data set names that are formed when MICSLEVEL and NOMICSLEVEL are specified with the three prefixes.
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NOMICSLEVEL Data Set Name Formation

JCLDEF Keyword Value Data Set Names Formed
SHAREDPREFIX EYCS MICSLEVEL EYCS.MICS.SOURCE
PREFIX EYPMICSLEVEL EYP.MICS.CNTL
TAPEPREFIX EYCT MICSLEVEL EYCT.MICS.BACKUP.DAYS
SHAREDPREFIX EYCS NOMICSLEVEL EYCS.SOURCE
PREFIX EYPNOMICSLEVEL EYP.CNTL
TAPEPREFIX EYCT NOMICSLEVEL EYCT.BACKUP.DAYS
SHAREDPREFIX EYCS EYCS.MICS.SOURCE
PREFIX EYP.TEST.MICS4 NOMICSLEVEL EYP.TEST.MICS4.CNTL
TAPEPREFIX EYCT.DAILY NOMICSLEVEL EYCT.DAILY.BACKUP.DAYS

A more comprehensive control over MICS data set names is available. For more information about MICS data set names,
see MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES).

Database Unit Library Definitions

The following parameter statements are identical in purpose to those found in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC),
described in Database Complex Library Definitions.

• ISPLLIB1-2
• ISPMLIB1-2
• ISPTLIB1-2
• OBJACCESS
• OBJWAIT
• PROCLIB
• SORTLIB
• STEPLIB1-2
• USEROBJLIB

TSMLINK

For TSO/MON PM users running Release 5, the TSMLINK statement specifies a fully qualified name of the TSO/MON
PM load library. MICS loads the TSO/MON PM parameter parsing module from this library. If the MICS Analyzer for TSO
is not installed in this unit or if the TSO/MON PM load modules are contained in the system LPA or LINKLIST libraries,
comment out this statement.

For TSO/MON PM users running Release 6, do not code the TSMLINK statement.

TSMPARMS

For TSO/MON PM users running Release 5, the TSMPARMS statement specifies a fully qualified name of the TSO/MON
PM parameter library containing your current commands table. MICS calls a TSO/MON PM program that reads your
command table which is used to translate TSO/MON PM's two-character command abbreviations back into the full-length
real names of the TSO commands. If the MICS Analyzer for TSO is not installed in this unit, comment out this statement.

For TSO/MON PM users running Release 6, do not code the TSMPARMS statement.
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Database Unit Execution Option Definitions

The execution options parameter statements enable you to:

• Select database archive options
• Select the method for file storage of work files that are used in the daily MICS job
• Define the frequency of database backup.

These options must be specified before the MICS system is generated. If they are changed, part of the generation
process must be repeated before the change takes effect. More execution options that can be changed without running
any of the MICS generation processes are available. These parameters are discussed in Dynamic Execution Options
(EXECDEF).

The database archive options include Audit Data, Weekly History Data, and Monthly History Data. Each archive option
must be specified as either YES (activate and use) or NO (do not implement). Optional parameters let you execute
archive processing as part of the standard WEEKLY and MONTHLY jobs or in stand-alone jobs that can execute in
parallel with reporting and end-user inquiry processing. For more information about audit archiving and history archiving,
see The MICS Audit Archive Tape and The MICS History Archive Tapes respectively.

ARCHIVE AUDIT

To activate the Archive Audit, specify either YES or NO. If you specify YES, then further control over the amount of data
available in the Archive Audit files is available through the AUDITGDG parameter that is described here and parameters
you specify in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). The default is YES.

Specify YES and you can also specify either STEP or JOB in the optional third positional parameter. Specify STEP
includes the Archive Audit processing in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY operational job, Specify STEP or also allows
offloading the Archive Audit processing to the stand-alone AUDIT operational job. STEP is the default.

The JOB option reduces WEEKLY operational job execution time and increase database availability by moving the
Archive Audit processing to the stand-alone AUDIT job. This job allocates the MICS database files DISP=SHR and thus
can execute concurrently with reporting, end-user inquiry, and other read-only processing. This process must complete
before the next DAILY operational job is allowed to execute. If AUDIT has not completed, then the DAILY job DAYALL step
abends with messages reporting that AUDIT must complete before executing DAILY.

Note: The STEP/JOB parameter is ignored when you specify NO.

In the optional fourth positional parameter, you can specify AUTOSUBMIT or NOAUTOSUBMIT. AUTOSUBMIT indicates
whether the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY operational job does automatically write the AUDIT job to the internal
reader. NOAUTOSUBMIT submits the AUDIT job externally, per your data center's production job scheduling facilities.
NOAUTOSUBMIT is the default.

• If your data center standards allow job submission through the internal reader, specifying AUTOSUBMIT ensures that
the AUDIT job is submitted for execution at the proper time. Remember that the AUDIT job must complete before the
next DAILY operational job can execute.

• If you specify NOAUTOSUBMIT (or take the default) ensure that the AUDIT job is submitted for execution after the
WEEKLY job completes.

• The AUTOSUBMIT/NOAUTOSUBMIT parameter is ignored when you specify NO (no Archive Audit processing) in the
second positional parameter, or if you specify STEP in the third positional parameter (perform Archive Audit processing
in the WEEK300 step).

The following example ARCHIVE specification activates Archive Audit processing and specifies that the WEEKLY job's
WEEK300 step automatically submit the stand-alone AUDIT operational job to perform Archive Audit processing.

ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT
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ARCHIVE HISTW

To activate the Archive Weekly History, specify either YES or NO. When YES is specified, further control over the contents
of this file is available through parameters you specify in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). The default is NO.

Specify YES and you can also specify either STEP or JOB in the optional third positional parameter. Specify STEP
includes the Archive Weekly History processing in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY operational job. Specify STEP also
allows offloading the Archive Weekly History processing to the stand-alone HISTW operational job. STEP is the default.

The JOB option reduces WEEKLY operational job execution time and increase database availability by moving the
Archive Weekly History processing to the stand-alone HISTW job. This job allocates the MICS database files DISP=SHR
and thus can execute concurrently with reporting, end-user inquiry, and other read-only processing. This process must
complete before the next WEEKLY operational job is allowed to execute. If HISTW has not completed, then the WEEKLY
job abends with messages reporting that HISTW must complete before executing WEEKLY.

Note: The STEP/JOB parameter is ignored when you specify NO.

In the optional fourth positional parameter, you can specify AUTOSUBMIT or NOAUTOSUBMIT. AUTOSUBMIT indicates
whether the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY operational job does automatically write the HISTW job to the internal
reader. NOAUTOSUBMIT submits the HISTW job externally, per your data center's production job scheduling facilities.
NOAUTOSUBMIT is the default.

• If your data center standards allow job submission through the internal reader, specifying AUTOSUBMIT ensures that
the HISTW job is submitted for execution at the proper time. Remember that the HISTW job must complete before the
next WEEKLY operational job can execute.

• If you specify NOAUTOSUBMIT (or take the default) ensure that the HISTW job is submitted for execution after the
WEEKLY job completes.

• The AUTOSUBMIT/NOAUTOSUBMIT parameter is ignored when you specify NO (no Archive Weekly History
processing) in the second positional parameter, or if you specify STEP in the third positional parameter (perform
Archive Weekly History processing in the WEEK300 step).

The following example ARCHIVE specification activates Archive Weekly History processing and specifies that the
WEEKLY job's WEEK300 step automatically submit the stand-alone HISTW operational job to perform Archive Weekly
History processing.

ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

ARCHIVE HISTM

To activate the Archive Monthly History, specify either YES or NO. When YES is specified, further control over the
contents of this file is available through parameters you specify in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). The default is YES.

Specify YES and you can also specify either STEP or JOB in the optional third positional parameter. Specify STEP
includes the Archive Monthly History processing in the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY operational job. Specify STEP
also allows offloading the Archive Monthly History processing to the stand-alone HISTM operational job. STEP is the
default.

The JOB option reduces MONTHLY operational job execution time and increase database availability by moving the
Archive Monthly History processing to the stand-alone HISTM job. This job allocates the MICS database files DISP=SHR
and thus can execute concurrently with reporting, end-user inquiry, and other read-only processing. This process
must complete before the next MONTHLY operational job is allowed to execute. If HISTM has not completed, then the
MONTHLY job abends with messages reporting that HISTM must complete before executing MONTHLY.

Note: The STEP/JOB parameter is ignored when you specify NO.

In the optional fourth positional parameter, you can specify AUTOSUBMIT or NOAUTOSUBMIT. AUTOSUBMIT indicates
whether the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY operational job does automatically write the HISTM job to the internal
reader. NOAUTOSUBMIT submits the HISTW job externally, per your data center's production job scheduling facilities.
NOAUTOSUBMIT is the default.
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• If your data center standards allow job submission through the internal reader, specifying AUTOSUBMIT ensures that
the HISTM job is submitted for execution at the proper time. Remember that the HISTM job must complete before the
next MONTHLY operational job can execute.

• If you specify NOAUTOSUBMIT (or take the default), ensure that the HISTM job is submitted for execution after the
MONTHLY job completes.

• The AUTOSUBMIT/NOAUTOSUBMIT parameter is ignored when you specify NO (no Archive Monthly History
processing) in the second positional parameter, or if you specify STEP in the third positional parameter (perform
Archive Monthly History processing in the MONTH300 step).

The following example ARCHIVE specification activates Archive Monthly History processing and specifies that the
MONTHLY job's MONTH300 step automatically submit the stand-alone HISTM operational job to perform Archive Monthly
History processing.

ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

BACKUP FREQ

This parameter tells MICS how often to back up the entire online database. SCHEDULE job or the SCHEDULE command
of the Operational Status and Tracking facility executes this parameter. Your options are DAILY, BI-DAILY (every other
day, which is really every other MICS update run), and WEEKLY. The default is DAILY.

Note: We recommend BI-DAILY. The trade-off is between processing time to do the backups and processing time to do
recovery if the database is destroyed. The more recent the backup, the less raw measurement data you have to reprocess
to get back up-to-date.

DAYSMF FILES

It is possible for the MICS DAILY update job to abend for reasons other than program errors (for example, a tape I/O
error). MICS supports a comprehensive restart facility should this occur. The intermediate files written by the DAYSMF
step must not be scratched to restart the DAILY job. If you specify PERMANENT on this statement, these files are always
available and there is no danger of your local disk space manager scratching them before you can restart the job. If you
specify TEMPORARY, these files are allocated at the beginning of the MICS DAILY job and scratched at its end. They are
allocated and cataloged with "permanent" OS data set names even if you specify TEMPORARY. However, they might be
on disk volumes that get "cleaned" before the job can be restarted.

This parameter only has meaning if the DAILY job uses intermediate files for SMF data. For more information, see the
SMFRECORDING option in Database Unit Control Definitions.

Also, this parameter has no effect on processing performed or data sets allocated by the optional incremental
update facility SPLITSMF job (the stand-alone DAYSMF step) that splits data for INCRccc processing. SPLITSMF
processing is controlled by the SMFRECORDING option and by the individual product INCRSPLIT USE parameter in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

DAYSMF OFF

To avoid reading the same SMF data records into multiple DAILY job steps, create a job that separates the records into
permanent OS data sets. This process is the same as performed by the DAYSMF step except that all the components
in the database unit must be provided for. The created data sets are defined to MICS through the INPUTccc members in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Since you are preprocessing the SMF data, the MICS DAYSMF step must not be generated in the DAILY jobs. To turn off
the DAYSMF step, code DAYSMF OFF in your JCLDEF member and regenerate each DAILY job stream.

This parameter applies only to the DAILY job, has no effect on the optional incremental update facility SPLITSMF job, and
is unrelated to the INCRSPLIT USE parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc ccc (component list)

Excluding a component from DAYSMF processing. For example, the DB2 data is filtered due to volume by an external
process and therefore does not need to pass through the DAYSMF step. Another example, you are using the SMF
Director split facility which has already separated the input file. To exclude one or more components, use this form of the
DAYSMF parameter. This format is not applicable to Field Developed Applications (FDAs).

SMFDIRECTOR ccc ccc (component list)

(Optional) Specifies which components use a SMF Director duplicate split index as input in their respective DAILY update
step. For each component specified on this statement, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) must be updated to add the
SMFDRCTR DD statement. For more information about using the SMF Director duplicate split indexes as input, see
Integration with SMF Director.

EXCLUDESTEP timespan stepnumber

This optional parameter lets you exclude certain steps from the operational jobs. The timespan and stepnumber that can
be specified are as follows:

Timespan: DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY YEARLY

stepnumber: 200 400 500

The 200 steps are exception analyzer database updates, the 400 steps are for reporting, and the 500 steps are for
user processing. If any of these steps are not needed, excluding them from the operational jobs results in less resource
consumption.

More than one stepnumber can be specified on one line, and more than one EXCLUDESTEP line is allowed. Here is an
example:

EXCLUDESTEP DAILY 500

EXCLUDESTEP WEEKLY 400 500

In this example, the DAY500 step is excluded from the DAILY job, and the WEEK400 and WEEK500 steps are excluded
from the WEEKLY job.

The default is to include all steps.

MONTHLY BACKUP

This parameter determines whether the MONTHLY job initiates a database backup.

YES

(Default) Example: MONTHLY BACKUP YES

NO

Specifies that the MONTHLY job does not initiate a backup. In this case, consider submitting the stand-alone BACKUPM
job independently after the MONTHLY job to keep a monthly backup of your database.

Note: When you want to use your installation's production batch job scheduling facility to perform this backup, it is
necessary to specify NO.

RESTORE BACKUP

Determines whether the RESTORE job attempts to back up the database before performing the restore operation.

YES
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If YES is specified and the RESTORE job cannot perform the backup because of damage to the database, the RESTORE
job can be restarted at the restore step bypassing the failing backup step.

NO
(Default) Example: RESTORE BACKUP NO

Database Unit JCL Definitions

The following parameter statements are identical in purpose to those statements found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), described in Database Complex JCL Definitions.

• AUTOSUBMIT
• COLIBSPACE
• DASDUNIT
• DASDSMSPARMS
• DIRSTATS
• DYNAMWAIT
• INTRDRCLASS
• JES
• LOGS
• MICSDMDELIM
• MICSLOG
• RENUMBER
• REPORTS
• SORTCYL
• SORTUNIT
• SORTSMSPARMS
• SORTUTILITY
• SORTWKNO
• STEPCPULIMIT
• UOLIBSPACE
• WORKSPACE
• WORKUNIT
• WORKVOLSER
• WORKSMSPARMS

Database Unit Tape Specifications

Tape specifications let you control the number of generation data group entries maintained for backup and archive tape
files, unit names, volume count, and retention and expiration dates.

The following statements are described on this page:

The accounting daily, accounting monthly, backup, monthly backup, archive audit, archive history, and DETAIL tape
processes all use generation data groups.
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• The accounting processes are described in the Using Accounting and Chargeback.
• The backup process is described in BACKUP Operational Job.
• The monthly backup process is described in MONTHLY Operational Job.
• The two database archive processes, audit and history, are described in The MICS Audit Archive Tape and The MICS

History Archive Tapes and Database Structure and Organization.
• The DETAIL tape process is described in the relevant product analyzers.
• These processes use the data set names that are itemized in Data Set Names.

The numbers that are specified for the GDG=nnn parameters on the AUDITPARM, BKUPPARM, HISTMPARM,
HISTWPARM, and MBKUPPARM statements (or on the older ACCTDGDG, AUDITGDG, BCKUPGDG, HISTWGDG, and
HISTMGDG statements) serve two purposes.

• The numbers define the number of entries in the respective GDG (BLDG ENTRIES=n).
• The numbers, when multiplied by the specified retention factor, provide the default JCL LABEL retention period

(RETPD=days) that is used in creating the respective GDG files. For example, the AUDITGDG files are created
weekly. Therefore, the retention period that is specified by MICS is the number of GDG entries you specify multiplied
by 7 (days). However, any value that is specified in the EXPDT=expdt parameter overrides the calculated RETPD.

ACCTDGDG

(Optional) Only required when installing the Accounting and Chargeback Option, otherwise, this parameter is ignored
if specified. This parameter specifies the number of generations of daily audit files that are maintained in the daily
generation data group. The default value is 3, and the allowable range is 1 through 999.

TAPEPARM

To specify parameters that define default processing options for MICS tape data sets, use the TAPEPARM statement.
To consolidate tape data set definitions into a single, easy-to-locate statement, the TAPEPARM statement overrides and
replaces many of the individual tape data set statements. The individual old-style statements that are replaced are noted
in the detailed descriptions of the TAPEPARM parameters that follow.

You can, override individual TAPEPARM parameter specifications using statements that apply to specific types of MICS
tape data sets, such as the MICS backup, monthly backup, and archive tape files. As a result, you have the option of
establishing a common set of defaults that you override, as required, for specific tape applications.

The general form of the TAPEPARM statement is the keyword TAPEPARM followed by one or more TAPEPARM
parameters. TAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. To specify
all the tape data set definitions that you require, use the TAPEPARM statement as many times as needed. While the
following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many parameters
as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character- maximum line length). You can also specify only one
parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.

TAPEPARM UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / NOEXPDT

TAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

TAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

TAPEPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample TAPEPARM specification follows:

TAPEPARM UNIT=CART VOLCOUNT=10 EXPDT=1999/000 COMP

TAPEPARM NULLUNIT=CART NULLSER=123456

TAPEPARM MODEL='CPM981.CMN.MICS.MODEL'
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The TAPEPARM parameters detail descriptions follow:

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to UNIT=3490.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT
parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and character length is one
through eight in length.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style TAPEUNIT statement.

Note: The ASIS subparameter is not required when using the TAPEPARM statement UNIT parameter.

VOLCOUNT=n
No default. The z/OS default volume count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
No default. If no expiration date is specified, a default retention period is derived as appropriate for the specific MICS tape
data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style EXPDT statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
To omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated JCL statements for new tape data set
creation, specify NOEXPDT. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management system or SMS
specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style EXPDT statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT and EXPDT=expdt parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
No default. The z/OS default for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the tape unit value (UNIT=unitname).

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be
a valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set
JCL DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and
the character form one through eight in length.
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This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style NULLUNIT statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to NULSER.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run.This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap in
the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your site for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, as well as a
MOUNT from being issued by z/OS. This is imperative for JES3            customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job will not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

After choosing the volume, for example, 123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job in order to put an
indefinite expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a
scratch tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

 

           //jobname  JOB

           //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

           //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

           //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

           //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

           //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

           //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

           //           UNIT=nullunit,

           //           VOL=SER=123456,

           //           EXPDT=1999/365

           //

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. STACK is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.
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AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
No default.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter replaces and overrides the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

Note: The MODEL='modeldsn' and MODEL=NOMODEL parameters are mutually exclusive.

DISK / TAPEDefaults to TAPE.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.

When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volserNo default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

TAPESMSPARM

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclas) to be
used as the default for MICS tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language
syntax. No default. Continuation is not allowed.

ACCTDTAPEPARM

Use the optional ACCTDTAPEPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for Accounting and
Chargeback Daily Audit tape data sets. When using the Daily Audit tapes, ACCTDTAPEPARM parameter specifications
override the tape data set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement is to override the default number of daily Audit data
group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the Accounting and Chargeback Daily
Audit to a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit.
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The ACCTDTAPEPARM statement allows the BLKSIZE= specification to support overriding the default BLKSIZE used for
the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape files. The BLKSIZE parameter enables use of the large block interface.
Use caution in defining this parameter as the blksize value must be compatible with your tape device or an abend occurs.

Note: Directing the Daily Audit data set to disk with the TAPEPARM DISK parameter is not supported.

The general form of the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement is the keyword ACCTDTAPEPARM followed by one or more
ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters. ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
specifications. You can specify the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape
data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An ACCTDTAPEPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
ACCTDTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

ACCTDTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

ACCTDTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

ACCTDTAPEPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

ACCTDTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

ACCTDTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

ACCTDTAPEPARM BLKSIZE=nnnnnn

A sample ACCTDTAPEPARM statement follows:

ACCTDTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters.

ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters follow:

GDG=3
Defaults to 3.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit data set.
This parameter overrides and replaces the ACCTDGDG statement.

BLKSIZE
Defaults to 32004.
This parameter overrides the default block size that is used for the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape data set.
This action is useful when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT
parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and the character form one
through eight in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
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Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.
Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

NOEXPDT is specified when you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from
generated JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape
management system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP are not specified, then the z/OS
default for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name that is used for the allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must
be a valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used generating tape data set
JCL DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and
one through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the old-style NULLSER statement.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your sites for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.
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To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS operational
job does not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and you let z/OS mount a
scratch tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.
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This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODELDefaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

ACCTDTAPESMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for Accounting and Chargeback Daily
Audit data set allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL
language syntax, which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

ACCTDAY1PARM

Use the optional ACCTDAY1PARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for the Accounting and
Chargeback DAY1 Audit data sets. When using the Daily Audit data sets, ACCTDAY1PARM parameter specifications
override the data set defaults that are established by the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the ACCTDAY1PARM statement is to override the default writing of the Accounting and
Chargeback Daily Audit data sets to tape. With the ACCTDAY1PARM statement, the Accounting and Chargeback Daily
Audit data set can be directed to a disk device.

The ACCTDAY1PARM statement allows the BLKSIZE= specification to support overriding the default BLKSIZE used for
the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape files. The BLKSIZE parameter enables use of the large block interface.
Use caution in defining this parameter as the blksize value must be compatible with your tape device or an abend occurs.
BLKSIZE is only supported for tape data sets.

The general form of the ACCTDAY1PARM statement is the keyword ACCTDAY1PARM followed by one or more
ACCTDAY1PARM parameters. ACCTDAY1PARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
specifications. Specify the ACCTDAY1PARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set
definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An ACCTDAY1PARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
ACCTDAY1PARM DISK SPACE=spacedef 

ACCTDAY1PARM UNIT=unitname VOLSER=volser

Samples of ACCTDAY1PARM statement follow:

ACCTDAY1PARM BLKSIZE=64K

ACCTDAY1PARM DISK SPACE=(CYL,(20,10)) UNIT=SYSDA

An description of each of the ACCTDAY1PARM parameters follows:
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BLKSIZE
Defaults to 32004.

Overrides the default block size that is used for the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape data set. This action is
useful when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface. BLKSIZE is only supported for tape data sets.

DISK
Required if you want the Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 Audit data set that is written to a disk device. If not specified,
the data set is written to tape and other parameters on the ACCTDAY1PARM statement have no effect.

SPACE=spacedef
Default: No SPACE parameter specified.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for the Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 Audit data set on disk.
Specify this parameter according to JCL language syntax.

UNIT=unitname
Default: No UNIT parameter specified.

The generic unit name to be used for the Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 Audit data set on disk. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser
Default: No VOLSER parameter specified.

This parameter defines the VOLSER parameter if you want the Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 Audit data set that is
written onto a specific disk. Specify this parameter according to JCL language syntax.

ACCTDAY1SMSPARM

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 Audit
data set allocations on disk. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL
language syntax, which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

The parameters on this statement are effective only when the DISK parameter on the ACCTDAY1PARM statement is
specified.

ACCTDAY2PARM

Use the optional ACCTDAY2PARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for the Accounting and
Chargeback DAY2 Audit data sets. When using the Daily Audit data sets, ACCTDAY2PARM parameter specifications
override the data set defaults that are established by the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the ACCTDAY2PARM statement is to override the default writing of the Accounting and
Chargeback Daily Audit data sets to tape. With the ACCTDAY2PARM statement, the Accounting and Chargeback Daily
Audit data set can be directed to a disk device.

The ACCTDAY2PARM statement allows the BLKSIZE= specification to support overriding the default BLKSIZE used for
the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape files. The BLKSIZE parameter enables use of the large block interface.
Use caution in defining this parameter as the blksize value must be compatible with your tape device or an abend occurs.
BLKSIZE is only supported for tape data sets.

The general form of the ACCTDAY2PARM statement is the keyword ACCTDAY2PARM followed by one or more
ACCTDAY2PARM parameters. ACCTDAY2PARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
specifications. You can specify the ACCTDAY2PARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data
set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An ACCTDAY2PARM parameter summary follows:
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• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
ACCTDAY2PARM DISK SPACE=spacedef 

ACCTDAY2PARM UNIT=unitname VOLSER=volser

Samples of ACCTDAY2PARM statements follow:

ACCTDAY2PARM BLKSIZE=64K

ACCTDAY2PARM DISK SPACE=(CYL,(20,10)) UNIT=SYSDA

An description of each of the ACCTDAY2PARM parameters follows:

BLKSIZE
Defaults to 32004.

Overrides the default block size that is used for the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape data set. This action is
useful when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface. BLKSIZE is only supported for tape data sets.

DISK
Required if you want the Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit data set that is written to a disk device. If not specified,
the data set is written to tape and other parameters on the ACCTDAY2PARM statement have no effect.

SPACE=spacedef
Default: No SPACE parameter specified.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for the Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit data set on disk.
Specify this parameter according to JCL language syntax.

UNIT=unitname
Default: No UNIT parameter specified

The generic unit name to be used for the Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit data set on disk. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser
Default: No VOLSER parameter specified.

Define the VOLSER parameter if you want the Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit data set that is written onto a
specific disk. Specify this parameter according to JCL language syntax.

ACCTDAY2SMSPARM

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit
data set allocations on disk. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL
language syntax, which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

The parameters on this statement are effective only when the DISK parameter on the ACCTDAY2PARM statement is
specified.

ACCTMTAPEPARM

Use the optional ACCTMTAPEPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for Accounting and
Chargeback Monthly Audit tape data sets. When using the Monthly Audit tapes, the ACCTMTAPEPARM parameter
specifications override the tape data set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement is to override the default number of monthly Audit
generation data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site may want to direct the Accounting
and Chargeback Monthly Audit to a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit.
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Note: Directing the Monthly Audit data set to disk with the TAPEPARM DISK parameter is not supported.

The general form of the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement is the keyword ACCTMTAPEPARM followed by one or more
ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters. ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
specifications. Specify the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set
definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An ACCTMTAPEPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
ACCTMTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

ACCTMTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / NOEXPDT

ACCTMTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

ACCTMTAPEPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

ACCTMTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

ACCTMTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

ACCTMTAPEPARM BLKSIZE=nnnnnn

A sample ACCTMTAPEPARM statement follows:

ACCTMTAPEPARM GDG=90 VOLCOUNT=7

In the previous example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters.

The ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 85.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each Accounting and Chargeback Monthly Audit data set.
This parameter overrides and replaces the ACCTMGDG statement.

BLKSIZE
Defaults to 32004.

This parameter overrides the default block size that is used for the Accounting and Chargeback Daily Audit tape data set.
This action is useful when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
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Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, then the z/OS default
for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one
through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to statement NULLSER.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your site for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.
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To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT from being issued by z/OS. This is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job will not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. You may find this option useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: if you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.
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This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

ACCTMTAPESMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for Accounting and Chargeback Monthly
Audit data set allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL
language syntax, which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

AUDITPARM

Use the optional AUDITPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for audit archive tape data
sets. When using the audit archive tapes, the AUDITPARM parameter specifications override the tape data set defaults
that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the AUDITPARM statement is to override the default number of archive audit generation
data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the archive audit tapes to a unique
tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool that is backed by an archive
facility. The AUDITPARM statement gives you the flexibility to uniquely define tape data set parameters for archive audit
tapes.

The general form of the AUDITPARM statement is the keyword AUDITPARM followed by one or more AUDITPARM
parameters. AUDITPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can
specify the AUDITPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you
require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An AUDITPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
AUDITPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

AUDITPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

AUDITPARM COMP/NOCOMP

AUDITPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

AUDITPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

AUDITPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

AUDITPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

AUDITPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample AUDITPARM statement follows:
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AUDITPARM GDG=75 VOLCOUNT=6

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the AUDITPARM parameters.

AUDITPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 53.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each archive audit data set. The number of entries control the number
of weeks for which archive audit data is maintained for each MICS file. This process creates one tape of data per week,
unless you have massive files.

The recommended value is GDG=53. The calculated default retention period for these files is equal to the number of
entries that are specified, multiplied by 7 (seven days per entry).

This parameter overrides and replaces the old-style AUDITGDG statement.

Note: If you select to split audit archive processing out of the WEEKLY operational job and you perform the archive
process in the stand-alone AUDIT operational job, specify this option:

    ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

You can execute audit archive processing (the AUDIT job) and can audit more frequently if DASD space is inadequate for
retaining sufficient DETAIL/DAYS cycles for weekly audit tape creation. For example, twice a week or daily.

In this case, it is necessary to increase the number of tape cycles (or GDG entries) retained to meet your requirements for
"long-term" retention of audit tape data.

If you select this option, then add the following option to prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

    USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

This parameter overrides the default audit archive processing, so that data for the current week is retained and copied to
the new audit archive tape cycle.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.
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The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, then the z/OS default
for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one
through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to statement NULLSER.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your sites for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.
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This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS operational
job does not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
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defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.

When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser
No default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

AUDITSMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for archive audit tape data set allocations.
For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax, which is
separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

BKUPPARM

Use the optional BKUPPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for MICS backup tape data
sets. When using the backup tapes, the BKUPPARM parameter specifications override the tape data set defaults that are
established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the BKUPPARM statement is to override the default number of backup generation data
group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the MICS backup tapes to a unique tape
volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. The
BKUPPARM statement gives you the flexibility to uniquely define tape data set parameters for backup tapes.

The general form of the BKUPPARM statement is the keyword BKUPPARM followed by one or more BKUPPARM
parameters. BKUPPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can
specify the BKUPPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you
require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

A BKUPPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
BKUPPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n
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BKUPPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

BKUPPARM COMP/NOCOMP

BKUPPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

BKUPPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

BKUPPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

BKUPPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

BKUPPARM VOLSER=volser

The following is a sample BKUPPARM statement:

BKUPPARM GDG=10 VOLCOUNT=8

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the BKUPPARM parameters.

BKUPPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 10.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each backup data set. The number of entries controls the number of
days for which backup data is maintained for each MICS timespan. This process creates one tape of data per backup,
unless you have massive files.

The recommended value is GDG=10. The calculated default retention period for these files is derived from the number of
entries that are specified and the BACKUP FREQ specification.

Overrides and replaces the old BCKUPGDG statement.

UNIT=unitname
This parameter defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not
specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement
UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight
characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are not suitable for MICS tapes.
The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.
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NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

NOEXPDT is specified when you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from
generated JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape
management system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, then the z/OS default
for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one
through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the old-style NULLSER statement.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your site for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS operational
job does not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES
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For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: if you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

DISK / TAPE
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Defaults to TAPE.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser
No default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

BKUPSMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for MICS backup tape data set allocations.
For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax, which is
separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

MBKUPPARM

Use the optional MBKUPPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for MICS monthly backup
tape data sets. When using the monthly backup tapes, the MBKUPPARM parameter specifications override the tape data
set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM or BKUPPARM statements.

The primary reason to specify the MBKUPPARM statement is to override the default number of archive audit generation
data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the MICS monthly backup tapes to
a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive
facility. The MBKUPPARM statement gives you the flexibility to uniquely define tape data set parameters for MICS monthly
backup tapes.

The general form of the MBKUPPARM statement is the keyword MBKUPPARM followed by one or more MBKUPPARM
parameters. MBKUPPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can
specify the MBKUPPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you
require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

An MBKUPPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
MBKUPPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

MBKUPPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

MBKUPPARM COMP/NOCOMP

MBKUPPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

MBKUPPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

MBKUPPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL MBKUPPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

MBKUPPARM VOLSER=volser
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A sample MBKUPPARM statement follows:

MBKUPPARM GDG=6 VOLCOUNT=8

In this example, the TAPEPARM or BKUPPARM parameter values are used for most of the MBKUPPARM parameters.

MBKUPPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 6.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each monthly backup data set. The number of entries control the
number of months for which monthly backup data is maintained for each MICS timespan. This process creates one tape
of data per month, unless you have massive files.

The recommended value is GDG=6. The calculated default retention period for these files is equal to the number of
entries that are specified, multiplied by 31 (31 days per entry).

This parameter overrides and replaces the previously hard-coded default value of 6.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement
UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight
characters in length.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

EXPDT=expdtDefaults to the BKUPPARM specification. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a default
retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

RETPD=nnn
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a default retention period is
derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify a fixed retention period definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specification. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific RETPD definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain RETPD values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The RETPD=nnn parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a default RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate
for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
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Note: The RETPD=nnn, EXPDT=expdt, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a default retention period is
derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or the other default.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one
through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your site for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT from being issued by z/OS. This is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job will not continue until the mount is satisfied.

It also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch
tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.
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    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct, This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or default.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or default.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.
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When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

SPACE=spacedef
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

This parameter defines the space allocation for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

VOLSER=volser
Defaults to the BKUPPARM specification or other default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

This parameter overrides the BKUPPARM specification or the default.

MBKUPSMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on (or defaulted for) the BKUPSMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for MICS monthly backup tape data set
allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax,
which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the BKUPSMSPARM statement or the default.

HISTMPARM

Use the optional HISTMPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for Archive Monthly History
tape data sets. When using the Archive Monthly History tapes, the HISTMPARM parameter specifications override the
tape data set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the HISTMPARM statement is to override the default number of archive monthly history
generation data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the archive monthly
history tapes to a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed
by an archive facility. The HISTMPARM statement gives you the flexibility to uniquely define tape data set parameters for
archive monthly history tapes.

The general form of the HISTMPARM statement is the keyword HISTMPARM followed by one or more HISTMPARM
parameters. HISTMPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can
specify the HISTMPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you
require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

A HISTMPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
HISTMPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

HISTMPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

HISTMPARM COMP/NOCOMP

HISTMPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

HISTMPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

HISTMPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
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HISTMPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

HISTMPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample HISTMPARM statement follows:

HISTMPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the HISTMPARM parameters.

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 5.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each archive monthly history data set.

The recommended value is GDG=5. The calculated default retention period for these files is equal to the number of
entries that are specified, multiplied by 31 (31 days per month).

Note: This specification is not what determines the length of time for which archive monthly history data is kept. See the
description of the "cutoff" in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) in Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

This parameter overrides and replaces the old-style HISTMGDG statement.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement
UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight
characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.
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NOEXPDT is specified when if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from
generated JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape
management system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, then the z/OS default
for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the tape unit value.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid one through eight character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL
DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one
through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or to the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the old-style NULLSER statement.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your sites for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT issued by z/OS. This is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS operational job will
not continue until the mount is satisfied.

NULLSER also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, after choosing the volume123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite
expiry date on the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER parameter and you let z/OS mount a
scratch tape, it effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB
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    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
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SPACE=spacedef
No default.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

VOLSER=volser
No default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

HISTMSMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for archive monthly history tape data set
allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax,
which is separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter overrides the TAPESMSPARM statement.

HISTWPARM

Use the optional HISTWPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for Audit Weekly History tape
data sets. When using the Audit Weekly History tapes, the HISTWPARM parameter specifications override the tape data
set defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the HISTWPARM statement is to override the default number of archive weekly history
generation data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the archive weekly
history tapes to a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed
by an archive facility. The HISTWPARM statement gives you the flexibility to uniquely define tape data set parameters for
archive weekly history tapes.

The general form of the HISTWPARM statement is the keyword HISTWPARM followed by one or more HISTWPARM
parameters. HISTWPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can
specify the HISTWPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you
require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

A HISTWPARM parameter summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement. This statement is limited by the 72-character maximum line length. You
can also specify only one parameter per line. Either approach is acceptable.
HISTWPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

HISTWPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

HISTWPARM COMP/NOCOMP

HISTWPARM NULLUNIT=unitname NULLSER=nulser

HISTWPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

HISTWPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

HISTWPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

HISTWPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample HISTWPARM statement follows:

HISTWPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=6

In this example, the TAPEPARM parameter values are used for most of the HISTWPARM parameters.
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AUDITPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each archive weekly history data set.

The recommended value is GDG=7. The calculated retention period for these files is equal to the number of entries that
are specified, multiplied by 7 (seven days per week).

Note: This specification is not what determines the length of time for which archive monthly history data is kept. See the
description of the "cutoff" in Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

This parameter overrides and replaces the old-style HISTWGDG statement.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight
character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating a tape data set JCL DD statement
UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than eight
characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, then the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is derived based on the GDG=nnn value.

NOEXPDT is specified when you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from
generated JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape
management system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.
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Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If neither COMP nor NOCOMP is specified, then the z/OS
default for the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

NULLUNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to the old-style NULLUNIT statement.

The generic unit name to be used for allocation of the NULLSER tape volume. The parameter value (unitname) must be a
valid 1 through 8 character generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generating tape data set JCL DD
statement UNIT parameters. MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more
than eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter or the old-style NULLUNIT
statement.

NULLSER=nulser
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to statement or to NULLSER.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for preallocating dummy tape files when
the system is first run. This technique allows MICS to run without error even though certain input files do not exist. A trap
in the macro routine recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET statements.

If a virtual tape subsystem (VTS) is used at your site for MICS tape processing a VOLSER of NULSER must be added to
the appropriate VTS VOLCAT definition. Use your sites process to run an IDCAMS job with the appropriate parameters.
See your VTS installation and configuration guide for information on setting up the VOLCAT.

To validate if a NULSER volume exists, go to your ISPF ISMF primary options menu and select option 2 (Volume), then
3 (Mountable Tape), and enter NULSER in the Volume Serial Number field. A Mountable Tape Volume List with NULSER
characteristics is returned. If a list is not returned, the NULSER is not defined.

If the default value of NULSER is no longer appropriate for your sites automatic tape loader (ATL) or VTS environments,
you should choose an actual volume serial number residing in the ATL or VTS that MICS will use when pre-allocation of a
tape file is needed.

This action prevents the possibility of an additional tape device outside the ATL or VTS from being allocated, and a
MOUNT from being issued by z/OS. This action is imperative for JES3 customers with an ATL or VTS because the MICS
operational job does not continue until the mount is satisfied.

It also prevents job abends due to a JCL error accompanied by a message, for example:

IEF391I jobname stepname ddname UNABLE TO ALLOCATE - A TAPE ALLOCATION SUBSYSTEM ELIMINATED ELIGIBLE DEVICES

For example, volume is 123456, it is important to adjust and submit the following job to put an indefinite expiry date on
the volume to avoid a future surprise. If you omit the VOL=SER          parameter and let z/OS mount a scratch tape, it
effectively chooses the volume for you.

    //jobname  JOB

    //HOLD     EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSIN   DD DUMMY

    //SYSUT1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NULLFILE

    //SYSUT2  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.HOLDFOR.NULLSER,

    //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
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    //           UNIT=nullunit,

    //           VOL=SER=123456,

    //           EXPDT=1999/365

    //

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter or the old-style NULLSER statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to STACK.

Specify STACK (the default) to "stack" multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This action is the normal mode of
operation where a minimum number of tape volumes are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are
generated with the VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated MICS JCL
statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a virtual tape
system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival
facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.

Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.

Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note: if you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.

Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.

When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.

This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.
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VOLSER=volser
No default.

This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

HISTWSMSPARM

Defaults to the values specified on the TAPESMSPARM statement.

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords for MICS archive weekly history tape data
set allocations. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language
syntax separated by commas. Continuation is not allowed.

This parameter defines the TAPESMSPARM statement.

AUDITGDG

Replaced by the AUDITPARM statement GDG=nnn parameter.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each archive audit data set. The number of entries control the number
of weeks for which archive audit data is maintained for each MICS file for which it is kept. This process creates one tape
of data per week, unless you have massive files.

The recommended value for the AUDITGDG parameter is 53. The calculated retention period for these files is equal to the
number of entries that are specified, multiplied by 7 (seven days per entry).

BCKUPGDG

Replaced by the BKUPPARM statement GDG=nnn parameter.

The number of generation data group entries to be maintained for the database backup files. The recommended number
is 10. The calculated retention period for these files is based on BACKUP FREQ.

HISTMGDG

Replaced by the HISTMPARM statement GDG=nnn parameter.

The number of generation data group entries to be maintained for the archive monthly history files. The recommended
number is 2. The retention period that is calculated by MICS for these files is equal to the number of entries that are
specified, multiplied by 31 (31 days per month).

Note: This specification is not what determines the length of time for which archive monthly history data is kept. See the
description of the "cutoff" in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) in Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

HISTWGDG

Replaced by the HISTWPARM statement GDG=nnn parameter.

The number of generation data group entries to be maintained for the archive weekly history files. The recommended
number is 7. The retention period that MICS calculates for these files is equal to the number of entries that are specified,
multiplied by 7 (seven days per entry).

Note: This specification is not what determines the length of time for which archive weekly history data is kept. See the
description of the "cutoff" in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) in Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).
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DETAILTAPEPARM

Use the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement to specify parameters defining processing options for MICS DETAIL tape
data sets. When using the DETAIL tapes, the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override the tape data set
defaults that are established by the TAPEPARM statement.

The primary reason to specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is to override parameters such as the default number
of generation data group entries to be defined (the GDG= parameter). However, your site can direct the DETAIL tapes to
a unique tape volume pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool that is backed by an
archive facility.

The DETAILTAPEPARM statement gives you the flexibility to define tape data set parameters for DETAIL tapes at the unit
level.

Note: You can specify unique DETAIL tape parameters at the component and individual data set levels with statements
in the prefix.PARMS(cccOPS) members (where ccc is the component identifier). For more information, see Parameters
section in the relevant Product Analyzers.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or more
DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value
specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify all of the tape
data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the value in effect.

The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters summary follows:

• Each parameter is described in detail here.
• While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many

parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character- maximum line length).
DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser

A sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement follows:

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters follow:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.

The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.

The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid one through eight character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is nonblank and one through eight characters in length.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.
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VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.

The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period is used which equals the GDG=nnn value.

Specify an expiration date definition which replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes.

The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional, and, if omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the
specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of GDG entries defined.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.

Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT
statement.

Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.

This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. The TRTCH subparameter must be specified to generate.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.

Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a
minimum number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).

Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. This option the generated MICS
JCL statements do not contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This action option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
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Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This action is the normal mode of operation where a
minimum number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable an allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do not contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.

Note:if you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL
statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the data set to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the data set to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
This parameter defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
This parameter defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.
This parameter overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

Use the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement to specify System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords to be used
for DETAIL tape data sets. For example, STORCLAS=storclas. When using DETAIL tapes, the DETAILTAPESMSPARM
parameter specifications override the SMS defaults that are established by the TAPESMSPARM statement. Parameters
are separated by commas.

The DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement gives you the flexibility to define tape data set SMS parameters for DETAIL tapes
at the unit level.

Note: You can specify unique DETAIL tape SMS parameters at the component and individual data set level with
statements in the prefix.PARMS(cccOPS) members (where ccc is the component identifier). For more information, see
Parameters section in the relevant Product Analyzers.
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TAPEUNIT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname parameter and is obsolete.

The generic unit name to be used for tape file allocation. The values that are allowed for this parameter are 2400, 2400-1,
2400-2, 2400-3, 2400-4, 3400-2, 3400-3, 3400-4, 3400-5, 3400-6, 3400-9, 3480, and 3490. The default value is 3490.
Specify the parameter ASIS if a non-device-dependent name (for example, TAPE) is used at your data center. A sample
TAPEUNIT statement is:

TAPEUNIT TAPE ASIS

VOLCOUNT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter and is obsolete.

Use the volume count for the backup and archive tape data sets. The volume count is a decimal number from 1 through
255. If the VOLCOUNT keyword is omitted or is null, the default volume count of 5 is used.

EXPDT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters and is obsolete.

Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the standard retention period (RETPD) definitions for the tape files
that are used in backup, archive audit, archive weekly history, and archive monthly history. This facility is directed at data
centers that use a tape management system which requires specific EXPDT definitions.

Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are not suitable for MICS tapes. This statement is an option, and if omitted, results in the standard retention
period being used on the tape creation DDs. The standard retention period is calculated in the manner that is described in
the previous section.

SYSTEMMODEL

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn'/ MODEL=NOMODEL parameter and is obsolete.

The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the data
set's DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option that is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by the CONFIG
DD statement. If this parameter is omitted (or left blank), a MICS generation job allocates a model GDG data set.

If NOMODEL is specified as the model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB specification is bypassed.

NULLSER

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement NULLSER=nulser parameter and is obsolete.

The value to be used to signify a dummy tape volume to MICS. This value is used for the archive history tape files
when the system is initially run. It allows MICS to run without error even though the files do not exist. This process is
accomplished by a trap in the macro routine that recognizes the NULLSER value and generates the appropriate SET
statements. The default value for this parameter is NULSER. If your site standards prevent using the NULSER value for
this parameter, change this value.

An example is in the case of the automatic tape loaders (ATLs). If you are adding a new file to history archive tapes in an
ATL, you may need to change your NULLSER value to an actual volume serial number contained in the ATL. This action
prevents an extra tape device (outside the ATL) from being allocated and a MOUNT for the volume serial NULSER. This
value imperative for JES3 customers with ATLs because the job does not continue until the mount is satisfied.
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NULLUNIT

Replaced by the TAPEPARM statement NULLUNIT=unitname parameter and is obsolete.

The generic unit name to be used for tape file allocation for the NULLSER. If not specified, the value of TAPEUNIT is
used. The values that are allowed for this parameter are 2400, 2400-1, 2400-2, 2400-3, 2400-4, 3400-2, 3400-3, 3400-4,
3400-6, 3400-9, 3480, and 3490. Specify the parameter "ASIS" if a non-device-dependent name (for example, TAPE) is
used at your site. A sample NULLUNIT statement:

NULLUNIT TAPE ASIS

Database Unit Extended JOB Statement Definitions

The following parameter statements are identical in purpose to the parameters found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), described in Database Complex Extended JOB Statement.

Extended JOB statement parameters let you individually define each of the supported JOB statement options as listed
here:

• ACCT
• CLASS
• GROUP
• JOBNAME
• JCLLIB
• JOB7380
• MSGCLASS
• MSGLEVEL
• NOTIF
• PROD
• PRTY
• REGION
• USER

Note: The JOB statement may be supplied at the beginning of MICS.PARMS(USERJCL), which is described in Job and
JES Definitions. If you select to have MICS construct JOB statements, specify these parameters as you require.

MICS supports an option to hard-code a JOB statement in MICS.PARMS(USERJCL) instead of having MICS generate
one from the parameters that are listed previously. The previous listed parameters can be used as symbolic variables
whose values can be referenced, with parameters of certain other MICS variables, in JCL that you supply in the USERJCL
member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. For more information, see Job and JES Definitions.

Database Unit User Defined Symbols

USERDEFThis parameter allows the user to define a symbol and a value that is substituted for the symbol by JCLGEN.
USERDEF can be used in a user modification to PROTOLIB to provide user-defined symbolic elements. Several
USERDEF symbols can be defined. The only restriction is that the symbol on each USERDEF statement must be different
from symbols on all others and different from all symbols that are currently used by JCLGEN. Also, the value must end
before column 73 of the record. For example,

USERDEF DIGITS 0123456789

Would define a symbol DIGITS. Anywhere this symbol appeared in a PROTOLIB member, JCLGEN would substitute the
string 0123456789 in its place.
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Note: PROTOLIB is shared by all databases in a complex, so any user symbols which appear in a member of PROTOLIB
must be defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for all the database units which may reference that PROTOLIB member.

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing Facility

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing lets you specify the commonly used JCLGEN parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), where they then become default parameters for prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) at
the unit level.

Use of this facility can greatly reduce the amount of coding in the JCLDEF and JCLDEFC members.

With JCLGEN Parameter Sharing activated, most of the JCLDEFC and JCLDEF parameters are shared, with the following
exceptions:

Complex Only Parameters (JCLDEFC)

ACCTMGDG
Generation definition for complex audit files

AUTHLIB
Name of Authorized Library for Q&R if JES3

CAILIB
Common Components and Services Library for z/OS

DOCUMENT
SYSOUT class that is used for printing documentation

JES
This parameter specifies job entry subsystem version in use

ISPLLIB1
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPLLIB2
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPMLIB1
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPMLIB2
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPPLIB1
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPPLIB2
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPSLIB1
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPSLIB2
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPTLIB1
IBM ISPF Table Library

ISPTLIB2
IBM ISPF Table Library

SASAUTOS
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SAS auto include library.

SASCONFIG
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG1
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG2
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG3
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG4
SAS configuration member

SASENV
SAS environment file

SASHELP
SAS help library

SASLIB
SAS executable library

SASMSG
SAS message data set

SASNAME
SAS program name

Unit Only (JCLDEF)

COMPONENTS
List of components in the unit

DATABASE
Name that is used to identify the database unit

EXCLUDESTEP
Exclude certain steps from operational jobs.

PREFIX
Name that is used to form the data set name of the unit

SMFDIRECTOR
Components that use SMF Director input files

SMFRECORDING
This parameter identifies components that use SMF input files.

TAPEPREFIX
Name that is used to form the tape data set names.

The components, database, and prefix statements are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each database unit.

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing is always active, but it must be enabled by specifying the following information in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

COMPLEXPARMS YES
When specified in JCLDEFC, the value of COMPLEXPARMS is the default for all units. If specified in JCLDEF,
COMPLEXPARMS overrides the COMPLEXPARMS action that is specified in JCLDEFC.
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Implementing Complex Level JCLGEN Parameter Sharing provides an optional checklist that shows how to activate
JCLGEN parameter sharing for all units in the MICS Complex.

Notes:

• COMPLEXPARMS must be the first statement in JCLDEFC and JCLDEF. If it is not, an error message is generated.
• For the ISPF data set and the STEPLIB definitions, specifying the first definition (ISPTLIB1) is automatically blank out

the second definition (ISPTLIB2). Therefore, always specify these definitions in numeric order.

Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)

The USERJCL parameter member exists at both the complex (sharedprefix) and unit (prefix) levels. To add JCL
comments or JES control statements or both, before the first EXEC JCL statement of each job that is generated by
JCLGEN, use the USERJCL parameter member. A worksheet for coding USERJCL is provided in the USERJCL Definition
Worksheet. You can also supply a JOB card for MICS to use rather than have it generate one from the parameters that
are described in the previous section. You have a limited symbolic-parameter substitution capability in specifying these
cards, as described here.

For example, if your installation supported a special //PROCLIB control card and also a /*PASSWORD JES2 control card,
they could both be incorporated in every job that is generated by JCLGEN by placing the following parameter members in
MICS.PARMS(USERJCL):

 //@ USER DEFINED JCL

 /@PASSWORD XYZ

 //PROCLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PROCLIB

 

The USERJCL parameter member exists at both the complex (sharedprefix) and unit (prefix) levels. To add JCL
comments or JES control statements or both, before the first EXEC JCL statement of each job that is generated by
JCLGEN, use the USERJCL parameter member. A worksheet for coding USERJCL is provided in the USERJCL Definition
Worksheet. Also supply a JOB card to be used by MICS rather than have it generate one from the parameters that are
described in the previous section. You have a limited symbolic-parameter substitution capability in specifying these cards,
as described here.

For example, if your installation supported a special //PROCLIB control card and also a /*PASSWORD JES2
control card, they could both be incorporated in every job that is generated by JCLGEN by placing the following in
MICS.PARMS(USERJCL):

 JOBCARD INCLUDED

 //&JOBNAME JOB (10,21,44248,SCM),'MURPHY',CLASS=A

 /@JOBPARM LINECT=0,LINES=20,COPIES=1

 

Note: The reference to &JOBNAME allows MICS to supply the JOBNAME appropriate to the job (for example, DAILY)
being generated. The generated name in the symbol "&JOBNAME" is included any JOBNAME prefix that you defined in
JCLDEF/JCLDEFC.

If you used all the parameters from the extended JOB card definitions (in a JES2 installation), the USERJCL member
could contain:

 JOBCARD INCLUDED

 :SET SEQ=&JOB7380

 //&JOBNAME JOB (&ACCOUNT),'&PROG',CLASS=&CLASS,

 // GROUP=&GROUP,MSGCLASS=&MSGCLASS,MSGLEVEL=(&MSGLEVEL),

 // PRTY=&PRTY,NOTIFY=&NOTIFY,RD=NC,REGION=&REGION,

 // TIME=(&JOBTIME),USER=&USER,RESTART=*

 /@JOBPARM LINECT=0,LINES=&JOBLINES,COPIES=&JOBCOPIES
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Since some of the extended JOB card definition variables are long, abbreviations have been provided. Using the
abbreviations in a JES3 installation, the USERJCL member would contain:

 JOBCARD INCLUDED

 :SET SEQ=&JOB7380

 //&JOBNAME JOB (&A),'&PRO',GROUP=&G,

 // MSGCLASS=&MSC,MSGLEVEL=(&MSL),NOTIFY=&N,PRTY=&PRT,

 // RD=NC,PRTY=&PRT,RD=NC,REGION=&RE,TIME=(&T),USER=&U,

 // RESTART=*

 //@MAIN LINES=(&LINES,WARNING),CLASS=&C

 //@FORMAT PR,DDNAME=,COPIES=&COPIES

 

A parameter must be supplied in columns 73 through 80 of the first JOB card, use the JOB7380 parameter. Columns 73
through 80 of the USERJCL member are ignored. To be used, the JOB7380 parameter must be assigned to the sequence
field (&SEQ) by the user. This action is done by including a Generation Control Language statement immediately following
the JOBCARD INCLUDED statement. The statement which must be included is:

 :SET SEQ=&JOB7380

 

Three of the variables in the previous examples (&JOBTIME, &JOBLINES, and &JOBCOPIES) are not from definitions
from JCLDEF. These three variables are defined for each job in member JCLINFO. For more information, see Job/CLIST
Attribute Table.

If you define your own JOB card, follow these steps:

1. Sufficient room must be left on each line for the substitution of symbolic variables. Code one JOB statement parameter
on each line, if this method is allowed by your JCL standards.

2. The JES statements that are typically produced by JCLGEN is also omitted with the JOB card; therefore, the
generation of these statements becomes your responsibility.

3. Generation Control Language statements may be used in the member USERJCL. For more information about GCL,
see Generation Control Language.

An example of using Generation Control Language statements in USERJCL follows.

An installation requires the MONTHLY job, in their PRIMARY unit database, to have a unique accounting parameter
(ACCT) that differs from the normal JCLDEF value.

 JOBCARD INCLUDED

 :SET SEQ=&JOB7380

 :IF &DATABASE NE PRIMARY THEN GOTO SKIPA

 :IF &MEMBER = MONTHLY THEN

 :SET ACCT = &STR(AC01,DP25)

 :SKIPA:

 //&JOBNAME  JOB  (&ACCT),'&PROG',CLASS=&CLASS,

 //  MSGCLASS=&MSGCLASS,PRTY=&PRTY,

 //  MSGLEVEL=(&MSGLEVEL),NOTIFY=&NOTIFY

 /@JOBPARM LINES=&JOBLINES

    //PROCLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PROCLIB

 

Installation Preparation Worksheet USERJCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: User Inserted JCL Definitions        |
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 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is USERJCL                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | This member is only required if the installation's job stream JCL        |

 | conventions require special JCL (for example, PROCLIB, PASSWORD) to be   |

 | inserted in each batch job stream that is generated in the JCL           |

 | generation process. If necessary by installation standards,              |

 | a JOB card can be defined in this member. If this action is done,        |

 | the first statement (appearing even before any comment cards),           |

 | must be the words"JOBCARD INCLUDED". These words prevent JCLGEN from     |

 | creating a JOB card. In most installations, no JCL statements nor        |

 | comments can appear before the JOB statement.                            |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | //@ START OF USER DEFINED JCL STATEMENTS                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | //@ END OF USER DEFINED JCL STATEMENTS                                   |

 |                                                                          |

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.
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The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided here. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either
JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, change the INPUTRDR member to contain
the name of the SMF data set as follows:

//INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated and the component step with SMF
input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement that is specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
member, then each component step reads its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

Installation Preparation Worksheet - SMF Input DD Statements

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

|                                                                    |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                    |

|This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

|which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

|                                                                    |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|                                                                    |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements
Use these special requirements when tailoring a member, that is provided or created by MICS and the tailoring is more
advanced then tailoring described in Standard JCLGEN Parameters.

Before further tailoring JCLGEN, understand the logic of the MICS JCL generation process. The JCLGEN processes run
in batch under control of the TMP (terminal monitor program -- essentially a batch TSO session). A standard MICS JCL
procedure, MICSDM, is used for all complex-level JCLGEN runs except the first, JCLGEN0. Because MICSDM does not
exist before JCLGEN0 is run, it is coded as an instream PROC within the JCLGEN0 job.

At the unit level, JCLGEN processing uses the MICSDUx JCL procedure for the unit. Like at the complex-level, the first
unit-level JCLGEN job (JCLGENA) uses an instream PROC within the JCLGENA job because the MICSDUx PROC does
not exist until after the JCLGENA job executes.
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In all cases, the JCLGEN jobs invoke SAS and read the SAS statements that are specified in the PDS member that is
identified on the //SYSIN DD statement for the JOB. The specific JCLGEN processing being invoked is defined through
the //GENLIST DD statement.

The SAS program JCLGEN01 uses the information that is provided in two SAS macro variables (COMPLEX and
GENLIST), together with parameters from MICS.PARMS and other MICS data sets, to perform the JCL generation
process.

The MICS JCL Generator (JCLGEN) can perform a wide range of generation activity in one execution. This activity is
different between complex and unit level generations. The control flow of JCLGEN execution is summarized here. A "C"
indicates this function is performed for complex level JCLGENs only, while a "U" indicates that the function is only for unit
level JCLGENs.

1. Rebuild statement lookup table ($JCLGEN).
2. Process JCL definition statements

– C sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)or
– U prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

3. Process complex/unit information in GENLIB(DBTABLE).
4. U Get name and title from PARMS(EXECDEF) and PARMS(SITE).
5. Process component definitions from GENLIB(COMPTDEF).
6. U Process prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT)
7. U Build $STEP and $USTEP formats.
8. Read (shared)prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).
9. Create name resolution tables for symbolic variables.
10. U Prepare update for prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(PREFIX).
11. C Process sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF)
12. Process sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO,JCL$Iccc)

and U prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
13. Read list of jobs/CLISTs to be generated.
14. Convert PROTOLIB/PARMS to SAS files.
15. Generate GENLIST items using GCL and symbolic variables.
16. Update libraries.
17. Build special macros in MACAUTOS.

The following description of each step in the JCLGEN process expands on the operation of the program.

1. Rebuild the statement lookup table.
Sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(JCLGEN02) is included and executes PROC FORMAT to build a member $JCLGEN in
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB. The format is used to specify the edit checks to be performed on the various statements
that are contained in the JCLDEF or JCLDEFC members.

2. Process the JCL Generator definitions.
The parameter library JCL definition member is examined to obtain the user specifications for JCL planning
parameters. For the complex level jobs, this member is
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and that member contains control definitions, library definitions, JCL
definitions, and extended JOB statement definitions. The contents of this member are described in Database Complex
JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC).
For other JCLGEN jobs (at the database unit level), this member is prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
Which contains control definitions, library definitions, JCL definitions, extended JOB statement definitions, and MICS
option definitions. The contents of this member are described in JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).
If a JCLDEF DD card is present in the JCLGEN job, then any definition that is specified here override values in
JCLDEFC or JCLDEF.
For either member being processed and the JCLDEF DD (if present), all statements are read and reflected on the
MICSLOG. Any semantic or syntax review that can be performed on an individual statement is done as the statement
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is read. Error and warning messages from these checks are reflected on the MICSLOG immediately after the definition
statement.
After all statements have been processed, logic checks are performed. These include making sure that required
parameters have been specified and checking parameter interdependencies. For example, the maximum PRTY that
can be specified for JES3 is 14. Any error or warning messages that result from these checks will be listed on the
MICSLOG after all the definition statements are listed. If there are any errors, processing is terminated with a U998
ABEND.
If no errors have occurred, the JCL parameter table in sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB is updated (or created if
necessary). This table contains the JCL definitions for use by some online functions. One table is for complex level
definitions (MAFJPT) and there is one table for each unit (MAFJPTx, where x is the unit identifier).
The final activity in this step of the JCLGEN process only occurs for unit generations. The list of requested
components and the list of SMFRECORDING components is sorted, and duplicate definitions are eliminated.

3. Process complex/unit information in GENLIB(DBTABLE).
There is a table of installed database units that are contained in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE). This member
contains two master entries and one entry per database unit.
The first master entry, which is designated by having "*: " in positions one through three, contains the unit identifier
of the primary unit. This entry only exists if a primary unit has been defined. The second master entry, which is
designated by having "*:: " in positions one through four, contains the sharedprefix and the maintenance level of
the JCL generation processor that last updated DBTABLE. The maintenance level indicator is checked by the load
process for new component distributions.
For each unit that has been defined in the complex, there is one record in DBTABLE. This record contains:
– The unit's prefix
– Name
– Identifier
– The name of the PARMS library for the unit
– The unit type
– The maintenance level of JCLGEN that last updated the record.
A sample DBTABLE member, with all items defined, is:
*: S

*:: CPM981.CMN  MICS.  BAS6000

DPM981.DB1  CPMPROD  S  DPM981.DB1.MICS.PARMS    P  BAS5075

DPM981.IMS  IMSPROD  I  DPM981.IMS.MICS.PARMS    U  BAS6000

DPM981.TEST TEST     T  DPM981.TEST.MICS.PARMS   T  BAS5075

DBTABLE is read during each JCLGEN. For complex level generations, the sharedprefix in JCLDEFC is checked
against the sharedprefix in the master entries. For unit JCLGENs, the sharedprefix is taken from the master entry.
The unit description records in DBTABLE are used to review for duplicate definitions. The unit prefix, database
name, and unit identifier must be unique. In addition, there can be only one PRIMARY database unit in a complex.
For JCLGENs other than the first in a unit, checks are made to ensure that the unit prefix, database name, and unit
identifier have not changed. If any of these checks fail, the JCLGEN process is terminated.
When processing DBTABLE, the JCLGEN process produces a report on the MICSLOG describing the unit definitions.
If no primary unit has been defined, a warning message is issued that the complex level data libraries are not backed
up.
The unit description records are sorted by database name and an IEBUPDTE file to replace the DBTABLE member
are written to the FT15F003 work file.

4. Get name and title from PARMS(EXECDEF) and PARMS(SITE).
This step in the JCLGEN process is only performed for unit level generations. Prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) is read
to find the TITLE statement. Prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) is read to find the NAME statement. These values are used to
update the ICFDBTDB ISPF table.

5. Process component definitions from GENLIB(COMPTDEF).
Sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(COMPTDEF) contains descriptive information about components.
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For complex level JCLGENs, the only information that is needed from COMPTDEF is the list of all valid components
that might be in the complex.
For unit level JCLGENs, the processing is more complex. The component, information area, and file statements are
matched against the list of components being generated in the unit. For those components and the component BAS,
the following information is gathered:
– The list components that are defined of components that are defined in the unit, which is used for later translation in

the GCL generation process
– The components' step names, which are extracted for the MICS update processes
– The information area names
– The files that are defined in the information areas
– The components that are eligible for:

Archive Audit
Archive Weekly History
Archive Monthly History

Prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBCONFIG) contains an extract of the information from GENLIB(COMPTDEF) for components
that are defined for the unit, which is combined with configuration information gathered later in the JCLGEN process
from DBSPLIT and the name translation process. The beginning of DBCONFIG is built while processing COMPTDEF
by writing an IEBUPDTE stream to FT15F004.
Another process that is performed while processing DBCONFIG is the creation/update of some of the ISPF tables
used by the online processes. The following tables are created/updated:
MAFDBCx - where x is the unit identifier

ICFDBTDB

MAF$DB

MICSLOG messages are produced to give the defined components, requested components, SMF recording
components, non-SMF components, and the components that is in each of the archive processes.

6. Process prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT).
The processing of DBSPLIT is performed only for unit level generations. For more information about the specification
of DBSPLIT. For more information, see MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT).
To provide the capability to have multiple SAS data libraries for a timespan, MICS has a parameter to split a timespan
by information area. The definitions are read from prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT) and validated syntactically. The
DBSPLIT information is then merged with the information area definitions previously extracted from COMPTDEF and
matched to ensure that only information areas for components that are defined in the unit are specified in the DBSPLIT
definition.
As the DBSPLIT and information area definitions are being merged, the information area records for
PARMS(DBCONFIG) are added to the previous information maintained on FT15F004.

7. Build $STEP and $USTEP formats.
For unit level JCLGENs, the step information that is extracted from COMPTDEF for the components that are defined
in this unit are sorted to find the predecessor and successor steps for each step in the MICS update processes. The
processes are DAILY, INCRccc, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and RESTORE. A report is produced
through the MICSLOG that provides this information while the $STEP format is built in prefix.MICS.MUOLIB.
Names are built to define the DAILY, INCRccc, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY steps for the symbolic variable
resolution process later.
Prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP) is %INCLUDEd to allow you the capability to override the standard MICS step
names. For more information about this process, see OS Step Names.

8. Read (shared)prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).
The parameter library JCL name list member is examined to get the user specifications for data set and procedure
name modifications. For the complex level jobs, this member is sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES), while for unit
level jobs, the member is prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).
That member contains overrides for the default data set and procedure names that JCLGEN would generate. Each
keyword parameter in the Generation Control Language that represents a data set name has a default pattern for
combining the prefix, MICS level, and low-order descriptive nodes to construct the data set name. JCLNAMES
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typically contains no statements, because all data set names and procedure names have default values. Default
values for each data set name, illustrating the effective contents of the JCLNAMES member, are contained in the
member ALLNAMES in either PARMS library.
For more information about the modification of data set names and procedure names, see MICS User Names Table
(JCLNAMES).

9. Create name resolution tables for symbolic variables.
One of the main functions of JCLGEN is to translate the symbolic names that are contained in the PROTOLIB and
PARMS members that are being generated. A main part of this translation process is done later by looking up symbolic
variables in the $KEYWORD SAS format. This step in the JCLGEN process builds that format.
– First, shareprefix.MICS.SOURCE(JCLPARM) is read to get the defaults for all symbolic variables. Then a SAS

merge is performed of:
– The JCLPARM data
– The JCLNAMES information
– The parameters from the JCL definition statements in JCLDEF or JCLDEFC
– The DD names from DBSPLIT and COMPTDEF
– The component list from COMPTDEF.
The SAS merge is done in the order that is listed so that duplicate definitions are taken from the item listed last.
The translations for some symbolic variables are taken from other sources. These variables are items such as
SYSDATE and SYSTIME, taken from the system; and SYSUID, taken from the name of the GENLIST.
While building the format for symbolic variable lookup, two ISPF tables (ICFDSI and MAFDSNx, where x is the unit
identifier) are built and contain the name translation information used by MICS online processes. The definition of
which names to place in these tables is controlled by sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(JCLPARM).

10. Prepare update for prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(PREFIX).
If the generation is a unit level JCLGEN, an IEBUPDTE stream is built in FT15F006 that adds or updates the member
PREFIX to prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.

11. Process sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF).
For complex level JCL generations, the CPLXDEF member is read and validated. An update for
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPLXDEF) is prepared in FT15F006 to define the CPLXDEF macro that specifies the
options for ESSENTIAL and DERIVED support.

12. Process (shared)prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO) and sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$Iccc).
Both JCLINFO and all sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$Iccc) members are processed to get
– Component
– Jobname
– Time
– Lines
– Class
– Priority
– PROTOLIB member name
For each possible generation request. The generic component jobs (___CHECK, ___EVA, ___CGEN,and ___PGEN)
in JCL$IBAS are expanded for each possible component. For more information about the format and content of the
JCLINFO member, see Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc).

13. Read list of jobs/CLISTs to be generated.
Specify the list of jobs to generate either way.
a. A list of jobs can be specified on the GENLIST DD.
b. A GENLIST parameter is passed to the JCL generation process as a SAS macro variable. The GENLIST

parameter is used as a member name in the appropriate MICS.PARMS library to read the list of items to be
generated. If there are no items to be generated, the generation process is terminated typically and a message is
produced to the MICSLOG. When this action happens, the only updates that have occurred are the generation of
the $STEP and $USTEP formats and the updates to the various ISPF tables.
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The list of GENLIST items to be generated is merged with the information from JCLINFO. If no specific line item is
available in JCLINFO for the item to be generated, an error message is written on the MICSLOG and processing of the
item is bypassed.
For unit level generations, a match is performed against the component specification from JCLINFO and the
components to be defined for the unit. If an item is for a specific component (not BAS) that is not defined in the unit,
the generation of that item is ignored.

14. Convert PROTOLIB/PARMS to SAS files.
Sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB and the MICS.PARMS libraries are partitioned data sets. Both of these data sets are
read, their noncomment lines are loaded to SAS files. Then PROC FORMATS are build to define the starting and
ending record numbers in the SAS file for each member.

15. Generate GENLIST items using GCL and symbolic variables.
For each GENLIST item to be generated, the appropriate member of PROTOLIB (as defined in JCLINFO) is
processed. Generation Control Language (GCL) statements are interpreted and acted upon. This action can cause the
processing of more members of PROTOLIB and the appropriate MICS.PARMS library or both. For more information
about GCL, see Generation Control Language.
Symbolic variables are resolved during the generation process. Because it is possible for new symbolic variables to be
defined during the process and for previously defined symbolic variables to take on new values, a table is maintained
for dynamic symbolic variables. Some positions of this table are filled during the initialization of this step of the JCL
generation process. When translating symbolic variables, the dynamic table is searched first. If the variable is not
found in the dynamic table, the $KEYWORD format (created in step 9) is used to resolve symbolic variables. If the
symbolic variable is not found in the format, an error message is produced and generation processing terminates with
the end of the current member.
GENLIST items are not updated directly into MICS libraries. Updates for sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL are written to
FT15F001 file in IEBUPDTE format; updates for sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS or prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE are
written to FT15F006; while updates for sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST are written to FT15F002.

16. Update libraries.
If all processes have been successful to this point, the updates to the MICS libraries are made. The updates are done
by reading the various IEBUPDTE streams (FT15F00x work files) that have been created. The updates that are listed
here are made as a batch. Batching these updates reduces the time the data sets are reserved.

Work File Destination Comments

FT15F001 MICS.CNTL Jobs

FT15F002 sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST CLISTs

FT15F003 sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB DBTABLE

FT15F004 MICS.PARMS DBCONFIG

FT15F005 sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

FT15F006 prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS

Unit only
Complex only

17. Build special macros in MACAUTOS.
ISPF file tailoring is used to create or update the DBVERFY, DSNAME, DDNx, DDIAMPx, and DSNx macros in
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS, where x is the unit identifier for unit level JCLGENs or not present for complex level
JCLGENs. The DSNAME macro is also built with file tailoring.

If you have any questions about the facilities that are described in this section, contact Broadcom Support.
The following sections describe points at which you can intervene in the JCLGEN process before your request output is
finished.
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• Prototype Library (PROTOLIB)
• JCLGEN Definition Tables
• Generation Control Language
• OS Data Set Names
• OS Job Names
• OS Step Names
• OS Job Attributes
• Writing a User Exit

Prototype Library (PROTOLIB)

The purpose of modifying this library is to allow your changes to be automatically carried forward during subsequent
MICS JCL generations. Make any required changes and extensions to the MICS.PROTOLIB member used to create the
member you actually want to modify, rather than to the generated member itself.

The prototype library contains JCL job streams, JCL procedures, MACROs, and CLISTs members in symbolic form. The
JCLGEN process reads these prototype members and, using your definitions from various MICS.PARMS members and
MICS-provided definition tables, substitutes the appropriate values for the members' symbols. In addition, any Generation
Control Language (GCL) statements that are embedded in the prototype member are executed. The completed members
are stored in the MICS.CNTL, MICS.MACAUTOS, MICS.USER.SOURCE, or MICS.CLIST libraries.

Non-GENLIST Members in MICS.PROTOLIB lists the sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB members that are not specified
directly by a GENLIST member. They are included by other prototype members or are named in the JCLINFO or JCL$Iccc
members. In any case, they do not have a one-to-one correspondence with any member in the target libraries.

MICS maintenance to the prototype library is applied through normal PSP product changes. Any user modifications to
the prototype library members must be applied using IEBUPDTE and saved in MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL so they can be
reapplied as needed.

Some prototype members are generated during component generation and stored by the CYCLEGEN job in
prefix.MICS.PARMS to keep them unit-specific. Reapply any modifications make to these members after running the
CYCLEGEN job. The generated PARMS members are marked shown in Generated Members in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Non-GENLIST Members in MICS.PROTOLIB

PROTOLIB Member JOBNAME Description
CCCCGEN cccCGEN Component Generation Jobs
CCCCHECK cccCHECK Component CHECK Jobs
CCCEVA cccEVA Component Execution Valuation Jobs
CCCPGEN cccPGEN Component Parameter Generation Jobs
COMPDATA DAILY GCL to Create Daily Work Files
COMPINCL DAILY GCL for REPEAT INCLUDE by Component
DBDDS GCL for Data Base DD Statements
DBTPDDS GCL for BACKUP Tape DD Statements
DYcccsss DAILY Component Step for Each DAILY Job
DYRPT400 DAILYRPT Component Report Step for DAILY Job
DYUSR500 DAILY USER Step for DAILY Job
ISPF GCL to define the ISPF environment
ISPSTART Start SAS in batch TMP environment.
JCLGEN JCLGENx GCL for Unit Level JCLGEN Jobs
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JCLGENC JCLGENn GCL for Complex Level JCLGEN Jobs
MICSASM GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSCOM GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSDB GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSDM GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSDOC GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSDU GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSGT GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSGU GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSNDB GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSRPTS GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MICSSHR GCL to create SYS1.PROCLIB member
MNcccsss MONTHLY Component Step for Each MONTHLY Job
MNRPT400 MONTHRPT Component Report Step for MONTHLY Job
MNUSR500 MONTHLY User Step for MONTHLY Job
SAS GCL to define the SAS or the MICS

environment
STEPLIB GCL to define STEPLIB DD statement
WKcccsss WEEKLY Component Step for Each WEEKLY Job
WKRPT400 WEEKRPT Component Report Step for WEEKLY Job
WKUSR500 WEEKLY USER Step for WEEKLY Job
YRcccsss YEARLY Component Step for Each YEARLY Job
YRUSR500 YEARLY USER Step for YEARLY Job

Note: Most PROTOLIB member names correspond to the name of the output member that is generated from this library.
Only the exceptional names are listed in this table.

Generated Members in prefix.MICS.PARMS

Parameter Member JOBNAME Description
MNccc300 MONTHLY Tape Allocation for MONTHLY History
WKccc300 WEEKLY Tape Allocation for WEEKLY Audit/History

Note: CYCLEGEN job generates these unit-level PARMS library members. Any modifications that are made to them are
lost after the next CYCLEGEN run.

Making a Simple JCL Change in MICS.PROTOLIB

For example, your shop experienced the problem of 'runaway' jobs. You examined your DAILY job and found that
unmodified MICS generates the following typical EXEC statement in the DAILY job JCL:

//MICS EXEC PGM=MACTL,DYNAMNBR=10,... TIME=60

Your team decides, that 60 minutes is to too large of a step CPU time limit to terminate 'runaway' job steps. A better
choice would be 30 minutes. If you modified prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY), repeat the change after the next JCLGEN. This
action allows flexibility which is afforded by MICS.PROTOLIB.
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Knowing that the DAILY job-step EXEC statements come from the MICSDBx cataloged procedure, you look at
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(MICSDB). Looking in that member you find the following lines:

  :SET LIMIT = &STR(TIME=60)                         00054030 

  //MICS EXEC PGM=MACTL,DYNAMNBR=10,                 00055000 

  // PARM=('?SASNAME S=72',                          00056000 

  // 'SYSIN=?SASIN ?OPTIONS?OPTION SYSPARM=''?SYSPARM '''),   

  // REGION=?RSIZE&DLM(&LIMIT)                       00058000 

You prepare a local modification member in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL using the IEBUPDTE utility to update
this member of PROTOLIB. Thus observing the standard MICS modification practice of not using an online editor:

//jobname  JOB  ....

//UPDATE   EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB

//SYSUT2   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB

//SYSIN    DD   DATA,DLM=ZZ

  ./ CHANGE NAME=MICSDB

  :* U00001|0814|DECREASE TIME LIMIT TO 30 MINUTES */00002801 

  :SET LIMIT = &STR(TIME=30)                         00054030 

  ZZ

The first change is a notation to the user comment block at the beginning of the member.

After running this update job and verifying that it functioned properly, regenerate the DAILY job by running the JCLGENU
job.

Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and enter a line that reads:

MICSDB

Now submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the DAILY member in prefix.MICS.CNTL. See the Selective JCL
Generation Using JCLGENU section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures.

To prepare this changed cataloged procedure for use in production, see Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB.
Focus your attention on PROCJOB3.

JCLGEN Definition Tables

Standard JCLGEN parameters are contained in the MICS.PARMS members JCLDEFC, JCLDEF, USERJCL, and the
various INPUTccc and WORKccc members.

Another set of special definitions, provided with the distributed MICS system, are contained in definition tables in
MICS.PARMS.

These items do not typically require modification:

• The generation lists (JCLGENx)
• JOB information (JCLINFO and JCL$Iccc)
• Data set name override (JCLNAMES)
• Database location (DBSPLIT)

They do, however, provide extensive tailoring of JCLGEN's output when the standard JCLGEN parameters do not
address installation-unique requirements.

Each is explained in the following sections.
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• Job/CLIST Generation Lists
• >Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)
• MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
• MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT

Job/CLIST Generation Lists

The GENLIST parameter that is specified in the SYSIN data stream of the JCLGEN process, as described in JCLGEN
Parameters for Special Requirements, specifies a member in MICS.PARMS where JCLGEN finds a list of jobs or CLISTs
to be created, or both. The following GENLISTs are shipped with MICS: members JCLGEN0, JCLGEN1,JCLGEN3, and
JCLGENUC in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and JCLGENA through JCLGENG and JCLGENU in prefix.MICS.PARMS.
They are used by jobs that are stored under the same member names in the corresponding MICS.CNTL library. The
contents of the GENLISTs are documented in Making a Simple JCL Change in MICS.PROTOLIB.

Use sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) to specify which items you want generated at the complex level. Use
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) to specify unit level generations.

Use one of these GENLISTs, instead of the standard GENLISTs, to reduce the number of members generated. Only
those members that are modified in MICS.PROTOLIB; or those members that would be affected by changes are made in
JCLDEFC, JCLDEF, JCLINFO, JCL$Iccc, JCLNAMES, or DBSPLIT. These members must be regenerated. The JCLGEN
run time is reduced and reduces the number of members that are reviewed by your production change control process.
For example, to regenerate the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY job streams edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)

 DAILY

 WEEKLY MONTHLY

  

 sub 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)'

 

Specify one or multiple member names on each statement. In the example, only members DAILY, WEEKLY, and
MONTHLY would be generated in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

The Job/CLIST Attribute Table is split into two types of members. The first have names that begin with JCL$I and are
delivered only in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. They define the known MICS jobs, CLISTs, and macros that the JCLGEN
process may generated. The second is a member that is named JCLINFO, which is provided for your use. JCLINFO is
found in both sharedprefix and prefix.MICS.PARMS and should be used to hold your local overrides to our definitions as
found in the JCL$I members. JCLGEN uses these members to:

• Validate the job, MACRO, or CLIST to be created
• Identify the library to be updated
• Specify the true PROTOLIB member name if different from the GENLIST name
• Define the TIME, CLASS, PRIORITY, and unique JOBNAME to be placed on the JOB statement
• Define the number of LINES or COPIES to be requested on the JES parameter cards, or both

You can use this table in several ways. For example, CLASS and PRTY can be used to override for individual jobs the
overall CLASS and PRTY specifications from JCLDEF or JCLDEFC.

Note: The MICS defaults for TIME, defined in the JCL$I members, are based on an IBM 3033. If you run on a faster
computer, the TIME entries in this table are adequate.

If you supply the JOB statement or JES parameters, or both either through the USERJCL member or the facilities that
are provided by MICS.PROTOLIB, then you are responsible for the proper specification of TIME, LINES, COPIES, and
JOBNAME. For more information about these facilities, see Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL), and Prototype Library
(PROTOLIB).
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The Job/CLIST Attribute Tables are free-form but positional; missing fields are denoted by a period. Comments are
specified by starting the line with an asterisk.

Note: Do not change the JCL$I members. Instead, make your changes in the JCLINFO members provided. In this way,
JCLINFO is a record of your local modifications to the delivered MICS values.

Changes to JCLINFO in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS affect the complex and all unit JCLGENs unless an entry is also
specified in the JCLINFO member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. Changes that are made to prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO)
member overrides all values that are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members including JCLINFO.

The information that is contained in this table includes:

MEMBER
The search argument that is used to extract information from the table. The MEMBER named "DEFAULT" sets the values
to be used when a match is not found in the table. JCLGEN obtains the search argument to match against this field
from the "GENLIST". For more information, see Job/CLIST Generation Lists. The member may be specified with three
underscores as the first three characters. In this case, the match is decided based on the remaining characters and the
first three characters of a component that is defined for the unit.

TYPE
The library into which the generated member is saved. This library can be CLIST, MACRO, or CNTL.

COMP
The MICS component to which the generated member belongs. This field is used by the JCL generation process to select
the jobs to be generated based on the components that are defined in the COMPONENTS statement in JCLDEF. Since
the BAS component is in every unit, a value of "BAS" in the COMP field always causes this member to be eligible for
generation.

MBRNAME
The name of the member in MICS.PROTOLIB that is used for the generation of this member. If parameter is missing,
the default name is the same as the MEMBER name.

The following fields are used only if TYPE=CNTL:

TIME
Value to be used for the JOB statement TIME parameter.

LINES
Value to be used for the JES LINES parameter.

COPIES
Value to be used for the JES COPIES parameter.

UJOBNAME
JOBNAME to be used on the JOB statement.ber. If parameter is missing, the default is the value that is specified in
MEMBER.

CLASS
Value to be used for CLASS parameter. For JES2, the CLASS parameter is placed on the JOB statement; for JES3, the
class parameter is placed on the *MAIN card.

PRTY
Value to be used for the JOB statement PRTY parameter.

Sample Job/CLIST Attribute Table shows some entries of the Job/CLIST Attribute Table.

Sample Job/CLIST Attribute Table

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

   | PARMS(JCL$IBAS):                      C                 |

   |                                    L  O          C      |
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   |                                 T  I  P          L  P   |

   |                   PROTO         I  N  I          A  R   |

   |             ------------------  M  E  E          S  T   |

   |    MEMBER   TYPE COMP  MBRNAME  E  S  S UJOBNAME S  Y   |

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

   |  * GENERIC COMPONENT JOBS                               |

   |   ___CHECK  CNTL    . CCCCHECK 15  20 1        . .  .   |

   |   ___EVA    CNTL    . CCCEVA   15  25 1        . .  .   |

   |   ___CGEN   CNTL    . CCCCGEN  20  30 1        . .  .   |

   |   ___PGEN   CNTL    . CCCPGEN  10  10 1        . .  .   |

   |  * BASE JOBS                                            |

   |   ALLOCATE  CNTL BAS         .  1   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   ALLPGEN   CNTL BAS         . 20  10 2        . .  .   |

   |   CKPTINIT  CNTL BAS         .  1   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   CYCLEGEN  CNTL BAS         .  2   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   DAILY     CNTL BAS         . 30  80 1        . .  .   |

   |   DAILYRPT  CNTL BAS  DYRPT400 15  19 1        . .  .   |

   |   DAYSMFR   CNTL BAS         . 15  19 1        . .  .   |

   |   DBSIZE    CNTL BAS         .  2   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   DOCUMENT  CNTL BAS         .  2 200 1        . .  .   |

   |   EXCFULL   CNTL BAS         . 15  80 1        . .  .   |

   |   GDGSGEN   CNTL BAS         .  3   7 1        . .  .   |

   |   JCLGEND   CNTL BAS    JCLGEN  5  20 1        . .  .   |

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

   | sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$IACT):                      |

   |                                       C                 |

   |                                    L  O          C      |

   |                                 T  I  P          L  P   |

   |                   PROTO         I  N  I          A  R   |

   |             ------------------  M  E  E          S  T   |

   |    MEMBER   TYPE COMP  MBRNAME  E  S  S UJOBNAME S  Y   |

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

   |   ACTDAY1R  CNTL  ACT        . 10   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   ACTUPDTB  CNTL  ACT        . 10   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   ACTINITA  CNTL  ACT        .  1   1 1        . .  .   |

   |   ACTLGRSP  CNTL  ACT        . 10   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   ACTPRORT  CNTL  ACT        . 10   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   ACTRTSIM  CNTL  ACT        . 10  10 1        . .  .   |

   |   BGTCNTL   CNTL  ACT        .  5   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   CLOSETBL  CNTL  ACT        .  5   5 1        . .  .   |

   |   FINRPTU   CNTL  ACT        . 10  30 1        . .  .   |

   |   INVOICEU  CNTL  ACT        . 10  30 1        . .  .   |

   +---------------------------------------------------------+

 

MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)

The MICS User Names Table lets you specify alternatives for the data set and procedure names that MICS uses to
satisfy two requirements. First, an installation may require names different than the defaults used by MICS to satisfy
installation standards. For example, MICS uses a final qualifier of "LOAD" for data sets that contain executable load
modules. JCLNAMES provides the capability to change the name of those data sets to end in "LOADLIB" or anything else
the installation may require.
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The second requirement that JCLNAMES satisfies is the changing of the MICS procedure names. This change may be
required by installation standards, or to support multiple complexes in an environment where multiple PROCLIBs are not
available.

Note: Never change the data set or procedure names, unless absolutely necessary. It is your responsibility to ensure
that the changes you make in JCLNAMES are reflected in every unit for a complex. Also, JCL distributed for loading the
distribution files for new components or PSP upgrades, contain the default data set names and procedure names.

The MICS User Names Table consists of a set of statements in member JCLNAMES of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and
prefix.MICS.PARMS. This table is free-form. Comments are specified by starting the line with an asterisk.

Two fields are defined in the table. The first field is the symbol that is used by JCLGEN to represent the name. The
second field is the value to be assigned. The value may be a constant or may also begin with one of the following
combinations of symbolic variables:

&SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS

&SHAREPREFIX..&SMICS

&PREFIX..&PMICS

&TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS

As distributed, the User Names Table is empty to reduce processing time during generation. Figure 2-28 shows a sample
of the MICS User Names Table with names defined. In actual use, only the names that did not conform to the MICS
defaults would be in the table. Member ALLNAMES of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and prefix.MICS.PARMS contains all
the names that may be specified in JCLNAMES.

If alternate procedure names are specified, be sure to retain the symbolic &PROCIDENTIFIER as shown in the following
example. This is to ensure that different procedure names are used for different units. Also, after the PROCJOBn jobs
are run to move procedures to your PROCLIB, manually change the PROCLIB member name of a procedure with an
alternate name inside to the alternate name

Sample MICS User Names Table

  *   SAMPLE JCLNAMES

  *

  *   SHARED DATA SETS

  *

   ASM              &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ASM

   BIN              &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.BIN

   CAPACITY         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.CAPACITY

   DTFINDEX         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.DTF.INDEX

   CLIST            &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.CLIST

   GENLIB           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.GENLIB

   HPARMS           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.HOLD.PARMS

   HUSOURCE         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE

   INCLLIB          &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.INCLLIB

   LOAD             &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.LOAD

   LOCKIT           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.LOCKIT

   MACAUTOS         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.MACAUTOS

   MACLIB           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.MACLIB

   MCOLIB           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.MCOLIB

   MICSHLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ISPHLIB

   MICSMLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ISPMLIB

   MICSPLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ISPPLIB

   MICSSLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ISPSLIB

   MICSTLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.ISPTLIB
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   MWFPDS           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.MWFPDS.DATA

   MWFSAS           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.MWFSAS.DATA

   OBJ              &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.OBJ

   PROTOLIB         &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.PROTOLIB

   SASFLS           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.SASFLS

   SCREENS          &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.SCREENS

   SOURCE           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.SOURCE

   TABLES           &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.TABLES

   DOCDIR           &HFSROOT./documents

   VDIC             &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.DIC.TEXT

   VDOC             &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.DOC.TEXT

   VINC             &SHAREDPREFIX..&SMICS.INC.TEXT

  *

  *   UNIT DATASETS (DASD)

  *

   CHECKPT          &PREFIX..&PMICS.CHECKPT.DATA

   CICDATA          &PREFIX..&PMICS.CIC.DATA

   CNTL             &PREFIX..&PMICS.CNTL

   DETAIL           &PREFIX..&PMICS.DETAIL

   DETAIL2          &PREFIX..&PMICS.DETAIL2

   RESTART          &PREFIX..&PMICS.RESTART.CNTL

   USOURCE          &PREFIX..&PMICS.USER.SOURCE

  *

  *   UNIT DATASETS (TAPE)

  *

   ACCTAUDIT        &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.ACCT

   AUDIT            &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.AUDIT

   BACKUP           &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.BACKUP

   HISTW            &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.HISTW

   HISTM            &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.HISTM

   MBACKUP          &TAPEPREFIX..&TMICS.MBACKUP

  *

  *   CA MICS PROCEDURE NAMES

  *

   MICSASM          MICSASM

   MICSCOM          MICSCOM

   MICSDB           MICSDB&PROCIDENTIFIER

   MICSDM           MICSDM

   MICSDU           MICSDU&PROCIDENTIFIER

   MICSDOC          MICSDOC

   MICSDOCH         MICSDOCH

   MICSGT           MICSGT

   MICSGU           MICSGU

   MICSNDB          MICSNDB&PROCIDENTIFIER

   MICSRPTS         MICSRPTS

   MICSSDD          MICSSDD

   MICSSDS          MICSSDS

   MICSSHR          MICSSHR&PROCIDENTIFIER

   MICSSVR          MICSSVR. 
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MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT)

The MICS Online Database is composed of five timespans: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS. MICS
allows the files that are associated with each timespan to be spread across one to 37 OS files. This table is used to
specify which MICS Information Areas (a logical grouping of component files) are in which OS files.

The MICS database Split Table consists of several statements in a member DBSPLIT in prefix.MICS.PARMS. This table
is free-form but positional. Comments are specified by starting the line with an asterisk. The first field is the component's
Information Area name (for example, ADM, TSO, SCP). The other fields are the DD names where the Information Area
files are written. The possible DD names are:

• DETAIL, DETAILs
• DAYS, DAYSs  
• WEEKS, WEEKSs
• MONTHS, MONTHSs
• YEARS, YEARSs

where s is the split ID 0-9-Z or A-Z

Note: When a numeric database id is used, split ID L cannot be used for DETAIL and S cannot be used for MONTHS.

As distributed, the Database Split Table is empty indicating that all Information Area files are written to DETAIL, DAYS,
WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS DD names. MICS database Split Table Example 1 shows the MICS database Split Table
for a database with the DETAIL timespan split into three more OS files and the MONTHS timespan split into two more OS
files. In actual use, only the statements for Information Areas that use some DD name other than the standard DETAIL,
DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS would be required in the table, as shown in MICS database Split Table Example
2.

MICS database Split Table Example 1

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  | INFORMATION AREA   DDNAME LIST                          |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |                                                         |

  |    ADM             DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    SCP             DETAIL1 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    HAR             DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    BAT             DETAIL2 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    TSO             DETAIL2 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    CIC             DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS2 YEARS     |

  |    IMS             DETAIL3 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    OPS             DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |    SRL             DETAIL3 DAYS WEEKS MONTHSB YEARS     |

  |    ACT             DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS     |

  |                                                         |

  |                                                         |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

MICS database Split Table Example 2

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  | INFORMATION AREA   DDNAME LIST                          |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

  |                                                         |

  |    BAT              DETAIL2 DAYS WEEKS MONTHSA YEARS    |
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  |    TSO              DETAIL2 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS    |

  |    CIC              DETAIL  DAYS WEEKS MONTHS9 YEARS    |

  |    IMS              DETAIL3 DAYS WEEKS MONTHS  YEARS    |

  |                                                         |

  +---------------------------------------------------------+

For the installation checklist for the DBSPLIT option, see Split an Existing Database Unit.

Generation Control Language

A series of action statements, named the Generation Control Language (GCL), is provided to increase the flexibility and
maintainability of the Prototype Library members. The language consists of several statements which can be coded within
the members of the Prototype Library and which are acted upon by the JCL generation process to perform conditional
generation. For more information about the logic of the MICS JCLGEN process, see JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements.

The GCL language and the symbolic variables it supports are described in the following sections:

• Generation Control Language Variables
• Generation Control Language Syntax
• Using the Generation Control Language

Generation Control Language Variables

When JCLGEN is processing your definitions, it must have a method of placing the information that you provide into the
records being created. This process of substitution is done through symbolic variables similar to normal IBM CLIST and
JCL processing. The prototype statements from MICS.PROTOLIB or MICS.PARMS can contain symbolic variables that
JCLGEN replaces with the values you defined.

Symbolic variables begin with an ampersand (&) and are terminated by any of the common separator characters such as
a space, parenthesis, another ampersand, equal sign. If the delimiter is a period, it is taken out of further processing. Two
ampersands in a row (&&) are replaced with a single ampersand. Substitutions of symbolics are repeated on a line until no
more symbolics are found.

An ampersand is needed in the generated JCL statement, such as for a temporary data set name, a question mark must
be used in the prototype statement. Also, when an ampersand is found in a prototype statement followed by a blank, for
example, "//@ ", it is resolved as an asterisk.

Besides supporting symbolic variables substitution, the JCLGEN process has several built-in functions: &DATATYPE,
&LENGTH, &STR, &SUBSTR, and &DLM.

Examples of symbolic substitutions and functions are shown here. For these examples, assume that the values of the
symbolic variables are as follows:

&CICDATA      = &prefix..MICS.CIC.DATA

&DASDSMSPARMS = STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

&DASDUNIT     = SYSDA

&JOBLINES     = 50

&PREFIX       = XYZ.CICS

&PROG         = 'MICS PROGRAMMER'

&RIP          = CIC

&SAVEMEMBER   = SMFINITA

&TAPEUNIT     = 3400-5

Standard substitution works by replacing the name of the symbol with the symbol's value. This process repeats until there
are no more symbol names present in the prototype statement.
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Example 1:

Before: //WORK   DD  UNIT=&DASDUNIT,

After:  //WORK   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,

The next example shows the use of the &STR function and multiple substitutions. &STR returns the value within the
parenthesis as is.

Example 2:

Before: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&&&RIP&STR(DATA)      

Scan 1: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CICDATA              

Scan 2: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..MICS.CIC.DATA

After:  //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=XYZ.CICS.MICS.CIC.DATA

In this case, the &STR function was not needed. The statement could have been written as in the next example and would
give the same results.

Example 3:

Before: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&&&RIP.DATA           

Scan 1: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CICDATA              

Scan 2: //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..MICS.CIC.DATA

After:  //CICDATA DD DISP=SHR,DSN=XYZ.CICS.MICS.CIC.DATA

&DATATYPE(expression) returns a value of NUM or CHAR depending whether the expression is numeric or not.

Before: :IF &DATATYPE(&DASDUNIT) EQ CHAR THEN

Scan 1: :IF &DATATYPE(SYSDA) EQ CHAR THEN

After:  :IF CHAR EQ CHAR THEN

 

Before: :IF &DATATYPE(&JOBLINES) NE NUM THEN GOTO ERROR

Scan 1: :IF &DATATYPE(50) NE NUM THEN GOTO ERROR

After:  :IF NUM NE NUM THEN GOTO ERROR

&LENGTH(expression) returns a numeric value equal to the number of characters in the expression up to the last non-
blank character. The following example illustrates the use of &LENGTH:

Before: // PGMLEN='&LENGTH(&PROG)',

Scan 1: // PGMLEN='&LENGTH(MICS PROGRAMMER)',

After:  // PGMLEN='15',

The &SUBSTR function is used to return a portion of a string as a value. This function is patterned after the CLIST
&SUBSTR function and not the SAS SUBSTR function. The function's syntax is &SUBSTR(start position:end
position,character string) where start position and end position are relative to the first character in the string being position
1. If the start position and end position have the same values, a string of length 1 is returned. In this case, end position
does not need to be specified. Some examples of the use of &SUBSTR follow:

Example 1:

Before: :SET NAME = &SUBSTR(6:15,&PROG)

Scan 1: :SET NAME = &SUBSTR(6:15,MICS PROGRAMMER)

After:  :SET NAME = PROGRAMMER

Example 2:

Before: &SUBSTR(1,&DATATYPE(&&&RIP.DATA))

Scan 1: &SUBSTR(1,&DATATYPE(&CICDATA))

Scan 2: &SUBSTR(1,&DATATYPE(&PREFIX..MICS.CIC.DATA))

Scan 3: &SUBSTR(1,&DATATYPE(XYZ.CICS.MICS.CIC.DATA))
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Scan 4: &SUBSTR(1,CHAR)

After:  C

&DLM(expression) inserts a comma before the expression value IF THE VALUE IS NOT NULL. If the expression resolves to a null value, the comma is omitted. &DLM is used in constructing JCL statements with symbols that can have null values.

Example 3:

Before: //WORK   DD  UNIT=&DASDUNIT&DLM(&DASDSMSPARMS),

After:  //WORK   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,STORCLAS=MICSTEMP,     

                               |                       

                               +--inserted by &DLM

This example illustrates the situation where &DASDSMSPARMS has a null value.

Example 4:

Before: //WORK   DD  UNIT=&DASDUNIT&DLM(&DASDSMSPARMS),

After:  //WORK   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,

A complete list of the variables that are available at the start of the JCL generation process is found in the
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(JCLPARM). Some of the more commonly used variables are shown here in Generation
Control Language Variables (Partial).

Generation Control Language Variables (Partial)

SYMBOL SYNONYMS DESCRIPTION
&ACCT &ACCOUNT, &A value of JCLDEF "ACCT"
&AMNHGDG value of JCLDEF "HISTMPARM GDG
&AMNHRET value of "HISTMPARM RETPD"
&ARCHAUD value of JCLDEF "ARCHIVE AUDIT"
&ARCHMNH value of JCLDEF "ARCHIVE HISTM"
&ARCHWKH value of JCLDEF "ARCHIVE HISTW"
&AUTOSUBMIT value of JCLDEF "AUTOSUBMIT"
&BFREQ value of JCLDEF "BACKUP FREQ"
&BKUPGDG value of JCLDEF "BKUPPARM GDG"
&BKUPRET value of "BKUPPARM RETPD
&ccc YES if COMPONENT in unit
&DASDSMSPARMS value of JCLDEF "DASDSMSPARMS"
&DASDUNIT value of JCLDEF "DASDUNIT"
&DAYSMFFILES value of JCLDEF "DAYSMF FILES"
&DATABASE value of JCLDEF "DATABASE"
&DOCSYSOUT value of JCLDEF "DOCUMENT"
&EXPDT value of JCLDEF "EXPDT"
&GROUP &G value of JCLDEF "GROUP"
&INCLUDELEVEL internal include nesting level
&ISPxLIBn value of JCLDEF "ISPxLIBn"
&JES value of JCLDEF "JES"
&JOBCLASS &CLASS, &C value of JCLDEF "CLASS"

value of JCLINFO "JOBCLASS"
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&JOBCOPIES &COPIES value of JCLINFO "JOBCOPIES"
&JOBLINES &LINES value of JCLINFO "JOBLINES"
&JOBNAME Internal value created from value of

JCLDEF "JOBNAME" and value of
JCLINFO "UJOBNAME"

&JOBPRTY &PRTY, &PRT value of JCLDEF "PRTY"
value of JCLINFO "JOBPRTY"

&JOBTIME &TIME, &T value of JCLINFO "JOBTIME"
&JOB7380 value of JCLDEF "JOB7380"
&LBL internal file sequence number
&LOGS value of JCLDEF "LOGS"
&MICSLVL internal Maintenance level
&MSGCLASS &MSC value of JCLDEF "MSGCLASS"
&MSGLEVEL &MSGLEV, &MSL value of JCLDEF "MSGLEVEL"
&NOTIFY &N value of JCLDEF "NOTIFY"
&PMICS Internal value of MICS. or null
&PROCLIB value of JCLDEF "PROCLIB"
&PROG &PRO value of JCLDEF "PROG"
&REGION &RE value of JCLDEF "REGION"
&RENUMBER value of JCLDEF "RENUMBER"
&REPORTS value of JCLDEF "REPORTS"
&RIP internal JCLGEN variable that contains

Component for REPEATINCLUDE
statement

&SASHELP value of JCLDEF "SASHELP"
&SASLIB value of JCLDEF "SASLIB"
&SHAREDPREFIX value of JCLDEF "SHAREDPREFIX"
&SMICS internalvalue of MICS. or null
&SORTCYL value of JCLDEF "SORTCYL"
&SORTLIB value of JCLDEF "SORTLIB"
&SORTSMSPARMS value of JCLDEF "SORTSMSPARMS"
&SORTUNIT value of JCLDEF "SORTUNIT"
&SYSDATE internal date, DDMMMYY format
&SYSTIME internal time, HH:MM format
&SYSUID same as &GENLIST
&TAPEPREFIX value of JCLDEF "TAPEPREFIX"
&TAPEUNIT value of JCLDEF "TAPEUNIT"
&TMICS internalvalue of MICS. or null
&UJOBNAME value of JCLINFO "UJOBNAME"
&USER &U value of JCLDEF "USER"
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Generation Control Language Syntax

The Generation Control Language (GCL) has 14 types of statements.

Each GCL statement must begin with a colon:

 GCL Statements 

FUNCTION STATEMENT GENERAL FORMS
Comments :* :* any comments
Branching :GOTO :GOTO c
Labels :label: :c:
Conditional testing :IF :IF a = b THEN
Conditional testing :IF :IF a = b THEN GOTO c
Conditional testing :IF :IF a NE b THEN
Conditional testing :IF :IF a NE b THEN GOTO c
Conditional testing :IF :IF EXIST a THEN ...
Conditional testing :IF :IF NOT_EXIST a THEN
Else conditions :ELSE :ELSE
Else conditions :ELSE :ELSE GOTO c
Setting values :SET :SET a = b
Setting values :SET :SET LBL + 1
Setting values :SETLIST ::SETLIST l = a b c
Prevent JOB card :NOJOBCARD :NOJOBCARD
Create JOB card :JOBCARD :JOBCARD name
Include PROTO member :INCLUDE :INCLUDE member
Dynamically include a job :GENERATE :GENERATE job location
Include PARM member :INCLUDEPARM :INCLUDEPARM member
Exit PROTO member :EXIT :EXIT
Include list of PROTO members :INCLUDELIST :INCLUDELIST stp lo hi
Include PROTO member repeatedly :REPEATINCLUDE :REPEATLINCLUDE m l

GCL was written for a specific purpose--JCLGEN. To keep the implementation as simple as possible, the language
has rigid, simple syntax rules. The TSO CLIST language was used as a design guide for GCL; however, GCL does not
work like CLISTs.

GCL has the following general rules:

1. Only one statement can appear on a line. Continuation is not allowed.
2. All GCL statements begin with a colon. The colon can start in column 1 or later; however, nothing can precede it.
3. There cannot be any blanks between the colon and the GCL command name.

COMMENTS ( :* )

The purpose of this statement is to provide documentation in the code. A comment can appear anywhere within the
prototype member.

Valid example: 

* THIS IS A COMMENT
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 Invalid example: 

DATA HERE :* ONLY ONE STATEMENT PER LINE

The previous example is invalid because characters precede the GCL colon.

BRANCHING ( :GOTO )

The purpose of this statement is to skip over one or more prototype member statements. You can only branch forward
(down toward the last statement in the prototype member). Branching is done by reading and ignoring statements until a
label matching the branch label is found. If the end of the member is reached before the label is found, an error message
is printed and processing of this member is terminated.

Valid example: 

:GOTO B

:A: 

//* THIS JCL WILL NOT BE IN THE OUTPUT

. . . 

:B:

//* THIS JCL WILL BE IN THE OUTPUT

Invalid example: 

:GOTO :ERROR:

The previous example is invalid because the branch label must not contain a beginning or ending colon. or both.

LABELS ( :label: )

The purpose of this statement is to identify a termination point for a branch. All GCL labels begin and end with a colon.
Since all branching is downward to a label statement not yet read, an old label name can be "reused." Nothing can follow
the ending colon.

Valid example: 

:IF &A = YES THEN GOTO CONTINUE

//* SYMBOL A IS NOT EQUAL TO YES 

... 

:CONTINUE: 

... 

:IF &B NE 5 THEN GOTO CONTINUE

//* SYMBOL B IS EQUAL TO 5 

... 

:CONTINUE:

Invalid example: 

:CONTINUE

The previous example is invalid because the label does not have an ending colon. JCLGEN flags this error as an
unknown GCL statement.

CONDITIONAL TESTING ( :IF )

The purpose of this statement is to provide a conditional statement execution. The statement in its basic form is written:

:IF a operator b THEN
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The "a" and "b" represent symbols or constant values. If "a" or "b" contain special characters or blanks, they must be
specified with the GCL &STR function (&STR(3400-4))

The valid comparison operators are:

= ^= EQ NE

The word "THEN" is always required. If the comparison specified is true, the next single statement is executed. If the
comparison is false, the next single statement is ignored.

Valid example: 

:IF &DATABASE = NORTH THEN

:INCLUDE DYNORTH

or

:IF &TAPEUNIT = &STR(3400-5) THEN

:SET USRTAPE = &TAPEUNIT

Invalid example: 

:IF &SMF = YES AND &TSO = YES THEN

The previous example is invalid because it contains a compound expression. However, it could have been written as
follows:

:IF &SMF&TSO = YESYES THEN

In the basic form of the :IF statement, nothing can follow the THEN. A second form of the :IF statement is provided to
allow conditional branching. Its special form is:

:IF a operator b THEN GOTO c

The special form is an abbreviation for the following basic form:

:IF a operator b THEN :GOTO c

Valid example: 

:IF &VCA NE YES THEN GOTO SKIPVCA

Invalid example: 

:IF &DATABASE = NORTH GOTO NORTHFOUND

The previous example is invalid because the THEN word is always required.

The special comparison operators EXIST and NOT_EXIST are used to test whether a JCLGEN variable has been
defined to the JCLGEN process. This action can be used to prevent unresolved variable errors that can occur in JCLGEN
processing.

The following example tests if the variable a has been defined:

:IF EXIST a THEN

The following example tests if the variable a has not been defined.

:IF NOT_EXIST a THEN

Note: Actual variable name is used. If an ampersand is used, then variable resolution takes place and the resolved value
is tested for existence.

For example:
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:SET A = SMFID :IF EXIST &A THEN

tests for the existence of variable SMFID.

ELSE CONDITIONS ( :ELSE )

The purpose of this statement is to provide a conditional execution of a single statement if the previous :IF statement was
false.

Valid example: 

:IF &DATABASE = NORTH THEN

//@ THIS STATEMENT IN NORTH JCL

:ELSE

//@ THIS STATEMENT NOT IN NORTH JCL

An :ELSE cannot follow a conditional :INCLUDE or :INCLUDEPARM. This restriction is necessary because the included
member can contain GCL statements.

Invalid example: 

:IF &DATABASE = NORTH THEN

:INCLUDE DYNORTH

:ELSE

:INCLUDE DYSOUTH

The previous example is invalid because the :ELSE follows a conditional :INCLUDE. The valid way to get the desired
result is as follows:

:IF &DATABASE = NORTH THEN 

:INCLUDE DYNORTH

:IF &DATABASE NE NORTH THEN 

:INCLUDE DYSOUTH

In the basic form of the :ELSE statement, nothing can follow the :ELSE command name. A second form of the :ELSE
statement is provided to allow conditional branching. Its special form is as follows:

:ELSE GOTO c

The special form is an abbreviation for the following basic form:

:ELSE 

:GOTO c

SETTING VALUES ( :SET )

The purpose of this statement is to save the specified value in the named symbolic variable. The symbolic variable name
can be up to 31 characters long. You can define new symbolic variables in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) through the USERDEF keyword. To define new symbolic variables, start with the three
characters "USR" to prevent conflict with existing MICS symbols.

The value the symbol is set can be another predefined symbolic variables and a constant or both. If the value contains
special characters, it should be specified though the &STR function. If the value contains blanks, it is surrounded by
apostrophes within the &STR function.

Valid example: 

:SET USRDEVICE = &STR(3400-4)

Invalid example: 
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:SET USRRLSE = 6

:SET USRHEADING = MICS RELEASE &USRRLSE

//@ &USRHEADING

The previous example is invalid because the second :SET value contains embedded blanks. Write the value as follows:

:SET USRHEADING = &STR('MICS RELEASE &USRRLSE')

A special form of :SET is used to increase the file label sequence number that is specified in tape DD statements. The
special form must be written as shown here. Note the lack of an equal sign.

:SET LBL + 1

Any attempt to use the + operator with a symbol other than LBL results in an error.

SETTING VALUES ( :SETLIST )

The purpose of this statement is to save the values of 1 or more symbolic variables in the named symbolic variable.
Constants can also be introduced, including special characters.

The symbolic variable name can be up to 31 characters long. You can define new symbolic variables in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) through the USERDEF keyword. To define
new symbolic variables, start with the three characters "USR" to prevent conflict with existing MICS symbols.

Valid examples: 

:SETLIST USRCOMP = &USR1 &USR2 &USR3

:SETLIST USRCOMP = 4096 &USR2 X Y #Z

Invalid example: 

:SETLIST USRCOMP &USR1 &USR2 &USR3

The previous example is invalid because an equal sign was not used to separate the symbol name from the value list.

PREVENT JOB CARD ( :NOJOBCARD )

The purpose of this statement is to prevent the automatic creation of a JOB card for a JCL member. This statement
must be the first noncomment statement that is read from the MICS.PROTOLIB member during the creation of the JCL
member.

Valid example: 

:NOJOBCARD

:IF &AUTOSUBMIT = YES THEN 

:JOBCARD BACKUPJ

Invalid example: 

:IF &AUTOSUBIT = NO THEN 

:NOJOBCARD

The previous example is invalid because the :NOJOBCARD comes too late--the JOB card has already been created.

CREATE JOB CARD ( :JOBCARD )

The purpose of this statement is to create a JOB card where specified in the generated member. This statement is
intended for jobs that submit other jobs to the JES internal reader. A job name can be specified following the :JOBCARD
command name. If the job name is missing, the current member's job name is used. The name is used to search the
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JCLINFO and JCL$Iccc tables. If the job name is found, the values that are specified for TIME, LINES, COPIES, CLASS,
and PRIORITY is used. If the job name is not found, the DEFAULT entry information is used.

Valid example: 

:JOBCARD MONTHLYB

Invalid example:  

:JOBCARD MONTHLYB1

The previous example is invalid because the name exceeds eight characters.

INCLUDE PROTOLIB MEMBER ( :INCLUDE )

The purpose of this statement is to process members from the MICS.PROTOLIB library into the member being generated.
After reaching the end of the included member, generation continues with the statement following the :INCLUDE
statement. This next statement cannot be an :ELSE. Up to six nested :INCLUDEs can be defined. Any number of non-
nested :INCLUDEs can be in a member.

Note: For nesting limit, :INCLUDE and :INCLUDEPARM (described later) must be counted together.

Valid example: 

:INCLUDE ABC

Invalid example: 

:INCLUDE A

assume that:

  member A contains - :INCLUDE B

  member B contains - :INCLUDE C

  member C contains - :INCLUDE D

  member D contains - :INCLUDE E

  member E contains - :INCLUDE F

  member F contains - :INCLUDE G

  member G contains - :*

The previous example is invalid because member F is at the sixth level and cannot include a seventh (:INCLUDE G).

INCLUDE PARMLIB MEMBER ( :INCLUDEPARM )

The purpose of this statement is to process members from the MICS.PARMS library into the member being generated.
After reaching the end of the included member, generation continues with the statement following the :INCLUDEPARM
statement. This next statement cannot be an :ELSE. Up to six nested :INCLUDEPARMs can be defined. Any number of
non-nested :INCLUDEPARMSs can be in a member.

Note: For the nesting limit, :INCLUDE and :INCLUDEPARM must be counted together.

Valid example: 

:INCLUDEPARM ABC

Invalid example: 

:INCLUDEPARM ABC DEF

The previous example is invalid because you cannot specify more than one member name.
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DYNAMICALLY GENERATE JOBS (:GENERATE )

The GENERATE statement is used to request the generation of more jobs.

Unlike :INCLUDE, :GENERATE actually creates a member in the target library.

You can also use :GENERATE to define dependencies between jobs. For example, the statement ":GENERATE B CNTL"
in the PROTOLIB member for job A requests that whenever JOB A is generated also generate job B.

A sample library specification follows:

• CNTL
• CLIST
• MACRO
• PARMS USOURCE

Valid example: 

:GENERATE MYPARM PARMS

Invalid example: 

:GENERATE MYPARM

:GENERATE MYPARM MACLIB

• The first example is invalid because no destination library has been specified.
• The second example is invalid because MACLIB is an invalid destination library.

EXIT MEMBER ( :EXIT )

The purpose of this statement is to return control to the member which included this member. If this member was specified
in the GENLIST member, the generation for this member is finished and the next member that is specified in the GENLIST
is begun.

Valid example: 

:IF &AUTOSUBMIT EQ YES THEN

:EXIT

Invalid example: 

:IF &AUTOSUBMIT EQ YES THEN 

:EXIT:

The previous example is invalid because the ending colon makes this GCL statement into a valid label and processing
would continue.

INCLUDE LIST OF PROTOLIB MEMBERS (:INCLUDELIST)

This special purpose statement is used to include the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS job-step members from
MICS.PROTOLIB when generating the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs.

The parameters specify the type of job steps to be included and a low and high step suffix number value. Only the
step members that fall within the range of these values is selected. Valid step names types are DYSTEPS, WKSTEPS,
MNSTEPS, and YRSTEPS. PROTOLIB members that can be processed are DYcccnnn, WKcccnnn, MNcccnnn, and
YRcccnnn where ccc is the identifier of a component that is defined in the database unit and nnn is the component step
number that must fall between the low and high values that are specified in the :INCLUDELIST statement.

Valid example: 

:INCLUDELIST DYSTEPS ___010 ___199
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Invalid example: 

:INCLUDELIST &MSGCLASS

The previous example is invalid because it does not specify a valid job step type or provide a low or high range value.

REPEATEDLY INCLUDE A PROTOLIB MEMBER (:REPEATINCLUDE)

The purpose of this statement is to include the specified MICS.PROTOLIB member multiple times. For each inclusion,
the &RIP internal symbol contains a different value from the specified list. The :REPEATINCLUDE statement cannot be
nested.

Valid example: 

:SET KW = &STR(A BB CCC DDDD) 

:REPEATINCLUDE MYMEMBER KW

PROTOLIB member MYMEMBER would be included four times. The variable &RIP contains a value of A for the first
include, BB for the second, CCC for the third, and DDDD for the last include.

Invalid example: 

:REPEATINCLUDE SMFCOMPTS

The previous example is invalid because no repeat value name is specified.

Using the Generation Control Language

We cannot anticipate all the uses MICS users may make of the Generation Control Language. A wide range of usage
examples are available. MICS uses GCL facilities extensively to implement the JCL tailoring which occurs during the
MICS installation/generation process.

When using the GCL facilities, look through sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB for examples.

OS Data Set Names

All OS data set names in MICS are constructed of two parts, an installation defined prefix and a standard descriptive
suffix. As part of the installation of MICS, the prefixes to be used at the complex and unit database levels must be defined
in the PARMS members JCLDEFC and JCLDEF respectively. For an explanation and examples for defining prefixes for
disk and tape data sets, see Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC) and JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

We recommend that the descriptive suffix in the names not be changed. The MICS documentation contains thousands
of references to the standard MICS names. The effort that is required to change all references and to continue to update
new documentation is considerable. Changing the names without changing the documentation is sure to result in
confusion for MICS users. Even if all documentation is changed at the installation, MICS education classes, Technical
Support, and other MICS installations continue to use the standard names. This causes a constant communications
problem.

Should the standard MICS names conflict with installation standards, an attempt should be made to get a waiver for the
MICS data set names. If there is no alternative to changing the standard names, PARMS member JCLNAMES can be
used to assign new names to MICS data sets. MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES) describes how to specify new data
set names in JCLNAMES. PARMS member ALLNAMES is a sample of JCLNAMES with all standard names defined.

For disk data sets, changing JCLNAMES is all that is required to have MICS reference the new installation names. Tape
data sets are generation data groups. The names that are specified for tapes in JCLNAMES describe the names for
a class of tape files (ACCT, AUDIT, BACKUP, HISTW, HISTM, or MBACKUP). The class name is combined with a file
identifier and generation data group descriptor to create the tape data set name.
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BACKUP and MBACKUP tapes have the timespan as the file descriptor, while other tapes use a file name as the
descriptor. To change the data set names for tape files, the appropriate PROTOLIB members must be modified. The
PROTOLIB members that contain tape data set names are ACTINITA, BACKUP, DBTPDDS, MNACT199, and MONTHLY.
As part of unit generation, source member GENPROAR generates the prefix.MICS.PARMS members WKccc300 and
MNccc300. Change GENPROAR and not the generated PARMS members.

OS Job Names

When distributed, most generated MICS jobs have the same name as the MICS.CNTL member in which they are
saved. For example, the database job has the name ALLOCATE. These job names are probably not acceptable at most
installations. Three alternatives are available for creating job names for MICS jobs.

The easiest way of changing the MICS job names is to use the extended JOB statement parameter JOBNAME. This
parameter allows the specification of a one to eight character prefix to be added to the standard job names. The use of
this parameter is described in Database Unit Extended JOB Statement Definitions.

If the use of the JOBNAME parameter is not acceptable, two alternatives are available:

• Job name for each job to be generated can be specified individually in the JCLINFO parameters member
• The USERJCL parameters member can be used to create job cards with job names generated with your GCL

statements.

Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc) describes the JCLINFO parameters member. One of the optional fields
which can be used to provided job attributes is UJOBNAME. UJOBNAME is a user job name which overrides the standard
MICS job name.

The final alternative for creating job names is to create the JOB statement with the USERJCL parameters member. For
more information, see Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL).

OS Step Names

Jobs that are generated with JCLGEN have descriptive job-step names. In the MICS installation jobs, the job-step names
can be changed without impact on MICS operation. This action is not true of the MICS operational jobs ( DAILY, INCRccc,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, BACKUPM, RESTORE, RSTATUS, and SCHEDULE). During the operational
jobs, the current job-step name is compared with the step which is acceptable to run, based on the status of the database
checkpoint file.

MICS operational job-step names have a strict naming convention. Having operational jobs that adhere to this convention
allows the Broadcom Support representatives to accurately and quickly isolate operational problems. This helps us
provide you with more timely problem resolution should operational job problems occur. Changing the job-step names of
MICS operational jobs always interrupts this initial problem isolation, and usually lengthens problem resolution times.

You may not be able to take full advantage of features that are provided by MICS if you modify the MICS operational job-
step names. MICS automatic job submission facilities in the batch SCHEDULE job and in the online Operational Status
and Tracking facility create processes that include a series of MICS operational jobs. For example, a weekly process
would consist of a DAILY, WEEKLY, and BACKUP in a single job stream. To use the automatic submission facilities, job-
step names must be unique among all of the operational jobs.

Changing operational job-step names is a process that involves more user modifications than any other tailoring operation
in MICS. A facility is provided to allow the override of MICS operational job-step names that are used in checkpoint
analysis. The step names must be manually modified in all the affected PROTOLIB members, and overridden names
must be mapped to standard names. This mapping may change as new products are added to the database.
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WARNING

We recommend that before the effort of changing job-step names is begun, you attempt to get a waiver of the
installation job-step name standard. Because changing jobs steps, causes a maintenance burden and because
modifying operational job-step names usually lengthens support interactions.

To change operational job-step names, follow these steps.

Note: A more detail explanation of each step follows.

• Modifying Protolib Members (steps 1-4)
– Determine if you are scheduling MICS through a vendor scheduling package or using a MICS provided facility.
– Identify the minimum number of job-step names that must be changed.
– Identify the location of each job-step name in members of sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB.
– Prepare the PROTOLIB modifications.

• Translating Step Names (steps 5-6)
– Prepare the PROC FORMAT statements that comprise the $USTEP format. This format is named by operational

job checkpoint processing to translate the actual (modified) job and step name of an operational job into the MICS
standard job and step name.

– Prepare the _USRSTEP macro that performs the opposite translation; given a MICS standard operational job-step
name, return the actual (modified) job-step name in which restart processing should occur.

• Installing (steps 7-8)
– Install the modifications, format, and macro.
– Keep complete written records of all modifications, and have them available for each call to the Broadcom Support

group.

Here is a detailed description of the operational job-step name modification strategy.

1. Modifying Protolib Members
Determine if you are scheduling MICS through a vendor scheduling package or using a MICS provided facility.
If you plan to use one of the MICS scheduling facilities, all operational job-step names must be unique. If you use the
same job-step name, for example, STEP1, in multiple MICS jobs, then you cannot use the MICS batch SCHEDULE
job or the Operational Status and Tracking SCHEDULE, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY commands.

2. Identify the minimum number of job-step names that must be changed.
The MICS operational jobs and their step names are listed in Operating. Thoroughly examine that chapter for an
understanding of the structure and job step naming conventions that are used by MICS.
From the list of possible job-step names, select the fewest number of names that must be changed. Fewer name
changes mean fewer modifications and less effort.

3. Identify the location of each job-step name in members of sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB.
The PROTOLIB members that cause each operational job to be generated are named for the job: DAILY, WEEKLY,
MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, BACKUPM, RESTORE, RSTATUS, and SCHEDULE. Note: The INCRccc operational
jobs are generated from the cccINCR protolib members.
The operational update jobs (DAILY, INCRccc, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY) include other PROTOLIB members
to complete their generation. The names of these members vary according to the job step which the members
prototype.
For the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY job steps that update MICS databases, the members have names
of the form ttcccsss, where:
– tt

DY for the DAILY job
WK for the WEEKLY job
MN for the MONTHLY job
YR for the YEARLY job

– ccc
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Product identifier
– sss

Product update step number
The INCRccc jobs are in the cccINCR members and have step names of INCRnnn.
The product identifiers (ccc) and update step numbers (nnn) for each MICS data integration product can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(COMPTDEF).
An example of such a member is the MICS Batch and Operations (SMF) Analyzer. Its operational update step
prototypes can be found in PROTOLIB members DYSMF030, SMFINCR, WKSMF030, MNSMF030, and YRSMF030.
In addition, the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs have separate report step prototype members in PROTOLIB.
These members are named:
– DYRPT400
– WKRPT400
– MNRPT400
Finally, the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs have separate user step prototype members in
PROTOLIB. These members are named:
– DYUSR500
– WKUSR500
– MNUSR500
– YRUSR500

4. Prepare the PROTOLIB modifications.
To change step names, to conform to a standard, you would typically build modifications for all the members that were
identified previously.
In this example, examines a single modification. The first step of the DAILY job is named DAYALL. Its prototype is in
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DAILY). For this example, lets say that the DAYALL step is on a line with sequence
number 00041000. The contents of that line are:

     col 1                                              col 80

     |                                                       |

     //DAYALL EXEC &MICSNDB,SYSPARM=&SYSPARM          00041000

To change the name of the step from DAYALL to STPDY000, build an IEBUPDTE input stream that replaces the line
with the desired contents:

      col 1                                              col 80

     |                                                       |

     ./ CHANGE NAME=DAILY

     //STPDY000 EXEC &MICSNDB,SYSPARM=&SYSPARM        00041000

Repeat this procedure for each step and member modified. Be sure to add user maintenance block comments to each
member, and save the update in the modification staging library sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL.

5. Translating Step Names
Prepare the $USTEP FORMAT.
The $USTEP format is generated by every JCLGEN run in a unit database. The source for this format is contained in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP) for every unit database.
For every unit database, enter the step translation information in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP).
The distributed USTEP member contains:

     PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=TMUOLIB.MICSFMTS PRINT;

          VALUE $USTEP (MIN=16 MAX=16 DEFAULT=16)

     /*                                                   */

     /* INSERT STEP MAPPING DEFINITIONS HERE             */

     /* FORM OF DEFINITIONS IS:                           */

     /* 'NEW_JOB_NAME_STEP_NAME'='OLD_JOB_NAME_STEP_NAME' */
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     /*                                                   */

     /* EXAMPLE:                                          */

     /*  IF JOB "DAILY" STEP "DAY020" HAD BEEN RENAMED TO */

     /*  IF JOB "YLIAD" STEP "Q64A31" THE DEFINITION IS:  */

     /*  'YLIAD   Q64A31  '='DAILY   DAY020  '            */

     /*                                                   */

     /* IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE JOB AND STEP NAME   */

     /* BE SPECIFIED EXACTLY AS SHOWN. THE JOB MUST BE    */

     /* THE FIRST EIGHT POSITIONS AND THE STEP MUST START */

     /* IN POSITION NINE                                 */

     /*                                                   */

     /*  NEW_JOB NEW_STEP   OLD_JOB OLD_STEP              */

     /* '1234567812345678'='1234567812345678'             */

     /*                                                   */

     /*                                                   */

     /*  THE FOLLOWING ENTRY REPRESENTS AN ILLEGAL        */

     /*  COMBINATION OF JOB AND STEP NAME  IT IS         */

     /*  INCLUDED TO ENSURE THAT THIS FORMAT, AS          */

     /*  GENERATED, WILL NOT BE EMPTY.  ADD ANY SITE      */

     /*  DEPENDENT ENTRIES AFTER THIS DUMMY ENTRY        */

     /*                                                   */

     '+               ' = '+               '

     ; RUN;

The translations must be added to this member. Since the MICS automatic job submission facilities, generate a
composite job stream of multiple MICS operational jobs, provide a mapping of all possible combinations of job and
step names. The resulting SAS code in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP), with comments removed, is as follows:

     PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=TMUOLIB.MICSFMTS PRINT;

          VALUE $USTEP (MIN=16 MAX=16 DEFAULT=16)

     'SYSOPDY STPDY000' = 'DAILY   DAYALL  '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY001' = 'DAILY   DAYSMF  '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY002' = 'DAILY   DAY010  '

     'SYSOPIU STPIU010' = 'INCRTSO INCR010 '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY003' = 'DAILY   DAY020  '

     'SYSOPIU STPIU020' = 'INCRRMF INCR020 '

     'SYSOPDY STPWK001' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK010 '

     'SYSOPDY STPWK002' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK020 '

     'SYSOPDY STPMN001' = 'MONTHLY MONTH010'

     'SYSOPDY STPMN002' = 'MONTHLY MONTH020'

     'SYSOPDY STPYR001' = 'YEARLY  YEAR010 '

     'SYSOPDT STPYR002' = 'YEARLY  YEAR020 '

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPWK STPWK001' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK010 '

     'SYSOPWK STPWK002' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK020 '

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPMN STPMN001' = 'MONTHLY MONTH010'

     'SYSOPMN STPMN002' = 'MONTHLY MONTH020'

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPYR STPYR001' = 'YEARLY  YEAR010 '

     'SYSOPYR STPYR002' = 'YEARLY  YEAR020 '

 

                   ... etc ...
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     '+               ' = '+               '

     ; RUN;

 

Note: Each DAILY job-step name is mapped with the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY job name. WEEKLY,
MONTHLY, and YEARLY job-step names must also be mapped with the DAILY job name.
If you have duplicate job-step names in the MICS operational jobs, you are not able to code the multiple job name
mapping. For example, if the first step in the DAILY job is MICS001 and MICS001 is also the name of the first step in
the WEEKLY job, you cannot correctly map the MICS001 step to DAYALL when the DAILY operational job is part of a
composite job stream of DAILY, WEEKLY, and BACKUP (the WEEKLY process). For this reason, you are not able to
use the MICS SCHEDULE job or the Operational Status and Tracking SCHEDULE, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or
YEARLY commands.

6. Prepare the _USRSTEP macro.
Remember that the function of the $USTEP macro was to translate an actual job/step name into the equivalent MICS
standard job and step name. The _USRSTEP macro has the opposite function: to find the name of the step in a failed
operational job, which should be specified in a RESTART JCL control parameter. The step name found must be put
into a data element named RESTEP.
The macro could use any of several methods to reassign the new step name into the data element RESTEP. One
method that is relatively reliable for a minimum effort is to use the $USTEP format to contain both directions of
translation. For example, add to the USTEP member in the previous example the opposite translation:

     PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=TMUOLIB.MICSFMTS PRINT;

          VALUE $USTEP (MIN=16 MAX=16 DEFAULT=16)

     'SYSOPDY STPDY000' = 'DAILY   DAYALL  '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY001' = 'DAILY   DAYSMF  '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY002' = 'DAILY   DAY010  '

     'SYSOPIU STPIU010' = 'INCRTSO INCR010 '

     'SYSOPDY STPDY003' = 'DAILY   DAY020  '

     'SYSOPIU STPIU020' = 'INCRRMF INCR020 '

     'SYSOPDY STPWK001' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK010 '

     'SYSOPDY STPWK002' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK020 '

     'SYSOPDY STPMN001' = 'MONTHLY MONTH010'

     'SYSOPDY STPMN002' = 'MONTHLY MONTH020'

     'SYSOPDY STPYR001' = 'YEARLY  YEAR010 '

     'SYSOPDT STPYR002' = 'YEARLY  YEAR020 '

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPWK STPWK001' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK010 '

     'SYSOPWK STPWK002' = 'WEEKLY  WEEK020 '

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPMN STPMN001' = 'MONTHLY MONTH010'

     'SYSOPMN STPMN002' = 'MONTHLY MONTH020'

           . . .        =       . . .

     'SYSOPYR STPYR001' = 'YEARLY  YEAR010 '

     'SYSOPYR STPYR002' = 'YEARLY  YEAR020 '

 

                   ... etc ...

 

     'DAILY   DAYALL  ' = 'SYSOPDY STPDY000'

     'DAILY   DAYSMF  ' = 'SYSOPDY STPDY001'

     'DAILY   DAY010  ' = 'SYSOPDY STPDY002'

     'DAILY   DAY020  ' = 'SYSOPDY STPDY003'

           . . .        =       . . .
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     'INCRTSO INCR010 ' = 'SYSOPIU STPIU010'

     'INCRRMF INCR020 ' = 'SYSOPIU STPIU020'

           . . .        =       . . .

     'WEEKLY  WEEK010 ' = 'SYSOPWK STPWK001'

     'WEEKLY  WEEK020 ' = 'SYSOPWK STPWK002'

           . . .        =       . . .

     'MONTHLY MONTHL10' = 'SYSOPMN STPMN001'

     'MONTHLY MONTH020' = 'SYSOPMN STPMN002'

           . . .        =       . . .

     'YEARLY  YEAR010 ' = 'SYSOPYR STPYR001'

     'YEARLY  YEAR020 ' = 'SYSOPYR STPYR002'

 

                   ... etc ...

 

     '+               ' = '+               '

     ; RUN;

 

The standard MICS job name can be found easily. The _USRSTEP macro is invoked with the MICS restart step name
already in data element RESTEP. Thus, on entry to _USRSTEP code, RESTEP begins with either DAY, INCR, WEEK,
MONTH, YEAR, BKUP, or RSTR.
This sample code for the _USRSTEP macro, with the expanded list in the $USTEP macro, can be used:

      MACRO _USRSTEP

       LENGTH USER16 USER16N $16 USER8 $8;

       IF RESTEP EQ :'DAY'        THEN USER8='DAILY';

       ELSE IF RESTEP EQ :'INCR'  THEN

               USER8 = 'INCR' || SCAN(PUT(RESTEP,$STEP.),1);

       ELSE IF RESTEP EQ :'WEEK'  THEN USER8='WEEKLY';

       ELSE IF RESTEP EQ :'MONTH' THEN USER8='MONTHLY';

       ELSE IF RESTEP EQ :'YEAR'  THEN USER8='YEARLY';

       USER16 = PUT(USER8,$CHAR8.)||PUT(RESTEP,$CHAR8.);

       USER16N = PUT(USER16,$USTEP.);

       IF USER16N NE USER16 AND LENGTH(USER16N) GT 8

        THEN RESTEP = SUBSTR(USER16N,8);

      %

Note: The reverse translation does not require double mapping of job-step names. You need only list each job-step
name once for reverse translation.

7. Installing
Install the modifications, format, and macro.
The most difficult part of installing step name modifications is the coordination of events. There is no unit-level
concatenation of the JCL prototype library PROTOLIB, so all changes to it are complex-wide.
If you are installing MICS for the first time, follow these steps:
a. Apply the changes to PROTOLIB by submitting the IEBUPDTE modifications explained previously.
b. During unit database installation, after the COPYLIBU job is run, copy the $USTEP format

changes to prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP) and install the _USRSTEP exit. Subsequent
steps in the normal unit installation process complete the installation of the step name modifications.

If you have installed MICS previously, and have unit databases in production, follow these steps:
a. Suspend all JCL generation activity in all unit databases. MICS has no facility to ensure this suspension, so you

(the MICS administrator) must manually ensure this suspension.
b. Apply the changes to PROTOLIB by submitting the IEBUPDTE modifications explained previously.
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WARNING
Perform steps c to f for every unit database in your MICS Complex.

c. Enter the Operational Status and Tracking SUSPEND command to suspend operational processing in this unit.
d. Copy the $USTEP format changes to prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USTEP), and install the _USRSTEP exit in the

unit database.
e. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND). This job regenerates all operational JCL.
f. Enter the Operational Status and Tracking RESUME command to resume operational processing in this unit.

WARNING
Perform steps c to f for every unit database in your MICS Complex.

8. Keep complete written records.
Earlier sections of this book explain the benefits of keeping accurate documentation on all user modifications to MICS.
Several suggestions for the form and storage of such documentation are given.
MICS operational job-step names are not modified often, for the reasons that are listed at the beginning of this
subsection. If you elect to make such modifications, you ensure your continued satisfaction from product support
incidents by having complete documentation of your changes at hand when you call.

OS Job Attributes

Job attributes can be specified as follows.

The JCLDEF PARMS member allows attributes to be assigned to all jobs that are generated.

If some job has unique attributes, two methods are available. PARMS member JCLINFO allows specification of the most
common job attributes at the individual job level. Should it be necessary to tailor the job attributes in a way that is not
provided by JCLDEF or JCLINFO, then JOB statements can be generated to the exact installation specifications by using
the USERJCL PARMS member.

JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF) describes in detail the JCL definitions that can be specified in the JCLDEF member.
These descriptions include all the keywords which are allowed on a standard JOB statement.

The JCLINFO PARMS member is described in Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc). JCLINO allows
specifications of the JOBNAME, TIMES, LINES, CLASS, and PRTY at the individual job level.

Using USERJCL to define the JOB statement gives complete control of its appearance and content. Non-standard
keywords can be used, and the order on the JOB statement can be defined. Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL) describe
and gives examples of defining JOB statements in the USERJCL PARMS member.

Writing a User Exit

MICS provides a user exit facility that enables you to tailor items that are produced by the MICS JCLGEN process. The
exit is intended to be used for changes that are not possible with the basic or extended JCLGEN facilities. For detailed
information about writing a JCLGEN exit, see JCL Generation Output Exit (JCLEXIT).

Database Space Modeling Facility
The Database Space Modeling Facility helps to estimate the amount of DASD space that is required for a new database.
This process takes as input data from about one day and runs a DAILY job with a temporary database. This temporary
database is analyzed together with the online data retention requirements defined, to determine the required DASD
space (in tracks) for allocating the entire MICS database. Three reports are produced quantifying the database space
requirements. They are the Database Space Estimator Libname Summary, Information Area Summary, and File Summary
reports.
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Note: This process is only an approximation. You can allocate your database files with large secondary allocations and
can begin running database updates. Later you can refine your space allocations that are based on actual space usage.

The steps that are involved in estimating the database space requirements include:

1. Collect the required input data using the Installation Preparation Worksheets. Complete the Data Retention
worksheets for each product in the unit.

2. Using the worksheets, modify the prefix.MICS.PARMS DBMODEL member.
3. Execute the Database Space Modeling Facility to produce the space analysis reports.
4. Evaluate the results and either modify the inputs and redo step 3 or, if satisfied, continue to step 5.
5. Execute the Database Generation Facility to implement the database definition (SAS MACRO generation).

Steps 2 through 5 typically are performed during the installation, but the details are included here so that the entire
estimation process can be understood.

Note: When changes are made to database retention definitions, the CYCLEGEN job must be executed to generate
database cycles according to the new definitions.

Preparing the Modeling Input
To build the required inputs for the database space modeling process, complete the Installation Preparation Worksheet:
Statements for Single System Database.

The DBMODEL parameter is distributed as a prototype in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBMDLDEF). Component
generations adjust DBMDLDEF for database tailoring. The COPYLIBU job for each database unit adjusts the unit's
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for new products and database tailoring during unit modification or installation.

Update your DBMODEL member that is based on the data that is collected on the Installation Preparation Worksheets.
This updates the default values on the FILE statements for the products that you are installing.

The Database Space Modeling Facility provides a method for estimating the database's DASD space requirements. The
modeling process considers one database per run. Depending upon the user's choice of maintaining a single database or
multiple database units, multiple modeling runs may be necessary for different databases.

The modeling facility operates from a series of input statements that define the database information areas, the data
retention requirements the user has specified for maintaining online and archive data, and input data of about one day.

These two input statements that are specified as input for the modeling analysis. The following statements include:

DATABASE
This statement identifies the database being modeled.

FILE
This statement specifies the online and archive data retention limits for a specific database file.
Statements for Single System Database illustrate the order of the input statements.

Installation Preparation Worksheet: Statements for Single System Database

         +---------------------------------+

         | DATABASE name                   |

         +---------------------------------+-----+

             | FILE filename  retention-limits   |

             | FILE filename  retention-limits   |

             +-----------------------------------+

Note: We recommend that the retention limits predefined in DBMODEL are used for your first run. To see an example of
DBMODEL, refer to your sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBMDLDEF).
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DATABASE Statement

The DATABASE statement identifies the database being modeled.

Statement Format:

DATABASE name

Operand Descriptions:

name
The name to be associated with this database.

Statement Example:

DATABASE DATA01

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement)

This section describes cycle (data retention) definitions required for the MICS Web Analyzer, discusses how to determine
the Web data cycles required, and provides instructions for completing the FILE statements in the PARMS member
DBMODEL. Figures 7-3a and 7-3b are the worksheets for collecting this information.

For each file, the worksheet lists the default cycle retention period in parentheses for each timespan (DETAIL, DAYS,
WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and the TABLES area).

If '00' shows as the retention value for the timespan, the file is not supported in that timespan. See the RMFGENIN FILE
statement discussion in Section 7.2 for more information about files that are not supported in the DETAIL timespan.

You must specify a cycle retention limit greater than zero if a file has been defined in its RMFGENIN FILE statement to be
active in the timespan. Likewise, you must specify a cycle retention limit of 0 if a file has been defined in its RMFGENIN
FILE statement to be inactive in the timespan.

Note that a file is turned on or off in a particular timespan on a complex-wide level through the RMFGENIN
FILE statement definitions; you customize the cycle retention values on a unit level basis through the
prefix.MICS.PARM(DBMODEL) parameter.

Database Data Retention Definitions Worksheet

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly or monthly archive history files have actually been activated. or both. For more information, see MICS JCL
Planning and Parameters.

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, which
is shown within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated
timespan. To add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

EXAMPLE:
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The prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) FILE statement below illustrates how to enter the information for a file whose
RMFGENIN FILE statement specifies that the file is inactive in the YEARS timespan and TABLES data area.

FILE RMF HARCPU 01 33 09 06 00 00 053 024

Note: The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether or not the weekly
and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated.

Database Data Retention Worksheet

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet (Part 1 of 2)

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | Reference:  Section 7.3.2.1, CA MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide     |

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

                             | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

                             | Name | __(  )  __(  )  __(  )  __(  )   _(  )  __(  )|___ (   ) ___ (   )|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |HAR_RA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HAR_RK| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HAR_RP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCCU| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFD| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFH| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFN| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFP| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFR| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFS| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCME| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCML| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCMT| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCMX| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

                             |HARCPU| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRF| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRK| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCVA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARDTA| 00(00)  __(01)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARDVA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |HAREAD| __(10)  __(33)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARELS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARERS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARFDC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARFDP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARIPU| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARLPC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|
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                             |HARPCA| __(01)  __(15)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARPCI| __(10)  __(33)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARPHY| 00(00)  __(01)  __(01)  __(01)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |HARRRA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARRSV| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |HARSCM| __(10)  __(33)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARSGA| 00(00)  __(01)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARSLS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARTGC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARVPA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARXPS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPARD| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPENQ| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPIOC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPIOP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPKRN| __(08)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPLCA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPLCU| 00(00)  __(15)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPPAG| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet (Part 2 of 2)

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | Reference:  Section 7.3.2.1, CA MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide     |

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

                             | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

                             | Name | __(  )  __(  )  __(  )  __(  )   _(  )  __(  )|___ (   ) ___ (   )|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |SCPPSD| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRC| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRD| __(08)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRS| __(08)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPSWP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPTRC| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPVSM| __(07)  __(30)  __(06)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPVSU| __(07)  __(30)  __(06)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCY| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_ED| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EW| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMRGP| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSDE| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSDS| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSEA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|
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                             |WLMSEC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSED| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSEM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSVC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMTGP| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | Reference:  Section 7.3.5.1, CA MICS Web Analyzer Guide                  |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |      |           Online Database Retention          |  Archive Cut-O ff  |

 | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

 | Name | __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)   _(NA)  __(NA)|___ (NA)  ___ (NA) |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |WEBSAF| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBSIF| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBMIJ| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBHTP| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBSRV| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBHPI| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWRA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWCB| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWUD| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWAA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWPR| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEB_WP| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWCF| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGSAL| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAMS| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAPS| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAGL| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGRFL| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |
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 |WLGERL| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGCFG| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility
Two of the jobs in the control statement library, prefix.MICS.CNTL, are:

DBSIZE

Database Space Estimation

CYCLEGEN
Database Cycle Generation

After the DBMODEL member in prefix.MICS.PARMS has been updated using FILE statement worksheets, the Database
Space Modeling Facility can be executed by submitting the DBSIZE job, as shown here:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

This job needs input data of about one day to estimate the required space to allocate on disk. If some input data cannot
be provided, the space estimation is less accurate.

DBSIZE produces three reports, the Database Space Estimator Libname Summary, Information Area Summary, and File
Summary. The Libname Summary shows the space allocation of the physical data sets comprising the database. For new
databases, the number of tracks that are shown in the Projected Space column should be taken as the primary allocation
for the ALLOCATE job, together with a safe secondary allocation. 

Once the analysis determines a database space estimate in line with the data retention requirements and DASD space
available, then execute CYCLEGEN.

DBSIZE can also be used to estimate database size after configuration changes, like adding a component to a unit. Since,
in this case, the new configuration must be generated before DBSIZE can run, the existing DAILY job may be affected. If
the DAILY job has more data integration steps that are generated, SYSPARM='NODATA' should be coded on the EXEC
JCL card for the corresponding step until you are ready to provide the new data and run it into the database. For example,
if you have generated a database unit to contain TSO, RMF, and SMF data and you do not have TSO data available, the
EXEC JCL card for the TSO step is:

//DAY010 EXEC MICSDBx,SYSPARM='NODATA'

Where MICSDBx is the name of the procedure in the jobstream.

Analyzing DASD Space Estimates
The Database Estimator is used to estimate the size of a database. The estimation is based on files in the temporary
database that was created with the DBSIZE job and from information in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Space is
reported in tracks.

Libname Summary Report

The Libname Summary Report lists space utilizations for each physical data set timespan of the database.

                                    CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting               07:21 Monday,

 February 12, 2015

                                            Database Space Estimator

                                                Libname Summary
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                                        Space Reporting Unit is Tracks

                                                                                                         Est.

 Max

                                                                       Used     Allocated   Projected  

 Allocated

Libname   Dataset Name                                  Block Size    Space       Space       Space      

 Space

--------  --------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

DETAIL    SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.DETAIL.H01        27,648      271.50      500.00    1,100.00       

 0.00  (1)(2)

DAYS      SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.DAYS.H01          27,648      122.50      500.00    1,780.50       

 0.00  (1)(2)

WEEKS     SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.WEEKS.H01         27,648      116.50      500.00      723.50       

 0.00  (1)(2)

MONTHS    SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.MONTHS.H01        27,648      107.50      500.00      546.00       

 0.00  (1)(2)

YEARS     SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.YEARS.H01         27,648        2.00      500.00        0.50       

 0.00  (2)

                                                                    ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

                                                                        620.00    2,500.00    4,150.50       

 0.00

               (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Column Descriptions 

Libname
The SAS libname of the timespan.

Dataset name
The z/OS data set name of the timespan.

Block size
The DCB block size of the data set.

Used Space
Space that is used in the timespan.

Allocated Space
Total space that is allocated to the timespan. Computed as Used + Free space.

Projected Space
Estimate of used space within a timespan when all files are at maximum cycles.

Estimated Max Allocated Space
Estimate of the maximum size of the timespan if the maximum size of each remaining secondary extent is used.

Information Area Summary Report

The Information Area Summary Report shows space utilization for each Information Area within the timespan.

                                             CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting      07:21 Monday,

 February 12, yyyy

                                                      Database Space Estimator

                                                      Information Area Summary
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                                                  Space Reporting Units is Tracks

                    Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: DETAIL; Dataset Name:

 SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.DETAIL.H01

                                       Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

                                      Allocated Tracks: 500; Used Tracks: 272; % Free: 45.70%

                                                      Estimated Max Tracks: 0

                                                           Used                 Avg. Space   Projected  

 Projected

Information Area                                Files      Space      %Used     per Cycle      Space     

 %Used

----------------------------------------------  ------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

(???) Unknown                                        1        0.50      0.10%         0.50        0.50     

 0.00%

(ACT) Accounting Component                           1        0.50      0.10%         0.50        1.00     

 0.00%

(ADM) Administrative Activity Information Area       2        1.00      0.20%         0.50        1.00     

 0.00%

(BAT) Batch Activity Information Area               21      128.00     25.60%         6.10      879.50     

 0.00%

(HAR) Hardware Utilization                          23       75.00     15.00%         3.26       76.00     

 0.00%

(OPS) Operations Information Area                    3        3.00      0.60%         1.00        3.00     

 0.00%

(SCP) MVS System Control Program                    20       34.00      6.80%         1.70       82.00     

 0.00%

(TSO) TSO Information Area                           6        9.00      1.80%         1.50       38.00     

 0.00%

(WLM) MVS Workload Management                       13       19.00      3.80%         1.46       19.00     

 0.00%

                                                ------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

                                                    90      270.00     54.00%         1.46    1,100.00     

 0.00%   (1)(2)

                         (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan
The database timespan.

Libname
The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Dataset Name
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type
The device type of the data set.
Note: The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count
Number of volumes of the timespan data set.
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Block Size:
The z/OS block size of the data set.

 % Free
Percent of free space in the timespan data set.

Allocated units
The amount of space that is currently allocated to timespan data set.

Used units
The amount of space that is currently used in the timespan data set.

Estimated Max units
The estimated maximum space of the timespan data set. These units are computed by adding the requested size of the
remaining secondary extents on the last volume of the timespan data set to the allocated space.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area
Name the Information Area within the timespan.

Files
Total members in this Information Area. These members include valid and invalid (as listed in the Invalid Files report) file
entries.

Used Space
Space that is currently used in the Information Area.
Note: The space that is used at the Libname summarization level may not equal the allocated space in the timespan. This
difference is attributed to internal SAS usage.

%Used
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the Information Area within the timespan.

Avg Space/Cycle
Average space that is used by each cycle of the file within the timespan.

Projected Space
Space that is used by this information area when all cycles of all files are created.

Projected %Used
Percentage of the Estimated Maximum used.

File Summary Report

The File Summary Report shows space utilization for each file within the timespan.

Note: All cycles for a file are comprised in a single-line entry.

                                              CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting             07:21

 Monday, February 12, yyyy

                                                      Database Space Estimator

                                                            File Summary

                                                  Space Reporting Units is Tracks

                    Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: DETAIL; Dataset Name:

 SYS07043.T071526.RA000.JOBNAMED.DETAIL.H01

                                       Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

                                      Allocated Tracks: 500; Used Tracks: 272; % Free: 45.70%

                                                      Estimated Max Tracks: 0
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Information Area                                              Used               Avg. Space  Def'd   Estimated

   Estimated

   File Name                                       Cycles     Space     %Used    per Cycle   Cycles    Space 

      %Used

-------------------------------------------------  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  ------ 

 ----------  ----------

   ...

(BAT) Batch Activity Information Area

   (_OE) OPEN EDITION/MVS PROGRAM FILE                  1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       0       

 2.00      0.00%

   (_SA) SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE ACTIVITY FILE             1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       0       

 2.00      0.00%

   (_ST) SYSTEM TASK PROGRAM ACTIVITY FILE              1        3.00    0.60%         3.00       0       

 3.00      0.00%

   (_TP) APPC/MVS TP ACTIVITY FILE                      1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       0       

 2.00      0.00%

   (_TS) SMF USER TSO ACTIVITY FILE                     1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       0       

 2.00      0.00%

   (ATP) APPC/MVS TRANSACTION FILE                      1        1.00    0.20%         1.00       0       

 1.00      0.00%

   (JOB) BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE                   1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       0       

 2.00      0.00%

   (MUA) MEASURED USAGE ADDRESS SPACE FILE              1        1.00    0.20%         1.00       0       

 1.00      0.00%

   (MUG) MEASURED USAGE GLOBAL FILE                     1        1.00    0.20%         1.00      30      

 30.00      0.00%

   (OEP) OPEN EDITION PROCESS ACTIVITY FILE             1        1.50    0.30%         1.50       0       

 1.50      0.00%

   (PGM) BATCH USER PROGRAM ACTIVITY FILE               1        3.00    0.60%         3.00       0       

 3.00      0.00%

   (REN) MULTISYSTEM ENCLAVE ACTIVITY FILE              1        1.00    0.20%         1.00       0       

 1.00      0.00%

   (SPL) BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE                 1        1.00    0.20%         1.00       0       

 1.00      0.00%

   (WDA) BATCH WORKLOAD DEVICE ACTIVITY FILE            1        2.00    0.40%         2.00       1       

 2.00      0.00%

   ----------------------------------------------          ----------  --------                     

 ----------  ----------

(BAT) Batch Activity Information Area                           24.50    4.90%                           

 53.50      0.00%

   ...

   ==============================================          ==========  ========                     

 ==========  ==========

                                                               121.00   24.20%                        

 1,780.50      0.00%   (1)

                         (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan
The database timespan.

Libname
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The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Dataset Name
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type
The device type of the data set.
Note: The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count
Number of volumes of the timespan data set.

Block Size
The z/OS block size of the data set.

% Free
Percent of free space in the timespan data set.

Allocated units
The amount of space that is currently allocated to timespan data set.

Used units
The amount of space that is currently used in the timespan data set.

Estimated Max units
The estimated maximum space of the timespan data set. These units are computed by adding the requested size of the
remaining secondary extents on the last volume of the timespan data set to the allocated space.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area
Name the information area within the timespan.

File Name
Name the file area within the timespan.

Cycles
Total iterations (cycles) of this file within the timespan.

Used Space
Space that is currently used by the file.
Note: The space that is used at the Libname summarization level may not equal the allocated space in the timespan. This
difference is attributed to internal SAS usage.

%Used
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the File within the timespan.

Avg Space/Cycle
Averspace that is useable space that is used by each cycle within the timespan.

Def'D Cycles
Number of cycles as defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

Estimated Space
Space that is used by this file area when all cycles are created.

Estimated %Used
Percent of the Estimated Maximum used.
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Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
Certain parameters that affect the execution of the standard MICS jobs can be altered at any time without regenerating
the MICS system. These parameters let you specify whether MICS runs some, all, or none of the exception modules for
the installed system. They also let you specify report options, weekend scheduling options, and certain data retention
options.

These parameters are specified by changing the EXECDEF member of MICS.PARMS. A sample EXECDEF member is
listed here, followed by an explanation of each parameter statement.

Note: We recommend that you use the default member when MICS is first installed. After some experience is gained with
the system, the parameters can be adjusted as needed using the Dynamic Execution Options Worksheet. Changes that
are made to EXECDEF take effect with the next MICS job and do not require any generation process.

Sample EXECDEF Member

  *

  *      EXECUTION OPTION DEFINITIONS

  *

   CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES NONE

   REPORT EXCEPTIONS NONE

   REPORT MBODAILY   ALL

   REPORT MBOWEEKLY  ALL

   REPORT MBOMONTHLY ALL

   REPORT WORKSPACE  NO

   SCHEDULE   WEEKEND NO

   INPUTLOGLIMIT 99

   SMFDJHLLIMIT 99

   SPCUTILLIMIT 99

   EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS T168 T033

   TITLE CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

MICS supports a separate exception module for each of its products. Exception modules read newly-created cycles,
looking for observations that meet exception criteria. Each site defines its own exception criteria. For detailed information
about tailoring exceptions, see Standard Reports. When exception modules detect what they consider being an
exceptional condition, they record it in a record in the DAYS.ADMEXC file. The following statement allows you to control
this process.

CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES

To define if the DAILY exception modules should be run, specify NONE, ALL, or a list of one or more MICS products. For
more information about generating exceptions in the DAILY update job, see Exception Reports.

Exceptions that are found are reported are determined by the REPORT EXCEPTIONS parameter or by your MICF inquiry
production reporting definitions. You can create the exception files, but not activate daily reporting to have exceptions
available for online inquiry using MICF.

NONE
Do not run any exception modules (the DAYS.ADMEXCnn files exist, but are always empty).

ALL
Run the exception modules for all installed MICS products.

list
Run the exception modules for the listed MICS products. Product IDs are separated by blanks.

Note: All exceptions identified by all exception modules go into a single CYCLE of the DAYS.ADMEXC file with one
record per exception detected. The INFOAREA field of the records indirectly identifies the product.
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REPORT EXCEPTIONS

Specify NONE or a list of one or more levels of exception reporting that should be done for all MICS products whose
exception modules were run in the DAILY update job. See the previous detail on CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES for more
information about creating exceptions.
Specify NONE if you are using MICF inquiry production reporting facilities to generate daily MICS exception reports. For
more information about executing daily MICF inquiry production reports with the MICS DAILY database update, see MICF
Reference.

NONE
Do not produce any Daily Exception Reports.

OVERVIEW
Produce the Daily Exception Report Overview.

SEVERITY
Produce the Daily Exception Report list of exceptions by severity level (Critical, Impacting, and Warning).

MGMTAREA
Produce the Daily Exception Report list of exceptions by Management Area (Performance, Security, Standards, Workload,
and so on).

DETAIL
Produce the Daily Exception Report detail list of exceptions.

The standard report options control the production of the Daily, Weekly, and Monthly management objective (MBO)
reports. See the Standard Reports. Each report option must specify NONE for no reports, ALL for MBO reports from all
installed products, or a list of one or more MICS product names. For more information, see the COMPONENTS statement
in Database Unit Control Definitions.

Specify NONE if you are using MICF inquiry production reporting facilities to generate Daily, Weekly, and Monthly MBO
reports. For more information about executing daily, weekly, and monthly MICF inquiry production reports with the MICS
daily, weekly, and monthly production processing, see the MICF Reference.

REPORT MBODAILY

To define if the standard Daily Management Objective Reports should be produced, specify NONE, ALL, or a list of one or
more MICS products.

NONE
Do not produce any Daily Management Objective Reports.

ALL
Produce the Daily Management Objective Reports for all installed MICS products.

list
Produce the Daily Management Objective Reports for the MICS products listed. Product IDs are separated by blanks.

REPORT MBOWEEKLY

To define if the standard Weekly Management Objective Reports should be produced, specify NONE, ALL, or a list of one
or more MICS products.

NONE
Do not produce any Weekly Management Objective Reports.

ALL
Produce the Weekly Management Objective Reports for all installed MICS products.

list
Produce the Weekly Management Objective Reports for the MICS products listed. Product IDs are separated by blanks.
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REPORT MBOMONTHLY

To define if the standard Monthly Management Objective Reports should be produced, specify NONE, ALL, or a list of one
or more MICS products.

NONE
Do not produce any Monthly Management Objective Reports.

ALL
Produce the Monthly Management Objective Reports for all installed MICS products.

list
Produce the Monthly Management Objective Reports for the MICS products listed. Product IDs are separated by blanks.

REPORT WORKSPACE

To control whether the MICS Work Space Utilization Report is to be generated, specify YES or NO. If left blank or
unspecified, the default is NO.

SCHEDULE WEEKEND

A process for automatically scheduling the required weekly, monthly, and yearly processes is provided through the Job
Scheduling Facility. A specification of YES for this parameter allows the Job Scheduling Facility to schedule weekly,
monthly, or yearly operations on a weekend; a specification of NO ensures that they are not scheduled on the weekend.

The rationale for this option is that the weekly, monthly, and yearly processes are more complex than the daily one,
especially regarding their tape processing. This results in a greater chance that they will malfunction and require human
intervention, which might not be available on a weekend.

INPUT HISTORY LOG RETENTION LIMIT (INPUTLOGLIMIT)

The Input History Log file of the Administrative Information Area (DAYS.ADMIHL01) provides the system administrator
with an audit trail (by original SYSID and MICS product) of the types and volume of data that have been used to update
the MICS database. The audit trail data is maintained for a given number of days; the number of days is defined through
this option. The number of days can range from a minimum of 7 days to a maximum of 99 days. Although, the space that
is required for each cycle of this information is small, we recommend that you use many days for the audit trail data. If this
statement is omitted or invalid, a default of 99 days is used.

CA SMF DIRECTOR INPUT HISTORY RETENTION LIMIT (SMFDJHLLIMIT)

The Split Index File of the Administrative Information Area (DAYS.ADMJHL01) is only populated when input is provided
using the SMF Director interface to MICS. This file serves a dual purpose.

First, it is input into each MICS incremental update and DAILY input processing step to eliminate split files that are
previously processed within the same MICS component that would otherwise be considered eligible for input that is
based on standard date/time selection criteria. Second, it provides the system administrator with an audit trail of the split
files that are processed by each MICS component to update the MICS database. The audit trail data is maintained for a
given number of days; the number of days is defined through this option. The number of days can range from a minimum
of 7 days to a maximum of 99 days. Since MICS uses this file to avoid processing previously processed split files, we
recommend that you use many days for the audit trail data. If this statement is omitted or invalid, a default of 99 days is
used.

Note: The SMFDJHLLIMIT value should coincide with the SMF Director INDEXLIM parameter. If the INDEXLIM value is
set higher than the MICS SMFDJHLLIMIT, the SMF Director index contains entries that MICS has already discarded. This
could potentially cause MICS to input split files that were previously processed but exist eligible for input that is based on
the standard date/time selection criteria. While MICS has safeguards built-in to eliminate this duplicate data, processing
previously processed data adds to the overall processing time and should be avoided.

SPACE UTILIZATION FILE (ADMSPC) RETENTION LIMIT (SPCUTILLIMIT)
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The Space Utilization file of the Administrative Information Area (DAYS.ADMSPC01) provides the system administrator
with a snapshot (by MICS product step, and type) of the space usage of the INCRccc and DAILY jobs. This includes work
space and unit database space utilization. Data is maintained for the number of days that are defined through this option.
The number of days can range from a minimum of 7 days to a maximum of 99 days. If this statement is omitted or invalid,
a default of 99 days is used.

EXCLUDE ORIGINAL SYSIDS (EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS)

This statement can be used to exclude data from selected original SYSIDs from MICS processing. Data for any
ORGSYSID specified is not added to the MICS database, and is not checked against the table of original SYSIDs defined
to MICS in the SYSID (unit-level) or CPLXSID (complex-level) parameter members.

The statement is specified by providing the keyword and a list of one or more original SYSIDs separated by blanks. For
example:

EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS TST1 TST4 SYST

Use the keyword, UNDEFINEDSYSID, to override an UNDEFINEDSYSID ABORT parameter you may have specified
or accepted by default in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). Specify the following
statement to automatically exclude data for any ORGSYSID value not defined in either prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) or
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID).

EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS UNDEFINEDSYSID

The EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS UNDEFINEDSYSID option is intended to address temporary or isolated situations. Use the
CPLXSID or SYSID control parameters for "permanent" changes.

TITLE

The TITLE statement writes a title at the beginning of the SAS log for any processing step that uses #BASMSTR. This
feature is primarily intended for identifying jobs using MICS special databases, but can be used for any database. If
used, the title text must be separated from the TITLE keyword by a blank and must not contain any semicolons. The title
does not need to be enclosed in quotes. A TITLE statement must be only one line, but multiple TITLE statements can be
specified.

ACCOUNTING

To define the status of the Accounting product in this database unit. Specify ACTIVE or INACTIVE. This statement turns
the Accounting product on or off for all files it uses in this unit. Do not specify this statement if Accounting is not installed in
this database unit.

SD_ACTIVE

To activate or NO to disable MICS Abend Reporting, specify YES. When activated, MICS generates call tickets in Service
Desk for most abends in MICS operational jobs.

USERDEF

This parameter allows you to define a symbol and a value that can be substituted at SAS execution. This substitution can
only occur in MICS jobs that invoke the SETGBLS SAS routine to input the USERDEF statements in EXECDEF, such as
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY. The CALL GBLFCN function is used to retrieve the value of the symbol in SAS
code and assign the value to a user-supplied SAS element. The USERDEF parameter can be used in a user modification
to provide user-supplied parameter values, and the user modification code can perform specific functions that are based
on the USERDEF parameter setting for a specific database unit.
For example, the SMF Analyzer Account Routine in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE) could use different input logic
to assign the Account Code (ACCTNOn) elements depending upon the unit database being updated by the DAILY job.
The MICS database unit being processed in the DAILY update job can be determined by setting a unique value for a
specific USERDEF parameter symbol in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) for each database unit that contains the SMF
Analyzer.
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Several USERDEF symbols can be defined. The only restriction is that the symbol on each USERDEF statement must be
different from those on all others and different from all symbols that are currently used by SETGBLS. Also, the value must
end before column 73 of the record. It cannot be continued and must contain no embedded blanks.
Here is an example:

USERDEF CLIENT GROUP1

This defines a symbol, CLIENT. This symbol can be accessed using the CALL GBLFCN function to substitute the symbol
value for CLIENT as coded in EXECDEF. For more information, see MICS Facilities.

Additional statements can be specified in the EXECDEF parameter member. These statements are used for the MICS
special database facility. They include the COMPONENT, FORCE, SELECT, and ORGSYSID statements.

Installation Preparation Worksheet Dynamic Execution Options Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Dynamic Execution Options            |

 | PARMS Library Member is EXECDEF                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |   CREATE    EXCEPTIONFILES _________ (NONE, ALL, list)                   |

 |   REPORT    EXCEPTIONS     _________ (NONE, category)                    |

 |                                                                          |

 |   REPORT    MBODAILY       _________ (NONE, ALL, list)                   |

 |   REPORT    MBOWEEKLY      _________ (NONE, ALL, list)                   |

 |   REPORT    MBOMONTHLY     _________ (NONE, ALL, list)                   |

 |   REPORT    WORKSPACE      _________ (YES, NO)                           |

 |                                                                          |

 |   SCHEDULE  WEEKEND        _________ (YES, NO)                           |

 |                                                                          |

 |   INPUTLOGLIMIT __ (7 - 99)                                              |

 |   SMFDJHLLIMIT  __ (7 - 99)                                              |

 |   EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS  ____ ____ ____   (UNDEFINEDSYSID, list)              |

 |                                                                          |

 |   TITLE _______________________________                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |   ACCOUNTING ________ (ACTIVE, INACTIVE) (if required)                   |

 |                                                                          |

 |   SD_ACTIVE  ________ (YES, NO)          (if required)                   |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD)
Many MICS facilities, including Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update use z/OS dynamic data set allocation
services for both new and existing DASD data sets. New data sets are allocated according to the data set
allocation parameters you specify in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), or
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), or both.

The normal procedure for changing allocation specifications for dynamically allocated data sets is to update the parameter
member and then execute the associated JCLGENx or cccPGEN jobs, or both. However, in certain situations, such as
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when recovering from a production job abend, you may need to temporarily override data set allocation parameters for
one or more dynamically allocated data sets. MICS supports a special ddname where you can specify these execution-
time data set allocation parameter overrides.

To enable the dynamic allocation parameter override facility, add a PARMOVRD DD statement to the MICS operational
job step where the overrides are needed. For example, you add the following statement:

//PARMOVRD DD *

After this DD statement, include the parameter statements that contain the overrides you want to use.

The PARMOVRD facility supports execution-time overrides for:

• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) WORK parameter when used with Internal Step Restart. When operating with
RESTART YES, you can override the data set allocation parameters for the WORKnn DDs allocated for database
update processing.
Note: You cannot change the number of work files at execution-time. The PARMOVRD facility can ONLY override the
data set allocation parameters (for example, to increase the amount of work space that is allocated for the step).

• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) RESTARTWORK and RESTARTCKPT Internal Step Restart parameters.
• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS Incremental Update parameters.
• The DYNAMWAIT parameter. DYNAMWAIT can be specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS),

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), or sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), or both.

The PARMOVRD parameter syntax is similar to parameter syntax used in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specify the
keyword followed by the data set allocation parameter specifications. If multiple lines are required, repeat the keyword on
subsequent parameter lines.

Example

//PARMOVRD DD *

WORK SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

RESTARTWORK SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)) 

RESTARTWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

Note: The PARMOVRD data set allocation parameters are not validated. The parameters are used exactly as specified
for data set allocations. Syntax errors are detected when the data set allocation fails. If you have an operational job that is
failing with data set allocation errors, be sure to look for first for invalid PARMOVRD parameter specifications.

In addition, remember that PARMOVRD specifications completely replace the corresponding cccOPS, JCLDEF,
or JCLDEFC specifications during the job step, or both. Specify a complete set of data set allocation parameters for the
associated data sets. Partial specifications result in data set allocation errors and unexpected (and undesirable) results or
both.

The remainder of this section describes the parameters available for PARMOVRD specification.

WORK

To override the data set allocation parameters for multiple WORK file support, specify the following WORK statement:

WORK data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE), separated by spaces.

Note: WORK is ignored if Multiple Work File Support is not active or if Internal Step Restart is not enabled for this product.
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Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax.
WORK accepts the options that are documented in the "SAS Companion for z/OS", including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE,
BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER. See the table that is entitled "Summary of SAS Data Set Options in
the z/OS Environment". If you need multiple lines, repeat the keyword WORK on the continuation line.

Note: Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1

WORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

Example 2 (continuation)

WORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. 
The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
Specifies TRK, CYL, or blklen.

pppp
Specifies the primary allocation.

ssss
Specifies the secondary allocation.

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Note: See the individual product analyzer sections for more information on the Multiple Work File Facility, the WORK
statement, and any product specific considerations.

RESTARTCKPT

To override data set allocation parameters for the Internal Step Restart checkpoint data set, specify the following
RESTARTCKPT statement:

RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE), separated by spaces.

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored if Internal Step Restart is not enabled for this product.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT on the continuation line.
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RESTARTCKPT accepts the options that are documented in the "SAS Companion for z/OS", including STORCLAS,
UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER. See the table that is titled "Summary of SAS Data Set
Options in the z/OS Environment".

Note: Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

Example 2

RESTARTCKPT STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLASSpecifies a storage class for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
Specifies TRK, CYL, or blklen

pppp
Specifies the primary allocation

ssss
Specifies the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Note: See the individual product analyzers for more information on Internal Step Restart, the RESTARTCKPT statement,
and any product-specific considerations.

RESTARTWORK

To override data set allocation parameters for the Internal Step Restart WORK data set, specify the following
RESTARTCKPT statement:

RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE), separated by spaces.

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored if Internal Step Restart is not enabled for this product.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the options that are documented in the "SAS Companion for z/OS", including STORCLAS,
UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER. See the table that is entitled "Summary of SAS Data
Set Options in the z/OS Environment".
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Note: Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1

RESTARTWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

Example 2 (multiple lines)

RESTARTWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

RESTARTWORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLASSpecifies a storage class for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
Specifies TRK, CYL, or blklen

pppp
Specifies the primary allocation

ssss
Specifies the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Note: See the individual product analyzer sections for more information on Internal Step Restart, the RESTARTWORK
statement, and any product-specific considerations.

INCRDETAIL

To override data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL), specify the following
INCRDETAIL statement:

INCRDETAIL data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE), separated by spaces.

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored if Incremental Update is not enabled for this product or if the INCRDB option is PERM.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
INCRDETAIL accepts the options that are documented in the "SAS Companion for z/OS", including STORCLAS, UNIT,
SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER. See the table that is entitled "Summary of SAS Data Set
Options in the z/OS Environment".

Note: Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1
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INCRDETAIL STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

Example 2 (multiple lines)

INCRDETAIL STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLASSpecifies a storage class for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
Specifies TRK, CYL, or blklen

pppp
Specifies the primary allocation

ssss
Specifies the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Note: See the individual Product Guides for more information on Incremental Update, the INCRDETAIL statement, and
any product-specific considerations.

INCRDAYS

To override data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS), specify the following
INCRDAYS statement:

INCRDAYS data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE), separated by spaces.

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored if Incremental Update is not enabled for this product or if the INCRDB option is PERM.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
INCRDAYS accepts the options that are documented in the "SAS Companion for z/OS", including STORCLAS, UNIT,
SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER. See the table that is titled "Summary of SAS Data Set
Options in the z/OS Environment".

Note: Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1

INCRDAYS STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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Example 2 (multiple lines)

INCRDAYS STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
Specifies TRK, CYL, or blklen

pppp
Specifies the primary allocation

ssss
Specifies the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space is "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length. ROUND
is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Note: For more information on Incremental Update, the INCRDAYS statement, and any product-specific considerations,
see the individual Product Analyzers.

DYNAMWAIT

If you want to override the amount of time that the DAILY and/or INCRccc job waits for an unavailable data set, specify the
following DYNAMWAIT statement:

DYNAMWAIT minutes

Where minutes is the amount of time in minutes to wait.

For more information on Internal Step Restart, Incremental Update, the DYNAMWAIT statement, and any product-specific
considerations, see the individual Product Analyzers.

SMFD_SELECT

To specify a date-time range selection for data sets read from the SMF Director duplicate split indices, specify:

SMFD_SELECT starttime endtime

starttime
Specifies the beginning of the range in the standard SAS datetime format: ddmonyyyy:hh:mm:ss.hh

endtime
Specifies the end of the range in the standard SAS datetime format: ddmonyyyy:hh:mm:ss.hh

Example

SMFD_SELECT 16JAN2007:08:00:01.00 16JAN2007:20:00:00.0 0
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Installing
This section provides instructions on how to install MICS.

Review the material that is presented in Planning before starting an installation. Pay particular attention to Installation
Planning and Parameter Specification and the Installation Preparation Worksheets. This information must be available for
installation. Also, review the contents of Administrator Information for any bulletins relevant to the installation process.

Typically, a user performs one or more of the five installation functions that are listed here. Any of these functions can be
accomplished by performing some combination of MICS installation "stages", as described in Installation Checklists. A
complete checklist is included in the subsections of Installation Checklists for each of the five functions.

• Installing a MICS Complex for the first time
• Adding product to an existing database unit in an existing database complex
• Adding product to a new database unit in an existing database complex
• Adding database unit in an existing MICS Complex and not adding new products
• Splitting an existing database unit

Installation Preparation
Review in detail Installation Planning and Parameter Specification and the Installation Preparation Worksheets. This
information must be available for installation. Also review Administrator Information for any bulletins relevant to the
installation process.

To install MICS, review the list of considerations and requirements here, review the Installation Checklists. Contact
Broadcom Support if you have any questions about the considerations or requirements in the list or tasks on the checklist,
then complete each step and task on the checklist in the order specified.

For new installations, see Best Practices for Installation for a streamlined installation methodology.

Considerations and Requirements for Installing MICS

• MICS CLISTs require the #, @, $, ?, :, ;, or " (double quote) cannot be used as control characters with the TSO
background TMP.

• Not all release levels of the SAS program product in the field are supported for MICS database updating. To determine
the level of SAS to be used for the MICS update process, consult Administrating. We recommend that a set of SAS
libraries be created and used for MICS as discussed in the SAS Library Maintenance section of Preparing Your Site for
MICS.

• MICS assumes that a standard record format is used for all input data sources. Any local modifications to these record
formats may require modification of MICS code.

• If multiple SYSIDs are assigned to the same CPU, special installation procedures are required. Each CPU must have a
unique SYSID.

• Frequent adjustment of the time-of-day clock on any of the CPUs for accounting or for other reasons result in
predictably bad data.

• The jobs that are created by MICS JCL generation have certain CPU time limits specified for them. You may want to
modify these limits as appropriate for your processor speed and data volumes.

• The MICS CLISTs need a LOGON PROC that specifies DYNAMNBR=100 to ensure that all the MICS data sets can be
allocated.

• SAS libraries must be available.
• ISPF and ISPF/PDF libraries must be available.
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SMF Issues

• If any accounting data is required from a user-generated SMF record extension, a special user modification is required.
• SMF data from multiple CPUs that are loosely-coupled (JES3 or multi-access spool JES2) should be consolidated into

a single unit database.
• MICS data integration products process many different SMF record types. Refer to prefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)

for SMF records used in each product.

We strongly recommended that the individual installing MICS follow these instructions and discuss any problems or issues
with Technical Support at https://casupport.broadcom.com before starting the items in the checklist.

Download the MICS 14.3 PAX File by FTP
This article shows how to download the MICS 14.3 Pax file from Broadcom Support Online using the FTP method.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
2. Click on Mainframe Software.

3. Click on Product Downloads

4. Type MICS into the "Search your Product" bar, and then click on MICS.
5. Select release 14.3. Then click on MICS Resource management.

6. Select the MICS pax file from the list of available downloads
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7. The MICS pax file is DVD500000000002804.pax.Z.
8. Click the FTP icon.

9. The Today’s Downloads list shows as below:

10. Click the FTP icon on the far right, under the Download Options order #, it will show the PAX file name.

11. Click the FTP button, it will show the host name, user name, and password.

12. Use this information in a JCL job to FTP the PAX file from the above location, into your USS directory, for example:
JCL to Download a Zip File

//INPUT DD *

downloads.broadcom.com

user@test.com Password

bin

get /22639463/DVD0000000004717.pax.Z +

      /**your USS directory**/ DVD0000000004717.pax.Z (rep

dir

QUIT

/*                                      
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Best Practices for Installation
Download product and maintenance releases using Electronic Software Delivery (ESD).

Business Value: 

ESD lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. When you order the product, you receive:

• The authorizations
• Instructions to access
• The product download
• Instruction to prepare the installation files without the need for a physical tape.

Additional Considerations:  

MICS does not use CSM for product installation and maintenance.

More Information: 

See the Pax Enhanced ESD User Guide available when you order the product.

 

 

Load Distribution Libraries
This section installs a new MICS system. The following sections describe the task to be completed:

• Define Catalog Indexes
• Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational
• Copy the Installation Files to DASD
• Install Distribution Libraries
• Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version

Define Catalog Indexes
Two data set name prefixes, a DASD prefix (sharedprefix) and a tape prefix (tsharedpref), are defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). The sharedprefix is required. The tsharedpref is optional and only used if you
have licensed MICS Accounting and Chargeback, and if you are going to maintain a complex level audit file.

The data set name prefixes serve several purposes that they:

• Give unique names to the MICS data sets shared by all database units in the complex.
• Provide unique and meaningful qualification for identification and control of the MICS shared data sets.

The sharedprefix and tsharedpref must be different from all the other prefixes and tapeprefixes in the database complex.
However, the sharedprefix and the other prefixes can have a common high-level index.

Unless standards at your site prevent it, use this step to ensure that the index established for the sharedprefix and
tsharedpref point to a catalog other than the master catalog.

In selecting a high-level index for MICS data sets, be aware of the following issues:

• Most sites have data set naming standards for production data sets. MICS should be considered as a production
system, and the high-level index that is chosen accordingly.

• If a high-level index of a TSO userid is selected, ensure that your site does not delete data sets that remain
unreferenced over long periods of time. For example, the YEARS timespan database is not referenced for output until
the MONTHLY job is run.
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If the highest level index of the sharedprefix is a TSO userid or an index that already exists, then the required catalog
indexes and master catalog pointers are already built and no further action is required in this step.

Special Considerations

• No action is required if the high-level index has been defined already in the master catalog.
• In a multi-CPU environment, it is a must that the high-level index is defined in a VSAM user catalog and not allowed to

default to the master catalog. Data sets that are cataloged in the master catalog of one system are not available from
any other system's master catalog unless the data sets are explicitly cataloged on that system.

Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational
MICS requires LMP (License Management Program), one of the Common Components and Services, before you can
install or run MICS. Ensure that all MICS keys have been added to LMP before attempting to load products from the ESD
PAX distribution file.

Contact Broadcom Support at http://ca.com/support for assistance with LMP keys. General information about how to
operate LMP can be found in the Common Components and Services Administration Guide.

LMP Key Syntax Definition

Parameter structure for member KEYS:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(ttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP software solution, this code agrees with the product code
already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier GENLEVELS of MICS.

ddmmmyy
The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm
Required. The CPU type and model (for example, 3090-600) on which LMP software solution is to run. If the CPU type or
model require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters.

ssssss
Required. The serial number of the CPU on which LMP software solution is to run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Required. To run the LMP software solution, the execution key that is needed. This LMP execution key is provided on the
Key Certificate that is shipped with each LMP software solution.

For more information about, defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see installation tasks in the
Common Components and Services "Getting Started" guide.

Sample MICS LMP Key

A sample MICS LMP key follows:

prod(gi) date(16apr00) cpu(3090-600e/071584) lmpcode(19bcsz472zx7rzd7)

Note: The actual definition of the LMP key occurs on a single statement without wrapping to a second line. The sample is
only shown on two lines because of text formatting limitations.

Description of LMP Key Certificate

Examine the LMP Key Certificate that you received with your MICS distribution file. That certificate contains the following
information:
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Product Name
The trademarked or registered name of MICS licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
A two-character code that corresponds to a licensed MICS product. The codes can be found in the Report MICS LMP Key
Status section that follows.

Supplement
The reference number of your license for the particular MICS, in the format nnnnnn-nnn. This format differs slightly inside
and outside North America, and sometimes may not be provided at all.

CPU ID
The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation is valid.

Execution Key
An encrypted code that is required by LMP for MICS initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.

Expiration Date
The day (ddMONyy that is, 15JAN10) your license for MICS expires.

Technical Contact
The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of the designated
MICS. This contact is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence.

MIS Director
The name of the director of MIS or the person who performs that function for your site. If the title but not the individual's
name is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location
The address of the building where the CPU is installed.

Running Common Components and Services

After the MICS LMP key is defined, ensure that Common Components and Services is started, before executing any of
the MICS installation or operational jobs or online processes. Attempts to execute without Common Components and
Services started result in failures with an S122 ABEND.

Report MICS LMP Key Status

A report is available that lists all MICS products and provides the status of their LMP keys. The report shows those keys
that have been installed and those keys that have not been installed.

The JCL and load module that is required for the report is found in the "tapeload" data sets:
sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL and LOAD. These data sets are created when the instructions in Copy the
Installation Files to DASD have been completed.

To run the report, follow these steps:

1. Edit the JCL in sharedprefix.TAPELOAD.CNTL(PSPLMPKV). Provide a Job statement, complete "sharedprefix" on the
STEPLIB DD and submit the job.

2. Review the job's report found in the MICSLOG. Ensure the products appearing under the heading "MICS PRODUCT
LICENSED ON THIS CPUID" are as you would expect.

MICS Products List And Their Associated MICS Product Code And LMP Code

MICS Code LMP Code Product
ACT JP MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option
AST JM MICS ASTEX Option
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AUM JW MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare
BAS GI MICS Base Platform
CAP J5 MICS Capacity Planner Option
CIC J7 MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
DB2 JL MICS Analyzer Option for DB2
DEX NH MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS
IDM KS MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS
IMF KU MICS Analyzer Option for IMS
LDE KX MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option
MQR KQ MICS Q&R Workstation Mainframe Server
MQS KZ MICS Analyzer Option for MQSERIES
PER LO MICS Performance Manager Option Option
PWR LD MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/POWER
RMF KV MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer
SMF KN MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
SNT MY MICS Network Analyzer Option
SRL MZ MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option
STG M3 MICS StorageMate Option
TDM JS MICS Tandem Option
TAP JN MICS Tape Analyzer Option (VTS & TLM)
TSO M4 MICS Analyzer for TSO
VCA J8 MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA & HSM)
VCC J9 MICS Space Collector Option
VMC M5 MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS
VMT KC MICS Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS
WEB KP MICS WEB Analyzer Option

Copy the Installation Files to DASD
To start your installation, create and load two "tapeload" data sets.

Create Tapeload Data Sets from ESD PAX

Download and unzip the ESD PAX file. Instructions are available from the Download Center on Broadcom Support.

During the unzip step, you changed "yourHLQ" to the high-level qualifier of the interim product files. That qualifier is used
in this job.

Create the JCL shown here. Complete the JOB card and parameters.

Note: The sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.LOAD data set cannot be a PDSE (partitioned data set extended) or we are
unable to write to it.

        //jobname JOB ..........

        //LOAD EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

        //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

        //#CNTL DD DISP=SHR,

        //         DSN=yourHLQ.CAI.MICSESD.TAPELOAD.CNTL
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        //#LOAD DD DISP=SHR,

        //         DSN=yourHLQ.CAI.MICSESD.TAPELOAD.LOAD

        //CNTL  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL,

        //         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=______,

        //         VOL=SER=______,SPACE=(6160,(400,30,20)),

        //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160)

        //LOAD  DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.LOAD,

        //         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=______,

        //         VOL=SER=______,SPACE=(6160,(14,7,1)),

        //         DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=6160)

        //SYSIN DD *

           COPY INDD=#CNTL,OUTDD=CNTL

           COPY INDD=#LOAD,OUTDD=LOAD

        /*

Where:

yourHLQ
This parameter on the #CNTL and #LOAD statements specifies the high-level qualifier of the ESD PAX data sets and
should be replaced with the "yourHLQ" used in the ESD PAX UNZIPJCL job.

sharedprefix
This parameter on the CNTL and LOAD statements completes the name of the installation data sets and should be
replaced with your MICS high-level qualifier.

UNIT and VOL=SER
These parameters on the CNTL and LOAD statements specify the unit name of the direct-access device and the volume
serial number of the volume on which the installation libraries are allocated.

Submit the job and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero. Multiple members are loaded into the CNTL
library; one member is loaded into the LOAD library.

These data sets are used when installing your new MICS system, installing optional MICS products, or refreshing your
PSP libraries.

Install Distribution Libraries
After the "tapeload" libraries are created, you use the ESD PAX job to populate your MICS Complex libraries. The ESD
PAX unload job is located in the sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL library, and is discussed in detail in the following
section:

Install Distribution Libraries from ESD PAX

After the "tapeload" libraries have been copied from the ESD PAX data sets, execute this step to load the remaining MICS
Complex libraries. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL and select the ESDMLD1 member. Review and complete
the symbolic parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not change the parameters on the PROC statement.

The EXEC statement is:

   //LOAD EXEC LOAD

   // DSP=NEW,                   <-- NEW IF COMPLEX NOT EXIST

   //*                               OLD IF COMPLEX EXISTS

   //  LIBUNIT=,                 <-- LIB DASD UNIT REQUIRED

   //  LIBVOL=,                  <-- DO YOU NEED LIB DASD VOL?

   //  LIBSTORC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB STORCLAS=

   //  LIBDATAC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB DATACLAS=

   //  LIBMGMTC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB MGMTCLAS=
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   //  LIBDSNT=,                 <-- OPT, PUT LIBRARY FOR PDSE

   //  WKUNIT=SYSDA,             <-- IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?

   //  BLOCK=6160,               <-- LIBRARY BLKSIZE?

   //  VBLOCK=6160,              <-- BLKSIZE FOR VB LIBRARIES?

   //  YOURHLQ='______________', <-- REQUIRED --<<

   //  SPREFIX='______________', <-- REQUIRED --<<

   //  SMICS='MICS.',            <-- SHARED MICSLEVEL?

   //  LOADER=IEWLDRGO           <-YOUR SITE'S LOADER NAME

DSP 
The disposition of the libraries being loaded: NEW if a new complex is being loaded; OLD if the complex already exists.

LIBUNIT, LIBVOL, LIBSTORC, LIBDATAC, LIBMGMTC, BLOCK, VBLOCK
The unit, volume serial number, SMS storage class (STORCLAS=), SMS data class (DATACLAS=), SMS management
class (MGMTCLAS=), and block size to be used for the production libraries.
Note: The value for BLOCK must be greater than or equal to the block size for the ISPF panel and table libraries
(ISPPLIB and ISPTLIB). In addition, VBLOCK is used for the documentation text libraries, which are in RECFM=VB
format.

LIBDSNT
This parameter can be either blank or LIBRARY. To allocate new data sets as partitioned data set extended (PDSE) data
sets, specify LIBRARY. Any library ending with .LOAD allocates as a PDS.

WKUNIT
This parameter is the unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

YOURHLQ
This parameter specifies the high level qualifier of the ESD PAX data sets. The high level qualifier must be replaced with
the "yourHLQ" used in the ESD PAX UNZIPJCL job.

SPREFIX
The sharedprefix for the database complex.
Note: Specified with no trailing period. For example, DB1.SP rather than DB1.SP.

SMICS
The "MICS" level of the standard MICS data set names. If you do not want "MICS" as part of your data set names, specify
"SMICS=," to set it to null.

LOADER
The program name of the IBM loader at your site. Typically the name is IEWLDRGO, HEWLDRGO, or LOADER. If you
are not sure, contact your system programmer.

Edit the JCL and submit the job and exit sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL.

Note: Exit tapeload.cntl after you submit the job.

The PARMCOPY step can end with a condition code of 4. This condition is a result of members being selected for a
product for which your site is not licensed. This condition is an acceptable for the PARMCOPY step only. All other steps
must end with a condition code of 0.

Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version
MICS supports multiple SAS versions and is tailored to the SAS version you use. After successfully installing MICS (see
Install Distribution Libraries), edit and submit the job that is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1).

Your sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD and sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS libraries contain members that are unique to a SAS
version. The MICSLS1 job activates the appropriate member for the SAS version you use. In addition, selected data sets
might need conversion from their distributed format to the form compatible with your SAS version.
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Review and complete the symbolic parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not change the parameters on the PROC
statement.

Note: The MICSLS1 job dynamically allocates the new sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB data set using the allocation
parameters of the existing sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB data set. If you encounter problems with this allocation, for
example, due to installation-specific allocation or security requirements, or both, you can uncomment the NEWSASX DD
of the COPYMCO step and can define it according to your requirements.

The EXEC statement is:

 //CNVTMCO  EXEC CONVERT,SYSPARM=,

 // WKUNIT='SYSDA',               <-- Required

 // SHRPFX='sharedprefix.MICS',   <-- No Trailing Period

 //*

 // SASNAME='SAS',                <-- As specified in the

 //*                                  STEPLIB library

 // SASPFX='sas.prefix',          <-- No Trailing Period

 //*SASENV='TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)',  <-- Environment File

 //*                                  Uncomment if you have

 //*                                  this library

 //*                                  If you do NOT have this

 //*                                  file you MUST comment

 //*                                  the TKMVSENV DDs as the

 //*                                  job will abend if it

 //*                                  does not refer to the

 //*                                  actual library

 // SASCFG1='config',             <-- CNTL(BATW0) If SAS 9.1.3

 //*                                  CONFIG(BATCH) SAS >= 9.2

 //*                                  For SAS >= 9.2 uncomment

 //*                                  and specify the next 3:

 //*SASCFG2='CONFIG(COMMON)',         CONFIG(COMMON)

 //*SASCFG3='CONFIG(ENW0)',           CONFIG(ENW0)

 //*SASCFG4='CONFIG(SITE)',           CONFIG(SITE)

 //*

 //*AUTOLIB='fixed.block.AUTOLIB',<-- For 9.1.3 only,

 //*                                  uncomment and

 //*                                  point to FB version

 //*                                  of SAS AUTOCALL library

 // LANG1='',                     <-- SAS Language

 //*                                  EN = English

 // LANG2=''                      <-- SAS encoding value

 //*                                  W0. = EBCDIC (1047)

 //*                                  Must have trailing .

WKUNIT
The unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

SHRPFX
The sharedprefix for the database complex. Include the MICS level node as needed by your site. Specify the sharedprefix
name without trailing period.

SASNAME
The library member name of the SAS program to be used, also named the entry point name. Typically this name is SAS.

SASPFX
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The common data set name prefix for your SAS libraries. Specify the name without a trailing period.

SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. The TKMVSENV file is used to make a list of pseudo environment variables.
Option values in SAS configuration files can contain symbolic references. The values of these symbolic references
are resolved from a variable that is set in the TKMVSENV file. If you do not have this file, you MUST comment out the
SASENV DDs. The job abends if the SASENV DD does not reference the actual SAS library.

SASCFG1
The library name suffix and member name of your SAS configuration file.
For SAS version 9.1.3, usually the library is the SAS CNTL data set and the member is BATW0.
For SAS version 9.2 and above, usually the library is the SAS CONFIG data set and the member is BATCH.

SASCFG2
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and higher.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is COMMON.

SASCFG3
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and above.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is ENW0.

SASCFG4
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and higher.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is SITE.

AUTOLIB
The SAS AUTOCALL library that is being converted to fixed block with SAS 9.1.3. This library is not required for SAS
version 9.2 and higher.

LANG1
The language code that is required for SAS. For example, EN stands for English.

LANG2
The encoding value that is required for SAS. The value for EBCDIC is W0 and must have a trailing period (.).

Define Database Complex
The MICS database can contain one or more database units. This section discusses the processes that are involved
in establishing the database complex environment, before defining units within the complex. The complex-level JCL is
generated, complex library work is completed, and the ISPF environment is defined.

The remainder of this section presents the following topics:

• SAS Libraries Used by MICS
• Generate Complex-level MICS Jobs, PROCs, and CLISTs
• Move Complex-level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB
• Move MICS FSP Screens and Tables Files
• Define Currency Type Format and Informat
• Set Up the MICS ISPF Environment
• Generate Document Access (DOCAGEN1)

SAS Libraries Used by MICS
The following list of the SAS libraries is required for MICS. The configuration members for SAS version 9.1.3 is BATW0,
typically located in the your.SAS.CNTL data set. Beginning with SAS 9.2, there are four configuration members, BATCH,
COMMON, ENW0, and SITE that are typically located in the your.SAS.CONFIG data set.
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The TKMVSENV SAS library was introduced with SAS 9.1.3. SAS 9.3 allows symbolic references in the SAS
configuration files. Use of symbolic references requires access to the TKMVSENV file where these references are
defined. If your SAS administrator used symbolic references in the SAS config files or elsewhere, the TKMVSENV file is
required. This library is also required if you intend to use SAS features that require JAVA while executing within a MICS
cataloged procedure.

If you copy this library under a different name for exclusive use by MICS, you might need to modify the contents to ensure
any references to the high-level-qualifier of the SAS library names are also changed.

   your.SAS.LIBRARY

   your.SAS.AUTOLIB

   your.SAS.SASHELP

   your.SAS.CNTL     (SAS 9.1.3)

   your.SAS.CONFIG   (SAS 9.2 and above)

   your.SAS.SASMSG

   your.SAS.TKMVSENV

We recommend that you maintain one set of MICS SAS libraries with SAS version-independent data set names. When a
new SAS version has been thoroughly tested at your installation, rename your CURRENT MICS production SAS libraries
to a name that can identify the release if necessary, and can rename the NEW MICS SAS libraries to the production data
set names currently in use.

Using version-independent data set names with MICS avoids changes to MICS JCL and PROCs and simplifies the
upgrade to a MICS supported SAS version.

For example:

Current MICS production SAS libraries New SAS installation libraries
SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS.CONFIG SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP

Now that you are ready to use the new SAS version with MICS, rename your current MICS production SAS libraries from:

        SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY

        SYS2.SAS.CONFIG

        SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV

        SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB

        SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG

        SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP

to:

        SYS2.SASvnn.LIBRARY

        SYS2.SASvnn.CONFIG

        SYS2.SASvnn.TKMVSENV

        SYS2.SASvnn.W0.AUTOLIB

        SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASMSG
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        SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASHELP

Substituting vnn for the SAS version of these libraries if desired.

Rename the new SAS version libraries to be used for MICS from:

        SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY

        SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG

        SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV

        SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB

        SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG

        SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP

to the MICS production SAS library names currently in use:

        SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY

        SYS2.SAS.CONFIG

        SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV

        SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB

        SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG

        SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP

With this naming convention, your MICS JCL should only require changes or regeneration when a new SAS library is
added.

Generate Complex-Level JCL Jobs, PROCs, CLISTs
Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC), describes the MICS parameters that control the process by which the
JCL procedures, batch jobs, and TSO CLISTs required for complex-level functions are created.

Before you run JCLGEN0, provide the environmental parameter values in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, as described here.
Any changes that you make using the facilities that are described in JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements, must
also be complete before JCLGEN0 is submitted.

JCL OPTIONS
Member: sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)
See Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC).

USER JOB CARD JCL
Member: sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
See Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL).

Review and complete the JOB statement and the symbolic parameters on the EXEC statement of
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0). The EXEC statement is written as follows:

   //STEP1  EXEC MICSDM,

   // ISPTLB1='__________________',

   // ISPTLB2='__________________',

   // ISPMLB1='__________________',

   // ISPMLB2='__________________',

   // WKUNIT='SYSDA',

   // SHRPFX='sharedprefix.MICS',

   // SASNAME='entry',

   // SASPFX='sas.prefix',

   //*SASENV='TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)',

   // SASCFG1='config',
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   //*SASCFG2='CONFIG(COMMON)',

   //*SASCFG3='CONFIG(ENW0)',

   //*SASCFG4='CONFIG(SITE)',

   //*AUTOLIB='fixed.block.AUTOLIB',

   // LANG1='',

   // LANG2='

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing lets you specify the commonly used JCLGEN parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), where they then become default parameters for prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) at
the unit level.

Use of this facility can greatly reduce the amount of coding in the JCLDEF and JCLDEFC members.

With JCLGEN Parameter Sharing activated, most of the JCLDEFC and JCLDEF parameters are shared, with the following
exceptions:

Complex-Only (JCLDEFC) Parameters

ACCTMGDG
Generation definition for complex audit files

AUTHLIB
Name of Authorized Library for Q&R if JES3

CAILIB
Common Components and Services Library for z/OS

DOCUMENT
SYSOUT class that is used for printing documentation

JES
This parameter specifies job entry subsystem version in use

ISPLLIB1
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPLLIB2
IBM ISPF Program Load Library

ISPMLIB1
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPMLIB2
IBM ISPF Message Library

ISPPLIB1
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPPLIB2
IBM ISPF Panel Library

ISPSLIB1
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPSLIB2
IBM ISPF Skeleton Library

ISPTLIB1
IBM ISPF Table Library

ISPTLIB2
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IBM ISPF Table Library

SASAUTOS
SAS auto include library.

SASCONFIG
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG1
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG2
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG3
SAS configuration member

SASCONFIG4
SAS configuration member

SASENV
SAS environment file

SASHELP
SAS help library

SASLIB
SAS executable library

SASMSG
SAS message data set

SASNAME
SAS program name

Unit-Only (JCLDEF) Parameters

COMPONENTS
List of components in the unit.

DATABASE
Name that is used to identify the database unit.

EXCLUDESTEP
Exclude certain steps from operational jobs.

PREFIX
Name that is used to form the data set name of the unit.

SMFDIRECTOR
Components that use SMF Director input files.

SMFRECORDING
This parameter identifies components that use SMF input files.

TAPEPREFIX
Name that is used to form the tape data set names.

The components, database, and prefix statements are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each database unit.

JCLGEN Parameter Sharing is always active, but it must be enabled by specifying the following parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):
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COMPLEXPARMS YES

When specified in JCLDEFC, the value of COMPLEXPARMS is the default for all units. If specified in JCLDEF,
COMPLEXPARMS overrides the COMPLEXPARMS action that is specified in JCLDEFC.

Implement Complex Level JCLGEN Parameters provides an optional checklist. This list shows how to activate JCLGEN
parameter sharing for all units in the MICS Complex.

Notes:

• COMPLEXPARMS must be the first statement in JCLDEFC and JCLDEF. If it is not, an error message is generated.
• For the ISPF data set and the STEPLIB definitions, specifying the first definition (ISPTLIB1) automatically numeric

order.

The ISPxLIBn definitions are used to supply the data set names of your site's IBM ISPF and ISPF/PDF product libraries.
The TSO LISTALC command can be used to assist you in determining the correct names to specify for the ISPxLIBn
definitions that follow:

ISPTLB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product table libraries. ISPTLB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined in one
library at your site, specify ISPTLB2 with the same name in ISPTLB1.

ISPMLB1-2
The names of your IBM ISPF Program Product message libraries. ISPTLB1 is required. If ISPF and PDF are combined in
one library at your site, specify ISPMLB2 with the same name in ISPMLB1.

WKUNIT
The unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

SHRPFX
The sharedprefix for the database complex. Include the MICS level node as needed by your site. Specify the sharedprefix
name without the trailing period.

SASNAME
The program name of the SAS Program Product in the load library that is specified in SASLIB or in your LPA libraries. The
SASNAME is also the entry point name. SAS is the default value for SASNAME.

SASPFX
The common data set name prefix for your SAS libraries. Specify the name without the trailing period.

SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. The TKMVSENV file is used to make a list of pseudo environment variables.
Option values in SAS configuration files can contain symbolic references. The values of these symbolic references are
resolved from a variable that is set in the TKMVSENV file. Whether this file is optional depends on how SAS was installed
at your installation.

SASCFG1
The library name suffix and member name of your SAS configuration file.

For SAS version 9.1.3, usually the library is the SAS CNTL data set and the member is BATW0.

For SAS version 9.2 and above, usually the library is the SAS CONFIG data set and the member is BATCH.

SASCFG2
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and higher.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is COMMON.

SASCFG3
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and above.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is ENW0.
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SASCFG4
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and higher.
Usually this file is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is SITE.

AUTOLIB
The SAS AUTOCALL library that is being converted to fixed block with SAS 9.1.3. This library is not required for SAS
version 9.2 and above.

LANG1
The language code that is required for SAS. For example, EN stands for English.

LANG2
The encoding value that is required for SAS. The value for EBCDIC is W0 and must have a trailing period (.).

When you have completed editing the job, submit it as follows:

    SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)'

There are other JCL generation requirements at the complex level, but they are for creating JCL specific to certain
products such as Accounting and Chargeback (JCLGEN1). The Product Analyzers for these products describe these
complex-level requirements.

Generate Complex-Level Q&R Templates

Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC), describes the MICS parameters that control the process by which the
JCL procedures, batch jobs, and TSO CLISTs required for complex-level functions are created.

Q&R Workstation uses templates for query execution. These templates are generated by the MICS JCL generator
(JCLGEN3) using the statements that are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) with corresponding
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB members.

The following figure shows the templates that are generated after executing sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN3). In
addition, the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB) is generated that copy the templates from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE. This template library is read by the MICS Mainframe Server when a Q&R query is
submitted.

INPUT OUTPUT
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(QRCANCEL)
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(QRDFLT1)
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(QRMETA)
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(QRPUTPDS)
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB)

More user templates can be created by copying and modifying the QRDFLT1 template, or by creating a protolib member
and specifying the necessary JCLGEN parameters.

Note: Templates cannot execute a PROC. All the JCL must be available for the MICS Mainframe Server to make the
necessary adjustments before submission.

See the MICS Q&R Workstation Administration Guide for more information about templates.
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Move Complex-Level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB
Eleven PROCs and JCL members are required for complex-level processing by MICS. These members must reside in the
procedure library that you named on the PROCLIB statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). The job to update
the procedure library is contained in the member PROCJOB1 in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.

1. Review the procedures. If any procedures are modified for your installation, use the process that is described in
JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements.
The PROCs added by PROCJOB1 are contained in the following members in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
  

 MICSDM   - CA MICS Dialog Manager SAS Access

 MICSGT   - CA MICS Component Generation and Test

 MICSGU   - CA MICS Component Generation and Update

 MICSASM  - CA MICS Assembly and Link

 MICSCOM  - CA MICS Database Complex Access

 MICSDOC  - CA MICS Document Print

 MICSDOCH - CA MICS DocWebVu

 MICSRPTS - CA MICS ISPF Dialog Manager Access

 MICSSDD  - CA MICS SAS DD statement include

 MICSSDS  - CA MICS SAS DSNAMEs include

 MICSSVR  - CA MICS Q&R Mainframe Server

 

2. Submit the job to add procedures to your procedure library:
 SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

 

Move MICS FSP Screens and Tables Files
3270 full-screen data entry facilities that are provided with MICS are based on the use of the SAS Full Screen Product
(SAS/FSP).

The screen formats that define the layout and data entry rules for the 3270 panels that are used by SAS/FSP are SAS
screen objects that are stored in the sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS SAS library.

The Tables files and screen objects are both distributed in the sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS data set. The following job
should be executed to move them to the appropriate tables or screens data set.

SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDSASFLS)'

Note: SAS/FSP is not required for normal MICS database update and reporting. SAS/FSP data entry is used ONLY within
an optional facility of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

Define Currency Type Format and Informat
MICS provides a MONEY format for writing monetary values in output reports. All data elements that are defined in the
MICS database have their SAS FORMAT defined as MONEY. For example, the xxxCOST fields. The standard format that
is displayed by the MONEY format is a display in U.S. dollars.

If you want to have the monetary values in your database that is formatted in a currency notation other than U.S. dollars,
update 'sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY)'. The changes that are made take effect when BASPGEN or ALLPGEN is
executed.

If you update the MONEY member, refer to 'sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYSMP)' for sample SAS formats. This
member contains the same format as MONEY and also contains a format example. This example can be easily adapted
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to represent various European currency notations. Do not modify the MONEYSMP member as it is maintained from
Broadcom and must be considered static.

Single Currency Display Mode

In addition to the MONEY format, the MONEY member also contains the MONEYR format, used to print rates in the
Accounting Component. The MONEYB format, used to print budget amounts for certain invoice formats in the Accounting
Component, is found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB). The three formats differ as follows:

MONEY
Used to display charges and certain other monetary amounts. This format displays two decimal places.

MONEYB
Used to print budget amounts for certain invoice formats. This format displays no decimal places.

MONEYR
Used to print rates. This format displays four decimal places and does not support negative values.

Note: As delivered, each of these formats prints in US dollars. If you alter the MONEY format, alter MONEYR and
MONEYB so that they reflect the same notation that is used for MONEY.

Dual Currency Display Mode

MICS provides euro and dual currency support in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback component. For more
information About activating and using euro support, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.

Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment
This section discusses alternatives for setting up the MICS ISPF environment at your installation to accommodate the
MICS online facilities.

Note: For information regarding supported levels of ISPF and recommended maintenance levels, consult the System
Requirements.

Set Up the ISPF Environment

Dynamic Allocation Requirements

One of the critical options in a TSO LOGON procedure is the maximum number of concurrent dynamic allocations
(DYNAMNBR) allowed to a TSO user. We recommend that you allow at least 100 dynamic allocations. We selected 100
because there is no way to predict accurately the number of concurrent dynamic allocations that might exist.

For example, while the TSO user might be performing limited MICS functions on one side of the ISPF split screen, the
other side of the split screen could be involved in an application that requires many allocations. Also, dynamic allocation
requirements for MICS applications fluctuate from one site to another and from one user to another. For example, a MICF
inquiry requires a different number of allocations that are based on its complexity. If the inquiry references multiple MICS
databases, then the number of allocations increases as compared to an inquiry that references a single MICS database.

Experience dictates the DYNAMNBR best suited for your site. A memory overhead is associated with the DYNAMNBR, so
your objective is to select a value that satisfies the needs of your users while not being excessively large.

MICS and the SASCP Command Processor

MICS uses ISPF dialog manager services under the control of the SASCP command processor. The ISPF system
programmer uses the ISPTCM table during the installation and customization of ISPF to define the characteristics of
commands that operate under ISPF, such as whether a command processor can issue ISPF dialog manager services.
Coordinate with your ISPF system programmer about the following points to ensure that MICS can operate at your site.
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The ISPTCM table is used to define characteristics about commands that run under ISPF. The characteristics for the
SASCP command processor can be explicitly coded (ISPMTCM ENTRY ...) or assigned by default. To verify that your
site's ISPTCM table allows the SASCP command processor to issue ISPF dialog manager services, review and, if
necessary, execute the steps that follow.

To determine if the characteristics for the SASCP command processor have been explicitly coded, look in the ISPTCM
table for the following line:

ISPMTCM ENTRY ENTNAME=SASCP,FLAG=xx...

• If the line is present and the optional FLAG=xx keyword is specified, verify that the required "4" bit is in the first digit.
Values that have the "4" bit on are "4x", "5x", "6x", "7x", "Cx", "Dx", "Ex", and "Fx". If it is not, correct the ISPTCM table
and reassemble it.

• If the line is present and the optional FLAG=xx keyword is not specified, the keyword takes on the default value
(FLAG=02) which does not enable the SASCP command processor to use ISPF dialog manager services. Correct the
ISPTCM table as described in the preceding paragraph and reassemble it.

If the SASCP command processor is not explicitly defined (there is not an ISPMTCM ENTRY
ENTNAME=SASCP,FLAG=xx... line in the ISPTCM table), inspect the header entry in the ISPTCM table. The syntax of
the header entry is:

ISPMTCM HEADER DFFLAG=xx,...

If the optional DFFLAG=xx keyword is not specified, the keyword takes on the default value (DFFLAG=61) which enables
the SASCP command processor to use ISPF dialog manager services. No further work is required.

If the optional DFFLAG=xx keyword is specified, verify that it has the required "4" bit on in the first digit. Values that have
the "4" bit on are "4x", "5x", "6x", "7x", "Cx", "Dx", "Ex", and "Fx". If it is not, you must either:

• Change the header entry (ISPMTCM HEADER DFFLAG=xx,...) to specify the optional DFFLAG=xx keyword, where xx
is either "4x", "5x", "6x", "7x", "Cx", "Dx", "Ex", or "Fx", and reassemble the table
Or

• Code an explicit entry for the SASCP command processor (ISPMTCM ENTRY ENTNAME=SASCP,FLAG=xx...), set
the optional FLAG=xx keyword to one of the values that are discussed, and reassemble the table.

Installing the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)

Adding the MICS online facilities to your ISPF environment is a two-step process. First, you add a MICS option to one of
your installation's ISPF menus to invoke a CLIST. Second you create this CLIST which allocates MICS libraries, connects
the libraries to the ISPF environment with the ISPF library definition (LIBDEF) service, and invokes the MICS Workstation
Facility. This approach minimizes modifications to your installation's ISPF environment and we avoid conflicts between
MICS online facilities and your other ISPF applications. MICS libraries are allocated ONLY when needed and ISPF
searches MICS libraries ONLY when processing MICS.

Each installation's ISPF environment and requirements are unique. To meet your unique requirements, MICS provides
two sample MWF CLISTs you can use as a starting point for creating your own unique MWF CLIST. The JCLGEN0 job
generates the sample CLISTs, MWFSMPL1 and MWFSMPL2, into sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST.

The following sections illustrate how to add MICS online facilities to your ISPF environment. The first section is an
overview of the ISPF LIBDEF service and related issues. The second section is a sample LIBDEF implementation. The
third section describes an alternative implementation that may be useful for initial MICS testing.

The samples that follow assume familiarity with ISPF Dialog Manager Services. The samples that are shown use MICS
sharedprefix libraries and ISPF default library names. Do not use these samples without verifying these library names;
your installation might not use the same library names. Note: The generated samples in sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST reflect
the library name definitions that you specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).
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Installing - ISPF LIBDEF Service Overview

The ISPF library definition (LIBDEF) Service lets you logically modify the ISPF environment during the ISPF session.
This modification makes it much easier for you to add new applications, such as the MICS Workstation Facility, to your
installation's ISPF environment.

ISPF uses a series of libraries to access load modules (programs), panels, messages, and tables. These libraries are
opened when ISPF is started, and remain open until the ISPF session ends. Thus, all application load modules, panels,
messages, and tables must be included in the ISPF environment that is allocated before ISPF is started. However, the
LIBDEF Service lets you logically concatenate more libraries to the ISPF environment without leaving ISPF and without
reallocating the environment.

The LIBDEF service lets you define an application-level set of libraries for ISPF panels, messages, tables, and programs.
LIBDEF adds libraries to the ISPF environment to be searched BEFORE the original ISPF libraries. For example, if you
use the LIBDEF Service for panels, the library that you indicate is logically concatenated ahead of the original ISPPLIB
(panel library) data sets.

The ISPF program library, ISPLLIB, is a special case -- LIBDEF functions differently for the ISPLLIB allocation. In a
production environment, you typically do not have an ISPLLIB allocation because your ISPF and PDF programs are
found in STEPLIB, the SYS1.LPALIB library, or the MVS link list. ISPLLIB is searched first and thus you can allocate a
new release of ISPF to ISPLLIB for testing. But when you use the LIBDEF service for ISPLLIB, your LIBDEF ISPLLIB
is not added to the ISPLLIB concatenation, but instead replaces the original ISPLLIB allocation. That means you lose
access to the original ISPLLIB allocation. To retain program access, include your original ISPLLIB data sets in your
LIBDEF ISPLLIB allocation. For example, you would allocate both the MICS and new ISPF load libraries to your LIBDEF
ISPLLIB.

This technique is illustrated in the following section Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation.

Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation 

   

    %-------------------  ISPF MASTER APPLICATION MENU  --------------------

    %OPTION ====>_ZCMD                                                     +

    %

    %   1 +CA MICS     - CA MICS Workstation Facility

    %   2 +.           - (Description for option 2)

    %   3 +.           - (Description for option 3)

    %   4 +.           - (Description for option 4)

    %   5 +.           - (Description for option 5)

    %   X +EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using list/log defaults

 

    +Enter%END+command to terminate ISPF.

    %

    )INIT

      .HELP    = ISP00005     /* Help for this master menu             */

      &ZPRIM   = YES          /* This is a primary option menu         */

    )PROC

      &ZSEL = TRANS( TRUNC (&ZCMD,'.')

         1,'CMD(%MWF)'

           /*******************************************************/

           /*                                                     */

           /* Add other applications here.                        */

           /*                                                     */

           /*******************************************************/

           /* Following shows how to code an invocation of the    */

           /* ISPF Program Development Facility, where "n" is     */
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           /* the desired selection number:                       */

           /*                                                     */

           /*  n,'PANEL(ISR@PRIM) NEWAPPL(ISR)'                   */

           /*                                                     */

           /*******************************************************/

        ' ',' '

          X,'EXIT'

          *,'?' )

    )END

        

        

MICS online facilities are accessed through a CLIST which is invoked from an ISPF menu. The CLIST allocates MICS
ISPF software libraries with the TSO ALLOCATE command, invokes the ISPF library definition (LIBDEF) service, and
starts the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) with the ISPF SELECT service.

In this sample, we show the MICS option on your ISPF master application panel, ISP@MSTR. The panel option executes
a CLIST named MWF from your installation's ISPF dialog CLIST library. That is, the MWF CLISTs placed in a site-specific
library that is allocated to the SYSPROC DDNAME. The member name of this CLIST is MWF. If you use a different name,
the selection that is coded on the menu should be changed accordingly.

In selecting the CLIST from the menu, Do not, include a NEWAPPL keyword. The NEWAPPL(MWF) keyword must
be specified at the point when the MICS Workstation Facility is selected from the CLIST, using the ISPEXEC SELECT
service. This method is required so that the MWFCMDS table is available from ISPTLIB at the point when the MWF
application is started. This establishes the LIBDEF environment from calling applications, which should not itself be in the
LIBDEF environment. Sample 1, MICS invocation with ISPF and PDF in SYS1.LPALIB

This sample assumes that the ISPF and PDF programs are located in STEPLIB, the SYS1.LPALIB library, or the MVS
link list, and therefore are not accessed through the ISPLLIB concatenation. See the second sample if you use ISPLLIB
to access ISPF and PDF. In this sample, "sasprefix.sas.library" refers to the SAS load library data set name you specified
in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) SASLIB parameter. See sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST(MWFSMPL1) for the
generated version of this sample CLIST.

  

   ISPEXEC TBSTATS MWF$STAT STATUS3(STATUS3)

   IF &STATUS3 NE 1 THEN GOTO NOALLOC

   CONTROL NOMSG

   FREE FI(MICSLIB MWFPLIB MWFMLIB MWFSLIB MWFTLIB)

   CONTROL MSG

   ALLOC FI(MICSLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD' +

                            'sasprefix.sas.library')

   ALLOC FI(MWFPLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB' +

                            'sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFMLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFSLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFTLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB')

   NOALLOC: +

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY ID(MICSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFPLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFMLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFTLIB)

   ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(MADA) PARM(NEXTFUNC=STARTUP) +

     NEWAPPL(MWF) PASSLIB
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   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB ID(MICSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB ID(MWFPLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB ID(MWFMLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB ID(MWFSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB ID(MWFTLIB)

   ISPEXEC TBSTATS MWF$STAT STATUS3(STATUS3)

   IF &STATUS3 NE 1 THEN GOTO NOFREE

   FREE FI(MICSLIB MWFPLIB MWFMLIB MWFSLIB MWFTLIB)

   NOFREE: +

   EXIT CODE(0)

        

        

        

Sample 2: MICS invocation with ISPF and PDF in ISPLLIB: 

This sample assumes that the ISPF and PDF programs are accessed through the ISPLLIB DDNAME concatenation.
Because LIBDEF logically replaces the ISPLLIB allocation, include your ISPF and PDF program libraries in the MICS
ISPLLIB concatenation as shown in the following sample. In this sample, "sasprefix.sas.library" refers to the SAS
load library data set name you specified in the SASLIB parameter of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). See the
MWFSMPL2 member of sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST for the generated version of this sample CLIST.

  

        

   ISPEXEC TBSTATS MWF$STAT STATUS3(STATUS3)

   IF &STATUS3 NE 1 THEN GOTO NOALLOC

   CONTROL NOMSG

   FREE FI(MICSLIB MWFPLIB MWFMLIB MWFSLIB MWFTLIB)

   CONTROL MSG

   ALLOC FI(MICSLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD' +

                             'sasprefix.sas.library' +

                            'ISP.SISPLOAD' +

                            'ISP.SISLPA')

   ALLOC FI(MWFPLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB' +

                            'sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFMLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFSLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB')

   ALLOC FI(MWFTLIB) SHR DA('sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB')

   NOALLOC: +

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY ID(MICSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFPLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFMLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB LIBRARY ID(MWFTLIB)

   ISPEXEC SELECT PGM(MADA) PARM(NEXTFUNC=STARTUP) +

     NEWAPPL(MWF) PASSLIB

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB ID(MICSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB ID(MWFPLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB ID(MWFMLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB ID(MWFSLIB)

   ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB ID(MWFTLIB)

   ISPEXEC TBSTATS MWF$STAT STATUS3(STATUS3)

   IF &STATUS3 NE 1 THEN GOTO NOFREE

   FREE FI(MICSLIB MWFPLIB MWFMLIB MWFSLIB MWFTLIB)
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   NOFREE: +

   EXIT CODE(0)

        

Alternative Online Facilities Implementation

Alternative 1: Initial Testing 

This alternative is intended for use during the initial phases of MICS and MWF implementation. This method allows
access to MWF without changes to ISPF panels or to TSO CLIST libraries or any other facility that may require TSO
system administrator intervention or authorization.

This alternative assumes that the MWF setup detailed in the previous Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation
section has been performed, and that the MWF option has not been added to the ISP@MSTR panel.

This option uses the ISPF TSO command panel. To use this option, enter the following command in the ISPF primary
command field:

If the MWF CLIST is in the SYSPROC concatenation:

=6;%MWF

If the MWF CLIST is in a private library:

=6;exec your.clist(MWF)

Alternative 2: ISPF Command Table 

This alternative allows MWF to be named as an ISPF command. Add the following command to the ISPCMDS commands
table (ISPF option 3.9):

If the MWF CLIST is in the SYSPROC concatenation:

MWF 3 SELECT CMD(%MWF)

If the MWF CLIST is in a private library:

MWF 3 SELECT CMD(EXEC 'private.clist(MWF)')

Note: This alternative can be used with the examples in the previous Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation
section, or with the first alternative.

ISPF Preprocessed Panels

ISPF panels are written in an interpretive language that is specific to ISPF. Beginning with ISPF Version 2 Release 2,
an option to preprocess, or compile, ISPF panels are available. These ISPF panels provide significant performance
improvements for ISPF applications. The ISPF display service typically reads panels from an external library and converts
them to an internal format before each display. Preprocessing the panels enhances performance by eliminating the
interpretive process from normal display processing.

We recommend using preprocessed panels for the MICS Workstation Facility. The remainder of this section describes the
steps necessary to accomplish the preprocessing of ISPF panels.

ISPF panels are described in the IBM guide titled "ISPF Dialog Developer's Guide", document number SC34-4821, under
sections titled "Using Preprocessed Panels".

To implement the preprocessed panels for the MICS Workstation Facility, follow these steps:

1. Allocate a library with the same DCB attributes as the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB library which contains the panel
definitions. For this presentation, we call this new data set sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB.

2. Invoke the preprocessed panel utility by entering ISPPREP in the primary command field on any ISPF panel.
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3. Enter the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB as the input data set and the new sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB as
the output data set.
Note: To specify that all members participate, enter an asterisk (*) as the input data set member name. Press ENTER
and run the utility.

4. To make a complete and usable library, there are some technical reasons that we do not expand on here that
prevented some panels from being preprocessed in the previous step. We must copy those panels from the
shareprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB to the sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB. We can copy these panels to the new
preprocessed library because ISPF allows the coexistence of preprocessed and non-preprocessed panels in the same
data set.
Select the move/copy utility using PDF option 3.3. Select the copy options and enter the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
as the "from" data set and the new sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB as the "to" data set. Enter the "from"
member name as an asterisk (*) and the "replace like-named members" option as NO. This action causes the utility to
attempt to copy the entire library, but without replacing members that already exist.
The preprocessed library now has all the panels and can be used instead of the unprocessed (distributed) library.

5. Modify the ISPF allocations that are used to set up the MICS Workstation Facility so that the ISPPLIB allocation is
pointing to sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB instead of the actual sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB data set.
In other words, refer to the previous sections on the allocation of the ISPF environment and substitute the
sharedprefix.MICS.PREPROC.ISPPLIB data set name wherever the original sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB data set
name is named.

6. Retain the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB data set for maintenance purposes. Do not delete this data set; it is the library
into which all MICS panel maintenance is applied. The preprocessing must be redone after applying any product
change that changes MICS panels.
We do not recommend preprocessing the MICS tutorial panels (sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB). The performance
enhancement from preprocessing tutorial panels is minimal and, because tutorial panels are infrequently displayed,
you are unlikely to gain sufficient benefit to justify the additional DASD space that is required for the preprocessed
tutorial panel data set.
If you decide to preprocess the MICS tutorial panels, repeat the previous one through six steps for the
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB data set. Remember that you must still retain the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB data set for
maintenance purposes -- that is, Do not delete sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB even if you preprocess the MICS tutorial
panels.

Generate Document Access (DOCAGEN1)
MICS Document Access uses ISPF tables to provide the displays for Guide Selection, Text Selection, and the Subject
Cross Reference selection panels. When installing a new MICS system or extra MICS component, the following tables are
generated to sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB by the DOCAGEN1 job:

DOCLSTP4
Guide list table

DOCPxx
Titles table for a guide xx

DOCXPa-z,@
Subject Cross Reference Phrase Tables

DOCXSa-z,@
Subject Cross Reference Section Tables

DOCXWV
Subject Cross Reference Keyword Table

These tables are also generated when guides are added or updated in the documentation libraries by other types of
product updates. In such cases, the product update documentation includes this step, if necessary.

To generate all the tables for Document Access, perform the following command:
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Submit 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCAGEN1)'

After the job completes, verify the output to ensure that the job completed successfully. Review the MICSLOG output file
for any error messages. DOCAGEN1 also sends these messages to the ISPF LOG output file if the ISPF LOG is allowed
in batch at your installation. If the following message appears:

Docpick Incomplete Docpick Program Issued Return Code: x

Verify the return code value of x. If the value is 1 or 2, this an information message (not an error), and the generation
should have continued to completion. A higher value indicates that a problem exists, and is accompanied by a longer
diagnostic message to help determine the cause of the problem.

DOCAGEN and DOCAGEN1 Jobs
Two-generation jobs are provided for Document Access. The DOCAGEN1 job performs the complete generation process,
which includes the Subject Cross Reference tables generation. The DOCAGEN job generates only the Guide and Titles
tables, and is used for product updates that do not require regeneration of the Subject Cross Reference tables.

Other tables that are created by Document Access include:

DOCCAT
Document Management Print Request Table, which is created automatically the first time that any user requests the
Document Print option from Document Access.

DOCBMKP4
User-level Bookmark Table in MICS.USER.TABLES, which is created automatically the first time that each user invokes
Document Access.

Document Access Installation Notes

If default values set in Document Access need to be changed globally for all Document Access users, the following
modules should be reviewed and changed accordingly:

• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB(DOCAG09S)
– If your MICS cataloged procedures reside in a user-specified procedure library, there are two ways to specify that

library in generated JCL.
To use the PROCLIB that may have been specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), uncomment
the )SEL, //DOCAG09S, and )ENDSEL statements by removing the )CM characters. (The PROCLIB definition
statement in JCLDEFC is optional.)
To ensure that a specific PROCLIB is always used, uncomment only the //DOCAG09S statement and code it to
specify that PROCLIB.

– If you do not have lowercase print capability and want all Document Print jobs to translate output to uppercase,
uncomment the )SEL DOCACASE statement by removing the )CM characters.

– If you want to print something other than 60 lines per page, set xx to your desired page size. Then uncomment
the )SEL DOCASPAR statement by removing the )CM characters.

To illustrate, if all of the above changes were made, the DOCAG09S member would look similar to this:
)CM

)SET DOCACASE = 'UCASE'

)SET DOCASPAR = 'NLINES=66'

)SEL @DOCAMPRC NE @Z

//DOCAG09S JCLLIB ORDER=(@DOCAMPRC)

)ENDSEL

• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB(DOCAI00P)
Sample options are described in the panel module as )PROC section comments. They include options such as
overriding the default SYSOUT print destination for text printing, allowing for unusual high-level name qualifiers for the
user's browse data sets, and setting all text output to uppercase.
Any one of the comment lines can be uncommented by removing the initial /* and customized according to your needs.
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For example, this statement would change the number of lines per page to 66:
&DOCASPAR = 'NLINES=66' /* PRINT LINES PER PAGE */

Define and Generate Components
This phase of the installation defines what components are installed in the database complex, the options with which they
generated, and the method of component generation follow.

Generate the Component (cccCGEN)

This phase of the installation defines what components are to be installed in the database complex.

Define the components, both standard and user-written, that should be generated. As noted in the installation checklists,
not all MICS products require generation.

If this is the first time that a MICS Complex is being installed, all components must eventually be generated, but they
do not all need to be generated during initial complex activation. For more information about a streamlined installation
methodology, see Best Practices for Implementation.

If you are adding more components to an existing complex, or have changed specific component generation statements,
generate only those components that are affected.

Note: Component generation takes place on the level of the database complex. This means that each component that
appears in any database unit must be generated using the appropriate cccCGEN job.

Component Definition Statements (cccGENIN)

A generation definition statement member is provided for each product in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB library under
the member name cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. The syntax and definitions for the
generation definition statements are contained in MICS Component Generator (MCG).

The Database Tailoring facility enables you to tailor each product's database files and each file's contents. This facility is
described in System Modification.

Before the component generation jobs can be run, the complex definitions for ESSENTIAL and DERIVED data element
options must be specified, and the parameters generated. The generations take place as a result of coding the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) parameters and submitting sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN). For more
information, see Complex Option Definitions.

We recommended that NO DATABASE TAILORING is performed the first time that a product is installed.

To discuss the use of the Database Tailoring facility, contact Broadcom Support.

Review the cccGENIN file:

1. There must be a GEN GENFILES statement.
2. Some MICS products use an OPTION statement to indicate whether certain groups of data elements (named clusters)

are to be kept in the database. Check the default definition for these OPTION statements and change them as
appropriate to meet your needs.
Note: The cccGENIN files contain upper and lower case characters. OPTION statement keywords should be entered
in upper case.

3. Some MICS products deliver files turned off (data is not collected until the site turns on the file). For more information
about turning on these files, see the Product Analyzers.
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Generate the Component

The cccCGEN jobs (where ccc is a component's three-letter abbreviation) use the MICS Component Generator to
produce most of the code which comprises a component. The cccCGEN jobs generate members and entries in the
following set libraries:

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB

sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB

sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB

sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT

The cccCGEN jobs are submitted as follows:

sub 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN)'

The component generation process is described in System Modification.

Generate a Database Unit
A database unit is one physical database within the database complex. In updating and reporting for this physical
database, the shared libraries, which are defined at the database complex-level, are used, and a unique set of libraries
that are associated to the database unit.

This phase of the installation ensures that the proper catalog definitions are made, the database unit libraries and
database files are allocated, the JCL/CLISTs are generated, the installation PROCLIB is updated, and PARMS have been
defined and generated.

The steps in defining, generating, and allocating a database unit are:

1. Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix
2. Build Database Unit Libraries
3. Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
4. Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
5. Generate Parameter-Defined Options (cccPGEN)
6. Generate and Allocate the Database
7. Finalize a Database Unit

Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix
A database unit requires two data set name prefixes, a DASD prefix (prefix) and a tape prefix (tapeprefix). These prefixes
are defined in 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)' and described in JCL Option Definition (JCLDEF). These data set name
prefixes serve several purposes:

• They are used to give unique names to the data sets associated with a specific database unit.
• The high level qualifier of the prefixes can serve as a catalog index for the data sets. This index can provide a pointer

to a user catalog.
• The prefixes provide meaningful qualification for identification and control of the MICS shared data sets.

The prefix and tapeprefix for a database unit must be different from the sharedprefix and from the prefixes and
tapeprefixes for all other database units in the database complex. However, the prefix and tapeprefix for a unit can be the
same. Also, the sharedprefix and the other prefixes can have a common high-level index.

Unless standards at your site prevent it, this step should be used to ensure that the indexes established for the tapeprefix
and prefix point to a catalog other than the master catalog. We recommend that the master catalog not be used for
cataloging MICS data sets, especially in sites where there may be more than one OS system on which MICS may be
used.
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In selecting a high-level index for MICS data sets, be aware of the following items:

• Most sites have data set naming standards for production data sets. MICS should be considered as a production
system, and the high-level index that is chosen accordingly.

• If a high-level index of a TSO userid is selected, ensure that your site does not delete data sets that remain
unreferenced over long periods of time. For example, the YEARS timespan database is not referenced for output until
the MONTHLY job is run--once a month.

If the high-level index of the prefix is a TSO userid or an index that already exists, then the required catalog indexes and
master catalog pointers are already built and no further action is required in this step. If not, then the following steps must
be performed.

The choice of Access Method Services (AMS) commands that are used to define this high-level index depends on
whether a master or user catalog is used.

• AMS commands for a Master Catalog index definition:
No action that is required, but not recommended.

• AMS commands for a User Catalog index definition (assumes that user catalog already exists):
             DEFINE ALIAS(NAME('---name---')  -

                  RELATE('user-catalog-name'))

The '---name---' field must be the high-level index of the prefix. This index may be common to all sharedprefix, prefixes,
and tapeprefixes.

Special Considerations

1. No action is required if the high-level index has been defined already in the master catalog.
2. In a multi-CPU environment, define the high-level index in a user catalog and not allowed this index to default to the

master catalog. Data sets that are cataloged in the master catalog of one system are not available from any other
system's master catalog unless the data sets are explicitly cataloged on that system. The DEFINE ALIAS command
should be executed against every system's master catalog where you want to have access to MICS data sets.
For example, if the prefix is DB2.PRE and the tapeprefix isDB2T.PRE, the following definitions are made:
– If a Master Catalog index was used:

No action that is required, but not recommended.
– If a User Catalog named SYS.USERCAT was used:

             DEFINE ALIAS(NAME('DB2')  -

                  REL('SYS.USERCAT'))

             DEFINE ALIAS(NAME('DB2T')  -

                  REL('SYS.USERCAT'))

Build Database Unit Libraries
Building the database unit libraries involves two stages.

1. The COPYLIBS job allocates and initializes the new database unit libraries by copying initial program, control, and
data members from the database complex shared libraries.

2. Then, after the MICS unit installation jobs have been generated, the COPYLIBU job populates more unit library
program, control, and data members that are based on the products being installed in the unit.

Create Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBS)

The job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS) is used to allocate and initialize the database unit libraries by copying
initial program, control, and data members from the database complex shared libraries. This job should be edited to
review and complete the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not change the parameters on the PROC statement.
The EXEC statement follows:
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//LOAD  EXEC LOAD,DSP=NEW,      <-- NEW IF UNIT DOESN'T EXIST

//*                                 OLD IF UNIT EXISTS

//           DUNIT=MICSDASD,    <-- IS DASD UNIT OK

//           DVOL=,             <-- DO YOU NEED DASD VOL

//           BLOCK=6160,        <-- LIBRARY BLKSIZE

//           DSNTYPE=,          <-- LIBRARY FOR PDSE

//           PREFIX='_______',  <-- REQUIRED --<<

//           PMICS='MICS.'      <-- PREFIX MICSLEVEL

DUNIT, DVOL, BLOCK
The unit, volume serial number, and blocksize to be used for the production libraries.

PREFIX
The prefix for the database unit. This prefix is specified with no trailing period. For example, DB1.SP rather than DB1.SP

PMICS
The "MICS" level of the standard MICS data set names. If you do not want this as part of your data set names, you may
specify PMICS= ,to set it to null. A not null entry for PMICS must end with a period. Also, if you plan to not use "MICS" as
part of your data set names, see NOMICSLEVEL.

We recommend that the libraries be allocated to a single DASD volume and that the volume be maintained online. By
keeping the libraries on the same DASD volume, you reduce the risk of a DASD volume restore back-leveling one or more
unit libraries while leaving other unit libraries unchanged.

Note: The database unit libraries are used (and must be online) during database update, production or on-demand
reporting, for MICF or Q&R inquiry.

After editing the job to create the unit database libraries, submit it:

 SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

WARNING

The libraries that are created by this job are not copied from their similarly named complex level libraries. This
means that changes made to the complex level libraries are not carried forward to the database unit libraries. Do
not modify the sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS library, as this library is designed to receive maintenance from
Broadcom and must, therefore, be considered static.

Distribution libraries that are permanently allocated to the database unit are:

• prefix.MICS.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
• prefix.MICS.PARMS
• prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

These libraries use approximately 10 Megabytes of DASD space if all MICS products are installed in the unit.

Data sets that are permanently allocated to the database unit are:

• prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
• prefix.MICS.DAYS
• prefix.MICS.DETAIL
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS1 (if IMS Analyzer is licensed)
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS2 (if IMS Analyzer is licensed)
• prefix.MICS.MONTHS
• prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.WEEKS
• prefix.MICS.YEARS
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COPYLIBS copies initial program, control, and data members from the following MICS Platform libraries into the libraries it
creates for the new unit:

• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE

Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU)

Once the JCLDEF member is coded, the products in the unit are defined. The JCLGENA and JCLGENB jobs generate
another installation job, COPYLIBU, which copies more parameter members into the unit libraries that are previously
listed, based on the products that are installed in the unit.

Note: The JCLGENA job is executed exactly one time, when you create a new unit database. The JCLGENB job is
executed when ever it is necessary to recreate the installation jobs that are generated by JCLGENA and JCLGENB. For
example, to generate an updated COPYLIBU job.

Another function of COPYLIBU is to generate the database modeling parameter library member DBMODEL. When
constructed by COPYLIBU, this member contains information for active information areas and files for only the products
that are installed in the unit database.

To finish populating the unit libraries, submit the job:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'

For more information about JCLDEF, see Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures.

Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
A process named JCLGEN is used to create the batch job streams, JCL procedures, MACROS, and TSO CLISTs required
by the batch, online, and MICS maintenance facilities. This process is executed several times during the installation
process. Each JCLGEN execution generates a different group of output members.

Execution of JCLGEN is discussed in the following sections:

Defining Parameters for JCL Generation

The JCLGEN processes create:

• The batch job streams
• JCL procedures
• MACROS, and TSO CLISTs required by the batch, online, and MICS maintenance facilities

The process is executed several times during the installation process. Each JCLGEN execution generates a different
group of members. Before the JCLGEN jobs are executed, complete the parameter members that are described here.

Note: Any changes that you make using the facilities that are discussed in JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements, must also be completed before the JCLGEN is performed.

For JCLGENA through JCLGENG, and JCLGENU, the following parameter members must be completed:

• JCL OPTIONS:
Member: 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)'
For more information, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

• USER JOB CARD JCL:
Member: 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)'
For more information, see Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL).

• SMF LOG INPUT JCL DD STATEMENTS: (if required)
Member: 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)'
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For more information, see Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR).
• DATABASE COMPONENT INPUT JCL DD STATEMENTS (only if required):

Member: 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),' where ccc is the component identifier. For more information about
subsections, see Standard JCLGEN Parameters and Product Analyzers.

Executing JCLGENA

JCLGENA differs from other JCLGEN jobs in that it is generated only once, by JCLGEN0, and copied into
prefix.MICS.CNTL. Therefore, it must be edited to fill in the database unit's prefix value and distribution library data set
names. All the other JCLGEN jobs are generated within the unit so no further editing of their JCL need be done.

Before JCLGENA is executed, complete the EXEC statement by filling in the CNTL, PARMS, and USOURCE parameters,
and complete the data set name (DSN=) parameter on the //ULOCKIT DD statement.

Once JCLGENA has been edited, submit the job as follows:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG

After JCLGENA has executed correctly, review the generated JCL output. This checking can be done by examining the
member prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENC). If the JCL and JES parameters are not acceptable for your installation, then
make the needed changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS members JCLDEF or USERJCL and rerun JCLGENA. When the JCL is
acceptable, the other JCLGEN jobs are ready to run.

For example, to generate the unit's operational jobs, execute JCLGEND. Use the following SUBMIT command.

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

The other JCLGEN jobs are submitted similarly and generate the following groups of jobs:

• JCLGENA Database Unit Installation Jobs Part 1
Note: JCLGENA is not generated. The COPYLIBS job copies JCLGENA from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)
to prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA) when you first create a new unit database. You generally execute JCLGENA once to
initialize the new unit database. Once the unit database is defined, you then execute the JCLGENB job to recreate the
"Database Unit Installation Jobs Part 1."

• JCLGENB Database Unit Installation Jobs Part 1
Note: JCLGENB generates the same set of jobs that are generated by the JCLGENA job. However, the JCLGENA job
is intended to be executed only one time, when you first define a new unit database. The JCLGENB job is executed
when ever you recreate the "Database Unit Installation Jobs Part 1."

• JCLGENC - Database Unit Installation Jobs - Part 2
• JCLGEND - Database Unit Operational Jobs
• JCLGENE - Jobs Affected by a DB Split After Installation
• JCLGENF - SPECIAL Database Unit Installation Jobs
• JCLGENG - SPECIAL Database Unit Operational Jobs
• JCLGENU - Regenerate Unit Jobs from a User Supplied List

Note: JCLGENE, JCLGENF, JCLGENG, and JCLGENU are not used during a regular MICS installation.

Selective JCL Generation Using JCLGENU

JCLGENU has no specific set of jobs which it generates. Rather, it is provided for you to use for selective generation or
regeneration of any MICS prototype member.

The JCLGEN process contains a SAS macro variable, GENLIST, that names a member containing a list of the names of
the JCL job streams, JCL procedures, MACROs, or TSO CLISTs you are trying to create, or both. The GENLIST names
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a member in the library pointed to by the PARMS DD statement. For JCLGENU, the list of members to be generated is
initially empty. Enter your own list before running the JCLGENU job.

The names in the GENLIST member can be specified freeform, which is separated by blanks or commas. An asterisk
indicates the beginning of a comment. A line of blanks is allowed. Names can appear in position 1-72 but cannot be
continued between lines.

For example, prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) might be used to specify that jobs DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY,
BACKUP, and DOCUMENT are regenerated by JCLGEN. The following code contains the member:

* LIST OF MEMBERS TO BE RE-GENERATED BY JCLGEN

DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY

YEARLY

BACKUP

To run JCLGENU for a selective generation, SUBMIT the JCLGENU job.

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)'

The JCLGEN process uses ISPF enqueue mechanisms to ensure that the members being written to are not being used. If
it encounters a member being used, the JCLGEN process terminates abnormally.

If your installation has a security system, such as RACF, installed, the user submitting the job requires authorization to run
the TSO CLISTs in background (TMP background process). To determine any local restrictions, contact your installation's
security administrator.

Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
Three sets of cataloged JCL procedures (PROCs) are needed for batch processing by MICS. These procedures must
reside in one of your site's PROCLIBs.

The job to update the MICS Complex-level procedures in the library that you named on the PROCLIB statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) is generated in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1).

The jobs to update the MICS unit-level procedures in the library that you named on the PROCLIB statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) are generated in members PROCJOB2 and PROCJOB3 in the prefix.MICS.CNTL library.

PROCJOB1 copies the MICS procedures that are independent of the MICS database or that access the entire complex.
The procedures that are copied by PROCJOB2 do not access the database while the procedures copied by PROCJOB3
do provide database access. Both are dependent on code that is generated at the unit database level.

The PROCJOB1, PROCJOB2, and PROCJOB3 jobs execute the IEBCOPY utility to add the MICS cataloged procedures
to a partitioned data set.

Note: Some sites may have special security procedures or other JCL requirements for authorization to update a
PROCLIB. If so, review the PROCJOB1, PROCJOB2, and PROCJOB3 JCL that MICS generates before submitting each
job. If any special JCL modifications are needed, make them before submitting the update job.

When executing any of the PROCJOBs, follow these steps:

1. Review the procedures that are copied:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

  MICSDM   - CA MICS Dialog Manager SAS Access

  MICSGT   - CA MICS Component Generation and Test

  MICSGU   - CA MICS Component Generation and Update

  MICSASM  - CA MICS Assembly and Link

  MICSCOM  - CA MICS Database Complex Access

  MICSDOC  - CA MICS Document Print
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  MICSDOCH - CA MICS DocWebVu

  MICSRPTS - CA MICS ISPF Dialog Manager Access

  MICSSDD  - CA MICS SAS DD statement include

  MICSSDS  - CA MICS SAS DSNAMEs include

  MICSSVR  - CA MICS Q&R Mainframe Server

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

  MICSNDBx - CA MICS Database Unit No Access

  MICSDUx  - CA MICS Database Unit Dialog Manager SAS Access

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

  MICSSHRx - CA MICS Database Unit Shared Access

  MICSDBx  - CA MICS Database Unit Exclusive Access

To modify PROCs for your site, follow the guidance in JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements.
2. Submit the job for execution.

SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Generate Parameter-Defined Options (cccPGEN)
The prefix.MICS.PARMS parameters that control MICS database update reporting and online inquiry facilities are
implemented though generated SAS MACROs and SAS FORMATs. The use of SAS MACROs and SAS FORMATs
enables you to control MICS operation without changing the source code itself. SAS MACROs are pre-defined sets of
SAS code that are included in the source programs at their point of invocation.

The component generation process is performed by the component generation job ALLPGEN. ALLPGEN performs the
component generation process for MICS Base (BASPGEN) plus the component generation processes for each MICS
product that is listed on the COMPONENTS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Once you have defined all the parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS, submit the ALLPGEN job:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLPGEN)'

After ALLPGEN has executed, review the output to ensure that it executed correctly. If the output indicates that parameter
changes are required, change the appropriate prefix.MICS.PARMS members and rerun ALLPGEN.

ABOUT cccPGEN

The ALLPGEN job runs the individual generation jobs that are named cccPGEN, where ccc is the component ID. These
jobs generate the macros for the product to which they pertain. These jobs can be used in place of ALLPGEN if desired.
For example, if you have run ALLPGEN change the CICS parameters, you could submit the CICPGEN job:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN)'

To change any MICS parameters, update the appropriate members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS parameter library and then
run ALLPGEN or the correct cccPGEN generation job so that the parameters take effect.

Note: It may be necessary to regenerate JCL as a result of executing a cccPGEN. For more information about the
individual product's parameter generation jobs, see cccPGEN in each Product Analyzer.

Generate Base System Code (BASPGEN)

MICS Base Component (BAS) identifies each of the system code generation processes for the MICS Base Component
(BAS), their PARMS member inputs, and the output members, MACROs (a member may contain the definition of more
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than one SAS MACRO), and FORMATs that they generate. The output libraries are at the database unit level (prefix)
unless noted otherwise.
The following MICS system code generation routines are SAS programs that are executed as part of the job BASPGEN.
The applicable input PARMS members that must be completed before BASPGEN execution is identified in the
parentheses for each process.

• Computing System Generation (SYSID)
• Site Characteristics Generation (SITE)
• Time Zone Generation (ZONE)

MICS Base Component (BAS)
+-----------+------------+--------------------+-------------+

|  System   | MICS.PARMS |    USER.SOURCE     |   MUOLIB    |

|   Code    |   Input    | Output Members and |   Output    |

| Generator |   Member   |  SAS MACRO Names   | SAS FORMATs |

+-----------+------------+--------------------+-------------+

|           |            |                    |             |

| SYSIDGEN  |  SYSID     | SYSIDOPU   SYSIDOPU|  $SYSID     |

|           |            |                    |  $SYSIDN    |

|           |            |                    |             |

| SITEGEN   |  SITE      | #BASMSTR  _NAME    |  YRSTART    |

|           |            |           _YROPTN  |             |

|           |            |           _WKSTART |             |

|           |            |                    |             |

|           |            | $BASMSTR   NAME    |             |

|           |            |            YROPTN  |             |

|           |            |            WKSTART |             |

|           |            |                    |             |

|           |            | CKPTCNT    CKPTCNT |             |

|           |            |                    |             |

| PRFGPGEN  |  PRFGP     |                    |  $PRFGP     |

|           |            |                    |             |

| ZONEGEN   |  ZONE      |                    |  $ZONEHDB   |

|           |            |                    |  $ZONEHDA   |

|           |            |                    |  SF_ZN      |

|           |            |                    |  $ZONENM    |

|           |            |                    |  $ZONEREG   |

|           |            |                    |             |

| MONEY     |     -      | These FORMATs are --> MONEY      |

|           |            |   output to the   --> MONEYR     |

|           |            |   Complex Level                  |

| MNTHFMT   |     -      |  (sp.MICS.MCOLIB) --> MNTHFMT    |

|           |            |                    |             |

|           |            |                    |             |

+-----------+------------+--------------------+-------------+

Generate and Allocate the Database
This section is the most important phase of the installation process and should be the one in which the greatest care is
taken to ensure that the database has been correctly allocated and initialized.

The steps in generating, allocating, and initializing the MICS database are:
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Database Macro Generation

This step assumes that you have already finalized your data retention parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). If
you have not finalized these parameters and run the DBSIZE job to determine the implications of your specifications, see
Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility.

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

Once the output of DBSIZE has been reviewed and verified, you can generate the SAS MACROs required to define the
database by executing the CYCLEGEN job.

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN)'

Note: Only run CYCLEGEN when it is mandatory to change a database retention definition. First ensure that the
DBMODEL member contains the correct definitions.

MICS database and File Space Allocation

The OS data sets that hold your database, and, (Optional) certain work files that are used by the update jobstream, are
allocated by running the ALLOCATE job in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

First, however, the ALLOCATE job must be edited to fill in certain JCL parameters, such as space requirements, device
types, and if necessary, the specific volume serials for the allocations. You can use the Database Space Estimator
Libname Summary Report from your DBSIZE run to estimate how much space is needed for each of the five data sets in
the database.

ALLOCATE Job Contents illustrates the ALLOCATE job statements. Your DASD requirements are such that any of the
five OS data sets (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS) must be larger than a single volume, use the facilities
that are described in MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT). Note also that the permanent DAYSMF DD statements are
generated only for components that you have installed.

Note: The ALLOCATE job does NOT allocate the incremental update database files or the SPLITSMF job output SMF
data files. These data sets are associated with a specific product in the unit database and are allocated by the individual
product's cccIUALC job, or are dynamically allocated as required. Data set allocation parameters are specified in the
product's prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) member. For more information about incremental update database file allocation,
see the individual Product Analyzer.

While EDITing the ALLOCATE member in the MICS.CNTL library, you can FIND the statements requiring user-provided
information by looking for eye-catching arrows ('<--<<').

ALLOCATE Job Contents

ALLOCATE Job Contents (Part 1 of 2)

 //BR14 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //*

 //* DATABASE ALLOCATION :

 //* SPECIFY SPACE, VOLSER, AND UNIT TYPE

 //* FOR THE DATABASE FILES.

 //* USE RECOMMENDED SPACE FROM "DBSIZE" REPORT.

 //*

 //DETAIL DD DSN=EYC.MICS.DETAIL,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______    <--<<

 //DAYS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.DAYS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______    <--<<

 //WEEKS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.WEEKS,
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 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______    <--<<

 //MONTHS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.MONTHS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______    <--<<

 //YEARS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.YEARS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______    <--<<

 //*

 //* CHECKPOINT AND RESTART.CNTL ALLOCATION :

 //* SPECIFY VOLSER AND UNIT TYPE FOR THE

 //* CHECKPOINT AND RESTART FILES

 //*

 //CHECKPT DD DSN=EYC.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)),

 // UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______                           <--<<

 //RESTART DD DSN=EYC.MICS.RESTART.CNTL,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200),

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______                           <--<<

ALLOCATE Job Contents (Part 2 of 2)

 //*

 //* DAYSMF FILES ALLOCATION :

 //* SPECIFY SPACE, VOLSER, AND UNIT TYPE

 //* FOR THE PERMANENT DAYSMF FILES

 //*

 //USER DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.USER.DATA

 //*

 //* EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE ALLOCATED ONLY IF REQUIRED

 //*

 //TSO DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.TSO.DATA

 //RMF DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.RMF.DATA

 //SMF DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.SMF.DATA

 //CIC DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.CIC.DATA

 //IMS DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(____,___)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.IMS.DATA
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Database Timespan File Allocation

The Database Space Estimator Libname Report estimates the space requirements in terms of tracks for each of the five
database timespans that equate to five OS data set allocations. A SAS file has no advantage with cylinder allocation, and
the update process is not affected by their being on a single volume.

Modify each of the SPACE, UNIT, and VOLUME parameters to be in accordance with your database allocation
requirements. For example, to allocate the database with the following track allocations to the 3390 volume MICS01, the
statements would be modified as shown here.

ALLOCATE Database Example

 //DETAIL DD DSN=EYC.MICS.DETAIL,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(3000,150)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01    <--<<

 //DAYS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.DAYS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(2000,100)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01    <--<<

 //WEEKS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.WEEKS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(1500,075)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01    <--<<

 //MONTHS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.MONTHS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(2500,125)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01    <--<<

 //YEARS DD DSN=EYC.MICS.YEARS,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(1000,250)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01    <--<<

Allocating Checkpoint and Restart Files

Modify each of the UNIT, and VOLUME parameters to be in accordance with unit and volume that are to be used for the
Checkpoint and Job Restart Files. For example, to allocate the files to the 3390 volume MICS01, the statements would be
modified as shown here.

ALLOCATE Checkpoint Example

 //CHECKPT DD DSN=EYC.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA,

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)),

 // UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01                           <--<<

 //RESTART DD DSN=EYC.MICS.RESTART.CNTL,

 // SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200),

 // DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS01                           <--<<

Allocating Work Files

The DAILY job requires a work file for each MICS product that takes its input from SMF, if there are two or more of
products installed. For more information, see the SMFRECORDING statement in Database Unit Control Definitions. If
work files are used, they have names of the following form:

prefix.MICS.component.DATA

Where "component" is any of the three letter component identifiers. These files are used to pass SMF data from the
DAYSMF job step to the update processor job step for their product. These data sets can be optionally defined as
permanent or temporary. The definition is made in the JCLDEF PARMS member and is described as the DAYSMF option
in. These work files are not included in this job if the DAYSMF option described previous is set to TEMPORARY.
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Note: These data sets apply only to the DAILY job and are populated in the DAYSMF step. If you are using the optional
incremental update facility for two or more products, then you may select to use the SPLITSMF job and use associated
INCRSPLIT USE option for INCRccc job input data preparation. Data sets created by the SPLITSMF job are allocated
dynamically when required, with data set allocation parameters being specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)
INCRSPLIT USE parameter. For more information about incremental update SPLITSMF job output data set allocation, the
individual Product Analyzer.

Estimate work file space requirements by either of the following methods:

1. For each product, use the output of IFASMFDP to obtain the number and average length of each type of record that is
used by the component. SMF Data Categories lists the record types that are used by each component that takes data
from SMF. Estimate the amount of space that is needed to hold these records.

2. Allocate files temporarily and run the DAYSMFR step of the DAILY job. This step produces the work files. See how
much space is needed for each file, and use those figures for the permanent allocation.

Modify each of SPACE, UNIT, and VOLUME parameters to be in accordance with the work file requirements. For
example, to allocate the work files with the following track allocations to the 3390 volume MICS02, the statements would
be modified as shown.

ALLOCATE Work File Example

 //USER DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(100,050)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS02,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.USER.DATA

 //TSO DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(300,100)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS02,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.TSO.DATA

 //RMF DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS02,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.RMF.DATA

 //SMF DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(700,200)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS02,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.SMF.DATA

 //CIC DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 // SPACE=(TRK,(300,100)),UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=MICS02,   <--<<

 // DSN=EYC.MICS.CIC.DATA

When you have finished editing it, you can submit the job:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Generation Data Group Catalog Index Creation

The MICS backup and archive processes require a number of generation data groups. The actual data set names that are
used are listed in Data Set Names.

The use of generation data groups requires that a special index be created in the catalog. The MICS job GDGSGEN
generates the statements to create this index.

Before each index is built, it is deleted. These DLTX (or DELETE) statements cause an error message if no entry exists.
This action is done so that the number of entries can be respecified, without the user having to delete each of the index
entries.

DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fails if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IEHPROGM (or
IDCAMS) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This action is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if the GDG
already has the desired number of entries.
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If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:

1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

The job GDGSGEN is submitted for execution to create the generation data group entries for each component. This job
examines the generation data groups that are defined to the MICS system and compare this set against the catalog. An
entry is created for any generation data groups which have been defined to MICS that is not found. GDGSGEN may be
run at any time without affecting the MICS data sets that are already allocated.

Note: The GDGSGEN job does not create the index entries for the optional incremental update tape database files or
for any optional tape DETAIL files. These GDG indexes are associated with a specific product in the unit database and
are created by the individual product's cccIUGDG or cccGDGGN job. See the individual Product Analyzers for more
information about optional incremental update tape database files, optional tape DETAIL files, or both.

To run GDGSGEN submit the job as follows:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN)'

Finalize a Database Unit
After the steps described in the previous sections have each been successfully completed, the system is ready for testing
in preparation for production use. We recommend that the testing be conducted as described:

1. Review the CLISTs, JCL procedures, and JCL jobs that are generated during MICS installation. If any of them do not
meet your needs, do not change them directly (see JCLGEN Parameters for Special Requirements).

2. Review the MICS operational facilities/procedures.
a. Read Overview, in detail. This subsection is an overview of MICS operation and facilities.
b. Scan Operational Guidelines. This subsection is road map to MICS operations. Read Getting Started in detail.
c. Review Operational Status and Tracking. Use Operational Status and Tracking for initial MICS processing.

3. Select one day's data for all the MICS products that you have installed. Put this data into the MICS input data sets you
identified with the DD cards you supplied in the INPUTccc members of prefix.MICS.PARMS. For descriptions of these
PARMS members, see Standard JCLGEN Parameters.

4. If you activated incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, run the cccIUALC job for each of
these products. The cccIUALC job allocates the product's incremental update checkpoint and database files.
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)'

Also, if you specified INCRDB TAPE for one or more of these products, run the product's cccIUGDG job to create GDG
indexes for the incremental update tape database files.
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG)'

5. Initialize the checkpoint file, 'prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA':
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'

6. Invoke the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF), select option 5, MICS Administrator Facility (MAF), and then select
option 1, Operational Status and Tracking. The Operational Status and Tracking display lists each active unit
Database.

7. Run a DAILY job.
Note: Jobs using MICSDU PROC (for example, DAYALL, DAYRSR, RESTORE, and BACKUP) include a MICSABND
procstep which flushes under normal operation. All other jobsteps in the MICS operational jobs should have return
codes of zero.
a. Enter the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in the Cmd column for the unit database.
b. The DAILY command will execute the DAILY job and the BACKUP job. For more information, see Operational

Processes, Jobs, and Steps.
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c. After DAILY and BACKUP complete, use Operational Status and Tracking to review processing status.Enter
REFRESH command to update the display.
• Enter REFRESH command to update the display.
• Enter STATUS command to review checkpoint status.
• Enter HISTORY command to review the input data that was read, processed, and/or dropped.
• Enter CHECKPT command to review the checkpoint update date/time ranges.
• Enter RSTATUS command to test the RSTATUS job.

8. For a test unit database, manually execute the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs to check out the JCL. For
more information, see Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps. If this database is not a test unit, skip this step.
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKLY)' 

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHLY)' 

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(YEARLY)'

Do not use the Operational Status and Tracking for this exercise. The WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY commands
execute DAILY processing in addition to the weekly/monthly/yearly cycle close-out. DAILY processing would reject all
input as duplicate data and would terminate with a U300 abend because you have not yet provided a second day's
input data.
Note: If you specified any of the following combination
ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB

ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then you may also need to execute the stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM
jobs to perform archive tape-processing. When specifying the AUTOSUBMIT option on the ARCHIVE statements,
then the AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM jobs are submitted automatically by the WEEKLY job WEEK300 step and/or
MONTHLY job MONTH300 step. Otherwise, submit the AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM job manually.

9. To ensure that the definitions and generations have all been properly applied, examine the contents of the database
Run the database check jobs (cccCHECK) which produces PROC PRINT listings of the first ten records from the 01
cycle of all files in the DETAIL timespan and PROC FREQ TABLES LISTs of the 01 cycle of all files in DAYS and the
00 cycle of all files in the WEEKS and MONTHS timespans.
To verify the account code, cost center code, job group, application unit, and so on, definitions, use these listings.
If this job completes with a non-zero return code, usually 8, then one or more component database files (for example,
CICCSUnn) that should be present are not. This is a condition that was not expected and must be investigated
because you have run a DAILY job in step 7. To determine the files that are involved and the reason why, and then
decide what action to take, review the SASLOG.

10. Run a database BACKUP operation--Enter Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP command.
11. Run a database RESTORE operation--Enter Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE command.
12. To reset the database to an empty state when needed, perform the following steps:

– Delete the database and checkpoint files.
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA

prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL

prefix.MICS.DETAIL prefix.MICS.DAYS

prefix.MICS.WEEKS

prefix.MICS.MONTHS

prefix.MICS.YEARS

(The incremental update checkpoint and database files, if allocated, were cleared by the last successful DAILY job
and does not need to be deleted to reset the database.)

– Rerun the ALLOCATE job.
– Rerun the CKPTINIT job.
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(The following steps are optional, and do not need to be done if you have no GDGs in the test database, or do not
care about the extra generations which remains from the previous tests.)

– Uncatalog the generation data sets for the backup, audit, and history files.
– Rerun GDGSGEN

13. Set up to run MICS in test mode daily see, Getting Started.
14. Use the procedures that are discussed in the next section to gradually move the MICS system to production status.

Finalize Database Complex
Once all of the database units are created and regenerated or both, the remaining tasks are list the contents of the
formats in the MICS load library, print documentation for your users, and resolve any remaining administrative issues.

Produce MICS Documentation

MICS generates printed documents from MWF Document Access or from a batch job. We recommend producing
documents from Document Access, an ISPF panel-driven facility for selecting documents to print. Document Access
includes full tutorial support.

Activate the MICS Workstation Facility as explained in Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment and select Option 1 for
Document Access.

MICS also provides backup methods for printing documents, including jobs to assist you in producing your own copies of
the MICS documentation. These facilities can produce all the MICS guides or any individual guide. The jobs, described
here, are available for use after the MICS database complex is fully defined.

To produce MICS documentation before installing the database complex, the EARLYDOC job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
can be used after the MICS production libraries have been loaded from the distribution tape. Documentations that are
produced before products are generated reflects the default component definitions that are shipped with the system.

WARNING

If you do not have upper- and lower-case printing capability, a translation feature is available as part of the
document-production facility. This feature is discussed in the section on the MICSDOC Procedure that follows.

The DOCUMENT print program assumes a page size of 60 lines. If the paper you use does not hold 60 lines on
a page, there is an option to change the number of lines per page. This option is discussed in the section on the
MICSDOC Procedure that follows.

Guides for optional MICS products, and chapters or sections of guides for these optional products, are not
available for printing unless you have the products that are installed.

The sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCUMENT) job can be used to print MICS guides. The DOCUMENT job
uses the MICSDOC procedure that is described here. You adjust this job's JES parameters to verify that it
prints all of the lines it produces. In this case, a permanent change must be made to the JCLINFO member of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS before you regenerate the DOCUMENT job.

MICSDOC Procedure

To produce a single guide, build and submit the following job:

     //jobname  JOB

     //S1       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x

Where "x" must be a one- or two-character value that corresponds to one of the following MICS documents:

AH
MICS Tandem Option Guide
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AI
MICS ASTEX Option Guide

BE
MICS How to Use the PSP

BS
MICS System Administrator Guide

C
MICS Network Analyzer Option Guide

CK
MICS Space Collector Option Guide

CL
MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option Guide

CM
MICS Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS Guide

FB
MICS Analyzer for TSO Guide

FC
MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide

FD
MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide

FE
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS Guide

FG
MICS Analyzer Option for IMS Guide

FH
MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option Guide

FI
MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS Guide

FJ
MICS Space Analyzer Option Guide

FM
MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare Guide

FN
MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide

FO
MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Guide

FQ
MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power Guide

FT
MICS Tape Analyzer Option Guide

FV
MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS Guide
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FW
MICS Web Analyzer Option Guide

H
MICS Standard Reports Guide

I
MICS database Structure and Content Guide

JD
MICS Document Access Guide

JR
MICS MICF Reference Guide

JU
MICS MICF User Guide

L
MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide

M
MICS System Modification Guide

PA
MICS Capacity Planner Option Guide

PD
MICS Performance Manager Option Option Guide

PG
MICS StorageMate Option Guide

PK
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview Guide

PL
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option User Guide

W
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS Guide

To produce several documents, build and submit the following multistep job:

     //jobname  JOB

     //S1       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x

     //S2       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=y

Where "x" and "y" are any of the one or two character guide ID values shown previously.

To produce only selected chapters of a document, build and submit a job as previously, but qualify the MANUAL= value
with a chapter number. For example, to produce the chapters discussing the Hardware and SCP information areas in the
Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide, the following job would be built:

     //jobname  JOB

     //*

     //S1       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=FC5   Files for both areas

     //S2       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=FCXD  Data Dictionary

To request multiple copies of the printout from MICSDOC, use the COPIES parameter as in the following example.

//S1 EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x,COPIES=2
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If you do not have upper and lowercase printing at your site, request the translation of all text to all uppercase characters
as follows:

//jobname JOB

//S1 EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x,CASE=UCASE

Where "x" is any of the values that are shown previously.

In addition to the lower to uppercase translation, this option translates certain special characters to other characters more
commonly found on printers that do not support lowercase printing. This translation includes translating vertical bar to "I"
and underscore to ".".

If you use paper that does not hold 60 lines of output per page, change the number of lines of output per page by using
the NLINES option. For example, to request 55 lines per page, code:

//jobname JOB

//S1 EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x,SYSPARM='NLINES=55'

The value for NLINES ranges from 20 to 60.

Much of the document text is formatted assuming 60 lines per page (for example, full page figures of report output). For
this reason, NLINES should not be used unless required, and if used, the value for NLINES should be as close to 60 as
possible.

When printing MICS documentation, use the SNUM option if you want to print Table of Contents entries without document
section numbers. For example, this section would typically be listed as follows in the Detail Table of Contents:

3.6.1 Produce CA MICS Documentation . . . . . . page #

Code the SNUM option in the SYSPARM field to suppress text section numbering.

     //jobname  JOB

     //S1       EXEC MICSDOC,MANUAL=x,SYSPARM='SNUM'

By default, MICSDOC prints text section numbers in the table of contents.

For printing the text of the guides, the MICSDOC procedure uses the SYSOUT specification that you gave on the
DOCUMENT parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) when the MICS system JCL was generated.

EARLYDOC Job

The EARLYDOC job is used to print a MICS guide or guide chapter once the MICS production libraries have been loaded
from the distribution tape. This job requires the use of SAS, but not necessarily the MICS copy.

Review and complete the job statement and the symbolic parameters on the EXEC statement of
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EARLYDOC). The EXEC statement is as follows:

 //DOC  EXEC MICSDOC,

 // MANUAL='__',                  <-- Required

 // WKUNIT='SYSDA',               <-- Required

 // SHRPFX='sharedprefix.MICS',   <-- No Trailing Period

 //*

 // SASNAME='SAS',                <-- As specified in the

 //*                                  STEPLIB library

 // SASPFX='sas.prefix',          <-- No Trailing Period

 //*SASENV='TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)',  <-- Environment File

 //*                                  Uncomment if you have

 //*                                  this library

 //*                                  If you do NOT have this

 //*                                  file you MUST comment
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 //*                                  the TKMVSENV DDs as the

 //*                                  job will abend if it

 //*                                  does not refer to the

 //*                                  actual library

 // SASCFG1='config',             <-- CNTL(BATW0) If SAS 9.1.3

 //*                                  CONFIG(BATCH) SAS >= 9.2

 //*                                  For SAS >= 9.2 uncomment

 //*                                  and specify the next 3:

 //*SASCFG2='CONFIG(COMMON)',         CONFIG(COMMON)

 //*SASCFG3='CONFIG(ENW0)',           CONFIG(ENW0)

 //*SASCFG4='CONFIG(SITE)',           CONFIG(SITE)

 //*

 //*AUTOLIB='fixed.block.AUTOLIB',<-- For 9.1.3 only,

 //*                                  uncomment and

 //*                                  point to FB version

 //*                                  of SAS AUTOCALL library

 // LANG1='',                     <-- SAS Language

 //*                                  EN = English

 // LANG2='',                     <-- SAS encoding value

 //*                                  W0. = EBCDIC (1047)

 //*                                  Must have trailing .

 // CASE=,                        <-- UPPER CASE ? (UCASE)

 // DOCOUT='A',                   <-- OUTPUT SPEC FOR GUIDE

 // SYSPARM=' '                   <-- DOCUMENT OPTIONS

EARLYDOC uses an instream version of the standard MICSDOC procedure. Therefore, use of the MANUAL, CASE, and
SYSPARM parameters is the same as described previously for the DOCUMENT job.

The parameters that are required to execute the MICSDOC instream procedure in EARLYDOC follow. Specify the values
for these parameters. The defaults that are provided for all other parameters are adequate, though verify that these values
are valid for your installation before submitting the job.

WKUNIT
The unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

SHRPFX
The sharedprefix for the database complex. Include the MICS level node as needed by your site. Specify the sharedprefix
name without trailing period.

SASNAME
The library member name of the SAS program to be used, also named the entry point name. Typically this name is SAS.

SASPFX
The common data set name prefix for your SAS libraries. Specify the name without a trailing period.

SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. The TKMVSENV file is used to make a list of pseudo environment variables.
Option values in SAS configuration files can contain symbolic references. The values of these symbolic references
are resolved from a variable that is set in the TKMVSENV file. If you do not have this file, you MUST comment out the
SASENV DDs. The job abends if the SASENV DD does not reference the actual SAS library.

SASCFG1
The library name suffix and member name of your SAS configuration file.
For SAS version 9.1.3, typically the library is the SAS CNTL data set and the member is BATW0.
For SAS version 9.2 and above, typically the library is the SAS CONFIG data set and the member is BATCH.

SASCFG2
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The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and above.
SASCFG2 is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is COMMON.

SASCFG3
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and above.
SASCFG3 is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is ENW0.

SASCFG4
The library name suffix and member name of extra configuration file that is needed for SAS versions 9.2 and above.
SASCFG4 is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is SITE.

AUTOLIB
The SAS AUTOCALL library that is being converted to fixed block with SAS 9.1.3. It is not required for SAS version 9.2
and above.

LANG1
The language code that is required code that is required for SAS. For example, EN stands for English.

LANG2
The encoding value that is required for SAS. The value for EBCDIC is W0 and must have a trailing period (.).
When you have completed editing the job, submit it by coding the following to print a MICS guide or chapter using the
default document text that is shipped with the system.

    SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EARLYDOC)'

Resolve Administrative Items

To ensure a smooth transition into production operation resolve these administrative items.

DASD Space Management Systems
If a DASD space management system is installed, data sets might be deleted automatically if the data sets are not defined
to a master file table. Ensure all the MICS Complex and unit data sets and the work data sets used in each of the daily
jobs are added to this master file table. This action prevents the DASD space management system from deleting MICS
data sets.

Tape Management Systems
If a tape management system is installed, data sets might be automatically scratched if they are not properly defined. For
example, GDG tape data sets. Ensure all the MICS tape files (backups and archives) have been properly defined to the
tape management system.

System Backup
Ensure that backups of the MICS libraries are taken and are updated when system modifications are applied. Make a
duplicate copy of the MICS system stored offsite as a backup.

Production System Implementation
Once you have completed the instructions that are presented in Installation Planning and Parameter Specification, and the
actual installation of the MICS system, MICS is at the pre-production level. In other words, all the libraries, code, JCL, and
so on, have been properly set up. Now it is time to gain practical experience in running the system, possibly revise system
parameters, work out any problems that you have been encountered, and adjust report parameters as necessary, before
MICS can be considered in full production status.

You are ready for production turnover. In other words, the status of MICS may move from pre-production to full production.

Do the following tasks before activating MICS on a production basis.
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System Activation

This section recommends a series of actions to ensure a full system check-out and successful pre-production activation.

1. List the JCL streams in the job control library (MICS.CNTL) named DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY. Read
Operating thoroughly and review the JCL streams listed to gain a good understanding of the operational processes.
Verify in this review that the streams are in full accordance with installation standards.

2. Verify that the Checkpoint File is correctly initialized for system activation. To display Checkpoint File status line
information, use the Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command. Last Completed Step should be 900 for all
MICS jobs (DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and RESTORE). Last Completed Date should be:
– (DAILY) The date CKPTINIT was executed
– (WEEKLY) The first date of the current week
– (MONTHLY) The first date of the current month
– (YEARLY) The first date of the current year

3. List the catalog for the prefixes for all MICS data sets that were appended. Ensure all the data sets that are referenced
in the JCL procedures that are listed in step 1 are allocated and cataloged.

4. Determine how the installation's normal SMF dumping and accumulation process can be used to provide the files
necessary for the DAILY process.

5. To execute the DAILY process for the next three evenings and verify for correct operation, use the Operational Status
and Tracking DAILY command.

6. Each morning review Operational Status and Tracking for MICS DAILY processing results, review report output to gain
familiarity with the data, monitor the run times and archive process, and in general look for possible problems.

7. Use the documentation in Operating, and listings of the JCL streams, work through how a restart would be handled.
Also, test the restoring of the database from the backup files.

8. After several nights of running experience, begin using MICS facilities for automatic scheduling of DAILY, WEEKLY,
MONTHLY, and YEARLY processing. Use the SCHEDULE command instead of DAILY from the fourth day on.

9. Plan on running the system in this pre-production mode, under close monitoring and supervision, at least until you
have scheduled and executed (successfully) both a WEEKLY and MONTHLY job stream at the required times.

10. During the pre-production period, begin implementing full production operation for the MICS system. See Production
Operations, for guidelines on implementing MICS production processing with your installation's production batch
processing facilities.

Exception Process Review and Adjustment

The running of MICS Exception Analyzer routines is controlled by the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES parameter that
you specify in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For a description of this parameter, see Dynamic Execution Options
(EXECDEF). MICS system ships, with this parameter specified as NONE, causing MICS not to run the Exception
Analyzer routines as part of the MICS DAILY job. If you are going to run some or all the Exception Analyzers, review these
programs and change the values that are used for identifying exceptions to be appropriate for your installation's operating
environment.

To analyze and adjust the exception values, follow these steps:

1. Review Exception Values, in the Standard Reports section. This section describes the Exception Value Analyzer,
which enables you to adjust exception values to address your installation's requirements.

2. List the source code that is used for setting the exceptions from the source library (sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE). You
need only examine the modules for those components you listed on your CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES parameter
statement. The Exception Analyzers that are shipped with the standard set of MICS products are:
– DYSMFEXC

Batch Exceptions
– DYRMFEXC

Hardware Utilization and System Control Program Exceptions
– DYTSOEXC
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TSO Exceptions
The Exception Analyzers that are shipped with optional MICS products are:
– DYcccEXC

ccc Exceptionns
Where ccc is the three-character product identifier. If your site licenses these products, these products are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

To gain a basic understanding of how an exception is identified by the code, review the listings.
3. Execute the Exception Value Analyzers referenced in Step 1. The output of these reports provides an initial set of

values to be used for exception testing that is based on data from your installation. Review the recommendations,
which are listed by data element within exception number for quick reference, and decide whether to use the
recommended value or your own judgment.

4. To reflect the adjustments that should be made in tailoring each of the exception values to address the installation's
requirements, modify the exception analyzer routines.

5. Activate the modified programs by changing the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES statement which is contained in member
EXECDEF of prefix.MICS.PARMS. If you print the MICS Exception Reports for some or all the exceptions that are
found by the Analyzers: Both of these changes will take effect for your next day's processing cycle with no further
action. To ensure that no operational problems were introduced, review the output of the next daily run. Carefully verify
that all functions are still operative after the modifications were implemented.

6. The exceptions thresholds require periodic adjustment using this process.

Management Objective Report Tailoring

Many management objective reports compare observed system activity to objectives for that activity. Examine the
objectives that are shipped with the MICS system and change them if they are not appropriate for your operating
environment and reporting needs.

The REPORT MBODAILY, REPORT MBOWEEKLY, and REPORT MBOMONTHLY statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) control the production of management objective reports. EXECDEF parameters are
described in Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF) Alternatively, you can use MICF inquiry production reporting
facilities that are documented in MICF Administration to generate the management objective reports. Executing the MBO
reports within a Production Reporting Job Stream provides the benefit of multiple unit access. In addition, separating the
reporting from the Operational Job releases the exclusive enqueue on the database, shortening the time that the database
is unavailable for more reporting.

For more information, see the Reports in each Product Analyzers.

Report Distribution Definition

This subsection suggests a plan for distributing and using exception and management objective reports. Use this
information to help you develop a report distribution plan that meets your organization's needs. For more information
about daily exception reports and the daily, weekly, and monthly management objective reports, see Standard Reports
and the individual Product Analyzers.

If you are using MICF inquiry production reporting facilities for daily exception reports or daily, weekly, or monthly
management objective reports, or both, printed reports are reviewed online with the MICF Reports and Graphics option
rather than being distributed on paper. For more information, see MICF Administration and the MICF Tutorial.

The daily Management Objective Reports provide day-to-day management of systems with an hourly quantification of
service, availability, and load. The reports can be distributed to System Performance, Systems Programming, Operations,
and Time-Sharing Administration.

The Exception Management Overview should be made available to the data center managers having responsibility for
system availability, operation, or performance.
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The Severity Level Exception Summary should be generated specifically for use by the System Performance Department.
This report contains a prioritized list of all critical, impacting, and warning exceptions. A copy of the critical exceptions
report should be distributed to the same managers receiving the Exception Management Overview.

The Management Area Exception Summary should be separated by area reported (for example, availability) and
distributed as illustrated in Management Area Exception Report Distribution.

When defining the report distribution plan consider:

1. Itemize the reports to be produced daily, weekly, and monthly.
2. Identify the individuals who will receive copies of the reports and when (daily, weekly, or monthly).

Management Area Exception Report Distribution

The following table offers suggestions for the distribution of management area exceptions:

Management Area Exceptions Department Distribution List
Availability Exceptions Operations

Quality Control
Systems Programming
System Performance

Performance Exceptions Systems Programming
System Performance

Productivity Exceptions Applications Development
Standards Control
System Administrators

Service Exceptions Data Center Management
Operations
Systems Programming
System Performance

Standards Exceptions System Administrators
Standards Control
Applications Development

Workload Exceptions System Administrators
Systems Programming
System Performance

Security Exceptions Data Center Management
Security Control
System Administrators

Operational Procedure Documentation

In preparing to turn the MICS system, over to full production status, one of the most important steps is providing the
documentation that is required for your installation's scheduling, operations, and production control departments.

We recommend that the documentation procedures for MICS be written to be consistent with your organization's
standards for documenting production systems.

The basic operation of:
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• DAILY, INCRccc (optional incremental update for product ccc)
• SPLITSMF (optional SMF data that is split for INCRccc job input)
• WEEKLY
• MONTHLY
• YEARLY
• BACKUP jobs

Should be described as to their purpose, scheduling considerations, and resource requirements. If the MICS Job
Scheduling Facility is used, your installation's standards may also require documentation for the SCHEDULE job
which submits the other jobs. Lastly, if you have set AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). The MICS
DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs may "spin off" a corresponding xxxxxRPT job. For more information about
MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Database Unit JCL Definitions. Operation provides descriptive material that can be used
directly or modified for this purpose.

Restart procedure should be explained and the procedure that is used for restart should be explained and the list of
names and phone numbers for operations to contact if there is database problems should be documented.

The report distribution procedures should be provided to enable the production control department to properly distribute
the reports to the appropriate individuals and departments in a timely manner.

These points describe the MICS system as being handled similarly to other production systems. Such treatment increases
the overall productivity of the personnel that are assigned to MICS by enabling them to focus their time on the use of the
MICS system.

Installation Checklists
Typically, a user is performing one or more installation functions. A checklist for each of these functions is contained in the
following sections:

WARNING
In order to install MICS with a minimum of difficulty, use the information that is provided in the references for the
steps of the checklist.

The checklists are constructed from a combination of MICS installation "stages." The six stages are:

1. Unload the Distribution Medium
2. Define the Database Complex
3. Define and Generate Components
4. Reconfigure the Existing Database Units.
5. Generate the New Database Units
6. Finalize the Database Complex

The checklist for installing a MICS Complex for the first time, for example, consists of the following stages:

1. Unload the Distribution Medium
2. Define the Database Complex
3. Define and Generate Components
4. Generate the New Database Units
5. Finalize the Database Complex

Installing a MICS Complex
This checklist defines the tasks that are required to install a MICS Complex for the first time or any subsequent re-
installation. The checklist tasks are organized into the following groups:

1. Unload the Distribution Medium
2. Define the Database Complex
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3. Define and Generate Products (Installing a MICS Complex)
4. Generate the New Database Units
5. Finalize the Database Complex

Unload the Distribution Medium
To unload the distribution medium, follow these steps:

1. Define Catalog Index Sharedprefixes.
Define the catalog index for the sharedprefix.
No action is required if the high-level node-name already has been defined as an alias in the master catalog.
References: Define Catalog Indexes.

2. Install Common Components and Services and LMP Keys.
Ensure that Common Components and Services is operational.
Broadcom License Management Program (LMP), one of the Common Components and Services, is required before
you can install or run MICS.
To run MICS r11 or higher, define the keys that are needed for LMP.
References: Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational.

3. Review Cover Letter and PMLs.
Review the cover letter and associated product maintenance letters (PML) for the latest important technical
information.

4. Copy Load Files.
Copy the files which load the MICS system.
To start the installation, two "tapeload" data sets must be created. They contain JCL and load modules that are
required to complete the installation.
To create the data sets:
See the Create Tapeload Data Sets section in Copy the Installation Files to DASD.

5. Load Production Libraries.
Load the MICS production libraries using ESD PAX. It contains all code and documentation for the entire MICS
product line in a compressed format. The installation job uses the LMP keys to identify and decode the modules that
belong to your licensed MICS products.
Modules are written to disk by executing the program that is named LPEBLDD. If the program runs as a
"nonauthorized". Some mainframe security systems, such as Top Secret, have a feature that restricts nonauthorized
programs from writing authorized load modules. An authorized load module is link-edited with an attribute of AC(1). If
your site has this security feature and it is activated and is licensed for the MICS DASD Space Collector (VCC), then
the load job fails with an S913 abend while trying to write an authorized VCC load module. To prevent this abend,
request your security administrator to permit LPEBLDD to write authorized load modules.
To load the production libraries:
See Install Distribution Libraries.

6. (Optional) Retain the "tapeload" libraries for future optional product installation. They are:
sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL

sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.LOAD

Note: You can download the interim libraries from Support Online if you need them.
7. (Conditional) Conversion to SAS 9.1.3 ONLY.

If you are converting to SAS 9.1.3, the SAS Autocall library (sasprefix.W0.AUTOLIB) must be converted to a fixed
block data set to address issues that are documented in SAS Usage Note SN-013990. Review this SAS Usage Note
before proceeding with the rest of this conversion checklist.
This data set should be used only for MICS, and is only necessary for SAS 9.1.3. The fixed-block version of the SAS
Autocall library must be created with an LRECL of 80 and a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of 80.
Note: Standard IBM utilities, such as IEBCOPY, do not copy variable blocked data sets to fixed block.
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A sample job follows using the SAS-provided VBGT72 macro, referenced in SN-013990 to copy the SAS Autocall
library. VBGT72 must be downloaded from the SAS institute support site before it can be used. In this example,
VBGT72 was downloaded and then saved as member VBGT72 in sasprefix.VBGT72.LIBRARY:
//    ....JOB....

//VBGT72   EXEC SAS

//VBGT72   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sasprefix.VBGT72.LIBRARY

/ISASAUTO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sasprefix.W0.AUTOLIB

//AUTOOUT  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//    DSN=micssasprefix.FB.W0.AUTOLIB,

//    UNIT=unit,VOL=SER=volume,

//    DCB=(LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=6160),

//    SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,45))

//SYSIN    DD *

  %INCLUDE VBGT72(VBGT72);

  %VBGT72(indd=ISASAUTO);

//

Modify this JCL before submission to suit your site requirements.
Alternatively, the copy utility that is provided with ISPF (Option 3.3) can be used.

Define the Database Complex
To define the database complex, follow these steps:

1. Execute MICSLS1
Activate the LOAD and PARMS libraries' release-dependent modules for the SAS version in use.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1) and fill in the parameters on the CNVTMCO EXEC statement. Do not enter
parameters on the PROC statement.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1)'

Reference: Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version.
Note: For SAS 9.1.3, use the fixed block library that is created in the previous section.

2. (Optional) Execute EARLYDOC
Print the MICS documentation guides.
If you select to print guides before the database complex is defined, they only reflect the default definitions that are
shipped with the system.
To print MICS documentation guides or chapters before defining the database complex:
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EARLYDOC) and fill in the JOB statement and the parameters on the EXEC statement
at the end of the member. Do not enter parameter values on the PROC statement.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EARLYDOC)'

Reference: Produce MICS Documentation
3. Define Complex Databases

Define the primary, unit, and test databases that are to comprise your installation's database complex. The identity,
contents, and options for each database unit must be defined.
Reference: Database Complex Definition

4. Apply Required SAS Maintenance
Apply required maintenance to the SAS program library. Ensure that a supported SAS release is being used.
For more information, see System Requirements. This section describes modifications that are to be applied to the
level of SAS in use. Ensure any of the zaps that are defined are properly applied before proceeding.

5. Review SAS Libraries
Review individual SAS libraries for MICS.
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For more information about levels of SAS support by MICS, see System Requirements. Create a special
set of SAS libraries for MICS use only. You provide the libraries names to MICS using the parameters in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and also in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member for each database unit.
Note: All versions of SAS supported for MICS require the use of the SAS LIBRARY, AUTOLIB, SASCNTL, SASHELP,
and SASMSG data sets. Create a copy of these data sets for MICS use only. You provide the data sets names to
MICS: SASLIB, SASAUTOS, SASCONFIG, SASHELP, and SASMSG, respectively.
References: Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC), SAS System Software Requirements

6. Customize JCLDEFC
Customize the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) member to reflect your organization's standards.
Reference: Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC)

7. Verify Parameters in JCL$Iccc, JCLNAMES, and JCLINFO
Review the contents of the JCL$Iccc, JCLNAMES, and JCLINFO members in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.
Parameters in JCL$Iccc, where ccc is the three character component identifier, may require modification to properly
set job attributes such as TIME=, COPIES=, JOBNAME=, CLASS=, PRTY=, and LINES=.
Make your modifications in the JCLINFO member of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.
JCLNAMES may require modification if the default PROC or data set names that are used by MICS are not acceptable
at your installation.
References: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc), MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)

8. Customize USERJCL
To reflect organization standards, customize the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL) member.
Reference:Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)

9. Verify ISPF Environment
To ensure that the correct ISPF environment is defined and that it conforms with conventions at your site, customize
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. Make updates if needed.
Include in the review the names and blocksizes for standard ISPF data sets and the naming conventions for data sets
allocated by the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) for each user.
Except for unusual requirements, the options that are provided in the members JCLDEFC and JCLNAMES of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS should accommodate most installations' standards.
References: Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment, Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC), MICS User
Names Table (JCLNAMES)

10. Execute JCLGEN0
Generate the database complex-level JCL.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0) and define the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter parameter
values on the PROC statement.
Submit the following job: 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)'
Reference: Generate Complex-Level JCL Jobs, PROCs, CLISTs

11. Move PROCs by Executing PROCJOB1 Move MICS PROCs to the installation PROCLIB.
a. Check the JCL generated by JCLGEN0 by examining the following sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL members:

• MICSASM
• MICSCOM
• MICSDM
• MICSDOC
• MICSDOCH
• MICSGT
• MICSGU
• MICSRPTS
• MICSSDD
• MICSSDS
• MICSSVR
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b. (Conditional) Determine whether the JCL and JES parameters are acceptable at your installation. If they are not,
update the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members JCLDEFC or USERJCL and repeat the "Customize USERJCL"
step.
or

c. If the JCL is acceptable, move MICS PROCs to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'
Reference: Move Complex-Level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB.

12. Customize Money Format
Customize monetary formats that are used with MICS if desired. MICS provides the MONEY and MONEYR formats for
writing monetary values in output reports. A corresponding informat, @MONEY, is used for reading monetary values.
If you use some currency notation other than U.S. dollars, edit sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE alter the format or the
informat for use with your currency notation.
Reference: Define Currency Type Format and Informat.

13. Execute DOCAGEN1
Build the ISPF tables that are necessary for MICS Document Access. Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCAGEN1)'
Reference: Generate Document Access (DOCAGEN1)

14. Activate MWF
Activate the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
Read the referenced sections that are listed to set up the MICS ISPF environment. Enter the MICS online environment
and specify your site's parameters.
You can only enter the MICS Administrator Facility automatically the first time you enter the environment.
References: Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment, Administering MICS

15. (Optional) Activate MWF User Authorization
Activate the MWF User Authorization feature.
If you do not want to limit access to MICS, skip this step.
Reference: Authorization Assignment

16. Execute LDSASFLS
Load the SAS Screen Files and MICS Tables Data Area. Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDSASFLS)'

Reference: Move MICS FSP Screens and Tables Files.

Define and Generate Products (Installing a MICS Complex)
To define and generate products, follow these steps:

1. Review Data Element Option IndicatorsReview the default options for Essential and Derived data elements, and
(Optional) override complex-level defaults for the YEARS time-span, week start, and fiscal calendar definitions.
Changes to the option values are a major database tailoring action. Carefully read the referenced sections that are
listed before changing the option values.
The complex definition options are located in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF).
References:
Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)Component Definition Statements (cccGENIN)

2. (Optional) Specify Complex Computing System Parameter DefinitionsSpecify the complex-level
computing system parameter definitions. Complex-level computing system definitions are located in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID). Carefully read the referenced section that is listed before specifying the option
values.
Reference: Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID)

3. (Optional) Specify Complex Time Zone DefinitionSpecify the complex-level time zone definition. The complex-level
time zone specification is located in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXZONE). Carefully read the referenced section
that is listed before specifying the option values.
Reference: Complex-Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE)
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4. Execute CPLXGENRun the CPLXGEN job to generate complex option definition global switches, system and
time zone definitions, default YEARS time-span, week start, and fiscal calendar parameters. Submit the following
job: 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN)'
References:
Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF), Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID), Complex-Level Time
Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE), (cccGENIN) Component Definition Statements (cccGENIN)

5. Define Products to be GeneratedCheck off the products that require generation:
___ BAS - MICS base platform
___ ACT - Accounting and Chargeback Option
___ AST - ASTEX Option
___ AUM - Analyzer Option for MeasureWare
___ CIC - Analyzer Option for CICS
___ DB2 - Analyzer Option for DB2
___ DEX - Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS
___ HSM - VCA support for DFHSM
___ IDM - Analyzer Option for IDMS
___ IMS - Analyzer Option for IMS
___ MQS - Analyzer Option for MQSeries
___ PWR - Analyzer Option for VSE/Power
___ RMF - Hardware and SCP Analyzer
___ SMF - Batch and Operations Analyzer
___ SNT - Network Analyzer Option
___ SRL - System Reliability Analyzer Option
___ TDM - Tandem Option
___ TLM - Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component
___ TSO - Analyzer for TSO
___ VCA - Space Analyzer Option
___ VMC - Analyzer Option for VM/CMS
___ VTS - Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component
___ WEB - Web Analyzer Option
Field Developed Applications (Including MSI and MTI)
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
Note: CAP, PER, STG, LDE, VCC, and VMT do not require generation.
Reference: Generate the Component (cccCGEN)

WARNING

Repeat Steps 6 through 9 in this section for all products that have been checked off for generation.
6. Review Component Generation OptionsReview component generation options in the Parameters section of each

ccc Product Analyzers for the data integration applications (DIAs) you are installing. Some products provide global
element tailoring options that you may want to review. Products that process user SMF data sources also provide an
option for record selection.
References:
Define and Generate Components, Administering MICS MICS Component Generator (MCG)Parameters section in
each ccc Product Analyzers
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7. (Conditional) Copy Load Module for CICS AnalyzerCopy the appropriate load modules for the CICS Analyzer to the
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD library based on your installation's needs.

Input Source Load Module

The Monitor
Versions 8.0/8.1, 2.0/2.1

$CRCPRS

ASG-TMON/TCE $CRCPRS

Reference: CICS Data Source Descriptions
8. (Conditional) Define Appropriate PARMS MembersCustomize the PARMS members that define account codes,

cost center codes, and the exit routines with which they are associated.
For the ccc Analyzer and Other Standard Products (Including FDAs, MSI and MTI):
cccACCT - Account Code Specification
cccACRT - Account Code Exit Routine
For Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
ACCOUNT - Batch Accounting Structure
ACCTRTE - Batch Accounting Exit Routine
For Accounting and Chargeback (ACT):
COSTCTR - Accounting Cost Center Structure
COSTRTE - Accounting Cost Center Exit Routine
For VAX/VMS Analyzer (DEX):
DEXACRTD - DEX Disk Usage Accounting Exit Routine
References:
Database Complex Account Code Parameters,Defining Cost Centers
Parameters section in each ccc Product Analyzers

9. Execute cccCGEN for Each ProductGenerate the product.
Run the component generation process for each product, where ccc is the component identifier.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN)'
Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, BAS60199I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Check off each component generation as it is done, running the BASCGEN first:
__ BASCGEN
__ ACTCGEN
__ ASTCGEN
__ AUMCGEN
__ CICCGEN
__ DB2CGEN
__ DEXCGEN
__ HSMCGEN
__ IDMCGEN
__ IMSCGEN
__ MQSCGEN
__ PWRCGEN
__ RMFCGEN
__ SMFCGEN
__ SNTCGEN
__ SRLCGEN
__ TLMCGEN
__ TDMCGEN
__ TSOCGEN
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__ VCACGEN
__ VMCCGEN
__ VTSCGEN
__ WEBCGEN
__ cccCGEN for FDA, MSI, and MTI (if applicable)
Reference: Generate Components

WARNING

Repeat Steps 6 through 9 in this section for all products that have been checked off for generation.
10. Execute MDBGENRun the Meta Database Build process. Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MDBGEN)'

11. (Conditional) Activate MTIIf applicable, activate the MICS NSM Interface (MTI).
MTI, part of the MICS platform, provides technology and tools for creating a custom component to read, process, and
analyze performance management data from NSM.
– Generate the product. Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MTICGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages BAS20999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

– Initialize the dictionary. Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICINIT)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message MTI02399I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
References: MICS NSM Integration (MTI)

12. Execute cccCGEN for FDAsGenerate Field Developed Applications (FDAs)
Run the component generation process for each FDA, where ccc is the component identifier.
Check off each component generation as it is done:
User Components
__ _______   __ _______   __ _______ __ _______
__ _______   __ _______   __ _______ __ _______
References: Writing Field-developed Applications

13. (Conditional) Execute BASTMPLT for SAS ODS Inquiries  Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(BASTMPLT) if you
plan to use SAS ODS inquiries.
This job will generate the style template into your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.  You might also edit the template before
submitting the job or create your own.
References: MICF User Guide, section 2.8.4.1

14. (Conditional) Execute WUIINST for Web Reporting Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WUIINSTP) if you plan to use
Enhanced Web Reporting.This job will copy the files required by the Enhanced Web Reporting User Interface into
the Web UI subdirectory of MICS root directory. After this step is completed, the files required for the Enhanced Web
Reporting will be copied later automatically to the MWP root directory, when the execution of the job stream finishes.
References: MICF User Guide, section 2.7.6.2

15. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN3 for Q&R WorkstationSubmit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN3) if you plan
to use the MICS Q&R Workstation application.
This job generates the default templates necessary for Q&R query execution.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

16. (Conditional) Execute TMPLTJOB for Q&R WorkstationSubmit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB) if you
plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation.
This job copies the templates that are generated by JCLGEN3 to your sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE library.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

17. (Conditional) Update MQRPARMS for Q&R WorkstationModify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRPARMS) if you
plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation.
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|References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide
18. (Conditional) Update MQRUTAB for Q&R WorkstationModify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRUTAB) if you

plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation.
Verify that the parameters in this file are compatible with the settings you specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRPARMS) for this complex. The MQRPARMS MQRSEC= parameter controls what
definitions must exist in this file.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide Chapter 2

WARNING

These products do not require generation.

MICS Capacity Planner (CAP)
If you are licensed for CAP, use Document Access to print the guide and follow the instructions in Capacity
Planner Installing.

MICS Space Collector (VCC)
If you are licensed for VCC, use Document Access to print the guide and follow the instructions in Space
Collector Installing.

MICS IMS Log Data Extractor (LDE)
If you are licensed for LDE, use Document Access to print the guide and follow the instructions in IMS Log Data
Extractor Installing.

MICS Performance Manager Option (PER)
If you are licensed for PER, use Document Access to print the guide and follow the instructions in Performance
Manager Product Installating.

MICS StorageMate (STG)
If you are licensed for STG, use Document Access to print the guide and follow the instructions in VM/CMS
Analyzer Option.

Generate the New Database Units
To generate the new database units, follow these steps:

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each new database unit in the MICS Complex.

1. Define Catalog Index Prefixes/Tapeprefixes
Define the catalog index for the prefix and the tapeprefix.
No action is required if the high-level node name has already been defined as an alias in the master catalog.
Reference: Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix

2. (Optional) Worksheet Preparation
Complete the set of Installation Preparation Worksheets for the database unit being defined.
References:
Installation Planning and Parameter Specification and all subsections
Parameters Section in individual Product Analyzers

3. Execute COPYLIBS
Build the database unit libraries.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter parameter
values on the PROC statement.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

Reference: Build Database Unit Libraries
4. Define JCL Parameters
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Define all the members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that are required by JCLGEN:
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL) prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR or INPUTccc) if an
SMF source component is installed in this database unit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES) if the default PROC or data
set names should not be used for this unit
References:
JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF), Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL), Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR),
MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES), and Parameters Section in individual Product Analyzers

5. Verify JCL and CLIST Attributes
Verify the JCL and CLIST attributes for each MICS product by reviewing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$Iccc), where
ccc is the three character component identifier. If changes are required, edit in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
References: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

6. Generate Unit Installation Jobs
Generate the MICS Unit Installation Jobs.
Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA). Enter the parameters on the EXEC statement and the data set name (DSN=)
parameter on the //ULOCKIT DD statement.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENA section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
7. Review JCL in PROCJOB2

Check the JCL generated by JCLGENA by examining the following members in prefix.MICS.CNTL:
PROCJOB2 MICSNDB MICSDU

If the JCL and JES parameters do not meet your installation's standards, update the prefix.MICS.PARMS members
JCLDEF or USERJCL and resubmit JCLGENA.
Reference: Move Complex-Level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB

8. Execute PROCJOB2
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
9. Execute COPYLIBU

Move the MICS parameter library members dependent on the products that are installed in this database unit. Submit
the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'

Reference: Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU)
10. Define Required Parameters Define the required PARMS members.

– MICS base platform (BAS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'
Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.

– MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'
refix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'

– MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLOPS)'

– MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Input Source Note: The following components can use SMF data as an input source: AST, CIC, DB2, HSM, IDM,
MQS, RMF, SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and FDAs, if applicable. For the previous components list, select
one of the alternative methods that are shown. These specifications identify the data set names containing the raw
data that is processed by the unit's DAILY update job.
- If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then you must * * identify the input data set
names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
- If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.
- If this component is in a unit by itself, then identify the input data set names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

– MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'
– MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'

– MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'

– MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'

– MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'

– MICS Analyzer for TSO:
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'

– MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'

– MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source:
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

WARNING
FDAs can or cannot use SMF data as an input source. MICS does not provide an automated interface to
SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS is not able to read the SMF Director duplicate split
index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any SMF data sets output from SMF Director can still be
directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
Parameters Section in each ccc Product Analyzers
MSI Unit Level Parameters
MTI Unit Level Parameters Section 1.5.2.3, ASTEX Option Guide Section 7.2.2, Application Extension Option for
Tandem Guide

11. Review and Update DBMODEL
The COPYLIBU job generated the DBMODEL parameter library member. Review and modify the DBMODEL contents
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL.
Change the retention limits on the FILE statements according to your retention needs.
If any file is being added to a history archive tape for the first time, review Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or
Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape.
References:
Database Space Modeling Facility, Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape, Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape,
Writing Field-developed Applications

12. (Optional) Update COMPRESS
Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).
The COPYLIBU job generated the COMPRESS parameter library member. Review and modify the COMPRESS
contents.
Reference:Compression (COMPRESS)

13. Review UNITGEN Options
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: UNITGEN Processing Options section in Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

14. Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job: 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

15. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1
Perform this step only if your installation has specified.
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

Manually submit the UNITGEN1 job to perform the required JCL and parameter generations.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

16. Verify UNITGEN1 Results
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
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If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
Reference:
Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

17. Execute JCLGENC
Generate the MICS database set-up PROCS. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENC)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG
18. Execute PROCJOB3

Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
19. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND

Perform this step only if your installation has specified.
UNITGEN NOOPJCL

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: UNITGEN Processing Options section in Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

20. Complete Accounting and Chargeback Processes
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed, define the parameters and execute the generation processes
required for this product. Use the checklists in the Accounting and Chargeback User Guide. Once you have completed
the checklist sections that deal with planning, installation, and activation; continue the installation process.
References: ACT Installing

21. (Optional) Estimate Database Space
Estimate the database space to allocate on disk.
– Review the JCL in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE). The input data sets should contain data of about one day.
– Submit the following job: 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

22. Allocate Database Files
Allocate the Online Database and associated files.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: MICS database and File Space Allocation
23. Review EXECDEF

Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
References:
Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF), SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions,  EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution
Options

24. Initialize Daily Audit Tape for Accounting and Chargeback.
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed in this database unit, initialize the daily audit tape that is used for
journal consolidation as the first tape in a generation data group series. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA)'

25. Incremental Update Preparation
If you activated an incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, run the cccIUALC job for each of
these products. The cccIUALC job allocates the product's incremental update checkpoint and database files.
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– Edit the member according to your organization's data set allocation parameter standards and DASD space
requirements. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)'

– If you specified
INCRDB TAPE

for one or more of these products, run the product's cccIUGDG job to create GDG indexes for the incremental
update tape database files. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG)'

References: Parameters Section in individual Product Analyzers
26. Initialize Database Checkpoint File

Initialize the checkpoint file, before performing the first database update. Submit the following
job: 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'
References: Finalize a Database Unit

27. Review Generated Unit
The system is fully generated and ready to be checked out. Make a final review of all definitions and JCL, applying any
final user modifications.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

28. Execute DAILY
Run the first daily process. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)'

Or
To submit daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF.
References:
Finalize a Database Unit All sections in Operation

29. (Optional) Verify Results in Database
To verify that key database definitions have been correctly defined and implemented, run a database check job for
each product in the unit. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCHECK)'

References:Finalize a Database Unit
30. (Optional) Ensure Backup and Restore Are Valid

Run the backup and restore jobs. Submit the following jobs:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP)'

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)'

Or
To submit the processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP and RESTORE commands in MWF.
References:
Finalize a Database Unit All sections in Operation

31. Implement Production Operation
If the database unit being installed is a production unit, implement production operation for MICS daily processing.
Reference: System Activation

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each new database unit in the complex.

Finalize the Database Complex
To finalize the database complex, follow these steps:

WARNING
Complete this checklist only after all the database units in the complex have been installed.

1. (Conditional) CAP, PER, or STG Clients Only
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If your site is not licensed for CAP, PER, or STG skip this step.
– Capacity Planner (CAP)

Use Document Access to print the guide.
– Performance Manager (PER)

Use Document Access to print the guide.
– StorageMate (STG)

Use Document Access to print the guide.
2. Back Up Libraries

Since MICS does not provide a standard backup of libraries, back up these libraries so that recovery can be
accomplished.
– Complex-level data sets:

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

– Database unit data sets:
prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS
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prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

3. Verify MICF Full Execution
Check MICF for full execution.
Enter the MICS ISPF environment using the method that is selected by your site (for example, LIBDEF, CLIST, or
logon PROC). Select the MICF option from the MICS Workstation Facility. Review any new inquiries and execute
MICF features.
References:
– Product Analyzers

4. Print Guides for Products Other than Those Listed in Step 1
Print a set of MICS documentation guides.
Enter Document Access from the MICS Workstation Facility. Choose Document Print and select the guides that you
want to print. Once you have completed this checklist and generated your products, you are able to print guides that
are tailored to your site's definitions.
Reference:Produce MICS Documentation

5. Verify Tape and DASD Management Systems
Check that MICS has been properly established in your installation's tape and DASD management systems.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

6. (Optional) Offsite Storage
Arrange for offsite storage of MICS monthly backup tapes.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

7. (Conditional) Read Instructions for MICS Data Transfer Utility
If your site uses NSM and you are integrating NSM data into your own custom MTI component, read the installation
instructions for the MICS Data Transfer utility.
Reference: MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR)

Adding a Product to an Existing Database Unit
This checklist defines the tasks that are required to add a new product to an existing database unit. The checklist tasks
are organized into the following groups:

1. Define and Generate Products (Adding a Product to an Existing Database Unit)
2. Reconfigure the Existing Database Units
3. Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex Checklist

Define and Generate Product(s)
To define and generate products, follow these steps:

1. Define Products to be Generated
Check off the products that require generation:
Note: CAP, PER, STG, LDE, VCC, and VMT do not require generation.
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– ___ BAS - MICS base platform
– ___ ACT - Accounting and Chargeback Option
– ___ AST - ASTEX Option
– ___ AUM - Analyzer Option for MeasureWare
– ___ CIC - Analyzer Option for CICS
– ___ DB2 - Analyzer Option for DB2
– ___ DEX - Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS
– ___ HSM - VCA support for DFHSM
– ___ IDM - Analyzer Option for IDMS
– ___ IMS - Analyzer Option for IMS
– ___ MQS - Analyzer Option for MQSeries
– ___ PWR - Analyzer Option for VSE/Power
– ___ RMF - Hardware and SCP Analyzer
– ___ SMF - Batch and Operations Analyzer
– ___ SNT - Network Analyzer Option
– ___ SRL - System Reliability Analyzer Option
– ___ TDM - Tandem Option
– ___ TLM - Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component
– ___ TSO - Analyzer for TSO
– ___ VCA - Space Analyzer Option
– ___ VMC - Analyzer Option for VM/CMS
– ___ VTS - Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component
– ___WEB - Web Analyzer Option
Field Developed Applications (Including MSI and MTI)
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
Reference: Generate the Component (cccCGEN).

WARNING

Repeat Steps 2 through 6 in this section for all products that have been checked off for generation.
2. Review Component Generation Options

Review component generation options in the Parameters section of each product analyzer for the data integration
applications (DIAs) you are installing. Some products provide global element tailoring options that you want to review.
Products that process user SMF data sources also provide an option for record selection.
–   Generate the Component (cccCGEN)
– Administering MICS
– MICS Component Generator (MCG)
–   Parameters Section, in each ccc Product Analyzers

3. (Conditional) Copy Load Module for CICS Analyzer
Copy the appropriate load modules for the CICS Analyzer to the sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD library based on your
installation's needs.
INPUT SOURCE                      Load Module

------------                      -----------

ASG-TMON/TCE                        $CRCPRS  

Reference:CICS Data Sources
4. (Conditional) Define Appropriate PARMS Members
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Customize the PARMS members that define account codes, cost center codes, and the exit routines with which they
are associated.
For the ccc Analyzer and Other Standard Products (Including FDAs, MSI and MTI):
– cccACCT-  Account Code Specification
– ccACRT - Account Code Exit Routine
For Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
– ACCOUNT - Batch Accounting Structure
– ACCTRTE - Batch Accounting Exit Routine
For Accounting and Chargeback (ACT):
– COSTCTR - Accounting Cost Center Structure
– COSTRTE - Accounting Cost Center Exit Routine
For VAX/VMS Analyzer (DEX):
– DEXACRTD - DEX Disk Usage Accounting Exit Routine
References: Database Complex Account Code Parameters, all subsections ACT Defining Cost Centers Parameters
Section, in each Product Analyzer

5. (Conditional) Execute JCLGENUC for MTI Components
During the creation of an MTI component, sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) is generated. This member contains
the data sets that are used during component creation to determine which NSM performance management resources
and resource-subtypes are included in the component.Ensure that this member contains the input data sets for this
component.
If changes were made to cccINPUT, then:
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and copy the contents of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$0ccc) into

this member (JCLGENUC).
b. Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
References: Integration Checklists

6. Execute cccCGEN for each Product
Generate the product.
Run the component generation process for each product, where ccc is the component identifier.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, BAS60199I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Check off each component generation as it is done, running the BASCGEN first:
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• __ BASCGEN
• __ ACTCGEN
• __ ASTCGEN
• __ AUMCGEN
• __ CICCGEN
• __ DB2CGEN
• __ DEXCGEN
• __ HSMCGEN
• __ IDMCGEN
• __ IMSCGEN
• __ MQSCGEN
• __ PWRCGEN
• __ RMFCGEN
• __ SMFCGEN
• __ SNTCGEN
• __ SRLCGEN
• __ TLMCGEN
• __ TDMCGEN
• __ TSOCGEN
• __ VCACGEN
• __ VMCCGEN
• __ VTSCGEN
• __ WEBCGEN
• __ cccCGEN for FDA, MSI, and MTI (if applicable)

Reference: Define and Generate Components
MTI Components
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________

WARNING
Repeat Steps 2 through 6 in this section for all products that have been checked off for generation.

Reconfigure the Existing Database Units
To reconfigure the existing database units, follow these steps:

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each database unit in the MICS Complex that contains the new product.

1. Suspend Operation
To deactivate production scheduling, suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational
Status and Tracking SUSPEND command in MWF.

2. (Optional) Worksheet Preparation
Complete the set of Installation Preparation Worksheets for the database unit being defined.
References:
– Installation Planning and Parameter Specification, all subsections
– The Parameters section of each Product Analyzer

3. Define JCL Parameters
Define all of the members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that are required by JCLGEN:
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– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR or INPUTccc) if an SMF source component are installed in this database unit.
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES) if the default PROC or data set names is not used for this unit.
References:
– JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
– Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)
– Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)
– MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
– The Parameters section of each Product Analyzer

4. Verify JCL and Clist Attributes
Verify the JCL and CLIST attributes in each MICS product by reviewing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$Iccc), where
ccc is the three character component identifier. If changes are required, edit in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
Reference: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

5. Generate Unit Installation Jobs
Regenerate the MICS unit installation Jobs. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENB)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG
6. Execute PROCJOB2

Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
7. Execute COPYLIBU

Move the MICS parameter library members that are dependent on the products that are installed in this database unit.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'

Reference: Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU)
8. Define Required Parameters

Define the required PARMS members.
– MICS base platform (BAS):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'

Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.
– MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRCONFG)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'

– MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLOPS)'

– MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'
Input Source Note:The following components can use SMF data as an input source:
AST, CIC, DB2, HSM, IDM, MQS, RMF,
SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and
FDAs (if applicable)
For the components listed, select one of the alternative methods that are shown. These specifications identify the
data set names containing the raw data that is processed by the unit's DAILY update job.
• If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
• If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.
• If this component is in a unit by itself, identify the input data set names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

– MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC)
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'
– MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'

– MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'

– MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'

– MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'

– MICS Analyzer for TSO:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'

– MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'

– MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source:
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

WARNING
FDAs can or cannot use SMF data as an input source. MICS does not provide an automated interface to
SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS is not able to read the SMF Director duplicate split
index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any SMF data sets output from SMF Director can be
directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
– Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
– Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
– The Parameters section of each Product Analyzer
– MSI Unit Level Parameters
– MTI Unit Level Parameters

9. Review and Update DBMODEL
The COPYLIBU job generated the DBMODEL parameter library member. Review and modify the DBMODEL contents
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL.
Change the retention limits on the FILE statements according to your retention needs.
If any file is being added to a history archive tape for the first time, review Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or
Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape.
References:
– Database Space Modeling Facility
– Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape
– The Parameters section of each Product Analyzer

10. (Optional) Update COMPRESS
Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).
The COPYLIBU job generated the COMPRESS parameter library member. Review and modify the COMPRESS
contents.
Reference:Compression (COMPRESS)

11. Review EXECDEF
Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
References:
– Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
– SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
– EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options

12. Review UNITGEN Options
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference:Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

13. Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

14. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1
Perform this step only if your installation has specified
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

To perform the required JCL and parameter generations, manually submit the UNITGEN1 job.
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After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

15. Verify UNITGEN1 Results
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

16. Execute PROCJOB3
Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
17. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND

Perform this step only if your installation has specified: UNITGEN NOOPJCL
If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

18. Complete Accounting and Chargeback Processes
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed, define the parameters and execute the generation processes
required for this product. Use the checklists in the Accounting and Chargeback User Guide. Once you have completed
the checklist sections that deal with planning, installation, and activation; continue the installation process.
Reference: ACT Installing

19. (Optional) Estimate Database Space
Estimate the database space to allocate on disk.
Review the JCL in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE). The input data sets should contain data of about one day.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

20. Back Up Existing Database Unit
To enable, backup, and block MICS operational jobs respectively, use the Operational Status and Tracking RESUME,
BACKUP, and SUSPEND commands in MWF.
Ensure that the backup job completed with a condition code of zero and the data sets were correctly cataloged.
Reference: Operational Status and Tracking Commands

21. (Conditional) Rename Existing Unit Databases
If you have estimated that your database files require morel space, execute this step and steps 22, 24, and 25. If your
database files should not require addition space, these steps should be omitted.
Rename or delete the database files. We recommend renaming the files unless you do not have adequate disk space.
If renamed, these files may be deleted once you are sure that the database unit has been correctly allocated and
restored. Delete the data sets listed previously if you do not have sufficient DASD space.

Current Name Rename

'prefix.MICS.DETAIL' 'prefix.MICS.XDETAIL'

'prefix.MICS.DAYS' 'prefix.MICS.XDAYS'
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'prefix.MICS.WEEKS' 'prefix.MICS.XWEEKS'

'prefix.MICS.MONTHS' 'prefix.MICS.XMONTHS'

'prefix.MICS.YEARS' 'prefix.MICS.XYEARS'

'prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA' 'prefix.MICS.XCHECKPT.DATA'

'prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL' 'prefix.MICS.XRESTART.CNTL'

Note: Do not rename or delete sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES.
22. (Conditional) Allocate Database FileAllocate the Online Database and associated files.Edit

prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: MICS database and File Space Allocation
23. Incremental Update PreparationIf you activated an incremental update for one or more products in this unit

database, run the cccIUALC job for each of these products. The cccIUALC job allocates the product's incremental
update checkpoint and database files.
– Edit the member according to your organization's data set allocation parameter standards and DASD space

requirements. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)'

– If you specified INCRDB TAP for one or more of these products, run the product's cccIUGDG job to create GDG
indexes for the incremental update tape database files. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG)'

Reference: The Parameters section of each Product Analyzer
24. (Conditional) Initialize Database Checkpoint FileInitialize the checkpoint file, before performing the first database

update, initialize the checkpoint file. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'

Reference: Finalize a Database Unit
25. (Conditional) Restore the DatabaseTo enable, restore, and block MICS operational jobs respectively, use the

Operational Status and Tracking RESUME, RESTORE, and SUSPEND commands in MWF.
Reference: Operational Status and Tracking Commands

26. Initialize Daily Audit Tape for Accounting and ChargebackIf Accounting and Chargeback is being installed in this
database unit, initialize the daily audit tape that is used for journal consolidation as the first tape in a generation data
group series. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA)'

27. Review Generated UnitThe system is fully generated and ready to be checked out. Make a final review of all
definitions and JCL, applying any final user modifications.
Reference:Finalize a Database Unit

28. Resume OperationsTo enable MICS operational jobs, enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database. Use the
Operational Status and Tracking RESUME command in MWF.

29. Resume Daily ProcessingTo resume daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in
MWF.Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

30. (Optional) Verify Results in DatabaseTo verify that key database definitions have been correctly defined and
implemented, run a database check job for each product in the unit. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCHECK)'

Reference:Finalize a Database Unit
31. Move to Production Reactivate production scheduling of MICS processing for this unit database.

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each database unit in the MICS Complex that contains the new product.
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Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex Checklist
Complete this checklist only after all database units have been reconfigured in the MICS Complex.

1. Back Up Libraries
Since MICS does not provide a standard backup of libraries, back up the libraries that are shown here so that recovery
can be accomplished.
– Complex-level data sets:

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

– Database unit data sets:
prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Reference: Resolve Administrative Items
2. Verify MICF Full Execution

Check MICF for full execution.
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Enter the MICS ISPF environment using the method that is selected by your site For example, LIBDEF, CLIST, or
logon PROC. Select the MICF option from the MICS Workstation Facility. Review any new inquiries and execute MICF
features.
References:
– MICF Tutorial
– The Reports Section in each Product Analyzer.

3. Print Guides
Print a set of MICS documentation guides.
Enter Document Access from the MICS Workstation Facility. Choose Document Print and select the guides that you
want to print. Once you have completed this checklist and generated your products, you are able to print guides that
are tailored to your site's definitions.
Reference: Produce MICS Documentation

Adding a New Product to a New Database Unit
This checklist defines the tasks that are required to add a new product to a new database unit. The checklist tasks are
organized into the following groups:

1. Define and Generate New Products
2. Generate the New Database Units - New Product
3. Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex - New Product

Define and Generate New Products
To define and generate new products, follow these steps:

1. Define Products to be Generated
Check off the products that require generation:
Standard Products
___ BAS - MICS base platform
___ ACT - Accounting and Chargeback Option
___ AST - ASTEX Option
___ AUM - Analyzer Option for MeasureWare
___ CIC - Analyzer Option for CICS
___ DB2 - Analyzer Option for DB2
___ DEX - Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS
___ HSM - VCA support for DFHSM
___ IDM - Analyzer Option for IDMS
___ IMS - Analyzer Option for IMS
___ MQS - Analyzer Option for MQSeries
___ PWR - Analyzer Option for VSE/Power
___ RMF - Hardware and SCP Analyzer
___ SMF - Batch and Operations Analyzer
___ SNT - Network Analyzer Option
___ SRL - System Reliability Analyzer Option
___ TDM - Tandem Option
___ TLM - Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component
___ TSO - Analyzer for TSO
___ VCA - Space Analyzer Option
___ VMC - Analyzer Option for VM/CMS
___ VTS - Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component
___ WEB - Web Analyzer Option
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Field Developed Applications (Including MSI and MTI)
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
___ (___) - ____________________________
Note: CAP, PER, STG, LDE, VCC, and VMT do not require generation.
Reference: Generate the Component (cccCGEN)

2. Review Component Generation Options
Review component generation options in Parameters Section in each Product Analyzers for the data integration
applications (DIAs) you are installing. Some products provide global element tailoring options that you may wish to
review. Products that process user SMF data sources also provide an option for record selection.
Reference:
– Generate the Component (cccCGEN)
– Administering MICS
– MICS Component Generator (MCG)
– Parameters Section, in each ccc Product Analyzers

3. (Conditional) Copy Load Module for the CICS Analyzer
Copy the appropriate load modules for the CICS Analyzer to the sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD library based on your
installation's needs.
INPUT SOURCE                      Load Module

------------                      -----------

ASG-TMON/TCE                        $CRCPRS

Reference: CICS Data Source Descriptions
4. (Conditional) Define Appropriate PARMS Members

Customize the PARMS members that define account codes, cost center codes, and the exit routines with which they
are associated.
For the ccc Analyzer and Other Standard Products (Including FDAs, MSI and MTI):
– cccACCT Account Code Specification
– cccACRT Account Code Exit Routine
For Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
– ACCOUNT Batch Accounting Structure
– ACCTRTE Batch Accounting Exit Routine
For Accounting and Chargeback (ACT):
– COSTCTR Accounting Cost Center Structure
– COSTRTE Accounting Cost Center Exit Routine
For VAX/VMS Analyzer (DEX):
– DEXACRTD DEX Disk Usage Accounting Exit Routine
For MTI Components supporting account codes:
– cccACCT Account Code Specification
– cccACRT Account Code Exit Routine
References: Database Complex Account Code Parameters, all subsections ACT Defining Cost Centers. The
Parameters section of each Product Analyzer

5. (Conditional) Execute JCLGENUC for MTI ComponentsDuring the creation of an MTI component,
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) is generated. This member contains the data sets that is used during
component creation to determine which NSM performance management resources and resource-subtypes is included
in the component.Ensure that this member contains the input data sets for this component.If changes were made to
cccINPUT, then:
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and copy the contents of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$0ccc) into

this member (JCLGENUC).
b. Submit the following job:
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'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Reference:Integration Checklists

6. Execute cccCGEN in each Product
Generate the product.Run the component generation process for each product, where ccc is the component
identifier.Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, BAS60199I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.Check off each component generation
as it is done, running the BASCGEN first:

__ BASCGEN

__ ACTCGEN
__ ASTCGEN
__ AUMCGEN
__ CICCGEN
__ DB2CGEN
__ DEXCGEN
__ HSMCGEN
__ IDMCGEN
__ IMSCGEN
__ MQSCGEN
__ PWRCGEN
__ RMFCGEN
__ SMFCGEN
__ SNTCGEN
__ SRLCGEN
__ TLMCGEN
__ TDMCGEN
__ TSOCGEN
__ VCACGEN
__ VMCCGEN
__ VTSCGEN
__ WEBCGEN

__ cccCGEN for FDA, MSI, and MTI (if applicable)

Reference: Define and Generate Components

MTI Components
(___) - ____________________________
(___) - ____________________________

WARNING
Repeat Steps 2 through 6 in this section for all products that have been checked off for generation.

Generate the New Database Units - New Product
To generate the new database units (for new products), follow these steps:

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each new database unit in the MICS Complex.

1. Define Catalog Index Prefixes/Tapeprefixes
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Define the catalog index for the prefix and the tapeprefix.
No action is required if the high-level node name has already been defined as an alias in the master catalog.
Reference: Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix

2. (Optional) Worksheet Preparation
Complete the set of Installation Preparation Worksheets for the database unit being defined.
References:
– Installation Planning and Parameter Specification, all subsections
– Parameters Section, in each ccc Product Analyzers

3. Execute COPYLIBS
Build the database unit libraries.
– Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameter values on the PROC statement.
– Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

Reference: Build Database Unit Libraries
4. Define JCL Parameters

Define all of the members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that are required by JCLGEN:
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR or INPUTccc) if an SMF source component is installed in this database unit.
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES) if the default PROC or data set names should not be used for this unit.
References:
– JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
– Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)
– Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)
– MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
– Parameters sections in individual Product Analyzers

5. Verify JCL and CLIST Attributes
Verify the JCL and CLIST attributes for each MICS product by reviewing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL
$Iccc), where ccc is the three character component identifier. If changes are required, make the changes in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
Reference: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

6. Generate Unit Installation Jobs
Generate the MICS Unit Installation Jobs.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA). Enter the parameters on the EXEC statement and the data set name (DSN=)

parameter on the //ULOCKIT DD statement.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENA section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
7. Review JCL in PROCJOB2

Check the JCL generated by JCLGENA by examining the following members in prefix.MICS.CNTL:
PROCJOB2 MICSNDB MICSDU

If the JCL and JES parameters do not meet your installation's standards, update the prefix.MICS.PARMS members
JCLDEF or USERJCL and resubmit JCLGENA.
Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB

8. Execute PROCJOB2
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
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9. Execute COPYLIBU
Move the MICS parameter library members that depend on the products that are installed in this database unit. Submit
the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'
Reference: Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU) section in Build Database Unit Libraries

10. Define Required Parameters Define the required PARMS members.
– MICS base platform (BAS):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'

Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.
– MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)

– MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)

– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRCONFG)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'

– MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLOPS)'

– MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'Input Source Note: The following components might use SMF data as an input
source: AST, CIC, DB2, HSM, IDM, MQS, RMF, SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and FDAs (if applicable)
For the components listed, select one of the alternative methods shown here.
These specifications identify the data set names containing the raw data that is processed by the unit's DAILY
update job.
1. If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
2. If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.
3. If this component is in a unit by itself, then identify the input data set names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

– MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'

– MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'

– MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'

– MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'

– MICS Analyzer for TSO:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'

– MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'

– MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

WARNING
FDAs might or might not use SMF data as an input source.

WARNING
MICS does not provide an automated interface to SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS
is not able to read the SMF Director duplicate split index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any
SMF data sets output from SMF Director might still be directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
– Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
– Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
– The Parameters section in each Product Analyzer
– MSI Unit Level Parameters
– MTI Unit Level Parameters
– Section 1.5.2.3 in the ASTEX Option guide
– Section 7.2.2 in the Application Extension Option for Tandem guide

11. Review and Update DBMODEL
The COPYLIBU job generated the DBMODEL parameter library member. Review and modify the DBMODEL contents
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL.
Change the retention limits on the FILE statements according to your retention needs.
If any file is being added to a history archive tape for the first time, review Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or
Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape.
References:
– Database Space Modeling Facility
– Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape
– Writing Field-developed Applications
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12. (Optional) Update COMPRESS
Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).
The COPYLIBU job generated the COMPRESS parameter library member. Review and modify the COMPRESS
contents.
Reference: Compression (COMPRESS)

13. Review UNITGEN Options
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

14. Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

15. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1
Perform this step only if your installation has specified.
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

To perform the required JCL and parameter generations, manually submit the UNITGEN1 job.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

16. Verify UNITGEN1 Results
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
References:
– Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

17. Execute JCLGENC
Generate the MICS database set-up PROCS. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENC)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
18. Execute PROCJOB3

Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference:Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
19. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND

Perform this step only if your installation has specified UNITGEN NOOPJCL.
If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)
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20. Complete Accounting and Chargeback Processes
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed, define the parameters and execute the generation processes
required for this product. Use the checklists in Using Accounting and Chargeback. Once you have completed the
checklist sections that deal with planning, installation, and activation; continue the installation process.
Reference:Installing

21. (Optional) Estimate Database Space
To allocate on disk, estimate the database space.
– Review the JCL in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE). The input data sets should contain data of about one day.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

Reference: Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility
22. Allocate Database Files

Allocate the Online Database and associated files.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: MICS database and File Space Allocation section in Generate and Allocate the Database
23. Review EXECDEF

Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
Reference:
– Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
– SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
– EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options

24. Initialize Daily Audit Tape for Accounting and Chargeback
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed in this database unit, initialize the daily audit tape used for journal
consolidation as the first tape in a generation data group series. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA)'

25. Incremental Update Preparation
If you activated an incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, run the cccIUALC job for each of
these products. The cccIUALC job allocates the product's incremental update checkpoint and database files.
– Edit the member according to your organization's data set allocation parameter standards and DASD space

requirements. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)'

– If you specified INCRDB TAPE for one or more of these products, run the product's cccIUGDG job to create GDG
indices for the incremental update tape database files. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG)'

Reference: The Parameters section for each Product Analyzer
26. Initialize Database Checkpoint File

Before performing the first database update, initialize the checkpoint file. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'

Reference: Finalize a Database Unit
27. Review Generated Unit

The system is fully generated and ready to be checked out. Make a final review of all definitions and JCL, applying any
final user modifications.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

28. Execute DAILY
Run the first daily process. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)'
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Or
To submit daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation

29. (Optional) Verify Results in Database
To verify that key database definitions have been correctly defined and implemented, run a database check job for
each product in the unit. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCHECK)'

Reference: Finalize a Database Unit
30. (Optional) Ensure Backup and Restore Are Valid

Run the backup and restore jobs. Submit the following jobs:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP)'

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)'

Or
Use the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP and RESTORE commands in MWF to submit the processing.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation

31. Implement Production Operation
If the database unit being installed is a production unit, implement production operation for MICS daily processing.
Reference: Production System Implementation

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each new database unit in the complex.

Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex - New Product
Complete this checklist only after all database units in the complex have been installed.

1. Back Up Libraries
Since MICS does not provide a standard backup of libraries, back up the libraries shown here so that recovery can be
accomplished.
– Complex-level data sets:

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
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sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

– Database unit data sets:
prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Reference: Resolve Administrative Items
2. Verify MICF Full Execution

Check MICF for full execution.
Enter the MICS ISPF environment using the method that is selected by your site (for example., LIBDEF, CLIST, or
logon PROC). Select the MICF option from the MICS Workstation Facility. Review any new inquiries and execute
MICF features.
References:
– Interactive Reporting (MSAS)
– The Reports section for each Product Analyzer

3. Print Guides
Print a set of MICS documentation guides.
Enter Document Access from the MICS Workstation Facility. Choose Document Print and select the guides to print.
Once you have completed this checklist and generated your products, you are able to print guides tailored to your
site's definitions.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

4. Verify Tape and DASD Management Systems
Check that MICS has been properly established in your installation's tape and DASD management systems.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

5. (Optional) Offsite Storage
Arrange for offsite storage of MICS monthly backup tapes.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

Adding a Database Unit to a Database Complex
This checklist defines the tasks that are required to create a new database unit in an existing database complex. The
checklist tasks are organized into the following groups:

1. Generate the New Database Units - Database
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2. Finalize the Reconfigured Database

Generate the New Database Units - Database
To generate the new database units (in a database complex), follow these steps:

1. Define Catalog Index Prefixes/Tapeprefixes
Define the catalog index for the prefix and the tapeprefix.
No action is required if the high-level node name has already been defined as an alias in the master catalog.
Reference:Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix

2. (Optional) Worksheet Preparation
Complete the set of Installation Preparation Worksheets for the database unit being defined.
References:
– Installation Planning and Parameter Specification, all subsections
– Parameters sections in individual Product Analyzers

3. Execute COPYLIBS
Build the database unit libraries.
– Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameter values on the PROC statement.
– Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

Reference: Build Database Unit Libraries
4. Define JCL Parameters

Define all of the members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that are required by JCLGEN:
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR or INPUTccc) if an SMF source component is installed in this database unit

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES) if the default PROC or data set names should not be used for this unit
References:
– JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
– Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)
– Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)
– MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
– Parameters sections in individual Product Analyzers

5. Verify JCL and CLIST Attributes
Verify the JCL and CLIST attributes for each MICS product by reviewing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$Iccc), where
ccc is the three character component identifier. If changes are required, edit in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
Reference: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

6. Generate Unit Installation Jobs
Generate the MICS Unit Installation Jobs.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA). Enter the parameters on the EXEC statement and the data set name (DSN=)

parameter on the //ULOCKIT DD statement.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

Reference: Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
7. Review JCL in PROCJOB2

Check the JCL generated by JCLGENA by examining the following members in prefix.MICS.CNTL:
PROCJOB2 MICSNDB MICSDU

If the JCL and JES parameters do not meet your installation's standards, update the prefix.MICS.PARMS members
JCLDEF or USERJCL and resubmit JCLGENA.
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References: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
8. Execute PROCJOB2

Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

References: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
9. Execute COPYLIBU

Move the MICS parameter library members that depend on the products that are installed in this database unit. Submit
the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'

Reference: Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU)
10. Define Required Parameters Define the required PARMS members

– MICS base platform (BAS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'

Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.
– MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):

'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRCONFG)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'

– MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLOPS)'

– MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'
Input Source Note: The following components might use SMF data as an input source:
AST, CIC, DB2, HSM, IDM, MQS, RMF, SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and  FDAs (if applicable).
For the components listed, select one of the alternative methods that are shown here. These specifications identify
the data set names containing the raw data that is processed by the unit's DAILY update job.
If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.
If this component is in a unit by itself, then identify the input data set names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

– MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'

– MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'

– MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'

– MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'
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'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'

– MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'

– MICS Analyzer for TSO:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'

– MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'

– MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source:
'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

WARNING
FDAs might or might not use SMF data as an input source. MICS does not provide an automated interface to
SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS is not able to read the SMF Director duplicate split
index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any SMF data sets output from SMF Director might still
be directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
– Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
– Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
– Parameters sections for individual  for each Product Analyzer
– MSI Unit Level Parameters
– MTI Unit Level Parameters
– Section 1.5.2.3, ASTEX Option Guide
– Section 7.2.2, Application Extension Option for Tandem Guide

11. Review and Update DBMODEL
The COPYLIBU job generated the DBMODEL parameter library member. Review and modify the DBMODEL contents
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL.
Change the retention limits on the FILE statements according to your retention needs.
If any file is being added to a history archive tape for the first time, review Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or
Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape.
References:
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– Database Space Modeling Facility
– Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape or Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape
– Writing Field-developed Applications, for user components

12. (Optional) Update COMPRESS
Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).
The COPYLIBU job generated the COMPRESS parameter library member. Review and modify the COMPRESS
contents.
Reference: Compression (COMPRESS)

13. Review UNITGEN Options
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference:Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

14. Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

15. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1
Perform this step only if your installation has specified
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

To perform the required JCL and parameter generations, manually submit the UNITGEN1 job.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

16. Verify UNITGEN1 Results
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
References:
– Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)
– UNITGEN Processing Options

17. Execute JCLGENC
Generate the MICS database set-up PROCS. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENC)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG
18. Execute PROCJOB3

Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference:Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
19. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND

Perform this step only if your installation has specified
UNITGEN NOOPJCL

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
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'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference:UNITGEN Processing Options

20. Complete Accounting and Chargeback Processes
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed, define the parameters and execute the generation processes
required for this product. Use the checklists in the Accounting and Chargeback User Guide. Once you have completed
the checklist sections that deal with planning, installation, and activation; continue the installation process.
Reference:ACT Installing

21. (Optional) Estimate Database Space
To allocate on a disk, estimate the database space.
– Review the JCL in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE). The input data sets should contain data of about one day.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBSIZE)'

Reference: Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility
22. Allocate Database Files

Allocate the Online Database and associated files.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: Generate and Allocate the Database
23. Review EXECDEF

Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
Reference:
– Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
– SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
– EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options

24. Initialize Daily Audit Tape for Accounting and Chargeback
If Accounting and Chargeback is being installed in this database unit, initialize the daily audit tape that is used for
journal consolidation as the first tape in a generation data group series. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA)'

25. Incremental Update Preparation
If you activated an incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, run the cccIUALC job for each of
these products. The cccIUALC job allocates the product's incremental update checkpoint and database files.
– Edit the member according to your organization's data set allocation parameter standards and DASD space

requirements. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)'

– If you specified INCRDB TAPE for one or more of these products, run the product's cccIUGDG job to create GDG
indexes for the incremental update tape database files. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG)'

Reference: The Parameters section for each Product Analyzer
26. Initialize Database Checkpoint File

Initialize the checkpoint file, before performing the first database update. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)

Reference: Finalize a Database Unit
27. Review Generated Unit
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The system is fully generated and ready to be checked out.t. Make a final review of all definitions and JCL, applying
any final user modifications.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

28. Execute DAILY
Run the first daily process. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)'

or
Use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF to submit daily processing.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation

29. (Optional) Verify Results in Database
To verify that key database definitions have been correctly defined and implemented, run a database check job for
each product in the unit. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCHECK)'

References:Finalize a Database Unit
30. (Optional) Ensure Backup and Restore Are Valid

Run the backup and restore jobs. Submit the following jobs:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP)'

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)'

Or
To submit the processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP and RESTORE commands in MWF.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation

31. Implement Production Operation
If the database unit being installed is a production unit, implement production operation for MICS daily processing.
Reference:Production System Implementation

WARNING
Repeat the steps in this section for each new database unit in the complex.

Finalize the Reconfigured Database
Complete this checklist after all the database units in the complex have been installed.

1. Back Up Libraries
Since MICS does not provide a standard backup of libraries, back up the libraries that are shown here so that recovery
can be accomplished.
– Complex-level data sets:

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
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sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

– Database unit data sets:
prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Reference:Resolve Administrative Items
2. Verify MICF Full Execution

Check MICF for full execution.
Enter the MICS ISPF environment using the method that is selected by your site (for example, LIBDEF, CLIST, or
logon PROC). Select the MICF option from the MICS Workstation Facility. Review any new inquiries and execute
MICF features.
References:
– MICF Tutorial
– The Reports section for each Product Analyzer

3. Verify Tape and DASD Management Systems
Check that MICS has been properly established in your installation's tape and DASD management systems.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items

4. (Optional) Offsite Storage
Arrange for offsite storage of MICS monthly backup tapes.
Reference: Resolve Administrative Items
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Split an Existing Database Unit
This checklist defines the tasks that are required to implement a database split for an existing database unit. The checklist
tasks are organized into the following two sections:

1. Existing Database Split Checklist
2. Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex

Existing Database Split Checklist
To split an existing database, follow these steps:

1. Suspend Operation
To deactivate production scheduling, suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational
Status and Tracking SUSPEND command in MWF, follow these steps.

2. Back Up Existing Database Unit
To enable, backup, and block MICS operational jobs respectively, use the Operational Status and Tracking RESUME,
BACKUP, and SUSPEND commands in MWF.
Ensure that the backup job completed with a condition code of zero and the data sets were correctly cataloged.
Reference: Operational Status and Tracking Commands

3. Save Existing RESTORE Job
Save a copy of the existing RESTORE job.This step is necessary to preserve the old version of the RESTORE job
in case a restore is needed from the old database unit structure. For example, you can use the ISPF copy utility
or ISPF edit to copy 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)' to 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTROLD)'. The RESTORE job in
prefix.MICS.CNTL is regenerated by JCLGENE.

4. Edit DBSPLIT
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT) to add information areas and DDnames.
Reference: MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT)

5. Execute JCLGENE
Generate the jobs that are affected by DBSPLIT. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENE)'

References:
Processing Done by Standard JCLGEN Jobs
Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG

6. Execute GDGSGEN
Update/create GDG entries for installed products in the system catalog. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN)'

References: Generation Data Group Catalog Index Creation
7. Execute PROCJOB3

Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

References: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
8. Allocate more SAS Data Libraries

Allocate the additional SAS data libraries that are needed for a split database unit.
The ALLOCATE job contains JCL statements for allocating the new database files in addition to the existing
database files. You can allocate your new database files by making a copy of the ALLOCATE job, deleting all
DISP=(NEW,CATLG) JCL statements that refer to existing data sets, leaving only the DD statements to allocate, and
initialize your new database files. Then fill in the UNIT, VOL=SER=, SPACE=, and other data set allocation parameters
as required for your installation and database space requirements. To allocate and initialize the data sets, then submit
the tailored job.
Reference: MICS database and File Space Allocation

9. Move Information Area Files
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Move information area files to new data libraries.
To copy all of the files that belong to the information areas in these new libraries to the new data libraries, use
PROC COPY. See MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT). This copy operation can be done using a " SELECT iii: ; "
statement with PROC COPY, where iii is the information area ID.

10. Delete Information Area Files
Delete information area files in old data libraries.
When you have verified that all the necessary files have been moved successfully to the new SAS data libraries,
delete the original versions from the old data libraries using PROC DATASETS.

11. Back Up New Database Unit Structure
To enable, backup, and block MICS operational jobs respectively, use the Operational Status and Tracking RESUME,
BACKUP, and SUSPEND commands in MWF.
Make sure that the backup job completed with a condition code of zero and the data sets were correctly cataloged.
References: Operational Status and Tracking Commands

12. Verify User SAS Code
Change any user SAS code that refers to MICS files by using explicit DDnames to use &diiit macro variables instead.
References: SAS documentation

13. Resume Operations
To enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database, use the Operational Status and Tracking RESUME command
in MWF.

14. Resume Daily Processing
To resume daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

Finalize the Reconfigured Database Complex
Complete this checklist after all database units have been reconfigured in the MICS Complex.

1. Back Up Libraries
Since MICS does not provide a standard backup of libraries, back up the libraries that are shown here so that recovery
can be accomplished.
– Complex-level data sets:

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
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sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

– Database unit data sets:
prefix.MICS.CNTL
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
prefix.MICS.PARMS
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Reference: Finalize Database Complex
2. Verify MICF Full Execution

Check MICF for full execution.
Enter the MICS ISPF environment using the method that is selected by your site (for example, LIBDEF, CLIST, or
logon PROC). Select the MICF option from the MICS Workstation Facility. Review any new inquiries and execute
MICF features.
References:
– MICF Tutorial
– The Reports section for each Product Analyzer

3. Verify Tape and DASD Management Systems
Check that MICS has been properly established in your installation's tape and DASD management systems.
Reference: Finalize Database Complex

4. (Optional) Arrange Offsite Storage
Arrange for offsite storage of MICS monthly backup tapes.
Reference: Finalize Database Complex

Loading New Products
The MICS ESD PAX distribution file includes code and documentation for all MICS products. This file also delivers
maintenance ca.com/supportand enhancements for your licensed MICS products as part of the MICS Product Service
Pack (PSP).

To install newly licensed MICS products into an existing MICS Complex, use these instructions. Since product installation
may need the most current MICS maintenance, the installation process checks to ensure that the most recent PSP
maintenance has been loaded from the distribution medium.

LMP keys are required for each product you install. Ensure that the keys for new products have been installed on each
CPU on which the new products are installed.

To load the new product, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Libraries are Cataloged
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Make sure that the following libraries are cataloged. If they are not, contact Broadcom Support.
The libraries are:
– sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL
– sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PC.TEXT
– sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPTLIB
– sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL

2. Ensure that Libraries are Not Migrated
Ensure your sharedprefix.MICS and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries are not migrated. Their data set names begin
with the following qualifiers:
– sharedprefix.MICS (complex libraries)
– sharedprefix.MICS.PSP (PSP libraries)

3. Compress Libraries
The code and text for the products on the PSP distribution medium are copied directly to your sharedprefix.MICS and
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries. To avoid potential space problems, compress your sharedprefix.MICS and PSP
libraries before loading the new product.

4. Back Up Complex and PSP Libraries
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

5. Ensure that PSP Libraries have been Refreshed
Ensure that your Product Support Program (PSP) libraries have been previously refreshed from the most recently
available PSP distribution. If not, it would be best to refresh your PSP libraries before continuing.

6. Ensure that MWF is Initialized
To apply this product changes, see Product Support Program (PSP) for detailed instructions on initializing the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF) and using PSP Online.

7. Review the Cover Letter
Review the cover letter and associated product maintenance letters (PML) for the latest important technical
information.

8. Ensure that MWF is LMP Keys for New Products
You are required to obtain and install a LMP key for each MICS product. One key is required for each CPU that the
product is loaded to. For more information, see Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational. For
questions about LMP keys, contact Broadcom Support.

9. Load Optional Products
Optional products can be loaded from the ESD PAX distribution file. To load the product either through the panel-
driven load process or through pre-existing JCL. Select one of the following substeps:
– Step a: Panel-driven process.
– Step b: ESDPLD1 - Batch JCL.
a. Load Optional Products Using MWF

This step uses a panel-driven process to generate the JCL to load your optional products to DASD. This load
combines parameters that you provide on MWF panels with parameters that were specified during the complex-
level JCLGEN, and generates the JCL to load from the PSP distribution data sets.

a. • Select the MWF panel that is named Select New Products and submit the Product Load Job (MWF;5;2;3;4).
• Type the following parameters on the panel:

SR
The new product being loaded. Type the three-letter code of the new product.
If you are loading more than one new product, each code is separated by a blank.
Note: Only specify your NEW products! If you specify products that are already installed, they are overlaid. This
action can critically impact your MICS database.
To help you determine which MICS products are installed, use the MWF CONFIG command.
From Tape
When the incoming PSP distribution files are on a tape, specify YES. Otherwise, specify NO or leave this blank.
Note: This option is mutually exclusive with the "From ESD-DASD" option.
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Tape VOLSER
The volume serial number of the PSP distribution tape that you want to load.
Tape EXPDT
The expiration date for a foreign tape if your tape management system requires one.
Tape
The unit name of the tape device on which the MICS distribution tape to mount.
From ESDDASD
When the MICS distribution files come from an ESD PAX file, specify YES. Otherwise, specify NO or leave this
blank.
Note: This option is mutually exclusive with the "From Tape" option.
High Level Qualifier
The high-level data set qualifiers that are common to all the incoming PSP distribution files on DASD. This
qualifier corresponds to "yourHLQ" used in the ESD PAX UNZIPJCL job.
PSP VOLSER
The volume serial number of the direct-access storage device to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This
parameter is used as the default VOLSER for allocation of new PSP data sets. PSP VOLSER can be overridden
for individual data set names by modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Setting Optional Parameters. If
the "SMS JCL Tailoring" option is YES, this parameter is ignored.
PSP UNIT
The unit name of the direct-access storage device to be used to store the new PSP data sets. This parameter
is used as the default unit for allocation of new PSP data sets. PSP UNIT can be overridden for individual data
set names by modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Overriding Dynamic Allocation Parameters. If the
"Omit UNIT & VOL=SER from JCL" option is YES, this parameter is ignored.
PSP STORCLAS
The SMS STORCLAS to be used to store the new PSP data sets. This parameter is used as the default
STORCLAS for allocation of new PSP data sets. PSP STOR CLAS can be overridden for individual data set
names by modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Overriding Dynamic Allocation Parameters.
PSP DATACLAS
The SMS DATACLAS to be used to store the new PSP data sets. This parameter is used as the default
DATACLAS for allocation of new PSP data sets. PSP DATA can be overridden for individual data set names by
modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Overriding Dynamic Allocation Parameters.
PSP MGMTCLAS
The SMS MGMTCLAS to be used to store the new PSP data sets. This parameter is used as the default
MGMTCLAS for allocation PSP MGMT CLAS modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Overriding
Dynamic Allocation Parameters.
PSP DSNTYPE
Can be either blank or LIBRARY. To allocate new PSP data sets as partitioned data set extended (PDSE) data
sets, specify DSNTYPE LIBRARY. PSP can be overridden for individual data set names except for the PSP
LOAD library by modifying entries in PSPOVER as described in Overriding Dynamic Allocation Parameters.
PSP DISP
The disposition of all PSP libraries except sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL, PSP.PC.TEXT, and PSP.ISPTLIB. If
the libraries listed here exist, specify "OLD,KEEP". If the libraries do not exist, specify "NEW,CATLG,DELETE".
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• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CLIST
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DIC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPHLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPMLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPPLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPSLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PROTOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SASFLS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.USOURCE
If your site does not have its PSP libraries, new PSP libraries are allocated as part of the INSTALL steps. These
PSP libraries contains all product changes required to install your new products. For more information about the
PSP libraries, see Product Support Program (PSP).
PSP BLOCK SIZE
The block size that used to allocate your new PSP data sets. Do not override the default of 6160 unless
required by your site.
Loader
Specifies the program name of the IBM Loader at your site. This action is typically IEWLDRGO, HEWLDRGO,
or LOADER. If in doubt, contact your system programmer.
Region Size
Specifies the region size for each step. The default of 4096K should be adequate.
Omit UNIT & VOL=SER From JCL
Causes the JCL to be generated without "VOL=SER=" or "UNIT=" parameters in DD statements for temporary
disk data sets or for allocating new PSP data sets. If the System Managed Storage (DFSMS) implementation at
your site requires that UNIT= and VOL=SER= parameters be omitted, then specify YES, otherwise, specify NO.
Edit generated JCL
Either YES or NO. If YES, then you are given an opportunity to edit the load JCL before it is submitted.

• When your parameters are complete, do one of the following:
a. • Press END to continue

Or
• Type CANCEL and press ENTER to stop the process.

• If you pressed END and if Edit generated JCL was YES, then a temporary data set containing the generated
tape load job appears.
• Review the JCL and verify that it conforms to your site's standards. Make a copy of the JCL in a permanent

data set for future reference.
• Press END to submit the job.
Note: Modules are written to disk by executing the program that is named LPEBLDD. It runs as a "non-
authorized" program. Some mainframe security systems, such as Top Secret, have a feature that restricts non-
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authorized programs from writing authorized load modules. (An authorized load module is link-edited with an
attribute of AC(1).) If your site has this security feature that is activated and is licensed for the MICS Space
Collector (VCC), then the load job fails with an S913 ABEND while trying to write an authorized VCC load
module. To prevent this ABEND, request your security administrator to permit LPEBLDD to write authorized load
modules.

• Exit PSP Online by pressing END until the MICS Administrator Facility panel is displayed.
• After the job finishes, review the return codes. All steps must have a return code of zero except the following

jobs:
a. • COMPABND must not execute. This job only executes if the PSP refresh requirement is not met.

COMPABND forces the job to ABEND.
• PSPCHK2 may be 0 or 4.
• #ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE must be 0 when PSPCHK2 is 4.
• #ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE do not execute when PSPCHK2 is 0. This action is normal.
• Any other return codes are errors. If there is an error, correct it and resubmit the job. If the error persists,

contact Technical Support.
• Proceed to Step 10

b. Load Optional Products Using ESDPLD1
This step supports loading your optional products to disk from an ESD PAX file.

WARNING

Do not execute step 9b if you have already completed step 9a.

Edit sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL(ESDPLD1).
Provide a JOB statement and complete the following symbolic JCL parameters on the LOADPROD EXEC
statement:
//LOADPROD EXEC LOADPROC,

// YOURHLQ='______________',

// SPREFIX='______________',

// SMICS='MICS.',

// SASPFX='_______________',

// SASNAME='entry',

//* SASENV='TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)',

// SASCFG1='config',

//* SASCFG2='CONFIG(COMMON)',

//* SASCFG3='CONFIG(ENW0)',

//* SASCFG4='CONFIG(SITE)',

// LANG1='',

// LANG2='',

// PSPVOL=,

// PSPDSP='________',

// PSPUNIT=,

// PSPSTORC=,

// PSPDATAC=,

// PSPMGMTC=,

// PSPDSNT=,

// BLOCK=6160,

// WKUNIT=SYSDA ,

// SR='___',

// LOADER=IEWLDRGO

You must complete the following parameters on the LOADPROD EXEC statement, not those on the
PROC statement:
YOURHLQ
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Specifies the high level qualifier of the ESD PAX data sets. It must be replaced with the "yourHLQ" used in the
ESD PAX UNZIPJCL job.
SPREFIX is the standard MICS sharedprefix. Do not end the sharedprefix with a period (.).
SMICS
The MICS level for the sharedprefix.MICS and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries. Specify this parameter with a
trailing period. If you have specified NOMICSLEVEL on the sharedprefix statement in the JCLDEFC member of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, you must change SMICS to null (SMICS=,).
SASPFX
Specifies the common data set name prefix for your SAS libraries. Note that this name is specified with no trailing
period. This prefix is used in the following DDs to form the names of your site's SAS libraries used for MICS:
STEPLIB - SAS load library
TKMVSENV- SAS environment file
CONFIG - SAS CNTL library that holds a
SAS system configuration file
SASHELP - SAS help library
SASMSG - SAS message library
Review the data set names specified in the DDs. If they are incorrect, correct the names and comment out
SASPFX.
SASNAME
Specifies the program name of the SAS Program Product in the load library specified in the STEPLIB DD.
SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. This file is needed only if you have this SAS library. If you do not, you
must comment out all TKMVSENV DD statements.
SASCFG1 p
Provides the library name suffix and member name of your SAS configuration file.
For SAS version 9.1.3, normally the library is the SAS CNTL data set and the member is BATW0.
For SAS version 9.2 and above, normally the library is the SAS CONFIG data set and the member is BATCH.
SASCFG2
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is COMMON.
SASCFG3
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is ENW0.
SASCFG4
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is SITE.
LANG1
The language code required for SAS. For example, EN stands for English.
LANG2
The encoding value required for SAS. The value for EBCDIC is W0 and must have a trailing period (.).
PSPUNIT and PSPVOL
Specify the unit name and volume serial and number of the direct access storage device PSPVOL to be used
to store the new PSP libraries. These parameters will be used as default parameters for allocation of new PSP
data sets. They can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in PSPOVER as described
in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for PSPUNIT, code it as null
(that is, 'PSPUNIT=,'). Likewise, if you do not need to specify a parameter for PSPVOL, code it as null (that is,
'PSPVOL=,').
PSPSTORC
The SMS STORCLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default STORCLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPSTORC, code it as null (that is, 'PSPSTORC=,').
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PSP DATAC
The SMS DATACLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default DATACLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPDATAC, code it as null (that is, 'PSPDATAC=,').
PSP MGMTC
The SMS MGMTCLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default MGMTCLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPMGMTC, code it as null (that is, 'PSPMGMTC=,').
PSP DSNT
Can be either blank or LIBRARY. Specify LIBRARY to allocate new PSP data sets as partitioned data set extended
(PDSE) data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names except for the PSP LOAD library, by modifying
entries in PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview.
PSPDSP
The disposition of all PSP libraries except sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL, PSP.PC.TEXT, and PSP.ISPTLIB.
If the following libraries exist, use the value 'OLD,KEEP'. If the following libraries do not exist, use the
value 'NEW,CATLG,DELETE'. Verify that you have the sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL, PSP.PC.TEXT, and
PSP.ISPTLIB libraries already allocated.
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CLIST
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DIC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPHLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPMLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPPLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPSLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PROTOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SASFLS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.USOURCE
WKUNIT
Specifies the unit name for a direct access work device.
BLOCK
The block size value used for the new PSP libraries. Do not override the default of 6160 unless required by your
site.
SR
The three-letter code for the new product being loaded.
If you are loading more than one new product, each code must be separated by a blank.
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Note: Only specify your new products! If you specify products that are already installed, they will be overlayed.
This can critically impact your MICS database. Use the MWF CONFIG command to help you determine which
MICS products are installed.
LOADER
Specifies the program name of the IBM Loader at your site. This is typically IEWLDRGO, HEWLDRGO, or
LOADER. If in doubt, contact your system programmer.
Submit 'sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL(ESDPLD1)'.
Note: Modules are written to disk by executing the program named LPEBLDD. It runs as a "non-authorized"
program. Some mainframe security systems, such as Top Secret, have a feature that restricts non-authorized
programs from writing authorized load modules. (An authorized load module is link-edited with an attribute of
AC(1)). If your site has this security feature activated and is licensed for the MICS Space Collector (VCC), then the
load job will fail with an S913 ABEND while trying to write an authorized VCC load module. To prevent this ABEND,
request your security administrator to permit LPEBLDD to write authorized load modules.
After the job finishes, check the return codes. All steps must have return codes of zero except the following:
COMPABND must not execute. If it does execute, the PSP refresh level requirement has not been met and it will
force the job to ABEND.
PSPCHK2 might be 0 or 4.
#ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE must be 0 if PSPCHK2 is 4.
#ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE will not execute if PSPCHK2 is 0. This is normal.
Any other return codes are errors. If there is an error, you must correct it and resubmit the job. If the error persists,
contact Technical Support at Broadcom Support.
Proceed to Step 10.

c. Load Optional Products Using PRODLD1
This step supports loading your optional products to disk from a magnetic tape.

WARNING

Do not execute step 9c if you have already completed step 9a or Step 9b.

Edit sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL(PRODLD1).
Provide a JOB statement and complete the following symbolic JCL parameters on the LOADPROD
EXEC statement:
//LOADPROD EXEC LOADPROC,

 // SPREFIX='______________',

 // SMICS='MICS.',

 // SASPFX='_______________',

 // SASNAME='entry',

 //* SASENV='TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)',

 // SASCFG1='config', 

//* SASCFG2='CONFIG(COMMON)',

 //* SASCFG3='CONFIG(ENW0)',

 //* SASCFG4='CONFIG(SITE)',

 // LANG1='',

 // LANG2='',

 // TUNIT='____',

 // TVOL=______,

 // TEXPDT=98000,

 // PSPVOL=,

 // PSPDSP='________',

 // PSPUNIT=,

 // PSPSTORC=,

 // PSPDATAC=,

 // PSPMGMTC=,

 // PSPDSNT=,
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 // BLOCK=6160,

 // WKUNIT=SYSDA,

 // SR='___',

//  LOADER=IEWLDRGO

You must complete the following parameters on the LOADPROD EXEC statement, not those on the
PROC statement:
SPREFIX
The sharedprefix for the shared MICS and PSP libraries. This is specified with no trailing period (for example,
DB1.SP rather than DB1.SP.).
SMICS
The MICS level for the sharedprefix.MICS and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries. Specify this parameter with a
trailing period. If you have specified NOMICSLEVEL on the sharedprefix statement in the JCLDEFC member of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, you must change SMICS to null (SMICS=,).
SASPFX
The most common data set name prefix for your SAS libraries. Note that this name is specified with no trailing
period. This prefix is used in the following DDs to form the names of your site's SAS libraries for MICS:
• STEPLIB - SAS load library
• TKMVSENV- SAS environment file
• CONFIG - SAS CNTL library that holds a
• SAS system configuration file
• SASHELP - SAS help library
• SASMSG - SAS message library
Review the data set names specified in the DDs. If they are incorrect, correct the names and comment out
SASPFX.
SASNAME
The program name of the SAS Program Product in the load library specified in the STEPLIB DD.
SASENV
The name of the SAS environment file. This file is needed only if you have this SAS library. If you do not, you
must comment out all TKMVSENV DD statements.
SASCFG1
Provides the library name suffix and member name of your SAS configuration file.
For SAS version 9.1.3, normally the library is the SAS CNTL data set and the member is BATW0.
For SAS version 9.2 and above, normally the library is the SAS CONFIG data set and the member is BATCH.
SASCFG2
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is COMMON.
SASCFG3
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is ENW0.
SASCFG4
Provides the library name suffix and member name of an additional configuration file needed for SAS versions 9.2
and above. Normally this is a member of the SAS CONFIG data set and the name is SITE.
LANG1The language code required for SAS. For example, EN stands for English.
LANG2
The encoding value required for SAS. The value for EBCDIC is W0 and must have a trailing period (.).
TUNIT
The unit name of the tape device on which the MICS distribution tape is to be mounted.
TVOL
The volume serial number of the MICS distribution tape as it appears on the "MICS Encryption Parameters."
TEXPDT
The tape expiration date, if your site uses a tape management system.
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PSPVOL
The name of the DASD volume where the new PSP libraries will be located. If they already exist, code this
parameter as null: PSPVOL=,
PSPDSP
The disposition of all PSP libraries except sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL, PSP.PC.TEXT, and PSP.ISPTLIB.
If the following libraries exist, use the value 'OLD,KEEP'. If the following libraries do not exist, use the
value 'NEW,CATLG,DELETE'. Verify that you have the sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL, PSP.PC.TEXT, and
PSP.ISPTLIB libraries already allocated.
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CLIST
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DIC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPHLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPMLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPPLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPSLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PROTOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SASFLS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.USOURCE
PSPUNIT
The unit name of the DASD volumes where the new PSP libraries will be located. If PSP libraries already exist,
code this parameter as null: PSPUNIT=,
PSPSTORC
The SMS STORCLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default STORCLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPSTORC, code it as null: 'PSPSTORC=,'
PSPDATAC
The SMS DATACLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default DATACLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPDATAC, code it as null: 'PSPDATAC=,'
PSPMGMTC
The SMS MGMTCLAS to be used to store the new PSP libraries. This will be used as the default MGMTCLAS
for allocation of new PSP data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names by modifying entries in
PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview. If you do not need to specify a parameter for
PSPMGMTC, code it as null: 'PSPMGMTC=,'
PSPDSNT
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Either blank or LIBRARY. Specify LIBRARY to allocate new PSP data sets as partitioned data set extended
(PDSE) data sets. It can be overridden for individual data set names except for the PSP LOAD library, by modifying
entries in PSPOVER as described in MICS SPECIAL Database Overview.
BLOCK
The block size value used for the new PSP libraries.
WKUNIT
The unit name for a direct access work device.
SR
The three-letter code for the new product being loaded.
If you are loading more than one new product, each code must be separated by a blank.
Note: Only specify your new products! If you specify products that are already installed, they will be overlayed!
This can critically impact your MICS database.
Use the MWF CONFIG command to help you determine installed MICS products.
LOADER
The program name of the IBM Loader at your site. This is typically IEWLDRGO, HEWLDRGO, or LOADER. If in
doubt, contact your system programmer.
Submit the following job: 'sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL(PRODLD1)'
Note: Modules are written to disk by executing the program named LPEBLDD. It runs as a "non-authorized"
program. Some mainframe security systems, such as Top Secret, have a feature that restricts non-authorized
programs from writing authorized load modules. (An authorized load module is link-edited with an attribute of
AC(1)). If your site has this security feature activated and is licensed for the MICS Space Collector (VCC), then the
load job will fail with an S913 ABEND while trying to write an authorized VCC load module. To prevent this ABEND,
request your security administrator to permit LPEBLDD to write authorized load modules.
After the job finishes, check the return codes. All steps must have return codes of zero except the following:
COMPABND must not execute. If it does execute, the PSP refresh level requirement has not been met and it will
force the job to abend.
PSPCHK2 might be 0 or 4.
#ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE must be 0 if PSPCHK2 is 4.
#ASCOPY2 and PSPUPDTE will not execute if PSPCHK2 is 0. This is normal.
Any other return codes are errors. If there is an error, you must correct it and resubmit the job. If the error persists,
contact Technical Support at https://casupport.broadcom.com/.
Proceed to the next step.

10. Receive New Tables

WARNING

This step is essential for product installation!

To receive new product tables, use PSP Online. Select the Product Support Online Services panel (MWF;5;2).
The Receive New PSP Tables dialog displays. To ensure that the tables are received and saved, respond to the
prompts.

11. Complete Optional Product Installation

WARNING

This step is essential for product installation!

To complete product installation, use PSP Online.
The ccc0000 job, which you are about to execute, ensures that required product maintenance is applied. This job also
copies product parameters, account routines, and MICF inquiries to their required libraries. This action must be done
for the product to execute correctly.
To select and print product change ccc0000 (where "ccc" is the three-character identifier that is listed in your new
product shipment letter), use PSP Online.
Note: When the ccc0000 product change is selected, all unapplied prerequisite and corequisite product changes are
selected too. Also print the checklists for these product changes.
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If you are reinstalling an optional product and ccc0000 does not appear on the Select Product Changes for Apply
panel in PSP Online, perform the following steps to select the product change:
a. Type "X ccc0000" on the command line and press ENTER.
b. Type "R" on the line next to ccc0000 and press ENTER.
c. Type "S" on the line next to ccc0000 and press ENTER.
d. If you experience difficulty with this process, contact Technical Support.
Note: Review all PC text documents for requisite product changes and for possible local modification conflicts before
applying any product changes.
Apply the product change. Ensure that the ccc0000 installation job ends with a condition code of zero.
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

12. Complete Checklists for each Optional Product
Ensure that ALL checklists, including those checklists that are used for the optional product's installation and its
prerequisite and corequisite product changes, are completed in the following order:
a. Each prerequisite product change
b. The ccc0000 product change
c. Each corequisite product change

13. Back Up System
Create a backup copy of all sharedprefix and prefix libraries.

14. Retain Distribution Files
Retain your MICS distribution files. They may be used to install other MICS optional products.

Best Practices for Implementation
This section describes the best practices for an initial implementation of MICS.

The following topics are covered in this section.

• Activate One Operational Unit
• Set the Unit Up for Cost Accounting
• Use Customized Documentation
• Allocate Exclusive Libraries
• Accept Default Parameter Options
• Accept Default Component Generation Options
• Define Account Codes
• Define All Account Codes
• Code Account Routines
• Estimate Unit Database Space and Runtime Requirements
• Verify the Successful Implementation of the Unit
• Automate the Operational Jobs
• Automate Report Generation and Publication
• Activate Cost Accounting
• Complete the Installation by Deploying Additional Components
• Monitor Your Operational Units
• Leverage Service Desk Manager Alerts

Activate One Operational Unit
Start by installing just the MICS platform (BAS) and the SMF and RMF components. Designate this unit on the JCLDEF
DATABASE statement as the primary unit.
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Business Value:

Minimizes the time and effort required to start getting value from MICS. Lets you generate useful reports within a few
days.

Additional Considerations:

• Both the SMF (Batch and Operations Analyzer) and RMF (Hardware and SCP Analyzer) components are included in
all MICS licenses.

• Both the SMF and RMF components use IBM System Management Facility (SMF) records as raw input.
• Together the SMF and RMF components create over 80 database files containing valuable z/OS processor, system,

hardware, system infrastructure, workload manager, and address space workload data.
• Begin the process of automating the collection of the SMF records these two components use as raw input.
• Create additional units and activate the remaining components in your MICS software license after you are familiar

with MICS concepts, configuration options, and operation.

For more information, see Define the Database Complex, Define and Generate Products, Generate the New Database
Units, and Optimize Raw Data Collection.

Set the Unit Up for Cost Accounting
If your MICS software license includes the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, include ACT on the JCLDEF
COMPONENTS statement in your first unit.

Business Value:

Saves time by avoiding the regeneration of the unit later, which would be required if you do not add ACT to the initial unit
definition.

Additional Considerations:

• The Batch and Operations files are eligible for cost accounting.
• Add parameter statement ACCOUNTING INACTIVE to the EXECDEF member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. This will

dynamically prevent your daily update routine from invoking accounting and chargeback until the ACT component is
fully generated. Later, after you become familiar with the chargeback metrics in the Batch and Operations component
database files, you can define your accounting rates and journal files, and generate the ACT component. You can then
change the EXECDEF member in prefix.MICS.PARMS to specify the parameter statement ACCOUNTING ACTIVE so
that the MICS Accounting and Chargeback component is operational in the unit database.

For more information, see Define the Database Complex, Define and Generate Products, Generate the New Database
Units, and Using Accounting and Chargeback.

Use Customized Documentation
Use the online documentation available at your site through ISPF, HTML, or both to view and print documentation that
reflects your database tailoring choices.

Business Value:

Ensures that the documentation you use:

• Is synchronized with the maintenance level of each MICS component at your site.
• Reflects your database tailoring choices in the dynamically updated sections of the Product Analyzer.
• Contains descriptions of each component’s data elements.

Additional Considerations:
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In any Product Analyzer, you can find MICS components.

Allocate Exclusive Libraries
Allocate a separate set of SAS system libraries exclusively for the use of MICS. Adopt a SAS system library data set
naming convention that eliminates the requirement to regenerate MICS JCL when migrating from one SAS release to
another.

Business Value:

Maintaining a separate set of SAS system libraries guarantees a stable MICS environment where you can coordinate
and schedule the application of compatible maintenance levels of both MICS and your statistical analysis software (SAS).
Using the strategy described in the documentation referenced below will simplify the process and reduce the time to move
to a new release of SAS.

For more information, see Define the Database Complex and Converting MICS to a New SAS Version .

Accept Default Parameter Options
When defining both complex-level parameters and unit-level parameters, accept default parameter option settings where
provided.

Business Value:

Provides quick implementation of the primary MICS unit. The context and effect of each parameter option will be clearer
after your unit is operational. You can then modify settings if the database content or component behavior does not meet
your reporting or analysis requirements.

Additional Considerations:

• Accepting the default settings of ESSENTIAL ONLY and DERIVED COMP will minimize the space requirements for
your MICS database.

• Use the CPLXSID member to specify the SYSID values of the z/OS LPARs that generate the raw data used by various
MICS components. This saves you from having to repeatedly specify the same SYSID values in every unit with
components that process SMF data.

• For the BAS unit-level parameter members SYSID, ZONE, and SITE, use the setting that forces the unit definitions to
defer to the complex-level settings.

For more information, see Complex Option Definition and Parameters section in each Product Analyzer.

Accept Default Component Generation Options
Generate the components using default generation options.

Business Value:

Saves time, minimizes mistakes, and gets your primary MICS unit up and running quickly.

Additional Considerations:

• Each MICS component creates database files whose content and characteristics are defined in the generation
statement definition member, cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier.

• The effect of each generation option will be clearer after your unit is operational and can be easily changed if not
meeting requirements.
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– For some MICS components, the OPTION statement in the cccGENIN specifies the vendor monitor data source
being processed and activates files and data elements specific to that data source.

For more information, see Component Definition Statements and the component generation options for SMFGENIN and
RMFGENIN.

Define Account Codes
Define account codes that impose your company’s organization and business structure on the MICS database, for
example, DIVISION, LOCATION, and DEPARTMENT.

Business Value:

Provides resource utilization reporting at each account code level.

Additional Considerations:

• The MICS database files in the DAYS and higher timespans are grouped by account codes, in addition to the normal
file summarization keys.

• Account codes are supported for component database files where organization ownership can be identified. Most SMF
component files support database account codes; none of the RMF component files do.

• While the primary use of account codes is to impose organization structure on the database, account codes can also
be used to provide any other summarization level important to your reporting needs.

• Since account codes are used as summarization keys when building the DAYS and higher timespan views, choose
account codes that will collapse DETAIL timespan records into summarized records.

• Avoid defining account codes that tend to have unique values in each DETAIL timespan record since this would
prevent any significant summarization, and result in DAYS and higher timespan views that are no different from
DETAIL views.

• For more information, see Database Complex Account Code Parameters and Define and Generate Products, checklist
step 8.

• For more information, see the Using Accounting and Chargeback and SMF Environmental Considerations and SMF
Complex Level Parameters.

Define All Account Codes
Define all nine account codes now even though fewer may satisfy your immediate needs.

Business Value:

Lets you integrate and report on both historical and current files if you begin using additional account codes later. If they
were not previously defined, you would need to recreate and retrofit historical files each time you define a new account
code.

Additional Considerations:

Define unused account codes with a length of 1 byte as shown in the distributed account code definition member
(ACCOUNT).

• For more information, see Database Complex Account Code Parameters.
• For more information, see the Using Accounting and Chargeback and SMF Environmental Considerations and SMF

Complex Level Parameters.
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Code Account Routines
When coding the routines that assign values to account codes, use efficient coding techniques and assign default values
to each code to protect against situations where the rightful value cannot be determined.

Business Value:

The use of efficient coding techniques minimizes the impact your account routine has on the performance of the
daily update routine. Assigning a default value to each account code prior to invoking the assignment code prevents
unexpected or invalid values.

Additional Considerations:

• Using a SAS FORMAT to perform account code assignments, for example, determining the department associated
with a user ID, is an efficient look-up technique.

• A variety of data elements in each raw or DETAIL level record can be used to determine organizational ownership.
• Tracking the number of records where default account codes were initially assigned, over time, is a useful way to

measure progress in efforts to improve the effectiveness of your account routines. The goal is to replace the default
values with meaningful values.

• The SMF component invokes two account routines: one for standard z/OS workloads (ACCTRTE) and one for APPC/
MVS transaction records (APPCRTE).

• For more information, see Database Complex Account Code Parameters.
• For more information, see the Using Accounting and Chargeback and SMF Parameters.
• In the Products section, there is a Parameters section within each MICS component that identifies data elements that

are frequently used for account code setting.

Estimate Unit Database Space and Runtime Requirements
Execute the DBSIZE job during unit creation to determine how long the daily update will take and how much DASD space
to allocate for each timespan of a unit-level database.

Business Value:

The DBSIZE job simulates a daily update run. It validates your unit-level JCL specifications, reveals the approximate
runtime required for the daily update, and projects the space required for each database timespan.

Additional Considerations:

• To ensure accurate runtime values and database space estimates it is important to use raw input data that represents
a typical day.

• Each MICS unit-level database supports five timespans: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS. Each
timespan is allocated as one or more z/OS data sets.

• Each timespan contains component-generated files at different levels of summarization. The DETAIL timespan
contains the most granular level of data and requires the most DASD space. In general, less DASD space is required
by each successive timespan.
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For more information, see, Generate the New Database Units, checklist step 21, Estimate Database Space.

Verify the Successful Implementation of the Unit
Carefully review the logs produced by your first daily update job. Also execute SMFCHECK and RMFCHECK to validate
database metric content.

Business Value:

Confirms that the unit is working as expected before proceeding to production.

Additional Considerations:

• Review message BAS00331I in the MICSLOG output DD for each component step to verify that raw data was
processed from all expected systems.

• When reviewing the SMFCHECK job output, pay special attention to the account code data elements to confirm that
your account routines are populating account codes as you expected.

• If an ABEND occurs, the SASLOG output DD can provide additional diagnostic information in the event of a problem
such as an out-of-space error when sorting or writing to a work or database file.

• The MICS Workstation Facility Operations and Tracking feature provides a HISTORY command that shows the time
boundaries of data processed by each system by component for each unit in the complex.

For more information, see Define and Generate Products (Installing a MICS Complex), Generate the New Database Units,
and Database Update Audit Trail (ADMIHL).
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Automate the Operational Jobs
Use a job scheduling facility, such as CA 7, to automate the scheduling and submission of the DAILY job and other
operational jobs. Be sure that the BACKUP job is scheduled after successful completion of the DAILY, this will minimize
recovery time if ever required.

Business Value: 

Ensures that the right jobs run every day at the appropriate time.

 

 

Automate Report Generation and Publication
Use MICS facilities to automate the regular production and publication of reports.

Business Value:

Reports are published on time on a regular schedule without operator or administrator intervention and provide end-users
with the information they need at the start of normal business hours.

Additional Considerations:

• When MICS operational units complete daily processing, the database is available for production reporting and on-
demand analysis. If update processing is done at night, reports are ready when managers and end-users arrive in the
morning. On-demand analysis can be produced at any time.

• Choose AUTOSUBMIT YES in the unit PARMS JCLDEF member to make reports run as external batch jobs rather
than as part of the daily update run. This helps to minimize the run time of the daily update job and makes the updated
database available as soon as possible.

• MICS provides hundreds of ready-to-run queries, fully documented with report samples.
• The SMF component reports provide information about z/OS operational configuration, event, and address space

activity.
• The RMF component reports are similar to the IBM RMF post-processing reports, which provide information about your

mainframe hardware, operating system, and workload manager service and report classes. The MICS RMF reports
provide additional value because they can report on more summarized views of the data using the WEEKS and higher
timespans.

• MICS Query & Reporting (Q&R) lets managers and end-users generate reports that graphically display key
performance indicators for workloads and subsystems critical to your organization.

For more information, see the Reports section in the individual Product Analyzers.

Activate Cost Accounting
If your MICS license includes the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, implement data center cost accounting after
successfully running several daily update cycles of the primary unit.

Business Value:

Enhances the value of the MICS database by assigning monetary values to resource usage.

Additional Considerations:
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• To activate cost accounting, you must determine resource consumption patterns, set rates, and activate journal files.
• You must run a minimum of several daily updates to collect sufficient database information to reliably extrapolate

monthly or annual resource usage. When compared to known resource costs, rates can be developed to either recover
costs or generate a profit.

• After the ACT component is fully generated, change each unit’s EXECDEF statement parameter from ACCOUNTING
INACTIVE to ACCOUNTING ACTIVE.

For more information, see the Using Accounting and Chargeback, Define the Database Complex, Define and Generate
Products (Installing a MICS Complex), and Generate the New Database Units.

Complete the Installation by Deploying Additional Components
After your primary unit is up and running in production and you have automated reporting on SMF and RMF component
data, gradually deploy the additional components included in your MICS license using the same techniques and
processes used for the primary unit.

Business Value:

Maximizes your ROI in additional components and applications by putting them to use.

Additional Considerations:

• Additional components can be installed in new units or added to your primary unit.
• When you add components to an existing unit, both the unit database size and the time required to complete the

DAILY update job will increase.

For more information, see Adding a Product to an Existing Database Unit.

Monitor Your Operational Units
Use the MICS workstation facility (MWF) Operations Status and Tracking Facility to monitor the health and status of your
units.

Business Value: 

Provides an easy way to verify that each operational unit in your MICS complex successfully processed the expected raw
data and completed all steps and processes associated with DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY updates.

More Information: 

For more information, see Operational Status and Tracking Facility.

 

 

Leverage Service Desk Manager Alerts
Use the MICS/Service Desk Manager interfaces to pass information from MICS to Service Desk Manager to automate
response actions.

Business Value:

Service Desk Manager can automatically notify departments or key individuals if problems occur during daily update
processing, or if user-specified conditions occur within MICS applications.

Additional Considerations:
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• Application-level alerts can be passed to Service Desk Manager by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option
when specified budget limits are exceeded.

• Application-level alerts can be passed to Service Desk Manager by the MICS Capacity Planning Option when current
metric values indicate that a previously generated forecast may no longer be accurate.

For more information, see MICS Service Desk Interface.

Configuration
MICS provides many configuration options that allow you to tailor the product to best meet your specific performance and
data analysis requirements. Several configuration options address the performance challenge of processing large raw
data volumes in an acceptable time window. Others address the DASD space requirements these large data volumes
can consume, both in temporary work space and the MICS database. Some configuration choices can benefit every site,
such as inactivating database files that are not relevant for your analysis and reporting requirements. Many of the MICS
configuration choices, however, must be made based on the specific requirements and environmental considerations at
your site.

This section contains the following topics:

• Reevaluate Your System
• Use Incremental Update
• Deploy Components Across Multiple Units
• Split Individual Component Data across Multiple Units
• Minimize the Number of Work Files
• Turn Off Unused Files
• Split the Database
• Start with ESSENTIAL ONLY
• Start with DERIVED COMP
• Compress SAS Data Sets
• Reorganize Unit Databases
• Store DETAIL Files on Tape
• Reduce File Cycles
• Use Internal Step Restart
• Replace Your Reports with MICS Reports
• Externalize WEEKLY and MONTHLY History and Backup Jobs

Reevaluate Your System
Periodically compare your MICS database configuration with the business and performance requirements at your site, and
modify your configuration if necessary to meet current objectives.

Business Value: 

Maximizes the value gained from your MICS investment and ensures optimal performance.

Additional Considerations:  
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• It is critical for those responsible for MICS administration to maintain awareness of evolving business paradigms,
shifting workload priorities, and technology changes at your site.

• MICS continuously introduces new database files and metrics. Files and metrics that were once irrelevant at your site
may become critical as your company evolves. Conversely, previously important files may lose relevance.

• Account code structures and content that previously reflected your organizational structure may require updates as
your company changes over time.

• The SYSID (unit-level) and CPLXSID (complex-level) PARMS library members contain user-specified fields such
as the one used to populate data element CPUMODEL, allowing you to provide a name for the central processing
complex (CPC). When a CPC upgrade occurs, ensure that these fields are updated too.

• The ZONE (unit-level) and CPLXZONE (complex-level) PARMS library members define summarization parameters
that yield separate summarized database records for time periods important to you. For example, you can specify that
the hours 8 AM through 5 PM on weekdays constitute a Prime Shift Zone. Holidays can also be identified and assigned
to a specific ZONE, but the date that holidays occur can change from year to year -- so it is important to maintain these
members and periodically update them.

 

Use Incremental Update
Configure components to perform partial database updates periodically throughout the day. For example, if a DB2 region
generates 60 million transaction records daily, the DB2 component in a unit can be configured to process the raw data
incrementally at 8:00 AM, 2:00 PM, and midnight. Assuming a consistent transaction arrival rate, each update only has to
process 20 million records.

Business Value:

Addresses the situation where a large volume raw data source cannot be processed as a whole within an acceptable daily
update window. Also supports inter-day reporting.

Additional Considerations:

• Incremental update is activated for a specific component within a particular unit. A unit containing multiple components
can use this option for none, one, some, or all components within the unit.

• Overall processing time is increased but spread over the day. The final daily update run completes in less time than if it
had to process the complete set of raw data itself.

• An additional incremental update database must be allocated to contain the partially processed data until the final daily
update completes.

• Raw data collections must be scheduled to provide input files for the incremental updates.
• Reporting on incremental databases should be controlled by the MICS administrator to make sure the database is not

tied up when the next incremental update is ready to run.

For more information, see Incremental Update Considerations.

Deploy Components Across Multiple Units
If a unit containing multiple components cannot complete daily update processing within the daily update window, add a
unit to the complex and move one or more of the components to the new unit.

Business Value:

Lets you process large volumes of data within the required daily update window by processing multiple units at the same
time. Also reduces the amount of space required for each unit database.

Additional Considerations:
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• MICS supports up to 36 operational units in a complex.
• A unit that historically completed daily update processing within the daily update window can start missing this

objective due to gradual or sudden raw data volume increases due to workload changes at your site caused by
business changes such as mergers, acquisitions, or new applications.

For more information, see Parallel Database Update Processing.

Split Individual Component Data across Multiple Units
When the large data volume of a subsystem like DB2 or CICS is generated by several regions, you can direct the raw
data from different regions to separate MICS units.

Business Value:

The DAILY update jobs for each unit execute in parallel, allowing processing of large volumes of data to complete within
the update window. Also reduces the DASD space required for each unit database and the amount of DASD work space
required by the component step in each unit’s DAILY update job.

Additional Considerations:

• You must install multiple instances of the appropriate MICS component in two or more units.
• As an example, if you have three large DB2 regions, each generating 20 million transaction records daily and the

MICS DB2 component is installed in a single unit, the DAILY update DB2 component step would need to process all 60
million transaction records within the daily update window. By installing the DB2 component into three different MICS
units and creating a separate raw data file for each DB2 region, the three unit DB2 component steps can each process
20 million records in parallel.

For more information, see Operating.

Minimize the Number of Work Files
The multiple-work-file feature allows you to increase the number of temporary work files used by each component step.

Business Value: 

Multiple work files require smaller primary and secondary allocations. This solves the problem of not having enough
contiguous space available for the primary and secondary space allocations of a single work file.

Additional Considerations:  

• By default, most component steps in a DAILY update job use a single temporary work file to handle interim data
storage and sorting. If the raw data volume is high, the large primary and secondary file allocations required for a
single work file may not be consistently available in your DASD work-volume pool.

• Overall I/O, CPU time, and elapsed time increases with the number of work files used. If you can allocate the DASD
space required by one work file for each component step in the DAILY update job, avoid the use of multiple work files.

• With SAS Version 8.0 and earlier releases, there were reliability and usability issues associated with allocating
individual work files that spanned DASD volumes. Beginning with Version 9, multi-volume SAS work files can be
employed successfully. If multiple work files were historically used at your site because the temporary work space
requirements exceeded the capacity of a single DASD volume, you should re-evaluate. Daily update performance is
better if the multiple work file feature is not used.

• If you must use multiple work files, use the minimum number possible to meet your processing requirements. While
this feature can solve the problem of obtaining large allocation blocks, the cost is increased I/O, CPU, and elapsed
time expended during the merging and manipulation of the separate work files. The additional time required increases
with the number of work files used.
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More Information: 

For more information, see Parameters, in for each Product Analyer.

 

 

Turn Off Unused Files
Review the numerous database files created by each MICS component. If the information provided by a file is not needed
by your site, turn it off using the file control statements in the component definition member (cccGENIN).

Business Value: 

Eliminates the time and processing resources required by the daily update to process the raw data, create and sort
temporary work files, and create the DETAIL and summarized database cycles for nonessential files. Also frees up space
in the MICS database and eliminates the time and resources required by other file management processes.

Additional Considerations:  

• Different companies have different reporting and analysis needs. The default file activation settings delivered
by MICS are not likely to be ideal for all environments.

• Keep in mind that files that are not needed now may be needed in the future so you should periodically evaluate their
usefulness.

• Use the MICS health check utility to remove existing file instances from the database after files are turned off.

More Information: 

For more information, see Database Health Check Utility.

 

 

Split the Database
If you have problems allocating the DASD space required for a particular unit’s database timespans in single z/OS data
sets (the default), you can allocate two or more physical data sets that logically behave as one.

Business Value: 

Solves the problem where the space required to allocate a database timespan as a single z/OS data set is unwieldy or
unavailable.

Additional Considerations:  

• If you have multiple components in a unit, you can direct the files from each component to a different data set.
• If the unit contains a single component and the component has multiple information areas, you can direct the files from

each information area to different data sets.
• Additional DASD data sets must be managed, but there is no performance degradation associated with database

splitting.
• Fewer customers need to use this database-split feature after SAS Version 9’s improved reliability for SAS data sets

that span DASD volumes.

More Information: 

For more information, see Split an Existing Database Unit.
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Start with ESSENTIAL ONLY
Use the ESSENTIAL ONLY setting initially to globally deactivate metrics (data elements) that are not essential.

Business Value:

The MICS database is more manageable because it uses less space. The operational performance of the daily updates is
better because interim work files are smaller, and processing fewer metrics consumes less I/O and CPU time.

Additional Considerations:

• Each record in every MICS database file contains a number of data elements. Each data element is designated as
essential or non-essential.

• The ESSENTIAL option can be specified at the complex-level and overridden at the component and individual file
levels. ESSENTIAL ALL globally activates the non-essential data elements. File tailoring lets you turn individual data
elements on or off.

• The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an Administrator Facility utility (option 5.4.3 from the MWF primary
menu) that generates a report showing the current ESSENTIAL setting for each component file.

• In the cccGENIN component database definition members, each file data element name is preceded by NAME or
NAMX. NAME means essential, NAMX means non-essential. If you use ESSENTIAL ONLY but want to activate a few
data elements classified as non-essential, you can change NAMX to NAME.

For more information, see Complex Option Definition.

Start with DERIVED COMP
Use the DERIVED COMP setting initially so that derived elements are not stored in the database.

Business Value:

The database is more manageable because it uses less space. The operational performance of the daily updates is better
because code to compute derived data elements is not invoked during file creation.

Additional Considerations:

• Most MICS database files contain ”derived” data elements, elements that are computed from other data elements in
the file. For example, data element SECPSPIN (Page-Ins per Second - Total) is computed by dividing SECTOPIN
(Page-Ins Total) by DURATION (Recording Interval Time).

• Derived data elements are easily computed, as needed, during reporting or on-demand analysis, but you must invoke
the appropriate MICS file macro to derive them. MICS reporting facilities (that is, MICF and Q&R) automatically
compute derived elements.

• The global option, DERIVED, controls the presence or absence of derived data elements in the database files. It can
be specified at the complex-level, and overridden at the component and individual file levels.

• The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an Administrator Facility utility (option 5.4.3 from the MWF primary
menu) that generates a report showing the current DERIVED setting for each component file.

For more information, see Complex Option Definition.

Compress SAS Data Sets
SAS supports optional data compression when files are written to DASD, but, with, you can compress files in the MICS
database on a file-by-file basis.
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Business Value:

Compression minimizes the MICS database size.

Additional Considerations:

• Not all files show the same degree of compression. Use the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) Administrator Facility
utility (option 5.4.1 from the MWF primary menu) to identify good compression candidates.

• Additional CPU time is required to perform file compression when the file is originally written and decompressed when
the file is retrieved for reporting or on-demand analysis. Determine whether the database space savings are worth the
increased CPU time used to perform compression and decompression.

For more information, see Compression.

Reorganize Unit Databased
During normal operation, new file cycles are added to your online DASD databases (DETAIL, DAYS, and so on) and old
file cycles are removed. Over time this leads to SAS database fragmentation. Defragment the database by backing it up
and restoring it to either a newly allocated dataset or to the previously allocated dataset after a SAS PROC DATASETS
KILL has deleted all of the files.

Business Value:

Reduces database space required by reclaiming fragmentation holes and improves performance by eliminating multiple
SAS extents for individual files.

Additional Considerations:

• DETAIL and DAYS time span files are written and aged off daily. These database time spans become fragmented
faster than the WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS time spans.

For more information, see Compression.

Store DETAIL Files on Tape
For components with high volume database files, allocate enough DASD space to accommodate only a single cycle in the
DETAIL timespan, and store older cycles on tape.

Business Value: 

Minimizes space required by the DETAIL timespan for a unit database. Permits fast retrieval, analysis, and reporting on
current data, while analysis of older data is available on tape if required.

Additional Considerations:  

• The largest timespan in the database is the DETAIL timespan. You can use the DETAIL tape option to activate 10-20
generations of a high volume database file on tape.

• It takes longer to retrieve DETAIL data from tape.
• Q&R and MICF are not explicitly aware of information on the DETAIL tapes.

More Information: 

For more information, see the Parameters section for the topic Detail to Tape for each Product Analyzer.
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Reduce File Cycles
If you have more file cycles that are activated than needed, reduce the cycle value to meet your requirements.

Business Value:

Frees up database space.

Additional Considerations:

• History and audit archive facilities are available. They use tape for long-term file storage.
• Administrative and analyst time is needed to determine the appropriate amount of file history that is required to meet

reporting and analysis needs.

For more information, see The MICS Audit Archive Tape.

Use Internal Step Restart
Activate internal step restart for MICS components that process large volumes of raw data.

Business Value:

Minimizes recovery time if there is an abend.

Additional Considerations:

• With internal step restart, each component’s daily database update step has strategically placed checkpoints that are
invoked when significant data processing milestones have been reached. If an abend occurs and an internal step
restart is active, the update step restarts at the last checkpoint.

• For most components, the first phase is the longest and most resource-consuming because it converts the raw data
into work files. If the raw data input and initial processing has completed, it is inefficient to reprocess.

• A small amount of processing time is needed to take processing checkpoints but it is minimal.

For more information, see Internal Step Restart Considerations.

Replace Your Reports with MICS Reports
Replace existing data-center reports that have been generated by proprietary code that processes raw data with reports
generated by MICS.

Business Value: 

Avoids redundant processing of raw data and redundant processed data repositories that waste valuable processing
resources and data storage.

Additional Considerations:  

• MICS provides out-of-the-box reports to monitor system resources and workloads. The MICS reports match the look-
and-feel of most IBM RMF-generated reports, but provide more summarization views and do not require reprocessing
of raw data.

• Proprietary user reports that provide information about specific subsystems or workloads often require the processing
of high volume raw data sources such as DB2 transaction data. A similar report that is developed using one or more
MICS database files eliminates the expensive reprocessing of raw data and maximizes the value that you extract from
MICS.

More Information: 

See the Reports area, for each Product Analyzer, in Standard Reports.
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Externalize WEEKLY and MONTHLY History and Backup Jobs
Remove the HISTW, HISTM, and BACKUPM steps from the WEEKLY and MONTHLY jobs.

Business Value:

Reduces the WEEKLY and MONTHLY job duration, freeing up the MICS database for reporting as soon as possible.

Additional Considerations:

These job steps can execute for a long time, and, when included as steps within the WEEKLY and MONTHLY jobs,
prevent MICS database access until they complete. Removing them lets them execute as separate jobs that do not
interfere with MICS database access.

For more information, see Database Unit Execution Option Definitions.

System Modification
The diverse nature of z/OS systems and the applications for which they are used creates equally diverse measurement
requirements. MICS was designed as a measurement tool capable of effectively meeting these diverse requirements.

Features and Considerations

The approaches to measurement that are provided with MICS can be divided into three groups:

• Standard Features
Many needs specific to a given z/OS site are met with no modification to MICS. The principal vehicle for this type of
flexibility is the set of MICS parameters that are specified during installation. Always consider special requirement
solutions first and used if such a solution is possible.

• User Modification Features
This group of features includes the provision of user exits in the standard MICS code, the MICS database Tailoring
Facility, and the MICS User Component Generator. These facilities provide the tools and methodology for controlled
modification and extension of MICS by the user.

• User Modifications to MICS Source Code
Most of the source code for MICS is shipped with the product, and this policy makes major changes to the source
code possible. However, this is NOT recommended and seldom is necessary. Modifications of this type should not be
undertaken without consulting the Broadcom Support Group first and investigating all possible alternatives.

If you have any special measurement requirement and are considering modifying MICS, we strongly recommend that you
adhere to the following general principles:

1. Always use the most direct approach available to meet your need. Use features in group 1 before those features in
group 2. This reduces the time that is necessary to make and maintain the modification.

2. If a modification of MICS source code as described in group 3 is necessary, then modify as few lines of MICS code as
possible. If a change requires a significant amount of coding, use the SAS MACRO facility to include the code (through
a standard user exit or user-defined user exit) in MICS code.

3. Follow the guidelines in the System Modification sections for designing modifications and evaluate the benefits and
impacts of the change before making it.

4. Test all changes before implementation. MICS provides standard facilities for testing through Test database units. Test
methods are described.

5. Store changes in IEBUPDTE format in the LOCALMOD change library.
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6. Keep a complete record of all changes to MICS. Have the records available at the time you call us for product support.
7. Do not modify the source code for the MICS generator facilities. This source code includes:

– MICS Component Generator
– MICS JCL Generator
– MICS parameter generators
– MICS algorithm generator

8. Contact the Broadcom Support Group to discuss modifications as needed. These talks are especially appropriate
during the planning and evaluation of modifications. A brief contact can help you avoid major difficulties later.

Note: Record all modifications that are made to MICS, whether vendor maintenance or user modification. To ensure the
smooth operation of MICS.

Vendor Product Maintenance and Support

Maintenance for MICS is distributed on a semi-annual basis, through the Broadcom Support Program. This maintenance
enhances MICS performance or usability, or correct problems. Maintenance that we distribute can be applied to all
unmodified MICS systems with little or no impact on the existing configuration. Some users might not be affected at all by
vendor-supplied MICS maintenance, which might apply to some part of MICS your site is not currently using.

While some of the maintenance might seem unnecessary for your site, it is to your immediate and long-term benefit to
apply the maintenance to your MICS system in a timely manner for the following reasons:

• Any future maintenance might be based on the premise that previous maintenance has been applied.
• It might not be obvious which changes apply to your site and which do not.
• As the operating system environment and other system monitors are enhanced with new versions, MICS is also

upgraded to process new and reformatted data.
• As you upgrade your operating system environment, you are likely to begin using more MICS features.

Before you modify the MICS system, understand how vendor-supplied product maintenance applies to your modifications.
Read MICS Facilities, and examine the System Administrator section and Broadcom Support Program materials in detail.

Documentation Overview

Tailoring MICS to the User's Special Needs

This section guidelines about the following topics:

• Using the Standard MICS Parameters
• Tailoring the Database
• Adding User Components to the Database
• System Modification Using Standard EXITs
• Modification of MICS Source Code

MICS System Overview

This section provides the following information:

• Gives a tutorial on the structure of a MICS system.
• Describes the functions that are performed in the installation and operation of MICS
• Explains how to identify modules in the MICS libraries that perform any particular function
• Shows how a MICS database complex is structured.

Maintenance Policies, and Procedures

Describes the difference between changes to MICS that Broadcom provides. This section also describes the modifications
that a user can make to MICS. Each type of vendor maintenance is explained, and a procedure for creating and applying
user changes is given.
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MICS Facilities

Explains the parts of MICS that enable system changes to be applied quickly and accurately. This section explains:

• MICS generator subsystems
• Standard MICS exits
• Vendor-supplied utilities
• MICS Information Center Facility.

MICS/SAS Coding Conventions

Shows a set of considerations for a SAS coding within MICS that all users must be aware of, before any system
modifications are undertaken.

Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques

This section explains the mechanism MICS uses to describe MICS databases and shows how the standard descriptions
can be modified to add, change, or delete:

• Individual data elements
• Groups of data elements
• Files within timespans.

Writing Field-developed Applications

This section is a tutorial on the use of the MICS component generation facility to add your own component to the MICS
system. Discussion of two utilities available for adding your own components, MSI, is included. The other utility for adding
your own components, MTI, is the subject of the next section.

MICS NSM Integration (MTI)

Ddescribes the features and utilities of the MTI package which you might use to integrate data from NSM into MICS. This
section also provides instructions for modifying your installation to take advantage of these features and utilities.

Tailoring MICS to the User's Special Needs
MICS provides several approaches to meeting the special needs of different system measurement configurations. The
approaches that are most commonly used for meeting special requirements are:

Using the Standard MICS Parameters
These parameters are used to specify normal system environmental descriptions to MICS. The parameters provide for
such things as:

• Naming and describing the CPUs from which data is gathered.
• Describing the monitoring methods, such as CICS monitor used (CMF or Monitor), and whether to use RMF trace data

or not.
• How to title reports, and which standard reports to generate.

Tailoring the Database
The MICS database can be changed by keeping more data elements, deleting inappropriate data elements, enabling or
disabling archiving for selected MICS files, or modifying the sequence of certain files.

Adding User Components to the Database
These components may be used to add another input data source to MICS, or create more files from an existing data
source.

System Modification Using Standard EXITs
The exits may be used to modify the content of existing MICS data elements, to select input records by your own
algorithms, or to introduce your accounting algorithms.

Modification of MICS Source Code
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Modifications to MICS source code implemented outside the structure of the standard MICS modification tools fall into this
category.

Using Standard MICS Parameters
The purpose of the MICS parameter library construction is to provide user definitions for the MICS execution environment.
The MICS database complex, and each database unit that is installed within it, have a parameter library that is used for
this specification.

The parameter library is an OS partitioned data set that can be conveniently edited and modified by any means at
the user's disposal. Simple changes in one or more members in the library may cause major changes to occur in the
operation of MICS. The parameter structure is defined in Installation Planning and Parameter Specification.

Most of the members are used by MICS during the installation process. One (or more) of the MICS generator facilities
read the parameter members, bases decisions on the user-provided coding, and constructs JCL or SAS logic that is
based on the specifications. An example of installation time parameter definitions is found in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).
Statements in this member define the processing options for unit database identification and date processing to be used
as input to the BASPGEN process.

MICS uses some of the parameter library members during the execution of various operational jobs. This execution-time
use of user-specified parameters is similar to the use of some SYS1.PARMLIB functions when an operating system is
loaded. These definitions can affect MICS execution from run to run, without rerunning a generation process. An example
of execution-time parameter definitions may be found in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). Some of the statements in this
member select the management objective reports and exception analysis routines to execute in a DAILY process.

A great deal of tailoring flexibility is built into the MICS parameter library mechanism. When considering a MICS user
modification, review Installation Planning and Parameter Specification. A standard MICS parameter specification may
already exist to cover the situation at hand.

Tailoring the Database
Database tailoring is a broad issue. Many kinds of tailoring, in various levels of complication, are available to the MICS
user. Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques describes certain database tailoring techniques. By following the
outlines in that section, the user can perform such functions as:

• Adding data elements to a file
• Deleting data elements from a file
• Changing existing data element attributes
• Modifying attributes or names of common data elements
• Adding a file to a timespan
• Deleting a file from a timespan
• Changing a file's sequence in a timespan
• Enabling or disabling archiving of a file

Do not take modifications lightly. Appropriate caveats are in that section on the compromises (if any) associated with each
modification type. However, such modifications produce satisfactory results when the changes are done according to the
guidelines given and are thoroughly tested before implementation.

Adding User Components to the Database
MICS products process data from the commonly used z/OS and distributed system measurement data sources. However,
there are many subsystems that are implemented at user sites that, while of intense local interest, are not treated
by MICS products. This category of data sources can be included in your MICS system by developing a MICS user
component.
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Writing Field-developed Applications describes the methods that a user can employ in writing a MICS component.
Implementing a user reporting system has many advantages under the MICS structure, within the existing MICS database
complex. For one thing, MICS provides almost all the database manipulation and maintenance functions. The user does
not have to code functions such as backup jobs, scheduling subsystems, archiving programs, and online database aging
techniques.

Also, the MICS method of component generation requires the user to generate the least possible code to develop the
component. Several debugging aids are provided to make the development process even easier.

The existing MICS operational framework includes full checkpointing of the database, update run audit history files, and a
run status reporting mechanism.

Undertaking to write a MICS user component can be complex. The guidelines and checklists that are contained in Writing
Field-developed Applications make the process more attractive than implementing a stand-alone system.

System Modification Using Standard EXITs
MICS Complex has many standard exit points within the . These exit points exist for the sole purpose of allowing the
user to make effective changes to the MICS processing logic without requiring that user to modify MICS source code.
While modification of source code is possible, such modifications reduce the release independence of the user's system
definition.

The points at which user exits are available can be grouped into these categories:

Standard MICS exits
These exit routines are required for all MICS users, and are used to provide code that MUST be included for MICS user-
dependent functions. For example, these exits provide for the determination of cost center identifiers and the grouping
of batch data into categories suitable for summarization. These exits reside in the database complex or unit parameter
libraries, as separate members in the library. For more information, Writing A User Exits.

File exits
An exit in MICS can be taken before an observation is written to the database file. This type of exit exists for every file
of every component in the MICS Complex. These exits can implement accounting algorithms or changing the values of
MICS-calculated data elements in the files.

Operational exits
In the MICS, there are several point complexes at which operational decisions are likely to need installation-dependent
logic. These points have been determined based on experience at many MICS sites. Code which affects the criteria for
input record selection and logic for unusual file manipulation can be implemented in these exits.

MICS Facilities describes the exit types that were noted and gives guidelines for using them.

Modification of MICS Source Code
Replacing parts of MICS logic, prototype members that are used for generation, or other material with installation-unique
coding is a type of modification that should not be undertaken lightly.

MICS Facilities and Writing Field-developed Applications contain guidelines for investigate and implement modifications.
When changing MICS source code are considered, confer with your team on how this type of modification increases your
dependence on a particular release of MICS.

However, given the above, it is possible to modify the MICS system at the source code level. Many MICS users have
had excellent results in meeting unusual requirements by carefully controlled modifications of this type. Examples of
requirements that need source code modifications are:

• Job step accounting
• Unusual requirements that affect the calculation of the ZONE data element
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These unusual processing requirements cannot be treated through other MICS tailoring or exit facilities. The key to the
success of such modifications is to follow the instructions in Exceptions and Parameters to keep complete and accurate
records of the changes made.

MICS System Overview
The design of MICS is based on a modular construction that allows modifications to be made easily. This section
presents an overview of the external and internal structure of MICS for users who may need to modify the system. An
understanding of this structure is necessary before any attempt is made to modify MICS. In addition, become familiar with
the material presented in the other MICS documentation before undertaking any modifications.

Installed MICS System

MICS provides a single, common analytical process to analyze many unlike measurement sources. This product
enables you to systematically track and report z/OS SCP, hardware, TSO, batch, and many other activities within time-
synchronized intervals. Its database structure, which is described here, enables MICS to contribute to enterprise systems
management.

Database Structure
The highest logical unit in MICS is a database complex. This database is a complete and independent MICS system. This
database consists of shared complex libraries and one or more database units. Each database unit consists of database
unit libraries and data files.
Many organizations have a single database complex containing at least one production database unit and one test unit.
Organizations that run MICS at multiple sites typically have a database complex at each site. Sample MICS database
Complex depicts a database complex with three database units.

Sample MICS database Complex 

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                      +-------------+                      |

|                      |  CA MICS    |                      |

|                      |  Shared     |                      |

|                      |  Complex    |                      |

|                      |  Libraries  |                      |

|                      +-------------+                      |

|                             |                             |

|                             |                             |

|         +-------------------+-----------------+           |

|         |                   |                 |           |

|  +-------------+     +-------------+   +-------------+    |

|  |  Primary    |     |    Unit     |   |    Test     |    |

|  |  Database   |     |  Database   |   |  Database   |    |

|  +-------------+     +-------------+   +-------------+    |

|         |                   |                 |           |

|  +-------------+     +-------------+   +-------------+    |

|  |    Unit     |     |    Unit     |   |    Unit     |    |

|  |  Database   |     |  Database   |   |  Database   |    |

|  |  Libraries  |     |  Libraries  |   |  Libraries  |    |

|  +-------------+     +-------------+   +-------------+    |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Database Complex
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The MICS system is installed as a group of one or more database units which share some libraries and data areas. The
entire structure of data and code libraries is named a database complex.
The shared libraries contain programs, JCL, macros, parameter definitions, and documentation. The shared data areas
include TABLES (used mostly by MICS Accounting and Chargeback), MCOLIB (a system control area), CAPACITY, and
so on. They contain SAS data files which apply to the entire complex and not a particular database.

Database Units
In addition to the shared libraries, a database complex consists of database units. Each database unit contains data files
and libraries of code, JCL, and parameters that are needed to define, update, and access these data files.
Database units can be one of four types: primary, unit, test, or special. Each type of unit is treated differently by the
JCLGEN process and by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The purpose of each is described here.

Primary
Every database complex contains only one primary database unit. The distinguishing feature of a primary database unit
is that its backup process backs up the MCOLIB, SCREENS, TABLES, ISPTLIB, and so on, data sets that exist at the
complex level.

Unit
A normal production database is named a unit database. Every unit database contains MICS Platform (BAS) plus one or
more other products. Any combination of products is allowed, with the exception that MICS Accounting and Chargeback, if
installed, must accompany at least one product that supports accounting.

Test
A test database unit is used for developing user components and testing user modifications to the MICS system. This
database is also used when installing maintenance and new versions of the system. Test database units differ from unit
databases in that they are treated specially by MICS Accounting and Chargeback and the MICS JCL generation process.
Jobs that are run on a test unit use special test libraries that are concatenated ahead of the standard libraries.

Special
Special databases are temporarily added to the MICS Complex to perform special studies involving data not available in
the production databases. A special unit can also be used for certain configuration planning and testing functions (through
modifications to parameter library modifications).

For more information about the data sets that comprise a MICS system, see Operations Reference.

MICS Naming Conventions
This section discusses the naming conventions that are used for the members in the MICS libraries. These conventions
identify the contents of the member by the name used. When familiar with the conventions described in the sections
that follow, you can identify most MICS modules by member name. There are other modules which do not follow the
standard naming conventions, but being familiar with the conventions minimize the number of members which cannot be
recognized by name.

General Naming Conventions

The MICS libraries contain many members. To help keep the list of member names from becoming too bewildering,
several general naming conventions are followed. In addition to these general conventions, there are other conventions
that are used within particular libraries or sets of libraries. Those conventions are discussed in the sections that follow this
one. None of the conventions that are described here are followed in every case. However, being familiar with the general
rules make many MICS members identifiable by looking at the member name.

The general naming conventions that are used in MICS are:
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• Macro member names begin with '$' or '#' in the source library and with a generic name or file/component ID in the
MACAUTOS library.

• The component identifier, ccc, is used in names of members that occur once for each component.
• The file identifier, fff, is used in names of members that occur once for each file.
• Members that are named cccPGEN are used in parameter generation.
• Members that are named cccCGEN are used in component generation.
• Members that are used for one of the MICS operational jobs contain some reference to the job name. For example,

DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, or DY, WK, MN, YR.

 

SOURCE Modules

The MICS libraries contain many members. To help keep the list of member names from becoming too bewildering,
several general naming conventions are followed. In addition to these general conventions, there are other conventions
that are used within particular libraries or sets of libraries. Those conventions are discussed in the sections that follow this
one. None of the conventions that are described here are followed in every case. However, being familiar with the general
rules make many MICS members identifiable by looking at the member name.

The general naming conventions that are used in MICS are:

• Macro member names begin with '$' or '#' in the source library and with a generic name or file/component ID in the
MACAUTOS library.

• The component identifier, ccc, is used in names of members that occur once for each component.
• The file identifier, fff, is used in names of members that occur once for each file.

The MICS SOURCE library contains the SAS logic that is executed by MICS. This library is used at execution time, when
executing any MICS process. SAS modifications to this library take effect with the execution of the next job that uses the
module.

The modules in this library are sequenced in statement columns 73-80. Sequence numbers are necessary so future MICS
standard maintenance stay intact.

Members in the MICS SOURCE library are named according to the following conventions.

$cccxxxx or #cccxxxx
This member contains SAS macros or logic to relate to the 'ccc' component's execution in all database units.

$xxxxxxxor #xxxxxxx
This member contains generic SAS macros that apply to all MICS components in all database units.

#ffftSUM
This member contains SAS code that creates a specific time span summarization of a MICS file. Where "t" is D for the
DAYS time span. W for the WEEKS time span. M for the MONTHS time span. Y for the YEARS time span.

#DBMccc
This member contains SAS code that produces database models for specific components.

xxxxxxxx
This member contains general-purpose MICS SAS logic. The name of the member is usually an abbreviation of the
module's function. For example: "CHECK", the routine, reads the MICS daily update checkpoint file and abends the
update step if the required predecessor step was not the last step run.

xxxxxGEN
This member contains MICS SAS logic which is executed in a parameter generation process.

GENxxxxx
This member contains MICS SAS logic which is executed in a MICS Component Generator process.
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cccxxxxx
This member contains support logic for a specific MICS component.

ttcccxxx
This member contains source code for component modules that are executed in MICS operational jobs. These modules
are named according to the job in which they are used, where the 'tt' part of the name takes the values:

DY
Module is used in the DAILY job.

WK
Module is used in the WEEKLY job.

MN
Module is used in the MONTHLY job.

YR
Module is used in the YEARLY job.

Legend: 

ccc
Component identifier

fff
File identifier

xxx to xxxxxxxx
A label describing the function of the module.

MACAUTOS Modules

The MICS MACAUTOS library contains SAS %MACROS which resolve to logic executed by MICS. These macros are
used at execution time, and may be used in any MICS process. Changes to this library take effect in execution of the next
job that uses the module.

Normally SAS resolves a %MACRO reference from the list of all previously compiled %MACROs. %MACROS may be
included by SAS into programs by explicit coding in the SYSIN DD, or may be %INCLUDEd. If a %MACRO reference
cannot be resolved from the list of previously compiled %MACROs, SAS examines data sets in the SASAUTOS
concatenation for a member of the same name as the macro referenced. If it finds such a member, and the member
contains a %MACRO statement defining a macro of the same name, SAS uses that macro definition automatically,
without "preloading" the macro.

The MICS MACAUTOS library is concatenated into the SASAUTOS DD statement in all MICS PROCs. This allows MICS
macros in this library to be automatically included into the program logic without preloading.

Members in the MICS MACAUTOS library are named according to the following conventions.

cccxxxx
This member contains SAS macros or logic to relate to the 'ccc' component's execution in all database units. For example,
SMFACCT.

fffxxxx
This member contains SAS macros or logic to relate to the 'fff' file's definition in all database units.  For example,
JOBKEEP.

xxxxxxxx
This member contains generic SAS macros or general-purpose MICS SAS logic that apply to all MICS components in all
database units (for example, DERVST) The name of the member is usually an abbreviation of the module's function. One
example is "LOGUP", the routine that updates the MICS input history log.
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Legend: 

ccc
Component identifier

fff
File identifier

xxx to xxxxxxxx
A label describing the function of the module.

PROTOLIB Modules

The MICS prototype library contains the skeleton of MICS executable JCL library members. These skeletons are not
used at execution time, but are input to the MICS JCL Generation process. Modifications to this library do not take effect
immediately. Rather, the modified library must be input to a new run of the appropriate JCLGEN run, and the output of the
JCLGEN run produces JCL members with the intended modifications.

Members in the MICS prototype library are named according to the following conventions.

xxxxxxxx
This member contains skeletons of MICS installation jobs, operational jobs, or support function jobs. The name of the
member is an abbreviation of the function of the generated unit. One example is the MICS database backup utility, whose
skeleton member's name is BACKUP.

ttcccsss
This member contains component-related skeleton members that are needed for building MICS operational jobs. These
modules are named according to the job in which they are used, where the 'tt' part of the name takes the values:

DY
Module is used in the DAILY job.

WK
Module is used in the WEEKLY job.

MN
Module is used in the MONTHLY job.

YR
Module is used in the YEARLY job.

cccxxxxx
This member contains skeletons for JCL and logic that is related to the 'ccc' component's execution in all database units.
For example, SMFIUALC.

Legend: 

ccc
A valid component identifier

sss
The number of a step in a MICS operational job.

xxxxxxxx
An abbreviation of the function of the module.
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Generated Jobs

The MICS CNTL library contains JCL for the MICS batch jobs. Most of the members in this library are generated, and
should not be modified directly. Rather, the corresponding PROTOLIB member should be modified, and then the JCL
should be generated from the PROTOLIB member.

Members in the MICS CNTL library are named according to the following conventions.

xxxxxxxx
This member contains MICS installation jobs, operational jobs, and support function jobs. The name of the member is an
abbreviation of the function of the job. One example is the MICS database backup utility, which is named BACKUP.

ttcccsss
This member contains component-related MICS operational jobs. These modules are named according to the job in which
they are used, where the 'tt' part of the name takes the values:

DY
Module is used in the DAILY job.

WK
Module is used in the WEEKLY job.

MN
Module is used in the MONTHLY job.

YR
Module is used in the YEARLY job.

NCRccc
This member contains component-related jobs for incremental update processing.

cccPGEN
This member is the naming convention that is used for the parameter generation jobs.

JCLGENx
This member is the naming convention that is used for the JCL generation jobs.

cccCHECK
This member is the naming convention that is used for the component check-out jobs.

cccxxxxx
This member contains other component-related jobs.

Legend: 

ccc
component identifier

fff
File identifier

xxx to xxxxxxxx
A label describing the function of the module.

INCLLIB Modules

The MICS INCLLIB library contains executable SAS code. The code in an INCLLIB member is step execution control code
that %INCLUDEs a predetermined list of other SAS modules that actually do the work of the step in the MICS job. This
library is used at execution time, when executing any MICS process. SAS modifications to these libraries take effect with
the execution of the next job that uses the module.
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Members in the MICS source library are named according to the following conventions.

#cccMACS
%INCLUDEs SAS macros necessary to perform summarization for a component.

xxxxxxxx
%INCLUDEs general-purpose MICS SAS logic. The name of the member is usually an abbreviation of the module's
function. One example is "CYCLEGEN", which includes all the MICS modules necessary to execute the database cycle
building process.

DAYnnn 

WEEKnnn 

MONTHnnn 

YEARnnn
%INCLUDEs the SAS members for the corresponding step of a MICS operational job.

cccxxxxx
This member includes support logic for a specific MICS component.

Legend: 

ccc
Component identifier

fff
File identifier

nnn
Job step step number

xxxxx to xxxxxxxx
A label which describes the function of the module.

Documentation Members

This section describes the naming conventions that are used for the members of the MICS documentation libraries. The
text for the MICS documents is stored in three libraries:

• sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT

The TEXT libraries contain records up to 133 bytes in length (LRECL=137). The DOC.TEXT library contains the text of all
MICS guides except the element Data Dictionary members. The Data Dictionary text is contained in the DIC.TEXT library.

The INC.TEXT library contains members of text that are generated at your site or are distributed but likely to be included
in more than one place in the MICS documentation. Members in the INC.TEXT library are copied into MICS guides
using the functions of the MICS DOCUMENT program. Much of the copied text is generated by the MICS Component
Generator.

Each section of the document, figure, and title page can be stored as a separate member in the appropriate library. The
document assembly commands for each document and chapter are grouped in short record members, named picklists,
which are stored in sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT.

Member Names 

Each MICS document is assigned a one or two letter document identifier. This identifier is incorporated into each member
name to identify the document of which that member is a part. The exceptions to these identifiers are noted here.
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The letter identifiers for MICS guides are:

AH
MICS Tandem Option Guide

AI
MICS ASTEX Option Guide

BE
MICS How to Use the PSP

BS
MICS System Administrator Guide

C
MICS Network Analyzer Option Guide

CK
MICS Space Collector Option Guide

CL
MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option Guide

CM
MICS Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS Guide

FB
MICS Analyzer for TSO Guide

FC
MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide

FD
MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide

FE
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS Guide

FG
MICS Analyzer Option for IMS Guide

FH
MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option Guide

FI
MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS Guide

FJ
MICS Space Analyzer Option Guide

FM
MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare Guide

FN
MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide

FO
MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Guide

FQ
MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power Guide

FT
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MICS Tape Analyzer Option Guide

FV
MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS Guide

FW
MICS Web Analyzer Option Guide

H
MICS Standard Reports Guide

I
MICS database Structure and Content Guide

JD
MICS Document Access Guide

JR
MICS MICF Reference Guide

JU
MICS MICF User Guide

L
MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide

M
MICS System Modification Guide

PA
MICS Capacity Planner Option Guide

PD
MICS Performance Manager Option Option Guide

PG
MICS StorageMate Option Guide

PK
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview Guide

PL
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option User Guide

W
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS Guide

The member naming conventions, by library, follow.

Library: sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT 

EXCnnnnn
Text for exception members. 'EXC' is the character string that identifies the member as containing an exception
description, and 'nnnnn' is a five-digit exception number. These members are referenced by the picklist for each
component guide.
Example: EXC01001 contains the text for exception 01001, "CPU Usage Imbalance Between MP/AP Processors."

innnnnnn or iinnnnnn
For text members. 'i' or 'ii' is the document identifier, 'nnnnnnn' is one to seven digits and identifies the section number. If a
level of the section number exceeds 9, letters are used in the member name, For example, 'A' for '10', 'B' for '11'.
Example: L232 contains the text for section 2.3.2 of document 'L'. LB31 contains the text for section 11.3.1 of document
'L'.
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PICi
For the text member containing the picklist for the document 'i'. Section 4.8.1 describes the MICS document programs and
explains picklists.
Example: PICL contains the picklist for the document 'L'.

PICin
For the text member containing the picklist for the document 'i', chapter 'n'.
Example: PICL3 contains the picklist for the document 'L', chapter 3.

iTITLE
For the text member containing the document title for the document 'i'.
Example: ATITLE contains the title page text for document 'A'.

iTITLEnn
For the text member containing the document title for the document 'i', chapter 'nn'.
Example: ATITLE01 contains the title page text for chapter 1 of document 'A'.

icc$nnn
For the text member containing a figure for the document 'i', chapter 'cc', figure number 'nnn'. The '$' separates the
chapter and figure numbers; the number of digits in 'cc' and 'nnn' is not fixed. The only restrictions are that both numbers
be present and that the two numbers plus the '$' not total more than seven characters.
Example: L2$36 is figure 2-36 of document 'L'. L14$2 is figure 14-2 of document 'L'.

Library: sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT 

#INSnnnn
For the text members which are copied into other members. 'nnnn' is a sequence number.

#INSfffE
For the generated text members that contain data element lists for file fff.

 #INSfffS
For the generated text members that contain the sequence keys for file fff.

#INSiiiA
For the text members that contain the file abstracts for the files in information area iii.

#INScccF
For the generated text members that contain the portion of the file matrix for component ccc.

#INScccQ
For the generated text members that contain the portion of the sequence chart for component ccc.

#INLnnnn
For the text members which are copied into other members. 'nnnn' is a sequence number.

Maintenance Policies and Procedures
MICS is a large system, with millions of lines of code and thousands of modules in several libraries. Maintenance of such
a large system would be impossible without strict guidelines on the method and content of maintenance application.

Product Maintenance Policies
MICS is regularly maintained to provide the most quality, utility, and performance to our customers, and to keep up with a
constantly advancing technological base. The Broadcom Support Program exists for distributing maintenance in the most
efficient and understandable way, with appropriate failsafe, and fallback mechanisms.

Because of the evolving nature of the MICS product and its maintenance subsystems, there can never be a complete
list of maintenance procedures. Procedures are added, changed, or dropped, as necessary, to keep MICS positioned as
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the most comprehensive I/S management product in the industry. However, we present this list of Product Maintenance
Policies here for your consideration as the foundation of MICS maintenance policy, not as a complete list. Any user
feedback on these policies is greatly appreciated.

The following policies govern MICS maintenance and user modifications:

• Review product Changes that are delivered through the Product Support Program (PSP) and, if applicable, be applied
by the user within 120 days of receipt.

• All user written changes to MICS modules should be applied through the IEBUPDTE utility.
• Never directly modify a MICS module through an online editor such as EDIT, SPF EDIT, or the QED EDITOR. An

attempt to edit a MICS source module results in forcing the EDITOR into NONUM mode. The module's sequence
numbers must be manually entered in this mode. This action is done to avoid the accidental renumbering of the source
module, and is accomplished by setting the sequence number field of the first statement (columns 73 through 80) to
'MICS6'.

• Record all changes to MICS modules in the Change Logs at the front of each module. Separate areas are allocated
for standard MICS maintenance (supplied by Broadcom) and user modifications. Each change to the module is noted
by one comment line. Modifications that are distributed through component upgrades, releases, and the Broadcom
Support Program automatically update the Change Logs.

• Apply standard MICS maintenance through PSP Online.
If necessary, full module replacements are supplied. The resequencing of module numbers is avoided wherever
possible.

• Standard MICS maintenance is distributed for the following libraries, and usually, are not applied to the library
automatically. This action is to safeguard user modifications that have been made to MICS.
– MICS.USER.SOURCE
– MICS.PARMS

• Integration of MICS maintenance with user modifications (retrofitting) is the responsibility of user.

The MICS design provides the user with a high degree of flexibility in tailoring a system through its standard options,
its generation processes, and the provision to enable user modification of system code. If this latter provision is used
prudently and with good change control practices, the results are advantageous to all.

User Maintenance Procedures
It is the user's responsibility to maintain the MICS Complex as installed at the user's site or sites. This action can be a
complicated process because there are many individual modules in the typical MICS installation, many libraries in which
they reside, and thousands of lines of code.

Maintenance of such a system would be impossible without strict adherence to an organized maintenance scheme.
The scheme that is chosen for MICS employs complete change documentation and the use of the standard IBM utility
IEBUPDTE. The reason for this strict approach is to ensure that necessary maintenance can be applied quickly and
accurately. For unmodified MICS systems, only vendor-supplied maintenance is involved. For modified MICS Complexes,
the application of vendor-supplied maintenance can become a huge task if modifications are not properly developed.

Applying Supplied Maintenance

MICS system maintenance is provided in the following ways:

Product Service Pack (PSP) maintenance
You receive this maintenance twice a year, once in the late spring or early summer, and then in late fall or early winter.
The PSP comprises both technical enhancements and scheduled maintenance for MICS products. For more information
about applying PSP maintenance, see Product Support Program (PSP).

Product Information Bulletins (PIBs)
Product Information Bulletins contain official news about a specific MICS product. PIBs are typically distributed with
maintenance, but can be distributed immediately, if appropriate.
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Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs)
Program Temporary Fixes (also referred to as APARs) are developed to enhance product functionality or correct a
software error.

Published PTFs
PTFs are corrections to problems or product enhancements that were determined to be important enough to make
available immediately. Published PTFs have been certified by QA and will be integrated into the next PSP. Published
PTFs are available for download at Broadcom Support.

Test PTFs
Occasionally, clients report a problem where an official fix has not yet been developed. In this case, a Test PTF is
developed to address the reported problem. Test PTFs have not been certified by QA and are only available by contacting
Broadcom Support.

The urgency of a PIB or a PTF is indicated by its HIPER classification as follows:

HIPER NO
The PIB or PTF is of normal importance.

HIPER YES
The PIB or PTF is of high importance.

HIPER FLASH
The PIB or PTF is of high importance and has critical impact. These bulletins and fixes are automatically mailed to you.

All of the hiper categories indicated here are available at Broadcom Support, or can be requested by contacting Broadcom
Support. If you register for hiper notification (Hiper Solution Delivery) using Broadcom Support, you automatically receive
any PIBs or PTFs classified as HIPER YES or HIPER FLASH by email.

User Change Control Procedure

Changes applied to the MICS system must be strictly controlled. Strictly controlling modifications minimizes errors.

Strict control involves constant attention to several matters:

• Is it convenient and cost-effective to make the intended modification, considering both time that is expended and the
run-time resources necessary?

• The modification increases your dependence on a particular maintenance level of MICS?
• Would the intended modification interfere with some other MICS process, or with the process of another system?
• How can information about the intended modification be gathered, documented, and disseminated?

Identification

The goal of change control procedures is to ensure a tested modification that produces the desired results. The desired
results are usually improvements in the performance or application of MICS at your site, or the introduction of some new
input source into the MICS database.

Source of Data

If the modification involves treating a new data source, document the source. Some examples of new data sources are
user-generated appendages to SMF records, entire special purpose SMF records, or manually generated operations data.
Regardless of the source, documentation is essential to the success of MICS modifications that use the inputs.

Include the following documentation:
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• The source of the input, such as the SMF log, or a data entry function.
• The format of each type of record, including the location and SAS INFORMAT specifications for each data element in

each record type.
• The availability of the input source, including the time of day the data can be input to a MICS update cycle, and what

corporate entity is responsible for the integrity of the input.

Database Output

If the modification involves adding new data elements or whole files to the MICS database, the output of the daily update
cycle must be documented. The examples noted previous could cause data elements to be added to existing MICS files,
or could cause entire user components to be added to MICS.

Include the following documentation:

• If the files currently exist, the list of files to be modified.
• The description of files to be added to the MICS database, and the structure of the user component to which these files

belong.
• The list of data elements added by the process, including the SAS data element length and output format of each.

Tangible Output

Usually a modification involves the production of some form of tangible output, such as a report or an extracted output
file to be used as input to some further process. The examples noted above might enable resource utilization or billing
reports to be created using extended accounting information, or may enable site-unique exceptions to be added to the
MICS administrative Information Area.

Include the following documentation:

• The list of existing reports into which the new material must be integrated, and considerations for doing the integration.
• The description of new reports or other MICS output that contains information from the new source, including report/

record content descriptions.

Benefit Analysis

If a modification involves improvement in the performance or application of MICS, the benefits of such a modification
should be examined. For example, some extension of the normal MICS input checkpointing mechanism might inform
the computer operator of a possible data loss condition. Such a modification should be evaluated for benefits: Does the
operator communication serve the useful purpose of helping the operator locate missing MICS input? Or would such
communication merely slow down the daily update process with a needless operator message with every update?

Include the following documentation:

• Identification of the MICS user or MICS support person who would benefit.
• A description of the benefit
• The list of MICS operational considerations necessary to use the new procedure.

Impact Analysis

Any modification involves actually changing MICS code or adding code to MICS. A complete list of MICS modules that are
affected must be made and evaluated.

Some MICS modules lend themselves to modification more readily than others, and some MICS modules should not be
modified at all. For example, if you are considering modifying the MICS JCL Generator, there is generally a way to modify
the MICS prototype library instead to produce the desired result.

Include the following documentation:
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• The identification of the MICS module or functional area to be modified.
• The description of the modification.
• The list of MICS operational dependencies that are seen at this stage. That is, if an update was made in module A,

then module B must be changed to accommodate the modification.

Authorization

The user is responsibility for integrating changes into MICS. This changes apply to vendor-supplied maintenance and
user-generated modifications.

The final responsibility at most MICS installations for authorizing the production implementation of MICS changes rests
with the MICS System Administrator, or some member of the organization's management staff at an even higher level.

Before arranging authorization, ensure:

• The changes do not affect the operation of MICS, except in the documented way.
• The changes do not affect the content of MICS data, except in the documented way.
• The changes do not increase the dependence of your site on a particular MICS or operating system release to a level

that you think is unreasonable.

The integrity of the MICS database is the prime consideration. That, after all, is a major reason behind the acquisition of
the product. The criticality of the integrity of data in the MICS database is self-evident, especially if the MICS data is used
in chargeback applications. Lost data can mean lost revenue.

The Broadcom Support Group is available to present objective arguments you may use in formulating the decision to
implement or not implement a change. Any negative response from the Broadcom Support Group should be considered
carefully.

Design and Review

The authorization phase of modification development includes an implied feasibility study. Having done that groundwork,
the next step is the design of the modification and a thorough review of the design.

General design of the modification is usually a short process. This statement is true because most modifications to MICS
are small in nature, even though the impact of the intended change may be great.

The most important factor in general design of a MICS modification is identifying all the areas that are affected by the
change. For example, adding an element to one file of the MICS database can involve coding a piece of MICS file exit
logic to construct contents of the data element. This coding can in turn involve more record selection and data element
verification logic. This coding may also require that more records be passed through the intermediate files, and that the
intermediate data sets be resized.

The general design of larger projects, such as adding user-written components, requires more effort. Besides the "ripple"
effect noted above, an entire spectrum of design must be done. This covers the input data through the output reports and
database, and identification of exception conditions.

The general design should be reviewed before detail design takes place. The Broadcom Support Group is able to
comment on summaries of such general designs. Also, user involvement at this stage in modification development can be
valuable in terms of short-term design refinement and long-term acceptance of MICS (if user involvement is needed for
the change).
Detail design of the modification should be done next. Detail design involves, at a minimum:

• Identifying each point in all modules to be modified.

• Producing logic diagrams or pseudocode for each modification point.

Producing a code implementation plan, defining the order in which module modifications have to be made.
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• Producing a test plan. This defines what debugging tools are used, what debugging output must be examined to
determine if the modification is working, and what checking must be done to determine that the modification is not
interfering with normal system operation.

Coding and Testing

Having an implementation and test plan is the prerequisite to coding the user modification. The implementation and test
plans can be followed and reviewed during testing to ensure that testing is adequate.

Certain coding conventions should be followed in coding user modifications to MICS. MICS/SAS Coding Conventions give
certain standards for MICS modification coding and SAS coding techniques. That section contains performance notes and
structure guidelines, too.

Documented the design of the modification. This record is critical for long-term maintenance considerations to have
accurate and complete documentation of changes that were coded. Also add comments in the code provided.
The normal tendency in actually entering code is to use a standard TSO-compatible editor. Such direct changes are not
compatible with the application of standard MICS maintenance. All modification coding must be done in iebupdte format to
provide compatibility of your code with standard MICS maintenance. Use the LOCALMOD.CNTL library that is provided in
your MICS Complex for this purpose.

Test on the Test database unit. This database unit type provides all the facilities necessary to perform unit and parallel
testing, interference testing, and separation of the tested logic from production libraries.

Coding should be applied to the libraries in the MICS Test database unit. Applying changes to MICS sharedprefix libraries
enable the modification immediately, and can cause an interruption in production MICS database units or production
database integrity problems.

Implementation

Implementation of the modification may be done after successful testing on the MICS TEST database unit. The nature of
the modification dictates the method of implementation.

It is important to have an integration plan. The modules that are changed and their locations must be listed, and the
module movement order documented.

Tested, modified modules may be moved back to the MICS sharedprefix libraries, if such is the nature of the modification.
All affected modules must be moved at once, and the change will be enabled in the next run of a production MICS
database unit.

If modules on database unit-oriented libraries have been modified, they must be moved to all applicable database unit
libraries. If those changes accompany changes at the complex level, all the database unit changes must be activated at
once. If they do not accompany such changes, the database unit modules may be moved one database unit at a time, or
all at once.

After implementation, each database unit in the complex should be reviewed. The first DAILY update cycle of all database
units to run after the module moves should be examined. Check the SAS logs of each step of each update output for
unexpected messages. List a few observations from each database unit's database for every file that could have possibly
been affected by the modification, and could examine the contents of the data elements for correctness.

Notification and Documentation

The modifications that are implemented in the previous section may affect MICS Complex operation, or the visible output
of MICS database units, or both. Often a modification may involve adding some data element to the MICS database
as a response to a user request. Users may begin to use the data element when the modification has been integrated.
Occasionally, a modification may affect the record selection algorithm to such a degree that modifications in input
preparation procedures must be made.
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Either of these cases requires some communication on the part of the MICS System Administrator to some other group in
the organization. Such notification of a MICS modification is usually better received if made in advance. That is, announce
the day that the implementation is done with several days "warning," so that changes in operation or reporting can be
made on a timely basis.

User Modification Descriptions, contains blank User Modification Description log sheets. These sheets provide a
convenient skeleton for documenting the minimum amount of necessary information about user-developed changes. The
information that is requested on this form is useful and necessary, but can be a small part of the complete documentation
picture.

Some of the identifiers on the User Modification Description form are designed to refer to a user-oriented filing system.
The documentation and working notes that are generated during approval and design phases of the modification
development can be saved. An attractive alternative filing method is to use the user modification number to index a
complete file on the modification. Such a file could easily contain not only the design material, but also code listings
(before and after), IEBUPDTE listings, and test results. This scheme has advantages in being able to reconstruct the
implementation process.

Change Control Test Database

MICS database units can be defined as a particular processing type, where the type of database unit describes the
function and structure of the unit itself.

A UNIT database unit is a production database unit that performs update and reporting cycles regularly. The PRIMARY
database is a UNIT database which also performs some functions for complex-level data sets. A SPECIAL database unit
is used for special, one-time analyses of selected input sources, especially in backloading.

The TEST database unit has all the facilities of a UNIT database. This database is designed to provide the facilities
necessary to test modifications to MICS before these modifications are put into production.

These user modifications must be tested in a TEST database unit. Any modification can be an unsuspected liability
to MICS database integrity. Use of the TEST database in testing user modifications. This testing can yield reliable
modifications that produce the intended results with minimal production database vulnerability.

Purpose

The TEST database unit exists to test modifications to MICS before such modifications are put into production. This
database unit was designed for the sole purpose of testing.

The TEST database unit is fully capable of running in a production mode. Production processing is NOT the purpose of a
TEST database unit, but the ability to operate in such a mode is necessary to provide comprehensive testing facilities.

The TEST database unit has full database functions. If generated, all timespans are maintained. Modifications to any file
in any timespan can be tested, printed, deleted, and retested without affecting any other database unit.

All archiving functions are supported. The effect of enabling or disabling file audit or history archiving can be quickly and
easily tested, using manufactured data or data that are copied from any other database unit.

Disjoint source files are maintained. Modifications that must be made to complex-level source files may be tested on
the TEST database unit without affecting any other database unit or the target complex libraries. The following special
libraries exist for that purpose, and are concatenated in front of their complex-level counterparts for testing in the TEST
unit:

• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE

Another advantage of the TEST database unit is that, if it is used properly (not in production), it can be deleted during
periods of no modification activity, and can be reinstalled when needed.
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Definition and Generation

The TEST database unit definition and generation is accomplished through the standard MICS installation checklist. Since
the TEST database is installed as a standard database unit type, such a unit can be installed through normal methods.

Controlled Input Data Sources

One advantage of a TEST database unit is the ability to test a database and logic configuration with a controlled amount
of test data. You can select and process data for testing, and can keep the data entirely separate from any production
MICS database unit.

The term selection usually brings to mind the concept of discarding unwanted data. A larger view of data selection is to
pick data for a specific purpose. In the TEST database unit, such selection has great benefit. Test data that represents
usual processing can be kept on the TEST unit. The user can search out data that represents unusual events and
monitoring conditions. However, it may not be possible, for example, to find the sequence of test data that represents the
SMF log contents during a full JES orderly shutdown.

If such a case is noted in a production process, and the data might be valuable to modification testing sometime in the
future, the data can be saved on the TEST database unit. You can save the data on a DASD data set associated with the
TEST database unit's prefix, or cataloged on tape through the TEST unit's tapeprefix.

You can group data in the TEST unit into meaningful intervals of time. Group this data in small amounts, say one hour's
worth, available to test a change. If the change has a problem, numerous processing time is not expended in error
detection.

Volume test data can be cataloged and saved on tape. Such data may be necessary for benchmarking possible optimized
code or operational changes.

End of the month and end of year test data can also be difficult to locate. As such conditions arise, or other variations from
normal time-stamp contents, the data may be saved through the TEST database unit. Examples of other such periods are
the transition to and from daylight saving time, and February 29 of a leap year.

Creative test data management can greatly reduce the effort that is involved in testing and verifying a modification to
MICS.

MICS Facilities
A MICS system includes several facilities that ease the installation tasks and help provide an optimum execution
environment. These facilities provide powerful tools for both standard and advanced installation tailoring of a MICS
system.

Using these facilities as described allows you to perform a broad range of modifications to MICS in a way that causes
minimal difficulty in applying maintenance and in moving to new releases of the product.

MICS has been designed to accept a wide range of data sources in several information areas. No single user installation
may ever use all the functions that are built into MICS, and the likelihood of any two MICS installations being identical is
small.

MICS installations can be tailored to individual sites by various standard means, through execution-time or installation-
time MICS parameters. This "tailoring" answers questions such as:

• Is JES2 or JES3 data to be kept by MICS, or are both types to be kept?
• What type of CICS monitor is used?
• What is the description of each processor that MICS processes?

Documentation for such standard specifications appears in the PIOM, and in the individual data integration Product
Analyzers.
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MICS has another level of tailoring available. Installations have the option of modifying the data source itself. Such as
changing the content of a particular SMF record type. Also, there are data elements that may not be used by MICS, even
though they appear in the data sources, because such use is not applicable to the user community and creates levels of
complication that are distracting to a typical MICS installation. This level of tailoring involves more than simply parameter
specifications. Some modification of the standard MICS process must be done.

MICS provides a flexible approach to modification. A considerable amount of MICS code and its environment is
generated. This action allows user modifications to be inserted by changing as few lines as possible of existing MICS
code to perform the intended function.

This section discusses facilities for MICS installation and user modification. The purpose of each facility is outlined here.
Subsequent sections discuss each facility in detail.

MICS Component Generator (MCG)
The MCG accepts encoded descriptions of components and their associated information areas, files, and data elements
within each file. For example, it produces SAS code and other material that builds files, summarizes data elements, and
ages files. Typical user modifications that require a knowledge of MCG operation include adding a data element to a file or
activating a file in a typically inactive timespan.

MICS JCL Generator (JCLGEN)
The JCLGEN accepts encoded descriptions of JCL. It produces executable JCL library members. Typical user
modifications that require a knowledge of JCLGEN operation include changing a data set name from the standard MICS
convention.

User Exit Facilities
The User Exit Facilities provide points for easy insertion of user SAS code in frequently modified parts of MICS logic.
Typical user modifications that require a knowledge of user exit facility operation include extending input data selection
criteria or implementing data element content changes at the detail level.

MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
MICF is the online MICS inquiry and documentation tool. MICF provides efficient access to MICS data and documentation
by experienced MICS users and provides useful tutorial functions for novices. Typical user modifications that require a
knowledge of MICF operation include integrating MICF into user SPF dialogs or rewording MICF screens or messages to
accommodate unusual requirements (like translating some messages into a language other than English).

MICS Utilities
The MICS utilities include print formatting, cross reference, and library maintenance programs. Typical user modifications
that require a knowledge of MICS utilities operation include modifying the DOCUMENT program to an alternate document
page structure or creating versions of the cross reference utilities for special purposes.

MICS Functions
The MICS functions include common database control functions, calendar data element derivations, and MICS standard
formats. Typical user modifications that require a knowledge of MICS functions operation include modifying the content
and use of common data elements, such as MONTH, or adding special user information into standard MICS status
reports.

MICS Component Generator (MCG)
The MICS Component Generator provides the following important capabilities:

• As described in Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques, the MCG simplifies database tailoring
• As described in Writing Field-developed Applications, the MCG simplifies writing a user component
• As described in MICS NSM Integration (MTI), the MCG facilitates integration of NSM data into the MICS database

The MICS Component Generator (MCG) minimizes the efforts in initial definition:
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• SAS coding
• MICF coding
• JCL coding
• System integration tasks that are involved with the design and implementation of a database component.

MCG Operational Flow illustrates the operational flow.

MCG Operational Flow

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                         Component        Account Parms    |

|                         Definition       (for each        |

|                         Statements        product)        |

|                             |               |             |

|                             |---------------+             |

|                             |                             |

|              +---------------------------------+          |

|              |CA MICS Component Generator (MCG)|          |

|              +---------------------------------+          |

|                             |                             |

|                             |                             |

|    +----------------+----------------+---------------+    |

|    |                |                |               |    |

| SAS CODE          DATA              JCL          DOCUMENT |

| (SOURCE)        (GENLIB)         (PROTOLIB)       (TEXT)  |

| (USOURCE)       (MCOLIB)          (PARMS)                 |

| (MACAUTOS)      (ISPTLIB)                                 |

| (and so on.)                                              |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

All the required SAS, MICF, JCL, and documentation members for a component are produced, but more user code (such
as the detail format routine DYcccFMT) must be provided using predetermined MACRO definitions.

Generation Dependencies

The MCG is one of several generation processes that are standard in a MICS system. So, it is important that the
dependencies between the MCG and the other generators be understood.

The five types of generations that take place in MICS are divided into two categories:

Database Complex Generations 

• MICS JCL Generation (JCLGEN) for complex-wide jobs and batch PROCs
• MICS Component Generation (MCG) for individual components. These jobs are identified by the jobname cccCGEN,

where ccc is the component identification. For example, SMF.

These jobs are submitted from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.

Database Unit Generations 
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• MICS Parameter Generation for individual database unit operational parameters that use the database unit parameter
library as input. These jobs are identified by the jobname cccPGEN, where ccc is the component identification. For
example, SMF

• MICS JCL Generation (JCLGEN) for individual database unit jobs and PROCs (JCLGENA through JCLGENH)
• MICS database Cycle Generation for individual database unit data retention limits (CYCLES and archive limits). This

job is named CYCLEGEN.

These jobs are submitted from the prefix.MICS.CNTL library.

Implications 

The MICS Component Generator (MCG) generates JCL PROTOLIB members that are used as input to the JCL
generations for database units. Therefore, any component generation changes MUST BE accompanied by JCL
generations for component or file definition-sensitive JCL (JCLGENB-JCLGEND) and cycle generations (CYCLEGEN).
These generations must be performed for each database unit in which the component is defined.

Because the component generator produces complex-wide output, the definitions of all components in the generation
library apply to ALL DATABASE UNITS in which the generated component is installed.

Generated Output

MCG Operational Flow illustrates the MCG produced output for several different MICS libraries. A maintenance report is
also produced: the Generation Definition Statements Report, which displays the statements that have been defined. If any
errors were detected in editing the statements, error messages appear immediately after the statement's display or at the
end of the entire list.

The MCG produces most of the required SAS, MICF, JCL, and documentation members for a component. More user
code must be provided to complete the component. An example of user code is the detail format routine DYcccFMT. The
following list describes the members that are produced by the MCG.

The conventions that are used in naming the different types of members are:

ccc
Three-character component identifier

iii
Three-character information area identifier

fff
Three-character file identifier

sss
Three-character component job-step number.

MICS Member Overview

The following list is a brief description of the purpose of each of the SAS, PROTOLIB, and document members that are
involved in a component implementation.

Database Tailoring

• SAS Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE'

$cccCYC1: Test Aging and Delete Cycle Macros
This member contains macros defining the file deletes and PROC DATASET aging statement for cycle maintenance in the
MICSGT update test process.

#cccSFD: Selective File Definition Macros and $cccSFD
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This member contains one macro for each file, defining the file as active or inactive (fffSFD).

cccCHECK: Database Check Routine
This member contains executable code to print the first ten observations of all files in the DETAIL and TABLES timespans
and to perform a TABLES list frequency distribution (PROC FREQ) according to the defined sequence pattern for all files
in DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

DYcccAGE: Daily File Aging Routine and DYcccRGE
This member contains executable code to update the Checkpoint and Input History Log Files for this component's
input data. This member also performs database cycle maintenance daily by aging for DETAIL and DAYS
files, and WEEKS week-to-date and MONTHS month-to-date files using the generated macros in the
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($cccCYCS) member.

DYcccSUM: Daily Summarization/Update Routine
This member contains executable code to insert the new file in the DAYS timespan, and to update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files in the WEEKS and MONTHS timespans respectively for the files that are supported in the applicable
timespans.

DYcccIUA: Incremental Update File Aging Routine
This member contains executable code to update the incremental update Checkpoint and Input History Log Files for this
component's input data. It also performs incremental update database cycle aging for DETAIL and DAYS files using the
generated macros in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($cccCYCS) member.

DYcccIUR: Incremental Update Daily File Roll-up Routine
This member contains executable code to copy the "today to-date" incremental update DETAIL and DAYS level files to
the appropriate unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespan data sets. This processing is executed during the DAILY job to
"roll-up" the incremental update database to the production unit database files.

DYcccIUS: Incremental Update Summarization/Update Routine
This member contains executable code to combine DETAIL and DAYS level files from the current incremental update with
the "today to-date" files resulting from today's prior incremental update executions for this product.

WKcccAGE: Weekly File Aging Routine
This member contains executable code to update the Checkpoint File for this component's weekly update. This
member also performs database cycle maintenance weekly by aging the files that are supported in the WEEKS timespan
using the generated macros in the #cccCYCS member.

WKcccAUD: Weekly Audit Archive Routine
This member contains executable code to update the archive weekly audit files for all files that are supported in the
DETAIL or DAYS timespan and defined as eligible for the weekly audit archive process.

WKcccHST: Weekly History Archive Routine
This member contains executable code to update the archive weekly history files for all files that are supported in the
WEEKS timespan and defined as eligible for the weekly history archive process.

MNcccAGE: Monthly File Aging Routine
This member contains executable code to update the Checkpoint File for this component's monthly update. This
member also performs database cycle maintenance monthly by aging the files supported in the MONTHS timespan using
the generated macros in the #cccCYCS member.

MNcccHST: Monthly History Archive Routine
This member contains executable code to update the archive monthly history files for all files that are supported in the
MONTHS timespan and defined as eligible for the monthly history archive process.

YRcccAGE: Yearly File Aging Routine
This member contains executable code to update the Checkpoint File for this component's yearly update. This
member also performs database cycle maintenance yearly by aging the files that are supported in the YEARS timespan
using the generated macros in the #cccCYCS member.
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Note: The next five members are maintained for compatibility with old-style SAS macros. The old (SAS 79-style) macros
that are defined in this member resolve to the new (%MACRO) macros that are described later. The generated members
are: #cccFLS, #cccKEEP, #cccLBLS, #cccSEQ, and #cccSUM.

#cccFLS: Element LENGTH, FORMAT, and INFORMAT Macros
Contains three macros for each file defining the LENGTHs, FORMATs, and INFORMATs for all elements in the file, with
unique definitions for the DETAIL (_fffFD), DAYS/WEEKS (_fffFDD), and MONTHS/YEARS (_fffFDM) timespans.

#cccKEEP: File KEEP Statement Macros
Contains up to six macros for each file defining the elements to be kept by the KEEP statement in the DETAIL (_fffKPDT),
DAYS (_fffKPDY), WEEKS (_fffKPWK), MONTHS (_fffKPMN), YEARS (_fffKPYR), and TABLES (_fffKPTB) timespans.

#cccLBLS: File LABEL Statement Macros
Contains one macro for each file defining all the data elements' 40-character labels (_fffLBLS).

#cccSEQ: File Sequence Definition Macros
Contains up to six macros for each file defining the file's unique sequence pattern for the DETAIL (_fffSEQX), DAYS
(_fffSEQD), WEEKS (_fffSEQW), MONTHS (_fffSEQM), YEARS (_fffSEQY), and TABLES (_fffSEQT) timespans.

#cccSUM: File Summarization and Computation Macros
Contains two macros for each file defining: (1) the processing logic for summarizing the data in the file to a higher level of
granularity (_fffSUM), and (2) SAS expressions for all computed elements (_fffVCE).

• SAS Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB'

DAYsss: %INCLUDE List for Daily DB Update
This member contains executable code to include all the MICS SAS macro and executable code members that are
required for the daily database update step.

WEEKsss: %INCLUDE List for Weekly DB Update
This member contains executable code to include all the MICS SAS macro and executable code members that are
required for the weekly database update step.

MONTHsss: %INCLUDE List for Monthly DB Update
This member contains executable code to include all the MICS SAS macro and executable code members that are
required for the monthly database update step.

YEARsss: %INCLUDE List for Yearly DB Update
This member contains executable code to include all the MICS SAS macro and executable code members that are
required for the yearly database update step.

cccGTEST: %INCLUDE List for Testing Online Database
This member contains executable code to include all the MICS SAS macro and executable code members that are
required to test all online database update and reporting functions. This %INCLUDE list is used by the MICSGT
generation and test procedure.

• JCL PROTOLIB Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB'

DYcccsss: Step JCL for Daily Job
This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces the step JCL for this component that
is used in a database unit's daily update job.

WKcccsss: Step JCL for Weekly Job
This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces the step JCL for this component that
is used in a database unit's weekly update job.

MNcccsss: Step JCL for Monthly Job
This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces the step JCL for this component that
is used in a database unit's monthly update job.

YRcccsss: Step JCL for Yearly Job
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This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces the step JCL for this component that
is used in a database unit's yearly update job.

WKccc300: Step JCL Portion for Weekly Archive
This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces JUST the input and output JCL data
definition statements (DD statements) used to update the audit and weekly history archive files. If not being generated in
the optional stand-alone AUDIT or HISTW jobs or both.

MNccc300: Step JCL Portion for Monthly Archive
This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces JUST the input and output JCL
data definition statements (DD statements) used to update the monthly history archive files. If not being generated in the
optional stand-alone HISTM job.

AUDIT: JCL for Stand-Alone Weekly Audit Archive
Optionally contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces JUST the input and output JCL data
definition statements (DD statements) used to update the audit archive files.

HISTW: JCL for Stand-Alone Weekly History Archive
(Optional) This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces JUST the input and output
JCL data definition statements (DD statements) used to update the audit weekly history files.

HISTM: JCL for Stand-Alone Monthly History Archive
(Optional) This member contains PROTOLIB JCL that, when generated by the MJG, produces JUST the input and output
JCL data definition statements (DD statements) used to update the audit monthly history files.

• Data Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB'

cccFCT: File Definition Table (FCT)
This member contains data that defines each file and the timespans in which they are supported for the component. This
member is used to support the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) with database complex configuration information.

• Documentation Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT'

#INSfffE: Data Element List
This member contains text for a single file; lists the data elements supported. This documentation member is stored in the
INC.TEXT library and is used in the product guides.

#INSfffS: File Organization Box
This member contains text for a single file; lists the sequence/summarization pattern for this file in each timespan in which
the file is supported. This documentation member is stored in the INC.TEXT library and is used in the product guides.

#INScccF: General File Matrix Chart
This member contains text for all files in the component, listing each file and the timespans in which it is supported. This
documentation member is stored in the INC.TEXT library and is used in the product guides.

• SAS Autocall Macros 'sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS'

cccACCT: Component Account Code Definition Macro
This member contains the SAS LENGTHs, FORMATs, and LABELs of the account code data elements that are defined
for this component.

cccC: Component Description Macro
This member contains a list of all files in the component, the information areas to which they belong, and the essential and
derived options that are used in their generation.

cccCLEN: Component Element Length Macros
This member contains SAS length descriptors for the common data elements that are used by files in the component.

fffDERV: File Derived Element Computation Macros
This member contains SAS statements necessary to calculate every derived data element in the file.
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fffFMT: File Format and Informat Macros
This member contains SAS format and informat descriptors for each data element in the file, in all timespans.

fffKEEP: File Keep Macros
This member contains the data element KEEP list for the file in all timespans.

fffLEN: File Length Macros
This member contains SAS length descriptors for each data element in the file, in all timespans.

fffLBL: File Label Macros
This member contains SAS label statements for each data element in the file in any timespan.

fffSEQ: File Sequence Macros
This member contains the list of data elements, by timespan, that describes the key structure and summarization break of
the file.

fffSUM: File Summarization Macros
This member contains the SAS statements necessary to summarize the file into a higher timespan. Derived data elements
are recalculated by the fffDERV macro, referenced by the fffSUM macros.

• Data members

sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
These members are ISPF tables that are used in support of the MICS online applications and end-user facilities.

sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
These SAS files and SAS views support MICS generation and operational processes and also provide information to the
MICS end-user applications.

Component Shell Generation - One Time Only Execution

• SAS Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE'

$cccMSTR: Master Options
This member contains macros that define component options or special flags. The member is initially empty following a
shell generation.

#cccEXIT: User Exit Macros
This member contains one macro for each file (_USRSfff) that provides a MICS exit (Null SAS Macro) immediately before
the file is written in the daily format routine.

DYcccFMT: Daily Input Format Routine

Note: Items followed by an asterisk contain executable code, which must be completed by the user, to perform the
following functions:

• Input raw input data (*)
• Edit raw input data (*)
• Verify input data against checkpoint low/high dupdate ranges for duplicate data test o Use checkpoint processing

facilities for NODATE, SELECT, and/or FORCE options
• Insert files in the DETAIL timespan
• Support Selective File Definition (SFDs)
• Support User File Exits o Update Checkpoint File low/high update ranges
• Update Input History Log File with update activity, record counts, and update ranges o Sort all DETAIL files and drop

duplicate data.

DYcccMBO: Daily MBO Report Routine
Contains executable code to produce this component's daily management objective routine. This member is initially empty
following a shell generation.
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WKcccMBO: Weekly MBO Report Routine
Contains executable code to produce this component's weekly management objective routine. This member is initially
empty following a shell generation.

MNcccMBO: Monthly MBO Report Routine
Contains executable code to produce this component's monthly management objective routine. This member is initially
empty following a shell generation.

DYcccEXC: Daily Exception Analyzer Routine
Contains executable code, which must be completed by the user, to perform the exception analysis that has been defined
for this component. This member contains only standard DATA, SET, initialization, and termination code. You must add the
actual exception analyzers.

cccEVA: Exception Value Analyzer Routine
Contains executable code, which must be completed by the user, to perform the exception value analysis for those
elements used in this component's exception analyzer. This member contains only standard DATA, SET, initialization, and
termination code. You must add the actual exception value analyzers.

• Documentation Members 'sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT'

PICccc: Data Dictionary PIC List
This member contains the PIC list necessary to generate the data dictionary elements for this component.

eeeeeeee: Data Dictionary Shell
This member contains the outline or "shell" member for the data dictionary member for this data element.

MCG Operation

The MCG is invoked through one of two standard complex-wide procedures that are listed here:

MICSGU
MICS Generation and Libraries Updated

MICSGT
MICS Generation and Test (reports and test only)

Standard jobs have been generated by JCLGEN0 for the standard MICS components using the MICSGU PROC. These
jobs are named cccCGEN, where ccc is the component identifier (for example, SMFCGEN).

We suggest using the PROCs in the following manner:

• Use MICSGU for all functions for standard MICS components.
• Use MICSGT to test the operational fitness of generated user components.

Remember that whenever a MICSGU is executed, it is necessary also to execute the JCL and cycle generations for the
applicable database units. For more information, see Generation Dependencies.

Component Generator Execution

The component generator may be executed to generate and test a component on a temporary basis or to generate the
final version of the component and load the production libraries.

A standard procedure, MICSGT, has been provided to enable the user to generate and test a user component. The only
symbolic that is required to execute the procedure is &COMPT, which is used to define the component that is being
generated. For more information, see Writing Field-developed Applications.

Component Generator Execution Flow

The component generator reads generator definition statements and, based on the options and definitions input,
dynamically invokes the required generator subroutines.
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Phase 1:

The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, is the first module that is executed and serves the purpose of the SAS
INCLUDE member for the generation job. Before actually beginning execution, GENCOM %INCLUDEs two members,
#BASMSTR and GENSASMC.

#BASMSTR
The standard MICS step initialization process. This member dynamically builds several required Macros.

GENSASMC
This member contains all the standard MACROs used in the generation process and is not an executable module.

Phase 2:

The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, then invokes the generator initialization routine, GENINIT.

GENINIT
This member performs a pre-pass of the generator definition statements to identify the type of generation to be performed
and the component to be generated. This information, with the date and time of generation, is stored by the MICS Global
Data Facility for reference by other generator subroutines.

Phase 3:

The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, then invokes the common element definition generator, GENSASCE.

GENSASCE
Processes the member $DEGENIN from GENLIB to create input to be used by the GENINPUT routine in processing
common data elements. $DEGENIN contains generator definition statements which identify common data elements, their
processing attributes (retained, accumulated, maximum, and so on), LENGTH and FORMAT definitions, SAS LABEL,
Data Dictionary ALIAS, and alternate field name definitions.

Phase 4:

The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, then invokes the generator definition statement input parser,
GENINPUT.

GENINPUT
This member performs the following operations:

• Creates a work file (GENFIL) which contains a record for each FILE defined.
• Creates a work file (GENINF) which contains a record for each INFORMATION AREA defined.
• Creates a work file (GENDED) which contains a record for each DATA ELEMENT/TIMESPAN defined.
• Creates a work file (GENDEP) which contains a record for each DATA ELEMENT/TIMESPAN DEPENDed on by a

derived data element in that timespan.
• Creates a work file (GENCED) which contains a record for each computed EXPRESSION required to build the code

for computed data elements.
• Inputs and edits each of the generator definition statements.
• Builds SELECT indicators which are input by GENCOM to determine which modules are to be executed.
• Processes @@ACCT statements and dynamically invokes the account code generator. This enables GENINPUT to

then substitute the actual account codes into the appropriate locations.
• Processes @@FIRST and @@LAST statements and output the information to the computed expression (GENCED)

file.
• Verifies all sequence patterns to ensure that: (1) each file has at least one sequence field, (2) the sequence fields are

ascending in rank and contiguous, and (3) sequences are not defined more than once within a file.
• Verifies logical data conditions to ensure that (1) an element is not defined more than one time within a file, and (2)

computed elements must have computed expressions.

Phase 5:
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The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, then invokes the required generator subroutines, which are based on
the options that have been defined, to generate the component. If the component being generated is the Base (BAS)
Component, then the select indicators are set to indicate that several modules are not to be generated.

1. Invokes component-unique generators to create specialized SAS code for the respective component.
2. Invokes the required modules to perform GENFILES generation (File Tailoring).

Phase 6:

The component generator supervisor, GENCOM, then invokes the update mechanism, %GENUPDT, that stores
generated members into MICS libraries.

Generator Definition Statements

Components are defined using several types of generator definition statements, as discussed here. These statements are
located in several members of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, the generation library.

Distribution material includes one member in the GENLIB library for each MICS component licensed. The members are
named in the form cccGENIN, where ccc is the three letter component identifier. The specific members on the library may
include:

BASGENIN
MICS Platform

RMFGENIN
Hardware and SCP Analyzer

SMFGENIN
Batch and Operations Analyzer

cccGENIN
ccc MICS component where ccc is the three letter component identifier. An example is CICGENIN, which is the member
containing definition statements for CICS Analyzer.)

UxxGENIN
User-Written Component

ZxxGENIN
User-Written Component (where one member is coded for each user-written component installed.)

Common data elements are elements that are used by more than one MICS file. If a common element is used by files in
more than one product, the common element is defined in the special generation library member named $DEGENIN. If a
common element is used by files in a single product, the common element is defined in that product's cccGENIN member
before the first AREA statement.

Components are defined through component definition statements that contain the following keywords:

GEN:
Defines the generation process to be performed.

OPTION:
Defines the data element clusters to be included in the generation.

COMP:
Defines the component name, identifier, job-step number, and input file attributes.

COMPOPT:
Defines the component-specific Essential and Derived Data Element options.

COMPJOB:
Defines the operational JOBs that contain a component-specific step.
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INPUTSOURCE:
Defines the component's input source and the record types that are processed by the component.

common elements:
Defines elements that are available to more than one of this component's files. These elements must appear before the
first AREA statement.

AREA:
Defines the information area within which a file or set of files belongs.

Files are defined through file definition statements that contain the following keywords:

FILE:
Defines a file's name, identifier, timespans supported, and archive levels supported.

FOPT:
Defines the file's specific Essential and Derived Data Element options.

CYCLES:
Defines a file's default database cycle retention values.

COMPRESS:
Defines whether the file is eligible to be compressed when the compression facility is activated.

Standard and common data elements are defined through standard and common data element definition statements that
contain the following keywords:

TYPE:
Defines a data element's type, file sequence position, length, and format.

ALIAS:
Defines a data element's data dictionary alias.

ALTNAME:
Defines a common data element's alternate name, as saved on all files.

NAME/NAMX:
Defines a data element's name and label and, for standard data elements, the timespans in which the data element exists.

EXP:
Defines a standard data element's expression to compute the element's value, if the data element is a computed element
(type C).

DEPEND:
Defines dependencies between standard data elements on the file.

The following terms help you understand how these statements relate to each other hierarchically. Refer to clusters of
Component Generator (MCG) control statements by their group function. The following groups are defined:

Component Group:
The set of all MCG control statements that define a component in the cccGENIN member. This group consists of one
GEN statement, an optional OPTION statement, one COMP statement, an optional COMPOPT statement, an optional
COMPJOB statement, an optional INPUTSOURCE statement, and one or more AREA statements.

File Group:
The set of all MCG statements that define a file within an information area. This group consists of one FILE statement,
one FOPT statement, one CYCLES statement, an optional COMPRESS statement, and one or more Type Groups.

Type Group:
The set of all MCG statements that define one or more data elements within a file, such that all the data elements in the
group share common summarization algorithms and common SAS characteristics of format and length in all timespans of
the file. This group consists of a TYPE statement followed by one or more Data Element Groups.
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Data Element Group:
The set of all MCG statements that completely defines one single data element within the Type Group. This group
consists of different statements that are based on the data element's type:
Derived summarization elements (type "C" or computed) consist of:

• One ALIAS statement, optional
• One NAME or NAMX statement, mandatory
• One EXP statement, mandatory
• More EXP statements, optional
• One or more DEPEND statements, optional

Common elements (type "X") consist of:

• One ALIAS statement, optional
• One ALTNAME statement, optional
• One NAME statement, mandatory

All other summarization types consist of:

• – One ALIAS statement, optional
– One NAME or NAMX statement, mandatory
– One or more DEPEND statements, optional

WARNING
Warning! The order of statements is critical.

If optional statements are used, they must appear in the order that is shown in the diagram that follows. For example, if an
OPTION statement is being used, it MUST appear after the COMP statement.

                                               +- GEN ...

         +------------------(component header)-+  COMP xyz

         |                                     +- COMPOPT ...

         |                                     +- COMPJOB ...

         |                                     +- OPTION  ...

         |                                     +- INPUTSOURCE

         |                                     +- ..common..

         |                                        ..elements.

         |        +------------------------------ AREA ...

         |        |         +------------------+- FILE ...

         |        |         |                  +- FOPT ...

         |        |         |                  +- CYCLES ...

         |        |         |                  +- COMPRESS...

         |        |         |         +---------- TYPE ....

         |        |         |         |        +- ALIAS ...

         |        |         |         | D.E.   |  NAME ...

         |        |         |         | group -+  EXP 01 ...

         |        |         |  type   |        |  EXP nn ...

         |        |         |  group -+        +- DEPEND ...

         |        |         |         | D.E.

         |        |  file   |         | group -+- NAME ...

         |        |  group -+         |        +- EXP 01 ...

         | info   |         |         |

         | area  -+         |         | D.E.   +- NAME ...

         | group  |         |         | group -+  EXP 01 ...

         |        |         |         +------- +- DEPEND ...

GENLIB   |        |         |  more
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member  -+        |         |  type

xyzGENIN |        |         |  groups - ...

         |        |         |

         |        |         +-------------------- last D.E.

         |        |

         |        |         +------------------+- FILE ...

         |        |         |                  +- FOPT ...

         |        |  more   |                  +- CYCLES ...

         |        |  file  -+  type            +- COMPRESS...

         |        |  groups |  groups - ...

         |        |         |

         |        |         +-------------------- last D.E.

         |        +------------------------------ last file

         |

         |        +------------------------------ AREA ...

         |        |         +------------------+- FILE ...

         |        |         |                  +- FOPT ...

         | more   |         |                  +- CYCLES ...

         | info  -+  file  -+  type            +- COMPRESS...

         | area   |  groups |  groups - ...

         | groups |         |

         |        |         +-------------------- last D.E.

         |        +------------------------------ last file

         +--------------------------------------- last area

Component Definition Statements

The generation definition statements that are used to define the component and information area to be generated and to
control the MCG generation processing options are GEN, OPTION, COMP, COMPOPT, COMPJOB, INPUTSOURCE, and
AREA.

The GEN statement controls the extent of component generation. Only one GEN statement is permitted in each
cccGENIN member.

The optional OPTION statement defines optional processing and data element selection parameters unique to this
component. User-written components typically do not use this statement. If present, only one OPTION statement is
permitted per cccGENIN member.

The COMP statement defines the component. Only one COMP statement is permitted per cccGENIN member.

The optional COMPOPT statement defines the Essential and Derived data element options to be used for this
component's files.

The optional COMPJOB statement defines whether the component is included in or excluded from operational processing.

The optional INPUTSOURCE statement defines the component's input source and the record types it processes.

The AREA statement defines the information areas within the defined component. A minimum of one AREA statement per
cccGENIN member is required. Each AREA statement must be followed by one or more file statement groups. One AREA
statement is coded per information area in the component. For example, the IMS Analyzer has one information area, and
that information area's name is also IMS. The SCP and Hardware Analyzer, however, has two information areas, HAR and
SCP.

Generation Type Statement (GEN)

This statement defines the type of generation to be performed, analyzes statement syntax, a database definition
generation, or a "shell" module generation.
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Statement Format
This statement is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the Generation Type
Statement.

GEN XXXXXXXXXX

       |

       |

       +---GENTYPE

Statement Option Definitions 

GENTYPE
Defines the type of generation to be performed, with the valid options including:

SYNTAX
Analyzes first-level syntax for input statements. No generation is performed.

GENFILES
Generate system code and documentation for data elements and file definitions.

GENSHELL
Generate shell documentation members for data dictionary and exception entries, and shell SAS source code for
management objective reports, user exit member, exception analyzers, and exception value evaluators. This option is
ONLY used to build user components. Do not use this option for Broadcom-distributed components.

Statement Definition Example 

GEN GENFILES

This generation statement is requesting a component generation to generate system code and documentation for data
elements and file definitions.

Option Statement (OPTION)

The OPTION statement identifies which data element clusters are being included or excluded when a file's data element
content is generated. This statement is optional.

Statement Format 

The OPTION statement is free-form and coded with KEYWORDs in columns 1 through 72. Continuation is not supported.
The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the OPTION statement.

  OPTION xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx

          |      |      |      |      |      |

          +------+------+------+------+------+

          |

          +--- KEYWORDs

OPTION
Defines which data element clusters are to be included or excluded when generating the file's data element content.

KEYWORDs
Defines which of the data element clusters to include in or exclude from the file. KEYWORDs vary by product and are
listed in each Product' Analyzer. All data element clusters that are shown for a product must be present.

See Parameters of the appropriate Product Analyzer for OPTION statement information.
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Component Statements (COMP and COMPOPT)

The component statements define the component that is being generated by assigning the required identification name,
job-step number, input file attributes, and Essential and Derived data element options.

Statement Format 

The COMP and COMPOPT statements are always specified in a matched pair. There is one COMP statement per
cccGENIN member. The COMPOPT statement may be omitted, in which case default values for the Essential and
Derived options are taken. If the COMPOPT statement is present, it MUST immediately follow the COMP statement in
cccGENIN.

The COMP statement is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column
72. Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the component
statements.

  COMP ccc sss bbbbb rrr AAAA xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        |   |    |    |    |      |

        |   |    |    |    |      +--- COMPNAME - Name of the

        |   |    |    |    |           component.

        |   |    |    |    |

        |   |    |    |    +--- ACCOUNTING - Definition of

        |   |    |    |         component's use of account

        |   |    |    |         level data elements.

        |   |    |    |

        |   |    |    +--- RECFM - Input file record format

        |   |    |         to be used for input data.

        |   |    |

        |   |    +---BLKSIZE - Input file maximum block size

        |   |        to be used for input data.

        |   |

        |   +---STEPNUM - Job step number used to identify

        |       this component in the CA MICS jobs.

        |

        +---COMPID - Component identification.

The COMPOPT statement is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column
72. Continuation is not supported. The following describes the format and coding rules for the component option
statement.

  COMPOPT eeeeeeee dddddddd xxxxxxxx

             |        |        |

             |        |        |

             |        |        +--- BYPASS - Optional

             |        |             protection bypass for all

             |        |             files in this component.

             |        |

             |        +--- DERIVED - The derived data element

             |             option to be used for all files in

             |             this component.

             |

             +------ ESSENTIAL - The essential data element

                     option to be used for all files in this

                     component.
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Statement Option Definitions 

COMP
Defines the description of the component that is being generated.

COMPID
The three-character component identifier that identifies this component (for example, the CICS Analyzer's COMPID
is CIC). A user component must have a 'U' or 'Z' as its first letter to denote that it is a user component and ensure
the uniqueness in the component's identification. Also, MSI cannot be used as component identifier.

STEPNUM
The three-character job-step number that identifies this component's job steps in the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and
YEARLY jobs. For example, the CICS Analyzer's STEPNUM is 040. Step numbers for user components should be
restricted to those numbers from 150 through 190. If there is a concern about eventually using all the numbers in this
range, one should define multiple information areas within user components wherever possible.

BLKSIZE
This parameter is obsolete and must be a "." or range from 18 to 32000 for compatibility.

RECFM
This parameter is obsolete and must be ".", F, FB, U, VB, or VBS for compatibility.

ACCOUNTING
The keywords ACCT or NOACCT define whether this component has files that contain account level data elements.
ACCT causes the ACCTGEN process to be performed and is used if the data element name @@ACCT appears on any
file in the component's definition.
This parameter controls the interpretation of the @@ACCT NAME statement in this component's files. If files contain
@@ACCT NAME statements, specifying NOACCT here causes @@ACCT to be ignored. Specifying ACCT causes
@@ACCT to expand into one or more account code data elements. If no @@ACCT names appear in any file in the
component, this parameter is ignored.
For user components, specify ACCT to generate component shells that include the user component interface to MICS
Accounting and Chargeback.

COMPNAME
A 1-40 character name for the component.

COMPOPT
Defines the Essential and Derived data element options to be used for this component's files.

ESSENTIAL
Must take the value of DEFAULT, INITIAL, ONLY, or ALL. If DEFAULT is coded, the component is generated using the
option for essential data elements set in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), which is activated by the CPLXGEN
job. If INITIAL, ONLY, or ALL is specified, files in the component are generated using this essential option value. See the
FOPT statement description for more information.

DERIVED
Must take the value of DISK, COMP, or DEFAULT. If DEFAULT is coded, the option for derived data elements set in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), which is activated by the CPLXGEN job, are used for all files in the component.
If COMP or DISK is specified, the files in the component are generated using this derived option value. See the FOPT
statement description for more information.

BYPASS
This optional parameter is typically left blank. There are safeguards in the evaluation of the Essential option that help
prevent inadvertent data loss. If you want to bypass these safeguards and force the Essential option for all files in a
component to a value of INITIAL or ONLY unless overridden on the FOPT statement, code the word BYPASS in this
position on the COMPOPT statement. Otherwise, for the protection of the data on an existing database, do not code this
parameter.

Statement Definition Example 
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COMP USL 150 .  .  NOACCT User SYSLOG Component

COMPOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT

This component statement defines a user component (USL) named User SYSLOG Component, which is to execute as
step 150. The component will not require account level data elements and will use the default Essential and Derived data
element options set at the complex level in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF).

Component Job Statement (COMPJOB)

The optional Component Job Statement defines the product's exclusion or inclusion of component processing in DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs.

Statement Format 

The COMPJOB statement may be omitted, in which case the product is not included in any operational job, exception, or
MBO report generation, nor archive eligibility.

If the COMPJOB statement is present, it MUST follow the COMPOPT statement in cccGENIN.

The COMPJOB statement is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1. Parameters are free-form and can continue
through column 72. Statement continuation is not supported. The following describes the format and coding rules for the
COMPJOB statement.

  COMPJOB  dwmy  edwm  awm

      |     |      |    |

      |     |      |    +-- Audit/History indicators

      |     |      |

      |     |      +-- Exceptions/MBO report indicators

      |     |

      |     +-- Job indicators

      |

      +-- COMPJOB - statement identification

Statement Option Definitions 

COMPJOB
Define that the product be excluded from or included in operational jobs, exception and MBO report generation, and
archive eligibility.

dwmy
Indicators that show whether the product is processed in the MICS DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY jobs. Code a
D, W, M, Y, or inactive (.) in the respective position.

edwm
Indicators that show whether the product has exceptions that are generated and reported, and if management objective
reports are to be produced by the DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY MICS reporting processes. Code an E, D, W, M, or
inactive (.), respectively.

awm
Indicators that show whether the product is eligible to create AUDIT, WEEKLY History, or MONTHLY History archives.
Code an A, W, M, or inactive (.), respectively.

Statement Definition Example 

COMPJOB DWM. EDWM .WM

These statements define a product that is processed in the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs. Exceptions and MBO
reports are generated and reported in the daily, weekly, and monthly reporting processes. In addition, the product is
eligible to create weekly and monthly history archives.
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For more information about the COMPJOB statement, see Data Unavailable and Minimal Input Data.

Input Source Statement (INPUTSOURCE)

The optional input source statements define the product's input source type and the record types it processes.

Statement Format 

If the INPUTSOURCE statement is present, it MUST follow the COMPJOB statement, if present, or the COMPOPT
statement in cccGENIN.

The INPUTSOURCE statement is coded starting in column 1. Parameters are free-form and can continue through
column 72. Although statement continuation is not supported, multiple INPUTSOURCE statements can be specified. The
following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the INPUTSOURCE statement.

    INPUTSOURCE  source  rtype ...

        |           |      |

        |           |      +-- Record type

        |           |

        |           +-- Type of input source

        |

        +-- INPUTSOURCE - statement identification

Statement Option Definitions 

INPUTSOURCE
Defines the product's input source type and the record types that it processes.

source
A value of SMF, NONSMF, or MSI for the first INPUTSOURCE statement; a value of inactive (.) for subsequent
statements.

recordtype
Ranges from 0 to 255. Multiple record types may be defined on a line. If a value of MSI is specified for the input source,
record type is ignored.

Statement Definition Example  

INPUTSOURCE SMF 30 35 70

INPUTSOURCE .  43 66 100

These statements define that the input source is SMF data and that record types 30, 35, 43, 66, 70, and 100
are supported.

Information Area Statement (AREA)

The Information Area statement defines an area identifying the Information Area ID and name.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the Information Area
Statement.

  AREA  iii xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

         |     |

         |     +--- INFONAME - Information Area Name.

         |

         +---INFOID   - Information Area identification.
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Statement Option Definitions 

AREA
Defines an Information Area for the product.
This statement is required. If a product has only one Information Area, this Information Area ID may be the same as the
component ID. The maximum number of information areas per component is nine.

INFONAME
Defines a 1-40 character name for this information area.

INFOID
Defines a 3-character ID for the information area identifier. A user information area must have U or Z as its first letter
to denote that it is a user information area and ensure the uniqueness in the information area's identification. Also, MSI
cannot be used as in information area name.

Statement Definition Example 

AREA UOD User SYSLOG Operations Data

This statement defines a user information area (UOD) named User SYSLOG Operations Data.

File Definition Statements

The statements in a file group are used to define a file within an information area. One or more file groups may be
contained within an information area definition.

A file group of component generation statements consists of all statements that are necessary define the file.
These statements are the FILE and optional FOPT, CYCLES, and COMPRESS.

Grouping and Order

The grouping and order of the statements is important because of the hierarchical nature of MCG statements. This
diagram illustrates the order of statements:

                                       . . .

       +------------------------------ AREA ...

       |         +------------------+- FILE ...

       |         |                  +- FOPT ...

       |         |                  +- CYCLES ...

       |         |                  +- COMPRESS ...

       |         |         +---------- TYPE ....

       |         |         |        +- ALIAS ...

       |         |         | D.E.   |  NAME ...

       |         |         | group -+  EXP 01 ...

       |         |         |        |  EXP 02 ...

       |         |  type   |        |  EXP nn ...

       |         |  group -+        +- DEPEND ...

       |         |         | D.E.

       |  file   |         | group -+- NAME ...

       |  group -+         |        +- EXP 01 ...

info   |         |         |

area  -+         |         | D.E.   +- NAME ...

group  |         |         | group -+  EXP 01 ...

       |         |         +------- +- DEPEND ...

       |         |

       |         |

       |         |  more               TYPE ...
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       |         |  type . . .

       |         |  groups - ...

       |         |

       |         +-------------------- last D.E.

       |

       |         +------------------+- FILE ...

       |         |                  +- FOPT ...

       |  more   |                  +- CYCLES ...

       |  file  -+  type            +- COMPRESS ...

       |  groups |  groups - ...

       |         |

       |         +-------------------- last D.E.

       +------------------------------ last file

File Statement (FILE)

This statement defines a MICS database file identifying the type of file, the timespans, or areas, archive levels in which
the file is supported, and the name of the file.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The diagram statement describes the format and coding rules for the FILE Statement.

  FILE fff cc ll dt dy wk mn yr aa hw hm xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +---FNAME - Filename

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +---HISTM -Archive

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |      monthly history

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |      definition.

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +---HISTW - Archive weekly

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |      history definition.

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +---AUDIT - Archive audit

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |      definition.

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +---YEARS - Years timespan

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |      definition.

        |  |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  |  +---MONTHS - Months timespan

        |  |  |  |  |  |      definition.

        |  |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  |  +---WEEKS - Weeks timespan

        |  |  |  |  |              definition.

        |  |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  |  +---DAYS - Days timespan definition.

        |  |  |  |

        |  |  |  +---DETAIL - Detail timespan definition.

        |  |  |

        |  |  +---LEVEL - File expansion level.

        |  |

        |  +---FCODE - File type code.
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        |

        +---FID - File Identification (base and parallel IDs

                  if a parallel definition - FCODE >= 50).

Statement Option Definitions 

FILE
Defines a data file. The file contains all the data elements that are defined following this statement. This statement defines
the type of file, the timespans, and areas, archive levels in which the file is supported, and the name of the file.

FID
A  three characters or six character file ID.
A three character file ID denotes a standard MICS file.
A user file must have a 'U' or 'Z' as its first letter to denote that it is a user file and ensure uniqueness in the file's
identification. Additionally, MSI cannot be used as a file name.
A parallel file is a file that has the same record structure as another file. A parallel file's FID is two three character file
identifications--the first three characters are the ID of the parallel file, and characters 4 through 6 are the ID of the
database file after which the parallel file is patterned.

FCODE
Defines the type of file that is to be processed using the following codes:

Standard File 

00
Defines standard file for DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS database timespans.

01
Defines a standard file for the TABLES database area.

02
Defines an interim work file that is typically used during the DAILY process. Contact Broadcom Support before
deactivating an interim work file.

03
Defines a MICS Accounting and Chargeback Journal File.

04
Defines a standard file that is processed as a spin file.
A spin file maintains information spanning a specified period of time. The specified time period is subtracted from the
current date during a DAILY update cycle to determine a cutoff date. Data older than the cutoff is dropped from the file.
Only cycles 00 and 01 exist and are aged.

05
Defines a standard file that exists only in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and/or YEARS timespans. If the file does not exist in
DETAIL or DAYS, and requires special processing for the first summarization.

Parallel File
A parallel file is a file that has the same record structure as another file.

50
Defines parallel file for DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS database timespans.

51
Defines a parallel file for the TABLES database area.

52
Defines a parallel interim work file.

LEVEL
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Defines the level in which file expansion takes place. This option defines that a file depends a file that precedes it in the
expansion process. Valid values range from 1 to n.
For example, if FileA must be processed before FileB, FileA's level is set to 1 and FileB's level is set to 2.

DETAIL
Defines if the file is to be maintained in the DETAIL timespan. Y if yes and N if no.

DAYS
Defines if the file is to be maintained in the DAYS timespan. Y if standard support, N if no, and E for special processing
support.

WEEKS
Defines if the file is to be maintained in the WEEKS timespan. Y if standard support, N if no, and E for special processing
support.

MONTHS
Defines if the file is to be maintained in the MONTHS timespan. Y if standard support, N if no, and E for special
processing support.

YEARS
Defines if the file is to be maintained in the YEARS timespan. Y if standard support, N if no, and E for special processing
support.

AUDIT
Defines if the file is to be included in the weekly audit archive. Y if yes and N if no.

HISTW
Defines if the file is to be included in the weekly history archive. Y if yes and N if no.

HISTM
Defines if the file is to be included in the monthly history archive. Y if yes and N if no.

FNAME
The 40-character name used to describe the file.

Special consideration for online timespans: 

A file is active in a timespan if its timespan definition contains a Y or E and is inactive if its timespan definition contains an
N.

The difference between the Y and E options is that Y results in standard summarization code being generated to update
the file, and E requires the use of an exit to perform special processing on the file. The exit member that is used with
these files is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members named #ffftSUM, where "fff" is the three-character file
identifier and "t" is either X, D, W, M, or Y depending on the timespan being processed.

Statement Definition Example 

• Standard Database File
FILE UDE 00 1 Y Y Y N N N Y N SYSLOG Device Error File
This statement defines the "SYSLOG Device Error File" as a standard file (00) with the three character file ID of "UDE".
The file is to be maintained in the DETAIL (Y), DAYS (Y), and WEEKS (Y) timespans and is only supported in the
archive weekly history (Y).

• Parallel Database File
FILE _STPGM 50 1 Y N N Y N N N Y System Task Pgm Activity
This statement defines the "System Task Pgm Activity" file as a parallel file (50) whose three character file ID is "_ST"
and whose structure is patterned after "PGM" file. The _ST file is to be maintained in the DETAIL (Y), MONTHS (Y),
and archive monthly history (Y) timespans.
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File Option Statement (FOPT)

This optional statement defines the Essential and Derived data element options to be associated with a MICS database
file. Defaults are used when the statement is absent. If the statement is present, it must immediately follow the FILE
statement.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following diagram describes the format and coding rules for the FOPT Statement. 

  FOPT  eeeeeeee dddddddd tttttttt xxxxxxxx

           |        |        |        |

           |        |        |        |

           |        |        |        |

           |        |        |        +---BYPASS -Optional

          |        |        |            protection bypass

           |        |        |

           |        |        +---TYPE - File option type

           |        |

           |        +---DERIVED - Derived data element

           |            option

           |

           +---ESSENTIAL - Essential data element option

Statement Option Definitions 

FOPT
Defines the Essential and Derived data element options to be used for the database file that is defined in the preceding
FILE statement.

ESSENTIAL
Defines the Essential data element option to be used for the file. The value that is specified for this option must be
DEFAULT, INITIAL, ONLY, or ALL as described here.

DERIVED
Defines the Derived data element option to be used for the file. The value that is specified for this option must be
DEFAULT, COMP, or DISK as described here.

TYPE
Controls the activation or deactivation of files in timespans. Valid values are:

• STD
• Does not deactivate the file in any timespan
• NONESSL
• Deactivates the file in all timespans
• APPL
• Deactivates the file in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans
• USER
• Synonym for APPL

BYPASS
This optional parameter is typically left blank. There are safeguards in the evaluation of the Essential option that help
prevent inadvertent data loss. If you want to bypass these safeguards and force the Essential option for all files in a
component to a value of INITIAL or ONLY unless overridden on the FOPT statement, code the word BYPASS in this
position on the COMPOPT statement. Otherwise, for the protection of the data on an existing database, do not code this
parameter.
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Actions of the Specifications
Definitions necessary for detail:

• A derived data element is a data element that is defined in a TYPE group whose DATATYPE (as defined in the TYPE
statement documentation that follows) is C, CN, XC, or XCN. Its value results from a calculation.

• An essential data element is a data element that is defined in a TYPE group by a NAME statement. (Data elements
that are not essential are defined by the NAMX statement.) "Essential" indicates that the element is needed either to
calculate the values of other elements or is used in the standard reports that are provided with the product

• The complex level, which applies to all products in the complex
• The product level, which applies to all files in the product
• The file level, which applies to a single file

Normal specifications for the component and file option values are "DEFAULT", indicating that the complex definitions
found in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) are to be used. This relationship is illustrated by the following table:

CPLXDEF Options COMPOPT Options FOPT Options Generated File Options
ALL DISK DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL DISK
ALL COMP DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL COMP
ONLY DISK DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT ONLY DISK
ONLY COMP DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT ONLY COMP
INITIAL DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT DEFAULT INITIAL
Any ALL DISK DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL DISK
Any ALL COMP DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL COMP
Any ONLY DISK DEFAULT DEFAULT ONLY DISK
Any ONLY COMP DEFAULT DEFAULT ONLY COMP
Any INITIAL DEFAULT DEFAULT INITIAL
Any Any ALL DISK ALL DISK
Any Any ALL COMP ALL COMP
Any Any ONLY DISK ONLY DISK
Any Any ONLY COMP ONLY COMP
Any Any INITIAL INITIAL

Statement Definition Example 

Standard Database File
FOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT STD

This statement defines that the file to which this file option statement belongs uses standard (STD) Essential data element
options, and the Essential and Derived data element options are taken from previous specifications (either the COMPOPT
statement in the cccGENIN member itself, or from the CPLXDEF parameter member specifications as generated by the
CPLXGEN job).

Database Cycle Retention Statement (Cycles)

The optional Database Cycle Retention statements define the default number of cycles that are retained for a file in each
respective timespan if the DBMODEL FILE statement is missing or if a value has not been coded for a timespan.

Statement Format 

If the CYCLES statement is present, it MUST follow the FILE or FOPT statement in cccGENIN.
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The CYCLES statement is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following diagram describes the format and coding rules for the CYCLES statement.

  CYCLES  retx retd retw retm rety rett hretw hretm

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |     |     |

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |     |     +-- Months

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |     |         History

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |     |

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |     +-- Weekly History

     |     |    |    |    |    |    |

     |     |    |    |    |    |    +-- Tables

     |     |    |    |    |    |

     |     |    |    |    |    +-- Years

     |     |    |    |    |

     |     |    |    |    +-- Months

     |     |    |    |

     |     |    |    +-- Weeks

     |     |    |

     |     |    +-- Days

     |     |

     |     +-- Detail

     |

     +-- CYCLES - statement identification.

Statement Option Definitions 

See the FILE statement documentation in Section 2.3.4.1.2 of the PIOM for information about coding this statement.
Section 4.3.13.2 of the PIOM contains additional information about the hretw and hretm parameters.

Compression Statement (COMPRESS)

The Compression statement defines whether the file is eligible to be compressed when the compression facility is
activated. It is an optional statement; if it is not present, the file is not eligible for compression.

Statement Format 

If the COMPRESS statement is present, it MUST follow the CYCLES statement in cccGENIN.

The COMPRESS statement is coded with the keywords starting in column 1. Parameters are free-form and can continue
through column 72. Statement continuation is not supported. The following diagram describes the format and coding rules
for the COMPRESS statement.

  COMPRESS  x   d   w   m   y   (text)

     |      |   |   |   |   |   |

     |      |   |   |   |   |   +-- Never Compress

     |      |   |   |   |   |       Designation

     |      |   |   |   |   |

     |      |   |   |   |   +-- Years

     |      |   |   |   |

     |      |   |   |   +-- Months

     |      |   |   |

     |      |   |   +-- Weeks

     |      |   |

     |      |   +-- Days

     |      |

     |      +-- Detail
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     |

     +-- COMPRESS - statement identification

Statement Option Definitions 

Valid values for the keywords are Y (yes) and N (no) for the timespan keywords. A value of Y indicates that the file's data
can be compressed in that timespan and a value of N indicates that the file's data cannot be compressed in that timespan.

If the file should not be compressed, then the timespan keywords are set to N and the never compress text is present. Do
not override this designation because files are designated as not eligible for compression for the following reasons:

• Compressing the file negatively affects performance.
• The file uses options that are not compatible with compression, such as POINT.

Sample Statements 

The statement

COMPRESS Y Y Y Y N

means that the data in the file's DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans is eligible for compression when the
compression facility is activated. Data in the YEARS timespan files are not eligible for compression.

The statement

COMPRESS N N N N N (FILE COMPRESSION NOT SUPPORTED)

means that the file is not a candidate for compression. Its data should not be compressed, and this specification should
not be changed.

MSI Definition Statements

MSI is an extension to the MICS Component Generator (MCG), that creates Field Developed Applications (FDAs) that use
SAS data sets as input. Since MSI generates the code, it allows for rapid development of FDAs to integrate new data into
the MICS database. The MCG supports the generation of MSI FDAs using the special MSI statements that are listed here.

After reviewing this section and Writing Field-developed Applications, see MSI FDA Checklist for a checklist on installing
an MSI generated FDA.

WARNING
The order of statement appearance is critical.

If optional statements are used, they must appear in the order that is shown in the list that follows. For example, if a
COMPUTE statement is being used, it MUST appear after the RENAME statement.

MSI Options Statement (MSIOPTS)

This statement defines the special options for MSI Field Developed Applications.

Statement Format

The MSIOPTS keyword is coded starting in column 1, followed by one or more option keywords, and continuing through
column 72. Multiple MSIOPTS statements can be coded, but continuation of a single MSIOPTS statement is not
supported.

MSIOPTS options ...

Statement Option Keywords

The MSIOPTS keywords specify options unique to MSI Field Developed Applications. MSIOPTS statements that are
coded before the first FILE statement specifies global options that are used by all files in the FDA. MSIOPTS statements
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that are coded after a FILE statement specify options for that file only. A FILE level option overrides the same option that
is specified in a global MSIOPTS statement.

SPLITCHAR character
Some input data sets contain a special character in the variable label that is used by SAS to control line breaks when
printing the label. The SPLITCHAR option is provided as a means to instruct MSI to remove the special character from
data element labels during MSI FDA file creation.

FILTER filtername | NONE
Certain data sources contain SAS variables that have no meaning under MSI. Generally, these are date and time
sequences. MSI currently supports filter types of MXG (the MXG data source), and USR (user defined).

Note: For each file in fdaGENIN that has an input SAS data set that comes from MXG, if ENDTS, STARTTS, and
ORGSYSID statements are not specified, use the following:

MSIOPTS FILTER MXG

CREATEWITH datafilename
This option is coded on an MSIOPTS statement which follows a FILE statement. That preceding file statement specifies a
data file that is created simultaneously as datafilename. Datafilename was specified as the FID of a data file defined on an
earlier FILE statement in this GENLIB library member.
Createwith files are changed from INPUTSAS to INPUTMODEL. This means that a separate input step is not created for
this file.
Detail summarization will be accomplished after the datafilename detail files have been sorted.

MULTWORK | NOMULTWORK
Determines if the file is eligible for Generalized Work File Support. This feature allows MICS to distribute work space over
several work data sets.

Statement Definition Example

* SET DEFAULT OPTIONS

COMP ....

INPUTSOURCE MSI

* SET DEFAULT OPTIONS

MSIOPTS SPLITCHAR * FILTER MXG

MSIOPTS NOMULTWORK

AREA ...

FILE ...

* OVERRIDE DEFAULTS AND SET CREATEWITH

MSIOPTS SPLITCHAR NONE

MSIOPTS MULTWORK

MSIOPTS CREATEWITH FFF

Input Data Set Statement (INPUTSAS)

The INPUTSAS and INPUTMODEL statements are used to specify the SAS data set that is used as input for a file in an
MSI FDA.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the INPUTSAS
statement.

 INPUTSAS   libname.member FILTER fltrname

 INPUTMODEL        |         |
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                   |         +--- FILTER

                   |

                   +--- SASDS

Statement Option Definitions

INPUTSASINPUTMODEL
Defines the input SAS data set for this file.

SASDS
The name of the input SAS data set. This data set name becomes the default input data for all installed units. The libname
must be specified in the cccCGEN JCL.

FILTER
(Optional) The MSI defined filter that is used to exclude variables from the SASDS.

fltrname-
This is an optional parameter and only needs to be specified if FILTER is specified.

NONE
no filtering

MXG
Filter variables for the MXG data source.

USR
(Optional) User-defined filtering. For instructions on how to add or modify filters, see MSIFILTR macro.
Only specify this parameter when FILTER is specified.

Statement Definition Example

INPUTSAS PDB.TYPE50

Variable Rename Statement (RENAME)

This statement allows the user to change the name of a variable in the INPUTSAS data set. Renames are applied as the
input data is read from the SAS data sets through the RENAME option.

Note: All subsequent MSI statements must use the RENAMEd value.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the RENAME statement.

  RENAME orgname  newname

    |      |         |

    |      |         |

    |      |         +--- NEWNAME - New variable name

    |      |

    |      +---ORGNAME - original name of the variable on

    |                    the input SAS data set.

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

RENAME
Defines the renaming of an input SAS data set variable.

orgname
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The eight-character name of the variable on the INPUTSAS or INPUTMODEL data set. If ORGNAME is the same as an
existing common data element, COMMON status is revoked.

newname
The eight character new variable name.

Note: All subsequent statements must refer to NEWNAME.

Required Data Element Definition

For any MSI file, the MICS data elements ENDTS, STARTTS, and ORGSYSID must be defined and have values. The
required data element statements (ENDTS, STARTTS, and ORGSYSID) are used to assign a SAS variable (from the
INPUTSAS data set) to the particular data element.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the statement.

  ENDTS       SASvar

  STARTTS        |

  ORGSYSID       |

    |            |

    |            |

    |            |

    |            |

    |            |

    |            +---SAS variable name

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

ENDTS STARTTS
ORGSYSID
Required data element definition statement

SASvar
The eight-character name of the variable on the INPUTSAS or INPUTMODEL data set.

Common Exit Definition Statement (COMMONEXIT)

The COMMONEXIT statement provides a special exit, which is coded in SAS, that defines the required data elements
(ENDTS, STARTTS, and ORGSYSID). This exit is executed after the required data elements are set (using the MSI
ENDTS/STARTTS/ORGSYSID statements) and before user exit cccSYSID.

Do not use a RETURN, STOP, ABORT, or DELETE statement in COMMONEXIT code. Using these statements produces
unpredictable results during processing.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. Multiple COMMONEXIT statements can be specified and are presented to SAS in the order
they appear in the cccGENIN. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the COMMONEXIT
statement.

COMMONEXIT  SAScode

    |          |

    |          |
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    |          |

    |          |

    |          +SAScode - SAScode

    |

    +-----Statement identifier 

Statement Option Definitions

COMMONEXIT
Defines the SAS code for defining the values of required MSI variables (ENDTS, STARTTS, ORGSYSID)

SAScode
The remaining lines are used to define SAS code that is used for the definition of required MSI data elements (ENDTS,
STARTTS, and ORGSYSID). Do not use RETURN, LINK, ABORT, DELETE, or STOP statements in this exit, as it can
interfere with normal MICS processing.

Data Type Definition Statements

When SAS variables are converted to MICS data elements during MSI processing, MSI assigns a default data type of
Accumulated for numeric variables, and Retained for character variables. MSI provides several statements that allow the
data type of data elements to be changed.

Many of the Data Type Definitions allow the specification of generic data elements. The colon is used to indicate a generic
element. For example, ABC: indicates all data elements starting with ABC.

Data Type Definition(MIN/MAX)

These statements are used to define a data element as type MINIMUM or MAXIMUM. Both MIN/MAX support the
definition of an optional initial value.

Note: An automatic dependency is created between the data element and the seed value.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported and multiple MINIMUM/MAXIMUM statements can be specified. The following illustration
describes the format and coding rules for the MIN/MAX statement.

 MINIMUM   element/seed ...

   MIN         |     |

 MAXIMUM       |     |

   MAX         |     |

    |          |     +----initial value element name prefixed

    |          |          with a slash (/).

    |          |

    |          +----data element name or generic name

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

MINIMUMMAXIMUM
Redefines the type of selected data elements to either MINIMUM or MAXIMUM.

element
Specifies which data element name has its type that is changed to MINIMUM or MAXIMUM. Generic names are allowed
and you can specify multiple elements and element/seed pairs.

/seed
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(Optional) The name of a data element that is used to set the initial value of the element. Specify the element/seed pair
with the slash (/) and with no embedded blanks.

Data Type Definition (RETAIN)

This statement allows a data element to be defined as RETAIN, and overrides the default specification as determined by
MSI.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column
72. Continuation is not supported and multiple MINIMUM/MAXIMUM statements can be specified. The
following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the RETAIN statement.

 RETAIN     element ...

    |          |

    |          +----data element name or generic name

    |

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

RETAIN
Redefines the type of selected data elements to RETAIN.

element
Specifies which data element name has its type that is changed to RETAIN. Multiple elements can be specified
per RETAIN statements. Generic specification of elements is allowed.

Data Type Definition (COMPUTE)

MSI fully supports the definition of COMPUTEd data elements. To change a data element as COMPUTED, specify
the variable on the COMPUTE statement immediately followed by the EXP and DEPEND statements. EXP defines the
SAS code that performs the computation. DEPEND defines the data elements that are required to be activated to perform
the computation.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported and multiple COMPUTE statements can be specified. Only one element per statement is
allowed. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the COMPUTE statement.

 COMPUTE    element

    |          |

    |          |

    |          |

    |          |

    |          |

    |          +----data element name

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

COMPUTE
Redefines the type of selected data elements to COMPUTE.

element
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Specifies which data element name has its type that is changed to COMPUTE. Generic specification of elements is not
allowed.

Statement Examples

*                                                   

* BUSYTIME IS ASSUMED TO BE IN THE INPUTSAS DATASET

*                                                   

COMPUTE BUSYTIME                                    

EXP 01 BUSYTIME = SUM(BUSYCPU0-BUSYCPU3, 0);        

DEPEND BUSYCPU0 BUSYCPU1 BUSYCPU2 BUSYCPU3

Data Type Definition (AVG/PCT)

MSI can automatically generate data element DEPENDencies, and the SAS code to perform either an average (A = B / C)
or a percent (A = B / C * 100) equation.

Note: The parameters for the AVERAGE or PERCENT statement can only be data element names. No constants or SAS
expressions are allowed. If a more complex average is needed, (for example, A = (B+(C/47.8))/D), then the COMPUTE
and its companion statements (EXP, DEPEND) must be used.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the statement.

 AVERAGE    element-A element-B element-C

   AVG         |       |          |

 PERCENT       |       |          |

   PCT         |       |          +---denominator data

    |          |       |              element name

    |          |       |

    |          |       +---numerator data element name

    |          |

    |          +----data element name

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

AVERAGE
PERCENT
Defines a data element as type AVERAGE or PERCENT

element-A
Data element that contains the result of the calculation.
element-B
Data element that is the numerator for the expression.
Note: Only data elements are valid here.

element-C
Data element that is the denominator for the expression.
Note: Only data elements are valid here.

Statement Examples

In this example, the data element BUSYPCT contains the percent busy CPU, and in the INPUTSAS data set is
represented as a value from 0 to 100. It is necessary to provide an equation so that BUSYPCT can be properly computed
at higher timespans.
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FILE fff

INPUTSAS SAMPLE.DSN

PERCENT BUSYPCT BUSYTIME DURATION

Alias Definition (ALIAS)

MSI supports an alternate form of the ALIAS statement that allows multiple data elements to be assigned to a single
Data Dictionary Alias. This form can only be used with MSI FDAs.

Statement Format

This statement is coded with the keyword starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported, although multiple ALIAS statements can be specified. The following illustration describes
the format and coding rules for the ALIAS statement.

  ALIAS element...  name

     |   |          |

     |   |          |

     |   |          +----dictionary member name

     |   |

     |   +----data element name or generic name

     |

     +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

ALIAS
Defines the name by which the data elements associated Data Dictionary description is stored.

element
Specifies the data element names to assign the ALIAS. Generic specification of elements is allowed.

name
The Data Dictionary Alias. This is the name of the sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT member that provides
dictionary information for the listed elements.

Statement Examples

*

ALIAS UCUPCTR1 UCUPCTR2 UCUPCTRX

Data Element Initialization Statement (INITIALIZE)

Some MICS data elements need to be initialized with a value before they can be effectively used. For example, data
element TRANSCNT is initialized to one to show that each detail observation represents a single transaction. At higher
timespans, it contains the sum of TRANSCNT within the BY group.

Initialization is performed before output to the work data sets.

Statement format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the INITIALIZE
statement.

INITIALIZE   element  SASexpr

    |            |       |

    |            |       |

    |            |       +--- SASExpr - SAS expression
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    |            |

    |            +---element - data element name

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

INITIALIZE
Specifies the initialization expression for a data element.

element
Data element name. Generic specification is not allowed.

SASexpr
The SAS expression that is used to initialize the data element. This expression can be any SAS variable name, constant,
or expression. Only one INITIALIZE statement is allowed per data element.

Statement Example

INITIALIZE INTERVL 1

* SEMI-COLON IS OPTIONAL

INITIALIZE DURATION ENDTS-STARTTS;

File Sequence Statement (SEQUENCE)

All MICS files must have a SORT sequence. In MSI, the sort sequence is composed of two segments, the User
Sequence, and the Timespan Sequence. The User Sequence is optional and consists of user-specified data elements.
The Timespan Sequence is automatically generated by the MCG and cannot be modified (except for some minor
tailoring). The Timespan Sequence consists of common data elements describing the date and time the file is summarized
and sorted.

The SEQUENCE statement allows the specification of the User Sequence. If no SEQUENCE is specified, then no User
Sequence is applied to the sort sequence.

WARNING
In addition to the SEQUENCE statement, insert a NAME @@ACCT statement in each file in which you want
cccACTn data elements.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported, although multiple SEQUENCE statements can be specified. The following illustration
describes the format and coding rules for the SEQUENCE statement.

  SEQUENCE elements ...

           |

           +---ELEMENTS - Data Elements

Statement Option Definitions

SEQUENCE
Defines the data elements in this file which specifies the data elements of the User Sequence.

elements
The data element names of the User Sequence. Data Elements can also include @@ACCT, which is the account code
structure. Generic specification is not allowed.

Statement Example

SEQUENCE SYSID DEVNAME @@ACCT
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Data Element Retention Statement (KEEP/DROP)

MSI has simplified the process of activating and deactivating data elements by using the new KEEP and DROP
statements.

KEEP and DROP can be applied either Globally (affecting all timespans) or locally (affecting individual timespans). The
following rules apply when using KEEP/DROP:

• All sequence (user or timespan) elements are always kept, and cannot be dropped.
• If there is no KEEP/DROP statement, the default action is to KEEP.
• Dropping a data element from the detail timespan causes MSI to drop it in all timespans.
• KEEP/DROP statements for individual timespans override the Global definition.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported, although multiple KEEP/DROP statements can be specified. The following illustration
describes the format and coding rules for the KEEP/DROP statement.

   KEEP   elements ...

   DROP    |

    |      +---ELEMENTS - The names of elements which are

    |                     to be kept or dropped. Maximum of

    |                     eight characters each.

    |

    +----keyword- Statement keyword

Statement Option Definitions

KEEPDROP
Keyword. Defines the data elements that are kept or dropped from the file. KEEP and DROP can be used in the same file.

elements
Specifies the name of the data elements. Generic specification is allowed, and is indicated by the colon(:) character.

Statement Examples

KEEP BUSYTIME CPU:  GOPHER

DROP TUNA:  WINPROXY

Timespan Modification Statements

All of the previous statements affected data elements in all timespans. MSI extends functionality by allowing certain
modifications to be made that only affect specific timespans.

The various ways MSI allows the sort sequence and data element retention modification for individual timespans are
described in each section that follows.

Timespan Selection

This statement is used to select the timespan for modification.
Statement Format
This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the statement.

  DETAIL

  DAYS

  WEEKS

  MONTHS
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  YEARS

    |

    |

    |

    +-----Statement identifier

Statement Option Definitions

(None)

Statement Examples

(None)

Sequence Specification

This statement is syntactically the same as the file sequence statement. If a timespan-specific SEQUENCE is specified,
the Global sequence cannot be specified. This implies that SEQUENCE would have to be specified for all timespans.

Statement Examples

DETAIL

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME VOLUME

*

DAYS

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

*

WEEKS

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

*

MONTHS

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

*

YEARS

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

*

Timespan Sequence Modification (AFTERSEQUENCE)

This statement allows for the file's sequence to be modified by adding data elements to the end of the Time Sequence,
that is they are added LAST after all other data elements.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported, although multiple statements are allowed. The following illustration describes the format
and coding rules for the statement.

AFTERSEQUENCE  element ...

    |             |

    |             |

    |             +---element - data element name (no generic

    |                           specification).

    |

    +-----Statement identifier 

Statement Option Definitions
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AFTERSEQUENCE
Defines the data elements to be added after the Time sequence (at the end of all sequence elements).

element
The name of data elements that is added after the Timespan Sequence. Generic specification is not allowed.

Statement Examples

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

MONTHS

AFTERSEQUENCE DAY

User Sequence Modification (APPENDSEQUENCE)

This statement allows for the file's sequence to be modified by inserting data elements after the User Sequence, that is,
they are inserted AFTER the User Sequence elements but BEFORE the Time Sequence elements.

Statement Format

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported, although multiple statements are allowed. The following illustration describes the format
and coding rules for the statement.

APPENDSEQUENCE  element ...

    |             |

    |             |

    |             +---element - data element name (no generic

    |                           specification) to be added

    |                           AFTER the user sequence and

    |                           BEFORE the Time sequence

    |

    +-----Statement identifier 

Statement Option Definitions

APPENDSEQUENCE
Defines the data elements to be added after timespan sequence.

element
The name of data elements added to the timespan Sequence. Generic specification is not allowed.

Statement Examples

SEQUENCE SYSID DSNAME

DETAIL

APPENDSEQUENCE JOBID

Data Element Retention

This statement is syntactically the same as the file sequence statement.

Statement Examples

DETAIL

KEEP  SYSID DSNAME VOLUME BUSY:

DROP BUSYTIME
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Standard Data Element Definition Statements

Five of the generation definition statements define data elements within a file. These statements are grouped in clusters,
according to function. The statement types are TYPE, ALIAS, NAME, EXP, and DEPEND.

The TYPE statement defines summarization characteristics for one or more data elements. A minimum of one TYPE
statement per file must be defined, with no maximum number of TYPE statements per file.

The following statements apply to the definition of an individual data element:

ALIAS Statement
(Optional) An ALIAS statement defines a data element name, other than the real name of the data element, under which
MICF looks for documentation. For example, data elements TSOSDST1 through TSOSDST8 is documented on the MICS
Data Dictionary by the member named TSOSDSTX. An ALIAS statement applies only to the data element defined by the
NAME statement following the ALIAS statement.

NAME (essential) or NAMX (non-essential) Statement
This statement gives the characteristics of the data element itself. Included on this statement are the short name and title
of the data element, the optional group to which the data element belongs (if any), and the timespans of the file on which
the data element is kept or is part of the file key structure.

EXP Statement 
This statement is used for data elements whose summarization TYPE is C, for computed. The EXP statements following
each NAME or NAMX statement for C-type data elements contain SAS code that calculates the value of the data element.

DEPEND statement
(Optional) This statement relates the data element that is defined by the previous NAME or NAMX statement to one or
more other data elements on the same file. Each DEPEND statement might list one or more data element names, and
one or more DEPEND statements might be used for any data element.
Note: DEPEND statements CANNOT refer to elements on other files.

For example, the average response time for CICS transactions is CSYAVTTM. Having CSYAVTTM on the file in any
timespan that does not contain the data elements necessary to calculate CSYAVTTM is not appropriate. These data
elements are the total number of transactions CSYTRANS and the total response time CSYTRSTM.

The grouping and order of the statements are important because of the hierarchical nature of MCG statements. This
diagram illustrates the order of statements:

        +------------------------- FILE ...

        |         +------------------- TYPE ....

        |         |                     +- ALIAS ...

        |         |                     |  NAME ...

        |         | Data element group -+  EXP 01 ...

        |         |                     |  EXP 02 ...

        |  type   |                     |  EXP nn ...

        |  group -+                     +- DEPEND ...

        |         |

 file   |         | Data element group -+- NAME ...

 group  +         |                     +- EXP 01 ...

        |         |

        |         |                     +- NAME ...

        |         | Data element group -+  EXP 01 ...

        |         +-------------------- +- DEPEND ...

        |

        |

        |  more

        |  type

        |  groups - ...
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        |

        V

Type Statement (TYPE)

This statement defines the type, length, and SAS format attributes for data elements.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the TYPE Statement.

  TYPE tt lll.l ffffff lll.l fffffff lll.l fffffff

       |   |     |       |     |       |     |

       |   |     |       |     |       |     +---YMF - SAS

       |   |     |       |     |       |         FORMAT for

       |   |     |       |     |       |         YEARS and

       |   |     |       |     |       |         MONTHS

       |   |     |       |     |       |

       |   |     |       |     |       +---YML - SAS LENGTH

       |   |     |       |     |           for YEARS and

       |   |     |       |     |           MONTHS

       |   |     |       |     |

       |   |     |       |     +---DWF - SAS FORMAT for

       |   |     |       |         WEEKS and DAYS

       |   |     |       |

       |   |     |       +---DWL - SAS LENGTH for WEEKS and

       |   |     |                 DAYS

       |   |     |

       |   |     +---DTF - SAS FORMAT for DETAIL

       |   |

       |   +---DTL - SAS LENGTH for DETAIL

       |

       +---DATATYPE - Type of data element that is defined as

           described here.

Statement Option Definitions 

TYPE
Defines data elements' type, length, and SAS format attributes. The definitions that are provided in a TYPE statement are
used for all data elements following the statement (NAME/NAMX statements) until a new TYPE statement is encountered.
Note: If the MONEY format is used on the TYPE statement, the length for any data element is forced to 8.

DATATYPE
Defines the type of data element and the manner in which this element is operated on by the MICS summarization
process. The valid codes include:

R
Retained data element

A
Accumulated data element

M
Maximum data element

N
Minimum data element
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C
Derived data element with expressions

CN
Derived data element with no expressions

X
Common data element

XR
Common Retained data element

XA
Common Accumulated data element

XM
Common Maximum data element

XN
Common Minimum data element

XC
Common Derived data element

XCN
Common Derived data element with no expressions

DTL
Defines the number of bytes that is to be used for the data element's LENGTH when used in the DETAIL timespan. The
LENGTH is required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH might be used. The maximum length of this value is 5
characters. Reference the recommendations on LENGTH definition that is provided here.

DTF
Defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in the DETAIL
timespan. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. Any valid SAS FORMAT might be used.
The maximum length of this value is 12 characters. Reference the recommendations on FORMAT definition that is
provided here.

DWL
Defines the number of bytes that is to be used for the data element's LENGTH when used in the WEEKS or DAYS
timespans. The LENGTH is required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH might be used. The maximum length
of this value is 5 characters. Reference the recommendations on LENGTH definition that is provided here.

DWF
Defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in the WEEKS
or DAYS timespans. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. If no format has been specified
but a FORMAT was defined for the DETAIL timespan (DTF), then that FORMAT is used in place of the "no format"
specification. Any valid SAS FORMAT might be used. The maximum length of this value is 12 characters. Reference the
recommendations on FORMAT definition that is provided here.

YML
Defines the number of bytes that is to be used for the data element's LENGTH when used in the YEARS or MONTHS
timespans. The LENGTH is required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH might be used. The maximum length
of this value is 5 characters. Reference the recommendations on LENGTH definition that is provided here.

YMF
Defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in the YEARS or
MONTHS timespans. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. If no format has been specified
but a FORMAT was defined for the lower timespans (WDF or DTF), then that FORMAT is used in place of the "no format"
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specification. Any valid SAS FORMAT might be used. The maximum length of this value is 12 characters. Reference the
recommendations on FORMAT definition that is provided here.

LENGTH definition recommendations 

   Integer values:       Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                  255           2

                               65,535           3

                           16,777,215           4

                        4,294,967,295           5

                    1,099,511,627,775           6

                  281,474,946,710,655           7

              720,557,594,037,928,000           8

   Fractions to 0.1      Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                255.9           3

                             65,535.9           4

                         16,777,215.9           5

                      4,294,967,295.9           6

                  1,099,511,627,775.9           7

                281,474,976,710,656.9           8

   Fractions to 0.01     Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                255.99          3

                             65,535.99          4

                         16,777,215.99          5

                      4,294,967,295.99          6

                  1,099,511,627,775.99          7

                281,474,976,710,656.99          8

   Times in 0.01-Seconds Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                           HH:MM:SS.HS

                           18:12:15.99           4

                        4,660:20:15.99           5

                    ??????????????????           6

FORMAT definition recommendations 

• Integer, fraction, and character data elements should not have FORMATs defined. Instead, enter a period (missing
value) in the format field.

• Percentage data elements should have a LENGTH of 3 and a FORMAT of MAPCT, which displays the percentage as
999.99 percent.
      Times in 0.01-Seconds      FORMAT        SAS LENGTH

                                 TIME11.2           5

                                 TIME15.2           6

                                 TIME18.2           7

                                 TIME18.2           8
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Timestamp data elements should have a LENGTH of 7 and a FORMAT of DATETIME19.2 (DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.HS)
or DATETIME21.2 (DDMMMYYYY:HH:MM:SS.HS).

Statement Definition Example 

    TYPE XM 7 DATETIME19.2 7 DATETIME19.2 7 DATETIME19.2

The data elements that are defined by the NAME statements to follow are common data elements that operate on
as maximum values (XM). The value is a timestamp having a length of 7 bytes and a format of DATETIME19.2 (for
example, 09APR00:11:17:23.22 for April 9, 2000) for the DETAIL, DAYS/WEEKS, and MONTHS/YEARS definitions.

Alias Statement (ALIAS)

This statement defines the name by which this data element's associated data dictionary description is stored. Most data
elements have their data dictionary elements that are stored as members with names that are the same as that of the
element. There are cases where several different data elements have a common definition. In these cases, this definition
need only be stored one time and an alias that is assigned to each of the applicable elements.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the ALIAS statement.

ALIAS xxxxxxxx | +---ALIASNAM

Data element name alias that is used to name this element's data

Statement Option Definitions 

ALIAS
Defines the name by which this data element's associated data dictionary description is stored.

ALIASNAM
Assigns a data dictionary alias for the data element name instead of using the standard data element name in the data
dictionary.

Statement Definition Example 

ALIAS TSMDIST

This statement assigns an alias data dictionary name "TSMDIST" to the data element defined in the NAME statement
immediately following this ALIAS statement.

Name Statement (NAME or NAMX)

This statement identifies a data element and defines its program tag, 40-character label, group cluster code (which is
discussed with the OPTION statement), and the status of the data element in each of the database's timespans. Special
name definitions are used by the generator to indicate different generation facilities. These are explained under the
description for TAG.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the statement.

   name nnnnnnnn c x d w m y xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

    |      |     | | | | | | |

    |      |     | | | | | | +---LABEL - element description

    |      |     | | | | | |

    |      |     | | | | | +---YEARS - Timespan data element

    |      |     | | | | |     active status
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    |      |     | | | | |

    |      |     | | | | +---MONTHS - Timespan data element

    |      |     | | | |       active status

    |      |     | | | |

    |      |     | | | +---WEEKS - Timespan data element

    |      |     | | |       active status

    |      |     | | |

    |      |     | | +---DAYS - Timespan data element

    |      |     | |       active status

    |      |     | |

    |      |     | +---DETAIL - Timespan data element

    |      |     |       active status

    |      |     |

    |      |     +---CLUSTER - Data element cluster

    |      |           definition

    |      |

    |      +---TAG - Data element name (4-8 characters).   If

    |          the data element is not a Common data  element

    |          (X or Xx), then positions 1-3 must contain the

    |          file ID defined in the FILE statement.

    |

    +-----Statement identifier - NAME for essential data

          elements, or NAMX for non-essential data elements.

Statement Options Definition 

NAME
Defines an essential data element.

Or

NAMX
Defines a non-essential data element. Typical user component definitions do not use the NAMX statement because non-
essential data elements would not be defined.

TAG
Data element name (4-8 characters). If the data element is not a Common data element, then positions 1-3 must contain
the file ID defined in the FILE statement.
There are several names that have special functions:

@@ACCT
Specifies that the generated account codes are to be inserted in place of this action name. For example, if the Batch
and Operations Analyzer was being generated and the user defined two account codes, then two fields (ACCTNO1 and
ACCTNO2) would be substituted for the @@ACCT field.

@@FIRST
Specifies that computation expressions (EXP) immediately following this statement are not to be associated with a
field, but are to be the first computations that are made on this file's content, before calculating the standard computed
elements. A TYPE statement for computed (C) elements must precede this statement.

@@LAST
Specifies that computation expressions (EXP) immediately following this statement are not to be associated with a field,
but are to be the last computations that are made on the contents of this file after calculating the standard computed
elements. A TYPE statement for computed (C) elements must precede this statement.

CLUSTER
Data element cluster definition. Normally set to 00, unless one of the following common codes are used:
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Product Guides for information about cluster codes that are used in each data integration product, see the individual
Product Analyzers.

Common Definition Cluster Codes 

Code Keyword Description 
99 None Common definition data element
99xx None Common definition data element that is also

a CLUSTER of one of the previous clusters

For example, if the CLUSTER is defined as 01, then the element is included if RACF is defined in the OPTION statement
for the Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMFGENIN). It is excluded if NORACF is defined.

Code 99 is used to point the MCG logic to a common definition of this data element, which is located in either cccGENIN
or $DEGENIN. If 99 is coded in CLUSTER, the LABEL field on the NAME statement and all description from the
preceding TYPE statement is ignored. That information is taken from the description of the data element with the same
TAG in member cccGENIN or $DEGENIN.

Code 9901 would define a common data element (99) that is controlled by the RACF (01) option.

DETAIL
Timespan data element active status.

DAYS
Timespan data element active status.

WEEKS
Timespan data element active status.

MONTHS
Timespan data element active status.

YEARS
Timespan data element active status.

LABEL
A 40-character element description (Reference CLUSTER 99).

Recommendation on timespan status definition

This definition determines an element's active and sequence/summary status according to the following guidelines:

N
Inactive; the data element is not to be kept in the file for the designated timespan.

0 (zero)
Active; the data element is to be kept in the file for the designated timespan.

n
Active sequence/summary element; the data element is to be kept in the file for the designated timespan.
"n" defines the order in which the data element is used to sequence or summarize the file (n=1 is the major sequence, n=2
the second most major sequence, and so forth). Up to 20 sequence/summarization elements are allowed within a file's
timespan definition.
The @@FIRST and @@LAST elements might not be defined as sequence/summary fields.
@@ACCT elements are generally defined as sequence/summary fields, but you do not need to consider the number of
account codes that replace this special name because the generator inserts them and increments the sequence numbers
for you.
For example, if the sequence of a file is SYSID, account codes, and ENDTS, then SYSID would be defined as the most
major field (n=1), @@ACCT the second most major field (n=2), and ENDTS the last field (n=3). If there is more than
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one account code, say ACCTNO1 and ACCTNO2, the generator inserts them correctly and increments the sequence
definitions of those following to reflect the number of account numbers that were inserted. In this example, the sequences
after generation are SYSID (first), ACCTNO1 (second), ACCTNO2 (third), and ENDTS (fourth).

Dn
Active sequence/summary element; the data element is to be kept in the file for the designated timespan. The sequence
pattern of this data element is descending.

Computation Statement (EXP)

This statement defines SAS statements necessary to calculate the value of a derived data element. The expression
statement must follow the NAME statement (normal, @@FIRST, @@LAST) to which it applies and must have a TYPE
statement that is defined as compute (C).

Note: An expression statement is not to be provided if the TYPE statement is defined as compute with no expression
(CN). An expression statement is not to be provided if the TYPE statement is defined as compute with no expression
(CN).

This statement is used to define the computation of averages, percentages, and special computations (for example, avg
working set size).

A DEPEND statement must be coded after the EXP statements containing the data elements used as input to the
equations.

This ensures that the data elements are available when the expression statements are executed. The DEPEND statement
is described in the next section.

Note: The validity of the SAS statements is not checked during component generation. Errors in the expression are not
realized until derived elements are computed during the daily update or reporting.

Statement Format 

   EXP nn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

       |   |

       |   +---EXPSTAT - SAS statements.

       |

       +--- EXPNO - Expression sequence number.

Statement Option Definitions 

EXP
Defines the computation expression.

EXPNO
Expression sequence number. If there is only one statement to the expression this value is 01. If multiple statements are
required, then this sequence number defines the order that the statements appear and is incremented by one.

EXPSTAT
SAS statements defining derivation formulas (columns 8-69). Multiple statements are concatenated as a single
expression. The expression in a single statement is a maximum of 61 characters in length.

Statement Example 

The following examples illustrate the recommended way to compute an average, percentage, and special value.

Average Concurrent TSO Users 

EXP 01 IF INTERVLS > 0 THEN TSOAVUSR=TSONOUSR / INTERVLS;

or 

EXP 01 %AVERAGE(TSOAVUSR,TSONOUSR,INTERVLS); 

                 (var)    (num)    (denom)   
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Percent of Batch Jobs Meeting Target 

EXP 01 IF JOBCOUNT > 0 THEN JOBPCMET=(JOBSRVMT*100)/JOBCOUNT;

or

EXP 01 %PERCENT(JOBPCMET,JOBSRVMT,JOBCOUNT);

                 (var)    (num)   (denom)

Control Performance Group Average Working Set Size 

EXP 01 IF PGAMSD*PGACTS > 0 THEN

EXP 02   PGAAVRSF=(PGAMTS*PGACSD*50)/(PGAMSD*PGACTS);

EXP 03 ELSE PGAAVRSF=0;

Note: The %AVERAGE and %PERCENT macros provide a standardized computation of average and percentage for
use in computed data elements. In active use, these can reduce syntactical and computational errors of computing data
elements.

Data Dependency Statement (DEPEND)

This statement defines the data elements that are required to compute the data element that is defined by the previous
NAME or NAMX statement or by the general computed definitions of @@FIRST and @@LAST. The DEPEND statement
causes an additional edit to be performed to ensure that an element required in a computation is not inadvertently marked
inactive.

Statement Format 

   DEPEND XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX

           |

           +---ELEMENTS - One to seven elements which are

                          required to compute the elements

                          in NAME, @@FIRST, or @@LAST.

Statement Option Definitions 

DEPEND
Defines the data elements in this file on which the computation of the elements in NAME, @@FIRST, or @@LAST
depends.

ELEMENTS
The 4-8 character field tags of the fields required. If an element is defined on a DEPEND statement and has been deleted
from the file or marked inactive (N) an error message is generated and the run aborted.

Statement Example 

The following examples illustrate the use of the DEPEND statement with a computed expression.

NAME PGAAVRSF 00 0 0 0 0 0 Average Working Set Size

EXP 01 IF PGAMSD*PGACTS > 0 THEN

EXP 02   PGAAVRSF=(PGAMTS*PGACSD*50)/(PGAMSD*PGACTS);

EXP 03 ELSE PGAAVRSF=0;

DEPEND PGAMSD PGACTS PGAMTS PGACSD

Common Data Element Definition Statements

Common data elements are elements that are used by more than one MICS file. If a common element is used by files in
more than one product, the common element is defined in the special generation library member named $DEGENIN. If a
common element is used by files in a single product, the common element is defined in that product's cccGENIN member
before the first AREA statement.
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The characteristics of common data elements are defined in a single place (the GENIN member) and they are included in
a file's definition through reference to the common definition (using the TYPE and NAME statements). These statements
are grouped in clusters, according to function. The statement types used to describe common data elements are TYPE,
ALIAS, ALTNAME, and NAME.

The TYPE statement defines the summarization characteristics of one or more data elements. Each file in the information
area can have multiple TYPE statements.

Each of the other three statement types applies to the definition of an individual data element:

ALIAS
(Optional) This statement is used to define an alternate data element name. The alternate name is used by MICF when it
looks for the data element's documentation. For example, data elements IMSRVAL1 through IMSRVAL8 is documented
on the MICS Data Dictionary by the member named IMSRVALX. One ALIAS statement applies only to the data element
defined by the NAME statement following the ALIAS statement.

ALTNAME
This statement is used to replace the name of a common data element on all files in which that data element is kept.

NAME
This statement gives the name and title of the data element itself.

The grouping and order of the statements is important because of the hierarchical nature of MCG statements.
This following illustration describes the order of statements:

Common Data Element Definition 

         +-------> +------------------- TYPE ....

         |         |

         |         |                     +- ALIAS ...

         |         | Data element group -+- NAME ...

         |         |

         |  type   |

         |  group -+ more data element groups ...

         |         |

GENLIB   |         |                     +- ALTNAME ...

member   |         | Data element group -+- NAME ...

$DEGENIN-+         |

or       |         |

cccGENIN |         |

         |         | Data element group -+- NAME ...

         |         +--------------------

         |

         |

         |  more

         |  type

         |  groups - ...

         |

         +--------------------------------- last type group

Type Statement (TYPE)

This statement defines the type, length, and SAS format attributes for common data elements.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the TYPE Statement.
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  TYPE tt lll.l ffffff lll.l fffffff lll.l fffffff

       |   |     |       |     |       |     |

       |   |     |       |     |       |     +---YMF - SAS

       |   |     |       |     |       |         FORMAT for

       |   |     |       |     |       |         YEARS and

       |   |     |       |     |       |         MONTHS

       |   |     |       |     |       |

       |   |     |       |     |       +---YML - SAS LENGTH

       |   |     |       |     |           for YEARS and

       |   |     |       |     |           MONTHS

       |   |     |       |     |

       |   |     |       |     +---DWF - SAS FORMAT for

       |   |     |       |         WEEKS and DAYS

       |   |     |       |

       |   |     |       +---DWL - SAS LENGTH for WEEKS and

       |   |     |                 DAYS

       |   |     |

       |   |     +---DTF - SAS FORMAT for DETAIL

       |   |

       |   +---DTL - SAS LENGTH for DETAIL

       |

       +---DATATYPE - Type of data element that is defined as

           computed with generic, common retained, common

           accumulated, common maximum, or common minimum.

Statement Option Definitions 

TYPE
This option defines data elements' type, length, and SAS format attributes. The definitions that are provided in a TYPE
statement are used for all data elements following the statement (NAME statements) until a new TYPE statement is
encountered.

DATATYPE
This option defines the type of data element and the manner in which this element is operated on by the MICS
summarization process. The valid codes include:

XC 
Common Derived element

XR
Common Retained element

XA
Common Accumulated element

XM
Common Maximum element

XN
Common Minimum element

XCN
Common Derived data element with no expressions

DTL
This option defines the number of bytes to use for the data element's LENGTH in the DETAIL timespan. The LENGTH is
required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH may be used. The maximum length of this value is 5 characters.
Refer to the LENGTH definition recommendations.
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DTF
This option defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in the
DETAIL timespan. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. Any valid SAS FORMAT may be
used. The maximum length of this value is 12 characters. Refer to the FORMAT definition recommendations.

DWL
This option defines the number of bytes to use for the data element's LENGTH when used in the DAYS or WEEKS
timespans. The LENGTH is required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH may be used. The maximum length of
this value is 5 characters. Refer to the LENGTH definition recommendations.

DWF
This option defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in
the DAYS or weeks timespans. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. If no format has
been specified but a FORMAT was defined for the DETAIL timespan (DTF), then that FORMAT is used in place of the "no
format" specification. Any valid SAS FORMAT may be used. The maximum length of this value is 12 characters. Refer to
the FORMAT definition recommendations.

YML
This option defines the number of bytes to use for the data element's LENGTH in the YEARS or MONTHS timespans. The
LENGTH is required. Any valid SAS numeric or character LENGTH may be used. The maximum length of this value is 5
characters. Refer to the LENGTH definition recommendations.

YMF
This option defines the display mask that is to be used as the data element's FORMAT and INFORMAT when used in the
YEARS or MONTHS timespans. The format is not required and is coded as a (.) to specify no format. If no format has
been specified but a FORMAT was defined for the lower timespans (DWF or DTF), then that FORMAT is used in place of
the "no format" specification. Any valid SAS FORMAT may be used. The maximum length of this value is 12 characters.
Refer to the FORMAT definition recommendations.

LENGTH Definition Recommendations  

    Integer values:     Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                  255           2

                               65,535           3

                           16,777,215           4

                        4,294,967,295           5

                    1,099,511,627,775           6

                  281,474,946,710,655           7

              720,557,594,037,928,000           8

    Fractions to 0.1     Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                255.9           3

                             65,535.9           4

                         16,777,215.9           5

                      4,294,967,295.9           6

                  1,099,511,627,775.9           7

                281,474,976,710,656.9           8

    Fractions to 0.01    Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                                255.99          3

                             65,535.99          4

                         16,777,215.99          5
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                      4,294,967,295.99          6

                  1,099,511,627,775.99          7

                281,474,976,710,656.99          8

    Times in 0.01-Seconds Maximum Value      SAS LENGTH

                           HH:MM:SS.HS

                           18:12:15.99           4

                        4,660:20:15.99           5

                    ??????????????????           6

FORMAT Definition Recommendations 

• Do not specify formats for integer, fraction, and character data elements. Instead, enter a period (missing value) in the
format field.

• Percentage data elements should have a LENGTH of 3 and a FORMAT of MAPCT, which displays the percentage as
999.99 percent.

    Times in 0.01-Seconds      FORMAT        SAS LENGTH

                              TIME11.2           5

                              TIME15.2           6

                              TIME18.2           7

                              TIME18.2           8

• Timestamp data elements should have a LENGTH of 7 and a FORMAT of DATETIME19.2
(DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.HS) or DATETIME21.2 (DDMMMYYYY:HH:MM:SS.HS).

Statement Definition Example 

TYPE XM 7 DATETIME19.2 7 DATETIME19.2 7 DATETIME19.2

The data elements that are defined by the NAME statements to follow are common data elements that are to be operated
on as maximum values (XM). The value is a timestamp having a length of 7 bytes and a format of DATETIME19.2
(09APR82:11:17:23.22) for the DETAIL, DAYS/WEEKS, and MONTHS/YEARS definitions.

Alias Statement (ALIAS)

This statement defines the name by which this data element's associated data dictionary description is stored. Most data
elements have their data dictionary elements that are stored as members with names that are the same as that of the
element. There are cases where several different data elements have a common definition. In these cases, this definition
need only be stored one time and an alias that is assigned to each of the applicable elements.

The ALIAS statement for common data elements that are coded in $DEGENIN is identical in content to the ALIAS
statement for ordinary data elements.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustrtion describes the format and coding rules for the alias statement.

   ALIAS xxxxxxxx

            |

            +---ALIASNAM - Data element name alias that is used to

                           name this element's data

Statement Option Definitions 

ALIAS
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This option defines the name by which this data element's associated data dictionary description is stored.

ALIASNAM
this option assigns a data dictionary alias for the data element name instead of using the standard data element name in
the data dictionary.

Statement Definition Example 

ALIAS TSMDIST
This statement assigns an alias data dictionary name "TSMDIST" to the data element defined in the NAME statement
immediately following this ALIAS statement.

Alternate Name Statement (ALTNAME)

This statement is used in situations when it is necessary for an alternate name to be assigned to a common data element.
Consult Broadcom Support before attempting to use this MCG statement type.

Name Statement (NAME)

This statement identifies a data element and defines its program tag and 40-character label. The NAME statement that is
used to describe common data elements differs from the NAME statement that is used for ordinary data elements:

• The element can be defined in either $DEGENIN or in the cccGENIN member before the first AREA statement
• The format of the NAME statement is simplified as illustrated here

Common elements are not defined using NAMX statements because they are essential.

Statement Format 

This keyword is coded with the KEYWORD starting in column 1, free-form, and continuing through column 72.
Continuation is not supported. The following illustration describes the format and coding rules for the NAME statement for
common data elements.

   NAME nnnnnnnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

           |                 |

           |                 +---LABEL - element description

           |

           +---TAG - Data element name (4-8 characters).

Statement Options Definition 

TAG
This option is the data element name, 4-8 characters. The data element is a Common data element, so there is no
restriction on the contents of positions 1-3.

LABEL
A 40-character element description.

Example: 

NAME ENDTS End Time Stamp

Guidelines for Coding MCG Statements

In defining the statements for a file, follow these rules:

• Use the common data element cluster code specification of 99 in the NAME statements that define common elements
to a file.
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While it is possible to define a common data element with different characteristics in different files, doing so defeats
several major MICS design objectives that relate to the integration of data from various sources. Using the cluster code
of 99 reduces the effort that is necessary to code a user component, uses debugged element definitions, and helps
maintain a high level of product integrity.

• Define ENDTS (End Time Stamp) in all timespans as a common, maximum field (XM). This ensures that as data is
summarized, the ENDTS contains the highest ENDTS of the observations included. ENDTS is defined as a common
data element in the $DEGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

• Define STARTTS (Start Time Stamp) in all timespans as a common, minimum field (XN). This ensures that as data
is summarized, the STARTTS contains the lowest STARTTS of the observations included. STARTTS is defined as a
common data element in the $DEGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

• All generation input members support a comment facility. Lines whose first non-blank character is an asterisk (*) are
treated as comments and ignored by the MCG. If you change any distributed MICS generation input statements,
comment the fact directly in the member. Note in the comment the date of the change, your name, the reason for the
change, and the intended results.

• The MICS Component Generator translates lowercase characters to uppercase for those statement definition fields
that must be uppercase. Lowercase characters are best used in labels on NAME statements.

MCG Illustrations

The statements that are listed here define the Network Performance Analyzer (NPA) with one file, the NCP Activity File
(NCP).

The examples in this section are based on a network performance analysis (NPA) component that was superseded
entirely by the MICS SNA Network Analyzer. The references to the NPA Component in this section provide an illustration
of how such tailoring operations would apply to any hypothetical MICS component.

The following GEN statement causes the MCG to generate file description members only.

GEN GENFILES 

The COMP statement identifies the NPA component. This component is step 050 of the MICS operational jobs, so the
NPA update step of the MICS DAILY job, for example, would step DAY050. The input source for reading NPA data is a
VBS data set of the default blocksize. The accounting component is not active for NPA, because there is no user-related
identifier on any NPA data.

COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

If COMPOPT, COMPJOB, INPUTSOURCE, or DBMDATA statements existed, they would be placed here.
If an OPTION statement existed, it would be placed here.

The following elements are common to NPA files.

TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)

TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

TYPE XR  4  TIME8.  4  TIME8.  4  TIME8.

NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

NAME NPATSFRU  Foreward RU Send Time

NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

NPA's information area is also named NPA.

AREA NPA Activity Information Area 
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The following FILE statement describes the NCP Activity File. This statement is a standard MICS file (the 00 after NCP), is
not considered for introduction to the YEARS timespan, and has no archive audit application.

FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

If FOPT, CYCLES, or COMPRESS statements were needed, they would be placed here.

The next four data elements are retained numeric and are saved on the MICS database in the NPANCP files with a length
of 3 bytes.

TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPNRFBQ     00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

NAME NCPNRHQL     00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

NAME NCPNRIQL     00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

NAME NCPNRSFB     00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

The next data elements are accumulated numeric elements. They are summed in the generated summarization process.
The saved data element length in timespans higher than DETAIL should be slightly larger to ensure that precision is not
lost. The format length also changes with the increased length.

TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

NAME NCPTMFCT     00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

NAME NCPTMTIS     00  0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

TYPE M 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMXANP     00  0 0 0 0 0 Max Available NCP Buffers

NAME NCPMXFBH     00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer High Water Mark

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL     00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

The following data elements are common to files in more than one MICS product. The type and label descriptions for
those data elements are contained on sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB($DEGENIN). Common data elements are generically
named, according to their purpose or content, such as DURATION. It is not necessary to code labels for common data
elements. A period (.) is coded to note the absence of a label.

NAME RESNAME 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

DAY appears in the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, but is dropped from the file in WEEKS and MONTHS. If this file was
active in the YEARS timespan (which it is not), DAY would have been dropped there too. Furthermore, DAY is a part of the
key structure for the NPANCP file. In the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, DAY is the fifth data element in the key.

NAME DAY          99  5 5 N N N .

NAME HOUR         99  6 6 6 N N .

NAME WEEK         99  0 0 4 N N .

NAME YEAR         99  3 3 3 3 3 .

NAME MONTH        99  4 4 N 4 N .

NAME INTERVLS     99  0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME DURATION     99  0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME STARTTS      99  0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME ENDTS        99  7 0 0 0 0 .

NAME ZONE         99  0 0 5 5 4 .

NAME DAYNAME      99  0 0 N N N .

NAME SYSID        99  1 1 1 1 1 .

NAME NCPNAME      99  2 2 2 2 2 .

NAME NETNAME      99  0 0 0 0 0 .

If any of the elements were documented under an alias name, the ALIAS statement would precede the NAME or NAMX
statements.
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If any of the elements were computed, the EXP and DEPEND statements would follow the NAME or NAMX statements.

User Exit Facilities
Modifying existing code directly is certainly a way to change any software product. There may be situations in MICS that
warrant such code modification. However, most extended MICS system tailoring can be done through the MICS User Exit
Facilities.

There have been many user exit points that are defined within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the
MICS logic where user modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• Presents a low level of possibility to compromise MICS database and operational integrity.
• Is relatively easy to document and understand.

Using the MICS exit facilities to modify MICS logic is the safest method of system modification. Following the material
in this section allows you to get a substantial amount of optional system customization done and causes almost no
extraordinary considerations for the application of standard vendor maintenance to the product.

Definition and Methodology

MICS exit points are provided to permit the addition of user code at key points in the execution of MICS.

Within MICS, you can implement user code which is to be used throughout all database units in the MICS database
complex, or you can selectively implement code to be used by a single database unit only. Your careful attention to the
structure of the MICS Complex libraries and the exit routines assures the successful operation of your code.

The text in the following sections makes many references to SAS language macro processing. All references to SAS
macro processing use the same terminology.

• The term "SAS Macro Statement" is used to refer to the macros in use before SAS version 82, which were coded in
the form

MACRO name ...content... %

• The term "SAS Macro Language" is used to refer to the macro language that is delivered with current levels of SAS.
This language includes both %MACRO constructions and global variables. These are constructed in the form

%MACRO name; ...content... %MEND name;

Or

%LET name = ...content... ;

• The term "SAS Macro" without the reference to statement or language is used to refer to the concept of inserting
variable code into MICS programs.

These Dos and Do Nots remind you about SAS coding techniques.

Do the following:
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• Use a double percent sign (%%) when attempting to code a single percent sign within a SAS Macro Statement (but not
with SAS Macro Language). SAS senses this inside macro code and converts the compiled constant to a single %.

• Use the member that is supplied in the distributed version of the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library as the starting
point for your database unit local exits.

• Use the member that is supplied in the distributed version of the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library as the starting
point for your complex-wide exits.

• Liberally comment all code.
• Examine input record length to be sure that INPUT requests can be satisfied from the current record.
• Reference input field locations with pointer logic where possible.
• Preserve data element integrity by type (numeric, time stamp, character variable) and range (having the value agree

with the FORMAT and LENGTH specifications).
• Define new retained data elements by specifying the RETAIN statement after LENGTH and FORMAT statements, if

applicable.
• Test all exit logic under the MICS-required SAS release BEFORE implementation into production.
• Call the Broadcom Support Group if you have ANY questions.

Do Not do the following:

• Do not define SAS macros in your exit code. SAS does not allow a macro to be defined within a SAS macro statement
definition.

• Do not use columns 73-80 for SAS statements. MICS uses only 1-72.
• Do not code these SAS statements in your exit: RETURN, DELETE, or INPUT without a trailing '@'.
• Do not code INPUT statements that could cause SAS to perform an automatic input statement skip. Use the RECLEN

variable to be sure that the record is big enough to contain data at any intended input offset.
• Do not forget the MICS naming standards, especially for DDnames, file names, and data element file prefixes.
• Do not assume that any data element is RETAINed or not RETAINed.
• Do not redefine any currently existing MICS data element unless the documentation of the specific exit in question

says that it is allowed.
• Do not assume that the SAS automatic variable _N_ contains the actual input observation number.
• Do not assume that setting the SAS automatic variable _ERROR_ cause an input observation to be ignored or MICS

processing to terminate.
• Do not use SAS language features not supported by the SAS release that is specified for use by the MICS update

process.

Direct Exit Points

Direct exit points apply to both the SAS Macro Statement and the SAS Macro Language exit structures.

SAS Macro Statement Exit Structure

Every exit explained in this section is implemented by inserting SAS code into an existing SAS macro stub. The stub
routine is of the form:

MACRO macro-name

%

Where macro-name indicates the function and location of the macro within the MICS code.

MICS exit SAS macro names all begin with an underscore and are structured as follows:

_USRxxxx     or

_USRtfff

Where xxxx is a generic function name, t is a 1-byte function code, and fff is a file identifier.
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These macros are stored in members that are named #cccEXIT on the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library, where ccc is
the component identifier. The exit routines that are contained in these members apply to all database units in the MICS
Complex.

An example of such an exit member is #SMFEXIT, which contains the file manipulation, accounting modification, and
operational exits for the Batch and Operations Analyzer. This member includes the definition of the _USRSJOB macro,
which enables users to add or change elements on the BATJOB file. sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) contains
the skeleton for the _USRSJOB macro (among others), which looks like the following illustration:

.

.

MACRO _USRSJOB

%

.

.

The exit members on the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library are not invoked directly. Rather, the database unit logic
references the name of the member on the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, which in turn %INCLUDEs the exit
member from the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. For our example, the database unit's user source library contains
an exit member named #SMFEXIT. The contents of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) are:

/* some comments */

%INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

SAS Macro Language Exit Structure

The general form of a direct Macro is:

%MACRO exit-point-name;

...(content)...

%MEND  exit-point-name;

Where exit-point-name indicates the function and location of the Macro within the MICS code.

MICS direct exit point names are structured as follows:

xxxxxxx

Where xxxxxxx is a generic function name.

Some MICS exit points are currently implemented by using direct SAS Macro Language exit points. An example of a
direct exit is the JCLEXIT exit point in the MICS JCL generator. For a detailed description of this exit, see JCL Generation
Output Exit (JCLEXIT).

Regardless of the type of macro processing (Macro Statement or Macro Language), some exits are intended
for complex-wide application. Such exit logic is added to the exit member on the source library for the complex,
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. Thus, to add logic in our example, which is executed at the designated point in the daily
SMF update process for all database units on which the Batch and Operations Analyzer is installed, put the code in the
source library member #SMFEXIT between the macro name and the percent sign that follows, as:

Contents of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT):

   .

   .

   .

   MACRO _USRSJOB

   RETAIN MYCONST 5;

   JOBCPUTM = JOBCPUTM * MYCONST;

   %
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   .

   .

   .

Some exits are intended for use by a specific database unit. This is the case for exits to be used with MICS Accounting
and Chargeback. For this purpose, exit routine invocation is channeled through the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library
in each database unit. The previous definition of an exit macro can be overridden by a definition that is added after the
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library member is included. In the example, a _USRSJOB macro has been defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT). To override this definition for a particular database unit, redefine the macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT), as:

Contents of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT):

    /* some comments */

    %INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

--->MACRO _USRSJOB

---> RETAIN MYCONST 4;

---> JOBCPUTM = JOBCPUTM * MYCONST;

--->%

The exit member that is referenced by the database unit's daily update cycle is in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. In
our example, the daily SMF format routine (DYSMFFMT) would include prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT),
which itself includes sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT). The diagram illustrates the flow for any given database
unit.DYSMFFMT:

|.

|.

|%INCLUDE USOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

|

          prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

          contains:

          |.

          |.

          |%INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

          |

                    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

                    contains:

                    |

                    |.

                    |.

                    |MACRO _USRSJOB

                    |user code;

                    |%

                    |.

                    |.

          |.

             |.

   |.

   |.

To code an exit local to the database unit, redefine the macro in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library member, after
the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library copy or stub has been included. In our example, _USRSJOB would be redefined
as:DYSMFFMT:

|.

|.
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|%INCLUDE USOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

|

          prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

          contains:

          |.

          |.

          |%INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

          |

                    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

                    contains:

                    |.

                    |.

                    |MACRO _USRSJOB

                    |shared user code;

                    |%

                    |.

                    |.

          |.

      --->|MACRO _USRSJOB

      --->|shared user code;

      --->|unit user code;

      --->|%

          |.

          |.

|.

|.

The definition of _USRSJOB in the user source library member comes after the definition of the macro in the source
library as seen by the SAS compilation of the whole SMF update step. The second macro definition completely overrides
the first, and thus the second definition must contain any code from the first definition that is to be preserved.

This method has an inherent problem. The shared exit code is supposed to apply to all database units in the
complex. If a change to the shared exit code is needed, the code must be updated in the exit member both in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE and in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. This creates a problem because of the probability that
the user source library version of the logic update might be forgotten.

This situation can be avoided by a simple construction. Define an extension macro for the macros that need to be
extended in this way. The extension macro name would be of the form _USRUfff, where fff is the file name. The macro
reference must be in the original macro definition (_USRSfff), and the stub for the _USRUfff macro must be defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). Add the unit database local code to prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT),
under the macro name _USRUfff, and the entire code resolves correctly at the reference to _USRSfff. In the SMF
example, modify the members as indicated by "--->" in the following diagram:

|.

|.

|%INCLUDE USOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

|

          prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

          contains:

          |.

          |.

          |%INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT);

          |

                    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)

                    contains:
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                    |.

                    |.

                    |MACRO _USRSJOB

                    |shared user code;

                --->| _USRUJOB

                    |%

                    |.

                    |.

                --->|MACRO _USRUJOB

                --->|%

                    |.

                    |.

          |.

      --->|MACRO _USRUJOB

      --->|unit user code;

      --->|%

          |.

          |.

|.

|.

This construction, using the _USRUfff macros, is applicable to the various MICS components. Not all the _USRUfff macro
stubs that are possible are precoded for you by MICS, and you must add the _USRUfff macro reference and stub to the
#cccEXIT member yourself if you want to take advantage of this method. However, there are some exit macros that are
precoded with _USRUfff stubs. Some of these precoded macros are listed here:

File/Accounting Macro User Extension Macro Exit Code Location
_USRSJOB _USRUJOB sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)
_USRSPGM _USRUPGM sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)
_USRSSPL _USRUSPL sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT)
_USRSCAC _USRUCAC sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT)
_USRSCSU _USRUCSU sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT)
_USRSIAC _USRUIAC sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IMSEXIT)
_USRSISU _USRUISU sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IMSEXIT)
_USRS_IS _USRU_IS sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IMSEXIT)
_USRSSUA _USRUSUA sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT)
_USRSSAC _USRUSAC sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT)
_USRSTSI _USRUTSI sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#TSOEXIT)
_USRSTSC _USRUTSC sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#TSOEXIT)
_USRSTSU _USRUTSU sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#TSOEXIT)
_USRUJPJ _PWRJPJB sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#PWREXIT)
_USRUJPO _PWRJPOA sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#PWREXIT)
_USRUJPP _PWRJPPG sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#PWREXIT)

This method of tailoring affords you great flexibility in tailoring MICS and, because of the power of the SAS language, is
easy to do. Follow these guidelines:

• Validate the fields your exits use to make their processing decisions. While MICS does some basic validation, it cannot
catch the kinds of installation-specific errors you can (for example, an invalid account number on a job card). When
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one of your exits detects invalid input data, it should NEVER pass it on into the database. For example, pass through
an invalid account number so it becomes part of the key of a record. Doing so increases the size of the database and
decrease its usefulness for analysis and reporting. Rather, your exits should take some sort of standard default action
when they detect invalid input data. For example, assign a job with an invalid account code to an overhead category.

• Exit code is inserted directly into MICS processing logic. It is the user's responsibility to ensure that the code inserted
does not do anything that would cause subsequent MICS logic to operate abnormally.

Indirect Exit Points

Indirect exit points are implemented by coding a SAS Macro variable to indicate the name of a user source library
concatenated member to insert.

The general form of an indirect exit is:

%LET exit-point-name = user-source-member-name;

Where exit-point-name indicates the function and location of the Macro within the MICS code.

MICS indirect exit point names are structured as follows:

USRtfff
where

t
1-byte function code

fff
File identifier

These exit points are stored in members that are named #cccEXIT on the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library, where ccc
is the component identifier. The exit routines that are contained in these members will apply to all database units in the
MICS Complex.

For purposes of the description of indirect exits, let us assume a hypothetical component identifier of ccc. An example of
such an exit member is #cccEXIT, which contains the file manipulation, accounting modification, and operational exits for
the CCC Component. This member includes the definition of an indirect exit point whose purpose is file and accounting
modification of the CCCFFF file. The Macro is named USRSFFF. If sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT) contains a
%LET statement for the USRSFFF exit point, it must look like the following illustration:

.

.

%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM1:

.

.

Coding the previous statement causes SAS logic residing in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(EXITMEM1) to be %INCLUDEd
and executed at the point at which the USRSFFF exit point occurs in distributed MICS code.

Indirect exit points are defined by the occurrence of a reference to the MICS %FXIT Macro in MICS SAS code. The
%FXIT Macro is the MICS conditional include of user-coded exit logic. If the exit point for which the %FXIT Macro is
referenced has been defined, a

%INCLUDE USOURCE(member-name-list);

Are generated at that point in the MICS SAS compilation. If no exit point definition has occurred before the %FXIT Macro
invocation, no %INCLUDE is generated.

Here is an illustration of the method, again using the example of file FFF in component CCC: Contents of
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT):
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.

.

.

%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM1;

.

.

.

Contents of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(EXITMEM1):

RETAIN MYCONST 4;

FFFCPUTM = FFFCPUTM * MYCONST;

Some exits are intended for use by a specific database unit. This is the case, for example, with exits to be used
with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. For this purpose, exit routine invocation is channeled through the
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library in each database unit. The previous definition of an exit macro can be overridden
by a definition that is added after the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library member is included. In the example,
a USRSFFF exit point has been defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). To override this definition
for a particular database unit, redefine the variable in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT), as: Contents of
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT):

    /* some comments */

    %INCLUDE SOURCE(#cccEXIT);

--->%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM2;

Contents of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(EXITMEM2):

RETAIN MYTWO 2;

FFFEXCPS = FFFEXCPS / MYTWO;

The exit member that is referenced by the database unit's daily update cycle is in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. In our
example, the daily CCC format routine (DYCCCFMT) would include prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT), which itself
includes sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). This diagram illustrates the flow for any given database unit.

DYCCCFMT: 

|.

|.

|%INCLUDE USOURCE(#cccEXIT);

|

          prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT)

          contains:

          |.

          |.

          |%INCLUDE SOURCE(#cccEXIT);

          |

                    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT)

                    contains:

                    |

                    |.

                    |.

                    |%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM1;

                    |.

                    |.

          |.

          |.

|.
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|.

|%FXIT(NAME=USRSFFF);

  (which resolves to null)

|.

|.

To code an exit local to the database unit requires you to redefine the variable in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library
member after the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library copy or stub has been included. In our example, USRSFFF would
be redefined as:

DYCCCFMT: 

|.

|.

|%INCLUDE USOURCE(#cccEXIT);

|

          prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#cccEXIT)

          contains:

          |.

          |.

          |%INCLUDE SOURCE(#cccEXIT);

          |

                    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT)

                    contains:

                    |.

                    |%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM1;

                    |.

          |.

      --->|%LET USRSFFF = EXITMEM1 EXITMEM2;

          |.

|.

| %FXIT(NAME=USRSFFF);

   (which resolves to)

          | %INCLUDE USOURCE(EXITMEM1 EXITMEM2);

            (which includes EXITMEM1)

                    | RETAIN MYCONST 4;

                    | FFFCPUTM = FFFCPUTM * MYCONST;

            (and includes EXITMEM2)

                    | RETAIN MYTWO 2;

                    | FFFEXCPS = FFFEXCPS / MYTWO;

          |.

|.

|.

Types of MICS Exits

The previous section explained where the MICS exit facility SAS macros reside. The members of the source library that
contain these macros are included in MICS daily processing in several places; those places are determined by general
groups of functions that the exit macros contain.

The three function groups are:
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• General operational exits that apply to all MICS components.
• File building and accounting exits that apply to only one component.
• JCL generation output exit that applies to both complex- and unit-level generations.

Individual Product Analyzers contain information about the #cccEXIT members.

General Operational Exits

Exits that apply to any or all installed components within MICS can be used to add logic for selecting records, extend
checkpoint manipulation, rearrange operational jobs, expand ZONE capabilities definition, and so on.

These exits are part of the MICS Platform and are located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT).

_USRSEL

Purpose:
Perform input record selection in DAILY job.

Method:
The macro is referenced in code that processes input data. The routines are daily component format routines and the
MICS input reader. Before an invocation, the program variable SKIP_REC is set to a value of zero. If the exit sets this
variable to a value of one, the calling routine bypasses the current input record and reads the next record.
Because this exit is used in many places, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the
routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose. ROUTINE is an 8-byte SAS
character variable containing the name of the invoking module in the DAILY update.
A typical implementation of this method follows.

MACRO _USRSEL

  IF ROUTINE = 'INPUTRDR' THEN DO;

     (exit code here)

  END;

  ELSE IF ROUTINE = 'DYIMSFMT' THEN DO;

    (exit code here)

  END;

%

Typical Use:
This macro can be used to remove unwanted data from MICS processing. For example, there is a site with three CPUs
logging to SMF. One of the CPUs is usually dedicated to IMS; the SMF data is not to be processed by MICS, and that
CPU's original SMF SYSID is not defined to MICS. If SMF data from that system is ever input to MICS, the MICS daily
job will ABEND with a user 310 SAS ABORT ABEND when the UNDEFINEDSYSID control parameter is set to ABORT,
indicating that MICS does not know what to do with the data. If it is not practical to remove the data from the input file
that is defined in the INPUTSMF DD concatenation or to use the UNDEFINEDSYSID control parameter, you can code a
_USRSEL exit to delete the records. The following coding sample illustrates this approach:

MACRO _USRSEL

  IF ROUTINE = 'INPUTRDR' THEN DO;

    IF ORGSYSID = 'CPU1' THEN DO;

      SKIP_REC = 1;    /* SKIP CPU1 RECORDS  */

    END;

  END;

%

This macro can also be used to output SMF records to the prefix.MICS.USER.DATA in the DAYSMF step. Input records
are stored in this file when the element USERFILE is set to a value of "1" in the _USRSEL exit. This file is allocated in the
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DAYSMF step with DISP=OLD for output processing and it is again allocated in the DAY500 step for any user-defined
processing, such as report generation or user data collection.
The following coding sample illustrates how you could output user SMF record type 299 to the USER DATA file for
processing by your own code in the DAY500 step.

  MACRO _USRSEL

     IF ROUTINE = 'INPUTRDR' THEN DO;

       IF SMFRTYPE EQ 299 THEN USERFILE = 1;

     END;

  %

Invoked Locations:
This macro is referenced directly in the following locations:

ROUTINE='INPUTRDR', DAILY job step DAYSMF

Reference sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(INPUTRDR)

ROUTINE='DYcccFMT', DAILY job step DAYsss

(where ccc is the component identifier of a MICS product or a user component, and sss is the step of the DAILY job coded
on the COMP statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN))

Note: DYcccFMT processing is defined in one or more similarly named members of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

_USRIHL

Purpose:
Examine input history log

Method:
The macro is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file. This code reads
&ADMX..CKPTDATA as an integrity check on that file, and in the process allows you to inspect the file's contents.

Typical Use:
This macro can be used to abort daily update cycles that are based on an extended checkpoint examination algorithm.
For example, the daily CICS format routine would end typically if data from at least one CICS system were successfully
processed. However, you might not want the database to be updated if MICS has not processed data from the production
CICS system. This exit could be used to examine all the entries in &ADMX..CKPTDATA to look for the CICS production
system. If no data has been found, the user exit code could execute a SAS ABORT ABEND statement, stopping the CICS
daily update until the correct input data is available.
Note: If you code a user exit ABEND, it is your responsibility to document the ABEND condition and its correction for your
operations or quality control group.

Invoked Locations:
This exit macro is referenced by the checkpoint macro CKRTN4. CKRTN4 is a Macro statement that is named _CKRTN4
located in:

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CHECKPT)

And a Macro language macro in:

sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(CKRTN4)

The CKRTN4 macro is referenced by the DAILY job steps for each component.
The following coding example illustrates how you could ensure that at least 10 records from both the production and test
CICS regions were kept. The element names to use with this exit can be identified by doing a SAS PROC CONTENTS on
the DETAIL file CKPTDATA.

              MACRO _USRIHL
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              IF ROUTINE EQ 'DYCICFMT' THEN DO;

                RETAIN CICP CICT;

                IF COMPT EQ 'CIC CICP' AND

                   KEPT GE 10 THEN CICP = 1;

                IF COMPT EQ 'CIC CICT' AND

                   KEPT GE 10 THEN CICT = 1;

                IF EOF THEN DO;

                  FILE PRINT;

                  IF (NOT CICT) THEN

                    PUT "INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR TEST REGION" /

                        "DAILY UPDATE RUN ABORTED";

                  IF (NOT CICP) THEN

                    PUT "INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR PROD REGION" /

                        "DAILY UPDATE RUN ABORTED";

                  IF NOT (CICP AND CICT) THEN ABORT ABEND;

                END;

              END;

              %

_USRSTEP

Purpose:
Provide user step name for restart messages.

Method:
The macro is referenced in code that prints the restart message on the MICS run status report. For more information
about this report,Operations Reference and Processing Schedule.

Typical Use:
This macro can be used to ammend the restart instructions given by the MICS Run Status Report. For information about
using Generation Control Language to change MICS operational job-step names, including instructions for coding this
exit, see OS Step Names.
Invoked Locations:
This exit macro is referenced by the MICS run status report program, which is located in:
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(RSTATUS)

USRSPC

Purpose:
Perform data selection and element manipulation to the ADMSPC file.

Method:
The macro is referenced before the output of observations to the ADMSPC file. This exit starts with a "%MACRO"
statement and ends with a "%MEND" statement. The exit is invoked as %USRSPC.
A typical implementation of this method follows.

%MACRO USRSPC;

  IF SPCSTEP = 'DAY030' THEN DO;

    (exit code here)

  END;

%MEND  USRSPC;

Typical Use:
This macro can be used to remove unwanted data from the ADMSPC file or alter data element content. If the exit sets
the program variable SKIP_REC to a value of one, the current observation is not written to the ADMSPC file. While
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the ADMSPC file is a spin file, only new observations are presented to the USRSPC exit. Existing observations in the
ADMSPC file are not affected.
To confine your exit code to a particular step, test the SPCSTEP data element which contains the step name of the MICS
Operational job step that is executing. The ADMSPC file is updated in the DAILY and Incremental Update job steps.

USRZONE

Purpose:
Override or expand ZONE definition options.

Method:
The macro is referenced in code that sets ZONE values. This exit starts with a "%MACRO" statement and ends with a
"%MEND" statement. The exit is invoked as %USRZONE.
Typical This macro can be used to alter or augment ZONE Use: values. ENDTS (End Time Stamp), ZONE, HOUR, and
SYSID are available at the point of invocation.
Great care must be exercised in using this facility as misuse can corrupt the database, increase DASD space
requirements, and impact chargeback or capacity planning activities as noted here:

• Standard MICS ZONE definitions are based on hour boundaries, for example, 8 AM to 5 PM Monday through Friday.
Some organizations might define MICS ZONEs according to a work schedule based on 30 minute or 15-minute
boundaries. The %USRZONE exit can be used to redefine the MICS ZONE on sub-hour boundaries per the value of
TIMEPART(ENDTS). However, be aware of the following issues and considerations:
– Defining ZONE on a sub-hour boundary requires that ZONE be added as a sequence/summary control element for

the DAYS timespan in each MICS file. ZONE is not typically a sequence/summary element at the DAYS timespan
because the standard ZONE definition ensures that all records for a YEAR, MONTH, DAY, and HOUR are assigned
to the same ZONE. But, if you redefine ZONE on a sub-hour basis (without adding ZONE to the summarization
key), data in the DAYS timespan contain corrupted ZONE values because some DAYS time span records contain
composite records for an HOUR which at the DETAIL timespan reflected more than one ZONE. Data in the WEEKS
and MONTHS timespans (summarized by ZONE) is also corrupt because the MONTHS timespan is derived from
the DAYS timespan data (when DAYS is active).

– Defining ZONE on a sub-hour boundary (with appropriate DAYS timespan summary key updates) enlarges the
MICS database. For example, the standard DAYS timespan cycle contains 24 observations for each SYSID one for
each hour. However, with a sub-hour ZONE definition, there are two observations in the database for those hours
that cross the ZONE definition boundary. Likewise, because the WEEKS timespan is summarized by ZONE and
HOUR, more observations appear in WEEKS timespan files.

• Some organizations might have structured their workloads such that the "prime shift" period varies by SYSID. For
example, if one LPAR processes internal production activity such as accounts receivable, shipping, with a normal 8
through 5 prime shift, while another LPAR is dedicated primarily to the company's WEB server for direct customer
order and inquiry where peak workloads arrive after 6 PM, then different ZONE structures might be appropriate.
Address this requirement by splitting data for these different functional systems into individual MICS unit databases,
where each can have a unique ZONE definition. Or, if data for these unique systems is maintained in a single unit
database, the ZONE definition could be structured with unique ZONE values for each of the "prime shift" periods. For
example, ZONE 1 is 8 through 5, ZONE 2 is 6 PM to midnight, ZONE 3 is the 5:00 hour. An alternative is to use the
%USRZONE exit facility to define ZONE 1 uniquely by SYSID. However, this can lead to problems or confusion, or
both, in reporting and analysis. For example, attempting to report the grand total workload (say for financial planning)
for the day time period by selecting data for ZONE 1 actually combines data from two separate time periods. Likewise,
activity graphs by HOUR can report unexpected workload gaps if ZONE is included in data selection criteria.

Invoked Locations:
This exit macro is referenced by the code that sets the ZONE values and is located in:

sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS(ZONE)

The %ZONE macro is referenced by the DAILY job steps for each component. It can also be invoked at other locations
where processing routines compute or re-compute the ZONE value.
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Standard File and Accounting Exits

Exits that apply to only one file in a single MICS product can be used to modify the contents of records on that file
immediately before the current observation is output.

Standard file exits can serve any purpose that could be fulfilled at the individual file level. Some of the possibilities are:

• Calculating values for new data elements that are to be added to the file.
• Scaling data elements that are currently on the MICS file in question according to some user algorithm.
• Performing the calculations necessary to implement an installation algorithm.

These exits can be used to install a user-written accounting subsystem into MICS.

Installing user code to apply to all database units in the MICS database complex is a matter of adding the code directly
into the exit macro in the #cccEXIT member on sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

Installing user code to apply to a single database unit is a matter of redefining the macro and adding the code directly into
the exit macro in the #cccEXIT member on prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.

The exit described here resides on the MICS source code library sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE in several different
members, which are denoted by fff, a three-character file identifier. A general description of the USRSfff exit and its
functions follows.

_USRSfff

fff is a three-character file identifier.

For example, the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) has an information area that is named the Hardware
Information Area (HAR). The CPU Information File in the Hardware Information Area is named HARCPU and exists in the
MICS database in timespans and cycles such as DETAIL.HARCPU01. The standard file exit for this file is _USRSCPU,
which is located in the #RMFEXIT member of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

Purpose:
Perform calculations immediately brfore file output.

Method:
The macro is referenced in code that processes input data immediately before the SAS OUTPUT statement for the
associated file. If the file exists on the MICS database in the DAYS timespan but not in the DETAIL timespan (such as the
CICCSU file), this exit is taken immediately before what would have been the DETAIL observation is summarized to the
DAYS level. The routines that reference these exit macros are daily component format routines (DYcccFMT).
Before invocation, all data elements on the file have been valued by MICS. That is, any data element that is generated to
be on the DETAIL timespan or that is summarized to the DAYS timespan of the file can be referenced by the exit.
These exits are invoked in one place each. There may be more than one such exit that is invoked in any single SAS DATA
statement, because some data statements build more than one MICS file.

Usage Notes:
These macros give you great flexibility in changing the contents of MICS files. Such changes may be very desirable at
your installation. However, modifications also increase the degree of maintenance work you must perform for MICS.
Coding these exits assumes more than a brief introduction to MICS. It would be a good idea to study the code in the
format routine from which the exit is invoked. Such items as the choice of names for "temporary" program variables
can be critical to the normal operation of the rest of the component's format routine. Inappropriate choices of variable
names can destroy data elements in other files, disturb the MICS checkpoint mechanism, and generally delay MICS data
availability. Thorough testing is essential.

Invoked Locations:
These macros are referenced in a single location by a single component. See the individual Product Analyzers for more
information about _USRSfff exits.
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JCL Generation Output Exit (JCLEXIT)

The JCLEXIT facility enables you to tailor items that are produced by the MICS JCLGEN process. The exit is used to
make changes that are not possible with the basic or extended JCLGEN facilities. Do the following tasks before writing a
JCLGEN exit:

• Ensure that there is not an existing JCLGEN facility that can be used to accomplish the tailoring.
• Discuss the design with the Broadcom Support Group before undertaking the actual work.

The JCLGEN process creates IEBUPDTE streams in temporary work files that are used to update the MICS libraries.
If the generation has been successful, macro JCLUPDT is invoked to process the IEBUPDTE stream and update the
appropriate MICS library. The user exit macro JCLEXIT is invoked by the JCLUPDT macro.

To use the JCLEXIT facility during a complex-level generation and all unit-level generations, code the JCLEXIT macro in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#USRMAC). If you want to invoke the JCLEXIT macro for one specific unit database, code it
in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#USRMAC).

The macro to be coded is a SAS Macro Language direct exit of the form:

%MACRO JCLEXIT;

   /* user statements go here */

%MEND JCLEXIT;

If present, the macro executes in-stream within the JCLUPDT function. The macro is placed so that it has an opportunity
to examine each record before it is added to the MICS data set. The following SAS variables are defined at the time the
exit receives control:

&COMPLEX
A SAS macro variable that has a value of COMPLEX if the JCL generation is being performed at the COMPLEX level and
a null value if the JCL generation is being performed at the unit level.

&GENLIST
A SAS macro variable that contains the name of the MICS.PARMS GENLIST member.

LCLLIBMM
A 16-byte variable. The first 8 bytes are the DDNAME of the library to be updated, the last 8 bytes are the member being
created.

LCLLINE
The 80-byte record about to be put into the member in the output library.

WRKDDN
The DDNAME of the library to be updated.

TCLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST

TGENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB

TMACAUTO
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS

TSOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

OUTUSOR
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

TCNTL
sharedprefix/prefix.MICS.CNTL
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TPARMS
sharedprefix/prefix.MICS.PARMS

WARNING

 The JCLUPDT function, which invokes the JCLEXIT macro, is used by the JCLGEN process to update all
libraries.

 The value of the variable WRKDDN is checked to ensure that user updates only occur for the CNTL and CLIST
libraries.

%MACRO JCLEXIT;

   IF WRKDDN = 'TCNTL' THEN LCLLINE = UPCASE(LCLLINE);

%MEND JCLEXIT;

SAS Functions and Call Routines
There are SAS Functions and Call Routines that are part of MICS and are supported by Broadcom and not SAS Institute.
Broadcom-supported Functions and Call Routines can be identified by browsing the sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD library.

The module names are prefixed with 'UWU' and suffixed with up to five characters of the Function or Call Routine
name as specified on a SAS language statement. For instance, the following SAS language statement references the
UWUGBLFC Call Routine in sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD:

SAS Call Routine GBLFCN

Name: 

GBLFCN

Abstract:
Provides for the storage and retrieval of MICS global variables. These variables persist beyond the SAS Data step in
which they were created and are destroyed at the end of the Job step.

External Specifications:
CALL GBLFCN(action, name, value);
The variables action, name, and value are character variables that are defined as follows:

action
Action to perform on MICS global variables. Valid values are:

"SET"
To create or replace the value that is associated with a variable name.

"GET"
To retrieve the value that is associated with a variable name. If no match is found, blank is returned.

"PRINT"
To print all variable names and their associated values on the MICSLOG.

name
Literal or variable containing a 1-character to 16-character name to be associated with a value.

value
A 1-character to 200-character variable or literal. If action="SET", then value=a tag of "name". If action="GET", then
value=the value that is associated with "name".

Sample usage:
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The following sample JCLEXIT macro illustrates how you can ensure that each generated JCL statement contains only
uppercase characters:

data _null_;

  ARG3='RMF SMF TSO CICS';

  call GBLFCN('SET', 'COMPTS', ARG3);

run;

data _null_;

  length VALUE $200;

  retain VALUE ' ';

  call GBLFCN('GET', 'COMPTS', VALUE);

  put VALUE=;

run;

The output is:

VALUE='RMF SMF TSO CICS'

Usage notes: 

The most common coding error that is associated with GBLFCN is having name or value that is truncated because the
variable for name or value is too short. To avoid this problem, make the name variable's length 16 and value variable's
length 200.

SAS gives a "VARIABLE NOT INITIALIZED" message for variables that are only set with CALL functions. To avoid these
messages, RETAIN the value variables with a value.

SAS Function and Call Routine MALABEL

Name: 

MALABEL

Abstract:
Provides dynamic access to the value of a label that is assigned to a SAS variable.

External Specifications: 

CALL MALABEL(value, name); /*Call Routine */

Or

value=MALABEL(name); /*Function */

The variables value and name are character variables that are defined as follows:

value
A 1-character to 200-character variable that contains the value of the label that is associated with SAS variable whose
name is in "name".

name
Variable containing the  eight character name of a SAS variable.

Sample usage: 

data _null_;

...

length VARLABEL $40 VARNAME $8;

retain VARLABEL VARNAME ' ';

label ASID = 'Address Space Identification';
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VARNAME='ASID';

call MALABEL(VARLABEL, VARNAME);

put VARLABEL=;

run;

The following information would be printed on the SAS log:

VARLABEL=Address Space Identification

User-defined Informats and Formats
To validate the contents of a SAS variable by looking for specific values, you can create a SAS informat or format to
search a table in a SAS DATA step rather than coding numerous lines of SAS code. If the permissible values used to
build the format table are contained in a sequential or partitioned data set, SAS code can be written to input the file that
contains the information and create the necessary PROC FORMAT SAS code to build the SAS format.

The SAS DATA step that performs the table search process would contain only a few lines to use the PUT function to
perform the table search and, based on the search results, execute specific SAS statements like creating an observation
for all non-matching conditions in a MICS file. A SAS format can also be used to translate the value in a SAS variable into
another meaningful value, such as deriving an account code value based on the job name or user identification value.

SAS Format Catalogs 

SAS stores the output of PROC FORMAT in a special member type of a SAS data library that is named a catalog. SAS
data libraries that contain catalogs are commonly named object libraries.

A SAS object library can contain any number of format catalogs. These formats can be either temporary or permanent.
Temporary formats are stored in a catalog on the WORK data set and are available only for the life of the SAS job step.
Permanent formats are stored in a permanent SAS object library and are available to multiple job-step executions.

MICS supports three specific format catalogs to store permanent informats and formats at both the complex and unit
levels. The catalog names and uses are defined as follows:

USERFMT1
To store user-defined informats and formats that override standard MICS formats. Entries should be placed in this catalog
with extreme caution. Formats that are placed in this catalog with the same name as standard MICS informats and
formats are found first and used in place of the standard ones. This may cause unpredictable results and should only be
done with the assistance of Technical Support.

USERFMT2
To store user-defined informats and formats that augment standard MICS formats. We recommend that you store all user-
defined informats and formats here unless specific circumstances require that you override a standard MICS format.

MICSFMTS
To store informats and formats that are distributed with MICS or defined by standard MICS facilities during the installation
and maintenance processes. User-defined informats and formats should NOT be placed in this catalog.

Complex-level format catalogs are stored in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and are available in all standard MICS cataloged
procedures. Unit-level format catalogs, which are stored in prefix.MICS.MUOLIB, are available in all standard unit-level
MICS cataloged procedures. In addition, the MICS Workstation Facility provides access to the appropriate object libraries.

MICS processes define the search order for these format catalogs by using the SAS OPTIONS statement. The
WORK.FORMATS format catalog is always defined first in the search order and is typically followed by the MCOLIB
format catalogs, which are succeeded by the MUOLIB format catalogs, and finally the SAS format catalog. Utilizing the
USEROBJLIB JCLDEF/JCLDEFC option would add your user-defined formats catalog to the end of the search order. This
search order may vary by the process or job being executed.

For example:
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OPTIONS FMTSEARCH=(WORK.FORMATS MCOLIB.USERFMT1

MCOLIB.MICSFMTS MCOLIB.USERFMT2 MUOLIB.USERFMT1

MUOLIB.MICSFMTS MUOLIB.USERFMT2 LIBRARY.FORMATS);

Some processes such as MICF inquiries define the unit level (MUOLIB) format catalogs ahead of the complex level
(MCOLIB) format catalogs whenever a unit database has been selected. The order of the MUOLIB definition on the
FMTSEARCH option coincides with the order that units have been selected. In other words, the first unit that is selected in
a File Selection Step for example, would be the first format catalog that is defined on the FMTSEARCH option.

Creating User-defined Informat/Format Catalog Entries

Since both complex- and unit-level format catalogs are stored in SAS object libraries, updating these catalogs requires
exclusive use of the libraries (DISP=OLD). To eliminate contention problems between batch and TSO users accessing
the MICS system, all users acquire a temporary copy of the MICS object libraries (MCOLIB and MUOLIB) automatically
during initial processing. This means that updates to the temporary copy of your user format catalogs must also be made
to the permanent SAS object library. If you use the standard MICS jobs, USERFMTC and USERFMTU, to update your
temporary user format catalogs, then the permanent SAS object library is updated automatically.

Note: Remember to monitor the size of the MICS object libraries over time. The number of user formats that are created
by your users dictates the amount of space that is optimal for your site.

Creating Complex-level Catalog Entries

The USERFMTC job is available to update the USERFMT1 and USERFMT2 catalogs in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.
The USERFMTC job is automatically generated in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. The input to this catalog update job is the
following members of sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE:

USERFMT1
Adds and updates entries in catalog USERFMT1

USERFMT2
Adds and updates entries in catalog USERFMT2

The only code that needs to be entered in these members is the INVALUE, VALUE, and PICTURE statements necessary
to generate your formats. See the SAS Procedures Guide for complete syntax rules on coding these input statements
to PROC FORMAT. Any number of these statements can be coded in each member. All formats that are defined in this
member are updated each time the USERFMTC job is executed. An invocation of PROC FORMAT with output to the
appropriate catalog is automatically invoked and do not need to be coded in the input member.

If you must perform more complicated processing, such as a DATA step that reads an external file and then generates
a format, that code can either be coded in these members or %INCLUDEd from standard MICS libraries or private data
sets. The only requirement is that you code your PROC FORMAT invocation statements in the following format:

PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMTn;

...INVALUE, VALUE, and/or PICTURE statements...

RUN;

Examples of various input methods that can be used in these members follow.

Example 1 - Coding INVALUE, VALUE, and PICTURE statements to be processed by PROC FORMAT. 

    INVALUE CHECK

        '1'-'4'=_SAME_

        '99'   =.

        OTHER  =_ERROR_;

    PICTURE DAYS

        01-31='99'
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        OTHER='99 - Illegal day value';

    VALUE ABC

        1='A'

        2='B'

        3='C';

    VALUE $TAPES

        '0300'-'032F'='TAPE'

        '0400'-'043F'='CART'

        '0800'-'08FF'='SILO'

        OTHER='????';

Example 2 - Reading a sequential file's values for use in a table search. 

The following code can be used to input a sequential file containing a list of valid codes for use in a table search for
permissible values of a SAS variable. The format is saved in the USERFMT2 catalog in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB. This
format is referenced later in this section to select only observations that do not have an ACCTNO1 value in this format.

In this example, the SAS code inputs the first non-blank field in each record as the table look-up entry. If the first non-
blank field in each record is not used as the look-up value, the INPUT statement must be changed to properly input the
desired values. The SAS code that is shown next creates a format that is named $USRIDS in the USERFMT2 catalog
in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB. You may want to change the name of the format that is created. The format name must
begin with a "$" if you use a SAS character variable to do the table look-up in the DATA step PUT function. If a numeric
variable is used in the PUT function, the FORMAT name must begin with a letter.

    /* ALLOCATE THE INPUT DATA SET */

    FILENAME INPUT 'your.input.dataset.name' DISP=SHR;

    DATA _NULL_;

    LENGTH TEMP1 $16;     /* MAX LENGTH OF LOOK-UP VALUE */

    INFILE INPUT END=EOF; /* INPUT SEQUENTIAL FILE */

    FILE FT15F001;        /* TEMP WORK FILE IN MICSDM PROC */

    PUT "PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMT2;" /

        "VALUE $USRIDS ";

    DO UNTIL(EOF);

      /* LOOK-UP VALUES ARE IN THE FIRST NON-BLANK COLUMN */

      INPUT TEMP1 $ ;

      PUT "'" TEMP1 "' = '1'";

    END;

    PUT "OTHER = '0';";

    STOP;

    RUN;

    %INCLUDE FT15F001;  /* INC. THE GENERATED PROC FORMAT */

    RUN;

    FILENAME INPUT CLEAR;  /* FREE THE INPUT DATA SET */

An alternate method to perform the same process is to use the CNTLIN option of PROC FORMAT. Notice that the format
name variable FMTNAME does not have the $ in the retained value. The fact that this is a character format is defined by
setting the format type variable, TYPE, to C. The format is still referenced as $USRIDS in a PUT statement.

    /* ALLOCATE THE INPUT DATA SET */

    FILENAME INPUT 'your.input.dataset.name' DISP=SHR;

    DATA WORK.CNTLIN;

    LENGTH START END $16;   /* MAX LENGTH OF LOOK-UP VALUE */

    RETAIN FMTNAME 'USRIDS' /* NAME OF FORMAT TO BE GEN'D */
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           TYPE 'C'         /* THIS IS A CHARACTER FORMAT */

           HLO ' '          /* FOR USE WITH OTHER= OPTIONS */

           LABEL '1';

    INFILE INPUT END=EOF;   /* INPUT SEQUENTIAL FILE */

    DO UNTIL(EOF);

      /* LOOK-UP VALUES ARE IN THE FIRST NON-BLANK COLUMN */

      INPUT START $ ;

      END=START;            /* START/END OF RANGE ARE SAME */

      OUTPUT;

    END;

    START='**OTHER**';      /* GENERATE AN OTHER= VALUE */

    END=START;

    HLO='O';

    LABEL='0';

    OUTPUT;

    STOP;

    RUN;

    /* GENERATE THE FORMAT */

    PROC FORMAT CNTLIN=WORK.CNTLIN

                LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMT2 PRINT;

    RUN;

    FILENAME INPUT CLEAR;  /* FREE THE INPUT DATA SET */

If the code in the previous example were stored in a private partitioned data set, it could be added to the USERFMTC
update process as follows:

%INCLUDE 'your.private.pds(member)';

SAS dynamically allocates, read, and free the data set for you.

If the code in the previous example was stored in another member of sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE, it could be
added to the USERFMTC update process as follows:

%INCLUDE USOURCE(member);

A sample SAS DATA step that uses the format $USRIDS to subset a SAS file by selecting observations that have certain
ACCTNO1 values is illustrated in the sample SAS code that follows:

    //MICS  EXEC MICSSHRP

    //SYSIN  DD   DATA,DLM=ZZ

    /* SAVE ALL OBS. THAT CONTAIN INVALID ACCTNO1 VALUES */

    DATA REJECTS (KEEP=ACCTNO1 ACCTNO2 JOB RDRTS);

    SET &BATX..BATJOB01;

    IF PUT(ACCTNO1,$USRIDS.) = 0  THEN OUTPUT;

    RUN;

    /* PRINT REJECT OUTPUT REPORT */

    PROC PRINT DATA=REJECTS; BY ACCTNO1;

    ID JOB; VAR ACCTNO1 ACCTNO2 RDRTS;

    TITLE " REJECT LISTING FROM BATJOB FILE ";

    RUN;

    ZZ

The logic in the sample DATA step previous output any observation that does not have one of the user identification
(ACCTNO1) values that are contained in the SAS format $USRIDS. This technique can be used to identify and print
exceptions or rejects.
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Creating Unit-level Catalog Entries

A standard job is available to update the USERFMT1 and USERFMT2 catalogs in prefix.MICS.MUOLIB. This job,
USERFMTU, is automatically generated in prefix.MICS.CNTL. The input to this catalog update job is the following
members of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE:

USERFMT1
Adds and updates entries in catalog USERFMT1

USERFMT2
Adds and updates entries in catalog USERFMT2

The only code that needs to be entered in these members is the INVALUE, VALUE, and PICTURE statements necessary
to generate your formats. See to the SAS Procedures Guide for complete syntax rules on coding these input statements
to PROC FORMAT. Any number of these statements can be coded in each member. All formats that are defined in this
member are updated each time the USERFMTU job is executed. An invocation of PROC FORMAT with output to the
appropriate catalog is automatically invoked and do not need to be coded in the input member.

If you need to perform more complicated processing, such as a DATA step that reads an external file and then generates
a format, that code can either be coded in these members or %INCLUDEd from standard MICS libraries or private data
sets. The only requirement is that you code your PROC FORMAT invocation statements in the following format:

    PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MUOLIB.USERFMTn;

        ...INVALUE, VALUE, and/or PICTURE statements...

    RUN;

The following examples show input methods that can be used in these members.

Example 1 - Coding INVALUE, VALUE, and PICTURE statements to be processed by PROC FORMAT. 

    INVALUE CHECK

        '1'-'4'=_SAME_

        '99'   =.

        OTHER  =_ERROR_;

    PICTURE DAYS

        01-31='99'

        OTHER='99 - Illegal day value';

    VALUE ABC

        1='A'

        2='B'

        3='C';

    VALUE $TAPES

        '0300'-'032F'='TAPE'

        '0400'-'043F'='CART'

        '0800'-'08FF'='SILO'

        OTHER='????';

Example 2 - Determining the value of one SAS variable that is based on the value of another SAS variable. 

A SAS format can also be used to determine the value of one SAS variable that is based on the value of another SAS
variable. In most simple cases, a SAS DATA step can be coded with a series of IF/THEN/ELSE statements to achieve this
result, as shown in the following example.

    IF USER =: 'PR' THEN TSOACT1 = 'PR25';

      ELSE IF USER =: 'TS' THEN TSOACT1 = 'TS01';
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      ELSE IF USER =: 'PL' THEN TSOACT1 = 'PL15';

      ELSE IF USER =: 'RX' THEN TSOACT1 = 'RX25';

      ELSE TSOACT1 = '*UNKNOWN*';

If the list of possible values for USER were large or if the possible values changed frequently, it would be more effective
and efficient to use a SAS format to assign the value of TSOACT1 based on the first two characters that are found in the
USER variable. When using a SAS format to perform a table search, you do not have to modify your exit routine. You
need only replace the SAS format, minimizing coding or syntax errors.

For example, a SAS format could be written to translate a user's logon identifier to a group name for assigning TSOACT1
values. The following code can be used to input a sequential file that contains valid logon identifier prefix values to use for
a table search of expected values. If the value present in the USER variable is one that is unknown to the table, a value
of "*UNKNOWN*" are returned from the PUT function when performing the table search in the TSO Account Code Exit
Routine (TSOACRT).

The following example shows the SAS format $UIDGRPS being saved in the USERFMT2 catalog in
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB each time the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(USERFMTU) was executed. This code could be added to
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(USERFMT2). The job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(USERFMTU) would need to be rerun whenever
the list of ID prefix values and group name values changes.

    /* ALLOCATE THE INPUT DATA SET */

    FILENAME INPUT 'user.input.ids' DISP=SHR;

    DATA _NULL_;

    LENGTH ID $2 GROUP $10 ;

    INFILE INPUT END=EOF;         /* INPUT SEQUENTIAL FILE */

    FILE FT15F001;                /* USE TEMP WORK FILE */

    PUT "PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MUOLIB.USERFMT2;" /

      "VALUE $UIDGRPS ";

    DO UNTIL(EOF);

      /* TABLE LOOK-UP VALUES ARE IN COLUMNS 1-2 AND 10-19 */

      INPUT @01 ID $2. @10 GROUP $10. ;

      PUT "'" ID "' =  '" GROUP "'";

    END;

    PUT "OTHER = '*UNKNOWN*';";

    STOP;

    RUN;

    %INCLUDE FT15F001; /*INCLUDE THE GENERATED PROC FORMAT */

    RUN;

An alternate method of performing the same process is to use the CNTLIN option of PROC FORMAT. Notice that the
format name variable FMTNAME does not have the $ in the retained value. The fact that this is a character format is
defined by setting the format type variable, TYPE, to C. The format is still referenced as $UIDGRPS in a PUT statement.

    /* ALLOCATE THE INPUT DATA SET */

    FILENAME INPUT 'user.input.ids' DISP=SHR;

    DATA WORK.CNTLIN;

    RETAIN FMTNAME 'UIDGRPS' /* NAME OF FORMAT TO BE GEN'D */

           TYPE 'C'          /* THIS IS A CHARACTER FORMAT */

           HLO ' '           /* FOR USE WITH OTHER= OPTIONS*/

           ;

    INFILE INPUT END=EOF;   /* INPUT SEQUENTIAL FILE */

    DO UNTIL(EOF);

      /* LOOK-UP VALUES ARE IN THE FIRST NON-BLANK COLUMN */

      INPUT @01 START $2. @10 LABEL $10. ;

      END=START;            /* START/END OF RANGE ARE SAME */
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      OUTPUT;

    END;

    START='**OTHER**';      /* GENERATE AN OTHER= VALUE */

    END=START;

    HLO='O';

    LABEL='*UNKNOWN*';

    OUTPUT;

    STOP;

    RUN;

    /* GENERATE THE FORMAT */

    PROC FORMAT CNTLIN=WORK.CNTLIN

                LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMT2 PRINT;

    RUN;

    FILENAME INPUT CLEAR;  /* FREE THE INPUT DATA SET */

If the code in the previous example was stored in a private partitioned data set, it could be added to the USERFMTU
update process as follows:

%INCLUDE 'your.private.pds(member)';

SAS will dynamically allocate, read, and free the data set for you.

If the code in the previous example were stored in another member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE, it could be added to
the USERFMTU update process as follows:

%INCLUDE USOURCE(member);

The SAS code previous assumes that the sequential file contains the table look-up entries in columns 1 and 2 and the
associated Group Names in columns 10 through 19. You should change the INPUT statement to identify the columns that
contain the desired values.

A sample MICS TSOACRT routine that uses the format $UIDGRPS is illustrated in the sample SAS code here.

    IF ROUTINE='DYTSOFMT' THEN DO;

      TSOACT1 = PUT(SUBSTR(USER,1,2),$UIDGRPS.);

      ... other SAS statements ...

    END;

The table $UIDGRPS is searched for the value that is contained in the first two positions of the USER variable and the
search result is placed in the TSOACT1 variable.

Creating Catalog Entries During Operational Jobs

MICS generation processes like JCLGEN and cccCGEN use the LOCKIT data set to ensure that jobs that update Format
catalogs do not back level each other. The MICS operational jobs cannot use this same serialization technique because it
would prevent multiple units from being updated simultaneously.

If you have a requirement to create a permanent SAS Format during execution of one of the MICS operational jobs, like
DAILY, the following technique can be used:

• Create a special SAS data library in which to store your Formats.
• Add a LIBRARY DD with DISP=OLD to the operational steps that require update access to the Format catalog.

Example:
//DAY030 EXEC MICSDBP

//LIBRARY  DD DISP=OLD,DSN=MYLIB.USER.FORMATS
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//INPUTSMF DD .....

• Update your user code that generates the permanent Format to direct PROC FORMAT to output Formats to the
LIBRARY DD by adding the LIBRARY=LIBRARY.FORMATS option.
Example:
PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=LIBRARY.FORMATS;

• Add a LIBRARY DD with DISP=SHR to any other job steps that require read access to the Format catalog.
Example:
//DAILYRPT EXEC MICSSHRP

//LIBRARY  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MYLIB.USER.FORMATS

//SYSIN    DD .....

MICS automatically adds the LIBRARY.FORMATS catalog to the SAS FMTSEARCH option for you.

Note: LIBRARY.FORMATS is searched after MCOLIB and MUOLIB, so the names of the Formats placed there must not
exist in any of the other standard Format catalogs. Also, the catalog name must be FORMATS or it is not searched.

Input/Output Formats - User-defined

The following table describes Broadcom-written input and output formats.

The Informant name is followed by a short abstract.

MAKB
This informat reads positive integer binary data representing bytes and converts the value into kilobytes through division
by 1024. The input length must be four.

MAKBRB
This informat reads real binary (floating-point) data representing bytes and converts the value into kilobytes through
division by 1024. The input length must be four.

MAMSEC
This informat is used to convert z/OS clock values to seconds. The entire 8-byte clock value is divided by 4,096,000,000.
The low-order byte is dropped so that the value can be moved into a doubleword for normalization. This effects a division
by 256. The normalized value is then divided by 16,000,000. (256*16,000,000=4,096,000,000). After conversion to
seconds, scaling is performed if required

MAPCT
The MAPCT format takes a number and formats it with two decimal places and adds a percent log in the end. For
example, if you have two numbers 99 and 0.5, the result after using the MAPCT. Format would be 99.00 percent and 0.50
percent respectively.

For information about INFORMATs and FORMATs delivered by a specific component, see the individual Product
Analyzers.

Documentation Programs
This section describes the system that is used for production of a printed copy of a MICS document. Parts of the same
system are also used by the online Document Access facility. Both applications must be considered if any changes are
being made to the system.

A MICS document is built from a set of members that are found in one or more of the MICS TEXT libraries. These TEXT
libraries contain the text, figure, and title members that are used to compose the MICS guides. The libraries contain
variable length records, with a maximum text width of 133 characters (LRECL=137,RECFM=VB). The MICS TEXT
libraries are:
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• sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT, which contains document text sections, figures, picklists, and title pages.
• sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT, which contains generated text and other members that are copied by several

documents.
• sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT, which contains the Data Dictionary data element descriptions.

Text that is printed in two-column fashion must not exceed a width of 61 characters. This text is referred to as "short text."
Figures, titles, and other text using the entire page width as a single column may be as wide as fit on the printed page
(usually 130 characters). This text is referred to as "long text."

Data Dictionary elements reside in a separate library so that they can follow their own separate naming convention, as
determined by other MICS conventions. These members are always developed as short text.

Picklists

The files that control the assembly of text members into documents are named picklists.

The structure for a guide relies on a book-level picklist that calls individual chapter picklists. The chapter picklists identify
the individual files that constitute the chapter. This structure allows you to print an entire guide or one chapter.

The picklist is also the basis of the displ4.6 ay used by online Document Browse. The titles that are displayed by
Document Browse are extracted directly from the picklist title entries. The order of title presentation is also determined by
the picklist.

The set of guides that are presented to the Document Access user is determined by an ISPF table member, DOCLSTP4,
that lists the available guide titles and document identifiers in a standard order. These entries identify the book level
picklists. All picklists should reside in the DOC.TEXT library by convention. DOCLSTP4 is constructed from a special
picklist named PICVOL.

Document Production Process Flow

Producing a printed copy of a document is a two-step process. The first step selects the members from the TEXT libraries
and produces a single text file containing a rough form of the document. The second step formats the rough copy, adds
tables of contents if requested, and produces the final copy with either one or two columns of text to a page.

The entire process is controlled by command records that are identified by a "$" in column one of the records. These
records, named "dollar commands" in this description, are used in both steps of the process. In the first step, dollar
commands are read from a picklist. The picklist is a DOC.TEXT library member which usually consists entirely of dollar
commands. It lists the text members that make up the document in the order in which they are to appear. The first step
program (DOCPICK) reads the list and copies each member that is named to the rough text file.

Dollar commands are also used to control the formatting process in the second step. These records may be contained
in either the picklist or in the section and figure text members. These formatting dollar commands are detected by
DOCPICK, but passed to the second step through the rough intermediate file. The formatting controls are used by the
second step program, sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DOCUMENT). DOCUMENT produces the final document with two
columns of text to a page.

Document Utility Control Commands

The document facilities support a document formatting language (named dollar commands) that allows you to assemble
a printed document from one or more text files with control over pagination, page numbering, page size, and layout. The
content and format of the printed document is controlled by dollar command lines within the text files. MICS documents
are built from outline files, named picklists, that contain dollar commands for assembling a group of text files and figures in
sequence.
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Dollar Commands

The processing of the document production programs DOCPICK and DOCUMENT is controlled by records in the text
which contain a "$" in column 1. This section describes the use of each dollar command.

The syntax for the dollar commands is:

$xxxx nnn nnn

Where:

• The $ must be in column 1.
• xxxx is the command name, and must begin in column 2.
• nnn is an operand. Many commands have no operands, but if present they are column-dependent. Most operands

begin in column 7.

Commands that are not recognized are treated as comments and are not printed.

Document Assembly Commands

The commands $COPY, $SMEM, $LMEM, and $DMEM select data set members. $COPY is used in book picklists.
$SMEM and $LMEM can appear in a picklist or a text module. $DMEM typically is used only from a picklist, but can also
be embedded within a text member. The description of each command follows. The format of these commands is fixed.
The document assembly dollar commands are:

$COPY mmm...
When $COPY appears in a picklist, it copies in another picklist. In that case, mmm... has the value PIC... $COPY
statements can be nested up to 10 levels deep.
$COPY is used only for picklists. The commands $SMEM and $LMEM replace the old $COPY #INS.... and #INL.... and
thus allow any member name to be referenced in a copy operation, as described here.

$DMEM mmm... ttt...
Names a DIC.TEXT (data dictionary) member (61 characters wide) to be included in the output file. "mmm..." is the
member name (data element name) and "ttt..." is the long data element name; ttt... can contain up to 40 characters.

$LMEM mmm... ttt...
Names a long text member (up to 130 characters wide) to be included in the output file. This command should typically
be embedded within a text member, but is also used in a picklist to copy title pages. "mmm..." is the member name, and
"ttt..." is the figure title that is maintained for easy identification of the member contents.

$SMEM mmm... ttt...
Names a short text member (typically up to 61 characters wide) to be copied to the output document file. This command
is used in picklists to identify text sections that make up a larger document. This command can also be embedded within
a text member to copy more text into the output document. "mmm..." is the member name, and "ttt..." is the descriptive
section title that appears in the online Document Browse menu.

Note: The document assembly commands are fixed format. These commands expect the member name field to occupy 8
character positions. Member names should begin in column 7 and titles should begin in column 16. Up to 57 characters of
title information is displayed by online Document Browse or printed in the hardcopy tables of contents.

Text Formatting Commands

The text formatting dollar commands are:

$CENT
Signals the start of 61-character lines which are to be centered. Centering means that the line starts in column 35; it is
used only within figures. $REST turns off this command.

$CENT nnn
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Center text assuming it is nnn columns wide, within 132 character print positions.

$LONG
Signals the start of 130 character lines of text. $REST turns off this command.

$NORM
Reset from $LONG but allow for two up printing under a figure (on the same page). Use a $REST at the end of a section
that issues a $NORM after a figure to ensure that a $HEDR starts on a new page, not only a new column. This prevents a
succeeding text section from beginning under a figure.

$COL
Used to insert 6670 commands into the text output.

$PAGE lll nnn
Sets a footer page label and the initial page number value. "lll" is an optional three-character label or chapter number.
Option nnn is a three-digit page number; when you use it without lll, it must begin in column 11. Leaving lll and nnn blank
turns off page numbering.

$PARM xxx... xxx... ...
Sets parameters that affect the document format. These are discussed later under the heading, "$PARM Command
Parameters."

$REST
Reset. Marks the end of either a $LONG or a $CENT section.

$SCOL
Skip to the top of the next column, unless that is the current location. If the current column is within column 2, or a single
column document is being produced, this is equivalent to $SPAG.

$SPAC nnn
Skip "nnn" lines. If the skipping lines run over the column boundary, only the number of lines that are left in the column are
skipped.

$SPAG
Skip to the top of a new page, unless that is the current location.

$* comment
Comment line; it is not printed. Any command that is not recognized is also treated as a comment.

Heading and Table of Contents Commands

The heading and table of contents commands trigger section heading titles or table of contents entries.

$BOOK 28-character-bookname
Signals MICSDOC to print the abbreviated name of the document, as provided in the 28-character book name. This name
appears on the bottom of two up pages to the left of the chapter-page number. For example:
$BOOK MICS Intro Guide causes "MICS Intro Guide" to be printed at the bottom of each guide page. By convention, the
preferred place for these commands is in the ii$TTL member for each guide.

$CPYR yyyy
Supplies the document copyright date in the form of yyyy. This is the date that is used in the copyright notice that is
printed at the lower left corner of the documentation box when printing two up documents such as MICS guides.

$DMEM mmmmmmmm ttt...
This dollar command assembles text members and also creates section heading information. It identifies a data dictionary
entry and is used to generate the detailed table of contents entry. "mmmmmmmm" is the member name of the element,
and "ttt..." is the descriptive name of the element. "ttt" can contain up to 40 characters.

$FIG Figure n-nn. Title
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This command prints a title underneath a figure and also provides an entry for the figure table of contents. The number to
the left of the hyphen is the chapter number; the number to the right of the hyphen is a sequence number. The sequence
number might have periods within it and must have a period at the end.

$FIGC Figure n-nn. Title
The same as $FIG, except that the Figure n-nn. Title line is centered based on the current line size. This command adds a
title on a figure, especially when the body of the figure is copied using $LMEM.

$HEDR n.n.n section title$HEDR Chapter nn. CHAPTER TITLE
Signals the start of a new section or chapter, and provides the tables of contents entry. "nn" is the chapter or section
number. The number of periods in this number defines the level of indentation in the table of contents. The chapter
number must end with a period; the section number must not. The section number and title should be separated by a
hyphen; the chapter number and title should not be. The number, title, and "Chapter" (if present) can contain a total of 61
characters.

$HEDE nnn... ttt...
Identifies a MICS exception type for inclusion in the detailed table of contents. "nnn..." is the number of the exception type,
and "ttt..." is a one-line description of the exception (the long name of the exception).

$PDAT 18-character-date
Signals MICSDOC to override the value in the print date field using the text that is provided in the 18-character-date field.
This string appears on the bottom of 2UP pages to the right of the chapter-section number. Example:

$PDAT Oct 1989 Level
Causes "Oct 1989 Level" to be printed at the bottom of each Guide page instead of using the actual print date. By
convention, the preferred place for these commands is in the @ii$TTL member for each guide.

$$TOC
Marks the point in the text at which the tables of contents are inserted. If more than one $$TOC is encountered, the tables
of contents are inserted only where the first $$TOC occurs.

$PARM Command Parameters

$PARM nnnn nnnn ... 

This control record sets parameters that affect document format. These parameters can also be set using the SYSPARM
option of the MICSDOC PROC, but only if the parameter affects the entire document. Parameters set with the $PARM
card take effect when they are encountered in the input text. The values of the parameters can be changed as often as
necessary. Several parameters values can be specified on the same $PARM card. Separate each parameter with a blank
or a comma.

The parameters that are currently supported include:

1UP/2UP
Allows selection of one or two columns of text per page. If encountered within the text, this parameter takes effect at the
end of the current column of text. The default value is 2UP.

UCASE
Requests translation of "|" to "I" for the page border box. This parameter is intended to be used with the UCASE option of
the MICSDOC PROC, and is set automatically when this option is specified on the EXEC statement. The UCASE option
on the EXEC statement causes all the input text to be translated to upper case.

LSIZE=nnnn
Changes the line size of the output text. This parameter is intended primarily for use in one-column text. It does not
dynamically flow text across line boundaries. The default value is 61. When set to 80, column 1 is treated as part of the
text.

NLINES=nnnn
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Changes the number of lines of output per page. This parameter is intended primarily for use in sites that use a paper size
that not holds 60 lines. The minimum value that is allowed is 20. MICSDOC reserves lines at the top and bottom of each
page which is included in the NLINES count. Three lines are reserved at the top of the page. The number of reserved
lines at the bottom of a page varies with the type of text on each particular page. MICSDOC reserves 5 lines for text, two
lines for figures, and ten lines for dictionary entries. Thus, the default NLINES value of 60 allows for 52 text lines with text
type output.

SNUM
Signals the DOCUMENT program to suppress printing of the section number (from $HEDR entries) as part of all
GENERAL and DETAIL Table of Contents lines. Without this option, the format of table of contents lines is:

    x.x.x.x title information . . . . . . . . page#

Where x.x.x.x is the document section number. Using this option, the format of table of contents lines is:

    title information . . . . . . . . . . . . page#

NONUM
Signals the DOCUMENT program to suppress printing of the section number (from $HEDR entries) as part of all text page
headers and footers. This option includes SNUM features and also strips section numbers from the beginning of each text
section. It also blanks out the section number that would typically print at the bottom of the page box on a two-up print.
The NONUM option was added to allow for text to be printed without any numbering except chapter and figure numbers.

CNTL
This option requests that ./ control record lines be ignored if present in the text.

DOCPICK Program Documentation

DOCPICK, an assembler language program, is the first step in the process of printing one of the MICS guides. It
combines text members which contain the document sections, figures, and title pages to produce a rough version of the
final text. This combination is done under the control of a picklist which names, in sequence, the members that make up
the text.

The output from DOCPICK is input to the formatting program DOCUMENT. This program produces the final version of the
text. DOCUMENT is discussed in Document Program Documentation.

The files that are used by DOCPICK are:

DOCSTRM
This input file contains the picklist members.

DOCUMENT
This input file contains the document text members that are selected with the $SMEM and $LMEM commands.

DATADICT
This input file contains data dictionary members that are selected with the $DMEM command.

DOCOUT
This file is the principal output file. DOCOUT contains the members that are selected from DOCUMENT and DATADICT
under the control of the picklists in DOCSTRM.

SYSTERM
(Optional) This output file is used for error messages. If this file it is not present, messages are discarded.

DOCIN
(Optional) This file is a sequential input file. If present, it is treated as the first level of input, equivalent to the DOCSTRM
file. This file is used mainly in batch as an instream file for on-demand print requests. This file is, in effect, a sequential
picklist, one level above the DOCSTRM file. If present, it overrides the M= exec parameter that typically specifies the
starting level picklist.
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Docpick Return Codes

0
Everything OK

1
At least one member was not found.

2
No output records or table rows produced

4
Error opening files

8
EXEC parameter error, see system message.

12
VCOPY string field too long

16
File blksize problem

20
SYNAD routine that is entered, I/O problem

24
Bad problem, program issued quit without diagnosis

28
VDELETE failed

32
WILD Card Specification Error

36
Unsuccessful load of ISPLINK

40
VCOPY or VDEFINE error

Docpick Processing

The operation of DOCPICK can be described as follows:

DOCPICK reads the picklist looking for four types of control cards. They are:

• $COPY (copy a picklist member)
• $SMEM (short text member)
• $LMEM (long text member)
• $DMEM (DIC.TEXT member)

DOCPICK processes each card as follows:

$SMEM
The member is copied from the DOCUMENT file. The control card is discarded.

$LMEM
$SPAG and $LONG control records are written to DOCOUT, the member is copied from the DOCUMENT file, and then a
$REST control record is written to DOCOUT. Carriage control characters are removed and spacing lines added instead.
The control card is discarded.
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$DMEM
The same action is taken as for $SMEM cards, except the control card is first copied to the DOCOUT file, too.

$COPY
Names a picklist member that is inserted in the text where the $COPY card appears. When it appears in a picklist, the
copied member is treated as an insertion to the picklist rather than to the text being built.

$COPY, $SMEM, $LMEM, and $DMEM statements can be nested up to ten levels deep.

All other $xxxx control cards are simply copied to the DOCOUT file.

DOCPICK is typically executed with DOCUMENT. The JCL that is necessary to execute both of these programs is the
MICSDOC Proc.

How DOCPICK handles short and long members:

• From a picklist (assumed a $SMEM itself)
To an $SMEM or $DMEM no special processing
To an $LMEM issue a $SPAG, then a $LONG before copying issue a $REST after copying

• During transition within a text member (nested copy)
From an $SMEM or $DMEM to an $LMEM issue a $SPAG, then a $LONG before copying
From an $LMEM to an $SMEM or $DMEM issue a $REST after copying

The previous logic applies to the $COPY command too, based on the rules that are outlined for how $COPY short/long
type is determined.

Special note on LMEMs: As a convenience, DOCPICK assumes that carriage control characters in column 1 of a long
member should be converted to extra line or page skips before passing the text on to the DOCUMENT program. This
makes it easier to plug reports output directly into the documentation. This feature is still supported for the standard
processing option, but is suppressed for unload type options, such as CNTL and CTLC.

DOCPICK Nested Copy Processing

Book Picklist

-------------

 $COPY PIC... >>>  Chapter Picklist

                   ----------------

                   $xMEM membername >>>  Text Member

                                         ----------------

                                         $xMEM membername >>> Copy Member

                                         $COPY                ------------

                                                              $xMEM membername ...

                                                              $COPY

In the figure above, $xMEM refers to SMEM, LMEM, or DMEM. These commands now allow $COPY-type operations on
any member, regardless of its name. LMEMs are treated as 133 characters wide. SMEMs and DMEMs are treated as 80
columns wide, but typically using only 62 columns. For variable length records, the full length of the record is processed,
but certain options and formats require short/long text conventions to followed. For example, 2UP, SN, $CENT.

$COPY tries to determine the type of member that is based on #INS and #INL naming conventions. If the fourth character
of the name is "S", assume a short member, if the fourth character is "L", assume a long member; otherwise, assume that
copy member is the same type as the calling member, meaning do not do anything special about changing page format,
copies the text.

DOCPICK stacks the member type with the other information stored when a COPY or xMEM command is processed. The
types are S, L, or D, which describes the format and also the DD type to use for the copy operation. One parameterized
read routine is used. DDnames for each type S,L, or D are determined at program initialization that is based on what DDs
have been provided, as follows:
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$SMEM
(Required) DOCUMENT

$DMEM
(optional) DATADICT Use DOCUMENT DD if not present.

Thus, all xMEM commands can run off the single DDname of DOCUMENT, or off separate DDnames, if needed.

Using VB text format, separate DDnames are not necessary to support 80 compared to 133 character record lengths. The
DATADICT DD allows for a self-contained member naming scheme for dictionary elements that does not come in conflict
with text section naming conventions.

Docpick Options

These options are passed through an EXEC parameter.

CMD
Output $commands only no text. An unload option for analysis of $command structure, copy cross references, compare
picklist title to hedr title, and so on.

CNTL
Unload text in DOCUPDT format (./ control records). Embedded copy commands are not resolved in text.

CTLC
Same as CNTL, except all copy commands are resolved. Embedded copy commands that themselves are left in the text.
This option is for input to the text cross reference program. Since this program needs to know the type of member (S,L,D),
and the guide ID to which it belongs, these two extra pieces of information are output on the ./ control records in columns
32 and 34 respectively. I=id should also be specified.

FMT
Format the output for the browse/print user rather than for guide production. Convert $SPAG, $HEDx, $SCOL, $REST to
carriage control. Add spaces for browse. Convert $HEDx to a title and so on.

I=id
Supplies the Doc Identifier for T= processing. Allows DOCPICK to determine docID length and string value. Also used for
CTLC guide ID output.

K=section key prefix
Used mainly by Document Browse; requests that only those members that logically belong to the specified section key
be picked, and that all other members be ignored. For example, K=0103 would specify that only sections and figures
belonging to 1.3 be picked. This means that FD13 and FD13n would be picked, but FD1 and FD2 would not. Note that the
key of a figure is the same as the section number preceding it.

L=level limit
Used mainly by Document Browse, requests that only those members that logically belong to "level limit" or less be
picked, and that all members that belong at a level greater than the limit be ignored. For example, L=2 would specify that
only level 1 or level 2 sections and figures be picked. This means that FD1 and FD11 would be picked, but FD111 would
not. Note that the level of a figure is 1 greater than the section number preceding it.

M=member
Member name of picklist starting point or individual text member to print. Alternative to supplying a member name in the
DOCSTRM JCL statement. Allows for concatenation on the DOCSTRM DD.

N=output file number
Character string suffix that are appended to the name DOCOUT to allow the program to write to the DOCOUTn DDNAME.
This option is used by Document Browse to allow for different output files for each side of split screen. The value of the
Dialog Manager variable ZSCREEN is used as the file name suffix. It is set on the call to DOCPICK as N=&ZSCREEN.

S=pref
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Apply pref string as prefix selection on member names to be picked. Only members with names beginning with pref are
written to output.

SN
Strip line numbers on input. Blanks out cols 73-80 on all lines assumed to be from SMEMs.

T=tname
Requests that Table of Contents ISPF Table "tname" be built from picklists. No text is picked; the program simply runs
through the picklist structure.

UCASE
Requests that DOCPICK translate text to upper case. This option is for sites which do not have upper/lower case print
capability. The option is activated by specifying "UCASE" in the PARM parameter of the EXEC card (or through the
CASE parameter if MICSDOC is being used). When using the option from the PROC, the parameter is also passed to the
DOCUMENT program.

VCOPY
Requests that Dialog Manager services variable DOCPVM should be VCOPYed for list of members to pick, rather than
using a picklist. Used by the Browse (B) line command. DOCPVM contains a list of one or more type-name strings of
the form tnnnnnnnn tnnnnnnnn ... etc. T is the Xmem type (S,L,D) or C for $COPY of a picklist. nnnnnnnn is the member
name. This string is treated like a compact form of a picklist.
The $WILD command is also supported through this variable in the following format: Wpppppppp*vvvvvvvv, where "p"
represents a 1 through 8 character pattern name and "v" represents a 1 through 8 character wildcard replacement value.

Document Access

Document Access uses the DOCPICK program to:

• Build the ISPF tables that are used for the table of contents browse.
• Pick line selected members that are chosen by the user and format them into a browse/print temporary data set.
• Pick a subset of members that are named in a picklist by selecting on member name substrings (leading string only).
• Unload entire guides in a form usable by the Subject Cross reference file build process.

The DOCIN File

DOCIN is a SYSIN type sequential input file in DOCPICK, which can be used to pass information about component
selection to the DOCPICK program executing in batch. This file is optional, and if present, reads the selection information
that is generated by Document Access during the construction of the print job. Use of this input file removes the constraint
that all information must reside in a PDS in one of the concatenations of input files that are used by DOCPICK.

A similar capability is provided for interactive execution of DOCPICK under ISPF. This is done by passing the component
selection information through the DOCPVM dialog manager variable that is currently used by Document Browse for
member selection.

Document Program Documentation

DOCUMENT is a formatting and print program for producing documents with one or two columns of text per page. This
program is written in SAS and is intended to read the text file that is produced by DOCPICK. DOCUMENT reads this
file, produces tables of contents for the document, and does formatting under the control of dollar command records.
Documentation for DOCPICK and for the set of allowable dollar commands is contained in Document Utility Control
Commands and DOCPICK Program Documentation.

The files that are used by DOCUMENT are as follows:

TEXT
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This input file contains the text file that is created by DOCPICK. This file is a sequential stream of text and dollar
commands.

TOC
This temporary file is created by DOCUMENT to store the tables of contents. It is later read by DOCUMENT if the tables
of contents are requested.

REPORT
This output file contains the final version of the document, complete with tables of contents if requested.

Note: Since DOCUMENT is a SAS program, it also requires all the files that are typically required by SAS.

Overview Of Program Operation

The program is divided into three phases. Phase one reads the text file and builds the three types of tables of contents
(general, detailed, and figures). They are written to three SAS files: GENTOC, DETTOC, and FIGTOC.

Phase two reads the three tables of contents and writes an OS data set containing all three. This file has the same format
as any short text member.

Phase three reads the text file again. This phase processes the $ control records that are encountered in the file and
processes the record's request. For example, skipping lines, starting new columns. Also, the third phase inserts the tables
of contents if a $$TOC card is encountered and formats the text. The formatting can be for one or two columns to a page
for the short text members.

JCL For Execution

DOCUMENT is executed after DOCPICK. A sample of the JCL needed for both programs is contained in the MICSDOC
PROC.

Calendar Derivations
MICS calendar derivation routines reside in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. The major calendar types that can be
implemented in MICS are the 12 month, 13 month, and 445/454/544 calendar, where the latter describes the number of
weeks per month in each calendar quarter.

Note: The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Product includes facilities for defining a unique accounting calendar
separate from the global MICS calendar definitions. This capability is designed to help you meet your requirements for
chargeback and accounting relative to your company's fiscal calendar while continuing to use the standard 12-month
calendar for most of your MICS information. For more information before altering the global MICS calendar, see Using
Accounting and Chargeback.

Depending on the type of calendar being used, the source member name may be #DWMY12 ($DWMY12), #DWMY13
($DWMY13), #DWMYWK1 ($DWMYWK1), or any other 8-character name as specified by the 13MONTHYEAR parameter
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). Determine the member currently being used for
your MICS system before attempting modification. For information about the 13MONTHYEAR parameter, see Complex
Option Definition (CPLXDEF) and Database Space Modeling Facility.

Regardless of the type of calendar being used, whether it is 12 or 13-month that is based, the purpose of the source
member is to define the derivations for the MICS data elements DAY, WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR. The derivations are
defined as SAS macros which are named at various points during MICS execution.

Currently, the macros are shipped in two styles: the Macro statement and the Macro language. The ones that are defined
in Macro statement reside in the #DWMYnn members, while the corresponding Macro language definitions reside in the
$DWMYnn members. It is necessary to maintain both styles of macros for compatibility. Therefore, if you have made or
plan to make modifications to the #DWMYnn members, the same modifications must also be applied to the $DWMYnn
members.
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The operation and logic of the two members are identical. What is different is that the $DWMY12 member, which is written
in SAS Macro language, has the macros that are defined with a %MACRO macroname--%MEND macroname style rather
than the underscore and % style used in the older SAS Macro statements.

The macro invocation of the newer style (as in $DWMY12) SAS Macro language macros is done by %macroname rather
than _macroname used in the old style (as in #DWMY12).

If you do not use the #DWMYnn members at all, but instead have coded your own calendar derivation member in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, then that member must contain the macro definitions in both styles. For example, the
member must contain the MACRO _YEAR .... % and the %MACRO YEAR; ... %MEND YEAR; definitions. Notice that the
Macro language style names do not start with an underscore (_).

Special Note: Calendar data element derivations are critical to the proper operation of the MICS database. Before
modifying the standard MICS calendar derivations, read this entire section first. Back up your databases and libraries
before implementing the change, test each modification thoroughly.

Calendar Support Macro Descriptions

MICS database files typically include calendar-related data elements as part of file summarization sequences. The
"average" MICS file key sequence includes SYSID and other environmental descriptors (such as user ID), but end with
some combination of the timestamp-oriented data elements YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, DAY, HOUR, and ZONE.

All these data elements (YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, DAY, HOUR, and ZONE) are found by calculating some function of the
data element ENDTS, End Time Stamp. ENDTS is always set by MICS logic to be a SAS "datetime" value, printed using
the SAS DATETIME19.2 output format. ENDTS contents are a single numeric value that represents the date and time of a
certain data source event. SAS represents any such time-stamp as a floating-point number of seconds after 01JAN1960.
For more information about SAS representation of datetime values, see the SAS product basics documentation.

It becomes necessary in MICS logic to extract the several parts of ENDTS, separating ENDTS into the YEAR, MONTH,
DAY, and so on, in which the data source event occurred.

HOUR is always the integer hour of the day in which ENDTS lies, and should not be modified. ZONE determination is
discussed later in this section. The other elements have their own determination macros. Each element is described next.
The examples that are shown assume a standard Gregorian calendar, as implemented in standard MICS 12-month year
support macros (SOURCE member #DWMY12/$DWMY12).

WKSTART
From CPLXDEF (complex-level default) or SITE (unit-level override) parameter definition, the number from the following
table of the day of the week on which a calendar week is said to begin. The numbers in this table are identical to the
values returned by the SAS WEEKDAY function.
1 = Sunday
2 = Monday
3 = Tuesday
4 = Wednesday
5 = Thursday
6 = Friday
7 = Saturday
Example: If WKSTART is specified to be a value of 1, a calendar week begins on Sunday.
Program reference: &WKSTART

YRSTART
From ENDTS, extract the date of the first day of the year in which ENDTS occurred, and store it into the numeric data
element YRSTART.
Example: ENDTS is 16AUG2001:14:00:00.00, 2pm on the 16th day of August 2001. YRSTART is 01JAN2001.
Program reference: %YRSTART

YEAR
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From ENDTS, subtract 1900 from the gregorian year (for example, 2001), and store it into the numeric data element
YEAR.
Example: ENDTS is 16AUG2001:14:00:00.00, 2pm on the 16th day of August 2001. YEAR is 101.
Note: Before year 2000, YEAR is the two-digit year of the century. For example, 98 for 1998.
Program reference: %YEAR

MONTH
From ENDTS, extract the number of the month within the YEAR, and store it into the numeric data element MONTH.
Example: ENDTS is 16AUG2001:14:00:00.00, 2pm on the 16th day of August 2001. MONTH is 8.
Program reference: %MONTH

WEEK
From ENDTS, extract the number of the week within the YEAR, typically 1 through 54, and store that number in the
numeric data element WEEK.
The list following is typical logic flow:

1. Find the date that is associated with the datetime value ENDTS. The data element name ENDDT is reserved within
MICS for storing this value.

2. Find the year start date of the year in which ENDDT occurred. The data element name YRSTART is reserved within
MICS for storing this data element. This element is the output of invoking the %YRSTART macro.

3. Find the SAS WEEKDAY value of the year start date.
4. WEEK is calculated as:

IF WEEKDAY(YRSTART)-&WKSTART >= 0 THEN

  WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

  -&WKSTART)/7+1);

ELSE WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

  -&WKSTART+7)/7+1);

Example: ENDTS is 16AUG2001:14:00:00.00, 2pm on the 16th day of August 2001. If WKSTART has a value of 1, which
means weeks start on Sunday, then WEEK is 33.
Program reference: %WEEK

DAY
From ENDTS, extract the number of days of the month, and store it into the numeric data element DAY.
Example: ENDTS is 16AUG2001:14:00:00.00, 2pm on the 16th day of August 2001. DAY is 16.
Program reference: %DAY

Remember, these macros must be defined as both macro language and macro statements.

Macro Language Must also be defined as: Macro Statement
%YRSTART Must also be defined as: _YRSTART
&WKSTART Must also be defined as: _WKSTART
%YEAR Must also be defined as: _YEAR
%MONTH Must also be defined as: _MONTH
%WEEK Must also be defined as: _WEEK
%DAY Must also be defined as: _DAY

Non-Standard Calendar Modifications

This section explains how calendar systems implemented in MICS can be modified to accommodate unusual calendar
requirements. Attention has been given to the decision processes required to code CPLXDEF or SITE parameters
effectively, modify the default date routines, and make the maintenance considerations that are involved in supporting a
particular calendar.
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Note: MICS Accounting and Chargeback lets you define a unique accounting calendar, separate from the global MICS
calendar definitions. You can use it to meet your requirements for chargeback and accounting relative to your company's
fiscal calendar, while continuing to use the standard 12-month calendar for most of your MICS information. See Using
Accounting and Chargeback, before altering the global MICS calendar.

Each section specifically addresses a particular fiscal calendar strategy. The sections are:

Considerations For Capacity Planning 

Sites commonly modify the number of years of data to keep or forecast in their MICS databases. When deciding how
many years of data to keep or forecast for your site, consider how you plan to use the data in the database.

If you are simply running data into MICS and are not building any MICF inquiries that would generate dates into the future,
as in forecasting, then probably two or three years is plenty. However, if you have the MICS Capacity Planner, you might
need to specify more.

How many more? If you are going to forecast data five years beyond the present date, then MICS needs to know about
those fiscal years. If you forecast less, then MICS needs to know less.

The MICS Capacity Planner builds files of highly summarized data that are used by the capacity management specialist
and others to perform capacity planning tasks. The default maximum number of months or weeks of data that are used in
building and maintaining these files is 60 months or weeks. If you use the default, then it is necessary for MICS to know
about fiscal years spanning the past five years (60 months). If you use more, once again, specify more.

The number of years that you need to specify to MICS depends on the timespan of data you foresee being used in MICS.
Consider the following example:

If you wanted to take the default 60 months of data that are used in the MICS Capacity Planner for maintaining MONTHS
level files and also wanted to be able to forecast up to five years into the future, you need five years of specifications to
handle the forecasts, one year for the present, and five past years to handle the data management specifications you
wanted for Capacity Planner files. A total of 11 fiscal year start dates should be specified in MICS.

The dates that you specify this year for doing five years of forecasting will need to be extended next year (because one
year has passed). Review your specifications yearly to ensure that they still do the job for you.

Twelve Month Calendar Modifications

Two varieties of Gregorian-based 12-month calendars exist:

• The fiscal year starts January 1.
• The fiscal year starts on the first of some other month.

Note: MICS Accounting and Chargeback lets you define a unique accounting calendar, separate from the global MICS
calendar definitions. You can use it to meet your requirements for chargeback and accounting relative to your company's
fiscal calendar, while continuing to use the standard 12-month calendar for most of your MICS information. For more
information before altering the global MICS calendar, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.

If your MICS data center has a fiscal year that begins January 1 of each year and ends 12 months later in December, you
do not need to make any changes to your environment. Review member MNTHFMT of the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
library to ensure that it has not been changed from the default that month 1 is named JANUARY.

Furthermore, there are some considerations surrounding the calculation of the week of the year element (WEEK) when
the end of a year is reached. These considerations arise because the week boundary and the year boundary rarely
coincide, leaving part of a week in one year and the rest of the week in the next.

Thus, at the beginning of a new year, when reporting on the previous week's observations, the result can appear to be
either inaccurate or inconsistent depending on the run date of the report. For more information, see Whether to Use
DWMY12 or DWMYWK1 Date Macros.
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On the other hand, if your data center uses the second variety, where the year begins on the first day of some month other
than January, ensure that member MNTHFMT of the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library has been modified to reflect
your calendar. For example, if your fiscal year begins on July 1 of each year, the statements in MNTHFMT should be
changed so that month 1 is JULY, month 2 is AUGUST.

If you need to make modifications, these changes take place when you next run BASPGEN or ALLPGEN. One result of
the running of the BASPGEN or ALLPGEN is the creation of a format, MNTHFMT.

For more information about under Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option, see Site Characteristics (SITE). While this
information centers around 13-month calendars, the change to MNTHFMT is indeed necessary for 12-month Gregorian-
based fiscal year calendars that begin on the first day of any month other than January.

In addition to changing the MNTHFMT member of the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library, members #DWMY12 and
$DWMY12 must be modified to reflect the start date of the fiscal year. There are two alternatives for implementing the
modifications that are required to change the start date of your 12-month calendar.

Alternative I

For implementing new date routines one unit at a time.

1. Code the complex-level cplxdef or unit-level site parameter member
If you want to define a global, complex-level special calendar, then code the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) as described here and run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN). The new
complex-level special calendar takes effect when you execute the unit-level BASPGEN job.
Otherwise, specify the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to restrict the special calendar to a
specific unit.
Code the parameter as follows:
'13MONTHYEAR NO #DWMY=#memname'

Where memname is your modified member, Memname must exist as a #memname version and as a $memname
version if memname begins with the letters DWMY. BASPGEN is coded to include #DWMYxxx from the #BASMSTR
module it generates and to include $DWMYxxx from the $BASMSTR module it generates. If memname does not
begin with DWMY, BASPGEN generates code to include #memname from the #BASMSTR module and from the
$BASMSTR module.
For example, memname might be named DWMYSPC. Therefore a # version would exist named #DWMYSPC,
which contains macro definitions that are written in SAS Macro statements. A $ version, $DWMYSPC, containing
corresponding macros that are written in SAS Macro language would also exist. See Complex Option Definition
(CPLXDEF), and Site Characteristics (SITE), and Whether to Use DWMY12 or DWMYWK1 Date Macros

2. Code the changes for #memname and $memname
a. For the #memname (which contains the date macros that are written with SAS Macro statements), consider the

following example: suppose that your site has a fiscal year that begins on May 1 and May is considered the first
month in the year. The #memname member would contain SAS code that is constructed along these lines:
%INCLUDE SOURCE(#DWMY12);

MACRO _SETYRST

  ENDDT    = DATEPART(ENDTS);

  TEMPMNTH = MONTH(ENDDT);

  IF TEMPMNTH > 4 THEN

    YRSTART = MDY(05,01,YEAR(ENDDT));

  ELSE YRSTART = MDY(05,01,(YEAR(ENDDT)-1));

%

MACRO _YEAR

    _SETYRST

  YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1899;

%
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MACRO _MONTH

  TEMPMNTH = MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS));

    IF TEMPMNTH > 4 THEN MONTH = TEMPMNTH - 4;

    ELSE MONTH = TEMPMNTH + 8;

%

b. For the $memname (which contains the date macros that are written in SAS Macro language), for the same
situation as above, the code would take the form:
%INCLUDE SOURCE($DWMY12);

%MACRO SETYRST;

  ENDDT = DATEPART(ENDTS);

  TEMPMNTH = MONTH(ENDDT);

  IF TEMPMNTH > 4 THEN

    YRSTART = MDY(05,01,YEAR(ENDDT));

  ELSE YRSTART = MDY(05,01,(YEAR(ENDDT)-1));

%MEND SETYRST;

%MACRO YEAR;

  %SETYRST;

  YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART) - 1899;

%MEND YEAR;

%MACRO MONTH;

  TEMPMNTH = MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS));

  IF TEMPMNTH > 4 THEN MONTH = TEMPMNTH - 4;

  ELSE MONTH = TEMPMNTH +8;

%MEND MONTH;

3. Saving your modifications
Place both the #memname and $memname members in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

4. Making the changes effective
Run a BASPGEN from the prefix.MICS.CNTL library. Ensure that there are no errors in MICSLOG and that the job
completes with a condition code of zero.
Run the BASPGEN job for every database unit.

Alternative II

For implementing new date routines from multiple units simultaneously. This action is used at sites that previously used
the #DWMY12 member or have taken the default in the CPLXDEF and SITE parameters members.

1. Code the changes for #memname AND $memname
Code the #memname and $memname members as in Parts B and C of ALTERNATIVE I.

2. Modify the #DWMY12 AND $DWMY12 MEMBERS
Change the #DWMY12 and $DWMY12 members in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library by adding the following
statement at the end of each member:
For #DWMY12 %INCLUDE SOURCE(#memname) For $DWMY12 %INCLUDE SOURCE($memname)
Where memname is the name of your members containing the modifications to the date routines.
These modifications are effective immediately.

Thirteen Month Calendar Modifications

When operating MICS on a 13-month year, consider the following information in addition to the information provided for
Gregorian-based calendar installations.
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Note: The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Product includes facilities for defining a unique accounting calendar
separate from the global MICS calendar definitions. This capability is designed to help you meet your requirements for
chargeback and accounting relative to your company's fiscal calendar while continuing to use the standard 12-month
calendar for the majority of your MICS information. For more information before altering the global MICS calendar, see
Using Accounting and Chargeback.

For MICS to summarize and store data in a manner consistent with your 13-month year, provide MICS with information
about your fiscal calendar. While you see later how to specify this information, in general determine:

• When each fiscal year begins
• Whether the fiscal year is the same year as the Gregorian calendar year
• How many years of data you need to keep
• What you call each of the 13 months, henceforth referred to as periods

MICS uses this information to arrive at proper Gregorian-to-13-month date conversion routines that enable it to summarize
and store data consistent with your fiscal calendar. It is your responsibility to ensure that your 13MONTHYEAR parameter
statements and any related SAS code are maintained correctly into the future.

To implement a 13-month fiscal calendar in MICS, answer the following questions.

• When does each fiscal year begin?
Ask those in your organization who established or maintain the 13-month calendar your enterprise utilizes. The
dates that you specify to MICS is the same dates that your Accounting or Financial departments use to describe
the year. This information is used to code the complex-level shareprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or unit-level
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) member, and also to generate a format that is used in MICS processing and by some
management support applications like the MICS Capacity Planner and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

• Is the fiscal year the same as the Gregorian year?
The answer to this question directly affects the kinds of modifications you need to make to implement your calendar
system in MICS.
An example illustrates how you determine the answer to this question. Suppose that your installation has a year that
begins on January 1, 1996. The question to ask is "Is the fiscal year 1996 or is it 1997?"

• How many years of data need to be kept?
For more information, see Calendar Derivations.

• What is each period (month) named?
MICS uses a SAS format, MNTHFMT, to provide the full name of a month from a number. See Site Characteristics
(SITE). Many 13-month installations call their 13 periods P01 through P13. This strategy sufficiently differentiates
among the periods and eliminates confusing 13-month periods with Gregorian months. Whatever strategy you adopt to
call the periods, they should be unique in the first three characters of the name.

Once the determinations are made, you are ready to make the necessary specifications and modifications to MICS. For
implementing 13-month fiscal calendars in MICS, the process is:

1. Code the complex-level cplxdef or unit-level site parameter member
If you want to define a global, complex-level special calendar, then code the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) as described here and run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN). The new
complex-level special calendar takes effect when you execute the unit-level BASPGEN job.
Otherwise, specify the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to restrict the special calendar to a
specific unit.
Code the parameter as,
13MONTHYEAR YES #DWMY=#memname ddmonyy ddmonyy...

Where:
#memname
Your modified member that begins with #DWMY or $DWMY
ddmonyy
Start date for each of the 13-month years. See Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF) and Site Characteristics (SITE).
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Do not code more than eight years on this statement. Your #memname routine may handle more than eight years, but
because this parameter handles only 8, it must be updated in the future.
BASPGEN is coded to include #DWMYxxx and $DWMYxxx from the #BASMSTR and $BASMSTR modules
it generates, respectively. If '#memname' does not begin with #DWMY, BASPGEN generates code to include
#memname from the #BASMSTR and $BASMSTR modules.
Proceed through the rest of this checklist and at Step 6, Generating and Loading the YRSTART Format, "Redefine" the
years (create your own YRSTART format).

2. Code the changes for #memname AND $memname
a. The modifications to the default member sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DWMY13) for #memname (which contains

the date macros that are written with SAS MACRO statements) are shown here.
The highlighted line of code in the YEAR macro is changed according to your site's fiscal year start date. To decide
what value to code, use the following technique:                       
Note: If the fiscal year begins on January 1, 1996, and your site calls this fiscal year 1997, subtract 1899 in the
YEAR macro because the year of the start date (1996) minus 1899 yields 97. If the fiscal year begins on January 1,
1996, and your site calls this fiscal year 1996, subtract 1900 because the start date year (1996) minus 1900 yields
96.
To rewrite the YEAR macro, use one of the following techniques:
Code SELECT statements. For example:
              MACRO _YEAR

                _SETYRST

                SELECT;

                  WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN96'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

                  WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN97'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

                  WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN98'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

                  WHEN (YRSTART EQ '30DEC98'D) SUBYEAR=1898;

                  WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN99'D) SUBYEAR=1898;

                  OTHERWISE DO;

                    FILE LOG;

                    PUT '>ERR> ' YRSTART DATE9.

                        ' NOT IN DEFINED in #DWMY13.';

                    ABORT ABEND 510;

                  END;

                END;

                YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-SUBYEAR;

              %

Specify start dates for our fiscal years where the previous example has coded the SAS DATE constants.
SAS SELECT logic enables you to specify each of the years individually, providing a form of documentation that,
as a System Administrator, you may find helpful.Use "IF" or "IF-THEN-ELSE" logic.
If, for instance, all the years that you defined have the same number that is subtracted from them to arrive at the
fiscal year, then the only modification would be to the line containing 1900 as discussed previously.
If only one year that is required for subtracting a different amount than all others, consider coding a statement that
identifies that year and takes an action; it does something different for all other years.
DEFAULT #DWMY13 MEMBER SHIPPED WITH CA MICS

Note: Annotations to logic are shown by <== indicating the area for comment, and end in !! for separation. These
annotations are not SAS code.
   /* **************************************************** */

   MACRO _MONTHDF 13%

   MACRO _DAY
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     _SETYRST

     DAY=MOD(ENDDT-YRSTART+1,28);

     IF DAY=0 THEN DAY=28;

     IF ENDDT-YRSTART>363 THEN DAY=ENDDT-YRSTART-335;

   %

   MACRO _WEEK

     _SETYRST

     IF WEEKDAY(YRSTART)-_WKSTART >= 0 THEN

      WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

      -_WKSTART)/7+1);

     ELSE WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

      -_WKSTART+7)/7+1);

   %

   MACRO _MONTH

     _SETYRST

     MONTH=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+1)/28);

     IF MOD((ENDDT-YRSTART+1),28) NE 0 THEN MONTH=MONTH+1;

     IF MONTH>13 THEN MONTH=13;

   %

   MACRO _YEAR

     _SETYRST

     YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1900;             <== changes here!!

   %

   MACRO _SETYRST

     ENDDT=DATEPART(ENDTS);

     YRSTART=INPUT(PUT(ENDDT,YRSTART.),5.);

     IF YRSTART=. THEN DO;

       FILE LOG;

       PUT '>ERR> ' ENDDT DATE9. ' NOT IN DEFINED YEARS.'/

         '>>>>> START OF YEAR LIST MUST BE UPDATED IN '/

         'MICS.PARMS(SITE) PARAMETER "13MONTHYEAR" AND '/

         'BASPGEN JOB RUN.';

       ABORT ABEND 510;

     END;

   %

   MACRO _PREVWK

     /* SELECT ONLY DATA FROM THE PREVIOUS WEEK.       */

     /* CALCULATE PREVIOUS WEEK BY SUBTRACTING 1       */

     /* FROM THE WEEK VALUE OF TODAY.                  */

     /* (USING THE _WEEK MACRO). IF AFTER SUBTRACTION  */

     /* THE WEEK IS FOUND TO BE ZERO,                  */

     /* (THIS WILL HAPPEN THE FIRST WEEK OF THE YEAR), */

     /* THE WEEK OF                                    */

     /* THE LAST DAY OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR IS USED.     */

     RETAIN PREVWK; DROP PREVWK;

     IF PREVWK=. THEN DO;
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     /* H_WEEK IS USED TO HOLD THE WEEK VALUE OF       */

     /* THE CURRENT OBSERVATION                        */

     /* WHILE THE PREVIOUS WEEK IS BEING CALCULATED    */

     H_TS=ENDTS;

     H_WEEK=WEEK;

     ENDTS=DHMS(TODAY(),0,0,0);

     _WEEK

     PREVWK=WEEK-1;

     IF PREVWK=0 THEN DO;

       ENDTS=DHMS(YRSTART-1,0,0,0);

       _WEEK;

       PREVWK=WEEK;

     END;

     ENDTS=H_TS;

     WEEK=H_WEEK;

     END;

     IF WEEK = PREVWK;

     %

b. For $memname (which contains the date macros that are written in SAS Macro language), the code that is
illustrated here illustrates the situation that was described previously for the #memname case.
            %MACRO YEAR;

              %SETYRST;

              SELECT;

              WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN96'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

              WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN97'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

              WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN98'D) SUBYEAR=1899;

              WHEN (YRSTART EQ '30DEC98'D) SUBYEAR=1898;

              WHEN (YRSTART EQ '01JAN99'D) SUBYEAR=1898;

              OTHERWISE DO;

                 FILE LOG;

                 PUT '>ERR> ' YRSTART  DATE9.

                     ' NOT IN DEFINED in $DWMY13.';

                 ABORT ABEND 510;

              END;

              END;

              YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-SUBYEAR;

            %MEND YEAR;

Note: The processes for arriving at the dates and values to be subtracted are the same as discussed in the
previous section.
Specify start dates for your fiscal years where the previous example has coded the SAS DATE constants.
You can determine the necessary dates and values by using "IF" or "IF-THEN-ELSE" logic. If, for instance, all the
years that you defined have the same number that is subtracted from them to arrive at the fiscal year, then the only
modification would be to the line containing 1900 as discussed in the #DWMY13 section.
SAS SELECT logic enables you to specify each of the years individually, providing a form of documentation that,
as System Administrator, you may find helpful.
If only one year is required for subtracting a different amount than all others, you might find it simpler to code a
statement that identifies that year and takes an action; it does something different for all other years.
          DEFAULT $DWMY13 MEMBER SHIPPED WITH CA MICS

   %LET MONTHDF=13;

   %MACRO DAY;
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     %SETYRST;

     IF ENDDT-YRSTART GT 363 THEN DAY=ENDDT-YRSTART-335;

     ELSE DO;

       DAY=MOD(ENDDT-YRSTART+1,28);

       IF DAY EQ 0 THEN DAY=28;

     END;

   %MEND DAY;

   %MACRO WEEK;

     %SETYRST;

     IF WEEKDAY(YRSTART)-&WKSTART GE 0 THEN

      WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

           -&WKSTART)/7+1);

     ELSE WEEK=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+WEEKDAY(YRSTART)

               -&WKSTART+7)/7+1);

   %MEND WEEK;

   %MACRO MONTH;

     %SETYRST;

     MONTH=INT((ENDDT-YRSTART+1)/28);

     IF MOD((ENDDT-YRSTART+1),28) NE 0 THEN MONTH=MONTH+1;

     IF MONTH GT 13 THEN MONTH=13;

   %MEND MONTH;

   %MACRO YEAR;

      %SETYRST;

      YEAR=YEAR(YRSTART)-1900;            <== changes here!!

   %MEND YEAR;

   %MACRO SETYRST;

    ENDDT=DATEPART(ENDTS);

    YRSTART=INPUT(PUT(ENDDT,YRSTART.),5.); <== 5. to Date7.!!

    IF YRSTART EQ . THEN DO;

      VARX=PUT(ENDDT,DATE9.);

      CALL MICSLOG('BAS00473');

      ABORT ABEND 510;

    END;

   %MEND SETYRST;

3. Modify the MNTHFMT format
The sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member MNTHFMT provides the full name for periods or months that are based
on the period or month number. Modify MNTHFMT to use the names you decided upon earlier in this section. The
MNTHFMT illustrated here shows periods P01 through P13.
PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMT2;

VALUE MNTHFMT

     1  = 'P01'

     2  = 'P02'

     3  = 'P03'

     4  = 'P04'

     5  = 'P05'

     6  = 'P06'

     7  = 'P07'

     8  = 'P08'

     9  = 'P09'
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     10 = 'P10'

     11 = 'P11'

     12 = 'P12'

     13 = 'P13';

Note: These changes become effective when you run BASPGEN.
4. Save your modifications

Ensure that you have backed up your databases and libraries before saving both the #memname and $memname
members and the MNTHFMT member in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

5. Make these changes effective
For each unit, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG
and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

6. (Conditional) Generate and load the yrstart format
If your site needs more than 8 years of data, or your 'year start' value requires 2 dates that start in the same calendar
year (01JAN98 and 28DEC98), you can code a PROC FORMAT table to associate the year start date with a date
range.
Modify the YRSTART macro to accept a DATE7. Code the format of the year start date for convenience in the format
statements.
   %MACRO SETYRST;

    ENDDT=DATEPART(ENDTS);

    YRSTART=INPUT(PUT(ENDDT,YRSTART.),5.); <== 5. to Date7.!!

    IF YRSTART EQ .  THEN DO;

      VARX=PUT(ENDDT,DATE9.);

      CALL MICSLOG('BAS00473');

      ABORT ABEND 510;

    END;

   %MEND SETYRST;

Finally, generate a YRSTART format to use in the MICS date processing routines that you have modified. The format
must take the following form:
          PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=MCOLIB.USERFMT1 PRINT;

            VALUE YRSTART

             OTHER='.'

             '01JAN96'D - '31DEC96'D = '01JAN96'

                  ...

             '01JAN98'D - '31DEC98'D = '01JAN98';

For each year that you want to specify to MICS, code a SAS statement like the previous one, substituting your first,
and last dates where the date constants are in the example. The form is:
'first date'D - 'last date'D = 'year start date'

WARNING

Do NOT specify the Date (D) constant modifier for the year start date!

Note: The YRSTART format is recreated and written to the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB MICSFMTS format catalog every
time BASPGEN is executed. In order to use your calendar definitions, we recommend that you write your YRSTART
format to the MCOLIB.USERFMT1 library, as shown previously. This way, because of the catalog search order MICS
specifies at initialization, your format will always be found first, and consequently, used.
The YRSTART format must be a permanent SAS format. User-defined Informats and Formats provide instructions for
creating permanent user-defined formats.
Successfully generating and saving this format concludes the implementing process for 13-month calendars.
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Calendar Modifications for 445/454/544 Calendars

To operate MICS on a calendar system with each calendar quarter composed of a four-week month, four-week month,
and five-week month (or 4-5-4 or 5-4-4), consider the following addition to the information provided for Gregorian-based
calendar installation.

Note: The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Product includes facilities for defining a unique accounting calendar
separate from the global MICS calendar definitions. This capability is designed to help you meet your requirements for
chargeback and accounting relative to your company's fiscal calendar while continuing to use the standard 12-month
calendar for most of your MICS information. See the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Guide for more information before
altering the global MICS calendar.

The topics that are relevant when dealing with this type of special accounting calendar are:

1. When does the first day of the accounting week begin? For example, Sunday, Monday.
2. When does each accounting year begin and end? It must begin at the start of a week and the start of accounting

month 1.
3. Which accounting year has 53 weeks in it? Generally, there are 52 weeks in a year and then every sixth year there is a

53-week year to adjust for the extra days.
4. Which month within the 53-week year has the fifth week? The normal pattern of either 4-4-5, 4-5-4, or 5-4-4 weeks in a

quarter of a year must have an extra week in one designated month.
5. Which years have starting dates in the same year as the accounting year. For example, starting date of 02JAN01 is in

accounting year 2001.
6. Which pattern fits your accounting calendar? The patterns are either 4-4-5, 4-5-4, or 5-4-4.
7. How many years of data do is it necessary to keep for MICS?

After you have resolved the previous questions, the implementation strategy within MICS can be addressed.

A. Code the Complex-Level CPLXDEF or Unit-Level Site Parameter Member

If you want to define a global, complex-level special calendar, then code the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) as described here and run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN). The new
complex-level special calendar takes effect when you execute the unit-level BASPGEN job.

Otherwise, specify the 13MONTHYEAR parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to restrict the special calendar to a
specific unit.

Code the parameter as, '13MONTHYEAR NO #DWMY=#memname' where memname is your modified member. See
Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF) and Site Characteristics (SITE). 'memname' must exist as a #memname version
and as a $memname version if memname begins with the letters DWMY. BASPGEN is coded to include #DWMYxxx from
the #BASMSTR module it generates and include $DWMYxxx from the $BASMSTR module it generates. If memname
does not begin with DWMY, BASPGEN generates code to include #memname from the #BASMSTR module and from the
$BASMSTR module.

For example, memname might be named DWMY445; therefore a # version would exist named #DWMY445 which
contains macro definitions that are written in SAS Macro statements and a $ version, $DWMY445, containing
corresponding macros written in SAS Macro language would also exist. (You will see later how to code changes for both
members).

B. Code the Changes for #memname and $memname

For $memname, modify sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($DWMY445). '$memname' contains the date macros that are
written with SAS Macro language.

For each year that you need to specify to MICS, code a WHEN statement like the ones that are shown here in the
SETYRST macro. Provide the start date, the ending date, and the value to set the variable YRSTART to, which is the start
date again. Be careful that each start date begins on the first of your defined week and the start of accounting month 1.
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    %MACRO SETYRST; ENDDT = DATEPART(ENDTS);

      %* MODIFY THE FOLLOWING CODE AS NECESSARY.  ;

      %* INDICATE THE START      ;

      %* OF YEAR AND THE END OF THE SAME YEAR IN ;

      %* THE FOLLOWING SET OF     ;

      %* STATEMENTS. ;

      SELECT;

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC84'D )

             YRSTART='02JAN84'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC84'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC85'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC84'D;

        WHEN ('30DEC85'D LE ENDDT LE '28DEC86'D )

             YRSTART='30DEC85'D;

        WHEN ('29DEC86'D LE ENDDT LE '27DEC97'D )

             YRSTART='29DEC86'D;

        WHEN ('28DEC87'D LE ENDDT LE '25DEC88'D )

             YRSTART='28DEC87'D;

        WHEN ('26DEC88'D LE ENDDT LE '31DEC89'D )

             YRSTART='26DEC88'D;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC90'D )

             YRSTART='01JAN90'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC90'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC91'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC90'D;

        OTHERWISE DO;

          CALL MICSLOG('BAS00473');

          ABORT ABEND 510;

        END;

      END;

    %MEND SETYRST;

The Macro language statements are:

    %MACRO YEAR;

      %SETYRST;

      SELECT (YRSTART);

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        OTHERWISE YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1899;

      END;

    %MEND YEAR;

As shown previously, the year is identified by its start date. The amount of 1900 is subtracted from years that are coded
here. This subtraction results in the accounting year being correctly identified for those years in which the start date is in
the same year as the accounting year.

Using the example of a fiscal year beginning on January 2, 1984 as coded previously, let's see how this works. If we call
this fiscal year 1984, we would want to subtract 1900 because the year of our start date--1984--minus 1900 yields 84. If
we decide to call the fiscal year 1985, we would subtract 1899 because the start date year of 1984 minus 1899 yields 85.

Since our logic is designed to do this as the normal course of action, we would have omitted 02JAN84 from the SELECT
statement. The real intent here is to arrive at a value which, when subtracted from the year of the start date of each fiscal
year that we have specified to MICS, result in the year that we intend to have the fiscal year named.
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The code that is shown here pertains to defining which year has 53 weeks.

    %MACRO MONTH;

      %YEAR;

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;

      %* MODIFY THE FOLLOWING CODE AS  NECESSARY.  EACH  53;

      %* WEEK  YEAR  MUST  BE  CODED  IN  THIS  CHECK.  THE;

      %* SPECIAL FORMAT THAT USES 371 DAYS WILL BE USED FOR;

      %* A 53 WEEK YEAR.  THE EXAMPLE SHOWS 1989 AS THE  53;

      %* WEEK YEAR ;

      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                  %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      MONTH = INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,1,2),2.);

    %MEND MONTH;

There are 52 weeks in a year and then every sixth year there is a 53-week year to adjust for the extra days. This
implementation in MICS consists of creating two formats in the sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD library to be used by the exit
coding. The first format, labeled YR445WK, is to be used with the 52-week year. The second format, labeled YR455WK,
is to be used with the 53-week year. In our previous code example, 1989 is a 53-week year and is formatted using the 53-
week format YR455WK. The YR445WK and YR455WK formats are defined in Step C.

The code that is shown here uses the YR445WK and YR455WK formats in a way similar to the MONTH macro logic. The
ordinal number of a day within a year defines the start day of the month in which the day lies. The difference between
ordinal year day and month start day is DAY (of month).

    %MACRO DAY;

      %YEAR;

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;

      %* MODIFY THE FOLLOWING CODE AS NECESSARY.  EACH 53;

      %* WEEK  YEAR  MUST  BE  CODED  IN THIS CHECK.  THE;

      %* SPECIAL FORMAT THAT USES 371 DAYS WILL  BE  USED;

      %* FOR  A  53 WEEK YEAR.  THE EXAMPLE SHOWS 1989 AS;

      %* THE 53 WEEK YEAR;

      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                 %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      DAY = TEMPDAY - INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,3,3),3.);

    %MEND DAY;

Example:

This is an example of the coded $DWMY445 that uses a 4- 4-5 accounting calendar. The first year starts on 02JAN84 and
ends on 30DEC84. Each week begins on Monday. The accounting year that has 53 weeks is 1989. The 11th month has
the extra week in the 53-week year. The two years in the sample that begin in the same year as the accounting year have
the starting dates of 02JAN84 and 01JAN90.

    %LET WKSTART=2;
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    %LET MONTHDF=12;

    %MACRO SETYRST;

      ENDDT = DATEPART(ENDTS);

      SELECT;

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC84'D )

             YRSTART='02JAN84'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC84'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC85'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC84'D;

        WHEN ('30DEC85'D LE ENDDT LE '28DEC86'D )

             YRSTART='30DEC85'D;

        WHEN ('29DEC86'D LE ENDDT LE '27DEC97'D )

             YRSTART='29DEC86'D;

        WHEN ('28DEC87'D LE ENDDT LE '25DEC88'D )

             YRSTART='28DEC87'D;

        WHEN ('26DEC88'D LE ENDDT LE '31DEC89'D )

             YRSTART='26DEC88'D;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC90'D )

             YRSTART='01JAN90'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC90'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC91'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC90'D;

        OTHERWISE DO;

          CALL MICSLOG('BAS00473');

          ABORT ABEND 510;

        END;

      END;

    %MEND SETYRST;

    %MACRO YEAR;

      %SETYRST;

      SELECT (YRSTART);

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        OTHERWISE YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1899;

      END;

    %MEND YEAR;

    %MACRO MONTH;

      %YEAR;

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;

      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                  %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      MONTH = INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,1,2),2.);

    %MEND MONTH;

    %MACRO DAY;

      %YEAR;

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;
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      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                  %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      DAY = TEMPDAY - INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,3,3),3.);

    %MEND DAY;

For #memname (which contains the date macros that are written with SAS Macro statements), the modifications
to the default member sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($DWMY445) you have completed copy #memname to
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DWMY445) and modified to the SAS Macro statement style.

Here is an example of the coded #DWMY445 that is the SAS Macro statement version of the $DWMY445 member we
coded in the earlier example.

    MACRO _WKSTART 2 %

    MACRO _MONTHDF 12 %

    MACRO _SETYRST;

      ENDDT = DATEPART(ENDTS);

      SELECT;

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC84'D )

             YRSTART='02JAN84'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC84'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC85'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC84'D;

        WHEN ('30DEC85'D LE ENDDT LE '28DEC86'D )

             YRSTART='30DEC85'D;

        WHEN ('29DEC86'D LE ENDDT LE '27DEC97'D )

             YRSTART='29DEC86'D;

        WHEN ('28DEC87'D LE ENDDT LE '25DEC88'D )

             YRSTART='28DEC87'D;

        WHEN ('26DEC88'D LE ENDDT LE '31DEC89'D )

             YRSTART='26DEC88'D;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D LE ENDDT LE '30DEC90'D )

             YRSTART='01JAN90'D;

        WHEN ('31DEC90'D LE ENDDT LE '29DEC91'D )

             YRSTART='31DEC90'D;

        OTHERWISE DO;

          CALL MICSLOG('BAS00473');

          ABORT ABEND 510;

        END;

      END;

 

    MACRO _YEAR

      _SETYRST

      SELECT (YRSTART);

        WHEN ('02JAN84'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        WHEN ('01JAN90'D) YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1900;

        OTHERWISE YEAR = YEAR(YRSTART) - 1899;

      END;
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    MACRO _MONTH

      _YEAR

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;

      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                  %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      MONTH = INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,1,2),2.);

 

    MACRO _DAY

      _YEAR

      TEMPDAY = ENDDT + 1 - YRSTART;

      SELECT (YEAR);

        WHEN (89) MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR455WK.);

                  %* 1989 IS 53-WEEK YEAR  ;

        OTHERWISE MTHDAYS=PUT(TEMPDAY,YR445WK.);

      END;

      DAY = TEMPDAY - INPUT(SUBSTR(MTHDAYS,3,3),3.);

    %

C. Generating and Loading the YRWK445 and YR455WK formats

The implementation in MICS consists of creating two PROC FORMATs into the sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB library to be
used by the exit coding. The two PROC FORMATs that are provided use a 4-4-5 accounting calendar. The first format,
labeled YR445WK, is to be used with the 52-week year. The second format, labeled YR455WK, is to be used with the 53-
week year.

If you need a pattern other than a 4-4-5 week pattern, then the day ranges must be adjusted to fit the other patterns of
4-5-4 or 5-4-4 weeks in an accounting calendar. The YR445WK and YR455WK PROC FORMATs in the sample coding
show a range of values for the number of days in a month (for example, 1-28). The label value in the PROC FORMATs
shows the month followed by the number of days from the beginning of the year (for example, '01000'). The first line of the
YR445WK PROC FORMAT sample is:

1-28 = '01000'

It shows that days 1-28 are in month 01 and there are 000 days from the start of the year to the first day of month 01.
Both the YR445WK and YR455WK PROC FORMATs must be adjusted if you are going to use a 4-5-4 or 5-4-4 accounting
calendar. The YR455WK PROC FORMAT must be adjusted if the 11th month is not used for the extra week in the 53-
week year. The formats can be built with a SAS batch job. To build the format in batch:

    //... JOB .......

    /*PROCLIB DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PROCLIB

    //    EXEC MICSNDBx   /* Where x is the db identifier */

    //SYSIN DD *

      PROC FORMAT PRINT DDNAME=MCOLIB.USERFMT1;

       VALUE YR445WK

       1-28    = '01000'

       29-56   = '02028'

       57-91   = '03056'

       92-119  = '04091'

       120-147 = '05119'

       148-182 = '06147'

       183-210 = '07182'
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       211-238 = '08210'

       239-273 = '09238'

       274-301 = '10273'

       302-329 = '11301'

       330-364 = '12329'

       OTHER   = 'UNKWN';

      PROC FORMAT PRINT DDNAME=MCOLIB.USERFMT1;

       VALUE YR455WK

       1-28    = '01000'

       29-56   = '02028'

       57-91   = '03056'

       92-119  = '04091'

       120-147 = '05119'

       148-182 = '06147'

       183-210 = '07182'

       211-238 = '08210'

       239-273 = '09238'

       274-301 = '10273'

       302-336 = '11301'

       337-371 = '12336'

       OTHER   = 'UNKWN';

     RUN;

D. Implementing the Changes

There are two alternatives that can be used to make the exit coding available to the MICS daily processing. Choose one
of the alternatives that are based on your requirements and situation. In either case, add the indicated code with any
revisions that are necessary to the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library as a new member. As the implementation date
of the new date routines into an existing system has multiple considerations, consult the Broadcom Support. Use either
Alternative I or Alternative II to implement the DWMY445 routines.

Alternative I: To Add the New Dare Routine to One Unit at a Time

1. After you have completed parts A
D, add the following SAS statement before the MACRO _WKSTART statement in #DWMY445 and before the
%MACRO WKSTART statement in $DWMY445:
%INCLUDE SOURCE(#DWMY12);  in the #DWMY445 member

%INCLUDE SOURCE($DWMY12);  in the $DWMY445 member

2. The #DWMY445 and $DWMY445 members must be added to the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library with the
modifications that you made.

3. Run BASPGEN from the prefix.MICS.CNTL library. Ensure that there are no errors in MICSLOG and that the job
completes with a condition code of zero.
Run BASPGEN for every database unit.
After you have added the DWMY445 modules to the source library and run a BASPGEN, you can run a MICS DAILY.
The YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, and DAY fields should be reviewed for validity after the Daily processing.

Alternative II: Add to All Units Simultaneously

This implementation adds the new date routine to all the units simultaneously, and is used by sites that have previously
used the #DWMY12 member or taken the default sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) member and the default
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) member.

Add the DWMY445 members into sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE with the modifications that you have made.

1. After you have completed parts B - D, add the following SAS statement to #DWMY12 and $DWMY12 in the
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library:
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%INCLUDE SOURCE(#DWMY445); for the #DWMY12 member

%INCLUDE SOURCE($DWMY445); for the $DWMY12 member

2. The #DWMY445 and $DWMY445 members must be added to the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library with the
modifications that you made.

3. Run BASPGEN from the prefix.MICS.CNTL library. Ensure that there are no errors in MICSLOG and that the job
completes with a condition code of zero.
Run BASPGEN for every database unit.
Your next Daily will reflect the new date routines and the YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, and DAY fields should be reviewed
for validity.

Whether to Use DWMY12 or DWMYWK1 Date Macros

The effect of choosing either the #DWMY12/$DWMY12 set of macros or the #DWMYWK1/$DWMYWK1 set of macros is
explained here. This information may be of particular interest to non-North American MICS installations.

Note: When we talk about the "second week of a year," the meaning is different from the parameter WEEK=01, as
designated in MICS.

Note: The WEEKSTART parameter in MICS.PARMS(SITE) is assumed to be equal to one. For more information about
the WEEKSTART option, see Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF).

When DWMY12 Is Used

This set of date macros is the default. It provides specifications that correspond most closely to the definition of days/
weeks/months typically used and understood in North America.

The determination of the calendar week of the year element (WEEK) is an integer from 1 to 54:

• WEEK=01 begins on the first day of the calendar year and extends up to the end of the following Saturday.
• WEEK=53 begins on the last Sunday of the calendar year and extends up to the end of that year.

See sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT(WEEK) for more details.

When a MICF query requests observations from the previous week, the date macros determine the WEEK value that
corresponds to the seventh day before the query run date. Then the query selects all observations with matching WEEK
values. So, when the query is run during the second week of a year (WEEK=02), query results appear to be either
inaccurate or inconsistent from day to day.

For example, consider a query that is run in the second week of 2004. If the query is run on January 4, 5, 6, or
7, observations from December 28 through December 31 are selected. If the query is run on January 8, 9, or 10,
observations from January 1 through January 3 are selected. So depending on the run date, query results differ.

When DWMYWK1 Is Used

This set of date macros corresponds most closely to the definition of days/weeks/months that supports various
international preferences.

If you select this set of date macros, WEEK=01 begins on the Sunday of the second week of the year, if the first week
has three days or less (for example, the first week in 2004). Furthermore, there are no partial weeks at year-end or year-
beginning. For example, WEEK=53 can contain observations from December 28 right through to and including January 3.

Account Code Determination Routine Coding
Account code determination routines identify cost centers. Typical routines contain table lookup operations, such as the
following example:

If the jobname is Then the department is
ACPxxxxx Accounts Payable
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ACRxxxxx Accounts Receivable
ACTxxxxx Actuarial
PAYxxxxx Payroll
SYSxxxxx Systems Support

A sample implementation:

 IF JOB = :'ACP' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE';

 IF JOB = :'ACR' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL';

 IF JOB = :'ACT' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACTUARIAL';

 IF JOB = :'PAY' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'PAYROLL';

 IF JOB = :'SYS' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT';

 

This code structure may execute faster if ELSE statements are used, as in the following example:

     IF JOB = :'ACP' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE';

 --> ELSE IF JOB = :'ACR' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL';

 --> ELSE IF JOB = :'ACT' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACTUARIAL';

 --> ELSE IF JOB = :'PAY' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'PAYROLL';

 --> ELSE IF JOB = :'SYS' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT';

 

IF statements after the statement that satisfies the condition are not executed, which results in faster execution. That is, if
the job name is ACRCFM01, the first and second statements would be executed, but the third through the fifth would not.
Such a structure of IF ... ELSE IF ... is commonly named an IF cascade.

An alternative construction uses a SELECT statement instead of an IF cascade. The normal use of SELECT is.

    SELECT(select-expression);

     WHEN (when-expression) ... ;

     .

     .

     .

     OTHERWISE  ... ;

    END;

 

The advantage of the SELECT statement is that the select-expression is evaluated once and is compared sequentially
against each when-expression until a match occurs. If no match occurs, the OTHERWISE statement is executed.

In the first example, the IF cascade is comparing against the first three characters of the job name using the special colon
modifier (=:) in the IF statement. Since the special colon modifier is not applicable to the SELECT statement, code a
SUBSTR function as illustrated in the following example:

    SELECT(SUBSTR(JOB,1,3));

     WHEN('ACP') ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE';

     WHEN('ACR') ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL ';

     WHEN('ACT') ACCTNO1 = 'ACTUARIAL    ';

     WHEN('PAY') ACCTNO1 = 'PAYROLL     ';

     WHEN('SYS') ACCTNO1 = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT ';

     OTHERWISE ... ;

    END;
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Also consider the volume of input data when designing your code. Assume that the following relationship exists between
jobnames and volume:

If the jobname is Then the number of jobs per day is
ACPxxxxx 1000
ACRxxxxx 4500
ACTxxxxx 100
PAYxxxxx 400
SYSxxxxx 2000

This volume distribution would mean that the IF cascade would operate even more efficiently if the conditional with the
largest number of hits were highest in the cascade.

Given our example, the IF cascade should be reordered as follows:

    IF JOB = :'ACR' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL';

    ELSE IF JOB = :'SYS' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT';

    ELSE IF JOB = :'ACP' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE';

    ELSE IF JOB = :'PAY' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'PAYROLL';

    ELSE IF JOB = :'ACT' THEN ACCTNO1 = 'ACTUARIAL';

 And the SELECT statements should be reordered as follows:

    SELECT(SUBSTR(JOB,1,3));

      WHEN('ACR') ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL ';

      WHEN('SYS') ACCTNO1 = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT ';

      WHEN('ACP') ACCTNO1 = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE';

      WHEN('PAY') ACCTNO1 = 'PAYROLL     ';

      WHEN('ACT') ACCTNO1 = 'ACTUARIAL    ';

      OTHERWISE ... ;

    END;

 

Another option for coding table lookup operations is to write a user-defined SAS Format. The advantages of using
Formats for Account Code Determination routines over other techniques are:

• Can reduce DATA step compile time by replacing lengthy inline IF/THEN/ELSE or SELECT/WHEN logic
• Consistent response time for lookup operations, because Formats are constructed as a highly optimized binary tree
• Account code data is separated from the code itself, affording easier maintenance

PROC FORMAT structure differs significantly from an IF cascade. PROC FORMAT causes a table to be built when the
PROC FORMAT is executed. The table is inspected through a SAS PUT function, similar to the PL/I ENCODE operation.
The Format might be structured as follows:

    PROC FORMAT;

     VALUE $USRACTF

     'ACP' = 'ACCOUNTS PAYABLE'

     'PAY' = 'PAYROLL'

     'ACR' = 'ACCOUNTS RCVBL'

     'SYS' = 'SYSTEMS SUPPORT'

     'ACT' = 'ACTUARIAL'

     OTHER = 'OVERHEAD' ;
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This causes the table to be built. The Format may be built at any time--periodically (such as every time the source table
changes) or each day while the daily run. Table lookup operations are done when the PUT function is named. A sample
account code derivation routine that illustrates the use of a table lookup using PUT follows.

 ACCTNO1 = PUT( SUBSTR(JOB,1,3),$USRACTF.);

 

The PROC FORMAT examples illustrate how to create and use a temporary user-defined Format. User-defined
Informats and Formats provides instructions on creating permanent user-defined Formats.

Remember to always benchmark one coding method against another, choosing the method that offers the best
performance for your MICS system.

MICS/SAS Coding Conventions
This section contains a set of conventions for coding in the SAS language because you use SAS to code MICS exits and
modifications. We have also included a set of MICS-unique considerations for efficient integration of user concepts into
the MICS operational flow.

You can help to ensure that the code for your modifications and exits is accurate by following the guidelines in this chapter
closely. The material that is presented here is based on user experience and periodic performance studies. Each item has
a reason for being noted, and is worthy of your examination.

SAS Coding
SAS is a program product of SAS Institute Inc. Almost all the logic of MICS is programmed in this powerful language.

The SAS language is interpretive; that is, each program is recompiled each time that it is executed using a compiler
technique. The interpretive nature of the language has several advantages:

• Run-time modifications to MICS can be made, with no special operational considerations. MICS responds to certain
execution definitions that might change from run to run. When such a change happens, MICS can construct new SAS
code appropriate to the situation at hand and can execute the new code (in addition to the preprogrammed code).

• User modifications are incorporated into MICS immediately, with no change to the operational flow.
• There is a single source of compile-time and MICS execution-time diagnostic messages. This is desirable from the

aspect of providing timely product support and problem diagnosis and correction.

As with any computer language, SAS has some constructions that are more efficient than others. The information that
follows highlights considerations of SAS language coding that are in good SAS form and constitute efficient constructions.
Following these SAS programming guidelines result in more readable, more efficient SAS code for any SAS application,
including MICS.
Macros are used in MICS as a way to simplify repetitive coding. For information about SAS Macro Statements and SAS
Macro Language, see Definition and Methodology.

Maintainability Standards

Comments

SAS supports the use of three comment facilities. If a statement begins with an asterisk (*) and ends with a semicolon (;),
SAS ignores the statement. Such comments must not be within other statements. For example:

     ...

    X=5;

    * THIS IS A COMMENT ;         This  comment  construction

    Y=3;                          is valid.

    ...
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    ...

    X=5 * THIS IS A COMMENT ;     This  comment  construction

    Y=3;                          is invalid.

    ...

The second form of comment is in the form of comments that are originally found in the IBM PL/I language and used in
many of today's programming languages. Any string of characters that are enclosed by a slash-asterisk, asterisk-slash is
treated as a comment anywhere it occurs, except inside text quotes.

    ...

    X=5 /* THIS IS A COMMENT */ ;   This comment construction

    Y=3;                            is valid.

    ...

    ...

    A='/* THIS IS A STRING */';     This is invalid.

    ...

Comments of both types can be found in MICS code, but most comments are of the "/* - */" variety. This form is used
because of the great advantage of being able to put the comment inside a SAS statement, especially long INPUT
statements.

A third form of comment, which is only available from within the SAS Macro language, is similar to first comment form.
If the Macro language statement begins with a percent-asterisk (%*) and ends with a semicolon (;), the SAS Macro
language ignores the statement. Such comments must not be within other statements. For example,

    %MACRO name ;

    %*  THIS IS A COMMENT ;       This  comment  construction

    ...                           is valid.

    %MEND  name ;

Here are some guidelines that help provide enough comments without overburdening the reader:

• Use comment blocks for logic descriptions, an example follows:
       /* ************************ */

       /* THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS */

       /* APPLY TO TYPE 30 SMF     */

       /* RECORDS ONLY            */

       /* ************************ */

• Include a comment in SAS code that changes, showing the date of the change, the purpose of the change, and the
person who coded the change.

• Where practical, follow the indentation conventions when coding comments.
• Have the comment contain more than a word for word translation of a logic statement. The comment

  X=5; /* SET X TO 5 */

tells the reader nothing.
• Refer to supporting material in comments whenever possible, such as manual numbers, product release IDs, or other

parts of the program's code.
• If you are not sure that a comment is necessary, insert the comment. Too many comments can be cumbersome, but

too few can be a greater problem.

Indentation

Good indentation as described here increases the readability of a program effectively and inexpensively.
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• Labels begin in column 1.
• Each level of code is indented two columns in from the previous level.
• ELSE statements align with their IF.
• Continued IF or ELSE statements are indented.
• END statements align with their DO.
• DO statements following an IF or ELSE are on the same line as the IF or ELSE, and their END aligns with the IF or

ELSE.

The following hypothetical example illustrates each of the guidelines that are listed previously.

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                 |

 |GENSETRC:                                        |

 |                                                 |

 |INTERVLS=0;                                      |

 |SAMPLES=SETSAMPS;                                |

 |TRCNOSET=1;                                      |

 |TRCTYPE='S';                                     |

 | /* COMPUTE APPROXIMATE SET DURATION */          |

 |IF SETS > 0 THEN DURATION=DURATION/SETS;         |

 |ELSE DURATION=0;                                 |

 |                                                 |

 | /* CHECK FOR SAMPLE FIELD LENGTH */             |

 |IF FLDLENG=4 THEN DO;                            |

 |  DO X=1 TO SETS;                                |

 |    IF TRCMNFLG THEN INPUT TRCMN PIB4. @;        |

 |    IF TRCSMFLG THEN INPUT TRCSUM PIB8. @;       |

 |    TRCSSQ=TRCSSQ+(SSQ1*16**9);                  |

 |    IF TRCEVFLG THEN INPUT TRCENDVA PIB4. @;     |

 |    IF SETS=X THEN SAMPLES=LSTSAMPS;             |

 |    IF TRCSMFLG AND SAMPLES > 0 THEN             |

 |      TRCAV=TRCSUM / SAMPLES;                    |

 |    ELSE TRCAV=.;                                |

 |    TRCSETNO=X;                                  |

 |    OUTPUT SCPTRC00 ;                            |

 |  END;                                           |

 |END;                                             |

 |ELSE IF FLDLENG=2 THEN DO;                       |

 |  DO X=1 TO SETS;                                |

 |    IF TRCMNFLG THEN INPUT TRCMN PIB2. @;        |

 |    IF TRCSMFLG THEN INPUT TRCSUM PIB6. @;       |

 |    IF TRCMXFLG THEN INPUT TRCMX PIB2. @;        |

 |    IF SETS=X THEN SAMPLES=LSTSAMPS;             |

 |    IF TRCSMFLG AND SAMPLES > 0 THEN             |

 |      TRCAV=TRCSUM / SAMPLES;                    |

 |    ELSE TRCAV=.;                                |

 |    TRCSETNO=X;                                  |

 |    OUTPUT SCPTRC00 ;                            |

 |  END;                                           |

 |END;                                             |

 |RETURN;                                          |

 +-------------------------------------------------+
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Performance Guidelines

See the guides "SAS Programming Tips: A Guide to Efficient SAS Processing," "Efficiency, Improving the Performance of
your SAS Applications," and "Tuning SAS Applications in the MVS Environment" from SAS Institute.

MICS Coding
MICS has been designed and implemented to perform a wide range of functions. However, MICS also recognizes the
need for limited user modification of the standard product to accommodate unusual circumstances.

Almost all the logic of MICS is programmed in SAS. Most of the modifications you make are in SAS.

There are other languages that are involved in MICS. Some assembler code is involved, notably in the MICS IMS
Analyzer. Broadcom ISPF Dialog Assist and ISPF panel definition logic are used in the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
MICS installation and operational JCL are coded in a suitable Broadcom language named GCL (Generation Control
Language). MICS products are generated from a kind of language named Component Generator Definition Statements.

The principles of each of these languages are given in other sections of this document.

Guidelines for coding MICS modifications under MICS design targets in the most efficient manner are described here,

Maintainability Standards

Maintainability standards that are established for MICS include tracking user modifications, using comments in code,
parameter library coding, and pointers for coding MICS exits using SAS. Each topic is addressed in turn.

One of the most important aspects of making user modifications to MICS is the ability to track the actual changes. Such
tracking is necessary to:

• Verify that the logic added in questionable results
• Determine the impact of vendor-supplied product maintenance on the change
• Develop a plan for merging modified data with unmodified data for long-term reporting

User Modification Descriptions contain worksheets that can be used coordinating product maintenance. Use these
worksheets to log ALL user modifications at the earliest possible time. In the event that MICS product support is needed
at your site, an accurate and timely record of user-applied changes can greatly simplify problem determination and
correction. Keep these worksheets in a centrally located file on a shared disk.

The index is a list of user modifications. The index has columns for a change number (user-assigned), date of the last
entry for the change, status of the change, whether the change has been superseded by another modification, and other
notes that apply to the change.

Creative use of the status column of the index provides a vehicle for entering changes before they are implemented. Such
logging would help identify possible change interference situations earlier.

The User Modification Description worksheets provide a handy method for recording the INTENT and the logic and
implementation of a change.

The content of each information category of the User Modification Description log sheet is free-form. However, the
contents of each section typically contain the following logic topic:

• MODIFICATION TITLE
A one-line title describing the intent of the modification.

• MODIFICATION NUMBER
A user-assigned number, such as UMOD-001, indicating a user modification to MICS, number 1 in a series.

• MODIFICATION AUTHOR
Your name

• MODIFICATION DATE
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Implementation date
• MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION

A meaningful description of the intent and implementation method of the change. Any data that is possibly pertinent
should be included, such as whether the change has a fixed useful life and should be removed at a later date.

• REASON FOR MODIFICATION
A short history of the need for the change, including such items as requestor ID, date the need was identified,
reference to other existing code that uses the method, and reference to the method's source.

• MICS MODULES MODIFIED
List all MICS modules that are modified by the change, and the libraries on which they reside.

• MODIFICATION SOURCE
The location of the IEBUPDTE stream that applied the change.

Comments

The considerations described for coding comments in SAS code also apply to coding comments in MICS code. See
MICS/SAS Coding Conventions.

More guidelines for commenting MICS code are:

• Include a comment for each change showing the date of the change, the purpose of the change, and the person who
coded the change.

• Log the change in the User Modification section. Accurate and timely logging of these changes is necessary to assure
your ability to install the normal vendor maintenance.

The format of comments changes, according to the language being used. Code comments in the format that applies only
to the language you are modifying.

• SAS comment formats are described in the previous section.
• Assembler language recognizes comments on a code line as following the operands. Comment lines can be coded by

putting an asterisk (*) in column 1 of an assembler statement.

All MICS parameter library members that do not contain JCL or prototype JCL have an asterisk comment facility. If the first
non-blank character on any record in the PARMS library member is an asterisk (*), the line is treated as a comment. The
asterisk must be the first non-blank character on the line, but does not have to be in column one of the lines.

PROTOLIB members and members of the PARMS library that contain JCL can contain comments at two levels. Code
comments that you want to show in the generated JCL with "//@" beginning in column 1 of the line. Code comments that
you want in the member but NOT in the generated JCL with ":*" beginning in column 1 of the line. For example,

This comment not appears in generated JCL

|//@ COMMENT FOR JCL

|//INPUTSMF DD ...and so on|

• Code comments in CLIST code and MICF panel code with "/*" as the first and second non-blank characters in any line,
and not necessarily in column 1 of the line.

• Code comments in MICF dialog skeletons with ")CM " beginning in column 1 (a right parenthesis in column 1, the
letters CM in columns 2 and 3, and a BLANK SPACE in column 4).

MICS Parameter Library Member Coding

The prefix.MICS.PARMS library and the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library contain several members which specify the
options to control various parts of the total MICS system. Members either contain control statements or are exit routines
that are coded in SAS.

The format of control statements is free-form but positional. This means that any numbers of blanks many come before
and after any variable in a parameter member, but all variables must be specified and specified in the order shown. There
is no explicit provision for the continuation of control cards. Our approach has been to allow the repetition of control cards
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when more variables must be specified than can fit on a single card. Comments are supported in all the PARMS library
members. If the first "variable" is "*", the card is ignored. For those parameter statements that begin with a keyword, DO
NOT abbreviate the keyword - it must be coded exactly as shown in the documentation.

MICS SAS Coding

In writing SAS code for use with MICS, remember the following guidelines:

• Validate the fields your exits use to make processing decisions. While MICS does some basic validation, it cannot
catch the kinds of installation-specific errors you can (such as an invalid account number on a JOB card).
When one of your exits detects invalid input data, it should not pass it into the database because doing so increases
the size of the database and decreases its usefulness for analysis and reporting.
Rather, your exits should take a default action when they detect invalid input data. For example, you could assign a job
with an invalid account code to an overhead category.

• Test your exit code. Exit code is inserted directly into MICS processing logic, so you should ensure that this inserted
code will cause subsequent MICS logic to operate abnormally. Observing the following DOs and DO NOTs should
assure proper implementation of exits:

DO the following

• Use the member that is supplied in the distributed version of the MICS.PARMS library as the starting point for your exit,
where appropriate.

• Liberally comment all code.
• Examine input record length to be sure that INPUT requests can be satisfied from the current record.
• Refer to input field locations with pointer logic where possible.
• Preserve data element integrity by type (numeric, time-stamp, character variable) and range (having the value agree

with the FORMAT and LENGTH specs).
• Define new retained data elements by specifying the RETAIN statement after LENGTH and FORMAT statements, if

applicable.
• Test all exit logic under the MICS-required SAS release.
• Call Broadcom Support if you have ANY questions.
• Code percent sign constants as double %% if such constants are necessary in code that appears in a MICS SAS

Macro statement.

DO NOT do the following:

• Do not reset SAS compilation options by using the SAS OPTIONS statement without examining the impact of such a
change on the rest of MICS logic.

• Do not use columns 73-80 for SAS statements. MICS only uses 1-72.
• Do not code these SAS statements in your exit: RETURN, DELETE, or INPUT without a trailing "@".
• Do not code INPUT statements that could cause SAS to perform an automatic input statement skip. Use the RECLEN

variable to be sure that the record is large enough to contain data at any intended input offset.
• Do not forget the MICS naming standards, especially for DDnames, file names, and data element file prefixes.
• Do not assume that any data element is RETAINed or not RETAINed.
• Do not redefine any currently existing MICS data element unless the documentation of the specific exit in question

says that it is allowed.
• Do not assume that the SAS automatic variable _N_ contains the actual input observation number.
• Do not assume that setting the SAS automatic variable _ERROR_ cause an input observation to be ignored or MICS

processing to terminate.
• Do not use SAS language features not supported by the SAS release that is specified for use by the MICS update

process.
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Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques
The MICS Component Generator's database tailoring facility enables the System Administrator to control database
content and format, thus reducing DASD space requirements and run times. The kinds of changes that can be made
using the database tailoring facility include:

• Adding elements to MICS files
• Changing the timespans in which files are maintained
• Defining which files are included in the Audit and History Archive Files
• Modifying the sequence/summary characteristics of MICS files
• Renaming common elements
• Activating data compression

The database tailoring facility also updates the file granularity charts and data elements lists that print as part of the files
documentation for each product and are also available online.

Tailoring Guidelines
The first step in tailoring your MICS system is to ensure that you clearly understand your data center's data requirements.
Knowing your requirements, the following questions and answers should help you plan your tailoring strategy.

When should database tailoring be performed? 

• Use the product for at least six months to ensure that you have the experience to determine what kinds of changes
should be made to the database to achieve your objectives.
If implementing compression is a consideration, one month's data is sufficient if you use the Administrator Utilities
provided for analyzing and recommending compression settings.

• If installing a new product requires a disproportionately large amount of DASD space, such that it may not be practical
or even feasible to install, evaluate the use of the DBSPLIT facility and ultimately the database tailoring facility to
reduce the number of data elements and possibly files that are to be maintained in the database.

Can a product be tailored differently in different database units? 

• A product is generated at the database complex level and therefore its files are identical in all database units. You can
tailor file compression by unit, however, using the prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) member.

What other dependencies must be considered when tailoring the MICS database? 

• If a change is made that adds or deletes a file in any of the three archiving systems (audit, weekly history, or monthly
history), regenerate the database unit's operational jobs by running a JCLGEND in each unit in which the product is
installed.

• If compression is activated for a file by adding COMPRESS statements to the cccGENIN member of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, run a COPYLIBU to add FILE statements to prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).

• If a change is made to the sort order of a file in the WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans (by changing the
timespan status definition on the NAME or NAMX statement), retrofit the sequence change in the files already present
in the online and archive databases. (Each requires a sort and summarization.) A component generation (cccCGEN) is
required to implement the change.

• Review the use of elements before deactivating them from the database. For example, if a data element is marked
inactive (deleted) and that data element is used in a critical SAS statement (such as a BY statement) in a dependent
program, the SAS compilation does not complete successfully.  If the data element is referenced in any other manner,
the SAS Log shows that the variable was not initialized, and dependent elements, if any, may be incorrect.

• To add a data element to the database, define it to the Component Generator (sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member
cccGENIN) and add source code to the DYcccFMT input format routine in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. Then edit
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT)'s USRFMT2 and USRFMT3 macros to ensure that the source data used to
provide values to the new data element is available.
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Evaluate any change in the generation control statements in light of the information that is provided in section. For
example, you may not be able to directly activate the DETAIL timespan for files that do not typically exist in the DETAIL
timespan. Check the specific instructions in the following sections for details, and the modification documentation in
specific Product Analyzers.

Note: Read this section before performing any file tailoring.

File tailoring can be performed easily by following the guidelines in this section. The approximate effort that is involved for
file tailoring is illustrated here.

Tailoring action Required operations
To add, change, or delete a data element:
The data element is not in the sequence key of the file. Component generation
The data element is not in the sequence key of the file. User modification to the component format routine DYcccFMT
The data element is not in the sequence key of the file. Test/implement/check
The data element is in the sequence key of the file. Component generation
The data element is in the sequence key of the file. User modification to the component format routine DYcccFMT
The data element is in the sequence key of the file. Database retrofit for modified key structure
The data element is in the sequence key of the file. Test/implement/check
To add a file to an online database timespan: Component generation
To add a file to an online database timespan: User modification to the component format routine DYcccFMT
To add a file to an online database timespan: Test/implement/check
To delete a file from an online database timespan: Component generation
To delete a file from an online database timespan: Delete unused cycles
To delete a file from an online database timespan: Test/implement/check
To add or delete a file from archiving: Component generation
To add or delete a file from archiving: JCLGEND for WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and GDGSGEN JCL
To add or delete a file from archiving: Run GDGSGEN
To add or delete a file from archiving: Test/implement/check
To compress or uncompress a file's data: Edit the COMPRESS member in prefix.MICS.PARMS
To compress or uncompress a file's data: Run CYCLEGEN
To compress or uncompress a file's data: Run BACKUP
To compress or uncompress a file's data: Run RESTORE

Database Tailoring
A great amount of site tailoring can be accomplished using the MICS parameter library members. For example, most
generally used data selection criteria are addressed by MICS parameters.

Tailoring the database, as explained in the sections that follow, is the next level of detail. For example, deleting data
elements from a file, adding others, creating the file in timespans that are not typically supported, and modifying the MICS
archive process are not changes that can conveniently be done the novice user.

The changes that are described here must be tested and verified to ensure the integrity and usability of the entire MICS
database.

Following these guidelines to help you tailor your MICS database. If, after you read these sections, you still have a
question about the feasibility or practicality of an intended change, call the Broadcom Support Group for assistance.
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Product tailoring is performed in levels that relate to the structure of the definition of a component. A component is defined
by Component Generator Statement sets:

Component and generation control statements 

• Information area within the component
– File within the information area
– Timespans in which the file exists
– Archiving for the file
– Data elements in the file

• Journaling data elements in the file
• data element 1
• data element 2
• ...
• data element n

The lowest level of tailoring involves changing data element statements to modify the data elements within the file.
Common data elements (common to many files, described in a special common description area) can be modified in
many files in one stroke.

The next level of modification is to modify the file's operational characteristics. Online files can be modified to change the
timespans in which the file exists or the sequence of the file within the timespan. Offline files can be modified to change
the archiving characteristics of the file.

The examples in the following sections are based on the NPANCP file that is shown in MCG Illustrations.

Tailoring Data Elements

The lowest level of tailoring involves changing data element statements to modify the data elements within the file.
The two types of data elements are: common and standard.

Common Data Elements

These elements are common to files across products are defined in a special common description area, and elements
common to files in one product are defined in that product's cccGENIN member.

Standard Data Elements

These elements are used by one standard file in one product. If the standard file has parallel files, the standard data
elements are available to the parallel files too.

For more information about special considerations and about customizing data elements, see the Modification section in
each Product Analyzer.

The statements that are listed here define the Network Performance Analyzer (NPA) component with one file, the Network
Control Program (NCP) file. This statement would be found in the product's sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
member. Data element definition statements that can be modified by the user are indicated by "-->" in the left margin of
the example.

    *

    * NPA component generator statements

    *

    GEN GENFILES

    COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

 -->TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

 -->NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

 -->NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)
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 -->TYPE XA  5 TIME11.2  6 TIME15.2  6 TIME15.2

 -->NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

 -->TYPE XR  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.

 -->NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

 -->NAME NPATSFRU  Foreward RU Send Time

 -->NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

    AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

    FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

 -->TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

 -->NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

 -->NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

 -->NAME NCPNRIQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

 -->NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

 -->TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

 -->NAME NCPTMFCT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

 -->NAME NCPTMTIS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

 -->TYPE M 3 . 3 . 3 .

 -->NAME NCPMXANP  00  0 0 0 0 0 Max Available NCP Buffers

 -->NAME NCPMXFBH  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer High Water Mark

 -->TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

 -->NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

 -->NAME RESNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME DAY       99 5 5 N N N .

 -->NAME HOUR      99 6 6 6 N N .

 -->NAME WEEK      99 0 0 4 N N .

 -->NAME YEAR      99  3 3 3 3 3 .

 -->NAME MONTH     99  4 4 N 4 N .

 -->NAME INTERVLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME DURATION  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME STARTTS   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME ENDTS     99  7 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME ZONE      99  0 0 5 5 4 .

 -->NAME DAYNAME   99 0 0 N N N .

 -->NAME SYSID     99  1 1 1 1 1 .

 -->NAME NCPNAME   99  2 2 2 2 2 .

 -->NAME NETNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

The NAME statements whose data element option code is 99 are common data elements available to all MICS files. Data
elements that are common to this product's files are defined prior to the first AREA statement in the product's cccGENIN
member.

Common data elements available to all MICS files are described in the generation library member $DEGENIN. The
statements next describe those data elements, and are extracted from $DEGENIN. These data element definitions can all
be user-modified.

 TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

 NAME DAY      Day of Month

 TYPE XR  $3  .  $3  .  $3  .

 NAME DAYNAME  Name Of Day Of Week

 TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

 NAME DURATION Recording Interval Time

 TYPE XM  7  DATETIME19.2  7  DATETIME19.2  7  DATETIME19.2

 NAME ENDTS    End Time Stamp
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 TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

 NAME HOUR     Hour Of Day

 TYPE XA 3 . 4 . 6 .

 NAME INTERVLS Number of Recording Intervals

 TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

 NAME MONTH    Month of Year

 TYPE XR  $8  .  $8  .  $8  .

 NAME NCPNAME  Network Ctl Program Name

 TYPE XR  $8  .  $8  .  $8  .

 NAME NETNAME  Resource Network Name

 TYPE XR  $24  .  $24  .  $24  .

 NAME RESNAME  Resource Generic Name

 TYPE XN  7  DATETIME19.2  7  DATETIME19.2  7  DATETIME19.2

 NAME STARTTS  Start Time Stamp

 TYPE XR  $4  .  $4  .  $4  .

 NAME SYSID    System Identifier

 TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

 NAME WEEK     Week Of Year

 TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

 NAME YEAR     Year of Century

 TYPE XR  $1  .  $1  .  $1  .

 NAME ZONE     Time Zone

Standard Data Elements

Most standard data elements begin with the three character identifier of the file to which the data element belongs. For
example, the data element NCPMNFBL begins with NCP, showing that it belongs to the NPANCP file.

Deleting Data Elements

Two facilities are available to delete a data element from a file:

• The timespan indicators on the MICS Component Generator (MCG) NAME statement can be used to delete a data
element from one or more timespans.

• If a data element belongs to a selectable cluster of data elements, the entire selectable cluster can be deleted from all
timespans of all files within a component by modifying the MCG OPTION statement.

NAME Statement Modifications

The example file definition contains the Component Generator Definition Statements:

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

...

Assume that the Free Buffer Low Water Mark had no useful purpose at your site. If this was the case, this data element
could be eliminated from the file by changing its NAME statement to:

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  N N N N N Free Buffer Low Water Mark

...
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This would remove the data element from all timespans in which the file appears. However, in the case of the NPANCP
file, on which this data element appears, the FILE itself is not active in the YEARS timespan. In this case,

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  N N N N 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

...

would accomplish the same end, because the whole file does not exist in the YEARS timespan, and the data element is
not on any timespan in which the file does exist.

In fact, the data element could be deleted from any timespan at all. This is based on the timespan indicators on the NAME
statement. For example, there are cases when

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 N 0 N 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

...

would be valid and would produce the desired results. There are cases in which such a specification would cause
timespans other than DETAIL to contain spurious data for NCPMNFBL, also.

The timespan indicators on the NAME statement for each data element must consider the timespan indicators on the FILE
statement. If the following combination exists,

FILE ... Y N Y N Y ...

...

NAME ... 0 N 0 N 0 ...

the data element would be summarized properly. The file's WEEKS timespan would be constructed from summarized
DETAIL data, and the YEARS would be constructed from summarized DETAIL data. However, the following construction
creates problems:

FILE ... Y Y Y Y Y ...

...

NAME ... 0 N 0 N 0 ...

Code that is generated by the MCG would cause summarization for the WEEKS timespans to be driven (summarized)
from the DAYS timespan. The summarization to the YEARS timespan is driven from the MONTHS timespan of the file.

The DAYS timespan is used as the source of WEEKS and MONTHS summarization because the DAYS timespan has
fewer observations than the DETAIL timespan, and the summarization process is more efficient. The same principle
causes MONTHS to be the source of YEARS.

However, if the data element has been dropped from the timespan from which the new timespan is being summarized,
and the data element is any type other than CALCULATED, the summarization is based on SAS missing values, and do
not produce the desired results.

The following combinations of FILE and NAME statement combinations are valid for data elements that are not calculated:

FILE timespan indicators NAME timespan indicators
Y N - Y Y 0 - - 0 - where "-" can be any

0 - - N N valid indicator.
N N N N N

Y N - N N 0 - - - -
N N N N N
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Y Y - Y Y 0 0 - 0 -
0 0 - N N
0 N N N N
N N N N N

Y Y - N N 0 0 - - -
0 N N N N
N N N N N

N E - - - - 0 - - -
- N N N N

N N N N N - - - - -

Data elements that are calculated are identified by the data element type code in the TYPE statement for the type group
to which the data element belongs. Our example is:

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

...

And the data element is noted as a type N, for minimum. Calculated data element types are type C, CN, XC, or XCN.
These standard data elements can be dropped from any timespan by modifying the timespan indicators on the NAME
statement IF the data elements necessary to calculate the data element's value in its active timespans are present on
those timespans. See the MCG statement section of this document for more information.

There is one other way to delete a data element. If a data element is ESSENTIAL, it is active (as marked by the timespan
indicators) even if the ESSENTIAL option is set to INITIAL or ONLY. See the MCG statement section COMPOPT and
FOPT for more information about the values of the ESSENTIAL option.

If a data element is ESSENTIAL, it can be made nonessential by changing the NAME statement keyword to NAMX, as
follows,

NAME NCPMNFBL 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

becomes

NAMX NCPMNFBL 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

This change causes the data element to be inactive if the ESSENTIAL options INITIAL or ONLY were used. For more
information about, the NAME statement in description, and coding NAMX. OPTION Statement Modifications, see Name
Statement (NAME or NAMX).

The original form of the NPA component's definition that is shown earlier began:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

   NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)

   TYPE XA  5 TIME11.2  6 TIME15.2  6 TIME15.2

   NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

   TYPE XR  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.

   NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

   NAME NPATSFRU  Forward RU Send Time
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   NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

   AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRIQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

   NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

   TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

   NAME NCPTMFCT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

   NAME NCPTMTIS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

   ...

This component has no selectable data element clusters, and therefore the standard generator statements do not include
an OPTION statement.

Assume that there is a valid cluster ID named NET1 and its cluster number is 47. The OPTION statement would be
included in the NPA definition member, and data elements belonging to the cluster would have a cluster code of 47 coded
in their NAME statements, as follows:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

-->OPTION NET1

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

   NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)

   TYPE XA  5 TIME11.2  6 TIME15.2  6 TIME15.2

   NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

   TYPE XR  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.

   NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

   NAME NPATSFRU  Forward RU Send Time

   NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

   AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

-->NAME NCPNRHQL  47  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

-->NAME NCPNRIQL  47  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

   NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

   ...

Deleting the entire cluster can be accomplished by changing the OPTION keyword NET1 to NONET1. All data elements
that belong to the cluster (including NCPNRHQL and NCPNRIQL) would be deleted from all timespans of all files in the
NPA Component:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

-->OPTION NONET1

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   ...
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See the individual Product Analyzers for a list of cluster names that are used in a specific cccGENIN member.

Making the Modifications

To delete a data element from one or more timespans, if the data element is not a sequence data element in the file,
follow these steps:

1. Modify the timespan indicators on the NAME statement for that data element, if necessary.
2. Modify the option selection codes on the OPTION statement, if necessary.
3. Run the component generation for the component in question.
4. Drop the data element from the file in the desired timespans because the next daily update for any database unit in

which the component has been installed reflects the change.

To delete a data element from one or more timespans if the data element IS a sequence data element in the file, see
the sections in this chapter on modifying the sequence of a file. Modify the sequence, and follow the previous stated
instructions to delete the data element.

Adding New Data Elements

Two facilities are available to add a data element to a file:

• If a data element belongs to a selectable cluster of data elements, the entire selectable cluster can be activated in all
timespans of all files within a component by modifying the MCG OPTION statement.

• New data elements can be added to individual files within a component by coding MICS Component Generator (MCG)
TYPE group statements to describe the data elements for each file in which they are to appear.

OPTION Statement Modifications

The original form of the NPA Component's definition that is shown earlier began as follows:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

   NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)

   TYPE XA  5 TIME11.2  6 TIME15.2  6 TIME15.2

   NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

   TYPE XR  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.

   NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

   NAME NPATSFRU  Forward RU Send Time

   NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

   AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRIQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

   NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

   TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

   NAME NCPTMFCT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

   NAME NCPTMTIS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

   ...
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This component has no selectable data element clusters, and therefore the standard generator statements do not include
an OPTION statement.

Assume that there is a valid NPA Component cluster ID named NET1, and its cluster number is 47. The OPTION
statement might be included in the NPA definition member, and data elements belonging to the cluster would have a
cluster code of 47 coded in their NAME statements, as follows:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

-->OPTION NONET1

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   TYPE XR  3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NPANRRLS  Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

   NAME NPANRSLS  Sending Line Speed (line/link)

   TYPE XA  5 TIME11.2  6 TIME15.2  6 TIME15.2

   NAME NPATMAOT  Actual Observation Time

   TYPE XR  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.  4 TIME8.

   NAME NPATSEIS  Expected Interval Time

   NAME NPATSFRU  Forward RU Send Time

   NAME NPATSLOG  Time Record Logged To SMF

   AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

-->NAME NCPNRHQL  47  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

-->NAME NCPNRIQL  47  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

   NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

   ...

To activate the entire cluster, change the cluster keyword NONET1 to NET1. All data elements that belong to the cluster
(including NCPNRHQL and NCPNRIQL) would be added to all timespans of all files for which they are defined in the NPA
Component:

   *

   * NPA Component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

-->OPTION NET1

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   ...

See the individual product guides for a list of cluster names that are used in a specific product's cccGENIN member.

TYPE Statement Group Additions

The example file definition contains the component generator definition statements:

...

TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

NAME NCPTMFCT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time    ...

Assume that your NPA Component does not have a data element for percentage of time the 3705 was busy in the
measurement interval. Such a data element could be calculated from the duration of the measurement interval and the
free cycle time that is measured in the interval.
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Adding this data element to the file can be done by adding a TYPE group of MCG statements to the file's existing
statements in cccGENIN. The TYPE statement itself can be configured from scratch or can be patterned after a TYPE
statement for a similar data element in this or another cccGENIN member. For the percent data element, use the
following:

TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

     - ---------- ---------- ----------

     |     |          |          |

     |     |          |          +- MONTHS/YEARS length/fmt

     |     |          +------------ DAYS/WEEKS length/format

     |     +----------------------- DETAIL length/format

     +----------------------------- type: computed

    Code the NAME statement as follows:

TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

     -------- -- --------- -----------------

        |      |     |            |

        |      |     |            +- data element label

        |      |     +-------------- active in all timespans

        |      +-------------------- no associated cluster

        +--------------------------- name of data element;

                                     begins with file name

                                     (NCP)

Assume that such user-added data elements are to be documented in the MICS Data Dictionary. In fact, all such user-
added NPA percentage data elements can be documented in the same member of the Data Dictionary. Such a Data
Dictionary member can be named USRPCNPA. To gain access to that member through the Document Access online
browse function, add an ALIAS statement to the type group,

TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

ALIAS USRPCNPA

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

This feature is used in MICS for closely related data elements, such as a set of counters. Thus a set of counter-data
elements COUNT01-COUNT08 could all be described in a Data Dictionary entry named COUNTXX.

Since this is a calculated data element, we also need to add statements that describe the calculation necessary to put a
value in NCPPCBSY. The value should be

                      busy time

    percent busy = -----------------

                   interval duration

Where busy time is the interval duration minus the free time. Thus, the type group has the expression added:

TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

ALIAS USRPCNPA

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

Also, the calculation of this data element's value depends on other data elements existing in the timespans in which
NCPPCBSY is to be active. So, a DEPEND statement has to be added:
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TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

ALIAS USRPCNPA

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

The definition of the data element in the MCG Component definition statements is complete. These statements are to be
added at a TYPE group break, such as:

   ...

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

-->TYPE C 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT.

-->ALIAS USRPCNPA

-->NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

-->EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

-->EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

-->EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

-->DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

   ...

However, the data element is specified to exist in the DETAIL timespan of the file. The EXP statements generate the code
to recalculate the data element at each level of summarization, but no calculation is made at the DETAIL level, because
the MCG does not modify the component's daily format routine.

To store a value in the data element in the DETAIL timespan, modify logic in the component's daily format routine using
standard MICS file exits. (See the User Exit Facilities section in chapter 4 for more information.)

For this NPA example, the file exit for the NPANCP File is _USRSNCP, in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#NPAEXIT). The
calculation must be added to the stub exit macro that currently exists. The current macro is coded as:

    MACRO _USRSNCP   %

And should be modified to:

    MACRO _USRSNCP

      IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

       NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

      ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

    %

This code is executed immediately before the format routine writes a DETAIL observation of the NPANCP File and the
data element value is set when the OUTPUT occurs.

Making the Modifications

To add a data element to one or more timespans if the data element is not a sequence data element in the file, follow
these steps:

1. Modify the option selection codes on the OPTION statement, if necessary.
2. Code the MCG TYPE group statements for the data element to be added, if necessary.
3. Add initial calculations for the data element's DETAIL timespan value to the standard file exit in the component's

standard exit member on the MICS source library.
4. Run the component generation for the component in question.
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5. Add the data element to the file in the desired timespans because the next daily update for any database unit in which
the component has been installed reflects the change.

To add a data element to one or more timespans if the data element IS a sequence data element in the file, see the
sections in this chapter on modifying the sequence of a file. Modify the sequence, and follow the instructions above to add
the data element.

Changing Existing Data Element Definitions

Changing the attributes of a data element involves making modifications to the MICS Component Generator (MCG) type
group that includes the data element.

According to the definition in the MCG section of this document, a type group is made up of a TYPE statement, followed
by one or more NAME statements. Each NAME statement defines a data element. The NAME statement might be
preceded optionally by an ALIAS statement, and might be followed by one or more EXP statements (if it is a computed
data element) and one or more DEPEND statements (if the data element depends on other data elements in the file in the
same timespans).

The example constructed in the previous section was a TYPE group that added a data element called NCPPCBSY to the
NPANCP file. This information refers to that data element for an example.

   *

   * NPA component generator statements

   *

   GEN GENFILES

   COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

   AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

-->TYPE C 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT.

-->ALIAS USRPCNPA

-->NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

-->EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

-->EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

-->EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

-->DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

   TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

   NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

   NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

   ...

TYPE Statement Modifications

Changing the TYPE statement of the type group to which the data element belongs change the type code, length, or
format specification for the data element.

Changing the length or format can be done by changing the parameters on the TYPE statement.

TYPE C 4 Z3.2 . . . .

is a valid length/format specification. See the MCG section of this document on the TYPE statement.

However, changing the type code might require more thought. In the example, having a type code of "C" requires EXP
statements to be included after the data element. Changing the type code to other than calculated, such as "A" for
accumulated, would require removal of the EXP statements.

ALIAS Statement Modifications

If the name of the data dictionary member that documents the data element ever changes, modify or remove the ALIAS
statement. The data element in the example was documented in the member USRPCNPA, and the statement was:
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ALIAS USRPCNPA

If the documentation for all user data elements were moved to a single member, such as one named USRMICS, the
statement would be changed to:

ALIAS USRMICS

If the documentation for this data element was moved to a member of its own, and named identically to the data element
(NCPPCBSY), then the ALIAS statement can be removed.

NAME Statement Modifications *

The previous two sections of this document showed how to use the cluster and timespan indicators on the NAME
statement to modify a data element's location on the file and timespans. Changing the data element tag (short name)
actually constitutes dropping one data element and adding another. This is because all identification of the data element is
done through the NAME statement tag parameter.

The only element that is left on the NAME statement to modify is the data element label. This parameter on the statement
can be modified in free form, according to the rules of coding the NAME statement. If coded in lower case letters with
initial capitals, the label is translated to upper case by the MCG where necessary. For example,

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 Percent of 3705 Busy

                           --------------------

                                new label

EXP Statement Modifications

EXP statements are only present if the type code from the TYPE statement is C or XC. These statements are used in
recalculating the data element's value in summarization.

Let us assume the original calculation for the example were incomplete, such as:

TYPE C 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT.

ALIAS USRPCNPA

NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

EXP 01 NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

This expression could produce a zero-divide condition and SAS termination if the value of NPATMAOT were ever zero.
Changing the calculation to take this into account is a matter of rearranging the expression, as

   TYPE C 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT.

   ALIAS USRPCNPA

   NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

-->EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

-->EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

-->EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

   DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

Computed data elements of the type code CN and XCN do not have EXP statements following their name statements.
Rather, calculations for these data elements are usually performed as defined by EXP statements that follow two special
NAME statements, @@FIRST or @@LAST. These NAME statements do not define data elements that reside on the file.
Their only purpose is to enter calculations that must be performed before (or after, respectively) normally-defined EXP
calculations are performed.

Data elements of these types can have their expressions that are changed by modifying the EXP statements that
calculate the data elements' value. These data elements are located in the @@FIRST or @@LAST group.

Name Statement (NAME or NAMX) Statement Modifications
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DEPEND statements define the relationships between the data element in question and other data elements. Reasons
for modifying DEPEND statements are rare, but the DEPEND statement can contain any combination of one or more data
element names. Each data element that is named in a DEPEND statement must exist on the file in all the same timespans
as the data element in question.

Our original example included

DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

to ensure that the NCP file could not be generated if NCPPCBSY was in a timespan without either NCPTMFCT or
NPATMAOT. Either case would define an invalid construction of the summarization for NCPPCBSY. If some other data
element were identified as being required for the calculation of the data element, it would be added to the DEPEND list for
that element.

For example, if you want NCPPCIDL, the percent of 3705 idle time, to be on the file in every timespan as NCPPCBSY,
code:

   TYPE C 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT. 3 PERCENT.

   ALIAS USRPCNPA

   NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

   EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

   EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

   EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

-->DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT NCPPCIDL

Making the Modifications

To change the data element's description in the previous manner, follow these steps:

1. Modify the MCG control statements explained previously for each data element to be modified.
2. Run the component generation for the component in question.
3. The next daily update for any database unit in which the component has been installed reflect the change, and add the

data element to the file in the desired timespans.

A Change to the definition of a data element does not necessarily reflect accurately in timespans greater than
DAYS. Accumulating data to the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans takes some time to complete. Also, the
accumulation of to-date data in these timespans might result in combining unlike data. Changing data elements from
accumulated to maximum or minimum, for example, always produces spurious results in these timespans. This problem is
resolved by itself only after the modification has been in effect long enough that unlike data is not being combined.

It is therefore necessary to examine the need for retrofitting existing data in such situations. If the need for a retrofit exists,
see the section of this document on database maintenance techniques.

Common Data Elements - System Modification

The example file definition contains the component generator definition statements:

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

NAME NPANRRLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME NPANRSLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME NPATMAOT  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

...

Notice the data elements whose option code is 99. These data elements are NPANRRLS, NPANRSLS, and NPATMAOT.
They are also contained in the generation library member $DEGENIN:

...
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TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

NAME NPANRRLS Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

NAME NPANRSLS Sending Line Speed (line/link)

TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

NAME NPATMAOT Actual Observation Time

...

The reason for having data elements that are defined in this common manner is to assure consistency of definition of
such common data elements across all files in which they appear. Data elements that are not of this "common" nature are
named "standard" data elements.

Most common data elements are named generically, according to their function or contents. Examples of such
data elements are ENDTS (end time-stamp) and INTERVLS (the number of recording intervals in a measurement
summarization).

Some common data elements take their names from the component. The first three characters of the data element name
are the component identifier, and the remaining five characters are a cryptic abbreviation of the data element's function.
Examples are NPANRRLS (NPA component receiving line speed) and NPATMAOT (NPA component actual interval
observation time).

It is possible to redefine common data elements into standard data elements. For example, the previous extract could
have been coded:

...

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

TYPE XR 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME NPANRRLS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

NAME NPANRSLS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Sending Line Speed (line/link)

TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

NAME NPATMAOT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Actual Observation Time

...

Redefining these elements in this manner defeats the main purpose of common data elements single source format
definition. Common data elements are often key data elements in the file, which is used in sequencing the file's
observations. If you attempt to bring two files together, and both files have data elements of the same name in the key (for
example, both have ENDTS in the file sequence structure), then those data elements must have the same format on both
files.

Changing Attributes of Common Data Elements

Changing the attributes of a common data element involves making modifications to the MICS Component
Generator (MCG) TYPE group that includes the common data element. This will be done in one of the following
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB members:

• Elements that are common to all MICS files are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB($DEGENIN).
• Elements that are common to the files in a single MICS product are defined in the applicable cccGENIN member,

where ccc is a MICS product identifier.

For information about the statements in the TYPE group, see Generation Type Statement (GEN).

The following example is used in discussing the considerations for changing common element attributes.

    ...

    COMP NPA  050  32000  VBS  NOACCT  NPA Component

    TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

    NAME NPANRRLS Receiving Line Speed (line/link)
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    TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

    NAME NPANRSLS Sending Line Speed (line/link)

    TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

    NAME NPATMAOT Actual Observation Time

    ...

    AREA NPA  NPA Activity Information Area

    ...

Changing the description of a common data element changes the element in all files in which it is referenced. Such changes are:

• Changing the format or length specification of the element.
• Changing the label that is attached to the data element.
• Changing the type code of the data element.

For example, the data element NPATMAOT could be changed as follows:

 

         New Type                         New Length and

           Code                           Format for

         (Common                          MONTHS and

         Maximum)                         YEARS time-spans

             |                                 |

             V                                 V

       ...  --                            -----------

       TYPE XM  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  8  TIME18.2

   +-->ALIAS NPATIME

   |   NAME NPATMAOT Actual Measurement Time

   |   ...           -----------------------

   |                        New Label

   |

   +---hypothetical new data dictionary member where all NPA time data elements would be documented (for

 example only; no such convention exists or should).

WARNING

Changes to common data elements affect all files in which each changed data element appears. The following
items must be considered:

• Common data elements are often used as file sequence elements for the files in which they appear. Even if they are
not in any file's key, they might be very important by virtue of being used in many places or being used in extended,
user-generated report processes. These data elements should not have their attributes that are modified without
the advice of the Broadcom Support Group. Further considerations are detailed in Change a File's Sequence in a
Timespan, which addresses the impact of changing a file's sequence in a time-span.

• Changing Existing Data Element Definitions presented considerations for changing existing data element definitions.
The information presented there also pertains to common elements.

• Changing the definition of a data element will not necessarily be reflected immediately in time-spans greater than
DAYS. Accumulating data to the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS time-spans takes some time to complete. Also, the
accumulation of to-date data in these time-spans might result in combining unlike data. Changing data elements from
accumulated to maximum or minimum, for example, will always produce spurious results in these time spans until a
new interval is begun in each time-span, and unlike data is no longer combined in the archive files.
Examine the need for retrofitting existing data in such situations. If the need for a retrofit exists, see Retrofitting
Guidelines.

Making the Modifications

To change a common data element's attributes:
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• Modify the MCG control statements explained previous for each common data element to be modified.
• Generate the component by running the cccCGEN job for each affected product.
• The next daily update for any database unit in which the product has been installed reflects the change.

Adding New Common Data Elements

Adding a common data element involves adding a MICS Component Generator (MCG) TYPE group that includes the
common data element. Then add the common element to the files in which you want it reported.

If the new common data element is local to any single component, add the TYPE group to the component's cccGENIN
member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. If the new common data element is useful for more than one component, add the
TYPE group to the $DEGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

As discussed in chapter 4, a common data element TYPE group is made up of the following statements:

• A TYPE statement, mandatory
• An ALIAS statement, optional
• An ALTNAME statement, optional
• A NAME statement, mandatory

The example file definition contains the component generator definition statements:

    ...

    COMP NPA  050  32000  VBS  NOACCT  NPA Component

    TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

    NAME NPANRRLS Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

    TYPE XR  3  .  3  .  3  .

    NAME NPANRSLS Sending Line Speed (line/link)

    TYPE XA  5  TIME11.2  6  TIME15.2  6  TIME15.2

    NAME NPATMAOT Actual Observation Time

    ...

    AREA NPA  NPA Activity Information Area

    ...

Adding a common data element can be done by adding the TYPE group for the data element into the NPAGENIN
member. For example, assume that a data element called PHASE were to be added to the NPA component. PHASE is
intended to contain the character strings "FULL", "1Q ", "3Q ", or "NEW ", so it should be defined as a character data
element of length four. Define the data element in NPAGENIN by keying in the following before the first AREA statement:

...

TYPE XR $4. . $4. . $4. .

NAME PHASE Phase of Processing Period

...

Then add the new common element to each file in which you want the element reported by adding a NAME statement like
the following after each FILE statement:

NAME PHASE 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

Since this is a retained data element, we also need to add statements that describe the calculation necessary to put
an initial value in PHASE. The value could be set by any means. Assume that the site has a user-written routine that
returns a character value for the "phase" and the argument that is supplied to the routine is the timestamp of the end of
the measurement interval.

To store a value in the data element in the DETAIL timespan, modify logic in the component's daily format routine using
standard MICS file exits. (See the User Exit Facilities section in chapter 4 for more information.)
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For this NPA example, the file exit for the NPANCP file is _USRSNCP, in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#NPAEXIT). The
calculation must be added to the stub exit macro that currently exists. The current macro is:

    MACRO _USRSNCP   %

which should be modified to:

    MACRO _USRSNCP

      PHASE = UPHASE(ENDTS);

    %

This code is executed immediately before the format routine writes a DETAIL observation of the NPANCP file, and the
data element value is set when the OUTPUT occurs.

Such logic would have to be executed to set a value for PHASE before the format routine OUTPUT for each file of each
component in which the data element is to be carried.

Making the Modifications

To add a data element to one or more timespans of one or more files within one or more components, if the data element
is not a sequence data element in the file, perform the following:

• Code the MCG type group statements for the data element to be added to either $DEGENIN or cccGENIN.
• Add the element to the files in which you want it reported.
• Add initial calculations for the data element's DETAIL timespan value to the standard file exit in the component's

standard exit member on the MICS source library.
• Run the component generation for the components in question.

The next daily update for any database unit in which the component has been installed reflect the change, and add the
data element to the files in the desired timespan(s).

To add a data element to one or more timespans, if the data element IS a sequence data element in the file, see the
sections in this chapter on modifying the sequence of a file. Modify the sequence, and follow the instructions to add the
data element.

Assigning Alternate Data Element Names

The MICS Component Generator (MCG) contains a facility for changing the name of a common data element for
reference purposes.

WARNING
Using the facility that is described in this section can have major, unexpected impacts. Very few installations
truly need this capability. Contact Broadcom Support before attempting to assign an alternate name to any data
element. We do not recommend use of this facility.

Normally, changing the name of a data element is a matter of deleting the old data element and adding a new data
element. Such changes for common data elements have more impact than for standard data elements. Common data
elements, such as MONTH, are used in VERY MANY places. Changing all the MICS logic that references such data
elements would be a great effort, prone to errors.

The ALTNAME statement is an attempt to eliminate the need to change logic if it is desirable to change the name (tag)
associated with a common data element.

According to the definition in the MCG section of this document, a common data element type group is made up of
a TYPE statement, followed by one or more NAME statements. Each NAME statement defines a data element. The
NAME statement can be preceded optionally by an ALIAS statement, and can be preceded optionally by an ALTNAME
statement.
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The example NPANCP file definition contains the component generator definition statements in the NPAGENIN member
of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB:

 ...

NAME DAY       99  5 5 N N N .

NAME HOUR      99  6 6 6 N N .

NAME WEEK      99  0 0 4 N N .

NAME YEAR      99  3 3 3 3 3 .

NAME MONTH     99  4 4 N 4 N .

...

Where the common data elements (cluster code 99) point to common data element definitions for these data elements.
These definitions are contained in the generation library member $DEGENIN:

...

TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

NAME DAY      Day of Month

TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

NAME HOUR     Hour Of Day

TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

NAME MONTH    Month of Year

TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

NAME WEEK     Week Of Year

TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

NAME YEAR     Year of Century

... 

Let us assume that there was a need to rename the data element MONTH to another name, which is recognized in your
company's current report structure. Let us call the new name PERIOD.

Adding the following ALTNAME statement to the $DEGENIN member aids in the rename of the data element.

    ...

    TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

    NAME DAY      Day of Month

    TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

    NAME HOUR     Hour Of Day

    TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

--->ALTNAME PERIOD

    NAME MONTH    Month of Year

    TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

    NAME WEEK     Week Of Year

    TYPE XR  2  .  2  .  2  .

    NAME YEAR     Year of Century

    ... 

What Assigning An Alternate Name Does:

Assigning an alternate name to a common data element adds a new data element to all files that reference the old data
element name in their file definition MCG statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN. The old data
element name is dropped from the file.

In our example, the NPAGENIN member defines files that contain the data element MONTH. Specifying the ALTNAME of
PERIOD for MONTH in $DEGENIN means that MONTH is not on the files, but PERIOD is there instead.

This means that any report process can reference the item by the new name.

What Assigning An Alternate Name Does Not Do:
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This modification does not assign an initial value to the new data element. In the example, the value for the data element
PERIOD has to be set by some other MICS modification. Several methods for such a modification exist.

If the data element exists in many MICS files, modification of common system routines is indicated.

If the data element exists in a few MICS files, especially if the files are localized to one component, use the standard
MICS file exits described in MICS Facilities.

For this NPA example, the file exit for the NPANCP file is _USRSNCP, in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#NPAEXIT). The
calculation must be added to the stub exit macro that currently exists. The current macro is:

    MACRO _USRSNCP   %

which should be modified to:

    MACRO _USRSNCP

      PERIOD = MONTH;

    % 

Such a calculation is possible because renaming the data element does not drop the original data element from standard
MICS calculations. In fact, all existing MICS logic will reference the data element name by the old name. This allows a
flexibility in the file structure without massive MICS logic changes.

This code is executed immediately before the format routine writes a DETAIL observation of the NPANCP file, and the
data element value is set when the OUTPUT occurs.

Such logic would have to be executed to set a value for PERIOD before the format routine OUTPUT for each file of each
component in which the data element is to be carried.

Making the Modifications

To assign an alternate name to a common data element, follow these steps:

1. Code the MCG ALTNAME statements for the data element to be added to $DEGENIN.
Note: the cccGENIN members do not need to be changed.

2. Add initial calculations for the data element's DETAIL timespan value to the standard file exit in the component's
standard exit member on the MICS source library, if the change is local to a component.
Or
Add initial calculations for the new data element to a common data element determination routine, in the
recommended method for such modifications.

3. Run the component generation for the components in question.
4. The next daily update for any database unit in which the component has been installed reflect the change and add the

data element to the files in the desired timespans.

To assign an alternate name to a data element, if the data element IS a sequence data element in the file, see the
sections in this chapter on modifying the sequence of a file. Modify the sequence, and follow these instructions to assign
the alternate name.

Tailoring Database Files

The middle level of tailoring involves changing database file definitions describing online storage. (Offline storage is
discussed in Tailoring Archive Files)

MICS database files can exist in any of the following online timespans: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS.
You control the amount of data that is kept in each timespan (the number of cycles retained online). You also control
whether the data is compressed.

For example, the NPANCP file can be defined as follows:
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      DETAIL     DAYS     WEEKS     MONTHS    YEARS

     --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

     NPANCP01  NPANCP01  NPANCP01  NPANCP01  does not

               NPANCP02  NPANCP02  NPANCP02  exist

               ...       ...       ...

               NPANCP10  NPANCP53  NPANCP06

Defining cycles and compression is done in two places.

The MICS Component Generator's FILE statement defines the timespans in which the file exists. For the NPA
component's NPANCP file, sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) might contain the following statement:

    FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                  | | | | |

                  | | | | +- does not exist in YEARS

                  | | | +--- exists in MONTHS

                  | | +----- exists in WEEKS

                  | +------- exists in DAYS

                  +--------- exists in DETAIL

The number of cycles that MICS will age within a timespan is specified in the DBMODEL member of the unit-level MICS
parameter library. ((Optional) a CYCLES statement can be coded after the FILE statement in the GENLIB library to
perform the same function.) The number of cycles does not override the file's active/inactive status as defined by the FILE
statement. (If the file is not active but cycle retention is greater than zero, the cycles are NOT retained.)

The ability to compress a file's data in a timespan is specified in the COMPRESS member of the unit-level parameter
library. If you code a COMPRESS statement in the GENLIB library, the COMPRESS parameter member will be created by
first COPYLIBU job executed after the COMPRESS statement is added.

For the NPANCP file, the cycle definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) contain a FILE statement for the NPANCP
file that states the number of cycles to be aged in each timespan:

    FILE  NPANCP 01 10 53 06 00 000 053 024

                  |  |  |  |  |

                  |  |  |  |  +- does not exist in YEARS

                  |  |  |  +---- 6 cycles in MONTHS

                  |  |  +------- 53 cycles in WEEKS

                  |  +---------- 10 cycles in DAYS

                  +------------- 1 cycle in DETAIL

To tailor the amount of space used by an online database, you can:

• Tailor the file cycle definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) or the CYCLES statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) to adjust the amount of data retained

• Tailor the file's data compression status using the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) and on
NPAGENIN's COMPRESS statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB

To carry a week's worth of DETAIL data instead of only one day, change the FILE statement in DBMODEL to:

    FILE  NPANCP 07 10 53 06 00 000 053 024

                 --

                  |

                  +-- changed parameter
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Because the NPANCP file is inactive in the YEARS timespan (the FILE statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) has N coded for the YEARS timespan definition), the YEARS timespan cycle
definition on the NPANCP file's FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) must be 00. You cannot activate the
file in the YEARS timespan by changing the cycle definition to a number greater than zero.

Likewise, the WEEKS timespan cannot be deactivated by changing the cycle definition from 53 to 00. CYCLEGEN
execution errors occur in either case.

To compress the NPANCP file's online data, first ensure that the COMPRESS statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
member NPAGENIN looks like this statement:

COMPRESS Y Y Y Y Y

Then ensure that the prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) member for the unit in which the NPA component is installed
contains, at a minimum, the following statements:

DBCOMPRESS ON NPA

IFCOMPRESS ...

FILE NPA NPANCP Y Y Y Y Y

Delete File From a Timespan

To delete a file from a timespan in which it has been defined to exist, follow these steps:

1. Change the FILE statement in the component definition in the component's sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member to
reflect the fact. The "Y" in that timespan's position must be changed to an "N".

2. Run the MCG to regenerate the component from the modified component generator statements. This job changes
the component's executable code in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library, and all database units in which the
component is installed is affected.

3. Run the COPYLIBU job for each unit that the component is installed in.
4. Run the CYCLEGEN job for all database units in which the component is installed. This job generates aging

statements that reflect the new file configuration.

Add File in a Timespan

To add a file to a timespan, follow these steps:

1. Review the key structure of the file in the component's sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member to ensure that enabling
the file in the timespan produces a properly keyed file.

2. Change the FILE statement in the component definition in the component's sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member to
reflect the fact. The "N" in that timespan's position must be changed to a "Y".

3. Run the cccCGEN to regenerate the component from the modified component generator statements. This job changes
the component's executable code in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library, and all database units in which the
component is installed are affected.

4. Run the COPYLIBU job for each unit that the component is installed in.
5. Verify that the number of cycles to be retained in each FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) suits your

installation's standards.
6. Run the CYCLEGEN job for all database units in which the component is installed. This job generates aging

statements that reflect the new file configuration.
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Change a File's Sequence in a Timespan

The most complicated level of file tailoring involves changing data element statements to modify the sequence of
observations within a file.

The statements that are listed here define an example Network Performance Analyzer (NPA) component with one
file, the Network Control Program File. These statements would be found in the components cccGENIN member in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. Data element definition statements that define the sequence of file observations in any
timespan are indicated by "-->" in the left margin of the example.

    *

    * NPA component generator statements

    *

    GEN GENFILES

    COMP NPA 050 32000 VBS NOACCT NPA Component

    AREA NPA NPA Activity Information Area

    FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

    TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

    NAME NCPNRFBQ  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

    NAME NCPNRHQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

    NAME NCPNRIQL  00  0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

    NAME NCPNRSFB  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

    TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

    NAME NCPTMFCT  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

    NAME NCPTMTIS  00  0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

    TYPE M 3 . 3 . 3 .

    NAME NCPMXANP  00  0 0 0 0 0 Max Available NCP Buffers

    NAME NCPMXFBH  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer High Water Mark

    TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

    NAME NCPMNFBL  00  0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

    NAME NPANRRLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME NPANRSLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME NPATMAOT  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME NPATSEIS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME NPATSFRU  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME NPATSLOG  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME RESNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME DAY       99 5 5 N N N .

 -->NAME HOUR      99 6 6 6 N N .

 -->NAME WEEK      99 0 0 4 N N .

 -->NAME YEAR      99  3 3 3 3 3 .

 -->NAME MONTH     99  4 4 N 4 N .

    NAME INTERVLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME DURATION  99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME STARTTS   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME ENDTS     99  7 0 0 0 0 .

 -->NAME ZONE      99  0 0 5 5 4 .

    NAME DAYNAME   99 0 0 N N N .

 -->NAME SYSID     99  1 1 1 1 1 .

 -->NAME NCPNAME   99  2 2 2 2 2 .

    NAME NETNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

Note: The timespan indicators. For data elements that merely exist on the file in all timespans, the indicators are of the
form:
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    NAME NETNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

                       ---------

                       indicators

Data elements that are part of the key to the file in any timespan have timespan indicators that are numbers other than
zero in one or more timespans. Consider ZONE:

 NAME ZONE 99  0 0 5 5 4 .

               | | | | |

               | | | | +- 4th item in key to YEARS

               | | | +--- 5th item in key to MONTHS

               | | +----- 5th item in key to WEEKS

               | +------- exists, not in key to DAYS

               +--------- exists, not in key to DETAIL

The NAME statements which define sequence data elements determine how observations are arranged in the timespans
shown. This table gives the data elements that are used as keys to the sort operations that order the file:

     DETAIL   DAYS     WEEKS    MONTHS   YEARS

     -------  -------  -------  -------  -------

     SYSID    SYSID    SYSID    SYSID    SYSID

     NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME

     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR

     MONTH    MONTH    WEEK     MONTH    ZONE

     DAY      DAY      ZONE     ZONE

     HOUR     HOUR     HOUR

     ENDTS

Note: This file does not exist in the YEARS timespan, according to the FILE statement. If it did, the order would be as
shown, due to coding in the sequence numbers in the timespan indicators of the NAME statements for the key data
elements.

Suppose that the desired order included another data element. In this example, let us add NETNAME to the order. We will
add NETNAME immediately after NCPNAME in all timespans, to yield:

     DETAIL   DAYS     WEEKS    MONTHS   YEARS

     -------  -------  -------  -------  -------

     SYSID    SYSID    SYSID    SYSID    SYSID

     NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME  NCPNAME

     NETNAME  NETNAME  NETNAME  NETNAME  NETNAME

     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR     YEAR

     MONTH    MONTH    WEEK     MONTH    ZONE

     DAY      DAY      ZONE     ZONE

     HOUR     HOUR     HOUR

     ENDTS

Such an order can be constructed by coding the timespan indicators as:

    NAME RESNAME   99  0 0 0 0 0 .

    NAME DAY       99 6 6 N N N .<--+

    NAME HOUR      99 7 7 7 N N .<--+

    NAME WEEK      99 0 0 5 N N .<--+

    NAME YEAR      99  4 4 4 4 4 .<--+

    NAME MONTH     99  5 5 N 5 N .<--+- data elements modified

    NAME INTERVLS  99  0 0 0 0 0 .   |

    NAME DURATION  99  0 0 0 0 0 .   |

    NAME STARTTS   99  0 0 0 0 0 .   |
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    NAME ENDTS     99  8 0 0 0 0 .<--+

    NAME ZONE      99  0 0 6 6 5 .<--+

    NAME DAYNAME   99 0 0 N N N .

    NAME SYSID     99  1 1 1 1 1 .

    NAME NCPNAME   99  2 2 2 2 2 .

 +->NAME NETNAME   99  3 3 3 3 3 .

 |

 +- data element added to sequence

On the surface, this is a simple change. It is, for the new user who has been fortunate enough to make such a
modification before the initial installation of MICS.

For users that have installed MICS and want to preserve the existing data, problems arise.

The first problem is that timespan cycles already closed have been sequenced in an order different from the new key.
To merge yesterday's data with today's data, for example, would require special processing. Such problems occur in the
DETAIL and DAYS timespans of the online MICS database, and with the Audit Archive files associated, if active.

More importantly, existing to-date files in WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans have already been sequenced in the
previous order. Data following the sequence change cannot be merged with month-to-date data, for example, because the
keys are unlike. SAS terminates the daily run to update the component that contains such a file if the to-date files have not
been retrofitted with the new key structure.

This problem is almost identical to the problem of adding or reconfiguring account codes. For information about how to
retrofit a file to accommodate a modified file sequence, see Retrofitting Guidelines. 

Making the Modifications 

To modify the sequence of a file in one or more timespans, follow these steps:

1. Modify the MCG NAME statements for the data elements that are necessary to modify the file's sequence.
2. If such a retrofit is needed, follow the instructions in Retrofitting Guidelines.
3. Run the component generation for the component in question.
4. The next daily update for any database unit in which the component has been installed reflects the change, and adds

the data element to the file in the desired timespans.

Change a File's Compression Eligibility

To change a file's compression eligibility, follow these steps:

1. Review the COMPRESS statement specification that follows the FILE statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).
If it contains Ns for all timespans and the comment "(FILE COMPRESSION NOT SUPPORTED)", do NOT change this
specification and do not try to compress this file.
The COMPRESS parameter is generated into sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CMPRSDEF) by the cccCGEN job. Each
database unit's COPYLIBU job adjusts the unit's prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) for new products. Once the
COMPRESS member FILE statement exists, COPYLIBU does not update it.

2. Use the MICS Administrator Utilities to achieve your space savings goal.
a. Run the Candidacy report (MWF;5;4;1).
b. Review the report and select a compression threshold.
c. Run the Recommendation report (MWF;5;4;2).
d. Review the results. The tabular report shows the effects of compression at the threshold you chose. The

recommended statements for your COMPRESS member in prefix.MICS.PARMS are also provided, as is
information about current and projected database size.
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3. Review and edit the statements in the COMPRESS parameter library (prefix.MICS.PARMS):Note: Only do so if the
COMPRESS statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) indicates that the file can be compressed (that is,
the comment "FILE COMPRESSION NOT SUPPORTED" is not present on the COMPRESS statement).
a. Edit the DBCOMPRESS statement to enable the file to be compressed by setting DBCOMPRESS ON ALL or

DBCOMPRESS ON ccc for the product whose file you want compressed.
b. If the file you want to compress is an intermediate file (its FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB has a file

type of 50, 51, or 52), edit the IFCOMPRESS statement to enable the intermediate file to be compressed by setting
IFCOMPRESS ON ccc.
Note: Only do so if the COMPRESS statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) indicates that the
file can be compressed (that is, the comment "FILE COMPRESSION NOT SUPPORTED" is not present on the
COMPRESS statement). 

c. Edit the FILE statement to enable compression in the timespans you want by setting the timespan indicators to Y
(enabling compression) or N (disabling compression).
Remember that changing a specification from Y to N means that your online databases for that timespan
will require more DASD. Ensure that there is adequate space in that timespan's data set to accommodate the
growth to avoid B37 and D37 abends in the operational jobs.
Do NOT add FILE statements to the COMPRESS parameter library member. If you add COMPRESS statements to
cccGENIN members, run COPYLIBU to insert new FILE statements in the COMPRESS parameter library member.

4. Run the CYCLEGEN job for the unit to activate your new specifications. CYCLEGEN resides in the prefix.MICS.CNTL
data set.

5. Data compression starts with the 01 cycle of the next DAILY job.
6. To achieve space savings, compress the old cycles following these steps:

a. Back up your current MICS unit libraries using the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP command or by
executing the batch BACKUP job.

b. Delete your current MICS unit libraries and reallocate them using the ALLOCATE job and specifying the new
database's size from information that is provided on the Recommendations tabular report.
Factor in room for growth to prevent out-of-space abends in the future.

c. Restore your new specifications to your reallocated unit libraries using the Operational Status and Tracking
RESTORE command or by executing the batch RESTORE job.

Tailoring Archive Files

This level of tailoring involves changing database file definitions describing offline storage.

A file in the MICS database can be archived in three ways.

Audit files can be created, weekly history files can be created, and monthly history files can be created. A sample pattern,
using the example of the NPANCP file, is:

Audit Files Weekly History Monthly History
no audit file is produced 53 weeks of weekly history is kept 24 months of monthly history is kept

Review the purpose of each offline archive mechanism.

• Audit archives recall detail data for long periods. The audit files cause DETAIL (or DAYS if the DETAIL timespan is
inactive) online files to be copied to tape. Ten cycles of online data (minus the data for the current week) are copied to
tape by the MICS WEEKLY or the stand-alone AUDIT operational jobs. No old data is merged. Each week's audit file is
a new generation of the generation data group (tape) data set for the file's audit data set.
Typically, large numbers of audit generation data groups are kept. The purpose of audit data is to be able to
reconstruct activity in the finest detail available should a security breach or major processing anomaly be detected after
the fact.
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Note: Audit archives can be updated weekly, or can be updated more frequently (for example, 3 times per week) if you
are using the stand-alone AUDIT job option. In this case, prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) must be modified to include
the following:
USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

The USERDEF AUDITCWK YES parameter specification overrides the standard, default audit archive processing
which drops data from the current week to reduce processing time and conserve MICS tape database space. When
you run AUDIT more frequently than once each week, you are almost certain to be doing so to spread a large amount
of audit archive data over two or more audit cycles, and by specifying
USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

You ensure that MICS processes the audit archive data according to your requirements.
• Weekly histories produce reports at the weeks granularity for long periods. Such analyses can be done for capacity

planning or performance analysis purposes. Previous histories are merged, giving, every week, a new history of the
duration indicated.

• Monthly histories produce reports at the months granularity for even longer periods. Such analyses can be done for
capacity planning or performance analysis purposes. Previous histories are merged, giving, every month, a new history
of the duration indicated.

The definition of what files exist offline and how many periods in each is done in three places.

• Archiving active or inactive: The archive group active or inactive configuration applies to all database units in the MICS
database complex where the component is installed.

• Number of history cycles to keep and an audit archive override: The cutoff limit for the number of cycles of weekly or
monthly history data to keep is local to the database unit. It can be zero to deactivate history archive processing. Audit
archive can be deactivated with the AUDIT(NO) parameter. Each database unit in which the component is installed
might have a different specification.

• Number of generations: The number of generation data groups for any archive group is local to the database unit.
Each database unit in which the component is installed might have a different specification.

Whether a file exists or not in an archive process, is determined by a combination of the FILE statement of the MICS
Component Generator (MCG) description for the component, and the FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL)
specifying cutoff limits and activation parameters. A file marked eligible for archiving in the MCG description can be
deactivated in DBMODEL. To activate a file for archiving, it must be marked eligible in the MCG description and must have
a cutoff limit greater than zero or the AUDIT keyword that is defined in DBMODEL. This specification is used to create
executable SAS code that produces the archives and the prototype library members that contain JCL for the archive files
to be included (or not) in the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM operational jobs.

For the example NPA component, assume that sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) contains a statement that
describes the NPANCP file. It is:

    FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                            | | |

                            | | +- monthly history active

                            | +--- weekly history active

                            +----- audit inactive

The number of periods of a file that MICS contains within a history IN WHICH THE FILE EXISTS is specified in the unit-
level prefix.MICS.PARMS library. This specification is used to produce macros that limit the amount of offline history data
saved. For NPA, the period definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) (for a database unit in which NPA is generated)
contains a FILE statement for the NPANCP file, giving the number of histories to be archived in each history group:

FILE NPANCP 01 10 53 06 00 00 053 024

                                   |   |

     53 weeks of history are kept -+   |

    24 months of history are kept -----+
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For audit archive, because no AUDIT keyword is specified, the definition from cccGENIN is taken, which is audit archive
inactive.

The number of generations of archive data to be saved is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). This specification is
used to produce the IDCAMS statements necessary to maintain the required number of GDG indexes in the user's catalog
for the archive files. For example, the statements in JCLDEF might be defined as:

AUDITGDG 53
53 generations of audit archive

HISTWGDG 7
Seven generations of weekly history

HISTMGDG 2
Two generations of monthly history

Generation data group index levels apply to all components in a database unit. Generation data group index levels must
be specified in the JCLDEF PARMS member, even if all files in all components that are installed in the database unit have
the associated archive function deactivated.

It is possible to tailor the space that is used by an offline database through the file retention definitions in the DBMODEL
member of the PARMS library. To carry 60 weeks worth of weekly history instead of 53 weeks, change the FILE statement
in DBMODEL to:

    FILE  NPANCP 01 10 53 06 00 00 060 024

                                   ---

                                    |

                                    +-- changed parameter

However, having the file inactive in the weekly history by the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
would force the weekly retention to zero.

Add File to Audit Archive Tape

To add a file to the audit archive tape, which is generated by the MICS WEEKLY or the standalone AUDIT operational job,
follow these steps:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "N" in that file's audit archive position
to "Y".
For more information about the GENIN FILES statement, see Tailoring Archive Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for all database units in which the component is installed.

On the FILE statement for the file to be added, either omit an AUDIT keyword, in which case the definition from
cccGENIN is taken, or define AUDIT(YES). Audit archive is created from the DETAIL time-span. If no DETAIL time-
span file cycles exist, it is created from the DAYS time-span. To create audit archive from the DAYS time-span, define
AUDIT(DAYS). Define AUDIT(NO) in units where you do not want to create this file.
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
 WEEKLY AUDIT

 

6. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) jobs.
This generates the WEEKLY or AUDIT or both job JCL that contains DD statements for the new audit tape
configuration.
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7. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN) for all database units in which the component is installed.
This generates audit tape file catalog indexes for the new audit file, if necessary.

For example, assume that the NPANCP file example showed the file appearing in the following archives:

     WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

     AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

    --------  --------  --------

      NO        YES       YES

 

Assume that the desired configuration is:

  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   YES       YES       YES

 

The initial definition of the NPANCP FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) is:

     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                             | | |

       no WEEKLY audit-------+ | |

       WEEKLY history ---------+ |

       MONTHLY history-----------+

 

Change this statement to:

     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y NCP Activity File

                             |

                             +- WEEKLY audit produced

 

The number of cycles of the file that MICS uses as input to the weekly audit archive is fixed at ten. This means the last
ten cycles of DETAIL (or DAYS if DETAIL does not typically exist) are copied to the new generation of the audit archive
tape when the audit is generated in the WEEKLY or the standalone AUDIT operational job. If both DETAIL and DAYS are
active, the DETAIL time-span files are used. You can specifically request audit archive from the DAYS time-span with the
AUDIT(DAYS) keyword on the FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

The test of what observations to put on the audit file is: any observation from a week other than the current week is copied
to the audit file. Any observation that belongs to the current week is ignored, and is not copied to the audit file. If fewer
than ten cycles of the file exist in the DETAIL time-span, a data loss may occur.

The intent of using ten cycles of DETAIL data is to be able to copy the entire previous week of DETAIL data to the audit
file, if the WEEKLY (or AUDIT) job was run as late as WEDNESDAY of the following week. The normal WEEKLY (or
AUDIT) job is run by Tuesday. Normal cycle distribution looks like:

                      Cycle number of associated data

                      as of the time the WEEKLY is run

                      on Tuesday

 Day of     Week of   -+------------------------------

 Week       Year       |

 ---------  --------  -+-

 Friday     week n-2   11

 Saturday              10 --+ --------+

 ------------------------   |         |
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 Sunday     week n-1   09   | copied  |

 Monday          |     08   | to      |

 Tuesday         |     07   | audit   | considered

 Wednesday       |     06   |         | for

 Thursday        |     05   |         | audit

 Friday          |     04   |         |

 Saturday        V     03 --+         |

 ------------------------             |

 Sunday     week n     02             |

 Monday          |     01 ------------+

 Tuesday         V

 

Data loss can occur from such conditions as:

• Fewer than nine cycles of DETAIL data are maintained
• The WEEKLY (or AUDIT) job is run as late as Thursday
• The MICS data element WEEK has been modified to have a value incompatible with the previous structure.
• The standalone AUDIT job is executed more than once in a given week, there is fewer than ten cycles and

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) does not contain
 USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

 

Delete File From Audit Archive Tape

The two ways to delete a file from the audit archive tape, which is generated by the MICS WEEKLY or standalone AUDIT
operational job. The first only affects one database unit, the second affects all database units in which the component
owning the file is installed.

To delete a file from the audit archive tape of a particular unit, without affecting other units, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).
On the FILE statement for the file you want to delete, specify the keyword AUDIT(NO).
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

2. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library and affects only the
database unit in which the component is installed.

3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU). Specify:
 WEEKLY AUDIT

 

4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job.

This generates the WEEKLY or AUDIT or both job JCL that contains DD statements for the new audit tape configuration.

To delete a file from the audit archive tape, affecting all database units in which the component is installed, follow these
steps:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "Y" in the file's audit archive position to
"N".
For more information about the GENIN FILES statement, see Tailoring Archive Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for all database units in which the component is installed.

On the FILE statement for the file, you want to delete, either omit an AUDIT keyword, in which case the definition from
cccGENIN is taken, or define AUDIT(NO).
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).
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4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
 WEEKLY AUDIT

 

6. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) jobs.
This generates the WEEKLY and/or AUDIT job JCL that contains DD statements for the new audit tape configuration.

For example, assume that the NPANCP file example showed the file appearing in the following archives:

  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   YES       YES       YES

 

Assume that the desired configuration is:

  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       YES

 

The initial definition of the NPANCP file statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) would have been:

     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y NCP Activity File

                             | | |

       WEEKLY audit   -------+ | |

       WEEKLY history ---------+ |

       MONTHLY history-----------+

 

Change this statement to:

     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                             |

                             +- no WEEKLY audit produced

 

Add File to Weekly History Archive Tape

MICS includes a facility to copy a file's data to offline storage (a tape generation data group) every week. Such data may
be useful for maintaining long periods of data for large volume historical analyses without using undue amounts of online
storage. A file eligible for weekly history archiving must exist in the WEEKS time-span.

To add a file to the weekly history archive tape, which is generated by the MICS WEEKLY or the standalone HISTW
operational job, do the following:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "N" in the the file's weekly history
archive position to "Y".
For more information on the GENIN FILES statement, see Tailoring Archive Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for all database units in which the component is installed.

To add the file, the FILE statement for that file must have a cutoff limit greater than zero in the weekly history archive
position. Define a zero cutoff limit in units where you don't want to create this file.
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For more information on the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).
4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.

This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

5. Verify that your current specification for NULLSER is still valid.
If your existing history archive tapes for a unit in which the file's component is installed are in an automatic tape loader
(ATL) or a virtual tape subsystem (VTS), you might need to change the NULLSER value to a volume serial number
that is valid for the ATL or VTS.
For JES2 customers
If left unchanged, you may see a tape mount for a volume serial number such as NULSER; however, the WEEKLY job
should complete normally, regardless of the unsatisfied tape mount request.
For JES3 customers
If left unchanged, the WEEKLY job will not continue because the tape mount cannot be satisfied. The job waits. To
determine that the NULLSER and NULLUNIT values already specified are still acceptable to z/OS do the following:
– For each unit in which the file's component is installed, in the JCLDEF member locate the NULLSER value that

is specified for the history archive tapes. If NULLSER is not specified on the HISTWPARM or HISTMPARM
statements, look at the TAPEPARM statement. If not found there, find it in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

– Also locate the NULLUNIT value. If necessary, review the TAPEPARM statement or in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

– Modify this JCL with these 2 values and submit the job.
  //jobname  JOB

            //ALLOC    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

            //NULSER   DD DSN=anyname,

            //            DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

            //            UNIT=nullunit,

            //            VOL=SER=nulser

            //

– If this job runs clean, the null specifications are still good. If not, new NULLSER and NULLUNIT values must be
chosen. Rerun this job with the new values specified to prove that the new values are acceptable.
A technique for obtaining and retaining valid NULLSER and NULLUNIT values is described in in Database Complex
Tape Specifications.

– Ensure that each unit has the same NULLSER and NULLUNIT values specified.
For more information on the use of the NULLSER and NULLUNIT keywords, see Database Unit Tape
Specifications.

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
WEEKLY HISTW

If you made a change to the NULLSER value as stated in the previous step, specify:
WEEKLY HISTW GDGSGEN

7. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job(s).
This generates the WEEKLY and/or HISTW job JCL that contains DD statements for the new weekly history tape
files, as well as recreates the GDGSGEN job with the volume serial number that the first generation of the new file is
cataloged to (with the NULLSER value you chose).

8. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN) for all database units in which the component is installed.
This creates weekly history tape generation data groups for the new archive files, if necessary. For example, assume
the NPANCP file appeared in the following archives:
    WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

    AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

   --------  --------  --------

     NO        NO        YES

Assume the desired configuration is:
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    WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

    AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

   --------  --------  --------

     NO        YES       YES

The initial definition of the NPANCP file statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) would be:
   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N N Y NCP Activity File

                           | | |

     no WEEKLY audit  -----+ | |

     no WEEKLY history-------+ |

     MONTHLY history  ---------+

Change this statement to:
   FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                             |

                             +- WEEKLY history produced

The number of cycles of the file that MICS will use as input to the weekly history archive is fixed at 1. This means the
last cycle of WEEKS time-span data will be copied to the new generation of the weekly history archive tape when the
weekly history is generated in the MICS WEEKLY or standalone HISTW operational job. The data from the database is
added to the previous generation of the file's weekly history tape.
The test of what observations to put on the archive file is: any observation from a date later than the specified cutoff
date will be copied to the archive file. No observations from the current week will be included in the input.
The cutoff date is determined by the user specification of the weekly history retention limit in the DBMODEL member
of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library.
For example, assume the retention limit was 010. The previous ten weeks of weekly history would be available on any
generation of the weekly history tape. Also, assume the week just processed by the current MICS WEEKLY or HISTW
run (now cycle NPANCP01) is for week 26 of the year.
   Contents     Last Week's  Contents

   of Last      Activity     of New

   Weekly       From Online  Weekly

   History      Database     History

   ----------   ----------   ----------

    week 16-(dropped, too old)

    week 17------------------>week 17

    week 18------------------>week 18

    week 19------------------>week 19

    week 20------------------>week 20

    week 21------------------>week 21

    week 22------------------>week 22

    week 23------------------>week 23

    week 24------------------>week 24

    week 25------------------>week 25

                 week 26----->week 26

Delete File From Weekly History Archive Tape

There are two ways to delete a file from the weekly history archive tape, which is generated by the MICS WEEKLY or
standalone HISTW operational job. The first only affects one database unit, the second affects all database units in which
the component owning the file is installed.

To delete a file from the weekly history archive tape of a particular unit, without affecting other units, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).
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On the FILE statement for the file you want to delete, specify a cutoff limit of zero in the weekly history archive
position.
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

2. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library and affects only the
database unit in which the component is installed.

3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU). Specify:
 WEEKLY HISTW

 

4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job.

This generates the WEEKLY or HISTW job JCL or both This JCL contains DD statements for the new weekly history
configuration.

To delete a file from the weekly history archive tape, affecting all database units in which the component is installed, follow
these steps:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "Y" in the file's weekly history archive
position to "N".
For more information about the GENIN FILES statement, see Retrofitting Database Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.

This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
 WEEKLY HISTW

 

5. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job(s).
This generates the WEEKLY or HISTW job JCL, or both This JCL contains DD statements for the new weekly history
configuration.
For example, assume that the NPANCP file example showed the file appearing in the following archives:
  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       YES

 

Assume the desired configuration is:
  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        NO        YES

 

The initial definition of the NPANCP file statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) would have been:
     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                             | | |

       no WEEKLY audit  -----+ | |

       WEEKLY history   -------+ |

       MONTHLY history  ---------+

 

Change this statement to:
     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N N Y NCP Activity File

                               |
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                               +- no WEEKLY history produced

 

Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape

MICS includes a facility to copy a file's data to offline storage (a tape generation data group) every month. Such data may
be useful for maintaining long periods of data for large volume historical analyses without using undue amounts of online
storage. A file eligible for monthly history archiving must exist in the MONTHS time-span.

To add a file to the monthly history archive tape, which is generated by the MICS MONTHLY or the standalone HISTM
operational job, follow these steps:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "N" in the file's monthly history archive
position to "Y".
For more information about the GENIN FILES statement, see Tailoring Archive Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for all database units in which the component is installed.

To add the file, the FILE statement for that file must have a cutoff limit greater than zero in the monthly history archive
position. Define a zero cutoff limit in units where you don't want to create this file.
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL,  see Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement).

4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

5. Verify that your current specification for NULLSER is valid.
If your existing history archive tapes for a unit in which the file's component is installed are in an automatic tape loader
(ATL) or a virtual tape subsystem (VTS), you might need to change the NULLSER value to a volume serial number
that is valid for the ATL or VTS.
For JES2 customers
If left unchanged, you may see a tape mount for a volume serial number such as NULSER; however, the WEEKLY job
should complete typically, regardless of the unsatisfied tape mount request.
For JES3 customers
If left unchanged, the MONTHLY job does not continue because the tape mount cannot be satisfied. The job waits.
To determine that the NULLSER and NULLUNIT values already specified are still acceptable to z/OS do the following
steps:
– For each unit in which the file's component is installed, in the JCLDEF member locates the NULLSER value

that is specified for the history archive tapes. If NULLSER is not specified on the HISTWPARM or HISTMPARM
statements, review the TAPEPARM statement. If not found there, find it in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

– Also locate the NULLUNIT value. If necessary, review the TAPEPARM statement or in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

– Modify this JCL with these two values and submit the job.
 //jobname  JOB

 //ALLOC    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //NULSER   DD DSN=anyname,

 //            DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

 //            UNIT=nullunit,

 //            VOL=SER=nulser

 //

 

– If this job runs clean, the null specifications are good. If not, select new NULLSER and NULLUNIT values. Rerun
this job with the new specified values to prove that the new values are still good. If not, new NULLSER and
NULLUNIT values must be chosen. Rerun this job with the new values specified to prove that the new values are
acceptable.
A technique for obtaining and retaining valid
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NULLSER and NULLUNIT values is described in Database Complex Tape Specifications.
– Ensure that each unit has the same NULLSER and NULLUNIT values specified.

For more information about the use of the NULLSER and NULLUNIT keyword, see Database Unit Tape
Specifications.
To determine the volume serial number of an existing history archive tape, under TSO option 6, issue the
command:
 LISTC EN('tapeprefix.HISTM.iiifff') ALL

 

For a file which is active for history archive. Refer to the MONTHLY job MONTH300 step (or the standalone HISTM
job if you activated the standalone archive monthly history job option) and may select any one of the HIiiifff DDs.
Repeat this step for every unit which has this component that is installed.

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
 MONTHLY HISTM

 

If you edit the NULLSER value as stated in the previous step, specify:
 MONTHLY HISTM GDGSGEN

 

7. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) jobs.
This generates the MONTHLY or HISTM job JCL, or both. This JCL contains DD statements for the new monthly
history tape files, and recreates the GDGSGEN job with the volume serial number that the first generation of the new
file is cataloged to (with the NULLSER value you select).

8. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN) for all database units in which the component is installed.
This creates monthly history tape generation data groups for the new archive files, if necessary. For example, assume
that the NPANCP file appears in the following archives:
For example, assume that the NPANCP file appears in the following archives:
  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       NO

  

 Assume the desired configuration is:

  

  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       YES

 

The initial definition of the NPANCP file statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) would have been:
     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y N NCP Activity File

                             | | |

       no WEEKLY audit   ----+ | |

       WEEKLY history    ------+ |

       no MONTHLY history--------+

  

 Change this statement to:

  

     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                                 |

                                 +- MONTHLY history produced
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The number of cycles of the file that MICS uses as input to the monthly history archive is fixed at 1. This means
the last cycle of MONTHS time-span data is copied to the new generation of the monthly history archive tape when
the monthly history is generated in the MICS MONTHLY or standalone HISTM operational job. The data from the
database is added to data on the previous generation of the file's monthly history tape.
The test of what observations to put on the archive file is: any observation from a date later than the specified cutoff
date is copied to the archive file. No observations from the current month are included in the input.
The cutoff date is determined by the user specification of the monthly history retention limit in the DBMODEL member
of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library.
For example, assume that the retention limit was 010. The previous ten months of monthly history would be available
on any generation of the monthly history tape. Also, assume the month that is only processed by the current MICS
MONTHLY or HISTM run (now cycle NPANCP01) is for month 11 of the year.
    Contents     Last Month's Contents

    of Last      Activity     of New

    Monthly      From Online  Monthly

    History      Database     History

    ----------   ----------   ----------

    month 01-(dropped, too old)

    month 02----------------->month 02

    month 03----------------->month 03

    month 04----------------->month 04

    month 05----------------->month 05

    month 06----------------->month 06

    month 07----------------->month 07

    month 08----------------->month 08

    month 09----------------->month 09

    month 10----------------->month 10

                 month 11---->month 11

 

Delete File From Monthly History Archive Tape

There are two ways to delete a file from the monthly history archive tape, which is generated by the MICS MONTHLY or
standalone HISTM operational job. The first only affects one database unit, the second affects all database units in which
the component owning the file is installed.

To delete a file from the monthly history archive tape of a particular unit, without affecting other units, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).
On the FILE statement for the file you want to delete, specify a cutoff limit of zero in the monthly history archive
position.
For more information about the FILE statement in DBMODEL, see Preparing the Modeling Input.

2. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job.
This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library and affects only the
database unit in which the component is installed.

3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU). Specify:
 MONTHLY HISTM

 

4. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) job.

This generates the MONTHLY or HISTM job JCL, or both. This JCL contains DD statements for the new monthly history
configuration.
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To delete a file from the monthly history archive tape, affecting all database units in which the component is installed, do
the following:

1. Edit the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Change the "Y" in the file's monthly history archive
position to "N".
For more information about the GENIN FILES statement, see Tailoring Archive Files.

2. Submit the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) job to regenerate the component.
3. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) job for all database units in which the component is installed.

This job changes the component's executable code in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE libraries and affects only the
database units in which the component is installed.

4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) for all database units in which the component is installed. Specify:
 MONTHLY HISTM

 

5. Submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) jobs.
This generates the MONTHLY or HISTM job JCL, or both. This JCL contains DD statements for the new monthly
history configuration.
For example, assume that the NPANCP file example showed the file appearing in the following archives:
  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       YES

 

Assume the desired configuration is:
  WEEKLY   WEEKLY    MONTHLY

  AUDIT    HISTORY   HISTORY

 --------  --------  --------

   NO        YES       NO

 

The initial definition of the NPANCP file statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) would have been:
     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y NCP Activity File

                             | | |

       no WEEKLY audit  -----+ | |

       WEEKLY history   -------+ |

       MONTHLY history  ---------+

 

Change this statement to:
     FILE NCP 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N N Y NCP Activity File

                               |

   no MONTHLY history produced-+

 

Retrofitting Guidelines
This section deals with remedial modifications to the MICS database. There are several situations that may call for such
remedial measures.

Bad data may get onto the MICS database. This action may be caused by a user exit or logic modification not working as
intended, or may be due to an operating system or subsystem malfunction (for example, bad data from SMF). Whatever
the cause, the data elements that are affected should be treated as soon after the anomaly is recognized as possible.

Adding a control data element to a file can be a complicated procedure. If the file already exists, salvaging as much as
possible of the previous data on the file requires careful planning and much attention to detail.
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Recovering a bad archive file may be more or less difficult, according to the type of loss of data suffered. Generally,
archives contain large amounts of data, and this volume issue can complicate the procedure.

It is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the material that is presented thus far in Database Tailoring and
Retrofitting Techniques before changing data element content.

Correcting a File After Creation

Bad data values can enter MICS files from various sources. Among the reasons for such problems are modifications that
are made to MICS logic, operating system and measurement device malfunctions, and misapplied data.

Data integrity problems might be of several types. Some of the data values can accurately be reconstructed, but some
cannot. Usually, recovery of maximum and minimum value data elements and accumulated data elements is difficult,
while recovery of computed data elements is relatively easy.

General Recovery Job

The general format of a data element recovery job is that of a SAS DATA step. The data step reads the existing file cycle,
modifies the value, and replaces the cycle with observations that have the proper data element values. In SAS, the DATA
step follows this template:

    DATA &diiit..iiifffnn (%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=ssssss));

    SET  &diiit..iiifffnn;

    (correction logic)

    RUN;

Where:

d
Database unit identifier

iii
Information area identifier

t
Timespan identifier

fff
File identifier

nn
File cycle number

ssss
Timespan name

Note: Examples in this section are based on a MICS component that is named NPA, the MICS Network Performance
Analysis Component. Though that component has been superseded entirely by the MICS SNA Network Analyzer,
references to NPA remain in the section as an illustration of how such tailoring operations would apply to any hypothetical
MICS component.

For clarity, we return to the NPA example used thus far in Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques. Assume that
the MICS NPA component has been installed in the MICS test database unit whose PROC identifier is "T". Treating a bad
value in the NPANCP01 file in the DETAIL timespan would be done by a data step such as:

DATA &TNPAX..NPANCP01 (%NCPFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

SET  &TNPAX..NPANCP01;

(correction logic)
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RUN;

Calculated Data Element Correction

The simplest correction to values on the database is the recalculation of calculated data elements, where the data
elements used in the calculation are (by component definition) on the database, too.

The data element addition that is illustrated earlier in this section was NCPPCBSY. It was calculated using the actual
observation time and the freecycle time. The statements added to sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(NPAGENIN) were:

   ...

   TYPE C 3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.   3 MAPCT.

   ALIAS USRPCNPA

   NAME NCPPCBSY 00 0 0 0 0 0 3705 Percent Busy

   EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

   EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

   EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

   DEPEND NCPTMFCT NPATMAOT

   ...

Assume that, originally, there was an error in the MCG EXP statement content so that the value was calculated incorrectly.
The error might have been the omission of the 100 multiplier, as:

EXP 01 IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

EXP 03 ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0 ;

The first step in the correction is to fix the EXP 02 statement so that it contains the correct expression:

EXP 02  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

Then rerun the NPACGEN job. This, however, leaves the existing cycles of the database with bad values in NCPPCBSY.
Therefore, to fix cycle 01 of the DETAIL timespan, the SAS data statement would look like this:

DATA &TNPAX..NPANCP01 (%NCPFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

SET  &TNPAX..NPANCP01;

IF NPATMAOT GT 0 THEN

  NCPPCBSY = 100 * (NPATMAOT - NCPTMFCT) / NPATMAOT;

ELSE NCPPCBSY = 0;

RUN;

Correcting Timespans and Cycles

The prior section showed how to correct a problem in a single file's DETAIL timespan. If a problem existed in several
timespans and in multiple cycles in each timespan, then all cycles in all affected timespans need a DATA step like the one
shown in the prior section to treat the bad value.

Rather than coding one DATA step for each cycle of the file in each timespan that is affected, consider using SAS macros
to provide substitutable code.

The macro method is relatively easy to use and test. It lends itself to applications where fewer cycles of each timespan are
affected. The principle is to make a macro of the DATA statement, with substitutable DDname and file/cycle names, and
execute the DATA step several times.

The correction logic macro might look like this:

%MACRO RETFIT(DDN,FN,FFF,TS);

DATA &DDN..&FN (%&FFF.FILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=&TS));
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SET  &DDN..&FN;

(correction logic)

RUN;

%MEND RETFIT;

It could be named from a sequence such as:

  %RETFIT(&TNPAX,NPANCP01,NCP,DETAIL)

  %RETFIT(&TNPAX,NPANCP02,NCP,DETAIL)

  %RETFIT(&TNPAX,NPANCP03,NCP,DETAIL)

  ...

  %RETFIT(&TNPAX,NPANCPnn,NCP,DETAIL)

  %RETFIT(&TNPAD,NPANCP01,NCP,DAYS)

  %RETFIT(&TNPAD,NPANCP02,NCP,DAYS)

  %RETFIT(&TNPAD,NPANCP03,NCP,DAYS)

  ...

  %RETFIT(&TNPAD,NPANCPnn,NCP,DAYS)

  ...

Other Correction Types

For data elements of types other than calculated, the correction methods might be more difficult. Fortunately, such cases
are relatively rare, and usually are discovered during test, before implementation. This is especially true for components
that are generated with the MCG, because both generated code and documentation reflect the type of the data element.

Methods for recovering maximum, minimum, and accumulated data elements often result in the data element value being
reset to zero or missing. This is true because it is often impractical to reprocess all the source data that is involved, and no
other source of correct information is available.

In such cases, contact the Broadcom Support Group for suggestions on data element recovery.

Retrofitting Database Files

Changing the control data elements of a file amounts to changing the file's key structure. Adding or deleting a key data
element usually affects the sort sequence of the file. Even changing the contents of existing key data elements can affect
the sort sequence.

The general recovery job template that is shown in the previous section works for cases in which the key structure of the
file is not changed (there is no sort and summarization of the treated data). If the key structure of the file is affected, there
are several possibilities for file action:

Value Change Only

Each of these types involves a change to the value of a key data element. The simplest case is where there is a one-to-
one mapping of old key data element values to new values. That is, for every old value, there is one and ONLY one new
value.

The changed key takes the same order as the original key. For example, assume a file's key contains a character data
element whose values are:

AA01

AA02

BA01

If these values are changed to

AB01
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AB02

BB01

then re-sorting the file observations results in no change to the order of observations. In this case, the retrofit job that is
described in the previous section would perform the change correctly.

Perform the data element content correction according to the previous section. This correction must accompany the
change to MICS or user exit logic that corrects the data element's value during the daily update cycle. For example, if the
change is to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE) to change SMF account level data elements, change ACCTRTE and
treat the database without running an intervening daily update job.

Note: Complex-level changes require changes to all files on which the data elements occur, in all timespans and for all
database units that have the component.

Be sure to apply the change to the test database first. Testing the retrofit ensures that the change is complete and
and correct before implementing it in production. This testing is necessary because, on implementation, complex-level
changes affect all database units at once.

Value Change with Order Change

Assume that there is still a one-to-one mapping of the old key data element value to the new value. That is, every old key
value translates to one and ONLY one new key value. However, in contrast to the last case, either the values does not
take the same order as the old values, or it cannot be determined that the new values take the same order as the old. For
example, here is a sample table showing old and new key data element values and file observation order:

    Old     Old     New     New

    Value   Order   Value   Order

    -----   -----   -----   -----

    AA01    1       AB01    2

    AA02    2       AB02    3

    BA01    3       AA01    1

Not only must the data values be corrected, but the file must be re-sorted. The template for such a generalized recovery
job becomes:

    DATA WORK.iiifffnn;

      SET  &diiit..iiifffnn;

      (correction logic)

    RUN;

    PROC SORT DATA=WORK.iiifffnn

        OUT=&diiit..iiifffnn(%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=sssss));

      BY %fffSEQ(TS=sssss); RUN;

Where:

d
Database unit identifier

iii
Information area identifier

t
Timespan identifier

fff
File identifier

nn
File cycle number
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sssss
Timespan name

Putting the macro treatment method into practice can be done by a method similar to that used in the previous section. A
template for this method is:

   //xxx JOB (your job card)

   //STEP1 EXEC MICSDBd

   //SYSIN DD *

    %INCLUDE USOURCE($BASMSTR);

   %MACRO RETFIT(DDN,III,FFF,CYC,TSPAN);

      %LOCAL FILEID;

      %LET FILEID = &III&FFF&CYC;

      DATA WORK.&FILEID (KEEP=

                          %&FFF.KEEP(TS=&TSPAN)

                         );;;;

      SET  &DDN..&FILEID;

      (correction logic)

 

    RUN;

    PROC SORT DATA=WORK.&FILEID

       OUT=&DDN..&FILEID(%&FFF.FILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=&TSPAN));

      BY %&FFF.SEQ(TS=&TSPAN); RUN;

    %MEND RETFIT;

     /* RETROFIT DETAIL FILES */

    %RETFIT(&diiiX,iii,fff,nn,DETAIL); /*RETROFIT 1ST CYCLE*/

     ...

    %RETFIT(&diiiX,iii,fff,nn,DETAIL); /*RETROFIT LAST CYCL*/

     /* RETROFIT MONTHS FILES */

    %RETFIT(&diiiM,iii,fff,nn,MONTHS); /*RETROFIT 1ST CYCLE*/

     ...

    %RETFIT(&diiiM,iii,fff,nn,MONTHS); /*RETROFIT LAST CYCL*/

Again, this database retrofit should be done simultaneously as permanent corrections to MICS logic or user exit code.
This assures that a single form of the key element value exists at a given time.

Value Change with Order and Granularity Changes

Assume that there is NOT a one-to-one mapping of the old key data element value to the new value. This situation may
occur under several conditions:

• A key data element is being added to the file.
• A key data element is being deleted from the file.
• The contents of an existing key data element must be changed in other than a one-to-one mapping of values.
• The length of an existing key data element must be changed, and the added or deleted material may change the file

granularity.

For example, here is a sample table showing old and new key data element values and file observation order:

    Old     Old     New     New

    Value   Order   Value   Order

    -----   -----   -----   -----

    AA01    1       AA      1

    AA02    2       AA      1

    BA01    3       BA      2
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Not only must the data values be corrected, but the file must be re-sorted AND resummarized. The template for such a
generalized recovery job becomes:

    %LET   R_BY    = %fffSEQ(TS=sssss) ;

    %LET   R_BREAK = %fffSEQ(TS=sssss,OP=BREAK) ;

    DATA TEMP (KEEP= %fffKEEP(TS=sssss) );

      SET  &diiit..iiifffnn;

      (correction logic)

    RUN;

    PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

      BY &R_BY ;

    RUN;

    DATA &diiit..iiifffnn (%fffFILE(TS=sssss,OP=FILEOPTS));

      %fffLEN(TS=sssss,TYPE=BOTH);

      %fffFMT(TS=sssss);

      SET  TEMP;

      %fffSUM(SUMBY=&R_BY , SUMBREAK=&R_BREAK );

    RUN;

Where:

fff
File identifier

sssss
Timespan name (DETAIL, DAYS, and so on.)

d
Database unit identifier

nn
File cycle number

iii
Information area identifier

t
Timespan identifier (X, D, and so on.)

Putting the macro treatment method into practice can be done by a method similar to that used in the previous example.
This example illustrates the method that is applied to the example NPA component.

    //xxx JOB (your job card)

    //STEP1 EXEC MICSDBS      (assume unit identifier "S")

    //SYSIN DD *

    %INCLUDE USOURCE($BASMSTR);

    %MACRO RETFIT(DDN,III,FFF,CYC,TSPAN);

      %LOCAL FILEID R_BY R_BREAK;

      %LET   FILEID  = &III&FFF&CYC;

      %LET   R_BY    = %&FFF.SEQ(TS=&TSPAN);

      %LET   R_BREAK = %&FFF.SEQ(TS=&TSPAN,OP=BREAK);

      DATA TEMP;

        %&FFF.LEN(TS=&TSPAN,TYPE=BOTH);

        %&FFF.FMT(TS=&TSPAN);

        %&FFF.LBL;

        SET  &DDN..&FILEID;

        (correction logic)

      RUN;
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      PROC SORT DATA=TEMP; BY &R_BY; RUN;

      DATA &DDN..&FILEID (%&FFF.FILE(TS=&TSPAN,OP=FILEOPTS)

                         );;;;

        %&FFF.LEN(TS=&TSPAN,TYPE=BOTH);

        %&FFF.FMT(TS=&TSPAN);

        %&FFF.LBL;

        SET  TEMP;

        %&FFF.SUM(SUMBY=&R_BY,SUMBREAK=&R_BREAK);

      RUN;

    %MEND RETFIT;

     /* RETROFIT DETAIL FILES */

    %RETFIT(&SNPAX,NPA,NCP,01,DETAIL); /*RETROFIT 1ST CYCLE*/

     ...

    %RETFIT(&SNPAX,NPA,NCP,nn,DETAIL); /*RETROFIT LAST CYCL*/

     /* RETROFIT MONTHS FILES */

    %RETFIT(&SNPAM,NPA,NCP,01,MONTHS); /*RETROFIT 1ST CYCLE*/

     ...

    %RETFIT(&SNPAM,NPA,NCP,nn,MONTHS); /*RETROFIT LAST CYCL*/

Again, this database retrofit should be done simultaneously as permanent corrections to MICS logic or user exit code.
This assures that a single form of the key element value exists at a given time.

Here is a sample table showing the opposite granularity problem. New key data element values have a finer granularity
than the old:

    Old     Old     New     New

    Value   Order   Value   Order

    -----   -----   -----   -----

    AA01    1       AA011   1

                    AA012   2

                    AA013   3

    AA02    2       AA021   4

                    AA022   5

    BA01    3       BA011   6

The retrofitting of key data element values at the DETAIL timespan can be done easily, because no summarization is
necessary. However, higher levels of summarization have already taken place. Data in the database in DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS have been summarized to a higher level of granularity than is desired, and splitting the data back
into its component parts can be difficult. In fact, an accurate method of doing this often involves reprocessing input source
data. This can be done using a special database. See Special databases.

It is possible to avoid such situations by doing a complete analysis of key data element requirements before the files are
structured. But special requirements often present themselves after the database has been in production for some time.

It might be more advantageous to treat the database to accommodate the new data elements or adjusted lengths, so the
key structures of existing observations are compatible with the new method, but leave old values.

Take the example of adding a new data element to the key. If there is no source for calculating the value of the new
data element from summarized data, add the data element to higher timespans with a blank value (zero for numeric
data elements). This gives you the ability to extract data by the new key for all data added to the database after the key
change, and to access all the data on the database by the higher (old) granularity too.

Contact Broadcom Support for more information about performing this difficult retrofit process.
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Retrofitting Archive Files

There are several maintenance issues for archive files. Data element changes and archive reconstructions are the two
major types of maintenance that is discussed here.

Generally, due to the tape involvement, manipulating files in the offline database is more cumbersome than manipulating
them in the online database. History archive files contain cumulative data, so applying retrofit logic amounts to creating
one new generation of the history file that contains all cumulative data with the change applied. Audit archives contain
"snapshot" data, typically at one week of detailed data per generation, so applying a data element retrofit to audit files
involves rewriting all generations of a given data set.

Data Element Changes

Data element changes apply urgently to the online database, but less urgently to the offline database. That is, archive files
must be treated before the next archive update, and do not necessarily have to be made simultaneously with the online
database retrofit and the permanent logic change.

In fact, the archive files really do not have to be retrofitted until they are used. The audit archive generally contains one
week's picture of the online files, which holds data of either the old values or the new values, but not both. The weekly
and monthly history files are not created in sorted order, and typically have to be sorted and resummarized during use,
anyway. Thus it is possible to save the retrofit logic and apply the logic when the archive is used, rather than retrofit the
entire archive.

There are several significant compromises with this non-solution to archive maintenance. The archive files contain data for
long periods, and might span several database data element changes. This means cumulative change logic would have to
be generated and tested, increasing the possibility of harm to the offline database.

Changing data element values on archive files should be done concurrently with the changes to the online database. The
general recovery job templates that are shown in the previous section work for cases in which the input and output SAS
files can be on the same DDname. The same possibilities for file action exist, according to the data element changed:

Value Change Only

The simplest case is where there is a change to a non-key data element, or to a key data element where there is a one-
to-one mapping of old key data element values to new values. That is, for every old value there is one and ONLY one new
value.

For key data elements, the changed key takes the same order as the original key. For example, assume a file's key
contains a character data element whose values are:

AA01

AA02

BA01

If these values are changed to

AB01

AB02

BB01

Then re-sorting the file observations results in no change to the order of observations. In this case, the retrofit job that is
described in the previous section performs the change correctly.

Perform the data element content correction according to the previous sections. This correction must accompany the
change to MICS or user exit logic that corrects the data element's value during the daily update cycle. For example, if the
change is to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE) to change SMF account level data elements, make the change to
ACCTRTE and treat the online database without running an intervening daily update job.
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Note: Such complex-level changes require changes to all files on which the data elements occur, in all timespans and
for all database units that have the component. Offline databases need not be retrofitted during the same break-in daily
update processing, though they must be updated before their next use.

The next use of the offline database might be an on-demand interrogation or might be the next WEEKLY or MONTHLY
update run that creates generations of the archive.

Be sure to apply the change to the test database first. Testing the retrofit ensures that the change is complete and correct
before it is implemented in production. This is necessary for archive changes, due to the added complexity of applying the
retrofit.

The general format of a data element recovery job is that of a SAS data statement. The data statement reads the existing
file, modifies the value, and creates a file with observations that have the proper data element values. In SAS, the data
statement follows this template:

DATA outddname.iiifff;

  SET  inddname.iiifff;

  (correction logic)

RUN;

Where:

iii
Information area ID

fff
File ID

The DDnames referenced refer to the DDname of the input or output tape DDname in the JCL for the archive data set's
access. History tape DDnames take the form:

outddname - Htiiifff

inddname  - Itiiifff

Where:

iii
Information area ID

fff
File ID

t
W for weekly history, M for monthly history

Audit tape DDnames take the form:

outddname - AUiiifff

inddname  - AIiiifff

Where:

iii
Information area ID

fff
File ID

The example of retrofitting a new value into a data element of the SMF files is used again. The composite template for this
method for treating history files is:

    //xxx JOB (your job card)
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    //STEP1 EXEC MICSSHRS     (assume proc identifier "S")

    //HMBATJOB DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

    //            DCB=(tapeprefix.MICS.MODEL,DEN=density),

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.BATJOB(+1),

    //            UNIT=tapeunit,LABEL=(1,EXPDT=...)

    //IMBATJOB DD DISP=OLD,

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.BATJOB(0),

    //            VOL=(PRIVATE,RETAIN),UNIT=(,,DEFER)

    //HMBATPGM DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

    //            DCB=(tapeprefix.MICS.MODEL,DEN=density),

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.BATPGM(+1),

    //            UNIT=AFF=HMBATJOB,LABEL=(2,EXPDT=...)

    //IMBATPGM DD DISP=OLD,

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.BATPGM(0),

    //            VOL=(PRIVATE,RETAIN),UNIT=AFF=IMBATJOB

    //SYSIN DD *

    %MACRO RETFIT(DDI,DDO,FN);

      DATA &DDO..&FN;

        SET  &DDI..&FN;

        (correction logic)

      RUN;

    %MEND RETFIT;

    %RETFIT(IMBATJOB,HMBATJOB,BATJOB);

    %RETFIT(IMBATPGM,HMBATPGM,BATPGM);

    ...

Where the DD statement coding is patterned after the associated coding in the WEEKLY or MONTHLY job 300 step.

After the history, retrofit is complete, the next WEEKLY or MONTHLY job would call for extra tape mounts. This is because
some of the history data sets would be input from the retrofitted tape just created, and some would still be input from the
previous history tape.

Audit tape treatment is more complicated. The audit files exist on one-generation data group entry per week of audit data
archived. That means every previous generation of audit archive for the file(s) in question must be regenerated.

Assume that there were 4 generations of audit archive saved, and that the current processing week is week 41. The data
set names that are cataloged would be, for example:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 40, untreated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 39, untreated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 38, untreated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 37, untreated

There are various methods to process the generations to arrive at the treated configuration:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 40, treated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 39, treated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 38, treated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 37, treated
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For treating audit files, a sample template follows:

    //xxx JOB (your job card)

    //STEP1 EXEC MICSSHRS     (assume proc identifier "S")

    //AUBATJOB DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

    //            DCB=(tapeprefix.MICS.MODEL,DEN=density),

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB(+1),

    //            UNIT=tapeunit,LABEL=(1,EXPDT=...)

    //AIBATJOB DD DISP=OLD,

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB(-nn),

    //            VOL=(PRIVATE,RETAIN),UNIT=(,,DEFER)

    //AUBATPGM DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

    //            DCB=(tapeprefix.MICS.MODEL,DEN=density),

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.BATPGM(+1),

    //            UNIT=AFF=AUBATJOB,LABEL=(2,EXPDT=...)

    //AIBATPGM DD DISP=OLD,

    //            DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.BATPGM(-nn),

    //            VOL=(PRIVATE,RETAIN),UNIT=AFF=AIBATJOB

    //SYSIN DD *

    %MACRO RETFIT(DDI,DDO,FN);

      DATA &DDO..&FN;

      SET  &DDI..&FN;

      (correction logic)

      RUN;

    %MEND RETFIT;

    %RETFIT(AIBATJOB,AUBATJOB,BATJOB);

    %RETFIT(AIBATPGM,AUBATPGM,BATPGM);

    ...

Where the DD statement coding is patterned after the associated coding in the WEEKLY or MONTHLY job 300 step.

The "-nn" in the input data set name relates to the number of generations of audit archive retained. For four generations,
for example, "-nn" equal to "-3" would get the last retained generation. Coding -3 in our example would yield the following
data:

After one run:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 37, treated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 40, untreated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 39, untreated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 38, untreated

After the second run:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 38, treated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 37, treated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 40, untreated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 39, untreated
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After the third run:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 39, treated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 38, treated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 37, treated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 40, untreated

After the fourth run:

Data Set Name Data Contained
dsn(0) Detail data from week 40, treated
dsn(-1) Detail data from week 39, treated
dsn(-2) Detail data from week 38, treated
dsn(-3) Detail data from week 37, treated

This is the configuration that we wanted. Coding the JCL for a retrofit of the audit archive files as shown requires that the
job step be run several times exactly equal to the number of generations of audit archive tapes in the catalog at the time
the retrofit is done.

There are various ways to improve the running of such an audit retrofit. Other ways involve uncataloging and recataloging
the audit data sets for the audited files affected.

Value Change with Order and Granularity Changes

If there is not a one-to-one mapping of the old key data element value to the new value, the data values must be
corrected, and the file must be re-sorted AND resummarized. This was shown in the previous section. The template for
such a generalized recovery job becomes:

    %MACRO RETFIT(DDI,DDO,III,FFF,TSPAN);

      %LOCAL FILEID R_BY R_BREAK ;

      %LET FILEID = &III&FFF;

      %LET R_BY   = %&FFF.SEQ(TS=&TSPAN) ;

      %LET R_BREAK= %&FFF.SEQ(TS=&TSPAN,OP=BREAK);

      DATA TEMP;

        SET  &DDI..&FILEID;

        (correction logic)

      RUN;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

      BY &R_BY;

      RUN;

      DATA &DDO..&FILEID (KEEP=

                          %&FFF.KEEP(TS=&TSPAN)

                         );;;;

        SET  TEMP;

        %&FFF.SUM(SUMBY=&R_BY, SUMBREAK=&R_BREAK);

      RUN;

    %MEND RETFIT;

Where parameters are as noted in previous illustrations.
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Again, this database retrofit can be done when permanent corrections to MICS logic or user exit code are done. This
ensures that a single form of the key element value exists at a given time.

Also, it is necessary to treat the history files fully. All history files that have granularity changes MUST be sorted (sorting is
required) as a prerequisite to resummarization.

The problem with increasing granularity, noted in the previous section, exists for treating archives. The retrofitting of key
data element values at the DETAIL timespan for audit archives can be done easily, because no summarization needs to
be done. However, higher levels of summarization have already taken place. Audit archive data in DAYS granularity, and
WEEKS and MONTHS history archives, has been summarized to a higher level of granularity than is desired, and splitting
the data back into its component parts can be difficult.

For more information about performing this difficult retrofit process, contact Broadcom Support.

Reconstructing Archive Files

Reconstruction of an archive file is relatively easy, if the data still exists on the online database.

A missing audit archive can be reconstructed by rerunning a part of the WEEKLY job that is extracted from the
WEEK300 step for any database unit (or the standalone AUDIT job if you activated the standalone archive audit
job option). However, the audit archive logic only inputs the last ten cycles of DETAIL timespan data (or DAYS
data for the CICS and IMS components). To create a SAS program to reconstruct the audit archive, examine the
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(WKcccAUD) module that contains standard MICS logic to archive the audit data.

A typical WKcccAUD module follows this form:

    DATA AUiiifff.iiifff  (KEEP=%fffKEEP(TS=ssssssss) );

      SET  &iiit..iiifff01           &iiit..iiifff02

           &iiit..iiifff03           &iiit..iiifff04

           &iiit..iiifff05           &iiit..iiifff06

           &iiit..iiifff07           &iiit..iiifff08

           &iiit..iiifff09           &iiit..iiifff10

           ;

      RETAIN THISWEEK;

      IF _N_ = 1 THEN DO;

        RETAIN HLDWK HLDENDTS; DROP HLDWK HLDENDTS;

        HLDENDTS=ENDTS; HLDWK=WEEK;

        ENDTS="&SYSDATE:00:00:00"DT; %WEEK; THISWEEK=WEEK;

        ENDTS=HLDENDTS; WEEK=HLDWK;

      END;

      IF WEEK NE THISWEEK;

    RUN;

To consider more online data for input to the audit creation process, increase the number of cycles of the online data. Add
cycles 11, 12, and so on, to the maximum number of cycles that pertain to the reconstruction or to the maximum number
of cycles of that timespan on the database (whichever is less).

Note: The actual code that is executed for this process is caused by the resolution of a reference to autocall macro
WKAUD, member of sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS. This macro is referenced by code generated in the WKcccAUD
member.

A bad history archive can be reconstructed by rerunning a part of the WEEKLY job, extracted from the WEEK300 step
(or the standalone HISTW job if you activated the standalone archive weekly history job option), or the MONTHLY
job, extracted from the MONTH300 step (or the standalone HISTM job if you activated the standalone archive
monthly history job option), for any database unit. However, the history logic inputs the last history file and one cycle
of WEEKS or MONTHS timespan data. To create a SAS program to reconstruct the history archive, examine the
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prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(WKcccHST) or MNcccHST module that contains standard MICS logic to archive the history
data.

A typical WKcccHST module follows this form:

    DATA HWiiifff.iiifff  (KEEP=%fffKEEP(TS=WEEKS) );

      SET  &iiiW..iiifff01  HIiiifff.iiifff;

      RETAIN CUTOFF;

      IF _N_ = 1 THEN DO;

        CUTOFF=("&SYSDATE"D - ((&Wiiifff + 1) * 7)) * 86400;

      END;

      IF CUTOFF < ENDTS;

    RUN;

A typical MNcccHST module follows this form:

    DATA HMiiifff.iiifff  (KEEP=%fffKEEP(TS=MONTHS) );

      SET  &iiiM..iiifff01  HIiiifff.iiifff;

      RETAIN CUTOFF;

      IF _N_ = 1 THEN DO;

        CUTOFF=("&SYSDATE"D - ((&Miiifff + 1) * 31)) * 86400;

      END;

      IF CUTOFF < ENDTS;

    RUN;

To consider more online data for input to the history creation process, increase the number of cycles of the online data.
Add cycles 2, 3, and so on, to the maximum number of cycles that pertain to the reconstruction or to the maximum
number of cycles of that timespan on the database (whichever is less).

Note: The actual code that is executed for these two processes is caused by the resolution of references to autocall
macros WKHST and MNHST, members of sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS. These macros are referenced by code that
is generated in the WKcccHST and MNcccHST members. The WKHST and MNHST macros have an automatic second
level of history that is built into them, which causes MONTHS timespan cycles 01 AND 02 both to be input to the history
process.

For more information about reducing the number of cycles retained online, AUDIT Operational Job.

Writing Field-developed Applications
The most significant change that can be made to a MICS system is the addition of a field-developed application (FDA).
Implementing a field-developed application involves a thorough knowledge of how MICS products are structured and
considerations of input integrity, reliability, and maintainability that accompany a product's implementation.

Development Steps
A MICS product is a processing entity that fits into the normal update flow of the MICS system. It processes approximately
one day's worth of data from some source and creates a single cycle of one or more MICS database files to complement
the rest of the MICS database.

A field-developed application (FDA, or user-written product) treats some input source of special interest your site, assures
the applicability and integrity of the data, formats the data to be compatible with MICS, and stores the data on the MICS
database.

Defining an FDA through MICS facilities relieves you of most of the chore of coding the product's code. That is, defining
a MICS FDA through MICS Component Generator (MCG) statements allows the MCG to generate SAS logic that defines
the content of the files in each timespan in which each file is supported, summarizes all files to succeeding timespans, and
ages the cycles of all timespans for all files in the product.
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To define a product to MICS, follow these steps:

1. Determine what you need the product to do:
What is its input source?
What reports do you need from the product?
What files organize the information for reports?

2. Write the code:
Write the product definition (fdaGENIN).
Write the input format routine (DYfdaFMT).
Write the reports (MICF inquiries, DYfdaMBO, or DYfdaEXC or both, and fdaEVA).

3. Test and implement the code:
Run the MICS generation jobs.
Test the product's processing and reports.
Write documentation.
Turn over to production status.

In thissection, the principles of writing a field-developed application are illustrated through the development of two FDAs,
the UNP, and ZTM products.

• UNP processes a simple SMF record that contains data describing activity on a 3705 processor.
• ZTM processes the TYPE50 SAS data set, created by MXG from the SMF type 50 record (VTAM Tuning Stats).

Note: ZTM is developed using the MICS-SAS Interface (MSI) which even further shortens the FDA development cycle.

Deciding What the Application Must Do
This section discusses product design. Your product design assists you in expressing details about your product in a
format that MICS can use.

The areas that are necessary to address are:

• How to manage input source
• The necessary information that is available for the input source
• The files that would be useful in making the information available.

Input Source

The need to manage information that is not currently being managed is the reason for writing a field-developed
application. The information that your FDA is going to manage is, in MICS terminology, an information area.

Having identified the information area, the source, or sources of data should be apparent. Consider several criteria for the
suitability of the data sources when choosing the source on which your FDA relies.

• The data must be available regularly (for example, daily) in a reliable fashion.
The source data needs to be available when the MICS daily update cycle is scheduled. Interruption in this data means
an interruption in data appearing on the online database. Long-term interruption might affect the accumulation of data
for trend analysis. Even short-term interruptions can affect other MICS products if the FDA is installed in a production
database unit with other products.

• The data must be structured enough to allow its analysis by a SAS program.
• If the data is manually generated, there should be appropriate verification for correct contents.
• The data should describe some measurable quantity for which your site has performance or service objectives.

Documenting the data source or sources is useful when coding or analyzing the data produced.

Specifically, a description of the media and data sets from which the source data is received is useful when coding the
MCG statements. Descriptions of the data elements in the records and their source and content are also helpful. These
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descriptions are used in formulating MCG code for output files, and help identify the type and length coding of data
elements.

Input Source Example for UNP

Sample UNP data source documentation 

The Network Performance Analyzer was an IBM Field Developed Program (FDP), IBM product numbers 5798-CZR, and
5798-CZT. Information about this FDP was found in the NPA Program Description and Operations Manual, SB21-2479.

The UNP field-developed application processes NPA records from the SMF log, SMF record type 38. The records have a
set structure:

+----------------+

| record header  |

| (fixed format) |

+----------------+

| measurement    | There are 3 types of measurement sections:

| section        |  - NCP resource measurement

| (format varies |  - network component measurement

| with record    |  - monitor exception measurement

| type)          |

+----------------+

*************************************************************

* R E C O R D   H E A D E R  (fixed format, in all records) *

*************************************************************

LOGSIZE  0    PIB2.     LOG RDW

         2    PIB2.

LOGSYS   4    PIB1.     SYSTEM INDICATOR

LOGSTYPE 5    PIB1.     RECORD TYPE 38

LOGSTIME 6    PIB4.     SMF WRITE TIME OF DAY, IN SEC/100

LOGSDATE 10   PD4.      SMF WRITE DATE

LOGSYSID 14   $CHAR4.   SMF SYSTEM ID

LOGADDR  18   $CHAR2.   HEX RESOURCE NETWORK ADDRESS

LOGNAME  20   $CHAR8.   NETWORK COMPONENT ID

LOGTOD   28   PIB4.     SMF WRITE TIME IN SECONDS

LOGUNQKY 32   PIB2.     RESERVED

LOGTYPE  34   $CHAR1.   TYPE OF LOG RECORD

*                       01  START COLLECT

*                       04  INTERVAL RECORD

*                       08  TOTAL RECORD

*                       0C  MONITOR EXCEPTION RECORD

*                       0F  STOP COLLECT RECORD

LOGNTYPE 35   $CHAR1.   TYPE OF NETWORK RESOURCE

*                       80  3705/NCP RESOURCE

*                       40  LINK (SDLC) OR LINE (BSC)

*                       20  PHYSICAL UNIT (SDLC)

*                       20  CLUSTER (BSC)

*                       10  LOGICAL UNIT (SDLC)

*                       10  TERMINAL (BSC)

*                       08  COMPONENT

*                       04  SWITCHED RESOURCE (SDLC)

*                       02  NPA PSEUDO DEVICE
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*                       01  SDLC RESOURCE (USED WITH ABOVE)

LOGINTER 36   PIB4.     EXPECTED INTERVAL TIME IN SECONDS

LOGFWTOD 40   PIB4.     TOD FORWARD RU WAS SENT TO NCP

LOGLSPDS 44   PIB2.     SENDING LINE SPEED IF LINE/LINK

LOGLSPDR 46   PIB2.     RECEIVING LINE SPEED IF LINE/LINK

LOGNCPNM 48   $CHAR8.   NCP NAME

LOGQUE   56   PIB1.     INTERVAL NUMBER FOR THIS COLLECTION

LOGRSVP2 57   PIB1.     RESERVED

LOGINTCT 58   PIB2.     NUMBER OF INTERVALS IF TOTALS RECORD

LOGTIME  60   PIB4.     ACTUAL COLLECTION TIME THIS RECORD

*************************************************************

NCP Resource Record: 

+----------------+

| record header  |

| (fixed format) |

+----------------+

| measurement    |

| section --     |

| NCP resource   |

| data           |

+----------------+

*************************************************************

* M E A S U R E M E N T   S E C T I O N -                   *

* NCP Resource Records                                      *

*************************************************************

LOGFCC   64   PIB4.     FREE CYCLE TIME, 10THS OF SECONDS

LOGFBQ   68   PIB2.     FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH

LOGFBH   70   PIB2.     FREE BUFFER HIGH WATER MARK

LOGFBL   72   PIB2.     FREE BUFFER LOW WATER MARK

LOGCIQ   74   PIB2.     NCP CHANNEL INTERMED. QUEUE LENGTH

LOGCHQ   76   PIB2.     NCP CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH

LOGSLH   78   PIB2.     TIME IN SLOWDOWN, 10THS OF SECONDS

LOGSLM   80   PIB2.     NUMBER FREE BUFFERS AT SLOWDOWN ENTRY

LOGMXF   82   PIB2.     MAX AVAILABLE FREE BUFFERS

*************************************************************

Input Source Example for ZTM

Sample ZTM data source documentation 

The ZTM product uses the MICS-SAS Interface to process the TYPE50 SAS data set created by the MXG product from
the SMF Type 50 record.

It is recommended that a SAS PROC CONTENTS be executed against any input SAS data set to be able to determine
required and sequence variables. The following listing shows the output from a PROC CONTENTS for the TYPE50 data
set:

                                  The SAS System              12:48 Thursday, December 4, 1997   2

                                 CONTENTS PROCEDURE

 Data Set Name: X.TYPE50                                Observations:         1604
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 Member Type:   DATA                                    Variables:            32

 Engine:        V609                                    Indexes:              0

 Created:       14:56 Friday, October 31, 1997          Observation Length:   144

 Last Modified: 14:56 Friday, October 31, 1997          Deleted Observations: 0

 Protection:                                            Compressed:           NO

 Data Set Type:                                         Sorted:               NO

 Label:         VTAM TUNING STATISTICS

                    -----Engine/Host Dependent Information-----

                       Data Set Page Size:       27648

                       Number of Data Set Pages: 9

                       File Format:              607

                       First Data Page:          1

                       Max Obs per Page:         191

                       Obs in First Data Page:   161

                       Physical Name:            MDI.MXG.PDB

                       Release Created:          6.090450

                       Release Last Modified:    6.090450

                       Created by:               MELMI06M

                       Last Modified by:         MELMI06M

                       Subextents:               2

                       Total Blocks Used:        9

Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes 

# Variable Type Len Pos Format Label
4 ATTCHTYP Num 4 16 MG050AT. ATTACHMENT*T

YPE
5 BSIZE Num 4 20  TRANSMIT*BLO

CK*SIZE
6 BUFCAP Num 4 24  STARTS

FROM*DEST
BUFF*CAPACITY
LIMIT

7 CHMAX Num 4 28  LARGE
SIZE*CHAN
PROGRAM*COUNT

8 CHNRM Num 4 32  NORMAL
SIZE*CHAN
PROGRAM*COUNT

9 CONTROLR Char 8 36  INTELLIGENT*C
ONTROLLER*NA
ME

10 CTCANAME Char 8 44  CTCA NAME
11 DEV Char 4 52  DEVICE*ADDRE

SS
12 DLRCOUNT Num 4 56  DUMP-LOAD*RE

START*REQUES
TS*(DLRMAX)
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13 EXTNLEN Num 4 60  CTCA
EXTENSION
LENGTH

14 INPIOS Num 4 64  INBOUND*PIUS*
(IPIU)

15 MPCNAME Char 8 68  MPC*LINE*NAM
E

16 MXTRSIZE Num 4 76  MAXIMUM*TRAN
SMIT*SIZE

17 NCPSLOWS Num 4 80  TIMES
NCP*ENTERED*SLOWDOWN*(SLODN)

18 NRATTNS Num 4 84  ATTENTIONS*R
ECEIVED*(ATTN
)

19 NREADATN Num 4 88  READ*CHANNEL
*ATTENTIONS*(
RDATN)

20 NRREADS Num 4 92  READ*CHANNE
L*PROGRAMS*(
CHRD)

21 NRWRITES Num 4 96  WRITE*CHANNE
L*PROGRAMS*(
CHWR)

22 OUTPIOS Num 4 100  OUTBOUND*PIU
S*(OPIU)

23 OVBYTCNT Num 4 104  OVERFLOW*BY
TE*COUNT

24 PRI Num 4 108  STARTS
FROM*HI
PRIORITY*REQUEST
TRIGGER

25 QDPTH Num 4 112  STARTS
FROM*QUEUE
DEPTH*LIMIT
TRIGGER

26 RDBUFUSE Num 4 116  READ*BUFFERS
USED*(RDBUF)

27 SIOCOUNT Num 4 120  SIOS*ISSUED
1 SMFTIME Num 8 0 DATETIME21.2 SMF*RECORD*TIME

STAMP
28 SUBCHPOL Char 4 124  SUBCHANNEL*POLARITY*(READ

OR WRIT)
2 SYSTEM Char 4 8  SYSTEM*ID
29 TIMERS Num 4 128  STARTS

FROM*TIMER*TRIGGER
30 TRBYTCNT Num 4 132  TRANSMIT*BYT

E*COUNT
31 VERSN50 Num 4 136 MG050TY. VTAM*RECORD

*TYPE
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32 WRBUFUSE Num 4 140  WRITE*BUFFER
S*USED

3 ZDATE Num 4 12 DATE9. ZEE DATE*ZEE
OBS*WAS
CREATED

Reports Needed

Identifying your reporting requirements is typically a matter of tracking the information requests that you have received
and then grouping the requests according to the data source that can be used to fulfill them.

Next, select a method to present the information--online inquiry or paper report; table, graph, pie chart, and so on, are all
possibilities with the MICS system.

Expressing your reporting requirements within the MICS framework, described here, enables you to use standard MICS
operational facilities to generate the reports.

• MICS online inquiries are created using the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). You can define an inquiry, control
access to it, and can include or exclude it from automatic execution. See Using MICF and MICF Reference.

• MICS Exception Reports provide the detail that is necessary to identify and correlate the problems that are generated
in the measured subsystem among all data processing subsystems that are managed in your MICS system. They are
discussed in the next sections.

• MICS Management Objective Reports provide clear, graphic illustrations of the measured subsystem's performance
against predetermined management objectives. They are discussed in the next sections.

Exception Reports Summary

Exception reporting provides a diagnostic filter that enables you to focus on specific problems or potential problem areas.
The exception reporting concept holds that, using trends from past performance, you can predict when a potential problem
occurs.

MICS exception reporting is described in Exception Reports.

In designing your field-developed application, identify notable exceptions using these guidelines:

• An exception is the occurrence of a processing anomaly, including missing an objective.
• The exception must be able to be detected by the data source and the logic to detect the exception must be able to be

expressed in SAS system code.

If your FDA is measuring the subsystem in throughput rates, like units of things that are processed per minute or hour,
objectives are easy to set. In the UNP example, the number of messages that are processed per minute might be a good
throughput measure on which to base objectives. An exception could be coded for failing to meet a minimum throughput
objective.

Management Objective Reports Summary

Management objective reports provide a concise, graphic representation of the installation's processing objectives and
how well they have been met.

Reports are produced by standard MICS operational jobs. They are produced by information area within computer system
(SYSID). In addition, you can produce reports that aggregate systems.

Management objective reports show an installation's progress against a management objective on a one-page bar chart
quantifying performance against management's pre-determined objective.

In general, a management objective reporting items take two forms:
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• Measures, over time, of the efficiency of the subsystem being measured (throughput objectives)
• Conditions that contribute to improving or degrading throughput objectives

If your FDA is measuring the subsystem in throughput rates, like units of things that are processed per minute or hour,
objectives are easy to set. In the UNP example, the number of messages that are processed per minute might be a good
throughput measure on which to base objectives.

In the UNP example, there is a relationship between the percent of time the 3705 is busy and throughput. Therefore, also
consider setting management objectives for items that contribute to the improvement or degradation of throughput.

Files and Elements Needed

The nature of the data source and the structure of its records weigh heavily in the design of MICS files for the FDA and its
information areas.

Remember that MICS products are divided into information areas, and information areas contain files, which are groups of
related data elements. In addition, the file data can be maintained online or offline.

A detailed file definition specifies the processes that are used to construct the file. At its conclusion, the reader should
know which data elements in the input data records are used to build the MICS file observations and what validity checks
are necessary to perform.

In deciding how many files to create in an information area, consider the structure of the input data source, its availability,
and your intended use of the data.

The grouping of files and information areas is easier to understand by example. The UNP input data source had three
record subtypes, as shown in this structure diagram:

+----------------+

| record header  |

| (fixed format) |

+----------------+

| measurement    | There are 3 types of measurement sections:

| section        |  - NCP resource measurement

| (format varies |  - network component measurement

| with record    |  - monitor exception measurement

| type)          |

+----------------+

The implementation of the UNP product in this example uses one information area with three files. Each file corresponds
to one of the subtypes of NPA input data:

    Component:----------- NPA Network Activity

       Information area:-    NPA Network Activity

          File:----------       NCP Activity

          File:----------       Network Component Activity

          File:----------       NPA Monitor Exceptions

However, several alternative arrangements are possible. If there is a thorough monitoring of all network components
through NPA and network anomalies are explained through some manual mechanism suitable for input as an automated
incident tracking tool, this file arrangement might be more suitable:

    Component:----------- NPA Network Activity

       Information area:-    NCP Processor Activity
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          File:----------       NCP Activity

       Information area:-    Network Incidents

          File:----------       NPA Monitor Exceptions

          File:----------       Operational Incidents

       Information area:-    NPA Network Component Activity

          File:----------       Line/Link Component Activity

          File:----------       PU/Cluster Activity

          File:----------       LU/Terminal Activity

The processing that is necessary to create files, once you have decided how many files you need, is done in two stages:

• First, the content of the input data source has to be translated into the files that are kept on the MICS database.
• Second, MICS database files can reside in the online database alone, or on both the online and offline databases.

Addressing the first issue, decide if each data source record produces an observation in your FDA's files. For example,
the UNP product has one information area and three files, where one record subtype corresponds to a single file. Does
each input observation of the NPA data create an output observation on the MICS database (output) file?

The NPA record subtypes produce data at different levels of summarization. That is, NPA produces records that
represent the detailed activity for some particular resource over an interval of time. NPA also produces up to four levels of
summarization for the SAME resource.

For example, NPA monitors an NCP resource every minute and writes the following records on its SMF log:

NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 4 min. of summarized activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 1 min. of detailed activity NCP record, 4 min. of summarized activity NCP record, 8 min. of summarized activity.

The summarized records are not necessary to calculate an accurate picture of activity that is measured by NPA. In this
case, the summarized input records should be dropped.

Use these steps to design file processing:

1. Define the structure of the output files, including the information areas and files within each information area. Assign
names to each, using these guidelines:

2. A three-character information area identifier must be assigned to each information area. The identifier must be unique
among all information areas in MICS. We recommend that the first character be a U or Z. MICS has reserved those
letters for field-developed applications. The information area cannot be MSI or MTI.
If your FDA has one information area, consider using the product identifier as the information area identifier. For
example, UNPUNP would identify a user-written application for network performance data (UNP) that has an
information area for network performance.

3. A three-character file identifier must be assigned to each file. The identifier must be unique among all files in MICS.
We recommend that the first character be a U or Z. MICS has reserved those letters for field-developed applications.
File identifiers cannot match product or information area identifiers. The file name cannot be MSI or MTI.

4. Identify and document the input records or SAS data sets to use. Identify input records to be discarded and outline an
algorithm for ignoring them.

5. Map input data to the output file data elements by defining which input record types apply to creating the output file
data elements.
The map produced may yield a design document appropriate to your site's standards. Examples of such documents
are flow charts, IPO/HIPO diagrams, and Chapin charts.

6. Define which files are maintained in the online and offline databases. Consider the following information in determining
each file's eligibility for archiving:
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– If the information in the file describes some detailed activity that represents resource consumption or a potential
security problem that could be attributed to an identified user, consider maintaining audit archive offline files.

– If the file exists in the WEEKS timespan in the online database and the data in the file would be useful for long term
(trend) analysis, consider maintaining weekly history offline files. The data in weekly history archives is summarized
by smaller time intervals, so its analysis yields more detailed results than monthly history archives.

– If the file exists in the MONTHS timespan in the online database and the data in the file would be useful for long
term (trend) analysis, consider maintaining monthly history archives. The data in monthly history archives is
summarized by larger time intervals, so its analysis provides longer term information than that provided by weekly
history archives.

7. Define data element content.
Document the data elements in your files using the format that is used for the MICS Data Dictionary.
You do not need to key this documentation into machine-readable form.
Note: the first pass of the MCG creates skeleton members in the sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT library for all data
elements in all files in the component)
The information that is necessary to record includes:
– The element's identifier and descriptive name
– Information about the element's content
– The data element's coding description, including: 

• How it is accumulated
• What format it takes
• What unit of measure is used. For example, a maximum time value whose measure is a SAS time value.

– References to related data elements, if any
– Information on how the element's value is derived, such as its input source record and field or the calculation that is

used to derive the value at the lowest supported timespan
– Information about the element's valid values, which could be a specific list (such as department names) or a list of

anticipated norms (such as a percentage that ranges from zero to one hundred)
– Usage Notes describe:

• Why the element is created
• How it is used
• How it is not used.

Writing the Code
This section discusses writing code for your FDA. FDA uses the product design information that is prepared in Deciding
What the Application Must Do and the shell generation facilities that are provided by the MICS Component Generator
(MCG).

Define the Application (fdaGENIN)

Generator Definition Statements describe the component generator statements in depth. This section assumes that you
are familiar with the material in that section. For more information about the COMPJOB statement, see The MICS Audit
Archive Tape and The MICS History Archive Tapes.

The generation input statements for every product that MICS processes must be in the generation library
(sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB). Distribution material for MICS includes one member in this library for each MICS product
licensed. The names of members on the library have the form "cccGENIN", where ccc is the component identifier.
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Define the Application (UNPGENIN)

The statements that are listed here define a field-developed Network Performance application (UNP) with one file, the
Network Control Program File (UNA).

These statements are presented here to illustrate the field-developed application definition. This description of the UNP
product does not look like the definition that is shown in MCG Illustrations because the names of the product, information
area, files, and data elements were changed to simulate the coding techniques you would use in coding your own network
performance field-developed application.

Example UNP Product

Hypothetical contents of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(UNPGENIN):

UNP component generator statements

The following GEN statement causes the MCG to generate documentation shells and file description members.

GEN GENSHELL

If an OPTION statement existed, it would be placed here.

The COMP statement identifies the UNP product. This product is step 150 of the MICS operational jobs, so the UNP
update step of the MICS DAILY job, for example, would be step DAY150. The input source for reading UNP data is a
VBS data set of the default blocksize. The accounting component is not active for UNP (because there is no user-related
identifier on any NPA data).

 *

 COMP UNP 150 32000 VBS NOACCT User NPA Component

 COMPOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT

 COMPJOB DWMY EDWM AWM

 INPUTSOURCE SMF 37

 DBMDATA1

The following elements are common to UNP files.

TYPE XR 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME UNPNRRLS Receiving Line Speed (line/link)

NAME UNPNRSLS Sending Line Speed (line/link)

TYPE XA 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

NAME UNPTMAOT Actual Observation Time

TYPE XR 4 TIME8. 4 TIME8. 4 TIME8.

NAME UNPTSEIS Expected Interval Time

NAME UNPTSFRU Foreward RU Send Time

NAME UNPTSLOG Time Record Logged To SMF

UNP's information area is also called UNP.

AREA UNP User NPA Activity Information Area

This FILE statement describes the UNP area's User NCP Activity File (UNA). It is a standard MICS file (the type 00 after
UNA), is not considered for introduction to the YEARS time-span, and has no archive audit application.

 FILE UNA 00 1 Y Y Y Y N N Y Y User NCP Activity File

 FOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT STD

 CYCLES 10 33 26 06 00 00 054 024

 COMPRESS Y Y Y Y N

Include common elements.

NAME UNPNRRLS 99 0 N N N N

NAME UNPNRSLS 99 0 N N N N
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The next four data elements are retained numeric, saved on the MICS database in the UNPUNA files with a length of 3
bytes.

TYPE R 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME UNANRFBQ 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Queue Length

NAME UNANRHQL 00 0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

NAME UNANRIQL 00 0 0 0 0 0 NCP Channel Intrmd Queue Len.

NAME UNANRSFB 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Count At Slowdown

The next data elements are accumulated numeric elements, and will be summed in the generated summarization process.
Elements that are kept in time-spans higher than DETAIL should have a slightly larger saved data element length to
ensure that they contain all the precision pertinent to the data element.

Note: A numeric time data element of length 6 can contain enough precision to carry a year of elapsed time. The format
length also changes with the increased length.

TYPE A 5 TIME11.2 6 TIME15.2 6 TIME15.2

NAME UNATMFCT 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Cycle Time

NAME UNATMTIS 00 0 0 0 0 0 Time In Slowdown

TYPE M 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME UNAMXANP 00 0 0 0 0 0 Max Available NCP Buffers

NAME UNAMXFBH 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer High Water Mark

TYPE N 3 . 3 . 3 .

NAME UNAMNFBL 00 0 0 0 0 0 Free Buffer Low Water Mark

The following data elements are common to files in more than one MICS product. The type and label descriptions for
those data elements are contained on sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB($DEGENIN). Common data elements are generically
named, according to their purpose or content, such as DURATION. It is not necessary to code labels for common data
elements. A period (.) is coded to note the absence of a label.

NAME RESNAME 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

DAY, appears in the DETAIL and DAYS time-spans, but is dropped from the file in WEEKS and MONTHS. If this file was
active in the YEARS time-span (which it is not), DAY would have been dropped there, too. Also, DAY is a part of the key
structure for the UNPUNA file. In the DETAIL and DAYS time-spans, DAY is the fifth data element in the key.

NAME DAY 99 5 5 N N N .

NAME HOUR 99 6 6 6 N N .

NAME WEEK 99 0 0 4 N N .

NAME YEAR 99 3 3 3 3 3 .

NAME MONTH 99 4 4 N 4 N .

NAME INTERVLS 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME DURATION 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME STARTTS 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

NAME ENDTS 99 7 0 0 0 0 .

NAME ZONE 99 0 0 5 5 4 .

NAME DAYNAME 99 0 0 N N N .

NAME SYSID 99 1 1 1 1 1 .

NAME NCPNAME 99 2 2 2 2 2 .

NAME NETNAME 99 0 0 0 0 0 .

End of example for UNPGENIN

Define the Application (ZTMGENIN)

These statements that are listed here define an MSI field-developed application for VTAM Tuning Statistics (ZTM), derived
from the MXG file TYPE50, with one file VTAM Tuning Stats (ZTS).
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These statements illustrate field-developed application definitions.

For information about the required order of these statements, see MSI Definition Statements.

Example ZTM Pproduct

Hypothetical contents of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(ZTMGENIN):

ZTM component generator statements

The following GEN statement causes the MCG to generate documentation shells and file description members.

GEN GENSHELL

If an OPTION statement existed, it would be placed here.

The COMP statement identifies the ZTM product. This product is step 198 of the MICS operational jobs, so the UNP
update step of the MICS DAILY job, for example, would be step DAY198. The input source for reading ZTM data is a VBS
data set of default blocksize. The accounting component is not active for ZTM (because there is no user-related identifier
on any VTAM Tuning data).

COMP ZTM 198 . .  NOACCT VTAM Tuning STATS

COMPOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT

In order to use MSI features, specify MSI as the input source.

INPUTSOURCE MSI

COMPJOB DWMY EDWM AWM

DBMDATA1 15 100 50 30000 0 0

OPTION

Special options for MSI are set here. Note that options specified here are global and applies to all files,
and that MSIOPTS can be used after the INPUTSAS statement to specify or override options.

In this example, the following options are used:

SPLITCHAR translates '*' to a space (the * is used in MXG as a new line character when printing labels).

FILTER automatically ignores variables that conflict with existing MICS variables for specific data sources

MSIOPTS SPLITCHAR *

MSIOPTS FILTER MXG

ZTM's information area is also called ZTM.

AREA ZTM  VTAM Tuning STATS INFO AREA

*

FILE ZTS   00  1  Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Tuning STATS

FOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT STD

CYCLES 07 33 09 06 01 00 053 024

COMPRESS Y Y Y Y Y

The INPUTSAS statement is used to specify the SAS data set that is used as input in the DAYxxx step.

INPUTSAS PDB.TYPE50

Each file that uses INPUTSAS or INPUTMODEL is designated as an MSI file and MUST define ENDTS, STARTTS, and
ORGSYSID. Failing to specify these data elements will result in an error.

ENDTS    SMFTIME

STARTTS  SMFTIME

ORGSYSID SYSTEM
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The following statements change a data element's type. Here BSIZE is changed to RETAIN, and MXTRSIZE is
changed to MAXIMUM.

RETAIN BSIZE

MAXIMUM MXTRSIZE

The KEEP/DROP statements allow for elements to be removed from the file.

DROP VERSN50

The SEQUENCE statement (here) sets the user sort sequence for the ZTS file. This sequence applies to all timespans.
Note that it is unnecessary to specify things like MONTH, DAY, YEAR, and so on.

SEQUENCE SYSID CONTROLR CTCANAME MPCNAME

MSI allows modifications of the sort sequences to specific timespans. Here the APPENDSEQUENCE statement adds the
data element DEV to the sort sequence after MPCNAME, only for the detail timespan.

DETAIL

APPENDSEQUENCE DEV

End of example for ZTMGENIN.

Generate Shells

Once the shell is coded, review the syntax of the fdaGENIN member as follows:

1. Ensure that the GEN statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(fdaGENIN) reads as follows:
GEN SYNTAX

2. Code the following JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(fdaCGEN), supplying your own job statement parameters:
//fdaCGEN JOB .... //fdaCGEN EXEC MICSGU,COMPT=fda

3. Submit the job.
4. Review the listing, make any corrections to the fdaGENIN member as indicated in the MICSLOG output, and resubmit

the syntax check job as many times as necessary to produce error-free output.
When the syntax check job runs without error, you are ready to generate the documentation shells and file description
members. To generate them,

5. Ensure the GEN statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(fdaGENIN) reads as follows:
GEN GENSHELL

6. If you are not building an MSI component, modify the fdaCGEN JCL created earlier. Add the name of your complex-
level hold user source library following the USOURCE= designator.
//fdaCGEN EXEC MICSGU,COMPT=fda,

// USOURCE='sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE'

7. Submit the fdaCGEN job. The modules that are generated by the shell generation are listed in Shell Modules
Generated by GENSHELL Process.

The following modules are not generated by GENSHELL. If you want to exercise MICS exception processing with your
field-developed application, code the following:

• DYfdaEXC (Daily Exception Analyzer Routine) in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
• DYfdaEXC (Daily Exception Analyzer Routine) in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
• fdaEVA (Exception Value Analyzer Routine) in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
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Shell Modules Generated by GENSHELL Process 

Generated Type Generated Module
Name

Generated Module
Title

MCG Program Name Data Set into Which
Module is Generated

Notes

SAS Code $cccMSTR Master Options
MACROs

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.H
OLD.USER.SOURC
E

 

SAS Code $cccMSTR Master Options
MACROs

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code $cccEXIT User Exit MACROs GENSASEX sharedprefix.MICS.H
OLD.USER.SOURC
E

 

SAS Code $cccEXIT User Exit MACROs GENSASEX sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code #ffftSUM Special
Summarization
Routines

GENSASEX sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

see Note 1

SAS Code DYcccFMT Daily Input Format
Routine

GENSASFM sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code DYcccMBO Daily MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.H
OLD.USER.SOURC
E

 

SAS Code DYcccMBO Daily MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code WKcccMBO Weekly MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.H
OLD.USER.SOURC
E

 

SAS Code WKcccMBO Weekly MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code MNcccMBO Monthly MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.H
OLD.USER.SOURC
E

 

SAS Code MNcccMBO Monthly MBO Report
Routine

GENSASMI sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

SAS Code DAYsss %INCLUDE List for
Daily DB Update

GENSASIN sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code WEEKsss %INCLUDE List for
Weekly DB Update

GENSASIN sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code MONTHsss %INCLUDE List for
Monthly DB Update

GENSASIN sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code YEARsss %INCLUDE List for
Yearly DB Update

GENSASIN sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code #cccMACS %INCLUDE List for
Summarization

GENSASIN sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code cccGTEST %INCLUDE List for
Testing Online DB

GENSASTS sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code cccATEST %INCLUDE List for
Testing Archive DB

GENSASTS sharedprefix.MICS.I
NCLLIB

 

SAS Code cccDATAS PROC DATASETS
for DB Checking

GENSASTS sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE
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SAS Code #DBMccc Database Space
Modelling Logic

GENSASIM sharedprefix.MICS.S
OURCE

 

JCL/GCL Dycccsss Step JCL for Daily
Job

GENPROST sharedprefix.MICS.P
ROTOLIB

 

JCL/GCL WKcccsss Step JCL for Weekly
Job

GENPROST sharedprefix.MICS.P
ROTOLIB

 

JCL/GCL MNcccsss Step JCL for Monthly
Job

GENPROST sharedprefix.MICS.P
ROTOLIB

 

JCL/GCL Yrcccsss Step JCL for Yearly
Job

GENPROST sharedprefix.MICS.P
ROTOLIB

 

Text PICccc Data Dictionary PIC
List

GENTXTDD sharedprefix.MICS.I
NC.TEXT

 

Text eeeeeeee Data Dictionary
Shells

GENTXTDD sharedprefix.MICS.I
NC.TEXT

 

Note 1: Module #ffftSUM is generated when "E" is specified on the FILE statement in cccGENIN for the timespan "t".

Note 2: Copy the dictionary shells that are generated by the GENSHELL from sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT to
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT but be sure the members being copied do not already exist insharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT.

 

Define the Input Format Routine (DYfdaFMT)

The input format routine is the SAS logic that translates the input source into MICS data elements. The following sections
show example input format routines for the UNP and ZTM products. The ZTM product uses the MICS-SAS Interface that
reduces the amount of code that is written.

Define a non-MSI Input Format Routine (DYfdafmt)

The non-MSI input format routine is generated during the GEN GENSHELL process that is executed with testing the
fdaGENIN.

There are several methods that are used by MICS standard components for structuring input data format routines. A
sample input format routine shell that is generated from the UNPGENIN module follows. Details about writing your specific
FDA's input format code follows this sample.

 /*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 /* Copyright (C) 2015 CA.  All rights reserved.                      */

 /*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 /* CHANGE | PROBLEM|MMYY|VENDOR CHANGE DESCRIPTION                   */

 /*--------+--------+----+--------------------------------------------*/

 /*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 /* CHANGE |MMYY|USER CHANGE DESCRIPTION                              */

 /*--------+----+-----------------------------------------------------*/

 /*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 /* *******************************************************************

 * COMPONENT:    UNP USER COMPONENT                                   *

 * MODULE GENERATED = DYUNPFMT                                        *

 * DATE GENERATED Thu, Apr 23, YYYY      TIME GENERATED  6:29:59      *

 * CA MICS COMPONENT GENERATOR - BAS6000                              *

 *********************************************************************/
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 /* *******************************************************************

 * THIS MEMBER PROCESSES THE RAW INPUT DATA USED                      *

 * TO UPDATE THE CA MICS DATABASE. THE INPUT                          *

 * DATA IS READ, VERIFIED, INTERPRETED, AND                           *

 * ORGANIZED TO BUILD THE RECORDS USED TO UPDATE                      *

 * THE CA MICS DATABASE DETAIL (OR DAYS) TIMESPAN.                    *

 *                                                                    *

 * ADDITIONALLY, THIS MEMBER ENSURES THAT THE NECESSARY               *

 * AUDIT TRAILS ARE BUILT, DUPLICATE DATA ELIMINATION                 *

 * IS PERFORMED, AND COMPONENT CHECKPOINT UPDATING                    *

 * IS ACCOMPLISHED.                                                   *

 *********************************************************************/

 TITLE "CA MICS UNP COMPONENT INPUT FORMAT ROUTINE";

 DATA

      WORK.UNPUNA00   (KEEP=%UNAKEEP(TS=DETAIL ))

      &ADMX..CKPTDATA (LABEL='INPUT STATISTICS FOR CURRENT DATA'

                       KEEP=%WHLKEEP(TS=DETAIL))

      %USRFMT1

      ;;;;

   /*EXIT RETURN INDICATOR SET                                       */

   %EXITCK;

   /* COMMON LENGTH/FORMAT AND LABELS DEFINITION                     */

   %UNPCLEN(TS=DETAIL);

   /* FIELD LENGTH/FORMAT/INFORMAT DEFS BY FILE                      */

   /* USER NCP ACTIVITY FILE                   */

   %UNALEN(TS=DETAIL );

   %UNAFMT(TS=DETAIL );

   %UNALBL;

   LENGTH BLANKS $200.;

   %LET BLANKS = 1;

   LENGTH ORGSYSID $4 COMPT $8;

   RETAIN  BLANKS ' ' ZERO 0 ONE 1 HUN 100

   COMPT 'UNP     ' ROUTINE 'DYUNPFMT' LINKSW 0 ;

   /* Invoke CHECKPOINT retrieval routine                            */

   %CKRTN1;

   /* INPUT FILE DEFINITION                                          */

   /* The DD name specified must be INPUTSAS when fdaGENIN specifies */

   /* INPUTSOURCE SMF, and INPUTfda when fdaGENIN specifies          */

   /* INPUTSOURCE NONSMF.  In this FDA's prefix.MICS.PARMS library,  */

   /* a corresponding member named INPUTSAS or INPUTfda must be      */

   /* supplied to specify this DD name for JCL generation.           */

   INFILE INPUTSAS STOPOVER EOF=EOF_1ST LENGTH=RECLEN COLUMN=COL ;

   INPUT @;

   INSMF+1;

   COMPT='UNP';
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   /* USER INPUT STATEMENT DEFINITION EXIT                           */

   /* INPUT ORGSYSID AND ENDTS, FOR THE PROPER OPERATION */

   /* OF CKRTN2 - DATA RANGE CHECKING OF INPUT.          */

   %USRFMT2;

 /* COMMON RECORD PROCESS ROUTINE                                    */

 COMPROC: ;

   _USRSEL ;  /* INVOKE USER SELECT EXIT ROUTINE IF CODED */

   /***  PROCESS THE RECORD  ***/

   /***  PROCESS THE RECORD  ***/

     ENDTS=TODAY();

     UNAAGTCT=8;

     OUTPUT UNPUNA00;

   /***  PROCESS THE RECORD  ***/

   /***  PROCESS THE RECORD  ***/

   /* Invoke CHECKPOINT routine to verify the data (ENDTS) as to one */

   /* of the following conditions:                                   */

   /*   ENDTS within CHECKPOINT range - drop duplicates              */

   /*   ENDTS below CHECKPOINT range  - drop prior data              */

   /*   ENDTS above today's date - drop future data                  */

   %CKRTN2;

   /* Invoke common fields derivation routine.                       */

   /* YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, ZONE, DAY, DAYNAME, and HOUR                */

   /* are built from the ENDTS field.                                */

   %CMNFLDS;

   /* Invoke SYSID lookup routine to build logical SYSID, MIPS rate, */

   /* CPUMODEL, SCP level, and RMF CPU conversion factor.            */

   %SYSID;

   /* Input statements are defined for each record to be used in the */

   /* update procedure along with any other edit or manipulative     */

   /* testing of the data.  The RETURN statement must not be used.   */

   %USRFMT3;

 RETURN;

 /* *******************************************************************

 * AN OUTPUT ROUTINE IS ESTABLISHED FOR EACH DETAIL                   *

 * OR DAYS FILE TO BE PROCESSED.                                      *

 *********************************************************************/

 /* OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR USER NCP ACTIVITY FILE                        */

 OUTUNA:

   /* USER OUTPUT LOGIC FOR USER NPC ACTIVITY FILE                   */

   /* PERFORM SFD TEST AND OUTPUT FILE                               */
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   IF &UNASFD THEN DO;

     %UNADERV;

     /* USER COSTING AND MANIPULATION EXIT */

     %FXIT(NAME=USRSUNA);

     OUTPUT WORK.UNPUNA00;

   END;

 RETURN;

 /* OPTION DELETE ROUTINE PROVIDES METHOD TO                         */

 /* ADJUST RECORD COUNTS FOR USER DELETED                            */

 /* ACTION                                                           */

 OPTN_DEL:

   RECKPT=RECKPT-1;

   RECODLT+1;

 RETURN;

 /* USER END OF FILE ROUTINE EOF_1ST                                 */

 /* USRFMT4 IS FOR USER END OF FILE CODE                             */

 EOF_1ST:;

   %USRFMT4;

   GOTO EOF_RTN;

   /* EOF_RTN IS DEFINED IN CKRTN3.                                  */

   %CKRTN3;

 RUN;

 /* INVOKE CHECKPOINT ROUTINE TO UPDATE THE                          */

 /* CHECKPOINT TIME-RANGES FOR THE SYSIDS AND                        */

 /* COMPONENT UPDATED, AND RECORD THE DATA                           */

 /* REQUIRED FOR UPDATING THE INPUT HISTORY                          */

 /* LOG ON THIS COMPONENT'S UPDATE ACTIVITY.                         */

 %CKRTN4;

 RUN;

 /* USER POST-FORMAT AND PRE-SORT EXIT                               */

 %USRFMT5;

 /* *******************************************************************

 * EACH OF THE FILES ARE SORTED TO ORDER THE DATA FOR                 *

 * ITS NEXT USE IN THE UPDATE PROCESS AND                             *

 * TO AUTOMATICALLY ELIMINATE DUPLICATE DATA                          *

 * AS DEFINED BY THE SEQUENCE MACROS.  FINALLY, THE                   *

 * IN-PROCESS FILE IN THE DETAIL TIMESPAN                             *

 * IS BUILT AND THE TEMPORARY WORK FILE IS                            *

 * DELETED IF DETAIL IS ACTIVE.                                       *

 *********************************************************************/

 /* USER NCP ACTIVITY FILE                                           */

 PROC SORT NODUP DATA=WORK.UNPUNA00

   OUT=&UNPX..UNPUNA00(%UNAFILE(TS=DETAIL,OP=FILEOPTS));

   BY %UNASEQ(TS=DETAIL ); RUN;

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=WORK NOLIST NOWARN;

   DELETE UNPUNA00;

 RUN;

 QUIT;
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 /*USER END OF FORMAT ROUTINE EXIT                                   */

 %USRFMT6;

 RUN;

The points where your FDA's input format code executes are defined by SAS macro references. The macros themselves,
named USRFMTn, reside in member sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($fdaEXIT). You put your code in this member. The
macros perform the following tasks:

USRFMT1
Work file definition code

USRFMT2
Input statement definition code

USRFMT3
Input/output processing code

USRFMT4
Input end-of-file code

USRFMT5
Post-format, pre-sort code

USRFMT6
End-of-format routine code

The first four macros are referenced in the main SAS data step. The input format routine begins with a DATA step
that inputs source data and outputs observations to work file versions of DETAIL timespan files you defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(fdaGENIN).

After the main DATA step, the USRFMT5 macro is referenced. The code that sorts the work file versions of your FDA's
DETAIL timespan files into the order that is needed and writes the DETAIL database follows. After the sort completes, the
USRFMT6 macro is referenced.

Define Non-Database Files (USRFMT1)

The USRFMTn macros are executed as part of the main SAS DATA step in DYfdaFMT.

Use the USRFMT1 macro to add non-database oriented files to the SAS work files that are written by the input format
routine. (One work file is created for each database file that exists in the DETAIL timespan.)

If you need an additional work file, code its file name and the KEEP list in USRFMT1.

Example:

   %MACRO USRFMT1;

     WORK.MYFILE (KEEP ENDTS STARTTS INTERVLS)

   %MEND USRFMT1;

 resolves to

   DATA

    WORK.UNPUNA00  (KEEP=%UNAKEEP (TS=DETAIL))

    &ADMX..CKPTDATA (LABEL='INPUT STATISTICS FOR CURRENT DATA'

                     KEEP=%WHLKEEP (TS=DETAIL))

    WORK.MYFILE (KEEP=ENDTS STARTTS INTERVLS);

And enables you to generate observations to WORK.MYFILE when necessary.
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Define Input Record Validation (USRFMT2)

The USRFMT2 macro is used to do initial validation of each input record immediately after it is read. In addition, some
essential data elements must be populated now.

Each record entering your USRFMT2 routine must experience one of the following outcomes:

• The record is rejected by incrementing the WEIRDREC counter and branching as explained here.
• The record is found to be unwanted, is counted as such, and is dropped.
• The record is accepted, validated, and so on; and reaches the end of your USRFMT2 routine. This action allows

the code that contains the _USRSEL exit point, common field determination, and observation checkpointing to be
executed next. This must occur for every observation of every FDA file created.

Consider the following items and code your routine appropriately:

• Occasionally, an input data stream contains troublesome records. One such event may involve unrecognizable data.
These records must be handled by incrementing the MICS-supplied counter that is named WEIRDREC and then
causing the next input record to be read:
WEIRDREC+1; GOTO EOF_CK;

• Another occasional occurrence is that the total length of the incoming record is not proper for the INPUT process that
follows. Logic in your USRFMT2 routine should validate the input record length.
The SAS variable RECLEN is specified in the INFILE statement in DYfdaFMT. RECLEN contains the current input
record's length. Ensure that USRFMT2 checks the value of RECLEN before code that performs an INPUT of fields
from the input record to avoid the error of attempting to read beyond the end of the record.
When USRFMT2 determines that the current input record is not the expected length or is shorter than some minimum
length, again the MICS-supplied counter that is named WEIRDREC must be incremented and the next input record
read:
WEIRDREC+1; GOTO EOF_CK;

• Your USRFMT2 logic must assign the variables ENDTS and ORGSYSID to non-missing values for use by the MICS
checkpoint process. If you do not assign these variables properly, the prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set is not
updated with valid ORGSYSID/COMPONENT checkpoint information. If the timestamp to be associated with the
end of an event is not immediately apparent given the input data source, call Broadcom Support for assistance in
determining what value you should assign to ENDTS.
The variable ENDTS is used to compute values for common MICS variables such as MONTH, YEAR, HOUR,
and DAY. These variables are computed in the %SYSID macro, which is invoked between the %USRFMT2 and
%USRFMT3 macros in DYfdaFMT.

• If your FDA is processing SMF records, you are probably interested in only one or two SMF record types. Read the
record type information from the input record and examine it in USRFMT2. When a record type is dropped, increase
the MICS-supplied counter that is named RECNOTUS to report these dropped records. Add the following SAS
statements:
RECNOTUS+1; GOTO EOF_CK;

Note: Something similar to this action may be accomplished in the common _USRSEL input record selection exit. For
more information, see General Operational Exits.

• The MICS-supplied label COMPROC can be used when it is necessary for USRFMT2 to branch to the end of its
processing. This label begins the routine that contains the _USRSEL exit point, common field determination, and
observation checkpointing.

• Do not issue commands that cause the DATA step to return prematurely. (RETURN and DELETE cause premature
returns.) Each pass of an input record must "fall through" to the bottom of USRFMT2 or result in a GOTO to a label as
described previously.
Do not write output files in USRFMT2 because duplicate data is not eliminated until later processing steps execute
MICS-supplied CKRTN2. If the DAILY job that invokes your format routine and exits is processing the same data as
a previous run of the DAILY, CKRTN2 eliminates the records that have been processed before. Records output from
within USRFMT2 bypasses the duplicate data checking that is performed by CKRTN2.
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Define Input/Output Processing (USRFMT3)

Use the USRFMT3 macro to read fields from the input data, validate each input field, and format these fields (data
elements) according to the needs of your field developed application. Thereafter, build output file observations and direct
the writing of output files.

Consider the following items and code your routine appropriately:

• Validate all data that you input. Use either standard or user-defined SAS INFORMATs to validate input data fields, or
use logic in your USRFMT3 macro. A few areas to examine are:
– Impossibly high or low values
– Unexpected negative numbers
– Check the data against a list of permissible values

• Remember to use a trailing "@" (at sign) on INPUT statements that follow a subsequent INPUT statement.
• Create output file data elements from input record fields and other processing decisions.

The values of calculated data elements (elements whose TYPE statement is XC, C, or a variation) are calculated
through the %fffDERV macro. The file's data element calculation macro is invoked by the format routine shell code
directly before the file's constructed observation is output, so the code you write in USRFMT3 does not need to
duplicate these operations.

• Some input record processing might require you to read a subtype field in the front of the input record and then branch
to a particular logic subroutine based on the subtype value.

• If your input records have a segmented structure such that a single input record results in multiple observations in the
database, use USRFMT2 to decode the common information from the record (including ENDTS and ORGSYSID) and
use USRFMT3 to decode each segment. Use the SAS LINK statement to branch to the output processing subroutine
OUTfff in DYfdaFMT and then return to input the next segment.

• Further in the USRFMT3 logic, if it is determined that the current input record does not contribute to ANY FDA output
file, this decision must be handled by branching to label OPTN_DEL so that this record is counted as 'option deleted'.

• Input records whose length is not sufficient for the INPUT process that follows might be encountered. Logic in
USRFMT3 might need to validate the (remaining) input record length more than once.
When USRFMT3 determines that the current input record is not the expected length or not long enough, branch to
label SHORTREC so that this record is counted as 'short record deleted'.

At some point, USRFMT3 reaches an output decision point. One observation suitable for output to one or more work files
has been built. Its timestamp has been found to allow it into the database that is based on checkpointing algorithms, and
the record's data elements have been filled in. The output branch logic is now referenced.

DYfdaFMT's shell includes code that is generated from the following template:

  OUTfff:

     IF &fffSFD THEN DO;

       %fffDERV;

       /* USER COSTING AND MANIPULATION EXIT */

       %FXIT(NAME=USRSfff);

       OUTPUT WORK.iiifff00;

     END;

     RETURN;

DYfdaFMT contains one of these routines for each file that appears in its main DATA step. To write an observation to a
file, reference this routine using the code in USRFMT3. Choose one of the following methods to reference this code:

• Link to it if you have further processing to perform on the input record. If you have segmented records and each
segment is an output observation or if you are building two different records in the database for each input record,
linking is the best technique to use. The statement format is as follows:
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LINK OUTfff;

• Branch to it if no further processing is to be done on the current input record. This action causes the observation that
you have built to be put to a work file and the format routine to return for another record. The statement format is as
follows:
GOTO OUTfff;

This illustration shows two equivalent USRFMT3 macros.

  %MACRO USRFMT3;

    detailed processing

    IF condition-favorable THEN LINK OUTfff;

    ELSE GOTO OPTN_DEL;

  %MEND USRFMT3;

  %MACRO USRFMT3;

    detailed processing

    IF condition-unfavorable THEN GOTO OPTN_DEL;

  %MEND USRFMT3;

Remember, if you do not select to use an input record to build an observation in your database, code GOTO OPTN_DEL.
OPTN_DEL adjusts the input records processed count for the audit trail and causes the format routine to get the next
input record, if any.

Define Additional Process Code (USRFMT4-6)

The USRFMT4, USRFMT5, and USRFMT6 macros exist to support site-specific requirements. Use them if you need to
perform a function that is not directly related to translating input record fields to output observations.

USRFMT4 - Input end-of-file code

USRFMT4 is referenced in DYfdaFMT's main SAS DATA step. The code that you put in USRFMT4 is executed at the time
an end of file on the input data set has been detected by SAS and the last input observation has been processed.

USRFMT4 code should contain valid SAS logic suitable for inclusion in a DATA step and must not begin with a label. This
macro is typically used to produce a run status report. A run status report provides the number of records of each type and
subtype that were processed, records validity check counts, and so on.

USRFMT5 - Post-format, pre-sort code

After the main DATA step, USRFMT5 is referenced. The reference is followed by code that sorts the work file versions of
the component's files into the prescribed order onto the DETAIL database.

Because this macro is referenced outside of an existing SAS DATA or PROC step, it must contain DATA or PROC
statements of its own.

It can be used to analyze work files through SAS PROCs, such as PROC CONTENTS or PROC FREQ, or it can:

• Contain DATA statements to process work files further,
• Incorporate more control information, or
• Produce more database files from the original work files that are created in the main DATA step.

On DATA statements, remember to use macros of the form.

   ... &iiit..iiifffnn

            (%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=timespanname)) ...

And on PROC statements, remember to use macros of the form.

   PROC SORT DATA=WORK.iiifffnn OUT=&iiit.iiifffnn
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            (%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=timespanname));

When writing DETAIL timespan files to the database.

USRFMT6 - End of format routine code

Like the USRFMT5 macro, the USRFMT6 macro is referenced outside of an existing SAS DATA or PROC step, so it must
contain DATA or PROC statements of its own.

It can be used to analyze work files through SAS PROCs, such as PROC CONTENTS or PROC FREQ, or it can:

• Contain DATA statements to process work files further,
• Incorporate more control information, or
• Produce more database files from the original work files that are created in the main DATA step.

On DATA statements, remember to use macros of the form.

   ... &iiit..iiifffnn

            (%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=timespanname)) ...

And on PROC statements, remember to use macros of the form.

   PROC SORT DATA=WORK.iiifffnn OUT=&iiit.iiifffnn

            (%fffFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=timespanname));

When writing DETAIL timespan files to the database.

Validate Your Code

Two kinds of tests are needed for your DYfdaFMT routine. First is a syntax and operational test and second is a content
test, which checks the actual content of data on the database files produced by DYfdaFMT.

The best way to test the syntax and operation of DYfdaFMT is to install the FDA into a test database unit, preferably one
constructed solely for new product development. The advantages of this method follow:

• The checkpointing routines operate exactly as they do in a normal production environment.
• You have full control over allocation parameters in your test unit.
• Database data sets, including CHECKPT.DATA and the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans,

are permanent data sets, enabling you to interrogate the FDA's files in depth.
• The test unit's database files are available to the MICS online database access tools, including MSAS (SAS/DM with

MICS macros available) and MICF (if your site permits it through the Test MICS user profile parameter). MICF knows
about the field-developed application and is able to generate inquiries into the new product's data.

To test your DYfdaFMT routine in a test database unit:

• Change sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(fdaGENIN) from GEN GENSHELL to GEN GENFILES.
• Install the field-developed application in a test database unit.

Use the checklist in the Adding a Product to an Existing Database Unit section if you have an existing test database
unit. Use the checklist in the Adding a New Product to a New Database Unit section if you need to create a test
database unit.
Running the first daily might require several iterations. You can delete the database data sets at any time before the
FDA enters a production status and can reallocate them for the next test using the standard ALLOCATE or RESTORE
jobs. Changes to file structures require resubmitting the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(fdaCGEN) job to take effect.
In reviewing the output of the DAILY job, verify that:
– Data elements contain reasonable values o data elements are summarized correctly o exception conditions are

identified o management objective report is formatted correctly o checkpoint data set is valid
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In reviewing the output of the WEEKLY and MONTHLY jobs, verify that:
– Data elements contain reasonable values o archive files contain valid data o management objective report is

formatted correctly
– In reviewing the output of the YEARLY job, verify that:
– The MICSLOG and SAS Log do not contain error messages
In reviewing the output of the fdaCHECK job:
– Verify that the file keys for your higher timespan files are constructed correctly.
– Consider running the job in the fdaCNTS member in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. This job performs a PROC

CONTENTS on each cycle of each file in your FDA. Be sure that the MONTHLY job has been run before you run
the fdaCNTS job.

– Consider running the job in the fdaDATAS member in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. This job performs a PROC
DATASETS on each timespan in the unit that contains your FDA. Be sure that the MONTHLY job has been run
before you run the fdaDATAS job.

Define the MSI Input Routine

An MSI has no input format routine to code. In fact, most FDAs using MSI require no additional coding beyond the
fdaGENIN member.

However, FDAs using MSI can be modified. MSI provides many user exits that allow for customization.

Original Sysid Assignment Exit (cccSYSID)

The data element ORGSYSID is used by MICS to identify the originating system of the data. The cccSYSID exit is used
for specialized assignment of the ORGSYSID over and above the ORGSYSID statement. As an example, many data
sources contain ORGSYSIDs up to 256 characters. Since MICS requires a four-byte ORGSYSID, this exit can be used
by the installation to recode extra-long ORGSYSIDs to four bytes. Another use of cccSYSID is to assign an ORGSYSID
when the input data does not provide one.

cccSYSID is located in prefix.MICS.PARMS and is automatically copied as part of the installation of the FDA.

MSI File User Exits

MSI provides user exits for each file to allow for custom processing, without modification to MSI code. These exits are
automatically generated as part of the normal MCG generation process (GEN GENFILES) and are implemented using the
FXIT facility. Those marked with an asterisk (*) are Open Code Exits that are not implemented in a data step.

Exit names with descriptions follow:

USRXfff
Exit before outputting detail to timespan. If the detail timespan is not active, then this exit is not invoked.

USRTfff
Detail tape processing file (this exit is currently inactive).

fffFMT2
Exits before Common (SYSID, ZONE, and so on) and CKRTN2 processing. This exit can be used to set the ENDTS,
STARTTS, and ORGSYSID variables.

fffFMT3
Exit after CKRTN2. This exit can be used to perform more processing of the input SAS data sets.

fffFMT4
Exit at End-of-File.

*fffFMT5
Exit after the input SAS data has been processed.
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*fffFMT6
Exit after all processing for fff has been completed.

MSI File User Exits
(*) Open code exits

Notes: 

• For any file that specifies the CREATEWITH option, the fffFMT3 exit must be used to populate this file. At a minimum,
the fffFMT3 example must contain:
LINK OUTfff; *

where:
fff
File ID;

• Do not output any observations in fffFMT2. Duplicate data checking is performed by CKRTN2, AFTER fffFMT2 is
invoked on any observation.

• Presently, exits fffFMT2, fffFMT4, and fffFMT6 are not taken for files specifying the CREATEWITH option.

MSI User Exits

MSI provides user exits for each file to allow for custom processing, without modification to MSI code. These exits are
automatically generated as part of the normal MICS Component Generator (MCG) generation process (GEN GENFILES),
and are implemented using the FXIT facility. Those marked with an asterisk (*) are Open Code Exits that are not
implemented in a data step.

*cccFMT6
Exit after the processing of all input files for product ccc.

*MSIFMT1
Exit before processing of any input files.

*MSIFMT6
Exit after the processing of all input files.

Define Reports (DYfdaEXC, fdaEVA, and DYfdaMBO)

MICS supports the exception and management objective reporting in its batch job reporting processes. In this section, we
discuss coding conditions to report and coding the reports.

Define Exception Reporting

Exception processing is handled using the following members:

• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(fdaEVA) is the exception value analysis routine, which helps you select values to code in
the exception test routine

• prefix.MICS.CNTL(fdaEVA) is the JCL to execute the exception value analysis routine
• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYfdaEXC) is the exception test routine

If you plan to use MICS exception processing, define the shells for the exceptions in the DYfdaEXC members in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE and sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE.

The HOLD.USER.SOURCE version of DYfdaEXC should contain:

   /* COMPONENT: fda                            */

   /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR MODULE                */

   /* GENERATED: mm/dd/yy BY userid             */

   %INCLUDE SOURCE(DYfdaEXC);
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Where you fill in your FDA's ID, the date, and your user identification.

The MICS.SOURCE version of DYfdaEXC should contain:

   /* COMPONENT: fda                            */

   /* EXCEPTION PROCESSOR MODULE                */

   /* GENERATED: mm/dd/yy BY userid             */

Where you fill in your FDA's ID, the date and your user identification.

The two styles of exception processor that is used in MICS are:

• The normal processor, like that used by the MICS Analyzer for TSO (DYTSOEXC), scans newly created file cycles
looking for thresholds that have been exceeded.

• An alternative processor, like that used by the CICS Analyzer (DYCICEXC), is useful if your FDA does not create
DETAIL timespan files. The DYCICEXC module illustrates a technique that examines the values of key indicators as
the detailed data is read. If the DYCICFMT routine notes an exception condition, it writes a record to the CICS Incident
File (CICCIN). The CICCIN file is read by the DYCICEXC routine to report exceptions.
Code the exception processor logic in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYfdaEXC) so that the same version of the
exception processor code can be used by all database units in which the FDA is installed. (You can tailor exception
processors for individual database units later.)

The general form of an exception processor is:

• One SAS DATA step per file that is examined in the process. We call this data step an analysis DATA step for ease of
this dialog.

• One final DATA step to merge exceptions that are found for this FDA with exceptions found in previous processors.

Each analysis DATA step examines observations from one of the FDA's MICS database files or one other source of
exception possibilities. Each analysis DATA step contains an intermediate file in the DATA statement, the SET statement
(or INFILE statement with input code), observation selection logic (if needed), followed by a HIT routine, followed by a
TESTS section.

The HIT routine is the single place where observations are written to the working exception file, and is linked to by specific
test routines.

The TESTS section contains one or more exception tests. Each exception test is in SAS DO group form: if the exception
condition is present, the exception data elements are set and the HIT routine is linked. Code your exception tests in the
format that is outlined here.

The fdaEVA routine in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE that helps you select which values to code in the TESTS section. The
fdaEVA routine produces a report that shows statistical measures for the data elements that are used in DYfdaEXC. To
produce the report, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(fdaEVA).

The sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYfdaEXC) code follows this format:

 /* ********************************************* */

 /* EXCEPTION ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT DATA        */

 /* (product and file IDs here)                   */

 /* ********************************************* */

 DATA ADMfffDT (KEEP=%EXCKEEP(TS=DAYS));

 /* ********************************************* */

 /* if the timespan of analyzed data had been     */

 /* DAYS instead of DETAIL, the intermediate file */

 /* name would be of the form ADMfffDY.           */

 /* ********************************************* */

 %EXCLEN(TS=DAYS);
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 %EXCFMT(TS=DAYS);

 SET &iiit..iiifff01 END=EOFSW;

      /* iii=info. area, t=X for DETAIL, D for DAYS */

 RETAIN INFOAREA 'iii'

        TIMESPAN 'DETAIL'     /* or DAYS */

        DBFILE   'iiifff01'

       EXCCOUNT 1;

    IF _N_ = 1  THEN PUT INFOAREA= TIMESPAN= DBFILE= ;

    OBSERVNO = _N_;

    GOTO TESTS;

 HIT:

    OUTPUT;

    EXCCODE  = '00000';

    SEVERITY = ' ';

    MGMTAREA = ' ';

    EXCDESC1 = ' ';

    EXCDESC2 = ' ';

    RETURN;

 TESTS:

  /* ****************************************************** */

  /* EX NR: 9nnnn                                           */

  /* TITLE: exception condition identification text         */

  /* FILE:  timespan.iiifff01                               */

  /* ****************************************************** */

 IF (exception condition)

  THEN DO;

   EXCCODE='9nnnn';

   SEVERITY='C';

   MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

   EXCDESC1='exception condition identification text';

   EXCDESC2='additional condition text, or blank';

   LINK HIT;

 END;

  /* ****************************************************** */

  /* EX NR: 9nnnn                                           */

  /* TITLE: exception condition identification text         */

  /* FILE:  timespan.iiifff01                               */

  /* ****************************************************** */

 IF (exception condition)

   ...

 END;

 RUN;

 ************************************************************;

 DATA &ADMD..ADMEXC00 (KEEP=%EXCKEEP(TS=DAYS));

 %EXCLEN(TS=DAYS);

 %EXCFMT(TS=DAYS);

 %EXCLBL;

 SET  &ADMD..ADMEXC00 WORK.ADMfffDT ;

 * BYPASS ADMEXC OUTPUT IF FILE DEFINITION IS NOT ACTIVE ;

 IF &EXCSFD THEN OUTPUT;

 RUN;
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 PROC DATASETS NOLIST NOWARN DDNAME=WORK;

 DELETE  ADMfffDT ;

 RUN;

 QUIT;

The final DATA step interleaves the new exceptions with the existing master exception file contained in the DAYS
timespan as file ADMEXC00 (aged to ADMEXC01).

Define Management Objective Reporting

MICS supports reporting management objectives for the DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Code that identifies
management objectives resides in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members named:

• DYfdaMBO for daily reports
• WKfdaMBO for weekly reports
• MNfdaMBO for monthly reports

Guidelines for coding management objective reports are:

• Do not update the MICS database in a management objective report module.
• Tailor your objectives to the timespan being reported.

Testing, Documenting and Deploying the FDA
The field-developed application code must be written and validated, before starting this section. This section:

• Verify that the code is valid
• Write documentation to include in the MICS documentation set
• Deploy the FDA in production

To perform a final test, consider running the MICS operational jobs against data that you create to test its functions,
including the duplicate data checks and exception and management objective reports.

To document your field-developed application in standard MICS guides, follow these guidelines:

Add documentation to the Database Structure and Content Guide.

The members that you edit or create in sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT are:

IZ

Add a section reference to the section you are adding.

For example, IZ contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR Chapter 35. USER COMPONENTS                |

|                                                 |

| XYZ Corporation has written and installed       |

| the following user components on its CA MICS    |

| system:                                         |

|                                                 |

| Product                     Information Area    |

| ----------------------------------------------- |

| UNP - User NPA Component    UNP - 3705 Activity |

|                             UNI - Incidents     |

|                       UCA - Lines, and so on.   |

| ULO - Logon Tracker   ULO - Logon Info          |
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| USM - HSM Activity    USM - HSM Activity        |

|                                                 |

| For more information, refer to the following    |

| sections:                                       |

|                                                 |

|   1 - UNP Information Area                      |

|   2 - UNI Information Area                      |

|   3 - UCA Information Area                      |

|   4 - ULO Information Area                      |

|   5 - USM Information Area                      |

|                                                 |

+-------------------------------------------------+

IZn

Write an overview of the FDA's information area.

For example, IZ1 contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR 35.1 - UNP Information Area                |

|                                                 |

| This section identifies each file in the UNP    |

| Information Area of the UNA Product.            |

|                                                 |

| This information area provides ....             |

|                                                 |

| The files in this information area are described|

| in the following sections:                      |

|                                                 |

|   1 - UNC File - 3705 Activity                  |

|   2 - UN_ File - ...                            |

|   3 - UC_ File - ...                            |

+-------------------------------------------------+

IZnf

Write an overview of the information area's file.

For example, IZ11 contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR 35.1.1 - UNC File (3705 Activity)          |

|                                                 |

| The 3705 Activity File (UNPUNCxx) contains data |

| elements that describe ...                      |

|                                                 |

| The following sections describe:                |

|                                                 |

|   1 - File Organization                         |

|   2 - Data Elements List                        |

|   3 - Usage Considerations                      |

+-------------------------------------------------+
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IZnf1

Call in the file's generated organization list.

For example, IZ111 contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR 35.1.1.1 - File Organization               |

|                                                 |

| $SMEM #INS000S                                  |

| $SMEM #INSUNCS                                  |

| $FIG Figure 35-x. UNPUNC File's Organization    |

+-------------------------------------------------+

IZnf2

Call in the file's generated element list.

For example, IZ112 contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR 35.1.1.2 - Data Elements List              |

|                                                 |

|$SMEM #INS000E                                   |

|$SMEM #INSUNCE                                   |

|$FIG Figure 35-x. UNPUNC File's Data Elements    |

+-------------------------------------------------+

IZnf3

Write notes about how to use the file.

For example, IZ113 contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$HEDR 35.1.1.3 - Usage Considerations            |

|                                                 |

|  When using the UNPUNC File, ... (special       |

|  considerations)                                |

|                                                 |

|  Do not use this file to ...                    |

|                                                 |

|  To retrieve information from this file, ...    |

+-------------------------------------------------+

PICIZ

Add a call to your new section.

For example, PICIZ contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$PAGE                                            |

|$LMEM ITITLE0Z Title Page                        |

|$LMEM ITITLE0Z Title Page                        |

|$$TOC          Table of Contents Generator       |

|$SPAG                                            |
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|$PAGE  35 001                                    |

|$SMEM IZ       USER COMPONENTS                   |

|$SMEM IZ1      UNP Information Area              |

|$SMEM IZ11     UNC File                          |

|$SMEM IZ111    File Organization                 |

|$SMEM IZ112    Data Elements List                |

|$HEDR IZ113    Usage Considerations              |

|$SMEM IZ12     UN_ File                          |

|$SMEM IZ121    File Organization                 |

|$SMEM IZ122    Data Elements List                |

|$HEDR IZ123    Usage Considerations              |

|$SMEM IZ2      UNI Information Area              |

|$SMEM IZ21     UN_ File                          |

|$SMEM IZ211    File Organization                 |

|$SMEM IZ212    Data Elements List                |

|$SMEM IZ213    Usage Considerations              |

| ...                                             |

+-------------------------------------------------+

PICIXD

Add a Data Dictionary for your FDA by adding calls to data elements existing in sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT. You can
also add tasks this share.

For example, PICIXD contains:

+-------------------------------------------------+

|$PAGE                                            |

|$LMEM ITITLEXD Database Structure and Content Gui|

|$LMEM ITITLEXD Database Structure and Content Gui|

|$SPAG                                            |

|$$TOC                                            |

|$PAGE   D 001                                    |

|$SMEM IXD      Data Dictionary                   |

|$SMEM IXD1     The Structure of the Data Dictiona|

|$SMEM IXD2     Common Data Elements              |

|$DMEM ASID     Address Space Identification      |

|$DMEM CHANNEL  Physical Channel Address          |

|$DMEM COMMAND  Command/Transaction Name          |

|$DMEM DAY      Day of Month                      |

| ...                                             |

|$SMEM IXD34    The ADMCYC (Cycles Log) File      |

|$DMEM IHLCYCLE MICS Cycle                        |

|$DMEM IHLLOWTS Input Data Low Time Stamp         |

|$DMEM IHLHITS  Input Data High Time Stamp        |

|$SPAG                                            |

|$SMEM IXDZ     Field Developed Applications      |

|$DMEM UNPABNDC Abend Code                        |

|$DMEM UNPABNDN Abend Message Number              |

|$DMEM UNPADSOA ADS/Online Application Name       |

|$DMEM UNPAVDCT Average Conversational Respons Tim|

|$DMEM UNPCOST  Processing Charges                |

|$DMEM UNPCRSTM Conv. Transaction Response Time   |

| ...                                             |
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|$SPAG                                            |

+-------------------------------------------------+

To deploy the FDA in production, follow these steps:

• Redefine the FDA in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE)
If you placed the FDA in its own test database unit, follow the guidelines in JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements for changing the FDA's unit identifier from T (test unit) to either P (primary unit) or U (standard database
unit).

• Rebuild the database unit jobs to include your FDA
– Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENB) to generate installation JCL members.
– Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU) to move MICS parameter library members that relate to your FDA.
– Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) to generate database unit definitions.
– Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP) to back up the database unit definitions.
– Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE) to restore the new specifications to the new database unit.

MSI Definition Notes
See MSI FDA Checklist for installing an MSI generated FDA, after reviewing this section.

Default Data Types

Numeric elements are defined as Accumulated. Character variables or data elements that are defined as part of a
sort sequence are always defined as RETAINed. These definitions can be overridden using the MIN, MAX, RETAIN,
COMPUTED, AVERAGE, and PERCENT MSI statements.

Resolving Data Element Type Conflicts

As MSI reads the variable definitions from the model SAS data set, it verifies the information against known common data
elements. If a match is found, MSI verifies that the type and length of the SAS variable matches the common data element
definition. If a type mismatch occurs, MSI makes the data element non-common and uses the definition from the SAS data
set.

While a type conflict does not trigger an error (warning messages are issued), this condition should be avoided because it
can prevent the merging of information.
To resolve these conflicts, we recommend that the SAS variable be renamed (using the MSI RENAME statement).

Formats That Are Assigned to Input SAS Variables

During the SAS Input Data Set evaluation phase of MSI processing, the output format of the SAS variable is assigned
to the MICS data element. If a SAS variable has a user-defined SAS format that is associated with it, daily processing
terminates with a FORMAT NOT FOUND error. To prevent this error, two methods are recommended.

1. Include the SAS options NOFMTERR in sharedprefix.PARMS(MATSO/MABATCH). This method may allow errors that
are previously trapped.

2. Use the USEROBJLIB option in JCLDEF/JCLDEFC to make the user-defined formats available to MICS processing.

MSI assigns the length of the input SAS variables to the data elements. Currently, there is no facility to change lengths
of data elements. If the data element length is too small to contain all the data, the length of the input variable must be
increased.

Account Codes

All MSI components support user-defined account codes. To add account codes to an MSI file, a NAME, or NAMX
statement first add for @@ACCT:
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NAME @@ACCT 00 0 0 0 0 0

After this statement, the special MCG variable @@ACCT can be used on the MSI SEQUENCE or KEEP statements. The
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members fdaACCT and fdaACRT contain the account field definitions and assignment code.

Note: These statements must be completed. If you do not have a SEQUENCE statement no user-defined sequence
elements are generated regardless of the NAME @@ACCT statement.

If NOACCT was specified during the GENSHELL process, the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS fdaACCT and fdaACRT may
not have been generated and must be created.

File Sort Sequences

In order to simplify the specification of the file sort sequences, MSI breaks the sort sequence into two pieces: the User and
the Timespan Sequences. The User Sequence is defined by the SEQUENCE, and APPENDSEQUENCE statements.
The Timespan Sequence determines how a file is sorted regarding the timespan where it is active (detail,days, ...). The
Timespan Sequence is automatically generated by MSI and cannot be directly modified. The ADD statement allows for
limited changes in the Timespan Sequence for specific timespans. AFTERSEQUENCE allows data elements to be added
at the end of the Timespan Sequence.
To insert elements before the Timespan sequence, add them after the User Sequence using the APPENDSEQUENCE.

FIRST and LAST

Special MICS data elements @@FIRST and @@LAST are used to define specialized code to be executed before and
after computed data elements are calculated. MSI provides support through the standard MICS Component Generator
facilities. For more information, see Name Statement (NAME or NAMX).

KEEP and DROP Processing

The FDA definition using MSI is simplified by using new statements.

The KEEP and DROP statements control whether a data element is active.

The following rules apply to KEEP/DROP processing:

• If no KEEP/DROP statement is specified, then the default action is to KEEP.
• Once a KEEP statement is encountered, the default action is to DROP.
• Sequence Elements cannot be dropped.
• KEEP and DROP specified for individual timespans override Global Definitions.
• Dropping a data element in Detail also drops in Days, Weeks, Months, and Years.

MICS Chargeback and Accounting Interface

MSI fully supports MICS Chargeback and Accounting by providing for all MSI files the required exits and interfaces. In
order to activate Accounting and Chargeback for MSI FDA file journal files, charging elements and rate tables must be
defined. For more information, see Defining Journal Files.

Data Dictionary Aliases

When defining a standard FDA, all non-common data elements must start with the file id (or the parallel file id). For FDAs
that use the MICS-SAS Interface (MSI), this rule has been lifted because the input SAS data set can contain variables of
any name. This can potentially lead to the Data Dictionary Entry for an existing MICS data element to be overlaid with the
information for a 'new' data element. For example, an MSI FDA that contains a data element that is named CPUBUSY
would conflict with the existing MICS data element CPUBUSY from the HARCPU file.

To avoid this situation, the MICS Component Generator (MCG) automatically generates Data Dictionary Aliases for any
file that uses the MICS-SAS Interface. These alias names have the form fffnnnnn, where fff is the file id, and nnnnn is a
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unique number that is generated by the MCG. This generated alias is used except when the data element already exists
in the MICS File Definition Table (FDT). In this case, the alias entry in the FDT is used.
The MCG Alias statement can be used to reassign the alias name for ANY data element and overrides any automatically
generated names.

Note: The ALIAS statement has an alternate form, that can only be used with MSI. For more information, see Alias
Definition (ALIAS).

MSI Unit Level Parameters
FDAs created using MSI introduces three members in prefix.MICS.PARMS: fdaOPS, INPUTfda, and fdaSYSID.

FDA Processing Options (fdaOPS)

The fdaOPS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains statements for the processing options of the MSI FDA.

Each FDA using MSI has its own set of parameters that are defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(fdaOPS). These parameters
control the specification of work files, checkpoint processing, and input SAS data sets.

MSI FDA Processing Options Definition Worksheet shows the Processing Options Definition Worksheet for an FDA using
MSI. Its statements are described after the worksheet.

MSI FDA Processing Options Definition Worksheet

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: FDA Using MSI Options Definition     |

                           |                                                                          |

                           | PARMS Library Member is fdaOPS                                           |

                           |                                                                          |

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           |                                                                          |

                           | MSI FDA Processing Options:                                              |

                           |                                                                          |

                           |                  Fileid  SAS Data set Names                            |

Overrides for file input ->| INPUTSASDATASET  ______  ___________________________________  (optional) |

Overrides for file input ->| INPUTSASDATASET  ______  ___________________________________  (optional) |

Overrides for file input ->| INPUTSASDATASET  ______  ___________________________________  (optional) |

Overrides for file input ->| INPUTSASDATASET  ______  ___________________________________  (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

Checkpoint Options ------->| CHECKPOINTMODE   __________________ (FILE, INFO, or LAST)     (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

Multi-work Options ------->| WORK     n XXX pppp ssss                                      (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Input Data Set Specification (INPUTSASDATASET)

In the fdaGENIN member, the INPUTSAS statement specifies the default name SAS data set used for input in the
DAYnnn step. MSI provides the INPUTSASDATASET option to override the default input data set and add more input data
sets.

Multiple data sets can be specified per statement, and multiple INPUTSASDATASET statements can be specified per file.
Duplicate data set names are ignored. Do not specify SAS data set options on SAS data set names. Any libnames that is
specified on INPUTSASDATASET statements must be defined in the INPUTfda.

The orders of the INPUTSASDATASET statements determine the order the input SAS data set are read.
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The INPUTSASDATASET statement format is:

INPUTSASDATASET fileid datasetname ...

Where:

fileid
Three character fileid

datasetname
Name of the SAS data set to be used for input.

Note: The data set name should be of the format libname.membername. Any libnames that is specified should appear in
the INPUTfda member.

Example:

INPUTSASDATASET ZZZ FIRST.TYPEXX SECOND.TYPEXX

INPUTSASDATASET ZZZ THIRD.TYPEXX

INPUTSASDATASET ZZT FIRST.ZORRO

INPUTSASDATASET ZZZ THIRD.TYPEXX

Note: The previous statements define input SAS data sets for two files ZZZ and ZZT. For file ZZZ, the second
THIRD.TYPEXX is ignored.

Check Point Processing Options (CHECKPOINTMODE)

Normally, MICS Checkpoint processing causes a U300 ABEND if there is less than ten new records are inputted or
selected during daily processing of an FDA. Since FDAs using MSI can support multiple input files, MSI provides options
to control when checkpoint processing occurs.

The syntax of the CHECKPOINTMODE statement is:

CHECKPOINTMODE option

Where an option is LAST, INFO, or FILE. The default is FILE.

CHECKPOINTMODE options are:

LAST
At least ten observations for all files in the MSI FDA.

INFO
All files within an Information area must have at least ten observations.

FILE
Each file must have at least ten observations.

Work File Parameters

FDAs using MSI can use standard MICS multiple work file support to spread FDA work files across multiple WORKnn
data sets. Use the WORK parameter described next to activate multiple work file support for your MSI FDA.

Note: See information about the use of the MULTWORK parameter in MSI Options Statement (MSIOPTS), before using
the WORK parameter.

WORK

This statement is optional and enables sites experiencing either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn, where nnn is the job-step step number, daily update processing to allocate multiple
WORK files.
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You can allocate up to nine SAS WORK files for use during the daily update step. These additional work files are used
with the single work data set allocated by default using the WORKSPACE parameter.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component
identifier, and insert a WORK statement as shown next:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
(0-9) is the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, one extra SAS WORK data set automatically appears in the
DAYnnn JCL to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you get seven in actuality.

Example 1:

WORK 6 TRK 800 100

In this example, six WORK data sets are specified. Each data set has an allocation of 800 tracks primary and 100 tracks
secondary.

Example 2:

WORK 4 CYL 100 20

In this example, four WORK data sets are specified. Each data set has an allocation of 100 cylinders primary and 20
cylinders secondary.

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple work files, specify the minimum number of work data
sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try specifying 2 or 3 work data sets.

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

Review prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for EACH unit containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE parameter. This
parameter resembles this sample statement:

WORKSPACE TRK 500 250

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. The value also serves as the
default value used in the units DAYnnn daily update step unless you provide a WORK parameter.

To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that collectively shares the work space requirements of the daily update step, you could code either:

WORK 2 TRK 250 125

or

WORK 5 TRK 100 50

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of work files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss) values
specified.
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SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space that is allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement, you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE) separated by spaces.

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Note: If you change the SASWORK parameter, run cccPGEN o Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY)
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Input Data set Specification (INPUTfda)

The JCL statements defining the libnames that is specified on either the INPUTSASDATASET statement in fdaOPS or the
INPUTSAS in fdaGENIN is specified here. These JCL statements are included in the daily processing JCL.

Original System ID Assignment (fdaSYSID)

The data element ORGSYSID is used by MICS to identify the originating system of the data. The fdaSYSID exit is
used for specialized assignment of ORGSYSID. For example, many data sources contain ORGSYSIDs up to 256
characters. Since MICS only supports four-byte ORGSYSIDs, this exit can be used by the installation to recode extra-long
ORGSYSIDs to four bytes. Another use of fdaSYSID is to assign an ORGSYSID when the input data does not provide
one.

fdaSYSID is invoked after COMMONEXIT statements.

MICS NSM Integration (MTI)
The integration of NSM data to MICS is made possible by a special group of features that are designed to bring NSM
performance, chargeback, and asset management data into MICS. This bundle of features, called MTI (MICS NSM
Integration), comes with base MICS and, fully exploited, can add powerful new perspectives for resource management at
your site.

This section describes these features and utilities and provides checklists for enabling and working with them.

NSM Systems Performance

NSM is the management solution that enables businesses to get the most out of their technology infrastructure. By
providing a universal method for monitoring and managing all your mission-critical resources, this powerful solution
enables you to gain and maintain control of your existing environment while confidently exploiting new technologies and
new business opportunities.

NSM dynamically models your environment. Its powerful EnterpriseDiscovery (TM) automatically discovers your entire
spectrum of IT assets and populates the object repository with the information it has identified about the various devices,
their relationships, connections, and topology.

As part of its base functionality, NSM enterprise management includes comprehensive performance management
capabilities. NSM uses intelligent agents, thresholds, and correlation, NSM continually monitors performance, collects
usage data for long-term planning and trend analysis, and manages unexpected performance problems before they
impact business operations.

NSM lets administrators view their entire environment at once with functions that analyze and present data in a
meaningful and consistent form. With this global view, administrators can better pinpoint bottlenecks, identify components
that are consuming excessive resources, and evaluate how changing system parameters affect performance.

NSM samples and stores both real-time and historical data with its base agent technology. These agents have small
footprints and can save performance data locally, placing minimal demands on networked systems. The type of
performance information that is collected is easily selected from a wide range of predefined choices.

NSM enables administrators to configure performance agents with threshold policies. When the performance of any
component falls outside the policy bounds, an event is escalated to the NSM Domain Manager. The Domain Manager
references its own policy to determine how best to respond to the situation. Domain Managers are thus able to resolve
more complex or wide-ranging performance issues.
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NSM Integration (MTI)

MICS processes data from many different z/OS data sources and distributed computing platforms such as UNIX (through
HP's Measureware), Tandem, DOS/VSE, and DEC. In response to client requests to support systems such as AIX, Sun,
and Microsoft NT servers, MICS provides support for these platforms using NSM Systems Performance.

MTI provides the base technology to read the NSM Systems Performance data and extends standard DIA support
by providing the tools for installations to create and customize their own components for integrating NSM Systems
Performance data into the MICS architecture.

MTI technology includes a new approach for delivering metrics. The standard approach is that DIAs define metrics that
might prove useful. The DIAs activate those metrics that are expected to be useful to most clients in most environments.
With distributed systems, the quantity of metrics is so great that the majority is actually delivered turned off. The client
tailors distributed definitions by activating inactive metrics or de-activating metrics not applicable to specific client
requirements.

While the standard approach of using pre-delivered metrics with user-tailoring works for existing DIAs, this approach has
proven impractical for NSM Performance Management data. NSM Systems Performance allows different machines to
selectively monitor different items (named resource subtypes). The standard, static DIA model would include everything
NSM Systems Performance could monitor. The cost to manage a component built this way is expensive given the
possibility of monitoring thousands of systems, each with thousands of populated (or empty) metrics.

A unique paradigm is needed for processing NSM Systems Performance data. With this new model, the installation
could create one or more components to process the NSM Systems Performance data and the components would be
customized to the contents of the data itself. This approach allows the installation to configure MTI to suit the client's
needs by creating components tailored to the input data. In other words, you tailor NSM to collect what you need and then
MTI automates bringing that data into the MICS database structure.

This paradigm also resulted in the construction of technologies to provide for rapid implementation and deployment of
MTI components. MTI provides the ability to create the MICS Component Generator statements. Using MTI, a site's
component developer does not write the component statements but rather uses MTI capabilities.

The MICS NSM Integration component, MTI, provides all the tools to perform resource management using MICS across
the many distributed systems that are monitored with NSM Systems Performance.

MTI Package Features

This section describes the key features of the MTI package which enable the interface between NSM and MICS.

Note: These features provide a highly automated yet powerful creative tool for customizing your own components. Using
MTI requires no new knowledge for the MICS Administrator. Without requiring you to specify multiple parameters, MTI
exploits the unique capabilities of NSM to create, in a single step, full components, ready for integration into MICS. Yet,
you retain the option to tailor these new components as you see fit.

MTI Dictionary

The MTI Dictionary forms the bridge to join the NSM Systems Performance and MICS architectures.

Mapping between Systems Performance and MICS (MTI Dictionary)
NSM Systems Performance uses machines, resources, and resource subtypes, all of which can have long names. MICS,
on the other hand, uses SYSIDs, files, and elements with names no more than eight- characters long (with associated 40-
character descriptions). By generating and assigning eight-character MICS names to map to the machines, resources,
and resource subtypes in the NSM Performance Trend data, the MTI Dictionary provides the bridge that allows the
Systems Performance data to be integrated into MICS. Section 8.6 addresses in greater detail the differences between
Systems Performance entities and MICS entities and how MTI handles them.

Automatic Documentation (MICS Data Dictionary)
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As part of the MTI Dictionary load process, MICS Data Dictionary builds entries to document every resource subtype
encountered. During component generation, MTI assigns an alias linking previous dictionary entries to MICS database
elements. Entries for each resource subtype contain information regarding the source, originating computer type, and
MICS computation.

MTI Component Creator

Once the Data Dictionary is generated, MTI is able to create the definitions for an MTI Component that is based on the
data that is input. This feature makes it possible to create operational components for processing Performance Trend data
without having any specialized training or experience.

Input data, inevitably, change. As changes occur, the component generator can update the component definitions by
adding and deleting files that are based on the input data.

MTI integrates any installation customization to an MTI Component (for example, file tailoring) into the changes that are
made by the component generator. This feature of MTI eliminates the need to keep reapplying customization every time
the component is updated.

One-Step MTI Component Creation

The technologies that are introduced with MTI allow the creation of components with a single job. No knowledge of MICS
component definition syntax is necessary to create an MTI component. Based on the transfer facility and the unique
capabilities of NSM, MICS can read NSM Systems Performance output and, in a single step, create a full MTI component,
ready for integration into MICS. Since it is not necessary to specify multiple parameters in this automated process,
implementation time is dramatically reduced.

Yet, MTI components are highly configurable and you can opt to tailor the MTI components to suit your site's unique
requirements.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Support

All MTI Components automatically include the necessary exits to support MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

MICS NSM Data Transfer (MICSXFR)

MICSXFR is a Broadcom-supplied utility that transfers NSM Performance Cube, Asset Management, or NT Resource
Accounting data to a data set on the host where MICS resides. MICSXFR allows you to specify which NSM extracts data
to supply to MICS for further processing. The utility converts the data to CSV format (if required), consolidates the data,
and transfers it to the MICS host using FTP.

MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR) provides an installation checklist and some additional information about the utility. Once
installed, the MICS Data Transfer online help provides information about how to use MICSXFR.

MTI Reporting
MTI includes several MICF inquiries that can provide detailed information about MTI components and the status of the
MTI Dictionary.

Note: If any of the inquiries fails due to insufficient disk space, you can increase the space allocation for temporary SAS
data sets. Increase disk space, by selecting MICF Options, Data Set Allocation Parameters, and increase the space
allocation for the TEMPSAS and WORK entries.

These inquiries produce the following reports.

MTILD1 - Defined Resource Types

The MTILD1 report lists the NSM Performance Management resource types that are defined to MTI.

MTI Defined Resource Types Report
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                                  CA MICS NSM Interface:  Defined Resource Types       1

                                                         CA MICS

INQUIRY:  MTILD1                                                      RUN DATE:  10JUNyy

                MTI File                                       INSTANCE

                   ID       Resource Type                        FLAG      Key Lookup Name

                  _0A       NWLink SPX                            1        NWLINK_SPX

                  _0B       PhysicalDisk                          1        PHYSICALDISK

                  _0C       Processor                             1        PROCESSOR

                  _0D       Redirector                            0        REDIRECTOR

                  _0E       SQLServer                             0        SQLSERVER

                  _0F       SQLServer User Defined Counters       0        SQLSERVER_USER_DEFINED_COUNTERS

                  _0G       SQLServer-Licensing                   0        SQLSERVER_LICENSING

                  _0H       SQLServer-Locks                       0        SQLSERVER_LOCKS

                  _0I       SQLServer-Log                         1        SQLSERVER_LOG

                  _0J       SQLServer-Procedure Cache             0        SQLSERVER_PROCEDURE_CACHE

                  _0K       SQLServer-Users                       1        SQLSERVER_USERS

                  _0L       Server                                0        SERVER

                  _0M       Server Work Queues                    1        SERVER_WORK_QUEUES

                  _0N       NBT Connection                        1        NBT_CONNECTION

                  _0O       HpeNgent                              0        HPENGENT

                  _01       LogicalDisk                           1        LOGICALDISK

                  _02       Memory                                0        MEMORY

                  _03       Objects                               0        OBJECTS

                  _04       Paging File                           1        PAGING_FILE

                  _05       System                                0        SYSTEM

                  _06       Browser                               0        BROWSER

                  _07       Cache                                 0        CACHE

                  _08       NWLink IPX                            1        NWLINK_IPX

                  _09       NWLink NetBIOS                        1        NWLINK_NETBIOS

MTILD2 - Defined Resource Subtypes

This report lists the NSM Systems Performance resource subtypes defined to MTI.

MTI Defined Resource Subtypes Report

                                       CA MICS NSM Interface: Resource Information                           

                   1

                                                              CA MICS

 INQUIRY:  MTILD2                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  10JUNyy

--------------------------------------------------------- MTI File ID=_0A

 --------------------------------------------------------

   CA MICS                                               CA MICS       Root                                  

  SAS         SAS

   ELEMENT                                               Element    Element for                    SAS      

 Variable    Variable

      ID       Resource Subtype Name                      Type      Computation    SAS format    Informat    

 length       Type
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   _0ARAFRA    Frames/sec                                  RAT       _0ARTFRA                                

    8          N

   _0ARADAT    Datagrams/sec                               RAT       _0ARTDAT                                

    8          N

   _0ACNRET    Connections No Retries                      SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAFBY    Frame Bytes/sec                             RAT       _0ARTFBY                                

    8          N

   _0ACSTIM    Connection Session Timeouts                 SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0AERESP    Expirations Response                        SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARADRE    Datagrams Received/sec                      RAT       _0ARTDRE                                

    8          N

   _0ARAFRS    Frames Re-Sent/sec                          RAT       _0ARTFRS                                

    8          N

   _0AEACK     Expirations Ack                             SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ADREMO    Disconnects Remote                          SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0AFNLIS    Failures No Listen                          SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAFRE    Frames Received/sec                         RAT       _0ARTFRE                                

    8          N

   _0AFADAP    Failures Adapter                            SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0AFFOUN    Failures Not Found                          SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAPRE    Packets Received/sec                        RAT       _0ARTPRE                                

    8          N

   _0ARADBY    Datagram Bytes/sec                          RAT       _0ARTDBY                                

    8          N

   _0ARADSE    Datagrams Sent/sec                          RAT       _0ARTDSE                                

    8          N

   _0ARAFB1    Frame Bytes Received/sec                    RAT       _0ARTFB1                                

    8          N

   _0AWSAVE    Window Send Average                         SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0AFLINK    Failures Link                               SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAFBS    Frame Bytes Sent/sec                        RAT       _0ARTFBS                                

    8          N

   _0ACOPEN    Connections Open                            SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ACCANC    Connections Canceled                        SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAFBR    Frame Bytes Re-Sent/sec                     RAT       _0ARTFBR                                

    8          N

   _0ARAFB2    Frame Bytes Rejected/sec                    RAT       _0ARTFB2                                

    8          N

   _0ARADBS    Datagram Bytes Sent/sec                     RAT       _0ARTDBS                                

    8          N
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   _0APATIM    Piggyback Ack Timeouts                      SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0AFRLOC    Failures Resource Local                     SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARAPSE    Packets Sent/sec                            RAT       _0ARTPSE                                

    8          N

   _0ARAPAQ    Piggyback Ack Queued/sec                    RAT       _0ARTPAQ                                

    8          N

   _0ARAFR3    Frames Rejected/sec                         RAT       _0ARTFR3                                

    8          N

   _0ARAFSE    Frames Sent/sec                             RAT       _0ARTFSE                                

    8          N

   _0AFRREM    Failures Resource Remote                    SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARADBR    Datagram Bytes Received/sec                 RAT       _0ARTDBR                                

    8          N

   _0ADLOCA    Disconnects Local                           SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ACWRET    Connections With Retries                    SUM                                               

    8          N

   _0ARABTO    Bytes Total/sec                             RAT       _0ARTBTO                                

    8          N

   _0ARAPAC    Packets/sec                                 RAT       _0ARTPAC                                

    8          N

MTILD3 - Machine to ORGSYSID Table

As part of the MTI Dictionary load process, the MTI Long-to-Short SYSID file (MTIL2S) is created. Each new
computer that is encountered during the MTI dictionary load process is added to MTIL2S, then assigned an arbitrary
unique ORGSYSID.

Currently, this table is for documentation purposes only and is not used by any MTI process. However, the installation
is free to use this information to help in assignment of the ORGSYSID in the cccSYSID exit.  See Original System ID
Assignment (cccSYSID).

This report shows all previously encountered Machines and the internally assigned ORGSYSID values as shown in this
sample.

MTI Machine to ORGSYSID Table Report

           CA MICS NSM Interface: Machine to ORGSYSID                                                        

    1

                                                           CA MICS

INQUIRY:  MTILD3                                                                                  RUN DATE: 

 10JUNyy

       Original                  Originating

       Machine                      System        Machine

       Name                     Identification     Type      Machine Type(long)                         

 Datetime Added

       NTWIS01                       $000         NTW400I    Microsoft NT Workstation 4.00 Intel   

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17
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       HPMSI01                       $001         HPX100     HP-UX 10.x                            

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTWIS02                       $002         NTW400I    Microsoft NT Workstation 4.00 Intel   

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTSIS01                       $003         NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel        

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTSIS02                       $004         NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel        

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTWIS03                       $005         NTW400I    Microsoft NT Workstation 4.00 Intel   

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTSIS03                       $006         NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel        

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       XAD1                          $007         MICS       MICS                                  

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       SUNIS01                       $008         SOL250S    SUN Solaris 2.5 Sparc                 

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       MICSUS                        $009         NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel        

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

       NTSIS04                       $010         NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel        

 10JUN99:15:40:58.17

MTILD4 - MTI Defined Machine Types

The MTI Dictionary load process creates the Machine type table which contains the short and long descriptions of
computer types. MTILD4 produces a report showing each computer type that is encountered with the corresponding long,
descriptive name.

MTI Defined Machine Types Report

                                           CA MICS NSM Interface: Machine Types                   1

                                                             CA MICS

    INQUIRY:  MTILD4                                                             RUN DATE:  11JUNyy

                              Machine    Machine                                           Datetime

                               Type      Type(long)                                           Added

                              NTW400I    Microsoft NT Workstation 4.00 Intel    10JUN99:15:40:58.33

                              HPX100     HP-UX 10.x                             10JUN99:15:40:58.33

                              NTS400I    Microsoft NT Server 4.00 Intel         10JUN99:15:40:58.33

                              MICS       MICS                                   10JUN99:15:40:58.33

MTILD5 - Defined MTI Components

This report lists the MTI components that you have created.

Defined MTI Components Report

                                                       Defined MTI Components                 1

                                                             CA MICS

    INQUIRY:  MTILD5                                                          RUN DATE:  11JUNyy

                                          CA MICS       CA MICS        CA MICS

                                         Component     Component     Information
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                                            Id        Step Number       Area        Label

                                            UXX           150            UXX         MTI

MTILD6 - MTI Components Detail

This report lists the MTI components and the files they populate.

MTI Components Detail Report

                                                      Defined MTI Components                  1

                                                            CA MICS

   INQUIRY:  MTILD6                                                           RUN DATE:  11JUNyy

                                        CA MICS       CA MICS      CA MICS

                                       Component    Information     File

                                          Id           Area          Id       Label

                                          UXX           UXX          UXB      MEMORY

                                                                     UXC      PAGING

                                                                     UXD      SYSTEM

                                                                     UXA      LOGICALDISK

MTILD7 - MTI Component Element Detail

For each MTI Component, MTILD7 lists the information areas, files, and data elements.

MTI Component Element Detail Report

                                                  MTI Component: Element Detail                              

                    1

                                                             CA MICS

INQUIRY:  MTILD7                                                                                             

  RUN DATE:  11JUNyy

  CA MICS      CA MICS     CA MICS   CA MICS        CA MICS                                             CA

 MICS      CA MICS

 Component   Information    File     Element    Data Dictionary                                       Data

 Element   Variable

    Id          Area         Id      Name            Alias        Label                                   Type

       Type

    UXX          UXX         UXA     UXAFMEGA      _01FMEGA       Free Megabytes                       

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     MONTH         .              Month of Year                        

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     DAYNAME       .              Name Of Day Of Week                   ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     DAY           .              Day of Month                         

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     STARTTS       .              Start Time Stamp                     

 DATETIME     MINIMUM
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                                     ENDTS         .              End Time Stamp                       

 DATETIME     MAXIMUM

                                     ORGSYSID      .              Originating System Identification     ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     ZONE          .              Time Zone                             ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     INTERVLS      .              Number of Recording Intervals        

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     INSTANCE      INSTANCE       Instance of Subtype                   ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     MACHINE       .              Machine Name                          ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     SYSID         .              System Identifier                     ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     DURATION      .              Recording Interval Time               TIME 

        ACCUMULATED

                                     YEAR          .              Year of Century                      

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     HOUR          .              Hour Of Day                          

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

    UXX          UXX         UXB     UXBRAPAG      _02RAPAG       Pages/sec                            

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

                                     UXBRAPFA      _02RAPFA       Page Faults/sec                      

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

                                     DAY           .              Day of Month                         

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     UXBRAPWR      _02RAPWR       Page Writes/sec                      

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

                                     SYSID         .              System Identifier                     ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     MACHINE       .              Machine Name                          ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     MONTH         .              Month of Year                        

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     ORGSYSID      .              Originating System Identification     ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     STARTTS       .              Start Time Stamp                     

 DATETIME     MINIMUM

                                     UXBRTPAG      _02RAPAG       Root of Pages/sec                    

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     HOUR          .              Hour Of Day                          

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     UXBRTPFA      _02RAPFA       Root of Page Faults/sec              

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     DURATION      .              Recording Interval Time               TIME 

        ACCUMULATED

                                     UXBRTPRE      _02RAPRE       Root of Page Reads/sec               

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     UXBRTPIN      _02RAPIN       Root of Pages Input/sec              

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     ENDTS         .              End Time Stamp                       

 DATETIME     MAXIMUM
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                                     UXBRTWCO      _02RAWCO       Root of Write Copies/sec             

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     INTERVLS      .              Number of Recording Intervals        

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     UXBRTTFA      _02RATFA       Root of Transition Faults/sec        

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     ZONE          .              Time Zone                             ALPHA

        RETAINED

                                     UXBRAWCO      _02RAWCO       Write Copies/sec                     

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

                                     UXBRATFA      _02RATFA       Transition Faults/sec                

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

                                     YEAR          .              Year of Century                      

 NUMERIC      RETAINED

                                     UXBRTPOU      _02RAPOU       Root of Pages Output/sec             

 NUMERIC      ACCUMULATED

                                     UXBRAPRE      _02RAPRE       Page Reads/sec                       

 NUMERIC      COMPUTED

Integration Checklists
The jobs that are used in these checklists are documented in detail in MTI Operational Jobs. For more information about
utility control statement syntax that is used in some of these jobs, see MTI Control Statement Reference.

Activating MTI in the MICS Complex

This checklist is only used once, to activate MTI in your complex. Follow these steps if MICS is already in operation at
your site and you are going to be integrating NSM data into MICS for the first time.
If, currently, you are in the process of installing MICS at your site, the steps for activating MTI are included in the MICS
installation checklists.
Once you have activated MTI, use the checklist in Creating an MTI Component to create MTI components.

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC).
Delete all lines, then copy sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$0MTI) into this member. Save the member and exit.

2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC).
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. Run MTICGEN.
Generate the product by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MTICGEN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
messages, BAS20999I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

4. Initialize the Dictionary.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICINIT).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Note: In order to complete MTI installation, it is necessary to add MTI to the primary unit. This provides backup and
restore capability for the MTI Dictionary. Perform steps 5 through 8 in the Primary database only.

5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
Add your MTI component's three letter identifier to the COMPONENTS statement. Save the changes.

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:
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 COPYLIBU

 

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

8. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

9. SeeMICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR) for instructions for installing the MICS Data Transfer utility on your work station.

Creating an MTI Component

This checklist is used to create an MTI component from NSM Systems Performance data. This data is transferred to the z/
OS system using the MICS Data Transfer program. See MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR).
The input data should be configured to contain the resource subtypes that are collected by MTI, before creating an MTI
component.
Use this checklist one time for each MTI component.

WARNING

If you are generating multiple MTI components, complete this checklist for each MTI component before
generating a new component. The MTICREAT process does not add file definitions to MICS. File definitions are
added only done AFTER the cccCGEN is completed. To avoid unpredictable results when generating multiple
MTI components, the cccCGEN for the first component MUST be run before running MTICREAT for the next
component.

1. Select a name for the new MTI component. Component names are three characters in length, start with a 'U' or 'Z',
and cannot be an existing component, information area, or file name.

2. Select the input that is used by the new component. Record the data set names. This information will be used in the
next step.
Note: The INPUTCSV DD does NOT support concatenated data sets.
NSM data that is used by MTI is supplied through MICSXFR (MICS Data Transfer). Section 4.7 of the PIOM provides
instructions for installing MICSXFR. Once the utility is installed, refer to its online help system for information about
using the MICSXFR.

3. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MTICREAT).
Specify the name of the new MTI component (selected in Step 1) in the EXEC statement SYSPARM= parameter.
Optionally, you can specify the step number for the new MTI component by adding it after the component name. For
example, SYSPARM='UZZ 151'. The step number can be any number between 150 through 190 that has not already
been used. If there is a concern about eventually using most or all the numbers in this range, one should define
multiple information areas within a user component wherever it is possible.
Update the INPUTCSV DD with the input data set information from Step 2.
Note: The INPUTCSV DD does NOT support concatenated data sets.
Note: The MTICREAT job can be resource-intensive. Ensure that MTICREAT runs in a jobclass that allows one or
more minutes of CPU time.
Submit the job and ensure that all steps complete with a condition code of zero and there are no error messages in
any of the MICSLOGs.

WARNING

If the MTICREAT job fails in the JCLGEN step, it cannot be restarted because of MICS internal locking
mechanisms. If this situation occurs, a JCLGENUC must be manually run to complete the MTICREAT
process.

a) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and remove all lines.
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b) Copy sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$0ccc) where ccc is the component name you selected into this
member.
c) Save the member and exit.
d) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC).
e) Submit the job and ensure that it completes with a return code of zero.

4. (Optional) Run Shared MICF Inquiry MTILD3. This inquiry provides a list of all computer names that are
encountered to date. This information is useful for creating entries in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) and the optional
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID) exit.

5. Proceed with the checklist in Adding a Product to an Existing Database Unit for installing the new component into
an existing database unit, or the checklist in Adding a New Product to a New Database Unit for installing the new
component into a new database unit.

Updating an existing MTI Component

One of the design objectives of MTI was to allow the component to be customized to the input data. The definition of an
MTI component may need to be changed if the contents of the input data changes.

MTI provides a utility, named MTIGENER, to update the definition of an MTI component (stored in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)). MTIGENER scans a component's input data, create MICS file definitions for
each new resource that is encountered, and then update sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).

Note: MTIGENER preserves any changes that you have made to an MTI component. (For example, file activation/
deactivation) in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). However, sequence numbers are not retained and are removed.

During component generation (step 2), the INPUTCSV DD should contain the input data of the component. If INPUTCSV
is not in the JCL, MTI creates files with all resource subtypes of a given resource (based on the MTI Dictionary). This
might result in files with much more data than you really want. The INPUTCSV file is used to create a subset that is
based on the resource subtypes in the input data.

The default INPUTCSV definitions are stored in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) which was created during the
MTICREAT process. This member is initialized with data set names from the INPUTCSV DD at the time MTICREAT was
run.

1. (Optional) If you modify the INPUTCSV data set names or you concatenate more input files to the INPUTCSV DD,
then Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) and specify the necessary data set names on the INPUTCSV DD
statement. Save the member.

2. (Optional) If you modified the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) member, then Edit
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and copy the contents of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL$0ccc) into this
member (JCLGENUC).
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. (Optional) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccDSCAN)
Where ccc is the MTI component name.
This job compares the input files with the MTI Dictionary and report on any resource types and subtypes that are not
defined in the current MTI Dictionary.
Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccDSCAN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Note: It is possible there might be no changes to the configuration. In this case, proceed directly to Step 5. Important!
If new resources have been added, edit and submit the cccDLOAD job in Step 4. If you do not perform this step and
new resources have been added, the cccUPDAT job in Step 7 abends.

4. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccDLOAD)
Where ccc is the MTI component name
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This job updates the MTI dictionary with any new resources as identified in the cccDSCAN job in the previous step.
Executing this job does not only eliminate the MTI02108W and MTI02110W message in your MTI DAILY job step, but
also make these resources and resource subtypes available to process in your MTI DAILY jobstep, if desired. Even if
you do not want to process these resources in your MTI DAILY, you can still execute this job to eliminate the warning
messages with no detrimental effects.
Note: These new resources are not processed in your MTI DAILY jobstep until you complete the remainder of this
checklist.
Ensure the INPUTCSV DD points to the correct input data sets for this component.
If you want to suppress the MTI02108W and MTI02110W message in your MTI DAILY job step AND enable these
resources to be processed in your MTI DAILY jobstep, then Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccDLOAD).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. Create a backup of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).
cccUPDAT (step 7) does NOT make a backup of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). We recommend that you
make a copy of this member for recovery purposes. For example, cccGENIN could be copied to member cccGENBK.

WARNING
Without a backup copy, there is no way to recover if cccgenin is damaged.

6. (Optional) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccUPSCN)
Where ccc is the MTI component name.
This job produces a report of the updates that take place should you run the cccUPDAT job in the subsequent step.
This allows you to review the changes before actually implementing them.
Ensure the INPUTCSV DD points to the correct input data sets for this component.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccUPSCN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

7. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccUPDAT)
Where ccc is the MTI component name
This job customizes your sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) with the new resources identified in the cccUPSCN
job in step 6.
Ensure the INPUTCSV DD points to the correct input data sets for this component.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccUPDAT).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING
It is possible for there to be no changes to the configuration. In this case, cccUPDAT terminate with a U998
ABEND and a message stating that there are no new resources to add to the component.

However, it is still necessary to execute the cccCGEN in step 9 as new elements might have been added to
existing files.

Also, if the cccDLOAD job was not run to define these new resources to the MTI Dictionary, the cccUPDAT
job abends and issue messages stating that the cccDLOAD job must be run prior to executing the
cccUPDAT job.

8. (Optional) Make manual changes to cccGENIN
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and make any changes as necessary.
For example, if you do not want to use multiple work file support with this MTI component, then insert the
MSIOPTS NOMULTWORK
Statement before the first FILE statement in your MTIGENIN. This can also be done on a FILE by FILE basis rather
than globally. For more information about the MSIOPTS statement, see MSI Options Statement (MSIOPTS).

9. Run cccCGEN.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). (Optional) update the INPUTCSV DD with the correct input data sets for this
component.
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Generate the product by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
messages, BAS20999I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero. Important! It is possible for there to
be no changes to the configuration. In this case, cccUPDAT terminates with a U998 ABEND and a message stating
that there are no new resources to add to the component.
Since there might be new data elements added to existing files, the cccCGEN is still required.
If there were no changes to file activation, Audit Archive, History Weekly, or History Monthly status, the remainder of
this checklist can be skipped.

WARNING
Repeat steps 10-18 for each unit database that contains the ccc MTI component.

10. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:
COPYLIBU GDGSGEN
Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT; that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

11. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

12. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
For more information about coding parameters for cccOPS, see MTI Unit Level Parameters.

13. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

14. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Find the FILE statements that identify the files that are added or changed by
this maintenance.
Modify the number of cycles to be retained in each FILE statement to suit your installation's standards.

15. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) to generate file cycle retention limits.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination message,
BAS11999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

16. If audit or history files are used in this unit database, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN). If allocated,
ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG.
The last IDCAMS step might complete with a non-zero return code (either an 8 or a 12) if audit/history/backup files
currently exist. Therefore, review the SYSPRINT SYSOUT DD and ensure that the GDG entries for newly added files
have been created successfully.

17. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc).
Verify that the names of all data sets are specified on the INPUTccc DD.

18. Regenerate operational JCL.
Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND).
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING
Repeat the previous steps for each unit database that contains ccc.

Recovering the MTI Dictionary

This section addresses recovery in the unlikely event of a catastrophic failure resulting in the total destruction of the MTI
Dictionary by using the MTIDUTIL utility. For more information, see MTI Operational Jobs Although chances of such a
loss occurring are slim, the MTI Dictionary was constructed so that it can be rebuilt with minimal impact to existing MTI
components.
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Note: The MTI Dictionary is stored in the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set and is backed up with the Primary MICS
database unit. This checklist should be used ONLY if the Primary database backup is unavailable.

1. Reinitialize the MTI Dictionary.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MTIDUTIL) and delete all lines following the MTISYSIN DD. After the MTISYSIN DD,
add the following line:
%DICINIT(FORCE=YES)

WARNING
Running a DICINIT with the FORCE=YES option destroys the existing MTI Dictionary! All existing MTI
configuration information is lost!

Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(MTIDUTIL).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

2. Reload the METRICS / MTI Dictionary.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICLOAD).
MICS shipped an HFS CSV file representing certain pre-packaged Metrics data that were created for certain computer
types. This file is named the "Standardized Metrics Update File".
All Standardized Metrics Update File data that is previously loaded by way of the INPUTMTX DD will also have to be
reloaded. The Metrics file will need to be specified as a data set name on the INPUTMTX DD.
On the INPUTMTX DD, add the data set name of the Standardized Metrics Update file.
On the INPUTCSV DD, add the data set names of all the input data sets for ALL MTI components. Concatenated data
sets are allowed. Manually review the daily jobs, cccCGEN, cccUPDAT, DICLOAD, and DICSCAN to locate all data
sets.
In order to properly rebuild the MTI Dictionary, all data sets previously used to build the dictionary must be reloaded.
Failure to do so can give unpredictable results.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICLOAD).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. Delete all existing MTI MICS Data Dictionary entries.
Using the ISPF Library utility (Options 3.1), delete all members starting with an underscore(_) in
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT.

4. Compress sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT.
In order to make room for the new MTI Data Dictionary members, compress sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT. You can
use ISPF Library Utilities (option 3.1), or IEBCOPY.

5. Rebuild the MTI MICS Data Dictionary entries.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICDSHEL). Make sure the COMMIT=YES parameter is specified on the DICSHELL
statement.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DICDSHEL).
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination
message, MTI02399I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

6. Regenerate each MTI Component.

WARNING
Repeat this step for each MTI component. To identify MTI components, run the MICF Shared Inquiry MTILD5
(Defined MTI Components).

Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). Make sure that the INPUTCSV DD contains the proper data sets. Verify with
the daily jobs in all units containing MTI component ccc.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN).
Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG; that MICSLOG contains the normal termination
messages, BAS20999I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
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Considerations
The MICS Data Transfer utility, MTI Dictionary, and the Component Generator make the MICS NSM Integration interface
possible despite the significant differences between NSM and MICS environments, data types, and data packaging.

SYSIDs Compared to Machine IDs

One area of variation between MICS and NSM Systems Performance is the difference in length between the original
system identifier (ORGSYSID) and the computer ID. MICS limits ORGSYSIDs to four characters, whereas allows
machines to have names greater than four characters.

The ORGSYSID is significant because it, with the resource type, uniquely identifies the high and low timestamp of the
input data for MICS checkpoint processing, which prevents the introduction of duplicate data into the MICS database.

Part of the MTI Dictionary load process updates the MTI Long-to-Short SYSID file (MTIL2S). This file contains all
computer names that are encountered and an internally generated unique ORGSYSID.

Note: This file is for documentation purposes only and is not used by MTI.

By default, MTI assigns the first four characters of the machine name to ORGSYSID. When ORGSYSID does not contain
sufficient uniqueness (several machines start with the same four characters) MTI provides the cccSYSID exit, for you to
reassign the long machine name to the four character ORGSYSID.

For details on how to implement cccSYSID exit, see the Original System Id Assignment (cccSYSID) section in MTI Unit
Level Parameters.

While it is best to assign a unique ORGSYSID to each machine, the cost to manage many systems can be overwhelming.
The MICS Checkpoint contains one entry per resource type, per ORGSYSID. In large configurations, this combination
might exhaust the maximum of 999 checkpoint entries for a unit database. To reduce demands on MICS Checkpoint, the
cccSYSID exit can be used to cluster machines into a single ORGSYSID.

This configuration allows multiple machines to share MICS Checkpoint information when MICS database update
encounters no data for MACHINE_A and data for MACHINE_B.

Note, however, that this configuration might result in unexpected data loss. Consider the following example: MACHINE_A
and MACHINE_B are assigned the same ORGSYSID MACH. On a given day the MICS database update encounters data
from MACHINE_B but not from MACHINE_A. MICS Checkpoint is updated to show the high timestamp for ORGSYSID
MACH to be yesterday. MACH is updated because cccSYSID assigns its machine name (MACHINE_B) to MACH.
The next day, the input data sets for MACHINE_A contain data from the past two days whereas the input data sets for
MACHINE_B contain data only for the previous day. The oldest data for MACHINE_A (two days ago) is dropped because
the checkpoint indicates that this data has already been processed based on ORGSYSID of MACH, assigned to both
MACHINE_A and MACHINE_B.

Finally, MTI has been designed so that the computers are inserted as part of the sort sequence ahead of the logical
SYSID, guaranteeing that the original computers always available for reporting purposes regardless of the ORGSYSID.

Data Types

During the MTI Dictionary load process (DICLOAD), each resource subtype from the input data is scanned to determine
its data type. This scanning process identifies a resource subtype as a Minimum, Maximum, Accumulated, Rate
(quantity over time), Average, Percentage, or Unknown and saves this information in the MTI Dictionary. When the MICS
Component Generator is run, it uses this resource subtype information to set the data type of the assigned MICS data
element.

Resource-subtypes with a data type of Accumulated, Minimum, and Maximum are considered the same as the MICS data
types. Resource sub-types with a data type of Rate, Average and Percent types are unique in that it is implied that some
formula must be used to derive the associated MICS data elements. Usually, the elements that are required to compute
this value are not available and to assign a MICS data type of retained or accumulated would not allow the assigned MICS
elements to be properly computed. This can result in severe inaccuracies in the data.
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To facilitate recomputation of MICS data elements with a data type of Rate, Average, and Percent data types the MICS
Component Generator performs the following special actions:

• MICS Component Generator first creates a root element. A root element is an accumulated element that is used in the
computation of a MICS element.

• Next, the component generator creates the initialization code for the root element that 'de-computes' the MICS data
element to obtain the original quantity. For example, rate data elements are multiplied by DURATION.

• Finally, the component generator internally generates code to perform the actual computation.

Whenever MTI cannot determine what type a particular resource-subtype is, it is given a type of Unknown. The MICS
Component Generator treats Unknown types as Accumulated.

For Metrics load carried out by using the INPUTMTX DD, the data type is taken verbatim from the data type found in the
record for the input data set specified on the INPUTMTX DD. This data set is the latest Standardized Metrics Update file.

MTI Unit Level Parameters
Components that are created using MTI add three members to prefix.MICS.PARMS. They
are INPUTccc, cccSYSID, cccSYSID.

Component Processing Options (cccOPS)

Each component using MTI has its own set of parameters that are defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). These
parameters control the specification of work files and checkpoint processing.

cccOPS contains the following optional statements:

• CHECKPOINTMODE Statement (optional)
• Work File Parameters (optional)

MTI Component Processing Options Definition Worksheet shows the Processing Options Definition Worksheet for a
component using MTI. Its statements are described after the worksheet.

MTI Component Processing Options Definition Worksheet

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  MTI Options Definition              |

                           |                                                                          |

                           | PARMS Library Member is cccOPS                                           |

                           |                                                                          |

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           |                                                                          |

                           | MTI COMPONENT PROCESSING OPTIONS:                                        |

                           |                                                                          |

                           |                                                                          |

                           |                                                                          |

Checkpoint Options ------->| CHECKPOINTMODE   __________________ (FILE, INFO, or LAST)     (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

Multi-work Options ------->| WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters                         (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

                           | MULTWORK|NOMULT fff ... fff                                   (optional) |

                           |                                                                          |

                           |                                                                          |

                           |                                                                          |

                           +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Check Point Processing Options (CHECKPOINTMODE).

Typically, MICS Checkpoint processing causes a U300 ABEND if there are less than ten new records inputs during daily
processing of a component. Since components using MTI can support multiple input files, MTI provides options to control
when checkpoint processing occurs.

Statement Syntax

CHECKPOINTMODE
Option where options are LAST, INFO, or FILE. (The default is FILE.)

Statement Option Definitions

LAST
At least ten observations must exist across all files in the MTI component (total of ten observations).

INFO
Each Information area must have at least ten observations across all files in the information area. (total of ten
observations).

FILE
Each file must have at least ten observations.

The CHECKPOINTMODE option has no effect if SYSPARM=NODATA is specified on the DAILY job DAYnnn step EXEC
statement.

Work File Parameters
All MTI components fully support the standardized multiple workfile option.

Note: MTI components do not support incremental update or internal step restart.

WORK

(Optional.) This statement enables sites experiencing either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work space
conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job-step number), daily or incremental update processing, to
allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily or incremental update job step or both. The maximum
number of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used with the single work data
set allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown here:

WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

n
Number of WORK data sets

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters. For example, STORCLAS, or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
Number of WORK data sets

XXX
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TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one more SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn or INCRnnn processing or both fails and can
only be restarted from the beginning.

Note: If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using
the //PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters,
see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

Where:

n
Number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
A storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
How much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

RLSE
The free-space should be released when the data set is closed.

Example 2:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss
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n
Number of WORK data sets.

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

n
Number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
A storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

UNIT
The generic unit for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
How much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK
data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the
default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:
WORKSPACE TRK 500 250

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (or INCRnnn incremental update or both) step unless you provide a
WORK parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that collectively share the work space requirements of the daily or incremental update step, you could code either one
of these:
WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
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Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown previously. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown next:

WORK 5

Then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9),
increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 4,3,2, or
1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also elect to explicitly specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values
directly to the WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for
multiple WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

• If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in these examples:
WORK 5 TRK 200 100

Or
WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

Simply change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 4,3,2,
or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.
Note: If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must run
cccPGEN o Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space that is allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement, you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

Where data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or
SPACE) separated by spaces.
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The SASWORK parameter is specified as:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, which are separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If
you need multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
A storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.

SPACE
How much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Since multiple work files usage impacts performance, this product provides these optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage to only those files having excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

The MULTWORK parameter restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY those listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

fff
Unique three-character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

The NOMULT parameter forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT those specified after the NOMULT
keyword.
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NOMULT fff fff ... fff

fff
Unique three character identifier.

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

Input Data set Specification (INPUTccc)

The JCL statements defining the input data sets are specified. These JCL statements are included in the daily processing
JCL. The DD name for the input must be INPUTccc.

Original System Id Assignment (cccSYSID)

The data element ORGSYSID is used by MICS to identify the originating system of the data. Also, the ORGSYSID is used
by MICS Checkpoint processing to prevent inclusion of duplicate data into the MICS database.

As discussed in SYSIDs compared to Machine IDs in Considerations, MACHINE (the long name of the originating system)
is converted to the four-byte ORGSYSID.

By default, MTI assigns the first four bytes of MACHINE to ORGSYSID. If the default ORGSYSIDs do not provide
acceptable uniqueness to distinguish between various machines (that is, multiple machines start with the same four
characters), cccSYSID can be used to manually assign ORGSYSIDs. cccSYSID is invoked after COMMONEXIT
statements.

WARNING
Each ORGSYSID must be defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

The shared MICF Inquiry MTILD3 can be used to produce a list of all encountered machine names (reference section
8.4.3).

A sample cccSYSID exit using the information that is extracted from the MTILD3 report:

IF MACHINE =: 'NTW' THEN ORGSYSID = 'NTWK';

  ELSE IF MACHINE = : 'NTS' THEN ORGSYSID = 'NTSV' ;

  ELSE IF MACHINE = : 'SOL' THEN ORGSYSID = 'SUN';

If you have numerous machines it is inefficient to use IF, THEN, ELSE logic. Alternatively, you can use the machines from
the MTILD3 report to create a format of machine IDs and their corresponding ORGSYSID assignments. For example:

  ORGSYSID = PUT(MACHINE,$MTIORGS.);

  IF ORGSYSID = 'UNKN' THEN DO;

  /* 'UNKN' IS THE OTHER CLAUSE IN THE USER WRITTEN  */

  /* $MTIORGS FORMAT.  SEE SMG 4.5 FOR DETAIL ON     */

  /* CREATING AND ACCESSING USER WRITTEN FORMATS     */

   INLINE  = 'MACHINE '|| MACHINE || ' NOT FOUND IN FORMAT' ;

   WARNX   = 'DEFAULTING TO ORGSYSID UNKN';

   CALL MICSLOG('BAS00195') ;

  END;

This additional logic test for the OTHER value which indicates that no match was found for this machine name within the
format and issues a BAS00195W message, containing the machine name, to the MICSLOG. This approach might help
with tracking new machine names. You can also abort the job when an unidentified machine is encountered by inserting
an:

ABORT ABEND nnn;
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Before the END statement. Substitute any number for nnn other than 998 or 999 which are used by MICS and SAS.

Note: During the DAILY update step, the machine names are already noted on the MICSLOG. Also, if the resulting
ORGSYSID is not already defined in SYSID (either the complex or unit level) the job terminates abnormally if
UNDEFINEDORGSYSID ABORT has been specified.

Another option is to use WHEN/SELECT processing such as:

SELECT(MACHINE);

       WHEN ('unixabcd')

         ORGSYSID = 'UNIX' ;

       WHEN ('WINNT40DEV')

         ORGSYSID = 'NT' ;

       WHEN .....

       OTHERWISE ORGSYSID = 'UNKN' ;

Remember that SELECT/WHEN processing performs the action, in this case the assignment of ORGSYSID, indicated
in the "FIRST" true WHEN statement. Therefore the order of your statements might be critical to their success. Also, test
on the actual machine name (unlike the previous IF, THEN, ELSE example) which tested that the machine name simply
'began' with those characters.

MTI Operational Jobs
The MTI Operational jobs are used to maintain and update the MTI Dictionary and MTI components. See Integration
Checklists. The jobs are generated as part of the MTI installation and the creation of an MTI component.

For more detailed description of utility MTI Control Statement Reference.

Initialize the Dictionary (DICINIT)

The DICINIT job is used to initialize the MTI Dictionary and create the necessary files. This job should only be run once.

Activating MTI in the MICS Complex contains the checklist which uses the DICINIT job to initialize the MTI Dictionary.

Load the MTI Dictionary (DICLOAD/cccLOAD)

In order for MTI components to process NSM Systems Performance data, it is necessary to load the MTI Dictionary with
the resources and resource subtypes in the input data. The MTI Dictionary load process is used to scan the input data,
and update the MTI Dictionary with this information.

The INPUTCSV DD is used to specify the input data sets for the dictionary load process.

The INPUTMTX DD (optional) is used to specify the input data set to be used to load the shipped Standardized Metrics
Update File (SMUF). The data used here is delivered with the MICS product and is in CSV/HFS format. The resource
information in these files is related to certain types of machines and aids in more accurate mapping of resource and
resource subtypes. If the INPUTMTX DD is not specified, the INPUTCSV DD data set is the only one that is used to load
resource and resource subtypes. To update and "overlay" existing entries in the dictionary with the more accurate metrics
information found in the SMUF file, the INPUTMTX DD must point to the shipped file and must specify the "OVERLAY" on
the MTISYSIN DD:

//MTISYSIN DD *

%DICLOAD(LOAD,OVERLAY=YES)

The cccDLOAD is a component-specific version of DICLOAD using the INPUTCSV definition from
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) created during the MTI component creation job (MTICREAT). If changes are made
to cccINPUT, then cccDLOAD and cccDSCAN should be regenerated using JCLGEN0 or JCLGENUC.
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MTI also generates the DICSCAN and cccDSCAN jobs. These jobs perform the same functions as DICLOAD/cccDLOAD
but do not update the MTI Dictionary.

Updating an existing MTI Component contains the checklist which uses cccDLOAD (and cccDSCAN) to update existing
MTI components with resources and resource subtypes when the input data set has changed. Recovering the MTI
Dictionary contains the checklist which uses DICLOAD (and DICSCAN) recover the existing MTI Dictionary in case it is
lost or damaged.

Create an MTI Component (MTICREAT)

MTI is specially designed to allow for the creation of multiple components, rather than only one, each of which is
customized to the NSM input data. In this way, the installation can control how much data is retained in the MICS
database.

The MTICREAT job requires that you:

• Select a component name.
• The component name must be three characters long,
• must start with 'U' or 'Z', and
• cannot be an already existing component name.

The component name is specified by the SYSPARM= parameter. For example, the following statement creates an MTI
component named 'U10':

   //MTICREAT EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='U10'

MTICREAT allows the option to specify a component step number explicitly. If not specified, MTICREAT selects the next
available step number.

The step number is specified after the component name in the SYSPARM= parameter. For example, the
following statement is used to create an MTI component that is named U10 with a step number of 153:

   //MTICREAT EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='U10 153'

Select and specify the input data set for the new component.

This input data set is specified by the INPUTCSV DD in the MTICREAT step.

Note: MTICREAT does NOT support concatenated data sets.

The resource type in this data set is converted by MTICREAT into MICS file definitions.

Once the component name and input data are specified, the MTICREAT job scans the input data, creates
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) (where ccc is the component name that is specified on the SYSPARM=),
generates all code to execute the component, and creates supporting jobs.

Creating an MTI Component contains the checklist which uses the MTICREAT job to create new MTI components.

Create the MICS Data Dictionary Entries(DICDSHEL)

The DICDSHEL job creates or recreates MICS Data Dictionary entries. DICDSHEL creates data dictionary entries for
each defined NSM Systems Performance resource subtype and internally generated MTI data elements that are used for
computation.

Note: A DICDSHEL is automatically executed during the DICLOAD process, adding a Data Dictionary entry for each NEW
resource subtype encountered.
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Repair the MTI Dictionary (DICREPAR)

Occasionally, updates to the MTI Dictionary may fail due to corrupt indexes or other problems. Usually, the MTI dictionary
repair job can be run to correct these problems. DICREPAR performs a SAS repair against all MTI Dictionary files, then
rebuilds the indexes.

Update an MTI Component (cccUPSCN/cccUPDAT)

From time to time, it may be necessary to update an MTI component if the contents of the input data changes.

One the major design features of MTI are that components are customized to the input data. If the data
changes, changes may need to be made to an MTI component. The cccUPDAT is used to synchronize the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) with the input data specified on the INPUTCSV DD. cccUPSCN produces
a report of the updates that take place should you run the cccUPDAT job. Running this job before running
cccUPDAT gives you the opportunity to review any changes before implementing them. cccUPSCN does not update
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) or the MTI Dictionary. Both jobs are used in the checklist Updating an existing
MTI Component for updating an existing MTI component.

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccINPUT) is used to specify the input data set for some MTI component jobs. If changes are
made to this member, then cccUPDAT and cccUPSCN should be regenerated using JCLGEN0 or JCLGENUC.

MSI FDA Checklist
This checklist can help you design, create, and implement Field Developed Applications that use the MICS-SAS Interface.

Note: Read MICS Component Generator (MCG) and all section in Writing Field-developed Applications before creating
any FDAs. These sections contain information describing the FDA generation process and the syntax of all MICS
Component Generator (MCG) statements.

1. Name and Number the FDA (ccc and nnn)
Select the three-character name and unique identifying number for your MSI FDA.
The FDA name CANNOT be MSI and should not conflict with existing MICS or user FDA names. Use U or Z as the
first character to avoid conflicts with existing and future MICS Data Integration Applications.
The FDA number can be any value from 150 through 190, but must not be the same number that is used by a
previously generated FDA. If there is a concern about eventually using most or all the numbers in this range, one
should define multiple information areas within a user component wherever it is possible.

2. Identify the SAS Input data sets
Identify the SAS data sets that will feed your MSI FDA. These must be specified on INPUTSAS or INPUTMODEL
statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Run a SAS PROC CONTENTS to get a listing of variables in
the SAS data sets. From this listing, the names of common data elements, sort sequences, and data element types
can be determined.

3. Create Initial sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
a. Copy sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(MSIGENIN) to sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). This member serves as

a template to help the definition of the new MSI FDA.
b. You do not need to change or modify any cccGENIN contents now. Ensure the name (cccGENIN) matches the

name that you selected for your MSI FDA. For example, if you selected ZTQ as your MSI FDA name in Step 1, the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member must be named ZTQGENIN.

4. Create sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN)
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following:

cccCGEN

Where ccc is the MSI FDA name you selected in Step 1.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes
with a condition code of zero.
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b. JCLGENUC creates a cccCGEN member in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. Edit cccCGEN and add a JCL statement
referencing each SAS library containing SAS data sets used as input for this MSI FDA.
Example:
//libname1 DD DSN=sas.source.lib1,

//            DISP=SHR

//libname2 DD DSN=sas.source.lib2,

//            DISP=SHR

Note: In Step 5, you define the files for your MSI FDA. Each file identifies the source SAS data sets used as input
with the MSI INPUTSAS or INPUTMODEL statements. Remember and use the same libnames that you use for the
JCL statements you add to cccCGEN in this step.

5. Update sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
In this step, you update the cccGENIN member that you created in Step 3 with information that defines your MSI FDA.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
b. Edit the COMP statement to specify the name (ccc) and number (nnn) of the MSI FDA. You determined the values

for ccc and nnn in Step 1.
c. Edit the AREA statement to specify the information area name (iii) for the first set of files. We recommend that you

begin the information area name with U or Z to avoid conflicts with existing MICS information area names.
Update the AREA statement label to reflect the contents of this information area.

d. Edit the FILE statement to specify the file name name (fff) for your first MSI FDA file.
Update the FILE statement label to reflect the contents of this file.

e. EDIT the INPUTSAS statement and update libname.member to identify the SAS data set used to create this file.
Use the same libname that you used when adding the JCL statement for this SAS data library to cccCGEN in Step
4.

f. Use MSI statements as described in MICS Facilities to complete the file definition. Standard data element definition
statements can also be used. See MSI Definition Statements, and Standard Data Element Definition Statements.

g. Repeat Steps d-f to define other files for this information area. If an extra information area is required, add a new
AREA statement after the last file definition, then code file definition statements as described in Steps d-f.
Note: It is not necessary to define all information areas and files now. Additional information areas and files can be
defined during the GENFILE process.

6. Run MCG SYNTAX Check
The syntax checking mode of the MICS Component Generator (MCG) provides a quick method of testing for syntax
errors in cccGENIN. The entire syntax of the cccGENIN is tested including sequence definitions and dependencies,
but the FDA is not integrated into the MICS database nor is any code that is generated. Running a GEN SYNTAX can
help find errors in FDA definition before any code is generated. A GEN SYNTAX can be run any time that a change is
made to cccGENIN.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).
b. Change the ACCT option on the COMP statements to NOACCT. For GEN SYNTAX processing, NOACCT must be

specified. Since the FDA has not been previously defined, specifying ACCT will cause the MSICGEN to fail. This
option can be changed to ACCT during the GENSHELL and GENFILES MCG processes.

c. Change the GEN statement to read GEN SYNTAX.
d. Run the syntax check by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). Ensure that there are no error

messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination messages, BAS20999I, and
that the Job completes with a condition code of zero.

e. If you encounter syntax checking errors, correct sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and resubmit the
cccCGEN job.

f. This process can be repeated as many times as necessary.
7. Run the MCG GENSHELL Process
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The GENSHELL process creates all the modules necessary to support an MSI FDA and defines the FDA to MICS.
Since the GENSHELL can only be run once, the FDA name and number must be finalized now and cannot be
changed.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and change GEN SYNTAX to GEN GENSHELL.
b. Modify the COMP statement to specify the ACCT/NOACCT option. We recommend that the ACCT option be

specified on the COMP statement whether User-Defined Accounts are actually used in the MSI FDA. This
will make it easier to add User-Defined Account Codes if they are required later. The inclusion of account codes is
controlled by adding a
NAME @@ACCT 00 0 0 0 0 0

Statement to the file definition and then specifying @@ACCT in a SEQUENCE statement.
Note: It is not necessary to define all information areas and files now. Additional information areas and files can be
defined during the GENFILE process. However, data dictionary shells are only created for data elements that are
defined in the GENSHELL process.

c. Do not create sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccACCT) now. Default sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccACCT) and
(cccACRT) members are generated by the GENSHELL process.

d. Run the GENSHELL by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). Ensure that there are no error
messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination messages, BAS20999I, and
that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

8. Run the GENFILES process.
The MICS Component Generator (MCG) has created all the necessary component definition modules for the new
FDA. The GENFILES process is used to activate the FDA and generate the modules that are required to execute it.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)
b. If you do not need to make extra file or information area updates now, go to Step 8.c now.

To make file or information area updates now, edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and code the updates.
Change the GEN statement to GEN SYNTAX to check your modifications.
Run the GEN SYNTAX check by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). Ensure that there
are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination messages,
BAS20999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

c. Update sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccACCT). Define at least one account field if you specified ACCT on the
COMP statement in step 7.b.

d. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and change the GEN statement to GEN GENFILES.
Run the GEN GENFILES process by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN). Ensure that there
are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination messages,
BAS20999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

e. To complete the installation of MSI FDA, see (Adding a Product to an Existing Database), or Adding a New Product
to a New Database Unit.

For instructions concerning the coding of unit- level parameters for the FDA, see FDA Processing Options (fdaOPS).

MTI Control Statement Reference
This section documents in greater detail control statements that appear in MTI Operational Jobs. Most of these
statements are related to the MTI Dictionary Utility. MTIDUTIL is the utility that is provided for performing maintenance
to the MTI Dictionary. Maintenance is performed initially, when creating the dictionary, and any time you alter the NSM
configuration and thus the input data for your MTI components.

During installation of MTI, the MTIDUTIL job is created by manually executing the MTI Dictionary Utility.

The following is an example of the MTIDUTIL JCL:

//   . JOB .

//* START OF USER DEFINED JCL STATEMENTS

//* END OF USER DEFINED JCL STATEMENTS
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//* MTIDUTIL CREATED 18FEB99 17:04 BY JCLGENU

//MTIDUTIL EXEC  MICSCOM

//DICTNARY DD DISP=OLD, DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES

//SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,

              DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(MTIDUTIL)

//INPUTCSV DD DISP=SHR,

              DSN=NSM.performance.mgmt.data

//MTISYSIN DD *

All MTI Dictionary Utility statements are entered in the MTISYSIN DDname.

Initialize the Dictionary (DICINIT)

Statement Syntax

%DICINIT({,FORCE=NO | YES})

Where:

• Items in brackets are optional
• Items in uppercase are entered exactly as shown.
• Items in lowercase (for example, ddname) are user who is supplied.

Statement Option Definitions

FORCE=NO | YES

Determines whether existing MTI Dictionary files are to be reinitialized. Default is NO.

WARNING
Since FORCE=YES might adversely affect all MTI components, it should only be executed under direction of
Broadcom Support.

Load the MTI Dictionary (DICLOAD)

In order for MTI components to process NSM Systems Performance data, it is necessary to load the MTI Dictionary with
the resources and resource subtypes in the input data.

The MTI Dictionary load process (DICLOAD) is used to scan the input data, and update the MTI Dictionary with this
information.

Statement Syntax

%DICLOAD(verb,

      {,INPUTCSV=ddname})

Where: Items in brackets are optional Items in uppercase are entered exactly as shown Items in lowercase (for example,
ddname) are user who is supplied.

Statement Option Definitions

verb
Sets the mode of the Dictionary load process function and can be either LOAD or SCAN.

SCAN
Scans the input data (as defined by the INPUTCSV= keyword) and report on what is added to the Dictionary.

LOAD
Scans the input data, but applies updates to the DICTIONARY.

INPUTCSV=ddname
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Defines the DDname that contains the input data. By default, INPUTCSV is defined as INPUTCSV.

REPORT=YES | NO
Determines whether reports showing items to be added to the MTI Dictionary is produced. Default is YES.

OVERLAY=YES | NO
Determines whether the Standardized Metrics Update File entries should be used to overlay the existing duplicate
data that is found in the current data dictionary. Default is NO.

Create the MICS Data Dictionary Entries(DICDSHEL)

The DICDSHEL statement creates or recreates MICS Data Dictionary entries. DICDSHEL creates data dictionary entries
for each defined NSM Systems Performance resource subtype and internally generated MTI data elements that are used
for computation. A DICDSHEL is automatically executed during the DICLOAD process adding a Data Dictionary entry for
each NEW resource subtype encountered.

Statement Syntax

%DICSHELL({PRINT=NO | YES} 

          {,COMMIT=NO | YES})

Where: Items in brackets are optional Items in uppercase are entered exactly as shown Items in lowercase (for example,
ddname) are user who is supplied.

Statement Option Definitions

PRINT=NO | YES
Optionally prints the contents of the Data Dictionary entries that are added to sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT. Default is NO.

COMMIT=NO | YES
Controls whether the generated data dictionary elements are written to sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT. Default is NO.

Repair the MTI Dictionary (DICREPAR)

If the MTI Dictionary is damaged in some way, DICREPAR attempts to correct the problem by running a SAS Repair
against Dictionary data sets and rebuilding indexes.

Statement Syntax

%DICREPAR

Statement Option Definitions

(none)

Create or update an MTI Component (MTIGENER)

The two ways to create and update an MTI component. The first is to create the component definitions in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) from scratch manually.

The second way is to let MTI create and maintain the MTI component. MTIGENER is used by the MTICREAT and
cccUPDAT jobs to create and update MTI component definitions that are based on the input data. In this way, the MTI
component is customized to only those resources and resource subtypes actually in the data.

Note: The purpose of MTIGENER is to create and update MTI component definitions. MTIGENER does not execute the
MICS Component Generator.

Statement Syntax

%MTIGENER(ccc

          {,INPUTCSV=ddname}
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          {,LABEL=label_name}

          {,STEPNUM=step_number}

          {,FILEPREF=file_prefix}

          {,COMMIT=NO | YES})

Where:

• Items in brackets are optional
• Items in uppercase are entered exactly as shown
• Items in lowercase (for example, ddname) are user who is supplied.

Statement Option Definitions

ccc
(Required) The three character name of the component to be generated and must start with U or Z. If the component has
been previously defined, MTIGENER adds any new resource that is found on the input data as new files.

The following statements are optional:

INPUTCSV=ddname
This option specifies the DDNAME of the input data. INPUTCSV is the default DDNAME.

LABEL=label_name
Sets the name of the component. Label_name can be up to forty characters. If LABEL= is not specified, MTIGENER
creates a name for you.

STEPNUM=step_number
This option specifies the step number for the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs. This option should have a
unique value from 150 through 190. If STEPNUM is not specified, MTIGENER assigns the first available step number.
If there is a concern that eventually all the step numbers are used, one should define a new information area within an
existing user component.

FILEPREF=file_prefix
Sets the first characters of generated file names. If not specified, MTIGENER uses the first two characters of the
component name.

COMMIT=NO|YES
Controls whether the definitions are stored in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). By default, MTIGENER does not
update component definitions (COMMIT=NO).
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Operating
The Operating section explains the activities that are involved in operating MICS and how to perform them.

The section contains:

• Overview: Introduces you to the logic behind MICS operations (why things must be done).
• Guidelines: Provides task lists for operational processes (what things must be done).
• Reference: Provides details that help you perform each task (how to do the things that must be done).
• Administration: Discusses administrative tasks the System Administrator performs.
• MICS Data Integration: Describes the integration of MICS data with NSM.
• NSM Data Integration: Describes the integration of NSM data with MICS.
• MICS Data Transfer: Provides instructions for installing the MICS Data Transfer Utility.
• MICS Documentation Conversion: Provides instructions for converting the MICS documentation to a Web viewable

format.

Read the Overview section before continuing with MICS installation. The Overview section introduces you to operational
facilities and concepts.

The Operational Guidelines section is a high-level road map to MICS production operation. Browse the Operational
Guidelines right after reading the Overview. Then refer to the Operational Guidelines whenever you perform MICS
operational processing or recovery.

Use the Reference section when you need more information. The Operational Guidelines instruct you to perform a task.
The Reference tells you exactly what must be done.

The Administration section is both an overview and a reference for MICS administration activities. Browse the
Administration section and then use it as a reference when you perform administrative activities.

For sites that use NSM for network management, read these sections:

• Integrating MICS Data to NSM
• Integrating NSM Data to MICS
• MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR)

Help you to exploit the tools that are provided with MICS for integrating NSM data and MICS data. Integrating MICS Data
to NSM describes how you can add MICS data to your NSM processing. Integrating NSM Data to MICS explains how
NSM data can be integrated into MICS processing. MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR), provides instructions for installing the
MICS Data Transfer utility.

If your site uses USS and HFS facilities, MICS Mainframe-Based Documentation Conversion will help you make MICS
documentation available through a web browser.

Operations Overview
To help you operate MICS, this overview describes the significance of operational procedures (why things must be done).
Read this entire section before proceeding to Operational Guidelines, Reference, or Administration.

A MICS Complex is one installed copy of MICS. The copy consists:

• One or more MICS unit databases
• sharedprefix and prefix libraries programs, JCL, CLISTs, parameter definitions, and documentation
• Application Databases - SAS data files not subject to time sequence data, summarization, or aging rules. The

TABLES data area (or file) is one example. The Change Tracking File provided in the Batch and Operations Analyzer's
Operations Information Area is stored in the TABLES area.
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The MICS database is updated periodically (daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly). The update processes must be closely
monitored to ensure that they run serially: each update must complete successfully before the next update is started.

The following topics explain this requirement and describe facilities to ensure that sequential updates take place:

• MICS database Organization
• Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps - Batch
• Processing Schedule
• Restart Facility
• Select and Force Facilities
• Checkpoint File
• Database Update Audit Trail
• Operational Status and Tracking Facility
• Administrative Activities

MICS Database Organization
The Database contains one PRIMARY unit database and multiple unit databases (units) to meet an installation's needs.
(Optional) the Database contains one or more TEST or SPECIAL units or both. We recommend installing a TEST unit
database in the complex for testing updates to products before placing the updates into production. A SPECIAL unit
database can be installed in a complex if the need arises to perform special studies. TEST and SPECIAL units are not
included in scheduled update processes.

The unit database is the smallest operational element in a MICS Complex. Each unit database functions and is updated
independently, so:

• Updates can be run in parallel, ensuring database availability by shortening the elapsed update time.
• Updates can be scheduled around the availability of input data.

You can organize and protect unit databases by areas of responsibility such as Network, IMS, or CICS.

Data volume is another consideration in configuring your unit databases. Since database update processing for multiple
unit databases can execute concurrently, you can process more input data in less time by spreading this processing
over multiple unit databases. For example, you might define separate unit databases for different CICS regions (or
applications), thus spreading your large volume CICS processing over multiple unit databases that can be updated
concurrently.

You can also use the MICS incremental update facility to spread your daily database update processing over multiple,
smaller incremental updates that are executed throughout the day. However, incremental update introduces more
complexity in operations and scheduling, and can result in processing large batch jobs during your installation's "prime
shift." In general, address data volume issues by spreading the workload over multiple unit databases before using
incremental update to address data volume issues. You may also be able to reduce the impact of large input data volumes
through careful review of your MICS parameters, especially account code structures, to ensure that you are collecting and
keeping only the data you need and want.

Standard MICS reporting facilities are designed to increase database availability by giving you the option to automatically
offload report processing from the database update operational jobs to stand-alone reporting jobstreams that access
the database with DISP=SHR. For example, the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT operational jobs can execute
concurrently with end-user online database inquiry and any other "read-only" processing.

Further database availability is provided by the option to offload weekly and monthly archive tape processing from the
WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs. When requested, MICS automatically submits stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and
HISTM jobs to perform Archive Audit, Archive Weekly History, and Archive Monthly History processing. These jobs access
the database with DISP=SHR and can run concurrently with MICS report processing jobs, end-user online database
inquiry, and any other "read-only" processing.
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Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps - Batch
An operational process is a series of batch jobs that make up a logical unit of work. Operational processes update and
maintain the MICS database.

The four operational processes in MICS are:

DAILY process
The DAILY job, followed by the BACKUP job (a function of the MICS SCHEDULE facility).

(optional)
One or more SPLITSMF (optional) and INCRccc jobs followed by the DAILY job and the BACKUP job.o WEEKLY process
the DAILY job, followed by the WEEKLY job followed by the BACKUP job (a function of the MICS SCHEDULE facility)

MONTHLY process
The DAILY job, followed by the MONTHLY job, followed by the BACKUPM job

YEARLY process
The DAILY job followed by the YEARLY job followed by the BACKUP job (a function of the MICS SCHEDULE facility)

MICS provides standard operational jobs for updating, reporting, maintaining, and recovering its database:

DAILY
Run each day to update the DETAIL and DAYS timespan files plus week-to-date and month- to-date files in the WEEKS
and MONTHS timespans.

INCRccc
(Optional) Run one or more times a day for each product for which you have activated the MICS incremental update
facility. The INCRccc jobs update the product's incremental update DETAIL and DAYS level files, which are then "rolled
up" to the DETAIL and DAYS timespan files by the DAILY job.

SPLITSMF
(Optional) Run one or more times a day to split the SMF input data into multiple files for processing in the INCRccc
jobs. SPLITSMF is a stand-alone version of the DAILY job's DAYSMF step and applies only to those products
which take their input from the SMF files, and which are marked as INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

WEEKLY
Run once each week after the DAILY job for WEEKS timespan cycle close-out, weekly archive audit, and weekly archive
history processing.

MONTHLY
Run once each month after the DAILY job for MONTHS timespan cycle close-out and monthly archive history processing
and for updating year-to-date files.

YEARLY
Run once each year after the MONTHLY job for YEARS timespan cycle close-out.

BACKUP
Run daily, bi-daily, or weekly (per user- specified backup frequency) to generate a tape backup of the entire database.

BACKUPM
Run once each month after the MONTHLY job to generate a tape backup of the entire Database. The monthly backup is
run as this stand-alone BACKUPM job when you specify AUTOSUBMIT YES
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

SCHEDULE
Run each day to submit scheduled processing.

RESTORE
Run whenever the database is damaged or must be recovered.
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AUDIT
(Optional) Run after WEEKLY to perform optional Archive Audit processing. The AUDIT job is used when you specify

   ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
You can execute AUDIT more frequently (for example, twice a week or daily) if DASD space is inadequate for retaining
sufficient DETAIL/DAYS cycles for weekly audit tape creation. In this case, it is necessary to add the following parameters
to prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

   USERDEF AUDITCWK YES.

This parameter overrides the default audit archive processing so that data for the current week is retained and copied to
the new audit archive tape cycle.

HISTW
(Optional) Run after WEEKLY to perform optional Archive Weekly History processing. The HISTW job is used when you
specify

   ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

HISTM
(Optional) Run after MONTHLY to perform optional Archive Monthly History processing. The HISTM job is used when you
specify

   ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

UDBINIT
(Optional) Run to reinitialize in-progress incremental update processing after restoring the unit database files (after
running the RESTORE job). Messages in the RESTORE job MICSLOG prompt you to execute IUDBINIT when needed.

DAILYRPT
Run after DAILY to produce daily production reports

WEEKRPT
Run after WEEKLY to produce weekly production reports

MONTHRPT
Run after MONTHLY to produce monthly production reports

RSTRTBLS
Run to restore the TABLES and SCREENS data sets

RSTRTLIB
Run to restore ISPF-based information

DAYSMFR
Run as necessary to recreate DAILY job work files typically populated by the DAYSMF step.

ACTDAY1R
Run as necessary to restore the MICS Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 audit file.

RSTATUS
Run as necessary to update Operational Status and Tracking control tables or to replace a lost Run Status Report.

These jobs are generated as part of the installation process because each job is tailored to the installation's environment.
Individual MICS products can also generate more operational jobs for unique, product-specific processing.
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The MICS operational jobs in each unit database are unique. Job steps are defined based on the products that are
installed in the unit. For example, the DAILY job for a unit that contains the Hardware and SCP Analyzer (step 20,
component identifier RMF) and the Batch and Operations Analyzer (step 30, component identifier SMF) would contain the
following steps:

DAYALL
Allocates work file space and removes expired checkpoint entries if CKPTLIMIT is specified.

DAYSMF
Selects and splits SMF input data to work files for processing by Database update steps

DAY020
Updates the RMF product Database files

DAY030
Updates the SMF product Database files

DAY200
Updates exceptions (EXC02nnn for RMF and EXC03nnn for SMF)

DAY400
Submits daily report processing

DAY500
Processes nonstandard user reporting, if any.

DAY900
Terminates the daily job and frees work file space.

DAYRSR
Produces the Run Status Report

MICS operational jobs are built by unit and made up of independent steps for the following reasons:

• Reduced run time
Separate jobs for each unit enable MICS database updates to run concurrently. For example, for a complex containing
two units (unit A having the SMF, RMF, and SNT analyzers and unit B having the IMS and DB2 analyzers), unit A's
update can be processed while unit B is being updated, because the units are independent.
If the units were dependent, the time that is needed to update the database would be greater, because unit A would
need to complete its processing before unit B's could begin.
Note: With the MICS incremental update facility, individual product incremental updates can execute concurrently with
incremental updates for other products in the unit database. However, end-of-day processing for the unit database is
still a serial process, and if the units were dependent, unit A would need to complete its end-of-day processing before
unit B's could begin.

• Input data independence
Separate jobs for each unit enable Database update scheduling that is based on input data availability. In the prior
example, unit A's update can be processed before the IMS and DB2 input data used to update unit B are available.
When all products are installed in a single unit database, no updates can occur until ALL input data is available.
Note: With the MICS incremental update facility, individual product incremental updates can occur when the product's
data becomes available. Individual product incremental updates are independent of any other product's processing
in the unit database. However, the end-of-day DAILY job cannot execute until ALL products are ready for end-of-day
processing.

• Flexibility
The ability to restart after a failure at the job step that failed saves:

• – Time, because the work that had been completed before the failed step is retained
– Resources, because the system does not reprocess work it had successfully completed
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For example, if an operational job fails partway through processing due to an I/O error with the input tape, the work that
is completed in prior steps is retained and the job can be restarted at the step that failed when the error is corrected.

• If MICS operational jobs were not step-restartable, the entire run would be lost. In a unit database that contains
multiple products, this loss could be significant.

Processing Schedule
The MICS database must be updated on a timely and progressive basis to ensure complete and accurate data.
A processing schedule is required to ensure that the appropriate operational processes take place. The schedule
establishes that the jobs that make up these processes occur on a daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly basis.

• Execute the DAILY process each day (except when the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY process is scheduled--
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY include DAILY).
You may also select to enable an incremental update for one or more products, in which case you might execute the
SPLITSMF and INCRccc jobs (by product) at scheduled points during the day, and then run the DAILY process at night
for end-of-day close-out and reporting.
Note: You can optionally offload DAILY reporting to the stand-alone DAILYRPT job, thus reducing DAILY job
elapsed time and increasing database availability. Use the MICS AUTOSUBMIT option to submit the DAILYRPT job
automatically, or you can schedule daily reporting externally.

• Execute the WEEKLY process at the beginning of each new week (the WEEKLY process is composed of the DAILY,
WEEKLY, and BACKUP operational job steps).
Note: You can optionally offload WEEKLY reporting to the stand-alone WEEKRPT job, Archive Audit tape processing
to the stand-alone AUDIT job, and Archive Weekly History processing to the stand-alone HISTW job, thereby reducing
WEEKLY job elapsed time and increasing database availability. You can use the MICS AUTOSUBMIT option to submit
the WEEKRPT, AUDIT, and HISTW jobs automatically, or you can schedule them externally.

• Execute the MONTHLY process at the beginning of each new month (the MONTHLY process is composed of the
DAILY, MONTHLY, and BACKUP operational job steps).
Note: You can optionally offload MONTHLY reporting to the stand-alone MONTHRPT job, and Archive Monthly History
processing to the stand-alone HISTM job, and monthly backup processing to the stand-alone BACKUPM job, thus
reducing MONTHLY job elapsed time and increasing database availability. You can use the MICS AUTOSUBMIT
option to submit these jobs automatically, or you can schedule them externally.

• Execute the YEARLY process at the beginning of each new year (the YEARLY process is composed of the DAILY,
YEARLY, and BACKUP operational job steps).

You can define the MICS processing schedule to your installation's production scheduling facility or you can use MICS
facilities to schedule production work.

MICS provides an online facility, Operational Status and Tracking, that determines which operational process (DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY) is performed. Use the facility to generate and submit a tailored job stream to
accomplish the required operational process or you can use it to monitor performance of your installation's production
scheduling facility. If your installation does not have a production scheduling facility AND you do not want to use online
Operational Status and Tracking for production process scheduling, then MICS provides a job (SCHEDULE) that also
determines which operational process is performed and builds a tailored job stream to accomplish the process. Submit the
SCHEDULE job manually or run SCHEDULE under the control of a production job scheduler.

Restart Facility
The need to recover from problems such as system crashes, DASD hardware errors, tape handling errors, or tape I/
O errors leads to the requirement to be able to restart MICS operational jobs. MICS is step restartable, meaning that
an operational job can be restarted at any step within it. In addition, many MICS Data Integration Applications support
optional internal step restart.
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If an error occurs during the processing of an operational MICS job, MICS forces a user abend to abort the execution.
After the problem has been corrected, the MICS restart facility allows the job to be restarted at the step that failed. When
activated, optional internal step restart facilities automatically resume step execution near the point of failure.

Step Restart
Standard step restart addresses the problem of losing completed work when a subsequent task fails. Each MICS
operational job step is self-contained such that it is functionally independent of all other job steps. The only requirement
is that job steps be executed in a pre-defined order, which is controlled through the MICS Checkpoint File. See the
Checkpoint File section for more information. Once a job step successfully completes execution, the work performed in
that step is protected from loss due to failures in a subsequent step.

Internal Step Restart
Internal step restart addresses the problem of losing work that is completed in a job step before the point of failure.
Database update jobs steps are a series of linear processing tasks or "phases".

• Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.
• Sort, analyze, summarize, and enhance intermediate work file contents to create a new DETAIL cycle.
• Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.
• Production cutover of new database cycles and existing cycle "aging."

With standard step restart, previously completed processing must be repeated as the step always restarts at the
beginning. With internal step restart, reprocessing completed "phases" can be avoided.

MICS internal step restart utilizes a checkpoint/restart technique. When internal step restart is active, the database update
job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results (work file contents) and the operational environmental at the end
of each processing phase. Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the
processing phase in which the failure occurred. Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the
last checkpoint, bypassing completed processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files)
from the last checkpoint.

Internal step restart is implemented by product, with the number and location of restart points dependent upon product
architecture and data volumes. In addition, internal step restart is activated at the product level according to your unique
installation requirements. While internal step restart can dramatically reduce problem recovery cost, both in time and
system resources, there is overhead associated with taking checkpoints and managing saved materials. Thus, you may
find that, for some products and unit database environments, costs outweigh potential savings. For example, internal step
restart may be of little value for a CICS unit supporting test regions, while internal step restart may prove very valuable in
unit database updates for your production CICS regions.

Internal step restart uses dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and to access existing data sets. Data
set allocation parameters are specified by product in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and permanent changes to data set
allocation parameters (e.g., to increase the space allocation for the WORK data set) require both changing the cccOPS
parameter and executing the corresponding cccPGEN job. However, in restart situations, such as when recovering from a
production job abend, you may temporarily override data set allocation parameters for one or more dynamically allocated
data sets by using the //PARMOVRD facility.

See the individual product guides for instructions and considerations for activating internal step restart in a specific
product, and see the MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide for more information on execution-
time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters.

Select and Force Facilities
To preserve the integrity of data in the MICS database, several rigid input checks occur before data being written to the
Database. At times, however, special processing requirements dictate the need to bypass these protection-features safely.

The Select facility provides a way to select only a portion of the data on a given input file. A common use for the Select
facility occurs when processing cumulative input files such as the SMF history files. For example, if a daily tape is
damaged, the Select facility allows you to use a cumulative tape to access the day's data.
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The Force facility overrides standard Database time-range checks, enabling the System Administrator to process data for
date/time ranges that are already in the Database. For example, if a portion of data was unavailable for the standard daily
update, perhaps because a remote site's data transmission link to the host site was down, the Force facility enables the
System Administrator to include the remote site's "old" data in the Database.

Checkpoint File
The MICS Checkpoint File is a permanent data set that contains information about jobs and data for an entire unit
database. The Checkpoint File is frequently referred to as the unit checkpoint. It is concerned with ensuring database
integrity across database update job steps and update cycles.

• Do not confuse the unit checkpoint with database update restart checkpoints which are temporary product- specific
files that are used to save an image of the operational environment for restart within a database update job step.

• The unit checkpoint is also separate and distinct from the optional incremental update checkpoint files which are
permanent product-specific data sets used to ensure the integrity of incremental update processing for a single MICS
data integration product.

The MICS Checkpoint file includes the termination status of each operational job, and date and time ranges of data that
has been used to update the MICS database. Each unit database maintains its own Checkpoint File because operational
jobs are specific to each unit.

The MICS Checkpoint File:

• Enables each of the operational jobs to avoid out-of- order execution if a prior job or job step did not complete
successfully.

• Contains information that is needed to conduct duplicate data protection checks
• Contains control fields that are used to implement the Select and Force capabilities. See Select and Force Facilities.

As systems and subsystems are removed from MICS processing, it is possible that the unit database checkpoint file
contains obsolete update time range entries. To perform an automated purge of these obsolete entries that are based on a
user-specified retention limit. See Site Characteristics (SITE).

Database Update Audit Trail
An update audit trail is automatically built for each unit database as part of normal processing output. This update is
written to the Database Input History Log File (ADMIHL) and is used to track operational activity.

The file contains records documenting input data that has been used to update the database for a given system (SYSID)
and component (such as RMF) for a given update cycle. This file includes the time range the data encompassed and the
number of records that were processed.

The Input History Log File helps the System Administrator answer questions about what data is in the Database. Also
consult it when considering the use of the Select and Force facilities.

You can browse the Input History Log through the online Operational Status and Tracking facility. You can also access
and report the ADMIHL file with a MICF inquiry. See the distributed BASLA1, BASLA2, BASLA3, and BASLA4 inquiries for
examples of accessing the ADMIHL file.

Operational Status and Tracking Facility
MICS provides online user access to the database, documentation, and special administrator facilities through the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF), which runs as an ISPF application. Part of MWF is the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF).
The MICS system administrator uses MAF to support and control the MICS Complex.
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Operational Status and Tracking is a MAF application that simplifies operational job control for the MICS database. The
MICS administrator can use this application as single point of control for all unit databases in a given complex. The
administrator can do the following:

• Schedule production database updates
• Monitor operational job processes
• Check database update status
• Review database update history
• View available component cycles and date/time values
• Perform error condition recovery/restart
• Initiate database backup and restore
• Review the MICS database update audit trail
• Review the MICS checkpoint data set
• Update the MICS checkpoint force and select time ranges
• Control database updates during Product Support Program (PSP) maintenance application

Administrative Activities
MICS provides online user access to the database, documentation, and special administrator facilities through the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF), which runs as an ISPF application.

Part of MWF is the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF). The MICS system administrator uses MAF to support and control
the MICS Complex:

• Through MAF parameters, the system administrator controls the operation and appearance of MWF and the interactive
MICS applications available under it. MAF parameters are specified once and apply to all MWF users. MICS users can
override selected parameters as required. Once overridden, a user's parameter value is not affected by MAF options
changes.

• Through MAF's Operational Status and Tracking dialog, the system administrator can monitor and control MICS
production processing.

• Through MAF's Product Support Program (PSP) Online Services dialog, the system administrator can review available
product changes, apply product changes, and review the status of MICS system maintenance.

• Through the Authorization Assignment dialog, the system administrator can review and update specifications that
control access to MICS' ISPF applications. Authorization assignment allows the system administrator to limit access to
each of the MWF applications and to limit the use of certain facilities within those applications. For example, access to
MAF is controlled by the Authorization Assignment dialog.

• Through the MICS Administrator Utilities dialog, the system administrator can run reports that identify compression
candidates and can recommend MICS database compression specifications.

Operational Guidelines
Written for the System Administrator and production control personnel, this section lists information to operate MICS. This
subsection is organized like a cookbook, it lists the tasks to perform without describing why or how to do them.

For information about why these tasks are performed, see Operations Overview.

For information about how these tasks are performed, see Operations Reference.

The topics that are presented in this subsection are:
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• Introduction to Production Operations
• Production Operations
• Monitoring MICS Operations
• Diagnosing Operational Problems
• System Restart and Recovery
• Entering Data Into MICS

Introduction to Production Operations
When you first install MICS, execute the system manually for some time before implementing full production operation.
This "break-in" period might vary from a few days to a month or two depending on your installation's unique requirements
and production batch facilities.

• Use the "break-in" period to familiarize yourself with MICS production operation and especially problem diagnosis and
restart/recovery facilities.

• Defer exploiting incremental update facilities until you gain experience with standard MICS database update
processing. The incremental update processing introduces more operational complexity and scheduling considerations
that are better avoided when first integrating MICS into your daily production operations.

The steps that are described in this section provide a good introduction for the new MICS administrator. Remember to limit
your "Getting Started" activities to a TEST unit database. These procedures are not appropriate for a production database
containing valid information.

Getting started guidelines assume that MICS is installed and ready to run. (See Planning and Installation for installation
parameters and instructions.) Though there are many operational functions, these guidelines help you become familiar
with the system before moving it into production mode.

Initial MICS Operational Processing

To schedule, submit, and monitor MICS operational processing, use the MICS Operational Status and Tracking facility of
MWF.

• Each day, when input data is available, use the SCHEDULE command to initiate MICS processing.
• Review the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor the status of today's processing.
• Resolve any problem conditions and restart if necessary.
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents (CHECKPT command), and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and
SAS log).

MICS database Update Test

WARNING

Perform the following Only on a test unit database. Do not perform this procedure on a production MICS unit
database.

To perform DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY processing, use MICS Operational Status and Tracking.

DAILY Process

• When input data is available, use the DAILY command to initiate MICS processing.
• Review the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor the status of today's processing.
• Resolve any problem conditions and restart if necessary.
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).

WEEKLY Process
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• When a new day's input data is available, use the WEEKLY command to initiate MICS processing.
• Review the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor the status of today's processing.
• Resolve any problem conditions and restart if necessary.
• If you activated the optional Archive Audit and/or Archive Weekly History facilities and chose the option to offload

this processing to the stand-alone AUDIT and/or HISTW jobs, ensure that these jobs are submitted and execute
successfully. If you enabled the AUTOSUBMIT option for the selected archive processing, then the WEEKLY job
WEEK300 step automatically submits the AUDIT and/or HISTW job for execution.

• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail
(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).

MONTHLY Process

• When a new day's input data is available, use the MONTHLY command to initiate MICS processing.
• Review the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor the status of today's processing.
• Resolve any problem conditions and restart if necessary.
• If you activated the optional Archive Monthly History facility and select the option to offload this processing to the

stand-alone HISTM job, ensure that this job is submitted and executes successfully. If you enabled the ARCHIVE
HISTM JOB AUTOSUBMIT option, then the MONTHLY job MONTH300 step automatically submits the HISTM job for
execution.

• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail
(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).

RESTORE Job

• Restore the Database from the backup tape that is created by the WEEKLY process.
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).
• Database status and contents should be the same as it was at the completion of the WEEKLY processing.
• Restore the Database from the monthly backup (MBACK) tape that is created by the MONTHLY process.
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).
• Database status and contents should be the same as it was at the completion of the MONTHLY processing.

If the unit database contains the Batch and Operations Analyzer, you can optionally update the Operations Information
Area IPL Outage Times and Reason Codes File. For more information about manual update of Operations Information
Area files, see Entering Data into MICS.

MICS PROCESSING ABEND, RESTART, and FORCE/SELECT

WARNING
Perform the following Only on a test unit database. Do not perform this procedure on a production MICS unit
database.

This procedure uses two files of input data.

• TAPE 1: Input data for one day (or part of a day).
• TAPE 2: Input data for a day (or part of a day) after the TAPE 1 data. Date/times on TAPE 2 must be greater than date/

times on TAPE 1.

To perform DAILY processing for the TAPE 2 input data, use the MICS Operational Status and Tracking

• To submit the MICS DAILY job with TAPE 2 as input, use the DAILY EDIT command
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).

Next, use MICS Operational Status and Tracking to perform DAILY processing for the TAPE 1 input data.
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• To submit the MICS DAILY job with TAPE 1 as input, use the DAILY EDIT command.
• MICS processing should fail with a U300 abend because the data from TAPE 1 is older than (date/time is less than)

data already input to the Database.
• To select and force the TAPE 1 data into the Database, use the FORCE command.
• To restart processing for TAPE 1, use the RESTART command.
• After processing completes successfully, review Database status (STATUS command), Database update audit trail

(HISTORY command), MICS checkpoint contents, and printed output (JCL log, MICSLOG, and SAS log).

Production Operations
MICS can operate in a number of different ways. Use of a production scheduler, either proprietary or internally developed,
is widely accepted at installation time, place the MICS operational jobs under its control.

If a production scheduler is not available, use either Operational Status and Tracking or you can operate MICS in a
manual mode.

Production processing techniques are discussed in the following subsections:

• Production Job Scheduler
• Operational Status and Tracking Facility - Production
• Manual Operation - Production
• Parallel Database Update Processing

Production Job Scheduler
Using a production job scheduler (a vendor package or timed job submission) with MICS enables you to execute the
Database update processing according to a preestablished schedule automatically. The advantage of using a production
job scheduler is that it adheres to your installation standards and is familiar to your staff.

If you have activated incremental update for one or more products in the unit database, you probably use a production
job scheduler to schedule the SPLITSMF job (if used) and the INCRccc job for each product using incremental update.
SPLITSMF and INCRccc job scheduling is dependent upon the availability of the input data and on day-time batch
processing details unique to your installation.

For the MICS end-of-day processing (DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and BACKUP operational jobs), you can use a
production job scheduler to either schedule each operational job individually or to schedule the MICS SCHEDULE job.
The approach that you select depends on your installation's production processing standards and procedures.

• If you use the MICS SCHEDULE job, then only one item is defined to the production scheduler for the MICS end-
of-day processing. The SCHEDULE job determines what is necessary to be done, builds a job stream to do it, and
submits the job stream to the internal reader.

• If you use the MICS SCHEDULE job, then restart and recovery processes within MICS would most likely be controlled
outside of the production scheduler.

• Some organizations restrict the use of the internal reader or have standards requiring that the production scheduling
facility control ALL production processing. In this situation, implement the SCHEDULE algorithm in the production
scheduler definitions.

In either case, you can still monitor MICS processing with the Operational Status and Tracking facility.

Consult your installation's operations or production control group to find out what they require to manage MICS production
processing.

Select one of the following two routes to implement MICS end-of-day production operation with your installation's
production batch scheduling facilities.
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Using The MICS Schedule Job

Define the MICS SCHEDULE job to your production batch scheduling system. This scheduler automatically submits
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP processing as required. Arrange to submit the SCHEDULE job each
day when practical after MICS input data is available.

Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then do not submit the
SCHEDULE until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

Several details are related to the AUTOSUBMIT parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES, MICS automatically submits the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs
using the JES internal reader. (These RPT jobs execute MICF inquiry production reporting and produce MBO and
exception reports for the products in the unit.)

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO, reconsider your decision to use the MICS SCHEDULE job because MICS does
not automatically submit DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT. So, MICF inquiry production processing does
not automatically execute so you must make an arrangement to submit the Production Reporting jobstream at the
appropriate time. (The MBO and exception reports are produced by the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs, so
those reports are available.)

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES and MONTHLY BACKUP YES (the default) in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF),
MICS automatically submits the monthly backup job BACKUPM using the JES internal reader. If AUTOSUBMIT is NO,
the monthly backup is run within the MONTHLY job.

Two considerations are necessary, if you specified the YES and JOB options for the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW,
and HISTM parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option on these parameter statements, MICS will automatically submit the AUDIT,
HISTW, and HISTM jobs using the JES internal reader. These jobs offloaded archive tape processings from the
WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs to increase database availability. This processing can alternatively be
executed within the WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs.

• If you did not include the AUTOSUBMIT option on these parameter statements, reconsider your decision to use the
MICS SCHEDULE job because MICS will not automatically submit the AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM jobs. So, make an
arrangement to submit them at the appropriate time.

Detail MICS Job Scheduling

Define the MICS processing schedule to your production batch scheduling system for each unit database. Primary
considerations/tasks are noted below. The MICS processing schedule is documented in Operations Reference.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• Schedule the DAILY job each day as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then the SCHEDULE job
should NOT be submitted until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

• Schedule DAILYRPT after DAILY completes successfully.
• Schedule WEEKLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new week.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule AUDIT after WEEKLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the WEEK300 step automatically submits AUDIT
using the JES internal reader.
If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Audit processing is performed in the WEEK300 step within the
WEEKLY operational job.

• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB
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in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule HISTW after WEEKLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the WEEK300 step automatically submits HISTW
using the JES internal reader.
If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Weekly History processing is performed in the WEEK300 step
within the WEEKLY operational job.

• Schedule WEEKRPT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
• Schedule MONTHLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new month.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule HISTM after MONTHLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the MONTH300 step automatically submits HISTM
using the JES internal reader.
If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Monthly History processing is performed in the MONTH300 step
within the MONTHLY operational job.

• Schedule MONTHRPT after MONTHLY completes successfully.
• Schedule YEARLY after MONTHLY completes successfully at the beginning of a new year.
• Schedule BACKUP processing as required. Backups should occur after DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY

processing completes for the day.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS will automatically submit the DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs using the JES internal reader. You must still define DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
YEARLY, and most BACKUPs to your production scheduler:

• Schedule the DAILY job each day as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then the SCHEDULE job
should NOT be submitted until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

• Schedule WEEKLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new week.
Note: Archive Audit and Archive Weekly History processing considerations (the AUDIT and HISTW jobs) are the same
as described above (under AUTOSUBMIT NO).

• Schedule MONTHLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new month.
Note: Archive Monthly History processing considerations (the HISTM job) are the same as described above (under
AUTOSUBMIT NO).

• Schedule YEARLY after MONTHLY completes successfully at the beginning of a new year.
• Schedule BACKUP processing as required. Backups should occur after DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY

processing completes for the day. The monthly backup job BACKUPM will be submitted automatically.

Operational Status and Tracking Facility - Production
Operational Status and Tracking is an online tool for initiating and monitoring MICS database operational processing. This
online tool is available to authorized users from the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) option of the MICS Workstation
Facility (MWF).

If you have activated incremental update for one or more products in the unit database, use a production job scheduler
or a manual procedure to schedule the optional SPLITSMF job and the INCRccc jobs (one for each product using
incremental update). SPLITSMF and INCRccc job scheduling is dependent upon the availability of the input data and on
day-time batch processing considerations unique to your data center. Operational Status and Tracking do not provide
facilities for scheduling either the SPLITSMF job or the INCRccc jobs, however they can still be manually submitted and
tracked using Operational Status and Tracking.

For the MICS end-of-day processing, you can use the SCHEDULE command to submit DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or
YEARLY processing according to the MICS processing schedule automatically. Alternatively, you can use Operational
Status and Tracking to "manually" submit DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing, and it prompts you when
the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing is due.
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The remainder of this section provides more information about implementing MICS end-of-day production operation
with Operational Status and Tracking. See Operations Reference and the online tutorials for detailed documentation on
Operational Status and Tracking facilities, panel data entry instructions, and commands.

Using The Schedule Command

Specify the correct overdue time-of-day for each MICS unit database on the Operational Status and Tracking display.

Authorize production control personnel to access MICS Operational Status and Tracking.

Authorize production control personnel to update the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set.

Train production control personnel to use Operational Status and Tracking to control and monitor production MICS
processing. The information in Introduction to Production Operations is a good starting point for training people to use the
facility.

Each day:

• Enter the SCHEDULE command for each MICS unit database when practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, do not enter the SCHEDULE
command until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

• Use the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor MICS production processing. Initiate problem
determination, correction, and restart if necessary.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs using the JES internal reader.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), reconsider your decision to use Operational
Status and Tracking to schedule production MICS processing because MICS does not automatically submit DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT to perform daily/weekly/monthly MICF inquiry production processing. You must manually
submit the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs from prefix.MICS.CNTL.

• Submit DAILYRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows that DAILY processing is completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT and WEEKRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows that WEEKLY processing

is completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows that MONTHLY

processing is completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows that YEARLY processing is completed.

Manual Scheduling

Specify the correct overdue time-of-day for each MICS unit database on the Operational Status and Tracking display.

Authorize production control personnel to access MICS Operational Status and Tracking.

Authorize production control personnel to update the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set.

Train production control personnel to use Operational Status and Tracking to control and monitor production MICS
processing. The information in Introduction to Production Operations is a good starting point for training people to use the
facility.

Each day:

• Enter the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY command as noted in the Current Operation column for each MICS
unit database as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then do NOT enter the
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY command until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.
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– The current operation should have a status of DUE TODAY or OVERDUE.
– The WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY commands execute the DAILY job in addition to the WEEKLY, MONTHLY,

or YEARLY job.
– The DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY commands include BACKUP processing. If you want to defer BACKUP

processing, enter the NOBACKUP operand on the command line (that is, DAILY p NOBACKUP where p is the unit
database ID).

– If WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing is due but you want to defer this processing to the next day, enter
the DAILY command. Tomorrow, Operational Status and Tracking will once again request WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or
YEARLY processing.

• Use the Operational Status and Tracking display to monitor MICS production processing. Initiate problem
determination, correction, and restart if necessary.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs using the JES internal reader.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), reconsider your decision to use Operational Status
and Tracking for production MICS processing because MICS does NOT automatically submit DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT,
and MONTHRPT to perform daily/weekly/monthly MICF inquiry production processing. You must manually submit, from
prefix.MICS.CNTL, the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs.

• Submit DAILYRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows DAILY processing is completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT and WEEKRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows WEEKLY processing is

completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows MONTHLY processing is

completed.
• Submit DAILYRPT after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows YEARLY processing is completed.

If you specified the YES, JOB, and AUTOSUBMIT options for any of the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW or HISTM parameters
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the corresponding AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM job using
the JES internal reader. (This job offloads archive tape processing from the WEEKLY or MONTHLY operational job
to increase database availability. This processing can alternatively be executed within the WEEKLY or MONTHLY
operational jobs.)

If you specified the YES and JOB options for any of the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW or HISTM parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) BUT did NOT include the AUTOSUBMIT option on the parameter statement, reconsider
your decision to use the MICS SCHEDULE job because MICS will NOT automatically submit AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM to
perform weekly and monthly archive tape processing. You must manually submit the AUDIT, HISTW or HISTM job (often
called stand-alone job).

• Submit AUDIT, HISTW, or both (if activated) after the Operational Status and Tracking display
shows WEEKLY processing has completed.

• Submit HISTM (if activated) after the Operational Status and Tracking display shows that MONTHLY processing has
completed.

Note: If you submit a stand-alone audit archive job that is not required because a recent audit archive job has already
archived the targeted database files, the job's MICSLOG contains messages warning you of this situation. However, the
job proceeds to create a new audit tape that is essentially a duplicate of the one previously created. The JOBLOG display
of Operational Status and Tracking indicates that the job has completed, but it does not alert you to the situation that you
have run an unnecessary audit archive job.

If you submit a stand-alone HISTW/M archive job that is not required because a WEEKLY or MONTHLY history tape has
already been created for the most recently completed week or month, the job's MICSLOG contains messages warning
you about this situation, and the job aborts with ABEND code U0998. There is no facility in place to alert Operational
Status and Tracking that an attempt was made to create a duplicate history tape, so in this case, the JOBLOG entry
indicates a successful execution even though the job actually aborted.
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Monitoring MICS Production Processing

The primary Operational Status and Tracking display lists the current status for each unit database. Overdue processing
and database update failures are noted.

• The STATUS command provides more details relating to unit database status and error conditions.
• The HISTORY command displays the database update audit trail (ADMIHL file).
• The CHECKPT command displays the checkpoint database update time range records.
• The JOBLOG command displays a processing audit log.
• You can override the default overdue time-of-day (8:00 a.m.) for each MICS unit database on the Operational Status

and Tracking display by scrolling RIGHT MAX and changing the 8 a.m. default deadline.

Manual Operation - Production
If you select not to use a production batch scheduling facility or the MICS Operational Status and Tracking application for
production MICS processing, then you can manually submit the MICS production jobs as required for each unit database.
All MICS production jobs that are mentioned in this section are submitted from the prefix.MICS.CNTL data set.

If you have activated incremental update for one or more products in the unit database, use a manual procedure to
schedule the SPLITSMF job (if used) and the INCRccc job for each product using incremental update. SPLITSMF
and INCRccc job scheduling is dependent upon the availability of the input data and on day-time batch processing
decision unique to your installation.

For the MICS end-of-day processing, you can use the MICS SCHEDULE job or you can submit each operational job
individually. The approach that you select depends on your installation's production processing standards and procedures.

• If you use the MICS SCHEDULE job, then only one job is submitted each day for the MICS end-of-day processing. The
SCHEDULE job determines what to do, builds a job stream to do it, and submits the job stream to the internal reader.

• Some organizations restrict the use of the internal reader or might have standards requiring that the production control
group submit each production job. In this situation, implement the SCHEDULE algorithm manually.

In either case, you can still monitor MICS processing with the Operational Status and Tracking facility.

To find out what is required to manage MICS production processing, consult your installation's operations or production
control group.

The remainder of this section provides more information about implementing MICS end-of-day production operation with
manual job submission.

Using The MICS Schedule Job

Submit the SCHEDULE job each day for each unit database as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
SCHEDULE will automatically submit a single batch job stream for DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP
processing as required.

Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then the SCHEDULE job should
NOT be submitted until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

There are several considerations related to the AUTOSUBMIT parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES, MICS will automatically submit the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs
using the JES internal reader. (These RPT jobs execute MICF inquiry production reporting and produce MBO and
exception reports for the products in the unit.)

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO, you should reconsider your decision to use the MICS SCHEDULE job because
MICS will NOT automatically submit DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT. Consequently, MICF inquiry production
processing will not be automatically executed so you must submit the Production Reporting jobstream at the
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appropriate time. (The MBO and exception reports are produced by the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs, so
those reports will be available.)

• If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES and MONTHLY BACKUP YES (the default) in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF),
MICS will automatically submit the monthly backup job BACKUPM using the JES internal reader. If AUTOSUBMIT is
NO, the monthly backup is run within the MONTHLY job.

There are two considerations if you specified the YES and JOB options for the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM
parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• If you did include the AUTOSUBMIT option on these parameter statements, MICS will automatically submit the AUDIT,
HISTW, and/or HISTM jobs using the JES internal reader. (These jobs offload archive tape processing from the
WEEKLY and/or MONTHLY operational jobs to increase database availability. This processing can alternatively be
executed within the WEEKLY and/or MONTHLY operational jobs.)

• If you did NOT include the AUTOSUBMIT option on these parameter statements, you should reconsider your decision
to use the MICS SCHEDULE job because MICS will NOT automatically submit the AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM jobs.
Consequently you must submit them at the appropriate time.

Detail MICS Job Submission

Primary considerations/tasks for implementing the MICS scheduling algorithms manually are noted below. The MICS
processing schedule is documented in Operations Reference.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

• Submit the DAILY job each day as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then the DAILY job should
NOT be submitted until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

• Submit DAILYRPT after DAILY completes successfully.
• Submit WEEKLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new week.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule AUDIT after WEEKLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the WEEK300 step automatically submits AUDIT
using the JES internal reader.
If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Audit processing is performed in the WEEK300 step within the
WEEKLY operational job.

• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule HISTW after WEEKLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the WEEK300 step automatically submits HISTW
using the JES internal reader.
If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Weekly History processing is performed in the WEEK300 step
within the WEEKLY operational job.

• Submit WEEKRPT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
• Submit MONTHLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new month.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without including the AUTOSUBMIT option, then schedule HISTM after MONTHLY
completes successfully. If you included the AUTOSUBMIT option, the MONTH300 step automatically submits HISTM
using the JES internal reader.
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If you did not specify the JOB option, then Archive Monthly History processing is performed in the MONTH300 step
within the MONTHLY operational job.

• Submit MONTHRPT after MONTHLY completes successfully.
• Submit YEARLY after MONTHLY completes successfully at the beginning of a new year.
• Submit BACKUP processing as required. Backups should occur after DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY

processing completes for the day.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS will automatically submit the DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs using the JES internal reader. You must still submit the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
YEARLY, and most BACKUP jobs as required:

• Submit the DAILY job each day as soon as practical after MICS input data is available.
Note: If you activated Incremental Update for one or more products in this unit database, then the DAILY job should
NOT be submitted until after completing all INCRccc processing for the day.

• Submit WEEKLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new week.
Note: Archive Audit and Archive Weekly History processing considerations (the AUDIT and HISTW jobs) are the same
as described above (under AUTOSUBMIT NO).

• Submit MONTHLY after DAILY completes successfully at the beginning of a new month.
Note: Archive Monthly History processing considerations (the HISTM job) are the same as described above (under
AUTOSUBMIT NO).

• Submit YEARLY after MONTHLY completes successfully at the beginning of a new year.
• Submit BACKUP processing as required. Backups should occur after DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY

processing completes for the day. Note that the monthly backup job BACKUPM will be submitted automatically.

Parallel Database Update Processing
MICS DAILY job execution for a unit database is a serial process. Database files are updated in a fixed processing order
by product. Each product must complete daily database update processing before processing for the next product can
begin. The serial nature of the daily database update results from ensuring database integrity and requiring exclusive
control of the database before modifying.

If you have installed multiple MICS products or process large daily workloads, it is possible that a single, serial database
update for all products is impractical. For this reason, you might implement multiple unit databases, spreading this
workload over multiple, parallel daily database update processes. Remember, the database update is only serial within a
unit. Each unit database is independent of all other units and thus you can execute database update jobs for multiple units
simultaneously.

MICS gives you powerful options to address your installation's unique processing requirements. The ability to install
multiple unit databases is one example of MICS' flexibility. You can select to implement multiple unit databases for several
reasons, for example:

• The input data for different products can become available at different times of the day. Rather than waiting for all input
data to be available before starting the daily database update, you split-out one or more products to one or more extra
unit databases, thus giving you the flexibility to begin the daily database update for some products earlier than might
have been possible when all products were in a single unit. Getting started on the daily update processing earlier,
combined with the ability to run database updates for multiple units concurrently, lets you process more input data in
less time.

• The input data for different systems that are processed by a single MICS product might become available at different
times of the day. For example, the measurement log for some CICS regions can be released for MICS processing
at a different time than the measurement log for other CICS regions. Or, you might be processing SMF data from a
remote site, and these SMF data can arrive sometime after the rest of your SMF data becomes available. So, rather
than waiting for all input data to be available before starting the daily database update, you split-out processing for one
or more systems. For example, CICS regions or SMF data from remote sites) to one or more extra unit databases,
thus giving you the flexibility to begin the daily database update for some systems earlier than might have been
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possible when all systems were in a single unit. And, the database updates for these unique unit databases can run
concurrently, letting you do more in less time.

Parallel database update processing is a common thread in these two examples, and multiple unit databases is the best
means of achieving such parallelism. However, MICS incremental update facilities can also help you complete your nightly
database update earlier than might be possible with standard, serial database update processing.

Typically look to incremental update when you want to spread database update processing for one or more products over
multiple, smaller incremental updates throughout the day. Standard incremental update implementation hinges on the
availability of logical subsets of the total day's input data at times of the day when executing a MICS incremental update
does not adversely affect your installation's online and batch workloads.

You can also use incremental update to achieve a significant degree of parallelism in database update processing when it
is desirable to keep multiple products in a single unit database.

Note: Incremental update introduces extra processing costs, operational complexity, and scheduling considerations, and
incremental update provides less overall benefit than you would receive from spreading products over multiple units.
However, incremental update can still be a valuable tool in configuring MICS to meet your unique requirements.

The remainder of this section describes daily database update processing in parallel with incremental update.

Setup and Preparation

The first step is to enable incremental update for one or more products in the unit database. Refer to the individual
Product Analyzers for details on activating incremental update using the product's cccOPS parameter member. Follow
all instructions carefully, and run the specified generation and setup jobs. Each product that supports incremental update
provides, in the Product Analyzers, a checklist for activating incremental update.

Examine the generated INCRccc jobs and prepare them for production execution. In particular, verify that the INPUTccc
and INPUTSMF DDs point to the data sets that contains input data for this product in this unit.

• If you specified the INCRSPLIT USE option in cccOPS, then the input data set for one or more INCRccc jobs is
created by the common SPLITSMF job. In this mode, the INCRccc job dynamically allocates the input data set
(created by the SPLITSMF job), and there is no INPUTSMF DD statement in the INCRccc job.

• If you are using the SPLITSMF job, then verify that the INPUTSMF DD statement in the SPLITSMF job points to the
data set contains the input SMF data for this unit.

Examine the re-generated DAILY job and prepare it for production execution. Revise the DAYnnn steps for the products
for which you activated incremental update so that these job steps process no input data. Remember to save your
changes in a separate library so they are not lost when MICS operational jobs are regenerated.

• Add the SYSPARM=NODATA parameter to the EXEC statement for the DAYSMF step (if present) and the DAYnnn
step for each product for which you activated incremental update.

• Modify the INPUTccc and INPUTSMF DD statements to specify DD DUMMY (no input data) in DAYnnn steps for
the products for which you enabled incremental update. If this unit contains a DAYSMF step and incremental update
is active for ALL products in the unit, specify DD DUMMY (no input data) on the INPUTSMF DD statement in the
DAYSMF step.

Daily Operation

Each day, submit the INCRccc job, either manually or through your installation's production batch job scheduling facility,
when practical after input data is available for this product. Individual product INCRccc jobs can execute in concurrently.

If you specified INCRSPLIT USE in cccOPS for one or more products, then submit the SPLITSMF job when practical after
SMF input data is available for this unit. Then, after SPLITSMF completes, submit the INCRccc jobs for each product for
which you specified the INCRSPLIT USE option.

After all INCRccc jobs for this unit complete execution, submit the normal MICS daily database update processing using
one of the techniques that are described in the prior sections. For example, submit the MICS SCHEDULE job, either
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manually or through your installation's production batch job scheduling facility, or you might use the MICS Operational
Status and Tracking Facility SCHEDULE command.

Monitoring MICS Operations
MICS is a production information system. Monitor daily operations to ensure that the MICS database is updated correctly
and on time.

To monitor daily MICS operations, use Operational Status and Tracking. The primary Operational Status and Tracking
display lists the current status for each unit database. Overdue processing and database update failures are noted.

• The STATUS command provides more details relating to unit database status and error conditions.
• The HISTORY command displays the Database update audit trail (ADMIHL file).
• The JOBLOG command displays a processing audit log.
• Override the default Overdue time-of-day (8:00 a.m.) for each MICS unit database on the Operational Status and

Tracking display by scrolling RIGHT MAX and changing the 8 a.m. default deadline.

Review printed output from production MICS processing. Printed outputs include JCL logs, MICSLOG, and SAS log.

• The Run Status Report describes the result of current processing. This information is also available with the
Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command.

• The MICSLOG reports the status of each production job step. Database update steps report the number of input
records that are processed and log the records deleted due to date-range, record length, and other validation tests.
This information is also available with the Operational Status and Tracking HISTORY command.
– Verify that the number of input records that are processed is reasonable for your normal processing. For example, a

low value may indicate missing input data, while a high value might indicate duplicate input or new workloads.
– Investigate the cause for deleted (or dropped) input records. For example, records deleted due to checkpoint date

may indicate reprocessing of old input (duplicate) data.

Retain printed output from production MICS processing. As a guideline, consider keeping printed output until the
corresponding input data or weekly/monthly/yearly cycle ages off of the Database.

Diagnosing Operational Problems
To analyze problems in DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY MICS database update processing, use Operational
Status and Tracking. The primary Operational Status and Tracking display lists the current status for each unit database.
Overdue processing and Database update failures are noted.

This article presents guidelines and samples for MICS operational problem diagnosis. Specific steps for MICS operational
job restart are covered in System Restart and Recovery and the Operations Reference.

Note: This section does not directly address MICS incremental update processing. While the analysis concepts are
the same, the actual techniques might differ. For example, MICS Operational Status and Tracking does not support
incremental update and you cannot use the STATUS command to research problems in INCRccc job execution. You can,
however, get the same information from the INCRccc job MICSLOG output and the incremental update checkpoint data
set.

Diagnosing Overdue Processes

Operational Status and Tracking show that a MICS production process (for example, DAILY) is OVERDUE.

OVERDUE means that the processing due today has not yet been submitted through Operational Status and Tracking or
has not yet executed.

Determine why the process has not run.
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• Has the MICS process been submitted for processing? If not, select your scheduling procedures to determine why
scheduled processing has not begun.
– If input data is not yet available, determine the cause and reschedule daily processing.
– If input data is available, submit scheduled processing.

• Is scheduled processing still in the JES input queue? If so, determine why the job has not yet executed and take
corrective action.

• Was scheduled processing submitted but not executed? If so, examine batch job outputs, especially the JES log, and
messages data set.
– Did the operator cancel scheduled processing before execution? If so, determine why and resubmit scheduled

processing.
– Did the scheduled processing fail with a JCL error before executing the first batch job step? If so, correct the

problem and resubmit scheduled processing.
– Did a system crash or JES failure purge scheduled processing from the system before executing the first batch job

step? If so, resubmit scheduled processing.

Diagnosing Incomplete Processes

Operational Status and Tracking show that a MICS production process (for example, DAILY) is INCOMPLETE.

INCOMPLETE means that today's processing began execution. The operational job can still be executing.

Determine why the process is incomplete.

• Is the operational job still executing? If so, allow it to complete.
• If the operational job is not executing, the batch job might have been flushed by a system failure (for example, an IPL)

or can have failed with a JCL error so that the RSR (run status) step did not execute.
– In this situation, Operational Status and Tracking do not report the correct job status and there is no Run Status

Report for problem diagnosis.
Enter the RSTATUS command. RSTATUS updates Operational Status and Tracking with the current status of MICS
processing.

• If, after running RSTATUS, MICS processing status is OVERDUE or DUE TODAY, resubmit scheduled processing. If
status is FAILED, read Diagnosing Failed Processes here.

Diagnosing Failed Processes

Operational Status and Tracking show that a MICS production process (for example, DAILY) has FAILED.

FAILED means that the today's processing terminated due to an error. Correct the error and restart scheduled processing.

Determine why the process failed.

• The Operational Status and Tracking display lists the operational job and step where the failure occurred.
• Issue the STATUS command or review the Run Status Report to gather additional information.

– The STATUS display lists the scheduled MICS operational process, last completed job step, the failing job step, and
might also list the abnormal termination code (abend code).

– If the STATUS display does not list the abend code, refer to the batch job printed outputs, particularly the JES log,
and JES messages.

• See Abend Codes and Corrective Action or see the IBM documentation for information about causes and corrective
action.

• Examine the MICSLOG from the failing job step for error messages documenting the cause of job termination.
• Examine the JES log and messages output from the failing job for extra information concerning an abend or other

failure.
• If the failure occurred during MICS database aging, call Broadcom Support for assistance.
• If the failure occurred in step DAY199. For more information and guidance, see the Using Accounting and Chargeback.
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The research that is done here determines what to do next. Usually, you correct the error and restart the failing job.
Sometimes, you might be instructed to restore the Database from a backup and rerun scheduled processing from the
beginning (with any other processing executed because the backup was taken).

Restart and recovery are discussed in System Restart and Recovery.

Contact Broadcom Support if you need assistance in problem diagnosis.

Diagnosis Example

The Operational Status and Tracking display (see sample panels on next page) shows that MONTHLY processing for the
R (REMOTE) unit failed. Last completed job step was DAYALL.

The Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command shows that the DAILY job failed in step DAYSMF with an S001
abend.

IBM documentation defines an S001 abend as an I/O error.

The JES log includes a message which indicates that the I/O error occurred on the INPUTSMF DD statement.

The INPUTSMF DD statement is used in the DAYSMF step to read the input data.

Thus, the MICS DAILY job failed because of an I/O error on the input data set. Restart and recovery are covered in
System Restart and Recovery, but some notes on S001 abend recovery follow to complete this example.

• If the problem is due to a hardware failure (for example, a dirty tape drive), you can restart the DAILY job at step
DAYSMF.

• If the problem is a media problem (for example, a bad tape) and a backup copy is available, you can restart the DAILY
job at step DAYSMF pointing MICS to the backup input tape.

• If the backup copy of the input data is on a consolidated tape (for example, a week-to-date raw SMF tape), you can
use the Select facility to select only the current data from the consolidated input tape.

• If a backup copy of the input is not available, try to salvage the tape using system utilities to copy the tape, skipping
unreadable records. The data is incomplete, but this action might be more tolerable than not having data at all.

----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 

6Command ===> STATUS R                                         Scroll ===> CSR

Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

           Database       Current Operation     Last Completed    Edit Suspend

  Cmd    ID  Label Type   as of 10 OCT 2015     Job/Step Date     JCL  Updates

-------- -- -------- -   -------------------  ------------------  ---    ---

________ C  CICS     U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2001  NO     NO

________ D  DASD     U   MONTHLY  DUE TODAY   WEEKLY   09OCT2001  NO     NO

________ I  IMS      U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2001  NO     NO

________ P  PRIMARY  P   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAY020   10OCT2001  NO     NO

________ R  REMOTE   U   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAYALL   10OCT2001  NO     NO

________ T  TEST     T   DAILY    OVERDUE     DAILY    19SEP2001  NO     NO

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

---------------------------  Unit Database Status  -------------------------

Command ===>

Database:  R  (REMOTE) - REMOTE DATA CENTER

The status information was recorded at:  10OCT15 08:45

Status of this unit Database:            NON-UPDATABLE
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Status of the cycle aging process:       Completed

 CA MICS  Last Completed

 Job      Step & Date     Status of Current Operation:   MONTHLY

--------  ---  -------    ----------------------------------------------------

DAILY     ALL  10OCT15    FAILED    DAYSMF                S001

MONTHLY   900  05SEP15    HELD      Prior job failed

BACKUP    900  09OCT15    HELD      Prior job failed

                          Status of Other Jobs

                          ----------------------------------------------------

WEEKLY    900  09OCT15    Completed

YEARLY    900  10JAN15    Completed

RESTORE   900  09OCT15    Completed

System Restart and Recovery
Restart means that after the problem is fixed, MICS operational processing can be resumed at the job step that failed.
When MICS internal step restart is enabled for the failing job step, restarting the step means that processing automatically
resumes at the last completed processing phase (at the last "restart checkpoint") within the database update job step.

Recovery means that after the problem is fixed, the Database must be restored from a backup, and the MICS operational
processing must be rerun from the beginning (with any other processing executed because the backup was taken).

You can restart a failed operational job through MICS Operational Status and Tracking or you can restart it manually. The
manual restart includes using your installation's production scheduler restart procedures.

Note: Operational Status and Tracking do not support the incremental update SPLITSMF or INCRccc jobs. If the
SPLITSMF or an INCRccc job fails, it must be restarted manually or through your installation's production scheduler
restart procedures.

Failure During Database Aging

If the update job fails during the Database aging process, call Broadcom Support for assistance before trying to restart
MICS processing. If internal step restart is enabled for the failing job step, you are typically able to restart the Database
aging process and complete DAILY processing. However, due to the critical nature of the Database aging process, it is still
wise to seek guidance from Broadcom Support.

Operational Status and Tracking Restart

To restart the failing operational process at the job step that failed, enter the RESTART command.

• Verify the batch job step (displayed on the RESTART panel) where processing is restarted.
• If the "Rebuild DAYSMF step temporary work files" prompt is displayed on the RESTART panel:
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– And if the DAYSMF work files are still cataloged, reply NO (the default).
– And if the DAYSMF work files have been deleted, reply YES to rebuild these data sets.

• If the "Restore Accounting and Chargeback audit files" prompt is displayed on the RESTART panel, review the online
tutorial and respond according to your requirements. For more information see, Using Accounting and Chargeback.

• Edit the generated JCL if necessary to point MICS to an alternate or backup input data source. Make other JCL
changes as necessary.

• If internal step restart is enabled for the batch job step where processing is restarted, then processing automatically
resumes at the last completed processing phase in this job step.

• If you need to override automatic internal step restart and force the step to start from the beginning, specify
SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC statement for this batch job step.

If you did not schedule MICS processing through Operational Status and Tracking or using the MICS batch SCHEDULE
job, then verify that subsequent scheduled processing is executed. For example, if you submitted the DAILY job manually,
remember to run BACKUP after DAILY completes.

Manual or Production Scheduler Restart

If you are restarting the DAILY job, and you specified DAYSMF FILES TEMPORARY in the JCLDEF member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS:

• And if the DAYSMF work files have been deleted, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAYSMFR) and wait for it to
complete.

• Do not continue with the restart until DAYSMFR completes successfully.

If the operational job failed in the DAY199 step (MICS Accounting and Chargeback step):

• Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R). For more information about restarting after failures in step DAY199,
see Using Accounting And Chargeback.

• Do not continue with the restart until ACTDAY1R completes successfully.

If the failing job was submitted by Operational Status and Tracking or by the MICS SCHEDULE job:

• Edit prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL.
• Enter the RESTART= parameter on the job statement as noted on the Run Status Report, for example,

RESTART=(DAY030.MICS)

If internal step restart is enabled for this batch job step, then processing automatically resumes at the last completed
processing phase within this step.

• If it is necessary to override automatic internal step restart and force the step to start from the beginning, specify
SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC statement for this batch job step.

• Edit the DD statements if necessary to point MICS to an alternate or backup input data source.
• Submit the job stream.

If the failing job was submitted manually from prefix.MICS.CNTL or by your production scheduler:
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• Edit the JCL for the failing job in prefix.MICS.CNTL or the scheduling facility.
• Enter the RESTART= parameter on the job statement if necessary. The correct RESTART= parameter is noted on the

Run Status Report--for example, RESTART=(DAY030.MICS). If internal step restart is enabled for this batch job step,
then processing automatically resumes at the last completed processing phase within this step.

• If it is necessary to override automatic internal step restart and force the step to start from the beginning, specify
SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC statement for this batch job step.

• Edit the DD statements if necessary to point MICS to an alternate or backup input data source. Make other JCL
changes as required.

• Submit the job stream.
• CANCEL the edit session so that the RESTART= is not permanently part of the job.
• Verify that subsequent scheduled processing is executed. For example, remember to run BACKUP after DAILY

completes.

Failure During Internal Step Restart

If the restarted update job step fails, examine the MICS and SAS logs to determine the cause of the restart failure.

• If the MICS log contains
*** ABORT ERROR ***

PREVIOUS DAYnnn EXECUTION FAILED DURING DATABASE AGING

DATABASE AGING RECOVERY AND RESTART IS NOT POSSIBLE.

PLEASE CONTACT CA TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR ASSISTANCE.

then the original failure occurred during the database aging process. You cannot restart a job step after failure in
database aging. Call Broadcom Support for assistance.

• If the MICS log contains
>ERR> Invalid checkpoint. Unable to restart ccc

        product DAILY update......

then the internal step restart process determined that one or more information items critical to restarting the database
update job step are missing. To force the job step to repeat processing from the beginning, specify
SYSPARM=NORESTART

on the JCL EXEC statement.
• If the SAS log indicates that the job failed due to a shortage of disk space on one of the WORKnn data sets (where nn

is 01 99) or the cccXWORK data set (where ccc is the product that is associated with this database update step):
a. Edit the operational job JCL for the step that failed and add a PARMOVRD DD stream containing the WORK

and RESTARTWORK parameters to temporarily override the data set allocation parameters for the failing data sets
to increase the space allocation. For example:
//PARMOVRD DD *

 WORK SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 RESTARTWORK SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))

 RESTARTWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

b. Restart the database update job step from the beginning by specifying
SYSPARM=NORESTART

on the JCL EXEC statement.
c. After the job step completes successfully, remove the PARMOVRD DD stream to resume using the data set

allocation parameters that you specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). If you believe that the temporary change
to the data set allocation parameters should be made permanent, then increase the amount of space that is
requested on the cccOPS WORK (for WORKnn data sets) or RESTARTWORK (for the cccXWORK data set)
parameter and run cccPGEN.

• If the SAS log indicates that the job failed due to a shortage of disk space on the cccXCKPT data set (where ccc is the
product that is associated with this database update job step), call Broadcom Support for assistance.
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Restart Example

The Operational Status and Tracking display (see sample panels on the next two pages) shows that MONTHLY
processing for the P (PRIMARY) unit failed. The last completed job step was DAY020.

The Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command shows that the DAILY job failed in step DAY030 with a U310
abend.

The RESTART command invokes Operational Status and Tracking restart processing for the P (PRIMARY) unit.

The RESTART Database Update panel shows that processing restarts in step DAY030. DAYSMF temporary work files
is not recreated as they are still cataloged. Since Operational Status and Tracking submitted the MONTHLY processing,
MONTHLY and BACKUP automatically follow DAILY job restart.

Note: If internal step restart is enabled for this batch job step, then processing automatically resumes at the last
completed processing phase within this step.

----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 6

Command ===> STATUS P                                         Scroll ===> CSR

Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

           Database       Current Operation     Last Completed    Edit Suspend

  Cmd    ID  Label Type   as of 10 OCT 2015     Job/Step Date     JCL  Updates

-------- -- -------- -   -------------------  ------------------  ---    ---

________ C  CICS     U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ D  DASD     U   MONTHLY  DUE TODAY   WEEKLY   09OCT2015  NO     NO

________ I  IMS      U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ P  PRIMARY  P   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAY020   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ R  REMOTE   U   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAYALL   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ T  TEST     T   DAILY    OVERDUE     DAILY    19SEP2015  NO     NO

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

---------------------------  Unit Database Status  ----------------------------

Command ===>

Database:  P  (PRIMARY) - CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

The status information was recorded at:  10OCT01 08:06

Status of this unit Database:            NON-UPDATABLE

Status of the cycle aging process:       Completed

 CA MICS  Last Completed

 Job      Step & Date     Status of Current Operation:   MONTHLY

--------  ---  -------    -----------------------------------------------------

DAILY     ALL  10OCT01    FAILED    DAY030                U310

MONTHLY   900  03SEP01    HELD      Prior job failed

BACKUP    900  09OCT01    HELD      Prior job failed

                          Status of Other Jobs

                          -----------------------------------------------------

WEEKLY    900  09OCT01    Completed

YEARLY    900  10JAN01    Completed

RESTORE   900  09OCT01    Completed

----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 6
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Command ===> RESTART P                                        Scroll ===> CSR

Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

           Database       Current Operation     Last Completed    Edit Suspend

  Cmd    ID  Label Type   as of 10 OCT 2015     Job/Step Date     JCL  Updates

-------- -- -------- -   -------------------  ------------------  ---    ---

________ C  CICS     U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ D  DASD     U   MONTHLY  DUE TODAY   WEEKLY   09OCT2015  NO     NO

________ I  IMS      U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ P  PRIMARY  P   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAY020   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ R  REMOTE   U   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAYALL   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ T  TEST     T   DAILY    OVERDUE     DAILY    19SEP2015  NO     NO

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

--------------------------  RESTART Database Update  --------------------------

Command ===>

Database:  P  (PRIMARY) - CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

The status information was recorded at:  10OCT15 08:10

The Database update job that failed:     DAILY

The job will be restarted at step:       DAY030

Edit the job stream before batch submit    ===> YES (YES/NO)

Rebuild DAYSMF step temporary work files   ===> NO  (YES/NO)

Press END (or enter the END command) to generate and submit the RESTART job.

Enter CANCEL to terminate RESTART processing for this unit Database.

Database Recovery

If the update job fails due to an I/O error on the MICS database or due to insufficient DASD space in the Database,
recover the Database. Database recovery involves:

• Restoring the Database from a backup copy.
• Resolving MICS applications issues, for example, the Accounting and Chargeback file recovery.
• Rerunning operational processing that is executed because the backup was taken.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance before recovering the MICS database. The remainder of this section provides
basic instructions on the kinds of issues involved.

Operational Status And Tracking Recovery

To restore the Database from a standard or monthly backup, use the MICS Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE
command.
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• Review the operational processing log displayed by the RESTORE command.
• Select the standard or monthly backup that meets your requirements. Operational Status and Tracking generate and

submit the RESTORE job.
• Wait for the RESTORE job to complete.
• Examine the RESTORE job MICSLOG and SAS log output. If incremental update is active for one or more products in

the unit database, then the RESTORE job MICSLOG messages might instruct you to run the IUDBINIT job. IUDBINIT
re-initializes incremental update database files to correctly recover the MICS database.

• Identify any MICS operational jobs that must be rerun to recover data in the MICS database because the BACKUP
was taken, and run those jobs.

If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in the unit database:

• Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R). To restore the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file from the DAY2 generation that
corresponds to the Database backup you selected, edit the JCL. Do not save the modified JCL.

• For more information about restoring a unit database with accounting, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.
• Do not restart MICS operational processing until the ACTDAY1R job completes.

Manual or Production Scheduler Recovery

To review the standard and monthly backups available for use in restoring the Database, use the MICS Operational Status
and Tracking JOBLOG command.

Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE). Edit the job if you want to restore from a backup other than the most
recent (0) generation standard Database backup. DO NOT SAVE THE MODIFIED JCL.

• To restore from a backup generation other than the 0 generation, specify the desired backup generation (for example,
-1) in the cataloged procedure GDG parameter.

• To restore from a monthly backup, specify the monthly backup data set name prefix of the desired backup in the
cataloged procedure DSNPREF parameter.

• Wait for the RESTORE job to complete.
• Examine the RESTORE job MICSLOG and SAS log output. If incremental update is active for one or more products in

the unit database, then the RESTORE job MICSLOG messages might instruct you to run the IUDBINIT job. IUDBINIT
re-initializes incremental update database files to recover the MICS database correctly.

• Identify any MICS operational jobs that must be rerun to recover data in the MICS database because the BACKUP
was taken and run those jobs.

If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in the unit database:

• Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R). To restore the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file from the DAY2 generation that
corresponds to the Database backup you selected, edit the JCL. Do not save the modified JCL.

• For more information about restoring a unit database with accounting, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.
• Do not restart MICS operational processing until the ACTDAY1R job completes.

Recovering Tables and Screens

Call Broadcom Support for assistance.

To review the standard and monthly backups available for the PRIMARY unit database, use the Operational Status and
Tracking JOBLOG command. The TABLES and SCREENS data sets are backed up by the PRIMARY unit.

Determine whether changes have been made to the TABLES and SCREENS data sets because the last backup. For
more information about TABLES and SCREENS data set contents and changes, see Batch and Operations Analyzer and
Using Accounting and Chargeback.

Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTBLS). To restore TABLES and SCREENS from the standard or monthly
backup generation that meets your requirements, edit the JCL. Do not save the modified JCL.
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Repeat all processing and manual data entry that updated the TABLES or modified the SCREENS data set because the
date of the backup.

Recovering ISPTLIB

Call Broadcom Support for assistance.

Do not attempt to restore sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB without first consulting Broadcom Support. You might be able to
restore JUST the ISPF tables that are damaged without losing sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB changes.

To review the standard and monthly backups available for the PRIMARY unit database, use the Operational Status and
Tracking JOBLOG command. Sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB is backed up by the PRIMARY unit.
Determine all changes that are made to sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB because the last backup. This includes MICS
product, parameter, and JCL generation jobs; Accounting and Chargeback parameters; MICF shared inquiries;
MICF production reporting definitions; and so on. Since processing by individual MICS products can change the
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB, use the Subject Cross Reference facility to locate information that refers to processes that
change the contents of sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB.

Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTLIB). To restore sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB from the standard or monthly
backup generation that meets your requirements, edit the JCL. Do not save the modified JCL.

Repeat all processing, data entry, and parameter changes that modified sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB contents because the
date of the backup.

Recovering Incremental Update Files

If an INCRccc job or the DAILY job fail due to I/O errors on an incremental update DETAIL or DAYS timespan file, rerun
the INCRccc or DAILY job with all of the input data that is processed so far today. The incremental update data sets exist
only until the next DAYnnn step completes execution and are not included in BACKUP processing.

To recover from a failure due to a damaged incremental update DETAIL or DAYS data set:

• Identify the input data that has been processed by INCRccc and DAYnnn jobs for this product because the last
successful DAYnnn execution.

• Delete the incremental update checkpoint and database data sets.
• To recreate the incremental update checkpoint and database data sets, use the cccIUALC job.
• Restart the failing INCRccc job or the failing DAILY job DAYnnn step with ALL of the data that has been processed for

this product because the last successful DAYnnn execution.

Recovering SPLITSMF Job Output Files

The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates and populates data sets with subsets of the input SMF data for processing
by the INCRccc jobs. If an INCRccc job fails due to a missing INPUTSMF data set that was originally created by the
SPLITSMF job, then rerun the SPLITSMF job to recreate the input data file before restarting the INCRccc job. The
INCRccc job deletes the INPUTSMF data set at successful termination.

Entering Data into MICS
Most MICS files are derived from measurement data that is produced by one of the common software monitors such as
SMF or TSO/MON PM. For some MICS files, data can be entered manually, either to update standard measurement data
or as the sole source of input to the file.

The MWF SAS With MICS Libraries (MSAS) application supports manual data entry for the Operations Information Area
of the Batch and Operations Analyzer.

For instructions on manual data entry for the following MICS products, see:
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• Using Accounting and Chargeback for the Accounting Information Area of MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• Capacity Planner Option for the capacity planning application Database (CAPACITY)

Preparation

To access the SAS with MICS Libraries (MSAS) MWF application, authorize data entry personnel.

To update the appropriate MICS database files, authorize data entry personnel.

Train data entry personnel in using the MSAS option for Operations Information Area data entry.

Operations Information Area Manual Data Entry

Select the SAS with MICS Libraries (MSAS) option of MWF.

Select the MICS Data Entry option (4) from the MSAS menu.

On the MICS Data Entry (SCREENS) panel,

1. Enter D (Data Entry) for SAS/FSP Function.
2. Enter 1 (IPL Outage Times and Reason Codes) or 2 (Environmental Change Tracking) for Data Source.
3. Leave Cycle Number and File Suffix blank.
4. Press ENTER.

On the MICS database Unit Selection panel,

1. If you specified 1 (IPL Outage and Reason Codes) for Data Source, select the MICS unit Database (DB) ID for which
you want to enter the IPL outage and reason code information.

2. Press END to begin Operations Information Area data entry.
For more information, see Batch and Operations Analyzer.

Operations Reference
The reference material in the following sections is not intended to be a tutorial. The material is arranged by topic to
provide greater detail about areas that are mentioned in earlier subsections.

The following subsections contain reference material:

• Processing Schedule
• Implementing the Processing Schedule
• Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps
• Operational Status and Tracking
• Database Update Audit Trail (ADMIHL)
• Run Status Report
• MICS Checkpoint File
• System Restart and Recovery
• MICS DDNAMES
• Data Set Names
• Abend Codes and Corrective Action
• Special Processing Considerations
• MICS Audit and History Archive Tapes
• How to Turn on Source in a MICS Environment
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Processing Schedule - Operational Reference
A processing schedule is a set of rules that are used to determine which operational jobs occur on any given day. Use of a
processing schedule helps to ensure that the appropriate MICS jobs run in a predetermined order.

MICS creates and maintains a processing schedule that is based on the specifications that are coded during MICS
installation. The following are scheduling control parameters:

• The MICS calendar that is specified with the 13MONTHYEAR statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)

• Backup frequency that is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
• Whether WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY processing can occur during weekends that are specified in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

The Job Scheduling and Dependencies table summarizes the standard MICS scheduling algorithm when each job should
be executed and which job must successfully complete before the job in question:

Job Scheduling and Dependencies Table

Operational Job When should it be run? Job's Dependency
SPLITSMF One or more times per day when input data

is available (Optional)
Previous INCRccc

INCRccc One or more times per day when input data
is available

Previous INCRccc or DAILY

DAILY Each day when input data is available Previous DAILY or INCRccc
WEEKLY Two days after end of week (Monday) DAILY
MONTHLY Three days after end of month DAILY
YEARLY Five days after end of year MONTHLY
BACKUP After each day's complete updating activity NONE

Note: The MICS scheduling algorithm does not include the optional AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM operational jobs for
weekly/monthly archive tape processing.

Following processing actions are considerations affecting the schedule according to options that have been chosen and
actions that must be taken:

For Archive Audit processing:

• If you specified
ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the AUDIT job during weekly processing.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without the optional AUTOSUBMIT parameter, schedule the AUDIT job separately.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE AUDIT YES STEP

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) or accepted the default (STEP), then Archive Audit processing occurs within the
WEEKLY job WEEK300 step.

• If you specified
ARCHIVE AUDIT NO

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then Archive Audit processing is bypassed.

For Archive Weekly History processing:
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• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the HISTW job during weekly processing.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without the optional AUTOSUBMIT parameter, schedule the HISTW job separately.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTW YES STEP

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) or accepted the default (STEP), then Archive Weekly History processing occurs
within the WEEKLY job WEEK300 step.

• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTW NO

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then Archive Weekly History processing is bypassed.

For Archive Monthly History processing:

• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the HISTM job during monthly processing.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) without the optional AUTOSUBMIT parameter, schedule the HISTM job separately.
• If you specified

ARCHIVE HISTM YES STEP

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) or accepted the default (STEP), then Archive Monthly History processing occurs
within the MONTHLY job MONTH300 step.

• If you specified
ARCHIVE HISTM NO

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then Archive Monthly History processing is bypassed.

Note: The MICS scheduling algorithm does not include the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT operational jobs for
daily/weekly/monthly MICF Production Reporting.

For processing affected by AUTOSUBMIT:

• If you specified
AUTOSUBMIT YES

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs
during daily/weekly/monthly processing.

• If you specified
AUTOSUBMIT NO

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), schedule the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs separately.

MICS provides two automated processes to implement the processing schedule.

• Operational thenStatus and Tracking SCHEDULE command
• The SCHEDULE job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SCHEDULE)

Note: Operational Status and Tracking or the SCHEDULE job do not support incremental updates. Schedule the
SPLITSMF (if used) and INCRccc jobs either manually or using your installation's production batch job scheduling facility.

Both the SCHEDULE command and the SCHEDULE batch job build a tailored job stream for each unit database using the
following rules:
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• Start the job stream by copying the DAILY job into today's job stream.
Run DAILY as soon as practical after input data becomes available and after all INCRccc jobs (if any) in this
unit that completed successfully. Normally this action is done after midnight for the day's activity that is being
processed. Most organizations schedule the DAILY to complete before the start of prime shift so that the reports for
yesterday's activity are ready for review and the database is current.
If a restart is required, the DAILY job must successfully complete before the start of the next scheduled update.
Note: When an operational job does not successfully complete, the database is marked nonupdatable. So, succeeding
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY jobs does not process until the abnormally terminated jobs are successfully
completed.
For jobs using MF data as an input source, the SUSPENDLIMIT keyword in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)
determines how long to retain data for jobs that are still in process. For example, jobs waiting to be printed or in
the system when it failed). During each day's processing, MICS merges suspended data with the new data in an
attempt to complete suspended jobs' data. The SUSPENDLIMIT keyword sets the maximum number of days for which
MICS retains job level data for the matching attempt. For more information about SUSPENDLIMIT, see PGMALL/
NOPGMALL Statement.

• Prohibit a WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY from running with one another.
• If a WEEKLY is due and one day has elapsed because it became due, copy the WEEKLY JCL into today's job

stream. To determine if a WEEKLY is due, SCHEDULE computes the week start using the day of the week (keyword
WEEKSTART) specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). By default, the week starts on Sunday.
For an organization operating seven days a week, WEEKLY should be executed following completion of the DAILY
between 0:00 and 8:00 on Monday. This makes the weekly reports (for the previous week's activity) available by the
beginning of prime shift on Monday.

• If a MONTHLY is due, three days have elapsed because it became due, and a WEEKLY has not already been
scheduled, copy the MONTHLY job into today's job stream.
For an organization running a twelve-month year, MONTHLY should be executed following completion of the DAILY
between 0:00 and 8:00 on the third day of the month.

• If a YEARLY is due, five days have elapsed because it became due, and a WEEKLY or MONTHLY has not already
been scheduled, copy the YEARLY JCL into today's job stream.
For an organization running a standard month (30 or 31 days, except for February), YEARLY should be executed
following completion of the DAILY run after the fifth day of the new year. This makes the yearly reports available in a
timely fashion for the previous year's activity.

• WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs are now run on the same day. If any combinations of these jobs are due to be
scheduled on the same day, SCHEDULE schedules the lesser job. For example, if a MONTHLY and YEARLY are due
simultaneously, the MONTHLY job is scheduled.

• If a BACKUP is required because one of the following statements is true, then copy the BACKUP job into today's job
stream.
– The backup frequency that is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) has been reached
– A WEEKLY job has been scheduled
– A MONTHLY job has been scheduled
– A YEARLY job has been scheduled
It is important to include BACKUP in each day's process because if the MICS database becomes damaged, the entire
database can be restored without reprocessing raw data.

• Save today's job stream in the Schedule Restart File in prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL.
• Submit the generated job stream (SCHEDULE command) or write the job stream to the internal reader for execution.

WARNING

If your installation uses the Thirteen Month Fiscal Year Option or another special MICS calendar, the
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs are run after the user-defined week, month, and year ends and are
not tied to the standard calendar week, month, and year.
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You can review the processing that is scheduled for today and the next few days through the Operational
Status and Tracking displays. You can build a job stream for today's scheduled processing without submitting
the job for execution.

• With Operational Status and Tracking,
– enter the SCHEDULE command with the EDIT operand. Operational Status and Tracking display the

generated batch job stream under PDF Edit.
– You can save the generated job stream in the Schedule Restart File by entering END on the PDF Edit

display. To exit without saving the generated job stream, enter CANCEL.
• With the SCHEDULE job (prefix.MICS.CNTL(SCHEDULE)),

– Specify NOSUBMIT on the SCHEDULE job's EXECstatement as follows:
//SCHEDULE EXEC MICSNDB,SYSPARM='NOSUBMIT

– The generated job is saved in the Schedule Restart File (prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL).

Schedule Delay

To determine when a WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY job runs, SCHEDULE uses today's date and the date the last
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY job successfully completed. SCHEDULE determines if a period has changed (from
one calendar week, month, or year to the next) and if the required job's delay has expired. It then constructs the JCL for
the appropriate processes for execution in today's job stream.

The table at the beginning of this section summarizes the weekly, monthly, and yearly schedule delays. The schedule
delay causes the job to be scheduled n number of days after its calendar scheduling date so that WEEKLY executes one
day after the beginning of the week (on Monday for the default WEEKSTART specification), MONTHLY on the third day of
the month, and YEARLY on the fifth day of the new year (on January 5th for the standard calendar year).

You can change the delay in scheduling the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY with a local modification that changes the
variables WKDELAY, MNDELAY, and YRDELAY.

• Make a local modification to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(SCHEDULE) for the SCHEDULE batch job.
• Make a local modification to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MAFOSCHD) for the Operational Status and Tracking

SCHEDULE command. This change will be effective until after the next DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY job completes
successfully.

Follow the instructions in User Modification Descriptions to implement changes to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members.
Must be non-specific.

Implementing the Processing Schedule
MICS provides two automated processes to implement the processing schedule.

• Operational Status and Tracking's SCHEDULE command.
• The SCHEDULE job--see prefix.MICS.CNTL(SCHEDULE).

Note: If you enable incremental update for one or more products in a unit database, schedule the optional SPLITSMF
job and associated INCRccc job executions separately, either manually or with your installations production batch job
scheduling facility. The MICS automated scheduling facilities do not handle INCRccc job scheduling.

The following diagram summarizes Operational Status and Tracking's SCHEDULE command.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|      CA MICS Job Control Library (prefix.MICS.CNTL)       |

|                                                           |

|                          DAILY                            |

|                          BACKUP                           |
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|                          WEEKLY                           |

|         Checkpoint       MONTHLY      Today's Date        |

|            File          YEARLY        (From MVS)         |

|             |              |               |              |

|             |              |               |              |

|             V______________V_______________V              |

|                            |                              |

|                            V                              |

|                       +----------+       +---------+      |

|     User Enters       |          |       | Online  |      |

|       SCHEDULE ------>| SCHEDULE |------>| Control |      |

|    Command Daily      |          |       | Tables  |      |

|                       +----------+       +---------+      |

|                            |                              |

|                            V                              |

|                      Today's Tailored                     |

|                         Job Stream                        |

|                            |                              |

|         +------------------+------------------+           |

|         |                  |                  |           |

|         V                  V                  V           |

|     Checkpoint            Job              Schedule       |

|        File              Input             Restart        |

|                          Queue              File          |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The following diagram summarizes the SCHEDULE job.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|      CA MICS Job Control Library (prefix.MICS.CNTL)       |

|                                                           |

|                          DAILY                            |

|                          BACKUP                           |

|                          WEEKLY                           |

|         Checkpoint       MONTHLY      Today's Date        |

|            File          YEARLY        (From MVS)         |

|             |              |               |              |

|             |              |               |              |

|             V______________V_______________V              |

|                            |                              |

|                            V                              |

|                       +----------+       +--------+       |

|          User         |          |       |  Run   |       |

|         Submits------>| SCHEDULE |------>| Status |       |

|        SCHEDULE       |          |       | Report |       |

|         Daily         +----------+       +--------+       |

|                            |          (only produced on   |

|                            V          SCHEDULE abnormal   |

|                          Today's         termination)     |

|                          Tailored                         |

|                         Job Stream                        |

|                            |                              |
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|         +------------------+------------------+           |

|         |                  |                  |           |

|         V                  V                  V           |

|     Checkpoint           System            Schedule       |

|        File             Internal           Restart        |

|                          Reader             File          |

|                            |                              |

|                            |                              |

|                            |                              |

|                            V                              |

|                      Job Input Queue                      |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Inputs to SCHEDULE are:

Checkpoint File
Contains the dates on which each of the operational jobs last completed.

MICS job control library
Contains the JCL for each of the operational jobs

Today's date
Maintained and made available through the operating system

Output from SCHEDULE is:

A tailored job stream containing the jobs that is run for the day's processing.

• The SCHEDULE command submits the generated job stream.
• The SCHEDULE job writes the job stream to the internal reader (the internal reader submits the job for execution).

Checkpoint File
Contains the flags indicating the operational jobs that are scheduled for today.

Schedule Restart File
Contains a copy of the job stream that was submitted to the internal reader. Use this file to manually restart the system if
processing abends.

Updated Operational Status and Tracking control tables (SCHEDULE command) or the Run Status Report
Contain job status information about each operational job (SCHEDULE job).

Production Operations

There are a number of ways to operate MICS in a production mode. If use of a production scheduler, either proprietary or
internally developed, is widely accepted at your installation, place the MICS operational jobs under its control.

If a production scheduler is not available, you can use either the Operational Status and Tracking facility or you can
operate MICS in a manual mode.

In either case, you have the choice of using the automated facilities MICS provides to implement the processing schedule
(SCHEDULE command and SCHEDULE job) or manually implementing the processing schedule. Remember that the
INCRccc jobs for incremental update processing are scheduled separately and are not supported by the MICS automated
scheduling facilities.

See Operational Guidelines for the steps you perform to implement the MICS processing schedule.
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Production Job Scheduler

You can use a production job scheduler to either schedule each operational job individually or schedule the MICS
SCHEDULE job. The approach that you selectdepends on your installation's production processing standards and
procedures. Consult your installation's operations or production control group to find out what they require to manage
MICS production processing.

If you enabled incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, then define the individual INCRccc
jobs to your installation's production job scheduler. Each INCRccc job executes one or more times each day to process a
subset of the total day's input data according to your predefined schedule of data availability and system workloads.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), define the MICS DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
YEARLY, and BACKUP operational jobs to your production scheduling system.

• Do not use the SCHEDULE job when you specify AUTOSUBMIT NO because MICS does not automatically submit
DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT to perform daily/weekly/monthly MICF inquiry production processing. MICS
depends on the AUTOSUBMIT YES option to automatically schedule MICF production processing.

• Do not use the SCHEDULE job when you specify the ARCHIVE AUDIT, ARCHIVE HISTW, and ARCHIVE HISTM
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) parameters with the JOB option but without the corresponding AUTOSUBMIT option.
MICS depends on the JOB AUTOSUBMIT option to schedule stand-alone archive tape processing automatically.

• Replicate the MICS processing schedule in your production control system's definition syntax. Refer to the Processing
Schedule section for the scheduling algorithm.

• Define DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT to your production scheduling system.
– Schedule DAILYRPT after DAILY completes successfully.
– Schedule WEEKRPT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Schedule MONTHRPT after MONTHLY completes successfully.

• Define AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM to your production scheduling system if the corresponding ARCHIVE option is
active (YES) and you specified the JOB option to perform archive tape processing in a stand-alone batch job.
– Schedule AUDIT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Schedule HISTW after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Schedule HISTM after MONTHLY completes successfully.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), and also specified the AUDIT ARCHIVE, HISTW,
and HISTM AUTOSUBMIT option if you specified the JOB option for active archive tape processing, then select one of the
following methods to define MICS DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP job processing to the production
job scheduling system.

• Define the MICS SCHEDULE job to the system
– This option submits most MICS processing through the JES internal reader.
– The production scheduler should submit the SCHEDULE job each day when practical after MICS input data is

available and, IF you enabled incremental update for one or more products in the unit database, ALL scheduled
INCRccc jobs complete execution.

– SCHEDULE automatically submits DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP processing as required.
– The DAY400, WEEK400, and MONTH400 steps of the respective DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY operational jobs

submit the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs for daily/weekly/monthly reporting.
– The WEEKLY job submits the AUDIT and HISTW jobs as required for Archive Audit and Archive Weekly History

processing (if active with the JOB option).
– The MONTHLY job submits the HISTM job as required for Archive Monthly History processing (if active with the

JOB option).
• Define the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP jobs to the system.
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– The DAY400, WEEK400, and MONTH400 steps of the respective DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY operational jobs
submit the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs through the JES internal reader.

– The WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job submits the AUDIT and HISTW jobs through the JES internal reader as
required for Archive Audit and Archive Weekly History processing (if active with the JOB option).

– The MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job submits the HISTM job through the JES internal reader as required for
Archive Monthly History processing (if active with the JOB option).

Operational Status And Tracking

The Operational Status and Tracking facility is an online tool for initiating and monitoring MICS database operational
processing in the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP jobs. It is available to authorized users from the
MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) option of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). For detailed data entry instructions and
command descriptions, see the online tutorials and the Operational Status and Tracking.

Note: If you activated incremental update for one or more products in the unit database, schedule the optional SPLITSMF
job and the associated INCRccc jobs manually or using your installation's production batch job scheduling facilities. The
online Operational Status and Tracking Facility does not support SPLITSMF or INCRccc job submission.

You can use the SCHEDULE command to submit DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing according to the
MICS processing schedule automatically.

Alternatively, you can use Operational Status and Tracking DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY commands to
"manually" submit DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY processing. Operational Status and Tracking prompt
you when WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing is due--Current Operation are DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or
YEARLY and status is DUE TODAY or OVERDUE.

Operational Status and Tracking consider scheduled processing to be late (OVERDUE) if not completed by 8:00 AM. You
can override the default Overdue time-of-day on the Operational Status and Tracking panel. To display the Overdue option
and specify the appropriate deadline for each unit database, scroll RIGHT MAX. Operational Status and Tracking reports
status as DUE TODAY until the specified time-of-day.

Reporting Considerations

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs using the JES internal reader.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), reconsider your consideration to use Operational
Status and Tracking to schedule production MICS processing because MICS does not automatically submit DAILYRPT,
WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT to perform daily/weekly/monthly MICF inquiry production processing. Manually submit,
from prefix.MICS.CNTL, the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs after DAILY/WEEKLY/MONTHLY processing
completes.

Archive Tape Processing Considerations

If you specified the YES, JOB, and AUTOSUBMIT options for the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), MICS automatically submits the AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM jobs using the JES internal
reader. These jobs offload archive tape processings from the WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs to increase
database availability. This processing can alternatively be executed within the WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs.

If you specified the YES and JOB options for the ARCHIVE AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) BUT did not include the AUTOSUBMIT option on these parameter statements, reconsider
your consideration to use Operational Status and Tracking to schedule production MICS processing because MICS does
not automatically submit AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM.
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Manual Operation

If you decide not to use a production batch scheduling facility or the MICS Operational Status and Tracking facility for
production MICS processing, then you can manually submit the MICS production jobs as required. All MICS production
jobs are submitted from the prefix.MICS.CNTL data set.

If you enabled incremental update for one or more products in the unit, manually submit the SPLITSMF job (if used) and
the associated INCRccc jobs as required. The optional SPLITSMF job and each INCRccc job execute one or more times
each day to process a subset of the total day's input data according to your predefined schedule of data availability and
system workloads.

You can use the MICS SCHEDULE job or you can submit the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and BACKUP operational jobs
individually. The approach that you select depends on your installation's production processing standards and procedures.
Consult your installation's operations or production control group to find out what they require to manage MICS production
processing.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), and also specified the AUDIT ARCHIVE, HISTW,
and HISTM AUTOSUBMIT option if you specified the JOB option for active archive tape processing, submit the MICS
SCHEDULE job each day when practical after MICS input data is available and, IF you enabled incremental update for
one or more products in the unit database, ALL scheduled INCRccc jobs complete execution.

• This option submits MICS processing through the JES internal reader.
• SCHEDULE automatically submits DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP processing as required.
• The DAY400, WEEK400, and MONTH400 steps of the respective DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY operational jobs

submit the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs for daily/weekly/monthly reporting.
• The WEEKLY job submits the AUDIT and HISTW jobs as required for Archive Audit and Archive Weekly History

processing (if active with the JOB option).
• The MONTHLY job submits the HISTM job as required for Archive Monthly History processing (if active with the JOB

option).

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), submit each MICS operational job individually.

• Do not use the SCHEDULE job when you specify AUTOSUBMIT NO because MICS does not automatically submit
DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT to perform daily/weekly/monthly MICF inquiry production processing. MICS
depends on the AUTOSUBMIT YES option to MICF production processing automatically.

• Do not use the SCHEDULE job when you specify the ARCHIVE AUDIT, ARCHIVE HISTW, and ARCHIVE HISTM
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) parameters with the JOB option but without the corresponding AUTOSUBMIT option.
MICS depends on the JOB AUTOSUBMIT option to schedule stand-alone archive tape processing automtically.

• Manually replicate the MICS processing schedule. Refer to the Processing Schedule section for the scheduling
algorithm.

• Submit DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT for MICF production reporting.
– Submit DAILYRPT after DAILY completes successfully.
– Submit WEEKRPT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Submit MONTHRPT after MONTHLY completes successfully.

• Define AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM to your production scheduling system if the corresponding ARCHIVE option is
active (YES) and you specified the JOB option to perform archive tape processing in a stand-alone batch job.
– Schedule AUDIT after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Schedule HISTW after WEEKLY completes successfully.
– Schedule HISTM after MONTHLY completes successfully.

Reporting

The DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY processes include two types of standard MICS reporting:
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• MICF inquiry production reporting
• Management objective (MBO) and exception reports

MICF inquiry production reporting occurs in the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs. If you specified
AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs automatically submit
the corresponding DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs. The DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs also
generate management objective (MBO) and exception reports.

If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the MBO and exception reports are generated in
the DAY400, WEEK400, and MONTH400 steps of the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs. If you also schedule the
DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs to execute MICF inquiry production reporting, MICS generates duplicate
MBO and exception reports. For example, daily MBO and exception reports is generated from both the DAILY job and the
DAILYRPT job.

To solve the potential for duplicate MBO and exception reports:

• If you are not using MICF inquiry production reporting and you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in the JCLDEF member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS, then do not schedule the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs. DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT,
and MONTHRPT duplicate the MBO and exception reports that are generated by the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY
jobs.

• If you ARE using MICF inquiry production reporting AND you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in the JCLDEF member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS, then use the distributed MICF inquiries for MBO and exception reports. That is, turn off MBO and
exception reporting in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and include the MBO and exception report inquiries that are
distributed with MICS in your MICF production reporting definitions.

For more information about EXECDEF parameters, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)for details on EXECDEF
parameters. For more information about MBO and exception reports, see the Standard Reports. For more information
about inquiry production reporting, see MICF Administration.

Archive Tape Processing

The MICS Archive Database facility provides optional long-term retention for both detail level (audit) data and summarized
(history) data. Archive Audit processing typically occurs weekly and provides long-term retention of DETAIL and DAYS
level data to meet audit and detail analysis requirements. Archive History processing optionally occurs weekly and
monthly and provides long-term retention of WEEKS and MONTHS level (summarized) data to address long-term
reporting, capacity planning, and historical analysis requirements.

Archive tape processing can occur within the WEEKLY and MONTHLY operational jobs, or you can optionally offload this
processing to the stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM jobs which access the database DISP=SHR, this action frees
the database for concurrent execution of reporting jobs and online end-user inquiry and analysis, or any other "read-only"
processing. For more information about parameters controlling archive tape processing, see Database Unit Execution
Option Definitions.

Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps
An operational process is a series of batch jobs that make up a logical unit of work. Operational processes update and
maintain the MICS database.

Operational jobs are the smallest executable unit of work in MICS. An operational job updates the MICS database,
generates reports, or performs a restart/recovery operation.

Job steps are a specific item of work within an operational job. A job step updates the MICS database for a single product,
generates reports, or performs a control function.

The following sections provide more details about:
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• Operational Processes
• Operational Jobs
• Job Steps

Operational Processes
An operational process is a series of batch jobs that make up a logical unit of work. Operational processes update and
maintain the MICS database.

The four MICS operational processes are:

• DAILY process 

The DAILY job followed by the BACKUP job,
or
One or more SPLITSMF (optional) and INCRccc jobs followed by the DAILY and BACKUP jobs (where ccc is a product
ID).

• WEEKLY process 

The DAILY job followed by the WEEKLY job followed by the BACKUP job

• MONTHLY process 

The DAILY job followed by the MONTHLY job followed by the BACKUP job

• YEARLY process 

The DAILY job followed by the YEARLY job followed by the BACKUP job

Incremental updates supplement the DAILY job and are considered a part of the DAILY process. Each INCRccc job
performs a portion of the ccc product's work that would otherwise occur in the DAILY job.

Operational Jobs
MICS provides standard operational jobs for updating, reporting, maintaining, and recovering its Database:

DAILY
Run each day to update the DETAIL and DAYS timespan files plus week-to-date and month- to-date files in the WEEKS
and MONTHS timespans This action can be supplemented by one or more INCRccc job executions.

WEEKLY
Run once each week after the DAILY job for WEEKS timespan cycle close-out, weekly archive audit, and weekly archive
history processing.

MONTHLY
Run once each month after the DAILY job for MONTHS timespan cycle close-out and monthly archive history processing
and for updating year-to-date files.

YEARLY
Run once each year after the MONTHLY job for YEARS timespan cycle close-out.

BACKUP
Run daily, bi-daily, or weekly (per user-specified backup frequency) to generate a tape backup of the entire Database.

SCHEDULE
Run each day to submit scheduled processing.

RESTORE
Run whenever the database is damaged or must be recovered.
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DAILYRPT
Run after DAILY to produce daily production reports.

WEEKRPT
Run after WEEKLY to produce weekly production reports.

 MONTHRPT
Run after MONTHLY to produce monthly production reports.

RSTRTBLS
Run to restore the TABLES and SCREENS data sets.

RSTRTLIB
Run to restore ISPF-based information.

DAYSMFR
Run as necessary to recreate DAILY job work files.

ACTDAY1R
Run as necessary to restore the MICS Accounting and Chargeback DAY1 audit file.

RSTATUS
Run as necessary to update Operational Status and Tracking control tables or to replace a lost Run Status Report.

INCRccc
(Optional) Run one or more times per day to process a portion of the daily input data for the ccc data integration product
to update the product's incremental update ("today to-date") DETAIL and DAYS timespan files.

SPLITSMF
(Optional) Run one or more times a day to split the SMF input data into multiple files for processing in the INCRccc
jobs. SPLITSMF is a stand-alone version of the DAILY job's DAYSMF step and applies only to those products
which take their input from the SMF files, and which are marked as INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

IUDBINIT
(Optional) Run to reinitialize in-progress incremental update processing after restoring the unit database files (after
running the RESTORE job). Messages in the RESTORE job MICSLOG prompt you to execute IUDBINIT when needed.

AUDIT
(Optional) Run after WEEKLY to perform optional Archive Audit processing. The AUDIT job is used when you specify.

 ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB  

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

B You can execute AUDIT more frequently (e.g., twice a week or daily) if DASD space is inadequate for retaining sufficient
DETAIL/DAYS cycles for weekly audit tape creation.

In this case, it is necessary to add the following to prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

 USERDEF AUDITCWK YES  

This parameter overrides the default audit archive processing. Data for the current week is retained and copied to the new
audit archive tape cycle.

HISTW
(Optional) Run after WEEKLY to perform optional Archive Weekly History processing. The HISTW job is used when you
specify

 ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB  

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
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HISTM
(Optional) Run after MONTHLY to perform optional Archive Monthly History processing. The HISTM job is used when you
specify

 ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB  

in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

BACKUPM
Run once each month after the MONTHLY job to generate a tape backup of the entire Database. The monthly backup is
run as this BACKUPM job when AUTOSUBMIT YES has been specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The operational jobs are documented in the sections that follow.

DAILY Operational Job

Run the DAILY job each day.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                  Input Data Sources                       |

|                                                           |

|     |      |      |      |       |       |       |        |

|     |      |      |      |       |       |       |        |

|     +------+------+----->|<------+-------+-------+        |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|   Checkpoint         +-------+           Operational      |

|      File<---------->| DAILY |---------->Status and       |

|                      +-------+           Tracking         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|      +--------------+---------------+--------------+      |

|      |              |               |              |      |

|      V              V               V              V      |

|  Exception      Management      MICF Rpts.      Online    |

|  Reports        Objective       & Graphics      Database  |

|                 Reports                                   |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the DAILY job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY) and is tailored to the components in the unit database.

The DAILY job operates as follows:

• If an incremental update is active for one or more products, verify that no INCRccc jobs are still running or awaiting
restart or recovery.

• If stand-alone Archive Audit processing is enabled, verify that previously submitted AUDIT jobs that have completed
successfully.

• Select input data for installed products.
• Create information area files in the DETAIL and DAYS timespans.

Note: If an incremental update is enabled for one or more products, some DAILY job steps will
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– perform INCRccc processing. (See INCRccc Operational Jobs.)
– roll-up the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS timespan files to the MICS database DETAIL and DAYS timespan

data sets
– initialize the incremental update checkpoint and database files in preparation for the next day's INCRccc

processing. For more information,

• Update week-to-date and month-to-date files in the WEEKS and MONTHS timespans, respectively.
• Perform daily accounting processing if MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in the unit database.
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT YES, copy prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILYRPT) to the internal

reader (submit the DAILYRPT job).
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT NO, produce management objective (MBO) and exception

reports if the products in the unit support these reports -- see prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
• Optionally execute user (non-MICS) reporting.
• Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

Database Updates

A new file cycle (level 01) is added to the Database for each of the files that are maintained in the DETAIL and DAYS
timespans. This 01 level cycle contains the data that is processed from the input data sets. The files that are maintained in
the WEEKS and MONTHS timespans are updated on a week-to-date and month-to-date basis, respectively.

MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics

Daily MICF inquiry production interface processing in the DAILYRPT job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed reports
and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalogs for online review and printing
using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. For more information about MICF inquiry production reporting, see MICF
Administration.

Standard Reports

If prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) exceptions and MBO parameters are set to valid values other than NONE, the DAILY
job produces the following reports for the previous day's activity.

• Daily Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area
• Daily Exception Reports

For more information about EXECDEF, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Maintenance Reports

The DAILY job generates JES, MICSLOG, and SAS log output documenting performance of the daily update.

• The Run Status Report describes the result of current processing. This information is also available with the
Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command.

• The MICSLOG reports the status of each production job step. Database update steps report the number of input
records that are processed and log the records deleted due to date-range, record length, and other validation tests.
This information is also available with the Operational Status and Tracking HISTORY command.

Dependencies

If the DAILY job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The DAILY job must successfully complete
before other functions can start.

The DAILY job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP or RESTORE
jobs have completed unsuccessfully.
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If the incremental update is enabled for one or more products, then the DAILY job is not able to execute if any of the latest
INCRccc jobs have completed unsuccessfully.

If the DAILY job is accidentally submitted for execution twice in the same day (with the same data in the input files), the
second run abends (U300) because the duplicate data check mechanisms in MICS recognize that the same data is being
submitted again.

WEEKLY Operational Job

The WEEKLY job runs at the start of each new week after the DAILY for the last day of the week completes successfully.
The standard MICS schedule algorithm delays weekly processing for 2 days after the end of the week. This execution
pattern provides the reports for the previous week's activity early in the new week (e.g., on Monday) and has the database
fully updated for adhoc reporting and problem tracking, while still allowing for suspended input data (e.g., data for batch
jobs that have not yet printed).

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |

|      File<--------->| WEEKLY  |--------->Status and       |

|                     +---------+          Tracking         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|     +-------------+-----------+----------+----------+     |

|     |             |           |          |          |     |

|     V             V           V          V          V     |

| Management    MICF Rpts.    Online    Archive    Archive  |

| Objective     & Graphics   Database   Audit      Weeks    |

| Reports                               Data       History  |

|                                                  Data     |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the WEEKLY job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKLY) and is tailored to the components in the unit.

The WEEKLY job operates as follows:

• If stand-alone Archive Audit processing is enabled, verify that the previous week's AUDIT job that has completed
successfully.

• If stand-alone Archive Weekly History processing is enabled, verify that the previous week's HISTW job that
has completed successfully.

• Update the online Database by aging the in-process week- to-date cycles to full week 01 cycles.
• Submit the AUDIT job, or create the weekly archive audit Database.
• Submit the HISTW job, or update the weeks archive history Database.
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT YES, copy prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKRPT) to the internal

reader (submit the WEEKRPT job).
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT NO, produce management objective (MBO) reports if the

products in the unit support these reports. See Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).
• Optionally, execute user (non-MICS) reporting.
• Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.
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Database Updates

The week-to-date files are updated each day by the DAILY job. The WEEKLY job extracts prior weeks data from the
week-to- date cycles to become the first-level WEEKS cycles (level 01). Data from the current week remains in the week-
to-date cycles as the basis for a new week-to-date accumulation.
For each file maintained in the WEEKS timespan, one cycle is created for each week's data processed.

Archive Audit Data

Archive audit data is created as a new entry in the audit generation data group. The audit data is generated for files that
contain job, program, command, or application unit execution-related data by copying data from the last ten DAILY or
DETAIL timespan cycles maintained online for the applicable files. If the file is active in the DETAIL timespan, DETAIL is
used. If the file is NOT active in the DETAIL timespan, then DAYS is used.

If you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Audit processing is performed in
the stand-alone AUDIT job. If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement, then the WEEKLY
job WEEK300 step automatically submits the AUDIT job through the internal reader. If you specified NOAUTOSUBMIT
(or took the default) then you must schedule the AUDIT job externally, either manually or through your installation's
production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The AUDIT job must complete before the next scheduled DAILY job is allowed to execute.

If you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (i.e., you took the
default or specified STEP), then Archive Audit processing is performed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job.

The files included in archive audit processing are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. Archive audit tape
retention (number of generations) is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). See the MICS Structure and Content
Guide for more information on the Archive Database.

Archive History Data

The archive weekly history data is updated by creating a new generation data group entry using the most recent WEEKS
timespan data (cycle 01) and the history-to-date contained in the current (0) generation archive for each file maintained in
the WEEKS timespan archives. Historical data and new data are read in and any data that is older than the user- specified
archive retention age is deleted.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Weekly History processing is
performed in the stand-alone HISTW job. If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement, then
the WEEKLY job WEEK300 step automatically submits the HISTW job through the OS/390 internal reader. If you specified
NOAUTOSUBMIT (or took the default) then you must schedule the HISTW job externally, either manually or through your
installation's production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The HISTW job must complete before the next scheduled WEEKLY job is allowed to execute.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (i.e., you took the
default or specified STEP), then Archive Weekly History processing is performed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY
job.

The WEEKS timespan files included in weekly archive history processing and the archive retention are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character
component identifier. See the MICS Structure and Content Guide for more information on the Archive Database.

MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics

Weekly MICF inquiry production interface processing in the WEEKRPT job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed
reports and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalog(s) for online review and
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printing using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. See MICF Administration in the MICF Reference Guide for more
information on MICF inquiry production reporting.

Standard Reports

Based on the REPORT MBOWEEKLY parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS member EXECDEF, the WEEKLY job produces
the following reports for the previous week's activity.

• Weekly Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area

Maintenance Reports

The WEEKLY job generates JES, MICSLOG, and SAS log output documenting performance of the weekly update.

• The Run Status Report describes the result of current processing. This information is also available with the
Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command.

• The MICSLOG reports the status of each production job step.

Dependencies

If the WEEKLY job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The WEEKLY job must successfully
complete before other functions can start.

The WEEKLY job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, or RESTORE
jobs have completed unsuccessfully.

MONTHLY Operational Job

The MONTHLY job runs at the start of each new month after the DAILY for the last day of the month completes
successfully. The standard MICS schedule algorithm delays monthly processing for 3 days after the end of the month.
This execution pattern provides the reports for the previous month's activity early in the new month (e.g., on the 3rd) and
has the database fully updated for adhoc reporting, while still allowing for suspended input data (e.g., data for batch jobs
that have not yet printed).

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 |                       Online                              |

 |                      Database                             |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          V                                |

 |   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |

 |      File<--------->| MONTHLY |--------->Status and       |

 |                     +---------+          Tracking         |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          |                                |

 |       +--------------+--------------+-------------+       |

 |       |              |              |             |       |

 |       V              V              V             V       |

 |   Management     MICF Rpts.       Online       Archive    |

 |   Objective      & Graphics      Database      Monthly    |

 |   Reports                                      History    |

 |                                                 Data      |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+
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The JCL for the MONTHLY job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHLY). The JCL is tailored to the components in the unit.

The MONTHLY job operates as follows:

• If stand-alone Archive Monthly History processing is enabled, verify that the previous month's HISTM job that
has completed successfully.

• Update the online database by aging the in-process month-to-date cycles to full month 01 cycles.
• (Optional) Update the year-to-date files in the YEARS timespan from the new month 01 cycles.
• Update the months archive history database.
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT YES, copy prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHRPT) to the internal

reader (submit the MONTHRPT job).
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies AUTOSUBMIT NO, produce management objective (MBO) reports if the

products in the unit support these reports. See Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).
• (Optional) Execute user (non-MICS) reporting.
• Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies MONTHLY BACKUP YES and AUTOSUBMIT YES, copy the monthly

backup job BACKUPM to the internal reader (submit the monthly backup).
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) specifies MONTHLY BACKUP YES and AUTOSUBMIT NO, perform monthly backup

processing.

Database Updates

The month-to-date files are updated each day by the DAILY job. The MONTHLY job extracts prior months data from the
month-to-date cycles to become the first-level MONTHS cycles (level 01). Data from the current month remains in the
month-to-date cycles as the basis for a new month-to-date accumulation.

For each file maintained in the MONTHS timespan, one cycle is created for each month's data processed.

If the YEARS timespan is active, year-to-date files in the YEARS timespan are updated using the newly
created 01 MONTHS timespan cycles. See the YEARS TIMESPAN ACTIVE/INACTIVE parameter in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to determine if the YEARS timespan is active or
inactive.

Archive History Data

Archive monthly history data is updated by creating a generation data group entry using the most recent MONTHS
timespan data (cycle 01) and the history-to-date that is contained in the current (0) generation archive for each file that is
maintained in the MONTHS timespan archives. The historical and new data are read in and any data that is older than the
user-specified archive retention age is deleted.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Monthly History processing
is performed in the stand-alone HISTM job. If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement,
then the MONTHLY job MONTH300 step automatically submits the HISTM job through the z/OS internal reader. If you
specified NOAUTOSUBMIT (or took the default), schedule the HISTM job externally, either manually or through your
installation's production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The HISTM job must complete before the next scheduled MONTHLY job is allowed to execute.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (you took the default or
specified STEP), then Archive Monthly History processing is performed in the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job.

The MONTHS timespan files included in monthly archive history processing and the archive retention are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character
component identifier.
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MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics

Monthly MICF inquiry production interface processing in the MONTHLY job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed
reports and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalog(s) for online review and
printing using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. For more information about MICF inquiry production reporting, see
MICF Administration in the MICF Reference Guide.

Standard Reports

Based on the REPORT MBOMONTHLY parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS member EXECDEF, the MONTHLY job
produces the following reports for the previous month's activity:

• Monthly Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area

Maintenance Reports

The MONTHLY job generates JES, MICSLOG, and SAS log output documenting performance of the monthly update.

• The Run Status Report describes the result of current processing. This information is also available with the
Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command.

• The MICSLOG reports the status of each production job step.

Monthly Backup

A MONTHLY backup of the database can be taken. The monthly backup provides recovery capability to the month level.

If you specified MONTHLY BACKUP YES or allowed this to default, the MONTHLY job will initiate a full database backup.
When AUTOSUBMIT is NO, the backup is done within the MONTHLY job. When AUTOSUBMIT is YES, the MONTHLY
job step BKUP900M submits the monthly backup job in member prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUPM).

If you specified MONTHLY BACKUP NO the MONTHLY job will not initiate any backup. In this case, you must submit the
BACKUPM job by some other means in order to keep a monthly backup of your database.

Dependencies

If the MONTHLY job malfunctions, no other update functions will be able to execute. The MONTHLY job must successfully
complete before other functions can start.

The MONTHLY job will not be able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, or
RESTORE jobs have completed unsuccessfully.

YEARLY Operational Job

The YEARLY job runs at the start of each new year after the MONTHLY for the last month of the year completes
successfully. The standard MICS schedule algorithm delays yearly processing for five days after the end of the year. This
execution pattern has the Database that is fully updated for demand reporting early in the new year (for example, January
5th) while still allowing for suspended input data. For example, data for batch jobs that have not yet printed. For more
information, see MICS Year-End Processing Considerations.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |
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|      File<--------->| YEARLY  |--------->Status and       |

|                     +---------+          Tracking         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the YEARLY job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(YEARLY) and is tailored to the components in the unit.

The YEARLY job operates as follows:

• Update the Database by aging the in-process year-to-date cycles to full year cycles (01 level).
• Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

Database Updates

The year-to-date files are updated each month by the MONTHLY job. The YEARLY job extracts prior years data from the
year- to-date cycles to become the first-level YEARS cycles (level 01). Data from the current year remains in the year-to-
date cycles as the basis for a new year-to-date accumulation.

For each file maintained in the YEARS timespan, one cycle is created for each year's data processed.

Maintenance Reports

The YEARLY job generates JES, MICSLOG, and SAS log output documenting performance of the weekly update.

• The Run Status Report describes the result of current processing. This information is also available with the
Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command.

• The MICSLOG reports the status of each production job step.

Dependencies

If the YEARLY job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The YEARLY job must successfully
complete before other functions can start.

The YEARLY job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and
RESTORE jobs have been completed unsuccessfully.

BACKUP Operational Job

The BACKUP job runs after the last update job completes successfully. BACKUP frequency (daily, bi-daily, or weekly) is
specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                                  Checkpoint               |

|            Online                  File                   |

|           Database                   |                    |

|               |                      |                    |

|               +----------+-----------+                    |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |
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|      File<--------->| BACKUP  |--------->Status and       |

|                     +---------+          Tracking         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                       Backup                              |

|                        Data                               |

|                        Files                              |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the BACKUP job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP) and is tailored to the components in the unit.

The BACKUP job creates a copy of the Database in six-generation data groups:

• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.CHECKPT
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.DETAIL
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.DAYS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.WEEKS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.MONTHS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.YEARS

The BACKUP job for the PRIMARY unit database also backs up:

• sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
• sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB

The BACKUP job for any unit database also backs up:

• prefix.MICS.MUOLIB

If the MICS Capacity Planner is installed in the PRIMARY unit, the PRIMARY unit BACKUP job also backs up:

• sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY

The BACKUP job tracks compressed data on an inventory so that compressed data can be restored in compressed mode.
(The SAS System is not directed to write compressed data to tape in compressed mode.)

Dependencies 

If the BACKUP job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The BACKUP job must successfully
complete before other functions can start.

The BACKUP job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and RESTORE jobs
have been completed unsuccessfully. The BACKUP job is able to execute if a prior BACKUP job failed. That is, you can
restart the BACKUP job by rerunning the BACKUP job.

SCHEDULE Operational Job

The SCHEDULE operational job is one of two tools for implementing the MICS operational schedule. You can use
the Operational Status and Tracking SCHEDULE command or the batch SCHEDULE job to submit the proper DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and the BACKUP processing due today automatically.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |
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 |        MICS Job Control Library (prefix.MICS.CNTL)        |

 |                                                           |

 |                          DAILY                            |

 |                          BACKUP                           |

 |                          WEEKLY                           |

 |         Checkpoint       MONTHLY      Today's Date        |

 |            File          YEARLY        (From MVS)         |

 |             |              |               |              |

 |             |              |               |              |

 |             V______________V_______________V              |

 |                            |                              |

 |                            V                              |

 |                       +----------+       +--------+       |

 |                       |          |       |  Run   |       |

 |                       | SCHEDULE |------>| Status |       |

 |                       |          |       | Report |       |

 |                       +----------+       +--------+       |

 |                            |          (only produced on   |

 |                            V          SCHEDULE abnormal   |

 |                          Today's         termination)     |

 |                          Tailored                         |

 |                         Job Stream                        |

 |                            |                              |

 |         +------------------+------------------+           |

 |         |                  |                  |           |

 |         V                  V                  V           |

 |     Checkpoint           System            Schedule       |

 |        File             Internal           Restart        |

 |                          Reader             File          |

 |                            |                              |

 |                            |                              |

 |                            |                              |

 |                            V                              |

 |                      Job Input Queue                      |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 

The SCHEDULE job examines the Checkpoint File and determines the MICS database update processing that should
occur today. SCHEDULE then builds a composite batch job stream from the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and
the BACKUP job JCL in prefix.MICS.CNTL. The composite job is copied to the JES internal reader and also saved on the
prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set.

For more information, see the Processing Schedule and Implementing the Processing Schedule.

RESTORE Operational Job

To recover the Database, run the RESTORE job.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Backup                              |

|                        Data                               |

|                        Files                              |
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|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |

|      File<--------->| RESTORE |--------->Status and       |

|                     +---------+          Tracking         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|               +----------+-----------+                    |

|               |                      |                    |

|               V                      V                    |

|            Online                Checkpoint               |

|           Database                 File                   |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the RESTORE job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE). The JCL is tailored to the components in the unit, and
if compression was active for the files when they were compressed, the data is restored in compressed format.

The RESTORE job defaults to the current (0) generation backup. You can also restore from another daily backup
generation or from a monthly backup.

Recovery to the day level (from a standard daily backup generation) places the MICS database in the status it was in
when the specified Daily backup was executed.

Recovery to the month level (from a monthly backup generation) protects the MICS database from the vulnerability of bad
data being processed for a period greater than the number of generations of daily backup tapes. The monthly backup also
provides an alternative to restoring from a daily backup before the last monthly and having to rerun a monthly process.

If you have activated incremental update for any product in the unit database, the RESTORE job can issue messages
warning that you might need to reinitialize the incremental update database files. If one or more INCRccc jobs that are
completed before running the RESTORE job, then the incremental update database files contain information that is based
on the unit database state before the RESTORE. Since the unit database contents have changed, the "today to-date"
files in the incremental update database are invalid. Execute the IUDBINIT operational job to re-initialize the incremental
update database files and position your unit database for correctly recovering the data that is processed because the last
backup was taken.

If MICS Accounting and Chargeback are installed in the unit database, you will need to run the ACTDAY1R job after
completing RESTORE processing. For special considerations relating to accounting files, see Using Accounting and
Chargeback.

After RESTORE completes, and after you have run the IUDBINIT and ACTDAY1R jobs (if necessary), rerun ALL database
update processing that is performed because the backup was taken.

Restoring The Database 

Use the Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE command. You can select the current daily backup generation,
another daily backup generation, or a monthly backup.

You can manually restore the Database using the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE). RESTORE defaults to the current
(0) daily backup generation. You can restore from another backup generation or monthly backup by changing RESTORE
job symbolic parameters. DO NOT SAVE THE MODIFIED RESTORE JCL.

The RESTORE parameters are:

DSNPREF
Backup prefix. Defaults to daily backup DSN.
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GDG
Backup cycle. Defaults to 0 (current).

The RESTORE job prints a copy of the checkpoint file for the online database and the checkpoint file for the tape backup
database before beginning the restore process. This serves two purposes. First, it allows comparison of the state of the
database at the time it was damaged with the backup version used in the RESTORE. Second, it ensures that the backup
tape does indeed exist and that at least one file of it can be read. If the backup checkpoint file cannot be printed, the
RESTORE job stops and the damaged database is not deleted.
If you specified RESTORE BACKUP YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the RESTORE job attempts to execute
a database BACKUP before the RESTORE. If the RESTORE job fails because the BACKUP is unsuccessful, the
RESTORE can be completed by:

• Replying NO to the Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE command pre-restore backup prompt
Or

• Manually restarting the RESTORE job in the RSTR900 step

The data sets produced by the pre-restore backup are written to the same generation data groups that are used for
normal backups, but are not cataloged. This means that if the RESTORE job fails, ensure that the tapes are kept and
cataloged before they are scratched. If the restore is successful, then you might elect to let the tapes be scratched so that
they do not affect the normal sequence of your MICS backup generations.

Dependencies 

If the RESTORE job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The RESTORE job must successfully
complete before other functions can start.

The RESTORE job is allowed to execute even if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, or BACKUP jobs
failed. In this case, recognize that any processing that might have taken place because the date of the backup that is
being restored is repeated.

Remember that the RESTORE job does not touch the incremental update database files. If any INCRccc jobs have run in
this unit for the current day's data, run the IUDBINIT job to reinitialize the incremental update database files.

DAILYRPT Operational Job

DAILYRPT runs after the DAILY job.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                     | DAILYRPT |                          |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|           +--------------+---------------+                |

|           |              |               |                |

|           V              V               V                |

|       Exception      Management      MICF Reports         |

|       Reports        Objective        & Graphics          |

|                      Reports                              |

|                                                           |
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+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the DAILYRPT job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILYRPT).

The DAILYRPT job operates as follows:

• Execute daily MICF inquiry production reporting for this unit database.
• Produce management objective (MBO) and exception reports if the products in the unit support these reports. See

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).

MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics 

Daily MICF inquiry production interface processing in the DAILYRPT job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed reports
and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalogs for online review and printing
using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. For more information about MICF inquiry production reporting, see MICF
Administration.

Standard Reports 

If prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) exceptions and the MBO parameters are set to valid values other than NONE, the
DAILYRPT job produces the following reports for the previous day's activity.

• Daily Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area
• Daily Exception Reports

WEEKRPT Operational Job

WEEKRPT runs after the WEEKLY job.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                     | WEEKRPT  |                          |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                  +-------+-------+                        |

|                  |               |                        |

|                  V               V                        |

|              Management      MICF Reports                 |

|              Objective        & Graphics                  |

|              Reports                                      |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the WEEKRPT job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKRPT).

The WEEKRPT job operates as follows:

• Execute weekly MICF inquiry production reporting for this unit database.
• Produce management objective (MBO) reports if the products in the unit support these reports. See

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
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MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics 

Weekly MICF inquiry production interface processing in the WEEKRPT job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed
reports and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalogs for online review and
printing using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. For more information about MICF inquiry production reporting,
see MICF Administration.

Standard Reports 

Based on the REPORT MBOWEEKLY parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS member EXECDEF, the WEEKRPT job
produces the following reports for the previous week's activity.

• Weekly Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area

MONTHRPT Operational Job

MONTHRPT runs after the MONTHLY job.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                       Online                              |

|                      Database                             |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                     | MONTHRPT |                          |

|                     +----------+                          |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                  +-------+-------+                        |

|                  |               |                        |

|                  V               V                        |

|              Management      MICF Reports                 |

|              Objective        & Graphics                  |

|              Reports                                      |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the MONTHRPT job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHRPT).

The MONTHRPT job operates as follows:

• Execute monthly MICF inquiry production reporting for this unit database.
• Produce management objective (MBO) reports if the products in the unit support these reports - see

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).

MICF Inquiry Production Reports And Graphics 

Monthly MICF inquiry production interface processing in the MONTHRPT job executes shared MICF inquiries. Printed
reports and color graphics are saved in the associated MICF production inquiry output catalogs for online review and
printing using the MICF Reports and Graphics option. For more information about MICF inquiry production reporting,
see MICF Administration.

Standard Reports 

Based on the REPORT MBOMONTHLY parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS member EXECDEF, the MONTHRPT job
produces the following report for the previous month's activity:
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• Monthly Management Objective (MBO) Reports by Information Area

RSTRTBLS Operational Job

The RSTRTBLS job is used to restore the TABLES and SCREENS data sets. These data sets contain SAS data files, but
unlike other MICS SAS data files, they are shared across all database units. They are backed up as part of the normal
BACKUP job for the PRIMARY unit database.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                    Backup TABLES and                      |

|                     SCREENS Files                         |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     +---------+                           |

|                     |RSTRTBLS |                           |

|                     +---------+                           |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                       Online                              |

|                  TABLES and SCREENS                       |

|                        Files                              |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the RSTRTBLS job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTBLS).

Some files in the TABLES data set are updated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback monthly processing. Other files
are updated manually. All files in the SCREENS data set are updated manually. Changes to TABLES or SCREENS made
after the last Database update and backup for the PRIMARY unit database are not reflected in the backup copy of the
TABLES and SCREENS data sets. Therefore, TABLES and SCREENS are not included in the normal RESTORE job.

The RSTRTBLS job restores the TABLES and SCREENS data sets from the most recent (0) generation TABLES/
SCREENS backup file. After RSTRTBLS processing completes, you will need to recreate all changes to the TABLES and
SCREENS data sets made after the backup was taken.

You can restore from an older generation TABLES/SCREENS backup file modifying the RSTRTBLS JCL to reference an
alternative backup file generation (for example, -3).

WARNING

Do not save the modified RSTRTBLS JCL.

For more information about the RSTRTBLS operational job, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.

RSTRTLIB Operational Job

The RSTRTLIB job is used to restore the online ISPF tables data sets (sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB). This data set
contains ISPF control tables and is shared across all database units and MICS users. RSTRTLIB is backed up as part of
the normal BACKUP job for the PRIMARY unit Database.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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|                                                           |

|                     Backup ISPF                           |

|                     Tables Files                          |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     +---------+                           |

|                     |RSTRTLIB |                           |

|                     +---------+                           |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     Online ISPF                           |

|                     Tables Files                          |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the RSTRTLIB job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL, member RSTRTLIB.

ISPF tables are updated by MICS generation jobs, by MICS and MICF administrative activities, and by other MICS
online applications. Changes to the ISPF tables made after the last Database update and backup for the PRIMARY unit
database are not reflected in the backup copy of the ISPF tables data set. Therefore, sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB is not
included in the normal RESTORE job.

Call Broadcom Support for assistance before restoring sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB.

The RSTRTLIB job restores sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB from the most recent (0) generation backup file. After RSTRTLIB
processing completes, you will need to recreate all changes to sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB made after the backup was
taken.

You can restore from an older generation ISPTLIB backup file modifying the RSTRTLIB JCL to reference an alternative
backup file generation (for example, -3).

WARNING

Do not save the modified RSTRTLIB JCL.

For more information about sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB contents, see MICF Reference and other Product Analyzers.

DAYSMFR Operational Job

The DAYSMFR job is used to allocate and rebuild the SMF temporary work files that are used by the DAILY job.

The JCL for the DAYSMFR job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAYSMFR).

The DAYSMFR job replicates the function of the DAILY job's DAYSMF step when you specify DAYSMF FILES
TEMPORARY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

If you modified the DAILY job JCL to point to an alternate input file, make the same modification to the DAYSMFR JCL.

WARNING

Do not save the modified DAYSMFR JCL.

If an incremental update is active for one or more products in this unit database, then DAYSMFR may fail with MICSLOG
messages stating that incremental or daily update processing is in progress or requires restart/recovery for one or more
products. You can override this checkpoint validity test and can force DAYSMFR to execute by specifying:
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SYSPARM=FORCE

On the DAYSMF step EXEC statement in the DAYSMFR job JCL. SYSPARM=FORCE overrides the abort for DAYnnn
step failures when incremental update is active, and allows DAYSMFR job processing to continue.

ACTDAY1R Operational Job

The ACTDAY1R job applies only to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. Run the ACTDAY1R job as necessary to restore
the Accounting and Chargeback ACTAUDIT DAY1 file to a status synchronized with the online MICS database.

The JCL for the ACTDAY1R job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL, member ACTDAY1R.

The ACTDAY1R job is used when restarting the DAILY job in the DAY199 step or after running the RESTORE job.
ACTDAY1R copies the current (0) generation of the ACTAUDIT DAY2 file file into the current (0) generation of the DAY1
file. If you restart DAY199 or restore the Database without running ACTDAY1R, the ACTAUDIT files (DAY1 and DAY2)
contain duplicate data. 

If your DAY1 tape is not usable (for example, damaged), modify the ACTDAY1R JCL to create a new output DAY1 GDG
or use the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA) to catalog a new DAY1 GDG before running the ACTDAY1R. 

You can restore from an older generation of the DAY2 file by modifying the ACTDAY1R JCL to reference an alternative
DAY2 file generation (for example, -3). 

WARNING

Do not save the modified ACTDAY1R JCL.

For more information about the ACTAUDIT files, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.

RSTATUS Operational Job

Run the RSTATUS job as necessary to update Operational Status and Tracking control tables or to replace a lost Run
Status Report.

  |                                                          |

  |   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational     |

  |      File<--------->| RSTATUS |--------->Status and      |

  |                     +---------+          Tracking        |

  |                                                          |

 

The JCL for the RSTATUS job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTATUS).

The DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, RESTORE, AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM database update jobs
each have an RSTATUS step: DAYRSR, WEEKRSR, MONTHRSR, YEARRSR, BKUPRSR, RSTRRSR, AUDITRSR,
HISTWRDR, AND HISTMRSR. If a database update job fails without executing the RSTATUS step, you are unable to use
Operational Status and Tracking or the Run Status Report for problem diagnosis and job restart until you either use the
Operational Status and Tracking RSTATUS command or submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTATUS).

If the RSTATUS job finds the database in a nonupdatable condition, the RSTATUS job terminates with a U0999 abend.
When the RSTATUS job terminates with a U0999 abend, use the Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command or
review the printed Run Status Report to analyze the database problem.

For more information, see Run Status Report.
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INCRccc Operational Jobs

If an incremental update is enabled for the ccc product, optionally run the INCRccc job one or more times each day.
When the incremental update is enabled, the first phase of the DAILY job step for the ccc product is the equivalent of an
INCRccc job execution.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|            ccc Product Input Data Sources                 |

|                                                           |

|     |      |      |      |       |       |       |        |

|     |      |      |      |       |       |       |        |

|     +------+------+----->|<------+-------+-------+        |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|     Unit            +---------+           ccc Product     |

|  Checkpoint-------->| INCRccc |<--------->Incremental     |

|     File            +---------+           Update          |

|                          |                Checkpoint      |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|                     ccc Product                           |

|                     Incremental                           |

|                       Update                              |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                 +-----------------+                       |

|                 |                 |                       |

|                 V                 V                       |

|            DETAIL Files      DAYS Files                   |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The JCL for the INCRccc jobs is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(INCRccc). Each INCRccc job is tailored to the associated data
integration product.

The INCRccc job operates as follows:

• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for this product specifies INCRSPLIT USE, dynamically allocate the input
prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set created by the SPLITSMF job.

• If this is the FIRST INCRccc job of the day (for the ccc product), initialize the ccc product incremental update
checkpoint file and incremental update database suspend files from the unit database checkpoint and DETAL
and DAYS timespan files.

• Set incremental update checkpoint file SELECT and FORCE specifications from the unit checkpoint file.
• Select input data for the ccc product.
• Create information area files in the ccc product incremental update DETAIL and DAYS timespan data sets.
• If this is not the first INCRccc job of the day (for this product), combine the new DETAIL and DAYS level data with

accumulated DETAIL and DAYS "today to-date" incremental update database files.
• If prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for this product specifies INCRSPLIT USE, delete the input

prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set created by the SPLITSMF job.

Database Updates 
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The incremental update database 01 level file cycle is created or updated for each of the files that are maintained in the
DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The 01 level cycle contains the data that is processed from the input data sets for this
INCRccc job and all prior INCRccc executions for this product because the last DAILY job execution.

Dependencies 

If the INCRccc job malfunctions, no other INCRccc jobs for this product, or the DAILY job is able to execute. Also, if
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for this product specifies INCRSPLIT USE, then the SPLITSMF job is not able to execute.
The INCRccc job must successfully complete before subsequent INCRccc jobs for this product, or the DAILY job, can
start.

The INCRccc job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP or RESTORE
jobs, or a prior INCRccc job for this product, have completed unsuccessfully.

Note: The INCRccc jobs for different products are independent and can execute concurrently. For example, the
INCRTSO, INCRSMF, and INCRRMF jobs can execute in parallel. In addition, the failure of one INCRccc job has no effect
the INCRccc job for any other product. However, if any INCRccc job fails, the DAILY job is unable to execute until the
problem is resolved.

If an INCRccc job is accidentally submitted for execution twice in the same day with the same data in the input files, the
second run abends (U300) because the duplicate data check mechanisms in MICS recognize that the same data is being
submitted again.

In addition, if the DAILY job is accidentally submitted for execution with the same input files that have already been
processed by an INCRccc job, the DAILY job step for the ccc product abends (U300) unless SYSPARM=NODATA is
specified on the job-step EXEC JCL statement.

SPLITSMF Operational Job

(Optional) If the incremental update is enabled for one or more products that take their input data from the common
SMF data files, then run the SPLITSMF job one or more times each day to prepare input data for the INCRccc jobs.
The SPLITSMF job is enabled based on the products active in the unit database, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
SMFRECORDING option, and the individual prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) INCRSPLIT USE parameter specifications.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|                SMF Input Data Source                      |

|                CA SMF Director Data Source                |

|                                                           |

|                          |                                |

|                          |                                |

|                          V                                |

|     Unit            +---------+           ccc Product     |

|  Checkpoint-------->| SPLITSMF|<--------->Incremental     |

|     File            +---------+           Update          |

|                          |                Checkpoint      |

|                          |                files           |

|                          |                                |

|     +--------------------------------------------+        |

|     |              |              |              |        |

|     V              V              V              V        |

| ccc product    ccc product    ccc product    ccc product  |

|  IUSPLTDS       IUSPLTDS       IUSPLTDS       IUSPLTDS    |

| data file      data file      data file      data file    |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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The SPLITSMF job JCL is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SPLITSMF). The SPLITSMF job is tailored to the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member for the unit database.

The SPLITSMF job operates as follows:

• Determine applicable products by first selecting the products that input the common SMF input data (like the DAILY job
DAYSMF step) and then trim this list to only those products with INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE specified in
the product's prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) parameter.

• For each applicable product, allocate the product's incremental update checkpoint file and verify that previous INCRccc
or DAYnnn processing that completed successfully.

• Construct a composite, temporary checkpoint file by combining the contents of the unit checkpoint file and each
applicable product's incremental update checkpoint file. This composite checkpoint file reflects the input data that is
processed by prior INCRccc jobs executed today, and is used to drop any previously processed input data from the
input SMF data files.

• For each applicable product, allocate the prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set to contain the product's subset of the
SMF input data. Data set allocation parameters for these data sets are specified on the INCRSPLIT USE parameter.
Data set allocation parameters default to UNIT=&DASDUNIT (see JCLDEF DASDUNIT parameter) and SPACE=(TRK,
(700,100)).
The ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets are typically allocated DISP=(NEW,CATLG). However, if a product's ccc.IUSPLTDS
already exists, the existing data set is allocated DISP=MOD and the new input data is appended to any existing
data. This action is done to avoid losing data when SPLITSMF is run before completing all associated INCRccc job
executions. Any duplicate input data is dropped by standard MICS checkpoint and SORT NODUPS processing.
A warning message is written to the MICSLOG when the prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set already exists.
Note: The USER.IUSPLTDS data set name and data set allocation parameters can be overridden by
defining the &IUSUSERD and &IUSUSERA SAS global variables with the desired values. A sample
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) specification excerpt follows:
%LET IUSUSERD = MYPREFIX.MYUSER.IUSPLTDS

%LET IUSUSERA = STORCLAS=WORKDATA SPACE=(CYL,(20,5)

• Read the INPUTSMF data sets and split-out the input data to the appropriate prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets.
This logic is basicly the same basic as it appears in the DAILY job's DAYSMF step.

Database Updates 

The SPLITSMF job does not update the unit or incremental update checkpoint or database files. SPLITSMF creates the
input data files for INCRccc jobs.

Dependencies 

If the SPLITSMF job malfunctions, the INCRccc jobs that input the data set created by the SPLITSMF job might be unable
to execute. The SPLITSMF job must successfully complete before associated INCRccc jobs can start.

The SPLITSMF job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP
or RESTORE jobs, or a prior INCRccc job for any product that is marked for INCRSPLIT USE, have completed
unsuccessfully.

To force SPLITSMF job execution to recreate a missing prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set to recover from an INCRccc
job failure, specify

SYSPARM=FORCE

On the SPLITSMF step EXEC statement. SYSPARM=FORCE overrides the abort for INCRccc job failures and allows
SPLITSMF job processing to continue.

Note: The SPLITSMF job is independent of any INCRccc jobs for products that are marked as INCRSPLIT IGNORE (the
default) in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). INCRccc job failures for these products have NO impact on SPLITSMF job
execution.
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If the SPLITSMF job is accidentally submitted for execution twice in the same day with the same data in the input files, the
second set of INCRccc jobs might abend (U300) because the duplicate data check mechanisms in MICS recognize that
the same data is being submitted again.

IUDBINIT Operational Job

The IUDBINIT job applies only where you have activated incremental update for one or more products in the unit
database. You execute IUDBINIT to reinitialize in-progress incremental update processing after restoring the unit
database files. That is, after running the RESTORE job. Messages in the RESTORE job MICSLOG prompt you to execute
IUDBINIT when needed.

The JCL for the IUDBINIT job is in prefix.MICS.CNTL, member IUDBINIT.

The IUDBINIT job loops through the products that are installed in the unit database to locate those products for which you
specified INCRUPDATE YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

• IUDBINIT allocates each product's incremental update checkpoint file to determine if one or more INCRccc jobs
executed (or are in progress) because the last DAILY job execution.

• If you specified INCRDB PERM (or took the default) in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), then IUDBINIT allocates and
clears the product's IUDETAIL and IUDAYS incremental update database files.

• If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB PERM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), then IUDBINIT deletes the in-
progress IUDETAIL and IUDAYS incremental update data sets.

• Then IUDBINIT initializes the incremental update checkpoint file, preparing it for the next INCRccc or DAILY job
execution.

AUDIT Operational Job

The AUDIT job applies only where you have activated stand-alone Archive Audit tape processing by specifying ARCHIVE
AUDIT YES JOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The AUDIT job performs the Archive Audit tape processing. This processing alternatively occurs within the WEEKLY job's
WEEK300 step.

Archive audit data is created as a new entry in the audit generation data group. The audit data is generated for files that
contain job, program, command, or application unit execution-related data by copying data from the last ten DAILY or
DETAIL timespan cycles maintained online for the applicable files. If the file is active in the DETAIL timespan, DETAIL is
used. If the file is not active in the DETAIL timespan, then DAYS is used.

The files included in archive audit processing are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. Archive audit tape
retention (number of generations) is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). For more information about the Archive
Database, see Database Structure and Content.

The AUDIT job can be scheduled automatically, or you might need to schedule the job using your installation's production
batch job scheduling facilities.

If you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Audit processing is performed in
the stand-alone AUDIT job.

• If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement, then the WEEKLY job WEEK300 step
automatically submits the AUDIT job through the z/OS internal reader.

• If you specified NOAUTOSUBMIT (or took the default), then schedule the AUDIT job externally, either manually or
through your installation's production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The AUDIT job must complete before the next scheduled DAILY job is allowed to execute.
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If you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (you took the default or
specified STEP), then Archive Audit processing is performed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job. In this situation,
you do not execute the AUDIT job.

You will normally execute the AUDIT job once each week, after the WEEKLY job completes successfully. However, you
can choose to run the AUDIT job more often. Each time AUDIT executes, it will create a new audit tape cycle from the
contents of the last 10 online cycles of the database files for which audit is enabled.

• By default, audit archive processing drops data from the current week in order to reduce processing time and conserve
MICS tape data base space. Thus, even though 10 cycles of data are input, depending upon when audit archive
processing is performed, the full 10 online cycles my not be included in the current audit archive tape cycle.

• You may find that you can reduce the number of cycles retained online by executing the AUDIT job more frequently
(e.g., 4 times per week) and then referring to the audit tapes when detail data analysis is required.
Note: If you choose to take advantage of this technique, and execute the AUDIT job more often than once each week,
then the following must be added to prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)
USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

This parameter overrides the default audit archive processing so that data for the current week is retained and copied
to the new audit archive tape cycle.
At the same time, do not forget to increase the number of cycles of the archive audit tapes you retain. See the GDG=
subparameter of the AUDITPARM statement in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF).

HISTW Operational Job

The HISTW job applies only where you have activated stand-alone Archive Weekly History tape processing by specifying
ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The HISTW job performs the Archive Weekly History tape processing. This processing alternatively occurs within the
WEEKLY job's WEEK300 step.

The archive weekly history data is updated by creating a new generation data group entry using the most recent WEEKS
timespan data (cycle 01) and the history-to-date contained in the current (0) generation archive for each file maintained in
the WEEKS timespan archives. Historical data and new data are read in and any data that is older than the user- specified
archive retention age is deleted.

The WEEKS timespan files included in weekly archive history processing and the archive retention are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character
component identifier. See the MICS Structure and Content Guide for more information on the Archive Database.

The HISTW job may be scheduled automatically, or you may need to schedule the job using your installation's production
batch job scheduling facilities.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Weekly History processing is
performed in the stand-alone HISTW job.

• If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement, then the WEEKLY job WEEK300 step
automatically submits the HISTW job through the internal reader.

• If you specified NOAUTOSUBMIT (or took the default), then schedule the HISTW job externally, either manually or
through your installation's production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The HISTW job must complete before the next scheduled WEEKLY job is allowed to execute.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (you took the default
or specified STEP), then Archive Weekly History processing is performed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job. In
this situation, you will NOT execute the HISTW job.

You will normally execute the HISTW job once each week, after the WEEKLY job completes successfully. To preserve
archive database integrity and avoid duplicate data, the HISTW job will abort if you attempt to run it again before the next
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WEEKLY job completes. Likewise, the next WEEKLY job will not be allowed to execute until the HISTW job completes
successfully.

HISTM Operational Job

The HISTM job applies only where you have activated stand-alone Archive Monthly History tape processing by specifying
ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The HISTM job performs the Archive Monthly History tape processing. This processing alternatively occurs within the
MONTHLY job's MONTH300 step.

The archive monthly history data is updated by creating a new generation data group entry using the most recent
MONTHS timespan data (cycle 01) and the history-to-date contained in the current (0) generation archive for each file
maintained in the MONTHS timespan archives. Historical data and new data are read in and any data that is older than
the user- specified archive retention age is deleted.

The MONTHS timespan files included in monthly archive history processing and the archive retention are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character
component identifier. See the MICS Structure and Content Guide for more information on the Archive Database.

The HISTM job may be scheduled automatically, or you may need to schedule the job using your installation's production
batch job scheduling facilities.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), then Archive Monthly History processing is
performed in the stand-alone HISTM job.

• If you specified the AUTOSUBMIT parameter on the ARCHIVE statement, then the MONTHLY job MONTH300 step
automatically submits the HISTM job through the internal reader.

• If you specified NOAUTOSUBMIT (or took the default) then you must schedule the HISTM job externally, either
manually or through your installation's production batch job scheduling facilities.

Note: The HISTM job must complete before the next scheduled MONTHLY job is allowed to execute.

If you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLDEF), without the JOB parameter (you took the default
or specified STEP), then Archive Monthly History processing is performed in the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job. In
this situation, you do NOT execute the HISTM job.

You will normally execute the HISTM job once each month, after the MONTHLY job completes successfully. To preserve
archive database integrity and avoid duplicate data, the HISTM job will abort if you attempt to run it again before the next
MONTHLY job completes. Likewise, the next MONTHLY job will not be allowed to execute until the HISTM job completes
successfully.

BACKUPM Operational Job

When MONTHLY BACKUP YES is specified (default) in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), a monthly backup is set to be run
after MONTHLY processing is done. When AUTOSUBMIT YES is also specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), this
backup is run as the stand-alone job BACKUPM. The JCL for BACKUPM is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUPM). BACKUPM
is tailored to the components in the unit.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 |                                  Checkpoint               |

 |            Online                  File                   |

 |           Database                   |                    |

 |               |                      |                    |

 |               +----------+-----------+                    |
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 |                          |                                |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          V                                |

 |   Checkpoint        +---------+          Operational      |

 |      File<--------->| BACKUPM |--------->Status and       |

 |                     +---------+          Tracking         |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          |                                |

 |                          V                                |

 |                       Backup                              |

 |                        Data                               |

 |                        Files                              |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

The BACKUPM job creates a copy of the Database in six-generation data groups:

• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.CHECKPT
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.DETAIL
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.DAYS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.WEEKS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.MONTHS
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.YEARS

The BACKUPM job for the PRIMARY unit database also backs up:

• sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
• sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB

If the MICS Capacity Planner is installed in the PRIMARY unit, the PRIMARY unit BACKUPM job also backs up:

• sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY

The BACKUPM job tracks compressed data on an inventory so that compressed data can be restored in compressed
mode. (The SAS System is not directed to write compressed data to tape in compressed mode.)

Dependencies 

If the BACKUPM job malfunctions, no other update functions are able to execute. The job must successfully complete
before other functions can start.

The BACKUPM job is not able to execute if any of the latest DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and RESTORE jobs
have been completed unsuccessfully. The BACKUPM job is able to execute if a previous BACKUPM job failed. That is,
you can restart the BACKUP job by rerunning the BACKU PM job.

Job Steps
The MICS database update jobs are each composed of several job steps.

Job steps are named to identify the function being accomplished. Job-step names are prefixed by INCR, DAY, WEEK,
MONTH, or YEAR to identify within which job they reside. The job-step name is suffixed by a three-digit code that
indicates the job-step function or purpose.

ALL
First step in the DAILY job
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SMF
Selects and splits SMF input data to work files for processing by Database update steps.

001-099
MICS data integration applications--refer to sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(COMPTDEF) for a current list.

100-190
MICS field-developed applications

199
Accounting and Chargeback

200
Update MICS exception files (ADMEXC).

300
Update the MICS archive database.

400
Standard reports and MICF inquiry production reporting

500
User-written reports (non-MICF)database.

900
Database update termination

RSR
Run Status Report

The hierarchy of job steps within each operational job is shown in the charts here.

Job steps 001 through 199 are executed only if the associated product is installed. These steps are enclosed in
parentheses. If the prerequisite step is for a product that is not installed, move up the column until an installed product
step or a nonproduct step is found.

The charts use "nnn" to indicate one of the 001-190 steps. The prerequisite for step nnn is the next lower step number
for products that are installed in the unit database. For example, the prerequisite step to DAY030 (Batch and Operations
Analyzer) is step DAY020 (Hardware and SCP Analyzer Analyzer) if both products are installed in the unit.

Note: The optional INCRccc jobs contain a single INCRnnn step. The prerequisite for INCRnnn is either DAY900 or
the previous INCRnnn step (for this product) executed because the last DAILY job execution. If an incremental update
is enabled for a product, then INCRnnn or the previous DAYnnn are also prerequisite for DAYnnn execution. These
relationships are shown in the Operational Job Step Hierarchy table that follows.

JCLGEN processing generates the hierarchy uniquely for each unit database.

Operational Job Step Hierarchy (Part 1 of 2) 

+---------------------+-----------------------------------+

|      CA MICS        |                                   |

|   Operational Job   | Checkpoint Conditions to be Met   |

+----------+----------+-----------------------------------+

|          |          |   Prerequisite Stepnames Checked  |

|          |          |     |     |  M  |     |     |  R  |

|          |          |     |  W  |  O  |  Y  |  B  |  E  |

|          |          |  D  |  E  |  N  |  E  |  A  |  S  |

|          |          |  A  |  E  |  T  |  A  |  C  |  T  |

|          |          |  I  |  K  |  H  |  R  |  K  |  O  |

|  Job     |   Step   |  L  |  L  |  L  |  L  |  U  |  R  |

|  Name    |   Name   |  Y  |  Y  |  Y  |  Y  |  P  |  E  |
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+----------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

|  DAILY   |  DAYALL  | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   | (DAYSMF) |(000)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   | (DAYnnn) |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   | (DAY199) |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   |  DAY200  |(199)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   |  DAY400  | 200 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   |  DAY500  | 400 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

|  DAILY   |  DAY900  | 500 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

+----------+----------+-----+-----+-----------+-----+-----+

Operational Job Step Hierarchy (Part 2 of 2) 

+---------------------+-----------------------------------+

|      CA MICS        |                                   |

|   Operational Job   | Checkpoint Conditions to be Met   |

+----------+----------+-----------------------------------+

|          |          |   Prerequisite Stepnames Checked  |

|          |          |     |     |  M  |     |     |  R  |

|          |          |     |  W  |  O  |  Y  |  B  |  E  |

|          |          |  D  |  E  |  N  |  E  |  A  |  S  |

|          |          |  A  |  E  |  T  |  A  |  C  |  T  |

|          |          |  I  |  K  |  H  |  R  |  K  |  O  |

|  Job     |   Step   |  L  |  L  |  L  |  L  |  U  |  R  |

|  Name    |   Name   |  Y  |  Y  |  Y  |  Y  |  P  |  E  |

+----------+----------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

| WEEKLY   |          | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   | (WEEKnnn)| 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   | (WEEK199)| 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   |  WEEK300 | 900 | 199 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   |  WEEK400 | 900 | 300 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   |  WEEK500 | 900 | 400 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| WEEKLY   |  WEEK900 | 900 | 500 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  |          | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  |(MONTHnnn)| 900 | 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  |(MONTH199)| 900 | 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  | MONTH200 | 900 | 900 |(199)| 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  | MONTH300 | 900 | 900 | 200 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  | MONTH400 | 900 | 900 | 300 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  | MONTH500 | 900 | 900 | 400 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| MONTHLY  | MONTH900 | 900 | 900 | 500 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| YEARLY   |          | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| YEARLY   | (YEARnnn)| 900 | 900 | 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 |

| YEARLY   | (YEAR199)| 900 | 900 | 900 |(nnn)| 900 | 900 |

| YEARLY   |  YEAR500 | 900 | 900 | 900 |(199)| 900 | 900 |

| YEARLY   |  YEAR900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 500 | 900 | 900 |

| BACKUP   |          | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | *np | 900 |

| SPLITSMF |          | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 | 900 |

| DAILYRPT |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| WEEKRPT  |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| MONTHRPT |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| RESTORE  |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| RSTRTBLS |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| RSTRTLIB |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |
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| DAYSMFR  |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| ACTDAY1R |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| IUDBINIT |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

| RSTATUS  |          | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np | *np |

+----------+----------+-----+-----+-----------+-----+-----+

  *np - No prerequisite step names checked.

If an incremental update is enabled for one or more products, then the following extra checkpoint condition checks must
be satisfied.

+---------------------+-----------------------------------+

|      CA MICS        |                                   |

|   Operational Job   | Checkpoint Conditions to be Met   |

+----------+----------+-----------------------------------+

|          |          |   Prerequisite Stepnames Checked  |

|          |          +-----------------------------------+

|          |          |                 |   ccc Product   |

|          |          |       Unit      |   Incremental   |

|  Job     |   Step   | Checkpoint File |     Update      |

|  Name    |   Name   |     (DAILY)     | Checkpoint File |

+----------+----------+-----------------+-----------------+

| INCRccc  | INCRnnn  |       900       |   900 or nnn    |

|          |          |                 |                 |

|  DAILY   |  DAYnnn  |       nnn       |   900 or nnn    |

|          |          |                 |                 |

| SPLITSMF |          |       900       |   900 or nnn    |

+----------+----------+-----------------+-----------------+

DAILY Job Steps

The actions being performed within each of the steps in the DAILY job are discussed.

Step DAYALL

Allocate DAILY job work data sets and initiate daily processing. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. If an incremental update is enabled for one or more products:

a. Verify that the incremental update checkpoint file for each incremental update enabled product is available and
that any INCRccc job for the corresponding product that is executed after the last DAILY job execution completed
successfully.

b. If the CKPTLIMIT option is enabled in this unit, purge any expired update time range records from the incremental
update checkpoint files.

c. Verify that the unit checkpoint file is able to hold any new database update time range records from the incremental
update checkpoint files.

3. If ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB is specified in JCLDEF (stand-alone Archive Audit processing is enabled), then verify
that the AUDIT job for the previous week (from the WEEKLY job) completed successfully.

4. If the CKPTLIMIT option is enabled in this unit, purge any expired database update time range records from the
database unit Checkpoint File.

5. Update the Checkpoint File--DAYALL completed.
6. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables (DAILY in progress).
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Step DAYSMF

Select and split the SMF input data into work files for processing by database update steps. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File--Daily (000) started.
3. If Incremental Update is enabled for one or more products:

a. Verify that the incremental update checkpoint file for each Incremental Update-enabled product is available and
that any INCRccc job for the corresponding product that is executed after the last DAILY job execution completed
successfully.

b. Generate a composite, temporary checkpoint file reflecting the results of INCRccc jobs that are executed because
the last DAILY job execution. This temporary checkpoint file is used by the DAYSMF step to drop input data that
has already been processed by an INCRccc job execution. The composite checkpoint file is generated by updating
a temporary copy of the unit checkpoint file with new or modified update time range records from the incremental
update checkpoint files. The temporary checkpoint file is generated in the temporary data set allocated to the
IUTEMPCK DD statement.

4. Process the input data to obtain:
– Output ccc Analyzer work data set for ccc products having SMF input.
– Optionally output user-defined records to the USER DD allocation.

5. Update the Checkpoint File--DAYSMF completed.

Step DAYnnn

Update information areas in the database for products that are installed in this unit database. Each product has
one step (001-190). 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. If an incremental update is enabled for this product:

a. Perform INCRnnn processing (see INCRccc Job Steps).
b. Delete each file's highest defined DETAIL cycle.
c. Delete each file's DETAIL and DAYS cycle 00.
d. Roll-up incremental update DETAIL and DAYS level files to create DETAIL and DAYS cycle 00 files.
If an incremental update is not enabled for this product:
a. Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.
b. Delete each file's highest defined DETAIL cycle and cycle 00.
c. Sort, analyze, summarize, and enhance intermediate work file contents to create DETAIL cycle 00 files.
d. Delete each file's DAYS cycle 00 and build the new DAYS cycle 00 files.

3. Build week-to-date temporary files (cycles W0) for files that are maintained in the WEEKS timespan from new data for
today and existing WEEKS timespan 00 cycle files.

4. Build month-to-date temporary files (cycles M0) for files that are maintained in the MONTHS timespan from new data
for today and existing MONTHS timespan 00 cycle files.

5. Write the Work Space Utilization report to the MICSLOG or update the DAYS.ADMSPC01 Space Utilization File, or
both.

6. Update the database update time range records in the SYSID/COMPONENT section of the Checkpoint File and Input
History Log.

7. Update cycles and date/time ranges in the DAYS.ADMCYC01 file.
8. Perform daily file aging:

a. Rename new DETAIL/DAYS cycles (00) to 01 level.
b. Rename DETAIL/DAYS cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
c. Rename WEEKS cycle W0 to 00.
d. Rename MONTHS cycle M0 to 00.
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9. If an incremental update is enabled for this product, initialize the incremental update checkpoint and database files in
preparation for the next day's incremental update processing.

10. Update the Checkpoint File--DAYnnn completed.

Step DAY199

Accounting and Chargeback--see Using Accounting and Chargeback for more information about processing
performed in the DAY199 step. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Delete each journal file's highest defined DETAIL cycle.
3. Delete the ledger file's DAYS cycle 00.
4. Build DAYS ledger cycle 00 file.
5. Update month-to-date tape audit files.
6. Build month-to-date temporary ledger file (cycle M0) in the MONTHS timespan from new data for today and existing

MONTHS timespan 00 cycle ledger file.
7. Perform daily file aging for the DETAIL journal files and the DAILY ledger file:

a. Rename new DETAIL/DAYS cycles (00) to 01 level.
b. Rename DETAIL/DAYS cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1)
c. Rename MONTHS cycle M0 to 00.

8. Update the Checkpoint File--DAY199 completed.

Step DAY200

Update MICS exception files. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Delete each DAYS exception file's highest defined cycle.
3. Delete each DAYS exception file's cycle 00.
4. Process component-specific files and build interim exception files based prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

specifications.
5. Build DAYS exception file (cycle 00) if exception processing is active for any product in the unit database--see

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
6. Build month-to-date temporary exception file (cycle M0) from new data for today and existing MONTHS timespan 00

cycle exception file.
7. Perform daily exception file aging.

a. Rename the new DAYS cycles (00) to 01 level.
b. Rename DAYS cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
c. Rename MONTHS cycle M0 to 00. 8.

8. Update the Checkpoint File--DAY200 completed.

Step DAY400

Standard reports and MICF inquiry production reporting. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), submit the DAILYRPT job; copy

prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILYRPT) to the JES internal reader.
3. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), produce management objective and exception

reports--see report control parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
4. Update the Checkpoint File--DAY400 completed.
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Step DAY500

User-written reports (non-MICF). 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Perform user-defined processing--see prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYUSER).
3. Update the Checkpoint File--DAY500 completed.

Step DAY900

Database update termination. 

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Delete interim work data sets.
3. Update the Checkpoint File--DAY900 completed.

Step DAYRSR

Run Status Report. 

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables:

a. Store DAILY job status.
b. Copy the ADMIHL01 file to the history table.
c. Create/Replace the MAFOCYT Cycle Inventory table from the DAYS.ADMCYC01 file.
d. Update the processing schedule for the next seven days.
e. Update the operational job log.

WEEKLY Job Steps

The actions being performed within each step of the WEEKLY job are discussed below.

Step WEEKnnn

Update information areas in the Database for products installed in this unit database. There is one step (001-190) for each
product.

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. If this is the first step of the WEEKLY job, then.

a. If ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB is specified in JCLDEF (stand-alone Archive Audit processing is enabled), then verify
that the AUDIT job for the previous week that is completed successfully.

b. If ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB is specified in JCLDEF (stand-alone Archive Weekly History processing is enabled),
then verify that the HISTW job for the previous week that is completed successfully.

3. Delete each file's highest defined cycle.
4. Split week-to-date cycles (00) into current week (W0) and prior weeks (W1) cycles.
5. Perform weekly file aging for each file.

a. Rename cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
b. Replace cycle 00 with cycle W0 (new week-to-date).
c. Rename cycle W1 to 01.

6. Update cycles and date/time ranges in the DAYS.ADMCYC01 file.
7. Update the Checkpoint File -- WEEKnnn completed.
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Step WEEK199: Accounting and Chargeback

See the Accounting and Chargeback User Guide for information on monthly accounting processing.

Step WEEK300: Update the MICS archive Database.

1. Verify that prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. If you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then either:

a. If you specified the STEP option (or took the default), create the new generation of the archive audit files.
b. Or, if you specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB, then:

a. Mark checkpoint to indicate that Audit Archive processing is required (AUDIT job).
b. If ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT is specified, write the AUDIT operational job to the internal reader.

3. If you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then either:
a. If you specified the STEP option (or took the default), then update weekly archive history files. Combine the

current (0) generation weekly archive history files with the new 01 cycle WEEKS timespan files to create the new
(+1) generation weekly archive history files. See weekly archive history eligibility and retention parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and the specifications in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).

b. Or, if you specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB, then:
a. Mark checkpoint to indicate that Audit Weekly History processing is required (HISTW job).
b. If ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT is specified, write the HISTW operational job to the internal

reader.
4. Update the Checkpoint File -- WEEK300 completed.

Step WEEK400: Standard reports and MICF inquiry production reporting.

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), submit the WEEKRPT job; copy

prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKRPT) to the JES internal reader.
3. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), produce management objective reports - see

report control parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
4. Update the Checkpoint File -- WEEK400 completed.

Step WEEK500: User-written reports (non-MICF).

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. Perform user-defined processing - see prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(WKUSER).
3. Update the Checkpoint File -- WEEK500 completed.

Step WEEK900: Database update termination.

1. Verify that prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- WEEK900 completed.

Step WEEKRSR: Run Status Report.

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store WEEKLY job status.
b. Copy ADMCYC01 file to the cycle inventory table.
c. Update the processing schedule for the next 7 days.
d. Update the operational job log.
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MONTHLY Job Steps

The actions being performed within each step of the MONTHLY job are discussed below.

Step MONTHnnn

Update information areas in the database for products installed in this unit database. There is one step (001-190) for each
product.

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. If this is the first step of the MONTHLY job and ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB is specified in JCLDEF (stand-alone

Archive Monthly History processing is enabled), then verify that the HISTM job for the previous month completed
successfully.

3. Delete each file's highest defined cycle.
4. Split month-to-date cycles (00) into current month (M0) and prior months (M1) cycles.
5. If YEARS timespan is active, build year-to-date temporary files (cycle Y0) for files maintained in the

YEARS timespan from the new MONTHS M1 cycle and existing YEARS timespan 00 cycle files. See
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE), and prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

6. Perform monthly cycle aging for each file:
a. Rename cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
b. Replace cycle 00 with cycle M0 (new month-to-date).
c. Rename cycle M1 to 01.
d. Rename YEARS cycle Y0 to 00.

7. Update cycles and date/time ranges in the DAYS.ADMCYC01 file.
8. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTHnnn completed.

Step MONTH199

Accounting and Chargeback. See the Accounting and Chargeback User Guide for information on monthly accounting
processing.

Step MONTH200

Update MICS exception files.

1. Verify that the prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Delete the highest defined cycle.
3. Split month-to-date cycle (00) into current month (M0) and prior months (M1) cycles.
4. Perform monthly cycle aging:

a. Rename cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
b. Replace cycle 00 with cycle M0 (new month-to-date).
c. Rename cycle M1 to 01.

5. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTH200 completed.

Step MONTH300

Update the MICS archive database.

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. If you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then either:

a. If you specified the STEP option (or took the default), then update monthly archive history files. Combine the
current (0) generation monthly archive history files with the new 01 cycle MONTHS timespan files to create the
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new (+1) generation monthly archive history files. See monthly archive history eligibility and retention parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) and the specifications in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN).

b. Or, if you specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB, then:
a. Mark checkpoint to indicate that Audit Monthly History processing is required (HISTM job).
b. If ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT is specified, write the HISTM operational job to the internal

reader.
3. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTH300 completed.

Step MONTH400

Standard reports and MICF inquiry production reporting.

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), submit the MONTHRPT job; copy

prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHRPT) to the JES internal reader.
3. If you specified AUTOSUBMIT NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), produce management objective reports - see

report control parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
4. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTH400 completed.

Step MONTH500

User-written reports (non-MICF).

1. Verify that prerequisite completed successfully.
2. Perform user-defined processing - see prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(MNUSER).
3. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTH500 completed.

Step MONTH900

Database update termination.

1. Verify that prerequisite step completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTH900 completed.

Step MONTHRSR

Run Status Report.

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store MONTHLY job status.
b. Copy ADMCYC01 file to the cycle inventory table.
c. Update the processing schedule for the next 7 days.
d. Update the operational job log.

Step BACKUP

Produce MICS Monthly backup.

The monthly backup steps are described below:

• Step BKUP900M: Database backup.
a. Backup the Checkpoint File.
b. Copy online Database files to timespan monthly backup data sets.
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c. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables:
a. Store monthly backup (MBACKUP) job status.
b. Update the operational job log.

• Step BKTLIB: Backup sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB (PRIMARY unit database only).
– Copy sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB to the monthly ISPTLIB backup file.

• Step IDCAMS: Produce MICS Catalog List:
a. Generate Catalog List for all 'prefix.MICS' entries.

Monthly Backup Steps

Step BKUP900M

Database backup.

1. Back up the Checkpoint File.
2. Copy online Database files to timespan monthly backup data sets.
3. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store monthly backup (MBACKUP) job status.
b. Update the operational job log.

YEARLY Job Steps

The actions being performed within each step of the YEARLY job are discussed here.

Step YEARnnn

Update information areas in the database for products that are installed in this unit database. For each product,
there is one step (001-190). 

1. Verify that prerequisite step that is completed successfully.
2. Delete each file's highest defined cycle.
3. Split year-to-date cycles (00) into current year (Y0) and prior years (Y1) cycles.
4. Perform yearly cycle aging for each file.

a. Rename cycles 01-nn to cycles 02-(nn+1).
b. Replace cycle 00 with cycle Y0 (new year-to-date).
c. Rename cycle Y1 to 01.

5. Update the Checkpoint File -- MONTHnnn completed.

Step YEAR199

Accounting and Chargeback - for information about monthly accounting processing, see Using Accounting and
Chargeback.

Step YEAR500

User-written reports (non-MICF). 

1. Verify that prerequisite step that was completed successfully.
2. Perform user-defined processing - see prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(YRUSER).
3. Update the Checkpoint File -- YEAR500 completed.
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Step YEAR900

Database update termination. 

1. Verify that prerequisite step that was completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- YEAR900 completed.

Step YEARRSR

Run Status Report. 

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control table.

a. Store YEARLY job status.
b. Update the processing schedule for the next seven days.
c. Update the operational job log.

BACKUP Job Steps

The actions being performed within each step of the BACKUP job are discussed here.

Step BKUP900

Database backup. 

1. Verify that prerequisite step that were completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- BKUP900 in progress.
3. Back up the Checkpoint File.
4. Create and save the CMPSFILE macro after the checkpoint data. (CMPSFILE contains a list of all files present in the

database that is compressed.)
5. Copy online Database files to timespan backup data sets.
6. Copy the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB to the prefix.MICS.BACKUP.MUOLIB data set.
7. Copy the sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB to the prefix.MICS.BACKUP.MCOLIB data set (for BACKUP jobs run in the

PRIMARY unit database only).
8. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store BACKUP job status
b. Update the backup log.

9. Update the Checkpoint File - BKUP900 completed.

Step BKTLIB

Backup sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB (PRIMARY unit Database only). 

Copy sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB to the ISPTLIB backup file.

Step BKUPRSR

Run Status Report. 

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store BACKUP job status.
b. Update the processing schedule for the next seven days.
c. Update the operational job log.
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Step IDCAMS

Produce MICS Catalog List. 

Generate Catalog List for all 'prefix.MICS' entries.

RESTORE Job Steps

The actions being performed within each step of the RESTORE job are discussed here.

If you specified RESTORE BACKUP YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the RESTORE job begins by executing a
Database backup as described here.

Step BKUP900

Database backup. 

1. Verify that prerequisite step that was completed successfully.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- BKUP900 in progress.
3. Back up the Checkpoint File
4. Copy online database files to timespan backup data sets.

Step BKTLIB

Backup sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB (PRIMARY unit database only). 

Copy sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB to the ISPTLIB backup file.

Step BKUPRSR

Run Status Report. 

Generate MICS Run Status Report.

Step IDCAMS

Produce MICS Catalog List. 

Generate Catalog List for all 'prefix.MICS' entries.
RESTORE processing follows the backup. The RESTORE steps are described here.

If you specified RESTORE BACKUP NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS member JCLDEF, the RESTORE job only executes the
following steps.

Step RSTR900

Database Restore. 

1. Print current Checkpoint File contents.
2. Update the Checkpoint File -- RSTR900 in progress.
3. Print the backup Database Checkpoint File.
4. Perform Checkpoint File restore.
5. Update the restored Checkpoint File -- RSTR900 is still in progress.
6. To delete the existing online database files, perform PROC DATASETS KILL on each timespan.
7. Copy timespan backup data sets to online Database files. Uncompressed files are restored, and if you have

compressed files, they are restored in a second pass of the tape.
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8. If an incremental update is active for any product in the unit database, examine the product's incremental update
checkpoint file and issue messages warning that running IUDBINIT may be required to reinitialize in-progress or
completed incremental update processing before resuming database update processing.

9. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.
a. Store RESTORE job status.
b. Update the operational job log.

10. Update the Checkpoint File--RSTR900 completed.

Step RSTRRSR

Run Status Report. 

1. Generate MICS Run Status Report.
2. Update Operational Status and Tracking control tables.

a. Store RESTORE job status and update status for all operational jobs.
b. Update the processing schedule for the next seven days.
c. Update the operational job log.

INCRccc Job Steps

The actions being performed within each of the steps in the INCRccc jobs are discussed here.

Step INCRnnn

Update information areas in the incremental update database for the ccc product. The product's DAYnnn
(001-190) step has one step corresponding to it. 

1. Verify the prerequisite steps that are completed successfully.
a. Previous DAY900 step
b. Previous INCRnnn step (if any)

2. If the INCRSPLIT USE option is set for this product, dynamically allocate the input SMF data file
(prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS) created by the SPLITSMF job.

3. For the first INCRnnn execution because the last DAILY job completed.
a. Initialize the incremental update checkpoint file from the unit checkpoint.
b. An Initialize incremental update database suspend files for the ccc product (if any) from the MICS database

DETAIL and DAYS timespans.
4. Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.
5. Sort, analyze, summarize, and enhance intermediate work file contents to create incremental update DETAIL cycle 00

files.
6. Build incremental update DAYS cycle 00 files
7. To create the updated incremental update DETAIL and DAYS cycle I0 files, combine the new 00 cycle files with 01

cycle files (if any) from the prior INCRnnn execution.
8. Update time ranges in the SYSID/COMPONENT section of the incremental update checkpoint file and input history

log.
9. Perform an incremental update file aging.

a. Rename incremental update DETAIL cycle I0 to 01.
b. Rename incremental update DAYS cycle I0 to 01.

10. Update the incremental update checkpoint file-- INCRnnn completed.
11. If the INCRSPLIT USE option is set for this product, delete the prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set that was used as

input by this INCRccc execution.
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Operational Status and Tracking
Operational Status and Tracking provide online access to the MICS operational jobs and to MICS database status. You
can use Operational Status and Tracking to:

• Interrogate Database status and processing history.
• Submit regularly scheduled production MICS processing.
• Perform special MICS processing, including Database recovery and production job restart.
• The Suspend Database update processing while you apply maintenance.

Note: Operational Status and Tracking do not support MICS incremental update facilities, You cannot submit
INCRnnn jobs through Operational Status and Tracking facilities, and the Operational Status and Tracking commands
do not support the incremental update checkpoint files. However, FORCE and SELECT specifications that are established
through the Operational Status and Tracking FORCE command also apply to Incremental Update SPLITSMF and
INCRccc job processing.

Operational Status and Tracking present a scrollable status display of the unit databases in your MICS Complex. You can
scroll RIGHT to display the MICS processing schedule and Operational Status and Tracking parameters.

Online tutorials provide detailed documentation on display content, commands, usage considerations, and data entry
instructions.

Operational Status and Tracking Display
Operational Status and Tracking present a scrollable display of the unit databases in your MICS Complex.

On the display, there is one line for each unit database.

• The primary display shows the current status of each unit database update.
• Secondary displays, which are accessed by scrolling RIGHT, show the MICS processing schedule and Operational

Status and Tracking parameters:
– To access the secondary displays, use the RIGHT primary command. Scroll right once for the schedule forecast

display and scroll right again for the parameter display.
– To return to the primary (status) display, use the LEFT primary command. LEFT MAX returns immediately to the

primary display.

Operational Status and Tracking display 

----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 6

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

           Database       Current Operation     Last Completed    Edit Suspend

  Cmd    ID  Label Type   as of 10 OCT 2015     Job/Step Date     JCL  Updates

-------- -- -------- -   -------------------  ------------------  ---    ---

________ C  CICS     U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ D  DASD     U   MONTHLY  DUE TODAY   WEEKLY   09OCT2015  NO     NO

________ I  IMS      U   MONTHLY  Completed   MONTHLY  10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ P  PRIMARY  P   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAY020   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ R  REMOTE   U   MONTHLY  FAILED      DAYALL   10OCT2015  NO     NO

________ T  TEST     T   DAILY    OVERDUE     DAILY    19SEP2015  NO     NO

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

Note: Operational Status and Tracking do not fully support MICS incremental update facilities. The JOBLOG command
reports on INCRccc and SPLITSMF executions. However, the SCHEDULE command cannot be used to schedule the
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INCRccc and SPLITSMF jobs because their scheduling depends on the availability of the input data and on day-time
batch processing are unique to your data center. To submit these jobs manually, use the primary or line commands for
INCRUPDT and SPLITSMF.

This section describes the content of the three Operational Statuses and Tracking displays.

  

The Database Status, Schedule Forecast, and Parameter displays begin with a database heading that consists of three
columns of database identification.

ID
The MICS unit database (DB) ID you specified when you defined the unit database.

Label
The 1-8 character unit DB label you specified when you defined the unit database.

Type
The type of unit database. P is the PRIMARY database. U is a standard production UNIT database. T is a TEST
database. S is a SPECIAL database.

Database Status Display

The Database Status display presents information about the current operation, last completed processing, and the
database update status. It is the default display when you access Operational Status and Tracking.

Current Operation as ofThe date of the MICS database update process and status. (Two columns of information are
displayed.)

• The panel initially lists the processing that is scheduled for today. If you enter the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
YEARLY, BACKUP, RESTORE, or RSTATUS commands, then Current Operation becomes the processing that
you requested. The display also reacts to processing scheduled outside of Operational Status and Tracking. Once
database update processing begins, Current Operation is changed to reflect the processing that is in progress or
completed.

• Current operation includes:

DAILY
Daily MICS database update.

INCRUPDT
Daily MICS database update.

WEEKLY
Daily database update and weekly cycle closeout.

MONTHLY
Daily database update and monthly cycle closeout.

YEARLY
Daily database update and yearly cycle closeout.

BACKUP
Database backup was explicitly requested or failed.

RESTORE
Database restore was explicitly requested or failed.

RSTATUS
Database run status processing was explicitly requested.

• Processing status includes:
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Completed
Processing executed today has completed successfully.

DUE TODAY
Scheduled processing has not yet occurred.

OVERDUE
Scheduled processing is late.
Today's processing is OVERDUE if not complete by the user-specified deadline (hh:mm). The default is 8 a.m.
Submitted
Scheduled or requested processing has been submitted for execution but is not yet complete.

INCOMPLETE
Database update processing began execution but has not finished.
If the job is not still executing, then it might have been canceled by the operator, failed with a JCL error, or terminated by
an MVS system crash. RESTART might be required.

FAILED
Scheduled or requested processing that is terminated abnormally.
To restart database update processing, use the STATUS command for more information. Use the RESTART command.
To restart backup or restore processing that failed, enter the BACKUP or RESTORE command.

Last Completed
The last MICS process that is completed for this unit database. Two columns of information are displayed.

Job/Step
The last production job (DAILY, INCRUPDT, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, or RESTORE) completed if no
errors occurred.
If database update processing failed or is still in progress, the last completed step name is displayed.
For example, if daily processing failed updating the SMF product files, then DAY020 would appear to show that MICS
completed the DAY020 (update RMF product files) step. In this situation, restart would be at the DAY030 step.
If BACKUP or RESTORE processing that failed, Job/Step is not changed. That is, Last Completed still reflects the last
completed processing before BACKUP or RESTORE began.

Date
The date that Job/Step completed.

Edit JCL
Use this column to specify whether you want to edit generated production job JCL before the job is submitted for
processing.

Suspend Updates
The database update status

YES
Database update processing has been suspended.
Typically, the maintenance is being applied. MICS does not allow you to execute any database update processing.
To activate database update processing, enter the RESUME command.

NO
Database update processing is available, which is the normal status.
To block database update processing, enter the SUSPEND command.

The Operational Status and Tracking display is refreshed when you execute any Operational Status and Tracking
command. To update the display without invoking other functions, use the REFRESH command.

----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 6

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR
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Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

            Database

   Cmd    ID  Label Type               Seven Day Schedule Forecast

 -------- -- -------- -   ---------------------------------------------------

 ________ C  CICS     U   10OCT2001 D.M.B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B

 ________ D  DASD     U   09OCT2001 DW..B D.M.B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B

 ________ I  IMS      U   10OCT2001 D.M.B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B

 ________ P  PRIMARY  P   10OCT2001 D.M.B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B

 ________ R  REMOTE   P   10OCT2001 D.M.B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B D...B

 ________ T  TEST     T   19SEP2001 D...B D.... D...B D.... D...B DW..B D...B

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

Access the Seven Day Schedule Forecast by scrolling RIGHT from the Database Status display.

This panel displays the MICS processing schedule for a seven-day period. The first column is the schedule beginning
date. This date is the first schedule forecast entry date.

Seven schedule forecast entries follow the schedule beginning date. Each forecast entry has the format dwmyb for DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP, respectively.

The schedule forecast entries indicate which MICS process is scheduled for a specific day (the beginning date and the
next six days): DAILY, DAILY/BACKUP, DAILY/WEEKLY/BACKUP, and so on. A period (.) indicates that the corresponding
job is not scheduled.

In the example above, the following processing is scheduled for the D (DASD) unit:

• October 9 - WEEKLY process (DAILY/WEEKLY/BACKUP)
• October 10 - MONTHLY process (DAILY/MONTHLY/BACKUP)
• October 11 through 15 - DAILY process (DAILY/BACKUP)

Parameter Display
----------------------  Operational Status and Tracking  ---------  ROW 1 OF 6

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Commands:  Schedule, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, Backup, Restore, Restart,

           Status/History/Checkpt/Joblog, Suspend/Resume, Force

            Database      Overdue

   Cmd    ID Label   Type (hh mm)

 -------- -- -------- -    -- --

 ________ C  CICS     U    08 00

 ________ D  DASD     U    08 00

 ________ I  IMS      U    08 00

 ________ P  PRIMARY  P    08 00

 ________ R  REMOTE   P    08 00

 ________ T  TEST     T    08 00

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .

Access the Parameter display by scrolling RIGHT from the Schedule Forecast display.

This panel lists the overdue time for each unit database. To override the 08:00 default daily A MICS database update
processing deadline, use the Overdue column.
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•  If not completed before this user-specified time-of-day, the daily processing is considered late and status is set to
OVERDUE.

• Status is DUE TODAY until the overdue time.

Database Status
The Operational Status and Tracking display shows you the current status of each unit database.

• The Current Operation column shows the processing that is scheduled for (or executed) today and the status of this
processing - Completed, DUE TODAY, OVERDUE, Submitted, INCOMPLETE, or FAILED.

• The Last Completed column shows the last process that executed and the completion date, or if the last update job
failed, the last completed job step appears.

You can use Operational Status and Tracking commands to view more detailed Database status information.

Four commands are provided:

STATUS

STATUS displays more detailed status information.

• The STATUS panel displays specific indicators of Database update and cycle aging status.
• The last step that completed and completion date is shown for each of the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY,

BACKUP, and RESTORE jobs.
• Jobs that are scheduled for today (for example, DAILY, WEEKLY, and BACKUP) are listed separate from the other

jobs.

Note: The STATUS display does not reflect the incremental update (SPLITSMF or INCRccc job) processing

HISTORY

HISTORY lets you review MICS database update history.

• The HISTORY display lists run date and checkpoint timestamps for each MICS product that updates the MICS
database.

• The HISTORY display is initially a subset to the most recent update for each product. You enter SHOW ALL on the
HISTORY display to view all previous Database updates (up to the INPUTLOGLIMIT parameter you specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)).

• You can select a row to see more detail, such as the number of input records that are processed, number of records
that are deleted, and force/select specifications in effect during the Database update.

Note: The HISTORY display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing for the current day. However,
once the DAILY job completes, the HISTORY display contains entries for EACH incremental update.

CHECKPT

CHECKPT displays the MICS Checkpoint File Database update time records. You can use this option to review the date
range that is processed to date by each MICS product and application system (for example, SYSID and IMSID).

Note: The HISTORY display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing for the current day. However,
once the DAILY job completes, the HISTORY display contains entries for EACH incremental update.

JOBLOG

JOBLOG displays an audit log of your Database update, BACKUP, and RESTORE processing.
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• Both the standard and special backups that are performed for this MICS unit database are listed.
• Unit database update processing is listed.
• Operational jobs that are submitted by Operational Status and Tracking are listed.
• Checkpoint changes made by Operational Status and Tracking are also listed.

Note: The JOBLOG display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing.

For more information about each command, see the Operational Status and Tracking Commands.

MICS Operations - Processing Schedule
MICS maintains a processing schedule that is based on the specifications you entered in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
(defaults for all units) and in prefix.MICS.PARMS for each unit database. You specified backup frequency in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and indicated in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) whether WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
and YEARLY processing can occur during weekends. Also defined your installation's calendar (for example, a 13-
month fiscal calendar) and week (for example, the week starts on Sunday that is compared to Monday) through the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) parameter members.

Enter the SCHEDULE command to execute the MICS processing that is scheduled for today (see the Current Operation
column). Scroll RIGHT on the Operational Status and Tracking display to see the seven-day MICS processing schedule
forecast.

Schedule MICS processing with specific commands for the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY processing cycles.
Each of these options performs a DAILY update and a database BACKUP. The WEEKLY/MONTHLY/YEARLY options
follow the DAILY update with the requested WEEKLY/MONTHLY/YEARLY close-out cycle and then the BACKUP.

Back up the database before changing it. You can enter the BACKUP command for a special, on-demand database
backup. You are prompted to provide a brief explanation of the purpose of the backup so that MICS can label the backup
cycle for reference in case RESTORE, is necessary.

Occasionally, problems occur in MICS processing. Operational Status and Tracking present information about database
update status and provides tools for restart and recovery. To restart MICS processing, use the RESTART command. If the
failure occurred during the MICS aging process, call Broadcom Support.

When you want to block database update processing. For example, you may need to suspend Database updating while
you apply a selected PSP maintenance. Operational Status and Tracking provide the SUSPEND command to block
database update processing until you are ready to continue with normal MICS operations. The RESUME command
returns a unit database to a normal operational state.

Operational Status and Tracking also simplify special recovery operations. The FORCE command tells MICS to select
specific input data and accept input data which would typically fail MICS date/time checks. For example, if a tape with
SMF data was missed, you can FORCE these missing data into the database even though it predates the most recent
MICS checkpoint dates. You can even select the missing data from a composite (for example, week-to-date) input data
tape.

For more information, see the Operational Status and Tracking Commands.

Operational Status and Tracking Commands
To request MICS operations and processing status services, use Operational Status and Tracking commands.

You can enter the Operational Status and Tracking commands as line commands or as primary commands.

• Line commands are entered in the Cmd column and apply ONLY to the corresponding MICS unit database.
• The primary commands are entered in the Command area at the top of the panel and can apply to one or more unit

databases, except for the INCRUPDT and SPLITSMF commands. INCRUPDT and SPLITSMF commands require the
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component and the database ID and therefore only support one component/database ID combination per execution of
the command.

Detailed online tutorials document each command and the panels the command displays. The online tutorials describe
display content, usage considerations, and data entry instructions.

Each command refreshes the Operational Status and Tracking display.

Use standard MICS commands to subset the Operational Status and Tracking display (SHOW command), find a specific
value in the display (FIND command), or position to a row of the display (LOCATE).

Note: For more information about primary command considerations and syntax, see the online tutorials.

The Operational Status and Tracking commands are documented in the subsections that follow. Command syntax is
documented here.

Command Syntax

Enter the Operational Status and Tracking commands in the Cmd column (line commands) to request processing for a
specific unit database. No line command parameters display; enter the command name.

Enter the Operational Status and Tracking commands in the Command area as follows:

command UNIT(S) dbidlist/ALL BACKUP/NOBACKUP EDIT/NOEDIT

Where:

command
The Operational Status and Tracking command name (for example, SCHEDULE).

UNIT(S)
(Optional) Keyword UNIT or UNITS to indicate that you are specifying one or more MICS unit database (DB) IDs for the
command.

dbidlist
One or more MICS unit database (DB) IDs separated by blanks. Command is performed for each DB ID in the list.
Or

ALL
Specify ALL instead of dbidlist if you want to perform the command for each production unit database. ALL does not apply
to TEST or SPECIAL unit databases.
For example, enter SCHEDULE ALL to submit today's scheduled processing for all production unit databases.
ALL honors the display subset that you define with the SHOW command. For example, if several unit database updates
failed overnight, you can use ALL to RESTART each of the failing processes.

• Enter SHOW FAILED to subset the display.
• Enter RESTART ALL to restart processing for only the unit database updates that failed.

BACKUP/NOBACKUP
Optional parameter for the SCHEDULE, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY commands.
To override the processing schedule and include a backup in the requested processing, even if no backup is scheduled,
specify BACKUP with the SCHEDULE command.
To omit backup processing even if typically included in the requested processing, specify NOBACKUP. DAILY, WEEKLY,
MONTHLY, and YEARLY always include a backup unless you specify NOBACKUP.
You can also specify NOBACKUP on the RESTORE command to override your prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
specification of RESTORE BACKUP YES. MICS restores the database without a prerestore unit database backup.
Note: You cannot override a RESTORE BACKUP NO specification in JCLDEF. Do not specify BACKUP on the RESTORE
command.

EDIT/NOEDIT
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Optional parameter for the SCHEDULE, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, RESTORE, RESTART, and
RSTATUS commands.
To override your specification in the Edit JCL column and display each generated job under PDF Edit before submitting
the job for batch execution, specify EDIT.
To submit generated jobs without a presubmit Edit, even if you specified YES in the Edit JCL column, specify NOEDIT.

AUDIT Command

To request MICS audit archive processing, use the AUDIT command.

AUDIT generates and submits a batch job to perform audit archival of the MICS DETAIL and DAYS files.

The AUDIT command is only available for a unit that has specified ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If weekly audit archive processing is executed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job
rather than as a standalone job, a message is issued to that effect and no job is displayed.

No backup processing is included with the AUDIT generated batch job.

AUDIT also saves a copy of the generated audit archival job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit
database.

BACKUP Command

To take a backup of unit database contents, use the BACKUP command.

 ---------------------------  BACKUP Unit Database  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

 

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 

 

 Enter a brief description of this backup job to help identify it in a

 subsequent Database RESTORE command.

 

 ===> Backup before applying CICS upgrade on 10/10

 

 

 Edit the job stream before batch submit ===> YES (YES/NO)

 

  

 

 Press END (or enter the END command) to generate and submit the BACKUP job.

 Enter CANCEL to terminate BACKUP processing for this unit Database.

BACKUP generates and submits a batch job to back up a unit database. BACKUP also saves a copy of the generated
batch job in the unit's prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set.

The BACKUP Unit Database panel is displayed for the BACKUP command. To document the backup you are requesting,
use the BACKUP Unit Database panel. The entered description is displayed by the RESTORE command, this help you
select the proper backup generation if the MICS database needs recovery.

MICS automatically labels standard daily and monthly backups. Always take a special Database backup before making
changes that might affect Database integrity. These backups include applying PSP maintenance. To distinguish the
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standard, and special backup generations available should the database need restoring, enter meaningful text on this
panel.

The BACKUP Unit Database panel also gives you the option to review and modify the generated batch job before it is
submitted for execution. You can also cancel job submission processing after reviewing the generated JCL.

See the online tutorial for detailed data entry instructions.

CHECKPT Command

To display the Database update time range records for the MICS unit database checkpoint file, use the CHECKPT
command.

 ---------------------------------  Checkpoint  --------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 ORGSYSID  Comp  Subsys      Lowest Timestamp        Highest Timestamp

   ----    ---   ----       -------------------     -------------------

   ONL1    CIC   ACTR       20JUL11 08:32:05.50     10OCT15 00:00:00.13

   ONL1    CIC   MRP        15DEC12 21:00:32.03     10OCT15 00:00:01.21

   ONL1    CIC   PRD1       25SEP12 00:00:15.67     10OCT15 00:02:21.91

   ONL1    CIC   PRD2       25SEP12 00:00:13.00     10OCT15 00:02:32.11

   ONL1    CIC   PROD       07MAY13 00:00:02.21     25SEP11 15:23:51.34

   ONL1    CIC   TEST       07MAY13 00:07:42.03     09OCT15 21:00:00.52

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

Note: The CHECKPT display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing.

The rows of the Checkpoint panel describe each combination of original SYSID identifier (ORGSYSID), product identifier,
and subsystem name in the Database and are listed in the same order they appear in the checkpoint file.

For more information, see MICS Checkpoint File. 

The scrollable Checkpoint panel displays:

ORGSYSID
Original system identifier.

Comp
Product (or component) identifier.

Subsys
Subsystem name for products such as IMS and CICS where MICS product identification in the checkpoint is extended to
include the application subsystem (for example, IMSID/CICSID).

Lowest Timestamp
The date/time of the first (oldest) data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product, and subsystem name.

Highest Timestamp
The date/time of the most recent (newest) data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product, and
subsystem name.

See the online tutorial for information about using MICS commands (for example, FIND, LOCATE, SHOW, SORT) with the
Checkpoint display.
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CYCLES Command

To view the MICS Cycle Inventory Table for the specified unit, use the CYCLES command. The table is built from the
DAYS.ADMCYC01 spin file.

 

 --------------------------  CA MICS Cycle Inventory  ------------ Row 1 of 193

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 

    UNIT ID => 0

  Component => ALL  (ccc or ALL)  Timespan => ALL  (X,D,W,M,Y or ALL)

 

   Comp  Timespan  Cycle      Start Date/Time        End Date/Time       Range

   ----  --------  -----  ---------------------  ---------------------  --------

   RMF   DAYS      1      10MAY2015 12:14:00.00  10MAY2015 19:59:00.00   0/ 7:45

   RMF   DAYS      2      10MAY2015  0:13:59.96  10MAY2015 11:59:00.00   0/11:45

   RMF   DETAIL    1      10MAY2015 12:14:00.00  10MAY2015 19:59:00.00   0/ 7:45

   RMF   DETAIL    2      10MAY2015  0:13:59.96  10MAY2015 11:59:00.00   0/11:45

   RMF   MONTHS    0      10MAY2015  0:13:59.96  10MAY2015 19:59:00.00   0/19:45

   RMF   WEEKS     0      10MAY2015  0:13:59.96  10MAY2015 19:59:00.00   0/19:45

   Z42   DAYS      1      05JUN2015  8:00:39.51  05JUN2015 11:59:49.72   0/ 3:59

   Z42   DETAIL    1      05JUN2015  8:00:39.51  05JUN2015 11:59:49.72   0/ 3:59

 

The display is sorted by MICS Component and timespan. Component and timespan can be used to filter the display.

The rows of the MICS Cycles Inventory panel show the beginning and ending date-and-time values within a cycle, for
a given component and timespan. The RANGE column is the difference between the start-date/time and end-date/time
represented in days, hours, and minutes, rounded to the nearest minute.

DAILY Command

To request the daily MICS database update processing, use the DAILY command.

DAILY generates and submits a batch job to perform daily MICS database update processing and a Database backup.

To delete Database backup processing from the generated batch job, specify the NOBACKUP parameter.

DAILY also saves a copy of the generated Database update job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit
Database.

FORCE Command

MICS database protection features are designed to minimize the possibility of destroying data. Several rigid input checks
are required to achieve this protection. However, there are times when the Administrator safely bypasses these protection
features.

 --------------------  FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions  --------------------

 Command ===>

 Unit:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 Enter FORCE/SELECT date/time ranges that will apply to the indicated systems:
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                     Lowest Timestamp           Highest Timestamp

                  -----------------------    -----------------------

                  dd mon yy   hh:mm:ss.th    dd mon yy   hh:mm:ss.th

      Force  ===> 09 OCT 15   15 33 00.00    09 OCT 15   18 45 59.99

      Select ===> 09 OCT 15   00 00 00.00    09 OCT 15   23 59 59.99

 Enter system, product, and subsystem combinations (or * for ALL) to apply

 FORCE/SELECT date/time ranges or to ERASE prior FORCE/SELECT specifications.

      ORGSYSID     ===> *    ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

      Product ID   ===> CIC  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

      Subsystem ID ===> P*   ACTR ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 Press END to apply and review FORCE/SELECT date/time ranges.

 Enter ERASE to remove FORCE/SELECT specifications from the indicated entries.

 Enter CANCEL to exit without changing the unit Database checkpoint.

Sometimes, it might be necessary to subset the input data being used to update the Database. For example, the MICS
system might have to use a cumulative input tape which has more days data than can be run in a single update. You
can use the FORCE command to restrict MICS processing to a subset of the input data. That is, select a portion of a
cumulative input file as input to the Database.

Under extraordinary circumstances, it might be necessary to deactivate the Database time range data check to input data
that might have been previously omitted. For example, a portion of the MICS input data might have been unavailable for
the standard daily update or MICS might not have been submitted for a day, but was run on the following day. Because
the missing data was within the timespan of the data that is already used to update the Database, it would no longer
be allowed to pass the standard time-range tests on a succeeding update. Although great care should be taken when
overriding the standard MICS protection features, you can use the FORCE command to force MICS to accept data
already encompassed by the Database's current time-ranges.

You can also use the FORCE command to review force/select criteria you entered earlier. You can use the ERASE
command on the FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions panel to clear previous force/select specifications. In either
case, force/select specifications are automatically cleared (erased) when the daily Database update processing updates
the unit database checkpoint file.

WARNING

Specifications that are made through the FORCE command apply to BOTH the DAILY database update and
ALSO to the incremental update INCRccc job for the associated product. FORCE and SELECT specifications
are saved in the unit checkpoint data set and remain in effect until cleared through successful DAILY or INCRccc
job execution.

The INCRccc job allocates the unit checkpoint data set DISP=SHR and uses MICS ENQ/DEQ services to lock
the unit checkpoint while updates are being made. If the unit checkpoint is locked by another task, the INCRccc
job waits until the ENQ is obtained. If the maximum wait limit is exceeded (see the JCLDEF DYNAMWAIT
parameter), then the INCRccc job aborts. In this situation, manually clear the FORCE/SELECT specifications to
prevent their reuse by the next INCRccc job or DAYnnn step for this product.

FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions Panel

The FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions panel is displayed for the FORCE command.

Use the FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions panel to specify force and select timestamps to be applied to the MICS
checkpoint entries for the system, product, and subsystem combinations you identify. When you press END, MICS applies
your specifications to the unit database checkpoint file and displays the Checkpoint Data Set Time Range Records panel.
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You can review the current unit database checkpoint data set force/select specifications by pressing END before entering
data on this panel. That is, if you leave ALL fields blank, then the Checkpoint Data Set Time Range Records panel
displays the current unit database checkpoint file. No new FORCE/SELECT date/time ranges are added.

If you enter the ERASE command, then MICS clears force/select time ranges from the checkpoint entries that match your
system, product, and subsystem combinations.

FORCE/SELECT date/time ranges consist of a low (or start) timestamp and a high (or stop/end) timestamp in ddmonyy
hh:mm:ss.th format (for example, 09OCT01 15:30:00.00). Lowest and Highest Timestamp defines an inclusive date/time
range. That is, the Lowest Timestamp through the Highest timestamp.

Force
Date/time range (Lowest Timestamp through Highest Timestamp) of data to be forced into the unit database even though
this data is encompassed by the Database's current time- ranges. If you also specify Select, then the Force date/time
range is applied ONLY to data within the Select date/time range.

Select
Date/time range (Lowest Timestamp through Highest Timestamp) of data to be processed by the MICS database update.
Only data that falls within the Select date/time range is made available to MICS.

System, product, and subsystem combinations identify the unit Database checkpoint entries to which the Force/Select
date/time ranges apply or from which Force/Select specifications erased.

• Each value that you enter for ORGSYSID, Product ID, or Subsystem ID must participate in at least one successful
match with the unit database checkpoint entries.
A successful match includes at least one combination of ORGSYSID, Product ID, and Subsystem ID. That is, each
ORGSYSID value must be found on at least one checkpoint entry that contains one of the Product IDs and Subsystem
ID values you specify.

• You can specify * (asterisk) to select all systems, products, or subsystems. That is, * means ALL.
You can also terminate an ORGSYSID, Product ID, or Subsystem ID with an * to select all entries that begin with the
characters you specify. For example, PRD* would match all entries beginning with the characters PRD.

Refer to the online tutorials for detailed data entry instructions.

The example panel previously defines specifications that will:

• Select input data for October 9, 2001.
• Force October 9th data from 15:33 (3:33 p.m.) through 18:45:59.99 (that is up to but not including 6:46 p.m.) into the

database.

The Force/Select criteria applies to CICS product processing for the ACTR and Pxxx CICSID's (subsystems), where xxx is
any three characters. Force/Select processing applies to all processors (ORGSYSID values).

The Checkpoint Data Set Time Range Records panel is displayed when you press END on the FORCE/SELECT Input
Data Definitions panel. The sample panel on the next page shows the result of applying the previous example to the
Checkpoint File.

 -------------------  Checkpoint Data Set Time Range Records  ------------------

 Command ===>

 Unit:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 Line Cmds:  C Copy, M Move, O Over, E Erase

 Cmd  Sys  CCC Subsys             Lowest Timestamp         Highest Timestamp

  -   ---- --- ----            ----------------------   ----------------------

  _   ONL1 CIC ACTR            20 JUL 07  08 32 05.50   10 OCT 15 00 00 00.13

                   Force  ===> 09 OCT 15  15 33 00.00   09 OCT 15 18 45 59.99
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                   Select ===> 09 OCT 15  00 00 00.00   09 OCT 15 23 59 59.99

  _   ONL1 CIC MRP             15 DEC 08  21 00 32.03   10 OCT 15 00 00 01.21

                   Force  ===> __ ___ __  __ __ _____   __ ___ __ __ __ _____

                   Select ===> __ ___ __  __ __ _____   __ ___ __ __ __ _____

  _   ONL1 CIC PRD1            25 SEP 08  00 00 15.67   10 OCT 15 00 02 21.91

                   Force  ===> 09 OCT 15  15 33 00.00   09 OCT 15 18 45 59.99

                   Select ===> 09 OCT 15  00 00 00.00   09 OCT 15 23 59 59.99

  _   ONL1 CIC PRD2            25 SEP 08  00 00 13.00   10 OCT 15 00 02 32.11

                   Force  ===> 09 OCT 15  15 33 00.00   09 OCT 15 18 45 59.99

                   Select ===> 09 OCT 15  00 00 00.00   09 OCT 15 23 59 59.99

  _   ONL1 CIC TEST            17 JUN 08  00 12 32.13   10 OCT 15 00 02 15.55

                   Force  ===> __ ___ __  __ __ _____   __ ___ __ __ __ _____

The Checkpoint Data Set Time Range Records panel is displayed when you press END on the FORCE/SELECT Input
Data Definitions panel. This panel shows the result of applying your Force/Select specifications to the current MICS unit
database checkpoint file.

The first line of each row of this scrollable panel shows:

ORGSYSID
Original system identifier.

Comp
Product (or component) identifier.

Subsys
Subsystem name for products such as IMS and CICS where MICS product identification in the checkpoint is extended to
include the application subsystem (for example, IMSID/CICSID).

Lowest Timestamp
Date/time of the first (oldest) data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product, and subsystem name.

Highest Timestamp
Date/time of the most recent (newest) data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product, and subsystem
name.
If the data is older (or data that is loaded) than highest timestamp, the MICS checkpoint date range check drops input data
for an ORGSYSID, product, and subsystem.

The second and third lines of each row show the Force/Select date/time range specified for the ORGSYSID, product, and
subsystem. The Force and Select values are the result of the Force, Select, ORGSYSID, Product ID, and Subsystem ID
values (and the ERASE command) you specified on the FORCE/SELECT Input Data Definitions panel that is combined
with the current unit database checkpoint file contents.

• You can change Force/Select Lowest Timestamp and Highest Timestamp.
• You can use the E (Erase) line command to clear both the Force and Select values for an entry.
• You can also use the C (Copy) and M (Move) line commands to modify Force/Select specifications.

– Copy replicates Force/Select specifications onto the row you flag with the O (Over) line command.
– Move replicates Force/Select specifications onto the O (Over) line and then clears them from the M (Move) line.

Move is like entering Copy and then Erase.

When you are satisfied with your Force and Select specifications, press END to update the unit database checkpoint file.

Press CANCEL to terminate FORCE command processing without updating the unit database checkpoint file.

See to the online tutorials for detailed data entry instructions and for information about using MICS commands (for
example, FIND, LOCATE, SHOW, SORT) on this panel.
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HISTM Command

To request MICS monthly history archive processing, use the HISTM command.

HISTM generates and submits a batch job to perform monthly history archive processing of the MONTHS timespan for the
specified units.

The HISTM command is only available for a unit that has specified ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If monthly history archive processing is executed in the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY
job rather than as a standalone job, a message is issued to that effect and no job is displayed.

No backup processing is performed with the HISTM generated batch job.

HISTM also saves a copy of the generated history archive job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit
database.

HISTORY Command

The HISTORY command displays the Database update audit trail, the MICS ADMIHL file.

 -----------------------------  Input History Log  -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 Line Cmds:  S Select

 Cmd Sys CCC Subsys  Run Date       Lowest Timestamp       Highest Timestamp

  - ---- --- ----    ---------   ----------------------  ----------------------

  _ ONL1 CIC ACTR    10OCT2015   09OCT2015  00:00:12.19  10OCT2015  00:00:00.13

  _ ONL1 CIC MRP     10OCT2015   09OCT2015  00:00:02.47  10OCT2015  00:00:01.21

  _ ONL1 CIC PRD1    10OCT2015   09OCT2015  00:05:39.49  10OCT2015  00:02:21.91

  _ ONL1 CIC PRD2    10OCT2015   09OCT2015  00:04:12.53  10OCT2015  00:02:32.11

  _ ONL1 CIC TEST    10OCT2015   09OCT2015  06:15:00.41  09OCT2015  21:00:00.52

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

The rows of the Input History Log panel describe the Database updates that you have processed for each combination of
original system identifier (ORGSYSID), product, and application subsystem.

Note: The HISTORY display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing for the CURRENT day.
However, once the DAILY job completes, the HISTORY display contains entries for EACH incremental update (INCRccc
job execution).

The display initially subsets to show the most recent Database update. Enter SHOW ALL to display the full history. The
Input History Log display is limited by the INPUTLOGLIMIT parameter you specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).

The scrollable Input History Log panel displays:

Sys
Original system identifier.

CCC
Product (or component) identifier.

Subsys
Subsystem name for products such as IMS and CICS where MICS product identification in the checkpoint is extended to
include the application subsystem (for example, IMSID/CICSID).
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Run Date
The Database update date.

Lowest Timestamp
Date/time of the first (oldest) data that is loaded data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product,
subsystem name, and run date.

Highest Timestamp
Date/time of the most recent (newest) data that is loaded into the Database for an ORGSYSID, product, and subsystem
name, and run date.

See the online tutorial for information about using MICS commands (for example, FIND, LOCATE, SHOW, SORT) with the
Input History Log display.

You can select an entry from the display to see detailed information such as the number of input records processed; the
number of records deleted due to date range, option values, short records, user exit, and total deleted; and the number of
records kept. The Detail Input History Log also lists any Force/Select criteria that you specified for this Database update.

 --------------------------  Detail Input History Log  -------------------------

 Command ===>

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 ORGSYSID  Comp  Subsys        Run Timestamp         Routine

   ----    ---   ----      ---------------------     --------

   ONL1    CIC   MRP       10OCT2015:03:45:15.98     DYCICFMT

                                                           Range       Input

           Lowest Timestamp        Highest Timestamp     DAYS/HH:MM    Records

         ---------------------   ---------------------   -----------   --------

 INPUT   09OCT2001 00:00:02.47   10OCT2015 00:00:01.21       0/23:59    1017791

 FORCE           . .           . .       ./    .          0

 SELECT          . .           . .       ./    .

 Date checked deleted:           0

 Option deleted:                 0

 Short record deleted:          15

 User exit deleted:           1024          Total records deleted:        1039

                                            Total records kept:        1016752

The Detail Input History Log panel displays details for a single observation of the Database update audit trail -- the MICS
ADMIHL file. You can use the UP, DOWN, FIND, or LOCATE commands to scroll to other entries.

The first line of the display identifies the entry by listing:

ORGSYSID
Original system identifier.

Comp
Product (or component) identifier.

Subsys
Subsystem name for products such as IMS and CICS where MICS product identification in the checkpoint is extended to
include the application subsystem (for example, IMSID/CICSID).

Run Timestamp
Database update date and time.
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Routine
MICS processing routine that produced the entry.

The next section of the display describes the input data that is processed for this update cycle with three lines of
information.

INPUT
The total amount of input data that MICS sees.

FORCE
Input data that is processed because of your FORCE specification.

SELECT
Input data that is processed subset by your SELECT specification.

The INPUT line describes the range of input data that was processed. The date/time range is shown by listing the oldest
date/time found in the data (Lowest Timestamp), the most recent date/time found (Highest Timestamp), and the Range --
the number of days, hours, and minutes between the low and high timestamps). The total number of input records is also
listed.

The FORCE line is typically blank. If you used the MICS checkpoint Force option to update the Database with data MICS
would typically drop due to the checkpoint date range check, then the FORCE line documents that processing. Lowest
and Highest Timestamps are the values that you specified for Force processing and the number of records column shows
the number of records you forced into the Database.

The SELECT line is typically blank. If you used the MICS checkpoint Select option to subset the input data for MICS
processing, the SELECT line documents your specifications. Lowest and Highest Timestamps are the values that you
specified for SELECT processing and the number of records column shows the number of records that are found within
the SELECT date/time range.

The bottom portion of the display documents the number of records actually added to the Database. The numbers of
records that are deleted from MICS update processing are documented by delete reason.

Date checked deleted
Duplicate data; date/time is within the date/time range that has already been processed.

Option deleted
Deleted by the SELECT specification.

Short record deleted
Invalid records; records are too short to contain valid data.

User exit deleted
Deleted by user exit processing.

Total records that are deleted and total records kept (input records minus deleted records) are shown in the lower right-
hand corner. See the online tutorial for information about using MICS commands (for example, FIND, LOCATE, SHOW,
SORT) with the Detail Input History Log display.

HISTW Command

To request MICS weekly history archive processing, use the HISTW command.

HISTW generates and submits a batch job to perform weekly history archive processing of the WEEKS timespan files for
the specified units.

The HISTW command is only available for a unit that has specified ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If weekly history archive processing is executed in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job
rather than as a standalone job, a message is issued to that effect and no job is displayed.
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No backup processing is performed with the HISTW generated batch job.

HISTW also saves a copy of the generated weekly history archive job in prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit
database.

INCRUPDT Command

To access the incremental update job for the specified component and database, use the INCRUPDT command.

The INCRUPDT command differs from the other supported commands but is similar to the SPLITSMF command in that it
requires extra parameter. The format of the primary command is:

INCRUPDT ccc dbid

Where ccc is the three character component identifier and dbid is the one-character database ID. INCRUPDT can be
abbreviated to INC or INCR. Unlike other Operational Status and Tracking commands, the INCRUPDT command only
supports one component (ccc) and dbid combination per execution of the command. That is, it cannot be executed for
multiple units within one execution of the command.

Execution as a line command requires use of the INCRUPDT command abbreviation to accommodate the required ccc
parameter. The format of the line command is:

INC ccc

Or

INCR ccc

No backup processing is performed with the incremental update (INCRccc) generated batch job.

The INCRUPDT command also saves a copy of the generated incremental database update job (INCRccc) in the
prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit database.

JOBLOG Command

JOBLOG displays the MICS processing audit log.

 ----------------------------  CA MICS Processing Log ----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 

     Date     Time                  Description                     Generation

   ---------  -----  ---------------------------------------------  ----------

   10OCT2015   4:41  BACKUP Completed (after Monthly)               BACKUP   0

   10OCT2015   4:09  MONTHLY BACKUP Completed                       MBACK    0

   10OCT2015   4:06  MONTHLY Completed

   10OCT2015   3:58  DAILY Completed (Monthly in progress)

   10OCT2015   0:01  DAILY, Monthly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1

   09OCT2015   7:15  BACKUP Completed (after Weekly)                BACKUP  -1

   09OCT2015   7:02  WEEKLY Completed

   09OCT2015   6:24  DAILY Completed (Weekly in progress)

   09OCT2015   4:25  DAILY, Weekly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1
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   09OCT2015   4:15  RESTORE from BACKUP 08OCT2001 03:34

   09OCT2015   3:42  DAILY FAILED U101 in DAY040

   09OCT2015   0:15  DAILY, Weekly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1

   08OCT2015   3:34  BACKUP Completed (after Daily)                 BACKUP  -2

   08OCT2015   3:15  DAILY Completed

   07OCT2015   2:56  BACKUP Completed (after Daily)                 BACKUP  -3

   07OCT2015   2:32  DAILY Completed

The rows of the MICS Processing Log panel describe your Database update, BACKUP, and RESTORE processing.

• Both the standard and special backups that are taken for this MICS unit database are listed.
• Database update processing is listed.
• Operational jobs that are submitted by Operational Status and Tracking are listed.
• Checkpoint changes made by Operational Status and Tracking are also listed.

The display is sorted with the most recent processing first and in the order that processing/changes occurred. The most
recent Database and checkpoint updates appear first.

Backup generations are identified by the date and time the backup was taken, the generation number, and a description.
Standard MICS daily and monthly backups are identified by name. For example, BACKUP (after Daily), MONTHLY
BACKUP. Special backup generations are identified by the description you entered on the BACKUP Unit Database panel.

BACKUP entries are dropped from the audit log when the corresponding tape GDG entry expires. You specify BACKUP
retention in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGEN) with the BCKUPGDG parameter. Entries for Database update processing, job
submission, and checkpoint changes that occurred before an expired backup is also dropped from the display. This action
happens, once the backup tapes begin to expire (the BCKUPGDG limit is reached), the Database update processing, job
submission, and checkpoint change entries older than the oldest backup entry are dropped.

MICS retains six monthly backup (MBACK) generations in the audit log.

For more information, see the online tutorials for detailed data entry instructions and on how to use the MICS command
on this panel.

Information reported by this example includes:

• The MONTHLY process that is submitted by OPRUSR1 executed on October 10, 2001. DAILY, MONTHLY, Monthly
backup (MBACK), and BACKUP processing that completed successfully.

• The WEEKLY process was submitted by OPRUSR1 on October 9, 2001 using the Operational Status and Tracking
facility.
– The DAILY portion of this processing failed with a U101 abend in step DAY040.
– The Database was restored and WEEKLY processing was resubmitted. WEEKLY completed successfully.

MONTHLY Command

To request monthly MICS database update processing, use the MONTHLY command.

MONTHLY generates and submits a batch job to perform daily MICS database update processing, monthly cycle
Database close-out, and a Database backup.

To delete Database backup processing from the generated batch job, specify the NOBACKUP parameter.

MONTHLY also saves a copy of the generated Database update job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the
unit database.
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REFRESH Command

To update the Operational Status and Tracking display with the latest unit database processing status, use the REFRESH
command.

MICS updates Operational Status and Tracking entries before processing primary or line commands against a unit
database. The REFRESH command is provided to give you the option of updating the display without visiting a
subordinate panel. For example, both HISTORY and REFRESH update the Operational Status and Tracking display, but
HISTORY also displays the Input History Log panel.

The REFRESH command defaults to the ALL option. That is, you can enter REFRESH ALL or only REFRESH in the
Command area to update the Operational Status and Tracking entry for each production unit database.

Remember that ALL does not apply to TEST or SPECIAL unit databases and that ALL honors the display subset you
define with the SHOW command. Enter REFRESH as a line command or use the primary command dbidlist option (for
example, enter REFRESH T S) to update Operational Status and Tracking entries for TEST and SPECIAL unit databases.

RESTART Command

To restart MICS database update processing after a processing failure, use the RESTART command.

--------------------------  RESTART Database Update  --------------------------

Command ===>

Database:  P  (PRIMARY) - CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

The status information was recorded at:  10OCT15 08:10

The Database update job that failed:     DAILY

The job will be restarted at step:       DAY030

Edit the job stream before batch submits    ===> YES (YES/NO)

Rebuild DAYSMF step temporary work files   ===> NO  (YES/NO)

Press END (or enter the END command) to generate and submit the RESTART job.

Enter CANCEL to terminate RESTART processing for this unit Database.

RESTART generates and submits a batch job to restart database update processing that failed. RESTART also saves a
copy of the generated batch job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit database.

Note: The RESTART command does not support the incremental update INCRccc job. Restart INCRccc processing
through your installation's production batch job scheduling facility or manually submitting prefix.MICS.CNTL(INCRccc).

The RESTART Database Update panel displays the name of the MICS database update job that failed and the job
step where MICS processing resumes. If internal step restart is enabled for this job step, then processing automatically
resumes at the last completed processing phase in this job step. Review the information about this panel carefully.

To terminate RESTART processing, if the restart job or step are incorrect, enter the CANCEL command. That is, if the
information about this panel does not match your expectations. To review and analyze MICS operational job status, enter
the STATUS command before invoking RESTART processing.

The data entry fields on the Database Update panel might vary based on unit database contents and the failing job step.

• The Edit the job stream before batch submit option is always present.
• The Rebuild DAYSMF step temporary work files option appears if you specified DAYSMF FILES TEMPORARY in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for this unit database AND if the failure occurred during DAILY processing.
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When you specify DAYSMF FILES TEMPORARY in JCLDEF, MICS deletes the DAYSMF work files after daily
processing completes. The DAYSMF work files are kept when a failure occurs during daily processing and are typically
available for RESTART processing.
If the DAYSMF work files are accidentally scratched, the Operational Status and Tracking RESTART command
can recreate the DAYSMF work files as part of RESTART processing. Operational Status and Tracking add the
prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAYSMFR) batch job to the front of the generated RESTART job stream.

• The Restore Accounting and Chargeback audit file option appears if the failure occurred during the DAY199 step. That
is, if Daily Accounting and Chargeback processing failed.
The Accounting and Chargeback audit tapes provide a detailed audit of daily processing. Each daily update adds
to the end of the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file (for example, DISP=MOD). After daily processing, a new generation of the
ACTAUDIT DAY2 tape is created from the DAY1 file. If you restart daily Accounting and Chargeback processing
without restoring the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file, the audit files WILL contain duplicate data. For more information about the
ACTAUDIT files, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.
Operational Status and Tracking add the prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R) batch job to the front of the generated
RESTART job stream.

The RESTART Database Update panel also gives you the option to review and modify the generated batch job before it is
submitted for execution. You can cancel job submission processing after reviewing the generated JCL.

To override automatic internal step restart and force the step to start from the beginning:

• To edit the job stream before execution, specify YES.
• When the job stream edit panel appears, scroll to the JCL EXEC statement for the job step where execution resumes

and specify SYSPARM=NORESTART on this EXEC statement.

For more information, see the online tutorials for detailed data entry instructions.

RESTORE Command

To restore unit database contents from a selected unit database backup, use the RESTORE command.

 ---------------------------  RESTORE Unit Database  -------------  ROW 1 OF 27

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Database:  C  (CICS) - CA MICS CICS DATABASE

 Edit the job stream before batch submits ===> YES (YES/NO)

 Line Cmds:  S Select

 Cmd    Date    Time  Generation                 Description

  -   --------- ----- ----------  ---------------------------------------------

  _   10OCT2015  4:41 BACKUP   0  BACKUP Completed (after Monthly)

  _   10OCT2015  4:09 MBACK    0  MONTHLY BACKUP Completed

  _   10OCT2015  4:06             MONTHLY Completed

  _   10OCT2015  3:58             DAILY Completed (Monthly in progress)

  _   10OCT2015  0:01             DAILY, Monthly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1

  _   09OCT2015  7:15 BACKUP  -1  BACKUP Completed (after Weekly)

  _   09OCT2015  7:02             WEEKLY Completed

  _   09OCT2015  6:24             DAILY Completed (Weekly in progress)

  _   09OCT2015  4:25             DAILY, Weekly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1

  _   09OCT2015  4:15          0  RESTORE from BACKUP 08OCT2001 02:46

  _   09OCT2015  3:42             DAILY FAILED U101 in DAY040

  _   09OCT2015  0:15             DAILY, Weekly, Backup submitted by OPRUSR1
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RESTORE generates and submits a batch job to restore unit database files. RESTORE also saves a copy of the
generated batch job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit database.

The RESTORE Unit Database panel displays an audit trail of your unit Database update, BACKUP, and RESTORE
processing.

Note: The display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing.

Select a BACKUP entry from this display to RESTORE the Database or enter CANCEL to terminate RESTORE
processing.

If you specified YES for the RESTORE BACKUP parameter in the JCLDEF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS, MICS
performs a unit database backup before starting the restore. This option gives you the opportunity to return the Database
to the condition that it was in before the restore.

• If you specify NOBACKUP when you enter the RESTORE command on the Operational Status and Tracking panel,
MICS bypasses the pre-restore backup.

• MICS also bypasses the pre-restore backup if the Database is not updatable. That is, if prior MICS processing failed.
MICS does not back up a bad Database.

• For more information, see RESTORE Operational Job.

The RESTORE Unit Database panel also gives you the option to review and modify the generated batch job before it is
submitted for execution. You can cancel job submission processing after reviewing the generated JCL.

The rows of the RESTORE Unit Database panel describe your Database update, BACKUP, and RESTORE processing.

• Both the standard and special backups that are performed for this MICS unit database are listed.
• Unit database update processing is listed (incremental update processing is not included).
• Operational jobs that are submitted by Operational Status and Tracking are listed.
• Checkpoint changes made by Operational Status and Tracking are listed.

The display is sorted with the most recent processing first and in the order that processing/changes occurred. The most
recent Database and checkpoint updates appear first.

Backup generations are identified by the date and time the backup was taken, the generation number, and a description.
Standard MICS daily and monthly backups are identified by name -- BACKUP (after Daily), MONTHLY BACKUP, etc.
Special backup generations are identified by the description you entered on the BACKUP Unit Database panel.

BACKUP entries are dropped from the audit log when the corresponding tape GDG entry expires -- you specified
BACKUP retention in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGEN) using the BCKUPGDG parameter. Entries for Database update
processing, job submission, and checkpoint changes that occurred prior to an expired backup are also dropped from
the display. That is, once the backup tapes begin to expire (the BCKUPGDG limit isreached), the Database update
processing, job submission,and checkpoint change entries older than the oldest backup entry are dropped.

MICS retains six monthly backup (MBACK) generations in the audit log.

Refer to the online tutorials for detailed data entry instructions and for information about using MICS commands (e.g.,
FIND, LOCATE, SHOW, SORT, etc.) on this panel.

Information reported by the example above includes:

• The most recent backup was created on October 10, 2001.
• The MONTHLY process executed on October 10. DAILY, MONTHLY, Monthly backup (MBACK), and BACKUP

processing completed successfully.
• The WEEKLY process was submitted through Operational Status and Tracking on October 9.

– The DAILY portion of this processing failed with a U101 abend in step DAY040.
– The Database was restored and WEEKLY processing was resubmitted. WEEKLY completed successfully.
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RESUME Command

To reactivate unit database update processing that was blocked by the SUSPEND command, use the RESUME
command.

RESUME returns a MICS unit database to a normal operational status so that Database update processing can continue.

To reactivate normal MICS operations after you finish installing MICS PSP maintenance, use the RESUME command.

RSTATUS Command

To synchronize the Operational Status and Tracking control tables with the MICS unit database checkpoint file and to
produce the MICS Run Status Report, use the RSTATUS command.

Normal unit database update, backup, and restore processing keeps Operational Status and Tracking that is synchronized
with the checkpoint file. However, run status processing may not execute if:

• Database update processing is canceled by the console operator
• Task fails with a JCL error
• Terminated by an MVS system crash.

Under these conditions, Operational Status and Tracking are not synchronized with the unit database checkpoint file and
RSTATUS is required before Operational Status and Tracking can restart the Database update.

RSTATUS submits the prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTATUS) batch job to update Operational Status and Tracking
entries from the unit database checkpoint file. RSTATUS also saves a copy of the generated run status job in the
prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit database.

If the RSTATUS job finds the database in a nonupdatable condition, the RSTATUS job terminates with a U999 abend.
When the RSTATUS job terminates with a U999 abend, use the Operational Status and Tracking STATUS command or
review the printed Run Status Report to analyze the database problem.

SCHEDULE Command

To execute the MICS processing that is scheduled for today, use the SCHEDULE command.

MICS maintains a processing schedule that is based on the specifications you entered in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
(defaults for all units) and in prefix.MICS.PARMS for each unit database. You specified backup frequency in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and indicated in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) whether WEEKLY, MONTHLY,
and YEARLY processing can occur during weekends. Also defined your installation's calendar (for example, a 13-
month fiscal calendar) and week (for example, the week starts on Sunday that is compared to Monday) through the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) parameter members.

SCHEDULE generates and submits a batch job to perform daily MICS database update processing and, if scheduled for
today, database backup. If WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY cycle database close-out processing is due, SCHEDULE
includes the appropriate WEEKLY/MONTHLY/YEARLY processing in the generated batch job. SCHEDULE always
includes a backup with WEEKLY/MONTHLY/YEARLY processing.

• You can specify the BACKUP operand with the SCHEDULE command to override the processing schedule and include
a backup in the requested processing, even if no backup is currently scheduled.

• You can specify the NOBACKUP operand with the SCHEDULE command to omit backup processing even if BACKUP,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY processing is scheduled for today.

SCHEDULE also saves a copy of the generated database update processing in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set
for the unit database.
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SPLITSMF Command

To access the splitsmf preprocessing job for the specified component and database, use the SPLITSMF command.

The SPLITSMF command differs from the other supported commands but is similar to the INCRUPDT command in that it
requires an extra parameter. The format of the primary command is:

SPLITSMF ccc dbid

Where ccc is the three-character component identifier and dbid is the one-character database ID. SPLITSMF can be
abbreviated to SPL or SPLIT. Unlike other Operational Status and Tracking commands, the SPLITSMF command only
supports one component (ccc) and dbid combination per execution of the command. That is, it cannot be executed for
multiple units within one execution of the command.

Execution as a line command requires use of the SPLITSMF command abbreviation to accommodate the required ccc
parameter. The format of the line command is:

SPL ccc

No backup processing is performed with the splitsmf preprocessing (SPLITSMF) generated batch job.

The SPLITSMF command also saves a copy of the generated database update preprocessing job (SPLITSMF) in the
prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit database.

STATUS Command

The STATUS command displays status of the unit Database, the most recent scheduled processing, and unit Database
update processes performed earlier.

---------------------------  Unit Database Status  -------------------------

Command ===>

Database:  P  (PRIMARY) - CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

The status information was recorded at:  10OCT15 08:06

Status of this unit Database:            NON-UPDATABLE

Status of the cycle aging process:       Completed

 CA MICS  Last Completed

 Job      Step & Date     Status of Current Operation:   MONTHLY

--------  ---  -------    -----------------------------------------------------

DAILY     ALL  10OCT15    FAILED    DAY030                U310

MONTHLY   900  03SEP15    HELD      Prior job failed

BACKUP    900  09OCT15    HELD      Prior job failed

                          Status of Other Jobs

                          -----------------------------------------------------

WEEKLY    900  09OCT15    Completed

YEARLY    900  10JAN15    Completed

RESTORE   900  09OCT15    Completed

Note: The status display does not reflect incremental update (INCRccc job) processing.
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The top portion of the Unit Database Status panel summarizes current unit database status.

• Time the information was recorded.
• Database status:

Completed
Database that is updated successfully and available for ongoing processing.

NON-UPDATABLE
Database update that is failed. RESTART required.

SUSPENDED
Database update processing has been blocked.

• Cycle aging status:

Completed
Cycle aging completed successfully.

AGING
Cycle aging is in progress. Call Broadcom Support for assistance before restarting.

The remainder of the Unit Database Status panel summarizes the status of the most recent execution for each of the
MICS database update jobs -- DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and RESTORE. The name, last job step
that is completed, processing date, and job status are displayed.

The STATUS display separates the most recent scheduled operations from those executed earlier. For example, if DAILY,
WEEKLY, and BACKUP processing were scheduled for today, then DAILY, WEEKLY, and BACKUP would appear in the
upper portion of the status display while MONTHLY, YEARLY and RESTORE would appear in the lower portion.

The Last Completed Step column typically shows a value of 900 -- job that is completed successfully. Otherwise, the last
successful job step appears in this column. For example, if DAILY failed in the DAY500 (user reporting) step, then this
panel would show 400 in the Last Completed Step.

The Status column lists current processing status.

Completed
Completed successfully.

DUE TODAY
Scheduled processing has not yet occurred.

OVERDUE
Scheduled processing is late.
Today's processing is OVERDUE if not complete by the user-specified deadline (hh:mm).

Submitted
Submitted for execution, but not yet executing.

INCOMPLETE
Execution started, but has not finished.
If the processing is not still executing, then it might have been canceled by the operator, failed with a JCL error, or
terminated by an MVS system crash. RESTART might be required.

FAILED
Processing failed. RESTART required. The failing step is also listed.

HELD
Scheduled to execute, but a prior process failed.

SUSPENDED
Database update processing has been blocked.
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SUSPEND Command

To block ALL unit database update processing, use the SUSPEND command.

SUSPEND marks a unit database as nonupdatable.

• Operational Status and Tracking do not allow you to submit Database update processing for a unit database that is in
suspended status.

• In addition, the Operational Status and Tracking SUSPEND command stops Database updates that are submitted by
your production batch job scheduling facility or by the MICS batch SCHEDULE job.

To block Database updates while you are applying MICS PSP maintenance, use the SUSPEND command.

WEEKLY Command

To request weekly MICS database update processing, use the WEEKLY command.

WEEKLY generates and submits a batch job to perform daily MICS database update processing, weekly cycle Database
close-out, and a Database backup.

To delete Database backup processing from the generated batch job, specify the NOBACKUP parameter.

WEEKLY also saves a copy of the generated Database update job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the
unit database.

YEARLY Command

To request annual MICS database update processing, use the YEARLY command.

YEARLY generates and submits a batch job to perform daily MICS database update processing, yearly cycle Database
close-out, and a Database backup.

To delete Database backup processing from the generated batch job, specify the NOBACKUP parameter.

YEARLY also saves a copy of the generated Database update job in the prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL data set for the unit
database.

Database Update Audit Trail (ADMIHL)
The Input History Log (IHL) file contains data identifying the raw data that has been input for MICS database updating
over the last n days, where n was defined using the INPUTLOGLIMIT keyword in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). The
data is keyed by system identifier (SYSID), product, and update cycle.

The file is maintained in the DAYS timespan and is referenced by the label ADMIHL01. The file is only maintained for one
cycle, so it is always referenced as &pADMD..ADMIHL01 where p is the unit Database ID. For more information about the
file, see ADMIHL - Input History Log File.

You can browse the Input History Log through the online Operational Status and Tracking facility (HISTORY command) or
by using distributed MICF inquiries. For example, BASLA1, MICS Daily Processing Summary.

The following diagram illustrates how the Input History Log File is updated. Each DAILY job step adds information to the
IHL file for the MICS product or field developed application being processed.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|  CA MICS Daily Job Stream                                 |

|                                                           |

|  +---------------------------+                            |
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|  |                           |                            |

|  |   Step DAYSMF in DAILY    |   +---------+              |

|  |  +---------------------+  |   |SYSID/   |              |

|  |  | Write SYSID/        |----->|Product  |              |

|  |  | product checkpoint  |  |   |Data     |              |

|  |  | to a temporary file |  |   +---------+              |

|  |  +---------------------+  |  /                         |

|  |                           | /                          |

|  |   Update Steps in Daily   |/ Input History Log         |

|  |  +---------------------+  /   +---------+              |

|  |  | Update Input History| /|   |SYSID/   |              |

|  |  | Log with today's    |----->|Product  |              |

|  |  | update status.      |  |   |Data     |              |

|  |  +---------------------+  |   +---------+              |

|  +---------------------------+                            |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

When the incremental update is active, audit trail information is collected by each INCRccc job execution and maintained
in the product's incremental update DAYS level database (IUDAYS).

At the end of the day, the product's DAILY job step (DAYnnn) "rolls-up" the incremental update audit trail information,
including audit trail data from the DAYnnn step itself to the unit database ADMIHL01 file.

Note: Audit trail information for incremental update (INCRccc job) executions is not reflected in the ADMIHL file UNTIL the
associated DAILY job (DAYnnn) step completes.

Run Status Report
The MICS Run Status Report shows critical database update status information from the unit checkpoint file
(prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA). To understand MICS checkpoint facilities, MICS Checkpoint File.

The MICS Run Status Report is produced several times:

• As the last report in any DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY operational job
• After database BACKUP or RESTORE jobs
• As the last report in any INCRccc, AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM operational job
• After unsuccessful execution of the SCHEDULE job
• On demand, by running the RSTATUS job

If the Run Status Report finds the database in a nonupdatable condition, the Run Status Report step terminates
with a U0999 abend. When you find a U0999 abend in a Run Status Report step (INCRRSR, DAYRSR, WEEKRSR,
MONTHRSR, YEARRSR, BKUPRSR, RSTRRSR, SCDRSR, or RSTATUS), see the Run Status Report for an explanation
of the database problem.

Note: The Run Status Report only processes the incremental update checkpoint data set during execution of INCRccc
processing. During all other processing, INCRccc job status is not reflected in the Run Status Report. Other processing
(DAILY, WEEKLY, and so on) reports on the unit checkpoint (prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA). However, if the DAYALL step
of the DAILY job aborts due to incremental update-related issues, the unit checkpoint is updated with flags that cause the
Run Status Report to document the incremental update- related failure.

The following Format of MICS Run Status Report sample depicts the report's format. The report is divided into multiple
"report blocks."

• The first three report blocks always appear.
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– The first block identifies the report.
– The second block identifies the overall database status.
– The third block lists the detailed status of each of the operational database jobs.

• More report blocks are displayed to document issues related to the incremental update, the stand-alone archive tape
processing, or both.
Information that is provided in the first three blocks of the Run Status Report is also available through the Operational
Status and Tracking facility STATUS command.

Format of MICS Run Status Report

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |  CA MICS ssssssss RUN STATUS REPORT FOR DATABASE dddddddd |

 |                                                           |

 | PROCESS:    jjjjjjjj         DATE: dayname,month dd,yyyy  |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                           |

 | PROCESS | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED  | ON ddmmmyy.          |

 |         | IN PROGRESS              |                      |

 |         | SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED |                      |

 |         | ABNORMALLY TERMINATED    |                      |

 |         | STATUS NOT DETERMINED    |                      |

 |                                                           |

 | RESTART REQUIRED: | RESTART=(stepname.MICS) |             |

 |                   | RERUN BACKUP JOB        |             |

 |                   | RERUN RESTORE JOB       |             |

 |                                                           |

 | ABEND IN AGING.  CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.               |

 |                                                           |

 | MULTIPLE ABNORMAL ENDS.  CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.       |

 |                                                           |

 | UNABLE TO DETERMINE CURRENT STATUS                        |

 |                                                           |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                           |

 |             GENERAL RUN STATUS FOR ALL PERIODS            |

 |                                                           |

 | PERIOD    COMPLETION DATE        TERMINATION STATUS       |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                           |

 | DAILY         ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |     -  OR  -              | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | INCRUPDT      ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN INCRxxx | |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | WEEKLY        ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | MONTHLY       ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |
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 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | YEARLY        ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | BACKUP        ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | RESTORE       ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | AUDIT JOB     ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | HISTW JOB     ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 | HISTM JOB     ddmmmyy     | SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED     | |

 |                           | ABNORMALLY ENDED IN STEP xxx| |

 |                           | INVALID CHECKPOINT FILE     | |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

First Report Block

The first block of the report contains the title and timestamp of the report and identifies the last process of interest at the
time the report is printed. In the first report content block:

ssssssss
Represents the name of the job step from which the report program was named.

dddddddd
The eight character database unit identifier that is specified in the DATABASE statement of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

jjjjjjjj
The name of the process of interest in the current report.

DATE:
The date on which the report was produced.

The content of the report depends on the following information:

• The content of the update status record in prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA, or in the case of INCRccc, the update status
record in prefix.ccc.IUCKPT.DATA.

• The operational job step from which the Run Status Report was executed.
• Any previous scheduling activity that is done by Operational Status and Tracking or the MICS SCHEDULE job.

Second Report Block

In the second block of the report, the overall status of the database update is given.
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When all processes have successfully terminated:

• If the checkpoint data set is not at its initial state, the general status comment in block 2 contains one of these
comments:
PROCESS SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy.

PROCESS IN PROGRESS ON ddmmmyy.

In the special case when a checkpoint data set flag indicates that a backup job has begun but has not yet ended, a
second line in block two contains:
(UNABLE TO DETERMINE CURRENT BACKUP STATUS)

The process name in the first block of the report is INCRUPDT, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY. The process
is identified from the Run Status Report executing under the conditions noted in the following table:

IF the report was run in this
step

AND the last item scheduled
was

THEN the block 1 PROCESS
name is set to be

AND the process status
printed is

DAYRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY INCOMPLETE

MONTHLY MONTHLY INCOMPLETE

YEARLY YEARLY INCOMPLETE

INCRRSR any INCRUPDT SUCCESSFUL

WEEKRSR any WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHRSR any MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARRSR any YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

BKUPRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

RSTRRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

RSTATUS DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

AUDITRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

HISTWRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL
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HISTMRSR DAILY DAILY SUCCESSFUL

WEEKLY WEEKLY SUCCESSFUL

MONTHLY MONTHLY SUCCESSFUL

YEARLY YEARLY SUCCESSFUL

When a process has abnormally terminated:

• The process name in the block 1 of the report is INCRUPDT, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, or
RESTORE.
If the abnormal termination is in a WEEK, MONTH, or YEAR step, then the process name is WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or
YEARLY, respectively.
If the abnormal termination is in a DAY step, then the process name is the update process last scheduled (DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY).
If the abnormal termination is in an INCR step, then the process name is INCRUPDT.
If the abnormal termination is in an AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM step, then the process name indicates the update job
that was run last.

• If the abending process was DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY, the general status comment in block 2 contains:
PROCESS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy. 

RESTART REQUIRED: RESTART=(stepname.MICS)

If the abending process was in aging at the time, extra line is printed:
ABEND IN AGING. CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

• If the abending process was BACKUP, the general status comment in block 2 contains:
PROCESS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy.

RESTART REQUIRED: RERUN BACKUP JOB

• If the abending process was RESTORE, the general status comment in block 2 contains:
PROCESS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy.

RESTART REQUIRED: RERUN RESTORE JOB

• If the abending process was AUDIT, HISTW or HISTM, the general status comment in block 2 contains the status of
the update job that was run last.
However, if a BACKUP job was found to be possibly still executing, the general status comment in block 2 (using
AUDIT as an example) contains:
PROCESS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy.

(UNABLE TO DETERMINE CURRENT BACKUP STATUS)

• If prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA has been destroyed, the general status comment in block 2 contains:
PROCESS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON ddmmmyy. 

MULTIPLE ABNORMAL ENDS. CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

The Run Status Report identifies the SCHEDULEd process as having failed if the following conditions are true:

• All detailed processes have been successfully completed with step identifiers of 900.
• The last SCHEDULEd process was WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY.
• The DAILY status date is later than the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY status date.

It prints restart instructions to restart the last SCHEDULEd process from prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL in the first step of
the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY process. This situation is much easier to see with an example:

• Assume that a WEEKLY process was scheduled using the Operational Status and Tracking SCHEDULE command.
This fact is recorded in the update status record of prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA by the scheduling flags noted in Job
Steps. A successful execution of the Run Status Report from the WEEKRSR step of the WEEKLY job clears these
flags.

• Assume that the checkpoint file shows that the DAILY update completed on 13AUG01 and the WEEKLY update that is
completed on 06AUG01. If the scheduling flag has not been cleared, the RSTATUS program senses that the WEEKLY
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update never started after the last part of the DAILY update that is completed successfully. So, the WEEKLY process is
assumed to have abnormally terminated and restart should be done in the first step of the WEEKLY job.

Third Report Block

The third block of the MICS Run Status Report is the GENERAL RUN STATUS FOR ALL PERIODS. This block shows
the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY update processes, the AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM job processes, the
BACKUP and RESTORE database maintenance processes, the date upon which they last completed execution, and their
termination status.

Note: If the executing process was INCRccc, then the INCRUPDT process replaces the DAILY process line.

Special Case: After The Run Of A CKPTINIT Job

When generating a new database unit, the CKPTINIT job puts the checkpoint data set in an initialized state. This state
persists until data is processed by a DAILY run for the unit so that files are written in the database and data range records
are written in the Checkpoint File. When in that initialized state,

• – The process name in the first block of the report is CKPTINIT.
– The general status comment in block 2 contains:

PROCESS SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED ON ddmmmyy

– The termination status on all lines of block 3 contains:
SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Incremental Update And Archive Tape Issues Block

This report block appears when processing is aborted due to problems with incremental update or stand-alone archive
tape processing.

Incremental update related problems are reported in the INCRRSR step and when the DAILY job fails in the DAYALL step.
This example shows the messages that can occur in this situation. See the DAYALL step MICSLOG listing for a detailed
explanation of the error conditions.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | INCREMENTAL UPDATE AND ARCHIVE TAPE RELATED ISSUES:       |

 |                                                           |

 |    ONE OR MORE INCREMENTAL UPDATE (INCRccc) JOBS IS IN    |

 |      PROGRESS OR REQUIRES RECOVERY/RESTART                |

 |                                                           |

 |    ONE OR MORE INCREMENTAL UPDATE CHECKPOINT FILES        |

 |      WERE NOT FOUND OR COULD NOT BE ALLOCATED DISP=SHR    |

 |                                                           |

 |    THE UNIT CHECKPOINT IS NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO HOLD THE NEW|

 |      ENTRIES FROM THE INCR. UPDATE CHECKPOINT DATA SETS   |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

If the DAILY job DAYALL step or the first step of the WEEKLY or MONTHLY job aborts because one of the stand-alone
archive tape processing jobs (AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM) has not yet executed, messages describing the problem occur
both in the Run Status Report and in the failing step's MICSLOG. This example shows the messages that can occur in
this situation.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | INCREMENTAL UPDATE AND ARCHIVE TAPE RELATED ISSUES:       |
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 |                                                           |

 |    AUDIT JOB FOR THE 19MAR2001 WEEKLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTED|

 |      EXECUTE THE AUDIT JOB AND THEN RESTART WEEKLY        |

 |                                                           |

 |    HISTW JOB FOR THE 19MAR2001 WEEKLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTED|

 |      EXECUTE THE HISTW JOB AND THEN RESTART WEEKLY        |

 |                                                           |

 |    HISTM JOB FOR THE 03MAR2001 MONTHLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTE|

 |      EXECUTE THE HISTM JOB AND THEN RESTART MONTHLY       |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

Stand-alone Archive Processing Warnings Block

This report block can appear when you enable stand-alone archive tape processing. This block includes warnings about
pending archive tape jobs that can be required before the next DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY job executes.

This information is provided as an early warning of potential problems you might encounter. Verify that AUDIT, HISTW,
and HISTM jobs are scheduled for execution at proper times.

An example of the archive tape warning messages follows.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | WARNING:  ONE OR MORE ARCHIVE TAPE JOBS NEED TO BE RUN    |

 |                                                           |

 |    AUDIT JOB FOR THE 29FEB2015 WEEKLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTED|

 |      EXECUTE THE AUDIT JOB BEFORE THE NEXT DAILY JOB      |

 |                                                           |

 |    HISTW JOB FOR THE 29FEB2015 WEEKLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTED|

 |      EXECUTE THE HISTW JOB BEFORE THE NEXT WEEKLY JOB     |

 |                                                           |

 |    HISTM JOB FOR THE 29FEB2015 MONTHLY HAS NOT YET EXECUTE|

 |      EXECUTE THE HISTM JOB BEFORE THE NEXT MONTHLY JOB    |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

MICS Checkpoint File
The MICS Checkpoint File is permanent, physical sequential data set where MICS maintains a running status of the
system's operation and database contents for an entire unit database. The Checkpoint File is frequently referred to as the
unit checkpoint. The unit checkpoint contains a fixed number of records. It is updated by each database update job step in
the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and RESTORE operational jobs. The update takes place as the last
action of the step and only after all previous functions within the step have successfully executed.

The Checkpoint File is concerned with ensuring database integrity across database update job steps and update cycles.

• The unit checkpoint should not be confused with database update restart checkpoints which are product-specific,
temporary files that are used to save an image of the operational environment for restart within a database update job
step.

• The unit checkpoint is also separate and distinct from the optional incremental update checkpoint files which are
product-specific, permanent data sets used to ensure the integrity of incremental update processing for a single MICS
data integration product. The INCRccc jobs do not modify the unit checkpoint.
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The checkpoint file is also updated when optional stand-alone Archive Audit (AUDIT job), Archive Weekly History (HISTW
job), Archive Monthly History (HISTM job) processing completes. These updates take place while the checkpoint file is
allocated DISP=SHR and use internal MICS ENQ/DEQ facilities to prevent concurrent updates to the checkpoint file.

In addition, Incremental Update INCRccc jobs can update the checkpoint file to clear FORCE/SELECT specifications that
were established for the INCRccc job execution. This update also allocates the checkpoint file DISP=SHR and depends
on the MICS ENQ/DEQ facilities to ensure data set integrity.

The following diagram illustrates the relationship of the Checkpoint File to a database update job step in the DAILY,
WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY operational job.

Note: The INCRccc jobs process the product-level incremental update checkpoint files in a similar manner, but do not
update the unit checkpoint except to clear FORCE/SELECT specifications.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|  CA MICS Job (for example, DAILY)                         |

|                                                           |

|  +---------------------------+                            |

|  |                           |               +-------+    |

|  |   Step N in Job           |               |   C   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |  Read Only    |   H   |    |

|  |  | Step's First Action |<-----------------|   E   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |   C   |    |

|  |  | Step's Processing   |  |               |   K   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |Update In-place|   P   |    |

|  |  | Start of Aging      |<---------------->|   O   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |Update In-place|   I   |    |

|  |  | SYSID/COMPONENT     |<---------------->|   N   |    |

|  |  | Update, If Required |  |               |   T   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |Update In-place|       |    |

|  |  | Aging Completed     |<---------------->|   F   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |Update In-place|   I   |    |

|  |  | Step's Last Action  |<-+-------------->|   L   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |   E   |    |

|  |                           |               +-------+    |

|  +---------------------------+                            |

|                                                           |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The Checkpoint File is updated by each step in each of the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and
RESTORE jobs. The Checkpoint File is referenced at least twice by each step:

• The first reference is a read-only access enabling the step to determine if it is permitted to execute. If the prerequisite
step has not executed, the job stream is aborted with a user abend 100. If the prerequisite step has successfully
executed, then the step's normal processing functions are performed.

• The second reference occurs after all functions operate successfully. At that point, control is passed to the last action
of the step, which again accesses the Checkpoint File to update its status, indicating that this step has successfully
completed.

Prerequisite steps are identified in Job Steps. For example, before executing DAY030, DAY020 must complete
successfully if both the Batch and Operations Analyzer and the Hardware and SCP Analyzer are installed in the unit
database.
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For steps that update the database, the aging flag in the Checkpoint File indicates that the Database is being updated.
The flag is set prior to cycle aging and cleared when cycle aging has completed. If an abnormal termination occurs during
cycle aging, this flag notifies you that normal restart is not allowed.

Database update steps also update the time range status section of the Checkpoint File by recording the date range of the
data used to update the Database.

The RSR (Run Status Report) step of each operational job updates the current process flag (D, W, M, or Y), but does not
alter the aging flag or the job-step number fields. Failures in the RSR step do not affect database update. The database
remains in updatable condition and restart is not required.

The optional incremental update checkpoint files have the same format as the unit checkpoint file. Each incremental
update checkpoint file is initialized as a copy of the unit checkpoint file by the first INCRnnn job for the corresponding
product executed each day. Subsequent INCRccc job executions update the ccc product incremental update checkpoint
in the same way that the DAYnnn steps execute the unit checkpoint file. Then, at the end of the day, the corresponding
DAYnnn step updates the unit checkpoint file from the incremental update checkpoint file.

More fields in the checkpoint are used in monitoring and controlling stand-alone archive tape processing and to identify
DAYALL step abends due to problems in Incremental Update processing.

• When Incremental Update is active for one or more products in the unit, the DAILY job DAYALL step sets the
IUS_FLAG field to '...' and then verifies that all pending INCRccc jobs are complete and that there is room in the
checkpoint file for rolling-up checkpoint information from the incremental update checkpoint files. Error conditions are
marked with an 'I', 'U', and 'S' in the appropriate column, and these flags are used in formatting the Run Status Report
output. DAYALL clears the IUS_FLAG to blanks if no problems are encountered.

• When optional stand-alone archive tape processing is enabled, the WEEK300 and MONTH300 steps set flags
indicating that AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM operational job execution is required. The DAILY job DAYALL step and
the first steps of the WEEKLY and MONTHLY jobs check these flags to determine if prerequisite processing has
completed. Archive tape processing status is also included in the Run Status Report.

Checkpoint Database Update Time Range Records
A fixed number of records are in the unit checkpoint file and the incremental update checkpoint files. The first record is the
Restart and Termination Status Record. The remaining records are the Database Update Time Range Records.

These records are typically 100 Database Update Time Range Records in a checkpoint file. The number of Update Time
Range Records is specified by the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (which defaults to 100).

The Checkpoint Database Update Time Range Record table summarizes the database update time range record format.

The Database update time range records document the types of data, systems, and time ranges that are processed by
MICS. This information is used in protecting the Database from duplicate input data.

MICS provides two levels of protection against using the same data more than once (duplicate data) in the Database:

• Duplicate data within the same input stream is automatically dropped by each of the respective MICS update
processors daily. This process does not involve the Checkpoint File.

• Duplicate input data occurs when data that has previously been input into the database update is again inadvertently
input to the update process. If the input data falls within the time-range kept by ORGSYSID and product in the
Checkpoint File, it is automatically dropped, unless specific administrator action is received to force the data through.

MICS uses the unit checkpoint file to maintain an update time range bounding the lowest and highest date/time of
data that is processed in the last or any previous update for each MICS product and system. The incremental update
checkpoint files maintain the update time range for INCRccc executions during the day. Time range records are
maintained by original system identifier (ORGSYSID) and MICS product. For systems such as IMS and CICS, the product
check is extended to include the subsystem identifier. For example, IMSID or CICSID. By matching each individual input
record that is read against the table of time ranges, MICS avoids processing the same input data twice.
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You can browse unit checkpoint file Database Update Time Range records with the Operational Status and Tracking
CHECKPT command. You can also browse the unit checkpoint or any of the optional incremental update checkpoint files
with PDF Browse.

Checkpoint Database Update Time Range Record

  +--------------+----------+--------+------------------------+

  | Data Element | Position | Format | Purpose                |

  +--------------+----------+--------+------------------------|

  | ORGSYSID     |   01-04  |  X(4)  | Original System ID     |

  |              |   05-05  |  X     | Reserved               |

  | COMPONENT    |   06-09  |  X(4)  | CA MICS Component Name |

  |              |          |        | (TSO, RMF, SMF, etc.)  |

  |              |   10-13  |  X(4)  | Subsystem ID           |

  |              |          |        | (IMSID, CICSID, etc.)  |

  |              |   14-14  |  X     | Reserved               |

  | LOWEST DATA  |   15-33  |  Time  | Lowest date and time   |

  |  TIME-STAMP  |          |  Stamp | EVER input and used    |

  |              |          |        | in the update process  |

  |              |          |        | for this SYSID and     |

  |              |          |        | COMPONENT combination  |

  |              |          |        |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |   34-34  |  X     | Reserved.              |

  | HIGHEST DATA |   35-53  |  Time  | Highest date and time  |

  |  TIME-STAMP  |          |  Stamp | EVER input and used    |

  |              |          |        | in the update process  |

  |              |          |        | for this SYSID and     |

  |              |          |        | COMPONENT combination  |

  |              |          |        |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |   54-54  |  X     | Reserved               |

  |                                                           |

  

       The following fields apply to Select and Force.

       Enter these options in any order or combination.             

  

  | FORCE/SELECT |   55-56  |  XX    | 'S(' for SELECT option |

  |              |          |        | 'F(' for FORCE option  |

  | LOW  DATETIME|   57-75  |  Time  |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |          |  Stamp |                        |

  |              |   76-76  |  X     | ' ' separating blank   |

  | HIGH DATETIME|   77-95  |  Time  |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |          |  Stamp |                        |

  |              |   96-96  |  X     | ')' closing parenthesis|

  |              |   97-97  |  X     | ' ' separating blank   |

  | FORCE/SELECT |   98-99  |  XX    | 'S(' for SELECT option |

  |              |          |        | 'F(' for FORCE option  |

  | LOW  DATETIME| 100-118  |  Time  |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |          |  Stamp |                        |

  |              | 119-119  |  X     | ' ' separating blank   |

  | HIGH DATETIME| 120-138  |  Time  |  DDMMMYY:HH:MM:SS.SS   |

  |              |          |  Stamp |                        |

  |              | 139-139  |  X     | ')' closing parenthesis|

  |                                                           |
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        The following fields are reserved.                     

  

  |              | 140-184  |  X     | Reserved               |

  |              | 185-200  |  HEX   | Highest Timestamp in   |

  |              |          |        | floating-point notation|

  +--------------+----------+--------+------------------------+

 

The following example should help you read the checkpoint file's database update time range records.

An installation runs MICS on one processor that is identified as P033 in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). The site has been
using MICS from January 1, 2012 to January 27, 2012 and is licensed for the following products:

• Batch and Operations Analyzer (component ID = SMF)
• Hardware and SCP Analyzer (component ID = RMF)
• Analyzer for TSO (component ID = TSO)

This site's unit checkpoint Database update time range records are:

 P033 RMF      01JAN12:00:00:10.03 27JAN12:23:59:46.00

 P033 SMF      01JAN12:00:00:02.05 27JAN12:23:30:23.00

 P033 TSO      01JAN12:00:00:01.11 27JAN12:23:58:12.00

 

The oldest data ever input into MICS was from January 1, 2012. The most recent data input into MICS was from January
27, 2012.

As systems and subsystems are removed from MICS processing, for example, a workload is moved to another LPAR,
it is possible that the unit database checkpoint file contains date range entries that no longer get updated with a highest
date timestamp. These out-of-date entries can be automatically removed by activating the MICS automated checkpoint
clean-up facility. This facility removes these obsolete entries that are based on a user-specified retention limit. For more
information, see Site Characteristics (SITE).

Checkpoint Restart and Termination Status Record
A fixed number of records are in the unit checkpoint file and the optional incremental update checkpoint files. The first
record in each checkpoint file is the Restart and Termination Status Record. The remaining records are the Database
Update Time Range Records.

The Checkpoint Restart and Termination Status Record table summarizes the Restart and Termination Status Record
format.

The Checkpoint Restart and Termination Status Record contains a flag, ending step name, and ending date for each
of the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, BACKUP, and RESTORE operational jobs. Also, the database prefix,
which is assigned by the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) PREFIX statement, is also maintained to ensure that the MICS
procedures (MICSSHR, MICSDB, and so on) are being used with their corresponding database. Other flag fields are used
in monitoring and controlling stand-alone archive tape processing and in diagnosing failures in the DAILY job's DAYALL
step. The first step of every DAILY job.

The flags and ending step names are essential and must be maintained intact according to the specifications for their use.
The flags must be D, W, M, Y, B, or R, in their respective columns. The ending step names must have one of the values
that are listed in Step Name column of the charts in Job Steps. For example, D030 for step DAY030.

Note: The Restart and Termination Status Record in the optional incremental update checkpoint files is formatted the
same as in the unit checkpoint file. However, incremental update processing uses only the D= flag and processing date.
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The six ending dates are used by Operational Status and Tracking and by the MICS SCHEDULE job to determine when
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP processing are due. The dates are also printed on the Run Status
Report and saved in the Operational Status and Tracking Control tables.

MICS provides two mechanisms to bypass the data integrity checks built into the system. The Select and Force facilities
are implemented through the Checkpoint File. These mechanisms should be used with care to ensure that the integrity of
the Database is not compromised.

• The Select facility enables the Administrator to select a portion of the data on a given input file. The Select facility is
especially valuable for processing cumulative input files. For example, SMF history files.

• The Force facility enables the System Administrator to override standard Database time-range checks. This facility is
useful in situations where a portion of data was unavailable for the normal operational processing. Because the data
was within the timespan of the data that is used to update the Database, it would no longer be allowed to pass the
standard time-range tests on a succeeding update. Force enables the System Administrator to process data already
encompassed by the Database's current time-ranges.

Checkpoint Restart and Termination Status Record 

+--------------+----------+--------+------------------------+

| Data Element | Position | Format | Purpose                |

+--------------+----------+--------+------------------------+

| D_FLAG       |   01-01  |  X     | The value 'D'.         |

| Delimiter    |   02-02  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| D_STEP       |   03-05  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in DAILY or  |

|              |          |        | INCRccc.               |

|              |   06-06  |        | RESERVED               |

| D_DATE       |   07-13  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

|              |   14-14  |        | RESERVED               |

| W_FLAG       |   15-15  |  X     | The value 'W'.         |

| Delimiter    |   16-16  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| W_STEP       |   17-19  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in WEEKLY.   |

|              |   20-20  |        | RESERVED               |

| W_DATE       |   21-27  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

|              |   28-28  |        | RESERVED               |

| M_FLAG       |   29-29  |  X     | The value 'M'.         |

| Delimiter    |   30-30  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| M_STEP       |   31-33  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in MONTHLY.  |

|              |   34-34  |        | RESERVED               |

| M_DATE       |   35-41  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

|              |   42-42  |        | RESERVED               |

| Y_FLAG       |   43-43  |  X     | The value 'Y'.         |

| Delimiter    |   44-44  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| Y_STEP       |   45-47  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in YEARLY.   |

|              |   48-48  |        | RESERVED               |

| Y_DATE       |   49-56  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

. .          . .                        .

| B_FLAG       |   57-57  |  X     | The value 'B'.         |

| Delimiter    |   58-58  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| B_STEP       |   59-61  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in BACKUP.   |

|              |   62-62  |        | RESERVED               |
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| B_DATE       |   63-69  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

|              |   70-70  |        | RESERVED               |

| R_FLAG       |   71-71  |  X     | The value 'R'.         |

| Delimiter    |   72-72  |  X     | The value '='.         |

| R_STEP       |   73-75  |  XXX   | Last step successfully |

|              |          |        | completed in RESTORE.  |

|              |   76-76  |        | RESERVED               |

| R_DATE       |   77-83  | DDMMMYY| Date step terminated.  |

|              |   84-84  |        | RESERVED               |

| IUS_FLAG     |   85-87  |  IUS   | Flags set for abends   |

|              |          |        | in DAYALL related to   |

|              |          |        | Incr. Update processing|

|              |          |        |   Blank - DAYALL ok    |

|              |          |        |   'I..' - one or more  |

|              |          |        |           INCRccc      |

|              |          |        |           failures     |

|              |          |        |   '.U.' - Unable to    |

|              |          |        |           allocate one |

|              |          |        |           or more Incr.|

|              |          |        |           Update Ckpt. |

|              |          |        |           data sets    |

|              |          |        |   '..S' - No room in   |

|              |          |        |           unit ckpt for|

|              |          |        |           new entries  |

|              |          |        |           from Incr.   |

|              |          |        |           Update Ckpt. |

|              |          |        |           data sets    |

|              |   88-124 |        | RESERVED               |

. .          . .                        .

| AAUD_FLG     |  125-126 |  xx    | Archive Audit status   |

|              |          |        | flag                   |

|              |          |        |   Blank - Archive Audit|

|              |          |        |           is in WEEK300|

|              |          |        |   AR    - AUDIT job    |

|              |          |        |           required     |

|              |          |        |   AC    - AUDIT job    |

|              |          |        |           completed    |

|              |  127-127 |        | RESERVED               |

| AAUD_DTE     |  128-134 | DDMMMYY| Date 'AR'/'AC' flag set|

|              |  134-135 |        | RESERVED               |

| AWKH_FLG     |  136-137 |  xx    | Archive Weekly History |

|              |          |        | status flag            |

|              |          |        |   Blank - Weekly       |

|              |          |        |           History is   |

|              |          |        |           in WEEK300   |

|              |          |        |   WR    - HISTW job    |

|              |          |        |           required     |

|              |          |        |   WC    - HISTW job    |

|              |          |        |           completed    |

|              |  138-138 |        | RESERVED               |

| AWKH_DTE     |  139-145 | DDMMMYY| Date 'WR'/'WC' flag set|

|              |  146-146 |        | RESERVED               |

| AMNH_FLG     |  147-148 |  xx    | Archive Monthly History|
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|              |          |        | status flag            |

|              |          |        |   Blank - Monthly      |

|              |          |        |           History is   |

|              |          |        |           in WEEK300   |

|              |          |        |   MR    - HISTM job    |

|              |          |        |           required     |

|              |          |        |   MC    - HISTM job    |

|              |          |        |           completed    |

|              |  149-149 |        | RESERVED               |

| AMNH_DTE     |  150-156 | DDMMMYY| Date 'MR'/'MC' flag set|

|              |  157-157 |        | RESERVED               |

. .          . .                        .

| AGING        |  158-162 |  XXXXX | Aging note.  If blank, |

|              |          |        | database aging was     |

|              |          |        | successful. If AGING   |

|              |          |        | appears in columns,    |

|              |          |        | abend occurred within  |

|              |          |        | the aging process.     |

|              |          |        | If IURLP appears in    |

|              |          |        | columns, abend occurred|

|              |          |        | after incremental      |

|              |          |        | update roll-up to the  |

|              |          |        | unit database.         |

|              |  163-163 |        | RESERVED               |

| DB PREFIX    |  164-185 |  X(19) | The database prefix,   |

|              |          |        | used by the procedure  |

|              |          |        | and database, defined  |

|              |          |        | in MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). |

|              |  186-192 |        | RESERVED               |

| AS_FLAGS     |  193-197 |  DWMYB | Flags used by the      |

|              |          |        | Automatic Scheduler.   |

| PROCESS FLAG |  198     |  X     | Current CA MICS Process|

|              |  199-200 |        | RESERVED               |

+--------------+----------+--------+------------------------+

Duplicate Data Check Process
MICS provides two forms of duplicate data protection checks:

• Duplicate data within the same input stream is automatically dropped by each of the respective product's update
processors. This process does not involve the checkpoint file.

• Duplicate input data occurs when data that has previously been input into the database update is again inadvertently
input to the update process. If the input data falls within the time-range kept by ORGSYSID and product in a
checkpoint file, it is automatically dropped, unless specific administrator action is signaled to force the data through.

While the information in this section refers directly to the unit checkpoint file and the DAILY update job, the concepts, and
processing description apply equally to the individual, product-specific incremental update checkpoint data sets.

The date/time ranges maintained in checkpoint file Database update time range records are matched by ORGSYSID and
component combination. For systems such as IMS and CICS, the component check is extended to include a subsystem
ID. For example, IMSID or CICSID. Data is processed or dropped based on the following conditions:
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• If an input record timestamp is greater than the checkpoint entry high timestamp and the date in the input record
timestamp is not greater than today's date, the record is PROCESSED.

• If an input record timestamp is less than the checkpoint entry high timestamp, the record is DROPPED because it is
considered duplicate data.
Data dropped in this way can be input to the update process using the Force option.

• If the input record timestamp is less than the checkpoint entry low timestamp, the record is DROPPED because it was
deemed to be generated before the product was installed.
Data dropped in this way can be input to the update process using the Force option.

• If the input record timestamp date is greater than today's date, the record is DROPPED because it is considered to
have been generated with an invalid IPL date.
A warning is written to the log when "future" data is found. Special care is required to bring this data into the database.
Call Broadcom Support for assistance.

The following figure illustrates unit checkpoint file processing in the DAILY Database update job steps.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|  CA MICS Daily Job Stream                                 |

|                                                           |

|  +---------------------------+                            |

|  |   Step DAYSMF in DAILY    |               +-------+    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |       |    |

|  |  | INPUTRDR's First    |<-+---------------|       |    |

|  |  | Action: Read in the |  |  Read Only    |       |    |

|  |  | unit checkpoint,    |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | and build SYSID-    |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Component Time Range|  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Table.              |  |               |       |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |   C   |    |

|  |  | Match time-stamps   |  |               |   H   |    |

|  |  | to SYSID-Component. |  |               |   E   |    |

|  |  | Drop data not       |  |               |   C   |    |

|  |  | passing range tests.|  |               |   K   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |   P   |    |

|  |                           |               |   O   |    |

|  |                           |               |   I   |    |

|  |                           |               |   N   |    |

|  |   Update Steps in Daily   |               |   T   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Build SYSID/        |<-----------------|   F   |    |

|  |  | Component Time Range|  |  Read Only    |   I   |    |

|  |  | Table.              |  |               |   L   |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |   E   |    |

|  |  | Update entries in   |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | the Time Range      |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Table.              |  |               |       |    |

|  |  +---------------------+  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Write entire SYSID  |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | Component Table     |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | to unit checkpoint  |  |               |       |    |

|  |  | with new update     |<---------------->|       |    |

|  |  | time ranges.        |  |Update In-place|       |    |
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|  |  +---------------------+  |               +-------+    |

|  +---------------------------+                            |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The following example illustrates the duplicate data check process.

Sample unit checkpoint Database update time range records for a system running one processor with the MICS SMF,
RMF, TSO, and DB2 products:

  1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55

  P033 RMF      01JAN01:00:00:10.03 27JAN01:23:59:46.00

  P033 SMF      01JAN01:00:00:02.05 27JAN01:23:30:23.00

  P033 TSO      01JAN01:00:00:01.11 27JAN01:23:58:12.00

  P033 DB2 PROD 01JAN01:00:07:00.28 27JAN01:19:38:00.00

Using these update time ranges, the MICS routine that first reads the data source matches each record that is read
against its respective ORGSYSID and product time range to determine if the record should be selected or dropped. This
process is performed by the INPUTRDR step (DAYSMF) and each of the update processor steps (001-190).

The selection process adheres to the following rules:

• Each record is matched with its corresponding ORGSYSID and product in the table. If a new ORGSYSID-product is
encountered, it is automatically added to the table.
In this example, the ORGSYSID/product match is extended to include CICSID for the CICS product (PROD in this
example).

• If the input record's timestamp is greater than the checkpoint high timestamp and not GREATER THAN TODAY'S
DATE, the record is selected for further processing.
In this example (assuming today is January 28, 2015), SMF product input data records generated today on
January 28 would be accepted. In addition, data that is generated at 11:45 p.m. on January 27 would be processed
because 27JAN01:23:45:00.00 (the input record timestamp) is greater than the checkpoint entry high timestamp
(27JAN15:23:30:23.00).

• For some MICS components that must routinely process several SMF records with the same timestamp because the
1/100th of a second granularity is too large (for example, SMF records for DB2), if the input record's timestamp is
equal to the checkpoint high timestamp and NOT GREATER THAN TODAY'S DATE, the record is selected for further
processing.
In this example (assuming today is January 28, 2015), SMF product input data records generated today on January
28 for DB2 would be accepted. In addition, data that is generated at 7:38 p.m. on January 27 would be processed
because 27JAN15:19:38:00.00 (the input record timestamp) is equal to the checkpoint entry high timestamp
(27JAN15:19:38:00.00).
After the 27JAN15:19:38:00.00 record is selected, the "further processing" ensures that no duplicate data is retained.

• If the SELECT option was specified and the input record's timestamp is outside of the SELECT range, the record is not
selected for further processing.

• Records that are not selected by these tests are dropped. The Force option can be used to allow processing of records
dropped by the duplicate data check.

Using the Select Option for Input Data
The Select option provides a means of selecting only a portion of the data on a given input file. The Select option is
especially valuable for processing cumulative input files. For example, SMF history files. For example, you can use the
Select option to input into MICS only a single day from a week-to-date input tape. Select is often used in combination with
the Force option when it is necessary to load input data that was missing from the original Database update input stream.

Use the Operational Status and Tracking FORCE command to access the Select option. For more information, see the
online tutorials and Operational Status and Tracking section.
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The unit checkpoint file is used for all Force and Select specifications. The Select and Force parameters are automatically
copied to the incremental update checkpoint file at the beginning of incremental update processing. That is, the INCRccc
operational job.

MICS automatically clears the Select criteria from the unit checkpoint file when updating a checkpoint record. This
technique avoids the problem of subsequent Database updates reusing the Select specifications.

Note: The incremental update INCRccc operational jobs access the unit checkpoint in read-only mode (DISP=SHR).
At successful completion, INCRccc jobs clear the unit checkpoint Select criteria for the corresponding product. This
checkpoint update operation uses MICS ENQ/DEQ facilities to prevent concurrent unit checkpoint update by two or more
processes, and thus it is possible that the unit checkpoint is not available when the INCRccc job attempts the update. The
INCRccc job typically waits until the unit checkpoint data set is available for DISP=SHR update, but if the maximum wait
time is exceeded, the INCRccc job aborts without removing the unit checkpoint Select criteria. If this occurs, manually
clear the unit checkpoint file Select specification for this product. Use the Operational Status and Tracking FORCE
command, or edit prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA to erase your Select specifications manually.

MANUAL CHECKPOINT UPDATE FOR SELECT

                        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9

RECORD  1234567801123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

  1     D=900 27JAN15 W=900 27JAN15 M=900 03JAN15 Y=900 05JAN09 B=900 27JAN15 R=900 17MAY09

  2     R033 TSO      26MAY09:00:01:40.03 27JAN15:23:58:07.71 S(28JAN15:00:00:00.00 29JAN15:23:59:59.99)

  3     R033 RMF      26MAY09:00:17:00.30 27JAN15:23:53:38.03 S(28JAN15:00:00:00.00 29JAN15:23:59:59.99)

  4     R033 SMF      26MAY09:00:01:33.68 27JAN15:23:58:22.22 S(28JAN15:00:00:00.00 29JAN15:23:59:59.99)

  5     R033 CIC PROD 26MAY09:00:01:63.18 27JAN15:23:59:02.98 S(28JAN15:00:00:00.00 29JAN15:23:59:59.99)

  6     R033 IMS PD01 26MAY09:00:07:30.08 27JAN15:23:59:26.87 S(28JAN15:00:00:00.00 29JAN15:23:59:59.99)

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1        

 2

          0         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9        

 0

RECORD 

 8901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

  1                                                                       CDX005.PROD.MICS             DW  B

  2

  3

  4

  5

  6

You can also manually update the unit checkpoint file to add Select specifications.

Edit prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA.

Activate the Select option by placing the time-stamp range of the data to be selected, enclosed in parentheses and
preceded by an 'S', in the checkpoint file's Database update time range record for the required ORGSYSID and product
combination. When this action is done, only records in the Select range are considered for input into the Database for
the specified ORGSYSID and product. When the Checkpoint File is updated, any Select time ranges are automatically
cleared to avoid their accidental misuse on succeeding executions.
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The report shows a sample unit checkpoint as it would appear if the data for January 28, 2015 and January 29, 2015 is
selected from all input data. Since the Database has been updated with data from January 27, any data after the highest
date time-stamp would typically be accepted.

Using the Force Option for Input Data
The Force option enables the System Administrator to override standard Database time-range checks. This option is
useful in situations where a portion of data was unavailable for normal operational processing. Because the data was
within the timespan of the data that is used to update the Database, it would no longer be allowed to pass the standard
time-range tests on a succeeding update. Force enables the System Administrator to process data already encompassed
by the Database's current time-ranges.

When you use Force, all records in the force date/time range you specify are accepted by the MICS duplicate data
checks, even if the input data falls within the range of data that is contained in the Database.

When using Force, normal MICS duplicate data checks are bypassed. Take precautions to avoid processing the same
data multiple times. Use the Operational Status and Tracking HISTORY command or access the Input History Log File
directly to determine the data ranges that have been used for previous updates.

You can use Force with Select. If you specify the same date/time ranges for Select and Force, then Select ensures that
you process only the data you plan to Force into the MICS database.

To simplify recovery when an error occurs, ensure that an up-to-date Database backup is available when using Force.

Use the Operational Status and Tracking FORCE command to access the Force option. For more information, see the
online tutorials and Operational Status and Tracking.

The unit checkpoint file is used for all Force and Select specifications. The Select and Force parameters are automatically
copied to the incremental update checkpoint file at the beginning of incremental update processing. That is, the INCRccc
operational job.

MICS automatically clears Force (and Select) criteria from the checkpoint file when updating a checkpoint record. This
technique avoids the problem of subsequent Database updates reusing the Force specifications.

Note: The incremental update INCRccc operational jobs access the unit checkpoint in read-only mode (DISP=SHR). At
successful completion, INCRccc jobs clear the unit checkpoint Force (and Select) criteria for the corresponding product.
This checkpoint update operation uses MICS ENQ/DEQ facilities to prevent concurrent unit checkpoint update by two
or more processes, and thus it is possible that the unit checkpoint is not available when the INCRccc job attempts the
update. The INCRccc job typically waits until the unit checkpoint data set is available for DISP=SHR update, but if
the maximum wait time is exceeded, the INCRccc job aborts without removing the unit checkpoint Force (and Select)
criteria. If this occurs, Manually clear the unit checkpoint file Force and Select specifications for this product. Use the
Operational Status and Tracking FORCE command, or edit prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA to erase your Force (and Select)
specifications manually.

MANUAL CHECKPOINT UPDATE FOR FORCE

                        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9

RECORD  1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

  1     D=900 27JAN01 W=900 27JAN01 M=900 03JAN01 Y=900 05JAN89 B=900 27JAN01 R=900 17MAY89

  2     R033 TSO      26MAY89:00:01:40.03 27JAN01:23:58:07.71 F(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  3     R033 RMF      26MAY89:00:17:00.30 27JAN01:23:53:38.03 F(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  4     R033 SMF      26MAY89:00:01:33.68 27JAN01:23:58:22.22 F(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  5     R033 CIC PROD 26MAY89:00:01:63.18 27JAN01:23:59:02.98 F(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  6     R033 IMS PD01 26MAY89:00:07:30.08 27JAN01:23:59:26.87 F(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)
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          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1        

 2

          0         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9        

 0

RECORD 

 8901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

  1                                                                       CDX005.PROD.MICS             DW  B

  2     S(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  3     S(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  4     S(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  5     S(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

  6     S(25JAN01:00:00:00.00 25JAN01:23:59:59.99)

You can also manually update the unit checkpoint file to add Force specifications.

Edit prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA.

Activate the Force option by entering the range of the data to be forced, enclosed in parentheses and preceded by an 'F',
in the checkpoint file Database update time range record for the required ORGSYSID and product combination. When
Force is active, all records in the force range pass the date/time range check even if they fall within the range of data that
is contained in the Database. When the unit checkpoint file is updated, any force time-stamps are automatically cleared to
avoid their accidental misuse on succeeding executions.

This report shows a sample unit checkpoint as it would appear if the data for January 25, 2001 were Forced into the
Database. Since the Database has been updated with data from January 27, the data from January 25 would typically be
rejected as duplicate data.

In the example, both Force and Select criteria were specified to ensure that only data for January 25 would be processed.
We highly recommended that you use Select whenever you use Force.

System Restart and Recovery of the MICS Database
This subsection discusses specific topics that are related to restarting MICS operational jobs and recovering the MICS
database.

For more information, see Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps.

Restarting MICS database Update Jobs

The Operational Status and Tracking RESTART command handles restart for the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and
YEARLY jobs. See Operational Status and Tracking.

You can also restart the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs manually by specifying the job statement
RESTART= parameter. The MICS operational jobs are generated with RESTART=* on the job statement to indicate that
processing begins with the first step of the job.

• Edit prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL if processing was submitted by Operational Status and Tracking or the SCHEDULE
job.
Or
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Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(jjjjjjjj), where jjjjjjjj is DAILY/WEEKLY/MONTHLY/YEARLY, if processing was submitted manually
or through your installation's batch scheduling facility.

• Change RESTART=* to RESTART=(stepname.MICS) on the job statement, where stepname is the operational step
(for example, DAY030) where processing should begin. The MICS Run Status Report lists the correct RESTART=
parameter.

• If internal step restart is enabled for the batch job step where processing is restarted, then processing automatically
resumes at the last completed processing phase in this job step.

• To override automatic internal step restart and force the step to start from the beginning, specify
SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC statement for this batch job step.

• Submit the batch job and CANCEL the edit session. DO NOT SAVE THE MODIFIED JCL.

Overriding Work File Dynamic Data Set Allocation Parameters

Internal step restart uses z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and to access existing data sets.
Data set allocation parameters are specified by product in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and permanent changes to data
set allocation parameters (for example, to increase the space allocation for the WORK data set) require both changing
the cccOPS parameter and executing the corresponding cccPGEN job. However, in restart situations, such as when
recovering from a production job abend, you can temporarily override data set allocation parameters for one or more
dynamically allocated data sets by using the //PARMOVRD facility.

For example, if the SAS log indicates that the job failed due to a shortage of disk space on one of the WORKnn data sets
(where nn is 01 - 99) or the cccXWORK data set (where ccc is the product that is associated with this database update
step):

• Edit the operational job JCL for the step that failed and add a //PARMOVRD DD stream containing the WORK
and RESTARTWORK parameters to temporarily override the data set allocation parameters for the failing data sets to
increase the space allocation. For example,
//PARMOVRD DD *

 WORK   SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 RESTARTWORK SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))

 RESTARTWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

• Restart the database update job step from the beginning by specifying
SYSPARM=NORESTART

on the JCL EXEC statement.
• After the job step completes successfully, remove the //PARMOVRD DD stream to resume using the data set allocation

parameters that you specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). If you believe that the temporary change to the
data set allocation parameters should be made permanent, then increase the amount of space that is requested on
the cccOPS WORK (for WORKnn data sets) or RESTARTWORK (for the cccXWORK data set) parameter and run
cccPGEN.

For more information about the //PARMOVRD facility, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Restarting MICS Incremental Update Jobs

Operational Status and Tracking do not support the incremental update INCRccc jobs. Restart INCRccc processing
manually.

The incremental update INCRccc jobs always begin with the INCRnnn processing step, which is where you want to restart
processing. Thus, you restart an INCRccc job by resubmitting it for execution. Editi the prefix.MICS.CNTL(INCRccc) and
enter the SUBMIT command, or use your installation's production batch job scheduling facilities to resubmit the INCRccc
job.

The internal step restart decision discussed previously apply equally to incremental update INCRccc jobs. For example,
you can use the //PARMOVRD facility to temporarily increase WORKnn space allocations for an INCRccc job like you
do for a DAILY job DAYnnn step.
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If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), then z/OS dynamic allocation
services are used to create new IUDETAIL and IUDAYS data sets and to access existing data sets. Data set allocation
parameters are specified by product in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and permanent changes to data set allocation
parameters (e.g., to increase the space allocation for the IUDETAIL data set) require both changing the cccOPS
parameter and executing the corresponding cccPGEN job. However, in restart situations, such as when recovering from a
production job abend, you can temporarily override data set allocation parameters for one or more dynamically allocated
data sets by using the //PARMOVRD facility.

For example, edit the INCRccc JCL and then add a //PARMOVRD DD stream containing the INCRDETAIL
and INCRDAYS parameters to temporarily override the data set allocation parameters for the failing data sets to increase
the space allocation as follows:

//PARMOVRD DD *

 INCRDETAIL  SPACE=(CYL,(50,50)) STORCLAS=MICSDASD

 INCRDAYS    SPACE=(CYL,(10,10)) STORCLAS=MICSDASD

After the job step completes successfully, remember to remove the //PARMOVRD DD stream to resume using the data set
allocation parameters that are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). If you believe that the temporary change to the
data set allocation parameters should be made permanent, then increase the amount of space that is requested on the
cccOPS INCRDETAIL or INCRDAYS parameter and run cccPGEN.

For more information about the //PARMOVRD facility, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Note: If an INCRccc job fails with a U300 abend (less than ten input records), internal step restart is active for this
product, and you plan to resolve the error condition through use of the checkpoint FORCE/SELECT facility (to
force processing of data older than the current checkpoint high-ENDTS), then also specify the EXEC statement
SYSPARM=NORESTART parameter in the INCRccc job JCL to reinitialize the incremental update checkpoint file with the
unit checkpoint FORCE/SELECT specifications.

DAYSMF Work File Recovery And Restart

The DAILY job typically uses work data sets for passing data from the DAYSMF step to each following update processor
step which takes input from SMF. If fewer than two MICS products take input from SMF, DAYSMF work files do not
exist and DAILY do not have a DAYSMF step. For more information about the COMPONENTS and SMFRECORDING
keywords of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Database Unit Control Definitions.

If DAYSMF work files are used, these data sets are allocated either permanently or temporarily based on the parameters
that are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) using the keyword DAYSMF. The DAYSMF keyword is discussed in
Database Unit Execution Option Definitions.

Before restarting the DAILY job, verify that the DAYSMF work files are still available. The default data set names are

prefix.MICS.ccc.DATA

Where ccc is the component identifier (for example, RMF). If the DAYSMF work files are missing, recreate them before
restarting the DAILY job.

The Operational Status and Tracking RESTART command gives you the option to include DAYSMF temporary work file
recovery at the front of the generated restart job. Reply YES to the prompt on the RESTART Unit Database panel. If the
DAYSMF work files are defined as permanent (and have been scratched), refer to the manual restart instructions. For
more information, see Operational Status and Tracking.

For a manual restart, recover the DAYSMF work files manually before restarting DAILY processing. For example, if a
DAILY restart is required and the DAYSMF work files have been scratched, use the DAYSMFR job to rebuild the DAYSMF
work files; then restart the job. To submit the DAYSMFR job, enter the following command:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAYSMFR)'
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If the DAYSMF work files have been defined as permanent, then first allocate the DAYSMF work files (as explained in the
MICS database and File Allocation section in Generate and Allocate the Database, before executing DAYSMFR. If the
DAYSMF work files have been defined as temporary, then the allocation is done by DAYSMFR.

The DAYSMFR job aborts if one or more incremental update checkpoint files indicate that incremental or daily update
processing is in progress or failed. In this situation, you can specify,

SYSPARM=FORCE

On the DAYSMF step EXEC statement (in the DAYSMFR job) to override the incremental update checkpoint status check
and "force" DAYSMFR job execution.

SPLITSMF Output File Recovery And Restart

If the INCRSPLIT USE option is specified for one or more products in the unit database (see cccOPS), then the
SPLITSMF job is used to create tailored input data sets for the corresponding INCRccc jobs. The SPLITSMF job
dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates a prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set for each product that is marked as
INCRSPLIT USE. The corresponding INCRccc jobs dynamically allocate and read the corresponding SPLITSMF output
data set. At successful end of job, the INCRccc job dynamically deletes its input data set.

If one or more prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets are damaged or deleted before INCRccc execution, the INCRccc job
fails then rerun the SPLITSMF job to recreate the data sets before restarting INCRccc processing. SPLITSMF recreates
ALL of the prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets as follows:

• If the data set is not found, then a new data set is allocated and populated.
• If the data set already exists, it is allocated DISP=MOD and the "new" input data is added to the end of the existing

data.

The DISP=MOD processing of an existing data set is required to ensure that no input data is lost in cases where
SPLITSMF is executed a second time before INCRccc execution. For example, if the availability of another incremental
update input data set triggered SPLITSMF job submission before all INCRccc jobs completed processing the prior input
data set, data would be lost if the new data replaced the existing data sets.

Standard MICS duplicate data elimination facilities shield the database from any duplicate data that might be introduced
by SPLITSMF appending "new" data to an existing data set as follows:

• If SPLITSMF is run a second time before INCRccc processing completes, the input file contains duplicate data which
are dropped by standard SORT NODUPS processing which has always been used to shield the database from
accidental inclusion of duplicate input data in a single DAILY database update.

• If SPLITSMF is rerun using the same input SMF data stream after INCRccc processing for a product completes, then
the next INCRccc job execution for this product will re-input data that has already been processed. Standard MICS
checkpoint processing drops these duplicate data because it is "older" than the current checkpoint high end timestamp
(ENDTS).

Note: The SPLITSMF job aborts, if one or more of the associated incremental update checkpoint files indicate that the
INCRccc job is in progress or failed. If an INCRccc job failed due to a missing input data set and you are rerunning
SPLITSMF to recreate these missing data set, specify:

SYSPARM=FORCE

On the SPLITSMF job-step EXEC statement to override the incremental update checkpoint status check and "force"
SPLITSMF job execution.

Accounting Audit File Recovery And Restart

The DAY199 step of the DAILY operational job updates Accounting and Chargeback month-to-date audit files. restore
the Accounting and Chargeback ACTAUDIT DAY1 file to a status synchronized with the online MICS database before
restarting the DAY199 step or after running the RESTORE job.
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If you restart DAY199 or restore the database without restoring the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file, the ACTAUDIT files (DAY1 and
DAY2) contain duplicate data. For more information about the ACTAUDIT files, see Using Accounting and Chargeback.

The Operational Status and Tracking RESTART command gives you the option to include ACTAUDIT DAY1 file restore
at the front of the generated restart job. Reply YES to the prompt on the RESTART Unit Database panel. For more
information, see the Operational Status and Tracking.

For a manual restart, restore the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file manually before restarting DAY199 processing. For example, if a
restart is required in step DAY199, use the ACTDAY1R job to restore the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file; then restart the job. To
submit the ACTDAY1R job, enter the following command:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R)'

Submit the ACTDAY1R job manually after Database RESTORE processing. For more information, see Using Accounting
and Chargeback.

Restarting Other Jobs

Restart the SPLITSMF job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(SPLITSMF) with the same JCL overrides
(or temporary changes). If you are restarting SPLITSMF to recreate a missing prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data set and
INCRccc failed due to the missing prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS, then specify SYSPARM=FORCE on the SPLITSMF step
EXEC statement to override the standard abort if an INCRccc job failure is detected.

Restart the AUDIT job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(AUDIT) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Restart the HISTW job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(HISTW) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Restart the HISTM job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(HISTM) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Restart the RSTATUS job from the beginning. Issue the Operational Status and Tracking RSTATUS command again or
submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTATUS).

Restart the BACKUP job from the beginning. Issue the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP command again or
submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP).

Restart the SCHEDULE job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(SCHEDULE) with the same JCL overrides
(or temporary changes).

Restart the RESTORE job from the beginning. Issue the Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE command again or
submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE).

If RESTORE fails in the pre-restore BACKUP step, you can bypass pre-restore backup processing.

• Use the Operational Status and Tracking RESTORE command with the NOBACKUP parameter. For example, to
restore the P (PRIMARY) unit database without the pre-restore backup, enter:
RESTORE P NOBACKUP

• For a manual restore, edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE) and specify RESTART=RSTR900.MICS on the job
statement. DO NOT SAVE THE MODIFIED JCL.

For more information about the RESTORE operational job, see Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps.

Restart the DAYSMFR job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAYSMFR) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes). If the DAYSMFR step fails with messages indicating that one or more incremental or daily update
steps failed, then specify SYSPARM=FORCE on the DAYSMF step EXEC statement (in the DAYSMFR job) to override
the standard abort if an incremental update failure is detected.

Restart the ACTDAY1R job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R) with the same JCL overrides
(or temporary changes).
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Restart the RSTRTBLS job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTBLS) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Restart the RSTRTLIB job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTLIB) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Restart the IUDBINIT job from the beginning. Resubmit prefix.MICS.CNTL(IUDBINIT) with the same JCL overrides (or
temporary changes).

Manual Restart Example

An example of manually restarting MICS database update processing follows.

The SCHEDULE job determined that the WEEKLY process is due and submitted a generated job for daily database
update, weekly cycle closeout, and database backup. Processing failed.

The MICS Run Status Report shows that processing failed in step WEEK300 with an S001 abend. Database aging is not
in progress, so restart is possible. Further analysis shows an I/O error on an archive tape. The operations staff determines
that the problem is due to a hardware failure and the failing tape drive is varied off the system.

You can now restart MICS processing.

• Edit the SCHEDULE Restart File, which is named prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL.
• Find the RESTART parameter on the job statement.
• Change the RESTART statement to read

RESTART=(WEEK300.MICS)

• Submit the job from within ISPF Edit. Do not save the modified JCL.

MICS DDnames
The diagrams in this subsection summarize the z/OS ddnames that are used in MICS cataloged procedures, in the
generated MICS operational jobs, and in dynamic allocation within the MICS programs. See the Product Analyzers in
Product Analyzers for ddnames that are used by individual MICS products.

Notes:

• DDnames used by the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs are shown under the DAILY, WEEKLY, and
MONTHLY columns.

• DDnames used by the INCRccc jobs are shown under the DAILY column.
• DDnames used only in generation jobs are shown under the DAILY column.

MICS DDnames (Part 1 of 3)

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |        |  JOB XREF   |                                    |

 |        | | | | | | |S|                                    |

 |        | | |M| | |R|C|                                    |

 |        | |W|O|Y|B|E|H|                                    |

 |        |D|E|N|E|A|S|E|                                    |

 |        |A|E|T|A|C|T|D|                                    |

 |        |I|K|H|R|K|O|U|                                    |

 |        |L|L|L|L|U|R|L|                                    |

 | DDNAME |Y|Y|Y|Y|P|E|E| File Description                   |

 +--------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+------------------------------------+

 |STEPLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| Execution Library                  |

 |MICSLOG |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| CA MICS Log Output File            |

 |SYSLIST |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SYSOUT File for Standard Reports   |
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 |SYSLOG  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SYSOUT File for the SAS Log Report |

 |SASAUTOS|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Autocall Macro Libraries       |

 |SASSNAP |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Snap Dump Data Set             |

 |SASHELP |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Help Library                   |

 |SASMSG  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Messages Library               |

 |CONFIG  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Configuration Parameters       |

 |WORK    |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| Work File for Interim SAS Files    |

 |WORKnn  |Y| | | | | | | CA MICS Product Interim SAS Work   |

 |        | | | | | | | |   Files                            |

 |DETAIL  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Database DETAIL Timespan           |

 |DAYS    |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Database DAYS Timespan             |

 |WEEKS   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Database WEEKS Timespan            |

 |MONTHS  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Database MONTHS Timespan           |

 |YEARS   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Database YEARS Timespan            |

 |CHECKPT |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | CA MICS Unit Checkpoint File       |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

MICS DDnames (Part 2 of 3)

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |        |  JOB XREF   |                                    |

 |        | | | | | | |S|                                    |

 |        | | |M| | |R|C|                                    |

 |        | |W|O|Y|B|E|H|                                    |

 |        |D|E|N|E|A|S|E|                                    |

 |        |A|E|T|A|C|T|D|                                    |

 |        |I|K|H|R|K|O|U|                                    |

 |        |L|L|L|L|U|R|L|                                    |

 | DDname |Y|Y|Y|Y|P|E|E| File Description                   |

 +--------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+------------------------------------+

 |IUDETAIL|Y| | | | | | | Incremental Update DETAIL Timespan |

 |IUDAYS  |Y| | | | | | | Incremental Update DAYS Timespan   |

 |IUCKPT  |Y| | | | | | | Incremental Update Checkpoint File |

 |FT15F00n|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| CA MICS OS Work Files (n=1-6)      |

 |SYSOUT  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SYSOUT File for SORT Messages      |

 |SORTLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| Sort Execution Program Library     |

 |SORTCNTL|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| DFSORT Parameters                  |

 |$ORTPARM|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SYNCSORT Parameters                |

 |SORTWKnn|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| Sort Work Files                    |

 |SASIN   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Compiler Initialization File   |

 |SYSIN   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| SAS Compiler Input File            |

 |MCOLIB  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| CA MICS Complex Object Library     |

 |MUOLIB  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| CA MICS Unit Object Library        |

 |INCLLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB          |

 |LOAD    |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| prefix.MICS.LOAD                   |

 |PARMS   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| prefix.MICS.PARMS                  |

 |SHRPARMS|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS            |

 |SOURCE  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE           |

 |USOURCE |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE            |

 |PREFIX  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(PREFIX)    |

 |GENLIB  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE           |

 |HPARMS  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS       |

 |PROTOLIB|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB         |

 |CLIST   |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST            |
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 |MWFTABL |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB (write)  |

 |MAFISTL |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB          |

 |MWFTLIBR|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB (read)   |

 |ISPTLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB + ISPF   |

 |ISPPLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB/ISPHLIB  |

 |ISPMLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB + ISPF   |

 |ISPSLIB |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB          |

 |ISPLOG  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | ISPF Log                           |

 |ISPCTL1 |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | ISPF Output Control File           |

 |ISPFILE |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | ISPF File Tailoring Output File    |

 |ISPPROF |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | ISPF Profile                       |

 |SYSTSPRT|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Batch TMP Print File               |

 |SYSTSIN |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Batch TMP Input File               |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

MICS DDnames (Part 3 of 3)

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |        |  JOB XREF   |                                    |

 |        | | | | | | |S|                                    |

 |        | | |M| | |R|C|                                    |

 |        | |W|O|Y|B|E|H|                                    |

 |        |D|E|N|E|A|S|E|                                    |

 |        |A|E|T|A|C|T|D|                                    |

 |        |I|K|H|R|K|O|U|                                    |

 |        |L|L|L|L|U|R|L|                                    |

 | DDname |Y|Y|Y|Y|P|E|E| File Description                   |

 +--------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+------------------------------------+

 |LOCKIT  |Y|Y|Y|Y|Y|Y| | Internal Processing Control        |

 |ULOCKIT |Y| | | | | | | Internal Unit-Level Control        |

 |ccc     |Y| | | | | | | Interim Data Set for ccc Component |

 |INPUTSMF|Y| | | | | | | Input SMF Data Set                 |

 |INPUTccc|Y| | | | | | | Input Data Set for ccc Component   |

 |SMFDRCTR|Y| | | | | | | Input CA SMF Director duplicate    |

 |        | | | | | | | |   split Index                      |

 |cccXCKPT|Y| | | | | | | Internal Step Restart Control File |

 |        | | | | | | | |   for ccc Component                |

 |cccXWORK|Y| | | | | | | Internal Step Restart Interim Work |

 |        | | | | | | | |   Files for ccc Component          |

 |IUKccc  |Y| | | | | | | ccc Component Incremental Update   |

 |        | | | | | | | |   Checkpoint Allocated Dynamically |

 |IUSccc  |Y| | | | | | | ccc Component SPLITSMF job output  |

 |        | | | | | | | |   data set Allocated Dynamically   |

 |IU*TAPE*|Y| | | | | | | Incremental Update INCRDB TAPE     |

 |        | | | | | | | | Files                              |

 |IUTEMPCK|Y| | | | | | | DAYSMF temporary checkpoint file   |

 |        | | | | | | | |   used with Incremental Update     |

 |PARMOVRD|Y| | | | | | | Dynamic Allocation Parm. Overrides |

 |AUDIT*  | |Y| | | | | | Archive Audit GDGs                 |

 |        | | | | | | | |   In WEEK300 step or the AUDIT job |

 |HISTW*  | |Y| | | | | | Archive Weekly History GDGs        |

 |        | | | | | | | |   In WEEK300 step or the HISTW job |

 |HISTM*  | | |Y| | | | | Archive Monthly History GDGs       |

 |        | | | | | | | |   In MONTH300 step or the HISTM job|
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 |BACKUPDT|Y| | | |Y|Y| | Online DETAIL Timespan Backup GDG  |

 |BACKUPDY|Y| | | |Y|Y| | Online DAYS Timespan Backup GDG    |

 |BACKUPWK|Y| | | |Y|Y| | Online WEEKS Timespan Backup GDG   |

 |BACKUPMN|Y| | | |Y|Y| | Online MONTHS Timespan Backup GDG  |

 |BACKUPYR|Y| | | |Y|Y| | Online YEARS Timespan Backup GDG   |

 |JOBSTRM | | | | | | |Y| OS Data Set for Storing Job Stream |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

IU*TAPE* refers to the optional Incremental Update tape data sets for the INCRDB TAPE option. Tape DDs are allocated
for DETAIL and DAYS timespan input (0) generation and output (+1) generation tape data sets. The ddnames are:

• IUXTAPEI
• IUXTAPEO
• IUDTAPEI
• IUDTAPEO

AUDIT*, HISTW*, and HISTM* refer to the series of ddnames that are used for the archive audit, weekly history, and
monthly history generation data groups, respectively. These DDnames follow the naming convention:

AUiiifff
Archive audit output

HWiiifff
Weekly archive history output

HMiiifff
Monthly archive history output

HIiiifff
Archive history master file input

Data Set Names
This subsection summarizes the data sets and data set names that are used by the MICS system. You can change the
names of the data sets as described in the MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES).

MICS uses four types of data sets:

• Shared data sets used by all unit databases
• Data sets specific to one unit database
• Tape-resident (archival) data sets specific to one unit database
• MVS system data sets

Shared data sets used by all MICS database units are:
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• sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.DTF.INDEX
• sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
• sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
• sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
• sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
• sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
• sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
• sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
• sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

DASD data sets for use with a specific database are:
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• prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
• prefix.MICS.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS1
• prefix.MICS.IMSSUS2
• prefix.MICS.MODEL
• prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
• prefix.MICS.PARMS
• prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL
• prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
• prefix.MICS.SPECIAL.SOURCE
• prefix.MICS.DETAIL
• prefix.MICS.DAYS
• prefix.MICS.WEEKS
• prefix.MICS.MONTHS
• prefix.MICS.YEARS

The DAYSMF step of the DAILY job splits the input data into work data sets for the MICS products in the unit database.
The work data sets are named as follows, where ccc is the corresponding component ID:

prefix.MICS.ccc.DATA

See the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) SMFRECORDING parameter for a list of the ccc values for a unit database.
Your prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DAYSMF parameter specification controls whether the DAYSMF work data sets are
permanent data sets or whether they are scratched after the DAILY job completes.

When incremental update is enabled for a Data Integration Application, the corresponding INCRccc and DAILY database
update job steps allocate the following data sets:

• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT
• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL
• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUTAPE
• tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GggggV00

Note: In the list, ccc is the component ID.The IUXTAPE and IUDTAPE Generation Data Group data sets apply to the
optional INCRDB TAPE option. The IUXTAPE and IUDTAPE Generation Data Group data sets apply to the optional
INCRDB TAPE option.

The SPLITSMF job splits the input data into work data sets for processing in the INCRccc jobs of those MICS products in
the unit database that have both INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters that are specified in the cccOPS
parameter member. The work data sets are named as follows, where ccc is the corresponding component ID:

prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS

See the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) SMFRECORDING parameter for a list of the potential ccc values for a unit
database. Then check prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE options.

When internal step restart is enabled for a Data Integration Application, the corresponding DAILY database update job
step dynamically allocates the following data sets:

• prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT
• prefix.MICS.cccXWORK
• prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn

Note: In the list, ccc is the component ID and nn the work file number (01 - 99).

If default archiving definitions are used, the archive tape data sets used by a specific unit are:
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• tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.tttttt.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.CHECKPT.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTW.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.MBACKUP.tttttt.GggggV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.MBACKUP.CHECKPT.GggggV00

Note: In the list, iiifff represents a MICS file name and tttttt is a time-span or can be SCREENS, TABLES, CAPACITY,
or ISPTLIB.

MVS system data sets that are updated for MICS are:

• MVS system or user catalog
• SYS1.PROCLIB or other cataloged procedure data set

Another way to look at the data sets listed is to consider their functions in a running MICS system. MICS data sets can be
subdivided by what they contain:

• Programs in both source and load module form. With SAS, programs are run from their source version. The load
libraries are used for MICS routines that are coded in IBM assembler language.

• Data, both online and offline.
• Documentation in both machine-readable and printable form.
• Control Information, whether maintained in MICS files or MVS system files (for example, prefix.MICS.PARMS or

SYS1.PROCLIB).
• Test Libraries for testing modifications to MICS.

Each of these functions is described in detail here.

Programs

sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
A source library containing the source for some modules in the MICS system that is written in assembler language.

sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
A binary object distribution library for MICS distributed system, UNIX Systems Services (USS), and facilities that are
related to Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology. The members in this library are generally "downloaded" to
distributed systems and UNIX Systems Services HFS subdirectories.

sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
A source library containing the assembler language macros for the MICS system

sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
An object module distribution library for MICS distributed system, UNIX Systems Services (USS), and Neugents related
facilities. The members in this library are frequently processed by the linkage editor on your system to install MICS
facilities that operate under UNIX Systems Services.

sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
A load module library containing routines that perform MICS functions not implementable in SAS (such as those
that update the Checkpoint data set in place), MICS extensions to the SAS language (such as new FORMATs and
INFORMATs), and MICS extensions to IBM's ISPF (such as MADA).

sharedprefix.MICS.ISPxLIB
A set of libraries containing the ISPF panels, messages, tutorials, and tables that are used by the MICS online facilities.
These libraries include:
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• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB - ISPF tutorial and help panels
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB - ISPF messages
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB - ISPF panels
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB - ISPF skeletons
• sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB - ISPF tables

sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
A library containing SAS source members that consist primarily of SAS %INCLUDE statements. These members are used
in place of concatenated SYSIN DD statements to allow conditional selection of SAS modules.

sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
A library containing the source for SAS macros in the MICS system. A SAS autocall macro library.

sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
A library containing Q&R query code that is generated by Q&R Query or other independent SAS code that is to be
incorporated into a MICF inquiry.

sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
A library containing the templates that are used by the MICS Mainframe Server that is associated with Q&R Workstation.

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
A library containing the source for modules in the MICS system that is written in SAS.

sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
A library containing complex-level source code modules that are intended to be modified by the user (for example,
a library that generates exception reports) and SAS macros that are produced as part of the MICS installation and
generation processes.

sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
A source library containing the source modules that are copied by the COPYLIBS and COPYLIBU jobs when a new unit
database is created.

prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
A library containing unit-level source code modules that are intended to be modified by the user (for example, those
that generate exception reports) and SAS macros that are produced as part of the MICS installation and generation
processes.

sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
A library containing source modules other than assembler, SAS, or ISPF dialog manager code.

DATA (Online)

The following data sets comprise the MICS database. If you must break up any of the following data sets to provide
enough space to hold all of your data, see the MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT). Also see, product analyzers for
individual products.

sharedprefix.MICS.ACTAUDIT
A data set used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. For more information about these data set, see the individual
product analyzers.

sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY
A SAS-managed data set containing files that are used by the MICS Capacity Planner. See the Product Analyzer for more
information about this data set.

sharedprefix.MICS.DTF.INDEX
A sequential data set used as a directory of all Comma Separated Value (CSV) extract files available to other applications.
See the MICS Q&R Workstation User Guide for more information about this data set.

sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
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A SAS-managed data set containing data for MICS files in the Accounting and Operations information areas. These
files are not organized by timespan; data is entered into the files manually or by monthly Accounting and Chargeback
processing.

sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
A library used by the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) Shared Inquiry Output Catalog feature to save printed
reports and the SAS log from MICS inquiry execution for later review.

sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
A SAS-managed data set used by the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) Shared Inquiry Output Catalog feature to
save color graphics from MICF inquiry execution for later review.

prefix.MICS.DETAIL
A SAS-managed data set holding all the SAS files that make up the DETAIL timespan of the MICS database.

prefix.MICS.DAYS
A SAS-managed data set holding all the SAS files that make up the DAYS timespan of the MICS database.

prefix.MICS.WEEKS
A SAS-managed data set holding all the SAS files that make up the WEEKS timespan of the MICS database.

prefix.MICS.MONTHS
A SAS-managed data set holding all the SAS files that make up the MONTHS timespan of the MICS database.

prefix.MICS.YEARS
A SAS-managed data set holding all the SAS files that make up the YEARS timespan of the MICS database.
Summarizing data at the YEARS level is optional. A small YEARS file is kept in the database if you set the YEARS
timespan to inactive in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) or in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). The YEARS file contains
empty cycles (or zero observations) of MICS files that are supported at the YEARS timespan.
If you set the YEARS timespan to inactive by setting the YEARS timespan flag to No for each file in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), no YEARS files are kept in the database. ccc is the three letter component
identifier.

Incremental Update Data Sets

When the incremental update is enabled for a Data Integration Application, the corresponding INCRccc and DAILY
database update job steps allocate the data sets listed here. Depending on the options that are selected, these data sets
can be one of the following:

• Permanent.
• Allocated at the beginning of the INCRccc or DAILY job step and then deleted after being copied to tape.
• Allocated at the beginning of the day and then deleted when the DAILY job completes successfully.

Note: ccc is the Data Integration Application Component ID.

prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL
A SAS-managed data set holding the current day's incremental update DETAIL timespan SAS files for the ccc product.

prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS
A SAS-managed data set holding the current day's incremental update DAYS timespan SAS files for the ccc product.

prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT
The ccc product's incremental update checkpoint file is used to keep track of the status of incremental update processing
for this product. Both the status of the last incremental update step to complete and the low and high date/time stamps
that are associated with input data processed to-date are kept here. This data set allows MICS to maintain database
integrity during incremental update processing.
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Internal Step Restart Data Sets

When internal step restart is enabled for a Data Integration Application, the corresponding DAILY database update job
step dynamically allocates the following data sets.

These data sets are allocated and cataloged at the beginning of the database update job step, and then are deleted at
normal end of job. However, if the job-step abends, the data sets are retained for restart.

Note: ccc is the Data Integration Application Component ID.

prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT
A SAS-managed data set holding the SAS files that comprise the internal step restart checkpoint for this database update
step. These data set include the internal step restart control file, the internal step restart data set status file, and last
completed database update processing phase checkpoint files.

prefix.MICS.cccXWORK
The SAS work file for this database update step.

prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn
The multiple work file support data sets for this database update step, where nn is the work file number (01 - 99).

DATA (Offline)

All of the following data sets are named using the tapeprefix to associate them with other data sets specific to one MICS
unit database.

The value of tapeprefix is set by the TAPEPREFIX option of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). You can set tapeprefix equal
to prefix or it can be different if necessary to meet your site's JCL standards for the naming of data sets stored on tape.

MICS packs multiple, related tape data sets onto a single tape to conserve tape volumes.

In the following data set names:

timespan
Is either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, CAPACITY, ISPTLIB, SCREENS, or TABLES

gggg
Is the generation number

nn
Is the volume number

iiifff
Is the name of a MICS file (for example, HARCPU)

ccc
Is the MICS product identifier (for example, SMF)

tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.timespan.GggggVnn
MICS backs up the online database as specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Each time a backup is made, a new
Generation Data Group (GDG) catalog entry is created for each of the timespans (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS,
YEARS). The Checkpoint data set associated with the online database is also backed up because it must be kept
synchronized with the database. For the BACKUP job in the PRIMARY unit, complex data sets are also backed up. These
include the sharedprefix.MICS CAPACITY, ISPTLIB, SCREENS, and TABLES data sets.

tapeprefix.MICS.MBACKUP.timespan.GggggVnn
MICS takes an extra backup of the online database and its checkpoint file each month as an added precaution against
catastrophic data loss. These data sets are patterned after the normal backup data sets discussed previously.

tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff.GggggVnn
MICS supports the creation of archive audit files. This support allows you to keep information about individual units
available for far longer periods of time than can be managed in the online database.
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If ARCHIVE AUDIT YES is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the AUDIT flag is set to Yes in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), and audit archive is active for this file in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL); then
each week thereafter, a data set with a name in the form that is shown previously is created. This data set contains a copy
of the entire week's DETAIL-level data (or DAYS-level data if the DETAIL timespan is not supported) for user-related (as
opposed to system-related) files.

tapeprefix.MICS.HISTW.iiifff.GggggVnn
MICS supports the creation of archive history files. This support allows you to keep information in the WEEKS timespan
available for far longer periods of time than can be managed in the online database.
If ARCHIVE HISTW YES is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the HISTW flag is set to
Yes in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and weekly history archive is active for this file in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Then, each week thereafter, a data set with a name in the form that is shown previously
is created. This data set contains all of the WEEKS data that is previously gathered for each file plus data from the week
just ended (subject to the cutoff limit specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL)).

tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff.GggggVnn
MICS supports the creation of archive history files. This support allows you to keep information in the MONTHS timespan
available for far longer periods of time than can be managed in the online database.
If ARCHIVE HISTM YES is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), the HISTM flag is set to
Yes in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), and monthly history archive is active for this file in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL); then each month thereafter, a data set with a name in the form that is shown previously
is created. This data set contains all of the MONTHS data that is previously gathered for each file plus that from the month
just ended (subject to the cutoff limit specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL)).

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GggggVnn
The MICS incremental update facility supports the option to offload incremental update data to tape between INCRccc
and DAILY job executions. With this option, data that is processed because the beginning of the day is online only when
needed. This tape data set stores DETAIL timespan data from incremental update processing.

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GggggVnn
The MICS incremental update facility supports the option to offload incremental update data to tape between INCRccc
and DAILY job executions. With this option, data that is processed because the beginning of the day is online only when
needed. This tape data set stores DAYS timespan data from incremental update processing.

Documentation

The text for all MICS documentation is available in the following libraries. JCL and programs are supplied with MICS to
format this text into printable guides or it can be browsed online using the Documentation Access option from the MICS
Workstation Facility.

sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
This data set contains all MICS documentation that is not generated or is not a data element definition. This data set is a
variable blocked, LRECL=137 library containing single column text (columns 2-62) and figures (to column 133).
The members of this library have stylized names:

• The first one or two characters are the MICS manual identifier
• The remaining characters denote the chapter and section in the guide.

For example, the text you are reading is found in member L43A, where:

• L is the (arbitrary) code for the MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide
• 43A denotes chapter 4, section 3.10. Prefaces are denoted as X0, appendixes as XA, and so forth. Section numbers

above 9 are coded as letters, where A=10, B=11, and so forth.

Members that are used in multiple guides or sections have names different from the structure noted previously. For
example, sample ISPF panel members use the same name as in the ISPPLIB library.

MICS manual identifiers are
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AH - MICS Tandem Option Guide
AI - MICS ASTEX Option Guide
BE - MICS How to Use the PSP
BS - MICS System Administrator Guide
C - MICS Network Analyzer Option Guide
CK - MICS Space Collector Option Guide
CL - MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option Guide
CM - MICS Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS Guide
FB - MICS Analyzer for TSO Guide
FC - MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide
FD - MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide
FE - MICS Analyzer Option for CICS Guide
FG - MICS Analyzer Option for IMS Guide
FH - MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option Guide
FI - MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS Guide
FJ - MICS Space Analyzer Option Guide
FM - MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare Guide
FN - MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide
FO - MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Guide
FQ - MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power Guide
FT - MICS Tape Analyzer Option Guide
FV - MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS Guide
FW - MICS Web Analyzer Option Guide
H - MICS Standard Reports Guide
I - MICS database Structure and Content Guide
JD - MICS Document Access Guide
JR - MICS MICF Reference Guide
JU - MICS MICF User Guide
L - MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide
M - MICS System Modification Guide
PA - MICS Capacity Planner Option Guide
PD - MICS Performance Manager Option Option Guide
PG - MICS StorageMate Option Guide
PK - MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview Guide
PL - MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option User Guide
W - MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS Guide

sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
The text for the Data Dictionary resides in its own data set. The member names in this library are the names of the data
elements themselves. Data elements are defined in the cccGENIN members of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. For example,
the element EXCCODE identified in BASGENIN is documented in these data set as member EXCCODE.

sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
This library holds documentation members that are copied by one or more documentation members during printing. Most
members in this library are generated by the MICS Component Generator.

Control Information

Every application system has a large amount of control information that is associated with it. Some of this information
serves to guide the operation of the system's own programming (such as parameter cards), while a good deal of it exists
to guide the operation of various operating system facilities (such as entries in catalogs, VTOCs, the JCL PROCLIBs)
needed by the system.
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MICS employs some common control techniques (for example, use of GDGs for related data sets) and some innovative
ones (for example, generation of tailored SAS code as a means of implementing MICS generation parameters). The
following data sets are used to control the MICS system.

MVS System Catalog
MICS employs the MVS catalog mechanism for the standard purpose of locating its data sets. All MICS tape data sets are
cataloged using the Generation Data Group facility.

SYS1.PROCLIB or Other Cataloged Procedure Data Set
MICS creates JCL procedures that are used by its operational jobs (for example, DAILY) and to allow user inquiry into
the Database. These PROCs are placed in the members PROCJOBx of prefix.MICS.CNTL. The PROCJOBx jobs (also
in prefix.MICS.CNTL) move the JCL procedures to one of your cataloged procedures (PROCLIB) data sets (it need not
actually be SYS1.PROCLIB).

sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
A library containing MICS installation CLISTs and user- defined CLISTs for MICS ISPF applications startup.

prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
The Checkpoint data set is used by MICS operational jobs (example, the DAILY update job) to track the operating
status of the system. Information such as the last job step to complete and the low and high date/time stamps that are
associated with input data processed by each installed component is kept here. This data set allows MICS to maintain
database integrity by refusing to restart an operational job in any spot but the correct one.

prefix.MICS.CNTL
A JCL library containing generated batch jobs for a unit database.

sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
A JCL library containing distributed and generated batch jobs that apply to the entire MICS Complex.

sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
GENLIB contains control information that is used principally by the MICS Component Generator. The generator input
statements for each product are located in this library. It also contains one member, DBTABLE, that is used by MICS for
cross-checking parameters between unit databases.

sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
A library containing a standard set of parameter members that are copied by the COPYLIBS and COPYLIBU jobs when a
creating a unit database.

sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
Store your local modifications (example, IEBUPDTE modification jobs) to MICS in this library. Refer to the System
Modification Guide before modifying MICS programs.

prefix.MICS.MODEL
When the SYSTEMMODEL JCLGEN option cannot be used at your site, the DCB attributes of the prefix.MICS.MODEL
data set are used to create new archive and backup file generation data groups. Since these data set never contains data,
it frequently becomes the target of DASD cleanup programs and can be inadvertently scratched from time to time.
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
A library of prototype JCL jobs and JCL procedures (PROCs). Users with extraordinary JCL tailoring needs and a good
knowledge of the workings of the MICS JCLGEN process can modify members in this library to change generated jobs.
Although sharedprefix libraries are shared by all MICS units that are maintained at your site, unit-specific changes are
possible through use of Generation Control Language (GCL). For more information, see JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements.

prefix.MICS.PARMS
This library's members contain numerous parameter specifications that are used to tailor MICS to your site's
requirements. Some of the members contain parameter statements and others are exits you code in SAS. Parameter
statements do not become effective until a generation takes place (for example, JCLGEN or ALLPGEN). Exits become
effective immediately.
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sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
This library is similar to prefix.MICS.PARMS in function, but is used to perform JCL generation at the MICS Complex level
rather than the unit database level.

sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
A SAS-managed data set used to ship the contents of the TABLES, SCREENS, and MWFSAS.DATA data sets. During
the installation of MICS, the SASFLS data set is used to create and populate these data sets. This data set is not used
after the other data sets are created.
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
A SAS-managed data set containing the screen formats for the SAS Full Screen Product (FSP). SAS/FSP is used to enter
data for MICS files that allow manual data entry.

Test Libraries

• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE

These libraries are provided to facilitate testing user modifications with a TEST unit database.

Abend Codes and Corrective Action
This section documents user and system abend codes. You can encounter these codes when MICS processing.

Codes Overview

The following section provides the list of User Abend Codes and their respective Termination Conditions/Reasons:

100
Database marked non-updatable.

101
Database marked non-updatable; aging in progress when failure occurred.

110
Internal step restart failed; required files are missing or corrupted.

120
Internal step restart failed; saved work files missing or corrupted.

130
Stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM archive tape processing job not yet executed.

300
Input data file was empty.

310
The original system identifier in the input data was not defined in the SYSID parameter when the last run of ALLPGEN or
BASPGEN occurred.

320
Zone was not defined in ZONE parameter when the last ALLPGEN or BASPGEN job was run.

400
Invalid checkpoint record encountered.

410
Limit of ORGSYSID/COMPONENT entries is exceeded in the Checkpoint File.
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420
Invalid FORCE or SELECT range was specified.

425
Invalid SYSPARM value was specified.

430
INPUTRDR end-of-file routine was not entered after the last input record.

440
SAS version is not compatible with MICS version.

450
PREFIX in the Checkpoint File does not match the PREFIX used in the update procedure.

460
Checkpoint File initialization failed or the checkpoint routine initial update processing failed.

470
Exit did not return control properly.

500
Execution date less than previous date.

510
YEAR is not in the range of years defined to MICS.

600
MICS JCL delimiter missing.

800-899
Codes reserved for user.

998
Runtime error with explanatory text.

999
RSTATUS found non-updatable database or SAS System abend.

1310
Insufficient memory.

S337
Less than expected number of records in Checkpoint File.

SA13-10
Tape files cannot be written because prior file does not exist.

S0C1
Batch ISPF dialog processing failure.

S122
Common Components and Services and OS/390 not installed or operational.

User ABEND Codes And Corrective Action

100
Database marked nonupdatable.

Probable causes:
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• If a job is executed and its previous execution did not complete successfully, the job is not allowed to continue.
• If any other standard job's last run was unsuccessful, this job is not allowed to continue.
• If a RESTART specification was not removed after a previous run, the job will not be allowed to start at the specified

restart step.

Corrective Action:

Identify the job that unsuccessfully terminated, correct, or eliminate the problem causing the abend, and restart the job,
ensuring its successful completion.

101
Database marked nonupdatable; aging in progress when failure occurred.

Contact Broadcom Support for assistance. Have available the SAS log for the abended run and PROC DATASETS
reports for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS files.

110
Internal step restart failed; required files are missing or corrupted.

One or more SAS files that are required for internal step restart are missing or corrupted.

Corrective Action:

Specify SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC for the failing step and restart the job.

120
Internal step restart failed; saved work files missing or corrupted.

One or more intermediate work files on the cccXWORK and WORKnn data sets are missing or corrupted. These files are
required to restart this processing phase.

Corrective Action:

Specify SYSPARM=NORESTART on the JCL EXEC for the failing step and restart the job.

130
Stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM archive tape processing job not yet executed.

You enabled stand-alone archive audit and history processing, but the archive processing from the previous WEEKLY or
MONTHLY job has not yet executed.

Corrective Action:

Review the MICSLOG for the abending step to determine which archive tape processing job (AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM)
must be executed before you can resume today's scheduled processing. Determine why that job has not yet executed and
complete that processing before restarting the abending operational job step.

300
Input data file was empty.

Probable causes:

A DAILY step's input file was read and the input file was empty or all input records were rejected for some reason. The
MICSLOG output provides more information as to the reason why the data was rejected.
The duplicate data checks used in input processing excluded all but 10 of the records due to Checkpoint File date range
checking.
A _USRSEL (User Select) Exit caused all input records to be rejected.

Corrective Action:

Determine whether there should be input data. It is possible that no data is available. For example, in the case of
a CICS update step run for a day when CICS was not up. If a U300 abend occurs and no data is expected, specify
SYSPARM=NODATA on the JCL EXEC statement for the failing step and restart the job.
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If data is expected, determine what happened to the input data. When it is located, restart the DAILY job.

310
The original system identifier in the input data was not defined in the SYSID parameter when the last run of ALLPGEN or
BASPGEN occurred.

Corrective Action:

Add the undefined system identifier to the SYSID and any other necessary parameter members, run BASPGEN, and
restart the abended job.
Or
Specify the UNDEFINEDSYSID EXCLUDE computing system control parameter at either the complex level or unit level,
run the corresponding parameter generation job, and restart the abended job.
Or
Temporarily specify an EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS UNDEFINEDSYSID statement in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)
member and restart the abended job.

320
Zone was not defined in ZONE parameter when the last CPLXGEN, ALLPGEN, or BASPGEN job was run.

Corrective Action:

If this unit is using the complex-level zone definition, add the undefined zone to the complex-level CPLXZONE PARMS
member and run CPLXGEN. Otherwise, add the undefined zone to the unit ZONE PARMS member and run BASPGEN.
Then restart the abended job.

400
Invalid checkpoint record encountered.

The Checkpoint File's first record contains an invalid step number or run completion date for one of the jobs tracked by
this record, or an embedded blank line was found in the ORGSYSID/COMPONENT section of the database update time
range records of the checkpoint data set.

Corrective Action:

Correct the checkpoint file and restart the abended job.

410
Limit of ORGSYSID/COMPONENT entries is exceeded in the Checkpoint File.

Either there are the maximum number of database update time range records in the Checkpoint File data set or the
checkpoint data set was inadvertently line numbered. Checkpoint size is specified by the CKPTCNT parameter in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

Corrective Action:

If the checkpoint data set was line numbered and the sequence numbers are in columns 193-200 of each record, remove
the sequence numbers and restart the job.
If upon review of the checkpoint data set you see many entries that have not been updated in quite some time, you can
set the CKPTLIMIT keyword in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to activate an automated facility to purge obsolete or expired
entries. For more information about this facility, see Database Space Modeling Facility.

420
Invalid Force or Select range was specified.

Force or Select time ranges in other than SAS DATETIME 19.2 format.

Corrective Action:
Refer to the MICSLOG for more details. Correct the time range and restart the job.

425
Abend Codes and Corrective Action Invalid SYSPARM value was specified.
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A value that is specified for the SYSPARM symbolic parameter on the JCL EXEC statement is not recognized by MICS or
is invalid for the job step being executed.

Corrective Action:

Refer to the MICSLOG for more details. Correct the SYSPARM value and restart the job. Note: A comma is not a valid
delimiter within the SYSPARM value.

430
INPUTRDR end-of-file routine was not entered after the last input record.

This condition can be symptomatic of a bug in an exit routine or MICS parameter library member.

Corrective Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

440
SAS version is not compatible with MICS version.

Have the SAS version, which is printed at the top of the SAS log (ddname FT11F001) at hand and contact Broadcom
Support.

450
PREFIX in the Checkpoint File does not match the PREFIX used in the update procedure.

This abend is caused by changing MICS library data set names.

Corrective Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

460
Checkpoint File initialization failed or the checkpoint routine initial update processing failed.

The Checkpoint File initialization fails if the Checkpoint File has already been used (data range records exist in the
Checkpoint File). Job CKPTINIT should not be forced to run. Contact Broadcom Support.
If two or more database update time range records have identical ORGSYSID/COMPONENT identifiers the checkpoint
routine initial update processing fails. This processing can fail if you edit the Checkpoint File incorrectly. Contact
Broadcom Support.

470
Exit did not return control properly

The Exit Check Routine issues this abend when the code of the user exit that is named in the abend message prevents
program control from returning to the statement that follows the invocation of the exit.

Corrective Action:

Review the code in the user exit. See Notes on Coding MICS Parameters.

500
Execution date less than previous date

This abend is issued by the SCHEDULE job. If the SCHEDULE job detects that today's date of execution is less than any
of the step completions dates maintained in the Checkpoint File, this abend is generated and prohibits the execution of
SCHEDULE. Either today's date is wrong in MVS or it was incorrectly carried by MVS on a previous day.

Corrective Action:

If today's date is incorrect, reset the MVS date. If previous dates are incorrect, change them in the Checkpoint File and
restart the SCHEDULE job.

510
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YEAR is not in the range of years that are defined to MICS.

This abend only occurs when the 13MONTHYEAR option is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) or
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). It occurs if a year is encountered which was not defined to MICS for the YEAR
derivation routine.

Corrective Action:

Update the 13MONTHYEAR statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), run the CPLXGEN job, and then run
the BASPGEN job.
Or
Update the 13MONTHYEAR statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) and run the BASPGEN job.
Or
Update the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members $DWMYnn and #DWMYnn for special fiscal calendars. See the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) 13MONTHYEAR statement for member names.

600
Abend Codes and Corrective Action MICS JCL delimiter missing

The standard MICS JCL procedures (DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, and BACKUP) have a special delimiter
following their job statements, which are used by Operational Status.
Tracking and the SCHEDULE batch job. The delimiter is:

   //* START OF JCL

Corrective Action:

Check each of the five procedures in the prefix.MICS.CNTL library to ensure the //* START OF JCL statement follows the
job statement and related JES parameter (for example, JOBPARM), then rerun the SCHEDULE job.

800-899
Codes that are reserved for user

998
Runtime error with explanatory text

A MICS runtime routine found an error condition that causes processing to stop. Further processing might damage the
database if this abend occurs during an operational job. A description of the condition is printed in either the MICS log or
SAS log (check the MICS log first).

Corrective Action:

Correct the problem according to the explanatory text and restart the job.

999
RSTATUS found nonupdatable database or SAS System abend.

The Run Status Report (RSTATUS) has found the database in nonupdatable condition. See the printed Run Status Report
for details or use the online Operational Status and Tracking facility to research the problem.
Or
SAS abended this job due to a processing problem that is identified in the SAS log.

Corrective Action:

For a nonupdatable database, correct the problem that is described in the Run Status Report and restart the job.
For a SAS system abend, correct the problem reported in the SAS log and restart the job.

1310
Insufficient memory.

The job that is being executed requires more memory than is available.

Corrective Action:
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Increase the REGION size on the JOB statement. In view of the abundance of mainframe main storage available today,
we recommend that you specify this region size on the JOB statement so that one specification applies to all the steps of
the job. Otherwise, increase the REGION size on the job step's EXEC statement. If the REGION is at its maximum value,
involve your systems programming staff to analyze several other possible causes and solutions.

System Abend Code Termination Condition and Corrective Action
S337
Less than expected number of records in Checkpoint File

The Checkpoint File has been edited and one or more lines deleted. The Checkpoint File must have exactly 1 more record
than the value specified for the CKPTCNT parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). For example, the default CKPTCNT
specification is 100, meaning that the checkpoint data set should contain exactly 101 records.

Corrective Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SA13-10
Tape files cannot be written because prior file does not exist

Corrective Action:

Determine why the previous file was not written, then call Broadcom Support for help in correcting the problem.

S0C1
Batch ISPF dialog processing failure.

MICF inquiry production reporting and other batch ISPF dialog jobs must generate an S0C1 abend to cause the batch job
step to end with a non-zero return code. The S0C1 abend and the associated batch job-step RC=12 indicate that a batch
ISPF dialog process has failed.

Corrective Action:

Review the MICS log and ISPLOG outputs to determine the reason for batch ISPF dialog termination. Be sure to have the
MICSLOG, ISPLOG, and other batch job outputs available if you need to call Broadcom Support for help in correcting the
problem.

S122
Common Components and Services not installed or operational.

Either the Common Components and Services LMP service is not installed and operational, or the console operator
canceled the job requesting a dump.
LMP is one of the Common Components and Services. LMP provides a standardized and automated approach to the
tracking of licensed software. LMP must be installed and operational before you can install or run MICS.

For more information on how LMP works with MICS, see Ensure that Common Components and Services is Operational.
For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the section on
LMP in the Administrating section of the Common Components and Services documentation.

Special Processing Considerations
The following subsections list special considerations for MICS processing.

Data Unavailable
MICS typically requires that data from all data sources be processed simultaneously and shuts down with a user 300
ABEND if data is not available when expected.
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To prevent an ABEND when you know that data from a particular data source is not available, add the
SYSPARM=NODATA parameter to the EXEC card of the step that typically receives the data. Doing so means that the
system accepts the no-data condition rather than abending and facilitates keeping MICS files synchronized to the same
processing intervals.

Restrict the use of this parameter to those times when it is essential. If left for an indefinite period, processing problems
could go undetected.

If you are using the MICS incremental update feature to facilitate parallel processing of the data integration product daily
database update within a single unit database, then consider specifing SYSPARM=NODATA for the DAILY job steps. In
this mode of operation, the INCRccc jobs process all the day's input data and the DAILY job steps operate with empty
input files.

When SYSPARM=NODATA is used, empty 01 DETAIL and DAYS cycles are created for all files whose update step is
using the parameter. When a user 300 ABEND occurs, where no new cycles are created and existing cycles are not aged.

Note: NODATA does not exclude data; it merely prevents a user 300 ABEND. If NODATA is specified and there is data,
the data is read and added to the Database. You cannot use SYSPARM=NODATA to cause the format routine to discard
valid data. If the format routine sees valid data, it processes it.

Only code SYSPARM=NODATA in the DAYSMF step if data for ALL products is unavailable.

To add SYSPARM=NODATA in DAILY job steps,

1. Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)
2. Enter

FIND DAYnnn

in the Command area (where nnn is the step number to be changed).
3. Replace

SYSPARM=

With
SYSPARM=NODATA

4. END and save the updated DAILY job JCL.
5. When you expect data, edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY) and remove SYSPARM=NODATA (back to SYSPARM= ).

To add SYSPARM=NODATA in INCRccc jobs (incremental update),

1. Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(INCRccc)
2. Enter

FIND INCRnnn

in the Command area (where nnn is the step number to be changed).
3. Replace

SYSPARM=

With
SYSPARM=NODATA

4. END and save the updated INCRccc job JCL.
5. When you expect data, edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(INCRccc) and remove SYSPARM=NODATA (back to SYSPARM= ).

Remember that your change is lost if you regenerate the DAILY or INCRccc jobs. For example, if you run the JCLGEND
job, your SYSPARM=NODATA specification is cleared.

Minimal Input Data
If less than ten input records are available to process, MICS assumes that a problem exists. MICS treats this condition as
the equivalent of a no-data condition. SPECIAL unit databases are not subject to the ten input record validation.
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To handle situations where you expect less than ten input records, follow the instructions in the Data Unavailable.

Impact of Seasonal Time Changes on MICS
All data sources that are processed by MICS are sensitive to a time of day adjustment that usually occurs in the spring
and fall of the year. The United States calls this "Daylight Saving" compared to "Standard" time. Other countries have
different names, such as "Summer Time" in parts of Europe.

A time adjustment occurs twice a year: in the spring, clocks are set ahead one hour, and in the fall they are set back one
hour. That is, one early morning in the spring, 2:00 a.m. becomes 3:00 a.m., and hour 2 of that day is totally missing from
any system measurement. One early morning in the fall, 2:00 a.m. becomes 1:00 a.m., and hour 1 of that day occurs two
times. The change of time is usually accomplished in the operating system by an IPL, or by dynamically changing the
system clock or SYSPLEX timer.

This can be graphically illustrated:

In the spring: 

    time changes here----------+

                               |

                               V

    |--------|--------|--------|--------|------->

     hour 23 hour 0 hour 1 hour 3 hour 4

In the fall: 

    time changes here----------+

                               |

                               V

    |--------|--------|--------|--------|------->

     hour 23 hour 0 hour 1 hour 1 hour 2

The way your installation handles these time changes can affect the input data that is supplied to MICS. The problems
that are associated with these time changes and the consequences of actions that your installation might take are
described here.

Note: The spring or fall time change affect your installation's input data if no jobs are executing during the time change.
For example, in an installation that has no midnight shift. The system is IPLed on Monday morning with the correct time.

Spring 

The time change in the spring has a much smaller impact on the MICS database than the one that takes place in the fall.
The degree of impact is also dependent on the way your installation handles the time change.

There are several points to keep in mind if the system is in operation when the clock is advanced one hour. If batch jobs
are running, or if online sessions are active, advancing the clock results in elongated run times and response times.
If priority charging is in effect, the service objectives of the installation might not be met. These events can affect the
chargeback system. MICS files, plots, graphs, and reports contain little data for the 02:00 to 02:59 hour (HOUR = 2)
because few ENDTS time-stamps are recorded for that period. This might affect your exception reporting.

Elongated job run times, response times, and their resultant effects upon the chargeback system can be avoided by using
one of the following methods.

• Schedule preventive maintenance during the time change period. This method requires the least amount of manual
intervention on the part of the installation.

• Shut down or quiesce the system at 01:59 standard time, and then IPL the system at 03:00 daylight saving time
(elapsed down time: one minute). If the system is shut down, one hour of input data is missing from MICS. If it remains
active, then batch jobs and online sessions have their elapsed times extended by one hour. If this method is used, the
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operations staff must be careful to IPL the system at 03:00 daylight saving time. Otherwise data might be produced for
a nonexistent hour.

The previous methods result in little data for the 02:00 to 02:59 hour and might inconvenience your operations staff and
active online users; but installations that use SMF data for accounting and chargeback purposes often select one of these
two methods to preserve the validity of the chargeback system.

Other alternatives include:

• Issue the SETCLOCK command from the OS operator console to temporarily increase the Greenwich mean time
(GMT) offset by one hour; but be careful. Some MICS products process data in which event time-stamps are offset by
the GMT offset. These products are the CICS and SRL products, but it is expected that more products can be affected.
MICS only supports one definition of a GMT offset per system or subsystem processed. This creates a problem IF the
GMT offset changes when the local time of day changes. CICS and LOGREC data that is collected with the old GMT
offset must be processed by MICS, then the GMT offset in the CICS or SRL OPTION statement changed, then an
ALLPGEN run--all before the new GMT offset data is processed by MICS.

• Recognize that a problem might exist with the data and can be prepared to ignore the problem.

Fall 

Several difficulties arise when the system is in operation when the clock is turned back one hour.

If the system is allowed to run in the "second" hour 1 in the fall, some unusual time-stamp events occur. For example,
batch jobs can complete or print before they start or online sessions can end before they begin. MICS treats such
impossible input queue times as bad data and sets the incalculable interval to a value of zero or a missing value. Jobs,
transactions, and system measurement intervals that span these time changes can have incalculable values for many
data elements. These data elements can include (but are not limited to) queue times, elapsed times, print times, reader
times, and DURATION. CPU times are rarely affected.

The MICS DETAIL file contains twice as much data for the 01:00 to 01:59 hour. Service objectives are invalid and certain
times are missing because they were negative. In the summary files (such as DAYS and WEEKS), the hourly summaries
contains twice the volume (, DURATION = 2 hours). In addition, the zone summaries in the MONTHS and YEARS files
contains an extra hour. Plots and graphs reports inflated values for the 01:00 to 01:59 hour and lose their significance.

The CICS and SRL products process data in which event time-stamps are offset by the GMT offset. In addition, it is
expected that other products can be affected. MICS supports only one definition of a GMT offset per system or subsystem
processed. If the local time of day changes simultaneously as the GMT offset, this causes a problem. Before MICS
processes the new GMT offset data, you must:

1. Have MICS process the CICS and LOGREC data that is collected with the old GMT offset
2. Change the GMT offset in the CICS or SRL OPTION statement.
3. Run an ALLPGEN.

Some solutions include:

• Ignore the data for that time period. Ignore or Delete reports. Warn all users that their reports were erroneous or
notified that the daily reports had been eliminated.

• Shut down the system at 01:59 daylight saving time, turn the clock back and wait one hour; then IPL the system at
02:00 standard time. This method is rather drastic as it loses an hour of processing time, but it can be justified in
those shops that cannot afford to have invalid data for that period. Installations that use SMF data for accounting and
chargeback purposes often select this method to preserve the validity of the chargeback system.
When using this method unless the operations staff is EXTREMELY careful, the change of time can occur at an odd
point. For example, if the system is allowed to run until 02:15 and the system is then reset to 15 minutes after the new
hour, this can produce data with unusual overlaps.

• Apply GMT offset specifications to MICS coupled with monitor stoppage at the time change point. This action allows
a clean break at the time change point. If the SMF logs are dumped at the time change, MICS can process data from
before the time change in one run and can process data from after the time change in the next run. This causes data to
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be dropped, because data up to 02:00 would have been processed by the first run. Data for the period 01:00 to 02:00
would also occur in the second run, and be discarded due to the overlap of hour one.

• Schedule hardware preventive maintenance over the time change period. This action is practical because the time
change is typically on a Sunday morning.

MICS Year-End Processing Considerations
This subsection highlights the MICS Complex-level and unit-level specifications that are checked before the start of the
new calendar year. This subsection also discusses how the execution of MICS operational jobs at the end of the year can
affect the content of MICS database files.

MICS Complex-level Considerations

1. Validate the holiday specifications in the CPLXZONE member of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library. If any changes
are made, execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN) to make them effective. For more information, see Complex-
Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE).

2. Review any user calculations in the $DWMYxxx and #DWMYxxx members of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, where
xxx is 12, 13, WK1, or a user-defined value. These members contain the macros that determine the values of the DAY,
WEEK, MONTH, and YEAR elements. Be careful when changing hard-coded dates; if your site has the MICS Capacity
Planner management application that is installed, do not delete the start date of any year that could be used in long-
term capacity trend or forecast studies. For information about coding these members, see Calendar Derivations.

3. If the YEARS TIMESPAN ACTIVE statement is coded in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) or if the YEARS
TIMESPAN parameter is not specified in this member, then the YEARS timespan is active by default in each unit
database. Verify that enough space is available in each unit database YEARS timespan for more data.
If the YEARS TIMESPAN INACTIVE statement is coded in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), then the YEARS
timespan is inactive by default in each unit database.
Sites that operate on a nonstandard (greater than 12 months) calendar must ensure that the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) 13MONTHYEAR parameter contains the start date of both the new year
and the previous year. Leave enough specifications in the member to support the Capacity Planner management
application if it is installed. For more information about the CPLXDEF member, see Complex Option Definition
(CPLXDEF).

4. Review MICF inquiries, production inquiry jobstreams, and user-written batch reports for hard-coded selections that
are based on date, timespan, or file cycle values and adjust accordingly.

5. If the MICS Accounting and Chargeback management application is installed:
– If your site utilizes a special accounting calendar that is different from the MICS calendar, review Accounting

Calendar Specifications, Defining the Accounting Calendar, and ensure that monthly cutoff dates for the upcoming
year have been specified.

– Determine if any of the following files are updated for the coming year:
• ACTBGT00 - Budget File
• ACTCCA01 - Cost Center Attribute File
• ACTRCT00 - Recurring Credit File
• ACTRDT00 - Recurring Debit File
• ACTSEQ01 - Invoice Sequence Number File

For more information, see the ACT Files and ACT Messages sections.
6. Examine complex-level utility jobs, prorating specifications and external file logic for any required changes. For more

information, see Defining and Submitting Utility Jobs, Prorating Specifications, and Customization.
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MICS Unit-Level Considerations

Review the following items for each unit in the complex.

1. For units that override the complex-level ZONE definition, validate the holiday specifications in the ZONE member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS. If any changes are made, execute prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) to make them effective. For
further information, see Time Zone Definitions (ZONE).

2. We recommend that you do a year-end review of all other prefix.MICS.PARMS members to ensure that they contain
adequate information for the new year. Review step 8 in Reconfigure the Existing Database Units for a list of standard
parameter members to review.

3. If the years timespan is active, ensure that enough space is available in the YEARS timespan for more data. The years
timespan is active if YEARS TIMESPAN ACTIVE is coded in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE), or if the YEARS TIMESPAN
parameter is not specified in this member and defaults to active due to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF)
specifications.
If the YEARS timespan is inactive, do not execute the YEARLY job.
If the 13MONTHYEAR parameter is specified at the unit-level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE), ensure that this
parameter contains the start date of both the new year and the previous year. Leave enough specifications in the
parameter to support the Capacity Planner management application if it is installed. For more information about the
SITE member, see Site Characteristics (SITE).

4. If the MICS Accounting and Chargeback management application is installed in this unit:
– Determine if the rate specifications for any journal file or external file changes for the coming year. The effective

date facility allows you to enter these rates in advance. See ACT Rate Table Specifications.
– Determine if any changes are required to unit-level prorating specifications. See Prorating Specifications.
– Review Running Yearly Processes for yearly processing steps.

Scheduling MICS Update Jobs For Year-End Processing

The end of the calendar year can necessitate a change in the normal execution of MICS operational jobs. Submit the
MICS DAILY job in each unit as usual. The submission of the WEEKLY job, however, can be affected by the day of the
week on which the new year begins or by the way weekend job scheduling is handled at your site. User reports and
inquiries that select data based on the WEEK variable or the cycle number can be affected as a consequence.

You can submit an extra WEEKLY job at the beginning of the new year to ensure that data for the last week of the
previous year and data for the first week of the new year reside in different cycles.

Two MICS facilities can be used to predict the requirement for an extra WEEKLY job.

To find out how the end of the calendar year affects MICS processing, use the SCHEDULE command in the MWF
Operational Status and Tracking facility or manually submit the SCHEDULE job in each unit. Operations Reference
discusses each of these facilities in detail.

Issue the SCHEDULE command in the Operational Status and Tracking facility for each unit to produce a report of
jobs that submits over the next seven-day period. This command consolidates all MICS jobs for the day into one JCL
jobstream and write the data to prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL.).

To print a list of MICS update jobs that executes over a specified time period, submit the prefix.MICS.CNTL(SCHEDULE)
job in "simulation" or "test" mode in order. You can submit this job even if your site does not use the MICS scheduling
facilities. To execute the SCHEDULE job in test mode, modify the SYSPARM parameter on the //SCHEDULE EXEC card
to read as follows:

SYSPARM='BKFQ=DAILY TEST(TODAY=ddmmmyy TESTEND=ddmmmyy)'

Where TODAY equals the starting date to be analyzed by the SCHEDULE job in day-month-year format, and TESTEND
equals the ending date.

When TEST is specified, the SCHEDULE job receives a return code. No jobs are scheduled or submitted. The simulated
schedule report is in the SASLOG DD.
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Look at a sample report that is produced at a site that has the following operational configuration:

• The MICS year is defined as a normal calendar year.
• The MICS week begins on Sunday.
• The BACKUP job is executed daily.
• The MICS SCHEDULE facility is used to submit jobs.
• The YEARS timespan is active.
• SCHEDULE WEEKEND NO is specified in the EXECDEF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS to prevent submission of

the WEEKLY, MONTHLY, or YEARLY jobs on a weekend. This parameter has a direct impact on the amount of data
that is transferred to the weekly file cycles at year-end.

The last column of the sample report lists the jobs that are submitted on a given date, where DWMYB is equal to the
DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, YEARLY, or BACKUP job, respectively. The YEARLY job is not listed if the YEARS timespan
is specified as INACTIVE in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

    SUN 27DEC06 DAY=27 MONTH=12 YEAR=06 WEEK=53 DWMYB=D B

    MON 28DEC06 DAY=28 MONTH=12 YEAR=06 WEEK=53 DWMYB=DW B

    TUE 29DEC06 DAY=29 MONTH=12 YEAR=06 WEEK=53 DWMYB=D B

    WED 30DEC06 DAY=30 MONTH=12 YEAR=06 WEEK=53 DWMYB=D B

    THU 31DEC06 DAY=31 MONTH=12 YEAR=06 WEEK=53 DWMYB=D B

    FRI 01JAN07 DAY=01 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=01 DWMYB=D B

    SAT 02JAN07 DAY=02 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=01 DWMYB=D-  B

    SUN 03JAN07 DAY=03 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D-  B

    MON 04JAN07 DAY=04 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=DW- B

    TUE 05JAN07 DAY=05 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D M B

    WED 06JAN07 DAY=06 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D YB

    THU 07JAN07 DAY=07 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D B

    FRI 08JAN07 DAY=08 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D B

    SAT 09JAN07 DAY=09 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=02 DWMYB=D B

    SUN 10JAN07 DAY=10 MONTH=01 YEAR=07 WEEK=03 DWMYB=D B

The MICS scheduling facility has a built-in submission delay of one day for the WEEKLY job, three days for the MONTHLY
job, and five days for the YEARLY job to allow time for adjustments to the database or recovery from abend situations.
By default the MICS scheduling facility is not submit a WEEKLY and MONTHLY job or a MONTHLY and YEARLY job on
the same day. A dash in the DWMYB column represents a MICS job that has a scheduling conflict. The WEEKLY job is in
conflict and is run Monday, January 4. How does this affect the content of MICS database files?

MICS translates the system date at the time the WEEKLY job is executed to the current WEEK value. MICS cycles
data from each database file's week-to-date 00 cycle to the 01 cycle that is based on the value in the WEEK variable of
each observation. All observations with a WEEK value that is less than the current week's value moves to the 01 cycle;
observations with a WEEK value that is equal to the current week's value remains in the 00 cycle. How does this affect
MICS reporting?

In the sample report previous shown, a WEEKLY job will be submitted on Monday, December 28, as usual. The MONTH,
YEAR and WEEK values change on Friday, January 1, because of the change in the calendar year. See how WEEK is
determined in Whether to Use DWMY12 or DWMYWK1 Date Macros. Another WEEKLY job would typically be scheduled
for Saturday, January 2, but no weekend job submission is allowed in this unit. Therefore, the next WEEKLY job is
scheduled for Monday, January 4, which is MICS WEEK 2.

As a result of this delay in the execution of the WEEKLY job, the 01 cycles of all weekly files in this unit contain data from
WEEK 53 and WEEK 01. The source code for reports, inquiries, and graphs that use the WEEKS timespan at this site
would have to filter out data for WEEK 01. The site would also have to change source code to include an extra cycle
of weekly data to construct weekly and monthly reports for January's data. Based on this simulation report, the system
administrator should schedule an extra WEEKLY job to execute on Saturday, January 2 to avoid making these code
changes.
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The MONTHLY and YEARLY jobs at this site are scheduled for January 5 and 6 in the simulation report. The system
administrator has the option of submitting the MONTHLY job on Sunday, or allowing it to execute as scheduled on
Monday. The monthly files are cycled based on the value in the MONTH variable and the yearly files are cycled based on
the value in the YEAR variable. No adjustment to report code is necessary.

MICS sites that use either one of the MICS scheduling facilities and have SCHEDULE WEEKEND YES specified in the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) each unit do not have to make these scheduling adjustments; a WEEKLY job will be
scheduled automatically for Saturday, January 2. Thus, MICS schedules two WEEKLY jobs in a seven-day period; the
cycles that are created by each WEEKLY job have less than seven days worth of data in them.

Sites that do not use the MICS scheduling or Operational Status and Tracking facilities can create a schedule report that
is based on their own year-end date and can submit their year-end processing jobs in a similar manner or can adjust
automated scheduling packages to adhere to a slightly modified year-end process.

If your site typically specifies SCHEDULE WEEKEND NO in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) or does not use the MICS
Scheduling facility, then manually schedule an extra WEEKLY job at the end of the year so that data from the last week of
the year is separated from data in the first week of the new year.

Internal Step Restart Considerations
Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily update processing failures.
MICS uses this checkpoint/restart technique:

• When activated for an enabled product, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if necessary, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Processing Phases

Internal step restart implementation is unique to each MICS Data Integration Application. The number of processing
phases and location of restart points depends on product-specific processing requirements, data architecture, and data
volume distribution.

The general processing phases are as follows:

• Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files. This first processing phase is
common across products. The first checkpoint is taken immediately after reading all input data.

• Sort, analyze, summarize, and enhance intermediate work file contents to create a new DETAIL cycle. This processing
is composed of one, two, or more processing phases.

• Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.
This phase, DYSUM, is common to all products.

• Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles. This phase, DYAGE, is common to all products.
• For more information about each product's internal step restart implementation, see the Product Analyzers.

Overhead

Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to a product's database update job step, including the cost of taking
checkpoints and managing saved materials. Since this overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data
volume, you may find that, for some products and unit database environments, costs outweigh potential savings. For
example, internal step restart can be of little value for a CICS unit supporting test regions, while proving valuable in unit
database updates for your production CICS regions. To enable internal step restart for those products in a unit with large
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input data volume and long database update job step elapsed time. For product-specific instructions and considerations,
see individual Product Analyzers.

Cataloged Work Files

Each database update job step allocates one or more OS data sets to hold intermediate SAS work files, including the SAS
WORK data set and the multiple work file data sets (WORK01

WORKnn). These are typically allocated on system "scratch" space with a temporary, system assigned data set name.
The work data sets are deleted when the job-step ends, either successfully or with an abend.

When internal step restart is enabled, the work data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent data set names
so they are kept for use in restart should the database update job-step abend. The work data sets are deleted when the
database update job step completes successfully. For example, prefix.MICS.cccXWORK, where ccc is the product ID.

Some site DASD allocation standards do not allow "permanent" data sets on DASD volumes that are used for temporary
work space. If so, direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data
sets. See the Product Anaylzes for required parameter syntax.

Data set allocation parameters for the WORKnn and WORK data sets are specified by product in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and permanent changes to data set allocation parameters require both changing the
cccOPS parameter and executing the corresponding cccPGEN job. For example, to increase the space allocation for
the WORK data set. However, in restart situations you can temporarily override data set allocation parameters for one or
more dynamically allocated data sets by using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more information, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Dynamic Allocation

When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your site restricts dynamic
allocation of large, cataloged data sets, direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic
allocation is allowed.

If your site automatically assigns batch job classes or schedules work based on the amount of DASD space a job
requires, direct the MICS DAILY or INCRccc jobs or both to a specific job class and processing system. Once you enable
internal step restart, your scheduling facilities no longer is able to determine DASD space requirements by examining the
DAILY or INCRccc job JCL.

Incremental Update Considerations
An incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job by letting you split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates executed throughout the day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves the following steps:
a. Reading and processing raw measurement data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update, the following actions occur:
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– The incremental update job executes one or more times throughout the day, each time processing a subset of the
total day's measurement data to create DETAIL/DAYS level files in an incremental update database.

– During the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the
database DETAIL and DAYS timespans, and then summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You have the option to
perform incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by component. The incremental update job for one
component, INCRccc (where ccc is the component ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for
another component in the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.
• Incremental update is not available for the SPECIAL database processing described in appendix A.

Note:MICS is a highly configurable system, supporting up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and
updated independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex.

All efforts should be made to employ MICS configuration capabilities to minimize issues prior to activating incremental
update, for example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure an adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your site, thereby reducing database

update processing and resource consumption.

While an incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined
INCRccc, and DAILY jobs steps, it can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental
update "to-date" files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small
data volumes where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets, independent of the standard MICS
database files, and independent of any other component's incremental update database files. There is one data set for
each DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for this component in
this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. (Optional) you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing.

After activating incremental update, use four incremental update facility jobs that are found in prefix.MICS.CNTL, where
ccc is the component ID:

cccIUALC
You execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is executed only ONE time.

cccIUGDG
You execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is executed only ONE time.

INCRccc
This is the job you execute for each incremental update. You will integrate this job into your database update procedures
for execution one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
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Note:The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It will perform the final incremental update for the day's data, and
then roll up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

SPLITSMF
You optionally execute this job to split the measurement data into separate data sets for one or more INCRccc jobs. The
SPLITSMF job is a standalone version of the DAILY job's DAYSMF step designed specifically for INCRccc processing.
Each execution of the SPLITSMF job is normally followed by one or more INCRccc jobs.
The SPLITSMF job is activated by specifying both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters in the
cccOPS parameter member for one or more components. You would then integrate this job into your database update
procedures for execution one or more times per day to preprocess portions of the total day's measurement data. You
would schedule INCRccc jobs to execute immediately after SPLITSMF completes.

See the component guides for more information on each component's incremental update implementation.

Operational Complexities

Since one DAILY job is being replaced by one or more INCRccc jobs, followed by a final DAILY update, the operational
complexity of daily MICS processing increases. Consequently, incremental updating requires considerable up-front
planning, strategizing, discussion with systems programming, and perhaps testing.

Here are several items to consider:

• Incremental update expands the scope of measurement data management and job scheduling. You must ensure that
each incremental update (or the optional SPLITSMF job) and finally the DAILY job process your measurement data
chronologically, that is, each subsequent job must process data that is newer than the data processed by the prior job.
Because incremental update increases the number of operational jobs that execute, there are more opportunities to
miss a dumped data set, or to process a dumped data set out of order.

• For SMF-processing MICS components, you must manage the timing of SMF dumps. Periodic and likely more frequent
dumping of the SMF data sets is needed to coincide with the times you want incrementals and finally the DAILY to run.
This could involve time-released SWITCH SMF commands followed by execution of one of the SMF dump programs
IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL.
Similar data preparation actions are required for non-SMF processing MICS components.

• Many more "dumped" data sets must be managed. In a multiple LPAR configuration, some might come from LPARs
that do not run the MICS jobs and must be available.

• If generation data group (GDG) data sets are used to hold the raw measurement data, consider increasing the GDG
limit to account for multiple data sets being created each day.

• If DETAIL Tape processing is being used to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets (documented in MICS
component guides) and a GDG is being used to hold these data sets, consider increasing the GDG limit to account for
multiple data sets being created each day.

• MICS DAILY and intra-day INCRccc jobs must be scheduled.
• Planning to use the incremental DETAIL and DAYS databases for inquiry and reporting during the day involves some

planning. INCRccc jobs cannot run while reports are using the incremental databases, and reporting jobs cannot use
the incremental databases while an INCRccc job is running.

• The potential for data set contention for the "dumped" SMF data sets when the data sets are members of a GDG. You
cannot create a new generation such as SYS1.SMF.TODAY.DUMP(+1) while the INCRccc job is reading one or more
existing generations with SYS1.SMF.TODAY.DUMP(0).

• If you read GDG SMF data sets into MICS using relative generation values, for example SYS1.SMF.TODAY.DUMP(0),
rather than explicit values, for example SYS1.SMF.TODAY.DUMP.G2802V00, there is potential for impact on SMF
dump processing. This might occur when SMF dump processing attempts to create the next GDG using relative
values, for example SYS1.SMF.TODAY.DUMP(+1). This consideration exists for non-incremental DAILY jobs, but with
incremental updates, the number of jobs processing SMF data is increased, thus increasing the chance of a conflict.

• Obtaining "dumped" SMF data for use by MICS is much simpler when the SMF Director component is used to manage
SMF data. See Integration with SMF Directorfor more information.
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Processing Overhead

Incremental update is intended to reduce the resource consumption and elapsed time that is required by the DAILY job
by offloading a major portion of database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. This action
allows the MICS database become available for reporting and analysis earlier in the day.

In meeting this objective, the overall resource consumption that is incurred by the INCRccc and DAILY jobs is greater than
in the non-incremental update scenario. This is due to the overhead involved in managing the incremental DETAIL and
DAYS timespan database files and rolling them up during the DAILY update. In addition, a minor amount of CPU time is
required to compile the code included in the modules that support incremental update.

The amount of overhead and the elapsed time savings in the DAILY job are site-specific and varies based on the
measurement data volume and the number of times INCRccc is executed each day.

Increased "Prime Time" Workload

By offloading work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are potentially moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the 'off-hours' (when the DAILY job typically executes) to periods of
the day where your system resources are in highest demand. Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse
impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your site's prime shift is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you might select
to schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (right before the prime shift) and 6:00 PM (right after the prime shift), with
the DAILY job executing right after midnight.

Increased DASD Usage

The DASD space that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files is in addition to the DASD
space already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are permanently
allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, assume that the incremental update
database files require space equivalent to two cycles of this component's DETAIL and DAYS timespan files.

Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and deleted
by the DAILY job. See the INCRDB DYNAM option in the Product Analyzers. This approach reduces the amount of time
that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update and results in an increasing amount of DASD space that is
consumed throughout the day as each incremental update is executed.

A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape. See INCRDB TAPE. With this approach, DASD
space is required only while each incremental update or DAILY job is executing. While this alternative eliminates the need
to permanently allocate DASD space, the total amount of DASD space required while the incremental update or DAILY
jobs are executing is unchanged. This TAPE option adds processing time to copy the incremental update files to tape, and
to reload the files from tape to disk.

The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This data set is small and should
not be a concern.

Interval End Effects

Some measurement data is composed of interval records, meaning, records that are written regularly at specific intervals.

A problem might result if a dump of the measurement data occurs simultaneously that the data source (monitor) is
writing interval records at the end of a measurement interval. This action has the effect of splitting the data for a single
measurement interval across two "dumped" data sets. Processing would proceed as follows:

• When an incremental update processes the first "dumped" data set, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to
indicate that this split measurement interval has been processed.

• When the rest of the measurement interval's data is encountered in the next update job, it can be dropped as duplicate
data. Because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed.
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Appropriate scheduling of measurement data dumps and incremental update jobs can avoid this problem. For example,
if you plan to run incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a measurement data dump in the middle
of the measurement interval right before the scheduled incremental update executions. This action is an extension of the
procedure you might already be using for end-of-day measurement dump processing. The objective is to ensure that all
records for each monitor interval are processed by the same incremental update job.

Dynamic Allocation

Incremental update facilities optionally employ dynamic allocation for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS timespan
data sets. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, direct incremental update data set
allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

If your site automatically assigns batch job classes and schedules work based on the amount of DASD space a job
requires, direct the MICS INCRccc and DAILY jobs to a specific job class and processing system. If you select the
incremental update dynamic allocation options, your scheduling facilities are no longer able to determine DASD space
requirements by examining the INCRccc or DAILY job JCL.

Data set allocation parameters for IUDETAIL and IUDAYS are specified by component in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)
and permanent changes to data set allocation parameters require both changing the cccOPS parameter and executing
the corresponding cccPGEN job. However, in restart situations, you can temporarily override data set allocation
parameters for one or more dynamically allocated data sets by using the //PARMOVRD facility. For example, a permanent
change is increasing the space allocation for the IUDETAIL data set. For more information, see, Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

MICS Audit and History Archive Tapes
The MICS archive facility allows you to keep the direct-access storage device (DASD) space requirements of MICS to
a minimum by off-loading database files to tape. This archive facility also enables you to retain information for future
analysis.

The two types are MICS archive tapes and audit and history. The audit archive tape contains critical DETAIL-level files
that can be used for accounting, performance, or security analysis. The history archive tapes contain data from user-
designated files at the WEEKS or MONTHS timespan that can be used for long-term analysis.

The MICS Audit Archive Tape
The audit archive tape contains data from selected database unit files that contain a user identification field in the file
key. MICS automatically selects these files during the WEEKLY job or the stand-alone AUDIT job that is based on your
JCLDEF specifications.

File selection is based on the components that you have installed in each database unit and the status of the file (active or
inactive). Tailoring Archive Files explains how to add and delete audit archive files.

Establishing Audit Archiving

Audit archiving is controlled by several MICS statements and parameters. The COMPJOB and FILE statements in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), where "ccc" is the three- character product identifier, determine if audit archives
can be created. The COMPJOB statement has an indicator that shows whether the product is eligible to create audit
archives. And the FILE statement determines whether a product file is eligible for audit archiving. In addition, the FILE
statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) determines whether a file is created. The ADM information area files are
not supported for audit archiving. Specify the following parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to complete the
establishment of audit archiving:

• The ARCHIVE AUDIT YES parameter specifies that audit archiving is to take place
– If you specify ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB, audit archiving occurs in the stand-alone AUDIT operational job.
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• If ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB is specified and the AUDIT job is run more than once a week, the following
parameter must be added to prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)
USERDEF AUDITCWK YES

This parameter overrides the default audit archive processing so that data for the current week is retained and
copied to the new audit archive tape cycle.

– If you specify ARCHIVE AUDIT YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT, the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job automatically
submits the AUDIT operational job to perform audit archiving.

– If you specify ARCHIVE AUDIT YES STEP or use the default (ARCHIVE AUDIT YES), audit archiving takes place
in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job.

• The TAPEPREFIX parameter specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set names on the audit archive tape.
• The AUDITGDG parameter specifies the maximum number of generation data group (GDG) entries that MICS should

establish for the audit tape. Since audit archiving is done on a weekly basis, this number is equal to the number of
weeks that each audit tape is retained.

Tailoring Archive Files explains how to add and delete audit archive files.

How the Audit Archive Tape Is Created

During the stand-alone AUDIT job or the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job, MICS obtains your setting for AUDITCYC
which is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS and defines the number of MICS file cycles you want written to the audit archive
file. If not specified, MICS searches the database unit for the last ten (10) DETAIL cycles of each of the files in the audit
archive selection list. If the DETAIL time-span has no active cycles, then cycles from the DAYS level are used. If both
time-spans are active, the DETAIL level is used. The FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) can restrict audit
archive to either the DETAIL or DAYS time-span. If fewer than the number of requested (or the default value of 10) cycles
exist, all available DETAIL or DAYS cycles are used. The observations from the available cycles, excluding the current
week's observations, are then concatenated into one SAS file on tape. Usually, all of the SAS files can be accommodated
on one physical tape reel. The files are not summarized during this process and that duplicate observations may be
present in the different generation files. See Audit Archive Retrieval Considerations.

Each file on the audit tape is entered in the OS catalog as:

tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff.GggggV00

Where "tapeprefix" is the high-level qualifier that is specified in the TAPEPREFIX parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), "iiifff" is the information area and filename, and "gggg" is the absolute number of a
generation data group (GDG).

Retrieving Data From the Audit Archive Tape

The audit tapes may be accessed through a MICF inquiry or a batch job. For more details about accessing the archive
tapes in MICF inquiries, see Using MICS Archive Tapes With MICF.

The JCL specifications that are used to access the files on the audit archive tape are different from those used to access
the files on the database unit. Database unit files are referenced as:

  //S01 EXEC MICSSHRx      

  //SYSIN DD *             

  DATA;                    

    SET &iiit..BATJOBnn ; 

where

x
Database unit ID

&iiit
MICS/SAS macro variable representing the information area (iii), time-span (t) of the file to be accessed
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nn
Cycle

Coding the macro variable as compared to a time-span ddname eliminates the need to know if a particular file has been
defined to DETAIL, DETAIL2, or another split database file. For information about the MICS database Split Table, see
MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT).

Files on the audit archive tape are referenced as:

  //S01 EXEC MICSNDBx                                     

  //ddname DD DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff<gdgnumber>,

  // DISP=OLD                                             

  //SYSIN  DD *                                           

  DATA;                                                   

    SET ddname.iiifff;

where

x
Database unit ID

ddname
Name that you assign

tapeprefix
High-level qualifier that is specified in the TAPEPREFIX parameter

iiifff
Information area and filename

<gdgnumber>
Either the absolute GDG number or the relative GDG number.

The time-span and cycle number are not used to access a file on the audit archive tape. The tape contains DETAIL (and
DAYS) files by default, and observations from those files have been concatenated into one SAS data set on tape.

Example:

Specify twelve (12) generations for the AUDITGDG parameter and "PRIMARY" for the TAPEPREFIX parameter, retrieve
the BATJOB file on the most current audit archive tape by its absolute generation number:

  //RETRIEVE DD DSN=PRIMARY.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB.G0012V00,

  // DISP=OLD

or by its relative generation number:

  //RETRIEVE DD DSN=PRIMARY.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB(0),DISP=OLD

The relative generation number generally corresponds to the age of the data on the audit archive tape. This
correspondence is in relation to the file currently on the MICS database unit. For example, the BATJOB data for the
current week (the +1 generation) resides on the MICS database unit. PRIMARY.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB(0) contains the
data from last week, and PRIMARY.MICS.AUDIT.BATJOB(-12) contains data from 13 weeks ago.

Audit Archive Retrieval Considerations

• All of the MICS database files that are selected during the AUDIT job or WEEK300 step reside on a single audit
archive tape. You can reference only one file on a tape volume at a time in a SAS DATA step or procedure. If you need
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more than one file from a physical tape reel, use the SAS COPY procedure to copy the desired files to disk; then use
the disk files for your requirements.

• Remember that observations from up to ten online cycles were used to create each file on the audit archive tape.
These observations often represent more than one week's worth of data; some of them overlap (duplicate) data that is
contained on the audit archive tape from the previous week. The technique of overlapping data ensures that no audit
data is lost if the WEEKLY job (and AUDIT job if being used) is scheduled up to the second or third day in the following
week. These duplicate observations must be deleted when more than one audit tape is used.
The duplicates can be deleted in the following manner:
– To concatenate the tape files in a DATA Step, use the SAS SET statement.
– To reduce the data for your requirements, use the MICS common data elements (for example, ENDTS, DAY,

MONTH, and YEAR) with other data elements in the selected file as data selection criteria.
– To sort the output work file, use PROC SORT with the NODUPS option. Use the appropriate MICS sort/sequence

macro (% fffSEQ(TS=ssssssss), where "fff" is the file identifier and "ssssssss" is the time-span name (DETAIL,
DAYS).

• The files on the audit archive tape are not summarized. Use the MICS Summarization Facility to resummarize the data
before using it for your requirements. See MICF Reference.

• With the ARCHIVE AUDIT JOB option, you have the additional capability to execute the AUDIT job more frequently
than the normal weekly. For example, if you find that the DASD space requirements for keeping ten cycles of DETAIL
(or DAYS) level data in one of your unit databases is too great, then you can reduce the number of cycles retained
online by running the AUDIT job more frequently, say three times per week. This action lets you reduce the number
of online cycles to 4 or 5 without risk of losing data. If you implement this approach, be aware that each audit archive
tape contains less data than one expects. For example, five days of data that are compared to the default 10 days.
Alternatively, you could adjust the value of AUDITCYC in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) in accordance with the frequency
at which you execute the AUDIT job, without reducing the number of online cycles. This would avoid writing redundant
data. For example, if you execute the AUDIT job every three days, you could specify AUDITCYC 3 to only select three
cycles of each file, but still retatenn ten cycles online.

The MICS History Archive Tapes
The history archive tapes are created during both weekly and monthly processing. Based on your specifications in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), Archive Weekly History processing occur during the WEEKLY job or in the stand-alone
HISTW operational job, and Archive Monthly History processing occurs during the MONTHLY job or in the stand-alone
HISTM operational job. The history archive tapes contain observations from the most current cycles of user-designated
WEEKS and MONTHS database unit files, respectively.

Establishing History Archiving

History archiving is controlled by several MICS statements and parameters. The COMPJOB and FILE statements in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB (cccGENIN), where "ccc" is the three-character product identifier, determine if weekly and
monthly archiving files can be created. The COMPJOB statement has indicators that show whether the product is eligible
to create weekly and monthly archiving files. And the FILE statement determines whether a product file is eligible for
weekly and monthly archiving. The ADM files are not supported for archiving. Specify parameters in the JCLDEF and
DBMODEL members of prefix.MICS.PARMS to complete the establishment of history archiving. These parameters
determine the retention limits of the physical tape reel, the specific weekly and monthly files to be archived, and the
maximum number of file cycles to be stored on tape.

The JCLDEF parameters are as follows:

• The ARCHIVE HISTW YES parameter specifies that weekly history archiving is to take place.
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– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB, weekly history archiving occurs in the stand-alone HISTW operational
job.

– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTW YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT, the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job automatically
submits the HISTW operational job to perform weekly history archiving.

– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTW YES STEP or you take the default (ARCHIVE HISTW YES), weekly history
archiving takes place in the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job.

• The ARCHIVE HISTM YES parameter specifies that monthly history archiving is to take place.
– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB, monthly history archiving occurs in the stand-alone HISTM operational

job.
– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTM YES JOB AUTOSUBMIT, the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job automatically

submits the HISTM operational job to perform monthly history archiving.
– If you specify ARCHIVE HISTM YES STEP or you take the default (ARCHIVE HISTM YES), monthly history

archiving takes place in the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job.
• The TAPEPREFIX parameter specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set names on the history archive tape.
• The HISTWGDG parameter specifies the maximum number of generation data group (GDG) entries that MICS should

build for the weekly history archive tape and establishes a default retention period. Unless there is an overriding
specification in the EXPDT parameter of JCLDEF, MICS automatically multiplies this number by seven days and
determines the retention period of the tape. For example, if HISTWGDG 7 is specified in JCLDEF, MICS generates a
retention period of 49 days. This retention period applies to each file that is archived during the WEEK300 step.

• The HISTMGDG parameter specifies the maximum number of generation data group (GDG) entries that MICS should
build for the monthly history archive tape and establishes a default retention period. Unless there is an overriding
specification in the EXPDT parameter of JCLDEF, MICS automatically multiplies this number by 31 days. For example,
if HISTMGDG 5 is specified in JCLDEF, MICS generates a retention period of 155 days. This retention period applies
to each file that is archived during the MONTH300 step.
HISTWGDG and HISTMGDG do not equal the maximum number of database file cycles to be stored on the tape. The
number of cycles to be kept is determined by the values that are specified in the following DBMODEL parameters:

• The "wha" parameter on each FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) specifies the maximum number of
WEEKS cycles that are to be stored on the history archive tape. If the number is zero, the file is not archived.

• The "mha" parameter on each FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) specifies the maximum number of
MONTH cycles that are to be stored on the history archive tape. If the number is zero, the file is not archived.
The"wha" and "mha" parameters for an active file can be changed by the MICS System Administrator. Alter the
DBMODEL parameters, then submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN). Section 6.2.3, Tailoring Archive Files, in the
System Modification Guide explains how to add and delete history archive files.

How The History Archive Tapes Are Created

The weekly and monthly history archive tapes are created in the HISTW job or in step WEEK300 of the WEEKLY job (for
weekly history), and in the HISTM job or in step MONTH300 of the MONTHLY job (for monthly history), respectively. The
logic that is used to create the tapes is described here:

Old master + updates = new master

The old master is the (0) generation level of a history archive file. This file resides on tape and contains observations from
up to "n" cycles, where "n" is the limit that is specified in the "wha" or "mha" parameter in DBMODEL. The observations in
these cycles have been concatenated into one SAS data set on tape.

The updates are the observations in the 01 cycle of the database unit file.

The new master is the (+1) generation level of the history archive file. A SAS SET statement is used to concatenate the
observations from the 01 timespan cycle with those on the old master tape. Any observation on the old master tape that
exceeds the "wha" or "mha" limit is dropped during the DATA step.

Note: The new history archive file is not summarized or sorted during this process.
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Each file on the weekly history archive tape is entered in the OS catalog as:

tapeprefix.MICS.HISTW.iiifff.GggggV00

Each file on the monthly history archive tape is entered in the OS catalog as:

tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff.GggggV00

Where

tapeprefix
High-level qualifier that is specified in the TAPEPREFIX parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

iiifff
Information area and filename

gggg
Absolute number of a generation data group (GDG).

Retrieving Data From The History Archive Tapes

The history archive tapes can be accessed through a MICF inquiry or a batch job. For more information, see Using MICS
Archive Tapes With MICF.

The JCL specifications that are used to access the files on the history archive tapes are different from those specifications
that are used to access the files on the database unit. Database unit files are referenced as:

  //S01 EXEC MICSSHRx    

  //SYSIN  DD *          

  DATA;                  

    SET &iiit..HARCPUnn;

Where

x
Database unit ID

&iiit
MICS/SAS macro variable representing the information area (iii). timespan (t) of the file to be accessed.

nnn
Cycle

Coding the macro variable as compared to a timespan ddname eliminates the need to know if a particular file has been
defined to DETAIL, DETAIL2, or another split database file. For information about the MICS database Split Table, see
MICS database Split Table (DBSPLIT).

Files on the weekly history archive tape are referenced as:

  //S01 EXEC MICSNDBx   

  //ddname DD DSN=tapepr

  // DISP=OLD           

  //SYSIN  DD *         

  DATA;                 

    SET ddname.iiifff; 

Files on the monthly history archive tape are referenced in a similar manner:

  //ddname DD DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff<gdgnumber>,

  // DISP=OLD                                            

Where
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x
Database unit ID

ddname
Assigned by you.

tapeprefix
High-level qualifier that is specified in the TAPEPREFIX parameter.

iiifff
Information area and filename

<gdgnumber>
Either the absolute GDG number or the relative GDG number

Note: The timespan and cycle number are not used to access these files. The observations from all of the timespan
cycles have been concatenated into one SAS data set on the tape.

Example:

Specify 12 generations for the HISTMGDG parameter and "PRIMARY" for the TAPEPREFIX parameter, retrieve the
BATJOB file from the current monthly history archive tape by its absolute generation number:

  //RETRIEVE DD DSN=PRIMARY.MICS.HISTM.BATJOB.G0012V00,

  // DISP=OLD

Or by its relative generation number:

  //RETRIEVE DD DSN=PRIMARY.MICS.HISTM.BATJOB(0),DISP=OLD

History Archive Retrieval Considerations

• You can reference only one file on a tape volume at a time in a SAS DATA step or procedure. If you need more than
one file from a history archive tape, use the SAS COPY procedure to copy the desired files to disk; then use the disk
files for your requirements.

• Remember that each file on the history archive tape contains observations from multiple cycles of weekly (or monthly)
data. Most of these observations duplicate data that is contained on the (-1) and older generations of the history
archive tape because they are transferred from the old master to the new master until they reached their cutoff
period. You should only be necessary to reference one generation of a history archive file because it would contain all
information back to the cutoff date as defined in DBMODEL.

• We mentioned above that files on the history archive tape are not summarized as they are written to tape. That is, the
tape contains summarized data, but because it was built from multiple MICS file cycles, there may be multiple records
for a given key combination (for example, year, month, zone). Use the MICS Summarization Facility to resummarize
the data before using it for your requirements.

Using MICS Archive Tapes With MICF
Specify ARCHIVE for MICS file cycle on the execution-time parameters panel, MICF processes the archive tape in place
of the corresponding online file. That is, weekly archive history for WEEKS files, monthly archive history for MONTHS
files, and archive audit for DETAIL/DAYS files.

Most of the inquiries we distribute let you override MICS file cycles at execution; therefore, most distributed inquiries
automatically support archive tape.

The following steps describe accessing the MICS archive tapes with a new inquiry.

1. Compose and test your inquiry against the MICS online database as usual. To allow execution-time override for MICS
file cycles, specify YES.
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2. When you execute the inquiry, specify A (ARCHIVE) instead of a cycle number. If an archive tape is available for the
file, timespan, and DBID you are processing, MICF allocates and read the corresponding archive tape file.

The following important restrictions on MICF archive tape access:

• Dynamic tape drive allocation is not allowed. Execute your inquiry in batch mode and you cannot use archive tape with
the MICF production reporting interface.

• You can override the archive tape generation data group (the default is generation 0); however, only one archive
tape is processed. You cannot concatenate multiple archive audit generations. Specify ARCHIVE-n where n is the
generation number (for example, ARCHIVE-1 for the "-1" generation.)

• All MICS file selections in the inquiry that allow execution-time cycle override must specify MICS files present in the
corresponding timespan's archives, that is, archive access must be valid for every file to which the execution-time
override applies.

• Archive file access is not available to user-written report inquiries because you do not specify cycles for the MICS
File Allocation option. Continue to use the External File Allocation option to allocate archive tape files for user-written
reports.

How to Turn on Source in a MICS Environment
To find the context of an error in a MICS operational job, expand the SAS source listing. This process is named turning on
source and is accomplished in MICS by coding the following symbolic parameter on the EXEC statement of the problem
step of the job:

SYSPARM=DEBUG

If the problem step executes the MICSCOM, MICSDBx, MICSDOC, MICSNDBX, MICSSHRX , MICSDM, MICSDUx, or
MICSGU procedure, turn on source by coding SYSPARM=DEBUG on the EXEC statement as follows:

//STEP1    EXEC procedurename,SYSPARM=DEBUG

Usage Considerations 

If a SYSPARM value has already been specified on the EXEC statement, DEBUG must be specified as the first value, a
blank must be used as the delimiter, and the whole symbolic parameter value must be enclosed in quotes. An example:

//FINRECAP  EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='DEBUG NODB'

To avoid an abend due to excessive lines, review the LINES= parameter in your JCL.

To reduce paper consumption in other MICS operational jobs, remove the SYSPARM value when the problem step has
been executed.

MICS Operational Space Utilization Report
The MICS Operational Space Utilization report is an optional report that can be output during the MICS daily update. This
report provides information that is about allocated and free space for the following data sets:

• Database
• Incremental
• Multwork
• Restart Work
• SAS work

This information can be used to help estimate workspace size by identifying data sets that are approaching capacity or
have been over-allocated. This information can also identify the need to adjust the size of the MICS databases.
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The MICS Work Space Utilization is available for the daily update process for MICS components, incremental update jobs,
and the Accounting and Chargeback DAY199 step.

New field-developed applications (FDAs) automatically include support for the Operational Space Utilization report and
existing FDAs can easily be modified to include support.

Specification

The MICS Operational Space Utilization report is controlled by the WORKSPACE statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).

REPORT WORKSPACE YES | NO

To activate it, NO to deactivate it, specify YES. The default if unspecified is NO.

An activated report generates to the MICSLOG for:

• Daily update steps of MICS components (DAYnnn)
• FDAs, if support has been added (see Field-Developed Application Support)
• Incremental update jobs
• The Daily Accounting and Chargeback update (DAY199)

The MICS Operational Space Utilization report is not generated for any other DAILY steps or for other MICS operational
jobs. For example, WEEKLY or MONTHLY.

Note: This information can optionally be written to a file, ADMSPC. The Operational Space Utilization Report and the
ADMSPC file can each be created independently of the other. For more information about this file, see Space Utilization
File (ADMSPC).

Report Sample

The following figure shows a sample of the MICS Work Space Utilization Report.

MICS Operational Space Utilization Report 

 Wednesday, 24 February 2010--------------------------------- MICS LOG

 --------------------------------------------------------

 15.20.51 BAS64300I

 *==========================================================================================================*

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                   CA MICS Operational Space Utilization                

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                                                                        

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |     Work                           Tracks       Tracks       Tracks     Pct Trks    Max

 Trks     Max Pct |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |  File Class    Libname    Vols      Alloc        Used         Free        Used       

 Used        Used   |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | ------------   --------   ----   ----------   ----------   ----------   --------  

 ----------   -------- |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | SAS Work       WORK          1        1,500          491        1,009     32.73%       

 1,426     95.07% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                                                                        

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | MultWork       WORK01        1          750          505          245     67.33%       

   560     74.67% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WORK02        1          750          489          261     65.20%       

   519     69.20% |
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 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WORK03        1          500          381          119     76.20%       

   467     93.40% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WORK04        1          500          371          129     74.20%       

   450     90.00% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WORK05        1          500           12          488      2.40%       

   296     59.20% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WORK06        1          500          135          365     27.00%       

   382     76.40% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                           ====   ==========   ==========   ==========   ========  

 ==========   ======== |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | MultWork                              3,500        1,893        1,607     54.09%       

 2,674     76.40% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                                                                        

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | Incremental    IUDAYS        1          225           90          135     40.00%       

    90     40.00% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                IUDETAIL      1        1,425        1,420            5     99.65%       

 1,420     99.65% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                                                                        

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I | Database       DAYS          1        1,500        1,330          170     88.67%       

 1,473     98.20% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                DETAIL        1        2,610        2,498          112     95.71%       

 2,499     95.75% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                MONTHS        1          150          133           17     88.67%       

   133     88.67% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                WEEKS         1          285          258           27     90.53%       

   258     90.53% |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I |                                                                                        

                  |

 15.20.51 BAS64301I

 *==========================================================================================================*

Report Field Descriptions 

Work File Class
Groups work data set by functional usage.

LIBNAME
The name that is used by SAS to reference the data set. LIBNAME is the same as the DD name.

Volumes
The number of volumes on which the data set resides.

Tracks Allocated
The number of tracks in the data set at time the report was run.

Tracks Used
The number of tracks currently in use. The space within a SAS data library is managed internally by SAS. When a
member of a data library is deleted, SAS reclaims this space for new members. Because of this space reclaiming, the free
space reported might not equal the free space reported by z/OS. This value represents the percent of free space in the
SAS data library at the time the report was run.

Tracks Free - No description available 

Pct Trks Used - No description available 
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Max Trks Used
This value is the highest amount of space that has been used by SAS and indicates a high water mark of usage.

Max Pct UsedNo description available 

Minimum % Free
The minimum amount of free space in the data set.

% Over Allocated
Percent of space that is unused. Unused space resides above the high water mark and is space that SAS has not
accessed.
Large values can indicate that the data library has been over-allocated and the space allocations can be reduced.

Field-Developed Application Support

The MICS Operational Space Utilization report generates for all MICS Data Integration Applications.

(DIAs) and for any new field-developed applications (FDAs).

For FDAs created before the introduction of the MICS Work Space Utilization report, a small manual change is necessary
to provide support. Insert the flagged line in sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(DAYnnn):

%INCLUDE  SOURCE(DYcccSUM);

%INCLUDE  SOURCE(NSPURWRU);  *<-- Work Space Report;

%INCLUDE  SOURCE(DYcccAGE);

The invocation of NSPURWRU should come after the DYcccSUM (daily summarization) and before DYcccAGE (daily
aging), where ccc is the component ID. This method gives you a snapshot of the maximum work space in use.

Space Utilization File (ADMSPC)
During the INCRccc and DAILY job steps (by request), the ADMSPC file can be created to provide a snapshot of MICS
work and database space usage. This action allows the MICS administrator to track utilization over time to ensure that
adequate space is being allocated to fulfill operational processing requirements. A frequent review and adjustment of
space usage helps avoid insufficient space-related abends and ensure that space is not over allocated. Over allocating
space reduces the disk space available to other batch jobs running simultaneously with the MICS incremental or DAILY
update job.

You can access and report the ADMSPC file with a MICF inquiry. See the distributed BASLA5 inquiry for an example of
accessing the ADMSPC file.

Also, you can create the Space Utilization Report during the INCRccc and DAILY job steps by specifying the
WORKSPACE REPORT YES statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) of the database unit. The report can be
activated independently of the ADMSPC file.

Administering MICS
To administer MICS, the System Administrator sets up and maintains the online user environment.

Specify MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) parameters and grant users' authorization to perform functions using the
Authorization Assignment features of MAF. MAF is an option of the MICS Workstation Facility.

For information about MICF administration, see MICF Reference.

MICS Workstation Facility
MICS provides online access to the Database, documentation, and scheduled maintenance (the Product Service Packs or
"PSPs") through the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). The Workstation's dialogs run as ISPF applications.
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MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) screen

---------------------  CA MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)  --------------------

Option ===>

        1 - Documentation Access (DOC)

            Browse, print, and cross reference CA MICS documentation.

        2 - CA MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

            Compose and replay CA MICS database inquiries.

        3 - SAS With CA MICS Libraries (MSAS)

            Use interactive SAS with CA MICS libraries and macros.

        4 - Management Support Applications (APPL)

            Accounting and Chargeback, Capacity Planner,

            Performance Manager and StorageMate.

        5 - CA MICS Administrator Facility (MAF)

            Operational status and tracking, installation, modification,

            maintenance, and authorization.

        T - Tutorial

        X - Exit

Activating MWF

The initial invocation of MWF automatically proceeds to the dialog for MICS Administrator Facility Parameters (MAF
option 0). Activating MWF allows for the immediate definition of required MWF parameters to operate the dialogs and also
determines where the parameter information itself are stored.

Successive MWF invocations use these stored parameter definitions, so the first panel displayed is the MWF primary
options panel.

MAF Parameters apply to all users of the online facilities of MICS. Individual users can override selected MAF
parameters. The first user to invoke MWF is required to specify this information for MWF use, therefore it is important
to complete these parameters correctly during the initial invocation. The parameter information is then carried in ISPF
tables that are stored in and retrieved from sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB. For this reason, specify the correct name of your
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set during initialization.

Upon an initial invocation, each new user of MWF is prompted to establish a user-level ISPF tables data set. The
userid.MICS.USER.TABLES data set is then used to store information unique to each user, from session to session. The
Administrator that activates MWF globally is a user, with their own userid.MICS.USER.TABLES data set. In addition, you
can change the default userid.MICS.USER.TABLES data set name. The DSN applies to ALL users. Do not change the
DSN after other users start using MICS online facilities.

MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) screen

---------------------  CA MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) ---------------------

Option ===>

         0 - CA MICS Administrator Facility Parameters

             Change default CA MICS environmental parameters.

         1 - Operational Status and Tracking

             Submit operational jobs and check Database status.

         2 - PSP Online Services

             Accept and apply PSP maintenance.

         3 - Authorization Assignment

             Review and adjust user authorization to CA MICS facilities.

         4 - CA MICS Administrator Utilities

             Submit CA MICS Administrator Utilities.
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MICS Administrator Facility Parameters (MAF OPTION 0)

The MAF Parameters panel is displayed when the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) parameter table (MWF$SITE) is not
found, which is normal if you are installing the MICS ISPF environment (MWF) the first time. See sample panel in MAF
Parameters.

MWF initialization cannot continue until you select each option from this menu and cannot enter the required parameters.
Alternatively, you can enter the CANCEL command to terminate MWF initialization.

The sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB(MWF$SITE) ISPF table must be available to MICS through the normal ISPF tables
library ddname, ISPTLIB. To ensure that MWF$SITE can be found through the ISPTLIB logical ddname, follow the
instructions in the Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment.

MICS Administrator Facility (MAF)

The MICS System Administrator uses the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) to support and control the MICS Complex.
Access to this process is limited to authorized users.

User Access To MWF

Most functions that are provided by the Workstation Facility require initialization before they can be used. Some of this
initialization is accomplished by the standard JCLGEN and Component Generation processes involved in installing and
maintaining MICS.

More information is then specified to the online administrative- and user-level parameter panels in each MWF application.
See Using MICF and MICF Reference. For information about the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) parameters, see MAF
Parameters.

For more information about the online services available with each management support application, see Product
Analyzers.

The only administrative panel for the MSAS dialog is option 3 of the MAF Parameters menu (MWF;MAF;0;3). For
information about data entry through the MSAS dialog, see Data Entry.

MAF Parameters
The MICS Administrator Facility Parameters process (MAF option 0) provides access to the specifications that control the
operation and appearance of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) and the interactive MICS applications available under
MWF.

-------------------  CA MICS Administrator Facility Parameters ------------------

Option ===>

 

 

        1 - CA MICS Data Sets for ISPF Applications

            Specify sharedprefix, ISPF tables data set name, and DDNAMEs

        2 - CA MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications

            Specify operational options and terminal display attributes

        3 - SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications

            Specify SAS library data set names and SAS options

        4 - Data Set Allocation Parameters

            Specify parameters used to allocate ISPF application data sets

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS Administrator Facility Parameters process (MAF option 0) provides access to the specifications that control the
operation and appearance of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) and the interactive MICS applications available under
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MWF. Most MAF parameters apply to all MICS users (that is, they are specified only once and apply globally). Selected
MAF parameters are default values that individual MICS users can override.

A fifth option displays on this panel during your initialization of MWF. The fifth option lets you tailor the MICS sharedprefix
data set names. Once MWF has been initialized, the option is no longer available. See the online tutorial for details.

MICS Data Sets for ISPF Applications
To specify the MICS ISPF tables data set name (the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set), the complex level data set
naming conventions, and conventions for naming user level data sets (private catalogs) use the MICS Data Sets for ISPF
Applications panel.

MICS Data Sets for ISPF Applications Panel 

--------------------  CA MICS Data Sets for ISPF Applications ------------------

Command ===>

Data set name conventions:

  CA MICS sharedprefix                         ===> CPM981.CMN

  High level qualifier for user data set names ===> ________ (Optional)

  Include "MICS." in data set names            ===> NO       (YES/NO)

CA MICS ISPF tables data set ===> 'CPM981.CMN.MICS.ISPTLIB'

  (Default 'sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB')

CA MICS ISPF tables DDNAMEs:

  Table input DDNAME           ===> ISPTLIB  (Default ISPTLIB)

  Read-only table input DDNAME ===> MWFTLIBR (Default MWFTLIBR)

  Table output DDNAME          ===> MWFTABL  (Default MWFTABL)

  User tables DDNAME           ===> MWFUTABL (Default MWFUTABL)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data Entry Instructions

MICS sharedprefix
(Required) No default. 1-19 character data set name prefix. MICS sharedprefix is the data set name prefix for shared (or
MICS Complex level) data sets.

High level qualifier for user data set names 
(Optional) No default. 1-8 characters.

• Private (user level) MICS data set names are generated with the user's TSO prefix or TSO logon-id (if prefix = logon-
id) as the high level qualifier. For example, DSN=userid.MICS.USER.TABLES.

• Specify this parameter if your installation conventions require a high-level data set name qualifier other than the user's
prefix or logon-id For example, DSN=xxxxxxxx.userid.MICS.USER.TABLES).

• You can specify an ISPF variable name from the shared pool if you store the non-userid prefix into this variable before
invoking MWF. Specify ?name where name is the shared pool variable name that contains the high level qualifier.

• The MICS user data set name prefix is derived as follows:
– If High level qualifier is specified, then DSN prefix is xxxxxxxx.userid where xxxxxxxx is the high level qualifier value.
– Else, if the TSO prefix is different from userid, then DSN prefix is pppppppp.userid where pppppppp is the TSO user

prefix.
– Else, DSN prefix is userid.

Include "MICS." in data set names 
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(Required) Defaults to YES. Specify YES (or Y) to generate default data set names with "MICS." as a data set name index
level (DSN=sharedprefix.MICS....). Specify NO (or N) to construct default data set names without "MICS." as a data set
name index level (DSN=sharedprefix.....).

MICS ISPF tables data set
(Required) Default value is derived from your specifications for the MICS sharedprefix and Include "MICS." in data set
names parameters (for example, 'sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB'). 1-44 character fully qualified data set name that is
enclosed in quotes. This parameter is the name of the data set containing the MICS ISPF tables (MICS ISPTLIB data set).

The following four fields are for display purposes only and cannot be updated. These DDNAMEs are essential to
successful MICS processing.

Table input DDNAME - ISPTLIB
The ddname that is used for reading ISPF tables.

Read-only table input DDNAME - MWFTLIBR
The ddname that is used for read-only access to ISPF tables. The ISPF tables data set name is dynamically concatenated
to a temporary data set allocated to this ddname. This action prevents enqueue lock-outs for read-only access.

Table output DDNAME - MWFTABL
The ddname that is used for updating ISPF tables. The ISPF tables data set is dynamically allocated to this ddname.

User tables DDNAME - MWFUTABL
The private (or user level) ISPF tables data set is dynamically allocated to this ddname.

MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications
To specify parameters that are related to the ISPF environment provided by the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF), use the
MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications panel. These include whether ISPF Program Development Facility (PDF)
is selectable under MWF and the PDF primary options panel name, the name of the MICS Complex for SAS log and
report titles, and the data entry field "pad" character. This panel can also be used to activate certain trace (or debugging)
facilities for the MICS ISPF applications.

MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications panel

----------------  CA MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications  --------------

Command ===>

******************************** Top of data *******************************

MWF menu specifications:  Provide PDF selection under MWF ===> NO  (YES/NO)

                          PDF primary option panel name   ===> ISR@PRIM

CA MICS complex name:  Title (or name) for SAS log

    ===> TESTING AT SAS V913

                       Title (or name) for reports

    ===> TESTING AT SAS V913

DSPRINT services parameters:  DSPRINT command name   ===> DSPRINT

                              Default DSPRINT device ===> ________

Fill blank fields with the following character ===> _   (1 Character)

Automatically move cursor to next field        ===> NO  (YES/NO)

Include printed output in DTF index      ===> NO  (YES/NO)

Update shared DTF index                  ===> YES (YES/NO)

Service Desk Interface Options
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   Active ===> NO   (Yes/No)

CA MICS ISPF application trace options:

  Trace ISPF table status  ===> YES (YES/NO)  (Defaults to YES)

  Trace CPU resource usage ===> NO  (YES/NO)  (Defaults to NO)

  Trace ISPF dialog flow   ===> NO  (YES/NO)  (Defaults to NO)

******************************* Bottom of data *****************************

Data Entry Instructions

Provide PDF selection under MWF
(Required) Defaults to NO. Specify YES (or Y) to include ISPF/PDF as an option on the MWF menu (PDF can be selected
from MWF). Specify NO (or N) if MWF is selected from your site's ISPF primary options menu (PDF should not be
selected from MWF).

PDF primary option panel name
Required if YES is specified for Provide PDF selection under MWF. Defaults to ISR@PRIM. 1-8 character name. This the
panel name to be displayed when the ISPF/PDF option is selected from the MWF menu.

Title (or name) for SAS log
(Required) No default. 1-60 characters; ' (single quote) and " (double quote) are not allowed. This title appears on SAS
log output from MICS interactive applications and generally corresponds to the MICS Complex name. For example,
Production MICS Complex.

Title (or name) for reports
(Required) No default. 1-60 characters; ' (single quote) and " (double quote) are not allowed. This title appears for reports
that are generated under MICS interactive applications and generally corresponds to the data center name For example,
ABC Company.

DSPRINT command name
(Optional) Defaults to DSPRINT. 1-8 character name. The TSO command that is used to invoke DSPRINT services.
Leave this field blank to indicate that a DSPRINT command is not supported.

Default DSPRINT device
(Optional) No default. 1-8 character name. The default DSPRINT (local 3270 printer) device name.

Fill blank fields with the following character
(Optional) Defaults to _ (underscore). 1 character. This character appears in empty data entry fields. Leave this parameter
blank to leave empty fields blank.

Automatically move cursor to next field
(Required) Defaults to NO. Specify YES (or Y) to automatically move the cursor to the next data entry field after you enter
a value (that is, automatically skip the cursor over text fields). Specify NO (or N) to disable this feature.

Include printed output in DTF index
(Required) Defaults to NO. Specifying YES (or Y) causes any output (report/micslog/saslog) generated by a MICF inquiry
to be written to the user's private DTF index. Including report output in the DTF index facilitates the use of the MICS Q&R
RMWSLOAD utility to download report and CSV output to the workstation for subsequent publishing. Specify NO (or N)
to disable this feature. Note, this setting has no effect on output that is generated by Production Reporting Jobstream.
Report output is always written to the Production Reporting index.

Update shared DTF index
(Required) Defaults to YES. Specifying YES (or Y) causes any entries that are recorded to the user's private DTF index to
also be written to the complex level DTF index. Specify NO (or N) to disable this feature. Disabling this feature only affects
user generated output. Output that is generated by Production Reporting Jobstream is always written to the complex level
(shared) DTF index data set.
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The following parameters control the options for the Service Desk Interface. The URL, Userid, and Password for Service
Desk should be stored in the CA90's Soap Server. For more information, see MICS Service Desk Interface.

Active (Yes or No).
Defaults to NO. To activate or NO to disable the MICS Service Desk interface for all MWF applications, specify YES.

The following parameters control trace (or debugging) facilities of the ISPF applications. Do not change the defaults
for these parameters unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support. Trace options can consume significant system
resources and can generate voluminous outputs. You can make temporary changes to these parameters using the
MWFTRACE command.

Trace ISPF table status
(Required) Defaults to YES. Specify YES (or Y) to track the status of ISPF tables that are used by the ISPF applications.
You can review ISPF table status using the MWFTRACE command.

Trace CPU resource usage
(Required) Defaults to NO. Specify YES (or Y) to log to your ISPF log cumulative CPU time and other resource usage
measurements at selected points in ISPF application processing.

WARNING
This option can generate voluminous outputs and can require increasing the size of your ISPF log.

Trace ISPF dialog flow
(Required) Defaults to NO. Specify YES (or Y) to log the flow of ISPF application logic to your ISPF log.

WARNING
Do not specify YES unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support. This option generates voluminous output,
require increasing the size of your ISPF log, and seriously degrade your response time.

SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications
Use the SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications panel to specify the SAS libraries and parameters that are used in
interactive or batch execution of SAS within the MICS ISPF applications.

SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications Panel 

----------------  SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications  ----------------

Command ===>

Entry point                ===> SAS      (Example: SAS)

Foreground interface       ===> SASCP    (SASCP/CALL)

SAS/Graph Installed?       ===> YES      (YES/NO)

Reset SAS library names (as defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)):      

                          ===> NO       (YES and press ENTER )           

SAS libraries (enter fully qualified data set names enclosed in quotes): 

  Load library            ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.LIBRARY'

  Auto-call macros        ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.W0.AUTOLIB'

  Help library            ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.ENW0.SASHELP'

  Messages library        ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.ENW0.SASMSG'

  Environment Library     ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.TKMVSENV(TKMVSENV)'

  Opt. config file 1      ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.CONFIG(BATCH)'

  Opt. config file 2      ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.CONFIG(COMMON)'

  Opt. config file 3      ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.CONFIG(ENW0)'

  Opt. config file 4      ===> 'CPM981.SAS93.CONFIG(SITE)'

Optional installation SAS related data sets (enter fully qualified DSNAMES):
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  Augment load library    ===> 'SYSHARED.SAS.LOAD.MODULES'

          Macro library   ===> 'SYSHARED.SAS.MACROS'

          Object library  ===> 'SYSHARED.SAS.FORMATS'

          Source library  ===> 'SYSHARED.SAS.SOURCE'

  Override load library   ===> ______________________________________________

           Macro library  ===> ______________________________________________

           Object library ===> ______________________________________________

           Source library ===> ______________________________________________                                

           .

Data Entry Instructions

Entry point 
(Required) Defaults to SAS. 1-8 character name. For example, SASXAL or SAS. This program name is used to invoke
SAS, either interactively or in batch, within the ISPF applications.                                               

Foreground interface 
(Required) Defaults to SASCP. SASCP or CALL. Specify SASCP (or S) to use the SASCP TSO command to invoke SAS
in foreground. Specify CALL (or C) to use the TSO CALL command to invoke SAS in foreground.              

WARNING
If you specify CALL for this parameter, you are not able to use the MSAS option.

SAS/Graph Installed? 
(Required) Defaults to YES. Specify YES if SAS/Graph is installed. Specify NO if SAS/Graph is not installed. Specifying
NO omits any MICF inquiries that produce color graphics from the display of the MICF Shared Inquiry Catalog.

Reset SAS library namesDefaults to NO. Specify YES and press ENTER to reset the SAS libraries to the names defined
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and generated by a sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0) job. This can be used
after new SAS library names were defined and generated or to return to the generated names after temporary changes.  

SAS libraries
The following parameters define the libraries for invoking SAS, either interactively or in batch, within the ISPF applications.
The parameters are 1-44 character fully qualified data set names enclosed in quotes. Each refers to a SAS system library
established for MICS processing.   

Load library 
The SAS load module library data set name.

Auto-call macros 
The SAS auto-call macro library data set name.

Help library 
The SAS help library data set name.

Messages library 
The SAS messages library data set name.

Environment library
The SAS TKMVSENV library data set name.

Opt. config file 1 - 4 
These parameters point MICS to your installation's SAS parameter defaults so that MICS applications use the same
defaults as your other SAS applications. MICS overrides your installation default SAS parameters as required. See the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members MABATCH, MATSO, and ICFBATCH for details.

Optional installation SAS related data sets
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No defaults. The following parameters define installation data sets MICS allocates for SAS processing, either interactively
or in batch, within the ISPF applications. The parameters are 1-44 character fully qualified data set names that are
enclosed in quotes.

You can use the installation data set parameters to add your installation's load modules, SAS formats, SAS macros, and/
or SAS source modules to MICS ISPF application processing. You can also override MICS modules by concatenating
replacement modules in front f the distributed MICS modules. Two installation data sets are supported for each type of
allocation.

• Use the augmenting library parameter to make installation modules available to the MICS ISPF applications.
• Use the override library parameter ONLY to replace MICS modules, for example, to implement user modifications to

MICS.

Following are the augmenting installation data set parameters:

Augment load library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to make your SAS-related load modules available to the MICS ISPF applications.

Augment macro library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to make your SAS macros available to the MICS ISPF applications.

Augment object library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to make your user-defined SAS formats, which are compiled SAS macros, and other SAS
objects available to the MICS
ISPF applications.                                    

Augment source library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to make your SAS source members available to the MICS ISPF applications.

Following are the installation data set parameters:

Override load library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to override distributed MICS load modules.

Override macro library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to override distributed MICS auto-call macro members.

Override object library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to override distributed MICS user-defined SAS formats, which are compiled SAS macros,
and other SAS objects.

Override source library 
(Optional) Use this parameter to override distributed MICS source modules.

Data Set Allocation Parameters
Use the Data Set Allocation Parameters option to update parameters controlling allocation and cataloging of private (or
user level) data sets created by the online facilities. These parameters include the amount of disk space allocated for
the data set and the unit/volume specification for data set allocation. You can also modify the data set name assigned to
selected data sets.                            

When you select the Data Set Allocation Parameters option, a scrollable list of data sets is displayed. The most commonly
modified data set allocation parameters are displayed on this panel. If it is necessary to change more parameters, select a
row from this scrollable display to access a fixed panel containing all of the data set allocation parameters.

Data Set Allocation Parameters Panel 

-----------------------  Data Set Allocation Parameters  -----------------------

Command ===> RIGHT                                            Scroll ===> CSR
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SCROLL RIGHT TO ENTER SMS PARAMETERS

Line Cmds: S Select data set to specify additional DASD allocation parameters

      Data                                        --  Space Alloc. --    DASD

Cmd    Set           Data Set Name Suffix         Typ  Prim  2nd  Dir    Unit

 -  --------  ----------------------------------  --- ----- ----- ---  --------

 _  BDTFOUT   MICS.USER.BATCH***.DTFOUT           CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  BICFUSER  MICS.USER.BATCH***.ICFUSER          TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  BLOG      MICS.USER.BATCH***.LOG              TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  BMICSLOG  MICS.USER.BATCH***.MICSLOG          TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  BREPORT   MICS.USER.BATCH***.REPORT           TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  CAPACITY  MICS.USER.CAPACITY                  TRK 20    10    ___  ________

 _  CAPPDS    MICS.USER.CAPPDS                    TRK 5     5     ___  ________

 _  DTFINDEX  MICS.USER.DTF.INDEX                 TRK 5     5     ___  ________

 _  DTFOUT    MICS.USER.DTFOUT                    CYL 2     1     25_  ________

 _  ISPCTLX   MICS.USER.TEMP*.CNTL                TRK 2     5     ___  ________

 _  LOG       MICS.USER.LOG                       TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  MAFCNTL   MICS.USER.BATCH***.MAFCNTL          TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  MICSLOG   MICS.USER.MICSLOG                   TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  OUTPUT    MICS.USER.OUTPUT                    CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  PCATALOG  __________________________________  TRK 2     1     1    ________

 _  PDTFINDX  __________________________________  TRK 5     5     ___  ________

 _  PIXFOUT   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  PMICSLOG  __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  PMWFPDS   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  PMWFSAS   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     ___  ________

 _  PREPORT   __________________________________  TRK 10    5     ___  ________

 _  PRINT     MICS.USER.BATCH***.PRINT            TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  REPORT    MICS.USER.REPORT                    TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  SASPROF   MICS.USER.SAS.PROFILE               TRK 2     5     ___  ________

 _  SORTWK    __________________________________  TRK 10    5     ___  SYSDA

 _  TABLES    MICS.USER.TABLES                    CYL 2     5     20   ________

 _  TEMPDS    __________________________________  TRK 2     5     10   SYSDA

 _  TEMPFILE  __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  SYSDA

 _  TEMPSAS   __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  SYSDA

 _  UCATALOG  __________________________________  TRK 2     1     1    ________

 _  UDTFINDX  __________________________________  TRK 5     5     ___  ________

 _  UIXFOUT   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  UMICSLOG  __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  UMWFPDS   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     25   ________

 _  UMWFSAS   __________________________________  CYL 2     1     ___  ________

 _  UREPORT   __________________________________  TRK 10    5     ___  ________

 _  USER      MICS.USER.DATA                      TRK 10    5     ___  ________

 _  UTILLOG   __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  UTILMLOG  __________________________________  TRK 2     2     ___  ________

 _  WORK      __________________________________  TRK 10    5     ___  ________

WARNING
If you change the data set name high level qualifier or the data set name suffix for the user ISPF tables data set
(TABLES), current users are unable to access specifications they saved before these parameter changes.
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Data Entry Instructions for DASD data sets

This panel presents a scrollable list of DASD data sets the online facility can allocate. Each row of the display describes
one data set. Descriptions of the display columns follow.

Data Set
Identifies the data set to which the parameters apply. Data Set cannot be changed.

Data Set Name Suffix
Required for permanent MICF user data sets. This parameter must be blank for temporary data sets and for MICF
production reporting data sets (PCATALOG, PIXFOUT, PMWFPDS, PMWFSAS, PMICSLOG, and PREPORT). The user
data set prefix that is specified for your data center is appended to this parameter to generate the data set name. Some
data set parameter entries apply to a generic set of data sets (for example, PRINT applies to the print inquiry output
staging data sets) and are allocated with data set names containing a logical version or cycle number. Include one or
more asterisks in the data set name suffix for these data sets to indicate where the logical version number should appear.

The next four parameters define the DASD space allocation.

Typ (space units) 
(Required) BLK, CYL, or TRK. The type of space allocation for this data set. Abbreviated as B, C, or T.

Prim (primary quantity) 
(Required) 1-99999. The initial amount of space to be allocated (that is, the number of cylinders, tracks, or blocks).

2nd (secondary quantity) 
(Optional) 0-99999. The amount of space to be allocated when the space specified in primary quantity has been used.
Leave this parameter blank or enter 0 to limit the data set to the primary quantity.

Dir (directory blocks)
Required if data set organization is PO or POU. 1-999. The number of directory blocks to be allocated. Leave this
parameter blank if data set organization is PS, PSU, DA, or DAU.

Generic unit 
(Optional) 1-8 characters. The DASD unit name specification for data set allocation. This parameter should match the unit
specification that you typically use when allocating data sets. It might be optional at your site, but when specified usually
has a value such as SYSDA. Refer to your data center standards for valid values.

The following three columns can be viewed and updated by scrolling right:

Storage Class
The 1-8 character name specification for Storage Class (STORCLAS) to be used for data set allocation. Refer to your
data center standards for valid values.

Data Class
The 1-8 character name specification for Data Class (DATACLAS) to be used for data set allocation. Refer to your data
center standards for valid values.

Management Class
The 1-8 character name specification for Management Class (MGMTCLAS) to be used for data set allocation. Refer to
your data center standards for valid values.

-----------------------  Data Set Allocation Parameters  --------------------

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

SCROLL LEFT TO RETURN TO SPACE PARAMETERS

Line Cmds: S Select data set to specify additional DASD allocation parameters

      Data

Cmd    Set           Data Set Name Suffix          STORCLAS DATACLAS MGMTCLAS
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 -  --------  -----------------------------------  -------- -------- --------

    BDTFOUT   MICS6.USER.BATCH***.DTFOUT           TSO      ________ ________

    BICFUSER  MICS6.USER.BATCH***.ICFUSER          TSO      ________ ________

    BLOG      MICS6.USER.BATCH***.LOG              TSO      ________ ________

    BMICSLOG  MICS6.USER.BATCH***.MICSLOG          TSO      ________ ________

    BREPORT   MICS6.USER.BATCH***.REPORT           TSO      ________ ________

    CAPACITY  MICS6.USER.CAPACITY                  ________ ________ ________

    CAPPDS    MICS6.USER.CAPPDS                    ________ ________ ________

    DTFINDEX  MICS6.USER.DTF.INDEX                 TSO      ________ ________

    DTFOUT    MICS6.USER.DTFOUT                    TSO      ________ ________

    ISPCTLX   MICS6.USER.TEMP*.CNTL                ________ ________ ________

    LOG       MICS6.USER.LOG                       ________ ________ ________

    MAFCNTL   MICS6.USER.BATCH***.MAFCNTL          ________ ________ ________

    MICSLOG   MICS6.USER.MICSLOG                   ________ ________ ________

    OUTPUT    MICS6.USER.OUTPUT                    ________ ________ ________

    PCATALOG  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PDTFINDX  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PIXFOUT   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PMICSLOG  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PMWFPDS   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PMWFSAS   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PREPORT   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    PRINT     MICS6.USER.BATCH***.PRINT            ________ ________ ________

    REPORT    MICS6.USER.REPORT                    ________ ________ ________

    SASPROF   MICS6.USER.SAS.PROFILE               TSO      ________ ________

    SORTWK    ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    TABLES    MICS6.USER.TABLES                    TSO      ________ ________

    TEMPDS    ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    TEMPFILE  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    TEMPSAS   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UCATALOG  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UDTFINDX  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UIXFOUT   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UMICSLOG  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UMWFPDS   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UMWFSAS   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UREPORT   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    USER      MICS6.USER.DATA                      ________ ________ ________

    UTILLOG   ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    UTILMLOG  ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

    WORK      ____________________________________ ________ ________ ________

The panel above is the resulting display from the RIGHT command that is shown on the previous panel. From this
scrollable display, select a row as shown using the S line command. This action changes your display window to a fixed
panel containing all the data set allocation parameters for a single row from the scrollable display. A sample of the fixed
panel follows, illustrating that you can scroll up and down, and can locate (L) on data set value.

----------------------  Data Set Allocation Parameters  -----------------------

Command ===>

Temporary data set:  WORK - SAS Work File

   DSN prefix            : XYZ123

   DSN suffix         ===> ___________________________________

   Space units        ===> TRK            (BLK, TRK, or CYL)
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   Primary quantity   ===> 10             (In above units)

   Secondary quantity ===> 5              (In above units)

   Directory blocks   ===> ___            (For partitioned data sets)

   Round block alloc. ===> NO             (YES/NO)

   Block size         ===> 23040          (Maximum block size)

   Record length         : 512             Volume serial      ===> ______

   Data set org.         : PS              Expiration date    ===> ________

   Record format         : FS              Retention period   ===> ______

   Generic unit       ===> ________       (Generic group name or unit address

   Storage Class      ===> ________       (SMS Storage Class)

   Data Class         ===> ________       (SMS Data Class)

   Management Class   ===> ________       (SMS Management Class)

   Additional allocation parameters:

      DCB     ===> ___________________________________________________________

      Other   ===> ___________________________________________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------  Data Set Allocation Parameters  -----------------------

Command ===>

Permanent data set:  TABLES - CA MICS User ISPF Tables DS

   DSN prefix            : XYZ123

   DSN suffix         ===> MICS.USER.TABLES

   Space units        ===> CYL            (BLK, TRK, or CYL)

   Primary quantity   ===> 2              (In above units)

   Secondary quantity ===> 5              (In above units)

   Directory blocks   ===> 20             (For partitioned data sets)

   Round block alloc. ===> NO             (YES/NO)

   Block size         ===> 9040           (Maximum block size)

   Record length         : 80              Volume serial      ===> ______

   Data set org.         : PO              Expiration date    ===> ________

   Record format         : FB              Retention period   ===> ______

   Generic unit       ===> ________       (Generic group name or unit address

   Storage Class      ===> TSO_____       (SMS Storage Class)

   Data Class         ===> ________       (SMS Data Class)

   Management Class   ===> ________       (SMS Management Class)

   Additional allocation parameters:

      DCB     ===> ___________________________________________________________

      Other   ===> ___________________________________________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To modify parameters that are used in allocating data sets for SAS execution and other online facility processes, use the
Data Set Allocation Parameters panel. This panel displays allocation parameters for one data set. The data set identifier
and title are displayed at the top of the panel. You can use the UP and DOWN commands to display data set allocation
parameters for other data sets.

Data Entry Instructions for SAS

DSN prefix
This field displays the user data set name prefix that is defined for your data center. DSN prefix cannot be changed.

DSN suffix
Required for permanent MICF user data sets. This parameter must be blank for temporary data sets and for MICF
production reporting data sets (PCATALOG, PIXFOUT, PMWFPDS, PMWFSAS, PMICSLOG, and PREPORT). The user
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data set prefix that is specified for your data center is appended to this parameter to generate the data set name. Some
data set parameter entries apply to a generic set of data sets and are allocated with data set names containing a logical
version or cycle number. For example, PRINT applies to the print inquiry output staging data sets. Include one or more
asterisks in the data set name suffix for these data sets to indicate where the logical version number should appear.

Space units 
(Required) BLK, CYL, or TRK. The type of space allocation for this data set. Abbreviated as B, C, or T.

Primary quantity 
(Required) 1-99999. The initial amount of space to be allocated (that is, the number of cylinders, tracks, or blocks).

Secondary quantity 
(Optional) 0-99999. The amount of space to be allocated when the space specified in Primary quantity has been used.
Leave this parameter blank or enter 0 to limit the data set to the primary quantity.

Directory blocks
Required if data set organization is PO or POU. 1-999. The number of directory blocks to be allocated. Leave this
parameter blank if data set organization is PS, PSU, DA, or DAU.

Round block alloc. 
(Required) Specify YES (or Y) to round block allocation to cylinders. Specify NO (or N) for block allocation without
rounding. This parameter must be NO when the Space units are CYL or TRK.

Block size 
(Required) 1 through 32760. The size of the physical blocks of records for this data set. If Record format is F, Block size
must equal Record length. If Record format is FB or FS, Block size must be divisible by Record length. If Record format is
V, Block size must be equal to Record length plus four. If Record format is VB, Block size minus four must be greater than
or equal to Record length.

Record length
The length of the records for this data set. If Record format is V, it is the maximum record length. Record length cannot be
changed.

Volume serial 
(Optional) 1-6 character volume serial number. To allocate this data set on a specific DASD volume, specify this
parameter. The volume serial number might be optional or defaulted at your site, or in some cases it might be implicitly
assigned based on the specification of the unit name.

Data set org.
The type of data set being allocated (for example, PO, PS, DA). Data set org cannot be changed.

Expiration date 
(Optional) Data set expiration date in yyddd or yyyy/ddd format.
Note: yyyy/ddd format is supported with MVS/XA and above. Specify this parameter if your data center requires expiration
dates for DASD data set allocations.

Record format
The format of records in this data set. Record format cannot be changed.

Retention period 
(Optional) Must be blank when Expiration date is specified. 1-99999. The number of days the data set should be kept
before being deleted by your data center's DASD management routines.

Generic unit 
(Optional) 1-8 characters. The DASD unit name specification for data set allocation. This parameter should match the unit
specification that you typically use when allocating data sets. This item might be optional at your site, but when specified
usually has a value such as SYSDA. Refer to your data center standards for valid values.

Storage Class 
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(Optional) 1-8 characters. The Storage Class name specification for data set allocation. Refer to your data center
standards for valid values.

Data Class 
(Optional) 1-8 characters. The Data Class name specification for data set allocation. Refer to your data center standards
for valid values.

Management Class 
(Optional) 1-8 characters. The Management Class name specification for data set allocation. Refer to your data center
standards for valid values.

Additional Allocation Parameters
(Optional) More parameters your data center requires to allocate new DASD data sets. Specify these parameters in
the JCL statement format, which is separated by commas. Two data entry fields are provided:

DCB parameters
DCB subparameters (for example, OPTCD=W)

Other parameters
Other data set allocation constructs, for example, VOL=REF=dsname.

Authorization Assignment
To review and update specifications controlling access to the MICS ISPF applications. Authorization Assignment is the
application security that is provided by the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF), use Authorization Assignment. You can use
Authorization Assignment to limit access to each of the MWF applications and also to limit the use of facilities within those
applications.

Authorization Assignment Panel 

--------------------------  Authorization Assignment  ------------  ROW 1 OF 9

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  D Delete

                                                      1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

 Cmd  User ID  Comment              1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

  -   -------- -------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

  _   ACCT.    Accounting Staff     Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N Y N N

  _   CAP.     Capacity Planners    Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N

  _   DATAENT. Data Entry Clerks    Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N N N N N

  _   HLPUSR.  Help Desk Staff      Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y N N

  _   MGMT.    Managers             Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N N

  _   OPRUSR.  Operations Staff     Y Y N Y N N Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y Y N

  _   SYS.     Systems Pgming Staff Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N

  _   SYSUSR1 CA MICS Administrator Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N

  _   USER.    General Users        Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  D Delete

                                                      1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

 Cmd  User ID  Comment              1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

  -   -------- -------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

  _   ACCT.    Accounting Staff     Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N Y N N

  _   CAP.     Capacity Planners    Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N

  _   DATAENT. Data Entry Clerks    Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N N N N N
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  _   HLPUSR.  Help Desk Staff      Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y N N

  _   MGMT.    Managers             Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N N

  _   OPRUSR.  Operations Staff     Y Y N Y N N Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y Y N

  _   SYS.     Systems Pgming Staff Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N

  _   SYSUSR1 CA MICS Administrator Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N

  _   USER.    General Users        Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

Authorization Assignment does not secure the MICS database. Authorization Assignment can block access to MICF
facilities, but that does not prevent database access. Use your installation's data set security facilities (for example,
RACF) to limit access to the MICS data sets. See Data Set Names for a list of MICS data set names and each data set's
purpose.

Authorization Assignment Panel

The Authorization Assignment panel presents a scrollable display of the MWF Authorization table. Each row of the display
specifies the MWF authorization for an individual user or a group of users. You can update individual rows, insert (add)
new rows, and delete existing rows of this table. Each column of the display is described here.

User ID 
(Required) Specify a seven-character TSO user ID (or logon ID) to define MWF authorization for a specific TSO user.
Specify one to seven characters followed by a period (.) to define MWF authorization for a range of users. That is, specify
ABC. to specify authorization for user IDs from ABC through ABC9999. When a user accesses MWF, the authorization
table is searched for an exact match with the user's TSO logon ID. If an exact match is not found, then the table is
scanned for a user ID range that includes this user ID. If such a range is found, then authorization specifications in that
row apply. If no match is found, access to MWF is rejected.

Comment 
(Optional) One to twenty characters. This comment is provided for your convenience to include a meaningful label for the
authorization assignment. This comment could be the user's name or a description of the user group that is defined by the
authorization specification. This parameter provides the initial default author specification for MICF inquiry composition.

The remaining columns of the display are the actual authorization specifications. These columns can be updated directly
on this scrollable display or through the fixed data entry panel that is displayed when an authorization row is selected
using the S line command or SELECT primary command. Specify Y (Yes) to allow access to the corresponding application
or application function. Specify N (No) to refuse access.

User Authorization Panel 

-----------------------------  User Authorization  ----------------------------Command ===>Line Cmds: S Select

  I Insert  R Repeat  D Delete

                                                      1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2

 Cmd  User ID  Comment              1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

  -   -------- -------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

  _   ACCT.    Accounting Staff     Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N Y N N

  _   CAP.     Capacity Planners    Y Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N

  _   DATAENT. Data Entry Clerks    Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N Y N N Y N N N N N N

  _   HLPUSR.  Help Desk Staff      Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y N N

  _   MGMT.    Managers             Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N N N

  _   OPRUSR.  Operations Staff     Y Y N Y N N Y N Y N N N N N N N N N N Y Y N

  _   SYS.     Systems Pgming Staff Y Y Y Y N Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N Y N

  _   SYSUSR1 CA MICS Administrator Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N

  _   USER.    General Users        Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .

  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  .  
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The User Authorization panel displays the contents of the selected row from the MWF authorization table. To allow access
to the corresponding application or application facility, Specify YES (or Y) following an authorization category's prompt.
Specify NO (or N) to refuse access.

Authorization Category Definitions

In order to access MWF and use MICS facilities, a user must have READ access to most MICS sharedprefix and prefix
level data sets. More READ and UPDATE authority is required to use certain MWF application facilities. Specific access
requirements are documented here.

The following authorization categories control access to MICS online applications selected from the MWF primary menu.

1 - Documentation Access
Allows the user to select the Documentation Access option to search and browse MICS documentation.

2 - MICF
Allows the user to select the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) option and to access the MICS database using
MICF facilities.

19 - Immediate Reports and Graphics Review
Causes the user to skip directly to the MICF Reports and Graphics option for online review of production reports and
other inquiry output. This category is intended for those users who access the MICS online facilities primarily to review
production reports and graphics (for example, managers). Using this option, these "reports only" users can review current
production reports with a single panel interaction. That is, they can select MICS and immediately see reports.

3 - SAS with MICS Libraries
Allows the user to select the SAS With MICS Libraries (MSAS) option and to access the MICS database and libraries with
the SAS Display Manager (interactive SAS).

4 - Management Support Applications
Allows the user to select the Management Support Applications option. More authorization is required to access a specific
management support product's ISPF application.

5 - MICS Administrator
Allows the user to select the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) option and to access all of the MICS administrator
facilities including Authorization Assignment, Product Support Program (PSP) Online Services, and Operational
Status and Tracking. Requires UPDATE authority for most sharedprefix and prefix MICS libraries, including the
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set.

The following authorization categories control access to MICF Administration facilities.

6 - Shared Inquiry Catalog
Allows the user to update the shared inquiry catalog. New inquiries can be added to the catalog and existing entries can
be deleted. Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set.

7 - Shared Inquiry Output Cat
Allows the user to update the shared inquiry output catalog. New reports and color graphics can be added to
the catalog and existing entries can be deleted. Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB,
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA, and sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA data sets.

8 - Shared MICF Options
Allows the user to update the shared options specifications. Requires UPDATE authority for the
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set.

20 - Production Reporting
Allows the user to access the MICF Production Reporting Administration option. Requires UPDATE authority for the
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set so the user can insert new production reporting definitions or can change MICS
production job and database unit associations. However, users can update individual production reporting job stream
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definitions if they are given UPDATE authority for the specific, unique data sets associated with the production reporting
job stream.

The following authorization categories relate to the Documentation Access application.

9 - Document Printing
Allows the user to print MICS documentation. Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set.

10 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

The following authorization categories relate to the Accounting and Chargeback (ACT) application.

14 - ACT Access
Allows the user to select the Accounting and Chargeback option from the Management Support Applications menu.

15 - ACT Parameter Generations
Allows the user to select the Parameter Specification option from the Accounting and Chargeback primary menu.
Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB and the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data sets.

16 - ACT Manual Data Entry
Allows the user to select the Application Database Data Entry option from the Accounting and Chargeback primary menu.
Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set.

The following authorization categories relate to the Capacity Planner (CAP) application.

17 - CAP Shared Catalog Admin.
Allows the user to update the shared capacity planning file catalog. New file definitions can be added to the catalog,
existing entries can be deleted, shared files can be updated (executed), and saved forecasts can be replaced. Requires
UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB and sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY data sets.

18 - Reserved
Reserved for future Capacity Planner use.

The following authorization category relates to the Network Service Reporter (NSR) application.

21 - NSR Administration
Allows the user to select the Network Service Reporter Administration option from the Management Support Applications
menu. Requires UPDATE authority for the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set and the prefix MICS libraries for MICS unit
databases in which you have installed the Network Service Reporter.

The following authorization category is reserved for future use.

22 - Reserved 

MICS Administrator Utilities
The following illustration shows the MICS Administrator Utilities panel:

-----------------------  CA MICS Administrator Utilities -----------------------

Option ===>

       1 - Compression Candidacy Report

           Identify good candidates for file compression.

       2 - Compression Recommendation Reports

           Recommend space and compression tailoring changes.

       3 - Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report

           Show complex, component, and file level settings

           for the ESSENTIAL and DERIVED options.

       4 - Database Modification Report
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           Report on all user modifications, additions, and

           deletions.

       5 - Database Health Check Utility

           Provide information about database errors, dead

           cycles, and attributes.

       6 - CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting

           Provide information about CA MICS database space usage

       T - Tutorial

       X - Exit

MICS Administrator Utilities help you, the system administrator, decide the configuration of your site's environment. Here
is how to use the menu:

• Options 1 and 2 let you determine the benefits of implementing the SAS System's data compression facility.
• Option 3 helps you identify the database options that are in effect for the component.
• Option 4 helps you identify user changes to the database.
• Option 5 provides information regarding database errors, dead cycles, and attributes.
• Option 6 provides reports to monitor the space that is used by the MICS databases.
• Option 7 helps you identify the inactive data elements for a component.
• Option 8 lets you quickly print a SAS format or informat.
• Option 9 provides a method for you to enter values to be assigned during the creation of the HARPHY file.
• Option 10 helps you identify data elements that have missing values throughout the MICS database so you can

evaluate them and can determine if they should be inactivated.

Compression Candidacy Report
The candidacy report analyzes each MICS database unit and reports the unit's compression status, current space
allocation, and estimated DASD space savings.

Command ===>

-------------------  Compression Candidacy Report  --------------------

Unit Database ID          ===> _

Analyze:  Detail timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Days   timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Weeks  timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Months timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Years  timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

Limit report to:

  Products          ===> ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

  Information areas ===> ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

  Files             ===> ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

To produce the Compression Candidacy Report, select option 1 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu (MWF;5;4;1).
The following panel is displayed.

To submit the inquiry, fill in values, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Unit Database ID
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One-character identifier that is assigned to the unit on which you want to report. A list of valid values for your site is
available by placing a question mark (?) in the field.

Analyze: 

Detail timespan
Days timespan
Weeks timespan
Months timespan
Years timespan 

Y (Yes) or N (No). Defaults to Y. These fields enable you to control the extent to which you want to report on the effects
of implementing compression. For example, if you are not interested in compressing Years timespan data, set its Analyze
value to N.

Limit report to: 

Products
Information areas
Files 

Three-character product identifiers, three-character information area identifiers, or six-character file identifiers. These
fields enable you to restrict the report to specific products, information areas, or files.

If you use choose to limit the report, information about the products, information areas, and files that are not selected are
accounted for in the "Overhead space" category.

For example, if your site heavily uses the CICS Analyzer and you want to implement compression in phases, you might
choose to implement compression first for the CICS Analyzer. Specify CIC in the Products field to report on the effects of
implementing compression on this product's files.          

A portion of the DETAIL timespan section of the report, which is run in batch mode on the first cycle of data in the unit,
follows.

                            Compression Candidacy Report

                            ----------------------------

CA MICS complex name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Timespan: DETAIL    Libref: PDETAIL                       Date: 26APR00  Page  1

Percent savings limit specified:   0.00 %

Total uncompressed file space:  1377.1679

----------+-----+------+------+-----+-------------------+---------------------------+

          |     | % of | % of |---ESTIMATE all cycles---|--ACTUAL values 1st cycle--|

CCC File  |Match| Total| Total|Cycle| uncmprss|  cmprss | uncmprss|  cmprss |cmprss |

          |Limit| Saved| Space|Count|(M/bytes)|(M/bytes)|(M/bytes)|(M/bytes)|percent|

----------+-----+------+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------+

ACT ACTJBJ NOTSUP  0.00   0.01    2     0.1055    0.1055    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

ACT ACTJBP NOTSUP  0.00   0.70    2     9.6240    9.6240    4.0342    4.0342   0.00

ACT ACTJBS NOTSUP  0.00   0.02    2     0.2637    0.2637    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

ACT ACTJDA NOTSUP  0.00   3.46    2    47.6191   47.6191   23.8623   23.8623   0.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACT     4     0    0.00   4.18    8    57.6123   57.6123   27.9492   27.9492   0.00

                                  ... information omitted ...

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SMF BAT_JS NEVER   0.00   0.12    1     1.6875    1.6875    1.6875    1.6875   0.00

SMF BAT_ST YES     7.59  12.83   10   176.7233   72.1934   24.7852   10.1250  59.15

SMF BAT_TP YES     0.00   0.04   10     0.5273    0.5273    0.0527    0.0527   0.00

SMF BAT_TS YES     1.67   3.81   10    52.5000   29.5313    0.8438    0.4746  43.75

SMF BATATP YES     0.00   0.02   10     0.2637    0.2637    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

SMF BATJOB YES     1.27   2.61   10    35.8887   18.4570    1.8457    0.9492  48.57

SMF BATPGM YES     6.55  12.78   10   175.9976   85.7988    4.2188    2.0566  51.25

SMF BATSFA NEVER   0.00   0.00    1     0.0264    0.0264    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

SMF BATSFH NEVER   0.00   0.00    1     0.0264    0.0264    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

SMF BATSFI NEVER   0.00   0.04    1     0.5273    0.5273    0.5273    0.5273   0.00

SMF BATSFJ NEVER   0.00   0.04    1     0.5537    0.5537    0.5537    0.5537   0.00

SMF BATSFP NEVER   0.00   0.01    1     0.1582    0.1582    0.1582    0.1582   0.00

SMF BATSFS NEVER   0.00   1.34    1    18.4043   18.4043   18.4043   18.4043   0.00

SMF BATSFW NEVER   0.00   0.03    1     0.4482    0.4482    0.4482    0.4482   0.00

SMF BATSF4 NEVER   0.00   0.00    1     0.0264    0.0264    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

SMF BATSPL YES     0.00   0.27   10     3.6914    3.6914    0.0264    0.0264   0.00

SMF OPSAVL YES     0.02   0.03    1     0.4219    0.1318    0.4219    0.1318  68.75

SMF OPSCON YES     0.03   0.20    1     2.8213    2.4521    2.8213    2.4521  13.08

SMF OPSOPI YES     0.05   0.08    1     1.1074    0.4746    1.1074    0.4746  57.14

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SMF    19     0   17.17  34.26   82   471.8010  235.3799   58.0078   38.6279  33.41

                                  ... information omitted ...

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PDETAIL

       96     0   36.31 100.00  383  1377.1679  877.1845  435.8760  316.0371  27.49

=====================================================================================

                            Compression Candidacy Report

                            ----------------------------

CA MICS complex name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Timespan: DETAIL    Libref: PDETAIL                       Date: 26APR00  Page  5

Percent savings limit specified:   0.00 %

Total uncompressed file space:  1377.1679

All space values are in M/bytes.

===========================Allocation Summary===========================

|Current Library:                                                      |

|                                                                      |

|  Dataset name: MDI.DIA6100P.DETAIL                                   |

|                                                                      |

|  Total space allocated                     |  1548.7559 |  1548.7559 | (Current Allocation)

|  Uncompressed file space      |   406.5820 |            |            |

|  Compressed file space        |+  524.7334 |            |            |

|  Overhead space               |+    3.9551 |            |            |

|                               |------------|            |            |

|  Minimum space used           |=  935.2705 |-  935.2705 |            |
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|                                ============|------------|            |

|  Free space in library                     |=  613.4854 |            |

|  Highest used space                        |-   53.0508 |            |

|                                            |------------|            |

|  Allocated space never used (future use)   |=  560.4346 |            |

========================================================================

                            Compression Candidacy Report

                            ----------------------------

CA MICS complex name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Timespan: DETAIL    Libref: PDETAIL                       Date: 26APR00  Page  6

Percent savings limit specified:   0.00 %

Total uncompressed file space:  1377.1679

                  +--------+-------+-----------+--------+

                  |Percent | Total | Est. DASD |  Est.  |

                  |Savings | File  |  Savings  | Percent|

                  | Limit  | Count | (M/bytes) | Savings|

                  |--------+-------+-----------+--------|

                  | 7.50   |     1 |  104.5300 |  7.59 %|

                  | 6.50   |     2 |  194.7287 | 14.14 %|

                  | 6.00   |     3 |  278.1201 | 20.20 %|

                  | 2.30   |     4 |  311.0577 | 22.59 %|

                  | 1.90   |     5 |  337.8802 | 24.53 %|

                  | 1.80   |     6 |  363.1927 | 26.37 %|

                  | 1.70   |     7 |  387.2697 | 28.12 %|

                  | 1.60   |     9 |  432.8268 | 31.43 %|

                  | 1.20   |    10 |  450.2584 | 32.69 %|

                  | 0.60   |    11 |  459.4131 | 33.36 %|

                  | 0.50   |    12 |  467.4873 | 33.95 %|

                  | 0.20   |    17 |  484.2451 | 35.16 %|

                  | 0.10   |    20 |  489.5968 | 35.55 %|

                  | 0.00   |    96 |  499.9834 | 36.31 %|

                  +--------+-------+-----------+--------+

The sample report shows the amount of space that is used by each product's files in the DETAIL timespan. Use it to
determine whether implementing compression for a given product in a given timespan enables you to achieve the space
savings you want.

Run this report using a typical day's input data (probably not a holiday or weekend day) because the report uses data from
the first cycle it finds.

The report is divided into sections, one for each timespan on which you chose to report. In each timespan section,
information is presented by product, with specifics shown for each file. An allocation summary section is provided for each
timespan.

The header information in each section is:

MICS
The name of the MICS Complex from which complex name the report is run.

Timespan
The timespan being reported.
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Libref
The name of the library that contains the data.

Date
The date on which the report was run.

Percent savings limit specified
This field contains 0.00 percent to ensure that all files are evaluated as candidates for compression.

Total uncompressed file space
The estimated amount of space, which is measured in megabytes, that would be consumed if all file cycles were
uncompressed.

The fields in each timespan section are:

CCC
The three-character product identifier.

File
The six-character file identifier.

Match Limit
YES, NOTSUP, NEVER, or blank. YES means that the file should be compressed because it matches the savings limit.
NOTSUP means that the file does not support compression. NEVER means that the file must not be compressed. A blank
field means hat the file should not be compressed because it does not match the savings limit.

% of Total Saved
The amount of space that is saved by compressing this file in this timespan, expressed as a percent of this timespan's
total space that is used by all uncompressed files.

% of Total Space
The amount of space that is consumed by the uncompressed file in this timespan, expressed as a percent of this
timespan's total space that is used by all uncompressed files.

ESTIMATE all cycles 

Cycle Count
The estimated number of cycles of this file in this timespan.

uncmprss (M/bytes)
The estimated number of megabytes of space that are occupied by all cycle files in this timespan if all cycles of the file
were not compressed.

cmprss (M/bytes)
The estimated number of megabytes of space that are occupied by all cycle files in this timespan if all cycles of the file
were compressed.

ACTUAL values 1st cycle 

uncmprss (M/bytes)
The actual number of megabytes of space that are occupied by the file in this timespan if the file was not compressed.

cmprsS (M/bytes)
The actual number of megabytes of space that are occupied by the file in this timespan if the file was compressed.

cmprss percent
The difference between the compressed and uncompressed sizes. A negative value means that the compressed file is
larger than the uncompressed file.

In addition to the header information, the fields in each allocation summary section are:

Current Library 
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Dataset 
The name of the data set on which you are reporting.

Total space allocated
The actual amount of space that is allocated for this data set.

Uncompressed file space
The actual amount of space that is used by files that are currently uncompressed.

Compressed file space
The actual amount of space that is used by files that are currently compressed.

Overhead space
The amount of space that is used by products, information areas, or files that are not selected and overhead for
directories and the like.

Minimum space used
The amount of space that is used by compressed files, space used uncompressed files, and overhead.

Free space in library
The difference between the current allocation and the minimum space used.

Highest used space
The largest amount of space that is used in the library. This space was used and then freed.

Allocated space never used (future use)
The difference between the amount of free space in the library and the largest amount of space that is used in the library.

The summary section also presents a table that you can use to help determine the maximum amount of compression you
seek to achieve. The columns in the table are:

Percent Savings Limit
The timespan savings percentage. A value of 0 means that all files eligible for compression would be compressed, even
if those files would produce 0% savings in the timespan. A value of  1.70 means that only files that save 1.7% or more of
the space used by the timespan would be compressed. A value of **** means that the files' sizes increase when they are
compressed (negative compression).

Total File Count
The number of files that meet or exceed the percent savings limit value.              

Est. DASD Savings (M/bytes)
The estimated amount of DASD space that is saved by compressing the files that meet the percent savings limit
value.               

Est. Percent Savings
The estimated percentage of DASD space that is saved by compressing the files that meet the percent savings limit value.
(The percentage is calculated using the uncompressed size of the library.)

Using the sample report's table, if the System Administrator were to set the site's compression limit at 0.10, 20 files would
be eligible for compression. To find out which files, browse the "% of Total Saved" column in timespan section of the report
and note the files whose values are 0.10 or greater. By compressing those 20 files, the site would save an estimated 35%
of its current DASD space allocation for the DETAIL timespan.                                             

If the site chose 0% as its objective, it would need to compress an additional 76 files, but would achieve only 0.7%
additional DASD space savings.

Compression Recommendation Reports
To produce the Compression Recommendation Reports, select option 2 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu
(MWF;5;4;2). The following panel is displayed:
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Compression Recommendation Reports Panel 

Command ===>

--------------------  Compression Recommendation Reports  ---------------------

Unit Database ID          ===> _

Analyze:  Detail timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Days   timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Weeks  timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Months timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

          Years  timespan ===> Y  (Y/N)

Percent saving lower limit ===> _____  (0.00-99.99 percent)

Limit reports to:

  Products          ===> ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

  Information areas ===> ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

  Files             ===> ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

To submit the inquiry, fill in values, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Unit Database ID the one-character identifier that is assigned to the unit on which you want to report. A list of valid values
for your site is available by placing a question mark (?) in the field.

Analyze: 

Detail timespan
Days timespan
Weeks timespan
Months timespan
Years timespan 

Y (Yes) or N (No). Defaults to Y. These fields enable you to control the extent to which you want to report on the effects
of implementing compression. For example, if you are not interested in compressing Years timespan data, set its Analyze
value to N.

Percent saving lower limit
A number ranging from 0.00 to 99.99. The percentage savings that limits which files are chosen for compression. A
file is selected for compression if it contributes at least this amount of savings toward the total amount of space that is
consumed by the uncompressed timespan files. To help you determine a value for this field, use the information from the
Compression Candidacy Report.

Limit reports to: 

Products Information AreasFiles
Three-character product identifiers, three-character information area identifiers, or six-character file identifiers. These
fields enable you to restrict the reports to specific products, information areas, or files.
If you use select to limit the reports, information about the products, information areas, and files that are not selected are
accounted for in the "Overhead space" category.
For example, if your site heavily uses the CICS Analyzer and you want to implement compression in phases, you can
implement compression first for the CICS Analyzer. To report on the effects of implementing compression on this product's
files, Specify CIC in the Products field.
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Compression Recommendation Report

The Compression Recommendation Report is similar to the Compression Candidacy Report discussed in the prior
section. The Recommendation report presents its output by timespan and in three sections:

• The detail for each timespan, including the Percent savings limit specified field, which reflects the percent saving lower
limit that you entered on the panel, and the Match Limit field, which contains one of the following indicators:

YES
If the file achieves at least your specified savings limit

NOTSUP
If the file does not support compression 

NEVER
If the file must not be compressed

(blank)
If the file does not achieve your specified savings limit

• The allocation summary, including an extra recommended allocation block which is described here
• The table of percent savings limits and their estimated DASD savings

A sample of the allocation summary section of the report follows.

Compression Recommendation Report 

                          Compression Recommendation Report

                          ---------------------------------

CA MICS complex name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Timespan: DETAIL    Libref: PDETAIL                       Date: 28APR15  Page  5

Percent savings limit specified:   0.10 %

Total uncompressed file space:  1318.7339

All space values are in M/bytes.

===========================Allocation Summary===========================

|Current Library:                                                      |

|                                                                      |

|  Data set name: MDI.DIA6100P.DETAIL                                  |

|                                                                      |

|  Total space allocated                     |  1548.7559 |  1548.7559 | (Current Allocation)

|  Uncompressed file space      |   360.0967 |            |            |

|  Compressed file space        |+  523.3359 |            |            |

|  Overhead space               |+    3.9551 |            |            |

|                               |------------|            |            |

|  Minimum space used           |=  887.3877 |-  887.3877 |            |

|                                ============|------------|            |

|  Free space in library                     |=  661.3682 |            |

|  Highest used space                        |-  121.9219 |            |

|                                            |------------|            |

|  Allocated space never used (future use)   |=  539.4463 |            |

|                                             ============|            |

|                                                         |            |
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|---------------------------------------------------------|            |

|                                                         |            |

|Recommendation:  Compress   21 files.                    |            |

|                                                         |            |

|  Est. uncompressed file space |   172.2568 |            |            |

|  Est. compressed file space   |+  676.6727 |            |            |

|  Same amount overhead space   |+    3.9551 |            |            |

|                               |------------|            |            |

|  Estimated minimum space      |=  852.8846 |   852.8846 |            |

|                                ============|            |            |

|  Same amount free space in library         |+  661.3682 |            |

|                                            |------------|            |

|  Estimated maximum space required          |= 1514.2528 |- 1514.2528 | (New Allocation)

|                                             ============|------------|

|  Estimated allocation saving/increase                   |=   34.5031 | (Saving)

|  Estimated percent change in allocation                 |     2.23 % |

========================================================================

The fields in the Current Library section are identical to he fields in the Compression Candidacy Report. The new section,
Recommendation, includes the following fields:

Recommendation: Compress nn files 
The number of files you should compress to achieve your desired savings. This is the number of files that matched your
limit.

Est. uncompressed file space
The estimated amount of space that would be occupied by all the cycle files whose percent change values were less than
your specified value.

Est. compressed file space
The estimated amount of space that would be occupied by all the cycle files whose percent change values were greater
than or equal to your specified value.

Same amount
The amount of space that is overhead space that is consumed for overhead.

Estimated minimum space
The sum of the estimated uncompressed and compressed file space and overhead.

Same amount free space in library
The amount of free space that exists in the current data set's allocation.

Estimated maximum space required
The sum of the estimated maximum space and free space. This space is the amount of space to allocate if you select to
allocate new libraries when you implement compression.

Estimated allocation
The difference between the current allocation and the new allocation. A negative number saving/increase denotes a size
increase.

Estimated percent change in allocation
The quotient of the new allocation and the current allocation, expressed as a percentage. A negative percentage means
that the new allocation is larger than the current allocation.
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Library Allocation Analysis Report

The library allocation report summarizes the amount of space that is allocated by each of the unit's timespan libraries.
 This report also suggests a new database allocation value and shows the difference between the current amount of
space and the new allocation.

If you decide to reallocate your libraries.use this information.

A sample report follows.

Library Allocation Analysis Report 

                               Library Allocation Analysis Report

                               ----------------------------------

CA MICS Complex Name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Unit Id:  P   Unit Type: PRIMARY                          Date: 28APR15  Page  1

Percent savings limit specified:    0.10 %

-----------+----------+----------+---------+-------+---------+---------------------------------------------

           | Current  |   New    |  Amount |Percent|         |

Library    |Allocation|Allocation|  Saved  | Saved | Results | Data set Name

           |(M/bytes) |(M/bytes) |(M/bytes)|       |         |

-----------+----------+----------+---------+-------+---------+---------------------------------------------

PDETAIL     1548.7559  1514.2528    34.5031   2.23 % Saving    MDI.DIA6100P.DETAIL

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unit:  P    1548.7559  1514.2528    34.5031   2.23 % Saving

===========================================================================================================

COMPRESS Parameter Member Update Report

The COMPRESS parameter member update report shows you how to revise the FILE statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) to achieve the compression benefits that are shown on the other Compression
Recommendation Reports.

The report shows all of the FILE statements, highlighting which statements to change by showing the changed timespan
indicator in lowercase text and placing a changed flag to the right of the statement. Changing the parameter does not
implement a compression, though. CYCLEGEN, BACKUP, and RESTORE must be successfully completed to for the
change to occur, as outlined in Change a File's Compression Eligibility.

A sample report:

COMPRESS Parameter Member Update Report

                    COMPRESS Parameter Member Update Report

                    ---------------------------------------

CA MICS Complex Name: MDI.DIA6100-COMPRESSION COMPLEX

Unit Id:  P   Unit Type: PRIMARY                          Date: 28APR15  Page  1

Percent savings limit specified:    0.10 %
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 (Use this report to update the FILE statements in the MDI.DIA6100P.PARMS(COMPRESS) member.

  All changes are shown in lower case.)

------------------------------------------------------------

FILE  SMF BAT_JS n Y Y Y Y      (Changed)

FILE  SMF BAT_ST Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF BAT_TP Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF BAT_TS n Y Y Y Y      (Changed)

FILE  SMF BATATP Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF BATJOB n Y Y Y Y      (Changed)

FILE  SMF BATPGM y Y Y Y Y      (Changed)

FILE  SMF BATSFH N N N N N

FILE  SMF BATSPL n Y Y Y Y      (Changed)

FILE  SMF BATWDA Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF OPSAVL Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF OPSCON Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF OPSCTF Y Y Y Y Y

FILE  SMF OPSOPI Y Y Y Y Y

Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report
The Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report provides a listing of your complex and component level
ESSENTIAL and DERIVED options, and the options that are in effect for each file for the selected component. These
options can be tailored to exclude groups of data elements as a means of controlling the size of your database.

Command ===>

----------  Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report  -----------

Product:  ===> ___

Note: This report is not supported for the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option (ACT). The ACT component forces all
accounting files to ESSENTIAL ALL and DERIVED DISK, regardless of customer settings.

The report shows the ESSENTIAL and DERIVED database options:

• The complex level options apply to all components in the database complex and are set in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). The complex options can be overridden by using component level options.

• The component level options apply only to a component and are set in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). The
COMPOPT statement defines the ESSENTIAL and DERIVED data element options for a component. The component
options can be overridden by using file level options.

• The file level options apply to a file within a component and are set in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) by using
the FOPT statement.

For more information about complex level database options, see Planning. 

To produce the Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report, select option 3 from the MICS Administrator
Utilities menu (MWF 5;4;3).

To submit the inquiry, fill in a value, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Product
Required, no default.
Enter one of the following three-character (ccc) component identifiers.
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• AUM
• AST
• BAS
• CIC
• DB2
• DEX
• HSM
• IDM
• IMS
• MQS
• MTI
• PWR
• RMF
• SMF
• SNT
• SRL
• TDM
• TSO
• VCA
• VMC
• WEB

A sample report listing for the Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report follows.

In the following example, the Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report provides a listing of the complex,
component, and file level options that are in effect for the DB2 Analyzer.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                          Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report                     

             Page 1

  CA MICS Component: DB2                                                            Last Generated: Wed, Dec

 10, 2015 at 7:32:28

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  +----------------------------------+                           +-----------------------------+ 

 +-----------------------------+

  | Area: DBP - DB2 Buffer Pool Area |                           |       ESSENTIAL OPTION      |  |       

 DERIVED OPTION       |

  +----------------------------------+                           +-----------------------------+ 

 +-----------------------------+

                                                                 In                               In

    File     File Label                                          Effect  FOPT    COMPOPT CPLXDEF  Effect  FOPT

    COMPOPT CPLXDEF

    ------   -------------------------------------------------   ------- ------- ------- -------  -------

 ------- ------- -------

    DBP_DB   DB2 Buffer Pool SuSpend                             ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DBPDBP   DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity                       ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK
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    DBPDBU   DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity                       ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DBPDSB   DB2 Buffer Pool Activity                            ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

  +----------------------------------+                           +-----------------------------+ 

 +-----------------------------+

  | Area: DB2 - DB2 Information Area |                           |       ESSENTIAL OPTION      |  |       

 DERIVED OPTION       |

  +----------------------------------+                           +-----------------------------+ 

 +-----------------------------+

                                                                 In                               In

    File     File Label                                          Effect  FOPT    COMPOPT CPLXDEF  Effect  FOPT

    COMPOPT CPLXDEF

    ------   -------------------------------------------------   ------- ------- ------- -------  -------

 ------- ------- -------

    DB2_DD   DB2 Data Base Activity Suspend File                 ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2_DS   DB2 System Activity Suspend File                    ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2_SH   DB2 System DDF Suspend File                         ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DDP   DB2 Plan DDF Activity File                          ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DDU   DB2 User DDF Activity File                          ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DDY   DB2 System DDF Statistics File                      ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DPP   DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File                      ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DSD   DB2 Data Base Activity File                         ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DSP   DB2 Plan Activity File                              ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DSU   DB2 User Activity File                              ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

    DB2DSY   DB2 System Activity File                            ALL     DEFAULT DEFAULT ALL      DISK   

 DEFAULT DEFAULT DISK

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

Database Modification Report
The Database Modification Report generation requires significant temporary WORK and SORT space.

Command ===>

-----------------------  Database Modification Report  ----------------

 Product:  ===> ___
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 Report Selection: Y - Generate Report

                   N - Suppress Report

   ===> _   Product Maintenance Blocks

   ===> _   Product User Maintenance Blocks/Comments

   ===> _   Product Global Statement Modifications

   ===> _   Product Common Data Element Modifications

   ===> _   Product File Level Modifications

             ===> _   Include Data Element Timespan Changes

   ===> _   Complex ($DEGENIN) Common Data Element Modifications

   NOTE: The $DEGENIN report is the only report that does not

         require a specified product.

If you receive SAS errors due to SORT failure or out-of-space conditions, increase the following MICF resource
specifications. From the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) main menu, select:

2;0;6 - Data Set Allocation Parameters
Increase space for the SORTWK and WORK parameters

2;0;3 - MICF Parameter Update
Increase the Sort Work parameter value to 6

The Database Modification Report provides a comprehensive list of user modifications that were made to the MICS
database. The Database Modification Report is composed of six reports that can be run individually or with each other.
These reports generate listings of additions, deletions, exceptions, and modifications to the database at the product
(reports 1 through 5) and complex levels (report C).

To produce the Database Modification Report, select option 4 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu (MWF 5;4;4).

To begin a report generation, enter the following options as described here and type END or press the PF3 key.

Product
Required for all reports except the Complex ($DEGENIN) Common Data Element Modifications Report, no default. Enter
one of the following three-character (ccc) component identifiers:
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• ACT
• AUM
• AST
• BAS
• CIC
• DB2
• DEX
• HSM
• IDM
• IMS
• MQS
• MTI
• PWR
• RMF
• SMF
• SNT
• SRL
• TDM
• TSO
• VCA
• VMC
• WEB

Product Maintenance Blocks
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include product maintenance block modifications in the report. Enter N (no) to
exclude product maintenance block modifications from the report.

Product User Maintenance Blocks/Comments
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include product user maintenance block/comment modifications in the report. Enter
N (no) to exclude product user maintenance block/comment modifications from the report.

Product Global Statement Modifications
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include product global statement modifications in the report. Enter N (no) to exclude
product global statement modifications from the report.

Product Common Data Element Modifications
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include product common data element modifications in the report. Enter N (no) to
exclude product common data element modifications from the report.

Product File Level Modifications
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include product file level modifications in the report. Enter N (no) to exclude product
file level modifications from the report.

Include Data Element Timespan Changes
Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include data element timespan changes in the report. Enter N (no) to exclude data
element timespan changes from the report.
Note: This option is valid only when the Product File Level Modifications option is selected.

Complex ($DEGENIN) Common Data Element
Modifications Required, no default. Enter Y (yes) to include complex common data element modifications in the report.
Enter N (no) to exclude complex common data element modifications from the report.

A sample report listing for the Database Modification Report follows.
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The Product Maintenance Blocks Report provides a listing of the maintenance blocks for changes that affect database
content and structure, which are changes that are made to sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). In the following
example, the report shows the product maintenance blocks for the MQSeries Analyzer.

Database Modification Report Samples
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

             Page 1

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 1 - Product Maintenance Blocks                                 MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 */* CHANGE | PROBLEM|MMYY|VENDOR CHANGE DESCRIPTION                 */  00003000

 */*--------+--------+----+------------------------------------------*/  00004000

 */*--------+--------+----+------------------------------------------*/  00005000

 */* MQS0000|        |1297|CA MICS MQSeries Initial Release          */  00006000

 */* MQS6005|        |0498|Consolidated Maintenance                  */  00006005

 */* MQS6080|        |1001|Support for MQSeries V5R2                 */  00006080

 */* MQS6150|        |1002|Supp of MQS Task Acct, Queue, CF, & Maint */  00006150

 */* MQS6350|        |0403|Supp for DB2, Report Enhancemnts, & Maint */  00006350

 */* MQS6370|        |1003| Report Enhancements & Consolidated Maint */  00006370

 */*--------+----+---------------------------------------------------*/  00007000

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

The Product User Maintenance Blocks/Comments Report provides a listing of the maintenance blocks and comments
added by a user. In the following example, the report shows a maintenance block that is entered by a user to record the
addition of new data elements to the Task Accounting File for the MQSeries Analyzer.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 1

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 2 - User Maintenance Blocks/Comments                           MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 */*        |        |1103| New Data Elements Added to Task Accounting*/ 00009100

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

The Product Global Statement Modifications Report provides a listing of the changes that are made to the COMP,
COMPJOB, COMPOPT, DBMDATA, GEN, INPUTSOURCE, and OPTION global statements for a component. In the
following example, the report shows that a change was made to remove SMF type 116 records from the INPUTSOURCE
statement for the MQSeries Analyzer.
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 1

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 3 - Product Global Statement Modifications                     MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   Statement                                                                                         Sequence

   Type                   Statement Value                                                            Number

   ------------           ------------------------------------------------------------               --------

   COMP          Master:  MQS 051 32000 VBS ACCT MQS Component                                       00013000

                 User:    MQS 051 32000 VBS ACCT MQS Component                          <-No Change  00013000

   COMPJOB       Master:  DWMY EDWM AWM                                                              00016000

                 User:    DWMY EDWM AWM                                                 <-No Change  00016000

   COMPOPT       Master:  DEFAULT DEFAULT                                                            00014000

                 User:    DEFAULT DEFAULT                                               <-No Change  00014000

   DBMDATA1      Master:  30 1440 5 50 6                                                             00017000

                 User:    30 1440 5 50 6                                                <-No Change  00017000

   GEN           Master:  GENFILES                                                                   00012000

                 User:    GENFILES                                                      <-No Change  00012000

   INPUTSOURCE1  Master:  SMF 115 116                                                                00015000

                 User:    SMF 116                                                       <-Modified   00015000

   OPTION        Master:                                                                             00018000

                 User:                                                                  <-No Change  00018000

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

The Product Common Data Element Modifications Report provides a listing of the changes that are made to common
data elements for a component. Common data elements are present in multiple files within a component. In the following
example, the report shows that the label for data element MQSATYP has been changed for the MQSeries Analyzer.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 1

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 4 - Product Common Data Element Modifications                  MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   +--------------------------------------------+
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   | MQS Common File Data Element MODIFICATIONS |

   +--------------------------------------------+

     Element   Label

     --------  ---------------------------------------

     MQSATYP   MQ Type of Connection

           Modified               Modification                                                   Seq Number 

 Source

          ------------            -------------------------------------------------------------  ---------- 

 --------

           LABEL         Master:  Type Of Connection                                             00020610   

 MQSGENIN

                         User:    MQ Type of Connection                                          00020610   

 MQSGENIN

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

The Product File Level Modifications Report provides a listing of the changes that are made to file options and data
element attributes for all the files in a component. In the following example, a partial report is shown for the MQSeries
Analyzer. The data element modification sections of the report show that the label for the common data element
MQSATYP has been changed in the Message Manager Accounting (MQAMMA) file and in the Queue Activity (MQAQAA)
file. For the MQAQAA file, the overview section of the report shows that the Detail timespan has been turned on (Y) and
the cycles have been changed to 03. Because the "Include Data Element Timespan Changes" option was selected, the
modification section of the report shows that QAABUFFP has been turned off (N) in the Days, Weeks, Months, and Year
timespans.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 1

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 5 - Product File Level Modifications                           MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  AREA: MQA  MQS Accounting Information Area

  FILE: MQAMMA  Message Manager Accounting File

   +----------------------+

   | MQAMMA FILE OVERVIEW |

   +----------------------+

                           DET DAY WKS MON YRS AUD WHS MHS

                           --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

     Timespans    Master:  Y   Y   Y   Y   N   N   Y   Y

                  User:    Y   Y   Y   Y   N   N   Y   Y    <-No Change

     CYCLES       Master:  03  10  06  06  00  00  053 024

                  User:    03  10  06  06  00  00  053 024  <-No Change

     COMPRESS     Master:  Y   Y   Y   Y   Y

                  User:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y                <-No Change
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                           Essential  Derived  Type

                           ---------  -------  ----

     FOPT File    Master:  DEFAULT    DEFAULT  USER

      Options     User  :  DEFAULT    DEFAULT  USER         <-No Change

   +----------------------------------------+

   | MQAMMA File Data Element MODIFICATIONS |

   +----------------------------------------+

     Element   Label

     --------  ---------------------------------------

     MQSATYP   MQ Type of Connection

           Modified               Modification                                                   Seq Number 

 Source

           ------------           -------------------------------------------------------------  ---------- 

 --------

           LABEL         Master:  Type Of Connection                                             00452000   

 MQSGENIN

                         User:    MQ Type of Connection                                          00452000   

 MQSGENIN

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 2

  CA MICS Component: MQS

  Report: REPORT 5 - Product File Level Modifications                           MQS Last Generated: Mon, Jan

 5, 2015  at 14:12:40

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  AREA: MQA  MQS Accounting Information Area

  FILE: MQAQAA  Queue Activity File

   +----------------------+

   | MQAQAA FILE OVERVIEW |

   +----------------------+

                           DET DAY WKS MON YRS AUD WHS MHS

                           --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

     Timespans    Master:  N   E   Y   Y   N   N   Y   Y

                  User:    Y   E   Y   Y   N   N   Y   Y    <-Modified

     CYCLES       Master:  00  10  06  06  00  00  053 024

                  User:    03  10  06  06  00  00  053 024  <-Modified

     COMPRESS     Master:  Y   Y   Y   Y   Y

                  User:    Y   Y   Y   Y   Y                <-No Change

                           Essential  Derived  Type
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                           ---------  -------  ----

     FOPT File    Master:  DEFAULT    DEFAULT  USER

      Options     User  :  DEFAULT    DEFAULT  USER         <-No Change

   +----------------------------------------+

   | MQAQAA File Data Element MODIFICATIONS |

   +----------------------------------------+

     Element   Label

     --------  ---------------------------------------

     MQSATYP   MQ Type of Connection

           Modified               Modification                                                   Seq Number 

 Source

          ------------           --------------------------------------------------------------  ---------- 

 --------

           LABEL         Master:  Type Of Connection                                             01415100   

 MQSGENIN

                         User:    MQ Type of Connection                                          01415100   

 MQSGENIN

     Element   Label

     --------  ---------------------------------------

     QAABUFFP  Buffer Pool Number

           Modified               Modification                                                   Seq Number 

 Source

           ------------           -------------------------------------------------------------  ---------- 

 --------

           Timespan      Master:  0 0 0 0 0                                                      01463000   

 MQSGENIN

                         User:    0 N N N N                                                      01463000   

 MQSGENIN

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

The Complex ($DEGENIN) Common Data Element Modifications Report provides a listing of all additions, deletions,
exceptions, and modifications that are made to the MICS database at the complex level. In the following example, the
report shows that a new data element has been added at the complex level.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                      D A T A B A S E   M O D I F I C A T I O N   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 1

  CA MICS Component: BAS

  Report: REPORT C - Complex ($DEGENIN) Common Data Element Modifications       BAS Last Generated: Wed, Dec

 10, 2015 at 7:30:31

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   +--------------------------------------+

   | $DEGENIN File Data Element ADDITIONS |
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   +--------------------------------------+

     Element   Label

     --------  ---------------------------------------

     AVTYAREX  New Data Element                                         NAME/NAMX     TYPE

                                                 Data                   Statement   Statement

           Data Element Info         Timespans   Length  Output Format  Seq Number  Seq Number

           -----------------------   ---------   ------  -------------- ----------  ----------

           Essential (NAME)          DETAIL          $8  .              00021200    00021100

           Common Retained (XR)      DAYS            $8  .

           ALIAS: None               WEEKS           $8  .

           ALTNAME: None             MONTHS          $8  .

                                     YEARS           $8  .

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

Database Health Check Utility
The MICS database Health Check Utility is an administrative tool that scans a MICS database for abnormalities. This
utility produces a report that includes the current status of each working database and symptoms of problems. This utility
also allows deletion of dead cycles from your database.

Panel Entries - Health Check

To generate the Database Health Check Utility, select option 5 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu (MWF 5;4;5).

Database Health Check Panel

------------------------  Database Health Check  -----------------------

Command ===>

Unit Database ID          ===> P

Generate Deletes          ===> Y

   Dead Cycles            ===> Y

   Unknown Files          ===> N

   Inactive Files         ===> N

   Delete Window          ===> 120   (minutes)

   Edit Exclude List      ===> N

Press END to continue.

To submit the inquiry, fill in values, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Unit Database ID
Defaults to the primary database ID. To analyze, specify the one-character identifier that is assigned to the unit. A list of
valid values is displayed by placing a question mark (?) in the field.

Print Duplicate Formats
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate a print of any formats that exist in multiple format
catalogs, specify Y.
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Generate Deletes
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate delete control statements, specify Y.
Run the prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET) job to execute the deletions. For more information about the Database Health
Check Utility Delete job, see Database Delete (DBHDELET).

Dead Cycles
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate control statements to delete dead cycles (file cycles
greater than defined cycles in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL)), specify Y.
The prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET) job needs to be run to execute the deletions.

Unknown Files
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate control statements to delete unknown files, specify
Y. These files are members of the SAS data library that are not recognized as MICS files, possibly because they were
created by the user.

Inactive Files
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate control statements to delete inactive files, specify Y.
Inactive files are defined as files that have been deactivated in a particular timespan or for files belonging to components
not active in the unit.

Duplicate Formats
Defaults to N. To have the Database Health Check Utility generate control statements to delete formats that are identified
as duplicates, specify Y. Duplicate formats are defined as a format with the same name and entry type as one which
resides in another format catalog. This can be at the complex (MCOLIB) and unit (MUOLIB) catalog level and includes the
USERFMT1, MICSFMTS, and USERFMT2 catalogs.
Note: The Database Health Check Utility does not generate control statements for the delete utility (DBHDELET) for
formats that reside in the MICSFMTS format catalogs. This utility only generates control statements for the USERFMT1
and USERFMT2 format catalogs. This action is intended as a precaution to avoid inadvertent loss of a MICS format.

Delete Window
Defaults to 120. Specifies the amount of time in minutes that prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET) can run after the Database
Health Check Utility has completed. After this window, prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET) will no longer act on generated
control statements.

Edit Exclude List
Defaults to N. Changing this value to Y activates an ISPF Edit session to modify the exclude list. For more information,
see Exclude List - Health Check.

Symptom Descriptions - Health Check

A possible symptoms list follows that the MICS database Health Check Utility can generate. The list also includes the
symptom's description and solution.

Symptom: Database Format Not at Current SAS Level

Description: Analyzed data library is at a lower level of SAS than the SAS level running on your system.
Action: Reallocate the library under the current SAS release and copy the contents from the old library to the new.

Symptom: Data Library Not Optimally Blocked

Description: The blocksize of the SAS data library is not specified for optimal performance. Half-track blocking provides
better performance than smaller blocksizes.
Action: Reallocate data set with half-track blocksize; then use SAS PROC COPY to copy contents. Swap data set
names.

Symptom: Defined Cycles Exceeded (Dead Cycle)

Description: The number of cycles in the database are greater than what is defined in DBMODEL.
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Action: Run the prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET) job. For more information, see Database Delete (DBHDELET).

Symptom: Unknown File

Description: File is not affiliated with a MICS component.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: Database Update Not Completed

Description: A MICS operational job (for example, the DAILY job) has not completed successfully. The Database Health
Check utility requires that all updates be complete.
Action: Run the prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTATUS) job to identify failed process and restart accordingly.

Symptom: Invalid Cycle

Description: The cycles that are specified are either non-numeric or not valid for a MICS file.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: Incorrect File Location

Description: The component that this file is affiliated with is not installed in this unit.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: Residual Update Files

Description: Identified files are left over from a MICS database update process (for example, DAILY).
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: File Not Active in Unit

Description: This file is turned off in this unit.
Action: Turn on this file in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN) and run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCGEN) to
activate this change.

Symptom: Incremental Checkpoint File for Undefined Component

Description: The incremental checkpoint file is turned on for a component that is not defined in this unit.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: Component Not Active in Unit for File

Description: The component that this file is affiliated with is not active in this unit.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom: Dummy File found

Description: This file is defined as a DUMMY file.
Action: This dummy file is needed when a database is first created, but after at least one component file exists in the
database, the dummy file can be deleted.
The space occupied by this file is insignificant.

Symptom: Incremental Checkpoint File for Inactive Component

Description: The incremental checkpoint file is turned on for an inactive component.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary.

Symptom : Files Flagged for Deletion

Description: These files are marked for deletion. Y was specified for GENERATE DELETE when the Database Health
Check Utility was invoked.
Action: To complete the deletion process, submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET). For more information, see Database
Delete (DBHDELET).

Symptom: Special ledgers found but Ledger Prorating not active
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Description: Accounting and Chargeback special ledgers were found in the months timespan. However, the Ledger
Prorating option is not active.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary. For more information about proration options, see Specifying
Prorating Options.

Symptom: Special ledgers found but not requested

Description: Accounting and Chargeback special ledgers were found in the months timespan. However, the option to use
special ledgers is not active.
Action: Check file for applicability and delete if necessary. For more information about proration options, see Specifying
Prorating Options.

Symptom: No File Activity. All Cycles have zero observation

Description: Every cycle for the named file has zero observations.
Action: This informational message identifies files that have no activity. A file is considered inactive when all cycles in a
timespan have zero observations.
This symptom is not necessarily an indicator of an error in the MICS database, but can be a result of one or more of the
following actions:

• A data source not being collected. For example, the HARCPU file might show as inactive if the RMF type 70 record is
not being collected.

• Missing input data. An example of this is if the NODATA option is specified and the input data set is empty, or contains
data that has already been processed.

Symptom: Format that is found in multiple catalogs of same Library

Description: A format of the same name and entrytype resides in multiple catalogs of the same library. Library would
either be the MCOLIB or MUOLIB.
Action: This warning message identifies a possible duplicate format condition. This might be significant depending on the
format itself and the catalog location.
Most MICS processes define the format search order as:
USERFMT1 MICSFMTS USERFMT2
The order of the library (complex compared to unit) might vary. For more information about format catalog search order,
see User-defined Informats and Formats.

Symptom: Format found in both the MCOLIB and MUOLIB

Description: A format of the same name and entrytype resides in catalogs at both the complex and unit levels.
Action: This warning message identifies a possible duplicate format condition. This might be significant depending on the
format itself and the catalog location.
Most MICS processes define the format search order as the following:
USERFMT1 MICSFMTS USERFMT2
The order of the library (complex compared to unit) might vary. For more information about format catalog search order,
see User-defined Informats and Formats.

Symptom: Format Catalog Not Found

Description: Either the USERFMT1 or USERFMT2 catalog does not exist in the format library.
Action: This warning message identifies a missing format catalog. A typical MICS installation should have a USERFMT1
MICSFMTS and USERFMT2 at the complex level (MCOLIB) and each unit (MUOLIB).

Sample Output - Health Check

A sample report listing for the Database Modification Report follows:

                      CA MICS Database Health Check            14:00 Monday, September 19, yyyy
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                               Symptom Summary

                    Database Title: MICS PRIMARY DATA BASE

                    Database ID and Prefix: P - MDI.U3PUN

     Count    Symptom

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |      115 | Residual database update file                                |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        5 | Dummy file found                                             |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        3 | Defined cycles exceeded (dead cycle)                         |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        3 | Incorrect File Location                                      |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        3 | Files flagged for deletion                                   |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        2 | File not active in unit                                      |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        8 | Format found in multiple catalogs of same Library            |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        1 | Invalid Cycle                                                |

 +----------+--------------------------------------------------------------+

 |        1 | Invalid Incremental Checkpoint dataset                       |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

                              CA MICS Database Health Check                14:00 Monday, September 19, yyyy

                                        Delete Report

                            Database Title: MICS PRIMARY DATA BASE

                            Database ID and Prefix: P - MDI.U3PUN

                      Member

 Timespan  Libname     Name    Delete Reason

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DETAIL    PDETAIL   BATJOB99  Defined cycles exceeded (dead cycle)

                     BATSFA04  Defined cycles exceeded (dead cycle)

                              HARCPU10  Defined cycles exceeded (dead cycle)

 

                                        CA MICS Database Health Check                14:00 Monday, September

 19, yyyy

                                                 Symptom Detail

                                     Database Title: MICS PRIMARY DATA BASE

                                     Database ID and Prefix: P - MDI.U3PUN

                       Timespan(DDNAME): DETAIL(PDETAIL); Dataset Name: MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL

Symptom                                             Detail

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Defined cycles exceeded (dead cycle)                File=BATJOB99 Defined Cycles=10

                                                    File=BATSFA04 Defined Cycles=01

                                                    File=HARCPU10 Defined Cycles=01

Residual database update file                       File=ACTJCS00

                                                    File=ACTJMG00

                                                    File=ACTJRN00

                                                    File=BATJOB00

                                                    File=HARCCU00
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                                                    File=HARCFC00

                                                    File=HARCFD00

                                                    File=HARCFH00

                                                    File=HARCFP00

                                                    File=HARCFR00

Invalid Cycle                                       File=BATJOBQ0

File not active in unit                             File=AUMTTA00

Invalid Incremental Checkpoint dataset              File=RMFCKPTX

Dummy file found                                    File=DUMMY

Residual database update file                       File=HARCCU00

                                                    File=HARCFC00

                                                    File=HARCFD00

                                                    File=HARCFH00

                                                    File=HARCFP00

Incorrect File Location                             File=ADMEXC01 should be in PDAYS1

                                                    File=ADMEXC02 should be in PDAYS1

                                                    File=ADMIHL01 should be in PDAYS1

Residual database update file                       File=HARCCUW0

                                                    File=HARCFPW0

                                                    File=HARCFRW0

                                                    File=HARCPUW0

Dummy file found                                    File=DUMMY

Residual database update file                       File=BAT_TPM0

                                                    File=BATATPM0

                                                    File=BATRENM0

                                                    File=IMS_ISM0

                                                    File=PWRPDAM0

                                                    File=PWRPRAM0

File not active in unit                             File=ACTRSL01

Dummy file found                                    File=DUMMY

                                         CA MICS Database Health Check                14:00 Monday, September

 19, yyyy

                                                 Symptom Detail

                                     Database Title: MICS PRIMARY DATA BASE

                                     Database ID and Prefix: P - MDI.U3PUN

                       Timespan(DDNAME): OTHER(MCOLIB)

Symptom                                             Detail

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Format found in multiple catalogs of same Library   Format=CPLXSID Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=CPLXSIN Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=CPLXZNM Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=DEVTYPS Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=DSORG Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=MONEY Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

                                                    Format=TAW Catalogs=USERFMT1 and USERFMT2

                                                    Format=YR Catalogs=MICSFMTS and USERFMT1

Database Delete (DBHDELET)

The Database Health Check Utility provides options to delete files in the MICS database that have been identified as
"dead cycles," "unknown," or "inactive" and the option to delete "duplicate formats."
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To delete these files or formats that are identified by the Database Health Check Utility, perform the following procedure:

1. Submit
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DBHDELET)'

2. After the job completes, review the output to ensure that the job completed successfully. Review the MICSLOG output
file for any error messages.

Note: DBHDELET MUST run within the Delete Window that is specified at the time the MICS database Health Check
utility was run. NO changes should be made to the database after the Database Health Check Utility is run and before the
DBHDELET is run. If either of the previous conditions exist, DBHDELET abends with a U0998 error.

The LIST option allows DBHDELET to produce all reports but does not physically delete files. This mode can be used with
the exclude list to review exactly which files are deleted.

LIST is specified on the SYSPARM keyword of the EXEC statement of the DBHDELET job before submission.

For example:

// ... JOB ...

//DBHDELET EXEC MICSDBx,SYSPARM='LIST'

// ....

A sample report listing for the deleted files follows:

       CA MICS Database Health Check               10:50 Tuesday, September 20, yyyy

               Delete Report

            LIBNAME     MEMBER

           --------    --------

            DETAIL     BATJOB99

            DETAIL     BATSFA04

            DETAIL     HARCPU10

Exclude List - Health Check

When the Generate Deletes option is specified for execution, there can be files or formats that are marked for deletion that
the data center might not want to delete. These might be user-generated files and formats or files being saved for archival
purposes.

To address this issue, an exclude list has been provided. Files that are listed in the exclude list are not deleted when the
DBHDELET program is executed.

The exclude list resides in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBHEXCL) and can be edited directly or through the Database Health
Check Utility options panel.

The following statements are supported:

DDNAME ddname member...

TIMESPAN timespan member...

FORMAT libname catalog format...

Where:

DDNAME
Excludes members in the specified DDNAME.

TIMESPAN
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Excludes members in all DDNAMES of a split timespan. For example, specifying timespan DETAIL with exclude files in
DETAIL, DETAIL1.

FORMAT
Excludes formats. The formats in the MICSFMTS catalog are not eligible for deletion, therefore do not enter excludes for
the MICSFMTS catalogs.

ddname
The DDNAME containing the members to be excluded.

timespan
The timespan containing the members to be excluded. This value can be either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or
YEARS.

member
The member name to be excluded from deletion. Members can be either specific or generic. Generic members end in a
colon (:). For example, BATJOB: exclude all members starting with BATJOB.

Comments start with an * in column 1.

Note: No validation of the syntax is done during edit.

Exclude list statements examples follow:

DDNAME DAYS BATJOB:

TIMESPAN WEEKS ACTLGR01

MICS Space Utilization and Reporting
MICS Space Utilization and Reporting allow reporting on MICS database usage down to the individual file level. When
using standard z/OS space reporting tools against the MICS database, only the space that is used by a timespan can be
reported. With MICS Space Utilization and Reporting, it is possible to determine the space that is used by individual MICS
files and the free space available within the SAS library.

Information that is provided by MICS Space Utilization and Reporting can be used to fine-tune file cycle definitions,
determine where to split a database, and estimate the maximum size of a MICS database.

MICS Database Utilization Facility

MICS database Utilization Facility provides comprehensive information about how much space is used in a MICS
database.

The MICS database Utilization Facility contains the following reports:

• The Invalid File Report provides a list of files that cannot be identified as belonging to the MICS database structure.
Invalid files can be the result of residual files from an incomplete database update, user-created files, and obsolete
files.
Invalid files are reported in the 'Unknown' category of the Information Area and File summary reports. The MICS
database Health Check Utility can be run to help resolve issues with identified invalid files.

• The Libname Summary Report provides overview information for each timespan in the database.
• The Information Area Summary Report shows space utilization for each Information Area within a timespan. This

report is useful for determining where a database can be split.
• The File Summary Report shows space utilization for each file in a timespan.

Note: All cycles for a file are comprised in a single-line entry.

The following subsections provide more details concerning the Database Space Utilization Reports:
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Panel Entries
Command ===>

------------------  CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting ---------------

       1 - Database Space Utilization Report

           Report on Database Space Usage.

       2 - Database Space Estimator Report

           Estimate Maximum Database Size.

       T - Tutorial

       X - Exit

Command ===>

-------------------------  Database Space Utilization -----------------

Unit Database ID          ===> _

Space Reporting Unit      ===> L (Bytes, bLocks, Tracks, Cylinders)

Report Types

Summary                  ===> Y

Information Area         ===> Y

Detail                   ===> Y

Press END to continue.

To generate the Database Space Utilization reports, select option 6 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu, and then
option 1 (MWF 5;4;6;1).

To submit the inquiry, fill in values, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Unit Database ID
Defaults to the primary database ID. Specify the one-character identifier that is assigned to the unit that you want to
analyze. A list of valid values for your site is available by placing a question mark (?) in the field.

Space Reporting Unit
Defaults to L (bLocks). This report can display space in either Bytes (B), bLocks (L), Tracks (T), or Cylinders (C).

Report Types 

Summary
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y (Yes) to produce the Libname Summary Report.

Information Area
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y (Yes) to produce the Information Area Summary Report.

Detail
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y (Yes) to produce the File Summary Report.

Sample Output

The Invalid File report lists files within the MICS database that cannot be identified as belonging to a MICS component.

A sample report listing for the MICS database Utilization Facility follows:

     CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting             14:41 Friday, January 27, yyyy   1

             Database Space Utilization

                   Invalid Files

    The following files are considered invalid

  and may skew results. It is recommended that the

   CA MICS Database Health Check Utility is run.
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        TimeSpan     DDName      Member

       ----------  ----------  ----------

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     BAT_TPM0

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATATPM0

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATRENM0

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATSPLM0

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     IMS_IAM0

        MONTHS      PMONTHS     IMS_ISM0

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     BATJOBQ0

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     BATJOBYY

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     RMFCKPTX

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJIB01

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJOBYY

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJOB01

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY00

        DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY01

Column Descriptions 

Timespan
The MICS timespan where the invalid file resides.

DDname:
The DDname of the invalid file.

Member:
The SAS member name of the invalid file.

Libname Summary

The Libname Summary report lists space utilizations for each physical data set of the MICS database.

                                           CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting             14:41 Friday,

 January 27, yyyy   2

                                                  Database Space Utilization

                                                       Libname Summary

                                               Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

                                                                                   Used     Allocated     

 Free        Free

Libname   Data Set Name                                 Block Size   Members      Space       Space      

 Space      Percent

--------  --------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------  ----------

PDETAIL   MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL                                  27,648         520      10,007      10,560       

  574      5.44%

PDAYS     MDI.U3PUN.DAYS                                    27,648         628       3,130       3,130       

   13      0.42%

PDAYS1    MDI.U3PUN.DAYS1                                   27,648           3          14      12,171     

 12,168     99.98%

PWEEKS    MDI.U3PUN.WEEKS                                   27,648          87         543         920       

  382     41.52%
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PMONTHS   MDI.U3PUN.MONTHS                                  27,648         207         998       1,176       

  185     15.73%

PYEARS    MDI.U3PUN.YEARS                                   27,648           1           4           6       

    5     83.33%

                                                                                ----------  ---------- 

 ----------  ----------

                                                                                    14,696      27,963     

 13,327     47.66%

Column Descriptions 

Libname:
The SAS libname of the timespan.

Data Set name:
The z/OS data set name of the timespan.

Block size:
The physical block size of the data set.

Members:
Total members in the SAS data sets. These members include valid and invalid (as listed in the Invalid Files report) file
entries.

Used Space:
Space that is used in the timespan.

Allocated Space:
Total space that is allocated to the timespan. This space is computed as Used and Free space.

Free Space:
The space available in the timespan.
Free Percent: Percentage of allocated free space in the timespan.

Information Area Summary

The Information Area Summary report shows space utilization for each Information Area within the timespan.

                          CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting      14:41 Friday, January 27, yyyy   3

                                Database Space Utilization

                                 Information Area Summary

                              Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

             Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: PDETAIL; Data set Name: MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL

                  Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

               Allocated Blocks: 10,560; Used Blocks: 10,007; % Free: 5.24%

                                                               Used        Used     Avg Space

Information Area                                  Members      Space      Percent    per File

----------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------

(???) Unknown                                            7          12      0.11%            2

(ACT) Accounting Component                               6          10      0.09%            2

(ADM) Administrative Activity Information Area           2           2      0.02%            1

(AST) ASTEX                                              4           7      0.07%            2

(AUM) MeasureWare Information Area                      18          79      0.75%            4

(BAT) Batch Activity Information Area                   50       1,480     14.02%           30

(CIC) CICS Activity Information Area                    11          65      0.62%            6
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(DBP) DB2 Buffer Pool Area                               2           3      0.03%            2

(DB2) DB2 Information Area                              15          78      0.74%            5

(DEA) VAX/VMS Accounting Information Area                6          14      0.13%            2

(DEM) VAX/VMS Monitor Information Area                   6         145      1.37%           24

(DES) VAX/VMS System Usage Information Area              5          39      0.37%            8

(HAR) Hardware Utilization                              22         360      3.41%           16

(HFS) USS File System Information Area                   3           9      0.09%            3

(HSB) DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area            4       2,777     26.30%          694

(HSM) DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area          10         835      7.91%           84

(IDM) IDMS Information Area                              5          15      0.14%            3

(IMS) IMS Activity Information Area                      7          46      0.44%            7

(MQA) MQS Accounting Information Area                    4          16      0.15%            4

(MQS) MQS Performance Information Area                  14          27      0.26%            2

(NVS) Netview Session Information Area                   9          16      0.15%            2

(OPS) Operations Information Area                        3           6      0.06%            2

(PWR) VSE/POWER Information Area                        19          44      0.42%            2

(SCP) MVS System Control Program                        36         625      5.92%           17

(SNT) Network Information Area                          33          66      0.63%            2

(SRL) System Reliability Information                    52         452      4.28%            9

(TCP) TCP/IP Information Area                           15          36      0.34%            2

(TDM) TANDEM Information Area                           23         165      1.56%            7

(TSO) TSO Information Area                              23         333      3.15%           14

(VCA) VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area             7          23      0.22%            3

(VMC) Accounting and Exception Information Are          12          23      0.22%            2

(VMX) VM/XA and VM/ESA System Information Area          37       1,973     18.68%           53

(WEB) WEB Information Area                              28          61      0.58%            2

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area                     9         114      1.08%           13

(WLM) MVS Workload Management                           13          30      0.28%            2

                                                ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------

                                                       520       9,986     94.56%           19

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan:
The MICS database timespan.

Libname:
The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Data Set Name:
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type:
The device type of the data set. The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count:
Number of volumes of the timespan data set.

Block Size:
The z/OS block size of the data set.

% Free:
Percentage of free space in the timespan data set.

For each of the following items, units can be Bytes, Blocks, Tracks, or Cylinders depending upon options that are selected
when the report is run.

Allocated units:
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The amount of space that is allocated to timespan data set.

Used units:
The amount of space that is used in the timespan data set.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area:
Name the MICS Information Area with the timespan.

Members:
Total members in this Information Area. These members include valid and invalid (as listed in the Invalid Files report) file
entries.

Used Space:
Space that is used in the Information Area.

Used Percent:
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the Information Area within the timespan.

Avg. Space per File:
The average space that is used for each file within the timespan.

File Summary Report

The File Summary report shows space utilization for each MICS File within the timespan.

                    CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting          14:41 Friday, January 27, yyyy  18

                          Database Space Utilization

                                  File Summary

                        Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

       Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: PDETAIL; Data set Name: MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL

             Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

          Allocated Blocks: 10,560; Used Blocks: 10,007; % Free: 5.24%

Information Area                                                  Used        Used     Avg. Space

   File Name                                         Cycles      Space      Percent    Per Cycle

-------------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area

   (CFG) WLE CONFIGURATION FILE                             1           2      0.02%            2

   (ERL) HTTP ERROR MESSAGES LOG FILE                       4           8      0.08%            2

   (SAL) HTTP ACCESS LOG FILE                               4         104      0.98%           26

   ----------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area                        9         114      0.98%           13

(WLM) MVS Workload Management

   (_EA) REPORT CLASS                                       1           2      0.02%            2

   (_EC) REPORT CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION                  1           4      0.04%            4

   (_ED) REPORT CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY                    1           2      0.02%            2

   (_EM) REPORT CLASS RESPONSE TIME                         1           2      0.02%            2

   (_EW) REPORT CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES                1           2      0.02%            2

   (RGP) RESOURCE GROUP                                     1           2      0.02%            2

   (SDE) SERVICE DEFINITION                                 1           2      0.02%            2

   (SDS) SERVICE CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES               1           2      0.02%            2

   (SEA) SERVICE CLASS                                      1           2      0.02%            2

   (SEC) SERVICE CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION                 1           4      0.04%            4

   (SED) SERVICE CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY                   1           2      0.02%            2
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   (SEM) SERVICE CLASS RESPONSE TIME                        1           2      0.02%            2

   (SVC) SERVICE CLIENT                                     1           2      0.02%            2

   ----------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ----------

(WLM) MVS Workload Management                              13          30      0.02%            2

   ==============================================  ==========  ==========  ==========  ==========

                                                        3,592       9,986     94.56%            3

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan:
The MICS database timespan.

Libname:
The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Data Set Name:
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type:
The device type of the data set. The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count:
Number of volumes of the timespan data set.

Block Size:
The z/OS block size of the data set.

% Free:
Percentage of free space in the timespan data set.

For each of the following items, units can be Bytes, Blocks, Tracks, or Cylinders depending upon options that are selected
when the report is run.

Allocated units:
The amount of space that is allocated to timespan data set.

Used units:
The amount of space that is used in the timespan data set.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area:
Name of the MICS Information Area within the timespan.

File Name:
Name of the MICS file within the timespan.

Cycles:
Total iterations (cycles) of this file within the timespan.

Used Space:
Space that is used by the file. The space that is used at the Libname summarization level may not equal the allocated
space in the timespan. This difference is attributed to internal SAS usage.

Used Percent:
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the File within the timespan.

Avg. Space per Cycle:
The average space that is used for each cycle of the MICS file within the timespan.
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MICS Database Space Estimator

The Database Space Estimator is used to estimate the maximum size of a MICS database. Space can be reported in
bytes, blocks, tracks, or cylinders by changing the execution panel option.

  

WARNING

This report is not suitable for modeling or 'what-if' analysis. Modeling implies that space estimates can be
made before the first update. Therefore, the Database Space Estimator cannot predict space that is used by a
component before it is installed into a unit or space for moving components from one unit to another.

Since the Database Space Estimator bases its estimate on existing files in the MICS database and from information in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL), it can be used for:

• Estimating the maximum size of the MICS database in as few as a single database update;
• Monitoring space increases or decreases following a configuration change (for example. DBMODEL);
• Tuning database size and cycling definitions.

The Database Space Estimator also reports on the estimated maximum size of each physical data set comprising the
MICS database. This information is obtained by adding to the allocated space the maximum size of each remaining
secondary extent.

Note: This value does not take into account the availability of secondary extents or multiple volumes.

The Database Space Estimator contains the following reports:

• The Invalid File Report provides a list of files that cannot be identified as belonging to the MICS database structure.
Invalid files can be the result of residual files from an incomplete database update, user created files, and obsolete
files.
Invalid files are reported in the 'Unknown' category of the Information Area and File Summary reports. The MICS
database Health Check Utility can be run to help resolve issues with identified invalid files. For more information, see
MICS database Health Check Utility.

• The Libname Summary provides overview information for each timespan in the database.
• The Information Area Summary Report shows space utilization for each Information Area within a timespan. This

report is useful for determining where a database can be split.
• The File Summary Reports show space utilization for each file in a timespan. All cycles for a file are comprised in a

single-line entry.

The following subsections provide more details concerning the MICS database Space Estimator Reports:

Panel Entries

To generate the Database Space Estimator reports, select option 6 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu, and then
option 1 (MWF 5;4;6;1).

Command ===>

-------------------------  Database Space Estimator -----------------

Unit Database ID          ===> _

Space Reporting Unit      ===> L (Bytes, bLocks, Tracks, Cylinders)

Report Types
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Summary                  ===> Y

Information Area         ===> Y

Detail                   ===> Y

Press END to continue.

To submit the inquiry, fill in values, as described here, and press END or use the PF3 key.

Unit Database
ID Defaults to the primary database ID. Specify the one-character identifier that is assigned to the unit that you want to
analyze. A list of valid values for your site is available by placing a question mark (?) in the field.

Space Reporting Unit
Defaults to L (bLocks). This report can display space in either Bytes (B), bLocks (L), Tracks (T), or Cylinders (C).

Report Types 

Summary
Defaults to Y (Yes). To produce the Libname Summary Report, specify Y (Yes).

Information Area
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y (Yes) To produce the Information Area Summary Report, specify Y (Yes)

Detail
Defaults to Y (Yes). To produce the File Summary Report, specify Y (Yes)

Sample Output

A sample report listing for the Database Space Estimator follows:

The Invalid File report lists files within the MICS database that cannot be identified as belonging to a MICS component.

Invalid File Report
     CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting    16:18 Friday, January 27, 2015   1

            Database Space Estimator

                 Invalid Files

   The following files are considered invalid

and may skew results. It is recommended that the

 CA MICS Database Health Check Utility be run.

      TimeSpan     DDName      Member

     ----------  ----------  ----------

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     BAT_TPM0

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATATPM0

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATRENM0

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     BATSPLM0

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     IMS_IAM0

      MONTHS      PMONTHS     IMS_ISM0

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     BATJOBQ0

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     BATJOBYY

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     RMFCKPTX

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJIB01

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJOBYY

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXJOB01

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY

      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY00
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      DETAIL      PDETAIL     XXXYYY01

Column Descriptions 

Timespan:
The MICS timespan where the invalid file resides.

DDname
The DDname of the invalid file.

Member:
The SAS member name of the invalid file.

The Libname Summary report lists space utilizations for each physical data set timespan of the MICS database.

Libname Summary Report
                                  CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting           16:18 Friday, January 27,

 2015   2

                                           Database Space Estimator

                                               Libname Summary

                                       Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

                                                                                                         Est.

 Max

                                                                       Used     Allocated   Projected  

 Allocated

Libname   Dataset Name                                  Block Size    Space       Space       Space      

 Space

--------  --------------------------------------------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

PDETAIL   MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL                                  27,648      10,007      10,560      24,179     

 34,560  (1)

PDAYS     MDI.U3PUN.DAYS                                    27,648       3,130       3,130      13,554     

 25,530  (1)

PDAYS1    MDI.U3PUN.DAYS1                                   27,648          14      12,171           9     

 42,176

PWEEKS    MDI.U3PUN.WEEKS                                   27,648         543         920       4,106     

 18,920  (1)

PMONTHS   MDI.U3PUN.MONTHS                                  27,648         998       1,176       5,213     

 13,176  (1)

PYEARS    MDI.U3PUN.YEARS                                   27,648           4           6           1      

 6,006

                                                                    ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

                                                                        14,696      27,963      47,062    

 140,368

               (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Column Descriptions 

Libname
The SAS libname of the timespan.

Dataset name
The z/OS data set name of the timespan.
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Block size
The DCB block size of the data set.

Used Space
Space that is used in the timespan.

Allocated Space
Total space that is allocated to the timespan. This space is computed as Used and Free space.

Projected Space
Estimate of used space within a timespan when all files are at maximum cycles.

Estimated Max Allocated Space
Estimate of the maximum size of the timespan if the maximum size of each remaining secondary extent is used.

The Information Area Summary report shows space utilization for each Information Area within the timespan.

Information Area Summary Report
                                              CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting      16:18 Friday,

 January 27, 2015   3

                                                      Database Space Estimator

                                                      Information Area Summary

                                                  Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

                                 Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: PDETAIL; Dataset Name: MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL

                                       Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

                                    Allocated Blocks: 10,560; Used Blocks: 10,007; % Free: 5.24%

                                                    Estimated Max Blocks: 34,560

                                                           Used                 Avg. Space   Projected  

 Projected

Information Area                                Files      Space      %Used     per Cycle      Space     

 %Used

----------------------------------------------  ------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------

(???) Unknown                                        7          12      0.11%            2          12     

 0.03%

(ACT) Accounting Component                           6          10      0.09%            2          35     

 0.10%

(ADM) Administrative Activity Information Area       2           2      0.02%            1           2     

 0.01%

(AST) ASTEX                                          4           7      0.07%            2           7     

 0.02%

(AUM) MeasureWare Information Area                  18          79      0.75%            4         247     

 0.71%

(BAT) Batch Activity Information Area               50       1,480     14.02%           30       4,063    

 11.76%

(CIC) CICS Activity Information Area                11          65      0.62%            6         377     

 1.09%

(DBP) DB2 Buffer Pool Area                           2           3      0.03%            2           3     

 0.01%

(DB2) DB2 Information Area                          15          78      0.74%            5         126     

 0.36%

(DEA) VAX/VMS Accounting Information Area            6          14      0.13%            2         131     

 0.38%
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(DEM) VAX/VMS Monitor Information Area               6         145      1.37%           24         145     

 0.42%

(DES) VAX/VMS System Usage Information Area          5          39      0.37%            8          41     

 0.12%

(HAR) Hardware Utilization                          22         360      3.41%           16         360     

 1.04%

(HFS) USS File System Information Area               3           9      0.09%            3          41     

 0.12%

(HSB) DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area        4       2,777     26.30%          694       9,255    

 26.78%

(HSM) DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area      10         835      7.91%           84       2,831     

 8.19%

(IDM) IDMS Information Area                          5          15      0.14%            3          50     

 0.14%

(IMS) IMS Activity Information Area                  7          46      0.44%            7         359     

 1.04%

(MQA) MQS Accounting Information Area                4          16      0.15%            4          16     

 0.05%

(MQS) MQS Performance Information Area              14          27      0.26%            2          39     

 0.11%

(NVS) Netview Session Information Area               9          16      0.15%            2          24     

 0.07%

(OPS) Operations Information Area                    3           6      0.06%            2           6     

 0.02%

(PWR) VSE/POWER Information Area                    19          44      0.42%            2         104     

 0.30%

(SCP) MVS System Control Program                    36         625      5.92%           17         703     

 2.03%

(SNT) Network Information Area                      33          66      0.63%            2         150     

 0.43%

(SRL) System Reliability Information                52         452      4.28%            9       1,118     

 3.23%

(TCP) TCP/IP Information Area                       15          36      0.34%            2          44     

 0.13%

(TDM) TANDEM Information Area                       23         165      1.56%            7         592     

 1.71%

(TSO) TSO Information Area                          23         333      3.15%           14         349     

 1.01%

(VCA) VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area         7          23      0.22%            3         111     

 0.32%

(VMC) Accounting and Exception Information Are      12          23      0.22%            2         103     

 0.30%

(VMX) VM/XA and VM/ESA System Information Area      37       1,973     18.68%           53       2,395     

 6.93%

(WEB) WEB Information Area                          28          61      0.58%            2         115     

 0.33%

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area                 9         114      1.08%           13         198     

 0.57%

(WLM) MVS Workload Management                       13          30      0.28%            2          30     

 0.09%

                                                ------  ----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 ----------
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                                                   520       9,986     94.56%            2      24,182    

 69.97%   (1)

                         (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan:
The MICS database timespan.

Libname:
The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Dataset Name:
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type:
The device type of the data set. The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count:
Number of volumes of the timespan data set.

Block Size:
The z/OS block size of the data set.

% Free:
Percentage of free space in the timespan data set.

For each of the following items, units can be Bytes, Blocks, Tracks, or Cylinders depending upon options that are selected
when the report is run.

Allocated units:
The amount of space that is allocated to timespan data set.

Used units:
The amount of space that is used in the timespan data set.

Estimated Max units:
The estimated maximum space of the timespan data set. This space is computed by adding the requested size of the
remaining secondary extents on the last volume of the timespan data set to the allocated space.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area:
Name the MICS Information Area within the timespan.

Files:
Total members in this Information Area. These members include valid and invalid (as listed in the Invalid Files report) file
entries.

Used Space:
Space that is used in the Information Area.
Note: The space that is used at the Libname summarization level may not equal the allocated space in the timespan. This
difference is attributed to internal SAS usage.

%Used:
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the Information Area within the timespan.

Avg Space/Cycle:
Average space that is used by each cycle of the file within the timespan.

Projected Space:
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Space that is used by this information area when all cycles of all files are created.

Projected %Used:
Percentage of the Estimated Maximum used.

The File Summary report shows space utilization for each MICS File within the timespan.

File Summary Report 

                                              CA MICS Space Utilization and Reporting        16:18 Friday,

 January 27, 2015  18

                                                      Database Space Estimator

                                                            File Summary

                                                  Space Reporting Unit is Blocks

                                 Timespan: DETAIL; Libname: PDETAIL; Dataset Name: MDI.U3PUN.DETAIL

                                       Device Type: 3390; Volume Count: 1; Block Size: 27,648

                                    Allocated Blocks: 10,560; Used Blocks: 10,007; % Free: 5.24%

                                                    Estimated Max Blocks: 34,560

Information Area                                              Used               Avg. Space  Def'd   Estimated

   Estimated

   File Name                                       Cycles     Space     %Used    per Cycle   Cycles    Space 

      %Used

-------------------------------------------------  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  ------ 

 ----------  ----------

(WEB) WEB Information Area

   (HTP) HTTP SESSION MANAGER INTERVAL FILE             4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   (MIJ) J2EE METHOD INTERVAL FILE                      4          16    0.15%            4       7         

 28      0.08%

   (SAF) WAS SERVER ACTIVITY FILE                       4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   (SIF) WAS SERVER INTERVAL FILE                       4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   (SRV) WEBCONTAINER SERVLET INTERVAL FILE             4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   (WCF) HTTP SERVER CONFIGURATION FILE                 1           1    0.01%            1       1          

 1      0.00%

   (WPR) HTTP SERVER PERFORMANCE FILE                   4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   ----------------------------------------------          ----------  --------                     

 ----------  ----------

(WEB) WEB Information Area                                         61    0.58%                             

 115      0.33%

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area

   (CFG) WLE CONFIGURATION FILE                         1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (ERL) HTTP ERROR MESSAGES LOG FILE                   4           8    0.08%            2       7         

 14      0.04%

   (SAL) HTTP ACCESS LOG FILE                           4         104    0.98%           26       7        

 182      0.53%
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   ----------------------------------------------          ----------  --------                     

 ----------  ----------

(WLG) WEB Log Files Information Area                              114    1.08%                             

 198      0.57%

(WLM) MVS Workload Management

   (_EA) REPORT CLASS                                   1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (_EC) REPORT CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION              1           4    0.04%            4       1          

 4      0.01%

   (_ED) REPORT CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY                1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (_EM) REPORT CLASS RESPONSE TIME                     1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (_EW) REPORT CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES            1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (RGP) RESOURCE GROUP                                 1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SDE) SERVICE DEFINITION                             1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SDS) SERVICE CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES           1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SEA) SERVICE CLASS                                  1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SEC) SERVICE CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION             1           4    0.04%            4       1          

 4      0.01%

   (SED) SERVICE CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY               1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SEM) SERVICE CLASS RESPONSE TIME                    1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   (SVC) SERVICE CLIENT                                 1           2    0.02%            2       1          

 2      0.01%

   ----------------------------------------------          ----------  --------                     

 ----------  ----------

(WLM) MVS Workload Management                                      30    0.28%                              

 30      0.09%

   ==============================================          ==========  ========                     

 ==========  ==========

                         (1) Projected Space Exceeds Allocated; (2) Projected Space Exceeds Estimated Max.

Heading Descriptions 

Timespan:
The MICS database timespan.

Libname:
The DDname used to reference the timespan data set.

Dataset Name:
The fully qualified data set name of the timespan.

Device Type:
The device type of the data set. The device type is the same for all volumes of a multi-volume data set.

Volume Count:
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Number of volumes of the timespan data set.

Block Size:
The z/OS block size of the data set.

% Free:
Percentage of free space in the timespan data set.

For each of the following items, units can be Bytes, Blocks, Tracks, or Cylinders depending upon options that are selected
when the report is run.

Allocated units:
The amount of space that is allocated to timespan data set.

Used units:
The amount of space that is used in the timespan data set.

Estimated Max units:
The estimated maximum space of the timespan data set. This space is computed by adding the requested size of the
remaining secondary extents on the last volume of the timespan data set to the allocated space.

Column Descriptions 

Information Area:
Name the MICS Information Area within the timespan.

File Name:
Name the MICS file Area within the timespan.

Cycles:
Total iterations (cycles) of this file within the timespan.

Used Space:
Space that is used by the file.
Note: The space that is used at the Libname summarization level might not equal the allocated space in the timespan.
This difference is attributed to internal SAS usage.

%Used:
Percentage of allocated space that is used by the File within the timespan.

Avg Space/Cycle:
Average space that is used by each cycle within the timespan.

Def'D Cycles:
Number of cycles as defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

Estimated Space:
Space that is used by this file area when all cycles created.

Estimated %Used:
Percentage of the Estimated Maximum used.

Component Inactive Data Elements Report
The Component Inactive Data Elements Report provides a listing of data elements that are inactive for a component
that is based on the options that are specified in the cccGENIN members (where ccc is the component identifier) of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB, and complex level database options in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). Inactive data
elements are not stored in the database.

------------------ Component Inactive Data Elements Report -----------------

Command ===>
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Product:           ===>     (Enter component ID)

Print dictionary:  ===>     (Y/N)

Press END to continue.

The report shows the names of the inactive data elements by file and these reasons for their inactivity:

• The file is switched off completely by settings in the FILE statement of cccGENIN, so the data elements are not stored
in the database.

• The data element is made inactive for all timespans by settings in the timespan mask of the NAME or NAMX statement
of cccGENIN.

• The data element is not stored in the database because the ESSENTIAL INITIAL or ONLY option is in effect and this
element is not marked as essential.

• The data element is not stored in the database because the DERIVED COMP option is in effect, which allows
recalculation of an element from existing elements when necessary.

• An OPTIONS statement in cccGENIN specifies a cluster code that excludes this data element from the database.
• A product option validation, such as file and timespan dependencies, results in the exclusion of this data element from

the database.

The report also shows an alias name for the data element, if one is used. The alias name aids in locating the
corresponding MICS Data Dictionary entry for further information.

Optionally, a detailed description of each listed data element as it appears in the MICS Data Dictionary, is printed at the
end of the report.

For more information about complex level database options, see Planning.

To produce the Component Inactive Data Elements Report, select option 7 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu
(MWF 5;4;7).

To submit the inquiry, fill in a value, as described here, and press END or use the F3 key.

Product
Required, no default. Enter one of the following three-character (ccc) component identifiers.
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• AUM
• AST
• BAS
• CIC
• DB2
• DEX
• HSM
• IDM
• IMS
• MQS
• MTI
• PWR
• RMF
• SMF
• SNT
• SRL
• TDM
• TLM
• TSO
• VCA
• VMC
• VTS
• WEB

Print dictionary
Required, no default. Enter Y (Yes) or N (No). If Y(Yes), the dictionary entries with detailed descriptions of the inactive
data elements are printed.

A sample report listing for the Component Inactive Data Elements Report follows.

In the following example, inactive data elements for the Open Edition/MVS Program File of the SMF component are listed.
All listed data elements are inactive due to timespan option settings. No data dictionary entry printing was requested.

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

                                             CA MICS COMPONENT INACTIVE DATA ELEMENTS              05:23

 Friday, April 13, 2015   1

                                           DATA ELEMENTS TURNED OFF FOR COMPONENT: SMF

  ---------------------------------------------------- AREA=BAT FILEID=_OE

 --------------------------------------------------------

     DATA      FILE IS       OFF DUE TO          OFF DUE TO         OFF DUE TO        OFF DUE TO      DATA

 DIC.    PRODUCT OPTION

   ELEMENT       OFF      TIMESPAN OPTIONS    ESSENTIAL OPTION    DERIVED OPTION    CLUSTER OPTION      ALIAS

       RESET STATUS

   PGMCPHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMPNM        NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMRKHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO
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   PGMRVN        NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMTIHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMTOHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMUIHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMVKHRS      NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

   PGMCVIO       NO             YES                  NO                 NO                NO                 

            NO

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

Heading Descriptions 

AREA:
The name of the MICS information area.

FILEID:
The name of the MICS file.

Column Descriptions 

DATA ELEMENT:
The name of the MICS data element that is defined in cccGENIN.

FILE IS OFF:
If YES, the file is switched off completely by settings in the FILE statement of cccGENIN. Therefore the data element is
not stored in the data base.

OFF DUE TO TIMESPAN OPTIONS:
If YES, the data element is made inactive for all timespans by settings in the timespan mask of the NAME or NAMX
statement of cccGENIN, and is not stored in the data base.

OFF DUE TO ESSENTIAL OPTION:
If YES, the ESSENTIAL INITIAL or the ONLY option is in effect and this data element is not marked as essential.
Therefore the data element is not stored in the data base.

OFF DUE TO DERIVED OPTION:
If YES, the DERIVED COMP option is in effect and this data element is marked as derived, which allows it to be
recalculated from other elements. Therefore the data element is not stored in the data base.

OFF DUE TO CLUSTER OPTION:
If YES, an OPTIONS statement in cccGENIN specifies a cluster code that excludes this data element from the data base.

DATA DIC. ALIAS:
If present, displays an alias name for this data element that is used for the data dictionary entry.

PRODUCT OPTION RESET STATUS:
If YES, a product option validation, such as file and timespan dependencies, has switched off this data element, which
results in the exclusion from the data base. The validation executes part of the same code that is used during component
generation (cccCGEN) and is different for each component.
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SAS Format/Informat Print Utility
The SAS Format and Informat Print Utility is an administrative tool to print SAS informats or formats that reside in the
MICS sharedprefix or unit level format libraries.

This utility can print informat and formats from both the complex level format library and the unit level library in a single
execution. This utility can also process multiple format catalogs in a single execution.

The SAS Format and Informat Print Utility provides the following options:

• Print all formats within a format catalog or multiple format catalogs.
• Print only the directory listing of a catalog or multiple catalogs.
• Specify individual or multiple formats by name. The utility supports colon (:) and hyphen (-) wildcard characters within

the format name specification.
• Report simultaneously from both the complex and one unit.

Panel Entries - Print Utility

The SAS Format/Informat Print Utility panel.

Command ===>

-----------------------  SAS Format/Informat Print Utility  -----------

Complex Level Format Library?  ===> N   (Y/N)

Format Catalog:  USERFMT1  ===> N   MICSFMTS  ===> N   USERFMT2  ===> N

                 Other:    ===> _______________________  (specify name)

Print Entire Catalog?   ===> N      Print Catalog Directory?   ===> N

 - or -

Format Name(s):  ===>  ________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Unit Level Format Library?  ===> N      (Y/N)       DBID  ===> P

Format Catalog:  USERFMT1  ===> N   MICSFMTS  ===> N   USERFMT2  ===> N

                 Other:    ===> _______________________  (specify name)

Print Entire Catalog?   ===> N      Print Catalog Directory?   ===> N

 - or -

Format Names(s):  ===> ________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

The top half of the panel controls the complex level reporting while the bottom half of the panel controls unit level
reporting.

Complex Level Format Library? 
(Required) Defaults to N. To print formats from one of the complex levels (MCOLIB) format catalogs, specify Y.

Format Catalog: USERFMT1 ===> MICSFMTS ===> USERFMT2 ===>
(Required) Defaults to N. Specify Y for each catalog from which you want to print formats.
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Format Catalog: OTHER ===>
Defaults to blank. Must be specified if all the format catalogs that are listed are set to N. Contains the exact name of
a user format catalog that resides in either the complex level format library (MCOLIB) or the unit level format library
(MUOLIB).

Print Entire Catalog?
Required only if 'Format Names' is left blank. Defaults to N. To print all the formats for the format catalogs you have
selected for processing, specify Y.

Print Catalog Directory? 
(Required) Defaults to N. To print only a listing of all the members of the format catalogs you have selected for processing,
specify Y.

Format Names(s):
Required only if 'Print Entire Catalog' is set to N. Defaults to blank. Specify the names of any formats and nformats you
want to print.
Note: Specify format names exactly as they appear in the catalog using the naming conventions that are required by SAS.

You can use the colon (:) and hyphen (-) wildcard characters to specify entries. For example, the following prints all
character formats that begin with cplx.

$cplx:

Unit Level Format Library?
(Required.) Defaults to N. Specify Y to print formats from one unit's (MUOLIB) format catalogs.

All the remaining fields are the same as those described above for complex level reporting.

Sample Print Directory MICSLOG Output

A sample MICSLOG for the SAS Format/Informat Print Utility follows. This sample MICSLOG was generated from the
panel option 'Print Catalog Directory?'.

Monday, 28 July yyyy-------- MICS LOG -----------------------

16.45.18 ICF01098I MICF INQUIRY SAS EXECUTION STARTED.

16.45.18 MWF02000I SAS Print Format Utility Execution Options:

16.45.18 MWF02000I Complex Level Formats: Y

16.45.18 MWF02000I USERFMT1 Catalog: N

16.45.18 MWF02000I MICSFMTS Catalog: Y

16.45.18 MWF02000I USERFMT2 Catalog: N

16.45.18 MWF02000I    OTHER Catalog:

16.45.18 MWF02000I Print Catalog Directory: Y

16.45.18 MWF02000I Print Entire Format Catalog: N

16.45.18 MWF02000I Print Specified Formats: N

16.45.19 ICF01099I MICF INQUIRY SAS EXECUTION COMPLETED.

Sample Print Directory Report Output

A sample report listing for the SAS Format/Informat Print Utility follows. This sample report was generated from the panel
option 'Print Catalog Directory?'.

16:45 Monday, July 28, yyyy   1

 

                                             Contents of Catalog MCOLIB.MICSFMTS
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       #    Name        Type               Create Date          Modified Date    Description

    

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

        

 2    CPLXSFZN    FORMAT      26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                                           

        

 3    CPLXZONE    FORMAT      26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                                           

        

 4    DSORG       FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,3                  

        

 5    DVALTTK     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,3                  

        

 6    DVCLASS     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8                  

        

 7    DVCYLS      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5                  

        

 8    DVTKPCY     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,2                  

        

 9    DVTKSIP     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5                  

       

 10    DVTKSIZ     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5                  

       

 11    DVTYPE      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8                  

       

 12    FTPFAIL     FORMAT      10NOV2003:14:17:35     10NOV2003:14:17:35                                           

       

 13    LUSEL       FORMAT      10NOV2003:14:17:35     10NOV2003:14:17:35                                           

       

 14    MAPCT       FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,9                  

       

 15    MASRLCT     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    SRL     SRLFMT03  SOURCE  01.05 SRL6065

       

 16    MBYTES      FORMAT      24APR2006:16:16:13     24APR2006:16:16:13                                           

       

 17    MNTHFMT     FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:47:58     03JUN2008:08:47:58    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,9                  

       

 18    MONEY       FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:47:58     03JUN2008:08:47:58    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,17                 

       

 19    MONEYB      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,14                 

       

 20    MONEYP      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,13                 

       

 21    MONEYR      FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:47:58     03JUN2008:08:47:58    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,13                 

       

 22    MONEYRT     FORMAT      19MAY2005:12:39:39     19MAY2005:12:39:39                                           

       

 23    MONEYV      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8                  

       

 24    MONEYX      FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:47:58     03JUN2008:08:47:58    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,19                          

        25    RECFM       FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5 

        26    SESTYPE     FORMAT      10NOV2003:14:17:35     10NOV2003:14:17:35                          
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        27    SHROPT      FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,2 

        28    SOCST       FORMAT      10NOV2003:14:17:35     10NOV2003:14:17:35                          

        29    SSL         FORMAT      10NOV2003:14:17:35     10NOV2003:14:17:35                          

        30    TDMDEVTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8 

        31    TDMDSKTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,25

        32    TDMEVYTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        33    TDMEXPTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        34    TDMMISTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        35    TDMMLNTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        36    TDMPRTTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        37    TDMTAPTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        38    TDMTRMTP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        39    TDMTR2TP    FORMAT      03JUN2008:08:51:40     03JUN2008:08:51:40    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,24

        40    VMCCWOP     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8 

        41    VMCPRVA     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5 

        42    VMCPRVB     FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,5 

        43    VMDEVCLS    FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,8 

        44    VMDEVTYP    FORMAT      18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,25

        45    VMXDVCLS    FORMAT      24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,11

        46    VMXDVTYP    FORMAT      24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,11

        47    XBYTES      FORMAT      24APR2006:16:16:13     24APR2006:16:16:13                          

        48    YR          FORMAT      24APR2006:16:16:13     24APR2006:16:16:13                          

        49    ACTCDIS     FORMATC     14DEC2007:12:37:15     14DEC2007:12:37:15                          

        50    ACTCICF     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:59     11APR2008:07:17:59                          

        51    ACTCMPF     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:59     11APR2008:07:17:59                          

        52    ACTCOMP     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:59     11APR2008:07:17:59                          

16:45 Monday, July 28, yyyy   2

 

                                             Contents of Catalog MCOLIB.MICSFMTS

 

       #    Name        Type               Create Date          Modified Date    Description

    

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        53    ACTCPUF     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:59     11APR2008:07:17:59                         

        54    ACTCRED     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=4,4,34 

        55    ACTCSRC     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:59     11APR2008:07:17:59                         

        56    ACTCSUR     FORMATC     14DEC2007:12:37:15     14DEC2007:12:37:15                         

        57    ACTIVCF     FORMATC     11APR2008:07:17:57     11APR2008:07:17:57                         

        58    ACT1CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        59    ACT2CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        60    ACT3CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        61    ACT4CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        62    ACT5CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        63    ACT6CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        64    ACT7CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        65    ACT8CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        66    ACT9CC      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5  

        67    AVTYMGT     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=8,8,21 

        68    AVTYNAM     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,24 

        69    BASESSL     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=16,16,1

        70    CCAIVCF     FORMATC     09APR2008:10:14:10     09APR2008:10:14:10                         

        71    CC1NAME     FORMATC     09APR2008:10:14:09     09APR2008:10:14:09                         
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      X 72    COMPFIL     FORMATC     15APR2008:10:13:25     15APR2008:10:13:25                         

        73    CPLXSID     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:06     26MAR2008:14:47:06                         

        74    CPLXSIN     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:06     26MAR2008:14:47:06                         

       

 75    CPLXZHA     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                                  

        76    CPLXZHB     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                        

        77    CPLXZNM     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                        

        78    CPLXZRG     FORMATC     26MAR2008:14:47:07     26MAR2008:14:47:07                        

        79    DEVTYPS     FORMATC     27APR2004:11:38:06     27APR2004:11:38:06    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,16

        80    DVALTTK     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3 

        81    DVCYLS      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5 

        82    DVTKPCY     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,2 

        83    DVTKSIP     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5 

        84    DVTKSIZ     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5 

        85    ERRCODE     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=2,2,40

        86    ICFDFLN     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=8,8,2 

        87    IMSI1O      FORMATC     05NOV2004:14:35:25     05NOV2004:14:35:25    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,49

        88    JCLGEN      FORMATC     08APR2008:14:34:35     08APR2008:14:34:35                        

        89    MGMTNAM     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,24

        90    RESPNAM     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,22

        91    SCC         FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=7,7,40

        92    SRLMDR      FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=2,2,75

        93    TCPSUBT     FORMATC     18OCT2002:16:24:07     18OCT2002:16:24:07    FORMAT:MAXLEN=4,4,4 

        94    UEXC_A      FORMATC     28FEB2008:15:12:10     28FEB2008:15:12:10                        

        95    UEXC_B      FORMATC     28DEC2007:20:41:23     28DEC2007:20:41:23                        

        96    UEXC_G      FORMATC     04JAN2008:09:33:01     04JAN2008:09:33:01                        

        97    UEXC_J      FORMATC     07FEB2008:17:22:45     07FEB2008:17:22:45                         

        98    UEXC_P      FORMATC     03JUN2008:10:27:59     03JUN2008:10:27:59                        

        99    UEXC_Z      FORMATC     18APR2008:07:48:30     18APR2008:07:48:30                        

       100    UEXC_8_     FORMATC     08JAN2008:14:59:40     08JAN2008:14:59:40                        

       101    UEXC_9_     FORMATC     24JUL2008:16:03:35     24JUL2008:16:03:35                        

       102    VMCSTCH     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,20

       103    VMCUTYP     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=7,7,8

16:45 Monday, July 28, yyyy   3

 

                                             Contents of Catalog MCOLIB.MICSFMTS

 

       #    Name        Type               Create Date          Modified Date    Description

    

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       104    VMDVBYT     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,6

       105    VMDVSPC     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,7

       106    VMP200X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3

       107    VMP300X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3

       108    VMP308X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,4

       109    VMP309X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,4

       110    VMP43XX     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5

       111    VMP438X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,5

       112    VMP902X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3

       113    VMP912X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3

       114    VMP922X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,3

       115    VMP967X     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,4
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       116    VMXDSDT     FORMATC     24APR2006:16:16:20     24APR2006:16:16:20    FORMAT:MAXLEN=9,9,8

       117    XBYTES      INFMT       24APR2006:16:16:13     24APR2006:16:16:13                       

       118    YR          INFMT       24APR2006:16:16:13     24APR2006:16:16:13                       

Sample Print Specific Format MICSLOG Output

A sample MICSLOG for the SAS Format/Informat Print Utility follows. This sample MICSLOG was generated from the
panel option 'Print Format Names'.

Monday, 28 July yyyy----------- MICS LOG -------------------

17.38.33 ICF01098I MICF INQUIRY SAS EXECUTION STARTED.

17.38.33 MWF02000I SAS Print Format Utility Execution Options:

17.38.33 MWF02000I Complex Level Formats: Y

17.38.33 MWF02000I USERFMT1 Catalog: N

17.38.33 MWF02000I MICSFMTS Catalog: Y

17.38.33 MWF02000I USERFMT2 Catalog: N

17.38.33 MWF02000I    OTHER Catalog:

17.38.33 MWF02000I Print Catalog Directory: N

17.38.33 MWF02000I Print Entire Format Catalog: N

17.38.33 MWF02000I Print Specified Formats: Y

17.38.33 ICF01099I MICF INQUIRY SAS EXECUTION COMPLETED.

Sample Print Specific Formats Report Output

A sample report for the SAS Format/Informat Print Utility follows. This sample report was generated from the panel option
'Print Format Names'.

                                                       17:38 Monday, July 28, yyyy

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXSID LENGTH:   24   NUMBER OF VALUES:    1        |

|   MIN LENGTH:  40  MAX LENGTH:  40  DEFAULT LENGTH  40  FUZZ:        0   |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:06)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|OSYS            |OSYS            |LSYS CPU-MODEL . SCP . .                |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXSIN LENGTH:   30   NUMBER OF VALUES:    1        |

|   MIN LENGTH:  40  MAX LENGTH:  40  DEFAULT LENGTH  40  FUZZ:        0   |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:06)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|LSYS            |LSYS            |SYSTEM DESCRIPTION                      |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXZHA LENGTH:    1   NUMBER OF VALUES:    1        |

|   MIN LENGTH:   8  MAX LENGTH:   8  DEFAULT LENGTH   8  FUZZ:        0   |
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|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:07)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|                |                |                                        |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXZHB LENGTH:    1   NUMBER OF VALUES:    1        |

|   MIN LENGTH:   8  MAX LENGTH:   8  DEFAULT LENGTH   8  FUZZ:        0   |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:07)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|                |                |                                        |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXZNM LENGTH:   12   NUMBER OF VALUES:    0        |

|   MIN LENGTH:   1  MAX LENGTH:  40  DEFAULT LENGTH  40  FUZZ:        0   |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:07)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|                |                |                                        |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

|       FORMAT NAME: $CPLXZRG LENGTH:   12   NUMBER OF VALUES:    0        |

|   MIN LENGTH:   6  MAX LENGTH:   6  DEFAULT LENGTH   6  FUZZ:        0   |

|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|START           |END             |LABEL  (VER. V7|V8   26MAR2008:14:47:07)|

|----------------+----------------+----------------------------------------|

|                |                |                                        |

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Physical Hardware Parameter Creation
To create member RMFPHYDU in your prefix.MICS.PARMS library, use the Physical Hardware Create Parms
(RMFPHYCP) utility. This member can then be modified to provide values to be assigned during the creation of the
Physical Hardware (HARPHY) file. The RMFPHYCP utility can be run in any unit that has the HARPHY file that is
activated and where data element assignments are required.

 ---------------  Physical Hardware Parm Creation  ------- Row 1 of 3

 Command ===>                                              Scroll ===> CSR

 Line Commands: S Select one of the following Unit IDs

                  to execute RMFPHYCP

 Cmd  Unit ID  Description

  -   -------  ----------------------------------------

  _   G        C A

  _   P        CA

  _   8        C A

 ******************************* Bottom of data ************************
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Member RMFPHYDU contains CPC, DEV, and LDV key ID statements representing hardware that is found in the
Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) and Device Activity (HARDVA) files. RMFPHYCP does not create the RMFPHYDE
member that is used by RMFPGEN, but instead creates the RMFPHYDU PARM member, leaving an existing RMFPHYDE
production member unmodified.

Once RMFPHYDU is updated, it can be copied or renamed to RMFPHYDE, and RMFPGEN can be run. RMFPGEN
creates the $RMFPHY format in the unit level MUOLIB. $RMFPHY is subsequently used by the DAY020 daily processing
job to assign values to HARPHY data elements.

The first time RMFPHYCP is run in a given unit, the RMFPHYDU PARM member is created exclusively from the
HARDVA and HARIPU files, which are composed of only CPC, DEV, and LDV statements. Any subsequent user
updates to add data element assignments can then be made, and RMFPHYDU is copied or renamed to RMFPHYDE in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Subsequent runs of the RMFPHYCP utility to discover any new physical CPCs or devices or logical device groups create
a new RMFPHYDU prefix.MICS.PARMS member. If an existing RMFPHYDE member is found in prefix.MICS.PARMS, its
information is retained (including any user updates) and any new CPC, DEV, and LDV statements for physical CPCs or
devices or logical device groups are added to create the new RMFPHYDU prefix.MICS.PARMS member.

Note: Executing RMFPHYCP overlays the existing RMFPHYDU member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. Be sure to copy or
rename RMFPHYDU to RMFPHYDE before rerunning RMFPHYCP.

Missing Data Elements Report Utility
The Missing Data Elements Report Utility accepts a MICS component identifier (for example, RMF) and identifies all units
in the MICS Complex where the component is installed. The database files that are associated with the identified units are
examined to identify any data elements that have missing values in all timespans where the data elements are active.

----------------  Missing Data Element Report Utility -----------------

Command ===>

This utility generates a report across all units, timespans and

online files within a component, and reports on those elements that

contain missing values 100% of the time.

These elements may be candidates for deactivation, but we strongly

urge you to use caution in deactivating elements via cluster codes

assigned to releases that you may not have migrated to yet.

To begin, enter a 3-character component identifier below.  You will

get an opportunity to exclude units on a subsequent panel.

CA MICS Component ===> ___  (ccc)

Select a component, then press ENTER to continue.

A list of units where the component is installed is presented to allow you to EXCLUDE units from the analysis.

-------------------  Missing Data Elements Report Utility --- Row 1 to n of n

Command ===>Line Commands: X = Exclude unit from the report

Cmd  Unit ID    Name                         Label

 -   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------------

 _   A        UNITA      Label for UNIT A

 _   P        UNITP      Label for UNIT P

 _   X        UNITX      Label for UNIT X

 _   Z        UNITZ      Label for UNIT Z
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 _   0        UNIT0      Label for UNIT 0

The Missing Data Elements Report Utility accepts a MICS component identifier (for example, RMF) and identifies all units
in the MICS Complex where the component is installed. The database files that are associated with the identified units are
examined to identify any data elements that have missing values in all timespans where the data elements are active.

After the analysis is complete, a report is produced:

• Section 1 shows component files where every data element has a non-missing value in at least one observation.
• Section 2 shows component files with data elements that have missing values in all observations.

To produce the Missing Data Elements Report, select option 10 from the MICS Administrator Utilities menu (MWF 5;4;A).

Enter the MICS component as described here and press ENTER to begin the report generation.

 MICS Component
(Required) Enter one of the following three-character (ccc) component identifiers.

• ACT
• AUM
• AST
• BAS
• CIC
• DB2
• DEX
• HSM
• IDM
• IMS
• MQS
• MTI
• PWR
• RMF
• SMF
• SNT
• SRL
• TDM
• TLM
• TSO
• VCA
• VMC
• VTS
• WEB

You are provided with a list of units where the component is installed. By default, the databases of all units are examined.
To exclude a unit from consideration, place an "X" next to the unit to be excluded. Then press ENTER to refresh the list of
units. When the list is complete, either press PF3 or type the END command to generate the report JCL.

Note: MICS data elements are activated at the complex level. In general, allow all unit databases to be selected. Only
exclude units if they contain data that is not representative of your normal configuration. Consider a situation where the
component you have selected is deployed in three units, A, B, and P, but is no longer used in unit B. If the component files
in unit B are still in that unit's database, the data might not represent your current cccGENIN configuration and the data
values might not represent your current environment. In this example, you would want to exclude unit B from the analysis.

After making any JCL modification such as on the JOB statement, enter the SUBMIT command to submit the job.
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The report that is generated has two possible sections:

Section 1:
Files where every data element has a value in at least one observation.

Section 2:
Files where at least one data element has missing values in all timespans and observations.

Note: If no component files meet the section criteria, that report section is not generated. For example, if all files contain
at least one data element that has missing values in all timespans and observations, section 1 is produced.

If a particular file has zero (0) observations in all timespans, it is not included in the report, but is noted in the MICSLOG
as shown here:

BAS00196I ===> File: HARCCU **NO OBS**

If all component files have zero (0) observations in all timespans,  the MICSLOG report is not generated.

Each element that is listed in Section 2 shows the units and timespans where the data element was present and found to
have missing values in every database observation.

As the job is running, the MICSLOG shows progress as first the individual databases are examined for component files,
and next as each component file is examined for data elements with missing values.

A sample of REPORT SECTION 1, executed for the CICS component, is shown. Section 1 shows files where every data
element, across all file instances where the elements were active, had at least one observation with a non-missing value.
These files are ideally configured.

                                           CA MICS Missing Data Element Report

 Complex sharedprefix: PROD.MICS                                                                       Page

 001

 Component Analyzed:   CIC                                                                    Run Date:

 17FEByy

+******************************************************************************************************+

+                                 Files With 100% Populated Data Elements                              +

+       Each Data Element in the Listed Files has at Least One Observation with a Non-Missing Value    +

+                                                                                                      +

+  FILE      FILE LABEL                                                                                +

+  ------    --------------------------------------------                                              +

+  CICCDC    CICS Dictionary File                                                                      +

+  CTGGSA    Gateway Server Activity                                                                   +

+******************************************************************************************************+

A sample of the beginning of REPORT SECTION 2, executed for the CICS component, is shown. Section 2 shows files
where at least one data element had missing values in every observation across all file instances where the element is
active. Review these file elements to determine if you should keep them activated.

                                            CA MICS Missing Data Element Report

 Complex sharedprefix: PROD.MICS                                                                       Page

 002

 Component Analyzed:   CIC                                                                    Run Date:

 17FEByy

+******************************************************************************************************+

+            Files with at Least One Data Element with Missing Values in ALL Observations              +

+            Every Data Element Listed Below has Missing Values in each File Observation               +

+                                                                                                      +
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+******************************************************************************************************+

+  FILE      FILE LABEL                                                                                +

+  ------    --------------------------------------------                                              +

+  CICCIN    CICS Incident File                                                                        +

+                                                                                                      +

+ ELEMENT   DATA ELEMENT LABEL                            XDWMY  UNIT IDs                              +

+ --------  --------------------------------------------  -----  ------------------------------------  +

+ OPERID    Terminal Operator Initials                    X....  Z0                                    +

+ TERMINAL  CICS Terminal ID                              X....  Z0                                    +

+******************************************************************************************************+

+                                                                                                      +

+******************************************************************************************************+

+  FILE      FILE LABEL                                                                                +

+  ------    --------------------------------------------                                              +

+  CICCSU    CICS User Activity File                                                                   +

+                                                                                                      +

+ ELEMENT   DATA ELEMENT LABEL                            XDWMY  UNIT IDs                              +

+ --------  --------------------------------------------  -----  ------------------------------------  +

+ CSUCHMDC  No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes              XD.M.  A0                                    +

+ CSUCONWT  DB2 Connection Wait Time                      .D.M.  A0                                    +

+ CSUDB2RC  Total No. DB2 Requests                        .D.M.  A0                                    +

+ CSUDB2WT  DB2 Wait Time                                 .D.M.  A0                                    +

+ CSUERSTM  Excessive Response Time Total                 .D.M.  AZ0                                   +

+ CSUETRN   Excessive Transactions Processed              .D.M.  AZ0                                   +

+ CSUIPCNM  TCP/IP Connection Name                        X....  0                                     +

+ CSUMXETM  Max Excessive Response Time                   .D.M.  AZ0                                   +

+ CSURDQWT  DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time                          .D.M.  A0                                    +

+ CSUSUSDT  Unidentified Suspend Wait Time                .D.M.  AZ                                    +

+ CSUTCLAS  Transaction Class at Task Creation            X....  0                                     +

+ CSUTCSTG  TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal            XD.M.  A0                                    +

+ OPERID    Terminal Operator Initials                    X....  0                                     +

+******************************************************************************************************+

+ Analysis of file: CICCSX                                                                             +

+ ELEMENT   DATA ELEMENT LABEL                            TSPNS  UNITS                                 +

+ --------  --------------------------------------------  -----  --------------------------            +

+ CSYAMXTC  Total Task During Active Max Task             XDWM.  AZ                                    +

+ CSYAVAMX  Average Active Task Limit                     .DWM.  A0                                    +

+ CSYAVLDS  Average Loader Suspend Time                   .DWM.  A0                                    +

+ CSYAVNIU  Average NIU Queue Membership Time             .DWM.  A0                                    +

+ CSYCOST   Processing Charges                            XDWM.  AZ0                                   +

Data Entry - SAS
Most MICS files are derived from measurement data that is produced by one of the common software monitors such as
SMF or TSO/MON PM. For some MICS files, data can be entered manually, either to update standard measurement data
or as the sole source of input to the file.

The MWF SAS With MICS Libraries (MSAS) application supports manual data entry for the Operations Information Area
of the Batch and Operations Analyzer.

For instructions on manual data entry for the following MICS products, see:

• Using Accounting and Chargeback user for the Accounting Information Area of MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• Capacity Planner Option for the capacity planning application Database (CAPACITY).
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Data Entry Facility (SAS/FSP)

The SAS Full Screen Product (FSP) is a tool that you can use for manual data entry. SAS/FSP provides facilities to
create, browse, and edit observations that are contained in a SAS file. SAS/FSP is described in the SAS/FSP User's
Guide, available from SAS Institute, Inc.

SAS/FSP procedures that are used for MICS data entry are:

PROC FSEDIT
Used to enter or edit data in SAS data sets.

PROC FSBROWSE
Used to display observations in a SAS data set.

MICS manual data entry functions are performed using formatted screens which define the data elements that are
contained in each observation. You can use standard SAS/FSP screen formatting capabilities to tailor the screens to suit
installation requirements.

Operations information area manual data entry

-----------------------  SAS With CA MICS Libraries (MSAS) ----------------------

Option ===> 4

        0 - MICF Options

            Review/modify MICF parameters and default options.

        1 - SAS Only

            Execute SAS/DMS with just the SAS libraries and CA MICS load.

        2 - SAS with CA MICS Complex Libraries Only

            Execute SAS/DMS with CA MICS sharedprefix libraries allocated.

        3 - SAS with CA MICS Database Unit Selection

            Execute SAS/DMS with one or more unit databases allocated.

        4 - CA MICS Data Entry

            Invoke SAS for CA MICS data entry.

        T - Tutorial

        X - Exit

Manual data entry facilities for the Operations Information Area files are available through MWF's SAS With MICS
Libraries (MSAS) application. The MSAS panel is displayed when you select the MSAS option from the primary MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF) menu.

To display the MICS Data Entry (SCREENS) panel, select option 4 from the MSAS menu.

For more information about updating the Operations Information Area files, see Batch and Operations Analyzer.

------------------------------  CA MICS Data Entry ------------------------------

Command ===>

  SAS/FSP Function ===> b  (B-Browse, D-Data Entry, S-Screen Modification)

  Data Source      ===> 1  (Choose from 1-6)

           Operations   1 - OPSAVL01 - IPL Outage Times and Reason Codes

                        2 - OPSCTF01 - Environmental Change Tracking

           Accounting   3 - ACTSCTcc - Standard Credit

                        4 - ACTRCT01 - Recurring Credit

                        5 - ACTSDTcc - Standard Debit

                        6 - ACTRDT01 - Recurring Debit
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  Cycle Number     ===> __ (Required with options 3 and 5)

  Press ENTER to continue.  Press END to terminate.

The MICS data entry (SCREENS) panel gives you the choice of browsing the MICS file, editing the MICS file, or modifying
the formatted SAS/FSP screens. Enter B, D, or S in the SAS/FSP Function data entry field.

B
Browse permits read-only access to a file.

D
Data Entry permits you to add observations or update existing observations.

S
Screen Modification permits you to modify the data entry or browse screen format.

Enter 1 (IPL Outage Times and Reason Codes) or 2 (Environmental Change Tracking) in the Data Source data entry field.

When you press ENTER, MICS invokes SAS/FSP and begin Operations Information Area data entry.

If you specified 1 (IPL Outage and Reason Codes) for Data Source, you also must select the MICS unit Database (DB) ID
for which you want to enter an IPL outage and reason code information. The MICF Execution-Time Parameters panel is
displayed for this purpose. If you are uncertain which unit databases contain the SMF product, enter a ? (question mark)
for Database ID and MICF displays a selection list of the only those unit databases that contain the SMF product.

If you specified S (Screen Modification) for SAS/FSP Function, refer to the SAS/FSP Guide for details on defining
and modifying SAS/FSP screen definitions. Be sure to make backup copies of your screen changes as future MICS
maintenance may update the Operations Information Area SAS/FSP screen definitions.

After you complete Operations Information Area data entry and press END on the data entry panel, the SAS Display
Manager (SAS/DMS) panel will be displayed. To terminate SAS/DMS and redisplay the MICS Data Entry panel use the
BYE command.

-------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------

Command ===>

Press END to execute the inquiry.  Enter CANCEL to cancel inquiry execution.

Executing CA MICS Inquiry: MSASAV - MSAS Data Entry - OPSAVL File

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Enter one or more Database IDs for the Database(s) you want to process.

?____________________________________ - _____________________________________

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

----------------------------  Database Selection  -----------------------------

Command ===> s p                                              Scroll ===> CSR

Executing CA MICS Inquiry: MSASAV - MSAS Data Entry - OPSAVL File

Line Cmds: S Select

     -Database-

Cmd  ID  Label                    Database Title (long name)

 -   -- --------  ------------------------------------------------------------ 

 _   P  PRIMARY   CA MICS PRIMARY DATABASE

 _   R  REMOTE    REMOTE DATA CENTER

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************
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Software Maintenance - PSP
The Product Support Program (PSP) process provides an interactive panel-driven application for reviewing, preparing,
and applying product changes to the MICS system. PSP provides facilities for reviewing outstanding problems, reviewing
available product changes, applying product changes, and reviewing the status of your MICS system maintenance. See
Product Support Program (PSP) for instructions.

While you should be able to apply MICS maintenance and handle most parameter changes without assistance, the
following maintenance situations require advice from Broadcom Support.

• Changing the value of sharedprefix.
• Changing the name of sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB.
• Changing ISPF versions.
• Changing the name of user-level data sets allocated by MWF dialogs.

Adding Your Load Libraries to MICS
The following checklist enables you to concatenate your load libraries either before (STEPLIB1) or after (STEPLIB2) the
MICS and SAS load libraries. This checklist is optional.

The ability to add load libraries to MICS is helpful if your site segregates software product load libraries by product or
vendor.

1. Create a load library that contains your load modules.
2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and add a line that identifies your fully qualified load library name.

If you want your load library concatenated before the MICS and SAS load libraries, it should look like this:
STEPLIB1 'your_load_library'

If you want your load library concatenated after the MICS and SAS load libraries, it should look like this:
STEPLIB2 'your_load_library'

We recommend that you use STEPLIB2 whenever possible to lessen the impact to MICS.
3. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC). Ensure that it has one line that reads:

ALLPROCC

4. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.
5. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.

The MICSCOM, MICSDM, MICSDOC, MICSGT, MICSGU, and MICSRPTS PROCs are now updated to use your load
library.

WARNING
Repeat Steps 6 through 10 for each unit database that executes your load modules.

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and add a line that identifies your fully qualified load library name.
Enter the same change that you made to JCLDEFC, either STEPLIB1 or STEPLIB2.

7. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU). Ensure that it has one line that reads:
ALLPROCC

8. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.
9. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.

PROCJOB2 moves the MICSNDBx and MICSDUx JCL procedures containing a reference to your load library to your
installation's PROCLIB.

10. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.
PROCJOB3 moves the MICSDBx and MICSSHRx JCL procedures containing a reference to your load library to your
installation's PROCLIB.

WARNING
Repeat Steps 6 through 10 for each unit database that executes your load modules.
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MICS Administration in SMS-Controlled Environment
This subsection provides guidance for administering MICS in an SMS environment. We recommend that you share this
information with your site's SMS or Data Administrator.

SMS Allocation of SAS Data Sets

SAS data sets are allocated and appear to z/OS and DFSMS as sequential data sets. These data sets have a proprietary
internal construction and require a proprietary SAS access method to be read or written at the record level. They are not,
in fact, sequential data sets.

SAS supports many allocation scenarios which are discussed in the SAS Companion for z/OS. Read Assigning SAS
Libraries in the 9.2 version and Using Multivolume SAS Libraries.

For multivolume libraries, there is no protection or flagging in SAS for data sets that get out of sync when a volume restore
is done on one of the units where the data library resides. Such a situation can cause unpredictable errors that are difficult
to diagnose.

SAS libraries are allocated in different ways depending on usage and operating environment. Because of the differences
in allocation, these libraries can be assigned different Data Classes.

• The MICS Unit Database, MICS Accounting and Chargeback files, and MICS Capacity Planner files are permanently
allocated libraries.

• All SAS invocations require a WORK file; this library is usually a temporarily allocated. Use the WORKSMSPARMS
parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to specify STORCLAS,
MGMTCLAS, DATACLAS for WORK file allocations.

• All MICS cataloged procedures allocate temporary sort work data sets (SORTWK01-SORTWK99). Use the
SORTSMSPARMS parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to specify
STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, DATACLAS for sort work data set allocations.

• MICS components that are enabled to multiple work file support allocate more WORKnn DDs. Data set allocation
parameters are specified in the product's cccOPS member WORK parameter. This parameter supports the SMS
STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, and DATACLAS parameters in addition to UNIT and VOLSER. See the Product Analyzers
for more information. For an example, Database Complex JCL Definitions.

• MICS components that are enabled to internal step restart support dynamically allocate and catalog the restart control
data set and multiple intermediate SAS work file data sets. Data sets are allocated and cataloged at the beginning of
the database update job step, and are retained if the step abends. The data sets are deleted after the database update
completes successfully. Data set allocation parameters, including the SMS STORCLAS, MGMTCLAS, and DATACLAS
parameters, are specified in the product's cccOPS member. For more information, see the Product Analyzers.

• Several SAS data libraries are dynamically allocated by the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). These include
data libraries that are allocated to the following ddnames:
– BICFUSER
– CAPACITY
– PMWFSAS
– SASPROF
– TEMPSAS
– USER
– WORK
– UMWFSAS

To specify allocation parameters for these data sets, use the MICS Administrator Facility Options dialog For more
information, see Data Set Allocation Parameters.

MICF users can override the shared defaults allocation parameters through the MICF options dialog. Both options dialogs
support SMS parameters in the Additional Allocation Parameters free-form data entry field.
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MICS Tape Mount Management

MICS generates some JCL that uses the UNIT=AFF parameter to stack multiple data sets on the same tape and minimize
tape mounts during database backup and restore. Some installations use SMS ACS routines to redirect some tape data
sets to DASD. This redirection can cause failures when trying to run the MICS jobs that use UNIT=AFF. MICS jobs that
use the UNIT=AFF parameter are the BACKUP/RESTORE jobs, the WEEKLY job, the MONTHLY job, and MONTHACT.

The problem occurs when one or more of the data sets (generally, the smaller data sets) are redirected to DASD, but the
larger data sets are written to tape. In addition, semi-stacking interferes with the file sequence and causes LABEL=(n
+1,SL) clauses to fail.

The solution is to direct all the tape data sets to tape. You may need to change your ACS routines so that these data sets
are written to tape.

Refer to IBM APARs II06908 and OY53625 for more information. See also SAS Usage Note V6-SYS.SASIO-D302.

Data Set Naming Conventions

Most ACS routines rely heavily on the data set name when making allocation considerations. This action should work well
in the MICS environment, because MICS generally provides adequate flexibility for most data set naming requirements.

Problems can arise when a MICS data set name conflicts with another standard already in place. For example, your Data
Class ACS routine may force all *.CLIST data sets to have RECFM=VB and LRECL=255. This action would conflict with
the attributes expected for the MICS CLIST data set, and could cause failures or unexpected results.

You can avoid this type of error by having separate rules for MICS data sets or by avoiding ACS routine testing that is too
general. For more information, see Identifying MICS and SAS in SMS ACS Routines.

For information about using JCLNAMES to override default data set names, see JCLGEN Parameters for Special
Requirements and MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES).

Identifying MICS and SAS in SMS ACS Routines

MICS provides a flexible approach to file naming and it accommodates most data set naming conventions.

After the MICS convention is specified at your site, those names are available for query by DFSMS ACS routines. Usually,
a short FILTLIST in an ACS routine can recognize any MICS file name. considerations about tape residency, enforcement
of system-determined block size, and so on, can then be based on that FILTLIST.

You can select to modify your ACS routines to identify the program name under which allocation of MICS and SAS data
sets occur, so that the allocation of these types of data sets is handled correctly. However, there may be difficulties with
implementing this approach at your site. For example, IKJEFT01 is the batch-TMP interface program that is provided by
ISPF. Applications other than MICS can use this program. In addition, other applications other than MICS may use SAS.
We recommend the use of data set name identification over program name identification. If you decide to identify program
names in your ACS routines, test for the following program names:

For MICS:

MACTL
IKJEFT01

For SAS:

SASHOST
SASXAL
SASCP
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SMS Backup Considerations

MICS provides unit-level database BACKUP and RESTORE facilities that include the backing-up of specific complex-
level datasets in the primary unit backup. If you use these MICS facilities, you can reduce SMS-related backup resource
utilization by excluding the following MICS environment datasets from an SMS/HSM/FDR (auto-migrated file) processing
cycle, typically administered with an applicable exclude-list technique (depending on the site's global z/OS data
management/backup facility):

• MICS unit databases: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS (to include any split-database considerations), also
CHECKPT.DATA (see note #1 below)

• MICS complex-level TABLES database, if ACT installed.
• MICS complex-level CAPACITY database, if CAP installed and defined in PRIMARY unit for backup purposes.
• MICS complex-level ISPTLIB, MCOLIB, SCREENS, if a PRIMARY unit database is defined in the MICS complex.

The MICS unit INCRUPDT databases are not backed-up by the MICS BACKUP facility if incremental update is
implemented.

More information:

• BACKUP Operational Job
• BACKUP Job Steps

System-Determined Block Size

System-determined block size can be a useful feature in providing a site-SMS conformance. Moderate this feature by
deciding on access method and intent of use.

System-determined block size generally assumes that standard access methods are employed according to DSORG.
Clearly, procedure is not always the case. SAS data libraries are a good example. As mentioned in, SMS Allocation of
SAS Data Sets, SAS data libraries are allocated with all the external characteristics of a sequential data set. However
their internal format is proprietary and cannot be read or written properly at the record level using standard access
methods.

System-determined block size is designed to optimize sequential access of large (multi-track) files. Its "one size fits all"
implementation does not tailor blocking or buffering for performance efficiency. SAS FORMAT catalogs provide a good
example of process. Because DSORG=PS is specified for these data sets, you may assume that half-track blocking is the
best option. But these data sets do not contain data, they contain executables. Large buffers are allocated and filled while
the actual executable that was requested is likely to be fairly small. Examinations of the effect half-track blocking has on
processing, in this case, demonstrates that this choice causes inefficient memory use and increased SRB time.

The default forced block sizes that are delivered with the MICS distribution libraries are already set for optimal operation.

For more information, see SAS Usage Notes V6-SYS.FILE-6849 and VS-SYS.FILE-7901.

Empty Data Sets

MICS normal operation includes allocation of empty, or nearly empty, files that are sometimes spotted by a Storage
Administrator or software storage management agent (such as the SMS Management Class Space Release function).
The storage manager's standard response is to delete, reblock, or release the "over-allocated" space. However, MICS has
preallocated that space for a reason (for example, to hold month-to-date accounting information). Arbitrary space release
probably causes a later MICS run to fail.

The best defense is a good naming convention that can be recognized and honored by space management tools.

MICS provides the SYSTEMMODEL parameter for both the complex level (sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)) and
the unit level (prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)) to allow users to specify a system-wide data set control block (DSCB). This
DSCB is then used by default during allocation, so that SMS or other utilities do not intervene.
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If NOMODEL is used as the SYSTEMMODEL model data set name, the use of the model data set in the DCB
specification is bypassed.

For more information about the SYSTEMMODEL parameter, see Database Complex Tape Specifications and Database
Unit Tape Specifications.

Migrating MICS Complex-Level Data Sets

DFSMS Management Class controls the migration of data sets from primary DASD and the copying of data sets with
the SMS-driven backup facility. MICS files that are not used frequently are good candidates for migration. A list of files to
consider for migration depending on how often they are used at your site follow:

• sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
• sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
• sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
• sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
• sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
• sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
• sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.*

Integrating MICS Data to NSM
This section describes the integration of MICS data to NSM.

NSM provides end-to-end enterprise management encompassing areas such as:

• Security management
• Storage management
• Service/help desk
• Output management
• Performance and accounting
• Network management
• Database and application management
• Workload management.

MICS integrates with NSM performance and accounting by providing NSM data extract interfaces and a data transfer
utility. The support allows MICS data to be extracted in specific CSV (Comma-Separated Value) formats that then can be
processed by NSM Performance Trend or NSM Chargeback.

Integration with NSM Chargeback
NSM Chargeback provides a chargeback and resource utilization tracking component that records resource consumption
by user for each system utilized. NSM Chargeback maintains budget information and can be used to generate invoices or
charge reports.

The support for NSM Chargeback allows MICS data to be charged through NSM Chargeback as an alternative to
MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The support is provided through a two-step process: an inquiry, TNGAD1, and a
consolidation utility, TNGCBCSV. These two programs summarize the MICS resource data and create a CSV file in the
format that is required by NSM Chargeback.

The TNGAD1 inquiry is meant to be run daily, although it can be run less frequently if desired. TNGAD1 extracts the
requested data from the MICS database, summarizes it by userid and date, and saves it in complex-level SAS data
libraries.
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The consolidation utility, TNGCBCSV, reads the existing SAS data sets, summarizes them by userid, and creates the CSV
files for NSM Chargeback. The utility then deletes the SAS data sets. A TODATE parameter allows the user to include
only data up to a certain date.

The TNGAD1 and TNGCBCSV programs work together to ensure that all data for a day is included, even if it is extracted
from different units or on different days, and that data that has been summarized into a CSV is not used again.

Note: The TNGAD1 inquiry does no duplicate checking. TNGAD1 adds the data that it extracts from MICS to any data
it already has in its SAS databases for that day. If duplicate data exists in the MICS database before summarization into
new SAS data sets for consolidation, the duplicate data is read in. The responsibility is yours to ensure that data is not
read in twice.

Details on using the inquiry and the utility job are described in the following sections:

  

The TNGAD1 Inquiry

The TNGAD1 inquiry collects resource elements from a MICS unit database and saves them in complex-level SAS data
libraries. The inquiry gets the list of elements to be extracted from prefix.MICS.PARMS(TNGCBDEF).

Note: The inquiry does NO DUPLICATE DATA CHECKING. Existing data sets are updated with any requested data that
has the same month and day.

• Specifying the unit: The unit identifier is a runtime parameter.
• Specifying the files and elements: Specify the elements to be extracted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(TNGCBDEF).

TNGCBDEF is read each time that the inquiry is run, so changes to this member take effect automatically. NSM
Chargeback recommends that a maximum of ten elements be extracted per complex.
The following statements are supported:
PRIME z1 <z2 ... z9 >

TIMESPAN ts

FILE iiifffcc

USERID element

BYSHIFT element <element ... >

TOTAL element <element ... >

The TIMESPAN, FILE, USERID, BYSHIFT, and TOTAL statements form a group defining the elements to be extracted
from a particular file. Multiple groups may be defined, but all the statements referring to one file must be together.

PRIME
Specifies the zones that define your prime shift. NSM Chargeback allows you to charge different rates for prime and
nonprime shifts. Any zones that are listed in this statement are considered prime shift. All other zones are considered
nonprime shift. This keyword is only required if you want to split metrics by shift using the BYSHIFT statement. Only one
PRIME statement is allowed. Up to nine zones can be specified, separated by blanks.

TIMESPAN
Specifies the timespan of the file. DETAIL and DAYS are supported. One TIMESPAN statement is required and it
must precede the first FILE statement. Extra TIMESPAN statements may precede extra FILE statements. If only one
TIMESPAN statement is provided, the same timespan is used for all requested files.

FILE
Specifies the file from which the elements are to be extracted. FILE includes cycle number. One FILE statement is
required. No limit on the number of FILE statements included.

USERID
Specifies the element in the file that should be assigned to USERID. All charges in NSM Chargeback are summed by
SYSID and USERID.

BYSHIFT
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Specifies the elements in the file that should be summed for prime and nonprime usage. Separate elements by blanks.
Use more BYSHIFT statements if necessary.

TOTAL 

• Specifies the elements in the file that should be summed for their total usage, without maintaining a distinction between
prime and nonprime use. Separate elements by blanks. Use more TOTAL statements if necessary.

• Specifying environmental parameters: Review sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(BASUCBXT) for a description of the
parameters available to define DASD requirements and other environmental details. The parameters are implemented
through SAS macro variables and can be overridden as needed.

• Output Data Set Naming Conventions: The data sets created by the TNGAD1 inquiry are named as follows:
Data Library:
sharedprefix.MICS.TNGCBSAS.YRyyyy.@ssss

Data Set:
MmmDdd

Where:

yyyy
Is a four-digit number that denotes the year of the data.

ssss
Is a four character system identifier (SYSID).

mm
Is the month of the data.

dd
Is the day of the data.

• One data library is created per system, per year. Within each data library, there is one data set per day. Data is added
to the data set for that day, if one exists. THERE IS NO CHECK FOR DUPLICATE DATA.

TNGCBCSV - The Consolidation Utility

Sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TNGCBCSV) creates the CSV files for NSM Chargeback from the SAS data sets created by the
TNGAD1 inquiry that is described in the previous section.

• Specifying the SAS data libraries to include in the consolidation: Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TNGCBCSV). After the
DSNLIST DD, list the SAS data libraries that the consolidation utility should include in the CSVs. You do not have to
run the utility for each SYSID separately, the program parses the data set names and creates one data set for each
SYSID and year.

• Specifying a date limit: By default, TNGCBCSV sums together all the data sets for a SYSID. You may, however, specify
a date limit using the TODATE parameter. If the TODATE parameter is specified, only data sets for dates up to and
including the TODATE are summed together. You could use this to create a CSV only containing data for the previous
month, for example.
The TODATE parameter is specified in the SYSPARM parameter on the EXEC statement, in mmddyyyy format.

• Specifying environmental parameters: Review sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(BASUCBXT) for a description of the
parameters available to define DASD requirements and other environmental details. The parameters are implemented
through SAS macro variables and can be overridden as needed.

• Output Data Set Naming Conventions: The data sets created by TNGCBCSV are named as follows:
Data Set:
sharedprefix.MICS.TNGCB.YRyyyy.@ssss

Member:
DUmmddCB

Where:
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yyyy
Is a four-digit number denoting the year of the run date or the year of TODATE.

ssss
Is a four character system identifier (SYSID).

mm
Is the month of the data.

dd
Is the day of the data.

• One data set is created per system, per year. Within each data set there is one member per day.
The TODATE parameter affects the name of the data set. If the TODATE parameter is not used, the year, month, and
day used in the data set and member name is derived from the run date. If the TODATE parameter is used, the year,
month, and day is derived from TODATE.

Integration with NSM Performance Trend
NSM Performance Trend supports system management and capacity planning. NSM provides historical performance and
usage information in a spreadsheet where it can be manipulated and refined. Mainframe performance information that is
collected through MICS can be made accessible for use in NSM Performance Trend.

The support for NSM Performance Trend extracts MICS data from the MICS database in a CSV (Comma-Separated
Value) format that can be processed by NSM Performance Trend.

To enable a MICS component to NSM Performance Trend, create a MICF inquiry and a member in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS defining what data should be extracted from the component.

Parameter Specification

To enable a MICS component to NSM Performance Trend, first add a member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS defining
what data should be extracted from a MICS component:

The following statements are supported:

COMP ccc

FILE iiifff <file description>

SASDS saswork

NAME element <element label>

DEPADD element element ...

WORKLOAD element element ..

Note: All statements are required unless explicitly labeled as optional.

COMP
Specifies the three-letter MICS component identifier from which performance data is extracted. COMP must be the first
statement in the member and can only be specified once. For example, RMF.

FILE
Specifies the six-character MICS file from which to extract output data, for example, HARCPU. This file must pertain
to the component specified in the COMP statement. (Optional) following the MICS file name, you can specify the file
description. The description appears in the Resource Type column in the output. If omitted, the three-letter component
identifier followed by the file description that is defined in cccGENIN are used.

SASDS
Specifies a valid one- to eight-character SAS work data set name. The data set name is assigned using the "MICS File
Selection" panel in MICF during MICF inquiry creation (Step 2.3).
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NAME
Specifies a MICS element name. The element is extracted from the SAS data set defined by the SASDS statement.
(Optional) you can specify a label for the element following the element name. The label appears in the Resource Subtype
column in the output. If omitted, the label that is defined for the element in cccGENIN is used. You can specify one or
more NAME statements.

DEPADD
(Optional) Specifies one or more dependent elements that were erroneously excluded from cccGENIN for a computed
element that is selected by the NAME statement. You may specify one or more DEPADD statements.
Note: Only use that this statement to circumvent the problem when cccGENIN does not list all the dependent elements in
the DEPEND statements for the elements that you want to retrieve.

WORKLOAD
(Optional) Specifies one or more MICS elements that are used to group the MICS data into categories for each unique
combination of values from the elements. The values of the WORKLOAD elements appear in the Resource Instance
column in the output file.

Comments. Lines beginning with asterisks (*) are ignored.

For Example: 

COMP RMF

*

FILE HARCPU MVS CPU Activity

SASDS FILE1

NAME CPUPCBSY Pct Processor Busy

NAME CPUAVB Avg Batch Users

NAME CPUAVT Avg TSO Users

NAME CPUAVS Avg Started Tasks

NAME CPUSLIH Total # of Entries to the I/O SLIH

NAME CPUTPI Total # of TPI I/O Events

*

FILE SCPPSD MVS Page/Swap Data Set Activity

SASDS FILE2

NAME PSDAVU Avg Used Slots or Swap Sets

NAME PSDAVA Avg Allocated Slots

NAME PSDPGX Pages Transferred

NAME PSDAVSTM Avg Service Time

WORKLOAD PSDPST

Note: When a Performance Trend inquiry runs for the first time, SAS code is generated and stored in a member in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE based on the associated parameter file in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The member name
in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE is the same as the parameter file. The code in SOURCE is directly invoked by the
subsequent runs if it has been built. The MICS data extract program does not regenerate the code again for efficiency
reasons. Therefore, if you change a parameter file, delete the corresponding member in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE for
the change to take effect.

Performance Trend Inquiry

To create a Performance Trend inquiry, complete the following checklist:

1. To specify what to extract, add a member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. See the previous Parameter Specification
section for details.

2. Add a MICF inquiry through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF): (Or you can copy an
existing Performance Trend inquiry such as RMFTD1 or RMFTD2 and can modify it.)
a. Choose "Structured Inquiry".
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b. Go to "Data Manipulation", "External File Facilities", and select "External Program Invocation". Enter:
Program Name            ==> BASUCPXT

CA MICS Library DD NAME ==> SOURCE

Press END to save. Press END again until you are back to "Structured Inquiry".
c. Choose "MICS File Selection". Select the MICS file, timespan, and (Optional) cycles and database. Enter the

output file name. The name must be the same as the one defined in Step 1. Press END to save.
d. Go to "Data Manipulation", "Advanced Data Manipulation", and select "SAS System Statement". Enter the following

statement:
%SELECT;

Press END to save. Press END again to return to the "Data Manipulation" panel.
e. Select "Data Element Derivation" and create a new element, DATE, with the following attributes for the file that is

defined in Step 2.3:
Element Name  ===> DATE

       Label  ===> Date

Element Type  ===> D

Value Length  ===> 7

Output format ===> DATE8.

Element Derivation:

 ===> DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

Press END to save.
f. Select "Advanced Data Manipulation" and select "Independent Source Statements". Create a macro %TNGGEN

as follows at the "Independent Source Statements" panel:
%MACRO TNGGEN;

   %LET UCPIPARM = xxxxxx;

   %INCLUDE SOURCE(BASUCP)/NOSOURCE2;

%MEND TNGGEN;

%TNGGEN;

where:
   xxxxxx 
Member name you defined in Step 1.
Press END to save.

g. Save the inquiry.

You are now ready to run the inquiry.

Output Data Set Naming Convention

Performance Trend inquiries produce three types of output:

Daily
Identified by a member name ending with the letters "DL". Daily data contains one day's worth of Performance Trend data
from a system.

Period
Identified by a member name ending with the letters "WK". Period data contains one month's worth of Performance Trend
data per system.

Enterprise
Identified by a member name ending with letters "CC". Enterprise data consolidates one day's worth of Performance
Trend data from all the systems that are enabled for data extract in a MICS Complex.

The data sets created by Performance Trend inquiries are named as follows:

Example 1: 
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Data Set 

sharedprefix.MICS.TNGPT.YRyyyy.@ssss

Member 

STmmddDL

STmm01WK

Where:

yyyyA four-digit number that identifies the year that the data was generated.

ssssA four-character system identifier (SYSID).

mmddThe month and day the data was created, for example: 0926.

mmThe month that the data was created.

One data set is created per system, per year. Within each data set, there is one member per date in a year for daily data
and one member per month in a year for period data.

Example 2: 

Data Set 

sharedprefix.MICS.TNGPT.YRyyyy

Member 

STmmddCC

Where:

yyyyA four-digit number that denotes the year that the data originated.

mmddThe month and day the data was created, for example: 0926.

One data set is created per year. Each data set contains enterprise data per day in a year.

User Exits

User exits can be defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(BASUCPXT). The user exits must be written in SAS macro
language. The following SAS macro variables and macros are available for providing site-specific definitions:

%LET ALUNIT = ________;

Macro variable ALUNIT defines the unit name for Performance Trend data set allocation. Default is SYSDA.

%LET SPACE = (unit,(primary,secondary,directory));

Macro variable SPACE defines the space allocation to use for the Performance Trend CSV data sets. Default is (TRK,
(5,5,5)). A CSV data set must be a partitioned data set (PDS)

%LET IDXSPACE = (unit,(primary,secondary));

Macro variable IDXSPACE defines the space allocation to use for the Performance Trend index data set. Default is (TRK,
(5,5)). The index data set must be a sequential data set.

%LET DASDUNIT = ________;

Macro variable DASDUNIT defines the unit name for work data sets. If not specified, the SAS system default is used.

%LET DASDSPACE = (unit,(primary,secondary,directory));
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Macro variable DASDSPACE defines the space allocation to be used for work data sets. If not specified, the SAS system
default is used.

%LET TRACE = ________;

Macro variable TRACE triggers debugging option. Valid values are ON, OFF. Default is OFF.

%LET UCPREFIX = ______________________;

Macro variable UCPREFIX overrides the default prefix of Performance Trend data set names. Default is
sharedprefix.MICS.TNGPT.

%LET CREATCC = ________;

Macro variable CREATCC controls creation of the Enterprise CSVs (STmmddCC members). Valid values are YES and
NO. The default is YES.

%SELECT Macro

The SAS macro, %SELECT, can be used to subset the input data at run time.

For example:

%MACRO SELECT;

  %IF .&INQINAME EQ .RMFTD1 %THEN %DO;

    IF SYSID EQ 'S008' OR SYSID EQ 'S002';

  %END;

  %ELSE %IF .&INQINAME EQ .RMFTD2 %THEN %DO;

    IF SYSID EQ 'A192';

  %END;

%MEND SELECT;

In this example, only data from system S008 and S002 is processed by Performance Trend Inquiry RMFTD1, and only
data from system A192 is processed by Inquiry RMFTD2.

Data Conversion and Transfer
After CSV data for NSM Performance Trend or NSM Chargeback have been extracted from the MICS database, they
need to be downloaded to the NSM machine where NSM Systems Performance is installed. Furthermore, CSV data for
Performance Trend must be converted into the Performance Cube format before they can be processed.

The RMWSXFR program supports CSV data conversion and data transfer. To install a copy of RMWSXFR on your
workstation, complete the following checklist:

1. Download TNGXFRZ from sharedprefix.MICS.BIN.
To use FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to transfer TNGXFRZ to your Microsoft Windows Workstation, perform the
following steps in order:
a. Open a DOS command window.
b. Start the FTP program using:

FTP <hostname>

Where <hostname> is the machine name or the IP address of the z/OS system.
Supply the host userid and password as prompted.

c. Set binary transfer mode by entering the following command (in lower case):

binary

Note: This FTP command and the commands that follow must be entered in lower case.
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d. Set the name of the host data set using this command:

cd 'sharedprefix.MICS.BIN'

e. Set the directory name of the workstation directory to hold TNGXFRZ with the following command:

lcd <directory>

Where <directory> is a directory on the workstation which contains TNGXFRZ. Generally, this directory is a
temporary or working directory. For example: C:\TEMP.

f. Transfer the TNGXFRZ to the workstation with the following command:

get TNGXFRZ RMWSXFRZ.EXE

This command copies TNGXFRZ to the directory specified in step e and rename it to RMWSXFRZ.EXE.
g. Once the transfer is complete, exit FTP by entering:

quit

While this example uses FTP to perform the actual transfer, other utilities (such as IND$FILE) can be used.
Whichever program is used, it must be able to transfer from the host to the workstation without performing any
character translation (EBCDIC to ASCII).

2. Run RMWSXFRZ.EXE to start the installation process. You are prompted for a destination folder where the program
files are installed.

3. After the installation is complete, read README.TXT in the program directory for detailed instructions on how to use
RMWSXFR.

Input/Output Formats
The following table describes Broadcom-written input and output formats.

Informat Name Abstract 

MAKB
This informat reads positive integer binary data representing bytes and converts the value into kilobytes through division
by 1024. The input length must be four.

MAKBRB
This informat reads real binary (floating-point) data representing bytes and converts the value into kilobytes through
division by 1024. The input length must be four.

MAMSEC
This informat is used to convert z/OS clock values to seconds. The entire 8-byte clock value is divided by 4,096,000,000.
The low-order byte is dropped so that the value can be moved into a doubleword for normalization. This effects a division
by 256. The normalized value is then divided by 16,000,000. (256*16,000,000=4,096,000,000). After conversion to
seconds, scaling is performed if necessary.

MAPCT
The MAPCT format takes a number and formats it with two decimal places and adds a percent sign on the end. For
example, if you have two numbers 99 and .5, the result after using the MAPCT. format would be 99.00 percent and 0.50
percent respectively.
See the Product Analyzers for information about INFORMATs and FORMATs delivered by a specific component.

Integrating NSM Data to MICS
NSM provides end-to-end enterprise management encompassing areas such as security management, storage
management, service/help desk, output management, performance and accounting, network management, database and
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application management, and workload management. If you are not an NSM client but would like to learn more, visit the
Broadcom website for more information, including how to reach an NSM representative.

MICS processes data from:

NSM Performance Trend
NSM Performance Trend is one of a suite of NSM Systems Performance graphical applications that collect performance
data from your distributed systems and present it in a spreadsheet format, making it possible to see trends that have
occurred over long periods of time and to compare one computer with another.
The processing of NSM Performance Trend data is supported by MTI (MICS NSM Integration). MICS NSM Integration
(MTI) describes MTI in detail and provides instructions for modifying your installation to implement this powerful utility.

NT Resource Accounting
NT Resource Accounting is a service of the NSM Chargeback component of NSM Systems Performance. The service is
also named NSM Resource Accounting Data Collection Service for NT. As its name suggests, NT Resource Accounting
collects resource accounting data from your NT servers.
For more information about how MICS processes NT Resource Accounting data, see Customization.

NSM Asset Management Option (AMO)
The NSM Asset Management Option provides hardware and software inventory functions, configuration control functions,
software metering functions, and more for various platforms including DOS, Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows NT,
OS/2, Macintosh, UNIX, NetWare, and VMS.
For more information about how MICS processes NSM AMO data, see Customization.
MICS Data Transfer is the utility that facilitates the transfer and integration of data from NSM data into MICS. Instructions
for installing this utility are provided in MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR).

References:

• Calendar Derivations
• MICS NSM Integration (MTI)
• Using Accounting and Chargeback

MICS Data Transfer (MICSXFR)
MICSXFR is a Broadcom-supplied utility that transfers NSM Performance Cube, Asset Management or NT/UNIX
Resource Accounting data to a data set on the host where MICS resides for further processing. MICSXFR allows you to
specify the data to transfer, converts it to CSV format (if required), consolidates the data, and transfers it to the MICS host
using FTP. Once the data resides on the host, it is available to MICS for further processing by MTI.

MICSXFR requires:

• Pentium class PC capable of running NSM
• Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 2000
• 8M of hard disk space
• TCP/IP and FTP
• NSM Version 2.1 or later with NSM Systems Performance, NT Resource Accounting, or NSM Asset Management

installed

To install a copy of MICSXFR on your workstation, complete the following checklist:

1. Download MICSXFRZ from sharedprefix.MICS.BIN.
To use FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to transfer MICSXFRZ to your Microsoft Windows Workstation, perform the
following steps in order:
a. Open a DOS command window.
b. Start the FTP program using:

FTP <hostname>

Where <hostname> is the machine name or the IP address of the z/OS system.
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Supply the host userid and password as prompted.
c. Set binary transfer mode by entering the following command:

binary

Note: This FTP command and the commands that follow must be entered in lower case.
d. Set the name of the host data set with:

cd 'sharedprefix.MICS.BIN'

e. Set the directory name of the workstation directory to hold MICSXFRZ with the following command:
lcd <directory>

Where <directory> is a directory on the workstation which contains MICSXFRZ. Generally, this directory is a
temporary or working directory. For example, C:\TEMP.

f. Transfer the MICSXFRZ to the workstation with the following command:
get MICSXFRZ MICSXFRZ.EXE

This copies MICSXFRZ to the directory specified in step e and rename it to MICSXFRZ.EXE.
g. Once the transfer is complete, exit FTP by entering:

quit

While this example uses FTP to perform the actual transfer, other utilities (such as IND$FILE) can be used.
Whichever program is used, it must be able to transfer from the host to the workstation without performing any
character translation (i.e. EBCDIC to ASCII).

2. Run MICSXFRZ.EXE and starts the self-extracting process. You are prompted for a location in which to store the
unzipped files.

3. In the directory that is chosen in Step 2, you find a sub directory named MICSXFR_Install_Disk. Within this directory, is
the SETUP.EXE program. To install the MICS Data Transfer program, run SETUP.EXE.

4. Once you have successfully installed MICSXFR, you can delete the MICSXFR_Install_Disk directory.
Note: MICS Data Transfer includes an online help system, consult this system for information about using the
program, once it is installed.

More considerations

Automatic Upload of Data to the Mainframe
Using NSM Workload Management, the transfer of NSM Systems Performance data to the z/OS platform can be
automated.

Using a Profile
The MICSXFR utility creates profiles. A profile contains information about which machines, resources, and subtypes to
transmit to the z/OS platform. When a profile is created or updated, MICSXFR also creates a batch file (profile.BAT) to
perform the transfer.
The BAT file can be used to schedule MICSXFR regularly automatically. NSM Workload management can be used to
schedule MICSXFR. Also, any program that can execute a BAT file at a given time can be used to automate the transfer
of data to the z/OS host.

Reference: MICS NSM Integration (MTI)

MICS Mainframe-Based Documentation Conversion
The MICS Documentation Conversion utility (DOC2HTML) allows the installation to convert existing mainframe-based
MICS documentation into HTML. The converted documentation can be viewed using any Web browser that conforms to
the HTML-4 specification and supports Javascript.

The converted form of documentation is named the MICS Documentation Web View (DocWebVu) and when coupled to a
Web server, allows anyone with a requisite Web browser to view the MICS documentation.

DocWebVu can only present guides that have been converted using DOC2HTML. This action allows the installation to
control which guides are included in DocWebVu.
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Note: Throughout this section, $MICSROOT is used as a substitute for the name of the MICS Root Directory that is
specified on the HFSROOT statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARM(JCLDEFC).

For more information about the MICS Root Directory definition and usage, see Activating MICS USS and HFS Support.

Documentation Prerequisites

The following prerequisite must be met, before using DOC2HTML.

The MICS Root Directory has been previously created. For information about defining and creating the MICS root
directory, Activating MICS USS and HFS Support.

Documentation Web Viewer HFS Space Usage

DOC2HTML stores the DocWebVu files in a subdirectory of the MICS Root Directory ($MICSROOT/documents/).

DocWebVu can use as much as 400 MB of HFS space depending on the number and size of the guides converted.

MICS Documentation Conversion Utilities
MICS includes a set of utilities for generating and maintaining the DocWebVu facilities.

These utilities are:

  

An online facility allows conversion of guides and entire categories of guides. The online facility is invoked from the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF) Documentation Access Print Dialog (MWF;1;3). For more information, see the online help
panels for usage information.

In addition, DocWebVu utility, the MICS Documentation Export Job (DOCXPORT) is described in Exporting DocWebVu.

HTML Conversion Utility (DOC2HTML)

The HTML Conversion Utility (DOC2HTML) is used to create documents in HTML format. The HTML output is named
MICS Documentation Web View.

The job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOC2HTML) executes the HTML Conversion Utility.

The following sections describe DOC2HTML:

JCL and Options

An example of DOC2HTML JCL follows:

// . . . . JOB . . . .

//HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

//        SYSPARM='options_string'

//

Where options_string is the DOC2HTML processing options:

Guide=guide_list
Specifies which MICS guides are converted to HTML. guide_list contains either guide name (for example, PIOM) or the
one or two character guide ID (for example, L).
If ALL is specified, then all guides are converted.

CAT=category_list
Requests that all guides in specified category are printed. The two character category id can be found in the MICS
Document Guide report as shown in the followin DOC2HTML Output section.
If ALL is specified, then all guides are converted.
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COMP=component_list
Specifies all MICS guides associated with a particular MICS component (for example, ACT) be printed.
If ALL is specified, then all guides in all categories are converted.

DIC=Y or N
Controls the conversion of MICS Data Dictionary entries in the HTML guides. By default, this option is set to 'N' (no
conversion).
Note: Activating this option can significantly increase the amount of space that is required to store converted documents.

Note: Options are case-sensitive.

To convert all MICS guides, the ALL parameter can be used on the GUIDE=, COMP=, or CAT= options.

However, DOC2HTML can be resource-intensive operation. Converting all MICS guides at one time consumes a
substantial amount of CPU time and might fail due to installation constraints on CPU time, output lines, or disk space.

If no processing options or guides are selected, DOC2HTML produces the MICS Document Guides report as shown in the
following section.

DOC2HTML Output

DOC2HTML produces a report listing the defined MICS guides. This report can be generated without converting
documents by running DOC2HTML with no guides specified.

For example: 

// . . . .JOB . . . .

//HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

//        SYSPARM=' '

//

Note: Only the guides that are listed in this report are eligible for conversion.

                                                 CA MICS Document Guides                   22:12 Tuesday, July

 31, yyyy   1

Category                                  Volume     Guide Id   Title

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(AC) Management Support Application       ACTC          PK      CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option

 Concepts and

Guides                                                          Overview Guide

                                          ACTU          PL      CA MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option User

 Guide

                                          CAP           PA      CA MICS Capacity Planner Option Guide

                                          PER           PD      CA MICS Performance Manager Option Guide

                                          STG           PG      CA MICS StorageMate Option Guide

(AD) System Administrator Guides          PIOM          L       CA MICS Planning, Installation, Operation, and

 Maintenance

                                                                Guide

                                          PSPH          BE      CA MICS How to Use the PSP

                                          SAG           BS      CA MICS System Administrator Guide

                                          SMG           M       CA MICS System Modification Guide

(DB) Data Integration Application Guides  AUM           FM      CA MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare Guide

                                          CICS          FE      CA MICS Analyzer Option for CICS Guide

                                          DB2           FN      CA MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Guide
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                                          DEX           FV      CA MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS Guide

                                          IDMS          W       CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Guide

                                          IMS           FG      CA MICS Analyzer Option for IMS Guide

                                          MQS           FO      CA MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Guide

                                          PWR           FQ      CA MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power Guide

                                          RMF           FC      CA MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide

                                          SMF           FD      CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide

                                          SNT           C       CA MICS Network Analyzer Option Guide

                                          SRL           FH      CA MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option

 Guide

                                          TSO           FB      CA MICS Analyzer for TSO Guide

                                          VCA           FJ      CA MICS Space Analyzer Option Guide

                                          VM            FI      CA MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS Guide

                                          WEB           FW      CA MICS Web Analyzer Option Guide

                                          WEB           FW      CA MICS Tape Analyzer Option Guide

(DC) Collector Guides                     LDE           CL      CA MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option Guide

                                          VCC           CK      CA MICS Space Collector Option Guide

                                          VMT           CM      CA MICS Data Transfer Option for VM/CMS Guide

(US) End-User Guides                      AST           AI      CA MICS CA ASTEX Option Guide

                                          RPT           H       CA MICS Standard Reports Guide

                                          DOC           JD      CA MICS Document Access Guide

                                          MREF          JR      CA MICS MICF Reference Guide

                                          MUSR          JU      CA MICS MICF User Guide

                                          SC            I       CA MICS Database Structure and Content Guide

                                          TDM           AH      CA MICS Tandem Option Guide

 DOC2HTML Examples 

• Convert the PIOM (Planning, Installation, Operation and Maintenance) and the TSO guides
        // . . . .JOB . . . .

        //HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

        //        SYSPARM='GUIDE=TSO PIOM'

• Convert all end-user guides
        // . . . .JOB . . . .

        //HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

        //        SYSPARM='CAT=US'

        //

• Convert all end-user guides and the System Modification Guide (SMG)
        // . . . .JOB . . . .

        //HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

        //        SYSPARM='CAT=US GUIDE=SMG'

        //

• Convert all Accounting and Chargeback Guides
        // . . . .JOB . . . .

        //HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

        //        SYSPARM='COMP=ACT'

        //

• Convert all guides with MICS Data Dictionary entries
        // . . . .JOB . . . .

        //HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,
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        //        SYSPARM='GUIDE=ALL DIC=Y'

        //

Generated Documentation Update Utility (DOCUPDTG)

Whenever an xxxCGEN is run, the chapters describing file layouts and contents are updated. DOCUPDTG provides a
way of refreshing these pages in DocWebVu without having to reconvert an entire guide.

Note: DOCUPDTG refreshes the generated pages of all MICS Data Integration Applications and Field Developed
Applications documentation.

Sample JCL: 

// . . . .JOB . . . .

//HTMLCVRT EXEC MICSDOCH,

//SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.SOURCE(DOCUPDTG)

//

MICS Documentation Web View (DocWebVu)
DocWebVu is the HTML presentation of MICS documentation and is created using the DOC2HTML Utility.

To start DocWebVu, display the file using the URL:

$MICSROOT/documents/contents.html

where:

$MICSROOT
Name of MICS Root Directory

Note: The path of the URL may differ according to how the Web Server is configured. However, the initial page of
DocWebVu is always contents.html.

IBM HTTP Server Considerations
MICS Documentation Web View has been designed and tested on the IBM HTTP Server running on z/OS. The following
sections describe some considerations when implementing the DocWebVu in this environment.

Using the Pass Directive

The MICS Documentation Conversion utility stores its output (DocWebVu) in the $MICSROOT/documents directory
(where $MICSROOT is the name of the MICS Root Directory).

In order to make DocWebVu available to a web server, one may be inclined to copy the entire documents/directory into
the home directory of the web server.

However, there are inherent problems whenever multiple copies of the same files exist (keeping the files synchronized).

To eliminate these problems, the Pass Directive of the IBM HTTP Server is recommended.

When specified in the HTTP Server Configuration file (for example, httpd.config), Pass Directive can redirect a requested
Web server directory to any HFS directory.

For example, with the following Pass Directive in httpn file, (for example, httpd.config), Pass Dird.config:

Pass /micsdoc/* /user/MICS/documents/*

If a user requests /micsdoc/contents.html, the Web server gives them /user/MICS/documents/contents.html .
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Reference: IBM Publication SC31-8690 HTTP Server Planning, Installing, and Using.

Access Permissions

The access permissions of all files and directories must be set properly for IBM HTTP Server the to access MICS
Documentation Web View. We recommend that a file access mask of rw-rw-r-- be used (Owner=read/write, GROUP=read/
write, Other=read) for all DocWebVu files. The chmod command can be used to set/reset permissions.

We recommend that a file access mask of rwxr-xr-x be used (Owner=read/write/execute, Group=read/execute, Other
read/execute) for all DocWebVu directories. The chmod command can be used to set/reset permissions.

For more information, see Access Permissions.

Exporting DocWebVu
MICS Documentation Web Viewer has been designed to work with the z/OS IBM HTTP Server and WebSphere.

However, if your installation prefers to maintain the MICS documentation on another web server platform, facilities are
provided to package the generated DocWebVu files and directories for transport to an alternative platform.

• The exportdoc command facilitates transporting DocWebVu to an alternative web server platform by creating a UNIX
TAR file with optional EBCDIC to ASCII conversion and data compression.

• Once the TAR file is created, you can transport the file to the target platform and then extract the DocWebVu files and
directories.

exportdoc Prerequisites

In order to use the exportdoc command, either in a USS session or the DOCXPORT job, the following prerequisites must
be met:

• The exportdoc command executes on OS/390 V2R4 or above.
• The environment variable $MICSROOT must be set to the name of the MICS root directory.

The DOCXPORT job provides these prerequisites automatically.

exportdoc Command

The exportdoc command resides in the $MICSROOT directory, and has been provided to package the directory
containing DocWebVu into a GZIPed TAR file (e.g. /tmp/docexport.tar.Z).

exportdoc can be executed in a UNIX System Services shell session, under TSO in an OMVS session, or as as a batch
job (DOCXPORT).

The file created by exportdoc can then be transmitted to another platform using a utility such as FTP, and uncompressed
using utilities such as tar and gzip (UNIX), PowerArchiver, Winzip, and PKZIP (for Microsoft Windows) and pax (for z/OS
USS).

exportdoc Command Syntax
exportdoc [-opts] [filename]

[ ] indicates optional parameters.

Where:

opts
Processing options

a - Perform EBCDIC to ASCII conversion
u - do not compress  a resultant TAR file
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d - debug
t - trace

filename
The name of the file that contains the exported file.
If not specified, the default file name is /tmp/docexport.tar.

Note: If compression is used (the default), then a .Z suffix is automatically added to the file name.

MICS Documentation Export Job (DOCXPORT)

The job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCXPORT) can be used to export MICS Documentation Web View using exportdoc
in a batch environment.

The syntax that is used for the exportdoc command is the same as described in the exportdoc Command Syntax section
that follows.

DOCXPORT Examples

Export DocWebVu 

// ...JOB...

//XPORTDOC EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH, 00013000

// PARM='sh $MICSROOT/exportdoc ' 00014000

DocWebVu will be exported to /tmp/docexport.tar.Z.

Export DocWebVu without compression: 

// ...JOB...

//XPORTDOC EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH, 00013000

// PARM='sh $MICSROOT/exportdoc -u' 00014000

DocWebVu will be exported to /tmp/docexport.tar.

Export DocWebVu with ASCII conversion: 

// ...JOB...

//XPORTDOC EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH, 00013000

// PARM='sh $MICSROOT/exportdoc -a' 00014000

DocWebVu will be exported to /tmp/docexport.tar.Z

Export DocWebVu with ASCII conversion to file /tmp/docwebvu.tar.Z 

// ...JOB...

//XPORTDOC EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH, 00013000

// PARM='sh $MICSROOT/exportdoc -a /tmp/docwebvu.tar' 00014000

DocWebVu will be exported to /tmp/docwebvu.tar.Z

MICS Documentation Export Troubleshooting

"I used exportdoc to create a tar file and transmitted it to another platform, but the explode utilities can't read it." 

Make sure that the utility used to transmit the file sent it as binary, with no character translation. FTP, for example, uses a
text translation as its default transfer mode.

Additionally, the utility you are using may not support the compression that is used by exportdoc.
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"I used exportdoc to create a tar file, successfully transmitted it to another platform, exploded it, then hooked it
into my web server. However when I try to view the pages, they are confusing. I get a lot of Z's, boxes, and other
strange characters, but nothing readable." 

The HTML pages that are created by DOC2HTML are in EBCDIC character set, rather than ASCII that other platforms
use. Therefore, if the exportdoc file is being moved to a platform using ASCII, any text file must first be converted from
EBCDIC to ASCII before it can be used.

exportdoc provides an option (-a) that performs this necessary conversion. See exportdoc Command Syntax.

"The graphical portions of the Web page show as a box with a red 'x' in it. What is going on?" 

The MICS Document Web Viewer requires directory $MICSROOT/documents/images. If this does not exist, it can be
copied using the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCHFSU).

"I keep running exportdoc and it keeps failing due to lack of space." 

There is no solution here except to increase the space available.

Note: The DIC=N is not included MICS Data Dictionary in converted documentation. This action can significantly reduce
the amount of space that is required for converted guides.

DocWebVu Checklists
The following checklist will help you in implementing and using DocWebVu:

Initialization

1. Ensure that the MICS Root Directory has been set up and access to it has been obtained. See MICS Root Directory
Prerequisites.

2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains: DOCHFSU DOC2HTML DOCXPORT DOCUPDTG
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

3. Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCHFSU) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.

Conversion of MICS Guides

1. Endure that all items in Intialzation have been completed.
2. Edit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOC2HTML) and specify guide selection options as described in JCL and

Options.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOC2HTML) and ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.
Alternatively, invoke MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) Documentation Access Print Dialog (MWF;1;3) and follow the
instructions to convert documentation to HTML.

3. (Optional) Enable DocWebVu to Web server.
Once DocWebVu has been created through DOC2HTML, it must be made available to the Web Server. For more
information for tips on Web Server configuration, see IBM HTTP Server Considerations.

MICS Service Desk Interface
The MICS Service Desk interface allows MICS to generate call tickets in Service Desk for specific MICS operational job
abends and application-specific events.

Service Desk Prerequisites

In order to use the MICS Service Desk interface, the following Broadcom products must be installed:
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• Service Desk r11
• Common Components and Services r11
• Service Desk Integration r11 (part of Common Services)

See the Common Components and Services: Service Desk Integration Guide for installation instructions.

Note: The MICS Service Desk interface does not currently let you specify the URL, userid, or password during an
implementation. Define these values in the CAISDI Soap Server.

MICS Abend Reporting

MICS Abend Reporting produces Service Desk call tickets when MICS operational jobs (that is, Daily and Monthly) end
with any of the following user abend codes:

100
Database marked non-updatable.

101
Database marked non-updatable; aging in progress when failure occurred.

110
Internal step restart failed; required files are missing or corrupted.

120
Internal step restart failed; saved work files missing or corrupted.

130
Stand-alone AUDIT, HISTW, and/or HISTM archive tape processing job not yet executed.

300
Input data file was empty.

310
The original system identifier in the input data was not defined in the SYSID parameter when the last run of ALLPGEN or
BASPGEN occurred.

320
Zone was not defined in ZONE parameter when the last ALLPGEN or BASPGEN job was run.

400
Invalid checkpoint record encountered.

410
Limit of ORGSYSID/COMPONENT entries is exceeded in the Checkpoint File.

420
Invalid FORCE or SELECT range was specified.

430
INPUTRDR end-of-file routine was not entered after the last input record.

440
SAS version is not compatible with MICS version.

450
PREFIX in the Checkpoint File does not match the PREFIX used in the update procedure.

460
Checkpoint File initialization failed or the checkpoint routine initial update processing failed.

470
Exit did not return control properly.
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500
Execution date less than previous date.

510
YEAR is not in the range of years defined to MICS.

To activate this feature, the SD_ACTIVE keyword must be set to YES in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For more
information about setting EXECDEF options, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Application Specific Alerts

Several MICS applications can generate Service Desk call tickets for specific events. For example, the MICS Performance
Manager Option application can create Service Desk call tickets when the ILM soft capping threshold has been exceeded.

Note: The MICS Service Desk Activation option must be set in MWF options to generate Application Specific Alerts. For
information about activating this option, see MICS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications.

Note: You can save the generated MICF query JCL and code to avoid regenerating JCL. Since the current state of the
Service Desk Activation option is also saved, any changes to the Service Desk Activation option do not affect the option in
the saved MICF query JCL and code.

Messages and Return Codes

This Section lists the messages generated by the MICS Service Desk interface.

Four type codes are used to categorize the messages:

1. Information:
A note that documents a MICS Service Desk option or potentially important feature in the data.

2. Warning:
A condition of either the data or the control statements that does not affect the MICS operation, but that can lead to
unexpected results.

3. Error:
An indication that a problem has been encountered with a control statement that prevents a successful run of the
component. Execution is stopped after all control statements are processed.

4. Termination:
An indication that a critical problem has been encountered with the data that requires the component to terminate
processing immediately.

BAS63000

Text

Service Desk Interface successfully created request nnnnnn.

Type

Information

Reason

Call ticket nnnnn was create in Service Desk.

Action

None required.

BAS63099

Text:

Service Desk Interface failed with return code=rc. Extended Info: x_info
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Type:

Error

Reason:

While trying to open a Service Desk issue, MICS encountered an error. See below for information regarding return code
and extend information area.

RC Description

• 4SD_ACTIVE not YES
• 8UWUSVDSK Parameter error. x_info takes the form of:

returncode\reasoncode

where returncode is 8 and reasoncode is:
– 4

JMSDETPH not loaded
– 8

SDactive macro var not defined
– 12

SD_ACTIVE ne YES
– 20

(not used)
– 24

(not used)
– 28

No summary data
– 32

No description data
• 12

Error in CAISDI/soap. x_info takes the form:
ap1rc\apirs\soaprc\soaprs\func\msg

where
– apirc is api return code                                             
– apirs is api reason code                                            
– soaprc is the CAISDI/soap return code
– soaprs is the CAISDI/soap reason code
– func is the CAISDIP/soap function code                                              
– msg is additional diagnostic information

• 16
Severe error occurred.

Action

Correct condition causing failure and rerun.

Integration with SMF Director
SMF Director is a software product for the management of SMF data in a z/OS environment. This product allows you to:
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• Automatically Unload SYSx.MANx Files o Maintain an Inventory of SMF Records by Date, Time, Volume Serial, and
system ID.

• Protect Data Sets Containing SMF Records.
• Print and Extract SMF Records by Date and Time.
• Automatically duplex and multiplex SMF Records o Validate SMF records.
• Automatic Magnetic Tape Management.
• Integrate with Other Storage Management Products.

SMF Director can also be directed to write all or a portion of the SMF records being dumped to other output files.

Data management information is provided for the additional output files, named split data sets (files), in the form of
an index, referred to as the split index. The index itself is managed and used by SMF Director, but a copy of it can be
produced by SMF Director for use by other applications, such as MICS. Throughout this documentation, we refer to the
copy of the index as the duplicate split index.

This benefits MICS processing in the following ways:

• Enables MICS to process exactly the data necessary for a given component
• Eases the preparation of data for incremental processing

SMF Director Prerequisites
SMF Director must be managing your data center's SMF dump processing.

• The SMF Director dump process must be executed with the SPLIT statements and the INDEXDSN and INDEXDUP
parameters identifying the primary and duplicate split indexes respectively.

• All the split data sets created must be cataloged data sets.
• The SMF Director INDEXLIM parameter must be defined to set a limit on the number of entries that are retained in

the index. This number should coincide with the MICS SMFDJHLLIMIT value defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS member
EXECDEF. See Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF) for more information about the SMFDJHLLIMIT parameter
and its effect on MICS input processing.

For information about the SMF record types that are processed by each MICS product, see the "Data Sources" section of
the related Product Analyzer or the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD) member for each MICS installed component.

Note: To get the most benefit from SMF Director and MICS integration, SMF records processed by different components
should be recorded to separate SMF Director duplicate split indexes. For example, if SMF and CICS reside in the same
unit, each split statement within the SMF Director dump job should refer to a unique SMF Director duplicate split index for
recording the SMF split data sets. This allows MICS to only process the data that is required by each component step.
Otherwise, DAYSMF would still be necessary for further split the records to avoid each component step from reading
unnecessary SMF data sets.

Two sample SMF Director split statements that demonstrate the use of a discrete duplicate split index for SMF records
processed by different components.

SPLIT ALL SELECT(70:79) TODD(RMF)

   INDEXDSN(hlq.RMF.SMFDINDX)

   TIME(0000) TIMEGDG(hlq.RMFONLY) TIMEUNIT(3390)

   TIMEVOL(SMFD01) TIMESPACE(CYL,500,200)

   INDEXDUP(INDEXRMF).

SPLIT ALL SELECT(110) TODD(CICS)

   INDEXDSN(hlq.CIC.SMFDINDX)

   TIME(0000) TIMEGDG(hlq.CIC110) TIMEUNIT(VTAPE)

   INDEXDUP(INDEXCIC).
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Note: The INDEXDUP keyword is included on each SPLIT statement and each refers to a unique DD statement that,
in turn, describes a unique duplicate split index data set. This action enables each MICS component step to input the
duplicate split index into the corresponding component step without processing unneeded record types.

If in the example, each split data set index entry was recorded to the same duplicate split index, the duplicate split index
should be defined to DAYSMF. Otherwise, each component step would read ALL the eligible input files that are defined
in the duplicate split index, which would result in unnecessary processing. The best practice would be to separate the
duplicate split index entries by component to maximize the benefit of SMF Director.

For more information about implementation, see SMF Director Implementation Scenarios.

MICS Prerequisites
The MICS DAILY or incremental update job must have an SMFDRCTR data definition (DD) statement referring to the
SMF Director duplicate split index allocated with a disposition of SHR. This statement should NEVER be allocated with
any other disposition to avoid contention with SMF Director itself.

This data set is the data set referenced in the data definition (DD) statement that is identified in the INDEXDUP parameter
of the SPLIT statement that is contained in the SMF Director SMF DUMP job.

If your installation's SMF dump split data sets are on tape, MICS dynamically allocates the tape data sets. Therefore,
ensure that your installation does not prohibit dynamic allocation of tape data sets or you will be unable to use this feature.

Field Developed Applications do not have an automated interface to SMF Director for identifying eligible input.

However, the split data sets created by SMF Director can still be input directly to an FDA and processed like any other
SMF data.

SMF Director Implementation Scenarios
This section describes various scenarios for implementing SMF Director. During your migration to SMF Director, you may
employ various combinations of the scenarios that are described here, but ultimately to derive the most benefit from SMF
Director integration, your final implementation should be Scenario 2.

SMF Director without DAYSMF in the case of the DAILY job, or Scenario 4 if you are using Incremental Update.

SMF Director with DAYSMF Only
In this configuration, SMF Director data and SMF data sets are input directly to the DAYSMF step only. This action
is useful for those sites that write records that are used by multiple components to the same duplicate split index.
Considered this action as a transitional approach only while migrating SMF dump processes to SMF Director control.

Note: Processing SMF Director data through DAYSMF minimizes the benefit to be derived from SMF Director. Best
practice would be to customize SMF Director to record the split data set entries to separate duplicate split indexes that are
based on the SMF record types and MICS component needs. For more information, see SMF Director Prerequisites.

In this configuration, the SMF Director duplicate split index is not directly input to the component steps. This configuration
is an extension of default MICS processing. In addition, standard SMF data is also input to DAYSMF.

JCLDEF Options

 COMPONENTS   TSO RMF CIC SMF

 SMFRECORDING CIC

 SMFDIRECTOR  TSO RMF CIC SMF

 DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
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    | DAYSMF |        //INPUTSMF  DD

    +--------+        //SMFDRCTR  DD

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY010 |        //INPUTSMF DD . . prefix.MICS.TSO.DATA

    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY020 |        //INPUTSMF DD . . prefix.MICS.RMF.DATA

    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY030 |        //INPUTSMF DD . . prefix.MICS.SMF.DATA

    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY040 |        //INPUTSMF DD . . prefix.MICS.CIC.DATA

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)

SMF Director without DAYSMF
In this configuration, the DAYSMF step is not used to split SMF data. This step is used when SMF data is preprocessed
or split independent of MICS processing. For SMF Director, the data for each component is recorded in a unique SMF
Director duplicate split index.

When the DAYSMF step is deactivated, the INPUT is defined in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) members.

In this example:

• The DAYSMF step does not be generated owing to the 'DAYSMF OFF' statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
• The SMFDIRECTOR statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) is optional as it only affects the DAYSMF step. The

presence of the SMFDRCTR DD within the individual component steps automatically triggers processing of SMF
Director input for a component on the SMFRECORDING statement.

• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) (where ccc is the component identifier) is used to define the SMF Director
duplicate split index through the SMFDRCTR DD statement. If a data set containing standard SMF data is used, the
INPUTSMF DD is also specified.

• The DAY010 and DAY030 steps have input data from a standard SMF data set.
• The DAY020 and DAY040 steps have input data from a standard SMF data set and from SMF Director.

 JCLDEF Options

 ---------------

 

 COMPONENTS   TSO RMF CIC SMF

 SMFDIRECTOR  CIC RMF

 SMFRECORDING CIC

 DAYSMF       OFF

 

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)

    | DAY010 |           //INPUTSMF  DD
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    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)

    | DAY020 |           //INPUTSMF  DD

    +--------+           //SMFDRCTR  DD

        |

        V

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)

    | DAY030 |           //INPUTSMF  DD

    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)

    | DAY040 |           //INPUTSMF  DD

    +--------+           //SMFDRCTR  DD

 

SMF Director with DAYSMF and Direct Input for Select Components
In this configuration, standard SMF data is input to the DAYSMF step with the SMF Director duplicate split index, using
DAYSMF as a SMF Director migration aid. A subset of the components in the unit has direct SMF Director duplicate split
index input.

In this example:

• DAYSMF reads the standard SMF data and the SMF Director duplicate split index. Since only RMF is excluded from
the DAYSMF step and CIC is included on the SMFRECORDING statement, any TSO, CIC, and SMF data from either
input source is selected. The INPUTSMF DD statements for the individual TSO, RMF, and CIC steps are automatically
generated with a definition to the DAYSMF output files.

• CIC and RMF inputs the SMF Director duplicate split index in the DAY040 and DAY020 steps. CIC (DAY040) also
processes CICS data output from the DAYSMF step. The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTCIC and INPUTRMF
are used to specify the SMFDRCTR DD statement defining the SMF Director duplicate split index.

 JCLDEF Options

 ---------------

 

 COMPONENTS   TSO RMF CIC SMF

 SMFDIRECTOR  CIC RMF

 SMFRECORDING CIC

 DAYSMF FILES TEMPORARY

 DAYSMF EXCLUDE RMF

 

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)

    | DAYSMF |           //INPUTSMF  DD

    +--------+           //SMFDRCTR  DD

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY010 |           //INPUTSMF   DD prefix.MICS.TSO.DATA

    +--------+

        |

        V
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    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)

    | DAY020 |           //SMFDRCTR   DD

    +--------+

        |

        V

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY030 |           //INPUTSMF   DD prefix.MICS.SMF.DATA

    +--------+

        |

        v

    +--------+        (generated from DAYSMF)

    | DAY040 |           //INPUTSMF DD prefix.MICS.CIC.DATA

    +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)

                         //SMFDRCTR DD

SMF Director with Incremental Update
In this configuration, the SMF Director duplicate split index is input directly to the INCRccc job. This implementation
assumes that the data for this component resides in a separate duplicate split index that avoids reading unneeded SMF
data.

In this example:

• INCRUPDATE is in use for the CICS component.
• The SMFDIRECTOR statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) identifies the input as SMF Director.
• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) (where ccc is the component identifier) is used to define the SMF Director

duplicate split index using the SMFDRCTR DD statement. If more non-SMF Director data is also to be input, the
INPUTSMF DD should also be specified in this member to define the input.

JCLDEF Options

  ---------------

 

  COMPONENTS   CIC

  SMFDIRECTOR  CIC

 

  CICOPS Options

  ---------------

 

  . . . other statements

  INCRUPDATE YES

  . . . other statements

     +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)

     | CICINCR|           //SMFDRCTR  DD

     +--------+

SMF Director with Incremental Update and SPLITSMF
In this configuration, the SMF Director duplicate split index is input to the SPLITSMF job. This configuration should only
be used when the SMF Director duplicate split index contains entries for other SMF record types. The INCRccc job
automatically inputs the output from the SPLITSMF job.
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Note: Processing SMF Director data through SPLITSMF minimizes the benefit to be derived from SMF Director. Best
practice would be to customize SMF Director to record the split data set entries to separate duplicate split indexes that are
based on the SMF record types and MICS component needs. For more information, see SMF Director Prerequisites.

In this example:

• INCRUPDATE is in use for the CICS component.
• The SMFDIRECTOR statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) identifies the input as SMF Director.
• The prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) is used to define the SMF Director duplicate split index using the SMFDRCTR

DD statement. If an extra data set containing standard SMF data is to be input, the INPUTSMF DD should also be
specified in this member.

  JCLDEF Options

  ---------------

  COMPONENTS   CIC

  SMFDIRECTOR  CIC

  CICOPS Options

  ---------------

  . . . other statements

  INCRUPDATE YES

  INCRSPLIT USE

  . . . other statements

     +--------+        prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)

     |SPLITSMF|           //SMFDRCTR  DD

     +--------+

         |

         V

     +--------+        (generated from SPLITSMF)

     | CICINCR|           //prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS

     +--------+

SMF Director Checklists
This subsection contains the checklists for the initial implementation of SMF Director processing and handling potential
operational issues.

Implementing SMF Director Checklist
The inclusion of the SMFDRCTR DD statement is controlled by the SMFDIRECTOR keyword in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). However, the successful implementation of SMF Director is influenced not only by this
keyword but also the combination of several other JCLDEF parameters and external factors that are related to the actual
SMF Director installation itself.

Before you process the data that is managed by SMF Director, be sure to collect the information about the way SMF
Director is deployed at your site. To assist you in identifying the optimum MICS implementation scenario for your site,
this section provides a worksheet where you can record this information and can use it to tailor MICS and SMF Director
accordingly. This worksheet is not used by MICS directly, but is meant as a reference for you. See the SMF Director
Definitions worksheet.
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The following checklist contains both the decisions and practical steps for implementing SMF Director in a unit.

Preparation

1. Review the subsections of Integration with SMF Director to be certain that you are familiar with the requirements
of activating this feature. At a minimum, review SMF Director Prerequisites, MICS Prerequisites, and SMF Director
Usage Notes.

2. To obtain the name of the SMF Director duplicate split indexes that are defined in the SMF DUMP job and the record
types they contain, consult the Systems Programmer responsible for the SMF data at your site.

3. Use the SMF Director Definitions Worksheets to obtain and document the information necessary to implement SMF
Director.

4. See the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD) member when necessary to see the record types that are used by
a MICS component to complete the worksheet. Detailed information is located in Data Sources of each Product
Analyzers.
Repeat the following steps for every unit database as necessary:
JCLDEF definitions:

5. Insert or update the SMFDIRECTOR statement.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the SMFDIRECTOR statement and add the components that are identified
in step 3.
Note: The SMFDIRECTOR statement only affects the DAYSMF step.

6. Specify your DAYSMF requirements.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the DAYSMF keyword and based on your needs that are identified in step
3, either leave it as is, or change it to:
DAYSMF OFF

Or
DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc

ccc is the three character component identifier to remove those products that no longer require the additional split
processing that is performed by DAYSMF. Use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE is discussed in Excluding a Component from
the DAYSMF Step.
Note: DAYSMF EXCLUDE is not restricted to products using SMF Director as input, but may include any SMF eligible
component.
Also, as stated earlier, we recommend that you do not use the DAYSMF step with the MICS SMF Director interface
because it limits the benefit that is derived from the interface. For more information, see the subsections of Integration
with SMF Director.

7. Review your SMFRECORDING statement.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the SMFRECORDING statement and verify that it still accurately reflects
the component input source. A component must be defined on the SMFRECORDING statement to use the SMF
Director interface.
INPUTccc and INPUTRDR definitions:

8. For each component with SMF Director split files that are not being processed in DAYSMF:
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) and insert the SMFDRCTR DD referring to the SMF Director duplicate split index,
which is identified in step 2.
If you are also processing standard SMF input for the same component, insert the completed INPUTSMF DD in the
same member.
The prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member must exist. If the INPUTccc member does not exist, it must be created or
the MICS DAILY job does not generate.
If you specified DAYSMF OFF, then all input data, regardless of its origin is input from each component's
corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

9. If you have enabled Incremental Update for a component in this unit and want to process the SMF Director split data
sets, define the duplicate split index in the corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.
If however, you are using the SPLITSMF job for this component (not recommended), update the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.
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10. For each component defined on the SMFDIRECTOR statement that IS to be processed in DAYSMF:
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) and insert the SMFDRCTR DD referring to the SMF Director duplicate split
index, which is identified in step 2.
Generation

11. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and verify that it has the following line in it:
JCLGENU

Save prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU).
Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). This job should complete with a return code of zero. Review the MICSLOG and
locate message BAS10083. Verify whether this message correctly reflects your definitions for products using SMF and
SMF Director, and the components included in the DAYSMF step. Make necessary changes and submit the job again
until you achieve the desired results.

12. Suspend unit operations.
Suspend the operation of the unit database being changed. To suspend operational processing in the unit (MWF;5;1),
enter the Operational Status and Tracking SUSPEND command

13. Generate operational jobs.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and add a line to generate the DAILY, INCRccc, and DAYSMFR jobs as
applicable. For example,
DAILY INCRccc DAYSMFR

Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) and submit the job for execution. This job should complete with a return code of
zero.

14. If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the previous jobs in that
product. See the administrator of the scheduling product for the exact processes that are involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

15. Before execution of the DAILY job, review the checklist in Specifying Date and Time Range Selection for more
operational decisions.

16. (Optional) Delete SMF work data sets.
When the DAYSMF step is present, SMF work data set prefix.MICS.ccc.DATA (where ccc is the component identifier)
is created for each component that uses SMF data. This data set is either temporary or permanent, depending on the
value of JCLDEF keyword DAYSMF FILES.
If you deactivated DAYSMF or excluded a component, review these data sets and if they are no longer being used,
delete these data sets.

17. Resume unit operations.
Enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database. To enable MICS operational jobs, use the Operational Status and
Tracking RESUME command in MWF.

SMF Director Worksheet Parts 1 and 2

                       +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                       | CA SMF Director Integration     -   CA SMF Director Definitions          |

                       |                                                                          |

                       +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Control Definitions    |                                                                          |

                       | COMPONENTS ____ ____ ____ ____ ____  (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on)          |

                       | SMFRECORDING    ____ ____ ____       (AST, CIC, IDM, HSM, SNT, VCA, WEB) |

                       |                                                                          |

                       | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                       +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                       |                                                                          |

Execution Option       | DAYSMF      FILES  _________ (TEMPORARY or PERMANENT)                    |

                       | DAYSMF      OFF    _________ (deactivates DAYSMF step in this unit)      |

                       | DAYSMF      EXCLUDE ___ ___ ___ ___  (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on)          |

                       | SMFDIRECTOR  ____ ____ ____ ___  (RMF, SMF, TSO, and so on)              |
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                       |                                                                          |

                       | PARMS Library Member is JCLDEF  -   Reference                            |

                       +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

SMF Director Worksheet Part 2 of 2

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

| CA SMF Director Integration Worksheet  -   Duplicate Split Index Layout                                    

              |

|                                                                                                            

              |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF

  |  CA SMF  |

|         |      | Std  | Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate|

 Duplicate| Duplicate|

| CA MICS | Unit | SMF  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split

  |   Split  |

| Product |  ID  | Input|  Index 1 |  Index 2 |  Index 3 |  Index 4 |  Index 5 |  Index 6 |  Index 7 |  Index

 8 |  Index 9 |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|                       |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

| Index Data Set Name : |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|                       |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  AST    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  CIC    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  DB2    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  HSM    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  IDM    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  MQS    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |
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|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  RMF    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  SMF    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  SNT    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  TSO    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  VCA    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  WEB    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|                                                                                                            

              |

| CA SMF Director Integration     -   Reference                                                              

              |

| Note: The figure ends at CA SMF Duplicate Split Index 9, but there is no restriction on the number of

 indexes you may    |

|       define or input to a CA MICS component step.                                                         

              |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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The ideal SMF Director implementation for your MICS environment should base the creation of the SMF split data sets
and corresponding duplicate split index entries on your component and unit requirements.

In other words, consider the components within a unit and across multiple units when deciding how to record the SMF split
data sets into the duplicate split index. Proper planning saves processing time and system resources by enabling MICS to
select ONLY the necessary SMF data for a component and unit.

Important items to consider:

• Is this same component defined in multiple units?
If the answer is yes, then each unit should record their split index entries to separate duplicate split indexes. In this
way, each unit reads only the records that are needed for their unit.

• Do I have SMF data from multiple systems all processed within the same MICS unit?
If the answer is yes, then each system should record their split index entries to the same duplicate split index. This
way, MICS can read one index and can obtain all the records that are required for that unit's DAILY update.
Alternatively, each system could record their split index entries to a unique duplicate split index and all the indexes for
that component could be input to the same component step.
In either case, it is important to ensure that the duplicate split index ONLY contains the entries that are required for
this component and no other. In other words, no other record types should be using the same duplicate split index,
regardless of the unit.

• Do I have units with multiple components?
If the answer is yes, the split index entries should also be segregated by component. Each component in the unit
should have their split index entries that are recorded to a separate duplicate split index. This action enables the
duplicate split index to be input directly to the component step and select only the split index entries necessary to
satisfy that components needs.
The worksheet can be both a planning tool for new SMF Director implementations and a visual aid for migrating your
current SMF Director implementation to the optimum setup to suit your MICS environment.
Using the worksheetenter the Unit Identifier for each component you have installed in a unit.
If the SMF data for a component is contained in a CA SMF duplicate split index, type X in the duplicate split index
column for that SMF data type.
For example, if RMF data is recorded to duplicate split index 1, type X in that column.
Once you have identified all the components, their corresponding unit identifier, SMF data source (standard SMF or
SMF Director) and in which duplicate split index their entries reside, you are prepared to evaluate the contents of the
worksheet and tailor SMF Director (or MICS) accordingly.
Visually, the best implementation is to have only one 'X' per column. This statement means that each component can
input the SMF Director duplicate split index that contains only their required entries, and can avoid processing any
unnecessary data.
If you have multiple 'X's per row, this would mean that you have multiple indexes to input to the same component.
Multiple 'X's per row fine as long as none of the indexes are shared between components (again, only one 'X' per
column). This action would be the equivalent of Implementation Scenario 2, in Implementing the Processing Schedule.
For example, using the sample completed worksheet, would result in the following MICS implementation:
Unit P contains components AST, RMF, SMF, and TSO. To avoid redundant processing of SMF data, each is recording
their split index entries to distinct SMF Director duplicate split indexes. This action allows each to be directly inputted to
their component step.
The SMF component is only in one unit, P, but has entries for split data sets in both duplicate split indexes 3 and 9.
Both should be defined to the DAY030 step in unit P.
The CIC component resides in two units. Both unit's split index entries are recorded to distinct duplicate split indexes
(in this example, indexes 5 & 6) enabling each unit to read only the SMF records required for that unit. Since no other
SMF data is being recorded to the same duplicate split index, we modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) for unit C to
include the SMFDRCTR DD defining SMF Director duplicate split index 5 for direct input to DAY040. We also modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) for unit 4 to include the SMFDRCTR DD defining SMF Director duplicate split index 6
for direct input to DAY040.
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The split data sets for the DB2 component in Unit D and the VCA component in unit S, are also recorded to a separate
SMF Director duplicate split index so they too are inputted directly to the corresponding component step. The
worksheet also shows that the VCA component has standard SMF input.

SMF Director Sample Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

| CA SMF Director Integration Worksheet  -   Duplicate Split Index Sample Layout                             

              |

|                                                                                                            

              |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF  |  CA SMF

  |  CA SMF  |

|         |      | Std  | Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate| Duplicate|

 Duplicate| Duplicate|

| CA MICS | Unit | SMF  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split  |   Split

  |   Split  |

| Product |  ID  | Input|  Index 1 |  Index 2 |  Index 3 |  Index 4 |  Index 5 |  Index 6 |  Index 7 |  Index

 8 |  Index 9 |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|                       | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. |

 SYSPROG. | SYSPROG. |

| Index Data Set Name : | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.  | DIRCTR.

  | DIRCTR.  |

|                       | SPLITIN1 | SPLITIN2 | SPLITIN3 | SPLITIN4 | SPLITIN5 | SPLITIN6 | SPLITIN7 |

 SPLITIN8 | SPLITIN9 |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  AST    |  P   |      |    X     |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  CIC    |  C   |      |          |          |          |          |    X     |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  DB2    |  D   |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |    X     |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  HSM    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  IDM    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  MQS    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |
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|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  RMF    |  P   |      |          |    X     |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  SMF    |  P   |      |          |          |    X     |          |          |          |          |       

   |    X     |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  SNT    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  TSO    |  P   |      |          |          |          |    X     |          |          |          |       

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  VCA    |  S   |  Yes |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |    X  

   |          |

|---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  WEB    |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|  CIC    |  4   |      |          |          |          |          |          |    X     |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|         |      |      |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |       

   |          |

+---------+------+------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+----------+

|                                                                                                            

              |

|                                                                                                            

              |

| CA SMF Director Integration     -   Reference Sections: 4.10                                               

              |

| Note: The figure ends at CA SMF Duplicate Split Index 9, but there is no restriction on the number of

 indices you may    |

|       define or input to a CA MICS component step.                                                         

              |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

Specifying Date and Time Range Selection
In normal processing, MICS scans the SMF Director duplicate split indexes and merges this information with the Input
History Log file (ADMIHL). The ADMIHL file contains the high and low timestamps of data that is processed by each
component for each Original System Id (ORGSYSID). Thus, only data that has not previously been processed is
presented to MICS.

In some situations where the ADMIHL file does not exist, everything in the duplicate split index is presented to MICS for
processing. An example would be during the first execution of a DAILY job for a new unit.

To restrict the data that is presented to MICS, you can use any of the following options. Option 2 is mutually exclusive with
options 3 and 4 because option 2 takes precedence over options 3 and 4 during processing. Either option 3 or option 4
may be used but not both.

1. Remove or comment the SMFDRCTR DD statement from the JCL and manually add the desired data sets to the
INPUTSMF DD statement.

2. Alternatively, you can use the SMFD_SELECT statement in the parameter overrides (specified in the PARMOVRD DD
statement) to restrict data sets selected from the SMF Director duplicate split index to a specific date and time range.
This method is desirable when you have only one jobstep (component) in which you modify the date and time range
selection criterion.
For more information about Parameter Override, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

3. To restrict the date and time range of data to be processed, use the SELECT option of MWF Operational Status and
Tracking. The SELECT option is used instead of the previous two options.
Use the Operational Status and Tracking FORCE command to access the Select option. For more information, see
the online tutorials. For more information, see Operational Status and Tracking section and Using the Select Option for
Input Data section.

4. Use the SELECT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) to restrict the date and time range of data to be
processed. The SELECT statement method is used instead of the previous two options.
The SELECT statement selection method is most useful when you have multiple components for which you want to
perform date and time range selection as it is applied to every component (jobstep) in the unit.
For more information about specifying the SELECT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF), see SPECIAL
Database Execution Definitions.
Note: The SELECT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) will retain the specified changes after the update job
completes. Therefore, be sure you remove the SELECT before you execute the next update process.

Recovering a Failed SMF Director Split Data Set
Should the MICS update job fail on the existence of the split file state code of 'X', overt action is taken to recover the split
data set. Execute a SMF Director EXTRACT job to recover the missing data. Include the INDEXDSN and INDEXDUP
parameters to ensure the SMF Director primary and duplicate split index are updated when the job completes. This action
allows MICS to be restarted without any intervention.

WARNING
SMF Director does not create any new split data sets for this orgsysid (SID) until the failed split data set has
been recovered. You must have sufficient security authorization to create a data.

1. Review the MICSLOG of the MICS step that failed. Locate the BAS64026E error message which indicates a 'X' record
has been detected and note the data set name of the failed split data set. The data set name of the duplicate split
index can be found in the preceding BAS64022I message.
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2. Using ISPF, browse the data set identified in the BAS64022I message. Locate the 'X' record using the data set name
from the BAS64026E message. The file state code 'X' is located in column 55.
Make note of the ORGSYSID (SID) which begins in column 147.
Also the abend code which begins in column 152. The abend code is not needed by the extract job but can be used
to determine the cause of the split data set failure. This review can assist you in taking corrective action to prevent
a recurrence. For example, if you encounter an SB37 (insufficient space) modify the TIMESPACE parameter for the
failed split data set accordingly.

3. Immediately following the 'X' record is a 'D' record as identified by the 'D' in column 55. The 'D' record is a diagnostic
record which only exists when a 'X' record is generated.
Make note of the following extra fields from the 'D' record:
– The name of the SMF Director control data set, referred to as the SCDS, which begins in column 10
– The data set name of the primary split index which begins in column 57
– The start date of the history file, which is located in column 118 in mm/dd/yyyy format
– The start time of the history file, which is located in column 129 in hh:mm:ss format
You need all these values to complete and execute the SMF Director Extract job.

4. To obtain the required date and time parameters for the extract job, run a SMF Director LISTH job that reports on the
contents of the SCDS.
See the following example:
. . . JOB CARD . . .

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SMFD,REGION=0M,PARM='READ,PERMIT'

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=caiprod.smfdir.r11.cailib

//SCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=scds.name.from.d.record

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD SYSOUT=*

//XDCCDF   DD DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD *

       LISTH SID(sid) FROM(mmddyy).

/*

//

– Modify the SCDS DD to refer to the name of the SCDS found in the 'D' record in the duplicate split index.
– Modify the LISTH parameter and substitute the Orgsysid that is identified in the 'X' record for the lower case sid.
– To reduce the amount of output that is produced by the LISTH job, enter the date from the start date field that is

found in the 'D' record into the FROM parameter of the LISTH job
Note: You only need the STEPLIB if the SMF Director load library is not in linklist. Modify it as needed.

5. Submit the LISTH job.
6. Using the LISTH job output, locate the FROM date and time entry on the LISTH report that matches the START date

and time from the duplicate split index 'D' record for the same orgsysid (SID).
Find an exact match between the START date and time in the LISTH report and the 'D' record. The TO date and time
columns from the LISTH report reflects the highest date and time for the SMF dump process and can be used to
complete the TO parameter of the extract statement for the SMF Director Extract job.
Note: When multiple LISTH entries subsequent are present to the START date and time from the D record, use the
START date and time from the 'D' record and the END date and time from the last LISTH entry, to identify the missing
date and time range.

7. The following is an example of a SMF Director Extract job. Lower case characters represent fields that require
modification or review.
//. . JOB CARD . .  .                               <==change

//EXTRACT1 EXEC PGM=SMFD,PARM=READ

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlq.smfdir.r11.CAILIB,DISP=SHR   <==change

//SMFOUT   DD  DSN=dsn.from.BAS64026E.msg,          <==change

//             DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=sysda,STORCLAS=storclas,        <==change
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//             SPACE=(CYL,(nn,nn),RLSE),            <==change

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

//SCDS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=scds.from.d.record      <==change

//DUP      DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dsn.from.BAS64022i.msg  <==change

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSXDIAG DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

 EXTRACT

  FROM(mmddyy hhmm) TO(mmddyy hhmm)                 <==change

   SID(orgsysid) SELECT(rectype)                    <==change

    INDEXDSN(hlq.smfd.index) INDEXDUP(DUP)          <==change

     TODD(SMFOUT) .

/*

//

– To refer to the name displayed in the BAS64026E and the 'X' record, modify the SMFOUT DD. Create the
recovered file under the exact same data set name which originally failed, including the generation number.

– To refer to the name of the SCDS found in the 'D' record in the duplicate split index, modify the SCDS DD.
– To refer to the name of the duplicate split index that is identified in the BAS64022I message, modify the DUP DD.
– Modify the EXTRACT parameter:

• FROM is the START date and time from the LISTH output for this ORGSYSID (SID) that matched the 'D' record
start date and time.

• TO is the END date and time that is obtained from the LISTH report output analysis as described in the
preceding note in step 6.

• SID(ORGSYSID) is the orgsysid that is identified in the 'X' record.
• SELECT(rectype) specifies the record types that are needed for this MICS component step. See the

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD) member for the list of record types that are used by this component, ccc
equals the three character MICS Component ID, if needed.

• INDEXDSN is the data set name following the name of the SCDS in the 'D' record of the duplicate split index.
• INDEXDUP refers to the completed DUP DD statement.

Notes:
- You only need the STEPLIB if the SMF Director load library is not in link list. Modify it as needed.
- The SMF Director duplicate split index is ALWAYS allocated with a disposition of SHR only. This action avoids
contention with SMF Director.
- The period terminates the extract statement and is required.

8. Submit the Extract job and ensure that it completes successfully. Upon completion, the duplicate split index contains a
'C' index entry for the SMF split data set that had previously failed.

9. Restart the failed MICS update job, be it the DAILY or the incremental update job.

SMF Director Usage Notes
Based on the definition, MICS components read the SMF Director duplicate split indexes and select ALL previously
unseen CA SMF split data sets (files) as input into the DAILY update process.

The success of this processing is based on:

• SMF Director is being executed on a continual basis.
• When an interval data is being managed by a TIME-based split file, you might need to adjust the times that an SMF

switch is issued to ensure that the interval data is available in a timely fashion. When SMF Director writes TIME-based
split files, it will not indicate that a file is ready for processing until a record for that split file appears in the next interval
that the TIME statement indicates. In order to ensure that the data is immediately available, ensure that the scheduled
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times for SMF switch operations are set to the times defined in the TIME operand plus the value of the INTVAL in the
active SMFPRMxx member, plus one minute. By doing this, there should be data that falls into the next interval.
For example, suppose that a SPLIT statement has the following TIME operand: TIME(0000,0800,1600), which
indicates that there should be three iterations of the split file per day:
– One with data from midnight to 8 AM
– One with data from 8 AM to 4 PM
– One with data from 4 PM until the following midnight
Also, suppose that the active SMFPRMxx member has INTVAL(15) defined. This INTVAL (15) would cause all interval
data to be generated every 15 minutes.
Using this example, you would set automated SMF Switch commands (I SMF) to be issued at 00:16, 08:16 and 16:16
every day. This way, once the dump is completed from the switch, the data from the previous portion of the day would
be immediately available.

• CA SMF split data sets are cataloged.
• If the split data sets reside on tape, your installation allows dynamic allocation of tape data sets.
• You are recording different SMF data types to unique SMF Director duplicate split indexes, or plan to use DAYSMF.

For example, if you are writing SMF and CICS data to unique split data sets, but recording their creation in the same
CA SMF duplicate split index, MICS reads all the eligible files in the index. That is, those data sets that satisfy the date
and time range criterion of not previously processed; all records are read regardless of the component step unless it is
DAYSMF, which further splits the data accordingly.

WARNING
Complete the worksheet in Implementing SMF Director Checklist. Review the implementation scenarios in SMF
Director Implementation Scenarios to find the implementation that best describes the way MICS operates at your
installation. Tailor SMF Director accordingly.

If the split data set creation fails for any reason, the SMF Director DUMP job completes with a return code 4, record
diagnostic messages to SYSPRINT, and update the index and duplicate split index with the data set name, including date
and time range of the SMF data that processed including a split file state code of 'X', meaning abnormally terminated.

If MICS encounters a never-before-seen split file state code 'X', it checks further to see if the data for that same date
and time range has been recovered. If so, processing continues. If not, MICS writes an error message to the MICSLOG
indicating that SMF Director failed to create the requested split data set, and terminates the job. For more information
about recovering a failed SMF split data set, see Recovering a Failed SMF Director Split Data Set.

An occasion may arise such that there is a need to bypass the processing of a split file. For example, the corresponding
split data set may contain a bad SMF record that causes the MICS DAILY job to fail, and you want to ignore this file to
continue processing other input data sets. You can mark an index record in the duplicate split index as unusable (to be
bypassed by MICS-SMFD interface) by changing its file state code that is located in column 55 to 'E', meaning empty. To
allow this file to be processed later, change the state code to 'C'.

Integration with Auditor
Auditor is a comprehensive software package that can perform an automated technical review of the system, hardware,
and software environment and can identify integrity exposures. A real-time view of the computer system is provided
without affecting system performance. Auditor is solely an inspection tool and does not permit users to change the system
in any way.

One of the features of Auditor is the ability to locate specific products in program libraries or SMP/E CSIs. This feature
makes it useful as a software inventory tool.

MICS integrates with Auditor by providing a Program Definition Module (PDM) that identifies MICS to Auditor.

The following checklist can be used to copy the MICS PDM to the Common Components and Services library.

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and add/modify the CAILIB keyword to the name of the Common
Components and Services library
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2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains:

PDMCOPY

Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

3. Execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PDMCOPY) to copy the MICS PDM module into the Common Components and
Services library.
Note: Installation security may restrict write access to Common Components and Services library.

Special MICS Processing
The MICS database contains the information necessary to answer most of the questions which arise. Sometimes the user
wants to access information which is not available in the MICS database. Some of the reasons this access is necessary
are:

• The data is required before the MICS daily run.
• The data that is required is too old to be in the production system and is not available in audit archive files.
• The data that is required is for a period before the MICS implementation.
• The data that is required is for a SYSID not maintained in the production database.

A process is available which allows the creation of databases without disruption of normal MICS processing. This process
is independent of the production MICS processing. This process operates with its own database and is controlled by its
own checkpoint data set.

The remainder of this appendix is organized to provide the user with an explanation of the special processing facilities
available.

MICS SPECIAL Database Overview
Special MICS processing facilities allow the creation of a MICS database that is named a "SPECIAL" database. A special
database is typically used for on-demand studies and backload processing. SPECIAL Database Processing shows the
flow of information and control for SPECIAL database processing.

SPECIAL Database Processing 

+-----------+

| File      |

| Tailoring |    +--------------+

| Parameters|--->| SPECIAL      |

+-----------+    | Database     |

                 | File         |

                 | Tailoring    |

                 | Generation   |

                 +--------------+

                        |

                        V

      +-----------------+

      |

      |

      V

+------------+

| Database   |

| File       |-+

| Definition | |
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| Data       | |

+------------+ |

               |

+------------+ |

| Execution  | |  +--------------+         +----------+

| Parameters |-+->|              |         | SPECIAL  |

+------------+    |  SPECIAL     |-------->| Database |

                  |  Database    |         |          |

+------------+    |  Processing  |         +----------+

| Input      |--->|              |

| Data       |    +--------------+

+------------+

The MICS SPECIAL database looks much like any other database unit that is installed within the MICS database
Complex. The several differences that cause the special database to be desirable are:

• The files of a special database are not bound by global database timespan definitions. The files can be tailored in a
special way that makes it possible to add or drop files to or from any timespan without affecting the production MICS
database units. This tailoring is accomplished by user specifications in a parameter library member named SELFILES.
A job named SELFILES inputs this parameter set, and creates executable code to tailor files in the next database run.

• The components that are processed by a SPECIAL database can be varied from run to run. Also, the data selection or
forcing of data into the database can be varied from run to run. This process is accomplished by user specifications in
a parameter library member named EXECDEF.

Restrictions:

The SPECIAL database also has some restrictions worthy of note. The fact that SPECIAL databases are individually
tailored may cause some files to appear in timespans that the component does not typically support. Also, no archiving
is done. Further, the SPECIAL database does not issue the MICS 300 abend (the SYSPARM=NODATA option is
automatically provided).

The MICS SCHEDULE process has no practical use in a SPECIAL database. Backloading and on-demand studies of
old data do not use the schedule process to the advantage of the database unit. SCHEDULE tends to package runs that
execute WEEKLY and MONTHLY processes at inappropriate times.

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Product may not be installed in a SPECIAL database. A SPECIAL database is
designed to analyze 'data'. To test out an accounting method or actual implementation requires a TEST unit.

Finally, periodic changing of execution components may create a confusing mix of file cycles. The detail timespan, cycle
01, for file 'x' may represent data from yesterday, while the same cycle of the same timespan for file 'y' may contain data
from several weeks ago.

File Tailoring for the SPECIAL Database
One advantage of the MICS SPECIAL database is the ability to tailor component files at will. Normal component file
tailoring affects the entire database complex. Adding or deleting a file from a timespan affects the ability of MICS to
contain data in all database units in which the component appears.

The SPECIAL database allows the MICS user to add files to a timespan, drop files from a timespan, or vary the number of
cycles within a file and within a timespan.

This is action is accomplished by user specifications in a parameter library member named SELFILES. A job named
SELFILES reads this parameter set, and creates executable code to tailor files in the next database run.

Reconfiguring the SPECIAL database by running the SELFILES job is typically done between database unit generation
and input processing. The user may tailor files after unit installation, but tailoring is typically not done before each daily
run.
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SPECIAL Database File Tailoring Options (SELFILES)

The SPECIAL database is tailored by user specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SELFILES). The purpose of this member
is to tell the SPECIAL database tailoring job (also named SELFILES) which files are to be active, and in which timespans,
in the online SPECIAL database.

Each line in the SELFILES member resembles the FILE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) for the associated
file. For example, the FILE statement for the ADMEXC file looks like:

FILE BAS ADMEXC 00 08 00 06 00 00 000 000 aud

---- --- ------ -- -- -- -- -- -- ------- ---

| | | | | | | | | | |

| +-+ | | | | | | | | |

| | +------+ | | | | | | | |

| | | +---------+ | | | | | | |

| | | | +----------+ | | | | | |

| | | | | +-----------+ | | | | |

| | | | | | +------------+ | | | |

| | | | | | | +-------------+ | | |

| | | | | | | | +--------------+ | |

| | | | | | | | | +-----------------+ |

| | | | | | | | | | +---------------------+

| | | | | | | | | | |

| | | | | | | | | | +-audit archive specification

| | | | | | | | | | (See 2.3.4.1.2)

| | | | | | | | | +---history archive retention limits

| | | | | | | | | (not used in SPECIAL database)

| | | | | | | | +-----cycles retained in TABLES

| | | | | | | +-------cycles retained in YEARS

| | | | | | +---------cycles retained in MONTHS

| | | | | +-----------cycles retained in WEEKS

| | | | +-------------cycles retained in DAYS

| | | +---------------cycles retained in DETAIL

| | +-----------------complete file name

| +-------------------component ID

+---------------------FILE statement keyword

Normal (complex-wide) activation of a file in a timespan is accomplished by the specification of the timespan indicator in
the FILE statement of the component's MICS Component Generator (MCG) definition statements. For more information
about this process, see MICS Component Generator (MCG).

Normal definition of the number of cycles of a file to be retained in a timespan in which the file is active is accomplished
by the specification of the timespan retention indicators in the FILE statement of the database unit's DBMODEL definition
statements. See the section in this document on database space modeling for more information about this process.

The file activation and aging limits that are specified in the MCG statements and in the DBMODEL is overwritten by
using the SELFILES process. Changing the cycle retention limits of a file in a timespan from zero to a non-zero number
activates the file in that timespan. Changing it from non-zero to zero deactivates the file in the timespan. Changing all
retention limits to zero deactivates the entire file. Changing the retention limit from one non-zero value to another alters
the aging macros for the file.

Components are specified to the SPECIAL database in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). The components that are
generated here are eligible for SPECIAL database processing. However, those components may or may not be active
(see the SPECIAL database EXECDEF specification in the next section).
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If the component is active, it is processed. If it is not active, it is not processed. All components that are eligible have
certain parts of their executable code changed to reflect the new specification, but only for the SPECIAL database being
generated.

Generate Tailored File Descriptions

The SPECIAL database is tailored by user specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SELFILES). The specifications are put
into effect by running the SELFILES job.

The prefix.MICS.CNTL library for the SPECIAL database contains a member that is named SELFILES. The job that
is contained in this member generates executable code from the SELFILES member of the PARMS library. This code
causes files to be activated or deactivated, and causes the specified number of cycles of each file to be aged.

The SELFILES job occupies a unique spot in MICS. The job is not part of the database unit's generation, and thus is not
one of the jobs run during initial database unit installation. The SELFILES job is not associated with changes made to any
particular component, so it is not part of the ALLPGEN parameter generation process. This job does not depend on the
file timespan specifications in the generation library, and thus is not connected with the component generation process.
That is, jobs named cccCGEN, where ccc is a component ID. And SELFILES is not necessarily run with each detailed run
of input data, the DAILY job, of the SPECIAL database unit.

The purpose of the SPECIAL database at your site determines how often the SELFILES member of the PARMS library
must be modified, and how often the SELFILES job is run.

• Any Backloading application can execute the SELFILES job to set up a backload configuration. After the SELFILES job
sets up a backload process, the database unit's DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY processes are run as many
times as necessary to produce the backloaded data desired. The backloaded data is then moved to the production
database. The SPECIAL database unit's database can be scratched and reallocated, and the entire SELFILES and
can backload process can be repeated as many times as necessary to accomplish the backloading goals.

• Special studies of unarchived data typically involve running a SELFILES job to set up the desired component and files.
Usually, one or two files per component suffice. A few daily runs can be made to satisfy the study requirements, and
reports can be produced from the data. The SPECIAL database unit's database can be scratched and reallocated, and
at some later time the entire SELFILES and load process can be repeated to accomplish new on-demand study goals.

SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
The components that are processed by a SPECIAL database can be varied from run to run. Also, the data selection or
forcing of data into the database can be varied from run to run. This action is accomplished by user specifications in a
parameter library member called EXECDEF.

Parameters that are normally specified in EXECDEF are parameters which can easily be varied from run to run, such as
the selection of management objective reports to be produced. Four statements that are not allowed in the EXECDEF
member of a regular database unit are supported in a SPECIAL database. These are:

COMPONENTS
Specify the components that are to be treated by the current input processing run (DAILY job).

SELECT
Performs input data selection according to a window of time stamps.

FORCE
Forces data into the database (regardless of normal date/time duplicate data elimination criteria) according to a specified
time stamp window.

ORGSYSID
Selects data from a specified system or systems, and automatically discards data from systems not listed.

Note: The SYSIDs specified here are the original (SMF) SYSIDs.
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A sample prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) is shown next. The statements in this parameter member that relate to special
database processing are indicated by "--->" in the margin.

    *

    * EXECUTION TIME DEFINITIONS

    *

    CREATE    EXCEPTIONFILES ALL

    REPORT    EXCEPTIONS     NONE

    REPORT    MBODAILY       ALL

    REPORT    MBOWEEKLY      ALL

    REPORT    MBOMONTHLY     ALL

    SCHEDULE  WEEKEND        NO

    INPUTLOGLIMIT 99

    TITLE     SPECIAL RUN

    TITLE     FOR OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

    *

    * SPECIAL PROCESSING PARAMETERS

    * (ALLOWED ONLY FOR SPECIAL PROCESSING)

    *

--->COMPONENTS CIC IMS

--->SELECT     05AUG82:05:00:00.00   05AUG82:05:59:59.99

--->FORCE      05AUG82:05:00:00.00   05AUG82:05:59:59.99

--->ORGSYSIDS  1500

If necessary, statements in EXECDEF that apply to all components are automatically adjusted to the special database.
For example, if the user has the following

    REPORT    MBOMONTHLY     SMF RMF TSO

    ...

    COMPONENTS CIC IMS

coded for component selection, the executed components conflict with the intended monthly management objective report
list. In this case, no monthly management objective reports would be produced.

Also, it may be appropriate to change the TITLE statement periodically, more often than for a regular database. Different
backloading operations or on-demand studies would have the TITLE in each operational job's output. An accurate and
descriptive TITLE aid in identifying the configuration under which the run was made.

Note: It is not always possible to tell the configuration under which the run was made by the prefix of the database unit.

A detailed explanation of each of the EXECDEF statements for SPECIAL databases is contained in the sections that
follow.

Execution Components List

The components that are processed by a SPECIAL database can be varied from run to run. This action is accomplished
by user specification of the COMPONENTS statement in the SPECIAL database unit's parameter library member
EXECDEF.

Only one COMPONENTS statement is allowed in EXECDEF. The components that are listed on the statement must have
been defined as generated into the database unit, by the COMPONENTS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). For
example,

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

    ...

    COMPONENTS TSO SMF RMF CIC IMS
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prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF):

    ...

    COMPONENTS CIC IMS

is allowed. The execution components are the CICS and IMS components, and they have been used from the JCLDEF
member to create the SPECIAL database unit's JCL by the JCLGEN process. However,

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF):

    ...

    COMPONENTS TSO SMF RMF CIC IMS

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF):

    ...

    COMPONENTS NPA

is not allowed, and causes an execution-time message with an abnormal termination of the step in which the
inconsistency was found. The execution component NPA has not been used from the JCLDEF member to create the
SPECIAL database unit's JCL by the JCLGEN process.

The effects of limiting execution components on database unit DAILY update run time and logic is dramatic. If the
backload or on-demand study needs only a few components, only those components need be processed. DAILY update
routines, exception processing, file aging, and management objective report modules for components that are not
selected are not executed.

SPECIAL Select/Force Option

The input data that are processed by a SPECIAL database can be selected from a to-date file of input data. You can also
bypass normal duplicate data elimination and force specified periods of data into the SPECIAL database.

The SPECIAL databases are more open to such selection and forcing of data. However, a facility exists that can be used
to define select and force parameters that apply to all component update routines active in the DAILY process. This action
is accomplished by user specification of the SELECT and FORCE statements in the SPECIAL database unit's parameter
library member EXECDEF.

Only one SELECT statement is allowed in EXECDEF. The SELECT statement causes the DAILY update to perform as if
you coded the desired selection window on each component record in the checkpoint data set. The time stamp bounds
listed on the statement must follow the rules of formatting such a time stamp:

    SELECT     ddmmmyy:hh:mm:ss.th   ddmmmyy:hh:mm:ss.th

               -------------------   -------------------

                  beginning time         ending time

Where:

ddmmmyy
day, month, and two-digit year of date

hh:mm:ss.th
hour, minute, and second to hundredths of the time of day

beginning time
the time-stamp that begins the selection window

ending time
the time-stamp that ends the selection window

punctuation
(: and .) is coded in the positions shown

For example:
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prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF):

    ...

    SELECT     05AUG82:05:00:00.00   05AUG82:05:59:59.99

Which selects data from the fifth hour of August 5, 1982.

Only one the FORCE statement is allowed in EXECDEF. The FORCE statement causes the DAILY update to perform as if
you coded the desired force window on each component record in the checkpoint data set. The time stamp bounds listed
on the statement must follow the rules of formatting such a time stamp:

    FORCE      ddmmmyy:hh:mm:ss.th   ddmmmyy:hh:mm:ss.th

               -------------------   -------------------

                  beginning time         ending time

Where:

ddmmmyy
day, month, and two-digit year of date

hh:mm:ss.th
hour, minute, and second to hundredths of the time of day

beginning time
the time stamp that begins the force window

ending time
the time-stamp that ends the force window

punctuation
(: and .) is coded in the positions shown

For example:

prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF):

    ...

    FORCE      05AUG82:05:00:00.00   05AUG82:05:59:59.99

Which forces data from the fifth hour of August 5, 1982.

For more information, see Select and Force Facilities.

ORGSYSID Selection

The input data that is processed by a SPECIAL database can be selected from a composite file of input data that contains
data from more systems than the user wishes to process. The method that is used to treat the low volume of such
occurrences for a regular, production database is to code a user input selection exit that causes unwanted records to be
dropped.

The SPECIAL databases are more susceptible to such selection of data. Therefore, there exists a facility that can be used
to define a list of system IDs to process in the DAILY update for the SPECIAL database. This action is accomplished by
user specification of the ORGSYSID statement in the SPECIAL database unit's parameter library member EXECDEF.

Only one ORGSYSID statement is allowed in EXECDEF. The ORGSYSID statement can contain a list of up to ten original
system IDs. The ORGSYSID statement causes the DAILY update to perform as if you had coded the desired system
selection in each component's input selection mechanism. The system identifiers that are listed on the statement must be
the ORIGINAL SMF system IDs (see the MICS data element ORGSYSID). A typical implementation example is:

ORGSYSID Q033 R033 X081
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SPECIAL Database Installation Checklist
Installing a special database unit differs from installing a regular database unit in the following ways:

• JCLGENF is executed to generate the special database installation jobs.
• JCLGENG is executed to generate the special database operational jobs.
• The SELFILES parameter member and the SELFILES job are used in place of the CYCLEGEN job.
• The EXECDEF parameter member is used to specify the special database execution options as well as the usual

dynamic execution options.

If you plan to install a special database unit, we recommend that you contact Broadcom Support to discuss your plans and
to review the differences between installation of a special database and other installation procedures.

1. Define Catalog Index Prefixes/Tapeprefixes.
Define the catalog index for the prefix and the tapeprefix.
No action is required if the high-level node name has already been defined as an alias in the master catalog.
Reference: Define Catalog Indexes for Prefix and Tapeprefix

2. (Optional) Worksheet Preparation.
Complete the set of Installation Preparation.
Worksheets for the database unit being defined.
References:
– Installation Planning and Parameter Specification, all subsections
– Parmaters, ccc Product Analyzes

3. Execute COPYLIBS.
Build the database unit libraries.
– Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameter values on the PROC statement.
– Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

Reference: Build Database Unit Libraries
4. Define JCL Parameters.

Define all of the members in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library that are required by JCLGEN:
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR or INPUTccc)

if an SMF source component is installed in this database unit
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES)

if the default PROC or data set names should not be used for this unit
References:
– JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
– Job and JES Definitions (USERJCL)
– Input DD Statements for SMF (INPUTRDR)
– MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
– Parameters sections of individual Product Analyzers

5. Verify JCL and CLIST Attributes.
Verify the JCL and CLIST attributes for each MICS product by reviewing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCL
$Iccc), where ccc is the three character component identifier. If changes are required, make the changes in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLINFO).
Reference: Job/CLIST Attribute Table (JCLINFO/JCL$Iccc)

6. Execute JCLGENA.
Generate the MICS Unit Installation Jobs.
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– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement and the data set name
(DSN=) parameter on the //ULOCKIT DD statement.

– Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENA section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures
7. Examine CNTL Members.

Check the JCL generated by JCLGENA by examining the following members in prefix.MICS.CNTL: PROCJOB2
MICSNDB MICSDU
If the JCL and JES parameters do not meet your installation's standards, update the prefix.MICS.PARMS members
JCLDEF or USERJCL and resubmit JCLGENA.
Reference: Move Complex-Level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB

8. Execute PROCJOB2.
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'
Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB

9. Execute COPYLIBU.
Move the MICS parameter library members that are dependent on the products that are installed in this database unit.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)'

Reference: Populate Database Unit Libraries (COPYLIBU) section in Build Database Unit Libraries
10. Execute JCLGENF.

Generate the special database installation jobs. For a background execution, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENF)'

11. Define PARMS Members.
a. Define the required PARMS members.

MICS base platform (BAS):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'

b. Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.
MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)'
MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'
MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)'
MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
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• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRCONFG)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'
MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'
MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'
MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'
Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'
MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'
Note Input source: The following components might use SMF data as an input source: AST, CIC, DB2, HSM,
IDM, MQS, RMF, SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and FDAs (if applicable)For these components listed, select
one of the alternative methods that are shown here. These specifications identify the data set names containing the
raw data that is processed by the unit's DAILY update job.
• If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then identify the input data set names in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
• If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.
• If this component is in a unit by itself, then identify the input data set names in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).
MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'
MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
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• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'
MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'
MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'
MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'
MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'
MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'
MICS Analyzer for TSO:
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'
MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'
MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
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• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'
• 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'
Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source: 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

WARNING
FDAs might or might not use SMF data as an input source. MICS does not provide an automated
interface to SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS is not able to read the SMF Director
duplicate split index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any SMF data sets output from SMF
Director might still be directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
– Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
– Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
– Parameters sections of individual Product Analyzers
– MSI Unit Level Parameters
– MTI Unit Level Parameters

12. (Optional) Update COMPRESS.
Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS).
The COPYLIBU job generated the COMPRESS parameter library member. Review and modify the COMPRESS
contents.
Reference: Compression (COMPRESS)

13. Execute SELFILES.
Prepare the input for SELFILES.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SELFILES) and modify as If the SELFILES member is empty or does not exist, copy the
contents of prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) as a starting point.
Tailor the FILE statements of the SELFILES member according to both the instructions in File Tailoring for the
SPECIAL Database and your requirements.
Note: The contents of DATABASE, SYSID, and DATA statements and comments in the SELFILES member is ignored
in subsequent processing.
After the file tailoring, edit and submit the SELFILES job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(SELFILES)'

Be sure that the characteristics for all products that you are installing have been defined in the SELFILES parameters
member.
References:
– Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement)
– File Tailoring for the SPECIAL Database
– Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques

14. Review UNITGEN.
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

15. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.
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16. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified.
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

Manually submit the UNITGEN1 job to perform the required JCL and parameter generations.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

17. Verify UNITGEN1 Results.
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If any errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1
jobs respectively.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

18. Execute PROCJOB3.
Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
19. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND.

Perform this step only if your installation has specified UNITGEN NOOPJCL.
If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: UNITGEN Processing Options

20. Execute ALLOCATE.
Allocate the Online Database and associated files.
Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: MICS database and File Space Allocation
21. Execute GDGSGEN.

Note: Archiving is not used on a special database unit.
Update and create the GDG entries for installed products in the system catalog. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN)'

Reference: Generation Data Group Catalog Index Creation
22. Execute JCLGENG.

Generate the operational JCL procedures. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENG)'

Reference: Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG
23. Review and update EXECDEF.

Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
References:
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– Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
– SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
– Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques

24. Execute CKPTINIT.
Initialize the checkpoint file, before performing the first database update. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'

Reference: Finalize a Database Unit
25. Final Review.

The system is fully generated and ready for checkout. Make a final review of all definitions and JCL, applying any final
user modifications.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

26. Execute DAILY Process.
Run the first daily process. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)'

or,
to submit daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation

27. (Optional) Execute cccCHECK.
Run a database check job for each product in the unit to verify that key database definitions have been correctly
defined and implemented.
Submit the following job: 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccCHECK)'
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

28. (Optional) Execute BACKUP and RESTORE.
Run the backup and restore jobs. Submit the following jobs:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP)'

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)'

or,
to submit the processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking BACKUP and RESTORE commands in MWF.
References:
– Finalize a Database Unit
– Operation
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Maintaining
This section contains instructions on how to apply maintenance to MICS.

MICS offers different categories of maintenance that you can apply:

Product Service Pack (PSP) maintenance

You receive product changes once a year or more frequently, if necessary. The PSP comprises both technical
enhancements and scheduled maintenance for MICS products. For more information on applying PSP maintenance, see
How to Use the PSP.

Product Information Bulletins (PIBs)

Product Information Bulletins contain official news about a specific MICS product. PIBs are normally distributed with
maintenance, but can be distributed immediately, if appropriate.

Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs)

Program Temporary Fixes (also referred to as APARs) are developed to enhance product functionality or correct a
software error.

• Published PTFs
PTFs are corrections to problems or product enhancements that are important enough to make available immediately.
Published PTFs have been certified by QA and will be integrated into the next PSP. Published PTFs are available for
download at https://support.broadcom.com/, or can be requested by contacting Broadcom Support.

• Test PTFs
Occasionally, clients report a problem where an official fix has not yet been developed. In this case, a test PTF is
developed to address the reported problem. Test PTFs have not been certified by QA and are only available by
contacting Broadcom Support.
Note: The urgency of a PIB or a PTF is indicated by its HIPER classification as follows:
– HYPER NO The PIB or PTF is of normal importance.
– HYPER YES The PIB or PTF is of high importance.
– HYPER FLASH The PIB or PTF is of high importance and has critical impact. These bulletins and fixes are

automatically mailed to you.
All of the hiper categories indicated here are available at https://support.broadcom.com/, or can be requested by
contacting Broadcom Support. If you register for hiper notification (Hiper Solution Delivery) using the Broadcom
website at https://support.broadcom.com/ you automatically receive any PIBs or PTFs classified as HIPER YES or
HIPER FLASH by email.

User Modifications

User Modifications (or USERMODs) are changes to MICS products that you develop to suit your unique requirements.
Technical Support does not distribute or support USERMODs, but we are ready to help you meet your site's needs.
Remember that MICS PSP maintenance and/or PTFs can invalidate your modifications. See the System Modification
Guide for policies and procedures for developing, applying, and maintaining USERMODs.

Note: For information about logging your modifications, see the System Administrator Guide.

The following sections describe several methods for solving common administrative tasks, as well as other activities
associated with maintaining MICS:
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• Creating an Alternate MICS Environment
• Changing ISPF Library Names
• Updating MICS for SAS System Changes
• Converting MICS to a New SAS Version
• Implementing Complex Level JCLGEN Parameter Sharing
• Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)
• Activating MICS USS and HFS Support
• Add New System ID or LPAR to an Existing Database
• Moving MICS Products to a Different Unit
• Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job
• Deleting a Unit Database from a Complex
• Removing a Component from a Unit
• Removing a Component from a Complex
• Vertical Checkpoint Expansion
• Excluding a Component from the DAYSMF Step
• SAS Configuration Options Used by MICS
• Converting MICS Libraries to PDSE Format
• Checkpoint Cleanup Option
• Large Block Interface (LBI)
• Performance

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy
Broadcom delivers Service Packs that contain the complete set of software updates that are required to upgrade a MICS
installation to the next release. Apply the product updates provided in the Service Pack and regularly review Broadcom
Support for PTFs applicable to the MICS products installed at your site.

Business Value

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which there are published and tested fixes.

The MICS maintenance philosophy is designed to give you the ability to maintain your MICS installation with the flexibility
required to meet your site-specific requirements. The MICS PTFs you find at the Broadcom Support site fall into three
primary categories. In all cases, the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) tracks maintenance that you have applied, and
identifies any co-requisite or pre-requisite PTFs required by the PTF you want to download and apply.

Corrective Maintenance

Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a problem.
Broadcom may provide a test PTF if a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF if the problem has already been
resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you experienced the
issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance

Helps you proactively avoid future problems by keeping your MICS installation current. These are PTFs that Broadcom
have created and made public. You may or may not have experienced the issues that each PTF addresses.

New Technology Support

Allows MICS products to operate correctly when you have upgraded an operating system, subsystem, or software
product that impacts MICS processing. Broadcom may provide a test PTF if you are testing the upgrade before general
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availability or a confirmed PTF if we have already certified the MICS product for the specific operating system, subsystem,
or software release.

More Information:

See Maintenance Policies and Procedures.

Maintenance
The section introduces the MICS mainframe management strategy and features, and describes the best practices for
maintaining MICS.

This section contains the following topics:

• Releases, Service Packs, and PTFs
• Consolidate Maintenance
• Clone Your Environment
• Avoid Production ABENDs

Releases, Service Packs, and PTFs
Apply each new release, service pack, and PTF as soon as possible.

Business Value:

Keeping the MICS base platform and components technically and functionally current lets you take advantage of
enhancements and consolidated maintenance and entitles you to full technical support.

Additional Considerations:

• Regularly scheduled maintenance is delivered as an integrated collection of product changes, referred to as a Product
Service Pack (PSP), which you apply to your operational MICS Complex. Each PSP modifies and updates the base
platform and components with minimal impact on your existing configuration and operational parameters.

• MICS problems reported by users or discovered internally are posted for a customer viewing on Broadcom Support. If
warranted, a PTF is created and made available for a customer download and application.

• The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) keeps track of the maintenance that is applied to each product and ensures that
prerequisite and corequisite requirements are honored.

• Use ESD PAX to download and install PSPs.

For more information, see Using PSP.

Consolidate Maintenance
Use the consolidated checklist feature and consolidated unit generation.

Business Value:

These features reduce the overall time, complexity, and job steps that are required to apply maintenance.

Additional Considerations:

• When applying maintenance, the MWF PSP facilities let you either apply one update at a time or bundle updates using
the PSP consolidated checklist feature.

• The consolidated Unit Generation Feature automates unit level product regeneration steps that are based on the
maintenance that was selected thus simplifying the maintenance process.
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For more information, see Product Support Program (PSP).

Clone Your Environment
Clone your MICS Complex environment and apply the maintenance to the cloned complex. Then run the cloned complex
in parallel with your production complex to evaluate changes that are introduced by the PSP.

Business Value:

This protects your production complex from changes until you have analyzed the impact. Once satisfied with the results,
you can safely apply the maintenance directly to your production complex.

More Information:

For more information, see Create an Alternate MICS Environment.

Avoid Production ABENDs
Periodically review specific MICS libraries and data stores to see if they require a compression or more space.

Business Value: 

Avoids out-of-space ABENDs during daily updates. They can delay the daily generation of reports and the use of the
MICS database.

Additional Considerations:  

• The sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB data set is updated by the operational jobs. It should be compressed periodically, for
example, weekly.

• Periodically examine your individual database timespans to ensure that they are not using 16 extents. If so, increase
the database size.

• If you have implemented web publication of production reporting to a Unix System Services xFS file, periodically
investigate that the xFS file has sufficient free space using the OMVS "zfsadm" command (aggrinfo option).

 

Creating an Alternate MICS Environment
This subsection describes a method for creating alternate MICS Complex or unit environments from an existing complex
or unit. The method explains how to create an independent copy of a production MICS system.

Users often need an alternate method for applying maintenance or product upgrades that minimally affect their production
MICS system. These alternate requirements arise from factors such as:

• Various change control methods that are mandated by a formal change control program in the organization.
• Operational and maintenance philosophies that might either demand an extended test period or allow only a narrow

window for testing before propagating changes to production.
• The need to compare the before-and-after images of the MICS system changes before actual production

implementation.

This methodology is based on the concept of establishing a separate MICS Complex and one or more alternate units
to which changes can then be applied and tested without impacting the production MICS system. The alternate system
is created from a snapshot of the production system. Once created, the alternate system has no connection with the
production system. That is, the resulting alternate system cannot be placed directly into production.
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Each day during generation of the alternate complex, create a backup copy of the sharedprefix and prefix libraries for the
production complex to protect against accidental updates to production.

To create an alternate complex from a production MICS Complex, use the following checklist. The alternate complex is
independent MICS system and, as such, has different sharedprefix, prefix, and tapeprefix names. Your alternate complex
also has a separate MWF environment. Ensure that this isolation is maintained during the generation and use of the
alternate complex. Check your records for any user modifications to MICS that contain hard-coded assumptions about
data set name information.

As you follow these checklists, be sure to review the JCL you are submitting. To avoid production system problems, verify
that the correct data set and PROC names are contained in the job streams you are running. Also, check your output
listings for positive indications that updates are actually being applied to the alternate rather than the production data sets.

Note: Ensure that any PROCLIB statements maintained in job submission panels under MWF refer to the correct complex
name before submitting jobs from the online dialogues.

Checklists for creating alternate MICS environments are listed in the following sections. Follow the first checklist now.
Follow the second checklist once for each unit that is created in the alternate environment.

• Creating a MICS Complex from an Existing Complex
• Creating a MICS Unit from an Existing Unit

Creating a MICS Complex from an Existing Complex
WARNING

Read this entire section before you attempt to build an alternate complex from an existing complex. Follow the
instructions carefully.

Ensure that each job submitted throughout this checklist completes with a condition code of zero. If MICSLOG is
present, ensure that it does not contain error messages.

If you intend to maintain this alternate complex, it is highly recommended that you complete any MICS product
changes that are in the PSP Online 'applying' state before proceeding.

1. Duplicate Data Sets and HFS Directory.
Duplicate each of the following data sets and the HFS directory using different sharedprefix and $NeuMICSROOT
names:
– HFS Directories And Files

$NeuMICSROOT/*
– Installation And Maintenance Files

sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.LOAD

– Complex-level Data Sets
sharedprefix.MICS.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY (if CAP is installed)
sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.DTF.INDEX (if DTF is used)
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.USER.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB
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sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.PUTPDS
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFPDS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PROCLIB (if user PROCLIB employed)
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ASM
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.BIN
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CLIST
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DIC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.DOC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.GENLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPHLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPMLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPPLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPSLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.ISPTLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACAUTOS
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.MACLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.OBJ
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PARMS
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PC.TEXT
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PROTOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.USOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.SASFLS
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.INCLLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.LOAD
sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE
sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

Note: $NeuMICSROOT is the name of the MICS root directory, as specified in the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) keyword HFSROOT.

2. Duplicate MICS SAS Libraries with Alternate Names.
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To create an alternate complex with SAS data libraries from the data in the production complex SAS data libraries, use
SAS PROC COPY to duplicate the following data sets with the alternate sharedprefix names:
– Complex-level Data Sets

sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY

Note: For the rest of this checklist, any references to sharedprefix libraries are directing you to the alternate
sharedprefix libraries.

3. Delete ISPTLIB and PARMS Members.
Use ISPF Option 3.1, Library Utility, to delete the following members from sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB:
– ICFDBTDB
– ICFDBTDD
– ICFDSI
– MAF$DB
– MAFDBCx
– MAFIHTx
– MAFOJTx
– MAFRST
– MAFRSTx
– MWF$PLB
– MWF$SITE

(where x is the unit database ID for each installed unit database).
4. Create an MWF Logon Procedure (Alternate Complex)

Create a MWF CLIST or TSO logon procedure for the alternate complex using the CLIST or logon procedure from the
production complex as an example. Be sure to change data set names to reflect the alternate sharedprefix libraries.

5. Invoke MWF CLIST (Alternate Complex).
Supply initialization parameter information by invoking the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) CLIST for the alternate
complex. The first time that you enter MWF in the alternate complex, select and supply parameters for each of the first
four initialization options that are listed on the MICS Administrator Facility (MAF) Parameters menu. The first three
options are straightforward and require the standard MICS Complex related information. The fourth menu option,
which enables you to customize the user data set names that are allocated by MWF, MSAS, and MICF, is discussed
further.
If you need more information about any of the parameters, use the HELP command for each panel.
– Select Option 4 from the MICS Administrator Facility Parameters menu (5;0;4 from the MICS Workstation Facility

(MWF) main menu) and specify a unique data set suffix for the user table library that is allocated for each MWF
user (the TABLES entry).
For example, you can include the word ALT1 in the alternate sharedprefix user table library name to distinguish it
from the production userid user table library names:
production complex .... MICS.PROD.USER.TABLES

alternate complex ..... MICS.ALT1.USER.TABLES

WARNING
If you do not change the suffix of the user table library name, you corrupt the production version of the
user table library.

– Also from Option 4, specify a unique suffix for all of the MICF user data sets. The following example is a partial
listing of the data sets available.
CAPACITY ........ MICS.ALT1.USER.CAPACITY

DTFINDEX ........ MICS.ALT1.USER.DTF.INDEX

DTFOUT .......... MICS.ALT1.USER.DTFOUT
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LOG ............. MICS.ALT1.USER.LOG

OUTPUT .......... MICS.ALT1.USER.OUTPUT

REPORT .......... MICS.ALT1.USER.REPORT

USER ............ MICS.ALT1.USER.DATA

WARNING
If you do not change the suffix of a MICF user data set, you corrupt the production version of that MICF
user data set.

– (Optional) When you exit from the MAF Options dialog, MICF asks you to confirm allocation of the alternate and
unique userid.MICS.ALT1.USER.TABLES data set you defined.
To allocate userid.MICS.ALT1.USER.TABLES, press the ENTER key.

6. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).
To reflect the alternate complex. In particular check, change the keywords:
– The SHAREDPREFIX keyword value to reflect the alternate sharedprefix for your alternate complex.
– If you have a user PROCLIB facility, change the PROCLIB parameter to specify the PROCLIB data set for the

alternate complex. You can change the value of the NOTIFY and JOBNAME keywords.
– If specified, change HFSROOT keyword value to reflect the alternate MICS Root Directory.
Reference: Activating MICS USS and HFS Support (Root Directory)
Determine that the NULLSER and NULLUNIT values that are specified are still acceptable to z/OS by doing the
following:
– Locate the NULLSER and NULLUNIT values.
– Modify the JCL with the NULLSER and NULLUNIT values and submit the job.

//jobname  JOB

//ALLOC    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//NULSER   DD DSN=anyname,

//            DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//            UNIT=nullunit,

//            VOL=SER=nulser

//

If this job runs clean, the null specifications are still good. If not, new NULLSER and the NULLUNIT values must be
chosen. Prove that the new values are acceptable by rerunning this job with the new values specified.
Note: A technique for obtaining and retaining valid NULLSER and NULLUNIT values is described in Database
Complex Tape Specifications.

7. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(USERJCL)
Change the old sharedprefix references to the alternate sharedprefix name. If you have a user PROCLIB facility, code
the appropriate PROCLIB statement.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES)

Change the old sharedprefix references to the alternate sharedprefix name.
Reference: MICS User Names Table (JCLNAMES)
MICS lets you supply a unique name for MICS JCL procedures. This capability is beneficial for sites sharing
a single PROCLIB data set. If the MICS PROCs for the production complex must coexist with those from the
alternate complex, rename the PROC names for the alternate complex to prevent accidental replacement.
If you do not have a user PROCLIB facility, use the alternate sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES)
to define unique procedure names. This example shows the statements that appear in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES):
MICSASM  MICTASM

MICSCOM  MICTCOM

MICSDB   MICTDB&PROCIDENTIFIER

MICSDM   MICTDM

MICSDOC  MICTDOC

MICSDOCH MICTDOCH

MICSDU   MICTDU&PROCIDENTIFIER
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MICSGT   MICTGT

MICSGU   MICTGU

MICSNDB  MICTNDB&PROCIDENTIFIER

MICSRPTS MICTRPTS

MICSSDD  MICTSDD

MICSSDS  MICTSDS

MICSSHR  MICTSHR&PROCIDENTIFIER

MICSSVR  MICTSVR

WARNING
Ensure that any PROCLIB references maintained in job submission panels under MWF refer to the
correct complex name before submitting jobs from the online dialogs. Using the incorrect procedure
under these conditions could damage your production complex.

8. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE)
Delete all existing entries and insert a single-line beginning in column 1 that reads:
*::

9. Edit and Execute JCLGEN0
– Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0) and change the old sharedprefix references to the alternate sharedprefix

name.
– Submit the following job for the alternate complex:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)'

10. Execute PROCJOB1
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

11. (Conditional) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRPARMS)
Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRPARMS) if you plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation. In particular,
The MQRMSN parameter. If left unchanged, the alternate complex is using the same Q&R Mainframe Server as the
original complex. Modify this parameter to define a unique name if you plan to use a separate Q&R Mainframe Server
for the alternate complex.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

12. (Conditional) Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRUTAB)
Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRUTAB) if you plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation.
Verify that the parameters in this file are compatible with the settings you specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQRPARMS) for this alternate complex. The MQRPARMS MQRSEC= parameter controls
what definitions must exist in this file.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide Chapter 2

13. (Conditional) Execute BASTMPLT for SAS ODS Inquiries  Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(BASTMPLT) if you plan to
use SAS ODS inquiries.
This job will generate the style template into your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.  You might also edit the template before
submitting the job or create your own.
References: MICF User Guide, section 2.8.4.1

14. (Conditional) Execute WUIINST for Web Reporting Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WUIINSTP) if you plan to use
Enhanced Web Reporting.This job will copy the files required by the Enhanced Web Reporting User Interface into
the Web UI subdirectory of MICS root directory. After this step is completed, the files required for the Enhanced Web
Reporting will be copied later automatically to the MWP root directory, when the execution of the job stream finishes.
References: MICF User Guide, section 2.7.6.2

15. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN1
If Accounting and Chargeback is installed, submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN1)'

16. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN3
Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN3) if you plan to use the MICS Q&R Workstation application.
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This job generates the default templates necessary for Q&R query execution.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

17. (Conditional) Execute TMPLTJOB
Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB) if you plan to use MICS Q&R Workstation.
This job copies the templates that are generated by JCLGEN3 to your sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE library.
References: Q&R Workstation Administration Guide

18. (Conditional) Protect Production Complex.
If the production complex has any Production Reporting definitions, remove all of them from the alternate complex to 
protect the production complex. After executing the job shown here, any Production Reporting definitions must be re-
entered on the alternate complex, using the unique high-level qualifiers for the data set names.
Add a job card, specify the correct PROCLIB library, and submit the following JCL. If you changed the name of the
MICSDM procedure in Step 7 of this checklist, be sure to make the same name change in this JCL.
//EXEC MICSDM

           //SYSTSIN DD *

             ISPSTART PGM(MACTL) NEWAPPL(MWF) +

               PARM(MADA LF=MWFBATCH,ADDLOGIC=MWFMFT,+

                    PANEL=ICFCOCL0,NONDISPL,DISPLAY,+

                    IF<?RC,EQ,0>,EXIT,ERROR)

WARNING
Do not run this job against your production complex because you lose MICF production reporting definitions
and not be able to recover without restoring sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB.

19. (Optional) Back Up All Libraries (Alternate Complex)
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

20. Review Security Requirements (Alternate Complex)
Review your security requirements for the alternate complex. You may want to consider data set security and
authorization levels in MWF.
Reference: Authorization Assignment

Creating a MICS Unit from an Existing Unit
WARNING

Read this entire section before you attempt to build an alternate complex from an existing complex. Follow the
instructions carefully.

Ensure that each job submitted throughout this checklist completes with a condition code of zero. If MICSLOG is
present, ensure that it does not contain error messages.

1. Execute COPYLIBS (Build Alternate Unit Libraries).
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBS)'

Reference: Build Database Unit Libraries
2. Copy Data Sets (Alternate Prefix)

Copy the following data sets using the alternate prefix names:
– Unit-level Data Sets

prefix.MICS.PARMS (Use ISPF)
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB (Use SAS PROC COPY)
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

3. (Conditional) Create Alternate Unit.
(Conditional) To create an alternate unit from an existing unit with data or without data perform one of these
procedures:
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– (WITH DATA) Use SAS PROC COPY to create an alternate unit with SAS data libraries from the data in the
production unit SAS data libraries.
These data libraries are:
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
prefix.MICS.DETAILn
prefix.MICS.DAYSn
prefix.MICS.MONTHSn
prefix.MICS.WEEKSn
prefix.MICS.YEARSn
prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL
prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS
Edit the alternate prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA by changing the prefix name that is defined on the first line in
column 164 through column 185.

OR
– (Without data) Although the prefix libraries listed can be copied from the production unit, you can choose to

generate an alternate unit with empty data libraries. If you do so, submit the ALLOCATE job later in this checklist to
create the SAS data libraries.

Note: For the rest of this checklist, any references to prefix libraries are directing you to the alternate prefix libraries.
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

To reflect the alternate prefix and tapeprefix for this unit database, change the PREFIX, TAPEPREFIX and UNIT ID
parameters.
To determine if any file exists in an archive history timespan, examine DBMODEL. If any does, review Add File to
Weekly History Archive Tape or Add File to Monthly History Archive Tape to verify that your current specifications for
NULLUNIT and NULLSER are still valid.
If a user PROCLIB contains the alternate complex PROCs, change the PROCLIB parameter in JCLDEF to specify the
correct PROCLIB library.

5. Edit Other prefix.MICS.PARMS Members.
Edit the members USERJCL, INPUTccc, and IMSSPND (if IMS is installed) in the alternate prefix.MICS.PARMS and
change old prefix references to the alternate prefix name.
If a user PROCLIB contains the alternate complex PROCs, change the PROCLIB parameter in USERJCL to specify
the correct PROCLIB library.

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).
Change the old prefix references to the alternate prefix name.

7. Delete prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(PREFIX)
8. Edit and execute JCLGENA.

Point to the correct complex and unit-level data sets and submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

9. Review JCL in PROCJOB2
Check the JCL generated by JCLGENA by examining the following members in prefix.MICS.CNTL:
– PROCJOB2
– MICSNDB
– MICSDU
If the JCL and JES parameters do not meet your installation's standards, update the prefix.MICS.PARMS members
JCLDEF or USERJCL and resubmit JCLGENA.
Reference: Move Complex-Level MICS PROCs to PROCLIB

10. Execute PROCJOB2
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the PROC library of the alternate unit by submitting the
following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
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11. (Conditional) Execute JCLGENF
If this database is a special unit database, complete this step.
Generate the special database installation jobs. For background execution, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENF)'

12. Review UNITGEN Options
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)
Also, in the alternate unit, delete member prefix.MICS.PARMS(UGLIST) if it exists.

13. Execute UNITGEN
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

14. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1
Perform this step only if your installation has specified:
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

To perform the required JCL and parameter generations, manually submit the UNITGEN1 job.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)

15. Verify UNITGEN1 Results
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

16. Execute PROCJOB3
Move MICS database set-up cataloged JCL procedures to the PROC library of the alternate unit by submitting the
following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'
Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB

17. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND
Perform this step only if your installation has specified:
UNITGEN NOOPJCL

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

18. (Conditional) Execute cccGDGGN
If Detail Tape Processing is active in this unit, complete the following steps to define the tape GDG:
– Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:
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cccGDGGN

If Incremental Update is active, add:
INCRccc

– Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for cccGDGGN and INCRccc (if applicable).
– Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
References: Parameters, in each ccc Product Analyzer

19. (Conditional) Execute ALLOCATE (WITHOUT DATA)
Allocate the Online Database and associated files.
– Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE) and fill in the SPACE, VOLSER, and UNIT keyword values.
– Submit the following job:

'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)'

Reference: Generate and Allocate the Database
20. (Conditional) Execute CKPTINIT and cccIUALC

Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)' (if WITHOUT DATA)

If you have activated incremental update for one or more components, submit the following job for each:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)' (if WITHOUT DATA)

21. (Conditional) Execute ACTINITA
If Accounting and Chargeback is installed in this unit, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITA)'

Note: Review component-specific features and implementation for more requirements in the appropriate Product
Analyzer. That is, TAPECSU, TAPEDSU, and so on. Special considerations for accounting must also be reviewed if
the cloned unit had accounting installed and active.

22. Test/Execute DAILY
Test the DAILY by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY)'

References:
Finalize a Database Unit Operating

23. (Optional) Back Up All Libraries (Alternate Unit)
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

Changing ISPF Library Names
This subsection provides a procedure for updating MICS after your ISPF library names have changed. Typically, the
library names change to comply with data set naming standards or when a new version of ISPF has been installed at your
site.

Before changing any library names, review System Requirements to ensure that the version of ISPF to which you want to
switch is supported by MICS. Then use the following checklist.

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).
Update the following parameters with the new ISPF library names:
– ISPLLIB1
– ISPMLIB1
– ISPTLIB1
– ISPLLIB2
– ISPMLIB2
– ISPTLIB2
References: Database Complex Library Definitions (ISPF Parameters)
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2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0).
Update the following parameters on the EXEC statement:
– ISPTLB1
– ISPMLB1
– ISPTLB2
– ISPMLB2

3. Execute JCLGEN0
Regenerate PROCJOB1 by submitting the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG and that the last message is the normal termination message,
BAS10999I.

4. Execute PROCJOB1.
The following JCL procedures use ISPF libraries and were changed in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL members:
– PROCJOB1
– MICSDM
– MICSGT
– MICSGU
– MICSRPTS
To install these procedures, submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

Ensure that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
5. Change ISPF Library Names.

Change the names of the ISPF libraries that are used in the execution of MWF. See the references for a discussion of
options that are used to invoke MWF.
Reference: Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment (Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation & Alternative
Online Facilities Implementation)

6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
Update the following parameters with the new ISPF library names:
– ISPLLIB1
– ISPMLIB1
– ISPTLIB1
– ISPLLIB2
– ISPMLIB2
– ISPTLIB2

NOTE
If you are taking advantage of JCLGEN parameter sharing, then these parameters might not be specified
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Reference: JCLGEN Parameter Sharing
7. Execute JCLGENA.

Point to the correct complex and unit-level data sets and submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENA)'

8. Execute PROCJOB2.
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
9. Edit/Execute JCLGENU.

– Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:
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RESTORE

– Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG; that the last message is the normal termination message,
BAS10999I; and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING
Repeat Steps 6 through 9 for each unit database.

Updating MICS for SAS System Changes
WARNING

If you are upgrading your MICS system to a new version of SAS, follow the instructions that are outlined in
Converting MICS to a New SAS Version.

This checklist is only used for changing the SAS System Library names, typically associated with application
of SAS System maintenance. Exception to this is upgrading from SAS version 9.4 TS1M4 or lower to
SAS version 9.4 TS1M5 or higher. SAS version 9.4 TS1M5, although is designated as maintenance, has
incompatible changes to the SAS Toolkit and requires re-delivery of some MICS load modules.           

This section provides a procedure for updating MICS when you change SAS System library names. Typically, library
names change to comply with data set naming standards or when a new service pack (TSLEVEL) of SAS has been
installed at your site.

1. (Conditional) Stop the Q&R Mainframe Server.
If you are using the MICS Q&R Mainframe Server with this complex, stop the server.
See the MICS Q&R Workstation Administrator Guide for general information about stopping the Q&R Mainframe
Server.

2. (Optional) Create MICS SAS Libraries.
Create the MICS SAS libraries. You can reference your site SAS libraries, and can skip this step.
Reference: SAS Libraries Used by MICS
We recommend that you maintain one set of MICS SAS libraries with SAS version-independent data set names. When
a new SAS version has been thoroughly tested at your installation, rename your CURRENT MICS production SAS
libraries to a name that can identify the release if necessary, and can rename the NEW MICS SAS libraries to the
production dn-independent data set names with MICS avoids changes to MICS JCL and PROCs and simplifies the
upgrade to a MICS supported SAS version.
For example:
 Current CA MICS production     New SAS installation

 SAS libraries:                 libraries:

  

 

 SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY               SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY

 SYS2.SAS.CONFIG                SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG

 SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV              SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV

 SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB            SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB

 SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG           SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG

 SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP          SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP

 

Now that you are ready to use the new SAS version with MICS, rename your current MICS production SAS libraries
from:
SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV
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SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP
to:
SYS2.SASvnn.LIBRARY
SYS2.SASvnn.CONFIG
SYS2.SASvnn.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SASvnn.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASHELP
Substituting vnn for the SAS version of these libraries if desired.
Rename the new SAS version libraries to be used for MICS from:
SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP
To the MICS production SAS library names currently in use:
SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP
With this naming convention, your MICS JCL should only require changes or regeneration when a new SAS library is
added.
Modify the sample job that is shown here to populate the MICS SAS libraries from your new SAS installation libraries,
follow these steps:
– If you are using SAS 9.2 or higher, use the ISASCNTL and OSASCNTL DD statements with the CONFIG data set

by uncommenting them and commenting the ones with the CNTL data set.
– Change sasprefix to the data set qualifier of the new SAS libraries.

Note: With SAS 9.1.3 or higher, sasprefix might include a language and encoding abbreviation (for example, W0
and ENW0).

– Change micssasprefix to the data set qualifiers that are valid for your MICS installation.
– Add a JOB statement to the JCL and any installation-specific JCL.

 //COPY1    EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=2M

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //ISASENV  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.TKMVSENV

 //ISASAUTO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.W0.AUTOLIB

 //ISASCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.CNTL

 //*ISASCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.CONFIG

 //ISASLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.LIBRARY

 //ISASMSG  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.ENW0.SASMSG

 //*

 //OSASENV  DD DSN=micssaspfx.TKMVSENV,

 //*           DISP=OLD

 //*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.TKMVSENV

 //OAUTOLIB DD DSN=micssaspfx.W0.AUTOLIB
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 //*           DISP=OLD

 //*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.W0.AUTOLIB

 //OSASCNTL DD DSN=micssaspfx.CNTL

 //*           DISP=OLD

 //*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.CNTL

 //*OSASCNTL DD DSN=micssaspfx.CONFIG

 //*           DISP=OLD

 //*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.CONFIG

 //OSASLIB  DD DSN=micssaspfx.LIBRARY

 //*           DISP=OLD

 /*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.LIBRARY

 //OSASMSG  DD DSN=micssaspfx.ENW0.SASMSG

 //*           DISP=OLD

 //*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.SASMSG

 //SYSIN    DD *

 COPY INDD=((ISASENV,R)),OUTDD=OSASENV

 COPY INDD=((ISASAUTO,R)),OUTDD=OSASAUTO

 COPY INDD=((ISASCNTL,R)),OUTDD=OSASCNTL

 COPY INDD=((ISASLIB,R)),OUTDD=OSASLIB

 COPY INDD=((ISASMSG,R)),OUTDD=OSASMSG

 /*

 //COPY2    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,REGION=1M

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.ENW0.SASHELP

 //SYSUT2   DD DISP=OLD,DSN=micssaspfx.ENW0.SASHELP

 //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

 

– Submit the job and ensure that it finishes with a return code of 0.
3. Update JCLDEFC.

Review the reference for information about defining JCLGEN parameters for SAS. Edit
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and update the following parameters with information that is applicable to the
new SAS release or library name:
– SASAUTOS
– SASCONFIGx
– SASHELP
– SASENV
– SASLIB
– SASMSG
– SASNAME
Reference: Database Complex Library Definitions (JCLGEN)

4. Rename Libraries.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0), changing the SASPFX= value on the EXEC statement for the MICSDM in-
stream cataloged procedure.

5. Execute JCLGEN0.
Submit the following job:
 sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in SYSTSPRT or in MICSLOG and that the last MICSLOG message is the
normal termination message, BAS10999.

6. Execute PROCJOB1.
The following JCL procedures changed:
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– MICSSDD
– MICSSDS
Move them to your MICS PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
 sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)

 

Ensure that there are no error messages and that the job completes with a condition code of zero. If you maintain
PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy the regenerated procedures that are listed to your production PROCLIB.

7. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN3.
Perform this step only if you use MICS Q&R Workstation.
Submit the following job:
 sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN3)

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in SYSTSPRT or in MICSLOG and that the last MICSLOG message is the
normal termination message, BAS10999.

8. (Conditional) Execute TMPLTJOB.
Perform this step only if you use MICS Q&R Workstation.
Submit the following job:
 sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB)

 

Ensure that the job completes with a condition code 0.
9. (Conditional) Start the Q&R Mainframe Server

If you are using the MICS Q&R Mainframe Server with this complex, restart the server.
10. (Conditional) Activate CLIST.

If the name of the MICS SAS load library has changed, review the reference on the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
startup CLIST.
Reference: Set Up the MICS ISPF Environment (Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation)

11. Review Instructions.
Review the instructions on updating MWF with the new SAS version's parameter and data set name information.
Reference: SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications

Converting MICS to a New SAS Version
This section describes a procedure for converting an existing MICS Complex to a new version of SAS. This procedure
must be completed even if your SAS System Library names are the same as your previous SAS System Library names.
Also, you cannot operate your MICS Complex with mixed versions of SAS.

Considerations for converting to a new version of SAS and the associated checklist for doing the conversion are contained
in the following sections:

Considerations for Converting to a New SAS Version

This section provides information about converting to the latest version of SAS, as it applies to your MICS environment.
Currently, MICS must be running a supported release of SAS. For information about SAS releases supported by MICS,
see SAS System Software Requirements. The SAS web site contains SAS articles, presentations, and documentation
regarding the latest SAS version.

The conversion checklist can only be used to convert from an older to a newer version of SAS (for example, 9.2 to 9.3).
This checklist does not support conversion from a newer to an older release of SAS. For example, 9.3 to 9.2.

• MICS SAS Configuration Options Members
During the SAS conversion, the following members in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS are replaced with version-specific
members and customization is lost:
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– MABATCH
– MATSO
– MQRBATCH
– ICFBATCH
– ICFDMS
To avoid losing local modifications that are made to these members, the same customization must be made in these
corresponding SAS-version-specific members in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS:
– MABATCHx
– MATSOx
– MQRBTCHx
– ICFBTCHx
– ICFDMSx

where x is 9 for SAS version 9.
• SAS/TOOLKIT Software

SAS/TOOLKIT Software is a separate licensed product that permits the writing of SAS procedures, informats, formats,
functions, CALL routines, and I/O engines.
If your site has written modules using SAS/TOOLKIT, those modules must be recompiled under the new SAS version.
While MICS uses SAS/TOOLKIT Software to create a number of custom informats, formats, and CALL routines, SAS/
TOOLKIT Software is not required to execute them. For more information about SAS/TOOLKIT Software, contact the
SAS Institute.

• SAS Execution
SAS has only one entry point named SAS. The following members must be examined for possible SASNAME or
SASCFG updates: sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS (JCLDEF and JCLDEFC) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). The MWF
SAS Execution Options must specify this entry point.

• SAS National Language Support
One of the features of SAS is its National Language Support (NLS). NLS provides support for language-specific
messages, documentation, sorting, and characters. As a result, the default SAS configuration and the autocall data
set names have embedded the language and encoding abbreviations. The IBM EBCDIC encoding (W0) is required
for MICS. MICS has been tested successfully with the language code EN (English). Any other encoding/language
combination can cause unexpected results.

Converting to a New SAS Version Checklist

WARNING

This procedure converts your entire MICS Complex and all database units to a new version of SAS. You cannot
operate your MICS Complex with mixed versions of SAS.

If you are using MICS Q&R Workstation (Q&R), execute a separate instance of the MICS Mainframe Server
for each unique SAS version, OR verify that you have applied any product changes in support of the new SAS
version to ALL the MICS Complexes that the Mainframe Server accesses.

If you have any questions or concerns, contact Technical Support before beginning this procedure.

This section provides a procedure for updating MICS when you upgrade to a new SAS version. This procedure must be
completed even if your SAS System Library names are the same as your previous SAS System Library names.

Note: This procedure only applies to a new SAS version, for example, for upgrading from SAS version 9.1.3 to SAS
9.2. Do not use this procedure to upgrade to a new maintenance release of your SAS system, for example, upgrading
from SAS 9.1.3 TS-1 to TS-2. For more information about maintenance upgrades, see Update MICS for SAS System
Changes. Exception to this is upgrading from SAS version 9.4 TS1M4 or lower to SAS version 9.4 TS1M5 or higher. The
SAS version 9.4 TS1M5, although designated as maintenance, has incompatible changes to the SAS Toolkit and requires
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re-delivery of some MICS load modules. In that case, there is no requirement to execute steps 18-22 that deal with the
conversion of the database files for the new version of SAS.

1. (Conditional) Stop the Q&R Mainframe Server.
If you are using the MICS Q&R Mainframe Server with this complex, stop the server.
Note: See the MICS Q&R Workstation Administration Guide for general information about stopping the Q&R
Mainframe Server.

2. Apply MICS Product Changes.
Apply the MICS product changes that provide support for the new SAS version.
For assistance, contact Technical Support.

3. Back up Existing MICS SAS Libraries.
Back up your existing MICS SAS libraries. If you plan to use the same libraries for the new SAS version that you
use for the current SAS version, we recommend that you make a backup copy of your current SAS libraries before
proceeding.

4. (Optional) Create MICS SAS Libraries.
Create the MICS SAS libraries. You can reference your site SAS libraries, and can skip this step.
Reference: SAS Libraries Used by MICS
We recommend that you maintain one set of MICS SAS libraries with SAS version-independent data set names. When
a new SAS version has been thoroughly tested at your installation, rename your CURRENT MICS production SAS
libraries to a name that can identify the release if necessary, and can rename the NEW MICS SAS libraries to the
production data set names currently in use.
Using version-independent data set names with MICS avoids changes to MICS JCL and PROCs and simplifies the
upgrade to a MICS supported SAS version.
For example:
Current CA MICS production     New SAS installation

SAS libraries:                 libraries:

SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY               SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY

SYS2.SAS.CONFIG                SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG

SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV              SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV

SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB            SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB

SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG           SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG

SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP          SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP

Now that you are ready to use the new SAS version with MICS, rename your current MICS production SAS libraries
from:
SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP
To:
SYS2.SASvnn.LIBRARY
SYS2.SASvnn.CONFIG
SYS2.SASvnn.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SASvnn.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SASvnn.ENW0.SASHELP
Substituting vnn for the SAS version of these libraries if desired.
Rename the new SAS version libraries to be used for MICS from:
SYS2.SAS94.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS94.CONFIG
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SYS2.SAS94.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS94.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS94.ENW0.SASHELP
To the MICS production SAS library names currently in use:
SYS2.SAS.LIBRARY
SYS2.SAS.CONFIG
SYS2.SAS.TKMVSENV
SYS2.SAS.W0.AUTOLIB
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASMSG
SYS2.SAS.ENW0.SASHELP
With this naming convention, your MICS JCL should only require changes or regeneration when a new SAS library is
added.
Modify the sample job that is shown to populate the MICS SAS libraries from your new SAS installation libraries
following these steps:
a. If you are using SAS 9.2 or higher, use the ISASCNTL and OSASCNTL DD statements with the CONFIG data set

by uncommenting them and commenting the ones with the CNTL data set.
b. Change saspfx to the data set qualifier of the new SAS libraries.
c. Change micssaspfx to the data set qualifiers that are valid for your MICS installation.
d. Add a JOB statement to the JCL and any installation-specific JCL. Uncomment the statement with the disposition

(DISP=) parameter that reflects the status of your output data sets.
//COPY1    EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=2M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//ISASENV  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.TKMVSENV

//ISASAUTO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.W0.AUTOLIB

//ISASCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.CNTL

//*ISASCNTL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.CONFIG

//ISASLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.LIBRARY

//ISASMSG  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.ENW0.SASMSG

//*

//OSASENV  DD DSN=micssaspfx.TKMVSENV,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.TKMVSENV

//OSASAUTO DD DSN=micssaspfx.W0.AUTOLIB,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.W0.AUTOLIB

//OSASCNTL DD DSN=micssaspfx.CNTL,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.CNTL

//*OSASCNTL DD DSN=micssaspfx.CONFIG,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.CONFIG

//OSASLIB  DD DSN=micssaspfx.LIBRARY,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.LIBRARY

//OSASMSG  DD DSN=micssaspfx.ENW0.SASMSG,

//*           DISP=OLD

//*           DISP=(,CATLG),LIKE=saspfx.ENW0.SASMSG

//SYSIN    DD *

COPY INDD=((ISASENV,R)),OUTDD=OSASENV
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COPY INDD=((ISASAUTO,R)),OUTDD=OSASAUTO

COPY INDD=((ISASCNTL,R)),OUTDD=OSASCNTL

COPY INDD=((ISASLIB,R)),OUTDD=OSASLIB

COPY INDD=((ISASMSG,R)),OUTDD=OSASMSG

/*

//COPY2    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,REGION=1M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=saspfx.ENW0.SASHELP

//*SYSUT2  DD DISP=OLD,DSN=micssaspfx.ENW0.SASHELP

//*SYSUT2  DD DISP=(,CATLG),

//*           LIKE=saspfx.ENW0.SASHELP

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

e. Submit the job and verify that it finishes with a return code of 0.
5. (Conditional) Conversion to SAS 9.1.3 ONLY.

If you are converting to SAS 9.1.3, the SAS Autocall library (sasprefix.W0.AUTOLIB) must be converted to a fixed
block data set to address issues that are documented in SAS Usage Note SN-013990. Review this SAS Usage Note
before proceeding with the rest of this conversion checklist.
This data set should be used only for MICS, and is only necessary for SAS 9.1.3. The fixed-block version of the SAS
Autocall library must be created with an LRECL of 80 and a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of 80.
Standard IBM utilities, such as IEBCOPY, does not copy variable blocked data sets to fixed block.
A sample job follows using the SAS-provided VBGT72 macro, referenced in SN-013990 to copy the SAS Autocall
library. VBGT72 must be downloaded from the SAS institute support site before it can be used. In this example,
VBGT72 was downloaded and then saved as member VBGT72 in sasprefix.VBGT72.LIBRARY:
//    ....JOB....

//VBGT72   EXEC SAS

//VBGT72   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sasprefix.VBGT72.LIBRARY

//ISASAUTO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sasprefix.W0.AUTOLIB

//AUTOOUT  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//    DSN=micssasprefix.FB.W0.AUTOLIB,

//    UNIT=unit,VOL=SER=volume,

//    DCB=(LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=6160),

//    SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,45))

//SYSIN    DD *

%INCLUDE VBGT72(VBGT72);

%VBGT72(indd=ISASAUTO);

//

To suit your site requirements, modify the JCL before submission.
Alternatively, the copy utility that is provided with ISPF (Option 3.3) can be used.
Note: Verify that all MICS production jobs have completed. Otherwise, do not continue with this checklist. In particular,
if you enabled incremental update for one or more products in any of the unit databases, verify that the final DAILY job
has completed.

6. Execute MICSLS1.
Activate the LOAD and PARMS libraries' version- dependent modules for the SAS version in use and convert the
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB library to the new version of SAS.
Upon successful completion of this job, your previous SAS sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB library is renamed to
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.SASOLD.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameters on the PROC statement.
Note: For SAS 9.1.3 only, override the PROC variable AUTOLIB to point to the fixed block version of the SAS
Autocall library that is created in a previous step.
The MICSLS1 job dynamically allocates the new sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB data set using the allocation
parameters of the existing sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB data set. If you encounter problems with this allocation, for
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example, due to site-specific allocation or security requirements, you can uncomment the NEWSASX DD of the
COPYMCO step and define it according to your requirements.

b. Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1)

Reference:Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version
All job steps must complete with a condition code of zero.
If the job fails with the message in SASLIST: "ERROR! This entry does not have valid specification" and the error
happens while scanning a member cccLMODV or cccPMODV, where ccc is a component that is not licensed for
your site, remove the member from your sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library and resubmit the job.
If the job fails for some reason in the COPYMCO step, after allocating the new sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.SAS9
library or in the RENAME step, delete sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.SASOLD or sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.SAS9,
or both, before resubmitting this job.

7. Edit JCLDEFC.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and update the following parameters with information that is applicable to
the new SAS version and library names. SAS version 9.2 and higher require multiple SASCONFIGx parameters to be
specified.
– SASAUTOS
– SASCONFIGx
– SASENV
– SASHELP
– SASLIB
– SASMSG
– SASNAME
Reference: Database Complex Library Definitions

8. Edit JCLGEN0.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0), changing the parameters on the EXEC statement for the MICSDM in-
stream cataloged procedure to reflect the MICS/SAS library names. See the reference for a description of the
parameters.
Reference: Generate Complex-Level JCL Jobs, PROCs, CLISTs

9. Execute JCLGEN0
Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0)

10. Execute PROCJOB1.
The following JCL procedures changed:
– MICSSDD
– MICSSDS
Move them to your MICS PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)

If you maintain PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy these regenerated procedures to your production PROCLIB.
11. (Conditional) Remove SAS Encoding Conflicts.

If you are changing the SAS encoding value (often specified in the SASHELP data set name), then it is necessary to
avoid possible conflict between the old and new SAS versions with respect to file indexes. Run the following 'delete'
job:
//       JOB

//MICS   JCLLIB ORDER=(sharedprefix.MICS.PROCLIB)

//DM     EXEC MICSDM,SYSPARM=NOCOPY

//MCOLIB DD DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB

//SYSIN  DD  *

OPTIONS LS=80;

PROC DATASETS LIBRARY=MCOLIB;
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DELETE ICFDBTDB ICFDBTDD ICFDBTIA ICFDSI ICFFDT

MAFDBC MAFDSN MAFSID;

//

12. Execute MDBGEN.
Generate the meta database by submitting the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MDBGEN)

13. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN1
Perform this step only if the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option product is installed.
Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN1)

14. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEN3.
Perform this step only if you are using Q&R Workstation.
Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN3)

15. (Conditional) Execute TMPLTJOB.
Perform this step only if you are using Q&R Workstation.
Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMPLTJOB)

16. (Conditional) Update the User-defined PROTOLIB Template members
Perform this step only if you are using Q&R Workstation.
If you have created your own templates by creating extra sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB members, perform the
following steps:
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and specify the names of the members to be regenerated.
b. Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

c. Copy the regenerated members from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library to the
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE library using ISPF 3.3.

17. (Conditional) Update User-defined Templates
Perform this step only if you are using Q&R Workstation.
If you have created your own templates by directly copying existing templates, update these members in the
sharedprefix.MICS.MQR.TEMPLATE library, to use the new SAS libraries.

18. (Optional) Execute MICSCNVT
You can run this job to convert complex-level SAS libraries to the new SAS version. You might or might not be using
the following libraries at your installation.
– sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
– sharedprefix.MICS.MWFSAS.DATA
– sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
Upon the successful completion of this job, your original SAS library is renamed to any.data.set.name.SASOLD,
where any.data.set.name refers to any of these data sets.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCNVT) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameters on the PROC statement. The DATASET= parameter specifies the fully qualified data set name of the
data set to be converted.
The MICSCNVT job dynamically allocates the new any.data.set.name data set using the allocation parameters of
the existing any.data.set.name data set. If you encounter problems with this allocation, for example, due to site-
specific allocation or security requirements, or both, you can uncomment the NEWSASX DD of the COPYMCO
step and define it according to your requirements.

b. Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCNVT)
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Reference: Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version
All job steps must complete with a condition code of zero. However, there is a potential to get a return code of U0999
with the following error message:
ERROR: Cannot open data library DDIN because it is uninitialized.

This error is caused by attempting to convert an empty data set.
If the MICSCNVT job fails in the COPYMCO step, after allocating the new any.data.set.namesas9 library, or in the
RENAME step, delete any.data.set.name.SASOLD any.data.set.name.SAS9, or both, before resubmitting this job.

WARNING
Repeat Steps 19 through 22 for each database unit.

19. Suspend Production Operations.
Note: If you enabled incremental update for one or more products in any of the unit databases, ensure that the final
DAILY job has completed.
Suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational Status and Tracking SUSPEND
command in MWF to deactivate production scheduling.

20. (CONDITIONAL) Regenerate PROCs
Note:Only perform this step if you are converting from SAS 9.2 or earlier.
a. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

PROCJOB2 PROCJOB3 RESTORE JCLGENB

b. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)'
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

c. Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following
job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

d. Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

21. (Optional) Execute MICSCNVT.
Convert the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB formats library.
Upon the successful completion of this job, your OLD SAS formats library is renamed to
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB.SASOLD.
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCNVT) and fill in the parameters on the EXEC statement. Do not enter

parameters on the PROC statement. The DATASET= parameter specifies the fully qualified data set name of your
prefix.MICS.MUOLIB data set to be converted.
The MICSCNVT job dynamically allocates the new any.data.set.name data set using the allocation parameters of
the existing prefix.MICS.MUOLIB data set. If you encounter problems with this allocation, for example, due to site-
specific allocation or security requirements, or both, you can uncomment the NEWSASX DD of the COPYMCO
step and can define it according to your requirements.

b. Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCNVT)'

Reference: Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version
All job steps must complete with a condition code of zero.
If the job fails for some reason in the COPYMCO step, after allocating the new prefix.MICS.MUOLIB.SAS9 library or in
the RENAME step, then delete the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB.SASOLD or the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB.SAS9 library, or both,
before resubmitting the above job.

22. (Optional) Convert Database Files.
Convert Database Files:
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– DETAIL
– DAYS
– WEEKS
– MONTHS
– YEARS
a. Submit the following job to back up all your unit- level database files.

prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP)

b. Delete all your unit-level database files.
c. (CONDITIONAL) If you enabled incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, then delete the

incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT
• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL
• prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS

d. Submit the following job to allocate all your unit- level database files.
prefix.MICS.CNTL(ALLOCATE)

e. (CONDITIONAL) If you enabled incremental update for one or more products in this unit database, then submit the
following job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC)

f. Submit the following job to restore your backed-up database files:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)

23. Resume Unit Operations.
If you suspended the unit using Operational Status and Tracking, use the RESUME command to continue.

WARNING
Repeat Steps 19 through 22 for each database unit

24. (Conditional) Start the Q&R Mainframe Server.
If you are using the MICS Q&R Mainframe Server with this complex, restart the server.

25. (Conditional) Review References to MWF CLIST.
If the name of the MICS SAS load library has changed, review the section that describes the MICS Workstation Facility
(MWF) startup CLIST.
Reference: Setting Up the MICS ISPF Environment(Sample MICS Online Facilities Implementation)

26. Review Instructions on Updating MWF.
Review the instructions on updating MWF with the new SAS version's parameter and data set name information.
Note: Specify the correct SAS version on the SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications (MWF;5;0;3) panel.
Reference: SAS Global Parameters for ISPF Applications

27. (Conditional) Rebuild custom ODS style template.
Perform this step only if you use SAS ODS inquiries or the Enhanced Web Publishing. Because the compiled ODS
style template can be incompatible between SAS releases, it needs to be rebuilt in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.
Edit and submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(BASTMPLT)
Reference: Section 2.8.4.1 of MICS MICF User Guide

28. (Optional) Execute MICSCPVT
Inform all your MICF users to convert their private SAS catalogs by following the instructions that follow.
Each MICF user might have one or more of the following private SAS catalogs to be converted.
– userid.MICS6.USER.DATA
– userid.MICS6.USER.SAS.PROFILE
– userid.MICS6.USER.CAPACITY
Note: Make the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCPVT) job stream available to your users so that they can execute it to
convert their private SAS catalogs.
Upon the successful completion of this job, the original SAS catalogs are renamed by adding a .SASOLD suffix to the
original data set name.
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a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCPVT) and, (Optional) fill in the values for SAS macro variables USERID and
PREFIX following the //SYSIN DD statement in the first job step, BLDEXEC.
• If you leave the USERID parameter blank, the userid associated with the batch job is used to construct the user

data set names. The default data set names are similar to:
&USERID..MICS6.USER.DATA

• If you specify the PREFIX parameter, this value appears in front of the USERID in generated data set names.
For example:
&PREFIX..&USERID..MICS6.USER.DATA

The job dynamically allocates the user's new private data sets and copies the original private data sets to
them. If you encounter problems with this allocation, for example, due to site-specific allocation or security
requirements, or both, you can uncomment the NEWSASX DD of the COPYPVT step and define it according to
your requirements.

b. Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSCPVT)

Reference: Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version
All job steps except the COPYPVT step must complete with a condition code of zero. The COPYPVT step might
complete with a condition code of zero or 4.
If the job fails for some reason in the COPYPVT step, after allocating the new private data sets, or in the RENAME
step, delete the new private data sets before resubmitting this job.

       

Implementing Complex Level JCLGEN Parameter Sharing
The following optional checklist shows you how to activate JCLGEN parameter sharing for all units in the MICS Complex.

References:

• Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC)
• Database Complex Control Definitions
• JCLGEN Parameter Sharing
• JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
• Database Unit Control Definitions

This checklist assumes that sharable unit level parameters are the same as complex level parameters for all units.

1. Modify JCLDEFC.
Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and add this statement first.
COMPLEXPARMS YES

2. Edit JCLGENUC.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following statement:
PROCJOB1 ALLPROCC

Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. Execute PROCJOB1.
Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

4. (Conditional) Copy PROCLIB.
All complex-level JCL procedures have changed.
If you maintain PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy the regenerated procedures to your production PROCLIB.
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WARNING

Repeat steps 5 through 9 for each database unit in the MICS Complex.
5. (Conditional) Edit JCLDEF.

Review and edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If JCLDEF contains COMPLEXPARMS NO, then remove it. Comment
out any JCLDEF parameter that is cascaded from the complex level to the unit level.

6. Execute JCLGENU.
a. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

PROCJOB2 PROCJOB3 RESTORE JCLGENB

b. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

7. Execute PROCJOB2.
Move the first group of MICS cataloged JCL procedures to the production PROC library by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB2)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
8. Execute PROCJOB3.

Move MICS database set-up PROCS to the installation PROCLIB by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB3)'

Reference: Move MICS PROCs to Installation PROCLIB
9. (Conditional) Copy PROCLIB.

All JCL procedures have changed for this unit.
If you maintain PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy the regenerated procedure to your production PROCLIB.

WARNING

Repeat the previous steps for each unit database in the MICS Complex.

Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)
The optional consolidated unit generation (UNITGEN) process is designed primarily to reduce the complexities
and number of job executions that are typically associated with PSP maintenance. UNITGEN can also be used for
administrative and other maintenance activities.

The System Modification section of the Product Change text (PSP.PC.TEXT members) instructs you to execute a series
of one or more unit-level generation jobs to implement the Product Change. Often, it is necessary to repeat these steps
in multiple database units. For example, if the product is active in multiple units, or for MICS Base Platform (BAS) product
changes.

The optional consolidated unit generation process replaces the multiple unit-level generation job executions with a single
job: UNITGEN. UNITGEN performs the same functions as JCLGENB, JCLGENC, JCLGEND, ALLPGEN, COPYLIBU,
CYCLEGEN, and GDGSGEN.

Usually, the UNITGEN process performs all the functions that are mentioned previously. If you select to generate and print
a composite UNITGEN checklist during the online PSP maintenance process, a tailored UNITGEN is generated that only
performs the functions necessary for the set of selected product changes and the specific unit. Complete such a checklist,
in particular the UNITGEN jobs, before you can generate and print another composite UNITGEN checklist.

If a UNITGEN process is performed without a composite UNITGEN checklist, or after a composite UNITGEN checklist is
completed, it contains all the functions that are mentioned previously.

To further reduce the number of job executions, a Multi-Unit Consolidated Checklist can be selected during the online
PSP maintenance process. This checklist consolidates all the composite UNITGEN jobs into one. The UNITGEN process
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is retained, only the jobs are slightly different. For more information, see the following Multi-Unit UNITGEN Processing
section.

• The UNITGEN process actually consists of two jobs: UNITGEN and UNITGEN1.
•  he UNITGEN job generates the UNITGEN1 job that is based on the products that are installed in the unit and the

generation processes that are required. Executing the UNITGEN1 job performs the actual processing: JCL generation,
cccPGEN, and so on. 

•  If you specify the UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN), then UNITGEN
automatically submits the generated UNITGEN1 job for execution. Otherwise, you will need to submit manually the
UNITGEN1 job for execution after UNITGEN completes successfully 

•  The AUTOSUBMIT YES statement in JCLDEF (or in JCLDEFC if this unit accepts complex-level defaults) has no
effect on the UNITGEN process.  

•  UNITGEN1 can complete with a CC=8 when manually submitted. The occurrence of the CC=8 is only on the first run
in a new unit. 

The following subsections document the UNITGEN processing options and provide a checklist for UNITGEN usage.

UNITGEN Processing Options

Parameters controlling UNITGEN processing are specified in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN).

The UNITGEN statement has the following syntax:

UNITGEN parameter...

Where parameter can be:

AUTOSUBMIT/NOAUTOSUBMIT 

Automatically submit the UNITGEN1 job.
Note: UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT processing is independent of the JCLDEF(C) AUTOSUBMIT statement.
Defaults to NOAUTOSUBMIT.

OPJCL/NOOPJCL 

Defaults to OPJCL.
Optionally generate the MICS operational jobs (for example, DAILY, WEEKLY). These jobs are typically generated by the
JCLGEND job:
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• AUDIT
• BACKUP
• BACKUPM
• DAILY
• DAILYRPT
• DAYSMFR
• EXCFULL
• HISTM
• HISTW
• NCRccc
• MONTHLY
• MONTHRPT
• RESTORE
• SCHEDULE
• WEEKLY
• WEEKRPT
• YEARACT
• YEARLY

Note: If OPJCL is in effect and a composite UNITGEN checklist is requested, the UNITGEN job is tailored to generate
only the operational jobs that are required by the set of selected product changes, if any.

COMPRESS/NOCOMPRESS 

Optionally compress the prefix.MICS.PARMS, prefix.MICS.CNTL, and prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE data sets during
execution of the UNITGEN1 job.
Defaults to COMPRESS.

INCLUDE id... 

Optionally specifies one or more one-character unit IDs to be included in the checklist. Typically used for PSP
maintenance.
Note: If specified, only these units are included in the checklist. This list might restrict the units which would typically be
eligible for UNITGEN.
Defaults to include all units.                                                             

EXCLUDE id... 

Optionally specifies one or more one-character unit IDs to be excluded in the checklist. Typically used for PSP
maintenance.
Note: The resulting set of units in the checklist is a combination of both the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE parameters.
Defaults to not exclude any units.

If the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE parameters are used and the selected product changes apply to components that are not
installed in the resulting set of units, the generated checklist might show instructions for a unit with unit-ID "?" and a unit
name of "unknown". These instructions can be ignored.    

Multiple UNITGEN statements can be specified, and each UNITGEN statement can accept more than one parameter. If a
parameter is specified more than once, the last parameter specification is accepted. If specified with other parameters on
one UNITGEN statement, the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE parameter must be the last, followed only by one or more unit IDs.

Here are valid examples of the UNITGEN statement:
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• UNITGEN
• AUTOSUBMIT
• NOOPJCL
• UNITGEN
• COMPRESS
• UNITGEN
• EXCLUDE S T

UNITGEN Checklist

The instructions in the following checklist helps your usage of the UNITGEN process for regenerating unit-level
parameters, JCL, and SAS macros.

1. Review/Modify UNITGEN Options.
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: see the previous UNITGEN Processing Options section

2. Execute UNITGEN.
Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

3. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified:
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

Manually submit the UNITGEN1 job to perform the required JCL and parameter generations.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

4. Verify UNITGEN1 Results.
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
References: see the beginning of this page and the previous UNITGEN Processing Options section

5. (Optional) Execute JCLGEND.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified:
UNITGEN NOOPJCL

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: see the previous UNITGEN Processing Options section

6. (Optional) Update the MICS Jobs.
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If JCLGEND was executed, then all the MICS operational jobs have changed for this unit. If a tailored UNITGEN
requested by a composite UNITGEN checklist was executed, then some of the operational jobs might have changed.
The following jobs in prefix.MICS.CNTL are included:
– AUDIT
– BACKUP
– BACKUPM
– DAILY
– DAILYRPT
– DAYSMFR
– EXCFULL
– HISTM
– HISTW
– INCRccc
– MONTHLY
– MONTHRPT
– RESTORE
– SCHEDULE
– WEEKLY
– WEEKRPT
– YEARACT
– YEARLY
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the jobs in that product,
if necessary. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

7. (Optional) Update the MICS PROCs.
Depending on the JCLDEF parameters, the following MICS PROCs might have changed:
– MICSSHRx
– MICSDBx
– MICSNDBx
– MICSDUx

where x is the MICS database unit id.
If you maintain PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy the regenerated procedures listed to your production
PROCLIB.

Multi-Unit UNITGEN Processing

The multi-unit UNITGEN process combines the UNITGEN jobs for all units in the complex into one job. A complex with
many units and several product changes to apply, benefits most from the resulting reduction of manually submit jobs.
The multi-unit UNITGEN process is selected as "Multi-Unit Consolidated Checklist" during the online PSP maintenance
process. Usually the unit loop with instructions to run jobs in every unit, which would appear in the normal consolidated
UNITGEN checklist, can be eliminated.

The multi-unit UNITGEN process consists of several jobs, which are executed once for the entire complex.
Remember that the underlying process is similar to the UNITGEN process and in part uses the same jobs. Also, the
parameters are the same as for the UNITGEN process. The UNITGEN INCLUDE and EXCLUDE parameters include or
exclude specific units in the consolidated checklist and therefore processing by the complex-wide jobs.

Depending on the requirements of the product changes and to help eliminate the unit loop in a consolidated checklist, a
job that is named MUCPL might be present. The MUCPL job combines any needed COPYLIBU jobs into one and, if the
UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT parameter is in effect, submits it. Otherwise, submit the MUCPL1 job manually. Both jobs reside
in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. 
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The main job is MUGEN, which replaces the UNITGEN jobs, and is submitted from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
MUGEN still generates the UNITGEN1 jobs into every unit's prefix.MICS.CNTL, same as the normal UNITGENs would
do. But then combines them into one job that is named MUGEN1 in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL and optionally submits it,
depending on the UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT parameter.

If the UNITGEN NOOPJCL parameter is in effect, an additional job that is named MUGEND is generated into
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. The MUGEND job combines all necessary JCLGEND jobs into one and must be submitted
manually.

Activating MICS USS and HFS Support
With the introduction of UNIX System Services (USS), a new file system was introduced. The Hierarchical File System
(HFS) is based on the directory structure used by most UNIX systems.

Certain MICS features and products utilize USS services and create HFS files. For example, MICS Documentation
Conversion feature and the MICS Web Analyzer product require access to USS services and HFS files. It is very likely
that your installation is already running applications using USS services and HFS files, and this section explains how to
enable MICS to these system services.

The following sections describe the processes required to define the MICS Root Directory and enable MICS to the USS
and HFS services.

• The MICS Root Directory
• Prerequisites
• Activation Checklist
• BASHFSLD Utility

The MICS Root Directory
The MICS Root Directory is the name of the HFS sub-directory to be used as the default location for storing HFS files for
the MICS Platform, MICS Data Integration Applications, and MICS Management Applications.

In general, MICS HFS files are created in sub-directories of the MICS Root Directory. Think of the MICS Root Directory as
the HFS corollary to the MICS sharedprefix. The MICS Root Directory becomes the "prefix" for common MICS HFS files.

MICS applications may give you the option to override the MICS Root Directory to secure HFS files for a specific
application area as required by your installation. The HFS files are equivalent to the MICF Production Reporting job
stream definition where you can optionally store job stream definitions and report output in files that do not begin with the
MICS sharedprefix string.

While the MICS Root Directory is not required, certain MICS features and products do require access to USS facilities,
definition of a MICS Root Directory, and authorization to create HFS files.

For example, MICS Documentation Conversion and the MICS Web Analyzer require access to USS services, HFS files,
and the MICS Root Directory. If you select not to take advantage of these features and products, then you do not need
to define the MICS Root Directory. However, it is likely that your installation is already running applications using USS
services and HFS files, and where you can enable MICS to these system services.

MICS Root Directory Prerequisites
To create and access the MICS Root Directory, there are prerequisites that must be met.

These prerequisites might require intervention from several installation departments such as DASD Management and
Security.
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Security

Before using USS services or accessing HFS files, a user is authorized by the data center's security system, which adds
OMVS extension to the user ID. An example of a data center's security system is Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF.

The MICS administrator should have authority to create, read, or delete anything within the MICS Root Directory structure.

The MICS administrator should also have access to a UNIX System Services (USS) session either through a Telnet
connection, OMVS using TSO, or ISHELL (ISPF USS Shell).

MICS "end-users" might require similar authorization, though their access can be limited to "read-only".

Access Permissions

Whenever an HFS file or directory is created, security flags that are named access permissions are set.

These permissions control the level of access a user has for a given directory or file.

The three levels of access are:

• Owner (the user creating file)
• Group (any user in the same "group" as the Owner)
• Other

Each level has three permissions: read (r), write (w), and execute (x).

Access permissions are represented as three three-byte strings indicating the permissions for each level of access.

The following shows a sample directory entry:

 access      owner  group    size  create date  filename

-------------------------------------------------------------

-rw-rw-r-- 1 USER06 CA MICSG 10037 Jul 28 23:50 contents.html

The owner (USER06) has read/write permission (rw-), anyone in group MICSG also has read/write permission (rw-), and
the rest have read permission (r--).

MICS typically creates HFS files with permissions of rw-rw-r--.

MICS also creates HFS subdirectories with permissions of rwxr-xr-x.

WARNING
These permissions can be altered by your installation's USS UMASK definition (default access permissions) or
by your security system.

You can use UNIX chmod command to change access permissions for any file or group of files. Here is an example:

chmod -R u+rw,g+rw,o+rw documents/*

This example resets access permissions to rw-rw-rw- for all files in the documents directory and any sub-directories of the
documents directory.

You can use the oid and gid commands to change the owner and group IDs respectively.

WARNING
Security packages such as ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF can change access permissions that are based on
existing security policies.

HFS Space

The installation must provide space within the HFS to store MICS files. This space is named the MICS Root Directory.
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Each MICS Complex requires a unique MICS Root Directory. Do not attempt to share MICS Root Directories between
multiple MICS Complexes, as this action might result in data corruption. For example, between a production and test
complex.

The name of the MICS Root Directory is specified on the HFSROOT statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC).

Note: The name of the root directory must be no longer than 64 characters. If it is, DOC2HTML abends.

By default, HFSROOT has a value of /MICS/sharedprefix where sharedprefix is the name that is specified on the
SHAREDPREFIX statement in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). The MICSLEVEL/NOMICSLEVEL option does not
apply to the default HFSROOT value.

For more information, see Database Complex Control Definitions for the HFSROOT keyword and Database Complex JCL
Definitions (JCLDEFC) for the JCLDEFC parameter definition member.

Activation Checklist
This checklist describes the process of enabling the MICS Root Directory.

1. Complete the MICS Root Directory Prerequisites.
Ensure that all necessary permissions and HFS directories are created before completing this checklist.
You can use the UNIX mkdir command to create the MICS Root Directory in your HFS.
For example:
 mkdir -p /u/users/MICS/complex1

 

Reference: MICS Root Directory Prerequisites
2. Define the HFS Directory to MICS.

Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) and add or modify the HFSROOT keyword with the name of the MICS
Root Directory.
For example:
 HFSROOT '/u/users/MICS/complex1'

 

Reference: Database Complex Library Definitions
3. Edit/Execute JCLGENUC.

a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains:
 BASHFSU PROCJOB1 ALLPROCC

 

b. Submit the following job:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

4. Execute PROCJOB1.
Submit the following job:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PROCJOB1)'

 

5. Copy Regenerated MICSDOCH
The MICSDOCH JCL procedure has changed.
If you maintain PROCs in a production PROCLIB, copy the regenerated procedure MICSDOCH to your production
PROCLIB.

6. Execute BASHFSU
Unload the MICS HFS files to the MICS Root Directory by submitting the following job:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(BASHFSU)'
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Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, and that the job completes with a condition code
of zero.

BASHFSLD Utility
The provided BASHFSLD utility is used to reload all delivered files to the $MICSROOT directory for all products and
components.

BASHFSLD is a REXX exec that unloads various sharedprefix.MICS.BIN members into the MICS Root Directory.

Since BASHFSLD can overlay any existing files, run this utility with caution because any user modifications made to these
files are lost.

To run this utility, execute the BASHFSLD job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. Sample JCL is listed here, where ccc is the
component identifier:

//BASHFSLD EXEC IKJEFT01,

//         PARM='%BASHFSLD ccc ( options'

//

By default, BASHFSLD unloads HFS files for all sharedprefix.MICS.BIN members that are defined in cccLHFSV
members. However, precise cccLHFSV members can be selected by specifying them on the %BASHFSLD invocation.

BASHFSLD Options 

TRACE
Activates REXX tracing options.

DEBUG
Displays more messages for debugging.

LIST
Lists members to be written, but does not copy to the $MICSROOT directory.

BYPASS
Missing members in cccLHFSV are ignored and a warning message is issued.

NOOVERWRITE
Does not overwrite existing members.

Adding New System ID or LPAR to an Existing Database
The following checklist assists you in adding a new SYSID or LPAR for PR/SM to a MICS database unit. This checklist
assumes that the operating system measurements have not changed.

1. Review references to SYSID or ORGSYSID.
Review option statements in the following members for any reference to SYSID or ORGSYSID. Determine whether
logic for the new SYSID or LPAR should be added to the account code derivation logic routines, and update as
required.
 'sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE)'

 'sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccACRT)'

 

Where ccc is the component identifier.
2. (Optional) Execute the RMFCGEN.

Modify if necessary, the CPUID parameter in 'sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(RMFGENIN)'. If any changes are made,
submit the following job to accept your updates:
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 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(RMFCGEN)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, and that the job completes with a condition code
of zero.

3. (Optional) Review references to SYSID or ORGSYSID in EXITS.
Review the #cccEXIT members in 'sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE,' where 'ccc' is the component identifier or
architecture (BAS). Determine whether the user exits in these members contain any reference to SYSID or
ORGSYSID. Update each exit as required.

4. Review installation customization for SYSID references.
Review user-defined SAS code and formats for SYSID-specific references.

5. Verify checkpoint file size.
Review Checkpoint File size to ensure that there are enough entries for the systems/subsystems that are being added.
Reference: Site Characteristics (SITE)

6. (Optional) Specify complex computing system parameter definitions.
Specify the complex-level computing system parameter definitions. Complex-level computing system definitions are
located in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID). Carefully read the referenced section that is listed here before
specifying the option values.
Reference: Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID)

7. (Optional) Execute CPLXGEN.
To generate complex option definition global switches, system and time zone definitions, default YEARS time-span,
week start, and fiscal calendar parameters, run the CPLXGEN job. Submit the following job:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN)'

 

References:
– Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)
– Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID)
– Complex-Level Time Zone Definitions (CPLXZONE)
– Component Definition Statements

WARNING
Repeat the previous steps for each database unit that processes data from the new SYSID or LPAR.

8. Suspend operation.
To deactivate production scheduling, suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational
Status and Tracking SUSPEND command in MWF.

9. Review and Update Parameters
Define the required PARMS members.
– MICS base platform (BAS):

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE)'

 

Update the members in prefix.MICS.PARMS for the appropriate products.
– MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare (AUM):

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAUM)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(AUMOPS)'

 

MICS Analyzer Option for VAX/VMS (DEX):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDEX)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DEXOPS)'
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– MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (IMS):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSRLRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSSPND)'

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE/Power (PWR):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTPWR)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRCONFG)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGPRTE)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWROPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRTNRTE)'

 

– MICS System Reliability Analyzer Option (SRL):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSRL)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLDEVS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SRLOPS)'

 

– MICS Tandem Option (TDM):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTDM)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TDMOPS)'

 

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, TLM Component:
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VOLGPRTE)'

 

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MSI:
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

 

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) for MTI:
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSYSID)'

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for VM/CMS (VMC):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVMC)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VMCOPS)'

 

Note about Input Source: The following components might use SMF data as an input source: AST, CIC, DB2, HSM,
IDM, MQS, RMF, SMF, SNT, VTS, TSO, VCA, WEB, and FDAs (if applicable)
For the components listed, select one of the alternative methods that are shown here.
These specifications identify the data set names containing the raw data that is processed by the unit's DAILY update
job.
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a. • If DAYSMF is specified as active in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), then identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

• If DAYSMF OFF is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) for each component in the unit.

• If this component is in a unit by itself, then identify the input data set names in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR).

– MICS ASTEX Option (AST):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTAST)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(ASTOPS)'

  

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for CICS (CIC):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)'

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 (DB2):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTDB2)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS)'

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS (IDM):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIDM)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS)'

 

– MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries (MQS):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTMQS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS)'

 

– MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRMF)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS)'

 

– MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE)'

 

– MICS Tape Analyzer Option, VTS Component:
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 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVTS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID)'

 

– MICS Network Analyzer Option (SNT):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSNT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGPRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTCIDRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTPLURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTM)'

 

– MICS Analyzer for TSO:
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTSO)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOAURT)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(TSOOPS)'

 

– MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTHSM)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTVCA)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS)'

 

– MICS Web Analyzer Option (WEB):
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTWEB)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)'

 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)'

 

– Field Developed Applications (FDAs) using SMF data as input source:
 'prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)'

 

WARNING
FDAs might or might not use SMF data as an input source. MICS does not provide an automated
interface to SMF Director from within an FDA. This means that MICS is not able to read the SMF Director
duplicate split index and obtain the necessary input files. However, any SMF data sets output from SMF
Director might still be directly input as standard SMF data.

References:
– Database Unit Planning and Parameters, all subsections
– Standard JCLGEN Parameters, all subsections
– Parameters sections in the individual Product Analyzers
– MSI Unit Level Parameters
– MTI Unit Level Parameters

10. Review EXECDEF.
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Review the default values for the dynamic execution options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) and update as
needed. Carefully review the entries affecting data retention limits.
References:
– Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF)
– SPECIAL Database Execution Definitions
– EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options

11. Review/Modify UNITGEN Options.
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN) (UNITGEN Processing Options)

12. Execute UNITGEN.
Submit the following job:
 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN completes with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

13. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1.
Perform this step only if your installation as specified.
 UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

 

To perform the required JCL and parameter generations, manually submit the UNITGEN1 job.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

 

14. Verify UNITGEN1 results.
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If any errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1
jobs respectively.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)

15. Execute JCLGEND.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified.
 UNITGEN NOOPJCL

 

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
Reference: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN) (UNITGEN Processing Options)

16. (Conditional) Define accounting rates.
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If Accounting and Chargeback is installed, use the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to complete the RATETBL
panels. Select option 4;2;3;6 from the MWF primary options panel. If any of the RATETBL specifications are altered,
the JCL for the MAGRUN is displayed automatically.
Note: If the logical SYSID is checked before assigning a comp code value, review the ACTFnnnn members in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, where 'nnnn' is the number of an accounting comp code. If the CPU processor or
processor speed is used in determining your site's accounting logic, then logic for the new CPU or LPAR must be
added.

17. Final review.
The system is fully generated and ready for check-out. Make final review of all definitions and JCL, applying any final
user modifications now. Also review the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) member. Determine if the _USRSEL
exit contains any references to ORGSYSID. Update the exit if required. (Optional) review the #cccEXIT members
in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE, where 'ccc' is the component identifier. Determine whether the user exits in these
members contain any reference to ORGSYSID or SYSID. Update each exit as required.

18. Resume Operations.
Enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database. To enable MICS operational jobs, use the Operational Status and
Tracking RESUME command in MWF.

19. Resume Daily Processing.
To resume daily processing, use the Operational Status and Tracking DAILY command in MWF.
Reference: Finalize a Database Unit

WARNING
Repeat the previous steps for each database unit that processes data from the new SYSID or LPAR.

20. (Optional) Execute EXTFILE.
If your site uses external files for processing, select option 4;2;3;7 from the MWF primary option panels. Examine the
algorithms and rates for external files. If any external file specifications are added or changed, submit:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)'

 

21. Notify affected users.
Notify the affected users that a new SYSID or LPAR has been added to MICS so that they can account for the
difference in CPU trend reports, chargeback, or database inquiries.

Moving MICS Products to a Different Unit
Several processes must be performed to transfer an installed and operational MICS product and its data files to another
unit. The following checklists provide directions for accomplishing the transfer:

• Making Advanced Preparations
• Installing the Product in the Target Unit
• Transfer Data Files and Checkpoint Information to the Target Unit
• Transfer Tape Files to the Target Unit
• Finalize the Process

The following conventions are used throughout these checklists:

original_uni
The unit from which the MICS product is moved.

original_prefix
The high-level qualifier of the original unit

original_tapeprefix
The high-level qualifier of the tape files in the original unit

target_unit
Destination for the product and can be a new or an existing unit.
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target_prefix
The high-level qualifier of the destination unit

target_tapeprefix
The high-level qualifier of the tape files in the destination unit

Considerations

This subsection considers Date Integration Applications only. This subsection does not apply to the Management Support
Application products.

It is necessary to move all associated Accounting journal files with the appropriate Date Integration Application.

If you are going to transfer products from this unit to another unit, then these reporting mechanisms must be updated
to reflect the identifier of the new unit. These changes include PROC names (for example, MICSSHRu) and DD name
macros (for example, &uBATX for the detail time-span), where "u" is the identifier of the unit database.

Making Advanced Preparations
To prepare for moving MICS products to a different unit, follow these steps:

1. Establish time frame.
Establish a schedule and time frame for accomplishing the transfer.
– The following schedule is recommended. Wait until monthly processing has been completed in the affected units

before executing the transfer (particularly if the MICS product has an accounting interface)
– Execute a DAILY as the first operational job in both units after the transfer has been completed, because week-to-

date and month-to-date files are built during the daily process.
2. Notify users.

Alert all MICS users that you are moving the product well before the actual day.
– Inform all affected personnel that the original_unit is undergoing changes on a certain date and might be

unavailable for use.
– Notify your users that the database identifier and the data set names that are used in their JCL, report code, user-

level MICF inquiries, and database macros must be changed for the product.
3. Determine DASD amount.

Immediately, before installing the product in the target_unit, determine the amount of DASD space that is allocated to
the product in the original_unit, as follows:
a. Print the prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) member.
b. Review prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT) to determine if any of the product's information area files are included in a

split timespan.
c. Create a SAS PROC DATASETS job in the original_unit to determine the total number of tracks that are used

by the MICS product's files in each timespan (including any split timespans). Use the printout of the DBMODEL
member to assist you in identifying the information areas and file names for the product. Use the following job as
an example:
 //DATASETS EXEC MICSSHRx

 //SYSIN DD *

   PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

   PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

   PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

 

Where x is the database identifier of the original_unit, and timespan equals DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS,
YEARS (if active), or the DD name of any split timespan. For example, DETAIL2.

d. Add a valid job card (and PROCLIB card, if necessary) and submit the job. Ensure that the job completes with a
condition code of zero.

e. Print and save the output of the DATASETS job for use in later steps of this checklist.
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4. Install the products.
Complete the Install the Products in the Target Unit checklist.

Installing the Product in the Target Unit
To install a product in the target unit, follow these steps:

1. (Conditional) Add a new product.
Complete Add a New Product to an Existing Database Unit checklist.
Or
Complete the Add a New Product to a New Database Unit checklist.

2. Incorporate parameters.
Incorporate parameters from the original_unit as appropriate. Review each of the product parameter members for
changes during the installation process.

3. (Conditional) Reenter journal files' information.
If this product interfaces with the MICS Accounting and Chargeback product, then you must REENTER the product's
journal file rates, algorithms, and qualifications in the target_unit. The existing accounting specifications cannot be
copied from the original_unit.
Reference: ACTSDT - Debit File

4. Verify timespans.
Use the printout from the PROC DATASETS in the Advanced Preparation Checklist to verify that each timespan in the
target_unit has enough space to accommodate the product that you are moving. Reallocate space as required.

5. Review user modifications.
Review any unit-level user modifications that apply to the product. These modifications might include
(but are not limited to) exception processing code, accounting journal file exits, or user-defined formats in
prefix.MICS.USER.LOAD. Change as required and incorporate your modifications into the structure of the target_unit.

6. Update administrator-written report.
Change any existing administrator-written report programs, to specify the target_prefix, target_tapeprefix, or database
ID, as required.

7. Regenerate MICF production inquiries.
Use the MICF Catalog Administration function under MWF to regenerate any MICF production jobstream inquiries so
that they reference the target_unit.

8. Back up libraries (Target Unit).
After completing the installation of the product in the target_unit, back up the complex and the target_unit's system
libraries, for example CNTL, PARMS, ASM, USER.SOURCE, USER.LOAD.

9. Transfer Files and Checkpoint Information
Complete the Transfer Data Files and Checkpoint Information to the Target_Unit checklist.

Transfer Data Files and Checkpoint Information to the Target Unit
To transfer the data files and checkpoint information to the target unit, follow these steps:

1. Ensure backup.
Ensure that a current backup tape exists for the original and target_unit (if active); otherwise submit the unit's
BACKUP job. Ensure that the job completes with a condition code of zero and that all timespans have been
successfully copied.

2. Suspend production processing (Original and Targeted Unit).
To deactivate production scheduling, suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational
Status and Tracking SUSPEND command in MWF.
Suspend production processing in the original_unit and the target_unit if it is active.

3. Create an online database copy job.
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Create a job in the original_unit to copy all of the product's online database files to the target_unit. Use the JCL as an
example. Add DD and PROC COPY statements to the job if any of the product's files reside in a split timespan.
Note: If the product interfaces with the MICS Accounting and Chargeback product, invoke the MICS Workstation
Facility (MWF). Use the following options: Management Support Applications, Accounting and Chargeback, Parameter
Specification and Generation, Rate Tables (4;2;3;6) to copy the product journal files, where ff is the file identifier.
For more information about the Accounting Journal Files (ACTJxx), see Using the EURO.
//         EXEC MICSSHRx,SYSPARM=

//NDETAIL  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=target_prefix.MICS.DETAIL

//NDAYS    DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=target_prefix.MICS.DAYS

//NWEEKS   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=target_prefix.MICS.WEEKS

//NMONTHS  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=target_prefix.MICS.MONTHS

//NYEARS   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=target_prefix.MICS.YEARS

  PROC COPY IN=DETAIL OUT=NDETAIL;

    SELECT iii:  iii: ;

    SELECT ACTJff: ;              (if ACT interface)

  PROC COPY IN=DAYS OUT=NDAYS;

    SELECT iii:  iii: ;

  PROC COPY IN=WEEKS OUT=NWEEKS;

    SELECT iii:  iii: ;

  PROC COPY IN=MONTHS OUT=NMONTHS;

    SELECT iii:  iii: ;

  PROC COPY IN=YEARS OUT=NYEARS;  (if active)

    SELECT iii:  iii: ;

Where:
x
Identifier of the original_unit.
target_prefix
High-level qualifier of the target_unit.
iii
Each information area within the product that you are moving.

4. (Conditional) Deactivate Accounting and Chargeback.
If a product is the only product that interfaces with Accounting and Chargeback, then edit the DAY199 step of the
DAILY job in the original_unit:
SYSPARM=NODATA

Note: Accounting and Chargeback should not be deactivated until the accounting months-end processing has
occurred.

5. Execute copy job created in a previous step.
Add the job card (and PROCLIB card, if required) to the JCL and submit the job. Ensure that it completes with a
condition code of zero.

6. (Conditional) Rename IMS suspend files.
If you are moving the IMS product and using the suspend file, rename the following input and output suspend files to
the target_prefix:
target_prefix.MICS.IMSSUS1

target_prefix.MICS.IMSSUS2

Use the ISPF option 3.2, option 3.4 or the TSO RENAME command.
7. (Optional) Print CHECKPOINT data set.

Print the prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set in the original_unit in order, in the event recovery is needed.
8. (Conditional) Define accounting rates.

If Accounting and Chargeback is installed, use the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to complete the RATETBL
panels. Select option 4;2;3;6 from the MWF primary options panel. The JCL for the MAGRUN is displayed
automatically if any of the RATETBL specifications are altered.
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Note: If the logical SYSID is checked before assigning a comp code value, review the ACTFnnnn members in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, where 'nnnn' is the number of an accounting comp code. If the CPU processor or
processor speed is used in determining your site's accounting logic, then logic for the new CPU or LPAR is necessary
to add.

9. Modify CHECKPOINT.
To copy the checkpoint lines from the original_unit to target_prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA, use ISPF EDIT, COPY and
PASTE commands.
These lines should apply to the product as installed in the target_unit: SYSIDs, subsystems, data sources, time-
stamps, and so on.
To fit your organization's needs, edit target_prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA.
Ensure that your ISPF EDIT profile has the NUMBER OFF option in effect; this data set cannot have line numbers.
References:
CHECKPT Command
MICS Checkpoint File

10. Resume operations (Targeted Unit).
Enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database. To enable MICS operational jobs, use the Operational Status and
Tracking RESUME command in MWF.

11. Execute BACKUP (Targeted Unit).
Submit target_prefix.MICS.CNTL(BACKUP). Ensure that it completes with a condition code of zero.

12. Remove a component.
Complete the Remove A Component from a Unit checklist.

13. Transfer tape files
Complete the Transfer Tape Files to the Target Unit checklist.

Transfer Tape Files to the Target Unit
Note: Ensure that the Remove a Component From a Unit checklist, has been completed.

Determine if HISTW or HISTM has been specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member. Complete this checklist
only if YES is specified for audit, weekly, or monthly archiving in the JCLDEF member of target_prefix.MICS.PARMS;
otherwise, move to the Finalize the Process checklist. Whatever you have defined for HISTW and HISTM is replicated in
the target_unit (unless you change them before completing the checklist).

The original_tapeprefix data sets for the product cannot be changed by renaming the cataloged data sets; the
internal tape label carries the original_tapeprefix name. Therefore, modify your MICS operational JCL to copy the
original_tapeprefix tape files to target_prefix tape files.

WARNING

The timing of this process is critical.

If the WEEKLY or MONTHLY job runs in the original_unit AFTER the jobs in the target_unit, point to the current (0) GDG
level.

If the jobs in the original_unit run before the jobs in the target_unit, change the GDG level to (-1) in the WEEKLYX and
MONTHLYX jobs, because the current level of the history files in the original_unit no longer contains data for the product
that you have moved.

1. If weekly history archive is active in the target_unit:
a. Create target_prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKLYX). Copy in the JCL of the target_prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEEKLY) member.
b. Modify the DD statements in the WEEKLYX member that begin with "//HIiiifff" in the WEEK300

step, where iii is the information area and fff is the file name. Change the DSN parameter to the
original_tapeprefix.HISTW.iiifff(n) name for each of the product's files, where n is GDG level -1 or
zero.
Note: Change only the DD statements that are associated with the product that you are moving.
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WEEKLYX should be used for only the FIRST execution of the weekly job in the target_unit.
Note: Execution of this job after the first week will result in a loss of data!
Make sure that the normal WEEKLY job is executed in subsequent weeks.

2. If monthly history archive is active in the target unit:
a. Create target_prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHLYX). Copy in the JCL of the target_prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHLY)

member.
b. Modify the DD statements in the MONTHLYX member that begin with "//HIiiifff" in the MONTH300 step, where iii is

the information area and fff is the file name. Change the DSN parameter to the original_tapeprefix.HISTM.iiifff(n)
name for each of the product's files, where n is GDG level -1 or zero.
Note: Change only the DD statements that are associated with the product that you are moving.
MONTHLYX should be used for only the FIRST execution of the monthly job in the target_unit.
Note: Execution of this job after the first month results in a loss of data!
Make sure that the normal MONTHLY job is executed in subsequent months.

3. If audit archiving is performed for the product:
a. Consider copying the weekly audit tapes, named original_tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff(n), to the target unit, where n

is GDG level -1 or zero.Note: To copy the tapes, no retrofit logic is required.
Reference: Database Unit Tape Specifications

b. If you select not to copy these files, inform your users that the audit archive files for the product that were created
before the transfer remains under the original_tapeprefix name.

4. Finalize process.
Complete the Finalize the Process checklist.

Finalize the Process
To finalize the product transfer process, follow these steps:

1. Notify that product transfer is complete.
2. Notify all users that the transfer of the product has been completed.

Note: Do not complete the following steps until the disposition of any audit archive files has been determined and the
WEEKLYX and MONTHLYX jobs have completed in the target_unit.

3. Uncatalog archive files.
Uncatalog all original_tapeprefix audit and weekly/monthly history archive files for the product in the original_unit as
applicable.

4. Delete tape files.
Delete the original_tapeprefix GDG base entries in the original_unit for the product's audit, and weekly/monthly history
tape files as applicable.

5. Back up all libraries.
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job
During MICS DAILY processing, the DAYSMF step is used to split SMF data into separate data sets for each component
that has SMF data as input. This action helps to reduce I/O, CPU time, and execution time because each component
processes only the SMF data it requires.

Instead of using the DAYSMF step in the MICS DAILY job, SMF Director or other processes can be used to split the SMF
data into discrete data sets outside of the MICS DAILY job.

MICS supports this configuration by allowing the DAYSMF step to be removed from the DAILY job and allowing the
installation to specify the input data sets of the SMF data for processing by each component.
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The following checklist shows the steps necessary to deactivate the DAYSMF step and manually specify the input data
sets for components that use SMF data:

1. The determine components in the unit that use SMF as an input data source. MICSLOG message BAS10083 in any
JCLGEN lists the components that have SMF as an input source. The following procedure regenerates the JCLGENU
job with JCLGEN to identify the components that use SMF data as input.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and ensure that it has the following line in it:
JCLGENU

Save prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU).
Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). This job should complete with a return code of zero. Review the MICSLOG and
locate message BAS10083. This message lists the components that use SMF data as input.

2. Deactivate the DAYSMF step.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the DAYSMF keyword and change it to:
DAYSMF OFF

3. Specify input data set for each component.
For each defined component that has SMF data as an input source, a prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member must
exist. If the INPUTccc member does not exist, it must be created or the MICS DAILY job does not generate.
For each INPUTccc, a DD for INPUTSMF or SMFDRCTR must be added or modified. Use this example for SMF input:
//INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.SPLIT.DATASET

Use this example for SMF Director input:
//SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CA.SMF.duplicate.index

4. Generate the DAILY job.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and add the following line:
DAILY

Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) and submit the job for execution. This job should complete with a return Code of
zero.
If the JCLGENU fails with a user abend of 998 and the following message:
BAS10117E MEMBER INPUTccc INDICATED ON A ":INCLUDE" OR

          A ":INCLUDEPARM" STATEMENT NOT IN LIBRARY

then the INPUTccc member was not created per step 3. In this case, create the member; then run the
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

5. (Optional) Delete SMF work data sets.
When the DAYSMF step is present, an SMF work data set, prefix.MICS.ccc.DATA (where ccc is the component
identifier), is created for each component that uses SMF data. This data set is either temporary or permanent,
depending on the value of JCLDEF keyword DAYSMF.
Because the DAYSMF is no longer being used, these data sets are not required and can be deleted.

Note: If the input data set names for a component change, the INPUTccc members, or INPUTRDR, can be modified and
the DAILY regenerated using JCLGENU.

Deleting a Unit Database from a Complex
If it is necessary to transfer components that were installed in this unit before its deletion, complete all checklists in Moving
Broadcom Products to a Different Unit.

1. Establish time-frame.
Establish a schedule and time frame for accomplishing the deletion. If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in
the unit, we recommend that you wait until monthly processing has been completed in the unit before proceeding.

2. Determine reporting effects.
Determine how the removal of the unit affects the following reporting mechanisms:
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– Shared/Private MICF inquiries
– MICF production reporting jobstreams
– JCL for batch reporting jobs
– Demand SAS reporting programs
Any references to the deleted unit database must be removed from these reporting mechanisms.
Note: Existing shared and private inquiries and standard applications also include those procedures that are affiliated
with the Management Support Application components.

3. Alert all MICS users.
Alert all MICS users that you are deleting the unit database well before the actual day and inform them of the changes.
The MICS System Administrator is responsible for the changes to the Shared MICF inquiries and MICF reporting
jobstreams.

4. Back up all libraries.
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

5. Edit DBTABLE.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DBTABLE) as follows:
a. Delete the line for the unit database that you are removing from the complex.
b. Save the changes that you have made to DBTABLE.

6. (Conditional) Designate primary unit.
Review the DATABASE statement in member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for the unit that you are removing. If the
DATABASE statement at the top of this member contains the word "PRIMARY," then designate one of your other unit
databases as the new primary unit in this step.
Optionally, you can install a new unit database that becomes the new primary unit database; see Adding a Database
Unit to a Database Complex. If you select this option, install the new unit before continuing in this checklist. On the
new unit's DATABASE statement, specify "UNIT" as the database type.
The primary unit manages the backup and restoration of the following sharedprefix data sets:
– sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB
– sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
– sharedprefix.MICS.SCREENS
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES
– sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY (if CAP installed)
Complete this step only if you are deleting the primary unit. Designate an existing (that is, installed and active) unit
database as the new primary.
Designate the new primary unit by completing the following steps:
Reference: JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF)
a. Delete the first line in DBTABLE, which should read as follows:

 *: d

 

Where 'd' is the primary unit database identifier.
b. Delete the line that references the replacement unit. That line will be regenerated in the next step.
c. Designate a new primary unit by editing the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member of any remaining production-

level unit (that is, contains the word "UNIT" in the DATABASE statement). Do not designate a SPECIAL or TEST
unit as your new primary unit. These unit types cannot support the processing and data retention requirements of
a production-level unit. Change the word "UNIT" in the DATABASE statement to "PRIMARY" and then SAVE the
JCLDEF member.

d. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) in the new primary unit. Replace the member with a line that reads:
 BACKUP BACKUPM MONTHLY RESTORE

 

e. To regenerate the BACKUP, BACKUPM, MONTHLY, and RESTORE jobs, submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) in
the new primary unit. The RSTRTBLS, RSTRTLIB, and RSTRMCO jobs are also regenerated during this process.
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Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG and that the last message is the normal termination
message, BAS10999.

f. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN) in the new primary unit to create the GDG entries for the BACKUP files.
Ensure that there are no error messages.
If the last IDCAMS step completes with a non-zero return code, review the SYSPRINT to ensure that the GDG
entries for newly added files have been created successfully.

7. Activate the removal of the unit.
To activate the removal of the unit database, regenerate a jobstream at the complex-level as follows:
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) and replace the member with a line that reads:

 JCLGENUC

 

– Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC) to reconfigure MICS and to remove the unit.
Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG and that the last message is the normal termination
message, BAS10999.

8. Invoke MWF.
Invoke the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) and perform the following steps.
Note: To update in Options 2, 4, and 5 of the workstation, your TSO userid must be authorized.
a. Select option 5, MICS Administrator Facility (MICF). Type the word DBCLEAN on the command line and press

ENTER.
b. The Database Table Clean panel is presented. Carefully type an 'S' next to the unit that you want to delete. Press

ENTER. This command removes MWF references to the deleted unit.
c. Return to the MWF Primary options panel when the DBCLEAN command has completed.
d. Verify that the unit was deleted. Type the word CONFIG on the command line and press ENTER. The CONFIG

command produces a list of active units at your installation. Ensure that there are no references to the deleted unit.
Note: If the unit you were trying to delete is still listed, STOP. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

e. Exit MWF.
9. (Conditional) Determine, if ARCHIVE is active.

Review the ARCHIVE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member for the unit that you are removing. If
ARCHIVE YES is specified for either the AUDIT, HISTW, or HISTM keywords then complete this step.
a. Determine what is done with the audit and history archive files. If you do not want to retain these tapes, uncatalog

the following unit-level data sets:
• tapeprefix.MICS.AUDIT.iiifff.GnnnnV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTW.iiifff.GnnnnV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.HISTM.iiifff.GnnnnV00

Where 'iiifff' is each MICS information area file that was selected for audit or history archive. ISPF option 3.4 can
be used to uncatalog the tape files. Consider updating your tape management system to expire these tape files.

10. Delete unit-level data sets.
Delete the following unit-level data sets for the unit if they exist:
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– prefix.MICS.ccc.DATA (DAYSMF files are PERMANENT)
– prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
– prefix.MICS.CNTL
– prefix.MICS.DAYS
– prefix.MICS.DAYSn (DBSPLIT)
– prefix.MICS.DETAIL
– prefix.MICS.DETAILn (DBSPLIT)
– prefix.MICS.IMSSUS1 (IMS)
– prefix.MICS.IMSSUS2 (IMS)
– prefix.MICS.MODEL (allocated)
– prefix.MICS.MONTHS
– prefix.MICS.MONTHSn (DBSPLIT)
– prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
– prefix.MICS.PARMS
– prefix.MICS.RESTART.CNTL
– prefix.MICS.SPECIAL.SOURCE (SPECIAL DB)
– prefix.MICS.USER.LOAD
– prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
– prefix.MICS.WEEKS
– prefix.MICS.WEEKSn (DBSPLIT)
– prefix.MICS.YEARS
– prefix.MICS.YEARSn (DBSPLIT)

Where 'ccc' is the component identifier and 'n' represents a hexadecimal value from 0 to z.
11. (Conditional) If Accounting and Chargeback is installed

If the MICS Accounting and Chargeback component was installed in the unit that you are deleting, perform the
following steps; otherwise proceed to the next step.
a. Delete all members in sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB with names ACTJffx, where ff is any journal file identifier and x

is the database identifier of the original_unit.
b. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) IN ONE OF YOUR REMAINING UNITS. Replace the member with a line that

reads:
 JCLGENU

 

c. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) from the same unit. Ensure that there are no error messages in the
MICSLOG and that the last message is the normal termination message, BAS10999.

d. Determine what is done with the daily and monthly accounting audit tapes from this unit. The data set names are:
• tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.DAY1.GnnnnV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.DAY2.GnnnnV00
• tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.MONTH.GnnnnV00
Even though they are not used in the chargeback process, it might be necessary to retain these tapes for audit
purposes depending on your site's business requirements. The DAY2 tape is a copy of the last DAY1 tape so it
should not be needed. The latest generation of the DAY1 tape contains the month-to-date charges for the month
up until the time the unit ceased operation; the latest generation of this tape might be necessary to retain for audit
purposes. Each generation of the MONTH tape contains charges for one accounting month. These generations
might also be necessary to retain for audit purposes.

12. (Conditional) Delete user PROCLIB.
If a user PROCLIB existed for the deleted unit, it can now be deleted. If a common PROCLIB is used, delete the
procedures for the deleted unit from the common procedure library.

13. Back up all libraries.
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Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

Removing a Component from a Unit
Note: The use of 'prefix' in this checklist is the high-level qualifier of the unit from which the MICS component will be
removed.

To remove a component from a unit successfully, several steps must be performed. These steps include editing some
members, deleting members that are associated with the component and executing generation jobs for the unit

Complete this checklist only after all monthly processing has been completed for the unit. This processing includes MICF
Production Reporting and User Reporting jobstreams. This action ensures that all valid accounting and capacity data for
the month has been processed right up to the removal event. We recommend that you inform all MICS users that you
are removing this component well before the actual day. This notification alerts your users to the fact that the complex is
undergoing changes on a certain date and that this unit might be found unavailable during this process.

If the unit database contains only the component that is being removed (or it contains only the component and ACT), then
consider completing the Deleting a Unit from a Complex checklist instead of this checklist.

1. Edit JCLDEF.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Remove the identifier of the component from the COMPONENT statement and
also from the SMFRECORDING statement (if coded).

2. (Conditional) Edit JCLDEF.
If this component is the only component that interfaces with Accounting and Chargeback, and the accounting months-
end processing has occurred, edit JCLDEF. Remove the ACT identifier from the COMPONENT statement.

3. (Conditional) Edit DBMODEL.
If the unit is not a special database unit, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Delete all FILE and DATA statements
that are associated with the component.

4. Edit DBSPLIT.
Examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBSPLIT). If the component exists in a split database, delete its information area rows.

5. Edit COMPRESS.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS). Delete all FILE and DATA statements that are associated with the component.

6. Execute JCLGENB.
Regenerate the MICS unit installation Jobs. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENB)'

Reference: see the Executing JCLGENC Through JCLGENG section in Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures.
7. (Conditional) Execute JCLGENF.

If the unit is a special database unit, generate the special database installation jobs by submitting the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENF)'

8. (Conditional) Execute SELFILES.
If the unit is a special database unit, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SELFILES). Delete all FILE and DATA
statements associated with the component. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(SELFILES)'

9. (Conditional) Edit EXECDEF.
If the unit is a special database unit, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). Delete any identifier of the component.

10. Suspend operations.
Suspend production operations for the unit database by using the Operational Status and Tracking SUSPEND
command in MWF to deactivate production scheduling.

11. Review UNITGEN options.
Review sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(UNITGEN) for the options in effect.
Reference: see the UNITGEN Processing Options section in Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

12. Execute UNITGEN.
Submit the following job:
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'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
If the UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT, or UNITGEN AUTOSUBMIT and NOOPJCL parameters have been specified,
UNITGEN will complete with a normal return code of 4. Otherwise, UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 should complete with a
return code of 0.

13. (Conditional) Execute UNITGEN1.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified
UNITGEN NOAUTOSUBMIT

You must manually submit the UNITGEN1 job to perform the required JCL and parameter generations.
After the UNITGEN job from the previous step completes successfully, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(UNITGEN1)'

14. Verify UNITGEN1 results.
Verify that the UNITGEN1 job executed successfully.
The UNITGEN1 job contains multiple steps that perform COPYLIBU, CYCLEGEN, JCLGEN, cccPGEN, and
GDGSGEN processing or part of it.
Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
If errors are encountered during UNITGEN1 job execution, correct the errors and rerun UNITGEN and UNITGEN1 jobs
respectively.
References: Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

15. (Conditional) Execute JCLGEND.
Perform this step only if your installation has specified
UNITGEN NOOPJCL

If NOOPJCL is specified, UNITGEN1 did not generate the MICS operational jobs.
To generate these jobs, submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT and that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination messages, BAS10999I or BAS11999I.
All steps should complete with a return code of zero.
References: see the UNITGEN Processing Options section in Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN).

16. Update JCL in production library.
Ensure that the JCL for the regenerated jobs is moved to the appropriate production library.

17. Identify component files.
Create a SAS PROC DATASETS job in the unit to identify the MICS component's files in each timespan (including any
split timespans). Use the following job as an example:
//DATASETS EXEC MICSSHRx

//SYSIN DD *

PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

PROC DATASETS DD=timespan;

Where x is the database identifier of the unit, and timespan equals DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS (if
active), or the DD name of any split timespan. For example, DETAIL2.
a. Add a valid JOB statement (and PROCLIB statement, if necessary) and submit the job. Verify that the job

completes with a condition code of zero.
b. Print and save the output of the DATASETS job for use in the next step of this checklist.

18. Delete all online database files.
Delete all the online database files for the component in the unit as follows:
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a. Reference the output of the DATASETS job that was executed previously in this checklist. Indicates the component
files that are to be deleted from each timespan.

b. When all timespans have been reviewed, create a job in the unit that deletes the files that are associated with the
component. Use the following job as an example and code PROC DATASETS statements for each timespan in
which the component is active.

Note: If the component has an accounting interface, also delete the component journal files in the unit. For more
information, see Accounting Journal Files (ACTJxx).
         //DATASETS EXEC MICSDBx

         //SYSIN    DD *

           PROC DATASETS DDNAME=timespan MEMTYPE=DATA

                 NOWARN;

             DELETE iiifff01-iiifffnn iiifff01-iiifffnn

                     iiifff01-iiifffnn iiifff01-iiifffnn

                    ACTJff01-ACTJffnn;     (if required)

           PROC DATASETS DDNAME=timespan MEMTYPE=DATA

                NOWARN;

             DELETE iiifff01-iiifffnn iiifff01-iiifffnn

                    iiifff01-iiifffnn iiifff01-iiifffnn;

Where:
x
The database identifier of the unit
timespan
Equals DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS (if active), and the DD name of any split timespan. For
example, DETAIL2.
iiifff
The information area and file identifier for the component that is being moved
ff
The file identifier
nn
The highest cycle number of the file
Add a valid JOB statement (and PROCLIB statement, if required) to the JCL and submit the job. Verify that the job
completes with a condition code of zero.

19. Edit CHECKPT DATA.
Edit prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA for the unit. Delete the lines that contain the checkpoint information for the
component that is being moved. ADD the same number of blank lines to the end of the member.

20. Backup libraries.
Create a backup of the unit's libraries (CNTL, PARMS, USER.SOURCE, USER.LOAD) that reflects the unit's current
status.

21. Resume operations.
Enable MICS operational jobs for this unit database. To enable MICS operational jobs, use the Operational Status and
Tracking RESUME command in MWF.

Removing a Component from a Complex
To remove or uninstall a component from a complex, several steps must be performed. These steps include deleting
members that are associated with the component and executing generation jobs to remove the component from all the
unit databases where it was installed.

Read this checklist in its entirety before proceeding with any of the steps.

Note: Completion of this checklist permanently disables the component at your site; it is not intended as a temporary
bypass to processing.
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The steps in this checklist should be completed only after all monthly processing has been completed for each unit
database that is affected. This processing includes MICF Production Reporting and User Reporting jobstreams. This
action ensures that all valid accounting and capacity data for the month has been processed right up to the removal event.
We recommend that you inform all MICS users that you are removing the component well in advance of the actual day.
This notification alerts your users to the fact that the complex is undergoing changes on a certain date and that some units
might be unavailable during this process.

If a unit database contains only the component that is being removed (or it contains only the component and ACT), then
consider completing the Deleting a Unit from a Complex checklist for that unit.

To remove/uninstall a MICS component from a MICS Complex and all of its associated unit databases, follow these steps.
If the component is installed in more than one complex, repeat the entire checklist for each complex that is affected.

1. Back up all libraries.
Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.

2. Remove component from units.
Complete the "Remove a Component from a Unit" checklist in Removing a Component from Unit for each unit
database that contains the component that is being removed.

3. Delete members.
A list of generic members that must be deleted (or modified) to make a MICS component inoperable, unmaintainable,
and not visible to a new user follows. A specific member name list would be thousands of entries in length. This list
varies by MICS component and the maintenance level of the complex. To delete more members than are listed here,
contact Technical Support to obtain a current list of all modules that are related to a specific MICS component.
In this list, substitution for the following characters is needed:
ccc
MICS component identifier
fff
File identifier
iii
Information area
n
Any numeric character
x
Any alphanumeric character.
To delete the following sharedprefix (complex level) library members that are associated with a MICS componen, use a
PDS maintenance utility such as ISPF option 3.1 or 3.4, the TSO DELETE command, or SAS PROC PDS.

WARNING
Delete only the members that are associated with the mics component that you are removing!

The libraries and generic members follow:
sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT

  VOL@ccc

  PICxx

where xx is the manual code associated with the component. See the UNITGEN Processing Option section in
Consolidated Unit Generation (UNITGEN)for these codes.
sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB

ACTMFT                (if ACT)

CAPMFT                (if CAP)

PERMFT                (if PER)

sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD:

@$CICDEP, CICMONUT    (if CIC)

CICVMAM,  CICEPLUT    (if CIC)
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IMSLOGUT              (if IMS)

MALDEXIT, MALDEDRV    (if LDE)

VCCxxxxx              (if VCC)

VMCxxxxx, VMTxxxxx    (if VMC)

Note: Also delete VCCxxxxx modules from the system authorized (APF) library, if installed there.
sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.CNTL

cccnnnn

sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.PC.TEXT

@@ccc

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

DYcccxxx, #cccxxxx                 (for all)

MNACTxxx, GNACTxxx, ACTxxxxx       (if ACT)

SNTxxxxx, GNSNTRPT, xxcccMBO       (if SNT)

VMCxxxxx, VMTxxxxx, xxcccMBO       (if VMC)

cccxxxxx, xxcccMBO                 (for all others)

4. Stop access to the removed component's data elements with Documentation Access option 2.
Copy the following JCL and edit it to correspond to the complex, provide a valid JOB statement, and replace 'ccc' with
the ID of the component being removed.
Note: The Space Analyzer Option and the Tape Analyzer Option have multiple components.
Submit the job and confirm from the MICS LOG that it ran successfully. If not, you might need to contact Technical
Support.
//         JOB

//MICS     JCLLIB ORDER=sharedprefix.MICS.PROCLIB

//REMCOMP  EXEC MICSDM

//MWFTABL  DD   DISP=OLD

//SYSTSIN  DD   *

  PROFILE MSGID

  ISPSTART PGM(MACTL) NEWAPPL(L5D) +

  PARM(MADA LIBRARY=MWFTLIBR,NOESTAE,COMPT=ccc,+

  ADDLOGIC=L5DMFT,LOGON,NF=L5D1)

//

5. (Conditional) Delete the CAP Data Set
If the CAP component is being removed, delete the sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY data set and any existing
userid.MICS.CAPACITY data sets.

6. (Conditional) Delete Accounting Tables
If the ACT component is being removed, delete the ACTxxxx members from the complex's
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set by running a delete job such as the following, specifying all the ACT members:
//      JOB

//STEP1 EXEC SAS92,REGION=4M

//TABS  DD DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES

//SYSIN DD  *

  PROC DATASETS LIBRARY=TABS;

   DELETE ACTxxxx ACTxxxx ACTxxxx ... ;

//

7. If PSP Online has been previously activated, update the PSP libraries to reflect that the component has been removed
from the complex as follows:
a. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility. Select option 5, MICS System Administrator Functions (MAF). Select option

2;4 from the MICS Administrator Facility panel.
b. Select option 1 (Receive PSP Tables) on the PSP Utilities menu. Press END to re-receive the PSP tables. This

process removes product changes for the component being removed from the following PSP Online product
change panels:
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• Apply Product Changes
• Select Product Changes.
The panels retain information for all other installed components. This process takes some time; the length depends
on the number of components that are licensed to your site.

c. When the receive process is completed, press ENTER to accept the new tables.
d. Exit PSP Online and MWF.
Note: The Status of Component panel retains any historical information for the component being removed.

8. Execute DOCAGEN1
In order to regenerate the document tables for Document Access, submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DOCAGEN1)

This process might take some time and depends on the number of MICS components that are installed in the complex.
Reference: Generate Document Access (DOCAGEN1) (Valid Return Codes)

9. Prepare for next PSP deliverable.
The PSP deliverable is created and customized based on the MICS components that are licensed to your site. The
next PSP deliverable reloads the PSP members that you have deleted unless you do one of these steps:
– Prepare to exclude the removed component from the next PSP refresh process by editing

sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL(PSPOVER) and adding the following statement:
PRODEXCL = ccc

– Contact Technical Support and notify Broadcom that you do not want delivery of a particular component.
10. Back up all libraries.

Create a backup of all sharedprefix, prefix, and sharedprefix.MICS.PSP libraries.
11. Notify MICS users.

Notify the MICS users that information for the component is no longer available.

Vertical Checkpoint Expansion
If your unit has exceeded its current checkpoint entry limit, you can increase the size of the checkpoint file up to a
maximum of 9999 entries. However, first consider reviewing your MICS configuration for alternatives that improve MICS
performance while concurrently resolving the checkpoint size constraint.

To increase the checkpoint size, complete this checklist:

Note: This procedure assumes that you have already completed all installation processing for this unit database and that
the database is populated with valid data.

1. Backup checkpoint data set.
Run a BACKUP operational job to backup all your databases, especially your checkpoint data set.

2. (Conditional) Allocate larger checkpoint data set.
Determine if you need a larger data set to hold the expanded number of checkpoint records. Bear in mind that 2 tracks
hold about 100 records. A single primary space allocation is preferable.
If needed, manually rename the current prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set, and manually allocate the new
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set.
Now manually copy the old checkpoint data set to the new data set.

3. (Conditional) Incremental update in use.
If incremental update processing is done for a component in this unit, its incremental update checkpoint data set
also necessary to hold the expanded number of checkpoint records. Consider repeating step 2 on behalf of any
incremental update checkpoint data sets in this unit.

4. Modify CKPTCNT parameter.
Modify the CKPTCNT parameter in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). CKPTCNT must be a number from 100 through 9999.
Specify no more checkpoint entries than are reasonably needed.
Note: A good rule of thumb is to set the checkpoint size to twice the size of the original checkpoint. For example, if
your original CKPTCNT specification is 100, then 200 is a reasonable size for your enlarged checkpoint. If you run
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out of checkpoint entries at 200, then try expanding the checkpoint size to 400 entries. Remember that the maximum
checkpoint size is 9999.

5. Execute BASPGEN.
Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) to validate your CKPTCNT specification and generate the
%CKPTCNT macro for the unit database.

6. Execute CKPTINIT.
To resize your checkpoint data set, execute the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(CKPTINIT)'

7. (Conditional) Execute Incremental CKPTINIT
If incremental update processing is done for a component in this unit, its incremental update checkpoint data set
must also be resized. Since the component's prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job contains more than one job step,
temporarily modify it so that only the last step with step name CKPTINIT is present. To resize the data set, execute this
job.

8. Resume operations.
Resume normal operational job processing.

Excluding a Component from the DAYSMF Step
During MICS DAILY processing, the DAYSMF step is used to split SMF data into separate data sets for each component
that has SMF data as input. This action helps to reduce I/O, CPU time, and execution time because each component
processes only the SMF data it requires.

Instead of using the DAYSMF step in the MICS DAILY job, SMF Director or other processes can be used to split the SMF
data into discrete data sets outside of the MICS DAILY job.

MICS supports this configuration by allowing components to be excluded from the DAYSMF step on an individual basis.

The following checklist contains the steps necessary to exclude a component from the DAYSMF step.

1. The determine components in the unit that use SMF or SMF Director as an input data source.
MICSLOG message BAS10083 in any JCLGEN lists the components that have SMF and SMF Director as an input
source. The following action regenerates the JCLGENU job with JCLGEN to identify the components that use SMF
data as input.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and ensure it has the following line in it:
JCLGENU

Save prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU).
Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). This job should complete with a return code of zero. Review the MICSLOG and
locate message BAS10083. This message lists the components that use SMF data as input.

2. To exclude from DAYSMF, specify the components
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the DAYSMF keyword and change it to:
DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc ccc . . .

where ccc is the three character identifier as defined on the COMPONENTS statement.
Note: If you want to exclude all the SMF eligible components from the DAYSMF step, specify DAYSMF OFF and
follow the checklist in Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.
Excluding a component from DAYSMF is not restricted to components that use SMF Director input, but can be any
component that uses SMF input.

3. Specify the input data set for the component step.
For each defined component that has SMF data as an input source, a prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member must
exist. If the INPUTccc member does not exist, it must be created or the MICS DAILY job does not generate.
For each INPUTccc, a DD for INPUTSMF must be added or, if the input data source is SMF Director, an SMFDRCTR
DD must be added or modified. Use this example for SMF input:
//INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.SPLIT.DATASET

Use this example for SMF Director input:
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//SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CA.SMF.duplicate.index

Note: Excluding a component (or multiple components) that results in a single component remaining
as an SMF eligible component in this unit, automatically deactivates the DAYSMF step. In this case,
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) is used to specify the input data source for the remaining SMF component step.

4. Generate the DAILY job
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and add the following line:
DAILY

Edit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) and submit the job for execution. This job should complete with a return code of
zero.

Note: If the input data set names for a component change, the INPUTccc members or INPUTRDR can be modified and
the DAILY regenerated using JCLGENU.

SAS Configuration Options Used by MICS
Your sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library contains SAS configuration members that are used to set necessary and optimal
SAS system options for the operation of MICS in several scenarios.

The following are the configuration members. A brief description for each member is also given.

ICFBATCH
Options for MICF batch execution

ICFDMS
Options for MSAS

MABATCH
Options for batch PROCS except MICSRPTS

MATSO
Options for MICF foreground executions, and MICF Production and User Reporting job streams

MQRBATCH
Options for the Q&R Mainframe Server

Since SAS system options vary depending on the version of SAS being used, MICS supplies copies of these members
that are version-specific. The names of these version-specific members are as follows:

CFBTCHx

ICFDMSx

MABATCHx

MATSOx

MQRBTCHx

Where x is 9 for SAS version 9.

During the construction of a new MICS Complex, the appropriate version-specific members are copied to the configuration
members. For example, if you are using SAS version 9, the PARMS member MABATCH9 is copied to member
MABATCH.

Comments are provided in these members to indicate which options are required for MICS operation and which can be
changed.

Note: MICS has been certified to run only with the distributed options and mandatory settings.

To add or change SAS configuration options, modifications should be made to the version-specific members so that the
modifications are not backed out by future maintenance. Then a run of the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1)
copies the correct version-specific members to the configuration members.
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Document user modifications in the same manner as your other local modifications in
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL. This documentation serves as a record of your local modifications to the delivered
MICS values.

Execute the following steps when user modifications are done to one of these members:

1. Make your change to the version-specific member that corresponds to the version of SAS being used at your
installation.

2. Make the same change to any higher SAS version version-specific members that might be present in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.

3. Edit and submit the job that is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1) to activate the appropriate members
for the SAS version you are using.
Reference: Adapt MICS Complex to SAS Version

Converting MICS Libraries to PDSE Format
This article contains information that is related to converting MICS libraries to PDSE format.

Overview of PDSEs

Historically, MICS has been installed as a collection of primarily partitioned data sets with several SAS data libraries, and
a few physical sequential data sets.

We recognize the benefits of migrating from partitioned data sets to partition data set extended format data sets. The
advantages of using PDSE data libraries are listed here:

• A PDSE can automatically reuse space within the data set without having to run a utility to reorganize it periodically. A
PDSE can use non-contiguous space, which is reclaimed from deleted members.

• The size of a PDSE directory is flexible and expands to fit the members that are stored in it.
• The system reclaims space automatically whenever a member is deleted or replaces and returns it to the pool of space

available for allocation to other members of the same PDSE. The space is reused without having to do an IEBCOPY
compress.

• PDSE members can be shared. This sharing allows modification of separate members of the same PDSE,
simultaneously.

• Reduced directory search time. The PDSE directory, which is indexed, is searched using that index.
• Allows creation of multiple members simultaneously.
• PDSEs can reside in up to 123 extents.
• When written to DASD, logical records are extracted from the user's blocks and reblocked.

Limitations of using PDSEs with MICS

LOAD Modules

The MICS LOAD libraries cannot be converted to a PDSE. Included are the following libraries:

• sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.PSP.LOAD
• sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.LOAD

A MICS installation and PSP refresh processes use the STOW macro for storing the load members into a PDS. This
macro cannot be used to store program objects in a PDSE.
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MWF/MICF Related Data Sets

The MWF/MICF related PDS data sets cannot be converted to PDSE format. Refer to the Data Set Allocation Parameters
panel in MWF (5;0;4) for a list of the data sets. The Data Set Allocation Parameters panel does not allow specifying data
set organization or data set name type as these items are controlled by MICS. If you have a need for this support, contact
Broadcom Support.

Considerations of using PDSEs with MICS

Each member of a PDSE library must reside in its own 4K block while it physically resides on DASD. For libraries with
many small members, such as the MICS Data Dictionary and documentation libraries, this requirement results in a larger
space requirement for these libraries. MICS Data Dictionary uses sharedprefix.MICS.DIC.TEXT and the documentation
library is sharedprefix.MICS.DOC.TEXT. Our own in-house test results reflected a 50 percent increase in the space that is
used by the dictionary library, and a 26 percent space increase in the documentation library.

Most other libraries that are also increased in size. We recommend that you allocate 20 percent more space when you
reallocate/copy a MICS PDS to a PDSE library. Although it is possible to expand a PDSE data set up to 123 extents, avoid
fragmenting your data sets whenever possible to achieve the best performance.

When you are using ISPF to allocate a PDSE library, directory blocks are not required. If you are going to use JCL to
allocate the new PDSE library, specify the number of directory blocks or the job fails with a JCL error.

 Note: The directory block specification is only used if the PDSE library is being converted back to a PDS library.

Performance considerations are associated with the use of a PDSE data set. For more information, review IBM Redbook
"Partitioned Data Set Extended Usage Guide", publication number SG24-6106.

MICS Support of PDSEs

With the exclusion of the LOAD library as discussed earlier, existing MICS Complex and unit level partitioned data sets
(PDSes) can be MANUALLY converted to partition data set-extended data sets (PDSEs).

The MICS installation jobs and the Optional Product Installation jobs have been modified to allocate the installation
(complex) data sets as either partitioned or partitioned-extended data sets by the use of a user specified parameter. The
default is still PDS format.

The PSYyymmL job has been modified such that it recognizes a PDSE data set. Currently, during the maintenance unload
job, the PSP libraries generally get deleted and reallocated for one or both of the following two reasons:

• Insufficient directory blocks on the PDS to support the additional unloaded members
• Insufficient space that is allocated to the PDS to support the additional unloaded members

If during the maintenance unload job a library is identified as a PDSE, the directory blocks isl no longer interrogated to
determine whether to delete and reallocate the PSP library. Only insufficient space results in deletion and allocation of a
new PSP data set.

Any data sets already converted to PDSE format is reallocated in the same format. In addition, the PSP refresh processes
have all been enhanced to allow specification of the data set type. Any libraries that get reallocated use this parameter to
determine data set format (PDS or PDSE). The default is PDS format.

Checkpoint Cleanup Option
The following sections discuss the various options for enabling or disabling the Checkpoint Cleanup option either globally
for all MICS units, or for select MICS units.

The Checkpoint Cleanup Option allows you to set a limit on how long out-of-date checkpoint update time range entries
should be retained in the checkpoint data set before they are automatically removed during DAILY processing. The option
applies to the unit checkpoint data set and any incremental checkpoint data sets associated with the unit.
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The removal of out-of-date entries ensures that there is sufficient entries available for any new system or subsystems to
be processed, that is, avoiding a U410 abend in the incremental or DAILY update jobs. Removing unneeded entries also
enables you to confine the checkpoint data set to a reasonable size.

The CKPTLIMIT statement controls the Checkpoint Cleanup option. The CKPTLIMIT statement can be specified in both
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE).

The CKPTLIMIT statement has the following syntax:

CKPTLIMIT parameter...

Where parameter must be a number from 0 through 999 that specifies the number of days the checkpoint entries are
retained. Any entries older than the current run date of the MICS DAILY job minus this value, is deleted.

A parameter value of 0 disables the option; it is useful to disable the option for a particular unit when it has been enabled
at the complex level.

Setting the CKPTLIMIT nnn option at the complex level using sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) allows you to
maintain all the unit checkpoint data sets with only one parameter.

Alternatively, you can activate the option in select units by specifying the option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) for only
those units.

Note: This option can be set at the complex level and overridden at the unit level for select units, or disabled for select
units.

Enable Checkpoint Cleanup at Complex Level
Reference: Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)

1. To implement or modify the Checkpoint Cleanup Option at the complex level, edit
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) to insert or modify statement:
CKPTLIMIT nnn

Where nnn is a value from 1 through 999

WARNING
Setting too low a value for the CKPTLIMIT option can lead to duplicate data if previously processed data
is erroneously presented to the MICS update jobs. Set the value high enough to prevent duplicate data,
and low enough so that a benefit is gained that can offset the overhead of the DAILY "age" checking. For
example, a value of 120 would remove any entries OLDER then the current run date of the MICS DAILY job
minus 120 days

2. Submit the following job:
'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS02999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Review the MICSLOG to confirm the status of the Checkpoint Cleanup Option and its setting.

WARNING
Repeat step 3 for each database unit in the MICS Complex.

3. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT. Review the MICSLOG for BAS00196I
message pertaining to the CHECKPOINT Option status. Ensure that the MICSLOG contains the BAS00433I message
and the normal termination message, BAS60199I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING
Repeat step 3 for each database unit in the MICS Complex

You MUST execute the BASPGEN for every unit for the option to take effect.
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Enable Checkpoint Cleanup at Unit Level
1. Determine your complex level setting by viewing 'sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF)'. This helps you determine if

it is necessary to set (or override) the CKPTLIMIT setting for this unit.

WARNING

Repeat these steps for each unit database where you want to enable the Checkpoint Cleanup option.
2. Determine the current setting for the unit by viewing 'prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($BASMSTR)'. Review the following

statement.
'%LET CKPTLMT = '

This helps you determine if it is necessary to modify the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTLIMIT setting for this unit.
3. To enable the Checkpoint Cleanup option at the unit level, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to insert or modify

statement:
CKPTLIMIT nnn

Where nnn is a value from 1 through 999

WARNING
Setting too low a value for the CKPTLIMIT option can lead to duplicate data if previously processed data is
erroneously presented to the MICS update jobs. Set the value high enough to prevent duplicate data, but low
enough so that a benefit is gained that can offset the overhead of the DAILY "age" checking. For example,
a value of 120 would remove any entries Older than 120 days from the current run date, of the MICS DAILY
job.

4. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT. Review the MICSLOG for BAS00196I
message pertaining to the CHECKPOINT Option status. Ensure that the MICSLOG contains the BAS00433I message
and the normal termination message, BAS60199I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING
Repeat these steps for each unit database where you want to enable the Checkpoint Cleanup option.

References:

Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)

Site Characteristics (SITE)

Disable Checkpoint Cleanup at Unit Level
WARNING
Repeat these steps for each unit database where you want to disable the Checkpoint Cleanup Option at the unit
level.

1. To disable the Checkpoint Cleanup Option at the unit level, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) to insert or modify
statement:
CKPTLIMIT 0

2. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT. Review the MICSLOG for BAS00196I
message pertaining to the CHECKPOINT Option status. Ensure that the MICSLOG contains the BAS00433I message
and the normal termination message, BAS60199I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

References:

Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)
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Site Characteristics (SITE)

Disable Checkpoint Cleanup at Complex Level
To disable the Checkpoint Cleanup Option, follow these steps.

1. To disable the Checkpoint Cleanup Option at the complex level, edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF) to
REMOVE statement:
CKPTLIMIT nnn

Note: Removing the statement uses the system default which is: disabled.
2. Submit the following job:

'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPLXGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS02999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Review the MICSLOG to confirm the status of the Checkpoint Cleanup Option and its setting.

WARNING
Repeat step 3 for each database unit in the MICS Complex.

3. Submit the following job:
'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)'

Ensure that there are no error messages in the MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT. Review the MICSLOG for BAS00196I
message pertaining to the CHECKPOINT Option status. Ensure that the MICSLOG contains the BAS00433I message
and the normal termination message, BAS60199I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

WARNING

Repeat step 3 for each database unit in the MICS Complex.

You MUST execute the BASPGEN for every database unit to ensure that the option is disabled.

Reference: Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF)

Large Block Interface (LBI)
The z/OS large block interface (LBI) lets your program handle much larger blocks with BSAM or QSAM.

SAS provides full support for large block TAPE data sets with version 9.4 maintenance level TS1M2. Since IBM supports
LBI with the BSAM access method only on tape, SAS only supports LBI for tape data sets.

With this support, the following maximum block sizes are supported:

• 262,144 (256K) bytes for 3590 tapes
• 262,144 (256K) bytes for 3490 Emulation (VTS)
• 65,535 (64K) bytes for 3480 and 3490 tapes
• 32,760 (32K) bytes for direct-access devices

Note: Without the SAS Option FILELBI, you encounter an S013-0E1 error when SAS attempts to read a large blocksize
file.

When creating a large blocksize file, the specified block size MUST be compatible with the device, or you encounter an
S013-68 abend when SAS attempts to write the large blocksize file.

Implement Large Block Interface (LBI)

This subsection describes the steps that are required to implement the Large Block Interface for MICS.
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Note: SAS supports z/OS Large Block Interface (LBI) at SAS Version 9.4 TS1M2 and above. If you are not at SAS
Version 9.4 TS1M2 or above, you cannot use larger block sizes for SAS tape data sets. The specified block size MUST be
compatible with the device, or you encounter an S013-68 ABEND.

MICS creates SAS files on tape, and non-SAS files, such as the Accounting DAY2 tape data set. Before MICS can fully
support large block sizes, ensure z/OS support for LBI has been implemented on your z/OS system. Follow these steps:

1. Activate the SAS LBI System Options.
To uncomment the DLLBI and FILELBI statements, edit the following sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members:
– ICFBTCH9
– ICFDMS9
– MABATCH9
– MATSO9

2. Execute MICSLS1.
Copy the modified members to the corresponding PARMS members used by MICS by submitting the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MICSLS1)

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS02999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. (Conditional) Large Block Sizes for MICS ACT
If you are licensed for the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option (ACT) and want to use large block sizes for
Accounting and Chargeback Audit tape files, do the following substeps:
a. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC)

Add the BLKSIZE= parameter to each of the following statements if they appear in the JCLDEFC member:
• ACCTDTAPEPARM
• ACCTMTAPEPARM

Specify the block size value that you want to use. The specified block size MUST be compatible with the target device,
or you encounter an S013-68 abend.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following command:
INVOICE FINRECAP CLOSETBL

4. Submit the following job:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational jobs have changed:
INVOICE FINRECAP CLOSETBL

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the jobs may have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in
updating that product's representation of the MICS jobs.
Note: Repeat the following substeps for each unit database where the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is
installed.

6. If you specify accounting tape parameters at the unit level for this unit, edit
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Add the BLKSIZE= parameter to the following statements, specifying the block size value you want to use:
– ACCTDTAPEPARM
– ACCTMTAPEPARM
 The specified block size MUST be compatible with the target device, or you encounter an S013-68 abend.

7.  Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains the following command:
ACTINITA  ACTDAY1R  ACTEXTU DAILY  MONTHACT  MONTHLY

8. Submit the following job:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU)
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Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero. 

9. (Conditional) For accounting only unit that creates external journal files, regenerate the ACTfffTB or ACTULXTB jobs
by submitting:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal
termination message, BAS60999I, and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

10. The following operational jobs have changed: 
ACTINITA  ACTDAY1R  DAILY  MONTHACT MONTHLY (and conditionally, ACTfffTB or ACTULXTB)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the jobs might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in
updating that product's representation of the MICS jobs.

WARNING

Repeat the previous substeps for each unit database where the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is
installed.

Performance
By default, MICS has been tuned to provide a balance between performance and resource consumption by adjusting JCL
and SAS options.

The installations can adjust several options to provide increased performance by reducing I/Os, and elapsed execution
time.

The following sections describe some of the options that can be used to increase performance of MICS:

• Adjust the JCL BUFNO= option
• Adjust the SAS BUFNO=/BUFSIZE= options

Adjust the JCL BUFNO= option

The BUFNO= JCL option determines how many buffers that z/OS uses to access an MVS data set.

Large BUFNO= values increase the chance that the next block requested will be retrieved from memory instead of having
to wait for a physical I/O. Large BUFNO= values can improve performance through a reduction of the elapsed time of
an application to access a data set. Setting BUFNO to 30-40 has shown significant reductions in elapsed times over the
default (BUFNO=5) in benchmarks.

Note:There is a point of diminishing return, whereby increasing the BUFNO value produces little or no additional
performance gains. This value varies by application and system.

Since each buffer is part of the address space working set size (WSS), large BUFNO values may lead to out of memory
conditions or extra unnecessary paging. The use of large blocksizes exceeding 32k can also increase the WSS.

In MICS, BUFNO= can be added directly to the prefix.MICS.CNTL(DAILY) JCL for the appropriate DAYnnn step. BUFNO=
should be added to the DD names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) (where ccc is the component id) so that changes to
BUFNO= DAILY job is regenerated.

SMF Director Consideration

If the installation uses the SMF director feature of MICS, special changes must be made to modify the BUFNO= values.

For the SMF director feature, MICS uses the SAS INFILE statement to dynamically allocate the data sets to be processed,
with no way to specify a JCL BUFNO= value. With the SAS TS1M6 release, the SAS system option FILEBUFNO=
was added. FILEBUFNO provides a default value for the BUFNO= option, which is used by SAS INFILE statements.
FILEBUFNO can be specified using the OPTIONS= parameter of the EXEC statement in the DAILY job. For example:
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//DAYnnn EXEC MICSDBn,OPTIONS='FILEBUFNO=30'

FILEBUFNO can also be set globally by modifying the SAS options in sp.MICS.PARMS(MABATCH).
For example, to set the default BUFNO to 40 add the following code to sp.MICS.PARMS(MABATCH):

FILEBUFNO=40

Adjust the SAS BUFNO=BUFSIZE= Options

While SAS I/O is efficient, there are SAS options that can be set to improve performance.

From SAS 9.4 TS1M3 onwards, zHPF is supported for SAS data libraries. zHPF is an enhancement to z/OS introduced
with z/OS V1R13 that increases IO performance through the exploitation of new advanced disk technologies, such
as SSD, and FICON. Moving to SAS 9.4 TS1M3 or higher is highly recommended simply for the I/O performance increase
that is obtained by using zHPF.

In SAS terminology, a page is the amount of data that is transferred per I/O and the page size is always a multiple of the
block size of the SAS data library. By default, internal SAS algorithms determine the page size for a SAS data set when
it is created. This page size value is saved with the metadata of the SAS data set. The BUFSIZE= option can be used to
override the SAS default. BUFSIZE= can be set in the configuration options, the OPTIONS statement or in the data set
options. Increasing the page size (BUFSIZE) can improve performance by decreasing the number of EXCPs.

The SAS BUFNO= option determines how many buffers of the page size that SAS uses to access a SAS data set. Large
BUFNO= values increase the chance that the next page requested will be retrieved from memory instead of having to
wait for a physical I/O. Large BUFNO= values can therefore improve performance by reducing the elapsed time of an
application to access a data set.

Note: Beware of diminishing returns whereby adjustments to the BUFNO/BUFSIZE values produce little or no additional
performance gains which vary by application and system. Note that each buffer is part of the address space working set
size(WSS), and that large BUFNO/BUFSIZE values might lead to out of memory conditions or more unnecessary paging.
Often when many SAS data sets are open simultaneously.

Note: By default, SAS sets BUFNO=3, and BUFSIZE= uses internally set defaults.

The default BUFNO for MICS is set to 8, and BUFSIZE uses the SAS default (generally this is set to two blocks or one
track). In benchmark tests, these values have proved to provide an exceptional balance between performance and
resource consumption, such as memory.

Further testing of the MICS daily jobs has shown that elapsed time can be further reduced by adjusting BUFNO and
BUFSIZE. The following combinations of BUFNO and BUFSIZE have produced desirable performance improvements:

                     Bufno     BUFSIZE

                    -------------------

                       8    +   111252

                    --------+----------

                      10    +   111252

                    --------+----------

                      10    +   834390

The actual level of performance improvement varies based on your installation's configuration.

Note: changes to BUFNO/BUFSIZE can cause a significant increase in memory usage and the REGION for the job step
may have to be increased.

Setting BUFNO and BUFSIZE

The BUFNO/BUFSIZE options can be applied to specific job steps by adding the OPTIONS= parameter to the EXEC
statement of theDAYnnn step of the DAILY job.

For example:
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//DAYnnn EXEC MICSDBn,OPTIONS='BUFNO=10 BUFSIZE=111252'

This method is especially useful when testing the effects of various BUFNO/BUFSIZE combinations.

Also, BUFNO/BUFSIZE can be set globally (for MICS jobs) by updating sp.MICS.PARMS(MABATCH).

For example:
BUFNO   10

BUFSIZE 111252

More Information:

• MICS: Analysis of SAS BUFNO/PAGESIZE Options 200
Learn more about SAS performance improvement for MICS batch processing by completing the MICS Performance
Series: Analysis of SAS BUFNO/PAGESIZE Options 200 course on the Learning@Broadcom learning portal.
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Product Analyzers

Content of Product Analyzers Sections

Individual Product Analyzers sections provide you with information about the following product usage areas.

• Usage Guidelines
• Reports relevant to the Product Analyzer
• Files
• Data Sources
• Parameters
• Processing
• Modifying

More Analyzers Details

Further details, such as descriptions of individual exceptions, messages, and data dictionary elements are located in the
following sections:

• Exceptions
• Messages
• Data Dictionary

Use the search box that is provided in each of these sections to navigate directly to the specific exception, message, or a
dictionary element that you are looking for.

ACT Accounting and Chargeback Option
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is a revenue management and resource consumption control system that is
designed to meet the accountability requirements of information systems organizations.

With data processing generally accepted as an indispensable part of business operations, organizations today hold
IS management teams responsible for making sound business decisions in response to technical situations. This
responsibility places an increasing demand on the IS team to ensure effective use of information technology investments
and to characterize performance and capacity issues in financial terms. The ability to quantify, in monetary terms, the
value of individual services that are supplied to users of various information systems and facilities is of major importance
to information systems management.

The standard features of MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option give you maximum flexibility to meet the chargeback
requirements of your installation, to respond to technological change, and to establish the basis for certain aspects of
enterprise financial reporting, budgeting, and forecasting. In addition, because its reports provide concise accounting
information in monetary terms that everyone can understand, MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option promotes
improved financial communication and awareness for everyone from users to top- level management.

Due to the complexity, the Accounting and Chargeback Option documentation is divided into the following two sections:

• Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview
•  Using Accounting and Chargeback 

Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is part of the MICS Information Systems (IS) Management Support System
(see the following The MICS IS Management Support System diagram). MICS is a comprehensive, flexible application
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system that applies standard management practices to the IS organization. It provides integrated applications analogous
to the integrated financial applications that are now indispensable to enterprise financial management.

MICS comprises Data Integration Applications and Management Support Applications (one of which is MICS Accounting
and Chargeback Option). Data Integration Applications validate, interpret, consolidate, and format data from diverse
sources and locations and store the subsequent information in the MICS database. Management Support Applications
process the information in the MICS database in support of IS application areas such as capacity planning, accounting
and chargeback, performance management, and system reliability analysis.

Underlying the MICS database is the MICS Platform. The MICS Platform enables the entire MICS system to work
together. It consists of four interrelated facilities:

• Access and retrieval facilities allow applications to access, analyze, and use information that is contained in the MICS
database

• Data management facilities provide the data management functions for the MICS database and administrative
functions for the system

• Development and extension facilities provide tools for expanding and customizing the system
• Reference facilities enhance expertise through in-depth documentation with online and printed access

One of the major strengths of MICS is its ability to integrate data from diverse sources into a single MICS database.
Because the data processed by MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is taken from a unified MICS database, you
can combine the necessary data with any other data that MICS stores regardless of its original source.

 +-----------------------------------------------+

 |        MANAGEMENT SUPPORT APPLICATIONS        |

 +-----------------------------------------------+

 +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

 |              |  |          |  |               |

 |    DATA      |  | CA MICS  |  |     DATA      |

 | INTEGRATION  |  | DATABASE |  |  INTEGRATION  |

 | APPLICATIONS |  |          |  |  APPLICATIONS |

 |              |  |          |  |               |

 +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

 +-----------------------------------------------+

 |               CA MICS PLATFORM                |

 +-----------------------------------------------+

Other Sections You Need

If you are responsible for setting product parameters and running MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option or simply
want to learn more about using the product, see the Using the Accounting and Chargeback section.

If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a MICS Complex or unit, review the Installation section of
Using Accounting and Chargeback.

ACT Key Concepts
This section explains important concepts employed by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Cost Center

A cost center is an entity in your organizational hierarchy such as Division, Department, or User. MICS Accounting and
Chargeback supports up to nine levels of cost centers in variables called COSTCTR1-COSTCTR9.

The cost center levels form a hierarchy; for example:
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                    Division Sales                   COSTCTR1

                         |

                         |

                         |

              +------------------------+

              |                        |

              |                        |

              |                        |

       Department A            Department B          COSTCTR2

            |

            |

            |

    +---------------+

    |       |       |

    |       |       |

  User 1  User 2  User 3                             COSTCTR3

You tell MICS Accounting and Chargeback how many levels of cost centers you want to keep and what each level
contains. This is called defining the cost center structure, or defining the cost center hierarchy. You also tell MICS
Accounting and Chargeback how to populate the COSTCTR variables.

Each record in a MICS Accounting and Chargeback file contains COSTCTR1-COSTCTRn variables, where n is the
number of levels that you defined. The COSTCTR variables are summarization keys in the files, and are used to identify
the work being charged.

Because they are summarization keys, you can also use them to carry any information useful for reporting, such as
project or application.

Charging Element And Computation Code

A charging element is a quantifiable item to which a rate can be assigned to create a charge. Charging elements may
be resource (usage) based, such as CPU seconds or print lines; they may be transaction (business unit) based, such as
number of deposits or number of checks; or they may be service (subscription) based, such as email or backup services.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback identifies each charging element with a four-byte key called a computation code. The
associated computation code is stored in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files instead of the name of the charging
element.

Examples of charging elements and computation codes are:

CPU Seconds
Computation Code: 0022 

Print Lines (in thousands)
Computation Code: 0222

Checks Written
Computation Code: 8001

Email Service
Computation Code: 8351 

A table of standard computation codes, the Charging Element Table, comes with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You
can add new computation codes to this table if you need one that it does not contain. Only those computation codes that
you specify in another table, called the Rate Table, are actually used for charging.Charging element and computation code
are often used as synonyms within MICS Accounting and Chargeback.
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Load Center And Invoice Category

A load center identifies items that have a cost associated with them, such as central processors, printers, disks,
workstations, software, networks, environmental systems, or floor space.

When rates are being developed, load centers are identified and charging elements and rates are assigned to recover
their costs. For example, CPU seconds may be charged to recover the cost of the central processor and a certain percent
of floor space and environmental costs.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback identifies each load center with a four-byte key called an invoice category. The
associated invoice category is stored in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files instead of the name of the load center.

Each computation code is associated with a single invoice category. So each invoice category identifies a group of
computation codes that can be charged to recover the load center's costs.

Examples of load centers and invoice categories are:

Central Processors
Invoice Category: 1100

Control Units
Invoice Category: 1300

Personal Computers
Invoice Category: 1650

LAN Equipment
Invoice Category: 2400

Printers
Invoice Category: 3100 

Journal File

A table of standard invoice categories, the Invoice Category Table, comes with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. You
can add new invoice categories to this table if you need one that it does not contain.

Journal files contain information about work units charged. A separate journal file is kept for each data source and type of
work charged (for example, batch jobs, TSO sessions, CICS sessions, UNIX processes).

Each journal file record represents a single unit of work and contains the COSTCTR variables, SYSID, work unit identifier,
billing timestamp, and a section for each charging element used to charge the unit of work.

Each charging element section contains invoice category, computation code, quantity, rate, and charge.

Journal files are created during the DAILY processing for the MICS Data Integration Application from which they are
derived.

LEDGER File

Ledger files contain information about each charging element used. A separate ledger file is kept in the DAYS, MONTHS,
and YEARS timespans of each MICS unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed.

Each ledger file record represents a single charging element section in the journal file and is summarized by the
COSTCTR variables, SYSID, invoice category, computation code, rate, and DAY, MONTH, or YEAR.

The ledger files are created and/or updated by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback steps in the DAILY, MONTHLY, and
YEARLY jobs.
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Financial RECAP File

The Financial Recap file contains summarized information about all charges, debits, credits, discounts, surcharges, and
budgets in MICS Accounting and Chargeback. A single Financial Recap file is created each month and a year-to-date
Financial Recap file is updated.

Invoices are produced from the Financial Recap file and you can export it to a general ledger or other financial systems.

Each Financial Recap file record is similar in structure to a ledger file record and is summarized by the record type (debit,
credit, etc.), COSTCTR variables, SYSID, invoice category, computation code, and rate.

ACT Major Features
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is accessed through the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). The MWF online
facility allows you interactive access to all of the retrieval, processing, installation, and maintenance processes of MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option. You can use the online panels to run a report, change an installation parameter, or
enter data.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option uses the SAS language for its processing functions. MICS Accounting and
Chargeback Option generates all of the SAS code and JCL it requires to perform standard processing functions so that
the only SAS routines you need to develop are those needed in exits and for special processing.

Enterprise IS Financial Reporting

Enterprise IS financial reporting is a comprehensive framework to help you analyze how corporate investments in
IS technology are being used. It provides information from a variety of perspectives to address the needs of various
members of the enterprise, including enterprise management, IS management, IS user management, and accounting
administrators.

The information is organized in five management impact areas:

• Invoicing
• Client Support
• IS Financial Management
• Enterprise IS Financial Management
• Accounting Administration

Enterprise IS financial reporting provides information as a mainframe report, such as an invoice.

Invoicing 

Because invoices provide a summary of charges by user, they are an important source of information whether or not any
actual revenue is generated. MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option provides a number of features, listed below, to
give you flexibility in this area.

Each of these features can be specified differently for each cost center invoiced. This allows you to individually tailor your
invoices to meet different requirements for different cost centers.

Variable Cost Center Level of Invoices
You can produce invoices at any cost center level, and invoices for different parts of your organization can be produced at
different cost center levels. For example, you might elect to produce most invoices at the division (COSTCTR1) level, but
produce invoices for a particular division at the department (COSTCTR2) level.

Flexible Line Item Formats and Subtotals
You can choose the content and format of the line items on each invoice. The line items can be either computation codes,
invoice categories, or cost center values, and can show year-to-date and/or budget amounts as well as current month
charges.
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A computation code line item format prints a single invoice line for each computation code and rate combination. It can
show the computation code, its description, quantity, rate, charge, and year-to-date quantity and charge.

An invoice category line item format prints a single line for each invoice category, and can show the invoice category, its
description, charge, budget, and variance.

A cost center line item format prints a single line for each value of a designated cost center level (such as project), and
can show the cost center value, its description, charge, year-to-date charge, budget, and variance.

You can choose optional line item subtotals for each of these line item formats.

Supplemental Reports
Supplemental reports can be produced after each invoice; you can choose either Detail or Rollup supplemental reports.

• Detail supplemental reports print one page for each user who incurred charges.
• Rollup supplemental reports print one page for each node in the cost center hierarchy below the level invoiced. For

example, if the invoice level is division (COSTCTR1), you could get one supplemental report page for each department
(COSTCTR2), and one page for each project in each department (COSTCTR3).

Budget and Year-to-Date Information
You can choose to print summarized budget and/or year- to-date information at the bottom of an invoice instead of printing
it at the line item level.
If budget information is shown at either the line item or summary level, a warning message is printed at the bottom of each
invoice if the total charges exceed the total budget by an amount that you specify. This amount is called the fuzz value.

Footnotes
You can specify a one-or two-line footnote to print at the bottom of an invoice.

Language Translation
You can create translations for invoice category and computation code descriptions and show them on invoices instead of
the standard English language descriptions.

Billing Status (BILL or NOBILL)
You can specify the billing status (BILL or NOBILL) for each cost center that is invoiced.
You can produce invoices for all billable cost centers, all non-billable cost centers, or for both.

Personalized Invoices
You can specify a name and address for each cost center and it will print on the appropriate invoice or supplemental
report.

User-Written Invoice Routines
If none of the standard invoice formats meet your needs exactly, you can write your own invoice routines. Different
routines can be used for different cost centers.
If your format is close to one of the standard formats, you can model your routine from one of the standard routines and
thus retain support for the standard options.

Standard Accounting Methodology Support

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports two primary accounting methods, transaction accounting, and
resource accounting.

• Transaction accounting, sometimes referred to as "functional accounting," charges a constant rate per execution of a
specific item of work (for example, $0.14 per CICS subscription update transaction). Transaction accounting is often
the preferred method of charging for interactive operations such as CICS, IDMS, IMS, and TSO.

• Resource accounting uses the value of the charging elements multiplied by the applicable rate (for example, the
number of CPU seconds multiplied by the charge per CPU second) to provide a single charge for each resource used.
You can use either, or both, of the primary accounting methods for allocating charges to users of data processing
services. Typically, if you use transaction accounting to charge for interactive system usage, you will use resource
accounting to charge for batch, DASD, and network usage.
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Within each accounting method, MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports differential charging and various
other pricing strategies.

Pricing Strategies Support

Pricing strategies that you can employ with this system include the following:

• Differential charging
• Control variable charging
• Standard rates
• Minimum charging for a unit of work
• Zero-balance accounting
• Prorating o Discounts and Surcharges

Each of the major pricing strategies that MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports is discussed in detail below.

Differential Charging
Differential charges are adjustments to the total charges for a unit of work that are applied after all resource consumption
factors have been calculated. Differential charges are computed by multiplying a factor (discount or premium) and the
charges accumulated for a unit of work.
Differential charges include priority differentials and zone (shift) differentials. Priority differentials are applied before zone
differentials.

•  Priority Differentials
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports priority differentials for batch, SNA network, and VSE/POWER
work. To activate priority differentials, you define a factor for each service level to increase or decrease basic charges
for the level of service received. For example, a user who requested and received a Priority 1 job within the targeted
time of 10 minutes might be charged two times the basic fee for the express service. However, if that user request was
not fulfilled for three hours, the user would be charged a lower rate based on the service actually received.

•  Zone (Shift) Differentials
You can apply differential zone accounting factors to all work. To apply shift differentials, you define a multiplier that
increases or decreases basic charges for a specified shift or service period (zone). For example, users who perform
work during the third shift or on weekends might receive a 50% discount for using the less busy hours.

Control Variable Charging
Control variable charging allows you to assign different rates to a charging element based on the value of a control
variable. For example, if the charging element is the number of print lines and the control variable is the kind of form on
which they are printed, then the rate that you charge to print a certain number of lines would vary depending on the form
on which the lines are printed.

Standard Rates
A standard rate is a specific price for a product or service over an extended period of time such as a year. The rate
stability offered by standard rate pricing allows users to better predict expenditures for budget and planning purposes.

Minimum Charging
Minimum charging is a set minimum fee for a unit of work. The charge for the actual work may be greater than the
minimum amount, but it will not be lower.

Zero-balance Accounting
Zero-balance accounting, also known as variable rate charging, is the process by which a data processing operation
recovers its costs by distributing those costs among the users of the computer services during the accounting period.
The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option approach to zero balancing uses standard rates throughout the period
so that the approximate charges incurred by users are known. You may perform special processing at the end of an
accounting period to create adjustment credit or debit entries to conform to a zero-balance charging process.

Prorating
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The prorating process distributes the charges for a unit of work according to a user-defined set of percentages. For
example, when a batch job is run for the benefit of more than one cost center (user) and you use prorating, each user is
charged a prorated percentage of the charges incurred to run the batch job.
With MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, you have the option of either prorating charges when they are originally
computed (journal file prorating) or prorating charges at the end of the month, after they have been summarized (ledger
file prorating). You can also perform prorating on external files.
In addition, you can use actual historical data to do "what if" analyses with the system's rate simulation facilities.

Discounts and Surcharges
Surcharges allow you to add a fixed percentage to an invoiced amount. They can be computed at the computation code,
invoice category, or cost center level. You can specify different surcharges for each user invoiced.
A discount is a deduction from the cost center's charges. Three types of discounts are available:

• Volume discounts
Where the discount percentage is associated with a charge threshold. For example, a 10% discount for amounts over
$10,000 and a 20% discount for amounts over $100,000.

Invoice Category 

Discounts are specified as fixed percents by invoice category and applied to the total charges for the invoice category on
an invoice.

• Cost center discounts
Either lump sum or fixed percentage, are applied to the total charges on an invoice.
You can specify one or more of these discount options for each user invoiced.

Rate Simulation

The rate simulation facility of the system applies hypothetical new rates to detail data from the audit files to produce
reports that show the effects of the rate changes on revenue areas, cost centers, and charging elements.

Comprehensive Processing Of Accounting Data

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option processes data from MICS files, MICS Field Developed Application files,
external files, and manually entered data. Any type of accounting data is eligible for processing.

MICS Files
You can charge for usage based on standard MICS elements or on any combination of data elements in the MICS
database (for additional details, see Interface Capabilities, below).

MICS Field Developed Applications
Any MICS Field Developed Application can provide data for charging. The MICS Field Developed Application Directory,
which is distributed with the Broadcom Support Program, lists many MICS Field Developed Applications along with user
contact information.

External Files
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option can also charge for usage that any external management system has recorded.
For example, if you use personnel or payroll processing measurement systems, you can charge users for transactions
within those systems.

• You can enter standard or recurring debit or credit adjustments to charges. You can also batch load these adjustments.
Debits are summed with corresponding charges (those having the same cost center values, invoice category,
computation code, and rate) each month and appear as line items on the invoices.
Credits can be subtracted from the corresponding charges, so that the net amount is shown on the line item, or they
can be summarized and shown on a single line at the bottom of invoices.
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Interface Capabilities

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option can use data from the Broadcom sources listed below. These products allow
both transaction and resource accounting via a standard interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. Their files
contain data in a form that MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option can use to bill for the use of system resources.

• I/S Inventory and Assets Manager
• MICS Analyzer for HP Performance Collection Software
• MICS CICS Analyzer
• MICS Space Analyzer Option
• MICS Db2 Analyzer
• MICS IDMS Analyzer
• MICS IMS Analyzer
• MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
• MICS SNA Network Analyzer
• MICS Analyzer for TSO
• MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer
• MICS VM and CMS Analyzer
• MICS VSE/POWER Analyzer
• MICS WEB Analyzer

Several hundred standard charging elements are distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. However,
the system can use any set of elements from the MICS database, and you can add elements for your Field Developed
Applications and external files.

Budgets

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option allows you to enter budgets at the cost center, invoice category, and
computation code levels. Computation code budgets can be expressed in resource units (like CPU seconds) as well as in
monetary amounts. These budgets can be compared to charges at the corresponding level on invoices.

Note: The total budget for an invoice category is the sum of the invoice category budget and all associated computation
code budgets. Similarly, the total cost center budget is the sum of the cost center budget and all invoice category and
computation code budgets for the cost center.

General Product Flexibility

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option also provides several flexibility features:
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• A user-defined cost center structure provides the ability to organize, summarize, and report charges by the major
groups in your organization. A hierarchical structure allows multi-level reporting.

• An extensive series of panels make setup and modification easier. Detailed help is available for every panel.
• Charging strategies are provided for selected resources. These strategies discuss the issues involved and make

recommendations on charging elements and methods.
• A Data Dictionary describes the information found in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option files and how that

information was derived.
• An alternate calendar is an optional capability that allows variations from the standard calendar to support an alternate

fiscal year or different financial months. MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option files can use one calendar, while the
other MICS database files use another calendar.

• Rate effective dates allow you to input planned rate changes in advance so that they will take effect automatically for
work processed on or after the specified effective date.

• Multi-site accounting allows installations that have data centers at more than one physical site to transmit MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option files from remote sites to the central site and produce a consolidated invoice.

• You can modify almost any feature, including reports, algorithms, and processes, to fit your needs. The defaults and
samples that are distributed with the system provide invoice categories, credit categories, charging elements, and
charging algorithms that you can modify. In addition, you can customize the title and billing address information about
any report.

• A wide range of standard exits allows you to tailor the product to the specific needs of your enterprise.
• You can export data to other financial systems; this gives you more ways to use your financial information.

ACT Cost Accounting Concepts For IS Organizations
An information system (IS) accounting function should:

• Record the consumption of data processing resources at the most basic level of usage (for example, job and session).
• Classify the usage both by user (cost center) and by resource consumed (load center).
• Summarize the information based on the classifications that will impart the greatest amount of information to those who

use it without obscuring important facts.
• Report the summarized information at regular intervals in a manner most likely to reflect significant trends and

characteristics.

According to Welsch, Zlatkovich, and White (page 32 of Intermediate Accounting, published by Richard D. Irwin, Inc.)
in accounting terminology, the process of recording the detail data is called "journalizing," after the journal in which it is
recorded. The classification process is called "posting" the information to the appropriate account. The summarized record
of the accounts into which a transaction is posted is called the ledger.

In large accounting systems, multiple ledgers frequently keep only one type of account. Thus, the ledger itself may
well serve the reporting purpose. In that case, a summary ledger, the general ledger containing all accounts, is also
maintained. The periodic process of publishing the contents of the general ledger for the organization and other interested
parties is known as producing the Statement of Financial Position.

Few data center accounting systems will ever be called upon to produce a Statement of Financial Position, although they
may contribute to the overall corporate statement. However, data processing managers need to allocate some portion
of their costs to those who actually consume the resources. Thus, a computer accounting system can approximate the
requirements of a business accounting system.

Note: Some profit-oriented organizations prefer to apportion not the costs incurred, but some percentage of the actual
monetary value of the processing performed.

Allocating dollars to the users (called chargeback) is dependent on two processes: measuring the resources consumed
by the user and determining a dollar representation of those resources. The remainder of this section discusses the first
of these two processes, measuring the resources consumed, or computer accounting. The second process, pricing, is
discussed in ACT Cost Accounting and Rate Determination.
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It may seem easy to determine the quantity of resources consumed by a user, since, unlike other equipment, the
computer will do it for you. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to make a distinction between a resource and a product, or
what was consumed and what was produced. The following example by Melvin J. Strauss (page 45 of the book Computer
Capacity, A Production Control Approach) shows that the relationship between some of the accepted measures of
computer utilization and their cost is even more confusing:

XYZ Corporation purchased a bank of disk drives for $623,000. XYZ's chargeback algorithm recovers for disk utilization
by charging for EXCPs. If XYZ had purchased a box of EXCPs, its cost would have been a certain number of cents for
each consumable EXCP. Everything from the vendor's brochure to the standard lease or purchase agreement would be
stated in terms of EXCPs. However, XYZ did not buy EXCPs; it bought disk drives, and there is no rigorous method of
determining how many EXCPs the disk drives might contain.

ACT Essential Characteristics of an IS Accounting

Experience has shown that the three most important characteristics of an accounting system are consistency in charging,
equity in the cost distribution method, and simplicity of approach.

Consistency In Charging

Consistency in charging means that a unit of work processed with the same data activity has a consistently repeatable
charge that does not vary because of the multiprogramming environment. This characteristic is by far the most important
feature of a computer accounting system. The two factors that must be consistent are resource measurement and
resource pricing.

Consistent resource measurement can be achieved to an acceptable degree only if multiprogramming, multiprocessor,
and paging factors are taken into consideration. More importantly, such factors as elapsed time cannot be used as a
charging base because the amount of time a job resides in the system cannot be measured with consistent or repeatable
results.

Consistency in resource pricing presents a completely different problem. Consistency in resource pricing occurs when
the charge for a resource such as CPU time remains the same throughout the year and does not vary on a monthly basis
because of a fluctuation in data center utilization.

This pricing approach is a radical accounting departure for many organizations. Traditionally, most organizations have
operated on a break-even policy, using the month as the accounting cycle. This accounting policy is unacceptable for
users, because they cannot analyze past monthly expenses against one another or project future costs. The accounting
dilemma that is a result of this zero-break-even policy is illustrated by the following example:

The accounting department of company XYZ was charged $25,000 for its use of the firm's computer system in the month
of January. For the month of February, the accounting department projected at least a $5,000 decrease from the January
costs because its workload would decrease by at least 20%. 

However, the firm's computing center used a monthly zero-break-even policy. In January, the accounting department's
usage represented 10% of the computing center's workload for that month. Since the center's total costs for January were
$250,000, the accounting department was billed 10% of that amount, or $25,000. 

In February, however, even though the accounting department's usage of the center decreased, so did everyone else's
usage. For February, the center's total costs were again $250,000. The accounting department's usage represented 20%
of ALL computer center usage for February, so the bill issued to the accounting department was $50,000, instead of the
$20,000 they expected. 

In order to have an accounting system that approaches user acceptance, the monthly break-even policy must be
eliminated and standard rates instituted for extended periods of time.
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Equitable Cost Distribution

Due to industry concepts such as economy of scale, multiprogramming, and timesharing services, users have become
aware of the need for equitable charging. Equity in computer accounting means charging users for exactly the
resources used by each unit of work, no more and no less. Additionally, accounting systems should not directly charge
users for any system cost that the users cannot control.

An inequitable accounting system causes significant repercussions. Consider a system that is charging for jobs according
to the amount of CPU time that the job has used. Observe two different jobs and how they consume resources:

• JOB A is CPU-bound and uses 200K of memory, thirty minutes of CPU time, and one printer.
• JOB B is both CPU and I/O bound and uses 700K of memory, thirty minutes of CPU time, and three tape drives.

Both Job A and Job B used thirty minutes of CPU time. Based on the CPU charge concept, these jobs are charged
exactly the same amount, yet they consumed totally different levels of system resources.

In this example, it is obvious that an inequity exists in resource measurement, but, like the problems of consistency, equity
is a function of both resource measurement and resource pricing. Equitable resource measurement quantifies how a job
has used each available system resource. Equitable pricing ensures that the charge for resources is not disproportionate
to the cost. An example of inequitable pricing is a case where resources such as tapes, direct access, storage, and CPU
time are charged out, but the CPU time has a disproportionately higher price than the other three resources when their
actual costs are considered. Under this accounting policy, the CPU-bound job is charged more than its fair share, while
the I/O bound job is charged less than its fair share.

Simplicity Of Approach

A system that ensures consistent and equitable resource costing is inevitably complex in the required operating system
interface and in the accounting process itself. However, users do not have to be aware of the complexity. Instead, to
encourage user acceptance, the accounting system should be packaged simply.

All too often, accounting systems for computer usage have been plagued by packaging deficiencies. The terminology of
the operating system is often used in the chargeback statement to the user (for example, $1.35 per 1000 EXCPs). Or,
instead of using stated rates, many operating system accounting routines have used complex algebraic algorithms. To
satisfy the typical business structure, algebraic formulas should not be used to express an accounting function. Algebraic
expressions or complex mathematical relationships often hinder user understanding and acceptance.

If a meaningful accounting system is desired, you must consider three objectives: consistency, equity, and simplicity. An
effective system ensures that the requirements of both management and personnel are met.

ACT Budgeting Concepts

Most organizations implement accounting and chargeback either to improve their IS resource allocation and control or to
bolster their IS management and planning. Having gained insight into the actual period-to-period IS expenditures, many
find that they need a base of comparison, independent of the actual expenditures, to judge the effectiveness of their plans
and controls. Most choose to make that comparison to an individual user's IS budget.

From a resource control perspective, the budget represents an approved maximum allocation expressed in monetary,
rather than technical, terms. From a management planning perspective, the budget quantifies anticipated expenditures for
which sufficient resources have to be made available.

The potential for serious budget development, analysis, and approval effort to reduce actual expenditures should not be
underestimated. After all, by the time an actual expenditure is reported by the accounting system, it has already been
incurred and, in many cases, represents an ongoing cost for the user into the foreseeable future. The beauty of working
with budgets is that the costs they represent have yet to be incurred.

The following sections provide an introduction to budgeting philosophies, budgeting development, and utilizing budget
information in reporting scenarios.
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What is a User Budget?

Most IS organizations today serve a number of largely independent clients. These clients may be organizational units
within the IS organization's own parent enterprise or they may be entirely separate entities. Regardless of the relationship,
many of these clients feel that IS is better equipped to assess and project their IS usage than they are. This dual
perception of IS usage being difficult to predict, and the IS organization possessing greater insight, has resulted in IS
providing substantial input into, and subsequent reporting of, user budgets. This entire practice is called User Budget
Management.

A user budget is a formal expression of an individual cost center's expected IS usage, stated in financial terms. It is
closely related to the IS organization's capacity plan except that it encompasses only billable usage, is subdivided by cost
center, and is enumerated in monetary, rather than resource, units.

The definition of a budget implies that some planning was involved in its development. However, in the case of an IS user
budget, relatively little planning may actually have been done by the user, who is therefore often unwilling to accept much
responsibility if the expectation proves erroneous. This can cause problems for IS, who finds itself not simply a supplier of
services, but also limited by an implied sales "cap."

Ultimately, the size of a particular user's budget depends upon many things. Assuming that management allows the
budget to be based solely on usage projections (rather than arbitrarily limiting it to some level), it will vary directly with
the anticipated volume of work. However, the actual expenditures may vary because the unit cost of the work, when it is
performed, differs from that assumed by the projection.

Factors which most often cause variances from budget projections are unanticipated changes in "technical" resource
consumption. For resource-based accounting methodologies, these changes may occur in any billable resource.

For example, the amount of CPU time required to process a given transaction or the distribution of data across various levels of storage (online, offline, archived, etc.)
may change. Transaction-based accounting methodologies are less susceptible to these types of variances, however the
transaction mix for a particular system, user, etc. may change, causing similar budget variances.

Budget variances, however, are the motivation for all budget-oriented planning and control. Identifying where a variance
exists and taking steps to eliminate it, either from the production process or the budget model, is the essence of financial
management. Having sufficiently detailed budget information to identify the cause of variances is discussed in the
following subsection.

Budget Detail, How Much is Enough?

Some organizations feel they can plan adequately on the basis of an individual IS user's total budget. These organizations
typically set objectives to limit budget growth or to reduce expenditures on an across-the-board, fixed percentage, basis.
However, there is a groundswell of functional business managers who are demanding that budget projections be broken
down by user, application, and specific resource category. These managers feel they need detailed unit costs upon which
to base their budget decisions.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports budget information at three levels of detail: Cost Center, Invoice Category,
and Computation Code. All budget entries apply to a particular cost center value, however invoice category and
computation code budgets allow further detail within a cost center level. Budget data can be entered at any or all of the
three levels, however, all budget data will be summarized to the cost center level being reported upon by the invoice and
other standard reports. Computation code budgets can be entered in resource units (for example, print lines) as well as in
money amounts.

The degree of flexibility provided by MICS Accounting and Chargeback to classify data elements (cost centers, invoice
categories, and computation codes) precludes identifying definite budgeting levels and strategies. However, some
scenarios can be suggested.

In general, budgeting at more than one cost center level helps to increase management control of utilization by providing
objectives for the managers who directly supervise the work which is responsible for the charges. This control can be
further increased if an installation utilizes some levels of the cost center structure to identify non-organizational groupings
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such as application system, test or production status, etc. The purpose of such classifications is to provide more detail
about IS consumption within organizational units with diverse IS usage.

Similarly, budgets at the invoice category or computation code level can serve to identify specific resources which are
being used to excess. This can be extremely helpful in identifying the causes of a total budget overage.

Steps in Developing a Budget

Once the enterprise has determined the level of detail to incorporate into the budget, the actual budget development
process can be broken down into four steps:

• Initial forecast development
• Forecast update and validation
• Consolidation and management reporting
• Finalize

The initial forecast development is typically based on unit resource volumes projected from historical accounting
information. The projected volumes are then multiplied by the applicable rates to compute anticipated expenditures. The
expenditures are then summarized and subjected to a "reasonableness check" usually by comparison with the previous
budget. While this methodology is basically sound, it harbors two potential pitfalls. First, extremely large projected growth
rates seldom pass the reasonableness test even if no evident source of error can be found. Second, even if the projected
expenditures are accurate in total, they may vary substantially from the month-to-month actual costs.

Poor correlation between the projections and the actual expenditures often results from an ineffective forecasting
technique or model. Many organizations simply do a linear projection of the billable elements over the planning horizon.
Unfortunately, IS usage is rarely linear. In most cases studied, there were periodic spikes in usage usually tied to a
seasonal fluctuation in the business. Consequently, in nearly every month, there was a variance from the budget that the
users were required to explain. In the rare cases where the users are not concerned about the variance, a linear forecast
will work, but, for most organizations, a time series analysis (which will incorporate the seasonal fluctuations into the
projection) is more appropriate.

Now comes the most critical step in developing a realistic budget--validating and updating the forecast. The initial
forecasts should be displayed on easily read reports which incorporate plenty of white space for users to write in changes.
Many enterprises download the forecasts into a spreadsheet because they are easy to manipulate and they yield
machine readable output that can be used to quickly update the initial forecasts.

The mark-up reports or spreadsheets are then used to manually factor in plans and changes which were not reflected in
the historical accounting data. These changes can be caused by a number of factors. Some of the possibilities include:

• Changes in business processes
• Changes in business volumes
• New applications
• Enhancements to existing applications
• Completion of system implementations
• Introduction of new technologies (hardware or software)
• Implementing an information center
• New IS service offerings or changes in the current offerings

This step involves communicating (usually in meetings) with end users, business planners, IS capacity planners, and
application development staffs. Once the anticipated changes have been incorporated into the plan you are ready for
consolidation and management reporting and iterative tuning of the plans.

The consolidation process is simply updating the master copy of the forecasts with all of the information collected in the
interview process. This is a good point for a sanity check that compares the consolidated forecasts of units with the IS
capacity plans to determine if the users forecasts of demand bear any resemblance to the IS organizations ability to
service them. If there is a significant discrepancy, work with the capacity planners to determine which one is correct. The
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two forecasts are frequently done independently and can yield very different results. Resolution of the difference may
involve going back to some of the original interviewees. Once this is resolved you can test the rates by comparing the user
budget projections against the IS spending plans. Again, these may be very different for many reasons. If your objective
is full cost recovery, a rate adjustment may be required to balance the user billing with IS spending plans. There is also
a possibility that you will have identified an unexpected demand that will result in a change in the IS spending plans to
satisfy the requirement.

Now you're ready for management reporting, both internal and external to IS. The IS management team wants to
understand how their services will be consumed and by whom and user management team will be interested in how the
forecast fits within their spending plans and business objectives. During this phase you should expect to adjust the plans
several times. Today's emphasis on cost reduction will prompt questions such as "How can we get more out of IS at less
cost?" and "Which programs can we eliminate to get IS costs within our spending plans?".

Many organizations will begin to take shortcuts at this point. These generally occur when upper management edicts
demand a flat percentage reduction of IS costs and the forecasts are simply reduced by that percentage. Keep in mind
that your forecast represents the plans of the business units. They must be involved in and committed to any cost
reduction activity. Costs don't usually go down because someone thinks they are too high, some action plan must be
devised and implemented to make it happen. We know of organizations in which the credibility of IS is negligible because
of a flat reduction that resulted in users being significantly over budget after the first month of the fiscal year.

Organizations that have not attempted to rigorously develop IS budgets in the past should not to attempt to apply this
process to the entire IS workload at one time. Start with the largest workloads and work with them until the model is
refined and reasonably accurate. This approach should represent a high percentage of the budget and is often sufficient.
To arrive at a total budget, group the smaller workloads into a single category that you address as a whole. It is usually
not worth the effort required to address everything in detail. Nor is it likely that you will every be able to model everything
accurately at a reasonable cost. However, the point of diminishing returns will vary from organization to organization.

Reporting Budget Information

The purpose of a budget is to provide a criteria with which the relative "goodness" or "badness" of a particular level of
consumption can be assessed. Providing this comparison is the function of budget reporting.

The most basic and generally applicable form of budget reporting is the comparison of actual charges to budgeted
amounts. The budget-versus-actual comparison implies a good/bad criteria with relatively little requirement for
interpretation and no "shades" of meaning. However, the interpretation still must be based on an understanding of the
management objectives. For example, an actual expenditure significantly under budget is likely to be perceived as positive
to an enterprise which is attempting to reduce expenditures to a minimum. However, the same comparison may be
unfavorable in an enterprise which is attempting to expand rapidly to meet market demand.

Similarly, when attempting to address budget variances, the magnitude of the budget and the percentage variance need
to be considered. A one-hundred-percent variance of an item budgeted for $500 is less significant to the enterprise than
a one percent variance of a $1,000,000 budget. MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides a facility called the Budget
Overrun Fuzz Value to limit the reporting of insignificant budget variances.

The use of historical budget reporting can add an extra dimension to simple budget-versus-actual comparisons. One
concern of many IS organizations is to maximize their ability to proactively identify problems. Simple budget-versus-actual
reporting only identifies expenditure problems after the fact. But, by trending the percentage of unused budget authority
over time, a potential budget overage in the future can be anticipated and possibly avoided.

Historical analysis may also uncover errors in the forecasting model used to develop the budget. If an entity has a budget
which fluctuates in magnitude significantly from period to period, an overage in one period may only indicate that the
forecast does not correctly identify seasonal variances. By comparing summarized budget and actual values over several
periods (for example, for a quarter), a single period variance can often be seen in perspective.

Handled well, the budget reporting effort will yield important management information, a clear understanding of demand
for IS services and how IS costs are distributed within the enterprise.
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ACT Resource Accounting

In the early days of computing, when only one task at a time could run on a machine and any task used virtually all of the
machine's associated resources, the elapsed time to run the job was an adequate measure of utilization. This method
charged a job according to the amount of time the job resided in the system. Today, with advances in technology, the
elapsed time is a function of the multiprogramming mix and cannot be controlled by the user. The elapsed time method of
charging provides inconsistent as well as inequitable results for everyone concerned. Almost every advance in technology
has made it more difficult to determine who used what and when.

Numerous methods for determining resource utilization have been developed. The common factor among all of them is
the attempt to approximate a measure equivalent to the classical elapsed time.

Resource accounting is the technical method of accounting for resource utilization. Usage is measured in terms of
definable computer resources such as CPU time, I/O, and memory, as opposed to accounting based on work performed
(for example, checks produced). For accounting purposes, the resources available to a unit of work fall into three
categories: dynamic resources, dedicated resources, and miscellaneous resources.

Dynamic Resources 

CPU time and channel time are dynamic resources. CPU time is the amount of time the task is in control of the CPU.
Channel time is, at best, a measure of the time taken to transfer data from main storage to devices and back. These
resources are charged out according to actual utilization. In other words, the system might charge out CPU time at $260
per hour of utilization and channel time at $32 per hour.

Dedicated Resources 

Dedicated resources consist of main storage and all I/O devices. These are charged not according to utilization, but
according to the time the user has been responsible for their allocation. For example, the true costs of a tape drive, once
data transfer time to the device has been considered, is not the utilization time, but the time that it has been allocated and
therefore unavailable for use by any other job.

Miscellaneous Resources 

Miscellaneous resources are comprised of spooling costs and operator costs. These resources should be charged
according to the number of times they occur. Spooling costs include print lines,as well as the use of special forms.
Operation costs are items such as volume mounts and operator message replies. A typical charge for a job includes the
charge for the number of print lines used to print the output and a charge for each volume mount required by the job.

ACT CPU Time

The first attempt in the industry to charge for a specific resource was to charge a unit of work solely for the amount of
CPU time consumed. While CPU time is a valid charging resource, it cannot be used alone, because work uses other
significant resources that must be considered. z/OS (paging) and multiprocessor systems (spin locks and so on) add more
inequities to CPU time accounting systems.

z/OS distinguishes between two types of CPU time: Task Control Block (TCB) time and System Request Block (SRB)
time. In theory, SRB time is the amount of CPU time consumed by the operating system on behalf of a task, while
TCB time is the CPU time consumed by the task itself. Thus, SRB time is assumed to be variable, depending on
the multiprogramming mix, while TCB time is assumed to be constant and therefore a good accounting measure.
Unfortunately, numerous problems of both inclusion and exclusion, as well as system architecture, tend to corrupt the TCB
time measurement.

With all its complexity, CPU time is still probably the most commonly used measurement of data processing resource
consumption.
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ACT CPU Time/Memory Utilization Accounting

One method of charging for CPU usage is to consider CPU time and the amount of main storage used or allocated. In this
method, the two resources are multiplied by one another to arrive at the chargeable resource of the Kcore second, Kcore
minute, or Kcore hour. To illustrate this charge, consider the following example:

Job step A allocates 100K of main storage and uses 16 minutes of CPU time. The resource charge for this run is $.25 per
Kcore minute. In this example, the job step charge is $400.00 (100K * 16 minutes = 1600 Kcore minutes * $.25 per Kcore
minute = $400.00).

One consideration for this method is that not all resources are accounted for. For example, a CPU-bound job may be
charged proportionately too much than a job that is both CPU and I/O bound.

ACT CPU Occupancy Time

CPU occupancy time, also known as pseudo-elapsed time, approximates how long a job would be in the system if it ran
all by itself, without the influence of the multiprogramming mix. Two basic methods compute pseudo-elapsed time: the
algorithmic and wait-time methods.

Algorithmic Approach 

The algorithmic approach uses the following type of formula to approximate the occupancy time:

Occupancy Time = CPU Time + (dms * Number of I/Os)

• dms
is the average duration in milliseconds of one input/output (I/O) operation.

The error in this approach, however, is that the user is charged the full system rental, when the job may have required
only minimal system resources. For example, suppose you submitted a tape copy program that would run for ten minutes
if it was the only job in an environment with thirty tape drives and numerous disk drives. You would pay for much more
than the job was consuming.

Another problem with the algorithmic approach is its inability to consider other important characteristics such as device
speed, overlap, channel separation, and access methods. For instance, an indexed-sequential update operation and
a sequential read operation would be charged exactly the same amount because they are one I/O operation each. In
actuality, however, the index-sequential is much more time-consuming than the sequential operation.

Wait-Time Approach 

The wait-time approach is based on the operating system measurement wait time. Wait time is calculated with the
following formula:

Occupancy Time = CPU Time + Wait Time

• Wait Time
is the amount of time that the task was voluntarily waiting for its own I/O function to complete.

In theory, the wait-time approach is the most accurate. However, measuring wait time accurately and equitably presents
another problem. In most uses of this approach, wait time is not determined solely as the amount of time the task required
but includes factors such as access contention that is not the fault of the task.

ACT Transaction Residency Time

Transaction residency time attempts to measure the time a transaction is active in the processor for interactive systems
such as CICS and IMS. The following diagram explains this measurement:
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When a message enters the system, it is transmitted to the CPU, where it resides until the processing completes. The
period between the time of input and the time the task is attached is not included in transaction residency time, nor is the
period between the time the task is detached from the CPU and the time the output message is received.

Because transaction residency time is dependent on the multiprogramming mix, it varies with the performance of
the computer and the number of other transactions in the system. As the same task does not always have the same
transaction residency time, it is an inconsistent, and therefore unsatisfactory, method of measurement.

ACT Resource Occupancy Time

One common approach to account for device usage is to charge for the utilization (I/O interrupts) of a device. This
approach, although widely practiced, has some drawbacks. The charge for a device should consider the amount of time
the device is allocated in addition to its utilization. For example, a job allocates three tape drives and uses only one of
them. With utilization accounting, the job step would incur no charge at all for the two devices that were allocated but
never used. As a result, only one part of the true cost is accounted.

Resource occupancy time applies pseudo-elapsed time to the allocated resources. It is in the accounting for
dedicated resources that the use of occupancy times is truly valid. Because the user does not have control over the
multiprogramming environment, it is not consistent or equitable to charge for a tape drive according to the actual elapsed
time of the job step. However, it is valid to charge for that tape drive according to the pseudo-elapsed time or occupancy
time, because the user does have control of that measurement. In other words, the dedicated resources can be charged
out according to how long the job step would have used them in a single-job environment. This permits each resource to
be examined according to its cost and allocation. The following example illustrates charging for dedicated resources.

    Job Step A uses five tape drives.  The measured times for

    this job step are:

          Elapsed Time                 60 Mins

          Occupancy Time               30 Mins

          CPU Time                     11 Mins

    The charges for this job step are:

         CPU Time    11 minutes @ $15.00/minute = $165.00

    Dedicated Resources:

    Tape Drives      5 tapes allocated for 30 minutes each =

                     150 tape occupancy minutes (TOM)

                     @ $0.10/TOM                = $ 15.00

                                                   _______

          Total Step Cost                         $180.00
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ACT Transaction Accounting

An intermediate sized automobile sells for $10,000, an appendicitis operation costs $1500, an attorney drafts a will for
$250, and a steak dinner sells for $14.95. Each of these products and services has been produced and analyzed by
its management for a long enough period of time to establish "standard" charges per unit, product, or service. In fact,
the customers demanded this form of standard unit charging so that they could effectively understand and plan their
expenditures.

In only a few instances has this charging approach been successfully used in charging for computer services. Generalized
computerized payroll systems charge their users according to the number of employees processed or checks generated.
Computerized reservation systems charge their users a standard fee per reservation request. Computerized mail
circulation systems charge per organization or person mailed. In each of these cases, we are dealing with relatively
complex computer systems that have been able to implement a standard charge per unit product or service.

Transaction accounting, as used here, means the concept of charging for computer services by applying a standard
charge per unit of input or output (transaction) processed, such as $2.50 per payroll check, $4.75 per reservation request,
or $0.26 per addressed letter. The standard fee must remain constant for a long enough period of time, such as one year,
to ensure accounting stability.

The idea of transaction accounting has always been well received by the users of computer services and by corporate
management because it is such a simple concept to understand. Additionally, transaction accounting is the charge-out
philosophy in most facets of business outside the computer services area.

In summary, the following comments on transaction accounting are appropriate:

• Effective transaction accounting is based on a transaction definition of a data event that is well understood, identifiable,
and pertinent to the user's process.

• Transaction accounting that considers only charges at the batch job or program, TSO command, or IMS/CICS
transaction level provides necessary costing data, but does not provide a user-oriented standard charge.

• If an installation does not have effective resource measurement and cost accounting facilities, transaction accounting
cannot be effectively implemented.

• The implementation of transaction accounting will most likely have far-reaching impacts on the data processing
organization, its management, and the users of the data processing services, because dollars will be associated to
understandable units such as payroll checks.

• The associated cost of implementation and administration must be well understood before undertaking such a large
and expensive effort.

• The usability and benefit of transaction accounting demands that charge-out oriented installations at least consider the
transaction accounting approach's feasibility.

ACT Resource Accounting/Transaction Accounting Examples

The following examples illustrate the difference between current resource accounting approaches and transaction
accounting. They compare a traditional batch charge-out case to TSO transaction accounting examples.

Batch System Example 

A batch payroll system consists of numerous program processes that are directed at updating the master payroll file
and producing payroll checks and associated accounting reports such as the check register report. The data center
most likely accumulates charges either at the job or job step level based on the programs executed and the computing
resources used, in accordance with some of the charging methods previously discussed. The actual charges to the user
are expressed in terms the data center is able to measure, such as:

 JOBNAME  PROGRAM  Total Charge  CPU Cost  I/O Cost  Memory Cost 
PAYDAILY PAYEDIT $241.56 $81.26 $138.21 $22.09
PAYDAILY SORT $534.87 $53.35 $401.63 $79.89
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PAYDAILY PAYUPDTD $310.36 $156.23 $102.39 $51.74
PAYWEEKLY PAYGROUP $623.90 $68.45 $498.75 $56.70
PAYWEEKLY SORT $1,344.03 $246.80 $958.29 $138.94
PAYMONTH PAYCHECK $931.56 $105.90 $741.56 $84.10

The data center views program execution as the base unit for accounting, an approach that is not necessarily well
understood by users and that offers little applicability to the business process.

The user of the payroll system, in this case the payroll department, would probably prefer to have its charges expressed in
terms of the numbers of employees maintained in the system or the number of checks produced. For example, the payroll
department could have been charged $36.45 per month for each salaried employee maintained in the payroll system. This
transaction accounting approach provides a cost that is directly related to the business process and one that provides a
stable means to control, evaluate, and plan for expenditures.

The batch payroll system is a straightforward illustration of the difference between existing resource charging approaches
and transaction accounting.

Online System Example 

A more dramatic example is illustrated with the use of online systems such as TSO, IMS, or CICS. Consider the use of
TSO for program development and the simple problem of updating and compiling a COBOL program under TSO.

Assume that the user of the TSO service, the application programmer, has made 25 source program update changes
through the TSO EDIT sub-command facilities, then compiled the program interactively. Most data centers would consider
the resources (CPU, I/O, etc.) used during the TSO terminal session as the base for charges. In other words, a user
would be charged for all the processes completed during the terminal session, including the update and compilation work.
However, this approach provides no breakdown of the types of work done by the programmer or the associated charges.
The programmer thus has little cost information with which to evaluate and control the use of computing resources or the
design of specific programs from a cost standpoint.

This example of TSO usage illustrates the advantages of transaction accounting. If a standard fee had been established
for each TSO EDIT sub-command (for example, $0.03 per EDIT line change), resulting in a source program updating
charge of $0.75 (25 EDIT line changes at $0.03 per change), each of the TSO EDIT sub-commands invoked could
have been charged out. Additionally, because the processing of a COBOL compilation is a data-dependent process, the
COBOL source statement could be considered the transaction in this case. With this qualification, it would be possible for
the data center to charge out interactive COBOL compilations on a per source statement basis (for example, $0.05 per
COBOL source statement).

ACT Implementing Transaction Accounting

From all perspectives, transaction accounting can be an extremely advantageous method of accounting. However,
the initial effort to implement a transaction accounting system, and the extensive continual administrative support, is
expensive.

Organizations should consider the value and utility of transaction accounting. If the approach makes sense for your
organization, you can plan for a gradual change to transaction accounting as new applications systems are phased into
production. Effective transaction accounting is so different from existing charge-out system implementations that few
organizations, if any, will be able to afford the luxury of retrofitting transaction accounting into computing processes that
are currently in production.

When implementing transaction accounting, keep in mind that for a computing process to be a good candidate for
transaction accounting, it must be composed of clearly defined transactions. While most computing processes do, at some
point, possess this vital characteristic, a few processes do not lend themselves to this systematized method of charge-
out. For example, in program development and testing, transactions can be defined for the assemblies, compilations, and
links involved in the development work, but no well-understood input or output transaction has been defined for program
testing. Therefore, program development is suitable for transaction accounting, but program testing is not.
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ACT Resource Measurement Systems

Before a price or charge can be established in all business situations, the cost of manufacturing or production must
be quantified by using resource measurement. For batch, TSO, IMS, and CICS, the computing system must be able
to measure the computing resources consumed at the "event" level for the area (for example, batch program, TSO
command, CICS transaction, IMS transaction). Note that IBM's Information Management System (IMS) and the Customer
Inquiry Control System (CICS) are, from an accounting standpoint, analogous processes in that they are both message-
driven systems.

The following minimum measurement capabilities must be operational:

• Batch Job Step Costing: Measure the usage of computing resources, including CPU, I/O, memory, device usage,
DASD consumption, etc.

• TSO Command Costing: Measure the usage of computing resources, including CPU, I/O, memory, device usage,
DASD consumption, terminal activity, etc.

• IMS/CICS Transaction Costing: Measure the usage of computing resources, including CPU, I/O, file I/O, memory,
terminal activity, related supervisory functions, etc.

The resource measurement systems should provide the capability to:

• Count the executions of an event, such as the number of times that each specified TSO command is invoked.
• Measure in detail the resources consumed for each execution of an event, such as the CPU time, terminal I/Os, and

amount of virtual storage used for the total number of invocations of the specified TSO command.

It may be prohibitive to always collect detail measures at the event level. The requirement for detail measurement does
exist, however, and should be activated for a long enough measurement period to ascertain the resource usage of a given
set of programs, commands, or transactions.

ACT Cost Accounting Systems

Based on the usage statistics collected with the resource measurement systems, cost accounting computes processing
costs to determine the cost of production. The costing of resources is a highly controversial area and will not be covered
in this section. However, cost accounting provides data center management with quantified costs for processing batch
programs, TSO commands, and IMS and CICS transactions. The important point for the reader to understand is that this
step does not represent charge-out or billing, but only determines the cost of processing.

In addition to knowing the costs for the individual programs, commands, etc., the cost accounting system must have
an "explosion" facility that can aggregate the processing costs of the jobs, programs, commands, transactions, etc., to
determine the total cost of a particular application. The following explosion table illustrates this process:

Payroll Check Generation Application

   CATEGORY        IDENTIFIERS

 

   TSO             USERID=PAYROLL    COMMAND=PAYENTRY

   BATCH           JOB=PAYDAILY      PROGRAM=PAYEDIT

   BATCH           JOB=PAYDAILY      PROGRAM=SORT

   BATCH           JOB=PAYDAILY      PROGRAM=PAYUPDT

The cost accounting system calculates the processing costs for each of the three batch steps and the one TSO command
for the accounting period, based on the usage quantified by the resource measurement system. By considering only
the procedures specified in the explosion table, the cost accounting system then automatically accumulates all costs for
the four specified functions to arrive at the total cost for processing the entire Payroll Check Generation Application.

ACT Transaction Logging Facilities
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Transaction accounting implies that the accounting process understands and has quantified the number of transactions
that have been processed for the user. Unfortunately, this is not the situation in most data centers today. The computer
charging systems have little or no knowledge of the number of transactions processed (checks generated, employee
records maintained, mailing labels printed, etc.).

The following examples illustrate the ways a transaction can be the product (output) or service (input) as viewed by the
user:

Batch 

System A produces a financial statement from general ledger expense entries. The expense entries, as input, represent
the transactions (for example, $1.20 per general ledger expense entry serviced).

System B produces payroll checks and each output check is a transaction ($4.50 per payroll check produced).

TSO 

Command A requests the time of day. The transaction is the TIME command input by the user ($0.25 per TIME command
serviced).

CLIST B lists the records of a file and each line displayed is a transaction ($0.05 per line printed).

IMS or CICS 

Transaction A requests that the salary of an employee be displayed. The employee salary request is both the transaction
and the user input ($0.23 per employee salary request serviced).

System B maintains personnel data on all employees. Each employee maintained is a transaction ($1.76 per employee
processed).

This accounting quantification cannot be measured in a traditional global manner (for example, by SMF), but must be
calculated and logged by the application systems that are the processors of the transactions. In other words, the batch
program that generates payroll checks within the Payroll Check Generation Application must inform the accounting
system that 1,435 payroll checks were printed, and the TSO command that compiles a program must account for the fact
that 325 source statements were processed.

If no one has built accounting facilities within the application processors to count and log transactions, a large
measurement hole exists. Hence, we strongly recommend that you consider transaction accounting only as new
applications are developed and that you do not attempt to retrofit into existing systems.

For transaction accounting to become a reality, the data center accounting staff must provide the application systems
developers with the methodology and the means for counting and logging transaction activity. Transaction logging requires
facilities that:

• Allow the application program to invoke a routine that builds and logs an accounting record to the accounting collection
file (for example, SMF).

• Allow the application program to invoke a routine that finds the task's appropriate internal accounting record (for
example, SMF step termination record type 4) and inserts the necessary accounting data into the existing record
structure.

These facilities need a parameter-driven subroutine that is accessible by any programming language and the ability to
provide at least two data elements: a code identifying the transaction being accounted (for example, 103 is for hourly
payroll checks) and a count of the number of transactions processed (for example, 83,576 hourly payroll checks).

For transaction accounting to become possible, the need for transaction logging must be addressed.

ACT Charge-out Systems

Once you have the components to collect usage statistics (resource measurement systems), compute processing costs
(cost accounting systems), and identify and account for the transactions processed (transaction logging facilities), you are
ready to consider the charge-out process.
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This section assumes that standard fees are derived by adding the data center's cost ("cost" defined as direct cost plus an
overhead burden factor) and a pricing markup.

Using the processing cost developed by the cost accounting system and the number of transactions, you can determine
the direct cost of production.

In the case of the Payroll Check Generation Application, if the processing cost was calculated to be $389.45 for a three-
month period, and in that period of time 236,188 checks were produced, it could then be derived that the direct cost was
$1.65 per 1000 checks. When a 106% overhead burden factor is added, the cost per 1000 checks increases to $3.40
($1.65 + 1.06($1.65)). With an 18% pricing markup, the final fee per 1000 checks is $4.00 ($3.40 + 0.18($3.40)).

The result is the objective of transaction accounting: A standard fee ($4.00) applied per transaction (payroll check) for a
long enough period of time to ensure accounting stability (one year).

The above example illustrates what appears to be a rather simple situation. In many cases, transaction accounting
may actually be this simple to apply. However, two processing patterns, as related to transaction accounting, should be
considered in great detail:

• The length of the measurement cycle that is used to arrive at the "true" processing cost
• The nonlinear costs of application systems as they relate to the volume of transactions

Length Of A Measurement Cycle 

One of the inherent dangers of a period measurement approach is that a periodic measure may not collect all the
resource activity that is required to derive the average usage for the event. Consider an IMS transaction (Accounts
Payable Scan) that is used to analyze all of the accounts payable entries in the Accrued Accounts Payable database.
Because this database will vary in size with the time of the month (larger in the beginning and smaller at the end, directly
after payables processing), low, normal, and high processing levels for an event must be measured. Indeed, the resource
measurement system must measure the total cycle over a period of at least one full month to establish a true cost for the
Accounts Payable Scan.

Application Systems Having Nonlinear Costs 

Many application systems have processing attributes that result in either increasing or decreasing costs per transaction as
the transaction volume increases. Costs may decrease as an application system takes advantage of economies of scale.

Unfortunately, increases in cost are more typical. Generally, as transaction volume increases, the processing costs
increase more than proportionately; in other words, on a nonlinear basis. This situation can be caused by programming
architecture, including internal table handling overflow, database expansion, string manipulation, list processing, index file
overflows, etc.

The net result of either the increase or the decrease is that the transaction accounting standard fee per transaction must
be slightly modified. The recommended approach is to provide step level standard charges based on transaction volume
ranges. Consider the case illustrated below:

COBOL compilations with the source statement as the transaction:

• 00001 - 00400 
standard charge per statement is $0.03

• 00401 - 01000 
standard charge per statement is $0.05

• 01001 - 50000
standard charge per statement is $0.10

The step level standard charges have a great similarity to pricing techniques seen in many other facets of business.
Consider the similarity to the photocopying business when examining a typical price schedule for a photocopier.

Each copy is one transaction.

•  01 - 010
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Standard charge per copy is $0.10
• 011 - 100 

Standard charge per copy is $0.05
• 101 - 300 

Standard charge per copy is $0.025
• 301 - 400 

Standard charge per copy is $0.02
• 401 - 999 

Standard charge per copy is $0.01

Options include collating @ $0.25 per hundred copies and three-hole punch @ $0.30 per hundred copies.
Notice that in the copier price schedule there is a basic cost for handling the transaction (that is, copy) and additional
standard charges for options.

The example below applies to COBOL compilations that use the source statement as the transaction. Source listings and
cross-reference listings are options that increase the cost of a compilation. Thus, it is advantageous to have option pricing
for compilations. The following table illustrates a potential set of charges:

   Source          Basic Cost

   Statements    per Statement

      1 -  400       $0.03

    401 - 1000       $0.05

   1001 - 5000       $0.10

   Additional charges per option:

   SOURCE       XREF       DMAP         PMAP

   $0.005       $0.020     $0.005       $0.015

If a program was compiled that had 300 source statements and requested a SOURCE listing and cross-reference list
(XREF), the total charge would be $16.50 ($9.00 base charge and $7.50 for the two options).

The benefit of this approach is that the charges are now directly associated with the selected options. You can estimate
the cost before execution.

ACT Cost Study and Administration

The many benefits and advantages of transaction accounting should be obvious by this time. Equally obvious, however,
is the associated cost of implementation and administration. Implementing and administering a transaction accounting
system is equivalent in scope to implementing and administering an industrial manufacturing cost accounting system.
Consequently, the associated manpower and potential organizational changes required for transaction accounting must
be considered. The following points address the organizational and political considerations of transaction accounting.

Cost Study And Administration Group 

Before you decide to evolve or migrate to transaction accounting, you should realize the overall importance and impact
of that decision on your organization. We recommend that you establish a separate functional entity, which reports
to the Director of Data Processing, to administer the transaction accounting process. It is not necessary, or even
desirable, to have the personnel who maintain the resource measurement and cost accounting systems under the
auspices of this group; however, regardless of where the personnel for those systems report within the organization, the
cost study and administration group should be responsible for establishing guidelines and objectives for those systems.
The responsibilities of this group should include:
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• Defining accounting policy
• Defining operational specifications for resource management systems, cost accounting systems, and transaction

logging facilities
• Identifying transactions
• Determining the standard cost and charging rates
• Periodically auditing existing costs and charges
• Negotiating charging rates with the user community

If transaction accounting is to be effectively employed, it is essential to realize the importance of this undertaking and
properly delegate the authority and responsibility to the cost study and administration group. This high level of control
is necessary because, once transaction accounting is implemented, it becomes an integral part of the data center's
operation and effectiveness.

Standard Cost And Charge Procedure 

As new applications are developed, an additional consideration is added to the application development responsibilities:
accounting for the transactions (see the Transaction Logging Facilities section). It is the responsibility of the cost study
and administration group to develop the costs and charges of the transaction prior to production operation. This effort
is no different from that used in manufacturing processes today where pilot systems are tested and costed prior to
implementation.

The considerations that may be included in the standard cost and charge procedure are:

• Identifying and defining the transactions
• Defining and implementing transaction logging facilities
• Implementing the necessary resource measurement systems (for example, if this is the first IMS application, an IMS

transaction-based resource measurement tool will have to be installed)
• Integrating the resource management system data into the cost accounting system, with the necessary administrative

tasks addressed to establish the appropriate cost explosion tables (see the cost Accounting Systems section)
• Determining costs and charging rates, and negotiating with the responsible user groups
• Integrating the charge-out system

While the initial rate determination phase for establishing an accurate and representative standard charge is an extensive
and arduous project, it is a crucial one.

Periodic Cost And Charge Audit 

Standard charges will, over time, fall out of synchronization with their actual processing costs. This can easily result from
any of the following reasons:

• Modifications in the processing techniques of the applications systems
• Changes in the "projected" processing volumes upon which the standard costs and charges have been based
• Changes in the software and hardware configuration used to process the application systems

In attempting to consider this problem, there are several solutions to evaluate, including:

• Automated variance analysis, which reports significant variation between the standard and actual costs on an
exception basis to the cost study and administration group. In this way, the group has a predefined list of those
transactions that may require a rate change.

• Periodic samples of charges and costs may be used to determine whether a significant variation exists between the
standard and actual costs. If a sample does find such a variation, you should pursue further measures and evaluation.

• User-requested rate evaluation may be required when a user seriously challenges the standard charges set by the
data center. In this case, the transaction in question would be completely reevaluated from a cost and charging
standpoint to determine if there is a discrepancy.

Each of the above mechanisms provides the cost study and administration group a means to evaluate and calibrate the
standard costs and charges that are in use.
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ACT Differential Charging

Differential charges are adjustments to the total charges for a piece of work. They are applied after all resource
consumption has been calculated. The final amount is multiplied by a factor of greater than one or less than one,
according to the type of differential charge required. Differential charges include two related areas: priority accounting
and zone factors. Priority factors are applied before zone factors. The types of differential charging are discussed in the
following sections.

Priority Accounting

Priority accounting is the application of a surcharge for providing faster turnaround. One of the common non-data
processing implementations of priority accounting is the Postal Service's rate structure in which Express, Air, First,
Second, and Third Class Mail, respectively, represent slower and less expensive services.

In a data processing environment, the common implementation of service level accounting is to define turnaround
categories (in minutes or hours) with different charging factors. The following Sample Priority Rating Factors list defines a
simple priority or service level scheme:

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 10 Minutes
Surcharge: 2X normal

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 1 Hour
Surcharge: 1.5X normal

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 3 Hours
Surcharge: 1.2X normal

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 8 Hours
Surcharge: 1.0X normal

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 24 Hours
Surcharge: .75X normal

Turnaround Limit: Less Than 48 Hours
Surcharge: .50X normal 

Priority accounting systems also tend to limit peak demand because users have an incentive to use off-peak hours.
When the data center can spread the workload, it can reduce the need for additional installed capacity and ensure high
utilization. The resultant reduced unit costs for work also tend to justify the priority accounting approach.The reasoning
behind priority accounting is that the more time a data center has available for scheduling work, the more likely it is to
schedule it at a time when resources would typically be idle. Therefore, the longer the time allowed, the lower the rate,
because the additional time allows the use of a product (the DP resource) that has a zero shelf life.

Zone Accounting

Shift accounting (zone accounting in MICS terms) is a surcharge or discount based on time of day. A zone surcharge is,
in effect, a penalty charge for transacting business at the most desirable time. A zone discount is an incentive to transact
business at a less desirable time.

The justification for zone accounting is that it tends to distribute the demand for resources over a wider timespan, thus
reducing the peak demand and the corresponding capacity required to support it.

The potential problem with zone surcharges is that if the penalty is large enough, new peaks will form at the previous
low demand periods. When this happens, it requires either a surcharge adjustment or a change in the relative
surcharge applied to each zone. Either of these courses of action, however, may result in dissatisfied users.
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Product Surcharge Accounting

Product surcharge accounting applies a charge to the users of a specific program product. The product is, of course, an
expense to the data center that provides it to its users.

The rationale for product surcharge accounting is to recover the cost of a product from those who use it rather than
including it in the overhead that is supported by all data center users. Where an expensive, special-purpose product
is used by a small group of users, this philosophy has some merit. The alternative is to require the user group to pay
the license fee for the product, but if it is possible that the product's use may become more widespread, the surcharge
approach may be more acceptable.

A special case of product surcharge accounting occurs in the service bureau environment, where the service bureau pays
a royalty to the product vendor for the use of a product. This royalty fee is passed on to the user in the form of a product
surcharge.

There are several alternatives that may be used to recover the cost of program products from the applicable users.

Percentage Surcharge 

The percentage surcharge is a multiplier of the standard rate for the use of the specified program product. For example,
Job A ran program Product X. The resource charge for Job A was computed at $1.00. However, the Product Surcharge
Table indicates that jobs executing Product X are subject to a 20% surcharge. Therefore, the submitter of Job A is billed
$1.20.

Fixed Surcharge 

A fixed surcharge is a flat dollar charge for the use of the program product. For example, Job A ran program Product X.
The resource charge for Job A was computed at $1.00. However, the fixed surcharge table indicates that jobs executing
Product X are subject to a $2.00 surcharge. Therefore, submitter of Job A is billed $3.00.

Subscription Surcharge 

A subscription surcharge is a fixed monthly fee for the users of a specific program product. For example, User A has
subscribed to use Product X and is therefore charged a monthly subscription fee of $75.00.

ACT Additional Accounting Options

An accounting system can enhance its flexibility by offering different accounting options. These can include such items as
charges for additional services, a selection of billing options, and different credit policies.

Support Services Accounting

Most data center accounting concentrates on hardware usage that is directly related to a job or session. However, a large
portion of data center costs is not directly related to hardware expenses. The major expense for data centers is personnel
costs. Large service bureaus, whose only business is data processing, spend up to 70 percent of each revenue dollar on
labor. For data processing operations that are internal to the company, personnel costs are typically one-fourth to one-
third of total data center expenses. Obviously, a large portion of data processing costs are not equipment costs, but still
have to be accounted for in costing data processing service.

The most common accounting approach for support costs in data processing is to assign each support person or cost to a
specific hardware category.

For example, tape operators are part of the tape cost center; computer operators are included in the CPU cost center, etc.
The personnel or costs that are leftover are usually called overhead and are allocated to all the direct cost centers based
on some formula.

This approach is successful if sufficient care is taken to assign the support costs. It is usually possible to assign almost
every cost to an appropriate cost center. Some examples of support service items for which an IS organization can
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charge its users include courier service, data entry, development work, training, printing, and the loan or exclusive use of
hardware and software.

Obviously, the assignment of support costs affects the rate that would be charged to break even in a particular cost center.
For example, if tape equipment costs $1,000 per week and 100 tape mounts were made in an average week, then mounts
would appear to cost $10 per mount. But as $2,000 is also spent per week in labor for the tape operators, the true cost of
the mount is closer to $30.

To obtain the most valid method of distributing costs to users, you should include the cost of support services in an IS
accounting system.

Billing Options

An installation accounting system should support a number of options to increase user flexibility. These options are
described below.

Fixed charges 

In some installations, certain cost centers may be charged a fixed monthly fee for computer services regardless of their
resource utilization.

Minimum charges 

Some installations may want to implement a minimum charge for a job or a session.

Discounts 

In addition to service and zone discounts, an installation may give a global discount for a given cost center. For example,
the Applications Development Department may be given a 30% discount on all of its work.

Surcharges 

Surcharges are the opposite of discounts, giving an installation the option of adding a fixed percentage to the calculated
charges either globally or for a given cost center. Surcharges may apply to the cost center's total charge or only to a
specified class of charges (an invoice category).

Non-billable accounts 

In some environments, certain cost centers may be non-billable. That is, the cost of their usage is tracked but no invoices
are generated for them, nor does their usage appear on the data center's profit and loss statement. A common example of
a non-billable account is the data center's own technical support personnel.

ACT DASD/DFHSM/SMS Storage Accounting

Since data storage is one of the most expensive areas of IS organizations, chargeback to the user is crucial to the
economics and planning of the organization. It is therefore necessary to have an accurate measurement of utilization so
that users can be charged in a manner that encourages efficient space management.

The two basic methods of direct-access space accounting are Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) snapshots and active
monitoring. These methods differ in the accuracy of the data captured and the overhead necessary to capture it.

VTOC Snapshots 

By far the most common method of collecting data for direct-access space accounting is to read the VTOCs of the online
packs at regular intervals, usually once a day, and to assume that the space utilization is relatively constant between
"snapshots." There are two problems with this method:

• It does not account for temporary space utilization, which may be a significant load center for the installation; and,
• Because the snapshot is generally taken during the off hours to minimize performance impacts, it accounts for only the

minimum space utilization level.
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However, the VTOC snapshot approach has several things to recommend it:

• It is relatively inexpensive.
• It does not require coding of operating system modifications or exits.
• It does not incur the overhead of data capture for each Direct Access Device Space Monitor (DADSM) operation.
• It is easier to maintain than active monitoring.

This is the approach supported by the MICS Space Collector Option and MICS Space Analyzer Option Option.

Active Monitoring 

An alternative to snapshot processing is the active monitoring approach. With this methodology, a software monitor
determines space utilization by intercepting data set maintenance functions as they are performed. The keynotes of this
approach are accuracy and the ability to account for temporary space utilization.

The problem with this approach is that the overhead of collecting the data may not be recovered by the additional
accuracy that it allows, especially as the majority of the overhead occurs during periods of heavy system use. For this
reason, it is not as popular as the VTOC snapshot method.

ACT Permanent DASD Space Accounting

Accounting for permanent DASD data sets requires a system to identify the pertinent data set names and the
space allocated to them. Then data set ownership is ascertained to identify the cost center to be charged. Data set
names, standardized by a data set naming convention, are used to determine ownership. VTOC scans usually produce
the necessary information.

VSAM data spaces, however, present a special charging problem. At sites that do not run IBM's Integrated Catalog
Facility (ICF), VSAM naming conventions do not use the owner name in the data space name. Even when ICF is installed,
the ICF Data in Index Component Name does not typically provide enough information for billing.

An additional complicating factor of identifying VSAM data set ownership is that a single VSAM data space may contain
many clusters (data sets), which belong to separate users. Since VSAM catalogs contain unique entries showing the
standard data set name for each VSAM cluster, the problem can be avoided by determining VSAM data set allocations by
scanning the VSAM catalogs.

The information for non-VSAM data sets obtained by the VTOC scan and the information for VSAM data sets obtained
from the VSAM catalog scans provide complete charging information for permanent DASD data sets. This combination of
VTOC and catalog scans provides a standard approach for charging.

It is important to optimize the performance of both scans to minimize operational and overhead problems associated with
gathering the data.

DASD charging uses space units such as volumes, cylinders, tracks, or bytes of data over a unit of time, such as days,
to produce a charging unit of measure, such as track days (where one track day is equivalent to occupying one track for
one day). The charging unit allows the DASD information to be extracted at varying intervals while keeping the same unit
of reference. One representative unit of measure is the megabyte hour, which denotes the occupancy of one million bytes
for one hour. The use of megabytes provides a consistent measure that does not vary with device type, unlike tracks,
which are device-dependent; the timespan of hour provides more precision than day or month. While the traditional track
day qualified by device type is still a viable unit of measure, it does not allow for as much flexibility as megabyte hour.
The charging units multiplied by a rate per unit produce a charge for each data set, which is billed to the appropriate cost
center.

Small data sets present a dilemma when the charge for them is so small (less than one cent) that it rounds to zero. Three
alternatives to address this situation involve calculating the charges on a monthly basis, using a minimum data set charge,
or carrying greater precision in the charge field.
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Another important DASD charging consideration is that some permanent data sets may be used by many cost centers.
The charges for these shared data sets can be distributed among multiple cost centers by prorating the cost. The
installation sets the guidelines for determining how the charges are to be distributed.

As IBM's System Application Architecture evolves, it may be more reasonable to assign the cost of shared databases to a
corporate account and view the data bases as a corporate asset. Another option may be to recover the cost with access
charges to users.

ACT Temporary DASD Space Accounting

Since temporary DASD data sets exist only for the duration of the task that allocates them, the VTOC scan technique
cannot accurately capture their space allocations. Therefore, you should exclude your temporary data set volumes from
the VTOC scan.

You can treat costs associated with the temporary data set volumes as overhead and recover them with the cost of the
volumes for your permanent data sets.

Another approach is to actively monitor the space allocations when they occur. It can be implemented using the operating
system's DADSM exits under Data Facility/Device Support (DF/DS) to monitor each temporary data set allocation, extent,
or deletion to produce a record that contains the data set name, cost center(s), and space allocated or deleted. If DF/DS is
not installed, you must make operating system modifications to provide "hooks" to capture the data.

The charging unit considerations for permanent data set charging also apply to temporary data sets. Note that cost center
information for temporary data sets is usually derived from job or step level information (job name, accounting fields, and/
or user ID) because temporary data set names do not contain sufficient information to identify the owner. In either case,
the overhead of capturing and processing the data must be weighed against the benefits of charging for temporary data
sets.

ACT DFHSM Migrated Data Sets

Data in a DFHSM environment can be conceptualized as pyramidal in shape. This pyramid is meant to convey a hierarchy
of storage ranging from PRIMARY or migration level 0 to migration levels 1 and 2. For simplicity, we abbreviate "migration
level" to "ML" and thus, it is common practice to describe data as residing on primary, ML1, or ML2 storage.

Primary is the normal location of data directly accessible by applications. When a data set has not been used for some
specified period, HSM migrates it to ML1 storage volumes, where the data is usually stored in a compacted form and is
not directly accessible. It can be recalled quickly to primary storage when needed. Finally, when installation thresholds
have been reached, HSM will migrate data from ML1 DASD to ML2 storage. ML2 storage is usually a densely-packed
tape cartridge.

  

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /  Primary \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /                \

                    /       ML1        \

                   /                    \

                  /______________________\

                 /                        \

                /                          \

               /            ML2             \
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              /                              \

             /________________________________\

 

In a typical DFHSM environment, the amount of data migrated through the above hierarchy could be presented as the
above pyramid. For example, if 400 gigabytes of primary storage is available for active data, then perhaps a much larger
quantity of data is inactive and has been migrated to less expensive levels of the hierarchy.

Information on migrated data sets (those at ML1 and ML2) is available from the MICS Space Analyzer Option HSM
product via the MICS Space Collection Option. The MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) can optionally collect basic
accounting and capacity planning information about data sets that have been migrated from standard VTOCs and moved
to compressed locations in the hierarchy of storage managed by DFHSM. Locator information about migrated data sets
is stored in the DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS). VCC serves as a "driver" for the collection of data from the
MCDS.

Using the MICS Space Analyzer Option HSM and VCA products, you can establish different pricing for each level of the
storage hierarchy. Using the pyramid again, you could conceive a rate structure that reflects the relative cost of each layer,
as shown in the following example:

  

                             /\

                            /  \

                           / $  \

                          / 0.10 \

                         /  per   \

                        /   Mb/hr  \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /     $0.05      \

                    /       per        \

                   /    megabyte hour   \

                  /______________________\

                 /        $0.002          \

                /           per            \

               /       megabyte hour        \

              /                              \

             /________________________________\

 

See DASD Accounting Features for more information about this subject.

ACT DFHSM Backup Data Sets

DFHSM can automatically create backup copies of data sets according to installation-defined rules. System Managed
Storage (SMS) management class definitions can also be used to specify backup frequency and the number of backup
versions that are to be kept. When DFHSM performs automatic backup of data sets, the Backup Control Data Set (BCDS)
is updated with information about each backup copy or backup version created on backup volumes managed by DFHSM.

The pyramid forms a useful analogy for considering the potential amount of data for backup versions. Consider this
pattern of usage for typical TSO users and the backup rules associated with a "STANDARD" management class:

• 25 percent of a given user's data sets are changed each day.
• An HSM rule states data sets are only to be backed up if they have been changed.
• A management class definition states that five backup versions are to be kept.
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Thus, for an active data set that is changed every day, the BCDS will contain information for five backup versions of this
data set in our hypothetical example above.

Expanding this scenario to an entire DASD complex, there might be the following kind of relationship in terms of the
relative number of data sets:

  

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /  Primary \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /                \

                    /                  \

                   /       Backup       \

                  /       Versions       \

                 /                        \

                /                          \

               /____________________________\

 

Information on backup versions of data sets is available from the MICS Space Analyzer Option HSM product via the MICS
Space Collector Option (VCC). VCC can optionally collect basic accounting and capacity planning information about
backup versions of data sets by serving as a "driver" for the collection of data from the BCDS.

Using the MICS Space Analyzer Option HSM product, you can establish different pricing for storage occupied for backup
versions. Because the backup versions typically exist on high-density tape cartridges, the relative charge for storage
occupancy (that is, amount of space times duration or megabyte days) is undoubtedly less for backup versions than for
primary DASD storage occupancy. An example follows:

  

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /          \

                       /            \

                      /              \

                     /     $1.25      \

                    /       per        \

                   /    megabyte day    \

                  /______________________\

                 /                        \

                /          $0.05           \

               /            per             \

              /         megabyte day         \

             /________________________________\

 

See DASD Accounting Features for more information about this subject.
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ACT VSAM Accounting

This section gives a brief overview of VSAM. It explains the difference between the VCA DAA and _VS files, why the _VS
file used to be required for VSAM accounting, and why the DAA file is now preferred.

A brief overview of VSAM must limit itself to a very narrow part of this vast subject. The most important concepts related to
accounting will be the boundaries of this discussion.

VSAM was first introduced by IBM in 1974 and has gone through several transformations since that time. For our
purposes here, the most significant aspect of VSAM development occurred in 1981 with IBM's introduction of a completely
new catalog structure called the Integrated Catalog Facility (ICF) catalog. The ICF catalog structure gathered acceptance
at an increasingly rapid rate such that today most enterprises have totally converted to ICF structures.

A significant distinction must therefore be made pertaining to understanding accounting requirements for VSAM--namely,
what the salient differences are between ICF catalog structures and the prior VSAM catalog structure which we will call
"old-style VSAM" catalogs.

Old-style VSAM catalogs supported the concept of a "suballocated data space". This structure was represented by a
single entry in the VTOC (that is, to MVS allocation routines, this appeared like one big VSAM data set). It was composed
of free space and whatever VSAM clusters were defined within the data space (hence the term "suballocated"). The
contents were only known by examining the catalog as the VTOC did not contain the "internal view" that was maintained
by VSAM in the catalog.

From an accounting perspective, determining "ownership" from the VTOC by itself was impossible because the objects in
the data space could belong to many different departments, divisions, or users. Again, only the catalog entries would allow
a view into a suballocated data space.

ICF catalog structures require all VSAM data sets to be "unique" and hence, suballocated VSAM data spaces are not
supported with an ICF catalog. The main impact of this implementation for our purposes is that there is now a one-to-one
correspondence between an entry in the VTOC and an entry in the ICF catalog for a given VSAM data set. This means
that the VTOC entry for a VSAM data set can be treated like any other non-VSAM data set for the determination of space
allocated. The ICF catalog contains the space management information too, but it is redundant and it is not the definitive
source of information about how much space is occupied on the volume.

For example, the IDCAMS DELETE NOSCRATCH function can result in the VTOC becoming "out-of-sync" with the ICF
catalog. Since such a scenario still leaves the space allocated on a volume, the VTOC is clearly the definitive source
for accounting purposes. Likewise, if a data set is SCRATCHED but not uncataloged, the VTOC will reflect the fact that
the space is no longer allocated. This allows unique VSAM data sets to be treated the same as non-VSAM for space
allocation accounting. So while the ICF catalog will contain many things of interest to someone pursuing a performance
problem or some other esoteric aspect of VSAM, it is the VTOC that becomes the most important data source for space
allocation accounting information.

This leads to the conclusion that this relationship can be exploited to simplify your DASD accounting definitions to a single
source--the VTOC. If your installation has converted to ICF catalogs, you should consider accounting for all data sets,
including VSAM, from the VCADAA file that is built from the VTOC. The VCA_VS file is constructed from the ICF catalogs
and any "old-style" VSAM catalogs if they exist. Treating the VCADAA file as the definitive source for information about
space accounting is not only potentially more accurate but easier to understand as the distinction between VCADAA and
VCA_VS for accounting purposes will no longer be necessary.

The design of the MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA) is rooted in support for the suballocated spaces which were
characteristic of the "old-style" VSAM catalogs. Support for these old structures is continued in VCC, but most installations
have long since converted to ICF catalogs. You can determine if you have "old-style" VSAM catalogs connected to your
systems by examining the output to the VCCSTATS ddname in a typical production run of VCC in your shop. Assuming
you have only ICF catalogs (see the VCC User Guide for guidance in interpreting this listing), you should review your
current methods of accounting for VSAM.
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ACT System Managed Storage (SMS) Accounting

One of the major enhancements incorporated in IBM's z/OS operating system is the logical implementation of System
Managed Storage (SMS). By design, SMS isolates the end user from the physical implementation of the storage
hierarchy. Because storage chargeback rates have typically been based on device type (DASD or tape) and quantity,
often expressed in device-dependent terms (for example, 3380 track-days), SMS necessitates a major redesign of
storage rate structures. Even more revolutionary, SMS changes the orientation of auxiliary storage management from the
physical volume to explicit performance and availability criteria. This further changes the design of storage-cost recovery
algorithms and the underlying methods by which the unit cost of storage is calculated

For IS accounting, you must develop an effective method of directly charging for system-managed storage that does
not depend on physical device-related characteristics. Furthermore, this method must be adaptable to auxiliary storage
installations consisting of mixtures of diverse technologies (for example, conventional magnetic DASD and optical DASD)
and implementations (for example, conventional DASD strings and DASD arrays). Your charging method must reflect the
differences in the actual cost of these technologies while remaining independent of both the device and the technology.
Otherwise, IS end users would have no reason to support the capital investments necessary to modernize.

Storage Hierarchies

Modern computer systems implement storage in the form of a hierarchy in which each tier has a different ratio of
performance to cost. At the top of the hierarchy is the high-speed buffer; it offers the lowest access time but is so
expensive that it cannot be very large given practical economic constraints. The next level of the hierarchy is main
storage, followed by expanded storage, controller cache, DASD, and tape. Each of these levels trades off access speed
for reduced cost.

The objective of this hierarchical structure is to provide a total performance level for the entire hierarchy nearly equal to
that of the highest performance level at a cost close to that of the lowest performance level.

The lower tiers of the hierarchy, DASD and tape, are managed on a data set-by-data set basis, in an SMS environment,
by DFSMS.

Data Set Placement

The primary consideration when placing a data set is usually the amount of space it requires. Because of the economic
relationship between the layers of the storage hierarchy, the larger a data set is, the greater the incentive to place it at a
lower hierarchical level to minimize storage costs.

The second consideration is frequency of access. If a data set is accessed frequently, the time required to mount a tape
volume upon which it resides may become a significant portion of the total processing time associated with the data
set. This is especially true if the data set is relatively small, because the processing time for a small amount of data will
typically be correspondingly short.

Considered together, data set size and frequency of access determine the optimum media for a great many data sets.
Large, infrequently used data sets belong on tape while small, frequently used data sets belong on DASD. In between
these two boundaries lies a "gray area" in which additional considerations determine where the data set should be placed.

The third consideration for data set placement is the type of access. Tape, being a sequential medium, is poorly suited
to data with random access patterns. Also, it provides little or no capability for inserting records into existing databases.
Therefore, it is seldom a choice for IMS or DB2 data databases, regardless of how large they are or how infrequently they
are accessed.

SMS Concepts and Constructs

In a pre-SMS environment, data sets are allocated by storage users (application programs, TSO users, storage
managers, etc.) on specific physical devices and possessing specific physical characteristics defined by the storage
user (space required, method of allocation, logical record length, block size, retention, expiration action, etc.). In an SMS
environment, data sets to be allocated are defined as having certain characteristics. These classes of characteristics
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are then mapped by the SMS components to logical pools of storage that is in turn mapped onto the physical storage
hierarchy.

Data sets are assigned to storage groups based on the data's characteristics and storage requirements (performance,
availability, etc.). These characteristics and requirements are divided into three classifications:

Data Class
Specifies many of the characteristics of the data such as record format, logical record length, etc.

Management Class
Specifies data management requirements such as length of retention, backup requirements, and disposition of the data
set upon expiration.

Storage Class
Specifies performance and availability criteria.

By assigning a new data set to a specific management and storage class, the user defines the storage support
requirements for the data. SMS can then map the request into the storage group that is best suited to meet those
requirements. Subsequently, the physical placement of the data set can be further optimized as storage demands change
or as different physical devices are added to the storage pool.

Life Cycle Management With SMS

In manual storage management schemes, data is generally either active or archived. More often than not, archival of
data (both onsite or offsite backup) is treated as an overhead of active data storage. Therefore, the unit cost of storage is
simply computed as the fully-burdened cost of the physical storage (per unit of time) divided by the amount of available
storage.

In an SMS environment, a data set may migrate from primary storage to secondary storage to archival storage during
its life cycle. Therefore, the average amount of time a data set of a given management and storage class resides on
each type of storage must be determined and the cost of the primary, secondary, and inactive storage must be computed
individually and summarized together to arrive at the actual unit-cost of system managed storage.

Strategies for System Managed Storage Accounting

SMS technology requires a change from a device-dependent (for example, 3380 track-day) accounting algorithm to
one based on space-time (for example, Megabyte-Hrs). Since SMS utilizes a class structure based on performance,
availability, and data management requirements that were largely implicit in device selection, it seems logical to use these
classifications as the basis for storage charging. They provide a basis for implementing a class-of-service algorithm that is
equitable, easily managed by IS, and easily understood by the end user.

(Class-of-service charging schemes are widely utilized throughout service industries. For instance, the U.S. Postal Service
offers a range of service classes, from overnight delivery to third class bulk rate. The major distinction between these
classes is the speed with which the item arrives at its destination. These postage classes are analogous to SMS storage
classes that determine how rapidly data may be accessed.)

In particular, SMS Storage Class defines service-level thresholds for performance and availability. These considerations
largely determine the device type, cached versus non-cached, channel and control unit utilizations, etc., required by the
data. These factors determine the direct cost of the storage.

SMS Management Class defines the retention, backup and disposition requirements. These factors determine the indirect
cost of the data storage.

Taken together, storage and management class imply both the performance cost and the support cost of a unit of data
stored. This forms the basis for a class-of-service based charging algorithm as follows:

Data set charge = megabyte hours *  Storage Class rate

                               +

                  megabyte hours * Management Class rate
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Refer to DASD Accounting Features and Implementing for information about how to implement this algorithm at your
installation.

ACT DASD Accounting Features

This section summarizes MICS Accounting and Chargeback support for data sets that reside on active DASD volumes
(primary storage), for data sets that have been migrated to migration levels 1 or 2 by DFHSM, and for backup versions.

This support allows you to implement the rate pyramid shown in the DFHSM Backup Data Sets section.

Charging For Active Data Sets On Primary Storage

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports both SMS and traditional device-dependent algorithms for DASD charging.
This allows you to charge your SMS data sets by Storage Class and Management Class while you continue to charge
your non- SMS data sets by device-dependent measurements.

If you are currently using traditional algorithms to charge for SMS data sets, you can continue to do so, or you can
implement Storage Class and Management Class algorithms for your SMS data sets without affecting the charges for
non-SMS data sets.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback also supports VSAM accounting from either the VTOC or ICF catalog.

This support is provided by the use of three journal files, each with corresponding invoice categories and computation
codes:

• The ACTJDA journal file is used for charging non-SMS data sets, both VSAM and non-VSAM, based on VTOC
information.

• The ACTJMS journal file is used for charging SMS data sets by Storage Class and Management Class algorithms.
• The ACTJVS journal file can be used to charge VSAM data sets based on the ICF catalog, but this approach is not

recommended.

Charging For Migrated Data Sets

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports charging for migrated data sets with the ACTJMG Migrated Data Journal
file. This journal file is derived from the HSMMIG file and contains information about migrated data sets from the DFHSM
Migration Control Data Set (MCDS).

The ACTJMG journal file allows you to charge different rates for data sets based on the migration level of the data, level 1
or 2.

You can also charge different rates based on the SMS Management Class value.

Charging For Backup Versions

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports charging for backup versions of data sets via the ACTJBC Backup Data
Journal file. This journal file is derived from the HSBBAC file and contains information about backup versions of data sets
from the DFHSM Backup Control Data Set (BCDS).

The SMS Management Class is often used to indicate the backup frequency of the data set and the number of backup
versions that must be kept. Because data sets that are backed up more frequently, or require an extensive number
of backup copies require more space and thus have a higher cost than do those with less stringent requirements, the
ACTJBC journal file allows you to charge different rates for data sets based on the SMS Management Class value.

Note: An alternate approach to using the ACTJBC journal file to charge for backup versions of data sets would be to
have proportional rates for data sets on primary storage based on their backup requirements (frequency and number
of versions kept). Since the size of the backup versions will be proportional to the size of the data set on primary
storage, if you charge for megabyte hours based on Management Class, and if you can identify the data set's backup
requirements based on its Management Class value, this should provide a reasonable approximation of its backup costs.
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ACT Client/Server Accounting

There has been tremendous growth in the use of client/server systems, with most of the growth driven by the desire of
businesses and government agencies to reduce the cost of computing by downsizing their applications to less expensive
platforms. The platform chosen usually includes PC, Macintosh, or UNIX workstations. These are linked via local or wide-
area networks to larger "servers" that perform database and communication services for the applications.

While the cost of the hardware, software, and support services for a client/server system may be less than the mainframe
system that it replaced, it is still a significant part of businesses' expenses. Fortunately, client/server systems can be
accounted for, permitting managers to allocate and control their costs. This section describes the technology involved in
client/server systems and suggests approaches to the problem of charging for their use.

Most large organizations have implemented accounting and cost control systems for their mainframe computer systems
and the applications that use them. The same cannot be said of most local area networks (LANs). LAN costs are growing
in most organizations and are often poorly accounted for. In the article "The Heavy Burden of LAN Costs," Alan Radding,
writing for Datamation, quotes a recent Forester Research study that shows the average cost of administering the LAN in
Fortune 1000 companies as $1270 per user per year. This is just the cost of administration and does not include hardware
and software expenses. In many organizations, these expenses are poorly tracked and never reallocated back to the lines
of business that they serve.

Because it is easier and cheaper to administer a few, large network servers than many smaller ones, networks share
resources among many users. This makes it difficult to clearly link specific hardware and software to one department or
line of business. Similar to their mainframe counterparts, client/server databases often serve more than just their primary
owners. For example, allocating all of the costs of a customer database to a marketing or sales department would ignore
its use by other departments such as customer service, shipping and billing.

When applications move from mainframes to desktop systems, accounting and control should go with them, but financial
managers need new methods of chargeback to accompany the new platform. Mainframe systems have traditionally done
job accounting based on resource usage: the number of CPU seconds used, pages printed, tapes mounted, and so forth.
These same measurements are not always available for LAN systems and the "system" is often a collection of devices
spread all around the organization, making data collection and summarization of usage statistics more difficult. There is
also a growing movement among financial managers to reduce the costs associated with chargeback systems.

An accounting methodology is needed that is fair to all users, yet is easy to implement and does not impose too much
overhead on the computer network or the staff that is assigned to administer it.

What is a Client/Server Application?

A general definition of a client/server application is one that splits the work between two separate components.
Commonly, this means application logic that runs on a workstation supported by intense computing or database
services performed by a larger computer. The client is the workstation program, the part of the application that the user
sees and interacts with. The server stores and retrieves data and performs other services on behalf of one or more clients.
The client and the server communicate over the network. So, each client/server application has three components: a
client, a server, and the network that connects them.

The client/server application evolved as desktop systems became more powerful and less expensive. A modern desktop
PC, Macintosh, or UNIX workstation is a powerful and flexible tool. Windowing software and graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) have made applications easier to learn and use. The workstation is a natural platform for developing modern
business applications, but affordable desktop systems have limited storage capacities and cannot share information with
other systems unless they are linked together. Important business data must also be secured from unauthorized use and
protected against accidental damage or deletion.

There Are Many Types of Servers

A large PC, UNIX system, or mainframe computer can become the central device used for storing data that is shared
among workstations. The choice depends upon how much storage is required, how many users will access the
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system and what software is required to provide the needed services. But data storage and retrieval are not the only
functions provided by servers.

There are five common types of servers:

• File servers provide data storage and retrieval services allowing users to share files and keep files that are too large to
save at their workstations.

• Database servers run database management software enabling shared access, security and recovery services for the
data that they store.

• Print servers store output files that are waiting to be printed and allow many workstations to share a single printer or a
set of printers.

• Compute servers run the intense computations required for engineering and graphics applications.
• Communication servers store and forward messages between users and between the client and server software.

Special communication servers also translate messages between the formats used by the local network and the
formats used by other remote networks or mainframe systems.

A single computer system could potentially provide all of these services, but in practice, services are usually separated
to provide rapid response to user requests. By dividing its work, a network of small computer systems is able to provide
service levels similar to those found on large mainframe systems. A single client/server application may use many servers
to accomplish the tasks requested by its users. In a truly open system, a server may also become a client, requesting
services from another server and then returning the final results to the workstation. All of this remains largely invisible to
the user at a workstation, who sees only the results of this work being performed.

The Network

The network is the third part of a client/server application and enables the clients and servers to communicate with each
other. All communication between a client and server is in the form of messages. Clients send messages to a server
to request data from a database or to request the server to execute program logic that resides on the server machine.
Servers return answers containing the data requested or acknowledging that the action was carried out. The messages
travel from one machine to another on coaxial cable, twisted- pair cable (telephone wire), radio broadcast, or light
transmission. Special hardware and software provide the connections from the application to the network and between the
various network devices.

National and international standards have been established to ensure that messages can be routed properly and
interpreted correctly by devices and applications. The standards that govern the electronic signals used in the network
define what is called the network architecture or topology. Networks are often known by the type of architecture that they
use. Ethernet, ArcNet, and token ring are the three most common architectures for LANs. Mainframe systems have their
own unique architectures. Organizations often standardize on a single architecture for their LANs, but connections to
midrange or mainframe systems can add other architectures to the overall computing network.

The language used for messages is called a protocol. It determines how messages must be constructed by the software
systems. The Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is the most common cross-platform protocol.
But again, there are many others, such as the Novell IPX/SPX protocol used in NetWare LANs and NetBIOS used in
Microsoft's LAN Manager and IBM's LAN Server. Communications software allows some networks to use more than one
protocol, but where the language must change or the architecture is different, a special communications server called a
gateway is used to translate the messages. Gateway connections are usually required between LANs and mainframe
systems.

This combination of hardware and software is the network that links a server with its clients. It provides the communication
essential for the application to function and may also contribute significantly to the cost of using the application.

The Applications Vary

There are four types of client/server applications:

Host-based
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The majority of the application work takes place on the host or server machine and the workstation part of the application
primarily presents the information to the user. A good example of this type is a graphical front-end to a mainframe
application.

Client-based
The application runs on the workstation and the server simply provides shared access to the data. Many database
applications fit this category.

Distributed
The application logic is distributed across the network on workstations and servers. Electronic mail is a good example.

Ad hoc
The application runs on a workstation and may access shared resources such as databases and printers. The level of
usage may be difficult to predict. Spreadsheet and personal database programs are good examples.

All four types of applications exist in most organizations. Each type uses the shared resources of a network differently.
Our goal is to allocate the costs of providing these resources to the appropriate cost centers. The allocation method
should be fair and consistent and should encourage appropriate use of the technology.

A Strategy for Client/Server Accounting

Accounting and chargeback for mainframe systems has traditionally relied on usage fees as the basis for application
charges. Mainframe resource usage is measured in terms of CPU time used, thousands of I/Os performed, pages printed,
and so forth. The associated charges are often billed directly to the user as line items on an invoice. Alternately, the user
may be billed a fixed fee per month or a charge per business transaction, such as a fee for each check processed. In
either case, the charge to the user is based on the computer resources consumed, either directly, on average per month
or per transaction.

There are two reasons why usage-based charges are less desirable for LAN applications. First, the actual cost to provide
the service is often determined by peak-usage requirements, not by total usage. Client/server applications move large
amounts of data over the network. The size and cost of the server and the speed of the network are determined by the
needs of the application. For example, graphic images are extremely large compared to text files, so applications that deal
with graphic images must have high- speed networks. The second reason is that resource usage is not typically measured
by user across a network. To collect usage data, it may be necessary to add hardware or software monitors throughout
the network. Then, the data must be brought to a single point and accumulated. This adds a large overhead burden to the
network and increases the cost of the service. It may also make the accounting system very expensive to operate.

For these reasons, organizations are adopting a chargeback system based on a set of subscription fees similar to the
service charges used by the cable television industry. Each workstation attached to the network is charged a basic
subscription fee that covers the cost of the network and use of common business-wide services, such as electronic
mail and LAN backup service. Premium service fees are added for each user that may access other applications,
services, or special devices that constitute a special level of service. This is often referred to as tiered pricing. Additional
charges, based on usage, may still be added when applications access mainframe systems or high-end servers.

Identifying Service Tiers

The following guidelines may be used to determine what constitutes a service tier that will be charged a premium fee:

• The service or equipment is used by a minority of users and/or cost centers.
• The equipment, software, or overhead charges can be readily separated from other network costs.
• The total cost of the service warrants the added administration of tracking its users and invoicing for the service.

An Example of Charges

The following figures demonstrate how subscription fees for client/server applications would appear when combined with
mainframe charges. The first diagram shows a sample monthly invoice and the second diagram shows a more detailed
Sample User Expense Report of charges. In this example, the company has two distinct classes of users: the average
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corporate user with a PC connected to the LAN and engineering workers that have advanced workstations and special
servers. The company has different base rates for these users: a "Basic LAN Service" fee for standard workstations and
an "Engineering Workstation" fee for the high-end users. There are two premium services available: a news retrieval
service used by some managers and a group of financial applications and databases used by finance, planning and
selected managers.

                           Monthly Invoice

                        Manufacturing Division

 To:       Joseph Dokes

           General Manager

 Category  Resource                                   Charges

 --------  -----------------------------------   ------------

 1XXX      Processor Hardware

           1100 Central Processor(s)                $1,206.80

           1200 Channels                               320.40

           1500 Direct Access Storage Devices          739.98

 2XXX      Teleprocessing Equipment

           2100 Terminals                              490.60

           2160 Control Units                          181.00

 8XXX      Facilities

           8600 LAN / Internet Services              4,803.00

                                                    =========

           Total Charges                            $7,741.78

                             User Expense Summary for November 2005

     To:     Manufacturing Division

             ABC Electronics, Inc.

     Category  Resource / Description             Quantity   Units           Charges

     --------  ---------------------------------  --------   ------------  ---------

     1100      Central Processor(s)

               (0022) Job CPU Time                6,191.50   TCB+SRB sec     $866.81

               (0041) Job Real Memory             1,241.42   K-core Hours     148.97

               .

               .

               .

     1500      Direct Access Storage Devices

               (0092) Job DASD EXCPs              5,308.10   1000 EXCPs       265.41

               .

               .

               .

     8600      LAN / Internet Services

               (8601) Basic LAN Service(s)           12.00   Stations       1,500.00

               (8602) Engineering Workstation(s)     18.00   Stations       3,150.00

               (8610) Financial Application Group     3.00   Users            105.00

               (8611) NEWS Service                    1.00   Users             48.00
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Summary

Client/server applications and the networks that support them are a growing expense for almost every business enterprise
and there is an urgent need to apply the principles of management accounting to this area of expense. Because the
technology used for these applications is very different from mainframe-centric computing systems, the approach to
charging must be different also. Service-based charging is the recognized norm for client/server systems. It provides
a simple and flexible means to transfer costs back to the cost centers that use the applications. The resulting service
charges can be easily incorporated into existing chargeback systems.

ACT UNIX Accounting

The UNIX operating system is an increasing part of the enterprise computing solution. UNIX is finding its way into
organizations for two reasons: maturity and openness. It is a mature operating system available for high-end client-server
systems and it is open in nature, available on many platforms and from many vendors.

Broadcom offers a solution to an organization's need to integrate UNIX systems into their enterprise. The MICS Analyzer
Option for MeasureWare (MW OS Agent Analyzer) and MICS Accounting and Chargeback enable state-of-the-art
management of UNIX systems. Accounting data is integrated with mainframe, midrange and network charges, presenting
a complete view of IS expenses to the user.

The MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare OS Agents processes data collected by HP MeasureWare. The resulting
data, presented to MICS Accounting and Chargeback, allows users to charge for UNIX systems either by application
category or at the detailed level of processes executed by each user.

The following section gives a brief overview of the UNIX system.

The UNIX System 

The UNIX operating system was originally developed in the late 1960s through early 1970s by AT&T. Since then, AT&T,
along with various other companies and major universities, has made significant additions and enhancements to the
UNIX system. Currently, there are several versions of UNIX available in the marketplace: an updated version of the UNIX
system from UNIX System Laboratories (USL, formerly a division of AT&T), operating systems derived from the USL UNIX
system and new operating systems based on UNIX standards. It is the only computer operating system that has been
implemented by nearly all major computer vendors and is available on systems that range in size from microcomputers to
super mainframes.

Every UNIX system provides at least the following set of features:

The UNIX kernel
In a strict sense, this is the UNIX system itself. The kernel is the operating system. It encapsulates the hardware and
provides system services such as process management, memory management, I/O services and timer functions to
application programs.

A shell
The system interface between users and the operating system. Most UNIX systems provide more than one shell, including
graphic shells such as the X Window System.

A system library
Utility programs and system functions that may be invoked by users and applications.

The basic unit of work in a UNIX system is called a process. The UNIX system creates and destroys processes frequently.
For example, when a user enters a command, the shell creates a process to execute the program, or executable
file, associated with the command. If the command is made up of more than one executable file, a new process is created
for each file that is executed. In an interactive UNIX application, each transaction is usually executed as a separate
process, so a single user session may result in many UNIX processes.

The following sections describe the metric data available for charging and provide guidance in setting up PCS and
MeasureWare parameters.
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ACT MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare

The MeasureWare system captures a broad range of performance and usage data for UNIX systems. It summarizes and
stores the resulting metrics in compressed form in five log files: global log, application log, process log, device log and
transaction log.

MeasureWare startup parameters may be entered that assign processes to an application name. The system
administrator defines the application names and specifies one or more program names (executable files) and/or prefixes
and, (Optional) user IDs and priorities that make up the application. When a process is executed that matches the criteria,
it is logged to the application. Log records are written periodically that summarize the activity for each application during
the measured interval. Processes that do not fit in any defined application are summarized in the application named
"Other." "Other" is an automatic definition, you do not need to enter parameters for it.

The process log captures similar information, but it is not summarized by application. Startup parameters for the process
log determine whether all processes or only selected ones will be logged.

MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare and MICS Accounting and Chargeback

The MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare prepares the MeasureWare data for MICS Accounting and Chargeback. With the
MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare installed, two Accounting journal files, the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File
(ACTJMA) and the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal File (ACTJMP), are available for charging.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback allows you to charge for UNIX/MW resources from either journal file or a combination
of both files. However, you should take care not to charge for the same work from both files.

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Rate Table panels have validation checks to prevent duplicate charging in most
cases, but they cannot ensure that applications selected for charging in the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File
do not contain processes selected for charging in the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal file. This can occur because
the WORKUNIT field contains application name in one file and process name in the other file.

You can use qualification groups to easily charge for selected applications from the UNIX/MeasureWare Application
Journal File and for any remaining usage from the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal File.

A qualification group defines a set of values for any one of the following accounting fields:

SYSID
System Identifier.

Subsysid
Subsystem. For UNIX/MW, this is the application number.

Subtype
For UNIX/MW, this is the operating system identifier.

COSTCTR1
Cost center 1 value.

WORKUNIT
Unit of work. For the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal, this is the application name. For the UNIX/MeasureWare
Process Journal, this is the process name.

Once you specify the individual values in a group in the qualification group table, you can use the group name in place of
individual values to identify the work to be charged in a particular journal file.

For example, suppose you want to charge for application numbers 2 through 32 from the UNIX/MeasureWare Application
Journal file, and for application number 1 (Other) from the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal file. You could define
a Subsysid qualification group containing application numbers 2 through 32. Then you could use Rate Table Algorithm
Qualification to specify this Subsysid group for the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File and Subsysid value 1 for
the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal File.
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Metrics Collected for Accounting

The following charging elements are available in the UNIX/MeasureWare accounting journal files:

UNIX/MeasureWare Charging Elements

        UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal

        ------------------------------------

Comp  Accounting

code  Element     Units        Description

----  ----------  -----------  --------------------

2601  APPCPUTM    CPU Seconds  Total CPU time

2602  APPSYSTM    CPU Seconds  System CPU Time

2603  APPUSRTM    CPU Seconds  User CPU Time

2604  APPNICTM    CPU Seconds  Nice CPU Time

2605  APPRTMTM    CPU Seconds  Real Time CPU Time

2606  APPNORTM    CPU Seconds  Normal CPU Time

2611  APPKDIO     1000 I/O     Physical Disk I/O

2612  APPKLRD     1000 I/O     Logical Disk Reads

2613  APPKLWT     1000 I/O     Logical Disk Writes

2614  APPKPRD     1000 I/O     Physical Disk Reads

2615  APPKPWT     1000 I/O     Physical Disk Writes

2616  APPPKBCT    Kilobytes    I/O Transfer Count

2617  APPKLIO     1000 I/O     Logical Disk I/O

         UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal

         --------------------------------

Comp  Accounting

code  Element     Units        Description

----  ----------  -----------  ------------------

2651  KPSCPUTM    CPU Seconds  Total CPU time

2661  KPSKDIO     1000 I/O     Physical Disk I/O

2662  KPSKLDK     1000 I/O     Logical Disk I/O

2663  KPSPKBCT    Kilobytes    I/O Transfer Count

Some of the elements listed are not available on all UNIX systems. Refer to the "MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare" guide
for the elements available on your UNIX system.

The recommended charging elements are CPU time and I/O transfer count. I/O transfer count is not available for all UNIX
systems, however, in which case we recommend charging for logical I/Os. The UNIX system caches disk I/O, so applying
a rate to logical I/Os provides a more consistent charge for applications and processes than physical I/Os. In the UNIX/
MeasureWare Application Journal, the recommended computation codes are 2601 for total CPU time and 2616 for I/Os.
In the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal, the recommended codes are 2651 and 2663. If I/O transfer counts are not
available for your UNIX system, you can use computation codes 2617 and 2662, Logical Disk I/O, to charge for I/O usage.

Strategies for UNIX Accounting

MeasureWare summarizes metrics data into predefined application categories. This makes it possible to charge
for resource usage without having to process large volumes of statistical data. To maximize this capability you
must know, and define, what programs or program prefixes will be executed on a given UNIX system, and assign each of
them to a particular application. Any undefined usage will fall into the catch-all application, Other.
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In order to charge from the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File, you must also be able to identify the cost center
to be charged from the application name or number. This is because the application log does not identify the user of the
application.

The UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal contains fewer records than the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal,
so charging from this file uses less overhead and is preferred. You can implement charging using only the UNIX/
MeasureWare Application Journal if the following conditions are met:

• All major processes are assigned to an application.
• You can identify the cost center to be charged based on the application name or number.
• The usage identified by the "Other" application can be treated as overhead, or assigned to a single cost center, or

prorated on a percentage basis between a limited number of cost centers.

Another strategy, the one that organizations are most likely to choose, is to use the two journals in combination.
Define major applications to MeasureWare and the accounting system. Charge for these applications from the UNIX/
MeasureWare Application Journal. Charge for work that falls into the "Other" application category from the UNIX/
MeasureWare Process Journal. The default UNIX/MeasureWare Rate Table definitions in MICS Accounting and
Chargeback support this strategy.

If you have multiple UNIX systems, you do not have to implement the same strategy for all systems. You can specify
the work to be charged in each journal file by system identifier (SYSID) as well as by application. This allows you to
implement different strategies concurrently.

For example, suppose a company has three UNIX systems: one that supports a dynamic set of applications, one that
supports a database with a fixed set of applications, and a third that supports both dynamic and fixed applications.
For the first system, you might charge by user from the UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal, for the second by
application from the UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal, for the third by using both journal files, depending on the
application number.

As a general guideline, select a method for each system that will provide the best accounting and reporting abilities using
the fewest administrative and system resources. To do this, favor accounting by application; use charging by process
when the applications and users change frequently.

Summary

The MeasureWare software system collects performance and resource usage metrics on UNIX systems. The combination
of MeasureWare from Hewlett-Packard with the MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare and MICS Accounting and Chargeback
from Broadcom provides an integrated financial management solution for users adding UNIX systems to the enterprise
computing network. Users have the option to charge for resource usage by process, by application, or by using a
combination of both methods.

ACT DB2 Accounting

DB2 is IBM's relational database management system for the z/OS operating system. It was designed by IBM to enable
users to develop and deploy applications in a consistent manner across a variety of platforms. With thousands of licensed
users, it is one of the most popular relational database products in use today.

The DB2 application environment is technically very complex, but, with guidance, it is not difficult to implement cost
accounting for DB2 applications. The greatest challenges to DB2 chargeback are to figure out the following:

• What resources to charge for, because users want repeatability and predictability in their bills.
• What data source to select, because resource utilization is reported by both DB2 and the application region.
• How to charge for DB2 overhead because much of the DB2 service usage cannot be attributed back to the user.
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This section describes the DB2 application environment, discusses the technical issues involved in resource
measurement, and defines a strategy for implementing accounting and chargeback. Using this information, you can easily
implement the accounting strategy.

Background

DB2 manages the relationships between the way an application program or user wants to access data and how the data
is physically stored. It provides (almost) transparent access to data in distributed databases, guarantees that units of
work completed by an application will be applied to the database, enforces security and data-integrity rules and makes
intelligent decisions about how to access data efficiently for each request that it receives. In short, DB2 handles much of
the work needed to create database applications and lets the programmer concentrate on how to present or interpret the
data and interact with the user to solve business problems.

DB2 users are either end-users, submitting queries from a terminal or workstation, or application programs running on
mainframes or workstations. DB2 applications present a special set of problems for accounting and chargeback systems.
This section describes the components of a DB2 application, provides the guidance needed to capture meaningful usage
data, and recommends a chargeback strategy.

The DB2 System

DB2 has four major components, each of which executes as a separate region in the z/OS operating system. The first
three are required while the fourth is needed only when remote database access is required.

System Services
Handles system-wide tasks such as system startup and shutdown, logging of data for restart and recovery, controlling
connections to other z/OS subsystems such as CICS and TSO and collecting statistics for performance analysis and
accounting.

Locking Services
Controls concurrent access to data, either permitting or preventing users from accessing the same set of data depending
on the operations requested.

Database Services
Supports the definition, update and retrieval of data. It carries out the data requests from users or programs and manages
the DB2 system tables.

Communication Services
Also named the Distributed Data Facility (DDF), is an optional component that implements distributed access to data. It
communicates with DB2 databases running under z/OS, OS/2, or AIX and other non-DB2 database systems that use the
IBM Distributed Relational Data Access (DRDA) protocol.

A DB2 system, composed of these regions, can "own" or control multiple databases and there can be multiple DB2
systems active in a single z/OS environment.

The Application Environment

Users and programs communicate with DB2 using the SQL language. SQL statements are translated into program calls
to DB2 that cause the various data functions to be performed. The SQL statements may be embedded in programs that
execute as CICS or IMS/DC transactions under TSO or in batch jobs. SQL statements can also be entered directly from
TSO sessions and from PC workstations using one of a variety of front-end software programs.

If the application is running in the same z/OS system as the DB2 system that owns the database, then the call to DB2 is
performed directly, using cross-memory services. If the data resides in a remote database, then the request is handled by
DDF.
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Measurement Data

A great deal of performance and statistical data is recorded for the application region and for the DB2 regions. The most
useful statistics for charging for DB2 resource usage by an application or user are:

• Number of SQL statements executed by statement type
• CPU time used to execute the calls to DB2
• Number of getpage buffer requests used to process and retrieve the requested data

The number of SQL statements executed by statement type is available and may be used to apply a surcharge for DB2
usage. However, SQL statements vary greatly in the amount of DB2 resources that they use, so they are not a good
choice for resource usage charges.

DB2 requests use TCB CPU time and the CPU time used to execute the user's tasks is recorded as TCB time. The
TCB time used can be traced back to the user. Most I/O related activity and general DB2 services, such as locking and
queue management, are in this category. This means that a significant part of the resources used in a DB2 application is
recorded as overhead. They can be apportioned back to users but cannot be measured at an individual level.

The number of getpage buffer requests is a logical I/O measurement and a good indicator of the complexity of a DB2
request. It is the best element to use for recovering DB2 overhead costs.

TCB Time and Exceptions

TCB, or user-task, time for DB2 functions is recorded by the calling region. This is usually the application region: batch,
TSO, IMS/DC, or CICS. It is therefore, typically accounted for by standard usage charges. However, there are two
exceptions to this rule: CICS transactions and remote database calls.

CICS Considerations
After DB2 Version 6, and CICS CTS Version 2.2 and later, CICS transactions use the Open Transaction Environment
(OTE) to connect with DB2. This means that the DB2 TCB time is reported in the CICS transaction records and billing
from the CICS application region will account for DB2 TCB time.
Before DB2 Version 6 and CICS CTS Version 2.2, CICS DB2 calls were executed under a separate z/OS subtask and a
separate TCB from the rest of the transaction. CICS statistical routines did not track this time for a transaction, resulting in
the TCB time used by a CICS transaction to perform DB2 functions not being recorded in the CICS transaction data.

Remote Database Calls
Data requests that are passed to a remote database by DDF are executed in a DB2 region on the system where the
database resides. This TCB time is available only in the resource statistics produced by the DB2 system that executed the
request.
The TCB time recorded in the DB2 statistical file for local database requests by batch jobs, TSO sessions, IMS/DC, and
CICS (after DB2 Version 6 and CICS CTS 2.2) transactions duplicates the time recorded by the calling region.
To accurately charge for TCB time used by a DB2 application, you must apply charges to the following elements:

• – TCB time recorded in the batch job, IMS/DC, TSO, and CICS statistical files.
– TCB time recorded in the DB2 user activity file if the caller was a CICS transaction (but only if you are running DB2

Version 5 or earlier, or CICS CTS 2.1 or earlier).
– TCB time recorded in the DB2 user activity file for remote database access. For MICS Accounting and Chargeback

Option, these records have a value of "1" in the DB2THDTY field.

The DB2 Accounting Trace

DB2 statistics are collected by the DB2 Instrumentation Facility, a part of DB2 System Services, and may be written to the
SMF log or to a Generalized Trace Facility (GTF) data set. The facility allows users to select several types of trace records
and the level of detail. The traces are Statistics, Accounting, Performance and Global. The level of detail is controlled by
the Class of data requested. For more information, see the "DB2 Performance Monitor Usage Guide".
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For accounting purposes, we are interested in the Accounting trace, recorded in SMF type 101 records. These provide the
detailed information needed for accounting and chargeback. They contain the TCB time used, counts of DB2 calls by type
and logical I/O counts. When the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 and MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option are used,
these statistics are available to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option system as charging elements derived from
the DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) file.

The DB2 Accounting Trace may be activated for various classes. The DB2 installation default is Accounting Class 1.
However, Class 2 should be used instead to provide accurate TCB times for DB2 calls.

Note: There has been much debate about using Class 1 or Class 2 trace data for measuring CPU time. Most
recommendations from IBM have stated that Class 2 time is a more accurate measurement of the "in DB2" time used for a
DB2 call. The additional overhead required for the Class 2 trace has been significantly reduced since DB2 Version 3. For
a detailed discussion of Accounting Class 1 and Class 2, see IBM's "CICS DB2 Guide."

Identifying DB2 Overhead

At the system level, SMF type 30 records for the DB2 regions identify the resources utilized by DB2 that cannot be
traced to an individual user. This includes CPU time, memory used, and other measures associated with standard job
accounting. These statistics are available to MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option as charging elements derived from
the BATJOB file. The charges associated with these elements for the DB2 regions are usually summarized to a no-bill
cost center as a record of overhead costs.

Most organizations recover the overhead costs in charges to their users. The overhead may be recovered either by
spreading the costs across all billed elements, thus sharing the burden among all system users, or by applying a charge to
DB2 users only.

If the overhead is spread across all of the billed elements, then the overhead costs are included in the rates charged
for CPU time, EXCPs, and so forth and no additional charges are added for DB2 usage. In this case, DB2 users and
applications will be charged for the TCB time used for DB2 requests (at the standard rate) and other charges that apply to
the charging elements recorded for their local region. No surcharge or add-on rate is applied for DB2 services.

If the overhead is charged only to users of DB2 services, then an additional charge is added for DB2 usage. In this case,
the user is charged the standard rates for resources used in their region, including the TCB time used for DB2 calls, plus
a DB2 usage rate that is applied to elements collected in the DB2 statistical file. Getpage buffer requests is the preferred
element for the add-on charge.

Strategies for DB2 Accounting

We recommend that you charge for DB2 resource usage based on Class 2 TCB time from the DB2 statistical records.
If you are running CICS CTS Version 2.2 (or higher) and DB2 Version 6 (or higher) then you should NOT charge for CICS
CPU time, and instead ONLY charge for remote data request CPU time.

There are other alternatives that may be more appropriate in your environment. For example, if a DB2 system is dedicated
to a single application or business area, then the simplest charging method is to ignore the DB2 usage statistics and
charge for DB2 resource utilization as a whole from the batch job statistical file.

Another alternative is to charge each user a fixed price per month for using an application.

Or you may be able to do transaction rather than resource- based charging. Using transaction charging, you charge
users based on the number of business transactions processed. An example is, charging based on the number of
customer bills produced by an accounts receivable system. This type of charging benefits the end users because it
enables them to relate their information-technology costs to their actual lines of business and thus better plan expenses.
For more information about implementing transaction charging (also called transaction accounting), see section
theTransaction Accounting section.

The rates for transaction and application charging are nearly always based on the measured and rated cost of system
resources used by the transaction or application. Once you establish a cost factor or rate for the resources used, it may
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be relatively easy to translate the charges into values that are more meaningful for the end users of the services. Thus
developing rates for resource usage is beneficial for most charging strategies.

Tying DB2 Statistics Back to the User

In order to charge for DB2 usage from DB2 records, you must identify the user to be charged. There are several ways to
approach this.

The statistical records written by the DB2 Accounting trace seldom correspond one-to-one with the statistical records from
batch jobs, TSO sessions, CICS or IMS/DC transactions. For batch jobs and TSO sessions, there will be one or more DB2
records. For CICS and IMS/DC transactions, the DB2 statistics may represent part of a transaction or a combination of
several transactions. Therefore, we do not recommend trying to match the DB2 records back to the records generated by
the caller in order to identify the DB2 user.

Instead, we recommend using authorization ID (AUTHID) and the DB2 plan name to identify the DB2 user and assign the
cost center to be charged. For TSO sessions, these fields typically identify a user and application area; for batch jobs,
CICS and IMS/DC usage, they should at least identify the application used.

Note: This depends on an organization's use of the AUTHID and DB2 plan structure. It is assumed that the AUTHID
used for TSO sessions is unique to the user or work group and that DB2 plans do not include data access modules from
multiple application areas.

In addition to identifying the user, you also need to know the calling environment (batch, TSO, CICS, etc.) and whether the
record represents a remote database access. The DB2 statistics should be summarized to minimize the amount of data
before calculating charges, but the fields needed to identify the user, calling environment, and thread type must be used
as summarization keys.

Using the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2, you can control the level of summarization based on the population of the
DB2DSU account fields because charging occurs at the DAYS timespan. The contents of these fields are assigned during
MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 installation; the recommended assignment statements are provided inACT Strategies for
DB2 Accounting.

Summarizing charges in this way is most efficient for DB2 applications as well as the accounting and chargeback system.
Performance analysis can still be accomplished at a fine level of granularity using statistical data in the MICS Analyzer
Option for DB2's DETAIL timespan files.

Summary

Although the DB2 application environment is complex, it is not difficult to implement cost accounting for DB2 applications.
The TCB time used for DB2 calls is the only directly measurable element available for standard usage charges. For
remote database (DDF) environments, TCB time reported in the DB2 Accounting trace must be added to the time reported
for the application region. For CICS transactions, TCB time reported in the DB2 Accounting trace is added only for older
releases of DB2 and CICS (DB2 pre-Version 6 and CICS CTS pre-version 2.2). DB2 overhead may be spread across all
system users, both DB2 and non-DB2 users or may be applied as an add-on cost to DB2 users only.

The methods that have been described are easy to implement using the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 and MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option and add little additional overhead to the chargeback system.

ACT Network Accounting

Using network data sources for accounting allows direct recovery of the cost of the data communications network rather
than its being absorbed as an overhead.

There are several types of algorithms that are available for network accounting. The use of any algorithm must reflect the
IS organization's structure, which may or may not be reflected in the design of the network. This section discusses three
chargeback scenarios for networks with identical topologies but different organizational structures.
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The Example Network 

In the following examples, the network consists of two sites as shown in the figure below.

                    T                            T

   --------        /                            /

   |      |   ----/                        ----/

   | HOST |---|  |-------------------------|  | ------- T

   |      |   ----\                        ----\

   --------        \                            \

                    T                            T

     SITE A                                SITE B

Site A has the host processing resources and a communications processor (37xx equivalent). Site B has only a
communications processor. Both sites have terminals attached to the network.

Data Processing As A Centralized Service For The Organization 

In the data processing as a centralized service scenario, data processing is seen as tightly controlled. The central
communications staff makes the decisions concerning the type of service, level of service, network topology, line speeds,
terminals utilized, and so on.

Communications costs are allocated to end-users based solely on the volume of data transmitted. The total
communications costs are divided by the total traffic load to produce a cost-per-byte factor, which then applies to all traffic.
Typically, the cost-per-byte factor is adjusted on an annual basis.

Since the user makes no decisions concerning the line speed, routing of transmissions, or service level of the
applications, these factors are not taken into account in setting rates. It is assumed that the design of the network
maximizes the cost/performance ratio as defined by the organization planners.

Data Transmission As A Centralized Resource 

In the data transmission as a centralized resource scenario, data processing is viewed as a resource to be shared equally
by all entities within the organization. The organization's communications network provides the connection to this shared
resource. Typically, the user is responsible for the costs of the boundary circuits, terminal control units, modems, and local
support personnel.

Costs of the network are allocated based on traffic volume and distance from a virtual host processor resource that is
located equidistant from all users (despite the fact that the real data center is located at Site A). Charges may also be
based on a standard network link speed and may be adjusted for varying link speeds.

Guest Users 

In the guest users scenario, Site B is a paying guest of Site A. Site B, which may be an acquired subsidiary of Site A,
gains some advantage from using Site A's processing resources.

Site B bears the total cost of the data transmission to Site A, regardless of the distance. Site A does not subsidize Site B's
communications costs, as in the example of the centralized resource, even though Site A may choose, install, and support
all of the communication equipment.

Costs are allocated by totaling the costs of communication and dividing them by Site B's traffic volume to arrive at a cost-
per-byte factor, as in the example of the centralized service.

Summary 

In each of the above examples, only the actual communications costs are recovered (modems, terminals, control
units, links, support personnel, test equipment, etc.). Host processor costs are still recovered based on an application's
consumption of host resources.
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The differences in algorithms result from the interpretation of which portion of the resources belongs to the organization as
a whole and which portion belongs to the end-user.

ACT Cost Accounting And Rate Determination
One of the most important factors for the success of a profit-making manufacturing or service organization is its ability to
determine accurately the costs of the products or services that it markets. Such costing information is the basis of product
pricing as well as the foundation for evaluating the performance of the organization.

The philosophy behind the running of a profit-oriented organization should be applicable to a businesslike IS organization.
It, too, should use valid cost accounting principles in determining and distributing the data processing costs to the
users of its services. The service (or "product") of the IS organization is the output of information as produced from
raw data supplied by the user, within a time-frame acceptable to the user. Using generally accepted cost accounting
disciplines will produce:

• Data processing costs that can be properly assigned to each IS cost center (that is, user), enabling users to improve
their management of data processing expenditures.

• Summarized costs permitting upper management to evaluate and plan the activities of the IS organization more
effectively.

The major problem in establishing effective cost accounting procedures is applying cost accounting to a heterogeneous
set of services. In an IS organization there are many different services in addition to computer processing services
that are chargeable to the user. In fact, cost categories such as technical personnel, special forms, tape reel storage,
reference manuals, technical education, and software acquisition may comprise the major portion of the overall data
processing costs. Thus, each resource category should be individually costed and charged out accordingly. To include
the costs of these other resources in the overhead to computer processing costs results in an inequitable cost distribution
system and, more importantly, fails to provide true "responsibility accounting."

Responsibility accounting itemizes the data processing charges to the responsible user for each data processing service.
Users know exactly where the money is spent, and can become more conscious of their computer and data processing
resource utilization. This procedure provides both user and IS management with an accurate picture of how their data
processing costs have been distributed, thereby permitting the type of priority decision making that characterizes effective
management.

Conventional cost accounting systems are typically defined as being either process cost or job order cost systems. The
process cost system is typically associated with the automated assembly line operation and is typified by the production
of a single product as part of a continuous process, such as the manufacture of an automobile engine. This type of cost
accounting system does not meet the requirements for the IS organization.

According to Patrick S. Kemp on pages 107 and 108 of Accounting for the Manager, published by Dow Jones-Irwin,
Inc., 1970, the job order cost system is used for a job shop environment that produces many special products of a
heterogeneous nature. This cost system has a structure that is applicable to the costing of data processing resource
usage.

On pages 106 and 107 of the same book, Mr. Kemp identifies three ingredients used in job order cost systems to arrive at
product costs: direct materials, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead.

Materials and labor are called direct if the costs of the items can be directly associated with the cost of the final product.
All other costs, typically termed indirect costs, are considered to be overhead and cannot be associated directly with the
cost of a product. This structure is only partially valid for data processing costing.

Like manufacturing, data processing costing relies on direct materials, direct labor, and overhead. However, because of
the method of costing the computer equipment used, data processing uses a fourth cost category. In manufacturing, the
actual equipment cost cannot be easily associated with the cost of a product and is typically considered as an overhead
item. In data processing costing, the equipment usage can be directly measured and is associated with the end service.
Therefore, the fourth cost category, direct hardware costs, is used in the data processing costing structure. In summary,
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the data processing costing system should have four categories of cost: direct hardware, direct labor, direct materials, and
data processing overhead.

ACT Load Center Definition

A load center is a single type of costing unit. In a data processing costing system, a load center might be represented by
resource items such as a central processor, a pool of tape drives, a pool of EAM equipment, or a data entry department.

One objective of the data processing cost accounting process is to determine accurately the total cost of operating each of
the load centers, considering their direct costs and associated overheads.

ACT Load Center Cost Determination

Consider the following steps in structuring the load center costs for the IS organization:

1. Identify the individual load centers that comprise the total IS organization.
2. Determine whether each load center is direct or indirect (see Direct and Indirect Classification).
3. Define the rate that will be used to distribute the enterprise's overhead against the IS organization (that is, the burden

rate).
4. Calculate the cost of each load center by following this procedure:

a. Determine all direct costs of hardware, materials, and labor.
b. Determine all indirect costs of hardware, materials, and labor, and define how each of these items is to be

distributed against the direct costs.
c. Determine what other indirect costs might be distributed against this load center, short of including the

overhead represented by the load centers defined as indirect.
5. Apply the corporate burden rate against each of the load centers based on your organization's accounting practices.
6. Evaluate how each indirect load center should be distributed as overhead against each of the direct load centers.

ACT Direct and Indirect Classification

A load center is classified as either direct (operational) or indirect (overhead). A direct load center is one that can be
charged directly to a specific work cost, such as the storage of tape reels in the tape library storage load center. An
indirect load center, such as the services provided by the hardware/software selection group, cannot be charged directly
to any specific work cost and must be included as a data processing overhead.

There is no fixed rule for classifying activities as either direct or indirect for all IS organizations. Generally, if the load
center's cost can be directly tied to the work cost, then it is a direct center; if it cannot, it is an indirect center and is treated
as an overhead cost.

ACT Direct Cost Determination

From an accounting standpoint, it is always preferable to recover costs based on direct measurements rather than
overhead charges, because the overhead charges are based on estimates. Direct measurements eliminate guesswork
and have the additional benefit of continuing to maintain their accuracy when usage varies as a result of system or
environmental changes. To encourage cost management, the accounting system uses direct costing as its primary costing
method.

Direct data processing costs are categorized as direct labor, direct hardware, and direct materials. The load center to
which these are assigned depends on the structure of the IS organization.
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Whenever personnel work exclusively for one load center, the labor dollars are assigned to that load center. For example,
computer operators are assigned to the CPU load center, tape librarians to the tape load center, and a DASD space
manager to the DASD load center.

The accounting system can also assign a management position to a direct load center if the position is assigned solely
to the load center. A first-line manager in the tape library whose work is solely concerned with the tape load center can
be costed to the tape load center. Managers whose work supports several load centers should be assigned to an indirect
load center. If you have information from a time reporting system that permits time breakdowns among load centers, you
can use it to apportion labor costs for those personnel who support several load centers.

The load center distribution of direct hardware and software costs are best derived from a product such as I/S Inventory
and Assets Manager. Whether manual or automated, as a product enters the organization it should be tracked as to its
use among the different load centers. Most products will have one load center to which they belong. Others will have to be
distributed as an indirect cost.

Materials such as tapes and other supplies can also be costed directly to the load center using them, or, if their use is not
directly attributable to one load center, to an indirect load center.

ACT Indirect Cost Application Methods

You must evaluate the many different types of indirect costs individually to determine how they should be distributed
and to determine the items against which they should be distributed. The IS organization applies a "burden rate" against
the users that represents the organization's indirect costs. If indirect costs are not distributed on an equitable basis,
management does not have an accurate picture of the cost of operating each load center, nor is the IS organization able
to distribute its costs to its users equitably. The following example illustrates the evaluation of indirect items:

The IS organization of company XYZ has three departments: A, B, and C, each of which is considered a load center. Load
centers A and B are direct centers, while load center C is an indirect center. The following Departmental Cost Breakdown
sample illustrates a sample set of costs for load centers A, B, and C.

                     DEPARTMENTAL COST BREAKDOWN

 

            DIRECT            INDIRECT            TOTAL

      -----------------   ----------------   ----------------

      Labor   Material/   Labor  Material/   Labor  Material/

              Machinery          Machinery          Machinery

 ____________________________________________________________

 Dept.

 

  A   10,000    50,000    2,000    15,000    12,000    65,000

 

  B   32,000         0    1,000     4,000    33,000     4,000

 

  C    6,000         0    1,000         0     7,000         0

      ______    ______    _____    ______    ______    ______

  All 48,000    50,000    4,000    19,000    52,000    69,000

 ____________________________________________________________

While there are many different methods of distributing corporate indirect costs, this example uses a burden rate that is a
percentage applied against the labor costs of each division. The burden rate is 110%. (It would have been feasible to use
either the number of personnel or total costs as distribution bases.) The following figure Burden Rate Application Schedule
adds the burden rate to the total costs listed in the Departmental Cost Breakdown sample.
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         TOTAL BURDEN RATE APPLICATION SCHEDULE

 

 Dept.   Labor    Burden Cost    Material/       Total Cost

                   (Labor +      Machinery       + Burden

                  1.1 * Labor)

 ____________________________________________________________

 Dept.

 

   A     12,000       25,200        65,000         90,200

 

   B     33,000       69,300         4,000         73,300

 

   C      7,000       14,700             0         14,700

                                                  _______

   All                                            178,200

 

 ____________________________________________________________

To arrive at the final costs of the direct load centers, A and B, the cost of load center C must be applied to the two other
load centers. Remember load center C is an indirect cost and must be applied against direct load center costs. It is also
important to realize that even though load center C is an indirect load center, the burden rate was still applied to it to
determine the accurate cost of load center C.

Load center C is a support activity maintaining materials and machinery. Therefore, it would be logical to distribute the
cost of load center C across centers A and B based upon their material and machinery costs. The total cost of materials
and machinery for the two centers is $69,000, with A responsible for 94.2% and B responsible for 5.8% of the total. In
distributing the cost of load center C, the amount of $14,700 is distributed proportionately, with $13,847 going to A and
$853 going to B. The final direct costs of the A and B load centers are shown in the following Total Load Center Costs
sample.

 _________________________________________________________

                                                 Total

  Dept.     Burdened Cost      Distributed     Load Center

                              Indirect Cost       Cost

 _________________________________________________________

 

   A           $90,200           $13,847        $104,047

 

   B            73,300               853          74,153

                                                ________

                                                $178,200

 

 _________________________________________________________

The object of this example is to illustrate two points: first, that there are many different types of indirect costs; and second,
that there can be many different ways of distributing these costs. In defining indirect costs and distribution techniques, we
strongly suggest that the cost accounting department be brought in as consultant to the data processing costing staff while
the accounting system is being designed. If this participation with the cost accounting group is successful, the costing
policies of the data processing system should adhere to those of the overall corporation. Such compliance with corporate
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procedures will go a long way in winning acceptance by both user and top management of the data processing costing
procedures.

ACT Pricing Strategy Selection

Accurately determining the operating cost of the load centers is only part of the accounting process. The critical
consideration is in determining just how these costs are going to be charged back to the users.

In making this decision, you should consider the following pricing approaches.

Your organizational environment will determine which among the four approaches is the most applicable philosophy. Then
you can determine billable rates.

Break-even Chargeback Technique

The break-even chargeback technique charges users of data processing services an amount equal to the IS
organization's cost for rendering those services. Often referred to as a variable rate system, this method distributes the IS
costs among the users for the accounting period. Each accounting period results in a different level of use, which causes
the charges to the users to vary. The break-even chargeback may occur monthly, quarterly, or even yearly. The longer the
fiscal time period, the less variable the charges for the users.

The break-even approach is the most commonly used method, but it can have some serious disadvantages from the
corporate standpoint. There is no direct incentive for the data processing organization to minimize costs. They know that
whatever they spend will be charged back to the users, allowing them to maintain their break-even position. This approach
can result in large, centralized, computer complexes replete with an abundance of computing power, sophisticated
software, and technical staff that uses significant amounts of money.

In using the break-even approach, the organization must estimate the level of utilization that each load center will realize.
This level of utilization could then be divided into the load center cost figure to arrive at the unit rate that would be used
to charge for services rendered by this load center. To illustrate this situation, assume that for a fiscal year the cost of the
tape drive pool is $120,000 and the projected usage for the year is 6,000 tape hours. The unit rate to be used to recover
this load center's costs will be $20.00 per tape hour ($120,000 / 6,000).

Capacity Chargeback Technique

The capacity chargeback technique assumes that a unit rate for charging is not based on estimated utilization, but is
based instead on the estimated capacity of the services. The only time the break-even occurs is when the load center is
operating at full capacity. In other words, this approach considers a budgetary loss to be a normal situation. The important
control concept is that the level of loss really reflects either a waste or an underutilization of resources. By identifying the
wasted resource, the system provides management with a new and valuable piece of information.

Additionally, the users of data processing services are not penalized for inefficient data center operation or excessive
hardware and software capabilities. This type of reporting system provides an incentive for IS management to keep its
costs down, maximize the utilization of current hardware and software capabilities, and discourage unnecessary additions
in the form of hardware, software, and personnel.

The example of the tape drive pool also illustrates the capacity chargeback method. Remember that with capacity
chargeback, the estimated capacity of the load center should be used, instead of the estimated utilization level. Also
note that the estimated capacity used by this system is quite different from a load center's theoretical capacity. To support
this, consider the following:

There are 10 tape drives on a system. In a 24-hour period there is a theoretical capacity of 240 tape hours. In reality,
no resource is ever used to its theoretical capacity. The potential or actual capacity of a load center is what must be
determined.

To arrive at the actual capacity, all down or unavailable time would first have to be deducted from the theoretical capacity.
In addition, based upon the workload of the installation, it must be determined how much of the load center could be used
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if it were utilized at a capacity level. In determining this unused load center time, the time from schedule conflicts, resource
conflicts, and overhead requirements must also be deducted from the theoretical time to arrive at capacity time.

        Capacity time = (Theoretical time - (Unavailable

                         time + Conflict time))

It might be determined that the actual capacity of the tape drive pool is, for example, 18,000 tape hours or three times
the level of utilization projected. This actual capacity level of 18,000 would result in a unit rate of $6.67 per tape hour
($120,000/18,000). If the actual utilization was 6,000 tape hours, $79,980 would be designated as direct loss due to the
level of under-utilization. This difference between budgeted and recovered costs provides management with an effective
cost control and evaluation tool.

Profit Chargeback Technique

The profit chargeback technique allows the IS organization to plan for a profit at the end of the fiscal period. Service
bureaus use this technique. An internal IS organization can also add a profit margin to the costs and assess its users. It
can use this profit for expansion of user services or merely as a measurement tool. A profit technique also increases the
user community's awareness of the strategic importance and business nature of the IS organization.

Market-based Pricing

A variation of the profit technique is the market-based pricing method. This approach views the IS organization as any
other profit-making data processing organization. Thus, IS management sets its rates competitive with other vendors
that provide computing products and services. It also supplements basic data processing with services such as technical
support, application development, technology migration, and technical training.

When the enterprise's management allows users to purchase the same services from vendors outside the organization,
the IS organization is forced to set its prices low enough to be attractive to customers who now have an alternative. While
prices must be low enough to be competitive, the IS organization must also provide the other key factor for attracting
users: a high standard of service. Users will purchase the in-house "product" only if the service that accompanies it is
comparable to or better than what an outside vendor will provide.

Implementing this pricing policy requires a comprehensive management commitment. The new rate structure should be
developed and reviewed according to management's objectives and financial resources. Rate setting should focus on
lowering prices enough to attract a high volume of business. Among the features that an organization can offer are volume
discounts, flat rates for dedicated use of resources such as DASD, and special rates for technology conversion.

The fundamental actions that an organization needs to take for a successful market-based pricing policy are the following:

• Obtaining detailed cost accounting
• Continually assessing the cost effectiveness of available products and services
• Setting realistic prices compared to other vendors
• Staying at the forefront of technological change
• Providing a consistently high level of user services

ACT Determining Billable Rates

Use the following steps to determine billable rates for each data processing service. Determining the operation costs for
each load center should precede any rate determination.

1. Identify the unit element within each direct load center for which the user will be charged (for example, for the tape
library load center, the unit element to be charged would be the storage of a tape reel per day, say $0.05 per reel/day).

2. Select the type of chargeback approach that should be used. The three primary methods are profit, break-even and
capacity chargeback.
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3. Determine the fiscal time period that will be used for the current set of rates being developed. We strongly suggest that
you use at least one quarter, or if possible, six months or one year.

4. Project either the estimated utilization level or the capacity level, depending upon the chargeback method you choose.
Approximate the utilization level by reviewing the historical usage and then relating that pattern to the projected
workload growth or change. For capacity charging, derive the figure that represents the capacity level for this load
center service. The capacity level must be represented in terms of the unit elements defined in step 1. (For example,
for the tape library there may be 300,000 storage units with each unit representing the storage of one reel of tape for
one day.)

5. For the period selected, determine the load center cost to be recovered.
6. Calculate the unit rates for each of the data processing services being offered.

In summary, two points must be stressed: first, understand what the actual costs are; and second, establish an equitable
means for distributing those costs.

ACT Periodic Variance Analysis

Since rates are typically based on a prediction of future costs and utilization levels, a periodic
variance analysis is an important method for validating the rate structure. This variance analysis
should analyze actual costs using the cost determination model you selected and compare the actual cost to the forecast.
Use the same process to analyze the resource utilization levels. The two types of analyses should then prepare you for
the next rate-setting exercise. New accounting systems should ensure to use a periodic variance analysis to help set and
validate the rate schedule.

Using Accounting and Chargeback
You can apply MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to the following primary areas:

  

Cost Allocation

You can measure the resources that are consumed by specific user groups or business functions, and compute the dollar
value of those resources so that you can allocate data processing costs appropriately.

Software and Hardware Acquisition

You can track revenues and expenses to evaluate the purchase of proposed hardware and software upgrades. Being
aware of current revenues and expenses allows you to better analyze the affordability of additions and upgrades and, if
necessary, adjust your acquisition plans.

Budgeting

You can manually enter budgets for each accounting month and then display any variances from budgeted amounts
on the invoices. Management can use this information to monitor system usage from a monetary perspective. Budget
projection reports also provide input for estimating future expenditures for IS services.

Capacity Planning and Performance

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option puts performance and capacity issues in financial terms. You can assess
the effects of improved throughput and latent system demand from the perspective of revenue increases or decreases
brought about by system configuration changes.
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Client Invoicing

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option produces a consolidated invoice report that includes multi-site consolidation
and quantifies a user's or user group's total expenditures. It gives cost center management an accurate accounting of the
quantity of each individual billable item consumed during the accounting period, the rate of charge, and the corresponding
charges incurred.

Enterprise IS Financial Reporting

Enterprise IS Financial Reporting is a comprehensive framework to help you analyze how enterprise investments in IS
technology are being used. The information is organized in five management impact areas and is presented either as a
mainframe report, such as an invoice or on a workstation where you can look at the information in graphic and tabular
form.

About Using Accounting and Chargeback Documentation

This documentation is for the person responsible for:

• installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option

• setting appropriate parameters for your installation

• processing accounting data

Other Documentation You Need

•  Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and Overview

•  Installing 

Product Prerequisites

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option runs in a MICS environment that operates under z/OS.

ACT Reporting and Inquiry Functions
MICS Accounting and Chargeback's Enterprise IS Financial Reporting is grouped into five management impact areas.

The information is presented as a mainframe report or in graphic and tabular format your workstation.

You can view additional information by running predefined MICF inquiries. These inquiries are described at the end of this
section.

Invoicing

The Invoicing management impact area produces the following reports:

Consolidated Invoice Report
Provides a summary of charges invoiced to a cost center during the accounting period. You can produce the report at
three levels of summarization: Computation Code line items, Invoice Category line items, or Cost Center (total) line items.
The invoice shows the charges incurred at the chosen level with several options for additional information including
quantities consumed and rates charged, and comparison to budget or year-to-date charges. Installations with multiple
sites can produce a consolidated multi-site invoice at the central site.

Zero Balance ReportShows the accounting month's charges for each value of the highest-level cost center and lists the
adjustment amounts and revised charges that result from calculating a zero balance.

Repeat Invoice
An invoice run from a prior accounting period.
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Month-to-Date Invoice
An invoice run from the current month cycle of the ledger, debit and credit files and the active cycle of the budget file. Any
recurring debits and credits are included. Year-to-date amounts through the previous month can be shown.

Multi-site Invoice
A consolidated multi-site invoice run from the 01 (prior month) cycle of the Multi-site Financial Recap file. The invoice is
created from the central and remote site Financial Recap files.

Multi-site Repeat Invoice
A multi-site invoice run from a prior accounting period. You can reprint an invoice from any existing Multi-site Financial
Recap file cycle.

Invoice Credit Supplement Report Invoice
Provides a detailed listing of the credits applied to a given cost center's bill. When detailed information is required, this
report supplements the credit total printed on the invoice.

Trial Balance Invoice Provides a trial balance invoice for the previous month's cycle before all the monthly closeout jobs
(MONTHLY/MONTHACT and CLOSETBL) are run.

Client Support

The Client Support management impact area focuses on the needs of the users of IS computer services and their
management in keeping track of how their IS expenses are being consumed. It provides information in graphic and tabular
form at your workstation and in a mainframe report as described below:

User IS Expense AnalysisPresented at your workstation, this information focuses on monthly charges for the current and
prior year and, if you have six or more month's data, projects charges through the end of the current year. You can view a
subset of the information by department, by application, or by invoice category.

User Expense Summary Report
This is a report of charges for a specific user, or for all users at a specific cost center level, in any defined invoice format.

IS Financial Management

The IS Financial Management impact area focuses on the needs of IS management in providing computer services to the
enterprise. It provides information in graphic and tabular form on a workstation and in a series of mainframe reports as
described below:

IS Revenue AnalysisPresented at your workstation, this information provides IS management with several views of the
fiscal health of the IS organization by looking at IS revenue. It focuses on monthly revenue for the current and prior year
for up to twenty-six months of data and, if you have six or more month's data, projects revenue through the end of the
current year.

Budgetary Analysis ReportProvides a summary of the charges invoiced to cost centers within the accounting period
compared to their budgets for that period. The report gives upper management a concise method of determining which
cost centers are over or under budget and the amount of discrepancy. It is also useful as an "early warning" mechanism
for clients whose charges increase significantly during the course of a billing cycle. You can also produce a year-to-date
version.

Revenue Area Analysis Report Lists, by invoice category, a summary of charges incurred during the accounting period.
This report allows cost center management to determine the dollar expenditure for each resource and allows data center
management to determine if charges are distributed appropriately. You can also produce a year-to-date version.

User Revenue Distribution Report
Shows the percentage of total revenue accrued by each value of the highest level cost center. This report gives
management a concise way of determining the relative ranking of data processing charges. You can also produce a year-
to-date version.
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Credit Area Analysis Report Shows, by individual credit category, a summary of the charges credited during the
accounting period. This report allows data center management to determine which resource is being credited, and helps
to determine processing inefficiencies and the resulting amount of lost revenue. You can also produce a year-to-date
version.

User Credit Distribution Report Provides a summary of the percentage of total credits accounted for by each value of
the highest level cost center. This report gives management a rapid method of determining relative ranking of cost center
credits. You can also produce a year-to-date version.

Revenue/ Credit Trend Analysis Report Lists a one-year history of charges and credits for a given cost center
compared to its budget. This report allows management to analyze the credits applied to a cost center in relation to its
expenditures, which may indicate cost center operational problems.

Surcharge Summary Report Provides a summary of the surcharge amounts for each cost center invoiced. This report
gives management a concise view of surcharges for tax reporting and other purposes. You can also produce a year-to-
date version.

Invoice Summary Report Lists the total charges, credits, discounts, zero balance adjustments, surcharges, and a
grand total for each cost center invoiced. This report provides management with a quick overview of the invoices for tax
reporting and other purposes. You can also produce a year-to-date version.

Budget Summary Report Provides a listing of all budget amounts by cost center and type of budget.

Cost Reconciliation Report Lists the difference between costs and charges, in order by cost center, invoice category, or
computation code, to help management determine the effectiveness of its rate-setting structure.

IS Revenue Analysis and Rate Projection Presented on the workstation, this information provides the accounting
administrator, and other IS management, with an in-depth analysis of current utilization and revenue and forecasts future
trends. You can analyze the effects of new rates and workloads on present and future enterprise utilization and revenues.
It focuses on the data for the last 12 accounting periods and forecasts utilization and revenue trends for the next 12
accounting periods.

Enterprise IS Financial Management

The Enterprise IS Financial Management impact area focuses on the needs of enterprise management in tracking how the
enterprise's IS expenses are being consumed. It provides information in graphic and tabular form at your workstation and
a mainframe report as described below:

 Application IS Expense Analysis Presented on a workstation, this information focuses on monthly charges for the top
ten business applications for the current and prior year at the selected cost center level. You can select an application and
compare actual and projected charges to budgeted charges. You can also view charges by month, by designated cost
center level, and by invoice category.

Application Expense Summary Report This is a report of charges, in any defined invoice format, for each application or
other information contained in a specified cost center level.

Accounting Administration

The Accounting Administration impact area focuses on the needs of the accounting administrator in monitoring the status
of accounting processing and determining rates. It provides information in graphic and tabular form at your workstation
and in a series of mainframe reports as described below:

Journal Run Status LogsThese logs retain information about the journal files created by daily processing, such as the
run time stamp when they were created by the DAY199 step of the DAILY job, or the external journal file update job, and
the charges for each computation code. They are viewed online and provide a convenient way for you to check on the
daily update of MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.
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Daily IS Revenue Analysis Presented on the workstation, this information focuses on daily charges for the past 35 days.
A breakdown is provided of the charges for the top ten applications, at the selected cost center level, with detail by invoice
category or charging element.

Daily Charges Summary
Provides a daily and a month-to-date summary of the total charges incurred within each invoice category by each high-
level cost center. This report provides an additional way for the accounting administrator to check on the daily update of
MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.

Audit Report Provides a detail listing of individual charges, the date and time they were incurred, and the specific work
unit involved. You can produce a complex-level report or a unit-level report.

Cost Center Attributes File Recap Produces a listing of the special billing attributes for each cost center. It includes
personalized addressing information, billable status (billable/non-billable), budget print- ing information, whether this user
is entitled to a lump sum or a flat percentage discount and, if so, the amount involved.

Invoice Sequence Number File Recap
Lists the serial number of the next invoice that will be produced.

Credit File Recap Lists individual standard and recurring credit entries for each cost center in a format compatible with
the data entry format used to maintain the file.

Debit File Recap Lists individual standard and recurring debit entries for each cost center in a format compatible with the
data entry format used to maintain the file.

Budget File Recap
Lists individual budget entries for each cost center in a format compatible with the data entry format used to maintain the
file.

Effective/ Simulated Rate Comparison Report Lists the percentage of difference between currently effective rates
and proposed rates for each computation code so that you can compare the projected percentage of change in revenue
produced by other rate simulation reports.

Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects Report Lists the amount of revenue that would have been generated by
each invoice category had it been billed at the simulated rate. It shows the actual charges, the simulated charges, the
percentage of difference between the charges, the original and simulated percentage distribution of the charges, and the
percentage of change in the distribution.

Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report Shows the percentage of simulated total revenue that would have been
incurred by each cost center compared to that actually incurred, which helps you assess the effects that a proposed rate
change would have on charges incurred by a cost center.

Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report Shows the percentage of simulated total revenue that would have been
incurred by each charging element compared to that actually incurred. This report helps you to assess the effect that a
proposed rate change would have on the relationship between the charge for a given resource and its actual cost.

Journal Files Rate Report Provides a complete listing of the charging algorithms in effect for a portion of the MICS
database. For each journal file, it lists the applicable rate for each charging element in order by system identifier,
subsystem (such as CICS or TSO), subtype, and cost center. It is produced automatically when the MICS Algorithm
Generator is run, or you may generate it as a stand-alone report.

Complex-Level External Files Rate Report Produces a complete listing of the complex-level external file charging
algorithms. For each complex-level external file, it lists the applicable rate for each charging element, in order, by system
identifier, subsystem, subtype, and cost center. It is produced automatically when the External File Generation job is run,
or you may generate it as a standalone report. 
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MICF Inquiries

The following describes predefined MICF inquiries that are delivered with the system. You can run these inquiries on
an as-needed basis. You can also use them as templates for designing your own inquiries. They are located in MICF's
Finance Catalog Group.

Net Revenue by Cost Center Produces a pie chart that depicts how revenue, less any cost center credits, is distributed
to the various high-level cost centers. Each slice represents a cost center's relative contribution to total revenue.

Budgeted vs. Actual Produces a vertical bar chart for selected high-level cost centers. Each bar represents either the
actual charges or the budgeted amount for a cost center, which helps you to see how well the cost centers are staying
within their budgets.

Monthly Charges by Invoice Category Produces a pie chart depicting how revenue, less any credits, is distributed to the
various invoice categories, where the categories are broadly defined along the lines of CPU, DASD, Print, Tape, etc. Each
slice represents a category's relative contribution to total revenue. You can produce the graph for any or all high-level cost
centers.

Category Charges by Cost Center Produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows each invoice category's charges for
the preceding month. Each bar is composed of the charges for each high-level cost center. You can produce the chart for
any or all high-level cost centers.

Invoice Credits by Cost Center Produces a pie chart depicting how credits are distributed to the various high-level cost
centers. Each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total credits.

Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category
Produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows the preceding month's charges for any or all high-level cost centers.
Each bar depicts charges applicable to the different invoice categories.

Invoice Discounts by Cost Center Produces a pie chart that shows how discounts are distributed to the various high-
level cost centers. Each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total discounts issued during the preceding
month.

Monthly Net Revenue Summary
Produces a vertical bar chart that represents net revenue for a selected number of months for any or all high-level cost
centers.

Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary Produces a stacked vertical bar chart depicting the credits and discounts
provided each month over a specified period of months for any or all high-level cost centers. Each shows the relative
share of credits and discounts.

Weekly Processing Charges Summary Produces a vertical bar chart showing the total charges processed during the
preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost cost centers. Each bar represents one day's charges.

Weekly Charges by Invoice Category Produces a vertical bar chart showing the total charges processed during the
preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost centers. Each bar represents one day's charges.

Daily Revenue Ranking Produces three ranked lists that show charging activity for the previous day for specified high-
level cost centers, invoice categories, and computation codes (types of charges within an invoice category). The first list
shows the top ten charges; the second shows the top five charges in each invoice category; the third shows the top five
charges in each high-level cost center.

ACT Using the Online Panels
Access MICS Accounting and Chargeback through the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) by selecting option 4;2 on the
MWF main menu.

Use the MICS Accounting and Chargeback online panels to run a job, change an installation parameter, or enter data.

The following screen illustrates the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu:
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        --------  Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu  ---------------

Option ===>

        1 - Application Database Data Entry

            Debits and credits, cost center attributes, budgets,

            invoice sequence number

        2 - Month End Processing

            Submit end of month installation accounting jobs

        3 - Parameter Specification and Generation

            Specify Installation Accounting Component parameters

        4 - Enterprise IS Financial Reporting

            Access reports and workstation applications by impact area

        5 - Year End Processing

            Submit Special Accounting Dates Yearly Processing

        S - Special Requirements

            Modify shipped menus, journal file definitions, and utilities

        T - Tutorial

            General information

If, for example, you want to change the definition of your cost center structure, you would select option 3,
Parameter Specification and Generation, on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. Then you would select
option 1, Cost Center Definition, and then option 1, Cost Center Structure, from the submenus.

Using Online Help 

Each of the MICS Accounting and Chargeback online panels have tutorials that explain how to use the panel and provide
data entry instructions, where appropriate.

When using a MICS Accounting and Chargeback panel, press the HELP key, typically F1, to get help. If you entered a
command incorrectly, a short explanatory message displays in the upper left corner of the panel, below the Command
line. Press the HELP key again to display the panel's tutorial.

Each tutorial has navigation instructions. If there are additional panels, it will tell you to press ENTER to continue.
Frequently, there are related topics that you can browse by selecting an option number. When you are finished browsing
the tutorial, press the END key to return to the original panel.

For example, suppose you are using the Debits and Credits Data Entry panel, to enter debits and credits:

-------------------  WORK     Debits and Credits Data Entry ------- Row 1 of 5

Command ===>

Cost center values:

1 ===> AT                              2 ===> DEPT

3 ===> ________                        4 ===> ________

5 ===> ________                        6 ===> ________

Debit/Credit            ===> D  (D or C)   Standard/Recurring ===> R  (S or R)

Month/Day/Year          ===> ** / ** / **

Invoice/credit category ===> 1200   CHANNELS

Computation code        ===> 0022   JOB CPU TIME CONSUMED

Quantity                ===> 9.000           TCB SRB SECONDS

Rate                    ===> 10.0000
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Amount                  ===> 90.0000

Workunit          ===> ____________________________________________

Billing timestamp ===> ___________________      SYSID ===> ____

Reason            ===> ______________________________

If you press HELP, the following tutorial panel displays:

Tutorial  {-}  Debit and Credit Data Entry  {-}  Tutorial

Command ===>

Use this panel to add, change, or delete entries in the Debit and Credit table. Existing entries display one at a time. Each
entry is a row in the Debit and Credit table.

Primary Commands: 

If all required fields have values:

ADD, ADJWHO, BOTTOM, CANCEL, DELETE, DOWN, DUP, END, FIND, RETURN, SAVE, TOP, UP, RFIND

If all required fields do not have values:

CANCEL, DELETE

The following topics will be presented only if selected by number:

1. Data Entry Instructions
2. Primary Commands
3. Special Instructions for the Find Command

Notice that you can select from one of three options to view more help about using this panel.

ACT Overview of Tailoring MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option
This section tells you how to customize the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. You use different specifications to
tailor the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to meet the charging requirements of your data center. Some of the
specifications are required for accounting to take place; others are optional.

Enter the specifications using ISPF panels in the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). The appropriate panels are identified
in Customization.

Required Specifications

You must specify the following:

• Who is to be charged (the cost centers)?
• What is to be charged for (the charging elements)?
• The charging rate.
• What cost center levels are to be invoiced?
• The formats of the invoices.
• The number of positions to round charges on invoices.
• Whether to carry zero charges on invoices.
• How much information to store in the journal run status log.

In many cases, you can use the default specifications provided by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.

Optional Specifications

Specify the following optional information:
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• New or modified charging elements or invoice categories.
• Names and addresses for cost centers that will receive invoices or supplemental reports.
• Adjustments to charges including discounts and surcharges, differential charges, debits, and credits.
• Invoice formats, discounts, and surcharges for individual cost centers, overriding the global specifications.
• Charges for non-MICS data using external files.
• An accounting calendar.
• Prorated charges.
• Zero balancing.
• Accounting for multiple sites.
• Journal file definitions.
• Budgets.
• Batch input of ISPF data using utility jobs.
• Modifications to menus.

Review the following sections for an overview of the specifications and determine those that you need to make.
Follow the Planning Checklist to help you through planning the installation. Worksheets and detailed information are in
Customization. Finally, follow the Installation Checklist to make the actual specifications on the ISPF panels.

ACT Cost Center Specifications

Cost Center specifications include:

• Defining your cost center structure using the COSTCTR and COSTRTE parameters
• Creating optional cost center validation tables
• Providing names and addresses for individual cost centers

The Cost Center Structure 

The cost center structure specifies your organizational hierarchy and any other information that you want to be carried as
summarization keys (COSTCTR1 - COSTCTRn) in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files. You can define up to nine
cost center levels in the structure.

COSTCTR Parameter
You define your cost center structure in the COSTCTR parameter. This is where you specify the number of levels in
your cost center hierarchy, the meaning of each level, and the length of the corresponding COSTCTR variables. The
COSTCTR variables are used as keys for most of the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.

COSTRTE Parameter
This is a SAS routine that you modify to specify what data is to be assigned to the COSTCTR variables. This routine is
invoked for each data source being charged (SMF, IMS, DB2, etc.), and you specify the assignments separately for each
data source.

The assignments can be made from any data source variables that are input or computed by the MICS Data Integration
Applications or external file input routines.

Cost Center Validation Tables 

These are optional tables of valid values for each cost center level. If present, these tables are checked when cost
center values are entered online and during batch data entry for utility jobs, but they are NOT used to validate the
values assigned by the COSTRTE during journal file or external file processing. If you need this type of validation, you
should provide for it in the COSTRTE.

Names and Addresses 
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You can specify names and addresses for cost centers in the Cost Center Attributes Identification panels. The names and
addresses will appear on the invoices and supplemental reports, so you will probably want to specify them at least for your
invoice level cost centers.

ACT Charging Element and Invoice Category Specifications

All charging elements used in the Rate Table must be defined in the Charging Element Table and be associated with an
invoice category in the Invoice Category Table.

Each Charging Element Table entry specifies:

• A computation code
• A description of the computation code
• The name of the variable in the data source that contains the quantity to be charged
• The unit of measurement of the quantity

MICS Accounting and Chargeback comes with a default table of invoice categories and a default table of computation
codes associated with these invoice categories. These tables should be sufficient to meet most needs, but you may want
to create additional computation codes or invoice categories to define charging elements or load centers not in the tables.

For example, you might want to charge different CPU time rates based on zone and print a different description for each
zone on the invoice. You could create a different computation code for each zone. Each computation code would charge
for CPU time, but would have a different description. Then you would use control variable charging in Rate Table to
associate each zone with a different computation code and rate.

ACT Rate Table Specifications

Use the rate tables to indicate which journal files will be charged for and how to charge for the work in each file.

There is one rate table for each MICS Accounting and Chargeback unit and one for complex-level external files. You must
activate the journal files to be charged for by defining journal file specifications and at least one charging algorithm for
each journal file.

A charging algorithm is a set of computation codes and rates. If you define more than one charging algorithm for a journal
file, you must use algorithm qualification to indicate which data to charge with each algorithm.

You can also specify a journal file exit if you need to provide for special processing.

Journal File Specifications

Journal file specifications include the following:

• The number of journal file cycles to be kept
• Whether to use data compression
• Whether to use zone charging
• Whether to use priority charging
• Whether to use journal file prorating
• An effective date time stamp variable, usually start or end time stamp. If you associate rates with effective dates in your

charging algorithm, this identifies the variable whose contents will be compared to the current time stamp at run time to
determine the rate to use.

Algorithm Specification

This is where you define your charging algorithms. You can define a single charging algorithm to apply to all work in the
journal file, or you can define multiple algorithms for different subsets of the work.
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In each charging algorithm, you specify each charging element to be used. Normally, you specify one computation code
and rate for each charging element, but you can also use "control variable charging" to vary the computation code and/or
rate based on the value of a control variable. For example, you might charge different rates for print lines depending on
the form number.

You can associate a date with each charging element to indicate when it will be used. This is called the effective date. For
example, if you want to change your rates effective January 1, 1996, you might enter each computation code and rate
twice, once with no effective date and once with an effective date of 1/1/96.

You can use special computation codes to implement a minimum charge or a surcharge for each unit of work.

Algorithm Qualification

This is where you indicate which charging algorithms to use for which subsets of the data being charged. You do this by
specifying the SYSID, SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE, COSTCTR, and WORKUNIT values that identify the work to be charged by
each algorithm.

SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE, and WORKUNIT have different meanings for each journal file. You control their meanings using
the Journal File Eligibility panel, or the Complex-Level External File panel.

Qualification Groups

If you have lists of SYSID, SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE, COSTCTR, or WORKUNIT values that you need to specify for an
algorithm, you can use the Qualification Groups panel to create lists of values and name each list. Then you can specify
the name of the list in algorithm qualification each time that you need to refer to the list of values that it contains.

ACT External File Specifications

You can charge for non-MICS data sources using external files. You can also charge for MICS data sources outside of
MICS DAILY processing. For example, you can charge for the data from a MICS file summarized to a higher timespan
than the DETAILS timespan.

External files can be charged for at the complex or at the unit level. In either case, you create a SAS input routine and
submit a generated job to compute the charges as often as you want, typically once or twice a month. (If the data must be
processed daily, consider creating a MICS field-developed application instead of an external file.)

External journal files are processed just like standard journal files except there is no associated MICS DAILY processing
to create the journal files. Instead, they are created as follows:

• You create a MICS unit with only Accounting and Chargeback installed. This is called an external file unit.
• You use Journal File Eligibility to define a journal file for each external file to be processed.
• You use the Rate Table panels to code an input routine and activate the journal files in the external file unit. You submit

the MAGRUN job to generate a update job for each external file.
• You submit the update job for each external file to create the associated journal file and update the ledger file.
• You submit the normal MICS MONTHLY job to age the ledger file.

Because the MICS scheduling facility does not support the external file update jobs, it cannot submit a backup job
automatically when each one runs. You should submit the backup job manually or with your own scheduling facility.

Complex-level external files have no associated journal, ledger, or audit files and they do not update the Journal Run
Status Log. Instead, charges are output to the Debit File, one record per charging element. They are created using the
External File Definition panels.
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ACT Invoicing Specifications

Use invoicing specifications to specify the invoice level, the invoice formats, the invoice sequence numbers, and language
translations of invoice category computation code descriptions.

Invoice Level

When invoices are produced, charges are summarized to a particular cost center level. This is called the invoice level and
any cost center at this level is called an invoice level cost center.

You must specify a default invoice level and you can also specify other invoice levels for different parts of your
organization.

For example, assume a cost center structure of Division, Department, and Project. You might set a default invoice
level of 1 and override it to 2 for certain divisions. Then charges to those divisions would be invoiced at the department
(COSTCTR2) level, while charges for all other divisions would be invoiced at the division (COSTCTR1) level.

The invoice level is important even if you do not actually produce invoices. It also controls the cost center level at which
discounts, surcharges, and zero balance adjustments are computed, and the level at which cost centers are classified as
billable or non-billable.

You set the default invoice level in the Accounting Options panel and can override it for particular cost centers in the Cost
Center Attributes panel.

Invoice Formats

Invoice formats control the level of summarization of the line items on the invoice (computation code, invoice category,
or cost center) and the columns shown on each line (charge, budget, YTD information). They also include options for
subtotals, footers, language translation, and supplemental reports.

These options give you a high degree of flexibility in defining your invoice formats. You can also create your own format
routine in SAS if you have special requirements.

A table of basic invoice formats is shipped with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It contains one format for each level of
summarization and one user format. You can use these shipped formats to create your own format entries in the table with
different values for the options.

You must specify which format will be used as the default. You can also specify other formats for different parts of your
organization.

You set the default invoice format in the Accounting Options panel and can override it for particular cost centers in the
Cost Center Attributes panel.

Language Translation

You can create translation tables for invoice category descriptions, computation code descriptions, and computation code
units and have the translations appear on your invoices.

You can create translation tables for multiple languages and then specify which translation table to use for which invoices.
For example, some of your invoices might have descriptions in French and others might have descriptions in English.

You create the translation tables using the Language Translation Table panel and specify the translation to use in the
invoice format in the Accounting Options panel.

Invoice Sequence Numbers

Each invoice has a unique sequence number. You specify the starting sequence number. This is done in the Invoice
Sequence Number panel.
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This number is used for the first invoice each time that invoices are produced. It is not incremented from run to run. If, for
example, it is set to 1 for June and 1000 invoices are produced that month, the first invoice for July will also begin with 1
unless you reset the invoice sequence number to 1001.

ACT Accounting Calendar Specifications

Each record in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Journal, Ledger, Debit, Credit, and Financial Recap files contains a
date in the MICS calendar and a date in the accounting calendar. These dates are carried in the DAY, MONTH, YEAR,

ACTDAY, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR variables, depending on the level of summarization. For example, DAY is not kept
in the MONTHS and YEARS timespans, and MONTH is not kept in the YEARS timespan.

Normally, files are aged according to the MICS calendar date, but you can override this and specify that they should be
aged by the accounting calendar dates instead. This is called the "Special Accounting Dates" option.

The default accounting calendar is the same as the MICS calendar, but you can override this and define your own
accounting calendar.

You specify the Accounting Calendar Specifications in the Accounting Options panel.

ACT Journal Run Status Log Specifications

This log contains information about the most recent journal file updates. There is one log for each unit. You can browse
the logs using the Journal Run Status Log panel.

You must specify the number of DAY199 runs to retain in the logs.

Cost center values are not kept in the log, but you can specify the contents of an application unit field (ACTAPU) which is
used as a summarization key for each record.

Records are also summarized by billing status, typically BILL or NOBILL. This is derived from specifications for invoice
level cost centers in the Cost Center Attributes file. You can also categorize work as UNIDENTIFIED by specifying a
COSTCTR1 value that indicates that the user for the work is unknown. You would set this special COSTCTR1 value in the
COSTRTE whenever a workunit with unexpected account code information was encountered.

Finally, you can specify the name of the SAS format to use to print the charge amounts in your local currency. You must
create and test this format using the SAS FORMAT procedure. You can base it off of the MONEY format routine shipped
in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

You specify these Journal Run Status Log options in the Accounting Options panel.

ACT Prorating Specifications

You can use prorating to distribute charges from one cost center to one or more other cost centers based on a specified
percentage. The original cost center is called the "prorate from" cost center and defaults to the COSTCTR1 value. The
new cost center is called the "prorate to" cost center and also defaults to a COSTCTR1 value. Prorating options and exits
allow you to override these defaults if necessary.

Prorating can be performed when the journal file is created, or at the end of the month after the ledger file is created. For
complex-level external files, it is performed when the charges are written to the Debit File.

In any case, you must create a table that specifies which records to prorate, the new cost center values, and the
percentage of the original charges each new record is to receive. For example:

  Old Value   New Value   Percent

  ---------   ---------   -------
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  OVHD        DEPT1        50.0

  OVHD        DEPT2        50.0

  SALES       NEWDEPT     100.0

You create the prorating table in the Prorating panel. The other prorating options are specified in the Accounting Options,
Rate Table, and Complex-Level External File panels.

ACT Charging Adjustment Specifications

Adjustments to charges include discounts, surcharges, minimum charges, and zone and priority differential charges.

Discounts And Surcharges

Discounts and most surcharges are adjustments to charges that are computed for invoice level cost centers when the
Financial Recap File is created. They appear at the bottom of invoices. Workunit surcharges are handled differently.

You can specify several types of discounts:

• Volume discounts based on a table of thresholds and discount amounts may be defined and apply to all invoice level
cost centers.

• Invoice category discounts may be specified globally or for individual invoice level cost centers.
• Fixed percentage discounts may be specified for individual invoice level cost centers.
• Lump sum discounts may be specified for individual invoice level cost centers.

You can also specify several types of surcharges:

• Fixed percentage surcharges may be specified globally and overridden for specified invoice level cost centers.
• Invoice category surcharges may be specified globally and overridden for specified invoice level cost centers.
• Workunit surcharges may be specified for all workunits charged with a particular algorithm by using the SURC

computation code and the specifying the surcharge percentage as the rate. They are treated as a special charging
element and appear on the invoice as line items.

You specify discounts and most surcharges using the Accounting Options and Cost Center Attributes panels. You specify
workunit surcharges in the Rate Table panel.

Minimum Charges

You can specify a minimum charge that will apply to each unit of work that will be charged with a particular algorithm
by using the JMIN computation code and specifying the minimum charge as a rate. Minimum charges are treated as a
special computation code and appear on the invoices as line items.

You specify minimum charges in the Rate Table panel.

Zone and Priority Differential Charges

You can adjust charges based on zone and/or priority and apply them to all units in a particular journal file. These
adjustments are treated as special computation codes and appear on the invoices as line items.

You must specify the zone or priority charge differentials in the MICS ZONE or JOBGROUP parameters and then request
zone or priority charging for the journal file in the Rate Table panel.

You can use control variable charging as an alternative to this feature if you want to apply the differential charges to one
particular charging element (such as CPU time) rather than to all charging elements for a workunit.
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ACT Additional Charging Specifications

You can also specify the number of positions to round charges and whether to write records with zero charges.

Number Of Positions To Round Charges

When charges are computed and written to journal files, they are rounded to the number of positions that you specify,
from 0 to 6.

This is important because lack of precision may result in lost charges and may also increase rounding errors.

When records are summarized to the Ledger and Financial Recap Files, quantity and charge are summarized. (Charge is
not recomputed from quantity and rate.) Then charge is rounded to two positions in the Financial Recap File. If the charge
is not precise enough, the likelihood increases that the product of quantity and rate will not equal the charge.

You specify this option in the Accounting Options panel.

Zero Charges

Only journal file records where at least one charged quantity is non-zero are written to the Ledger File. When the records
are written, they are split into one section for each charging element. Only those sections with a non-zero charge are
written to the Ledger File unless the carry zero charge option for the Ledger File is set to YES.

Records with zero charges from complex-level external files are not included in the Debit File unless the carry zero charge
option for complex-level external files is set to YES.

Records with zero charges are dropped when the Financial Recap File is created unless the carry zero charge option for
the Financial Recap file is set to YES.

Records with zero charges are dropped when invoices are created unless the carry zero charge option for invoices is set
to YES.

You specify these options in the Accounting Options panel.

ACT Zero Balancing Specifications

With zero balancing, you can adjust total net charges, or the net charges for a computation code or an invoice category, to
match a target value.

You specify zero balancing in the Accounting Options panel.

If you specify zero balancing, each month you enter the target value for total net charges (or the total net charges for each
computation code or invoice category) in the ZEROBAL parameter prior to creating the Financial Recap file.

The zero balance adjustments will be created for each invoice level cost center when the Financial Recap
file is created, and a report of the adjustments will be produced. If any modifications are necessary, you
can change the targets and create the Financial Recap file again.

ACT Multi-Site Accounting Specifications

If you have MICS Accounting and Chargeback installed at multiple sites, you can use Multi-Site Accounting to produce a
consolidated Financial Recap File and invoice covering all sites.

Each remote site specifies a JCL DD statement which is used to unload the appropriate SAS files. Each month, the
remote site runs an unload job and transmits the unloaded data to the central site.

The central site specifies the remote site inputs and runs a job to create a Multi-Site Financial Recap file and invoice.

You make the Multi-Site Accounting Specifications in the Accounting Options panel.
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ACT Journal File Eligibility Specifications

MICS Accounting and Chargeback has a table defining the standard journal files. This is named the Journal File Eligibility
Table because each journal file must be defined in it before it can be used in a Rate Table.

You can modify some of the definitions for the standard journal files such as the contents of the WORKUNIT, SUBSYSID,
and SUBTYPE fields. You can also create new journal files for unit-level external files or field-developed applications.

You make these specifications in the Journal File Eligibility panel.

ACT Budget Specifications

You can enter budgets for individual cost centers. Each budget entry specifies the budgets for each period of the year and
is associated with a date when the entire record will become effective. The budgets can be the amount of charges to the
cost center, an invoice category, or a computation code. They can also be the amount of units for a computation code.

You enter budgets using the Budget panels.

Budgets can be compared with the corresponding charges on invoices as specified for the invoice format using the
Accounting Options panels. A warning will be printed at the bottom of each page if total charges for the cost center exceed
its total budget by an amount greater than a fuzz value. You specify the global fuzz value on the Accounting Options
panel, and you can override it for individual cost centers in Cost Center Attributes.

ACT Batch Data Entry Utility Job Specifications

MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides standard utility jobs that you can use to enter machine readable data files into
the appropriate panel tables instead of entering the data online. For example, if you have, or can create, a file containing
your prorating or cost center attribute specifications, you can use one of the utility jobs to batch load it into the appropriate
ISPF table.

You must define each utility job by coding an input routine for your data and specifying an input DD statement. Then you
generate the job that you will run to input your data and write it to the appropriate ISPF table.

You make these specifications in the Utility Jobs panels.

ACT Menu Modification Specifications

If you have any jobs that you want to run each month as part of the normal closing of the financial period, you can add
these jobs to one of the MICS Accounting and Chargeback menus using the Menu Modification panel. For example, you
might add some of your own report jobs to the Month End Reports Menu. This will make it convenient to submit them at
the same time that you submit the monthly Accounting and Chargeback reports.

ACT Define Currency Type Money Format

MICS provides a MONEY format for writing monetary values in output reports. The MONEY format displays monetary
values as U.S. dollars. All data elements defined in the MICS database, such as the xxxCOST fields, use this format

The MONEY format is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY). To update the MONEY member, see the sample SAS
formats in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYSMP). MONEYSMP contains the same format as MONEY and also
contains a format example that can easily be adapted to represent various European currency notations.

Note: Do NOT modify the MONEYSMP member. It receives maintenance from Broadcom and must therefore remain
static.
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In addition to the MONEY format, the MONEY member also contains the MONEYR format, which is used to print rates.
Member MONEYB in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE contains the MONEYB format, which is used to print budget amounts
for certain invoice formats.

The difference between the formats is explained below.

Single-Currency Display Mode

In single-currency display mode, the invoices use these SAS formats:

• MONEY
Used to display charges and certain other monetary amounts. By default, they print in US dollars.

• MONEYB
Used to print budget amounts for certain invoice formats. Displays no decimal places. By default, they print in US
dollars.

• MONEYR
Used to print rates. Displays four decimal places. By default, they print in US dollars.

• MONEYX
Used only in the detail-level reports to print four digits to the right of the decimal.

Dual-Currency Display Mode

MICS provides dual-currency support for euros. To learn more about activating euro support and about using the euro
MONEYE formats, see Using the EURO.

Location of the Formats

The formats are located in the following members:

MONEY
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY)

MONEYR
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY)

MONEYB
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB)

MONEYC
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE)

MONEYBC
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE)

MONEYX
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYX)

MONEYRT
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYRT)

Note: MONEYRT is only for user-defined reports. It allows them to print six digits to the right of the decimal.

Generating the SAS Formats

The MONEY, MONEYX, and MONEYR formats can be generated by running a prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) in any unit.

The MONEYB, MONEYC, and MONEYBC formats can also be generated by constructing a SAS job with a DD of
MCOLIB pointing to your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB, and with the SYSIN DD pointing to the appropriate member.
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Note: Some tailoring of the formats may be necessary, especially if your national currency uses more or less than the two
decimal places required for euro-currency display.

ACT Installing
The Installation section describes how to:

• Plan your installation and install Accounting and Chargeback in a MICS Complex and MICS unit.
• Activate charging for a MICS Analyzer, a field-developed application, and an external file at the complex or unit level.
• Determine the number of tracks of DASD space required for Accounting and Chargeback and input the data for MICS

database space modeling.

Accounting and Chargeback must be installed in each unit containing MICS Analyzers that you want to use for charging.
Do not begin the installation until you have thoroughly reviewed the material in the Customization section and completed
the Planning checklist. Then, review Installing in the System Administrating section.

If you are installing Accounting and Chargeback for the first time in your complex or in one of the units, use the Planning
checklist section to plan for the installation; then follow the Installation Checklist. Use the checklists in the Activating
Accounting for Data Sources section after Accounting and Chargeback has been installed in your complex and units to
activate charging for a MICS Analyzer, a field-developed application or an external file.

Do not use these checklists to apply maintenance when Accounting and Chargeback is already installed. Instead, apply
the maintenance using the Product Support Program (PSP).

ACT Planning Checklist

Follow the steps in this checklist to plan the installation of MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a MICS Complex
or unit.

Note: Unless otherwise specified, refer to the Customization section for more information about worksheets referenced in
the following steps.

1. Review the account code structures defined in the various MICS Analyzers that you will be using for input to MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option.
Review the Analyzers' PARMS members and ensure that you understand the account code definitions used by each.
Optionally you can use the account code structure of the MICS Analyzers to derive the cost center structure of MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option. If the charges are derived from the DAYS file exit of a MICS Analyzer, ensure
that the sequence variables, such as the account codes, have been established to allow creation of the cost center
structure.
Note: If you change the account code structure, you must run cccCGEN for the corresponding Analyzer. You may also
need to retrofit the database files as described in the System Modification.
Reference(s):
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– In Space Analyzer Option - review VCAACCT and VCAACRT parameters
– In Batch and Operations Analyzer - review ACCOUNT and ACCTRTE parameters
– In CICS Analyzer Option - review CICACCT and CICACRT parameters
– In DB2 Analyzer Option - review DB2ACCT and DB2ACRT parameters
– In IDMS Analyzer Option - review IDMACCT and IDMACRT parameters
– In IMS Analyzer Option - review IMSACCT and IMSACRT parameters
– In Network Analyzer Option - review SNTACCT and SNTACRT parameters
– In the Analyzer for TSO/MON - review TSOACCT and TSOACRT parameters
– In VM CMS Analyzer Option - review VMCACCT and VMCACRT parameters
– In MICS Analyzer Option for VSE POWER - review PWRACCT and PWRACRT parameters
– In MICS Analyzer Option for VAX VMS - review DEXACCT and DEXACRT parameters
– In MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare - review AUMAPU, AUMACCT and AUMACRT parms
– In MQSeries Analyzer - review MQSACCT and MQSACRT parms
– In Web Analyzer Option - review WEBACCT and WEBACRT parms
– In Tape Analyzer Option - review TLMACCT and TLMACRT parms

2. Define the organization's cost center structure by completing the worksheets for the cost center structure and cost
center exit routine (COSTRTE). The cost center structure must reflect the manner in which costs are attributed to user
groups within the organization. You will code the cost center exit routine to translate the various account codes used
by the product files in the MICS database to a common cost center coding system.

3. Determine the number of cost center levels that may have names, addresses, and invoice options defined. You
will specify this, the cost center Identification Number, during installation.

4. Determine whether you want to use a cost center validation table for each cost center level for which specific values
are known. Once created, only values contained in the table may be entered at that level for cost center identification
and budgets.

5. Review the Entering Cost Center Names and Addresses and Specifying the Cost Center Billing Status sections to
determine the information that you need for the Cost Center Attributes File. This information will print on the invoices
and reports.

6. Review the Table of Default Charging Elements and complete the Charging Element Worksheet so that it contains the
elements required to satisfy the algorithms that you will define in Step 12.
If you want to charge your Systems Managed Storage (SMS) data sets by Storage Class and Management Class,
consult your DASD Space Administrator or Systems Programmer to determine the values used at your installation.
You will need to modify the Units and Description fields for the SMS charging elements (1830-1836 and 1840-1850) to
reflect these values.
See, Installing and Implementing.

7. Review the Table of Default Invoice Categories and complete the Invoice Category Worksheet so that the proper
descriptions appear on invoices and reports.

8. Review the Table of Default Credit Categories and complete the Credit Category Worksheet so that the proper
descriptions appear on invoices and reports.

9. Ensure that all standard data elements to be used in the algorithms are defined as active in the MICS database, or
are available as temporary variables to the processing. If they are not active and you want to be able to refer to them
in the MICS database files, mark the data elements active in the Analyzer's applicable GENIN member (cccGENIN).
Record any elements that you marked as active. When you use the checklists in Installing, you are notified to modify
the cccGENIN member and run the corresponding cccCGEN.
Reference(s): Tailoring Data Elements and Common Data Elements.

10. If you are using external data from a non-MICS file, you must decide whether to charge for it at the unit or the complex
level. Refer to the External File Specifications section.

11. If you want MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to process field-developed applications or external data at the
unit level, complete the Journal File Eligibility Worksheet for each journal file that you want to create.

12. Complete the rate table worksheets as follows:
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– Review the discussion of the rate table so that you will be familiar with its purpose and the different specifications
that need to be made.

– Determine which journal files will be used and complete the Component and File Selection Worksheet.
– Complete the Journal File Specifications Worksheet for each journal file that will be used.
– To use different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or Workunit

values, complete the Qualification Groups Worksheet.
– Complete the Algorithm Specification Worksheet for each journal file that will be used.
– Complete the Algorithm Qualification Worksheet for each journal file.
– Complete the Journal File Exit Worksheet for each journal file for which an exit is needed.

13. If you defined any external journal files in Step 11, complete the following additional rate table worksheets:
– Complete the External Journal File Update Job Worksheet.
– Complete the External Journal File Input Routine Worksheet.
– If you want to preprocess the data from your external file before the data is read in with the external journal file input

routine, complete the External File Preprocessing Exit Worksheet.
14. If you plan to use priority differential accounting or zone differential accounting, review the following members:

– prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) for differential ZONE accounting
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP) for SMF priority accounting
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP) for SNT priority accounting
– prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP) for PWR priority accounting
You may need additional ZONEs, JOBGROUPs, or NETGROUPs to support your accounting. Record all necessary
changes for later entry and activation.
Reference(s):
– Time Zone Definitions (ZONE)
– Batch and Operations Analyzer - review JOBGROUP parameter
– Network Analyzer Option - review NETGROUP parameter
– MICS Analyzer Option for VSE POWER - review PWRGROUP parameter
– Charging Adjustment Specifications and Specifying Differential Charging
– Major Features

15. If you will be charging for external data at the complex level, review the external file discussion and complete the
external file worksheets as follows:
Review the discussion of complex-level external file charging so that you will be familiar with its purpose and the
different specifications that need to be made.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Specifications Worksheet for each complex-level external file that

will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Input Routine Worksheet for each complex-level external file that

will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Algorithm Specifications Worksheet for each complex-level external file

that will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Algorithm Qualification Worksheet for each complex-level external file for

which you have defined more than one charging algorithm.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Exit Worksheet for each complex-level external file for which an exit is

needed.
– Complete the Cost Center Look-Up Table Worksheet for each complex-level external file for which a look-up table is

needed.
16. Review the information in the Specifying the Invoice Level section and decide what cost center level will be the default

(global) level for invoices. (You can override this value for a specific cost center by specifying an alternate value.)
17. Decide the default invoice format. Determine the type of invoice that you want to use:
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– Computation Code
– Invoice Category
– Cost Center
– User-defined
Complete the appropriate worksheet:
– Computation Code Invoice Options Worksheet
– Invoice Category Invoice Options Worksheet
– Cost Center Invoice Options Worksheet
– User Invoice Options Worksheet
Note: If you choose a user-defined invoice format, you will have to develop a SAS routine to implement that format and
store it in a member of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.
To print invoices with charging element and invoice category descriptions in different languages, use the Computation
Code or Invoice Category Invoice Option. Fill in the Language option on the appropriate worksheet.

18. Review the Defining the Accounting Calendar section 4.6 and determine whether you are going to use a special
accounting calendar. If you are going to use a special accounting calendar, complete the following worksheets:
– Accounting Calendar Control Definitions Worksheet
– Accounting Month Names Worksheet
– One of the following worksheets:

• Accounting Calendar Panels Worksheet - Use this worksheet if you are going to use the online panels to define
the accounting calendar.

• Accounting Calendar Macros Worksheet - Use this worksheet if you are going to use your SAS coding for the
ACTDAY, ACTWEEK, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR variables.

19. Determine the Journal Run Status Log options that you will use to specify the information that will be stored in the
Journal Run Status Log files (ACTRSJ). Complete the Journal Run Status Log worksheet.

20. To use prorating, review the Prorating Charges section and complete the Prorating worksheet and the Prorating
Options worksheet.

21. Decide what discounts and surcharges you want to apply and complete the appropriate worksheets in the Specifying
Adjustments to Charges section.
– For volume discounts, complete the Volume Discount Specifications Worksheet.
– For invoice category discounts, complete the Invoice Category Discount Worksheet in.
– For fixed percentage and lump sum discounts, complete the Fixed Percentage/Lump Sum Discounts Worksheet.
– For global invoice category surcharges, complete the Invoice Category Surcharge Worksheet.
– For invoice category surcharges for specified cost centers, complete the Cost Center Invoice Category Surcharge

worksheet.
22. Decide how you want to handle the following adjustments to charges and complete the worksheets in the Specifying

Additional Charging Options section:
– The number of positions to round charges
– Whether to carry zero charges
– Whether to make HSM data sets available to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files

23. Decide whether to use zero balance accounting by reviewing the discussion in the Implementing Monthly Zero
Balancing section. If you are going to use zero balance accounting, complete the worksheet.

24. Decide whether to use multi-site accounting. If you are going to use multi-site accounting, refer to the Accounting for
Multiple Sites (Multi-Sites) section to complete the Multi-Site Accounting Remote Site Worksheet or the Multi-Site
Accounting Central Site Worksheet.

25. If you want to enter budgets for your cost centers, read the Entering Budget section and complete the budget
worksheet.

26. To use the standard utility jobs to update the standard ISPF/DM tables with a batch job, review and complete the Utility
Job Worksheets for each job in the Defining and Submitting Utility Jobs section.
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ACT Installation Checklist

Follow this checklist to install MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in:

• A MICS Complex and one or more of its database units
• An additional unit when MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is already installed in a MICS Complex

Before you can install MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option, you must define a MICS database complex and
generate at least one database unit by following the checklists in Installing.

Use this checklist after you complete the Planning Checklist. Use the worksheet information from that section to help you
specify the necessary parameters.

To activate charging for a MICS analyzer, a field-developed application (FDA), a complex- or unit-level eternal file, or the I/
S Inventory and Assets Manager, use the appropriate checklist in Activating Accounting for Data Sources.

The recommended approach is to use a test database unit to validate the accounting definitions and exits before placing
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option into a production database unit.

Note: Unless otherwise specified, see Customization for more information about worksheets referenced in the following
steps.

1. Review the value of the ACCTMGDG parameter in sharedprefi.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). The ACCTMGDG
parameter specifies the number of generations of monthly audit files to be maintained in the monthly generation data
group. If you want to maintain complex-level audit files, ensure the ACCTMGDG parameter is set to any numeric value
greater than zero. If you do not want to maintain complex-level audit files, ensure the ACCTMGDG parameter is set to
zero. If no ACCTMGDG parameter is specified, the default is set to 85, meaning 85 generations will be kept.
If you change the ACCTMGDG parameter, you must regenerate the GDGSGENC job as follows for the new parameter
value to take effect.
– Edit sharedprefi.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following line:

GDGSGENC

– Regenerate GDGSGENC by submitting JCLGENUC.
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Reference(s): Print Application Database Files and Audit File
Note: Skip Step 2 if the ACCTMGDG parameter was set to zero in this step.

2. If you want to maintain complex-level audit files, run the GDGSGENC job in sharedprefi.MICS.CNTL. The use of
generation data groups requires a special index in the control volume (or VSAM) catalog. The GDGSGENC job
generates the statements to create this index at the complex level.
SUB 'sharedprefi.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGENC)'

It is common for the first IDCAMS step to complete with a condition code of 4, while the second IDCAMS step
completes with a condition code of 8.

3. If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a complex, create the complex-level JCL jobs for
Accounting by submitting the job JCLGEN1:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN1)'

Reference(s): Processing Done by Standard JCLGEN Jobs
4. If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a complex, or if you change one or more of the money

formats to reflect your local currency instead of dollars, you must submit the BASPGEN job.
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)'

If you plan to use differential zone accounting, you may need to run the BASPGEN job. If so, you can wait and run the
BASPGEN as instructed in Step 6.
The formats which can be changed to your local currency are MONEY, MONEYR, MONEYB, and MONEYX. MONEYB
is used elusively by MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to print budget amounts on an invoice using a nine-digit
integer format. MONEYX is used exclusively by MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in the detail level reports to
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print four digits to the right of the decimal. MONEYRT is intended to be used in user-defined report to print six digits to
the right of the decimal. These members are stored in sharedprefi.MICS.SOURCE.
Reference: Generate Parameter-Defined Options (cccPGEN)

5. If you plan to use priority accounting, update the standard MICS PARMS member as necessary.
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP) 

prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP) 

prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP) 

for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
for the MICS Network Analyzer Option
for the VSE/POWER Analysis Product
If you revise any of the above parameters, submit the following job to regenerate the coding:
prefi.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN)

Reference(s):
– JOBGROUP parameter
– In the MICS Network Analyzer Option, see NETGROUP parameter
– In the VSE/POWER Analysis Product Option, see PWRGROUP parameter
– In Major Features, see Differential Charging under Pricing Strategies Support.

6. If you plan to use differential zone accounting, update and regenerate (in all units) the ZONE member in
prefi.MICS.PARMS as needed. Update:
prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)

If you revise the ZONE member, submit:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)

Reference(s):
– Time Zone Definitions (ZONE)
– Specifying Differential Charging
– Major Features, see Differential Charging under Pricing Strategies Support

7. Change the Authorization Assignments of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to accommodate MICS Accounting
and Chargeback Option by doing the following:
a. Invoke the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
b. Select Option 5, MICS Administrator Facility (MAF), on the MWF menu.
c. Select Option 3, Authorization Assignment, on the MAF menu.
The Authorization Assignment panel has three authorization flag indicators that are used for MICS Accounting and
Chargeback Option. The flag indicators are in positions 14, 15, and 16. The flags control access to the various
accounting panels and should be changed to meet your needs. Review the online tutorial information associated with
the Authorization Assignment panel for an explanation of each flag indicator.
Return to the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) menu.

8. In the following steps, you will be using the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option online panels to specify your
parameters. To reach the panels, you will select the appropriate option number from the Parameter Specification and
Generation menu. Display the Parameter Specification and Generation menu as follows:
– Select Option 4, MICS Management Support Applications (APPL), from the MWF Menu.
– Select Option 2, Accounting and Chargeback, from the MICS Management Support Applications Menu.
– Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

9. If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a complex and need to modify the Cost Center
Structure (COSTCTR) and Cost Routine (COSTRTE), complete that task. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition,
from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to enter this information.
If you modify the COSTCTR member, you must run the component generation job:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN)'

Modifying the COSTRTE member does not require you to run a component generation job.
Optionally, you may want to change the Cost Center Identification Number or establish Cost Center Validation Tables.
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Enter END twice to return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
10. If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a complex, initialize the accounting files in the

TABLES data set by submitting the job ACTINITT:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTINITT)'

11. If you have FDAs or unit-level eternal files that you want MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to process,
proceed as follows:
a. Select Option S, Special Requirements, to display the Special Requirements Menu.
b. Select Option 2, Journal File Eligibility, to display the File Selection panel.
c. Use the Insert line command to add the FDA or eternal journal files that you want to create. The File Specifications

panel displays for data entry. When you finish entering data, enter END to return to the File Selection panel.
d. Enter END on the File Selection panel to return to the Special Requirements Menu. You are notified to run the

MICS Algorithm Generation job (MAGRUN). However, you do not need to run the job because you will run it in
Step 19.

e. Enter END on the Special Requirements Menu to return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation to return to the Parameter Specification and Generation
Menu.

12. Select Option 2, Accounting Options, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the
Accounting Options Menu. Proceed as follows to enter accounting parameters. Use the information you entered in the
worksheets when you completed the Planning Checklist.
a. Select Option 1, General Installation Accounting Specifications, and specify the parameters on the panel.

Enter END to return to the Accounting Options Menu.
b. Select Option 2, the Financial Recap File Specifications Menu. Perform each of the following steps, as necessary.

• Select Option 1, Invoice Level, and specify the default cost center level for invoicing.
Enter END to return to the Financial Recap File Specifications Menu.

• If you want to use volume discounts, select Option 2, Volume Discounts, and specify the parameters.
Enter END to return to the Financial Recap File Specifications Menu.

• If you want to use invoice category discounts, select Option 3, Invoice Category Discounts, and specify the
parameters.
Enter END to return to the Financial Recap File Specifications Menu.

• If you want to use global invoice category surcharges, select Option 4, Surcharges, and specify the parameters.
Enter END twice to return to the Accounting Options Menu.

c. If you want to use special accounting dates, select Option 3, Account Dates Specifications Menu, and specify the
parameters to define your accounting calendar or use the option that allows you to code your ADAY, AWEEK,
AMONTH, and AYEAR routines. If you activate the special accounting dates for aging, you can also provide special
month names to be used on your accounting reports.
Enter END to return to the Accounting Options Menu.

d. If you want to do multi-site accounting, select Option 4, Multi-Site Invoicing Specifications Menu, and select and
complete either the Remote Site or the Central Site parameter specifications.
Enter END to return to the Accounting Options Menu.

e. Select Option 5, Invoice Format Option Specifications and specify the parameters for the selected invoice format. If
you chose a user-defined invoice format, develop a SAS routine to implement that format and store it in a member
of sharedprefi.MICS.SOURCE.
Enter END to return to the Accounting Options Menu.

f. Select Option 6, Journal Run Status Log option, and specify what information will be stored in the logs in the
Journal Run Status File.
Enter END to return to the Accounting Options Menu.

g. Enter END from the Accounting Options Menu. If this is your first installation of MICS Accounting and Chargeback
Option, or if you have made any changes, you are automatically requested to submit the proper accounting options
generation job when you END from the Accounting Options Menu.
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h. There are two versions of this job: If you have not changed multi-site accounting specifications, you will submit
ACTXOPTS; if you have changed multi-site accounting specifications, you will submit ACTXOPTM.
You can also submit the accounting options generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS)'

or
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTM)'

Return to the Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation Menu, on the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu.

13. If you will be using different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or
Workunit values:
a. Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
b. Insert a Group ID and Description line for each group that you want to create on the Group Selection panel.
c. Select the line for each group and enter the values that comprise the group on the Group Specification panel.
Submit the Qualification Group Generation job (CHRGROUP). If you added, deleted, or changed any groups, you are
automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Group Selection panel. You may submit the job at
this point, or you may enter CANCEL because the Qualification Group Generation will be performed by the MAGRUN
job that you will run in Step 19.
You can also submit the CHRGROUP job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

14. Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and make any
invoice category additions or modifications that you require.
If you added, deleted, or changed any invoice categories, you are automatically requested to submit the Invoice
Category Generation job when you END from the Invoice Category Definition panel. You may submit the job at this
point, or you may enter CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation will be performed by the MAGRUN job that
you will run in Step 19.

15. Select Option 4, Credit Category Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and make any
credit category additions or modifications that you require.
If you made any changes to the credit categories, you are automatically requested to submit the Credit Category
Generation (CREDCAT) job when you END from the Credit Category Definition panel.
The CREDCAT job can also be submitted from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CREDCAT)'

16. Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the
Charging Element Selection panel. You must define any charging elements you have for your FDAs, complex-level
eternal files, and unit-level eternal files not based on a standard MICS file. Use the Insert and Select line commands,
respectively, to add or modify any charging elements. Both of these line commands cause the Charging Element
Specifications panel to display for data entry.
If you added, deleted, or changed any charging elements, you are automatically requested to submit the Charging
Element Generation job when you END from the Charging Element Selection panel. You may submit the job at this
point, or you may enter CANCEL because the Charging Element Generation will be performed by the MAGRUN job
that you will run in Step 19.
Note: Repeat Steps 17 and 18 for each journal file that you want to activate.

17. Select Option 6, Rate Table, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the Component and
File Selection panel. If MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed in more than one database unit, the Unit
Selection panel will be displayed prior to the Component and File Selection panel. Select the unit in which you want to
set the Rate Table parameters. You must specify Rate Table parameters for each unit in which you want to use MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option.
The Component and File Selection panel shows each journal file that you can activate in the selected database unit.
To activate a journal file, use the Select line command to display the Rate Table File Options Menu.
When you select a standard MICS journal file for the first time, the default rate table for that file is copied into your rate
table with all rates set to 0, and the journal file is marked ACTIVE. All of the charges will be zero unless you change
one or more to a non-zero value.
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Proceed as follows:
a. Select Option 1, Journal File Specifications, to specify the number of journal file cycles, prorating, and zone

charging information.
b. If you want to code a SAS exit that will be taken immediately before the output of each journal file observation,

select Option 2, Journal File Exit.
c. Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification, to create one or more sets of charging algorithms to be

used for the journal file. Each algorithm consists of a set of computation codes and rates. Insert a line for each
algorithm and enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the Algorithm Selection panel. Then use the Select
line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and enter the computation codes and rates for the
algorithm.

d. Select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification. Use Algorithm Qualification to specify the work to which each algorithm
applies.

18. If you selected an eternal journal file in Step 17, there are three additional options on the Rate Table File Options
Menu:
a. Select Option 5, Eternal Journal File Specifications. Specify whether duplicate data checking should be performed

when the eternal journal file update job runs and the input DD statement to input your eternal file.
b. Select Option 6, Eternal Journal File Input Routine. Enter the SAS code for your eternal journal file input routine.
c. (Optional) select Option 7, Eternal Journal File Preprocessing Exit. Enter the SAS code for an exit to preprocess

the data from your eternal file before it is read in by the eternal journal file input routine.
19. After you activate all the desired journal files for a unit, submit the MAGRUN job. If you made any changes, you are

automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Rate Table Component and File Selection panel.
You can also submit the MAGRUN job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'prefi.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'

20. If you will be processing any complex-level eternal file data, select Option 7, complex-level Eternal File Definition, from
the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the complex-level Eternal File Selection panel.
You must insert a line for each complex-level eternal file that you want to process, and enter a file name and a
description. Then use the Select line command to display the File Options menu and proceed as follows:
a. Select Option 1, Eternal File Specifications, to specify prorating, Subsysid, and Subtype information and to code

the INPUTACT DD statement.
b. Select Option 2, Eternal File Input Routine, and enter the SAS code that will be used to input the eternal file.
c. Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification, to create one or more sets of charging algorithms to be

used for the eternal file. Each algorithm consists of a set of computation codes and rates. Insert a line for each
algorithm and enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the Algorithm Selection panel. Then use the Select
line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and enter the computation codes and rates for the
algorithm.

d. Select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification. Use Algorithm Qualification to specify the work to which each algorithm
applies.

e. If you want to code a SAS eit that will be taken immediately prior to the output of each eternal file observation,
select Option 5, Eternal File Eit.

f. If you want to use a cross reference table to translate or create COSTCTR values for each eternal file observation,
select Option 6, Cost Center Look Up Table.

g. Submit the Eternal File Generation job. If you have made any changes, you are automatically requested to submit
the job when you END from the Eternal File Selection panel.
You can also submit the Eternal File Generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)'

21. If you will be prorating any charges, select Option 8, Prorating, on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu
to display the Prorating Menu.
Select either complex-level or unit-level prorating. Note the following:
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– Prorating specifications for complex-level eternal files are always made at the complex level.
– Journal and ledger file prorating specifications are made at the unit level unless "Always use complex level

prorating table" has been specified as YES.
– If you chose to prorate from the unit-level table in Step 12 and MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed

in more than one database unit, the unit selection panel will be displayed. You must enter prorating specifications
for each unit.

When you select an option, the Prorating Percent Specifications panel will display. The lines you insert on this panel
specify an old value, which identifies a record to prorate; a new value, which identifies the new Cost Center 1 value;
and a percent, which indicates the percent of the original charge the new Cost Center 1 value will receive.
Submit the Prorating Generation job. There is a unit-level and a complex-level job. If you have made any changes, you
are automatically requested to submit the proper job when you END from the Prorating Percent Specifications panel.
The Prorating Generation jobs can also be submitted from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATE)'

or
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATEU)'

If you are doing journal file prorating, this job must complete before the net MICS DAILY job is run or the journal file
charges will not be prorated.

22. Select Option 10, Accounting Active, on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the EXECDEF
member of prefi.MICS.PARMS. If MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed in more than one database
unit, the unit selection panel will be displayed.
For each unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed, code either:
ACCOUNTING ACTIVE

or
ACCOUNTING INACTIVE

ACCOUNTING ACTIVE activates MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in the unit and ACCOUNTING INACTIVE
inactivates MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in the unit.

WARNING
If you specify ACCOUNTING INACTIVE, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option code will still be
executed, but no observations will be created in the journal or ledger files. This could result in SAS errors in
your MICS DAILY job if your code is incorrect.

23. If you are installing MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a complex, review the Application Database Data
Entry panels. At a minimum, you must make one entry into the Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA) for later
processing.
Select Option 1, Application Database Data Entry, on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. Select Option
1, Cost Center Attributes, from this menu and select Option 1, Identification, from the subsequent menu. If the table
is empty, the data entry panel will display, which you must use to make at least one entry (otherwise a cost center
selection list will be presented).

24. If you will be using an FDA in MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option that was generated at a pre-BAS4600 level,
you must revise the FDA code to provide the interface between the two.

25. Continue with the net step of the installation checklist.
Reference(s): Installing
Note: Execute MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option on a test basis and carefully verify the calculated charges,
journal files, and reports.

ACT Activating Accounting for Data Sources

The checklists in this section describe how to activate accounting for the following data sources:
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• MICS Analyzers
• Field-developed applications
• External files

Before you follow the checklists in this section, you must:

• Define a MICS database complex and generate at least one database unit by following the checklists in Installing.
• For an external file at the unit level, complete the checklist in the External Journal File in Accounting-Only Unit.

Use these checklists when MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed for one of the listed data sources.

Activating Accounting for Unit-Level Data Sources

Before following the checklists in this section, you must do the following:

• Define a MICS database complex and generate at least one database unit by following the checklists in Installing.
• Complete the Installation checklist.

Use this checklist when MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is:

• Installed in a unit and you want to start charging for a MICS Analyzer or a field-developed application (FDA). You
cannot activate accounting for a MICS Analyzer or an FDA unless both MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option and
the MICS Analyzer or FDA are installed in the unit.

• Installed in an external file unit and you want to start charging for an external file at the unit level.

You can only activate accounting for MICS Analyzers that support MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. To review
a list of those products and their journal files, refer to the Journal File Eligibility File Selection panel. You can access it by
selecting MWF;4;2;S;2.

Ensure you use a test database unit to validate the accounting definitions and exits before activating this component for
accounting in a production database unit.

Note: Unless otherwise specified, refer to the Customization section for more information about worksheets referenced in
the following steps.

1. If you want to activate accounting for the Batch and Operations Analyzer, the MICS Network Analyzer Option, or the
VSE/POWER Analysis Product and plan to use priority accounting, update the appropriate MICS PARMS member as
necessary.
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)

prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETGROUP)

prefix.MICS.PARMS(PWRGROUP)

for the Batch and Operations Analyzer
for the MICS Network Analyzer Option
for the VSE/POWER Analysis Product
If you revise any of these, submit the indicated job to regenerate the coding:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN)

2. Review:
– The JOBGROUP Parameter
– NETGROUP parameter
– In the VSE/POWER Analysis Product Guide - Review PWRGROUP parameter
– Major Accounting and Chargeback Features

3. If you plan to use differential zone accounting, update and regenerate the standard MICS ZONE PARMS member, if
necessary. Update:
prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE)

If you revise the ZONE member, submit:
prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN)
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4. Reference(s):
– Time Zone Definitions (ZONE)
– Specifying Differential Charging
– Major Accounting and Chargeback Features

5. In the following steps, you will be using the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option online panels to specify your
parameters. You will reach the panels by selecting the parameter's option number from the Parameter Specification
and Generation menu. Display the Parameter Specification and Generation menu as follows:

6. Invoke the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) in the manner specified for your installation. Select Option 4,
Management Support Applications, from the MWF Menu.
– Select Option 2, Installation Accounting, from the Management Support Applications menu.
– Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

7. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and revise the Cost
Routine (COSTRTE) parameter as necessary for the MICS Analyzer, FDA, or external file that you are activating. You
must provide unique SAS coding for each data source.
Each MICS Analyzer and FDA that supports accounting will have an account structure. Review the account code
structure member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and ensure that you understand the code definition used in it.

8. For MICS Analyzers, review the Journal File Eligibility parameter specifications that were shipped with the product.
If necessary, you can override the specifications for the variables to be assigned to Workunit, Billing Time Stamp,
Workarea, Subtype, and Subsysid.
For FDAs and unitlevel external files, create Journal File Eligibility parameter specifications for each journal file that
you want to create.
Enter END on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to return to the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu and proceed as follows:
– Select Option S, Special Requirements, to display the Special Requirements Menu.
– Select Option 2, Journal File Eligibility, to display the File Selection panel.
Use the Insert line command to add journal files for a MICS Analyzer, FDA, or unitlevel external file. This causes the
File Specifications panel to be displayed for data entry.
– Enter END on the File Selection panel to return to the Special Requirements Menu. You are notified to run the

MICS algorithm generation job (MAGRUN). However, you do not need to run the job because you will run it in Step
11.

– Enter END on the Special Requirements menu to return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation, to return to the display of the Parameter Specification
and Generation menu.

9. If you will be using different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or
Workunit values:

10. Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
11. Insert a Group ID and Description line for each group that you want to create on the Group Selection panel.
12. Select the line for each group and enter the values that comprise the group on the Group Specification panel.

Submit the Qualification Group Generation (CHRGROUP) job. If you have added, deleted, or changed any cost center
groups, you are automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Group Selection panel. You can
submit the job at this point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Qualification Group Generation will be performed
by the MAGRUN job that you will run in Step 11.
You can also submit the CHRGROUP job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

13. Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and make any
invoice category additions or modifications that you require.
If you have added, deleted, or changed any invoice categories, you are automatically requested to submit the Invoice
Category Generation job when you END from the Invoice Category Definition panel. You can submit the job at this
point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation will be performed by the MAGRUN job that
you will run in Step 11.
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Return to the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
14. For MICS Analyzers, review the provided charging elements to determine the ones you want to charge for. If

necessary, you can add new charging elements.
For FDAs and external journal files not based on a standard MICS file, you must add the charging elements that you
want to use.
– Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display

the Charging Element Selection panel. Use the Insert and Select line commands, respectively, to make any
charging element additions or modifications you require. Both of these line commands cause the Charging Element
Specifications panel to be displayed for data entry. For an FDA or external journal file, you must insert new charging
elements in your charging element table. We recommend that you add the elements in the 80009999 range. The
new charging elements must begin with the 'Uxx' or 'Zxx' file identifier that is assigned to the new file you are
adding.

– If you added, deleted, or changed any charging elements, you are automatically requested to submit the Charging
Element Generation job when you END from the Charging Element Selection panel. You can submit the job at this
point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Charging Element Generation will be performed by the MAGRUN job
that you will run in step 11.

Note: Repeat Steps 9 and 10 for each journal file that you want to activate.
15. Select Option 6, Rate Table, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the Component and

File Selection panel. If MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed in more than one database unit, the Unit
Selection panel will be displayed prior to the Component and File Selection panel. Select the unit in which you want to
set the Rate Table parameters. You must specify Rate Table parameters for each unit in which you want to use MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option.
The Component and File Selection panel shows each journal file that you can activate in the selected database unit.
To activate a journal file, use the Select line command to display the Rate Table File Options Menu.
When you select a standard MICS journal file for the first time, the default rate table for that file is copied into your rate
table with all rates set to 0, and the journal file is marked ACTIVE. All of the charges will be zero unless you change
one or more to a nonzero value.
Proceed as follows:
a. Select Option 1, Journal File Specifications, to specify the number of journal file cycles, prorating, and zone

charging information.
b. If you want to code a SAS exit that will be taken immediately before the output of each journal file observation,

select Option 2, Journal File Exit.
c. Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification, to create one or more sets of charging algorithms to be

used for the journal file. Each algorithm consists of a set of computation codes and rates. Insert a line for each
algorithm and enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the Algorithm Selection panel. Then use the Select
line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and enter the computation codes and rates for the
algorithm.

d. Select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification. Use Algorithm Qualification to specify the work to which each algorithm
applies.

16. If you selected an external journal file in Step 9, there are three additional options on the Rate Table File Options
Menu:
a. Select Option 5, External Journal File Specifications. Specify whether duplicate data checking should be performed

when the external journal file update job runs and the input DD statement to input your external file.
b. Select Option 6, External Journal File Input Routine. Enter the SAS code for your external journal file input routine.
c. (Optional) Sselect Option 7, External Journal File Preprocessing Exit. Enter the SAS code for an exit to preprocess

the data from your external file before it is read in by the external journal file input routine.
17. After you activate all the desired journal files for a unit, submit the MAGRUN job. If you made any changes, you are

automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Rate Table Component and File Selection panel.
You can also submit the MAGRUN job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'
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18. 12. If you will be prorating any charges, select Option 8, Prorating, on the Parameter Specification and Generation
menu to display the Prorating Menu.
Select either complex or unitlevel prorating. Note the following:
– Journal and ledger file prorating specifications are made at the unit level unless "Always use complex level

prorating table" has been specified as YES. (To check, look at the General Installation Accounting Specifications
panel. Select Option 2, Accounting Options, from the Parameter Specification and Generation Menu and then
select Option 1, General Installation Accounting Specifications, from the Accounting Options Menu.)

– If you chose to prorate from the unitlevel table and MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed in more
than one database unit, the unit selection panel will be displayed. You must enter prorating specifications for each
unit.

When you select an option, the Prorating Percent Specifications panel will display. The lines you insert on this panel
specify an old value, which identifies a record to prorate, a new value, which identifies the new Cost Center 1 value,
and a percent, which indicates the percent of the original charge the new Cost Center 1 value will receive.
Submit the Prorating Generation job. There is a unit level job and a complex level job. If you have made any changes,
you are automatically requested to submit the proper job when you END from the Prorating Percent Specifications
panel.
The Prorating Generation jobs can also be submitted from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATE)'

or
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATEU)'

If you select journal file prorating for a standard MICS journal file or FDA, complete this step for each unit in which
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed before the next MICS DAILY job (or update job for external
journal files) is run for the unit or the journal file charges will not be prorated.

19. If you will be using an FDA in MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option that was generated at a pre-BAS4600 level,
you must revise the FDA coding to provide the interface between the two.

Activating Accounting for a Complex-Level Ext. File

Before following the checklists in this section, you must do the following:

• Define a MICS database complex and generate at least one database unit by following the checklists in Chapter 3 of
the PIOM.

• Complete theInstallation checklist.

Use this checklist to start charging for an external file at the complex level. You can also charge for an external file at the
unit level by creating an external journal file. See the Activating Accounting for Unit-Level Data Sources section for the
checklist to activate accounting for an external file at the unit level.

When you add a complex-level external file, you must provide external file parameters. You must fill in the file
specifications, input routine, charging algorithms or algorithm qualifications, and, (Optional) an exit for an external file.

Each computation code used in an External File Rate Table must be defined in the Charging Element definition.

After you add the external file parameters, you must run the EXTFILE job in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library. This job
executes the Charging Element generation and then generates the following items:

#ACTXfff in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE

One module is generated for each external file that you added (where fff is the external file ID). Each module contains
SAS code to compute the charges for the external file.

$ACTVaaa in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB

One format is generated for each external file control variable charging algorithm (where aaa is the algorithm ID). Each
format relates a control variable name and value to a computation code and rate.
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ACTfffTB in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL

One job is generated for each external file that you have selected (where fff is the external file ID). Each job uses the code
in the #ACTXfff module to input the external file and output charges to the Debit File. Run the ACTfffTB jobs at the end of
each billing period by selecting Option 1, External File Update, from the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.

Follow this checklist to add a new external file to accounting.

Note: Unless otherwise specified, refer to the Customization section for more information about worksheets referenced in
the following steps.

1. Review the discussion of external file charging so that you will be familiar with its purpose and the different
specifications that need to be made.
Reference(s): Accounting for Complex-Level External Files section
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Specifications Worksheet for each external file that will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Input Routine Worksheet for each external file that will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level Algorithm Specifications Worksheet for each external file that will be used.
– Complete the Complex-Level Algorithm Qualifications Worksheet for each external file that has more than one

charging algorithm.
– Complete the Complex-Level External File Exit Worksheet for each external file for which an exit is needed.

2. If you will be using different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or
Workunit values, Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu. On
the Group Selection panel, insert a Group ID and Description line for each group that you want to create. Then, on the
Group Specification panel, select the line for each group and enter the values that comprise the group.
Submit the Qualification Group Generation job. If you have added, deleted, or changed any qualification groups, you
are automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Group Selection panel. You can submit the job
at this point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation will be performed by the External
File Generation job that you will run in step 5.
You can also submit the CHRGROUP job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

3. Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and make any
invoice category additions or modifications that you require.
If you have added, deleted, or changed any invoice categories, you are automatically requested to submit the Invoice
Category Generation job when you END from the Invoice Category Definition panel. You can submit the job at this
point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation will be performed by the External File
Generation job that you will run in step 5.
Return to the Parameter Specifications menu.

4. Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the
Charging Element Selection panel. Use the Insert and the Select line commands, respectively, to make any charging
element additions or modifications that you require. Both of these line commands cause the Charging Element
Specifications panel to be displayed for data entry. Insert the charging elements for the external file into your charging
element table. We recommend that you add the elements in the 8000-9999 range. The new external file charging
elements must begin with the 'Uxx' or 'Zxx' file identifier that is assigned to the new external file you are adding.
If you have added, deleted, or changed any charging elements, you are automatically requested to submit the
Charging Element Generation job when you END from the Charging Element Selection panel. You can submit the job
at this point, or you can enter CANCEL because the Charging Element Generation will be performed by the External
File Generation job that you will run in step 5.

5. Select Option 7, Complex-Level External File Definition, on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to
display the External File Selection panel.
You must insert a line for each external file that you want to process, and enter a file name and a description. The file
name must match the file name entered for the charging elements added in step 4. Then use the Select line command
to display the File Options menu and proceed as follows:
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– Select Option 1, External File Specifications, to specify prorating, Subsysid, and Subtype information and to code
the INPUTACT DD statement.

– Select Option 2, Complex-Level External File Input Routine, and enter the SAS code that will be used to input the
external file. You must provide or fill in values for the MONTH, YEAR, COSTCTRs, ENDTS, and charging quantity
in this routine as shown in the Defining the Complex-Level Ext. File Input Routine section.

– Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification, to create one or more sets of charging algorithms to be
used for the external file. Each algorithm consists of a set of computation codes and rates. Insert a line for each
algorithm, and enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the Algorithm Selection panel. Then use the Select
line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and enter the computation codes and rates for the
algorithm.

– If you have defined more than one charging algorithm for the external file, select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification.
Use the Algorithm Qualification panel to specify the work to which each algorithm applies.

– If you want to code a SAS exit that will be taken immediately prior to the output of each external file observation,
select Option 5, External File Exit.

– If you want to use a cross reference table to translate or create COSTCTR values for each external file observation,
select Option 6, Cost Center Look Up Table.

– Submit the External File Generation job. If you have made any changes, you are automatically requested to submit
the job when you END from the External File Selection panel.
You can also submit the External File Generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)'

6. If you will be doing external file prorating, select Option 8, Prorating, on the Parameter Specification and Generation
menu to display the Prorating Menu. Select Option 2, Complex Level Prorating. When you select the option, the
Prorating Percent Specifications panel will be displayed. The lines you insert on this panel specify an old value,
which identifies a record to prorate; a new value, which identifies the new Cost Center 1 value; and a percent, which
indicates the percent of the original charge the new Cost Center 1 value will receive.
Complex-level external file prorating specifications are made at the complex level. The prorating specification
will be used for all complex-level external files that are being prorated.
Submit the Prorating Generation job. If you have made any changes, you are automatically requested to submit the
proper job when you END from the Prorating Percent Specifications panel.
You can also submit the Prorating Generation job for external file prorating from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATE)'

Return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
7. Review the new job that has been created to process the external file. It will add records to the Debit File

(ACTSDT00). Test this job by processing your external file and adding the output records to a test data set instead of
to your production data set. Catalog a test data set with the same attributes as the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data
set to allow your test job to have an output data set.
a. Select Option 2, Month End Processing, from the Primary Options menu.
b. Select Option 1, Month End Close Out Jobs, from the Month End Processing menu.
c. Select Option 1, External File Update, from the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.
d. If you have both complex-level and unit-level external files defined, the External File Update menu will appear.

Select Option 1, Complex-level External Files.
e. Select the new job, ACTfffTB, that you have created. Check the input data set name for accuracy. Modify the JCL

to use a test output data set in place of the standard output data set sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES. Then submit the
job.

f. After you have submitted the job, CANCEL from the PDF EDIT function to avoid a permanent change to the JCL.
g. After the External File Update job has finished, validate the records in your ACTSDT00 file in your test data set.

You can use the MSAS option of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to interactively review the file, or use a
batch SAS job to do a PROC PRINT of the ACTSDT00 file.

8. Notify your Production Control Group or the group responsible for the production use of this external file processing job
that it is now available.
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Activating Accounting for NSM

Once MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed, use the Default Strategy Checklist and the Alternate Strategy
Checklist if you want to charge for NSM NT resource Accounting (NTA), NSM Asset Management Option (AMO), and
NSM UNIX resource Accounting (NIX).

WARNING
Do not use these checklists unless you followed the checklist in Installing to install MICS Accounting and
Chargeback Option in your complex, and then completed the Installation checklist.

Review the discussion of external file charging so that you will be familiar with its purpose and the different specifications
that need to be made. For more information, see Accounting for Complex-Level External Files.

When you activate charging for NTA, NIX or for AMO you must fill in the file specifications and review the default charging
algorithm and its algorithm qualifications. You can optionally code an exit for these special external files.

Each computation code used in an External File Rate Table must be defined in the Charging Element definition. We have
predefined the computation codes in the 2801-2826 range for NTA, 2900-2930 for NIX and 2120-2125 for AMO. The
default computation code is 2801 for NT resource accounting, 2120 for Asset Management option and 2900 for UNIX
resource accounting.

You can use a default charging strategy to bring in your NTA, NIX or AMO charges. This default strategy uses:

• Direct charging with the TYPE variable o A rate of 1.0
• One algorithm
• No algorithm qualification
• Computation code 2120, 2900 and 2801
• Invoice category 2110, 1750 and 1800
• Invoice category description

– "NT Systems"
– "UNIX Resource Accounting"
– "NSM Asset Management"

Two available checklists are described below:

• Use the default strategy checklist to activate the default strategy.
• Use the alternate checklist to design your own charging strategy.

Default Strategy Checklist

Follow the steps in this checklist to use the default strategy to activate accounting for AMO, NT resource accounting, and
UNIX resource accounting data.

In the steps that follow, you will use MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option online panels to specify your parameters.
To access the panels for a parameter, select the appropriate option number on the Parameter Specifications and
Generation menu. To display the Parameter Specification and Generation menu, proceed as follows:

• Invoke the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) and select option 4, Management Support Applications, from the MWF
menu.

• Select Option 2, Accounting and Chargeback, from the Management Support Applications menu.
• Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Note: For more information about worksheets referenced in the following steps, see Customization.

1. Select Option 7, External File Definition, on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the External
File Selection panel.
We have predefined the UAMAMO, UAMNTA and UNXNIX files to process charges from AMO,
NT resource accounting and UNIX resource accounting data.
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Select line command to display the External File Definition
File Options panels and proceed as follows:
a. Select Option 1, External File Specifications, to code the INPUTACT DD statement. Provide the name of the data

set that contains the charge records. You must enter the INPUTACT DD statement for each file on the External File
Specifications panel. The JCL that is generated includes the DD statement.

b. The input data set for NT and UNIX resource accounting created by NSM Systems Performance. The input data
set for AMO is created by the AMO EXTRACT program delivered with MICS
The input data set for the I/S Inventory and Assets Manager is created by the ChargeBack (Bill To) Detail Report
(#180A).

c. Submit the External File Generation job. If you made any changes to the external file parameter, you are
automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the External File Selection panel.

1. a. You can also submit the External File Generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)'

Return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
2. Modify the Cost Center Derivation Routine (COSTRTE) to create your COSTCTR1-9 values for IAM, AMO, NTA and

for NIX charges. Complete the following:
a. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
b. Select Option 2, Cost Routine, on the Cost Center Definition Menu to add SAS code and to assign values to your

COSTCTR1-9 variables. The variable ROUTINE supports the following values:
• AMOINPUT

Process Asset Manager records
• NTAINPUT

Process NSM NT records
• NIXINPUT

Process NSM UNIX records
You can use the PROC FORMAT $ACTUAMO, $ACTUNIX or FORMAT $ACTUNTA in your coding if you filled in
the table in step 1. Review the sample COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS for coding hints.

c. Return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu after performing the prior steps.
3. Review the new job that has been created to process the UAMAMO, UNXNIX OR the UAMNTA file. It will add

records to the Standard Debit File (ACTSDT00). Test this job by processing your external file and adding the output
records to a test data set instead of to your production data set. Catalog a test data set with the same attributes as
sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES to allow your test job to have an output data set.
a. Select Option 1, Month End Close Out Jobs, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
b. Select Option 1, External File Update, from the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.
c. If you have both complex-level and unit-level external files defined, the External File Update menu will appear.

Select Option 1, Complex-level External Files.
d. Select the new job, ACTfffTB, that you created. Check the input data set name for accuracy. Modify the JCL to use

a test output data set in place of the standard output data set sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES. Then submit the job.
e. After you have submitted the job, CANCEL from the PDF EDIT function to avoid a permanent change to the JCL.
f. After the External File Update job has finished, validate the records in your ACTSDT00 file in your test data set.

You can use the MSAS option of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to interactively review the file.
4. Notify your Production Control Group, or the group responsible for the production use of this external file processing

job, that it is now available.

Alternate Strategy Checklist

Follow this checklist to design your own charging strategy for IAM, AMO, NT and UNIX resource accounting data.

1. If you plan to use different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or
Workunit values; Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu. On
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the Group Selection panel, insert a group ID and description line for each group that you want to create. Then, on the
Group Specification panel, select the line for each group and enter the values that comprise the group.
Submit the Qualification Group Generation job. If you added, deleted, or changed any cost center groups, you are
automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Group Selection panel. You can submit the job at
this point, or you can CANCEL because the Qualification Group Generation job will be performed by the External File
Generation job that you will run in step 4.
You can also submit the Qualification Group Generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

2. Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu and make any
invoice category additions or modifications that you require.
If you added, deleted, or changed any invoice categories, you are automatically requested to submit the Invoice
Category Generation job when you END from the Invoice Category Definition panel. You can submit the job at this
point, or you can CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation job will be performed by the External File
Generation job that you will run in step 4.
Return to the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.

3. Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the
Charging Element Definition
Element Selection panel. Use the Insert and Select line commands, respectively, to add or modify charging elements.
Both of these line commands cause the Charging Element Specifications panel to be displayed for data entry. If you
are activating a standard MICS product, you can display the Master Charging Element Table and copy the charging
elements for the product into your charging element table.
We have predefined the following charging elements:
AMO    - 2120-2123

NT     - 2801-2803, 2806-2809, 2815, 2816,

         2820-2822, 2825, and 2826

UNIX   - 2900, 2905, 2906, 2910, 2911, 2915, 2916,

         2920, 2922, and 2925

We recommend that you add new elements in the 8000-9999 range.
If you added, deleted, or changed any charging elements, you are automatically requested to submit the Charging
Element Generation job when you END from the Charging Element Selection panel. You can submit the job at this
point, or you can CANCEL because the Charging Element Generation job will be performed by the External File
Generation job that you will run in step 4.

4. Select Option 7, External File Definition, on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the External
File Selection panel.
We have predefined the UAMAMO, UAMNTA and UNXNIX files to process charges from the Asset Management
option (AMO), from NSM NT resource (NTA) and from NSM UNIX resource (NIX). Use the Select line command to
display the External File Definition
File Options menu, and proceed as follows:
a. Select Option 1, External File Specifications, to specify prorating, SUBSYSID, and SUBTYPE information and to

code the INPUTACT DD statement.
If you want to do prorating, change the External File Specifications panel options as follows:
The Prorating option must be YES.
You must enter the INPUTACT DD statement for your Uxxfff file on the External File Specifications panel. This DD
will be included in the generation of ACTfffTB job and it will be used to input the external file.

b. The input data set for NT and UNIX resource accounting is created by NSM Systems Performance. The input data
set for AMO is created by the AMO EXTRACT program delivered with MICS.

c. Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification, on the External File Definition
File Options menu. Select the algorithm shown on the Algorithm Selection panel to review the computation codes
and rates. The default computation codes are:
AMO    - 2120

NT     - 2801
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UNIX   - 2900

You can use any of the new external file computation codes or assign any computation codes you defined. See
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option section 4.2.1.3 for list of the computation codes. The default algorithm is
using VARIABLE VALUE with the TYPE variable as the qualifier to allow you to have different computation codes
based on the value of TYPE from the input records. A rate of 1.0 is used to indicate the input quantity.
You can insert a line if you want another algorithm, then enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the
Algorithm Selection panel. Then use the Select line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and
enter the computation codes and rates for the algorithm.

d. If you defined more than one charging algorithm for the external file, select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification. Use
the Algorithm Qualification panel to specify the work to which each algorithm applies.

e. If you want to code a SAS exit for use immediately prior to the output of each external file observation, select
Option 5, External File Exit.

f. Select Option 6 to optionally build a table to look up a cost center value based on the value of a variable in an
external file.

g. Submit the External File Generation job. If you made any changes to the external file parameter, you are
automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the External File Selection panel.
You can also submit the External File Generation job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)'

5. If you plan to prorate the UMAfff file on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu, select Option 8 to display
the Prorating Menu. Select Option 2, Complex-Level External File Prorating. When you select the option, the Prorating
Percent Specifications panel will be displayed. The lines you insert on this panel specify an old value, which identifies
a record to prorate; a new value, which identifies the new Cost Center 1 value; and a percent, which indicates the
percent of the original charge the new Cost Center 1 value will receive.
Prorating specifications for complex-level external files are made at the complex level. These specifications
will be used for all complex-level external files that are being prorated.
Submit the Prorating Generation job. If you made any changes, you are automatically requested to submit the proper
job when you END from the Prorating Percent Specifications panel.
You can also submit the Prorating Generation job for external file prorating from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATE)'

Return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
6. Modify the Cost Center Derivation Routine (COSTRTE) to create your COSTCTR1-9 values for the external files.

Complete the following:
a. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
b. Select Option 2, Cost Routine, on the Cost Center Definition Menu to add SAS code and to assign values to

your COSTCTR1-9 variables. The variable ROUTINE has a value of AMOINPUT to denote processing Asset
Management Options, NTAINPUT to indicate processing NSM NT records and NIXINPUT denote NSM UNIX
records. You can use the PROC FORMAT $ACTUAMO, $ACTUNIX or FORMAT $ACTUNTA in your coding if you
filled in the table in step 1. Review the sample COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS for coding
hints.

c. Return to the Parameter Specification and Generation menu.
7. Review the new job that has been created to process the Uxxfff file. It will add records to the Debit File (ACTSDT00).

Test this job by processing your external file and adding the output records to a test data set instead of to your
production data set. Catalog a test data set with the same attributes as sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES to allow your test
job to have an output data set.
a. Select Option 2, Month End Processing, from the Primary Options menu.
b. Select Option 1, Month End Close Out Jobs, from the Month End Processing menu.
c. Select Option 1, External File Update, from the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.
d. If you have both complex-level and unit-level external files defined, the External File Update menu will appear.

Select Option 1, Complex-level External Files.
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e. Select the new job, ACTfffTB, that you created. Check the input data set name for accuracy. Modify the JCL to use
a test output data set in place of the standard output data set sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES. Then submit the job.

f. After you submit the job, CANCEL from the EDIT function to avoid a permanent change to the JCL.
g. After the External File Update job has finished, validate the records in your ACTSDT00 file in your test data set.

You can use the MSAS option of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) to interactively review the file.
8. Notify your Production Control Group, or the group responsible for the production use of this external file processing

job, that it is now available.

External Journal File in Accounting-Only Unit

The procedures in this section are used to define and activate a unit intended only for external file accounting.

Build an Accounting-Only Unit

Use the Generate the New Database Units checklist to build your accounting-only unit. While following the checklist, make
the following modifications:

• Generate the New Database Units, Step 4.
When you define JCLDEF in prefix.MICS.PARMS:
– Use only the ACT component in the COMPONENT statement.
– Leave the SMFRECORDING statement blank.
– Specify NO for the three ARCHIVE statements.
– Delete or comment out the BACKUP FREQ statement. Neither the DAILY or the WEEKLY job will be run.

• Generate the New Database Units, Step 23.
When you define EXECDEF in prefix.MICS.PARMS, set the three REPORT MBO statements to none.

• Generate the New Database Units, Steps 28 through 30.
Skip steps 28 through 30. These steps are not required for an accounting-only unit.

Review Complex-Level Accounting Parameters

Review the value of the ACCTMGDG parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). The ACCTMGDG parameter
specifies the number of generations of monthly audit files to be maintained in the monthly generation data group:

• If you want to maintain complex-level audit files, ensure the ACCTMGDG parameter is set to any numeric value
greater than zero.

• If you do not want to maintain complex-level audit files, ensure the ACCTMGDG parameter is set to zero.

If no ACCTMGDG parameter is specified, the default is set to 85, meaning 85 generations will be kept.

Reference: Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC)

If you change the ACCTMGDG parameter, you must regenerate the GDGSGENC job as follows for the new parameter
value to take effect:

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following line:
GDGSGENC

2. Regenerate GDGSGENC by submitting the following job:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Finalize and Activate the Accounting-Only Unit

To finalize and activate the accounting-only unit, you must define an accounting journal file, specify the external file data
source, define rates, and so on. Complete the following steps using the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF):
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Note: Unless otherwise specified, refer to the Customization section for more information about worksheets referenced in
the following steps.

1. Specify the journal file
a. Select Option S, Special Requirements (MWF;4;2;S), to display the Special Requirements menu.
b. Select Option 2, Journal File Eligibility (MWF;4;2;S;2), to display the File Selection panel.
c. Use the insert line command to add the FDA or external journal files that you want to create.

When you have finished typing, press the END key to return to the Journal File Eligibility panel. Press END again
to return to the Special Requirements menu. You will be prompted to run the MICS algorithm generation job
(MAGRUN).

d. Press END on the Special Requirements menu to return to the Installation Accounting Primary Options menu.
e. Select Option 3, Parameter Specification and Generation (MWF;4;2;3), to specify data center accounting

component parameters.
2. Optionally update invoice category table

A default invoice category table is distributed with the system. To provide maximum flexibility, you can make additions
or changes so that the reporting structure is consistent with your data center's requirements.
Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition (MWF 4;2;3;3), on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to
display the Invoice Category Definition panel and make necessary changes.

3. If you will be using different charging algorithms for different groups of SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or
Workunit values, Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu. On
the Group Selection panel, insert a Group ID and Description line for each group that you want to create. Then, on the
Group Specification panel, select the line for each group and enter the values that comprise the group.
Submit the Qualification Group Generation job. If you have added, deleted, or changed any qualification groups, you
are automatically requested to submit the job when you END from the Group Selection panel. You may submit the job
at this point, or you may enter CANCEL because the Invoice Category Generation will be performed by the External
File Generation job that you will run in step 4.
You can also submit the CHRGROUP job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

4. Optionally define charging elements
Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition (MWF; 4;2;3;5), on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu
to display the Charging Element Definition panel. Use the select line command to change the specifications for a
charging element.

5. Specify Journal File Rate Table Parameters
a. Select Option 6, Rate Table (MWF;4;2;3;6), from the Parameter Specification and Generation menu to display the

Component and File Selection panel. If Accounting and Chargeback is installed in more than one database unit,
the Unit Selection panel will be displayed prior to the Component and File Selection panel. Select the unit in which
you want to set the Rate Table parameters. You must specify Rate Table parameters for each unit in which you
want to use Accounting and Chargeback.
The Component and File Selection panel shows each journal file that you can activate in the selected database
unit. To activate a journal file, use the Select line command to display the Rate Table File Options menu.

b. Select Option 1, Journal File Specifications (MWF;4;2;3;6;1), to specify the number of journal file cycles, prorating,
and zone charging information.

c. Select Option 2, Journal File Exit (MWF;4;2;3;6;2), to invoke a user exit that will be taken immediately before the
output of each journal file observation.

d. Select Option 3, Algorithm Selection and Specification (MWF;4;2;3;6;3), to create one or more sets of charging
algorithms to be used for the journal file. Each algorithm consists of a set of computation codes and rates. Insert a
line for each algorithm and enter an algorithm identifier and a description on the Algorithm Selection panel. Then
use the Select line command to display the Algorithm Specification panel and enter the computation codes and
rates for the algorithm.
For example, the Linux journal file ACTJLX is delivered with the default algorithm identifier LNX and associated
computation codes.
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Note that when a standard MICS journal file is selected for the first time, the default rate table for that file is copied
into your rate table with all rates set to zero and the journal file marked ACTIVE. All of the charges will be zero
unless you change one or more to a non-zero value.

e. Select Option 4, Algorithm Qualification (MWF;4;2;3;6;4), to specify the work to which each algorithm applies.
f. Select Option 5, External Journal File Specifications (MWF;4;2;3;6;5), to identify the external file dataset name and

to specify whether date range validation should be performed when the external journal file update job runs.
g. Option 5 is used for non-Linux external files. For Linux external files using the ACTJLX journal file, specify the

external file dataset using Option 8.
The non-Linux external Journal File ddname must always be INPUTACT. This DD statement will be included in the
generated ACTfffTB job for the file, where fff represents the last three characters of the external file name.
On the Option 5 panel is the prompt:
Date Range Validation ===> (YES or NO)

You should code YES if you want the update job to eliminate input records whose ENDTS values come before the
last datetime in the checkpoint.

h. Select Option 6, External Journal File Input Routine (MWF;4;2;3;6;6), to define the SAS routine used to input the
external file data. This selection contains a sample SAS routine that inputs Linux process-level data generated by
the Linux accounting ACCT command.

i. Select Option 7, External Journal File Preprocessing Exit (MWF;4;2;3;6;7), if you require SAS code to preprocess
the data from your external file before it is read in by the external journal file input routine previously specified with
Option 6.

j. If you need to sort the input in such a way that duplicate observations are removed, the basic input and the sort
should be coded in the preprocessing exit of Option 7. The output of the sort should be accessed in the Option 6
code. Here is an outline of this process:
In the Preprocessing Exit (MWF;4;2;3;6;7), code
DATA INPUTSRT;

  INFILE INPUTACT;

  INPUT var1 var2 ...  ENDTS ;

  FORMAT ENDTS DATETIME20.2;

PROC SORT DATA=INPUTSRT NODUP;

  BY var1 var2 ... ENDTS;

The variable names on the INPUT statement are whatever you need. The ENDTS is included here since it will
likely be an important part of the sort sequence that removes duplicate observations. Note that this exit will be
saved in member prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(ACTUfffR).
Go into Option 6 (MWF;4;2;3;6;6). Enter the line
SET INPUTSRT END=ACTEOF;

This is all that is necessary to make the chargeback to work if you have coded all of the needed variables in the
Preprocessing Exit. Otherwise you should add any other statements or variable definitions that you need after this
SET statement. Note that "END=ACTEOF" is required on the SET statement since this is the code for Option 6.

k. Select Option 8, Linux Option Specification Member (MWF;4;2;3;6;8), to specify Linux external file dataset names
and other Linux specific parameters. This option is used in conjunction with the Linux ACTJLX journal file.
Reference(s): Linux Process Accounting Journal File and Downloading Linux data sections

l. The COSTCTRn definitions should be made at this time and should be based on the variables that are defined in
Options 6 through 8. Lines should be added to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE) as follow:
IF ROUTINE = 'fffINPUT' THEN DO;

/* SET COST CENTER FOR fff  */

  COSTCTR1=var1;

  COSTCTR2=var2;

  COSTCTR3=var3;

END;

For information on setting COSTCTRn values by looking up values in a table, see Entering Cost Center Look Up
Table Values section.
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m. After completing the journal file specification and activation activities listed above, submit the MAGRUN job.
MAGRUN will generate the unit-level external job in prefix.MICS.CNTL under the name ACTULXTB. This external
update job will include the ddname and the dataset names specified in Step 4, option 5 or 8 above.
If you make any changes to the journal file specifications, you are automatically prompted to submit MAGRUN
when you press the END key to exit from the Rate Table Component and File Selection panel.
You can also submit the MAGRUN job manually. It is located in prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN).

ACT Linux Process Accounting Journal File

The ACTJLX journal file is used to account for process activity captured as log data using the Linux ACCT command.

The Linux Option Specification Member (MWF;4;2;3;6;8) is used to specify the ddnames, dataset names, and other
information about the Linux data to be processed by an accounting-only unit. Accounting-only unit external files are
processed like standard MICS journal files, except the associated external journal file is created by a generated job
instead of by the MICS DAILY job.

When you select the ACTJLX journal file and then select the Linux Option Specification Member (MWF;4;2;3;6;8), you
enter an ISPF EDIT session for dataset prefix.MICS.PARMS(LINUXP). This is where you describe the Linux data to be
processed by the unit.

prefix.MICS.PARMS(LINUXP) contains comments that explain the rules for updating the member. Those rules are as
follows:

• Lines that begin with an asterisk (*), are ignored.
• Two line types are supported:

GLOBAL Statement

There are two types of GLOBAL statements supported: GLOBAL PLATFORM and GLOBAL TIMESHIFT.

• GLOBAL PLATFORM
Linux systems running on Intel platforms use a method of numeric data value representation known as "little endian."
Those running on mainframe platforms, such as z/VM, represent numeric data using "big endian." You must identify
the platform so that MICS knows how to input and interpret the raw measurement data.
The Dataset Description statements allow you to specify the platform associated with each ddname, but to save time
and coding, you can simply enter a GLOBAL PLATFORM statement ahead of the Dataset Description statements that
describe data generated on a specific platform.
The GLOBAL PLATFORM statement is coded as follows:

GLOBAL PLATFORM=p

where p can be I (INTEL) or M (Mainframe)
• GLOBAL TIMESHIFT

Linux systems record process level accounting data time and date fields in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). If you want
MICS to convert GMT to local time, you must supply the timeshift (number of hours) that you need to add or subtract
from GTM to convert to your local time.
The Dataset Description statements allow you to specify the timeshift associated with each ddname, but to save time
and coding, you can simply enter a GLOBAL TIMESHIFT statement ahead of the Dataset Description statements that
describe data generated in a particular timezone.

GLOBAL TIMESHIFT=+/- nn

where + means "add", - means "subtract", nn hours convert GMT to local time

GLOBAL statements might appear anywhere in the input stream. When encountered, a GLOBAL statement will override
any previous GLOBAL statement for the same function (PLATFORM or TIMESHIFT).
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To minimize usage of the P= and T= Dataset Description statement parameters, discussed below, it is useful to group
DDs and timezones for the same platform together and precede the statement groups with the appropriate GLOBAL
statements.

Dataset Description Statement

A Dataset Description statement line supports five parameters as follows:

DDNAME DSN SYSID P=I/M T=+/-nn

where the following are required:

• DDNAME - 1-8 characters
• DSN - 1-44 characters
• SYSID - 1-4 characters

Note: If you define a new SYSID, you must add the new SYSID in prefix.MICS.PARMS(sysid) and submit
prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN).

A fourth parameter is required if GLOBAL PLATFORM is not specified, where:

• P=I means INTEL
• P=M means Mainframe

If coded, it overrides GLOBAL PLATFORM.

The fifth parameter is optional, where:

• T=+5 means add 5 hours to GMT value
• T=-3 means subtract 3 hours from GMT value

If coded, it overrides GLOBAL TIMESHIFT. If neither GLOBAL TIMESHIFT nor T= is specified, the data will reflect GMT.

Example 1

 GLOBAL TIMESHIFT=4

 GLOBAL PLATFORM=M

 DDNAME1 ABC.LINUX.FB.DATA.INTEL.JULY10

 DDNAME2 ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.USILGPAX   P=I

Example 1 results in JCL generation for two datasets:

 //DDNAME1 DD DSN=ABC.LINUX.FB.DATA.INTEL.JULY10 etc.

 //DDNAME2 DD DSN=ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.USILGPAX etc.

MICS will add 4 hours to date/time metrics for each of these datasets due to the GLOBAL TIMESHIFT=4 statement.

MICS will treat the numeric data from DDNAME1 as "big endian" due to the GLOBAL PLATFORM=M statement.

MICS will treat the numeric data from DDNAME2 as "little endian" due to the P=I parameter on the Dataset Description
statement for DDNAME2, which overrides the GLOBAL PLATFORM statement.

Example 2

 DDNAME1 ABC.LINUX.FB.DATA.INTEL.JULY10 T=-6 P=I

 DDNAME2 ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.USILGPAX T=3 P=M

 DDNAME3 ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.INF3TTYY T=3 P=M
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Example 2 results in JCL generation for three datasets:

 //DDNAME1 DD DSN=ABC.LINUX.FB.DATA.INTEL.JULY10 etc.

 //DDNAME2 DD DSN=ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.USILGPAX etc.

 //DDNAME3 DD DSN=ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.INF3TTYY etc.

 

MICS will subtract 6 hours from date/time metrics for the DDNAME1 dataset due to the T=-6 parameter on the Dataset
Description statement.

MICS will treat the numeric data from DDNAME1 as "little endian" due to the P=I parameter on the Dataset Description
statement.

MICS will add 3 hours to date/time metrics for the DDNAME2 and DDNAME3 datasets due to the T=3 parameter on the
Dataset Description statements.

MICS will treat the numeric data from the DDNAME2 and DDNAME3 datasets as "big endian" due to the P=M parameter
on the Dataset Description statements.

GLOBAL statements could have been used in Example 2 to achieve the same results for DDNAME2 and DDNAME3 as
follows:

 DDNAME1 ABC.LINUX.FB.DATA.INTEL.JULY10 T=-6 P=I

 GLOBAL TIMESHIFT=3

 GLOBAL PLATFORM=M

 DDNAME2 ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.USILGPAX

 DDNAME3 ABC.LINUX.DATA.PACCT.INF3TTYY

Note that P= and T= parameters are not required for DDNAME2 and DDNAME3 because the GLOBAL statement
provides the platform and timeshift information.

ACT Downloading Linux data

Linux Process Accounting data can be transported into MICS using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) via the mainframe or PC.

The following steps can be used to perform a FTP transfer of Linux Process Accounting data from a Linux session to a z/
OS host system:

1. Allocate a data set on the host with the following attributes:

Blksize=256 Lrecl=256 Recfm=FB Dsorg=PS

2. Begin the FTP program using the following command:

FTP <hostname>

where <hostname> is the machine name or the IP address of the z/OS system.
Supply the host userid and password as prompted.

3. Set binary transfer mode by entering the following command (in lower case):

binary

4. Set the local directory name of the Linux directory (in lower case):

lcd <directory>

where <directory> is a directory on Linux which contains Process Accounting data.
5. Once the transfer is complete, exit the FTP session by entering the following command:
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quit

ACT Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of each file to save, in each supported timespan,
both online and in archive mode. The following Data Retention Specifications Worksheet is used for collecting this
information.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cutoff   |

| File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

| Name | __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)  _(NA)  __(NA) |___ (NA)  ___ (NA) |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|ACTLGR| 00(00)  __(02)  00(00)  __(03)  _(2)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|ACTRCP| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   __(18) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACTSCT| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   __(03) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACTSDT| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   __(03) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACTBGT| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   __(02) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACTCCA| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACTSEQ| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACT_YR| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACT_RC| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACT_YT| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACT_SC| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|ACT_CA| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whethert the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).
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The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

Example

The FILE statements listed below illustrate how to enter the information. The Accounting and Chargeback journal files,
ACTJxx, and the audit files, ACTAUDIT, are not part of the normal retention of MICS. They are described in Files.

FILE ACT  ACTLGR 00 02 00 03 02 00 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTRCP 00 00 00 00 00 18 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTSCT 00 00 00 00 00 06 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTSDT 00 00 00 00 00 06 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTBGT 00 00 00 00 00 02 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTCCA 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACTSEQ 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACT_YR 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACT_RC 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACT_YT 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACT_SC 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

FILE ACT  ACT_CA 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

WARNING
Do not change the retention specifications given as zero.

DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member using the information collected on the worksheet. To perform the space modeling, submit
the jobs as described in Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility.

ACT Implementing
The Implementation section addresses approaches to implementing the accounting strategies discussed in Cost
Accounting Concepts For Is Organizations. It explains how to charge for particular resources and how to avoid charging
twice for the same resource (duplicate charging).

ACT Strategies for DASD Accounting

This section discusses charging for three types of data sets: those that reside on active DASD volumes (primary storage),
those that have been migrated to migration levels 1 or 2 by DFHSM, and backup versions. See DASD/DFHSM/SMS
Storage Accounting.

Charging or Active Data Sets on Primary Storage

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports both SMS and traditional device dependent algorithms for DASD
charging. This allows you to charge your SMS data sets by Storage Class and Management Class while you continue to
charge your non- SMS data sets by device dependent measurements.

If you are currently using traditional algorithms to charge for SMS data sets, you can continue to do so, or you can
implement Storage Class and Management Class algorithms for your SMS data sets without affecting the charges for
non-SMS data sets.
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MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option also supports VSAM accounting from either the VTOC or ICF catalog. See
VSAM Accounting.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option provides the following features to support both SMS and traditional DASD
charging:

• The ACTJDA journal file for charging data sets by device type or other traditional algorithms. You should always
activate this journal file if you are charging for DASD.
VSAM data sets can be charged from this file based on the information available in the VTOCs; this is the default.
If you prefer, however, you can charge your VSAM data sets based on the ICF catalog information by activating the
ACTJVS journal file described next.

• The ACTJVS journal file for charging VSAM data sets by device type or other traditional algorithms. You only need
to activate this journal file if you want to charge for VSAM data sets based on the information available in the ICF
catalogs. The default is to charge for VSAM data sets in the ACTJDA file described above.

• The ACTJHF journal file for charging HFS and zFS data set by device type or other traditional algorithms. You only
need to activate this journal file if you want to charge for HFS and zFS data sets. The default is to charge for HFS and
zFS data set in the ACTJDA file.

• The ACTJMS journal file for charging SMS data sets by Storage Class and Management Class algorithms. You need
to activate this journal file only if you want to charge your SMS data sets by SMS algorithms. If you do not activate this
journal file, your SMS data sets will be charged in the ACTJDA journal file (and in the ACTJVS journal file if it is active).
If this file is active, it will contain all charges for SMS data sets, both VSAM and non-VSAM, based on the information
available in the VTOCs.
Note: Managed data sets are identified by a non-blank value in the VCA Storage Class (STORSTGC) variable.

• A special SMS Storage Class invoice category (7230) that contains one charging element for each Storage Class and
also a default charging element (computation codes 1830- 1836). These charging elements can be used in the SMS
journal file and allow you to have a different rate for each Storage Class, if necessary.

• A special SMS Management Class invoice category (7240) that contains one charging element for each Management
Class and also a default charging element (computation codes 1840-1850). These charging elements can be used in
the SMS journal file and allow you to have a different rate for each Management Class, if necessary.

• Device dependent and megabyte-hour charging elements for use in the non-VSAM and VSAM journal files
(computation codes 1800-1804, 1811-1814, and 1820).

• Sample SMS charging algorithms are shipped with the SMS non-VSAM and VSAM journal files.
• Support for DASD accounting from the VCA Analyzer files at either the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

The content of the journal files depends on which ones you have activated for charging as follows:
• If only the ACTJDA journal file is active, all data sets, VSAM and non-VSAM, SMS and non-managed, are charged in

that file.
ACTJDA Journal File
SMS data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM)
Non-managed data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM)

• If the ACTJDA and ACTJMS journal files are active, all non-managed data sets are charged in the ACTJDA file, and all
SMS data sets are charged in the ACTJMS file.
– ACTJDA Journal File

Non-managed data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM)
– ACTJMS Journal File

SMS data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM)
This is the approach that we recommend.

• If the ACTJDA, ACTJHF, ACTJMS, and ACTJVS journal files are all active, non-managed non-VSAM data sets are
charged in the ACTJDA file, all HFS and zFS data sets are charged in the ACTJHF file, all SMS data sets (VSAM and
non-VSAM) are charged in the ACTJMS file, and non-managed VSAM data sets are charged in the ACTJVS file.
– ACTJDA Journal File

Non-managed data sets (non-VSAM only)
– ACTJHF Journal File
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HFS and zFS data set
– ACTJMS Journal File

SMS data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM)
– ACTJVS Journal File

Non-managed data sets (VSAM only)
• If only the ACTJDA and ACTJVS journal files are active, all non-VSAM data sets (both SMS and non-managed) are

charged in the ACTJDA file and all VSAM data sets (both SMS and non-managed) are charged in the ACTJVS file.
– ACTJDA Journal File

Non-VSAM data sets (SMS and non-managed)
– ACTJVS Journal File

VSAM data sets (SMS and non-managed)
• If only the ACTJDA and ACTJHF journal files are active, all HFS and zFS data sets are charged in the ACTJHF file

and all non-managed non-VSAM data sets are charged in the ACTJDA file.
– ACTJDA Journal File

Non-VSAM data sets (SMS and non-managed)
– ACTJHF Journal File

HFS and zFS data set

Implementing SMS Charging Algorithms

See ACT Implementing SMS Accounting for instructions on how to implement SMS Charging Algorithms.

Charging for Migrated Data Sets

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports charging for migrated data sets with the ACTJMG Migrated Data
Journal file. This journal file is derived from the HSMMIG file and contains information on migrated data sets from the
DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS).

The ACTJMG journal file allows you to charge different rates for data sets based on the migration level of the data, level 1
or 2. This can be done using control variable charging based on the HSMLEVEL variable, or using algorithm qualification
based on SUBTYPE. For more information on control variable charging and algorithm qualification, see the Specifying
Algorithms section and the Qualifying Algorithms section.

You can also charge different rates based on the SMS Management Class value by using control variable charging based
on the MGMTCLAS variable, or by using Algorithm Qualification based on SUBSYSID.

Thus, used in conjunction with the VCA primary storage journal files discussed in the previous section, the ACTJMG
journal file allows you to implement the rate pyramid shown in DFHSM Migrated Data Sets.

Note: If you activate this journal file, you must specify NO for the Accounting Options parameter that indicates whether
HSM data sets will be passed to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files. Otherwise, duplicate charging may occur. See
ACT Specifying Additional Charging Options (Specifying Whether HSM Data is Available) for more information on this
specification.

Charging for Backup Versions

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports charging for backup versions of data sets via the ACTJBC Backup
Data Journal file. This journal file is derived from the HSBBAC file and contains information on backup versions of data
sets from the DFHSM Backup Control Data Set (BCDS).

The SMS Management Class is often used to indicate the backup frequency of the data set and the number of backup
versions that must be kept. Because data sets that are backed up more frequently, or require an extensive number
of backup copies require more space and thus have a higher cost than do those with less stringent requirements, the
ACTJBC journal file allows you to charge different rates for data sets based on the SMS Management Class value by
using control variable charging based on the MGMTCLAS variable, or via Algorithm Qualification based on SUBSYSID.

For more information on control variable charging and algorithm qualification, see the Specifying Algorithms sectionand
the Qualifying Algorithms section.
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Thus, used in conjunction with the VCA primary storage journal files discussed in the earlier section, the ACTJBC journal
file allows you to implement the rate pyramid shown in DFHSM Backup Data Sets.

Note: An alternate approach to using the ACTJBC journal file to charge for backup versions of data sets would be to
have proportional rates for data sets on primary storage based on their backup requirements (frequency and number of
versions kept). Since the size of the backup versions will be proportional to the size of the data set on primary storage, if
you charge for megabyte hours based on Management Class, and if you can identify the data set's backup requirements
based on its Management Class value, this should provide a reasonable approximation of its backup costs.

The following sections provide additional strategic information to help you account for DASD usage:

• Implementing SMS Accounting
• Auditing DASD Charges
• Avoiding VCA Duplicate Charging

ACT Implementing SMS Accounting

Follow this checklist to implement resource usage charges for SMS (System Managed Storage) using the MICS VCA
Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

1. Ensure that MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in each MICS unit that contains the VCA Analyzer.
If you are using MICS Accounting and Chargeback in a production environment, we recommend that you implement
your SMS algorithm in a test unit before modifying your production MICS unit(s).

2. Consult your DASD Administrator or Systems Programmer to determine the SMS Storage Class and Management
Class values in use at your installation. You will need to be informed if these values change. Verify that the VTOCs of
all packs containing data sets to be charged are scanned and input to the MICS DASD Space Analyzer.

WARNING
MICS Accounting and Chargeback uses the Storage Class field to determine if a data set is managed by
SMS or not. Normally, all non-managed data sets have a blank value for Storage Class. If your installation
uses an exit or other means to populate Storage Class for non-managed data sets, they will be charged in
the ACTJMS SMS journal file, according to your SMS algorithm, if it is active.

3. Determine the rates per megabyte hour to be used for each Storage Class and for each Management Class.
4. Determine whether you wish to charge from the VCA Analyzer files at the DETAIL or at the DAYS timespan. Modify

prefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAOPS) so that it contains one of the following statements:
ACCOUNTING DETAIL

or

ACCOUNTING DAYS

The DSNAME, DSNODE, and VOLSER variables are only present if you use the DETAIL timespan. If you do not need
to reference these variables in your COSTRTE exit, and if you do not need a separate record for each data set in the
journal files, you can use the DAYS timespan.
Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(VCAPGEN) and ensure that it completes with condition code 0.
Perform this step for each MICS unit that contains both the VCA Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

5. Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, from the Accounting Parameter Specification and Generation Menu.
Locate the SMS computation codes (1830-1836 and 1840- 1850). Codes 1831-1836 and 1841-1850 are shipped with
the phrase "Value n" in the Description and Unit fields. Select each computation code that you will use and modify the
Description and Units fields to specify a Storage or Management Class value used at your installation.
For example, suppose your installation uses two Storage Class values, Specific and Standard, and three Management
Class Values, LARGE, STANDARD, and CRITICAL. You would need to modify the Storage Class computation codes
1831 and 1832, and the Management Class computation codes 1841, 1842, and 1843 to reflect these values instead
of the phrase "Value n".

NOTE
Once you select a computation code, you can scroll DOWN (or UP) to position the display to the next (or
previous) code.
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You do not need to submit the CHRGELEM generation job at this point. It will be run when you submit the MAGRUN
job in the next step.

6. Select Option 6, Rate Table, from the Accounting Parameter Specification and Generation Menu, and select the
desired unit database.
Select the ACTJDA VCA journal file and make sure that it contains the algorithm(s) (computation codes and rates) that
you will use to charge any non-managed data sets.

NOTE
After you select the journal file, choose Option 3 from the Journal File Options menu and a list of algorithms
will be displayed. Select each algorithm to review or modify it. If you have more than one algorithm, you will
need to use Option 4 to qualify them.

Select the ACTJMS VCA journal file. Review the sample Journal File Specifications (Option 1) and the sample SMS
algorithm (Option 3). The algorithm contains the following two lines:
Comp        Control

Code  Rate  Variable      Comp Code Description

----  ----  --------      ---------------------

1830    0   STORCLAS  CHARGE FOR DEFAULT STORAGE CLASS

1840    0   MGMTCLAS  CHARGE FOR DEFAULT MANAGEMENT CLASS

 

This means that each SMS data set will be charged as follows:
Data set charge = megabyte hours * Storage Class rate + megabyte hours * Management Class rate

Note: MICS Accounting and Chargeback uses the variables STORCLAS and MGMTCLAS as the control variables in
this algorithm. These variables are assigned from the VCA variables STORSTGC and STORMGTC, respectively.
Specify the rate for default storage class on the STORCLAS line. Then select this line to display the Variable Values
Specifications panel. Enter a rate for each computation code you are using and delete any other rows.
For example, if you are using computation codes 1831 and 1832 for Storage Class values of SPECIFIC and
STANDARD, you will modify the rates on these lines and delete the lines for computation codes 1833 and 1834. The
default computation code and rate will be used to charge any other Storage Class values that are encountered.
Now specify the rate for default management class on the MGMTCLAS line. Then select this line to display the
Variable Values Specifications panel. Enter a rate for each computation code you are using and delete any other rows.
Submit the MAGRUN job when you END from the Rate Table and ensure that it completes with condition code 0.
Review the MICSLOG to ensure that it ends with the BAS00172I message GENERATION PROCESS COMPLETED
SUCCESSFULLY.
Review the Schedule of Rates report produced by the MAGRUN to verify your computation codes and rates for the
VCA journal files.
Perform this step for each MICS unit that contains both the VCA Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

7. This completes the implementation of your SMS charging algorithm. The ACTJMS journal file will be created in the
next MICS DAILY run; you should review the Journal Run Status Log (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1) to validate the charges.
You can also refer to the Daily Charges Summary Report by submitting prefix.MICS.CNTL(BGTCNTL). The Storage
Class charges are reported under invoice category 7230, and the Management Class charges are reported under
invoice category 7240.
For information on how to audit your DASD charges see the Auditing DASD Charges section.

ACT Auditing DASD Charges

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option draws data from the MICS Space Analyzer Option's VCADAA file and,
(Optional) from the VCA_VS file or HFSDIR. The VCADAA file contains both VSAM and non-VSAM data sets. The data is
based on information obtained from the VTOCs. The VCA_VS file also contains VSAM data sets, but the data in this file is
obtained from the ICF VSAM catalogs. Both files contain SMS data sets as well as non-managed data sets. The HFSDIR
file is obtained from IBM's OS/390 UNIX Systems Services HFS File System.

The VCA data is charged in one or more of the following four MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option journal files:
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• ACTJDA (DASD Journal File)
• ACTJMS (SMS Journal File)
• ACTJVS (VSAM Journal File)
• ACTJHF (HFS Journal File)

The journal files are created from the VCA files at either the DETAIL or DAYS timespan as determined by the
ACCOUNTING DETAIL or ACCOUNTING DAYS statement in the VCAOPS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS.

The ACTJDA and ACTJMS journal files are always derived from the VCADAA file. The ACTJVS journal file is derived from
the VCA_VS file and the ACTJHF journal file is derived from HFSDIR file.

HSM (Hierarchical Storage Manager) migrated data sets can be excluded from the ACTJDA and ACTJVS journal files
using the HSM option on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel. HSM data sets are identified by a value
of 'HS' or 'HV' in the DAADSTYP variable.

This section explains how to audit the journal files that you are using against the VCADAA, VCA_VS, and HFSDIR FILEs.

• If only the ACTJDA DASD journal file is active:
All data is obtained from the VCADAA file, but any observations in which all quantities being charged are less than or
equal to zero are dropped from the journal file. The following SAS code can be used to audit the ACTJDA file against
the VCADAA file.

%INCLUDE SOURCE(#ACTOPTS);

DATA WORK.JDA;

SET &dVCAt..VCADAA01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                        and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

 

IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT";

IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                       charging element)

RUN;

 

The WORK.JDA file should contain the same number of observations as the DETAIL.ACTJDA01 journal file, unless
you are doing journal file prorating on this file.

• If the ACTJDA DASD and the ACTJMS SMS journal files are active:
All data is obtained from the VCADAA file. Any observations in which all quantities being charged are less than or
equal to zero are dropped from the journal files. SMS data sets are charged in the ACTJMS journal file and non-
managed data sets are charged in the ACTJDA journal file. The following SAS code can be used to audit the journal
files against the VCADAA file.

%INCLUDE SOURCE(#ACTOPTS);

DATA WORK.JDA WORK.JMS;

SET &dVCAt..VCADAA01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                        and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

 

IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                       charging element)

 

IF STORSTGC = ' ' THEN DO;

  IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT" THEN OUTPUT WORK.JDA;

END;

ELSE OUTPUT WORK.JMS;

RUN;
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The WORK.JDA and WORK.JMS files should contain the same number of observations as the DETAIL.ACTJDA01
and the DETAIL.ACTJMS01 journal files, respectively, unless you are doing journal file prorating on these files.

• If the ACTJDA DASD, the ACTJMS SMS, and the ACTJVS VSAM journal files are active:
The data in the ACTJDA and ACTJMS journal files is obtained from the VCADAA file. The data in the ACTJVS journal
file is obtained from the VCA_VS file. Any observations in which all quantities being charged are less than or equal to
zero are dropped from the journal files.
SMS data sets (VSAM and non-VSAM) are charged in the ACTJMS journal file; non-managed non-VSAM data sets
are charged in the ACTJDA journal file, and non-managed VSAM data sets are charged in the ACTJVS journal file.
The following SAS code can be used to audit the journal files against the VCADAA and VCA_VS files.

%INCLUDE SOURCE(#ACTOPTS);

DATA WORK.JDA WORK.JMS;

SET &dVCAt..VCADAA01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                        and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

 

IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                       charging element)

 

IF STORSTGC NE ' ' THEN OUTPUT WORK.JMS;

ELSE IF (DAADSTYP = 'OS') OR (DAADSTYP = 'HS') THEN DO;

  IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT" THEN OUTPUT WORK.JDA;

END;

RUN;

 

 

DATA WORK.JVS;

SET &dVCAt..VCA_VS01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                        and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

 

IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                       charging element)

 

IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT";

IF STORSTGC = ' ' THEN OUTPUT WORK.JVS;

RUN;

 

The WORK.JDA, WORK.JMS, and WORK.JVS files should contain the same number of observations as the
DETAIL.ACTJDA01, the DETAIL.ACTJMS01, and the DETAIL.ACTJVS01 journal files, respectively, unless you are
doing journal file prorating on these files.

• If the ACTJDA DASD and the ACTJVS VSAM journal files are active:
The data in the ACTJDA journal files is obtained from the VCADAA file. The data in the ACTJVS journal file is obtained
from the VCA_VS file. Any observations in which all quantities being charged are less than or equal to zero are
dropped from the journal files.
Non-VSAM data sets are charged in the ACTJDA journal file, and VSAM data sets are charged in the ACTJVS journal
file. The following SAS code can be used to audit the journal files against the VCADAA and VCA_VS files.

 

   %INCLUDE SOURCE(#ACTOPTS);

   DATA WORK.JDA;

   SET &dVCAt..VCADAA01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                           and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)
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   IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                           charging element)

   

   IF (DAADSTYP = 'OS') OR (DAADSTYP = 'HS') THEN DO;

     IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT" THEN OUTPUT WORK.JDA;

   END;

   RUN;

   

   

   DATA WORK.JVS;

   SET &dVCAt..VCA_VS01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                           and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

   

   IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                           charging element)

   IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT";

   

   OUTPUT WORK.JVS;

   RUN;

The WORK.JDA and the WORK.JVS files should contain the same number of observations as the DETAIL.ACTJDA01
and the DETAIL.ACTJVS01 journal files, respectively, unless you are doing journal file prorating on these files.

• If the ACTJHF HFS journal file is active:
All data is obtained from the HFSDIR file, but any observations in which all quantities being charged are less than or
equal to zero are dropped from the journal file. The following SAS code can be used to audit the ACTJHF file against
the HFSDIR file.

 

%INCLUDE SOURCE(#ACTOPTS);

DATA WORK.JHF;

SET &dHFSt..HFSDIR01;   (where d is the unit identifier,

                        and t is either DETAIL or DAYS)

 

IF DAADSTYP NE: "&HSMOPT";

IF quantity > 0;       (where quantity is the name of the

                       charging element)

RUN;

 

The WORK.JHF file should contain the same number of observations as the DETAIL.ACTJHF01 journal file, unless
you are doing journal file prorating on this file.
Although the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option product supports HFS data for billing, we strongly discourage
the use of the HFSDIR file for accounting due to the following:
– Only mounted file systems are scanned and contribute file information to the HFSDIR file.
– The space allocated for individual file(s) and/or directory(ies) does not account for the unused but allocated space in

the file system.
An alternative for HFS file system accounting is the VCADAA file. It contains a single record for each HFS data set
(both mounted and unmounted) that contains the total space allocated to the file system.

ACT Avoiding VCA Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for migrated data sets can occur between HSM and VCA if Stage 1 migrated data sets reside on the
volumes scanned by the MICS Space Collector Option.
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If you charge from the HSM Migrated Data Journal File and also from the VCA DAA or VSAM Resource Journal Files,
then you must take care to avoid duplicate charging.

How To Avoid HSM/VCA Duplicate Charging 

You can prevent HSM migrated data sets from being passed to the VCA DAA and VSAM Resource Journal Files by
specifying NO for "Pass HSM data to DAA and _VS journal files" in Accounting Options General Installation Accounting
Specifications and running the ACTXOPTS job.

Display this panel by selecting Option 3;2;1 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Avoiding File System Duplicate Charging 

The Data Set Allocation (VCADAA) and VSAM Data Set Allocation (VCA_VS) files contains a single MICS observation
for each z/OS data set including UNIX System Services (USS) data sets. The USS Directory Entry (HFSDIR) file contains
a single MICS observation for each directory entry in file system data sets. With MICS Accounting and Chargeback
Option, you can charge for file system data sets at either the single file image (VCADAA/VCA_VS) level or the directory
entry (DIR) level. If you have activated the ACTJHF (HFS Resource) journal file to charge for file system data sets at the
directory entry level, MICS will prevent duplicate charging from any other VCA files.

Note: Although the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option product supports USS file systems data for billing, we
strongly discourage the use of the HFSDIR file for accounting due to the following:

1. Only mounted file systems are scanned and contribute file information to the HFSDIR file.
2. The space allocated for individual file(s) and/or directory(ies) does not account for the unused but allocated space in

the file system.

A better alternative for USS file system accounting is the VCADAA file. It contains a single record for each USS file
system data set (both mounted and unmounted) that contains the total space allocated to the file system.

ACT Strategies for DB2 Accounting

This section addresses approaches to implementing the DB2 accounting strategy discussed in DB2 Accounting. It
explains how to charge for DB2 usage and how to avoid duplicate charging for DB2 CPU time.

Implementing DB2 Accounting

The following checklist will help you to implement resource usage charges for your DB2 applications using the MICS Db2
Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

1. Verify the account code structure and derivation routine defined for DB2.
During the process of installing the MICS Db2 Analyzer, you define the account code structure and the derivation
routine that is used for the DB2DSU file. The DB2DSU file is the basis for the DB2 Resource Accounting Journal File
(ACTJDS). The values in the account fields determine the level of granularity available for charging and will be used to
assign cost center values for the accounting records.
The account code structure is defined in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT). The recommended Account
Code fields are:
– Authorization ID--user or application identifier
– DB2 Plan--application area
– Environment--based on the DB2 connection identifier which usually contains the VTAM application name
– Distributed Thread Type--Remote call indicator
The derivation routine is a SAS language routine that assigns values to the account fields from the DB2 statistics
variables. It is defined in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT). It should define the account field values as
follows:
        DB2ACT1=DB2AUTH;

        DB2ACT2=DB2PLAN;
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        DB2ACT3=DB2CONN;

        DB2ACT4=DB2THDTY;

For more information, see Parameters.
2. Verify and optionally update the cost routine for DB2.

The COSTRTE routine is SAS code that assigns values to your installation's defined cost center variables as each
record is processed by the MICS system. It is stored in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE).
Edit the COSTRTE member and update or add code to assign the appropriate cost center values from the DB2ACTn
fields. The ROUTINE value for DB2 data is DYDB2FMT.
In addition to assigning the COSTCTRn values, the code should assign a temporary variable called ACTDB2FG a
value of 1 if the DB2 statistical record contains TCB CPU time that should be charged.
Using the recommended strategy, only remote data requests, and CICS transactions (at older release levels) should
be charged CPU time from the DB2 statistical file.
If you are running CICS CTS Version 2.2 (or higher) and DB2 Version 6 (or higher) then you should NOT charge for
CICS CPU time, and instead ONLY charge for remote data request CPU time. The code should read as follows:
IF DB2ACT4=1 THEN ACTDB2FG = 1;

ELSE ACTDB2FG = 0;

If you are running CICS CTS Version 2.1 (or earlier) or DB2 Version 5 (or earlier), then you should charge for both
CICS CPU time and remote data request CPU time. The code should read as follows:
IF DB2ACT3 =: 'CIC' OR DB2ACT4=1 THEN ACTDB2FG=1;

ELSE ACTDB2FG = 0;

This code can be copied from the sample COSTRTE in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS.
The ACTDB2FG variable is used as a control variable in the sample rate table for the ACTJDS DB2 journal file, and
must be assigned in COSTRTE or it will have a missing value.
For more information, see the Assigning Cost Center Values section and the Avoiding DB2 Duplicate Charging
subsection.

3. Update the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Rate Table.
You must assign a rate to each charging element that you wish to use for DB2 applications. The sample rate table
contains rates of 0 for computation code 1205, Class 2 TCB CPU time, based on the ACTDB2FG control variable.
If you also want to charge DB2 users an add-on cost for using DB2 services, you must enter another computation
code and rate as well.
The following are instructions for modifying the sample ACTJDS rate table. This sample is copied into your Rate Table
the first time that the ACTJDS file is selected.
– Using the MWF online panels for MICS Accounting and Chargeback, select the DB2 journal file, ACTJDS, on the

Journal File Specification panel (MWF;4;2;3;6).
– Select Option 3, Algorithm Specification, from the File Options menu, and select the sample JDS algorithm.
The ACTDB2FG control variable used with computation code 1205 is the temporary variable assigned in Step 2 that
selects only CICS and remote calls for charging. Leave the default rate with a value of zero. Select computation code
1205 to display the Variable Value Specifications panel and modify the 0 rate shown for value 1. This will cause the
Class 2 TCB time to be charged only when ACTDB2FG has a value of 1.
Press END to return to the Algorithm Specification panel.
If you wish to implement charges to DB2 users for DB2 overhead, the recommended computation code is 1212,
DSUSGPGR, the getpage buffer requests for DB2 calls. It should be charged to all applications.
If you also want to charge DB2 resource usage, we recommend that you use computation code 1205, DSUTC2TM,
the DB2 TCB CPU Time Consumed(Class 2).
Refer to the Defining the Rate Table section for additional information.

4. Submit the MAGRUN job to activate charging for DB2 resources.
When you END from the Rate Table Journal File Selection panel, you will be prompted to submit the MAGRUN
batch job. Submit the job and ensure that it completes normally to apply the changes you have made and activate
chargeback for DB2 applications.
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Avoiding DB2 Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for CPU time can occur in DB2 when the calling region is TSO, BATCH, or IMS because the CPU time
will be reported in the calling region as well as in DB2.

Special consideration must be given to charging for DB2 CPU time when the calling region is CICS.

• For DB2 Version 6 (and higher) and CICS CTS Version 2.2 (and higher), duplicate charging can occur for CICS.
Beginning with CTS 2.2, CICS regions exploit the IBM open transaction environment (OTE) to connect with DB2; the
DB2 CPU time is reported in the CICS transaction record as well as in DB2.

• For DB2 Version 5 (or lower) or CICS CTS 2.1 (or lower), there is no issue with duplicate charging for CICS because
the DB2 CPU time is NOT reported back to CICS calling regions.

If you charge for DB2 resource utilization from the ACTJDS DB2 Resource Journal File and also charge for TSO, batch,
CICS, and/or IMS resource utilization from the journal files associated with those components, then you must take care to
avoid duplicate charging for CPU times.

The standard computation codes whose associated data elements contain DB2 CPU time follow.

    Comp   Data

    Code   Element    Description

    ----   -------    -----------------------------------

    1201   DSUTCBTM   TCB Time

    1203   DSUCPUTM   Accumulated CPU Time

    1206   DSUCPODB   CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

WARNING
Beginning with DB2 Version 6, DB2 no longer records SRB CPU time for DB2 transactions. Since DB2 Version
6, DSUTCBTM and DSUCPUTM are equal. Therefore, you should, never select both computation codes 1201
and 1203 for charging.In addition, for DSU file observations where the DB2PTASK data element has a value
of ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP, or data element DSUCATYP has a value of 7,8, or 12, DSUCPUTM and
DSUCPUTM contain the save value.When you select both computation codes 1203 and 1206 for charging, only
apply charges for computation code 1206 in the following circumstance:

When the DB2PTASK value is not ACUMAC, CHILD, or ROLLUP

• and DSUCATYP has a value other than 7, 8, or 12. Otherwise you will incur duplicate charging.

Avoiding Duplicate C PU Time Charges  in an Environment  with Special Processors

There are two types of IBM special processors, zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) and z9 Integrated
Information Processor (zIIP).

For DB2 transactions, the portion of CPU time spent executing on special processors (zIIP) is kept separate from the
portion of CPU time used by the transaction while it is executing on a standard processor. The MICS data element that
contains the special processor CPU time is:

DSUCPUZ1 Accumulated CPU Time Consumed on zIIP

There are no duplicate charging issues for special processor CPU times.

The CPU time spent by a transaction that could have executed on a special processor, but executed on a standard CP
because a special processor was not available, is considered special processor eligible CPU time.

Special processor eligible CPU time is a subset of TCB CPU Time (DSUTCBTM) or CPU Time (DSUCPUTM). The MICS
data element that contains special processor eligible CPU time is:

DSUELGZP Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

The potential exists for duplicate charging for special processor eligible CPU time if you want to use a different rate
for eligible CPU time than the rate that is used for work that had to run on the standard processors. It is important to
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understand, that if you charge for both special processor eligible CPU time and either the TCB or CPU time, you will be
charging for the special processor eligible CPU time twice.

If you want to charge the same rate for special processor eligible CPU time as the rate for TCB CPU time, we recommend
that you use the COMP codes for DSUTCBTM or DSUCPUTM.

If you want to charge different rates for special processor eligible CPU time and non-special processor eligible CPU time
or non-special processor eligible TCB time, use the following computation codes:

Special Processor Eligible CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   ------------------------------

 1261  DSUELGZP   Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

 o CPU Time Excluding Special Processor Eligible CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   -----------------------------------

 1262   DSUXSPTM   CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

 The computation of DSUXSPTM is:

   DSUXSPTM = DSUCPUTM - DSUELGZP

WARNING
Beginning with DB2 Version 10.1, supported by product change DB26790, the raw data used to populate data
element DSUELGZP is no longer collected by DB2, so data element DSUELGZP is set to zero by MICS.

Prior to DB2 Version 10.1, data element DSPXSPTM contained total CPU time (DSUCPUTM) minus specialty processor
eligible CPU time (DSUELGZP).

Beginning with DB2 Version 10.1, DSUCPUTM and DSUXSPTM will always be equal. To avoid duplicate charging, you
should not charge for both the 1262 (DSUXPSTM) and 1203 (DSUCPUTM) computation codes.

How  to Avoid Duplicate Charging

You can avoid duplicate charging for DB2 CPU time by using a zero rate when the connection identifier (DB2CONN) is
TSO, BATCH, CICS (see notes above), or an IMS identifier.

This can be accomplished in Rate Table Algorithm Specification by using control variable charging as follows:

1. Assign DB2CONN to a DB2ACTn variable in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT).
Assigning DB2CONN to a DB2ACTn variable causes it to be available in the DAYS timespan, where charging occurs.

2. Select Rate Table (Option 3;6 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu), select the DB2 unit if necessary,
and select the ACTJDS DB2 Resource Journal File.

3. If you have not previously done so, select Option 1 and enter the file specifications.
4. Select Algorithm Specification, Option 3, from the File Options menu and select each algorithm in turn.
5. Enter DB2ACTn (where n is the number of the account code that contains DB2CONN) in the Control Variable column

for the CPU time computation code.
6. Enter the normal rate in the Rate column.
7. Select the row to display the Variable Value Specifications panel.
8. Enter rows with control variable values of TSO, BATCH, IMS (and CICS CTS Version 2.2 or higher and if DB2 Version

6 or higher) identifiers, respectively, and rates of 0.
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9. END from Rate Table and submit MAGRUN when requested.
10. Repeat steps 1 through 9 for each additional DB2 unit.

ACT Strategies for UNIX Accounting

This section addresses approaches to implementing the UNIX accounting strategies discussed in UNIX Accounting. It
explains how to charge for use of your UNIX operating systems and how to avoid duplicate charging for UNIX activity.

Implementing UNIX/PCS Accounting

The following checklist will help you to implement usage charges for your UNIX systems using the MICS Analyzer for HP
PCS and MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The MICS Analyzer for HP PCS, MICS Accounting and Chargeback, and
HP PCS must be installed before performing these steps.

1. Define the PCS parameters.
The application names that you will use for charging must be defined in the scopeux program startup parameters for
PCS.
If you will be charging from the UNIX/PCS Process Data Journal, you will need metrics for all processes in the PCS
Process Log. You will probably need to add the "Short-lived" startup parameter. By default, PCS does not collect
metrics for short-lived processes in the PCS Process Log.
See "Using scopeux and Related Programs" in the HP Performance Collection Software User's Manual for additional
information about the PCS startup parameters.

2. Update the cost routine for UNIX/PCS.
The COSTRTE routine is SAS code that assigns values to your installation's defined cost center variables as each
record is processed by the MICS system. It is stored in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE). The
COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS includes sample code to assign cost centers for UNIX/PCS
data. Notice that the sample code illustrates charging from either the UNIX Application Performance File (AUCAPL) or
the UNIX Process Activity File (AUCKPR). The elements available to populate the cost centers differ depending on the
file.
Edit the COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and update or add code to correctly assign the UNIX/PCS
cost center variables for your installation. The ROUTINE value for UNIX/PCS data is DYAUCFMT.
Refer to the Assigning Cost Center Values section for additional information.

3. Define qualification group(s).
If you will be charging for many applications in the same way based on application number, define one or more
Subsysid qualification groups, each containing the application numbers to be charged by a single algorithm (an
algorithm is a set of charging elements and associated rates).
Note that the same application number cannot appear in more than one group because this would allow the
application to be charged more than once.

4. Update the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Rate Table to define your UNIX/PCS charging strategy.
You must define rates for each charging element that you wish to use for UNIX/PCS systems. The recommended
computation codes are 2501 and 2516 in the UNIX/PCS Application Data Journal (ACTJXA) and 2551 and 2563 in
the UNIX/PCS Process Data Journal (ACTJXP). When computation code 2516 is not available for a UNIX system, use
computation codes 2512 and 2513, logical read and write I/Os, to charge for I/O usage. Likewise, when computation
code 2563 is not available, use computation code 2562.
Use algorithm qualification to specify the work to be charged by each algorithm if either of the following conditions is
true:
– You are charging from both UNIX/PCS journal files.
– You have defined more than one algorithm for either of the UNIX/PCS journal files. You might need multiple

algorithms if you were charging differently based on system or application.
On the Algorithm Qualification panel, use the qualification group name(s) defined in Step 3 to simplify data entry.
Refer to Defining the Rate Table section for additional information.

5. Submit the MAGRUN job to activate charging for UNIX/PCS resources.
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When you finish editing the rate table as directed in Step 4, you will be prompted to submit the MAGRUN batch job.
Submit the job and ensure that it completes normally to apply the changes and activate charging for your UNIX/PCS
systems.

Avoiding UNIX/PCS Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging can occur if both the UNIX/PCS Application Data Journal File (ACTJXA) and the UNIX/PCS Process
Data Journal File (ACTJXP) are active because you can charge for the same activity from both files. This is because data
on CPU and disk I/O activity is passed to both journal files from their database component files but measured in different
ways.

The UNIX Application Performance File (AUCAPL), the source of the data in ACTJXA, is interval driven; it reports on
application activity in regular intervals. The UNIX Process Activity File (AUCKPR), the source of the data in ACTJXP, is
event driven; it reports on application processes as they complete. So, although the data is different, if you charge for the
same applications using both journal files, you will have duplicate charging.

How  to Avoid Duplicate Charging

To avoid duplicate charging, either use only one of the two available journal files or use one journal file to charge for some
of the applications and the other journal file to charge for the others.

One approach is to use ACTJXA to charge for applications 2 through 32; and to use ACTJXP to charge for application 1,
Other. To use this approach, you should define a Subsysid group that includes applications 2 through 32. Then use this
Subsysid group for the ACTJXA charging algorithms. To define a Subsysid group, select Qualification Groups, Option 9 on
the Parameter Specification and Generation Menu (MWF;4;2;3;9).

ACT Avoiding SMF Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for batch jobs and started tasks can occur between SMF, IMS, CICS, DB2, and MQSeries because
resource utilization for regions is reported by SMF type 30 records which populate the SMF journal files and by specific
record types which populate journal files for CICS, DB2, IMS, and MQSeries.

Within SMF itself, duplicate charging can occur by billing the same unit of work from both the Batch Job Journal (ACTJBJ)
and Batch Program Journal (ACTJBP) files or by billing APPC work from the APPC Journal (ACTJTP) file and the Batch
Job or the Batch Program Journal files. Also, duplicate charging can occur if print/punch output is charged from both the
Batch Spool Journal (ACTJBS) and the Batch Job Journal (ACTJBJ) files.

In contrast, it is normal to charge for the same work from the MULC (Measured Usage License Charging) Address Space
Journal File (ACTJBM) and any of the other SMF journal files. You can use the ACTJBM journal file to surcharge users of
MULC registered products. Any charges from this journal file are added to charges for the work from the other Batch and
Operations Analyzer journal files.

Avoiding Duplicate Charging Within the SMF Component

The Rate Table ISPF dialogs prevent duplicate charging within SMF by not allowing you to activate both the Batch Job
and the Batch Program Journal Files if the same units of work are being charged in each. For example, you can charge
batch from the Batch Program Journal File and TSO from the Batch Job Journal File, but you cannot charge batch and
TSO work from both journal files.

In addition, the dialogs do not allow you to activate the APPC TP Resource Journal File and the Batch Job or the Batch
Program Journal File if APPC work is being charged in either of the latter two files.
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Avoiding Duplicate Charges from SMF and from Other Sources

If you charge for CPU time from the batch job or batch program files and also charge for CICS, IMS, DB2, or TSO CPU
time in their corresponding journal files, then you must take care to charge from one or the other source file in each case.
Here is a list of the other source files, their CPU charging elements, and their journal files.

Comp Code Source File Journal File Charging Element Description
1004 IMSISU ACTJIS ISUCPUTM IMS Total CPU Time
1009 IMSISU ACTJIS ISUDB2TM IMS DB2 CPU Time
1010 IMSISU ACTJIS ISUDBOTM DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close

CPU Time
1201 DB2DSU ACTJDS DSUTCBTM DB2 TCB CPU Time

Class 1
1203 DB2DSU ACTJDS DSUCPUTM DB2 CPU Time Class 1
1411 TSOTSU ACTJTU TSUCPUTM TSO CPU Time

consumed
1412 TSOTSU ACTJTU TSUTCBTM TSO TCB CPU Time

consumed
1504 CICCSU ACTJCS CSUCPUTM CICS Task CPU Time
1505 CICCSU ACTJCS CSUCPRTM CICS Task CPU Real

Time
1508 CICCSU ACTJCS CSUTCBTM CICS TCB CPU Time
2702 MQAMMA ACTJMQ MMACPUTM MQS CPU Time Used
2730 MQATAA ACTJTA TAACPUTM MQS Total CPU Time
2733 MQATAA ACTJTA TAATCBTM MQS Total TCB CPU

Time
2734 MQATAA ACTJTA TAASRBTM MQS Total SRB CPU

Time
2738 MQAQAA ACTJQA QAAQCPTM MQS Total Queue CPU

Time
2740 MQBMFA ACTJMF MFACTM MQSeries Message Flow

Total CPU Time
2330 CDZCCT ACTJCD CCTCPUTM CP CPU Time
2331 CDZCCT ACTJCD CCTNZZTM Normalized zIIP CPU

Time
2332 CDZCCT ACTJCD CCTZZCTM zIIP Eligible CPU Time

on CP
2333 CDZCCT ACTJCD CCTXTSTM CPU Time w/o zIIP

Eligible

To see more details on each of these other possible charging algorithms, review the following sections:

• ACT Strategies for DB2 Accounting (Avoiding DB2 Duplicate Charging)
• Avoiding CICS Duplicate Charging
• Avoiding IMS Duplicate charging
• Avoiding MQSeries Duplicate Charging
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How to Avoid Duplicate Charging

Do not charge for spool, print, or punch output in the Batch Job Journal (ACTJBJ) file if you also charge from the Batch
Spool Journal (ACTJBS) file.

You can use Rate Table Algorithm Qualification to exclude the IMS control region, MPP, DBCTL programs, CICS regions,
DB2 regions, or MQSeries regions from SMF charging based on their job or program names.

Avoid specifying Algorithm Qualification by listing specific job or Program. If it is required to test many program names,
use Qualification Groups instead.

If you are charging for TSO from the TSOMON ACTJTU Resource Journal File, then you can use Rate Table Algorithm
Qualification to prevent the TSO sessions from being charged in SMF by explicitly specifying the SUBSYSIDs (@BAT,
@STC, @TP, @OEM and @SAS) to be charged. That is, the @TSO is omitted from the list of qualifiers for SUBSYSID.

The following instructions tell you how to use Rate Table Algorithm Qualification to exclude the desired work.

1. If you are charging from the Batch Job Journal File and want to exclude IMS, CICS, or DB2 regions, determine the job
names of these regions. Your installation should have a naming convention that allows you to identify these jobs or
started tasks.
If you are charging from the Batch Program Journal File and want to exclude IMS, CICS, or DB2 programs, determine
the names of the programs to be excluded.

2. Select Rate Table (Option 3;6 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu), select the SMF unit if necessary,
and select the ACTJBJ Batch Job or ACTJBP Batch Program Journal File.

3. If you have not previously done so, select Options 1 and 3 and enter the file and algorithm specifications.
4. Select Algorithm Qualification, Option 4, from the File Options menu.

TSO sessions charge with each algorithm that has a SUBSYSID value of *ALL, *DEF, or @TSO. You can prevent TSO
sessions from being charged as follows:
a. Change each SUBSYSID value of *ALL to @BAT. Then use the I line command to create extra rows with values of

@STC, @TP, @OEM, and @SAS.
b. Change each SUBSYSID value of *DEF to explicitly specify the work to be charged: @BAT, @STC, @TP, @OEM,

or @SAS. Use the I line command to create extra rows if necessary.
c. Delete any rows with a SUBSYSID value of @TSO.
You can exclude IMS and CICS work from charging as follows:
– For each algorithm that is used to charge batch or started tasks, enter an E in the S/E column and the job or

program name to be excluded in the Workunit column. Enter the job name in the ACTJBJ Batch Job Journal File
and the program name in the ACTJBP Batch Program Journal File.

– The exclude comparisons are generic. For example, a value of ISMM excludes all workunits whose names begin
with ISMM, such as ISMM1, ISMM2, and so on.

– Use the I line command to create extra rows to exclude more workunit names.
– As an alternative to listing jobnames or program names or their generic wildcards, you could employ Qualification

Groups as described in Qualification Groups section have an advantage when there are many jobnames or
program names that are used in qualifying.

5. END from Rate Table and submit MAGRUN when requested.
6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each extra SMF unit.

The following Sample Algorithm Qualification Panel provides a sample qualification panel that excludes all jobs
beginning with IMS or CICS:

  --------------------------  Algorithm Qualification  ----------  ROW 3 FROM 22

  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  Unit: I  - COST MANAGEMENT SMF UNIT

  Journal file:   Batch Job Journal File

  Line Commands: I Insert  D Delete SCROLL RIGHT TO VIEW COMPLETE WORKUNIT COLUMN
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  Use groups for SYSID    ===> NO    Subsysid ===> NO   Subtype ===> NO

                 COSTCTR1 ===> NO    Workunit ===> NO

     Alg SYS-                                                   S Partial

 Cmd ID  ID   Subsysid Subtype  COSTCTR1                        E Workunit

 -  --- ---- -------- -------- ------------------------------- --------------

 _  JBJ *ALL *ALL     *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS__

 _  JBJ *ALL *ALL     *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS_

 ____________________________________________________________________________

The following Sample Algorithm Qualification Panel is a sample qualification panel that excludes all jobs beginning with
IMS or CICS and does not charge for the TSO sessions:

  --------------------------  Algorithm Qualification  ----------  ROW 3 FROM 22

  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  Unit: I  - COST MANAGEMENT SMF UNIT

  Journal file:   Batch Job Journal File

  Line Commands: I Insert  D Delete SCROLL RIGHT TO VIEW COMPLETE WORKUNIT COLUMN

  Use groups for SYSID    ===> NO    Subsysid ===> NO   Subtype ===> NO

                 COSTCTR1 ===> NO    Workunit ===> NO

     Alg SYS-                                                   S Partial

 Cmd ID  ID   Subsysid Subtype  COSTCTR1                        E Workunit

 -  --- ---- -------- -------- ------------------------------- --------------

 _  JBJ *ALL @BAT     *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS

 _  JBJ *ALL @BAT     *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS

 _  JBJ *ALL @STC     *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS

 _  JBJ *ALL @STC     *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS

 _  JBJ *ALL @TP      *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS

 _  JBJ *ALL @TP      *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS

 _  JBJ *ALL @OEM     *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS

 _  JBJ *ALL @OEM     *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS

 _  JBJ *ALL @SAS     *ALL     *ALL                            E IMS

 _  JBJ *ALL @SAS     *ALL     *ALL                            E CICS

 ____________________________________________________________________________

Avoiding Duplicate CPU Time Charges in an Environment With Special Processors

There are two types of IBM special processors, zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) and z9 Integrated
Information Processor (zIIP).

For address spaces, the portion of CPU time that is spent by an address space executing on a special processor is kept
separate from the portion of CPU time that is spent by the same address space while it executed on a standard processor.
The MICS data elements that contain the special processor CPU times are the following:

JOBZPNTM and PGMZPNTM
Normalized zAAP CPU Time
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JOBSPNTM and PGMSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

In the MICS/DB2 option, the Accum CPU Time Used on z/OS Spec Eng (DSUCPUZ1) element is the charging element
for normalized zIIP and zAAP CPU time. Since there would be overlap with the JOBZPNTM, JOBSPNTM, PGMZPNTM,
and PGMSPNTM elements, the normalized specialty engine CPU time can be charged from the SMF or from the DB2
component but not from both. See ACT Strategies for DB2 Accounting.

The CPU time that is spent by an address space that could have executed on a special processor, but executed on a
standard CP because a special processor was not available, is considered special processor eligible CPU time. Special
processor eligible CPU time is a subset of TCB CPU Time (JOBTCBTM and PGMTCBTM) and TCB+SRB CPU Time
(JOBCPUTM and PGMCPUTM). The MICS data elements that contain special processor eligible CPU time are the
following:

JOBZACTM and PGMZACTM
zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CPU

JOBSUCTM and PGMSUCTM
zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CPU

In the MICS/DB2 option, the Accumulated CPU Time zIIP Eligible Work (DSUELGZP) is the charging element for the
computation code 1261. Since there is overlap between this element and the JOBSUCTM and PGMSUCTM elements,
one must take care to avoid duplicate charges. Also be aware that DSUELGZP is no longer populated beginning with DB2
v10.1. Thus any attempt to have special rates for zIIP or zAAP eligible CPU CPU time can be confined to the BATJOB or
BATPGM elements listed previous.

There is a potential for duplicate charging for special processor eligible CPU time if you want to use a different rate for
eligible CPU time that used for work that had to run on the standard processors. Understand, that if you charge for both
special processor eligible CPU time and the standard TCB time or CPU time, you are charging for the special processor
eligible CPU time twice.

If you want to charge the same rate for special processor eligible CPU time as TCB CPU time, it is recommended you use
the computation codes for PGMTCBTM or PGMCPUTM, and JOBTCBTM or JOBCPUTM.

Step Level

At the step or interval level, if you want to charge a different rate for special processor eligible CPU time, and non-special
processor eligible TCB+SRB CPU time, or non-special processor eligible TCB CPU time, use the following computation
codes:

• Special Processor Eligible CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   ------------------------------

 0406   PGMZACTM   zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

 0431   PGMSUCTM   zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

• CPU Time Excluding Special Processor Eligible CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   -----------------------------------

 0409   PGMXCSTM   CPU Time without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

 The computation of PGMXCSTM is:

   PGMCPUTM - (PGMZACTM + PGMSUCTM)
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Note: PGMCPUTM is the sum of PGMTCBTM and PGMSRBTM.

• Non-special Processor Eligible TCB CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   -----------------------------------

 0416   PGMXTSTM   TCB time without zIIP/zAAP Eligible

 The computation of PGMXTSTM is:

   PGMTCBTM - (PGMZACTM + PGMSUCTM)

Note: If you want to charge for non-special processor eligible CPU time, you must choose either 0409 or 0416.

Job LEVEL

At the job level, if you want to charge different rates for special processor eligible CPU time, and non-special processor
eligible TCB+SRB CPU time, or non-special processor eligible TCB CPU time, use the following computation codes:

• Special Processor Eligible CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   ------------------------------

 0350   JOBZACTM   zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

 0370   JOBSUCTM   zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

• Non-special Processor Eligible TCB+SRB CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   -----------------------------------

 0359   JOBXCSTM   CPU Time without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

• Non-special Processor Eligible TCB CPU Time

 COMP

 CODE   Element    Label

 ----   --------   -----------------------------------

 0360   JOBXTSTM   TCB time without zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Note: At the job-level, if you want to charge for non-special processor eligible CPU time, select 0359 or 0360.

CPU Time Usage from Service Units

With z/OS 1.10(plus OA26832) and higher, the number of Service Unit fields in the Performance section of SMF Type 30
record was expanded to 8-bytes fields equivalent to the existing 4 bytes. This solution is to use Service units because they
provide finer granularity of CPU time usage for chargeback.

Job Level

At the Job level, if you want to charge CPU Time from the Service Units use the following computation codes:

• CPU Time from Service Units (Job Level)

  Comp    Charging

  Code    Element         Label

  ------   ---------   ---------------------------------
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  0050     JOBSRSTM    Job SRB CPU Time from Service Units

  0051     JOBTCSTM    Job TCB CPU Time from Service Units

  0052     JOBCPSTM    Job TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units

Note: If you are planning to charge CPU Time usage out of Service units at Job level, to avoid duplicate CPU TIME
charging, ensure computation codes 0022, 0023, and 0024 are not selected.

Step Level

At the step or interval level, if you want to charge CPU Time from the Service Units use the following computation codes:

• CPU Time from Service Units (Step Level)

  Comp    Charging

  Code    Element         Label

  ------   ---------   ---------------------------------

  0450     PGMSRSTM   Step SRB CPU Time from Service Units

  0451     PGMTCSTM   Step TCB CPU Time from Service Units

  0452     PGMCPSTM   Step TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units

Note: If you are planning to charge CPU Time usage out of Service units at Step level, to avoid duplicate CPU TIME
charging, ensure computation codes 0422, 0423, and 0424 are not selected.

ACT Avoiding CICS Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for CICS can occur for any of the following reasons:

• Resource utilization that is reported in the SMF type 110 or in the ASG TMON (TCE) records for CICS is also reported
in the SMF type 30 records.

• For CICS/TS Version 2.2 and higher, CICS regions exploit the IBM Open Transaction Environment (OTE) to connect
with DB2. Much of the resource utilization that is reported in DB2 is also reported in CICS.

• For CICS/TS Version 3.2 and higher, CICS regions exploit OTE to connect with MQSeries. When this happens,
resource utilization reported for MQSeries overlaps with that reported for CICS.

• If Database Control (DBCTL) monitoring is active in CICS, then CICS transactions that initiate IMS activity report
resource utilization for IMS in the DBCTL user area of the type 110 record. For ASG-TMON (TCE) version 2.0 and
higher, the thread TCB CPU Time (CSUDBTCB, CAUDBTCB) elements report CPU time for IMS.

Details on each of these overlapping possibilities are provided below.

Duplicate Charging for CICS in SMF Type 30 Records

If you charge for CICS resource utilization from the CICS Resource Journal File (ACTJCS) and also charge for batch,
TSO, or STC processing from the Batch Job Journal (ACTJBJ) or Batch Program Journal (ACTJBP) files, then you must
take care to avoid duplicate charging for CICS regions by excluding CICS regions from charging in SMF. This can be
handled by Algorithm Qualification as described in the Avoiding SMF Duplicate Charging section.

Duplicate Charging in CICS and DB2 CPU Time

For CICS/TS Version 2.2 and above and DB2 Version 6 and higher, CPU charges in the DB2 Resource Journal (ACTJDS)
file can overlap with CPU charges in the CICS Resource journal (ACTJCS) file. This duplication can be avoided by
following the checklist at the end of the Avoiding DB2 Duplicated Charging subsection of ACT Strategies for DB2
Accounting.

Avoiding DB2 Duplicate Charging. Using this checklist, charges for CPU in the ACTJDS file will be assigned zero when
the DB2 activity is executed on the same Task Control Block as the initiating CICS transaction.
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Duplicate Charging for CICS and MQSeries CPU Time

For CICS/TS Version 3.2 and higher, CPU times reported in MQSeries files are included in the CPU times reported in
the Task CPU Real Time (CSUCPRTM), Task CPU Time (CSUCPUTM), and TCB CPU Time (CSUTCBTM) elements in
the MICS CICS option. If you are charging from journal files for both CICS and MQSeries, you should follow the checklist
on how to avoid duplicate charging in the Avoiding MQSeries Duplicate Charging section. In this way charges will be
assigned zero in MQSeries journal files when the activity is identified as CICS.

Duplicate Charging for IMS CPU Time in DBCTL User Area

If you activate DBCTL monitoring in CMF, then you should charge for it in CICS and exclude DBCTL programs from IMS
and SMF charging. The following table lists the CICS data elements derived from the CMF DBCTL user area:

• CSUDBIO
Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGU
Database GU Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGN
Database GN Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGNP
Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGHU
Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGHN
Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBGHP
Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBISR
Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBDLT
Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBREP
Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUDBTOT
Total DL/I Database Calls (DBCTL)

• CSUTENQ
Test Enqueues (DBCTL)

• CSUTENQW
Test Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

• CSUTSDQ
Test Dequeues (DBCTL)

• CSUUENQ
Update Enqueues (DBCTL)

• CSUUENQW
Update Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

• CSUUPDQ
Update Dequeues (DBCTL)

• CSUEXEQ
Exclusive Enqueues (DBCTL)

• CSUEXEQW
Exclusive Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)

• CSUEXDQ
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Exclusive Dequeues (DBCTL)
• CSUUDQUE

Update Dequeues (DBCTL)
• CSUDEDB

DEDB Calls (DBCTL)
• CSUDEDBR

DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)
• CSUOVBUF

Overflow Buffers Used (DBCTL)
• CSUUOWC

UOW Contentions (DBCTL)
• CSUBFWT

Waits for DEDB Buffers (DBCTL)
• CSUDBTCB

Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)

WARNING
These data elements are shipped turned off (inactive) and are not part of the standard charging elements
for CICS. You must use file tailoring to activate them and then create computation codes for them in MICS
Accounting and Chargeback before you can use them in your CICS charging algorithms.

Since DBCTL is already being charged in the ACTJCS file, it should not be charged in either IMS or SMF journal files.
To avoid charging for it in IMS, see section Avoiding IMS Duplicate Charging. To avoid charging for it in SMF, see section
Avoiding SMF Duplicate Charging.

Duplicate Charging for CICS CPU Time

Duplicate charging can occur when multiple computation codes are selected for charging CICS CPU time.

The standard computation codes whose associated data elements contain CICS CPU time follow:

Comp Code Data Element Description
1504 CSUCPUTM CICS Task CPU Time (elapsed)
1505 CSUCPRTM CICS Task CPU Real Time
1506 CSUPETTM CICS Pseudo Elapsed Time
1507 CSUSRBTM CICS SRB CPU Time
1508 CSUTCBTM CICS TCB CPU Time
1515 CSUTCBTM CICS zIIP/zAAP ELIG CPU TIME ON CP
1516 CSUNZZTM CICS NORMALIZED zIIP/zAAP CPU TIME
1517 CSUXCSTM CICS TASK CPU TIME W/O zIIP/zAAP

ELIG
1518 CSUXTSTM CICS TCB CPU TIME W/O zIIP/zAAP ELIG

The following table shows you how to avoid duplicate charging for CP processor CPU time based on the computation
codes you choose to use:

Avoiding Duplicate Charges Table

If you charge for COMP CODE: You should not charge for:
COMP CODE Associated Data element COMP CODE Associated Data element
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1504 CSUCPUTM 1505
1507
1508
1515
1517
1518

CSUCPRTM
CSUSRBTM
CSUTCBTM
CSUZZCTM
CSUXCSTM
CSUXTSTM

1505 CSUCPRTM 1504
1507
1508
1515
1517
1518

CSUCPUTM
CSUSRBTM
CSUTCBTM
CSUZZCTM
CSUXCSTM
CSUXTSTM

1507 CSUSRBTM 1504
1505
1508

CSUCPUTM
CSUCPRTM
CSUTCBTM

1508 CSUTCBTM 1504
1505
1507
1515
1517
1518

CSUCPUTM
CSUCPRTM
CSUSRBTM
CSUZZCTM
CSUXCSTM
CSUXTSTM

1515 CSUZZCTM 1504
1505
1508

CSUCPUTM
CSUCPRTM
CSUTCBTM

1517 CSUXCSTM 1504
1505
1508

CSUCPUTM
CSUCPRTM
CSUTCBTM

1518 CSUXTSTM 1504
1505
1508

CSUCPUTM
CSUCPRTM
CSUTCBTM

Beginning with IBM CICS TS Version 4.1, and continuing with CICS TS Version 4.2, IBM enabled CICS transaction TCBs
to execute on both general purpose (CP) and specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors. IBM, however, did not provide raw CMF
data metrics to allow the separation of CP and specialty processor CPU times. This meant that the CSUxxxTM CPU time
data elements contained both general purpose CP processor CPU time and zIIP and/or zAAP processor CPU time.

With CICS TS Version 5.1, however, IBM provided raw data metrics that allowed CPU time used by CICS transactions to
be separated into two components:

• CPU Time used on CP processors
• CPU Time used on Specialty (zIIP/zAAP) processors

In addition, IBM provided raw data metrics that allowed the time used on CP processors to be separated into two
components:

• CP CPU time that had to run on the CP processor
• CP CPU time that ran on CPs, but was z**P eligible

As a result of these IBM enhancements to the CMF data generated by CICS regions running CICS TS releases 5.1, MICS
made an important change to the existing fffCPUTM and fffTCBTM data elements. Any CPU time that actually executed
on specialty processors was removed from the fffCPUTM and fffTCBTM data elements and moved into the new fffNZZTM
data element. This was done for transactions that executed in CICS TS regions running release 5.1 (or later).

Before CICS TS release 5.1, most users charged for CPU time using one of the following two comp codes - elements:

• 1504 - CSUCPUTM - CICS Task CPU Time
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or

• 1508 - CSUTCBTM - CICS TCB CPU Time

When one or more CICS region at your site is upgraded to CICS TS 5.1, you need to also begin charging for:

• 1516 - CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

If not, you will lose the specialty processor CPU time that was formerly included in the CSUCPUTM and CSUTCBTM data
elements.

Finally, if you also want to charge a different rate for CP processor CPU time that could have executed on z**P
processors, you can make use of the additional computation codes CSUZZCTM (1515), CSUXCSTM (1517) and
CSUXTSTM (1518).

Instead of using comp code 1504 or 1508, you would use:

• 1515 - CSUZZCTM - CICS zIIP/zAAP Elig CPU Time on CP

and either

• 1517 - CSUXCSTM - CICS Task CPU Time w/o zIIP/zAAP Elig
(if you had previously charged for CSUCPUTM-1504)

or

• 1518 - CSUXTSTM - CICS TCB CPU Time w/o zIIP/zAAP Elig
(if you had previously charged for CSUTCBTM-1508)

ACT Avoiding IMS Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for the IMS regions can occur because their resource utilizations are reported in both IMS and SMF. In
addition, duplicate charging for the IMS DBCTL regions can occur between IMS and CICS.

If you charge for IMS resource utilization from the ACTJIS IMS Resource Journal File and charge for batch processing
from the ACTJBJ Batch Job, or ACTJBP Batch Program Journal File, or if you charge DBCTL from CICS, then you must
take care to avoid duplicate charging for the IMS control region and for IMS dependent regions.

If you charge IMS control regions from IMS, you can exclude them from charging in SMF.

For IMS dependent regions, the type of program that generated the IMS transaction determines where it can be charged.
The types of programs are:

BMP
BMP programs can be charged from SMF because it contains the total resource utilization for the program, not only the
IMS part.

APPC
APPC programs are not charged in SMF, so charge these progams in IMS.

MPP
Charge MPP programs from IMS.

DBCTL
Charge DBCTL programs from CICS because the user who issued the transaction cannot be determined from IMS.

Note: DBCTL resources are not automatically charged from CICS. Activate the appropriate data elements and create
computation codes for them and then use the computation codes in your charging algorithms. For more information, see
Avoiding CICS Duplicate Charging.
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How to Avoid Duplicate Charging

Use the Rate Table Algorithm Qualification to exclude the IMS control region and the MPP and DBCTL programs from
SMF charging. For more information see Avoiding SMF Duplicate Charging.

Use Journal File Eligibility and Rate Table Algorithm Qualification to cause BMP and DBCTL transactions to be charged
with 0 rates in IMS as follows:

1. Assign ISUITYPE (initial transaction type) to an IMSACTn variable in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(IMSACRT).
ISUITYPE is a work variable that indicates the type of program that generated the transaction. Assigning it to an
IMSACTn variable causes it to be available in the DAYS timespan, where charging occurs.
Transactions generated by BMP and DBCTL programs will have ISUITYPE values of B and D respectively.

2. Select Journal File Eligibility (Option S;2 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu) and select the ACTJIS
IMS Resource Journal File.
Enter IMSACTn (where n is the number of the account code that contains ISUITYPE) in the "Subtype variable" and
"Workarea variable 1" fields.
END from Journal File Eligibility.

3. Select Rate Table (Option 3;6 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu), select the IMS unit if necessary,
and select the ACTJIS IMS Resource Journal File.

4. If you have not previously done so, select Option 1 and enter the file specifications.
5. Select Algorithm Specification, Option 3, from the File Options menu.

If you have not previously done so, insert your charging algorithms.
Insert a new "dummy" charging algorithm for BMP and DBCTL regions and select it. Enter any IMS computation code
and a rate of 0.
END back to the File Options menu.

6. Select Algorithm Qualification, Option 4, from the File Options menu.
Enter a Subtype value of B for the "dummy" BMP/DBCTL algorithm.
Use the I line command to create another row for the "dummy" algorithm with a Subtype value of D.
Enter a Subtype value of *DEF for all other algorithms.
This causes the "dummy" algorithm to be used for BMP /DBCTL transactions, and the normal algorithms to be used
for all other IMS work.

7. END from Rate Table and submit MAGRUN when requested.
8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 for each IMS unit.

The following Algorithm Qualification Panel shows a sample qualification panel with a standard IMS algorithm called
JIS and the dummy algorithm called DUM:

   --------------------------  Algorithm Qualification  ----------  ROW 3 FROM 22

  Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR

  Unit: I  - COST MANAGEMENT IMS UNIT

  Journal file:   IMS Resource Journal File

  Line Commands: I Insert  D Delete SCROLL RIGHT TO VIEW COMPLETE WORKUNIT COLUMN

  Use groups for SYSID    ===> NO    Subsysid ===> NO   Subtype ===> NO

                 COSTCTR1 ===> NO    Workunit ===> NO

     Alg SYS-                                                   S Partial

 Cmd ID  ID   Subsysid Subtype  COSTCTR1                        E Workunit

 -  --- ---- -------- -------- ------------------------------- --------------

 _  JIS *ALL *ALL     *DEF     *ALL                            _ _____

 _  DUM *ALL *ALL     B        *ALL                            _ _____

 _  DUM *ALL *ALL     D        *ALL                            _ _____
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 ___________________________________________________________________________

If you charge CPU time for the IMS resource utilization, you must take care to avoid duplicate charging. With IMS version
12.0 and Mainview for IMS Version 4.6, more charging elements were added to the IMSISU file. These data elements
contain the amount of CPU time that is consumed on CP, zIIP, and zAAP engines for dependent regions, respectively.

The standard computation codes whose associated data elements contain or are related to IMS CPU time follow.

Comp Code Data Element Description
1001 ISUCPUNI IMS Instructions Executed
1002 ISUKSRU IMS System Resource Units
1003 ISUPETTM IMS Pseudo Elapsed Time
1004 ISUCPUTM IMS Total CPU Time
1005 ISUTMDCP IMS Dependent Region Processing Time
1006 ISUTMCDL IMS DL/I CPU Time
1007 ISUTMDDL IMS Dependent Region DL/I Time
1008 ISURESTM IMS Fast Path Application Time
1009 ISUDB2TM IMS DB2 CPU Time
1010 ISUDBOTM IMS DL/I, Buffer, Open/Close CPU Time
1020 ISUTMCP IMS Dependent Region CP time
1021 ISUTMZAP IMS Dependent Region zIIP/zAAP Time
1025 ISUSUCTM IMS Dep Reg zIIP Eligible CPU on a CP
1026 ISUZACTM IMS Dep Reg zAAP Eligible CPU on a CP
1027 ISUXCSTM IMS CP Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

The total CPU time on a general processor (CP) is contained in data element ISUCPUTM (1004).

This IMS Resource CPU time on CP processors is a composite of several different metrics:

     ISUCPUTM (1004) = ISUTMDCP (1005) + ISUDBOTM (1010)

     ISUDBOTM (1010) = ISUTMCBF + ISUTMCDL (1006) +

                       ISUTMDBF + ISUTMDDL (1007) +

                       ISUTMDOC

     ISUTMDCP (1005) = ISUTMCP  (1020) + ISUZACTM (1025) +

                       ISUSUCTM (1026) + ISUXCSTM (1027)

     ISUTMCP  (1020) = ISUZACTM (1025) + ISUSUCTM (1026) +

                       ISUXCSTM (1027)

IMS CPU Time on CP Processor Diagram

                                        +------------------+                                  +----------+

                                        |      ISUCPUTM    |                                  | ISUTMZAP |

                                        |                  |                                  |          |

                                        |     (1004)       |                                  |   (1021) |

                                        +------------------+                                  +----------+

                                                  |

                                                  |
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           +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

           |                                                                       |

           |                                                                       |

       +---------+                                                            +----------+

       |ISUTMDCP |                                                            | ISUTMDOC |

       |         |                                                            |          |

       | (1005)  |                                                            |          |

       +---------+                                                            +--------- +

           |                                                                       |

           |                                                                       |

           |                                                                       |

           |                                                                       |

           |                      +---------------------------------------------------------------------+

           |                      |                |                 |                 |                |

       +----------+          +----------+     +----------+      +----------+     +-----------+     +----------

+

       | ISUTMCP  |          | ISUTMCDL |     | ISUTMCBF |      |ISUTMDBF  |     |  ISUTMDDL |     | ISUTMDOC

 |

       |          |          |          |  +  |          |  +   |          |  +  |           |  +  |         

 |

       | (1020)   |          | (1006)   |     |          |      |          |     |   (1007)  |     |         

 |

       +----------+          +----------+     +----------+      +----------+     +-----------+     +---------

 +

           |

           |

      +-----------------------------------+

      |                                   |

      |                                   |

 +----------+      +-----------+      +----------+

 | ISUSUCTM |      | ISUZACTM  |      | ISUXCSTM |

 |          |  +   |           |  +   |          |

 |  (1025)  |      | (1026)    |      | (1027)   |

 +----------+      +-----------+      +----------+

The following table shows you how to avoid duplicate charging for CP processor CPU time based on the computation
codes you select to use:

Avoiding Duplicate Charges:
If you charge for COMP CODE: You should not charge for:
COMP CODE Associated Data Element COMP CODE Associated Data Element
1004 ISUCPUTM 1005 ISUTMDCP
1004 ISUCPUTM 1006 ISUTMCDL
1004 ISUCPUTM 1007 ISUTMDDL
1004 ISUCPUTM 1010 ISUDBOTM
1004 ISUCPUTM 1020 ISUTMCP
1004 ISUCPUTM 1025 ISUSUCTM
1004 ISUCPUTM 1026 ISUZACTM
1004 ISUCPUTM 1027 ISUXCSTM
1005 ISUTMDCP 1004 ISUCPUTM
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1005 ISUTMDCP 1020 ISUTMCP
1005 ISUTMDCP 1025 ISUSUCTM
1005 ISUTMDCP 1026 ISUZACTM
1005 ISUTMDCP 1027 ISUXCSTM
1006 ISUTMCDL 1004 ISUCPUTM
1007 ISUTMDDL 1004 ISUCPUTM
1010 ISUDBOTM 1004 ISUCPUTM
1010 ISUDBOTM 1006 ISUTMCDL
1010 ISUDBOTM 1007 ISUTMDDL
1020 ISUTMCP 1004 ISUCPUTM
1020 ISUTMCP 1005 ISUTMDCP
1020 ISUTMCP 1025 ISUSUCTM
1020 ISUTMCP 1026 ISUZACTM
1020 ISUTMCP 1027 ISUXCSTM
1025 ISUSUCTM 1004 ISUCPUTM
1025 ISUSUCTM 1005 ISUTMDCP
1025 ISUSUCTM 1020 ISUTMCP
1026 ISUZACTM 1004 ISUCPUTM
1026 ISUZACTM 1005 ISUTMDCP
1026 ISUZACTM 1020 ISUTMCP
1027 ISUXCSTM 1004 ISUCPUTM
1027 ISUXCSTM 1005 ISUTMDCP
1027 ISUXCSTM 1020 ISUTMCP

ACT Avoiding SNT Duplicate Charging

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports the following MICS Network Analyzer Option files for chargeback
processing:

• SNTNAC - NCP Network Accounting File
• SNTNSS - NetSpy Terminal File
• SNTPSU - NPM User Activity File
• NVSNSA - NLDM Session Accounting File
• NVSNSC - NLDM Session Connectivity File
• NVSRTM - NLDM Response Time File
• CDZCCT - CDZ Data Transfer File

The NCP Network Accounting File is built from Network Session Accounting (NSA) and Network Gateway Accounting
(NGA) data, from either NetSpy or IBM's NetView Performance Monitor (NPM). The NPM User Activity File is built from
NPM Session data. The NLDM files are built using data from either IBM's NetView Session Monitor/NLDM or NetMaster
Network Management for SNA. The NetSpy Terminal File is built from NetSpy's VTAM interface data.

Since there may be overlap between data from these sources, MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option prevents the use
of both NPM and NetView Session Monitor/NLDM files concurrently for billing. Should you require the ability to implement
chargeback using both NPM and NetView Session Monitor/NLDM or both NPM and NetMaster sources, we recommend
that you call Broadcom Support for assistance.
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How  to Avoid Duplicate Charging 

NetSpy and NPM may collect NSA data on both the secondary (SLU) and primary (PLU) side of a session. To prevent
collection of duplicate accounting data, collect NSA data on the secondary side of a session only. For information about
how to restrict NCP NSA accounting collection, refer to the accounting parameters in the NCP BUILD Statement in the
IBM NCP Resource Definition Guide. If your site collects NSA data on both the primary and secondary sides of a session,
MICS data element NACCOLPT, NCP Collection Point (Primary or Secondary), can help you detect and eliminate
duplicate NSA data.

Similarly, NetSpy and NPM may collect duplicate NGA data for sessions that traverse multiple gateway NCPs. To aid in
the detection and elimination of this duplicate data, collect all NGA data at a single NetSpy or NPM collection host. NetSpy
automatically discards duplicate NGA data. It only accepts NGA data for a given session from the first gateway NCP to
send data for that session.

NPM provides a user exit for detecting and discarding duplicate NGA data. See the NPM Installation and Customization
Guide. MICS data elements NACANPLU (Adjacent Network ID PLU Side), NACANSLU (Adjacent Network ID SLU Side),
and USESSIDC (Unique Session ID) may also be used to detect and eliminate duplicate NGA data.

Avoiding Duplicate CPU Time Charges in an Environment with Special Processors 

There are two types of IBM special processors, zSeries Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) and z9 Integrated
Information Processors (zIIPs). The IBM Sterling Connect:Direct data source only contains zIIP cores.

For address spaces, the portion of CPU time spent by an address space executing on a special processor is kept
separate from the portion of CPU time that is spent by the same address space while it executed on a standard CP
processor. The MICS data element that contains the special processor CPU times is the following:

CCTNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

The CPU time spent by an address space that could have executed on a special processor, but executed on a standard
CP because a special processor was not available, is considered special processor eligible CPU time. Special processor
eligible CPU time is a subset of CP CPU Time (CCTCPUTM). The MICS data element that contains special processor
eligible CPU time is the following:

 CCTZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

There is a potential for duplicate charging for special processor eligible CPU time if you want to use a different rate for
eligible CPU time than that used for work that had to run on the standard processors. It is important to understand, that if
you charge for both special processor eligible CPU time and the total CP CPU time, you will be charging for the special
processor eligible CPU time twice.

If the desire is to charge the same rate for special processor eligible CPU time as CP CPU time, it is recommended to use
the computation codes 2330 for CCTCPUTM.

If you want to charge a different rate for special processor eligible CPU time that ran on a CP processor, versus the
portion of CP processor CPU time that had to execute on CP processors, use the following computation codes:

• CP CPU Time that was Eligible to Run on Special Processors

COMP

 CODE Element Label

 ---- -------- ------------------------------

 2332 CCTZZCTM zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

• CP CPU Time that was not Eligible to Run on Special Processors

COMP

 CODE Element Label

 ---- -------- -----------------------------------

 2333 CCTXCSTM CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible
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The computation of CCTXCSTM is:

CCTXCSTM = CCTCPUTM - CCTZZCTM

ACT Implementing Client/Server Accounting

The following is a general checklist for implementing the accounting strategy recommended in Client/Server Accounting.

1. Identify the service tiers and the rate for each tier.
Determine if there will be one or more than one basic rate for connected workstations. There should be distinct
differences between groups of users if more than one basic rate is used. Next, identify the premium service tiers and
their associated rates.
The cost basis for each rate includes the hardware software, support personnel, and overhead of providing service.

2. Identify the data sources for charges.
If possible, you should use existing data sources to create the charges for LAN services. This eliminates manual data
entry and ensures that charges are current each month. With MICS Accounting and Chargeback, you can define
external file sources that are used for charging.
The following are some potential sources of data files that might be used to create the charge records:
– The user-registry files for the LAN or electronic mail system.
– Databases created by discovery products. Discovery products are software packages that create a census of LAN

users, their hardware and software.
– Inventory databases used for financial or help desk applications that include users and equipment.
The data source must contain information that can identify the cost center to be charged and you must be able
transport the data to the system where MICS Accounting Chargeback runs. If there is no data source to provide the
basis for charges, you may either create the subscription file to be used as the data source or manually create debit
entries (see Step 5).

3. Define the charging elements to be used.
You must define a charging element for each service tier to be charged. The charging element definition must include
the following:
– Computation Code: A number that you assign to identify each charging element. User-added computation codes

must be in the 8000 - 9999 range.
– Invoice Category: An invoice category of 2400 is suggested for LAN/Internet charges. Or you may add your own

invoice category.
– External File, File Name and Element Name: You must define the element as coming from an external file source

even if charges will actually be entered as debits.
If the charges are entered as debits, enter SDT for standard or recurring debits in the File Name field, and enter
SDTQNT in the Element Name field. Otherwise, enter the ID of the external file and the external file variable that
contains the quantity to be charged.
Refer to Defining Charging Elements for additional information on charging elements.

4. Define external file sources.
This must be done if the data identifying the users and service tiers will be read from a file rather than entered
manually.
You must assign an ID for each external file, specify the computation codes and rates to be charged, and generate
the JCL that you will run to create the charges. You can charge for external files at the complex level and the unit
level. Refer to Specifying Complex-Level External File Characteristics or Specifying Journal File Characteristics for
additional information.

5. Enter debits for additional charges.
Enter standard or recurring debits for any charges that cannot be generated from external file sources. Each entry
should specify the cost center to be charged, the computation code that identifies the service tier, and the rate. You
must enter one debit for each cost center and service level combination that is not charged from an external file.
Note that standard debits must be entered each billing period, while recurring debits remain in effect until they are
deleted.
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ACT Avoiding VSE/POWER Duplicate Charging

Within VSE/POWER, duplicate charging can occur by billing the same unit of work from both the Job and Program journal
files.

The Rate Table ISPF dialogs prevent duplicate charging within VSE/POWER by not allowing you to activate both the Job
and the Program Journal Files if the same units of work are being charged in each.

ACT Implementing MQSeries Accounting

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports the following MICS MQSeries Analyzer files for chargeback processing:

• MQAMMA* - MQSeries Message Manager Accounting file
• MQATAA* - MQSeries Task Accounting file
• MQAQAA* - MQSeries Queue Activity file
• MQBMFA* - MQSeries Message Flow Accounting file

* Available only after WebSphere MQ Version 5 Release 2

All MICS MQSeries analyzer files are produced from SMF records generated by IBM's WebSphere MQ (MQSeries)
messaging system.

The Message Manager Accounting (MQAMMA) file is derived from the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record.

The Task Accounting (MQATAA) file is derived from the SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 (continuation) records. The
MQATAA file provides accounting information on individual application usage.

The Queue Activity (MQAQAA) file is derived from the Queue segments of SMF type 116 subtype 1 and 2 (continuation)
records. The MQAQAA file provides information on activity within individual WebSphere MQ queues.

The Message Flow Accounting (MQBMFA) file is derived from the SMF type 117 record (subtypes 1 and 2). The MQBMFA
file provides Message Broker statistics on message flow execution.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback allows you to bill from any of these files. These three resource files contain the same
resource utilization information, but at different levels of detail and from different perspectives.

For example, both the MQAMMA and MQATAA files are task oriented--but are generated based on different trace levels
set for WebSphere MQ accounting. The SMF record used to build the MQATAA file is more detailed than the one used to
build the MQAMMA file.

The MQAQAA file is queue oriented--the resource utilization is attributable to a particular WebSphere MQ queue that may
have been used by many different tasks.

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback journal files associated with these MQSeries Analyzer files are:

MQSeries Analyzer Journal File MACT Journal File Journal File Label
MQAMMA ACTJMQ MQSeries Message Manager Journal File
MQATAA ACTJTA MQSeries Task Accounting Journal File
MQAQAA ACTJQA MQSeries Queue Activity Journal File
MQBMFA ACTJMF MQSeries Message Flow Accounting

Journal File

Both the MQAMMA and MQATAA files contain task level information, however, the MQAMMA file is lower volume than
the MQATAA file. If the MQAMMA file contains resource utilization information suitable for your site, you should use the
corresponding ACTJMQ journal file for chargeback purposes. This will result in faster processing due to the lower record
volume.
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The following checklist will help you to implement usage charges for your MQSeries activity using the MICS MQSeries
Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The MICS MQSeries Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback
must be installed before performing these steps.

1. Verify the account code structure and derivation routine defined for MQSeries.
– MQSACCT

The account code structure is defined in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSACCT). The recommended
Account Code fields are:
• Type Of Connection
• Connection Name
• Task name/User ID/Channel Name

Changes to the MQSACCT account code structure definition, however, do require product regeneration using the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MQSCGEN) job.
– MQSACRT

The account code derivation routine is defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSACRT). The derivation routine is
coded in the SAS language and assigns values to the account fields (MQSACT1-MQSACTn) based on the contents
of identification type data elements such as MQSATYP, MQSCONNM, and MQSUSID.

Please refer to the sample code in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS(MQSACRT) for an example of account field
assignment.
Note that changes to the MQSACRT account code derivation routine do not require product generation to take effect.
For additional information about the account code definition and derivation routines, see Parameters.

2. Update the cost routine for MQSeries data.
The COSTRTE routine is SAS code used to assign values to your installation's defined cost center variables as each
record is processed by the MICS system. It is defined in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE).
The COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS includes sample code to assign cost centers for
MQSeries data. The information available for use in cost center assignment is different based on the connecting
system type. Additionally, decisions on whether or not to charge for CPU time may be based on connecting system
type.
The sample COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS sets a single data element, ACTMQSFG, to one
(1) if CPU charges should be incurred and zero (0) if not. The sample avoids (sets ACTMQSFG to 0) charges when
the connecting address space is batch, TSO, or IMS.
You might need to modify the code that assigns values to ACTMQSFG depending on whether charges are made
to another journal file or not. Also, CICS was not part of the original sample. However, beginning with CICS/TS
3.2, charges applied to CSUCPUTM, CSUCPRTM, or CSUTCBTM are also applied to MMACPUTM, TAACPUTM,
QAAQCPTM, and MFACTM on the MQSeries side. Therefore, one might need to add a check for MQSATYP to the IF
statement as in:
IF MQSATYP=1 OR MQSATYP=2 OR MQSATYP=3 OR MQSATYP=4

THEN ACTMQSFG=0;

ELSE ACTMQSFG=1;

This explanation is also provided in Avoiding MQSeries Duplicate Charging.
Edit the COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and update or add code to correctly assign the MQSeries
cost center variables for your installation. The ROUTINE value for the MQSeries data is DYMQSFMT.
Refer to the Assigning Cost Center Values section, and Avoiding MQSeries Duplicate Charging section, for additional
information.

3. Define qualification group(s).
If you will be charging for many systems in the same way, define one or more Sysid qualification groups, each
containing the Sysids to be charged by a single algorithm (an algorithm is a set of charging elements and associated
rates).
Use the worksheet in the Qualifying Algorithms section to identify which groups are to be used for a given algorithm.
Enter this information on the Algorithm Qualification panel (MWF;4;2;3;6;4).
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Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, on the Parameter Specifications menu (MWF;4;2;3;9) to display the Group
Selection panel. Use the Insert and Delete line commands to add or delete Qualification Group IDs. Use the Select line
command to enter the values that comprise a group.
Submit the job CHRGROUP from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. If you made any changes, you are automatically asked to
submit this job when you END from the Group Selection panel.

4. Update the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Rate Table to define your MQSeries charging strategy.
You must define rates for each charging element that you wish to use for MQSeries chargeback. The recommended
computation codes are:
MQSeries Message Manager Journal (ACTJMQ).

  - Comp codes: 2702 and 2712

MQSeries Task Accounting Journal (ACTJTA).

  - Comp codes: 2730, 2731 and 2732

MQSeries Queue Activity Journal File (ACTJQA).

  - Comp codes: 2736, 2737 and 2738

MQSeries Message Flow Accounting Journal File (ACTJMF).

  - Comp codes: 2740 and 2741

Use algorithm qualification to specify the work to be charged by each algorithm if either of the following is true.
– You wish to charge for only selected systems or connection types or regions from a single algorithm.
– You have defined more than one algorithm for the journal file. You might need multiple algorithms if you charge

differently based on system or connection type or region-id.
On the Algorithm Qualification panel, use the qualification group name(s) defined in Step 2 to simplify data entry.
Refer to Defining the Rate Table section for additional information.

5. Submit the MAGRUN job to activate charging for MQSeries resources.
When you finish editing the rate table as directed in Step 3, you will be prompted to submit the MAGRUN batch job.
Submit the job and ensure that it completes normally to apply the changes and activate charging for your MQSeries
activity.

ACT Avoiding MQSeries Duplicate Charging

There are two ways you can incur duplicate charges for MQSeries. One is by charging for the same activity twice using
the MQSeries journal files. The second is by charging for MQSeries CPU time from MQSeries files as well as from log or
transaction records from connecting address spaces.

The MQSeries files that can be used for Accounting and Chargeback are:

• MQAMMA
Message Manager Accounting File

• MQATAA
Task Accounting File

• MQAQAA
Queue Activity File

• MQBMFA
Message Flow Accounting File

The journal files and standard computation codes for MQSeries CPU time are listed here:

Comp Code MQS File Journal File Data Element Description
2702 MQAMMA ACTJMQ MMACPUTM CPU Time Used
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2730 MQATAA ACTJTA TAACPUTM Total CPU Time
2733 MQATAA ACTJTA TAATCBTM Total TCB CPU Time
2734 MQATAA ACTJTA TAASRBTM Total SRB CPU Time
2738 MQAQAA ACTJQA QAAQCPTM Total Queue CPU Time
2740 MQBMFA ACTJMF MFACTM MQSeries Message Flow

Total CPU Time

The following table shows you how to avoid duplicate charging for CP processor CPU time based on the computation
codes you choose to use:

If you charge for : You should not charge for
COMP CODE Associated Data Elements COMP CODE Associated Data Elements
2730 TAACPUTM 2733 TAATCBTM
2730 TAACPUTM 2734 TAASRBTM
2733 TAATCBTM 2730 TAACPUTM
2734 TAASRBTM 2730 TAACPUTM

Avoiding Duplicate Charging within the MQSeries Component

If you charge for WebSphere MQ using two or more of the journal files listed above, you must make sure that you are not
charging for the same activity twice. If two different versions of MQSeries are running, there might be a need to charge
from both the MQAMMA and MQATAA files. Since only the MQAMMA file was available at MQSeries Version 2.1, only the
ACTJMQ journal file would have been used for that version. Since all four files are available at version 5.2 and higher, it
is possible to charge for activity from any of the four journal files. Refer to Implementing MQSeries Accounting for more
information about these four data sources and their journal files.

Avoiding Duplicate Charging Between MICS Components

Duplicate charging can occur for WebSphere MQ when a connecting address space is TSO, Batch, or IMS because the
MQSeries CPU time is reported in both the MQSeries transaction records as well as in the type 30 or transaction records
from the the connecting address spaces. If you are charging for CPU usage for TSO, Batch, or IMS from other journal
files, then you should not be charging for CPU usage from a MQSeries file.

For CICS releases below CICS/TS 3.2, there is no duplication between WebSphere MQ CPU time as reported for CICS
in the MQSeries records and as reported in the CICS transaction records. However, beginning with CICS/TS 3.2, CICS
transaction records report the same CPU time that is reported in the MQSeries records. Thus the following elements from
the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file duplicate CPU activity reported for MQSeries:

• CSUCPRTM
Task CPU Real Time

• CSUCPUTM
Task CPU Time

• CSUTCBTM
TCB CPU Time

For all CICS releases, the CPU time reported in SMF type 30 address space records for CICS regions overlaps with the
CPU time reported in MQSeries transaction records.

Charging for Message Processing in the MQ CHIN Channel

Another activity for possible chargeback is the message processing handled by the WebSphere MQ CHIN channel
address space. The CHIN address space processes messages to and from applications outside the z/OS environment.
The CPU time used to process each message is recorded in task and queue records where MQSATYP=6 (channel
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activity). This CPU activity is also recorded in the CHIN SMF type 30 address space record, but the individual task
and queue records are more suitable for chargeback because the specific channel name is available for identification
purposes.

How to Avoid Duplicate Charging

You can avoid duplicate charging for MQSeries CPU time by using a zero rate when the connection type is TSO, Batch,
or IMS. When the connection type is CICS/TS 3.2 and above, also use a zero rate. To identify connection types, use the
Type of Connection (MQSATYP) element, which has the following possible values:

1 - CICS

2 - Batch or TSO

3 - IMS Control Region

4 - IMS, MPP, or BMP

5 - Command Server

6 - Channel Initiator

7 - Resource Recovery Services (RRS) Batch

8 - Intra-Group Queuing (IGQ) Agent

The following checklist should be followed so that you can use Control Variable Charging to avoid duplicate charges.

1. Select Rate Table (Option 3;6 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu), select the MQS unit if necessary,
and select the MQSeries journal file you want to use for chargeback.

2. If you have not previously done so, select Option 1 and enter the file specifications.
3. Select Algorithm Specification, Option 3, from the File Options menu and select each algorithm in turn.
4. Enter a Control Variable data element for the CPU time computation codes that you are using. There would be a

Control Variable only in those cases where you know that the CPU time is being charged outside of MQSeries.
The MQSATYP element can be used directly as the Control Variable. Select each computation code and assign a zero
rate for each MQSATYP value that will have a duplicate charge in another algorithm. You would likely assign a rate of
zero to the following MQSATYP values:
1 (CICS/TS 3.2 and above)
2 (Batch or TSO)
3 (IMS Control Region)
4 (IMS, MPP, OR BMP)
6 (Channel Initiator)
As an alternative, you can create an element that has a value of one (1), meaning charge, or zero (0), meaning don't
charge. The example shown in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS(COSTRTE) creates a data element ACTMQSFG
that assigns a one or zero based on MQSATYP. If you used this sample code, ACTMQSFG would be your Control
Variable data element. Be aware that the sample code in the COSTRTE should also include a reference to CICS for
CICS/TS 3.2 and above. Therefore, the code in COSTRTE should be changed to the following:
IF MQSATYP=1 OR MQSATYP=2 OR MQSATYP=3 OR MQSATYP=4

THEN ACTMQSFG=0;

ELSE ACTMQSFG=1;

Also, if you are charging for CPU time from the CHIN SMF type 30 record, then you need to include MQSATYP=6 as
part of the condition (IF) in the above expression. If you are using ACTMQSFG as the Control Variable then assign a
rate of 0 to all observations that have the following value:
0 (All non-billable records)

WARNING

Set the rate to zero for each row entered for the Charging Element.
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5. Enter the normal rate in the Rate column for the row that displays the computation code. This rate will be applied in all
cases that are not covered by the Control Variable.

6. END from Rate Table and submit MAGRUN when requested.
7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for each additional MQS unit.

ACT Implementing Web Accounting

The following checklist will help you to implement usage charges for your Internet traffic using the MICS Web Analyzer
and MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The MICS Web Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback must be
installed before performing these steps.

1. Update the cost routine for Web data.
The COSTRTE routine is SAS code that assigns values to your installation's defined cost center variables as each
record is processed by the MICS system. It is stored in member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE). The
COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS includes sample code to assign cost centers for Web
data. The information available for use in assigning cost centers differs by type of Web port. This may require your
COSTRTE code to interrogate the element WEBPORT, (Web Server Port address), and assign the cost centers
accordingly.
Edit the COSTRTE member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and update or add code to correctly assign the Web cost
center variables for your installation. The ROUTINE value for the Web data is DYWEBFMT.
Refer to the Assigning Cost Center Values section, for additional information.

2. Define qualification group(s).
If you will be charging for many systems in the same way, you can use one charging algorithm to charge for many
SYSID, Cost Center 1, or Workunit values by creating an algorithm qualification group name and defining the group
values. An algorithm is a set of charging elements and associated rates.
Refer to the Defining Qualification Groups section for additional information.

3. Update the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Rate Table to define your Web charging strategy.
You must define rates for each charging element that you wish to use for Web chargeback. The recommended
computation codes are 3000, 3010, 3020, 3040, 3050 and 3060 in the Analyzer data Accounting Journal (ACTJWB)
and in WebSphere Application Server Journal (ACTJSF).
Use algorithm qualification to specify the work to be charged by each algorithm if either of the following is true.
– You wish to charge for only selected systems or IP address or file path from a single algorithm.
– You have defined more than one algorithm for the Web Analyzer data Accounting journal file. You might need

multiple algorithms if you charge differently based on system or IP address or file path.
On the Algorithm Qualification panel, use the qualification group name(s) defined in Step 2 to simplify data entry.
Refer to the Defining the Rate Table section for additional information.

4. Submit the MAGRUN job to activate charging for Web resources.
When you finish editing the rate table as directed in Step 3, you will be prompted to submit the MAGRUN batch job.
Submit the job and ensure that it completes normally to apply the changes and activate charging for your Internet
traffic.

ACT Avoiding Web Duplicate Charging

You can incur duplicate charges with the Web component in the following two ways:

• Charging for the same work multiple times within the Web component
• Charging for the same CPU resources from both the Web component and another component such as DB2

This article describes various situations where duplicate charging can occur within the Web component and across
components and explains how to avoid duplicate charges.
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Avoiding Duplicate Charging Within the Web Component

Within the Web component, duplicate charging can occur by billing the same unit of work from both the Server Access
Log (SAL) and Server Activity File (SAF) journal files.

This is not possible, however, because the Rate Table ISPF dialogs prevent duplicate charging across Web Analyzer files
by not allowing you to activate both the SAL (ACTJWB) and the SAF (ACTJSF) Journal Files if the same units of work are
being charged in each.

Avoiding Duplicate CPU Time Charges in an Environment with Special Processors

A z/OS LPAR can dispatch work on three types of processors:

• General Purpose (CP) processors
• zSeries Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) - Special Processor Type
• Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) - Special Processor Type

Separate data are provided that contain the CPU time that is spent on each of these processor types:

• WRACPUTM – Web CP CPU Time
• WRAZAPTM – Web zAAP CPU Time (actual)
• WRAZPNTM – Web Normalized zAAP CPU Time
• WRASUPTM – Web zIIP CPU Time (actual)
• WRASPNTM – Web Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Do not charge for both the actual and the normalized zAAP/zIIP CPU time. The two data elements that are provided
for each specialty core type contain the same value, unless your CPC is a sub-capacity model where CP cores run at
a slower cycle speed than specialty cores. With sub-capacity CPC models, the value of the “normalized” data element
will be larger than the “actual” data element value because the CPU time has been converted to CPU time that would
have been consumed had the work that is executed on the slower CP cores.

The CPU time spent by an address space that could have executed on a special processor, but executed on a standard
CP because a special processor was not available, is considered special processor eligible CPU time. Special processor
eligible CPU time is a subset of CP CPU Time (WRACPUTM). The following MICS data elements contain special
processor eligible CPU time:

• WRAZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP
• WRASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

Many sites charge a lower rate for CPU spent on specialty cores because the specialty cores are less expensive than
general-purpose CP cores. These same sites often want to charge the same lower rate for zAAP and zIIP eligible work
that ran on CP cores. This is because the workloads, that were zIIP or zAAP eligible, have no control whether they
execute on the intended specialty core or because all specialty cores were busy, executed on a CP core.

If you want to charge the same rate for all CPU time, regardless of the core type (CP, zIIP, zAAP), then you can use the
following computation codes:

• Same Rate for all Core Types 

Core Type Element Label Comp Code

CP Cores WRACPUTM Web CP CPU Time 3037

zIIP Cores WRASUPTM Web zIIP CPU Time 3030

zIIP Cores WRASPNTM Web Normalized zIIP CPU
Time

3031

zAAP Cores WRAZAPTM Web zAAP CPU Time 3033
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zAAP Cores WRAZPNTM Web Normalized zAAP CPU
Time

3034

If you want to charge different rates for CP core CPU time and specialty core (zIIP/zAAP) CPU time, then you can use the
computation codes in the following two tables.

Note: zIIP and zAAP eligible time on CP is charged at the specialty core rate even though the work executed on CP
cores. This is fair and equitable because users cannot control where their zIIP/zAAP eligible work executes. When the
specialty cores are busy, zIIP/zAAP eligible work can execute on CP cores.

• Different Rates for Individual Core Types
–  CP Core Rate 

Core Type Element Label Comp Code

CP Cores WRAXCSTM Web CP CPU Time Minus
zIIP/zAAP Eligible

3036

The computation of WRAXCSTM depends on whether the enclave was used once or multiple times before it was
deleted:
• If the enclave used by the request was used once and then deleted, WRAXCSTM is computed as

follows:                  
WRAXCSTM = WRACPUTM - (WRADD + WRADC);

• If the enclave used by the request was used multiple times before deletion, WRAXCSTM is computed as follows:
WRAXCSTM = WRACPUTM - (WRADD2 + WRADC2);

– Specialty Core Rate 

Core Type Element Label Comp Code

CP Cores WRASUCTM Web zIIP Eligible CPU Time
on CP

3032

CP Cores WRAZACTM Web zAAP Eligible CPU
Time on CP

3035

zIIP Cores WRASUPTM Web zIIP CPU Time 3030

zIIP Cores WRASPNTM Web Normalized zIIP CPU
Time

3031

zAAP Cores WRAZAPTM Web zAAP CPU Time 3033

zAAP Cores WRAZPNTM Web Normalized zAAP CPU
Time

3034

Avoiding Duplicate Charging Between Web and Other MICS Components

WEB and DB2 

Duplicate charging might occur between the Web and DB2 components under some circumstances. Specifically, if DB2
interacts with WAS using a type-2 connection but without using a DB2 stored procedure, then the respective DB2 work will
execute under the TCB in the WAS servant region.

The CPU time for the work that is consumed by DB2 will be reported in both of the following record types:

• WAS SMF 120 type 9 records
• DB2 SMF 101 records
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Thus, a portion of DB2 Class 2 TCB CPU Time Consumed (DSUTC2TM) might also be included in the following Web
charging elements:

Comp Code Element Label
3030 WRASUPTM Web zIIP CPU Time
3031 WRASPNTM Web Normalized zIIP CPU Time
3032 WRASUCTM Web zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
3033 WRAZAPTM Web zAAP CPU Time
3034 WRAZPNTM Web Normalized zAAP CPU Time
3035 WRAZACTM Web zAAP Eligible CPU Time ON CP
3036 WRAXCSTM Web CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP

Eligible
3037 WRACPUTM Web CP CPU Time

To avoid duplicate charging between Web and DB2 components we recommend the use of stored procedures for type-2
connections. At this point, you cannot avoid duplicate charging for type-2 connections that do not use stored procedures
when charging for CPU time from both the MICS WEB and DB2 components.

WEB and MQS 

Duplicate charging can occur between Web and MQS. Specifically, in the scenario where MQS is being invoked by the
Websphere Application Server (WAS) using the MQSATYP=7 Resource Recovery Services (RRS) Batch connection, the
CPU time that is consumed by MQS will be recorded both in the MQS transaction records and in the records created by
WAS. There is no way to avoid duplicate charging for CPU time between the MICS WEB and MQS components in this
scenario.

ACT Implementing Tape Accounting

Follow this checklist to implement resource usage charges for Tape Data Set using the MICS Tape Analyzer and MICS
Accounting and Chargeback.

1. Ensure that MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed in each MICS unit that contains the Tape Analyzer.
If you are using MICS Accounting and Chargeback in a production environment, we recommend that you implement
your Tape algorithm in a test unit before modifying your production MICS unit(s).

2. Determine whether you wish to charge from the TLM Analyzer files at the DETAIL or at the DAYS timespan. Modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS) so that it contains one of the following statements:

             ACCOUNTING DETAIL

  

                    or

  

             ACCOUNTING DAYS

 

The default is ACCOUNTING DAYS. ACCOUNTING DAYS causes the TLM component to account for tape data sets
at the DAYS summarization level. At the DAYS summarization level, tape data set name, VOLSER, and other detailed
information is not available. Instead, each observation represents the total tape/megabyte hours used by a group of tape
data sets, aggregated together, using the sequence/summary keys for the TMCTMD file at the DAYS timespan.
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If you need exception level charging based on either VOLSER or DSNAME (or any other character data element not in the
SORT key of the DAYS timespan), you have two choices:

1. Specify ACCOUNTING DETAIL instead of ACCOUNTING DAYS in prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS). The downside to
this approach is the high volume of journal records generated; one for each tape data set segment (multiple data set
segments exist for tape data sets that span tape volumes).

2. Specify ACCOUNTING DAYS, but populate the VOLGROUP and/or one or more account code variables
(TLMACT1-9) with data values that can be used to apply differential rates. VOLGROUP and the account code
variables are summarization keys, so that unique values in these elements will result in separate DAYS timespan
observations. The VOLGROUP data element and the routine used to populate it is detailed in TLM VOLGROUP
Derivation Routine (VOLGPRTE).

Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(TLMPGEN) and ensure that it completes with condition code 0.

Perform this step for each MICS unit that contains both the Tape Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

• Select Option 6, Rate Table, from the Accounting Parameter Specification and Generation Menu, and select the
desired unit database.
Select the ACTJTV Tape Data Set Journal File that contains the algorithm id JTV and computation code 3300, and set
the desired rate.
HINT: After you select the journal file, choose Option 3 from the Journal File Options menu and a list of algorithms will
be displayed. Select each algorithm to review or modify it. If you have more than one algorithm, you will need to use
Option 4 to qualify them.
Submit the MAGRUN job when you END from the Rate Table and ensure that it completes with condition code 0.
Review the MICSLOG to ensure that it ends with the BAS00172I message GENERATION PROCESS COMPLETED
SUCCESSFULLY.
Review the Schedule of Rates report produced by the MAGRUN to verify your computation code and rate for the Tape
journal file.
Perform this step for each MICS unit that contains both the Tape Analyzer and MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

• This completes the implementation of your Tape charging algorithm. The ACTJTV journal file will be created in the next
MICS DAILY run; you should review the Journal Run Status Log (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1) to validate the charges.
You can also refer to the Daily Charges Summary Report by submitting prefix.MICS.CNTL(BGTCNTL).

ACT Avoiding HSM & TAP Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging for tape resources can occur as their resource utilizations are reported in both the HSM and TAP
(TLM) components:

• In HSM, at the data set level, resources can be charged at a user level, based on an archived data set name.
• In TAP (TLM), where the tape resource is is a tape volume HSM data set name for the entire volume.

Both HSM and TAP components report the tape storage occupancy resource as megabyte hours.

The preferred methodology for charging of a storage resource is to charge the user of the resource where identifiable. The
HSM resource identifies the user of the data set in the data set name.

As such, the HSM physical tape storage resource can be identified by the HSM data set naming pattern. In the TLM
option of the MTAP component, use the ACTJTV - Tape Data Set Journal file exit to exclude physical tape DSNs that
contain your DFHSM prefix from charging. For more information, refer to the Defining a Journal File Exit section in the
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option User Guide.

The standard computation code for the data element contain tape storage occupancy shows as follows:

     Comp   Data

     Code   Element    Description

     ----   -------    -----------------------------------

     3300   TMDDURSP   Megabyte Hours Utilized
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ACT Avoiding IDMS Duplicate Charging

Duplicate charging can occur when multiple computation codes are selected for charging IDMS CPU time.

The standard computation codes whose associated data elements contain IDMS CPU time follow:

Comp Code Data Element Description 
1902 SUASYSTM IDMS Task CPU System Time
1903 SUAUSRTM IDMS Task CPU User Time
1904 SUACPUTM IDMS Total Task CPU Time
1905 SUASUCTM IDMS zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP
1906 SUASPNTM IDMS Normalized zIIP CPU Time
1907 SUAXCSTM IDMS CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

The total CPU time on a general processor (CP) is contained in data element SUACPUTM (1904).

This total CPU time on CP processors is broken down in two different ways:

 1) SUASYSTM (1902) + SUAUSRTM (1903) = SUACPUTM (1904)

 2) SUAXCSTM (1907) + SUASUCTM (1905) = SUACPUTM (1904)

With number 1 - You can charge differently for User time versus System time.

With number 2 - You can charge differently for work that had to run on a CP engine versus work that could have run on a
zIIP processor if it had been available.

The following table shows you how to avoid duplicate charging for CP processor CPU time based on the computation
codes you use:

 Avoiding Duplicate Charges 
 If you charge for COMP CODE:  You should not charge for: 
 COMP CODE   Associated Data element  COMP CODE  Associated Data element 
1902 SUASYSTM 1904 SUACPUTM
1902 SUASYSTM 1905 SUASUCTM
1902 SUASYSTM 1907 SUAXCSTM
1903 SUAUSRTM 1904 SUACPUTM
1903 SUAUSRTM 1905 SUASUCTM
1903 SUAUSRTM 1907 SUAXCSTM
1904 SUACPUTM 1902 SUASYSTM
1904 SUACPUTM 1903 SUAUSRTM
1904 SUACPUTM 1905 SUASUCTM
1904 SUACPUTM 1907 SUAXCSTM
1905 SUASUCTM 1902 SUASYSTM
1905 SUASUCTM 1903 SUAUSRTM
1905 SUASUCTM 1904 SUACPUTM
1907 SUAXCSTM 1902 SUASYSTM
1907 SUAXCSTM 1903 SUAUSRTM
1907 SUAXCSTM 1904 SUACPUTM
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ACT Customizing
This section explains how to set all of the parameters available in Accounting and Chargeback to tailor the product for
your installation.

You need to decide how you want to set many of these parameters in order to install Accounting and Chargeback in a
complex. Review the Planning Checklist to understand what decisions you need to make. Use this section to plan the
installation by reviewing the information in this section and entering your decisions on the worksheets provided. Following
this approach will make the installation go more smoothly.

ACT Defining Cost Centers

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option uses cost centers to determine how data is sorted and summarized for record
keeping and invoicing. You must define the cost center levels, COSTCTR1- COSTCTR9, to describe the operating units
in your organization. Cost Centers are defined using the Cost Center Definition option on the Parameter Specification and
Generation Menu (MWF;4;2;3;1).

To define the cost center levels, you must define the Cost Center structure and code the Cost Routine. The Cost Center
structure contains the number of cost center levels that you wish to use and a description of each level. The Cost Routine
contains a SAS routine to assign data to each cost center level.

You can specify a Cost Center Identification Number to control the number of cost center levels that can be entered on the
Cost Center Attribute Identification Data Entry Panel.

You can define Cost Center Validation Tables that can be used to enter a list of valid values at a particular cost center
level (COSTCTRn).

(Optional) you can use the MICS Analyzer account codes to define your cost centers. MICS Analyzers sequence and
summarize stored data based on user-defined key fields called account codes. These account codes usually take the form
of cccACT1-cccACT9, where ccc is the MICS product identifier. An exception is the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
(SMF), which uses ACCTNO1-ACCTNO9.

The following sections explain how to define your cost centers:

• Defining the Cost Center Structure
• Modifying the Cost Center Structure
• Assigning Cost Center Values
• Modifying Cost Center Values
• Specifying the Center Identification Number
• Cost Center Validation Tables
• Entering Cost Center Names and Addresses
• Specifying the Cost Center Billing Status

ACT Defining the Cost Center Structure

The cost center structure is defined using the Cost Center Structure option on the Cost Center Definition Menu
(MWF;4;2;3;1;1).
How the cost center structure is defined is critical because MICS Accounting and Chargeback organizes all of its
accounting information based primarily on the cost center fields. That is, the cost center fields occupy the highest position
in the sort key of the accounting files.

Cost Center Fields 

Cost center fields have data element names of the form COSTCTRn, where n is an integer between 1 and 9. The number
and length of the cost center fields are defined uniquely by each installation to meet its needs. To define your cost center
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structure, you have to determine how your installation needs its accounting information organized and translate those
requirements into the cost center structure.

Investigating Your Installation's Cost Center Requirements 

The tasks required to investigate your installation's cost center requirements include the following:

• Identify the financial information breakdowns (report subsets) and the set of sequence variables required to define
those breakdowns. Unless a suitable cross-reference table exists, your reporting sequence variables must be a part of
the cost center structure.
Potential information breakdowns include:
– Organizational structure, such as department, project, and employee.
– Internal IS management identifiers that might be directly or indirectly related to charging, such as application name,

test, or production status.
– External classification information, such as general ledger account codes. Since the data processing department

is often required to provide charges organized by the corporate chart of accounts as input to the general ledger
system, a substantial amount of translation effort can be eliminated by including these codes in the cost center
structure.

– Indicators of special billing requirements. Since MICS Accounting and Chargeback allows separate charging
algorithms to be specified at the COSTCTR1 level, some special rate considerations can be addressed in this way.

• Identify how the codes are specified.
Once you have determined the cost center structure, you must decide how you want it expressed in the database. You
must settle on the number of cost center levels (MICS supports 1 through 9) and what will be placed in them. Because
the cost center fields are part of the sort key of the files in which they exist, there will exist at least one record for each
unique combination of values, and because there are other fields in the keys, there might exist more than one record
for each unique combination of values.

Where the Cost Center Structure is Stored 

The cost center structure is stored in the COSTCTR member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.

Usability Considerations 

The System Administrator should be aware of usability and space considerations, as described below.

An elaborate cost center structure tends to be difficult to develop and maintain. If the cost center structure properly
identifies the different business groups of the firm, any higher-level groupings used for reporting can be derived as
needed. Since a separate cost center level is not required for each reporting group, we recommend a comprehensive, yet
simple, definition of the structure.

The following diagram illustrates an organization structure with the cost center levels beginning at the department level.
Each department is unique within the organization.

  ========================================================

                         -----------

                         |President|

                         -----------

                             |

                 ------------|-------------

                 |           |            |

               ------      ------       ------

               | VP |      | VP |       | VP |

  HIGHER       ------      ------       ------

  LEVELS         |           |            |

              -------     -------      -------

              |     |     |     |      |     |

            ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----
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            |DIV| |DIV| |DIV| |DIV|  |DIV| |DIV|

            ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----

                          |

  ========================================================

                          |

                      ---------

                      |       |

                    ------ ------

                    |DEPT| |DEPT|

                    ------ ------

  COST                |       |

  CENTER           ------  ------

  LEVELS           |PROJ|  |PROJ|

                   ------  ------

                              |

                          ---------

                          |       |

                        ------ ------

                        |USER| |USER|

                        ------ ------

                                  |

                          ----------------

                          |       |      |

                        ------ ------ ------

                        |APPL| |APPL| |APPL|

                        ------ ------ ------

                                         |

                                     ---------

                                     |       |

                                   ------ ------

                                   |PROD| |TEST|

                                   ------ ------

                                             |

   ========================================================

                                             |

   EXTERNAL                        ------ ------ ------

   LEVELS                          | GL | | GL | | GL |

                                   ------ ------ ------

The cost center structure allows standard reporting as well as any additional ad hoc reporting. The relationship between
the entities of a hierarchical structure (for example, a department within a division) can be easily defined via a set of user-
specified parameters.

This cost center structure also provides for internal IS information that might not be directly utilized for charging. In this
case, the cost center structure retains the application identification and whether the mode of operation was production or
testing.

External reporting requirements were also considered, although they were not explicitly incorporated into the cost center
structure. In this case, an installation-developed translation table will be used to convert certain cost center levels into
general ledger account codes as required for input into the corporate accounting system.

Space Considerations 

You must determine the number of cost centers and their values. Because cost centers are part of the key of the files
in which they exist, there will exist at least one record for each unique combination of values. Because the key contains
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other fields as well, more than one record might exist for each cost center value. The greater the number of unique values,
the greater the number of observations each file will contain and the greater the amount of DASD the file will require.
A large number of unique values will also limit the amount of summarization that will occur at higher timespans.

Cost Center Structure Worksheet
        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                                                                                                   

       |

         | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                        COST CENTER STRUCTURE WORKSHEET

                 Level        Length      Cost Center Name

                   1          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   2          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   3          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   4          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   5          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   6          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   7          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   8          _____     ____________________________________________________________

                   9          _____     ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Level
The level of importance of each element is specified, where Level 1 is the most important (major field) and the highest
level number is the least important (minor field). A cost center data element is built for each cost center level that is
defined. For example, if the reporting needs for Accounting and Chargeback include five levels, then the accounting
files in the MICS database would have the following data elements:

        COSTCTR1 COSTCTR2 COSTCTR3 COSTCTR4 COSTCTR5

Default: none

Values: Numeric, from 1-9. Cost center numbers must be defined sequentially with no gaps between levels. However,
values do not have to be defined for all nine cost center levels.
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Note: Unlike other MICS product files, in which SYSID is the highest, COSTCTR is the highest level of the sort key of
accounting files.

• Length
The length of the specified element.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, from 1 to 30.

• Cost Center Name
The name that describes the cost center level. This will be the SAS label associated with the variable COSTCTRx and
can be used in SAS reporting.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40, enclosed in single quotes.

Cost Center Structure Example

The sample installation needs three account codes to accommodate its accounting and chargeback needs. The structure
is as follows:

• COSTCTR1
Represents the department and is derived from the first three characters of the job name from SMF data.

• COSTCTR2
Represents the project and is derived from the second three characters of the job name from SMF data.

• COSTCTR3
Represents the user and is derived from the first twenty characters of the programmer name field from SMF data.

To set up the cost centers, code the following using the Cost Center example:

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Level     Length   Cost Center Name

       1       __3     _'DEPARTMENT'___________________

       2       __3     _'PROJECT'______________________

       3       _20     _'USER'_________________________

The site has three fields. The first two each contain three characters of information and the last can contain twenty
characters.

ACT Modifying the Cost Center Structure

When you change the number of cost center levels or the length or description of a cost center level, you must modify the
cost center structure.

Run the ACTCGEN job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL after changing the cost center structure. This job generates the
ACTACCT and ACTCLEN macros in sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS. The macros contain SAS LABEL, LENGTH, and
KEEP information. If you change the number of cost center levels or decrease the length of a cost center level, you must
also retrofit the month-to-date and year-to-date Ledger Files and the TABLES Files.

Steps to Modify the Cost Center Structure

Follow the checklist below to modify the cost center structure:

1. Suspend operation of MICS Accounting and Chargeback in each database unit in which it is installed. Mark
the Checkpoint File in each unit "non-updatable" by setting B=900 to B=999 in the first record of each unit's
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA.
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2. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu.
Select Option 1, Cost Center Structure, on the Cost Center Definition Menu. This places you in ISPF Edit of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTCTR). Modify the definition as required.

3. Submit the job ACTCGEN in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. If you have changed the cost center structure, you are
automatically asked to submit this job when you END from the Cost Center Definition Menu.
You can also submit this job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN)'

Note: The online panels will not recognize the new cost center structure until the ACTCGEN completes. If you are in
the Workstation Facility (MWF), you must exit and re-enter MWF.

4. If you need to change the contents of any cost center level, follow the checklist in the Modifying Cost Center Values
section.

5. Run the unit level MAGRUN job from TSO for units that have accounting installed:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'

6. If you changed the number of cost center levels or decreased the length of a cost center level, you must retrofit the
files listed below. The files must be retrofitted even if they do NOT contain observations, because the SAS file directory
has the length values.
         MONTHS - ACTLGRnn

         YEARS  - ACTLGRnn

         TABLES - ACTRCPnn

                  ACTSCTnn

                  ACTSDTnn

                  ACTBGTnn

                  ACTCCAnn

                  ACTCNVnn

                  ACT_YRnn

                  ACTHOLD

                  ACT_RCnn

                  ACT_SCnn

                  ACT_YTnn

                  ACT_YTH

It is not necessary to retrofit the journal files and DAYS Ledger Files. They will be aged and deleted in normal
processing.
ACTHOLD and ACT_YTH have the same format as the Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR). They are
used to hold the current versions of the Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR) and the Multi-Site Year-to-Date
Financial Recap File (ACT_YT).
a. Back up the files before and after the retrofit.
b. Before attempting to retrofit any of the files, see Retrofitting Database Files and Retrofitting Archive Files.
c. Develop the retrofit code for the online database. Be aware of the following potential dangers:

• Specify the length of the new or changed cost center levels with either a LENGTH statement or an assignment
statement with the correct length. The standard MICS macro '%xxxLEN(TS=sss)' gives the generated length
statements, where xxx is the file identifier.

• If the values in the cost centers change, be sure to add the sort.
Sample code to retrofit the month-to-date Ledger File follows:
         DATA WORK.ACTLGR00 (KEEP=%LGRKEEP(TS=MONTHS));

         %LGRLEN(TS=MONTHS);

         %LGRLBL;

         SET &ACTM..ACTLGR00;

          ...  add retrofit code here ...

         RUN;

         PROC SORT DATA=WORK.ACTLGR00 OUT=&ACTM..ACTLGR00;

          BY %LGRSEQ(TS=MONTHS);
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         RUN;

You should test the retrofit logic on one file and print a PROC CONTENTS of the resulting file to ensure the correct
placement and size of the cost center fields by using the following coding:
             PROC CONTENTS DATA=&ACTM..ACTLGR00;

For the TABLES files the TS option is APPL. For example, the ACTSDT00 file retrofit code would use a
%SDTLEN(TS=APPL) macro to reset the lengths in the file.

d. Run the job(s) to retrofit all of the online databases that you constructed in step c.
7. Run the following jobs IN THE ORDER THEY ARE LISTED to recreate the ISPF tables. The jobs are located in

sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
            ACTBGTL0

            ACTBGTL1

            ACTCCALD

            ACTADJLD*

* You must run ACTADJLD twice, once for cycle 00 and once for cycle 01.

After running the job the first time, edit the job and change the SYSPARM from "CYCLE=00" to "CYCLE=01".

Then run the job again.

8. If you use cost center validation tables, review them using the Cost Center Validation Tables option (MWF;4;2;3;1;4)
and change them, if necessary. If you make a change to the validation tables, you will be prompted to run the
ACTXCCC job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

9. If you decreased the number of cost center levels, you must delete the validation tables for the levels you are no
longer using. Delete the member ACTCCn, in sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB, where "n" is the cost center level 1-9.

10. If you changed the length of your COSTCTR1 level, review any COSTCTR1 values used in Rate Table Algorithm
Qualification (MWF;4;2;3;6;4) and in any COSTCTR1 qualification groups (MWF;4;2;3;9).

11. Review the number of levels of invoice reporting in the Accounting Options panel. Review the Rate Table, External
File definition, Prorating, and Qualification Group definitions for any references to specific cost centers that need to be
changed.

12. Resume normal processing in each database unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed. Mark
the Checkpoint File in each database unit "updatable" by resetting B=999 to B=900 in the first record of the
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA file in each unit.

13. If you changed the number of cost center levels, (Optional) reprint the Data Dictionary. Each file's Sequence/Summary
Data Element list will have the updated COSTCTRn data elements.

ACT Assigning Cost Center Values

Once you have defined the cost center fields to be kept in the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option files, you must
code an exit in SAS that will assign values to these fields. You store this exit routine in the COSTRTE member of the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library. Use the COSTRTE member to assign values when the MICS database records and
the external file records are being processed. To code the routine, select the Cost Routine option on the Cost Center
Definition Menu (MWF;4;2;3;1;2).

The appropriate MICS program uses COSTRTE for each work unit processed. The exit routine must assign values to all
cost center levels defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTCTR), even if the values are blank. This routine MUST be
correct or the wrong user groups will accrue the charges. Because of this, we recommend that you test the routine.

There is a sample routine delivered with MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in member COSTRTE in
sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS.

Your cost center derivation exit has available to it each of the account code fields of the products used in charging (for
example, ACCTNO1-n, IMSACT1-n, and CICACT1-n, for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF), IMS Analyzer,
and CICS Analyzer, respectively), as well as the fields that are documented in the MICS Data Dictionary for the products.
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WARNING
You cannot assign any characters less than hexadecimal '40', the representation of blank, to your cost centers.
If any characters less than hexadecimal '40' are assigned, invoice level and billing status may not be assigned
correctly when the Financial Recap File is created at the end of the accounting period.

Coding Considerations

In coding the cost routine (COSTRTE), you must build the cost center fields for all MICS data that you will use in MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option. You must have an IF statement testing the ROUTINE variable for each product for
which you are charging. The value of ROUTINE is DYcccFMT, where ccc is the product identifier, for MICS Analyzers and
Field Developed Applications. For external files, the value of ROUTINE is fffINPUT, where fff is the last three characters
of the external file name. Each section of code must specify the cost center values appropriate for the product. This is
important because different data is available for each product being processed.

If you have the MICS Analyzer for MeasureWare OS Agents installed, use an IF WRKNAME= statement in the section
for ROUTINE DYAUMFMT to test whether the Application Performance File (AUMAPP) or UNIX Process Activity File
(AUMKPS) is being processed. The elements available to populate the cost centers differ depending upon which file is
being processed. In particular, the AUMAPU element is only available from the AUMAPP file and the AUMACTn elements
are only available from the AUMKPS file. Refer to the sample COSTRTE member for an example.

The routine must be a valid SAS routine with no embedded DATA or PROC statements. Do not use SAS labels in the
COSTRTE, because the MICS code includes this routine multiple times. Any label would cause a 'duplicate SAS label'
error. In addition, do not use a RETURN or DELETE statement in the COSTRTE. They cause records to be dropped or
deleted from all files.

For charging from MICS files, your Cost Center Derivation exit can use any of the data elements contained in the MICS
database files. In addition, the exit can make use of some data elements (such as ACTFLD1-5 for SMF) that are not
written to the database, but are temporarily available at the time of the exit. If the COSTCTR1-n values are derived
directly from the ACTFLD1-5 fields in the DYSMFFMT routine, you must check the I_AUDIT or the J_AUDIT indicator to
determine whether either of these records is present before valid ACTFLD1-5 values are available.

Many installations derive the COSTCTR1 values from a SAS PROC FORMAT built in a previous job. You can store SAS
PROC FORMATs in your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB library on a periodic basis to reflect any new elements that might be
chargeable. The binary search used by SAS in these tables makes this coding technique very efficient. The instruction in
the COSTRTE to search the previously built SAS PROC FORMAT should be in the following form:

    COSTCTR1 = PUT(JOB,$USRFMT.);

The $USRFMT FORMAT contains each possible JOB with its corresponding COSTCTR1 value. A value of OTHER is
placed in the PROC FORMAT as a default value in case there is not a match. If you use a PROC FORMAT, then you must
code a SAS RETAIN statement at the start of the COSTRTE to initialize the search elements (for example, JOB, USERID,
RSCACCT); otherwise, a SAS error will occur. If you code a RETAIN statement for one or more COSTCTR variables,
you must ensure that these variables are assigned values for each record to prevent the values from propagating from
previous records.

The following shows the COSTRTE member for the Cost Center Structure Example subsection of Defining the Cost
Center Structure:

    /* SAS coding example of the COSTRTE member */

    IF ROUTINE = 'DYSMFFMT' THEN DO;

      COSTCTR1 = SUBSTR(JOB,1,3);

      COSTCTR2 = SUBSTR(JOB,4,3);

      COSTCTR3 = JOBPRGNM;

    END:

Considerations for Complex-Level External Files
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For complex-level external files, you can code a statement in your external file input routine to invoke the Cost Center
Derivation Exit. The statement is:

    %INCLUDE SHRPARMS(COSTRTE);

Coding this statement is optional and is not necessary if you have assignment statements for the COSTCTRs as part of
your complex-level external file input routine.

For MICS-supplied external file interfaces, such as NSM Asset Management Option (AMO), NT resource accounting data
(NTA), the COSTRTE routine is called as each input record is processed, and the cost center values are derived based on
the code that you supply in COSTRTE.

For the AMO interface, you can use any data fields that are read from the input record in coding the COSTRTE routine.
The default set of variables that can be used to derive cost center values include:

• DOMAIN
The domain in which the asset is defined.

• U_NAME
The unit name of the asset. In AMO, a unit identifies a single computer.

• U_ID
The unit id corresponding to the unit name.

• AREA
The AMO area. In AMO, an area identifies several units that can be managed together.

For the NTA interface, you can use any data fields that are read from the input record in coding the COSTRTE routine.
The default set of variables that can be used to derive cost center values include:

• MACHINE
The name of the NT machine

• USERID
User ID. This is the login name for which the data has been collected.

Optionally, you can create a SAS format for each of your complex-level external files by using the Cost Center Look Up
Table panel. The format's name is $ACTUfff, where fff is the last three characters of the external file name. This facility
allows you to translate the input fields into meaningful account code values. You can use the format in your COSTRTE
routine in place of numerous IF statements. See Entering Cost Center Look Up Table Values to determine how to create
the SAS format.

The following provides a sample COSTRTE routine for NT resource accounting data (NTA):

  /* SAS coding example of the COSTRTE member */

  IF ROUTINE = 'NTAINPUT' THEN DO;

    COSTCTR1 = SUBSTR(MACHINE,1,4);

    COSTCTR2 = USERID;

  END:

If you use the Cost Center Table Look Up feature to build a SAS format for translation, you can use the format in your
routine as follows:

  IF ROUTINE = 'NTAINPUT' THEN DO;

    RETAIN MACHINE USERID;

    COSTCTR1 = PUT(MACHINE,$ACTUNTA.);

    IF COSTCTR1='NONE' THEN COSTCTR1= MACHINE;

    COSTCTR2 = PUT(USERID,$ACTUNTA.);

    IF COSTCTR2='NONE' THEN COSTCTR2= USERID;

  END;
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Cost Center Derivation Worksheet

Follow the guidelines for implementing MICS exits in Notes on Coding MICS Parameters to write the routine.

         

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

          |                                                                                                  

        |

          | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

         

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                COST CENTER DERIVATION EXIT (COSTRTE) WORKSHEET

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

          

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Cost Center Derivation Example

The following code block shows the SAS coding that supports the cost center example shown in the Cost Center Structure
Example subsection of Defining the Cost Center Structure:

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__          Administrator: __________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Cost Center Derivation Exit (COSTRTE):

 /*

     CCI'S COST CENTER DERIVATION EXIT

     DEPARTMENT IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-3 OF  THE  JOBNAME.

     PROJECT  IS  TAKEN  FROM  POSITIONS  4-6 OF THE JOBNAME.

     USER NAME IS TAKEN FROM POSITIONS 1-20 OF THE PROGRAMMER

     NAME FIELD.

     IF THE DEPARTMENT IS NOT DEV, PRD, OR TST,

     IT IS INVALID AND THE COST CENTERS ARE SET TO

     THOSE OF THE INSTALLATION OVERHEAD ACCOUNT, "***".

     IF NO JOB CARD DATA (PROGRAMMER NAME FIELD) IS PRESENT,

     THE USER CODE IS SET TO BLANKS.

 */

     .

     .

  IF ROUTINE = 'DYSMFFMT' THEN DO;

    COSTCTR1=SUBSTR(JOB,1,3) ;

    IF COSTCTR1='DEV' OR COSTCTR1='PRD'

    OR COSTCTR1='TST' THEN DO;

      COSTCTR2=SUBSTR(JOB,4,3) ;

      COSTCTR3=JOBPRGNM;

    END;

    ELSE DO;

      COSTCTR1='***' ;

      COSTCTR2='***' ;

      COSTCTR3='***' ;
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    END;

  END;

  ELSE IF ROUTINE = 'DYcccFMT' THEN DO;

     .

  END;

ACT Modifying Cost Center Values

You must modify the cost routine when you change the contents of one or more of your cost centers. If you are adding or
deleting a cost center level, or if the length of one or more of your cost centers is changing, use the checklist in Section
4.1.2, Modifying the Cost Center Structure.

Use this checklist only if the length or number of your cost centers does not change. For example, if you want to start
charging for a MICS product, you must code SAS statements to assign data to each of your cost center levels for that
product. If your Cost Center Structure does not change, you need to modify only your cost routine and you may use this
checklist.

You do not need to run a generation job after changing the cost routine. The cost routine is dynamically included in the
accounting processing for each MICS product.

Steps to Modify the Cost Routine 

1. Create a backup copy of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS member COSTRTE.
2. Suspend operation of MICS Accounting and Chargeback in each database unit in which it is installed. Mark

the Checkpoint File for each unit "non-updatable" by setting B=900 to B=999 in the first record of each unit's
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA file.

3. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu.
Select Option 2, Cost Routine, on the Cost Center Definition Menu. This places you in ISPF Edit in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE). Modify the SAS code as required.

4. Test the routine by running a Daily job in a test database unit or with Interactive SAS.
If you do not have a test unit, you can test the COSTRTE by coding and executing a SAS program to invoke it from a
batch job or online using the MWF MSAS facility. For example, to test the cost center assignments for SMF, you could
use the following routine:
     DATA TEST;

     ROUTINE = 'DYSMFFMT';

     /* ASSIGN ALL VARIABLES REFERENCED FOR SMF HERE */

     %INCLUDE SHRPARMS(COSTRTE);

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT;

     RUN;

5. Resume normal processing in each database unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed.
Mark the Checkpoint File in each database unit "updatable" by resetting the B=999 to B=900 in each unit's
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA file.

Specifying the Cost Center Identification Number

The Cost Center Identification Number specifies the number of cost center levels to be used for data entry of cost center
name and address information (Cost Center Attributes) and the number of levels that can have invoice options defined.
For example, you may have seven cost center levels defined for your organization, but you only send invoices to cost
centers at levels 1 through 4. With the Cost Center Identification Level set to 4, you can only specify attributes and invoice
options for cost centers at levels 1 through 4. The valid Cost Center Identification Number values are 1 through 9. The
default value is 1.
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The Cost Center Identification Number is important because it controls the number of COSTCTR fields on the
Identification Data Entry panel. It should normally be set to the lowest cost center level (1 > 9) at which you will produce
invoices.

The Cost Center Identification Number can be changed at any time. Changing the number affects only data entry
functions; it does not delete previously entered cost center attribute data. For example, if you set the number to 4 and
entered attributes and invoice options for a cost center at level 4, the attribute and option data would remain unchanged
if you subsequently changed the Cost Center Identification Number to 3. However, only the values for COSTCTR1-
COSTCTR3 would be displayed on the Identification Data Entry panel.

The Cost Center Identification Number allows you to enter budgets for lower level cost centers without specifying a name
for each unique combination of COSTCTR values. Thus, it affects the way that budget data is accessed and displayed.
The Budgets Selection panel displays individual cost centers by the name associated with that set of COSTCTR values on
the Cost Center Identification panel. Budgets for cost centers at levels below the ID number are accessed by selecting the
parent cost center at the ID level or higher.

For example, if the Cost Center Identification Number is 3, budgets for cost centers at levels 4 through 9 would be
accessed from the parent cost center at level 3 or above (3 - 1).

When you select a cost center name on the Budgets Cost Center Selection panel, the values of the corresponding
COSTCTR variables at or above the ID number will be displayed in browse. The COSTCTR values below the ID number
can be modified. If data is entered into a subordinate level and the ID number is subsequently made equal to or greater
than that level, a name must be associated with the subordinate cost center before its budgets can be accessed from
the Budgets Selection panel. Therefore, if the ID number is changed to a larger number (lower in the hierarchy), names
should immediately be supplied for cost centers at the newly included levels.

Steps to Specify the Cost Center Identification Number 

1. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu.
Select Option 3, Cost Center Identification Number, on the Cost Center Definition Menu. Change the identification
number to the value required.

2. If you have increased the Identification Number, you may wish to create a corresponding Cost Center Validation Table.
3. If you have budget entries and you want to automatically create any required name entries in the Cost Center

Attributes Identification Table, do the following:
– Submit ACTXBGT0 and ACTXBGT1 from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to generate the ACTBGT00 and ACTBGT01

SAS files from your ISPF budget tables. This is to ensure that these files reflect the current contents of the budget
tables.

– Submit ACTBGTL0 and ACTBGTL1 from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to load the ISPF budget tables from the SAS
files and to create name entries in the Cost Center Attributes Identification Table (ACTCID) for any "orphan" budget
records.

4. If you have decreased the Cost Center Identification number (that is, made it smaller), you should display the
Identification Cost Center Selection panel (MWF;4;2;1;1;1) and enter CLEANUP on the Command line. This will delete
any name entries for cost centers at levels higher than the Cost Center Identification number.

Cost Center Validation Tables

Cost Center Validation Tables provide a method for ensuring that erroneous data is not entered into the Budgets, Debits
and Credits, or Cost Center Attributes tables. This may be significant for installations in which online data entry is not
performed by individuals who are intimately familiar with the cost center codes. In addition, the initialization of a Validation
Table for a given cost center level automatically provides selection list entry support for that level. That is, if you are
unsure of the proper code to enter, you can enter a question mark and the contents of the validation table is displayed as
a selection list. An entry selected from this list will replace the question mark in the original field.

The validation tables are also used if the online Cost Center Attributes ISPF table is loaded from the SAS file
(ACTCCA01) by the ACTCCALD job.
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Descriptions entered on a cost center validation table can optionally be used on invoices instead of the actual cost center
values.

Defining Cost Center Validation Tables

You can create a Cost Center Validation Table for each cost center level. Each table contains a list of all valid cost center
values for that cost center level. You can enter a description for each cost center value. Once a table is initialized, only
values contained in the table can be entered at that level for online or batch data entry.

You can type the cost center values in an empty validation table or populate the new table with the values already entered
on the Cost Center Attributes table. Alternatively, you can update the table in batch using the batch update utility jobs
under the Special Requirements menu option (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4). Subsequent table maintenance can be
performed by adding, changing, or deleting entries on the panel.

The SAS PROC FORMATS $ACTnCC, where n is 1-9, are created from these tables by the ACTXCCC generation
job. These formats are used by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback invoice reports if you specify that the validation
descriptions should be used on the invoice instead of the cost center values. They are also available for user-written
reports.

Steps to Define Cost Center Validation Tables 

Changes to the Cost Center Validation Tables become effective immediately, but the ACTXCCC generation job should be
run to generate the SAS PROC FORMATS $ACT1CC - $ACT9CC.

1. Select Option 1, Cost Center Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu.
Select Option 4, Cost Center Validation Tables, on the Cost Center Definition Menu.

2. Specify whether or not to use the cost center validation descriptions from the Cost Center Validation table on invoices
instead of the cost center values.

3. Select the desired cost center level from the selection list.
4. If you are creating a Validation Table for this cost center level for the first time, either start with an empty table or

populate the new table with the values already entered in the Cost Center Attributes table and budget files.
5. Submit the job ACTXCCC in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
6. If you wish to discontinue validation for a cost center level, you can (a.) delete all of the values in the validation table

for that cost center level or (b.) delete the member.
a. Delete all of the values in the validation table, using the Cost Center Validation Table panel (MWF;4;2;3;1;4) or the

Cost Center Validation dialog.
b. Delete member ACTCCn, where "n" is the cost center level, in sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB.
In either case, submit the job ACTXCCC in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

Printing Cost Center Validation Tables

The Cost Center Validation Tables can be printed in two ways: by the ACTXCCC generation job, and the ACTCCCPT
report job. The ACTXCCC generation job is run when the validation tables are defined, either through the panels or
through a batch load utility. The ACTCCCPT job simply reports on the contents of the Cost Center Validation Tables. Both
the ACTXCCC and the ACTCCCPT jobs can be found in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

By default, the ACTCCCPT job prints the contents of all defined Cost Center Validation Tables. However, you can use the
CCLVL SYSPARM parameter to restrict the report to a single validation table. For more details, see the following checklist.

Steps to Print the Cost Center Validation Tables 

Note that the ACTCCCPT job does not report on the Cost Center Validation Tables directly from ISPTLIB. It reports
instead on the SAS formats created from the validation tables by the ACTXCCC generation job.

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL member ACTCCCPT.
2. If you want to restrict the report to one Cost Center validation Table, include CCLVL=n in the SYSPARM value defined

on the EXEC statement, where n is the number of the cost center whose validation table you want to print.
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For example, to restrict the report to the validation table for cost center 1, change the EXEC statement from:
        //ACTCCCPT  EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='NODB'

to:
        //ACTCCCPT  EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='NODB,CCLVL=1'

3. Submit the ACTCCCPT job.

Entering Cost Center Names and Addresses

Enter cost center names and addresses using Option 1, Identification, on the Cost Center Attributes Menu
(MWF;4;2;1;1;1). You can enter a cost center name and address for any unique combination of cost center values. For
example, you can enter a name and address for DIVISION1/DEPT1 and another for DIVISION1/DEPT2.

Names and Addresses on Invoices 

To print on invoices, the name and address entries must be at the cost center level being invoiced. For example:

• If the invoice level is 2:
Enter a name and address for every cost center 1/cost center 2 combination, such as DIVISION 1/DEPT 1, DIVISION
1/DEPT 2, and DIVISION 1/DEPT 3, and leave the other cost center values blank.

• If the invoice level is 3:
Enter a name and address for every cost center 1/cost center 2/cost center 3 combination, such as DIVISION 1/DEPT
1/LOCATION 1, DIVISION 1/DEPT 1/LOCATION 2, and DIVISION 1/DEPT 1/LOCATION 3, and leave the other cost
center values blank.

Names and Addresses on Supplemental Reports 

Cost center names and addresses on supplemental reports are based on the name and address entries at the lowest
level in the cost center hierarchy. For example, if names and addresses are entered at DIVISION 1/DEPT 1 (cost center
level 2) and at DIVISION 1/DEPT 1/LOCATION 1 (cost center level 3), the names and addresses on the supplemental
reports would be based on the latter. For example, a supplemental report for DIVISION 1/DEPT 1/LOCATION 1/
PROJECT 1 would derive its name and address from the entry for DIVISION 1/DEPT 1/LOCATION 1.

Specifying the Cost Center Billing Status

Use Option 2, Invoice Options, on the Cost Center Attributes Menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2), to specify a cost center's billing
status on invoices. You can, (Optional) print all invoices or only those with a billing status of BILL or NOBILL. Refer to the
Monthly Processing Checklist in Running Monthly Processes.

Billing status for lower level cost centers is derived from the cost center to which they are invoiced. If, for example,
projects (cost center level 3) are invoiced to departments (cost center level 2), the billing status of each project is
determined by the entry for the department to which it is being billed. If no entry exists for the department, its status
defaults to BILL.

Changes to Billing Status During the Year

If you change the billing status during the year, the year-to-date charges that are summarized in the Year-to-Date
Financial Recap File, and on the invoice, are separated out by billing status. You can cause the information to be
summarized, using the current billing status, by running the ACTYTDRF job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

Defining Charging Elements, Invoice/Credit Categories

Charging elements represent resources or items charged for, such as CPU time, transactions, or terminals. Each charging
element must be associated with a computation code before it can be used in a Rate Table charging algorithm. Each
computation code must be associated with an invoice category. And each credit that you issue must be associated with a
credit category.
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MICS Accounting and Chargeback is delivered with default charging elements, invoice categories, and credit categories
already defined in tables. You can modify these tables to suit your installation.

The following sections provide more information to help you define charging elements, invoice categories, and credit
categories:

• Defining Charging Elements
• Defining Invoice Categories
• Defining Credit Categories

ACT Defining Charging Elements

Charging elements identify:

• The data elements that are to be billed
• The computation codes associated with the charging elements
• The invoice categories in which they will be reported
• The units in which they are measured
• Whether or not the element resides discretely in the database or must be calculated from other data elements

You should research each element that is used for charging.

Some charging elements are not carried permanently in the MICS product files. These elements may be computed from
other elements or they may be created by user exits. MICS Accounting and Chargeback can charge for these elements.

Because each charging element must be associated with a computation code, the terms are often used synonymously.
However, the same charging element can be associated with more than one computation code.

For example, you might want to charge CPU time by zone and see a separate line item and description on the invoice for
each zone. To do this, you would define multiple computation codes associated with CPU time, each having a different
description. Then, in the Rate Table, you would specify a different computation code and rate to be used for each zone
(using control variable charging).

Although charging elements must be defined in the Charging Element Table before they can be used in a charging
algorithm, this does not cause the element to actually be used for charging. For it to be used for charging, you must
specify the computation code associated with the charging element in a Rate Table charging algorithm.

A default charging element table is distributed with the system. However, to provide maximum flexibility, you may
make additions or changes so that the reporting structure is consistent with installation requirements. Typically, user
computation codes are added to define new charging elements for debits, field-developed applications, or external files; or
to provide for more granularity of descriptions as in the earlier example. You should use a computation code above 8000
for any computation codes that you add.

Before you can delete a computation code that has been used in a rate table, you must delete the computation code
from all charging algorithms in which it has been used. This is the case even if the computation code has been used for a
journal file that is currently not active.

If you delete a computation code that was used at one time, but is no longer present in any of the charging algorithms, the
associated description will be deleted. Consequently, any reports from previously created files containing that computation
code will not show its description.

You must run the CHRGELEM job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL after changing the Charging Element Definition. This job
executes the Invoice Category generation and then generates the following formats in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB:

• $ACTCOMP
This format relates each computation code to its charging element name and indicates whether the charging element
needs to be computed.

• $ACTCMPF
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This format relates each computation code to its description.

• $ACTCICF
This format relates each computation code to an invoice category.

• $ACTCPUF
This format relates each computation code to its units description.

• $ACTCSRC
This format relates each computation code to its data source.

Steps to Define Charging Elements 

1. Select Option 5, Charging Element Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu to display the Charging Element
Definition panel and make the changes that you need. Use the Select line command to change the specifications for a
charging element.

2. Submit the job CHRGELEM in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. If you made any changes, you are automatically asked to
submit this job when you END from the Charging Element Definition panel.
You can also submit this job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGELEM)'

3. If you changed the element name of a charging element that is being used in the Rate Table Definition for a unit, you
must submit the MAGRUN job for the unit.
You can submit this job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'

Charging Element Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                      CHARGING ELEMENT WORKSHEET

             Complex-

             Level

             External

             File

Comp  Inv.   Element File   Element        Units                   Description           Computation Routine

Code  Catgy  (Y/N)          Name

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________
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____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

____  ____   ____    ____   ________   ______________________  ______________________ ______________________

Use the Charging Element Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Computation Code
Description: Uniquely identifies this charging element to MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 4, 0 - 9, A - F
Note: User-defined computation codes should be in the range of 8000 and above.

• Invoice Category
Description: The Invoice Category provides a way to map the detailed charging elements referenced by the
computation code into categories more easily understood by the user. In some cases, there may be one-to-one
correspondence between the computation code and the invoice category; in others, many computation codes may be
reported in one invoice category.
Default: None
Values: Alphanumeric, length 4
Note: This must be a valid entry in the Invoice Category Table.

• Complex-level External File Element
Description: This field indicates whether the charging element belongs to a complex-level external file.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3
Note: For the standard and recurring debit and credit files, specify YES and refer to the directions for FILE and
ELEMENT NAME.

• File
Description: The MICS Analyzer file in which the charging element resides.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3
Note: If the source of the data element is a non-MICS (external) file, code the external file identifier (the last three
characters of the external file name). For debit and credit files, specify SDT or SCT, as appropriate.

• Element Name
Description: The value of this data element will be multiplied by the rate to calculate the charge. If the database
discretely retains the charging element, you must specify the element name that is listed in the MICS Data Dictionary.
If you want to calculate the element, specify an unused element name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Notes: This name must follow MICS naming conventions (the first three characters must be the same as the file
name). For example, if the source of the data is the BATJOB file, code JOB as the first three characters of the element
name.
For the Debit and Credit Files, specify SDTQNT or SCTQNT, as appropriate.

• Measured Units
Description: A description (up to 16 characters) of the units (for example, seconds) in which the charging element was
measured.
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Default: None
Values: Character, length 16. You cannot use the single quote character in this field.
Note: This text will appear on the invoice.

• Charging Element Description
Description: A label that describes the charging element.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40. You cannot use the single quote character in this field.

• Computation Routine
Description: The appropriate MICS program uses the computation routine to calculate the value of the charging
element. Testing the routine is your responsibility. If the element is already computed, leave this field blank.
Default: None
Values: See the Note.
Note: Your computation routine can use any of the data elements that the MICS database files contain. The MICS
Data Dictionary documents these elements. In addition, the exit can make use of some data elements (such as
ACTFLD1-5 in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) files) that are not written to the database.

Computation Routine Coding Considerations 

In coding the computation routine, observe the following conventions:

• The routine must be a valid SAS routine with no embedded DATA or PROC statements.
• Do not use SAS labels because you may include the routine in the MICS code multiple times and any label could

cause a "duplicate SAS label" error.
• Do not use a RETURN or DELETE command. The invoking routine may not make a single pass through the DATA

step for each observation.

Charging Element Example

In the following Charging Element Worksheet example, the installation wants to add computation codes for tape and
DASD volumes that will be brought in through the complex-level external file interface processing. The data from the
complex-level external file interface is brought into the Debit File.

                                        CHARGING ELEMENT WORKSHEET

             Complex-

             Level

             External

             File

Comp  Inv.   Element File   Element        Units                   Description           Computation Routine

Code  Catgy  (Y/N)          Name

8001   7100   Y      USR    USRTAP     Reel Days               Tape Volumes              

 ______________________

8002   7200   Y      USR    USRDSD     Volume Days             DASD Volumes              

 ______________________

Default Charging Elements Tables

The following tables illustrate the default charging elements shipped with this product.

The column labeled FI is the Formula Indicator flag. It contains one of the following three values:

• 0
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standard charging element
• 1

computed charging element
• C

continuation of a computed charging element computation routine

AMO Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the AMO Level Charging Elements Table:

Asset Management
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element

Description
Measured Units F I Charging Element Element

Derivation*
  Asset

Management
    

2120 2110 ASSET
MANAGEMENT
OPTION UNITS

AMO Units 0 AMOUNITS  

2121 2110 ASSET
MANAGEMENT
OPTION CPUS

AMO Cpu 0 AMOCPU  

2122 2110 ASSET
MANAGEMENT
OPTION
TERMINAL

AMO Terminal 0 AMOTERM  

2123 2110 ASSET
MANAGEMENT
OPTION
PRINTERS

AMO Printers 0 AMOPRT  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

APPC TP Resource Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the APPC TP Resource Level Charging Elements Table:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  APPC TP
Resource
Charges

    

0901 1100 Total Bytes of
Data Sent by TP

1000 Bytes 1 ATPKDATS ATPDATAS/1000

0902 1100 Total Bytes of
Data Received by
TP

1000 Bytes 1 ATPKDATR ATPDATAR/1000

0903 1100 TCB Time Used
by TP

Seconds 0 ATPTCBTM  

0904 1100 SRB Time Used
by TP

Seconds 0 ATPSRBTM  
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0905 1100 Total CPU Time
Used by TP

Seconds 0 ATPCPUTM  

0906 1200 Total Blocks
Transferred by TP

1000 EXCPS 1 ATPKBLKS ATPBLKTR/1000

0907 1200 Total Device
Connect Time
Used by TP

Seconds 0 ATPTCNT  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

CIC Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the CIC Level Charging Elements Table:

Comp Code  Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  CICS
TRANSACTION
ACCOUNTING

    

1500 1100 CICS Transaction
Executions

 Transaction 0 CACTRANS  

  CICS
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  CICS CPU
Charges

    

1501 1100 CICS Instructions
Executed

1Million 0 CSUCPUNI  

1502 1100 CICS Service
Units

1000 SUs 1 CSUKSERV CSUSERVU/100
0

1503 1100 CICS System
Resource Units

1000 SRUs 1 CSUKSRU CSUSRU/1000

1504 1100 CICS Task CPU
Time (elapsed)

Seconds 0 CSUCPUTM  

1505 1100 CICS Task CPU
Real Time

Seconds 0 CSUCPRTM  

1506 1100 CICS Pseudo
Elapsed Time

Seconds 0 CSUPETTM  

1507 1100 CICS SRB CPU
Time

Seconds 0 CSUSRBTM  

1508 1100 CICS TCB CPU
Time

Seconds 0 CSUTCBTM  

1515 1100 CICS zIIP ELIG
CPU TIME ON
CP

Seconds 0 CSUZZCTM  

1516 1100 CICS
NORMALIZED
zIIP CPU TIME

Seconds 0 CSUNZZTM  
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1517 1100 CICS TASK CPU
TIME W/O zIIP
ELIG

Seconds 0 CSUXCSTM  

1518 1100 CICS TCB CPU
TIME W/O zIIP
ELIG

Seconds 0 CSUXTSTM  

  CICS Terminal
Charges

    

1521 1200 CICS Access
Method Calls
(SIO Count)

1000 SIOs 1 CSUKSIO CSUSIOCT/1000

1522  1200 CICS Input
Messages Issued

1000 Messages 1 CSUKIMSG CSUIMSGS/1000

1523  1200 CICS Output
Messages Issued

1000 Messages 1 CSUKOMSG CSUOMSGS/10
00

1525  1200 CICS Input
Message
Character Traffic

1000 Characters 1 CSUKINCH CSUINCH/1000

1526  1200 CICS Output
Message
Character Traffic

1000 Characters 1 CSUKOUTC CSUOUTCH/100
0

1527  1200 CICS Number Of
Input Messages

1000 Messages 1 CACKIMSG CACIMSGS/1000

  CICS Transaction
Charges

    

1541 1100 CICS Conv.
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSUCTRN  

1542 1100 CICS Long
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSULTRN  

1543 1100 CICS Medium
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSUMTRN  

1544 1100 CICS Short
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSUSTRN  

1545 1100 CICS Excessive
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSUETRN  

1546 1100 CICS
Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 CSUTRANS  

  CICS Resource
Units

    

1561 1100 CICS BMS Calls 1000 Calls 1 CSUKBMOP CSUBMOPS/100
0

1562 1100 CICS File Control
Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKFCOP CSUFCOPS/100
0
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1563 1100 CICS Interval
Control Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKICOP CSUICOPS/1000

1564 1100 CICS Journal
Control Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKJCOP CSUJCOPS/1000

1565 1100 CICS Program
Control Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCOP CSUPCOPS/100
0

1566 1100 CICS Storage
Control Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKSCOP CSUSCOPS/100
0

1567 1100 CICS Synch Point
Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKSPOP CSUSPOPS/100
0

1568 1100 CICS Transient
Data Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKTDOP CSUTDOPS/100
0

1569 1100 CICS Temp
Storage Calls

1000 Calls 1 CSUKTSOP CSUTSOPS/1000

1570 1100 CICS Calls (Total) 1000 Calls 1 CSUKTLOP CSUTLOPS/1000
1571 1100 CICS Total File

Requests
1000 Requests 1 CSUKFCT CSUFCTOT/1000

  CICS Database
DL/I Logical I/O
Charges

    

1601 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Get Unique

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT1 CICPCT01 /1000

1602 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Get Next

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT2 CICPCT02 /1000

1603 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Get Next (Par)

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT3 CICPCT03 /1000

1604 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Get Hold Unique

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT4 CICPCT04 /1000

1605 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Get Hold Next

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT5 CICPCT05 /1000

1606 1100 CICS DL/I Calls
- Get Hold Next
(Par)

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT6 CICPCT06 /1000

1607 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Insert

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT7 CICPCT07 /1000

1608 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Delete

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT8 CICPCT08 /1000

1609 1100 CICS DL/I Calls -
Replace

1000 Calls 1 CSUKPCT9 CICPCT09 /1000

1611 1100 CICS DL/I Calls
(THE MONITOR)

1000 Calls 1 CSUKDLIC CICDLICC /1000

  CICS Memory
Charges

    

1631 1100 Memory Usage  Kcore 1 CSUKMEM CSUMEMRC /
1024

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

DB2 Level Charging Elements Tables
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The following illustration shows the DB2 Level Charging Elements Tables:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F  I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  DB2 RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  DB2 CPU
Charges

    

1200 1100 DB2 Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 DSUCPUNI  

1201 1100 DB2 TCB
CPU Time
Consumed(Class
1)

Seconds 0 DSUTCBTM  

1203 1100 DB2 CPU Time
Consumed(Class
1)

Seconds 0 DSUCPUTM  

1204 1100 DB2 Elapsed
Time

Seconds 0 DSUELPTM  

1205 1100 DB2 TCB
CPU Time
Consumed(Class
2)

Seconds 0 DSUTC2TM  

1206 1100 CPU Time Only
on a DB2 TCB

Seconds 0 DSUCPODB  

  DB2 Actual I/O
Charges

    

1210 1200 DB2
Synchronous
Read I/Os

I/Os 0 DSUSSRIO  

1211 1200 DB2 I/O Elapsed
Time

Seconds 0 DSUIOETM  

1212 1200 DB2 Total Get
Page Requests

Page Requests 0 DSUSGPGR  

  DB2 Logical I/O
Charges

    

1220 1200 DB2
InsertStatements

Statements 0 DSUINSRT  

1221 1200 DB2
UpdateStatements

Statements 0 DSUUPDTE  

1222 1200 DB2
DeleteStatements

Statements 0 DSUDELET  

1223 1200 DB2
DescribeStatements

Statements 0 DSUDESC  

1224 1200 DB2
PrepareStatements

Statements 0 DSUPREP  

1225 1200 DB2
OpenStatements

Statements 0 DSUOPEN  

1226 1200 DB2
CloseStatements

Statements 0 DSUCLOSE  
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1227 1200 DB2 Create
TableStatements

Statements 0 DSUCRTAB  

1228 1200 DB2 Create
IndexStatements

Statements 0 DSUCRINX  

1229 1200 DB2 Create
TablespaceStatements

Statements 0 DSUCTABS  

1230 1200 DB2 Create
SynonymStatements

Statements 0 DSUCRSYN  

1231 1200 DB2 Create
DatabaseStatements

Statements 0 DSUCRDAB  

1232 1200 DB2 Create
StogroupStatements

Statements 0 DSUCRSTG  

1233 1200 DB2 Create
ViewStatements

Statements 0 DSUDEFVU  

1234 1200 DB2 Drop
IndexStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPIX  

1235 1200 DB2 Drop
TableStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPTA  

1236 1200 DB2 Drop
TablespaceStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPTS  

1237 1200 DB2 Drop
DatabaseStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPDB  

1238 1200 DB2 Drop
SynonymStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPSY  

1239 1200 DB2 Drop
StogroupStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPST  

1240 1200 DB2 Drop
ViewStatements

Statements 0 DSUDRPVU  

1241 1200 DB2 Alter
StogroupStatements

Statements 0 DSUALTST  

1242 1200 DB2 Alter
TablespaceStatements

Statements 0 DSUALTTS  

1243 1200 DB2 Alter
TableStatements

Statements 0 DSUALTTA  

1244 1200 DB2 Alter
IndexStatements

Statements 0 DSUALTIX  

1245 1200 DB2 Comment
OnStatements

Statements 0 DSUCMTON  

1246 1200 DB2 Lock
TableStatements

Statements 0 DSULOCK  

1247 1200 DB2
GrantStatements

Statements 0 DSUGRANT  

1248 1200 DB2
RevokeStatements

Statements 0 DSUREVOK  

1249 1200 DB2
FetchStatements

Statements 0 DSUFETCH  

1250 1200 DB2
SelectStatements

Statements 0 DSUSELCT  
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  DB2 zIIP CPU
Time

    

1260 1100 Accumulated
CPU Time
Consumed on
zIIP

Seconds 0 DSUCPUZ1  

1261 1100 Accumulated
CPU Time zIIP-
Eligible Work

Seconds 0 DSUELGZP  

1262 1100 CPU Time
Excluding Special
CPU Time

Seconds 0 DSUXSPTM  

  DB2 IDAA CPU
Time

    

1270 1100 DB2 IDAA TCP/
IP CPU TIME

Seconds 0 DSUXTCPU  

1272 1100 DB2 IDAA CPU
TIME

Seconds 0 DSUXACPU  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

DEX Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustration shows the DEX Level Charging Elements Tables:

DEX Level Charging Elements
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  VAX/VMS
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

2401 1100 VAX/VMS
Process CPU
Instructions

1 Million 0 PRCCPUNI  

2402 1100 VAX/VMS
Process CPU
Time

CPU Seconds 0 PRCCPUTM  

2410 1500 VAX/VMS
Process Direct I/
O

1000 I/O 1 PRCKDIO PRCDIRIO / 1000

2411 2100 VAX/VMS
Process Buffered
I/O

1000 I/O 1 PRCKBIO PRCBUFIO /
1000

2420 7850 VAX/VMS
Process Volumes
Mounted

Mounts 0 PRCVOLS  

2430 1100 VAX/VMS Image
Count

Count 0 IMGIMAGE  

2441 1100 VAX/VMS Image
CPU Instructions

1 Million 0 IMGCPUNI  
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2442 1100 VAX/VMS Image
CPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 IMGCPUTM  

2450 1500 VAX/VMS Image
Direct I/O

1000 I/O 1 IMGKDIO IMGDIRIO / 1000

2451 2100 VAX/VMS Image
Buffered I/O

1000 I/O 1 IMGKBIO IMGBUFIO / 1000

2460 7850 VAX/VMS Image
Volumes Mounted

Mounts 0 IMGVOLS  

2470 3100 VAX/VMS Pages
Printed

Pages 0 PRQPAGES  

2471 3100 VAX/VMS Print I/
O

Print I/O 0 PRQQIOS  

2480 1500 VAX/VMS Mega-
Bytes Hours
Allocated

Megabyte Hours 0 DKUMBHA  

2481 1500 VAX/VMS Mega-
Bytes Hours
Used

Megabyte Hours 0 DKUMBHU  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

IDMS Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the IDMS Level Charging Elements Table:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

IDMSTransaction
ACCOUNTING

1900 1100 IDMSTransactions
Executions

Transactions 0 SACTTRAN

IDMS
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING
IDMS CPU
Charges

1901 1100 IDMS Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 SUACPUNI

1902 1100 IDMS Task CPU
System Time

Seconds 0 SUASYSTM

1903 1100 IDMS Task CPU
User Time

Seconds 0 SUAUSRTM

1904 1100 IDMS Total Task
CPU Time

Seconds 0 SUACPUTM

1905 1100 IDMS zIIP Eligible
CPU Time on a
CP

Seconds 0 SUASUCTM

1906 1100 IDMS Normalized
zIIP CPU Time

Seconds 0 SUASPNTM
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1907 1100 IDMS CPU Time
Without zIIP
Eligible

Seconds 0 SUAXCSTM

IDMSTransaction
Charges

1911 1100 IDMS
ConversationalTransactions

Transactions 0 SUACTRAN

1912 1100 IDMS
ExcessiveTransactions

Transactions 0 SUAETRAN

1913 1100 IDMS
ShortTransactions

Transactions 0 SUASTRAN

1914 1100 IDMS
MediumTransactions

Transactions 0 SUAMTRAN

1915 1100 IDMS
LongTransactions

Transactions 0 SUALTRAN

1916 1100 IDMS
UserTransactions

Transactions 0 SUAUTRAN

1917 1100 IDMS
TotalTransactions

Transactions 0 SUATTRAN

IDMS Terminal
Charges

1921 1100 IDMS Terminal
Reads

1000 Messages 1 SUAKMSGR SUATREAD /1000

1922 1100 IDMS Terminal
Writes

1000 Messages 1 SUAKMSGW SUATWRIT /1000

1923 1100 IDMS Total
Terminal Reads/
Writes

1000 Messages 1 SUAKMSGS (SUATREAD +
SUATWRIT) /1000

IDMS Data
Base Logical I/O
Charges

1931 1100 IDMS Total Data
Base Calls

1000 Calls 1 SUAKCALL SUADBCLS /1000

IDMS Resource
Units

1941 1100 IDMS Programs
Called

Programs 0 SUAPCALL

1942 1100 IDMS Programs
Loaded

Programs 0 SUAPLOAD

1951 1100 IDMS Number of
Buffers/ADSO

1000 I/Os 1 SUAKBUFS SUARBFB /1000

1961 1100 IDMS Levels of
Data Base Work/
ADSO

Levels 0 SUADBLVL

IDMS Memory
Charges

1971 1100 IDMS Storage
Used(Active)

1000 Bytes 1 SUAKUSED SUAUSDS /1000
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1972 1100 IDMS Storage
Kept

1000 Bytes 1 SUAKKEPT SUAKPTS /1000

IDMSActual I/O
Charges

1981 1100 IDMS Pages
Read

1000 I/Os 1 SUAKREAD SUAPREAD /1000

1982 1100 IDMS Pages
Written

1000 I/Os 1 SUAKWRIT SUAPWRIT /1000

1983 1100 IDMS Total
Pages(Read/
Write)

1000 I/Os 1 SUAKIO (SUAPREAD +
SUAPWRIT) /1000

1991 1100 IDMS Pages
Requested

1000 Requests 1 SUAKPREQ SUAPREQ /1000

1992 1100 IDMS Records
Requested

1000 Requests 1 SUAKRECR SUARECR /1000

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

IMS Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the IMS Level Charging Elements Tables:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

IMS Transaction
ACCOUNTING

1000 1100 IMSTransaction
Executions

Transaction 0 IACTRANS

IMS RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING
IMS CPU
Charges

1001 1100 IMS Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 ISUCPUNI

1002 1100 IMS System
Resource Units

1000 SRUs 1 ISUKSRU ISUSRU/1000

1003 1100 IMS Pseudo
Elapsed Time

Seconds 0 ISUPETTM

1004 1100 IMS Total CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUCPUTM

1005 1100 IMS Message
Region CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUTMDCP

1006 1100 IMS DL/I CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUTMCDL

1007 1100 IMS Message
Region CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUTMDDL

1008 1100 IMS Fast Path
Application Time

Seconds 0 ISURESTM
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1009 1100 IMS DB2 CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUDB2TM

1010 1100 IMS DL/I, Buffer,
Open/Close CPU
Time

Seconds 0 ISUDBOTM

1020 1100 IMS Dependent
Region CP time

Seconds 0 ISUTMCP

1021 1100 IMS Dependent
Region zAAP
time

Seconds 0 ISUTMZAP

1025 1100 IMS Dep Reg zIIP
Eligible CPU on a
CP

Seconds 0 ISUSUCTM

1026 1100 IMS Dep Reg
zAAP Eligible
CPU on a CP

Seconds 0 ISUZACTM

1027 1100 IMS CP Time
Minus zIIP/zAAP
Eligible

Seconds 0 ISUXCSTM

IMSTransaction
Charges

1011 1100 IMS
Conv.Transactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISUCTRN

1012 1100 IMS
LongTransactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISULTRN

1013 1100 IMS
MediumTransactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISUMTRN

1014 1100 IMS
ShortTransactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISUSTRN

1015 1100 IMS
ExcessiveTransactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISUETRN

1016 1100 IMS
TotalTransactions
Processed

Transaction 0 ISUTRANS

IMS Queue
Logical I/O
Charges

1031 1100 IMS Msg Get
Unique Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSGU ISUMSGGU /1000

1032 1100 IMS Msg Get
Next Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSGN ISUMSGGN /1000

1033 1100 IMS Msg Insert
Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSIS ISUMSGIS /1000

1034 1100 IMS Msg Other
Count(Serv, Ckpt,
Stats)

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSOT ISUMSGOT /1000
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1035 1100 IMS Msg Purge
Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSPG ISUMSGPG /1000

1036 1100 IMS Total Number
Of Message Calls

1000 Messages 1 ISUKMSTT ISUMSTOT /1000

1037 1100 IMS Number Of
Input Messages

1000 Messages 1 IACMIMSG IACIMSGS /1000

IMS Data Base
Logical I/O
Charges

1051 1200 IMS Total Number
Of Data Base
Calls

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBTT ISUDBTOT /1000

1052 1200 IMS Data Base
Deletes

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBDL ISUDBDLT /1000

1053 1200 IMS Data Base
Get Nexts

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBGN ISUDBGN/1000

1054 1200 IMS Data Base
Get Uniques

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBGU ISUDBGU/1000

1055 1200 IMS Data Base
Inserts

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBIS ISUDBIST /1000

1056 1200 IMS Data Base
Replaces

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBRE ISUDBREP /1000

1057 1200 IMS Other Data
Base Calls(Sys
Service)

1000 Calls 1 ISUKDBOT ISUDBOTH /1000

C ISUDBDLT,ISUDBOTH) /1000
1059 1200 IMS Fast Path

DEDB Calls
1000 Calls 1 ISUKDEC ISUFPDEC /1000

1060 1200 IMS Fast Path
DEDB Puts(I/Os)

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKDEP ISUFPDEP /1000

1061 1200 IMS Fast Path
DEDB Reads(I/
Os)

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKDER ISUFPDER /1000

1062 1200 IMS Fast Path
MSDB Calls

1000 Calls 1 ISUKMSC ISUFPMSC /1000

1063 1200 IMS Fast Path
DEDB Total
Logical I/Os

1000 FP I/Os 1 ISUKFPIO (ISUFPDEP +
ISUFPDER) /1000

IMS Data Base
Actual I/O
Charges

1081 1100 IMS ISAM/KSDS
Key Reads
Issued

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKKYRD ISUKEYRD /1000

1082 1100 IMS ISAM/KSDS
Key Writes
Issued

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKKYWT ISUKEYWT /1000

1083 1100 IMS OSAM/ESDS
Non-Key Reads
Issued

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKNKYR ISUNKEYR /1000
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1084 1100 IMS OSAM/ESDS
Non-Key Writes
Issued

1000 I/Os 1 ISUKNKYW ISUNKEYW /1000

1085 1200 IMS Total DL/I I/O 1000 I/Os 1 ISUTDLIO (ISUKEYRD+ISU
KEYWT+ISUNKE
YR+ISUNKEYW)

C /1000
1086 1200 IMS Key I/O 1000 I/Os 1 ISUKEYIO (ISUKEYRD

+ISUKEYWT) /1000
1087 1200 IMS Nonkey DL/

I I/O
1000 I/Os 1 ISUNKYIO (ISUNKEYR

+ISUNKEYW) /1000
IMS Terminal
Charges

1101 2100 IMS Terminal
Input Message
Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKIMSG ISUIMSGS /1000

1102 2100 IMS Terminal
Output Message
Count

1000 Messages 1 ISUKOMSG ISUOMSGS /1000

1103 2100 IMS Terminal I/O 1000 I/Os 1 ISUTERIO (ISUIMSGS
+ISUOMSGS) /1000

1104 1200 IMS Terminal
Input Character
Count

1000 Bytes 1 ISUKINCH ISUINCH/1000

1105 1200 IMS Terminal
Output Character
Count

1000 Bytes 1 ISUKOUTC ISUOUTCH /1000

1106 1200 IMS Characters
Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 ISUTCHAR (ISUINCH+ISUO
UTCH)/1000

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Job Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the Job Level Charging Elements Tables:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

Job Resource
Unit Charges

0001 1100 Job MVS Service
Units

1000 MVS SUs 1 JOBKSU JOBSERVU /1000

0002 1100 Job System
Resource Units

1000 SRUs 1 JOBKSRU JOBWSRU/1000

Job CPU
Charges

0021 1100 Job CPU
Instructions
Executed

1Million 0 JOBCPUNI
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0022 1100 Job CPU Time
Consumed

TCB
+SRBSeconds

0 JOBCPUTM

0023 1100 Job TCB CPU
Time Consumed

TCBSeconds 0 JOBTCBTM

0024 1100 Job SRB CPU
Time Consumed

SRBSeconds 0 JOBSRBTM

0025 1200 Job I/O CPU
Time Consumed

Seconds 1 JOBIOCTM (JOBEXCPS *
_IOCTM)

C /* _IOCTM
MACRO must be
defined in*/

C /* #ACTEXIT by
the user.*/

0026 1100 Job Hiperspace
CPU Time

Seconds 0 JOBHIPTM

0027 1100 Job I/O Interrupt
CPU Time

Seconds 0 JOBIOITM

0028 1100 Job Region
Control Task CPU
Time

Seconds 0 JOBRCTTM

0029 1100 Job Vector
Utilization CPU
Time

Seconds 0 JOBVUTM

0030 1100 Job Vector Affinity
CPU Time

Seconds 0 JOBVATM

Job Memory
Charges

0041 1100 Job Real Memory
Occupancy

Kcore-Hours 0 JOBRKHRS

0042 1100 Job Virtual
Memory
Occupancy

Kcore-Hours 0 JOBVKHRS

Job Data Transfer
Charges

0061 2300 Job
Communications
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBCOM JOBDCOMM /1000

0062 1500 Job DASD Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBDAS JOBDDASD /1000

0063 1500 Job MSS Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBMSS JOBDMSS/1000

0064 1400 Job Tape Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBTAP JOBDTAPE /1000

0065 3100 Job Unit Record
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBURE JOBDUREC /1000

0066 1100 Job VIO Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBVIO JOBDVIO/1000

0067 3165 Job Graphics
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKBGRA JOBDGRAF /1000
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0068 1100 Job APPC Data
Sent

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKDATS JOBDATAS /1000

0069 1100 Job APPC Data
Received

1000 Bytes 1 JOBKDATR JOBDATAR /1000

Job Device I/O
Charges

0091 2300 Job
Communication
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKECOM JOBECOMM /1000

0092 1500 Job DASD
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEDAS JOBEDASD /1000

0093 1500 Job MSS EXCPs 1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEMSS JOBEMSS/1000
0094 1400 Job Tape EXCPs 1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKETAP JOBETAPE /1000
0095 3100 Job Unit Record

EXCPs
1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEURE JOBEUREC /1000

0096 1100 Job Virtual I/O
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEVIO JOBEVIO/1000

0097 1200 Job Total EXCPs 1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEXCP JOBEXCPS /1000
0098 3165 Job Graphics

EXCPs
1000 EXCPs 1 JOBKEGRA JOBEGRAF /1000

Job Elapsed
Charges

0121 1100 Job Elapsed
Execution Time

Seconds 0 JOBEXCTM

0122 1100 Job Pseudo
Elapsed
Execution Time

Seconds 0 JOBWPETM

Job Data Set
Allocation
Charges

0131 1100 Job Total Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 1 JOBATOTL JOBADASD+JOB
ATAPE+JOBAMS
S+JOBACOMM+

C JOBAUREC+JOB
AVIO

0132 1500 Job DASD Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBADASD

0133 1400 Job Tape Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBATAPE

0134 1500 Job MSS Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBAMSS

0135 2300 Job
Communication
Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBACOMM

0136 3100 Job Unit Record
Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBAUREC
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0137 1100 Job VIO Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBAVIO

0138 3165 Job Graphics
Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 JOBAGRAF

Job Device
Allocation
Charges

0161 1500 Job DASD Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNDASD

0162 1500 Job DASD
Mountable Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBMDASD

0163 1400 Job Tape Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNTAPE

0164 1500 Job MSS Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNMSS

0165 2300 Job
Communication
Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNCOMM

0166 3100 Job Unit
Record Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNUREC

0167 1100 Job VIO Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNVIO

0168 3165 Job Graphics
Device
Allocations

Devices 0 JOBNGRAF

Job Device
Occupancy
Charges

0191 1500 Job DASD
Occupancy Time
(Hours)

Hours 0 JOBDOHRS

0192 1400 Job Tape
Occupancy Time
(Hours)

Hours 0 JOBTOHRS

0193 1200 Job Channel Path
Hours

Hours 0 JOBCPHRS

0194 1200 Job Total I/O
Hours

Hours 0 JOBTIHRS

0195 1200 Job Used I/O
Hours

Hours 0 JOBUIHRS

0196 1500 Job DASD
Occupancy Time
(Minutes)

Minutes 1 JOBDOMNS JOBDOHRS * 60

0197 1400 Job Tape
Occupancy Time
(Minutes)

Minutes 1 JOBTOMNS JOBTOHRS * 60
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0198 1200 Job Channel Path
Minutes

Minutes 1 JOBCPMNS JOBCPHRS * 60

0199 1200 Job Total I/O
Minutes

Minutes 1 JOBTIMNS JOBTIHRS * 60

0200 1200 Job Used I/O
Minutes

Minutes 1 JOBUIMNS JOBUIHRS * 60

Job Spool
Charges

0221 3100 Spool Output
Processed (Total)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLR JOBNLR/1000

0222 3100 Job Lines Printed
(Local Impact)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLRI JOBNLRI /1000

0223 3100 Job Printed
(Remote)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLRR JOBNLRR /1000

0224 3110 Job Lines Printed
(Local Laser)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLRL JOBNLRL /1000

0225 3100 Job Lines Printed
(Local COMM)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLRC JOBNLRC /1000

0226 3130 Job Cards
Punched (Local
Punch)

1000 Cards 1 JOBKNLRP JOBNLRP /1000

0227 3100 Job Items
Processed (User
defined)

1000 Lines 1 JOBKNLRU JOBNLRU /1000

0228 3110 Job 3800 Pages
Printed

Pages 1 JOBPGE1 JOBNLRL / 50

0229 3100 Job Lines Written
to Spool

1000 Lines 1 JOBKXPR JOBXPR/1000

0230 3130 Job Card Images
Written to Spool

1000 Cards 1 JOBKXPU JOBXPU/1000

0231 3120 Job Cards
Images Read by
Reader

1000 Cards 1 JOBKSYSN JOBSYSIN /1000

0232 3120 Job Cards Read
from Spool

1000 Cards 1 JOBKXRD JOBXRD/1000

0233 3110 Job Feet Printed
by PSF

Feet 0 JOBFEET

Job Minimum
Charges

0251 1100 Job Executions Jobs 0 JOBCOUNT
0252 1100 Job Step

Executions
Steps 0 JOBSTEPS

0253 1100 Job JCL Errors JCL Errors 0 JOBJCLER
0254 1100 TSO Sessions Sessions 0 JOBCOUNT

Job Operator
Mount Charges

0271 1500 Job Specific
DASD Mount

Mounts 0 JOBSDMT
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0272 1500 Job Specific MSS
Mount

Mounts 0 JOBSMMT

0273 1400 Job Specific Tape
Mount

Mounts 0 JOBSTMT

0274 1500 Job Non-Specific
DASD Mount

Mounts 0 JOBNSDMT

0275 1500 Job Non-Specific
MSS Mount

Mounts 0 JOBNSMMT

0276 1400 Job Non-Specific
Tape Mount

Mounts 0 JOBNSTMT

0277 1500 Job Total DASD
Mounts

Mounts 1 JOBTDMT JOBSDMT +
JOBNSDMT

0278 1500 Job Total MSS
Mounts

Mounts 1 JOBTMMT JOBSMMT +
JOBNSMMT

0279 1400 Job Total Tape
Mounts

Mounts 1 JOBTTMT JOBSTMT +
JOBNSTMT

Job TSO Terminal
Charges

0301 2100 Job Terminal
Connect Time

Hours 1 JOBEXHRS JOBEXCTM /
3600

0302 2100 Job Terminal
(TGET/TPUT) I/O

Terminal I/Os 1 JOBTERIO JOBTGETS +
JOBTPUTS

Job Device
Connect Charges

0321 1500 Job DASD Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 JOBCDASD

0322 1400 Job Tape Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 JOBCTAPE

0323 1500 Job MSS Device
Allocations

Seconds 0 JOBCMSS

0324 2300 Job
Communications
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 JOBCCOMM

0325 3100 Job Unit Record
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 JOBCUREC

0326 3165 Job Graphics
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 JOBCGRAF

0327 1200 Job Total Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 JOBTCNT

Multisystem
Enclaves

0340 1100 Dependent
Enclave CPU
Time

Seconds 0 RENCPDTM

0341 1100 Independent
Enclave CPU
Time

Seconds 0 RENCPITM
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0345 1100 Multisystem Dep
Enclave Serv
Units

Seconds 0 RENREDSU

0346 1100 Multisystem
Indep Enclave
Serv Units

Seconds 0 RENREISU

zAAP CPU Time
0350 1100 Job zAAP Eligible

CPU Time on a
CP

Seconds 0 JOBZACTM

0353 1100 Actual zAAP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 JOBZAPTM

0357 1100 Normalized zAAP
CPU Time

Seconds 0 JOBZPNTM

0359 1100 CPU time without
zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Seconds 0 JOBXCSTM

0360 1100 TCB time without
zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Seconds 0 JOBXTSTM

zIIP CPU Time
0370 1100 Job zIIP Eligible

CPU Time on a
CP

Seconds JOBSUCTM

0371 1100 Actual zIIP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 JOBSPNTM

0372 1100 Normalized zIIP
CPU Time

Seconds 0 JOBSPNTM

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Linux Accounting Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the Linux Accounting Charging Elements Table:

Linux Accounting
Comp Code  Invc Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  Linux Accounting     
 3100  1850 Accounting User

Time
Seconds 0 ULXUTIME  

 3101  1850 Accounting
System Time

Seconds 0 ULXSTIME  

 3102  1850 Accounting
Elapsed Time

Seconds 0 ULXETIME  

 3103  1850 Accounting
Average Memory
usage

 Kbytes 0 ULXMEM  

 3104  1850 Accounting Bytes
Transferred

 Bytes 1 ULXIOT ULXIO /1000
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 3105  1850 Accounting
Blocks read or
write

 Blocks 0 ULXRW  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Measured Usage Address Space Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the Measured Usage Address Space Charging Elements Table:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  Product CPU
Charges

    

0980 1100 Product CPU
Time Consumed

TCB+SRB
Seconds

0 MUACPUTM  

0981 1100 Product TCB
CPU Time
Consumed

TCB Seconds 0 MUATCBTM  

0982 1100 Product SRB
CPU Time
Consumed

SRB Seconds 0 MUASRBTM  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

MQSeries Charging Elements Table

The following table shows the MQSeries Charging Elements:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  MESSAGE
MANAGER
ACCOUNTING

    

2701 1100 MMA CPU
Instructions
Executed

1 million 0 MMACPUNI  

2702 1100 MMA CPU Time
Consumed

TCB+SRB
Seconds

0 MMACPUTM  

2711 1100 MMA Total
number of
MQPUT
messages

Messages Sent 0 MMATMPUT  

2712 1100 MMA Total
number of
MQGET
messages

Messages Rec'd 0 MMATMGET  

   TASK
ACCOUNTING

    

2730 1100 MQSeries Task
Activity Total CPU
Time

Seconds 0 TAACPUTM  
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2731 1100 MQSeries Task
Activity Kilobytes
(GET)

1000 Bytes 1 TAAKGET  TAAGETB / 1000

2732 1100 MQSeries Task
Activity Kilobytes
(PUT)

1000 Bytes 1 TAAKPUT  TAAPUTB / 1000

2733 1100 MQSeries Task
Activity Total TCB
Time

Seconds 0 TAATCBTM  

2734 1100 MQSeries Task
Activity Total SRB
Time

Seconds 0 TAASRBTM  

   QUEUE
ACTIVITY

    

2736 1100 MQSeries Queue
Activity Kilobytes
(GET)

1000 Bytes 1 QAAKGET  QAAGETB /
1000

2737 1100 MQSeries Queue
Activity Kilobytes
(PUT)

1000 Bytes 1 QAAKPUT  QAAPUTB /
1000

2738 1100 MQSeries Queue
Activity Total
Queue CPU Time

Seconds 0 QAAQCPTM  

   MESSAGE
FLOW
ACCOUNTING

    

2740 1100 MQSeries
Message Flow
Total CPU Time

Seconds 0 MFACTM  

2741 1100 MQSeries
Message Flow
Total Elapsed
Time

Seconds 0 MFAETM  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

NTA Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the NTA Level Charging Elements Table:

NT Resource Accounting
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

   NT Resource
Accounting

    

2801  1800 Total Cpu Time Seconds 1 NTACPUTM TOTAL KERNAL
+ TOTAL USER
TIME

2802  1800 Total Kernal Time 100 ns intervals 0 NTAKNLTM NTAKNL
CONVERTED TO
SECONDS
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2803  1800 Total User Time 100 ns  intervals 0 NTAUSRTM NTAUSR
CONVERTED TO
SECONDS

2806  1800 Byte Reads Bytes 1 NTAKBRD NTABRD / 1024
2807  1800 Number of Reads Units 1 NTAKRD NTARD / 1000
2808  1800 Bytes Writes Bytes 1 NTAKBWT NTABWT / 1024
2809  1800 Number of Writes Units 1 NTAKWT NTAWT / 1000
2815  1800 Total Duration all

process
100 ns intervals 0 NTADURTM NTADUR

converted to
seconds

2816  1800 Number of Proc
Created

Units 0 NTAPROC  

2820  1800 Total Printed Jobs Num of Jobs 0 NTAJPRT  
2821  1800 Total Pages

Printed
Num of Pages 1 NTAKPPT NTAPPT /1000

2822  1800 Total Printed
Bytes

Bytes 1 NTAKBPT NTABPT /1024

2825  1800 Virtual Size User Bytes 1 NTAMVSU NTAVSU /1024000
2826  1800 Working Set Size

User
Bytes 0 NTAMWSU  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

PWR Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the PWR Level Charging Elements Tables:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  VSE/POWER
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  JOB CPU
Charges

    

 2201 1100 POWER JOB
CPU Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 PJBCPUNI  

 2202 1100 POWER JOB
CPU Overhead
Instructions

1 Million 0 PJBOVHNI  

 2203 1100 POWER JOB
CPU Processor
Time

 CPU Seconds 0 PJBCPUTM  

 2204 1100 POWER JOB
CPU Overhead
Time

 CPU Seconds 0 PJBOVHTM  

  JOB Device
Occupancy
Charges
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 2210  1400 POWER JOB
Tape Occupancy
Time

 Hours 0 PJBTOHRS  

  JOB Memory
Charges

    

 2211 1100 POWER JOB
Virtual KCore
Hours

 KCore Hours 0 PJBVKHRS  

  JOB Device I/O
Charges

    

 2220  1500 POWER JOB
DASD SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PJBKDSIO  PJBDSIO / 1000

 2221  1200 POWER JOB
Other SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PJBKOSIO  PJBOSIO / 1000

 2222  1400 POWER JOB
Tape SIOs Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PJBKTSIO  PJBTSIO / 1000

 2223  1200 POWER JOB
Spool SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PJBKSSIO  PJBSSIO / 1000

 2224  1200 POWER JOB
TOTAL SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PJBKSIO  PJBSIO / 1000

  JOB Spool
Charges

    

 2230  3100 POWER JOB
Lines Spooled

 1000 Lines 1 PJBKSPPR  PJBSPPR / 1000

 2231  3130 POWER JOB
Cards Spooled

 Cards 0 PJBSPPU  

 2232  3100 POWER JOB
Pages Spooled

 Pages 0 PJBSPPG  

 2240  3120 POWER JOB
INPUT Cards
Read

 Cards 0 PJBSYSIN  

  Step CPU
Charges

    

 2251 1100 POWER STEP
CPU Instructions
Executed

1Million 0 PPGCPUNI  

 2252 1100 POWER STEP
CPU Overhead
Instructions

1Million 0 PPGOVHNI  

 2253 1100 POWER STEP
CPU Processor
Time

 CPU Seconds 0 PPGCPUTM  

 2254 1100 POWER STEP
CPU Overhead
Time

 CPU Seconds 0 PPGOVHTM  
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  Step Device
Occupancy
Charges

    

 2260  1400 POWER STEP
Tape Occupancy
Time

 Hours 0 PPGTOHRS  

  Step Memory
Charges

    

 2261 1100 POWER STEP
Virtual KCore
Hours

 KCore Hours 0 PPGVKHRS  

  Step Device I/O
Charges

    

 2270  1500 POWER STEP
DASD SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PPGKDSIO  PPGDSIO / 1000

 2271  1200 POWER STEP
Other SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PPGKOSIO  PPGOSIO / 1000

 2272  1400 POWER STEP
Tape SIOs Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PPGKTSIO  PPGTSIO / 1000

 2273  1200 POWER STEP
Spool SIOs
Issued

 1000 SIOs 1 PPGKSSIO  PPGSSIO / 1000

 2274  1200 POWER STEP
TOTAL SIOs
Issued Step
Spool Charges

 1000 SIOs 1 PPGKSIO  PPGSIO / 1000

 2280  3100 POWER STEP
Lines Spooled

 1000 Lines 1 PPGKSPPR  PPGSPPR /
1000

 2281  3130 POWER STEP
Cards Spooled

 Cards 0 PPGSPPU  

 2282  3120 POWER STEP
Pages Spooled

 Pages 0 PPGSPPG  

  Special Spool
Charges

    

 2290  3120 POWER SPOOL
Control Logical
Records

 Records 0 POACNLR  

 2291  3120 POWER SPOOL
Extra Pages
Printed

 Pages 0 POAEPGE  

 2292  3120 POWER SPOOL
Pages Printed

 Pages 0 POAPGE  

 2293  3120 POWER SPOOL
Tracks or Blocks
Storage

 Trks or Blocks 0 POATKOBL  

 2294  3120 POWER SPOOL
Extra Logical
Writer Rec

 Records 0 POAENLR  
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 2295  3120 POWER SPOOL
Logical Writer
Records

 Records 0 POANLR  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

SNT Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the SNT Level Charging Elements Table: 

SNT Level Charging Elements
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element

Description
Measured Units F I Charging Element Element

Derivation*
SNA NETWORK
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

 2000 2200 NPM Characters
Received

1000 Character 1  PSUKNRR PSUNRNFR /
1000

 2001 2200 NPM Characters
Sent

1000 Character 1  PSUKNRS PSUNRNFS /
1000

 2002 2200 NPM Characters
Overhead
Received

100 Character 1  PSUKOVHR PSUNRFMR /
100

 2003 2200 NPM Characters
Overhead Sent

100 Character 1  PSUKOVHS PSUNRFMS /
100

 2009 2200 NPM Total
Characters

1000 Character 1  PSUKNRCH PSUNRTCH /
1000

 2010 2200 NPM FM PIUs
Sent

100 Requests 1  PSUKPIUS PSUNRPFS / 100

 2011 2200 NPM FM PIUs
Received

100 Requests 1  PSUKPIUR PSUNRPFR / 100

 2012 2200 NPM Non-FM
PIUs Sent

100 Requests 1  PSUKPUS PSUNRPNS /
100

 2013 2200 NPM Non-FM
PIUs Received

100 Requests 1  PSUKPUR PSUNRPNR /
100

 2030 2200 NPM Response
Event
Count(Host)

100 Events 1  PSUKHEVT PSUHRESC /
100

 2031 2200 NPM Response
Event
Count(NET)

100 Events 1  PSUKNEVT PSUNRESC /
100

 2032 2200 NPM Total
Response Event
Count

100 Events 1  PSUKTEVT PSUTRESC / 100

 2040 2200 NetSpy
Characters
Received

1000 Character 1  NSSKBYR NSSNRBYR /
1000

 2041 2200 NetSpy
Characters Sent

1000 Character 1  NSSKBYS NSSNRBYS /
1000
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 2043 2200 NetSpy Total
Characters

1000 Character 1  NSSKTBYT NSSNRTBY /
1000

 2045 2200 NetSpy Connect
Time

 Minutes 1  NSSMNCON NSSCONTM / 60

 2047 2200 NetSpy
Number of Total
Responses

100 Events 1  NSSKHEVT NSSNRESC /
100

 2048 2200 NetSpy Number
of Outputs

100 Outputs 1  NSSKNEVT NSSNROUT /
100

 2050 2200 NLDM Characters
Received

1000 Character 1  NSAKNRR NSANRTBR /
1000

 2051 2200 NLDM Characters
Sent

1000 Character 1  NSAKNRS NSANRTBS /
1000

 2052 2200 NLDM Character
Overhead
Received

1000 Character 1  NSAKOVHR NSANRCBR /
1000

 2053 2200 NLDM Character
Overhead Sent

1000 Character 1  NSAKOVHS NSANRCBS /
1000

 2059 2200 NLDM Total
Characters

1000 Character 1  NSAKNRCH NSANRTBY /
1000

 2060 2200 NLDM Control
PIUs Sent

100 Requests 1  NSAKCPS NSANRCPS /
100

 2061 2200 NLDM Control
PIUs Received

100 Requests 1  NSAKCPR NSANRCPR /
100

 2062 2200 NLDM Text PIUs
Sent

100 Requests 1  NSAKTPS NSANRTPS / 100

 2063 2200 NLDM Text PIUs
Received

100 Requests 1  NSAKTPR NSANRTPR / 100

 2070 2200 NLDM Connect
Time

 Minutes 1  NSAHRCON NSACONTM / 60

 2080 2200 NLDM Session
Connect Time

 Minutes 1  NSCHRCON NSCCONTM / 60

 2081 2200 NLDM Session
Characters
Transmitted

1000 Character 1  NSCKNRCH NSCNRTBY /
1000

 2090 2200 NLDM Total
Response Event
Count

100 Events 1  RTMKHEVT RTMTRESC /
100

 2300 2200 NCP Control
Characters
Received

1000 Character 1  NACKNRR NACNRCBR /
1000

 2301 2200 NCP Control
Characters Sent

1000 Character 1  NACKNRS NACNRCBS /
1000

 2302 2200 NCP Text
Characters
Received

1000 Character 1  NACKTXTR NACNRTBR /
1000

 2303 2200 NCP Text
Characters Sent

1000 Character 1  NACKTXTS NACNRTBS /
1000

 2309 2200 NCP Total
Characters

1000 Character 1  NACKNRCH NACNRTBY /
1000
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 2310 2200 NCP Control
PIUs Received

100 Requests 1  NACKCPR NACNRCPR /
100

 2311 2200 NCP Control
PIUs Sent

100 Requests 1  NACKCPS NACNRCPS /
100

 2312 2200 NCP Text PIUs
Received

100 Requests 1  NACKTPR NACNRTPR /
100

 2313 2200 NCP Text PIUs
Sent

100 Requests 1  NACKTPS NACNRTPS / 100

 2319 2200 NCP Total PIUs 100 Requests 1  NACKTXTP NACNRTPI / 100
 2320 2200 NCP Connect

Time
 Minutes 1  NACHRCON NACCONTM / 60

2330 1100 CP CPU Time Seconds 0 CCTCPUTM N/A
2331 1100 Normalized zIIP

CPU Time 
Seconds 0 CCTNZZTM N/A

 2332 1100 zIIP Eligible CPU
Time on CP  

Seconds 0 CCTZZCTM N/A

2333 1100 CPU Time w/o
zIIP Eligible 

Seconds 0 CCTXTSTM N/A

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library

Spool Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the Spool Level Charging Elements Table:

Comp Code  Invc Catg Charging
Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  Special Spool
Charges

    

0821 3100 Spool Output
Processed (Total)

 1000 Lines  1 SPLKNLR SPLNLR/ 1000

0822
 

3100
 

Spool Lines
Printed (Local
Impact)
 

 1000 Lines
 

 1 SPLKNLRI
 

IF XNLRI=1THEN

 C SPLKNLRI=SPLNLR /
1000;

0823
 

3100
 

Spool Printed
(Remote)
 

 1000 Lines
 

 1 SPLKNLRR
 

IF ROUTE
&gt;0THEN

 C SPLKNLRR=SPLNLR /
1000;

0824
 

 3110
 

Spool Lines
Printed (Local
Laser)
 

 1000 Lines
 

 1 SPLKNLRL
 

IF
XNLRL=1THEN

 C SPLKNLRL=SPLNLR /
1000;
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0825
 

3100
 

Spool Lines
Printed (Local
COMM)
 

 1000 Lines
 

 1 SPLKNLRC
 

IF
XNLRC=1THEN

 C SPLKNLRC=SPLNLR /
1000;

0826
 

 3130
 

Spool Cards
Punched (Local
Punch)
 

 1000 Cards
 

 1 SPLKNLRP
 

IF
XNLRP=1THEN

 C SPLKNLRP=SPLNLR /
1000;

0827
 

3100
 

Spool Items
Processed (User
defined)
 

 1000 Lines
 

 1 SPLKNLRU
 

IF
XNLRU=1THEN

 C SPLKNLRU=SPLNLR /
1000;

0828
 

 3110
 

Spool 3800
Pages Printed
 

 Pages
 

 1 SPLPGE1
 

IF
XNLRL=1THEN

 C SPLPGE1=SPLNLR /
50;

0833  3110 Spool Feet
Printed by PSF

 Feet 0 SPLFEET  

0839
 

 3110
 

Spool 6670
Pages Printed
 

 Pages
 

 1 SPLPGE2
 

IF ROUTE=255
THEN

 C SPLPGE2=SPLNLR /
50;

0840
 

 3110
 

Spool Special
Forms Charges
 

 Pages
 

 1 SPLPGE3
 

IF
FORMNUM=''xxxx''
THEN

 C SPLPGE3=SPLNLR /
50;

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Step Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the Step Level Charging Elements Tables: 

Comp Code  Invc Catg Charging
Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  Step Resource
Unit Charges

    

0401 1100 Step Service
Units

1000 SUs  1 PGMKSU PGMSERVU /
1000

0402 1100 Step TCB CPU
Service Units

1000 SUs  1 PGMKTCBU PGMTCBSU /
1000
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0403 1100 Step SRB CPU
Service Units

1000 SUs  1 PGMKSRBU PGMSRBSU /
1000

0404 1100 Step I/O Service
Units

1000 SUs  1 PGMKIOU PGMIOSU/ 1000

0405 1100 Step Main
Storage Service
Units

1000 SUs  1 PGMKMSOU PGMMSOSU /
1000

  zAAP CPU Time     
0406 1100 zAAP Eligible

CPU Time on CP
Seconds 0 PGMZACTM  

0409 1100 CPU time without
zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Seconds 0 PGMXCSTM  

0410 1100 Actual zAAP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 PGMZAPTM  

0414 1100 Normalized zAAP
CPU Time

Seconds 0 PGMZPNTM  

0416 1100 TCB time without
zIIP/zAAP Eligible

Seconds 0 PGMXTSTM  

  Step CPU
Charges

    

0421 1100 Step CPU
Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 PGMCPUNI  

0422 1100 Step CPU Time
Consumed

TCB+SRBSecon
ds

0 PGMCPUTM  

0423 1100 Step TCB CPU
Time Consumed

TCB Seconds 0 PGMTCBTM  

0424 1100 Step SRB CPU
Time Consumed

SRB Seconds 0 PGMSRBTM  

0425
 

1100
 

Step I/O CPU
Time Consumed
 

Seconds
 

 1 PGMIOCTM
 

(PGMEXCPS *
_IOCTM)

     C  /* _IOCTM
MACRO must be
defined in */

0426 1100 Step Hiperspace
CPU Time

Seconds 0 PGMHIPTM  

0427 1100 Step I/O Interrupt
CPU Time

Seconds 0 PGMIOITM  

0428 1100 Step Region
Control Task CPU
Time

Seconds 0 PGMRCTTM  

0429 1100 Step Vector
Utilization CPU
Time

Seconds 0 PGMVUTM  

0430 1100 Step Vector
Affinity CPU Time

Seconds 0 PGMVATM  

  zIIP CPU Time     
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0431 1100 zIIP Eligible CPU
Time on CP

Seconds 0 PGMSUCTM  

0433 1100 Actual zIIP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 PGMSUPTM  

0434 1100 Normalized zIIP
CPU Time

Seconds 0 PGMSPNTM  

  Step Memory
Charges

    

0441 1100 Step Real
Memory
Occupancy

Kcore-Hours 0 PGMRKHRS  

0442 1100 Step Virtual
Memory
Occupancy

Kcore-Hours 0 PGMVKHRS  

  Step Data
Transfer Charges

    

0461  2300 Step
Communications
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBCOM PGMDCOMM /
1000

0462  1500 Step DASD Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBDAS PGMDDASD /
1000

0463  1500 Step MSS Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBMSS PGMDMSS/ 1000

0464  1400 Step Tape Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBTAP PGMDTAPE /
1000

0465 3100 Step Unit Record
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBURE PGMDUREC /
1000

0466 1100 Step VIO Data
Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBVIO PGMDVIO/ 1000

0467  3165 Step Graphics
Data Transferred

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKBGRA PGMDGRAF /
1000

0468 1100 Step APPC Data
Sent

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKDATS PGMDATAS /
1000

0469 1100 Step APPC Data
Received

1000 Bytes  1 PGMKDATR PGMDATAR /
1000

  Step Device I/O
Charges

    

0491  2300 Step
Communication
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKECOM PGMECOMM /
1000

0492  1500 Step DASD
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEDAS PGMEDASD /
1000

0493  1500 Step MSS EXCPs 1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEMSS PGMEMSS/ 1000
0494  1400 Step Tape EXCPs 1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKETAP PGMETAPE /

1000
0495 3100 Step Unit Record

EXCPs
1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEURE PGMEUREC /

1000
0496 1100 Step Virtual I/O

EXCPs
1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEVIO PGMEVIO/ 1000
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0497  1200 Step Total EXCPs 1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEXCP PGMEXCPS /
1000

0498  3165 Step Graphics
EXCPs

1000 EXCPs  1 PGMKEGRA PGMEGRAF /
1000

  Step Elapsed
Charges

    

0521 1100 Step Elapsed
Execution Time

Seconds 0 PGMEXCTM  

0522 1100 Step Pseudo
Elapsed
Execution Time

Seconds 0 PGMWPETM  

  Step Data
Set Allocation
Charges

    

0531
 

1100
 

Step Total Data
Set Allocations
 

Data Sets
 

 1 PGMATOTL
 

PGMADASD+PG
MATAPE+PGMA
MSS+PGMACO
MM+

     C  PGMAUREC+PG
MAVIO+PGMAG
RAF

0532  1500 Step DASD Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMADASD  

0533  1400 Step Tape Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMATAPE  

0534  1500 Step MSS Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMAMSS  

0535  2300 Step Comm Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMACOMM  

0536 3100 Step Unit
Record Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMAUREC  

0537 1100 Step VIO Data
Set Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMAVIO  

0538  3165 Step Graphics
Data Set
Allocations

Data Sets 0 PGMAGRAF  

  Step Device
Allocation
Charges

    

0561  1500 Step DASD
Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNDASD  

0562  1500 Step DASD
Mountable Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMMDASD  

0563  1400 Step Tape Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNTAPE  

0564  1500 Step MSS Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNMSS  
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0565  2300 Step
Communication
Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNCOMM  

0566 3100 Step Unit
Record Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNUREC  

0567 1100 Step VIO Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNVIO  

0568  3165 Step Graphics
Device
Allocations

Devices 0 PGMNGRAF  

  Step Device
Occupancy
Charges

    

0591  1500 Step DASD
Occupancy Time
(Hours)

Hours 0 PGMDOHRS  

0592  1400 Step Tape
Occupancy Time
(Hours)

Hours 0 PGMTOHRS  

0593  1200 Step Channel
Path Hours

Hours 0 PGMCPHRS  

0594  1200 Step Total I/O
Hours

Hours 0 PGMTIHRS  

0595  1200 Step Used I/O
Hours

Hours 0 PGMUIHRS  

0596  1500 Step DASD
Occupancy Time
(Minutes)

Minutes  1 PGMDOMNS PGMDOHRS * 60

0597  1400 Step Tape
Occupancy Time
(Minutes)

Minutes  1 PGMTOMNS PGMTOHRS * 60

0598  1200 Step Channel
Path Minutes

Minutes  1 PGMCPMNS PGMCPHRS * 60

0599  1200 Step Total I/O
Minutes

Minutes  1 PGMTIMNS PGMTIHRS * 60

0600  1200 Step Used I/O
Minutes

Minutes  1 PGMUIMNS PGMUIHRS * 60

  Step Minimum
Charges

    

0651 1100 Program Steps
Encountered

Steps 0 PGMCOUNT  

  Step Operator
Mount Charges

    

0671  1500 Step Specific
DASD Mount

Mounts 0 PGMSDMT  

0672  1500 Step Specific
MSS Mount

Mounts 0 PGMSMMT  
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0673  1400 Step Specific
Tape Mount

Mounts 0 PGMSTMT  

0674  1500 Step Non-Specific
DASD Mount

Mounts 0 PGMNSDMT  

0675  1500 Step Non-Specific
MSS Mount

Mounts 0 PGMNSMMT  

0676  1400 Step Non-Specific
Tape Mount

Mounts 0 PGMNSTMT  

0678  1500 Step Total DASD
Mounts

Mounts 1 PGMTSDMT PGMSDMT +
PGMNSDMT

0679  1500 Step Total MSS
Mounts

Mounts 1 PGMTSMMT PGMSMMT +
PGMNSMMT

0670  1400 Step Total Tape
Mounts

Mounts 1 PGMTSTMT PGMSTMT +
PGMNSTMT

  Step TSO
Terminal Charges

    

0701  2100 Step Terminal
Connect Time

Hours 1 PGMEXHRS PGMEXCTM /
3600

0702  2100 Step Terminal
(TGET/TPUT) I/O

Terminal I/O 1 PGMTERIO PGMTGETS +
PGMTPUTS

  Step Device
Connect Charges

    

0721  1500 Step DASD
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 PGMCDASD  

0722  1400 Step Tape Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 PGMCTAPE  

0723  1500 Step MSS Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 PGMCMSS  

0724  2300 Step
Communication
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 PGMCCOMM  

0725 3100 Step Unit Record
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 PGMCUREC  

0726  3165 Step Graphics
Device Connect
Time

Seconds 0 PGMCGRAF  

0727  1200 Step Total Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 PGMTCNT  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Tandem Level Charging Elements Table
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The following illustration shows the Tandem Level Charging Elements Table: 

Tandem
Accounting

      

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  TANDEM
Accounting

    

3201 1100 CPU Busy Time Seconds 0 PRSCBSTM  
3202 1100 Sent Bytes Seconds 0 PRSNRCHS  
3203 1100 Received Bytes Seconds 0 PRSNRCHR  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

Tape Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the Tape Level Charging Elements Table:

Tape Management
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

   Tape
Management

    

3300  7100 Megabyte Hours
Utilized

 Megabyte-Hours 0 TMDDURSP  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

TSO Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the TSO Level Charging Elements Table: 

TSO Level Charging Elements
Comp  Code Invc  Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  TSO
TRANSACTION
ACCOUNTING
FROM TSOTSC

    

1400 1100 TSO Command
Count

Commands 0 TSCCOUNT  

  TSO RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  TSO CPU
Charges

    

1405 1100 TSO Service
Units

1000 SUs 1 TSUKSU TSUSERVU /
1000
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1410 1100 TSO Instructions
Executed

1Million 0 TSUCPUNI  

1411 1100 TSO Total CPU
Time Consumed

TCB+SRB
Seconds

0 TSUCPUTM  

1412 1100 TSO TCB CPU
Time Consumed

TCB Seconds 0 TSUTCBTM  

1413 1100 TSO SRB CPU
Time Consumed

SRB Seconds 0 TSUSRBTM  

  TSO Command
Processing

    

1430 1100 TSO Long
Commands
Processed

Commands 0 TSULCOM  

1431 1100 TSO Medium
Commands
Processed

Commands 0 TSUMCOM  

1432 1100 TSO Short
Commands
Processed

Commands 0 TSUMCOM  

1435 1100 TSO Total
Commands
Processed

Commands 0 TSUSCOM  

  TSO Input/Output
Charges

    

1420 1500 TSO I/O (EXCPS)
Generated

1000 Excps 1 TSUKEXCP TSUEXCPS /
1000

1440 2100 TSO Terminal
TGET I/O

Terminal I/Os 0 TSUTGETS  

1441 2100 TSO Terminal
TPUT I/O

Terminal I/Os 0 TSUTPUTS  

1442 2100 TSO Total
Terminal (TGET/
TPUT) I/O

Terminal I/Os 1 TSUTERIO TSUTGETS +
TSUTPUTS

1450 2100 TSO Terminal
TGET Characters

1000 Characters 1 TSUKGETS TSUGETCH /
1000

1451 2100 TSO Terminal
TPUT Characters

1000 Characters 1 TSUKPUTS TSUPUTCH /
1000

1452 2100 TSO Total
Terminal (TGET/
TPUT) Chars

1000 Characters 1 TSUKCHAR (TSUPUTCH +
TSUGETCH) /
1000

  TSO Time     
1455 2100 TSO Connect

Time
Hours 1 TSUEXCTM TSUCONTM /

3600
  TSO Sessions     
1456 1100 TSO Number of

Logons
Logons 0 TSUNOLOG  

  TSO
TRANSACTION
ACCOUNTING
FROM TSOTSI
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1480 1100 TSO number of
Executions

Transactions 0 TSINOEXS  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

UNIX/MeasureWare Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the UNIX/MeasureWare Charging Elements Table: 

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

  UNIX/MW
APPLICATION
ACCOUNTING

    

2601 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
TotalCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPCPUTM  

2602 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
SystemCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPSYSTM  

2603 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
UserCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPUSRTM  

2604 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
NiceCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPNICTM  

2605 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Real TimeCPU
Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPRTMTM  

2606 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
NormalCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 APPNORTM  

2611 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Physical Disk I/O

1000 I/O 1 APPKDIO APPDSKIO /
1000

2612 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Logical Disk
Reads

1000 I/O 1 APPKLRD APPLRDCT /
1000

2613 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Logical Disk
Writes

1000 I/O 1 APPKLWT APPLWTCT /
1000

2614 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Physical Disk
Reads

1000 I/O 1 APPKPRD APPPRDCT /
1000

2615 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Physical Disk
Writes

1000 I/O 1 APPKPWT APPPWTCT /
1000

2616 1700 UNIX/MW Appl I/
O Transfer Count

Kilobytes 0 APPPKBCT  

2617 1700 UNIX/MW Appl
Logical Disk I/O

1000 I/O 1 APPKLIO APPLIOCT / 1000

  UNIX/MW
PROCESS
ACCOUNTING

    

2651 1700 UNIX/MW
Process
TotalCPU Time

CPU Seconds 0 KPSCPUTM  
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2661 1700 UNIX/MW
Process Physical
Disk I/O

1000 I/O 1 KPSKDIO KPSDSKIO /
1000

2662 1700 UNIX/MW
Process Logical
Disk I/O

1000 I/O 1 KPSKLDK KPSLDKCT /
1000

2663 1700 UNIX/MW
Process I/O
Transfer Count

Kilobytes 0 KPSPKBCT  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

The availability of some of these data elements is dependent on your operating environment. For a description of the
data elements available for various UNIX operating environments supported by MICS, see the MICS Analyzer Option for
MeasureWare.

VCA Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the VCA Level Charging Elements Tables: 

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging
Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  VCA RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  VCA Permanent
Disk Space
Allocation

    

1800 7200 VCA Disk Space
Allocation

Megabyte Hour 1 DAAMBHR DAAKBHR / 1000

1801 7200 NON-VSAM 3330
DASD Space

3330 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3330'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;
ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1802 7200 NON-VSAM 3350
DASD Space

3350 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3350'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1803 7200 NON-VSAM 3380
DASD Space

3380 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3380'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0
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1804 7200 NON-VSAM 3390
DASD Space

3390 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3390'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1811 7200 VSAM 3330
DASD Space

3330 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3330'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1812 7200 VSAM 3350
DASD Space

3350 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3350'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1813 7200 VSAM 3380
DASD Space

3380 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3380'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

1814 7200 VSAM 3390
DASD Space

3390 Track Day 1 DAATKDAY IF DEVTYPE
=:'3390'

C THEN
DAATKDAY =
DAATKHR / 24;

C ELSE
DAATKDAY = 0

  VCA Allocation in
Space-Time

    

1820 7200 Megabyte
HoursUtilized

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1830 7260 Charge for
Default Storage
Class

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1831 7260 Charge for
Storage Class
Value 1

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1832 7260 Charge for
Storage Class
Value 2

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  
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1833 7260 Charge for
Storage Class
Value 3

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1834 7260 Charge for
Storage CLass
Value 4

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1835 7260 Charge for
Storage CLass
Value 5

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1836 7260 Charge for
Storage CLass
Value 6

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1840 7240 Charge
for Default
Management
Class

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1841 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 1

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1842 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 2

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1843 7240 Charge for
Management
CLass Value 3

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1844 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 4

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1845 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 5

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1846 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 6

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1847 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 7

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1848 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 8

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1849 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 9

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

1850 7240 Charge for
Management
Class Value 10

Megabyte Hours 0 DAADURSP  

  VCA Permanent
Disk Data Sets

    

1821 7200 VCA Disk Data
Sets Allocated

Data Set Count 0 DAADSNNO  
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  HSM
RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

    

  HSM Migrated
Data

    

1860 7200 Megabyte
HoursUtilized

Megabyte Hours 0 MIGDURSP  

  HSM Backup
Data

    

1865 7200 Megabyte
HoursUtilized

Megabyte Hours 0 BACDURSP  

  HFS Allocation in
Space-Time

    

1870 7200 Megabyte
HoursUtilized

Megabyte Hours 0 DIRDURSP  

1875 7200 Kilobyte
HoursUtilized

Kilobyte Hours 0 DIRKBHR  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

VMC Level Charging Elements Tables

The following illustrations show the VMC Level Charging Elements Tables:

Comp Code Invc Catg Charging Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging Element Element
Derivation*

VM RESOURCE
ACCOUNTING

1701 1100 VM Instructions
Executed

1 Million 0 CMUCPUNI

1702 1100 VM Total CPU
Time

Seconds 0 CMUTTIME

1703 1100 VM Virtual CPU
Time

Seconds 0 CMUVTIME

1706 1100 VM Session Time Minutes 1 CMUEXMIN CMUSESTM / 60
1707 1100 VM Overhead

CPU Time
Seconds 0 CMUOTIME

1720 1100 Linux Process
Total CPU Time

Seconds 0 LXPTTIME

1724 1100 Linux Process
User CPU Time

Seconds 0 LXPVTIME

1731 1500 VM DASD Space
for Permanent
DASD/CKD

Cylinders 1 DACSTMP1 IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD/
CKD'
AND
DACATYPE=:'PERM'
THEN
DACSTMP1=DACSPACE;
ELSE
DACSTMP1=0
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1732 1500 VM DASD Space
for Temporary
DASD/CKD

Cylinders 1 DACSTMP2 IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD/
CKD'
AND
DACATYPE=:'T-
DISK'
THEN
DACSTMP2=DACSPACE;
ELSE
DACSTMP2=0

1733 1500 VM DASD Space
for Permanent
DASD/FBA

Blocks 1 DACSTMP3 IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD/
FBA'
AND
DACATYPE=:'PERM'
THEN
DACSTMP3=DACSPACE;
ELSE
DACSTMP3=0

>1734 1500 VM DASD Space
for Temporary
DASD/FBA

Blocks 1 DACSTMP4 IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD/
FBA'
AND
DACATYPE=:'T-
DISK'
THEN
DACSTMP4=DACSPACE;
ELSE
DACSTMP4=0

1735 1500 VM Disk Usage Megabyte Hour 1 DACMBNRS IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD'
THEN
DACMBHRS=DACMBYTS*(DACCONTM/3600);

1741 1400 VM Tape
Allocations

Count 1 DACNRTAP IF
DEVCLASS=:'TAPE'
THEN
DACNRTAP=DACNRALC;
ELSE
DACNRTAP=0

1742 1500 VM DASD
Allocations

Count 1 DACNRDAS IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD'
AND
DACATYPE=:'PERM'
THEN
DACNRDAS=DACNRALC;
ELSE
DACNRDAS=0

1743 1550 VM Temporary
Disk Allocations

Count 1 DACNRTDS IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD'
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AND
DACATYPE=:'T-
DISK'
THEN
DACNRTDS=DACNRALC;
ELSE
DACNRTDS=0

1744 2200 VM Comm
Allocations

Count 1 DACNRCOM IF
DEVCLASS=:'TERM'
OR
DEVCLASS=:'GRAP'
OR
DEVCLASS=:'SPEC'
THEN
DACNRCOM=DACNRALC;
ELSE
DACNRCOM=0

1745 3100 VM Unit Record
Allocations

Count 1 DACNRURC IF
DEVCLASS=:'URI'
OR
DEVCLASS=:'URO'
THEN
DACNRURC=DACNRALC;
ELSE
DACNRURC=0

1746 1100 VM Total
Allocations

Count 0 DACNRALC

1752 1200 VM Non-Spooled
SIOs

1000 SIOs 1 CMUKIO CMUSIO/1000

1753 1400 VM Tape
Occupancy Time

Seconds 1 DACTAPTM IF
DEVCLASS=:'TAPE'
THEN
DACTAPTM=DACCONTM;
ELSE
DACTAPTM=0

1754 1500 VM DASD
Occupancy Time

Seconds 1 DACDASTM IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD'
AND
DACATYPE=:'PERM'
THEN
DACDASTM=DACCONTM;
ELSE
DACDASTM=0

1755 1550 VM Temporary
Disk Occupancy
Time

Seconds 1 DACTDSTM IF
DEVCLASS=:'DASD'
and
DACATYPE=:'T-
DISK'
THEN
DACTDSTM=DACCONTM
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ELSE
DACTDSTM=0

1756 2200 VM Comm
Occupancy Time

Seconds 1 DACCOMTM IF
DEVCLASS=:'TERM'
OR
DEVCLASS=:'GRAP'
OR
DEVCLASS=;'SPEC'
THEN
DACCOMTM=DACCONTM;
ELSE
DACCOMTM=0

1757 3100 VM Unit Record
Occupancy Time

Seconds 1 DACURCTM IF
DEVCLASS=:'URI'
OR
DEVCLASS=:'URO'
THEN
DACURCTM=DACCONTM;
ELSE
DACURCTM=0

1759 1200 VM Device
Connect Time

Seconds 0 DACCONTM

1760 1200 VM Successful
Non-Spooled
SIOs

1000 SIOs 1 CMUKIOX CMUSIOX/1000

1771 3120 VM Cards Read 1000 Cards 1 CMUKCRD CMUCRD / 1000
1772 3130 VM Cards

Punched
1000 Cards 1 CMUKPUN CMUPUN / 1000

1773 3100 VM Lines Printed 1000 Lines 1 CMUKPRT CMUPRT / 1000
1780 3100 VM RSCS

Records in File
1000 Records 1 VRAKNLR VRANLR/1000;

1790 2200 VM VTAM Input
Request Units

Request Units 0 NTUNRRUR

1791 2200 VM VTAM Input
Characters

Characters 0 NTUNRCHR

1792 2200 VM VTAM Output
Request Units

Request Units 0 NTUNRRUS

1793 2200 VM VTAM Output
Characters

Characters 0 NTUNRCHS

1794 2200 VM VTAM
Console Output
Lines

Lines 0 NTUNRCOL

1795 2200 VM VTAM Copy
Requests

Requests 0 NTUNRCPY

1796 2200 VM VTAM Total
Request Units

Request Units 1 NTUTRU (NTUNRRUR +
NTUNRRUS) /
1000

1797 2200 VM VTAM Total
Characters

1000 Characters 1 NTUTCHAR (NTUNRCHR +
NTUNRCHS) /
1000
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* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

WEB Level Charging Elements Table

The following illustration shows the WEB Level Charging Elements Table:

WEB Level Charging Elements
Comp Code Invc Catg Charging

Element
Description

Measured Units F I Charging
Element

Element
Derivation*

  WEB ANALYZER
DATA
ACCOUNTING

    

3000 1100  Bytes
Transferred

Bytes 0 SALBYTET  

3010 1100  KiloBytes
Transferred

Kilo Bytes 0 SALKBYTT  

3020 1100  MegaBytes
Transferred

Mega Bytes 0 SALMBYTT  

  Web Request
Activity

    

3030 1100  Web zIIP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 WRASUPTM  

3031 1100  Web Normalized
zIIP CPU Time

Seconds 0 WRASPNTM  

3032 1100  Web zIIP Eligible
CPU Time on CP

Seconds 0 WRASUCTM  

3033 1100  Web zAAP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 WRAZAPTM  

3034 1100  Web Normalized
zAAP CPU Time

Seconds 0 WRAZPNTM  

3035 1100  Web zAAP
Eligible CPU
Time on CP

Seconds 0 WRAZACTM  

3036 1100  Web CP CPU
Time Minus zIIP/
zAAP Eligible

Seconds 0 WRAXCSTM  

3037 1100  Web CP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 WRACPUTM  

  WebSphere
Application
Server
ACCOUNTING

    

3040 1100  Total Bytes
Transferred

Bytes 0 SAFBYTET  

3050 1100  Total Bytes
Transferred
(Kilobytes)

Kilo Bytes 0 SAFKBYTT  
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3060 1100  Total Bytes
Transferred
(Megabytes)

Mega Bytes 0 SAFMBYTT  

  Web Asynch
Activity

    

3070 1100  Web CP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 WAACPUTM  

3072 1100  Web Normalized
zIIP/zAAP CPU
Time

Seconds 0 WAANZZTM  

3074 1100  Web zIIP/zAAP
CPU Time

Seconds 0 WAAAZZTM  

* The calculations are in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

ACT Defining Invoice Categories

Charges are computed at the individual charging element level. Since this level may be too technical and/or detailed for
meaningful reporting, charges are reported by general, user-defined groups called invoice categories

A default Invoice Category Table is distributed with the system. However, to provide maximum flexibility, you may make
additions or changes so that the reporting structure is consistent with your installation's requirements.

Since the only invoice categories that appear on the invoice are those that are associated with the Rate Table's charging
element computation codes, we recommend that you do not delete any of the standard invoice categories.

Steps to Define Invoice Categories 

1. Select Option 3, Invoice Category Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu to display the Invoice Category
Definition panel and make the changes that you need.

2. Submit the INVCCAT job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. This job generates the $ACTIVCF format in
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB. This format relates each invoice category to its description and is used in printing the
invoice. If you have made any changes, you are automatically asked to submit this job when you END from the Invoice
Category Definition panel.

You can also submit this job from TSO as follows:

SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVCCAT)'

Use the following sections to define invoice categories:

  

Invoice Category Worksheet 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                   INVOICE CATEGORY WORKSHEET

             Invoice

            Category                              Description

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________
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          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

          ______________      _____________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Invoice Category Worksheet worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Invoice category
Description: The unique, four-digit invoice category number used to report charges incurred against a group of billable
elements.
Default: Refer to the Table of Default Invoice Categories, see the List of Default Invoice Categories section below.
Values: Alphanumeric, 1000 to 8999 or 1XXX to 8XXX
Note: The first digit in the invoice category number denotes a general classification and the next three digits denote
a subgroup. All four digits together constitute a detail invoice category. Both general classification invoice categories
(nXXX) and detail invoice categories (nnnn) are shown on the invoice.
Invoice categories greater than 8999 are reserved for MICS internal use. User-defined invoice categories should be in
the range of n950 - n999, where n is 1 thru 8.

• Description
Description: The description of this invoice category, which will be printed on the invoice and financial reports.
Default: Refer to the Table of Default Invoice Categories, see the List of Default Invoice Categories section below.
Values: Character, length 40
Note: When adding a completely new category type, you should also add a general classification invoice category
(nXXX) to the table.

Invoice Category Example

The following Invoice Category Example assumes that the printing of labels constitutes a large part of the installation's
printer activity. This category is to be added and assigned the invoice category of 7003.

_____________________________________________________________
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                  INVOICE CATEGORY WORKSHEET

 Invoice

 Category  Description

 7953      Labels

_____________________________________________________________

List of Default Invoice Categories

The following list contains the default invoice categories that are distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

1XXX - Processor Hardware 

1100
Central Processor(s) 

1110
Processor Storage

1200
Channels 

1300
Control Units 

1400
Tape Drives

1500 
Direct Access 

1550
Mass Storage Devices

1600
Minicomputers

1650
Minicomputers

1700
UNIX Systems

1750
UNIX Resource Accounting

1800
NT Systems

2XXX - Teleprocessing Equipment

2100Terminals 

2110
NSM Asset Management

2120
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I/S Inventory and Assets

2130
Modems

2150
Multiplexors

2160
Control Units

2200
Communications Lines

2300
Communications processors

2400
Local-Area Network Equipment

2500
Microwave Transmission Equipment

2600
Satellite Earth Stations

2800
Voice Communications Equipment

2900
Video-Conferencing Equipment 

3XXX - Hard Copy I/O Devices

3100
Mechanical Printers

3110
Laser Printers

3120
Card Readers

3130
Card Punches

3135
Interpreters

3140
Sorters

3141
Collators

142
Bursters

3143
Deleavers

3144
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Paper Cutters

3150
OCR Readers

3151
MICR Readers

3152
Microfilm Printers

3153
Aperture Card Equipment

3160
Plotters

3165
Graphics Equipment

3170
Data Conversion Units

3200
Paper Copiers

3250
Microfilm Copiers

3300
Offset Printing

3400
Keypunches

3410
Key to Tape/Disk Units

4XXX - Support Equipment

4001
Tape Cleaner Unit

4002
Tape Certification Unit 

4003
Pack Examiner

4100
Oscilloscopes

4210
Datascopes

4220
Patch Panel Equipment

4230
Network Control Systems

4500
Hardware Monitors
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5XXX - Software

51XX
System Software
Purchase/Lease Costs
Development Cost
Documentation Costs
Training Costs
Maintenance Cost

55XX
Application Software
Purchase/Lease Costs
Development Cost
Documentation Costs
Training Costs
Maintenance Cost

58XX
Communication Software
Purchase/Lease Costs
Development Cost
Documentation Costs
Training Costs
Maintenance Cost

6XXX - Personnel

6001
Administrative

6100
Systems Programmers

6200
Applications Programmers

6300
Systems Analysts

6400
Operators

6410
I/O Personnel

6420
Schedulers

6430
Data Control Personnel

6440
Tape Librarians

6450
DASD Manager

6500
Data Entry
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6600
Education and Training

6700
Hardware Installation and Support

6800
Clerical

6900
Facilities Maintenance

7XXX - Inventories

7001

Paper

7002
Cards

 7100
Tape Volumes

7200
Disk Volumes

7230
SMS Storage Class

7240
SMS Management Class

7250
Mass Storage Cartridges

7300
Printer Ribbons

7800
Reference Manuals

7850
Library Volumes

7900
Expendables 

8XXX - Facilities

8001
Furniture and Fixtures

8050
Floor Space

8100
Environmental Control

8110
Heat
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8120
Light

8130
Power

8140
Air Conditioning

8200
Transportation

8300
General Office Machines

8400
Security

8450
Fire Control

8500
Auxiliary Power Supply

9XXX - Reserved for MICS Use

ACT Defining Credit Categories

You may make adjustments to a cost center's charges in the form of credits for problems and malfunctions that occur in
processing the cost center's work. To facilitate analysis and reporting, a coding system is provided for categorizing the
reason for a credit. These codes are called credit categories.

A default table of credit categories is distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. However, to provide maximum
flexibility, you may make additions or changes so that the reporting structure is consistent with your installation's
requirements.

Steps to Define Credit Categories 

1. Select Option 4, Credit Category Definition, on the Parameter Specifications menu to display the Credit Category
Definition panel and make the changes that you need.

2. Submit the job CREDCAT in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. This job generates the $ACTCRED format in
sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB, which is used in the Invoice Credit Supplement Report to relate each credit category to
its description. If you made any changes, you are automatically asked to submit this job when you END from the Credit
Category Definition panel.

You can also submit this job from TSO as follows:

SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CREDCAT)'

The following sections will help you decide how to define the credit categories:

  

Credit Category Worksheet 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                             CREDIT CATEGORY WORKSHEET

          Credit

          Category                          Description

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________      ________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Credit Category Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Credit Category
Description: The unique, four-digit credit category number used to report credits given for a specific type of outage or
error.
Default: Refer to the Table of Default Credit Categories
Values: Alphanumeric, 1000 to 9999 or 1XXX to 9XXX
Note: The first digit in the credit category number denotes a general classification and the next three digits denote a
subgrouping. All four digits together constitute a detail credit category. User-defined credit categories should be in the
range of n950 - n999, where n is 1 thru 8. This corresponds to the range of invoice categories reserved for users.

• Description
Description: The description of this credit category, which will be printed on the standard financial reports.
Default: Refer to the Table of Default Credit Categories
Values: Character, length 40, any character string
Note: When adding a completely new category type, you should also add a general classification invoice category
(nXXX).
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Credit Category Example

The Credit Category Example assumes that the installation wants to add DB2 malfunctions as a credit category.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__         Administrator: ___________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Credit

 Category  Description

 5950      DB2

 5951      DB2 Malfunction

____________________________________________________________

List of Default Credit Categories

The following list contains the default credit categories that are distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

1XXX - Processor Hardware

1100
Central Processor Malfunction

1110
Processor Storage Malfunction

1200
Channel Malfunction

1300
Control Unit Malfunction

1400
Tape Drive Malfunction

1500
DASD Storage Device Malfunction

1550
Mass Storage Device Malfunction

1600
Minicomputer Malfunction

1650
Microcomputer Malfunction

1700
UNIX Systems Malfunction

2XXX - Teleprocessing Equipment

2100
Terminal Inoperative
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2130
Modem Malfunction

2150
Multiplexor Malfunction

2160
Control Unit Malfunction

2220
Communications Line Outage

2300
Communications Processor Error

2400
Local-Area Network Malfunction

2500
Microwave Transmission Malfunction

2600
Satellite Earth Station Malfunction

2700
Voice Communications Malfunction

2800
Video-Conferencing Malfunction

3XXX - Hard Copy I/O Devices

3100
Mechanical Printer Malfunction

3110
Laser Print Malfunction

3120
Card Reader Malfunction

3130
Card Punch Malfunction

3135
Interpreter Malfunction

3140
Sorter Malfunction

3141
Collator Malfunction

3142
Burster Malfunction

3143
Deliver Malfunction

3144
Paper Cutter Malfunction

3150
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OCR Reader Malfunction

3151
MICR Reader Malfunction

3152
Microfilm Printer Malfunction

3153
Aperture Card Device Malfunction

3160
Plotter Malfunction

3165
Graphics Equipment Malfunction

3170
Data Conversion Unit Malfunction

3200
Paper Copier Malfunction

3300
Microfilm Copier Malfunction

3400
Offset Printing Malfunction

3500
Keypunch Malfunction

3510
Key to Tape/Disk Unit Malfunction

5XXX - System Software

5100
SCP System Software

5110
Master Scheduler Malfunction

5200
Sub-System Malfunction

5210
JES2 Malfunction

5220
JES3 Malfunction

5230
HSM Malfunction

5240
TSO Malfunction

5300
Communications Malfunction

5310
VTAM Malfunction
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5320
TCAM Malfunction

5330
SNA Malfunction

5340
NCP Malfunction

5350
NCCF Malfunction

5400
DBMS Malfunction

5410
IMS

5411
IMS/DB Malfunction

5412
IMS/DC Malfunction 

5420
CICS

5421
CICS Malfunction

5422
CICS/DL1 Malfunction

5500
Interactive Systems

5510
APL Malfunction

5520
IPCS Malfunction

5530
ISPF Malfunction

5540
IIS Malfunction

5550
VSPC Malfunction

5560
Session Manager Malfunction

5600
Program Products

5610
RACF Malfunction

5620
SMP Malfunction
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5630
VPSS Malfunction

5640
Compiler Malfunction

5650
SAS Malfunction

5900
System Utilities

 910
AMS Malfunction

5920
Catalog Malfunction

6XXX - Personnel 

6100
Systems

6110
Systems Programmer Error

6120
Applications Programmer Error

 6130
Systems Analyst Error

6200
Operations

6210
Master Console Operator Error

6220
I/O Operator Error

6230
Scheduler Error

6240
Data Control Error

6250
Tape Librarian Error

6300
Controls

6310
DASD Manager Error

6400
Support Services

6510
Data Entry Error 

6520
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Clerical Error

6530
Delivery Error

6600
Hardware

6610
Hardware Installation Error

6620
Hardware Maintenance Error

8XXX - Environmental

8100
Environmental

8110
Heating Malfunction

8120
Lighting Malfunction

8130
Power Malfunction

8140
Air Conditioning Malfunction

8150
Auxiliary Power Supply Malfunction

8200
Damage Control

8210
Security Problem

8220
Fire Control Problem

ACT Specifying Rates

After your charging elements are defined and assigned computation codes (refer to the Defining Charging Elements
section), you must assign rates to the computation codes to charge for system use.

The following sections help you through the process of specifying journal file characteristics and assigning rates.

• Defining the Rate Table
• Defining Qualification Groups

ACT Defining the Rate Table

The rate tables establish:
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• Which journal files will be used for charging
• The types of accounting procedures that will be employed
• The computation codes and rates used to calculate the charges
• The range of input data to which a specific calculation will apply

There is one rate table for each MICS unit in which Accounting and Chargeback is installed, including external file units,
and one for complex-level external files. This section describes how to define a rate table for standard MICS products,
external files in external file units, and field-developed applications. Rate tables for external files at the complex level are
described in Accounting for Complex-Level External Files.

A set of computation codes and rates is called a charging algorithm. Charging algorithms must be defined for each journal
file to be used. As many charging algorithms as needed may be defined for each journal file. If only one algorithm is
defined, it will be used to compute the charges for all records in the file. If more than one algorithm is defined, the records
to which each applies must be established. This is called algorithm qualification because each algorithm is qualified by the
records to which it applies.

When You Select a Journal File for the First Time on the Rate Table

Component and File Selection panel, a default (or sample) rate table for that file is copied into your rate table with all
rates set to 0, and the journal file is marked ACTIVE. This activates the journal file for charging when the next MAGRUN
job is run. However, the charges in the journal file observations will all be zero unless rates are changed to a non-zero
value. If one or more rates for the journal file are changed to a non-zero value, it will be activated for charging by the next
MAGRUN job, and journal file records containing the specified rates will be produced for invoicing.

When you change the specifications for a journal file, code or modify a journal file exit, or add, delete, or modify a charging
algorithm or its qualification, you must modify the Rate Table parameter.

Each computation code used in a Rate Table must be defined in the table of default charging elements.

The following diagram depicts the process to define the rate table.

Rate Table Process 

              Unit Database Selection

                        |

               Journal File Selection

                        |

             Journal File Specifications

                        |

               Journal File Exit Coding

                        |

              Algorithm Specification

                        |

                        |

+-------------------------------------------------+

|  Resource         Direct Assignment Algorithms  |

|  Accounting               and/or                |

|                   Control Variable Algorithms   |

|                                                 |

|  Transaction      Control Variable Algorithms   |

|  Accounting                                     |

+-------------------------------------------------+

                       |

                       |

              Algorithm Qualification

                       |
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      External Journal File Specifications

                       |

   External Journal File Input Routine Coding

                       |

 External Journal File Preprocessing Exit Coding

Steps to Define the Rate Table

Follow the steps in this checklist to define the rate table:

1. Identify the MICS database units in which Accounting and Chargeback is (or will be) installed. It must be installed
in each unit containing a MICS analyzer or field-developed application you want to charge for. In addition, if you are
charging for external files at the unit level, you must have a unit with only Accounting and Chargeback installed in it.

2. On the Rate Table Component and File Selection Worksheet, mark an "S" next to each journal file that you wish to use
for charging in the unit.

3. Fill out the Journal File Specifications Worksheet, for each journal file that you selected for charging in the unit.
Journal file specifications are made for each journal file for which charges will be computed. These specifications
determine the types of accounting procedures that will be employed for all charges derived from information in a single
MICS analyzer file. These procedures include zone (shift) differential accounting, priority surcharging, and journal
prorating.

4. Fill out the Rate Table Direct Assignment Algorithm Worksheet, for each resource accounting journal file that you have
selected in the unit. This worksheet is sufficient if your algorithm is simple, with only one rate and one computation
code for each charging element. If you want to use different rates and/or computation codes for one or more charging
elements, you must also use the Rate Table Control Variable Algorithm Worksheet in  Algorithm Specifications
Worksheets.
In addition, fill out the Rate Table Control Variable Algorithm Worksheet for each transaction accounting journal file you
have selected in the unit.

5. Fill out an Algorithm Qualification Worksheet, for each journal file for which you have specified more than one charging
algorithm.
Within the information from a given MICS product file, the scope (span of application) of an algorithm may be limited
to specific mainframe processors (SYSIDs), applications (SUBSYSIDs), types of work (SUBTYPEs), user-defined
organizational units (COSTCTRs), and work units. Algorithm qualification defines the portion of the file to which each
algorithm applies.

6. If you want to code a SAS exit for processing immediately prior to the output of each record, fill out the Journal File
Exit Worksheet.
Complete steps 7 through 9 for each of your external journal files, in an external file unit. If you do not have any
external journal files, skip to step 10.

7. Fill out the  External Journal File Update Job Worksheet, for each of your external journal files. You will specify
whether to use duplicate data checking when the external journal file update job runs and will write the input DD
statement to input your external file.

8. Fill out the input routine for each of your external journal files on the  External Journal File Input Routine Worksheet.
9. (Optional) fill out a preprocessing exit for each of your external journal files on the ACT Specifying an Ext. Journal File

Preprocessing Exit. This exit preprocesses your external file before the file is read in.
10. Select Option 6, Rate Table, on the Parameter Specifications menu to display the Component and File Selection

panel. If Accounting and Chargeback is installed in more than one database unit, the unit selection panel will be
displayed prior to the Component and File Selection panel, and you must select a unit.
Select a journal file for which you want to modify the Rate Table on the Component and File Selection panel. The File
Options menu will be displayed for you to select the option(s) that you need to modify. If you select an external file unit,
three additional options, discussed in steps 7 through 9, appear on the File Options menu.

11. Submit the job Rate Table generation job, MAGRUN, in prefix.MICS.CNTL. If you made any changes, you are
automatically asked to submit this job when you END from the Component and File Selection panel.
You can also submit this job from TSO as follows:
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SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'

The MAGRUN job executes the Charging Element generation and then generates the following items:
– #ACTMSTR - in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE

This module contains SAS macros to support charging for each journal file that you have selected in the unit.
– #ACTXfff - in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE 

One module is generated for each journal file in the unit (where fff is the file ID of the associated MICS product file).
For active journal files, the module contains SAS code to compute the charges for the journal file.

– #LGRDSUM - in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
This module contains SAS code to summarize the Ledger File in the DAYS timespan.

– ACTAUDIT - in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
This module contains SAS code to create the Audit File for a unit.

– $ACTVaaa - in prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
One format is generated for each control variable charging algorithm in the unit (where aaa is the algorithm ID).
Each format relates a control variable name and value to a computation code, rate, and rate effective date.

– $ACTRaaa - in prefix.MICS.MUOLIB
One format is generated for each algorithm in the unit (where aaa is the algorithm ID). Each format relates a
computation code to a rate and the rate effective date.

For external journal files, MAGRUN also generates:
– ACTfffTB - in prefix.MICS.CNTL

One job is generated for each external journal file in the unit (where fff is the file identifier of the associated file).
This is the job you will run to load data into the external journal file.

ACT Selecting a Journal File

This article discusses the Rate Table - Component and File Selection Worksheet and includes examples.

Component and File Selection Worksheet

The following figure shows a Rate Table - Component and File Selection Worksheet.

 

 DATABASE UNIT IDENTIFIER:_______________

 CA MICS                      Journal       Journal                     CA MICS                   Journal    

   Journal

 Database      Select         File          File                        Database       Select     File       

   File

 Component     Files          ID            Description                 Component      Files      ID         

   Description

 CIC              _           ACTJCS        CICS Resource                SNT            _         ACTJPS     

   NPM Resource

                  or                                                          (or select ONE of the following)

                  _           ACTJCA        CICS Transaction                            _         ACTJNP     

   NCP Resource

                                                                                        _         ACTJNS     

   NETSPY Resource

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJNA     

   NLDM Resrc/NVSNSA

 DB2              _           ACTJDS        DB2 Resource                                _         ACTJNC     

   NLDM Resrc/NVSNSC
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJRT     

   NLDM Resrc/NVSRTM

 DEX              _           ACTJPC        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAPRC     

 ------------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJIM        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAIMG      TSO            _         ACTJTU     

   TSO Resource

                  _           ACTJPQ        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAPRQ                     _         ACTJTC     

   Command Usage

                  _           ACTJDK        VAX/VMS Disk Storage                        _         ACTJTI     

   Interactive Usage

 -------------------------------------------------------------------    

 ------------------------------------------------------------

 IDM              _           ACTJSU        IDMS Resource                VCA            _         ACTJDA     

   Non-VSAM Resource

                  or                                                                    _         ACTJMS     

   SMS Resource

                  _           ACTJSA        IDMS Transaction                            _         ACTJVS     

   VSAM Resource

                                                                                        _         ACTJHF     

   HFS Resource

 -------------------------------------------------------------------    

 ------------------------------------------------------------

 IMS              _           ACTJIA        IMS Transaction              HSM            _         ACTJMG     

   Migrated Data

                  or                                                                    _         ACTJBC     

   Backup Data

                  _           ACTJIS        IMS Resource                

 ------------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJIX        IMS Fast Path                VMC            _         ACTJCM     

   VMC Resource/VMCCMU

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJDC     

   VM Service/VMCDAC

 PWR              _           ACTJPJ        VSE/POWER Job                               _         ACTJVR     

   VMC RSCS Spool

                  _           ACTJPP        VSE/POWER Program                           _         ACTJNT     

   VM Network/VMCNTU

                                                                                        _         ACTJLN     

   LINUX Resrc/LNXLXP

                  _           ACTJPO        VSE/POWER Spool             

 ------------------------------------------------------------

 -------------------------------------------------------------------     AUM            _         ACTJMA     

   UNIX/MW Application

 SMF              _           ACTJBJ        Batch Job                                   _         ACTJMP     

   UNIX/MW Process

                  _           ACTJBP        Batch Program               

 ------------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJBS        Batch Spool                  MQS            _         ACTJMQ     

   Message Manager

                  _           ACTJTP        APPC/MVS TP Resource                        _         ACTJTA     

   Task Accounting

                  _           ACTJBM        MULC Address Space                          _         ACTJQA     

   Queue Activity
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                  _           ACTJRN        Multisystem Enclaves                        _         ACTJMF     

   Flow Accounting

 -------------------------------------------------------------------    

 -----------------------------------------------------------

 WEB              _           ACTJWB        WEB Resource TDM             TDM            _         ACTJTD     

   Process Activity

                  _           ACTJSF        WebSphere Appl. Server      

 ------------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJWA        Web Asynch Activity

                  _           ACTJWR        Web Request Activity

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

 TAP              _           ACTJTV        Tape Management

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

 External Files                                                          Field-Developed Applications

 EXT              _           ACTJLX       Linux Journal File            ________       _         ACTJ______ 

   _________________

 EXT              _           ACTJ___       ________________________     ________       _         ACTJ______ 

   _________________

 

Component and File Selection Worksheet Use the worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Database Unit Identifier
Description: The one-character MICS database unit identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1
Note: Fill in this information only for field-developed applications. You may not have all of the MICS components
shown on the worksheet installed at your installation.

• MICS database Component
Description: The three-character MICS component identifier or EXT for external files.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3
Note: Fill in this information only for field-developed applications.

• Select Files
Description: Identifies which journal files will be utilized for accounting.
Default: None
Values: Selection only
Note: Entries separated by "or" in the MICS database component file name column are mutually exclusive (you can
select only one). For some components, such as SMF and TSO, you may select multiple files. For others, you may use
only one FILE statement. You may use both the BATJOB and BATPGM files at the same time; however, you should not
charge for the same activity (for example, batch jobs or steps) from both.

• Journal File Identifier
Description: The two-character suffix that is appended to ACTJ to construct the journal file name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 2. Usually, the fourth and fifth positions of the MICS product file name indicated above are
used. The journal file identifier must be unique. If the fourth and fifth positions of the file name conflict with another
journal file identifier, you must use a different two characters.
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Note: Fill in this information for field-developed applications and external journal files. You cannot change the standard
MICS products' journal file identifiers.

• Journal File Description
Description: The text description of the journal file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40

Component and File Selection Example

The example in the following worksheet shows the selection of the Batch Job Journal File, the CICS Resource Journal
File, and the DB2 Resource Journal File.

         

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

          |                                                                                                  

        |

          | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

         

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                           RATE TABLE - COMPONENT AND FILE SELECTION WORKSHEET

 DATABASE UNIT IDENTIFIER:_______________

 CA MICS                      Journal       Journal                     CA MICS                   Journal    

  Journal

 Database      Select         File          File                        Database       Select     File       

  File

 Component     Files          ID            Description                 Component      Files      ID         

  Description

 CIC              S           ACTJCS        CICS Resource                SNT            _         ACTJPS     

  NPM Resource

                  or                                                          (or select ONE of the following)

                  _           ACTJCA        CICS Transaction                            _         ACTJNP     

  NCP Resource

                                                                                        _         ACTJNS     

  NETSPY Resource

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJNA     

  NLDM Resrc/NVSNSA

 DB2              S           ACTJDS        DB2 Resource                                _         ACTJNC     

  NLDM Resrc/NVSNSC

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJRT     

  NLDM Resrc/NVSRTM

 DEX              _           ACTJPC        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAPRC

                  _           ACTJIM        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAIMG      SNT            _         ACTJCD     

  Connect:Direct

                  _           ACTJPQ        VAX/VMS Resource/DEAPRQ     

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJDK        VAX/VMS Disk Storage         TSO            _         ACTJTU     

  TSO Resource
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJTC     

  Command Usage

 IDM              _           ACTJSU        IDMS Resource                               _         ACTJTI     

  Interactive Usage

                  or                                                    

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJSA        IDMS Transaction             VCA            _         ACTJDA     

  Non-VSAM Resource

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJMS     

  SMS Resource

 IMS              _           ACTJIA        IMS Transaction                             _         ACTJVS     

  VSAM Resource

                  or                                                                    _         ACTJHF     

  HFS Resource

                  _           ACTJIS        IMS Resource                

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJIX        IMS Fast Path                HSM            _         ACTJMG     

  Migrated Data

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJBC     

  Backup Data

 PWR              _           ACTJPJ        VSE/POWER Job               

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJPP        VSE/POWER Program            VMC            _         ACTJCM     

  VMC Resource/VMCCMU

                                                                                        _         ACTJDC     

  VM Service/VMCDAC

                  _           ACTJPO        VSE/POWER Spool                             _         ACTJVR     

  VMC RSCS Spool

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJNT     

  VM Network/VMCNTU

 SMF              S           ACTJBJ        Batch Job                                   _         ACTJLN     

  LINUX Resrc/LNXLXP

                  _           ACTJBP        Batch Program               

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJBS        Batch Spool                  AUM            _         ACTJMA     

  UNIX/MW Application

                  _           ACTJTP        APPC/MVS TP Resource                        _         ACTJMP     

  UNIX/MW Process

                  _           ACTJBM        MULC Address Space          

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJRN        Multisystem Enclaves         MQS            _         ACTJMQ     

  Message Manager

 -------------------------------------------------------------------                    _         ACTJTA     

  Task Accounting

 WEB              _           ACTJWB        WEB Resource                                _         ACTJQA     

  Queue Activity

                  _           ACTJSF        WebSphere Appl. Server                      _         ACTJMF     

  Flow Accounting

                  _           ACTJWR        Web Request Activity        

 -----------------------------------------------------------

                  _           ACTJWA        Web Asynch Activity          TDM            -         ACTJTD     

 Process Activity
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------    

 -----------------------------------------------------------

 TAP              _           ACTJTV        Tape Management

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

 External Files                                                          Field-Developed Applications

 EXT              _           ACTJLX        Linux Journal File           ________       _         ACTJ______ 

   __________________

 EXT              _           ACTJ___       ________________________     ________       _         ACTJ______ 

   __________________

ACT Specifying Journal File Characteristics

Each journal file has unique characteristics that are defined in the Rate Table. You define the special types of calculations
that will be performed for each observation in the MICS product file or unit-level external file. These can correspond to
the various supported types of accounting methodologies, including zone differential accounting, priority accounting, and
prorating. For zone differential accounting, you can specify the time stamp variable used to determine the zone, typically
ENDTS. For prorating, you can specify the variable whose contents determine which records will be prorated, typically
COSTCTR1.

In addition, you specify the number of cycles of the journal file to be retained, whether to compress the journal file and
which time stamp variable to use for effective dates.

You must use the Journal File Specifications option to compress journal files. Do not edit the journal file statements
in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(COMPRESS) member, because the changes will be lost when the next MAGRUN job is
run. If you change the compression specification for any journal file, submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) after the
MAGRUN job completes. This will regenerate cycle specifications for all files listed in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL)
and it will regenerate compression specifications for all files in the unit, including the journal files.

Journal File Specifications Worksheet

The following figure shows a Journal File Specifications Worksheet.

      

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

       |                                                                                                     

     |

       | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

      

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    JOURNAL FILE SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

        DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: __________

                     Compress        Zone                                                   Priority   

 Effective

Journal   Number of    File        Charging      Zone          Prorating    Prorate From    Charging    Date

 Timestamp

File      Cycles     (YES/NO)      (YES/NO)      Timestamp     (YES/NO)     Variable        (YES/NO)   

 Variable
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ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

ACTJ___    ______     _______       _______      ___________   _______    ________________   ______    

 ______________

Use the worksheet to define the following parameters:

• DATABASE UNIT IDENTIFIER
Description: The one-character MICS database unit identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1

• JOURNAL FILE
Description: The journal files in the unit. Specify the two-character suffix of the journal file names.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6.

• NUMBER OF CYCLES
Description: Specifies the number of cycles of the journal file that will be kept in the DETAIL timespan of the MICS
database.
Default: 02
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Values: Numeric, length 2
COMPRESS FILE
Description: Specifies whether to compress this journal file.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES, NO, Y, or N

• ZONE CHARGING
Description: Specifies whether to use zone differential charging for this journal file.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES, NO, Y, or N
Note: If this field is YES, you must specify service factors in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(ZONE) parameter for the unit.
Refer to the discussion on service factors in Standard Time Zones (ZONE).

• ZONE TIMESTAMP
Description: The data element used to compute the zone for zone differential charging.
Default: ENDTS (if Zone Charging is YES)
Values: Character, length 8, any SAS datetime data element appearing on the MICS product file from which this journal
file is derived.
Note: This specification is not applicable unless zone differential charging is being used in this journal file. ENDTS,
STARTTS, or RDRTS are the usual choices, but some products make available other values that might be preferable
in some environments.

• PRORATING
Description: This field specifies whether the data for this journal file will be prorated when the journal file is created.
Prorating causes the charges for a single record to be distributed to one or more different Cost Center 1 values.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO
Note: If this field is YES, you must use the prorating facility to specify how the charges are to be distributed. Refer to
Prorating Charges.

• PRORATE FROM VARIABLE
Description: The data element that is compared to the list of Old Values in the prorating definition to determine whether
a journal file record is to be prorated.
Default: Blank if Prorating is NO; COSTCTR1 if Prorating is YES.
Values: Character, length 8, any data element appearing on the MICS product file from which this journal file is derived.
Since you use a single prorating table for all journal files in a database unit, you should specify the same variable for all
journal files that are using prorating in this unit.

• PRIORITY CHARGING
Description: Specifies whether priority accounting surcharges are to be applied to charges derived from this file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3, YES, NO, Y, or N
Note: You can perform priority charging only on files defined as priority charging files in the Journal File Eligibility
panels. Refer to Defining Journal Files for more information about journal file eligibility. You must specify service factors
in the appropriate MICS product parameter.

• EFFECTIVE DATE TIMESTAMP VARIABLE
Description: Specifies the variable that will be compared with the effective date to determine the rate that will be used
to compute the charge amount.
Default: ENDTS
Values: Character, length 8, ENDTS, or BILLTS

Journal File Specifications Example

The following Journal File Specifications Example specifies:
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• charging will be done for batch jobs (ACTJBJ journal file).
• two cycles will be kept.
• the ACTJBJ journal file will be compressed.
• zone surcharges will be done based on the value of ENDTS.
• prorating will be done based on the value of COSTCTR1.
• the effective date time stamp variable is ENDTS.

      

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

       |                                                                                                     

     |

       | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

      

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    JOURNAL FILE SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

                     Compress        Zone                                                   Priority   

 Effective

Journal   Number of    File        Charging      Zone          Prorating    Prorate From    Charging    Date

 Timestamp

File      Cycles     (YES/NO)      (YES/NO)      Timestamp     (YES/NO)     Variable        (YES/NO)   

 Variable

ACTJBJ     2          YES           YES          ENDTS         YES        COSTCTR1           NO         ENDTS

ACT Defining a Journal File Exit

Each journal file has an exit. Control is passed to the exit routine during algorithm generation, after all of the generated
calculations have been performed and just prior to the output of each journal file record. The exit is, therefore, able to
reference any values contained within the journal file or the associated MICS file or read in from the external file. Elements
for MICS product files are documented in the Data Dictionary Elements for that product. Exits for external journal files not
based on a MICS file can reference any element read by the external file input routine. In addition, the exit can make use
of some data elements (such as ACTFLD1-5 in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer SMF files) that are not written to
the database.

If you specified journal file prorating, all prorating are calculations made after the journal file output exit is taken.

To activate a journal file exit, code a SAS routine in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE data set in member ACTUJjj where jj
is the journal file identifier.

To do this, select Option 2, Journal File Exit, on the Rate Table

File Options Menu, or edit the member directly with ISPF edit. Then submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN).

WARNING
If the ACTUJjj member exists in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE during MAGRUN, the exit will be taken. You must
delete the member and run MAGRUN to deactivate the exit.

Note: If you do not need a journal file exit code, you can skip this section.

Coding Considerations 

In coding the journal file exit, observe the following conventions:
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• Reference any data elements contained within the journal file or the associated MICS file or read from the external file.
• Modify only the data elements contained within the journal file, the fffWCOST variable (where fff is the file ID of the

associated MICS file), or the NONZERO variable.
• If the journal file record is to be written, set the NONZERO variable to 1. To prevent a journal file record from being

written, set the NONZERO variable to 0.
• Do not use a RETURN or a DELETE statement. The invoking routine may not make a single pass through the DATA

step for each observation.

Journal File Exit Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    JOURNAL FILE EXIT WORKSHEET

 DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER:_________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Journal File Exit Examples

The following examples show methods to exclude charges for certain variables.

Example 1, batch job charges are to be excluded for jobs cancelled by the operator. These observations are not to be
written to the ACTJBJ Journal File. The JOBWCOST variable contains the charges for the job and must be set to 0 since
the job is excluded from charging.

 /* operator cancels not selected for charging.     */

 /* NONZERO is set to false.                        */

    IF TERMCODE EQ ' 222' THEN DO;

      NONZERO = 0;
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      JOBWCOST = 0;

    END;

Example 2, zero out charges for specific compcode based on the COSTCTRn value. In this example the charges will be
zero when the compcode is equal to 1500 and when COSTCTR4 has a value of 'XXXXXX'.

/* loop through Journal file compcode segments.           */

/* the array name references are maintained by            */

/* CA MICS Accounting code prior to the exit invocation.  */

/*

 IF COSTCTR4 = 'xxxxxx' THEN

  DO UIX=1 TO DIM(AJFCPC);

                 /* FIND COMPCODE TO ZERO OUT ITS CHARGE */

    IF AJFCPC(UIX) = '1500' THEN DO;

      fffWCOST = SUM(fffWCOST,-AJFCHG(UIX));

                  /* ZERO OUT THE CHARGE AND QUANTITY    */

        AJFCHG(UIX) = 0;

     AJFQNT(UIX) = 0;

    END;

 END;

ACT Specifying Algorithms

You must specify which charging elements (such as CPU time or print lines) you want to charge for and the rates at
which they will be billed. Since charging elements are identified by computation codes, an algorithm consists of a list of
computation codes with their associated rates. Since different rates and/or computation codes may be required to account
for different situations (such as mainframe processors, application subsystems, and cost centers), you may specify as
many algorithms as you need for each journal file.

Each algorithm is specified by listing its computation codes and their associated rates. These lists are identified and
referred to by a unique user-defined algorithm identifier. Each algorithm can specify the computation codes and rates for
only a single file.

You can specify the date at which the rate associated with a computation code is effective. If a different effective date is
used for each specification, each computation code can be specified twice in the algorithm.

Typically, each charging element in an algorithm is associated with a single computation code and rate. In some cases,
however, the rate or computation code to be used is a function of the specific value of a control variable. This is the basis
of transaction accounting in which the value of the Application Unit (APU) variable (such as the IMSAPU variable for IMS
transaction charging) determines the rate. The APU variable is, in this case, the control variable. Another example is
special forms charging when the computation code and rate charged for print lines varies depending on the form number.
In this case, form number is the control variable.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option supports control variable charging to handle such situations. Additional
specifications are required to define the control variable and the rates and/or computation codes to be associated with the
charging element in these cases.

As discussed above, there are two methods to specify the computation code and rate to be used to charge a charging
element:

• A direct assignment of one computation code and rate to a particular charging element.
• An assignment of different computation codes and/or rates to a particular charging element based on the value

contained in a control variable.

Resource accounting algorithms can use both the direct assignment and control variable methods. All transaction
accounting algorithms use only the control variable method. Both Direct Assignment and Control Variable Algorithm
Worksheets are provided in the sections that follow to allow you to address each case.
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The standard journal files are predesignated by MICS as either resource accounting or transaction accounting journal
files. The transaction accounting journal files are:

Analyzer Option for CICS
ACTJCA

Analyzer Option for IMS
ACTJIA

Analyzer Option for IDMS
ACTJSA

Analyzer for TSO
ACTJTC and ACTJTI

Algorithm Specification Worksheets

Direct Assignment Algorithm Worksheet

The following figure shows the Direct Assignment Algorithm Worksheet. Use the worksheet for resource accounting
algorithms only. If your algorithm is simple, with only one rate and one computation code for each charging element, this
worksheet is sufficient for resource algorithms. If you need to use different computation codes and/or rates for one or
more charging elements, use this worksheet and the Control Variable Algorithm Worksheet.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                           RATE TABLE - DIRECT ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM WORKSHEET

 DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: ____________

    Journal     Algorithm   Description       Comp         Rate   Effective      Charging Element Description

     File          ID                         Code                Date

  ____________ ________ ____________________  _________ _________ ___________   

 ______________________________

                                              _________ _________ ___________   

 ______________________________

                                              _________ _________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              _________ _________ ___________   

 _______________________________

  _____________ ________ ___________________  ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________
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                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

  _____________ ________ ___________________  ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

 _____________ ________ ___________________   ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

                                              ________ __________ ___________   

 _______________________________

• Database Unit Identifier
Description: The one-character MICS database unit identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1

• Journal File
Description: The name of the journal file to be charged with this algorithm.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6. The journal file must be one selected for charging (see the Selecting a Journal File
section).
Note: You must code at least one algorithm for each file selected. You can code more than one algorithm for each file
if you need to use different computation codes and/or rates for different mainframe processors (SYSIDs), application
subsystems (SUBSYSIDs), type of work (SUBTYPE), or cost centers.

• Algorithm Identifier
Description: A user-defined unique code that refers to this list of computation codes and their associated rates.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3
Note: The identifier must be unique across all journal files in the database unit.

• Description
Description: A description of the use or application of this specific algorithm.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40
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Note: This field is for your information only.
• Computation Code

Description: The computation code defining the charging element to which the rate will be applied.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 4. Use a defined computation code or one of the special computation codes JMIN and
SURC. Use JMIN to establish a minimum charge for each work unit to be charged with this algorithm. Use SURC to
establish a work unit surcharge. You can associate them with any journal file.
Note: Elements whose computation codes are specified are kept in the accounting files but not necessarily in the
corresponding MICS file. Check the component's GENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB to see if the data
element will be kept.

• Rate
Description: The rate at which the element identified by the computation code will be charged.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8, may contain up to six decimal positions

• Effective Date
Description: The date when the rate specified for the computation code takes effect. You can specify two effective
dates for each charging element in an algorithm. You can use different effective dates to preassign a rate change for a
future date. In addition, you can begin charging for a new resource by using a future date.
Default: Blank (interpreted as 01/01/60)
Values: Date, length 8, specified as MM/DD/YY; year must be 80 or greater.
Note: When the journal file records are created during the MICS daily job, this date is compared to the date in the
Effective Date Timestamp Variable, BILLTS or ENDTS. If no effective rate is found, a rate of missing is used, and the
computation code and rate will not appear in the Ledger File. If all the rates in the journal file record are missing, the
record is not written to the journal file. To cause the rate to be carried in the journal file, use a rate of zero (0) with an
effective date of blank.

• Charging Element Description
Description: The description of the charging element.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40
Note: This field is for your information only.

Control Variable Algorithm Worksheet

Use the following Control Variable Algorithm Worksheet for all transaction accounting algorithms and for resource
accounting algorithms that require different computation codes and/or rates.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          RATE TABLE - CONTROL VARIABLE ALGORITHM WORKSHEET

 DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: __________

  Journal   Algor   Effective  Control         Default   Default    Format      Control Variable

  File      ID      Date       Variable        Comp Code Rate                   Value        /Comp Code   /

Rate

  ______ ________ ___________  _______________ _________ __________ __________ 

 ______________________________________
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 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

  ______ ________ ___________  _______________ _________ __________ __________ 

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

  ______ ________ ___________  _______________ _________ __________ __________ 

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

                                                                               

 ______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Database Unit Identifier
Description: The one-character MICS database unit identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1

• Journal File
Description: The name of the journal file to be charged with this algorithm.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6. The journal file must be one selected for charging (see the Selecting a Journal File
section).
Note: You must code at least one algorithm for each file selected. More than one algorithm can be coded for each file
if different computation codes and/or rates need to be used for different mainframe processors (SYSIDs), application
subsystems (SUBSYSIDs), type of work (SUBTYPE), or cost centers.

• Algorithm Identifier
Description: A user-defined unique code that refers to this list of computation codes and their associated rates.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3
Note: The identifier must be unique across all journal files in the database unit.

• Effective Date
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Description: The date on which the computation codes and rates specified take effect.
Default: Blank (interpreted as 01/01/60)
Values: Date, length 8, specified as MM/DD/YY; year must be 80 or greater.
Note: When the journal file records are being created during the MICS daily job, this date is compared to the date in
the Effective Date Timestamp Variable, BILLTS or ENDTS. If no effective rate is found, a rate of missing is used, and
the computation code and rate will not appear in the Ledger File. If all the rates in the journal file record are missing,
the record is not written to the journal file. To cause the rate to be carried in the journal file, use a rate of zero (0) with
an effective date of blank.

• Control Variable Name
Description: The data element upon which value the computation code, and/or rate depends.
Default: CICAPU for the ACTJCA CICS Transaction Journal File; IMSAPU for the ACTJIA IMS Transaction Journal
File; IDMAPU for the ACTJSA IDMS Transaction Journal File; and TSOAPU for the ACTJTC and ACTJTI TSO/MON
PM Transaction Journal Files. No default for resource journal files.
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This field is preset for transaction journal files and normally should not be changed. The IMSAPU, CICAPU,
IDMAPU, and TSOAPU values are user-defined using SAS coding in the cccAURT member for the respective product.

• Default Computation Code
Description: The computation code that will be used for values of the control variable not specified in item 9 below.
Default: 1500 for the ACTJCA CICS Transaction Journal File; 1000 for the ACTJIA IMS Transaction Journal File, 1400
for the ACTJTC TSO/MON PM Command Transaction Journal File, 1900 for the ACTJSA IDMS Transaction Journal
File, and 1480 for the ACTJTI TSO/MON PM Interactive Transaction Journal File. No default for resource journal files.
Values: Character, length 4. Use a computation code defined in the Charging Element TAble.
Note: This field is preset for transaction journal files and should not normally be changed.

• Default Rate
Description: The rate that will be used for values of the control variable specified in item 5. This rate is used unless
specific values and rates are entered in items 9, 10, and 11.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8, may contain up to six decimal positions
Note: If you enter a value of zero, any control variable values that are NOT specified below will have a zero charge.

• Variable Format
Description: The SAS format associated with the control variable in the MICS product generation step.
Default: $12
Values: Character, length 12, any valid SAS format
Note: This field is used to "PUT" the control variable value in order to look up its computation code and rate at
charging algorithm execution time during MICS daily processing.

• Control Variable Value
Description: A specific value of the control variable with which a computation code and rate, discussed below in items
10 and 11, will be associated. Omit this item as well as items 10 and 11 for any control variable values that you want to
charge with the default computation code and rate.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 12, any valid value of the control variable (see Variable Format in item 7 above)
Note: The normal daily processing of the MICS product will place values into all variables kept in its files. If the control
variable is not kept on the product file from which this journal file is derived, and if standard MICS processing does not
place values in it, you must write exit code to assign values to it. This exit code should be placed in the USRUfff macro
in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT), where fff is the MICS product file ID and ccc is the MICS product ID. Do
not use the accounting journal file exit for this purpose. Each value can be charged with a different computation code
and/or rate.

• Computation Code
Description: The computation code that is to be used for this specific value of the control variable.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 4
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Note: This must be a valid computation code in the Charging Element Table, and must be associated with the MICS
product file from which this journal file is derived. It must be associated with the same charging element as the default
computation code, and it must have the same compute status as the default computation code. If it references a
derived (computed) element, it must have the same computation routine (ACTF member) as the default computation
code. Only the computation routine for the default computation code will be included in the generated code.

• Rate
Description: The rate that is to be used for this specific value of the control variable.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8, may contain up to six decimal positions.

Algorithm Specification Examples

Direct Assignment Algorithm Example

In the following example, the three CPUs that are in use are to be charged differently because each processor operates
at a different speed. The Batch Job Journal File is being used. The rate for EXCPs changes from $0.10 to $0.15 on
01/01/96.

                                     RATE TABLE - DIRECT ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM EXAMPLE

DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: P_________

   Journal     Algorithm        Description               Comp     Rate       Effective   Charging Element

 Description

    File          ID                                      Code                Date

 ACTJBJ______ CPA_____ CPUA Algorithm__________________  0022_____ .03______  _________   Job CPU Time

 Consumed_________

                                                         0097_____ .10______  _________   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

                                                         0097_____ .15______  01/01/96_   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

 ACTJBJ______ CPB_____ CPUB Algorithm___________________ 0022_____ .0035____  _________   Job CPU Time

 Consumed_________

                                                         0097_____ .10______  _________   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

                                                         0097_____ .15______  01/01/96_   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

 ACTJBJ______ CPC_____ CPUC Algorithm___________________ 0022_____ .04______  _________   Job CPU Time

 Consumed_________

                                                         0097_____ .10______  _________   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

                                                         0097_____ .15______  01/01/96_   Job Total

 EXCPs_______________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Control Variable Algorithm Example

In the following example, it is assumed that transaction accounting is to be done for CICS running on two processors.
Since it must be charged differently for each processor, two algorithms, ATM and CIF, are used.

The control variable for both systems is CICAPU. CICAPU is assigned from the CICS Analyzer TRANCODE variable in
the CICAURT routine. All CICAPU values listed in the example will be charged at the indicated rates. All values not listed
will be charged at the default rate. The rates for both algorithms will change on 01/01/96.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                          RATE TABLE - CONTROL VARIABLE ALGORITHM EXAMPLE

 DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: P_______

  Journal Algorithm  Effective  Control      Default    Default             Control Variable

  File    ID         Date       Variable     Comp Code  Rate        Format  Value     /Comp Code   /Rate

  ACTJCA ATM_______  _________  CICAPU______ 1500_____  .10_______  $12.__ 

 INQDDA_____/1500________/.08_______________

                                                                           

 INQDTA_____/1500________/.05_______________

                                                                           

 INQBCD_____/1500________/.11_______________

                                                                           

 TRANSFER___/1500________/.20_______________

                                                                           

 DEPOSIT____/1500________/.15_______________

                                                                           

 WITHDRAW___/1500________/.25_______________

  ACTJCA ATM_______  01/01/96_  CICAPU______ 1500_____  .12_______  $12.__ 

 INQDDA_____/1500________/.10_______________

                                                                           

 INQDTA_____/1500________/.06_______________

                                                                           

 INQBCD_____/1500________/.13_______________

                                                                           

 TRANSFER___/1500________/.22_______________

                                                                           

 DEPOSIT____/1500________/.17_______________

                                                                           

 WITHDRAW___/1500________/.28_______________
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  ACTJCA CIF_______  _________  CICAPU______ 1500_____  .50_______  $12.__ 

 INQDDA_____/1500________/.08_______________

                                                                           

 SUBSET_____/1500_______/1.00_______________

                                                                           

 CORRELATE__/1500_______/2.00_______________

                                                                           

 LIST_______/1500_______/.30________________

  ACTJCA CIF_______  01/01/96_  CICAPU______ 1500_____  .70_______  $12.__ 

 INQDDA_____/1500________/.10_______________

                                                                           

 SUBSET_____/1500_______/1.20_______________

                                                                           

 CORRELATE__/1500_______/2.40_______________

                                                                           

 LIST_______/1500_______/.35________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACT Qualifying Algorithms

When multiple algorithms (lists of computation codes and their associated rates) are defined, they must be associated
with the appropriate subsets of data (such as mainframe processors, application subsystems, cost centers). Such an
association is called "algorithm qualification.

Separate charging algorithms can be established for different mainframe processors (SYSIDs), applications
(SUBSYSIDs), types of work (SUBTYPEs), and cost centers.

If you defined only one algorithm for a journal file, algorithm qualification is not necessary. If you defined more than one
algorithm, there must be a qualification for each one.

Algorithm Qualification Worksheet
        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                                                                                                   

       |

         | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                     ALGORITHM QUALIFICATION WORKSHEET

DATA BASE UNIT IDENTIFIER: __________

Journal File: _____________

Use groups for SYSID:    Yes/No   Subsysid:  Yes/No   Subtype: Yes/No
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               COSTCTR1: Yes/No   Workunit:  Yes/No

Alg                                                                                                   

 Partial/Complete

ID          SYSID           Subsysid           Subtype         COSTCTR1                         S/E   

 Workunit

--------    ------------    ---------------    ------------    -----------------------------    ---   

 --------------------

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

________    ____________    _______________    ____________    _____________________________    ___   

 ____________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Algorithm Qualification Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Database Unit Identifier
Description: The one-character MICS database unit identifier.
Default: From Algorithm Specification panel
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Values: Character, length 1
• Journal File

Description: The name of the journal file whose algorithms are being qualified.
Default: From Algorithm Specification panel
Values: Character, length 6. Selecting a journal file for charging is discussed in Selecting a Journal File.

• Use Groups For: SYSID, SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE, COSTCTR1, WORKUNIT
Description: Indicates whether the entries in the SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, COSTCTR1, or Workunit fields are actual
values or represent a group. To use a group, it must be defined on the Qualification Groups panel (MWF;4;2;3;9). See
Defining Qualification Group for information about defining qualification groups.
Default: NO
Values: Character, Y, N, YES, or NO

• Algorithm Identifier
Description: The unique code used to refer to this list of computation codes and their associated rates.
Default: From Algorithm Specification panel
Values: Character, length 3
Note: This must be a value specified on one of the algorithm specification worksheets described in Specifying
Algorithm. There must be a qualification for each algorithm defined for this file.

• SYSID
Description: The logical MICS system identifier (the SYSID) that uniquely identifies the mainframe processor to which
this algorithm applies (if "Use groups for SYSID" is NO) or the group name of MICS system identifiers (if "Use groups
for SYSID" is YES).
Default: *ALL
Values: Character, length 4. Valid values are *ALL, *DEF, a valid SYSID value for this unit, or a valid SYSID group
name.
Note: If the algorithm applies to all SYSIDs, enter a value of *ALL for SYSID. If the algorithm applies to all SYSIDs that
are not explicitly listed, enter a value of *DEF for SYSID.

• Subsysid
Description:
– For CICS, DB2, IDMS, or IMS Analyzer files, Subsysid is the identifier of the CICS, DB2, IDMS, or IMS system to

which this algorithm applies.
– For SNT, Subsysid is the Primary Logical Unit (PLU).
– For the Batch and Operations Analyzer, the VM and CMS Analyzer, the Space Analyzer, and the VAX/VMS

Analyzer, its contents vary depending on the file being charged.
– For the Analyzer for MeasureWare OS Agents, Subsysid is the application number (1 through 32) as defined in the

MeasureWare configuration parameters.
– For the Analyzer for MQSeries, Subsysid is the MQSeries connection type.
If "Use groups for Subsysid" is YES, then a group name is entered in the Subsysid field.
The value of the SUBSYSID variable is carried in the Journal File WORKAREA Variable 2 field and can be modified
using the Journal File Eligibility feature (MWF;4;2;S;2). Refer to the WORKAREA Variable 2 column in the table in the
File Organization section for the standard SUBSYSID variables.
The Subsysid comparison is generic for most Subsysid variables. For example, if you specify a value of IMS, it
will match any data value that begins with IMS: IMS1, IMS2, and so on.
However, if the Subsysid variable is application number, the Subsysid comparison is exact. If you specify a value of 1,
it will match only application number 1.
Default: *ALL
Values: Character, length 8. Valid values are *ALL, *DEF, a Subsysid value, or a Subsysid group name. Valid values
are determined by the Subsysid Validation Table defined in Journal File Eligibility for journal files. If there is no table, all
values are valid. All values are valid for complex-level external files.
If the algorithm applies to all Subsysids, enter a value of *ALL for Subsysid. If the algorithm applies to all Subsysids
that are not explicitly listed, enter a value of *DEF for Subsysid.
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Subsysid has a special meaning when specified in conjunction with the batch program file (step level accounting)
or the batch job file (job level accounting). In both of these cases, it is used to distinguish between the batch, TSO,
started task, APPC, UNIX System Services and system address space workloads. The values are @BAT, @TSO,
@STC, @TP, @OEM, and @SAS, respectively. *ALL is also a valid specification in all cases.
When specified for the Batch Spool file, Subsysid refers to the subsystem identifier (for example, BNDL, JES2, JES3,
PSF, or XWTR).
For the MULC Address Space Journal File (ACTJBM), Subsysid is the first eight bytes of the Software Product Name
(MUPROD) so you can use different charging algorithms by product name and version (see Subtype below).
Subsysid also has a special meaning when specified in conjunction with the MICS Space Analyzer Option files. It
denotes device type for the VSAM and non-VSAM journal files, and the Systems Managed Storage (SMS) storage
class for the SMS journal file. This allows you to charge your non-SMS data sets by device type, and to charge your
SMS data sets by storage class. Subsysid also denotes storage class for the Migrated Data journal file and for the
Backup Data journal file.
When specified in conjunction with the MICS Network Analyzer Option, Subsysid distinguishes between the PLU types
(for example, IMS0, IMS1) that are being used. The APPLID parameter in the VTAM GEN establishes the value of the
PLU. You should read the Data Dictionary definition of PLU and consult the VTAM system programmer prior to using
this parameter for the MICS Network Analyzer Option. This allows you to charge at a different rate for the application
systems utilized. *ALL is also a valid specification in all cases.
When specified in conjunction with the IMS, CICS, DB2, or IDMS Analyzers, you can use Subsysid for files of these
products to distinguish between the different systems (for example, IMSID, CICSID, DB2ID, or IDMSID). This allows
you to charge different rates for the various systems utilized. Any Subsysid that is not explicitly indicated will not be
used in the chargeback system unless *DEF has been used. *ALL is a valid specification to indicate all systems and all
activity.
Subsysid can be used with three files of the VM and CMS Analyzer:

• For the VMCCMU file, Subsysid denotes the Virtual Machine Execution Mode as specified by the CMUXMODE
variable. Its valid values are BATCH, ONLINE, and GUEST.
– For the VMCDAC file, Subsysid denotes the Device Class as specified by the DEVCLASS variable. Its valid values

are DASD/CKD, DASD/FBA, and TAPE.
– For the VMCVRA file, Subsysid denotes the VRA Accounting Subsysid, as specified by the VRASBSYS variable. Its

values are user-defined, and you should review the Data Dictionary entry for more information about its contents.
Subsysid can be used with the VAX/VMS Analyzer's DEAPRC and DEAIMG files to denote process type as specified
by the PRCTYPE and IMGTYPE variables, respectively. Review the Data Dictionary entries for these variables for
more information on their contents.
Subsysid can be used with the Analyzer for MQSeries to charge differently for each MQSeries connection type. The
element, MQSATYP, has a value which ranges between 1 and 6, with these integers having the following meanings:
1 = CICS
2 = MVS/TSO
3 = IMS Control region
4 = IMS, MPR, or BMP
5 = Command server
6 = Channel initiator

• Subtype
Description:
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– For IDMS, Subtype is the IDMS Task Type.
– For SNT, Subtype is the Logical Device Type.
– For DB2, a default variable is not shipped. The suggested variable is DB2CONN, the connection identifier. If you

use DB2CONN, ensure it is a sequence element in the DAYS level DB2DSU file. Alternatively, you can assign
Subtype to an account code using the Journal File Eligibility - File Specification panel.

– For the MICS Space Analyzer Option, Subtype can be used with the SMS journal file to qualify algorithms by the
SMS management class values, or with the MIG journal file to qualify algorithms by HSMLEVEL, which contains the
indicator of the DFHSM migration level.

– For APPC, Subtype is the TP type.
– For the Analyzer for MeasureWare OS Agents, Subtype is AUMOPSYS, the operating system.
– For the Analyzer for MQSeries, Subtype is the MQSeries subsystem name, MQMSSI.
The value of the Subtype variable is carried in the Journal File WORKAREA Variable 1 field and can be modified using
the Journal File Eligibility feature (MWF;4;2;S;2). Refer to the WORKAREA Variable 1 column in the table in the in File
Organization for the standard Subtype variables.
The Subtype comparison is generic. For example, if you specify a value of IMS, it will match any data value that begins
with IMS: IMS1, IMS2, and so on.
Default: *ALL
Values: Character, length 8, valid values are *ALL, *DEF, a valid Subtype value, or a valid Subtype group name. The
valid values are determined by the Subtype Validation Table defined in Journal File Eligibility for journal files. If there is
no table, all values are valid. All values are valid for complex-level external files.
If the algorithm applies to all Subtypes, enter a value of *ALL for Subtype. If the algorithm applies to all Subtypes that
are not explicitly listed, enter a value of *DEF for Subtype.
Subtype has a special meaning for IDMS. The IDMTYPE value can be used with this parameter to charge differently
for the activity (noted by B for Batch, C for CICS, or O for online).
Subtype can be used to qualify MICS Network Analyzer Option charging by using a value of L for Local, R for Remote,
A for Application-to-Application, and O for Other. These values are in the PSULDEV, NSSLDEV, NACLDEV, or
NSCLDEV variables of the MICS Network Analyzer Option.
When specified for the BATATP file, Subsysid refers to the subsystem identifier (for example, ASCH for APPC/MVS
ASCH scheduled TPs).
For the MULC Address Space Journal File (ACTJBM), Subtype is the Software Product Version (MUPROD) so you
can use different charging algorithms by product name (see Subsysid above) and version.
Subtype has a special meaning for APPC. The ATPTYPE value can be used to charge differently for standard and
multitrans TPs. It can also determine if a multitrans TP is a TP that can be charged to a specific account or the
multitrans shell, which must be charged as an overhead.

• COSTCTR1
Description: The Cost Center 1 value to which the algorithm applies (if "Use groups for COSTCTR1" is NO) or the Cost
Center 1 group name (if "Use groups for COSTCTR1" is YES).
Default: *ALL
Values: Character, length 30, valid values are *ALL, *DEF, a valid COSTCTR1 value, or a valid Cost Center 1 group
name.
Note: If the algorithm applies to all Cost Center 1 values, enter a value of *ALL for COSTCTR1. If the algorithm applies
to all Cost Center 1s that are not explicitly listed, enter a value of *DEF for COSTCTR1.

• S/E
Description: Indicates whether the work unit specified below is to be Selected For or Excluded From charging.
Default: (blank)
Values: Character, length 1, S, E, or blank
Note: Leave this field blank unless the algorithm has specific work unit dependencies.

• Workunit
Description: Contains the value of the accounting Workunit variable or Workunit group name that is to be Selected For
or Excluded From charging.
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The Workunit comparison is generic. For example, if you specify a Workunit value of IMS, it will match any data value
that begins with IMS: IMS1, IMS2, and so on.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 44. Use the scroll option to enter a Workunit value of more than 12 characters.
Note: Leave this field blank unless the algorithm has specific workunit dependencies. Either define a workunit group,
or use multiple lines to select or exclude multiple workunits.

Algorithm Qualification Example

In the following Algorithm Qualification Example, CICS is being charged from the CICS Transaction Journal File (ACTJCA)
and two algorithms have been defined: ATM and CIF. Only the ATM algorithm is used for CPU1. The CIF algorithm is used
for CPU2 (which is primarily used for development), unless the cost center is PRD (production). Then the ATM algorithm
is used.

        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                                                                                                   

       |

         | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                     ALGORITHM QUALIFICATION EXAMPLE

Unit: P

Journal File: ACTJCA

Use groups for SYSID:    No       Subsysid:  No       Subtype: No

               COSTCTR1: No       Workunit:  No

Alg                                                                                                   

 Partial/Complete

ID          SYSID           Subsysid           Subtype         COSTCTR1                         S/E   

 Workunit

--------    ------------    ---------------    ------------    -----------------------------    ---   

 --------------------

ATM         CPU1            *ALL               *ALL            *ALL

ATM         CPU2            *ALL               *ALL            PRD

CIF         CPU2            *ALL               *ALL            *DEF

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Ext. File Update Job Characteristics

This section only applies if you are specifying options for an external journal file in an external file unit.

To create an external journal file and update the ledger file, you submit an external journal file update job. You must
specify two characteristics of the update job using Option 5 on the Rate Table File Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;6;5):

• Whether duplicate data checking should be performed when the external journal file update job runs.
• The input DD statement to input your external file.
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If you specify duplicate data checking, the same data checking performed for standard MICS files is performed for your
external journal file. The external journal file update job checks the ENDTS of each record input against the timestamp
information retained in the unit's checkpoint file, prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA. Data that falls within the range in the
checkpoint file is deleted. You should use duplicate data checking only if each of your input records has a unique ENDTS.

External Journal File Update Job Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    EXTERNAL JOURNAL FILE UPDATE JOB WORKSHEET

 External Journal File Name   ACTJ_____

 Description                  ______________________________

 Duplicate Data Checking      _________  (YES or NO)

 External File DD Statement - DDNAME must be INPUTACT

 //* Code the JCL DD statement to read your external file

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the External Journal File Update Job Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• External Journal File Name
Description: The name of the external journal file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6

• Description
Description: A description of the external journal file; for information purposes only.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40

• Duplicate Data Checking
Description: Specifies whether duplicate data checking should be performed when the external journal file update job
runs.
Default: NO
Values: YES or NO.

• Inputact DD Statement
Description: The JCL DD statement used to input the external file.
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Default: None
Values: Character, length 72
Note: The DDname must always be INPUTACT. This DD statement will be included in the generated ACTfffTB job for
the file, where fff is the last three characters of the external file name.

External Journal File Update Job Example

In the following External Journal File Update Job Example, the MONTHS timespan of the MICS BATJOB file is input with
duplicate data checking turned on.

 External Journal File Name   ACTJUA

 Description                  Based on the MONTHS BATJOB

 Duplicate Data Checking      YES

 External File DD Statement - DDNAME must be INPUTACT

 //* Code the JCL DD statement to read your external file

 //INPUTACT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.MONTHS,DISP=SHR

ACT Specifying an Ext. Journal File Input Routine

This section only applies if you are specifying options for an external journal file in an external file unit

The external journal file input routine contains the SAS code to read the unit-level external file. This SAS routine is
required. Write the routine by selecting Option 6 on the Rate Table File Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;6;6). The routine is
automatically placed in the ACTUjjjI member in your prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE data set, where "jjj" is the external
journal file name. ACTUjjjI is created if it does not exist.

Coding Guidelines 

• Assign either YEAR, MONTH, ACTYEAR, and ACTMONTH or assign ENDTS and YEAR, MONTH, ACTYEAR, and
ACTMONTH will be set automatically based on ENDTS and your MICS and Accounting calendars.

• Assign SYSID and SUBSYSID if you are using system or subsystem algorithm qualification.
• Quantities used for charging must be read from the input file.
• COSTCTR variables must be assigned in the COSTRTE member in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS data set. In

COSTRTE, you can test variable ROUTINE for the value of fffINPUT where "fff" is the external file name.
• If you are using duplicate data checking for this external journal file:

– Assign the unique time stamp to the ENDTS element.
– Put END=ACTEOF on the SET or INFILE statement. If you do not do this, the update job will abend.

External Journal File Input Routine Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                               EXTERNAL JOURNAL FILE INPUT ROUTINE WORKSHEET

 SAS Statements:
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

External Journal File Input Routine Example

In the following External Journal File Input Routine Example, the MICS BATJOB file is read in at the MONTHS timespan.
Because duplicate data checking will be performed for this external journal file, the routine specifies END=ACTEOF in the
SET statement.

_____________________________________________________________

 __SET INPUTACT.BATJOB01 END=ACTEOF;________________________

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying an Ext. Journal File Preprocessing Exit

This section only applies if you are specifying options for an external journal file in an external file unit.

You can write an optional exit to preprocess the data from your external file. The data set you create in this preprocessing
exit is the data set that should be input (SET) in the external journal file input routine. The preprocessing exit is called prior
to the SAS DATA step that reads in the data.

Write the exit by selecting Option 7 on the Rate Table File Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;6;7). The exit is automatically
placed in the ACTUJjjR member in your prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE data set where "jjj" is the external journal file name.
ACTUJjjR is created if it does not exist.

You may want to write a preprocessing exit if your external file contains detailed data that you want to summarize before
it is read into the external journal file. For example, if your external file contained detailed processing records from a tape
management system, you could summarize the data by user and total tapes mounted for the period.

Coding Guidelines 
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The code in this exit must be a complete SAS DATA or PROC step or a series of SAS DATA or PROC steps.

Ext. Journal File Preprocessing Exit Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                EXTERNAL JOURNAL FILE PREPROCESSING EXIT WORKSHEET

 SAS Statements:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ext. Journal File Preprocessing Exit Example

In the following External Journal File Preprocessing Exit example, the tape management system has an observation for
each tape mounted. This preprocessing exit summarizes the observations to one record per user.

_____________________________________________________________

 DATA WORK.TMS;                                                        00030000

   INFILE INPUTACT;                                                    00031000

   INPUT COSTCTR1 $4. @6 COSTCTR2 $1. @8 COSTCTR3 $5. @14 VOLSER $6.;  00040000

   TAPECNT=1;                                                          00050000

 PROC SORT;                                                            00060000

   BY COSTCTR1 COSTCTR2 COSTCTR3;                                      00070000
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 PROC MEANS DATA=WORK.TMS NOPRINT;                                     00080000

   BY COSTCTR1 COSTCTR2 COSTCTR3;                                      00090000

   VAR TAPECNT;                                                        00100000

   OUTPUT OUT=WORK.TMSSUM SUM=TAPECNT;                                 00110000

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Input Record Selection Exit (USRACT)

This exit allows modification of journal observations before they are presented for further processing by the DAY199
process. Control is passed to this exit immediately after reading each observation in the journal file.

All elements in journal files and/or MICS global variables are available during this exit.

Note: This exit can be defined at the complex level in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT) or at the unit level in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT). The _USRACT exit may be used to process future data into the DAY199 step.
If, for example, you want to process SYSID 'XE44' data from across the International Date Line as one day ahead, code
your _USRACT macro like this:

   MACRO _USRACT

 IF SYSID = 'XE44'  THEN  DO;

  RUN_DT = TODAY() +1;

   END;

%

ACT Actual Date Selection Exit (USRRCP)

Exit USRRCP is invoked immediately prior to the output of the Financial Recap (ACTRCP) file. This output user exit lets
you keep the actual date value of MONTH, ACTMONTH, YEAR, and ACTYEAR in the Financial Recap (ACTRCP) file.

By default, when ACTRCP is created, the data elements MONTH, ACTMONTH, YEAR, and ACTYEAR are populated
from the current date. The option ACTUAL='YES' lets you carry the actual date value in the Financial Recap file from the
Ledger (ACTLGR01) file, Debit (ACTSDT01) file, Credit (ACTSCT01) file, and Budget (ACTBGT01) file. An informational
message is posted in the MICSLOG indicating that ACTUAL='YES' was selected.

This exit can be defined at the complex level in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT).

ACT Defining Qualification Groups

You can use one charging algorithm to charge for many SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype, Cost Center 1, or Workunit values by
creating an algorithm qualification group name and defining the group values. You then enter the group name on the Rate
Table Algorithm Qualification panel instead of entering each value in the group.

Use the following Qualification Groups Worksheet to define the groups you want to use for algorithm qualification and
identify the values in each group.

When a Subsysid or Subtype group is used in rate table algorithm qualification for a journal file that has a corresponding
validation table, the values on the qualification group are validated against the validation table.

You can associate a new Subsysid or Subtype qualification group with a journal file that has a corresponding validation
table when you create the qualification group. This validates the values you use to create the group. Otherwise, the values
will not be validated until you use the group in rate table algorithm qualification.

Use the Algorithm Qualification Worksheet to identify which groups are to be used for a given algorithm. Enter this
information about the Algorithm Qualification panel (MWF;4;2;3;6;4).
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Steps to Define Qualification Groups

1. Select Option 9, Qualification Groups, on the Parameter Specifications menu (MWF;4;2;3;9) to display the Group
Selection panel. Use the Insert and Delete line commands to add or delete Qualification Group IDs. Use the Select line
command to enter the values that comprise a group.

2. Submit the job CHRGROUP from sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. If you made any changes, you are automatically asked to
submit this job when you END from the Group Selection panel.
You can also submit the job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP)'

The CHRGROUP job generates an $ACTCggg format for each qualification group (where ggg is the qualification
group ID). This format associates each Group ID with the values that comprise the group. The job also produces the
Qualification Groups Report which provides a listing of all of the qualification groups and the values defined within
each.

Qualification Groups Worksheet
        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                                                                                                   

       |

         | Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator: 

 ____________________________________________ |

        

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                            QUALIFICATION GROUPS WORKSHEET

  Group ID       Type (SYSID, Subsysid,           Description                       Values

                 (Subtype, COSTCTR, Workunit)

  _____          ___________________              ___________________________       __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

  _____          ___________________              ___________________________       __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

  _____          ___________________              ___________________________       __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________
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  _____          ___________________              ___________________________       __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

  _____          ___________________              ___________________________       __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

                                                                                    __________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Qualification Groups Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Group ID
Description: The qualification group identifier that is used in place of individual value in Rate Table Algorithm
Qualification.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3

• Group Type
Description: The type of qualification group for which values are being defined (SYSID, Subsysid, Subtype,
COSTCTR1, or Workunit).
Default: None
Values: SYSID, SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE, COSTCTR, or WORKUNIT

• Description
Description: Any descriptive name used to clarify the contents of the qualification group.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40
Note: This field is for user information only.

• Values
Description: The list of individual values that make up the group.
Default: None
Values: Character, maximum length 40. COSTCTR1 values cannot exceed the length specified for the COSTCTR1
variable in Cost Center Definition.

Qualification Groups Example

The following example assumes that the installation bills internal and external users differently. Internal users are
Information Systems, Operating Departments, and Administration. External users are Company A, Company B, and
Company C.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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Group ID    Type        Description            Values

  INT       COSTCTR     All internal users     INFOSYS

                                               OPS

                                               ADMIN

  EXT       COSTCTR     All external users     COMPANY A

                                               COMPANY B

                                               COMPANY C

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Accounting for Complex-Level External Files

MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports input from data sources other than MICS products (for example, TMS and
ASM2) using external files:

• At the complex level, through a system of additional debit entries. MICS-supplied, or user-written, routines create
records in the 00 cycle of the Debit File. These records are included in the Financial Recap File and on the invoice.

• At the unit level, by creating a MICS unit and installing only MICS Accounting and Chargeback (this is an "external file
unit") and creating external journal files. The external journal files are processed just like standard journal files, except
there is no associated MICS DAILY processing to create the journal file. Instead, you submit the MAGRUN to generate
an update job for each external file and then submit the update job to create the associated journal file and update the
ledger file. Refer to the Specifying Rates section for information about specifying options for external journal files.

Accounting for Complex-Level External Files 

The standard MICS-supplied routines require you to periodically run operational jobs to add records to the ACTSDT
file. You must define parameters for each of your external data sources. The operational jobs are created based on
your parameter definitions. If you define more than one charging algorithm for an external file, you must use algorithm
qualification to specify the external file records to which each algorithm applies.

You specify rates for external file charging at the complex level in the External File Rate Table. Code will be generated to
compute the charges and add the records to the Debit File. Since the file's input format is not known to MICS Accounting
and Chargeback, the code invokes a user-coded macro to input the data. Any number of external files can be supported.

 Steps to Account for Complex-Level External Files 

The external file parameters are defined using Option 1, External File Specifications, on the External File Definition - File
Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;7;1).

Based on the parameters you specify, the external file parameter generation job, EXTFILE in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL,
generates the following items:

• #ACTXfff - in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE
One module is generated for each external file that you have selected (where fff is the external file ID). Each module
contains SAS code to compute the charges for the external file. This member refers to the ACTUfffI macro to read
the file, and contains source code to assign computation codes and rates and compute charges. The generation also
creates a member ACTfffTB in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL for each external file. ACTfffTB contains the JCL used to
actually perform the external file charging. It includes the INPUTACT DD that defines the file.

• $ACTBaaa - in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
One format is generated for each external file control variable charging algorithm (where aaa is the algorithm ID). Each
format relates a control variable name and value to a computation code, rate, and rate effective date.

• $ACTAaaa - in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB 
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One format is generated for each algorithm (where aaa is the algorithm ID). Each format relates a computation code to
a rate and rate effective date.

• $ACTUfff - in sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB
One format can be generated for each external file (where fff is last three positions of filename). The format relates the
original value to the new cost center values that were entered on the Cost Center Look Up Table panel.

• ACTfffTB - in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL
One job is generated for each external file that you have selected (where fff is the external file ID). Each job inputs the
external file and outputs charges to the Debit File using the code in the #ACTXfff module (where fff is the external file
ID). Run the ACTfffTB jobs at the end of each billing period by selecting Option 1, Complex-Level External Files, from
the External File Update menu. You can run this job multiple times but it must be run prior running the CLOSETBL job.

You can review the external file update jobs after the generation process is done by selecting option 1, Complex-Level
External Files, from the External File Update menu (MWF;4;2;2;1;1).

At the end of the month, submit the ACTfffTB job (where fff is the last three characters of the external file name) for each
file from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library (MWF;4;2;2;1;1).

ACT Specifying Complex-Level Ext. File Characteristics

You specify complex-level external file characteristics using Option 1, External File Specifications, on the External File
Definition - File Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;7;1). (See ACT Specifying Journal File Characteristics for instructions to
specify characteristics for external journal files at the unit level.)

The following subsections contain a worksheet and example to help you define complex-level external file characteristics.

Complex-Level Ext. File Specifications Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                               COMPLEX-LEVEL EXTERNAL FILE SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

 External File Name   ________________

 Description          ____________________________________

 Subsysid Variable          ________________

 Subtype Variable           ________________

 Effective Date Variable    ________________      (ENDTS or SDTENTTS)

 Prorating     ________          (YES or NO)

 If yes:

    Prorate from variable   ________________
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External File DD Statement - DDNAME must be INPUTACT

//* Code the JCL DD statement to read your external file

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Complex-Level External File Specifications Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• External File Name
Description: The name of the external file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6, must begin with U or Z. The fourth character must be either U or Z; the combination of the
last three characters must be unique.

• Description
Description: A description of the external file; for information purposes only.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40

• SUBSYSID Variable
Description: The external file variable containing subsystem identification information.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: If this field is left blank, *ALL is the only SUBSYSID value that you may use on the Algorithm Qualification
Worksheet for this file.

• SUBTYPE Variable
Description: The external file variable containing type of work identification information.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: If this field is left blank, *ALL is the only SUBTYPE value that you may use on the Algorithm Qualification
Worksheet for this file.

• Effective Date Variable
Description: The external file variable that will be compared with the current date to determine the effective rates.
Default: ENDTS
Values: Character, length 8, ENDTS or SDTENTTS

• Prorating
Description: Specifies whether the data for this external file is to be prorated. Prorating causes the charges for a single
record to be distributed to one or more different cost centers.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, Y, N, YES, or NO
Note: If this field is YES, you must use prorating to specify how the charges are to be distributed (refer to Defining
Prorating Charges).

• Prorate from Variable
Description: The variable that controls whether prorating will be performed for a particular record.
Default: COSTCTR1 if Prorating is YES; otherwise, blank
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Values: Character, length 8
Note: If you do not want to prorate, leave this field blank.

• INPUTACT DD Statement
Description: The JCL DD statement used to input the external file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 72
Note: The DDname must always be INPUTACT. This DD statement will be included in the generated ACTfffTB job for
the file, where fff is the last three characters of the external file name.

Complex-Level External File Specifications Example

In the following External File Example, complex-level external file data consists of entries in a tape management system
catalog. It does not contain SUBSYSID data. The effective date variable is SDTENTTS, and no prorating is desired. The
file is cataloged to the SYS1.TMSCAT data set.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

External file ===> A description of the external file

 Subsysid Variable             ===>

 Subtype Variable              ===>

 Effective Date Variable       ===> SDTENTTS (ENDTS or

                                              SDTENTTS)

 Prorating                     ===> NO       (YES or NO)

  If yes:

    Prorate from variable      ===>

External File DD Statement - DDNAME must be INPUTACT

//* Code the JCL DD statement to read your external file

//INPUTACT DD DSN=SYS1.TMSCAT,DISP=SHR______________________

ACT Defining the Complex-Level Ext. File Input Routine

The complex-level external file input routine contains the SAS code used to read the external data source. The routine
is stored in the member ACTUfffI in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, where "fff" is the last three characters of the external
file name defined in the Complex-Level Ext. File Specifications Worksheet. It is invoked when external file charging is
performed.

Coding Considerations

• The routine must be a valid SAS routine with no embedded DATA or PROC statements.
• The routine must either set YEAR, MONTH, ACTYEAR, and ACTMONTH or set ENDTS. If the routine does not set

the YEAR, MONTH, ACTYEAR, and ACTMONTH variables, they will be derived from the ENDTS. This prevents
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inconsistencies between YEAR and MONTH compared to ACTYEAR and ACTMONTH which can cause problems with
external file aging.

• The routine must set the variables SYSID and SUBSYSID if you are using system or subsystem algorithm qualification.
• The quantities to be used for charging must be read from the input file.
• The COSTCTR variables must be assigned. This can be done in your external file input routine or in

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTRTE). If you place the code in COSTRTE:
– All cost center assignments can be done by a centralized routine.
– You must test the variable ROUTINE for the value fffINPUT, where "fff" is the last three characters of the external file

name. Code the following SAS statement in your input routine:
 %INCLUDE SHRPARMS(COSTRTE);

 

The following subsections contain a worksheet and example to help you write the complex-level external file input routine:

Complex-Level Ext. File Input Routine Worksheet
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  

                                   COMPLEX-LEVEL EXTERNAL FILE INPUT ROUTINE WORKSHEET

 

 

  SAS Statements:

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Complex-Level Ext. File Input Routine Example

In the following Complex-Level External File Input Routine Example, the values of COSTCTR1 (Department) and
COSTCTR2 (Project) are set from the OWNER input field. COSTCTR3 is always blank. The tape creation date is read
into the variable CDATE, from which YEAR and MONTH are computed. The tape expiration date is read into the variable
EXPDT. The number of tapes to be charged is in the variable UTPTAPE. The first three characters of any element in the
quantity field must start with the file identifier UTP. The ENDTS variable is built from the MONTH and YEAR to provide the
time stamp for the Special Accounting Dates feature.

 _____________________________________________________________

  

  

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 | Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

  

  ___INFILE INPUTACT;________________________________________

  ___INPUT @10 OWNER $CHAR6._________________________________

  _________@20 VOLSER $CHAR6.________________________________

  _________@30 CDATE  PIB4.__________________________________

  _________@40 EXPDT  PIB4.__________________________________

  _________@50 UTPTAPE 8.;___________________________________

  ___COSTCTR1 = SUBSTR(OWNER,1,1);___________________________

  ___COSTCTR2 = SUBSTR(OWNER,4,3);___________________________

  ___COSTCTR3 = ' ';_________________________________________

  ___CDATE = PUT(CDATE,$DATE.);______________________________

  ___YEAR = YEAR(CDATE)-1900;________________________________

  ___MONTH = MONTH(CDATE);___________________________________

  __/* If you are using the Special Accounting Dates:  */____

  __/* Optionally assign a value to the ENDTS variable.*/____

  __/* Otherwise the default system date will be used. */____

  ___________________________________________________________

  __ENDTS = DHMS(MDY(MONTH,1,YEAR),0,0,0);___________________

  ___________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________

  

 _____________________________________________________________

 

ACT Specifying and Qualifying External File Algorithms

The charging algorithms determine which resources, defined by the information contained in this external file, will be
charged and which cost centers will be billed.

Complex-level external file algorithms are specified and qualified in the same way as journal files. Refer to the Specifying
Algorithm section and Qualifying Algorithm section for information on completing these specifications. When a journal file
name is referenced, use the complex-level external file name instead.

ACT Defining a Complex-Level External File Exit

Each complex-level external file has an output exit point available. Standard complex-level external file processing inputs
the records in the external file and outputs one Debit File record for each computation code specified in the External File
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Rate Table. Control is passed to the exit after all of the generated calculations have been performed and just prior to the
output of each record to the Debit File so that you can make any changes you may require

If you have specified external file prorating, all prorating calculations are made after the external file output exit is taken.
Refer to the Implementing Prorating section for information on prorating.

You can reference any data elements contained within the external file or the Debit File. You can modify only the data
elements contained within the Debit File or the NONZERO variable. If the Debit File record is to be output, NONZERO is
set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0. If the total charges for the computation code are zero, the NONZERO variable will have a
value of 0 when the exit is taken.

Activate an external file exit by coding a SAS routine in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(ACTUeee), where "eee" is the
external file identifier. This is done by selecting Option 5, External File Exit, on the Complex-Level External File Options
Menu, or directly through ISPF Edit. Then submit the job EXTFILE in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

WARNING
If the ACTUeee member exists in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE when EXTFILE is processing, the exit will be
taken. You must delete the member and submit EXTFILE to deactivate the exit.

Coding Considerations 

In coding the complex-level external file exit, observe the following conventions:

• The exit must be a valid SAS routine with no embedded DATA or PROC statements.
• You can only modify data elements in the Debit File and the NONZERO element.
• Do not use a RETURN or a DELETE statement. The invoking routine may not make a single pass through the DATA

step for each observation.

The following subsections contain a worksheet and example to help you write the complex-level external file exit.

Complex-Level External File Exit Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    COMPLEX-LEVEL EXTERNAL FILE EXIT WORKSHEET

SAS Statements:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Complex-Level External File Exit Example
_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

  _____IF CDATE EQ EXPDT THEN NONZERO = 0;________________

  ________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Entering Cost Center Look Up Table Values

The Accounting & Chargeback product provides a facility that allows you to translate the value of an input variable
into something meaningful for setting COSTCTRs. For example, your external input file contains information about NT
resource usage by user IDs and machine name. You can use the Accounting & Chargeback feature 'Cost Center Look Up
Table' to associate the user IDs with a group, and the machine names with a department.

A SAS format is built from the entries you enter in the Cost Center Look Up Table panel. You can use this format in the
Cost Center Derivation routine (COSTRTE) documented in the Assigning Cost Center Values section to set the cost
center values.

Each external file has a unique format associated with it. The format name is $ACTUfff, where fff is the last three
characters in the external file name.

Using the previous NT resource file as an example, where the input data contains the variables MACHINE and USERID,
you can use the Cost Center Look Up facility to assign USERIDs to groups and MACHINEs to departments. Assuming
COSTCTR1 identifies departments and COSTCTR2 identifies groups, you can then use the generated SAS format in the
cost center routine as follows:

COSTCTR1=PUT(MACHINE,$ACTUfff);

IF COSTCTR1=MACHINE THEN COSTCTR1='unknown dept';

COSTCTR2=PUT(USERID,$ACTUfff);

IF COSTCTR2=USERID THEN COSTCTR2='unknown group';

where fff is the last three characters of the external file name.
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This facility is optional if you activate MICS-provided interface for NSM Asset Management Option (AMO) or NT resource
accounting data (NTA). For your own external file definition, you must enter the original value (complex-level external file
input record value) and the cost center value (translated value). You can assign multiple input values with a cost center
value. You can also assign values for multiple cost centers as discussed above.

The following subsections contain a worksheet and example to help you complete the Cost Center Look Up Table:

Cost Center Look Up Table Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                 COST CENTER LOOK UP TABLE WORKSHEET

        Original Value               Cost Center Value

        ---------                    -----------------

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Cost Center Look Up Table Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Original Value
Description: A predetermined set of values that come in from the external file records. Every external file might have a
different set of values based on a specific variable in the external file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 24
Note: This value typically represents the contents of account field in the input record. You have the ability to translate
the input value to a different value with this feature.

• Cost Center Value
Description: The COSTCTR value(s) in which the charges associated with the original value will be recorded.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30
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Note: A single new value can be specified for a single original value. However, both the original value and cost
center value can consist of multiple variables that you can parse in your SAS coding in the Cost Center Derivation
(COSTRTE) routine.

Cost Center Look Up Table Example

In the following Cost Center Look Up Table Example, charges in the external file from NSM NT resource Accounting can
use both the MACHINE and USERID variables values to determine COSTCTR variable values.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Original Value       Cost Center Value

 machineIDval1_______   DEPT1_______________

 machineIDval2_______   DEPT2_______________

 userIDval1__________   GROUP1______________

 userIDval2__________   GROUP2______________

 ____________________   ____________________

_____________________________________________________________

ACT MICS AMO Extract (MICSAMO)

MICSAMO is a Broadcom-supplied utility that extracts data from the NSM Asset Management Database and creates
a CSV file that can be transferred to a data set on the host where MICS resides by the MICSXFR program for further
processing.

MICSAMO requires:

• Pentium class PC capable of running NSM
• Microsoft Windows NT 4.0
• 10M of hard disk space
• NSM Version 2.1 or later with Asset Management Option 3.0 or later installed.

To install a copy of MICSAMO on your workstation, complete the following checklist:

1. Download MICSAMOZ from sharedprefix.MICS.BIN.
To use FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to transfer MICSAMOZ to your Microsoft Windows Workstation, perform the
following steps in order:
a. Open a DOS command window.
b. Start the FTP program using the following:

FTP <hostname>

where <hostname> is the machine name or the IP address of the OS/390 system.
Supply the host userid and password as prompted.

c. Set binary transfer mode by entering the following command (in lower case):

binary

This FTP command and those to follow * * must be entered in lower case. *
d. Set the name of the host data set with the following:
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cd 'sharedprefix.MICS.BIN'

e. Set the directory name of the workstation directory to hold MICSAMOZ with the following command:

lcd <directory>

where <directory> is a directory on the workstation which will contain MICSAMOZ. Generally, this is a temporary or
working directory (e.g. C:\TEMP).

f. Transfer the MICSAMOZ to the workstation with the following command:

get MICSAMOZ MICSAMOZ.EXE

This will copy MICSAMOZ to the directory specified in step e and rename it to MICSAMOZ.EXE.
g. Once the transfer is complete, exit FTP by entering:

quit

While this example uses FTP to perform the actual transfer, other utilities (such as IND$FILE) can be used. Whichever
program will be used, it must be able to transfer from the host to the workstation without performing any character
translation (i.e. EBCDIC to ASCII).

2. Run MICSAMOZ.EXE. This starts the self-extracting process. You will be prompted for a location in which to store the
unzipped files.

3. In the directory chosen in Step 2, you will find a sub directory named MICSAMO_Install_Disk. Within this directory you
will find the SETUP.EXE program. Run SETUP.EXE to install the MICS AMO Extract program.

4. Once you have successfully installed MICSAMO, you can delete the MICSAMO_Install_Disk directory.

The MICS AMO Extract program includes an online help system which you can consult for additional information.
The online help describes the processing details regarding selecting data for transfer, running in batch mode and
implementation considerations.

ACT Defining Invoices

This section explains how to define:

• The default invoice cost center level
• The format of the invoices
• Your own user invoice format routine
• In what language the charging element units, charging elements, and invoice categories appear on the invoice
• The sequence number that appears on the invoice
• The euro conversion parameters to be used by the dual currency display invoice options and by the Euro Rate Table

Conversion Utility

This information is contained in the following subsections:

• Specifying the Invoice Level
• Defining Invoice Format Options
• Defining the User Invoice Format Exit
• Defining Invoice Language Translation
• Specifying an Invoice Sequence Number
• Specifying Euro Conversion Parameters
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ACT Specifying the Invoice Level

The invoice level specifies the cost center level number that will be used as the default level for invoices, discounts,
and surcharges. Valid values are 1 through n, where n is the number of levels defined in the Cost Center Structure.
The default value is 1. To specify the invoice level, select option 1 on the Financial Recap File Specifications menu
(MWF;4;2;3;2;2).

To override this value for specific cost centers, specify an alternate value for the cost center(s) in the Invoice Options
selection of the Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

If you change the invoice level during the year, the year-to-date charges that are summarized in the Year-to-Date
Financial Recap File, and on the invoice, are separated out by invoice level. You can cause the information to be
resummarized, using the current invoice level, by running the ACTYTDRF job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

ACT Defining Invoice Format Options

Define invoice formats using the Invoice Format Options selection on the Accounting Options Menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5). You
can override, for a particular cost center, the default format in the Cost Center Attributes file using the Invoice Options
selection on the Cost Center Attributes Menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

The format of the invoice is specified using four categories of options:

• INVOICE TYPE
Specifies the summarization level of the information in each line item.

• LINE ITEM FORMAT
Specifies what information will be presented in each column of the invoice.

• SUBTOTALS
Specifies whether or not line item subtotals will be included.

• FOOTER FORMAT
Specifies whether or not year-to-date and budget information will be presented at the bottom of the invoice.

In addition, you can specify the summarization level of any supplemental reports produced with the invoice.

The combination of these options allows for a large number of variations in invoice formats, many of which differ only
slightly. Therefore, the discussion of the options has been grouped by basic format in the following sections.

Defining the Format for Computation Code Invoices

The Computation Code invoice type provides individual line items summarized to the computation code (individual billing
element) and rate level.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

        Format Options for Computation Code Invoices

 Format name        ===> ________

 Format description ===> ________

 Supplemental reports  ===> ________

   If ROLLUP, number of levels of reporting ===> _
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 Line item format ===> ________

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===> ___

 Print invoice category subtotals                 ===> ___

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> ___

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> ___

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> ___

 Language ===>

 Print footnote as shown below:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Computation Code Invoice Options Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Format Name
Description: The name of this invoice format entry. Accounting and Chargeback stores the options you select as a set
that can be referenced by its format name. You can produce invoices with these same options by specifying this format
name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This is a required field.

• Format Description
Description: A short description identifying this invoice format.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30

• Supplemental Reports
Description: This option specifies the type of supplemental charge reports that will be produced for subordinate cost
centers. DETAIL reports list the charges incurred by each individual cost center. ROLLUP reports summarize charges
by cost center level.
Default: None
Values: NONE, DETAIL, and ROLLUP

• Number Of Levels Of Reporting
Description: This entry is valid only for ROLLUP supplemental reports. It specifies the last COSTCTRn value for which
intermediate invoice summary pages will be printed. Specify a higher COSTCTRn value than the invoice level specified
in the Cost Center Attributes file. For example, if you are invoicing at COSTCTR2, specify ROLLUP at COSTCTR3 or
higher.
Default: 1
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9

• Line Item Format
Description: The format in which invoice line items will be printed. Valid values are INVCCAT, COMPCODE, BUDGET,
YTD, BUDYTD, BUDGETU, and BUDYTDU. See the Consolidated Invoice Report sectionfor additional information.
– INVCCAT

This format provides lines designated by invoice category descriptions with values at the individual billing element
(COMPCODE) level. The columns are major invoice category (nXXX), invoice category code, invoice category
description, computation code, billed quantity, rate, units of measure, and charge.

– COMPCODE
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This format provides lines designated by computation codes and their associated descriptions. The columns are
invoice category code, computation code, computation code description, billed quantity, rate, units of measure, and
charge.

– BUDGET
This format adds a budgeted amount and a variance from budget column to the COMPCODE format.

– YTD
This format adds a year-to-date billed quantity and a year-to-date charge column to the COMPCODE format.

– BUDYTD
This utilizes the basic COMPCODE format but combines the BUDGET and YTD options. Because of space
limitations, no current month quantity billed or rate columns are shown. The columns are current month charges,
current month budget, variance from current month budget, year-to-date charges, year-to-date budget, and variance
from year-to-date budget.

– BUDGETU
This format displays the same information as the BUDGET option, but the BUDGET column is in units instead of
dollars.

– BUDYTDU
This format displays the same information as the BUDYTD option, but the BUDGET column is in units instead of
dollars.

Default: INVCCAT
Values: INVCCAT, COMPCODE, BUDGET, YTD, BUDYTD, BUDGETU and, BUDYTDU
Note: The INVCCAT value specifies an invoice in the same format as pre-ACT4600 systems provided.

• Print Subtotals At Cost Center Level
Description: This option specifies whether subtotals will be printed at a specified cost center level.
Default: blank (for no subtotals)
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9

• Print Invoice Category Subtotals
Description: This option specifies whether subtotals will be printed for each invoice category.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO

• Print Year-To-Date Amounts At Bottom Of Invoices
Description: This option specifies whether year-to-date amounts will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the YTD, BUDYTD, or BUDYTDU line item format has been specified. Year-to-date
information is always printed for these formats.

• Print Budget Information At Bottom Of Invoices
Description: This option specifies whether budget information will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: YES
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the BUDGET, BUDGETU, BUDYTD, or BUDYTDU line item format has been
specified. Budget information is always printed for these formats.

• Print Totals In Euro And National Currency
Description: This option allows you to specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national currency. See
Enabling Dual Currency Display on Invoices for instructions on enabling this option.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: Should one or more invoices in the run specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national
currency, the grand total page will reflect both currencies.

• Language
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Description: This option allows you to specify that the charging element units and charging element descriptions and
the invoice category descriptions on the invoices are to be taken from a language translation table created using the
Special Requirements Language Translation Tables option.
Default: The descriptions in the Charging Elements Table.
Values: The one-character identifier of a language translation table created using the Special Requirements Language
Translation Tables option.

• Print Footnote As Shown Below
Description: This option allows you to enter a one- or two-line footnote that will print at the bottom of each invoice.
Default: None
Values: Any alphanumeric characters. Two lines maximum.

The following Computation Code Invoice Options Example specifies an invoice format named DEFAULT. It utilizes the
INVCCAT line item format, which will produce an invoice equivalent to the pre-ACT4600 level. No supplemental reports
or invoice category subtotals were requested. Subtotals will print at cost center level three (defined as DEPARTMENT
in the example). Budget information and year-to-date amounts will be printed at the bottom of the invoice. Refer to the
Computation Code Invoice in INVCCAT Format samples (parts 1 and 2) in Consolidated Invoice Report Samples for an
example of an invoice printed using these options.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

        Format Options for Computation Code Invoices

 Format name        ===> DEFAULT

 Format description ===> INVCCAT

 Supplemental reports  ===> NONE

   If ROLLUP, number of levels of reporting ===> _

 Line item format ===> INVCCAT

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===> 3

 Print invoice category subtotals                 ===> NO_

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> YES

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> YES

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> NO

 Language ===>

 Print footnote as shown below:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
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Defining the Format for Invoice Category Invoices

The Invoice Category invoice type provides individual line items summarized to the invoice category level. This type does
not show individual billed items, so no rates are shown.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

        Format Options for Invoice Category Invoices

 Format name        ===> ________

 Format description ===> ______________________________

 Supplemental reports  ===> ________

   If ROLLUP, number of levels of reporting ===> _

 Line item format ===>

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===> ___

 Print invoice category group subtotals           ===> ___

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> ___

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> ___

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> ___

 Language ===>

 Print footnote as shown below:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Invoice Category Invoice Options Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Format Name
Description: The name of this invoice format entry. Accounting and Chargeback stores the options you select as a set
that can be referenced by its format name. You can produce invoices with these same options by specifying this format
name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This is a required field.

• Format Description
Description: A short description identifying this invoice format.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30

• Supplemental Reports
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Description: This option specifies the type of supplemental charge reports that will be produced for subordinate cost
centers. DETAIL reports list the charges incurred by each individual cost center. ROLLUP reports summarize charges
by cost center level.
Default: NONE
Values: NONE, DETAIL, and ROLLUP

• Number Of Levels Of Reporting
Description: This entry is valid only for ROLLUP supplemental reports. It specifies the last COSTCTRn value for which
intermediate invoice summary pages will be printed. Specify a higher COSTCTRn value than the invoice level specified
in the Cost Center Attributes file. For example, if you are invoicing at COSTCTR2, specify ROLLUP at COSTCTR3 or
higher.
Default: 1
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9

• Line Item Format
Description: The format in which invoice line items will be printed. Valid values are CHARGE, BUDGET, YTD and
BUDYTD. See Consolidated Invoice Report for additional information.
– CHARGE

This format provides lines designated by invoice category codes and their associated descriptions. The columns are
invoice category code, invoice category description, and charge.

– BUDGET
This format adds a monthly budgeted amount and a variance from budget column to the CHARGE format.

– YTD
This format adds a year-to-date billed quantity and a year-to-date charge column to the CHARGE format.

– BUDYTD
This utilizes the basic CHARGE format but combines the BUDGET and YTD options. The columns are current
month charges, current month budget, variance from current month budget, year-to-date charges, year-to-date
budget, and variance from year-to-date budget.

Default: CHARGE
Values: CHARGE, BUDGET, YTD and BUDYTD

• Print Subtotals At Cost Center Level
Description: This option specifies whether subtotals will be printed at a specified cost center level.
Default: blank (for no subtotals)
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9

• Print Invoice Category Subtotals
Description: This option specifies whether subtotals will be printed for each invoice category group (nXXX).
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO

• Print Year-To-Date Amounts
Description: This option specifies whether year-to-date amounts will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the YTD or BUDYTD line item format has been specified. Year-to-date information is
always printed for these formats.

• Print Budget Information
Description: This option specifies whether budget information will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: YES
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the BUDGET or BUDYTD line item format has been specified. Budget information is
always printed for these formats.

• Print Totals in Euro and National Currency
Description: This option allows you to specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national currency. See
Enabling Dual Currency Display on Invoices for instructions on enabling this option.
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Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: Should one or more of the invoices in the run specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national
currency, the grand total page will reflect both currencies.

• Language
Description: This option allows you to specify that the charging element units and charging element descriptions and
the invoice category descriptions on the invoices are to be taken from a language translation table created using the
Special Requirements Language Translation Tables option.
Default: The descriptions in the Charging Elements Table.
Values: The one-character identifier of a language translation table created using the Special Requirements Language
Translation Tables option.

• Print Footnote as Shown Below
Description: This option provides a place to enter a one- or two-line footnote that will print at the bottom of invoices.
Default: None
Values: Any alphanumeric characters. Two lines maximum.

The following Invoice Category Invoice Options Example specifies an invoice format named DEFAULTI. This format
will print line items at the invoice category level in the CHARGE line item format. DETAIL supplemental reports will be
produced. Invoice category group subtotals will be shown. The footnote entered will appear at the bottom of the invoice.
Refer to the Invoice Category Invoice in CHARGE Format sample in Consolidated Invoice Report Samples for an example
of an invoice printed using these options.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

        Format Options for Invoice Category Invoices

 Format name        ===> DEFAULTI

 Format description ===> Invoice Category Format

 Supplemental reports  ===> DETAIL__

   If ROLLUP, number of levels of reporting ===> _

 Line item format ===> CHARGE

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===>

 Print invoice category group subtotals           ===> YES

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> YES

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> YES

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> NO

 Language ===>

 Print footnote as shown below:

 Note:  Your charges are in dollars.  You may pay in dollars

        or in francs.
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_____________________________________________________________

Defining the Format for Cost Center Invoices

The Cost Center invoice type provides individual line items summarized to the specified cost center level.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

         Format Options for Cost Center Invoices

 Format name        ===> ________

 Format description ===> ______________________________

 Cost center level of line items ===> _

 Line item format ===> ________

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===> _

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> ___

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> ___

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> ___

 Print footnote as shown below:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Cost Center Invoice Options Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Format Name
Description: The name of this invoice format entry. Accounting and Chargeback will store the options you select as a
set that can be referenced by its format name. You can produce invoices with these same options by specifying this
format name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This is a required field.

• Format Description
Description: A short description identifying this invoice format.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30

• Cost Center Level Of Line Items
Description: This field defines the cost center level to which line items will be summarized on the invoice.
Default: 1
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9
Note: This is a required field.

• Line Item Format
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Description: The format in which invoice line items will be printed. Valid values are CHARGE, BUDGET, YTD, and
BUDYTD. See the >Consolidated Invoice Report section for additional information.
– CHARGE

This format provides lines designated by the specified cost center level. The columns are cost center value and
charge.

– BUDGET
This format adds a monthly budgeted amount and a variance from budget column to the CHARGE format.

– YTD
This format adds a year-to-date billed quantity and a year-to-date charge column to the CHARGE format.

– BUDYTD
This utilizes the basic CHARGE format but combines the BUDGET and YTD options. The columns are current
month charges, current month budget, variance from current month budget, year-to-date charges, year-to-date
budget, and variance from year-to-date budget.

Default: CHARGE
Values: CHARGE, BUDGET, YTD and BUDYTD

• Print Subtotals At Cost Center Level
Description: This option specifies the cost center level at which line item subtotals will be produced. No subtotals will
be produced if it is left blank.
Default: blank (for no subtotals)
Values: Numeric, 1 to 9.

• Print Year-To-Date Amounts At Bottom Of Invoices
Description: This option specifies whether year-to-date amounts will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the YTD or BUDYTD line item format has been specified. Year-to-date information is
always printed for these formats.

• Print Budget Information At Bottom Of Invoices
Description: This option specifies whether budget information will be printed at the bottom of invoices.
Default: YES
Values: YES and NO
Note: This option has no effect if the BUDGET or BUDYTD line item format has been specified. Budget information is
always printed for these formats.

• Print Totals In Euro And National Currency
Description: This option allows you to specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national currency. See
Enabling Dual Currency Display for instructions on enabling this option.
Default: NO
Values: YES and NO
Note: Should one or more of the invoices in the run specify that totals are to be printed in both the euro and national
currency, the grand total page will reflect both currencies.

• Print Footnote As Shown Below
Description: This option provides a place to enter a one- or two-line footnote that will print at the bottom of invoices.
Default: None
Values: Any alphanumeric characters. Two lines maximum.

The following Cost Center Invoice Options Example specifies an invoice format named DEFAULTC. This format will print
line items at cost center level 3 (APPLICATION) and subtotals at cost center level 2 (DEPARTMENT). The BUDYTD line
item format will be used. No year-to-date amounts or budget information will be printed at the bottom of the invoice. Refer
to the Cost Center Invoice in BUDYTD Format sample in the Sample Consolidated Invoice Reports section for an example
of an invoice printed using these options.

_____________________________________________________________
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+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

         Format Options for Cost Center Invoices

 Format name        ===> DEFAULTC

 Format description ===> Cost Center Invoice Format

 Cost center level of line items ===> 3

 Line item format ===> BUDYTD

 Print subtotals at cost center level             ===> 2

 Print year-to-date amounts at bottom of invoices ===> NO

 Print budget information at bottom of invoices   ===> NO

 Print totals in euro and national currency       ===> NO

 Print footnote as shown below:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Defining the Format for User Invoices

The User invoice type allows the installation to design its own customized invoice and implement it by developing a SAS
routine. These options provide the standard interface between Accounting and that routine.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

         Format Options for Cost Center Invoices

 Format name        ===> ________

 Format description ===> ______________________________

 Name of user-written invoice routine ===> ________

 Name of model invoice format ===> ________

_____________________________________________________________

Use the User Invoice Options Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Format Name
Description: The name of this invoice format entry. MICS Accounting and Chargeback will store the options you select
as a set that can be referenced by its format name. If you subsequently want to produce invoices with these same
options, you can do so by specifying the appropriate format name.
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Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This is a required field.

• Format Description
Description: A short description identifying this invoice format.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30
Note: This is a required field.

• Name Of User-Written Routine
Description: The name of the invoice format routine member in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8, must begin with USR.
Note: This is a required field. It is your responsibility to code and thoroughly test this routine. See Defining the User
Invoice Format Exit for more information on coding this routine.

• Name Of Model Invoice Format
Description: The name of an existing COMPCODE, INVCCAT or COSTCTR invoice format. The format options
contained in the model will be merged with the data to be printed by this user format and used to print the invoice.
Specify this field only if your user format is similar to one of the standard invoice types and you will base your
user-written format routine on the standard MNACTRPT invoice code. If your user-written format routine deviates
significantly from the standard MNACTRPT code, it may not support the format options in the model.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8.

The following Invoice Category Invoice Options Example specifies an invoice format named DEFAULTU. The SAS
routine to produce it is contained in the member sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(USRFMTI). The format is modeled on the
COMPCODE invoice type.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

         Format Options for Cost Center Invoices

 Format name        ===> DEFAULTU

 Format description ===> XYZ Corporation's Custom Invoice

 Name of user-written invoice routine ===> USRFMTI

 Name of model invoice format ===> COMPCODE

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Defining the User Invoice Format Exit

The standard invoice format routine presents a logical invoice page for each unique cost center and offers three
summarization levels and several line-item formats. If none of these standard formats meet your requirements, you may
develop your own invoice format routine and have it invoked automatically for the appropriate cost centers (or as the
default).

User format invoices will be printed after any invoices using the standard format facilities. A Grand Total page will be
printed for each set of invoices using the same user format.
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Your invoice format routine(s) must reside in a member named sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(USRnnnnn), where nnnnn
are any characters.

You can use Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options to associate the format name with particular invoice level cost
centers. Or you can specify the format name as the default format on the Invoice Format Options panel.

If your format closely resembles one of the standard formats, follow the instructions below under Modifying the Standard
Format Routine. Otherwise, follow the instructions under Creating a New Format Routine. In either case, complete the
checklist under Steps to Define the User Invoice Format Exit.

Modifying the Standard Format Routine

Copy the standard format routine from SOURCE(MNACTRPT) to your USR routine. Make the necessary modifications,
but do not change any of the SET statements which input the INVOICE work files. Make as few modifications to the
standard routine as possible.

Specify the name of any defined invoice format in the "Name of model invoice format" field on the Format Options for User
Invoices panel. This will cause the standard work file routines to be invoked to perform the necessary summarization. The
format options associated with the model format will be used to print your user invoice.

Creating a New Format Routine

Create your USR routine as an independent SAS data step. It should input the SAS data set named WORK.USRDATA
and print the records in the desired format.

The records in the WORK.USRDATA data set contain the Financial Recap File data elements plus Year-to-Date
Financial Recap File data elements (resulting from a SAS merge). The records also contain invoicing cost centers,
named INVCTRn, which indicate the cost center to which this record should be invoiced (as indicated in the Cost Center
Attributes). The data set is sorted in cost center (COSTCTR1...COSTCTRn) order only.

The format routine does not have to perform any subsetting of the input data set. This data set will contain only the
records for the cost centers for which this invoice format was specified in the Cost Center Attributes file (or for all cost
centers for which another invoice format was NOT specified in the event this format was defined as the default). However,
the input data set may contain data for multiple cost centers and the format routine will have to identify and correctly
process cost center changes. Using the variables FIRST. and LAST. will likely help.

Steps to Define the User Invoice Format Exit

Follow the steps in this checklist to define the user invoice format exit. The Financial Recap File is the basis for the input
to the format routine.

1. Use MWF;4;2;3;2;5 to display the Invoice Format Options Panel. Use the R line command to repeat the USER format
and display the Format Options for User Invoices panel. Specify the Format name and description, and the name of
the user-written format routine. The format routine name must begin with USR.
If you are modeling the invoice after an existing standard invoice format, fill in the format name, COMPCODE,
INVCCAT, or COSTCTR, in the "Name of model invoice format" field. If you are not modeling the invoice after an
existing standard invoice format, leave the "Name of model invoice format" field blank.
If this user format will be used to print all or most of your invoices, enter its name in the "Default format" field at the top
of the Invoice Format Options panel. Otherwise, follow step 2 below to specify the cost centers whose invoices are to
be printed with this user format.
END back to the Parameter Specification and Generation Menu and submit the ACTXOPTS job when requested.

2. Access the Invoice Options Cost Center Selection panel (MWF;4;2;1;1;2). For each cost center to which the special
format applies, enter the appropriate format name in the format column.

3. Code the invoice format exit routine in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(USRnnnnn) and test it thoroughly.
4. Create a copy of the new invoice format routine in IEBUPDTE format and save it in the

sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL library as an audit trail.
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ACT Defining Invoice Language Translation

Language Translation Tables allow you to print invoices for different customers with descriptions for charging element
units, charging elements, and invoice categories in different languages. This is accomplished by creating a set of
translation tables for each language that you want to use and then referencing the appropriate set in Invoice Format
Options (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Language Translation Tables is option 4 on the Special Requirements Menu. Use this option to create translation
tables for charging element units and descriptions, invoice category descriptions, and credit category descriptions. The
translations can be used on invoices instead of the descriptions in the default Charging Element, Invoice Category, and
Credit Category tables.

Each set of tables is associated with a language identifier. You specify the language identifier on the Accounting Options
Invoice Format Options panel to cause the invoices printed with the formats to use the charging element and invoice
category translations that you entered for the associated language.

The translations are generated to SAS PROC FORMATS named $ACTTRnx, where n is 1 - 4 ( 1 refers to charging
element units, 2 to charging element descriptions, 3 to invoice category descriptions, and 4 to credit category descriptions)
and x is the language identifier.

The credit category translations are not used on the standard invoices, but the generated $ACTTR4x (where x is a
language identifier) formats are available for you to use in your own programs.

The following sections contain a worksheet to help you prepare to use the language translation feature and an example of
a completed worksheet.

Invoice Language Translation Worksheet
+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Language Identifier              Description

        _           _________________________________________

 Charging Element                Translation

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

 Charging Element                Translation

 Unit (Comp Code)

      ____                     _______________

      ____                     _______________

      ____                     _______________

Invoice Category                 Translation

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

  Credit Category                Translation

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

      ____          _________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
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Use the Invoice Language Translation Worksheet to make the following decisions:

• Language Identifier
Description: A one-character identifier for the language to be added to the Language Translation Tables
Language Selection panel.
Default: None
Values: One alphanumeric character.

• Language Description
Description: A description of the language to be added to the Language Translation Tables
Language Selection panel.
Default: None
Values: A maximum of thirty alphanumeric characters.

• Charging Element Description
Description: The description of each charging element to be translated.
Default: None
Values: A maximum of forty alphanumeric characters.

• Charging Element Unit
Description: The description of each charging element unit to be translated.
Default: None
Values: A maximum of sixteen alphanumeric characters.

• Invoice Category Description
Description: The description of each invoice category to be translated.
Default: None
Values: A maximum of forty alphanumeric characters.

• Credit Category Description
Description: The description of each credit category to be translated.
Default: None
Values: A maximum of forty alphanumeric characters.

Invoice Language Translation Example
+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Language Identifier              Description

        E           Espanol

 Charging Element                Translation

      1200          DB2 Instrucciones Ejecutadas

 Charging Element                Translation

 Unit (Comp Code)

      0025                     Segundos

Invoice Category                 Translation

      6001          Administration

  Credit Category                Translation

      8210          Problema de Seguridad

_____________________________________________________________
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ACT Specifying an Invoice Sequence Number

You can specify an invoice sequence number to be used on the next invoice printed by the batch invoice job. The value
entered is not incremented by the batch invoice job. Valid values are 0 through 99999999. The default value is 1.

To specify an invoice sequence number, select MWF;4;2;1;4 and enter the number on the Invoice Sequence Number
panel. If you changed the invoice sequence number, you are automatically asked to submit the job ACTXSEQ in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL when you end from the Invoice Sequence Number panel.

ACT Specifying Euro Conversion Parameters

You can specify euro conversion parameters using the Euro Conversion Specifications panel (MWF 4;2;3;2;7). This panel
allows you to specify the lead currency (the currency in which the charges are calculated) and the target currency (the
currency to which the charges will be converted). The associated conversion rate will automatically be filled in.

The euro conversion parameters are used by the invoice job if the dual currency invoice option is selected. They are also
used by the Rate Table Conversion Utility.

Note: Selecting a national currency as the lead or target currency automatically selects the euro as the other currency. It
is therefore impossible to select national currencies as both the lead and target currencies.

ACT Defining the Accounting Calendar

Financial reports are usually based on a fiscal period. The relationship between the financial period and the normal
calendar year falls into one of three categories:

• The financial year and month is the same as the calendar year and month
• The financial year does not begin and end on the same dates as the calendar year, but financial months begin and end

on the same dates as calendar months
• Financial months do not begin and end on the same dates as calendar months

To ensure reports adhere to the installation's accounting calendar, MICS supports accounting date variables called
ACTDAY, ACTWEEK, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR. These variables are carried in the accounting files in the appropriate
timespans. They are set by the ADAY, AWEEK, AMONTH, and AYEAR macros. These macros are shipped with
ADAY=DAY, AWEEK=WEEK, AMONTH=MONTH, and AYEAR=YEAR so that the accounting calendar corresponds to the
MICS calendar. An accounting calendar of 1 to 14 months is supported.

You can define your own accounting calendar either by modifying the code in these macros or by using the Accounting
Calendar panels. If you use the panels, the macros will be replaced by generated code that defines your calendar.

Note that using this feature affects your ability to audit the accounting files because the data in the MICS database files
will no longer correspond directly to the data in the accounting files.

The accounting date variables are carried in the accounting files but are not used unless the Special Accounting Dates
option is active. The ACTDAY, ACTWEEK, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR variables are sequence variables in the
Accounting and Chargeback files; any modification of the shipped macro code that defines them will result in more records
and increased file sizes.

When the special accounting dates option is active, ACTYEAR is used to age the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.
If the financial months do not begin and end on the same dates as calendar months, ACTMONTH is also used for aging.

You can assign values to the ACTDAY, ACTWEEK, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR variables in the
sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS members ADAY, AWEEK, AMONTH, and AYEAR. Refer to Defining the Accounting
Calendar Using Online Panels for more information on using the online panels to define your accounting calendar.

Make changes to your accounting calendar at month-end. You can activate the Special Accounting Dates option at any
time during the month. It will affect the next month-end process.
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If you activate the Special Accounting Dates feature, in addition to the normal MICS YEARLY job, run
prefix.MICS.CNTL(YEARACT) for each unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed. Run this job after the
year's financial period has ended, as defined by your assignment of the ACTYEAR variable.

If your accounting months do not have the same boundaries as the MICS months, in addition to the normal MICS
MONTHLY job, run prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHACT) for each unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback is installed.
(You should run this job after your financial period has ended, as defined by your assignment of the ACTMONTH
variable.)

Steps to Implement Special Accounting Dates

Complete the checklist below to implement Special Accounting Dates:

1. (Optional) Specify that Special Accounting Dates are active for aging.
a. Select Option 2, Accounting Options, on the Parameter Specifications and Generation menu.
b. Select Option 3, Account Dates Specification Menu, on the Accounting Options Menu.
c. Select Option 1, Accounting Calendar Control Definitions, on the Account Dates Specification Menu.
Activate Special Accounting Dates aging by specifying YES on the "Activate Special Accounting Dates for file aging"
line.

2. Use the "Define the accounting calendar via panels" line on the Accounting Calendar Control Definitions panel to
specify which method you will be using to create your accounting calendar. Specify:
YES to use Option 3, Define Accounting Calendar via Panels, on the Account Dates Specification Menu.
NO to use Option 5, Define Accounting Calendar Via Macros, on the Account Dates Specification Menu.

3. Define your accounting calendar using the method selected in the previous step.
– If you are using Option 3, Define Accounting Calendar Via Panels, complete the Accounting Calendar Panels

worksheet in the Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Online Panels section to define your entries.
– If you are using Option 5, Define Accounting Calendar via Macros, on the Account Dates Specification Menu,

complete the Accounting Calendar Macros worksheet in the Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Macros
section to define your entries.

4. (Optional) define the special month names for the special accounting calendar. If you have activated the accounting
dates for aging, you can use special month names in your accounting reports that will be different from the standard
MICS month names.
Use Option 2, Accounting Month Names, on the Account Dates Specification Menu. Complete the Accounting Month
Names Worksheet in the Defining the Accounting Month Names section to define your entries.

5. Submit the job ACTXOPTS in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
6. Do the following for each unit in the MICS Complex that has accounting installed:

– Set the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) member to read:
 MONTHLY MONTHACT YEARLY YEARACT

 

– Regenerate the JCL for the MONTHLY, MONTHACT, YEARLY, and YEARACT jobs by submitting
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

The following sections provide worksheets for you to specify the accounting calendar control definitions, to name the
accounting months, and to define your accounting calendar either through macro coding or the online panels. Examples
are included with each worksheet.

• Specifying Accounting Calendar Control Definitions
• Specifying the Accounting Month Names
• Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Online Panels
• Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Macros
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Specifying Accounting Calendar Control Definitions

The following figure is the Accounting Calendar Control Definitions worksheet. If you want to use the defaults indicated to
the right of each data entry field on the worksheet, you do not need to use this worksheet.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                         ACCOUNTING CONTROL DEFINITIONS WORKSHEET

        Activate Special Accounting Dates for file aging (YES,NO) __________   (NO)

          IF YES, do accounting months have the same boundaries as MICS months (YES,NO) _________   (NO)

        Number of months in accounting year (1-14)  ___________  (12)

        Define the accounting calendar via panels (YES,NO) __________  (NO)

          Week start day (SUN/MON/TUE/WED/THU/FRI/SAT) ________   (SUN)

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Accounting Calendar Control Definitions Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Activate Special Accounting Dates For File Aging
Description: If this option is YES, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files will be aged by ACTYEAR instead of the
MICS YEAR variable. The YEARACT job must be run in addition to the MICS YEARLY job to accomplish this.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO
Note: If this option is active, the data in the accounting files will not correspond to the data in the MICS product files
from which it was derived, which affects the audit process. For this reason, you should carefully consider use of this
option.

• Do Accounting Months Have The Same Boundaries As Ca Mics Months
Description: If this option is NO, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files will be aged by ACTMONTH instead of the
MICS MONTH variable. The MONTHACT job must be run in addition to the MICS MONTHLY job to accomplish this.
If this option is YES, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files will be aged by the MICS MONTH variable, and no
special monthly processing is necessary. This is because when the Accounting and MICS months have the same
boundaries, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files will age the same way whether ACTMONTH or MONTH is
used.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO

• Number Of Accounting Months In A Year
Description: The number of months in the accounting calendar year.
Default: 12
Values: Numeric, length 2, 1 - 14

• Define The Accounting Calendar Via Panels
Description: Specifies whether the accounting calendar panels will be used to generate the ADAY, AWEEK, AMONTH,
and AYEAR macros.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO
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Note: If this option is YES, you must use the worksheet in Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Online Panels to
define your accounting calendar. Otherwise, use the worksheet in Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Macros to
define your calendar using macro coding.

• Week Start Day
Description: Specifies the name of the day on which the accounting calendar week starts.
Default: SUN
Values: Character, length 3, SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT
Note: You specify this option only if the Accounting Calendar Panels option is YES.

Example

The following Accounting Calendar Control Definitions Example shows an Accounting Calendar Control Definitions
Worksheet.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__          Administrator: __________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Activate Special Accounting Dates for file aging ===> NO

 Number of months in accounting year ===> 13

 Define the accounting calendar via panels ===> YES

   Week start day ===> SUN

_____________________________________________________________

Specifying the Accounting Month Names

The following figure is an example of the Accounting Month Names Worksheet. The accounting month names appear on
reports only if the Special Accounting Dates option is active. If this option is not active, or if you want to use the defaults
shown to the right of each data entry field on the worksheet, you do not need to use this worksheet.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                   ACCOUNTING MONTH NAMES WORKSHEET

                Month    Accounting Month Name

                 --    -------------------------------------------------

                  1    _________________________________________________  (JANUARY)

                  2    _________________________________________________  (FEBRUARY)

                  3    _________________________________________________  (MARCH)

                  4    _________________________________________________  (APRIL)

                  5    _________________________________________________  (MAY)

                  6    _________________________________________________  (JUNE)

                  7    _________________________________________________  (JULY)

                  8    _________________________________________________  (AUGUST)
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                  9    _________________________________________________  (SEPTEMBER)

                 10    _________________________________________________  (OCTOBER)

                 11    _________________________________________________  (NOVEMBER)

                 12    _________________________________________________  (DECEMBER)

                 13    _________________________________________________  (USER DEFINED)

                 14    _________________________________________________  (USER DEFINED)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Accounting Month Name
Description: The name of each of the months in the accounting year.
Default: JANUARY - DECEMBER for months 1-12, USER-DEFINED for months 13 and 14.
Values: Character, length 40

Example 

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__            Administrator: ________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Month   Accounting Month Name

   --    ----------------------------------------------------

    1    JANUARY

    2    FEBRUARY

    3    MARCH

    4    APRIL

    5    MAY

    6    JUNE

    7    JULY

    8    AUGUST

    9    SEPTEMBER

   10    OCTOBER

   11    NOVEMBER

   12    DECEMBER

   13    MONTH 13

   14    MONTH 14

_____________________________________________________________

Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Online Panels

If your accounting calendar corresponds to your MICS calendar, your accounting calendar is defined automatically and
you can skip this section. If your accounting calendar does NOT correspond to your MICS calendar, you can define your
accounting calendar using the Accounting Calendar online panels as discussed in this section. If you prefer to use your
own macro coding instead of the online panels, refer to Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Macros.

Accounting Calendar Panels Worksheet 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                               ACCOUNTING CALENDAR PANELS WORKSHEET

Start of accounting calendar:

  Actual calendar year  (1980-2020) _______

  Actual calendar month  (1-14) _______

  Actual calendar day    (1-31) _______

Accounting Year    Month of year:   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14

---------------    --------------  --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --   --

    _____          Weeks/month:    ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

                      -OR-

                   Days/month:     ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

    _____          Weeks/month:    ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

                      -OR-

                   Days/month:     ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

    _____          Weeks/month:    ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

                      -OR-

                   Days/month:     ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

    _____          Weeks/month:    ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

                      -OR-

                   Days/month:     ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Accounting Calendar Panels Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Start Of Accounting Calendar - Actual Calendar Year
Description: The actual calendar year in which the first year of the accounting calendar begins.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 4, 1980 - 2020

• Start Of Accounting Calendar
ACTUAL CALENDAR MONTH
Description: The actual calendar month in which the first year of the accounting calendar begins.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 2, 1 - 12

• Start Of Accounting Calendar
ACTUAL CALENDAR DAY
Description: The actual calendar day on which the first year of the accounting calendar begins.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 2, 1 - 31

• Accounting Year
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Description: The accounting calendar year.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 4, 1980 - 2020
Note: The accounting years must be numbered consecutively. 

• Weeks/Month
Description: The number of weeks in the accounting month.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 1, 1 - 9
Note: Either the number of weeks or days, but not both, must be specified for each month in the accounting calendar. 

• Days/Month
Description: The number of days in the accounting month.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 2, 1 - 99
Note: Either the number of weeks or days, but not both, must be specified for each month in the accounting calendar. 

Example 

In the following Accounting Calendar Panels Example, accounting months correspond to calendar months, but the fiscal
year begins on July 1 and ends on June 30. The first year of the accounting calendar is 1995.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Start of accounting calendar:

  Actual calendar year  (1980-2020) 1995___

  Actual calendar month (1-14)  07_____

  Actual calendar day    (1-31) 01_____

Acct Year  Month of year:  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14

---------  -------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

1996       Weeks/month:   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

              -OR-

           Days/month:    31 31 30 31 30 31 31 29 31 30 31 30 __ __

1997       Weeks/month:   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

              -OR-

           Days/month:    31 31 30 31 30 31 31 28 31 30 31 30 __ __

1998       Weeks/month:   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

              -OR-

           Days/month:    31 31 30 31 30 31 31 28 31 30 31 30 __ __

___________________________________________________________________
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Defining the Accounting Calendar Using Macros

If your accounting calendar corresponds to your MICS calendar, your accounting calendar is defined automatically and
you can skip this section. If your accounting calendar does not correspond to your MICS calendar, you can define your
accounting calendar using the Accounting Calendar online panels as discussed in Defining the Accounting Calendar
Using Online Panels. This section is only for users that prefer to define their accounting calendar using macros instead of
the panels.

Accounting Calendar Macros Worksheet

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                   ACCOUNTING CALENDAR MACROS WORKSHEET

     SAS Statements:

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Code the SAS routines to assign values to the ACTDAY, ACTWEEK, ACTMONTH, and ACTYEAR variables
according to your calendar. Testing and maintaining these routines is your responsibility.
Default: None
Values: See the following NOTE:

Note: The following are samples of macro routines for each of the three cases defined in Defining the Accounting
Calendar:

Financial year-month corresponds to calendar year-month.

The default macros shipped with MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option set the accounting date variables to the
corresponding MICS calendar date variables. The actual contents of the macros are listed below:

%MACRO ADAY;

ACTDAY = DAY;

%MEND ADAY;

%MACRO AWEEK;

ACTWEEK = WEEK;

%MEND AWEEK;

%MACRO AMONTH;

ACTMONTH = MONTH;

%MEND AMONTH;

%MACRO AYEAR;

ACTYEAR  = YEAR;

%MEND AYEAR;

Accounting months correspond to calendar months.

For example, if the fiscal year begins on July 1 and ends on June 30, but the corresponding months have the same
number of days, the following routines could be used to set the accounting date variables:

%MACRO ADAY;

ACTDAY = DAY;

%MEND ADAY;

%MACRO AWEEK;

ACTWEEK = WEEK;

%MEND AWEEK;

%MACRO AMONTH;

WRKMONTH = MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS));

IF WRKMONTH LT 7 THEN ACTMONTH = WRKMONTH + 6;

ELSE ACTMONTH = WRKMONTH - 6;

%MEND AMONTH;

%MACRO AYEAR;

WRKYEAR = YEAR(DATEPART(ENDTS));

IF MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS)) LT 7 THEN

ACTYEAR = WRKYEAR - 1900;

ELSE ACTYEAR = WRKYEAR - 1899;

%MEND AYEAR;

Accounting months differ from calendar months
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If there is little correspondence between calendar dates and accounting dates, we recommend that you use the
accounting calendar to sequence all MICS files.

You can revise the standard _DAY, _MONTH, and _YEAR Macros for all of the MICS files by specifying the
13MONTHYEAR option in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE). This method is referred to as the Thirteen Month Fiscal Year
Option and is documented in Site Characteristics (SITE).

Note: Implementing this change on an existing MICS system is likely to cause previous WEEKS and MONTHS cycles
to contain different amounts of data than those created following the change. You must take this into consideration when
doing capacity planning, auditing, or any other process that requires historical information.

Example

In the following Accounting Calendar Macros Example, accounting months correspond to calendar months, but the fiscal
year begins on July 1 and ends on June 30.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

           %MACRO ADAY;

           ACTDAY = DAY;

           %MEND ADAY;

           %MACRO AWEEK;

           ACTWEEK = WEEK;

           %MEND AWEEK;

           %MACRO AMONTH;

           WRKMONTH = MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS));

           IF WRKMONTH LT 7 THEN ACTMONTH = WRKMONTH + 6;

           ELSE ACTMONTH = WRKMONTH - 6;

           %MEND AMONTH;

           %MACRO AYEAR;

           WRKYEAR = YEAR(DATEPART(ENDTS));

           IF MONTH(DATEPART(ENDTS)) LT 7 THEN

            ACTYEAR = WRKYEAR - 1900;

           ELSE ACTYEAR = WRKYEAR - 1899;

           %MEND AYEAR;

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying the Journal Run Status Log Options

Use the Journal Run Status Log options (MWF;4;2;3;2;6) to specify what information is stored in the logs in the Journal
Run Status Log File (ACTRSJ).

The following sections contain a worksheet to help you prepare to enter the Journal Run Status Log options and an
example of a completed worksheet.
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Journal Run Status Log Worksheet
+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: _________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Number of runs to retain:  __

 Categorize charges to unknown users as unidentified:  ______

 If YES, the COSTCTR1 value that represents

 unknown users:  ___________

 Edit APU calculation routine:  ___

 SAS format for charges display:  _________________

 ____________________________________________________________

Use the Journal Run Status Log Worksheet to make the following decisions:

• Number Of Runs To Retain
Description: The number of DAY199 runs that will be retained in the log.
Default: 45 runs
Values: Numeric, 1 to 99

• Categorize Charges To Unknown Users As Unidentified
Description: Charges in the log are categorized as BILL unless they were incurred by a cost center being invoiced to
a NOBILL cost center as specified in Cost Center Attributes. If you want charges to unknown users categorized as
UNIDENTIFIED instead of BILL or NOBILL, enter YES in this field.
Default: NO
Values: YES or NO

• If YES, the COSTCTR1 Value That Represents Unknown Users
Description: The COSTCTR1 value used to identify unknown users. Blank is a valid value. This field will be ignored
unless the above option is YES.
Default: None
Values: Alphanumeric characters, 1 to 30

• Edit APU Calculation Routine
Description: If you enter YES in this field, you will be put into EDIT on the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACTAURT)
routine used to assign values to the ACTAPU variable kept for each record in the log.
Default: NO
Values: YES or NO

• SAS Format for Charges Display
Description: This is the SAS format in which all charges will display in the Journal Run Status Log.
Default: If you leave this field blank, the following defaults are used:
– In the "Billable Charges," "Non-Billable Charges," and "Unidentified Charges" fields, the default is DOLLAR13.2

unless the figure is greater than 9,999,999. In that case, it is DOLLAR13.
– On the detail panel for a selected journal file, in the "Total Charges for displayed rows" field, the default is

DOLLAR20.4. In the "Charge" field, the default is MONEYX unless the figure is greater than 999,999. In that case, it
is DOLLAR13.

Note: If the formatted value of the charges is greater than the size of the field, the word OVERFLOW will appear instead
of the actual charges. All fields that display charges have a field length of 13 characters, with the exception of the "Total
charges for displayed rows" field on the panel that details charges for a selected journal file.
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Journal Run Status Log Example

The following figure is an example of a completed Journal Run Status Log worksheet. In the example, we elected to edit
the ACTAURT routine.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Number of runs to retain:  45

 Categorize charges to unknown users as unidentified:  YES

 If YES, the COSTCTR1 value that represents

 unknown users: UNKNOWN

 Edit APU calculation routine:  YES

 SAS format for charges display:  DOLLAR13.2

____________________________________________________________

The following figure is a sample ACTAURT routine.

-------------------------------------

IF INJBJ THEN ACTAPU = 'SMF';

ELSE IF INJDA THEN ACTAPU = 'DAA';

ELSE ACTAPU = ' ';

-------------------------------------

ACT Prorating Charges

In MICS Accounting and Chargeback, you can use prorating to distribute charges from one cost center to other cost
centers based upon a set of predefined percentages. Consider using prorating when a unit of work (for example, job, IMS
transaction, or CICS transaction) is used by multiple areas.

Charges can be prorated when the journal file is created if you know the distribution percentages in advance. This is
called journal file prorating. Charges can be prorated at the end of each month after the ledger file has been aged. This
is called ledger file prorating. Ledger file prorating can replace the original ledger file or can create a new "special" ledger
file. Refer to the Implementing Prorating section for a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

Charges for unit-level external files can be prorated by either the journal or ledger file methods. Charges for complex-level
external files can be prorated when they are written to the Debit File.

The following sections explain how to prorate. Review the first four sections and fill out the worksheets. Then use the
checklists in Implementing Prorating to implement prorating.

• Defining Prorating Charges
• Specifying Prorating Options
• Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than COSTCTR1
• Prorating From More Than One Data Element
• Implementing Prorating
• Printing Prorate Tables
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ACT Defining Prorating Charges

The purpose of prorating is to allow work that was originally run in one cost center to be charged to other cost centers.
This is accomplished by identifying the percentage of the original quantities and their associated charges that are to be
charged to new cost centers.

For each cost center to be prorated, you must specify the original (old) cost center value and the prorated (new) cost
center value along with a percentage value. That percentage of the amounts occurring in the old cost center is charged to
the new cost center. This is called the prorating definition.

The prorating definition for journal and ledger files, including external journal files, can be made at the complex or unit
level. The prorating definition for complex-level external files is always made at the complex level.

The following sections explain how to complete the prorating definition.

Prorating Worksheet

Prorating Percent Worksheet

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                      PRORATING PERCENT WORKSHEET

 UNIT: _______________

        Original Value               New Value                                 Percent

        ---------                    ---------                                 -------

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

      ______________________     _________________________________      ___________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Prorating Percent Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Original Value
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Description: The Prorate From value. This is a COSTCTR1 value unless you have specified that another data element
be used. Refer to Specifying Prorating Options to specify the Prorate From data element for Ledger File prorating, or
refer to Specifying Journal File Characteristics or Specifying Complex-Level Ext. File Characteristics to specify the
Prorate From data element for these files.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30
Note: Any value matching this prorate from value is selected for prorating. Unselected records are output in their
original state.

• New Value
Description: The COSTCTR1 value(s) in which the quantities and charges associated with the original value will be
recorded.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 30
Note: Any number of new values may be specified for a single original value. The Prorate To exit must be used
if the contents of this field do not represent a Cost Center 1 value. Refer to Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than
COSTCTR1 for more information on the Prorate To exit.

• Percent
Description: The percentage of the original charges that are to be allocated to the new COSTCTR1 value.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 7, range is .1 to 100.0, four decimal digits are allowed
Note: The sum of the percentages for a given original value must total 100. Therefore, if a portion of the original
charges are to remain in the original value COSTCTR1, the original value must also be coded as a new value.
It is possible to transfer all of the charges from one work unit to a different COSTCTR1 by coding 100 as the percent.

Prorating Example

In the Prorating Example, charges incurred for development are to be associated with production, but prorated at 75%.
The remaining 25% is to remain as development's charge.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__            Administrator: ________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Original Value         New Value               Percent

 DEV_________________   PRD_________________        _75.0

 DEV_________________   DEV_________________        _25.0

 ____________________   ____________________        ___._

 ____________________   ____________________        ___._

 ____________________   ____________________        ___._

 ____________________   ____________________        ___._

 ____________________   ____________________        ___._

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Prorating Options

You can use the Prorating Options Worksheet to specify the following:
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• Whether ledger file prorating will be done.
• For Ledger file prorating--Whether to create a special Ledger File that will contain the prorated amounts, or replace the

standard Ledger File. In addition, you can override the standard "Prorate From" variable, COSTCTR1.
• Whether a complex-level prorating table will be used for journal and ledger file prorating

Refer to the worksheets for ACT Specifying Journal File Characteristics and ACT Specifying Complex-Level Ext. File
Characteristics, for additional journal file and complex-level external file prorating options.

The following sections contain a worksheet and example to help you specify prorating options.

Prorating Options Worksheet
_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Ledger file prorating?                     ___

     If YES, create special ledger file?        ___

     If YES, prorate from variable?             ___

     Always use complex level prorating table?  ___

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Prorating Options Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Ledger file prorating?
Description: Charges may be distributed from the cost center in which they were initially entered into the system to
another cost center or cost centers. This may be done either after all the charges for a billing period have been entered
into the system (Ledger File) or as the charges are being entered into the system (Journal File). The ledger prorating
option is activated by specifying YES and deactivated by specifying NO. An additional job must be run each financial
period for every unit to perform the ledger prorating function. Journal file prorating is activated as part of Rate Table
Journal File Specifications.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO
Note: Ledger File prorating is usually done when the proration percentages are not known at the start of a billing
period. This is usually the result of calculations based on some measures that are accumulated during the billing
period. If you know the percentages in advance, consider using journal file prorating.

• If YES, create special ledger file?
Description: The Ledger File prorating method allows both the unprorated and the prorated charges to be retained,
if desired. In this case, the prorated charges are retained in a special Ledger File. The special Ledger File takes
additional disk storage, but provides an audit trail. This option is activated by specifying YES or deactivated by
specifying NO.
Default: YES
Values: Y, N, YES, NO, or N/A
Note: This option is always N/A if the value of ledger file prorating is NO.

• If YES, prorate from variable?
Description: The name of the Ledger File variable that controls whether prorating will be performed for a particular
record. A warning message will be displayed if it does not name a defined COSTCTR variable.
Default: COSTCTR1
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Values: Character, length 8, COSTCTR1 - COSTCTR9
Note: This option is always left blank if the value of Ledger File prorating is NO.

• Always use complex level prorating table?
Description: This field indicates whether the complex level prorating table should be used for journal and Ledger File
prorating. If this field is specified as YES, the complex level table must be defined and will be used for Journal and
Ledger File prorating in lieu of the unit level prorating table.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO

Prorating Options Example

In the following Prorating Options Worksheet Example, ledger file prorating will not be used. (Journal file prorating was
activated on the Journal File specification panel.) A complex level prorating table will not be used in lieu of the unit level
prorating table.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Ledger file prorating  ===> NO

     If YES, create special ledger file  ===> N/A

     If YES, prorate from variable ===> ________

     Always use complex level prorating table? ===> NO

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than COSTCTR1

With standard prorating, you can only change the values of the COSTCTR1 variable in the prorated records. If you need
to change the values of other cost centers, you can use exit code. The exit macros are as follows:

    USROJRN   Journal file macro

    USROLGR   Ledger file macro

    USROEXT   Complex-Level external file macro

Code the journal and ledger file macros in:

    prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT)

Code the complex-level external file macro in:

    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT)

The exit macros are invoked immediately prior to the output of the respective files. Multiple new records with the prorating
percentages applied are made available to the exit macro.
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To use the macro for a particular prorating method, you need to code all of the cost center values that you wish to change
in the new value field of the prorating parameter. For example, suppose you wish to prorate 50% of the charges for journal
file records with a COSTCTR1 value of AAA to a record with a COSTCTR1 value of BBB and a COSTCTR2 value of
CCC. The entry in the prorating parameter would have an old value field of AAA, a new value field of BBBCCC, and a
percent field of 50. You specify the parameter information by making entries into the Prorating Menu after you select
Option 3;8 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

The macro for each method is invoked immediately after COSTCTR1 has been assigned in the prorated record. The
macro code must use the SAS SUBSTR function on the variable RULE1, beginning in position 7, to assign the new cost
center values. The first six positions of RULE1 contain the percent. For example, the journal file macro to support the
prorating situation described above would be coded as follows:

    %MACRO USROJRN;

    COSTCTR1 = SUBSTR(RULE1,7,3);

    COSTCTR2 = SUBSTR(RULE1,10,3);

    %MEND USROJRN;

A temporary variable COSTCTRY, which contains the original COSTCTR1 value, is available to these exit macros. If you
do NOT want the COSTCTR1 value replaced, you can code the following in your exit:

    COSTCTR1 = COSTCTRY;

ACT Prorating From More Than One Data Element

With standard prorating, you can only prorate from one COSTCTR data element. If you need to prorate from more than
one cost center element, you can use exit code. The exit macros are as follows:

    USRPJRN   Journal file macro

    USRPLGR   Ledger file macro

    USRPEXT   Complex-level external file macro

Code the journal and ledger file macros in:

    prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT)

Code the complex-level external file macro in:

    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT)

The exit macros are taken immediately before the COSTCTRX variable is input to the prorating format. COSTCTRX
is assigned from the Prorate From variable, normally COSTCTR1. You can use the exit to override the COSTCTRX
assignment and create a Prorate From variable based on more than one data element.

For example, suppose prorating is to be based on the contents of Cost Center 1 and Cost Center 2. Use the
concatenation of Cost Center 1 and Cost Center 2 in the Old Value column on the Prorating Percent Specifications panel
(MWF;4;2;3;8). Then code the USRPxxx macro in #ACTEXIT to assign the concatenation of Cost Center 1 and Cost
Center 2 to the COSTCTRX variable as follows:

    %MACRO USRPxxx;

     COSTCTRX = COSTCTR1 || COSTCTR2;

    %MEND USRPxxx;
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By concatenating cost centers together, it is possible to have embedded blanks in the resulting COSTCTRX field. The
Old Value as specified on the Prorating Percent Specifications panel must reflect the presence of any embedded blanks.
Otherwise, the value will not match, and prorating for that cost center combination will not take effect.

ACT Implementing Prorating

Prorating is done with either of two primary methods: the journal file method or the ledger file method. A third method, for
use with complex-level external files, is also available (refer to Prorating From Complex-Level Ext. Files Checklist).

With both the journal and ledger file methods, the ledger files reflect the prorated charges. The journal file method
performs the prorating in the journal (DETAIL) files as they are being built. The ledger file method reprocesses the Ledger
(summary) files to accomplish the prorating. The ledger file method can either create a new special Ledger File or replace
the original standard Ledger File.

Prorating Considerations

If you want to prorate your charges, you must first decide which of the primary methods to implement at your installation.

The journal file method is easier to implement and can be used in the following circumstances:

• If you do not need to preserve the original cost center charge allocations in the Accounting and Chargeback files.
• If you can predetermine the prorating allocation percents. However, if you need to run reports or invoices from the

original data to determine the allocation percentages, you must use the ledger file method.

Some of the tradeoffs between the two primary prorating methods, the ledger file method and the journal file method, are
discussed below:

• With the ledger file method, if you replace the existing MONTHS timespan Ledger File, the Ledger Files are not
supported in the YEARS timespan.

• The ledger file method uses less CPU time than the journal file method because it uses a summarized file as input and
runs only once a month.

• The ledger file method has the flexibility of keeping both the original and the revised files.
• Because journal files are at the detail level, you need more disk storage for your records if you use the journal file

method.
• Implementing the ledger file method is more complex because you must run an additional prorate job each billing

period. The journal file method is automatic and does not require this additional job.
• The ledger file method provides a better audit trail.
• Since reports can be run from either the standard Ledger File or the special Ledger File, the ledger file method can be

complex.
• Changes to the prorate parameters for the journal file method take effect when the next MICS DAILY job is run are

normally made at the start of a billing period. Changes to the prorate parameters for the ledger file method do not take
effect until the ledger file prorating job runs at the end of the month so you can make them at any time prior to that.

• If you use the ledger file method and you replace the standard Ledger File, we recommend that you create a backup of
the original file. If you keep this backup online, however, more DASD storage is used.

• The journal file method maintains consistency between the journal and ledger files.
• If the prorating specifications are erroneous, and you use the journal file method, you must restore the MICS database

and rerun the MICS DAILY job after correcting the specifications. With the ledger file method, if you use a special
Ledger File, you only need to rerun the Ledger File prorating program.

The basic strategy used by all the methods is to have a SAS PROC FORMAT called $PRORATC or $PRORATE, which
relates an original work unit to a new COSTCTR1 value and a percentage value that indicates what portion of the charges
should go to the new COSTCTR1. The original work unit is identified by a variable called the "Prorate From" variable. This
is usually COSTCTR1, but may be changed through parameter specifications as described in the following sections.

Prorating From Journal Files Checklist
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The journal file prorating method performs the prorating as the accounting journal files are built in the MICS DAILY run.
Each journal file, for which prorating has been specified, includes multiple observations for each work unit selected for
prorating. If it was prorated to one or more new COSTCTR1s, the original observation will not appear in the journal file.
Since the Ledger File is summed from the journal files, it also reflects the prorating. The standard MICS files are not
affected.

Follow these steps to prorate from journal files:

1. If you want to prorate all units from a complex level set of prorating specifications, specify YES for "Always use
complex level prorating table" on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1). Otherwise,
specify NO.
Refer to Specifying Prorating Options for more information about these specifications.

2. Submit the accounting options generation job, ACTXOPTS, in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. You are automatically placed
into ISPF Edit on ACTXOPTS each time you enter or change the General Installation Accounting Specifications.

3. If you are using the complex level prorating table, select Option 2, Complex Level Prorating, on the Prorating Menu
(MWF;4;2;3;8;2) to specify the prorating parameter.
Otherwise, select Option 1, Unit Level Prorating, on the Prorating Menu (MWF;4;2;3;8;1). Specify the prorating
parameter for each unit in which you want prorating performed.

4. If you are using the complex level prorating table, run the complex level prorating generation job, PRORATE, in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to create the $PRORATC format.
Otherwise, run the unit level prorating generation job, PRORATEU, in prefix.MICS.CNTL to create the $PRORATE
format. You must run this job in each unit for which you specified a prorating parameter.
You are automatically placed into ISPF Edit on the correct job when you enter or change the prorating parameter.

5. If you need to prorate from more than a single data element, or if you need to prorate to cost center levels other than
COSTCTR1, code the appropriate macros in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT) as discussed in the following
sections: Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than COSTCTR1 and Prorating From More Than One Data Element.

6. For each journal file that you want to prorate, specify YES for Journal Prorating on the Rate Table Journal File
Specifications panel. If you want to prorate from a variable other than COSTCTR1, specify it as the Prorate From
variable. Otherwise, COSTCTR1 is used. Refer to Specifying Journal File Characteristics for more information about
these specifications.

7. Submit the Rate Table generation job, MAGRUN, in prefix.MICS.CNTL. If you change any parameter specifications,
you are automatically placed into ISPF Edit on this member each time you END from the Rate Table parameter.
Prorating will begin with the next execution of the MICS DAILY job following the MAGRUN.

Prorating From Ledger Files Checklist

The ledger file method inputs the Ledger File (ACTLGR01, which is created by the MICS monthly job), performs prorating
as specified by the $PRORATC or $PRORATE format, and either creates a SAS special Ledger File (ACTSPC01) or
replaces the standard Ledger File (ACTLGR01). Prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTLGRSP) performs the prorating and creates or
replaces the Ledger File. The output file has the same elements as the original ACTLGR01 file and is used in the creation
of the Financial Recap file.

Follow these steps to prorate from ledger files:

1. Specify YES for Ledger File Prorating on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel.
– If you want to replace the standard Ledger File with the prorated Ledger File, specify NO for "Create Special Ledger

File". Otherwise, this option defaults to YES, and a special Ledger File will be created.
– If you want to prorate from a variable other than COSTCTR1, specify it as the Prorate From variable; otherwise,

COSTCTR1 will be used.
If you want to prorate all units from a complex level set of prorating specifications, specify YES for "Always use
complex level prorating table." Otherwise, specify NO.
Refer to Specifying Prorating Options for more information on these specifications.

2. Submit the accounting options generation job, ACTXOPTS, in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. You are automatically placed
into ISPF Edit on this member each time you enter or change the General Installation Accounting Specifications.
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3. If you are using the complex level prorating table, select Option 2, Complex Level Prorating, on the Prorating Menu
(MWF;4;2;3;8;2) to specify the prorating parameter.
Otherwise, select Option 1, Unit Level Prorating, on the Prorating Menu.
– If you are creating a special Ledger File, you must specify the prorating parameter for each unit in which MICS

Accounting and Chargeback is installed. If you do not actually want to prorate a particular unit's Ledger File, code a
dummy specification (one with a Prorate From that will not be found in the Ledger File).

– If you are replacing the standard Ledger File, you only need to specify the prorating parameter for the units in which
you will perform prorating.

4. If you are using the complex level prorating table, run the complex level prorating generation job, PRORATE, in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to create the $PRORATC format.
Otherwise, run the unit level prorating generation job, PRORATEU, in prefix.MICS.CNTL to create the $PRORATE
format. You must run this job in each unit for which you specified a prorating parameter.
You are automatically placed into ISPF Edit on the correct job when you enter or change the prorating parameter.

5. If the standard Ledger File ACTLGR01 is being replaced, turn off the YEARS timespan for the Ledger File by changing
it on the FILE LGR statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(ACTGENIN). for instructions, see Delete File From
a Timespan. Change DBMODEL to specify 0 cycles for the Ledger File in the YEARS timespan. Then submit the
ACTCGEN job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL and the CYCLEGEN job in prefix.MICS.CNTL. The YEARS timespan
cannot be supported because the data on the YEARS ACTLGR would not be prorated.

6. If you need to prorate from more than a single data element, or if you need to prorate to cost center levels other than
COSTCTR1, code the appropriate macros in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT) as discussed in the following
sections: Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than COSTCTR1 and Prorating From More Than One Data Element.

7. After the MICS monthly job has completed, submit the job ACTLGRSP in prefix.MICS.CNTL.
– If you are not creating a special ledger file, submit the job only for the units in which you want to perform prorating.
– If you are creating a special ledger file, you must submit the job for each unit in which MICS Accounting and

Chargeback is installed.
It will perform the prorating using the complex or unit level format and create a special Ledger File or replace the
standard Ledger File. In either case, the prorated Ledger File will be read by the INVOICE and FINRECAP jobs that
create the Financial Recap File.

Prorating From Complex-Level Ext. Files Checklist

The complex-level external file prorating method performs the prorating as charges are computed for the external file
records and outputs the prorated changes to the Debit File.

Follow these steps to prorate from complex-level external files:

1. Select Option 2, Complex Level Prorating, on the Prorating Menu (MWF;4;2;3;8;2) to specify the External Files
prorating parameter.

2. Run the complex-level prorating generation job, PRORATE, in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to create the $PRORATC
format. You are automatically placed into ISPF edit in this member each time you enter or change the external file
prorating parameter specifications.

3. If you need to prorate from more than a single data element, or if you need to prorate to cost center levels other than
COSTCTR1, code the appropriate macros in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#ACTEXIT) as discussed in the following
sections: Prorating to Cost Centers Other Than COSTCTR1 and Prorating From More Than One Data Element.

4. For each complex-level external file that you want to prorate, specify YES for Prorating on the External File
Specifications panel. If you want to prorate from a variable other than COSTCTR1, specify it as the Prorate From
variable. Otherwise, COSTCTR1 is used. Refer to the Specifying Complex-Level Ext. File Characteristics section for
more information about these specifications.

5. Submit the external file generation job, EXTFILE, in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. You are automatically placed into ISPF
Edit on this member each time you enter or change the external file parameter specifications.

6. Prorating begins with the next execution of the ACTfffTB job (where fff is the last three characters of the external file
name) for the external file.
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ACT Printing Prorate Tables

Two reports are available to enable you to print your prorate tables: the Complex Prorate Table Report and the Unit
Prorate Table Report.

The Complex Prorate Table Report is produced by sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATTB). This report shows the
complex-level prorate table in an easy-to-read format.

The Unit Prorate Table Report is produced by prefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORTUTB). This report shows the prorate table used
for unit-level prorating in an easy-to-read format. If you have chosen to use the complex-level prorate table for your journal
and ledger prorating, this report shows the complex-level prorate table. Otherwise, it shows the unit-level prorate table.
The report page heading indicates the prorate table shown.

ACT Specifying Adjustments to Charges

You can specify the following adjustments to charges:

Discounts 

Volume discounts to be applied to all cost centers

• Invoice Category discounts to be applied to all cost centers and to specified cost centers
• Fixed percentage and lump-sum discounts to be applied to specified cost centers

All discounts are written to the Financial Recap File, when it is created, for each invoice level cost center to which they
apply.

Surcharges 

Invoice Category surcharges to be applied to all cost centers and to specified cost centers

• Fixed percentage surcharges to be applied to all cost centers and to specified cost centers
• Surcharges to be applied to a unit of work

All surcharges are written to the Financial Recap File, when it is created, for each invoice level cost center to which they
apply.

Minimum Charges 

Minimum charges to be applied to a unit of work

Differential Charges 

Priority and zone charge to be applied to a unit of work.

Debits and Credits 

• Standard and recurring debits and credits to be applied to specified cost centers.

ACT Specifying Volume Discounts

You can use volume discounts to reduce a given cost center's charges by a fixed percentage when those charges exceed
a threshold amount. Specify volume discounts on the Volume Discounts Specification panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;2;2).

Use the following Volume Discount Worksheet to specify the volume (charge) thresholds and their associated percentages
which are used to compute the discount. The percentage specified is subtracted from the cost center invoice if the net
charge exceeds the threshold amount. The computation is performed according to the method specified (Maximum,
Piecewise, or Accumulative).

_____________________________________________________________
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+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Computation Method:  ________________

     Qualifying    Discount    Cost Center

     Amount ($)   Percentage      Level

     ----------   ----------   -----------

      ________     ___.____    _

      ________     ___.____    _

      ________     ___.____    _

      ________     ___.____    _

      ________     ___.____    _

 ____________________________________________________________

Use the Volume Discount Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Computation Method
Description: The method used for computing the threshold. Valid values are MAXIMUM, PIECEWISE, and
ACCUMULATIVE. The computations are made as follows:
– MAXIMUM

Only the discount associated with the highest qualifying level amount is applied.
– PIECEWISE

Each discount percentage is applied to that portion of the total charge that is greater than the threshold and less
than the next highest qualifying level.

– ACCUMULATIVE
Each discount percentage is applied to that total charge and subtracted from the total prior to computing the next
highest discount amount.

• Qualifying Amount And Discount Percentage
Description: The associated percentage of the total charges will be subtracted from the total for amounts in excess of
the applicable qualifying amount. The applicable qualifying amount differs with the computation method.
Default: None
Values: Qualifying Amount: Numeric, 0 - 99999999
Discount Percentage: Numeric, 0 - 99.9999

• Cost Center Level
Description: The cost center level with which the qualifying amount and percentage are associated. Volume discounts
are only computed for cost centers that are invoiced. Any volume discounts specified for cost center levels not invoiced
will be ignored.
Default: 1
Values: Qualifying Amount
Numeric, 0 - 99999999

Example 

In the following Volume Discount Example, cost centers whose total charges exceed $10,000 receive a 10% discount
and an additional 30 percent discount on total charges exceeding $50,000. Both of these specifications apply to charges
invoiced to cost centers at level 1.
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_____________________________________________________________

     Computation Method:  ACCUMULATIVE

     Qualifying    Discount   Cost Center

     Amount ($)   Percentage  Level

     ----------   ----------  -

     10000            10      1

     50000            30      1

 ____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Invoice Category Discounts

You can specify invoice category discounts at the global level, so they apply to all cost centers, and at the cost
center level, so they apply to a specified cost center. Any specifications for individual cost centers override the global
specifications.

To specify global invoice category discounts, select the Invoice Category Discounts option on the Financial Recap File
Specification Menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;2;3). To specify invoice category discounts for a specific cost center, select Invoice
Options on the Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Invoice                                             Discount

 Category  Description                               Percent

 --------  ----------------------------------------  --------

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______
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   ____    ________________________________________  _______

 ____________________________________________________________

Use the Global Invoice Category Discount Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Invoice Category
Description: The invoice category to which the discount
percentage will be applied.
Default: N/A
Values: Numeric, 0 - 8999

• Invoice Category Description
Description: The descriptive name of the invoice category.
(For your use only. This information is automatically
displayed on the Invoice Category Discounts panel when you
enter an Invoice Category.)

• Discount Percent
Description: The discount percentage that will be applied to
this Invoice Category for all cost centers.
Default: N/A
Values: Numeric, 0 - 100
Note: Decimal positions are allowed, but the total length of the field is restricted to 8.

Example - Global Invoice Category Discount 

The Global Invoice Category Discount Example shows a 10% discount for invoice category 1100, Central Processor(s),
and a 5% discount for invoice category 1200, Channels.

_____________________________________________________________

 Invoice                                             Discount

 Category  Description                               Percent

 --------  ----------------------------------------  --------

   1100    CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                      10

   1200    CHANNELS                                  5

_____________________________________________________________

Use the following Cost Center Invoice Category Discount Worksheet to define invoice category discounts for specified
cost centers.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: _________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Cost Center Name  __________________
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Invoice Category  ________

Invoice Category Description __________________________

Invoice Category Discount  _________          (0 - 100)

_____________________________________________________________

• Cost Center Name
Description: The name of the cost center. (For your use only. You will select the cost center on the Cost Center
Selection panel.)

• Invoice Category
Description: The invoice category to which the discount percentage will be applied.
Default: None
Values: 4-digit Invoice Category number
Note: The invoice category discount is computed before any lump sum discount or fixed percentage discount is
computed for the total invoice amount. 

• Invoice Category Description
Description: The descriptive name of the invoice category. (For your use only. This information is automatically
displayed on the Cost Center Attributes panel when you enter an Invoice Category.)

• Discount
Description: The discount percentage that will be applied to the invoice category for this cost center.
Default: None
Values: 0 to 100. Up to 6 decimal positions.

Example - Invoice Category Discount For A Specified Cost Center 

In the following Cost Center Invoice Category Discount Example, a 10 percent discount will be applied to Invoice Category
1100, Central Processor(s), for the Eastern Region cost center, overriding any global discount specified for Invoice
Category 1100.

_____________________________________________________________

Cost Center Name  EASTERN REGION

Invoice category  1100

Invoice Category Description CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

Invoice category discount  10                 (0 - 100)

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Fixed Percentage and Lump Sum Discounts

Using Invoice Options on the Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;, you can specify fixed percentage and lump sum
discounts for individual cost centers.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: _________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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Cost Center Name  __________________

Fixed Percentage Discount  _________          (0 - 100)

Lump Sum Discount          _________          (0 - 999,999)

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Fixed Percentage/Lump Sum Discounts Worksheet to define the following:

• Cost Center Name
Description: The name of the cost center. (For your use only. You will select the cost center on the Cost Center
Selection panel.)

• Fixed Percentage Discount
Description: A discount percentage applied to the total invoice amount for the cost center.
Default: None
Values: 0 to 100. Up to 4 decimal positions.

• Lump Sum Discount
Description: A discount amount applied to the total invoice amount for the cost center.
Default: None
Values: 0 to 999,999. Up to 2 decimal positions.
Note: If both fixed percentage and lump sum discount percentages are defined, the fixed percentage will be applied
first, before the lump sum amount. 

Example 

In the following Fixed Percentage/Lump Sum Discounts Example, a two percent discount will be applied to the total
amount of the invoice for the Eastern Region cost center. Then, a lump sum discount of ten dollars will be applied to the
discounted total amount of the invoice for the Eastern Region cost center.

_____________________________________________________________

Cost Center Name  EASTERN REGION

Fixed percentage discount  2                  (0 - 100)

Lump sum discount          10                 (0 - 999,999)

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Invoice Category Surcharges

You can specify invoice category surcharges at the global level, so they apply to all cost centers, and at the cost
center level, so they apply to a specified cost center. Any specifications for individual cost centers override the global
specifications.

To specify global invoice category surcharges, select the Surcharges option on the Financial Recap File Specification
Menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;2;4). To specify invoice category surcharges for a specific cost center, select Invoice Options on the
Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+
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| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Invoice                                            Surcharge

 Category  Description                               Percent

 --------  ----------------------------------------  --------

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

 ____________________________________________________________

Use the Global Invoice Category Surcharges Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Invoice Category
Description: The invoice category to which the surcharge percentage will be applied.
Default: N/A
Values: Numeric, 0 - 8999

• Invoice Category Description
Description: The descriptive name of the invoice category. (For your use only. This information is automatically
displayed on the Surcharges panel when you enter an Invoice Category.)

• Surcharge Percent
Description: The surcharge percentage that will be applied to this Invoice Category for all cost centers.
Default: N/A
Values: Numeric, 0 - 100
Note: Decimal positions are allowed but the total length of the field is restricted to 8.

Example - Global Invoice Category Surcharge 

The following Global Invoice Category Surcharge Example shows a 10% surcharge for Invoice
Category 1100, Central Processor(s), and a 5% surcharge for Invoice Category 1200, Channels.
_____________________________________________________________

 Invoice                                            Surcharge
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 Category  Invoice Category Description              Percent

 --------  ----------------------------------------  --------

   1100    CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                      10

   1200    CHANNELS                                  5

 ____________________________________________________________

Use the following Cost Center Inv. Category Surcharge Worksheet to define the following parameters:

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Invoice                                            Surcharge

 Category  Description                               Percent

 --------  ----------------------------------------  --------

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

   ____    ________________________________________  _______

 ____________________________________________________________

• Cost Center Name
Description: The name of the cost center. (For your use only. You will select the cost center on the Cost Center
Selection panel.)

•  Invoice Category
Description: The invoice category to which the surcharge percentage will be applied.
Default: None
Values: 4-digit Invoice Category number
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Note: The invoice category surcharge is computed before any fixed percentage surcharge is computed for the total
invoice amount. 

• Invoice Category Description
Description: The descriptive name of the invoice category. (For your use only. This information is automatically
displayed on the Cost Center Attributes panel when you enter an Invoice Category.)

• Surcharge
Description: The surcharge percentage that will be applied to the invoice category for this cost center.
Default: None
Values: 0 to 100. Up to 6 decimal positions.

Example - Invoice Category Surcharge for a Specified Cost Center 

In the following Cost Center Invoice Category Surcharge Example a 10 percent surcharge will be applied to Invoice
Category 1100, Central Processor(s), for the Eastern Region cost center, overriding any global surcharge specified for
Invoice Category 1100.

_____________________________________________________________

Cost Center Name  EASTERN REGION

Invoice Category  1100

Invoice Category Description CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

Invoice Category Surcharge 10                 (0 - 100)

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Fixed Percentage Surcharges

Using Invoice Options on the Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;2), you can specify fixed percentage surcharges
for individual cost centers.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: _________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Cost Center Name  __________________

Fixed Percentage Surcharge _________          (0 - 100)

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Fixed Percentage Surcharges Worksheet to define the following:

• Cost Center Name
Description: The name of the cost center. (For your use only. You will select the cost center on the Cost Center
Selection panel.)

• Fixed Percentage Surcharge
Description: A surcharge percentage applied to the total invoice amount for the cost center.
Default: None
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Values: 0 to 100. Up to four decimal positions.

Example 

In the following Fixed Percentage Surcharge Example, a two percent surcharge will be applied to the total amount of the
invoice for the Eastern Region cost center.

_____________________________________________________________

Cost Center Name  EASTERN REGION

Fixed percentage surcharge 2                  (0 - 100)

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Specifying Work Unit Surcharges and Minimum Charges

You can apply a surcharge or a minimum charge to an individual unit of work in a journal file algorithm.

To specify a surcharge, use SURC as the computation code and the surcharge percentage as its associated rate.

To specify a minimum charge, use JMIN as the computation code and the minimum charge as its associated rate.

Enter this information on the Rate Table Direct Assignment Algorithm Worksheet in Algorithm Specification Worksheet.

Surcharges and minimum charges may not be appropriate for journal files associated with the following MICS products
because each record has been summarized to the DAYS time-span and thus does not represent a single unit of work:
CICS, DB2, IDMS, IMS, and VCA. There is an option to bill for VCA at the DETAIL level.

ACT Specifying Differential Charging

You can apply zone and priority differential charging to a unit of work. Zone and priority charging are specified during rate
setting on the Journal File Specification panel (MWF;4;2;3;6;1). Refer to Specifying Journal File Characteristics for the
Journal File Specifications Worksheet. For more information about differential charging, see Major Features.

To use zone or priority charging, you must update certain members in prefix.MICS.PARMS. Refer to the Installation
Checklist.

ACT Specifying Debits and Credits

Use Option 3, Debits and Credits, on the Application Database Data Entry menu (MWF;4;2;1;3) to specify any standard
(one-time) and recurring debits or credits by cost center in the Debits and Credits Table.

Debits and credits are normally entered and updated in the Work cycle (00), the default, and moved or copied to the
Active cycle (01) by the month-end CLOSETBL job. The Work cycle contains standard debits and credits for future
accounting periods, such as next month, and all recurring debits and credits.

Standard debits and credits are moved based on their MONTH and YEAR values, unless Special Accounting Dates are
being used. In that case, they are moved based on their ACTMONTH and ACTYEAR values.

All recurring debits and credits are copied from the Work cycle to the Active cycle.

Alternatively, you can enter debits and credits in the Active cycle (01). The Active cycle contains standard debits and
credits for the last accounting period and all recurring debits and credits. The debits and credits in the Active cycle are
included in the Financial Recap File and appear on invoices.

Note: If you change a recurring entry in the Active cycle you MUST also change the same entry in the Work cycle. If you
do not update the Work cycle, your changes will be lost when the CLOSETBL job is run.
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ACT Specifying Additional Charging Options

This article discusses the three additional charging options that you can specify on the General Installation Accounting
Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1).

Specifying Number of Positions to Round Charges

You can specify, on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1), the number of positions to
round charges on the journal and ledger files. (Charges on the Financial Recap File are always rounded to two positions.)

This option can affect the amount of your total charges. Very small charges may round to zero, and effectively be
canceled. Increasing the number of positions to round charges makes this less likely.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: _________________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

   Number of positions to round charges ===> __   (0 - 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Rounding Charges Worksheet to define the following:

• Number of Positions to Round Charges
Description: The number of decimal positions to which journal and ledger file charges will be rounded.
Default: 2
Values: Numeric, 0 - 6

Specifying Whether to Carry Zero Charges

You can specify, on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1), whether to carry charges
with zero amounts on the ledger files, external files, invoices, and Financial Recap File.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Carry zero charges on:

                   Ledger files         ===> ___

                   External files       ===> ___

                   Financial Recap File ===> ___

                   Invoices             ===> ___

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Carry Zero Charges Worksheet to define the following:

• Carry Zero Charges on Ledger Files, External Files, the Financial Recap File, and Invoices
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Description: These fields indicate whether charges with zero amounts will be carried on the specified file or deleted
from the file.
If YES is specified for Invoices, then all files must be YES also. If YES is specified for the Financial Recap File, then
external and ledger files must also be YES.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO

Specifying Whether HSM Data is Available

You can specify, on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1), whether HSM migrated
data sets are to be made available to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files, ACTJDA and ACTJVS. You can also charge
migrated data sets from the VCA MIG journal file, ACTJMG, so this option may be used to prevent duplicate charging.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Pass HSM data to DAA and _VS journal files? ===> ___

_____________________________________________________________

Use the HSM Data Availability Worksheet to define the following:

• Pass HSM Data to DAA AND _VS Journal Files
Description: DFHSM migrated data sets will be passed to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files if this option is YES.
If this option is NO, any DFHSM migrated data sets will not be presented to the DAA and _VS journal files. This allows
you to charge migrated data sets from the DFHSM MIG file instead, or to exclude them from charging altogether.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO

ACT Implementing Monthly Zero Balancing

Zero balance accounting is the process by which an IS organization recovers its monthly costs by distributing the costs
among that month's users of its services. It is one of the least expensive forms of computer charge-out to administer
because the normal rate determination process is grossly simplified. This simplicity may produce a number of undesirable
side effects, one of which is possible distortion of the true cost of providing services.

The MICS approach to zero balancing employs standard costing throughout the month to determine the actual, or real
charges that users have incurred. At month-end, special analysis is performed to determine how the actual charges
must be adjusted by credit or debit entries to conform to a zero balance charging process. This approach enables
management to realize the simplicity of monthly zero balancing. At the same time, it also maintains the actual costs of
services rendered, thus providing a more realistic and consistent set of accounting numbers for short-term cost analysis,
trending, and budgeting.

Generally, the use of zero balance accounting is based on the enterprise policy that a data center's charges to its users
will be the same as the data center expenditure amount. The actual expenditures of a computer center for a month
are usually not known to computer center management until the following month. Therefore, the charges distributed
to the users of computer center services in the zero balance process will probably be based on the preceding month's
expenditures.

We recommend the following costing approach if zero balance accounting is required:
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• Establish a standard set of costs (rates) that you use on a continuing basis to establish a consistent base for cost
accounting. These are the costs that are used in the standard daily costing processes in MICS.

• At the end of each month, apply an adjustment to each user's costs so that the sum of all users' net costs equals the
installation's monthly recovery target.

• Review and adjust the rates periodically (for example, quarterly) to reflect the cost of providing services.

Standard Processing

To understand the MICS implementation of zero balancing, you must know what standard processing is already performed
by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Each DAILY run of MICS can create journal and ledger records. The journal records are created for each unit of work.
These records have the applicable cost value calculated for the various chargeable elements.

The ledger records are accumulated every day from the journal records. There is one Ledger File record for each
invoice category and charging element rather than for each unit of work (for example, TSO session). At the end of an
accounting month, the Ledger File contains the MICS-generated computer center charges, summarized into the Ledger
File sequence.

The Ledger Files are input into the monthly reports (for example, invoice). Because of the existence of multiple database
units, with one Ledger File per database unit, multiple Ledger Files may be used as input to the invoice statements.

In addition to ledger charge records, you may manually enter credit or debit entries to adjust charges or add charges
that are not processed by the MICS daily job. The combination of the ledger charges, extra debits, and credits are the
ingredients of the invoice statements.

MICS Zero Balance Processing

MICS Accounting and Chargeback implements zero balance accounting by processing all ledger files charges, debits,
credits, discounts, and surcharges for a given month. The combination of these charging records is compared to the
actual expenses that are to be recovered. Based on this comparison, the zero balance program generates offsetting
adjustments so that the total charges to computer center users equal the total expense amount.

Any cost centers that are entered into the ACTCCA file with a NOBILL status (Invoice Options Cost Center Selection,
MWF;4;2;1;1;2) are excluded from the zero balance process. Consequently, the total of the charging records reflects all
COSTCTRs that have a BILL status or that have not been entered into the ACTCCA file.

There are three ways to apply the expenditures and create zero balancing entries. Only one of these methods can be
used during a monthly run.

• Method 1: Total Amount
This method uses one expenditure amount as input and distributes to the various COSTCTRs based on their original
set of charges.

• Method 2: INVCCAT Amounts
This method allows an expenditure amount to be entered for each INVCCAT category and to be distributed to the
COSTCTRs based on the original set of charges for each INVCCAT. Certain INVCCAT categories can be excluded
from zero balancing in this method.

• Method 3: COMPCODE Amounts
This method allows expenditure amounts to be entered for each COMPCODE category and to be distributed to the
COSTCTRs based on the original set of charges for each COMPCODE. Certain COMPCODE categories can be
excluded from zero balancing in this method.

Note: The zero balance adjustments records are created for each cost center invoiced in the current accounting period.
They have an RCPTYPE value of 60 and contain invoice categories and/or computation codes if the INVCCAT or
COMPCODE methods were used. The zero balance adjustment is shown at the bottom of each invoice.
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Specifying Whether HSM Data is Available

You can specify, on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1), whether HSM migrated
data sets are to be made available to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files, ACTJDA and ACTJVS. You can also charge
migrated data sets from the VCA MIG journal file, ACTJMG, so this option may be used to prevent duplicate charging.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Pass HSM data to DAA and _VS journal files? ===> ___

_____________________________________________________________

Use the HSM Data Availability Worksheet to define the following:

• Pass HSM Data to DAA AND _VS Journal Files
Description: DFHSM migrated data sets will be passed to the VCA DAA and _VS journal files if this option is YES.
If this option is NO, any DFHSM migrated data sets will not be presented to the DAA and _VS journal files. This allows
you to charge migrated data sets from the DFHSM MIG file instead, or to exclude them from charging altogether.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO

The rates used to calculate the original charges play a significant role in determining how the actual expenditures are
actually spread.

It is the charges, not the quantities, that determine the proportion by which expenditures are distributed to the cost
centers. Inequities in the rate structure will therefore translate into inequities in expenditure distribution.

Performing Zero Balancing

Zero balancing processing is requested on the General Installation Accounting Options panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1). If zero
balance processing is requested, zero balancing is performed whenever the Financial Recap File is created. This occurs
when the FINRECAP or INVOICE job is run. The zero balancing process computes the appropriate credits and/or debits
to adjust the input charge amounts and adds them to the Financial Recap File. A report is produced at the same time,
showing the adjustments that were made.

Because zero balance processing occurs as an integral part of the Financial Recap File creation, the ZEROBAL
member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS must be updated each month with the target expenditure amounts, prior to
running the FINRECAP or INVOICE jobs. The format of the ZEROBAL member has either a TOTAL, INVCCAT, or
COMPCODE keyword starting in column 1 of each record. Only one of these keywords may be used during the zero
balance processing. The TOTAL keyword is followed by a total expenditure amount (for example, TOTAL 50000.00).
The INVCCAT keyword is followed by the invoice category number and then the expenditure amount for that category
(for example, INVCCAT 1100 2000.00). The COMPCODE keyword is followed by a computation code number and the
expenditure amount for that category (for example, COMPCODE 0021 30.00). A sample is provided in the ZEROBAL
member in sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS.

After creating the Financial Recap File, inspect the Zero Balance Report to audit the effect of the zero balancing process.
A sample report is shown in Zero Balance Report. If you need to make changes, adjust the ZEROBAL member and
rerun the job to create the Financial Recap File. If you are unsure whether the contents of ZEROBAL is accurate, run
FINRECAP and avoid creating the invoice print lines.

_____________________________________________________________
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+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: ________________  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Create zero balance adjustments when the financial recap

     file is created? ===> ___

_____________________________________________________________

Use the Zero Balancing Worksheet to make the following decision:

• Create Zero Balance Adjustments When The Financial Recap File Is Created?
Description: This field specifies whether zero balance adjustments will be created when the Financial Recap File is
created.
Default: NO
Values: Y, N, YES, or NO
Note: If YES is specified, you MUST define the zero balance parameter in the member ZEROBAL in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS each financial period PRIOR to running the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs.

Accounting for Multiple Sites (Multi-Sites)

Installations that run accounting at multiple, physically separated sites have the option of producing their invoices at a
single site. Each remote site can run a standard job to create an output file for use at the central site. The central site runs
a job to merge the remote site files into one file. The merged files are used at the central site in its standard reporting. To
accomplish this, appropriate options must be selected for the remote and the central sites.

Remote Site Instructions

To use multi-site accounting, each remote site must specify the files that are to be transmitted to the central site. The
Financial Recap File is always transmitted. The Standard Credit File may also be transmitted.

Each remote site must also code a TAPEFMT DD statement on the Remote Site Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;4;1).
This DD statement defines the SAS data set to which the specified files are copied. Refer to Defining Remote Site
Specifications for more information on coding the remote site specification parameters.

The ACTMSULD job is generated by the Accounting Options generation process, ACTXOPTM, whenever remote
site specifications are entered or changed. At the end of each accounting period, each remote site submits
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMSULD) to copy the specified files to the data set defined by the TAPEFMT DD. Refer to
the online help for the Remote Site Transmit Files Creation panel (MWF;4;2;2;4;1) for more information on submitting
ACTMSULD. It is each remote site's responsibility to transmit the data set to the central site. The output data set created
by the ACTMSULD job is in SAS tape format. This type of data set gives you maximum flexibility in your transmission
method. The data set can be written to either tape or disk. The output data set defined in the TAPEFMT DD statement
can be either a GDG (Generation Data Group), cataloged by you, or it can be a permanently cataloged data set. If you
choose to use a permanent data set, you must make provisions to clear out the data set prior to the submission of the
ACTMSULD job.

Note: Only charge, budget, and credit records are used at the central site; all discounts, surcharges, and zero balance
adjustments are made on the basis of the parameters specified by the central site.

In addition, invoices will be created based on the central site's invoice level specification and the contents of its Cost
Center Attributes file. This may require some additional coordination between the remote and central sites to ensure
synchronization between the remote data and the central site parameters.
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Central Site Instructions

The central site must code an input data set name for each remote site that creates accounting information by running the
ACTMSULD job (see REMOTE SITE INSTRUCTIONS above) on an input panel. Each panel statement defines a data
set containing the files transmitted from a remote site. These specifications are made in the Central Site Specifications
panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;4;2). Refer to >Defining Central Site Specifications for more information on coding the central site
specification parameters.

The ACTMGTAB job is generated by the Accounting Options generation process, ACTXOPTM, whenever central site
specifications are entered or changed. At the end of each accounting period, after all of the remote site data sets have
been received at the central site, the central site must submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMGTAB), which copies the
remote site files to the Installation Accounting application database (sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES) to create consolidated
files. Refer to the online help for the Central Site Merger of Remote Site Files panel (MWF;4;2;2;4;2) for more information
on submitting ACTMGTAB. The central site can then submit the Multi-Site Consolidated Invoice job, INVOICEM, in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. Refer to the online help for the Central Site Consolidated Invoice Report panel (MWF;4;2;2;4;3)
for information on submitting this report.

ACT Defining Remote Site Specifications

Remote site users must specify a DD statement to identify the data set to be transmitted to the central site

Remote site users can specify whether or not they want to transmit the Credit File to the central site for use in the Invoice
Credit Supplement Report. This option does not affect whether credits appear on the invoice because they are included in
the monthly Financial Recap File, which is always transmitted.

The following sections describe how to indicate remote site specifications.

Remote Site Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                    REMOTE SITE WORKSHEET

     Process Credit File (Y/N)       _______

     Transmit File DD Statement

     //TAPEFMT DD __________________________________________________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Remote Site Worksheet to define the following parameters:
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• Process Credit File
Description: Specifies whether the Credit File at this site will be used for multi-site invoicing.
Default: NO
Values: YES, NO, Y, or N
Note: If you are providing central credit reporting with the invoice credit supplement report, this file must be
transmitted. 

• Transmit File Dd Statement
Description: Allows specification of the JCL DD statement for the transmitted files.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 72 per line
Note: The ddname must always be TAPEFMT. You must provide the transmission facility to send this file to your
central site. The file can be a previously cataloged data set or it can be created each time the job is run. If a previously
cataloged data set is used, it should have the same DCB attributes as the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set. If the
data set is created by the job, the DCB attributes can be omitted, as they will default to the input data set attributes.

Remote Site Example

The Remote Site Example assumes that the installation wants to transmit the Credit File (as well as the Financial Recap
File, which is always sent) to the central site for invoicing. The data set to be transmitted has been previously cataloged.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: ________________  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

     Process Credit file                ===> YES

     Transmit File DD Statements

     //TAPEFMT   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=MICS.EAST.ACT.TRANSMIT____

     //_____________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________

     //_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Defining Central Site Specifications

Central site users must provide the names of the data sets that contain the transmitted accounting files from each remote
sit

The following sections describe how to specify data set names for a central site.

Central Site Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                                        CENTRAL SITE WORKSHEET

                    Remote Site ID                      Data Set Name

                    --------------                    ------------------

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

                  _________________        __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The following parameters appear on the Central Site worksheet:

• Remote Site ID
Description: The identifier for the remote site.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1 to 8
Note: The value for this field is chosen by the central site. It is for descriptive purposes only.

• Data Set Name
Description: The name of the data set that will contain the information transmitted from the remote site.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 44
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Note: The data set name must be a valid OS data set name and the specified data set must be cataloged. In addition,
it is your responsibility to ensure that the following items are implemented to support multi-site accounting:
– Run an unload job at each remote site.
– Transmit the data set from each remote site to the central site.
– Catalog the OS data sets from each remote site into the central site catalog.

Central Site Example

The following Central Site example assumes that accounting is being run in two remote sites, EAST and WEST. Central
site invoicing is to be done. The information transmitted from the remote sites will be retained locally in the cataloged data
sets named MICS.remotesiteid.ACT.TRANSMIT.

The central site may choose the data set names. No standard MICS convention is enforced. These data set names
become part of the generated JCL used to gather all of your remote site data sets.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__           Administrator: ________________  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Remote Site ID    Data Set Name

    --------       ------------------------------------------

    EAST           MICS.EAST.ACT.TRANSMIT

    WEST           MICS.WEST.ACT.TRANSMIT

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Defining Journal Files

Use the Journal File Eligibility option (MWF;4;2;S;2) to add new journal files for external journal files and field-developed
applications (FDAs) and to override the specifications for the standard MICS journal files.

Steps to Define Journal Files

Complete the checklist below to add journal files or change journal file specifications:

1. Select Option S, Special Requirements, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu to display the Special
Requirements Menu, and select Option 2, Journal File Eligibility. The Journal File Eligibility
File Selection panel will be displayed.
Use the Select line command to modify the specifications for an existing journal file. Use the Insert line command
to add a new journal file for an external journal file or an FDA. In both cases, the File Specifications panel will be
displayed.

2. Submit the job MAGRUN from prefix.MICS.CNTL for each database unit containing a journal file that you added or
changed. The MAGRUN job uses information from the Journal File Eligibility parameter to perform the Rate Table
generation. You can also submit the job from TSO as follows:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)'

The following sections describe the specifications needed to define journal files. If you do not need to add any journal files
or modify any of the specifications for the standard MICS journal files, skip these sections.

Journal File Eligibility Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                JOURNAL FILE ELIGIBILITY - FILE SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

 Journal File ID                ACTJ_____________

 Journal File Description       _________________

 Component ID                   _________________

 Source Component File ID       _________________

 Source Component File Timespan _________________     (DETAIL or DAYS)

 Workunit Variable              _________________

 Billing Timestamp Variable     _________________

 Workarea Variable 1            _________________

 Workarea Variable 2            _________________

 Subsysid Variable              _________________

 Subtype  Variable              _________________

 Single File Data Step          _________________     (YES/NO)

 Priority charging               ________________     (YES/NO)

   Priority variable  _____________                   Format  _____________      ID  _____________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Journal File Eligibility Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Journal File Id
Description: The journal file identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6. It must begin with ACTJ. For external journal files or FDA journal files, you must use U or
Z in the fifth position to avoid conflict with standard MICS journal files.
Note: This value must be unique across all journal files.

• Journal File Description
Description: A descriptive long name for the journal file.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 40
Note: The long name will appear on the rate table parameter panels.

• Component ID
Description: The identifier of the database component, external journal file, or FDA associated with the journal file (for
example, SMF for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer). Use EXT for external journal files.
Default: None
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Values: Character, length 3
Note: There must be an entry for the MICS component or FDA in the MICF Information Area Table. An entry in this
table is automatically created as part of the component or FDA generation process.

• Source Component File ID
Description: The identifier of the MICS database component file, external file, or FDA file from which the journal file is
derived (for example, JOB from the BATJOB file).
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3. This is the last three characters of the six-character file name. For external files not based
on a MICS database component file, the first character must begin with U or Z.
Note: There must be an entry in the MICF File Definition Table for a MICS component file or for an FDA file. An entry
in this table is automatically created as part of the generation process.

• Source Component File Timespan
Description: The timespan of the MICS component file, external file, or FDA file from which the journal file is derived.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 7--For standard MICS journal files and FDAs, use DETAIL or DAYS. For external journal
files not based on a MICS database component file, leave this area blank. For external journal files based on a higher
timespan of a MICS component file, use the file's timespan.
Note: The file must be active in this timespan. This field is used by the online Charging Element Table and Rate Table
parameter processing to determine which data elements exist in the file.

• Workunit Variable
Description: The name of the variable to be assigned to the Workunit variable.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: If the variable name is not an active variable in the MICS component or FDA file from which this journal file is
derived, a warning message is displayed.
If you change this variable, it is very important that you re-examine the Workunit values in algorithm qualification and
any Workunit qualification groups used with this journal file. Failure to do so could result in lost charges. No validation
is done for external journal files not based on a MICS database component file.

• Billing Timestamp Variable
Description: The name of the variable to be assigned to BILLTS.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8
Note: If the variable name is not contained in the MICS component or FDA file from which this journal file is derived,
a warning message is displayed. No validation is done for external journal files not based on a MICS database
component file.

• Workarea Variable 1
Description: The name of the variable to be assigned to the Workarea variable in positions 1-8.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This field is optional. If it is left blank, no assignment will be made. If the variable name is not contained in the
MICS component or FDA file from which this journal file is derived, a warning message is displayed. No validation is
done for external journal files not based on a MICS database component file.

• Workarea Variable 2
Description: The name of the variable to be assigned to the Workarea variable in positions 9-16.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This field is optional. If it is left blank, no assignment will be made. If the variable name is not contained in the
MICS component or FDA file from which this journal file is derived, a warning message is displayed. No validation is
done for external journal files not based on a MICS database component file.

• SUBSYSID Variable
Description: The name of the variable that contains the SUBSYSID value.
Default: Blank
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Values: Character, length 8
Note: This field is optional. If it is left blank, *ALL is the only SUBSYSID value that may be used during Rate Table
Algorithm Qualification. If the variable name is not contained in the MICS component or FDA file from which this journal
file is derived, a warning message is displayed. No validation is done for external journal files not based on a MICS
database component file.
If you change this variable, it is very important that you re-examine the SUBSYSID values in algorithm qualification and
any SUBSYSID qualification groups used with this journal file. Failure to do so could result in lost charges.
A validation table may be entered for any SUBSYSID variable. This table will be used in the algorithm qualification and
qualification groups panels to prevent invalid values from being entered. Invalid values could result in lost charges.
Validation tables have been delivered for default SUBSYSID variables wherever possible. These may be edited, and
new ones created, by specifying YES in the "Edit validation table" field that follows the "SUBSYSID variable" field on
the panel. Note that there is one validation table per SUBSYSID variable per component. If two journal files in the
same component use the same variable for SUBSYSID, they will also use the same validation table.

• SUBTYPE Variable
Description: The name of the variable that contains the Subtype value.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: This field is optional. If it is left blank, *ALL is the only Subtype value that may be used during Rate Table
Algorithm Qualification. If the variable name is not contained in the MICS component or FDA file from which this journal
file is derived, a warning message is displayed. No validation is done for external journal files not based on a MICS
database component file.
If you change this variable, it is very important that you re-examine the Subtype values in algorithm qualification and
any Subtype qualification groups used with this journal file. Failure to do so could result in lost charges.
A validation table may be entered for any Subtype variable. This table will be used in the algorithm qualification and
qualification groups panels to prevent invalid values from being entered. Invalid values could result in lost charges.
Validation tables have been delivered for default Subtype variables wherever possible. These may be edited, and new
ones created, by specifying YES in the "Edit validation table" field that follows the "Subtype variable" field on the panel.
Note that there is one validation table per Subtype variable per component. If two journal files in the same component
use the same variable for Subtype, they will also use the same validation table.

• Single File Data Step
Description: Indicates whether this is the only journal file created in the MICS database component SAS data step.
Default: YES
Values: Character, length 3--For standard MICS journal files and external journal files, you cannot change this field.
(This field is always set to YES for external journal files.)
For FDA journal files, enter YES if this journal file is the only journal file created in the user component SAS data step.
Otherwise, enter NO to indicate that at least one other journal file is created.

• Priority Charging
Description: Indicates whether the priority charging can be used with the journal file.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO

• PRIORITY Variable
Description: The name of the variable that contains the priority value.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
Note: If this is not a priority charging file, leave this field blank. If the variable name is not contained in the MICS
component or FDA file from which this journal file is derived, a warning message is displayed. No validation is done for
external journal files not based on a MICS database component file.

• Priority Format
Description: The name of the SAS PROC FORMAT that specifies the service factors for the priority values.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8
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Note: If this is not a priority charging file, leave this field blank. The charge for a work unit run at a particular priority
is multiplied by the corresponding service factor. The service factors are specified in a data source component (for
example, Batch and Operations Analyzer) parameter, and the PROC FORMAT is created by the component's PGEN
job.

• Priority ID
Description: The character that will be used for the first position of the computation code. The rest of the computation
code will contain the priority charged.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 1
Note: If this is not a priority charging file, leave this field blank.

Journal File Eligibility Example

The following Journal File Eligibility Example shows the specifications for the standard MICS journal file ACTJCS, the
CICS Resource Journal File.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

| Date: __/__/__                   Administrator: _________ |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Journal File ID                ===> ACTJCS

 Journal File Description       ===> CICS Resource Jrnl File

 Component ID                   ===> CIC

 Source Component File ID       ===> CSU

 Source Component File Time-span===> DAYS    (DETAIL or DAYS)

 Workunit Variable              ===> CICSID

 Billing Timestamp Variable     ===> STARTTS

 Workarea Variable 1            ===>

 Workarea Variable 2            ===> CICSID

 Subsysid Variable              ===> CICSID

 Subtype  Variable              ===>

 Single File Data Step          ===> YES     (YES/NO)

 Priority charging              ===> NO      (YES/NO)

 Priority variable ==>  Priority format ==>  Priority ID ==>

_____________________________________________________________

ACT Entering Budgets

You can enter budgets for cost centers using Option 2, Budgets, on the Application Database Data Entry menu
(MWF;4;2;1;2). You select a cost center from the list shown to enter budgets for it or for cost centers below it in the
hierarchy. The cost centers shown on the list are those that have been entered in the Cost Center Attributes File. Refer
to the tutorial for the Budgets Cost Center Selection panel for information on how the Cost Center Identification Number
affects the selection of cost centers for budgets.

Once you select a cost center, you enter budget amounts for each period of the year. You can enter multiple sets of
budgets for each cost center by associating each set with an effective date.
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Types Of Budgets

You can enter four types of budgets for each cost center:

• Computation code budgets--Each computation code budget specifies the amount that can be spent for that
computation code, and can be compared to its charges on invoices.

• Unit budgets--Each unit budget specifies the amount of resources (such as CPU seconds) that can be consumed for
that computation code, and can be compared to the units actually consumed on invoices.

• Invoice category budgets--Each invoice category budget specifies the amount that can be spent for that invoice
category, and can be compared to its charges on invoices.

• Cost center budget--One cost center budget can be entered to specify the amount that can be spent for that cost
center, and can be compared to its charges on invoices.

Most installations only use one type of budget, but you can use as many types as you need. If you use more than one
type, the computation code budgets sum to the corresponding invoice category budget, and the invoice category budgets
sum to the cost center budget.

For example, assume that the following budgets were entered for Department A:

  Computation code budget for 0023 (Job TCB CPU Time):  1,000

  Computation code budget for 0024 (Job SRB CPU Time):    500

  Invoice category budget for 1100 (Central Processors):  750

  Cost center budget:                                   1,500

Then, since computation codes 0023 and 0024 are in invoice category 1100, the total amount that could be spent for
invoice category 1100 would be 2,250. And the total amount that could be spent for Department A would be 3,750.

Cycle Where Budgets Are Entered 

Budgets are normally entered in the 00 cycle of the Budget File. They are moved to the 01 cycle by the month-end Close
Tables (CLOSETBL) job based on the Budget Effective Date.

How Long Budgets Remain In Effect 

A budget remains in effect until a budget with a more recent effective date is encountered, or until you delete it from the 01
cycle.

How Budgets Effective Dates Are Used 

Budget effective dates are used at the end of each accounting period when the CLOSETBL job ages the budgets work
(00) cycle to the active (01) cycle.

All budget entries with effective dates less than or equal to the current date (the date CLOSETBL is run) are copied to the
active cycle. They replace any matching entries with earlier dates. CLOSETBL will not delete any work budget entries.
Obsolete work entries should be deleted using the Budget data entry panels.

The budget entries for the accounting period being closed are copied from the active cycle into the new Financial Recap
file created by the INVOICE or FINRECAP job. Budgets for other accounting periods are ignored.

Budget Comparison Reporting 

Budgets in the 01 cycle are compared to actual charges in the Consolidated Invoice and Budgetary Analysis Reports.

Specifying The Budget Overrun Fuzz Value 

You can specify, on the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF;4;2;3;2;1), the amount by which a cost
center's charges must exceed its budget for the cost center to be flagged as "over budget" on the invoice. Differences of
less than the fuzz value between actual charges and the budget amount do not cause the "over budget" message to print.

The Budget Overrun Fuzz Value is a global default value. To override it for specific cost centers, select Option 1,
Identification, on the Cost Center Attributes menu (MWF;4;2;1;1;1).
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Budget Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                             BUDGET WORKSHEET

Cost Center Name  __________________

Cost Center Level ____

Effective date      __________ (MM/DD/YY)       Effective date     __________ (MM/DD/YY)

                       Budget Amount                                  Budget Amount

                       -------------                                  -------------

     JANUARY             __________                  JANUARY            __________

     FEBRUARY            __________                  FEBRUARY           __________

     MARCH               __________                  MARCH              __________

     APRIL               __________                  APRIL              __________

     MAY                 __________                  MAY                __________

     JUNE                __________                  JUNE               __________

     JULY                __________                  JULY               __________

     AUGUST              __________                  AUGUST             __________

     SEPTEMBER           __________                  SEPTEMBER          __________

     OCTOBER             __________                  OCTOBER            __________

     NOVEMBER            __________                  NOVEMBER           __________

     DECEMBER            __________                  DECEMBER           __________

     USER-DEFINED MONTH  __________                  USER-DEFINED MONTH __________

     USER-DEFINED MONTH  __________                  USER-DEFINED MONTH __________

           TOTAL AMOUNT  __________                        TOTAL AMOUNT __________

Budget Worksheet Example

The following figure a Budget Worksheet example of two budgets entered for the Mid-Atlantic Cost Center. The first
budget is effective January 1, 1994; the second budget is effective January 1, 1995.
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                                  BUDGET WORKSHEET

Cost Center Name  MID-ATLANTIC                  Cost Center Level 1

Effective date      01/01/94   (MM/DD/YY)       Effective date     01/01/95   (MM/DD/YY)

                       Budget Amount                                   Budget Amount

                       -------------                                   -------------

     JANUARY                 $2,000                  JANUARY                $2,100

     FEBRUARY                $2,000                  FEBRUARY               $2,100

     MARCH                   $2,200                  MARCH                  $2,300

     APRIL                   $2,200                  APRIL                  $2,300

     MAY                     $2,200                  MAY                    $2,300

     JUNE                    $2,000                  JUNE                   $2,000

     JULY                    $2,000                  JULY                   $2,000

     AUGUST                  $1,900                  AUGUST                 $2,000

     SEPTEMBER               $2,000                  SEPTEMBER              $2,100

     OCTOBER                 $2,100                  OCTOBER                $2,100

     NOVEMBER                $2,100                  NOVEMBER               $2,100

     DECEMBER                $2,000                  DECEMBER               $2,000

           TOTAL AMOUNT     $24,700                        TOTAL AMOUNT    $25,400

ACT Defining and Submitting Utility Jobs

With MICS Accounting and Chargeback, you can enter certain types of data online using the ISPF dialogs and tables
provided. These data types include debits, credits, budgets, cost center attributes, cost center groups, external file cost
center lookup tables, cost center validation tables, charge element tables, and prorating tables.

If you have any of this data available in your own files, you may prefer to enter the data in batch instead of online, using
your files as input. You can do this with the Define Utility Jobs and Submit Utility Jobs options.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides the following standard utilities. In addition, you can create your own:
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• ADJ - Debit and Credits
• BGT - Budgets
• CCA - Cost Center Attributes
• CCG - Cost Center Groups
• CCL - External File Cost Center Lookup Table
• CC1 - Cost Center 1 Validation Table (through)
• CC9 - Cost Center 9 Validation Table
• PRO - Prorating Table
• ELM - Charge Element Table

The ADJ Utility

The ADJ utility replaces all debits and credits in the online table and the Debit and Credit Files. It uses the macro
%ACTJADJO to do this. This macro is invoked and documented in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(ACTJADJO) and passed
three arguments:

• FUNCTION=REPLACE
to indicate that the entire contents of the table are replaced rather than updated.

• DBCR=BOTH
to indicate that both debits and credits are to be entered.

• ENTRY=BOTH
to indicate that both standard and recurring entries are to be made.

The CCG U tility

The CCG utility only updates the ISPF table cost center groups that are contained in your specified input data set. No
other groups are changed and the ISPF table is not replaced.

If you have validation tables for the cost center groups that you are updating, the values in your input data set are
validated using the validation tables.

The ELM  Utility

The ELM utility is used to update charge element ISPF table with comma-separated value(CSV) input file. This utility
allows users to add new user-defined computation codes in CSV file format.

To define and submit a Charge Element Utility Job, follow these steps:

1. Select the Define Utility Jobs panel (Option 3 on the Special Requirements Menu--MWF;4;2;S;3).
– Select Job ID ELM 'CHARGE ELEMENT UPDATE TABLE' on the Utility Selection panel.
– Select Option 1 on the Options Menu to define Charge element utility by specifying the name of the CSV file.
The input variables to read the input CSV file should be in this order.
– ElMCCODE

Computation Code
– ELMICAT

Invoice Category
– ELMXTRN

Complex-Level External File Element (YES or NO)
– ELMFILE

component file ID
– ELMNAME

Element Name
– ELMUNIT

Units Description
– ELMDESC
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Text describing the charging element
The input record layout is documented in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(ACTJELMI).
– Run the ACTUTILG job to generate the utility job(s) that you defined to sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

2. The charge element utility job will process the CSV file using the DSD (Delimiter-Sensitive Data) parameter on the
INFILE statement. This parameter automatically sets the default delimiter to comma, although the DLM(delimiter) can
be overridden as a single character or as a hexidecimal value. Another common delimiter is the tab that is denoted
by dlm='09'x. When a space character is used for the delimiter, enclose the fields in quotes. To override the delimiter
character, update the DLM value in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTJELMO) under the DDname SYSIN.
Submit the generated utility jobs called ACTJELMO, using the Submit Utility Jobs panel (Option 4 on the Special
Requirements Menu, MWF;4;2;S;4).
or
Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTJELMO).
The utility job does the following:
– Reads the specified input CSV file using the ACTJELMI input routine.
– Replaces the contents of the charge element ISPF table and corresponding SAS files or PROC FORMATS.

To create a Utility Job, follow these steps:

If you need to replace just debits or credits, or just standard or recurring entries, or if you want to add entries to the ISPF
table rather than replace it, you can make your own utility and use the %ACTJADJO macro in your output routine.

1. Select Option 3, Define Utility Jobs, on the Special Requirements Menu (MWF;4;2;S;3).
Use the I line command to insert a new utility ID.

2. Select Option 1 on the Options Menu and specify your input data set name on the Utility Control Specification panel.
Enter ACTXADJ for the generation source member name. If you do not enter ACTXADJ, your utility will not generate
the debit and credit SAS files in the TABLES database.

3. Select Option 2 on the Options Menu and code your input routine. You can copy an example from
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(ACTJADJI).

4. Select Option 3 on the Options Menu and copy your output routine from sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(ACTJADJO).
Modify the %ACTJADJO macro to specify what you want to do.
For example, if you want to replace all standard credit entries you would code:

      %ACTJADJO(FUNCTION=REPLACE,DBCR=C,ENTRY=S);

If you want to add standard and recurring debit entries you would code:

      %ACTJADJO(FUNCTION=UPDATE,DBCR=D,ENTRY=BOTH);

WARNING
You can only invoke this macro once per utility because it will read your entire input file.

• END from Utilities and submit the ACTUTILG job to generate your utility when prompted.

The following sections describe the parameters and SAS code that you need to define the utility jobs.

• Specifying Utility Job Control Characteristics
• Defining the Utility Job Input Routine
• Defining the Utility Job Processing Routine

ACT Specifying Utility Job Control Characteristics

For each utility job, you must specify parameters to define such things as the input data set name and, Optionally,
the generator process name. Each one of the standard utility jobs has a unique verification panel associated with it.
The panels provide you with a means to enter the parameters. You are prompted to submit generation jobs after the
specifications are completed. For any new job, you can use one of the three standard verification panels or define a new
unique panel
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The following sections describe the control parameters that are needed to make these utility jobs functional.

Utility Job Control Specifications Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             UTILITY JOB SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

   Job          Panel       External    Unit          Generator

   Identifier   Identifier  File Name   Identifier    Member

  ____________   _______    _________   __________    __________

     Description    ===>    _______________________________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    _______________________________________________________

  ____________   _______    _________   __________    __________

     Description    ===>    _______________________________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    _______________________________________________________

  ____________   _______    _________   __________    __________

     Description    ===>    _______________________________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    _______________________________________________________

  ____________   _______    _________   __________    __________

     Description    ===>    _______________________________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    _______________________________________________________

Use the Utility Job Control Specifications Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Job Identifier
Description: Three characters that are part of the utility job name. The job names are in the form ACTJjidO, where jid is
the job identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3
Note: This entry must begin with a U or Z for the jobs you add.

• Panel Identifier
Description: Three characters that are part of the panel names used to verify the job information. The panel names are
in the form ACTPpid, where pid is the panel identifier. These members are in the standard sharedprefix.MICS.ISPPLIB
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library. For new jobs, you can use one of our standard panel identifiers or code a new member into the ISPPLIB library,
following the same naming convention.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 3, the last three positions of the MICS ISPPLIB member names. The three standard
members in the ISPPLIB library are ACTPCPX, ACTPEXT, and ACTPUNT.
Note: The ACTPCPX panel is used for complex job information. The ACTPEXT panel is used for external file job
information. The ACTPUNT panel is used for unit-level job information, but can also be used for complex jobs when
the unit identifier is blank.

• External File Name
Description: This is optional. If the job performs functions associated with one of your defined external file names,
provide the file name.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 6, any external file name defined in your external file definition
Note: The only standard utility job that requires an external file name is the CCL job identifier.

• Unit Identifier
Description: Specifies the identifier associated with a unit database. This identifier is optional.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 2
Note: The only standard utility job that can use a unit identifier is the PRO job identifier. If a unit identifier is not used,
then the PRO job updates the complex level ISPF prorate table.

• Generator Process Member
Description: The name of a SOURCE member that performs additional processing, such as generating SAS PROC
FORMATs.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 8

• Description
Description: Specifies a description for the utility job.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 44

• Input Data Set
Description: Specifies the name of the input data set.
Default: NO
Values: Character, length 44

Utility Job Control Specifications Example

The following Utility Job Control Specifications Example shows some of the standard jobs shipped with MICS Accounting
and Chargeback. Sample data set names and a unit identifier have been entered. You can add your own jobs on this
worksheet.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             UTILITY JOB SPECIFICATIONS WORKSHEET

   Job          Panel       External    Unit          Generator

   Identifier   Identifier  File Name   Identifier    Member

  CCG_________   CPX____    _________   __________    CHRGROUP__
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     Description    ===>    Cost Center Group Table Update_________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    CCGROUP.DATA___________________________________________

  CCL_________   EXT____    UMAIAM___   __________    EXTFILE___

     Description    ===>    External File Cost Center Lookup Table Update__________

     Input Data Set ===>    EXT.DATA_______________________________________________

  PRO_________   UNT____    _________   C_________    ACTPRORT__

     Description    ===>    Prorating Table Update_________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    PRO.DATA_______________________________________________

  ELM_________   CPX____    _________   __________    ACTCHBUT__

     Description    ===>    Charge Element Table Update____________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    CSV File_______________________________________________

  ____________   _______    _________   __________    __________

     Description    ===>    _______________________________________________________

     Input Data Set ===>    _______________________________________________________

ACT Defining the Utility Job Input Routine

For each utility job, you must provide SAS code to read your file. The input can be a SAS file or any type of OS file
that can be read with SAS. The standard utility jobs require you to assign values to particular variables. Refer to the
sample input routines shipped with the standard utility jobs for the names of these variables. The MICS Accounting and
Chargeback panels use ISPF Edit to allow you to revise the input routine for each job. The names of the input routine
members are in the form ACTJjidI, where jid is the job identifier.

The routine must be a valid SAS routine with no embedded DATA or PROC statements.

The following sections describe the input routines that are needed to make these utility jobs functional.

Utility Job Input Routine Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            UTILITY JOB INPUT ROUTINE WORKSHEET
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 SAS Statements:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Utility Job Input Routine Example

In the following Utility Job Input Routine Example, the value of PROOLD, PRONEW, and PROPER are read from the input
file. The input file has the prorating information. If you want to create the ISPF/DM MAF$PR table records, these are the
three variables that must be read from the input. The following coding is an example of defining the input routine for the
Prorating Table Update. The input in this example is an OS sequential file.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            UTILITY JOB INPUT ROUTINE EXAMPLE

 SAS Statements:

               /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

               /** ENTER THE NECESSARY SAS CODING TO READ THE VARIABLES FROM YOUR **/

               /** INPUT FILE.  THE THREE VARIABLES ARE TO BE CALLED 'PROOLD',    **/

               /** 'PRONEW' AND 'PROPER'.  THE 'PROPER' IS THE PRORATE PERCENTAGE.**/

               /** THE PERCENTAGE CANNOT EXCEED 100.  THE TOTAL OF THE PERCENTAGE **/

               /** FOR ANY 'PROOLD' MUST BE 100 PERCENT.  A MAXIMUM OF 4 DECIMAL  **/

               /** POSITIONS CAN BE READ INTO THE PERCENTAGE FIELD(IE. 50.1111).  **/
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               /** SAMPLE CODING IS SHOWN AFTER THE NEXT LINE.                    **/

               /********************************************************************/

                 INFILE INPUTACT MISSOVER LS=80 COLUMN=COLUMN END=ENDIT;

                 INPUT INDATA $ 1-80 +BACK80 @;

                 PUT INDATA;

                 IF INDATA =: '*' OR INDATA =: '/*'  OR INDATA=:BLANKS THEN RETURN;

                 INPUT PROOLD : $ PRONEW : $ PROPER : 4.;

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACT Defining the Utility Job Processing Routine

For each standard utility job, there is a standard processing routine to verify selected fields of the input data and then
update the associated ISPF/DM table. You do not need to modify any of the standard processing routines.

You do need to code a processing routine for a new utility, however. These processing routines are named ACTJjidO,
where jid is the job identifier. They are kept in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. Use the Edit the SAS Processing
Routine option (MWF;4;2;S;3;3) to code the processing routine.

The following sections describe the processing routines used to make these utility jobs functional.

Utility Job Processing Routine Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            UTILITY JOB PROCESSING ROUTINE WORKSHEET

 SAS Statements:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Utility Job Processing Routine Example

The following Utility Job Processing Routine Example verifies the prorate percentage, checks to ensure that all of the
PROOLD percentages total 100, and writes records to the MAF$PRu, where u is unit identifier. If the unit identifier is not
provided, the MAF$PR table is updated for complex level prorating. This routine includes the ACTJPROI member that
contains the input routine SAS coding.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

|Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            UTILITY JOB PROCESSING ROUTINE EXAMPLE

 SAS Statements:

          %INCLUDE SOURCE(#BASMSTR);

           /*------------------------------------------------------------------*/

           /** ENTER THE NECESSARY SAS CODING TO PROCESS YOUR INPUT FILE. THE **/

           /** FUNCTION OF THIS UTILITY PROGRAM IS USER DEFINED.  THE PROCESS **/

           /** IN THIS PROGRAM, IF THE SAME CONCEPT IS USED AS SHOWN IN THE   **/

           /** OTHER UTILITIES, IS TO READ AN INPUT FILE AND CREATE OR UPDATE **/

           /** AN ISPF/DM TABLE. REVIEW THE CODING IN THE UTILITY MEMBERS THAT**/

           /** ARE SHIPPED WITH THE PRODUCT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.          **/

           /********************************************************************/

              /*  ISPF/DM TABLE UPDATE FOR PRORATING */

           DATA INFILE;

           RETAIN BACK80 -80 BLANKS '      ';

           %PROROOT;

             /* USER CODED INPUT ROUTINE FOLLOWS */

           %INCLUDE SOURCE(ACTJPROI);

           PROOLD = UPCASE(PROOLD);

           PRONEW = UPCASE(PRONEW);

           IF PROOLD =: 'NOPRO' THEN DO;

             PROPER = 100.0;

             PRONEW = 'NOPRORATE';

           END;

           IF ((PROPER>=0) AND (PROPER<=100.0)) THEN;

           ELSE DO;

             CALL MICSLOG ('ACT2238');

             ABORT ABEND 998;

           END;

    /* Code continues in SOURCE(ACTJPROO) member  */

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACT Accounting Table Maintenance Utility

This Accounting Table utility is used to apply maintenance to the following production accounting ISPF tables:
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• Invoice categories table
• Credit categories table
• Charging elements table
• Journal files table
• Menu item table

The utility supports the following functions:

• add
allows for the adding of new rows to the specified table. If the row to be added already exists in the table then the add
function can be requested to perform the add with a rename option. This will result in the row being added under a new
name.

• modify
allows for the verify and update of existing rows in the specified table. The verification consists of specification of a
field in the row to be updated and its corresponding value. If the row does contain the specified field and if the value
is correct, then the verified value is replaced with the corresponding value from the master version of the specified
table. If the verification fails, a force option can be specified which results in the update being performed without the
verification check.

The utility performs the above two functions based on a control file. The control file is comprised of the following
statements:

• $TABLE
specifies the names of the tables to be updated. Up to five tables can be specified. The statement has the following
format:
 

$TABLE table_name1 table_name2 ...

where,

• table_name
is the name of the table to be updated.
Valid table names are:
– MAF$INVC

Invoice categories table
– MAF$CRED

Credit categories table
– MAF$ELEM

Charging elements table
– MAF$JOUR

Journal files table
– MAF$STP

Menu item table
• $ADDLNspecifies the table and the name of a row to be added. The row to be added is specified by giving the name

and the value of the control variable for the row. The statement has the following format:
 

$ADDLN table_name cntl_var value rename new_value

where,

• table_name
is the name of the table to be updated and must have been specified on the preceding $table statement.
– cntl_var
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is the name of the control variable for the row to be added.
– value

is the value of the control variable for the row to be added.
– rename

indicates that the row is to be added with a new value for the control variable if the original row to be added already
exists.

– new_value
is the value to be used for the control variable in the event a rename is required.

• $MODLNspecifies the table and the name of a row to be updated. The row to be updated is specified by giving the
name and the value of the control variable for the row. The statement has the following format:
 

$modln table_name cntl_var value ver_var ver_value force

where,

• table_name
is the name of the table to be updated and must have been specified on the preceding $table statement.
– cntl_var

is the name of the control variable for the row to be updated.
– value

is the value of the control variable for the row to be updated.
– ver_var

is the name of a variable in the specified row to be used to verify the state of the row prior to update.
– ver_value

is the value of the verify variable. the value of the verify variable in the specified row must match this value in order
for the update to be performed.

– force
indicates that the row is to be updated even if the verification fails.

Within the scope of a $table statement, no tables are actually updated until all statements are processed. Because
a single $table statement can specify all accounting tables, this utility provides a method for ensuring that no table is
updated unless all modifications are successful.

If there is an error, the job does not update any tables. You must correct the error by choosing one of the following options
and rerun the ACTnnnnA job:

• Place an asterisk (*) in column 1 of the control statement in the ACTnnnnA job that is causing the conflict. Any
statement that has an asterisk (*) in column 1 is ignored.
If you choose this option, the item will not be added, and you will not be able to use it.

• Using the MICS Workstation Facility Accounting and Chargeback panels, rename or delete the item that is causing the
conflict.
It may be necessary to revise your rate table if you are using user-defined computation codes in a rate table. User-
defined computation codes should be in the 8000-9999 range.

• Change the identifier (computation code, invoice, or credit category) for the item being added in the ACTnnnnA control
statements.
For example, to change computation code 1870, add RENAME nnnn to the end of the $ADDLN statement for
ELMCCODE 1870, where nnnn is the computation code that you wish to use. User-added computation codes should
be in the 8000-9999 range. An example follows:
 

        $ADDLN ELMCCODE 1870 RENAME nnnn

After you have resolved the conflicts and resubmitted the ACTnnnnA job, examine the ISPLOG and MICSLOG for error
messages. Ensure that the job completes with a condition code of zero.
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ACT Modifying Menus

Use the Menu Modification option (MWF;4;2;S;1) to add your own jobs to MICS Accounting and Chargeback menus.

The main purpose of modifying menus is to add an installation's own month-end jobs or reports to the appropriate menus.
If you do not need to modify any menus, you can skip these sections.

To modify a menu, follow these steps:

1. Select Option S, Special Requirements, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu to display the Special
Requirements Menu, and select Option 1, Menu Modification. The Menu Item Selection panel will be displayed.
The Menu Item Selection panel presents a scrollable list of menu items. The menu to which each item belongs is
indicated by the Type column. The Option number for the item is indicated by the Number column.
Use the Insert line command to add an item to a menu. The Menu Item Specifications panel will be displayed. In most
cases, leave the Logic field blank and specify YES for the Edit field to indicate that selection of the new menu option
will place the user into ISPF Edit of the partitioned data set member containing the job to be run.

2. Create the JCL for the job just added to the menu in either the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library or the
prefix.MICS.CNTL library.

Note: You do not have to run a generation job after modifying a menu.

The Types are:

C
Month End Complex Level Reports

E
Enterprise IS Financial Management

I
Invoicing

J
Month End Close Out Jobs

L
Process Control

M
IS Financial Management

P
Parameter Specification and Generation

R
Rate Tracking

T
Client Support

U
Month End Unit Level Reports

Y
Year End Processing 

Menu Modification Worksheet
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                          |

| Date: ____/____/____                        Administrator:  ____________________________________________ |
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+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                               MENU MODIFICATION WORKSHEET

 Type _     Number __

 Title  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Description  _____________________________________________________________________________________________

 Logic  _____________________________________________________

  OR

 Edit? ______     Data Set __________(CNTL, SORC, or PARM)    Member ________________     Level _____

 Edit Title  ________________________________________________

 Help Panel Name ________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use the Menu Modification Worksheet to define the following parameters:

• Type
Description: The menu type identifier.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 1.

• Number
Description: The menu selection option number for the new item.
Default: None
Values: Numeric, length 2. User-added items must have numbers in the range 50-99 to avoid conflict with standard
MICS Accounting and Chargeback items.
Note: This number appears on the menu to the left of the item title and is used to select the item from the menu.

• Title
Description: The title of the menu item.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 61
Note: This title appears on the menu.

• Description
Description: The description of the menu item.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 61
Note: This description appears on the menu below the item number and title line.

• Logic
Description: The ISPF logic to be performed when the menu item is selected.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 61. It must contain valid ISPF Dialog Management Service commands coded in CAs' Dialog
Assist syntax.
Note: This field is used only if the selection of the menu item does not invoke ISPF Edit of a library member. It will
normally be blank for user-added items. Consult Broadcom Support if you need to code this field.

• Edit
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Description: Indicates whether the selection of the menu item will invoke ISPF Edit of a library member.
Default: YES
Values: Character, length 3, YES or NO
Note: When Edit is YES, no additional information is needed to invoke the menu item, so the logic field (see item 5
above) must be left blank. When this field is NO, you must code the logic field.

• Data Set
Description: The type of MICS data set to be edited: Control, Source, or Parameter.
Default: None
Values: Character, length 4, CNTL, SORC, or PARM
Note: If the Edit field (see item 6 above) is NO, leave this field blank. When the menu item is selected, you will be
placed into ISPF Edit of the MICS library specified by this field.

• Member Name
Description: The member name to be edited.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8. User member names should begin with UACT to avoid conflict with standard MICS
members.
Note: If the Edit field (see item 6 above) is NO, leave this field blank. If the Edit field is YES, it is your responsibility to
create this member and place it in the appropriate library.

• Level
Description: The level, complex or unit, of the data set to be edited.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 1, X for Complex or U for Unit
Note: If the Edit field (see item 6 above) is NO, leave this field blank.

• Edit Title
Description: The title to be placed on the Edit panel under the command line.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 64
Note: If the Edit field (see item 6 above) is YES, this field is optional. If the Edit field is NO, you must leave this field
blank.

• Help Panel
Description: The name of the HELP panel associated with the edit.
Default: Blank
Values: Character, length 8. To avoid conflict with standard MICS members, the panel name should begin with UACT.
Note: This field is optional if the Edit field (see item 6 above) is YES; otherwise, leave it blank. It is your responsibility
to create this panel and place it in the sharedprefix.MICS.ISPHLIB library.

Menu Modification Example

In the following Menu Modification Example, the installation wants to submit its own general ledger report from the MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Complex Level Reports menu. The JCL to run the report is member UACTGLGR in the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library. No Help panel will be created.

_____________________________________________________________

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|  Date:  __/__/__                Administrator: _________  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 Type C     Number 50

 Title  General Ledger Report________________________________
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 Description

 Print general ledger information for last month_____________

 Logic  _____________________________________________________

 Edit YES     Data set CNTL     Member UACTGLGR     Level X

 Edit Title  Submit the General Ledger Report________________

 Help Panel ________

_____________________________________________________________

Activating/Deactivating the ACTYEAR4 element

ACTYEAR4 is the four-digit accounting year. This element is available for client reporting purposes only and is not a
sequence / summary element in any of the accounting files. It is entirely the option of each MICS site as to whether to
activate the element. Activating this element does not require the file(s) to be retrofitted.

The files in which the ACTYEAR4 can be activated in are:

ACTJff
Accounting Journal Files

ACTLGR
Consolidated Ledger File

ACTSDT
Debit File

ACTSCT
Credit File

ACT_SC
Multi-Site Credit File

ACTBGT
Budget File

ACTRCP
Financial Recap File

ACT_RC
Multi-Site Financial Recap File

ACT_YR
YTD Financial Recap File

ACT_RR
Repeat YTD Financial Recap File

ACT_YT
Multi-Site YTD Financial Recap

ACT_RT
Repeat Multi-Site YTD Financial Recap
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Activating the ACTYEAR4 Element

Activating ACTYEAR4 requires making edits to NAME statements in the AJFGENIN and/or ACTGENIN members of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

For more information about the structure of the NAME statement, see Variable Rename Statement (RENAME).

1. To activate ACTYEAR4 in a journal file:
Edit the AJFGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. Locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element.
Activate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

to:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 0 N N N N .

2. To activate ACTYEAR4 in a ledger file:
Edit the ACTGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. Locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element
in the ledger file.
Activate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

to:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N 0 N 0 N .

3. To activate ACTYEAR4 in any of the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES files ACTRCP, ACT_YR, ACTSCT, ACTSDT,
ACTBGT, ACT_RR, ACT_RC, ACT_YT, ACT_SC, ACT_RT:
Edit the ACTGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. For each file in which you want to activate the element,
locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element.
Activate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

to:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 0 N N N N .

4. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN). Ensure that the job terminates with an RC=0 and that there are no error
messages in either ISPLOG nor in the MICS Log.

5. If you activated ACTYEAR4 in the journal file(s), submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN) in each unit that contains MICS
Accounting and Chargeback. Ensure that the job terminates with an RC=0 and that there are no error messages in the
MICS Log.

Deactivating the ACTYEAR4 Element

Deactivating ACTYEAR4 requires making edits to NAME statements in the AJFGENIN and/or ACTGENIN members of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.

For more information about the structure of the NAME statement, see Variable Rename Statement (RENAME).

1. To deactivate ACTYEAR4 in a journal file:
Edit the AJFGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. Locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element.
Deactivate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 0 N N N N .

to:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

2. To deactivate ACTYEAR4 in a ledger file:
Edit the ACTGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. Locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element
in the ledger file.
Deactivate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N 0 N 0 N .

to:
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NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

3. To deactivate ACTYEAR4 in any of the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES files ACTRCP, ACT_YR, ACTSCT, ACTSDT,
ACTBGT, ACT_RR, ACT_RC, ACT_YT, ACT_SC, ACT_RT:
Edit the ACTGENIN member in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. For each file in which you want to deactivate the element,
locate the NAME statement for the ACTYEAR4 element.
Deactivate ACTYEAR4 by changing the NAME statement from:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 0 N N N N .

to:
NAME ACTYEAR4 99 N N N N N .

4. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN). Ensure that the job terminates with an RC=0 and that there are no error
messages in either ISPLOG nor in the MICS Log.

5. If you deactivated ACTYEAR4 in the journal file(s), submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN) in each unit that contains
MICS Accounting and Chargeback. Ensure that the job terminates with an RC=0 and that there are no error messages
in the MICS Log.

ACT Processing
Accounting and Chargeback's standard processing encompasses all of the steps necessary to compute charges from
the information managed by MICS products. This includes all of the MICS products' daily update steps, Accounting and
Chargeback's daily and monthly update steps, any processing required for manual adjustments (credits and debits), and
production of the invoice reports.

Standard processing does not include any of the processing steps required by Accounting and Chargeback options such
as prorating and zero-balancing. These processes are discussed in Customization.

How Unit-level Libraries Are Allocated for Complex-level Accounting Jobs

Some information, such as the number of file cycles retained, is stored at the unit level. This means that complex level
jobs sometimes need to allocate unit level libraries containing Accounting and Chargeback. The following discussion
explains how a unit is allocated.

The search order used to allocate unit-level libraries for complex level accounting jobs such as CLOSETBL and INVOICE
is determined by the logic in the MNACTCOM routine.

Unit-level libraries are allocated in the following order:

Order DBType Unit ID (if ACT installed)
1. PRIMARY any
2. UNIT A-Z then 0-9 (in ascending order)
3. SPECIAL A-Z then 0-9 (in ascending order)
4. TEST A-Z then 0-9 (in ascending order)

This means that the primary unit is used if it contains Accounting and Chargeback. Otherwise, the first standard unit (in
alphanumeric order by unit ID) that contains Accounting and Chargeback is used.

The following sections describe the standard Accounting and Chargeback processes and has checklists to aid you in
planning, scheduling, and tracking accounting processing.

• Running Daily Processes
• Running Monthly Processes
• Running Yearly Processes
• Producing Audit Reports
• Recovering from Processing Problems
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ACT Running Daily Processes

MICS Accounting and Chargeback daily processing starts with the daily update for the first MICS product in the unit for
which accounting has been activated. It ends with the DAY199 step after the month-to-date ledger, audit, and journal run
status files have been written. The processing spans several product update steps.

Although you do not usually run external journal file update jobs, much of this section also applies to them because they
are processed like standard journal files except that the data source is read in by the external file processing routine
instead of a MICS product format routine.

Data Flow

The generated accounting algorithm selects specific data elements and their associated rates for accounting. The
algorithm is generated on a MICS product file-by-file basis as a part of the installation process. When the algorithm is
invoked, it creates an accounting journal file. To avoid passing the input data twice, the journal file is created concurrently
with the MICS product file. The major steps in the data flow are as follows:

1. The raw data source (for example, SMF or the monitor log file) is read by the product format routine (DYcccFMT).
2. The format routine performs date range checking on an input record-by-record basis utilizing the time stamp

information retained in the unit's Checkpoint data set. This checking ensures that data that was previously input cannot
inadvertently update the database again.

3. Data element range checking is performed on specific data elements where the maximum and/or minimum allowable
values are known to ensure their validity. Invalid values are changed to missing values.

4. The generated accounting algorithm (#ACTXfff) is activated by a file-specific exit just prior to the output of the MICS
product. The algorithm outputs a journal file observation for each MICS product file observation that meets the
algorithm qualification criteria specified in the Rate Table. No observation is output for work units when all quantities
charged are less than or equal to zero or when all rates are missing.

5. When the last MICS product update step for the unit has completed, the MICS Accounting and Chargeback daily
update step (DAY199) is initiated. This step completes the daily accounting processing as follows:
The contents of each journal file is written to the month-to-date audit file (DAY1). A second copy of this file (DAY2) is
made to allow the to-date file to be restored in the event of a failure during the DAY199 step processing.
Refer to Audit File for more information on the DAY1 and DAY2 audit files. Refer to Producing Audit Reports, for
instructions on printing the unit level audit report.

6. The journal files are combined and summarized to a single ledger file in the DAYS timespan of the unit. The ledger file
retains cost center information but loses the identification of the individual unit of work (job, session, etc.).
– The DAYS timespan ledger file is further summarized into a month-to-date file in the MONTHS timespan.
– The Journal Run Status Log File is updated.

Objective

The accounting administrator's objective for daily processing is to ensure the data is valid and complete. This consists of:

• Confirming the accounting daily update process completed normally.
• Reviewing the Journal Run Status Log (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1) to ensure that all expected journal files were created and

that the charges for each are within reason.
• Reviewing the Daily Charges Summary Report produced from the Accounting Administration Process Control menu,

(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;3), or from JCL prefix.MICS.CNTL(BGTCNTL) member for the target trial balance amounts established
by your organization.

• Checking that no unusual amounts of data were deleted for content or format reasons, such as short records, out of
date range, or invalid data.

Rapidly identifying problems with the input data reduces the amount of time spent in reprocessing and adjustments.
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How to Identify Problems

Use the Journal Run Status Logs to identify the journal files created by the daily run and review the total billable, non-
billable, and unidentified charges in each one. For more detailed information, select each journal file created and review
the charges by bill date, SYSID, APU, and computation code. A quick way to spot charging element problems is to use the
SHOW command to display all records with 0 charges: SHOW 8 $0.0000

Use the Daily Charges Summary Report to review the charges by customer (COSTCTR1) and invoice category.

The MICS administrator should resolve problems with data volume or content.

The following diagram shows the Daily Accounting System Flow.

+------------------+                       +------------------+                         +------------------+

|   Daily CA MICS  |                       |   Daily CA MICS  |                         |   Daily CA MICS  |

|      Product     |                       |     Product      |                         |      Product     |

|      Update      |                       |     Update       |                         |      Update      |

|     (DAYnnn)     |                       |    (DAYnnn)      |                         |     (DAYnnn)     |

+------------------+                       +------------------+                         +------------------+

|    Generated     |                       |    Generated     |                         |     Generated    |

|    Accounting    |                       |    Accounting    |                         |     Accounting   |

|    Algorithm     |                       |    Algorithm     |                         |     Algorithm    |

+--------+---------+                       +--------+---------+                         +---------+--------+

         |                                          |                                             |

         |                                          |                                             |

+--------+---------+                       +--------+---------+                         +---------+--------+

+ ACT Journal File |                       | ACT Journal File |                         | ACT Journal File |

|  (00 Work cycle) |                       |  (00 Work cycle  |                         |  (00 Work cycle  |

+--------+---------+                       +--------+---------+                         +---------+--------+

         |                                          |                                             |

         +------------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------+

                                                    |

                                           +-----------------+

                                           |                 |

                                           |      Daily      |

                                           |   Installation  |

                                           |    Accounting   |

                                           |     (DAY199)    |

                                           +-----------------+

                                                    |

                                                    |

                             +----------------------+----------------------+---------------------+

                             |                      |                      |                     |

                             |                      |                      |                     |

  Accounting Journal      Month-to-Date Tape     Day Ledger File        Month-to-Date           Journal

         Files             Audit Files                                   Ledger File           Run Status

          |                  |                                             |                     Log

          |                  |                                             |

    Audit Report <--or--> Audit Report                                     |

                                                                      Daily Charges

                                                                     Summary Report
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Daily Processing Checklist

Follow this checklist to ensure that standard daily processing was successful.

1. Ensure that the daily update ended normally. If the DAILY job abends, refer to Recovering From Processing Problems
for instructions on restoring the database.
Reference(s): System Restart and Recovery

2. Review the Journal Run Status Log and the Daily Charges Summary Report to verify the results of the daily
processing. You may also want to use Daily IS Revenue Analysis to verify that the journal entries for the previous day
are consistent with the normal processing volume.
Review the Journal Run Status Log, Option 5;1;1 on the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting Menu.
The Daily Charges Summary Report can be produced by selecting Option 5;1;3 on the Enterprise IS Financial
Reporting Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(BGTCNTL)'

3. You do not have to run the update job for external journal files on a daily basis. However, when you run it, review the
Journal Run Status Log and the Daily Charges Summary Report, as described in Step 2, to verify the processing
results.

4. At any time during the month you may need to review the entries within the Application Database files (for example,
Debits and Credits). You can create the reports in Sections 6.5.1.5.1 through 6.5.1.5.5 by selecting Option 5;1;5 from
the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL)'

ACT Running Monthly Processes

The month-to-date Ledger file is split during MICS monthly processing. MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option
processing closes the Debit, Credit, and Budget files, creates the Financial Recap file, and produces the invoice.

Data Flow

The monthly split and aging of the Ledger files is accomplished in the MONTH199 step of the MONTHLY job. However,
if the Special Accounting Dates feature has been activated and your month boundaries differ from standard boundaries,
you must run the MONTHACT job to split the Ledger files. Once the monthly update for all database units has completed
successfully and the Debit, Credit, and Budget files have been closed with the CLOSETBL job, you can run the INVOICE
job to create the Financial Recap file and produce the invoice. The major steps are as follows:

1. Following the end of the month, run the MONTHLY and, (Optional) the ACTMONTH update job for each unit
independently. The current month is compared to the month values of each observation in the month-to-date
Ledger file. All observations with month values lower than the current month are written to the 01 (month just
completed) cycle. The remainder of the data is written to the new month-to-date cycle. Aging is based on the
MONTH variable unless the Special Accounting Dates feature has been activated, in which case it is based on the
ACTMONTH variable. The job also splits the DAY1 audit file in the same way that the month-to-date Ledger file is split.
Observations for prior months are written to a new generation of the MONTHS audit file; all other observations are
written to a new generation of the DAY1 file and a new DAY2 backup file is created.

2. Make all manual adjustments to the data, including both standard and recurring credits and debits.
3. Capture any complex-level external file input by running the complex-level external interface job(s). (See Accounting

for Complex-Level External Files.)
4. If you are charging for external files at the unit level, make sure you have created your external journal files

(MWF;4;2;2;1;1).
5. Close the application database for the month by submitting the Close Application database files (CLOSETBL) job

(MWF;4;2;2;1;2).
The Debit, Credit, and Budget files are split from the 00 to the 01 versions. See Entering Budgets for information on
how effective dates are used to split the budget files.
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The Financial Recap file is aged from the 01 to the 02 version during this job. The new 01 version of the Financial
Recap file is created during invoice processing by the INVOICE or the FINRECAP job, as described in Step 6.
A new generation of the complex level audit file is cataloged.

6. Create the Financial Recap file. You would normally use the INVOICE job, which also produces an invoice, to create
this file. However, you can also use the FINRECAP job to create the Financial Recap file without producing an invoice
(MWF;4;2;2;1;6).
Note: Any discounts and/or zero balance adjustments are computed when the Financial Recap file is created either by
the INVOICE or the FINRECAP job.

7. This step updates the optional complex-level audit file if you have the ACCTMGDG keyword set to any value other
than zero. See the Audit File sections for more information on the complex-level audit files. See Producing Audit
Reports, for instructions on printing the complex-level audit report.

8. Produce the invoice and financial reports.
9. If you are using multi-site accounting, create central site or remote site files and run the Multi-Site Accounting Invoice

job (MWF;4;2;2;4).

Objectives

The accounting administrator's objectives for monthly processing are to ensure the data is valid and complete and to
schedule the manual portions of the monthly process. This consists of the following:

• Confirming that the accounting monthly update completed for each unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback
Option is installed

• Ensuring that all manual adjustments are made
• Submitting any external file update jobs
• Submitting the Close Application database files job (CLOSETBL)
• Creating the Financial Recap file and producing the invoice (MWF;4;2;2;2;1)

Considerations

You can run the complex-level external file interface jobs any time during the month, but be careful if you run them
multiple times because there are no duplicate-data-checking capabilities. All of the data present in the complex-level
external file is added to the 00 cycle of the Debit file each time these jobs are run.

You can run the CLOSETBL job only once during an accounting period because it ages the files in the application
database.

The Consolidated Invoice job (INVOICE) creates the Financial Recap file and produces the invoice. You can run this job
multiple times if necessary. You can use the INVOICER job to rerun the invoice without recreating the Financial Recap
file. Sites that do not use the Consolidated Invoice can run the FINRECAP job to create the Financial Recap file without
producing the invoice.

If you run the INVOICE or FINRECAP job before running the MONTH199 or MONTHACT job, performing ledger file
prorating, and running the CLOSETBL job, the INVOICE or FINRECAP job will abend with a MICSLOG message. You can
force the INVOICE or FINRECAP job to run by coding FORCE in the SYSPARM.

The following diagram shows the Monthly Accounting System Flow.

                (prefix.MICS.MONTHS)         +-------------+

               +----------------+            |Complex-Level|

               |  LEDGER  FILE  |            |External File|--+       (sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES)

               |    +----------------+       |Input        |  |------------------+   +------------------+

               |    |  LEDGER  FILE  |       +-------------+  | Standard and     |   | Standard and     |

               |    |    +----------------+                   | Recurring Debit  |   | Recurring Credit |

               |    |    |  LEDGER  FILE  |                   | Inputs           |   | Inputs           |

               |    |    |                |                   |                  |   |                  |
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               |    |    |  Batch Charges |                   | Staff Charges    |   |                  |

               |    |    |  TSO Charges   |                   |                  |   | Invoice          |

               +----|    |  CICS Charges  |                   | Miscellaneous    |   | Credits          |

                    |    |  IMS Charges   |                   | Charges          |   |                  |

                    +----|  VM Charges    |                   +------------------+   +------------------+

                         |  User Charges  |                                  |         |

                         +----------------+                              +----------------+

                                 |                                       |                |

                         +----------------+                              |  CLOSETBL job  |

                         |   MONTHLY or   |----------------+-------------|                |

                         |  MONTHACT job  |                |             +----------------+

                         |                |                |

                         +----------------+         +-----------------+

                                                    |                 |--------------Complex-Level

                                                    |   INVOICE or    |              Audit File     

 (sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES)

                                                    |   FINRECAP      |

                                                    |    job          |              Financial

                                                    |                 |--------------Recap File

                                                    +-----------------+

                                                          |

                                                    +-----------------+

                                                    | Run Financial   |

                                                    | Reports         |

                                                    +-----------------+

                                                          |

          +-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-------------------+-----------------

+----------------+

          |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |      

          |

          |                 |                 |                 |                   |                 |      

          |

    Consolidated        Budgetary       Revenue/Credit     Revenue Area       User Revenue       Credit Area 

     User Credit

   Invoice Report    Analysis Report     Trend Report     Analysis Report     Distribution     Analysis Report

   Distribution

                                                                                 Report                      

        Report

Monthly Processing Checklist

Follow this checklist to ensure that standard monthly processing was successful.

Note: Unless stated otherwise, refer to Customization for more details about individual steps.

1. Ensure that all external journal file update jobs have been submitted by selecting option 2;1;1 on the Installation
Accounting Primary Options menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTfffTB)'

where fff is the last three characters of the external file name.
2. Ensure that the monthly update completed successfully for all databases in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback

Option is installed. This is normally accomplished by the monthly job that is submitted by the MICS System
Administrator.
If you activated the Special Accounting Dates feature, and your accounting calendar months do not have the same
boundaries as the MICS months:
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– submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MONTHACT) using option 2;1;3 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
Run the job after the special accounting period closes. This job ages the Ledger Files when you are using a special
accounting period.

It is not necessary for the MICS monthly job to run before month-end accounting processing can proceed through step
9 of this checklist. Do NOT go past step 9 until either the MONTHLY or MONTHACT jobs have been run for all units.
MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option must be fully installed in a unit to be able to create the reports in this
checklist. A partial installation of MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option in a unit will result in INVOICE report
errors. Follow the checklist in Installation Checklists for complete installation instructions.
Reference: MONTHLY Operational Job

3. Ensure that all credits (standard and recurring) and debits (standard and recurring) for the accounting period were
entered. Select Option 1, Application Database Data Entry, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu to
access the Debit and Credit data entry screens (MWF;4;2;1;3).

4. If you are planning to prorate charges for non-MICS files or for the Ledger files, review the prorating specifications.
If "Always use complex level prorating table" in Accounting Options is NO, select Option 3;8;1 from the Installation
Accounting Primary Options Menu for each unit in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is installed and
make any necessary changes. For each database unit where the specifications are changed, you will automatically be
requested to:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATEU)'

If "Always use complex level prorating table" in Accounting Options is YES, select Option 3;8;2 from the Installation
Accounting Primary Options Menu and make any necessary changes. If the specifications are changed, you will
automatically be requested to:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRORATE)'

5. Ensure that all data from complex-level external files are added to the Debit file.
Note: If you want to prorate the charges that go into the Debit file, the complex-level external file parameter must
specify Prorate YES and you must have run the EXTFILE generation job. In addition, you must have specified the
prorating information and run the PRORATE generation job (see Step 4).
Add charges from external data sources by selecting Option 2;1;1 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTfffTB)'

where fff is the last three characters of the external file name.
6. Make any required changes to the Budget file using the accounting ISPF data entry process. Select Option 1,

Application Database Data Entry, from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.
7. Run the month-end accounting job, which ages the Debit, Credit, Budget, and Financial Recap files.

Submit the month end accounting job by selecting Option 2;1;2 on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu
or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CLOSETBL)'

WARNING

You are prevented from running the CLOSETBL job more than one time during any accounting month. If
you try, the job will abend. This job ages the files within the TABLES data set and multiple executions could
cause data loss or synchronization problems between the TABLES and Ledger files.

If you must run the job again, you must first run prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTBLS), found in your primary MICS
unit, to restore the SAS files in the TABLES database.

Next run prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTLIB), in the same primary MICS unit, to restore the ISPF Debit and Credit
table cycles after making the following RSTRTLIB job edits:

a) Change the COPY statement from:

COPY INDD=BKUPTLIB,OUTDD=OUTTLIB

    - to -

COPY INDD=((BKUPTLIB,R)),OUTDD=OUTTLIB
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b) Next, insert the following "select members" statement after the COPY INDD statement:

S M=(ACTADJ00,ACTADJ01)

Your updated RSTRTLIB JCL should now look like this:

//SYSIN DD *

  COPY INDD=((BKUPTLIB,R)),OUTDD=OUTTLIB

  S M=(ACTADJ00,ACTADJ01)

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

You can then submit the CLOSETBL job again. If the CLOSETBL job abends, you can resubmit the job, after
correcting the problem, without running the RSTRTBLS or the RSTRTLIB job, unless the CLOSETBL job
abends during the aging process. In that case, you must first run the RSTRTBLS job as described above,
and then resubmit the CLOSETBL job.

If you must run the job again, you must first run the RSTRTBLS job in your primary unit 'prefix.MICS.CNTL' to restore
the SAS files in the TABLES database. You must also run the RSTRTLIB job in the same data set and insert the
following JCL to restore the ISPF Debit and Credit table cycles:
//SYSIN DD * S M=(ACTADJ00,ACTADJ01) /*

You can then submit the CLOSETBL job again.
If the CLOSETBL job abends, you can resubmit the job, after correcting the problem, without running the RSTRTBLS
or the RSTRTLIB job, unless the CLOSETBL job abends during the aging process. In that case, you must first run the
RSTRTBLS job as described above, and then resubmit the CLOSETBL job.

8. If you plan to prorate charges for the Ledger files at the end of the month, do the following:
a. If this is the first time that you are using Ledger file prorating, review Sections 4.8.5 and 4.8.5.2 for additional

information and checklist items.
b. Make sure you have reviewed your prorating specifications as described in Step 4.
c. Run the ACTLGRSP job for the database units where prorating is necessary. Run the job by selecting Option 2;1;4

on the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTLGRSP)'

9. To do zero-balance accounting, complete the following:
a. Determine which method of zero-balancing applies to your installation (TOTAL, INVCCAT, or COMPCODE). You

can use only one method.
b. Determine the target expenditure amount (for example, cost of doing business) for the method that you select.
c. Update sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ZEROBAL) with the method and amount. Selecting Option 2;1;5 from the

Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu places you into ISPF Edit of this member.
Reference: Implementing Monthly Zero Balancing

10. If you use the multi-site accounting feature, do the following:
a. Create the Financial Recap file for your complex without producing the invoice by selecting Option 2;1;6 from the

Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRECAP)'

b. If your site is a remote site, verify that your remote site parameter specifications are correct by selecting Option
3;2;4;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. If you make changes, submit the required
generation job, sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTM).
Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMSULD) to unload your accounting files and to make them ready for
transmitting to your central site by selecting Option 2;4;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or
by entering the following TSO command:

SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMSULD)'

a. If your site is the central site, verify that your central site parameter specifications are correct by selecting Option
3;2;4;2 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu. If you make changes, submit the required
generation job, sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTM).
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Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMGTAB) after you receive the files from all of your remote sites. You can
submit this job by selecting Option 2;4;2 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the
following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTMGTAB)' 

11. Make any required changes to cost center attributes. Select Option 1;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu.

12. If necessary, adjust the starting invoice sequence number. Select Option 1;4 from the Installation Accounting Primary
Options Menu.

13. If you want to produce invoices at the same time you generate the Financial Recap file, run the INVOICE job. Do this
by selecting Option 2;2;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the following TSO
command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICE)'

Alternatively, to generate the Financial Recap file without producing invoices, run the FINRECAP job. Do this by
selecting Option 2;1;6 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the following TSO
command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRECAP)'

You can run the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs multiple times without any loss of data because the 01 version of the
Financial Recap file is replaced each time. The CLOSETBL job performs the aging of the Financial Recap file.
Note: The INVOICE or FINRECAP job will abend with a MICSLOG message if it is run before the MONTH199 or
MONTHACT job is run in each unit, ledger file prorating is run in each unit, and the CLOSETBL job is run. You can
force the INVOICE or FINRECAP job to run by coding FORCE in the SYSPARM.

14. You can produce the following optional invoices:
– A repeat invoice from the most recent Financial Recap file

To produce this invoice, select Option 4;1;2 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or enter the
following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICER)'

– A unit level invoice
To produce this invoice, select Option 2;3;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or enter the
following TSO command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICEU)'

This job produces the invoice report as well as the Invoice Credit Supplement report. You can specify BILL,
NOBILL, or BOTH in the EXEC statement SYSPARM to cause the invoice to be produced for billable, non-billable,
or all cost centers.

15. If you are using the multi-site accounting feature and your site is the central site, submit the Multi-Site Invoice job
by selecting Option 2;4;3 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by entering the following TSO
command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICEM)'

16. Run the complex-level financial reports by selecting Option 2;2;2 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options
Menu or by entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT)'

or
Produce a unit level report by selecting Option 2;3;2 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu or by
entering the following TSO command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTU)'

You can specify BILL, NOBILL, or BOTH in the EXEC statement SYSPARM to cause the reports to be produced for
billable, non-billable, or all cost centers.
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ACT Running Yearly Processes

The yearly split and aging of the Ledger File is accomplished in each database unit at the same time that the yearly MICS
product files are split. However, if the Special Accounting Dates feature has been activated, you must run the YEARACT
job to split the Ledger Files. Other than use of the YEARLY or YEARACT jobs, there are no major steps to follow at year
end. The items that follow are for your information:

• The Year-to-Date Financial Recap File is aged during the second accounting period when the CLOSETBL job is
submitted from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.

• The Budget File (ACTBGT00) records are transferred to the ACTBGT01 file based on the Budget Effective Date
variable (BGTDATE) value. When the date is reached, the records are transferred when the CLOSETBL job is
submitted from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.

• You can use IS Revenue Projection and Rate Analysis to download the current year's data to the workstation and
project next year's revenue and budgets.

Objectives

The accounting administrator's objectives for yearly processing are to perform the following:

• Confirm that the new budgets are entered into the Budget File (ACTBGT00) with a BGTDATE value that allows the
CLOSETBL job to transfer them to the ACTBGT01.

• When the second accounting period is reached, ensure that the year-to-date charges for the new fiscal year are on the
reports that show year-to-date charges.

• If you change rates at year end, make sure the new rates are placed in effect at year end.

The following diagram shows the Yearly Accounting System Flow.

     CA MICS UNIT DATABASES                     sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES

+----------------+                               +----------------+

|  LEDGER  FILE  |                               | Month Financial|

|    +----------------+                          |  Recap File    |

|    |  LEDGER  FILE  |                          |                |

|    |    +----------------+                   |----------------+ |

|    |    |  LEDGER  FILE  |                   | Year-to-Date   | |

|    |    |                |                   | Financial Recap|-+

|    |    |  Batch Charges |                   |     File       |

|    |    |  TSO Charges   |                   |                |

+----|    |  CICS Charges  |                   |                |

     |    |  IMS Charges   |                   |                |

     +----|  VM Charges    |                   +----------------+

          |  User Charges  |                          |

          +----------------+                          |

                  |                                   |

          +----------------+                          |

          |    YEARLY or   |----------------+---------+

          |  YEARACT job   |                |

          |                |                |

          +----------------+         +-----------------+

                                     |                 |          Close out

                                     |     Yearly      |          Year-to-Date     sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES

                                     |   Installation  |----------Financial Recap

                                     |    Accounting   |          File

                                     |                 |

                                     +-----------------+
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                                           |

                                           |

                     --------------------------------------

                     |                   |                |

          IS Revenue Projection         Enter          Establish

            and Rate Analysis        New Budgets         Rates

Yearly Processing Checklist

Follow this checklist to ensure that standard yearly processing was successful.

1. Ensure that the yearly update completed successfully for all databases in which MICS Accounting and Chargeback
is installed. This is normally accomplished by the YEARLY job that is submitted by the MICS System Administrator.
However, if you activated the Special Accounting Dates feature:
– Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(YEARACT) by using Option 5;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Run the job after the special accounting period closes. This job ages the Ledger Files when you are using a special
accounting period.

It is not necessary for the MICS YEARLY job to run before year-end accounting processing can proceed.
Reference: Operational Processes, Jobs, and Steps 

2. If this is the final reporting period for the year, you must update the Budget File (ACTBGT) prior to the end of the next
accounting period. Select Option 1;3 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options menu.
Reference: Entering Budgets 

3. If this is the final reporting period for the year, you may want to use IS Revenue Projection and Rate Analysis to project
your revenue for the next financial year. Extract the data for the workstation by selecting Option 4;5;1;2 from the
Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

ACT Producing Audit Reports

This section contains two checklists:

• Follow the first checklist, Unit-Level Audit Reporting Checklist, to produce the unit-level Audit Report described in Audit
Report.

• Follow the second checklist, Complex-Level Audit Reporting Checklist, to produce the complex-level Audit Report
described in Audit Report.

Unit-Level Audit Reporting Checklist

1. Select Option 4;5;1;4;1 from the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu and select a unit on which to report.
2. Determine whether you wish to view a report from one of the journal files (for example, ACTJBJ) or one of the monthly

audit files (AD). Determine whether you want the entire file or only selected portions.
3. If you want to report on information from a journal file, edit the JCL and change the SYSPARM as follows:

        //AUDITRPT  EXEC MICSSHRx,SYSPARM='xx DETAIL cycle=nn'

                                |           |   |           |

          Unit Database Indicator           |   |           |

                                            |   |           |

          Two-character journal file ID ----+   |           |

    (BJ,BP,BS,CS,CA,IS,IA,IX,CM,DA,VS,MI,MN)|   |           |

          or field-developed application    |   |           |

          is USER=yy -----------------------+   |           |

          (Where yy is user file ID of Journal) |           |

                                                |           |

          DETAIL to print zero charge fields----+           |
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                                                            |

          Two-digit cycle of the journal file               |

          to be used as input ------------------------------+

Default values: AD and zero-suppression
There are various parameters to select portions of the data from the files (refer to the Audit Report section).

4. When the AD SYSPARM option is used, change the ACTAUDIT DD statement to refer to the appropriate file. Edit the
JCL and code the SYSPARM as follows:

             //AUDITRPT  EXEC MICSSHRx,SYSPARM='AD DETAIL'

                                     |               |

               Unit Database Indicator               |

                                                     |

               DETAIL to print zero charge fields----+

Default values: AD and zero-suppression
There are various parameters to select portions of the data from the files (refer to the Audit Report section).

5. Submit the job.

Complex-Level Audit Reporting Checklist

1. Select Option 4;5;1;4;2 from the Installation Accounting Component Primary Options Menu.
2. Edit the JCL and change the SYSPARM as follows:

        //AUDITRPT  EXEC MICSCOM,SYSPARM='AD DETAIL

                                           |    |

                                           |    |

                                           |    |

          Audit tape ID (must be AD)-------+    |

                                                |

          DETAIL to print zero charge fields----+

Default values: zero-suppression
There are various parameters to select portions of the data from the files (Audit Report).

3. Change the ACTAUDIT DD statement to refer to the appropriate file.
4. Submit the job.

ACT Recovering from Processing Problems

This section explains how to recover from the following processing problems:

• An abend occurred in the DAY199 or MONTH199 step
• The DAY1 Audit File is corrupted
• An entire database is corrupted
• The sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set is corrupted or must be restored to run the CLOSETBL job

Recovering  from an Abend In The DAY199  or MONTH199 Step

1. Determine the reason for the abend. Check the MICSLOG and SAS log for abend messages.
2. If the abend occurred in the DAY199 step, determine whether it occurred before or after the post to the checkpoint

data set. To do this, look at the D=nnn field on the first line of prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA.
a. If D=199, the DAY199 step abended after the post. This means that all the files and tapes were created properly.

Because the step abended, however, the DAY2 tape would have been uncataloged. Make a copy of the DAY1 tape
using IEBGENER and catalog the copy as the current DAY2 GDG.
In addition, the Journal Run Status Log ISPF table was not updated.
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SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRSJLD)

b. If D=nnn, where nnn is a number less than 199, the DAY199 step abended before the post. Restore the ACTAUDIT
DAY1 file to its original condition prior to restarting the step. Restore the DAY1 file by entering the following TSO
command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R)'

This job restores the '0' generation of the ACTAUDIT DAY2 into the '0' generation of the DAY1 file. If your DAY1
tape file is not usable (for example, damaged tape), you must modify the ACTDAY1R JCL to create a new output
DAY1 GDG or use the ACTINITA job in the 'prefix.MICS.CNTL' library to catalog a new DAY1 GDG prior to running
the ACTDAY1R.

Note: If an abend occurs in the MONTH199 step, it is not necessary to restore any file unless the input DAY1 file is
damaged.

3. Restart the DAILY job, the external journal file update job, or the MONTHLY job using the normal MICS restart
procedure.
– Restart the DAILY job in the DAY199 step if it abended before the post and in the DAY200 step if it abended after

the post.
– Restart the external journal file update job in the DAY199 step if it abended before the post and in the EXT900 step

if it abended after the post.
Reference: System Restart and Recovery

Restoring a Corrupted DAY1 Audit File

Enter the following TSO command to restore the DAY1 file:

SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R)'

This job restores the '0' generation of the ACTAUDIT DAY2 into the '0' generation of the DAY1 file. If your DAY1 tape file is
not usable (for example, damaged tape), you must modify the ACTDAY1R JCL to create a new output DAY1 GDG or use
the ACTINITA job in the 'prefix.MICS.CNTL' library to catalog a new DAY1 GDG prior to running the ACTDAY1R.

Restoring  a Database  for Accounting

If you need to restore a database due to a problem such as corrupted data, you must perform the following additional
steps for accounting:

1. Restore the database using the standard database restore job by entering the following command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RESTORE)'

2. Restore the ACTAUDIT DAY1 file to the same condition as the database status by submitting the following TSO
command:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R)'

This job restores the '0' generation of the ACTAUDIT DAY2 into the '0' generation of the DAY1 file. If your DAY1 tape
file is not usable (for example, damaged tape), you must modify the ACTDAY1R JCL to create a new output DAY1
GDG or use the ACTINITA job in the 'prefix.MICS.CNTL' library to catalog a new DAY1 GDG prior to running the
ACTDAY1R. If you want to restore an older GDG than the '0' version of the DAY2 file, you will have to modify the
ACTDAY1R JCL to read 1 or an older version of the DAY2 file.
Note: You must ensure that sufficient GDG versions of the DAY2 file have been saved to support recovery. This is a
JCLDEF option.

3. Resume running daily or monthly jobs.
Reference: System Restart and Recovery

Restoring  the  sharedprefix.mics.tables Data Set

Before restoring sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set, consider the following issues:

• When was the last backup taken of the files?
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Note: The standard BACKUP job of the primary unit database makes a backup of the data set.
• Has anyone added or changed records since the last backup?
• If you run the restore job, will anyone be locked out of the data set?

1. Restore the TABLES data set using the standard restore job, RSTRTBLS. Submit the job as follows from the primary
unit library:
SUB 'prefix.MICS.CNTL(RSTRTBLS)'

Reference: RSTRTBLS Operational Job
2. Because the TABLES files are generated from ISPF tables, you may also need to restore the ISPTLIB members as

these are used to regenerate the files in the TABLES data set. This is necessary only if you are restoring the TABLES
database in order to rerun the CLOSETBL job or if the ISPTLIB data set was corrupted in addition to the TABLES data
set.
a. Make a copy of the RSTRTLIB job in the prefix.MICS.CNTL data set in the primary unit and change the SYSIN DD

section of the JCL to read as follows:
             //SYSIN DD *

               COPY INDD=((BKUPTLIB,R)),OUTDD=OUTTLIB

               S M=(ACTADJ00,ACTADJ01,ACTBGT00,ACTBGT01)

               S M=(ACTCID,ACTSEQ,ACT$IVF)

             /*

The member ACTSEQ should be coded as part of the list only if an Invoice Sequence Number has been entered.
See Input/Output Formats.

b. Submit the job.

ACT Reports
Enterprise IS Financial Reporting is a comprehensive framework to help you analyze how corporate investments in
IS technology are being used. It provides information from a variety of perspectives to address the needs of various
members of the enterprise including corporate management, IS management, IS user management, and accounting
administrators.

The information is organized into the following management impact areas:

• Invoicing
• Client Support
• IS Financial Management
• Enterprise IS Financial Management
• Accounting Administration
• MICF Inquiries

Enterprise IS Financial Reporting provides information either as a mainframe report, such as an invoice, or on a
workstation where you can look at the information in graphic and tabular form.

The information on the workstation is presented in five subject areas:

• User IS Expense Analysis
• IS Revenue Analysis
• Application IS Expense Analysis
• Daily IS Revenue Analysis
• IS Revenue Projection and Rate Analysis

Because each subject area is from a different perspective, each one is especially useful for different members of the
enterprise. For example, User IS Expense Analysis takes the perspective of IS users by looking at their IS expenses. It
can help IS user management look for trends and problems with their IS usage. On the other hand, IS Revenue Analysis
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takes the perspective of IS by looking at IS revenue. IS management can use it to analyze the fiscal health of the IS
organization.

The workstation information is presented so that you can view it from a variety of views and levels. You can look at
summary information in a graph and then view more detailed data in tabular form. You can also look at a subset of the
information in either a graph or a table. For example, with User IS Expense Analysis, you can look at a summary of IS
charges by month in a graph and then in more detail in a table. You can view a breakdown of these charges by other
cost center levels, such as department or application, or by invoice category. This provides the flexibility to analyze the
information and focus on specific areas that may require further investigation.

Terminology

The terms listed below are used in Enterprise IS Financial Reporting to mean the following:

Cost center structureDefines the enterprise's hierarchy for reporting and billing. Each enterprise's cost center structure
is different. An example of a cost center structure includes division, department, and application. Each node in the
hierarchy is identified by a unique set of COSTCTRn values, where n is 1 through 9, and can be assigned a name for
easy reference.

Cost center level
A specific level within an enterprises' cost center structure, such as division.

Application
A way of classifying the major IS workloads in your enterprise. It is important to identify application in one of the levels of
your cost center structure to fully use the information provided on the workstation. This applies especially to Application IS
Expense Analysis which focuses on monthly charges by application.

Charging element
The most detailed level of charging information. It is synonymous with computation code (or comp code) and represents a
resource such as CPU time or print lines.

Invoice category
A grouping of charging elements for reporting purposes.

Enterprise IS Financial Reporting is Option 4 on the Accounting Primary Options mainframe menu. The management
impact areas are listed as menu options on the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting menu. Each management impact area
has its own submenu of information options. Depending on your selection, you can enter your specifications and submit a
job to run a report or create a file for downloading to the workstation.

ACT Invoicing

The Invoicing management impact area provides notification of the charges incurred by IS customers during an
accounting period. Invoices can be created from different perspectives: by resource, by invoice category, or by cost center
level such as application. Invoices can be used for billing, informal reporting of IS usage, or to create a line item for the
general ledger. You can tailor the invoices to address your enterprise's needs via invoice format options. Invoices for
different customers can have different formats. Invoices and supporting information are provided in the form of mainframe
reports.

ACT Consolidated Invoice Report Overview

The Consolidated Invoice Report summarizes the utilization and corresponding charges incurred by a cost center during
an accounting period. This report is designed primarily to provide an accurate accounting to cost center management. For
installations performing multi-site accounting, a Multi-Site Invoice, which combines information recorded by multiple MICS
Accounting systems, can be produced by the central site.
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Because installations have different requirements in terms of both the content and level of detail they report, the
Consolidated Invoice has a number of summarization and format options that offer considerable flexibility.

Essentially, the report consists of three areas:

• fixed-format heading
• optional footing
• body with individual line items at one of three levels of summary

In addition, the line items can be produced in several different formats.

Heading Contents 

The report title contains the installation name and the report name and date (for example, Monthly Invoice for September
2002).

The center heading of the report shows the cost center levels for which the report was produced. If they were provided in
the Cost Center Attributes File, the name and address associated with the cost center values (the invoice recipient) will be
printed in the upper left corner of the invoice.

For reference, the right side of the report heading shows the invoice number, billing date, page number, and status field.

Footing Contents 

The summary portion of the report lists the total charges, total credits, discounts, surcharges, and net charges (total
charges minus credits, discounts, and surcharges). If budget information was requested, the budget amount for the
reporting period is listed, the variance from budget (budget minus net charges) is calculated, and, if applicable, the
"Budget Exceeded" message is printed. A year-to-date option prints the year-to-date charges. A footnote option can be
used to print a one or two line footnote.

Body Contents 

The body of the report consists of a series of line items that are summarized to one of three levels: Computation Code,
Invoice Category, or Cost Center. The individual lines are produced in one of the formats listed below:

• INVCCAT
This format provides columns for Quantity, Rate, Units, and Charges. It applies only to the Computation Code
summary level. Line items are at the computation code level and are designated by major invoice category (nXXX),
invoice category code, invoice category description, and computation code.

• COMPCODE
This format provides columns for Quantity, Rate, Units, and charges. It only applies to the Computation Code summary
level. Line items are at the computation code level and are designated by invoice category code, computation code,
and computation code description.

• CHARGE
This format provides a column for Charges. It applies only to the Invoice Category and Cost Center summary levels.
At the Invoice Category summary level, line items are designated by major invoice category (nxxx), invoice category
code, and invoice category description. At the Cost Center summary level, line items are designated by cost center
value.

• BUDGET
This format adds a Budgets column and a variance column to the INVCCAT, COMPCODE, or CHARGE formats.

• YTD
This format adds a year-to-date charges column to the INVCCAT, COMPCODE, or CHARGE formats. It also adds a
year-to-date quantity column to the INVCCAT or COMPCODE format.

• BUDYTD
This format provides columns for Charges, Budget, Variance %, YTD Budget, and YTD Variance %. It is available
at each of the summary levels (Computation Code, Invoice Category, or Cost Center). Line items are designated
according to the summary level.

• BUDGETU
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This format displays the same information as the BUDGET option, but the BUDGET column is in units instead of
dollars. It applies only to the computation code summary level.

• BUDYTDU
This format displays the same information as the BUDYTD option, but the BUDGET column is in units instead of
dollars. It applies only to the computation code summary level.

Consolidated Invoice Report Features

MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides the following Consolidated Invoice Report features:

Cost Center Level of Invoices

MICS Accounting and Chargeback allows you to specify up to nine levels of cost centers: COSTCTR1 through
COSTCTR9. The cost center level at which invoices are produced is specified by the Invoice Level option from the
Financial Recap File Specifications Menu of Accounting Options (MWF;4;2;3;2;1).

By default, all charges will be invoiced at this cost center level unless they were incurred by a cost center at a higher
level in the hierarchy than the invoice level. For example, assume level one is division, level two is department, and
the default invoice level is two. Any charges incurred at the division level (COSTCTR2-COSTCTR9 have blank values)
will be invoiced to the appropriate division.

This default can be overridden for individual cost centers using Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

For example, you could set the default invoice level to 1 and override it to 2 for certain COSTCTR1 values.

Format Table

MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides you with a "format table" that you can view and modify online (using
MWF;4;2;3;2;5). You can use the format table to set particular values for various format options and assign each set of
values a unique format name. Refer to a particular set of option values by its associated format name.

Four standard format names are shipped: COMPCODE, INVCCAT, COSTCTR, and USER. The first three names refer
to the invoice type, which is by summarization level, not to the line item format. For example, the shipped COMPCODE
format uses the INVCCAT line item format.

The COMPCODE, INVCCAT, and COSTCTR invoice types summarize the line items at different levels. The COMPCODE
invoice type summarizes line items at the computation code (individual billing element) and rate level. The INVCCAT
invoice type summarizes line items at the invoice category level, so individual billed items are not shown. The COSTCTR
invoice type summarizes line items by specified cost center.

You can use the USER format to code your own format routine. For information about defining the user invoice format exit,
see Defining the User Invoice Format Exit.

You can modify the options associated with the shipped format names, or you can "repeat" any
format to create a new format name of that type with different choices for the format options. So you
can have many sets of format options and use different options to print invoices for different customers.

The default format name is specified in Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5). It can
be overridden for individual cost centers using Cost Center Attributes Invoice Options (MWF;4;2;1;1;2).

Format Options

The following format options are provided:
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• Line item format
• Supplemental reports
• Subtotals
• Budget information
• Year-to-date information
• Language Translation
• Footnotes

Line Item Formats

Invoices can be produced at the Computation Code, Invoice Category, or Cost Center summary level in several line item
formats. The summary level is called the invoice type: COMPCODE, INVVCAT, or COSTCTR.

The line item formats control the number and content of the invoice columns and are named INVCCAT, COMPCODE,
CHARGE, BUDGET, YTD, BUDYTD, BUDGETU, and BUDYTDU. Some of the line item formats can only be used at a
particular summary level, while others apply to all of the summary levels. For example, the INVCCAT and COMPCODE
formats can only be used at the Computation Code summary level, while the BUDGET format applies to all of the
summary levels. The line item formats are discussed in more detail in the previous section.

Supplemental Reports

Computation Code or Invoice Category summary level invoices can be followed by either DETAIL or ROLLUP
supplemental reports (or by no supplemental reports). DETAIL supplemental reports produce a report for each cost center
that incurred changes. ROLLUP supplemental reports summarize charges to lower-level cost centers. The Supplemental
Reports format option is specified using Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Invoice Category and Cost Center Subtotals

These options specify whether subtotals will be printed for each line item grouping. The Subtotal format options are
specified using Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Budget Information

If budgets have been entered, budget and variance from actual can be displayed on the invoices at the line item level or
as a single line at the bottom of the invoices.

Use the BUDGET, BUDYTD, BUDGETU, or BUDYTDU line item formats to display budget and variance at the line item
level.

Or use the Budget format option to display budget and variance at the bottom of the invoice. The following warning
message will be printed if net charges exceed budget:

NOTE: BUDGET AUTHORIZATION HAS BEEN EXCEEDED

You can use the Fuzz Value feature discussed later on in this section to prevent the warning from printing for small
variations.

The Budget format option is specified using Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Year-to-Date Information

Year-to-date information can be displayed on the invoices at the line item level or as a single line at the bottom of the
invoices.

Use the YTD or BUDYTD line item formats to display year-to-date information at the line item level.

Or use the Year-to-date format option to display year-to- date charges at the bottom of the invoice. If the Budget format
option is YES (see Budget Information, above), year-to-date budget amounts will also be shown.

The Year-to-date format option is specified using Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu
(MWF;4;2;3;2;5).
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Language Translation

You can print the descriptions for charging element units, charging elements, and invoice categories in different languages
on different invoices by specifying a language identifier using the Language Translation option. The identifier must
be associated with a translation table created using the Special Requirements Language Translation Tables option
(MWF;4;2;5;5).

The Language Translation format option is specified using Invoice Format Options on the Accounting Options menu
(MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Footnotes

You can print a one or two-line footnote on invoices by using the Footnote format option. It is specified using Invoice
Format Options on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Billing Status (BILL or NOBILL)

The billing status of each cost center is set when the Financial Recap file is created. It is derived from the Cost Center
Attributes Invoice Options entry for the cost center being invoiced and defaults to BILL.

For example, assume projects (cost center level 3) are invoiced to departments (cost center level 2). Then the billing
status of each project is determined from the entry for the department to which it is being billed. If no entry exists for the
department, its status defaults to BILL.

Cost Center Selection and Billing Status

You can produce invoices for all billable cost centers, all non-billable cost centers, or both. Specifying a SYSPARM
parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH in the INVOICE job JCL determines which cost center
appears on the invoice. The default is BOTH.

Personalized Invoice

If you define the name and address of the cost centers to be invoiced in the Cost Center Attributes File, they will print on
the invoice.

The Cost Center Attribute entries should be made at the same cost center level being invoiced. For example, if the
invoice level is one, create a name and address entry for each COSTCTR1 value, and leave the other COSTCTRn values
blank. If it is two, create a name and address entry for each COSTCTR1/COSTCTR2 combination, and leave the other
COSTCTRn values blank.

Names and addresses on supplemental reports are based on the highest COSTCTRn level entered in the Cost Center
Attributes (CCA) file. For example, if there are no COSTCTRn values greater than two in the CCA file and you created a
name and address entry for a DIVISION 1/DEPT A combination, then the supplemental reports for DIVISION 1/DEPT A/
PROJECT C would contain the name and address from the DIVISION 1/DEPT A CCA file entry.

Refer to Specifying the Cost Center Identification Number and the online tutorial for information about how to use the Cost
Center Identification Number to limit the number of COSTCTR levels which can be entered in the Cost Center Attributes
file.

Fuzz Value

If the Budget format option is YES, an OVER BUDGET message prints when the charges vary from the budgeted amount.
Use the Fuzz Value feature to specify the amount of tolerance allowed before the OVER BUDGET message is produced.
The default Fuzz Value is $1000, which means that differences of less than $1000 between the charges and the budgeted
amount are ignored.

Fuzz Value is defined in General Installation Accounting Specifications on the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;1)
and can be overridden for particular cost centers in Cost Center Attributes Identification Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1;1;1).

Credits
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Credits reflect deductions from amounts charged. They are entered online using MWF;4;2;1;3 and are associated with
credit categories defined in the Credit Category table. You can modify this table using the Credit Category Definition
panel, Option 4 on the Parameter Specification and Generation menu. Refer to Defining Credit Categories for additional
information.

Surcharges

Surcharges allow you to add a fixed percentage to an invoiced amount. They can be computed at the computation
code, invoice category, or cost center level. They appear as separate line items on the invoice at the appropriate level of
summary following any subtotals.

Default cost center and invoice category surcharge percentages are entered by selecting the Surcharge option from the
Financial Recap File Specifications Menu and can be overridden in the Cost Center Attributes file.

Computation code surcharges apply a surcharge percent to a unit of work and are entered in the Rate Table using the
SURC computation code.

Discounts

A discount is a deduction from the cost center's charges. Three types of discounts are available:

Volume discounts are specified on the Volume Discounts panel of the Financial Recap File Specifications Menu.

Invoice Category discounts are specified on the Invoice Category Discounts panel of the Financial Recap File
Specifications Menu.

Cost center discounts, either lump sum or fixed percentage, are entered into the Cost Center Attributes File via the
Application Database Data Entry panel of the Installation Accounting Primary Options Menu.

Heading Date

You can modify the date on the report heading by coding a SYSPARM parameter of DATE=MMYY in the INVOICE job
JCL, where MM is month and YY is year.

Unit Budgets

You can produce a COMPCODE invoice that shows unit budgets instead of money budgets. This is specified using the
BUDGETU or BUDYTDU line item format on the Format Options for Computation Code Invoices panel which is accessed
from the Accounting Options menu (MWF;4;2;3;2;5).

Running the Consolidated Invoice Report

The Consolidated Invoice Report is run from the Invoicing option of the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting menu
(MWF;4;2;2;2;1). You are asked to submit the job after editing the JCL in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICE)
member.

Consolidated Invoice Report Samples

The samples in this section show samples of the Consolidated Invoice Report in each of the three summary types:
computation code, invoice category, and cost center. In addition, each sample has been produced with a different set of
options (including line item formats) which are described in the accompanying text.

Computation Code Invoice

The Computation Code Invoice presents line items at the individual billing element level. This is the most detailed pricing
level provided by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

The INVCCAT line item format provides lines designated by invoice category descriptions with values at the individual
billing element (COMPCODE) level. The columns are: major invoice category (nXXX), invoice category code, invoice
category description, computation code (in parenthesis), billed quantity, rate, units of measure, and charge. This sample
invoice also utilizes the cost center subtotal option and several footing options including budget information and year-to-
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date totals. Refer to Defining the Format for Computation Code Invoices for examples of the options used to create the
following Computation Code Invoice in INVCCAT Format sample.

Computation Code Invoice Sample, Part 1 of 2 

                                                                  COMPLEX REPORT                             

         INVOICE

                                                   MONTHLY INVOICE FOR JUNE 2002

 TO:  MR. JOHN SMITH, GROUP VP                            DIVISION:  ACME                                    

 INVOICE NO. -       3

      ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION                                                                                 

 PAGE NO. -   1

                                                                                                             

 BILL DATE - 07/30/02

                                                                                                             

 STATUS: BILL

 CATEGORY RESOURCE UTILIZED                                       QUANTITY       RATE            UNITS       

     CHARGES

   ----   ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------- 

 -----------------

   1XXX   PROCESSOR HARDWARE

     RESEARCH

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       759.760      $0.1000  TCB SECONDS       

          $75.98

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0041)       100.000      $0.2500  KCORE HOURS       

          $25.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $100.98

     SALES

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       911.200      $0.1000  TCB SECONDS       

          $91.12

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0041)       200.000      $0.2500  KCORE HOURS       

          $50.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $141.12

          1100 VALUE-ADDED TAX (VAT)                                 242.100      %0.1000  DOLLARS           

          $24.21

     RESEARCH

          1200 CHANNELS                                 (0097)       200.000      $0.2500  1000 EXCPS        

          $50.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

          $50.00

     SALES

          1200 CHANNELS                                 (0097)       400.000      $0.2500  1000 EXCPS        

         $100.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------
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     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $100.00

          1200 INVOICE CATEGORY DISCOUNT                             150.000     (%0.0500) DOLLARS           

          ($7.50)

   7XXX   INVENTORIES

     RESEARCH

          7200 DISK VOLUMES                             (1820)       291.355      $1.0000  MEGABYTE HOUR     

         $291.36

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $291.36

     SALES

          7200 DISK VOLUMES                             (1820)       301.633      $1.0000  MEGABYTE HOUR     

         $301.63

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $301.63

          7200 VALUE-ADDED TAX (VAT)                                 592.990      %0.1000  DOLLARS           

          $59.30

Computation Code Invoice Sample, Part 2 of 2 

   9XXX   DIFFERENTIAL CHARGES

     RESEARCH

          9400 MINIMUM CHARGE                           (JMIN)                                               

         $620.04

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $620.04

     SALES

          9400 MINIMUM CHARGE                           (JMIN)                                               

         $434.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $434.00

     RESEARCH

          9500 ZONE DIFF CHARGE                         (ZDIF)                                               

        ($157.50)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

        ($157.50)

     SALES

          9500 ZONE DIFF CHARGE                         (ZDIF)                                               

        ($221.45)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------
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     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $221.45

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          TOTAL CHARGES                                                                                      

       $1,736.19

          VOLUME DISCOUNT                                                                                    

        ($120.07)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          SUBTOTAL                                                                                           

       $1,616.12

          5.00% VAT                                                                                          

          $80.80

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          SUBTOTAL                                                                                           

       $1,696.92

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          NET CHARGES                                                                                        

       $1,696.92

                                                                                                            

 =================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          BUDGET AUTHORIZATION                                                                               

       $2,000.00

          VARIANCE AMOUNT                                                                                    

         $303.08

          YEAR-TO-DATE CHARGES                                                                               

       $7,434.27

          YEAR-TO-DATE BUDGET AUTHORIZATION                                                                  

      $17,700.00

          YEAR-TO-DATE VARIANCE AMOUNT                                                                       

      $10,265.73

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          NET CHARGES                                                                                        

       $1,696.92

          ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENT                                                                            

          $10.83

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          ADJUSTED CHARGES                                                                                   

       $1,707.75

                                                                                                            

 =================

          YTD CHARGES                                                                                        

       $7,434.27

          YTD ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENT                                                                        

         $100.10

                                                                                                            

 -----------------
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          ADJUSTED YTD CHARGES                                                                               

       $7,534.37

                                                                                                            

 =================

Invoice Category Invoice

The Invoice Category Invoice presents a single line item for each invoice category (individual billing elements have
been summarized to their associated invoice categories). The lines are designated by invoice category codes and their
associated descriptions. Thus, the invoice category type invoice is one "level" less detailed than the Computation Code
type.

The CHARGE line item format prints the following columns: invoice category code, invoice category description, and
charge. This sample invoice also utilizes the invoice category group subtotal option and several footing options including
budget information, year-to-date totals, and a footnote. Refer to the Invoice Category Invoice Options Example in Defining
the Format for Invoice Category Invoices for an illustration of the options used to create this Invoice Category Invoice in
CHARGE Format sample.

Invoice Category Invoice Sample 

                                                          COMPLEX REPORT                                     

 INVOICE

                                                   MONTHLY INVOICE FOR JUNE 2002

 TO:  MR. JOHN SMITH, GROUP VP                            DIVISION:  ACME                                    

 INVOICE NO. -       3

      ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION                                                                                 

 PAGE NO. -   1

                                                                                                             

 BILL DATE - 07/30/02

                                                                                                             

 STATUS: BILL

 CATEGORY RESOURCE UTILIZED                                       QUANTITY       RATE            UNITS       

     CHARGES

   ----   ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------- 

 -----------------

   1XXX   PROCESSOR HARDWARE

     RESEARCH

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       759.760      $0.1000  TCB SECONDS       

          $75.98

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0041)       100.000      $0.2500  KCORE HOURS       

          $25.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $100.98

     SALES

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       911.200      $0.1000  TCB SECONDS       

          $91.12

          1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0041)       200.000      $0.2500  KCORE HOURS       

          $50.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $141.12
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          1100 VALUE-ADDED TAX (VAT)                                 242.100      %0.1000  DOLLARS           

          $24.21

     RESEARCH

          1200 CHANNELS                                 (0097)       200.000      $0.2500  1000 EXCPS        

          $50.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

          $50.00

     SALES

          1200 CHANNELS                                 (0097)       400.000      $0.2500  1000 EXCPS        

         $100.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $100.00

          1200 INVOICE CATEGORY DISCOUNT                             150.000     (%0.0500) DOLLARS           

          ($7.50)

   7XXX   INVENTORIES

     RESEARCH

          7200 DISK VOLUMES                             (1820)       291.355      $1.0000  MEGABYTE HOUR     

         $291.36

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $291.36

     SALES

          7200 DISK VOLUMES                             (1820)       301.633      $1.0000  MEGABYTE HOUR     

         $301.63

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $301.63

          7200 VALUE-ADDED TAX (VAT)                                 592.990      %0.1000  DOLLARS           

          $59.30

   9XXX   DIFFERENTIAL CHARGES

     RESEARCH

          9400 MINIMUM CHARGE                           (JMIN)                                               

         $620.04

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $620.04

     SALES

          9400 MINIMUM CHARGE                           (JMIN)                                               

         $434.00

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $434.00

     RESEARCH
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          9500 ZONE DIFF CHARGE                         (ZDIF)                                               

        ($157.50)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

        ($157.50)

     SALES

          9500 ZONE DIFF CHARGE                         (ZDIF)                                               

        ($221.45)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

     DEPARTMENT TOTAL                                                                                        

         $221.45

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          TOTAL CHARGES                                                                                      

       $1,736.19

          VOLUME DISCOUNT                                                                                    

        ($120.07)

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          SUBTOTAL                                                                                           

       $1,616.12

          5.00% VAT                                                                                          

          $80.80

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          SUBTOTAL                                                                                           

       $1,696.92

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          NET CHARGES                                                                                        

       $1,696.92

                                                                                                            

 =================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          BUDGET AUTHORIZATION                                                                               

       $2,000.00

          VARIANCE AMOUNT                                                                                    

         $303.08

          YEAR-TO-DATE CHARGES                                                                               

       $7,434.27

          YEAR-TO-DATE BUDGET AUTHORIZATION                                                                  

      $17,700.00

          YEAR-TO-DATE VARIANCE AMOUNT                                                                       

      $10,265.73

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          NET CHARGES                                                                                        

       $1,696.92

          ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENT                                                                            

          $10.83
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 -----------------

          ADJUSTED CHARGES                                                                                   

       $1,707.75

                                                                                                            

 =================

          YTD CHARGES                                                                                        

       $7,434.27

          YTD ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENT                                                                        

         $100.10

                                                                                                            

 -----------------

          ADJUSTED YTD CHARGES                                                                               

       $7,534.37

                                                                                                            

 =================

Cost Center Invoice

The Cost Center Invoice presents line items summarized across invoice categories to the cost center level specified in
the Invoice Format Options. A line item is provided for each unique cost center value for which charges were incurred (in
the sample report, line items are specified for the cost center level titled "APPLICATION"). Subtotals may be requested
at another cost center level (in the sample report, subtotals are provided for the cost center level titled "DEPARTMENT").
Note that the cost center levels specified do not have to be either contiguous or in numerical order, however, some
combinations may produce "meaningless" reports.

The BUDYTD line item format provides both budget and year-to-date information for each line item. The columns are:
current month charges, current month budget, variance from current month budget, year-to-date charges, year-to-date
budget, and variance from year-to-date budget. Refer to the Cost Center Invoice Options Example in Defining the Format
for Cost Center Invoices for an illustration of the options used to create this sample.

Cost Center Invoice Sample 

                                                          COMPLEX REPORT                                     

 INVOICE

                                                   MONTHLY INVOICE FOR JUNE 2002

 TO:  MR. JOSEPH DOKES, GENERAL MGR.                  DIVISION:  AMALGAMATED                                 

 INVOICE NO. -       4

      AMALGAMATED MECHANISMS, LTD.                                                                           

 PAGE NO. -   1

                                                                                                             

 BILL DATE - 07/31/02

                                                                                                             

 STATUS: BILL

DEPARTMENT /

APPLICATION                                 MONTH CHARGES      MONTH BUDGET     VAR %       YTD CHARGES     

 YTD BUDGET  VARIANCE

----------------------------------------- -----------------   --------------   --------  -----------------

 ------------- --------

DEVELOPMENT

  BATCH                                            $125.00           $5,700       97.8            $250.00    

   $11,400     97.8

  TSO                                              $317.50           $5,000       93.6          $3,728.57    

   $17,000     78.1
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                                          -----------------   --------------   --------  -----------------

 ------------- --------

DEPARTMENT SUBTOTAL                                $442.50          $10,700       95.9          $3,978.57    

   $28,400     86.0

PRODUCTION

  CICS                                             $232.82                                      $3,663.43

                                          -----------------   --------------   --------  -----------------

 ------------- --------

DEPARTMENT SUBTOTAL                                $232.82                                      $3,663.43

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL CHARGES                                      $675.32                                      $7,642.00

INVOICE CATEGORY DISCOUNTS                                .                                        ($5.59)

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

SUBTOTAL                                           $675.32                                      $7,636.41

INVOICE CATEGORY SURCHARGES                         $10.10                                        $649.34

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

SUBTOTAL                                           $685.42                                      $8,285.75

VOLUME DISCOUNT                                           .                                      ($520.07)

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

SUBTOTAL                                           $685.42                                      $7,765.68

5.00% VAT                                           $34.27                                        $388.28

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

SUBTOTAL                                           $719.69                                      $8,153.96

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

NET CHARGES                                        $719.69                                      $8,153.96

                                          =================                              =================

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORIZATION                                          $10,700                                  

   $28,400

VARIANCE AMOUNT AND %                            $9,980.31                        93.3         $20,246.04    

               71.3

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NET CHARGES                                        $719.69                                      $8,153.96

ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENT                             $45.82                                         $46.65

                                          -----------------                              -----------------

ADJUSTED CHARGES                                   $765.51                                      $8,200.61

                                          =================                              =================

Zero Balance Report

The Zero Balance Report shows any adjustments to be made to each of the invoiced cost centers as a result of the zero-
balance process. The following illustration shows a sample of this report. This report is produced when the Financial
Recap File is created if Zero Balancing has been requested in the General Installation Accounting Specifications.

The report heading contains the installation name and the report name (for example, Monthly Zero Balance Report).

The report lists the charges for the accounting month for each invoiced cost center by name (specified in the Cost Center
Attributes File) and the adjustment amounts and revised charges for each of these cost centers that result from calculating
a zero balance. All cost centers that have been designated as NOBILL in the ACTCCA file are excluded from this report
and from processing.
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If the method of zero balancing is either INVCCAT or COMPCODE, the report will show the INVCCAT or COMPCODE.

Refer to Implementing Monthly Zero Balancing for more information about this report.

Report Options

The available options for this report are:

• Zero Balance Amount
Before running the report,   enter the zero balance amounts in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ZEROBAL). You can specify
them as total amounts for the entire data center, by invoice category, or by computation code (charging element).

Running The Report

This Monthly Accounting Zero-Balance Report report is produced automatically when the Financial Recap File is created
by the INVOICE or FINRECAP jobs.

                                                          COMPLEX REPORT

                                                    INVCCAT ZERO BALANCE REPORT

                 REPORT DATE:  07/30/91                                                            PAGE NO. -

 1

                                                      INVOICE CATEGORY 1100

                                             ORIGINAL MONTHLY                        REVISED MONTHLY

 COST CENTER NAME                                 CHARGES       ADJUSTMENT AMOUNT        CHARGES

 ----------------------------------------   -----------------   -----------------   -----------------

 ADMINISTRATION                                    $1,100.00            ($442.34)            $657.66

 HUMAN RESOURCES                                     $110.00             ($44.23)             $65.77

 SALES GROUP 1                                       $111.08             ($44.67)             $66.41

 SALES GROUP 1 - TELEMARKETING                       $111.08             ($44.67)             $66.41

 SALES GROUP 1 - TELEMARKETING - TEAM 1              $111.08             ($44.67)             $66.41

 PRODUCT REWORK                                        $0.02              ($0.01)              $0.01

 FIELD SERVICES                                        $0.02              ($0.01)              $0.01

 SALVAGE                                               $0.02              ($0.01)              $0.01

 MARKETING                                           $247.06             ($99.35)            $147.71

 MARKETING - CONSUMER PRODUCTS                       $247.06             ($99.35)            $147.71

 MARKETING - CP - HOUSEWARES                         $247.06             ($99.35)            $147.71

 AUSTIN PLANT NO. 1                                $1,100.00            ($442.34)            $657.66

 PLANT 1 - RECEIVING                               $1,100.00            ($442.34)            $657.66

 P1 - RECV - DOCK RECEIVING                        $1,100.00            ($442.34)            $657.66

 INVENTORY CONTROL                                 $2,072.23            ($833.29)          $1,238.94

 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT                                  $0.59              ($0.24)              $0.35

 UNKNOWN                                              $44.81             ($18.02)             $26.79

 UNKNOWN                                             $573.41            ($230.58)            $342.83

 UNKNOWN                                              $27.76             ($11.16)             $16.60

 UNKNOWN                                              $59.66             ($23.99)             $35.67

                                            -----------------   -----------------   -----------------

 TOTALS                                            $8,362.94          ($3,362.96)          $4,999.98

ACT Repeat Invoice

You can run an invoice from a prior accounting period. This option allows you to produce an invoice from any existing
Financial Recap file cycle. The menu allows you to select the Financial Recap file cycle to be used and submit the report.

If the ACT_RR file is active, the year-to-date information will be the same as when the original invoice was run. If the
ACT_RR is not active, the year-to-date information will be the current year-to-date amounts.

Running the Report 
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Run the invoice from the Repeat Invoice option of the Invoicing menu (MWF;4;2;4;1;2). You are asked to submit the job
from an edit of the JCL. The JCL is created by reading sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICER) into a temporary file and
adding the requested cycle number.

ACT Month-to-Date Invoice

You can produce an invoice from the current month cycle of the Ledger, Debit, and Credit files and the active cycle of
the Budget file. Any recurring debits and credits are included. Year-to-date amounts through the previous month can
be shown. If you specified any ledger file prorating, it will be performed, however, no zero balance adjustments will be
created.

Running the Report 

Run the invoice from the Month-to-Date Invoice option of the Invoicing menu (MWF;4;2;4;1;3). You will be asked to submit
the job from an edit of the JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICED).

 

ACT Multi-Site Invoice

You can, from the central site, produce a Multi-site Consolidated Invoice from the 01 (prior month) cycle of the Multi-site
Financial Recap file. The invoice is created from the central and remote site Financial Recap files.

Running the Report 

Run the invoice from the Multi-site Invoice option of the Invoicing (MWF;4;2;4;1;4). You will be asked to submit the job
from an edit of the JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICEM).

ACT Multi-Site Repeat Invoice

You can run an invoice from a prior accounting period. This option allows you to produce an invoice from any existing
Multi-site Financial Recap file cycle.

Note that if year-to-date information is shown, it will reflect the current year-to-date amounts, not the amounts when the
original invoice was run.

Running the Report 

Run the invoice from the Multi-site Repeat Invoice option of the Invoicing menu (MWF;4;2;4;1;5). You will be asked
to submit the job from an edit of the JCL. The JCL is created by reading sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICER) into a
temporary file and adding a cycle number.

ACT Invoice Credit Supplement Report

The Invoice Credit Supplement Report is a detailed listing of the credits applied to a given cost center's bill. This report
supplements the credit total printed on the invoice in those situations where detailed credit information is desired.

The report heading includes the installation name and the report title (for example, Invoice Credit Supplement Report).

The report lists each individual credit amount for a given value of a high-level cost center, with an intermediate total for
each subordinate cost center.

Running the Report 

Run this report from the Invoice Credit Supplement Report option of the Invoicing menu (MWF;4;2;4;1;6). You will be
asked to submit the job from an edit of the JCL. The JCL is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCRDPT).

Invoice Credit Supplement Report Sample 

                                                 COMPLEX REPORT
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                                        INVOICE CREDIT SUPPLEMENT REPORT

                                              DIVISION :  DUNSMILL

REPORT DATE:  07/30/91                                                                           PAGE NO. - 1

CREDIT                                                                   ACCOUNTING

CATEGORY       DESCRIPTION         BILLING TIME STAMP   YEAR MONTH ZONE  YEAR MONTH   CREDIT AMOUNT

---------------------------------  -------------------  ---------------  ----------  ---------------

1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTIO.                     91    6          91    6              $1.00

1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTIO.                     91    8          91    8              $1.00

1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTIO.                     91    9          91    9              $1.00

---------------------------------  -------------------  ---------------  ----------  ===============

               SUBTOTAL FOR USER :                                                             $3.00

               SUBTOTAL FOR REGION :                                                           $3.00

               SUBTOTAL FOR PROJECT :                                                          $3.00

               SUBTOTAL FOR APPLICATION :                                                      $3.00

               SUBTOTAL FOR DEPARTMENT :                                                       $3.00

=================================  ===================  ===============  ==========  ===============

TOTALS FOR : DIVISION :  CA1                                                                   $3.00

                               Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                               INVOICE CREDIT SUPPLEMENT REPORT

                                   DEPARTMENT :  OPERATIONS

REPORT DATE:  10/06/87                                                                          PAGE NO. - 1

CREDIT                                                                    ACCOUNTING

CATEGORY       DESCRIPTION          BILLING TIME STAMP   YEAR MONTH ZONE  YEAR MONTH   CREDIT AMOUNT

----------------------------------  -------------------  ---------------  ----------  ---------------

1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTION  26SEP87:09:21:27.36   87   09         87    09         $5,000.00

1110 PROCESSOR STORAGE MALFUNCTION  26SEP87:09:21:27.36   87   09         87    09         $2,046.42

3110 LASER PRINTER MALFUNCTION      26SEP87:09:21:27.36   87   09         87    09           $600.21

---------------------------------  -------------------  ---------------  ----------  ===============

      SUBTOTAL FOR USER-JOB :  ORDER1                                             $7,646.42

      SUBTOTAL FOR PROJECT :  TRACKING                                            $7,646.42

1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTION  26SEP87:11:21:27.36   87   09         87    09           $127.25

1110 PROCESSOR STORAGE MALFUNCTION  26SEP87:11:21:27.36   87   09         87    09            $81.04

---------------------------------  -------------------  ---------------  ----------  ===============

      SUBTOTAL FOR USER-JOB :  TRIALBAL                                             $208.29

      SUBTOTAL FOR PROJECT : AUDIT                                                  $208.29

=================================  ===================  ===============  ==========  ===============

TOTALS FOR : DEPARTMENT : 100                                                              $7,854.71

ACT Trial Balance Invoice

You can produce a trial balance invoice for the previous month's cycle before you run all the MICS unit MONTHLY or
MONTHACT jobs and the CLOSETBL job.
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The trial balance invoice contains all of the previous month's data from the unit Ledger Files and from the standard debit
and credit files. This data is reflected in the invoice regardless of whether the MICS unit MONTHLY (or MONTHACT) jobs
have been run or whether the CLOSETBL job has been run.

Ledger File prorating is performed if you specified it in General Accounting Options.

Running the Report 

Run the invoice from the Trial Balance Invoice option of the Invoicing menu (MWF;4;2;4;1;7). You will be asked to submit
the job from an edit of the JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICEL).

ACT Client Support

The Client Support management impact area provides an understanding of how IS expenditures are being consumed
by the client, the "user" of IS services . This information is presented on the mainframe by the User Expense Summary
Report.

User Expense Summary

The User Expense Summary is a report of charges for a specific user, or for all users at a specific cost center level, in any
defined invoice format. It enables IS user management to review charges for their users.

Running the Report

Run the report from the User Expense Summary option of the Client Support menu (MWF4;2;4;2;2). Review the online
tutorial for information on specifying the run time parameters. You are asked to submit the job from an edit of the JCL. The
JCL is created by reading sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEXPU) into a temporary file and adding a cycle number.

User Expense Summary Report Sample 

                                                         COMPLEX REPORT                                     

 USER EXPENSE SUMMARY

                                              USER EXPENSE SUMMARY FOR JANUARY 2002

TO:  SALES                                               DIVISION:  SALES                                   

 INVOICE NO. -        1

     CA                                                                                                     

 PAGE NO. -   1

     2291 WOOD OAK DRIVE                                                                                    

 BILL DATE - 02/13/02

     HERNDON, VA.                                                                                           

 STATUS: BILL

CATEGORY RESOURCE UTILIZED                                       QUANTITY       RATE            UNITS        

    CHARGES

  ----   ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------- 

 -----------------

  1XXX   PROCESSOR HARDWARE

         1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       125.580      $0.1000  TCB SECONDS        

         $12.56

         1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0023)       125.580      $0.1200  TCB SECONDS        

         $15.07

         1100 CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                     (0252)        19.000      $5.0000  STEPS              

         $95.00

         1100 INVOICE CATEGORY DISCOUNT                             122.630     (%0.1000) DOLLARS            

        ($12.26)
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         1200 CHANNELS                                 (0097)        48.969      $0.1100  1000 EXCPS         

          $5.38

         1200 INVOICE CATEGORY SURCHARGE                              5.380      %0.0500  DOLLARS            

          $0.27

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         TOTAL CHARGES                                                                                       

        $116.02

                                                                                                           

 =================

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         NO BUDGET AMOUNT SPECIFIED FOR THIS COST CENTER

ACT IS Financial Management

The IS Financial Management impact area provides IS management with an understanding of IS revenue and resource
use. Although labeled as "revenue," this information is useful to IS management whether or not the IS organization
actually charges for IS services. The information is presented by a series of mainframe reports.

These are discussed in the following sections:

• Financial Reports
• Year-to-Date Financial Reports
• Budget Summary Report
• Cost Reconciliation

ACT Financial Reports

You can produce the following financial reports from the ACTRCP - Financial Recap File section.

ACT Budgetary Analysis Report

The Budgetary Analysis Report summarizes the charges invoiced to the cost centers within the accounting period,
compared to their specified budgets for the same period. This report lets you see which cost centers are over or under
budget and the amount of the discrepancy. You can also run a Year-to-Date Budgetary Analysis Report that lists year-to-
date amounts.

The body of the report lists the cost center's name (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes File), (for example, Acme
Products Division), the Over Budget status (if applicable), the budget amount for the accounting period, the actual charges
for the accounting period, and the variance (budget amount minus charges). Negative values of the variance are shown in
parentheses.

Because zero balanced amounts are not compared to budgets, the "Net Charges" column amounts do not reflect any zero
balance adjustments.

The budget amounts and charges are totaled and the variance and status for the total are calculated.

Report Options

The available options for this report are:

• Fuzz Value
An OVER BUDGET message prints when the charges vary from the budgeted amount. By specifying a Fuzz Value,
some tolerance is allowed before the OVER BUDGET message is produced. The default Fuzz Value is $1000, so that
differences of less than $1000 between the charges and the budgeted amount are ignored.

• Cost Center Selection
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You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates whether
a cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running The Report

Run the Budgetary Analysis Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT) member.

Run the Year-to-Date Budgetary Analysis Report from the Year to Date Financial Reports option IS Financial Management
menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.

Budgetary Analysis Report Sample

The following figure shows a sample of the Budgetary Analysis Report. The report heading contains the data center name,
the report name (for example, Budgetary Analysis), and the accounting period (for example, June 2005).

Budgetary Analysis Report Sample 

                                      Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E

                                             BUDGETARY ANALYSIS

                                       ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE      ,2005

      REPORT DATE:  07/26/05                                                                   PAGE NO. - 1

COST CENTER NAME                                   STATUS          BUDGET             NET CHARGES       

 VARIANCE

----------------------------------------------- ------------  -----------------  ----------------- 

 -----------------

ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION                          OVER BUDGET               $0.00          $6,038.02       

 ($6,038.02)

AUSTIN PLANT 1                                  OVER BUDGET               $0.00          $1,107.97       

 ($1,107.97)

DUNSMILL                                        OVER BUDGET               $0.00          $5,779.14       

 ($5,779.14)

FIELD SERVICES                                  OVER BUDGET               $0.00      $1,400,734.36   

 ($1,400,734.36)

MARKETING                                       OVER BUDGET               $0.00      $2,041,334.22   

 ($2,041,334.22)

SALES                                                             $3,649,421.61        $196,419.77     

 $3,453,001.84

----------------------------------------------- ------------  -----------------  ----------------- 

 -----------------
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                                         TOTAL  OVER BUDGET       $3,649,421.61      $3,651,413.48       

 ($1,991.86)

                                                ============  =================  ================= 

 =================

ACT Budget Threshold Report

The Budget Threshold Report lists the percentage of the budget that has been expended. This report is produced when
actual month-to-date charges in the ledger file exceed the percentage of the budget allocated for each month, as specified
in user-defined thresholds. When you produce this report, one of the options allows you to activate alerting through an
interface with the ServicePlus Service Desk when the thresholds have been exceeded.

The report is generated by executing MICF inquiry ACTSVD. We recommend that you schedule this MICF inquiry weekly
in production reporting so you can use it to adjust the budget.

One of the options, when you produce this report, is to activate alerting through an interface with the ServicePlus Service
Desk when the thresholds have been exceeded.

 Data source (file/timespan) 

• ACTRCP - Current Ledger File at the MONTHS timespan.

 Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Category
•  RCPCHG - Amount Billed
•  RCPCPC - Billable Computation Code
•  RCPRAT - Billing Rate
•  RCPSTAT - Billing Status

Body Contents

The report title contains the data center name and the report name and date (for example, Budgetary Threshold Report
August, 2005).

The center heading of the report shows the cost centers for which the report was produced. If they were provided in the
Cost Center Attributes File, the names and addresses associated with the cost center values (the report recipient) are
printed in the upper left corner of the report. The upper right corner of the report shows the format type(computation code/
cost center), the bill date, the status (billable/non-billable cost centers), and the percent of the budget that was used.

Report Options

The available options for this report are as follows:

• Threshold Alerting
YES | NO.
Defaults to NO.
If the option is set to YES, the ServicePlus Service Desk will be alerted when the percent of the budget actually used
exceeds the threshold specified by the Percent Budget Amount Threshold option.
For more information on using the ServicePlus Service Desk alert facility, see Section 4.9 of the PIOM.

• Report Format
COMPCODE | COSTCTR.
Defaults to COMPCODE.
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Computation code format prints line items that are summarized by computation code and rate. Cost center format
prints line items that are summarized at the cost center level.

• Cost Center Level
1 | 2 | 3.
Defaults to 1.
This field defines the cost center level at which line items will be summarized on the report. Valid values are 1 to 3.

• Percent Budget Amount Threshold
0-999.
Defaults to 0.
This field defines the threshold. Use it to specify what percent of the budget is allocated for each month. The Budget
Threshold Report will be produced when the percent of the budget actually used exceeds this threshold.

• Budget Table
Work | Active.
Defaults to Work.
The active budget table contains budgeted amounts for the last accounting period. The active budget is referred to as
(01).
The work budget table contains all the budgeted amounts in the active table, plus budgeted amounts for future
accounting periods, such as next month or next fiscal year. Budgeted amounts are copied from the work table to the
active table by the CLOSETBL batch job when they become effective. The work budget table is referred to as (00).

Usage Considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog; then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
could select the cost centers that start with A. You would then code the following:

  %MACRO SELECT;

  IF COSTCTR1 =:'A';

  %MEND  SELECT;

Note: You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements; they are already provided for you.

How to Produce the Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTSVD, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Select options for Budget Threshold Report.

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                                                |

|-----------------------  Budget Threshold Report    ----------------------------------------    |

|  Command ===>                                                                                  |

|                                                                                                |

|  Threshold Alerting ===> YES (YES/NO)                                                          |

|                                                                                                |

|  Report format name  ===> COSTCTR  (COSTCTR/COMPCODE)                                          |

|                                                                                                |

|  Cost center level of line items  ===> 1 (1 - 3 )                                              |
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|                                                                                                |

|  Generate report when budget amount exceed percent   ===> 25_ (0-999)                          |

|   threshold                                                                                    |

|                                                                                                |

|  Budget Table number ===> 01   (00 = Work or 01 = Active)                                      |

|                                                                                                |

|                                                                                                |

|  Press ENTER to validate, END to run, or CANCEL to terminate execution.                        |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Budget Threshold Report Sample
                                                         COMPLEX REPORT

                                              CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                     Budget Threshold Report

TO:  Security                                           DEVELOPMENT:  Security                             

 FMT: Computation Code

     1034 Wood Oak DR.                                                                                     

 PAGE NO. -     1

     Reston, VA. 21234                                                                                     

 BILL DATE - 08/16/07

                                                                                                           

 STATUS: BILL

                                                                                                           

 Budget Used:  25%

CATEGORY RESOURCE / UNITS                QUANTITY         RATE            CHARGES            BUDGET        %

 BUDGET EXPENDED

  ----   --------------------------   -------------   -------------  -----------------   --------------  

 -----------------------

  1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

         (0023) TCB SECONDS                7687.799        $3.0000         $23,063.40          $50,000       

         46.13

         (0024) SRB SECONDS                 491.690        $4.0000          $1,966.76           $7,000       

         28.10

         (0252) STEPS                     18744.000        $6.0000        $112,464.00         $150,000       

         74.98

  1200   CHANNELS

         (0097) 1000 EXCPS                11624.121        $5.0000         $58,123.79          $75,000       

         77.50

ACT Revenue Area Analysis Report

The Revenue Area Analysis Report summarizes the charges incurred during the accounting period by individual invoice
category (INVCCAT). This report allows data center management to determine the dollar expenditure for data processing
services for each resource and to determine whether the charges are appropriately distributed among the resources. You
can also run a Year-to-Date Revenue Area Analysis Report that lists year-to-date amounts.

The report heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, Revenue Area Analysis), and the
accounting period (for example, September, 2002).

The body of the report lists the invoice category (INVCCAT), the resource name associated with it, the charge incurred,
and the percentage of the total charges for the accounting period represented by this resource.
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Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates whether
a cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the Revenue Area Analysis Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT) member.

Run the Year-to-Date Revenue Area Analysis Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.

Revenue Area Analysis Report Sample
                           Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                 REVENUE AREA ANALYSIS

                             ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE, 2002

REPORT DATE -  07/26/02                                        Page No. -    1

INVOICE

CATEGORY  DESCRIPTION                                  CHARGES      PERCENTAGE

  ----    ----------------------------------------  -------------   ----------

  1100    CENTRAL PROCESSOR(s)                        $288,459.46        23.15

  1110    PROCESSOR STORAGE                            $12,126.23          .97

  1200    CHANNELS                                     $30,162.43         2.42

  1300    CONTROL UNITS                                $27,143.89         2.18

  1400    TAPE DRIVES                                  $15,184.00         1.22

  1500    DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE DEVICES                $62,392.00         5.01

  1550    MASS STORAGE DEVICES                         $20,104.03         1.61

  2100    TERMINALS                                   $120,219.21         9.65

  2200    COMMUNICATIONS LINES                        $160,126.00        12.85

  2600    SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS                     $11,114.34          .89

  3100    MECHANICAL PRINTERS                          $11,567.98          .90

  3110    LASER PRINTERS                               $98,975.57         7.95

  5840    DOCUMENTATION COSTS                          $35,125.33         2.82

  6100    SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS                         $254,485.54        20.42

  6420    SCHEDULERS                                   $12,326.00          .99

  6430    DATA CONTROL PERSONNEL                       $21,556.00         1.74

  7100    TAPE VOLUMES                                  $5,179.55          .42

  7200    DISK VOLUMES                                 $58,011.83         4.66

                                                    -------------   ----------

                                   TOTAL            $1,244,259.39       100.00

                                                    -------------   ----------

                                                    -------------   ----------
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ACT User Revenue Distribution Report

The User Revenue Distribution Report summarizes the percentage of total revenue that each invoiced cost center
accrued during the accounting period. This report allows management to determine the relative ranking of cost center
data processing expenditures. You can also run a Year-to-Date User Revenue Distribution Report that lists year-to-date
amounts.

The report heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, User Revenue Distribution), and the
accounting period (for example, September 2002).

The body of the report lists the cost center's name (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes File), the resource name
associated with the code, the cost center charges for the accounting period, and its percentage of the total revenue.

Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates whether
a cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the User Revenue Distribution Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT) member.

Run the Year-to-Date User Revenue Distribution Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.

User Revenue Distribution Report Sample
                             Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E  H E R E

                                    USER REVENUE DISTRIBUTION

                               ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE      ,2002

REPORT DATE:  07/26/02                                                              PAGE NO. - 1

       COST CENTER NAME                                            CHARGES          PERCENTAGE

       -----------------------------------------------------  -----------------     ----------

       ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION                                         $6,038.02       0.115

       AUSTIN PLANT 1                                                 $1,107.97       0.021

       DUNSMILL                                                       $5,779.14       0.110

       FIELD SERVICES                                             $1,427,307.36      27.181

       MARKETING                                                  $2,045,161.52      38.947

       SALES                                                      $1,765,795.06      33.627
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       -----------------------------------------------------  -----------------     ----------

                                                                  $5,251,189.00     100.000

                                                  TOTAL       =================     ==========

ACT Credit Area Analysis Report

The Credit Area Analysis Report summarizes the amounts credited during the accounting period by individual credit
category. This report allows data center management to determine which resources are being credited, where processing
inefficiencies exist, and the resulting revenue loss due to those inefficiencies. A year-to-date version of this report is also
available.

The heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, Credit Area Analysis), and the accounting
period (for example, September 2002).

The body of the report lists the credit category number and description, the number of credits in this category during the
accounting period, the amount credited in this category, and the percentage of the total credits caused by this category.

Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates if a
cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the Credit Area Analysis Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT) member.

Run the Year-to-Date Credit Area Analysis Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.

Credit Area Analysis Report Sample
                             Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                   CREDIT AREA ANALYSIS

                             ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE     , 2002

REPORT DATE -  7/26/02                                       Page No. -      1

CREDIT

CATEGORY  DESCRIPTION                      NUMBER      CREDITS      PERCENTAGE

  ----    ------------------------------   ------   -------------   ----------

  1100    CENTRAL PROCESSOR MALFUNCTION        12      $21,127.46        37.21

  1110    PROCESSOR STORAGE MALFUNCTION         1         $126.23          .22

  1300    CONTROL UNIT MALFUNCTION              1           43.89          .08

  1400    TAPE DRIVE MALFUNCTION                2       $1,234.76         2.17
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  1550    MASS STORAGE DEVICE MALFUNCTION       1         $104.03          .18

  2100    TERMINAL INOPERATIVE                 31       $6,019.21        10.60

  2130    MODEM MALFUNCTION                     1          $64.00          .11

  2160    CONTROL UNIT MALFUNCTION              1           $9.37          .02

  2300    COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR ERROR        1         $189.46          .33

  3110    LASER PRINTER MALFUNCTION             4         $992.65         1.75

  5100    SCP SYSTEM SOFTWARE                   6       $2,334.12         4.11

  6120    APPLICATION PROGRAMMING ERROR        37      $24,536.88        43.22

                                           ------   -------------   ----------

                                   TOTAL       98      $56,782.06       100.00

                                           ------   -------------   ----------

                                           ------   -------------   ----------

ACT User Credit Distribution Report

The User Credit Distribution Report is a management-level summary showing the percentage of total credits that were
accounted for by each invoiced cost center for the accounting period. This report allows data center management to
rapidly determine the relative ranking of cost center credits. A year-to-date version of this report is also available.

The report heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, User Credit Distribution), and the
accounting period (for example, September 2002).

The body of the report lists the cost center name (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes File), the cost center's total
credits for the accounting period, and the percentage of the total credits incurred by the cost center.

Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates if a
cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. BOTH is the default.

Running the Report

Run the Year-to-Date User Credit Distribution Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management
menu (MWF4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT).

Run the Year-to-Date User Credit Distribution Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY).

User Credit Distribution Report Sample
                                Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E

                                    USER CREDIT DISTRIBUTION

                               ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE      ,2002

REPORT DATE:  07/26/02                                                                   PAGE NO. - 1

       COST CENTER NAME                                            CREDITS          PERCENTAGE

       -----------------------------------------------------  -----------------     ----------
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       MARKETING                                                     $26,573.00      87.411

       SALES                                                          $3,827.30      12.590

       -----------------------------------------------------  -----------------     ----------

                                                                     $30,400.30     100.000

                                                  TOTAL       =================     ==========

ACT Revenue/Credit Trend Analysis Report

The Revenue/Credit Trend Analysis Report presents a monthly history for the year, up to the previous month, of the
charges and credits for a given cost center compared to its budget. This report allows management to analyze the
amount of credits applied to a given cost center in relation to its expenditures. This may be a key indicator of cost center
operational problems.

The report heading contains the installation name, the name of the cost center (Middle-Atlantic Department), the report
name (Revenue/Credit Trend Analysis), and the accounting period (June, 2002).

The body of the report lists the charges, credits, and net charges for the cost center for the last 12 months. For reference,
the report also shows the monthly budget and variance from budget (budget amount minus net charges).

Report Options

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The STATUS
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center Attributes File) indicates whether
a cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS=NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the Revenue/Credit Trend Analysis Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management Menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT).

Revenue/Credit Trend Analysis Report Sample
                   Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                      REVENUE/CREDIT TREND ANALYSIS

                     ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JUNE, 2002

 

 

 REPORT DATE - 07/26/02   DEPARTMENT: MIDDLE-ATLANTIC    Page No. -     1

 

 MONTH           JAN       FEB       MAR       APR       MAY       JUN

 -----------  --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 CHARGES        128,276   118,312   142,196   138,789   156,867   152,554

 CREDITS          8,234     6,543     1,975     1,472     9,927     5,768

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 NET CHARGES    120,042   111,769   140,221   137,317   146,940   146,786

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
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              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 

 BUDGET         140,000   112,000   140,000   140,000   140,000   140,000

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 VARIANCE        19,958       231      (221)    2,683    (6,940)   (6,786)

 

 

 MONTH           JUL       AUG       SEP       OCT       NOV       DEC

 -----------  --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 CHARGES        155,831   171,608   178,825         .         .         .

 CREDITS            274     3,246    11,699         .         .         .

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 NET CHARGES    155,557   168,362   167,126         .         .         .

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 

 

 BUDGET         170,000   170,000   170,000   170,000   170,000   170,000

              --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

 VARIANCE        14,443     1,638     2,874         .         .         .

ACT Surcharge Summary Report

The Surcharge Summary Report shows the total surcharge amount for each cost center invoiced. It provides management
with a concise view of surcharges for tax reporting or other purposes. A year-to-date version of this report is also
available.

The heading of the following Surcharge Summary Report sample contains the installation name, the report name (for
example, Surcharge Summary Report), and the accounting period (for example, September, 2002).

The body of the report lists the name of each cost center invoiced (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes File) and the
total amount of surcharges invoiced to the cost center.

Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The RCPSTAT
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center) Attributes File indicates if a
cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS= NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the Surcharge Summary Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT).

Run the Year-to-Date Surcharge Summary Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.
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Surcharge Summary Report Sample
                                        Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E

                                       ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JULY      ,2002

                                            SURCHARGE SUMMARY REPORT

                                                                                                          

 TOTAL

                                                                                                        

 SURCHARGE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION

                                                                                                         

 $287.52

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AUSTIN PLANT 1

                                                                                                          

 $52.76

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DUNSMILL

                                                                                                         

 $275.20

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FIELD SERVICES

                                                                                                      

 $66,701.71

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MARKETING

                                                                                                      

 $97,206.61

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SALES

                                                                                                       

 $9,353.33

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                                                     

 $173,877.13

                                                                                                

 -------------------

                                                                                                

 -------------------

ACT Invoice Summary Report

The Invoice Summary Report shows the total charges, credits, discounts, surcharges, and zero balance adjustments for
each cost center invoiced. It provides management with a quick overview of the invoices. A year-to-date version of this
report is also available.

The heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, Invoice Summary Report), and the accounting
period (for example, September 2002).

The body of the report produces one page for each cost center invoiced and gives the cost center values and the cost
center name (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes file). It lists the total charges, credits, discounts, surcharges, zero
balance adjustments, and the grand total invoiced.
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Report Option

The available option for this report is:

• Cost Center Selection
You can run this report for all billable customers (cost centers), all non-billable customers, or both. The RCPSTAT
variable in the Financial Recap File (derived from Billing Status in the Cost Center) Attributes File indicates if a
cost center is billable. Specifying a SYSPARM parameter of STATUS=BILL, STATUS= NOBILL, or STATUS=BOTH
determines which cost centers appear on the report. The default is BOTH.

Running the Report

Run the Invoice Summary Report from the Financial Reports option of the IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;3;2). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPT) member.

Run the Year-to-Date Invoice Summary Report from the Year-to-Date Financial Reports option of the IS Financial
Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;3). The JCL for this report is in the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRPTY) member.

Invoice Summary Report Sample
                                        Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E

                                       ACCOUNTING PERIOD: JULY      ,2002

                                                   SUMMARY INVOICE

 DIVISION: CORPORATE DEPARTMENT: SALES

 NAME: SALES

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         TOTAL CHARGES:                                          $206,546.89

                         TOTAL CREDITS:                                           ($3,827.30)

                         TOTAL DISCOUNTS:                                        ($15,653.15)

                         SURCHARGES:                                               $9,353.33

                                                                             ---------------

                         SUBTOTAL:                                               $196,419.77

                         ZERO BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS:                                     $0.00

                                                                             ---------------

                         GRAND TOTAL:                                            $196,419.77

                                                                             ---------------

                                                                             ---------------

ACT Year-to-Date Financial Reports

You can produce the following year-to-date financial reports from the ACT_YR - Year-to-date Financial Recap File:

• Budgetary Analysis
• Revenue Area Analysis
• User Revenue Distribution
• Credit Area Analysis
• User Credit Distribution
• Surcharge Summary Invoice Summary

Refer to Financial Reports for a review of these reports.
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ACT Budget Summary Report

The Budget Summary Report lists each budget entered for a cost center in thousands, fourteen budget periods per line. It
provides an overview of budget amounts for the fiscal year.

The heading of the following Budget Summary Report sample contains the data center name, the report name (for
example, Budget Summary Report), and the accounting period (for example, September 2005).

The body of the report lists the name of each cost center budgeted (as specified in the Cost Center Attributes File),
the cost center values, the type of budget (COSTCTR, INVCCAT, COMPCODE, or UNITS), the invoice category or
computation code description, and the budget amount for each financial period. A total amount is shown for each period
and for each type of budget.

Running the Report

Run the report from the Budget Summary Report option of the IS Financial Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;4). The JCL
for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTBGTSM).

Budget Summary Report Sample
                                                          COMPLEX REPORT

                                                ACCOUNTING BUDGET CYCLE 01 SUMMARY

                 REPORT DATE:  09/20/05                                                                   PAGE

 NO. - 1

                                          FINANCIAL PERIOD BUDGET AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS

DIVISION: CORPORATE: DEPARTMENT: SALES

NAME: SALES                                      EFFECTIVE DATE:01JAN05

TYPE        1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9       10      11      12      13

      14      TOTAL

-------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 ------- ------- ----------

COSTCTR

              50      50      50      50      50      50      50      50      50      50      50      50     

 50      50       700

INVCCAT  CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

              25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25     

 25      25       350

INVCCAT  DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE DEVICES

              12      12      12      12      12      12      12      12      12      12      12      12     

 12      12       168

COMPCODE JOB TCB CPU TIME CONSUMED

              25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25      25     

 25      25       350

COMPCODE JOB DASD DATA TRANSFERRED

               2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2     

  2       2        28

         ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 ------- ------- ----------

TOTALS       114     114     114     114     114     114     114     114     114     114     114     114    

 114     114     1,596

UNITS    JOB TCB CPU TIME CONSUMED

             100     100     100     100     100     100     150     150     150     150     150     150     

  .       .     1,500
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UNITS    JOB DASD DATA TRANSFERRED

              10      10      10      10      10      10      10      10      10      10      10      10     

  0       0       120

ACT Cost Reconciliation Report

The Cost Reconciliation Report lists the difference between costs and charges by cost center, invoice category, or
charging element. It allows management to determine the effectiveness of the rate-setting. The following figure shows
a Cost Reconciliation Report sample. The report excludes all Cost Center 1s that are designated as NOBILL in the
ACTCCA file.

The report heading contains the installation name and the report name (for example, Cost Reconciliation Report).

Report Options

The available options for this report are:

• Data Center Costs
Before running the report, you should enter data center costs in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(COSTREC). You can
specify them as total costs for the entire data center, by invoice category, or by computation code (charging element).

• Number of Input Cycles
At the time of execution, the number of cycles of the Monthly Financial Recap File to be used as input is specified as
SYSPARM=ACTn, where n is the number of cycles. The job is shipped with ACT12 to indicate that you are to use 12
cycles. If you omit the ACTn parameter, the default is 1.

Running the Report

Run the report from the Cost Reconciliation Report option from the IS Financial Management menu (MWF;4;2;4;3;5). The
JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCOSTR).

Cost Reconciliation Report Sample
                   Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                       COST RECONCILIATION REPORT

------------------------------------------------------------------------

|                               |  CHARGES   |    COST    | DIFFERENCE |

|                               |------------+------------+------------|

|                               |    SUM     |    SUM     |    SUM     |

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|GRAND TOTAL                    |  1187477.33|  1499999.60|   312522.27|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|COST CENTER NAME               |            |            |            |

|-------------------------------|            |            |            |

|NEW ENGLAND                    |   112459.46|   142056.76|    29597.30|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|MIDDLE-ATLANTIC                |   167126.23|   211110.84|    43984.61|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|SOUTHEAST                      |    46235.78|    58404.21|    12168.43|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|NORTH CENTRAL                  |   276043.89|   348693.67|    72649.78|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|MIDWEST                        |   249234.76|   314828.86|    65594.10|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|SOUTHERN                       |    86589.41|   109378.18|    22788.77|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|
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|NORTHWEST                      |    24104.03|    30447.78|     6343.75|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|PLAINS                         |    36919.21|    46635.68|     9716.47|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

|SOUTHWEST                      |   188764.56|   238443.99|    49679.43|

|-------------------------------+------------+------------+------------|

ACT Enterprise IS Financial Management

The Enterprise IS Financial Management impact area presents IS revenues as a business expense. It allows corporate
management to consider IS services another component of the business, similar to raw materials or labor, and to evaluate
IS charges by the same criteria as other investments. It provides corporate and IS management with an understanding of
how the IS organization and IS user departments are performing financially in comparison to plan. Information provided
includes:

• What IS resources customers are buying
• How the corporation is investing its IS expense dollars, comparing the amount spent to support existing systems to the

amount invested in new applications

This information is presented on the mainframe by the Application Expense Summary Report.

Application IS Expense Analysis

The Application Expense Summary is a report of charges, in any defined invoice format, for each application or any other
information contained in a specified cost center level. It enables enterprise management to obtain reports of charges
summarized for any cost center level.

Running the Record

Run the report from the Application Expense Summary option of the Enterprise IS Financial Management menu
(MWF;4;2;4;4;2). Review the online tutorial for information on specifying the run time parameters. You are asked to submit
the job from an edit of the JCL. The JCL is created by reading sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEXPA) into a temporary file
and adding a cycle number.

Application Expense Summary Report Sample
                                                         COMPLEX REPORT                                     

 APPL EXPENSE SUMMARY

                                          APPLICATION EXPENSE SUMMARY FOR JANUARY 2002

TO:                                                      APPLICATION:  BATCH                                

 INVOICE NO. -       1

                                                                                                            

 PAGE NO. -   1

                                                                                                            

 BILL DATE - 02/13/02

                                                                                                            

 STATUS: BILL

CATEGORY RESOURCE / DESCRIPTION                                  QUANTITY       RATE            UNITS        

    CHARGES

  ----   -----------------------------------------------      ------------- ------------- ---------------- 

 -----------------

  1200   CHANNELS

         (0097) JOB TOTAL EXCPS                                    2056.719      $0.1100  1000 EXCPS         

        $226.17
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 -----------------

         INVOICE CATEGORY SUBTOTAL                                                                           

        $226.17

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         TOTAL CHARGES                                                                                       

        $226.17

                                                                                                           

 =================

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         NO BUDGET AMOUNT SPECIFIED FOR THIS COST CENTER

ACT Accounting Administration

The Accounting Administration impact area provides the accounting administrator with information on the system's status
including daily revenue, accounting processing, and rates and allows you to do rate simulation. This is discussed in detail
in the following sections:

• Process Control
• Rate Tracking

ACT Process Control

Process Control allows you to examine the results of daily processing and application database data entry.

 

ACT Journal Run Status Logs

The Journal Run Status Logs retain information about the creation of the journal files. It includes such information as:

• The run time stamp; that is, when they were created by the DAY199 step of the DAILY job or external file update job.
• The billing timestamp.
• Charges for each computation code.

COSTCTR values are not kept in the log, but the charges are categorized by billing status and an application unit identifier
can be assigned to each record. The following sample shows a Journal Run Status Log for a selected journal file and run
time stamp. The SHOW command can be used to display the charges for a particular SYSID, APU, or computation code.

There is one log for each unit stored as a SAS file in DAYS.ACTRSJ01 and also in the ACTRSJu, where u is a unit id,
ISPF table. The logs can be displayed from the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting Accounting Administration Process
Control menu (4;5;1). They provide an easy way for the Accounting Administrator to review the results of MICS DAY199
processing.

Options that affect the contents of the Journal Run Status Logs are accessed from the Accounting Options Menu Journal
Run Status Log Options (3;2;6).

Journal Run Status Log Sample

                                  Journal Run Status Log -  ACTJDA

Command ===>

SHOW ALL

 

VCA DAA Resource Journal File               20JAN93:20:30:03.96

Total charges for displayed rows:           $13,791.96
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Bill                                   Comp

Date      SYSID  APU           Status  Code  Quantity       Rate           Charge

-------   ----   ------------    -     ----  -------------  -------------  -------------

19JAN93   S008   DAA             B     1820      34395.577        $0.2000    $6,879.1200

19JAN93   S008   DAA             U     1820         84.315        $0.2000       $16.8600

19JAN93   S008   DAA             B     1820      34395.577        $0.2000    $6,879.1200

19JAN93   S008   DAA             U     1820         84.315        $0.2000       $16.8600

ACT Daily Charges Summary Report

The Daily Charges Summary Report provides daily and month-to-date summaries of the total charges incurred within
each invoice category by each value of the highest level cost center (Cost Center 1). These reports give the MICS System
Administrator a simple check on the daily update of the MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.

The report heading in the following Daily Charges Summary Report sample contains the installation name, the report
name (for example, Daily Charges Summary Report), and the date (for example, October 6, 2002).

The body of the report lists the cost center code and name, the invoice category code and name, and the charges for the
cost center's use of the invoice category. The listing also contains a subtotal of each cost center's charges and a grand
total of all charges. In addition to a recap of the daily charges, the Daily Charges Summary Report also shows the MTD
(Month-to-Date) charges.

Running The Report

The Daily Charges Summary Report is produced from the Accounting Administration Process Control menu,
(MWF;4;2;4;5;1;3). The JCL for this report is in the prefix.MICS.CNTL(BGTCNTL) member. You can use MICF Production
Reporting to schedule the 'Daily Charges Summary Report' to be produced automatically after DAY199 step is completed.

Daily Charges Summary Report Sample

                                         Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                            DAILY CHARGES SUMMARY REPORT

                                                  JANUARY 6, 2002

 

 

                                                                                    COST CENTER

DEPARTMENT  DESCRIPTION                INVOICE CATEGORY                             CHARGES

----------  -------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------

 

    100     NEW ENGLAND                  1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $2,472.96

                                         2100   TERMINALS                             $1,221.50

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $765.00

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $4,459.46

    200     MIDDLE-ATLANTIC              1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $4,074.63

                                         2100   TERMINALS                             $1,656.60

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $395.00

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $6,126.23

    300     SOUTHEAST                    1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                    $512.38

                                         2100   TERMINALS                               $508.22

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $215.18

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $1,235.78

    400     NORTH CENTRAL                1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $3,270.50

                                         2100   TERMINALS                             $2,332.20
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                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $441.19

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $6,043.89

    500     MIDWEST                      1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $4,851.09

                                         2100   TERMINALS                             $3,005.51

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                        $1,378.16

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $9,234.76

    600     SOUTHERN                     1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $1,676.09

                                         2100   TERMINALS                               $705.22

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $208.10

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $2,589.41

    700     NORTHWEST                    1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                    $485.74

                                         2100   TERMINALS                               $145.29

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $173.00

                                                                         SUBTOTAL       $804.03

    800     PLAINS                       1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $1,032.00

                                         2100   TERMINALS                               $577.10

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $310.11

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $1,919.21

    900     SOUTHWEST                    1100   CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                  $4,439.18

                                         2100   TERMINALS                             $1,744.18

                                         3110   LASER PRINTERS                          $581.20

                                                                         SUBTOTAL     $6,764.56

                                                                                    ---------------

 

                                                                    TOTAL            $39,177.33

                                                                                    ---------------

                                                                                    ---------------

ACT Audit Report

The Audit Report lists individual charges, the date and time they were incurred, and the work unit involved. Thus, it shows
the quantity of resources consumed and the associated charges at the most detailed level of transactions. Use the Audit
Report as a diagnostic and tracking tool when you suspect there is a billing error, or to verify the amount of credit owed to
a user.

Audit Report Overview

There is a complex level and a unit level version of the report.

The complex level audit report is a recap of the complex level audit file. This file is created from the 01 cycles of the Debit
File (ACTSDT) and Credit File (ACTSCT) and contains both standard and recurring debit and credit data. The complex
level audit file is updated when the INVOICE or FINRECAP job is run.

The unit-level report is a recap of the daily or monthly unit level audit file. This file is created from the 01 cycles of the
Accounting journal files. (Optional) you can create the unit level report from one of the journal files. The following sample
shows a unit level Audit Report created from the Batch Job Journal File (ACTJBJ).

The report heading contains the installation name, the Audit Report label (for example, Accounting Audit Report for Unit:
P), and the date on which the report was run.

The first page of the report identifies the source of the data. That is, the input file(s). For a complex level report, this is the
complex level audit file. For a unit level report, this is the daily or monthly unit level audit file or a journal file.

The report contains the following information:

• COST CENTER VALUE
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The Cost Center identifier.
• WORKUNIT VALUE

The work unit (job, user, etc.).
• WORKAREA

The contents of the work area field of the Audit File record (for example, job group requested and received for batch
jobs).

• BILLSTAT
The billing status. B=Bill, N=No Bill.

• FILE
The original source of the data. On the complex level audit report the FILE names are:
– EXT

External File
– SDT

Debit File
– SCT

Credit File
On the unit level audit report the FILE names are the journal file identifiers. For example, JBJ--Batch Job Journal File.

• SYSID
The system identifier.

• RUN or END TIMESTAMP
The RUN time stamp from the audit file indicating when the audit file was updated with the record, or, if the report was
run from a journal file, the END time stamp from the journal file. All records added to the audit file by a single DAILY or
external file update job will have exactly the same run time stamp value. Manually entered debits and credits will have
run time stamps based on the entry date and time.

• BILLING TIMESTAMP
The date and time the transaction was billed. The source of the billing time stamp differs depending on the record.
It is user-defined on the Journal File Eligibility panel. By default, if the record is from the Batch Job Journal File, the
source is RDRTS. For other journal files, it is ENDTS. If the record is from the Debit or Credit file, the billing time stamp
is entered manually.

• YEAR/MONTH/DAY
The MICS date that the transaction occurred. This is based on the ENDTS of the original data record. For reports run
from a journal file, this is the date of the record in the journal file.

• AYEAR/AMONTH/ADAY
The accounting date that the transaction occurred.

• INVC CTGY
The user-assigned invoice category, which identifies the resource consumed.

• COMP CODE
The computation code, which was assigned via the Algorithm Specification panel and the Rate Table parameter, and
identifies the charging element used to measure the usage.

• QUANTITY
The measured quantity of the charging element.

• RATE
The rate at which the charging element was billed.

• CHARGE
The amount the user was charged.

The report also shows a total charge by SYSID and a grand total for all charges contained in the report.

Because the report is so long, you should not run it on a daily basis unless you need to track a particular item daily. If you
need a full report, run it on microfiche rather than paper.
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Running the Report

Run the complex level or unit level Audit Report by following the directions in Producing Audit Reports. You can select the
complex or unit level report from the Audit Reports menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;4).

You can also run a smaller report by specifying keyword values to limit the number of transactions included in the report.

The necessary control cards must be read in via a //SELECTIN DD statement that is contained in the AUDITRPT member
in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL (complex level) or prefix.MICS.CNTL (unit level). Each control card must have a keyword
beginning in column one followed by the qualifying values, each separated by a space. The keywords and the maximum
number of possible qualifying values that can be read into the program are as follows:

COSTCTR1-9
Maximum: 25

COMPCODE
Maximum: 99

INVCCAT
Maximum: 99

SYSID
Maximum: 25 

BILLDATE
Maximum: 25

FROMDATE
Maximum: 1

TODATE
Maximum: 1

RUNTS
Maximum: 25

FRRUNTS
Maximum: 1

TORUNTS
Maximum: 1

RUNDT
Maximum: 25

FRRUNDT
Maximum: 1

TORUNDT
Maximum: 1

WORKAREA
Maximum: 25

W1AREA
Maximum: 25

W2AREA
Maximum: 25

WORKUNIT
Maximum: 25
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ZONE
Maximum: 9 

Keyword Notes:

• At the complex level, use the WORKAREA keyword to specify values from the Reason field of the Debits and Credits
Data Entry panel.

• Use the BILLDATE keyword to specify values from the BILLTS field.
• BILLDATE, FROMDATE, and TODATE are read in with a DATE9. format. The following is a control card example for

BILLDATE:
BILLDATE 12SEP2002

• Use BILLDATE to specify up to 25 Billing Time Stamps to include in the report. Use FROMDATE to include any date
later than or equal to the specified date. Use TODATE to include any date prior to or equal to the specified date. Use
FROMDATE and TODATE together to specify a range of dates to include in the report.

• RUNDT, FRRUNDT, and TORUNDT are read in with a DATE9. format. The following is a control card example for
RUNDT:
RUNDT 12SEP2002

• Use RUNDT to specify up to 25 Run Date Time Stamps to include in the report. Use FRRUNDT to include any date
later than or equal to the specified date. Use TORUNDT to include any date prior to or equal to the specified date. Use
FRRUNDT and TORUNDT together to specify a range of dates to include in the report.

• RUNTS is read in with a DATETIME21.2 format. The following is a control card example for RUNTS:
01SEP2002:01:19:08.17

• Use RUNTS to specify up to 25 Run Time Stamps to include in the report (date is ignored). Use FRRUNTS to
specify the earliest time to include in the report. Use TORUNTS to specify the latest time to include in the report. Use
FRRUNTS and TORUNTS together to specify a time range to include in the report.

• W1AREA selects on bytes 1-8 of the WORKAREA field.
• W2AREA selects on bytes 9-16 of the WORKAREA field.
• Values containing embedded blanks can be read by coding the keyword followed immediately by an '=' and the value.

For example, a control card to select COSTCTR1 values of 'AAA BBB' (three embedded blanks) would be coded as
follows:
COSTCTR1=AAA BBB

Unit Level Audit Report Sample
                                                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E           17:07 WEDNESDAY,

 DECEMBER 1, 2002   1

                                                ACCOUNTING AUDIT REPORT FOR UNIT: P

THE FOLLOWING INPUT FILE(S) WERE USED FOR THIS REPORT:

------------------------------------------------------

DETAIL.ACTJBJ01

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E           17:07 WEDNESDAY,

 DECEMBER 1, 2002   2

                                                ACCOUNTING AUDIT REPORT FOR UNIT: P

                                                                          INVC COMP

COST CENTER VALUE(S)          WORKUNIT VALUE                              CTGY CODE      QUANTITY         RATE

             CHARGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AS                            CJ1LH60                                     1100 0023        3.0600      $0.2200

            $0.6700

C                               WORKAREA/BILLSTAT:      199@TSO    /B
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TSO                                    FILE/SYSID: JBJ/S008

000-000                             END TIMESTAMP: 01SEP2002:01:19:08.17

J                               BILLING TIMESTAMP: 31AUG2002:21:47:27.10

CJ1LH60                            YEAR/MONTH/DAY: 02/09/01

                                AYEAR/AMONTH/ADAY: 02/09/01

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUB TOTAL                                                                                                    

             $0.6700

                              MINIMUM                                     9400 JMIN                    $2.0000

            $2.0000

                              ZONE DIFF                                   9500 ZDIF                    $3.0000

            $3.0000

                              SURCHARGE                                   9600 SURC                    $4.0000

            $4.0000

                              PRIORITY                                    9700 PRIX                    $5.0000

            $5.0000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUB TOTAL                                                                                                    

            $14.0000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL FOR RECORD        1:                                                                                   

            $14.6700

                                                                                                             

 ===================

ACT Print Application Database Files Reports

For more information about individual files that are covered in this section, see ACT Files.

Accounting Cost Center Attributes File Recap

The Accounting Cost Center Attributes File Recap provides a listing of the special billing attributes specified for each cost
center. It is designed to aid the MICS System Administrator in maintaining the file.

The report heading of the following Accounting Cost Center Attributes File Recap sample contains the installation name
and the report name (for example, Accounting Cost Center Attributes File Recap).

Running the Report

Run the Cost Center Attributes File Recap from the Print Application Database Files option of the
Accounting Administration Process Control menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;5). The JCL for this report is in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL).

Accounting Cost Center Attributes File Recap Sample

                                                          COMPLEX REPORT

                                           ACCOUNTING COST CENTER ATTRIBUTES FILE RECAP

                 REPORT DATE:  07/02/93                                                                   PAGE

 NO. - 1

 COSTCTRS                       ADDRESS                                  ATTRIBUTES

 ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------

 -----------------------------------------------------------

 ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION         MR. JOHN SMITH, GROUP VP                 NAME: ALL STARS (30 OF THEM)

                                ACME PRODUCTS DIVISION                   BILLING STATUS: BILL

                                                                         FUZZ VALUE: .
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                                                                         INVOICE FORMAT:

                                                                         DISCOUNT AMOUNT: $0.00

                                                                         DISCOUNT PERCENT: 0.00 %

                                                                         SURCHARGE PERCENT: .

                                                                         SURCHARGE TITLE:

                                                                         LAST USER/DATE: DXB024

 01AUG91:16:55:00.00

 INFORMATION SYSTEMS            BUILDING A, 4TH FLOOR                    NAME: AAA

                                                                         BILLING STATUS: BILL

                                                                         FUZZ VALUE: .

                                                                         INVOICE FORMAT: CPCCXON

                                                                         DISCOUNT AMOUNT: $0.00

                                                                         DISCOUNT PERCENT: 0.00 %

                                                                         SURCHARGE PERCENT: .

                                                                         SURCHARGE TITLE:

                                                                         LAST USER/DATE: DXB024

 01AUG91:16:55:00.00

 INVCCAT: 1200     SURCHARGE PERCENT: .          DISCOUNT PERCENT: 0.00 %

 INFORMATION SYSTEMS            BUILDING A, 4TH FLOOR                    NAME: AAA DEVELOPEMENT BATCH

 DEVELOPMENT                                                             BILLING STATUS: BILL

 BATCH                                                                   FUZZ VALUE: .

                                                                         INVOICE FORMAT: CPCCXON

                                                                         DISCOUNT AMOUNT: $0.00

                                                                         DISCOUNT PERCENT: 0.00 %

                                                                         SURCHARGE PERCENT: .

                                                                         SURCHARGE TITLE:

                                                                         LAST USER/DATE: DXB024

 01AUG91:16:55:00.00

 INFORMATION SYSTEMS            BUILDING A, 4TH FLOOR                    NAME: AAA PRODUCTION CICS

 PRODUCTION                                                              BILLING STATUS: BILL

 CICS                                                                    FUZZ VALUE: .

                                                                         INVOICE FORMAT: CPCCXON

                                                                         DISCOUNT AMOUNT: $0.00

                                                                         DISCOUNT PERCENT: 0.00 %

                                                                         SURCHARGE PERCENT: .

                                                                         SURCHARGE TITLE:

                                                                         LAST USER/DATE: DXB024

 01AUG91:16:55:00.00

File Details

ACTCCA - Cost Center Attributes File

Accounting Budget File Recap

The Accounting Budget File Recap is a formatted listing of the Budget File. It is designed to help users in adding,
updating, or verifying budget entries.

The report title of the following Accounting Budget File Recap sample contains the installation name and the report name
(for example, Accounting Budget File Recap).
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Running The Report

Run the Budget File Recap from the Print Application Database Files option of the Accounting Administration Process
Control menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;5). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL).

Accounting Budget File Recap Sample 

                                                          COMPLEX REPORT

                                               ACCOUNTING BUDGET CYCLE 01 FILE RECAP

                 REPORT DATE:  08/20/05                                                                   PAGE

 NO. - 1

                                                  FINANCIAL PERIOD BUDGET AMOUNTS

DIVISION: CORPORATE DEPARTMENT: SALES

NAME: SALES                                      EFFECTIVE DATE:01JAN05

TYPE      CODE  JANUARY         FEBRUARY        MARCH           APRIL           MAY             JUNE         

   JULY

--------  ----  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

COSTCTR                $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000

         $50,000

INVCCAT   1100         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000

         $25,000

COMPCODE  0023         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000

         $25,000

INVCCAT   1500         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000

         $12,000

COMPCODE  0062          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000

          $2,000

                --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

TOTALS:               $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000

        $114,000

TYPE      CODE  AUGUST          SEPTEMBER       OCTOBER         NOVEMBER        DECEMBER        13           

   14

--------  ----  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

COSTCTR                $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000         $50,000

         $50,000

INVCCAT   1100         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000

         $25,000

COMPCODE  0023         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000         $25,000

         $25,000

INVCCAT   1500         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000         $12,000

         $12,000

COMPCODE  0062          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000          $2,000

          $2,000

                --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

TOTALS:               $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000        $114,000

        $114,000

TYPE      CODE  LAST USER  DATE/TIME
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                ---------  -------------------

COSTCTR         DXB024     20AUG05:15:35:00.00

INVCCAT   1100  DXB024     20AUG05:15:36:00.00

COMPCODE  0023  DXB024     20AUG05:15:36:00.00

INVCCAT   1500  DXB024     20AUG05:15:38:00.00

COMPCODE  0062  DXB024     20AUG05:15:38:00.00

TYPE      CODE  JANUARY         FEBRUARY        MARCH           APRIL           MAY             JUNE         

   JULY

--------  ----  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

UNITS     0023         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000         100,000

         150,000

UNITS     0062          10,000          10,000          10,000          10,000          10,000          10,000

          10,000

TYPE      CODE  AUGUST          SEPTEMBER       OCTOBER         NOVEMBER        DECEMBER        13           

   14

--------  ----  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------  --------------

  --------------

UNITS     0023         150,000         150,000         150,000         150,000         150,000               .

               .

UNITS     0062          10,000          10,000          10,000          10,000          10,000               0

               0

TYPE      CODE  LAST USER  DATE/TIME

                ---------  -------------------

UNITS     0023  DXB024     15AUG05:09:52:00.00

UNITS     0062  DXB024     15AUG05:09:53:00.00

File Details

ACTBGT - Budget File 

Accounting Debit File Recap

The Accounting Debit File Recap is a formatted listing of the Debit File. It is designed to help users in adding, updating, or
verifying standard and recurring debit entries.

The report heading in the following Accounting Debit File Recap sample contains the installation name and the report
name (for example, Accounting Debit File 01 Recap).

The report shows a listing of the Debit File that is used in the invoicing job stream in the month-end processing for
accounting.

Running The Report

Run the Accounting Debit File Recap from the Print Application Database Files option of the Accounting Administration
Process Control menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;5). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL).

Accounting Debit File Recap Sample 

                                         COMPLEX REPORT

                                  ACCOUNTING DEBIT FILE 01 RECAP

REPORT DATE:  06/07/16                                                                   PAGE NO. - 30
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        AUSTIN PLANT1                               TYPE: RECURRING        SYSID:

        PRODUCTION CONTROL                          YEAR: 16   MONTH: 3   DAY: 24  ZONE:

        EQUIPMENT                                   RATE: $3.5000  QUANTITY: 25.000

                                                    ACCOUNTING MONTH: 3    AND YEAR: 16

                                                    BILLING TIMESTAMP: .

                                                    DEBIT CATEGORY: 1100  COMPCODE:

                                                    DEBIT AMOUNT: $87.5000

                                                    WORKUNIT:

                                                    ENTRY TIMESTAMP: 16FEB16:17:11:00.00

                                                    REASON FOR DEBIT:

        DUNSMILL                                    TYPE: STANDARD         SYSID:

        CUSTOMER SUPPORT                            YEAR: 16   MONTH: 2   DAY: .  ZONE:

        EQUIPMENT                                   RATE: $1.0000  QUANTITY: 12.500

                                                    ACCOUNTING MONTH: 2    AND YEAR: 16

                                                    BILLING TIMESTAMP: .

                                                    DEBIT CATEGORY: 1100  COMPCODE:

                                                    DEBIT AMOUNT: $12.5000

                                                    WORKUNIT:

                                                    ENTRY TIMESTAMP: 21MAR16:00:00:00.00

                                                    REASON FOR DEBIT:                     -

        ADMINISTRATION                              TYPE: STANDARD         SYSID:

        PUBLIC RELATIONS                            YEAR: 16   MONTH: 2   DAY: .  ZONE:

        EQUIPMENT                                   RATE: $1.0000  QUANTITY: 12.000

                                                    ACCOUNTING MONTH: 2    AND YEAR: 16

                                                    BILLING TIMESTAMP: .

                                                    DEBIT CATEGORY: 1100  COMPCODE:

                                                    DEBIT AMOUNT: $12.0000

                                                    WORKUNIT:

                                                    ENTRY TIMESTAMP: 21MAR16:00:00:00.00

                                                    REASON FOR DEBIT:

File Details

ACTSDT - Debit File 

Accounting Credit File Recap

The Accounting Credit File Recap is a formatted listing of the Credit File. It is designed to help users in adding, updating,
or verifying standard and recurring credit entries.

The report heading in the following Accounting Credit File Recap sample contains the installation name and the report
name.

Running The Report

Run the Accounting Credit File Recap from the Print Application Database Files option of the Accounting Administration
Process Control menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;5). The JCL for this report is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL).

Accounting Credit File Recap Sample 

                                         COMPLEX REPORT

                                 ACCOUNTING CREDIT FILE 00 RECAP

REPORT DATE:  06/07/95                                                                   PAGE NO. - 1
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        COST CENTERS                                CREDIT INFORMATION

        --------------------                        --------------------------------------------------

        DUNSMILL                                    TYPE: RECURRING        SYSID:

                                                    YEAR: .   MONTH: .   DAY: .  ZONE:

                                                    RATE: $35.0000  QUANTITY: 40.000

                                                    ACCOUNTING MONTH: .    AND YEAR: .

                                                    BILLING TIMESTAMP: .

                                                    CREDIT CATEGORY: 6400  COMPCODE:

                                                    CREDIT AMOUNT: $1,400.0000

                                                    WORKUNIT:

                                                    ENTRY TIMESTAMP: 16FEB95:17:15:00.00

                                                    REASON FOR CREDIT:  STANDARD CREDIT FOR SUPPORT

        AUSTIN PLANT 1                              TYPE: STANDARD         SYSID: S008

                                                    YEAR: 95   MONTH: 3   DAY: 1  ZONE:

                                                    RATE: .  QUANTITY: .

                                                    ACCOUNTING MONTH: 3    AND YEAR: 95

                                                    BILLING TIMESTAMP: .

                                                    CREDIT CATEGORY: 1100  COMPCODE: 0023

                                                    CREDIT AMOUNT: $68.0000

                                                    WORKUNIT:

                                                    ENTRY TIMESTAMP: 16FEB95:17:13:00.00

                                                    REASON FOR CREDIT:  MARCH CREDIT

File Details

ACTSCT - Credit File 

Accounting Invoice Sequence Number File Recap

The Accounting Invoice Sequence Number File Recap lists the sequence number that will be given to the next
invoice produced. The report is used to verify changes to the sequence number if it is changed by the MICS System
Administrator.

The report heading in the following Accounting Invoice Sequence Number File Recap sample contains the installation
name and the report name (for example, Accounting Invoice Sequence Number File Recap).

Running The Report

Run the Invoice Sequence Number File Recap from the Print Application Database Files option of
the Accounting Administration Process Control menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;5). The JCL for this report is in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL).

Accounting Invoice Sequence Number File Recap Sample

                               Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                          ACCOUNTING INVOICE SEQUENCE NUMBER FILE RECAP

REPORT DATE:  06/08/95                                                                   PAGE NO. - 1

                THE CONSOLIDATED INVOICES PRODUCED BY CA MICS ACCOUNTING

                AND CHARGEBACK PRODUCT ARE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY.

                EACH TIME THE INVOICE PROGRAM IS RUN, THE FIRST INVOICE

                PRODUCED WILL BE GIVEN THE NUMBER BELOW:
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File Details

ACTSEQ - Invoice Sequence Number File

ACT Rate Tracking

You can use the Rate Tracking option to perform simulation and to produce reports of the current journal file and complex-
level external file rates.

These topics are discussed in detail in the following sections:

• Rate Simulation
• Journal Files Rate Report
• Complex-Level External Files Rate Report
• Qualifications Groups Report

ACT Rate Simulation

MICS Accounting and Chargeback provides rate simulation to reduce the manual effort required to determine the
magnitude of rate changes. This facility has no provisions for calculating optimal rates, but can calculate the effect of a
proposed rate change.

The rate simulation facility recalculates charges by multiplying the existing quantities from generation 0 of the ACTAUDIT
DAY1 file by the new rates you supply. Since the ACTAUDIT file is built from the journal files, no new billable elements
(COMPCODE statements) may be input to the simulation process. Also, the effect of using the SELECT, EXCLUDE,
SYSID, SUBSYSID, and COSTCTR statements as input to the simulation depends on the way these statements are
specified in the rate table that creates the journal files used as a basis for the simulation.

For example, if a given work unit is excluded from charging via the EXCLUDE statement when the ACTAUDIT files are
created, removing it from the EXCLUDE list for the simulation will have no effect because no data for that work unit
is present on the ACTAUDIT file. Similarly, if a site has four systems, but only three of them are specified via SYSID
statements (no SYSID *ALL statement was present), coding a SYSID *ALL statement for the simulation will not take into
account the effects of the system that was initially excluded. Conversely, because the prerequisite data is present on
the ACTAUDIT file, if a SYSID *ALL statement is specified when the ACTAUDIT files are created, each system can be
charged separately in the simulation by supplying the appropriate SYSID and COMPCODE statements.

The following steps are required to perform a rate simulation:

1. Enter the Rate Simulation parameters. Refer to the online tutorial for the Rate Simulation panel (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;1) for
help coding the parameters.
Note: The rates in the Current Rate column must match the rates in the Audit file or the simulated rates will not be
used.

2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRTSIM). You are automatically placed into ISPF Edit when the rate simulation
parameter is entered or modified. You can modify the JCL to use an ACTAUDIT file other than the default DAY1 file.

ACT Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report

The Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report provides a listing of the percentage difference between the current
effective rates and the proposed rates for each charging element. This percentage can then be compared to the projected
percentage change in revenue produced by other rate simulation reports.

The report heading in the following Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report sample contains the installation name
and the report name (for example, Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report).

The report lists the current effective rate of a charging element, the simulated rate for that element, and the percentage
difference between them by invoice category, system, subsystem, and high-level cost center.
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Running The Report

Run the Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report from the Rate Simulation option of the Accounting Administration
Rate Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;1). The JCL for this report is in the prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRTSIM) member.

Effective/Simulated Rate Comparison Report Sample
                                                    Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                               EFFECTIVE/SIMULATED RATE COMPARISON REPORT

                                             SIMULATION FOR SELECTED AUDIT FILE IN UNIT:  P

  REPORT DATE:  07/27/93                                                                                     

  PAGE NO. -1

INVOICE                                  COMPUTATION                                           EFFECTIVE  

 SIMULATED   PERCENTAGE

CATEGORY SYSID SUBSYSID COST CENTER         CODE                   DESCRIPTION                    RATE       

 RATE       CHANGE

-------- ----- -------- ---------------- ----------  ----------------------------------------  ---------- 

 ----------  ----------

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                1631     MEMORY USAGE RUNNING COUNT                   $1.5000    

 $1.5000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2104     TOTAL CPU TIME                               $1.0000    

 $1.0000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2206     TOTAL TRANSACTION EXECUTIONS                 $1.1000    

 $1.1000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2207     NUMBER OF TRANSACTION OCCURRENCES            $1.0000    

 $1.0000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2306     TOTAL NUMBER OF MESSAGE CALLS                $1.2000    

 $1.2000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                3104     TASK CPU TIME (ELAPSED)                      $1.0000    

 $1.0000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                3306     TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED                       $0.5000    

 $0.5000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                3307     NUMBER OF TRANSACTION OCCURRENCES            $1.0000    

 $1.0000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                4100     CPU TIME CONSUMED                            $0.5000    

 $0.5000     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                4300     VIRTUAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                     $0.7500    

 $0.7500     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                4600     VIRTUAL I/O EXCPS                            $1.9500    

 $1.9500     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                5600     STEP EXECUTIONS                              $0.3500    

 $0.3500     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   000                 4100     CPU TIME CONSUMED                            $0.6800    

 $0.5000   -26.47 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   000                 4300     VIRTUAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                     $0.7800    

 $0.7500    -3.84 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   000                 4600     VIRTUAL I/O EXCPS                            $1.3500    

 $1.9500    44.44 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   000                 5600     STEP EXECUTIONS                              $0.3500    

 $0.3500     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   11                  4100     CPU TIME CONSUMED                            $0.6250    

 $0.6250     0.00 %
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  1100    *ALL   *ALL   11                  4300     VIRTUAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                     $0.8250    

 $0.8250     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   11                  4600     VIRTUAL I/O EXCPS                            $1.2500    

 $1.2000    -4.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   11                  5600     STEP EXECUTIONS                              $0.3125    

 $0.3125     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   26                  4100     CPU TIME CONSUMED                            $0.6800    

 $0.5000   -26.47 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   26                  4300     VIRTUAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                     $0.7800    

 $0.7000   -10.25 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   26                  4600     VIRTUAL I/O EXCPS                            $1.3500    

 $1.3500     0.00 %

  1100    *ALL   *ALL   26                  5600     STEP EXECUTIONS                              $0.3500    

 $0.3500     0.00 %

  1110    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                4200     REAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                        $5.0500    

 $5.0500     0.00 %

  1110    *ALL   *ALL   000                 4200     REAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                        $4.0500    

 $5.0500    24.69 %

  1110    *ALL   *ALL   11                  4200     REAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                        $3.7500    

 $3.7000    -1.33 %

  1110    *ALL   *ALL   26                  4200     REAL MEMORY OCCUPANCY                        $4.0500    

 $4.0000    -1.23 %

  1200    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                1524     I/O (EXCPS) GENERATED                       $10.0000   

 $10.0000     0.00 %

  1200    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2401     TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA BASE CALLS              $1.3000    

 $1.3000     0.00 %

  1200    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2408     TOTAL LOGICAL I/O                            $1.4000    

 $1.4000     0.00 %

  1200    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                2505     TOTAL DL/I I/O                               $1.5000    

 $1.5000     0.00 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                4500     TAPE EXCPS                                   $3.1500    

 $3.1500     0.00 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                5000     TAPE OCCUPANCY TIME                          $0.6100    

 $0.6100     0.00 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   *ALL                5500     TOTAL TAPE MOUNTS                            $2.0000    

 $2.0000     0.00 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   000                 4500     TAPE EXCPS                                   $3.0500    

 $3.1500     3.27 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   000                 5000     TAPE OCCUPANCY TIME                          $0.8100    

 $0.6100   -24.69 %

  1400    *ALL   *ALL   000                 5500     TOTAL TAPE MOUNTS                            $2.0300    

 $2.0000    -1.47 %

ACT Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report

The Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report shows the percentage of simulated total revenue that would have been
incurred by each cost center compared to that actually incurred by the cost center. This report is useful in assessing the
effect of a proposed rate change on the charges incurred by a given cost center.
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Revenue can be simulated only for charging elements that were previously billed, even if they were billed at a zero rate.
(The ACTAUDIT file, which has the input data for this report, contains only the data for the charging elements that are
billed.)

The report heading in the following Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report sample contains the installation name and
the report name (for example, Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects).

The body of the report lists the cost center's name, the cost center's actual charges for the accounting period, its
simulated charges for the accounting period, the percentage difference between the charges, the percentage distribution
of the actual charges, the percentage distribution of the simulated charges, and the difference between the percentage
distributions.

Running the Report

Run the Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report from the Rate Simulation option of the Accounting Administration
Rate Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;1). The JCL for this report is in the prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRTSIM) member.

Rate Simulation Cost Center Effects Report Sample 

                                       Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                     RATE SIMULATION COST CENTER EFFECTS

                               SIMULATION FOR SELECTED AUDIT FILE IN UNIT:  P

REPORT DATE:  07/27/93                                                                                   PAGE

 NO. - 1

                                                                                     ACTUAL     SIMULATED    

 PERCENTAGE

                                     ACTUAL            SIMULATED      PERCENTAGE   PERCENTAGE   PERCENTAGE 

 DIFFERENCE OF

DESCRIPTION                          CHARGES            CHARGES       DIFFERENCE  DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION

 DISTRIBUTIONS

------------------------------  -----------------  -----------------  ----------  ------------ ------------

 -------------

BDA0086A                                   $12.30             $10.68   -13.11 %      0.02 %       0.01 %     

  -0.00 %

BDF0050B                                  $103.28             $95.08    -7.94 %      0.17 %       0.16 %     

  -0.00 %

BFH0068A                                  $368.45            $339.30    -7.91 %      0.61 %       0.58 %     

  -0.02 %

BFW0007S                                  $308.31            $303.75    -1.47 %      0.51 %       0.52 %     

   0.01 %

BKK0018A                                  $263.99            $246.03    -6.80 %      0.44 %       0.42 %     

  -0.01 %

BKL0014A                                  $103.19             $98.21    -4.82 %      0.17 %       0.17 %     

  -0.00 %

DCS1388A                                  $267.51            $254.26    -4.95 %      0.44 %       0.44 %     

  -0.00 %

DCW1503B                                  $221.06            $179.65   -18.73 %      0.36 %       0.31 %     

  -0.05 %

EAM2192A                                  $262.42            $258.88    -1.35 %      0.43 %       0.44 %     

   0.01 %

EBA2423A                                    $3.63              $3.53    -2.51 %      0.00 %       0.00 %     

   0.00 %
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ED INT                                 $10,038.85          $9,493.30    -5.43 %     16.78 %      16.48 %     

  -0.29 %

EGA2252B                                   $22.60             $20.34   -10.02 %      0.03 %       0.03 %     

  -0.00 %

ENC2857A                                  $837.35            $776.55    -7.26 %      1.40 %       1.34 %     

  -0.05 %

ENE2809A                                  $197.21            $187.21    -5.07 %      0.32 %       0.32 %     

  -0.00 %

ENJ2820A                                  $474.45            $429.11    -9.55 %      0.79 %       0.74 %     

  -0.04 %

EPC2198S                                  $162.65            $146.44    -9.96 %      0.27 %       0.25 %     

  -0.01 %

EPR2079A                                  $104.83             $99.50    -5.08 %      0.17 %       0.17 %     

  -0.00 %

FCX1324S                                   $12.52             $12.10    -3.40 %      0.02 %       0.02 %     

   0.00 %

FHK1391G                                  $242.87            $231.18    -4.81 %      0.40 %       0.40 %     

  -0.00 %

FHK1764G                                  $215.72            $200.40    -7.10 %      0.36 %       0.34 %     

  -0.01 %

FHO1610G                                $1,266.58          $1,163.30    -8.15 %      2.11 %       2.02 %     

  -0.09 %

FSB1582S                                  $513.64            $476.51    -7.22 %      0.85 %       0.82 %     

  -0.03 %

FSB1585S                                   $30.05             $28.10    -6.47 %      0.05 %       0.04 %     

  -0.00 %

FSB1642S                                   $80.38             $77.16    -4.01 %      0.13 %       0.13 %     

  -0.00 %

FTH1657A                                  $207.30            $198.84    -4.08 %      0.34 %       0.34 %     

  -0.00 %

FTJ1323S                                   $17.73             $15.98    -9.82 %      0.02 %       0.02 %     

  -0.00 %

FTL1749S                                    $1.97              $1.91    -3.13 %      0.00 %       0.00 %     

   0.00 %

GAP0324G                                  $184.16            $167.89    -8.83 %      0.30 %       0.29 %     

  -0.01 %

GCF0789A                                  $194.38            $180.36    -7.21 %      0.32 %       0.31 %     

  -0.01 %

HQ INT                                     $23.88             $19.48   -18.40 %      0.03 %       0.03 %     

  -0.00 %

SHR0685S                                  $499.85            $422.72   -15.42 %      0.83 %       0.73 %     

  -0.10 %

WD INT                                     $74.26             $72.45    -2.42 %      0.12 %       0.12 %     

   0.00 %

000                                    $17,408.09         $17,590.02     1.04 %     29.11 %      30.55 %     

   1.44 %

DEFAULT CENTER                          $3,945.78          $3,613.46    -8.42 %      6.59 %       6.27 %     

  -0.32 %

11                                          $6.20              $6.20     0.00 %      0.01 %       0.01 %     

   0.00 %

26                                        $916.70            $916.65    -0.00 %      1.53 %       1.59 %     

   0.05 %

                                -----------------  -----------------  ----------  ------------ ------------
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                         TOTAL         $59,796.26         $57,571.71    -3.72 %     99.99 %     100.00 %

                                =================  =================  ==========  ============ ============

ACT Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects Report

The Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects Report lists the amount of revenue that would have been generated by each
invoice category had it been billed at the simulated rate.

Revenue can be simulated only for charging elements that were previously billed, even if they were billed at a zero rate.
(The ACTAUDIT file, which has the input data for this report, contains only the data for the charging elements that are
billed.).

The report heading in the following Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects Report sample contains the installation name
and the report name (Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects).

The body of the report lists the invoice category and the resource name associated with it, the original charge incurred,
the simulated charge, the percentage difference between the charges, the original and simulated percentage distribution
of the charges, and the percentage change in the distribution.

Running the Report

Run the Rate Simulation Revenue Area Analysis Report from the Rate Simulation option of the Accounting Administration
Rate Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;1). The JCL for this report is in the prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRTSIM) member.

Rate Simulation Revenue Area Effects Report Sample 

                                                 Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                             RATE SIMULATION REVENUE AREA EFFECTS

                                        SIMULATION FOR SELECTED AUDIT FILE IN UNIT:  P

REPORT DATE:  07/27/93                                                                                       

     PAGE NO. - 1

                                                                                             ACTUAL    

 SIMULATED     PERCENTAGE

INVOICE                                       ACTUAL            SIMULATED      PERCENTAGE  PERCENTAGE  

 PERCENTAGE  DIFFERENCE OF

CATEGORY  DESCRIPTION                         CHARGES            CHARGES       DIFFERENCE DISTRIBUTION

 DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTIONS

 ----    ------------------------------  -----------------  -----------------  ---------- ------------

 ------------ -------------

 1100    CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)                   $32,299.27         $30,777.71    -4.71 %    54.01 %      53.45

 %       -0.55 %

 1200    CHANNELS                                  $364.20            $364.04    -0.04 %     0.60 %       0.63

 %        0.02 %

 1400    TAPE DRIVES                             $1,190.36          $1,164.68    -2.15 %     1.99 %       2.02

 %        0.03 %

 1500    DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE DEVICES           $5,463.04          $4,785.90   -12.39 %     9.13 %       8.31

 %       -0.82 %

 2100    TERMINALS                                  $25.17             $25.24     0.28 %     0.04 %       0.04

 %        0.00 %

 3100    MECHANICAL PRINTERS                       $621.12            $621.03    -0.01 %     1.03 %       1.07

 %        0.03 %

 3120    CARD READERS                              $644.15            $644.15    -0.00 %     1.07 %       1.11

 %        0.04 %
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 9700    JOB GROUP PRIORITY CHARGE              $19,188.90         $19,188.90     0.00 %    32.09 %      33.33

 %        1.23 %

                                         -----------------  -----------------  ---------- ------------ 

 ------------

                                  TOTAL         $59,796.26         $57,571.71    -3.72 %    99.99 %     100.00

 %

                                         =================  =================  ========== ============ 

 ============

ACT Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report

The Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report shows the percentage of simulated total revenue that would have
been contributed by each charging element compared to that actually incurred by the element.

This report is useful in assessing the effect of a proposed rate change on the relation between the charge and the actual
costs of a given resource.

The report heading in the following Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report sample contains the installation name
and the report name (for example, Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects).

The body of the report lists the computation code and the description of the charging element associated with it, the actual
charges for the element during the accounting period, its simulated charges for the accounting period, the percentage
difference between the charges, the percentage distribution of the actual charges, the percentage distribution of the
simulated charges, and the change in percentage distribution.

Running the Report

Run the Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report from Rate Simulation option of the Accounting Administration Rate
Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;1). The JCL for this report is in the prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTRTSIM) member.

Rate Simulation Billing Element Effects Report Samples 

                                               Y O U R   C O M P A N Y   N A M E

                                            RATE SIMULATION BILLING ELEMENT EFFECTS

                                        SIMULATION FOR SELECTED AUDIT FILE IN UNIT:  P

REPORT DATE:  07/27/93                                                                                       

     PAGE NO. - 1

                                                                                             ACTUAL     

 SIMULATED    PERCENTAGE

COMP                                         ACTUAL            SIMULATED      PERCENTAGE   PERCENTAGE   

 PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE OF

CODE    DESCRIPTION                          CHARGES            CHARGES       DIFFERENCE  DISTRIBUTION 

 DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTIONS

------- ------------------------------  -----------------  -----------------  ----------  ------------ 

 -------------------------

J12     J12                                       $747.72            $747.72     0.00 %      1.25 %       

 1.29 %       0.04 %

J13     J13                                     $4,363.72          $4,363.72     0.00 %      7.29 %       

 7.57 %       0.28 %

J14     J14                                     $2,489.14          $2,489.14     0.00 %      4.16 %       

 4.32 %       0.16 %

J15     J15                                     $3,600.95          $3,600.95     0.00 %      6.02 %       

 6.25 %       0.23 %
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J199    J199                                        $0.00              $0.00          .      0.00 %       

 0.00 %       0.00 %

J3      J3                                        $250.35            $250.35     0.00 %      0.41 %       

 0.43 %       0.01 %

J33     J33                                         $4.14              $4.14     0.00 %      0.00 %       

 0.00 %       0.00 %

J4      J4                                      $1,663.26          $1,663.26     0.00 %      2.78 %       

 2.88 %       0.10 %

J5      J5                                      $5,404.31          $5,404.31     0.00 %      9.03 %       

 9.38 %       0.34 %

J51     J51                                       $141.74            $141.74     0.00 %      0.23 %       

 0.24 %       0.00 %

J52     J52                                        $19.77             $19.77     0.00 %      0.03 %       

 0.03 %       0.00 %

J53     J53                                        $66.50             $66.50     0.00 %      0.11 %       

 0.11 %       0.00 %

J54     J54                                       $163.68            $163.68     0.00 %      0.27 %       

 0.28 %       0.01 %

J6      J6                                         $85.13             $85.13     0.00 %      0.14 %       

 0.14 %       0.00 %

0829    UNITS                                     $340.00            $340.00     0.00 %      0.56 %       

 0.59 %       0.02 %

1631    KCORE                                   $7,512.93          $7,512.93     0.00 %     12.56 %      

 13.04 %       0.48 %

2104    SECONDS                                   $581.20            $581.18    -0.00 %      0.97 %       

 1.00 %       0.03 %

2206    TRANSACTIONS                            $4,003.99          $4,004.00     0.00 %      6.69 %       

 6.95 %       0.25 %

2207    TRANSACTIONS                            $3,640.00          $3,640.00     0.00 %      6.08 %       

 6.32 %       0.23 %

2306    1000 MSGS                                  $18.86             $18.93     0.36 %      0.03 %       

 0.03 %       0.00 %

2401    1000 CALLS                                 $57.76             $57.75    -0.03 %      0.09 %       

 0.10 %       0.00 %

2505    1000 I/OS                                 $244.22            $244.09    -0.05 %      0.40 %       

 0.42 %       0.01 %

3306    TRANSACTIONS                              $364.00            $364.00     0.00 %      0.60 %       

 0.63 %       0.02 %

3307    TRANSACTIONS                              $546.00            $728.00    33.33 %      0.91 %       

 1.26 %       0.35 %

4100    TCB SECONDS                             $4,980.11          $3,662.70   -26.45 %      8.32 %       

 6.36 %      -1.96 %

4300    KBYTE-HOURS                            $10,011.54          $9,621.34    -3.89 %     16.74 %      

 16.71 %      -0.03 %

4400    1000 EXCPS                              $2,477.04          $2,523.05     1.85 %      4.14 %       

 4.38 %       0.23 %

4600    1000 EXCPS                                  $8.00             $11.56    44.44 %      0.01 %       

 0.02 %       0.00 %

4900    HOURS                                   $2,898.11          $2,182.76   -24.68 %      4.84 %       

 3.79 %      -1.05 %

5000    HOURS                                     $192.69            $145.11   -24.69 %      0.32 %       

 0.25 %      -0.07 %
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5100    1000 LINES                                $621.12            $621.03    -0.01 %      1.03 %       

 1.07 %       0.03 %

5300    1000 CARDS                                $304.15            $304.15    -0.00 %      0.50 %       

 0.52 %       0.01 %

5400    MOUNTS                                     $87.87             $80.08    -8.87 %      0.14 %       

 0.13 %      -0.00 %

5500    MOUNTS                                    $227.35            $224.00    -1.47 %      0.38 %       

 0.38 %       0.00 %

5600    STEPS                                     $623.25            $623.70     0.07 %      1.04 %       

 1.08 %       0.04 %

                                        -----------------  -----------------  ----------  ------------ 

 ------------

                                 TOTAL         $59,796.26         $57,571.71    -3.72 %     99.99 %     

 100.00 %

                                        =================  =================  ==========  ============ 

 ============

ACT Complex Accounting Status, Journal Files and Computation Code Report

The Complex Accounting Status, Journal and Computation report provides a complete picture of the MICS Accounting
and Chargeback Option implementation for a MICS Complex.

Report Description 

• Section 1 - Accounting Status Section
This is a one-page report that shows all the units that have MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option installed. For
each unit, the unit database name, type, and prefix.PARM data set name are listed. In addition, the accounting status
is listed as well which can be ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

• Section 2 - Journal File Section
This report lists each database unit with MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option installed. For each unit, each
component using accounting is listed along with the journal files (name and description) that are used by the
component.

• Section 3 - Currently Effective Rates Section
This report generates detailed information for each journal file used across the complex. The report is organized
by unit and component within the unit. For each active journal file within a component, a page is generated that
describes all information available about the journal file such as the number of online cycles, prorating, zone, and
priority charging status, SYSID, SUBSYSID, SUBTYPE COSTCTR, and WORKUNIT groups, and algorithm ID. For
each COMPCODE used by the journal file, the invoice category, rate, control variable, effective date, and compcode
description are listed. Finally, the algorithm qualification choices for the journal file are listed. The following report
sample shows just one journal file described. An actual report will contain a page for each journal file used in your
MICS Complex.

• Section 4 - Computation Code Section
The Unit Level Computation Code report shows all of the computation codes used by each unit. The report is
structured by unit. For each unit, the components using accounting are listed, along with the selected journal files,
COMPCODEs, rates, control variables, control variable COMPCODEs, control variable values, control variable rates,
and the effective dates.

Running the Report 

The Complex Accounting Status and Journal Report is produced within the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) by selecting
the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting, Accounting Administration, and Rate Tracking panel. You can also run the report
from the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTADMIN).
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Complex Report Samples

Unit Level Accounting Status Report Sample 

                                    COMPLEX REPORT

                             Unit Level Accounting Status

                                    July 19, yyyy

Database    Accounting                Database  Database       Prefix PARM

Unit id     Status                    Name      Type           data set name

-------    --------------------       ------    -------        --------------------------------------------

  A        INACTIVE                   ACCT      UNIT           MDI.Y2ACT.PARMS

  D        INACTIVE                   Y2DPF     UNIT           MDI.Y2DPF.PARMS

  L        ACTIVE                     CPMPROD   UNIT           MDI.Y2LJR.PARMS

  P        ACTIVE                     FORALL    PRIMARY        MDI.Y2PUN.PARMS

  Z        ACTIVE                     PATSUNIT  UNIT           MDI.Y2PAD.PARMS

  8        ACTIVE                     Y2AXI     UNIT           MDI.Y2AXI.PARMS

 Status Definitions:

 ------------------

 ACTIVE:     This means 'ACCOUNTING ACTIVE' is currently specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

 INACTIVE:   This means that accounting is inactive in the unit because either 'ACCOUNTING

             INACTIVE' is currently specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) or there is no

             'ACCOUNTING' keyword specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF)

Unit Level Journal Files Report Sample 

                                    COMPLEX REPORT

                               Unit Level Journal Files

                                    July 19, yyyy

Database

Unit id       Component   Journal File      Journal Description

-----------   ---------   ---------------   -------------------

A             CIC         ACTJCS            CICS Resource Journal File

              VMC         ACTJVR            VMC RSCS Accounting Journal File

              VMC         ACTJCM            VMC Resource Journal File/VMCCMU

L             IDM         ACTJSA            IDMS Transaction Journal File

              MQS         ACTJMQ            Message Manager Accounting Journal File

              MQS         ACTJQA            MQSeries Queue Activity Journal File

              PWR         ACTJPJ            VSE/POWER Job Journal File

              PWR         ACTJPO            VSE/POWER Output Journal File

P             SMF         ACTJBJ            Batch Job Journal File

              SMF         ACTJRN            Multisystem Enclaves Journal File

Z             SMF         ACTJBJ            Batch Job Journal File

              SMF         ACTJBM            MULC Address Space Journal File

              SMF         ACTJBP            Batch Program Journal File
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              SMF         ACTJBS            Batch Spool Journal File

              SMF         ACTJRN            Multisystem Enclaves Journal File

              SMF         ACTJTP            APPC TP Resource Journal File

              VMC         ACTJCM            VMC Resource Journal File/VMCCMU

              VMC         ACTJDC            VMC Device Accounting Journal File

              VMC         ACTJNT            VMC Network Terminal Usage Journal File

              VMC         ACTJVR            VMC RSCS Accounting Journal File

8             SNT         ACTJNA            SNT NLDM Resource Journal File/NVSNSA

              SNT         ACTJNC            SNT NLDM Resource Journal File/NVSNSC

              SNT         ACTJNP            SNT NCP Resource Journal File

              SNT         ACTJNS            SNT NETSPY Resource Journal File

              SNT         ACTJRT            SNT NLDM Resource Journal File/NVSRTM

              VCA         ACTJDA            VCA DAA Resource Journal File

              VCA         ACTJHF            VCA HFS RESOURCE JOURNAL

              VCA         ACTJMS            VCA System Managed Storage Journal File

              VCA         ACTJVS            VCA VSAM (ICF) Resource Journal File

              WEB         ACTJSF            WebSphere Appl. Server Journal File

Unit Level Computation Code Report Sample 

                                                        COMPLEX REPORT

                                                 Unit level Computation Code

                                                       September 2, yyyy

                                                     Database Unit ID:  A

     Journal COMP                                                      Control   Cont   Variable   Control  

 Effective  Algorithm

CCC   File   CODE  DESCRIPTION                               Rate      Variable  VCPC    Value     Var Rate  

 Date        ID

---- -------  ---- ----------------------------------------  --------  --------  ----   --------   -------- 

 ---------  ---------

CIC  ACTJCS  1507  CICS SRB CPU TIME                         0.55                                            

            JCS

             1508  CICS TCB CPU TIME                         0.45

             1501  CICS INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED                1.00                                            

            JDC

VCA  ACTJDA  1820  MEGABYTE HOURS UTILIZED                   0.65                                            

            JDA

     ACTJHF  1870  Megabyte Hours Utilized                   1.00                                            

            JHF

             1875  Kilobyte Hours Utilized                   1.00

     ACTJMS  1830  CHARGE FOR DEFAULT STORAGE CLASS          0.15      *default                    0.15      

  08/31/10  SMS

                                                                       STORCLAS  1831   DBPROD     1.25

                                                                       STORCLAS  1832   HRPROD     1.50

                                                                       STORCLAS  1833   DBMIG3     0.98

                                                                       STORCLAS  1834   VALUE4     0.80

     ACTJVS  1820  MEGABYTE HOURS UTILIZED                   1.05                                            

            JVS

Complex Report Samples Descriptions

The information listed under each report column heading is described below:
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CCC
The identifier of the database component

Journal File
The name of the journal file

COMP CODE
This field identifies the computation code to be charged.

DESCRIPTION
This field identifies the computation code to be charged.

Rate
This field contains the rate at which the resource associated with the computation code is to be charged. If a control
variable has been specified for a computation code, this is the default (*default) rate to be used.

Control Variable
A variable (SAS data element) whose value is used to qualify how a specific measurement is charged.

Cont VCPC
Computation code used for values of the Control Variable.

Variable Value
This field contains a value for the Control Variable.

Control Var Rate
The rate to be used for a specific Control Variable value. This rate will be used if the value of the Control Variable at
charging time matches the variable value.

Effective Date
This field contains the date at which the rate begins to be used for charging.

Algorithm ID
Name used to identify a specific group of computation codes and rates for a journal file.

ACT Unit Level Journal Report

The Journal Files Rate Report is a listing of the journal file charging algorithms (that is, the computation codes and their
associated rates) in a unit.

For each journal file, the report lists the applicable rate for each charging element by system identifier, subsystem,
subtype, and cost center. This report is designed to document each charging element and its associated rate for user
reference. The report can be used to verify rates prior to running the MAGRUN job, which executes Rate and Charging
Element generation.

To avoid charging twice for the same resource, an additional report will be generated at the end of the Current Rate
Report when the same charging element is used in multiple computation codes. This report lists the journal file name,
computation codes, and the charging elements that are used in multiple computation codes.

If you have changed any rates, but not yet run the MAGRUN job, the Journal Files Rate Report produces two separate
reports:

• Currently Effective Rates
• Proposed Rates

Once you have verified the accuracy of the proposed rates and executed the MAGRUN job, the Journal Files Rate Report
only produces one report:

• Currently Effective Rates
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It is recommended that MAGRUN job be executed once rates have been verified to ensure generation of the supporting
code. Remember that even though proposed rates have been entered, the daily update runs will not use them until the
MAGRUN job is successfully executed!

The report heading contains the installation name, the report name (for example, CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE RATES), and
the date on which the report was run. This example report also shows that there were charging elements used in multiple
comp codes, and the report lists the journal file name, comp codes, and the charging elements that are used in multiple
comp codes.

Running the Report

The Journal File Rate Report (CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE RATES) is produced automatically whenever you run the
Algorithm Generator job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN). You can also run the report from the Journal Files Rate
Report option of the Accounting Administration Rate Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;2). The JCL for this report is in the
prefix.MICS.CNTL(RATERPT) member.

Unit Level Journal Report Samples

Journal Files Rate Report (Currently Effective Rates) 

                                                         COMPLEX REPORT

                                              CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                    CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE RATES

                                                        January 24, yyyy

UNIT:           P

COMPONENT:      SMF                   PRORATING:             NO                    ZONE CHARGING:            

 NO

FILE:           ACTJBP                PRORATE FROM VARIABLE:                       ZONE TIMESTAMP VARIABLE:

CYCLES:         02                                                                 PRIORITY CHARGING:        

 NO

SYSID GROUPS:   NO                    SUBSYSID GROUPS:       NO                    SUBTYPE GROUPS:           

 NO

COSTCTR GROUPS: NO                    WORKUNIT GROUPS:       NO

ALGORITHM ID: JBP

                               CONTROL VARIABLE/   EFFECTIVE

INVCAT   COMPCODE   RATE         VARIABLE VALUE       DATE     COMPCODE DESCRIPTION                      

 CHANGE DATE   USERID

 ----      ----     ---------     ------------     --------    ----------------------------------------  

 --------      ------

 1100      0531     .50                                        STEP TOTAL DATA SET ALLOCATIONS             

 01/24/yy    HABME01

 1500      0532     .75                                        STEP DASD DATA SET ALLOCATIONS              

 01/24/yy    HABME01

 1400      0533     .95                                        STEP TAPE DATA SET ALLOCATIONS              

 01/24/yy    HABME01

SYSID   SUBSYSID   SUBTYPE    COSTCTR                          SEL/EXCL   WORKUNIT

-----   --------   --------   ------------------------------   --------  

 --------------------------------------------

*ALL    @TSO       *ALL       *ALL
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 * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * *

 *WARNING* * *

 *                                                                                                           

          *

 *           You have selected two or more Comp Codes that are using the same Charging Element,              

          *

 *           which can cause duplicate charging. Each line below lists the Journal file, Standard / Computed 

          *

 *           Comp Codes, and the Charging Element used by both Comp Codes.                                   

          *

 *                                                                                                           

          *

 *           NOTE: This section of the report does not include external                                      

        *

 *                 Journal files.                                                                            

          *

 *                                                                                                           

          *

 * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * * *WARNING* * * * * *

 *WARNING* * *

                        Journal         Computed          Standard       Charging

                         File            Comp Code         Comp Code      Element

                       --------------   --------------    ------------   --------------

                         ACTJBP         0531               0532           PGMADASD

                         ACTJBP         0531               0533           PGMATAPE

Journal Files Rate Report (Proposed Rates) 

                                                        COMPLEX REPORT

                                           CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                      PROPOSED RATES

                                                      January 24, yyyy

UNIT:           P

COMPONENT:      SMF                   PRORATING:             NO                    ZONE CHARGING:            

 NO

FILE:           ACTJBP                PRORATE FROM VARIABLE:                       ZONE TIMESTAMP VARIABLE:

CYCLES:         02                                                                 PRIORITY CHARGING:        

 NO

SYSID GROUPS:   NO                    SUBSYSID GROUPS:       NO                    SUBTYPE GROUPS:           

 NO

COSTCTR GROUPS: NO                    WORKUNIT GROUPS:       NO

ALGORITHM ID: JBP

                              CONTROL VARIABLE/   EFFECTIVE

INVCAT   COMPCODE   RATE         VARIABLE VALUE       DATE     COMPCODE DESCRIPTION                      

 CHANGE DATE   USERID

 ----      ----     ---------     ------------     --------    ----------------------------------------  

 --------      ------

 1500      0532     .75                                        STEP DASD DATA SET ALLOCATIONS              

 01/24/yy    HABME01
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 1400      0533     .95                                        STEP TAPE DATA SET ALLOCATIONS              

 01/24/yy    HABME01

SYSID   SUBSYSID   SUBTYPE    COSTCTR                          SEL/EXCL   WORKUNIT

-----   --------   --------   ------------------------------   --------  

 --------------------------------------------

*ALL    @TSO       *ALL       *ALL

*******************************************************

*   NOTE - MAGRUN REQUIRED TO ACTIVATE THESE RATES    *

*******************************************************

ACT Complex-Level External Files Rate Report

The Complex-Level External Files Rate Report is a listing of the complex-level external file charging algorithms (that is,
the computation codes and their associated rates). This report documents each charging element and its associated rate
to ensure that complex-level external file generation was performed correctly. It also is a convenient way to refer to the
rate table for the complex-level external files.

The report heading in the following Complex-Level External Files Rate Report sample contains the installation name, the
report name (for example, Schedule of Rates External File), and the date on which the report was run (for example, June
7, 2002). For each complex-level external file, the report lists the applicable rate for each charging element by system
identifier, subsystem, subtype, and cost center.

Running The Report

The Complex-Level External Files Rate Report is produced automatically when you run the MICS External
File Generation job. You can also run the report from the Complex-Level External Files Rate Report option
of the Accounting Administration Rate Tracking menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;2;3). The JCL for this report is in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(RATERPTE).

External Files Rate Report Sample
                                                          COMPLEX REPORT

                                               CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                     CURRENTLY EFFECTIVE RATES

                                                           EXTERNAL FILE

                                                           May 22, yyyy

 COMPONENT:      EXT                   PRORATING:             NO                    ZONE CHARGING:           

  N/A

 FILE:           UMEUME                PRORATE FROM VARIABLE:                       ZONE TIMESTAMP VARIABLE: 

  N/A

 CYCLES:                                                                            PRIORITY CHARGING:       

  N/A

 SYSID GROUPS:                         SUBSYSID GROUPS:                             SUBTYPE GROUPS:

 COSTCTR GROUPS:                       WORKUNIT GROUPS:

 ALGORITHM ID: UME

                                CONTROL VARIABLE/   EFFECTIVE
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 INVCAT   COMPCODE   RATE         VARIABLE VALUE       DATE     COMPCODE DESCRIPTION                      

 CHANGE DATE   USERID

  ----      ----     --------      ------------     --------    ----------------------------------------  

 --------      ------

  1100      8001     2.0                                        TCB + SRB CPU TIME                          

 05/22/01    HABME01

 SYSID   SUBSYSID   SUBTYPE    COSTCTR                          SEL/EXCL   WORKUNIT

 -----   --------   --------   ------------------------------   --------  

 --------------------------------------------

 *ALL    *ALL       *ALL       *ALL

ACT Qualification Groups Report

The Qualification Groups Report documents each qualification group defined.

The report heading in the following Qualification Groups Report sample contains the installation name, the report name
(for example, Qualification Groups Report), and the date on which the report was run (for example, July 12, 1998). For
each qualification group defined, the report lists the associated values.

Running The Report

If you add or update a qualification group definition in MWF;4;2;3;9 you are automatically prompted with the job
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CHRGROUP). This job generates the formats used to represent the qualification group(s) and
also produces the qualification report. The report lists all groups defined in the MICS Complex.

The report is also produced by the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL jobs EXTFILE and RATERPTE if qualification groups have
been used in any external file algorithm qualification. In this situation the report only lists those groups used in external
file algorithm qualification. Similarly, the report is produced by the prefix.MICS.CNTL jobs MAGRUN and RATERPT when
groups are used in algorithm qualification for a journal. Only those groups used in algorithm qualification in the unit will be
listed.

Qualification Groups Report Sample
                                                         COMPLEX REPORT

                                                             LIST OF

                                                      QUALIFICATION GROUPS

                                                          July 12, 1998

GROUP TYPE: SUBTYPE

GROUP NAME: DAS

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

096      097      098      100      101      102      103      104       105      106      107      108     

 109      110

111      112      113      114      115      116      118      119       120      121      122      123     

 124      125

126      128      129      130      131      132      133      134       135      136      138      139     

 140      141

142      143      144      145      146      148      149      150       151      152      153      154     

 155      156

158      159      160      161      162      163      164      165       166      168      169      170     

 171      172
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173      174      175      176      178      179      180      181       182      183      184      185     

 186      188

189      210      211      212      213      214      220      222       223      224      230      232     

 233      234

240      242      243      244      250      252      253      254       300      301      302      303     

 304      305

307      311      312      314      320      321      322      323       351      352      353      354     

 355      356

357      360      370      371      372      373      374      375       376      380      381      382     

 383      384

385      390      391      392      400      401      402      403       404      410      411      412     

 413      419

420      421      422      423      480      481      482      483       484      485      486      487     

 488      490

500      501      502      503      510      511      520      521       522      523      529      530     

 531      532

539      550      551      552      553      554      555      556       557      558      559      561     

 562      570

571      572      573      579      580      581      591      595       596      597      598      599     

 600      601

602      603      604      605      606      607      608      609       610      611      612      613     

 614      615

616      617      618      619      620      621      622      623       624      625      626      627     

 628      629

630      631      632      633      634      635      636      637       638      639      640      641     

 642      643

644      645      646      647      648      649      650      651       652      653      654      655     

 656      657

658      659      660      661      662      663      664      665       666      667      668      669     

 670      671

672      673      674      675      676      677      678      679       680      681      682      683     

 684      685

686      687      688      689      695      696      697      700       701      702      703      704     

 705      706

707      708      709      710      711      712      713      714       715      716      717      718     

 719      720

721      722      723      724      725      726      727      728       729      730      731      732     

 733      734

735      736      737      738      739      740      741      742       743      744      745      750     

 751      752

753      754      800      801      802      803      804      805       806      807      808      809     

 810      811

812      813      814      815      816      817      818      819       820      821      822      823     

 824      825

826      827      828      829      845      846      850      860       861      862      863      864     

 865      866

867      868      869      870      871      872      873      874       875      876      877      878     

 879      880

881      882      883      884      885      900      901      902       903      904      905      907     

 910      921

922      923      924      925      926      927      949
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ACT MICF Inquiries

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) allows you to access and manipulate data in the MICS database. MICF
minimizes your need to write SAS code and, since you write less code, minimizes SAS syntax errors. MICF also provides
automatic validation procedures that prevent you from attempting to analyze data elements that do not exist in the files
you request.

The MICF inquiries provided with the MICS Accounting and Chargeback are listed in the following table.

MICF Distributed Inquiries
Report Class Report Name Report Identifier

Color Graphics List Printer Graphics
FINANCE Net Revenue by Cost

Center
ACTCM1 n/a n/a

FINANCE Budgeted and Actual
Charges

ACTCM2 n/a n/a

FINANCE Monthly Charges by
Invoice Category

ACTCM3 n/a n/a

FINANCE Invoice Category
Charges by Cost Center

ACTCM4 n/a n/a

FINANCE Invoice Credits by Cost
Center

ACTCM5 n/a n/a

FINANCE Cost Center Charges by
Invoice Category

ACTCM6 n/a n/a

FINANCE Invoice Discounts by
Cost Center

ACTCM7 n/a n/a

FINANCE Monthly Net Revenue
Summary

ACTCM8 n/a n/a

FINANCE Monthly Invoice Credit/
Discount Summary

ACTCM9 n/a n/a

FINANCE Weekly Processing
Charges Summary

ACTCW1 n/a n/a

FINANCE Weekly Charges by
Invoice Category

ACTCW2 n/a n/a

FINANCE Daily Revenue Ranking n/a ACTLD1 n/a
FINANCE Net Revenue by Cost

Center
n/a n/a ACTPM1

FINANCE Budgeted and Actual
Charges

n/a n/a ACTPM2

FINANCE Monthly Charges by
Invoice Category

n/a n/a ACTPM3

FINANCE Invoice Category
Charges by Cost Center

n/a n/a ACTPM4

FINANCE Invoice Credits by Cost
Center

n/a n/a ACTPM5

FINANCE Cost Center Charges by
Invoice Category

n/a n/a ACTPM6

FINANCE Invoice Discounts by
Cost Center

n/a n/a ACTPM7
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FINANCE Monthly Net Revenue
Summary

n/a n/a ACTPM8

FINANCE Monthly Invoice Credit/
Discount Summary

n/a n/a ACTPM9

FINANCE Weekly Processing
Charges Summary

n/a n/a ACTPW1

FINANCE Weekly Charges by
Invoice Category

n/a n/a ACTPW2

FINANCE Generate CSV File from
Financial Recap

n/a ACTRCP n/a

FINANCE Budget Threshold Report n/a ACTSVD n/a

If you want to run the Financial MICF inquiries, access them through the database inquiries option of MICF, which is part
of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

ACT Net Revenue by Cost Center (Color)

The Net Revenue by Cost Center (Color) inquiry produces a pie chart that depicts how revenue, less any cost center
credits, is distributed to the various high-level cost centers. Each slice represents a cost center's relative contribution to
total revenue.

The pie chart shows the Financial Recap Charge for various high-level cost centers.

Data Source (file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap type BUDGET
• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes

How to Produce the Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM1, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM1 - Net Revenue by Cost Center                  |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.
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ACT Budgeted vs. Actual Charges (Color)

The Budgeted vs. Actual Charges (Color) inquiry produces a vertical bar chart for selected high-level cost centers. Each
bar represents either the actual charges or the budgeted amount for a cost center.

This report can be used to see how well the cost centers are staying within their budgets.

 Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRC - Financial Recap File

 Data elements used 

•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type
•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes

 How  to Produce  the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM2, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM2 - Budgeted and Actual Charges                |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

ACT Monthly Charges by Invoice Category (Color)

The Monthly Charges by Invoice Category (Color) inquiry produces a pie chart depicting how revenue, less any credits,
is distributed to the various invoice categories, where the categories are broadly defined along the lines of CPU, DASD,
Print, Tape, etc. Each slice represents a category's relative contribution to total revenue.

The pie chart shows the Financial Recap Charge for various high-level cost centers.

 Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

 Data elements used  

•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type
•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
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 How To Produce The Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM3, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM3 - Monthly Charges by Invoice Category       |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.         |

 |   01                                    - _____________________________________  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.        |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

ACT Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center (Color)

The Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center (Color) inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows each
invoice category's charges for the preceding month. Each bar is composed of the charges for each high-level cost center.

The bar chart shows the Invoice Category Charges for various high-level cost centers.

Data Source ( file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM4, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM4 - Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center     |

 |                                                                                  |
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 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

ACT Invoice Credits by Cost Center (Color)

The Invoice Credits by Cost Center inquiry (Color) produces a pie chart depicting how credits are distributed to the various
high-level cost centers.

In the bar chart, each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total credits.

Data Source (file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM5, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM5 - Invoice Credits by Cost Center             |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

ACT Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category (Color)

The Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category (Color) inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows the
preceding month's charges for any or all high-level cost centers.

In the chart, each bar depicts charges applicable to the different invoice categories.
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Data Source (file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM6, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM6 - Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

ACT Invoice Discounts by Cost Center (Color)

The Invoice Discounts by Cost Center (Color) inquiry produces a pie chart depicting how credits are distributed to the
various high-level cost centers.

In the chart, each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total credits.

Data Source (file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM7, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM7 - Invoice discounts by Cost Center            |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

ACT Monthly Net Revenue Summary (Color)

The Monthly Net Revenue Summary (Color) inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that represents net revenue for a
selected number of months for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows monthly revenue for each month at high-level cost centers.

Data Source (file)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM8, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM8 - Monthly Net Revenue Summary                 |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 12                                    - 01                                       |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.
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ACT Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary (Color)

The Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary (Color) inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart depicting the credits
and discounts provided each month over a specified period of months for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows the relative share of credits and discounts for each month at any level of cost center.

Data source (file/timespan)

• ACTLGR - Ledger File at the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• LGRCHG - Amount Billed
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCM9, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM9 - Monthly Invoice Credit/Discount Summary     |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 12                                    - 01                                       |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

ACT Weekly Processing Charges Summary (Color)

The Weekly Processing Charges by Summary (Color) inquiry produces a vertical bar chart showing the total charges
processed during the preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost cost centers.

The bar chart shows each day charges for any high-level cost centers.

Data source (file/timespan)

• ACTLGR - Ledger File at the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used
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• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• LGRCHG - Amount Billed
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCW1, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |   -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------ |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCW1 - Weekly Processing Charges Summary         |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |     Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.     |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.         |

 |   07                                    - 01                                     |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.        |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

ACT Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category (Color)

The Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category (Color) inquiry produces a vertical bar chart showing the total
charges processed during the preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows each day's charges for any high-level cost centers by Invoice Category.

Data source (file/timespan)

• ACTLGR - Ledger File at the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
• LGRCHG - Amount Billed
• RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type

How To Produce The Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTCW2, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
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5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                   |

 |   -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCW2 - Weekly Charges by Invoice Category         |

 |                                                                                   |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |     Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.      |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |   07                                    - 01                                      |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Specify the invoice categories to be reported or blank to report all.         |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

ACT Daily Revenue Ranking

The Daily Revenue Ranking inquiry produces three ranked lists that show charging activity for the previous day for
specified high-level cost centers, invoice categories, and computation codes (types of charges within an invoice category).

The report shows the top ten charges, the top five charges in each invoice category and the top five charges in each high-
level cost center.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTLGR - Ledger File at DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• INVCCAT - Invoice Category
• LGRCPC - Ledger Computation Code

How To Produce The Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTLD1, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR   |

 |                                                                                  |
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 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTLD1 - Daily Revenue Ranking                      |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.      |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or blank to report all.               |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the invoice categories to be reported or blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the computation codes to be reported or blank to report all.          |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Daily Revenue Ranking Report Sample

Part 1 of 6 

                                                 Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 10 Charges

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy

                                 Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.     Cost

                                 Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.    Center

                               $18,023.00    0097             3605    $5.0000      1     1200     UNK

                               $16,769.00    0097             3354    $5.0000     15     1200     STO

                               $13,312.00    0097             2662    $5.0000     16     1200     STO

                               $12,360.00    0097             2472    $5.0000     15     1200     UNK

                               $11,711.00    0097             2342    $5.0000     16     1200     UNK

                                $9,453.00    0023             3151    $3.0000      9     1100     EJM

                                $9,004.00    0097             1801    $5.0000      5     1200     IIS

                                $8,896.00    0097             1779    $5.0000     16     1200     STO

                                $8,412.00    0252             1402    $6.0000     15     1100     MFB

                                $7,871.00    0097             1574    $5.0000      0     1200     IIS

Part 2 of 6 

                                      Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 5 Charges by Invoice Category

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy
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 ---------------------------------------------- Invoice Category=CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

 -----------------------------------------------

                                     Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing             Cost

                                     Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Center

                                    $9,453.00    0023             3151    $3.0000      9      EJM

                                    $8,412.00    0252             1402    $6.0000     15      MFB

                                    $7,360.00    0023             2453    $3.0000     16      UNK

                                    $6,954.00    0023             2318    $3.0000     15      UNK

                                    $6,402.00    0252             1067    $6.0000     15      MFB

 ---------------------------------------------------- Invoice Category=CHANNELS

 -----------------------------------------------------

                                     Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing             Cost

                                     Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Center

                                   $18,023.00    0097             3605    $5.0000      1      UNK

                                   $16,769.00    0097             3354    $5.0000     15      STO

                                   $13,312.00    0097             2662    $5.0000     16      STO

                                   $12,360.00    0097             2472    $5.0000     15      UNK

                                   $11,711.00    0097             2342    $5.0000     16      UNK

Part 3 of 6 

                                         Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 5 Charges by Cost Center

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=ALF

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $1,236.00    0252              206    $6.0000     15     1100

                                       $455.00    0097               91    $5.0000     14     1200

                                       $450.00    0252               75    $6.0000     13     1100

                                       $396.00    0252               66    $6.0000     18     1100

                                       $342.00    0252               57    $6.0000     15     1100

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=CPT

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                       $726.00    0252              121    $6.0000     19     1100

                                       $164.00    0097               33    $5.0000     19     1200
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                                        $78.00    0252               13    $6.0000     18     1100

                                        $32.00    0023               11    $3.0000     19     1100

                                        $30.00    0252                5    $6.0000     23     1100

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=CTO

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $4,830.00    0252              805    $6.0000     15     1100

                                     $1,026.00    0097              205    $5.0000     15     1200

                                       $504.00    0252               84    $6.0000     14     1100

                                       $204.00    0097               41    $5.0000     14     1200

                                       $157.00    0023               52    $3.0000     15     1100

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=CTS

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                        $36.00    0252                6    $6.0000     17     1100

                                        $24.00    0252                4    $6.0000     20     1100

                                        $24.00    0252                4    $6.0000      7     1100

                                        $18.00    0252                3    $6.0000      1     1100

                                        $18.00    0097                4    $5.0000     20     1200

Part 4 of 6 

                                         Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 5 Charges by Cost Center

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=EJM

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $9,453.00    0023             3151    $3.0000      9     1100

                                     $1,254.00    0252              209    $6.0000     12     1100

                                       $852.00    0252              142    $6.0000     10     1100

                                       $714.00    0252              119    $6.0000     12     1100

                                       $458.00    0097               92    $5.0000     10     1200

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=FIN

 ----------------------------------------------------------
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                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                        $55.00    0097               11    $5.0000      2     1200

                                         $7.00    0023                2    $3.0000      2     1100

                                         $6.00    0252                1    $6.0000      2     1100

                                         $6.00    0252                1    $6.0000      2     1100

                                         $6.00    0252                1    $6.0000      2     1100

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=GIS

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                        $18.00    0252                3    $6.0000     23     1100

                                        $18.00    0252                3    $6.0000     23     1100

                                        $18.00    0252                3    $6.0000     23     1100

                                         $2.00    0097                0    $5.0000     23     1200

                                         $1.00    0097                0    $5.0000     23     1200

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=IIS

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $9,004.00    0097             1801    $5.0000      5     1200

                                     $7,871.00    0097             1574    $5.0000      0     1200

                                     $6,614.00    0097             1323    $5.0000      7     1200

                                     $3,072.00    0097              614    $5.0000      4     1200

                                     $3,032.00    0097              606    $5.0000      7     1200

Part 5 of 6 

                                         Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 5 Charges by Cost Center

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=MFB

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $8,412.00    0252             1402    $6.0000     15     1100

                                     $6,402.00    0252             1067    $6.0000     15     1100

                                     $2,298.00    0252              383    $6.0000     13     1100

                                     $1,822.00    0097              364    $5.0000      0     1200

                                     $1,500.00    0252              250    $6.0000     11     1100
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 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=OSY

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $6,383.00    0097             1277    $5.0000     23     1200

                                     $5,641.00    0097             1128    $5.0000     17     1200

                                     $5,615.00    0097             1123    $5.0000     18     1200

                                     $2,031.00    0097              406    $5.0000     23     1200

                                       $947.00    0097              189    $5.0000     17     1200

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=SPT

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $1,196.00    0097              239    $5.0000     20     1200

                                       $992.00    0097              198    $5.0000     13     1200

                                       $930.00    0252              155    $6.0000      9     1100

                                       $715.00    0097              143    $5.0000      9     1200

                                       $714.00    0252              119    $6.0000      1     1100

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=STO

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                    $16,769.00    0097             3354    $5.0000     15     1200

                                    $13,312.00    0097             2662    $5.0000     16     1200

                                     $8,896.00    0097             1779    $5.0000     16     1200

                                     $4,854.00    0097              971    $5.0000     11     1200

                                     $2,820.00    0252              470    $6.0000     21     1100

Part 6 of 6 

                                         Daily Revenue Ranking - Top 5 Charges by Cost Center

                                                                 CA

                                                        FOR:  December 7, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTLD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  08DECyy

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=TST

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.
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                                        $72.00    0252               12    $6.0000     16     1100

                                        $54.00    0252                9    $6.0000     15     1100

                                        $54.00    0252                9    $6.0000     17     1100

                                        $48.00    0252                8    $6.0000      8     1100

                                        $45.00    0097                9    $5.0000     14     1200

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=UNC

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                     $4,668.00    0023             1556    $3.0000      3     1100

                                     $3,672.00    0097              734    $5.0000      1     1200

                                     $3,299.00    0023             1099    $3.0000      9     1100

                                     $2,377.00    0097              475    $5.0000      5     1200

                                     $2,324.00    0097              465    $5.0000      4     1200

 --------------------------------------------------------- Cost Center=UNK

 ----------------------------------------------------------

                                      Amount      Comp.             No.    Billing            Inv.

                                      Billed      Code            Items     Rate      Hour    Cat.

                                    $18,023.00    0097             3605    $5.0000      1     1200

                                    $12,360.00    0097             2472    $5.0000     15     1200

                                    $11,711.00    0097             2342    $5.0000     16     1200

                                     $7,360.00    0023             2453    $3.0000     16     1100

                                     $6,954.00    0023             2318    $3.0000     15     1100

ACT Net Revenue by Cost Center

The Net Revenue by Cost Center inquiry produces a pie chart that depicts how revenue, less any cost center credits,
is distributed to the various high-level cost centers. Each slice represents a cost center's relative contribution to total
revenue.

The pie chart shows the Financial Recap Charge for various high-level cost centers.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type BUDGET
•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  RCPCHG - Amount Billed

(format MONEY is used for this chart. If RCPCHG value is large you can modify the format to meet your need (e.g.;
format BEST.)

How To Produce The Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
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3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM1, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM1 - Net Revenue by Cost Center                  |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Net Revenue by Cost Center Report Sample
                                                      Net Revenue by Cost Center

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  21DECyy

                                                      Sum of RCPCHG by COSTCTR1

                                                       ALF ***************

                                                     ******               ******

                                                 ****                           ****

                                              ***                                   ***

                                            **                                         **

                                          **                                             **

                                        **                                                 **

                                       *                                                     *

                                     **                                                       **

                                    **                                                         **

                                   **                     637430.0                              **

                                  **                       56.96%                                **

                                 *                                                                 *

                                **                                                                 **

                                *                                                                   *

                               *                                                                     *

                               *                                                                     *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *                                                                       *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                    +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . *

                             *                               . .                                       *

                             *                            . .                                          *
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                              *                       .. .                                            *

                              *                    ..                                                 *

                              *                 ..                                                    *

                               *           . ..                                                      *

                               *        . .                                                          *

                                *   .. .                                                            *

                                **.                                                                **

                                 *                                                                 *

                                  **                              481579.7                       **

                                   **                              43.04%                       **

                                    **                                                         **

                                     **                                                       **

                                       *                                                     *

                                        **                                                 **

                                          **                                             **

                                            **                                         **

                                              ***                                   ***

                                                 ****                           ****

                                                     ******               ******

                                                           *************** DEP

ACT Budgeted and Actual Charges

The Budgeted and Actual Charges inquiry produces a vertical bar chart for selected high-level cost centers. Each bar
represents either the actual charges or the budgeted amount for a cost center.

This report can be used to see how well the cost centers are staying within their budgets.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

 Data elements used 

•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type BUDGET
•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes

 How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM2, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM2 - Budgeted and Actual Charges                |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |
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 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Budgeted and Actual Charges Report Sample
                                                     Budgeted and Actual Charges

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM2                                                                                         RUN

 DATE:  15DECyy

                            Net Charges Sum

                            600000 +                                                BBBBB

                                   |                                                BBBBB

                                   |                                                BBBBB

                                   |                                                BBBBB

                                   |                                    AAAAA       BBBBB

                            500000 +                   BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |                   BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |                   BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                            400000 +       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                            300000 +       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                            200000 +       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                            100000 +       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   |       AAAAA       BBBBB            AAAAA       BBBBB

                                   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                                             A           B                A           B          GROUP

                                           |----- ALF -----|            |----- DEP -----|        COSTCTR1

                                                   Symbol TYPE       Symbol TYPE
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                                                      A   Actual        B   Budget

ACT Monthly Charges by Invoice Category

The Monthly Charges by Invoice Category inquiry produces a pie chart depicting how revenue, less than any credits, is
distributed to the various invoice categories, where the categories are broadly defined along the lines of CPU, DASD,
Print, Tape, etc. Each slice represents a category's relative contribution to total revenue.

The pie chart shows the Financial Recap Charge for various high-level cost centers by Invoice Category.

 Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

 Data elements used  

•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type
•  RCPCHG - Amount Billed

(format MONEY is used for this chart. If RCPCHG value is large you can modify the format to meet your need (e.g.;
format BEST.)

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes

 How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM3, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM3 - Monthly Charges by Invoice Category       |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.         |

 |   01                                    - _____________________________________  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.        |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Monthly Charges by Invoice Category Report Sample
                                                 Monthly Charges by Invoice Category

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM3                                                                                RUN DATE: 

 14DECyy

                                                       Sum of RCPCHG by INVCCAT

                                                           ***************

                                                     ******               ******
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                                                 ****                           ****

                                              ***                                   ***

                                            **                                         **

                                          **                                             **

                                        **                                                 **

                                       *                                                     *

                                     **                                                       **

                                    **                                                         **

                                   **                                                           **

                CENTRAL PROCESSOR **                                                             **

                                 *                                                                 *

                                **                                                                 **

                                *                                                                   *

                               *                                                                     *

                               *             443032.9                                                *

                              *               84.26%                                                  *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *                                                                       *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                    +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . *

                             *                                       .                                 *

                             *                                      . .                                *

                              *                                      ....                             *

                              *                                        .  ..         57124.37         *

                              *                                         .   .         10.86%          *

                               *                                        .     ..                     *

                               *                                         .      .                    *

                                *                                         ..      ..                * 

 TERMINALS

                                **                                          .       ..             **

                                 *                                           .25642.91 .           *

                                  **                                          . 4.88%   ..       **

                                   **                                          .           .    **

                                    **                                          ..          .. **

                                     **                                           .           **

                                       *                                           .         *

                                        **                                         .       **

                                          **                                        .    **  CHANNELS

                                            **                                       . **

                                              ***                                   ***

                                                 ****                           ****

                                                     ******               ******

                                                           ***************

ACT Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center

The Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows each invoice
category's charges for the preceding month. Each bar is composed of the charges for each high-level cost center.

The bar chart shows the Invoice Category Charges for various high-level cost centers.

Data Source (file): 
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• ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM4, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM4 - Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center     |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center Report Sample
                                               Invoice Category Charges by Cost Center

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM4                                                                                  RUN DATE:

  14DECyy

                                         Charges Sum

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                         600000 +       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                         500000 +       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                         400000 +       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                         300000 +       DDDDD
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                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       DDDDD

                                                |       AAAAA       DDDDD

                                         200000 +       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                         100000 +       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA       DDDDD

                                                |       AAAAA       AAAAA       DDDDD

                                                --------------------------------------------

                                                          C           C           T

                                                          E           H           E

                                                          N           A           R

                                                          T           N           M

                                                          R           N           I

                                                          A           E           N

                                                          L           L           A

                                                                      S           L

                                                          P                       S

                                                          R

                                                          O

                                                          C

                                                          E

                                                          S

                                                          S

                                                          O

                                                              Invoice Category

                                                 Symbol COSTCTR1     Symbol COSTCTR1

                                                    A   ALF             D   DEP

ACT Invoice Credits by Cost Center

The Invoice Credits by Cost Center inquiry produces a pie chart depicting how credits are distributed to the various high-
level cost centers.

Intended use 

The bar chart shows that each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total credits.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type
•  RCPCHG - Amount Billed (format MONEY is used for this chart. If RCPCHG value is large you can modify the format

to meet your need (e.g. format BEST.)
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How To Produce The Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM5, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 |  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM5 - Invoice Credits by Cost Center             |

 |                                                                                  |

 |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Invoice Credits by Cost Center Report Sample
                                                    Invoice Credits by Cost Center

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM5                                                                                         RUN

 DATE:  21DECyy

                                                      Sum of RCPCHG by COSTCTR1

                                                           ***************

                                                ALF  ******               ******

                                                 ****                           ****

                                              ***                                   ***

                                            **                                         **

                                          **                                             **

                                        **                                                 **

                                       *                                                     *

                                     **                                                       **

                                    **                                                         **

                                   **                                                           **

                                  **                  191398.7                                   **

                                 *                     63.17%                                      *

                                **                                                                 **

                                *                                                                   *

                               *                                                                     *

                               *                                                                     *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *                                                                       *
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                              *                                                                       *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                    +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . *

                             *                                  .                                      *

                             *                                 . .                                     *

                              *                              .   .                                    *

                              *                            ..   .                                     *

                              *                           .     .                                     *

                               *                         .     .                                     *

                               *                       ..      .                                     *

                                *                     .       .                                     *

                                **                  .         .           89645.16                 **

                                 *                ..         .             29.59%                  *

                                  **             .           .                                   **

                                   **           . 21936.31  .                                   **

                                    **        ..    7.24%  .                                   **

                                     **      .             .                                  **

                                       *  ..              .                                  *

                                        **                .                                **

                                          **             .                               **

                                            **           .                             ** IIS

                                              ***        .                          ***

                                            DEV  ****   .                       ****

                                                     ******               ******

                                                           ***************

ACT Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category

The Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart that shows the preceding
month's charges for any or all high-level cost centers.

The chart shows that each bar depicts charges applicable to the different invoice categories.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, discounts, surcharges, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM6, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

                         +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                         |  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

                         |  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

                         |                                                                                  |
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                         |  Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCM6 - Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category    |

                         |                                                                                  |

                         |  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

                         |    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

                         |  01                                    - _____________________________________   |

                         |                                                                                  |

                         |    Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

                         |  _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

                         |                                                                                  |

                         +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category Report Sample
                                                Cost Center Charges by Invoice Category

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

                                                          FOR NOVEMBER, yyyy

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM6                                                                                         RUN

 DATE:  14DECyy

                                               Charges Sum

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                               700000 +       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                               600000 +       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB       CCCCC

                                               500000 +       BBBBB       CCCCC

                                                      |       BBBBB       CCCCC

                                                      |       BBBBB       BBBBB

                                                      |       BBBBB       AAAAA

                                                      |       BBBBB       AAAAA

                                               400000 +       BBBBB       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                               300000 +       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                               200000 +       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                               100000 +       AAAAA       AAAAA
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                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      |       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                      --------------------------------

                                                               ALF         DEP

                                                                 Cost Center

                           Symbol INVCCAT              Symbol INVCCAT              Symbol INVCCAT

                              A   CENTRAL PROCESSOR       B   CHANNELS                C   TERMINALS

ACT Invoice Discounts by Cost Center

The Invoice Discounts by Cost Center inquiry produces a pie chart depicting how credits are distributed to the various
high-level cost centers. The chart shows that each slice represents a cost center's relative share of the total credits.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type
•  RCPCHG - Amount Billed (format MONEY is used for this chart. If RCPCHG value is large you can modify the format

to meet your need (e.g. format BEST.)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM7, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel.  See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM7 - Invoice discounts by Cost Center            |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Invoice Discounts by Cost Center Report Sample
                                                    Invoice Discounts by Cost Center

                                                         TESTING AT SAS V913

                                                          FOR DECEMBER, yyyy
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  INQUIRY:  ACTPM7                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  21DECyy

                                                      Sum of RCPCHG by COSTCTR1

                                                           ***************

                                                     ******               ******

                                                 ****                           ****

                                              ***                                   ***

                                            **                                     .   **

                                          **                                     ..      **

                                        **                                       .         ** DEP

                                       *                                        .            *

                                     **                                        .              **

                                    **                                        .                **

                                   **                                        .                  **

                                  **                                         . 65000.00          **

                                 *                                         ..    8.61%         ..  *

                                **                                        .                 ..     **

                                *                                        .               . .        *

                               *                                         .            . .            *

                               *                                        .          . .               *  ALF

                              *                                        .        . .                   *

                              *                                       .       ..      62570.00        *

                              *                                     ..     ..           8.29%         *

                             *                                      .   ..                             *

                             *                                       ..                                *

                             *                                    +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . *

                             *                                                                         *

                             *                                                                         *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *                                                                       *

                              *              627570.1                                                 *

                               *              83.11%                                                 *

                               *                                                                     *

                                *                                                                   *

                                **                                                                 **

                                 *                                                                 *

                                  **                                                             **

                              DEV  **                                                           **

                                    **                                                         **

                                     **                                                       **

                                       *                                                     *

                                        **                                                 **

                                          **                                             **

                                            **                                         **

                                              ***                                   ***

                                                 ****                           ****

                                                     ******               ******

                                                           ***************
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ACT Monthly Net Revenue Summary

The Monthly Net Revenue Summary inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that represents net revenue for a selected
number of months for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows monthly revenue for each month at high-level cost centers.

Data Source (file) 

•  ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, discounts, surcharges, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM8, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                  |

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

 |                                                                                  |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM8 - Monthly Net Revenue Summary                 |

 |                                                                                  |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

 |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

 | 12                                    - 01                                       |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

 | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

 |                                                                                  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Monthly Net Revenue Summary Sample
                                                      Monthly Net Revenue Summary

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM8                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  14DECyy

                                         Net Revenue Sum

                                                |                               *****

                                         500000 +                               *****

                                                |                               *****

                                                |                               *****

                                                |                   *****       *****

                                                |                   *****       *****

                                         400000 +                   *****       *****
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                                                |                   *****       *****

                                                |                   *****       *****

                                                |                   *****       *****

                                                |                   *****       *****

                                         300000 +       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                         200000 +       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                         100000 +       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                |       *****       *****       *****

                                                --------------------------------------------

                                                       yyyy/ 2     yyyy/ 3     yyyy/ 4

                                                                   Month

ACT Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary

The Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart depicting the credits and
discounts provided each month over a specified period of months for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows the relative share of credits and discounts for each month at any level of cost center.

Data source (file/timespan) 

•  ACTLGR - Ledger File at the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  LGRCHG - Amount Billed
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, discounts, surcharges, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPM9, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |                                                                                  |

  | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

  | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE   |

  |                                                                                  |

  | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPM9 - Monthly Invoice Credit/Discount Summary     |
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  |                                                                                  |

  | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

  |   Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

  | 12                                    - 01                                       |

  |                                                                                  |

  |   Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.          |

  | _____________________________________ - _____________________________________    |

  |                                                                                  |

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Monthly Invoice Credit/ Discount Summary Sample
                                                Monthly Invoice Credit/Discount Summary

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

  INQUIRY:  ACTPM9                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  16DECyy

                                         Cost Revenue Sum

                                                |       .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         600000 +       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         500000 +       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         400000 +       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         300000 +       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         200000 +       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                                |       .....                   .....

                                         100000 +       .....       .....       .....

                                                |       .....       .....       .....

                                                |       .....       .....       .....

                                                |       .....       .....       .....

                                                |       .....       .....       .....
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                                                --------------------------------------------

                                                       yyyy/ 7     yyyy/ 8     yyyy/9

                                                                   Month

                                                           Symbol CATEGORY

                                                              .

ACT Weekly Processing Charges Summary

The Weekly Processing Charges Summary inquiry produces a vertical bar chart showing the total charges processed
during the preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows each day charges for any high-level cost centers.

Data source (file/timespan) 

•  ACTLGR - Ledger File at the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  LGRCHG - Amount Billed
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, discounts, surcharges, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPW1, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |   -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------ |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTPW1 - Weekly Processing Charges Summary         |

 |                                                                                  |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |     Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.     |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.         |

 |   07                                    - 01                                     |

 |                                                                                  |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.        |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Weekly Processing Charges Summary Sample
                                                   Weekly Processing Charges Summary
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                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

  INQUIRY:  ACTPW1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  14DECyy

                 Charges Sum

                        |                               *****

                 900000 +                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                 800000 +                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                 700000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 600000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 500000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                 400000 +                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                 300000 +                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                 200000 +                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                 100000 +       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****

                       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                             yyyy/12/ 6  yyyy/12/ 7  yyyy/12/ 8  yyyy/12/ 9  yyyy/12/10  yyyy/12/11 

 yyyy/12/12

                                                                    Date

ACT Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category

The Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category inquiry produces a vertical bar chart showing the total charges
processed during the preceding seven days for any or all high-level cost centers.

The bar chart shows each day's charges for any high-level cost centers by Invoice Category.

Data source (file/timespan) 

•  ACTLGR - Ledger File at the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

•  COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
•  INVCCAT - Invoice Categories
•  LGRCHG - Amount Billed
•  RCPTYPE - Financial Recap Type (Charges, Credits, discounts, surcharges, zero balance adjustments)

How to Produce the Report 

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTPW2, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                   |

 |   -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 |   Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |   Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTCW2 - Weekly Charges by Invoice Category         |

 |                                                                                   |

 |   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |     Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.      |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.          |

 |   07                                    - 01                                      |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Specify the Cost Centers to be reported or leave blank to report all.         |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 |     Specify the invoice categories to be reported or blank to report all.         |

 |   _____________________________________ - _____________________________________   |

 |                                                                                   |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category Report Sample

Part 1 of 2 
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                                             Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

  INQUIRY:  ACTPW2                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  14DECyy

 ---------------------------------------------- Invoice Category=CENTRAL PROCESSOR(S)

 -----------------------------------------------

                 Charges Sum

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                 350000 +                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                 300000 +                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 250000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 200000 +                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                 150000 +                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                 100000 +                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                               *****

                  50000 +       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****

                       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                             yyyy/12/ 6  yyyy/12/ 7  yyyy/12/ 8  yyyy/12/ 9  yyyy/12/10  yyyy/12/11 

 yyyy/12/12
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                                                                    Date

Part 2 of 2 

                                             Weekly Processing Charges by Invoice Category

                                                         HERNDON DEVELOPMENT

  INQUIRY:  ACTPW2                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  14DECyy

 ---------------------------------------------------- Invoice Category=CHANNELS

 -----------------------------------------------------

                 Charges Sum

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                 500000 +                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 400000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                 300000 +                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                               *****       *****                               *****

                 200000 +                               *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                 100000 +                   *****       *****       *****                               *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |                   *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                        |       *****       *****       *****       *****                   *****       *****

                       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                             yyyy/12/ 6  yyyy/12/ 7  yyyy/12/ 8  yyyy/12/ 9  yyyy/12/10  yyyy/12/11 

 yyyy/12/12

                                                                    Date
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ACT Generate CSV file from Financial Recap

This Inquiry enables you to generate a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file extracted from the Accounting Financial Recap
file. The ACTRCP inquiry also creates a Data Transfer Profile that provides descriptive information about the CSV file
metrics. Data Transfer Profiles are used by the iCan Provider Suite when processing CSV files.

Generated CSV file that will allow the iCan chargeback solution to utilize data from MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Data source (file/timespan)

• ACTRCP - Financial Recap file at the MONTHS/TABLES timespan.

Data elements used

• COSTCTRn - User-Defined Cost Center Codes
• RCPCHG - Amount Billed
• ACTINVTS - Invoice Timestamp
• ACTMONTH - Accounting Month
• ACTYEAR - Accounting Year
• DATASRC - Data Source (Component or File ID)
• INVCCAT - Invoice Category
• INVCAT - Invoice Category (Description)
• MONTH - Month of Year
• RCPCLVL - Cost Center Level
• RCPCPC - Billable Computation Code
• COMPCODE - Billable Computation code (Description)
• RCPILVL - Invoice Level
• RCPQNT - Number of Billable Items
• RCPRAT - Billing Rate
• RCPSTAT - Billing Status
• RCPSTYPE - Record Sub-type
• RCPTYPE - Record Type
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century

How to Produce the Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select ACTRCP, whose Catalog Group is FINANCE.
5. Complete the following Execution-Time Parameters panel. See MICF Reference.

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                                 |

 | -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  ------------------------- |

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                 |

 | Executing CA MICS Inquiry:  ACTRCP - Generate CSV file from Financial Recap     |

 |                                                                                 |

 | ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 |   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files. |

 | 01                                    - _____________________________________   |
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 |                                                                                 |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

ACT Budget Threshold Report (MICF)

For details about the Budget Threshold report, see ACT Budget Threshold Report in the ACT Financial Reports section.

ACT Files
This section describes the files in the Accounting and Chargeback Information Area and provides usage guidelines.

See the Data Dictionary Elements for the Accounting Information Area, for information about the data elements in each of
the files including how you sort data elements in each applicable timespan and the level at which the data elements are
summarized.

The following tables identify the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they
belong. Preceding the database files in the list are the journal files that are available when you use the MICS products that
can interface to Accounting and Chargeback for charging.

For each file the following information is provided:

• XDWMYT
This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period
(.) indicates that the file is not supported. The timespans indicated by XDWMYT are as follows:

         X - DETAIL

         D - DAYS

         W - WEEKS

         M - MONTHS

         Y - YEARS

         T - TABLES AREA

• File
The SAS name used to access this file.

• File Name
The descriptive label for the file.

Accounting Files' Active Timespan Table

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| Accounting Component                   | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2009 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|

| X..... ACTJBJ Batch Job Journal File                      |

 | X..... ACTJBP Batch Program Journal File                  |

 | X..... ACTJBS Batch Spool Journal File                    |

 | X..... ACTJRN Multisystem Enclaves Journal File           |

 | X..... ACTJBM MULC Address Space Journal File             |

 | X..... ACTJTP APPC TP Resource Journal File               |

 | X..... ACTJCS CICS Resource Accounting Journal File       |

 | X..... ACTJCA CICS Transaction Accounting Journal File    |
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 | X..... ACTJDS DB2 Resource Accounting Journal File        |

 | X..... ACTJSU IDMS Resource Accounting Journal File       |

 | X..... ACTJSA IDMS Transaction Accounting Journal File    |

 | X..... ACTJIS IMS Resource Accounting Journal File        |

 | X..... ACTJIA IMS Transaction Accounting Journal File     |

 | X..... ACTJIX IMS Resource Fast Path Accounting           |

 |         Journal File                                      |

 | X..... ACTJNS SNA NetSpy Resource Accounting              |

 |        Journal File                                       |

 | X..... ACTJNP SNA NCP Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 | X..... ACTJPS SNA NPM Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 | X..... ACTJNA SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File   |

 |        from NVSNSA                                        |

 | X..... ACTJNC SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File   |

 |        from NVSNSC                                        |

 | X..... ACTJRT SNA NLDM Resource Accounting Journal File   |

 |        from NVSRTM                                        |

 | X..... ACTJCD C:D Data Transfer Journal File              |

 | X..... ACTJTU TSO Resource Accounting Journal File        |

 | X..... ACTJTC TSO Transaction Accounting Journal File     |

 |        from TSOTSC                                        |

 | X..... ACTJTI TSO Transaction Accounting Journal File     |

 |        from TSOTSI                                        |

 | X..... ACTJPC VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 |        from DEAPRC                                        |

 | X..... ACTJIM VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 |        from DEAIMG                                        |

 | X..... ACTJPQ VAX/VMS Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 |        from DEAPRQ                                        |

 | X..... ACTJDK VAX/VMS Disk Resource Journal File          |

 | X..... ACTJDA VCA Non-VSAM Resource Accounting Journal    |

 |        File                                               |

 | X..... ACTJMS VCA Systems Managed Storage Journal File    |

 | X..... ACTJVS VCA VSAM Resource Accounting Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJHF VCA HFS Resource Accounting Journal File    |

 | X..... ACTJMG HSM Migrated Data Accounting Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJBC HSM Backup Data Accounting Journal File     |

 | X..... ACTJTV Tape Data Set Journal File                  |

 | X..... ACTJCM VM Resource Accounting Journal File         |

 |        from VMCCMU                                        |

 | X..... ACTJDC VM Service Accounting Journal File          |

 |        from VMCDAC                                        |

 | X..... ACTJNT VM Network Terminal Accounting Journal      |

 |         File from VMCNTU                                  |

 | X..... ACTJVR VM RSCS Spool Accounting Journal File       |

 |        from VMCVRA                                        |

 | X..... ACTJPJ VSE/Power Job Accounting Journal File       |

 | X..... ACTJPP VSE/Power Program Accounting Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJPO VSE/Power Spool Accounting Journal File     |

 | X..... ACTJMA UNIX/MeasureWare Application Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJMP UNIX/MeasureWare Process Journal File       |

 | X..... ACTJMQ MQSeries Message Manager Journal File       |

 | X..... ACTJTA MQSeries Task Accounting Journal File       |
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 | X..... ACTJQA MQSeries Queue Activity Journal File        |

 | X..... ACTJWB WEB Analyzer data Accounting Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJSF WebSphere Application Server Journal File   |

 | X..... ACTJLX Linux Accounting Journal File               |

 | X..... ACTJMF MQSeries Message Broker Accounting Journal  |

 |        File                                               |

 | X..... ACTJTD Tandem Process Activity Accounting Journal  |

 |        File                                               |

 | X..... ACTJLN VMC Linux Process Journal File              |

                                                            |

                                                            |

| .....T  ACT_CA  MULTI-SITE COST CENTER ATTRIBUTES FILE    |

| .....T  ACT_RC  MULTI-SITE FINANCIAL RECAP FILE           |

| .....T  ACT_RR  REPEAT YTD FINANCIAL RECAP FILE           |

| .....T  ACT_RT  REPEAT MULTI-SITE YTD RECAP FILE          |

| .....T  ACT_SC  MULTI-SITE CREDIT FILE                    |

| .....T  ACT_YR  YTD FINANCIAL RECAP FILE                  |

| .....T  ACT_YT  MULTI-SITE YTD FINANCIAL RECAP FILE       |

| .....T  ACTBGT  BUDGET FILE                               |

| .....T  ACTCCA  COST CENTER ATTRIBUTES FILE               |

| .....T  ACTCNV  COST CENTER INVOICE CATEGORY FILE         |

| .....T  ACTCPC  COMPUTATION CODE DESCRIPTIONS             |

| .....T  ACTCRD  CREDIT CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS              |

| .....T  ACTIVC  INVOICE CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS             |

| .....T  ACTIVF  INVOICE FORMAT FILE                       |

| .D.MY.  ACTLGR  CONSOLIDATED LEDGER FILE                  |

| .....T  ACTRCP  FINANCIAL RECAP FILE                      |

| .D....  ACTRSJ  JOURNAL RUN STATUS LOG FILE               |

| .....T  ACTSCT  CREDIT FILE                               |

| .....T  ACTSDT  DEBIT FILE                                |

| .....T  ACTSEQ  INVOICE SEQUENCE FILE                     |

| .....T  ACTSUB  FILE NAME                                 |

| .....T  ACTTYP  FINANCIAL RECAP RECORD TYPES              |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

ACTJxx - Accounting Journal Files

The accounting journal files (ACTJxx) quantify the amount of each billable item (CPU, I/O, etc.) that an individual work unit
(job, TSO session, etc.) consumed, the amount that was charged, and the rate at which the charge was calculated.

Unlike the other files described in this section, there are multiple accounting journal files, based on the number of unique
accounting processes and data sources required. The number and type of journal files that are maintained are a function
of the MICS Accounting and Chargeback algorithm generation options that are defined in the Accounting and Chargeback
installation process. The standard set of accounting journal files is shown in the table in Files.

File Organization

DETAIL.ACTJxx contains a record for each WORKUNIT (job, session, and so on) that was processed. Each record
contains all of the billing information for the WORKUNIT:
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• AJFIVC (Invoice Category)
• AJFQNT (Quantity)
• AJFRAT (Rate)
• AJFCPC (Computation Code)
• AJFCHG (Amount Charged)

This is accomplished by constructing five arrays (the AJFCPC, AJFQNT, AJFRAT, AJFIVC, and AJFCHG) containing
these values. The values have the same relative position in each array (for example, AJFQNT01 is billed at AJFRAT01
and referenced by AJFIVC01 and AJFCPC01). The ACTJxx files are not supported in the WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS
timespans.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Accounting Journal Files (ACTJxx).

Layout of Journal Files

 +---------------------------------------+

 |    |   | COSTCTR1 |                   |

 | R  |   | COSTCTR2 |       COST        |

 | E  |   | COSTCTR3 |      CENTER       |

 | C  | S |    |     |    DEFINITION     |

 | O  | O | COSTCTRn |                   |

 | R  | R |----------+-------------------+

 | D  | T | SYSID    | SYSTEM IDENTIFIER |

 |    |   |----------+-------------------+

 | H  |   | YEAR     |      COMMON       |

 | E  | K | MONTH    |     DATE-TIME     |

 | A  | E | DAY      |     ELEMENTS      |

 | D  | Y +----------+-------------------+

 | E  |   | BILLTS   | BILLING TIME STAMP|

 | R  |   | ACTYEAR  | ACCOUNTING YEAR   |

 |    |   | ACTMONTH | ACCOUNTING MONTH  |

 |    |___| ACTDAY   | ACCOUNTING DAY    |

 |    |   | WORKUNIT | TRANSACTION       |

 |    |   | ENDTS    | END TIME STAMP    |

 |    |   | WORKAREA | SUBSYSID & SUBTYPE|

 |    |   | ZONE     | COMMON ELEMENT    |

 |----|---+-----------+------------------+-------------------+

 | D  | AJFIVC01 | AJFQNT01 | AJFRAT01 | AJFCPC01 | AJFCHG01 |

 | A  | AJFIVC02 | AJFQNT02 | AJFRAT02 | AJFCPC02 | AJFCHG02 |

 | T  | AJFIVC03 | AJFQNT03 | AJFRAT03 | AJFCPC03 | AJFCHG03 |

 | A  |     |    |    |     |     |    |    |     |    |     |

 |    |     |    |    |     |     |    |    |     |    |     |

 | A  |     |    |    |     |     |    |    |     |    |     |

 | R  |     |    |    |     |     |    |    |     |    |     |

 | E  |     |    |    |     |     |    |    |     |    |     |

 | A  | AJFIVCnn | AJFQNTnn | AJFRATnn | AJFCPCnn | AJFCHGnn |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

Contents of WORKUNIT, WORKAREA, and BILLTS Variables

The following chart shows, by accounting journal file identifier, the default content of the WORKUNIT, WORKAREA, and
BILLTS variables. The values of the WORKUNIT and WORKAREA variables depend on the data source used for each.
You can change these values at your site with the Journal File Eligibility option of the Special Requirements Menu. See
Data Dictionary Elements, for information on the values listed in the chart.
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Part 1 of 3

Accounting Journal
File Name/Name of
Source File

WORKUNIT Value WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 2 Position
n-n

BILLTS Value

ACTJBJ / BATJOB JOB or TSO user ID Job Group
Requested (1-3)

JOBGRPRC (5-7) SUBSYSID (9-12) RDRTS

ACTJBP / BATPGM PROGRAM or TSO
User ID

SUBSYSID (9-12) STARTTS

ACTJBS / BATSPL JOB SUBSYSID (9-12) RDRTS
ACTJRN / BATREN JOB SUBSYSID (9-12) RDRTS
ACTJBM / BATMUA PROGRAM MUVER (1-8) MUPROD (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJTP / BATATP ATPAPU ATPTYPE (1-8) SUBSYSID (9-16) RDRTS
ACTJCS / CICCSU CICSID CICSID (9-12) STARTTS
ACTJCA / CICCAC CICAPU CICSID (9-12) ENDTS
ACTJDS / DB2DSU DB2ID (9-13) STARTTS
ACTJSU / IDMSUA IDMSID IDMSID (9-13)

DMTYPE (14)
STARTTS

ACTJSA / IDMSAC IDMAPU IDMSID (9-13)
DMTYPE (14)

STARTTS

ACTJTU / TSOTSU USER USER (1-8) ENDTS
ACTJTC / TSOTSC USER TSOAPU (1-16) ENDTS
ACTJTI / TSOTSU USER TSOAPU (1-16) ENDTS

Part 2 of 2

Accounting Journal
File Name /Name of
Source File

WORKUNIT Value WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 2 Position
n-n

BILLTS Value

ACTJIS / IMSISU IMSID IMSID (9-12) STARTTS
ACTJIA / IMSIAC IMSAPU IMSID (9-12) STARTTS
ACTJIX / IMS_IS IMSID IMSID (9-12) STARTTS
ACTJCM / VMCCMU USER VMCACNT (1-8) CMUXMODE (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJDC / VMCDAC USER VMCACNT (1-8) DEVCLASS (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJNT / VMCNTU USER VMCACNT (1-8) STARTTS
ACTJVR / VMCVRA USER VMCACNT (1-8) STARTTS
ACTJLN / LNXLXP LNXLGID STARTTS
ACTJDA / VCADAA SYSID DEVTYPE (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJMS / VCADAA SYSID MGMTCLAS (1-8) STORCLAS (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJVS / VCA_VS SYSID DEVTYPE (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJHF / HFSDIR SYSID DEVTYPE (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJMG / HSMMIG SYSID HSMLEVEL (1-8) MGMTCLAS (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJBC / HSBBAC SYSID MGMTCLAS (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJPC / DEAPRC DEXUSER PRCTYPE (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJIM / DEAIMG DEXUSER IMGTYPE (9-16) ENDTS
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ACTJPQ / DEAPRQ DEXUSER ENDTS

Part 3 of 3

Accounting Journal
File Name /Name of
Source File

WORKUNIT Value WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 1 Position
n-n

WORKAREA
Variable 2 Position
n-n

BILLTS Value

ACTJDK / DESDKU SYSID ENDTS
ACTJPJ / PWRPJB JOB JOBGROUP (1) RDRTS
ACTJPP / PWRPPG PROGRAM PROGRAM (1-8) JOB (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJPO / PWRPOA JOB FORMNUM (1-8) STARTTS
ACTJPS / SNTPSU SLU PSULDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJNP / SNTNAC SLU NACLDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJNS / SNTNSS SLU NSSLDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJNA / NVSNSA SLU NSCLDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJNC / NVSNSC SLU NSCLDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJRT / NVSRTM SLU NSCLDEV (1-8) PLU (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJCD / CDZCCT CCTNETTP 

(Network Type)
ENDTS

ACTJXA / AUCAPL AUCAPU AUCOPSYS (1-8) APPLNUMX (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJXP / AUCKPR AUCPROG AUCOPSYS (1-8) APPLNUMX (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJMA / AUMAPP AUMAPU AUMOPSYS (1-8) MAPPNUMX (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJMP / AUMKPS AUMPROG AUMOPSYS (1-8) MAPPNUMX (9-16) STARTTS
ACTJMQ /
MQAMMA

Connection Name or
CICS tranid

MQMSSI (1-8) MQSATYP (9-16) STARTTS

ACTJQA / MQAQAA Base Queue Name MQMSSI (1-8) MQSATYP (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJTA / MQATAA Connection Name or

CICS tranid
MQMSSI (1-8) MQSATYP (9-16) ENDTS

ACTJMF / MQBMFA MQBBKID ENDTS
ACTJWB / WLGSAL WEBIP STARTTS
ACTJSF / WASSAF WEBIP STARTTS
ACTJLX (EXT
JOURNAL)

COMMAND ULXBTIME
(STARTTS)

ACTJTD SYSID ENDTS
ACTJTV SYSID TAPELIB (1-8) STORMGTC (9-16) ENDTS
ACTJWA / WEBWAA WEBSRVNM STARTTS
ACTJWR /
WEBWRA

WEBSRVNM STARTTS

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using an accounting journal file (ACTJxx):

• Normally the AJFCHG variable is computed by multiplying AJFQNT by AJFRAT (AJFCHG = AJFQNT * AJFRAT).
Exceptions to this algorithm are the AJFQNT variables for the priority and zone computation codes, JPRI and ZDIF.
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For these two computation codes, AJFCHG is computed by the algorithm AJFCHG = (AJFQNT * AJFRAT) - fffWCOST,
where fffWCOST contains the total charge for the job before application of priority and zone charges.

• AJFQNT also contains the base total charge. For a job whose base charge is $100.00 and to which a priority factor of
2.0 applies, the computation would be as follows:
AJFCHG = ($100.00 * 2.0) - $100.00

This results in a JPRI charge of $100.00, which is added to the base charge of $100.00, making the total job charge
equal $200.00.

ACTLGR - Ledger File

The Ledger File (ACTLGR) quantifies the total amount of each billable item, the rate at which it was billed, and the charge
associated with it for each user-defined cost center. It is derived from the summarization of all the journal files in the unit.
A Ledger File will be in each unit that has Accounting and Chargeback activated. This file is usually maintained in the
DAYS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

ACTRCP - Financial Recap File

The Financial Recap File (ACTRCP) quantifies the total amount of debits, credits, discounts, surcharges, and budgets in
dollars and cents for each user-defined cost center combination. Quantities and rates are carried for debits and credits.

All of the summarized entries from every monthly Ledger File (ACTLGR01) in every unit, except for test units, are part of
this file. In addition, the entries from the Debit File (ACTSDT01), Credit File (ACTSCT01), and Budget File (ACTBGT01)
are part of the Financial Recap File.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Financial Recap File (ACTRCP).

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Financial Recap File (ACTRCP):

• The Financial Recap File contains complete information on all debits, credits, discounts, zero-balance adjustment,
surcharges and budgets for one month. It is normally produced when the invoice is run, but can also be produced
without an invoice by submitting sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(FINRECAP) from the Create Financial Recap File option on
the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.

• The type of data contained in each observation (debit, credit, discount, surcharge, budget, or zero-balance adjustment)
is indicated by the RCPTYPE and RCPSTYPE variables as shown in the following table. The RCPCHG variable
always contains the amount of the item in dollars and cents. The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative.

Data Type RCPTYPE RCPSTYPE Data Detail

Charges 10 D Debit

Charges 10 E Complex-Level External File

Charges 10 L Ledger

Credits 20 blank n/a

Discounts 30 DFPC Fixed Percent

Discounts 30 DLSA Lump Sum Amount

Discounts 30 DVOL Volume

Surcharges 40 blank n/a

Budgets 50 C Cost Center

Budgets 50 I Invoice Category
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Budgets 50 M Computation Code

Budgets 50 U Units

Zero Balance Adjustments 60 blank n/a

• The INVCCAT variable contains the invoice category in those observations in which it is meaningful, specifically:
charges, invoice category discounts, invoice category surcharges, computation code or invoice category budgets, and
computation code or invoice category zero-balance adjustments. INVCCAT also contains the credit category in credit
observations (RCPTYPE = 20). It is blank in all other observations.

• The RCPCPC variable contains the value of computation code for those observations in which it is meaningful.
Specifically: charges, credits, computation code budgets, and computation code zero-balance adjustments. It is blank
in all other observations.

• The RCPQNT variable specifies the quantity of the item billed for charges, the number of credits issued (SCTCOUNT)
for credits, and the net charge for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and
zero-balance adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPRAT variable contains the billing rate for charges and the discount percentage (divided by 100, that is,
decimal format) for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and zero-balance
adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPSTAT variable carries the billing status of the item (BILL or NOBILL) as derived from the Cost Center
Attributes File. A default of BILL is used if a value is not present in this file.

• The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative for charges or zero-balance adjustments. It is always
negative for credits or discounts.

ACTAUDIT - Audit File

The unit-level Audit File-level file (ACTAUDIT) contains combined information from all of the accounting journal files. The
complex-level Audit File contains combined information from the Credit File (ACTSCT01) and the Debit File (ACTSDT01).
It is designed for long-term, offline archiving of chargeback information to meet auditing requirements.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Audit File (ACTAUDIT).

File Organization

The Audit File is an OS variable-blocked file maintained in a generation data group. The unit-level files are referenced by
the names:

    tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.DAY1

    tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.DAY2

    tapeprefix.MICS.ACCT.MONTH

The complex-level file is referenced by the name:

    tsharedpref.MICS.ACCT.MONTHC

Each of the unit-level audit files contain the DETAIL data from all the journal files for a database unit. The DAY1 file
contains data for the current month-to-date. The DAY2 file is a backup copy of the DAY1 file. The MONTH file contains a
complete month of data for a previous month.

The complex-level file contains the data from the Credit File (ACTSCT01) and the Debit File (ACTSDT01) which includes
recurring as well as standard debits and credits. It contains all the debits and credits used to create the Financial recap
File.

The complex-level audit file is not created if the ACCTMGDG parameter in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) is zero.
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Audit File Record Formats Tables

The unit-level audit files may contain records in three different formats described in the following tables. The complex-level
audit files will contain records in the ACT6100 format.

PRE-ACT4450

Before Product Change ACT4450, the records were written in the ACTAUDIT format shown in the following table.

Name Format Description
FORMAT $8. 'ACTAUDIT'
COSTCTRn $w. Cost Center Code (user-defined)
SYSID $4. System Identifier
WORKUNIT $8. Discrete Billable Unit of Work
BILLTS RB8. Billing Time Stamp
YEAR 2. Year of Century
MONTH 2. Month of the Year
ZONE $1. Time Zone
DAY 2. Day of the Month
WORKAREA $16. User Work Area
FILEID $3. Record Identifier-Journal ID
UCODE PIB3. Numeric Code to Insure Uniqueness
AUXCOUNT PIB3. Segment Count

For each billable element there is an entry containing the following five variables:

INVCCAT $4. Invoice Category
COMPCODE $4. Computation Code
QUANT RB8.-12.3 Number of Billable Units
RATE RB8.-8.4 Rate at Which the Item Was Billed
CHARGE RB8.-11.2 Amount Billed for This Item

ACT4450 (PRE-ACT6100)

Beginning with ACT4450, the records were written in the NEWAUDIT format shown in the following table:

Name Format Description
FORMAT $8. 'NEWAUDIT'
n 2. Number of Cost Centers
L1
-
Ln

2.
2.

Length of Each Cost Center (n fields)

COSTCTRn $w. Cost Center Code (user-defined)
SYSID $4. System Identifier
WORKUNIT $8. Discrete Billable Unit of Work
BILLTS RB8. Billing Time Stamp
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YEAR 2. Year of Century
MONTH 2. Month of the Year
ZONE $1. Time Zone
DAY 2. Day of the Month
WORKAREA $16. User Work Area
FILEID $3. Record Identifier-Journal ID
UCODE PIB3. Numeric Code to Insure Uniqueness
AUXCOUNT PIB3. Segment Count

For each billable element there is an entry containing the following five variables:

INVCCAT $4. Invoice Category
COMPCODE $4. Computation Code
QUANT RB8.-12.3 Number of Billable Units
RATE RB8.-8.4 Rate at Which the Item Was Billed
CHARGE RB8.-11.2 Amount Billed for This Item

ACT6100 and Later

Beginning with ACT6100, the records are written in the ACT6100 format shown in the following table:

Name Format Description
FORMAT $8. 'ACT6100 '
YEAR PIB1. Year of Century
MONTH PIB1. Month of the Year
DAY PIB1. Day of the Year
ACTYEAR PIB1. Accounting Year
ACTMONTH PIB1. Accounting Month
ACTDAY PIB1. Accounting Day
SYSID $4. System Identification
BILLTS RB8. Billing Time Stamp
RUNTS RB8. Run Time Stamp
ZONE $1. Time Zone
BILLSTAT $1. Billing Status
UCODE PIB3. Numeric Code to Insure Uniqueness
n PIB1. Number of Cost Centers
L1
COSTCTR1
-
Ln
COSTCTRn

PIB1.
$w.
PIB1.
$VARYING30.

Length of Cost Center
Cost Center Code
(n field pairs, user defined)
Length of Cost Center
Cost Center Code (user-defined)

WUL PIB1. Length of Workunit Field
WORKUNIT $VARYING44. Discrete Billable Unit of Work
WAL PIB1. Length of Workarea Field
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WORKAREA $VARYING16. User Work Area
FILEID $3. Record Identifier-Journal ID
AUXCOUNT PIB3. Segment Count

For each billable element there is an entry containing the following five variables:

INVCCAT $4. Invoice Category
COMPCODE $4. Computation Code
QUANTITY RB8.-12.3 Number of Billable Units
RATE RB8.-8.4 Rate at Which the Item Was Billed
CHARGE RB8.-11.2 Amount Billed for This Item

File Creation and Update Process

Unit-Level Audit File

The unit-level audit file is updated as follows:

Daily Processing

1. The accounting journal files are combined and converted into the OS variable-length format.
2. A segment is created from each new invoice category, computation code, quantity, and rate (that is, each time the

COSTCTRn, SYSID, YEAR, or MONTH changes). A running count of the number of segments created is kept and
added to the record header.

3. At the control break, the record is added to the end (DISP=MOD) of the existing month-to-date audit file DAY1. One
generation of the DAY1 file is created each month.

4. A duplicate copy of the audit file is made by an assembler language routine when the update is completed. This is the
DAY2 file; a new generation is created daily.

Monthly Processing

During monthly aging, an assembler language routine is attached to split the audit file in the same logical manner that
the ledger file was split. Records for the current month are written to a new generation of the DAY1 file; all other records
are written to a new generation of the MONTH file. This processing is required because the delay in the monthly update
causes several days of the new month's data to be added to the file.

Special Processing

To restore the DAY1 tape/disk file, use the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTDAY1R). The DAY199 step of the daily MICS job
may not be updated due to the MOD adding of data to the DAY1 file. Review the JCL of the restore job to ensure that the
generation of the DAY2 tape/disk being copied to the DAY1 tape/disk fits your situation.

Complex-Level Audit File

The complex-level audit file is updated as follows:

Monthly Processing

1. The CLOSETBL job catalogs a new generation of the complex-level audit file.
2. The INVOICE and FINRECAP jobs uncatalog the last generation and catalog a new generation. This is done because

these jobs can be run multiple times in the same accounting period, and only the audit file from the last run in a single
accounting period should be kept.
Because both the uncatalog and catalog occur in the same job, the generation number increases by one each time
that INVOICE or FINRECAP is run. For example, CLOSETBL catalogs G0001, INVOICE uncatalogs G0001 and
catalogs G0002. This does not affect the number of generations kept.
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3. INVOICE and FINRECAP write the contents of the ACTSCT01 and ACTSDT01 files, the standard and recurring debits
and credits, to the new generation.

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the audit files:

• The audit files are generation data groups and are, by default, created on tape. Optionally the DAY1 and the DAY2
audit files can be written to disk using the following JCLDEF parameters.

• ACCTDAY1PARM
The ACCTDAY1PARM parameter is used to generate the unit-level DAY1 audit file on disk. This parameter includes
both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. The general form of the ACCTDAY1PARM statement is
the keyword ACCTDAY1PARM followed by one or more ACCTDAY1PARM parameters.

• ACCTDAY2PARM
The ACCTDAY2PARM parameter is used to generate the unit-level DAY2 audit file on disk. This parameter includes
both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. The general form of the ACCTDAY2PARM statement is
the keyword ACCTDAY2PARM followed by one or more ACCTDAY2PARM parameters.
The following describes each of the ACCTDAY1PARM and ACCTDAY2PARM parameters:
– DISK

Required if you want the DAY1 or DAY2 audit file written to a disk device. If not specified, the file is written to tape
and other parameters on the ACCTDAY1PARM/ACCTDAY2PARM statements have no effect.

– SPACE=spacedef
Default: No SPACE parameter specified.
Defines the space allocation parameter for the DAY1 and/or DAY2 audit file on disk. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.

– UNIT=unitname
Default: No UNIT parameter specified
The generic unit name to be used for the DAY1 and/or DAY2 audit file on disk. Specify this parameter according to
JCL language syntax. The default will be the value used in DASDUNIT.

– VOLSER=volser
Default: No VOLSER parameter specified.
Define the VOLSER parameter if you want the DAY1 and/or DAY2 audit file written onto a specific disk. Specify this
parameter according to JCL language syntax.

– BLKSIZE
Default: BLKSIZE=32004
Provides the ability to override the default block size used for the Accounting and Chargeback DAY2 Audit tape data
set. This is useful when you want to take advantage of the z/OS large block interface. BLKSIZE is only supported
for tape data sets.

If you chose to write the DAY1 and/or DAY2 audit file to disk, the following unit jobs must be regenerated:
– ACTDAY1R

ACT Daily Audit File Recovery Job
– ACTEXTU

Accounting External Files Job
– ACTINITA

ACT DAY1 Audit File Initialization Job
– ACTRTSIM

ACT Rate Simulation of Charges Job
– AUDITRPT

ACT Component Audit Report Job
– DAILY

Database Daily Job
– MONTHACT
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Special Accounting Dates Monthly Update Job
– MONTHLY

Standard Monthly Update Job
• ACCTDAY1SMSPARM

Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (e.g., STORCLAS=storclas) to be used
for the DAY1 audit file disk/tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language
syntax. There is no default and continuation is not allowed. This statement is used to generate daily audit jobs at a unit
level.

• ACCTDAY2SMSPARM
Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (e.g., STORCLAS=storclas) to be used
for the DAY2 audit file disk/tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language
syntax. There is no default and continuation is not allowed. This statement is used to generate daily audit jobs at a unit
level.

• The generation of the DAY1 file containing the month-to-date data is the most current GDG version (that is, 0) and is
modified each day in the daily MICS job stream. The prior month's audit information is contained on previous GDGs.

• The reports show the information in this file can be produced from the Audit Reports option of the Process Control
Menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1). Use the selection options on the panel to select a subset of the information from the file.

• The DAY1 audit file may be recreated from the DAY2 tape/disk by submitting ACTDAY1R from prefix.MICS.CNTL.
• Since the DAY1 audit file is a "MOD" GDG, the tape is reused every day in the DAY199 step. It may be beneficial to

change the DAY199 JCL to have the DAY1 Audit File written to a disk or a mass storage GDG to avoid tape-handling
problems. If this file is switched to disk, you may need to change the DAY1 blocksize. To write the DAY1 file to disk
instead of to tape, you must also change the MONTH199 JCL.

• Use the ACTAUDRD macro in sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS to read in the ACTAUDIT, NEWAUDIT, and ACT6100
format audit tapes.

• A new, empty, generation of the complex-level audit tape is created each month by the CLOSETBL job. The INVOICE
and FINRECAP jobs delete the most recent generation and write ACTSDT01 and ACTSCT01 to a new generation.
This means that there will be gaps in the generation numbers. These gaps do not affect either the number of
generations kept or the retention period.

• In sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC), the ACCTMGDG parameter determines whether audit files are maintained
at the complex level in the monthly generation data group. If audit files are maintained, it determines how many
generations are maintained.
If, after installation, you want to start or stop maintaining complex-level audit files or change the number of generations
maintained, follow these steps:
a. Edit the ACCTMGDG parameter value in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC). To turn off the complex-level

audit file, change the value to zero. To change the number of generations maintained in the monthly generation
data group, change the value to any numeric value other than zero. If no ACCTMGDG parameter is specified, it will
default to a value of 85.

b. Regenerate the GDGSGENC job as follows for the new parameter value to take effect.
• Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following line:

               GDGSGENC

Regenerate GDGSGENC by submitting JCLGENUC.

               SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC)'

Run GDGSGENC.

            SUB 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGENC)'

• In the JCL parameters at the complex or unit level, you can optionally override individual TAPE parameter
specifications using accounting parameter statements that apply to specific types of audit tape files. This gives you the
option to establish a common set of defaults, which you override, as needed, for specific tape applications.
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The following are JCL parameters:
• ACCTMTAPEPARM

The general form of the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement is the keyword ACCTMTAPEPARM, followed by one or more
ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters. The ACCTMTAPEPARM parameters are used to generate complex-level or unit-
level monthly audit jobs. The parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You
can specify the ACCTMTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want in order to specify all of the tape data set
definitions you require.
(The keyword BLKSIZE can be used in ACCTMTAPEPARM parameter to override the default DCB BLKSIZE value in
audit creation JCLs.)

• ACCTMTAPESMSPARM
Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (e.g., STORCLAS=storclas) to be used
as the default for MICS tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language
syntax. There is no default and continuation is not allowed. This statement is used to generate monthly audit jobs at
the complex or unit level.

• ACCTDTAPEPARM
The general form of the ACCTDTAPEPARM statement is the keyword ACCTDTAPEPARM, followed by one or more
ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters. The ACCTDTAPEPARM parameters are used to generate unit-level daily audit
jobs. The parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can specify the
ACCTDTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want in order to specify all of the tape data set definitions you
require.
(The keyword BLKSIZE can be used in ACCTMTAPEPARM parameter to override the default DCB BLKSIZE value in
audit creation JCLs.)

• ACCTDTAPESMSPARM
Optional parameter for specifying System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (e.g., STORCLAS=storclas) to be used
as the default for tape data set allocations. Specify one or more SMS parameters according to JCL language syntax.
There is no default and continuation is not allowed. This statement is used to generate daily audit jobs at a unit level.

• Large Block Interface (LBI)
The Accounting and Chargeback Audit files are currently created on tape using a default BLKSIZE of 32004. To use
larger blocksizes, supported by the Large Block Interface (LBI) function, this default blocksize can be overridden using
the BLKSIZE keyword in the ACCTDAY1PARM, ACCTDAY2PARM, ACCTDTAPEPARM and in ACCTMTAPEPARM
parameters. These parameters can be specified at the complex level in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEFC) or at
the unit level in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
If you choose to use the BLKSIZE keyword to specify blocksizes different from the default for your audit tapes, the
following unit and complex level jobs must be regenerated:
UNIT Level JOBs:
– ACTDAY1R

ACT Daily Audit File Recovery Job
– ACTEXTU

Accounting External Files Job
– ACTINITA

ACT DAY1 Audit File Initialization Job
– DAILY

Database Daily Job
– MONTHACT

Special Accounting Dates Monthly Update Job
– MONTHLY

Standard Monthly Update Job
Complex Level JOBs:
– CLOSETBL

Month-end Close table Job
– INVOICE
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Invoice Job
– FINRECAP

Financial Recap Job
Most of the keywords used on the TAPEPARM parameter can also be used on the accounting tape specification
parameters. See Database Complex JCL Definitions (JCLDEFC), Database Complex Tape Specifications, JCL Option
Definitions (JCLDEF), and Database Unit Tape Specifications, for details.

ACTSCT - Credit File

The Credit File (ACTSCT) contains adjustments to the charges calculated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

For each credit, you enter a credit category that corresponds to the invoice category of the original debit.

If you also enter a computation code value, the credit will be subtracted from any amounts invoiced to the same
COSTCTR values, invoice category, computation code, and rate, and the result treated as a line item on the invoice. The
credit will still be carried as a separate item in the Financial Recap file, however.

Any credits for which no computation code is entered will be summarized together and reported on a single line at the
bottom of the invoice.

The Invoice Credit Supplement Report printed with the Consolidated Invoice provides a detailed list of all credits for the
invoice period.

Usage Considerations

The following special considerations or techniques relate to using the Credit File (ACTSCT):

• You can use Application Data Base Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1) to update the information in an ISPF table. You are then
automatically prompted to submit the generation job to update the file. This is the usual approach taken to update the
file. You can also use the Utility Jobs (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4) to batch load information into the ISPF tables
and the file.

• You can obtain a report showing the information in this file and the other TABLES files by submitting the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL) job from the Print Application Data Base Files option of the Accounting
Administration Process Control menu.

ACTSDT - Debit File

The Debit File (ACTSDT) contains adjustments to the charges calculated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Debit File (ACTSDT):

• You can use Application Data Base Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1) to update the information in an ISPF table. You are then
automatically prompted to submit the generation job to update the file. This is the usual approach taken to update the
file. You can also use the Utility Jobs (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4) to batch load information into the ISPF tables
and the file.

• You can obtain a report showing the information in this file and the other TABLES files by submitting the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL) job from the Print Application Data Base Files option of the Accounting
Administration Process Control menu.
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ACTBGT - Budget File

The Budget File (ACTBGT) allows the budget for a given cost center to be compared to the charges calculated by MICS
Accounting and Chargeback.

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Budget File (ACTBGT):

• You can use Application Data Base Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1) to update the information in an ISPF table. You are then
automatically prompted to submit the generation job to update the file. This is the usual approach taken to update the
file. You can also use the Utility Jobs (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4) to batch load information into the ISPF tables
and the file.

• You can obtain a report showing the information in this file and the other TABLES files by submitting the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL) job from the Print Application Data Base Files option of the Accounting
Administration Process Control menu.

• BGTKIND indicates the type of budget as follows:
– Cost center
– Invoice category
– Computation code
– Units

ACTCCA - Cost Center Attributes File

The Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA) contains required billing information that is specific to an individual cost center.
The parameters specified include personalized heading information and information specifying whether the cost center is
billable, whether you wish to have this cost center's budget information printed on the invoice, and whether the cost center
should be given a special discount.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA).

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Cost Center Attributes File (ACTCCA):

• You can use Application Data Base Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1) to update the information in an ISPF table. You are then
automatically prompted to submit the generation job to update the file. This is the usual approach taken to update the
file. You can also use the Utility Jobs (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4) to batch load information into the ISPF tables
and the file.

• You can obtain a report showing the information in this file and the other TABLES files by submitting the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL) job from the Print Application Data Base Files option of the Accounting
Administration Process Control menu.

ACTSEQ - Invoice Sequence Number File

The invoices produced by MICS Accounting and Chargeback are sequence numbered for reference purposes. The
sequence number in Invoice Sequence Number file (ACTSEQ), which is the number on the first invoice of each period,
is initially set at installation. You can reset using the Invoice Sequence Number option under Application Database Data
Entry.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Invoice Sequence Number File (ACTSEQ).
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Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Invoice Sequence Number File (ACTSEQ):

• You can use Application Data Base Data Entry (MWF;4;2;1) to update the information in an ISPF table. You are then
automatically prompted to submit the generation job to update the file. This is the usual approach taken to update the
file. You can also use the Utility Jobs (MWF;4;2;S;3 and MWF;4;2;S;4) to batch load information into the ISPF tables
and the file.

• You can obtain a report showing the information in this file and the other TABLES files by submitting the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(PRINTTBL) job from the Print Application Data Base Files option of the Accounting
Administration Process Control menu.

ACT_YR - Year-to-Date Financial Recap File

The Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT-YR) quantifies the year-to-date amount of debits, credits, discounts, and
budgets in monetary units for each user-defined cost center combination that you defined when you installed this product.
Quantities and rates, as summarized from the original data source, are carried for debits and credits.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR).

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR).

• The Year-to-Date Financial Recap File contains information on all debits, credits, discounts, zero- balance
adjustments, surcharges, and budgets for one year. Normally, it is updated when you run the INVOICE job, which can
be run from the Create Financial Recap File option of the Month End Close Out Jobs menu.

• Cycle 00 contains information for the current year to date. Higher cycles contain information for previous years. The
Year-to-Date Financial Recap File is aged once a year during the CLOSETBL run during the second month of your
fiscal year.

• The type of data contained in each observation (debit, credit, discount, surcharge, budgets, or zero-balance
adjustment) is indicated by the RCPTYPE and RCPSTYPE variables as shown in the table below. The RCPCHG
variable always contains the amount of the item in dollars and cents. The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or
negative.

Data Type RCPTYPE RCPSTYPE Data Detail

Charges 10 D Debit

Charges 10 C External Entry

Charges 10 L Ledger

Credits 20 blank n/a

Discounts 30 DFPC Fixed Percent

Discounts 30 DLSA Lump Sum Amount

Discounts 30 DVOL Volume

Surcharges 40 blank n/a

Budgets 50 C Cost Center

Budgets 50 I Invoice Category

Budgets 50 M Computation Code

Zero Balance Adjustments 60 blank n/a
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• The INVCCAT variable contains the invoice category in those observations in which it is meaningful, specifically
charges, invoice category discounts, invoice category surcharges, computation code or invoice category budgets,
computation code or invoice category zero-balance adjustments. INVCCAT also contains the credit category in credit
observations (RCPTYPE = 20). It is blank in all other observations.

• The RCPCPC variable contains the value of computation code for those observations in which it is meaningful,
specifically charges, credits, computation code budgets, and computation code zero-balance adjustments. It is blank in
all other observations.

• The RCPQNT variable specifies the quantity of the item billed for charges, the number of credits issued (SCTCOUNT)
for credits, and the net charge for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and
zero-balance adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPRAT variable contains the billing rate for charges and the discount percentage (divided by 100, that is,
decimal format) for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and zero-balance
adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPSTAT variable carries the billing status of the item (BILL or NOBILL) as derived from the Cost Center
Attributes File. A default of BILL is used if a value is not present in the product's file.

• The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative for charges or zero-balance adjustments. It is always
negative for credits or discounts.

• If the Invoice Level, RCPILVL, or Billing Status, RCPSTAT, is changed during the year, year-to-date charges are
separated by Invoice Level or Billing Status, depending on which was changed, because Invoice Level and Billing
Status are summarization keys. You can cause the information to be summarized again by running the ACTYTDRF
job, in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

• Complete the checklist below when you do NOT want the Year-to-date Financial Recap File (ACT_YR) to have
observations. The file will still be part of the sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES data set; however, no observations will be in it.
By deactivating the ACT_YR file, you will not be able to do YTD reporting.
a. Change the file type in the FILE statement for the _YRRCP file in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(ACTGENIN) from 51

to 50 as shown below:
 FILE _YRRCP 50 1 N N N N N N N N YTD Financial Recap File

 

b. Submit 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN)'. Review the MICSLOG for error messages and ensure that the job
ends with a condition code of zero.

ACT_RC - Multi-Site Financial Recap File

The Multi-Site Financial Recap File (ACT_RC) quantifies the total amount of debits, credits, discounts, and budgets in
dollars and cents for all central and remote site cost center combinations used in multi-site accounting. Quantities are
carried for debits and credits, and rates are carried for debits.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Multi-Site Financial Recap File (ACT_RC).

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Multi-Site Financial Recap File (ACT_RC):

• The type of data contained in each observation (debit, credit, discount, surcharge, budgets or zero-balance
adjustment) is indicated by the RCPTYPE and RCPSTYPE variables as shown in the table below. The RCPCHG
variable always contains the amount of the item in dollars and cents. The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or
negative.

Data Type RCPTYPE RCPSTYPE Data Detail

Charges 10 D Debit

Charges 10 C External Entry
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Charges 10 L Ledger

Credits 20 blank n/a

Discounts 30 DFPC Fixed Percent

Discounts 30 DLSA Lump Sum Amount

Discounts 30 DVOL Volume

Surcharges 40 blank n/a

Budgets 50 C Cost Center

Budgets 50 I Invoice Category

Budgets 50 M Computation Code

Zero Balance Adjustments 60 blank n/a

• The INVCCAT variable contains the invoice category in those observations in which it is meaningful, specifically:
charges, invoice category discounts, invoice category surcharges, computation code or invoice category budgets,
computation code or invoice category zero-balance adjustments. INVCCAT also contains the credit category in credit
observations (RCPTYPE = 20). It is blank in all other observations.

• The RCPCPC variable contains the value of computation code for those observations in which it is meaningful,
specifically: charges, computation code budgets, and computation code zero-balance adjustments. It is blank in all
other observations.

• The RCPQNT variable specifies the quantity of the item billed for charges, the number of credits issued (SCTCOUNT)
for credits, and the net charge for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and
zero-balance adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPRAT variable contains the billing rate for charges and the discount percentage (divided by 100, that is,
decimal format) for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and zero- balance
adjustments. It carries a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPSTAT variable carries the billing status of the item (BILL or NOBILL) as derived from the Cost Center
Attributes File. A default of BILL is used if a value is not present in the product's file.

• The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative for charges or zero-balance adjustments. It is always
negative for credits or discounts.

ACT_SC - Multi-Site Credit File

The Multi-Site Credit File (ACT_SC) allows adjustments to the charges calculated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.
The charges retained in the credit file will be subtracted from the total cost calculated for all central and remote site cost
center combinations when multi-site accounting is used. The invoice category allows you to indicate and track the reason
for the credit.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Multi-Site Credit File (ACT_SC).

ACT_CA - Multi-Site Cost Center Attributes File

The Multi-Site Cost Center Attributes File (ACT_CA) is not used by the Accounting and Chargeback Product after Product
Change ACT4600. Cost Center Attributes information for all sites, central and remote, is maintained in the Cost Center
Attributes file at the central site.

ACT_YT - Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File

The Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_YT) quantifies the year-to-date amount of debits, credits,
discounts, surcharges, and budgets in monetary units for all central and remote site cost center combinations used
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in multi-site accounting. Quantities and rates, as summarized from the original data source, are carried for debits and
credits.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File
(ACT_YT).

Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File
(ACT_YT):

• The Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File contains all debits, credits, discounts, zero-balance adjustments,
surcharges, and budgets applied to all central and remote cost centers for one year. It is created when the ACTMGTAB
job is run.

• Cycle 00 contains information for the current year to date, and higher cycles contain information for previous years.
The Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File is not aged. It is recreated every time the ACTMGTAB job is run.

• The type of data contained in each observation (debit, credit, discount, surcharge, budget or zero-balance adjustment)
is indicated by the RCPTYPE and RCPSTYPE variables as shown in the table below. The RCPCHG variable always
contains the amount of the item in dollars and cents. The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative.

Data Type RCPTYPE RCPSTYPE Data Detail

Charges 10 D Debit

Charges 10 C External Entry

Charges 10 L Ledger

Credits 20 blank n/a

Discounts 30 DFPC Fixed Percent

Discounts 30 DLSA Lump Sum Amount

Discounts 30 DVOL Volume

Surcharges 40 blank n/a

Budgets 50 C Cost Center

Budgets 50 I Invoice Category

Budgets 50 M Computation Code

Zero Balance Adjustments 60 blank n/a

• The INVCCAT variable contains the invoice category in those observations in which it is meaningful, specifically:
charges, invoice category discounts, invoice category surcharges, computation code or invoice category budgets, and
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computation code or invoice category zero-balance adjustments. INVCCAT also contains the credit category in credit
observations (RCPTYPE = 20). It is blank in all other observations.

• The RCPCPC variable contains the value of computation code for those observations in which it is meaningful,
specifically: charges, credits, computation code budgets, and computation code zero-balance adjustments. It is blank
in all other observations.

• The RCPQNT variable specifies the quantity of the item billed for charges and credits, and the net charge for invoice
category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and zero-balance adjustments. It contains a
missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPRAT variable contains the billing rate for charges and discounts and the discount percentage (in decimal
format, divided by 100) for invoice category discounts, fixed percentage cost center discounts, surcharges, and zero-
balance adjustments. It contains a missing value in all other cases.

• The RCPSTAT variable carries the billing status of the item (BILL or NOBILL) as derived from the Cost Center
Attributes File. A default of BILL is used if a value is not present in the product's file.

• The value of RCPCHG may be either positive or negative for charges or zero-balance adjustments. It is always
negative for credits or discounts.

ACTIVF - Invoice Format File

The Invoice Format File (ACTIVF) contains entries that describe the available invoice formats. An invoice format is
referred to by its name; the entry in the Invoice Format File with that name is then referenced to determine the correct
format options. Changes to these options are made using the online panels; the file is used only to store the formats.

Usage Considerations

Typically, the Invoice Format File (ACTIVF01) will not be accessed by the installation. This file is generated by the
Accounting options generation job and is accessed by the invoice program.

ACTCNV Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category File

The Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category File (ACTCNV) contains the discount and surcharge percentages for each
unique cost center and invoice category combination you specified. This file is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback
to create the Financial Recap File.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category File
(ACTCNV).

Usage Considerations

Typically, the Cost Center Attributes Invoice Category File will not be accessed by the installation. Changes to this file are
made automatically as a result of entering discounts or surcharges on the appropriate panels; the file is accessed during
the creation of the Financial Recap File to implement those specifications. Information on the invoice category discounts
and surcharges contained in this file is provided by the PRINTTBL job.

ACTRSJ - Journal Run Status Log File

The Journal Run Status Log Files retain information about the journal files created by daily processing, such as the run
time stamp when they were created by the DAY199 step of the DAILY job, and the billing timestamp and charges for each
computation code.

COSTCTR values are not kept in the log, but the charges are categorized by billing status and an application unit identifier
can be assigned to each record.
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There is one log for each unit stored as a SAS file in DAYS.ACTRSJ01 and also in the ACTRSJu, where u is a unit id,
ISPF table.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Journal Run Status Log File (ACTRSJ.

Usage Considerations

The Journal Run Status Log File contains information about the journal files created by the DAILY processing job. This
information is used to create ISPF tables which can be viewed online from the Enterprise IS Financial Reporting Process
Control Menu (MWF;4;2;4;5;1;1).

Options that affect the contents of the Journal Run Status Logs are accessed from the Accounting Options Menu Journal
Run Status Log Options (MWF;4;2;3;2;6).

ACT_RR - Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File

The Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_RR) quantifies, for each previous month, the year-to-date amount of
debits, credits, discounts, and budgets, in monetary units, for each user-defined cost center combination. Quantities, as
summarized from the original data source, are carried for debits and credits, and rates are carried for debits.

Each cycle contains the year-to-date amounts for a prior month and corresponds to a cycle of the Financial Recap File.
For example, ACT_RR02 contains the year-to-date amounts for the month before last month and ACTRCP02 contains
the amounts for the month before last month. Note that there is no 01 cycle of ACT_RR because last month's year-to-date
amounts are in ACT_YR00.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File
(ACT_RR).

Usage Considerations

The following special considerations or techniques relate to the use of the Repeat Year-to-Date Financial Recap File
(ACT_RR).

• This file is delivered inactive. To activate the file, change the file type in the FILE statement in
shareprefix.MICS.GENLIB(ACTGENIN) from 50 to 51 as shown below:
 FILE _RRRCP 51 1 N N N N N N N N Repeat YTD Fin. Recap File

 

• This file is only used if you run a Repeat Invoice for a previous month.

ACT_RT - Repeat Multi-Site YTD Financial Recap File

The Repeat Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial Recap File (ACT_RT) quantifies, for each previous month, the year-to-date
amount of debits, credits, discounts, surcharges, and budgets, in monetary units, for all central and remote site cost center
combinations used in multi-site accounting. Quantities, as summarized from the original data source, are carried for debits
and credits, and rates are carried for debits.

Each cycle contains the year-to-date amounts for a prior month and corresponds to a cycle of the Financial Recap File.
For example, ACT_RT02 contains the year-to-date amounts for the month before last month and ACTRCP02 contains
the amounts for the month before last month. Note that there is no 01 cycle of ACT_RT because last month's year-to-date
amounts are in ACT_YT00.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Repeat Multi-site YTD Financial Recap File
(ACT_RT).
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Usage Considerations

Note the following special considerations or techniques related to using the Repeat Multi-Site Year-to-Date Financial
Recap File (ACT_RT):

• This file is delivered inactive. To activate the file, change the file type in the FILE statement in
shareprefix.MICS.GENLIB(ACTGENIN) from 50 to 51 as shown.
 FILE _RTRCP 51 1 N N N N N N N N Repeat Multi-Site YTD Recap File

 

• This file is only used if you run a Multi-Site Repeat Invoice for a previous month.

ACT Using the Euro
The euro became the single currency for participating Member States of the European Union on January 1, 1999. This
section describes the facilities and procedures available within MICS Accounting and Chargeback to help you use euros:

• Invoice format options let you display invoice totals in both the national currency and in euros. These dual-currency
display options can be used both before and after you convert MICS Accounting and Chargeback to euros.

• The MICS Accounting and Chargeback Conversion Procedure converts MICS Accounting and Chargeback to the euro.
• The Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility, a stand-alone job, converts your rate tables to euros. Parameters allow you to

specify the currencies, conversion date, and, (Optional) a list of units to convert. The utility runs in two modes, report
mode and replace mode, so you can examine the utility's results before replacing your existing rate tables with the
converted ones.

ACT Enabling Dual Currency Display on Invoices

The dual-currency option lets you display invoice totals in both your national currency and euros. This can be done both
before and after converting to euros.

If the option is selected, invoice totals are converted from the lead currency (the currency in which the charges are
calculated) to the target currency as the invoices are printed. The converted amounts are not retained in any file. The
conversion is done according to the conversion and rounding rules, using the official euro conversion rates.

The selection of the lead and target currencies is done through MWF. This selection determines the conversion rate and
conversion algorithm used in the invoice process. The lead and target currencies, and the associated conversion rate, are
not retained as part of the financial recap file. When an invoice is printed, the currency specifications defined at that time
are used.

Note: Care must be taken AFTER conversion. For example, when reprinting invoices that were calculated BEFORE
conversion, the currency specifications will have been reversed by the conversion process. This would cause the wrong
calculations to be made on financial recap files created before conversion.

The dual currency option is available for each of the three standard invoice formats. It affects how total amounts are
printed at the bottom of the invoices. It does not affect the individual line items in the body of the invoice.

When the dual currency option is enabled, all total amounts that appear at the bottom of the invoice are printed in both the
national currency and euros. These totals may include budgets and year-to-date amounts, depending on the other invoice
options selected, as well as charges. The amounts in the lead currency appear as they do normally; the corresponding
amounts in the target currency appear in the next line directly underneath the lead currency amounts.

Important! One of the euro conversion rounding rules states that an amount that is exactly halfway between two euro
cents must be rounded up. Ensuring that this occurs is not as simple as it might seem. In SAS, running on an IBM
mainframe, all numbers are stored in floating-point representation in hexadecimal. This means that certain numbers
cannot be represented exactly, which can cause problems in rounding. The rounding routine developed for the dual
currency display option has rounded up consistently in our tests, but there may be certain numbers for which it does not.
Therefore, it is essential that you manually check the conversion of your charges.
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There are three tasks in enabling dual currency display on invoices:

• Turning on the dual currency option in the appropriate invoice formats.
• Defining the lead and target currencies.
• Defining the appropriate SAS formats.

The first two tasks are accomplished easily through MICS WorkStation Facility (MWF), and will be discussed in more
detail in the checklists below. Defining the appropriate SAS formats, though, may require some explanation.

SAS Format Used in Single Currency Display Mode 

In single currency display mode, the invoices use these SAS formats:

• MONEY
Used to display charges and certain other monetary amounts. By default, they print in US dollars.

• MONEYB
Used to print budget amounts for certain invoice formats. Displays no decimal places. By default, they print in US
dollars.

• MONEYR
Used to print rates. Displays four decimal places. By default, they print in US dollars.

• MONEYX
Used only in the detail-level reports to print four digits to the right of the decimal.

Note: To have the monetary values in your database formatted in the euro currency notation, you must update the
above formats in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The changes that are made take effect when BASPGEN or ALLPGEN is
executed. The euro currency sign fonts are included in the AFP Font Collection version 2, program product 5648-B33.

SAS Format Used in Dual Currency Display Mode 

In dual currency display mode, the MONEY, MONEYB and MONEYR formats are used to display amounts in the lead
currency. Two formats are used to display figures in the target currency:

• MONEYC
The target currency version of MONEY. By default, they print in euros. The monetary value in this format is delivered
with hex '85' (lowercase "e").

• MONEYBC
The target currency version of MONEYB. By default, they print in euros. The monetary value in this format is delivered
with hex '85' (lowercase "e").

Defining the SAS Formats 

When enabling dual-currency display, you are responsible for defining SAS formats to match your lead and target
currencies. Examine each format, change it if necessary, and regenerate it.

The MONEYE format, a currency format for printing in euros, is defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE). The
monetary value in this format is delivered with hex '85'(lowercase "e"). To display the euro symbol, change the hex value
or the code point, depending on the code page your site is using. For more information on the euro symbol, see AFP Font
Collection version 2, program product 5648-B33. You can use the MONEYE format as a model in modifying the following
formats:

The formats are located in the following members:
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• MONEY - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY)
• MONEYR - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY)
• MONEYB - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB)
• MONEYC - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE)
• MONEYBC - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE)
• MONEYX - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYX)
• MONEYRT - sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYRT)

MONEYRT is used exclusively for user-defined reports to print six digits to the right of the decimal. Note this format is
intended to be used only in user-defined report.

Generating the SAS Formats

The MONEY, MONEYX and MONEYR formats can be generated by running a prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) in any unit.

The MONEYB, MONEYC and MONEYBC formats can also be generated by constructing a SAS job with a DD of MCOLIB
pointing to your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB and with the SYSIN DD pointing to the appropriate member. A sample SAS
job can be found in this section under item 4.

Note: Some tailoring of the formats may be necessary, especially if your national currency uses more or less than the two
decimal places required for euro currency display.

Enabling Dual Currency Invoice Display Before Euro Conversion

Before enabling dual-currency invoice displays, the conversion utility member ACTEUROC must be in the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library. If this member is not in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library, you must complete these two
steps:

• Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following:
ACTEUROC

Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

• Generate the product by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTCGEN). Ensure that there are no error
messages in ISPLOG and MICSLOG, that MICSLOG contains the normal termination messages, BAS20999I, and that
the job completes with a condition code of zero.
Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the last message is the normal termination message, BAS00171I, and that the job completes with a
condition code of zero.

Follow these steps: 

Unless otherwise stated, reference in the following steps can be found in Customization.

1. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;5 to access the invoice format options. Select each invoice format used and specify YES for the
"Print totals in euro and national currency" option.

2. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;7 to define your euro conversion parameters. Specify the lead and target currencies:
– Set the lead currency to your national currency.
– Set the target currency to the euro.
Setting these correctly is essential for the target conversion to be done properly.

3. Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) as prompted, upon exit from MICS WorkStation Facility (MWF). Make
sure the job finishes with RC=0.

4. Define and generate the SAS formats:
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– MONEY, MONEYR and MONEYB formats are generated by running prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN).
– MONEYC and MONEYBC must display in euros and these formats can be generated by constructing a SAS job

that point to the sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB.
The following sample job can be used to generate these formats.
    //BLDFMT EXEC SAS609,OPTIONS='S=72'

    //MCOLIB DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB,

    //         DISP=OLD

    //SYSIN DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE),

    //         DISP=SHR

    //      DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB),

    //         DISP=SHR

Enabling Dual Currency Invoice Display After Euro Conversion

Follow these steps: 

1. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;5 to access the invoice format options. Select each invoice format used and specify YES for the
"Print totals in euro and national currency" option.

2. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;7 to define your euro conversion parameters. Specify the lead and target currencies:
a. Set the lead currency to euros.
b. Set the target currency to the national currency.
Setting these correctly is essential for the target conversion to be done properly.

3. Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) as prompted, upon exit from MICS WorkStation Facility (MWF). Make
sure the job finishes with a RC of 0.

4. Define and generate the SAS formats:
– MONEY, MONEYR and MONEYB must display in euros.
– MONEYC and MONEYBC must display in the national currency.
MONEY, MONEYR and MONEYB formats can be defined and generated with prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN), and
MONEYC MONEYBC formats can be generated using the following sample SAS job.
    //BLDFMT EXEC SAS609,OPTIONS='S=72'

    //MCOLIB DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB,

    //         DISP=OLD

    //SYSIN DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE),

    //         DISP=SHR

    //      DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB),

    //         DISP=SHR

Converting Accounting and Chargeback to Euros

What does the euro conversion mean for I/S accounting?

• Prices, charges, and other amounts currently expressed in the national currency must be converted to euros.
• Euro conversion and rounding rules must be followed.
• Euro-based charges cannot be combined with national currency-based charges.
• Euro-based charges cannot be compared to national currency-based charges.
• Historical data can be maintained in the national currency in which it was originally produced, or it can be converted to

euros for easier comparison to future data.

The procedure for converting MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to the euro is built on one fundamental principle:

WARNING
MICS accounting and chargeback option must be converted to euros at the beginning of a new accounting year.
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Except for the dual-currency support for euros, MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option is a single-currency system.
There is no facility for distinguishing between charges calculated in one currency and those calculated in another.
Therefore, changing the base currency must be done at the beginning of a new accounting month and year, so that the
monthly and yearly files only contain charges in one currency.

If you are doing multi-site accounting, the remote and central sites MUST convert to euros at the same time. This will
prevent the multi-site financial recap file from being corrupted by charges in two currencies in the same file.

The conversion procedure is straightforward. Its five steps are discussed in detail throughout this procedure:

1. Convert all rates to euros.
2. Convert all amounts now held in national currency to euros. These include budgets, recurring debits and credits, and

lump sum discounts.
3. Change the various currency formats to print in euros.
4. Change reports to print in euros, or in euros and national currency.
5. Convert historical information into euros, if desired.

The most critical aspect of this process is timing. In order for the monthly and yearly files to be created correctly, certain
steps must be done at certain times. Therefore, the procedure is organized by time frame:

Tasks That Can Be Done Ahead of Time

• Add rates in euros using the effective date feature.
• Create budgets in euros using the effective date feature.
• Change the "Number of positions to round charges" option, if necessary.
• Compile a list of standard reports for testing; create reports to display data in both currencies, if desired.
• Evaluate the timing of your last national currency MONTHLY or MONTHACT job in your SMF unit.

Tasks to Do Immediately After the Close of the Last National Currency Month

• Remove all national currency rates; remove the effective dates from the euro rate entries.
• Confirm that all rates in the 00 cycle of the MONTHS ledger are in euros.

Tasks to Do Between the Close of the Last National Currency Month and the Close of the First Euro Month

• Convert recurring debits and credits to euros.
• Convert volume discounts to euros.
• Convert cost center lump sum discounts to euros.
• Convert default budget overrun fuzz value to euros.
• Change the euro conversion specifications settings in MWF.
• Change the various currency formats to euros.
• Produce month-to-date invoices.
• Distribute the month-to-date invoices, if desired.

Tasks to Do After the Conversion

• Test your standard reports.
• Convert historical data, if desired.
• Review the currency change effects on the Journal Run Status Log panels.

Tasks That Can Be Done Ahead of Time

Add rates in euros using the Effective Date feature.

You can do this manually or use the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility, which will convert the rates and add them to
the rate table with an effective date set to the changeover date. See the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility section for a
complete description of this utility.
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Note: If you use the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility, you must still perform steps e) and f) as described below.

If you do not use the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility:

Use the effective date feature of the Algorithm Specification panels to ensure that the euro rates take effect only at the
beginning of a new accounting month and year. Set the effective date to the changeover date. In this way, you can set the
euro rates ahead of time, with plenty of time to review and confirm them, and without corrupting the data for the current
accounting month and year.

Note that there is a limit of two effective dates per compcode per algorithm. If you already have two effective dates defined
for a compcode, you will have to delete one to make room for the new row. Take care when selecting the row to delete: do
not delete the row that is being used to charge current data.

1. Go to MWF Algorithm Specification panels (MWF 4;2;3;6;3 and 4;2;3;7;3).
2. Create a new line for each compcode, except for the special compcode SURC.

SURC, a unit-of-work surcharge, is specified in percentage terms and does not need to be converted.
3. Enter the rate in euros.
4. Set the effective date to the changeover date. Any work that occurs after this date will be charged in euros.

The following steps must be executed whether the rates were changed manually or by the Euro Rate Table Utility.
5. Run a MAGRUN in every affected unit to put the new rates into effect. A MAGRUN can be run when you finish setting

the rates for that unit. The effective date will prevent the new rates from being used ahead of time.
– Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)
– Examine the Journal File Rate Report produced as part of the MAGRUN. Ensure that all of the rates have been

specified correctly.
6. If complex-level external files are being used, run EXTFILE to put their new rates into effect. The EXTFILE job can be

run when you finish setting the rates for your complex-level external files. The effective date will prevent the new rates
from being used ahead of time.
– Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)
– Examine the External Files Rate Report produced as part of the EXTFILE job. Ensure that all of the rates have

been specified correctly.

Create budgets in euros using the Effective Date feature.

Budgets can be converted to euros ahead of time by creating new budgets in euros, and setting their effective dates. The
effective date should be set to the first day of the second month of the new accounting year, NOT to the changeover date.

The effective date for budgets is set differently than that for charging elements because it works differently. Budgets
are aged by the CLOSETBL job, and a budget takes effect when its effective date is less than or equal to the date the
CLOSETBL job is run. The budget for the month being closed is taken from the new budget.

For example, if you run a CLOSETBL on January 6, 2008 to close December 2007, and there is a budget with an effective
date of January 1, 2008, that budget will become effective, and its December figure will be associated with the December
being closed.

You do not want the euro budgets to take effect with the first CLOSETBL of the accounting year. The first CLOSETBL of
the accounting year closes the last month of the prior accounting year, and you do not want the euro budget to be applied
to that month. Therefore, you need to set the budget's effective date so the budget will only take effect at the second
CLOSETBL of the accounting year. The earliest this CLOSETBL can be run is the first day of the second month of the
new accounting year.

1. Use MWF 4;2;1;2 and edit cycle 00.
2. Select each cost center for which budgets have been defined.
3. Use the insert primary command to create a new budget.
4. Set the effective date to the first day of the second month of the new accounting year.
5. Enter the budget in euros.
6. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXBGT0) job as prompted.
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Change the "Number of Positions to Round Charges" option, if necessary.

This controls the number of decimal places to which to round charges in the journal and ledger files. Charges are always
rounded to two decimal places in the recap file.

1. Go to MWF General Installation Accounting Specifications panel (MWF 4;2;3;2;1).
2. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) job as prompted.
3. This will take effect with the next DAILY run.

Compile a list of standard reports for testing; create reports to display data in both currencies, if desired.

Before conversion, make a list of the financial reports your site uses each accounting month and year. Every report on
this list should be reviewed to see if it needs modification to work properly after conversion. Some possible issues are the
following:

• Any references to national currency, either in column headings or in monetary format, will have to be changed to euros.
• Reports that bring in data across an accounting year boundary will have to be changed to avoid summing national

currency amounts with euro amounts, unless you plan to convert your historical data to euros.
• Reports that print previous data using current invoice formats will have to be changed to use a national currency

format, unless you plan to convert your historical data to euros.
• Reports that use the fffCOST element from higher timespans of the MICS resource files will give invalid or misleading

results if your MICS Accounting calendar does not match your MICS calendar.

For more information on the pros and cons of converting your historical data to euros, and the effect this can have on your
reports, see the information on converting historical data in the section, Tasks to Be Done After the Conversion.

Invoices can display totals in both currencies, if desired. See Section C.1 for more information on enabling dual currency
display on invoices.

Your site may have other critical reports on which you want to display both currencies during the transitional period.
You will need two versions: one that converts national currency charges to euros, the other that converts euro currency
charges to national currency units. These reports can be developed, and the first type used, before you convert your
complex to euros.

The MONEYE SAS format is provided to display monetary amounts in euros. It is located in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE). Note that this member also includes the MONEYC and MONEYBC formats for
use with the dual currency invoice options.

Evaluate the timing of your last national currency MONTHLY or MONTHACT job in your SMF Unit.

If you are charging from the Batch Job journal file (ACTJBJ), you may want to review when the MONTHLY or MONTHACT
job will run in that unit.

Jobs are charged from the Batch Job journal file when the job is purged from the system, and a purge record cut, or
when the job reaches its suspend limit and leaves the suspend file. Jobs processed by MICS after the last MONTHLY or
MONTHACT job splits and ages the month-to-date ledger file must be charged in euros, no matter when the work was
done. Therefore, you may want to postpone running this last MONTHLY or MONTHACT job for a few days to allow long-
running jobs to work their way through the system and into the month-to-date ledger before this ledger is split and aged.

The same issues exist for charging for started tasks from the Batch Job journal file.

Note that this only applies to charging from the Batch Job journal file. Charging from the Batch Program journal file is done
when the step ends, or when the interval ends, if interval accounting is turned on.

Tasks to Do Immediately After the Close of the Last National Currency Month

Remove all national currency rates; remove the effective dates from the euro rate entries.
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WARNING
This must be done after the MONTHLY or MONTHACT job and before the next DAILY job! This timing is
EXTREMELY important!

When the MONTHLY job is run to close the last national currency month, work for that month in the 00 cycle of the ledger
will be aged to the 01 cycle of the ledger. From this point on, any work from that month that is loaded into MICS will
remain with the work for the first euro month and will be aged with it when the first euro month is closed. This can happen,
for example, with batch jobs run in the prior month but purged after the month is closed. Since this work will become part
of the financial recap file for the first euro month, it must be charged in euros. This will not happen unless the national
currency rate is removed and the effective date removed from the euro currency rate entry.

1. MWF Algorithm Specification panels (MWF 4;2;3;6;3 and 4;2;3;7;3).
2. Remove the lines containing the national currency rates.
3. Remove the effective date from the lines containing the euro rates.
4. Run a MAGRUN in every affected unit. A unit's MAGRUN can be run when you finish editing the rates for that unit.

– Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(MAGRUN)
– Examine the Journal File Rate Report produced as part of the MAGRUN. Ensure that no national currency rates

remain, and that no euro rates have effective dates.
5. If complex-level external files are being used, run EXTFILE. The EXTFILE job can be run when you finish editing the

rates for your complex-level external files.
– Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(EXTFILE)
– Examine the External File Rate Report produced as part of the EXTFILE job. Ensure that no national currency rates

remain, and that no euro rates have effective dates.

Confirm that ALL rates in the 00 Cycle of the MONTHS Ledger are in euros.

It is strongly recommended that you run a report at this point to confirm that all rates in the 00 cycle of the MONTHS
ledger are in euro. It can be as simple as a PROC FREQ on compcode (LGRCPC) and rate (LGRRAT). Confirm that all
the rates are euro rates by comparing them with the rates on the Journal File Rate Report from the unit's MAGRUN.

Verifying that all is well as soon as possible will minimize the amount of time and effort required to correct any omissions
or mistakes.

Tasks to Do Between the Close of the Last National Currency Month and the Close of the First Euro Month

The optional items discussed in this section are specified as currency amounts, and must be converted to euros before
the close of the first euro month. Follow the instructions for those items that apply to your environment.

Do not change any of these items until you have run the FINRECAP or INVOICE job to produce the "final" invoice for the
last national currency month. Up to this point, your last national currency month is not closed.

1. Convert recurring debits and credits to euros.
This must be done before running the CLOSETBL job for the first euro month.
a. Use MWF 4;2;1;3 to edit cycle 00 for recurring entries.
b. If the entry contains a quantity and rate, replace the rate with the euro rate and press Enter; the new charge will be

calculated.
c. If the entry only contains a charge, enter the converted charge.
d. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXADJ) job as prompted.

2. Convert volume discounts to euros
This must be done before running the FINRECAP or INVOICE job for the first euro month.
a. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;2;2 to display the list of volume discounts.
b. Enter the converted discounts.
c. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) job as prompted.
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d. Note that invoice category discounts and all surcharges are specified in percentages, so no conversion is
necessary.

3. Convert cost center lump sum discounts to euros.
This must be done before running the FINRECAP or INVOICE job for the first euro month.
a. Use MWF 4;2;1;1;2 to display a list of cost centers.
b. Access the discounts for each cost center using the T line command.
c. Enter the new lump sum discount.
d. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXCCA) job as prompted.
Note that invoice category discounts and all surcharges are specified in percentage terms, so no conversion is
necessary.

4. Convert "Default Budget Overrun Fuzz Value" to euros.
This must be done before running the FINRECAP or INVOICE job for the first euro month.
a. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;1 to display the General Installation Accounting Specifications panel.
b. Convert the fuzz value to euros.
c. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) job as prompted.

5. Change the euro conversion specifications in MWF.
The Euro Conversion Specifications are used by the invoice process for the dual currency display option, as well as by
the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility. Even if you are not currently using the dual currency invoice option, it is best to
set this correctly now.
a. Use MWF 4;2;3;2;7 to display the Euro Conversion Specifications panel.
b. Set the lead currency to euros.
c. Set the target currency to the national currency.
d. Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) as prompted.

6. Change the various currency formats to euros.
This can only be done after the last set of invoices in the national currency has been printed. It must be done before
printing the first set of invoices in euros.
The MONEYE format, a currency format for printing in euros, is defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYE).
You can use this as a model in modifying the following formats:
a. The MONEY format is used to print charges, and is defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY).
b. The MONEYR format is used to print rates, and is also defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEY).
c. Run prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN) in one unit to generate the MONEY and MONEYR formats.
d. The MONEYB format is used to print budget amounts, and is defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB).
e. There is no delivered job to regenerate the MONEYB format. Construct a SAS job with a DD of MCOLIB pointing to

your sharedprefix.MICS.MCOLIB, and the SYSIN pointing to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MONEYB).
If you have already enabled, or would like to enable, the dual currency display on invoices, refer to ENABLING DUAL
CURRENCY INVOICE DISPLAY AFTER EURO CONVERSION in Section C.1 for instructions.

7. Produce month-to-date invoices.
It is recommended that you produce a set of month-to-date invoices after you have changed the above options, and
before closing your first euro month. This confirms that all of the necessary items have been properly converted to
euros. Running this job and verifying the resulting invoices will minimize the time required for you to produce correct
invoices for the first euro month. The month-to-date invoice job is in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICED).

8. Distribute the month-to-date invoices, if desired.

Tasks to Do After the Conversion

Test your standard reports.

Test each of the standard reports on the list you compiled earlier. Make additional changes as required and move them
into production.

Decide whether to convert historical data.
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Whether or not to convert historical data is something you must determine for your environment. Auditing requirements
may demand that data be kept in the original form from which the charges were generated, especially if invoices have
been issued. Converting all accounting files to euros is not a trivial task. In addition, records may not sum the same way
after conversion: the monthly financial recap files will probably no longer sum to the year-to-date financial recap file, for
example. On the other hand, if you habitually incorporate data from previous accounting years in your reports, you may
want them on the same currency base as your current data.

It is recommended that you keep your historical data in the national currency. If your site does reporting on previous
accounting years' data, and you want these data available in euros, make a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES and
retrofit the financial recap and year-to-date financial recap files.

1. If you do not convert the financial recap files:
If you do not convert the financial recap files to euros, you must evaluate the standard reports that you run to ensure
that the results are correct. Remember that any report that brings in data across an accounting year boundary, or that
uses current invoice formats to print out previous data, will need modification to avoid invalid or misleading results.
The delivered euro-specific invoice format options enable you to print data from previous months in both euros and
national currency. Even when using these invoice formats, you must take care that the invoice prints the charges in the
correct currency. You should not, for example, use the repeat invoice program (sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(INVOICER))
to reprint invoices from a previous accounting year: the national currency charges will be printed in euros because the
MONEY format will have been changed by the conversion process.
Other reports, like the Budget Projection Report (sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTYRBGT), may sum together the past
12 cycles of debits, credits, and financial recap files. Once you begin charging in euros, the euro data is summed with
national currency data, yielding invalid results.

2. If you do convert the financial recap files:
If you decide to retrofit your financial recap and year-to-date financial recap files, be aware of the following:
A retrofitted financial recap file will no longer sum to the retrofitted year-to-date financial recap file because of
cumulative rounding differences. Records within the financial recap file may no longer add up, due to rounding
differences. In particular, records calculated during the financial recap creation, like zero-balance records, may not
retain the relationship to the other recap records that they had when originally created.
You will need to convert the RCPRAT and RCPCHG values, following the established euro conversion and rounding
rules. There are multiple versions of the financial recap and year-to-date financial recap files. Your site has at least the
first two, and perhaps the others, depending on how your system is configured:
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACTRCPnn) Financial recap file
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACT_Yrnn) Year-to-date financial recap file
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACT_RCnn) Multi-site financial recap file
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACT_Ytnn) Multi-site year-to-date financial recap file
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACT_RRnn) Repeat year-to-date financial recap file
– sharedprefix.MICS.TABLES(ACT_RTnn) Repeat multi-site year-to-date financial recap file

Review the currency change effects on the Journal Run Status Log panels.

The Journal Run Status Log panels help you keep an eye on your total charges per journal file on a daily basis. They
are accessed through MWF (MWF 4;2;4;5;1;1). The Journal Run Status Log Summary panel displays total charges per
journal file per run. The number of runs for which information is kept defaults to 45; this can be changed by the user. The
Detailed Charges panel displays total charges by billing date, SYSID, APU, billing status, compcode and rate for the same
number of runs. The charges on both panels are displayed using an output format. This defaults to dollars, but can be
changed by the user.

Because the Summary panel sums charges for each journal file by DAILY run, the charges displayed on this panel will be
invalid on days in which data from both before and after the changeover date is processed in the same run. This should
only be a concern for the first few days after changeover. It is not a problem on the Detailed Charges panel: since this
panel breaks down charges by rate, the national currency and euro figures will appear on separate lines.

All charges are displayed using an output format as discussed above. Because the panels maintain information for many
runs, and because the format for displaying the charges does not vary from line-to-line, the currency change will cause
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some charges to be displayed with the wrong format. For some period of time, depending on when you change the format,
either charges in euros will be displayed in the national currency, or vice versa.

To avoid the confusion this will cause, you can clear out the file that contains the log data once your last national currency
month has been closed. The file will be rebuilt by future DAILY jobs, and will only contain data in euros. You can then
change the output format to euros. By doing this, your Journal Run Status Log display will be correct and consistent;
however, you will no longer be able to see information about runs prior to your clearing out the log file.

To reset the Journal Run Status Log display after the last national currency month has been closed:

1. Delete the ACTRSJ01 file from the DAYS timespan in every unit.
2. Change the format of the charges display to euros:

– MWF 4;2;3;2;6
– Change "SAS format for charges display" option.

3. Run the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTXOPTS) job as prompted.

If your site does not use the Journal Run Status Log panels, you may choose to leave the DAYS.ACTRSJ01 file alone.
Eventually, the national currency runs will age off. You can then change the output format to the euro format.

Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility

The Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility converts rate tables from a lead currency, the currency in which the charges are
currently calculated, to a target currency. Typically, the conversion will be from the national currency to euros.

The utility:

• follows euro conversion and rounding rules.
The conversion utility uses the euro conversion and rounding rules to convert the rates from the lead to the target
currency. The rates are rounded to four decimal places after the conversion, in accordance with the rate table's limits.
If a rate rounds to zero after conversion, a warning message, ACT03093, will be printed to the MICSLOG. Note that
this message will not be printed for rates that were 0 to begin with, but only for those that rounded to 0 as a result of
conversion.
If a rate is too large, after conversion, to fit in the rate table's eight-character field, an error message, ACT03094, will
be printed to the MICSLOG. Further action will depend on whether the utility is running in report or replace mode:
– In report mode, the rate appears as OVERFLOW in the after-conversion rate report.
– In replace mode, the job abends.

• does not affect current charging.
The conversion utility can be run as soon as you decide on the conversion date. It uses this date in conjunction with
the rate table effective date feature so that the converted rates will take effect on the conversion date and not before.
Currently charged items will be unaffected by running the utility. This allows you plenty of time to review the results
before the conversion date arrives.
While charging for current items is unaffected by the utility, the utility may impact your ability to charge for older
data that might be forced into MICS. Under certain circumstances, described below, charging items that have been
superseded by a more recent effective date are dropped from the rate table in order to make room for the converted
rates. In this case, the older rate is no longer available for charging older data, and if such data is forced in, it will not
be charged.

• handles pre-existing effective dates.
Each row is examined to see if its effective date is before or after the conversion date:
– If the effective date is blank, or before the conversion date, an additional row is added for that compcode, with a

converted rate, and the effective date set to the conversion date.
– If the effective date is after the conversion date, the rate for that row is converted in place, with the effective date left

unchanged.
If the number of effective dates that could be defined per compcode was unlimited, all rows in the rate table would
have been handled in this way. However, there is a limit of two effective dates per compcode per charging algorithm.
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Therefore, the utility has been written to handle situations in which two effective dates have already been defined for a
charging element:
– If either of the rows is currently being charged, the utility replaces the other row with a conversion row, converting

the current rate and setting the effective date to the conversion date.
– Note that this may affect the charging of older data that might be forced in after the conversion utility is run. If the

rate that would have been used with that data has been dropped, the data will not be charged for that item.
– If neither of the rows is currently being charged, but one of the rows will be in effect by the conversion date, the

utility keeps that row and replaces the other row with a conversion row, converting the kept row's rate and setting
the effective date to the conversion date.

– If both the rows will take effect after the conversion date, the rows will be converted in place, with their effective
dates left unchanged.

• operates in Report and Replace modes.
When the utility is run in report mode, the entire conversion process is carried out, but the results are not saved.
Before- and after-conversion rate reports are printed, but the original rate tables are not changed. This is the default
mode.
When the utility is run in replace mode, the reports are printed, and the original rate tables are replaced by their
converted counterparts. Copies of the original rate tables are saved as MAF$RTuO, that is, the existing rate table
name with an O appended to the name. The original complex-level rate table is saved as MAF$RT$O.

• converts all rate tables or a specified list.
By default, the utility converts the rate tables for every unit that contains accounting, as well as the complex-level rate
table, if it exists.
You can also specify a list of unit IDs to the utility, in which case it converts only the specified rate tables.

• prints before-conversion and after-conversion rate reports.
As each rate table is converted, a rate report is printed both before and after conversion.
Used with the utility's report mode, these reports enable you to examine the converted rate tables ahead of time. This
is especially helpful if your rate tables make extensive use of the effective date feature, since converting such rate
tables may involve changing the available rows.
Used with the utility's replace mode, the reports are a convenient reference for the new rate table's contents.
Please note that the rate reports will not include information on currently inactive journal files. However, the algorithms
for these inactive journal files will be converted.

• posts all changes to the MICSLOG.
All changes are posted to the MICSLOG, organized by type of change: dropped rows first, followed by modified rows
and added rows.

Running The Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility

The Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility is run from member sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEUROC).

Running the Euro Rate Table Conversion Utility requires defining lead and target currencies and a conversion date. There
are also two options you may define: the REPPARM option and the UNITLIST option.

Lead and Target Currency Specification

The lead and target currencies will determine the conversion rate and method. You define the lead and target currencies
in the Euro Conversion Specifications panel of MWF. See Section 4.5.6 for more information on this panel.

Conversion Date Specification

The conversion date is a required parameter. It is used as the effective date for the converted rates.

You specify the conversion date via the CONVDATE data definition of the ACTEUROC JCL. It must be specified in an
mm/dd/yy format. This example defines a conversion date of January 31, 1999:

//CONVDATE DD *

01/31/99

REPPARM option
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The REPPARM option is used to put the utility in report or replace mode. As discussed above, report mode converts
the rate tables, prints before- and after-conversion rate reports, but does not save the converted tables. Replace mode
replaces the original tables with the converted ones. A copy of the original tables is saved under another name.

The REPPARM option has two valid values:

• NOREPLACE
Puts the utility in report mode. This is the default.

• REPLACE
Puts the utility in replace mode.

You specify the REPPARM option via the REPPARM data definition of the ACTEUROC JCL. This example places the
utility in report mode:

//REPPARM DD *

NOREPLACE

UNITLIST Option

By default, the conversion utility converts the rate tables for all units in which Accounting is currently installed, as well as
the complex-level rate table if it exists. Rate tables that exist in ISPTLIB for units that no longer exist, or that no longer
have Accounting installed, will NOT be converted. You can override this behavior using the UNITLIST option.

The UNITLIST option lets you specify a list of rate tables to convert. These units' rate tables will be converted if they exist.
The utility does not confirm that Accounting is installed in the unit before converting its rate table.

You specify the UNITLIST option via the UNITLIST data definition of the ACTEUROC JCL. Enter the one-character unit
IDs of the units whose rate tables you want to convert. Use a dollar sign ($) to select the complex-level rate table. Enter
all the unit IDs in one line, separated by blanks. This example converts the complex-level rate table and the rate tables for
units A and B:

//UNITLIST DD *

$ A B

To run the utility, follow these steps:

1. Specify your lead and target currencies following the instructions in the Specifying Euro Conversion Parameters
section.
Note: The utility will abend if these have not been specified at run time.

2. Specify the conversion date via the CONVDATE data definition in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEUROC).
Note: The utility will abend if this is not specified.

3. Specify the REPPARM option to put the utility in report or replace mode. Use the REPPARM data definition in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEUROC).

4. Specify the UNITLIST option, if desired.
5. Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(ACTEUROC).

Considerations When Performing Euro Conversion

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option users should consider the following information when performing euro
conversion.

Validity of fffCOST After Euro Conversion

Converting at the beginning of a new accounting year is essential to protecting the validity of your MICS Accounting and
Chargeback files. However, there is one element in some of the MICS resource files that this procedure cannot protect.
This element is fffCOST, where fff is the MICS file designation. At the DETAIL timespan, this element contains the sum
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of the charges associated with the unit of work to which the observation refers. At higher timespans, it is the sum of the
charges for the units of work summarized into that observation.

If your MICS Accounting calendar does not match your MICS calendar, you may be converting from national currency to
euros in the middle of a MICS month. In this case, the fffCOST element at the higher timespans will be the sum of charges
calculated in both your national currency and euros; therefore it will be corrupt.

Note: The fffCOST elements are not used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback in any way. They exist for your
convenience. You will have to evaluate the reports used at your site to see how you may be affected by this. This is
discussed in more detail in Section C.1.2.

Euro Conversion and Rounding Rules

The following conversion and rounding rules have been established for the euro conversion process. You will need to
follow these rules when converting your rates and other amounts from your national currency to euros.

• Conversion rates will be defined in terms of one euro to each of the participating Member State's currencies. The rates
will be defined with six significant digits.

• Conversion rates cannot be rounded or truncated.
• You cannot use the inverse of the defined rate to convert in the other direction. In other words, to convert an amount

from a national currency unit to the euro unit, you must divide the amount by the conversion rate. To convert an
amount from the euro unit to a national currency unit, you must multiply the amount by the conversion rate.

• Converting between two national currencies must be done as follows:
a. Convert from the first national currency unit to the euro unit. The result has to be calculated to at least three

decimal places.
b. Convert the euro amount to the second national currency unit.
c. Alternative methods of calculation can be used as long as they produce the same results as the above algorithm.

• Charges must be rounded up or down to the nearest cent.
– Intermediate amounts calculated as part of another calculation do not have to be rounded to the nearest cent.
– If a conversion results in a euro figure exactly halfway between two cents, the figure must be rounded up.

Rounding Problems

One of the euro conversion rounding rules states that an amount that is exactly halfway between two euro cents must
be rounded up. Ensuring that this occurs is not as simple as it might seem. In SAS, running on an IBM mainframe,
all numbers are stored in floating point representation in hexadecimal. This means that certain numbers cannot be
represented exactly, which can cause problems in rounding.

Note: The SAS ROUND function does not always round up numbers that are exactly between two cents. The results
depend on the magnitude of the number. Therefore, when assessing your conversion code, you must evaluate a wide
range of numbers to be sure that the rounding is done properly.

DB2 Analyzer Option
To track performance and utilization information for the DB2 environment, IBM developed a DB2 interface with the System
Management Facility (SMF). This interface produces SMF records that contain information about the DB2 environment.

This analyzer processes DB2 SMF data, including information about:
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• System
• Subsystem
• Database
• User activity
• Plans, packages, and database request modules
• Data sharing

MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 Data Flow

DB2 Analyzer Option Overview
The DB2 Analyzer enables you to display information about selected users, user groupings, databases, and other criteria
or categories of activity. This analyzer also tracks system problems and can perform an in-depth audit of users of various
DB2 facilities. In addition, the DB2 Analyzer produces a series of management and operational reports that can be tailored
for all management levels. This analyzer also offers online data access through the MICS Information Center Facility
(MICF). MICF is a full-screen, menu-based processor that enables you to analyze data, create and execute inquiries,
retrieve data, and run reports.

The DB2 Analyzer supports standard MICS processing of DB2 SMF system and accounting data. Like the other data
integration applications, it processes raw data for analyzing and managing specific technologies. Because MICS stores
data in a format that is common to all MICS products, you can use standard MICS facilities to integrate DB2 Analyzer data
with any other data that MICS maintains.

The DB2 Analyzer integrates the DB2 activity and utilization data that is collected in SMF records into the MICS database.
This process creates the DB2 information area, which interfaces with a number of other MICS products including:

• MICS Accounting and Chargeback
The data that is provided to MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports accounting for consumed resources includes:
– CPU time
– Logical I/Os, for example: the number of Insert, Update, and Delete statements
– Almost any other measure of resource utilization.

• MICS Capacity Planner
This analyzer maintains a database of detail and summarized DB2 usage and performance data that the Capacity
Planner uses to make historical growth and trend projections. These projections can be made at all information levels,
including the system level, a specific application plan grouping level, or the organizational structure level.

• MICS Performance Manager
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The MICS Performance Manager uses data that is provided by the DB2 Analyzer as part of the system tuning effort. In
addition, you can use the workload characterization tools and methodology that is provided in the MICS Performance
Manager to perform DB2 workload analyses.

 MICS database files are summarized in the same manner across all products, DB2 information can be easily combined
with information from other data sources. Combining data from multiple data sources allows you to compare and correlate
DB2 information with system and other application-specific information such as data from TSO, CICS, IMS, and Batch.

DB2 Primary Areas of Application
The MICS DB2 Analyzer helps you manage DB2 in the following areas:

• Capacity Planning
The DB2 Analyzer maintains a database of historical DB2 usage and performance data that enables you to develop
system capacity projections that are based on actual workload and service data. Service and workload information
are two of the three primary factors in a capacity planning effort. Data from this analyzer, used with third primary input,
your own change forecasts, and database growth from use and services, provides a foundation for effective database
capacity planning.

• Performance Management
This analyzer allows you to examine and analyze specific DB2 workloads to identify system and user problems. This
analyzer also allows you to correct a subsequent problem, and has the ability to monitor user and DB2 plan resource
consumption. These actions can result in significant improvement in system performance.

• Service Levels
The DB2 Analyzer allows you to analyze and report the level of service that is provided by your site's database
management facilities. This information can be significant in establishing and maintaining realistic service level goals
and agreements. The DB2 Analyzer can combine transactions into site-specific groupings (for example, accounts
payable) to provide consolidated reporting on SLA achievement. Data from the DB2 Analyzer can be valuable for
assessing service degradation resulting from insufficient system capacity and accounting for the corresponding effect
on end-user productivity.

• Management and Analytical Reporting
You can group and summarize information directly from the database to create useful management and analytical
reporting measures. Concise, one-page summaries are also available that display key DB2 system trends and
statistics describing CPU utilization, storage management, log management, and database activity. In addition to these
standard reports, you can create custom reports and re-summarize data when the summarized data in the database
does not your address specific reporting needs.

• Standards Enforcement and Security
The DB2 Analyzer enables you to identify interactive plans that require extremely long execution times and to report
which DB2 plans are being utilized by specific users. You can use this information to establish and enforce essential
security and standards programs within the DB2 environment.

•  Audit Reporting
The DB2 Analyzer allows you to monitor activity within DB2 indicating the type of activity being attempted and the
authorization of the DB2 user requesting the action.

• Availability and Reliability
The DB2 Analyzer helps you report on availability by monitoring DB2 downtime. At a more detailed level, you can use
plan termination information to measure database system reliability.

• Accounting and Chargeback
This analyzer has user and plan activity files contain data that you can use for billing DB2 system resource use. The
data includes CPU time, I/O counts, and DB2 statement counts by type. For example, create table, insert, and update.
A standard interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback permits accounting from SMF measures of DB2 activity.
In addition, you can allocate the costs of database hardware, software, and personnel directly to users based on the
resources consumed, which can be important both as a part of day-to-day information services billing and as an aid in
assessing the fiscal impact and economic feasibility of new or existing applications.
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DB2 Reporting and Inquiry Facilities
This analyzer has standard reports and online inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information to help you manage
the DB2 environment. MICS provides interactive capabilities that allow fast response to complex requests.

These capabilities are provided by:

• The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
MICF is a panel-oriented productivity tool that allows you to access information in the MICS Data Base. When you
define input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF dynamically builds an inquiry program that executes in either
interactive or batch mode. Then, depending on your specific requirements, MICF prints the inquiry report, displays the
results at your terminal, or catalogs the results for later viewing.

• The standard SAS language interface
The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment that supports the standard SAS language
interface in both interactive and batch modes. SAS allows easy data manipulation and statistical analysis and provides
coding facilities for programmers who are conducting extensive analysis efforts or designing new reports for I/S
business applications. Because you can use the SAS System across different types of machines (mainframes, micros,
and minis), it provides tremendous flexibility throughout the organization. MICS uses the SAS System as a data
manager and as an advanced analysis language.

The DB2 Analyzer provides management and exception reports that you can either use as delivered or tailor to your
specific requirements. In addition, you may use the MICF and standard SAS language interface to create on-demand
reports.

 

DB2 Exception Analyzer Reports

The MICS Platform provides an Exception Analyzer that works with MICS data integration applications to provide
consolidated reporting of exception conditions across systems and data sources. An exception is any condition that
deviates from the expected norm or any missed objective in system performance or service.

 MICS data integration applications detect exceptions by testing daily data against user-defined thresholds. Each
application has an exception value analyzer to help determine those thresholds. Each detected exception is assigned a
severity level and is associated with a management area.

The DB2 Analyzer is delivered with several exceptions tests, and you can easily add your own tests. For more
information, see Exception Values in the Standard Reports.

The Exception Reports delivered with this Analyzer produce increasing levels of detail to address the needs of different
audiences. Also when combined with exceptions from other MICS applications, make up a powerful diagnostic tool
for your organization. The Exception Analyzer reports delivered with MICS are described in Report Descriptions of
the  Standard Reports.

 

   

DB2 Management Control Reports

The management control reports that are distributed with the DB2 Analyzer summarize the activities of the I/S
organization by providing status and trend information or a comparison of planned compared to actual results. In addition,
these reports can help you to track DB2 performance and service, and to estimate future resource requirements. The
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control reports are produced during daily, weekly, or monthly MICS processing and can be activated or deactivated for any
given time-span (DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY).

The following management control reports and functions are delivered with the DB2 Analyzer.

• System Services
Provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 System Activity File and details the activity of each
active DB2 subsystem. This file is created from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record.

• Data Base Services
Provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 Data Base Activity File and details the data base
activity of each active DB2 subsystem. This file is created from the SMF type 100 subtype 1 record.

• Accounting
Provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 User Activity File and details the activity of active
DB2 users. This file is created from the SMF type 101 record.

• Performance
Provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 PLAN Activity File and details the activity of active
DB2 PLANS. This file is created from the SMF type 101 record.

• Calendar
Provides an extract of key DB2 activity indicators from the DB2 System Activity and User Activity Files and presents
this information in calendar form, showing the activity indicators for each day of the month.

 

DB2 Product Prerequisites
The DB2 Analyzer runs in a MICS environment that operates under z/OS.

You must have IBM's DB2 program product active at your data center, collecting the following records:

• Statistics (SMF type 100) Class 1 trace
• Accounting (SMF type 101) Class 1 trace and optionally:

– Class 2 for more accurate chargeback
– Class 3 for suspension event reporting
– Class 5 for IFI requests timers
– Class 7 for package/DBRM "in DB2" timers
– Class 8 for package/DBRM "in DB2" wait times
– Class 10 for optional package/DBRM "in DB2" detail data

 

 

DB2 Usage Guidelines
The MICS DB2 Analyzer helps you:

• Establish service level goals and agreements
• Account and charge for DB2 resources
• Analyze trends, application system and program performance, and DB2 data base contention
• Tune the DB2 subsystem
• Create and modify DB2 application programs and DB2 Plans

The following sections describe methods for using MICS DB2 data and the interfaces between the MICS DB2 Analyzer
and other MICS products.
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This section contains the following articles:

• DB2 Data Analysis

• MICS Product Interfaces for DB2

DB2 Data Analysis
This article provides an overview of the analysis of DB2 data in MICS.

This analyzer helps you:

• Establish service level goals and agreements.
• Account and charge for DB2 resources.
• Analyze trends, application system and program performance, and DB2 database contention.
• Tune the DB2 subsystem.
• Create and modify DB2 application programs and DB2 plans.

Descriptions of these functions follow.

Service Level Goals and Agreements

In establishing service level goals and agreements, use the following DB2 Analyzer data:

For the following agreements, use the data from the listed files:

•  performance - use System Activity File (DB2DSY)
•  throughput - use Database Activity File (DB2DSD) - especially DSDDSOP
•  availability - use System Activity Gile (DB2DSY) - especially DSYUNAVL

Resource Accounting and Chargeback

The DB2 Analyzer helps you recover the cost of DB2 resources by providing input data to MICS Accounting and
Chargeback. For more information, see Accounting and Chargeback Interface or to user-developed accounting systems.

DB2 Analyzer accounting data is available from the following sources:

• SMF type 100 statistics records
Class 1 data includes system and database statistics and is useful for regularly monitoring system-wide DB2 activity.

• SMF type 101 accounting records
Class 1 data includes TCB attach and detach time, and is useful for tracking events from create thread through
terminate.
Class 2 data is "in DB2" time, a subset of class 1 data, and is useful for tracking work being done within DB2 address
spaces.
Class 3 data contains information about suspensions within DB2, such as I/O or lock/latch suspensions, and is not
useful for chargeback.

Use DB2CONN (Connection Identifier) to identify the environment from which the data originates. Then use the
Accounting for DB2 Activity Chart to decide what data to use to recover your DB2 processing costs.

Accounting for DB2 Activity Chart

To charge for DB2 resources used in this environment: You can charge for: Using data from: 
APPC TCB CPU time SMF type 101, class 2 records
APPC I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)
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Batch TCB CPU time use the MICS Batch and Operations
analyzer

Batch I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)
CICS TCB CPU time SMF type 101, class 2 records
CICS I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)
 DB2 in a distributed database environment TCB CPU time SMF type 101, class 2 records
  entry> DB2 in a
distributed database environment

I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)

IMS TCB CPU time use MICS Analyzer Option for IMS
IMS I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)
TSO TCB CPU time use MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
TSO I/O DB2 GETPAGE requests (DSUSGPGR)

Using Resource Accounting and Chargeback

Keep the following in mind when using resource accounting and chargeback:

• Attempt to recover only TCB (task control block) CPU time because SRB (service request block) time includes time for
SRBs run in the user's address space. User processing, unrelated to DB2 processing, is included in SRB time. (This
only applies to data centers running DB2 versions older than V6R1M0, because, starting with DB2 Version 6, Release
1, IBM no longer records SRB time-related fields in the SMF Type 101 records.)

• DB2 does not provide a true measurement for disk I/O; it provides counts of I/O from buffer pools. If your site makes
user modifications to support buffer pools 4 through 59, you should add those elements' values to your recovery
algorithm. Use the DB2 Analyzer's DSUSGPGR (summarized buffer pool) element.

• In a distributed database environment, you must always add the CPU information from the remote (serving) DB2
subsystem to the calling environment's accounting information.

For example, if an IMS transaction accesses DB2-A, which in turn accesses DB2-B, the CPU times for DB2-B are not
included in the IMS transaction's CPU times. For a complete accounting picture, whenever DB2THDTY has a value of 1,
you must add the accounting information at the remote DB2 subsystem to that of the calling environment. In other words,
the SMF data from all DB2 subsystems needs to be input to the same DB2 Analyzer database unit. Although this does
not represent a change for the CICS accounting strategy, it does imply a significant change for IMS, TSO, and BATCH
applications.

Trend Analysis and Standards Enforcement

To identify trends and enforce standards, compare measurements taken in the current month with similar measurements
for the previous month.

Depending on your area of concern, use the information from the listed file:

• CPU time - use DB2 System Activity File (DB2DSY)
• I/O counts - use Database Activity File (DB2DSD)
• deadlock contention - use Database Activity (DB2DSD)
• application timeouts - use  Database Activity (DB2DSD)

Application Program and System Analysis

To analyze the performance of frequently used application programs and their impact on the total workload.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Identify the most frequently used application programs using the Plan Performance and Plan Performance Summary
reports described in the DB2 Reports section.

2. Analyze overall data center workload, looking for programs that use more than their share of resources.
3. Review the components of each program's run time using the Plan Performance reports and data from

the MICS Batch and Operations and the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, and look for ways to streamline the most
resource-intensive tasks.

DB2 Database Contention Analysis

To identify programs that experience resource contention events such as deadlock, timeout, and DB2 resource manager
locking, use the DB2 Database Services and Plan Performance Reports.

You can use this information to help define new or existing DB2 structures, select DB2 resource allocation strategies, and
identify problem SQL statements.

DB2 Subsystem Tuning

To optimize system storage and network workloads, monitor vital subsystem parameters including thread queuing activity,
DB2 buffer pool activity, EDM pool usage, database activity, and network activity attributable to distributed conversations.

The DB2 System DDF Activity (DB2DDY), DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU), and DB2 Plan DDF Activity (DB2DDP) files
provide information about distributed database activity.

Application Program and DB2 Plan Development

When creating and modifying application programs and DB2 plans, use the DB2 Analyzer's files to quantify the number of
plans executed for a development project, their buffer pool usage, and database access activity using information from the
following files:

• DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP)
• DB2 Plan DDF Activity (DB2DDP)

MICS Product Interfaces for DB2
Data from the MICS DB2 Analyzer lends significant value to the use of other MICS products. These uses are described
briefly in the following articles:

DB2 Accounting and Chargeback Interface

To bill data center resource consumers, use this analyzer which, provides data elements that MICS Accounting and
Chargeback can use. When MICS Accounting and Chargeback produces invoices for data center users, users of DB2
resources are charged according to an algorithm that uses the data available from the elements described in MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Elements.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Elements for DB2

The following data elements are available for MICS Accounting and Chargeback processing.

The following list describes the standard MICS Data Base and external file elements that are available for charging.
These standard elements are distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. However, the system can use any set of
elements from the MICS Data Base, and you can add elements for your user-developed applications and external files.
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• DB2 Accounting
• DB2 Resource Accounting
• DB2 CPU Charges

– DB2 Instructions Executed
– DB2 TCB CPU Time Consumed (Accounting Class 1)
– *DB2 TCB CPU Time Consumed (Accounting Class 2)
– DB2 CPU Time Consumed
– DB2 CPU Time zIIP-Eligible
– CPU Time Used in DB2 on z/OS Specialty Engine
– CPU Time used on z/OS Specialty Engine
– CPU Time Excluding Specialty Engine CPU Time

• DB2 Time
– DB2 Elapsed Time (Accounting Class 1)
– *DB2 Elapsed Time (Accounting Class 2)

• DB2 Input/Output Charges
– *DB2 Getpages
– DB2 Synchronous Read IOs
– DB2 I/O Elapsed Time

• DB2 Logical I/O Charges
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– DB2 Insert Statements
– DB2 Update Statements
– DB2 Delete Statements
– DB2 Describe Statements
– DB2 Prepare Statements
– DB2 Open Statements
– DB2 Close Statements
– DB2 Create Table Statements
– DB2 Create Index Statements
– DB2 Create Tablespace Statements
– DB2 Create Synonym Statements
– DB2 Create Database Statements
– DB2 Create Stogroup Statements
– DB2 Create View Statements
– DB2 Drop Index Statements
– DB2 Drop Table Statements
– DB2 Drop Tablespace Statements
– DB2 Drop Database Statements
– DB2 Drop Synonym Statements
– DB2 Drop Stogroup Statements
– DB2 Drop View Statements
– DB2 Alter Stogroup Statements
– DB2 Alter Tablespace Statements
– DB2 Alter Table Statements
– DB2 Alter Index Statements
– DB2 Comment On Statements
– DB2 Lock Table Statements
– DB2 Grant Statements
– DB2 Revoke Statements
– DB2 Fetch Statements
– DB2 Select Statements

Note: The asterisk (*) symbol that precedes an element indicates a highly recommended charging element that is not
part of the standard MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface as distributed. These elements are useful indicators of
resource utilization. Accounting class 2 elements are preferred over accounting class 1 elements because they represent
IN-DB2 resource consumption.

DB2 Capacity Planner Interface

The MICS Capacity Planner can make extensive use of the DB2 Analyzer for studies to establish job classifications,
analyze application performance trends, track the resource requirements for individual applications, and implement
innumerable other analyses.

The MICS DB2 Analyzer provides a number of data elements from the DB2 files to the MICS Capacity Planner.

DB2 Capacity Planning Elements

The following data elements are available for capacity planning analysis.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files: 
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• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK
• DATE

 Data elements unique to the DB2 Planning Standard Application database file: 

 Numeric format data elements 

• ALLBFEXP - Total Get Page Caused Buffer Expansions
• ALLGETPG - Total Get Page Requests
• ALLPRFET - Total Prefetch Read Requests
• ALLSYCIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os
• ALLWRKUP - Total Units of Work Updated
• CPUOVRHD - Ratio of DB2 CPU Time to Attributable
• DSDABBP0 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 0
• DSDABBP1 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 1
• DSDABBP2 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 2
• DSDABBP3 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 3
• DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain
• DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Table
• DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD
• DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently
• DSDMXPGE - Max Pages in EDM Pool
• DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain
• DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table
• DSDPAGE - No. Pages in EDM Pool
• DSDRFXS0 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP0
• DSDRFXS1 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP1
• DSDRFXS2 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP2
• DSDRFXS3 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP3
• DSDWFXS0 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP0
• DSDWFXS1 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP1
• DSDWFXS2 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP2
• DSDWFXS3 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage BP3
• DSULEEM - No. Lock Escalations to Exclusive Mode
• DSULESM - No. Lock Escalations to Shared Mode
• DSUMXPL - Max. No. Page Locks Held
• DSUSUSP - Suspend Count
• DSUTIMO - Timeout Count
• DSUWATTR - NO. Wait Trace Events Processed
• TOTSTMTS - Total Statements Executed

 Time format data elements 
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• CPUINDB2 - Total Attributable DB2 TCB
• DSUALLTM - Lock & Latch Time
• DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
• DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time
• DSUET2TM - Class 2 Accum. Elapsed Time in DB2
• DSUIOETM - DB2 I/O Time
• DSUTCBTM - TCB Time
• DSUTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
• DSYSRTM0 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr0
• DSYSRTM1 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr1
• DSYSRTM2 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr2
• DSYTCTM0 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr0
• DSYTCTM1 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr1
• DSYTCTM2 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr2
• TOTCPSTM - Total DB2 System CPU Time
• TOTTCSTM - Total DB2 System TCB Time
• TOTSRSTM - Total DB2 System SRB Time

DB2 Reports
Standard data displays are provided with the DB2 Analyzer to aid the user in the rapid and effective usage of the data the
Analyzer makes available.

The following section contains descriptions of the reports, sample report formats, and instructions for producing them:

• Tabular Reports Overview 
• SAS ODS Graphics 

 

DB2 Tabular Reports Overview
The standard tabular reports display the numeric values of key data elements that are collected and recorded in the MICS
Data Base by the MICS DB2 Analyzer. Tabular reports can be categorized as:

• Tracking Reports
Tracking reports present key data elements that are related to service, workload, capacity, and performance. Tracking
reports are designed to indicate operating conditions or symptoms of problems; they do not pinpoint causes. In that
respect, they are overview reports despite their extensive level of detail.
There are two types of tracking reports are:
– Profiles

Profiles present data as groups of individual summary values (averages, minimums and maximums, and so
on) over a given period time (day, week, month, and so on). Profile reports give a snapshot of a specific area of
operation and are employed when a specific value of a measured element indicates a desirable or undesirable
condition. Thus, profiles are generally used with a set of threshold values which can be either implicitly understood
or explicitly stated on the report.

– Trends
Trends present data as a series of measured values that are displayed together to show the nature of the change
of a condition over time. Profiles, by the very nature of their presentation, tend to show more measured values and
fewer data elements than profiles. Trends are used when rate of change of a measure or the exact time at which a
given measured value was reached is more important than the actual measure of the value itself.

• Analysis Reports
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Analysis reports are designed to test hypotheses about the causes of specific symptoms observed in some area of
operation. For instance, an analysis report might be designed to test the hypothesis that poor TSO end-user response
time is caused by contention for the data path to the TSO work packs. Thus, analysis reports tend to display the
relationships between the values of two or more data elements, one or more of which is symptomatic and one or more
of which is causal.
The symptomatic element may be an arbitrary limit, such as a response time objective; the specific time or period of
time when other symptomatic measures passed a threshold value, such as the time when utilization exceeded the
maximum allowable; or it may be the actual measured value of a data element, such as the value of the free buffer
"high-water" mark.
Because they are highly specific both to an area of operation and a condition of operation, the formats of analysis
reports tend to vary greatly with their intended use. The key to using an analysis report is the understanding of the
usage for which it was developed.

Descriptions of the reports, sample report formats, and instructions on how to produce them are given in the following
sections:

• DB2 Producing Tabular Reports
• DB2 System Services Report
• DB2 Data Base Services Report
• DB2 Accounting Report
• DB2 Calendar Report
• DB2 Plan Performance Summary Report
• DB2 Plan Performance Report

DB2 Producing Tabular Reports

Certain parameters allow the user to specify whether MICS should run some, all, or none of the reporting modules of the
installed system. These parameters are specified by changing prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). The parameters can be
altered at any time without regenerating the MICS system.

The standard report options control the execution of the Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Analysis Reports. For the Daily
reports these options are:

REPORT   MBODAILY    ALL  - Produce the Daily Analysis

                            Reports for all installed

                            analyzers.

REPORT   MBODAILY    NONE - Do not produce any Daily Analysis

                            Reports.

REPORT   MBODAILY    list - Produce the Daily Analysis

                            Reports for the analyzers listed

                            (SMF, RMF, DB2, etc.)

The options for Weekly and Monthly Analysis Reports are identical:

REPORT   MBOWEEKLY   ALL/NONE/list

REPORT   MBOMONTHLY  ALL/NONE/list

No facilities are provided to modify the report frequency or contents through modifications to operational JCL.

In addition to setting the time-span level options in EXECDEF, you can also specify report level options in the member
#DB2MOBJ of library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. Default values for these options are in member #DB2MOBJ of library
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sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. With the macro variables that are contained in this member, you can activate or deactivate
each standard report within a given time-span. To activate a report, set its corresponding macro variable to the value Y.

The variables available and their associated standard reports are as follows:

• SYSREP
System Services reporting

• DDYREP
DDF reporting for the System Services report

• DBMREP
Data Base Services reporting

• USRAREP
DB2 accounting level reporting

• DDUREP
DDF reporting for the DB2 accounting reports

• PLANREP
Plan Performance reporting

• DDPREP
DDF reporting for the Plan performance reports

• PLANSUM
Plan Summary reporting

• CALREP
MICS DB2 Calendar reporting

DB2 System Services Report

The DB2 System Services Report provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 System Activity File
(DB2DSY) which is created from the SMF type 100 subtype 0 record. This information details the system activity of each
active DB2 subsystem.

The DB2 System Services Report is normally produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs, which are
automatically submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively.

DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO), while MONTHRPT executes
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO). Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the actual report
generation program that is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2SYSPT).

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable SYSREP=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default report macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

To create this report directly, ensure that the macro variable SYSREP is set equal to Y in member #DB2MOBJ of your
unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. If you require the DDF reporting block for this report, also set the macro variable
DDYREP=Y. Set all other macro variables to N to produce ONLY the System Services report. Finally, execute the program
DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO as is done in the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs.

DB2 System Services Report Format

The DB2 System Services Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE
Date the report was created.
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REPORTING PERIOD
Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

SYSID
Logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
DB2 subsystem identifier.

DB2 RELEASE
DB2 subsystem release identifier. (DB2RELN)

CPU Time Section 

SYSTEM SERVICES TCB
Accumulated TCB time for the system address space. (DSYTCTM0)

SYSTEM SERVICES SRB
Accumulated SRB time for the system address space. (DSYSRTM0)

DATABASE SERVICES TCB
Accumulated TCB time for the database address space. (DSYTCTM1)

DATABASE SERVICES SRB
Accumulated SRB time for the database address space. (DSYSRTM1)

IMS RESOURCE LOCKMANAGER TCB
Accumulated TCB time for the IMS Resource Lock Manager address space. (DSYTCTM2)

IMS RESOURCE LOCK MANAGER SRB
Accumulated SRB time for the IMS Resource Lock Manager address space. (DSYSRTM2)

DDF SERVICES TCB
Accumulated TCB time for the DB2 DDF address space. (DSYTCTM3)

DDF SERVICES SRB
Accumulated SRB time for the DB2 DDF address space. (DSYSRTM3)

Thread Summary Section 

THREADS
Number of threads created.

IFC Checkpoint Data Section 

CHECKPOINT
Number of checkpoints taken.

Subsystem Services Section 

CONNECT
Successful connects to DB2 by TSO, IMS, CICS, or DB2 utility.

CREATE THREAD
Number of threads created.

SIGNON
Number of times the user authorization was updated.

TERMINATE
Number of times a thread, login, or identify was terminated. Because a login can be performed without a termination, this
does not give an exact count of how many threads were terminated.

COMMIT
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Number of successful requests for commit phase 2.

ABORT
Number of times that a unit of recovery was backed out. Possible reasons are an application program:

• – • ABEND
• Rollback request
• That is deadlocked on database records, thread ABEND caused by resource shortage
• That is canceled by an operator.

INDOUBT THREADS
Number of application failures that occurred after a successful prepare but before a successful commit. The failure can
occur in the address space of the application, the transaction manager, or DB2.

PREPARE TO COMMIT
Number of successful requests for commit phase 1.

SSI CALLS
Number of SSI calls. These include EOT, EOM, subsystem identify, commands from the system console, and HELP
requests.

RESOLVE
Number of requests to process in doubt work that was successful.

SYNCHRONIZE
Number of synchronized commit requests. TSO applications use this facility.

THREADS WAITED
Number of create-thread requests that waited.

EXIT
Number of successful DSN3 EXIT functions performed. This facility is used to establish or remove an exit.

END OF TASK
Number of non-DB2 tasks that abended while connected to DB2.

END OF MEMORY
Number of non-DB2 address spaces that are deleted by the operating system while connected to DB2.

Agent Services Section
(Only shown if OPTION SERV is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN).)

UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE
Number of plans that have become unavailable. For example, the plan has become invalidated and an unsuccessful
automatic bind has occurred.

DEADLOCK
Number of allocation deadlocks. These deadlocks occur when resources are limited and contention is high.

INVALID RESOURCE
Number of requests for a plan that was unknown to DB2.

PHYSICAL SUSPENDS
Number of suspends (waits) that occur due to a latch contention, lock contention, I/O, and execution unit switching.

Storage Manager Section
(Only shown if OPTION SERV is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN).)

DETECTED
Number of short-on-storage situations detected.

CONTRACTION
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Number of storage contractions due to a shortage of storage.

ABEND
Number of ABENDs issued due to a shortage of storage.

GETMAIN/FREEMAIN ERRORS
Number of non-zero returns from GETMAIN and FREEMAIN.

Log Manager Section 

WRITE ACTIVE
Number of calls to write active log buffers.

WAIT
Number of log write requests, WAIT.

NO WAIT
Number of log write requests, NOWAIT.

FORCE
Number of log write requests, FORCE.

BUFFER WAITS
Number of waits because of an unavailable write buffer.

CREATED
Number of active log-output control intervals created.

OFFLOADED
Number of control intervals offloaded.

OUTPUT BUFFER
Number of reads satisfied from output buffers.

ACTIVE LOG
Number of reads satisfied from active log data set.

ARCHIVE LOG
Number of reads satisfied from archive log data set.

READ
Number of archive log-read allocations.

WRITE
Number of archive log-write allocations.

READS DELAY
Number of reads delayed because archive allocation limit reached.

Command Data Section 

DISPLAY DATABASE
Number of DISPLAY DATABASE commands.

DISPLAY THREAD
Number of DISPLAY THREAD commands.

DISPLAY UTILITY 
Number of DISPLAY UTILITY commands.

DISPLAY RLIMIT
Number of DISPLAY RLIMITcommands.

DISPLAY LOCATION
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Number of DISPLAY LOCATION commands.

Note: This number appears on the report only if DDF data is present.

START DB2
Number of START DB2 commands.

START DATABASE
Number of START DATABASE commands.

START TRACE
Number of START TRACE commands.

START RLIMIT
Number of START RLIMIT commands.

START DDF
Number of START DDF commands.Note: This number appears on the report only if DDF data is present.

STOP DB2
Number of STOP DB2 commands.

STOP DATABASE
Number of STOP DATABASE commands.

STOP TRACE
Number of STOP TRACE commands.

STOP RLIMIT 
Number of STOP RLIMIT commands.

STOP DDF
Number of STOP DDF commands.

Note: This will appear on the report only if DDF data is present.

RECOVER BSDS
Number of RECOVER BSDS commands.

RECOVER INDOUBT
Number of RECOVER INDOUBT commands.

TERM UTILITY
Number of TERM UTILITY commands.

MODIFY TRACE
Number of MODIFY TRACE commands.

CANCEL DDF THREAD
Number of CANCEL DDF THREAD. commands

Note: This number appears on the report only if DDF data is present.

ARCHIVE LOG
Number of ARCHIVE LOG commands.

IFC Destination Data Section 

SMF RECORDS ACCEPTED
SMF records successfully written.

SMF BUFFER ERRORS
SMF buffer errors.
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SMF NOT ACCEPTED
SMF record-not-accepted errors.

SMF NOT ACTIVE
SMF not-active errors.

SMF WRITER FAILURE
SMF writer failures.

RES RECORDS ACCEPTED
RES records successfully written.

RES BUFFER ERRORS
RES buffer errors.

RES NOT ACCEPTED
RES record-not-accepted errors.

RES NOT ACTIVE
RES not-active errors.

RES WRITER FAILURE
RES writer failures.

GTF RECORDS ACCEPTED
GTF records successfully written.

GTF BUFFER ERRORS
GTF buffer errors.

GTF NOT ACCEPTED
GTF record-not-accepted errors.

GTF NOT ACTIVE
GTF not-active errors.

GTF WRITER FAILURE
GTF writer failures.

OP1 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP1 records successfully written.

OP1 BUFFER ERRORS
OP1 buffer errors.

OP1 NOT ACCEPTED 
OP1 record-not-accepted errors.

OP1 NOT ACTIVE
OP1 not-active errors.

OP1 WRITER FAILURE
OP1 writer failures.

OP2 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP2 records successfully written.

OP2 BUFFER ERRORS
OP2 buffer errors.

OP2 NOT ACCEPTED
OP2 record-not-accepted errors.
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OP2 NOT ACTIVE
OP2 not-active errors.

OP2 WRITER FAILURE
OP2 writer failures.

OP3 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP3 records successfully written.

OP3 BUFFER ERRORS
OP3 buffer errors.

OP3 NOT ACCEPTED
OP3 record-not-accepted errors.

OP3 NOT ACTIVE
OP3 not-active errors.

OP3 WRITER FAILURE 
OP3 writer failures.

OP4 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP4 records successfully written.

OP4 BUFFER ERRORS
OP4 buffer errors.

OP4 NOT ACCEPTED
OP4 record-not-accepted errors.

OP4 NOT ACTIVE
OP4 not-active errors.

OP4 WRITER FAILURE
OP4 writer failures.

OP5 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP5 records successfully written.

OP5 BUFFER ERRORS
OP5 buffer errors.

OP5 NOT ACCEPTED
OP5 record-not-accepted errors.

OP5 NOT ACTIVE
OP5 not-active errors.

OP5 WRITER FAILURE
OP5 writer failures.

OP6 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP6 records successfully written.

OP6 BUFFER ERRORS
OP6 buffer errors.

OP6 NOT ACCEPTED
OP6 record-not-accepted errors.

OP6 NOT ACTIVE
OP6 not-active errors.
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OP6 WRITER FAILURE
OP6 writer failures.

OP7 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP7 records successfully written.

OP7 BUFFER ERRORS
OP7 buffer errors.

OP7 NOT ACCEPTED
OP7 record-not-accepted errors.

OP7 NOT ACTIVE
OP7 not-active errors.

OP7 WRITER FAILURE
OP7 writer failures.

OP8 RECORDS ACCEPTED
OP8 records successfully written.

OP8 BUFFER ERRORS
OP8 buffer errors.

OP8 NOT ACCEPTED
OP8 record-not-accepted errors.

OP8 NOT ACTIVE
OP8 not-active errors.

OP8 WRITER FAILURE
OP8 writer failures.

DDF Services Statistics 

LOCATION
Location identifier for a remote DB2 subsystem.
(DB2RLOCN)

TYPE
Type of statistic being reported.
(Total, Average, Maximum)

TRANS
Count of transactions that are sent or received.
Sent-(DDYTRANS)
Received-(DDYTRANR)

ABORTS
Abort messages that are sent or received.
Sent-(DDYABRS)
Received-(DDYABRR)

COMMITS
COMMIT messages sent or received.
Sent-(DDYCOMS)
Received-(DDYCOMR)

CONVERS
VTAM conversations sent or received.
Sent-(DDYCNVS)
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Received-(DDYCNVR)

CONVERS. QUEUED
VTAM conversations queued (DDYCNVQ) to be sent to remote site.

MESSAGES
VTAM messages sent or received.
Sent-(DDYMSGS)
Received-(DDYMSGR)

SQL STATEMENTS
SQL statements sent or received.
Sent-(DDYSQLS)
Received-(DDYSQLR)

DATA ROWS
Data rows sent or received.
Sent-(DDYROWS)
Received-(DDYROWR)

BYTES/1000 TRANSMITTED
Number of bytes sent (DDYROWS/1000) or received (DDYROWR/1000).

Latch Manager Section
(Only shown if OPTION SERV is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN).)

TEST SHARED/EXCLUSIVE
(DSYTSELT) shared/exclusive latch test

SERVICE TASK CONTROLLER
(DSYSTCLT) services task controller latch

 SSSC ALLIED AGENT QUEUE
(DSYAAQLT) allied agent queue latch

SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE
(DSYSSILT) subsystem interface latch

DB ALLOCATION CONTROL
(DSYDBALT) database allocation latch

BUFFER MANAGER SHARED
(DSYBMSLT) buffer manager latch shared

BUFFER MANAGER EXCLUSIVE
(DSYBMELT) buffer manager latch exclusive

RECOVERY MANAGER STATUS
(DSYRMSLT) recover manager status latch

SYNONYM CHAIN 1
(DSYSCILT) synonym chain-1 latch

SYNONYM CHAIN 2
(DSYSC2LT) synonym chain-2 latch

LOG WRITE FUNCTION
(DSYLGWLT) log write function latch

LOG BSDS ACCESS
(DSYBALT) log BSDS latch
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BUFFER MGR EXCLUSIVE 2
(DSYBM2LT) buffer manager 2 latch exclusive

DATA MANAGER HASH TABLES
(DSYMHLT) data manager hash tables latch

DATA MANAGER
(DSYDMLT) data manager latch

ADDRESS SPACE ACTIVE
(DSYASALT) address space active latch

SERVICE QUEUE
(DSYBMSLT) service queue latch

SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE
(DSYLAT29) system address space latch

TRACE TABLE
(DSYTTLT) trace table latch

STORAGE MGR VECTOR TABLE
(DSYSMVLT) storage manager vector table latch

STORAGE MGR HEADER BLOCK
(DSYSMHLT) storage manager header block latch

IFI Counters Section 

ABENDS
Count of instrumentation facility ABENDs encountered.

UNRECOGNIZED FUNCTIONS
Count of unrecognized instrumentation facility functions.

COMMAND REQUESTS
Count of IFI command requests.

READA REQUESTS
Count of IFI read A requests.

READS REQUESTS
Count of IFI read S requests.

 WRITE REQUESTS
Count of IFI write requests.

DB2 System Services Report Sample

                                                                 CA                                          

                     

                                                                                                            

 PAGE: 1 

 CA MICS/DB2                                         DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES REPORT                          

 SUBPAGE: 1 

 RUN DATE: Friday, December 2, yyyy                                                                          

                     

 ==================================================================================================================== 

                                                     !             !                  !                      
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                                                     ! SYSID: A1A1 ! DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A !                      

                     

                                                     !             ! DB2 RELEASE: 8.1 !                       

                                                                                    |

 ===================================================================================================================== 

 

                        CPU TIME             !              THREAD SUMMARY  !         IFC CHECKPOINT DATA 

                                             !                              !

                                      TCB    !               THREADS 20,451 !       CHECKPOINTS              

     1 

 SYSTEM SERVICES 0:00:25.7                   !                              ! 

 DATA BASE SERVICES 0:00:42.8                !                              ! 

 IMS RESOURCE LOCK MANAGER 0:00:00.0         !                              ! 

 DDF SERVICES 0:00:02.3                      !                              ! 

                                             !                              ! 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       SUBSYSTEM SERVICES 

 CONNECT 621                    COMMIT 4               SSI CALLS 629              EXIT 494 

 CREATE THREAD 20,451           ABORT 19,382           RESOLVE 0                  END OF TASK 8 

 SIGNON 0                       INDOUBT THREADS 0      SYNCHRONIZE 8,897          END OF MEMORY 0 

 TERMINATE 21,072               PREPARE TO COMMIT 0    THREADS WAITED 0 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                          ! 

                AGENT SERVICES                            !               STORAGE MANAGER 

                                                          ! 

       ALLOCATION FAILURES                                !          SHORT ON STORAGE 

         UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE         0                   !            DETECTED             0 

         DEADLOCK                     0                   !            CONTRACTION          0 

         INVALID RESOURCE             0                   !            ABEND                0 

                                                          ! 

       PHYSICAL SUSPENDS        611,941                   ! GETMAIN/FREEMAIN ERRORS         0 

                                                          ! 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                       LOG MANAGER 

 LOG WRITE REQUESTS              CONTROL INTERVALS            LOG READ REQUESTS              ARCHIVE LOG 

 WRITE ACTIVE     46,153         CREATED      50,494           SATISFIED FROM                   ALLOCATIONS 

 WAIT                  0         OFFLOADED   297,000                OUTPUT BUFFER 166                READ    

    0 

 NO WAIT          278,821                                           ACTIVE LOG      0                WRITE   

    1 

 FORCE             13,770                                          ARCHIVE LOG      0                READS

 DELAY 0 

 BUFFER WAITS 0 |

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 REPORTING PERIOD Friday, September 3, yyyy 6:02:23 TO Friday, September 3, yyyy 17:53:23 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                           CA 
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          PAGE: 2 

 CA MICS/DB2                                  DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES REPORT                                     

       SUBPAGE: 2 

 RUN DATE: Friday, December 2, yyyy |

 =============================================================================================================================== 

                                  !                           !                          ! 

                                  !       SYSID: A1A1         !    DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A      ! 

                                  !                           !   DB2 RELEASE: 8.1       ! 

 =============================================================================================================================== 

                                                           COMMAND DATA 

       DISPLAY                  START                            STOP                            

 MISCELLANEOUS 

    DATABASE          0       DB2                0        DB2          0            RECOVER BSDS           0 

    THREAD            4       DATABASE           0        DATABASE     0            RECOVER INDOUBT        0 

    UTILITY           0       TRACE              0        TRACE        0            TERM UTILITY           4 

    RLIMIT            0       RLIMIT             0        RLIMIT       0            MODIFY TRACE           0 

    LOCATION          0       DDF                0        DDF          0            CANCEL DDF THREAD      0 

                                                                                   ARCHIVE LOG             0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                    IFC DESTINATION DATA 

 DESTINATION      RECORDS ACCEPTED      BUFFER ERRORS    NOT ACCEPTED     NOT ACTIVE       WRITER FAILURE 

 SMF                        82,158                   0               0             0                     0 

 RES                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 GTF                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP1                        97,816                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP2                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP3                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP4                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP5                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

 OP6                             0                   0               0             0                     0 

  OP7                             0                   0               0             0                    0 

  OP8                             0                   0               0             0                    0 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                          LATCH MANAGER                                       !          IFI COUNTERS 

                                                                              ! 

 TEST SHARED/EXCLUSIVE        0      LOG BSDS ACCESS                  297     !  ABENDS                     

 0 

 SERVICE TASK CONTROLLER      0      BUFFER MANAGER EXCLUSIVE 2       117     !  UNRECOGNIZED FUNCTIONS     

 0 

 SSSC ALLIED AGENT QUEUE      9      DATA MANAGER HASH TABLES 3               !  COMMAND REQUESTS           

 7 

 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE          1      DATA MANAGER                        0    !  READA REQUEST         

 60,019 

 DATABASE ALLOCATION CONTROL  5      ADDRESS SPACE ACTIVE                1    ! READS REQUESTS             

 47 
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 BUFFER MANAGER SHARED        0      SERVICE QUEUE                       0    ! WRITE REQUESTS              

 0 

 BUFFER MANAGER EXCLUSIVE   192      SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE                0    ! 

 RECOVERY MANAGER STATUS      0      TRACE TABLE                         2    ! 

 SYNONYM CHAIN 1              0 STORAGE MGR VECTOR TABLE             8,393    ! 

 SYNONYM CHAIN 2              0 STORAGE MGR HEADER BLOCK             2,568    ! 

 LOG WRITE FUNCTION          41                                               ! 

                                                                              ! 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 REPORTING PERIOD Friday, September 3, yyyy 6:02:23 TO Friday, September 3, yyyy 17:53:23 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             CA 

                                                                                                             

   PAGE: 3 

 CA MICS/DB2                                       DB2 SYSTEM SERVICES REPORT                               

 SUBPAGE: 3 

 RUN DATE: Friday, December 2, yyyy 

 =============================================================================================================================== 

                                          !                               !                        ! 

                                          ! SYSID: A1A1                   !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A   ! 

                                          !                               !    DB2 RELEASE: 8.1    ! 

 =============================================================================================================================== 

                                             DDF SERVICES STATISTICS 

                 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REMOTE      !        !           !    TYPE TRANS      !          ! CONVERS.!          !    SQL   !   

 DATA   !  BYTES/1000

  LOCATION(S)     !   TYPE !    TRANS. !   ABORTS !  COMMITS! CONVERS. !  QUEUED ! MESSAGES !STATEMENTS!   

 ROWS   ! TRANSMITTED

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DRDA REMOTE LOCS !SENT TO:!          0          0         0          0         0     54,933          0      

   732       33,648

                  !    AVG !          0        0.0       0.0        1.0       0.0   54,933.0        0.0      

   732       33,648

   (STAT.RECORDS) !    MAX !          0          0         0          0         0      2,520          0      

   672        3,339

             71   !RECVD FR!        185          5     6,329        185  ------       54,944    122,247      

     0       34,244

                  !    AVG !          1        0.0      34.2        1.0  ------        297.0      660.8      

     0          185

                  !    MAX !         21          2       645         21  ------        2,531      6,742      

     0        2,019

                  !        !

                  !

                 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 @ - INDICATES REPORTED BYTE COUNT IS NOT DIVIDED BY 1000 

 NOTE: * DDF AVERAGES ARE BASED ON TRANSACTIONS SENT/RECEIVED 

 NOTE: * DDF MAXIMUMS ARE BASED ON DDF STATISTICS RECORD COUNT 
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 REPORTING PERIOD Friday, September 3, yyyy 6:02:23 TO Friday, September 3, yyyy 17:53:23 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DB2 Data Base Services Report

The DB2 Data Base Services Report provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 Data Base
Activity File (DB2DSD) that is created from the SMF Type 100 Subtype 1 record. This report details the data base activity
of each active DB2 subsystem.

The DB2 Data Base Services Report is typically produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs, which are
automatically submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively.

DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO) while MONTHRPT executes
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO). Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the actual report
generation program that is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DBMPT), which produces the report.

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable DBMREP=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default report macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

To create this report directly, ensure that the macro variable DBMREP is set equal to Y in member #DB2MOBJ of your unit
library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. To produce ONLY the Data Base Services report, set all other macro variables to N.
Finally, execute the program DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO as is done in the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs.

DB2 Data Base Services Report Format

The DB2 Database Services Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE
Date the report was created.

REPORTING PERIOD
Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

SYSID
Logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
DB2 subsystem identifier.

DB2 RELEASE
DB2 subsystem release identifier. (DB2RELN)

Thread Summary Section 

THREADS
Number of threads created.

SQL Calls Section 

SELECT
Number of SELECT statements.

INSERT
Number of INSERT statements.

UPDATE
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Number of UPDATE statements.

DELETE
Number of DELETE statements.

DESCRIBE
Number of DESCRIBE statements.

PREPARE
Number of PREPARE statements.

OPEN
Number of OPEN statements.

CLOSE
Number of CLOSE statements.

FETCH
Number of FETCH statements.

LABEL
Number of LABEL statements.

DESCRIBE TABLE
Number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

LOCK TABLE
Number of LOCK TABLE statements.

GRANT
Number of GRANT statements.

REVOKE
Number of REVOKE statements.

INCREMENTAL BIND
Number of incremental binds excluding prepares.

COMMENT
Number of COMMENT ON statements.

SET SQLID
Number of SET CURRENT SQLID statements.

SET HOST VARIABLE
Number of SET HOST VARIABLE statements.

CREATE TABLE
Number of CREATE TABLE statements.

CREATE INDEX
Number of CREATE INDEX statements.

CREATE TABLESPACE
Number of CREATE TABLESPACE statements.

CREATE STOGROUP
Number of CREATE STOGROUP statements.

CREATE DATABASE
Number of CREATE DATABASE statements.

CREATE SYNONYM
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Number of CREATE SYNONYM statements.

REATE VIEW
Number of CREATE VIEW statements.

DROP TABLE
Number of DROP TABLE statements.

DROP INDEX
Number of DROP INDEX statements.

DROP TABLESPACE
Number of DROP TABLESPACE statements.

DROP STOGROUP
Number of DROP STOGROUP statements.

DROP DATABASE
Number of DROP DATABASE statements.

DROP SYNONYM
Number of DROP SYNONYM statements.

DROP VIEW
Number of DROP VIEW statements.

DROP PACKAGE
Number of DROP PACKAGE statements.

ALTER TABLE
Number of ALTER TABLE statements.

ALTER INDEX
Number of ALTER INDEX statements.

ALTER TABLESPACE
Number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements.

ALTER STOGROUP
Number of ALTER STOGROUP statements.

ALTER DATABASE
Number of ALTER DATABASE statements.

ALTER SYNONYM
Number of ALTER SYNONYM statements.

ALTER VIEW
Number of ALTER VIEW statements.

ALTER PACKAGE
Number of ALTER PACKAGE statements

Resource Limit Facility Section 

RESOURCE TABLE ID
Nature of resource limit in effect.

HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED
Method resource limit was determined.

SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT
Number of CPU services units that are allowed per dynamic SQL requests.
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CPU TIME LIMIT
CPU time limit that is allowed per dynamic SQL requests.

HIGHEST CPU TIME USED
Highest CPU time that is used for a dynamic SQL statement.

Locking Section 

DEADLOCKS
Deadlock count.

SUSPENSIONS
Suspension count.

TIMEOUTS
Timeout count.

ESCALATED TO SHARED
Number of escalations to shared mode.

ESCALATED TO EXCLUSIVE
Number of escalations to exclusive mode.

MAX. PAGE LOCKS HELD
Maximum number of page locks held by DB2.

LATCH SUSPEND COUNT
Number of suspends due to latch conflict.

OTHER SUSPEND COUNT
Number of suspends due to something other than latch conflict.

LOCK REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM lock requests.

QUERY REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM query requests.

CHANGE REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM change requests.

OTHER IRLM REQUEST COUNT
Total number of other IRLM requests.

Plan Activity Section 

ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS
Requests to allocate a bound plan for an agent. Represents the number of times DB2 was requested to create a thread by
the attachment facility for the user. Does not include allocations for DB2 system agents.

ALLOCATE SUCCESS
Number of successful bound plan allocations. Represents the number of allocation attempts counted in ALLOCATE
ATTEMPTS that completed successfully.

ALLOCATE NON-EXISTENT PLANS
Requests to allocate a non-existent plan ID. Represents the number of agent allocation attempts counted in ALLOCATE
ATTEMPTS that did not complete successfully, because the plan did not exist.

BIND ATTEMPTS
Number of times an automatic bind was attempted. Occurs when the plan has been invalidated by modifications to the
declarations of the data referenced that is by the programs that are bound as part of the plan.

BIND SUCCESS
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Number of successful automatic binds.

BIND ADD
Number of BIND ACTION (ADD) subcommands issued.

BIND REPLACE
Number of BIND ACTION (REPLACE) subcommands issued.

BIND TEST
Number of bind subcommands issued without a plan ID.

BIND BOUND AND KEPT
Number of plans successfully bound and kept for future agent allocations. This count does not include the test binds.

REBIND COMMANDS
Number of REBIND subcommands issued.

REBIND ATTEMPTS
Number of attempts to rebind an individual plan.

REBIND SUCCESS
Number of times a plan was successfully rebound.

FREE COMMANDS
Number of FREE subcommands issued.

FREE ATTEMPTS
Number of attempts to free an individual plan.

FREE SUCCESS
Number of times a plan was successfully freed.

Package Activity Section 

ALLOCATE ATTEMPTS
Requests to allocate a bound package for an agent. Represents the number of times DB2 was requested to create a
thread by the attachment facility for the user. Does not include allocations for DB2 system agents.

ALLOCATE SUCCESS
Number of successful bound package allocations. Represents the number of allocation attempts counted in ALLOCATE
ATTEMPTS that completed successfully.

BIND ATTEMPTS
Number of times an automatic bind was attempted. Occurs when the package has been invalidated by modifications to
the declarations of the data that is referenced by the programs that are bound as part of the package.

BIND SUCCESS
Number of successful automatic binds.

BIND ADD
Number of BIND ACTION (ADD) subcommands issued.

BIND REPLACE
Number of BIND ACTION (REPLACE) subcommands issued.

BIND BOUND AND KEPT
Number of packages that are successfully bound and kept for future agent allocations. This count does not include the
test binds.

REBIND COMMANDS
Number of REBIND subcommands issued.

REBIND ATTEMPTS
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Number of attempts to rebind an individual package.

REBIND SUCCESS
Number of times a package was successfully rebound.

FREE COMMANDS
Number of FREE subcommands issued.

 FREE ATTEMPTS
Number of attempts to free an individual package.

FREE SUCCESS
Number of times a package was successfully freed.

Buffer Manager Section (listed in alphabetical order) 

ACTIVE BUFFERS IN POOL
Total number of active buffers, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSABBP)

BUFFER POOL DAT SET OPENEDA
Total number of buffer pool data sets that were opened by the DB2 system for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSBPSO)

BUFFERS ALLOCATED FOR HPOOL
Total number of buffers allocated for all active virtual buffer pools. (DSDSHPL)

BUFFERS ALLOCATED FOR VPOOL
Total number of buffers allocated for a virtual buffer pool, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSVPL)

DATA MANAGER THRESHOLD REACHED
Total number of times the WPHFWT deferred write threshold was reached in the DB2 system during an interval for all
active buffer pools. (DSDSDMCT)

DATASET RECALL TIMEOUTS
Total number of times a recall time out of a migrated data set was encountered by the DB2 system during the interval,
summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSTRTO)

DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED
Total number of times the deferred write threshold was reached in the DB2 system during an interval for all active DB2
buffer pools. (DSDSDWRT)

DYNAMIC PREFETCH READ I/OS
Total number of asynchronous read I/Os due to dynamic prefetch for all active DB2 buffer pools. DSDSDIO)

DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTED
Total number of dynamic prefetch requests for all active DB2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the process that is
triggered because of sequential detection. (DSDSDPF)

GETPAGE FAILURES DUE TO VPOOL FULL
Total number of times a usable buffer could not be located in the active virtual buffer pools. (DSDSXFL)

GETPAGES ISSUED BY GETPAGE SEQUENTIAL REQUEST
Total number of requests that are issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSSGT)

HIGHEST PREFETCH I/O STREAMS ALLOCATED
Total number of concurrent prefetch I/O streams that were allocated for supporting queries that are processed in parallel
for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSXIS)

HPOOL BUFFERS BACKED BY EXPANDED STORAGE
Total number of hiperpool buffers currently backed by expanded storage for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSHBE)

I/O PARALLELISM DOWNGRADED SHORT ON STORAGE
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Total number of times that DB2 could not allocate the requested number of buffer pages to allow a parallel group to run to
the planned degree, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSPQF)

IMMEDIATE WRITES SYSTEM PAGES
Total number of immediate writes for system pages by the DB2 system during the interval for all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSIMWS)

INEFFICIENT MERGE DUE TO NO BUFFERS
Total number of times that the merge pass could not be efficiently performed, summarized for all active DB2 buffer pools,
due to the shortage of buffer space. (DSDSWFF)

LIST PREFETCH READ I/OS
Total number of asynchronous read I/Os due to list prefetch for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSLIO)

LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS
Total number of list prefetch requests for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSLPF)

MAX. WORKFILES CONCURRENTLY USED FOR MERGE
Total number of work files (runs) that have ever been concurrently used during merge processing within this statistics
period, summarized for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSWFM)

MEDIA MANAGER READ REQUESTS
Total number of media manager read requests for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSMMRR)

MERGE PASSES FOR SORT
Total number of merge passes DB2 sort activities summarized for all active DB2 buffer pool. (DSDSWFR)

MIGRATED DATASET ENCOUNTERED 
Total of the number of times migrated data sets were encountered, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSTMIG)

PAGES DEQUEUED FOR DESTRUCTIVE READ
Total number of pages dequeued from VDWQ for destructive read, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSWBVQ)

PAGES DESTRUCTIVELY READ
Total number of pages for which destructive read was requested, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSWDRP)

PAGES READ ASYNC FROM HPOOL TO VPOOL
Total number of pages moved from all active hiperpools to all active virtual buffer pools asynchronously. (DSDSHRA)

PAGES READ ASYNC HPOOL TO VPOOL VIA ADMF
Total number of pages moved from a hiperpool to a virtual buffer pool via ADMF for all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSARA)

PAGES READ DUE TO PREFETCH
Number of pages read by DB2 after it anticipated the need to read ahead due to a large volume of sequential processing,
which can be caused either by a utility or an SQL statement performing a large tablespace scan. (DSDSSPPF)

PAGES READ DYNAMIC PREFETCH
Total number of pages read asynchronously due to dynamic prefetch for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSDPP)

PAGES READ LIST PREFETCH
Total number of pages read asynchronously due to list prefetch for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSLPP)

PAGES READ SYNC FROM HPOOL TO VPOOL
Total number of successful synchronous requests to move pages from all active hiperpools to all active virtual buffer
pools. (DSDSHRE)

PAGES WRITTEN ASYNC VPOOL TO HPOOL VIA ADMF
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Total number of pages moved from a virtual buffer pool to a hiperpool via ADMF for all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSAWA)

PAGES WRITTEN SYNC FROM HPOOL TO VPOOL
Total number of pages moved from all active hiperpools to all active virtual buffer pool asynchronously. (DSDSHRA)

PHYSICAL DATABASE PAGE REQUESTS
Count of physical database page requests, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSDBPR)

PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS
Total number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable buffer resource in the DB2 system during an
interval, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSSPDF)

PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO NO READ ENGINE
Total number of sequential prefetch requests disabled due to an unavailable read engine in the DB2 system during an
interval, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSREEP)

PREFETCH I/O STREAMS DENIED SHORT ON STORAGE
Total number of requested prefetch I/O streams that were denied due to a storage shortage for all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSJIS)

PREFETCH QUANTITY REDUCED TO 25 percent NORMAL
Total number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to 1/4 normal, summarized across all active
DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSPL2)

PREFETCH QUANTITY REDUCED TO 50 percent NORMAL
Total number of times that the prefetch quantity was reduced from normal to half normal, summarized across all active
DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSPL1)

READ PAGEFIXED WITHOUT REAL STORAGE
Total number of times that a buffer being page-fixed for read operations did not have real storage frame backing,
summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSRFXS)

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS
Total number of sequential prefetch requests of the DB2 system that occurred during the interval, summarized across all
active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSSQPF)

SUCCESSFUL HPOOL EXPANSION/CONTRACTION
Total number of successful hiperpool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL command for all
active buffer pools. (DSDSHPA)

SUCCESSFUL VPOOL EXPANSION/CONTRACTION
Total number of successful virtual buffer pool expansions or contractions because of the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
command, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSVPA)

SYNC READ I/OS PERFORMED BY SEQUENTIAL REQ
Total number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2 buffer
pools. (DSDSSIO)

SYSTEM PAGES WRITTEN TO DASD
Total number of system pages that were written to DASD, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSSPWR)

TOTAL PARALLEL QUERIES
Total number of requests made for processing queries in parallel, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSPQO)

UNSUCCESSFUL GETPAGE CONDITIONAL REQUEST
Total number of times conditional GETPAGE requests could not be satisfied for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSNGT)

UNSUCCESSFUL HPOOL TO VPOOL READS
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Total number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous read request failed because the backing-expanded
storage page was stolen by the system, summarized for all active DB2 buffer pools (DSDSHRF)

UNSUCCESSFUL HPOOL TO VPOOL READS VIA ADMF
Total number of pages for which a read request failed because the backing-expanded storage was stolen for active DB2
buffer pools. (DSDSARF)

UNSUCCESSFUL VPOOL TO HPOOL WRITES
Total number of pages for which a synchronous or asynchronous write request failed because of a shortage of expanded
storage for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSHWF)

UNSUCCESSFUL VPOOL TO HPOOL WRITES VIA ADMF
Total number of pages for which a write request has failed because the backing-expanded storage was stolen for active
DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSAWF)

UPDATES OF DATABASE SYSTEM PAGES
Total count (for all active buffer pools) of the updates that were performed against database system pages during the
interval.(DSDSDBPU)

USABLE BUFFER NOT LOCATED BECAUSE VPOOL FULL
Total number of times a usable buffer could not be located in the active virtual buffer pools. (DSDSXFL)

VERTICAL DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED
Number of times the vertical deferred write threshold was reached for all active DB2 buffer pools. When the number of
updated pages for a data set exceeds the vertical deferred write threshold, deferred writes are initiated for that data set.
(DSDSDWV)

VIRTUAL STORAGE EXPANSION FAILURES
Total of buffer pool expansion failures caused by virtual storage shortage, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSSSEF)

WORKFILES FOR MERGE PASSES
Total number of work files that have been requested for all of the merge passes, summarized across all active DB2 buffer
pools. (DSDSWFT)

WORKFILES REJECTED DUE TO NO BUFFERS 
Total number of work files (runs), summarized for all active DB2 buffer pools that were rejected during all merge passes
due to insufficient buffer resources. (DSDSWFD)

WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE
Number of times a write engine was unavailable for I/O in the DB2 system during an interval, summarized across all active
DB2 buffer pools. (DSDSWREE)

WRITE I/OS BY MEDIA MANAGER
Total number of write I/Os performed by the DB2 Media Manager, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSDSWRMM)

 WRITE PAGEFIXED WITHOUT REAL STORAGE
Number of times the active DB2 buffer pools have been page-fixed to perform write I/O without real storage frame
backing. The page-fix process must perform an I/O operation to retrieve the page's content from DASD storage to a new
real page frame. (DSDSWFXS)

Environmental Descriptor Management Pool Section 

NUMBER OF FAILURES DUE TO FULL EDM POOL
Number of DB2 transaction failures due to insufficient virtual storage for EDM pool.

NUMBER OF PAGES IN EDM POOL 
Number of pages in the EDM pool used to contain the skeleton cursor tables and database descriptors for a DB2 system.

NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR CURSOR TABLE SECTIONS
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Number of requests for cursor table sections or number of times DB2 application programs requested execution time.

NUMBER OF LOADED CURSOR TABLE SECTIONS
Number of DB2 application programs that were loaded for execution.

NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR CURSOR TABLE
Number of EDM pool pages used to load DB2 application programs.

NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR PACKAGE TABLE SECTIONS
Number of requests for package table sections.

NUMBER OF LOADED PACKAGE TABLE SECTIONS
Number of DB2 packages that were loaded into the EDM pool.

NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR PACKAGE TABLE
Number of EDM pool pages used to load packages.

NUMBER OF PAGES IN FREE CHAIN
Number of unused pages in the EDM pool.

NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR DATABASE DESCRIPTORS
Number of EDM pool pages used for database descriptors (DBDs) in the DB2 system.

NUMBER OF PAGES USED SKELETON CURSOR TABLE
Number of pages used for skeleton cursor tables.

NUMBER OF PAGES USED SKELETON PACKAGE TABLE
Number of pages used for skeleton package tables.

NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR DATABASE DESCRIPTORS
Number of active DBDs in the DB2 system.

NUMBER OF LOADS OF DATABASE DESCRIPTORS
Number of DBDs the EDM pool was able to actually process.

Data Set Activity Section 

NUMBER OF DATASETS OPEN
Number of data sets currently open when SMF type 100 record is cut.

NUMBER OF DATASETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN
Number of data sets not currently in use that were specified with CLOSE(YES), but have not been physically closed.

NUMBER OF DATASETS CLOSED VIA DRAIN
Number of data sets closed through the drain process.

NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL REOPENS
Frequency that data sets that had not previously been used became used. The data set remained open even though no
process was using it. This counter indicates that the data set was eventually used again. The larger the number in this
field, the better your system is tuned for deferred close.

DB2 Data Base Services Report Sample

DB2 Data Base Services Report Sample (Part 1 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   1

   CA MICS/DB2                                      DB2 DATA BASE SERVICES REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   1

   RUN DATE:      Monday, September 5, YYYY
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 =================================================================================================================================

                                        !                         !                          !

                                        !       SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A     !    THREADS:   

     20,451

                                        !                         !    DB2 RELEASE: 9.1      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                              SQL CALLS

   MANIPULATIVE STATEMENTS                    CONTROL STATEMENTS                              DEFINITIONAL

 STATEMENTS

   SELECT               2,203           LOCK TABLE                   0                             CREATE    

     DROP      ALTER

   INSERT               3,948           GRANT                        2

   UPDATE               2,251           REVOKE                       0            TABLE                 0    

        0          0

   DELETE               3,357           INCREMENTAL BIND             0            INDEX                 0    

        0          0

   DESCRIBE            14,500           COMMENT                      0            TABLESPACE            0    

        0          0

   PREPARE             31,404           SET SQLID               22,654            STOGROUP              0    

        0          0

   OPEN                47,919           SET HOST VARIABLE            5            DATABASE              0    

        0          0

   CLOSE               19,929                                                     SYNONYM               0    

        0

   FETCH               68,061                                                     VIEW                  0    

        0

   LABEL                    0                                                     PACKAGE                    

        0

   DESCRIBE TABLE           0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 RESOURCE LIMIT FACILITY              !                                   LOCKING

                                                      !

   RESOURCE TABLE ID                                  ! DEADLOCKS                        0      LATCH SUSPEND

 COUNT           116

   HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED                UNKNOWN    ! SUSPENSIONS                     21      OTHER SUSPEND

 COUNT        12,291

   SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT                       0    ! TIMEOUTS                         0      LOCK REQUEST

 COUNT        808,542

   CPU TIME LIMIT                      0:00:00.000    ! ESCALATED TO SHARED              0      QUERY REQUEST

 COUNT             0

   HIGHEST CPU TIME USED               0:00:00.000    ! ESCALATED TO EXCLUSIVE           1      CHANGE REQUEST

 COUNT      181,345

                                                      ! MAX. PAGE LOCKS HELD             0      OTHER IRLM

 REQUEST COUNT        0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, September 2,YYYY    6:02:23  TO      Friday, September 2,YYYY   17:53:23

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Data Base Services Report Sample (Part 2 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   2

   CA MICS/DB2                                      DB2 DATA BASE SERVICES REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   2

   RUN DATE:      Monday, September 5, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                        !                         !                          !

                                        !       SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A     !    THREADS:   

     20,451

                                        !                         !    DB2 RELEASE: 9.1      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                             PLAN ACTIVITY

           ALLOCATE                            BIND                               REBIND                     

         FREE

   ATTEMPTS          20,587         ATTEMPTS                   0         COMMANDS                0        

 COMMANDS             0

   SUCCESS           20,587         SUCCESS                    0         ATTEMPTS                0        

 ATTEMPTS             0

   NON-EXISTENT           0         ADD                        0         SUCCESS                 0        

 SUCCESS              0

    PLANS                           REPLACE                    0

                                    TEST                       0

                                    BOUND AND KEPT             0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            PACKAGE ACTIVITY

           ALLOCATE                            BIND                               REBIND                     

         FREE

   ATTEMPTS          27,796         ATTEMPTS                   7         COMMANDS                0        

 COMMANDS             0

   SUCCESS           22,303         SUCCESS                    7         ATTEMPTS                0        

 ATTEMPTS             0

                                    ADD                        0         SUCCESS                 0        

 SUCCESS              0

                                    REPLACE                    0

                                    BOUND AND KEPT             0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, September 2, YYYY    6:02:23  TO      Friday, September 2, YYYY   17:53:23
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Data Base Services Report Sample (Part 3 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   3

   CA MICS/DB2                                      DB2 DATA BASE SERVICES REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   3

   RUN DATE:      Monday, September 5, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                        !                         !                          !

                                        !       SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A     !    THREADS:   

     20,451

                                        !                         !    DB2 RELEASE: 9.1      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                     BUFFER MANAGER SUMMARY

      PHYSICAL DATA BASE PAGE REQUESTS                2,186,996        MEDIA MANAGER READ REQUESTS           

              8,793

      USABLE BUFFER NOT LOCATED BECAUSE VPOOL FULL            0        VIRTUAL STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION

 FAILURES             0

      UPDATES OF DATA BASE SYSTEM PAGES                 185,094        SYSTEM PAGES WRITTEN TO DASD          

             28,546

      WRITE I/OS BY MEDIA MANAGER                         3,863        PAGES DEQUEUED FOR DESTRUCTIVE READ   

              2,499

      PAGES DESTRUCTIVELY READ                            2,499        ACTIVE BUFFERS IN POOL                

              4,390

      READ PAGEFIXED WITHOUT REAL STORAGE                     2        WRITE PAGEFIXED WITHOUT REAL STORAGE  

                  0

      BUFFER POOL DATA SET OPENED                         1,478        MERGE PASSES FOR SORT                 

                477

      WORKFILES FOR MERGE PASSES                            954        IMMEDIATE WRITES SYSTEM PAGES         

              3,372

      SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS                       12,450        LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS                

              3,836

      PAGES READ DUE TO PREFETCH                        158,238        MAX. WORKFILES CONCURRENTLY USED FOR

 MERGE            152

      WORKFILES REJECTED DUE TO NO BUFFERS                    0        INEFFICIENT MERGE DUE TO NO BUFFERS   

                  0

      PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS                     0        PREFETCH DISABLED DUE TO NO READ ENGINE

                 0

      WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE                                0        DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED      

                  0

      DATA MANAGER THRESHOLD REACHED                          0        MIGRATED DATASET ENCOUNTERED          

                  0

      VERTICAL DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED           1,818        DATASET RECALL TIMEOUTS               

                  0

      PREFETCH ASYNC READ I/OS                            4,505        GETPAGE FAILURES DUE TO VPOOL FULL    

                  0
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      GETPAGE FAILURES DUE TO VPOOL FULL                      0        DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTED            

             12,985

      SUCCESSFUL VPOOL EXPANSION/CONTRACTION                  0        BUFFERS ALLOCATED FOR VPOOL           

          3,358,300

      PAGES READ DYNAMIC PREFETCH                         2,221        PAGES READ LIST PREFETCH              

                 17

      DYNAMIC PREFETCH READ I/OS                            149        LIST PREFETCH READ I/OS               

                 10

      GETPAGES ISSUED BY SEQUENTIAL REQUEST             678,135        SYNC READ I/OS PERFORMED BY SEQUENTIAL

 REQ          1,633

      UNSUCCESSFUL GETPAGE CONDITIONAL REQUEST                0        HIGHEST PREFETCH I/O STREAMS ALLOCATED

                  0

      PREFETCH I/O STREAMS DENIED SHORT ON STORAGE            0        TOTAL PARALLEL QUERIES                

                  0

      I/O PARALLELISM DOWNGRADED SHORT ON STORAGE             0        PREFETCH QUANTITY REDUCED TO 50% NORMAL

                 0

      PREFETCH QUANTITY REDUCED TO 25% NORMAL                 0        PAGES WRITTEN ASYNC VPOOL TO HPOOL VIA

 ADMF             0

      UNSUCCESSFUL VPOOL TO HPOOL WRITES VIA ADMF             0        HPOOL BUFFERS BACKED BY EXPANDED

 STORAGE                0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, September 2, YYYY    6:02:23  TO      Friday, September 2, YYYY   17:53:23

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Data Base Services Report Sample (Part 4 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   4

   CA MICS/DB2                                      DB2 DATA BASE SERVICES REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   4

   RUN DATE:      Monday, September 5, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                        !                         !                          !

                                        !       SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A     !    THREADS:   

     20,451

                                        !                         !    DB2 RELEASE: 9.1      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                            ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTOR MANAGEMENT POOL

                                                               AVERAGE       MAXIMUM

        NUMBER OF FAILURES DUE TO FULL EDM POOL                    0               0

        NUMBER OF PAGES IN EDM POOL                            8,192           8,192

        NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR CURSOR TABLE SECTIONS             530             574

        NUMBER OF LOADED CURSOR TABLE SECTIONS                     1               5

        NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR CURSOR TABLE                      1               2

        NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR PACKAGE TABLE SECTIONS            380           2,241

        NUMBER OF LOADED PACKAGE TABLE SECTIONS                    1              20
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        NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR PACKAGE TABLE                     1               5

        MINIMUM NUMBER OF PAGES IN FREE CHAIN                    101           7,259

        NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR DATA BASE DESCRIPTORS             0               0

        NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR SKELETON CURSOR TABLE           118             130

        NUMBER OF PAGES USED FOR SKELETON PACKAGE TABLE          889             951

        NUMBER OF REQUESTS FOR DATA BASE DESCRIPTORS           1,136           2,689

        NUMBER OF LOADS OF DATA BASE DESCRIPTORS                   2              46

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            DATASET ACTIVITY

                                                               AVERAGE       MAXIMUM

        NUMBER OF DATASETS OPEN                                1,110           1,274

        NUMBER OF DATASETS AVAILABLE TO DRAIN                    924           1,201

        NUMBER OF DATASETS CLOSED VIA DRAIN                        0               0

        NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL REOPENS                           2,447          23,984

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, September 2, YYYY    6:02:23  TO      Friday, September 2, YYYY   17:53:23

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Accounting Report

The DB2 Accounting Report provides an extract of the most pertinent information from the DB2 User Activity File
(DB2DSU), which is created from the SMF Type 101 record. This report details the activity of active DB2 users.

The Accounting Report is normally produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs, which are automatically
submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively.

DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO), while MONTHRPT executes
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO). Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the actual report
generation program that is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2ACTPT), which produces the Accounting report.

The program produces a separate report for each DB2 subsystem.

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable USRAREP=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default report macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

To create this report directly, ensure that the macro variable USRAREP is set equal to Y in member #DB2MOBJ of
your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. If you require the DDF reporting block for this report, also set the macro
variable DDUREP=Y. To produce ONLY the DB2 Accounting report, set all other macro variables to N. Finally, execute the
program DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO as is done in the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs.

DB2 Accounting Report Format

The DB2 Accounting Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE
Date the report was created.
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REPORTING PERIOD
Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

SYSID
Logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
DB2 subsystem identifier. (DB2ID)

RELEASE
DB2 subsystem release level. (DB2RELN)

USER
DB2 users included in this report (possibly a group user ID). (DB2AUTH)

ORIGINAL USER
DB2 user ID of the original user that is associated with a group user ID (DB2OPID)

PLAN
DB2 plans included in this report. (DB2PLAN)

FACILITY
Facility identifier of requesting environment (IMS, CICS, BATCH, and so on) (DB2CONN)

THREADS
The number of threads that are initiated, or, when query CP parallelism is in use, the number of parent tasks that are used
to build this entry. (DSUNTHRD)

CPU Time Section 

CLASS 1 TCB TIME
Total TCB time for the users/plans/facilities included in this report. This time can include non-DB2 application TCB time for
facilities other than CICS. (DSUTCBTM)

CLASS 1 zIIP TIME
Total CPU time executing on a z/OS Specialty Engine processor for the users/plans/facilities included in this report.
(DSUCPUZ1)

 CLASS 1 ELAPSED TIME
Total elapsed time for the users/ plans/facilities included in this report. (DSUELPTM)

CLASS 2 TCB TIME
Total IN-DB2 TCB time. This time is the TCB time charged back to the user for work done in DB2. (DSUTC2TM)

CLASS 2 zIIP TIME
Total IN-DB2 CPU time executing on a z/OS Specialty Engine processor. (DSUCPUZ2)

CLASS 2 ELAPSED TIME
Total IN-DB2 elapsed time. This time is the elapsed time that is spent waiting for DB2 to service this request.
(DSUET2TM)

zIIP ELIGIBLE TIME
Total CPU time that executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work. (DSUELGZP)

TOTAL I/O TIME
Total time the IMS, CICS, or TSO user's address space waited forI/O in DB2. (DSUIOETM)

TOTAL LOCK AND LATCH TIME
Total time the IMS, CICS, or TSO user's address space waited for locks and latches in DB2. (DSUALLTM)

OTHER READ TIME
Total time for read I/O done under another thread. (DSUAWRTM)
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OTHER WRITE TIME
Total time for write I/O done under another thread. (DSUAWWTM)

SERVICE TASK TIME
Total wait time due to synchronous execution unit switch to DB2 services from a thread. (DSUAWETM)

ARCHIVE LOG TIME
Total wait time due to processing ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands. (DSUALGTM)

NO. ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS
Number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the elapsed times in DB2. (DSUENTEX)

NO. WAIT TRACE EVENTS
Number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed wait times. (DSUWATTR)

Thread Status Section 

NORMAL END OF TASK
End of task, application program terminated.

NORMAL APPLICATION ENDED
End of task, application program termination.

NORMAL DEALLOCATION
Deallocation, normal program termination.

NORMAL NEW USER
New user, authorization ID changed.

ABNORMAL APPLICATION ABENDED 
End of task, application program ABEND.

ABNORMAL END OF MEMORY
End of memory, abnormal termination.

ABNORMAL RESOLVE INDOUBT
Resolve indoubt.

ABNORMAL FORCE COMMAND
STOP DB2 MODE (FORCE) command that is issued.

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT APPLICATION ABENDED
End of task, application program ABEND.

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT END OF MEMORY
End of memory, abnormal termination.

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT RESOLVE INDOUBT
Resolve in doubt.

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT FORCE COMMAND
STOP DB2 MODE (FORCE) command that is issued.

SQL Calls Section 

SELECT
Number of SELECT statements.

INSERT
Number of INSERT statements.

UPDATE
Number of UPDATE statements.
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DELETE
Number of DELETE statements.

DESCRIBE
Number of DESCRIBE statements.

PREPARE:
Number of PREPARE statements.

OPEN:
Number of OPEN statements.

CLOSE
Number of CLOSE statements.

LOCK TABLE
Number of LOCK TABLE statements.

GRANT
Number of GRANT statements.

REVOKE
Number of REVOKE statements.

INCREMENTAL BIND
Number of incremental binds excluding prepares.

COMMENT
Number of COMMENT ON statements.

SET SQLID
Number of SET CURRENT SQLID statements.

SET HOST VARIABLE
Number of SET HOST VARIABLE statements.

CREATE TABLE
Number of CREATE TABLE statements.

CREATE INDEX:
Number of CREATE INDEX statements.

CREATE TABLESPACE
Number of CREATE TABLESPACE statements.

CREATE STOGROUP
Number of CREATE STOGROUP statements.

CREATE DATABASE
Number of CREATE DATABASE statements.

CREATE SYNONYM
Number of CREATE SYNONYM statements.

CREATE VIEW
Number of CREATE VIEW statements.

DROP TABLE
Number of DROP TABLE statements.

DROP INDEX
Number of DROP INDEX statements.
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DROP TABLESPACE:
Number of DROP TABLESPACE statements.

DROP STOGROUP
Number of DROP STOGROUP statements.

DROP DATABASE
Number of DROP DATABASE statements.

DROP SYNONYM
Number of DROP SYNONYM statements.

DROP VIEW
Number of DROP VIEW statements.

DROP PACKAGE
Number of DROP PACKAGE statements.

ALTER TABLE
Number of ALTER TABLE statements.

ALTER INDEX
Number of ALTER INDEX statements.

ALTER TABLESPACE
Number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements.

ALTER STOREGROUP
Number of ALTER STOREGROUP statements.

ALTER DATABASE
Number of ALTER DATABASE statements.

FETCH
Number of FETCH statements.

LABEL
Number of LABEL statements.

DESCRIBE TABLE
Number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements.

Locking Section 

DEADLOCKS
Deadlock count.

SUSPENSIONS
Suspension count.

TIMEOUTS
Timeout count.

ESCALATED TO SHARED
Number of lock escalations to shared mode.

ESCALATED TO EXCLUSIVE
Number of lock escalations to exclusive mode.

MAX. PAGE LOCKS HELD
Maximum number of page locks held by a DB2 user.

RESOURCE TABLE ID
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Nature of resource limit in effect.

HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED
Method resource limit was determined.

SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT
Number of CPU services units that are allowed per dynamic SQL requests.

CPU TIME LIMIT
CPU time limit that is allowed per dynamic SQL requests.

HIGHEST CPU TIME USED
Highest CPU time that is used for a dynamic SQL statement.

LATCH SUSPEND COUNT
Number of suspends due to latch conflict.

OTHER SUSPEND COUNT
Number of suspends due to something other than latch conflict.

LOCK REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM lock requests.

QUERY REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM query requests.

CHANGE REQUEST COUNT
Total number of IRLM change requests.

OTHER IRLM REQUEST COUNT
Total number of other IRLM requests.

Miscellaneous Section 

COMMIT PHASE TWO
Number of commit phase two invocations.

ABORT REQUESTS
Number of abort requests.

Buffer Manager Section 

GETPAGE REQUESTS
Number of GETPAGE requests.

RECORD IN SYSTEM PAGE UPDATED
Number of records residing in a system page that were updated.

SYNCHRONOUS READ I/O
Number of synchronous read I/Os.

SYNCHRONOUS WRITE I/O
Number of synchronous write I/Os.

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS
Number of sequential prefetch read requests by user application.

LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS
Number of list prefetch read requests by user application

DYNAMIC PREFETCH: REQUESTS
Total number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests for all active DB2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the process that is
triggered because of sequential detection. (DSUDPFn)
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UNSUCCESSFUL GETPAGE OPERATIONS
Total number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSUSNGT)

ASYNC PAGES READ BY PREFETCH
Total number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2 buffer
pools. (DSUSSIO)

DDF Accounting Section 

LOCATION
Location Identifier for a Remote DB2 Subsystem. (DB2RLOCN)

DDF THREADS
Count of SMF 101 DDF accounting segments included in this entry. The second and third lines of this column indicate
average and maximum reporting for each location. (DDUNTHRD)

LOCAL ELAPSED
Total time spent waiting at the local DB2 for remote DB2 processing of a distributed request. (DDUELPL)

REMOTE ELAPSED
Total time spent processing distributed request as measured from the remote serving DB2 subsystem.(DDUELPR)

REMOTE CPU
Total CPU time (SRB at remote site spent processing SQL requests. (DDUCPUR)

CONVERS. (SENT/RECEIVED) 
VTAM Conversations Sent or Received.
Sent (DDUCNVS)
Received (DDUCNVR)

CONVERS. QUEUED
VTAM Conversations Queued (DDUCNVQ) to be sent to remote site.

ABORTS (SENT/RECEIVED)
Abort Messages Sent or Received.
Sent (DDUABRS) Received (DDUABRR)

COMMITS (SENT/RECEIVED) 
COMMIT Messages Sent or Received.
Sent (DDUCOMS) Received (DDUCOMR)

SQL SENT/RECEIVED
SQL Statements Sent or Received.
Sent (DDUSQLS) Received (DDUSQLR)

DATA ROWS SENT
Data rows sent to the remote site. (DDUROWS)

DATA ROWS FROM
Data rows received from the remote site. (DDUROWR)

MESSAGES SENT TO
VTAM Messages sent to the remote site. (DDUMSGS)

MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM
VTAM Messages received from the remote site. (DDUMSGR)

BYTES/1000 SENT
Number of bytes sent to the remote site (DDUROWS) divided by 1000. If the total byte count is less than 10000, the
division by 1000 is not performed and the report variable is flagged.

BYTES/1000 RECEIVED
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Number of bytes received from remote (DDUROWR) divided by 1000. If the total byte count is less than 10000, the
division by 1000 is not performed and the report variable is flagged.

DB2 Accounting Report Sample

DB2 Accounting Report Sample (Part 1 of 3) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   1

   CA MICS/DB2                                           DB2 ACCOUNTING REPORT                               

        SUBPAGE:   1

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 11, YYYY

  

 ================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID:A1A1        !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !         USER: * ALL *   !      PLAN: * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:     40479

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !ORIGINAL USER: * ALL *   !  FACILITY: * ALL *      !

  

 ================================================================================================================================

                                                                CPU TIME

                           CLASS 1 TCB TIME            0:02:39.085           TOTAL I/O TIME              

 0:00:31.179

                           CLASS 1 zIIP TIME           0:00:34.173           TOTAL LOCK AND LATCH TIME   

 0:00:00.406

                           CLASS 1 ELAPSED TIME        8:07:39.445           OTHER READ TIME             

 0:00:45.111

                           CLASS 2 TCB TIME            0:02:07.258           OTHER WRITE TIME            

 0:00:12.373

                           CLASS 2 zIIP TIME           0:00:27.804           SERVICE TASK TIME           

 0:03:08.620

                           CLASS 2 ELAPSED TIME        0:13:22.783           ARCHIVE LOG TIME            

 0:00:00.000

                           zIIP ELIGIBLE TIME          0:00:00.000           NO. ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS           

 723,356

                                                                             NO. WAIT TRACE EVENTS           

  22,376

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            THREAD STATUS

         NORMAL TERMINATION                              ABNORMAL TERMINATION                             

 WORK UNIT IN DOUBT

   END OF TASK                   3                 APPLICATION ABENDED            0                

 APPLICATION ABENDED         0

   APPLICATION ENDED             0                 END OF MEMORY                  0                 END OF

 MEMORY               0

   DEALLOCATION             20,673                 RESOLVE INDOUBT                0                 RESOLVE

 INDOUBT             0
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   NEW USER                      0                 FORCE COMMAND                  0                 FORCE

 COMMAND               0

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                              SQL CALLS

    MANIPULATIVE STATEMENTS                   CONTROL STATEMENTS                              DEFINITIONAL

 STATEMENTS

   SELECT               2,203           LOCK TABLE                   0                             CREATE    

     DROP      ALTER

   INSERT               3,953           GRANT                        2

   UPDATE               2,251           REVOKE                       0            TABLE                 0    

        0          0

   DELETE               3,357           INCREMENTAL BIND             0            INDEX                 0    

        0          0

   DESCRIBE            14,503           COMMENT                      0            TABLESPACE            0    

        0          0

   PREPARE             31,420           SET SQLID               22,657            STOREGROUP            0    

        0          0

   OPEN                48,168           SET HOST VARIABLE            5            DATA BASE             0    

        0          0

   CLOSE               20,169                                                     SYNONYM               0    

        0

   FETCH               68,314                                                     VIEW                  0    

        0

   LABEL                    0                                                     PACKAGE                    

        0

   DESCRIBE TABLE           0

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      COMMITS               50,689

      ABORT REQUESTS        19,723

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 08, YYYY    6:01:17  TO    Friday, July 08, YYYY   18:01:16

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Accounting Report Sample (Part 2 of 3) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   2

   CA MICS/DB2                                           DB2 ACCOUNTING REPORT                               

        SUBPAGE:   2

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 11, YYYY

  

 ================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !
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         SYSID:A1A1        !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !         USER: * ALL *   !      PLAN: * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:     40479

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !ORIGINAL USER: * ALL *   !  FACILITY: * ALL *      !

  

 ================================================================================================================================

                                                            LOCKING

     DEADLOCKS                          0         RESOURCE TABLE ID                   01        OTHER SUSPEND

 COUNT        10,149

     SUSPENSIONS                   10,237         HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED  INFINITE LIMIT      LOCK REQUEST

 COUNT        709,101

     TIMEOUTS                           0         SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT              0        QUERY REQUEST

 COUNT         3,156

     ESCALATED TO SHARED                0         CPU TIME LIMIT             0:00:00.000        CHANGE REQUEST

 COUNT      178,248

     ESCALATED TO EXCLUSIVE             1         HIGHEST CPU TIME USED      0:02:36.461        OTHER IRLM

 REQUEST COUNT        0

     MAX. PAGE LOCKS HELD          30,664         LATCH SUSPEND COUNT                 79

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                     BUFFER MANAGER SUMMARY

    GETPAGE REQUESTS                          2,179,916                            RECORD IN SYSTEM PAGE

 UPDATED         182,218

    SYNCHRONOUS READ I/O                          8,434                            SYNCHRONOUS WRITE I/O     

              3,118

    SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS                 12,450                            LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS    

              3,837

    DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS                    12,982                            UNSUCCESSFUL GET PAGE

 OPERATIONS            0

    ASYNC PAGES READ BY PREFETCH                159,369

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 08, YYYY    6:01:17  TO    Friday, July 08, YYYY   18:01:16

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Accounting Report Sample (Part 3 of 3) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   3

   CA MICS/DB2                                           DB2 ACCOUNTING REPORT                               

        SUBPAGE:   3

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 11, YYYY

  

 ================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID:A1A1        !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !         USER: OPCPROD   !      PLAN: * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:     40479

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !ORIGINAL USER: * ALL *   !  FACILITY: * ALL *      !
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 ================================================================================================================================

                                                DDF ACCOUNTING STATISTICS

  REMOTE

 REQUESTING!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    LOCATION(S)    !  DDF  !    ABORT  !  COMMIT  ! CONVERS. !   SQL    !    ROWS    !------  MESSAGES 

 ------!-- BYTES/1000 ----

    (PROTOCOLS)    ! THRDS !  RECEIVED ! RECEIVED ! RECEIVED ! RECEIVED !    SENT    !     SENT  ! RECEIVED 

  !  SENT  ! RECEIVED

  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DEGNO50R_DSN8    !     11!          0          0          1      2,015          666       2,026       2,036

      384       323

  (DRDA & PRIVATE) !  AVG  !        0.0        0.0        0.1      183.2         60.5       184.2       185.1

       34        29@

                   !  MAX  !          0          0          1        200           71         201         202

       39        32

                   !       !

  10.64.96.193     !  12623!          5        249          0     95,741            3      38,411      38,411

   27,354    27,184

  (DRDA & PRIVATE) !  AVG  !        0.0        0.0        0.0        7.6          0.0         3.0         3.0

    2,167@        2@

                   !  MAX  !          1          1          0         67            1          61          61

       58        20

                   !       !

  10.64.98.1       !   7272!          0      5,977          0     24,534           65      14,042      14,042

    5,854     6,673

  (DRDA & PRIVATE) !  AVG  !        0.0        0.8        0.0        3.4          0.0         1.9         1.9

      805@        1@

                   !  MAX  !          0          1          0         39            3          22          22

       23     9,436@

                   !       !

  10.96.139.43     !      3!          0          3          0          7            0          10          10

    1,117@      786@

  (DRDA & PRIVATE) !  AVG  !        0.0        1.0        0.0        2.3          0.0         3.3         3.3

      372@      262@

                   !  MAX  !          0          1          0          3            0           4           4

      478@      318@

                   !       !

  10.96.139.93     !      5!          0          0          0          0            0           0           0

        0@        0@

  (DRDA & PRIVATE) !  AVG  !        0.0        0.0        0.0        0.0          0.0         0.0         0.0

        0@        0@

                   !  MAX  !          0          0          0          0            0           0           0

        0@        0@

                   !       !

                  

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    @ - INDICATES THE REPORTED BYTE COUNT IS NOT DIVIDED BY 1000
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 08, YYYY    6:01:17  TO    Friday, July 08, YYYY   18:01:16

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Calendar Report

The DB2 Calendar Report provides an extract of key DB2 activity indicators from the DB2 System Activity and the DB2
Data Base Activity files. This report presents this information in calendar form, showing the activity indicators for each day
of the month.

The Calendar Report is typically produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs which are automatically
submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively. DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO) while MONTHRPT executes sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO).
Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the SAS CALENDAR procedure.

Because of their relative simplicity, the statements for PROC CALENDAR were not placed in a separate source library
member. The user is free to develop morel reports using this SAS facility.

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable CALREP=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

DB2 Calendar Report Format

The DB2 Calendar Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE
The date that the report was created.

SYSID
The logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
The DB2 subsystem identifier.

REPORTING PERIOD
The month of the year for this calendar.

Daily Data Section 

THREADS
The number of threads that are created on this day.

ABORTS
The number of abort requests on this day.

BINDS
The number of successful bound plan allocations on this day.

SECONDS
The TCB time reported by the accounting system on this day.

Legend Section 

THREADS
The total number of threads created this month.
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ABORTS
The total number of abort requests this month.

BINDS
The total number of successful bound plan allocations this month.

SECONDS
The total TCB time reported by the accounting system this month.

DB2 Calendar Report Sample
                                                                CA

                                                         DAILY DB2 SUMMARY

                                                 System Identifier=SYSB DB2 ID=DSN2

                                                          September  2005

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |     SUNDAY      |     MONDAY      |     TUESDAY     |    WEDNESDAY    |    THURSDAY     |     FRIDAY     

 |    SATURDAY     |

  |-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+-----------------|

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |        1        |        2       

 |        3        |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |      20 THREADS |     135 THREADS

 |       0 THREADS |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |       2 ABORTS  |      27 ABORTS 

 |       0 ABORTS  |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |      18 BINDS   |     135 BINDS  

 |       0 BINDS   |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |      10 SECONDS |      16 SECONDS

 |      12 SECONDS |

  |-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+-----------------|

  |        4        |        5        |        6        |        7        |        8        |        9       

 |       10        |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |     417 THREADS |     432 THREADS |   1,914 THREADS |      33 THREADS |       2 THREADS |      55 THREADS

 |       0 THREADS |

  |     190 ABORTS  |     178 ABORTS  |     222 ABORTS  |       2 ABORTS  |       0 ABORTS  |       2 ABORTS 

 |       0 ABORTS  |

  |     416 BINDS   |     431 BINDS   |   1,909 BINDS   |      33 BINDS   |       1 BINDS   |      49 BINDS  

 |       0 BINDS   |

  |      17 SECONDS |      17 SECONDS |      22 SECONDS |       8 SECONDS |      10 SECONDS |      14 SECONDS

 |       6 SECONDS |

  |-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+-----------------|

  |       11        |       12        |       13        |       14        |       15        |       16       

 |       17        |
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  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |       0 THREADS |      56 THREADS |      50 THREADS |      95 THREADS |                 |                

 |                 |

  |       0 ABORTS  |       5 ABORTS  |       8 ABORTS  |      23 ABORTS  |                 |                

 |                 |

  |       0 BINDS   |      51 BINDS   |      41 BINDS   |      78 BINDS   |                 |                

 |                 |

  |       5 SECONDS |      15 SECONDS |      16 SECONDS |      12 SECONDS |                 |                

 |                 |

  |-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+-----------------|

  |       18        |       19        |       20        |       21        |       22        |       23       

 |       24        |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+-----------------|

  |       25        |       26        |       27        |       28        |       29        |       30       

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

  |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                

 |                 |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                  -------------------------------

                                                  |          |       SUM        |

                                                  | THREADS  |             3209 |

                                                  | ABORTS   |              659 |

                                                  | BINDS    |             3162 |

                                                  | TCB TIME |      186.8240118 |

                                                  -------------------------------
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DB2 Plan Performance Summary Report

The DB2 Plan Performance Summary Report provides an extract of the most pertinent summary information from the DB2
Plan Activity File (DB2DSP), which is created from the SMF type 101 record. This report summarizes the activity of active
DB2 plans.

The Plan Performance Summary Report is typically produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs, which are
automatically submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively.

DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO), while MONTHRPT executes
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO). Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the actual report
generation program located that is in shared prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2PLNSM), which produces the Plan Performance
Summary Report.

The program produces a separate report for each combination of SYSID and DB2 system.

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable PLANSUM=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default report macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

To create this report directly, ensure that the macro variable PLANSUM is set equal to Y in member #DB2MOBJ of your
unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. To produce ONLY the DB2 Plan Performance Summary Report, set all other
macro variables to N . Finally, execute the program DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, as is done in the DAILYRPT and
MONTHRPT jobs.

DB2 PLAN Performance Summary Report Format

The PLAN Performance Summary Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE 
Date the report was created.

SYSID 
Logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
DB2 subsystem identifier. (DB2ID)

RELEASE
DB2 subsystem release level. (DB2RELN)

REPORTING PERIOD
Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

PLAN Summary Section 

PLAN
DB2 PLANs included in this report. (DB2PLAN)

FACILITY
Facility identifier of requesting environment (IMS, CICS, BATCH, and so on) (DB2CONN)

COUNT
Total number of PLAN executions that are used to generate this report line. This value is calculated as one of these:

• The greater of the number of threads initiated
• The number of parent tasks when query CP parallelism is in use
• The sum of the commit phase 2 + aborts, that is, DSPNTHRD or (DSPCOMM2 + DSPABORT).
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TOTAL TCB SEC
Total TCB time for the users/PLANs/facilities included in this report. This time can include non-DB2 application TCB time
for facilities other than CICS. (DSPTCBTM)

AVG TCB SEC
Average TCB seconds per PLAN execution. (DSPTCBTM/COUNT)

AVG ELAPSED
Average elapsed time per PLAN execution. This number is computed using the following algorithm:

• If COUNT is equal to DSPNTHRD and any of the PLAN executions used query CP parallelism:
<AVG ELAPSED> = DSPELPTM/COUNT

• Otherwise:
<AVG ELAPSED> = DSPTELPT/COUNT

TOTAL GETPAGE 
Total GETPAGE requests for all executions of this PLAN. (DSPSGPGR)

AVG GETPAGE 
Average GETPAGE requests for each PLAN execution. (<TOTAL GETPAGE>/COUNT)

AVG SYNC. READ 
Average synchronous reads per execution of this PLAN. This count does not include the asynchronous sequential
prefetch reads. Total synchronous reads are calculated as follows: TOTAL SYNC READ = DSPSRIO
Then the average is computed. (<TOTAL SYNC READ>/COUNT)

AVG SEQ. PREFETCH
Average Prefetch reads per execution of this PLAN. First, the total prefetch reads are calculated as follows: TOTAL SEQ.
PREF = DSPSPRFH
Then the average prefetch read requests are calculated as follows:(<TOTAL SEQ. PREF>/COUNT)

AVG MAX PG LOCKS
The average maximum page locks per PLAN execution is derived by first summing all maximum page lock counts for this
plan (DSPMXPL); then dividing that SUM by the PLAN execution count (COUNT). The result shows the maximum number
of pages that are locked for each PLAN on average. (DSPMXPL/COUNT)

AVG UPDATE PAGE
The average number of unit-of-work pages that are updated per PLAN execution. First the total unit-of-work page updates
are calculated as follows:
Then the average is calculated.
(<TOTAL UPD PAGE>/COUNT)

TOTAL DEADLOCK
Total deadlocks detected by DB2 for all executions of this PLAN. (DSPDEAD) The amount of time that is allowed before
deadlock detection is determined at DB2 startup from the IRLM parameters. (DSPTIMO)

TOTAL SUSPEND 
Total suspend requests for this PLAN. (DSPSUSP)

TOTAL TIMEOUT
Total timeouts that are detected by DB2 for all executions of this PLAN. A timeout occurs for PLAN waiting for resources
that are unavailable. The amount of time that is allowed before timeout processing is initiated, is determined at DB2
startup from the IRLM parameters. (DSPTIMO)

TOTAL ABORT
Total PLAN aborts for all executions of this PLAN.(DSPABORT)

Report Page End 

REPORTING PERIOD 
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Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

DB2 Plan Performance Summary Report Sample
                                                               CA

CA MICS/DB2                                        DB2 PLAN PERFORMANCE SUMMARY                              

        PAGE:   1

RUN DATE:      Monday, December 5, 2005                                                                      

     SUBPAGE:   1

================================================================================================================================

                        !                         !

      SYSID:A1A1        !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !            SUMMARY REPORT

                        !        RELEASE: 8.1     !

================================================================================================================================

                                                                         AVG     AVG     AVG    AVG    TOTAL 

       TOTAL

         CONNECT          TOTAL    AVG        AVG      TOTAL    AVG     SYNC.    SEQ.   MAX PG UPDATE  DEAD 

 TOTAL  TIME-  TOTAL

  PLAN   FACILITY  COUNT TCB SEC TCB SEC    ELAPSED   GETPAGE GETPAGE   READ   PREFETCH LOCKS   PAGE   LOCK  

 SUSP    OUT  ABORT

-------- -------- ------ ------- ------- ------------ ------- ------- -------- -------- ------ ------ ------

 ------ ------ -----

B2RHPIN  * ALL *      22 0.42796 0.01945  0:00:00.229   12377 562.591 3.63636  0.31818  0.7727 192.77      0 

     0      0     0

CSMHR01  * ALL *      11 0.81572 0.07416  0:00:00.417   21748 1977.09 2.27273  0.90909       2      0      0 

     0      0     0

CSQ5D531 * ALL *       1 0.00438 0.00438  0:00:00.141      20      20       7        2       2      5      0 

     0      0     0

CSQ5L531 * ALL *   17419 12.4022 0.00071  0:00:00.001   35053 2.01234 0.00034        0       0      0      0 

     0      0 17268

CSQ5R531 * ALL *      13 0.01062 0.00082  0:00:00.011      43 3.30769 0.53846        0  0.1538 0.0769      0 

     0      0     6

CSQ5S531 * ALL *    1440 1.00569  0.0007  0:00:00.001    2880       2       0        0       0      0      0 

     0      0  1440

CSQ5U532 * ALL *       1 0.00141 0.00141  0:00:00.054       3       3       0        0       1      1      0 

     0      0     0

CSQ5W531 * ALL *       1 0.00597 0.00597  0:00:00.214      32      32      16        0       2      6      0 

     0      0     0

DB2CPLAN * ALL *       4 0.01076 0.00269  0:00:00.062      16       4       0        0       0      0      0 

     0      0     0

DISTSERV * ALL *   19903 72.4451 0.00364  0:00:00.020 1017920  51.144 0.06944  0.31051  0.7304  1.663      0 

    67      0   122

DSNREXX  * ALL *       2 0.00159 0.00079  0:00:00.001       0       0       0        0       0      0      0 

     0      0     0

DSNTEP2  * ALL *      48 10.5186 0.21914  0:00:00.565  515878 10747.5 19.2708     15.5  51.271 295.25      0 

     0      0     0

DSNUTIL  * ALL *   29375 57.2005 0.00195  0:00:00.137  502021 17.0901 0.17185  0.14114  0.4609 4.0112      0 

 10149      0     3

RBPAPLAN * ALL *       2  0.0097 0.00485  0:00:00.087      62      31       2        0       1     12      0 

     0      0     0
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RDPCPLAN * ALL *      39 0.74327 0.01906  0:00:03.237    8371 214.641 0.30769        0  0.1795      0      0 

     0      0     0

RDPPPLAN * ALL *      77 0.15962 0.00207  0:00:03.381    1769  22.974 0.62338  0.36364  0.1688 2.8831      0 

     0      0     0

RDPSPLAN * ALL *     672 1.27106 0.00189  0:00:00.727   18991 28.2604 0.95685  0.12054  0.0402 12.272      0 

    20      0     0

RQPAPLAN * ALL *     216 0.49825 0.00231  0:00:00.050   23189 107.356 0.47685  2.07407  0.0324 4.7037      0 

     1      0     0

RUPUPLAN * ALL *    1156 1.52063 0.00132  0:00:22.586   19249 16.6514 0.10813  0.69204   0.019 2.9014      0 

     0      0   884

SYDBSQL1 * ALL *       6 0.00916 0.00153  0:00:00.009     294      49     0.5  0.66667     0.5      0      0 

     0      0     0

   REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, September 3, 2004    6:01:17  TO    Friday, September 3, 2004   18:01:16

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Plan Performance Report

The DB2 Plan Performance Report provides an extract of the most pertinent detail information from the DB2 Plan Activity
File (DB2DSP), which is created from the SMF type 101 record. This report details the activity of active DB2 plans.

The Plan Performance Report is typically produced as a part of the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs, which are
automatically submitted during the DAILY and MONTHLY runs, respectively.

DAILYRPT executes the SAS program found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYDB2MBO) while MONTHRPT executes
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(MNDB2MBO). Both of these programs prepare data and then execute the actual report
generation program that is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2PLNPT), which produces the Plan Performance
Report. This module also invokes the Plan Performance Summary report (DB2PLNSM) if summary reporting has been
requested.

The program produces a separate report for each combination of SYSID, DB2 system, plan, user, jobname, and facility.
The system default is to set the User, Jobname and Facility variables DB2AUTH, DB2CORR and DB2CONN to *ALL*.
This results in a detail report by plan within a DB2 subsystem for all plans being monitored.

To activate this report for use in DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, set the macro variable PLANREP=Y in the #DB2MOBJ
member of your unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The system default report macro variable values are in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member #DB2MOBJ.

To create this report directly, ensure that the macro variable PLANREP is set equal to Y in member #DB2MOBJ of your
unit library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. If you require the DDF reporting block for this report, you must also set the
macro variable DDPREP=Y. To produce ONLY the DB2 Plan Performance Report, set all other macro variables to N .
Finally, execute the program DYDB2MBO or MNDB2MBO, as is done in the DAILYRPT and MONTHRPT jobs.

DB2 Plan Performance Report Format

The DB2 Plan Performance Report contains the following sections:

Identification Section 

RUN DATE
Date the report was created.

SYSID
Logical system identifier.

DB2 SYSTEM
DB2 subsystem identifier. (DB2ID)
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RELEASE
DB2 subsystem release level. (DB2RELN)

PLAN
DB2 plan(s) included in this report. (DB2PLAN)

CORREL
Job name of requesting environment. (DB2CORR)

FACILITY
Facility identifier of requesting environment. (IMS, CICS, BATCH, and so on) (DB2CONN)

THREADS
The number of threads that are initiated or the number of parent tasks that are used to build this entry, when query CP
parallelism is in use. (DSPNTHRD)

Note: In the calculation of averages, a calculated field DB2NTRAN is used. DB2NTRAN is the greater of DSPNTHRD or
(DSPCOMM2 + DSPABORT).

CPU Time Section 

CLASS 1 ELAPSED TIME
Elapsed time for this plan. (DSPELPTM)

AVERAGE
Average elapsed time for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as follows:

• If DB2NTRAN is equal to DSPNTHRD and any of the PLAN executions used query CP parallelism: <AVERAGE> =
DSPELPTM/DB2NTRAN

• Otherwise:
<AVERAGE> = DSPTELPT/DB2NTRAN

MAXIMUM
Maximum elapsed time for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMELPT)

CLASS 2 ELAPSED TIME
Total elapsed time that is spent in DB2 for this PLAN. (DSPET2TM)

AVERAGE
Average elapsed time that is spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as follows:

• If DB2NTRAN is equal to DSPNTHRD and any of the PLAN executions used query CP parallelism: <AVERAGE> =
DSPET2TM/DB2NTRAN

• Otherwise:
<AVERAGE> = DSPTET2T/DB2NTRAN

MAXIMUM
Maximum elapsed time that is spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMEL2T)

CLASS 1 TCB TIME
Total TCB time for this PLAN. This time may include non-DB2 time for facilities other than CICS. (DSPTCBTM)

AVERAGE
Average TCB time for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as DSPTCBTM/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM
Maximum TCB time for this DB2 PLAN. This time may include non-DB2 time for facilities other than CICS. (DSPMTCBT)

CLASS 2 TCB TIME
Total TCB time spent in DB2 for this PLAN. (DSPTC2TM)

AVERAGE
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Average TCB time spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as DSPTC2TM/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM
Maximum TCB time spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMTC2T)

CLASS 1 zIIP TIME
Total CPU time executing on a zIIP processor for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPCPUZ1)

AVERAGE
Average zIIP CPU time for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as DSPCPUZ1/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM
Maximum zIIP CPU time for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMXZP1)

CLASS 2 zIIP TIME
Total CPU time that is spent in DB2 executing on a zIIP processor or this DB2 PLAN. (DSPCPUZ2)

AVERAGE
Average zIIP CPU time that is spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as DSPCPUZ2/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM
Maximum zIIP CPU time that is spent in DB2 for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMXZP2)

zIIP ELIGIBLE TIME
Total CPU time that executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPELGZP)

AVERAGE
Average CPU time that executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work for this DB2 PLAN. This average is calculated as
DSPELGZP/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM
Maximum CPU time that executed on a standard CP for zIIP-eligible work for this DB2 PLAN. (DSPMXZET)

Accounting Class 3 Events 

TOTAL I/O TIME
Total time the IMS, CICS, or TSO user's address space waited for I/O in DB2. (DSPIOETM)

AVERAGE I/O TIME 

Average time spent waiting on DB2 I/O for this PLAN. This average is calculated as DSPIOETM/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM I/O TIME 

Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited for I/O in DB2. (DSPMIOTM)

TOTAL LOCK AND LATCH TIME
Total time this DB2 PLAN waited for locks and latches in DB2. (DSPALLTM)

AVERAGE LOCK AND LATCH TIME
Average time this DB2 PLAN waited for locks and latches in DB2. This average is calculated as DSPALLTM/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM LOCK AND LATCH TIME
Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited for locks and latches in DB2. (DSPMLLTM)

TOTAL OTHER READ TIME
Total time this DB2 PLAN waited for read I/O under another thread. (DSPAWRTM)

AVERAGE OTHER READ TIME
Average time this DB2 PLAN waited for read I/O under another thread. (DSPAWRTM/DB2NTRAN)

MAXIMUM OTHER READ TIME
Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited for read I/O under another thread. (DSPMWRTM)
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TOTAL OTHER WRITE TIME
Total time this DB2 PLAN waited for write I/O under another thread. (DSPAWWTM)

AVERAGE OTHER WRITE TIME
Average time this DB2 PLAN waited for write I/O under another thread. (DSPAWWTM/DB2NTRAN)

MAXIMUM OTHER WRITE TIME
Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited for write I/O under another thread. (DSPMWWTM)

TOTAL SERVICE TASK TIME
Total time this DB2 PLAN waited due to synchronous execution switch to DB2 services from a thread. (DSPAWETM)

AVERAGE SERVICE TASK TIME
Average time this DB2 PLAN waited due to synchronous execution switch to DB2 services from a thread. (DSPAWETM/
DB2NTRAN)

MAXIMUM SERVICE TASK TIME
Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited due to synchronous execution switch to DB2 services from a thread. (DSPMWETM)

TOTAL ARCHIVE LOG TIME
Total time this DB2 PLAN waited due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands. (DSPALGTM)

AVERAGE ARCHIVE LOG TIME
Average time this DB2 PLAN waited due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands. (DSPALGTM/
DB2NTRAN)

MAXIMUM ARCHIVE LOG TIME
Maximum time this DB2 PLAN waited due to processing of ARCHIVE LOG MODE(QUIESCE) commands. (DSPMLGTM)

TOTAL ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS
Number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the accounting class 2 elapsed times in DB2.
(DSPENTEX)

AVERAGE ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS
Average number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the accounting class 2 elapsed times in DB2.
This average is calculated as DSPENTEX/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS
Maximum number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the accounting class 2 elapsed times in DB2.
(DSPMENTX)

TOTAL WAIT TRACE EVENTS
Number of entry and exit events processed to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed wait times. (DSPWATTR)

AVERAGE WAIT TRACE EVENTS
Average number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed wait times. This
average is calculated as DSPWATTR/DB2NTRAN.

MAXIMUM WAIT/TRACE EVENTS
Maximum number of entry and exit events that are processed to calculate the I/O, lock, and latch elapsed wait times.
(DSPMWATR)

Thread Status Section 

NORMAL END OF TASKL
End of task, application program terminated. (DSPNTEOT)

NORMAL APPLICATION ENDED
End of the task, application program termination. (DSPNTEND)

NORMAL DEALLOCATION
Deallocation, normal program termination. (DSPNTDEL)
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NORMAL NEW USER
New user, authorization ID changed. (DSPNTNUS)

COMMIT PHASE 2
COMMIT phase 2 successful completion for IMS or CICS environments. (DSPCOMM2)

ABNORMAL APPLICATION ABENDEDEnd of task, application program ABEND. (DSPABABD)

ABNORMAL END OF MEMORY
End of memory, abnormal termination. (DSPWUEOM)

ABNORMAL RESOLVE INDOUBT
Resolve in doubt. (DSPABRIN)

ABNORMAL FORCE COMMAND
STOP DB2 MODE (FORCE) command that is issued. (DSPABFRC)

ABORT REQUESTS
Abort Plan activity request count. (DSPABORT)

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT APPLICATION ABENDED
End of task, application program ABEND. (DSPWUABD)

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT END OF MEMORY
End of memory, abnormal termination. (DSPWUEOM)

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT RESOLVE INDOUBT
Resolve indoubt. (DSPWURIN)

WORK UNIT IN DOUBT FORCE COMMAND
STOP DB2 MODE (FORCE) command that are issued. (DSPWUFRC)

SQL Calls Section 

SELECT
Number of SELECT statements. (DB2SELECT)

INSER
Number of INSERT statements. (DSPINSRT)

UPDATE
Number of UPDATE statements. (DSPUPDTE)

DELETE
Number of DELETE statements. (DSPDELET)

DESCRIBE
Number of DESCRIBE statements. (DSPDESC)

PREPARE
Number of PREPARE statements. (DSPPREP)

OPEN
Number of OPEN statements. (DSPOPEN)

CLOSE
Number of CLOSE statements. (DSPCLOSE)

FETCH
Number of FETCH statements. (DSPFETCH)

LABEL
Number of LABEL statements. (DSPLABEL)
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DESCRIBE TABLE
Number of DESCRIBE TABLE statements. (DSPDSCRT)

LOCK TABLE
Number of LOCK TABLE statements. (DSPLOCK)

GRANT
Number of GRANT statements. (DSPGRANT)

REVOKE
Number of REVOKE statements. (DSPREVOK)

INCREMENTAL BIND
Number of INCREMENTAL BINDs excluding prepares. (DSPINCRB)

COMMENT
Number of COMMENT ON statements. (DSPCMTON)

SET SQLID
Number of SET CURRENT SQLID statements. (DSPSQLID)

SET HOST VARIABLE
Number of SET HOST VARIABLE statements. (DSPSETHV)

CREATE TABLE
Number of CREATE TABLE statements. (DSPCRTAB)

CREATE INDEX
Number of CREATE INDEX statements. (DSPCRINX)

CREATE TABLESPACE
Number of CREATE TABLESPACE statements. (DSPCTABS)

CREATE STOGROUP
Number of CREATE STOGROUP statements. (DSPCRSTG)

CREATE DATABASE
Number of CREATE DATABASE statements. (SPCRDAB)

CREATE SYNONYM
Number of CREATE SYNONYM statements. (DSPCRSYN)

CREATE VIEW
Number of CREATE VIEW statements. (DSPDEFVU)

CREATE ALIAS
Number of CREATE ALIAS statements. (DSPCRAL)

DROP TABLE
Number of DROP TABLE statements. (DSPDRPTA)

DROP INDEX
Number of DROP INDEX statements. (DSPDRPIX)

DROP TABLESPACE
Number of DROP TABLESPACE statements. (DSPDRPTS)

DROP STOGROUP
Number of DROP STOGROUP statements. (DSPDRPST)

DROP DATABASE
Number of DROP DATABASE statements. (DSPDRPDB)
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DROP SYNONYM
Number of DROP SYNONYM statements. (DSPDRPSY)

DROP VIEW
Number of DROP VIEW statements. (DSPDRPVU)

DROP ALIAS
Number of DROP ALIAS statements. (DSPDRAL)

DROP PACKAGE 
Number of DROP PACKAGE statements. (DSPDRPKG)

ALTER TABLE 
Number of ALTER TABLE statements. (DSPALTTA)

ALTER INDEX
Number of ALTER INDEX statements. (DSPALTIX)

ALTER TABLESPACE 
Number of ALTER TABLESPACE statements. (DSPALTTS)

ALTER STOGROUP
Number of ALTER STOGROUP statements. (DSPALTST)

ALTER DATABASE
Number of ALTER DATABASE statements. (DSPALDAB)

Multiple Index Activity Section 

MIX INDEX USED
Number of times a multiple index access path was used. (DSPMIXU)

MIX INDEX NOT USED STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED
Number of times multiple index access was not used because there was not enough storage for RIDs. (DSPMIXNU)

MIX INDEX NOT USED RID LIMIT EXCEEDED
Number of times multiple index access was not used because the RID limit was exceeded. (DSPMIXNL)

Locking Section 

DEADLOCKS
Total deadlock count for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPDEAD)

AVERAGE
Average deadlock count. (AVGDEAD)

MAXIMUM
Maximum deadlock count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMDEAD)

SUSPENSIONS
Total suspension count for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSUSP)

AVERAGE
Average suspend count. (AVGSUSP)

MAXIMUM
Maximum suspend count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSUSP)

TIMEOUTS
Total Timeout count for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPTIMO)

AVERAGE
Average timeout count. (AVGTIMO)
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MAXIMUM
Maximum timeout count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMTIMO)

MAX. CONCUR. PAGELOCK
Total maximum number of page locks held by a DB2 user for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPMXPL)

AVERAGE
Average maximum-page-locks count. (AVGMXPL)

MAXIMUM
Maximum maximum-page-locks count for any PLAN in this summation (DSPMMXPL)

LOCK/LATCH TIME
Total Time spent waiting on IRLM LOCKS or DB2 LATCHes for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPALLTM)

AVERAGE
Average LOCK/LATCH time. (AVGLLTM)

MAXIMUM
Maximum LOCK/LATCH time for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMLLTM)

LATCH SUSPEND COUNT
Total count of suspend requests due to DB2 latch contention for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPASLAT)

AVERAGE
Average LATCH suspend request count. (AVGSLAT)

MAXIMUM
Maximum LATCH suspend requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSLAT)

OTHER SUSPEND COUNT
Total count of suspend requests for something other than LATCH contention for all PLANs included in this summation.
(DSPASOTH)

AVERAGE
Average other suspend request count. (AVGASOTH)

MAXIMUM
Maximum other suspend requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSOTH)

ESCALATE TO SHARED
Total number of lock escalations to shared mode (DSPLESM) for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPASOTH)

AVERAGE
Average other suspend request count. (AVGASOTH)

MAXIMUM
Maximum other suspend requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSOTH)

ESCALATE TO EXCLUSIVE
Total number of locks that are escalated to exclusive mode for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPLEEM)

AVERAGE
Average count of locks that are escalated to exclusive mode. (AVGLEEM)

MAXIMUM
Maximum count of locks that are escalated to exclusive mode for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMLEEM)

LOCK REQUEST COUNT
Total IRLM lock requests for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPALOCK)

AVERAGE
Average lock requests count. (AVGLOCK)
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MAXIMUM
Maximum count of lock requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMLOCK)

QUERY REQUEST COUNT
Total IRLM query requests for lock status for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPAQRY)

AVERAGE
Average IRLM query requests count. (AVGQRY)

MAXIMUM
Maximum count of IRLM query requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMQRY)

CHANGE LOCK REQUESTS
Total IRLM change lock requests for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPACHG)

AVERAGE
Average IRLM change lock requests count. (AVGACHG)

MAXIMUM
Maximum count of IRLM change lock requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMCHG)

IRLM LOCK REQUEST (OTHER
Total lock requests processed by IRLM other than the DB2 LOCKS already listed for all PLANs included in this
summation. (DSPAIRLM)

AVERAGE
Average IRLM other lock requests count. (AVGAIRLM)

MAXIMUM
Maximum count of IRLM other lock requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMIRLM)

RESOURCE TABLE ID
Table ID of resource limit table that is used to determine CPU limits for dynamic PLAN execution. (DSPARLID)

HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED
Method resource limit was determined. (LIMITFLG)

SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT
Number of CPU services units that are allowed per dynamic SQL requests. (DSPASLMT)

CPU TIME LIMIT
CPU time limit that is allowed per dynamic SQL requests. (DSPACLMT)

HIGHEST CPU TIME USED
Highest CPU time that is used for a dynamic SQL statement. (DSPACHUS)

Buffer Manager Section 

GETPAGE REQUESTS TOTAL 
Total number of GETPAGE requests for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSGPGR)

AVERAGE
Average GETPAGE requests count. (AVGSGPGR)

MAXIMUM
Maximum GETPAGE requests for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSGPG)

RECORD IN SYSTEM PAGE UPDATED TOTAL
Total number of records residing in a system page that were updated for all PLANs included in this summation.
(DSPSSPRU)

AVERAGE
Average count of system page updates. (AVGSSPRU)
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MAXIMUM
Maximum system page updates for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSSPU)

SYNCHRONOUS READ I/O TOTAL
Total number of synchronous read I/Os for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSSRIO)

AVERAGE
Average synchronous read I/O count. AVGSSRIO)

MAXIMUM
Maximum synchronous read I/O count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSSRD)

SYNCHRONOUS WRITE I/O TOTAL
Number of synchronous write I/Os for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSCIMW)

AVERAGE
Average synchronous write I/O count. (AVGSCIMW)

MAXIMUM
Maximum synchronous write I/O count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSSWR)

SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS
Total number of sequential prefetch read requests for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSPRFH)

AVERAGE
Average sequential prefetch read request count. (AVGSPRFH)

MAXIMUM
Maximum sequential prefetch read request count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSPFR)

LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS
Total number of list read requests for all PLANs included in this summation. (DSPSLPF)

AVERAGE
Average list prefetch read request count. (AVGSLPF)

MAXIMUM
Maximum list prefetch read request count for any PLAN in this summation. (DSPMSLPF)

DYNAMIC PREFETCH

REQUESTS
 
Total number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests for all active DB2 buffer pools. Dynamic prefetch is the process that is
triggered because of sequential detection. (DSPSDPF)

AVERAGE
Average number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (AVGSDPF)

MAXIMUM
Maximum number of Dynamic Prefetch Requests, summarized across all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSPMSDPF)

UNSUCCESSFUL GET PAGE OPERATIONS
Total number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for all active DB2 buffer pools. (DSPSNGT)

AVERAGE
Average number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for all active DB2 buffer pools. (AVGSNGT)

MAXIMUM
Maximum number of times conditional getpage requests could not be satisfied for all active DB2 buffer pools.
(DSPMSNGT)

ASYNC PAGES READ BY PREFETCH
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Total number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2 buffer
pools. (DSPSSIO)

AVERAGE
Average number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2
buffer pools. (AVGSSIO)

MAXIMUM
Maximum number of synchronous read I/Os issued by sequential access requesters, summarized across all active DB2
buffer pools. (DSPMSSIO)

DDF Performance Section 

LOCATION
Location Identifier for a Remote DB2 Subsystem. (DB2RLOCN)

DDF THREADS
Count of SMF 101 DDF Performance segments included in this entry. The second and third lines of this column indicate
average and maximum reporting for each location. (DDPNTHRD)

LOCAL ELAPSED
Total time spent waiting at the local DB2 for remote DB2 processing of a distributed request. (DDPELPL)

REMOTE ELAPSED
Total time spent processing distributed request as measured from the remote serving DB2 subsystem. (DDPELPR)

REMOTE CPU
Total CPU time (SRB at remote site) spent processing SQL requests. (DDPCPUR)

CONV.
VTAM Conversations Sent or Received. Sent (DDPCNVS), Received (DDPCNVR)

CONVERS. QUEUED
VTAM Conversations Queued (DDPCNVQ) to be sent to remote site.

ABORTS (SENT/RECEIVED)
Abort Messages Sent or Received. Sent (DDPABRS), Received (DDPABRR)

COMMITS (SENT/RECEIVED)
COMMIT Messages Sent or Received. Sent (DDPCOMS), Received (DDPCOMR)

MESSAGES SENT TO 
VTAM Messages sent to the remote site. (DDPMSGS)

MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM
VTAM Messages received from the remote site. (DDPMSGR)

SQL SENT/RECEIVED
SQL Statements Sent or Received. Sent (DDPSQLS), Received (DDPSQLR)

DATA ROWS SENT
Data rows sent to the remote site. (DDPROWS)

DATA ROWS FROM
Data rows received from the remote site. (DDPROWR)

BYTES/1000 SENT TO
Number of bytes sent to the remote site (DDPROWS) divided by 1000. If the total byte count is less than 10000, then the
division by 1000 is not performed and the report variable is flagged.

BYTES/1000 RECEIVED FROM 
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Number of bytes received from remote (DDPROWR) divided by 1000. If the total byte count is less than 10000, then the
division by 1000 is not performed and the report variable is flagged.

Page End Section 

REPORTING PERIOD
Earliest and latest dates and times that are found within the data.

DB2 Plan Performance Report Sample

DB2 Plan Performance Report Sample (Part 1 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   5

   CA MICS/DB2                                        DB2 PLAN PERFORMANCE REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   1

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 18, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !    PLAN: CSMHR01        !  CORREL.:  * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:        11

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !                         ! FACILITY:  * ALL *      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                                CPU TIME

                                            CLASS 1                                           CLASS 2

                                 TOTAL      AVERAGE      MAXIMUM                   TOTAL      AVERAGE     

 MAXIMUM

                              ----------   ----------   ----------               ----------   ----------  

 ----------

   ELAPSED TIME:             0:00:04.592  0:00:00.424  0:00:00.492              0:00:00.802  0:00:00.070 

 0:00:00.102

   STANDARD CP CPU TIME:     0:00:00.816  0:00:00.074  0:00:00.084              0:00:00.734  0:00:00.067 

 0:00:00.076

   zIIP CPU TIME:            0:00:00.145  0:00:00.013  0:00:00.024              0:00:00.112  0:00:00.010 

 0:00:00.014

   zIIP ELIGIBLE TIME:       0:00:00.000  0:00:00.000  0:00:00.000                      N/A          N/A     

     N/A

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                     ACCOUNTING CLASS 3 EVENTS

                                        TOTAL              AVERAGE        MAXIMUM

                                     -----------         -----------    -----------

               I/O TIME               0:00:00.03          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.01

               LOCK AND LATCH TIME    0:00:00.00          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.00

               OTHER READ TIME        0:00:00.00          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.00

               OTHER WRITE TIME       0:00:00.00          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.00

               SERVICE TASK TIME      0:00:00.00          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.00
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               ARCHIVE LOG TIME       0:00:00.00          0:00:00.00     0:00:00.00

               ENTRY/EXIT EVENTS        4074                370.4           404

               WAIT TRACE EVENTS          44                  4.0            14

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            THREAD STATUS

         NORMAL TERMINATION                              ABNORMAL TERMINATION                             

 WORK UNIT IN DOUBT

   END OF TASK                   0                 APPLICATION ABENDED            0                

 APPLICATION ABENDED         0

   APPLICATION ENDED             0                 END OF MEMORY                  0                 END OF

 MEMORY               0

   DEALLOCATION                  0                 RESOLVE INDOUBT                0                 RESOLVE

 INDOUBT             0

   NEW USER                      0                 FORCE COMMAND                  0                 FORCE

 COMMAND               0

   COMMITS                      11                 ABORT REQUESTS                 0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:44  TO       Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:49

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Plan Performance Report Sample (Part 2 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   6

   CA MICS/DB2                                        DB2 PLAN PERFORMANCE REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   2

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 18, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !    PLAN: CSMHR01        !  CORREL.:  * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:        11

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !                         ! FACILITY:  * ALL *      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                              SQL CALLS

    MANIPULATIVE STATEMENTS                   CONTROL STATEMENTS                              DEFINITIONAL

 STATEMENTS

   SELECT                 666           LOCK TABLE                   0                             CREATE    

     DROP      ALTER

   INSERT                   0           GRANT                        0

   UPDATE                   0           REVOKE                       0            TABLE                 0    

        0          0
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   DELETE                 684           INCREMENTAL BIND             0            INDEX                 0    

        0          0

   DESCRIBE                 0           COMMENT                      0            TABLESPACE            0    

        0          0

   PREPARE                  0           SET SQLID                    0            STOREGROUP            0    

        0          0

   OPEN                   665           SET HOST VARIABLE            0            DATA BASE             0    

        0          0

   CLOSE                    0                                                     SYNONYM               0    

        0

   FETCH                  665                                                     VIEW                  0    

        0

   LABEL                    0                                                     ALIAS                 0    

        0

   DESCRIBE TABLE           0                                                     PACKAGE                    

        0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       MULTIPLE INDEX ACTIVITY

                                                         MIX INDEX NOT USED          MIX INDEX NOT USED

                         MIX INDEX USED                STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED        RID LIMIT EXCEEDED

                         _______________               ______________________        ___________________

                                       0                                  0                         0

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:44  TO    Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:49

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Plan Performance Report Sample (Part 3 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   7

   CA MICS/DB2                                        DB2 PLAN PERFORMANCE REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   3

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 18, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !    PLAN: CSMHR01        !  CORREL.:  * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:        11

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !                         ! FACILITY:  * ALL *      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                            LOCKING

                                    TOTAL                 AVERAGE             MAXIMUM

     DEADLOCKS                         0                      0.0                   0
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     SUSPENSIONS                       0                      0.0                   0

     TIMEOUTS                          0                      0.0                   0

     MAX. CONCUR. PAGELOCK            22                      2.0                   2

     LOCK/LATCH TIME                   0                      0.0                   0

     LATCH SUSPEND COUNT               0                      0.0                   0

     OTHER SUSPEND COUNT               0                      0.0                   0

     ESCALATE TO SHARED                0                      0.0                   0

     ESCALATE TO EXCLUSIVE             0                      0.0                   0

     LOCK REQUEST COUNT            1,369                      0.0                 145

     QUERY REQUEST COUNT               0                      0.0                   0

     CHANGE LOCK REQUESTS             16                      1.5                   2

     IRLM LOCK REQUEST (OTHER)         0                      0.0                   0

      RESOURCE TABLE ID

      HOW LIMIT WAS DETERMINED     UNKNOWN

      SERVICE UNIT TIME LIMIT               0

      CPU TIME LIMIT                0:00:00.000

      HIGHEST CPU TIME USED         0:00:00.000

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 15, 2006    9:23:44  TO    Friday, July 15, 2006    9:23:49

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 Plan Performance Report Sample (Part 4 of 4) 

                                                                 CA

                                                                                                             

           PAGE:   8

   CA MICS/DB2                                        DB2 PLAN PERFORMANCE REPORT                            

        SUBPAGE:   4

   RUN DATE:      Monday, July 18, YYYY

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                           !                         !                         !                         !

         SYSID: A1A1       !     DB2 SYSTEM: RA1A    !    PLAN: CSMHR01        !  CORREL.:  * ALL *      !   

 THREADS:        11

                           !        RELEASE: 9.1     !                         ! FACILITY:  * ALL *      !

 

 =================================================================================================================================

                                                        BUFFER MANAGER SUMMARY

                                                            TOTAL                  AVERAGE                   

  MAXIMUM

        GETPAGE REQUESTS                                   21,748                  1,977.1                   

    2,284

        RECORD IN SYSTEM PAGE UPDATED                           0                      0.0                   

        0

        SYNCHRONOUS READ I/O                                   25                      2.3                   

       10
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        SYNCHRONOUS WRITE I/O                                   0                      0.0                   

        0

        SEQUENTIAL PREFETCH REQUESTS                           10                      0.9                   

        7

        LIST PREFETCH REQUESTS                                  0                      0.0                   

        0

        DYNAMIC PREFETCH REQUESTS                              33                      3.0                   

        3

        UNSUCCESSFUL GET PAGE OPERATIONS                        0                      0.0                   

        0

        ASYNC PAGES READ BY PREFETCH                          128                     11.6                   

      128

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:44  TO    Friday, July 15, YYYY    9:23:49

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                             DDF PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

                  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  REMOTE REQUESTING!  DDF  !    ABORT  !  COMMIT  ! CONVERS. !   SQL    !    ROWS    !------  MESSAGES 

 ------!-- BYTES/1000 -----

    LOCATION(S)    ! THRDS !  RECEIVED ! RECEIVED ! RECEIVED ! RECEIVED !    SENT    !     SENT  ! RECEIVED 

  !  SENT  !  RECEIVED

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DEGNO50R_DSN8    !     11!          0          0          1      2,015          666       2,026       2,036

      384        323

                   !  AVG  !        0.0        0.0        0.1      183.2         60.5       184.2       185.1

       34         29

                   !  MAX  !          0          0          1        200           71         201         202

       39         32

                   !       !

                  

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    @ - INDICATES THE REPORTED BYTE COUNT IS NOT DIVIDED BY 1000

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      REPORTING PERIOD      Friday, July 15, YYYY   13:42:32  TO    Friday, July 15, YYYY   13:42:32

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2 - SAS ODS Graphics
SAS ODS Graphic inquiries provided with the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 are organized by the following categories:

SAS ODS Graphic Inquiries

Performance Report Class
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• DB2OD0 - DB2 Daily Thread Count by Connection Type
• DB2OD1 - DB2 Daily Buffer Pool Hit Percent on Type
• DB2OD2 - DB2 Daily Top Ten Plans by Thread Count(DSP)
• DB2OD3 - DB2 Daily Top Ten Plans by Thread Count(DSU)

MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character component identifier.

p
The type of output produced.

Values are:

• A
Accounting and chargeback related processing (added specifically for TNG chargeback data extract inquiry)

• C
Color graphics (SAS/GRAPH)

• E
Export (CSV)

• G
Graphics with execution-time color/printer option

• L
Printed report (listing)

• M
MICS MBO report

• O
SAS ODS graphics

• P
Printer graphics (PROC CHART/PLOT)

• R
Printed ranking report (special case)

• T
TNG CSV Extracts

• t
The report frequency.

  Valid values are:

• X (detail)
• D (days)
• W (weeks)
• M (months)
• Y (years)

n
An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named DB2OD0 would be interpreted as:

DB2OD0
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---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

| || from other SAS ODS graphics

| || inquiries run at the DAYS

| || timespan

| |+-- can be run daily

| +-- a SAS ODS graphics inquiry

+-- a DB2 Analyzer inquiry
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DB2OD0 - DB2 Daily Thread Count by Connection Type
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This report produces a pie chart for each System ID (SYSID) and DB2 subsystem (DB2ID) showing the count and
percentage of DB2 threads by connection type. If the DB2 connection counts result in a small percentage of the overall
total, SAS will automatically combine them into an OTHER pie slice.  

X-axis (pie slices) 

•  DSUNTHRD Count of Threads Initiated
•  DB2ACTx/DB2CONNDB2 Connection Type

INTENDED USE: 

This inquiry is useful for determining where DB2 activity is originating for each DB2 subsystem. You can refer to the
MICS Data Dictionary entry for DB2CONN - Connection Identifier for complete information regarding the interpretation of
connection type values.

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan): 

• DB2DSU at the DAYS timespan

 RUN-TIME EXECUTION PARAMETER OVERRIDES: 

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optional, specify the SYSID(s) to be reported. SYSID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of
'SYS' would automatically select any SYSIDs from SYS0 through SYS(z). Several SYSIDs may be specified at once
separated by a space.  If not specified, all SYSIDs will be included.

• DB2ID
Optional, specify the DB2ID(s) to be reported. DB2ID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of 'DB'
would automatically select any DB2IDs that start with 'DB'.  Several DB2IDs may be specified at once separated by a
space. If not specified, all DB2IDs will be included.

• DB2CONNRequired, specify the DB2ACTx data element that is assigned DB2CONN in
sharedprefix.PARMS(DB2ACRT). If DB2CONN is not assigned to a DB2ACTx data element, then this inquiry should
not be run. The original DB2ACRT delivered by MICS assigns DB2CONN to DB2ACT3, therefore the default for this
parameter is DB2ACT3. 

• SELECT YESTERDAYSpecify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.Available
values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

Derivations: 

•  DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS)
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DB2OD1 - DB2 Daily Buffer Pool Hit Percent on Type
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This report produces a chart showing the total GETPAGE Requests (millions) for each buffer pool and the percentage of
requests that were satisfied from the buffer pool (hits). The hit percentage is displayed using vertical bars and the total
GETPAGE Requests are shown using a horizontal line.

Left Y-axis 

• BPHIT
Buffer Pool Hit Percent

Right Y-axis 

•  GETPGS  
GETPAGE Requests (millions)

X-axis 

• DB2PID 
Buffer Pool ID

INTENDED USE: 

This inquiry is useful to identify buffer pools that are not large enough to hold frequently requested data.  When requested
data is not in the buffer pool, the data must be acquired by reading from DASD, which can degrade transaction response
time.  Analyze buffer pools with low hit percentages to determine if changes can be made to improve transaction
performance.

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• DBPDSB at the DAYS timespan 

RUN-TIME EXECUTION PARAMETER OVERRIDES: 

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optional, specify the SYSID(s) to be reported.  SYSID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of
'SYS' would automatically select any SYSIDs from SYS0 through SYS(z).  Several SYSIDs may be specified at once
separated by a space.  If not specified, all SYSID's will be included.

• DB2ID
Optional, specify the DB2ID(s) to be reported.  DB2ID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of 'DB'
would automatically select any DB2IDs that start with 'DB'.  Several DB2IDs may be specified at once separated by a
space.  If not specified, all DB2ID's will be included.

• SELECT YESTERDAY Specify whether to report only on observations with a timestamp from yesterday.
Available values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

Derivations: 

•  GETPGS 

 GETPGS = DSBDBPR / 1000000;

•  DATE  

 DATEPART(ENDTS)

•  BPHIT 
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/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* BPHIT RATIO = DSBDBPR (GETPAGE REQUESTS) MINUS SUM OF           */

/*               DSBSPPF (# OF PAGE READ DUE TO SEQ PREFETCH)      */

/*               DSBLPP  (# OF PAGE READ DUE TO LIST PREFETCH )    */

/*               DSBLPP  (# OF PAGE READ DUE TO DYNAMIC PREFETCH)  */

/*               DSBMMRR (# OF SYNC. READ I/O OPERATIONS)          */

/*  DIVIDED BY  /                                                  */

/*               DSBDBPR (GETPAGE REQUESTS)                        */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

 

 PGSRDSK= DSBDBPR - SUM(DSBSPPF,DSBLPP,DSBDPP,DSBMMRR);             

 IF DSBDBPR GT 0 THEN DO;                             

   BPHIT = (PGSRDSK / DSBDBPR) * 100;                                

 END;                                                                
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DB2OD2 - DB2 Daily Top Ten Plans by Thread Count (DSP)

  

This inquiry uses the DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) file. If this file is turned off, use the DB2OD3 inquiry.
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This inquiry generates two daily charts for each System ID (SYSID) and DB2 subsystem (DB2ID) combination. The
charts show resource usage for the top nn (default 10) DB2 Plans determined by the maximum of either total threads
(DSPNTHRD), or the sum of the number of times the threads successfully committed phase 2 processing and the number
of times the threads rolled back uncommitted data (SUM(DSPCOMM2, DSPABORT)).  Both charts show the number of
threads that are initiated, using vertical bars. One of the charts shows the number of GETPAGE requests, and the other
shows Class 1, Class 2, and Specialty engine CPU time use for the top ten plans. These charts are identical to the charts
produced by the DB2OD3 inquiry.

Left Y-axis 

• PLANEXEC
Thread counts

Right Y-axis 

• DSPCP1TM
Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

• DSPCP2TM
Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

• DSPCPUZ1
Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

• DSPSGPGR - 
(Right Y-axis on second chart)Total GETPAGE Requests (000)

X-axis 

•  DB2PLAN 

INTENDED USE: 

This inquiry is useful to observe the resource utilization patterns for your top DB2 plans.  If the DB2 Plan Activity
(DB2DSP) file is turned off, the inquiry will end with a MICSLOG message indicating the file is turned off and to run the
DB2OD3 inquiry that uses the DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) file.

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• DB2DSP at the DAYS timespan

RUN-TIME EXECUTION PARAMETER OVERRIDES: 

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optional, specify the SYSID(s) to be reported. SYSID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of
'SYS' would automatically select any SYSIDs from SYS0 through SYS(z). Several SYSIDs may be specified at once
separated by a space.  If not specified, all SYSID's will be included.

• DB2ID
Optional, specify the DB2ID(s) to be reported.  DB2ID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of 'DB'
would automatically select any DB2IDs that start with 'DB'. Several DB2IDs may be specified at once separated by a
space.  If not specified, all DB2ID's will be included.

• SELECT YESTERDAY Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

• TOP nn  
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Optional, specify the number of DB2 plans to appear in the chart.  The default is 10.

INQUIRY DERIVATIONS  

•  PLANEXEC 

PLANEXEC = MAX(DSPNTHRD,SUM(DSPCOMM2,DSPABORT));

•  DSPSGPGR  

DSPSGPGR/1000

•  DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS)
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DB2OD3 - DB2 Daily Top Ten Plans by Thread Count (DSU)
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These charts are identical to the charts produced by the DB2OD2 inquiry.  This inquiry uses the DB2 User Activity
(DB2DSU) file as the input source. Use this inquiry if the DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) file is turned off and DB2PLAN has
been assigned to a DB2ACTx data element in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT).
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This inquiry generates two daily charts for each System ID (SYSID) and DB2 subsystem (DB2ID) combination. The
charts show resource usage for the top nn (default 10) DB2 Plans determined by the maximum of either total threads
(DSUNTHRD), or the sum of the number of times the threads successfully committed phase 2 processing and the number
of times the threads rolled back uncommitted data (SUM(DSUCOMM2, DSUABORT)).  Both charts show the number of
threads that are initiated, using vertical bars. One of the charts shows the number of GETPAGE requests, and the other
shows Class 1, Class 2, and Specialty engine CPU time use for the top ten plans.

 Left Y-axis 

• PLANEXEC
Thread Counts

 Right Y-axis 

• DSUCP1TM
Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

• DSUCP2TM
Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

• DSUCPUZ1
Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

• DSUSGPGR 
(Right Y-axis on second chart) Total GETPAGE Requests (000)

 X-axis 

•  DB2PLAN 

INTENDED USE: 

This inquiry is useful to observe the resource utilization patterns for your top DB2 plans.

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• DB2DSU at the DAYS timespan 

RUN-TIME EXECUTION PARAMETER OVERRIDES: 

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optional, specify the SYSID(s) to be reported.  SYSID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of
'SYS' would automatically select any SYSIDs from SYS0 through SYS(s). Several SYSIDs may be specified at once
separated by a space.  If not specified, all SYSID's will be included.

• DB2ID
Optional, specify the DB2ID(s) to be reported.  DB2ID can be specified as a partial prefix, for example, a value of 'DB'
would automatically select any DB2IDs that start with 'DB'. Several DB2IDs may be specified at once separated by a
space.  If not specified, all DB2ID's will be included.

• DB2PLAN
Required, specify the DB2ACTx data element that is assigned DB2PLAN in sharedprefix.PARMS(DB2ACRT).  If
DB2PLAN is not assigned to a DB2ACTx data element, then you cannot run this inquiry. 

• SELECT YESTERDAY Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
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–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

•  TOP nn  
Optional, specify the number of DB2 plans to appear in the chart.  The default is 10.

INQUIRY DERIVATIONS  

•  PLANEXEC 

PLANEXEC = MAX(DSUNTHRD,SUM(DSUCOMM2,DSUABORT));

•  DSUSGPGR  

DSUSGPGR/1000

•  DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS)

DB2 Exceptions
The exception reports provide a concise, integrated, and itemized list of the problems affecting a data center's
effectiveness in terms of availability, service, workload, standards, security, and performance for the different areas of
responsibility (for example, TSO, Batch, DB2).

For more information about individual exceptions, see DB2 Detailed Exception Descriptions.

This section describes the specific exceptions that are related to the DB2 Analyzer. Listed are the exceptions that are
provided and explanations that explain the exception definition process.

For more information, see Standard Reports for a full description of the exception reporting process, including:

• The philosophy and requirement of exception reporting
• A general description of the process
• The methodology for qualifying exceptions
• An explanation of the operational flow
• A description of the reports
• A plan for the use of the reports.

Exception Reporting for DB2
The Exception Reporting process uses available monitoring sources to compare an activity level against predefined
thresholds and to provide an integrated exception list of potential problem areas. For example, RMF, SMF, and TSO/MON
PM .

The Exception Reporting Operational Flow illustration shows the operation of the exception reports process. The
database, Exception Test Routines, Standard Exception Reports, and the Online Exception Inquiry are standard
parts of this process. User-defined values allow you to tailor and modify the exceptions to address your data center's
requirements.

Exception Reporting Operational Flow
            +-----------+

            |           |

            | Database  |

            |           |

            +-----------+

                  |
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                  |

            +-----------+

            |   User-   |

            |  Defined  |

            | Exception |

            |  Analyzer |

            +-----------+

                  |

            +-----------+

            | Database  |

            | Exception |

            |   File    |

            +-----------+

                  |

      +-----------------------+

      |                       |

+-----------+           +-----------+

| Standard  |           | MICF      |

| Exception |           | Exception |

| Reports   |           | Inquiry   |

+-----------+           +-----------+

On a daily basis, the appropriate files that are contained in the database are processed to detect the defined exception
conditions. The Exception Analyzer performs this task by using individual test routines to identify the exceptions. Each test
routine requires the necessary user-defined values that tailor the exception test to your data center's requirements.

An exception test completely defines the tests that are made to determine the exception condition and the definitions that
define and classify the exception for reporting. You can easily modify values or, in some cases, even add values to adjust
the exception criteria to better meet your data center's requirements.

These tests are named Exception Test Routines, and they are stored in the source library prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE
in the member DYxxxEXC, where xxx represents the applicable Information Area, such as DB2 for the DB2 Analyzer.
An exception group exists for each unique file that is to be processed by the Exception Analyzer, and it consists of the
exceptions that are to be processed by using a specific file.

This lists the range of DB2 Analyzer Exception Numbers that can be defined for each data group and file. The exception
code is organized sequentially by exception number within the DYDB2EXC member, and it consists of standard
identification definitions (for example, severity level), exception-dependent criteria (for example, amount of CPU time
used), or standard selection facilities (for example, selection of prime-time hours only).

The exception to be modified may be located easily, since its name and number delineate the beginning of its definition.
The value to be modified can then be located and changed directly within the SAS code.

Exception Number Definition Table

Member Name Descriptive Title 
DYDB2EXC Standard DB2 Exceptions
Exception
Number Range

Database File Name

10000-10049
10050-10094
10095-10106

DETAIL.DB2DSY01
DETAIL.DB2DSD01
DETAIL.DB2DSY01
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Standard Exceptions For The DB2 Analyzer

The MICS Db2 Analyzer includes predefined exception routines that can alert the data center staff of situations affecting
the operation of DB2. These routines can be modified or deleted as needed. In addition, other exceptions can be added.

This section lists the standard exceptions that are provided for the DB2 Information Area. The exceptions are listed by
their exception number, and with their severity level, management area code, and descriptive title.

DB2 Exception List 

Number Severity  Management Area Exception Description
10000 Warning Security Instrumentation Buffer Error
10001 Warning Security Instrumentation Not Active Error
10002 Warning Security Instrumentation Record Not

Accepted
10003 Warning Security Instrumentation Writer Failure
10004 Warning Security Instrumentation Record

Unsuccessful
10005 Warning Security System IFCID Record Not

Written
10006 Warning Security System IFCID Record Not

Desired
10007 Warning Security System IFCID Buffer Not

Available
10008 Warning Security System IFCID Collection Failure
10009 Warning Security Data Base IFCID Record Not

Written
10010 Warning Security Data Base IFCID Record Not

Desired
10011 Warning Security Data Base IFCID Buffer Not

Available
10012 Warning Security Data Base IFCID Collection

Failure
10013 Warning Security User IFCID Record Not Written
10014 Warning Security User IFCID Record Not Desired
10015 Warning Security User IFCID Buffer Not Available
10016 Warning Security User IFCID Collection Failure
10017 Warning Productivity Successful Abort
10018 Warning Productivity Indoubt Thread
10019 Warning Productivity End Of Task ABEND
10020 Warning Productivity End Of Memory
10021 Warning Performance Start Data Base Command
10022 Warning Performance Start Trace Command
10023 Warning Performance Start DB2 Command
10024 Warning Performance Stop Data Base Command
10025 Warning Performance Stop Trace Command
10026 Warning Performance Stop DB2 Command
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10027 Warning Performance Unavailable Resource Failure
10028 Warning Performance Allocation Deadlock Failure
10029 Warning Performance Invalid Resource Failure
10030 Warning Performance Error Return From GETMAIN/

FREEMAIN
10031 Warning Performance Short On Storage Contraction
10032 Warning Performance Short Of Storage
10033 Warning Performance Shortage Of Storage ABEND
10034 Warning Performance Resident Trace Turned On
10035 Warning Performance Resident Trace Turned Off
10036 Warning Performance GTF Trace Turned On
10037 Warning Performance GTF Trace Turned Off
10038 Warning Performance Local Trace Turned On
10039 Warning Performance Local Trace Turned Off
10040 Warning Performance Reads Delayed For Archive

Allocation
10041 Warning Performance ICF Checkpoints Taken
10042 Warning Security Instrumentation Buffer Error
10043 Warning Security Instrumentation Buffer Error
10044 Warning Security Instrumentation Buffer Error
10045 Warning Security Instrumentation Buffer Error
10046 Warning Security Instrumentation Not Active Error
10047 Warning Security Instrumentation Not Active Error
10048 Warning Security Instrumentation Not Active Error
10049 Warning Security Instrumentation Not Active Error
10050 Warning Performance Create Tablespace Statement
10051 Warning Performance Create Data Base Statement
10052 Warning Performance Drop Tablespace Statement
10053 Warning Performance Drop Data Base Statement
10054 Warning Performance Allocate Requests Nonexistent

Plan
10055 Warning Performance Binds Without Plan ID
10056 Warning Performance Maximum Size Expansion

Failure Buffer 0
10057 Warning Performance Storage Shortage Expansion

Failure Buf0
10058 Warning Performance Maximum Size Expansion

Failure Buffer 1
10059 Warning Performance Storage Shortage Expansion

Failure Buf1
10060 Warning Performance Maximum Size Expansion

Failure Buffer 2
10061 Warning Performance Storage Shortage Expansion

Failure Buf2
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10062 Warning Performance Maximum Size Expansion
Failure Buffer 3

10063 Warning Performance Storage Shortage Expansion
Failure Buf3

10064 Warning Performance Read Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B0

10065 Warning Performance Write Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B0

10066 Warning Performance Read Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B1

10067 Warning Performance Write Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B1

10068 Warning Performance Read Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B2

10069 Warning Performance Write Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B2

10070 Warning Performance Read Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B3

10071 Warning Performance Write Pagefixed Without Real
Storage B3

10072 Warning Performance NO. Lock Escalations Exclusive
Mode

10073 Warning Performance Maximum Page Locks Held
10074 Warning Performance Prefetch Request Disabled No

Buffers 0
10075 Warning Performance Prefetch Disabled No Read

Engine Buf 0
10076 Warning Performance NO. Times Write Engine

Unavailable Buf 0
10077 Warning Performance NO. Times Deferred Write

threshold Buf 0
10078 Warning Performance NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold

Reached Buf 0
10079 Warning Performance Prefetch Request Disabled No

Buffers 1
10080 Warning Performance Prefetch Disabled No Read

Engine Buf 1
10081 Warning Performance NO. Times Write Engine

Unavailable Buf 1
10082 Warning Performance NO. Times Deferred Write

Threshold Buf 1
10083 Warning Performance NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold

Reached Buf 0
10084 Warning Performance Prefetch Disabled Due to No

Buffers 2
10085 Warning Performance Prefetch Disabled No Read

Engine Buf 2
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10086 Warning Performance NO. Times Write Engine
Unavailable Buf 2

10087 Warning Performance NO. Times Deferred Write
Threshold Buf 2

10088 Warning Performance NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold
Reached Buf 2

10089 Warning Performance Prefetch Request Disabled No
Buffers 3

10090 Warning Performance Prefetch Disabled No Read
Engine Buf 3

10091 Warning Performance NO. Times Write Engine
Unavailable Buf 3

10092 Warning Performance NO. Times Deferred Write
Threshold Buf 3

10093 Warning Performance NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold
Reached Buf 3

10094 Warning Performance NO. Failures Due to Full EDM
Pool

10095 Warning Security Instrumentation Record Not
Accepted

10096 Warning Security Instrumentation Record Not
Accepted

10097 Warning Security Instrumentation Record Not
Accepted

10098 Warning Security Instrumentation Record Not
Accepted

10099 Warning Security Instrumentation Writer Failure
 10100 Warning Security Instrumentation Writer Failure
 10101 Warning Security Instrumentation Writer Failure
 10102 Warning Security Instrumentation Writer Failure
 10103 Warning Security Instrumentation Record

Unsuccessful
 10104 Warning Security Instrumentation Record

Unsuccessful
 10105 Warning Security Instrumentation Record

Unsuccessful
 10106 Warning Security Instrumentation Record

Unsuccessful

DB2 Detailed Exception Descriptions
This section provides an in-depth description of each DB2 Standard Exception available in the exception report process.
The exceptions are organized by number, beginning with 10000.

The description format provides:
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• The title
• Number
• A statement on the purpose
• Rationale
• Definition for each exception to give the user insight to the meaning and use of the information.

 

10000 Instrumentation Buffer Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer error occurred

while DB2 was attempting to write an instrumentation record.

RATIONALE:   Buffer errors indicate that the file created by

SMF, RES, GTF, or SRV may be defective.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBFER1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10000                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBFER1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10000';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES1,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYBFER1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;
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10001 Instrumentation Not Active Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the instrumentation

facility specified was not active when DB2 attempted to write

a record.

RATIONALE:   When the specified instrumentation facility

destination is not active, DB2 system activity and billing

information is not captured.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNAER1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10001                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNAER1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10001';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES1,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNAER1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10002 Instrumentation Record Not Accepted

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File
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SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a record prepared by DB2

for the specified instrumentation facility destination was

not accepted.

RATIONALE:  This exception indicates an internal error in DB2

which prepared an SMF, RES, GTF, or SRV record with an

incorrect format.  The data are being lost.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNA1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10002                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNA1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10002';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES1,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRCNA1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10003 Instrumentation Writer Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')
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PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the selected

instrumentation facility failed while processing a DB2

request.

RATIONALE:  Instrumentation facility failure results in loss

of DB2 system activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYWFAI1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10003                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYWFAI1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10003';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES1,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYWFAI1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10004 Record Unsuccessfully Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility specified to write a DB2 record.

RATIONALE:    Incorrect operation of the instrumentation

facility SMF, RES, GTF, or SRV causes the loss of DB2 system
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activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRECN1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10004                  */

/* TITLE:  RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRECN1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10004';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES1,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRECN1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10005 System IFCID Record Not Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that an IFCID record was not

written.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYIFCNS flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10005                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN SYSTEM   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYIFCNS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10005';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN SYSTEM';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' SYSTEM'                   ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYIFCNS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10006 System IFCID Record Not Desired

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYRCNDS flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10006                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED SYSTEM   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */
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IF DSYRCNDS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10006';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED SYSTEM';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' SYSTEM'                   ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYRCNDS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10007 System IFCID Buffer Not Available

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable due to a lack of buffers.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBNAS flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10007                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE SYSTEM */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBNAS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10007';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE SYSTEM';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' SYSTEM'                   ||
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           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYBNAS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10008 System IFCID Collection Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable due to a collection

failure.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYCOLFS flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10008                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE SYSTEM   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYCOLFS GT O THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10008';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE SYSTEM';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' SYSTEM'                   ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYCOLFS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;
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10009 Data Base IFCID Record Not Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYIFCND flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10009                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN DATA BASE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYIFCND GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10009';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN DATA BASE';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' DATA BASE'                ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYIFCND,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10010 Data Base IFCID Record Not Desired

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')
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MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable because a record was not

desired.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNDD flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10010                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED DATA BASE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNDD GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10010';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED DATA BASE';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' DATA BASE'                ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYRCNDD,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10011 Data Base IFCID Buffer Not Available

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable because an output buffer

was not available.
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RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBNAD flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ****************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10011                   */

/* TITLE:  IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE DATA BASE*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                            */

/* ****************************************** */

IF DSYBNAD GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10011';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE DATA BASE';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' DATA BASE'                ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYBNAD,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10012 Data Base IFCID Collection Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record is not processable because of a collection

failure.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYCOLFD flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10012                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE DATA BASE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYCOLFD GT O THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10012';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE DATA BASE';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' DATA BASE'                ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYCOLFD,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10013 User IFCID Record Not Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record failed.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYIFCNU flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10013                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN USER     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */
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/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYIFCNU GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10013';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT WRITTEN USER';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' USER'                     ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYIFCNU,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10014 User IFCID Record Not Desired

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record failed because the record was not desired.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNDU flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10014                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED USER     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNDU GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10014';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID RECORD NOT DESIRED USER';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||
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           ' USER'                     ||

           '   '                       ||

           'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

            PUT(DSYRCNDU,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10015 User IFCID Buffer Not Available

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record failed because an output buffer was not

available.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBNAU flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10015                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE USER   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBNAU GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10015';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID BUFFER NOT AVAILABLE USER';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' USER'                     ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYBNAU,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;
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10016 User IFCID Collection Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the DB2 request to write

an IFCID record failed because an output buffer was not

available.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYCOLFU flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10016                  */

/* TITLE:  IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE USER     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYCOLFU GT O THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10016';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

  EXCDESC1='IFCID COLLECTION FAILURE USER';

  EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           ' USER'                     ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYCOLFU,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10017 Successful Abort

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Productivity  (MGMTAREA='Productivity')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a unit of recovery was

backed out.  Possible reasons are an application program

abend, an application deadlocked on data base records, or the

application program was canceled by the operator.

RATIONALE:  It is important that application program failures

be noted because of the effect on application productivity.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYABORT flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10017                  */

/* TITLE:  SUCCESSFUL ABORT                  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYABORT GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10017';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PRODUCTIVITY';

  EXCDESC1='SUCCESSFUL ABORT';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYABORT,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10018 Indoubt Thread

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Productivity  (MGMTAREA='Productivity')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that an application failure

has occurred after a successful prepare but before a

successful commit.  The failure can occur in the address

space of the application, the transaction manager, DB2, or

all of these.
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RATIONALE:  It is important that application program failures

be noted because of the effect on application productivity.

It also may indicate an internal problem with DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYINDBT flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10018                  */

/* TITLE:  INDOUBT THREAD                    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYINDBT GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10018';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PRODUCTIVITY';

  EXCDESC1='INDOUBT THREAD';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYINDBT,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10019 End Of Task Abend

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Productivity  (MGMTAREA='Productivity')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a non-DB2 task abended

while connected to DB2.

RATIONALE:  It is important that application program failures

be noted because of the effect on application productivity.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYEOTSK flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10019                  */

/* TITLE:  END OF TASK ABEND                 */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYEOTSK GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10019';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PRODUCTIVITY';

  EXCDESC1='END OF TASK ABEND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYEOTSK,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10020 End Of Memory

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Productivity  (MGMTAREA='Productivity')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a non_DB2 address space

was deleted by the operating system while it was connected to 

DB2.

RATIONALE:  It is important that application program failures

be noted because of the effect on application productivity.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYEOMEM flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10020                  */

/* TITLE:  END OF MEMORY                     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */
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IF DSYEOMEM GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10020';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PRODUCTIVITY';

  EXCDESC1='END OF MEMORY';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYEOMEM,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10021 Start Data Base Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception notes that a Start Data Base Command

was issued.

RATIONALE:   Noting the user starting the data base is

important for security while the number of data bases active

may impact performance.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYSTDBA flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10021                  */

/* TITLE:  START DATA BASE COMMAND           */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSTDBA GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10021';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='START DATA BASE COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSTDBA,6.)

            ;
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  LINK HIT;

  END;

10022 Start Trace Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception notes that a Start Trace Command was

issued.

RATIONALE:   The trace function consumes extra machine

resources and impacts performance.  It is important to

control the use of this facility.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYSTTRC flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10022                  */

/* TITLE:  START TRACE COMMAND               */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSTTRC GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10022';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='START TRACE COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSTTRC,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10023 Start DB2 Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File
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SAS FILE NAME: DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception notes that a Start DB2 command was

issued.

RATIONALE:  It is important to note when DB2 was started and

stopped for availability and performance purposes.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYSTDB2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10023                  */

/* TITLE:  START DB2 COMMAND                 */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSTDB2 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10023';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='START DB2 COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSTDB2,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10024 Stop Data Base Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception notes that a Stop Data Base command

was issued.

RATIONALE:   It is important to note a stop data base command
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for availability and performance considerations.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYSPDBA flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10024                  */

/* TITLE:  STOP DATA BASE COMMAND            */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSPDBA GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10024';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STOP DATA BASE COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSPDBA,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10025 Stop Trace Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception notes that a Stop Trace command was

issued.

RATIONALE:  The trace facility consumes system resources and

impacts response.  It is important to note which users are

activating this feature and for what period of time.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYSPTRC flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10025                  */

/* TITLE:  STOP TRACE COMMAND                */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSPTRC GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10025';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STOP TRACE COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSPTRC,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10026 Stop DB2 Command

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception notes that a Stop DB2 command was

issued.

RATIONALE:  It is important to availability and performance

to note when the DB2 subsystem is available.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYSPDB2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10026                  */

/* TITLE:  STOP DB2 COMMAND                  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSPDB2 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10026';
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  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STOP DB2 COMMAND';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSPDB2,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10027 Unavailable Resource Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a plan has been requested

but the plan is unavailable.  For example, it could have been

invalidated and an unsuccessful automatic bind has occurred.

RATIONALE:  An unavailable resource failure indicates a major

problem in accessing data.  Immediate steps should be taken

to determine why the bind could not complete successfully.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYUNAVL flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10027                  */

/* TITLE:  UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE FAILURE      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYUNAVL GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10027';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYUNAVL,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;
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10028 Allocation Deadlock Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that an allocation deadlock

has occurred.  This can happen when resources are limited and

contention is high.  An example is a table space lock that

cannot be acquired because it is locked by another

application.

RATIONALE:  With this information it is possible to change

allocation, design, and other factors to minimize deadlocks.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYALOCD flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10028                  */

/* TITLE:  ALLOCATION DEADLOCK FAILURE       */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYALOCD GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10028';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ALLOCATION DEADLOCK FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYALOCD,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10029 Invalid Resource Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a request for allocation

of a plan that was unknown to DB2.

RATIONALE:  It is important to determine why the plan was not

available to DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYINVAL flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10029                  */

/* TITLE:  INVALID RESOURCE FAILURE          */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYINVAL GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10029';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='INVALID RESOURCE FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYINVAL,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10030 Error Return from GETMAIN/FREEMAIN

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a GETMAIN or FREEMAIN

request had a return code that was not 0.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNZGFM flag
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is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10030                  */

/* TITLE:  ERROR RETURN FROM GETMAIN/FREEMAIN */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNZGFM GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10030';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ERROR RETURN FROM GETMAIN/FREEMAIN';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYNZGFM,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10031 Short On Storage Contractions

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a storage contraction

occurred because DB2 was short on storage.

RATIONALE:   Storage shortages impact the performance of DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYCONTR flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10031                  */
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/* TITLE:  SHORT ON STORAGE CONTRACTIONS     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYCONTR GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10031';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SHORT ON STORAGE CONTRACTIONS';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYCONTR,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10032 Short On Storage Detected

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a storage shortage

situation was detected.

RATIONALE:  Storage shortages impact the performance of DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYSTOSH flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10032                  */

/* TITLE:  SHORTAGE OF STORAGE               */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSTOSH GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10032';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SHORTAGE OF STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSTOSH,6.)
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            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10033 Short On Storage Abend

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that an abend due to a

shortage of storage was detected.

RATIONALE:   Storage shortages impact the performance of DB2.

Abends impact the productivity and availability of

applications systems.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYSTOSA flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10033                  */

/* TITLE:  SHORTAGE OF STORAGE ABENDS        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYSTOSA GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10033';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SHORTAGE OF STORAGE ABENDS';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYSTOSA,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10040 Reads Delayed Archive Allocation

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File
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SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that reads were delayed

because the archived allocation limit was reached.

RATIONALE:

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRDAA flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10040                  */

/* TITLE:  READS DELAYED ARCHIVE ALLOCATION  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRDAA GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10040';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='READS DELAYED ARCHIVE ALLOCATION';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSYRDAA,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10041 ICF Checkpoints Taken

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception tracks the number of checkpoints

taken by the DB2 system.

RATIONALE:  Because each checkpoint taken will correspond to

a system record write, it is important to keep track of the
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number of checkpoints due to the resources required to write

system statistics.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYNCKPT flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements that identify the

exception situation and describe the condition are stored in

the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are described

below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10041                  */

/* TITLE:  IFC CHECKPOINTS TAKEN             */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNCKPT GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10041';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='IFC CHECKPOINTS TAKEN';

 EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNCKPT,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10042 Instrumentation Buffer Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer error occurred

while DB2 was attempting to write an instrumentation record.

RATIONALE:   Buffer errors indicate that the file created by

SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV may be defective.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBFER2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10042                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBFER2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10042';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES2,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYBFER2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10043 Instrumentation Buffer Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer error occurred

while DB2 was attempting to write an instrumentation record.

RATIONALE:   Buffer errors indicate that the file created by

SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV may be defective.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBFER3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10043                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBFER3 GT 0 THEN DO;
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 EXCCODE='10043';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES3,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYBFER3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10044 Instrumentation Buffer Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer error occurred

while DB2 was attempting to write an instrumentation record.

RATIONALE:   Buffer errors indicate that the file created by

SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV may be defective.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBFER4 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10044                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBFER4 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10044';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES4,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||
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          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYBFER4,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10045 Instrumentation Buffer Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer error occurred

while DB2 was attempting to write an instrumentation record.

RATIONALE:   Buffer errors indicate that the file created by

SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV may be defective.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYBFER5 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10045                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYBFER5 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10045';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES5,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYBFER5,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;
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10046 Instrumentation Not Active Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility was not active when DB2 attempted to

write a record.

RATIONALE:   When the specified instrumentation facility

destination is not active, DB2 system activity and billing

information is not captured.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNAER2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10046                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNAER2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10046';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES2,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNAER2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10047 Instrumentation Not Active Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility was not active when DB2 attempted to

write a record.

RATIONALE:   When the specified instrumentation facility

destination is not active, DB2 system activity and billing

information is not captured.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNAER3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10047                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNAER3 GT 0 THEN DO

 EXCCODE='10047';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES3,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNAER3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10048 Instrumentation Not Active Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility was not active when DB2 attempted to
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write a record.

RATIONALE:   When the specified instrumentation facility

destination is not active, DB2 system activity and billing

information is not captured.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNAER4 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10048                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYNAER4 GT 0 THEN DO

 EXCCODE='10048';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES4,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNAER4,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10049 Instrumentation Not Active Error

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:    This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility was not active when DB2 attempted to

write a record.

RATIONALE:   When the specified instrumentation facility

destination is not active, DB2 system activity and billing

information is not captured.
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DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSYNAER5 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10049                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/********************************************/

IF DSYNAER5 GT 0 THEN DO

 EXCCODE='10049';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION NOT ACTIVE ERROR';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES5,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYNAER5,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10050 Create Tablespace Statement

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception notes that a Create Tablespace

statement was executed.

RATIONALE:   Creating a Tablespace may use large amounts of

DASD storage.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDCTABS flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10050                  */

/* TITLE:  CREATE TABLESPACE STATEMENT       */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDCTABS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10050';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CREATE TABLESPACE STATEMENT';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDCTABS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10051 Create Data Base Statement

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception notes that a Create Data Base

statement was executed.

RATIONALE:  Creating a Data Base may use large amounts of

DASD storage.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDCRDAB flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10051                  */

/* TITLE:  CREATE DATA BASE STATEMENT        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDCRDAB GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10051';

  SEVERITY='W';
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  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CREATE DATA BASE STATEMENT';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDCRDAB,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10052 Drop Tablespace Statement

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception notes that a Drop Tablespace

statement was executed.

RATIONALE:   Dropping a Tablespace will delete all the tables

contained within the space.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDRPTS flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10052                  */

/* TITLE:  DROP TABLESPACE STATEMENT         */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDDRPTS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10052';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DROP TABLESPACE STATEMENT';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDDRPTS,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;
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10053 Drop Data Base Statement

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:    This exception notes that a Drop Data Base

statement was executed.

RATIONALE:  Dropping a Data Base will delete all the tables

contained within the space.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDDRPDB flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10053                  */

/* TITLE:  DROP DATA BASE STATEMENT          */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDDRPDB GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10053';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DROP DATA BASE STATEMENT';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDDRPDB,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10054 Allocate Requests A Nonexistent Plan

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')
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PURPOSE:  This exception notes that the allocation of a

nonexistent plan has been requested.

RATIONALE:   It is important to determine why the plan

requested did not exist.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDNVRID flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10054                  */

/* TITLE:  ALLOCATE REQUESTS NONEXISTENT PLAN */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDNVRID GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10054';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ALLOCATE REQUESTS NONEXISTENT PLAN';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDNVRID,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10055 Binds Without Plan ID

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a bind has been requested

but a plan ID was not supplied.

RATIONALE:  It is important to determine why the requested

plan ID was not supplied.  This is normal when testing a plan

with no intention of saving it.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDTESTB flag

is non-zero.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10055                  */

/* TITLE:  BINDS WITHOUT PLAN ID             */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDTESTB GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10055';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='BINDS WITHOUT PLAN ID';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDTESTB,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10057 Storage Shortage Expansion Failure - Pool 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer pool expansion

was necessary but the pool could not be expanded because of a

shortage of virtual storage.  To correct this, check data

base services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced,

i.e.  other buffer pools.

RATIONALE:   This information can help to determine the

appropriate allocation of virtual storage to DB2 buffers.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSSEF0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */
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/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10057                  */

/* TITLE:  STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDSSEF0 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10057';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDSSEF0,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10059 Storage Shortage Expansion Failure - Pool 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer pool expansion

was necessary but the pool could not be expanded because of a

shortage of virtual storage.  To correct this, check data

base services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced,

i.e.  other buffer pools.

RATIONALE:   This information can help to determine the

appropriate allocation of virtual storage to DB2 buffers.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSSEF1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10059                  */

/* TITLE:  STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */
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IF DSDSSEF1 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10059';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDSSEF1,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10061 Storage Shortage Expansion Failure - Pool 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer pool expansion

was necessary but the pool could not be expanded because of a

shortage of virtual storage.  To correct this, check data

base services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced,

i.e.  other buffer pools.

RATIONALE:   This information can help to determine the

appropriate allocation of virtual storage to DB2 buffers.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSSEF2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10061                  */

/* TITLE:  STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDSSEF2 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10061';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE';
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  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDSSEF2,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10063 Storage Shortage Expansion Failure - Pool 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer pool expansion

was necessary but the pool could not be expanded because of a

shortage of virtual storage.  To correct this, check data

base services virtual storage for areas that can be reduced,

i.e.  other buffer pools.

RATIONALE:   This information can help to determine the

appropriate allocation of virtual storage to DB2 buffers.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSSEF3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10063                  */

/* TITLE:  STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDSSEF3 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10063';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='STORAGE SHORTAGE EXPANSION FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDSSEF3,6.)
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            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10064 Read Pagefixed Without Real Storage -Pool 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for read I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:  Read I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDRFXS0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10064                  */

/* TITLE:  READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDRFXS0 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10064';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDRFXS0,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10065 Write Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 0
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FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for write I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:   Write I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWFXS0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10065                  */

/* TITLE:  WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDWFXS0 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10065';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDWFXS0,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10066 Read Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed
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for read I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:  Read I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDRFXS1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10066                  */

/* TITLE:  READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDRFXS1 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10066';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDRFXS1,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10067 Write Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for write I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:   Write I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWFXS1 flag

is non-zero.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10067                  */

/* TITLE:  WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDWFXS1 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10067';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDWFXS1,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10068 Read Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for read I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:  Read I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDRFXS2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */
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/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10068                  */

/* TITLE:  READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDRFXS2 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10068';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDRFXS2,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10069 Write Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for write I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:   Write I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWFXS2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10069                  */

/* TITLE:  WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDWFXS2 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10069';
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  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDWFXS2,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10070 Read Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for read I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:  Read I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when the DSDRFXS3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10070                  */

/* TITLE:  READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE   */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDRFXS3 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10070';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='READ PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDRFXS3,6.)

            ;
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  LINK HIT;

  END;

10071 Write Pagefixed Without Real Storage - Pool 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a buffer being PAGEFIXed

for write I/O does not have real storage frame backing.

RATIONALE:   Write I/O into a buffer not residing in real

storage increases the overhead of DB2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWFXS3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10071                  */

/* TITLE:  WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE  */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSDWFXS3 GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10071';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='WRITE PAGEFIXED W/O REAL STORAGE';

  EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

           '   '                       ||

           'COUNT = '                  ||

            PUT(DSDWFXS3,6.)

            ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10072 NO. Lock Escalations to Exclusive Mode

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File
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SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times that

DB2 automatically changed from page locking to table space

locking.

RATIONALE:  Locking determines the level of concurrency which

can be maintained for a transaction.  Since DB2 can change

the locking level specified by an application developer, it

is important to know how DB2 controls this capability.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDLEEM flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10072                       */

/* TITLE:  NO. LOCK ESCALATIONS TO EXCLUSIVE MODE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                */

/* ************************************************/

IF DSDLEEM GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10072';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='LOCKS ESCALATED TO EXCLUSIVE MODE ' ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDLEEM,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10073 Maximum Number of Page Locks Held

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')
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PURPOSE:  This exception provides the maximum number of page

locks held by an application for the system.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks page locks held by the

system.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDMXPL flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10073                       */

/* TITLE:  MAXIMUM PAGE LOCKS HELD                */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                */

/* ************************************************/

IF DSDMXPL GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10073';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='MAXIMUM PAGE LOCKS HELD '  ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDMXPL,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10074 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable buffer

resource.  In this case, the buffer resource comes from

buffer pool 0.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the number of times buffer

pool 0 could not provide a buffer to perform a DB2 function.

It is very useful in determining number of buffers needed for

this pool.
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DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSPDF0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10074                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDSPDF0 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10074';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO BUFFERS';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDSPDF0,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10075 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable read

engine.  In this case, buffer pool 0 could not get a read

engine.

RATIONALE:  Because prefetch provides for improved

performance in situations requiring large amounts of

sequential processing, it is important to know when and why

this function could not be performed.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDREEP0 flag
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is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10075                            */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE NO READ ENGINE */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                     */

/* *****************************************************/

IF DSDREEP0 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10075';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO READ ENGINES';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDREEP0,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10076 NO. Times Write Engine Unavailable Buffer 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times a write

engine was unavailable for I/O.  In this case, buffer pool 0

could not get a read engine.

RATIONALE:  This exception documents the situation when the

write function could not be performed due to no write engine

being available to the buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWREE0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10076                          */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDWREE0 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10076';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDWREE0,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10077 NO. Times Deferred Write Threshold Buffer 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times the

deferred write threshold was reached for buffer pool 0.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the deferred write

threshold reached for this buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDWRT0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10077                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED      */
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/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDWRT0 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10077';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDWRT0,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10078 NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached Buffer 0

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times that a

WPHFWT threshold was reached for buffer pool 0.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the WPHFWT threshold for

buffer pool 0.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDMCT0 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10078                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED              */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDMCT0 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10078';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';
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 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 0 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDMCT0,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10079 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch request disabled because of an unavailable buffer

resource.  In this case, the buffer resource comes from

buffer pool 1.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the number of times buffer

pool 1 could not provide a buffer to perform a DB2 function.

It will be very useful in determining number of buffers

needed for this pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSPDF1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10079                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDSPDF1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10079';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO BUFFERS';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDSPDF1,6.)
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           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10080 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable read

engine.  In this case, buffer pool 1 could not get a read

engine.

RATIONALE:  Because prefetch provides for improved

performance in situations requiring large amounts of

sequential processing, it is important to know when and why

this function could not be performed.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDREEP1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10080                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE NO READ ENGINE*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDREEP1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10080';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO READ ENGINES';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDREEP1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;
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10081 NO. Times Write Engine Unavailable Buffer 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times a write

engine was unavailable for I/O, in this case, for buffer pool

1.

RATIONALE:  This exception documents the situation of when

the write function could not be performed due to no write

engine being available to the buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWREE1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10081                          */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDWREE1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10081';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDWREE1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10082 NO. Times Deferred Write Threshold Buffer 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times the

deferred write threshold was reached for buffer pool 1.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the deferred write

threshold reached for this buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDWRT1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10082                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDWRT1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10082';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDWRT1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10083 NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached Buffer 1

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times that a

WPHFWT threshold was reached for buffer pool 1.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the WPHFWT threshold for

buffer pool 1.
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DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDMCT1 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10083                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED              */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDMCT1 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10083';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 1 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDMCT1,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10084 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable buffer

resource.  In this case, the buffer resource comes from

buffer pool 2.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the number of times buffer

pool 2 could not provide a buffer to perform a DB2 function.

It is very useful in determining number of buffers needed for

this pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSPDF2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10084                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDSPDF2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10084';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO BUFFERS';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDSPDF2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10085 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable read

engine.  In this case, buffer pool 2 could not get a read

engine.

RATIONALE:  Because prefetch provides for improved

performance in situations requiring large amounts of

sequential processing, it is important to know when and why

this function could not be performed.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDREEP2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/
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/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10085                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE NO READ ENGINE*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDREEP2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10085';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO READ ENGINES';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDREEP2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10086 NO. Times Write Engine Unavailable Buffer 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times a write

engine was unavailable for I/O, in this case, for buffer pool

2.

RATIONALE:  This exception documents the situation of when

the write function could not be performed due to no write

engine being available to the buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWREE2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10086                          */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDWREE2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10086';
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 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDWREE2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10087 NO. Times Deferred Write Threshold Buffer 2

FILE:  DB2 Database Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times the

deferred write threshold was reached for buffer pool 2.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the deferred write

threshold reached for this buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDWRT2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements that identify the

exception situation and describe the condition are stored in

the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are described

below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10087                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDWRT2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10087';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO. TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDWRT2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;
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 END;

10088 NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached Buffer 2

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times that a

WPHFWT threshold was reached for buffer pool 2.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the WPHFWT threshold for

buffer pool 2.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDMCT2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10088                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED              */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDMCT2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10088';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 2 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDMCT2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10089 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the the number of

sequential prefetch request disabled because of an

unavailable buffer resource.  In this case, the buffer

resource comes from buffer pool 3.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the number of times buffer

pool 0 could not provide a buffer to perform a DB2 function.

It will be very useful in determining number of buffers

needed for this pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDSPDF3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10089                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE TO NO BUFFERS*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDSPDF3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10089';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO BUFFERS';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDSPDF3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10090 Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine Buffer 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')
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PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of sequential

prefetch requests disabled because of an unavailable read

engine.  In this case, buffer pool 3 could not get a read

engine.

RATIONALE:  Because prefetch provides for improved

performance for those situations requiring large amounts of

sequential processing, it is important to know when and why

this function could not be performed.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDREEP3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10090                          */

/* TITLE:  PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED DUE NO READ ENGINE*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDREEP3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10090';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='PREFETCH REQUEST DISABLED NO READ ENGINES';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDREEP3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10091 NO. Times Write Engine Unavailable Buffer 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times a write

engine was unavailable for I/O, in this case, for buffer pool

3.

RATIONALE:  This exception documents the situation when the
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write function could not be performed due to not write engine

available to the buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDWREE3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10091                          */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE        */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                   */

/* ***************************************************/

IF DSDWREE3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10091';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES WRITE ENGINE UNAVAILABLE';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDWREE3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10092 NO. Times Deferred Write Threshold Buffer 3

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times

deferred write threshold was reached for buffer pool 3.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the deferred write

threshold reached for this buffer pool.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDWRT3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10092                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDWRT3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10092';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO.  TIMES DEFERRED WRITE THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDWRT3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10093 NO. Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached Buffer 3

FILE:  DB2 Database Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the number of times that a

WPHFWT threshold was reached for buffer pool 3.

RATIONALE:  This exception tracks the WPHFWT threshold for

buffer pool 3.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDDMCT3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements that identify the

exception situation and describe the condition are stored in

the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are described

below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10093                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED              */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDDMCT3 GT 0 THEN DO;
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 EXCCODE='10093';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

 EXCDESC1='NO. TIMES WPHFWT THRESHOLD REACHED';

 EXCDESC2='BUFFER 3 '                 ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDDMCT3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10094 NO. Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

FILE:  DB2 Data Base Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSD01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning               (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='Performance')

PURPOSE:  This exception provides the transaction failures

due to the Environmental Descriptor Manager Pool being full.

There was not enough space in the pool to support the number

of transaction executions.

RATIONALE:   This exceptions helps to track the problem

caused by an EDM pool which is not large enough for the

amount of work to be performed on the DB2 system.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSDEFAL flag is

non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************/

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10094                                */

/* TITLE:  NO. OF FAILURES DUE TO FULL EDM POOL            */

/* FILE:  DB2DSD01                                         */

/* *********************************************************/

IF DSDEFAL GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='10094';

  SEVERITY='W';

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='NO.  OF FAILURES DUE TO FULL EDM POOL ' ||
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          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSDEFAL,6.)

           ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

10095 Instrumentation Record Not Accepted

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a record prepared by DB2

for a specified instrumentation facility destination was not

accepted.

RATIONALE:  This exception indicates an internal error in DB2

which prepared an SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV record with an

incorrect format.  The data are being lost.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNA2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10095                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNA2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10095';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES2,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRCNA2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;
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10096 Instrumentation Record Not Accepted

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a record prepared by DB2

for a specified instrumentation facility destination was not

accepted.

RATIONALE:  This exception indicates an internal error in DB2

which prepared an SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV record with an

incorrect format.  The data are being lost.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNA3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10096                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNA3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10096';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES3,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRCNA3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10097 Instrumentation Record Not Accepted

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01
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SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a record prepared by DB2

for a specified instrumentation facility destination was not

accepted.

RATIONALE:  This exception indicates an internal error in DB2

which prepared an SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV record with an

incorrect format.  The data are being lost.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNA4 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10097                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNA4 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10097';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES4,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRCNA4,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10098 Instrumentation Record Not Accepted

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')
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PURPOSE:  This exception warns that a record prepared by DB2

for a specified instrumentation facility destination was not

accepted.

RATIONALE:  This exception indicates an internal error in DB2

which prepared an SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV record with an

incorrect format.  The data are being lost.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRCNA5 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10098                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED*/

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRCNA5 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10098';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION RECORD NOT ACCEPTED';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES5,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRCNA5,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10099 Instrumentation Writer Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:   This exception warns that the instrumentation

facility selected failed while processing a DB2 request.

RATIONALE:  Instrumentation facility failure results in the

loss of DB2 system activity and accounting data.
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DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYWFAI2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10099                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYWFAI2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10099';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES2,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYWFAI2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10100 Instrumentation Writer Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the selected

instrumentation facility failed while processing a DB2

request.

RATIONALE:  Instrumentation facility failure results in the

loss of DB2 system activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYWFAI3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10100                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYWFAI3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10100';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES3,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYWFAI3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10101 Instrumentation Writer Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the selected

instrumentation facility failed while processing a DB2

request.

RATIONALE:  Instrumentation facility failure results in the

loss of DB2 system activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYWFAI4 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */
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/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10101                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYWFAI4 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10101';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES4,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYWFAI4,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10102 Instrumentation Writer Failure

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the selected

instrumentation facility failed while processing a DB2

request.

RATIONALE:  Instrumentation facility failure results in the

loss of DB2 system activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYWFAI5 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10102                  */

/* TITLE:  INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE    */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYWFAI5 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10102';
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 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='INSTRUMENTATION WRITER FAILURE';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES5,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'COUNT = '                  ||

           PUT(DSYWFAI5,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10103 Record Unsuccessfully Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility failed to write a DB2 record.

RATIONALE:  Incorrect operation of the instrumentation

facility SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV causes the loss of DB2 system

activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRECN2 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10103                  */

/* TITLE:  RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRECN2 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10103';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES2,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||
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          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRECN2,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10104 Record Unsuccessfully Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility failed to write a DB2 record.

RATIONALE:  Incorrect operation of the instrumentation

facility SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV causes the loss of DB2 system

activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRECN3 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10104                  */

/* TITLE:  RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRECN3 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10104';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES3,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRECN3,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;
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10105 Record Unsuccessfully Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility failed to write a DB2 record.

RATIONALE:  Incorrect operation of the instrumentation

facility SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV causes the loss of DB2 system

activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRECN4 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10105                  */

/* TITLE:  RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN     */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRECN4 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10105';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES4,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRECN4,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

10106 Record Unsuccessfully Written

FILE:  DB2 System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DETAIL.DB2DSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DB2DYEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning            (Severity='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Security    (MGMTAREA='Security')

PURPOSE:  This exception warns that the specified

instrumentation facility failed to write a DB2 record.

RATIONALE:  Incorrect operation of the instrumentation

facility SMF, GTF, RES, or SRV causes the loss of DB2 system

activity and accounting data.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DSYRECN5 flag

is non-zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************** */

/* EXCEPTION NUMBER:  10106                  */

/* TITLE:  RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN      */

/* FILE:  DB2DSY01                           */

/* ***************************************** */

IF DSYRECN5 GT 0 THEN DO;

 EXCCODE='10106';

 SEVERITY='W';

 MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

 EXCDESC1='RECORD UNSUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN';

 EXCDESC2='DESTINATION = '            ||

           PUT(DSYIDES5,$4.)          ||

          '   '                       ||

          'RECORD COUNT = '           ||

           PUT(DSYRECN5,6.)

           ;

 LINK HIT;

 END;

DB2 Files
The DB2 Analyzer divides its data logically into the following information areas:

• DB2 Information Area (DB2)
These files contain systemand user level performance and activity information.

• DB2 Buffer Pool Information Area (DBP)
These files contain performance and activity by buffer pool ID.

DB2 and DBP Product Files

Listed here are the DB2 and DBP product files and the timespans that are activated for each file.
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DB2 and DBP Files table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which
they belong. For each file in an information area, the following data is provided:

• XDWMYT
This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported.
                  X - DETAIL

                  D - DAYS

                  W - WEEKS

                  M - MONTHS

                  Y - YEARS

                  T - TABLES AREA

                  . - File is not supported 

• File
The identifier that is used to access this file.

• File Name
The description of the file.

• N/A
Indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DB2 and DBP Files 

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | DB2 Buffer Pool Area                   | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Fri, Dec 21, 2012 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | ......  DBP_BM  DB2 BUFFER MANAGER SUSPEND FILE           |

 | X.....  DBP_BP  DB2 BUFFER MANAGER GROUP SUSPEND FILE     |

 | X.....  DBP_DB  DB2 BUFFER POOL SUSPEND FILE              |

 | X.....  DBPBMD  DB2 BUFFER MANAGER DYNAMIC BP ATTRIBUTES  |

 | X.....  DBPBMG  DB2 BUFFER MANAGER GROUP BP ATTRIBUTES    |

 | ......  DBPDBP  DB2 PLAN BUFFER POOL ACTIVITY             |

 | ......  DBPDBU  DB2 USER BUFFER POOL ACTIVITY             |

 | ......  DBPDSB  DB2 BUFFER POOL ACTIVITY                  |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | DB2                                    | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Fri, Dec 21, 2012 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | X.....  DB2_DA  DB2 AGG ACCT STATS SUSPEND FILE           |

 | X.....  DB2_DD  DB2 DATA BASE ACTIVITY SUSPEND FILE       |

 | X.....  DB2_DI  DB2 IDAA SYSTEM SUSPEND FILE              |

 | ......  DB2_DP  DB2 PACKAGE/DBRM ACTIVITY SUSPEND FILE    |

 | X.....  DB2_DS  DB2 SYSTEM ACTIVITY SUSPEND FILE          |

 | X.....  DB2_SH  DB2 SYSTEM DDF SUSPEND FILE               |

 | X.....  DB2_SS  DB2 SYS STOR USAGE BY AS SUSPEND FILE     |

 | X.....  DB2_SU  DB2 SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE SUSPEND FILE     |
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 | XDWMY.  DB2DAS  DB2 AGGREGATED ACCOUNTING STATS FILE      |

 | .DWMY.  DB2DDP  DB2 PLAN DDF ACTIVITY FILE                |

 | XDWMY.  DB2DDY  DB2 SYSTEM DDF STATISTICS FILE            |

 | ......  DB2DPP  DB2 PACKAGE/DBRM ACTIVITY FILE            |

 | XDWMY.  DB2DSD  DB2 DATA BASE ACTIVITY FILE               |

 | XDWMY.  DB2DSI  DB2 SYSTEM IDAA ACTIVITY FILE             |

 | .DWMY.  DB2DSP  DB2 PLAN ACTIVITY FILE                    |

 | XDWMY.  DB2DSY  DB2 SYSTEM ACTIVITY FILE                  

 | X.....  DB2SSA  DB2 ADDRESS SPACE SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE    |

 | X.....  DB2SSU  DB2 SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE                  |

 | .DWMY.  DB2DDU  DB2 USER DDF ACTIVITY FILE                |

 | .DWMY.  DB2DSU  DB2 USER ACTIVITY FILE                    |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

DB2 File Descriptions

This describes the DB2 files that are supported by the DB2 and DBP information areas and their data sources.

 File  File Name  Description  Input Source 
DB2DSY DB2 System Activity Includes system level data for

address space, instrumentation,
commands, storage manager, and
more.

SMF type 100, subtype 0

DB2DSD DB2 Data Base Activity Contains data base activity
about SQL statements, buffer
manager, binds, and lock usage.

SMF type 100, subtype 1

DB2DAS DB2 Aggregated Accounting
Stats

Contains aggregated accounting
statistics, CPU times, wait
times, and counts.

SMF type 100, subtype 5

DB2DSU DB2 User Activity Contains user transaction level
data useful for accounting and
chargeback and performance
analysis.

SMF type 101, subtype 0

DB2DSP DB2 Plan Activity Contains the same information
as the DB2 User Activity File,
but organizes it by DB2 Plan.

SMF type 101, subtype 0 !

DB2DPP DB2 Package/DBRM Activity Provides resource consumption
and activity for DB2 packages
and data base request modules.

SMF type 101, subtype 1 !

DB2DDY DB2 System DDF Activity Maintains DB2 system distributed
data base activity for each DB2
subsystem participating in
distributed processing.

SMF type 100, subtype 0 !

DB2DDU DB2 User DDF Activity Contains DB2 accounting data for
distributed data base activity
for each DB2 user.

SMF type 101, subtype 0 !

DB2DDP DB2 Plan DDF Activity Contains the same information as
the DB2DDU file, but organized
by DB2 Plan name.

SMF type 101, subtype 0 !

DB2SSU DB2 System Storage Usage Contains system storage info
by database ID.

SMF type 100, subtype 4 
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DB2SSA DB2 System Address Space
Storage Usage

Contains system storage info
by address space for each
database ID.

SMF type 100, subtype 4 (IFCID 225)
(IFCID 225)

DB2DSI DB2 System IDAA Activity Contains DB2 IDAA resource
usage on the Netezza appliance

SMF type 100, subtype 1

DBPDBP DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity Provides resource information
for each DB2 buffer pool used
by DB2 transactions, by DB2
Plan name.

SMF type 101, subtype 0

DBPDBU DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity Identifies resource information
at the user level for each DB2
buffer pool used by a DB2
user transaction.

SMF type 101, subtype 0

DBPDSB DB2 System Buffer Pool Activity Contains DB2 system level
resource and activity information
for individual DB2 buffer pools.

SMF type 100, subtype 0

DBPBMG DB2 Buffer Manager Group
BP Attributes

Contains DB2 buffer manager
group buffer pool attributes
for each buffer pool group.

SMF type 100, subtype 3

DBPBMD DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic
BP Attributes

Contains DB2 buffer manager
dynamic buffer pool attributes
by buffer pool.

SMF type 100, subtype 2

DB2 Files Overview
The DB2 Analyzer builds the DB2 information area from DB2 SMF type 100 and 101 records. Once created, the DB2
information area maintains system and user measurement data on service, availability, load, and user activity within the
DB2 environment. For more information, see the DB2 Information Area Structure illustration.

Overview

The following files are contained in the DB2 information area of the MICS Data Base:

DB2 System Activity File (DB2DSY)
The DB2 System Activity File maintains DB2 system activity data, which includes information about:

• Address space
• Instrumentation
• Subsystem services
• Commands
• Latch manager
• Agent services
• Storage manager
• Trace data
• Log manager data

This information is derived from the SMF record type 100 subtype 0.

DB2 System DDF Activity File (DB2DDY)
The DB2 System DDF Activity File maintains DB2 system distributed database (DDF) activity data for each DB2
subsystem participating in distributed processing. This file contains DB2 network information such as bytes, rows, and
SQL statements transmitted and the number of network conversations initiated. This information is derived from the SMF
record type 100 subtype 0 when DDF is active.
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DB2 Database Activity File (DB2DSD)
The DB2 Database Activity File maintains DB2 database activity data--SQL statements, buffer manager, binds, and lock
usage data. This information is derived from the SMF record type 100 subtype 1.

DB2 System IDAA Activity File (DB2DSI)
The DB2 System IDAA Activity File maintains IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA) for resources that are consumed on
the Netezza appliance. Metrics include CPU time, elapse time, requests processed, bytes sent and received, SQL rows
that are sent and received. This information is derived from the SMF record type 100 subtype 1.

DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File (DB2DAS)
The DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File maintains DB2 transaction accounting statistics that have been aggregated to
the DB2 interval level. Metrics include CPU time and wait statistics. This information is derived from the SMF record type
100 subtype 5.

DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU)
The DB2 User Activity File maintains DB2 accounting data--product, user, buffer manager instrumentation, SQL
statements, and lock usage data by user. This information is derived from the SMF record type 101.

DB2 User DDF Activity File (DB2DDU)
The DB2 User DDF Activity File maintains DB2 accounting data for distributed database activity (DDF) for each DB2 user.
This file contains DB2 network information such as bytes, rows, and SQL statements that are transmitted and the number
of network conversations that are initiated for each user. This information is derived from the SMF record type 101 when
DDF is active.

DB2 Plan Activity File (DB2DSP)
The DB2 Plan Activity File maintains the same accounting data as the DB2DSU file but organizes it by DB2 plan
(application). This information is derived from rename operations that are performed against the DB2DSU WORK file.

DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File (DB2DPP)
The DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File provides resource consumption and activity information for packages and data base
request modules. This information is derived from the SMF type 101 record.

DB2 Plan DDF Activity File (DB2DDP)
The DB2 Plan DDF Activity File maintains the same accounting data as the DB2DDU file but organizes it by DB2 plan
(application). This information is derived from rename operations that are performed against the DB2DDU WORK file.

DB2 Address Space System Storage Usage File (DB2SSA)
The DB2 Address Space System Storage Usage file maintains storage use information at the DB2 address space level.
This information is derived from section 1 of the SMF type 100 subtype 4 record.

DB2 System Storage Usage File (DB2SSU)
The DB2 System Storage Usage file maintains storage use information at the DB2 system level during an interval. The
DB2SSU file is derived the SMF type 100 subtype 4 record.

The following files are contained in the DBP information area of the MICS Data Base:

DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDSB)
The DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File maintains DB2 activity data for the buffer manager. This information is derived from the
SMF record type 100 subtype 1.

DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDBU)
The DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File maintains DB2 buffer manager instrumentation usage data by user. This
information is derived from the SMF record type 101.

• DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDBP)
The DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File maintains the same accounting data as the DBPDBU file but organizes it by
DB2 plan (application). This information is derived from rename operations that are performed against the DBPDBU
WORK file.

• DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attributes File (DBPBMG)
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The DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attributes file maintains configuration and status information for each DB2 Group
Buffer Pool ID. This information is derived from the SMF type 100, subtype 2 record.

• DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attributes File (DBPBMD)
The DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attributes file maintains configuration and status information for each DB2
Buffer Pool Name. This information is derived from the SMF type 100 subtype 3 record.

The following suspend files are used to maintain the last record added to its primary file, generally by DB2ID. These
records are needed for the calculation of interval statistics in cases where DB2 executes continuously across more than
one MICS daily update cycle.

DB2 System Activity Suspend File (DB2_DS)
The DB2 System Activity Suspend File maintains the last raw interval systems services record processed by MICS.

DB2 System IDAA Suspend File (DB2_DI)
The DB2 System IDAA Suspend File maintains the last raw interval systems services record processed by MICS.

DB2 System DDF Activity Suspend File (DB2_SH)
The DB2 System DDF Activity Suspend File maintains the distributed data portion of the last raw interval systems services
record processed by MICS.

DB2 Database Activity Suspend File (DB2_DD)
The DB2 Database Activity Suspend File maintains the last raw interval data base services record processed by MICS.

DB2 Buffer Pool Activity Suspend File (DB2_DB)
The DB2 Buffer Pool Activity Suspend File maintains the last raw interval buffer pool services record processed by MICS.

DB2 Buffer Manager Group Suspend (DBP_BP) File
The DBP_BP DB2 Buffer Manager Group Suspend file maintains the last Buffer Manager Group interval record that are
processed by MICS.

DB2 Buffer Manager Suspend (DBP_BM) File
The DBP_BM DB2 DB2 Buffer Manager Suspend file maintains the last Buffer Manager interval record that are processed
by MICS.

DB2 Sys Stor Usage by AS Suspend (DB2_SS) File
The DB2_SS DB2 Sys Stor Usage by AS Suspend file maintains the last Address Space System Storage Usage interval
record that are processed by MICS.

DB2 System Storage Usage Suspend (DB2_SU) File
The DB2_SU DB2 System Storage Usage Suspend file maintains the last System Storage Usage interval record that are
processed by MICS.

DB2 Information Area Structure

This illustration shows the DB2 information area data sources and files.

+-----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+

                                |   DB2 System    |  |  DB2 Data Base  |  | Other DB2       |  |   DB2  User 

    |

                  INPUT         |    Records      |  |     Records     |  |    Records      |  |    Records  

    |

                  DATA          | (SMF type 100   |  |  (SMF type 100  |  | (SMF type 100   |  | (SMF type

 101)  |

                  SOURCES       |   subtype 0)    |  |    subtype 1)   |  | subtypes 2 - 5) |  |             

    |

                                +-----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+ 

 +-----------------+

                                           |                  |                     |                 |
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                                           +---------------------------+------------------------------+

                                                                       |

                  PRODUCT                                  +-----------------------+

                  PROCESSING                               |  CA MICS DB2 Analyzer |

                                                           |       Database        |

                                                           |     Update Process    |

                                                           +-----------------------+

                                                                       |

                      

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                       |                  |                  |         |         |                  |        

          |

                       |                  |                  |         |         |                  |        

          |

               +---------------+  +---------------+  +---------------+ | +---------------+  +---------------+

  +---------------+

               |  DB2 System   |  | DB2 Database  |  |    DB2 User   | | |   DB2 Plan    |  |  DB2 System   |

  | DB2 Database  |

      PRODUCT  |   Activity    |  |    Activity   |  |    Activity   | | |   Activity    |  |   Activity    |

  |   Activity    |

      FILES    |     File      |  |      File     |  |      File     | | |     File      |  | Suspend File  |

  | Suspend File  |

               |   (DB2DSY)    |  |    (DB2DSD)   |  |    (DB2DSU)   | | |   (DB2DSP)    |  |   (DB2_DS)    |

  |   (DB2_DD)    |

               +---------------+  +---------------+  +---------------+ | +---------------+  +---------------+

  +---------------+

                       |                  |                  |         |         |                  |

                       |                  |                  |         |         |                  |

               +---------------+          |          +---------------+ | +---------------+  +---------------+

      PRODUCT  |  DDF System   |          |          |    DDF User   | | |   DDF Plan    |  |  DDF System   |

      FILES    |   Activity    |          |          |    Activity   | | |   Activity    |  |   Activity    |

      (DDF)    |     File      |          |          |      File     | | |     File      |  | Suspend File  |

               |   (DB2DDY)    |          |          |    (DB2DDU)   | | |   (DB2DDP)    |  |   (DB2_SH)    |

               +---------------+          |          +---------------+ | +---------------+  +---------------+

                                          |                  |         |         |

                                          |                  |         |         |

                                  +---------------+  +---------------+ | +---------------+

      PRODUCT                     |   DB2 Buffer  |  |   DB2 Buffer  | | |   DB2 Buffer  |

      FILES                       |     Pool      |  |   Pool User   | | |   Pool Plan   |

      (BUFFER)                    | Activity File |  | Activity File | | | Activity File |

                                  |   (DBPDBP)    |  |   (DBPDBU)    | | |   (DBPDBP)    |

                                  +---------------+  +---------------+ | +---------------+

                                                                       |

                       +------------------+----------------------------

+------------------------------------------------+

                       |                  |                  |                   |                  |        

           |

               +---------------+  +---------------+  +---------------+   +---------------+  +---------------+

  +---------------+

      PRODUCT  |  DB2 System   |  |  DB2 System   |  |   DB2 System  |   |   DB2 Buffer  |  |   DB2 Buffer  |

  | DB2 Aggregated|

      FILES    | IDAA Activity |  | Storage by AS |--|     Storage   |   |  Manager Dyn. |--| Manager Group |

  |  Accounting   |
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      (other)  |     File      |  |      File     |  |      File     |   | Attribute File|  | Attribute File|

  |  Stats File   |

               |   (DB2DSI)    |  |    (DB2SSA)   |  |    (DB2SSU)   |   |   (DBPBMD)    |  |   (DBPBMG)    |

  |   (DB2DAS)    |

               +---------------+  +---------------+  +---------------+   +---------------+  +---------------+

  +---------------+

 

      (all suspend files not shown)

DB2 Data Element Naming Conventions
MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

DB2 Information Area (DB2) 

 File Name  File  Names Begin With 
DB2 System Activity DB2DSY DSY
DB2 Data Base Activity DB2DSD DSD
DB2 User Activity DB2DSU DSU
DB2 Plan Activity DB2DSP DSP
DB2 System DDF Statistics DB2DDY DDY
DB2 User DDF Activity DB2DDU DDU
DB2 Plan DDF Activity DB2DDP DDP
DB2 Package/DBRM Activity DB2DPP DPP
DB2 System Storage Usage DB2SSU SSU
DB2 Sys Addr Storage Usage DB2SSA SSA
DB2 IDAA System Activity DB2DSI DSI
DB2 Aggregated Acct Stats DB2DAS DAS

  DB2 Buffer Pool Information Area (DBP) 

 File Name  File  Names Begin With 
DB2 Buffer Pool Activity DBPDSB DSB
DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity DBPDBU DBU
DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity DBPDBP DBP
DB2 Buffer Mgr Group BP Attr DBPBMG BMG
DB2 Buff Mgr Dynamic BP Attr DBPBMD BMD

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. Common data elements are listed under Sequence/Summary Data
Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.

DB2 Information Area Files
This section provides the following information:
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• Identifies each file in the DB2 Information Area
• Defines the levels of summarization and data sequencing for each file
• Presents the list of available data elements for each file

DB2DSY - DB2 System Activity File

This section describes DB2DSY, the DB2 System Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DSYxx

The DB2 System Activity file maintains DB2 System Activity data, including address space, instrumentation, subsystem
services, commands, latch manager, agent services, storage manager, trace data, and log manager data. This file is
derived from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 0. This file exists in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and
YEARS timespans.

DB2DSY File Organization

The DB2DSY Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DSY Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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DB2DSY Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file. For more information, seeDB2 Analyzer for
details.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  X.....   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DDYPRLV  - DDF Remote Partner Functional Level

  

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWMY.E  DDYABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYBRBF  - DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBROW  - DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBTBF  - DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCBLB  - DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNCDB - DDF Msgs Term for Condbat Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNMQN - DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqn Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNMQW - DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqw Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNPRE - DDF Msgs Term for Profile Exception

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVT  - DDF Convs Deallocated From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCRSR  - DDF Msgs Recv With Hold Csr Not Closed

  XDWMY.E  DDYDGTT  - DDF Msgs Recv DGTT Not Dropped

  XDWMY.E  DDYFSEC  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Failed Secure Auth

  XDWMY.E  DDYIPRF  - DDF Msgs Recv With High-Perf DBATS

  XDWMY.E  DDYLOBLE - DDF Msgs Recv With Held LOB Locator(s)

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYNAES  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Aes Encryption

  XDWMY.E  DDYNCCA  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Client Certs

  XDWMY.E  DDYNENC  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru DRDA Encryption

  XDWMY.E  DDYNKER  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Kerberos

  XDWMY.E  DDYNMFA  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru MFA

  XDWMY.E  DDYNPWD  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru UID/PWD

  XDWMY.E  DDYNSGV  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Global Variables

  XDWMY.E  DDYNSSR  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Special Register

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTHRD - DDF SMF 100 QLST Segment Count

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTLS  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru TLS/SSL

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTRS  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Trusted Context

  XDWMY.E  DDYNWLB  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Sysplex Wkld Bal

  XDWMY.E  DDYNXA   - DDF Msgs Recv Thru XA Global Trans

  XDWMY.E  DDYPDYN  - DDF Msgs Recv With Keepdynamic Pkgs

  XDWMY.E  DDYRBND  - DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYREST  - DDF Msgs Recv Rest Service Requests

  XDWMY.E  DDYROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSATHD - Sum of DDF Current No Of Active Thread

  XDWMY.E  DDYSCNV  - Sum of DDF Current No Of Connections

  XDWMY.E  DDYSPCMT - DDF Msgs Recv Stored PROC Commit Perf

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDA  - DDF Thrds Abended

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDC  - DDF Thrds Cancelled

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDPQ - DDF Thrds Queued Prof Exception

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDPT - DDF Thrds Terminated Prof Exception
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  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRR - Max DDF Abort Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRS - Max DDF Abort Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBRBF - Max DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBROW - Max DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBTBF - Max DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCBLB - Max DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVR - Max DDF Convers Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVS - Max DDF Convers Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVT - Max DDF Convers Dealloc From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMR - Max DDF Commit Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMS - Max DDF Commit Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMRBND - Max DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWR - Max DDF Data Rows Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWS - Max DDF Data Rows Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNR - Max DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNS - Max DDF Trans Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMXATD - Max DDF Active Threads During Interval

  XDWMY.E  DDYMXCV  - Max DDF Connections During Interval

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DDYAVCNV - Avg No of DDF Connections in Interval

  XDWMY.E  DDYAVTHD - Avg No of DDF Active Thrds in Interval

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DB2 System Activity File (DB2DSY).

DB2DSY Usage Considerations

This section identifies the special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DSY file. Additionally,
several retrieval examples are provided to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• The following data elements only have meaning when using the DB2DSYnn file in the DETAIL timespan, in that they
lose significance once summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when
using the DB2DSYnn file in the DETAIL timespan.
– DSYISEQ
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Instrumentation Sequence Number
– DSYDSTSN

Destination Sequence Number
– DSYINSEQ

Instrumentation Sequence Number
– DSYIFCSD

IFCID Sequence Number Data Base
– DSYIFCSS

IFCID Sequence Number System
– DSYIFCSU

IFCID Sequence Number User
• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's

granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan as opposed to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DSY Retrieval Examples

Example 1:

Plot the accumulated TCB time used by DB2 over the last 8 weeks by week.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2W.DB2DSY01

          _DB2W.DB2DSY02

          _DB2W.DB2DSY03

          _DB2W.DB2DSY04

          ;

      DATE=DATEPART(STARTTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

      MACRO _BY WEEK %

      MACRO _BREAK WEEK %

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1;  BY _BY;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      _DSYSUM;

      PROC PLOT DATA=TEST1;

      PLOT DSYTCBTM*DATE;

      TITLE DB2 SYSTEM TCB TIME;

Example 2

Print the number of START DB2, START DATABASE, and DISPLAY DATABASE commands issued last week in Zone 1.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET _DB2W.DB2DSY01;

      IF ZONE=1;
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      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      VAR DSYSTDB2 DSYSTDBA DSYSPDB;

      TITLE  NUMBER  OF  START  DB2, START DATABASE, AND START

      DATABASE COMMANDS;

      TITLE2 LAST WEEK IN ZONE 1;

DB2DSD - DB2 Data Base Activity File

This section describes DB2DSD, the DB2 Data Base Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DSDxx

The DB2 Data Base Activity file maintains DB2 database Activity data, that is, SQL Statements, Binds, Buffer Manager,
and Lock Usage data. This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 1. This file exists in the DETAIL,
DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

DB2DSD File Organization

The DB2DSD Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DSD Timespan Granularity Chart

 

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Oct 25, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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DB2DSD Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DSDAFLG  - Flag Byte

  XDWMY.E  DSDARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  XDWMY.E  DSDASTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent

  X.....   DSDATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DSDDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DSDFTBAT - No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh

  X.....E  DSDFTBIN - No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria

  X.....E  DSDFTBMC - No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize

  X.....E  DSDFTBMP - No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize

  X.....E  DSDFTBSZ - Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)

  X.....E  DSDFTBTR - FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals
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  XD....E  DSDIMAC  - Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles

  XD....E  DSDIMSC  - Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB

  X.....E  DSDISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  XD....E  DSDI2AC  - Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles

  XDWMY.   DSDRMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  XD....E  DSDSIAC  - Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs

  XD....E  DSDSISC  - Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSTH  - WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System

  XDWMY.E  DSDTCTO  - Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDTSTG  - Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)

  XD....E  DSDWCTO  - Curr Total Workfile Storage Used KB

  XD....E  DSDWFCTO - Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)

  XD....E  DSDWFRCU - Curr RID Blocks Residing in Workfile

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFSTG - Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWSTG  - Curr Storage Config in WFDB (KB)

  XD....E  DSDW32K  - Curr 32KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

  XD....E  DSDW4K   - Curr 4KB Tablespace Storage Used KB

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP0 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP1 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP2 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDABBP3 - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDACHG  - Change Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  XDWMY.E  DSDACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  XDWMY.E  DSDAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDALDAB - NO. of ALTER DATABASE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDALLOC - Successful Bound Plan Allocation

  XDWMY.E  DSDALOCA - Requests To Allocate Bound Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDALOCK - Lock Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDALSEQ - Alter Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTIX - Alter Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTA - Alter Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDALTVW - Alter View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDAQRY  - Query Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  XDWMY.E  DSDASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  XDWMY.E  DSDASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  XDWMY.E  DSDASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  XDWMY.   DSDAUCC  - AUTH Checks Using Cache

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUCHK - Authorization Checks

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

  XDWMY.   DSDAUPUB - AUTH Checks Based PUBLIC Auth

  XDWMY.E  DSDAUTOB - Attempts To AUTOBIND a Pkg

  XDWMY.E  DSDBIND  - Successful Automatic Binds

  XDWMY.E  DSDBINDA - Automatic Bind Attempts
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  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDAA - Bind Action Add Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDAR - Bind Action Replace Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDPA - BIND (ADD) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDBNDPR - BIND (REP) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO0 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO1 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO2 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDBPSO3 - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions

  XDWMY.E  DSDCLOSE - Close Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCMTON - Comment On Statements

  X.....E  DSDCNDLK - No. Times Failed Condition Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.

  XD....E  DSDCOLS  - Invalid Select Procedure Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSDCOST  - Processing Cost

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCREJ  - No. Failed DB2 Lock Req to XES

  XDWMY.E  DSDCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRINX - Create Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRQF  - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRROL - Create Role Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSEQ - Create Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWQF  - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBDG  - Requests for Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBDL  - Number of Loads: Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR0 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR1 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR2 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPR3 - Physical Data Base Page Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU0 - Data Base Page Updates 0
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  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU1 - Data Base Page Updates 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU2 - Data Base Page Updates 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDBPU3 - Data Base Page Updates 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEAD  - Deadlock Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEFVU - Create View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDDELET - Delete Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDESC  - Describe Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDEXP  - PREPARE Discarded

  XDWMY.E  DSDDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

  XDWMY.E  DSDDINV  - PREPARE Purged

  XDWMY.E  DSDDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks

  XDWMY.   DSDDLRU  - Number of Stealable DB Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT0 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT1 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT2 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDMCT3 - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSC  - No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSF  - No. of Times DPS Match Found

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSL  - No. of Requests to Look for DPS

  XDWMY.E  DSDDPSM  - No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Bind

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPKG - NO. of DROP PACKAGE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDRSEQ - Drop Sequence Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSCRT - NO. of DESCRIBE TABLE Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSDRN - DDs That Drain Has Produced

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSOPN - Data Sets Currently Open

  XDWMY.E  DSDDSPBD - Plans Bound And Kept

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT0 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT1 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT2 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDDWRT3 - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold 3

  XDWMY.   DSDDYLRU - Number of Stealable DSC Pages

  XDWMY.   DSDECFAL - No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECFRE - No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECPGE - No. of Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDECTA  - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTG  - NO. Requests for Cursor Table Section

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTL  - NO. Loaded Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDECTU  - Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDEDBD  - Number of Pages used for DBD
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  XDWMY.E  DSDEDSG  - Number of Requests for Dynamic Cache

  XDWMY.E  DSDEDSI  - Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEDYNP - No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDEFAL  - Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost

  XDWMY.   DSDEKFAL - No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEKFRE - No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFA - NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFM - NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKNFR - NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache

  XDWMY.   DSDEKPGE - No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDEPTA  - Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB

  XDWMY.E  DSDEPTG  - No. Req for Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDEPTL  - No. Loaded Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.   DSDEPTU  - Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB

  XDWMY.   DSDESFAL - No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDESFRE - No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDESKC  - No. Free Pages Used for SKCT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDESKP  - No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table

  XDWMY.   DSDESPGE - No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDESTMT - Number of Statements in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDFETCH - Fetch Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDFLSE  - No. of Sync to Async Conversions

  XDWMY.E  DSDFND   - PREPARE Request Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREAP - Attempts To FREE a Package

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREE  - Free Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREEA - Attempts To Free Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREEP - Plan Successfully Freed

  XDWMY.E  DSDFREPK - FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDFRPG  - Number of Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.E  DSDGRANT - Grant Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMNC  - No. Workfile Create Fails - Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS0 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS1 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS2 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMWS3 - Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDINCRB - Incremental Binds

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPA  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPD  - No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPE  - # Times IAG2 Pipe Re-enable Successful

  XDWMY.E  DSDINPR  - # Times IAG2 Pipe Re-enable Attempted

  XDWMY.E  DSDINSRT - Insert Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDIPRP  - Implicit PREPARE Performed

  XDWMY.E  DSDISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  XDWMY.E  DSDIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  XDWMY.E  DSDI2OF  - No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows

  XDWMY.E  DSDJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded
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  XDWMY.   DSDKLRU  - Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.   DSDKSPA  - Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.   DSDKSPG  - Number of xPROC Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDLABEL - Label Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDLCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

  XDWMY.E  DSDLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

  XDWMY.E  DSDLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

  XDWMY.E  DSDLEEM  - Count of Escalations to Exclusive Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDLESM  - Count of Escalations to Shared Mode

  XDWMY.E  DSDLOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  XDWMY.E  DSDLPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  XDWMY.E  DSDLRCP  - CPU Time Intergrated Sync to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DSDLRZE  - zIIP Eligible CPU Time Sync to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DSDLRZI  - zIIP CPU Time Integrated Sync to IDAA

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX0  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 0

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX1  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 1

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX2  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 2

  XDWMY.   DSDMAX3  - BP Not Supp Concur WK File 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDMERGE - Merge Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDMIAP  - No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXNL - Mult INDX Not Used - RID Limit

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXNU - Mult INDX Not Used - No Storage

  XDWMY.   DSDMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  XDWMY.E  DSDMLSRT - No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR0 - Media Manager Read Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR1 - Media Manager Read Requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR2 - Media Manager Read Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDMMRR3 - Media Manager Read Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDMSFND - No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stable

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCUR - Max PB Count On Free PB

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPL  - Max. no. of Page locks held

  XDWMY.E  DSDNFND  - PREPARE Request - No Match

  XDWMY.E  DSDNPRP  - PREPARE Avoided

  XDWMY.E  DSDNREC  - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Recs

  XDWMY.E  DSDNRTY  - Non Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  XDWMY.E  DSDNVRID - Allocate Requests Nonexist Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDOPEN  - Open Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDPAGE  - No. Pages in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKABN - Packages Autobound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKALC - Attempts To Allocate a Pkg

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKALL - Packages Allocated

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGBD - Packages Bound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGFR - Packages Freed

  XDWMY.E  DSDPKGRB - Packages Rebound

  XDWMY.E  DSDPREP  - Prepare Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDPREPI - Prepare Statements Restricted

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBND  - Successful Rebind Plan

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNDA - Rebind Plan Attempts

  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNDP - REBIND PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds
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  XDWMY.E  DSDRBNPA - Attempts To REBIND a Package

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCD  - Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCI  - Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped

  XDWMY.E  DSDRCCU  - Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed

  X.....E  DSDRCGBP - No. of Times DS Physically Closed

  XDWMY.   DSDRCUR  - Int BLKS Currently Alloc

  X.....E  DSDRCUT  - No. of Times Utility Access DS Closed

  XDWMY.E  DSDRDLTD - Deleted Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDREBND - Rebind Subcommands

  XDWMY.E  DSDREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP0 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP1 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP2 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDREEP3 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Read 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDREFTB - No. Times Refresh Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDREOPN - PB Found On Free Q During Open

  X.....E  DSDRETLK - No. Times Failed Uncondition Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDREVOK - Revoke Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFCHD - Fetched Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS0 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS1 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS2 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDRFXS3 - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 3

  XDWMY.   DSDRHIG  - Highest # Int BLKS Concur Alloc

  XDWMY.   DSDRLLM  - RLP Stop: RID Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDRMAX  - RLP Stop: Concur. Proc Lim Exceeded

  XDWMY.   DSDRNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDRNSTD - Inserted Rows

  XDWMY.   DSDRPLM  - RLP Stop: DM Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDRSTG  - RLP Stop: Insufficient Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDRSUM  - Resume Exit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDRTRY  - Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  XDWMY.E  DSDRUDTD - Updated Rows

  XDWMY.E  DSDR1FB  - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

  XDWMY.E  DSDSABBP - Total Active Buffers in Buffer Pools

  XDWMY.E  DSDSBPSO - Total Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened

  XDWMY.   DSDSCIO  - Total Castout I/O Operations

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDBPR - Total Physical Data Base Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDBPU - Total Data Base Page Updates

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDIO  - Total Async Read I/Os Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDMCT - Total Times WPHFWT Threshold Reached

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDPF  - Total Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDPP  - Total Async Page Reads Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDWRT - Total Times Deferred Write Threshold

  XDWMY.E  DSDSDWV  - Total Times Vert. Defer Write Thresh

  XDWMY.E  DSDSELCT - Select Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDSETHV - NO. of SET HOST-VAR Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSFND  - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSHST  - Total Times SLRU Len eq VPSEQT

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIMWS - Total Immediate Writes System Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO0  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO1  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP1
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  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO2  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIO3  - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSJIS  - Total Req. Prefetch I/O Streams Denied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLIO  - Total Async Read I/Os List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPF  - Total List Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPL  - Total LPL Inserts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLPP  - Total Async Page Reads List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSDSLWDD - DDs Used for Slow Close TS

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMAX  - Total BP Not Supp Concur WK File

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMMRR - Total Media Manager Read Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMRPR - Total Media Mgr Read Req Phys Req Buf

  XDWMY.E  DSDSNGT  - Total Times Cond GETPAGE Not Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSDSNSG  - Total Seq GETPAGE Failures

  XDWMY.   DSDSPCO  - Total Pages Written for Castout I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF0 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF1 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF2 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPDF3 - Prefetch Request Disabled no Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPL1  - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/2 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPL2  - Total Times Pref Quantity 1/4 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF0 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF1 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF2 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPPF3 - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPQF  - Total Times Parallel Buffer Not Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPQO  - Total Req. Process Queries in Parallel

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWPU - Total Page Write per Page Updt Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR0 - System Pages Written To DASD 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR1 - System Pages Written To DASD 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR2 - System Pages Written To DASD 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSPWR3 - System Pages Written To DASD 3

  XDWMY.   DSDSQCA  - Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQCB  - Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQKA  - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDSQKB  - Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQLID - SET Current SQLID Request Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF0 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF1 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF2 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSQPF3 - Count Sequential Prefetch requests 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSREEP - Total Prefetch Disabled No Read Engine

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRFRI - Total Read Frames per Read Req Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRFXS - Total Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRHS  - Total Times Random Getpage Hit on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRT   - No. Times RDS Sort was Performed

  XDWMY.E  DSDSRTL  - No. Times RDS Sort Used IAA for ZSORT

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF0 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF1 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF2 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSEF3 - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSGT  - Total GETPAGE Requests Seq Access Req
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  XDWMY.E  DSDSSIO  - Total Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPDF - Total Seq. Prefetch Disabled No Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPPF - Total Records Read Prefetch Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSPWR - Total System Pages Written to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSQPF - Total Sequential Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSDSSSEF - Total Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTAT  - Status Exit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTMIG - Total Migrated Datasets Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTPF0 - Total WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTPIO - Total Prefetch Async Read I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSDSTRTO - Total Recall Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  DSDSUSP  - Suspend Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDSVPA  - Total Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

  XDWMY.E  DSDSVPL  - Total Buffers Allocated for VPOOL

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWBVQ - Total Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWDRP - Total Pages Destruct Read Request

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFD  - Total Work Files Denied Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFF  - Total Poor Sort Merge - Buffer Short

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFM  - Total Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFR  - Total Req Query WK File Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFT  - Total Work Files Req Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWFXS - Total Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWREE - Total Times Write Engine Unavailable

  XDWMY.E  DSDSWRMM - Total Write I/Os By Media Manager

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXFL  - Total Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

  XDWMY.E  DSDSXIS  - Total Max # Concur Pref Streams Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSDTESTB - Binds Without Plan ID

  XDWMY.E  DSDTIME  - Timeout Exit Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDTIMO  - Timeout Count

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG0 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG1 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG2 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMIG3 - NO. Migrated Dataset Encounter Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF00 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 0

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF01 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 1

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF02 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 2

  XDWMY.   DSDTPF03 - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO0 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO1 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO2 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTPIO3 - NO. Prefetch Async Read I/Os Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRNOW - No. Times Transfer Ownership

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO0 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO1 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO2 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDTRTO3 - NO. Recall Timeouts Buffer 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSDUPDTE - Update Statements

  XDWMY.E  DSDUSUC  - Checks Actually Authorized

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ0 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 0
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  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ1 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ2 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWBVQ3 - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP0 - Pages Destruct Read Req 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP1 - Pages Destruct Read Req 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP2 - Pages Destruct Read Req 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWDRP3 - Pages Destruct Read Req 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD0  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD1  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD2  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFD3  - Work Files Denied Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF0  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF1  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF2  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFF3  - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM0  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM1  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM2  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFM3  - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFNE  - Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFP1  - Times 32KB Page TS Used Instead of 4KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFP2  - Times 4KB Page TS Used Instead of 32KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR0  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR1  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR2  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFR3  - Req Query WK File Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT0  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT1  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT2  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFT3  - Work Files Req Sort Merge 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS0 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS1 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS2 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFXS3 - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE0 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE1 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE2 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWREE3 - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 3

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM0 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 0

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM1 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 1

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM2 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 2

  XDWMY.E  DSDWRMM3 - Write I/Os By Media Manager 3

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   DSDMNCFR - Min Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNDRU - Min Stealable DB Descriptors

  XDWMY.   DSDMNKFR - Min Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNKRU - Min Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQCA - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQCB - Min Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQKA - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMNQKB - Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar
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  XDWMY.E  DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.   DSDMNSFR - Min Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMNSPA - Min Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DSDAMXU  - Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMAH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDIMSH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDI2AH  - Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXBDG - Max Requests for DBD

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXBDL - Max Loads of DBD

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCFA - Max Failures: Full Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCFR - Max Free Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCPG - Max Pages in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXCTA - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (>2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTG - Max Requests for Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTL - Max Loaded Cursor Table Sections

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (<2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDRS - Max DDs That Drain Has Produced

  XDWMY.   DSDMXDRU - Max Stealable Database Descriptors

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently

  XDWMY.   DSDMXDYN - Max Pages Used in Statement Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXFAL - Max. No. Failures Due To Full EDM Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKFA - Max Failures: Full Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKFR - Max Free Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKPG - Max Pages in Skeleton Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXKRU - Max Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPGE - Max Pages in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  XDWMY.   DSDMXPTA - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (>2GB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPTG - Max Requests for Package Table Section

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXPTL - Max Loaded Package Table Sections

  XDWMY.   DSDMXPTU - Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (<2GB)

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQCA - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQCB - Max Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQKA - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.   DSDMXQKB - Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXROP - Max PB Found on Free Q During Open

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSFA - Max Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSFR - Max Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSKP - Max Pages Used for SKPT Table

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXSLW - Max DDs Used for Slow Close TS

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSPA - Max Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSPG - Max Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool

  XDWMY.   DSDMXSTM - Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSDMXWF  - Max Agent Workfile Space Allowed (KB)
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  XDWMY.E  DSDMXXML - MAX Storage Used for XML Values

  XDWMY.E  DSDPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

  XDWMY.E  DSDSIAH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs

  XDWMY.E  DSDSISH  - Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem

  XDWMY.E  DSDSMAXX - MAX Buffers on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSDTMXU  - Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFMU  - Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFMXU - Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)

  XDWMY.E  DSDWFRHG - Max RID Blocks Stored to Workfile

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR0 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR1 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR2 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDMRPR3 - Media Read Req Per Phys Req Buffer 3

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU0 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU1 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU2 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDPWPU3 - Page Write Per Page Update Buffer 3

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI0 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 0

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI1 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 1

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI2 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 2

  XDWMY.   DSDRFRI3 - Read Frames Per Read Req Buffer 3

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Data Base Activity File (DB2DSD).

DB2DSD Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DSD file. Additionally, we
provide several sample retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name
and "t" is the Timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to
summarize the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• The following data elements only have meaning when using the DB2DSDnn file in the DETAIL timespan, they lose
significance once summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the
DB2DSDnn file in the DETAIL timespan.
– DSDISEQ

Instrumentation Sequence Number
– DSDDSTSN

Destination Sequence Number
– DSDATNM

Active Trace Number Mask
• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's

granularity increases in higher Timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
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– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DSD Retrieval Examples

Example 1:
Plot the number of data sets concurrently open throughout the day yesterday.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2D.DB2DSD01;

      TIME=TIMEPART(ENDTS);

      FORMAT TIME TIME8.;

      PROC PLOT DATA=TEST1;

      PLOT DSDDSOPN*TIME;

      TITLE DB2 DATA SETS OPEN;

Example 2:
Print the number of automatic bind requests which failed yesterday during Zone 1.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET _DB2D.DB2DSD01;

      IF ZONE=1;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      MACRO _BY DAY %

      MACRO _BREAK DAY %

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      _DSDSUM;

      DATA _NULL_;

      SET TEST2;

      FILE PRINT;

      FAILED=DSDBINDA-DSDBIND;

      PUT @51 'NUMBER OF FAILED BIND ATTEMPTS';

      PUT @62 'IN ZONE 1';

      PUT @63 FAILED;

      STOP;

DB2DSU - DB2 User Activity File

This section describes DB2DSU, the DB2 User Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DSUxx

The DB2 User Activity file maintains DB2 accounting data, including product, user, instrumentation, SQL statements,
buffer manager, and lock usage data by user. This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 101 and by default, exists
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in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. If your site is planning to charge users for DB2 activity, the
DB2DSU file is useful for computing charges.

DB2DSU File Organization

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. "N/A" indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, DB2DSU
Timespan Granularity Chart has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system
at your installation.

DB2DSU Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Oct 25, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2DSU Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  .DWMY.   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  ......E  DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

  ......E  DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

  ......E  DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

  .DWMY.   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .D....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  .D....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......E  DB2THDSQ - DB2 Thread Commit Sequence Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id
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  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSUAFLG  - Flag Byte

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  .DWMY.E  DSUASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  ......   DSUBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

  ......E  DSUBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

  ......   DSUCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

  ......   DSUDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DSUENDSC - Ending Store Clock

  ......E  DSUENTCB - Ending TCB Timer

  ......   DSUISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  .DWMY.E  DSUNETID - DB2 Network Identifier

  ......E  DSUOPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DSUPLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DSUPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID

  ......E  DSUPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

  ......E  DSUREASN - Reason For Accounting Record

  ......E  DSURESTF - REST HTTP Function Code

  .DWMY.E  DSURMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  ......E  DSURSVCN - REST Service Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSUAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSUAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSUABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSUABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSUABFRC - Abnormal Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSUABORT - Abort Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUABRIN - Abnormal Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSUACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUACHG  - Change Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  .DWMY.E  DSUACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

  .DWMY.E  DSUACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

  .DWMY.E  DSUACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUALLTM - Lock & Latch time

  .DWMY.E  DSUALOCK - Lock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTIX - Alter Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTA - Alter Table Statements
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  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUALTVW - Alter View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUAQRY  - Query Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSUARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  .DWMY.E  DSUASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSUASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSUATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUBPNX  - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

  .DWMY.E  DSUCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW0 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW1 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW2 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUCIMW3 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLNO  - Claim Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLOSE - Close Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  .DWMY.E  DSUCLUN  - Claim Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUCMTON - Comment On Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  .DWMY.E  DSUCOST  - Processing Cost

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUNI - User Instructions

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRINX - Create Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRQF  - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRROL - Create Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements
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  .DWMY.E  DSUCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWQF  - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEAD  - Deadlock Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEFVU - Create View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  .DWMY.E  DSUDELET - Delete Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDESC  - Describe Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

  .DWMY.E  DSUDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSUDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRNO  - Drain Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPKG - NO. DROP PACKAGE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUDSCRT - NO. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

  .DWMY.E  DSUEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost

  .DWMY.E  DSUELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSUET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUFETCH - Fetch Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSUFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR0 - GETPAGE Requests BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR1 - GETPAGE Requests BP1
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  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR2 - GETPAGE Requests BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUGPGR3 - GETPAGE Requests BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUGRANT - Grant Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost

  .DWMY.E  DSUINAG1 - INSERT Algorithm Type 1 Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUINAG2 - INSERT Algorithm Type 2 Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUINCRB - Incremental Binds

  .DWMY.E  DSUINSRT - Insert Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  .DWMY.E  DSUIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  .DWMY.E  DSUJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSULABEL - Label Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSULCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

  .DWMY.E  DSULCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

  .DWMY.E  DSULCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

  .DWMY.E  DSULCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

  .DWMY.E  DSULEEM  - NO. Lock Escalations to Exclusive mode

  .DWMY.E  DSULESM  - NO. Lock Escalations to shared mode

  .DWMY.E  DSULOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSULOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSULOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSULPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUMERGE - Merge Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIAP  - No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSUMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUMLSRT - No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUMSFND - No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stabilize

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXPL  - Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSUNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

  .DWMY.E  DSUNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUNRTY  - Non Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTEND - Normal Application Ended

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTEOT - Normal End of Task

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTHRD - Count Of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTNUS - Normal New User

  .DWMY.E  DSUNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

  .DWMY.E  DSUOPEN  - Open Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUORNO  - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

  .DWMY.E  DSUORR   - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

  .DWMY.E  DSUPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  .DWMY.E  DSUPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2
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  .DWMY.E  DSUPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DSUPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DSUPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  .DWMY.E  DSUPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUPREP  - Prepare Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH0 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH1 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH2 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUPRFH3 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUPSTCT - Parallel Subtasks Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

  .DWMY.E  DSURDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSURDLTD - Deleted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSUREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSUREFTB - No. Times Refresh Table

  .DWMY.E  DSUREVOK - Revoke Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURFCHD - Fetched Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSURLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF

  .DWMY.   DSURNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSURNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSURNSTD - Inserted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSURPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

  .DWMY.E  DSURPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

  .DWMY.E  DSURRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

  .DWMY.E  DSURSUM  - Resume Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSURTRY  - Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSURUDTD - Updated Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSUR1FB  - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

  .DWMY.E  DSUSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDHCT - No. Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hits

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDHTM - Synch DB Read DASD Cache Hit Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

  .DWMY.E  DSUSDPF  - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSELCT - Select Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSETHV - NO. SET HOST-VAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUSFND  - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSUSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSUSIOC  - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

  .DWMY.E  DSUSKIP  - Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSLPF  - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSUSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  .DWMY.E  DSUSNGT  - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU0 - System Page Record Update BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU1 - System Page Record Update BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU2 - System Page Record Update BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPRU3 - System Page Record Update BP3
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  .DWMY.E  DSUSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  .DWMY.E  DSUSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO0 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO1 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO2 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRIO3 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRT   - No. Times RDS Sort Was Performed

  .DWMY.E  DSUSRTL  - No. Times RDS Sort Used IBM IAA ZSORT

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

  .DWMY.E  DSUSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

  .DWMY.E  DSUSTAT  - Status Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSUSP  - Suspend Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUTCBTM - TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSUTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSUTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSUTIME  - Timeout Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUTIMO  - Timeout Count

  .DWMY.E  DSUTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRNOW - No. Times Transfer Ownership

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSUTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSUUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

  .DWMY.E  DSUUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUUPDTE - Update Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSUWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSUWFBCT - Sum of Current Workfile Blks Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSUWUFRC - Work In Doubt Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSUWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve Indoubt
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  .DWMY.E  DSUXSODB - DB2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSUXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSUAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  .DWMY.E  DSUMMXPL - Max Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSUMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSUAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSUPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DB2 User Activity File (DB2DSU).

DB2DSU Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations and techniques that are related to using the DB2DSU file. Additionally,
we provide several sample retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As a file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• Data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan as opposed to
the meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DSU Retrieval Examples

These examples assume that element DB2AUTH is a sort/sequence element on the DSU file. If it is stored as a DB2ACTn
element, substitute the correct DB2ACTn element name where appropriate.

Example 1:
List all users who issued a CREATE TABLE statement yesterday and the number of statements issued listed in order from
highest to lowest.
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      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2D.DB2DSU01;

      IF DSUCRTAB>0;

      MACRO _BY DB2AUTH %      /*

      MACRO _BREAK DB2AUTH %

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      _DSUSUM;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY DESCENDING DSUCRTAB;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1;

      VAR DB2AUTH DSUCRTAB;

      TITLE USERS EXECUTING CREATE TABLE STATEMENTS; 

Example 2:
Show the distribution of DB2 various statements by user over the last four weeks.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET _DB2W.DB2DSU01

          _DB2W.DB2DSU02

          _DB2W.DB2DSU03

          _DB2W.DB2DSU04

          ;

      MACRO _BY DB2AUTH %

      MACRO _BREAK DB2AUTH %

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      _DSUSUM;

      PROC FREQ DATA=STUFF; BY DB2AUTH;

      TABLES

        DSUQUERY DSUINSRT DSUUPDTE DSUDELET

        DSUDESC DSUCTABS DSUCRSYN DSUCRDAB

        DSUCRSTG DSUDEFVU DSUDRPIX DSUDRPTA

        DSUDRPTS DSUDRPDB DSUDRPSY DSUDRPST

        DSUDRPVU DSUALTST DSUALTTS DSUALTTA

        DSUALTIX DSUCMTON DSULOCK DSUGRANT

        DSUREVOK

        ;

DB2DSP - DB2 Plan Activity File

This section describes DB2DSP, the DB2 Plan Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DSPxx

The DB2 Plan Activity file maintains the same DB2 Accounting data as the DB2DSU file but organizes it by DB2 Plan
(application). This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 101. This file exists in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and
YEARS timespans.
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File Organization

The DB2DSP Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DSP Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Oct 25, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....   DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......   DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  ......   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......   DB2THDSQ - DB2 Thread Commit Sequence Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSPAFLG  - Flag Byte

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLID - Resource Limit Table ID

  ......   DSPBEGSC - Beginning Store Clock

  ......   DSPBGTCB - Beginning TCB Timer

  ......   DSPCATYP - Connecting System Type Code

  ......   DSPDSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DSPENDSC - Ending Store Clock

  ......   DSPENTCB - Ending TCB Timer
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  ......   DSPISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DSPNETID - Network Identifier

  ......   DSPOPID  - Original Operator ID

  .DWMY.   DSPPLAN  - Plan Name

  ......   DSPREASN - Reason For Accounting Record

  .DWMY.   DSPRMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSPAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSPAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DSPABABD - Abnormal Application Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSPABEOM - Abnormal End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSPABFRC - Abnormal Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSPABORT - Abort Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPABRIN - Abnormal Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSPACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPACHG  - Change Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPACHUS - Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPACLMT - Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds

  .DWMY.E  DSPACNT  - No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

  .DWMY.E  DSPACSTL - ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

  .DWMY.E  DSPACSTR - ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPACUTR - ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPAIRLM - Other IRLM Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPALDAB - NO. ALTER DATABASE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPALLTM - DB2 Lock & Latch Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPALOCK - Lock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTIX - Alter Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTJR - Alter JAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTMP - Alter Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTA - Alter Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTS - Alter Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTTX - Alter Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPALTVW - Alter View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPAQRY  - Query Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPARREX - No. Array Var Expanded Beyond 32K

  .DWMY.E  DSPASLAT - Suspend Count - Latch Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSPASLMT - Limit In SUs - ASUTIME

  .DWMY.E  DSPASOTH - Suspend Count - Other Conflict

  .DWMY.E  DSPATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPAUNLK - Unlock Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  .DWMY.E  DSPAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time
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  .DWMY.E  DSPAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPBPNX  - Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share

  .DWMY.E  DSPCGEN  - Generic Latch Contentions

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW0 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW1 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW2 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPCIMW3 - No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLNO  - Claim Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLOSE - Close Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  .DWMY.E  DSPCLUN  - Claim Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPCMTON - Comment On Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCNNT  - NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  .DWMY.   DSPCOST  - Processing Cost

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPODB - CPU Time Only on a DB2 TCB

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUNI - Plan Instructions

  .DWMY.   DSPCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRAL  - CREATE ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRASL - ASYNC LOCK Resource Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRCH  - CHANGE Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRCP  - COMPAT Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRCTX - Create Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRDAB - Create Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCREMP - Create Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRINX - Create Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRLK  - LOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRNT  - NOTIFY Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRQF  - QUERY FAST Resource Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRROL - Create Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRSTG - Create Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRSYN - Create Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRTAB - Create Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRTSV - Create Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCRUK  - UNLOCK Resource Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCTABS - Create Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWASL - ASYNC LOCK Workunit Hash Table Cont

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWCH  - CHANGE Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWCP  - COMPAT Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLD  - Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLK  - LOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLM  - Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLP  - Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWLR  - Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWQF  - QUERY FAST Workunit Hash Table Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWSY  - SYNC Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPCWUK  - UNLOCK Workunit Hash Table Latch Cont.

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEAD  - Deadlock Count
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  .DWMY.E  DSPDEADE - Deadlock Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEFVU - Create View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDEGAT - No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPDELET - Delete Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDESC  - Describe Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGBUF - Parallel Groups to Seq Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGCUR - Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGESA - Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort

  .DWMY.E  DSPDGNGP - No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSPDLCL  - Total Local Deadlocks

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRAL  - DROP ALIAS

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRNO  - Drain Request Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPDB - Drop Database Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPIX - Drop Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPKG - NO. DROP PACKAGE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPMP - Drop Mask / Permission Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPRO - Drop Role Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPST - Drop Stogroup Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPSV - Drop Variable Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPSY - Drop Synonym Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTA - Drop Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTS - Drop Tablespace Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPTX - Drop Trusted Context Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRPVU - Drop View Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPDRUN  - Drain Request Unsuccessful Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPDSCRT - NO. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPEGENC - Parallel Groups Executed Sequential

  .DWMY.E  DSPEHLST - No. Times Execution History Lost

  .DWMY.E  DSPELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSPELPTM - Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSPET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPFETCH - Fetch Statements rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPFRIDS - Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPFRIDT - Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR0 - GETPAGE Requests BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR1 - GETPAGE Requests BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR2 - GETPAGE Requests BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPGPGR3 - GETPAGE Requests BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPGRANT - Grant Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPHVLST - No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost

  .DWMY.E  DSPINCRB - Incremental Binds

  .DWMY.E  DSPINSRT - Insert Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPISTOR - No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg

  .DWMY.E  DSPIWF   - No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe

  .DWMY.E  DSPJINCS - Times RID List Append RID Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPJINCT - Times RID List Append RID Exceeded

  .DWMY.E  DSPLABEL - Label Statements Rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPLCCP  - COMPAT Queue Elements Generated

  .DWMY.E  DSPLCMM  - Main Latch Cont. Main Latch Held

  .DWMY.E  DSPLCMU  - Main Latch Cont. Use Count not 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPLCSM  - Secondary Latch Cont. Main Latch Held
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  .DWMY.E  DSPLEEM  - NO. Lock Escalations to Exclusive mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPLESM  - NO. Lock Escalations to shared mode

  .DWMY.E  DSPLOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSPLOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

  .DWMY.E  DSPLOCK  - Lock Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF0  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF1  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF2  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPLPF3  - No. List Prefetch Requested BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMERGE - Merge Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIAP  - No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXNL - Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXNU - Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIXU  - Multiple Index Path Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLSRT - No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSFND - No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stabilize

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXPL  - Max. no. Page locks held

  .DWMY.E  DSPNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

  .DWMY.E  DSPNOGRP - Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPNRTY  - Non Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTDEL - Normal Deallocation

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTEND - Normal Application Ended

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTEOT - Normal End of Task

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTHRD - Count Of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTIFI - Normal IFI READS Request

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTNUS - Normal New User

  .DWMY.E  DSPNTSUS - Normal Same User Partial Signon

  .DWMY.E  DSPOPEN  - Open Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPORNO  - Parallel Groups Executed Coordination

  .DWMY.E  DSPORR   - Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read

  .DWMY.E  DSPPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  .DWMY.E  DSPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPPET2T - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPGDTT - Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DSPPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

  .DWMY.E  DSPPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  .DWMY.E  DSPPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPPREP  - Prepare Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH0 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH1 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH2 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPPRFH3 - Prefetch Read Requests Buffer BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPPSTCT - Parallel Subtasks Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPQUERY - Fetch and Select Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRDGRP - Parallel Groups Reduced Storage Short

  .DWMY.E  DSPRDLTD - Deleted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPREDGP - No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress

  .DWMY.E  DSPREFTB - No. Times Refresh Table

  .DWMY.E  DSPREVOK - Revoke Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRFCHD - Fetched Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPRLFDP - Query Parallelism Disabled by RLF
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  .DWMY.   DSPRNIX  - Rename Index Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  .DWMY.E  DSPRNSTD - Inserted Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPRPOP1 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplx Conf

  .DWMY.E  DSPRPOP2 - Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc

  .DWMY.E  DSPRRAIC - Commit Specified for RRSAF Thread

  .DWMY.E  DSPRSUM  - Resume Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPRTRY  - Retryable ABENDS in IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSPRUDTD - Updated Rows

  .DWMY.E  DSPR1FB  - No. Times Fetched Only One Block

  .DWMY.E  DSPSCIMW - Total Immed. Sync Write I/Os Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSDMAD - No. Times DM not Called for RID

  .DWMY.E  DSPSDPF  - Total Dynamic Prefetch Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSELCT - Select Statements Rel 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSETHV - NO. SET HOST-VAR Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPSFND  - No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSPSGPGR - Total GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPSIOC  - Total Reads w/Disk Cache Hits

  .DWMY.E  DSPSKIP  - Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSLPF  - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPSMIAP - Times RID List Retrieval Skipped

  .DWMY.E  DSPSNGT  - Total Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRFH - Total Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU0 - System Page Record Update BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU1 - System Page Record Update BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU2 - System Page Record Update BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPRU3 - System Page Record Update BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  .DWMY.E  DSPSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPSQLID - NO. Of Set Current SQLID

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRCL  - Resource Latch Contention Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO0 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP0

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO1 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP1

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO2 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP2

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRIO3 - Synchronous Read I/Os BP3

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRT   - No. Times RDS Sort Was Performed

  .DWMY.E  DSPSRTL  - No. Times RDS Sort Used IBM IAA ZSORT

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSIO  - Total Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSPRU - Total System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSRIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSYI  - Total SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

  .DWMY.E  DSPSSYIT - CPU Time for SyncIO Reads w/zHyperlink

  .DWMY.E  DSPSTAT  - Status Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSUSP  - Suspend Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPSUSPE - Suspend Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPTCBTM - TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time
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  .DWMY.E  DSPTET2T - Comprehensive Elapsed Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPTHINA - DDF Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSPTHIN2 - Type 2 Inactive Thread Becomes Inactive

  .DWMY.E  DSPTIME  - Timeout Exit Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPTIMO  - Timeout Count

  .DWMY.E  DSPTOGRP - Parallel Groups Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPTOUT  - Total Timeout RLBs Purged by IRLM

  .DWMY.E  DSPTRNOW - No. Times Transfer Ownership

  .DWMY.E  DSPTRTBL - Truncate Table Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPTSQLE - Number of SQL Statements Executed

  .DWMY.E  DSPUCNT  - Use Count for COMPAT Queue Elements

  .DWMY.E  DSPUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPUPDTE - Update Statements

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSPWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  .DWMY.E  DSPWFBCT - Sum of Current Workfile Blks Usedd

  .DWMY.E  DSPWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUABD - Work In Doubt Abend

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUEOM - Work In Doubt End of Memory

  .DWMY.E  DSPWUFRC - Work In Doubt Force Command

  .DWMY.E  DSPWURIN - Work In Doubt Resolve Indoubt

  .DWMY.E  DSPXSODB - DB2 Only and Non zIIP-Eligible CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSPAPREC - How Limit Was Determined

  .DWMY.E  DSPMALCT - Max Archive Log Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPMCHG  - Max Change Lock Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMDEAD - Max Deadlocks

  .DWMY.E  DSPMELPT - Max Elapsed Time Acct. Class 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMEL2T - Max Elapsed Time Acct. Class 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMENTX - Max Entry/Exits

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG0 - Max BP0 GETPAGE Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG1 - Max BP1 GETPAGE Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG2 - Max BP2 GETPAGE Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMGPG3 - Max BP3 GETPAGE Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIOTM - Max I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMIRLM - Max IRLM Lock Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLEEM - Max Escalate to Exclusive Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLESM - Max Escalate to Shared Lock

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLGTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLLTM - Max Lock Latch Time Class 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLOCK - Max Lock Requests
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  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF0 - Max BP0 List Prefetch Read Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF1 - Max BP1 List Prefetch Read Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF2 - Max BP2 List Prefetch Read Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMLPF3 - Max BP3 List Prefetch Read Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMMXPL - Max Max Concur. Page Locks/Plan

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR0 - Max BP0 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR1 - Max BP1 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR2 - Max BP2 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMPFR3 - Max BP3 Seq. Prefetch Read Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMQRY  - Max Query Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSDPF - Max Times Dynamic Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSGPG - Max GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSLAT - Max Latch Suspends

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSLPF - Max Times List Prefetch Requested

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSNGT - Max Times GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSOTH - Max Other Suspends

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPFR - Max Prefetch Read Requests

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU0 - Max BP0 System Pages Updated 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU1 - Max BP1 System Pages Updated 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU2 - Max BP2 System Pages Updated 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSPU3 - Max BP3 System Pages Updated 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD0 - Max BP0 Sync. Read I/O Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD1 - Max BP1 Sync. Read I/O Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD2 - Max BP2 Sync. Read I/O Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSRD3 - Max BP3 Sync. Read I/O Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSIO - Max Async Pages Read by Prefetch

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSPU - Max System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSRD - Max Synchronous Read I/Os

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSSWR - Max Immediate Sync Write I/O

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSUSP - Max Suspensions

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR0 - Max BP0 Sync. Write I/O Requests 0

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR1 - Max BP1 Sync. Write I/O Requests 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR2 - Max BP2 Sync. Write I/O Requests 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMSWR3 - Max BP3 Sync. Write I/O Requests 3

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTCBT - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 1

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTC2T - Max TCB Time Acct. Class 2

  .DWMY.E  DSPMTIMO - Max Timeouts

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWATR - Max Wait Trace Events / Plan

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWETM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Serv. Task Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWRTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRL - Max Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRR - Max Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTRW - Max Wait Trace Events for Write Other

  .DWMY.   DSPMWTSE - Max Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  .DWMY.E  DSPMWWTM - Max Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXDEG - Max Degree of Parallelism

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXEST - Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXPLN - Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXXST - Max CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZET - Max CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZP1 - Max CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZP2 - Max CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng
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  .DWMY.E  DSPMXZTT - Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

  .DWMY.E  DSPPROPT - Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWMY.E  DSPAVWFB - Average Workfile Blocks Being Used

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWDP - Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWMP - Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

  .DWMY.E  DSPPCWRP - Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Plan Activity File (DB2DSP).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the DB2DSP file. Additionally, several
retrieval examples are provided to facilitate the use of this file.

The examples use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard part of
MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and "t" is
the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize the
data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Be careful when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized. STARTTS indicates the lowest date and time, and ENDTS indicates the greatest date and time for the
summarized data.

Retrieval Examples

Example 1:
List all PLANs used yesterday and give the connection where the DB2 request came from and the CPU and elapsed time
spent in DB2.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D..DB2DSP01

          ; 

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1; 

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY; 

      %LET BY = DB2PLAN DB2CONN ; 

      %LET BREAK= DB2CONN ; 

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY &BY; 

      DATA TEST1; 

      SET TEST1; 

      %DSPSUM; 

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1 LABEL; BY DB2PLAN; 

      VAR DB2CONN DSPNTHRD DSPCP1TM DSPCP2TM DSPELPTM; 
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      TITLE YESTERDAYS DB2 REQUESTS BY DB2 PLAN ;

Example 2:
Print the TCB time for each plan used last month.

      DATA TEST2; 

      SET &DB2M..DB2DSP01; 

      IF DSPTCBTM>0 ; 

      %LET BY = DB2PLAN ; 

      %LET BREAK= DB2PLAN ; 

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY &BY; 

      DATA TEST2; 

      SET TEST2; 

      %DSPSUM; 

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2 LABEL;

      VAR PLNPLAN DSPTCBTM ;

      TITLE TCB TIME BY PLAN;

DB2DDY - DB2 System DDF Statistics File

This section describes DB2DDY, the DB2 System DDF Statistics File.

FILENAME=DB2DDYxx

The DB2 System DDF Statistics file maintains DB2 system DDF activity data including location, transactions, commits,
bytes sent and SQL statements sent. This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 0. This file exists in
the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

File Organization

The DB2DDY Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DDY Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2THDTY  DB2RLOCN  YEAR     |
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|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  X.....   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event
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  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DDYPRLV  - DDF Remote Partner Functional Level

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DDYABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYBRBF  - DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBROW  - DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBTBF  - DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCBLB  - DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNCDB - DDF Msgs Term for Condbat Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNMQN - DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqn Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNMQW - DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqw Reached

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNPRE - DDF Msgs Term for Profile Exception

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCNVT  - DDF Convs Deallocated From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYCRSR  - DDF Msgs Recv With Hold Csr Not Closed

  XDWMY.E  DDYDGTT  - DDF Msgs Recv DGTT Not Dropped

  XDWMY.E  DDYFSEC  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Failed Secure Auth

  XDWMY.E  DDYIPRF  - DDF Msgs Recv With High-Perf DBATS

  XDWMY.E  DDYLOBLE - DDF Msgs Recv With Held LOB Locator(s)

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYNAES  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Aes Encryption

  XDWMY.E  DDYNCCA  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Client Certs

  XDWMY.E  DDYNENC  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru DRDA Encryption

  XDWMY.E  DDYNKER  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Kerberos

  XDWMY.E  DDYNMFA  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru MFA

  XDWMY.E  DDYNPWD  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru UID/PWD

  XDWMY.E  DDYNSGV  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Global Variables

  XDWMY.E  DDYNSSR  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Special Register

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTHRD - DDF SMF 100 QLST Segment Count

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTLS  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru TLS/SSL

  XDWMY.E  DDYNTRS  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Trusted Context

  XDWMY.E  DDYNWLB  - DDF Msgs Recv Thru Sysplex Wkld Bal

  XDWMY.E  DDYNXA   - DDF Msgs Recv Thru XA Global Trans

  XDWMY.E  DDYPDYN  - DDF Msgs Recv With Keepdynamic Pkgs

  XDWMY.E  DDYRBND  - DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYREST  - DDF Msgs Recv Rest Service Requests
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  XDWMY.E  DDYROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSATHD - Sum of DDF Current No Of Active Thread

  XDWMY.E  DDYSCNV  - Sum of DDF Current No Of Connections

  XDWMY.E  DDYSPCMT - DDF Msgs Recv Stored PROC Commit Perf

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDA  - DDF Thrds Abended

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDC  - DDF Thrds Cancelled

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDPQ - DDF Thrds Queued Prof Exception

  XDWMY.E  DDYTHDPT - DDF Thrds Terminated Prof Exception

  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRR - Max DDF Abort Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMABRS - Max DDF Abort Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBRBF - Max DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBROW - Max DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBTBF - Max DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCBLB - Max DDF Switch Cont To Limited

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVR - Max DDF Convers Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVS - Max DDF Convers Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCNVT - Max DDF Convers Dealloc From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMR - Max DDF Commit Req Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMCOMS - Max DDF Commit Req Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMRBND - Max DDF SQL Bound for Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWR - Max DDF Data Rows Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMROWS - Max DDF Data Rows Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent to Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNR - Max DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMTRNS - Max DDF Trans Sent To Remote

  XDWMY.E  DDYMXATD - Max DDF Active Threads During Interval

  XDWMY.E  DDYMXCV  - Max DDF Connections During Interval

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  DDYAVCNV - Avg No of DDF Connections in Interval

  XDWMY.E  DDYAVTHD - Avg No of DDF Active Thrds in Interval

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DB2 System DDF Statistics File (DB2DDY).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DDY file. Additionally, we
provide several retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.
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In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the &BY and &BREAK macro variables.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan as opposed to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Examples

Example 1
List DDF activity for yesterday by DB2 subsystem id.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D.DB2DDY01

          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY;

      RUN;

      %LET BY = SYSID DB2ID;

      %LET BREAK = DB2ID ;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY &BY; RUN;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      %DDYSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1; BY DB2ID;

      VAR DB2 ID DDYBYTS DDYBYTR DDYCNVS DDYCNVR;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS DDF ACTIVITY BY DB2 SUBSYSTEM ID; RUN;

Example 2:
Print the maximum bytes transmitted for any DB2 system processing a DDF request for last month.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET &DB2M.DB2DDY01;

      IF DDYMBYTS>0 OR DDYMBYTR>0;

      %LET BY = SYSID DB2ID;

      %LET BREAK =  DB2ID;
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      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      %DDYSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      VAR DB2ID DDYMBYTS DDYMBYTR;

      TITLE MAXIMUM BYTES SENT/RECEIVED BY DB2 DDF SUBSYSTEM; 

DB2DDU - DB2 User DDF Activity File

This section describes DB2DDU, the DB2 User DDF Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DDUxx

The DB2 User DDF Activity file maintains DB2 DDF Accounting data, including remote location, SQL statements sent/
received, and bytes sent/received. This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 101. This file exists in the DAYS,
WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

DB2DDU File Organization

The DB2DDU Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DDU Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2ACT1   DB2ACT2   DB2ACT3  |

 |         |DB2ACT4   YEAR      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                         Generation Date:  Thu, Oct 25, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2DDU Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT5  - DB2 PLAN

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level
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  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DDUFLGS  - DDF Flags

  .DWM..E  DDUPRIDR - DDF Product ID of Remote Location

  ......E  DDUPRLV  - DDF Remote Partner Functional Level

  .DWMY.E  DDURUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag

  .DWMY.E  DDUSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DDUABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUBRBF  - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBROW  - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBTBF  - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDUBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCBLB  - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

  .DWMY.E  DDUCIEL  - DDF Max. Conversations Open

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVA  - DDF Successful Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCNVT  - DDF Conversations Terminated

  .DWMY.E  DDUCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUCPUR  - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDUELPL  - DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUELPR  - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMDWTM - DDF Wait Time No Available DB Agent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUNTHRD - DDF Count of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DDURBND  - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDUTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote
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 Maximum Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DDUMABRR - Max DDF Aborts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMABRS - Max DDF Aborts Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVR - Max DDF Conversations Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCNVS - Max DDF Requestor Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCOMR - Max DDF Commits Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCOMS - Max DDF Commits Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMCPUR - Max DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDUMELPL - Max DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMELPR - Max DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDUMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMROWR - Max DDF Rows Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMROWS - Max DDF Rows Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDUMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent

For a detailed description of this file, see DB2 User DDF Activity File (DB2DDU).

DB2DDU Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DDU file. Additionally, we
provide several retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the &BY and &BREAK macro variables.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DDU Retrieval Examples

Example 1
List DDF activity for yesterday by DB2 user.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D.DB2DDU01
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          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY;

      RUN;

      %LET BY = DB2AUTH;

      %LET BREAK = DB2AUTH;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY &BY; RUN;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      %DDUSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1; BY DB2ID;

      VAR DB2AUTH DDUBYTS DDUBYTR DDUCNVS DDUCNVR;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS DDF ACTIVITY BY DB2 USER; RUN;

Example 2
Print the maximum bytes transmitted for any DB2 user requesting DDF access.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET &DB2M.DB2DDU01;

      IF DDUMBYTS>0 OR DDUMBYTR>0;

      %LET BY = DB2AUTH;

      %LET BREAK =  DB2AUTH;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      %DDUSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      VAR DB2AUTH DDUMBYTS DDUMBYTR;

      TITLE MAXIMUM BYTES SENT/RECEIVED BY DB2 USER;

DB2DDP - DB2 Plan DDF Activity File

This section describes DB2DDP, the DB2 Plan DDF Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DDPxx

The DB2 Plan DDF Activity file maintains the same DB2 Accounting data as the DB2DDU file but organizes it by DB2 Plan
(application). This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 101. This file exists in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and
YEARS timespans.

File Organization

The DB2DDP Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DDP Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

|         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

|         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      WEEK      HOUR      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

|         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PLAN   DB2CONN   DB2THDTY |

|         |DB2RLOCN  YEAR      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DWMY.E  DB2RLOCN - DDF Remote Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......   DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  ......E  DDPFLGS  - DDF Flags

  .DWM..E  DDPPRIDR - DDF Product ID of Remote Location

  .DWMY.E  DDPRUQL  - DDF Roll Up Flag

  .DWMY.E  DDPSRQL  - DDF Summary Roll Up Flag

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DDPABRR  - DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPABRS  - DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPBRBF  - DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBROW  - DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBTBF  - DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch

  .DWMY.E  DDPBYTR  - DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPBYTS  - DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCBLB  - DDF Switch Continuous to Limited

  .DWMY.E  DDPCIEL  - DDF Max. Conversations Open

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVA  - DDF Successful Conversations

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVQ  - DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVR  - DDF Convs Recvd From Remote
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  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVS  - DDF Convs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCNVT  - DDF Conversations Terminated

  .DWMY.E  DDPCOMR  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCOMS  - DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPCPUR  - DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDPELPL  - DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPELPR  - DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSGR  - DDF Messages Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSGS  - DDF Messages Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPNTHRD - DDF Count of Threads Initiated

  .DWMY.E  DDPRBND  - DDF Bound SQL for Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPROWR  - DDF Rows  Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPROWS  - DDF Rows  Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPSQLR  - DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPSQLS  - DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.   DDPTRNR  - DDF Trans Recvd From Remote

  .DWMY.   DDPTRNS  - DDF Trans Sent To Remote

 Maximum Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DDPMABRR - Max DDF Aborts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMABRS - Max DDF Aborts Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMBYTR - Max DDF Bytes Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMBYTS - Max DDF Bytes Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVQ - Max DDF Conversations Queued

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVR - Max DDF Conversations Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCNVS - Max DDF Conversations Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCOMR - Max DDF Commits Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCOMS - Max DDF Commits Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMCPUR - Max DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor

  .DWMY.E  DDPMELPL - Max DDF Local Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMELPR - Max DDF Remote Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DDPMMSGR - Max DDF Messages Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMMSGS - Max DDF Messages Sent

  .DWMY.E  DDPMROWR - Max DDF Rows Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMROWS - Max DDF Rows Sent To Remote

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSQLR - Max DDF SQL Stmts Received

  .DWMY.E  DDPMSQLS - Max DDF SQL Stmts Sent

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Plan DDF Activity File (DB2DDP).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DDP file. Additionally, we
provide several retrieval examples facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the &BY and &BREAK macro variables.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
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– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Examples

Example 1:
List DDF activity for yesterday by DB2 PLAN.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D.DB2DDP01

          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY;

      RUN;

      %LET BY = DB2ID DB2PLAN;

      %LET BREAK = DB2PLAN;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY &BY; RUN;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      %DDPSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1; BY DB2ID;

      VAR DB2ID DB2PLAN DDPBYTS DDPBYTR DDPCNVS DDPCNVR;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS DDF ACTIVITY BY DB2 PLAN; RUN;

Example 2:
Print the maximum bytes transmitted for any DB2 PLAN requesting DDF access.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET &DB2M.DB2DDP01;

      IF DDPMBYTS>0 OR DDPMBYTR>0;

      %LET BY = DB2PLAN;

      %LET BREAK =  DB2PLAN;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      %DDPSUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      VAR DB2PLAN DDPMBYTS DDPMBYTR;
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      TITLE MAXIMUM BYTES SENT/RECEIVED BY DB2 PLAN;

DB2DPP - DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File

This section describes DB2DPP, the DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File.

FILENAME=DB2DPPxx

The DB2 Package/DBRM Activity file provides resource consumption and activity information for packages and database
request modules.

DB2 plans are composed of packages, DBRMs, or a combination of both. You can use the DB2DPP file to learn more
about the information that is provided in the DB2DSP (DB2 Plan) file.

The DB2DPP file is populated with data from the SMF type 101 record.

DB2DPP File Organization

The DB2DPP Time-Span Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DPP Time-Span Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PKNM   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PKNM   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PKNM   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PKNM   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PKNM   DB2CONN   YEAR     |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Mon, Oct 8, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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DB2DPP Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PKNM  - Package/DBRM Name

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....   DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......   DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......   DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......   DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  ......E  DB2CRDLU - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name

  ......E  DB2CRDNT - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name

  ......E  DB2CRDUV - CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  .D....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  ......   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......   DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......   DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......   DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  .D....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 Retained Data Elements

  ......   DPPELRTM - Elapsed Time for Most Recent Execution

  ......E  DPPFLGS  - Program Type Execution Flags

  .DWMY.E  DPPROLL  - Package Roll Up Flag

  .DWMY.E  DPPRUSM  - Package Summary Roll Up Flag

  ......   DPPTCRTM - TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DPPAACC  - No. Wt Trce Events for IDAA Requests

  .DWMY.E  DPPAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  .DWMY.E  DPPALWTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Suspension

  .DWMY.   DPPAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DPPAWITM - Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread

  .DWMY.   DPPCLS7  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data

  .DWMY.E  DPPCLS8  - No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data

  ......E  DPPCRNT  - Most Current Package Executed

  .DWMY.E  DPPDBRM  - Number of DBRMs

  .DWMY.E  DPPELPTM - Elapsed Time All Executions

  .DWMY.E  DPPINCP  - No. Packages w/Incompatible Functions

  .DWMY.E  DPPINSP  - Packages Loaded by Stored Procedures

  .DWMY.E  DPPNIUDF - Non-Inline User Defined Function

  .DWMY.E  DPPNPACK - Number of Packages/DBRMs

  .DWMY.E  DPPNSTP  - Number of Native SQL Procedures

  .DWMY.E  DPPPACK  - Number of Packages

  .DWMY.E  DPPPELPT - Parallel Subtasks Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE

  .DWMY.E  DPPPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

  .DWMY.E  DPPPQSCT - No. Parallel Qry Susp Wt Prnt/Chld Syn

  .DWMY.E  DPPPQSWT - Parallel Qry Prnt/Chld Sync Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPRLNU  - No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section

  .DWMY.E  DPPRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  .DWMY.E  DPPRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  .DWMY.E  DPPRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  .DWMY.E  DPPRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  .DWMY.E  DPPRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  .DWMY.E  DPPSTPR  - Number of External Stored Procedures

  .DWMY.E  DPPSUAC  - No. Successful Authorization Checks

  .DWMY.   DPPSWTCH - Number of Package Switches

  .DWMY.E  DPPTCBTM - Total TCB Time All Executions

  .DWMY.E  DPPTELPT - Comprehensive Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPTREX  - Number of Trigger Executions

  .DWMY.E  DPPUDFN  - Number of User Defined Functions

  .DWMY.   DPPWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  .DWMY.E  DPPWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPWLGTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time
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  .DWMY.E  DPPWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPWTEPL - Wait Trace Events - Waits on Latches

  .DWMY.E  DPPWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  DPPZTCBT - Total TCB Time All Executions on zIIP

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP) File.

DB2DPP Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DPP file.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan as opposed to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2SSU - DB2 System Storage Usage File

This section describes DB2SSU, the DB2 System Storage Usage File.

FILENAME=DB2SSUxx

The DB2 System Storage Usage file provides storage use information at the DB2 system level during an interval.

The DB2SSU file is populated with data from the SMF type 100 subtype 4 record.

DB2SSU File Organization

The DB2SSU Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DB2SSU Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Dec 21, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2SSU Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  SSUABCSA - 64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)

  X.....E  SSUABPVT - 64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUACTTH - Active Threads

  X.....E  SSUADBAT - Active and Disconnected DBATs

  X.....E  SSUALPLC - Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools

  X.....E  SSUALPL2 - Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)

  X.....E  SSUALSST - 64-bit Shared Agent Local Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUALSTR - Agent Local Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUAPCTH - Active Parallel Child Threads

  X.....E  SSUAPMAX - 64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

  X.....E  SSUARSTR - Total Array Variable Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBBPVT - 31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBDITS - BM/DM Internal Trace Table Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBECSA - 31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBMSBK - Buffer Manager Storage Blocks

  X.....E  SSUBPMAX - 31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)

  X.....E  SSUCDSTR - Compression Dictionary Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUCOENT - Castout Engines

  X.....E  SSUDEFWE - Deferred Write Engines

  X.....E  SSUECSA  - MVS Extended CSA Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSUECSAL - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Alloc

  X.....E  SSUECSCV - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Conv

  X.....E  SSUECSHW - Service Field QW0225_ECSA_HWM

  X.....E  SSUERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSUESQAL - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_Alloc

  X.....E  SSUESQAS - Service Field QW0225_ESQAS

  X.....E  SSUESQHW - Service Field QW0225_ESQA_HWM

  X.....E  SSUGDBWE - GBP Write Engines

  X.....E  SSUHTHTS - HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp

  X.....E  SSULMCAX - Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg

  X.....E  SSULMCRL - Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg

  X.....E  SSULMWAX - Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg

  X.....E  SSULMWRL - Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg

  X.....E  SSUPMSS  - Pipe Manager Subpool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUPNEXE - P-lock/notify Exit Engines

  X.....E  SSUPREFE - Prefetch Engines

  X.....E  SSURAVL  - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAIL

  X.....E  SSURAVLO - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILLO

  X.....E  SSURAVOK - Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILOK

  X.....E  SSURIDPS - RID Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUROPS  - RDS Operations Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSURS    - Service Field QW0225_RS

  X.....E  SSUSASST - 64-bit Shared System Agent Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSASTR - System Agent Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSCBS  - Statement Cache Block Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSFLAG - Shared/Common Storage Summary Flag

  X.....E  SSUSMOA  - Shared Memory Objects Allocated
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  X.....E  SSUSRVSJ - Service Field QW0225SJ

  X.....E  SSUSTCS2 - 2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)

  X.....E  SSUSVCF1 - Service Field QW0225F1

  X.....E  SSUSVCF2 - Service Field QW0225F2

  X.....E  SSUWARN  - Service Field QW0225_WARN

  X.....E  SSUXPSLS - Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUXPSSC - Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)

  X.....E  SSUXPSSX - Total Static SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU24HP  - MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU24LP  - MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31CFP - 31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31CGM - 31-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31CVP - 31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Priv Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Priv Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31FPS - Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31GM  - Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31GMS - Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31MC  - 31-bit Stor Resvd for Must Complete (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31STU - Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU31VPS - Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSU4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSU64ACS - 64-bit Common Storage Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64ASH - 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64ASL - Aux Slots - 64-bit Shared Storage

  X.....E  SSU64CFP - 64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CGM - 64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CSM - 64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64CST - Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames

  X.....E  SSU64CVP - 64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64FSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames

  X.....E  SSU64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmain Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SFP - 64-bit Shared Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SGM - 64-bit Shared Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SMA - 64-bit Shared Memory Pages Allocated

  X.....E  SSU64SNA - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SNU - 64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SPB - 64-bit Shared Pages Backed in Real Stor

  X.....E  SSU64SPI - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In

  X.....E  SSU64SPO - 64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out

  X.....E  SSU64SSA - 64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SSM - 64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SSS - Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames

  X.....E  SSU64SST - 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSU64SSU - 64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SVP - 64-bit Shared Variable Pool Storage (MB)

 Maximum Data Elements
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  X.....E  SSUABCSH - HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUABPVH - HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBBPVH - HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUBECSH - HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)

  X.....E  SSUHCHWM - HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs

  X.....E  SSUHSHWM - HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSUH2HWM - HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)

  X.....E  SSU64SHW - HWM for Number of 64-bit Shr Bytes (MB)

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 System Storage Usage (DB2SSU) File.

DB2SSU Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2SSU file. Additionally, we
provide a retrieval example to facilitate the use of this file.

In the example, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2SSU - Retrieval Example
 DATA TEST1;

 SET _DB2X.DB2SSU01

     ;

 YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

 IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY; 

 HOUR=HOUR(ENDTS);

 MACRO _BY SYSID DB2ID HOUR %

 MACRO _BREAK HOUR %

 PROC SUMMARY DATA=TEST1 NWAY;

   CLASS SYSID DB2ID HOUR;

   OUTPUT OUT=STATS

       MAX(SSUECSA SSUACTTH SSUALPLC SSUBMSBK SSUCOENT SSUDEFWE

           SSUGDBWE SSUPNEXE SSUPREFE)=;

 PROC SORT DATA=STATS; BY SYSID DB2ID HOUR;

 PROC PRINT DATA=STATS UNIFORM NOOBS ;

   BY SYSID DB2ID;

   VAR DB2ID HOUR SSUECSA SSUACTTH SSUALPLC SSUBMSBK
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       SSUCOENT SSUDEFWE SSUGDBWE SSUPNEXE SSUPREFE;

 TITLE YESTERDAYS HOURLY SYSTEM STATUS BY DATA BASE ID;

DB2SSA - DB2 Address Space System Storage Usage File

This section describes DB2SSA, the DB2 Address Space System Storage Usage File.

FILENAME=DBPSSAxx

The DB2 Address Space System Storage Usage file provides storage use information at the DB2 address space level
during an interval.

The DB2SSA file is populated with data from section 1 of the SMF type 100 subtype 4 record. The information in section 1
was first introduced in DB2 Version 10, Release 1.

DB2SSA File Organization

The following table identifies data elements that are used to sequence and summarize the file in each timespan. "N/A"
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DB2SSA Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     SSAADSNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Dec 21, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2SSA Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"
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        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SSAADSNM - Address Space Name

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  SSAASFLG - Address Space Summary Flags

  X.....E  SSAERGSZ - MVS Extended Region Size (MB)

  X.....E  SSAHVP2G - Real 2G Frames In-use

  X.....E  SSASCWRN - Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24HAD - High Address of 24-bit Priv Region (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24HP  - MVS 24-bit High Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA24LP  - MVS 24-bit Low Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31AVL - Available 31-bit Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31EHP - MVS 31-bit Extended High Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31ELP - MVS 31-bit Extended Low Private (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31FPS - 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31GM  - 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31GMS - 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31HAD - High Address of 31-bit Priv Region (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31MC  - 31-bit Storage Reservd Must Complete(MB)

  X.....E  SSA31MVS - 31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)
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  X.....E  SSA31SSA - 31-bit Stack in Use for Sys Agents (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31STU - 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)

  X.....E  SSA31VPS - 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA4KAUX - 4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4KFRM - Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4K64A - 4K Aux Slots for 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA4K64N - 4K Aux 64-bit Private Slots - NOBP

  X.....E  SSA4K64O - Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames - NOBP

  X.....E  SSA4K64P - Real 4K Frames for 64-bit Private

  X.....E  SSA64PFP - 64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PGM - 64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PSM - 64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)

  X.....E  SSA64PVP - 64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)

 Maximum Data Elements

  X.....E  SSA64PAX - HWM for 4K 64-bit Private Aux Slots

  X.....E  SSA64PFH - HWM for Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DB2 System Stor Usage by Address Space File
(DB2SSA).

DB2SSA Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DBPSSA file. Additionally, a
retrieval example is provided to facilitate the use of this file.

In the example, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compare to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2SSA Retrieval Example

Hourly 31-Bit Storage Usage by Address Space

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY; 

      HOUR=HOUR(ENDTS);

      MACRO _BY SYSID DB2ID SSAADSNM HOUR %

      MACRO _BREAK HOUR %
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      PROC SUMMARY DATA=TEST1 NWAY;

        CLASS SYSID DB2ID SSAADSNM HOUR;

        OUTPUT OUT=STATS

            MAX(SSA31MC SSA31MVS SSASCWRN SSA31GMS SSA31STU SSA31VPS

                SSA31FPS SSA31GM SSA31SSA)=

            MIN(SSA31AVL)=;

      PROC SORT DATA=STATS; BY SYSID DB2ID SSAADSNM HOUR;

      PROC PRINT DATA=STATS UNIFORM NOOBS ;

        BY SYSID DB2ID SSAADSNM;

        VAR DB2ID SSAADSNM HOUR SSA31MC SSA31MVS SSASCWRN SSA31GMS

            SSA31STU SSA31VPS SSA31FPS SSA31GM SSA31SSA SSA31AVL;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS HOURLY 31-BIT STORAGE USAGE BY ADDRESS SPACE;

DB2DSI - DB2 System IDAA Activity File

The DB2 System IDAA Activity file contains the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA) data for resources that are used
and activity on the Netezza appliance. This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype 1. This file exists in
the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

FILENAME=DB2DSIxx

DB2DSI File Organization

The DB2DSI Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DSI Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2XSVNM  YEAR      ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, Apr 16, 2013
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This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2DSI Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 9, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  ......E  DB2XSVNM - IDAA Server Name

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  ......E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  ......E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 System IDAA Activity File (DB2DSI).

DB2DSI Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques that are related to using the DB2DSI file. Additionally, we
provide several sample retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.
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In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form &iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name
and "t" is the Timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the %fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to
summarize the data as indicated by the &BY and &BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

The following data elements only have meaning when using the DB2DSInn file in the DETAIL timespan, they lose
significance once summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the
DB2DSInn file in the DETAIL timespan.
DB2ISEQ - Instrumentation Sequence Number

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher Timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS,or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan compared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DSI Retrieval Examples

Example 1:
Plot four charts per page containing various IDAA resource activity per hour.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D..DB2DSI01;

      DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE8.;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1;

        BY SYSID DB2ID DB2XSVNM DATE HOUR;

      PROC PLOT DATA=TEST1 VPERCENT=50 HPERCENT=50;

        BY SYSID DB2ID DB2XSVNM DATE;

      PLOT DSIXACPU*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DSIXAELA*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DSIXREQ*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DSIXROWS*HOUR='S' DSIXROWR*HOUR='R' / OVERLAY BOX;

      TITLE DB2 IDAA Activity;

Example 2:
Print a report containing the number of IDAA requests, CPU time and Elapse time for both IDAA and TCP/IP for zone 1,
yesterday.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET &DB2D..DB2DSI01;

      DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE8.;

      IF ZONE=1;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;
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      %LET BY= SYSID DB2ID DB2XSVNM DATE HOUR ;

      %LET BREAK= HOUR ;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST2 OUT=TEST2; BY &BY;

      DATA TEST2;

      SET TEST2;

      BY &BY;

      %DSISUM;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2 NOOBS LABEL UNIFORM;

      BY SYSID DB2ID DB2XSVNM;

      ID DATE HOUR;

      VAR DSIXRREQ DSIXROWS DSIXROWR DSIXACPU DSIXAELA

          DSIXTCPU DSIXTELA;

      TITLE 'IDAA ACTIVITY IN PRIME SHIFT';

DB2DAS - DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File

The DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats file contains transaction accounting statistics aggregated to the DB2 interval level
when statistics class 9 is active (IFCID 3 and IFCID 369). This file is derived from the SMF DB2 record type 100 subtype
5. This file exists in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

FILENAME=DB2DASxx

DB2DAS File Organization

The DB2DAS Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

DB2DAS Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2CONN   YEAR      ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                         Generation Date:  Fri, Jun 28, 2013

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

DB2DAS Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  DASPRMID - Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID

  X.....E  DASPRMTY - Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type

  X.....E  DASWFBCT - Current Workfile Blocks Being Used

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWMY.E  DASAACC  - No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DASAACW  - Wait Time for Requests to IDAA

  XDWMY.E  DASABORT - Abort Requests

  XDWMY.E  DASACECP - IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASACEEL - IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  DASACEZP - IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASALGTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time

  XDWMY.E  DASALLTM - Lock & Latch time

  XDWMY.E  DASARLCT - NO. Archive Log Suspensions

  XDWMY.E  DASARLH  - Wait Trace Events Latch Contention

  XDWMY.E  DASATCNT - No. Autonomous Procedures Executed

  XDWMY.E  DASATWAT - Autonomous Procedure Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWATM - Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWBTM - Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material

  XDWMY.E  DASAWCTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWDTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWETM - Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWGTM - Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages

  XDWMY.E  DASAWJTM - Accum Wait Time Global Locks

  XDWMY.E  DASAWLTM - Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention

  XDWMY.E  DASAWPTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Page Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASAWRTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time

  XDWMY.E  DASAWWTM - Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCANM  - NO. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASCLRAB - NO. Log Record Bytes Written

  XDWMY.E  DASCLRN  - NO. Log Records Written

  XDWMY.E  DASCOMM2 - Commit Phase Two Invocations

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUZ1 - Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASCPUZ2 - CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASCP1TM - Total CP Class 1 CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCP2TM - Total CP Class 2 CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  DASCUDNE - NO. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events

  XDWMY.E  DASDSNS  - No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr

  XDWMY.E  DASDSSTM - Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager

  XDWMY.E  DASELGZP - Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work

  XDWMY.E  DASENTEX - NO. Entry/Exit events processed

  XDWMY.E  DASET2TM - Elapsed Time in DB2

  XDWMY.E  DASFCCT  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit

  XDWMY.E  DASIOETM - DB2 Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASIXLE  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE

  XDWMY.E  DASIXLTM - Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch

  XDWMY.E  DASLOBCT - No. Waits for LOB Compression

  XDWMY.E  DASLOBWT - Total Wait Time for LOB Compression

  XDWMY.E  DASOCNS  - NO. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM

  XDWMY.E  DASOCSTM - Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM

  XDWMY.E  DASOTNS  - No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services

  XDWMY.E  DASOTSTM - Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services

  XDWMY.E  DASPARQR - No. Parallel Query Rollup Records

  XDWMY.E  DASPCAGT - No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled

  XDWMY.E  DASPCNT  - NO. Parallel Tasks Created

  XDWMY.E  DASPIPCT - No. Waits for PIPE
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  XDWMY.E  DASPIPWT - Total Wait Time for PIPE Wait

  XDWMY.E  DASPKGN  - NO. Packages/DBRM's Traces Active

  XDWMY.E  DASPQSCT - No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync

  XDWMY.E  DASPQSWT - Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASRBSV  - NO. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts

  XDWMY.E  DASRLSV  - NO. SQL Release Savepoint Statements

  XDWMY.E  DASRNKCL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNMOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNNPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNOPL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASRNQOL - No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock

  XDWMY.E  DASSLNS  - NO. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG

  XDWMY.E  DASSLSTM - Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG

  XDWMY.E  DASSPATM - Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSPBTM - DB2 Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  XDWMY.E  DASSPCTM - Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit

  XDWMY.E  DASSPETM - Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASSPNE  - SQL Events by Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSPPTM - CPU Time Stored Procedure Address Space

  XDWMY.E  DASSPSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSPSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSPZET - zIIP Stored Procedures Total Elapsed Tm

  XDWMY.E  DASSPZTM - CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASSP2TM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Procedures

  XDWMY.E  DASSVPT  - NO. SQL Savepoint Statements

  XDWMY.E  DASTCBTM - TCB Time

  XDWMY.E  DASTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2

  XDWMY.E  DASTEETM - Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

  XDWMY.E  DASTRETM - Accum Elapsed Time Exec Cntl Triggers

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTSE - Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTTM - Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger

  XDWMY.E  DASTRTZP - CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASTTETM - Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave

  XDWMY.E  DASUDATM - Total Elapsed Time UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDBTM - Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDCTM - Accum CPU Time UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDMTM - CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef

  XDWMY.E  DASUDSE1 - Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASUDSE2 - CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng

  XDWMY.E  DASUDSTM - Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB

  XDWMY.E  DASUDTTM - Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF

  XDWMY.E  DASUDZET - Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef

  XDWMY.E  DASUDZTM - UDF Spec Eng Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRA - No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRB - Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRC - NO. Wait Trace Events for Claims

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRD - NO. Wait Trace Events for Drain Lock

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRG - NO. Wait Trace Events for Glbl. Lock

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRL - NO. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRM - NO. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRP - NO. Wait Trace Events for Page Latch

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRR - NO. Wait Trace Events for Read Other

  XDWMY.E  DASWATRW - NO. Wait Trace Events for Write Other
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  XDWMY.E  DASWATSE - NO. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.

  XDWMY.E  DASWATTR - NO. Wait Trace events processed

  XDWMY.E  DASWFCTM - Total Wait Time for Force-At-Commit

  XDWMY.E  DASWGLTM - Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLCTM - Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLGCT - NO. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO

  XDWMY.E  DASWLGTM - Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO

  XDWMY.E  DASWLLTM - Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWLPTM - Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASWTOTM - Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  DASXSPTM - CPU Time Excluding Special CPU Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DASMXWFB - Max Workfile Blocks Being Used

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DB2 Aggregated Accounting Stats File (DB2DAS).

DB2DAS Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the DB2DAS file. Additionally, we provide
several sample retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form &iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name
and "t" is the Timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the %fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to
summarize the data as indicated by the &BY and &BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

The following data elements only have meaning when using the DB2DASnn file in the DETAIL timespan, they lose
significance once summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the
DB2DASnn file in the DETAIL timespan.

• DB2ISEQ Instrumentation Sequence Number

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements that are contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher Timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan vcompared to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

DB2DAS Retrieval Examples

Example 1:
Plot four charts per page containing various CPU and wait times per hour.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DB2D..DB2DAS01;
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      DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE8.;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1;

        BY SYSID DB2ID DB2CONN DATE HOUR;

      PROC PLOT DATA=TEST1 VPERCENT=50 HPERCENT=50;

        BY SYSID DB2ID DB2CONN DATE;

      PLOT DASCPUTM*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DASCPUZ1*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DASIOETM*HOUR='*' / BOX;

      PLOT DASTCBTM*HOUR='C' DASCPUZ1*HOUR='Z' / OVERLAY BOX;

      TITLE 'DB2 CPU TIME Activity';

Example 2:
Print a report containing a number of event wait statistics for hour 10 from yesterday.

      DATA TEMP2;

      SET &DB2X..DB2DAS01;

      DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE8.;

      IF HOUR=10;

      RUN;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEMP2; BY SYSID DB2ID DB2CONN DATE HOUR;

      RUN;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP2 NOOBS LABEL UNIFORM;

      BY SYSID DB2ID DB2CONN;

      ID ENDTS;

      VAR DASWATRA DASWATRC DASWATRD DASOCNS DASOTNS DASFCCT

          DASIXLE DASDSNS;

      TITLE 'DB2 EVENT WAIT STATISTICS';

DBP Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the DB2 Buffer Pool Information Area (DBP) and defines its levels of summarizing and
data sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The files that are maintained in the DB2 Buffer Pool Information Area include:

• DBPDSB - DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File
• DBPDBU - DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File
• DBPDBP - DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File
• DBPBMG - DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attributes File
• DBPBMD - DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attributes File

DBPDSB - DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File

The DB2 Buffer Pool Activity file provides resource and activity information for individual DB2 buffer pools.

The DBPDSB file is populated with data from the SMF type 100 record.

FILENAME=DBPDSBxx
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DBPDSB File Organization

The DBPDSB Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DBPDSB Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     DB2PID    YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not are controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

DBPDSB Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file. 

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  XDWMY.E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year
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  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  XDWMY.E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  XDWMY.E  DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  XDWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBABBP  - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool

  XDWMY.E  DSBACZ   - CF Writes Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBAGET  - No. Random Getpage Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASGE  - No. Sequential Getpage Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASSE  - No. Synch Read IO Seq GP Req Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBASYN  - No. Synch Read IO Non-seq GP Overflow

  XDWMY.E  DSBAWZ   - CF Writes Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBAXZ   - RPL Request Done by Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBAYZ   - GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page

  XDWMY.E  DSBBPSO  - Buffer Pool Data Set Opened

  XDWMY.E  DSBCCZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBCIO   - Castout I/O Operations

  XDWMY.E  DSBCKZ   - GBP Checkpoints Triggered

  XDWMY.E  DSBCMZ   - Read for Castout Multiple Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBCRZ   - Read for Castout Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBCSZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBCTZ   - Castout Class Threshold Detected

  XDWMY.E  DSBDBPR  - Physical Data Base Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDBPU  - Data Base Page Updates

  XDWMY.E  DSBDGZ   - Unregistered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDIO   - Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBDMCT  - No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached

  XDWMY.E  DSBDNZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.

  XDWMY.E  DSBDPP   - No. Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref.

  XDWMY.E  DSBDWRT  - No. Times Deferred Write Threshold

  XDWMY.E  DSBDWV   - Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh

  XDWMY.E  DSBEXZ   - Explicit XIs

  XDWMY.E  DSBGGZ   - GETPAGEs for GBP-Dependent Pagesets

  XDWMY.E  DSBGTZ   - Group BP Castout Threshold Detected

  XDWMY.E  DSBHST   - No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT
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  XDWMY.E  DSBHSZ   - Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSBIMWS  - Count of Immediate Writes System Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBJIS   - Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied

  XDWMY.E  DSBLIO   - Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPF   - List Prefetch Requested

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPL   - No. LPL Inserts

  XDWMY.E  DSBLPP   - Async Page Reads via List Prefetch

  XDWMY.E  DSBMAX   - BP Not Supp Concur WK File

  XDWMY.E  DSBMDZ   - CF Reads Data Returned

  XDWMY.E  DSBMMRR  - Media Manager Read Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBMRZ   - CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry

  XDWMY.E  DSBNGT   - No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied

  XDWMY.E  DSBNREC  - Count of Type 100 Subtype 1 Records

  XDWMY.E  DSBNSG   - No. Seq GETPAGE Failures

  XDWMY.E  DSBN1Z   - Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBN2Z   - Page P-lock Negt Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBN3Z   - Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBOSZ   - Other CF Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBPCO   - Pages Written for Castout I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSBPL1   - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSBPL2   - Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal

  XDWMY.E  DSBPQF   - Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc

  XDWMY.E  DSBPQO   - Total No. Parallel Queries

  XDWMY.E  DSBP1Z   - Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBP2Z   - Page P-lock Req Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBP3Z   - Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBRCZ   - Pages Castout to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSBRDZ   - IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBREEP  - Prefetch Request Disabled No Read

  XDWMY.E  DSBRFXS  - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBRGZ   - Registered Page Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBRHS   - No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU

  XDWMY.E  DSBSGT   - GETPAGE Req. by Seq. Access Req.

  XDWMY.E  DSBSIO   - Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPDF  - Prefetch Request Disabled No Buffer

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPPF  - Count Records Read Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBSPWR  - System Pages Written to DASD

  XDWMY.E  DSBSQPF  - Count Sequential Prefetch Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBSSEF  - Storage Shortage Expansion Fails

  XDWMY.E  DSBSWZ   - CF Writes For Changed Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS1Z   - Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS2Z   - Page P-lock Susp Data Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBS3Z   - Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBTMIG  - No. Migrated Datasets Encountered

  XDWMY.E  DSBTPF0  - WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY

  XDWMY.E  DSBTPIO  - No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os

  XDWMY.E  DSBTRTO  - No. Recall Timeouts

  XDWMY.E  DSBUNZ   - IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBU1Z   - Page P-lock Unlock Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBVPA   - Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract

  XDWMY.E  DSBVPL   - No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL

  XDWMY.E  DSBWAZ   - Pages in Write Around

  XDWMY.E  DSBWBVQ  - Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Req
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  XDWMY.E  DSBWCZ   - CF Writes For Clean Pages

  XDWMY.E  DSBWDRP  - Pages Destruct Read Req

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFD   - Work Files Denied Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFF   - Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFM   - Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFR   - Req Query WK File Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFT   - Work Files Req Sort Merge

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFXS  - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBWFZ   - CF Write Requests No Storage

  XDWMY.E  DSBWMZ   - Write and Register Multiple Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBWPZ   - Pages Written via WARM

  XDWMY.E  DSBWREE  - No. Times Write Engine Unavailable

  XDWMY.E  DSBWRMM  - Write I/Os By Media Manager

  XDWMY.E  DSBWSZ   - Write and Register Requests

  XDWMY.E  DSBXDZ   - CF Reads Buffer XI

  XDWMY.E  DSBXFL   - Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full

  XDWMY.E  DSBXIS   - Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams

  XDWMY.E  DSBXRZ   - CF Reads Entry Created

  XDWMY.E  DSB2DZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2FZ   - Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg

  XDWMY.E  DSB2HZ   - Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2NZ   - IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2RZ   - IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP

  XDWMY.E  DSB2SZ   - Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended

 Minimum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBSMIN  - Min Buffers on SLRU

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWMY.E  DSBSMAX  - Max Buffers on SLRU

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWMY.   DSBMRPR  - Media Read Req Per Phys Req

  XDWMY.   DSBPWPU  - Page Write Per Page Update

  XDWMY.   DSBRFRI  - Read Frames Per Read Req

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDSB).

DBPDSB Usage Considerations

This section identifies the special considerations or techniques related to using the DBPDSB file. Additionally, we provide
several retrieval examples to facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques
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• The following data elements only have meaning when using the DBPDSBnn file in the DETAIL timespan, in that they
lose significance once summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when
using the DBPDSBnn file in the DETAIL timespan.
– DB2ISEQ Instrumentation Sequence Number

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus their
meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Examples

• Example 1:
Plot the Get Pages used by DB2 Buffer Pool over the last 4 weeks by week.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET &DBPW..DBPDSB01

          &DBPW..DBPDSB02

          &DBPW..DBPDSB03

          &DBPW..DBPDSB04

          ;

      DATE=DATEPART(STARTTS);

      FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

      %LET BY = DB2ID DB2PID WEEK ;

      %LET BREAK = WEEK ;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1;  BY &BY;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;

      %DSBSUM;

      PROC PLOT DATA=TEST1;

      BY DB2ID DB2PID;

      PLOT DSBDBPU*WEEK;

      TITLE

       'DB2 Database Page Updates By Buffer Pool By Week';

• Example 2:
Print the several indicators of buffer pool activity for last week, zone 1 (prime shift). Number ofBuffer Pool Expansions,
Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened,Number of Active Buffers In Buffer Pool, System Pages Written to DASD, and Prefetch
Request Disabled due to unavailable buffer resource.

      DATA TEST2;

      SET _DB2W.DBPDSB01;

      IF ZONE=1;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST2;

      VAR SYSID DB2ID DB2PID DSBSBPE DSBBPSO DSBABBP DSBSPWR

          DSBSPDF;
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      TITLE  'DB2 BUFFER POOL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR';

      TITLE2 'LAST WEEK IN ZONE 1 (PRIME SHIFT)';

DBPDBU - DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File

The DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity file provides resource information for each DB2 buffer pool used by DB2 transactions.
This file is sorted by the DB2 account codes.

The DBPDBU file is populated with data from the SMF type 101 record.

FILENAME=DBPDBUxx

File Organization

The DBPDBU Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DBPDBU Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not are controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT1  - AUTHORIZATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT2  - CORRELATION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT3  - CONNECTION ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT4  - DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

  .DWMY.E  DB2ACT5  - DB2 PLAN

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  .DWMY.   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  .DWMY.E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  .DWMY.E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  .DWMY.E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  .DWMY.   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  .DWMY.   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  .DWMY.   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  .DWMY.E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  .DWMY.   DB2NETID - Network ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  .DWMY.E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  .DWMY.E  DBUCIMW  - No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer

  .DWMY.E  DBUDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

  .DWMY.E  DBUGPGR  - GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DBULPF   - No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

  .DWMY.E  DBUPRFH  - PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer

  .DWMY.E  DBUSPRU  - System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DBUSRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File (DBPDBU).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations and/or techniques related to using the DB2DSU file. Additionally, we
provide a retrieval example to facilitate the use of this file.

In the example, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the Information Area name
and "t" is the Time span. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier, to
summarize the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As a file's granularity
increases in higher time spans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• Data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL time span versus their
meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS time spans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Example

This example assumes that element DB2AUTH is a sort/sequence element on the DSU file. If it is stored as a DB2ACTn
element, substitute the correct DB2ACTn element name where appropriate.

Example:

List all users who submitted transactions that issued enough GET PAGE requests to cause a buffer pool expansion.
This helps to identify those users which might function more efficiently if a larger buffer pool were provided. The report is
ordered from highest to lowest.

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2D.DBPDBU01;

      IF DBUGPBE>0;

      MACRO _BY SYSID DB2ID DB2PID DB2AUTH %

      MACRO _BREAK DB2AUTH %

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY _BY;

      DATA TEST1;

      SET TEST1;
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      _DSUSUM;

      PROC SORT DATA=TEST1 OUT=TEST1; BY DESCENDING DBUGPBE;

      PROC PRINT DATA=TEST1;

      VAR DB2AUTH DBUGPBE;

      TITLE USERS NEEDING LARGER BUFFER POOLS;

DBPDBP - DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File

The DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity file provides resource information for each DB2 buffer pool used by DB2 transactions,
sorted by DB2 plan name.

The DBPDBP file is populated with data from the SMF type 101 record.

FILENAME=DBPDBPxx

DBPDBP File Organization

The DBPDBP Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DBPDBP Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not are controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

DBPDBP Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018
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 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DWMY.E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PID   - DB2 BUFFER POOL ID

  .DWMY.E  DB2PLAN  - Plan Name

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......   DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  ......   DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  ......E  DB2AUTH  - Authorization Identifier

  ......E  DB2CONN  - Connection Identifier

  ......E  DB2CORR  - Correlation Identifier

  ......E  DB2CPU   - DB2 CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  DB2DDFCT - DDF DB2 Commits Received from Remote

  ......E  DB2DSGN  - Data Sharing Group Name

  ......   DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  ......   DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  ......E  DB2LOCN  - DB2 Local Location ID

  ......   DB2LUNAM - Logical Unit NAME

  ......E  DB2MEMN  - DB2 Member Name

  ......E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  ......E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  ......   DB2NETID - Network ID

  ......E  DB2OPID  - Original Operator ID

  ......E  DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

  .DWMY.   DB2REL   - DB2 Release

  .DWMY.E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  ......E  DB2REQID - DB2 Requestor Location ID

  ......E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  ......E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  ......E  DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

  ......   DB2UNIQ  - DB2 Instance Number

  .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  .DWMY.E  DBPCIMW  - NO. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O

  .DWMY.E  DBPDPF   - No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req

  .DWMY.E  DBPGPGR  - GETPAGE Requests

  .DWMY.E  DBPLPF   - NO. Times LIST PREFETCH req.

  .DWMY.E  DBPPRFH  - Prefetch Read Requests

  .DWMY.E  DBPSPRU  - System Page Record Update

  .DWMY.E  DBPSRIO  - Synchronous Read IOs

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  DBPDBP - DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File.

DBPDBP Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the DBPDBP file. Additionally, we provide
a retrieval example to facilitate the use of this file.

In the example, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus their
meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS ndicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Example

Example:

Buffer Pool Activity by DB2 PLAN

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2D.DBPDBP01

          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY;

      MACRO _BY DB2PLAN DB2AUTH %

      MACRO _BREAK DB2AUTH %

      PROC SUMMARY DATA=TEST1 NWAY;

        CLASS SYSID DB2ID DB2PLAN DB2PID;

        VAR DBPCIMW DBPGPGR DBPLPF DBPPRFH DBPSRIO DBPUUOW;

DBPBMG - DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attributes File

The DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attributes file provides configuration and status information for each DB2 Group
Buffer Pool ID.
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The DBPBMG file is populated with data from the SMF type 100 subtype 3 record.

FILENAME=DBPBMGxx

DBPBMG File Organizations

The DBPBMG Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DBPBMG Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     BMGBPID   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Dec 21, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not are controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

DBPBMG Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  BMGBPID  - Group Buffer Pool ID

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month
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  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  BMGBDUP  - Duplex or Simplex Indicator

  X.....E  BMGBERC  - Group Buffer Pool Return Code

  X.....E  BMGBERS  - Group Buffer Pool Reason Code

  X.....E  BMGBFLGS - Group Buffer Pool Error Flag

  X.....E  BMGBGAS  - Current AUTOREC Setting

  X.....E  BMGBGCK  - Group Buffer Pool Checkpoint Interval

  X.....E  BMGBGCS  - Current GBPCACHE Setting

  X.....E  BMGBGCT  - Castout Class Level Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGCTN - Class Level Castout Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGDR  - Number of Allocated Directory Entries

  X.....E  BMGBGDR2 - Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBGDT  - Number of Allocated Data Entries

  X.....E  BMGBGDT2 - Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBGGT  - Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold

  X.....E  BMGBGR1  - Current Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

  X.....E  BMGBGR2  - Pending Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio

  X.....E  BMGBGSZ  - Allocated Size of the Group Buffer Pool

  X.....E  BMGBSZ2  - Allocated Size of Secondary GBP

  X.....E  BMGBTCC  - Total-Changed Counter

 Accumulated Data Elements

  X.....E  BMGBDRR  - Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter

  X.....E  BMGBDTR  - Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter

  X.....E  BMGBRXI  - XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Buffer Manager Group BP Attribute File
(DBPBMG).

DBPBMG Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the DBPBMG file. Additionally, we provide
an example to facilitate the use of this file.

In the example, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Example

Yesterdays Group Buffer Pool Status by Hour

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DB2X.DBPBMG01

          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY; 

      HOUR=HOUR(ENDTS);

      MACRO _BY SYSID DB2ID HOUR %

      MACRO _BREAK HOUR %

      PROC SUMMARY DATA=TEST1 NWAY;

        CLASS SYSID DB2ID BMGBPID HOUR;

        OUTPUT OUT=STATS

            MAX(BMGBGSZ BMGBGDR BMGBGDT BMGBTCC BMGBSZ2 BMGBGDR2

                BMGBGDT2)=

            SUM(BMGBDRR BMGBDTR BMGBRXI)=;

      PROC SORT DATA=STATS; BY SYSID DB2ID BMGBPID HOUR;

      PROC PRINT DATA=STATS UNIFORM NOOBS ;

        BY SYSID DB2ID BMGBPID;

        VAR DB2ID BMGBPID HOUR BMGBGSZ BMGBGDR BMGBGDT BMGBTCC

            BMGBSZ2 BMGBGDR2 BMGBGDT2 BMGBDRR BMGBDTR BMGBRXI;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS GROUP BUFFER POOL STATUS BY HOUR;

      //
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DBPBMD - DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attributes File

The DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attributes file provides configuration and status information for each DB2 Buffer
Pool Name.

The DBPBMD file is populated with data from the SMF type 100 subtype 2 record.

FILENAME=DBPBMDxx

DBPBMD File Organization

The DBPBMD Timespan Granularity Chart identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. "N/A" indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

DBPBMD Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DB2ID     BMDBPNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Dec 21, 2012

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not are controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

DBPBMD Data Element List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jun 13, 2018

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  X.....E  BMDBPNM  - Buffer Pool Name

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DB2ID    - DB2 ID

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DB2ACE   - DB2 Agent Control Element

  X.....E  DB2ATNM  - Active Trace Number Mask

  X.....E  DB2DSTSN - Destination Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2ISEQ  - Instrumentation Sequence Number

  X.....E  DB2MLVL  - MICS DB2 Maintenance Level

  X.....E  DB2MODLV - DB2 Function Level

  X.....E  DB2RELN  - DB2 Release Number

  X.....E  DB2RMID  - DB2 Resource Manager Identifier

  X.....E  DB2STCK  - DB2 Store Clock At End Event

  X.....E  DB2SUBV  - DB2 Sub-version for the Base Release

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  X.....E  BMDPASIZ - AUTOSIZE Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPDWQT - Pool Deferred Write Threshold

  X.....E  BMDPFRAM - Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPFIX - PGFIX Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPGST - PGSTEAL Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPPSQT - Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPSLA  - Data Space Lookaside Buffer Pages

  X.....E  BMDPSPST - SimPool Seq Steal Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPSPSZ - Simulated Buffer Pool Size

  X.....E  BMDPVDQB - Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers

  X.....E  BMDPVDQT - Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPVPMA - Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPVPMI - Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute

  X.....E  BMDPVPSH - Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)

  X.....E  BMDPVPSZ - Virtual Pool Size

  X.....E  BMDPXSQT - Assisting Parallel Sequential Threshold

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Buffer Manager Dynamic BP Attribute File
(DBPBMD).
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DBPBMD Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the DBPBMD file. Additionally, we provide
a retrieval example o facilitate the use of this file.

In the examples, we use a SAS macro to specify the DD name part of the MICS file name. These macros are a standard
part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro name has the form _iiit, where "iii" is the information area name and
"t" is the timespan. In addition, many of the examples use the _fffSUM macro, where "fff" is the file identifier to summarize
the data as indicated by the _BY and _BREAK macro definitions.

Special Considerations/Techniques

• Exercise care when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not b referenced.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS and YEARS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS,or YEARS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
– MONTH should not be used in YEARS.

• The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan as opposed to
their meaning in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing
in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, indicate the span of time over which the data has been
summarized with STARTTS indicating the lowest date and time and ENDTS indicating the greatest date and time for
the summarized data.

Retrieval Example

Yesterdays Hourly Buffer Pool Status by Buffer Pool Name

      DATA TEST1;

      SET _DBPX.DBPBMD01

          ;

      YESTRDY=DATE()-1;

      IF DATEPART(ENDTS)=YESTRDY;

      HOUR=HOUR(ENDTS);

      MACRO _BY SYSID DB2ID HOUR %

      MACRO _BREAK HOUR %

      PROC SUMMARY DATA=TEST1 NWAY;

        CLASS SYSID DB2ID BMDBPNM HOUR;

        OUTPUT OUT=STATS

            MAX(BMDPVPSZ BMDPVDQB BMDPSLA BMDPVPSH BMDPDWQT

                BMDPVDQT BMDPPSQT BMDPXSQT)=;

      PROC SORT DATA=STATS; BY SYSID DB2ID BMDBPNM HOUR;

      PROC PRINT DATA=STATS UNIFORM NOOBS ;

        BY SYSID DB2ID BMDBPNM;

        VAR DB2ID BMDBPNM HOUR BMDPVPSZ BMDPVDQB BMDPSLA

            BMDPVPSH BMDPDWQT BMDPVDQT BMDPPSQT BMDPXSQT;

      TITLE YESTERDAYS HOURLY BUFFER POOL STATUS BY BUFFER

            POOL NAME;

DB2 Suspend Files
This section identifies the internal suspend files used by the DB2 Analyzer. Many of the system level metrics in the raw
data are accumulating values from interval to interval. To obtain the actual values pertaining to each interval, the DB2
Analyzer contains a sophisticated delta processing routine to perform the computations. In order to maintain the delta
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accuracy for each run of the daily operational jobs, the final values are stored in various suspend files. These suspend
files are then read in at the start of the next daily operational job so accurate deltas can be computed.

These suspend files have no reporting value and should not be removed or deleted from the data base.

Should you create a test complex/unit to run parallel testing, these files should be copied to the target complex/unit to
produce comparable results.

DB2_DS - DB2 System Activity Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_DS01 

The DB2_DS System Activity Suspend file maintains the last Systems Services interval record produced by a DB2
system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the next
daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.
The DB2_DS File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DB2_DD - DB2 Data Base Activity Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_DD01 

The DB2_DD Data Base Activity Suspend file maintains the last Data Base Services interval record produced by a DB2
system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the next
daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.
The DB2_DD File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DBP_DB - DB2 Buffer Pool Suspend File

FILENAME=DBP_DB01 

The DBP_DB DB2 Buffer Pool Suspend file maintains the last Systems Services interval record produced by a DB2
system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the next
daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.
The DBP_DB File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DBP_BM - DB2 Buffer Manager Suspend File

FILENAME=DBP_BM01 

The DBP_BM DB2 DB2 Buffer Manager Suspend file maintains the last Buffer Manager interval record produced by a
DB2 system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the
next daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.
The DBP_BM File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DBP_BP - DB2 Buffer Manager Group Suspend File

FILENAME=DBP_BP01 

The DBP_BP DB2 Buffer Manager Group Suspend file maintains the last Buffer Manager Group interval record produced
by a DB2 system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during
the next daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.
The DBP_BP File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.
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DB2_SS - DB2 Sys Stor Usage by AS Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_SS01 

The DB2_SS DB2 Sys Stor Usage by AS Suspend file maintains the last Address Space System Storage Usage interval
record produced by a DB2 System.Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record
processed during the next daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by
a DB2 system.
The DB2_SS File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DB2_SU - DB2 System Storage Usage Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_SU01 

The DB2_SU DB2 System Storage Usage Suspend file maintains the last System Storage Usage interval record
produced by a DB2 system. Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record
processed during the next daily execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by
a DB2 system.
The DB2_SU File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DB2_DI - DB2 IDAA System Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_DI01 

The DB2_DI DB2 IDAA Suspend file maintains the last IDAA Netezza box interval records produced by a DB2 system.
Suspend file records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the next daily
execution of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.

The DB2_DI File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DB2_DA - DB2 Aggregated Acct Stats Suspend File

FILENAME=DB2_DA01 

The DB2_DA DB2 Aggregated Acct Stats Suspend file maintains the lat Aggregated Accounting Stats interval record for
each DB2 connection type produced by a DB2 system. Suspend file
records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record processed during the next daily execution
of MICS only when the first record processed is not the first record produced by a DB2 system.

The DB2_DA File is a permanent file of the MICS DB2 Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the DETAIL
timespan.

DB2 Data Sources
This section discusses data collection considerations and the data sources used by the MICS DB2 Analyzer.

This section contains the following articles:

• DB2 Data Collection Considerations

• DB2 Data Sources Supported

• DB2 Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference

• DB2 Query CP Parallelism Considerations

• DB2 ACCUMACC Roll-up Records
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• DB2 MICS and SMF Director Interface

DB2 Data Collection Considerations
Before you install DB2 analyzer, you must address the following data collection considerations:

Space Considerations

• The DB2 Analyzer collects information about buffer pool usage and summarizes it across all active buffer pools to
minimize space considerations.

• IBM classifies some fields as serviceability fields, meaning that they are used by IBM to solve problems. Because IBM
reserves the right to define fields as serviceability fields, the analyzer provides a cluster code for elements that are in
the database but are now derived from fields classified as serviceability fields.

To deactivate these elements in your MICS database, use the OPTION statement keyword and cluster code documented.

Accounting Data Collection

The DB2 Analyzer contains information from SMF type 100 Statistics trace records and Accounting records (IFCID 0003
and IFCID 239). These records are further broken into types of traces, including:

Statistics Trace Classes 

(Trace Type of Class number is followed by the description of the collected data)

1
System Services, DB statistics, address space

2
User-defined statistics

3
Deadlock, lock, escalation, group buffer pool data set extensions

4
DB2 exception conditions

5
DB2 data sharing statistics

6
Storage statistics for the DB2 subsystem

7
DRDA location statistics

8
Data set I/O statistics

9
Aggregated CPU and wait time statistics by connection type

The DB2 Analyzer records data from statistics classes 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9.

Accounting Trace Classes 

(Trace Type of Class number is followed by the description of the collected data)

1
Accounting data
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2
"In DB2" time

3
Wait times for I/O, locks, latches, drains, and claims

4
User-defined accounting

5
Time spent processing IFI requests

7
Package-level accounting "in DB2" time

8
Package-level accounting wait time "in DB2"

10
Package-level lock, buffer pool, and SQL statement-related metrics

The DB2 Analyzer records data from accounting classes 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 10.

DB2 Data Sources Supported
The MICS DB2 Analyzer uses data from SMF type 100 (statistics trace) and SMF type 101 (accounting trace) records.

Note: The SMF type 102 (audit trace) records are not supported.

To obtain the maximum benefit from the DB2 Analyzer, ensure that your site collects both record types. Because these
records are optional, coordinate with your site's DB2 administrator to be sure that data will be collected each day.

SMF Type 100 Statistics Trace Records

Statistics trace information reports DB2 system and database services usage. The statistics trace information that is used
in the MICS DB2 Analyzer includes the following types of information that are captured in the listed MICS files:

Agent services manager
DB2DSY

Instrumentation facility
DB2DSY

Latch manager
DB2DSY

Log manager
DB2DSY

Storage manager
DB2DSY

Subsystem support
DB2DSY

Buffer manager
DB2DSD

Lock manager
DB2DSD

SQL
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DB2DSD

Distributed processing
DB2DDY

Data sharing
DB2DSD, DB2DSY

Analytics Accelerator
DB2DSI

Aggregated Tran Stats
DB2DAS

System storage -addrspace
DB2SSA

System storage -DBID
DB2SSU

Buffer manager
DBPBMD

Buffer manager group
DBPBMG

Statistics trace data is written on a user-controlled interval basis.

SMF Type 101 Accounting Trace Records

Accounting trace records provide application program information. The accounting trace information that is used in the
MICS DB2 Analyzer includes the following types of information that are captured in the listed MICS files:

Number of uses of SQL statements
DB2DSU, DB2DSP, DB2DPP

Number of buffer manager requests
DB2DSU, DB2DSP

CPU times
DB2DSU, DB2DSP, DB2DPP, DB2DDU, DB2DDP

Wait times
DB2DSU, DB2DSP, DB2DPP

Distributed processing
DB2DDU, DB2DDP, DB2DPP

Data sharing
DB2DSP, DB2DSU

Client-server accounting
DB2DSU

Accounting trace data is collected from the successful allocation of a thread to the termination of that thread or when the
authorization ID changes.
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The following table shows another relationship between the various SMF record types processed, and the MICS Analyzer
Option for DB2 files they contribute to.

SMF Record Type MICS File
100 subtype 0 DB2DDY

DB2DSY
100 subtype 1 DB2DSD

DB2DSI
DBPDSB

100 subtype 2 DBPBMD
100 subtype 3 DBPBMG
100 subtype 4 DB2SSA

DB2SSU
100 subtype 5 DB2DAS
101 subtype 0 DB2DSU

DB2DSP
DB2DDU
DB2DDP
DB2DPP
DB2DDU
DBPDBU
DBPDBP

101 subtype 1 DB2DPP

DB2 Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference
The following tables provide cross-references from the data elements in the DB2 Information Area files to their
corresponding input data field names. This information is useful when you are familiar with an input data source and want
to identify the data element that contains the data field. It also helps to identify the data elements that are unique to a data
source and lets you locate comparable fields when you are converting from one DB2 monitor to another.

Note: Not all DB2 data elements are listed below. Elements that are not listed include those that are computed from other
elements and might not be directly assigned from a single raw input element.

The cross-reference listing is a useful tool when tailoring a database by identifying data elements pertaining to the DB2
versions being input. As new DB2 versions are installed, database tailoring is necessary to activate new elements and
deactivate elements that might no longer be available in the input DB2 data.

This section contains the following articles:

• DB2BMD File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2BMG File Data Source Reference Table

• DBPDBP File Data Source Reference Table

• DBPDBU File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DAS File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DDP File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DDU File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DDY File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DPP File Data Source Reference Table
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• DBPDSB File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DSD File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DSI File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DSP File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DSU File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2DSY File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2SSA File Data Source Reference Table

• DB2SSU File Data Source Reference Table

DB2BMD File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   BMDBPNM   Buffer Pool Name                          BMDBPNM   QDBPNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPASIZ  AUTOSIZE Attribute                        BMDPASIZ  QDBPASIZ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPDWQT  Pool Deferred Write Threshold             BMDPDWQT  QDBPDWQT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPFRAM  Virtual Pool FRAMESIZE Attribute          BMDPFRAM  QDBPFRAM                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPPFIX  PGFIX Attribute                           BMDPPFIX  QDBPPFIX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPPGST  PGSTEAL Attribute                         BMDPPGST  QDBPPGST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPPSQT  Parallel Sequential Threshold (1-100)     BMDPPSQT  QDBPPSQT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPSLA   Data Space Lookaside Buffer Pages         BMDPSLA   QDBPSLA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPSPST  SimPool Seq Steal Threshold (1-100)       BMDPSPST  QDBPSPST                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPSPSZ  Simulated Buffer Pool Size                BMDPSPSZ  QDBPSPSZ                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPVDQB  Pool Vertical Write Threshold Buffers     BMDPVDQB  QDBPVDQB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPVDQT  Pool Vertical Write Threshold (1-100)     BMDPVDQT  QDBPVDQT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPVPMA  Virtual Pool Max Size Attribute           BMDPVPMA  QDBPVPMA                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPVPMI  Virtual Pool Min Size Attribute           BMDPVPMI  QDBPVPMI                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPVPSH  Virtual Pool Seq Threshold (1-100)        BMDPVPSH  QDBPVPSH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   BMDPVPSZ  Virtual Pool Size                         BMDPVPSZ  QDBPVPSZ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMDPXSQT  Assisting Parallel Sequential Threshold   BMDPXSQT  QDBPXSQT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2BMG File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   BMGBGCTN  Class Level Castout Threshold             BMGBGCTN  QBGBGCTN                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBDRR   Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter           BMGBDRR   QBGBDRR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBDTR   Data-Entry-Reclaim Counter                BMGBDTR   QBGBDTR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBDUP   Duplex or Simplex Indicator               BMGBDUP   QBGBDUP                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBERC   Group Buffer Pool Return Code             BMGBERC   QBGBERC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBERS   Group Buffer Pool Reason Code             BMGBERS   QBGBERS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBFLGS  Group Buffer Pool Error Flag              BMGBFLGS  QBGBFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGAS   Current AUTOREC Setting                   BMGBGAS   QBGBGAS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGCK   Group Buffer Pool Checkpoint Interval     BMGBGCK   QBGBGCK                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGCS   Current GBPCACHE Setting                  BMGBGCS   QBGBGCS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGCT   Castout Class Level Threshold             BMGBGCT   QBGBGCT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGDR   Number of Allocated Directory Entries     BMGBGDR   QBGBGDR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGDR2  Allocated Dir. Entries in Secondary GBP   BMGBGDR2  QBGBGDR2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGDT   Number of Allocated Data Entries          BMGBGDT   QBGBGDT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGDT2  Allocated Data Entries in Secondary GBP   BMGBGDT2  QBGBGDT2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGGT   Group Buffer Pool Level Threshold         BMGBGGT   QBGBGGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGR1   Current Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio        BMGBGR1   QBGBGR1                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGR2   Pending Dir Entry/Data Entry Ratio        BMGBGR2   QBGBGR2                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBGSZ   Allocated Size of the Group Buffer Pool   BMGBGSZ   QBGBGSZ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   BMGBPID   Group Buffer Pool ID                      BMGBPID   QBGBGN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBRXI   XI-Directory-Entry-Reclaim Counter        BMGBRXI   QBGBRXI                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBSZ2   Allocated Size of Secondary GBP           BMGBSZ2   QBGBSZ2                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   BMGBTCC   Total-Changed Counter                     BMGBTCC   QBGBTCC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DBPDBP File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DBPCIMW   No. of Immed. Sync Write I/Os             DB2CIMW   QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPDPF    No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req            DB2DPF    QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPGPGR   GETPAGE Requests                          DB2GPGR   QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPLPF    No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.              DB2LPF    QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPNGT    No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied        DB2NGT    QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPPRFH   PREFETCH Read Requests                    DB2PRFH   QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPSIO    No. Async Pages Read by Prefetch          DB2SIO    QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPSPRU   System Page Record Update                 DB2SPRU   QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBPSRIO   Synchronous Read I/Os                     DB2SRIO   QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CPU    DB2 CPU Time                              DB2CPU    QWHUCPU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OAUD   Original Application Userid               DB2OAUD   QWHCOAUD_Var             |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PID    DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier                DB2PID    QBSTPID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ROLE   Role Name for Authid                      DB2ROLE   QWHCROLE_Var             |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2TCXT   Trusted Context Name                      DB2TCXT   QWHCTCXT_Var             |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2THDSQ  DB2 Thread Commit Sequence Number         DB2THDSQ  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DBPDBU File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DBUCIMW   No. of Immed. Sync Write I/Os             DB2CIMW   QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUDPF    No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req            DB2DPF    QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUGPGR   GETPAGE Requests                          DB2GPGR   QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBULPF    No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.              DB2LPF    QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUNGT    No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied        DB2NGT    QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DBUPRFH   PREFETCH Read Requests                    DB2PRFH   QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUSIO    No. Async Pages Read by Prefetch          DB2SIO    QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUSPRU   System Page Record Update                 DB2SPRU   QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DBUSRIO   Synchronous Read I/Os                     DB2SRIO   QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CPU    DB2 CPU Time                              DB2CPU    QWHUCPU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DDFCT  DDF COMMIT Count                          DB2DDFCT  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PID    DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier                DB2PID    QBSTPID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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DB2DAS File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DASABORT  ABORT Requests                            DB2ABORT  QWACABRT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASALGTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time       DB2ALGTM  QWAXALOG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASALLTM  DB2 Lock & Latch Time                     DB2ALLTM  QWACAWTL                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASARLCT  No. Archive Log Suspensions               DB2ARLCT  QWAXALCT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASARLH   Wait Trace Events Latch Contention        DB2ARLH   QWACARLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASATCNT  No. Autonomous Procedures Executed        DB2ATCNT  QWAC_AT_COUNT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASATWAT  Autonomous Procedure Wait Time            DB2ATWAT  QWAC_AT_WAIT             |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWATM  Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time         DB2AWATM  QWAXAWAR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWBTM  Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material           DB2AWBTM  QWACALBW                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWCTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time        DB2AWCTM  QWAXAWCL                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWDTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time        DB2AWDTM  QWAXAWDR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWETM  Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time      DB2AWETM  QWACAWTE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWGTM  Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages     DB2AWGTM  QWACAWTG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWJTM  Accum Wait Time Global Locks              DB2AWJTM  QWACAWTJ                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWLTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention        DB2AWLTM  QWACAWLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWPTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention       DB2AWPTM  QWACAWTP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWRTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time        DB2AWRTM  QWACAWTR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAWWTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time       DB2AWRTM  QWACAWTW                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAACC   No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA         DB2AACC   QWACAACC                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASAACW   Wait Time for Requests to IDAA            DB2AACW   QWACAACW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCANM   No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB           DB2CANM   QWACCANM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCLRAB  No. Log Record Bytes Written              DB2CLRAB  QWACLRAB                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DASCLRN   No. Log Records Written                   DB2CLRN   QWACLRN                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCOMM2  Commit Phase Two Invocations              DB2COMM2  QWACCOMM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCPUZ1  Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng        DB2CPUZ1  QWACCLS1_ZIIP            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCPUZ2  CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng       DB2CPUZ2  QWACCLS2_ZIIP            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASCUDNE  No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events             DB2CUDNE  QWACUDNE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASDSNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr     DB2DSNS   QWAXDSNS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASDSSTM  Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager         DB2DSSTM  QWAXDSSE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASELGZP  Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work   DB2ELGZP  QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASENTEX  Number of Entry/Exit Events Processed     DB2ENTEX  QWACARNA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASET2TM  Elapsed Time in DB2                       DB2ET2TM  QWACASC                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASFCCT   No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit   DB2FCCT   QWAXFCCT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASIOETM  No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE    DB2IOETM  QWACAWTI                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASIXLE   No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE    DB2IXLE   QWAXIXLE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASIXLTM  Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch     DB2IXLTM  QWAXIXLT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASLOBCT  No. Waits for LOB Compression             DB2LOBCT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT       |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASLOBWT  Total Wait Time for LOB Compression       DB2LOBWT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT        |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASOCNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM    DB2OCNS   QWAXOCNS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASOCSTM  Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM            DB2OCSTM  QWAXOCSE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASOTNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services    DB2OTNS   QWAXOTNS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASOTSTM  Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services        DB2OTSTM  QWAXOTSE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPARQR  No. Parallel Query Rollup Records         DB2PARQR  QWACFLGS2                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPCAGT  No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled     DB2PCAGT  QWAC_PT_COUNT            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPCNT   No. Parallel Tasks Created                DB2PCNT   QWACPCNT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPIPCT  No. Waits for PIPE                        DB2PIPCT  QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT      |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASPIPWT  Total Wait Time for PIPE                  DB2PIPWT  QWAX_PIPE_WAIT           |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASPKGN   No. Packages or DBRMs                     DB2PKGN   QWACPKGN                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DASPQSCT  No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync      DB2PQSCT  QWAC_PQS_COUNT           |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPQSWT  Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time          DB2PQSWT  QWAC_PQS_WAIT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPRMID  Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID            DASPRMID  QWAC_PROFMON_PID         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASPRMTY  Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type          DASPRMTY  QWAC_PROFMON_TYPE        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASACEEL  IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time            DB2ACEEL  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA      |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASACECP  IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time             DB2ACECP  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASACEZP  IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time           DB2ACEZP  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASMXWFB  Max Workfile Blocks Being Used            DB2MXWFB  QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX        |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASWFBCT  Current Workfile Blocks Being Used        DB2WFBCT  QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR       |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DASRBSV   No. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts       DB2RBSV   QWACRBSV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASRLSV   No. SQL Release Savepoint Statements      DB2RLSV   QWACRLSV                 |     |  x  |  x  |

  x  |

   DASRNKCL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock     DB2RNKCL  QWACARNK                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASRNMOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock     DB2RNMOL  QWACARNM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASRNNPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock        DB2RNNPL  QWACARNN                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASRNOPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock        DB2RNOPL  QWACARNO                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASRNQOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock     DB2RNQOL  QWACARNQ                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSLNS   No. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG          DB2SLNS   QWAXSLNS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSLSTM  Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG                  DB2SLSTM  QWAXSLSE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPATM  Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures      DB2SPATM  QWACSPEA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.    DB2SPBTM  QWACSPEB                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPCTM  Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit   DB2SPCTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPETM  Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB           DB2SPETM  QWACCAST                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPNE   SQL Events by Stored Procs                DB2SPNE   QWACSPNE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPPTM  CPU Time Stored Proc Address Space        DB2SPPTM  QWACSPCP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2SPSE1  QWACSP_CLS1se            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPSE2  QWACSP_CLS2se            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DASSPZET  Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.   DB2SPZET  QWACSPNF_ELAP            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSPZTM  CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPZTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSP2TM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Procedures   DB2SPZTM  QWACSPTT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASSVPT   No. SQL Savepoint Statements              DB2SVPT   QWACSVPT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTCBTM  TCB Time                                  DB2TCBTM  QWACEJST                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTC2TM  Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2       DB2TC2TM  QWACAJST                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTEETM  Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave   DB2TEETM  QWACTREE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTRETM  Elapsed Time Executing Control Triggers   DB2TRETM  QWACTRET                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTRTSE  Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2TRTSE  QWACTRTE_se              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTRTTM  Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger         DB2TRTTM  QWACTRTT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTRTZP  CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2TRTZP  QWACTRTT_ZIIP            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASTTETM  Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave    DB2TTETM  QWACTRTE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDATM  Total Elapsed Time UDF                    DB2UDATM  QWACUDEA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF             DB2UDBTM  QWACUDEB                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDCTM  Accum CPU Time UDF                        DB2UDCTM  QWACUDCP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDMTM  CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef              DB2UDMTM  QWACUDFNF_CP             |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2UDSE1  QWACUDF_CLS1se           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2UDSE2  QWACUDF_CLS2se           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDSTM  Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB       DB2UDSTM  QWACUDST                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDTTM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF                 DB2UDTTM  QWACUDTT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDZET  Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF                 DB2UDZET  QWACUDFNF_ELAP           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASUDZTM  UDF Spec Eng Time                         DB2UDZTM  QWACUDFNF_zIIP           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRA  No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads       DB2WATRB  QWACANAC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRB  Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material          DB2WATRB  QWACALBC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRC  Wait Trace for Claims                     DB2WATRC  QWAXARNC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRD  Wait Trace for Drain Lock                 DB2WATRD  QWAXARND                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DASWATRG  No. Wait Trace for Global Lock            DB2WATRG  QWACARNJ                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRL  No. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch      DB2WATRL  QWACARNL                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRM  No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs   DB2WATRM  QWACARNG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRP  Wait Trace for Latch Contention           DB2WATRP  QWACARNH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRR  No. Wait Trace Events for Read Other      DB2WATRR  QWACARNR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATRW  No. Wait Trace Events for Write Other     DB2WATRW  QWACARNW                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATSE  No. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.     DB2WATSE  QWACARNS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWATTR  Number of Wait Trace Events Processed     DB2WATTR  QWACARNE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWFCTM  Total Wait Time for Force-At-Commit       DB2WFCTM  QWAXAWFC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWGLTM  Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WGLTM  QWACAWTO                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWLCTM  Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time    DB2WLCTM  QWACAWTK                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWLGCT  No. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO      DB2WLGCT  QWACARLG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWLGTM  Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO          DB2WLGTM  QWACAWLG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWLLTM  Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time   DB2WLLTM  QWACAWTM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWLPTM  Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WLPTM  QWACAWTN                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DASWTOTM  Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time   DB2WTOTM  QWACAWTQ                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2DDP File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2DDFCT  DDF COMMIT Count                          DB2DDFCT  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RLOCN  DDF Remote Location ID                    DB2RLOCN  QLSTLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPABRR   DDF Abort Reqs Recvd From Remote          DDPABRR   QLACABRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPABRS   DDF Abort Reqs Sent To Remote             DDPABRS   QLACABRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPADAC   DDF DRDA DB2 Protocol                     DDPADAC   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPBKRC   DDF Backout Requests Received from the    DDPBKRC   QLACBKRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPBKSE   DDF Backout Requests Sent to the          DDPBKSE   QLACBKSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPBRBF   DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch         DDPBRBF   QLACBRBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPBROW   DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch          DDPBROW   QLACBROW                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPBTBF   DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch         DDPBTBF   QLACBTBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPBYTR   DDF Bytes Recvd From Remote               DDPBYTR   QLACBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPBYTS   DDF Bytes Sent To Remote                  DDPBYTS   QLACBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCBLB   DDF Switch Continuous to Limited          DDPCBLB   QLACCBLB                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |
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   DDPCIEL   DDF Max. Conversations Open               DDPCIEL   QLACCIEL                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPCNVA   DDF Successful Conversations              DDPCNVA   QLACCNVA                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPCNVQ   DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc         DDPCNVQ   QLACCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCNVR   DDF Convs Recvd From Remote               DDPCNVR   QLACCNVR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCNVS   DDF Convs Sent To Remote                  DDPCNVS   QLACCNVS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCNVT   DDF Conversations Terminated              DDPCNVT   QLACCNVT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCOMR   DDF COMMIT Reqs Recvd From Remote         DDPCOMR   QLACCOMR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCOMS   DDF COMMIT Reqs Sent To Remote            DDPCOMS   QLACCOMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPCPTR   DDF Number of Commit Operations           DDPCPTR   QLACCPTR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPCPUR   DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requestor        DDPCPUR   QLACCPUR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPCRSE   DDF Commit Requests Sent to the           DDPCRSE   QLACCRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPELPL   DDF Local Elapsed Time                    DDPELPL   QLACCPUL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPELPR   DDF Remote Elapsed Time                   DDPELPR   QLACCPUR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPFLGS   DDF Flags                                 DDPFLGS   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPINDT   DDF Number of Threads That Became         DDPINDT   QLACINDT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPLARC   DDF Last Agent Requests Received from     DDPLARC   QLACLARC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPLASE   DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the       DDPLASE   QLACLASE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPMBRBF  Max DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch     DDPMBRBF  QLACBRBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMBROW  Max DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch      DDPMBROW  QLACBROW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMBTBF  Max DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch     DDPMBTBF  QLACBTBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMCBLB  Max DDF Switch Continuous to Limited      DDPMCBLB  QLACCBLB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMCIEL  Max DDF Conversations Open                DDPMCIEL  QLACCIEL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMCNVA  Max DDF Successful Conversations          DDPMCNVA  QLACCNVA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMCNVQ  Max DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.      DDPMCNVQ  QLACCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMCNVT  Max DDF Conversations Terminated          DDPMCNVT  QLACCNVT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMELPL  Max DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time           DDPMELPL  QLACCPUL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DDPMELPR  Max DDF DBAT Remote Elapsed Time          DDPMELPR  QLACCPUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMRBND  Max DDF Bound SQL for Remote              DDPMRBND  QLACRBND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMSGR   DDF Messages Recvd From Remote            DDPMSGR   QLACMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPMSGS   DDF Messages Sent To Remote               DDPMSGS   QLACMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPPRIDR  DDF Product ID of the Remote Location     DDPPRIDR  QLACPRID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPPRRC   DDF Prepare Requests Received from the    DDPPRRC   QLACPRRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPPRSE   DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the          DDPPRSE   QLACPRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPRBND   DDF Bound SQL for Remote                  DDPRBND   QLACRBND                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPRBTR   DDF Number of Rollback Operations         DDPRBTR   QLACRBTR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPROWR   DDF Rows Recvd From Remote                DDPROWR   QLACROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPROWS   DDF Rows Sent To Remote                   DDPROWS   QLACROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPRRRC   DDF Forget Responses Received from        DDPRRRC   QLACRRRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPRRSE   DDF Forget Responses Sent to the          DDPRRSE   QLACRRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPRUQL   DDF Roll Up Flag                          DDPRUQL   QLACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPSDAC   DDF Private DB2 Protocol                  DDPSDAC   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPSQLR   DDF SQL Stmts Recvd From Remote           DDPSQLR   QLACSQLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPSQLS   DDF SQL Stmts Sent To Remote              DDPSQLS   QLACSQLS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPSRQL   DDF Summary Roll Up Flag                  DDPSRQL   QLACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDPTRNS   DDF Trans Sent To Remote                  DDPTRNS   QLACTRNS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPVNRC   DDF Backout Responses Received from       DDPVNRC   QLACVNRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPVNSE   DDF Backout Responses Sent to             DDPVNSE   QLACVNSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPVYRC   DDF Request Commit Responses received     DDPVYRC   QLACVYRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDPVYSE   DDF Request Commit Responses sent to      DDPVYSE   QLACVYSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

DB2DDU File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DDFCT  DDF COMMIT Count                          DB2DDFCT  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RLOCN  DDF Remote Location ID                    DB2RLOCN  QLSTLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUABRR   DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote   DDUABRR   QLACABRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUABRS   DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote         DDUABRS   QLACABRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUADAC   DDF DRDA Connection Protocol              DDUADAC   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUBKRC   DDF Backout Requests Received from the    DDUBKRC   QLACBKRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |
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   DDUBKSE   DDF Backout Requests Sent to the          DDUBKSE   QLACBKSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUBRBF   DDF Received Blocks - Block Fetch         DDUBRBF   QLACBRBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUBROW   DDF Rows in Buffer - Block Fetch          DDUBROW   QLACBROW                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUBTBF   DDF Transmit Blocks - Block Fetch         DDUBTBF   QLACBTBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUBYTR   DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote       DDUBYTR   QLACBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUBYTS   DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote             DDUBYTS   QLACBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCBLB   DDF Switch Continuous to Limited          DDUCBLB   QLACCBLB                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUCIEL   DDF Max. Conversations Open               DDUCIEL   QLACCIEL                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUCNVA   DDF Successful Conversations              DDUCNVA   QLACCNVA                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUCNVQ   DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc         DDUCNVQ   QLACCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCNVR   DDF VTAM Convers. Received From Remote    DDUCNVR   QLACCNVR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCNVS   DDF VTAM Conversations Sent To Remote     DDUCNVS   QLACCNVS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCNVT   DDF Conversations Terminated              DDUCNVT   QLACCNVT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCOMR   DDF DB2 COMMITs Received From Remote      DDUCOMR   QLACCOMR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCOMS   DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote            DDUCOMS   QLACCOMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUCPTR   DDF Number of Commit Operations           DDUCPTR   QLACCPTR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUCPUR   DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requester        DDUCPUR   QLACDBAT                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUCRSE   DDF Commit Requests Sent to the           DDUCRSE   QLACCRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUELPL   DDF Local Elapsed Time                    DDUELPL   QLACCPUL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUELPR   DDF Remote Elapsed Time                   DDUELPR   QLACCPUR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUFLGS   DDF Flags                                 DDUFLGS   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUINDT   DDF Number of Threads That Became         DDUINDT   QLACINDT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDULARC   DDF Last Agent Requests Received from     DDULARC   QLACLARC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDULASE   DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the       DDULASE   QLACLASE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUMABRR  Max DDF Abort Req. Received From Remote   DDUMABRR  QLACABRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMABRS  Max DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote     DDUMABRS  QLACABRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DDUMBYTR  Max. DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote  DDUMBYTR  QLACBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMBYTS  Max. DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote        DDUMBYTS  QLACBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCNVQ  Max. DDF Convs. Queued Waiting Alloc.     DDUMCNVQ  QLACCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCNVR  Max. DDF Convs. Received From Remote      DDUMCNVR  QLACCNVR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCNVS  Max. DDF Conversations Sent To Remote     DDUMCNVS  QLACCNVS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCOMR  Max. DDF COMMITs Received From Remote     DDUMCOMR  QLACCOMR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCOMS  Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote       DDUMCOMS  QLACCOMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMCPUR  Max. DDF DBAT CPU Reported To Requester   DDUMCPUR  QLACDBAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMDWTM  DDF Wait Time No Available DB Agent       DDUMDWTM  QLACMDWT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMELPL  Max. DDF DBAT Local Elapsed Time          DDUMELPL  QLACCPUL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMELPR  Max. DDF DBAT Remote Elapsed Time         DDUMELPR  QLACCPUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMMSGR  Max. DDF Messages Received From Remote    DDUMMSGR  QLACMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMMSGS  Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote          DDUMMSGS  QLACMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMROWR  Max. DDF Data Rows Received From Remote   DDUMROWR  QLACROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMROWS  Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote         DDUMROWS  QLACROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMSGR   DDF Messages Received From Remote         DDUMSGR   QLACMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMSGS   DDF Messages Sent To Remote               DDUMSGS   QLACMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMSQLR  Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Received From Remote  DDUMSQLR  QLACSQLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUMSQLS  Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Sent To Remote        DDUMSQLS  QLACSQLS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUPRIDR  DDF Product ID of the Remote Location     DDUPRIDR  QLACPRID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUPRLV   DB2 Function Level                        DB2PRLV   QLACPRLV                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDUPRRC   DDF Prepare Requests Received from the    DDUPRRC   QLACPRRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUPRSE   DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the          DDUPRSE   QLACPRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDURBND   DDF Bound SQL for Remote                  DDURBND   QLACRBND                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUROWR   DDF Data Rows Received From Remote        DDUROWR   QLACROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUROWS   DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote              DDUROWS   QLACROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DDURRRC   DDF Forget Responses Received from        DDURRRC   QLACRRRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUSDAC   DDF Private DB2 Connection Protocol       DDUSDAC   QLACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDURRSE   DDF Forget Responses Sent to the          DDURRSE   QLACRRSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDURUQL   DDF Roll Up Flag                          DDURUQL   QLACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUSQLR   DDF SQL Statements Received From Remote   DDUSQLR   QLACSQLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUSQLS   DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote         DDUSQLS   QLACSQLS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUSRQL   DDF Summary Roll Up Flag                  DDUSRQL   QLACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDUTRNR   DDF Transactions Received From Remote     DDUTRNR   QLACTRNR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUTRNS   DDF Transactions Sent To Remote           DDUTRNS   QLACTRNS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUVNRC   DDF Backout Responses Received from       DDUVNRC   QLACVNRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUVNSE   DDF Backout Responses Sent to             DDUVNSE   QLACVNSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUVYRC   DDF Request Commit Responses received     DDUVYRC   QLACVYRC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DDUVYSE   DDF Request Commit Responses sent to      DDUVYSE   QLACVYSE                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

DB2DDY File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2RLOCN  DDF Remote Location ID                    DB2RLOCN  QLACLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYABRR   DDF Abort Requests Received From Remote   DDYABRR   QLSTABRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYABRS   DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote         DDYABRS   QLSTABRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYBKRC   DDF Backout Requests Received from the    DDYBKRC   QLSTBKRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYBKSE   DDF Backout Requests Sent to the          DDYBKSE   QLSTBKSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYBRBF   DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch              DDYBRBF   QLSTBRBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYBROW   DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch             DDYBROW   QLSTBROW                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYBTBF   DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch              DDYBTBF   QLSTBTBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYBYTR   DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote       DDYBYTR   QLSTBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYBYTS   DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote             DDYBYTS   QLSTBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCBLB   DDF Switch Cont To Limited                DDYCBLB   QLSTCBLB                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYCNVQ   DDF Conv Req Queued Waiting Alloc         DDYCNVQ   QLSTCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCNVR   DDF Convs Recvd From Remote               DDYCNVR   QLSTCNVR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCNVS   DDF Convs Sent To Remote                  DDYCNVS   QLSTCNVS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCNVT   DDF Convs Deallocated From Remote         DDYCNVT   QLSTCNVT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCNCDB  DDF Msgs Term for Condbat Reached         DDYCNCDB  QLSTCNVTC                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYCNMQN  DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqn Reached        DDYCNMQN  QLSTCNVTQN               |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYCNMQW  DDF Msgs Term for Maxconqw Reached        DDYCNMQW  QLSTCNVTQW               |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYCOMR   DDF DB2 COMMITs Received From Remote      DDYCOMR   QLSTCOMR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCOMS   DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote            DDYCOMS   QLSTCOMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYCPTR   DDF Number of Commit Operations           DDYCPTR   QLSTCPTR                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYCNPRE  DDF Msgs Term for Profile Exception       DDYCNPRE  QLSTCNVTP                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYCRRC   DDF Commit Requests Received from the     DDYCRRC   QLSTCRRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYCRSE   DDF Commit Requests Sent to the           DDYCRSE   QLSTCRSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYCRSR   DDF Msgs Recv With Hold Csr Not Closed    DDYCRSR   QLSTHCRSR                |     |     |     |

  X  |
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   DDYDGTT   DDF Msgs Recv DGTT Not Dropped            DDYDGTT   QLSTDGTT                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYFSEC   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Failed Secure Auth     DDYFSEC   QLSTFSEC                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYINDT   DDF Number of Threads That Became         DDYINDT   QLSTINDT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYIPRF   DDF Msgs Recv With High-Perf DBATS        DDYIPRF   QLSTIPRF                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYLARC   DDF Last Agent Requests Received from     DDYLARC   QLSTLARC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYLASE   DDF Last Agent Requests Sent to the       DDYLASE   QLSTLASE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYLOBLE  DDF Msgs Recv With Held LOB Locator(s)    DDYLOBLE  QLSTHLOBLOC              |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYLRCP   CPU Time Intergrated Sync to IDAA         DDYLRCP   QISTLRCP                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYLRZI   zIIP CPU Time Integrated Sync to IDAA     DDYLRZI   Q8STLRZI                 |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DDYMABRR  Max. DDF Abort Req. Received From Remote  DDYMABRR  QLSTABRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMABRS  Max. DDF Abort Requests Sent To Remote    DDYMABRS  QLSTABRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMXATD  Max DDF Active Threads During Interval    DDYMXATD  QLSTNTHD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYMBRBF  Max DDF Blk Recv Using Blk Fetch          DDYMBRBF  QLSTBRBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMBROW  Max DDF Rows In Buf for Blk Fetch         DDYMBROW  QLSTBROW                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYMBTBF  Max DDF Blk Sent Using Blk Fetch          DDYMBTBF  QLSTBTBF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMBYTR  Max. DDF Data Bytes Received From Remote  DDYMBYTR  QLSTBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMBYTS  Max. DDF Data Bytes Sent To Remote        DDYMBYTS  QLSTBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMCBLB  Max DDF Switch Cont To Limited            DDYMCBLB  QLSTCBLB                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYMCNVQ  Max DDF Conversations Queued              DDYMCNVQ  QLSTCNVQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMCNVR  Max. DDF Convs. Received From Remote      DDYMCNVR  QLSTCNVR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMCOMR  Max. DDF COMMITs Received From Remote     DDYMCOMR  QLSTCOMR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMCOMS  Max. DDF DB2 COMMITs Sent To Remote       DDYMCOMS  QLSTCOMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMMSGR  Max. DDF Messages Received From Remote    DDYMMSGR  QLSTMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMMSGS  Max. DDF Messages Sent To Remote          DDYMMSGS  QLSTMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMRBND  Max DDF SQL Bound for Remote              DDYMRBND  QLSTRBND                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYMROWR  Max. DDF Data Rows Received From Remote   DDYMROWR  QLSTROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DDYMROWS  Max. DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote         DDYMROWS  QLSTROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMSGR   DDF Messages Received From Remote         DDYMSGR   QLSTMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMSGS   DDF Messages Sent To Remote               DDYMSGS   QLSTMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMSQLR  Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Received From Remote  DDYMSQLR  QLSTSQLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMSQLS  Max. DDF SQL Stmts. Sent To Remote        DDYMSQLS  QLSTSQLS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYMTRNR  Max. DDF Trans. Received From Remote      DDYMTRNR  QLSTTRNR                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYMTRNS  Max. DDF Trans. Sent To Remote            DDYMTRNS  QLSTTRNS                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYMXATD  Max DDF Active Threads During Interval    DDYMXATD  QLSTNTHD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYMXCV   Max DDF Connections During Interval       DDYMXCV   QLSTNCNV                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNAES   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Aes Encryption         DDYNAES   QLSTNAES                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNCCA   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Client Certs           DDYNCCA   QLSTNCCA                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNCCA   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Client Certs           DDYNCCA   QLSTNCCA                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNENC   DDF Msgs Recv Thru DRDA Encryption        DDYNENC   QLSTNENC                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNKER   DDF Msgs Recv Thru DRDA Encryption        DDYNKER   QLSTNKER                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNMFA   DDF Msgs Recv Thru MFA                    DDYNMFA   QLSTNMFA                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNPWD   DDF Msgs Recv Thru UID/PWD                DDYNPWD   QLSTNPWD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNSSR   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Special Register       DDYNSSR   QLSTNSSR                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNSGV   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Global Variables       DDYNSGV   QLSTNSGV                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNTLS   DDF Msgs Recv Thru TLS/SSL                DDYNTLS   QLSTNTLS                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNTRS   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Trusted Context        DDYNTRS   QLSTNTRS                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNWLB   DDF Msgs Recv Thru Sysplex Wkld Bal       DDYNWLB   QLSTNWLB                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYNXA    DDF Msgs Recv Thru XA Global Trans        DDYNXA    QLSTNXA                  |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYPDYN   DDF Msgs Recv With Keepdynamic Pkgs       DDYPDYN   QLSTKPDYN                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYPRLV   DB2 Function Level                        DB2PRLV   QLACPRLV                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYPRRC   DDF Prepare Requests Received from the    DDYPRRC   QLSTPRRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYPRSE   DDF Prepare Requests Sent to the          DDYPRSE   QLSTPRSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |
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   DDYRBND   DDF SQL Bound for Remote                  DDYRBND   QLSTRBND                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYRBTR   DDF Number of Rollback Operations         DDYRBTR   QLSTRBTR                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYREST   DDF Msgs Recv Rest Service Requests       DDYREST   QLSTNREST                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYROWR   DDF Data Rows Received From Remote        DDYROWR   QLSTROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYROWS   DDF Data Rows Sent To Remote              DDYROWS   QLSTROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYRRRC   DDF Forget Responses Received from        DDYRRRC   QLSTRRRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYRRSE   DDF Forget Responses Sent to the          DDYRRSE   QLSTRRSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYSATHD  Sum of DDF Current No Of Active Thread    DDYSATHD  QLSTNTHD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYSCNV   Sum of DDF Current No Of Connections      DDYSCNV   QLSTCNVTC                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYSPCMT  DDF Msgs Recv Stored PROC Commit Perf     DDYSPCMT  QLSTSPCMT                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYSQLR   DDF SQL Statements Received From Remote   DDYSQLR   QLSTSQLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYSQLS   DDF SQL Statements Sent To Remote         DDYSQLS   QLSTSQLS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DDYTHDA   DDF Thrds Abended                         DDYTHDA   QLSTNTHDA                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYTHDC   DDF Thrds Cancelled                       DDYTHDC   QLSTNTHDC                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYTHDPT  DDF Thrds Terminated Prof Exception       DDYTHDPT  QLSTNTHDPT               |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYTHDPQ  DDF Thrds Queued Prof Exception           DDYTHDPQ  QLSTNTHDPQ               |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DDYTRNR   DDF Transactions Received From Remote     DDYTRNR   QLSTTRNR                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYTRNS   DDF Transactions Sent To Remote           DDYTRNS   QLSTTRNS                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYVNRC   DDF Backout Responses Received from       DDYVNRC   QLSTVNRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYVNSE   DDF Backout Responses Sent to             DDYVNSE   QLSTVNSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYVYRC   DDF Request Commit Responses received     DDYVYRC   QLSTVYRC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DDYVYSE   DDF Request Commit Responses sent to      DDYVYSE   QLSTVYSE                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

DB2DPP File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS
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   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CPU    DB2 CPU Time                              DB2CPU    QWHUCPU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CRDLU  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name              DB2CRDLU  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2CRDNT  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name         DB2CRDNT  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2CRDUV  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value     DB2CRDUV  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MODLV  DB2 Function Level                        DB2MODLV  QWHS_MOD_LV              |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PKNM   Package/DBRM Name                         DB2PKNM   QPACCOLN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PKNM   Package/DBRM Name                         DB2PKNM   QPACCONT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PKNM   Package/DBRM Name                         DB2PKNM   QPACLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PKNM   Package/DBRM Name                         DB2PKNM   QPACPKID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PKNM   Package/DBRM Name                         DB2PKNM   QPACPKNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2SUBV   Sub-version for the Base Release          DB2SUBV   QWHSSUBV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAACC   No. Wt Trce Events for IDAA Requests      DPPAACC   QPACAACC                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAACW   Wait Time for Requests to IDAA            DPPAACW   QPACAACW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAAFG   Activity Flag                             DPPAAFG   QPACAAFG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAANM   Name of Activity                          DPPAANM   QPACAANM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPACHG   Change Request Count                      DPPACHG   QTXACHG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPACHUS  Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used          DPPACHUS  QTXACHUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPACLMT  Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds              DPPACLMT  QTXACLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAIRLM  Other IRLM Request Count                  DPPAIRLM  QTXAIRLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPALGTM  Accum Wait Archive Log                    DPPALGTM  QPACALOG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPALLTM  Accum Lock/Latch Time                     DPPALLTM  QPACAWTL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPALOCK  Lock Request Count                        DPPALOCK  QTXALOCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPALWTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Suspension        DPPALWTM  QPACAWLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAPREC  How Limit Was Determined                  DPPAPREC  QTXAPREC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAQRY   Query Request Count                       DPPAQRY   QTXAQRY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPARLCT  Archive Log Suspensions                   DPPARLCT  QPACALCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPARLID  Resource Limit Table ID                   DPPARLID  QTXARLID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPASCH   Nested Activity Schema Name               DPPASCH   QPACASCH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPASLAT  Suspend Count - Latch Conflict            DPPASLAT  QTXASLAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPASLMT  Limit In SUs - ASUTIME                    DPPASLMT  QTXASLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPASLOC  Suspend Count - Lock Conflict             DPPASLOC  QTXASLOC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPASOTH  Suspend Count - Other Conflict            DPPASOTH  QTXASOTH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAUNLK  Unlock Request Count                      DPPAUNLK  QTXAUNLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWATM  Accum Wt Time - Log Reads                 DPPAWATM  QPACAWAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWBTM  Accum Wt Time - TCP/IP LOB Material.      DPPAWBTM  QPACALBW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DPPAWCTM  Accum Wt Time - Drain Wait                DPPAWCTM  QPACAWCL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWDTM  Accum Wait Time - Drain Lock              DPPAWDTM  QPACAWDR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWETM  Accum Wait Sync Exec Unit Switch          DPPAWETM  QPACAWTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWGTM  Accum Wait Time - Sending Messages        DPPAWGTM  QPACAWTG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWITM  Accum I/O Elapsed Time This Thread        DPPAWITM  QPACAWTI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWJTM  Accum Wait Time - Global Lock Contention  DPPAWJTM  QPACAWTJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWPTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention        DPPAWPTM  QPACAWTP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWRTM  Accum Wait Read Other Time                DPPAWRTM  QPACAWTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPAWWTM  Accum Wait Write Other Time               DPPAWWTM  QPACAWTW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPBEGSC  Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock        DPPBEGSC  QPACSCB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPBGTCB  Package/DBRM TCB Time at Entry to DB2     DPPBGTCB  QPACBJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCALL   SQL CALL Statement Count                  DPPCALL   QPCALL                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCIMW   No. Of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer       DB2CIMW   QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCLOSE  CLOSES Count                              DPPCLOSE  QPCLOSE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCLS7   No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 7 Data      DPPCLS7   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCLS8   No. Packages/DBRMs With Class 8 Data      DPPCLS8   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPCRNT   Most Current Package Executed             DPPCRNT   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPDBRM   Number of DBRMs                           DPPDBRM   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DPPDEAD   Deadlock Count                            DPPDEAD   QTXADEA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPDELET  DELETES Count                             DPPDELET  QPDELET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPDESC   DESCRIBES Count                           DPPDESC   QPDESC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPDPF    No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req            DB2DPF    QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPENDSC  Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock           DPPENDSC  QPACSCE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPENTCB  Package/DBRM TCB Time At Exit From DB2    DPPENTCB  QPACEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPENTEX  Entry/Exit Events Processed               DPPENTEX  QPACARNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPFETCH  FETCHES Count                             DPPFETCH  QPFETCH                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DPPFLGS   Program Type Execution Flags              DPPFLGS   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPGPGR   GETPAGE Requests                          DB2GPGR   QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPINCP   No. Packages w/Incompatible Functions     DPPINCP   QPACFLGS                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPINSP   No. Packages Loaded by Stored Proc.       DPPINSP   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPINSRT  INSERTS Count                             DPPINSRT  QPINSRT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPLEEM   Lock Escalations to Exclusive Count       DPPLEEM   QTXALEX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPLESM   Lock Escalations to Shared Count          DPPLESM   QTXALES                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPLOCK   LOCK TABLE Count                          DPPLOCK   QPLOCK                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPLPF    No. Times LIST PREFETCH req.              DB2LPF    QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPMXPL   Max Page Locks Held                       DPPMXPL   QTXANPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPNFLMT  Infinite Resource Limit Count             DPPNFLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPNGT    No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied        DB2NGT    QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPNIUDF  Non-Inline User Defined Function          DPPNIUDF  QPACAAFG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPNSTP   Number of Native SQL Procedures           DPPNSTP   QPACAAFG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPOPEN   OPENS Count                               DPPOPEN   QPOPEN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPPACK   Number of Packages                        DPPPACK   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DPPPIPCT  No. Waits for Pipe                        DB2PIPWT  QPAC_PIPEWAIT_COUNT      |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DPPPIPWT  Total Wait Time for PIPE                  DB2PIPWT  QPAC_PIPE_WAIT           |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DPPPQSCT  No. Parallel Qry Susp Wt Prnt/Chld Syn    DPPPQSCT  QPAC_PQS_COUNT           |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPPQSWT  Wait Time for Requests to IDAA            DPPPQSWT  QPAC_PQS_WAIT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPPREP   PREPARES Count                            DPPPREP   QPPREP                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPPRFH   PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer             DB2PRFH   QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRLNU   No. Threads Roll Data to Pkg Section      DPPRLNU   QPACRLNU                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRNKCL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock     DB2RNKCL  QPACARNK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRNMOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock     DB2RNMOL  QPACARNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRNNPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock        DB2RNNPL  QPACARNN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DPPRNOPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock        DB2RNOPL  QPACARNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRNQOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock     DB2RNQOL  QPACARNQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPROLL   Package Roll Up Flag                      DPPROLL   QPACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPRUSM   Package Summary Roll Up Flag              DPPRUSM   QPACFLGS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSELCT  SELECTS Count                             DPPSELCT  QPSELECT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSIO    No. Async Pages Read by PREFETCH          DB2SIO    QBACSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSPNS   No. Stored Procedures Executed            DPPSPNS   QPACSPNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSPRU   System Page Record Update                 DB2SPRU   QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSQLC   Sql Stmts Issued                          DPPSQLC   QPACSQLC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSRIO   Synchronous Read IOs                      DB2SRIO   QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSTPR   Number of External Stored Procedures      DPPSTPR   QPACAAFG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSUAC   No. Successful Authorization Checks       DPPSUAC   QPACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPSWTCH  Number of Package Switches                DPPSWTCH  QPACSWITCH               |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPTCBTM  Total TCB Time All Executions             DPPTCBTM  QPACTJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPTIMO   Timeout Count                             DPPTIMO   QTXATIM                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPTREX   Number of Trigger Executions              DPPTREX   QPACAAFG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPUDNU   No. User-Defined Functions Scheduled      DPPUDNU   QPACUDNU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPUPDTE  UPDATES Count                             DPPUPDTE  QPUPDTE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRA  Wt Trace for Log Reads                    DPPWATRA  QPACANAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRB  Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material.         DPPWATRB  QPACALBC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRC  Wait Trace Events - Claims                DPPWATRC  QPACARNC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRD  Wait Trace Events - Drain Lock            DPPWATRD  QPACARND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRG  Wait Trace Events - Sending Messages      DPPWATRG  QPACARNG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRJ  Wt Trace Events - Global Lock Content     DPPWATRJ  QPACARNJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRL  Wait Trace Events - Lock/Latch            DPPWATRL  QPACARNL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRP  Wt Trace for Latch Contention             DPPWATRP  QPACARNH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DPPWATRR  Wait Trace Events - Read Other            DPPWATRR  QPACARNR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATRW  Wait Trace Events - Write Other           DPPWATRW  QPACARNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATSE  Wait Trace Events - Sync Exec             DPPWATSE  QPACARNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWATTR  Wait Trace Events Processed               DPPWATTR  QPACARNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWLCTM  Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time    DB2WLCTM  QPACAWTK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWLGTM  Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WGLTM  QPACAWTO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWLLTM  Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time   DB2WLLTM  QPACAWTM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWLPTM  Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WLPTM  QPACAWTN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWTEPL  Wait Trace Events - Waits on Latches      DPPWTEPL  QPACANLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPWTOTM  Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time   DB2WTOTM  QPACAWTQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPZRLMT  Zero Resource Limit Count                 DPPZRLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DPPZTCBT  Total TCB Time All Executions on zIIP     DPPZTCBT  QPACCLS7_ZIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DBPDSB File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PID    DB2 Buffer Pool Identifier                DB2PID    QBACPID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSBABBP   Active Buffers in Buffer Pool             DSBABBP   QBSTCBA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBACZ    CF Writes Clean Pages                     DSBACZ    QBGLAC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBAGET   No. OVERFLOW Random Getpages              DSBAGET   QBSTAGET                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSBASGE   No. OVERFLOW Sequential Getpages          DSBASGE   QBSTASGE                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSBASSE   No. OVERFLOW Sync read IOs Seq Gpgs       DSBASSE   QBSTASSE                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSBASYN   No. OVERFLOW Sync read IOs Rand Gpgs      DSBASYN   QBSTASYN                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSBAWZ    CF Writes Changed Pages                   DSBAWZ    QBGLAW                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBAXZ    RPL Request Done by Prefetch              DSBAXZ    QBGLAX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBAYZ    GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page           DSBAYZ    QBGLAY                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBBPSO   Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened              DSBBPSO   QBSTDSO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCCZ    IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req           DSBCCZ    QBGLCC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCIO    Castout I/O Operations                    DSBCIO    QBSTCIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCKZ    GBP Checkpoints Triggered                 DSBCKZ    QBGLCK                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCMZ    Read for Castout Multiple Requests        DSBCMZ    QBGLCM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCNZ    Castout Engine Not Available              DSBCNZ    QBGLCN                   |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSBCRZ    Read for Castout Requests                 DSBCRZ    QBGLCR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCSZ    IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req           DSBCSZ    QBGLCS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBCTZ    Castout Class Threshold Detected          DSBCTZ    QBGLCT                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDBPR   Physical Database Page Requests           DSBDBPR   QBSTGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDBPU   Database Page Updates                     DSBDBPU   QBSTSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDGZ    Unregistered Page Requests                DSBDGZ    QBGLDG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDIO    Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Prefetch      DSBDIO    QBSTDIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDMCT   No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT Reached      DSBDMCT   QBSTDMC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDNZ    IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests             DSBDNZ    QBGLDN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDPF    No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req.           DB2DPF    QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDPP    Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref.        DSBDPP    QBSTDPP                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSBDWRT   Times Deferred Write Threshold Reached    DSBDWRT   QBSTDWT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBDWV    Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh           DSBDWV    QBSTDWV                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBEXZ    Explicit XIs                              DSBEXZ    QBGLEX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBGGZ    GETPAGEs for GBP-Dependent Pagesets       DSBGGZ    QBGLGG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBGTZ    Group BP Castout Threshold Detected       DSBGTZ    QBGLGT                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBHST    No. Times Len SLRU eq VPSEQT              DSBHST    QBSTHST                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBHSZ    Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP              DSBHSZ    QBGLHS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBIMWS   Count of Immediate Writes System Pages    DSBIMWS   QBSTIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBJIS    Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied        DSBJIS    QBSTJIS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBLIO    Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch         DSBLIO    QBSTLIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBLPF    List Prefetch Requested                   DB2LPF    QBSTLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBLPL    No. LPL Inserts                           DSBLPL    QBSTLPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBLPP    Async Page Reads via List Prefetch        DSBLPP    QBSTLPP                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBMAX    BP Not Supp Concur WK File                DSBMAX    QBSTMAX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBMDZ    CF Reads Data Returned                    DSBMDZ    QBGLMD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBMMRR   Media Manager Read Requests               DSBMMRR   QBSTRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBMRZ    CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry          DSBMRZ    QBGLMR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBNGT    No. GETPAGE Requests Not Satisfied        DB2NGT    QBSTNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBNSG    No. Seq GETPAGE Failures                  DSBNSG    QBSTNSG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBN1Z    Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages          DSBN1Z    QBGLN1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBN2Z    Page P-lock Negt Data Pages               DSBN2Z    QBGLN2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBN3Z    Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages         DSBN3Z    QBGLN3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBOSZ    Other CF Requests                         DSBOSZ    QBGLOS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBPCO    Pages Written for Castout I/Os            DSBPCO    QBSTPCO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBPL1    Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal          DSBPL1    QBSTPL1                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBPL2    Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal          DSBPL2    QBSTPL2                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSBP1Z    Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages           DSBP1Z    QBGLP1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBP2Z    Page P-lock Req Data Pages                DSBP3Z    QBGLP2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBP3Z    Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages          DSBP3Z    QBGLP3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBRCZ    Pages Castout to DASD                     DSBRCZ    QBGLRC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBRDZ    IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests            DSBRDZ    QBGLRD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBREEP   Prefetch Request Disabled No Read         DSBREEP   QBSTREE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBRFXS   Read Page-Fixed without Real Storage      DSBRFXS   QBSTRPI                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBRFZ    CF Read Requests No Storage               DSBRFZ    QBGLRF                   |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSBRGZ    Registered Page Requests                  DSBRGZ    QBGLRG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBRHS    No. Random Getpage Buff Hit on SLRU       DSBRSH    QBSTRHS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSIO    Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req             DB2SIO    QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSMAX   Max Buffers on SLRU                       DSBSMAX   QBSTSMAX                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSMIN   Min Buffers on SLRU                       DSBSMIN   QBSTSMIN                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSPDF   Prefetch Request Disabled No Buffer       DSBSPDF   QBSTSPD                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSPPF   Number of Pages Read Due to Prefetch      DSBSPPF   QBSTSPP                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSPWR   System Pages Written to DASD              DSBSPWR   QBSTPWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSSEF   Storage Shortage Expansion Fails          DSBSSEF   QBSTXFV                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBSUZ    CF Write Engine Not Available             DSBSUZ    QBGLSU                   |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSBSWZ    CF Writes For Changed Pages               DSBSWZ    QBGLSW                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBS1Z    Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages          DSBS1Z    QBGLS1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBS2Z    Page P-lock Susp Data Pages               DSBS2Z    QBGLS2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBS3Z    Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages         DSBS3Z    QBGLS3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBTMIG   No. Migrated Datasets Encountered         DSBTMIG   QBSTMIG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBTPF0   WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY                    DSBTPF0   QBSTWKPD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBTPIO   No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os              DSBTPIO   QBSTPIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBTRTO   No. Recall Time Outs                      DSBTRTO   QBSTRTO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSBUNZ    IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req               DSBUNZ    QBGLUN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBU1Z    Page P-lock Unlock Requests               DSBU1Z    QBGLU1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBVPA    Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract          DSBVPA    QBSTVPA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBVPL    No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL         DSBVPL    QBSTVPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWAZ    Pages in Write Around                     DSBWAZ    QBGLWA                   |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWCZ    CF Writes For Clean Pages                 DSBWCZ    QBGLWC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWDRP   Pages Destruct Read Req                   DSBWDRP   QBSTWDRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFD    Work Files Denied Sort Merge              DSBWFD    QBSTWFD                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFF    Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short               DSBWFF    QBSTWFF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFM    Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge              DSBWFM    QBSTWFM                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFR    Req Query WK File Sort Merge              DSBWFR    QBSTWFR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFT    Work Files Req Sort Merge                 DSBWFT    QBSTWFT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFXS   Write Page Fixed W/O Real Storage         DSBWFXS   QBSTWPI                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWFZ    CF Write Requests No Storage              DSBWFZ    QBGLWF                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWMZ    Write and Register Multiple Requests      DSBWMZ    QBGLWM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWPZ    Pages Written via WARM                    DSBWPZ    QBGLWP                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWREE   No. Times Write Engine Unavailable        DSBWREE   QBSTWEE                  |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSBWRMM   Write I/Os By Media Manager               DSBWRMM   QBSTWIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBWSZ    Write and Register Requests               DSBWSZ    QBGLWS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBXDZ    CF Reads Buffer XI                        DSBXDZ    QBGLXD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBXFL    Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full          DSBXFL    QBSTXFL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBXIS    Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams          DSBXIS    QBSTXIS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSBXRZ    CF Reads Entry Created                    DSBXRZ    QBGLXR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSB2DZ    IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP         DSB2DZ    QBGL2D                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSB2FZ    Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg         DSB2FZ    QBGL2F                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSB2HZ    Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP               DSB2HZ    QBGL2H                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSB2NZ    IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP              DSB2NZ    QBGL2N                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSB2RZ    IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP          DSB2RZ    QBGL2R                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSB2SZ    Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended              DSB2SZ    QBGL2S                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2DSD File Data Source Reference Table

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW              
 AVAILABLE IN DB2 VERSIONS
   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT             
 9.1   10.1  11.1  12.1
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DB2MODLV  DB2 Function Level                        DB2MODLV  QWHS_MOD_LV         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DB2SUBV   Sub-version for the Base Release          DB2SUBV   QWHSSUBV            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDABBP0  Active Buffers in Buffer Pool 0           DSDABBPX  QBSTCBA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDABBP1  Active Buffers in Buffer Pool 1           DSDABBPX  QBSTCBA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDABBP2  Active Buffers in Buffer Pool 2           DSDABBPX  QBSTCBA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDABBP3  Active Buffers in Buffer Pool 3           DSDABBPX  QBSTCBA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDACHG   Change Request Count                      DSDACHG   QTXACHG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDACHUS  Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used          DSDACHUS  QTXACHUS            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDACLMT  Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds              DSDACLMT  QTXACLMT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAFLG   Flag Byte                                 DSDAFLG   QTXAFLG1            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAIRLM  Other IRLM Request Count                  DSDAIRLM  QTXAIRLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDALDAB  No. of ALTER DATABASE Stmts               DSDALDAB  QXALDAB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALLOC  Successful Bound Plan Allocations         DSDALLOC  QTALLOC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALOCA  Requests to Allocate Bound Plan           DSDALOCA  QTALLOCA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALOCC  ALLOCATE CURSOR Statements Executed       DSDALOCC  QXALOCC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALOCK  Lock Request Count                        DSDALOCK  QTXALOCK            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALOCL  Associate Locator Statement Executed      DSDALOCL  QXALOCL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALPRO  Number of Alter Procedure Statements      DSDALPRO  QXALPRO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALSEQ  Alter Sequence Statements                 DSDALSEQ  QXALTSEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTIX  ALTER INDEX Statements                    DSDALTIX  QXALTIX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTJR  Alter JAR Statements                      DB2ALTJR  QXAALTJR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTMP  Alter Mask / Permission Statements        DB2ALTMP  QXAALTMP            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTST  ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements            DSDALTST  QXALTST             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTTA  ALTER TABLE Statements                    DSDALTTA  QXALTTA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTTS  ALTER TABLESPACE Statements               DSDALTTS  QXALTTS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTTX  Alter Trusted Context Statements          DB2ALTTX  QXALTCTX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALTVW  Alter View Statements                     DB2ALTVW  QXALTVW             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDALUDF  Number of Alter Function Statements       DSDALUDF  QXALUDF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAMXU   Highest WFDB Storage Used (KB)            DSDAMXU   QISTAMXU            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAPREC  How Limit Was Determined                  DSDAPREC  QTXAPREC            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAQRY   Query Request Count                       DSDAQRY   QTXAQRY             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDARLID  Resource Limit Table ID                   DSDARLID  QTXARLID            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDARREX  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2ARREX  QXSTARRAY_EXPANSION |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDASLAT  Suspend Count - Latch Conflict            DSDASLAT  QTXASLAT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDASLMT  Limit In SUs - ASUTIME                    DSDASLMT  QTXASLMT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDASOTH  Suspend Count - Other Conflict            DSDASOTH  QTXASOTH            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDASTH   WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - Agent       DSDASTH   QISTASTH            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DSDATNM   QWHSMTN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUCHK  Authorization Checks                      DSDAUCHK  QTAUCHK             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUD    Number of User Defined Functions Exec     DSDAUD    QXCAUD              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUDAB  Times UDF Abended                         DSDAUDAB  QXCAUDAB            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUDRJ  Times UDF was Rejected                    DSDAUDRJ  QXCAUDRJ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUDTO  Times UDF Timed out Waiting Schedule      DSDAUDTO  QXCAUDTO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUNLK  Unlock Request Count                      DSDAUNLK  QTXAUNLK            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUPUB  AUTH Checks Based PUBLIC Auth             DSDAUPUB  QTAUPUB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDAUTOB  Attempts To AUTOBIND a Pkg                DSDAUTOB  QTAUTOBA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBIND   Successful Automatic Binds                DSDBIND   QTABIND             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBINDA  Automatic Bind Attempts                   DSDBINDA  QTABINDA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBNDAA  Bind Action ADD Subcommands               DSDBNDAA  QTBINDA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBNDAR  Bind Action REPLACE Subcommands           DSDBNDAR  QTBINDR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBNDPA  BIND (ADD) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds              DSDBNDPA  QTBINDPA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBNDPR  BIND (REP) PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds              DSDBNDPR  QTBINDPR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBPNX   Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share      DSDBPNX   QXXCBPNX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBPSO0  Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened              DSDBPSOX  QBSTDSO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBPSO1  Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened              DSDBPSOX  QBSTDSO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBPSO2  Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened              DSDBPSOX  QBSTDSO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDBPSO3  Buffer Pool Data Sets Opened              DSDBPSOX  QBSTDSO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDCALL   SQL CALL Statements Executed              DSDCALL   QXCALL              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCALLA  Times Stored Procedure Abended            DSDCALLA  QXCALLAB            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCALLR  Times SQL CALL Stmt Was Rejected          DSDCALLR  QXCALLRJ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCALLT  Times SQL CALL Stmt Timed Out             DSDCALLT  QXCALLTO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCDIST  Create Distinct Type Statements           DSDCDIST  QXCDIST             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCHNP   Changep Requests                          DSDCHNP   QTGSCHNP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCLNO   Number of Claim Requests                  DSDCLNO   QTXACLNO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCLOSE  CLOSE Statements                          DSDCLOSE  QXCLOSE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCLUN   Number of Unsuccessful Claim Requests     DSDCLUN   QTXACLUN            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCMTON  COMMENT ON Statements                     DSDCMTON  QXCMTON             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCNNT   NOTIFY Control Block Latch Cont.          DSDCNNT   QTXACNNT            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCNDLK  No. Times Failed Condition Request        DSDCNDLK  QISTCONDLKF         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDCNOTY  Notify Exit Count                         DSDCNOTY  QTGSCNOTY           |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCOLS   Invalid Select Procedure Encountered      DSDCOLS   QISTCOLS            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCON1   Number of Connect Type 1 Statements       DSDCON1   QXCON1              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCON2   Number of Connect Type 2 Statements       DSDCON2   QXCON2              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRAL   Create Alias                              DSDCRAL   QXCRALS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRATB  Create AUX Table Statements               DSDCRATB  QXCRATB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRCTX  Create Trusted Context Statements         DB2CRCTX  QXCRCTX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRDAB  CREATE DATABASE Statements                DSDCRDAB  QXCRDAB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCREJ   No. Failed DB2 Lock Req to XES            DSDCREJ   QTGSCREJ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCREMP  Create Mask / Permission Statements       DB2CREMP  QXCREMP             |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRGTT  Create Global Temporary Table             DSDCRGTT  QXCRGTT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDCRINX  CREATE INDEX Statements                   DSDCRINX  QXCRINX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRPRO  Create Procedure Statements               DSDCRPRO  QXCRPRO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRROL  Create Role Statements                    DB2CRROL  QXCRROL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRSEQ  Create Sequence Statements                DSDCRSEQ  QXCRESEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRSTG  CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements           DSDCRSTG  QXCRSTG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRSYN  CREATE SYNONYM Statements                 DSDCRSYN  QXCRSYN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRTAB  CREATE TABLE Statements                   DSDCRTAB  QXCRTAB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRTSV  Create Variable Statements                DB2CRTSV  QXCRTSV             |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCRUDF  Create Function Statements                DSDCRUDF  QXCRUDF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCSLM   Change Requests Propagated to XES         DSDCSLM   QTGSCSLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCTABS  CREATE TABLESPACE Statements              DSDCTABS  QXCTABS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCTRIG  Number of Create Triggers                 DSDCTRIG  QXCTRIG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCWLD   Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts   DB2CWLD   QXSTCWLD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCWLM   Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts     DB2CWLM   QXSTCWLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCWLP   Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts      DB2CWLP   QXSTCWLP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDCWLR   Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts    DB2CWLR   QXSTCWLR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBDG   Requests for Database Descriptors         DSDDBDG   QISEDBDG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBDL   Number of Loads: Database Descriptors     DSDDBDL   QISEDBDL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPR0  Physical Database Page Requests 0         DSDDBPRX  QBSTGET             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPR1  Physical Database Page Requests 1         DSDDBPRX  QBSTGET             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPR2  Physical Database Page Requests 2         DSDDBPRX  QBSTGET             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPR3  Physical Database Page Requests 3         DSDDBPRX  QBSTGET             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPU0  Database Page Updates 0                   DSDDBPUX  QBSTSWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDDBPU1  Database Page Updates 1                   DSDDBPUX  QBSTSWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPU2  Database Page Updates 2                   DSDDBPUX  QBSTSWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDBPU3  Database Page Updates 3                   DSDDBPUX  QBSTSWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDCGTT  Declare Global Temporary Table Stmts      DSDDCGTT  QXDCLGTT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDDIST  Drop Distinct Type Statements             DSDDDIST  QXDDIST             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDEAD   Deadlock Count                            DSDDEAD   QTXADEA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDEFVU  CREATE VIEW Statements                    DSDDEFVU  QXDEFVU             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDEGAT  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2DEGAT  QXDEGAT             |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDELET  DELETE Statements                         DSDDELET  QXDELET             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDESC   DESCRIBE Statements                       DSDDESC   QXDESC              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDEXP   PREPARE Discarded                         DSDDEXP   QXSTDEXP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDGBUF  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DSDDGBUF  QXDEGBUF            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDGCUR  Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update      DSDDGCUR  QXDEGCUR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDGESA  Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort        DSDDGESA  QXDEGESA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDINV   PREPARE Purged                            DSDDINV   QXSTDINV            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDIO0   Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Pref. BP0     DSDDIOX   QBSTDIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDIO1   Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Pref. BP1     DSDDIOX   QBSTDIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDIO2   Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Pref. BP2     DSDDIOX   QBSTDIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDIO3   Async Read I/Os via Dynamic Pref. BP3     DSDDIOX   QBSTDIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDLRU   Number of Stealable DB Descriptors        DSDDLRU   QISEDLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDMCT0  No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 0    DSDDMCTX  QBSTDMC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDMCT1  No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 1    DSDDMCTX  QBSTDMC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDDMCT2  No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 2    DSDDMCTX  QBSTDMC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDMCT3  No. Times DM Critical WPHFWT reached 3    DSDDMCTX  QBSTDMC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPF0   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req. BP0       DB2DPFX   QBACDPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPF1   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP1        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPF2   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP2        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPF3   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP3        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPP0   Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BP0    DSDDPPX   QBSTDPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPP1   Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BP1    DSDDPPX   QBSTDPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPP2   Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BP2    DSDDPPX   QBSTDPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPP3   Async Page Reads via Dynamic Pref. BP3    DSDDPPX   QBSTDPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRAL   Drop Alias                                DSDDRAL   QXDRPAL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRNO   Number of Drain Requests                  DSDDRNO   QTXADRNO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPDB  DROP DATABASE Statements                  DSDDRPDB  QXDRPDB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPFN  Number of Drop User Defined Function      DSDDRPFN  QXDRPFN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPIX  DROP INDEX Statements                     DSDDRPIX  QXDRPIX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPKG  No. of DROP PACKAGE Stmts                 DSDDRPKG  QXDRPPKG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPMP  Drop Mask / Permission Statements         DB2DRPMP  QXDRPMP             |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPPR  Number of Drop Procedures                 DSDDRPPR  QXDRPPR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPRO  Drop Role Statements                      DB2DRPRO  QXDRPROL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPST  DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements             DSDDRPST  QXDRPST             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPSV  Drop Variable Statements                  DB2DRPSV  QXDRPSV             |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPSY  DROP SYNONYM Statements                   DSDDRPSY  QXDRPSY             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPTA  DROP TABLE Statements                     DSDDRPTA  QXDRPTA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDDRPTR  Number of Drop Triggers                   DSDDRPTR  QXDRPTR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPTS  DROP TABLESPACE Statements                DSDDRPTS  QXDRPTS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPTX  Drop Trusted Context Statements           DB2DRPTX  QXDRPCTX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRPVU  DROP VIEW Statements                      DSDDRPVU  QXDRPVU             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRSEQ  Drop Sequence Statements                  DSDDRSEQ  QXDROSEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRTA   Global Requests Denied                    DSDDRTA   QTGSDRTA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDRUN   Number of Unsuccessful Drain Requests     DSDDRUN   QTXADRUN            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDSCRT  No. of DESCRIBE TABLE Stmts               DSDDSCRT  QXDSCRTB            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDSDRN  DDs That Drain Has Produced               DSDDSDRN  QTDSDRN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDSOPN  Data Sets Currently Open                  DSDDSOPN  QTDSOPN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDSPBD  Plans Bound and Kept                      DSDDSPBD  QTPLNBD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWRT0  Times Deferred Write Threshold Reached 0  DSDDWRTX  QBSTDWT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWRT1  Times Deferred Write Threshold Reached 1  DSDDWRTX  QBSTDWT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWRT2  Times Deferred Write Threshold Reached 2  DSDDWRTX  QBSTDWT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWRT3  Times Deferred Write Threshold Reached 3  DSDDWRTX  QBSTDWT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWV0   Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BP0       DSDDWVX   QBSTDWV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWV1   Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BP1       DSDDWVX   QBSTDWV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWV2   Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BP2       DSDDWVX   QBSTDWV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDWV3   Times Vert. Defer. Write Thresh BP3       DSDDWVX   QBSTDWV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDECFAL  No. of Failures: Full Statement Pool      DSDECFAL  QISECFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
   DSDECFRE  No. of Free Pages in Statement Pool       DSDECFRE  QISECFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
   DSDECPGE  No. of Pages in Statement Pool            DSDECPGE  QISECPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
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   DSDECTA   Pages Used for Cursor Tables Above 2GB    DSDECTA   QISECTA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDECTG   Requests for Cursor Table Sections        DSDECTG   QISECTG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDECTL   Number of Loaded Cursor Table Sections    DSDECTL   QISECTL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDECTU   Pages Used for Cursor Tables Below 2GB    DSDECTU   QISECT              | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDEDFAL  Number of Fails Due to Dataspace Full     DSDEDFAL  QISEDFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEDFRE  Number of Free pages in Dataspace         DSDEDFRE  QISEDFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEDPGE  Number of Pages in EDM Dataspace          DSDEDPGE  QISEDPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEDSG   Number of Requests for Dynamic Cache      DSDEDSG   QISEDSG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEDSI   Number of Inserts for Dynamic Cache       DSDEDSI   QISEDSI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEDYNP  No. of Pages Used in Statement Pool       DSDEDYNP  QISEDYNP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEFAL   Number of Failures Due to Full EDM Pool   DSDEFAL   QISEFAIL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEGENC  Parallel Groups Executed Sequential       DSDEGENC  QXDEGENC            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDEKFAL  No. of Failures: Full Skeleton Pool       DSDEKFAL  QISEKFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEKFRE  No. of Free Pages in Skeleton Pool        DSDEKFRE  QISEKFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEKNFA  NOT FOUND Records Added to EDM Cache      DSDEKNFA  QISEKNFA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEKNFM  NOT FOUND Records in EDM Cache            DSDEKNFM  QISEKNFM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEKNFR  NOT FOUND Recs. Removed from EDM Cache    DSDEKNFR  QISEKNFR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEKPGE  No. of Pages in Skeleton Pool             DSDEKPGE  QISEKPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEPTA   Pages Used for Package Tables Above 2GB   DSDEPTA   QISEKTA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEPTG   No. Req for Package Table Sections        DSDEPTG   QISEKTG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEPTL   No. Loaded Package Table Sections         DSDEPTL   QISEKTL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDEPTU   Pages Used for Package Tables Below 2GB   DSDEPTU   QISEKT              | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDESFAL  No. of Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool    DSDESFAL  QISESFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDESFRE  No. of Free Pages in Stmt (>2GB) Pool     DSDESFRE  QISESFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDESKC   No. Free Pages Used for SKCT Table        DSDESKC   QISESKCT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDESKP   No. Free Pages Used for SKPT Table        DSDESKP   QISESKPT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDESPGE  No. of Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool     DSDESPGE  QISESPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDESTMT  No. of Statements in EDM Pool             DSDESTMT  QISESTMT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFETCH  Number of FETCH Statements                DSDFETCH  QXFETCH             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFLSE   False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req     DSDFLSE   QTGSFLMG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFND    PREPARE Request Satisfied                 DSDFND    QXSTFND             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREAP  Attempts To FREE a Package                DSDFREAP  QTFREEAP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREE   FREE Subcommands                          DSDFREE   QTFREE              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREEA  Attempts to FREE Plan                     DSDFREEA  QTFREEA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREEL  Free Locator Statements                   DSDFREEL  QXFREEL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREEP  Plan Successfully Freed                   DSDFREEP  QTPLNFRD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFREPK  FREE PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds                    DSDFREPK  QTFREEP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFRIDS  Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage     DB2FRIDS  QXWFRIDS            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFRIDT  Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded    DB2FRIDT  QXWFRIDT            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDFRPG   Number of Free Pages in Free Chain        DSDFRPG   QISEFREE            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDFTBAT  No. FTB Indx with Traverse Cnt > Tresh    DSDFTBAT  QISTFTBCAN          |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDFTBIN  No. Indexes Which Meet FTB Criteria       DSDFTBIN  QISTFTBCANT         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDFTBMC  No. FTB Indx Curr In-memory Optimize      DSDFTBMC  QISTFTBNUMC         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDFTBMP  No. FTB Indx Prev In-memory Optimize      DSDFTBMP  QISTFTBNUMP         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDFTBSZ  Tot Mem Alloc for All FTBs (MB)           DSDFTBSZ  QISTFTBSIZ          |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDFTBTR  FTB Threshold Min # Index Traversals      DSDFTBTR  QISTTRAVMIN         |  
   |     |     |  X  |
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   DSDGRANT  GRANT Statements                          DSDGRANT  QXGRANT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDHOLDL  Hold Locator Statements                   DSDHOLDL  QXHOLDL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIGLO   Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention    DSDIGLO   QTGSIGLO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMAC   Curr Active DM In-Memory Workfiles        DSDIMAC   QISTIMAC            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMAH   Hi-Watermark Cnt Max DM In-Mem WFs        DSDIMAH   QISTIMAH            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMNC   No. Workfile Create Fails - Storage       DSDIMNC   QISTIMNC            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMSC   Total Used Space DM In-Mem Workfiles KB   DSDIMSC   QISTIMSC            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMSH   Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space DM In-Mem WFs  DSDIMSH   QISTIMSH            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMWS0  Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 0     DSDIMWSX  QBSTIMW             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMWS1  Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 1     DSDIMWSX  QBSTIMW             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMWS2  Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 2     DSDIMWSX  QBSTIMW             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIMWS3  Count of Immediate Writes Sys Pages 3     DSDIMWSX  QBSTIMW             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDINCRB  Incremental Binds                         DSDINCRB  QXINCRB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDINPA   Times DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated      DSDINPA   QISTINPA            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINPD   Times DM Fast Insert Pipes Disabled       DSDINPD   QISTINPD            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINPE   Times IAG2 Pipe Re-enable Successful      DSDINPE   QISTINPE            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINPR   Times IAG2 Pipe Re-enable Attempted       DSDINPR   QISTINPR            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINSRT  INSERT Statements                         DSDINSRT  QXINSRT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIPRP   Implicit PREPARE Performed                DSDIPRP   QXSTIPRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDISTOR  No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg       DB2ISTOR  QXSISTOR            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDIWF    No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe      DB2IWF    QXSIWF              |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDI2AC   Curr Active Non-Sort In-mem Workfiles     DSDI2AC   QISTI2AC            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDI2AH   Max Active Non-sort In-Mem Workfiles      DSDI2AH   QISTI2AH            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDI2OF   No. Type2 In-Mem Workfile Overflows       DSDI2OF   QISTI2OF            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJINCS  Times RID List Append RID Storage         DB2JINCS  QXHJINCS            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJINCT  Times RID List Append RID Exceeded        DB2JINCT  QXHJINCT            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJIS0   Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BP0    DSDJISX   QBSTJIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJIS1   Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BP1    DSDJISX   QBSTJIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJIS2   Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BP2    DSDJISX   QBSTJIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDJIS3   Total No. Pref. I/O Streams Denied BP3    DSDJISX   QBSTJIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDKIDS   Locks Propagated By IRLM to XES SYNC      DSDKIDS   QTGSKIDS            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDKLRU   Number of Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table    DSDKLRU   QISEKLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDKSPA   Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs      DSDKSPA   QISEKSPA            |  
   |  X  |     |     |
   DSDKSPA   Number of Pages Alloc for Exec Procs      DSDKSPA   QISEKSPA8           |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDPSC   No. of Times Possible DPS Row Found       DSDDPSC   QISEDPSC            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDDPSF   No. of Times DPS Match Found              DSDDPSF   QISEDPSF            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDDPSL   No. of Requests to Look for DPS           DSDDPSL   QISEDPSL            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDDPSM   No. of Times DPS Match Thru Text Blind    DSDDPSM   QISEDPSM            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINPA   No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Allocated        DSDINPA   QISTINPA            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDINPD   No. DM Fast Insert Pipes Deallocated      DSDINPD   QISTINPD            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDKSPG   Number of xPROC Requests                  DSDKSPG   QISEKSPG            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLABEL  Number of LABEL ON Statements             DSDLABEL  QXLABON             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLEEM   Count of Escalations to Exclusive Mode    DSDLEEM   QTXALEX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLESM   Number of Lock Escalations to Shared      DSDLESM   QTXALES             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLIO0   Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch BP0     DSDLIOX   QBSTLIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDLIO1   Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch BP1     DSDLIOX   QBSTLIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLIO2   Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch BP2     DSDLIOX   QBSTLIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLIO3   Async Read I/Os via List Prefetch BP3     DSDLIOX   QBSTLIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLOCK   LOCK TABLE Statements                     DSDLOCK   QXLOCK              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPF0   No. List Prefetch Requested BP0           DB2LPFX   QBSTLPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPF1   No. List Prefetch Requested BP1           DB2LPFX   QBSTLPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPF2   No. List Prefetch Requested BP2           DB2LPFX   QBSTLPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPF3   No. List Prefetch Requested BP3           DB2LPFX   QBSTLPF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPLK   Lock Requests for Physical Locks          DSDLPLK   QTGSLPLK            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPP0   Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BP0    DSDLPPX   QBSTLPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPP1   Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BP1    DSDLPPX   QBSTLPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPP2   Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BP2    DSDLPPX   QBSTLPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDLPP3   Async Page Reads via List Prefetch BP3    DSDLPPX   QBSTLPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DDYLRCP   CPU Time Intergrated Sync to IDAA         DDYLRCP   QISTLRCP            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDLRZE   zIIP Eligible CPU Time Sync to IDAA       DSDLRZE   QISTLRZE            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DDYLRZI   zIIP CPU Time Integrated Sync to IDAA     DDYLRZI   Q8STLRZI            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDLSLM   Lock Requests Propagated to XES           DSDLSLM   QTGSLSLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMAX0   BP Not Supp Concur WK File 0              DSDMAXX   QBSTMAX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMAX1   BP Not Supp Concur WK File 1              DSDMAXX   QBSTMAX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMAX2   BP Not Supp Concur WK File 2              DSDMAXX   QBSTMAX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMAX3   BP Not Supp Concur WK File 3              DSDMAXX   QBSTMAX             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMERGE  Merge Statements                          DB2MERGE  QXMERGE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMIAP   No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA     DSDMIAP   QXRFMIAP            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
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   DSDMLSRT  No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used       DSDMLSRT  QXSTMLSRT           |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDMIXNL  Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit            DSDMIXNL  QXMRMIAP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMIXNU  Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage           DSDMIXNU  QXNSMIAP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMIXU   Multiple Index Path Used                  DSDMIXU   QXMIAP              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMMRR0  Media Manager Read Requests 0             DSDMMRRX  QBSTRIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMMRR1  Media Manager Read Requests 1             DSDMMRRX  QBSTRIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMMRR2  Media Manager Read Requests 2             DSDMMRRX  QBSTRIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMMRR3  Media Manager Read Requests 3             DSDMMRRX  QBSTRIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNCFR  Min Free Pages in Statement Pool          DSDMNCFR  QISECFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
   DSDMNDRU  Min Stealable DB Descriptors              DSDMNDRU  QISEDLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNKFR  Min Free Pages in Skeleton Pool           DSDMNKFR  QISEKFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNKRU  Min Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table          DSDMNKRU  QISEKLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNQCA  Min Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar    DSDMNQCA  QISESQCA            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNQCB  Min Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar    DSDMNQCB  QISESQCB            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNQKA  Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar     DSDMNQKA  QISESQKA            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNQKB  Min Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar     DSDMNQKB  QISESQKB            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNRPG  Min Free Pages in Free Chain              DSDMNRPG  QISEFREE            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDMNSFR  Min Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool   DSDMNSFR  QISESFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMNSPA  Min Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs              DSDMNSPA  QISEKSPA            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMSFND  No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stable       DSDMSFND  QXSTMLSFND          |  
   |     |     |  X  |       
   DSDMXBDG  Max Requests for DBD                      DSDMXBDG  QISEDBDG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXBDL  Max Loads of DBD                          DSDMXBDL  QISEDBDL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXCFA  Max Failures: Full Statement Pool         DSDMXCFA  QISECFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
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   DSDMXCFR  Max Free Pages in Statement Pool          DSDMXCFR  QISECFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
   DSDMXCPG  Max Pages in Statement Pool               DSDMXCPG  QISECPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |     |
   DSDMXCTA  Max Pages Used for Cursor Tables (>2GB)   DSDMXCTA  QISECTA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXCTG  Max Requests for Cursor Table Section     DSDMXCTG  QISECTG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXCTL  Max Loaded Cursor Table Sections          DSDMXCTL  QISECTL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXCTU  Max Pages Used for Cursor Table (<2GB)    DSDMXCTU  QISECT              | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDMXCUR  Max PB Count On Free PB                   DSDMXCUR  QTMAXPB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDBD  Max Pages Used for DBD                    DSDMXDBD  QISEDBD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDEG  Max Degree of Parallelism                 DSDMXDEG  QXMAXDEG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDRS  Max DDs That Drain Has Produced           DSDMXDRS  QTDSDRN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDRU  Max Stealable Database Descriptors        DSDMXDRU  QISEDLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDSO  Max Data Sets Open Concurrently           DSDMXDSO  QTMAXDS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXDYN  Max Pages Used in Statement Pool          DSDMXDYN  QISEDYNP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXEST  Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree         DB2MXEST  QXMAXESTIDG         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXFAL  Max of Failures Due EDM Pool Full         DSDMXFAL  QISEFAIL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXKFA  Max Failures: Full Skeleton Pool          DSDMXKFA  QISEKFAL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXKFR  Max Free Pages in Skeleton Pool           DSDMXKFR  QISEKFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXKPG  Max Pages in Skeleton Pool                DSDMXKPG  QISEKPGE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXKRU  Max Stealable Skeleton Pkg Table          DSDMXKRU  QISEKLRU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXNSQ  Max Level of Nested SQL Cascading         DSDMXNSQ  QXCASCDP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXPGE  Max Pages in EDM Pool                     DSDMXPGE  QISEPAGE            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDMXPL   Maximum Number of Page Locks Held         DSDMXPL   QTXANPL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXPLN  Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree           DB2MXPLN  QXMAXPLANDG         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDMXPTA  Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (>2GB)   DSDMXPTA  QISEKTA                | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXPTG  Max Requests for Package Table Section    DSDMXPTG  QISEKTG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXPTL  Max Loaded Package Table Sections         DSDMXPTL  QISEKTL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXPTU  Max Pages Used for Pkg Tables (<2GB)   DSDMXPTU  QISEKT                 | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDMXQCA  Max Storage Alloc for Plans (>2GB) Bar DSDMXQCA  QISESQCA               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXQCB  Max Storage Alloc for Plans (<2GB) Bar DSDMXQCB  QISESQCB               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXQKA  Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar  DSDMXQKA  QISESQKA               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXQKB  Max Storage Alloc for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar  DSDMXQKB  QISESQKB               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXROP  Max PB Found on Free Q During Open        DSDMXROP  QTREOPN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXRPG  Max Free Pages in Free Chain              DSDMXRPG  QISEFREE            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDMXSFA  Max Failures: Full Stmt (>2GB) Pool    DSDMXSFA  QISESFAL               | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSFR  Max Free Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool   DSDMXSFR  QISESFRE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSKC  Max Pages Used for SKCT Table             DSDMXSKC  QISESKCT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSKP  Max Pages Used for SKPT Table             DSDMXSKP  QISESKPT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSLW  Max DDs Used for Slow Close TS            DSDMXSLW  QTSLWDD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSPA  Max Pgs Alloc for Exec Procs              DSDMXSPA  QISEKSPA            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSPG  Max Pages in Statement (>2GB) Pool     DSDMXSPG  QISESPGE               | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXSTM  Max Number of Statements in EDM Pool      DSDMXSTM  QISESTMT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXWF   Max Agent Workfile Space Allowed (KB)     DSDMXWF   QISTWFMX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDMXXML  MAX Storage Used for XML Values           DSDMXXML  QXSTXMLV            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNFLMT  No. Infinite Resource Limit               DSDNFLMT  QTXAFLG1            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNFND   PREPARE Request - No Match                DSDNFND   QXSTNFND            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNOGRP  Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree       DSDNOGRP  QXNORGRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDNPRP   PREPARE Avoided                           DSDNPRP   QXSTNPRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNTFR   Notify Messages Received                  DSDNTFR   QTGSNTFR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNTFY   Notify Messages Sent                      DSDNTFY   QTGSNTFY            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDNVRID  Allocate Requests Nonexistent Plan        DSDNVRID  QTINVRID            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDOPEN   OPEN Statements                           DSDOPEN   QXOPEN              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDORNO   Parallel Groups Executed Coordination     DSDORNO   QXCOORNO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDORR    Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read      DSDORR    QXISORR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDOTPE   Negotiate Other Physical Lock             DSDOTPE   QTGSOTPE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPAGE   No. Pages in EDM Pool                     DSDPAGE   QISEPAGE            | 
 X  |     |     |     |
   DSDPCAUT  Auth Checks Using Package Auth Cache      DSDPCAUT  QTPACAUT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCNOT  Auth Checks Not Using Package Auth Cach   DSDPCNOT  QTPACNOT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCOW1  Overwrote Authid In Cache                 DSDPCOW1  QTPACOW1            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCOW2  Overwrote Package Entry in Cache          DSDPCOW2  QTPACOW2            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCPUB  Auth Checks for Package Held by Public    DSDPCPUB  QTPACPUB            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCWDP  Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts          DB2PCWDP                      |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCWMP  Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts            DB2PCWMP                      |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPCWRP  Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts           DB2PCWRP                      |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPEMX   Engines Available For Exit Requests       DSDPEMX   QTGSPEMX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPEQW   Times Engine Not Available For Exit       DSDPEQW   QTGSPEQW            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPGDTT  Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2   DSDPGDTT  QXDEGDTT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPGPE   Negotiate Page Physical Lock              DSDPGPE   QTGSPGPE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPKABN  Packages Autobound                        DSDPKABN  QTPKABND            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPKALC  Attempts To Allocate a Pkg                DSDPKALC  QTPKALLA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDPKALL  Packages Allocated                        DSDPKALL  QTPKALL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPKGBD  Packages Bound                            DSDPKGBD  QTPKGBD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPKGFR  Packages Freed                            DSDPKGFR  QTPKGFRD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL10   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal BP0      DSDPL1X   QBSTPL1             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL11   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal BP1      DSDPL1X   QBSTPL1             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL12   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal BP2      DSDPL1X   QBSTPL1             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL13   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/2 Normal BP3      DSDPL1X   QBSTPL1             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL20   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal BP0      DSDPL2X   QBSTPL2             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL21   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal BP1      DSDPL2X   QBSTPL2             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL22   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal BP2      DSDPL2X   QBSTPL2             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPL23   Total Times Pref. Qty 1/4 Normal BP3      DSDPL2X   QBSTPL2             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPPPE   Negotiate Pageset/Partition Phys Lock     DSDPPPE   QTGSPPPE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQF0   Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc BP0   DSDPQFX   QBSTPQF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQF1   Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc BP1   DSDPQFX   QBSTPQF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQF2   Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc BP2   DSDPQFX   QBSTPQF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQF3   Total Times Parallel Buf. Not Alloc BP3   DSDPQFX   QBSTPQF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQO0   Total No. Parallel Queries BP0            DSDPQOX   QBSTPQO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQO1   Total No. Parallel Queries BP1            DSDPQOX   QBSTPQO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQO2   Total No. Parallel Queries BP2            DSDPQOX   QBSTPQO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPQO3   Total No. Parallel Queries BP3            DSDPQOX   QBSTPQO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPREP   PREPARE Statements                        DSDPREP   QXPREP              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPREPI  Prepare Statements Restricted             DSDPREPI  QXPRRESI            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDPROPT  Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt          DB2PROPT  QXPAROPT            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDRBND   Successful Rebind Plan                    DSDRBND   QTPLNRBD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRBNDA  Rebind Plan Attempts                      DSDRBNDA  QTRBINDA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRBNDP  REBIND PACKAGE Sub-Cmnds                  DSDRBNDP  QTRBINDP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRBNPA  Attempts To REBIND a Package              DSDRBNPA  QTRBNDPA            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCAUT  Auth Chks for Routine Using Cache         DSDRCAUT  QTRACAUT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCCD   Committed Delete Read - Rows Accessed     DSDRCCD   QISTRCCD            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCCI   Committed Insert Read - Rows Skipped      DSDRCCI   QISTRCCI            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCCU   Committed Update Read - Rows Accessed     DSDRCCU   QISTRCCU            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCNAC  Unable to Add Entry in Routine Cache      DSDRCNAC  QTRACNAC            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCNOT  Rtn Auth Chks Not Using Rtn Cache         DSDRCNOT  QTRACNOT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCOW1  DB2 Overwrote Authid in Rtn Cache         DSDRCOW1  QTRACOW1            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCOW2  DB2 Overwrote Rtn Entry in Rtn Cache      DSDRCOW2  QTRACOW2            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCGBP  No. of Times Infreq DS Physically Closed  DSDRCGBP  QTPCGBP             |  
   |     |     |  X  |       
   DSDRCPUB  Auth Chks for Routine Held by Public      DSDRCPUB  QTRACPUB            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRCUT   No. of Times Utility Access DS Closed     DSDRCUT   QTPCUT              |  
   |     |     |  X  |       
   DSDRCUR   INT BLKS Currently Allocated              DSDRCUR   QISTRCUR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRDGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DSDRDGRP  QXREDGRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRDLTD  Deleted Rows                              DB2RDLTD  QXRWSDELETD         | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSDMAD  No. Times DM not Called for RID           DB2SDMAD  QXRSDMAD            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDREBND  REBIND Subcommands                        DSDREBND  QTREBIND            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREEP0  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Read 0    DSDREEPX  QBSTREE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREEP1  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Read 1    DSDREEPX  QBSTREE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDREEP2  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Read 2    DSDREEPX  QBSTREE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREEP3  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Read 3    DSDREEPX  QBSTREE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREFTB  No. Times Refresh Table                   DB2REFTB  QXREFTBL            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDREL    Number of Release Statements Executed     DSDREL    QXREL               | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREOP   Times Reoptimization Occurs               DSDREOP   QXSTREOP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREOPN  PB Found On Free Q During Open            DSDREOPN  QTREOPN             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRETLK  No. Times Failed Uncondition Request      DSDRETLK  QISTRETRYL          |  
   |     |     |  X  |      
   DSDREVOK  REVOKE Statements                         DSDREVOK  QXREVOK             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRFCHD  Fetched Rows                              DB2RFCHD  QXRWSFETCHD         | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRFXS0  Read Page-Fixed without Real Storage 0    DSDRFXSX  QBSTRPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRFXS1  Read Page-Fixed without Real Storage 1    DSDRFXSX  QBSTRPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRFXS2  Read Page-Fixed without Real Storage 2    DSDRFXSX  QBSTRPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRFXS3  Read Page-Fixed without Real Storage 3    DSDRFXSX  QBSTRPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRHIG   Highest # Int BLKS Concur Alloc           DSDRHIG   QISTRHIG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRLLM   RLP Stop: RID Limit Exceeded              DSDRLLM   QISTRLLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRMAX   RLP STOP: Concur. Proc Lim Exceeded       DSDRMAX   QISTRMAX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRMID   DB2 Resource Manager Identifier           DB2RMID   QWHSRMID            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRNIX   Rename Index Statements                   DB2RNIX   QXRNIX              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRNSTD  Inserted Rows                             DB2RNSTD  QXRWSINSRTD         | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRNTAB  Number of RENAME TABLE Statements         DSDRNTAB  QXRNTAB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDROIDX  Direct Row Access Revert to Index         DSDROIDX  QXROIIDX            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDROITS  Direct Row Access Revert to Table         DSDROITS  QXROITS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRPLM   RLP Stop: DM Limit Exceeded               DSDRPLM   QISTRPLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDRPOP1  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplex Conf   DSDRPOP1  QXREPOP1            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRPOP2  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc   DSDRPOP2  QXREPOP2            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRSTG   RLP STOP: Insufficient Storage            DSDRSTG   QISTRSTG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRUDTD  Updated Rows                              DB2RUDTD  QXRWSUPDTD          | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDRWTRG  Times Row Trigger Activated               DSDRWTRG  QXROWTRG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDR1FB   No. Times Fetched Only One Block          DB2R1FB   QXR1BOAD            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDSABBP  Total Active Buffers in Buffer Pool       DSDSABBP  QBSTCBA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSAC    Total CF Writes Clean Pages               DSDSAC    QBGLAC              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSAW    Total CF Writes Changed Pages             DSDSAW    QBGLAW              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSAX    Total RPL Request Done by Prefetch        DSDSAX    QBGLAX              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSAY    Total GBP Reads Prefetch Changed Page     DSDSAY    QBGLAY              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCC    Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Class Req     DSDSCC    QBGLCC              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCIO   Total Castout I/O Operations              DSDSCIO   QBSTCIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCK    Total GBP Checkpoints Triggered           DSDSCK    QBGLCK              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCM    Total Read for Castout Multiple Reqs      DSDSCM    QBGLCM              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCN    Total Castout Engine Not Available        DSDSCN    QBGLCN              |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDSCR    Total Read for Castout Requests           DSDSCR    QBGLCR              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCS    Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-Stats Req     DSDSCS    QBGLCS              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSCT    Total Castout Class Threshold Detected    DSDSCT    QBGLCT              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSDG    Total Unregistered Page Requests          DSDSDG    QBGLDG              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSDN    Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name Requests       DSDSDN    QBGLDN              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSELCT  Number of SELECT Statements               DSDSELCT  QXSELECT            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSETHV  No. of SET HOST-VAR Stmts                 DSDSETHV  QXSETHV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDSEX    Total Explicit XIs                        DSDSEX    QBGLEX              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSFND   No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied       DB2SFND   QXSTSFND            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDSGG    Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets       DSDSGG    QBGLGG              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSGLO   Suspends Due to XES Global Contention     DSDSGLO   QTGSSGLO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSGT    Total Group BP Castout Threshold Det.     DSDSGT    QBGLGT              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSHS    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP        DSDSHS    QBGLHS              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSHST   Total Times SLRU Len eq VPSEQT            DSDSHST   QBSTHST             |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIAC   Count of Curr Active Sort In-Mem WFs      DSDSIAC   QISTSIAC            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIAH   Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Sort In-Mem WFs      DSDSIAH   QISTSIAH            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIO0   Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP0         DSDSIOX   QBSTSIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIO1   Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP1         DSDSIOX   QBSTSIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIO2   Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP2         DSDSIOX   QBSTSIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSIO3   Sync Read I/Os Seq Access Req BP3         DSDSIOX   QBSTSIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSISC   Tot Space Used Curr Active Sort In-Mem    DSDSISC   QISTSISC            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSISH   Hi-Watermark Cnt Max Space Sort In-Mem    DSDSISH   QISTSISH            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSKIP   Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2          DSDSKIP   QXXCSKIP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSLWDD  DDs Used for Slow Close TS                DSDSLWDD  QTSLWDD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSMAX   Max Buffers on SLRU                       DSDSMAX   QBSTSMAX            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSMD    Total CF Reads Data Returned              DSDSMD    QBGLMD              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSMIAP  Times RID List Retrieval Skipped          DB2SMIAP  QXRSMIAP            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSMIN   Min Buffers on SLRU                       DSDSMIN   QBSTSMIN            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSMN    Total CF Reads Data Not Ret. No Entry     DSDSMN    QBGLMN              |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDSMR    Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry    DSDSMR    QBGLMR              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDSN1    Total Page P-lock Negt Space Map Pages    DSDSN1    QBGLN1              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSN2    Total Page P-lock Negt Data Pages         DSDSN2    QBGLN2              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSN3    Total Page P-lock Negt Index Leaf Pages   DSDSN3    QBGLN3              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSOS    Total Other CF Requests                   DSDSOS    QBGLOS              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPCO   Total Pages Written for Castout I/Os      DSDSPCO   QBSTPCO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPDF0  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Buffer 0  DSDSPDFX  QBSTSPD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPDF1  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Buffer 1  DSDSPDFX  QBSTSPD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPDF2  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Buffer 2  DSDSPDFX  QBSTSPD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPDF3  Sequential Prefetch Disabled No Buffer 3  DSDSPDFX  QBSTSPD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPPF0  Number of Pages Read Due to Prefetch 0    DSDSPPFX  QBSTSPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPPF1  Number of Pages Read Due to Prefetch 1    DSDSPPFX  QBSTSPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPPF2  Number of Pages Read Due to Prefetch 2    DSDSPPFX  QBSTSPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPPF3  Number of Pages Read Due to Prefetch 3    DSDSPPFX  QBSTSPP             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSPPQSCT  No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync      DB2PQSCT  QWAC_PQS_COUNT      |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSPPQSWT  Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time          DB2PQSWT  QWAC_PQS_WAIT       |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPWR0  System Pages Written to DASD 0            DSDSPWRX  QBSTPWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPWR1  System Pages Written to DASD 1            DSDSPWRX  QBSTPWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPWR2  System Pages Written to DASD 2            DSDSPWRX  QBSTPWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSPWR3  System Pages Written to DASD 3            DSDSPWRX  QBSTPWS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSP1    Total Page P-lock Req Space Map Pages     DSDSP1    QBGLP1              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSP2    Total Page P-lock Req Data Pages          DSDSP2    QBGLP2              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSP3    Page P-lock Req Index Leaf Pages          DSDSP3    QBGLP3              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSQCA   Storage Allocated for Plans (>2GB) Bar DSDSQCA   QISESQCA               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDSQCB   Storage Allocated for Plans (<2GB) Bar DSDSQCB   QISESQCB               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSQKA   Storage Allocated for Pkgs (>2GB) Bar  DSDSQKA   QISESQKA               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSQKB   Storage Allocated for Pkgs (<2GB) Bar  DSDSQKB   QISESQKB               |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSQLID  No. Of Set Current SQLID                  DSDSQLID  QXSETSQL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSQPF0  Number of Sequential Prefetch Requests    DSDSQPFX  QBSTSEQ             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSRC    Total Pages Castout to DASD               DSDSRC    QBGLRC              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSRD    Total IXLCACHE Read-DIRINFO Requests      DSDSRD    QBGLRD              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSRF    Total CF Read Requests No Storage         DSDSRF    QBGLRF              |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDSRG    Total Registered Page Requests            DSDSRG    QBGLRG              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSRT    No. Times RDS Sort was Performed          DSDSRT    QXSTSRT             |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDSRTL   No. Times RDS Sort Used IAA for ZSORT     DSDSRTL   QXSTSRTL            |  
   |     |     |  X  |       
   DSDSRHS   Total Times Random Getpage Hit on SLRU    DSDSRSH   QBSTRHS             |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSEF0  Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 0        DSDSSEFX  QBSTXFV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSEF1  Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 1        DSDSSEFX  QBSTXFV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSEF2  Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 2        DSDSSEFX  QBSTXFV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSEF3  Storage Shortage Expansion Fails 3        DSDSSEFX  QBSTXFV             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSTH   WFDB Space Usage Thresh PCT - System      DSDSSTH   QISTSSTH            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSSU    Total CF Write Engine Not Available       DSDSSU    QBGLSU              |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDSSW    Total CF Writes For Changed Pages         DSDSSW    QBGLSW              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSS1    Total Page P-lock Susp Space Map Pages    DSDSS1    QBGLS1              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSS2    Total Page P-lock Susp Data Pages         DSDSS2    QBGLS2              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSS3    Total Page P-lock Susp Index Leaf Pages   DSDSS3    QBGLS3              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTAC   Sync to Async Heuristic Convs LOCK Reqs   DSDSTAC   QTGSFLSE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDSTCDG  Number of Set Current Degree              DSDSTCDG  QXSETCDG            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTCON  Number of Set Connection Statements       DSDSTCON  QXSETCON            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTCPR  Set Current Precision Stmts Executed      DSDSTCPR  QXSETCPR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTCRL  Set Current Rules Stmts Executed          DSDSTCRL  QXSETCRL            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTPT   Set Current Path Statements               DSDSTPT   QXSETPTH            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSTTRG  Times Statement Trigger Activated         DSDSTTRG  QXSTTRG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSUN    Total IXLCACHE Unlock-Castout Req         DSDSUN    QBGLUN              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSU1    Total Page P-lock Unlock Requests         DSDSU1    QBGLU1              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWA    Total Pages in Write Around               DSDSWA    QBGLWA              |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWC    Total CF Writes For Clean Pages           DSDSWC    QBGLWC              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWF    Total CF Write Requests No Storage        DSDSWF    QBGLWF              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWM    Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs    DSDSWM    QBGLWM              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWP    Total Pages Written via WARM              DSDSWP    QBGLWP              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWREE  Total Times Write Engine Unavailable      DSDSWREE  QBSTWEE             |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSWS    Total Write and Register Requests         DSDSWS    QBGLWS              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSXD    Total CF Reads Buffer XI                  DSDSXD    QBGLXD              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDSXR    Total CF Reads Entry Created              DSDSXR    QBGLXR              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2D    Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name-List 2nd GBP   DSDS2D    QBGL2D              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2F    Total Write Chg Pgs to 2nd GBP Fail Stg   DSDS2F    QBGL2F              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2H    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP         DSDS2H    QBGL2H              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2N    Total IXLCACHE Delete-Name 2nd GBP        DSDS2N    QBGL2N              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2R    Total IXLCACHE Read-Castout-St 2nd GBP    DSDS2R    QBGL2R              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDS2S    Total Comp Write 2nd GBP Suspended        DSDS2S    QBGL2S              | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDTCTO   Curr Storage Used DGTT (KB)               DSDTCTO   QISTDGTTCTO         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTESTB  Binds Without Plan ID                     DSDTESTB  QTTESTB             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTGERR  Number of Create Aux Table Statements     DSDTGERR  QXTRGERR            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTIMO   Time-out Count                            DSDTIMO   QTXATIM             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTMIG0  No.  Migrated Dataset Encountered BP 0    DSDTMIGX  QBSTMIG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTMIG1  No.  Migrated Dataset Encountered BP 1    DSDTMIGX  QBSTMIG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTMIG2  No.  Migrated Dataset Encountered BP 2    DSDTMIGX  QBSTMIG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTMIG3  No.  Migrated Dataset Encountered BP 3    DSDTMIGX  QBSTMIG             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTMXU   Highest DGTT Storage Used (KB)            DSDTMXU   QISTDGTTMXU         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTOGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups           DSDTOGRP  QXTOTGRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPF00  WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 0                  DSDTPF0X  QBSTWKPD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPF01  WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 1                  DSDTPF0X  QBSTWKPD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPF02  WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 2                  DSDTPF0X  QBSTWKPD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPF03  WK PF Abort - 0 PF QTY 3                  DSDTPF0X  QBSTWKPD            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPIO0  No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os 0            DSDTPIOX  QBSTPIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPIO1  No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os 1            DSDTPIOX  QBSTPIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPIO2  No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os 2            DSDTPIOX  QBSTPIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTPIO3  No. Prefetch Async Read I/Os 2            DSDTPIOX  QBSTPIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTRNOW  No. Times Transfer Ownership              DB2TRNOW  QXTRNOWN            |  
   |     |     |  X  |
   DSDTRTBL  Truncate Table Statements                 DB2TRTBL  QXTRTBL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTRTO0  No. Recall Time Outs 0                    DB2TRTOX  QBSTRTO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDTRTO1  No. Recall Time Outs 1                    DB2TRTOX  QBSTRTO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTRTO2  No. Recall Time Outs 2                    DB2TRTOX  QBSTRTO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTRTO3  No. Recall Time Outs 3                    DB2TRTOX  QBSTRTO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDTSTG   Preferred Storage Config in DGTT (KB)     DSDTSTG   QISTDGTTSTG         |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDUPDTE  UPDATE Statements                         DSDUPDTE  QXUPDTE             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDUPLK   Unlock Requests for Physical Locks        DSDUPLK   QTGSUPLK            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDUSLM   Unlock Requests Propagated to XES         DSDUSLM   QTGSUSLM            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDUSUC   Checks Actually Authorized                DSDUSUC   QTAUSUC             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPA0   Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract BP0      DSDVPAX   QBSTVPA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPA1   Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract BP1      DSDVPAX   QBSTVPA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPA2   Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract BP2      DSDVPAX   QBSTVPA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPA3   Successful VPOOL Expand/Contract BP3      DSDVPAX   QBSTVPA             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPL0   No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL BP0     DSDVPLX   QBSTVPL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPL1   No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL BP1     DSDVPLX   QBSTVPL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPL2   No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL BP2     DSDVPLX   QBSTVPL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDVPL3   No. Buffers Allocated for a VPOOL BP3     DSDVPLX   QBSTVPL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDW4K    Cur 4KB Tablespace Storage Used KB        DSDW4K    QISTW4K             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDW32K   Curr 32KB Tablespace Storage Used KB      DSDW32K   QISTW32K            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWBVQ0  Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 0            DSDWBVQX  QBSTWBVQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWBVQ1  Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 1            DSDWBVQX  QBSTWBVQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWBVQ2  Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 2            DSDWBVQX  QBSTWBVQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWBVQ3  Pages Deq VDWQ Destr Read Rq 3            DSDWBVQX  QBSTWBVQ            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWCTO   Curr Total Workfile Storage Used KB       DSDWCTO   QISTWCTO            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDWDRP0  Pages Destruct Read Req 0                 DSDWDRPX  QBSTWDRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWDRP1  Pages Destruct Read Req 1                 DSDWDRPX  QBSTWDRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWDRP2  Pages Destruct Read Req 2                 DSDWDRPX  QBSTWDRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWDRP3  Pages Destruct Read Req 3                 DSDWDRPX  QBSTWDRP            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFCTO  Curr Storage Config WFDB (KB)             DSDWFCTO  QISTWFCTO           |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFD0   Work Files Denied Sort Merge 0            DSDWFDX   QBSTWFD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFD1   Work Files Denied Sort Merge 1            DSDWFDX   QBSTWFD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFD2   Work Files Denied Sort Merge 2            DSDWFDX   QBSTWFD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFD3   Work Files Denied Sort Merge 3            DSDWFDX   QBSTWFD             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFF0   Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 0             DSDWFFX   QBSTWFF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFF1   Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 1             DSDWFFX   QBSTWFF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFF2   Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 2             DSDWFFX   QBSTWFF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFF3   Poor Sort Merge - Buf Short 3             DSDWFFX   QBSTWFF             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFM0   Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 0            DSDWFMX   QBSTWFM             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFM1   Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 1            DSDWFMX   QBSTWFM             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFM2   Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 2            DSDWFMX   QBSTWFM             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFM3   Max WK File Alloc Sort Merge 3            DSDWFMX   QBSTWFM             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFMU   Max Total Workfile Storage Ever Used KB   DSDWFMU   QISTWFMU            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFMXU  Highest Workfile Storage Used (KB)        DSDWFMXU  QISTWFMXU           |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFNE   Times Max Allow Storage Limit Exceeded    DSDWFNE   QISTWFNE            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFP1   Times 32KB Page TS Used Instead of 4KB    DSDWFP1   QISTWFP1            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFP2   Times 4KB Page TS Used Instead of 32KB    DSDWFP2   QISTWFP2            | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFR0   Req Query WK File Sort Merge 0            DSDWFRX   QBSTWFR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDWFR1   Req Query WK File Sort Merge 1            DSDWFRX   QBSTWFR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFR2   Req Query WK File Sort Merge 2            DSDWFRX   QBSTWFR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFR3   Req Query WK File Sort Merge 3            DSDWFRX   QBSTWFR             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFRCU  Curr RID Blocks Residing in Workfile      DSDWFRCU  QISTWFRCUR          |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFRHG  Max RID Blocks Stored to Workfile         DSDWFRHG  QISTWFRHIG          |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFSTG  Preferred Storage Config WFDB (KB)        DSDWFSTG  QISTWFSTG           |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFT0   Work Files Req Sort Merge 0               DSDWFTX   QBSTWFT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFT1   Work Files Req Sort Merge 1               DSDWFTX   QBSTWFT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFT2   Work Files Req Sort Merge 2               DSDWFTX   QBSTWFT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFT3   Work Files Req Sort Merge 3               DSDWFTX   QBSTWFT             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFXS0  Write Page Fixed W/O Real Storage 0       DSDWFXSX  QBSTWPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFXS1  Write Page Fixed W/O Real Storage 1       DSDWFXSX  QBSTWPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFXS2  Write Page Fixed W/O Real Storage 2       DSDWFXSX  QBSTWPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWFXS3  Write Page Fixed W/O Real Storage 3       DSDWFXSX  QBSTWPI             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWREE0  No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 0      DSDWREEX  QBSTWEE             |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDWREE1  No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 1      DSDWREEX  QBSTWEE             |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDWREE2  No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 2      DSDWREEX  QBSTWEE             |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDWREE3  No. Times Write Engine Unavailable 3      DSDWREEX  QBSTWEE             |  
   |     |     |     |
   DSDWRMM0  Write I/Os By Media Manager 0             DSDWRMMX  QBSTWIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWRMM1  Write I/Os By Media Manager 1             DSDWRMMX  QBSTWIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWRMM2  Write I/Os By Media Manager 2             DSDWRMMX  QBSTWIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWRMM3  Write I/Os By Media Manager 3             DSDWRMMX  QBSTWIO             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDWSTG   Curr Storage Config in WFDB (KB)          DSDWSTG   QISTWSTG            |  
   |     |  X  |  X  |
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   DSDXFL0   Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full BP0      DSDXFLX   QBSTXFL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXFL1   Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full BP1      DSDXFLX   QBSTXFL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXFL2   Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full BP2      DSDXFLX   QBSTXFL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXFL3   Buffer Not Located -- VPOOL Full BP3      DSDXFLX   QBSTXFL             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXIS0   Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BP0      DSDXISX   QBSTXIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXIS1   Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BP1      DSDXISX   QBSTXIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXIS2   Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BP2      DSDXISX   QBSTXIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDXIS3   Max No. Concurrent Pref. Streams BP3      DSDXISX   QBSTXIS             | 
 X  |  X  |  X  |  X  |
   DSDZRLMT  No. Zero Resource Limit                   DSDZRLMT  QTXAFLG1            |  
   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

DB2DSI File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DSIMXCOR  Total Amount of Processors within IDAA    DSIMXCOR  Q8STCORS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXDKA  IDAA Max Disk Storage (MB) Available      DSIMXDKA  Q8STDSKA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXDKB  IDAA Disk Storage In Use for Database     DSIMXDKB  Q8STDSKB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXDKU  IDAA Max Percent Disk Storage In Use      DSIMXDKU  Q8STDSKU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXDSA  IDAA Max Disk Space All DB2 Sys (MB)      DSIMXDSU  Q8STDSA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXMIP  IDAA Max Processing Capacity              DSIMXMIP  Q8STMIPS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXMXA  IDAA Maximum Active Requests Count        DSIMXMXA  Q8STMAXA_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXMXQ  IDAA Query Queue Length High Watermark    DSIMXMXQ  Q8STMAXQ_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXNDS  IDAA V2 Max Number of Data Slices         DSIMXNDS  Q8STNMDS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXNQS  IDAA Max Queries Exec Concurr This DB2    DSIMXNQS  Q8STMNQS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXQUE  IDAA Maximum Queue Wait Elapsed Time      DSIMXQUE  Q8STQUEM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSIMXSKW  IDAA Maximum Data Skew                    DSIMXSKW  Q8STSKEW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXWMA  Max Shared Mem Data Avail Worker Node     DSIMXWMA  Q8STWSMA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIMXWSM  Max Shared Mem Data Use IWA Worker Node   DSIMXWSM  Q8STWSMM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXACPU  IDAA CPU Time                             DSIXACPU  Q8STACPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXACTV  IDAA Current Active Requests              DSIXACTV  Q8STACTV_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXAELA  IDAA Elapsed time                         DB2XAELA  Q8STAELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXAVQ3  IDAA Avg Query Queue Len Last 3 hours     DSIXAVQ3  Q8STAVGQ03               |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXAV24  IDAA Avg Query Queue Len last 24 hours    DSIXAV24  Q8STAVGQ24               |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXAWAT  IDAA Wait Time                            DB2XAWAT  Q8STAWAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXBLKR  IDAA Blocks Returned Count                DB2XBLKR  Q8STBLKR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXBLKS  IDAA Blocks Sent Count                    DB2XBLKS  Q8STBLKS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXBYTR  IDAA Bytes Returned Count                 DB2XBYTR  Q8STBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXBYTS  IDAA Bytes Sent Count                     DB2XBYTS  Q8STBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCCPU  Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Coordinator     DSIXCCPU  Q8STCCPU_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCMTC  IDAA COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSIXCMTC  Q8STCMTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCONN  IDAA Connects Count                       DB2XCONN  Q8STCONN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCPMU  Sum Phys Mem Avg Use Coordinator Node     DSIXCPMU  Q8STCPMU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCQL   IDAA Current Queue Length                 DSIXCQL   Q8STCQL                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCRL   IDAA Curr Replication Latency This DB2    DSIXCRL   Q8STCRL                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCRTC  IDAA CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSIXCRTC  Q8STCRTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXCSS   IDAA Current Replication State            DSIXCSS   Q8STCSS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXDELC  IDAA DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSIXDELC  Q8STDELC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXDRPC  IDAA DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2          DSIXDRPC  Q8STDRPC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXDSA   IDAA Disk Space for All DB2 Sys (MB)      DSIXDSA   Q8STDSA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXDSKU  Sum of IDAA Pct Disk Util Worker Nodes    DSIMXDKU  Q8STDSKU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXFAIL  IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count     DB2XFAIL  Q8STFAIL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSIXFINV  IDAA Failed Reqs Due to Invalid State     DSIXFINV  Q8STFINV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXFREQ  IDAA Failed Query Requests Count          DSIXFREQ  Q8STFREQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXINSC  IDAA INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSIXINSC  Q8STINSC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXLSA   IDAA Sum of Disk Space Log Data (MB)      DSIXLSA   Q8STLSA                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXLRCP  CPU Time Used by Log Reader Task          DSIXLRCP  QISTLRCP                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSIXLRZE  zIIP Eligible CPU Time Log Reader Task    DSIXLRZE  QISTLRZE                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSIXLRZE  zIIP CPU Time Used by Log Reader Task     DSIXLRZE  QISTLRZI                 |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSIXMSGR  IDAA Messages Returned Count              DB2XMSGR  Q8STMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXMSGS  IDAA Messages Sent Count                  DB2XMSGS  Q8STMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNBA   IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt All DB2     DSIXNBA   Q8STNBA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNBS   IDAA MBytes Proc by Capt Agnt This DB2    DSIXNBS   Q8STNBS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNDA   IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2     DSIXNDA   Q8STNDA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNDS   IDAA DELETE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2      DSIXNDS   Q8STNDS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNIA   IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt All DB2      DSIXNIA   Q8STNIA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNIS   IDAA INSERT Rows by Capt Agt This DB2     DSIXNIS   Q8STNIS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNLRA  IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt All DB2    DSIXNLRA  Q8STNLRA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNLRS  IDAA Log Recs Rd Repl Capt Agt This DB2   DSIXNLRS  Q8STNLRS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNLTA  IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL All DB2     DSIXNLTA  Q8STNLTA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNLTS  IDAA Log Recs RD Agt Appl TBL This DB2    DSIXNLTS  Q8STNLTS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNQCS  IDAA Queries Curr Exec This DB2           DSIXNQCS  Q8STNQCS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNQFA  IDAA Queries Sent Exec Failed All DB2     DSIXNQFA  Q8STNQFA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNQSA  IDAA Queries Sent Exec Success All DB2    DSIXNQSA  Q8STNQSA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNUA   IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt This DB2     DSIXNUA   Q8STNUA                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXNUS   IDAA UPDATE Rows by Capt Agt All DB2      DSIXNUS   Q8STNUS                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXOPNC  IDAA OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2          DSIXOPNC  Q8STOPNC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXPRID  IDAA Product ID                           DB2XPRID  Q8STPRID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSIXQUEW  Sum of IDAA Avg Queue Wait Elapsed Time   DSIXQUEW  Q8STQUEW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXRBKC  IDAA ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2      DSIXRBKC  Q8STRBKC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXREQ   IDAA DRDA Requests Count                  DB2XREQ   Q8STREQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXROWR  IDAA Rows Returned Count                  DB2XROWR  Q8STROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXROWS  IDAA Rows Sent Count                      DB2XROWS  Q8STROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXSREQ  IDAA Successful Query Requests Count      DSIXSREQ  Q8STSREQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXST    IDAA State                                DSIXST    Q8STST                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXSVNM  IDAA Server Name                          DB2XSVNM  Q8STNAME                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTART  Time Accelerator Server Proc Started      DSIXTART  Q8STTART                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTATC  Time Last Status Change of Accelerator    DSIXTATC  Q8STTATC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCCA  IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc All DB2     DSIXTCCA  Q8STTCCA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCCS  IDAA CPU Cost Repl Apply Proc This DB2    DSIXTCCS  Q8STTCCS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCPU  IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time                      DSIXTCPU  Q8STTCPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCMA  IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper All DB2     DSIXTCMA  Q8STTCMA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCMS  IDAA CPU Cost Data Maint Oper This DB2    DSIXTCMS  Q8STTCMS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCQA  IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec All DB2        DSIXTCQA  Q8STTCQA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTCQS  IDAA CPU Cost Queries Exec This DB2       DSIXTCQS  Q8STTCQS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTELA  IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time                  DB2XTELA  Q8STTELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTLSC  Time Last Status Change of Accelerator    DSIXTLSC  Q8STTLSC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXTOUT  IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests        DB2XTOUT  Q8STTOUT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXUPDC  IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSIXUPDC  Q8STUPDC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXWCPU  Sum Avg Pct CPU Util IDAA Worker Nodes    DSIXWCPU  Q8STWCPU_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXWNOD  IDAA Active Worker Nodes Count            DSIXWNOD  Q8STWNOD_64              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXWPMU  Sum Physical Mem Avg Use Worker Nodes     DSIXWPMU  Q8STWPMU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSIXWSMU  Sum Shared Mem Data Avg Use Worker        DSIXWSMU  Q8STWSMU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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DB2DSP File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CPU    DB2 CPU Time                              DB2CPU    QWHUCPU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DDFCT  DDF COMMIT Count                          DB2DDFCT  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2REQID  DDF Requester Location ID                 DB2REQID  QWHDRQNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2UNIQ   DDF Instance Number Identifier            DB2UNIQ   QWHSLUUV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPABORT  Abort Requests                            DB2ABORT  QWACABRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPACHG   Change Request Count                      DSPACHG   QTXACHG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPACHUS  Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used          DSPACHUS  QTXACHUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPACLMT  Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds              DSPACLMT  QTXACLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAFLG   Flag Byte                                 DSPAFLG   QTXAFLG1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAIETM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time IFI Calls      DSPAIETM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAIRLM  Other IRLM Request Count                  DSPAIRLM  QTXAIRLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAITTM  Class 5 Accum TCB Time IFI Calls          DSPAITTM  QIFAAITT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALDAB  No. ALTER DATABASE Statements             DSPALDAB  QXALDAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALGTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time       DB2ALGTM  QWAXALOG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALLTM  DB2 Lock & Latch Time                     DB2ALLTM  QWACAWTL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALOCK  Lock Request Count                        DSPALOCK  QTXALOCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTIX  ALTER INDEX Statements                    DSPALTIX  QXALTIX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTJR  Alter JAR Statements                      DB2ALTJR  QXAALTJR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTMP  Alter Mask / Permission Statements        DB2ALTMP  QXAALTMP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTST  ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements            DSPALTST  QXALTST                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTTA  ALTER TABLE Statements                    DSPALTTA  QXALTTA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTTS  ALTER TABLESPACE Statements               DSPALTTS  QXALTTS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTTX  Alter Trusted Context Statements          DB2ALTTX  QXALTCTX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPALTVW  Alter View Statements                     DB2ALTVW  QXALTVW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAMBTM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Data Capture   DSPAMBTM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAMLTM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Log Records    DSPAMLTM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANDD   No. Data Descriptions Returned            DSPANDD   QIFAANDD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANIF   No. Entry/Exit Events Class 5             DSPANIF   QIFAANIF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANLR   No. Data Capture Log Reads                DSPANLR   QIFAANLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANMB   No. Data Capture Describes Performed      DSPANMB   QIFAANMB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANRC   No. Log Records Captured                  DSPANRC   QIFAANRC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPANRR   No. Log Records Returned to Caller        DSPANRR   QIFAANRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPANTB   No. Data Capture Tables                   DSPANTB   QIFAANTB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAPREC  How Limit Was Determined                  DSPAPREC  QTXAPREC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAQRY   Query Request Count                       DSPAQRY   QTXAQRY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPARLH   Wait Trace Events Latch Contention        DB2ARLH   QWACARLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPARLCT  No. Archive Log Suspensions               DB2ARLCT  QWAXALCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPARLID  Resource Limit Table ID                   DSPARLID  QTXARLID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPARREX  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2ARREX  QXSTARRAY_EXPANSION      |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPASLAT  Suspend Count - Latch Conflict            DSPASLAT  QTXASLAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPASLMT  Limit In SU's - ASUTIME                   DSPASLMT  QTXASLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPASOTH  Suspend Count - Other Conflict            DSPASOTH  QTXASOTH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPATCNT  No. Autonomous Procedures Executed        DB2ATCNT  QWAC_AT_COUNT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPATWAT  Autonomous Procedure Wait Time            DB2ATWAT  QWAC_AT_WAIT             |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAUNLK  Unlock Request Count                      DSPAUNLK  QTXAUNLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWATM  Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time         DB2AWATM  QWAXAWAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWBTM  Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material           DB2AWBTM  QWACALBW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWCTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time        DB2AWCTM  QWAXAWCL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWDTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time        DB2AWDTM  QWAXAWDR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWETM  Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time      DB2AWETM  QWACAWTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWGTM  Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages     DB2AWGTM  QWACAWTG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWJTM  Accum Wait Time Global Locks              DSPAWJTM  QWACAWTJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWLTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention        DB2AWLTM  QWACAWTE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWLTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention        DB2AWLTM  QWACAWLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWPTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention       DB2AWPTM  QWACAWTP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWRTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time        DB2AWRTM  QWACAWTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAWWTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time       DSPAWWTM  QWACAWTW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPBEGSC  Beginning Store Clock                     DSPBEGSC  QWACBSC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPBGTCB  Beginning TCB Timer                       DSPBGTCB  QWACBJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPBPNX   Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share      DB2BPNX   QXXCBPNX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAACC   No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA         DB2AACC   QWACAACC                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPAACW   Wait Time for Requests to IDAA            DB2AACW   QWACAACW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCANM   No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB           DB2CANM   QWACCANM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCATYP  Connecting System Type Code               DSPCATYP  QMDACTYP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCIMW0  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCIMW1  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCIMW2  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCIMW3  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLNO   Claim Request Count                       DSPCLNO   QTXACLNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLOSE  CLOSE Statements                          DSPCLOSE  QXCLOSE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLRAB  No. Log Record Bytes Written              DB2CLRAB  QWACLRAB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLRN   No. Log Records Written                   DB2CLRN   QWACLRN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS2   No. Accounting Class 2 Data               DSPCLS2   QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS2C  No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected     DSPCLS2C  QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS3   No. Accounting Class 3 Data               DSPCLS3   QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS3C  No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected     DSPCLS3C  QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS7C  No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected     DSPCLS7C  QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLS8C  No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected     DSPCLS8C  QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCLUN   Claim Request Unsuccessful Count          DSPCLUN   QTXACLUN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCMTON  COMMENT ON Statements                     DSPCMTON  QXCMTON                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCOMM2  Commit Phase Two Invocations              DB2COMM2  QWACCOMM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCPLK   Change Requests for Physical Locks        DSPCPLK   QTGACPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCPUZ1  Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng        DB2CPUZ1  QWACCLS1_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCPUZ2  CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng       DB2CPUZ2  QWACCLS2_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPCRAL   Create Alias                              DSPCRAL   QXCRALS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRCTX  Create Trusted Context Statements         DB2CRCTX  QXCRCTX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRDAB  CREATE DATABASE Statements                DSPCRDAB  QXCRDAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCREMP  Create Mask / Permission Statements       DB2CREMP  QXCREMP                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRINX  CREATE INDEX Statements                   DSPCRINX  QXCRINX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRROL  Create Role Statements                    DB2CRROL  QXCRROL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRSTG  CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements           DSPCRSTG  QXCRSTG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRSYN  CREATE SYNONYM Statements                 DSPCRSYN  QXCRSYN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRTAB  CREATE TABLE Statements                   DSPCRTAB  QXCRTAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCRTSV  Create Variable Statements                DB2CRTSV  QXCRTSV                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCSLM   Change Requests Propagated to XES         DSPCSLM   QTGACSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCTABS  CREATE TABLESPACE Statements              DSPCTABS  QXCTABS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCUDNE  No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events             DB2CUDNE  QWACUDNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCWLD   Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts   DB2CWLD   QXSTCWLD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCWLM   Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts     DB2CWLM   QXSTCWLM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCWLP   Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts      DB2CWLP   QXSTCWLP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPCWLR   Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts    DB2CWLR   QXSTCWLR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDEAD   Deadlock Count                            DSPDEAD   QTXADEA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDEFVU  CREATE VIEW Statements                    DSPDEFVU  QXDEFVU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDEGAT  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2DEGAT  QXDEGAT                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDELET  DELETE Statements                         DSPDELET  QXDELET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDESC   DESCRIBE Statements                       DSPDESC   QXDESC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDGBUF  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2DGBUF  QXDEGBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDGCUR  Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update      DB2DGCUR  QXDEGCUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDGESA  Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort        DB2DGESA  QXDEGESA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPDPF0   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP0        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDPF1   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP1        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDPF2   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP2        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDPF3   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP3        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRAL   Drop Alias                                DSPDRAL   QXDRPAL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRNO   Drain Request Count                       DSPDRNO   QTXADRNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPDB  DROP DATABASE Statements                  DSPDRPDB  QXDRPDB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPIX  DROP INDEX Statements                     DSPDRPIX  QXDRPIX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPKG  No. DROP PACKAGE Statements               DSPDRPKG  QXDRPPKG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPMP  Drop Mask / Permission Statements         DB2DRPMP  QXDRPMP                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPRO  Drop Role Statements                      DB2DRPRO  QXDRPROL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPST  DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements             DSPDRPST  QXDRPST                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPSV  Drop Variable Statements                  DB2DRPSV  QXDRPSV                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPSY  DROP SYNONYM Statements                   DSPDRPSY  QXDRPSY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPTA  DROP TABLE Statements                     DSPDRPTA  QXDRPTA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPTS  DROP TABLESPACE Statements                DSPDRPTS  QXDRPTS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPTX  Drop Trusted Context Statements           DB2DRPTX  QXDRPCTX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRPVU  DROP VIEW Statements                      DSPDRPVU  QXDRPVU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRTA   Global Requests Denied                    DSPDRTA   QTGADRTA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDRUN   Drain Request Unsuccessful Count          DSPDRUN   QTXADRUN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDSCRT  No. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements             DSPDSCRT  QXDSCRTB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDSNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr     DB2DSNS   QWAXDSNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDSSTM  Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager         DB2DSSTM  QWAXDSSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPEGENC  Parallel Groups Executed Sequential       DB2EGENC  QXDEGENC                 |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DSPEHLST  No. Times Execution History Lost          DSPEHLST  QXSTEHLST                |     |     |     |

  X  |
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   DSPHVLST  No. Times HV Recording Exec Hist Lost     DSPHVLST  QXSTHVLST                |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSPELGZP  Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work   DSPELGZP  QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE        |  X  |     |     |

     |

   DSPENDSC  Ending Store Clock                        DSPENDSC  QWACESC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPENTCB  Ending TCB Timer                          DSPENTCB  QWACEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPENTEX  Number of Entry/Exit Events Processed     DB2ENTEX  QWACARNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPET2TM  Elapsed Time in DB2                       DB2ET2TM  QWACASC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFCCT   No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit   DB2FCCT   QWAXFCCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFCNT   False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req     DB2FCNT   QTGAFCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFETCH  Number of FETCH Statements                DSPFETCH  QXFETCH                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFLGS   Accounting Class Flags                    DSPFLGS   QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFLSE   No. of Sync to Async Conversions          DSPFLSE   QTGAFLSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFRIDS  Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage     DB2FRIDS  QXWFRIDS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPFRIDT  Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded    DB2FRIDT  QXWFRIDT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPGPGR0  GETPAGE Requests BP0                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPGPGR1  GETPAGE Requests BP1                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPGPGR2  GETPAGE Requests BP2                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPGPGR3  GETPAGE Requests BP3                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPGRANT  GRANT Statements                          DSPGRANT  QXGRANT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPIGLO   Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention    DSPIGLO   QTGAIGLO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPINCRB  Incremental Binds                         DSPINCRB  QXINCRB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPINSRT  INSERT Statements                         DSPINSRT  QXINSRT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPIOETM  Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2  DSPIOETM  QWACAWTI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPISTOR  No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg       DB2ISTOR  QXSISTOR                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPIWF    No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe      DB2IWF    QXSIWF                   |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPIXLE   No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE    DB2IXLE   QWAXIXLE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPIXLTM  Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch     DB2IXLTM  QWAXIXLT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLOBCT  No. Waits for LOB Compression             DB2LOBCT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT       |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPLOBWT  Total Wait Time for LOB Compression       DB2LOBWT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT        |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPJINCS  Times RID List Append RID Storage         DB2JINCS  QXHJINCS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPJINCT  Times RID List Append RID Exceeded        DB2JINCT  QXHJINCT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLABEL  Number of LABEL ON Statements             DSPLABEL  QXLABON                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLEEM   Number of Lock Escalations to Exclusive   DSPLEEM   QTXALEX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLESM   Number of Lock Escalations to Shared      DSPLESM   QTXALES                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLOCK   LOCK TABLE Statements                     DSPLOCK   QXLOCK                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLPF0   No. List Prefetch Requested BP0           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLPF1   No. List Prefetch Requested BP1           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLPF2   No. List Prefetch Requested BP2           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLPF3   No. List Prefetch Requested BP3           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLPLK   Lock Requests for Physical Locks          DSPLPLK   QTGALPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPLSLM   Lock Requests Propagated to XES           DSPLSLM   QTGALSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMALCT  Max Archive Log Suspensions               DSPMALCT  QWAXALCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMCHG   Max Change Lock Requests                  DSPMCHG   QTXACHG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMDEAD  Max Deadlocks                             DSPMDEAD  QTXADEA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMENTX  Max Entry/Exits                           DSPMENTX  QWACARNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMERGE  Merge Statements                          DB2MERGE  QXMERGE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMGPG0  Max BP0 GETPAGE Requests                  DB2MGPGX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMGPG1  Max BP1 GETPAGE Requests                  DB2MGPGX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMGPG2  Max BP2 GETPAGE Requests                  DB2MGPGX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMGPG3  Max BP3 GETPAGE Requests                  DB2MGPGX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMIOTM  Max I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2          DSPMIOTM  QWACAWTI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMIRLM  Max IRLM Lock Requests                    DSPMIRLM  QTXAIRLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPMIXNL  Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit            DSPMIXNL  QXMRMIAP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMIXNU  Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage           DSPMIXNU  QXNSMIAP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMIXU   Multiple Index Path Used                  DSPMIXU   QXMIAP                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMIAP   No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA     DSPMIAP   QXRFMIAP                 |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSPMLEEM  Max Escalate to Exclusive Lock            DSPMLEEM  QTXALEX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLESM  Max Escalate to Shared Lock               DSPMLESM  QTXALES                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLGTM  Max Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time   DSPMLGTM  QWACALOG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLOCK  Max Lock Requests                         DSPMLOCK  QTXALOCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLPF0  Total List Prefetch Requested             DSPMLPFX  QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLPF1  Total List Prefetch Requested             DSPMLPFX  QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLPF2  Total List Prefetch Requested             DSPMLPFX  QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLPF3  Total List Prefetch Requested             DSPMLPFX  QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMLSRT  No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used       DSPMLSRT  QXSTMLSRT                |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSPMMXPL  Max Max. No. Page Locks Held              DSPMMXPL  QTXANPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMPFR0  Max Buffer Pool Prefetch Reads            DB2MPFRX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMPFR1  Max Buffer Pool Prefetch Reads            DB2MPFRX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMPFR2  Max Buffer Pool Prefetch Reads            DB2MPFRX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMPFR3  Max Buffer Pool Prefetch Reads            DB2MPFRX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMQRY   Max Query Requests                        DSPMQRY   QTXAQRY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSFND  No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stable       DSPMSFND  QXSTMLSFND               |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSPMSLAT  Max Latch Suspensions                     DSPMSLAT  QTXASLAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSOTH  Max Other Suspends                        DSPMSOTH  QTXASOTH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSPU0  Max BP0 System Pages Updated              DB2MSPUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSPU1  Max BP1 System Pages Updated              DB2MSPUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSPU2  Max BP2 System Pages Updated              DB2MSPUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSRT    No. Times RDS Sort was Performed          DSPSRT    QXSTSRT                  |     |     |     |

  X  |
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   DSPSRTL   No. Times RDS Sort Used IAA for ZSORT     DSPSRTL   QXSTSRTL                 |     |     |     |

  X  |     

   DSPMSRD0  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSRDX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSRD1  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSRDX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSRD2  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSRDX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSRD3  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSRDX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSFND  No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stable       DSPMSFND  QXSTMLSFND               |     |     |     |

  X  |    

   DSPMSWR0  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSWRX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSWR1  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSWRX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSWR2  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSWRX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMSWR3  Max Buffer Pool Synchronous Reads         DB2MSWRX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMTIMO  Max Timeouts                              DSPMTIMO  QTXATIM                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWATR  Max Wait Trace Events / Plan              DSPMWATR  QWACARNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWETM  Max Class 3 Accum Wait Serv. Task Time    DSPMWETM  QWACAWTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWRTM  Max Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time    DSPMWRTM  QWACAWTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWTRL  Max Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch      DSPMWTRL  QWACARNL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWTRR  Max Wait Trace Events for Read Other      DSPMWTRR  QWACARNR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWTRW  Max Wait Trace Events for Write Other     DSPMWTRW  QWACARNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWTSE  Max Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.     DSPMWTSE  QWACARNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMWWTM  Max Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time   DSPMWWTM  QWACAWTW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXDEG  Max Degree of Parallelism                 DB2MXDEG  QXMAXDEG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXEST  Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree         DB2MXEST  QXMAXESTIDG              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXPL   Maximum Number of Page Locks Held         DSPMXPL   QTXANPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXPLN  Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree           DB2MXPLN  QXMAXPLANDG              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXSE1  Max CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS SE             DSPMXSE1  QWACSP_CLS1se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXSE2  Max CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS SE      DSPMXSE2  QWACSP_CLS2se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXSET  Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng    DSPMXSET  QWACTRTE_se              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPMXZP1  Max CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng          DSPMXZP1  QWACCLS1_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXZP2  Max CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng   DSPMXZP2  QWACCLS2_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPMXZTT  Max CPU Tm Exec Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng    DSPMXZTT  QWACTRTT_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNATHD  Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads         DSPNATHD  QWACPCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNETID  Network Identifier                        DSPNETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNFLMT  No. Infinite Resource Limit               DSPNFLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |     |     |     |

     |

   DSPNGT0   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP0    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNGT1   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP1    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNGT2   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP2    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNGT3   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP3    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNOGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2NOGRP  QXNORGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPNTFY   Notify Messages Sent                      DSPNTFY   QTGANTFY                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOCNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM    DB2OCNS   QWAXOCNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOCSTM  Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM            DB2OCSTM  QWAXOCSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOPEN   OPEN Statements                           DSPOPEN   QXOPEN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPORNO   Parallel Groups Executed Coordination     DB2ORNO   QXCOORNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPORR    Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read      DB2ORR    QXISORR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOTNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services    DB2OTNS   QWAXOTNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPOTSTM  Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services        DB2OTSTM  QWAXOTSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPACE   Parallel Task Token                       DSPPACE   QWACPACE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPARQR  No. Parallel Query Rollup Records         DB2PARQR  QWACFLGS2                |     |  X  | X   |

 X   |

   DSPPARR   No. Rollup Data                           DSPPARR   QWACFLGS                 |     |     |     |

     |

   DSPPCAGT  No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled     DB2PCAGT  QWAC_PT_COUNT            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPCNT   No. Parallel Tasks Created                DB2PCNT   QWACPCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPCWDP  Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts          DB2PCWDP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPPCWMP  Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts            DB2PCWMP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPCWRP  Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts           DB2PCWRP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPEDTM  Accum CPU Proc SQL Prior Enclave          DB2PEDTM  QWACPECD                 |     |     |     |

     |

   DSPPETTM  Accum TCB Prior Enclave Create            DB2PETTM  QWACPECT                 |     |     |     |

     |

   DSPPGDTT  Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2   DB2PGDTT  QXDEGDTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPIPCT  No. Waits for PIPE                        DB2PIPCT  QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT      |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPPIPWT  Total Wait Time for PIPE                  DB2PIPWT  QWAX_PIPE_WAIT           |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPPKGN   No. Packages or DBRMs                     DB2PKGN   QWACPKGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPRFH0  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP0         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPRFH1  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP1         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPRFH2  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP2         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPRFH3  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP3         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPPROPT  Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt          DB2PROPT  QXPAROPT                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPREASN  Reason for Accounting Record              DSPREASN  QWACRINV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRBSV   No. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts       DB2RBSV   QWACRBSV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRDGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2RDGRP  QXREDGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRDLTD  Deleted Rows                              DB2RDLTD  QXRWSDELETD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSDMAD  No. Times DM not Called for RID           DB2SDMAD  QXRSDMAD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPREVOK  REVOKE Statements                         DSPREVOK  QXREVOK                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRFCHD  Fetched Rows                              DB2RFCHD  QXRWSFETCHD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRLSV   No. SQL Release Savepoint Statements      DB2RLSV   QWACRLSV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRMID   DB2 Resource Manager Identifier           DB2RMID   QWHSRMID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNIX   Rename Index Statements                   DB2RNIX   QXRNIX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNKCL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock     DB2RNKCL  QWACARNK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPRNMOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock     DB2RNMOL  QWACARNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNNPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock        DB2RNNPL  QWACARNN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNOPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock        DB2RNOPL  QWACARNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNQOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock     DB2RNQOL  QWACARNQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRNSTD  Inserted Rows                             DB2RNSTD  QXRWSINSRTD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRPOP1  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplex Conf   DB2RPOP1  QXREPOP1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRPOP2  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc   DB2RPOP2  QXREPOP2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPRUDTD  Updated Rows                              DB2RUDTD  QXRWSUPDTD               |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSDG    Total Unregister Pages Requests           DB2SDG    QBGADG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSELCT  Number of SELECT Statements               DSPSELCT  QXSELECT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSETHV  No. SET HOST-VAR Statements               DSPSETHV  QXSETHV                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSEX    Total Explicit XIs                        DB2SEX    QBGAEX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSFND   No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied       DB2SFND   QXSTSFND                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPSGG    Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets       DB2SGG    QBGAGG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSGLO   Suspends Due to XES Global Contention     DSPSGLO   QTGASGLO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSHS    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP        DB2SHS    QBGAHS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSIO0   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSIO1   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSIO2   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSIO3   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSKIP   Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2          DB2SKIP   QXXCSKIP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSLNS   No. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG          DB2SLNS   QWAXSLNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSLSTM  Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG                  DB2SLSTM  QWAXSLSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSMD    Total CF Reads Data Returned              DSPSMD    QBGAMD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSMIAP  Times RID List Retrieval Skipped          DB2SMIAP  QXRSMIAP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSMN    Total CF Reads Data Not Ret. No Entry     DSPSMN    QBGAMN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPSMR    Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry    DSPSMR    QBGAMR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPATM  Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures      DB2SPATM  QWACSPEA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.    DB2SPBTM  QWACSPEB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPCTM  Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit   DB2SPCTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPETM  Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB           DSPSPETM  QWACCAST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPNE   SQL Events by Stored Procs                DSPSPNE   QWACSPNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPPTM  CPU Time Stored Proc Address Space        DSPSPPTM  QWACSPCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPRU0  System Page Record Update BP0             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPRU1  System Page Record Update BP1             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPRU2  System Page Record Update BP2             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPRU3  System Page Record Update BP3             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2SPSE1  QWACSP_CLS1se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPSE2  QWACSP_CLS2se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPZET  Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.   DB2SPZET  QWACSPNF_ELAP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSPZTM  CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPZTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSP1    P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1     DB2SP1    QBGAP1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSP2    P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2          DB2SP2    QBGAP2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSP2TM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.        DSPSP2TM  QWACSPTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSP3    P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3    DB2SP3    QBGAP3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSQLID  No. Of Set Current SQLID                  DSPSQLID  QXSETSQL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSRIO0  Synchronous Read IOs BP0                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSRIO1  Synchronous Read IOs BP1                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSRIO2  Synchronous Read IOs BP2                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSRIO3  Synchronous Read IOs BP3                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSSW    Total CF Writes For Changed Pages         DSPSSW    QBGASW                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSS1    P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1     DB2SS1    QBGAS1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPSS2    P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2    DB2SS2    QBGAS2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSS3    P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3    DB2SS3    QBGAS3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSUCV   SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor           DB2SUCV   QWACSUCV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSU1    P-Lock Unlock Requests1                   DB2SU1    QBGAU1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSVPT   No. SQL Savepoint Statements              DB2SVPT   QWACSVPT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSWC    Total CF Writes For Clean Pages           DSPSWC    QBGAWC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSWM    Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs    DB2SWM    QBGAWM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSWS    Total Write and Register Requests         DB2SWS    QBGAWS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSXD    Total CF Reads Buffer XI                  DSPSXD    QBGAXD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSXN    Total CF Reads Entry Not Created          DSPSXN    QBGAXN                   |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPSXR    Total CF Reads Entry Created              DSPSXR    QBGAXR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPS2H    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP         DB2S2H    QBGA2H                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPS2S    Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend    DB2S2S    QBGA2S                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTC2TM  Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2       DB2TC2TM  QWACAJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTEETM  Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave   DB2TEETM  QWACTREE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTIMO   Timeout Count                             DSPTIMO   QTXATIM                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTOGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups           DB2TOGRP  QXTOTGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTRETM  Elapsed Time Executing Control Triggers   DB2TRETM  QWACTRET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTRNOW  No. Times Transfer Ownership              DB2TRNOW  QXTRNOWN                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSPTRTBL  Truncate Table Statements                 DB2TRTBL  QXTRTBL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTRTSE  Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2TRTSE  QWACTRTE_se              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTRTTM  Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger         DB2TRTTM  QWACTRTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTRTZP  CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2TRTZP  QWACTRTT_zIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPTTETM  Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave    DB2TTETM  QWACTRTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPUDATM  Total Elapsed Time UDF                    DB2UDATM  QWACUDEA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF             DB2UDBTM  QWACUDEB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDCTM  Accum CPU Time UDF                        DB2UDCTM  QWACUDCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDSTM  Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB       DB2UDSTM  QWACUDST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2UDSE1  QWACUDF_CLS1se           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2UDSE2  QWACUDF_CLS2se           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUDTTM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF                 DB2UDTTM  QWACUDTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUPDTE  UPDATE Statements                         DSPUPDTE  QXUPDTE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUPLK   Unlock Requests for Physical Locks        DSPUPLK   QTGAUPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPUSLM   Unlock Requests Propagated to XES         DSPUSLM   QTGAUSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRA  No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads       DB2WATRA  QWAXANAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRB  Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material          DB2WATRB  QWACALBC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRC  Wait Trace for Claims                     DB2WATRC  QWAXARNC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRD  Wait Trace for Drain Lock                 DB2WATRD  QWAXARND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRG  No. Wait Trace for Global Lock            DB2WATRG  QWACARNJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRL  No. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch      DB2WATRL  QWACARNL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRM  No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs   DB2WATRM  QWACARNG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRP  Wait Trace for Latch Contention           DB2WATRP  QWACARNH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRR  No. Wait Trace Events for Read Other      DB2WATRR  QWACARNR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATRW  No. Wait Trace Events for Write Other     DB2WATRW  QWACARNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATSE  No. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.     DB2WATSE  QWACARNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWATTR  Number of Wait Trace Events Processed     DB2WATTR  QWACARNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWFCTM  Total Wait Time for Force-At-Commit       DB2WFCTM  QWAXAWFC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWLCTM  Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time    DB2WLCTM  QWACAWTK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWGLTM  Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WGLTM  QWACAWTO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWLLTM  Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time   DB2WLLTM  QWACAWTM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPWLPTM  Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WLPTM  QWACAWTN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWTOTM  Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time   DB2WTOTM  QWACAWTQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWLGTM  Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO          DB2WLGTM  QWACAWLG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPWLMCL  WLM Service Class Name                    DB2WLMCL  QWACWLME                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXACPU  IDAA CPU Time                             DSPXACPU  Q8ACACPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXAWAT  IDAA Wait Time                            DB2XAWAT  Q8ACAWAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXAELA  IDAA Elapsed time                         DB2XAELA  Q8ACAELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXBLKR  IDAA Blocks Returned Count                DB2XBLKR  Q8ACBLKR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXBLKS  IDAA Blocks Sent Count                    DB2XBLKS  Q8ACBLKS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXBYTR  IDAA Bytes Returned Count                 DB2XBYTR  Q8ACBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXBYTS  IDAA Bytes Sent Count                     DB2XBYTS  Q8ACBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXCMTC  No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSPXCMTC  Q8STCMTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXCONN  IDAA Connects Count                       DB2XCONN  Q8ACCONN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXCQO   Mem Name of Parallelism Coordinator       DB2XCQO   QWDAXCQO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXCRTC  No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSPXCRTC  Q8STCRTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXDELC  No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSPXDELC  Q8STDELC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXDRPC  No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2           DSPXDRPC  Q8STDRPC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXFAIL  IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count     DB2XFAIL  Q8ACFAIL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXINSC  No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSPXINSC  Q8STINSC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXMSGR  IDAA Messages Returned Count              DB2XMSGR  Q8ACMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXMSGS  IDAA Messages Sent Count                  DB2XMSGS  Q8ACMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXOPNC  No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2           DSPXOPNC  Q8STOPNC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXPRID  IDAA Product ID                           DB2XPRID  Q8ACPRID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXRBKC  No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2       DSPXRBKC  Q8STRBKC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXREQ   IDAA DRDA Requests Count                  DB2XREQ   Q8ACREQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXROWC  No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2          DSPXROWC  Q8ACROWC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSPXROWD  No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2           DSPXROWD  Q8ACROWD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXROWI  No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2          DSPXROWI  Q8ACROWI                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXROWR  IDAA Rows Returned Count                  DB2XROWR  Q8ACROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXROWS  IDAA Rows Sent Count                      DB2XROWS  Q8ACROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXROWU  No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2           DSPXROWU  Q8ACROWU                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXSVNM  IDAA Server Name                          DB2XSVNM  Q8ACNAME                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXTCPU  IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time                      DSPXTCPU  Q8ACTCPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXTELA  IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time                  DB2XTELA  Q8ACTELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXTOUT  IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests        DB2XTOUT  Q8ACTOUT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPXUPDC  IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSPXUPDC  Q8STUPDC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSPZRLMT  No. Zero Resource Limit                   DSPZRLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2DSU File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ACE    DB2 Agent Control Element                 DB2ACE    QWHSACE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2AUTH   Authorization Identifier                  DB2AUTH   QWHCAID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CONN   Connection Identifier                     DB2CONN   QWHCCN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CORR   Correlation Identifier                    DB2CORR   QWHCCV                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CPU    DB2 CPU Time                              DB2CPU    QWHUCPU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2CRDNT  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Network Name         DB2CRDNT  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2CRDLU  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access LU Name              DB2CRDLU  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2CRDUV  CICS/RRSAF/DB Access Uniqueness Value     DB2CRDUV  QWHCTOKN                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DB2DDFCT  DDF COMMIT Count                          DB2DDFCT  QWHSLUCC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2DSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2ISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LOCN   DDF Local Location ID                     DB2LOCN   QWHSLOCN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2LUNAM  DB2 Logical Unit Name                     DB2LUNAM  QWHSLUNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MODLV  DB2 Function Level                        DB2MODLV  QWHS_MOD_LV              |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DB2NETID  Network Identifier                        DB2NETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2OPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2PLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2RELN   DB2 Release Identifier                    DB2RELN   QWHSRELN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2STCK   DB2 Store Clock At End Event              DB2STCK   QWHSSTCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2SUBV   Sub-version for the Base Release          DB2SUBV   QWHSSUBV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUABORT  ABORT Requests                            DB2ABORT  QWACABRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACHG   Change Request Count                      DSUACHG   QTXACHG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACHUS  Highest CPU 16 Microseconds Used          DSUACHUS  QTXACHUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACLMT  Limit In CPU 16 Microseconds              DSUACLMT  QTXACLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAFLG   Flag Byte                                 DSUAFLG   QTXAFLG1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAIETM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time IFI Calls      DSUAIETM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAIRLM  Other IRLM Request Count                  DSUAIRLM  QTXAIRLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAITTM  Class 5 Accum TCB Time IFI Calls          DSUAITTM  QIFAAITT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALDAB  No. ALTER DATABASE Statements             DSUALDAB  QXALDAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALGTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Archive Log Time       DB2ALGTM  QWAXALOG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALLTM  DB2 Lock & Latch Time                     DB2ALLTM  QWACAWTL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALOCK  Lock Request Count                        DSUALOCK  QTXALOCK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTIX  ALTER INDEX Statements                    DSUALTIX  QXALTIX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUALTJR  Alter JAR Statements                      DB2ALTJR  QXAALTJR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTMP  Alter Mask / Permission Statements        DB2ALTMP  QXAALTMP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTST  ALTER STORAGE GROUP Statements            DSUALTST  QXALTST                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTTA  ALTER TABLE Statements                    DSUALTTA  QXALTTA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTTS  ALTER TABLESPACE Statements               DSUALTTS  QXALTTS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTTX  Alter Trusted Context Statements          DB2ALTTX  QXALTCTX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUALTVW  Alter View Statements                     DB2ALTVW  QXALTVW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAMBTM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Data Capture   DSUAMBTM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAMLTM  Class 5 Accum Elapsed Time Log Records    DSUAMLTM  QIFAAIET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANDD   No. Data Descriptions Returned            DSUANDD   QIFAANDD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANDR   No. Data Rows Returned                    DSUANDR   QIFAANDR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANIF   No. Entry/Exit Events Class 5             DSUANIF   QIFAANIF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANMB   No. Data Capture Describes Performed      DSUANMB   QIFAANMB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANRC   No. Log Records Captured                  DSUANRC   QIFAANRC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANRR   No. Log Records Returned to Caller        DSUANRR   QIFAANRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUANTB   No. Data Capture Tables                   DSUANTB   QIFAANTB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAPPL   Client Application Name                   DSUAPPL   QMDAAPPL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAPREC  How Limit Was Determined                  DSUAPREC  QTXAPREC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAQRY   Query Request Count                       DSUAQRY   QTXAQRY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUARLH   Wait Trace Events Latch Contention        DB2ARLH   QWACARLH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUARLCT  No. Archive Log Suspensions               DB2ARLCT  QWAXALCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUARLID  Resource Limit Table ID                   DSUARLID  QTXARLID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUARREX  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2ARREX  QXSTARRAY_EXPANSION      |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUASLAT  Suspend Count - Latch Conflict            DSUASLAT  QTXASLAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUASLMT  Limit In SU's - ASUTIME                   DSUASLMT  QTXASLMT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUASOTH  Suspend Count - Other Conflict            DSUASOTH  QTXASOTH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUATID   Client Authid                             DSUATID   QMDAATID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUATCNT  No. Autonomous Procedures Executed        DB2ATCNT  QWAC_AT_COUNT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUATWAT  Autonomous Procedure Wait Time            DB2ATWAT  QWAC_AT_WAIT             |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAUNLK  Unlock Request Count                      DSUAUNLK  QTXAUNLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWATM  Class 3 Accum Wait Log Reads Time         DB2AWATM  QWAXAWAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWBTM  Wait Time - TCP/IP LOB Material           DB2AWBTM  QWACALBW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWCTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Wait Time        DB2AWCTM  QWAXAWCL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWDTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Drain Lock Time        DB2AWDTM  QWAXAWDR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWETM  Class 3 Accum Wait Service Task Time      DB2AWETM  QWACAWTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWGTM  Accum Wait Time Data Sharing Messages     DB2AWGTM  QWACAWTG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWJTM  Accum Wait Time Global Locks              DB2AWJTM  QWACAWTJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWLTM  Accum Wait Time - Latch Contention        DB2AWLTM  QWACAWTE                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWPTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Latch Contention       DB2AWPTM  QWACAWTP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWRTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Read Other Time        DB2AWRTM  QWACAWTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAWWTM  Class 3 Accum Wait Write Other Time       DB2AWWTM  QWACAWTW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUBEGSC  Beginning Store Clock                     DSUBEGSC  QWACBSC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUBGTCB  Beginning TCB Timer                       DSUBGTCB  QWACBJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUBPNX   Parallel Groups Run Cross Data Share      DB2BPNX   QXXCBPNX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAACC   No. Wait Trace Events Req to IDAA         DB2AACC   QWACAACC                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUAACW   Wait Time for Requests to IDAA            DB2AACW   QWACAACW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCANM   No. Times SQL Call Wait for TCB           DB2CANM   QWACCANM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCATYP  Connecting System Type Code               DSUCATYP  QWHCATYP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCIMW0  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP0   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCIMW1  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP1   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCIMW2  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP2   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCIMW3  No. of Immed. Sync Write I/O Buffer BP3   DB2CIMWX  QBACIMW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUCLNO   Claim Request Count                       DSUCLNO   QTXACLNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCLOSE  CLOSE Statements                          DSUCLOSE  QXCLOSE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCLRAB  No. Log Record Bytes Written              DB2CLRAB  QWACLRAB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCLRN   No. Log Records Written                   DB2CLRN   QWACLRN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCLS2   No. Accounting Class 2 Data               DSUCLS2   QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLS2C  No. Accounting Class 2 Data Collected     DSUCLS2C  QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLS3   No. Accounting Class 3 Data               DSUCLS3   QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLS3C  No. Accounting Class 3 Data Collected     DSUCLS3C  QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLS7C  No. Accounting Class 7 Data Collected     DSUCLS7C  QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLS8C  No. Accounting Class 8 Data Collected     DSUCLS8C  QWACFLGS                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUCLUN   Claim Request Unsuccessful Count          DSUCLUN   QTXACLUN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCOMM2  Commit Phase Two Invocations              DB2COMM2  QWACCOMM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCPLK   Change Requests for Physical Locks        DSUCPLK   QTGACPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCPUZ1  Accum CPU Tm Used on z/OS Spec Eng        DB2CPUZ1  QWACCLS1_ZIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCPUZ2  CPU Tm Used in DB2 on z/OS Spec Eng       DB2CPUZ2  QWACCLS2_ZIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRAL   Create Alias                              DSUCRAL   QXCRALS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRCTX  Create Trusted Context Statements         DB2CRCTX  QXCRCTX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRDAB  CREATE DATABASE Statements                DSUCRDAB  QXCRDAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCREMP  Create Mask / Permission Statements       DB2CREMP  QXCREMP                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRINX  CREATE INDEX Statements                   DSUCRINX  QXCRINX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRROL  Create Role Statements                    DB2CRROL  QXCRROL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRSTG  CREATE STORAGE GROUP Statements           DSUCRSTG  QXCRSTG                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRSYN  CREATE SYNONYM Statements                 DSUCRSYN  QXCRSYN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRTAB  CREATE TABLE Statements                   DSUCRTAB  QXCRTAB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCRTSV  Create Variable Statements                DB2CRTSV  QXCRTSV                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCSLM   Change Requests Propagated to XES         DSUCSLM   QTGACSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUCTABS  CREATE TABLESPACE Statements              DSUCTABS  QXCTABS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCUDNE  No. SQL Entry/exit UDF Events             DB2CUDNE  QWACUDNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCWLD   Times Duplicate Concentrate Dyna Stmnts   DB2CWLD   QXSTCWLD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCWLM   Times Matched Concentrate Dyna Stmnts     DB2CWLM   QXSTCWLM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCWLP   Times Parsed Concentrate Dyna Stmnts      DB2CWLP   QXSTCWLP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUCWLR   Times Replaced Concentrate Dyna Stmnts    DB2CWLR   QXSTCWLR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDEAD   Deadlock Count                            DSUDEAD   QTXADEA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDEFVU  CREATE VIEW Statements                    DSUDEFVU  QXDEFVU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDEGAT  No. Parallel Grps Back to Seq Mode        DB2DEGAT  QXDEGAT                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDELET  DELETE Statements                         DSUDELET  QXDELET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDESC   DESCRIBE Statements                       DSUDESC   QXDESC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDGBUF  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2DGBUF  QXDEGBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDGCUR  Parallel Groups to Seq Cursor Update      DB2DGCUR  QXDEGCUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDGESA  Parallel Groups to Seq No ESA Sort        DB2DGESA  QXDEGESA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDPF0   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP0        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDPF1   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP1        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDPF2   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP2        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDPF3   No. Times Dynamic Prefetch Req BP3        DB2DPFX   QBACDPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRAL   Drop Alias                                DSUDRAL   QXDRPAL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRNO   Drain Request Count                       DSUDRNO   QTXADRNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPDB  DROP DATABASE Statements                  DSUDRPDB  QXDRPDB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPIX  DROP INDEX Statements                     DSUDRPIX  QXDRPIX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPKG  No. DROP PACKAGE Statements               DSUDRPKG  QXDRPPKG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPMP  Drop Mask / Permission Statements         DB2DRPMP  QXDRPMP                  |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPRO  Drop Role Statements                      DB2DRPRO  QXDRPROL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUDRPST  DROP STORAGE GROUP Statements             DSUDRPST  QXDRPST                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPSV  Drop Variable Statements                  DB2DRPSV  QXDRPSV                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPSY  DROP SYNONYM Statements                   DSUDRPSY  QXDRPSY                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPTA  DROP TABLE Statements                     DSUDRPTA  QXDRPTA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPTS  DROP TABLESPACE Statements                DSUDRPTS  QXDRPTS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPTX  Drop Trusted Context Statements           DB2DRPTX  QXDRPCTX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRPVU  DROP VIEW Statements                      DSUDRPVU  QXDRPVU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRTA   Global Requests Denied                    DSUDRTA   QTGADRTA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDRUN   Drain Request Unsuccessful Count          DSUDRUN   QTXADRUN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDSCRT  No. DESCRIBE TABLE Statements             DSUDSCRT  QXDSCRTB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDSNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Dataspace Mgr     DB2DSNS   QWAXDSNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDSSTM  Accum Wait Time Dataspace Manager         DB2DSSTM  QWAXDSSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DB2DSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUEGENC  Parallel Groups Executed Sequential       DB2EGENC  QXDEGENC                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DSUELGZP  Accumulated CPU Time zIIP-Eligible Work   DB2ELGZP  QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE        |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   DSUENDSC  Ending Store Clock                        DSUENDSC  QWACESC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUENTCB  Ending TCB Timer                          DSUENTCB  QWACEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUENTEX  Number of Entry/Exit Events Processed     DB2ENTEX  QWACARNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUET2TM  Elapsed Time in DB2                       DB2ET2TM  QWACASC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUEUTX   End User Transaction Name                 DSUEUTX   QWHCEUTX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUEUWN   End User Workstation Name                 DSUEUWN   QWHCEUWN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFCCT   No. Wait Trace Events - Force-At-Commit   DB2FCCT   QWAXFCCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFCNT   False Connections for Lock/Unlock Req     DB2FCNT   QTGAFCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFETCH  Number of FETCH Statements                DSUFETCH  QXFETCH                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFLGS   Accounting Class Flags                    DSUFLGS   QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFLSE   No. of Sync to Async Conversions          DSUFLSE   QTGAFLSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUFRIDS  Times RID List Overflowed RID Storage     DB2FRIDS  QXWFRIDS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUFRIDT  Times RID List Overflowed RID Exceeded    DB2FRIDT  QXWFRIDT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUGPGR0  GETPAGE Requests BP0                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUGPGR1  GETPAGE Requests BP1                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUGPGR2  GETPAGE Requests BP2                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUGPGR3  GETPAGE Requests BP3                      DB2GPGRX  QBACGET                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUGRANT  GRANT Statements                          DSUGRANT  QXGRANT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUIGLO   Suspends Due to IRLM Global Contention    DSUIGLO   QTGAIGLO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUINCRB  Incremental Binds                         DSUINCRB  QXINCRB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUINSRT  INSERT Statements                         DSUINSRT  QXINSRT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUIOETM  Accumulated I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2  DB2IOETM  QWACAWTI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DB2ISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUISTOR  No. Sparse Index Disabled Insuf Stg       DB2ISTOR  QXSISTOR                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUIWF    No. Sparse Index Built Phys WF Probe      DB2IWF    QXSIWF                   |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUIXLE   No. Wait Trace Events - Async IXLCACHE    DB2IXLE   QWAXIXLE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUIXLTM  Total Wait Time IXLCACHE/FCOMP Asynch     DB2IXLTM  QWAXIXLT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULOBCT  No. Waits for LOB Compression             DB2LOBCT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_COUNT       |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSULOBWT  Total Wait Time for LOB Compression       DB2LOBWT  QWAX_LOBCOMP_WAIT        |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUJINCS  Times RID List Append RID Storage         DB2JINCS  QXHJINCS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUJINCT  Times RID List Append RID Exceeded        DB2JINCT  QXHJINCT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULABEL  Number of LABEL ON Statements             DSULABEL  QXLABON                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULEEM   Number of Lock Escalations to Exclusive   DSULEEM   QTXALEX                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULESM   Number of Lock Escalations to Shared      DSULESM   QTXALES                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULOCK   LOCK TABLE Statements                     DSULOCK   QXLOCK                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULPF0   No. List Prefetch Requested BP0           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULPF1   No. List Prefetch Requested BP1           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSULPF2   No. List Prefetch Requested BP2           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULPF3   No. List Prefetch Requested BP3           DB2LPFX   QBACLPF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULPLK   Lock Requests for Physical Locks          DSULPLK   QTGALPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSULSLM   Lock Requests Propagated to XES           DSULSLM   QTGALSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMERGE  Merge Statements                          DB2MERGE  QXMERGE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMIOTM  Max I/O Elapsed Wait Time in DB2          DSUMIOTM  QWACAWTI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMIXNL  Mult Indx Not Used - RID Limit            DSUMIXNL  QXMRMIAP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMIXNU  Mult Indx Not Used - No Storage           DSUMIXNU  QXNSMIAP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMIXU   Multiple Index Path Used                  DSUMIXU   QXMIAP                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMIAP   No. Times RID Processing Prefetch MIA     DSUMIAP   QXRFMIAP                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUMLSRT  No. Times DB2ZAI Sort Feedback Used       DSUMLSRT  QXSTMLSRT                |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUMSFND  No. Times PREPARE Req DB2ZAI Stable       DSUMSFND  QXSTMLSFND               |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUMMXPL  Max Max. No. Page Locks Held              DSUMMXPL  QTXANPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMXDEG  Max Degree of Parallelism                 DB2MXDEG  QXMAXDEG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMXEST  Max Parallel Grp Estimated Degree         DB2MXEST  QXMAXESTIDG              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMXPL   Maximum Number of Page Locks Held         DSUMXPL   QTXANPL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMXPLN  Max Parallel Grp Planned Degree           DB2MXPLN  QXMAXPLANDG              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNATHD  Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads         DSUNATHD  QWACPCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNETID  Network Identifier                        DSUNETID  QWACNID                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNFLMT  No. Infinite Resource Limit               DSUNFLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUNGT0   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP0    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNGT1   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP1    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNGT2   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP2    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNGT3   No. Time GETPAGE Req Not Satisfied BP3    DB2NGTX   QBACNGT                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNOGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2NOGRP  QXNORGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUNTFY   Notify Messages Sent                      DSUNTFY   QTGANTFY                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUOCNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Open/Close/HSM    DB2OCNS   QWAXOCNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUOCSTM  Accum Wait Time Open/Close/HSM            DB2OCSTM  QWAXOCSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUOPEN   OPEN Statements                           DSUOPEN   QXOPEN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUOPID   Original Operator ID                      DB2OPID   QWHCOPID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUORNO   Parallel Groups Executed Coordination     DB2ORNO   QXCOORNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUORR    Parallel Groups Executed Repeat-read      DB2ORR    QXISORR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUOTNS   No. Wait Trace Events - Other Services    DB2OTNS   QWAXOTNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUOTSTM  Accum Wait Time Other DB2 Services        DB2OTSTM  QWAXOTSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPACE   Parallel Task Token                       DSUPACE   QWACPACE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPARQR  No. Parallel Query Rollup Records         DB2PARQR  QWACFLGS2                |     |  X  | X   |

 X   |

   DSUPARR   No. Rollup Data                           DSUPARR   QWACFLGS                 |  X  |  X  | X   |

 X   |

   DSUPCAGT  No. Parallel Child Agent Tasks Rolled     DB2PCAGT  QWAC_PT_COUNT            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPCNT   No. Parallel Tasks Created                DB2PCNT   QWACPCNT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPCWDP  Duplicate Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts          DB2PCWDP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPCWMP  Matched Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts            DB2PCWMP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPCWRP  Replaced Per Parsed Dyna Stmnts           DB2PCWRP                           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPEDTM  Accum CPU Proc SQL Prior Enclave          DB2PEDTM  QWACPECD                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUPETTM  Accum TCB Prior Enclave Create            DB2PETTM  QWACPECT                 |     |     |    

 |     |

   DSUPGDTT  Parallel GPS Using UDF - Ex. Single DB2   DB2PGDTT  QXDEGDTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPIPCT  No. Waits for PIPE                        DB2PIPCT  QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT      |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUPIPWT  Total Wait Time for PIPE                  DB2PIPWT  QWAX_PIPE_WAIT           |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUPKGN   No. Packages or DBRMs                     DB2PKGN   QWACPKGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPLAN   Plan Name                                 DB2PLAN   QWHCPLAN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPLAT   Client Platform                           DSUPLAT   QMDAPLAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPQSCT  No. Parallel Query WT Prnt/Chld Sync      DB2PQSCT  QWAC_PQS_COUNT           |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPQSWT  Parent Child Task Sync Wait Time          DB2PQSWT  QWAC_PQS_WAIT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUPREP   PREPARE Statements                        DSUPREP   QXPREP                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRFH0  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP0         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRFH1  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP1         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRFH2  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP2         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRFH3  PREFETCH Read Requests Buffer BP3         DB2PRFHX  QBACSEQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRMID  Idle Thread Monitor Profile ID            DSUPRMID  QWAC_PROFMON_PID         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUPRMTY  Idle Thread Monitor Profile Type          DSUPRMTY  QWAC_PROFMON_TYPE        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACEEL  IDAA Eligible DB2 Elapsed Time            DB2ACEEL  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA      |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACECP  IDAA Eligible DB2 CP CPU Time             DB2ACECP  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUACEZP  IDAA Eligible DB2 zIIP CPU Time           DB2ACEZP  QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUMXWFB  Max Workfile Blocks Being Used            DB2MXWFB  QWAC_WORKFILE_MAX        |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUWFBCT  Current Workfile Blocks Being Used        DB2WFBCT  QWAC_WORKFILE_CURR       |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUPROPT  Max Parallel Grp Degenerated Opt          DB2PROPT  QXPAROPT                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURBSV   No. SQL Rollback to Savepoint Stmts       DB2RBSV   QWACRBSV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURDGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups That      DB2RDGRP  QXREDGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURDLTD  Deleted Rows                              DB2RDLTD  QXRWSDELETD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSDMAD  No. Times DM not Called for RID           DB2SDMAD  QXRSDMAD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUREFTB  No. Times Refresh Table                   DB2REFTB  QXREFTBL                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUREVOK  REVOKE Statements                         DSUREVOK  QXREVOK                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURFCHD  Fetched Rows                              DB2RFCHD  QXRWSFETCHD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURLSV   No. SQL Release Savepoint Statements      DB2RLSV   QWACRLSV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURMID   DB2 Resource Manager Identifier           DB2RMID   QWHSRMID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNIX   Rename Index Statements                   DB2RNIX   QXRNIX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNKCL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Child LLock     DB2RNKCL  QWACARNK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNMOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other LLock     DB2RNMOL  QWACARNM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSURNNPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PP PLock        DB2RNNPL  QWACARNN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNOPL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. PG PLock        DB2RNOPL  QWACARNO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNQOL  No. Wait Trace Glbl Cont. Other PLock     DB2RNQOL  QWACARNQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURNSTD  Inserted Rows                             DB2RNSTD  QXRWSINSRTD              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURPOP1  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Sysplex Conf   DB2RPOP1  QXREPOP1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURPOP2  Parallel GPS Reformatted - Buffer Resrc   DB2RPOP2  QXREPOP2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSURUDTD  Updated Rows                              DB2RUDTD  QXRWSUPDTD               |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUR1FB   No. Times Fetched Only One Block          DB2R1FB   QXR1BOAD                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUSDG    Total Unregister Pages Requests           DB2SDG    QBGADG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSELCT  Number of SELECT Statements               DSUSELCT  QXSELECT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSETHV  No. SET HOST-VAR Statements               DSUSETHV  QXSETHV                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSEX    Total Explicit XIs                        DB2SEX    QBGAEX                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSFND   No. Times PREPARE Request Satisfied       DB2SFND   QXSTSFND                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUSGG    Total GETPAGEs for GBP-Dep Pagesets       DB2SGG    QBGAGG                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSGLO   Suspends Due to XES Global Contention     DSUSGLO   QTGASGLO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSHS    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for Prim GBP        DB2SHS    QBGAHS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSIO0   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSIO1   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSIO2   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSIO3   Number of Sync Read I/Os Issued           DB2SIOX   QBSTSIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSKIP   Parallel Coordination Bypass DB2          DB2SKIP   QXXCSKIP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSLNS   No. Wait Trace Events - SYSLGRNG          DB2SLNS   QWAXSLNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSLSTM  Accum Wait Time SYSLGRNG                  DB2SLSTM  QWAXSLSE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSMD    Total CF Reads Data Returned              DSUSMD    QBGAMD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSMIAP  Times RID List Retrieval Skipped          DB2SMIAP  QXRSMIAP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSMN    Total CF Reads Data Not Ret. No Entry     DSUSMN    QBGAMN                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUSMR    Total CF Reads Data Not Returned Entry    DSUSMR    QBGAMR                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPATM  Total Elapsed Time Stored Procedures      DB2SPATM  QWACSPEA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 Stored Proc.    DB2SPBTM  QWACSPEB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPCTM  Accum CPU Time SQL Procedures Main Unit   DB2SPCTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPETM  Total Elapsed Time Wait for TCB           DB2SPETM  QWACCAST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPNE   SQL Events by Stored Procs                DB2SPNE   QWACSPNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPPTM  CPU Time Stored Proc Address Space        DB2SPPTM  QWACSPCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPRU0  System Page Record Update BP0             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPRU1  System Page Record Update BP1             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPRU2  System Page Record Update BP2             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPRU3  System Page Record Update BP3             DB2SPRUX  QBACSWS                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPZET  Total Elapsed Time on zIIP Stored Proc.   DB2SPZET  QWACSPNF_ELAP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPZTM  CPU Tm Exec Strd Proc on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPZTM  QWACSPNF_CP              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSP1    P-Lock Lock Requests-Space Map Pages1     DB2SP1    QBGAP1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSP2    P-Lock Lock Requests-Data Pages2          DB2SP2    QBGAP2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSP2TM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 Stored Proc.        DB2SP2TM  QWACSPTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSP3    P-Lock Lock Requests-Index Leaf Pages3    DB2SP3    QBGAP3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSRT    No. Times RDS Sort was Performed          DSUSRT    QLSTSRT                  |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUSRTL   No. Times RDS Sort Used IAA for ZSORT     DSUSRTL   QLSTSRTL                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUSPSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2SPSE1  QWACSP_CLS1se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSPSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec SP on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2SPSE2  QWACSP_CLS2se            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSQLID  No. Of Set Current SQLID                  DSUSQLID  QXSETSQL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSRIO0  Synchronous Read IOs BP0                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSRIO1  Synchronous Read IOs BP1                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSRIO2  Synchronous Read IOs BP2                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSRIO3  Synchronous Read IOs BP3                  DB2SRIOX  QBACRIO                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUSSW    Total CF Writes For Changed Pages         DSUSSW    QBGASW                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSS1    P-Lock Lock Susp. - Space Map Pages 1     DB2SS1    QBGAS1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSS2    P-Lock Lock Suspensions - Data Pages 2    DB2SS2    QBGAS2                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSS3    P-Lock Lock Susp. - Index Leaf Pages 3    DB2SS3    QBGAS3                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSUCV   Raw SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor       DB2SUCV   QWACSUCV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSUFX   DDCS Client Suffix                        DSUSUFX   QMDASUFX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSUSP   Suspend Count                             DSUSUSP   QTXASLOC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSU1    P-Lock Unlock Requests1                   DB2SU1    QBGAU1                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSVPT   No. SQL Savepoint Statements              DB2SVPT   QWACSVPT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSWC    Total CF Writes For Clean Pages           DSUSWC    QBGAWC                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSWM    Total Write and Register Multiple Reqs    DB2SWM    QBGAWM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSWS    Total Write and Register Requests         DB2SWS    QBGAWS                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUSXD    Total CF Reads Buffer XI                  DSUSXD    QBGAXD                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUS2H    Total Asynch IXLCACHE for 2nd GBP         DB2S2H    QBGA2H                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUS2S    Total Comp Chks 4 Wrts 2nd GBP Suspend    DB2S2S    QBGA2S                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTC2TM  Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2       DB2TC2TM  QWACAJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTEETM  Total Elps Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave   DB2TEETM  QWACTREE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTIMO   Timeout Count                             DSUTIMO   QTXATIM                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUDGNGP  No. Parallel Grp Degenerated Sys Stress   DB2DGNGP  QXSTODGNGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTOGRP  Total Number of Parallel Groups           DB2TOGRP  QXTOTGRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUREDGP  No. Parallel Grp Reduced Sys Stress       DB2REDGP  QXSTOREDGRP              |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTRTSE  Accum CPU Tm Exe Trgrs on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2TRTSE  QWACTRTE_se              |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTRETM  Elapsed Time Executing Control Triggers   DB2TRETM  QWACTRET                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTRNOW  No. Times Transfer Ownership              DB2TRNOW  QXTRNOWN                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSUTRTBL  Truncate Table Statements                 DB2TRTBL  QXTRTBL                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTRTTM  Accum TCB Time Under Cntl Trigger         DB2TRTTM  QWACTRTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUTRTZP  CPU Tm Exec Triggers on z/OS Spec Eng     DB2TRTZP  QWACTRTT_ZIIP            |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUTTETM  Total TCB Tm Exec Trigger Undr Enclave    DB2TTETM  QWACTRTE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDATM  Total Elapsed Time UDF                    DB2UDATM  QWACUDEA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDBTM  Total Elapsed Time in DB2 UDF             DB2UDBTM  QWACUDEB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDMTM  CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef              DB2UDMTM  QWACUDEM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDCTM  Accum CPU Time UDF                        DB2UDCTM  QWACUDCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDMTM  CPU Time in DB2 Exec Userdef              DB2UDMTM  QWACUDCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDSE1  Accum CPU Tm Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng    DB2UDSE1  QWACUDF_CLS1se           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDSE2  CPU Tm in DB2 Exec UDF on z/OS Spec Eng   DB2UDSE2  QWACUDF_CLS2se           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDSTM  Total Elapsed Time UDF Wait for TCB       DB2UDSTM  QWACUDST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDTTM  Accum CPU Time in DB2 UDF                 DB2UDTTM  QWACUDTT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDZET  Elapsed Time in DB2 for Userdef           DB2UDZET  QWACUDFNF_ELAP           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUDZTM  UDF Spec Eng Time                         DB2UDZTM  QWACUDFNF_zIIP           |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUPDTE  UPDATE Statements                         DSUUPDTE  QXUPDTE                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUPLK   Unlock Requests for Physical Locks        DSUUPLK   QTGAUPLK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUUSLM   Unlock Requests Propagated to XES         DSUUSLM   QTGAUSLM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRA  No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads       DB2WATRA  QWACANAR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRA  No. Wait Trace Events for Log Reads       DSUWATRA  QWAXANAR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRB  Wt Trace for TCP/IP LOB Material          DB2WATRB  QWACALBC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRC  Wait Trace for Claims                     DB2WATRC  QWAXARNC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRD  Wait Trace for Drain Lock                 DB2WATRD  QWAXARND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRG  No. Wait Trace for Global Lock            DB2WATRG  QWACARNJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRL  No. Wait Trace Events for Lock/Latch      DB2WATRL  QWACARNL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRM  No. Wait Trace Events for Data Shr Msgs   DB2WATRM  QWACARNG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRP  Wait Trace for Latch Contention           DB2WATRP  QWACARNH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATRR  No. Wait Trace Events for Read Other      DB2WATRR  QWACARNR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUWATRW  No. Wait Trace Events for Write Other     DB2WATRW  QWACARNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATSE  No. Wait Trace Events for Sync. Exec.     DB2WATSE  QWACARNS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWATTR  Number of Wait Trace Events Processed     DB2WATTR  QWACARNE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWFCTM  Total Wait Time for Force-At-Commit       DB2WFCTM  QWAXAWFC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLCTM  Glbl Contention Child L-Lock Wait Time    DB2WLCTM  QWACAWTK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWGLTM  Glbl Contention PG P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WGLTM  QWACAWTO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLLTM  Glbl Contention Other L-Locks Wait Time   DB2WLLTM  QWACAWTM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLPTM  Glbl Contention PP P-Lock Wait Time       DB2WLPTM  QWACAWTN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWTOTM  Glbl Contention Other P-Locks Wait Time   DB2WTOTM  QWACAWTQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLGCT  No. Wait Trace Events - Log Write IO      DB2WLGCT  QWACARLG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLGTM  Accum Wait Time for Log Write IO          DB2WLGTM  QWACAWLG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUWLMCL  WLM Service Class Name                    DB2WLMCL  QWACWLME                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXACPU  IDAA CPU Time                             DSUXACPU  Q8ACACPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXAWAT  IDAA Wait Time                            DB2XAWAT  Q8ACAWAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXAELA  IDAA Elapsed time                         DB2XAELA  Q8ACAELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXBLKR  IDAA Blocks Returned Count                DB2XBLKR  Q8ACBLKR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXBLKS  IDAA Blocks Sent Count                    DB2XBLKS  Q8ACBLKS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXBYTR  IDAA Bytes Returned Count                 DB2XBYTR  Q8ACBYTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXBYTS  IDAA Bytes Sent Count                     DB2XBYTS  Q8ACBYTS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXCMTC  No. COMMIT Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSUXCMTC  Q8ACCMTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXCONN  IDAA Connects Count                       DB2XCONN  Q8ACCONN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXCRTC  No. CREATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSUXCRTC  Q8ACCRTC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXDELC  No. DELETE Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSUXDELC  Q8ACDELC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXDRPC  No. DROP Stmts to IDAA from DB2           DSUXDRPC  Q8ACDRPC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXFAIL  IDAA Failed Connection Requests Count     DB2XFAIL  Q8ACFAIL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXINSC  No. INSERT Stmts to IDAA from DB2         DSUXINSC  Q8ACINSC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSUXMSGR  IDAA Messages Returned Count              DB2XMSGR  Q8ACMSGR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXMSGS  IDAA Messages Sent Count                  DB2XMSGS  Q8ACMSGS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXOPNC  No. OPEN Stmts to IDAA from DB2           DSUXOPNC  Q8ACOPNC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXPRID  IDAA Product ID                           DB2XPRID  Q8ACPRID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXRBKC  No. ROLLBACK Stmts to IDAA from DB2       DSUXRBKC  Q8ACRBKC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXREQ   IDAA DRDA Requests Count                  DB2XREQ   Q8ACREQ                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWC  No. Rows RETURNED by IDAA to DB2          DSUXROWC  Q8ACROWC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWD  No. Rows DELETED on IDAA by DB2           DSUXROWD  Q8ACROWD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWI  No. Rows INSERTED to IDAA by DB2          DSUXROWI  Q8ACROWI                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWR  IDAA Rows Returned Count                  DB2XROWR  Q8ACROWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWS  IDAA Rows Sent Count                      DB2XROWS  Q8ACROWS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXROWU  No. Rows UPDATED on IDAA by DB2           DSUXROWU  Q8ACROWU                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXSELA  IDAA Services Elapsed Time                DB2XSELA  Q8ACSELA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXSCPU  IDAA Services CPU Time                    DB2XSCPU  Q8ACSCPU                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXSVNM  IDAA Server Name                          DB2XSVNM  Q8ACNAME                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXTCPU  IDAA TCP/IP CPU Time                      DSUXTCPU  Q8ACTCPU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXTELA  IDAA TCP/IP Elapsed Time                  DB2XTELA  Q8ACTELA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXTOUT  IDAA Timed Out Connection Requests        DB2XTOUT  Q8ACTOUT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUXUPDC  IDAA UPDATE Stmts to IDAA from DB2        DSUXUPDC  Q8ACUPDC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSUZRLMT  No. Zero Resource Limit                   DSUZRLMT  QTXAFLG1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2DSY File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   DB2ATNM   Active Trace Number Mask                  DB2ATNM   QWHSMTN                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DB2DSGN   Data Sharing Group Name                   DB2DSGN   QWHADSGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MEMN   DB2 Member Name                           DB2MEMN   QWHAMEMN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DB2MODLV  DB2 Function Level                        DB2MODLV  QWHS_MOD_LV              |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DB2SUBV   DB2 Function Level                        DB2SUBV   QWHSSUBV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYAAQLT  SSSC Allied Agent Queue Latch             DSYAAQLT  QVLSLC10                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYABORT  Successful Aborts                         DSYABORT  Q3STABRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYACFTQ  ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify        DSYACFTQ  QWSDARIR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYACSTL  ACCUMACC Count: Staleness                 DSYACSTL  QWSDARST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYACSTR  ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded          DSYACSTR  QWSDARSG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYACUTR  ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded        DSYACUTR  QWSDARTH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYALGCI  Active Log Control Intervals              DSYALGCI  QJSTBFFL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYALOCD  Allocation Deadlock                       DSYALOCD  QVASADDL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYARLOG  Archive Log Count                         DSYARLOG  Q9STCTRM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYARLRA  Archive Log Read Allocations              DSYARLRA  QJSTALR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYARLWA  Archive Log Write Allocations             DSYARLWA  QJSTALW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASALT  Address Space Active Latch                DSYASALT  QVLSLC27                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB0  DB2 ASCB Token 0                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB1  DB2 ASCB Token 1                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB2  DB2 ASCB Token 2                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB3  DB2 ASCB Token 3                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB4  DB2 ASCB Token 4                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASCB5  DB2 ASCB Token 5                          DSYASCBX  QWSAASCB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASID0  DB2 Address Space ASID 0                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASID1  DB2 Address Space ASID 1                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASID2  DB2 Address Space ASID 2                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASID3  DB2 Address Space ASID 3                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYASID4  DB2 Address Space ASID 4                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASID5  DB2 Address Space ASID 5                  DSYASIDX  QWSAASID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP0   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP1   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP2   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP3   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP4   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASP5   Start Address Space Procedure             DB2APROC  QWSAPROC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYASSLT  Service Queue Latch                       DSYASSLT  QVLSLC28                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYAUSRS  Async Unrelated SRBs Scheduled            DSYAUSRS  QVASXAUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYAUTCS  Async Unrelated TCBs Scheduled            DSYAUTCS  QVASXAUT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERA  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERB  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERC  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERD  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERE  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFERF  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER1  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER2  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER3  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER4  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER5  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER6  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER7  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER8  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBFER9  Count of Buffer Errors n                  DSYBFERX  QWSBSBUF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYBMELT  Buffer Manager Exclusive Latch            DSYBMELT  QVLSLC14                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBMSLT  Buffer Manager Shared Latch               DSYBMSLT  QVLSLC13                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBM2LT  Buffer Manager Exclusive 2 Latch          DSYBM2LT  QVLSLC23                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASA  Buffer Not Available Audit 140            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASB  Buffer Not Available Audit 141            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASC  Buffer Not Available Audit 142            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASD  Buffer Not Available Data Base            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASE  Buffer Not Available End Trace            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASF  Buffer Not Available Audit 145            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASG  Buffer Not Available Audit 146            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASH  Buffer Not Available Audit 143            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASI  Buffer Not Available Audit 144            DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASK  Buffer Not Available Buf Mgr LSTATS       DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASL  Buffer Not Available IDAA SP              DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASM  Buffer Not Available FTB                  DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYBNASP  Buffer Not Available System 106           DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASS  Buffer Not Available System               DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNAST  Buffer Not Available Start Trace          DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASU  Buffer Not Available User                 DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASX  Buffer Not Available Other                DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBNASZ  Buffer Not Available Dynamic zParm        DB2BNAER  QWSCSBNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBPAG   Log Write Buffer Page-ins                 DSYBPAG   QJSTBPAG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYBSDSA  BSDS Accesses                             DSYBSDSA  QJSTBSDS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDDD   Data Capture Descriptions Returned        DSYCDDD   QWSDCDDD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDDR   Data Capture Log Rows Returned            DSYCDDR   QWSDCDDR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDLC   Log Records Captured                      DSYCDLC   QWSDCDLC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYCDLR   Data Capture Log Reads Performed          DSYCDLR   QWSDCDLR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDMB   Data Capture Describes Performed          DSYCDMB   QWSDCDMB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDMD   MODIFY DDF Commands                       DSYCDMD   Q9STCDMD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDRR   Data Capture Log Records Returned         DSYCDRR   QWSDCDRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCDTB   Data Capture Tables Returned              DSYCDTB   QWSDCDTB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCIN2   Current Inactive Connections              DSYCIN2   QDSTCIN2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCIWR   Log CI-s Written                          DSYCIWR   QJSTCIWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCNAT   Current Active DBATs                      DSYCNAT   QDSTCNAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCNINO  Control Intervals Offloaded               DSYCNINO  QJSTCIOF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFA  Collection Failures Audit 140             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFB  Collection Failures Audit 141             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFC  Collection Failures Audit 142             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFD  Collection Failures Data Base             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFE  Collection Failures End Trace             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFF  Collection Failures Audit 145             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFG  Collection Failures Audit 146             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFH  Collection Failures Audit 143             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFI  Collection Failures Audit 144             DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFK  Collection Failures Buf Mgr LSTATS        DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFL  Collection Failures IDAA SP               DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFM  Collection Failures FTB                   DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFP  Collection Failures System 106            DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFS  Collection Failures System                DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFT  Collection Failures Start Trace           DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFU  Collection Failures User                  DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOLFX  Collection Failures Other                 DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYCOLFZ  Collection Failures Dynamic zParm         DB2COLFL  QWSCSCF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCOMM   Successful Commits                        DSYCOMM   Q3STCOMM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCONEC  Successful Connects to DB2                DSYCONEC  Q3STIDEN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCONTR  Contractions Due to Storage               DSYCONTR  QSSTCONT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPTM0  Accumulated CPU Time for Address Space x  DSYCPTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPTM1  Accumulated CPU Time for Address Space x  DSYCPTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPTM3  Accumulated CPU Time for Address Space x  DSYCPTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPTM4  Accumulated CPU Time for Address Space x  DSYCPTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPTM5  Accumulated CPU Time for Address Space x  DSYCPTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPUTM  Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs            DSYCPUTM  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCPUTM  Accumulated CPU Time All ASIDs            DSYCPUTM  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCSTR   Cold Start Connections                    DSYCSTR   QDSTCSTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTBL   DISPLAY BLOCKERS Commands                 DSYCTBL   Q9STCTBL                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCTDA   DISPLAY ACCEL Commands                    DSYCTDA   Q9STCTDA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTDQ   DIS DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands              DSYCTDQ   Q9STCTDQ                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCTEN   ACTIVATE Commands                         DSYCTEN   Q9STCTEN                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCTHDW  Create Thread Requests Waited             DSYCTHDW  Q3STCTHW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTHRD  Successful Create Threads                 DSYCTHRD  Q3STCTHD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTRD   Reset Generic LU Commands                 DSYCTRD   Q9STCTRD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTSA   START ACCEL Commands                      DSYCTSA   Q9STCTSA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTSQ   START DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands            DSYCTSQ   Q9STCTSQ                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCTXA   STOP ACCEL Commands                       DSYCTXA   Q9STCTXA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYCTXQ   STOP DYNQUERYCAPTURE Commands             DSYCTXQ   Q9STCTXQ                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYCWRAL  Calls to Write Active Log                 DSYCWRAL  QJSTBFWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDBALT  Database Allocation Control Latch         DSYDBALT  QVLSLC12                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDBMU   CPU Utilization for DB2 DBM1              DSYDBMU   QWOSDBMU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYDB2U   CPU Utilization for DB2 Subsys            DSYDB2U   QWOSDB2U                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDDFCN  Cancel DDF Commands                       DSYDDFCN  Q9STCTRK                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDDFSP  Stop DDF Commands                         DSYDDFSP  Q9STCTRJ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDDFST  START DDF Commands                        DSYDDFST  Q9STCTRI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDISPT  DISPLAY TRACE Commands                    DSYDISPT  Q9STCTRC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDMLT   Data Manager Latch                        DSYDMLT   QVLSLC26                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDPIR   Page-in Rage DB2 Subsys                   DSYDPIR   QWOSDPIR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDPXN   Times Log Writer Suspended by XES         DSYDPXN   QJSTDPXN                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYDPXT   Time Log Writer Suspended by XES          DSYDPXT   QJSTDPXT                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYDRSU   Used Real Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)      DSYDRSU   QWOSDRSU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCA   Count of IFI Abends                       DSYDSCA   QWSDSCA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCCO  Count of IFI Command Requests             DSYDSCCO  QWSDSCCO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCRA  Count of IFI Reada Requests               DSYDSCRA  QWSDSCA                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCRS  Count of IFI Reads Requests               DSYDSCRS  QWSDSCRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCU   Count of IFI Unrecognized Functions       DSYDSCU   QWSDSCU                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSCWR  Count of IFI Write Requests               DSYDSCWR  QWSDSCWR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSPDB  DISPLAY DATABASE Commands                 DSYDSPDB  Q9STCTR0                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSPLC  DISP LOCATION Commands                    DSYDSPLC  Q9STCTRL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSPTH  DISPLAY THREAD Commands                   DSYDSPTH  Q9STCTR1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSPUT  DISPLAY UTILITY Commands                  DSYDSPUT  Q9STCTR2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDSTSN  Destination Sequence Number               DSYDSTSN  QWHSWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYDVSU   Used Virtual Storage by DB2 SUBSYS (MB)   DSYDVSU   QWOSDVSU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYEOMEM  End of Memory                             DSYEOMEM  Q3STMEOM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYEOTSK  End of Task                               DSYEOTSK  Q3STMEOT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYEXIT   Successful DSN3EXITs                      DSYEXIT   Q3STEXIT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYFPCRT  Fixed Pools Created                       DSYFPCRT  QSSTGPLF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYFPDEL  Fixed Pools Deallocated                   DSYFPDEL  QSSTFPLF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYFPSGC  Fixed Pool Segments Contracted            DSYFPSGC  QSSTCONF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYFPSGE  Fixed Pool Segments Expanded              DSYFPSGE  QSSTEXPF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYFPSGF  Fixed Pool Segments Freed                 DSYFPSGF  QSSTFREF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYFREMN  FREEMAIN Requests                         DSYFREMN  QSSTFREM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYGETMN  GETMAIN Requests                          DSYGETMN  QSSTGETM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYHRBA   High Used Log RBA                         DSYHRBA   QWSDLR                   |  X  |  X  |     |

     |

   DSYHRBAG  High Used RBA of Log                      DSYHRBAG  QWSDLRG                  |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYHUHCM  Unrecognized Commands                     DSYHUHCM  Q9STEROR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYHWCT   High Water Mark for CTHREAD Threads       DSYHWCT   Q3STHWCT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYHWIB   High Water Mark for IDBACK Threads        DSYHWIB   Q3STHWIB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYHWIF   High Water Mark for IDFORE Threads        DSYHWIF   Q3STHWIF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDESA  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDESB  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDESC  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDESE  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDESF  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES1  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES2  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES3  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES4  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES5  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES6  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES7  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES8  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIDES9  Instrumentation Destination n             DSYIDESX  QWSBNM                   |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYIFCNA  IFC Records Not Written Audit 140         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNB  IFC Records Not Written Audit 141         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNC  IFC Records Not Written Audit 142         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCND  IFC Records Not Written Data              DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNE  IFC Records Not Written End Trace         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNF  IFC Records Not Written Audit 145         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNG  IFC Records Not Written Audit 146         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNH  IFC Records Not Written Audit 143         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNI  IFC Records Not Written Audit 144         DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNK  IFC Records Not Written Buf Mgr LSTATS    DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNL  IFC Records Not Written IDAA SP           DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNM  IFC Records Not Written FTB               DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNP  IFC Records Not Written System 106        DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNS  IFC Records Not Written System            DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNT  IFC Records Not Written Start Trace       DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNU  IFC Records Not Written User              DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNX  IFC Records Not Written Other             DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCNZ  IFC Records Not Written Dynamic zParm     DB2IFCRN  QWSCSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSA  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 140           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSB  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 141           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSC  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 142           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSD  IFCID Sequence Number Data Base           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSE  IFCID Sequence Number End Trace           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSF  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 145           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSG  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 146           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSH  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 143           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYIFCSI  IFCID Sequence Number Audit 144           DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSK  IFCID Sequence Number Buf Mgr LSTATSTS    DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSL  IFCID Sequence Number IDAA SP             DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSM  IFCID Sequence Number FTB                 DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSP  IFCID Sequence Number System 106          DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSS  IFCID Sequence Number System              DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCST  IFCID Sequence Number Start Trace         DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSU  IFCID Sequence Number User                DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSX  IFCID Sequence Number Other               DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCSZ  IFCID Sequence Number Dynamic zParm       DB2IFCSN  QWSCISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWA  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 140         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWB  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 141         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWC  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 142         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWD  IFC Rec Success Written Data Base         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWE  IFC Rec Success Written End Trace         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWF  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 145         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWG  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 146         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWH  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 143         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWI  IFC Rec Success Written Audit 144         DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWK  IFC Rec Success Written Buf Mgr LSTATS    DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWL  IFC Rec Success Written IDAA SP           DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWM  IFC Rec Success Written FTB               DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWP  IFC Rec Success Written System 106        DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWS  IFC Rec Success Written System            DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWT  IFC Rec Success Written Start Trace       DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWU  IFC Rec Success Written User              DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYIFCWX  IFC Records Written Other                 DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYIFCWZ  IFC Rec Success Written System            DB2IFCRW  QWSCSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINDBT  Number of In Doubt Threads                DSYINDBT  Q3STINDT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSEA  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSEB  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSEC  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSED  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSEE  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSEF  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE2  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE3  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE4  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE5  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE6  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE7  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE8  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINSE9  Instrumentation Sequence Count n          DSYINSEX  QWSBWSEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYINVAL  Invalid Resource                          DSYINVAL  QVASADIR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYISEQ   Instrumentation Sequence Number           DSYISEQ   QWHSISEQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYITLC   Index Tree Latch Contentions              DSYITLC   QVLSLC254                |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAMA   Look Ahead Tape Mounts Attempted          DSYLAMA   QJSTLAMA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAMS   Look Ahead Tape Mounts Performed          DSYLAMS   QJSTLAMS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT02  Contentions Latch Class 2                 DSYLAT02  QVLSLC02                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT03  Contentions Latch Class 3                 DSYLAT03  QVLSLC03                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT04  Contentions Latch Class 4                 DSYLAT04  QVLSLC04                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT06  Contentions Latch Class 6                 DSYLAT06  QVLSLC06                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYLAT07  Contentions Latch Class 7                 DSYLAT07  QVLSLC07                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT08  Contentions Latch Class 8                 DSYLAT08  QVLSLC08                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT09  Contentions Latch Class 9                 DSYLAT09  QVLSLC09                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT18  Contentions Latch Class 18                DSYLAT18  QVLSLC18                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT20  Contentions Latch Class 20                DSYLAT20  QVLSLC20                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT22  Contentions Latch Class 22                DSYLAT22  QVLSLC22                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT24  Contentions Latch Class 24                DSYLAT24  QVLSLC24                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLAT29  Contentions Latch Class 29                DSYLAT29  QVLSLC29                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLBALT  Log BSDS Access Latch                     DSYLBALT  QVLSLC21                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLGWLT  Log Write Function Latch                  DSYLGWLT  QVLSLC19                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLNCP   CPs on LPAR/O Requests                    DSYLNCP   QWOSLNCP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLOGW   Log Write I/O Requests                    DSYLOGW   QJSTLOGW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLPIR   Page-in Rate on LPAR                      DSYLPIR   QWOSLPIR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLPRU   CPU Utilization on LPAR                   DSYLPRU   QWOSLPRU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLRSF   Free Real Storage on LPAR (MB)            DSYLRSF   QWOSLRSF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLRST   Real Storage on LPAR (MB)                 DSYLRST   QWOSLRST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLSUS   Log Req Suspended for log wait            DSYLSUS   QJSTLSUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLUIC   Unreferenced Interval Count               DSYLUIC   QWOSLUIC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLVSF   Free Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)         DSYLVSF   QWOSLVSF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLVST   Virtual Storage on LPAR (MB)              DSYLVST   QWOSLVST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLWRF   Log Write Requests FORCE                  DSYLWRF   QJSTWRF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLWRNW  Log Write Requests NOWAIT                 DSYLWRNW  QJSTWRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYLWRW   Log Write Requests Wait                   DSYLWRW   QJSTWRW                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMARD   Max Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound      DSYMARD   QDSTMARD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMHLT   Data Manager Hash Tables Latch            DSYMHLT   QVLSLC25                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMHWAT  Active DBATs High Water Mark              DSYMHWAT  QDSTHWAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYMHWDT  Remote Connections High Water Mark        DSYMHWDT  QDSTHWDT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMMADS  DBATs Not In Use High Water Mark          DSYMMADS  QDSTMADS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMMIN2  Inactive Connections High Water Mark      DSYMMIN2  QDSTMIN2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMMQR2  Inactive Connections Queued HWM           DSYMMQR2  QDSTMQR2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMQMIT  Inactive DBATs High Water Mark            DSYMQMIT  QDSTQMIT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYMSTU   CPU Utilization on DB2 MSTR               DSYMSTU   QWOSMSTU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNADS   Current DBATs Not In Use                  DSYNADS   QDSTNADS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAERA  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAERC  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAERD  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAERE  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAERF  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER1  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER2  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER3  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER4  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER5  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER6  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER7  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER8  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNAER9  Count of Not-Active Errors n              DSYNAERX  QWSBSACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNARD   Currently Active DBAT Pkgs Bound          DSYNARD   QDSTNARD                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNCCW   Client Conn Closed Max Time for DBAT      DSYNCCW   QWSTNCCW                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNCKPT  Number of DB2 Checkpoints Taken           DSYNCKPT  QWSDCKPT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNCQC   Client Conn Closed MAXDBAT Reached        DSYNCQC   QWSTNCQC                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNDBA   DBATs Created                             DSYNDBA   QDSTNDBA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYNITC   Connections Terminated - Max Inactive     DSYNITC   QDSTNITC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNQAV   Avg Time Inactive Connections Queued      DSYNQAV   QDSTNQAV                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNQMN   Min Time Inactive Connections Queued      DSYNQMN   QDSTNQMN                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNQMX   Max Time Inactive Connections Queued      DSYNQMX   QDSTNQMX                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNQR2   Current Inactive Connections Queued       DSYNQR2   QDSTNQR2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYNZGFM  Non-zero Returns from GET/FREE            DSYNZGFM  QSSTRCNZ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYPOOL   Pool DBATs Reused                         DSYPOOL   QDSTPOOL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYPREPR  Successful Prepare to Commits             DSYPREPR  Q3STPREP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYQCIT   Current Inactive DBATs                    DSYQCIT   QDSTQCIT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYQCRT   Conversations Deallocated - Max Remote    DSYQCRT   QDSTQCRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYQDBT   DBATs Queued - Max Remote Active          DSYQDBT   QDSTQDBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYQIN2   Inactive Connections Queued Requests      DSYQIN2   QDSTQIN2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAA  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAB  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAC  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAD  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAE  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNAF  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA1  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA2  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA3  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA4  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA5  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA6  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA7  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNA8  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYRCNA9  Count of Records Not Accepted n           DSYRCNAX  QWSBSRNA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDA  Records Not Desired Audit 140             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDB  Records Not Desired Audit 141             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDC  Records Not Desired Audit 142             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDD  Records Not Desired Data Base             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDE  Records Not Desired End Trace             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDF  Records Not Desired Audit 145             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDG  Records Not Desired Audit 146             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDH  Records Not Desired Audit 143             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDI  Records Not Desired Audit 144             DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDK  Records Not Desired Buf Mgr LSTATS        DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDL  Records Not Desired IDAA SP               DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDM  Records Not Desired FTB                   DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |     |     |     |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDP  Records Not Desired System 106            DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDS  Records Not Desired System                DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDT  Records Not Desired Start Trace           DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDU  Records Not Desired User                  DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDX  Records Not Desired Other                 DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRCNDZ  Records Not Desired Dynamic zParm         DB2RECND  QWSCSRND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRDAA   Reads Delayed Tape Volume Contention      DSYRDAA   QJSTTVC                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRDON   Number of Read Only Commits               DSYRDON   Q3STRDON                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECBS  RECOVER BSDS Commands                     DSYRECBS  Q9STCTR3                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECIN  RECOVER IN DOUBT Commands                 DSYRECIN  Q9STCTR4                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECNA  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECNB  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECNC  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYRECND  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECNE  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECNF  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN1  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN2  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN3  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN4  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN5  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN6  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN7  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN8  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECN9  Records Unsuccessfully Written n          DSYRECNX  QWSBSRNW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWA  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWB  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWC  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWD  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWE  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECWF  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW1  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW2  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW3  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW4  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW5  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW6  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW7  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRECW8  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYRECW9  Records Successfully Written n            DSYRECWX  QWSBSRSW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRESLV  Successful Resolve In Doubts              DSYRESLV  Q3STRIUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRMID   DB2 Resource Manager Identifier           DSYRMID   QWHSRMID                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRMSLT  Recovery Manager Status Latch             DSYRMSLT  QVLSLC15                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRSACL  Reads Satisfied Active Log                DSYRSACL  QJSTRACT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRSARL  Reads Satisfied Archive Log               DSYRSARL  QJSTRARH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRSAT   Resynchronizations Attempted              DSYRSAT   QDSTRSAT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRSINV  Reason Statistics Were Invoked            DSYRSINV  QWSDRINV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYRSSU   Resynchronizations Succeeded              DSYRSSU   QDSTRSSU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSC1LT  Synonym Chain 1 Latch                     DSYSC1LT  QVLSLC17                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSC2LT  Synonym Chain 2 Latch                     DSYSC2LT  QVLSLC16                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSERW   Serial Log Write Req - CI Rewrite         DSYSERW   QJSTSERW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSIGN   Successful Signons                        DSYSIGN   Q3STSIGN                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSMHLT  Storage Mgr Header Block Latch            DSYSMHLT  QVLSLC32                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSMVLT  Storage Mgr Vector Table Latch            DSYSMVLT  QVLSLC31                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSPDBA  STOP DATABASE Commands                    DSYSPDBA  Q9STCTR8                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSPDB2  STOP DB2 Commands                         DSYSPDB2  Q9STCTRA                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSPTRC  STOP TRACE Commands                       DSYSPTRC  Q9STCTR9                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRBTM  Accumulated SRB Time All ASIDs            DSYSRBTM  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRSRS  Sync Related SRBs Scheduled               DSYSRSRS  QVASXSRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTCS  Sync Related TCBs Scheduled               DSYSRTCS  QVASXSRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTM0  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTM1  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTM2  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTM3  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSRTM4  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYSRTM5  Accumulated SRB Time Addr x               DSYSRTMX  QWSASRBT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSSICL  Number of SSI Calls                       DSYSSICL  Q3STSSSI                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSSILT  Subsystem Interface Latch                 DSYSSILT  QVLSLC11                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTCLT  Service Task Controller Latch             DSYSTCLT  QVLSLC05                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTDBA  Start Database Commands                   DSYSTDBA  Q9STCTR5                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTDB2  START DB2 Commands                        DSYSTDB2  Q9STCTR7                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTOSA  Storage Shortage Abends                   DSYSTOSA  QSSTABND                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTOSH  Storage Shortage                          DSYSTOSH  QSSTCRIT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSTTRC  START TRACE Commands                      DSYSTTRC  Q9STCTR6                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSUSP   Physical Suspends                         DSYSUSP   QVASSUSP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSUSRS  Sync Unrelated SRBs Scheduled             DSYSUSRS  QVASXSUS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSUTCS  Sync Unrelated TCBs Scheduled             DSYSUTCS  QVASXSUT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYSYNC   Successful Synchronizes                   DSYSYNC   Q3STSYNC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTAD  Access Database Commands                  DSYTCTAD  Q9STCTAD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM0  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM1  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM2  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM3  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM4  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTM5  Accumulated TCB Time Addr x               DSYTCTMX  QWSAEJST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRE  Start Rlimit Count                        DSYTCTRE  Q9STCTRE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRF  Stop Rlimit Count                         DSYTCTRF  Q9STCTRF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRG  Display Rlimit Count                      DSYTCTRG  Q9STCTRG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRH  Modify Trace Count                        DSYTCTRH  Q9STCTRH                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRO  Display Bufferpool Count                  DSYTCTRO  Q9STCTRO                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRP  Set Archive Count                         DSYTCTRP  Q9STCTRP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYTCTRQ  Display Archive Count                     DSYTCTRQ  Q9STCTRQ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRR  Reset Indoubt Count                       DSYTCTRR  Q9STCTRR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRS  Alter Group Buffer Pool Count             DSYTCTRS  Q9STCTRS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRT  Display Group Buffer Pool Count           DSYTCTRT  Q9STCTRT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRU  Display Procedure Count                   DSYTCTRU  Q9STCTRU                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRV  Start Procedure Count                     DSYTCTRV  Q9STCTRV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRW  Stop Procedure Count                      DSYTCTRW  Q9STCTRW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRX  Display Group Count                       DSYTCTRX  Q9STCTRX                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRY  Alter Utility Count                       DSYTCTRY  Q9STCTRY                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTRZ  Display Function Count                    DSYTCTRZ  Q9STCTRZ                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTSD  Display Profile Commands                  DSYTCTSD  Q9STCTSD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTSS  Start Profile Commands                    DSYTCTSS  Q9STCTSS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTST  Stop Profile Commands                     DSYTCTST  Q9STCTST                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX0  Start Function Count                      DSYTCTX0  Q9STCTX0                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX1  Stop Function Count                       DSYTCTX1  Q9STCTX1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX2  Set Log Count                             DSYTCTX2  Q9STCTX2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX3  Display Log Count                         DSYTCTX3  Q9STCTX3                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX4  Set Sysparm Count                         DSYTCTX4  Q9STCTX4                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTCTX5  DISPLAY DDF Commands                      DSYTCTX5  Q9STCTX5                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTERM   Successful Terminates                     DSYTERM   Q3STTERM                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTERMU  TERM UTILITY Commands                     DSYTERMU  Q9STCTRB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTHRW   Log Write Req Sch w/lw Thrsh Reached      DSYTHRW   QJSTTHRW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTSELT  Test Shared/Exclusive Latch               DSYTSELT  QVLSLC01                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYTTLT   Trace Table Latch                         DSYTTLT   QVLSLC30                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYUNAVL  Unavailable Resource                      DSYUNAVL  QVASADUR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYVPCRT  Variable Pools Created                    DSYVPCRT  QSSTGPLV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   DSYVPDEL  Variable Pools Deallocated                DSYVPDEL  QSSTFPLV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYVPSGC  Variable Pool Segments Contract           DSYVPSGC  QSSTCONV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYVPSGE  Variable Pool Segments Expanded           DSYVPSGE  QSSTEXPV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYVPSGF  Variable Pool Segments Freed              DSYVPSGF  QSSTFREV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAIA  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAIB  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAIC  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAID  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAIE  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAIF  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI1  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI2  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI3  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI4  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI5  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI6  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI7  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWFAI8  Count of Write Failures n                 DSYWFAIX  QWSBSWF                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWUR    Read Access Delayed Unavailable           DSYWUR    QJSTWUR                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWUWB   Wait Unavailable Write Buffer             DSYWUWB   QJSTWTB                  |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   DSYWSTR   Warm Start Connections                    DSYWSTR   QDSTWSTR                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2SSA File Data Source Reference Table

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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   SSAADSNM  Address Space Name                        SSAADSNM  QW0225AN                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSAASFLG  Address Space Summary Flags               SSAASFLG  QW02251FLGS              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSAERGSZ  MVS Extended Region Size (MB)             SSAERGSZ  QW0225RG                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSAHVP2G  No. Real 2G Frames in-use                 SSAHVP2G  QW0225HVPagesInReal2G    |     |     |     |

  X  |

   SSASCWRN  Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)  SSASCWRN  QW0225SO                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA24HAD  High Address of 24-bit Priv Region (MB)   SSA24HAD  QW0225TP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA24HP   MVS 24-bit High Private (MB)              SSA24HP   QW0225HI                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA24LP   MVS 24-bit Low Private (MB)               SSA24LP   QW0225LO                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31AVL  Available 31-bit Storage (MB)             SSA31AVL  QW0225AV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31EHP  MVS 31-bit Extended High Private (MB)     SSA31EHP  QW0225EH                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31ELP  MVS 31-bit Extended Low Private (MB)      SSA31ELP  QW0225EL                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31FPS  31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)            SSA31FPS  QW0225FX                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31GM   31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)             SSA31GM   QW0225GM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31GMS  31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)               SSA31GMS  QW0225GS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31HAD  High Address of 31-bit Priv Region (MB)   SSA31HAD  QW0225EP                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31MC   31-bit Storage Reservd Must Complete(MB)  SSA31MC   QW0225CR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31MVS  31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)      SSA31MVS  QW0225MV                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31SSA  31-bit Stack in Use for Sys Agents (MB)   SSA31SSA  QW0225SS                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31STU  31-bit Stack in Use (MB)                  SSA31STU  QW0225SU                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA31VPS  31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)         SSA31VPS  QW0225VR                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4KAUX  4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private      SSA4KAUX  QW0225AX                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4KFRM  Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private    SSA4KFRM  QW0225RL                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4K64A  4K Aux Slots for 64-bit Private           SSA4K64A  QW0225HVAUXSLOTS         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4K64N  4K Aux 64-bit Private Slots - NOBP        SSA4K64N  QW0225PRISTG_AUX         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4K64O  Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames - NOBP      SSA4K64O  QW0225PRISTG_REAL        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA4K64P  Real 4K Frames for 64-bit Private         SSA4K64P  QW0225HVPAGESINREAL      |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   SSA64PAX  HWM for 4K 64-bit Private Aux Slots       SSA64PAX  QW0225HVGAUXSLOTS        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA64PFH  HWM for Real 4K 64-bit Private Frames     SSA64PFH  QW0225HVGPAGESINREAL     |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA64PFP  64-bit Private Fixed Pool Storage (MB)    SSA64PFP  QW0225FA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA64PGM  64-bit Private Getmained Storage (MB)     SSA64PGM  QW0225GA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA64PSM  64-bit Private Storage for SMCS (MB)      SSA64PSM  QW0225SM                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSA64PVP  64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)    SSA64PVP  QW0225VA                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2SSU File Data Source Reference Table

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                       DICTIONARY  RAW                    AVAILABLE IN DB2

 VERSIONS

   ELEMENT   ELEMENT DESCRIPTION                       MEMBER    ELEMENT                    9.1   10.1  11.1 

 12.1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   SSUABCSA  64-bit Common ILRM Pools Curr Used (MB)   SSUABCSA  QW0225I_ABCSA            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUABCSH  HWM for 64-bit Common IRLM Pools (MB)     SSUABCSH  QW0225I_ABCSH            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUABPVH  HWM for 64-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)    SSUABPVH  QW0225I_ABPVH            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUABPVT  64-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)  SSUABPVT  QW0225I_ABPVT            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUACTTH  Active Threads                            SSUACTTH  QW0225AT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUADBAT  Active and Disconnected DBATs             SSUADBAT  QW0225DB                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUALPLC  Statements in 64-bit Agent Local Pools    SSUALPLC  QW0225LC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUALPL2  Allocated 64-bit AL Pool Stmt Cache (MB)  SSUALPL2  QW0225L2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUALSST  64-bit Shared Agent Local Storage (MB)    SSUALSST  QW0225ALG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUALSTR  Agent Local Storage (MB)                  SSUALSTR  QW0225AL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUAPCTH  Active Parallel Child Threads             SSUAPCTH  QW0225PT                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUAPMAX  64-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)    SSUAPMAX  QW0225I_APMAX            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUARSTR  Total Array Variable Storage (MB)         SSUARSTR  QW0225AR                 |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUBECSA  31-bit Curr Used ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)     SSUBECSA  QW0225I_BBECSA           |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUBECSH  HWM for 31-bit ECSA IRLM Pools (MB)       SSUBECSH  QW0225I_BBECSAH          |     |     |  X  |

  X  |
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   SSUBBPVH  HWM for 31-bit IRLM Private Pools (MB)    SSUBBPVH  QW0225I_BBPVH            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUBBPVT  31-bit Curr Used IRLM Private Pools (MB)  SSUBBPVT  QW0225I_BBPVH            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUBDITS  BM/DM Internal Trace Table Storage (MB)   SSUBDITS  QW0225TT                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUBMSBK  Buffer Manager Storage Blocks             SSUBMSBK  QW0225BB                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUBPMAX  31-BIT Threshold IRLM Private Stg (MB)    SSUBPMAX  QW0225I_BPMAX            |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUCDSTR  Compression Dictionary Storage (MB)       SSUCDSTR  QW0225CD                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUCOENT  Castout Engines                           SSUCOENT  QW0225CE                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUDEFWE  Deferred Write Engines                    SSUDEFWE  QW0225DW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUECSA   MVS Extended CSA Size (MB)                SSUECSA   QW0225EC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUECSAL  Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Alloc           SSUECSAL  QW0225_ECSA_ALLOC        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUECSCV  Service Field QW0225_ECSA_Conv            SSUECSCV  QW0225_ECSA_CONV         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUECSHW  Service Field QW0225_ECSA_HWM             SSUECSHW  QW0225_ECSA_HWM          |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUERGSZ  MVS Extended Region Size (MB)             SSUERGSZ  QW0225RG                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUESQAL  Service Field QW0225_ESQA_Alloc           SSUESQAL  QW0225_ESQA_Alloc        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUESQAS  Service Field QW0225_ESQAS                SSUESQAS  QW0225_ESQAS             |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUESQHW  Service Field QW0225_ESQA_HWM             SSUESQHW  QW0225_ESQA_HWM          |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUGDBWE  GBP Write Engines                         SSUGDBWE  QW0225GW                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUHCHWM  HWM # of Stmts in 64-bit Agent LPs        SSUHCHWM  QW0225HC                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUHSHWM  HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)          SSUHSHWM  QW0225HS                 |  X  |  X  |    

 |     |

   SSUHSHWM  HWM for Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)          SSUHSHWM  QW0225HS8                |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUHTHTS  HWM Alloc 64-bit AL Pool Timestamp        SSUHTHTS  QW0225HT                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUH2HWM  HWM Alloc 64-bit ALV Pool Stmt Cache(MB)  SSUH2HWM  QW0225H2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSULMCAX  Log Mgr Control Frames in Aux Stg         SSULMCAX  QW0225_LMCtrl_Aux        |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSULMCRL  Log Mgr Control Frames in Real Stg        SSULMCRL  QW0225_LMCtrl_Real       |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSULMWAX  Log Mgr Write Frames in Aux Stg           SSULMWAx  QW0225_LMWrite_Aux       |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSULMWRL  Log Mgr Write Frames in Real Stg          SSULMWRL  QW0225_LMWrite_Real      |     |     |  X  |

  X  |
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   SSUPMSS   Pipe Manager Subpool Storage (MB)         SSUPMSS   QW0225PM                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUPNEXE  P-lock/notify Exit Engines                SSUPNEXE  QW0225PL                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUPREFE  Prefetch Engines                          SSUPREFE  QW0225PF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSURAVL   Service Field QW0225_REALAVAIL            SSURAVL   QW0225_REALAVAIL         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSURAVLO  Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILLO          SSURAVLO  QW0225_REALAVAILLO       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSURAVOK  Service Field QW0225_REALAVAILOK          SSURAVOK  QW0225_REALAVAILOK       |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSURIDPS  RID Pool Storage (MB)                     SSURIDPS  QW0225RP                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUROPS   RDS Operations Pool Storage (MB)          SSUROPS   QW0225RO                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSURS     Service Field QW0225_RS                   SSURS     QW0225_RS                |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSASST  64-bit Shared System Agent Storage (MB)   SSUSASST  QW0225ASG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSASTR  System Agent Storage (MB)                 SSUSASTR  QW0225AS                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSCBS   Statement Cache Block Storage (MB)        SSUSCBS   QW0225SB                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUSCWRN  Storage Cushion Warning to Contract (MB)  SSUSCWRN  QW0225SO                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUSFLAG  Shared/Common Storage Summary Flag        SSUSFLAG  QW02253FLGS              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSMOA   Shared Memory Objects Allocated           SSUSMOA   QW0225SHRNMOMB           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSRVSJ  Service Field QW0225SJ                    SSUSRVSJ  QW0225SJ                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSUSTCS2  2G Block 64-bit Statement Cache (MB)      SSUSTCS2  QW0225S2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSVCF1  Service Field QW0225F1                    SSUSVCF1  QW0225F1                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUSVCF2  Service Field QW0225F2                    SSUSVCF2  QW0225F2                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUWARN   Service Field QW0225_WARN                 SSUWARN   QW0225_WARN              |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUXPSLS  Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)      SSUXPSLS  QW0225LS                 |  X  |  X  |    

 |     |

   SSUXPSLS  Total Alloc Dynamic SQL Storage (MB)      SSUXPSLS  QW0225LS8                |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUXPSSC  Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)   SSUXPSSC  QW0225SC                 |  X  |  X  |    

 |     |

   SSUXPSSC  Total Sharable Storage Dynamic SQL (MB)   SSUXPSSC  QW0225SC8                |     |     |  X  |

  X  |

   SSUXPSSX  Total Static SQL Storage (MB)             SSUXPSSX  QW0225SX                 |     |  X  |    

 |     |

   SSUXPSSX  Total Static SQL Storage (MB)             SSUXPSSX  QW0225SX8                |     |     |  X  |

  X  |
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   SSU24HP   MVS 24-bit High Private Storage (MB)      SSU24HP   QW0225HI                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU24LP   MVS 24-bit Low Private Storage (MB)       SSU24LP   QW0225LO                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31AVL  Available 31-bit Storage (MB)             SSU31AVL  QW0225AV                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31CFP  31-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)     SSU31CFP  QW0225FC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU31CGM  31-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)      SSU31CGM  QW0225GC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU31CVP  31-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)  SSU31CVP  QW0225VC                 |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU31EHP  MVS 31-bit Extended High Priv Stor (MB)   SSU31EHP  QW0225EH                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31ELP  MVS 31-bit Extended Low Priv Stor (MB)    SSU31ELP  QW0225EL                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31FPS  Total 31-bit Fixed Pool Storage (MB)      SSU31FPS  QW0225FX                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31GM   Total 31-bit Getmained Storage (MB)       SSU31GM   QW0225GM                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31GMS  Total 31-bit Getmained Stack (MB)         SSU31GMS  QW0225GS                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31MC   31-bit Stor Resvd for Must Complete (MB)  SSU31MC   QW0225CR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31MVS  31-bit Storage Reserved for MVS (MB)      SSU31MVS  QW0225MV                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31STU  Total 31-bit Stack in Use (MB)            SSU31STU  QW0225SU                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU31VPS  Total 31-bit Variable Pool Storage (MB)   SSU31VPS  QW0225VR                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU4KAUX  4K Aux Slots for 31 & 64-bit Private      SSU4KAUX  QW0225AX                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU4KFRM  Real 4K Frames for 31 & 64-bit Private    SSU4KFRM  QW0225RL                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU64ACS  64-bit Common Storage Aux Slots           SSU64ACS  QW0225ComStg_Aux         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64ASH  4K 64-bit Shared Storage Aux Slots        SSU64ASH  QW0225ShrStg_Aux         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64ASL  Aux Slots - 64-bit Shared Storage         SSU64ASL  QW0225SHRAUXSLOTS        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64CFP  64-bit Common Fixed Pool Storage (MB)     SSU64CFP  QW0225FCG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64CGM  64-bit Common Getmained Storage (MB)      SSU64CGM  QW0225GCG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64CSM  64-bit Common Storage for SMCS (MB)       SSU64CSM  QW0225SMC                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64CST  Real 4K 64-bit Common Storage Frames      SSU64CST  QW0225ComStg_Real        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64CVP  64-bit Common Variable Pool Storage (MB)  SSU64CVP  QW0225VCG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64FSS  Real 4K 64-bit Shared Storage Frames      SSU64FSS  QW0225ShrStg_Real        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |
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   SSU64PFP  64-bit Private Fixed Pool Stor (MB)       SSU64PFP  QW0225FA                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU64PGM  64-bit Private Getmain Stor (MB)          SSU64PGM  QW0225GA                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU64PVP  64-bit Private Variable Pool Stor (MB)    SSU64PVP  QW0225VA                 |  X  |     |    

 |     |

   SSU64SFP  64-bit Shared Fixed Pool Storage (MB)     SSU64SFP  QW0225SF                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SGM  64-bit Shared Getmained Storage (MB)      SSU64SGM  QW0225SG                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SHW  HWM for Number of 64-bit Shr Bytes (MB)   SSU64SHW  QW0225SHRGBYTES          |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SMA  64-bit Shared Memory Pages Allocated      SSU64SMA  QW0225SHRPAGES           |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SNA  64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stack (MB)    SSU64SNA  QW0225GSG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SNU  64-bit Shared Non-sys Agent Stk Use (MB)  SSU64SNU  QW0225SUG                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SPB  64-bit Shared Pages Backed in Real Stor   SSU64SPB  QW0225SHRINREAL          |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SPI  64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged In     SSU64SPI  QW0225SHRPAGEINS         |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SPO  64-bit AUX Stor Shared Pages Paged Out    SSU64SPO  QW0225SHRPAGEOUTS        |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SSA  64-bit Shared System Agent Stack (MB)     SSU64SSA  QW0225GSG_SYS            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SSM  64-bit Shared Storage for SMCS (MB)       SSU64SSM  QW0225SMS                |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SSS  Real 4K 64-bit Shared Stack Stor Frames   SSU64SSS  QW0225ShrStkStg_Real     |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SST  4K 64-bit Shared Stack Aux Slots          SSU64SST  QW0225SHRSTKSTG_AUX      |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SSU  64-bit Shared Sys Agent Stk in Use (MB)   SSU64SSU  QW0225SUG_SYS            |     |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

   SSU64SVP  64-bit Shared Variable Pool Storage (MB)  SSU64SVP  QW0225SV                 |  X  |  X  |  X  |

  X  |

DB2 Query CP Parallelism Considerations
DB2 can significantly reduce the response time for processor-intensive queries by initiating multiple parallel operations
when it needs to access data from a table or index in a table space.

Query CP parallelism enables true multi-tasking by breaking a large query into many smaller queries running
simultaneously on several processors accessing data in parallel, therefore reducing the query elapsed time.

The following topics describe the impact of query CP parallelism on MICS processing and data analysis:

• DB2 Collecting Query CP Parallelism Information
• DB2 Parallel Tasks Data Analysis
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DB2 Collecting Query CP Parallelism Information

This analyzer collects application program information from the DB2 SMF type 101 Accounting Trace Record (IFCID 0003
or IFCID 0239). Applications that use CP parallelism generate multiple records, each one containing a portion of the total
query consumptions.

Parallel tasks, result in extra accounting trace records because, in addition to the record for the parent query, a record is
produced for each parallel child task. A DB2 parameter, PTASKROL=YES, consolidates the child records a single rollup
record. This rollup record reduces the number of SMF type 101 accounting trace records to one parent and one rollup
record for the parallel child tasks.

The rollup record is written at deallocation time, with the parent task record. For example, if a query generates 6 parallel
subtasks (when PTASKROL = YES), instead of writing 7 SMF records, only two are created. The records created are the
parent task and the child tasks' summary.

Although both records are written at deallocation time and contain common identification information, the rollup summary
record is not a duplicate of the parent record. Some fields in the rollup record are identical or already included in the
parent record. However the information that is used for accounting and performance analysis is added to parent task's
metrics. The fields containing rollup data were described in IBM APARs PQ10864, PQ22451, and further qualified in
PQ41012.

This analyzer reads and stores information from both records, allowing a complete application or user resource
accounting, and a detailed DB2 performance analysis of parallel processing. For more information, see DB2 Parallel
Tasks Data Analysis.

DB2 Parallel Tasks Data Analysis

When analyzing data involving query parallelism, consider the end-users perception and the internal DB2 parallel
monitoring. What appears to be a single execution of a thread for a user, actually translates into multiple DB2 subtasks.
These subtasks provide an overall elapsed time improvement when their parallelism is balanced.

An example of a comparison between sequential prefetch and parallel processing follows:

Sequential Processing

With sequential processing, all requests for the various partitions of a table space are processed in order, one partition
after each other. A table space in this example is P1, P2, P3, and P4.

CP Processing:  !---------!---------!---------!---------!

                 P1 reqs   P2 reqs   P3 reqs   P4 reqs

Elapsed Time:  !-----------------------------------------!

In the preceding diagram, a single thread performs multiple requests against the four partitions of a table space. From
both the user and DB2 analyst perspective, the elapsed time of this thread, commonly referred to as the response time.
Response time is the sum of the times that are used to perform sequential requests plus I/O and wait times that are not
represented here.

Parallel Processing

With parallel processing, DB2 can generate several subtasks (running in parallel), one task per partition performing all the
requests for this specific partition.

CP Processing:  !---------!

                  P1 reqs
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                !---------!

                  P2 reqs

                !---------!

                  P3 reqs

                !---------!

                  P4 reqs

Elapsed Time:  !-----------!

In the preceding diagram, the elapsed time of the thread is greatly reduced, again from both the user and the analyst
perspective. However, complications occur when you switch from diagrams to actual measured data to establish service
level objectives or monitor CP parallelism activity.

The following topics present more detailed information:

• DB2 Understanding Elapsed Time MICS Metrics
• DB2 Data Analysis Guidelines

DB2 Understanding Elapsed Time MICS Metrics

In DB2, elapsed time is an important measurement because it is used for several purposes. From the end-user
perspective, it is commonly considered as the response time of a thread. For the DB2 analyst, it is used in correlation
with other critical metrics, such as CPU time and I/Os for performance analysis. For query CP parallelism, it is helpful to
know the elapsed times of each individual parallel task because it might help to determine how parallelism is balanced.
For example, does every subtask have an "equal amount" of the total work in terms of I/Os CPU, and so on.

The MICS files that provide several data elements that are related to elapsed time measurements are the DB2 User
Activity (DB2DSU) and DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) files. Accurate reporting on threads elapsed time requires a good
understanding of the content of these variables, as soon as parallel processing is involved.

 Contents of Elapsed Time Data Elements for the DB2DSU/DB2DSP Files 

 Element Name  Sequential Processing  Parallel Processing 
fffELPTM thread total elapsed time parent task elapsed time only
fffET2TM thread total elapsed time parent task elapsed time only
fffPELPT zero sum of all child tasks elapsed times
fffPET2T zero sum of all child tasks elapsed times
fffTELPT thread total elapsed time sum of parent and all child tasks elapsed

times
fffTET2T thread total elapsed time sum of parent and all child tasks elapsed

times

For guidelines on how to use these data elements under different perspectives, see DB2 Data Analysis Guidelines.

 

DB2 Data Analysis Guidelines

There are two different approaches you can use to analyze data when using query CP parallelism. These approaches are
user activity reporting and fine parallelism monitoring.

Although, both are based on the same raw data, they must be addressed differently. These approaches are described in
the following sections:
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• DB2 Reporting on User Activity
• DB2 Monitoring Query CP Parallelism

DB2 Reporting on User Activity

DB2 user activity reporting does not generally require access to the most detailed level of data. So, by default,
the MICS User/Plan Activity files (DB2DSU and DB2DSP) are inactivated in the DETAIL timespan. However, data
summarization in higher levels of granularity must be accurate and must prevent data duplication, overlapping, or
incomplete measurements.

You can determine if any query is enabled for CP parallelism, at any point within the reporting interval, even if you do not
have access to DB2 system information or parameters.

When the DETAIL timespan is active for the user activity files and you are reporting on a glandular level, use the Special
Transaction Type Identifier (DB2PTASK) to identify each observation.

NONE
Indicates that the observation represents the activity of a sequential query.

ACUMAC
Indicates a record representing the DB2 ACCUMACC summarization of two or more DDF or RRSAF queries.

PARENT
Indicates that the observation represents only the activity of the originating task of a parallel query.

CHILD
Indicates that the observation represents the activity of a single parallel subtask (individual child records are generated
when the DB2 system parameter PTASKROL is set to NO).

ROLLUP
Indicates that the observation represents the summarized activity of all parallel child subtasks. Summarized child roll-up
records are generated when the DB2 system parameter PTASKROL is set to YES.

If you report on higher levels than DETAIL, then DB2PTASK is no longer meaningful. However, the database maintains an
accumulated counter containing the number of parallel tasks that are created, DSUPCNT. If all the queries are sequential,
DSUPCNT is equal to zero. On the other hand, if DSUPCNT is positive, at least one query in the reporting interval used
CP parallelism.

The following guidelines are intended to assist you by using correct MICS data elements under various circumstances.

• DB2 Queries Enabled for CP Parallelism
• DB2 Queries That Do Not Use CP Parallelism

DB2 Queries Enabled For CP Parallelism

How CP parallelism handles measurements is reviewed in this section. For example:

• Do the subtasks elapsed times overlap with the originating parent task? If so, how can we accurately translate the user
perception of the response time?

• If there is no overlap in elapsed times and the subtasks are processed concurrently, we may see CPU times greater
than elapsed times. How can we correlate them?

The following section answers a few common questions about queries that are enabled for CP parallelism.

For more information about specific performance statistics of parallel processing, see DB2 Monitoring Query CP
Parallelism.

• Number of threads executed.
– Explanation:
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When a query is enabled for CP parallelism, instead of creating a unique SMF type 101 record for the complete thread,
DB2 generates one record:
– When PTASKROL equals YES, DB2 generates one record for the originating parent task and either one more rollup

record containing summary information for all the parallel child subtasks.
– When PTASKROL equals NO, DB2 generates one record per individual parallel subtask executed
When MICS detects that a record belongs to a parallel query, it sets DSUNTHRD to one for the parent record and
to zero for the subtasks' records. By taking these measures, even if DB2 internally created 12 parallel tasks, the
query that the user executed only counts for one thread. This count is important when you have to derive average
measurements per thread.

• Total elapsed time for all threads.
Element or Computation: DSUELPTM
– Explanation:

DSUELPTM is the only element to use to get the user view of elapsed time when a query is enabled for CP
parallelism. To avoid overlap between the originating task and the child subtasks, DSUELPTM is only populated for
the parent task and is set to zero for all child subtasks. The originating task lasts until the end of all parallel tasks.
This reflects the user response time.

• Average elapsed time per thread.
Element or Computation: DSUELPTM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

This computation provides the actual average thread response time, as perceived by the user. This time should be
much smaller for CP parallelism enabled queries than for sequential processing because parallel subtasks are not
accounted for in any of these two data elements.

• Total elapsed time that is spent on DB2 for all threads
Element or Computation: DSUET2TM
– Explanation:

In DB2 elapsed time is a subset of the total thread elapsed time. When a query is enabled for CP parallelism,
DSUET2TM is the only element that can be used to get the user view of in-DB2 elapsed time. In order to avoid
overlap between the originating task and the child subtasks, DSUET2TM is only populated for the parent task and is
set to zero for all child subtasks. The originating task lasts until the end of all parallel tasks.

• Average in-DB2 elapsed time per thread.
Element or Computation: DSUET2TM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

DSUET2TM contains the accumulated n-DB2 elapsed times for all threads that are executed, divide one of these
variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread. Only parent tasks in-DB2 times are accounted
for in this derivation.

• Total CPU time that is consumed by all threads.
– Element or Computation: DSUTCBTM or DSUCPUTM
– Explanation:

In versions before Version 6 Release 1, DSUCPUTM contained the sum of TCB time (DSUTCBTM) and SRB time
(DSUSRBTM). However, before Version 6 Release 1, DB2 does not set SRB times, hence MICS no longer captures
related data elements. So, DSUTCBTM and DSUCPUTM contain the same value.
These data elements contain the sum of the parent task plus all child subtasks TCB times; therefore, they can be
greater than DSUELPTM (the elapsed time), which only accounts for parent tasks. This summation should not
cause a problem because these statistics serve two different purposes. Elapsed time is a service level indicator and
TCB time is a charging element that must account for the total CPU used by all tasks and subtasks executed.
To correlate elapsed time to TCB time, use other MICS data elements including both the parent and child tasks
elapsed times, like DSUTELPT, Total Elapsed Time.

• Average CPU time per thread.
Element or Computation: DSUTCBTM / DSUNTHRD or DSUCPUTM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:
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DSUTCBTM and DSUCPUTM contain the accumulated CPU times for all threads that are executed, divide one of
these variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread.

• Total in DB2 CPU time that is consumed by all threads
Element or Computation: DSUTC2TM
– Explanation:

In DB2, CPU time is a subset of the total thread CPU time. This subset quantifies the TCB time spent on performing
DB2 functions. Use this accumulated data element.
For more information about in-DB2 TCB times, as it relates to parallelism, see item 6.

• Average in-DB2 CPU time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUTC2TM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

DSUTC2TM contains the accumulated in-DB2 CPU times for all threads that are executed, divide one of these
variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread.

• Total wait time for all threads
Element or Computation: DSUIOETM + DSUALLTM
– Explanation:

DSUIOETM represents the time that all threads are waited for I/Os in DB2. DSUALLTM represents the time they
waited for locks and latches. These data elements contain the sum of the parent task, plus all child subtasks' wait
times because there is no overlap between the SMF type 101 records for TCB time and most other accounting
measurements.

• Average wait time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUIOETM + DSUALLTM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

Divide the total wait time by the number of threads executed.

DB2 Queries That Do Not Use CP Parallelism

When CP parallelism is not used and the DB2DSU file in the producing the following summary daily statistics for a given
user ID is straightforward. However, it is more complex with parallelism involved.

The following examples illustrate a few basics of user reporting, but they can easily be extended to other metrics:

• Number of threads executed
Element or Computation: DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

In DB2, each thread that is executed generates its own accounting SMF type 101 record. When this product
processes this data, it sets the accumulated DSUNTHRD data element to 1 each time it encounters a new record.
To get the number of threads executed print the value of DSUNTHRD.

• Total elapsed time for all threads
Element or Computation: DSUELPTM or DSUTELPT
– Explanation:

DSUELPTM and DSUTELPT are only different when at least one thread uses CP parallelism because DSUTELPT
would contain the parent task elapsed time and all the child subtasks' elapsed times. This is true for a period
covered by measurement interval. This example does not use parallelism and there are no child subtasks.
Therefore, DSUELPTM contains the same value as DSUTELPT.

• Average elapsed time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUELPTM / DSUNTHRD or DSUTELPT / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

DSUELPTM and DSUTELPT contain the accumulated elapsed times for all threads that are executed, divide one of
these variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average elapsed time for a single thread.

• Total elapsed time that is spent in DB2 for all threads
Element or Computation: DSUET2TM or DSUTET2T
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– Explanation:
In-DB2 elapsed time is a subset of the total thread elapsed time. DSUET2TM and DSUTET2T are only different
when at least one thread uses CP parallelism because DSUTET2T would contain the parent task in-DB2 elapsed
time and the child subtasks in-DB2 elapsed times. This is true for a period covered by measurement interval. This
example does not use parallelism and there are no child subtasks. Therefore, DSUET2TM contains the same value
as DSUTET2T.

• Average in-DB2 elapsed time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUET2TM / DSUNTHRD or DSUTET2T / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation: 

DSUET2TM and DSUTET2T contain the accumulated in-DB2 elapsed times for all threads that are executed, divide
one of these variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread.

• Total CPU time that is consumed by all threads
Element or Computation: DSUTCBTM or DSUCPUTM
– Explanation:

DSUCPUTM once contained the sum of TCB time (DSUTCBTM) and SRB time (DSUSRBTM). Because Version
6 Release 1, DB2 does not set SRB times, hence MICS no longer captures SRB-related data elements. So,
DSUTCBTM and DSUCPUTM contain the same value.

• Average CPU time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUTCBTM / DSUNTHRD or DSUCPUTM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

DSUTCBTM and DSUCPUTM contain the accumulated CPU times for all threads that are executed, divide one of
these variables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread.

• Total in-DB2 CPU time that is consumed by all threads
Element or Computation: DSUTC2TM
– Explanation:

In-DB2 CPU time is a subset of the total thread CPU time. This element quantifies the TCB time that is spent on
performing DB2 functions.

• Average in-DB2 CPU time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUTC2TM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

DSUTC2TM contains the accumulated in-DB2 CPU times for all threads that are executed, divide one of these
ariables by DSUNTHRD to get the average time for a single thread.

• Total wait time for all threads
Element or Computation: DSUIOETM + DSUALLTM
– Explanation:

DSUIOETM represents the time that all threads waited for I/Os in DB2 and DSUALLTM represents the time that
they waited for locks and latches.

• Average wait time per thread
Element or Computation: DSUIOETM + DSUALLTM / DSUNTHRD
– Explanation:

Divide the total wait time by the number of threads executed.

 

DB2 Monitoring Query CP Parallelism

In addition to the user reporting guidelines provided in the previous section, the analyst has to address the internal DB2
perspective of parallel processing. These tasks includes several tasks like identifying potentially good candidates for query
CP parallelism, monitoring balance, and overall performance of parallel subtasks executions.
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• DB2 Identify Potential Candidates for CP Parallelism
• DB2 Analyzing CP Parallelism Performance
• DB2 Parallelism Reduction and Degradation

DB2 Identify Potential Candidates for CP Parallelism

Knowing the profile of your DB2 sequential queries before enabling them for CP parallelism is important because only
processor-intensive queries benefits from concurrent executions.

The type of DB2 queries that consume large amounts of processor time include:

• Queries involving large volumes of data scans, but whose selection criteria only return a few rows.
• Queries accessing long data rows with a very low rows per page ratio.
• Queries containing aggregate column functions (like AVG, SUM), which generally return a single result after scanning

multiple rows.
• Queries involving large data sorts.

To determine if a query is CP-intensive is the ratio of the total TCB time to the total elapsed time. The following
computation, from the DB2 User Activity file (DB2DSU) provides this ratio:

CP_RATIO = ( DSUTCBTM / DSUELPTM ) * 100

If CP_RATIO is less than 30 percent, the query does not take advantage of CP parallelism.

If CP_RATIO is between 30 percent and 70 percent, the query is well-balanced and enabling it for CP parallelism may
slightly improve its performance.

If CP_RATIO is greater than 70 percent, then the query is processor-intensive and is a good candidate for CP parallelism.

 

 

DB2 Analyzing CP Parallelism Performance

Use this list of questions and explanations that should be taken into account when optimizing a DB2 query after enabling
parallelism:

1. Did the overall performance of the query improve?
Element or Computation: DSUELPTM compared to DSUTELPT
– Explanation:

The difference between these two data elements is that DSUELPTM represents the elapsed time of only the parent
task, which is the actual query response time while DSUTELPT is the accumulation of all parallel tasks, the parent
plus all child subtasks. Thus, DSUTELPT is equivalent to the total query elapsed time, when executed sequentially.
If DSUELPTM is significantly lower than DSUTELPT, the goal is achieved.

2. How many parallel tasks were generated for this query?
Element or Computation: DSUNTHRD + DSUPCNT
– Explanation:

When a query is enabled for CP parallelism, instead of creating a unique SMF type 101 record for the complete
thread, DB2 generates one record:
• When PTASKROL equals YES, DB2 generates one record for the originating parent task and either one more

rollup record containing summary information for all the parallel child subtasks.
• When PTASKROL equals NO, DB2 generates one record per individual parallel subtask executed
When MICS detects that a record belongs to a parallel query, it sets these two variables for the parent record:
DSUNTHRD is set to one and DSUPCNT is set to the number of parallel subtasks generated. For subtasks
records, they are both forced to zero. For example, if an originating task creates 8 parallel subtasks, the total
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number of tasks that are executed for the query is 9 (1 in DSUNTHRD and 8 in DSUPCNT). This is important when
you want to derive average measurements per task.

3. What is the average TCB time per parallel task?
Element or Computation: DSUTCBTM / DSUNTHRD + DSUPCNT
– Explanation:

DSUTCBTM contains the sum of all parallel tasks TCB time. This includes the parent task and all child subtasks.
4. What is the average elapsed time per parallel task?

Element or Computation: DSUTELPT / DSUNTHRD + DSUPCNT
– Explanation:

Use DSUTELPT, which is the only data element containing the accumulated elapsed times of all parallel tasks,
including the parent task, and not DSUELPTM, which only represents the elapsed time of the parent task.

5. Is parallelism well balanced across all subtasks?
Element or Computation: DB2PTASK
Analyze in detail how each parallel subtask performs compared to its counterpart. Carefully plan this task and
only perform it for a short term, as it may have severe implications on your data center operations and MICS daily
processes.
By default, the PTASKROL value of the DB2 system parameter is YES, which means DB2 rolls up all child tasks
information into a single SMF type 101 record. For task level information, change the PTASKROL value to NO,
which instructs DB2 to write a SMF type 101 record for each individual parallel subtask. This action may flood your
installation's SMF data sets and lead to severe operational problems.
Once the SMF data is created, store it in the MICS database. Store the database by activating the DB2DSU file in
the DETAIL timespan (by default, the DB2DSU file is inactive). This action may lead to disk space problems during
your MICS daily processing. However, you can use the TAPEDSU facility to create the detail file on tape, rather than
disk.
Data element DB2PTASK, Special Transaction Type Identifier, allows you to determine if the observation represents
the activity of the parent task or of the child subtask activity. For more information, see the DB2PTASK data dictionary
entry.

 

DB2 Parallelism Reduction and Degradation

In DB2, the optimal number of parallel operations or tasks that are used to access data to achieve minimum elapsed
time is initially determined at bind time, and later adjusted when the query is executed. If the query cannot be run at the
planned degree, as determined by DB2, parallelism executes at a reduced degree or degrades to sequential operations.

Summarized here are the reasons for parallelism reduction and degradation, and provides you with some
related MICS data elements, when available, that you may find useful for monitoring.

The easiest way to verify if parallelism ran at the planned degree is to compare the values of the following data elements:

• DSUTOGRP: Parallel Groups Executed
• DSUNOGRP: Parallel Groups Exec Planned Degree

A parallel group is a set of parallel operations. A single query can have several parallel groups, but each group within the
query is identified by its own unique number.

If the number of parallel groups that are executed at the planned degree is not equal to the total number of parallel
groups that are executed, then parallelism reduction ordegradation or both occurred at some point for one of the following
reasons:

1. Lack of Virtual Buffer Pool Space Availability
Element: DSUDGBUF, DSURDGRP, DSURPOP2, DSUSKIP
Explanation:Non-zero values for any of these data elements is an indicator of a storage shortage or contention on
the buffer pool that affected parallelism execution. To increase the current buffer pool using the ALTER BUFFERPOOL
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statement, or assign table spaces that are accessed by this query to a different buffer pool using the ALTER
TABLESPACE statement.

2. Runtime Host Variable Values
Elements: Not Available
Explanation:In an application program, a variable that is referenced by embedded SQL statements can determine the
qualifying partitions of a table for a given query. In this case, determination of optimum parallelism degree is deferred
until runtime, when the host variable value is known.

3. Updateable Cursor
Elements: DSUDGCUR
Explanation:A non-zero value in this data element indicates that DB2 determined, at runtime, that an ambiguous
cursor was updateable, and that the parallel groups fell back to sequential mode. This situation can occur when a
query is bound with the CURRENDATA(YES) option, and if DB2 cannot tell if the cursor isread -only. To ensure DB2
consider parallelism for ambiguous cursors, select the CURRENDATA(NO) bind option. However, it is best to prevent
such a situation, by indicating when a cursor is read-only on the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

4. Lack of Proper Hardware and Softwa0re Support
Elements: DSUDGESA, DSUEGENC
Explanation:When the hardware sort facility is not available at runtime, and a sort merge join is needed, DSUDGESA
has a non- zero value. Also when enclave services are unavailable, DSUEGENC has a non-zero value. Enclave
services are required for distributed requests, because the parallel tasks run under an enclave SRB, unlike non-
distributed requests, for which parallel tasks run under a client SRB.

5. Changes in the Configuration of Online Processors
Elements: DSURPOP1
Explanation:
DB2 can reduce the parallelism degree when there are fewer online central processors (or, for sysplex parallelism,
DB2 members) available at runtime than at bind time. Use DSURPOP1 as a potential problem indicator only if
parallelism does not run at the planned degree, because a non-zero value does not necessarily mean that a reduction
occurred. If the change in configuration results in an increase of the processing power, DB2 can increase the parallel
degree to take best advantage of this updated configuration.

6. Disabled by the Resource Limit Facility (RLF)
Elements: DSURLFDP 
Explanation:
This data element provides the number of threads for which query parallelism was disabled by the RLF.

7. Execution Limited to a Single DB2 Subsystem
Elements: DSUORNO, DSUORR, DSUPGDTT
Explanation:These data elements indicate that parallel groups executed on a single DB2 subsystem due to one of the
following reasons:
DSUORNO:Either the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter was set to YES at bind time, but the parameter is set to
NO at runtime.; or
the plan or package was bound on a DB2 with the COORDINATOR subsystem parameter set to YES, but the program
is being run on a different DB2 that has the COORDINATOR value set to NO.
DSUORR:The plan or package was bound with an isolation value of REPEATABLE-READ or READ-STABILITY.
DSUPGDTT:Sysplex parallelism was downgraded to CP parallelism for parallel groups because they referenced a
user-defined function (UDF), and a declared temporary table was detected at runtime.

 

DB2 ACCUMACC Roll-up Records
Beginning with DB2 Version 8.1, the ACCUMACC zPARM can be used to instruct DB2 to summarize accounting records
for DDF and RRSAF transaction records before writing to SMF.

To use this feature, an ACCUMACC threshold parameter is specified in the range from 2 to 65535. This threshold
represents the number of records that are summarized before a roll-up record is written. The roll-up is done for each end-
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user identifier, which is defined as the concatenation of end-user ID, end-user transaction name, and end-user workstation
name.

The data element names representing these key data elements are found in the DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) file:

• DSUEUTX End User Transaction Name
• DSUEUWN End User Workstation Name
• DSUEUID End USERID

A related DB2 zPARM, ACCUMUID, permits customization of the end-user fields that are used for summarization. The
following combinations are permitted:

• End user ID, transaction name, and workstation name.
• End user transaction name.
• End user workstation name.
• End user ID and transaction name.
• End user ID and workstation name.
• End user transaction name and workstation name.

ACCUMACC and the MICS DB2 Analyzer

External access to mainframe based DB2 databases can result in high volumes of DDF and RRSAF transactions.
ACCUMACC offers relief through lower volumes of SMF data records, but with some loss of information.

• Character FieldsCharacter fields cannot be summarized. In some cases, IBM stores the character field from the last
accounting record summarized. In other cases, character fields are left empty in the SMF data records.

• Numeric Fields
Most numeric fields representing counts are summarized correctly in the ACCUMACC roll-up records. Fields that
represent timestamp values and certain bit-map fields, however, cannot be accurately summarized.

In cases where data is unreliable or unavailable, it must be interpreted differently due to ACCUMACC summarization.
MICS data dictionary element descriptions provide the information necessary to understand the data element values
represented. In cases where numeric data metrics are unavailable with ACCUMACC summarization, MICS sets the
values to missing (.).

MICS file observations created from ACCUMACC roll-up records are easily identified. Data element Special Transaction
Type Identifier (DB2PTASK) is set to 'ACUMAC' when the source record was an ACCUMACC roll-up record.

The following sections explain the impact of ACCUMACC on several MICS DB2 Analyzer files. Included is information to
assist you in understanding how well ACCUMACC is reducing SMF record volume.

• ACCUMACC and DB2 Region Level Files
• ACCUMACC and DB2 Transaction Level Files

ACCUMACC and DB2 Region Level Files

The DB2 System Activity (DB2DSY) file is built from interval records that are generated at the DB2 region level. Included
in the file are four data elements that count the number of DDF and RRSAF ACCUMACC records written for the region
over the time interval that are represented by the MICS file observation:

• DSYACFTQ
ACCUMACC Count: Failure to Qualify

• DSYACSTR
ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

• DSYACSTL
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ACCUMACC Count: Staleness
• DSYACUTR

CCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

DSYACFTQ, quantifies the number of DDF and RRSAF transaction records that were written unsummarized because one
or more of the summarization key fields was null.

DSYACSTR, DSYACSTL, and DSYACUTR quantify the number of roll-up records written. The most common reason that
a roll-up record is written is because the ACCUMACC threshold value was exceeded (DSYACUTR).

A roll-up record is also written, when staleness and storage are exceeded. This means that a decision was made to write
the roll-up record before summarizing the number of records that are specified by the ACCUMACC threshold value.

By analyzing DSYACUTR and knowing your ACCUMACC threshold value, you can determine SMF record reduction by
DB2 region.

For example, if your ACCUMACC threshold is 10 and DSYACUTR has a value of 1000 in a MICS observation, you know
that without ACCUMACC, the region would have written 10,000 DDF and RRSAF transaction records. Instead, they
were consolidated into 1000 roll-up records, a reduction of 9,000 SMF records over the time period represented by the
DB2DSY file observation.

 

ACCUMACC and DB2 Transaction Level Files

This article describes the impact that ACCUMACC has on the DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU) file, the DB2 User
Activity (DB2DSU) file, and the DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) file.

FILE: DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU) and DB2 Plan DDF Activity (DB2DDP)

With DB2 v9.1 and earlier the DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU) and DB2 Plan DDF Activity (DB2DDP) files do not
contain observations for ACCUMACC roll-up records. For those DB2 releases, the DB2 DSNDQLAC DDF metrics are
not rolled-up for DDF transactions. Typically, the SMF type 101 subtype 0 transaction accounting record for DDF activity
contains a record segment containing the DDF metrics defined in the DB2 DSNDQLAC macro. This SMF record yields
a DB2DSU file user activity record and a corresponding DB2DDU and DB2DDP files DDF activity record in your MICS
database. With ACCUMACC and DB2 v9.1, you will not have DB2DDU and DB2DDP file observations for rolled-up DDF
transaction records.

At DB2 v10.1 and above, DB2 DSNDQLAC DDF metrics are rolled-up for DDF transactions, so there will be DB2DDU
and DB2DDP file observations created even for rolled-up DDF transaction records where ACCUMACC summarization
occurred.

FILES: DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) and DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP)

The DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) and DB2 Plan Activity (DB2DSP) files are built from SMF type 101 subtype 0
transaction accounting records. At the DETAIL timespan, these two files are identical. The difference in these files is
found in the DAYS and higher timespans. The DB2 Account Code data elements are used as summarization keys in the
DB2DSU file, allowing the file to be summarized by user-related metrics. The DB2DSP file, on the other hand, includes
DB2 Plan Name (DB2PLAN) and Connection Identifier (DB2CONN) in the summarization keys providing for a more
technical summarization of transaction activity.

In the DETAIL timespan, you can identify DB2DSU and DB2DSP file observations representing ACCUMACC
roll-up records by examining the value of the Special Transaction Type Identifier (DB2PTASK) data element.
DB2PTASK='ACUMAC' for ACCUMACC roll-up records.

Data elements in these files are adjusted as described here for observations that are created from ACCUMACC roll-up
records.
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Modified Data Elements

• fffNTHRD
Count of Threads Initiated

For non-ACCUMACC records, fffNTHRD is set to 1 in each DETAIL timespan DB2fff file observation. For ACCUMACC
roll-up records, however, fffNTHRD is set to the value of field QWACPCNT, which contains the number of individual
accounting records summarized in the roll-up record.

Unavailable Data Elements

• fffBGTCB
Beginning TCB Timer

• fffENTCB
Ending TCB Timer

• fffENTEX
No. of Entry/Exit Events Processed

• DB2NETID
Network Identifier

For the ACCUMACC records, the raw data fields from which these data elements are unavailable or redefined. The MICS
Db2 Analyzer sets these elements to missing values for ACCUMACC roll-up records.

Note: In these examples, fff represents both DSP and DSU.

Data elements reflecting the value of the last accounting record to be rolled up:

• DB2AUTH
Authorization Identifier

• DB2CORR
Correlation Identifier

• DB2CONN
Connection Identifier

• DB2PLAN
Plan Name

• DB2OPID
Original Operator ID

• fffCATYP
Connecting System Type Code

• fffCICLU
CICS Terminal LU Name

• fffCICNT
CICS Network Identifier

• fffCICUW
CICS Logical Unit of Work ID

These data elements are all included, unmodified, in theDB2DSU file observations for ACCUMACC roll-up records.

Note: The value represented may not reflect the value that is encountered in all records summarized in the roll-up. Per
IBM, the value that is stored in the SMF roll-up record represents the value encountered in the last record rolled-up. Per
IBM, the value that is stored in the SMF roll-up record represents the value that is encountered in the last record rolled-up.
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The following data elements are provided to help understand ACCUMACC activity:

• fffACNT
No. ACCUMACC Records Encountered

• fffACUTR
ACCUMACC Count: Threshold Exceeded

• fffACSTR
ACCUMACC Count: Storage Exceeded

• fffACSTL
ACCUMACC Count: Staleness

fffACNT is set to 1 for observations that are created from ACCUMACC roll-up records. In the same observation, one of the
other three data elements is set to 1 based on the reason that the roll-up record was written.

fffNATHD - Count of ACCUMACC Roll-up Threads

fffNATHD is set equal to the number of individual accounting records rolled-up in an ACCUMACC roll-up record.
By dividing fffNATHD by fffACNT, you can determine the number of individual records rolled-up, on average, into
ACCUMACC roll-up records.

FILE: DB2 Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP)

The DB2 Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP) file is built from SMF type 101 subtype 1 package records. Before DB2
v10.2, this file is the most impacted by ACCUMACC because a major summarization key data element in this file,
Package/DBRM Name (DB2PKNM) is not available  in the roll-up records.

DB2 v10.1 and Higher

With DB2 v10.1 and higher releases, when ACCUMACC is activated, package segments are written to the SMF type 101
subtype 1 records for the first 24 unique package names encountered. Each of these 24 segments may represent the
aggregated information for several instances of packages of a given package name from the multiple transactions that are
involved in the ACCUMACC roll-up.
If more than 24 unique package names are associated with the rolled-up transactions, a 25th segment is added to
the SMF type 101 subtype 1 record that aggregates information from all the remaining package names. For this 25th
segment, the package name is blank and the nature of the MICS observation that is written to the DB2DPP file follows the
characterization described here for DB2 v9.1 and earlier.
Even though ACCUMACC for DB2 v10.1 and higher provides package segments for up to 24 packages in the SMF type
101 subtype 1 records, some raw data fields that would be typically populated in a non-ACCUMACC roll-up record are
unavailable or redefined in these 24 package segments.
The affected MICS DB2DPP file elements, which are listedhere, are set to missing values for DB2 v10.1 and higher
ACCUMACC roll-up records created from these first 24 segments:

• Unavailable data elements for first 24 package segments at DB2 v10.1 and higher:

DPPBEGSC
Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock

DPPBGTCB
Package/DBRM TCB Time At Entry To DB2

DPPENDSC
Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock

DPPENTCB
Package/DBRM TCB Time At Exit From DB2

DPPSUAC
No. Successful Authorization Checks
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DPPCRNT
Most Current Package Executed

DB2 v9.1 and Earlier

With the initial release of ACCUMACC and continuing through DB2 v9.1, when ACCUMACC is activated, all of the
individual package information for DDF and RRSAF is rolled up into a single package segment. The segment field that
typically contains the package name is set to binary zeros.
The primary purpose of the DB2DPP file is to permit analysis of DB2 package activity, by Package/DBRM Name.
With an ACCUMACC summarization masking package name, DB2DPP file observations for rolled-up DDF and RRSAF
transactions are of dubious value. In addition, there is no indication of the number of individual package segments that are
represented by the accumulated numeric data elements.
Rather than storing binary zeros in the DB2PKNM data element, the Analyzer Option for DB2 stores the value
'ACCUMACC ROLLUP RECORD' in observations that are created from ACCUMACC roll-up records.
In the DETAIL timespan, you can identify DB2DPP file observations representing ACCUMACC roll-up records by
examining the value of the Special Transaction Type Identifier (DB2PTASK) data element, DB2PTASK='ACUMAC'
for ACCUMACC roll-up records. Additionally, the DB2PKNM data element always contains 'ACCUMACC ROLLUP
RECORD'.
At DB2 v9.1 and earlier, the raw data metrics that are required to populate some DB2DPP file data elements are
unavailable or redefined. The affected MICS DB2DPP file elements are set to missing values for DB2 v9.1 and earlier
ACCUMACC roll-up records, and for the 25th segment of a record at DB2 v10.1 and higher:

• Unavailable data elements DB2 v9.1 and earlier, and for the 25th segment at DB2 v10.1 and higher:

DPPAAFG
Activity Flag

DPPAANM
Name of Activity

DPPASCH
Nested Activity Schema Name

DPPBEGSC
Package/DBRM Beginning Store Clock

DPPBGTCB
Package/DBRM TCB Time At Entry To DB2

DPPDBRM
Number of DBRMs

DPPELRTM
Elapsed Time for Most Recent Execution

DPPENDSC
Package/DBRM Ending Store Clock

DPPENTCB
Package/DBRM TCB Time At Exit From DB2

DPPENTEX
Entry/Exit Events Processed

DPPINSP
No. Packages Loaded by Stored Proc.

DPPNSTP
Number of Native SQL Procedures
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DPPPACK
Number of Packages

DPPSPNS
No. Stored Procedures Executed

DPPSQLC
SQL Stmts Issued

DPPSUAC
No. Successful Authorization Checks

DPPTCRTM
TCB Time for Most Recent Execution

DPPUDNU
No. User-Defined Functions Scheduled

DPPCRNT
Most Current Package Executed

Optimized DB2 Package Segment Processing
Beginning with DB2 Version 8.1, for DB2 queries that use packages, the package segments are written exclusively to one
or more SMF type 101 subtype 1 (101-1) records. Prior to DB2 Version 8.1, both the transaction segment and package
segments were written to SMF 101-0 records and SMF type 101-1 records were only written for DB2 transactions that
used more than 10 packages, to hold the 11th through nth package segments.

MICS creates two primary database files containing information about individual DB2 transactions:
DB2DSU - DB2 User Activity File: One observation per DB2 transaction ** Created from SMF 101-0 record
DB2DPP - DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File One observation per package Created from SMF 101-1 record(s)
Note: If the IBM DB2 ACCUMACC subsystem parameter is active, SMF type 101-0 transaction records can represent
aggregate information from multiple executions of similar transactions. See the section "ACCUMACC Roll-up Records" for
more information about DB2 ACCUMACC.

Some important data elements, that MICS includes in the DB2DPP package file observations, are only found in the
transaction level SMF 101-0 record:
   DB2PTASK - Special Transaction Type Identifier

   DB2THDTY - DB2 Thread Type

   TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Timestamp

   TRANETS  - Transaction End Timestamp

In order to populate these data elements in the DB2DPP package file observations, MICS must associate DB2DSU
transaction file observations, created from SMF 101-0 transaction records, with related DB2DPP package file
observations created from SMF 101-1 package records.

Historically the work files containing transaction level data and package level data were sorted, then merged, to populate
the data elements listed above in the DB2DPP file. This process, while simple, is very expensive in terms of CPU
and elapsed time due to the high volume of DB2 transaction records processed by MICS at many installations. DB2
transaction and package record volume is often tens of millions of records daily.

Analysis of the way that DB2 writes SMF 101-0 and SMF 101-1 records yielded the following insight:

• For a DB2 transaction that uses packages, DB2 writes the SMF 101-1 package record(s) first, followed by the SMF
101-0 transaction record. When examining SMF log files from multiple sites, it was found that this normal pairing (SMF
101-1(s) immediately followed by the associated SMF 101-0 record) occurs over 95% of the time.

• Due to buffering and competing, parallel attempts to write records to SMF, sometimes the SMF 101-1 and SMF 101-0
records from different transactions are interleaved and do not follow the normal pattern just described.
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To significantly reduce the resource consumption and elapsed time required to sort and merge millions of records, the
processing of SMF 101-1 Package and 101-0 Transaction records was improved, using the following technique:

• Internal memory arrays are defined with the capacity to store the metric content of hundreds of package segments.
During raw data input processing, when a SMF 101-1 Package record is encountered, the contents of each package
segment, as well as identification information suitable for the precise association with the corresponding SMF 101-0
Transaction record, are written to the arrays.

• If the next DB2 SMF 101 record is another 101-1 Package record from the same transaction, the additional package
segments contribute to the arrays.

• What happens next depends on the next DB2 SMF 101 record encountered.

NORMAL BEHAVIOR (>95% of the time)

• FILES CREATED: WORK.DB2DSU (transaction level work file) WORK.DB2DPP (package level work file)
Normal behavior is when the next DB2 SMF record encountered is the SMF 101-0 Transaction record associated with
the SMF 101-1 Package record(s) just processed.

• The transaction record information in the SMF 101-0 record is processed. The information stored in the arrays is
used to write observations to the WORK.DB2DPP package file. The arrays are flushed. These WORK.DB2DPP file
observations are complete and ready to be written to the MICS database.

• A record is written to WORK.DB2DSU transaction file, ready to be written to the MICS database.

UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR (<5% of the time)

• FILES CREATED: WORK.DB2DSU (complete trans level work file) WORK.DB2DSZ (small trans level work file)
WORK.DB2DPZ (package level work file)

• Unusual behavior is when the next SMF 101 record encountered, after the SMF 101-1 package record(s), is not the
SMF 101-0 transaction record associated with the SMF 101-1 package record(s).

• The unusual (not NORMAL) SMF record encounters listed below ultimately result in the subsequent sorting and
merging of observations in the WORK.DB2DxZ work files, after the raw data input phase. While significantly less
efficient than the normal process that uses internal arrays, the number of transactions that require this additional
processing is typically less than five percent of the total number of records.
a. SMF 101-1 package record from a different transaction
b. SMF 101-0 transaction record from a different transaction
c. End-of-File and arrays populated
d. Array size exceeded due to too many 101-1 records from a single transaction

• These scenarios mean that the package segment information in the arrays cannot be associated with the
corresponding SMF 101-0 transaction record in the raw data processing SAS DATA step. When any of these scenarios
occur, the arrays are flushed and their content is written as WORK.DB2DPZ file observations for subsequent sorting
and merging with the WORK.DB2DSZ file.

• SMF 101-0 transaction records inform whether or not the transaction used packages. If the transaction used packages,
and the current array content is not associated with the current SMF 101-0 transaction record, an observation is written
to the WORK.DB2DSZ file for subsequent sorting and merging with the WORK.DB2DPZ file.

• A complete WORK.DB2DSU file observation is always written when a SMF 101-0 transaction record is encountered.
Only occasionally will an additional record be written to the WORK.DB2DSZ file. As the WORK.DB2DSZ file is only
used in the merge with the WORK.DB2DPZ package file, with the intent to populate some transaction related data
elements from the WORK.DB2DSZ observations, the number of data elements in the WORK.DB2DSZ file is small.

The following key data elements fields are used to sort and merge WORK.DB2DPZ package observations with
WORK.DB2DSZ file transaction records:
   SYSID    - SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

   DB2ID    - DB2 SUB SYSTEM IDENTIFIER

   DB2UNQHD - DB2 Instance Number +

   DB2THDSQ - DB2 Thread Commit Sequence Number

   DB2ACEHD - DB2 Agent Control Element
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After the initial raw data processing completes, the small WORK.DB2DPZ and WORK.DB2DSZ files are sorted and
merged by these key data elements to match the package records with their corresponding transaction records.

After successful merging and matching, the now complete WORK.DB2DPZ records are appended to the WORK.DB2DPP
file, and subsequently written to the MICS database.

In some cases, the merge will encounter a few WORK.DB2DPZ package file observations with no matching
WORK.DB2DSZ transaction observations. For example, if the last record in the raw SMF data file is a SMF 101-1
package record, the corresponding SMF 101-0 transaction record will not appear until the next SMF dump. MICS uses
a suspend file (DETAIL.DB2_DP) to hold any orphan, unmatched package records. They are input and included in the
WORK.DB2DBZ/ WORK.DB2DSZ merge during the next DAILY or Incremental Update run.

DB2 Parameters
This section shows you how to complete the required definitions for installing this analyzer. It is important that you
understand your data center and its needs, then translate that understanding into MICS parameters. This section leads
you through the parameter specifications that are required for installing the DB2 Analyzer. It is important to make a
number of policy decisions, fill out several worksheets, and translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding
parameter library member entries.

Note: The focus of this section is on the considerations that are unique to the DB2 Analyzer. Planning for Installation and
Use of MICS and Installation detail the mechanics of the MICS installation process and include checklists that describe
each installation step.

If you have a question at any time, contact Broadcom Support.

This section contains the following:

• DB2 Environmental Considerations

• DB2 Complex Level Parameters

• DB2 Unit Level Parameters

DB2 Environmental Considerations
Before coding the installation parameters, you need to know about the DB2 environment at your installation. To do so, we
suggest that you perform the following exercises:

• Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information that is used by DB2. This information helps
you code appropriate values for the account code parameters of the DB2 Analyzer.

• Review the default setting of the installation parameters that are provided by the DB2 Analyzer to determine their
applicability to your environment.

• Review current MICS parameter specifications:
– Review data base unit specifications to determine which unit or units should be include DB2 data. Typically this is

the same data base unit that the SMF/RMF component is install.
– Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates to the DB2 data. Your site's SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each data base unit.
– Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in DB2 data. This parameter is located in

the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each data base unit.
– Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS products, if applicable, to ensure that MICS Accounting and

Chargeback aggregates information consistently.
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DB2 Complex Level Parameters
This section shows you how to specify the complex level parameters that define the processing of this analyzer. The
definitions apply to all MICS database units in which the DB2 Analyzer is installed.

The following topics are presented:

• DB2GENIN - Customization
• DB2ACCT - Account Code Structure
• DB2ACRT - Account Code Derivation Routine

DB2GENIN Customization

This section discusses customizing DB2GENIN using the OPTION and COMPRESS statements.

The OPTION Statement

To define DB2 Analyzer file processing options, code the OPTION statement, specifying one term from each pair of
keywords.

   OPTION <NODDF/DDF> <NOSERV/SERV> <NOPKG/PKG/PKG10>

         <NOSHARE/SHARE> <NOBUFFER/BUFFER>

         <BPELEMENT/NOBPELEMENT> <NOIDAA/IDAA>

Where:

• NODDF/DDF 
Controls whether the Analyzer is to process data for the distributed data facility (DDF) information that is contained in
the DB2 SMF records. The default is DDF.
When NODDF is set, the following MICS files are deactivated:
– DB2DDY

System DDF Statistics
– DB2_SH

System DDF Suspend
– DB2DDU

DB2 User DDF Activity
– DB2DDP

DB2 Plan DDF Activity

Additionally, all DDF-related elements, identified with cluster code 10, are turned off in the following files:

• DB2DSY
DB2 System Activity

• DB2DSD
DB2 Database Activity

• DB2DSU
DB2 User Activity

• DB2DSP
DB2 Plan Activity

The NODDF option overrides FILE statement specifications for the DDF files and the NAME statement specifications for
the DDF elements in the other MICS DB2 files. See the notes that follow for more information about how to coordinate the
DDF and non-DDF MICS files.

• NOSERV/SERV
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Controls whether the Analyzer populates elements whose data comes from fields that IBM has labeled serviceability
fields. The service ability fields are used at IBM's request for problem determination. The only information that is
provided about these fields comes from the DSECTs (dummy control sections).
The default is NOSERV, which saves space in the MICS database by not populating the elements that come from
serviceability fields.
Note: The sequence/summary elements for the following pairs of files should match. If you tailor the sequence/
summary elements in the Primary File, tailor the Associated DDF File the same way.

Primary File Associated DDF File Activity Captured 
DB2DSY DB2DDY System
DB2DSU DB2DDU User
DB2DSP DB2DDP Plan

Note: The DB2DSP and DB2DDP Plan Activity files are required for Plan Performance reporting. These plan activity files
are generated by renaming the DB2DSU and DB2DDU User Activity file elements at the WORK file level.

Because MICS WORK files are built using KEEP lists at the DETAIL timespan, ensure that the DB2DSP and DB2DDP
elements are defined at the DETAIL timespan in the associated DB2DSU and DB2DDU files.

The DB2DSU and DB2DDU files do NOT have to be activated at the DETAIL timespan to define elements in the KEEP
list for the DETAIL timespan. For details about activating MICS elements at various timespans, see the MICS Facilities
section.

• NOPKG/PKG/PKG10
Controls whether the Analyzer processes data for packages and database request modules (DBRM) contained in the
SMF type 101 subtype 1 record.

• NOPKG (default)
Deactivates the Package/DBRM Activity (DB2DPP) file and turns off all related elements that are found in DB2GENIN
with cluster codes 13 and 20.

• PKG
Activates the DB2DPP file, and turns on the basic package data elements that are mapped by the DB2 DSNDQPAC
macro, which are identified by cluster code 13.

• PKG10
Performs the same functions as PKG, and additionally, activates both the read-up of DB2 Accounting Trace Class 10
data metrics for packages, and the inclusion of the related data elements in the DB2DPP file. The data metrics are
mapped by the DSNDQXPK, DSNDQBAC, and DSNDQTXA macros, and the related data elements are identified by
cluster code 20.

• NOSHARE/SHARE
Controls whether the Analyzer is to process data sharing information. The default, NOSHARE, turns off elements with
cluster code 12 in the following files:

• DB2DSY
DB2 System Activity

• DB2DSD
DB2 Database Activity

• DB2DSU
DB2 User Activity

• DB2DSP
DB2 Plan Activity

• NOBUFFER/BUFFER
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Controls whether the Analyzer processes Expanded Buffer Pool files. The default, NOBUFFER, turns off the following
files:

• DBPDSB
DB2 Buffer Pool Activity

• DBPDBU
DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity

• DBPDBP
DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity

• NOBPELEMENT/BPELEMENT
Controls whether unique data elements for buffer pools 0, 1, 2, and 80 are kept in the DB2DSU, DB2DBU, and
DB2DSD files. NOBPELEMENT is set, only totals for buffer pool elements are kept. BPELEMENT is the default.

• NOIDAA/IDAA
Controls whether unique data elements for IBM's Analytics Accelerator are kept in the DB2DSI, DB2DSP, and
DB2DSU files. The default value is NOIDAA.

Each of the above keywords controls the activation of data elements that are associated with a cluster code. The following
table summarizes the cluster codes used in the DB2 Analyzer.

 DB2 Analyzer Cluster Codes 

Code Keyword Description 
10 DDF Distributed Database Facility
11 SERV Serviceability Fields
12 SHARE Data Sharing
13 PKG or PKG10 Package and DBRM
14 BUFFER Buffer Files
15 BPELEMENT Individual Buffer 0 - 3 Elements
18 IDAA DB2 Analytics Accelerator
20 PKG10 Accounting Trace Class 10 metrics for

packages

The COMPRESS Statement

The SAS system gives you the option to create variable-length or fixed-length observations in a SAS data set. Variable-
length observations differ from fixed-length observations in that the former are usually smaller because the blank spaces
used to pad fixed-length observations are removed.
You instruct SAS to create variable length observations by specifying the COMPRESS= option. SAS data set compression
can be implemented for individual data sets or across the entire SAS system by specifying COMPRESS= on either a
DATA statement (for the individual data set named on the DATA statement) or an OPTIONS statement (for the entire
system).
For more information about the COMPRESS= option, see the SAS Institute documentation.
Do not compress the DB2 Analyzer's interim work files:
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• DB2_DS - System Activity Suspend File
• DB2_DD - Database Activity Suspend File
• DB2_DI - System IDAA Suspend File
• DB2_DA - Aggregated Accounting Stats Suspend File
• DB2_SH - System DDF Suspend File
• DB2_DB - System DBP Suspend File
• DB2_SU - System Storage Usage Suspend File
• DB2_SS - Sys Stor Usage by AS Suspend File
• DB2_BP - Buffer Manager Group Suspend File
• DB2_BM - Buffer Manager Suspend File

DB2ACCT - Account Code Structure

In  MICSdata about DB2 activity is stored by account codes in the DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) and DB2 User DDF
Activity (DB2DDU) files.

For more information, see DB2ACTx - DB2 Account Level Identifier.

The parameters that you specify in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT) define the:

• Number of account code fields that are carried in these files
• Length of each field
• SAS long names that are associated with each field.

Once the fields are defined, you provide a routine that assigns them values Form more information, see DB2 Account
Code Derivation Routine (DB2ACRT).

Preparing to Define Account Codes

Each data center has its own method for associating its DB2 work with the responsible users, projects, or departments.
Before defining account codes, it is important that you investigate your data center's accounting standards and identify:

• The current organizational coding system and determine how the account codes are specified. For example, a cost
center coding system identifying the division, department, project, and employee.

• The naming conventions for physical and logical entities such as database name, tablespace name, user ID name, and
connected subsystem ID.

• If, and how, the codes that are verified to ensure that they correspond to valid definitions. Always validate account
codes and assign unidentified or invalid account codes to a special data center overhead account code. This approach
provides you with two benefits:

• groups all invalid codes under the same category and therefore requires less DASD space.
• Enables you to determine easily how much of this overhead activity is taking place.

Consider the following suggestions in determining the number of account codes that are required to meet your data
center's reporting and analysis needs:

• Account codes are part of the summarization keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is
generated for each combination of values. Therefore, the higher the number of account codes, the more DASD space
the database will require. But, simultaneously, a higher number of account codes also supports data analysis at a
greater level of detail.

• To expand the account code structure in the future, establish an extra account code now to eliminate the need to
retrofit the database later to add the new account code.
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Defining Account Codes

Account code field names are in the form DB2ACTx, where x is the sequential number of the account code field. If three
fields are defined, they are DB2ACT1, DB2ACT2, and DB2ACT3. In your accounting structure, these might identify the
authorization ID, correlation ID, and connection method.
The sequential number is named the account code field "level" number. You can have a maximum of nine levels. A
sample account code structure is provided in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT).
The DB2 Account Code Level Definition Worksheet provides a worksheet for collecting the data. The worksheet can be
filled in as follows:

• Code a separate statement for each account code level.
• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an '*'.
• Account levels are provided in order, starting with 1.
• Up to nine levels are permitted. No gaps are permitted between the numbers.
• The statement format is freeform but positional. The statement format is either:

level length 'descriptive title'

or

level (optional)mas length 'descriptive title'

Where:
– level =

The level of importance of each account code, with level 1 being the most important and the highest level number
being the least important. The levels are defined sequentially starting with 1. You can define up to nine levels. This
parameter is required.

– mask =
An optional parameter that deactivates account codes in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan mask requires
coding T(......) as the second parameter in a statement, where each. represents a file timespan, in the order of
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, specify a Y to indicate that the
account code is active or an N to indicate that it is inactive.
If you do not code the mask, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
If you code the mask, the following rules apply:
- DETAIL must always be Y. Do not deactivated account codes in this timespan.
- If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code - is inactive in the DAYS
timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
- If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be
active in the YEARS timespan.

– length =
The length of the account code. The length ranges from 1 through 30. This parameter is required.

– descriptive title =
(Required) The title describes the account code. The length of the title is 1 through 40 characters. The title is
embedded in quotes (').
A sample DB2ACCT member with four levels is illustrated here:
1  T(YYYYYY)   8 'AUTHORIZATION ID'

2  T(YYYYYY)  12 'CORRELATION ID'

3  T(YYYYYY)   8 'CONNECTION ID'

4  T(YYYYYY)   4 'DISTRIBUTED THREAD TYPE

DB2ACCT - DB2 Account Code Level Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  DB2  Account Code Level Definition  |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DB2ACCT                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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|  ACCOUNT   (Optional)                                                    |

| CODE LEVEL timespan   FIELD                                              |

|   (1-9)      MASK     LENGTH          ACCOUNT CODE LEVEL TITLE           |

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

|     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

DB2ACCT -  Add or Modify DB2 Account Structure

You can add, delete, or change the definitions of the DB2 account codes. However, changing the account code structure
affects not only the content of the MICS database, but also your ability to produce consistent reports, as the DB2 files are
summarized differently afterwards. Your MICS Accounting and Chargeback files are also affected. Therefore, implement
the new account code structure when it produces the least impact on your MICS system, such as during the testing phase
or at the beginning of an accounting month.

To alter the DB2 account code structure (DB2ACCT) use the following checklist :

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members DB2ACCT and DB2ACRT (if necessary) in
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery purposes.

2. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT) to add, delete, or modify an existing account code definition.
3. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DB2CGEN).
4. Modify the DB2 Account Code Derivation Routine in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT) to derive the account

codes. Changes to this member take effect immediately, as this code is included in the next DAILY execution.
5. Retrofit the 00 cycles of the DB2DSU and DB2DDU files in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS (if active) timespans

if you added or deleted an account code level or shortened the account code length. For a sample retrofit routine, see
Retrofitting Database Files.

DB2ACRT - Account Code Derivation Routine

This article provides an overview of the Account Code Derivation Routine (DB2ACRT) and includes a sample member
and a worksheet.

After you have defined DB2ACCT for the number of account codes to be carried in your DB2 files, code the Account Code
Derivation Routine (DB2ACRT) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. DB2ACRT is a SAS routine that derives the account code
data elements during the DAY065 step. For example, if you have defined four account codes in DB2ACCT, then your
DB2ACRT exit must contain SAS code to derive the data elements DB2ACT1, DB2ACT2, DB2ACT3, and DB2ACT4.
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The DB2ACRT code is included directly into the DAY065 step. If you modify the DB2ACRT code, the changes will take
effect during the next DAILY update run.

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine; however, the Analyzer provides a sample exit routine. The
worksheet for coding the DB2ACRT exit is shown in DB2 Account Code Routine Definition Worksheet.

The following illustration shows a sample DB2ACRT member:

/***********************************************************/

/*                                                         */

/* DB2ACT1 - Retain Auth. ID identifying requestor.        */

/*                                                         */

/* DB2ACT2 - Retain transaction, "*BATCH*" or Correlation  */

/*   ID. Correlation ID for batch requests will contain    */

/*   JES job name so "*BATCH*" is used to group all batch  */

/*   interface requests.  Retaining each unique batch job  */

/*   name in DB2ACT2 would increase the size of each       */

/*   CA MICS cycle of data.                                */

/*                                                         */

/* DB2ACT3 - Retain interface connection method used to    */

/*   access DB2.                                           */

/*                                                         */

/* DB2ACT4 - Retain DB2 thread type.                       */

/*                                                         */

/* NOTE:  This sample exit assumes that the VTAM APPLIDs  */

/*   assigned to CICS and IMS regions all begin with the   */

/*   characters "CIC" and "IMS" respectively.  The SAS     */

/*   code must be changed if a different naming            */

/*   convention is used.                                   */

/*  Identify requesting user from Authorization ID         */

DB2ACT1=DB2AUTH;

/*  Identify requestor for specific Connection IDs         */

SELECT(DB2CONN);

  /*  Identify batch interface as being used               */

  WHEN ('BATCH')   DB2ACT2 = '*BATCH*';

  WHEN ('UTILITY') DB2ACT2 = '*BATCH*';

  WHEN ('DB2')     DB2ACT2 = '*BATCH*';

  WHEN ('DB2CALL') DB2ACT2 = '*BATCH*';

/*    Identify requestor for all other Connection IDs      */

  OTHERWISE DO;

/*      Retain the CICS trancode from the correlation ID   */

 IF DB2CONN =: 'CIC' THEN DB2ACT2 = SUBSTR(DB2CORR,5,4);

/*      Retain the IMS PSBNAME from the correlation ID     */

 ELSE IF DB2CONN =: 'IMS' THEN DB2ACT2 = SUBSTR(DB2CORR,5,8);

/*      Otherwise retain the entire correlation ID         */

    ELSE DB2ACT2 = DB2CORR;

  END;

END;

/*  Retain Connection ID for reference                     */

DB2ACT3=DB2CONN;
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/*  Retain Thread Type for DB2 remote (DDF) accesses       */

DB2ACT4=DB2THDTY;

When MICS processes records that have Distributed Data Facility (DDF) input, the DB2ACRT routine writes account
code values for the DB2 User DDF Activity (DB2DDU) file. In this case, MICS reads the QMDAACCT field which provides
the MVS accounting string that is associated with the address space of an SQL application. Multiple account codes are
supplied in the QMDAACCT field. MICS parses QMDAACCT so that these codes can be available in up to nine work
variables with names DSUACTF1 through DSUACTF9. These work variables can be referenced in the DB2ACRT when
populating the DB2ACTn account code elements for the DB2DDU file.

The multiple account fields for the SQL program can be seen in the EXEC statement as follows:

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=progname,ACCT=(W,X,Y,Z)

In this case, the account code strings W, X, Y, and Z appears in the QMDAACCT field which populated work variables
DSUACTF1, DSUACTF2, DSUACTF3, and DSUACTF4. These can be referenced in DB2ACRT by code for example:

IF DB2THDTY GT 0 THEN DO:

  DB2ACT1=DSUACTF1;

  DB2ACT2=DSUACTF2;

  DB2ACT3=DSUACTF3;

  DB2ACT4=DSUACTF4;

END;

Using 'DB2THDTY GT 0' limits the input to the DDF cases.

DB2ACRT - DB2 Account Code Routine Definition Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  DB2 Account Code Routine Definition |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DB2ACRT                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| * VALIDATE ACCOUNT CODES                                                 |

|                                                                          |

| IF { account data is valid } THEN DO;                                    |

|                                                                          |

| * POPULATE ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS                                           |

|                                                                          |

|     DB2ACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

|     DB2ACTn=field source n ;                                             |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

| END;                                                                     |

| ELSE DO;                                                                 |

|                                                                          |

| * ASSIGN TO OVERHEAD ACCOUNT                                             |

|                                                                          |

|     DB2ACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

|     DB2ACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |
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|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|     ____________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| END;                                                                     |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

DB2 Unit Level Parameters
This section shows you how to define the unit level parameters for the DB2 Analyzer. These parameter definitions exist for
each MICS database unit in which the DB2 Analyzer is installed.

• DB2OPS - DB2 Processing Options
• DB2 WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements
• DB2 Internal Step Restart Statements
• DB2 Incremental Update Statements
• DB2 DETAIL Tape Processing
• INPUTRDR and INPUTDB2 PARMS Members
• DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

DB2OPS - DB2 Processing Options

The DB2OPS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains statements for the DB2 Analyzer's processing options.

Numerous optional statements are supported allowing you to customize the analyzer's behavior to meet your data center
requirements.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take
effect. * In addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as,

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),

will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

The following sections explain each of the optional statements that are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS):

• WORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements
• Internal Step RESTART Statements
• Incremental Update Statements
• DETAIL Tape Processing

Sample DB2OPS

A sample of optional statements that may be coded in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS):

MICS Db2 Analyzer Definition Worksheet
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   +-----------------------------------------------------------+

   | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:                       |

   |   DB2 Analyzer Options Definition                         |

   |                                                           |

   | PARMS Library Member is DB2OPS                            |

   |                                                           |

   +-----------------------------------------------------------+

   |                                                           |

   | DB2 Processing Options:                                   |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDSP                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDSU                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDPP                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDDU                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDDP                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDBU                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     TAPEDBP                                               |

   |                                                           |

   |     DETAILTAPEPARM                                        |

   |                                                           |

   |     DETAILTAPESMSPARM                                     |

   |                                                           |

   |     WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters                 |

   |     MULTWORK|NOMULT fff ... fff                           |

   |                                                           |

   |     RESTART YES/NO                                        |

   |                                                           |

   |     INCRUPDATE YES/NO                                     |

   |     INCRDB     PERM/TAPE/DYNAM                            |

   |     INCRDETAIL data_set_allocation_parameters             |

   |                                                           |

   +-----------------------------------------------------------+

 

DB2 WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article provides an overview of the WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements for the DB2
Analyzer.

WORK

This statement is optional.

The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work space
conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing, to
allocate multiple WORK files.
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You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown here:

WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

n
Number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
Number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, remember that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:
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WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

n
Number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

RLSE
Specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
Number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

n
Number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
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Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

Note: As there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number of
WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from
the default.

MULTWORK DBU DDU DPP DSU DPX

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:
WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:
WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:
WORK 5

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:
WORK 5 TRK 200 100

or
WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP
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change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters
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SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
Primary allocation

ssss
Secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

fff
Unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

NOMULT fff fff ... fff

fff
Unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is as follows if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT parameter is specified:

DDU
DB2 User DDF Activity File

DPP
DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File

DSU
DB2 User Activity File

DPX
DB2 Package/DBRM Activity Work File

DBP
DB2 Buffer Pool Area
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DBU
DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity

Change the Number of Work Files

You can change the number of work files used in the MICS Db2 Analyzer processing in Step DAY051, follow the checklist
provided below for each unit.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

– n
Number of WORK data sets

– STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

– SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

– XXX
TRK or CYL

– pppp
Primary allocation

– ssss
Secondary allocation

Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try to change the
number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time that you implement multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2.If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR) where
– (nnn)

Job step number
– (ccc)

Product ID for this product
to check for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified
this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the

number of work files that is specified in Step 1 (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation as you use with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you do not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit that
contains this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation that is specified is used for a single
SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that
will yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done.

Otherwise, continue with Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY
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or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
DAILY INCRccc

– ccc
Product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
DAILY

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

DB2 Internal Step Restart Statements

This article provides an overview of the internal step restart statements RESTART, RESTARTCKPT,
and RESTARTWORK.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes
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Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

Phase Description
FORMAT Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to

intermediate work files
CSYMERG Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data,

and prepare for DETAIL cycle creation.
MSAC Invoke CICMSAC routine if MSACCOUNT was specified in

CICOPS.
DYSUM Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to

update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.
DYAGE Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing

cycles.This product employs two database update processing
phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

//cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

– Internal step restart control data set
//cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

– Multiple work file data sets
//WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.
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RESTARTCKPT

(Optional) Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart
checkpoint data set:

RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA
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RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

(Optional) Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart WORK data
set:

RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen
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pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

  RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
RESTART YES

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
DAILY INCRccc

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.
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DB2 Incremental Update Statements

This article provides an overview of the incremental update statements
INCRUPDATE, INCRDB, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS, INCRCKPT, INCRSPLIT, and DYNAMWAIT.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.
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When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of
database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental
update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution
into the composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in
the DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of
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this overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job
step. The increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This
increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time
increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive
processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O
processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is
a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to
periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.
Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your
prime shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime
shift) and 6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that
the incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of
this product.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is
during the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental
update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an
issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to
miss a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for
end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are
processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
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When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic
unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

//IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

– Incremental update DETAIL
//IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

– Incremental update DAYS
//IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

Note: If your data center uses the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits, review the important considerations in CICS
Incremental Update Considerations.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
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Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

INCRDB DYNAM

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.
Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.
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If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see >Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
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the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters
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SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.
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Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

(Optional) Specify the following

DYNAMWAIT   minutes

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, that the DAILY and/or INCRccc job waits for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
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set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing waits 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation is
attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of
minutes that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs waits for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

     DYNAMWAIT 0

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

DB2 DETAIL Tape Processing

This article provides an overview of the creation of optional DETAIL timespan data sets.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• DETAIL timespan data sets are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or
the DAILY update run. Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that
specifies the data set name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:

tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
the three character MICS information that is associated with the file

fff
the three-character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)
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• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The MICS Db2 Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• DB2DSU - DB2 User Activity File
• DB2DSP - DB2 Plan Activity File
• DB2DDU - DB2 User DDF Activity File
• DB2DDP - DB2 Plan DDF Activity File
• DB2DPP - DB2 Package/DBRM Activity File
• DBPDBU - DB2 User Buffer Pool Activity File
• DBPDBP - DB2 Plan Buffer Pool Activity File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.
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File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

               DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |

|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |

|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V
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 // DD statements and GDG generation

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

TAPEfff <optional parameters>

fff
the unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

See the Planning section for unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
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The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
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Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
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defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example,STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For more information about unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Planning.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

    DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
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The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

    TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just prior to the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where fff
matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

See the CICS Modification section for a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

• Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

the three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
• Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
• Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

cccGDGGN DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
INCRccc

• Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for a details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

• Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section, the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

The Modifying Your System section contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to
deactivate the DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in
the prefix.MICS.DETAIL database.If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:
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• Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

• Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To deactivate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

• Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
• If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
• Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
• Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following line:
INCRccc

• Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
• (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statements that you deleted in step 1.

INPUTRDR and INPUTDB2 PARMS Members

This article provides an overview of the INPUTRDR and INPUTDB2 PARMS members.

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

       PARAMETER            INPUTRDR        INPUTccc

 ROW   IN JCLDEF            WHERE USED      WHERE USED

 ---   ------------------   ------------    ---------------

  1    DAYSMF OFF           Not Used        Each Comp Step

  2    DAYSMF FILE(S) ...   DAYSMF Step     Not Used

  3    Only 1 SMF Comp      Comp Step       Not Used

  4    SMFDIRECTOR          Not Used        Comp Step

  5    DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc   Not Used        Comp ccc Step

  6    SMFRECORDING ccc     It depends      Comp ccc Step

Row 1:
When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2:
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When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3:
If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMFdoes not generated and the component step with SMF
input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5:
If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF is
automatically deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6:
Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
can optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but always include the INPUTccc member. See the Product
Analyzing section.
For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

For details on deactivating DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided here. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either
JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

//INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated and the component step with SMF
input data is used the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement that is specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
member, then each component step reads its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

|                                                                    |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                    |

|This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

|which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

|                                                                    |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |
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|   //@                                                              |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|                                                                    |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

INPUTDB2 PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTDB2 member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the
DB2 Analyzer Option. The //INPUTSMF DD and, optionally, the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY065
step of the DAILY job.

The INPUTDB2 member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR DB2 is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE DB2 is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTDB2 member is provided in the INPUTDB2 JCL Definition Worksheet.

If you change the contents of the INPUTDB2 member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details about this product feature see, SMF Director Interface Guide.

INPUTDB2 JCL Definition Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTDB2 JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTDB2                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTDB2) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

This section describes the details that are required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility, explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

CICS Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of data to save both online and in archive mode for
each file in each supported timespan.

The Data Retention Specifications Worksheet at the end of this section provides an example to define the different
retention limits for the online and archive database files. The numbers shown on the worksheet reflect the default retention
values in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

Use the worksheet to define your retention specifications, which, in turn, will allow you to determine the appropriate values
for the modeling process.

Note that the DBMODEL worksheet shown here contains values for this product only. For additional information,
see Preparing the Modeling Input.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, that
is shown within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated
timespan. To add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number can never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

A typical set of CICS file statements follows:

    FILE CIC CICCSY 10 33 09 06 01 00 053 024

    FILE CIC CICCSU 00 02 00 02 01 00 000 024

    FILE CIC CICCAU 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCAC 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCIN 33 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCDC 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCMR 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCSF 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Database Data Retention Definitions |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |
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|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

| File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

| Name |                                               |                   |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|CICCSY| __(10)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)  _(1)   00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

|CICCSU| __(00)  __(02)  __(00)  __(02)  _(1)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (024)|

|CICCAU| __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  _(0)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|CICCAC| __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  _(0)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|CICCIN| __(33)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|CICCDC| __(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|CICCMR| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|CICCSF| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICS DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member using the information collected on the worksheet in the CICS Data Retention
Specifications (FILE Statements) section. To actually perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in
Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility.

DB2 Processing
This article provides some considerations for operation of the DB2 Analyzer.

Processing Requirements

MICS assumes that the SMF record collection (using IFASMFDP) and processing (MICS DAILY job) occur daily.

The DB2 Analyzer can be installed either of two ways:

• In the same database unit as the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer to run with MICS SMF processing. In this case
the SMF file will be read only once.

• In a separate database unit. In this case both the Batch and Operations Analyzer and the DB2 Analyzer read the entire
SMF file each day.

If it can be guaranteed that the Batch and Operations Analyzer will execute before the DB2 Analyzer each day, it is
possible to have the Batch and Operations Analyzer extract the Type 100 and 101 DB2 SMF records and leave these for
later processing by the DB2 Analyzer, thus speeding the Batch and Operations Analyzer update.

To cause the Batch and Operations Analyzer to extract this data, change the _USRSEL macro in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) to this:

MACRO _USRSEL

 IF ROUTINE='INPUTRDR' AND

 (SMFRTYPE EQ 100 OR SMFRTYPE EQ 101) THEN

 USERFILE=1;

%
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The SMF Type 100 and 101 records will be extracted and written to prefix.MICS.USER.DATA, where "prefix" is the prefix
of the unit database for the Batch and Operations Analyzer. This file will then be used as input to the DB2 Analyzer.

Collector Options And Operation

The collection of accounting type 101 and statistical type 101 data is optional with DB2. To obtain the maximum benefit
from the DB2 Analyzer, both record types should be collected. To enable the collection of DB2 accounting and statistical
data:

1. Update the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB by using a utility such as IEBUPDTE. SMFPRM determines which
records SMF will allow to be written. Use SET SMFPRM=xx to select the member dynamically and cause SMF to
begin logging DB2 records.

2. Do one of the following as appropriate:
a. During DB2 installation, use the ISPF installation panels to choose accounting and statistics.
b. During an update to the DB2 installation parameters, use the appropriate ISPF panel to specify that DB2

accounting and statistics data should be written to SMF.
c. Activate the new SMFPRMxx member. To do this, re-IPL the system specifying the member (SMF=xx) or use the

SET SMF=xx command.
3. Restart DB2 using the new installation parameters.
4. To prepare the SMF data for processing, dump the SMF records to a sequential data set using the IFASMFDP routine.

Data Integrity Considerations

The section of the DB2 Analyzer that reads the DB2 accounting and statistical records from the SMF file incorporates a
number of provisions for validating the integrity of the SMF data:

• Record length checks
• Missing data checks
• Duplicate data checks
• Improper data combination checks

Messages are written to the SAS log if the DB2 Analyzer detects any of these conditions.

In addition, the DB2 Analyzer detects the restart of DB2. This is required for the proper calculation of data in the DB2
System Activity and Data Base Activity files. The procedure involves checking the sequence number of each DB2 SMF
record.

It should be remembered that DB2 SMF data is not checkpointed and is not preserved over a DB2 restart. If a restart
occurs, some data may be lost.

DB2 Modifying
The DB2 Analyzer is tailored, primarily, by using options, parameters and, sometimes, by using exits. Most of the
customization is available by following the standard procedures that are documented in System Modification.

This section provides checklists to help you to customize the DB2 Analyzer and describes the exits that are available
during daily update processing.

• DB2 Modification Checklists

• DB2 Standard User Exits

DB2 Modification Checklists
This section provides checklists for tailoring the DB2 analyzer. The following topics are discussed:
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• Activate DB2 Plan Activity Files (DB2DSP, DB2DDP)
• Implement Incremental Update for Tapefff
• Alter the Active Timespans for a File

Activate DB2 Plan Activity Files (DB2DSP, DB2DDP)

The DB2 Plan Activity Files, DB2DSP and DB2DDP, are optional files that are created from a rename of the DB2DSU and
DB2DDU files. These files are distributed as active files. The procedure to activate the DB2DSP and DB2DDP files is,
therefore, needed only if the files have been set to inactive.

To activate these files, use the following checklist:

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN). If DDF reporting is required, modify the OPTION statement as
follows:
OPTION DDF

Code the following FILE statement for the DB2DSP file if the file is turned on in the DETAIL, DAYS, and MONTHS
timespans:
FILE DSP 00 2 Y E N Y N N N N DB2 PLAN Activity File

Ensure the DDP FILE statement matches the DSP FILE statement if DDF is selected on the OPTION statement.
Ensure all elements turned on in the DB2DSP and DB2DDP files are also available at the DETAIL timespan for
DB2DSU and DB2DDP respectively. The DB2DSU and DB2DDP timespan need NOT be active to comply with this
requirement.

3. Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(DB2CGEN).
4. Move MICS parameter library members that are dependent on the components installed in this database unit.

Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)
5. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status

in each timespan. For example, at least one cycle is retained for the DETAIL timespan for the files you activated. For
details on DBMODEL definitions, see DBMODEL Database Space Modeling.

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).

DB2 Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS Db2 Analyzer, follow the checklist provided below:

See DB2 Incremental Update Statements for a detailed description of the statement syntax.

Note: If you are using the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the next
section before activating incremental update.

Incremental Update Considerations 

If you are using the TAPEfff exit to collect detail-level data, and incremental update is active, you may need to make a
few simple but very important adjustments to your exits or options to accommodate the way that incremental update
processes data.

TAPEfff Option Considerations with Incremental Update

The TAPEfff option allows the creation of DETAIL timespan tape files for certain high volume files.
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Without incremental update, a single DETAIL timespan tape file is created for TAPEfff activated files during the DAILY run.
The general practice is to use GDGs so that the (+0) tape volume contains yesterday's data, (-1) contains the prior day's
data, and so on.

With incremental update activated, a tape is created with each execution of an incremental update as well as a final tape
during the DAILY update run. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run result in a total
of four tapes created, one for each TAPEfff activated file. Each tape contains only the detail data encountered during the
individual incremental update or daily run. If you are employing GDGs you will want to consider increasing the number
of generations to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if previously 7 "daily" generations were
maintained and you run 4 increments per day, you may wish to expand the generations kept to 28 (7 times 4 updates per
day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, due to the
"special study" nature of the data, separation into multiple pieces representing period time slices should allow usage to be
more direct. That is, the data is already subset to the period contained within the update.

You also may consider creating a standalone job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job
completes if you prefer to have a single tape data set contain all transactions for the time range.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the previous section before
activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

INCRUPDATE  YES

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
INCRDB  DYNAM

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
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– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you
specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
DAILY INCRccc

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

DB2 Alter the Active Timespans for a File

For each DB2 Information Area file, there is a corresponding FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN).
The FILE statement defines the file name, the file type, the file status (active or inactive) in each timespan, and the file
status for archive (audit and history collection).

The USRXfff exits are coded in the #DB2EXIT member of the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. They use the %FXIT
technique, which is described in DB2 Output Exits and Indirect Exit Points.

Because the DB2DSP, DB2DSU, DB2DPP, DB2DDU, DB2DDP, DBPDBU, and DBPDBP files contain large amounts
of data at the DETAIL timespan, the DB2 Analyzer Option provides the TAPEDSP, TAPEDSU, TAPEDPP, TAPEDDU,
TAPEDDP, TAPEDBU, and TAPEDBP options, which allow you to write the DETAIL timespan data to tape rather than
DASD. You do not need to code the USRXfff exit to use the TAPEfff options. For more information about the TAPEfff
options, refer to the DB2 DETAIL Tape Processing.

WARNING
If incremental update is active, be sure to review the important considerations in DB2 Implement Incremental
Update for TAPEfff before using the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits.

To activate the TAPEfff options, follow these steps.

1. Make a backup copy of all complex and unit level libraries in the complex.
2. Review the descriptions of the FILE statement provided in File Statement (FILE).

Note: Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the DB2 Analyzer Option
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2OPS) and add the following statements anywhere in the member:

TAPEDSP
Writes the DETAIL.DB2DSP01 file to tape

TAPEDSU
Writes the DETAIL.DB2DSU01 file to tape

TAPEDPP
Writes the DETAIL.DB2DPP01 file to tape
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TAPEDDU
Writes the DETAIL.DB2DDU01 file to tape

TAPEDDP
Writes the DETAIL.DB2DDP01 file to tape

TAPEDBU
Writes the DETAIL.DBPDBU01 file to tape

TAPEDBP
Writes the DETAIL.DBPDBP01 file to tape

WORK
Sets the number of work data set pairs to use when processing DETAIL transactions for each intermediate work file

1. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DB2PGEN).
2. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

DB2GDGGN DAILY

3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and DB2GDGGN.
4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(DB2GDGGN) to define the tape GDG.

Note: If your site already uses the TAPEfff options for other files, DB2GDGGN will complete with condition code 12.
Examine the output from the IDCAMS step to verify that a GDG entry has been successfully created for the selected file.

DB2 Standard User Exits
Before implementing an exit, determine whether the required modification can be accomplished by parameter modification
or file tailoring.

At times, additional system customization is needed to tailor MICS to your site. There are many user exit points provided
within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on our experience
• Presents only a slight possibility of compromising the MICS database or operational integrity
• Is relatively easy to document and understand

Using the MICS exit facilities to augment MICS processing logic is the safest method of system modification. Generally,
you have four methods with which to augment, change, and enhance MICS.

• MICS standard option and parameter definitions
The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

• Modification through user exits
Often there may be site-dependent requirements that are not adequately addressed through the standard options
and parameters. In these cases, one or more of the user exits provided with MICS may be used to insert user-written
routines that satisfy the requirements.

• Extension through field developed applications
Although most users do not initially consider this a way of modifying a standard MICS product, the development of field
developed applications may be the most advantageous method. For example, often it may be better to write a field
developed application to handle additional SMF data than to attempt to modify the logic of the DB2 Analyzer Option.

• System code modification
As a final option, you may be able to satisfy your site's requirements by implementing a source code change.

General Exit Considerations

You should carefully explore whether you need to develop a user exit routine. First, ensure that the requirement cannot be
satisfied through one of the standard options or definitions by discussing your requirement with Broadcom Support.
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Designing, coding, testing, and implementing a MICS user exit routine should be done carefully, since any resulting errors
may corrupt the data. You should be meticulous in the definition and validation of the exit routines to ensure that system
integrity and performance are not adversely affected.
If an exit must be used, refer to DB2 Processing for a description of the location of the exit in the DAILY update. For a
better understanding of MICS user exits, see User Exit Facilities.
Product exits are classified according to their purpose and include product input, output, parameter-related, and
accounting exits. Input exits are invoked as the raw input records are read. Output exits are invoked just before MICS
writes an observation to the MICS database.

The DB2 Analyzer provides the input exit _USRSEL. You can use this exit to select or exclude input data that meets
special site-defined criteria, add data elements, or modify record fields as they are read.

One output exit routine is provided for each product file. You can use this output exit routine to selectively block the writing
of specified records, alter data elements in the records, or produce additional records for the target file or a user-defined
file.
The product parameter-related exits are also user exits, but they are defined as part of the standard MICS installation
process. They are normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation
Routine is a user exit routine for completing values for account codes that were defined in the separate but related
DB2ACRT member of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. DB2ACRT is the Account Code Definition parameter member. These
exits are identified in this section, but they are described in detail in DB2 Parameters.

The user exits for the DB2 Analyzer are discussed in detail in the following sections:

• DB2 Input Exits
• DB2 Parameter-Related Exits
• DB2 Output Exits

DB2 Input Exits

This article provides a description of the input exits that DB2 shares with the other installed MICS products.

The exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has
an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows which data elements are available, the special
considerations to note, and a sample user exit.

USRSEL

Input Record Selection Exit (USRSEL)

Description
The _USRSEL exit allows you to reject records from being processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 during the
DB2 input format routine. It is similarly invoked in input format routines for other MICS products. It can be defined at the
complex level in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) or at the unit level in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT).

Invocation
The _USRSEL exit gains control during the input format routine in the DAY065 step of the DAILY job. It is invoked for each
input record processed from SMF.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
This exit can be used to exclude records from being processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 during the daily
input step. To exclude a record, set SKIP_REC to one. For example, you can code the following to skip records that
contain the SMF system ID "TEST":

   MACRO _USRSEL;
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     IF ROUTINE EQ 'DYDB2FMT' THEN DO;

      IF ORGSYSID EQ 'TEST' THEN SKIP_REC=1;

     END;

   %

The MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 provides the appropriate logic to delete the record based on the value of SKIP-REC
after the _USRSEL exit is invoked.

Elements Available
ORGSYSID - Original System ID

Coding Restrictions
Do not refer to any MICS-assigned data elements such as DB2ID and DB2ACTx when setting SKIP_REC in this exit.
Extra records will be deleted as a result. For additional coding restrictions, see General Operational Exits.

USRSDB2

Input Record Selection Exit (DB2SEL)

Description
The USRSDB2 exit allows you to reject records from being processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 during
the DB2 input format routine. It is ONLY invoked in MICS DB2 format routine. It can be defined at the complex level in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT) or at the unit level in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT).

Invocation
The USRSDB2 exit gains control during the input format routine in the DAY065 step of the MICS DAILY job following the
decode of the DB2 header information from an input SMF log record. Elements available at the point of this exit are listed
below, after the sample exit. It is invoked for each DB2 input record processed from SMF.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
This exit can be used to exclude records from being processed during the daily input step based on distributed thread
type, user ID, plan ID, transaction, and facility ID. To exclude a record, set SKIP_REC to one. For example, you can code
the following to skip records that contain the DB2PLAN, LOOPER:

IF DB2PLAN EQ 'LOOPER' THEN SKIP_REC=1;

The MICS Analyzer Option for DB2 provides the appropriate logic to delete the record based on the value of SKIP-REC
after the USRSDB2 exit is invoked.

Elements Available
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• ORGSYSID - Original System ID
• ENDTS - SMF Time stamp
• DB2RMID - DB2 Resource Manager ID
• DB2IFCID - Instrumentation Facility ID
• DB2RELN - DB2 Release Number
• DB2ACE - DB2 Agent Control Element (ACE) ID
• DB2ID - DB2 Subsystem ID
• DB2STCK - Time Stamp
• DB2LOCN - Location ID
• DB2AUTH - Primary Authid
• DB2CORR - Job name
• DB2CONN - DB2 Facility ID (TSO, CICS, IMS)
• DB2PLAN - DB2 Plan name
• DB2OPID - DB2 OPERATOR ID
• DB2NETID - NETWORK ID
• DB2LUNAM - DDF LU NAME
• DB2UNIQ - DDF INSTANCE NUMBER
• DB2THDSQ - DB2 Thread Commit Sequence Number
• DB2REQID - Remote Requesting Location Id
• DB2THDTY - Distributed Thread Type

DB2 Parameter-Related Exits

This article provides descriptions of the parameter-related exits for the DB2 Analyzer.

The DB2 Account Code Derivation Exit (DB2ACRT) is currently the only parameter-related exit:

DB2ACRT

DB2 Account Code Derivation Exit

Description
The DB2ACRT exit derives the value of the account code elements defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACCT). It
is a complex-level exit (it resides in the same library as DB2ACCT) and its definition applies to all database units in which
the Analyzer Option for DB2 is installed.

Invocation
The DB2ACRT exit gains control during the input format routine of the daily update process step DAY065. It is invoked
once for each detail transaction record processed by the Analyzer Option for DB2.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
This exit sets the value of the DB2ACTx variables.

Elements Available
All DETAIL timespan elements of the files are available.

Coding Restrictions
See DB2ACRT - Account Code Derivation Routine 

Special Notes
The exit code is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(DB2ACRT).
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Sample User Exit
See DB2ACRT - Account Code Derivation Routine for a sample exit.

 

DB2 Output Exits

Output exits are invoked just prior to adding the observation to the DETAIL timespan of the file. These exits can be used
to modify the value of elements or prevent selected observations from being added. In addition, the MICS Analyzer Option
for DB2 provides two special exits to output detail data to a user-defined data set. These exits specify user data set
names and the length, formats, and labels associated with the data set.

  

USRSfff

DB2 File Selection Exit

Description
The USRSfff exit provides the ability to modify or select observations immediately prior to output. The files available (iiifff)
are DB2DDY, DB2DDP, DB2DDU, DB2DSP, DB2DSU, DB2DSY, DB2DSD, DB2DPP, DB2SSA, DB2SSU, DBPBMD,
DBPBMG, DBPDBU, and DBPDSB.

Invocation
These exits are invoked in the information area processing phase immediately before output of the file.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
The exit allows elements to be modified and observations to be excluded from the output file. To exclude an observation,
set SKIP_REC to one (1).

Elements Available
All elements in the file are available.

Example: sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT):

%LET USRSDPP = PACKAGE ;

prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(PACKAGE):

IF   DB2PKNM EQ: 'ACCUMACC' THEN ;

       ELSE DB2PKNM=QPACSLOC !! QPACSCOL ;

In this example, DB2PKNM was redefined as a concatenation of QPACSLOC and QPACSCOL raw SMF101-1 elements
of the QPAC or PACKAGE section.

Note: That DB2PKNM is, by default, defined by concatenating QPACLOCN, QPACCOLN, QPACPKID, and QPACCONT
variables of the QPAC section.

Member PACKAGE was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for the unit where DB2PKNM is to
be redefined for the DB2DPP file.

WARNING
The USRSDPP exit cannot access the QPACxxxx variables unless they are made available within the following
macro definition in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT): 

%MACRO DB2QPAC;

    /*  QPACLOCN  *

    /*  QPACCOLN  */
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    /*  QPACPKID  */

    /*  QPACCONT  */

    /*  QPACSLOC  */

    /*  QPACSCOL  */

    /*  QPACSPKI  *

    /*  LQPACLOC  */

    /*  LQPACCOL  */

    /*  LQPACPKI  */

%MEND DB2QPAC;

Uncomment only those variables that you need since they impose overhead on the MICS DAILY and Incremental
updates. The variable names and their descriptions are as follows:

• QPACLOCN - QPACLOCN Work Variable Long Form
• QPACCOLN - QPACCOLN Work Variable Long Form
• QPACPKID - QPACPKID Work Variable Long Form
• QPACSLOC - QPACSLOC Work Variable Short Form
• QPACSCOL - QPACSCOL Work Variable Short Form
• QPACSPKI - QPACSPKI Work Variable Short Form
• QPACCONT - QPACCONT Work Variable
• LQPACLOC - QPACLOCN Length for Long Form
• LQPACCOL - QPACCOLN Length for Long Form
• LQPACPKI - QPACPKID Length for Long Form

Variables designated as long form are each 128 characters long. The last three variables are numeric variables that
indicate how much of their respective long form variables are actually populated. The long form variables are available for
DB2 V8.1 and above.

Coding Restrictions
This exit must not issue the RETURN or DELETE statements, nor use a subsetting IF since its invocation assumes the
entire DATA step will be executed. For more information, see Indirect Exit Points.

USRDfff

DB2 User-written Cost Derivation Exit

Description
The USRDfff exit lets you provide the derivation of the fffCOST data element. The files available (fff) are the DB2DSU,
DB2DDU, DB2DSP, DB2DDP, and DB2DPP files.

Invocation
These exits are invoked in the information area processing phase immediately before output of the file.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
The exit allows elements to be passed to the routine computing the value of fffCOST.

Elements Available
All elements in the file are available.

USRXfff

DB2 Detail Data Exit
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Note: If incremental update is active, be sure to review the important considerations in Implement Incremental
Update before coding USRXfff exits.

Description
The USRXfff exit can be used to create a file in the DETAIL timespan when the DETAIL timespan is inactive on
the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN). In this case, the exit contains the entire SAS data
block that writes the DETAIL timespan for the fff file. When the DETAIL timespan is active on the FILE statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN), the USRXfff exit is restricted to modifying or deleting observations in the DETAIL
timespan. To exclude an observation, set SKIP_REC to one (1). In any case, the USRXfff exit is available for the files
DB2DSU, DB2DDU, DB2DSP, DB2DDP, DB2DPP, DBPDBU, and DBPDBP.

Invocation
This exit is invoked in the code that processes detail DB2 transaction data after a sort of the detail data into the detail
DB2fff file sequence and before the data is summarized to the DAYS level.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
The exit allows a DETAIL timespan file to be created when it is not coded as active on the FILE statement in the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(DB2GENIN). In any case, the exit allows elements to be modified and observations to be
excluded from the output file.

Elements Available
All elements in the file are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Indirect Exit Points.

Example:
Below USRXfff exit routine excludes observations with missing DSUREQID value:

MACRO _USRXDSU

     SELECT( DSUREQID ) ;

       WHEN( MISSING( DSUREQID ) ) SKIP_REC=ONE ;

       OTHERWISE;

     END;

   %

USRTfff

DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

Description
The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records prior to their output to DETAIL tape data sets. See DB2
Parameters for information about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files.

Invocation
The USRTfff exit is invoked prior to output to DETAIL tape files.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data elements
written to DETAIL tape files.
Note: That USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file (fff). It has no impact on the
normal unit database content for the same file (fff).
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Elements Available
All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

Activation 

The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention described in Indirect Exit Points . All of the USRTfff
indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). In #cccEXIT, you will find the following statement
for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape:

%LET USRTfff = ;

The exit is activated by providing a member name to the right of the equal sign:

%LET USRTfff = exitname ;

If you code an exitname, you MUST create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name.
Provide valid SAS code in the member. This code will be invoked prior to the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.

Example:  

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DB2EXIT):

%LET USRTDSU = DSUTEXIT ;

Prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DSUTEXIT):

IF DB2ID NE 'RGN1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

In this example, DSUTEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the DB2DSU file. Member DSUTEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
DB2DSU file.

The exit was coded to limit the records written to the DETAIL tape file to those from a particular DB2 region, RGN1.

Note: That the exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

Coding Restrictions 
Ensure that you have activated DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed cccPGEN prior to activating and coding
USRTfff exits.

USRUJff and DB2Jfff

Accounting and Chargeback Exits

Description
These exits provide the linkage into MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The files available (fff) are the DB2DSU,
DB2DDU, and DB2DPP files.

Invocation
These exits are invoked in the daily summarization #fffDSUM routines, where fff is DSU, DDU, or DPP as the data is
summarized at the DAYS timespan.

Accounting Interface
These exits provide the interface to Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
The exit allows elements to be passed to Accounting and Chargeback.

Elements Available
All elements in the file are available.

Coding Restrictions
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See Direct Exit Points.

 

CICS Analyzer Option
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes CICS monitoring data that are produced by IBM's CICS Monitoring Facility
(CMF) and ASG-TMON. It also processes data that have the same format as these monitors, such as the SMF type
110 look-alike records that are produced by OMEGAMON. Finally, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes SMF
type 111 records that are generated by IBM's CICS Transaction Gateway to provide information for monitoring Gateway
performance and throughput.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS offers a unified approach to the CICS management by providing the information that
you need for the systematic planning, control, and evaluation of CICS. It collects data at the system and user activity level
and writes both detail and summarized information to the MICS database. MICS automatically integrates CICS information
with other data that MICS maintains. This is possible because of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS stores information in
a format that is common to all MICS components.

You can use the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to:

• Track user-based problems
• Perform detailed analyses of CICS use
• Display information for selected CICS users or user groups.

MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a set of standard management objective reports that you can tailor to meet the
needs of all management levels, and a series of summary reports that provide daily CICS activity and resource usage
summaries at the user level.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is one of the many data integration applications of MICS. Like the other data
integration applications, it processes raw data for analyzing and managing specific technologies.

+-----------------------------------------------+

|        MANAGEMENT SUPPORT APPLICATIONS        |

+-----------------------------------------------+

+--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

|              |  |          |  |               |

|    DATA      |  |  CA MICS |  |    DATA       |

| INTEGRATION  |  |   DATA   |  |  INTEGRATION  |

| APPLICATIONS |  |   BASE   |  |  APPLICATIONS |

|              |  |          |  |               |

+--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

+-----------------------------------------------+

|                 CA MICS PLATFORM              |

+-----------------------------------------------+

MICS is a comprehensive, flexible application system that applies standard management practices to the I/S organization.
Designed with a formal architecture, MICS uses integrated applications analogous to the integrated financial applications
that are now indispensable to corporate financial management.

CICS Primary Areas of Application

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides analysis and reporting capabilities that aid in CICS management in the
following areas:

• Performance Management - The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides multiple files that you can use to track
all aspects of performance activity under CICS control. These files include details about the activity of a single
transaction, multiple transactions that belong to a specific grouping (e.g., Payroll), a single CICS region, or multiple
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CICS regions on multiple system images. Using these files, a performance analyst can identify and correct specific
problems, resulting in significant improvement in system performance.

• Service Levels - The I/S manager can use MICS Analyzer Option for CICS data to group application response times in
user-specified categories, either to assist in developing new service levels or to report on those already in place. This
information is useful in an MRO environment where overall service levels can be tracked across multiple CICS regions.

• Capacity Planning - The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a historical database that a capacity planner can use
to predict long-term trends and to perform CICS consumption analyses. The data cover every aspect of CICS capacity
planning from CPU consumption within transaction groups to analysis of multi-engine CPU requirements. The analyst
can use this information to make decisions concerning the need for capacity increases, multiple CICS regions for CPU
and virtual storage constraint relief, or additional peripheral devices to support increased I/O rates.

• Management Reporting - After establishing system and user service objectives such as response time and availability,
management can use MICS Analyzer Option for CICS reports to compare actual service against these objectives. You
can obtain this information about single-page management summaries that display the data by system, application
unit, users, or groups of users.

• CICS Network Management - The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides information about general CICS network
activity and specific terminal usage through user-defined account codes. You can use this information to track network
operation, identify problems, evaluate performance, and plan for future requirements.

For CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG), the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides analysis and reporting capabilities
that aid in CTG management in the following areas:

• Performance Management - The CICS Transaction Gateway information area provides the Gateway Server Activity
(CTGGSA) file that you can use to track the performance and response times for both the Gateway daemon and CICS
as transactions flow through the CTG. Numerous metrics are available to help identify where specified configuration
limits can contribute to throughput degradation.

• Capacity Planning - The CTGGSA file provides numerous metrics that a capacity planner can use to monitor trends in
transaction rates, response times, and error conditions. The CTG is highly configurable, and by monitoring trends in
key performance indicators, action can be taken to prevent service degradation.

• Management Reporting - After establishing system objectives such as response time and availability, management can
use reports to compare actual service against these objectives.

CICS Major Features

The major features of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS can be grouped into four categories:

• Report facilities
• Use of CICS data
• General product flexibility
• Integration capabilities

Report Facilities

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides the following reports:

• Management Reports are run on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis as part of the standard MICS processing. The
reports summarize the activities of the I/S organization and are designed to help track CICS service and performance,
monitor the operations configuration, and plan for future resource requirements.

• Standard Analysis Reports provide concise information in the form of reports, graphs, charts, and plots. Typically,
these reports are produced on an as-needed basis when the data are not in a form suitable for management or
exception reports, or when a more in-depth analysis of the data is required.

• Exception Analyzer Reports allow you to define, capture, and report on conditions that deviate from the expected
norm.

• Ad Hoc Reporting Facilities allow you to access information in the MICS database, either interactively or in batch,
through the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), a panel-oriented productivity tool. Another online tool, the MICS
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Workstation Facility (MWF), allows employees familiar with the advanced analysis language (that is provided as part of
the SAS program product) to use SAS either interactively or in batch mode.

Use of CICS Data

Another feature of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is its comprehensive handling of CICS data:

• It consolidates data from multiple CICS regions, multiple monitoring data sources, and multiple data centers into an
information database that you can use to develop a common method for reporting CICS activity.

• It calculates and derives additional measurement statistics from the input data to further characterize CICS
performance, service, and utilization. It groups and computes response measures and distributions that are based on
the transaction classifications that you define.

• It supports the CMF Data Dictionary facility to reduce sensitivity to IBM alteration of the CMF data format.
• It consolidates usage and resource consumption data at both the system and user levels. The MICS Analyzer Option

for CICS also consolidates terminal activity and internal response measurement data.
• It supports a generic system identifier. This ensures that all data is representative of the processor on which CICS

executes, even when you must migrate CICS regions between processors during planned or emergency situations.
• It interprets encoded values in the CICS input data so that information is immediately usable in a logical form, without

the need for further conversion or translation.
• It supports CICS incident tracking, which records exceptional conditions in the detail data.
• It supports user area, clocks, and counters.
• It supports ASG-TMON file segments in the transaction data to enable you to track CICS files and database activities.
• It supports user areas that are provided by OMEGAMON II for CICS to enable tracking of DB2, DL/I, and third-party

vendor database activities.

General Product Flexibility

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS offers a number of flexibility features:

• Usage guidelines for applying MICS Analyzer Option for CICS management information.
• Cost center (organizational) classification that allows each organization to link individual user activities with the

responsible organizational unit.
• Application unit classification that allows an application to report transaction data. You can define this data by certain

identifiers such as terminal, transaction code, or operator identifier, and then report on it using business applications,
such as payroll.

• Relative longevity classification to identify each transaction as short, medium, long, or conversational. The MICS
Analyzer Option for CICS uses this classification to derive response measurement distributions to show the service
that is provided for the above types of work.

• Response limit specification to define the seven thresholds that are used for the response distribution calculations.
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses this definition, together with the relative longevity classification, to derive
response statistics to report the percentage of work that was serviced within each response limit (for example, 93
percent of short transactions were serviced within three seconds).

• Standard exits to tailor the product to your site-specific needs.
• User-defined input data error tolerance to allow uninterrupted input processing. You can adjust tolerance levels either

to accept the small number of errors that are typically found in input data, or to accommodate a unique situation that
might require a higher degree of input data error tolerance.

• A data dictionary that describes the elements in the MICS CICS Information Area files and how those elements were
derived.

Integration Capabilities

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS integrates its data into the MICS database, thus providing an interface with a number
of MICS components:
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• MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides data to MICS Accounting and
Chargeback that supports accounting based on either consumed resources or transaction volume.

• MICS Capacity Planner Option. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS maintains a database of historical CICS usage
and performance data that the MICS Capacity Planner can use to make growth/trend projections at both the system
and user levels.

CICS Benefits

The CICS Analyzer contributes to the overall benefits that MICS provides. The CICS Analyzer contributes to these
benefits by:

• Improving day-to-day I/S management
It allows managers to track usage, identify system bottlenecks, and plan corrective actions to ensure smooth
operations. It provides reliable information for setting service-level objectives.

• Reducing risk to the enterprise
It allows I/S to define exceptional conditions and to assess their impact.

• Controlling and helping reduce costs
It allows you to equitably charge users for the amount of resources they use.

• Improving return on the I/S investment
It allows managers to gauge the quality of service being provided.

• Increasing productivity
It allows less-experienced users to interpret report results and use database information. It reduces the task of
coordinating information from multiple sources so you can report or analyze information at the enterprise rather than at
the system level.

• Improving planning
It allows managers to anticipate problems before they affect the system, identifies areas for future CICS user
expansion, and help to project growth trends

CICS Product Prerequisites

The MICS CICS Analyzer runs in MVS-based environments such as OS/390 and Z/OS. It supports the following data
sources:

IBM's CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF), CTS 3.1 through CTS 5.2

CICS CMF monitoring data is written using the SMF 110 record type with the following subtypes:

• 0 - CICS journaling
• 1 - CICS monitoring
• 2 - CICS statistics
• 3 - Shared temporary storage queue server
• 4 - Coupling facility data table server statistics
• 5 - Named counter sequence number server statistics

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses only the subtype 1 and 2 records at this time. Subtype 0 is not used. Subtypes
2, 3, 4, and 5 can be written to the STATCOPY file if the option is specified. For more information, see CICS STATCOPY
Statement.

Within the different subtypes, there are one or more classes of data produced, depending on the requirements. Following
are the classes of data that are currently available within the CICS monitoring record (subtype 1):
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• 1 - Dictionary data
• 2 - unused
• 3 - Performance data
• 4 - Exception data
• 5 - Transaction Resource data

The primary input is the subtype 1 (monitoring) record, class 1 dictionary data, and class 3 performance data. Processing
for the class 4 exception data is optional.

CICS Statistics Records

For all supported releases, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes selected CICS statistics written to SMF type
110, subtype 1, class 1 record.

• For CTS 3.2 and CTS 4.1, statistics record types 6, 10, 14, 30, 45, 48 and 60 are processed.
• For CTS 4.2, statistics record types 10, 20, 29, 30, 45, 48 and 60 are processed.
• For CTS 5.1 and above, statistic record types 10, 20, 29, 30, 45, 48, and 62 are processed.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) through Release 4.2

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides support for the Region Interval (TR) record in addition to Transaction
Performance activity (TA) and Transaction Performance History interval (TI) records.

CMF type 110 look-alike records

CMF type 110 look-alike records produced by products such as OMEGAMON are also supported, to the extent they are
compatible with IBM's CMF data at a given CICS release level. Currently, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supports
DBCTL for IMS usage reporting and OMEGAMON for general performance reporting only. If additional data elements are
introduced, then these elements must be defined within the $CICGENIN member and an appropriate exit must be used to
process the input data. For more information, see the Process Additional Non-USER Areas in CMF section.

CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Type 111

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes the SMF type 111 interval records that are generated by IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway. The Gateway Server Activity (CTGGSA) file is created from these SMF records and provides
comprehensive information about the activity and performance of each Transaction Gateway address space.

Parameters within the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway control both the recording of SMF type 111 interval records, and
the interval duration (default 3 hours), and the end-of-day time (default 00:00:00 - midnight).

We recommend a minimum of one hour for interval duration, and that the end-of-day time is set to 23:59:00 (1 minute
before midnight). This practice ensures that the correct interval records summarized into the appropriate HOUR as MICS
summarizes the CTGGSA file to the DAYS and higher timespans.

See the IBM CICS z/OS Gateway Administration guide for specific instructions on how to set these SMF recording-related
parameters.

CICS Usage Guidelines
This section describes guidelines for the interpretation and application of the data made available by the MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS. The sections presents an overview of the scope and general areas of applications of the MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS and a discussion of CICS data source concepts and terminology as they relate to the available data in the
MICS database.

In addition, this section describes the interfaces between the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS and other MICS
components.
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About CICS

CICS is a major data-communication software system from IBM. As such, it provides an online information processing
system, using terminals that can directly access data sets and databases. The CICS major functions provide the following
services:

• communication interfaces among remote and local terminals and subsystems
• concurrent processing of multiple online users
• file servers that interface with IMS and DB2 database management systems
• ability to communicate with other CICS and database systems, both within the same computer and across computers

CICS provides its own facility (CICS Monitoring Facility - CMF), to capture performance-related data during online
processing for later batch analysis. CMF data are one of the data sources that are supported by the MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS. In addition, third-party vendors provide their own CICS monitors that produce data that are also
supported by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. One is ASG-TMON.

The CICS monitors capture detailed information at the transaction level so you can analyze the type of service CICS
is providing its users. In addition, they capture system-wide information to provide an overall picture of CICS resource
consumption and system performance. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides you with the tool to analyze this
information that is used to assess the productivity and satisfaction of your CICS users and to monitor the effective use of
your hardware resources.

About the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS helps you manage your CICS environment by:

• Providing a common database to support the various CICS monitors.
• Integrating system level data with transaction data in a common file to show total CICS activity.
• Supplementing the CICS monitor data with derived and user-defined workload characterization data to increase

usability of the data sources.
• Producing management reports and summary reports to monitor various aspects of CICS performance, such as

system throughput and resource usage.
• Providing exception analysis using MICS exception monitoring and reporting to alert you to problem conditions.
• Providing history data for monitoring performance trends and planning for future growth.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS produces three broad categories of data:

• workload and utilization data
• response/system performance data
• exception data

Workload and utilization data consists of transaction counts, CPU usage, file access, message counts, storage usage,
calls to various CICS facilities such as journal control and temporary storage. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
summarizes this information that is based on characterization keys that you define when the product is installed. The
summarized information enables you to monitor, on a regular basis, the workload generated by a specific "user," such as
a department, a terminal user, or an application. In addition, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides historical data to
help you identify workload trends and estimate future growth.

CICS response-time data provides the key indication of CICS performance. Ideally, this data should represent end-user
response time, which measures from the time the terminal user presses the Enter key to the time CICS displays the
response on the screen and unlocks the terminal keyboard. However, none of the CICS monitors supported by MICS
provides end-user response time.

As a result, the response-time measures produced by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS represent the internal or host
response time that is calculated based on transaction start and end timestamps. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
also calculates average response times for each type of transaction, including short, medium, long, and conversational.
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In addition, it produces response distributions by transaction type to show the percentage of transactions that completed
within each of the response limits that you specify.

The system performance data identify problem conditions that can degrade CICS performance, such as short-on-storage
(SOS) conditions, frequent program compressions, maximum tasks conditions, and storage accounting area (SAA) errors.
By monitoring the data regularly, you can identify and address CICS system performance issues.

Exception data alerts you to abnormal conditions and events that exceed site-specified limits, for example, transaction
abends and excessive paging rates. The data enable you to quickly identify problem areas that must be addressed.

CICS Work File Compression
The SAS system gives you the option to create variable-length or fixed-length observations in a SAS data set. Variable-
length observations differ from fixed-length observations in that the former are usually smaller because the blank spaces
used to pad fixed-length observations are removed. You instruct SAS to create variable length observations by specifying
the COMPRESS= option.

SAS data set compression can be implemented for individual data sets or across the entire SAS system by specifying
COMPRESS= on either a DATA statement (for the individual data set named on the DATA statement) or an OPTIONS
statement (for the entire system). For more information on the COMPRESS= option, see the SAS Institute documentation.
In deciding whether or not to implement compression for a SAS data set, Broadcom's research indicates the following:

• Compressed data sets generally require fewer IOs than uncompressed data sets.
• Observations in a compressed data set cannot be accessed by observation number.
• Compressed data sets use more TCB CPU time than uncompressed data sets. (TCB time is the amount of time spent

executing application code.)

The CICS Analyzer supports compression for files in the MICS database as well as the work files used during daily
operational processing. If you choose to implement data compression for the CICS Analyzer's work files, elapsed times
may be prolonged in the DAY040 step of the DAILY job.

CICS Data Source Background
The following sections present CICS background information to provide you with a framework for the application of the
data produced by the CICS Analyzer.

Only those CICS terminology and data source concepts that are relevant to the MICS CICS Analyzer are discussed.

• Transaction vs. Task vs. Interaction
• CICS ISC and MRO Environment
• Response Time
• CPU Time

CICS Transaction vs. Task vs. Interaction

The unit of work performed under CICS, or any online system, is dependent on the perspective of the person defining the
unit. The following definitions apply for the MICS CICS Analyzer:

• Interaction 
An interaction is one piece of a conversation between the terminal user and CICS. An interaction begins when the
user enters a request to CICS from the terminal. It ends when CICS displays the results of the user's request on the
terminal.

• Transaction 
The transaction is a unit of work that consists of zero, one, or more interactions between the user and CICS. Typically,
a transaction results in a single reply being sent back to the user's terminal; it ends after the reply is issued and does
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not require a second input from the terminal. Other times, a transaction may involve several interactions between the
terminal user and CICS, in which case the transaction is known as a "conversational" transaction. In some cases, a
transaction is started without input from a terminal. Such transactions consist of zero interactions.

• Task 
A task is the CICS internal representation of a transaction. It begins when CICS associates a transaction with a control
block called the Task Control Area (TCA) and ends when the TCA is no longer in existence. Depending on the types of
processing, a transaction may require the initiation of one or more tasks.

CMF and ASG-TMON provide data at the transaction level. However, there are some differences between CMF and the
others in recording data for conversational tasks.

For ASG-TMON, a conversational task automatically generates multiple transaction records. Thus, both conversational
and nonconversational tasks are reported on the same basis; one record is written for each interaction.

For CMF, a conversational task can generate one or more performance class transaction records depending upon the
parameter that you specify. To get a separate CMF record for each interaction of the conversational task, you must specify
the SIT parameter MNCONV=YES for CICS TS 1.2 and higher releases, or CONV=YES in the DFHMCT macro in pre-
CICS TS releases. The default value is NO for all CICS releases, which means CMF produces one transaction record for
the entire conversational task.

CICS ISC and MRO Environment

In today's increasingly complex online transaction processing (OLTP) environments, CICS no longer exists as a
single, isolated system. The methods by which CICS communicates with other mainframe, CICS, or IMS systems are
intersystem communication (ISC) and multiregion operation (MRO). Collectively, ISC and MRO are known as CICS
intercommunication facilities. This section provides some general information and terminology for these facilities, plus a
look at how ISC and MRO affect the contents of the data sources processed by MICS.

ISC provides communication between systems that are in the same or different hosts via an SNA (System Network
Architecture) access method such as ACF/VTAM (Advanced Communication Facility/Virtual Telecommunications Access
Method), which provides communication protocols for the interconnected systems. ISC uses two types of SNA protocols,
including Logical Unit Type 6 (LU 6.1) and Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC, or LU 6.2).

MRO provides CICS-to-CICS communication independent of SNA access methods such as ACF/VTAM. In earlier CICS
releases, MRO is used for CICS communication within the same host (single MVS image). Beginning with CICS/ESA
4.1 and MVS/ESA 5.1, MRO can be used between CICS systems in the same MVS system complex (sysplex), which
comprises multiple MVS system images. The CICS internal support that enables MRO is called interregion communication
(IRC), which can be implemented through a type 3 supervisory call (SVC), MVS cross-memory services, or the cross-
system coupling facility (XCF) of MVS/ESA (5.1 and higher).

In a simple ISC/MRO configuration, the interconnected systems typically consist of a primary region and one or more
secondary regions. The primary region owns the terminals to which users log on and is called the terminal-owning region
(TOR). The secondary regions usually own the application programs and files and are called application-owning regions
(AOR). When a secondary region owns the files and data needed to support the applications, it is known as a file-owning
region (FOR).

The terms TOR, AOR, and FOR do not necessarily imply that the primary region must own all of the terminals or that the
secondary regions must own all applications and files, although that is a possible configuration for many sites.

ISC and MRO facilitate the following types of processing:

• Transaction routing
Allows terminal users in a given system to run transactions in any connected CICS system. Under transaction routing,
the transaction is entered on the TOR and then routed by the CICS relay program to an AOR for execution.

• Distributed transaction processing (DTP)
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Provides a technique to distribute work over several transaction programs within a network. DTP is a form of
synchronous processing in which the transaction is coded specifically for multiple regions to perform joint work.

• Function shipping
Allows multiple CICS regions to share resources. Under function shipping, a transaction can execute within one
CICS system and request a resource that resides in another system. The request is "shipped" to the other system for
execution by a function called a "mirror transaction" (CSMx transaction codes). Once the request has been processed
by the mirror transaction, it is shipped back to the system from which the request originated.

• Asynchronous processing
A variation of function shipping, where the completion of the primary transaction is not dependent on the state of the
secondary transaction it initiates.

• External CICS interface (EXCI)
An application programming interface (API) that enables a non-CICS program to invoke a server program running in
CICS. EXCI is available in CICS TS 1.2 and higher releases.

The following shows an example of CICS regions connected via MRO with one TOR, one AOR, and one FOR.

  +----------+

  | Terminal | -------+

  | Input    |        |

  +----------+        |

                      v

    +----------------------------------+      +----------------------------------+     

 +--------------------------------+

    |                                  |      |                                  |      |                    

            |

    |   Terminal Owning Region (TOR)   |      |  Application Owning Region (AOR) |      |    File Owning

 Region (FOR)    |

    |                                  |      |                                  |      |                    

            |

    |                                  |      |                                  |      |                    

            |

    |                                  |      |     +-----------------------+    |      |                    

            |

    |                 |                |      |     |                       |    |      |                    

            |

    |                 |  Transaction Routing  |     |    User Transaction   |    |      |      

 +-----------------+      |

    |                 +---------------------------> |                       |    |      |       |            

     |      |

    |                                  |      |     |           |   Function Shipping   |       |     Mirror 

     |      |

    |                                  |      |     |           +-------------------------->    |            

     |      |

    |                                  |      |     |                       |    |      |       |   

 Transaction  |      |

    |                                  |      |     |           +<--------------------------    |            

     |      |

    |                 +<--------------------------- |           |           |    |      |       |            

     |      |

    |                 |                |      |     |                       |    |      |       |            

     |      |

    |                 |                |      |     +-----------------------+    |      |      

 +-----------------+      |
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    |                 v                |      |                                  |      |                    

            |

    |                                  |      |                                  |      |                    

            |

    +----------------------------------+      +----------------------------------+     

 +--------------------------------+

                      |                                                                         |            

     |

  +----------+        |                                                                     +--------+       

 +--------+

  | Terminal | <------+                                                                     |  DL/I  |       

 |  VSAM  |

  | Output   |                                                                              +--------+       

 +--------+

  +----------+

 

For MRO and ISC environments, all of the CICS monitors supported by MICS generate a transaction record in each of
the CICS regions where a piece of the transaction is executed. For example, under transaction routing, the TOR and AOR
each write a record for their processing of the transaction. The TOR record contains terminal related information while the
AOR record contains program resource usage information.

To identify and link the pieces of information written by each region back to the same transaction, CICS assigns a token
to each transaction and passes the token to subsequent regions where the transaction is executed. This token, known as
the unit of work ID (UOWID), is a time value derived from the initial task attach time. Along with the UOWID, CICS also
passes the NETNAME (the name by which CICS is known to VTAM, or, in DL/I, the jobname.stepname.procname) of the
originating system. Together, UOWID and NETNAME form a unique identifier by which related transaction records can be
matched to provide a total view of a transaction's activities across CICS systems.

The CICS Analyzer processes transaction records from each CICS region individually; therefore, you will see multiple
transaction records in your MICS database for a single MRO/ISC transaction. The CICS Analyzer does not consolidate
or collapse the related transaction records into a single observation in the MICS database. However, for accounting
purposes, you have the option to invoke a user exit during detail transaction record processing to pass accounting-related
information from the TOR records, such as terminal ID, to the AOR and FOR records. This optional MICS user exit, called
the multi-system accounting exit (CICMSAC), enables you to summarize transaction records that have identical UOWID
and NETNAME combinations under the same MICS account codes. For more information on the CICMSAC user exit, see
CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit.

CICS MRO/ISC Activity Example

The following figure provides an example of the CMF records showing the activity of a transaction as it is routed from the
TOR to the AOR and then function-shipped between the AOR and the FOR. In the figure, examples 1 and 2 show the
CMF records produced for the basic update transaction AUPD. Example 3 shows CMF records produced for the browse
transaction ABRW.

•  Example 1
Transaction AUPD is entered on terminal SRO1. The task number for this transaction is 45. Notice the program name
is DFHCRP, which is the CICS program that performs the transaction routing function in MRO/ISC. The next line
provides information for transaction AUPD, transaction number 38, on terminal SRO1. However, the CICS system
ID is SAOR. This is the result of transaction routing to the AOR. The program shown here, DFH$AALL, is the actual
application program name for the AUPD transaction. The last line in example 1 is the result of the DFH$AALL program
issuing a request for a remote file, which is controlled by the CICS system SFOR, a file-owning region. The request is
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function-shipped to SFOR and is processed by the mirror transaction CSMI in that region. Notice that this is the only
entry in example 1 which registers file activity.

• Example 2 
Shows the second interaction of the transaction APUD. It is within the second series of activity that the actual file
update takes place (note the get and put file activity in the record written for the FOR).

• Example 3 
Depicts the browse transaction ABRW being routed to the SAOR region, where a request is then function-shipped to
the SFOR region. Of interest in this example is the initial ABRW running in conversational mode. CMF in this CICS
system is recording each segment of the conversation in a separate transaction record. Note the TRANTYPE T for
the first record and the TRANTYPE C for subsequent records, and that the task number remains the same for the
subsequent records.

                                           CICS MRO/ISC TRANSACTION RECORD DUMP

 CICS     NETNAME       UOWID        TASK     TRAN   TERM   PROGRAM   TRAN     DURATION      TRAN     FILE 

 FILE  FILE  FILE  FILE

 SYSTEM                               ID      CODE                    TYPE                   CPU      BROW 

 ADD   DEL   GET   PUT

 EXAMPLE 1

 STOR      STOR    3577:58:58.68      45      AUPD   SRO1   DFHCRP      T    00:00:00.349   0.018352     0   

  0     0     0     0

 SAOR      STOR    3577:58:58.68      38      AUPD          DFH$AALL    T    00:00:00.302   0.066880     0   

  0     0     0     0

 SFOR      STOR    3577:58:58.68      29      CSMI          DFHMIR      T    00:00:00.036   0.014416     0   

  0     0     1     0

 EXAMPLE 2

 STOR      STOR    3577:12:59.44      46      AUPD   SRO1   DFHCRP      T    00:00:00.211   0.018464     0   

  0     0     0     0

 SAOR      STOR    3577:12:59.44      39      AUPD          DFH$AALL    T    00:00:00.164   0.052096     0   

  0     0     0     0

 SFOR      STOR    3577:12:59.44      30      CSMI          DFHMIR      T    00:00:00.113   0.027840     0   

  0     0     1     1

 EXAMPLE 3 (not all interactions are shown)

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      T    00:00:02.555   0.01909      0   

  0     0     0     0

 SAOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      34      ABRW          DFH$ABRW    T    00:00:44.677   1.78850      0   

  0     0     0     0

 SFOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      27      CSMI          DFHMIR      T    00:00:44.363   1.30104    135   

  0     0     1     1

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.191   0.01418      0   

  0     0     0     0

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.196   0.01435      0   

  0     0     0     0
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 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.188   0.01416      0   

  0     0     0     0

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.194   0.01430      0   

  0     0     0     0

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.288   0.01437      0   

  0     0     0     0

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.191   0.01440      0   

  0     0     0     0

 STOR      STOR    3574:23:10.70      41      ABRW   SRO1   DFHCRP      C    00:00:01.194   0.01424      0   

  0     0     0     0

CICS Response Time

The ideal measure of response time is the end-to-end transaction response time, which starts when the terminal user
enters a request and ends when the result of the request is displayed at the terminal. Unfortunately, this type of response
measure requires tracking all events occurring at many different points of the communication network. Therefore, it is not
available from any of the CICS monitors. Response time in terms of CICS is the internal transaction elapsed time.

Measuring CICS response time 

The CICS internal transaction response time is the time between the CICS initiation of a task and the CICS termination of
the task. This measure includes two primary components:

dispatch time and wait time. Dispatch time includes CPU time and the time CICS is involuntarily interrupted while the task
is dispatched. Wait time includes the time CICS is in a wait state, such as dispatch queue wait, I/O waits, and VSAM file
string waits. Certain wait states cause the CICS task to be suspended, the most notable of which is the wait for terminal
input.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS normally derives response time based on the transaction start and end timestamps
as provided by the CICS monitors. However, for conversational tasks, it further excludes user think time from the
transaction response time to prevent skewing of the internal response measure. The actual response derivation is
described below.

Measuring conversational transaction responses 

A conversational task involves multiple interactions between the terminal user and CICS. To provide a more accurate
response time for this type of transaction, some CICS monitors subtract the time the transaction is suspended in CICS
while waiting for terminal input from the transaction elapsed time. ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) excludes terminal
wait time for conversational tasks by generating a transaction record for each segment (a pair of terminal I/Os) of the
conversation. The same is true for CMF when the MNCONV=YES parameter is specified in the SIT (at CICS/ESA 4.1
and higher), or the CONV=YES parameter is specified in the DFHMCT TYPE=RECORD macro (pre-CICS/ESA 4.1).
Otherwise, CMF writes one transaction record for the entire conversational task, in which case the elapsed time includes
user think time.

To ensure the MICS response derivation accurately reflects the internal response time, the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS subtracts the minimum of either terminal control wait time or suspend time from transaction elapsed time.

Internal response=end-start-MIN(suspend,TC wait) 

Terminal control wait time includes the time waiting for terminal input, but it also includes time waiting for other terminal
control services that might not cause the task to be suspended. Suspend time includes time the task waited for terminal
input and any other suspend-eligible reasons. One frequent cause of task suspension is having CICS operate at the active
max task limit. For this reason, suspension has nothing to do with terminal control.
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CICS Control Flow for a Transaction

The following figure shows the flow of control for one CICS transaction, including waits for transaction-required resources
during processing. An example of such a requirement is a CICS Terminal Control read operation.

Comment      Terminal   CICS Terminal  CICS Task    User

               User       Control       Control    Program

----------  ----------   ----------    ----------  ----------

             hit ENTER

                |

wait for        |

network         +------------+

                             |

                         recognize

                          request

                             |

                             +-------------+

             _                             |

             |                         initiate

             |                           task

             |                             |

             |                          create

         internal                        task

         response                          |

           time                            +-----------+

waits for    |                                         |

resources    |                                      process

             |                                         |

             |                             +-----------+

             |                             |

             |                         terminate

             |                            task

             -                             |

                             +-------------+

                           final

                          terminal

wait for                   output

network       +--------------+

              |

           output

            shown

              |

              _

 

 

CICS CPU Time

The CICS monitors supported by the MICS CICS Analyzer are event-driven rather than interval-driven. This means they
collect data by intercepting control from CICS at many specific events during CICS processing. They do not sample CICS
activity at fixed or random intervals and assume total system activity is some multiple of the observed activity. In effect, the
monitors observe all CICS activity.
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The supported monitors measure CPU time by calculating what amounts to the running total of CPU time used since
CICS was started at each event. The difference between the current CPU time total and the total from the previous event
is the amount of CPU time used since the last event. This amount is added into one of several accumulators (one for each
division of CPU time measured), depending on the type of event the monitor just recognized. Most monitors calculate
CPU time in two different ways: "dispatched" time and "real CPU" time.

Dispatched time and CPU time calculations 

Dispatched time is the measure of CPU time that includes the amount of time CICS was involuntarily interrupted for any
reason, such as page faults or interruption by tasks higher in the operating system's dispatching priority scheme.

CPU time is an accurate measure of the time during which CICS was in total control of the computer logic unit, executing
instructions. It does not include the time CICS was involuntarily interrupted.

Using two measures of CPU time 

The main reason for collecting both dispatched time and CPU time is that the ratio between the two can be useful. If, for
example, the ratio of dispatched time to CPU time correlates with paging volume, CICS throughput degradations would
likely be caused by paging activity. The correlation analyses can be performed with whatever subset of data is desired to
narrow the search for the paging resource overload.

If the correlation of that ratio does not appear or is of particularly low coefficient during certain periods of time, CICS
response degradation would be caused by interference with other environmental factors within the operating system, such
as higher priority jobs.

CICS Data Analysis Guidelines
This section generally describes the types of data available from the MICS CICS Analyzer and how it can be used to
monitor CICS performance.

Data Analysis File Overview

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes data from SMF type 110, ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) records in the
DAY040 step of the MICS DAILY job. From type 110 and ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE), it inputs transaction and system
level records. In particular for CICS TS 2.1 and higher, it inputs the SMF type 110 Statistics records as well as the type
110 Performance and Exception records. The type 110 Performance records carry the transaction level data. Each data
field in these records is read during the input processing step in DAY040, but not all of the fields are retained in the MICS
database. Due to the large volume of CICS transaction records, many users prefer to keep summarized user activity files
in the DAYS timespan instead of the DETAIL timespan. Any data fields, such as error flags, that might not be meaningful
after file summarization are typically dropped from the MICS database.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS creates eight files in the CIC Information Area. A general description of each is given
below. For detailed file descriptions and a list of data elements, see CICS Files. To compare the possible data sources,
see CICS Data Sources.

Overall System Activity

• CICCSY - System Activity File

The MICS Analzyer Option for CICS provides overall CICS region level activity data in the CICS System Activity
(CICCSY) file. At the DETAIL timespan, the CICCSY file provides CICS region level data gathered from IBM CTS
Statistics interval records (SMF type 110 subtype 2) or from ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) interval records.

At the DAYS timespan, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS includes information gathered from transaction records to
provide you with complete CICS region level information in the CICCSY file at the HOURLY level. This is accomplished by
merging together the CICCSY and CICS User Activity (CICCSU) file by hour.
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Using the information provided in the DAYS timespan CICCSY file, you can monitor both system and user (transaction)
workload performance on a daily basis. The CICCSY file size is relatively small compared to the CICCSU and CICS
Application Unit Activity (CICCAU) files. Because of the small size, the DAYS timespan CICCSY file allows fast and
efficient access from MICF for reporting purposes. In addition, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS produces standard
analysis and management reports using the CICCSY file. For a detailed description of the reports and MICF inquiries
provided by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS and the lists of data elements used by the reports, see CICS Reports.

In addition to the CICCSY file, the MICS Analyzer for CICS also creates the following files that provide detailed
information about specific areas of interest within a CICS region:

• CICCSA - System DSA Task Subpools File
• CICCSB - CICS System TCB Modes File
• CICCSD - CICS System DSA Storage File
• CICCSP - CICS System TCB Pools File
• CICCSL - CICS System Loader Statistics File

CICCSA and CICCSD Files

At the DETAIL timespan the CICS System DSA Task Subpools (CICCSA) and CICS System DSA Storage (CICCSD) files
provide performance metrics for each individual Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) defined to CICS. You can use these files to
monitor DSA storage usage below the line, above the line, and above the bar.

CICCSB and CICCSP Files

At the DETAIL timespan, the CICS System TCB Modes (CICCSB) and CICS System TCB Pools (CICCSP) files provide
statistical metrics on each individual TCB type, usage, attaches counts, as well as CPU, dispatch, and wait times.

CICCSL File

At the DETAIL timespan, the CICS System Loader Statistics (CICCSL) file provides various Not-In-Use program counts
per DSA.

Several CICS MICF inquiries provide reports that replicate IBM CICS statistics reports produced by the DFHSTUP utility
for the file catagories. For a detailed description of the reports and MICF inquiries provided by the MICS Analyzer Option
for CICS and the lists of data elements used by the reports, see ###CICS Reports###.

User Activity

• CICCAC - User Application Count File
• CICCSU - User Activity File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS summarizes CICS resource usage at the user level in several ways. Two files in
particular are the CICCSU - CICS User Activity file and the CICCAC - CICS User Application Count file. These files are
populated from the transaction records, which can be CMF (type 110 subtype 1 Performance Class 3) or ASG-TMON for
CICS TS (TCE) TRANSACTION (TA) records.

The CICCSU and CICCAC files contain the identification information for CICS users, which are known to the MICS
Analyzer Option for CICS as user account codes. You define account codes during installation of the MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS, and they allow you to identify users based on USERID, OPERID, or any other method of identifying the
user based on the input data.

You can define up to nine levels of account codes (CICACT1- CICACT9) that are used as sequence elements during the
MICS file summarization processing. As a result, be careful when you define the accounting fields, as they affect the sizes
of the higher timespans of the CICCSU and CICCAC files in your MICS database.

The CICCSU file is used to generate summary reports for workload analysis. In addition, it is used for exception analysis
to capture information about users with high resource usage.
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Application Activity

• CICCAU - Application Unit Activity File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides CICS resource usage information at the application level in the CICS
Application Unit Activity (CICCAU) file. This file is created from the transaction records produced by CMF type 110
subtype 1 Performance class 3 records and by ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) transaction (TA) records.

The CICCAU file contains the Application Unit Identification (CICAPU) element that you can define during installation
of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. CICAPU allows you to identify the CICS applications running at your site, and
enables the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to provide you with summarized resource usage information for these
applications.

The CICCAU file is used to generate summary reports for workload analysis. In addition, it is used for exception analysis
to capture any application with high resource usage.

CICS Incidents

• CICCIN - Incident File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS records abnormal events, such as transaction ABENDs, in the CICS Incident
(CICCIN) file, which is used for exception analysis. This file is created from the CMF type 110 subtype 1 Performance
class 3 and Exception class 4 records and from ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) Transaction (TA) records.

File Access Activity

• CICCSF - File/DBD Activity File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS records access to individual files in the CICS File/DBD Activity (CICCSF) file. This file
is created from the file segments in the ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) Transaction (TA) records. It is not available from
CMF data sources.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS creates summary reports using the CICCSF file to analyze your file activities.

MRO Activity

• CICCMR - MRO Activity File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS records MRO interactions between a single transaction and a different system in
the CICS MRO Activity (CICCMR) file. This file is created from the MRO segments in the ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE)
Transaction records from versions 2.0 and higher. It is not available for CMF.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS creates summary reports using the CICCMR file to analyze your MRO activities.

Data Dictionary Processing

• CICCDC - Dictionary File

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses type 110 data dictionary records, which are of subtype 1 and class 1, to
populate the CICS Dictionary (CICCDC) file. Before the Performance records (that are of type 110 subtype 1 and class
3) for a particular region are processed, MICS must process a data dictionary record for that region - this data dictionary
record must be at the same CICS release level as the Performance records that follow it. The data dictionary records
provide offset, length, and type information about each of the fields in the Performance records.

A data dictionary record is the first type 110 record that is produced when a CICS region is started. If a data dictionary
record is needed but its region cannot be restarted just to obtain a new data dictionary record, you can produce a data
dictionary record by using the IBM utility DFHMNDUP, that has been available since the release of CICS 3.1.1. A record
that was produced by DFHMNDUP should be concatenated to the front of the input for the next update run whether it is a
DAILY or an incremental.
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After you input a data dictionary record to the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, ensure the record does not appear in future
update runs. Since the data dictionary information is retained in the CICCDC file, it is usually not necessary to keep an
old data dictionary record in the input stream. Moreover, if a CICS version is changed, ensure that a new data dictionary
record comes before the Performance records from the new CICS release.

Information about how to run the DFHMNDUP utility can be found in Section 2.7 (monitoring dictionary utility program) of
the IBM CICS Operations and Utilities Guide.

As the data dictionary values for each CICS region are retained in the CICCDC file, MICS uses the information
from CICCDC when new data dictionary records do not appear in the input. Observations that carry data dictionary
information for a particular region will be deleted from the CICCDC file after a specified number of days if no data from
that region are processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS for that number of days. The CICCDCEX parameter
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH) is used to specify the number of days for this cutoff. For more details, see CICS
Processing Thresholds (CICTHRSH).

As the only purpose of the CICCDC file is to allow the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to decode the input data properly,
only one cycle of the CICCDC file is kept in the DETAIL timespan.

Data dictionary records and the CICCDC file are required to process only the type 110 subtype 1 Performance class 3
records or type 110 look-alike Performance records. No other type 110 records require data dictionary records. No ASG-
TMON for CICS TS (TCE) records require data dictionary records.

CICS Data Analysis Analyzing Performance

For CICS regions, good performance is delivered when:

• Short and consistent transaction response time is provided to maintain user satisfaction and productivity.
• The service level objectives stated by the users (explicitly or implicitly) are consistently met.
• There is effective use of hardware resources (CPU, main storage, DASD, communication links) in providing the

required service.

Therefore, the main focus of a CICS performance analysis is on the CICS response time measures. The MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS provides you with summary and management reports to analyze response time. The summary reports
are produced by submitting a batch job after the MICS DAILY update is completed. The management reports are
produced automatically by the MICS operational jobs DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. In addition, MICF inquiries
are provided for you to analyze response time. You can modify the inquiries to suit your data center needs. The MICF
inquiries are executed on an on-demand basis. See the Reports section for detailed descriptions and samples of the
following reports:

Summary Reports

• Daily Activity Overview Report - Response Time Distributions
• Application Unit Summary Report
• Daily User Activity Summary Report

Management Reports

• Daily CICS Service Report - All Activity
• Daily CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
• Daily CICS Service Report - Short Activity

• Weekly CICS Service Report - All Activity
• Weekly CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
• Weekly CICS Service Report - Short Activity
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• Monthly CICS Service Report - All Activity
• Monthly CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
• Monthly CICS Service Report - Short Activity

Statistics Reports that Replicate IBM DFHSTYP Reports

• CICLX3 - Daily CICS Dispatch Statistics Report
• CICLX4 - Daily CICS DSA Storage Statistics Report
• CICLX5 - Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report
• CICLX6 - Daily CICS Transient Data Statistics Rept
• CICLX7 - Daily CICS Transaction Mgr Statistics Rept
• CICLX8 - Daily CICS Temp Storage Statistics Report

Graphic Inquiries

• CICCDT - 8AM - 5PM CICS Service by Type
• CICCD2 - Daily CICS Service Report
• CICCW2 - Weekly CICS Service Report
• CICCM2 - Monthly CICS Service Report

Printer Graphic Inquiries

• CICPD2 - Daily CICS Service Report
• CICPW2 - Weekly CICS Service Report
• CICPM2 - Monthly CICS Service Report

In addition to the reports provided, you can code SAS programs to analyze response time using the following data
elements:

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
CICCSY CSYAVSTM Avg Short Response Time
CICCSY CSYAVMTM Avg Medium Response Time
CICCSY CSYAVLTM Avg Long Response Time
CICCSY CSYAVTTM Avg Response Time All Functions
CICCSY CSYSDST1-

CSYSDST8
Count Short Response Within Limit n

CICCSY CSYMDST1-
CSYMDST8

Count Medium Response Within Limit n

CICCSY CSYLDST1-
CSYLDST8

Count Long Response Within Limit n

CICCSY CSYTDST1-
CSYTDST8

Count Total Response Within Limit n

CICCSY CSYMXSTM Max Short Response Time
CICCSY CSYMXMTM Max Medium Response Time
CICCSY CSYMXLTM Max Long Response Time
CICCSY CSYMXTTM Max Response Time All function

Note: The same set of data elements are also available from the CICCAU and CICCSU files. For example, to display the
average short response time for a specific user, you can use the data element CSUAVSTM. For average short response
time for an application unit, use the data element CAUAVSTM.
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In addition to the CICS response time measures, you can also use the following data elements to examine problem
conditions that can affect CICS performance:

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
CICCSY CSYPAGIN Page Ins (pre CICS 3.1.1)
CICCSY CSYMXTSK Max Tasking Condition Detected
CICCSY CSYSOS Short on Storage Condition
CICCSY CSYPCMDC Number of Program Compressions
CICCSY CSYWTIM CICS Dispatcher Wait Time
CICCSY CSYWTCPU CPU Across OPSYS Wait (ASG-TMON)
CICCSY CSYMEMSZ High-water Dynamic Area Memory
CICCSY CSYDAMSC Damaged Storage Chain
CICCSY CSYUSRTM User (application) Dispatched Time
CICCSY CSYTCUTM User TCB CPU Time
CICCSU CSUABEND Abnormal termination occurrences
CICCSU CSUFCWAT File Control Wait Time
CICCSU CSUIRWAT MRO/ISC Wait Time
CICCSU CSUJCWAT Journal Control Wait Time
CICCSU CSUSUSTM Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chn
CICCSU CSUTSWAT Temporary Storage Wait Time
CICCSU CSUTCWAT Terminal Control Wait Time
CICCSU CSUWAITM Transaction Wait Time

Note: If the CICCAU file is active, the set of CICCSU data elements are also available from the CICCAU file. For example,
to obtain the number of abnormal termination occurrences for an application unit, use the data element CAUABEND.

CICS Data Analysis - Analyzing Workload

To plan for future growth, first analyze your current workload. The analysis requires breaking down the total work into
categories and developing a workload profile for each category. This profile contains:

• Transaction profile (number of functions)
• Transaction volume
• Resources required (real storage, DASD I/O, terminal I/O)

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS breaks down the workload by summarizing detail transaction data by the application
unit IDs that you define at product installation time. However, before you use the CICS Application Unit Activity File
(CICCAU) for your workload analysis, ensure that you are familiar with the factors that can affect the total transaction
count in MICS.

  

Transaction Counts

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides counts of CICS transactions in the CICCSY, CICCSU, and CICCAU files for
various transaction types. These include short, medium, long, and conversational transactions, and the total number of
transactions.
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Normally, one count is added to each of the counts for every detail transaction record input to the MICS Analyzer Option
for CICS. The transaction records are written for each transaction execution. In an MRO/ISC environment, this translates
to multiple records for a routed transaction, as each region produces a record for its execution of the transaction.
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS currently provides no facility to reduce the multiple records to a single "unit of
work." For conversational tasks, a transaction record is written for each segment of the conversation, thus resulting in
multiple records for the transaction. For CMF, multiple records are written for a conversational task when the parameter
CONV=YES is specified in DFHMCT TYPE=RECORD macro.

There is an exception when a transaction record is not added to any of the transaction counts. This occurs when you
assign a TRANTYPE of "X" to a transaction using the CICS relative longevity routine (CICRLRT). This exit allows you to
exclude certain transactions from the MICS response and transaction distribution calculations, ensuring that the response
calculations are not skewed by transactions that can have an abnormally long response time. Although the TRANTYPE
"X" transactions are not included in the total transaction count, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS does provide a
separate set of "excessive" counters for you to track these transactions.

Note: The CPU time for the excessive transactions is included in the total CPU time calculation.

Given the discussed conditions, consider the following conditions when analyzing the CICS transaction counts in the CICS
files:

• The data elements presented by MICS no longer represent the CICS task count, and should not be analyzed for max
task or max task within class purposes.

• The transaction count data elements indicate relative system load by transaction. An example is a transaction that
executes conversationally all day. It can have few CICS task counts, but it can also account for a large percentage of
the total CICS resource use.

• Total transaction count does not include "excessive" transactions as designated by your CICRLRT exit.

File Control Calls

As part of the workload analysis, you also estimate the number of DASD I/Os that are performed by each category of
transactions. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides file access counts for you to analyze DASD usage. However,
CICS File Control calls do not correlate to the number of physical I/Os performed for each file, as CICS only records the
number of logical requests made.

If you have large VSAM buffers allocated above the 16Mb line, there can be virtually no physical I/Os performed for "get"
type operations; however, CICS will continue to count the file control calls. On the other hand, a single insert operation to
a VSAM file with little free space can cause a CI or CA split, that can result in many physical I/Os, but CICS will only show
one file control call in this case. Therefore, ensure that you do not to use the number of file control calls as the physical I/O
count.

Reports

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides you with summary and management reports to analyze CICS workload.
The summary reports are produced by submitting a batch job after the MICS daily update is completed. The management
reports are produced automatically by the MICS operational jobs DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. In addition, MICF
inquiries are provided for you to analyze CICS workload. You can modify the inquiries to suit your data center needs. The
MICF inquiries are executed on an on-demand basis. See the CICS Reports section for detailed descriptions and samples
of the following reports:

Summary Reports 

• Application Unit Summary Report

Management Objective Reports 
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• Daily CICS Workload Report
• Weekly CICS Workload Report
• Monthly CICS Workload Report

Graphic Inquiries 

• CICCD1 - Daily CICS Workload Report
• CICCW1 - Weekly CICS Workload Report
• CICCM1 - Monthly CICS Workload Report

Printer Graphic Inquiries 

• CICPD1 - Daily CICS Workload Report
• CICPW1 - Weekly CICS Workload Report
• CICPM1 - Monthly CICS Workload Report

In addition to the listed reports, you can code SAS programs to retrieve workload-related data elements from the MICS
database.

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 
CICCAU CAUAVINC Average Input Character Traffic
CICCAU CAUAVMEM Average Transaction Memory Used
CICCAU CAUAVOPS Average number of CICS Calls
CICCAU CAUAVOTC Average Output Character Traffic
CICCAU CAUAVTRT Average Transaction CPU Time
CICCAU CAUCINP Input Characters - Primary Facility
CICCAU CAUCOUTP Output Characters - Primary Facility
CICCAU CAUCINS Input Characters - Secondary Facility
CICCAU CAUCOUTS Output Characters -Secondary Facility
CICCAU CAUCPRTM Task CPU Real Time
CICCAU CAUCPUTM Task CPU Time (elapsed)
CICCAU CAUDLIWT DL/I Call Elapsed Time (ASG-TMON)
CICCAU CAUDLICC DL/I Call Count (ASG-TMON)
CICCAU CAUFCTOT Total File Requests
CICCAU CAUJCOPS Number of Journal Control Calls
CICCAU CAUMINP Input Messages - Primary Facility
CICCAU CAUMINS Input Messages - Secondary Facility
CICCAU CAUMOUTP Output Messages - Primary Facility
CICCAU CAUMOUTS Output Messages - Secondary Facility
CICCAU CAULTRN Long Transaction Count
CICCAU CAUMTRN Medium Transaction Count
CICCAU CAUPCOPS Number of Program Control Calls
CICCAU CAUSCOPS Number of CICS Storage Control Calls
CICCAU CAUSIOCT Access Method Calls
CICCAU CAUSPOPS Number of CICS Synch Point Calls
CICCAU CAUSTOTM Storage Occupancy Time
CICCAU CAUSTRN Short Transaction Count
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CICCAU CAUTDGET Transient Data Gets
CICCAU CAUTDOPS Number of CICS Transient Data Calls
CICCAU CAUTDPUT Transient Data Puts
CICCAU CAUTDPRG Transient Data Purges
CICCAU CAUTRANS Transactions processed
CICCAU CAUTSGET Temporary Storage Gets
CICCAU CAUTSOPS Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls
CICCAU CAUTSPTA Temporary Storage Puts to AUX
CICCAU CAUTSPTM Temporary Storage Puts to Main

CICS Data Analysis - Analyzing Uptime

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS assumes that a CICS region was available during the interval duration of IBM CICS
SMF type 110 subtype 2 stat type 62 and ASG-TMON Statistics records. The MICS CICS analyzer equates uptime to the
duration of the system records. Duration is calculated by subtracting the start timestamp from the end timestamp.

For ASG-TMON, only the start timestamp is available. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses the start timestamp of
the next system record as the end timestamp of the current record. For the last ASG-TMON system record encountered
for each region, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS calculates the end timestamp by adding the start timestamp, the total
dispatch time, and wait time for the interval.

For CICS TS 3.1.1 and higher, the MICS MICS Analyzer Option for CICS assumes that the CICS system was available
for each SMF type 110, subtype 2, stat type 62 record processed. The subtype 2 records are written at user-specified
intervals. If a record represents either the first period after recording is initiated or the last period before recording is
terminated, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS sets duration to the sum of quasi-reentrant dispatch and wait time.
Otherwise it sets duration to the user-specified recording interval. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS equates uptime to
the duration of the stat type 62 records.

Detecting a CICS Outage

No event that is recorded by the supported CICS monitors indicates the beginning of CICS processing. Task numbers are
not a reliable means of determining a CICS warm/cold start, because the CICS task counter rolls over at 100000 tasks
executed. Therefore, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses the absence of "up" time to infer the presence of "down"
time. Actual detection of the down condition is difficult.

One MICS CICS management report shows CICS outage time. The outage that is shown on the report is downtime
(absence of uptime) in any hour for which data was found. Gaps of no data in the histogram show periods in which no
downtime was found. Unfortunately, the gaps can therefore represent periods of CICS uptime AND periods of no data.

Detecting Monitor Data Loss

The CICS monitor that you use can be turned off at any time during the day. This is a theoretical safety valve to enable a
reduction of CICS overhead during periods of system stress or logging device unavailability. This condition looks exactly
like a CICS system outage to the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, because there is no data to indicate any type of CICS
activity.

System Interval/Hour Synchronization

CICS Statistics 3.1.1 and above produces periodic statistics records on a user-defined interval basis. For CICS 4.1, the
default interval is 3 hours, but you should consider changing the interval to 1 hour. You can change the interval using
CEMT records on a user-defined interval basis. For CICS 4.2 and higher the default interval is 1 hour. You can change the
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interval using CEMT SET STATISTICS and the EXEC CICS SET STATISTICS command, or set the STATINT parameter
in the CICS SIT.

CICS Statistics 3.1.1 and above uses timer facilities that key on time of day to trigger the production of a statistics record
for an interval. The initial time of day (time the first record is cut) is calculated to be on an interval boundary. In the 15-
minute case, system records are cut immediately after the hour and at 15, 30, and 45 minutes after the hour.

Because the MICS data elements HOUR and ZONE are both derived from end timestamp, system records with different
starting and ending hours will always be summarized in the ending hour. This causes a misapplication of summarized
system activity up to the interval of the system records. For instance, CICS Statistics records produced on a 15-minute
interval can be misapplied by up to 15 minutes. The following will clarify this:

Data for the period 08:30:00.20 to 08:45:00.20 is used by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to construct a record whose
hour identification is hour '8'. Data for the period 08:45:00.20 to 09:00:00.20 is used by the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS to construct a record whose hour identification is hour '9', even though the data mostly describes events which
occurred in the eighth hour of the day.

Consider this misapplication when you perform any analysis with the CICS System Activity File (CICCSY).

Reports

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides you with management reports to analyze CICS uptime. The reports are
produced automatically by the MICS operational jobs DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. In addition, MICF inquiries are
also provided to report CICS uptime. The MICF inquiries are executed on an on-demand basis. See the CICS Reports
section for detailed descriptions and samples of the following reports:

Management Objective Reports 

• Daily CICS Availability Report
• Weekly CICS Availability Report
• Monthly CICS Availability Report

Graphic Inquiries 

• CICCD3 - Daily CICS Availability Report
• CICCW3 - Weekly CICS Availability Report
• CICCM3 - Monthly CICS Availability Report

Printer Graphic Inquiries 

• CICPD3 - Daily CICS Availability Report
• CICPW3 - Weekly CICS Availability Report
• CICPM3 - Monthly CICS Availability Report

In addition to the listed reports, you can code SAS programs to analyze CICS uptime using the following data elements:

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 
CICCSY CSYUPTM CICS Availability Time
CICCSY DURATION Recording Interval Time
CICCSY STARTTS Start Timestamp
CICCSY ENDTS End Timestamp

CICS Accounting and Chargeback Interface
The CICS Analyzer provides data elements that MICS Accounting and Chargeback can use to bill for resource or
transaction usage. The elements that can be billed are:
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CICS TRANSACTION ACCOUNTING 

• CICS Transaction Executions

CICS RESOURCE ACCOUNTING 

• CICS CPU Charges
CICS Instructions Executed
CICS Service Units
CICS System Resource Units
CICS Task CPU Time (elapsed)
CICS Task CPU Real-Time
CICS Pseudo Elapsed Time
CICS SRB CPU Time
CICS TCB CPU Time

• CICS Terminal Charges
CICS Access Method Calls (SIO Count)
CICS Input Messages Issued
CICS Output Messages Issued
CICS I/O (EXCPs) Generated
CICS Input Message Character Traffic
CICS Output Message Character Traffic
CICS Number Of Input Messages

• CICS Transaction Charges
CICS Conversational Transactions Processed
CICS Long Transactions Processed
CICS Medium Transactions Processed
CICS Short Transactions Processed
CICS Excessive Transactions Processed
CICS Transactions Processed

• CICS Resource Units
CICS BMS Calls
CICS File Control Calls
CICS Interval Control Calls
CICS Journal Control Calls
CICS Program Control Calls
CICS Storage Control Calls
CICS Synch Point Calls
CICS Transient Data Calls
CICS Temp Storage Calls
CICS Calls (Total)

• CICS Data Base DL/I Logical I/O Charges
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Unique
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Next
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Next (Par)
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Unique
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Next
CICS DL/I Calls - Get Hold Next (Par)
CICS DL/I Calls - Insert
CICS DL/I Calls - Delete
CICS DL/I Calls - Replace

• CICS Memory Charges
Memory Usage
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CICS Capacity Planner Interface
As an aid to rapid and effective workload forecasting of CICS data, the MICS Capacity Planner provides an interface to
the CICS Analyzer that contains the necessary elements for CICS tracking and reporting.

The CICS Planning Standard Application is an interface that provides a capacity planning data base file with the data
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the CICS workload. It uses the application unit features
of the CICS Analyzer to group the individual CICS systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful
tracking and reporting. The three methods for grouping CICS system are:

• defining each CICS system as its own workload group
• combining all CICS systems (no workload group)
• defining customized workload groupings.

CICS Reports
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a comprehensive reporting facility to help you manage and monitor CICS
on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. Long-term trending based on historical data is also provided to show the growth in
CICS workload and resource consumption.

The reporting facility delivers both graphics and tabular reports, all of which are accessible through the MICS Information
Center Facility (MICF). Both can be executed in either batch or foreground mode. The CICS reports and graphics are
available in the following areas:

• Service Level
The level of service that is provided by CICS in terms of response time. The reports display response time information
at the user or application level to show how well CICS is servicing its customers and the degree to which it is meeting
your site's service level objectives.

• Workload
The volume of transactions that are processed by CICS. The reports show the total and peak volume of work
performed by CICS, as well as the large users or applications in your data center.

• Performance
A summary of CICS performance in terms of response time, transaction volume, and availability at the system level
for all regions that are processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. The reports track occurrences of abnormal
conditions that impact CICS performance, such as short-on-storage and maximum task conditions.

• Cost
The amount of charges that incurred by CICS users or applications. The reports shows the total charges and the top
users or applications (in terms of charges) in your data center.

• Availability
The percentage of time CICS is available. This information is derived from the duration of the monitoring records
processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

To meet the reporting needs of managers and performance analysts, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides the
following types of reports:

• Ranking
These tabular reports provide an integrated list of the top consumers of CICS. They are of most interest to technical
managers and performance analysts who want to identify users with the highest cost, the worst response time, or the
highest transaction volume.

• Summary
These tabular reports provide technical managers and performance analysts with a quick summary of CICS activities
at the individual system level, as well as the total activity within the enterprise.

• Detail
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These tabular reports provide the most detailed information by displaying CICS activities at the user or application
level. They are typically used by the performance analyst on an as-needed basis for ad-hoc analysis.

• Management
These reports provide a concise graphic or tabular representation of your data center's processing objectives and how
well they have been met. They target technical managers.

• Exception
These tabular reports provide a concise integrated and itemized list of the problems affecting CICS in terms of service,
workload, performance, availability, and security. Their primary audience is CICS performance analysts and systems
programmers. Exception reports are discussed in detail in the Exceptions section.

• Graphics
For presentation to senior managers, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a comprehensive set of color
graphics (or printer graphics if you do not have color devices) to show the activities and trend in cost, workload, and
service.
Inquiries that use SAS ODS graphics were added to the CICS report inventory in MICF. These queries produce report
and chart images in the PNG format for display on your reporting web site.

You can produce the listed reports or generate your own by using the following facilities:

• MICS Information Center Facility
• Batch Operations
• Interactive Reporting (MSAS)

For CICS Transaction Gateway, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a daily MICF report with both summary and
detail information about Gateway transaction throughput and response times.

MICF information Center Facility

As mentioned previously, the CICS reporting facility is accessible through MICF, a menu-based system that operates
under IBM's Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF). If you are familiar with ISPF commands, you can will find
that MICF menus are similar to standard ISPF menus. Each of the CICS tabular or graphic reports is shipped as a MICF
inquiry, which comprise a series of SAS DATA steps or PROCs to manipulate the data in the MICS database and to
produce the final report. You can augment the CICS reporting facility either by tailoring an existing MICF inquiry or by
writing your own inquiries. For more information about how to use MICF to run the distributed inquiries and create your
own, see MICF Reference and Using MICF.

Batch Operations

Two types of reports, management and exception, are produced automatically by the MICS operational jobs. The daily
format of these two reports is generated by the DAY400 step of the DAILY job or, if the AUTOSUBMIT parameter is
specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), by the DAILYRPT job submitted during DAY400. The weekly reports are
generated by either the WEEK400 step of the WEEKLY job or the WEEKRPT job. The monthly reports are produced by
either the MONTH400 step of the monthly job or the MONTHRPT job.

The rest of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS reports are not automatically produced by the MICS operational jobs.
However, you can add them to the operational jobs using the MICF production interface facility. See the Production Report
Interface Using MICF section for more details.

Some of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS reports, previously known as the standard analysis reports, were originally
shipped as batch reports and were not accessible through MICF. Although they are now available through MICF, you can
continue to produce them using batch jobs after the MICS operational jobs have completed. The sample JCL and the list
of reports that can be produced this way are discussed in JCL Requirements.
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Interactive Reporting (MSAS)

Interactive access to SAS with MICS is provided through the MSAS dialog from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
The MSAS dialog, running under ISPF, allows experienced SAS users to exercise a flexible set of options for invoking
interactive full-screen SAS in the MICS environment. The MSAS dialog supports several types of interactive reporting,
including:

• read-only access to a single unit database
• read-only access to multiple unit databases
• SAS without any unit databases

To support the interactive use of SAS with MICS, MSAS allocates the required SAS files, work files, user files, sort files,
MICS libraries, and, optionally, the MICS database. In addition to allocating MICS database files, MSAS uses the standard
MICS DDNAMEs (for example, SOURCE, INCLLIB, and USOURCE) to allocate the MICS library data sets. This lets you
select SAS statements from the MICS libraries, modify and execute these statements under SAS/DMS, and then save the
program for future use.

MSAS is a MICF application running under your private MICF options. Through MICF Options, you can control the set-
up of SAS execution parameters and temporary data set allocations. You can also control the allocation of additional data
sets for one-time or repeated use.

 

CICS Report Types Overview
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS standard reports and online inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information
to help you manage your CICS environment. It provides management reports, standard analysis reports, and exception
reports that you can either use as delivered or tailor to your specific requirements. In addition, you can use MICF or the
SAS language interface to create on-demand reports.

The following tables describes each type of report and reporting facility.

Management Reports

The management reports, that are distributed with the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, provide a concise graphical or
tabular representation of the processing objectives at your data center. The reports show how well the objectives were
met. You define the objectives through a series of parameters, then produce the reports during normal daily, weekly, or
monthly MICS processing. You can activate or deactivate the reports for any given timespan (daily, weekly, or monthly).

The management reports described in the following chart are distributed with the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

Daily CICS Service Report - All Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for all activity, and identifies the hours during the day when a CICS system fails
to meet user-defined service objective.

Daily CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for medium activity, and identifies the hours during the day when a CICS system
fails to meet user-defined service objective.

Daily CICS Service Report - Short Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for short activity, and identifies the hours during the day when a CICS system
fails to meet user-defined service objective.

Daily CICS Outage Report-Availability
Shows CICS availability to quantify the amount of downtime on an hourly basis.

Daily CICS Throughput Report
Shows CICS transaction volume on an hourly basis, and identifies peak hour workload for each CICS system.
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Weekly CICS Service Report - All Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for all activity during the previous seven-day period (excluding weekends), and
identifies any hours during the day when a CICS system fails to meet the user-defined service objective.

Weekly CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for medium activity during the previous seven-day period (excluding weekends),
and identifies any hours during the day when a CICS system fails to meet the user-defined service objective.

Weekly CICS Service Report - Short Activity
Shows the CICS service that is provided for short activity during the previous seven-day period (excluding weekends), and
identifies any hours during the day when a CICS system fails to meet the user-defined service objective.

Weekly CICS Outage Report-Availability
Shows the CICS service that is provided for short activity during the previous seven-day period (excluding weekends), and
identifies any hours during the day when a CICS system fails to meet the user-defined service objective.

Weekly CICS Throughput Report
Shows CICS transaction volume on an hourly basis for the previous seven-day period (excluding weekends) and identifies
peak hour workload for each CICS system.

Monthly CICS Service Report - All Activity
Shows the CICS service provided for all activity during the previous six months by zone.

Monthly CICS Service Report - Medium Activity
Shows the CICS service provided for medium activity during the previous six months by zone.

Monthly CICS Service Report - Short Activity
Shows the CICS service provided for short activity during the previous six months by zone.

Monthly CICS Outage Report-Availability
Shows CICS availability during the previous six months by zone.

Monthly CICS Throughput Report
Shows CICS transaction volume during the previous six months by zone.

Standard Analysis Reports

Standard analysis reports are produced on an as-needed basis. They provide concise CICS activity information in the
form of reports, graphs, charts, and plots. The standard analysis reports, that are described in the following list, are
distributed with the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

Daily Activity Overview Report
Provides a two-page report for each CICS system that MICS processes. The first page gives an Hourly Activity Profile and
the second summarizes response time distributions for the day.

Application Unit: Summary Report
Provides the averages and totals of resources used for each user-defined application unit.

Daily User Activity Summary Report
Provides the averages and totals of resources used for each user-defined first-level accounting field.

File/DBD Activity Summary Report
Provides summarized information for each file used by CICS and quantifies the type of files, the types of requests made to
the files, and any VSAM string waits that have occurred. This report is available for use only with input from ASG-TMON.

Standard analysis reports include a series of predefined MICF inquiries. These inquiries, like the reports listed previously,
are designed to be run on an as-needed basis. You can also use them as templates for designing your own inquiries.

The MICF inquiries that are described in the following list are distributed with the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

Daily CICS System Overhead Analysis
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Displays the percentage of CPU time that is spent in system overhead.

8 am - 5 pm CICS Service by Type
Displays prime time hourly CICS response time by transaction type and identifies any hours when CICS service falls
below a user-defined management objective.

Daily CICS Service
Displays CICS response time and identifies the hours during the day when service falls below a user-defined
management objective.

Weekly CICS Service
Displays the CICS response time trend in a seven-day period (excluding weekends) and identifies any hour between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. when service fell below a user-defined management objective.

Monthly CICS Service
Displays the CICS response time trend in a six-month period and identifies zones in which service fell below a user-
defined management objective.

Daily CICS Workload
Displays CICS transaction volumes on a daily basis and identifies peak hour workloads for each CICS system.

Weekly CICS Workload
Displays the CICS transaction volume trends in a seven-day period (excluding weekends), and identifies peak hour
workloads between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each CICS system.

Monthly CICS Workload
Displays the CICS transaction volume trends in a six-month period and identifies peak zone workloads for each CICS
system.

Daily CICS Availability
Displays CICS availability by hour on a daily basis.

Weekly CICS Availability
Displays CICS availability between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. over a seven-day period (excluding weekends).

Monthly CICS Availability
Displays CICS availability by zones over a six-month period.

Exception Analysis Reports

The MICS Platform provides an Exception Analyzer that works with MICS Data Integration Applications to provide
consolidated reporting of exception conditions across systems and data sources.

An "exception" is any condition that deviates from the expected norm, or any missed objective in system performance or
service.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is delivered with several exception tests, and you can easily add your own. The
exception reports produce increasing levels of detail to address the needs of different audiences and, when combined with
exceptions from other MICS applications, comprise a powerful diagnostic tool for your organization.

Exception Management Overview
Provides a concise, high-level summary of the exceptions that are reported for the previous day. The report lists, in terms
of severity, the number of exceptions for each defined management area. Designed for use by upper management, it
allows quick assessment of the operation's stability.

Management Area Exception
Provides an hourly summary of exceptions that are encountered for a specific management area (for example,
performance or availability), and the number and severity of each exception type that occurred during an hour. Typically,
first-level management personnel who are responsible for defined management areas use this inquiry.

Severity Level Exception
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Provides an hourly summary of exceptions that are encountered for a given severity level, thus allowing quick assessment
of the different types of exceptions in each level. It gives first-level managers, performance analysts, and system
programmers an integrated report of the problems that may have affected the data center in any given hour.

Detail Exception
Provides a detailed list, in order of occurrence, of detected exceptions. You can selectively produce this report online
using a number of different selection criteria, including a date and time range, severity level, management area, and so
on. You can use it to obtain the necessary background detail for effective analysis of the reported exceptions.

Ad Hoc Reporting Facilities

The specific types of information that is required to manage a large I/S organization change daily. MICS addresses those
needs with interactive capabilities that allow fast response to the most complex requests for information. The interactive
capabilities are:

• The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) is a panel-oriented productivity tool that allows you to access information
in the MICS database. When you define input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF fulfills your request by
executing the program either in batch or interactive mode. Then, according to your specifications, MICF either prints
the results of your request, displays the results at your terminal, or catalogs the results for later viewing.

• The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment in which SAS can be used both interactively or
in batch mode. MICS uses the SAS system for data management and as an advanced analysis language.

The Standard SAS Language is an advanced analysis language that enhances analytical capabilities of your staff, and
improves the quality of their decision-making. MICS uses SAS, a powerful fourth-generation language that provides
easy data manipulation and statistical analysis. SAS also supports coding facilities for programmers who are conducting
extensive analysis or designing new reports for I/S business applications.

CICS MICF Inquiries
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a comprehensive set of report and color graphic inquiries that are
implemented using the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). The reports are categorized as general workload,
service, performance, availability, and finance.

These inquiries are an immediate source of useful reporting that you can modify to meet your needs. You can use
Execution Time Data Selection panels to tailor the output from these inquiries. In addition, you can develop customized
reports by modifying copies of the distributed inquiries.

MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

• ccc
Three-character product identifier. CIC is for the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

• p
Type of graphic. The value of this field is either C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer graphic).

• t
Frequency with which the report may be executed. The value of this field is X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M
(months), and Y (years).

• n
Integer that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry CICLD4 corresponds to the following key:

CICLD4

---|||

 | ||+= the fourth list inquiry at the

 | ||   DAYS timespan delivered with the

 | ||   CA MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
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 | |+= may be run daily

 | += a list inquiry

 += a CICS inquiry

The following figure lists the MICF inquiries that are distributed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS for analysis of CICS
and CICS Transaction Gateway.

The inquiries are described individually in the following sections:

• Service Analysis Inquiries
• Workload Analysis Inquiries
• Performance Analysis Inquiries
• CICS Availability Analysis Inquiries
• Financial Analysis Inquiries
• General Analysis Inquiries
• CICS Transaction Gateway Inquiries

MICF Distributed Inquiries For CICS Analysis

MICF Distributed Inquiries

Report Class Report Name MICF Catalog
Group

MICF Inquiry Identifier

Color Graphics Printer Graphics Tabular List
Service 8am - 5pm CICS

SERVICE By Type
SERVICE CICCDT

Service Daily CICS
Executive Summary

SERVICE CICCDO

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE

SERVICE CICCDC CICPDC

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE Ranking
Report

SERVICE CICCDB CICPDB CICLDB

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE Report

SERVICE CICCD2 CICPD2

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE by Type

SERVICE CICCDD

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE Detail
Report

SERVICE CICLDF

Service Daily CICS
SERVICE Summary
Report

SERVICE CICLDE

Service Weekly CICS
SERVICE Report

SERVICE CICCW2 CICPW2

Service Monthly CICS
Executive Summary

SERVICE CICCMO

Service Monthly CICS
SERVICE Report

SERVICE CICCM2 CICPM2

Service Monthly CICS
SERVICE Ranking
Report

SERVICE CICCMB CICPMB CICLMB
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Service Monthly CICS
SERVICE Report by
Application

SERVICE CICPMC

Service Monthly CICS
SERVICE Detail
Report

SERVICE CICLMF

Service Monthly CICS
SERVICE Summary
Report

SERVICE CICLME

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Ranking Report

WORKLOAD CICCDH CICPDH CICLDH

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Detail Report

WORKLOAD CICLDM

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Summary Report

WORKLOAD CICLDL

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Report

WORKLOAD CICCDI CICPDI

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Report

WORKLOAD CICCD1 CICPD1

Workload Daily CICS Workload
Report All Regions

WORKLOAD CICCDJ

Workload Weekly
CICS Workload
Report

WORKLOAD CICPWI

Workload Weekly CICS
Workload Report

WORKLOAD CICCW1 CICPW1

Workload Weekly
CICS Workload
Report All Regions

WORKLOAD CICCWJ

Workload Monthly
CICS Workload
Ranking Report

WORKLOAD CICCMH CICPMH CICLMH

Workload Monthly CICS
Workload Detail
Report

WORKLOAD CICLMM

Workload Monthly
CICS Workload
Summary Report

WORKLOAD CICLML

Workload Monthly
CICS Workload
Report

WORKLOAD CICPMI

Workload Monthly CICS
Workload Report

WORKLOAD CICCM1 CICPM1

Workload Monthly CICS
Workload Report All
Regions

WORKLOAD CICCMJ

Workload CICS System
Summary Report

WORKLOAD CICLD1

Workload MRO Activity
Summary

WORKLOAD CICLD2
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Workload Daily CICS Top 10
Workloads

WORKLOAD CICOD1*

Workload Monthly CICS Top 10
Workloads

WORKLOAD CICOM1*

System
Performance

Daily CICS
System Performance
Summary

PERFORM CICLDP

System
Performance

Weekly CICS
System Performance
Summary

PERFORM CICLWP

System
Performance

Monthly CICS
System Performance
Summary

PERFORM CICLMP

System
Performance

Daily CICS Tran
Count and Response
Pct

PERFORM CICOD0*

System
Performance

Daily CICS Top 10
Transactions

PERFORM CICOD2*

System
Performance

Monthly CICS Tran
Count and Response
Pct

PERFORM CICOM0*

System
Performance

Monthly CICS Top 10
Transactions

PERFORM CICOM2*

System
Performance

Daily CICS Dispatch
Statistics Report

PERFORM CICLX3

System
Performance

Daily CICS DSA
Storage Statistics
Report

PERFORM CICLX4

System
Performance

Daily CICS Loader
Statistics Report

PERFORM CICLX5

System
Performance

Daily CICS Transient
Data Statistics Rep

PERFORM CICLX6

System
Performance

Daily CICS
Transaction Mgr
Statistics

PERFORM CICLX7

System
Performance

Daily CICS Temp
Storage Statistics

PERFORM CICLX8

Availability Daily CICS
Availability

AVAIL CICCDQ CICPDQ

Availability Daily
CICS Availability
Report

AVAIL CICCD3 CICPD3

Availability Weekly CICS
Availability

AVAIL CICPWQ

Availability Weekly
CICS Availability
Report

AVAIL CICCW3 CICPW3

Availability Monthly CICS
Availability

AVAIL CICPMQ
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Availability Monthly
CICS Availability
Report

AVAIL CICCM3 CICPM3

Finance Daily CICS Cost
Ranking Report

FINANCE CICCDR CICPDR CICLDR

Finance Daily CICS Cost
Detail Report

FINANCE CICLDX

Finance Daily CICS Cost
Summary Report

FINANCE CICLDW

Finance Daily CICS Cost All
Systems

FINANCE CICCMS

Finance Daily CICS Cost FINANCE CICPDS
Finance Monthly CICS Cost

Ranking Report
FINANCE CICCMR CICPMR CICLMR

Finance Monthly CICS Cost
Detail Report

FINANCE CICLMX

Finance Monthly CICS Cost
Summary Report

FINANCE CICLMW

Finance Monthly CICS Cost
All Systems

FINANCE CICCMR

Finance Monthly CICS Cost FINANCE CICPMS
General Daily CICS System

Overhead Analysis
GENERAL CICLDA

MBO Daily CICS Mgmt. by
Obj. (MBO) Rpt.

MBO CICMDO

MBO Monthly CICS Mgmt.
by Obj. (MBO) Rpt.

MBO CICMMO

MBO Weekly CICS Mgmt.
by Obj. (MBO) Rpt.

MBO CICMWO

MICF Distributed Inquiries for CICS Transaction Gateway Analysis

Report Class Report Name MICF Catalog
Group

MICF Inquiry Identifier

Color Graphics Printer Graphics Tabular List
System Performance CICS Transaction

Gateway Daily
Throughput

PERFORM CICLDG

* Uses SAS ODS Graphics. See CICS - SAS ODS Graphics for inquiry details.

CICS - Service Analysis Inquiries

Service analysis inquiries pertain to the management of CICS service levels in terms of response time. The inquiries
include items that are necessary for providing daily data processing services and meeting service objectives and
agreements.

To provide report flexibility, the CICS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters and user exits for most of the
service analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.
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MICF Distributed Inquiries (CICS)

Catalog Group: Service

Inquiry ID Inquiry Name Report Format Run-time execution
parameters

User exits

CICCDB Daily CICS Service
Ranking

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCDC Daily CICS Service color graphic n/a n/a
CICCDD Daily CICS Service by

Type
color graphic n/a n/a

CICCDO Daily CICS Executive
Summary

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCDT 8am - 5pm CICS Service
By Type

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCD2 Daily CICS Service
Reports

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCMB Monthly CICS Service
Ranking

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCMO Monthly CICS Executive
Summary

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCM2 Monthly CICS Service
Reports

color graphic n/a n/a

CICCW2 Weekly CICS Service
Reports

color graphic n/a n/a

CICPDB Daily CICS Service
Ranking

printer graphic n/a n/a

CICPDC Daily CICS Service by
Application

printer graphic n/a n/a

CICPD2 Daily CICS Service
Reports

printer graphic n/a n/a

CICPMB Monthly CICS Service
Ranking

printer graphic n/a n/a

CICPMC Monthly CICS Service printer graphic n/a n/a
CICPM2 Monthly CICS Service

Reports
printer graphic n/a n/a

CICPM2 Weekly CICS Service
Reports

printer graphic n/a n/a

CICLDB Daily CICS Service
Ranking Report

tabular report n/a n/a

CICLDE Daily CICS Service
Summary Report

tabular report n/a n/a

CICLDF Daily CICS Service Detail
Report

tabular report n/a n/a

CICMDB Monthly CICS Service
Ranking Report

tabular report n/a n/a

CICMDE Monthly CICS Service
Summary Report

tabular report n/a n/a
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CICMDF Monthly CICS Service
Detail Report

tabular report n/a n/a

CICCDB Daily CICS Service Ranking

The Daily CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces a color graph that identifies the top 10 CICS applications that have
received the worst average response time in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a side-by-side horizontal bar chart which shows the top 10 applications with the worst average
response time. The chart also shows the transaction volume for each of the 10 applications in the same order as the
response ranking. By default, only one chart is produced for all input data which is summarized across SYSIDs and
CICSIDs. To produce a ranking graph for a specific system or CICS region, you must specify the value for SYSID,
CICSID, or CENTER at inquiry execution time. See the description below for execution-time parameters.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDB (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.
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CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.
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CICCDC Daily CICS Service

The Daily CICS Service inquiry produces a color graph which correlates, on an hourly basis, the overall average response
time with short, medium, long, and conversational transaction workload. It shows the effect that the volume of work has on
response time and identifies the time of day when CICS failed to meet your service level objectives.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the hourly average response time and
transaction volume. The average response time is plotted against the left vertical axis, while the short, medium, long, and
conversational transactions against the right.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDC (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.
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BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here. FOOTNOTE-(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote
on the graph. The default value is NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCDD Daily CICS Service by Type

The Daily CICS Service by Type inquiry produces a color graph which correlates, on an hourly basis, the overall average
response time with short, medium, and long response times. It shows the effect that a particular type of response events
has on the overall CICS response time. It also identifies the time of day when CICS service fails to meet your service level
objectives.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the hourly short, medium, long, and overall
average response times. The average response time is plotted against the left vertical axis, while the short, medium, and
long response times against the right.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDD (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average Medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here. FOOTNOTE-(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote
on the graph. The default value is NO.

User exits 
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If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the above exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCDT Daily 8AM - 5PM CICS Service by Type

The 8AM - 5PM CICS Service by Type Reports monitor prime time hourly CICS response time by transaction type and
identify any hours during which CICS service falls below the management objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the hourly average response time for
each transaction type from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The charts are available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDT (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan
Data is selected for HOURs 8-17.

Data elements used 

• CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time
• CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time
• CSYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
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(Optional) specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

User exits 

None

CICCD2 Daily CICS Service Reports

The Daily CICS Service Reports monitor CICS response time and identify hours during the day when service falls below
the management objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type showing the average response time for each
hour and the percentage of transactions with less than one-or five-second response time. The bar charts are available in
color graphic format or printer format (see CICPD2).

Inquiry ID 

CICCD2 (color graphics format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
• CSYPCSR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCMR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCTR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x

Calculactions 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

User exits 

None

CICCMB Monthly CICS Service Ranking

The Monthly CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces a color graph which identifies the 10 CICS applications with the
worst service (average response time) in a given month.
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Report format 

This inquiry produces a side-by-side horizontal bar chart which shows the top 10 applications with the worst average
response time. The chart also shows the transaction volume for each the 10 applications, in the same order as the
response ranking. This chart is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMB (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used that causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is last month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.
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RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

•  %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

•  %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMC Monthly CICS Service

The Monthly CICS Service inquiry produces a color graph which correlates CICS workload and average response time for
the past 6 months. It enables you to identify a trend in CICS service and workload.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the hourly CICS transaction volume and
average response time. The transaction volume is plotted against the right vertical axis, while the average response time
against the left. The transaction volume is further divided by transaction type (short, medium, long) to show the workload
characteristics. This plot is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMC (color graphic format)
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DATA SOURCE (file/timespan) 

CICCSY file from monthly history file.

One graph produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is the last 6 months.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.
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FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

•  %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMD Monthly CICS Service by Type

The Monthly CICS Service by Type inquiry produces a color graph which correlates the overall average response time
with short, medium, and long response times for the last six months. It shows the effect that a particular type of response
events has on the overall CICS response time. It also identifies the trend in CICS service.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the short, medium, long, and overall average
response times. The average response time is plotted against the left vertical axis, while the short, medium, and long
response times against the right.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMD (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY in the monthly history file.

One graph produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average Medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time  = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Average conv response time = CSYCRSTM/CSYCTRN

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported. For this inquiry, the default is the last 6 months.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.
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DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here. FOOTNOTE-(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote
on the graph. The default value is NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMG Monthly CICS Service Trend

This inquiry is unavailable at this time.

CICCM2 Monthly CICS Service Reports

The Monthly CICS Service Reports identify MICS ZONEs during which CICS service falls below the user-defined
management objective and monitor the service trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type showing the average response
time per ZONE and the percentage of transactions with less than one- or five-second response time for a six-month
period. This inquiry produces charts in color graphic format. The charts can also be produced in printer graphic format by
executing MICF inquiry CIMPM2.

Inquiry ID 

CICCM2 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CYCCSY01-CYCCSY06 at the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

• CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
• CSYPCMR1 - CSYPCMR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCSR1 - CSYPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCTR1 - CSYPCTR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x

Calculations 

None
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Run-time execution parameter overrides 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

None

CICCWC Weekly CICS Service

The Weekly CICS Service inquiry produces a color graph which correlates CICS workload and average response time for
the past 9 weeks. It enables you to identify a trend in CICS service and workload.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the hourly CICS transaction volume and
average response time. The transaction volume is plotted against the right vertical axis, while the average response time
against the left. The transaction volume is further divided by transaction type (short, medium, long) to show the workload
characteristics. This plot is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWC (color graphic format)

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan) 

CICCSY file from weekly history file.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• WEEK - Week of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calucaltions 
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Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is 01-09 cycles.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the last nine weeks.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

 RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns used by specifying a different device type. The default is TERMINAL.
Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is not
applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
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Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the above exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCWD Weekly CICS Service by Type

The Weekly CICS Service by Type inquiry produces a color graph which correlates, for the past 9 weeks, the overall
average response time with short, medium, and long response times. It shows the effect that a particular type of response
events has on the overall CICS response time. It also identifies the trend in CICS service.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the short, medium, long, and overall average
response times. The average response time is plotted against the left vertical axis, while the short, medium, and long
response times against the right.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWD (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY in the weekly history file.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• WEEK - Week of Year
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average Medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is 01-09 cycles.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the above exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.
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CICCWG Weekly CICS Service Trend

The Weekly CICS Service Trend inquiry produces a color graph which shows the trend of CICS service in the past 9
weeks, and the projected service for the next 8 weeks. The predicted values are generated by PROC GPLOT using linear
regression to fit a line through the actual data points.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot, using two vertical axes, which shows the trend in CICS average response time and
average transaction rate. The average response time is plotted against the left vertical axis, while the average transaction
rate against the right. This plot is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWG (color graphic format)

Data Source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY in the weekly history file.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• WEEK - Week of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average Medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
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(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCW2 Weekly CICS Service Reports

The Weekly CICS Service Reports Monitor CICS response time trends in a seven-day period (excluding weekends) and
identify any hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. when service falls below the user-defined management objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type showing the average response
time for each hour (from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and the percentage of transactions with less than one- or five-second response
time. The charts are based on data summarized at the DATE and HOUR levels. Data from Saturday and Sunday is
excluded.
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This inquiry produces charts in color graphic format. You can also produce the bar charts in printer graphic format by
executing the MICF inquiry CICPW2.

Inquiry ID 

CICCW2 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CYCCSY01-CYCCSY07 at the DAYS timespan.

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME = 'SAT' and DAYNAME = 'SUN'.

Data elements used 

• CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
• CSYPCMR1 - CSYPCMR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCSR1 - CSYPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCTR1 - CSYPCTR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

None

CICPDB Daily CICS Service Ranking

The Daily CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces a printer graph that identifies the 10 CICS applications with the worst
average response time in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart which shows the top 10 applications with the worst average response time.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDB (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.
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If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU. One graph produced for each date and each combination
of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.
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User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Service Ranking Sample Report
                                                     DAILY CICS SERVICE RANKING                              

                      1

                                                          your_company_name

                                                      FOR:  SEPTEMBER 5, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPDB                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  6SEP14

                                                    SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                          BAR CHART OF AVG

    APPL       APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST AVG RESPONSE                                                        

            AVG

               |

    CUSS1980   |

************************************************************************************************    0.480451

               |

    ACCT0102   |*********************************************************************************            

       0.402721

               |

    ACCT0302   |****************************************************************************                 

       0.379368

               |

    MAST1800   |*********************************************                                                

       0.225299

               |

    MSA1       |***********************************                                                          

       0.173106

               |

    MSA2       |********************************                                                             

       0.125332

               |
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    CUSS1843   |**************************                                                                   

       0.125002

               |

    ACCT1010   |**********************                                                                       

       0.117052

               |

    BOOK1002   |*********************                                                                        

       0.115438

               |

    BOOK2012   |*****                                                                                        

       0.003409

               |

               --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------

+-------+

                     0.04    0.08    0.12    0.16     0.2    0.24    0.28    0.32    0.36     0.4    0.44   

 0.48

                                                      AVERAGE RESPONSE SEC

CICPDC Daily CICS Service by Application

The Daily CICS Service inquiry produces a graph that correlates hourly CICS workload and average response time. It
enables you to identify the hours during the day when CICS service failed to meet your service level objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot that shows the hourly CICS transaction volume and average response time.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDC (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 
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UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.
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In addition to the above exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Service by Application Sample Report
                                                 DAILY CICS SERVICE BY APPLICATION                           

                      1

                                                         your_company_name

                                                      FOR:  FEBRUARY 18, 2014

 INQUIRY:  CICPDC                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  25AUG14

                                                    SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                          BAR CHART OF AVG

   APPL                                                                                                      

              AVG

             |

   ACCT0100  |***************************************************************************************     

 *****          0.54

   ACCT0101  |*************                                                                                  

             0.08

   ACCT0104  |*************************************                                                          

             0.22

   ACCT0504  |**********************                                                                         

             0.13

   BOOK0321  |**********************************************************************************             

             0.48

   BOOK0210  |************************************************************                                   

             0.37

   BOOK0902  |***************                                                                                

             0.09

   BOOK0210  |************************************************************                                   

             0.37

   MSAS0102  |**************                                                                                 

             0.09

   MSAS0203  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0523  |*********************                                                                          

             0.13

   MSAS0610  |************************************************************                                   

             0.37

   MSAS0702  |*********                                                                                      

             0.09

   MSAS0805  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0812  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0815  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0816  |                                                                                               

             0.00
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   MSAS0817  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0819  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0820  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS0821  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS1900  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS1901  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   MSAS1902  |                                                                                               

             0.00

   TOSC1023  |********************                                                                           

             0.13

   TOSC1033  |****************************************************************                               

             0.40

   UNIT0012  |*************************************************************                                  

             0.38

   OVRSNP    |********                                                                                       

             0.05

   OVRZMAC   |*************************************                                                          

             0.23

             --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------

+----

                   0.04     0.09    0.14    0.19    0.23    0.28    0.33    0.37    0.42    0.47    0.55  

 48000

                                                        AVERAGE RESPONSE 

CICPD2 Daily CICS Service Reports

The Daily CICS Service Reports monitor CICS response time and identify hours during the day when service falls below
the management objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type showing the average response time for each
hour and the percentage of transactions with less than one or five-second response time. The bar charts are produced in
printer graphic format. You can also generate them by executing the MICF inquiry CICCD2.

Inquiry ID 

CICPD2 (printer graphics format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
• CSYPCSR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCMR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCTR1 - CICPCSR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x
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Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

None

Daily CICS Service Report Sample Output Report
                                           Daily CICS Service - Avg. Short Response Time                     

                      1

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPD2                                                                                            

  RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYAVSTM

 CSYAVSTM

        |                                                    ***

        |                                                    ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                           ***

   0.21 +                                                    ***  ***                           ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                           ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

   0.18 +                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***                      ***

   0.15 +                                                    ***  ***  ***                 ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***  ***  ***            ***  ***

        |                                               ***  ***  ***  ***  ***            ***  ***

        |                                               ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***

   0.12 +                                               ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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        |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   0.09 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   0.06 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   0.03 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

CICPMB Monthly CICS Service Ranking

The Monthly CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces a graph that identifies the 10 CICS applications with the worst
average response time in a given month.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart which shows the 10 applications with the worst average response time.

Inquiry ID 

CICPMB (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
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Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is last month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RANK
(Optional) Specify the number of observations to be ranked.
For this inquiry, the default is 10.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
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Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Service Ranking Sample Output Report
                                                    MONTHLY CICS SERVICE RANKING                             

                      1

                                                         your_company_name

                                                          FOR AUGUST, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPMB                                                                                            

 RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                    SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                          BAR CHART OF AVG

                           APPL       APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST AVG RESPONSE                          AVG

                                      |

                           OPK1       |******************************************************    1.084138

                                      |

                           OP06       |**********************************************            0.915400

                                      |

                           OP07       |********************************                          0.642050

                                      |

                           OP08       |*******************************                           0.629955

                                      |

                           OP03       |****************************                              0.568182

                                      |

                           TMON       |*********************                                     0.428000

                                      |

                           OP20       |***************                                           0.297660

                                      |

                           OP05       |**************                                            0.289470

                                      |

                           OVERHEAD   |                                                          0.004996

                                      |

                           SYMT       |                                                          0.003150

                                      |

                                      -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

                                          0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9   1

                                                          AVERAGE RESPONSE

CICPMC Monthly CICS Service by Application

The Monthly CICS Service inquiry produces a graph that shows the hourly CICS workload and average response time
in the past 24 months. It enables you to identify the trend in CICS service and the period during which CICS fails to meet
your service level objectives.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot that shows the hourly CICS transaction volume and average response time.
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Inquiry ID 

CICPMC (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY in the monthly history file.

One graph produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

TYPE
(Optional) Substitute average response with short, medium, long response time.

User exits 

If the run-time execution parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global or local user exits to further manipulate the input file. For detailed descriptions on coding the exits, see CICS
Changing Report Parameters.

Global exits - invoked before run-time parameter macros. 

• %RPTSEL
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.
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Local exits - invoked after run-time parameter macros. 

• %CICPMC
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.

Monthly CICS Service Sample Output Report
                                                    MONTHLY CICS SERVICE RANKING                             

                      1

                                                         Your_company_name

                                                            AUGUST, 2014

 INQUIRY:  CICPMC                                                                                            

   RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                    SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                          BAR CHART OF AVG

                           APPL       APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST AVG RESPONSE                          AVG

                                      |

                           MSAC1      |******************************************************    1.084138

                                      |

                           LP06       |**********************************************            0.915400

                                      |

                           LP07       |********************************                          0.642050

                                      |

                           LP08       |*******************************                           0.629955

                                      |

                           LP03       |****************************                              0.568182

                                      |

                           ACT1034    |*********************                                     0.428000

                                      |

                           OP20       |***************                                           0.297660

                                      |

                           OP05       |**************                                            0.289470

                                      |

                           ACT3043    |                                                          0.004996

                                      |

                           SYMT       |                                                          0.003150

                                      |

                                      -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

                                          0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  0.8  0.9   1

                                                          AVERAGE RESPONSE

CICPM2 Monthly CICS Service Reports

The Monthly CICS Service Reports identify MICS ZONEs during which CICS service falls below the user-defined
management objective, and monitor the service trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type, showing the average response
time per ZONE and the percentage of transactions with less than one- or five-second response time for a six-month
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period. The bar charts are available in printer graphic or color graphic format. The sample report shows a five-month
period.

Inquiry ID 

• CICPM2 (printer graphic format)
• CICCM2 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CYCCSY01-CYCCSY06 at the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

• CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
• CSYPCMR1 - CSYPCMR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCSR1 - CSYPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
• CSYPCTR1 - CSYPCTR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

None

Monthly CICS Service Report Sample Output Report
                                           Monthly CICS Service - Avg. Short Repose Time

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPM2                                                                                          

 RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYAVSTM

 CSYAVSTM

 0.30 +

      |
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      |

      |  *****

 0.27 +  *****                                         *****

      |  *****                  *****                  *****

      |  *****                  *****  *****           *****

      |  *****                  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

 0.24 +  *****                  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****

      |  *****                  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

      |  *****                  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

      |  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

 0.21 +  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

      |  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

      |  *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****

      |  *****  *****           *****  *****  *****    *****  *****           *****  *****           ***** 

 *****

 0.18 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****           *****  *****           ***** 

 *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****

 0.15 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

 0.12 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

 0.09 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

 0.06 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****
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      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

 0.03 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    ***** 

 *****  *****

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           1      2      3        1      2      3        1      2      3        1      2      3        1     

 2      3     ZONE

         |----- 13/11 -----|    |----- 13/12 -----|    |----- 14/01 -----|    |----- 14/02 -----|    |-----

 14/03 -----|  YRMONTH

CICPWC Weekly CICS Service

This inquiry is unavailable at this time.

 

CICPW2 Weekly CICS Service Reports

The Weekly CICS Service Reports Monitor CICS response time trends in a seven-day period (excluding weekends) and
identify any hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. when service falls below the user-defined management objective.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID, CICS ID, and transaction type showing the average response
time for each hour (from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and the percentage of transactions with less than one or five seconds response
time. The charts are based on data summarized at the DATE and HOUR levels. Data from Saturday and Sunday is
excluded.
The bar charts are available in printer graphic format.

Inquiry ID 

CICPW2 (printer graphic format)

Data Source (file/timespan) 

CYCCSY01-CYCCSY07 at the DAYS timespan

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME = 'SAT' and DAYNAME = 'SUN'.

Data elements used 

•  CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 Response Distribution Limits
•  CSYPCMR1 - CSYPCMR7 Cumm Pct Medium Resp within Limit x
•  CSYPCSR1 - CSYPCSR7 Cumm Pct Short Resp within Limit x
•  CSYPCTR1 - CSYPCTR7 Cumm Pct All Resp within Limit x

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 
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 UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. Which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

None

Weekly CICS Service Report Sample Output Report
                                            Weekly CICS Service - Avg. Short Response Time

                                                         MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPW2                                                                                            

   RUN DATE: 12MAR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYAVSTM

          CSYAVSTM

                                                                                *     *

                 |                      * *                  * *                *   * *            *

                 |       *              * *                  * *   *        * * * * * *            *

                 |     * *   *          * * *                * *   * *      * * * * * * *   *      * *

            0.21 +     * *   *          * * *   *          * * *   * *      * * * * * * *   *      * *

                 |   * * *   * *        * * *   *          * * * * * *      * * * * * * * * *      * *

                 |   * * * * * *        * * * * * *        * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *      * * *

                 |   * * * * * *        * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *

            0.18 +   * * * * * *        * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *

                 |   * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *

                 |   * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *

                 |   * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *

            0.15 +   * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * *     

  *

                 |   * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *      * * * *   

  *

                 |   * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *    * * * * *   

  *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *    * * * * *   *

 *
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            0.12 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

            0.09 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

            0.06 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

            0.03 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                 | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *

 *

                

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1

 1

                   8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

 6   HOUR

                   |--- 24APR14  ---| |--- 25APR14  ---| |--- 26APR14  ---| |--- 27APR14  ---| |--- 28APR14 

 ---|  DATE

CICLDB Daily CICS Service Ranking Report

The Daily CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces tabular reports that identity the top 10 CICS applications with the worst
average response time in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the overall response distribution by transaction type, and indicates whether the service level objective has been
met for this day. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the worst average response time, and provides
other pertinent information such as average wait time and percentage of wait in file control, journal control, terminal
control, and temporary storage.
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The service level objectives, that are used in this report, are defined by module #CICMOBJ in prefix.MICS.SOURCE and
CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the service
level objectives.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDB (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control
• CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control
• CAULDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transaction Count
• CAUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time
• CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time
• CAUSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chain
• CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control
• CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier
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Calculations

Average conv. response time = CAUCRSTM/CAUCTRN

Average dispatch = CAUPETTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average long response time = CAULRSTM/CAULTRN

Average medium response time = CAUMRSTM/CAUMTRN

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average short response time = CAUSRSTM/CAUSTRN

Average suspend time = CAUSUSTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average wait = (CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Other wait = total wait-SUM(CAUFCWAT,CAUJCWAT,CAUTSWAT)

Percent transactions ABEND = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN) * 100

Percent FC wait = CAUFCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent JC wait = CAUJCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent OT wait = 100 - SUM(percent FC wait, percent JC wait, percent TC wait, percent TS wait)   

Percent TC wait = CAUTCWAT/SUM(CAUTCWAT,total wait) * 100 

Percent TS wait = CAUTSWAT/total wait * 100

Total wait = CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along  with FILE ID.

User exits 
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If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Service Ranking Sample Output Report
                                                DAILY CICS SERVICE RANKING REPORT 

                                                        your_company_name   

                                                    FOR:  August 24, yyyy   

INQUIRY:  CICLDB                                                                             RUN DATE: 

 25AUGyy

SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS 

SLO                                     AVG    RESP   %OBJ    ------------ RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION ------------

MET   TYPE     # TRANSACTIONS    %     RESP     OBJ    MET     <1     <2     <3     <4     <5     <6     <7

YES   TOTAL           644,548          0.32   15.00  100.0     95.6    2.9    1.1    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0

YES   SHORT           362,767  56.3    0.13    5.00  100.0     95.8    2.8    1.0    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0

YES   LONG            232,047  36.0    0.68   15.00  100.0     94.5    3.5    1.4    0.4    0.1    0.0    0.0

YES   CONV             49,734   7.7    0.03   15.00  100.0     99.8    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0

** TOP 10 APPLICATIONS WITH WORST AVG RESPONSE TIME 

                 AVG     RESP    %OBJ              AVG  --- AVG CPU ---    AVG     AVG  ----- % WAIT ------

 %TRANS

RANK  APPL       RESP     OBJ     MET   # TRANS  DISPCH      CP    SPEC    WAIT    SUSP  FC  JC  TC  TS OTH 

 ABND

 1    TCSV     908.32   15.00     0.0         1    0.04    0.01    0.00  908.28    0.00   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 2    DSNC     700.14   15.00    66.7         3    1.03    0.55    0.01  699.11    1.67   0   0   0   0 100  

  0 

 3    OPID     691.24   15.00    83.3         6    0.05    0.00    0.00  691.19  690.88   0   0  50   0  50  

  0
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 4    LAON      71.69   15.00    63.6        11    0.98    0.01    0.00   70.71    2.39   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 5    GLST      42.70   15.00    89.9       247    0.05    0.03    0.00   42.65   34.15   0   0  44   0  55  

  1

 6    ICST      13.80   15.00   100.0         1    0.15    0.01    0.00   13.66   12.62   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 7    RSFU      12.76   15.00   100.0        11    0.27    0.02    0.00   12.49    3.46   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 8    ISHI      12.62   15.00   100.0         1    0.15    0.02    0.00   12.47   10.00   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 9    DPRM       4.65   15.00   100.0         9    0.28    0.03    0.00    4.37    3.43  21   0   0   0  79  

  0

 10   CSIR       2.56   15.00    97.3     1,479    0.00    0.00    0.00    2.55    0.04   0   1   0   0  99  

  0

CICLDE Daily CICS Service Summary Report

The Daily CICS Service Summary Report shows the service level, primarily response times, provided by each CICS
region on a given day. The report displays the actual service and the service objective, and flags indicating whether or
not the service level objectives have been met. This report provides a quick summary of the activity and service that is
provided by CICS, and enables you to identify the regions which have failed to meet your service level objectives.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for overall CICS service provided in the enterprise, and service provided by each system
(SYSID). Each field in the report is described in the following definitions:

SLO MET
A flag indicating whether or not the service level objective is met by CICS. For the overall summary line (SYSID=ALL
CICSID=ALL), the flag is set to NO if any of the regions failed to meet its service level objectives. By default, this flag is
set to YES if 95% of the transactions met the response objective. Otherwise, it is set to NO. You can override the default
percentage or set the flag using actual value vs. objective in the %LDESLO user exit.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

AVG RESP ALL 
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

AVG RESP SHORT 
The average response time for all short transactions (TRANTYPE=S as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP MED
The average response time for all medium transactions (TRANTYPE=M as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP LONG 
The average response time for all long transactions (TRANTYPE=L as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP CONV 
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The average response time for all conversational transactions (TRANTYPE=C as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

TRANS
The total number of processed transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your installation. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

%AVAIL
The CICS availability expressed in a percentage. This number is derived by dividing the total CICS uptime by the total
report duration.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which the peak average response time occurred.

PEAK RESP
The peak average hourly response time that is provided by CICS.

PEAK 
The transaction rate for the peak hour. TRAN/SEC:

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions that are processed in the peak hour.

PEAK 
The percentage of transactions met the response %OBJ MET: objective during the peak hour.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDE (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
• DAY - Day of Month
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Average conv response time = CSYCRSTM/CSYCTRN

Transaction per second = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
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(Optional) enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Service Summary Report Sample Output Report
                                                DAILY CICS SERVICE SUMMARY REPORT

                                                       your_company_name

                                                    FOR:  SEPTEMBER 5, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICLDE                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEP14

SLO  SYSID    CICSID  ------------- AVG RESP --------------      # TRANS   RESP   %OBJ  --------- PEAK

 ACTIVITY ---------

MET                   TOTAL   SHORT     MED    LONG    CONV                 OBJ    MET  HOUR  RESP  TRAN/SEC 

 TRANS  %MET

YES  *ALL     *ALL     0.32    0.13     .      0.68    0.03      644,528  15.00  100.0   9    0.15    3.0   

 75,037 100.0

YES  PRD1     *ALL     0.32    0.13     .      0.68    0.03      644,528  15.00  100.0   9    0.15    3.0   

 75,037 100.0

YES           LPD1     0.12    0.13     .      0.13    0.01      469,815  15.00  100.0   8    0.10   15.8   

 56,911 100.0

YES           LPD2     0.13    0.22     .      0.13    0.08       77,933  15.00  100.0  10    0.14    2.8   

 10,161 100.0

YES           LPD3     0.34    0.23     .      0.34    0.19       68,652  15.00  100.0  10    0.14    2.6    

 9,283 100.0

YES           LPD4     0.26    0.20     .      0.39    0.02        2,606  15.00  100.0  15    0.16    0.1    

   334 100.0

YES           RPD1     0.61    0.35     .      0.62    0.17       24,056  15.00  100.0  11    0.70    0.8    

 3,032 100.0

YES           RPD2     0.27    0.21     .      0.42    0.05        1,288  15.00  100.0  13    0.09    0.1    

   234 100.0
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YES           RPD3     0.27    0.21     .      0.42    0.05        1,288  15.00  100.0  13    0.09    0.1    

   234 100.0

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7

CICLDF Daily CICS Service Detail Report

The Daily CICS Service Detail Report shows the CICS service that is provided to individual applications on a given day.
It identifies those applications for which CICS delivered unsatisfactory service. The report provides information that is
pertinent to response analysis and can help you identify the areas in which the response delay might have occurred. If
the CICCAU file is inactive, the report is automatically generated from the CICCSU file, using the value CICACT2 as the
application or project identifier.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a detail section. The summary section
shows the response distribution by transaction type for all CICS regions found in the input. The detail section shows
the response time and other pertinent information for individual applications. A detail section is generated for each
combination of SYSID and CICSID. Each field in this report is described in the following definitions:

System summary 

SLO META flag indicating whether    the service level objective is met by CICS. For the overall summary line
(SYSID=ALL CICSID=ALL), the flag is set to NO if any of the regions failed to meet its service level objectives. By
default, this flag is set to YES if 95% of the transactions met the response objective. Otherwise, it is set to NO. You
can override the default percentage or set the flag using actual value vs. objective in the %LDESLO user exit.

TYPE
Transaction type: all, short, medium, long, or conversational. Transaction type (TRANTYPE) is assigned by the CICRLRT
exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TRANS
The total number of processed transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the processed transactions. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your data center. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
The response distributions for the 7 response thresholds which you have specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

Detail section 

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

APPL
Application identification.
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AVG RESP
The average response time for all processed transactions for this application.

MAX RESP
The maximum response time that is received by the application.

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your installation. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVG DISPATCH 
The average dispatch time for the application

AVG CP CPU
The average CP CPU time consumed by the application.

AVG SPEC CPU
The average zIIP CPU time consumed by the application.

AVG WAIT
The average wait time for the application. It is calculated as the difference between total response time and total dispatch
time divided by total transactions.

AVG SUSP
The average suspend time for the application.

%WAIT FC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for file control.

%WAIT JC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for journal control.

%WAIT TC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for terminal control.

%WAIT TS
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for temporary storage.

%WAIT OTH
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for other reasons, such as waiting for data base management
systems (DB2, IMS) or buffer and strings.

%TRANS ABND
The percentage of transactions abend for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDF (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control
• CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control
• CAUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time
• CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time
• CAUSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chain
• CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control
• CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average conv. response time = CAUCRSTM/CAUCTRN

Average dispatch = CAUPETTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average long response time = CAULRSTM/CAULTRN

Average medium response time = CAUMRSTM/CAUMTRN

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average short response time = CAUSRSTM/CAUSTRN

Average suspend time = CAUSUSTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average wait = (CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Other wait = total wait-SUM(CAUFCWAT,CAUJCWAT,CAUTCWAT,CAUTSWAT)

Percent transactions ABEND = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN) * 100

Percent FC wait = CAUFCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent JC wait = CAUJCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent OT wait = 100 - SUM(percent FC wait,percent JC wait,percent TC wait,percent TS wait)
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Percent TC wait = CAUTCWAT/SUM(CAUTCWAT,total wait) * 100

Percent TS wait = CAUTSWAT/total wait * 100

Total wait = CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along  with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.
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In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Service Detail Report Sample Output Report
                                                 DAILY CICS SERVICE DETAIL REPORT                            

              

                                                       your_company_name                                     

              

                                                    FOR:  September 5, yyyy                                  

              

INQUIRY:  CICLDF                                                                                       RUN

 DATE:  06SEPyy

 

----------------------------------------------------- SYSID=PRD2  CICSID=PCP1

 ---------------------------------------------

                AVG       MAX    RESP    %OBJ              AVG  --- AVG CPU ---    AVG     AVG  ----- % WAIT

 ------ %TRANS

APPL            RESP     RESP     OBJ     MET     TRANS  DISPCH      CP    SPEC    WAIT    SUSP  FC  JC  TC 

 TS OTH  ABND  

 

AAON           34.10    34.10   15.00   100.0         1    0.36    0.08    0.00   33.74    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

ACFM            0.02     0.13   15.00   100.0       163    0.02    0.01    0.00   53.56   53.55   0   0 100  

 0   0    0   

CATD            0.07     3.80   15.00   100.0    15,759    0.02    0.01    0.00    0.06    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CCMF            0.00     0.04   15.00   100.0       233    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CEDA            0.20     2.55   15.00   100.0        21    0.05    0.01    0.00    5.14    4.99   3   0  97  

 0   0    0   

CEMT            0.07     0.57   15.00   100.0        10    0.05    0.01    0.00    6.56    6.54   0   0 100  

 0   0    0   

CRSQ            0.27     0.80   15.00   100.0         3    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.27    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CRSR            0.02     2.91   15.00   100.0    29,214    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CRTE            0.02     1.80   15.00   100.0       691    0.00    0.00    0.00   33.38   33.36   0   0 100  

 0   0    0   

CSAC            0.00     0.06   15.00   100.0       350    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  71  

 0  29    0   

CSFU            0.83     0.83   15.00   100.0         1    0.01    0.01    0.00    0.81    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CSGM            0.03     3.93   15.00   100.0    16,516    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.01   0   0  26  

 0  74    0   

CSIR           47.96    64.34   15.00    42.6        61    0.00    0.00    0.00   47.95    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CSMI            0.01     0.11   15.00   100.0        11    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.01    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CSNE            0.00     0.16   15.00   100.0    23,797    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

CSSF            0.01     0.18   15.00   100.0        38    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.34    0.33   0   0  98  

 0   2    0   
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CSSN            0.03     0.07   15.00   100.0         6    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.01   0   0  26  

 0  74    0   

DATA            0.14    20.19   15.00   100.0    14,588    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.15    0.01   0   0  10  

 0  90    0   

DISP            0.03     0.03   15.00   100.0         1    0.03    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  83  

 0  17    0   

D2DA            1.42     7.37   15.00   100.0        15    0.01    0.00    0.00    1.70    0.30   0   0  18  

 0  82    0   

ELON            0.24     1.01   15.00   100.0        10    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.44    0.23   0   0  53  

 0  47    0   

EL00            0.06     0.31   15.00   100.0        40    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.06    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

EL10            0.04     0.12   15.00   100.0         9    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

EL20            0.15     1.07   15.00   100.0        41    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.15    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

EL22            0.14     0.80   15.00   100.0        50    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.13    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0   

EL29            0.11     0.44   15.00   100.0        21    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.30    0.19   0   0  64  

 0  36    0   

EL30            0.07     0.38   15.00   100.0        14    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.07    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

EZ              0.46     3.99   15.00   100.0       324    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.46    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

IEOL            0.25    88.32   15.00    99.9     1,346    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.25    0.00   0   0   1  

 0  99    0

LLTP            0.01     0.01   15.00   100.0         1    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.01    0.00   0   0  25  

 0  75    0

LLXW            0.04     0.11   15.00   100.0         4    0.02    0.01    0.00    0.02    0.00   0   0  15  

 0  85    0

LPKD            0.00     0.01   15.00   100.0         3    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

LPKE            0.00     0.00   15.00   100.0        12    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

MSAS            0.17     1.19   15.00   100.0        69    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.17    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

MSA2            0.13     5.68   15.00   100.0     3,240    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.18    0.06   0   0  32  

 0  68    0

SA              0.48     8.66   15.00   100.0        39    0.04    0.00    0.00  388.03  387.59   1   0  99  

 0   0    0

STAR            0.00     0.01   15.00   100.0        21    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  32  

 0  68    0

TOSC            0.13    41.33   15.00   100.0   344,062    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.24    0.12   0   0  49  

 0  51    0

TOSS            0.40    32.06   15.00   100.0     2,558    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.40    0.04   0   0   8  

 0  92    0

TOS1            0.38    30.17   15.00   100.0     8,580    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.39    0.05   0   0  12  

 0  88    0

TOTAL:          0.12     3.72   15.00   100.0   469,835    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.22   0   0  65  

 0  35    0
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CICLMB Monthly CICS Service Ranking Report

The Monthly CICS Service Ranking inquiry produces tabular reports that identify the top 10 CICS applications with the
worst average response time in a given month.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the overall response distribution by transaction type, and indicates whether the service level objective has been
met for the month. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the worst average response time and provides
other pertinent information such as average wait time and percentage of wait in file control, journal control, terminal
control, and temporary storage.

The service level objectives that are used in this report are defined by module #CICMOBJ in prefix.MICS.SOURCE and
CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. If you want to override the service level objectives, see Changing Report
Parameters.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMB (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control
• CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control
• CAULDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transaction Count
• CAUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time
• CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time
• CAUSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chain
• CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control
• CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average conv. response time = CAUCRSTM/CAUCTRN

Average dispatch = CAUPETTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average long response time = CAULRSTM/CAULTRN

Average medium response time = CAUMRSTM/CAUMTRN

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average short response time = CAUSRSTM/CAUSTRN

Average suspend time = CAUSUSTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average wait = (CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Other wait = total wait-SUM(CAUFCWAT,CAUJCWAT,CAUTSWAT)
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Percent transactions ABEND = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN) * 100

Percent FC wait = CAUFCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent JC wait = CAUJCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent OT wait = 100 - SUM(percent FC wait, percent JC wait, percent TC wait, percent TS wait)

Percent TC wait = CAUTCWAT/SUM(CAUTCWAT,total wait) * 100

Percent TS wait = CAUTSWAT/total wait * 100

Total wait = CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

FILE ID
(Optional) select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see theChanging the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
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Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.
• %GCIC

Select CICSIDs for report.
• %GSLO

Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.
• %GSYS

Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Service Ranking Report Sample Output Report
                                               MONTHLY CICS SERVICE RANKING REPORT                           

   

                                                         your_company_name                                   

              

                                                         FOR AUGUST, yyyy                                    

   

INQUIRY:  CICLMB                                                                               RUN DATE: 

 06SEPyy

 

SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS                                                                                   

    

 

SLO                                     AVG    RESP   %OBJ    ------------ RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION ------------

    

MET   TYPE     # TRANSACTIONS    %     RESP     OBJ    MET     <1     <2     <3     <4     <5     <6     <7  

    

 

YES   TOTAL           644,548          0.32   15.00  100.0     95.6    2.9    1.1    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0

    

YES   SHORT           362,767  56.3    0.13    5.00  100.0     95.8    2.8    1.0    0.3    0.0    0.0    0.0

    

YES   LONG            232,047  36.0    0.68   15.00  100.0     94.5    3.5    1.4    0.4    0.1    0.0    0.0

    

YES   CONV             49,734   7.7    0.03   15.00  100.0     99.8    0.1    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0

    

 

 

** TOP 10 APPLICATIONS WITH WORST AVG RESPONSE TIME                                                          

    

 

                 AVG     RESP    %OBJ              AVG  --- AVG CPU ---    AVG     AVG  ----- % WAIT ------

 %TRANS

RANK  APPL       RESP     OBJ     MET   # TRANS  DISPCH      CP    SPEC    WAIT    SUSP  FC  JC  TC  TS OTH 

 ABND

 

 1    TCSV     908.32   15.00     0.0         1    0.04    0.01    0.00  908.28    0.00   0   0   0   0 100  

  0           

 2    DSNC     700.14   15.00    66.7         3    1.03    0.55    0.01  699.11    1.67   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 3    OPID     691.24   15.00    83.3         6    0.05    0.00    0.00  691.19  690.88   0   0  50   0  50  

  0
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 4    LAON      71.69   15.00    63.6        11    0.98    0.01    0.00   70.71    2.39   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 5    GLST      42.70   15.00    89.9       247    0.05    0.03    0.00   42.65   34.15   0   0  44   0  55  

  1

 6    ICST      13.80   15.00   100.0         1    0.15    0.01    0.00   13.66   12.62   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 7    RSFU      12.76   15.00   100.0        11    0.27    0.02    0.00   12.49    3.46   0   0   0   0 100  

  0           

 8    ISHI      12.62   15.00   100.0         1    0.15    0.02    0.00   12.47   10.00   0   0   0   0 100  

  0

 9    DPRM       4.65   15.00   100.0         9    0.28    0.03    0.00    4.37    3.43  21   0   0   0  79  

  0

 10   CSIR       2.56   15.00    97.3     1,479    0.00    0.00    0.00    2.55    0.04   0   1   0   0  99  

  0

CICLME Monthly CICS Service Summary Report

The Monthly CICS Service Summary Report shows the service level, primarily response times, provided by each CICS
region on a given month. The report displays the actual service and the service objective, and flags indicating whether
or not the service level objectives have been met. This report provides a quick summary of the service and activity
performance by CICS, and enables you to identify CICS regions which failed to meet your service level objectives.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for overall CICS service provided in the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs),
and CICS service provided by each system (summed across SYSIDs). Each field in the report is described in the following
definitions:

SLO MET
A flag indicating whether or not the service level objective is met by CICS. For the overall summary line (SYSID=ALL
CICSID=ALL), the flag is set to NO if any of the regions failed to meet its service level objectives. By default, this flag is
set to YES if 95% of the transactions met the response objective. Otherwise, it is set to NO. You can override the default
percentage or set the flag using actual value vs. objective in the %LDESLO user exit.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

AVG RESP ALL
The average response time for all transactions excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

AVG RESP SHORT
The average response time for all short transactions (TRANTYPE=S as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP MED
The average response time for all medium transactions (TRANTYPE=M as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP LONG
The average response time for all long transactions (TRANTYPE=L as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

AVG RESP CONV
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The average response time for all conversational transactions (TRANTYPE=C as assigned by the CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS).

TRANS
The total number of processed transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your installation. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

%AVAIL
The CICS availability expressed in a percentage. This number is derived by dividing the total CICS uptime by the total
report duration.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which the peak average response time occurred.

PEAK RESP
The peak average hourly response time that is provided by CICS.

PEAK TRAN/SEC
The transaction rate for the peak hour.

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions is processed in the peak hour.

PEAK %OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions met the response objective during the peak hour.

Inquiry ID 

CICLME (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
• DAY - Day of Month
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM/CSYSTRN

Average medium response time = CSYMRSTM/CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM/CSYLTRN

Average conv response time = CSYCRSTM/CSYCTRN

Transaction per second = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
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(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Service Summary Report Sample Output Report
                                                MONTHLY CICS SERVICE SUMMARY REPORT

                                                       your_company_name

                                                       FOR AUGUST, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICLME                                                                                             

  RUN DATE:  06SEP14

SLO  SYSID    CICSID  ------------- AVG RESP --------------      # TRANS   RESP   %OBJ  --------- PEAK

 ACTIVITY ---------

MET                   TOTAL   SHORT     MED    LONG    CONV                 OBJ    MET  HOUR  RESP  TRAN/SEC 

 TRANS  %MET

YES  *ALL     *ALL     0.32    0.13     .      0.68    0.03      644,528  15.00  100.0   9    0.15    3.0   

 75,037 100.0

YES  PRD1     *ALL     0.32    0.13     .      0.68    0.03      644,528  15.00  100.0   9    0.15    3.0   

 75,037 100.0

YES           LPD1     0.12    0.13     .      0.13    0.01      469,815  15.00  100.0   8    0.10   15.8   

 56,911 100.0

YES           LPD2     0.13    0.22     .      0.13    0.08       77,933  15.00  100.0  10    0.14    2.8   

 10,161 100.0

YES           LPD3     0.34    0.23     .      0.34    0.19       68,652  15.00  100.0  10    0.14    2.6    

 9,283 100.0

YES           LPD4     0.26    0.20     .      0.39    0.02        2,606  15.00  100.0  15    0.16    0.1    

   334 100.0

YES           RPD1     0.61    0.35     .      0.62    0.17       24,056  15.00  100.0  11    0.70    0.8    

 3,032 100.0

YES           RPD2     0.27    0.21     .      0.42    0.05        1,288  15.00  100.0  13    0.09    0.1    

   234 100.0
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YES           RPD3     0.27    0.21     .      0.42    0.05        1,288  15.00  100.0  13    0.09    0.1    

   234 100.0

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7

CICLMF Monthly CICS Service Detail Report

The Monthly CICS Service Detail Report shows the CICS service that is provided to individual applications on a given
day. It identifies those applications for which CICS delivered unsatisfactory service. The report provides information that is
pertinent to response analysis and can help you identify the areas in which the response delay might have occurred.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a detail section. The summary section
shows the response distribution by transaction type for all CICS regions found in the input. The detail section shows
the response time and other pertinent information for individual applications. A detail section is generated for each
combination of SYSID and CICSID. Each field in this report is described in the following definitions:

System summary 

SLO MET
A flag indicating whether the service level objective is met by CICS. For the overall summary line (SYSID=ALL
CICSID=ALL), the flag is set to NO if any of the regions failed to meet its service level objectives. By default,
this flag is set to YES if 95% of the transactions met the response objective. Otherwise, it is set to NO. You
can override the default percentage or set the flag using actual value vs. objective in the %LDESLO user exit.

TYPE
Transaction type: all, short, medium, long, or conversational. Transaction type (TRANTYPE) is assigned by the CICRLRT
exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TRANS
The total number of processed transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your installation. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION
The response distributions for the 7 response thresholds which you have specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

Detail section 

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

APPL
Application identification.
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AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions that are processed for this application.

MAX RESP
The maximum response time that is received by the application.

RESP OBJ
The average response time objective for your installation. This number defaults to 2 seconds for all transactions; 1 for
short transactions, 3 for medium transactions, and 5 for long transactions. You can override these values using either
MICF execution-time parameters or report user exits.

%OBJ MET
The percentage of transactions that met the response objective.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVG DISPATCH
The average dispatch time for the application.

AVG CP CPU
The average CP CPU time consumed by the application.

AVG zIIP CPU
The average zIIP CPU time consumed by the application.

AVG WAIT
The average wait time for the application. It is calculated as the difference between total response time and total dispatch
time divided by total transactions.

AVG SUSP
The average suspends time for the application.

%WAIT FC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for file control.

%WAIT JC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for journal control.

%WAIT TC
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for terminal control.

%WAIT TS
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for temporary storage.

%WAIT OTH
The percentage of time the application spent waiting for other reasons, such as waiting for data base management
systems (DB2, IMS) or buffer and strings.

%TRANS ABND
The percentage of transactions abend for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMF (tabular report)

Data source (file/time-span) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS time-span.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
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Data elements used 

• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CAUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control
• CAUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control
• CAUMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time
• CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time
• CAUSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUSUSTM - Time Transaction was on CICS Susp Chain
• CAUTCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Terminal Control
• CAUTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CAUTLWAT - Wait Time for CICS (Total)
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temp Storage
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average conv. response time = CAUCRSTM/CAUCTRN

Average dispatch = CAUPETTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average long response time = CAULRSTM/CAULTRN         

Average medium response time = CAUMRSTM/CAUMTRN

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average short response time = CAUSRSTM/CAUSTRN

Average suspend time = CAUSUSTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average wait = (CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Other wait = total wait-SUM(CAUFCWAT,CAUJCWAT,CAUTCWAT,CAUTSWAT)

Percent transactions ABEND = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN) * 100

Percent FC wait = CAUFCWAT/total wait * 100
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Percent JC wait = CAUJCWAT/total wait * 100

Percent OT wait = 100 - SUM(percent FC wait, percent JC wait, percent TC wait, percent TS wait)

Percent TC wait = CAUTCWAT/SUM(CAUTCWAT,total wait) * 100

Percent TS wait = CAUTSWAT/total wait * 100

Total wait = CAUTRSTM-CAUPETTM

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
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Select CICSIDs for report.
• %GSYS

Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Service Detail Report Sample Output Report
                                                 MONTHLY CICS SERVICE DETAIL REPORT                          

             

                                                       your_company_name                                     

             

                                                       FOR AUGUST, yyyy                                      

             

INQUIRY:  CICLMF                                                                                         RUN

 DATE:  06SEPyy

 

----------------------------------------------------- SYSID=PRD2  CICSID=LCP1

 ---------------------------------------------

                AVG       MAX    RESP    %OBJ     TRANS    AVG  --- AVG CPU ---    AVG     AVG  ----- % WAIT

 ------ %TRANS

APPL            RESP     RESP     OBJ     MET     (000)  DISPCH      CP    SPEC    WAIT    SUSP  FC  JC  TC 

 TS OTH  ABND

 

AAON           34.10    34.10   15.00   100.0         1    0.36    0.08    0.00   33.74    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

ACFM            0.02     0.13   15.00   100.0       163    0.02    0.01    0.00   53.56   53.55   0   0 100  

 0   0    0  

CATD            0.07     3.80   15.00   100.0    15,759    0.02    0.01    0.00    0.06    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CCMF            0.00     0.04   15.00   100.0       233    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CEDA            0.20     2.55   15.00   100.0        21    0.05    0.01    0.00    5.14    4.99   3   0  97  

 0   0    0  

CEMT            0.07     0.57   15.00   100.0        10    0.05    0.01    0.00    6.56    6.54   0   0 100  

 0   0    0  

CRSQ            0.27     0.80   15.00   100.0         3    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.27    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CRSR            0.02     2.91   15.00   100.0    29,214    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CRTE            0.02     1.80   15.00   100.0       691    0.00    0.00    0.00   33.38   33.36   0   0 100  

 0   0    0  

CSAC            0.00     0.06   15.00   100.0       350    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  71  

 0  29    0  

CSFU            0.83     0.83   15.00   100.0         1    0.01    0.01    0.00    0.81    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CSGM            0.03     3.93   15.00   100.0    16,516    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.01   0   0  26  

 0  74    0  

CSIR           47.96    64.34   15.00    42.6        61    0.00    0.00    0.00   47.95    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CSMI            0.01     0.11   15.00   100.0        11    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.01    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  
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CSNE            0.00     0.16   15.00   100.0    23,797    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

CSSF            0.01     0.18   15.00   100.0        38    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.34    0.33   0   0  98  

 0   2    0  

CSSN            0.03     0.07   15.00   100.0         6    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.01   0   0  26  

 0  74    0  

DATA            0.14    20.19   15.00   100.0    14,588    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.15    0.01   0   0  10  

 0  90    0  

DISP            0.03     0.03   15.00   100.0         1    0.03    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  83  

 0  17    0  

D2DA            1.42     7.37   15.00   100.0        15    0.01    0.00    0.00    1.70    0.30   0   0  18  

 0  82    0  

ELON            0.24     1.01   15.00   100.0        10    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.44    0.23   0   0  53  

 0  47    0  

EL00            0.06     0.31   15.00   100.0        40    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.06    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

EL10            0.04     0.12   15.00   100.0         9    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

EL20            0.15     1.07   15.00   100.0        41    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.15    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

EL22            0.14     0.80   15.00   100.0        50    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.13    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0  

EL29            0.11     0.44   15.00   100.0        21    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.30    0.19   0   0  64  

 0  36    0  

EL30            0.07     0.38   15.00   100.0        14    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.07    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

EZ              0.46     3.99   15.00   100.0       324    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.46    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

IEOL            0.25    88.32   15.00    99.9     1,346    0.01    0.00    0.00    0.25    0.00   0   0   1  

 0  99    0

LLTP            0.01     0.01   15.00   100.0         1    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.01    0.00   0   0  25  

 0  75    0

LLXW            0.04     0.11   15.00   100.0         4    0.02    0.01    0.00    0.02    0.00   0   0  15  

 0  85    0

LPKD            0.00     0.01   15.00   100.0         3    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

LPKE            0.00     0.00   15.00   100.0        12    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

MSAS            0.17     1.19   15.00   100.0        69    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.17    0.00   0   0   0  

 0 100    0

MSA2            0.13     5.68   15.00   100.0     3,240    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.18    0.06   0   0  32  

 0  68    0

SA              0.48     8.66   15.00   100.0        39    0.04    0.00    0.00  388.03  387.59   1   0  99  

 0   0    0

STAR            0.00     0.01   15.00   100.0        21    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0   0  32  

 0  68    0

TOSC            0.13    41.33   15.00   100.0   344,062    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.24    0.12   0   0  49  

 0  51    0

TOSS            0.40    32.06   15.00   100.0     2,558    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.40    0.04   0   0   8  

 0  92    0

TOS1            0.38    30.17   15.00   100.0     8,580    0.04    0.01    0.00    0.39    0.05   0   0  12  

 0  88    0
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TOTAL:          0.12     3.72   15.00   100.0   469,835    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.03    0.22   0   0  65  

 0  35    0

CICS Workload Analysis Inquiries

Workload analysis inquiries provide activity information at the system and user level to help you monitor and manage
CICS workload. They are available for daily, weekly, and monthly reporting periods.

To provide report flexibility, the CICS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters and user exits for most of the
workload analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

 CICS Distributed Workload Analysis Inquiries Overview 

Catalog Group Inquiry ID  Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters 

User exits 

WORKLOAD CICCDH Daily CICS Workload
Ranking

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCDI Daily CICS Workload color graphic   
WORKLOAD CICCDJ Daily CICS Workload

All Regions
color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCDK Daily CICS Workload
All Systems

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCD1 Daily CICS Workload
Reports

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCMH Monthly CICS
Workload Ranking

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCMI Monthly CICS
Workload

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCMJ Monthly CICS
Workload All
Regions

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCMK Monthly CICS
Workload All
Systems

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCMN Monthly CICS
Workload Trend

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCM1 Monthly CICS
Workload Reports

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCWI Weekly CICS
Workload

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCWJ Weekly CICS
Workload All
Regions

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCWJ Weekly CICS
Workload All
Systems

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCWN Weekly CICS
Workload Trend

color graphic   

WORKLOAD CICCW1 Weekly CICS
Workload Reports

color graphic   
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WORKLOAD CICPDH Daily CICS Workload
Ranking

printer graphic   

CICPDI Daily CICS Workload printer graphic   
WORKLOAD CICPD1 Daily CICS Workload

Reports
printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICPMH Monthly CICS
Workload Ranking

printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICPMI Monthly CICS
Workload

printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICPM1 Monthly CICS
Workload Reports

printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICPWI Weekly CICS
Workload

printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICPW1 Weekly CICS
Workload Reports

printer graphic   

WORKLOAD CICLDH Daily CICS Workload
RankingReport

tabular report   

WORKLOAD CICLDL Daily CICS Workload
Summary Report

tabular report   

WORKLOAD CICLDM Daily CICS Workload
Detail Report

tabular report   

WORKLOAD CICLMH Monthly CICS
Workload
RankingReport

tabular report   

WORKLOAD CICLML Monthly CICS
Workload Summary
Report

tabular report   

WORKLOAD CICLMM Monthly CICS
Workload Detail
Report

tabular report   

CICCDH Daily CICS Workload Ranking

The Daily CICS Workload Ranking inquiry produces a color graph that identifies the top 10 CICS applications with the
highest transaction volume in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a side-by-side horizontal bar chart which shows the top 10 applications with the highest transaction
volume. The chart also shows the average response time for each the 10 applications in the same order as the workload
ranking. This chart is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDH (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID

CICSID - CICS System Identifier

CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total

DAY - Day of Month

MONTH - Month of Year

YEAR - Year of Century

ZONE - Time Zone

SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
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(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCDI Daily CICS Workload

The Daily CICS Workload inquiry produces a color graph which shows the hourly CICS activity in a given day by
transaction type. It enables you to identify the peak hour in CICS activity and the workload characteristics during that time
period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart with subgroups that shows the hourly transaction volume. Each bar is subdivided
by transaction type to show the workload characteristics at various hours during the day. This inquiry produces output
in color graphic format only. You can produce the same chart in printer graphic format by executing the MICF inquiry
CICPDI.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDI (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns used by specifying a different device type. The default is TERMINAL.
Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is not
applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
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The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCDJ Daily CICS Workload All Regions

The Daily CICS Workload All Regions graph shows the total transaction volume that is processed by each region in a
given system. It identifies regions with high workload and shows the workload distributions in the system. In addition, the
graph highlights regions that have missed the service level objective to alert you of potential performance problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that shows the total activity for each region in a given system (SYSID or a group
of SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Regions that have missed the user-
defined service level objective are shown in a different color than those meeting the service level objectives. This chart is
available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDJ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
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Calculations 

Percent distribution = CSYTDSTx / CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns used by specifying a different device type. The default is TERMINAL.
Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is not
applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

•  %GAPPL
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Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.
• %GCIC

Select CICSIDs for report.
• %GCNTR

Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCDK Daily CICS Workload All Systems

The Daily CICS Workload All Systems graph shows the total transaction volume that is processed by each system
(SYSID) or data center (group of SYSIDs) within an enterprise. It identifies systems with high workload and shows the
workload distributions in the enterprise. The graph also highlights systems that have missed the service level objective to
alert you of potential performance problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a block bar chart that shows the total activity for each system (SYSID) or data center (group of
SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Systems that have missed the user-defined
service level objective are shown in red, while the rest of the systems are shown in green. Each chart can display up to
7 systems or data centers. A bar chart is produced when there are more than 7 values. This chart is available in color
graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDK (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 
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Average response time = CSYTRSTM / CSYTRANS

Average short response time = CSYSRSTM / CSYSTRN

Average medium response time = CSYMRSTM / CSYMTRN

Average long response time = CSYLRSTM / CSYLTRN

Average conv. response time = CSYCRSTM / CSYCTRN

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
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The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCD1 Daily CICS Workload Reports

The Daily CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume on a daily basis and identify peak hour workload for
each CICS system.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended within each hour.
The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. You can also produce the bar charts in printer graphic format by
executing the inquiry CICPD1.

Inquiry ID 

CICCD1 (color graphic format)

Data Source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 

None

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) define MICS input file cycle range.

CICSID
(Optional) specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

User exits 
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None

CICCMH Monthly CICS Workload Ranking

The Monthly CICS Workload Ranking inquiry produces a color graph that identifies the top 10 CICS applications with the
highest transaction volume in a given month.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a side-by-side horizontal bar chart which shows the top 10 applications with the highest transaction
volume. The chart also shows the average response time for each the 10 applications, in the same order as the workload
ranking. This chart is available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMH (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
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(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMI Monthly CICS Workload

The Monthly CICS Workload inquiry produces a color graph which shows CICS activity by transaction type (short,
medium, and long) for the past 6 months. The graph shows the trend in total work volume and workload characteristics.
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Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart displays the monthly workload for the past 24 months. Each bar is subdivided by
transaction type to show the workload characteristics. The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you
can produce the same chart in printer graphic format by executing the MICF inquiry CICPMI.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMI (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY from the monthly history tape.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

 CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
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(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMJ Monthly CICS Workload All Regions

The Monthly CICS Workload All Regions graph shows the total transaction volume processed by each region in a given
system (SYSID or a group of SYSIDs). It identifies regions with high workload and shows the workload distributions in
the system. In addition, the graph highlights regions that have missed the service level objective to alert you of potential
performance problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that shows the total activity for each region in a given system (SYSID or a group
of SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Regions that have missed the user-
defined service level objective are shown in a different color than those meeting the service level objectives. This chart is
available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMJ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Percent distribution = CSYTDSTx / CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
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(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMK Monthly CICS Workload All Systems

The Monthly CICS Workload All Systems graph shows the total transaction volume that is processed by each system
(SYSID) or data center (group of SYSIDs) within an enterprise. It identifies systems with high workload and shows the
workload distribution within the enterprise. The graph also highlights systems that have missed the service level objective
to alert you of potential performance problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a block bar chart that shows the total activity for each system (SYSID) or data center (group of
SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Systems, that have missed the user-defined
service level objective, are shown in red, while the rest of the systems are shown in green. Each chart can display up to
7 systems or data centers. A bar chart is produced when there are more than 7 values. This chart is available in color
graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMK (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Percent distribution = CSYTDSTx / CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.
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DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCMN Monthly CICS Workload Trend

This inquiry is unavailable at this time.

 

CICCM1 Monthly CICS Workload Reports

The Monthly CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended per
ZONE in a six-month period. Any month for which data is unavailable is omitted from the charts. This inquiry produces bar
charts in color graphic format.

Inquiry ID 

CICCM1 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY06 in the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 
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None

Execution-time paramaters 

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

• CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

• SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

User exits 

None

CICCWI Weekly CICS Workload

The Weekly CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume trend in a five-day period and identify peak hour
workload between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each CICS system.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended within
each hour from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in a five-day period. The charts are based on data summarized at the DATE and HOUR
levels. Data from Saturday and Sunday is excluded. The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you can
produce the same charts in printer graphic format by executing the MICF inquiry CICPW1.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWI (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01
07 from the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 
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UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format. For this inquiry, the default is the last seven days. Use the
ZONE parameter to exclude weekends and holidays.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.
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CICCWJ Weekly CICS Workload All Regions

The Weekly CICS Workload All Regions graph shows the total transaction volume that is processed by each region in
a given system system. It identifies regions with high workload and shows the workload distributions in the system. In
addition, the graph highlights regions that have missed the service level objective to alert you of potential performance
problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that shows the total activity for each region in a given system (SYSID or a group
of SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Regions that have missed the user-
defined service level objective are shown in a different color than those meeting the service level objectives. This chart is
available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWJ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the WEEKS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• WEEK - Week of Year
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Percent distribution = CSYTDSTx / CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
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(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range. For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous week.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.

•  %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.
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In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCWK Weekly CICS Workload All Systems

The Weekly CICS Workload All Regions graph shows the total transaction volume that is processed by each region in
a given system system. It identifies regions with high workload and shows the workload distributions in the system. In
addition, the graph highlights regions that have missed the service level objective to alert you of potential performance
problems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a vertical bar chart that shows the total activity for each region in a given system (SYSID or a group
of SYSIDs). The bars are displayed in descending order by transaction volume. Regions that have missed the user-
defined service level objective are shown in a different color than those meeting the service level objectives. This chart is
available in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWJ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the WEEKS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCDSTx - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x
• CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLDSTx - Count Long Responses Within Limit x
• CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMDSTx - Count Medium Responses Within Limit x
• CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSDSTx - Count Short Responses Within Limit x
• CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTDSTx - Count Responses Within Limit x
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• WEEK - Week of Year
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Percent distribution = CSYTDSTx / CSYTRANS

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
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Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range. For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous week.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %APPLOBJ
Define service level objective for individual applications. By default, the same objectives are set for each application.
The objectives are defined in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICMOBJ).

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSLO
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Determine if SLO (service level objectives) has been met. No defaults.
• %GSYS

Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCWN Weekly CICS Workload Trend

This inquiry is unavailable at this time.

CICCW1 Weekly CICS Workload Reports

The Weekly CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume trend in a five-day period and identify peak hour
workload between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each CICS system.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended within
each hour from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in a five-day period. The charts are based on data summarized at the DATE and HOUR
levels. Data from Saturday and Sunday is excluded. The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you can
produce the same charts in printer graphic format by executing the MICF inquiry CICPW1.

Inquiry ID 

CICCW1 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY07 in the DAYS timespan

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME='SAT' and DAYNAME='SUN'.

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

 UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

HOUR
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(Optional) Specify range of hours.

DAY
(Optional) Specify range of weekdays (SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT).

User exits 

None

CICPDH Daily CICS Workload Ranking

The Daily CICS Workload Ranking inquiry produces a printer graph which identifies the top 10 CICS application in
transaction volume.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart which shows the 10 applications with the highest workload. A sample output
of this inquiry is shown in the following section.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDH (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.
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SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

TRAN
(Optional) Select the type of transaction to be ranked. The response types are TOTAL, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV.
The default is TOTAL.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Workload Ranking Sample Output
                                                   DAILY CICS WORKLOAD RANKING

                                                       your_company_name

                                                     FOR:  SEPTEMBER 5, 2014
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INQUIRY:  CICPDH                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                   SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                        BAR CHART OF TOTAL

                    APPL   APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST TOTAL TRANS                                        TOTAL

                           |

                    TOSC   |*********************************************************************    344062.0

                           |

                    TOS1   |**                                                                         8580.0

                           |

                    PF3    |*                                                                          6806.0

                           |

                    MSA2   |*                                                                          3240.0

                           |

                    TOSS   |*                                                                          2558.0

                           |

                    PF15   |                                                                            773.0

                           |

                    XSPE   |                                                                            198.0

                           |

                    MSAS   |                                                                             69.0

                           |

                    SA     |                                                                             39.0

                           |

                    STAR   |                                                                             21.0

                           |

                           --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-----

                                 40000   80000  120000  160000  200000  240000  280000  320000

                                                     TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

CICPDI Daily CICS Workload

The Daily CICS Workload inquiry produces multiple charts which show CICS workload by system (SYSID) and regions
(CICSID). The charts show the workload distribution among systems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces horizontal bar charts that show the total transaction volume per system. A sample output of this
inquiry is shown at the end of this section.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDI (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For detailed information on coding the exits, see Changing Report Parameters.
The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
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Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Workload Sample Output
                                                      DAILY CICS WORKLOAD

                                                       your_company_name

                                                    FOR:  SEPTEMBER 5, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPDI                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                           SYSID=*ALL

                                                       BAR CHART OF TOTAL

    CICSID   CICS REGION                                                                                     

          TOTAL

             |

    LCP1     |********************************************************************************************** 

        469,815

             |

    RCP1     |****************                                                                               

         77,933

             |

    RCP2     |**************                                                                                 

         68,652

             |

    RCP3     |*                                                                                              

          2,606

             |

    RCP4     |*****                                                                                          

         24,056

             |

    TCT2     |                                                                                               

          1,288

             |

    TCT7     |                                                                                               

            178

             |

             --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+------

                  40,000  80,000  120,000 160,000 200,000 240,000 280,000 320,000 360,000 400,000 440,000

                                                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

CICPD1 Daily CICS Workload Reports

The Daily CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume daily, and identify peak hour workload for each CICS
system.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended within each hour.
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A sample output of this inquiry is shown in Figure 3-19.

Inquiry ID 

CICPD1 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

CYCLE
(Optional) define MICS input file cycle range. For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

User exits 

None

Daily CICS Workload Report Sample Output
                                         Daily CICS Workload Report - Transactions by Hour

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPD1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYTRANS

 CSYTRANS

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***            ***

         |                                               ***  ***            ***

  18,000 +                                               ***  ***            ***

         |                                               ***  ***            ***

         |                                               ***  ***       ***  ***

         |                                               ***  ***       ***  ***

  16,000 +                                               ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                               ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  14,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  12,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  10,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   8,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   6,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   4,000 +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

   2,000 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

         |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

                                                       HOUR MIDPOINT     Hour Of Day

CICPMH Monthly CICS Workload Ranking

The Monthly CICS Workload Ranking graph shows the top 10 CICS application in transaction volume. By default, the
applications are obtained from the MICS data element CICAPU in the CICCAU (CICS Application Activity) file.

You can override the input file to use the CSU (CICS User Activity) file, and substitute CICAPU with any one of the
CICACTx data elements that can identify an operator, an application, or a project.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart showing the 10 applications with the highest transaction volume. A sample
output of this inquiry is shown in the following sample.

Inquiry ID 

CICPMH (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
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One graph is produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Monthly CICS Workload Ranking Sample Output
                                                  MONTHLY CICS WORKLOAD RANKING

                                                        your_company_name

                                                        FOR AUGUST, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPMH                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06AUG14

                                                   SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                        BAR CHART OF TOTAL

                    APPL   APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST TOTAL TRANS                                        TOTAL

                           |

                    TOSC   |*********************************************************************    344062.0

                           |

                    TOS1   |**                                                                         8580.0

                           |

                    PF3    |*                                                                          6806.0

                           |

                    MSA2   |*                                                                          3240.0

                           |

                    TOSS   |*                                                                          2558.0

                           |

                    PF15   |                                                                            773.0

                           |

                    XSPE   |                                                                            198.0

                           |

                    MSAS   |                                                                             69.0

                           |

                    SA     |                                                                             39.0

                           |

                    STAR   |                                                                             21.0

                           |
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                           --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-----

                                 40000   80000  120000  160000  200000  240000  280000  320000

                                                      TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

CICPMI Monthly CICS Workload

The Monthly CICS Workload inquiry produces multiple charts which show CICS workload by system (SYSID) and regions
(CICSID). The charts show the workload distribution among systems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces horizontal bar charts that show the total transaction volume per system. A sample output of this
inquiry is shown in the following section.

Inquiry ID 

CICPMI (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
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(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Workload Sample Output
                                                      Monthly CICS WORKLOAD

                                                        your_company_name

                                                         FOR AUGUST, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPMI                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                           SYSID=*ALL

                                                       BAR CHART OF TOTAL

    CICSID   CICS REGION                                                                                     

          TOTAL

             |

    LCP1     |********************************************************************************************** 

        469,815

             |

    RCP1     |****************                                                                               

         77,933

             |

    RCP2     |**************                                                                                 

         68,652

             |

    RCP3     |*                                                                                              

          2,606

             |

    RCP4     |*****                                                                                          

         24,056
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             |

    TCT2     |                                                                                               

          1,288

             |

    TCT7     |                                                                                               

            178

             |

             --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+------

                  40,000  80,000  120,000 160,000 200,000 240,000 280,000 320,000 360,000 400,000 440,000

                                                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

CICPM1 Monthly CICS Workload Reports

The Monthly CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended per
ZONE in a six-month period. Any month for which data is unavailable is omitted from the charts. A sample output from this
inquiry is shown at the end of this following section.

Note: The sample report shows a five-month period.

Inquiry ID 

CICPM1 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY06 in the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 

None

Monthly CICS Workload Report Sample Output
                                         Monthly CICS Workload Report - Transactions by Zone                 

                      1

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPM1                                                                                          

 RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYTRANS

 CSYTRANS

               |

               |

               |                                          ****

       2400000 +  ****                                    ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****
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               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

       2000000 +  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

       1600000 +  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****                ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****  ****          ****                ****

       1200000 +  ****                ****                ****  ****          ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****  ****          ****                ****

               |  ****                ****                ****  ****          ****                ****

               |  ****                ****  ****          ****  ****          ****                ****

        800000 +  ****                ****  ****          ****  ****          ****                ****

               |  ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****

               |  ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****

               |  ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****

        400000 +  ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****

               |  ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****

               |  ****  ****          ****  ****  ****    ****  ****          ****  ****          ****  ****

               |  ****  ****  ****    ****  ****  ****    ****  ****  ****    ****  ****          ****  **** 

 ****

              

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    1     2     3       1     2     3       1     2     3       1     2     3       1     2  

   3    ZONE

                  |---- 13/11 ---|    |---- 13/12 ---|    |---- 14/01 ---|    |---- 14/02 ---|    |---- 14/03

 ---|   YRMONTH

CICPWI Weekly CICS Workload

The Weekly CICS Workload inquiry produces multiple charts which show CICS workload by system (SYSID) and regions
(CICSID). The charts show the workload distribution among systems.

Report format 

This inquiry produces horizontal bar charts that show the total transaction volume per system. A sample output of this
inquiry is shown at the end of this section.

Inquiry ID 

CICPWI (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the WEEKS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• WEEK - Week of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous week.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

RESP
(Optional) Select the type of responses to be ranked. The response types are AVG, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV. The
default value is AVG which produces ranking by average response seconds.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
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Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Weekly CICS Workload Sample Output
                                                      Weekly CICS WORKLOAD

                                                        your_company_name

                                                   FOR THE WEEK AUGUST 26, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPWI                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEP14

                                                           SYSID=*ALL

                                                       BAR CHART OF TOTAL

    CICSID   CICS REGION                                                                                     

          TOTAL

             |

    LCP1     |********************************************************************************************** 

        469,815

             |

    WCP1     |****************                                                                               

         77,933

             |

    WCP2     |**************                                                                                 

         68,652

             |

    WCP3     |*                                                                                              

          2,606

             |

    WCP4     |*****                                                                                          

         24,056

             |

    WCT2     |                                                                                               

          1,288

             |

    WCT7     |                                                                                               

            178

             |

             --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+------

                  40,000  80,000  120,000 160,000 200,000 240,000 280,000 320,000 360,000 400,000 440,000

                                                    TOTAL TRANSACTIONS

CICPW1 Weekly CICS Workload Reports

The Weekly CICS Workload Reports monitor CICS transaction volume trend in a five-day period and identify peak hour
workload between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each CICS system.

Report format 
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This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the number of transactions ended within
each hour from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in a five-day period. The charts are based on data summarized at the DATE and HOUR
levels. Data from Saturday and Sunday is excluded. A sample output from this inquiry is shown at the end of this section.

Inquiry ID 

CICPW1 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY07 in the DAYS timespan

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME='SAT' and DAYNAME='SUN'.

Data elements used 

• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

Calculations 

None

Weekly CICS Workload Report Sample Output
                                             Weekly CICS Workload - Transactions by Hour

                                                       MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPW1                                                                                            

   RUN DATE: 12MAR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                       BAR CHART OF CSYTRANS

          CSYTRANS

                  |                                                              *

           21,000 +                                                            * *   *

                  |                                                            * * * *

                  |     *     *                               *   *            * * * * *            *

                  |     *     *            *                  *   * *          * * * * *            *     *

           18,000 +     * *   * *          *                * *   * *          * * * * *          * *     *

                  |     * *   * *          * * *            * * * * *        * * * * * *          * *   * *

                  |   * * *   * *        * * * *            * * * * *        * * * * * * *        * *   * *

                  |   * * *   * *        * * * * *          * * * * *        * * * * * * *        * * * * *

           15,000 +   * * *   * *      * * * * * *        * * * * * *        * * * * * * *      * * * * * *

                  |   * * *   * *      * * * * * *        * * * * * *        * * * * * * *      * * * * * *

                  |   * * *   * *      * * * * * *        * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * *

                  |   * * *   * *      * * * * * *        * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

           12,000 +   * * *   * *      * * * * * *        * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

                  | * * * *   * *      * * * * * * *      * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

                  | * * * *   * * *    * * * * * * *      * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

                  | * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

            9,000 + * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *      * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * *

                  | * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

                  | * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 *
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                  | * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *    * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 *

            6,000 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

            3,000 + * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                  | * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *

 * *

                 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 1 1

 1 1

                    8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  8 9 0 1 2 3 4

 5 6   HOUR

                    |--- 24APR14  ---| |--- 25APR14  ---| |--- 26APR14  ---| |--- 27APR14  ---| |--- 28APR14 

 ---|  DATE

CICLDH Daily CICS Workload Ranking Report

The Daily CICS Workload Ranking inquiry produces tabular reports that identify the top 10 CICS applications in
transaction volume.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the total workload and the peak hour workload. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the highest
transaction volume and provides other pertinent information such as response time, CPU time, data base calls, character
traffic, and storage usage. A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section.

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

TRANS
The total number of transactions that are processed, excluding transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.
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AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed by all transactions, excluding transaction type X.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which the peak average response time occurred.

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions processed in the peak hour.
For this inquiry, transaction type X is excluded.

PEAK CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed during peak hour.

PEAK RESP
The peak average hourly response time provided by CICS.

Ranking section 

RANK
The ranking, number 1 through 10, in transaction volume.

APPL
Application identification.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions processed for this application.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.

DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.

TOT CHARS
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application.

MAX STORAGE 
The maximum amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

AVERAGE CP CPU 
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVG SPEC CPU 
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE FC CALLS 
The average number of file control calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE DBMS CALLS 
The average number of data base (DB2 and IMS) calls per transaction issued by this application.
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AVERAGE CHAR 
The average number of input and out characters per transaction generated by this application.

AVERAGE STORAGE 
The average amount of dynamic storage (terminal and user) per transaction consumed by this application.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDH (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Storage Used
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• DAY - Day of Month
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average storage = (CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN))/1024

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)

Maximum storage = CAUMXMEM/1024
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Peak transaction rate = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Peak response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS               

Percent abend = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100              

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

TRAN
(Optional) Select the type of transaction to be ranked. The response types are TOTAL, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV.
The default is TOTAL.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, then also specify
the next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
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Select CICSIDs for report.
• %GCNTR

Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Workload Ranking Report Sample Output
                                                DAILY CICS WORKLOAD RANKING REPORT                           

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                    FOR:  September 5, yyyy                                  

               

INQUIRY:  CICLDH                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  06SEPyy

 

SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS                                                                                   

               

 

                   %       %      %      %        AVG   TRANS/   -------- PEAK ACTIVITY --------             

               

# TRANSACTIONS   SHORT    MED   LONG   CONV      RESP     SEC    HOUR     TRANS  TRAN/SEC   RESP             

               

 

       644,528    56.3    0.0   36.0    7.7      0.32     1.6      9      75,037     3.0    0.15             

               

 

 

** TOP 10 APPLICATIONS IN TOTAL TRANSACTION VOLUME                                                           

               

 

                 TOTAL     AVG -- TOTAL CPU --  FL CNTL   DBMS  TOT CHARS    MAX ----------------- AVERAGES

 -----------------   %

RNK APPL         TRANS    RESP      CP    SPEC   CALLS    CALLS   (000)     STOR CPU -CP -SPEC  FC CL  DBMS CL

   CHAR STORAGE ABND

 

 1  TOSC       344,062    0.13    0:11    0:01       42        0   416132     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1209      8K   0

 2  CRSR        29,214    0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0     11K   0

 3  CSNE        26,610    0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0       45    33K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       2     30K   0

 4  PUBC        24,221    0.15    0:04    0:00    48134        0    26592    23K   0.01   0.00      2       0

    1098     28K   0

 5  ISHD        23,006    0.62    0:12    0:01    29458        0    29997   184K   0.03   0.00      1       0

    1304    279K   0

 6  CSGM        17,561    0.03    0:01    0:00       84        0    16785     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     956      9K   0
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 7  CATD        17,344    0.09    0:02    0:00        0        0        0    23K   0.01   0.00      0       0

       0    300K   0

 8  DATA        16,126    0.15    0:01    0:00     6900        0    10762  1448K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     667     20K   0

 9  PUSC        15,199    0.04    0:02    0:00    14299        0    15168    92K   0.01   0.00      1       0

     998     36K   0

 10 PIBC        10,675    0.13    0:02    0:00    17170        0    11801    13K   0.01   0.00      2       0

    1105     25K   0

CICLDL Daily CICS Workload Summary Report

The Daily CICS Workload Summary Report shows total activity that is performed by each CICS region on a given day.
The report also displays peak hour activity and identify the top application in transaction volume for each region.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for all CICS regions the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs), and a summary
line by CICSIDs (summed across SYSIDs).

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.

%CONV
Percentage of conversational transactions processed.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding those assigned as TRANTYPE X in your CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which CICS processed the highest number of transactions.

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions processed in the peak hour.

PEAK RESP
The average response time during peak hour.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest workload volume for the day.

TOP TRANS
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The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed for the top application.

TOP CPU
The total TCB CPU consumed by the top application in workload volume.

TOP RESP
The average response time received by the top application in workload volume.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDL (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file will be used for
reporting. The variable CICACT2 will be used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• DAY - Day of Month
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Peak transaction rate = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Peak response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Execution-time parameters 
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UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified in conjunction with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Workload Summary Report Sample Output
                                               DAILY CICS WORKLOAD SUMMARY REPORT                            

             

                                                       your_company_name                                     
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                                                   FOR:  September 5, yyyy                                   

             

INQUIRY:  CICLDL                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEPyy

 

      CICS                %    %    %    %      AVG TRAN/ - TOTAL CPU - ------ PEAK ACTIVITY ------ ------ TOP

 APPLICATION -------

SYSID  ID         TRANS SHORT MED LONG CONV    RESP  SEC      CP   SPEC HOUR  TRANS TRAN/SEC   RESP APPL     

       TRANS     RESP

 

*ALL  *ALL      644,528    56   0   36    8    0.32   1.6   1:26   0:04  9    75037    3.0     0.15 TOSC     

      344062     0.13

PRD2  *ALL      644,528    56   0   36    8    0.32   1.6   1:26   0:04  9    75037    3.0     0.15 TOSC     

      344062     0.13

      LCP1      469,815    77   0   14    9    0.12   6.7   0:36   0:02  8    56911   15.8     0.10 TOSC     

      344062     0.13

      WCP1       77,933     1   0   91    8    0.13   1.4   0:14   0:00 10    10161    2.8     0.14 PUBC     

       12085     0.16

      WCP2       68,652     0   0   99    1    0.34   1.3   0:17   0:01 10     9283    2.6     0.14 PUBC     

       12085     0.15

      WCP3        2,606    29   0   51   19    0.26   0.0   0:01   0:00 15      334    0.1     0.16 DATA     

         768     0.20

      WCP4       24,056     0   0   96    4    0.61   0.4   0:17   0:01 11     3032    0.8     0.70 ISHD     

       23006     0.62

      WCT2        1,288     0   0   60   40    0.27   0.0   0:01   0:00 13      234    0.1     0.09 CCMF     

         178     0.01

      WCT7          178     0   0    4   96  563.10   0.0   0:00   0:00  6       19    0.0     0.65 CCMF     

         168     0.01

 

 

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                          

            

CICLDM Daily CICS Workload Detail Report

The Daily CICS Workload Detail Report displays CICS activity at the application level and provides workload
characteristics and application profile information. It also provides a summary section which shows CICS activity by hour
and the top application in transaction volume for each hour.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary section and a detail section for each combination of
SYSID and CICSID. The summary section shows CICS activity for each hour. The detail section shows the transactions
that are processed by each application in each CICS region on each system, and provides profile information such as
Average CPU, average file control calls, average DBMS calls, and average storage used.

A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section Daily CICS Workload Detail Report Sample Output. Each
field in the report is described below:

System Summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

HOUR
Hour of the day.
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TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.

% CONV
Percentage of conversational transactions processed.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed.

AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction.

AVG CHAR
The average number of input and output characters generated per transaction.

TOP APPL
The application for which CICS processed the highest number of transactions in an hour.

TOP TRANS
The total number transactions processed in an hour for the top application.

TOP RESP
The average response time received by the top application for the hour.

TOP CPU
The average TCB CPU time consumed by the top application for the hour.

TOP AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction by the top application.

TOP AVG CHAR
The average number of input and output characters generated per transaction by the top application.

TOP AVG MSG
The average number of input and output messages generated per transaction by the top application.

Detail section 

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

APPL
Application identification.

TRANS
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The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.

DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.

TOT CHARS
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application.

MAX STORAGE
The maximum amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

AVERAGE CP CPU
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE SPEC CPU
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE DBMS CALLS
The average number of data base (DB2 and IMS) calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE CHAR
The average number of input and out characters per transaction generated by this application.

AVERAGE STORAGE
The average amount of dynamic storage (terminal and user) per transaction consumed by this application.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDM (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time
• CAUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Storage Used
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CSUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
• CSUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average storage = (CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN))/1024

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN     

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)

Maximum storage = CAUMXMEM/1024    

Percent abend = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, then you must
also specify the next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along  with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Workload Detail Report Sample Output
                                                DAILY CICS WORKLOAD SUMMARY REPORT                           

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                    FOR:  September 5, yyyy                                  

               

INQUIRY:  CICLDM                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEPyy
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-----------------------------------------------------SYSID=PRD2 

 CICSID=LCP1------------------------------------------------------

                 TOTAL     AVG -- TOTAL CPU --   FL CNT   DBMS  TOT CHARS    MAX ----------------- AVERAGES

 -----------------   %

APPL             TRANS    RESP      CP    SPEC    CALLS   CALLS   (000)     STOR CPU -CP -SPEC  FC CL  DBMS CL

   CHAR STORAGE ABND

 

AAON                 1   34.10    0:00    0:00        1        0        0   157K   0.08   0.00      1       0

       0    157K    0

ACFM               163    0.02    0:00    0:00        0        0      162    72K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     994     70K    0

CATD            15,759    0.07    0:02    0:00        0        0        0   297K   0.01   0.00      0       0

       0    301K    0

CCMF               233    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     4K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0      4K    0

CEDA                21    0.20    0:00    0:00       82        0       13   282K   0.01   0.00      4       0

     639    205K    0

CEMT                10    0.07    0:00    0:00        0        0        3    91K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     347     90K    0

CRSQ                 3    0.27    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     4K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0      4K    0

CRSR            29,214    0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0     11K    0

CRTE               691    0.02    0:00    0:00        0        0      258    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     373     11K    0

CSAC               350    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       33    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

      94     10K    0

CSFU                 1    0.83    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    35K   0.01   0.00      0       0

       0     35K    0

CSGM            16,516    0.03    0:01    0:00       84        0    14931    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     904      9K    0

CSIR                61   47.96    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     5K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       6      5K    0

CSMI                11    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0        4    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     396     10K    0

CSNE            23,797    0.00    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    27K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0     27K    0

CSSF                38    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0       10    19K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     268     19K    0

CSSN                 6    0.03    0:00    0:00        0        0        4    19K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     597     19K    0

DATA            14,588    0.14    0:01    0:00       21        0     9544   197K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     654     16K    0

DISP                 1    0.03    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    13K   0.02   0.00      0       0

     314     13K    1

D2DA                15    1.42    0:00    0:00        0        0       21    16K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1425     39K    0

ELON                10    0.24    0:00    0:00        0        0        8   198K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     784    126K    0

EL00                40    0.06    0:00    0:00        0        0       35     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     875      7K    0
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EL10                 9    0.04    0:00    0:00        0        0        6     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     631      6K    0

EL20                41    0.15    0:00    0:00        0        0       54     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1322      7K    0

EL22                50    0.14    0:00    0:00        0        0       57     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1150      8K    0

EL29                21    0.11    0:00    0:00        0        0       21     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1011      7K    0

EL30                14    0.07    0:00    0:00        0        0        7     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     491      6K    0

EZ                 324    0.46    0:00    0:00        0        0      519   197K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1602     14K    0

IEOL             1,346    0.25    0:00    0:00        0        0     1147    13K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     852     13K    0

LLTP                 1    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    12K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     136     12K    1

LLXW                 4    0.04    0:00    0:00        0        0        1    11K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     273     12K    1

LPKD                 3    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0        1    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     376      8K    0

LPKE                12    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       18     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1460      8K    0

MSAS                69    0.17    0:00    0:00        0        0       69     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1007     11K    0

MSA2             3,240    0.13    0:00    0:00       57        0     5251     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1621      8K    0

SA                  39    0.48    0:00    0:00       21        0       36   198K   0.00   0.00      1       0

     927     90K    0

STAR                21    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       29     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1399      9K    0

TOSC           344,062    0.13    0:11    0:01       42        0   416132     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1209      8K    0

TOSS             2,558    0.40    0:00    0:00        0        0     3937   198K   0.01   0.00      0       0

    1539    132K    0

TOS1             8,580    0.38    0:01    0:00        0        0    13190   197K   0.01   0.00      0       0

    1537    135K    0

TOTAL:         469,835    0.12    0:18    0:01      308        0   465952   297K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     992     22K    0

CICLMH Monthly CICS Workload Ranking Report

The Monthly CICS Workload Ranking inquiry produces tabular reports that identify the top 10 CICS applications in
transaction volume.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the total workload and the peak hour workload. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the highest
transaction volume and provides other pertinent information such as response time, CPU time, data base calls, character
traffic, and storage usage.

A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section Monthly CICS Workload Ranking Report Sample Output.
Each field in this report is described below:

System summary 
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# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed by all transactions, excluding transaction type X.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which CICS processed the highest number of transactions.

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions processed during peak hour, excluding transaction type X.

PEAK CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed during peak hour.

PEAK RESP
The peak average hourly response time provided by CICS.

Ranking section 

RANK
The ranking, number 1 through 10, in transaction volume.

APPL
Application identification.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions processed for this application.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.

DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.

TOT CHARS
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application.
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MAX STORAGE
The maximum amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

AVERAGE CP CPU
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE SPEC CPU
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE DBMS CALLS
The average number of data base (DB2 and IMS) calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE CHAR
The average number of input and out characters per transaction generated by this application.

AVERAGE STORAGE
The average amount of dynamic storage (terminal and user) per transaction consumed by this application.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMH (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Storage Used
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average storage = (CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN))/1024

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)

Maximum storage = CAUMXMEM/1024

Peak transaction rate = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Peak response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Percent abend = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100
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Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

TRAN
(Optional) Select the type of transaction to be ranked. The response types are TOTAL, SHORT, MED, LONG, or CONV.
The default is TOTAL.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along  with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.
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Monthly CICS Workload Ranking Report Sample Output
                                               MONTHLY CICS WORKLOAD RANKING REPORT                          

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                        FOR AUGUST, yyyy                                     

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMH                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEPyy

 

SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS                                                                                   

               

 

# TRANSACTIONS     %       %      %      %        AVG   TRANS/                                               

               

     (000)       SHORT    MED   LONG   CONV      RESP     SEC                                                

               

 

       644,528    56.3    0.0   36.0    7.7      0.32     1.6                                                

               

 

 

** TOP 10 APPLICATIONS IN TOTAL TRANSACTION VOLUME                                                           

               

 

                 TOTAL    AVG -- TOTAL CPU --  FL CNTL   DBMS  TOT CHARS    MAX ------------------ AVERAGES

 -----------------   %

RNK APPL         TRANS   RESP      CP    SPEC   CALLS    CALLS   (000)     STOR CPU -CP  -SPEC  FC CL  DBMS CL

   CHAR STORAGE ABND

 

 1  TOSC       344,062   0.13    0:11    0:01       42        0   416132     8K   0.00    0.00      0       0

    1209      8K   0

 2  CRSR        29,214   0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    11K   0.00    0.00      0       0

       0     11K   0

 3  CSNE        26,610   0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0       45    33K   0.00    0.00      0       0

       2     30K   0

 4  PUBC        24,221   0.15    0:04    0:00    48134        0    26592    23K   0.01    0.00      2       0

    1098     28K   0

 5  ISHD        23,006   0.62    0:12    0:01    29458        0    29997   184K   0.03    0.00      1       0

    1304    279K   0

 6  CSGM        17,561   0.03    0:01    0:00       84        0    16785     8K   0.00    0.00      0       0

     956      9K   0

 7  CATD        17,344   0.09    0:02    0:00        0        0        0    23K   0.01    0.00      0       0

       0    300K   0

 8  DATA        16,126   0.15    0:01    0:00     6900        0    10762  1448K   0.00    0.00      0       0

     667     20K   0

 9  PUSC        15,199   0.04    0:02    0:00    14299        0    15168    92K   0.01    0.00      1       0

     998     36K   0

 10 PIBC        10,675   0.13    0:02    0:00    17170        0    11801    13K   0.01    0.00      2       0

    1105     25K   0
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CICLML Monthly CICS Workload Summary Report

The Monthly CICS Workload Summary Report shows total activity that is performed by each CICS region in a given
month. The report also displays peak hour activity and identify the top application in transaction volume for each region.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for all CICS regions the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs), and a summary
line by CICSIDs (summed across SYSIDs). 

A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section Monthly CICS Workload Summary Report Sample Output.
Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

TRANS
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed.

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.

% CONV
Percentage of conversational transactions processed.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

PEAK HOUR
The hour during which CICS processed the highest number of transactions.

PEAK TRAN
The total number of transactions processed in the peak hour.

PEAK RESP
The peak average hourly response time provided by CICS.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest workload volume for the month.

TOP TRANS
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed for the top application.

TOP CPU
The total TCB CPU consumed by the top application in workload volume.
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TOP RESP
The average response time received by the top application in workload volume.

Inquiry ID 

CICLML (tabular report)

Data source (file/time-span) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS time-span.

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS time-span.

Data elements used 

• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CSYTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Peak transaction rate = CSYTRANS/DURATION

Peak response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS    

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.
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CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Workload Summary Report Sample Output
                                               MONTHLY CICS WORKLOAD SUMMARY REPORT                          

               

                                                        your_company_name                                    

               

                                                        FOR AUGUST,yyyy                                      

               

INQUIRY:  CICLML                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEPyy

 

      CICS    TRANS   %    %    %    %      AVG TRAN/ --- TOTAL CPU --- ------ PEAK ACTIVITY ------ ------ TOP

 APPLICATION -------

SYSID  ID     (000) SHORT MED LONG CONV    RESP  SEC        CP     SPEC ZONE  TRANS TRAN/SEC   RESP APPL     

       TRANS     RESP
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*ALL  *ALL  644,528    56   0   36    8    0.32   1.6     1:26     0:04  9    75037    3.0     0.15 TOSC     

      344062     0.13   

PRD2  *ALL  644,528    56   0   36    8    0.32   1.6     1:26     0:04  9    75037    3.0     0.15 TOSC     

      344062     0.13   

      LCP1  469,815    77   0   14    9    0.12   6.7     0:36     0:02  8    56911   15.8     0.10 TOSC     

      344062     0.13   

      RCP1   77,933     1   0   91    8    0.13   1.4     0:14     0:00 10    10161    2.8     0.14 PUBC     

       12085     0.16  

      RCP2   68,652     0   0   99    1    0.34   1.3     0:17     0:01 10     9283    2.6     0.14 PUBC     

       12085     0.15  

      RCP3    2,606    29   0   51   19    0.26   0.0     0:01     0:00 15      334    0.1     0.16 DATA     

         768     0.20  

      RCP4   24,056     0   0   96    4    0.61   0.4     0:17     0:01 11     3032    0.8     0.70 ISHD     

       23006     0.62  

      TCT2    1,288     0   0   60   40    0.27   0.0     0:01     0:00 13      234    0.1     0.09 CCMF     

         178     0.01  

      TCT7      178     0   0    4   96  563.10   0.0     0:00     0:00  6       19    0.0     0.65 CCMF     

         168     0.01  

 

 

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                          

            

CICLMM Monthly CICS Workload Detail Report

The Monthly CICS Workload Detail Report display CICS activity at the application level and provides workload
characteristics and application profile information. It also provides a summary section which shows CICS activity by hour
and the top application in transaction volume for each hour.

Report format  

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary section and a detail section for each combination of
SYSID and CICSID. The summary section shows CICS activity for each hour. The detail section shows the transactions
that are processed by each application in each CICS region on each system, and provides profile information such as
average CPU, average file control calls, average DBMS calls, and average storage used.

A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section Monthly CICS Workload Detail Report Sample Output.
Each field in the report is described below:

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

%SHORT
The percentage of short transactions processed.

%MED
The percentage of medium transactions processed.

%LONG
The percentage of long transactions processed.

% CONV
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Percentage of conversational transactions processed.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed.

AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction.

AVERAGE CHAR
The average number of input and out characters per transaction generated by this application.

TOP APPL
The application for which CICS processed the highest number of transactions in an hour.

TOP TRANS
The total number transactions processed in an hour for the top application.

TOP RESP
The average response time received by the top application for the hour.

TOP CPU
The average TCB CPU time consumed by the top application for the hour.

TOP AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction by the top application.

TOP AVG CHAR
The average number of input and output characters generated per transaction by the top application.

TOP AVG MSG
The average number of input and output messages generated per transaction by the top application.

Detail section 

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

APPL
Application identification.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.
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DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.

TOT CHARS
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application.

MAX STORAGE 
The maximum amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

AVERAGE CP CPU 
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVG SPEC CPU 
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE FC CALLS 
The average number of file control calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE DBMS CALLS 
The average number of data base (DB2 and IMS) calls per transaction issued by this application.

AVERAGE CHAR
The average number of input and out characters per transaction generated by this application.

AVERAGE STORAGE 
The average amount of dynamic storage (terminal and user) per transaction consumed by this application.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMM (tabular report)

Data source (file/time-span) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTH time-span.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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• CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time
• CAUCTRN - Conv. Transactions Processed
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time
• CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CAUMXMEM - Maximum Transaction Storage Used
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
• CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average storage = (CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN))/1024

Average CP time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN  

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)

Maximum storage = CAUMXMEM/1024

Percent abend = CAUABEND/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, then also specify
the next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Monthly CICS Workload Detail Report Sample Output
                                                MONTHLY CICS WORKLOAD SUMMARY REPORT                         

               

                                                        your_company_name                                    

               

                                                         FOR August,yyyy                                     

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMM                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  06SEPyy
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-----------------------------------------------------SYSID=PRD2 

 CICSID=LCP1------------------------------------------------------

                 TOTAL     AVG -- TOTAL CPU --   FL CNT   DBMS  TOT CHARS    MAX ----------------- AVERAGES

 -----------------   %

APPL             TRANS    RESP      CP    SPEC    CALLS   CALLS   (000)     STOR CPU -CP -SPEC  FC CL  DBMS CL

   CHAR STORAGE ABND

 

AAON                 1   34.10    0:00    0:00        1        0        0   157K   0.08   0.00      1       0

       0    157K    0

ACFM               163    0.02    0:00    0:00        0        0      162    72K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     994     70K    0

CATD            15,759    0.07    0:02    0:00        0        0        0   297K   0.01   0.00      0       0

       0    301K    0

CCMF               233    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     4K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0      4K    0

CEDA                21    0.20    0:00    0:00       82        0       13   282K   0.01   0.00      4       0

     639    205K    0

CEMT                10    0.07    0:00    0:00        0        0        3    91K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     347     90K    0

CRSQ                 3    0.27    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     4K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0      4K    0

CRSR            29,214    0.02    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0     11K    0

CRTE               691    0.02    0:00    0:00        0        0      258    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     373     11K    0

CSAC               350    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       33    11K   0.00   0.00      0       0

      94     10K    0

CSFU                 1    0.83    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    35K   0.01   0.00      0       0

       0     35K    0

CSGM            16,516    0.03    0:01    0:00       84        0    14931    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     904      9K    0

CSIR                61   47.96    0:00    0:00        0        0        0     5K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       6      5K    0

CSMI                11    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0        4    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     396     10K    0

CSNE            23,797    0.00    0:01    0:00        0        0        0    27K   0.00   0.00      0       0

       0     27K    0

CSSF                38    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0       10    19K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     268     19K    0

CSSN                 6    0.03    0:00    0:00        0        0        4    19K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     597     19K    0

DATA            14,588    0.14    0:01    0:00       21        0     9544   197K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     654     16K    0

DISP                 1    0.03    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    13K   0.02   0.00      0       0

     314     13K    1

D2DA                15    1.42    0:00    0:00        0        0       21    16K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1425     39K    0

ELON                10    0.24    0:00    0:00        0        0        8   198K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     784    126K    0

EL00                40    0.06    0:00    0:00        0        0       35     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     875      7K    0
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EL10                 9    0.04    0:00    0:00        0        0        6     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     631      6K    0

EL20                41    0.15    0:00    0:00        0        0       54     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1322      7K    0

EL22                50    0.14    0:00    0:00        0        0       57     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1150      8K    0

EL29                21    0.11    0:00    0:00        0        0       21     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1011      7K    0

EL30                14    0.07    0:00    0:00        0        0        7     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     491      6K    0

EZ                 324    0.46    0:00    0:00        0        0      519   197K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1602     14K    0

IEOL             1,346    0.25    0:00    0:00        0        0     1147    13K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     852     13K    0

LLTP                 1    0.01    0:00    0:00        0        0        0    12K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     136     12K    1

LLXW                 4    0.04    0:00    0:00        0        0        1    11K   0.01   0.00      0       0

     273     12K    1

LPKD                 3    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0        1    10K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     376      8K    0

LPKE                12    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       18     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1460      8K    0

MSAS                69    0.17    0:00    0:00        0        0       69     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1007     11K    0

MSA2             3,240    0.13    0:00    0:00       57        0     5251     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1621      8K    0

SA                  39    0.48    0:00    0:00       21        0       36   198K   0.00   0.00      1       0

     927     90K    0

STAR                21    0.00    0:00    0:00        0        0       29     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1399      9K    0

TOSC           344,062    0.13    0:11    0:01       42        0   416132     8K   0.00   0.00      0       0

    1209      8K    0

TOSS             2,558    0.40    0:00    0:00        0        0     3937   198K   0.01   0.00      0       0

    1539    132K    0

TOS1             8,580    0.38    0:01    0:00        0        0    13190   197K   0.01   0.00      0       0

    1537    135K    0

TOTAL:         469,835    0.12    0:18    0:01      308        0   465952   297K   0.00   0.00      0       0

     992     22K    0

CICS Performance Analysis Inquiries

Performance Analysis Inquiries provide CICS system performance information to help you manage and tune CICS. The
inquiries are available for daily, weekly, and monthly reporting periods.

The CICS Analyzer distributes the following performance analysis inquiries:

 Catalog group  Inquiry ID  Inquiry name  Report format   Run-time
execution
parameters 

 User exits 

PERFORM CICLDP Daily CICS System
Performance
Summary

tabular   
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PERFORM CICLMP Monthly CICS
System Performance
Summary

tabular   

PERFORM CICLWP Weekly CICS
System Performance
Summary

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX3 Daily CICS Dispatch
Statistics Report

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX4 Daily CICS DSA
Storage Statistics
Report

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX5 Daily CICS Loader
Statistics Report

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX6 Daily CICS Transient
Data Statistics
Report

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX7 Daily CICS
Transaction Mgr
Statistics

tabular   

PERFORM CICLX8 Daily CICS Temp
Storage Statistics

tabular   

CICLDP - Daily CICS Performance Summary Report

The Daily CICS Performance Summary Report shows the workload, service, and percent availability of each CICS region
on a given day. The report also shows the occurrences of abnormal conditions that affect CICS performance, such as high
number of program compressions, short-on-storage, and maximum tasks conditions. If a problem is detected using this
report, select one of the detail reports in the service or workload area to further investigate the cause of the problem.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for overall CICS performance for the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs), and
CICS performance at the system level (summarized by SYSID).

A sample output of this inquiry is shown the following section Daily CICS Performance Summary Report Sample Output.
Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

%AVAIL
The CICS availability expressed in a percentage. This number is derived by dividing the total CICS uptime by the total
report duration.
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CPU TOTAL
The total amount of TCB and SRB time consumed. This also includes subtask time for CMF.

CPU %USER
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by user transactions.

CPU %KCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by task control (system overhead).

CPU %JCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by journal control (system overhead).

CPU %TCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by terminal control (system overhead).

CPU %SRB
Percentage of SRB time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SUB
Percentage of subtask time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SPEC
Percentage of zIIP CPU time out of total CPU time.

DSA SIZE
The size of CICS dynamic storage area as defined in the SIT (system initialization table).

DSA HWM
The maximum dynamic storage area used.

COMPRS
The number of program compressions performed.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDP (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DAYS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYDSASZ - DSA Size
• CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions
• CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYSUBTM - Total Subtask TCB Time
• CSYTCUTM - User CPU Time
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Percent abend = CSYABEND/SUM(CSYTRANS,CSYETRN) * 100

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent user CPU = CSYTCUTM/total CPU * 100

Percent KCP CPU = CSYTSRTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SPEC (zIIP time) = CSYNZZTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SRB CPU = CSYSRBTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SUB CPU = CSYSUBTM/total CPU * 100

Total CPU = SUM(CSYADSTM,CSYSRBTM,CSYNZZTM)

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
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(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Performance Summary Report Sample Output
                                              DAILY CICS PERFORMANCE SUMMARY REPORT                          

            

                                                      your_company_name                                      

            

                                                     FOR:  March 15, yyyy                                    

            

INQUIRY:  CICLDP                                                                                    RUN DATE:

  15MARyy

 

                    AVG                 %     %     %     %    ----------------- CPU ------------------      

       %    

SYSID    CICSID    RESP        TRANS  SHORT  MED  LONG   CONV     TOTAL  %USER  %KCP  %SRB  %SUB  %SPEC  

 COMPRS  ABND   

 

*ALL     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0    

PRD2     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0    

         LCP1      0.12      469,815    77     0    14     9       0:43    56    13    19    17      1       0

      0    

         RCP1      0.13       77,933     1     0    91     8       0:17    50    13    19    17      1       0

      0    

         RCP2      0.34       68,652     0     0    99     1       0:19    70    11     4    13      2       0

      0    

         RCP3      0.26        2,606    29     0    51    19       0:01    58    13     8    20      1       0

      0    
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         TCP4      0.61       24,056     0     0    96     4       0:20    63    11     8    17      2       0

      0    

         TCT2      0.27        1,288     0     0    60    40       0:01    26    41    18    15      0       0

      0    

         TCT7    563.10          178     0     0     4    96       0:00    25    43    14    18      0       0

      0    

 

 

 TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                         

           

CICLMP - Monthly CICS Performance Summary Report

The Monthly CICS Performance Summary Report shows the workload, service, and percent availability of each CICS
region in a given month. The report also shows the occurrences of abnormal conditions that affect CICS performance,
such as high number of program compressions, short-on-storage, and maximum tasks conditions. If a problem is detected
using this report, you can then select one of the detail reports in the service or workload area to further investigate the
cause of the problem.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for overall CICS performance for the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs), and
CICS performance at the system level (summarized by SYSID). A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following
section Monthly CICS

Performance Summary Report Sample Output. Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

%AVAIL
The CICS availability expressed in a percentage. This number is derived by dividing the total CICS uptime by the total
report duration.

CPU TOTAL
The total amount of TCB and SRB time consumed. This also includes subtask time for CMF.

CPU %USER
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by user transactions.

CPU %KCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by task control (system overhead).

CPU %JCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by journal control (system overhead).

CPU %TCP
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Percentage of total CPU time consumed by terminal control (system overhead).

CPU %SRB
Percentage of SRB time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SUB
Percentage of subtask time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SPEC
Percentage of zIIP CPU time out of total CPU time.

DSA SIZE
The size of CICS dynamic storage area as defined in the SIT (system initialization table).

DSA HWM
The maximum dynamic storage area used.

COMPRS
The number of program compressions performed.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

 Inquiry ID 

CICLMP (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used 

• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYDSASZ - DSA Size
• CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions
• CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time 
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYSUBTM - Total Subtask TCB Time
• CSYTCUTM - User CPU Time
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time
• DAY - Day of Month
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 
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Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Percent abend = CSYABEND/SUM(CSYTRANS,CSYETRN) * 100

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100   

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100 

Percent user CPU = CSYTCUTM/total CPU * 100

Percent KCP CPU = CSYTSRTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SPEC CPU (zIIP time) = CSYNZZTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SRB CPU = CSYSRBTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SUB CPU = CSYSUBTM/total CPU * 100

Total CPU = SUM(CSYADSTM,CSYSRBTM,CSYNZZTM)

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Performance Summary Report Sample Output
                                              MONTHLY CICS PERFORMANCE SUMMARY REPORT                        
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                                                      your_company_name                                      

               

                                                     FOR FEBRUARY,yyyy                                       

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMP                                                                                    RUN DATE:

  02MARyy

 

                    AVG                 %     %     %     %    ----------------- CPU ------------------      

       %       

SYSID    CICSID    RESP        TRANS  SHORT  MED  LONG   CONV     TOTAL  %USER  %KCP  %SRB  %SUB  %SPEC  

 COMPRS  ABND      

 

*ALL     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0       

PRD2     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0       

         LCP1      0.12      469,815    77     0    14     9       0:43    56    13    19    17      1       0

      0       

         RCP1      0.13       77,933     1     0    91     8       0:17    50    13    19    17      1       0

      0       

         RCP2      0.34       68,652     0     0    99     1       0:19    70    11     4    13      2       0

      0       

         RCP3      0.26        2,606    29     0    51    19       0:01    58    13     8    20      1       0

      0       

         TCP4      0.61       24,056     0     0    96     4       0:20    63    11     8    17      2       0

      0       

         TCT2      0.27        1,288     0     0    60    40       0:01    26    41    18    15      0       0

      0       

         TCT7    563.10          178     0     0     4    96       0:00    25    43    14    18      0       0

      0       

 

 

 TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                         

              

CICLWP - Weekly CICS Performance Summary Report

The Weekly CICS Performance Summary Report shows the workload, service, and percent availability of each CICS
region in a given week. The report also shows the occurrences of abnormal conditions that affect CICS performance,
such as high number of program compressions, short-on-storage, and maximum tasks conditions. If a problem is detected
using this report, you can then select one of the detail reports in the service or workload area to further investigate the
cause of the problem.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for overall CICS performance for the enterprise (summed across SYSIDs and CICSs), and
CICS performance at the system level (summarized by SYSID).

A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section Weekly CICS Performance Summary Report Sample
Output. Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.
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CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

%AVAIL
The CICS availability expressed in a percentage. This number is derived by dividing the total CICS uptime by the total
report duration.

CPU TOTAL
The total amount of TCB and SRB time consumed. This also includes subtask time for CMF.

CPU %USER
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by user transactions.

CPU %KCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by task control (system overhead).

CPU %JCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by journal control (system overhead).

CPU %TCP
Percentage of total CPU time consumed by terminal control (system overhead).

CPU %SRB
Percentage of SRB time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SUB
Percentage of subtask time out of total CPU time.

CPU %SPEC
Percentage of zIIP CPU time out of total CPU time.

DSA SIZE
The size of CICS dynamic storage area as defined in the SIT (system initialization table).

DSA HWM
The maximum dynamic storage area used.

COMPRS
The number of program compressions performed.

% ABND
The percentage of transactions that abended for this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLWP (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the WEEKS timespan.

Data elements used 
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• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences
• CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time
• CSYCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSYDSASZ - DSA Size
• CSYETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• CSYLTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSYMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions
• CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time
• CSYSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSYSUBTM - Total Subtask TCB Time
• CSYTCUTM - User CPU Time
• CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended
• CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions
• CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time
• DAY - Day of Month
• ENDTS - End Timestamp
• MONTH - Month of Year
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

Average response time = CSYTRSTM/CSYTRANS

Percent abend = CSYABEND/SUM(CSYTRANS,CSYETRN) * 100

Percent conv. = CSYCTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent long = CSYLTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent medium = CSYMTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent short = CSYSTRN/CSYTRANS * 100

Percent user CPU = CSYTCUTM/total CPU * 100

Percent KCP CPU = CSYTSRTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SPEC CPU (zIIP time) = CSYNZZTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SRB CPU = CSYSRBTM/total CPU * 100

Percent SUB CPU = CSYSUBTM/total CPU * 100

Total CPU = SUM(CSYADSTM,CSYSRBTM,CSYNZZTM)

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.
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CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous week.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Weekly CICS Performance Summary Report Sample Output
                                            WEEKLY CICS PERFORMANCE SUMMARY REPORT                           

            

                                                        your_company_name                                    

            

                                              FOR THE WEEK OF March 05, yyyy                                 

            

INQUIRY:  CICLWP                                                                                    RUN DATE:

  16MARyy

 

                    AVG                 %     %     %     %    ----------------- CPU ------------------      

       %    

SYSID    CICSID    RESP        TRANS  SHORT  MED  LONG   CONV     TOTAL  %USER  %KCP  %SRB  %SUB  %SPEC  

 COMPRS  ABND   

 

*ALL     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0    

PRD2     *ALL      0.32      644,528    56     0    36     8       1:42    56    13    14    16      1       0

      0    

         LCP1      0.12      469,815    77     0    14     9       0:43    56    13    19    17      1       0

      0    

         RCP1      0.13       77,933     1     0    91     8       0:17    50    13    19    17      1       0

      0    

         RCP2      0.34       68,652     0     0    99     1       0:19    70    11     4    13      2       0

      0    

         RCP3      0.26        2,606    29     0    51    19       0:01    58    13     8    20      1       0

      0    
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         TCP4      0.61       24,056     0     0    96     4       0:20    63    11     8    17      2       0

      0    

         TCT2      0.27        1,288     0     0    60    40       0:01    26    41    18    15      0       0

      0    

         TCT7    563.10          178     0     0     4    96       0:00    25    43    14    18      0       0

      0    

 

 

 TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                         

           

CICLX3 - Daily CICS Dispatch Statistics Report

The Daily CICS Dispatch Statistics Report is similar to the Dispatcher reports produced by IBM CICS utility DFHSTUP. 
The report contains three sections, Dispatcher, TCB Mode, and TCB Pool statistics over the reporting interval.

The Dispatcher Statistics section contains many CICS address space global statistics of activity and status, such as
address space CPU time and current number of dispatcher tasks.

The TCB Modes section contains many statistics on each of the TCB types, for example, counts of TCBs attached,
TCBs in use, dispatch time, wait time, and more.  If the value of Percent TCB Utilization is more that 70 percent, per IBM
documentation, the CICS region is reaching its capacity. The TCB Pools section contains statistics on each of the four
TCB Pools (OPEN, XP, SSL, and THRD).

Report format: 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of TCB-related metrics for each CICS region.

Inquiry ID: 

CICLX3 (tabular report)

Data Source (file/timespan): 

• CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan
• CICCSB01 in the DETAIL timespan
• CICCSP01 in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used: 

Page header: 

• SYSID - System ID
• CICSID - Subsystem
• CICAPPL - CICS Applid
• CICSMVER - CICS Version
• STARTTS - Interval Start
• ENDTS - Interval End

Dispatcher statistics report section: 
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• CSYLSTRT - Dispatcher Start Date and Time
• CSYEJSTM - Address Space CPU Time
• CSYSRBTM - Address Space SRB Time
• CSYNRTSK - Current number of dispatcher tasks
• CSYMCTSK - Peak number of dispatcher tasks
• CSYTMICV - Current ICV time (msec)
• CSYTMVRT - Current ICVR time (msec)
• CSYTMTSD - Current ICVTSD time (msec)
• CSYPRIAG - Current PRTYAGE time (msec)
• CSYMBTCH - Current MRO (QR) Batching (MROBTCH) value
• CSYLXSCN - Last Excess TCB Scan
• CSYXSCNS - Number of Excess TCB Scans
• CSYLXSND - Last Excess TCB Scan - No TCB Detached
• CSYXSCNN - Excess TCB Scans - No TCB Detached
• CSYXTCBD - Number of Excess TCBs Detached
• CSYTRSTM - Average Excess TCBs Detached per Scan
• CSYTCBMD - Number of CICS TCB MODEs
• CSYTCBPL - Number of CICS TCB POOLs

Calculations: 
Average Excess TCBs Detached per Scan = CSYXTCBD / CSYXSCNS

CICS TCB Mode Statistics Report Section 

• CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode
• CSBTCBMD - Open
• CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool
• CSBTCBCA - TCBs Attached (Current)
• CSBTCBPA - TCBs Attached (Peak)
• CSBTCBCU - TCBs In Use (Current)
• CSBTCBPU - TCBs In Use (Peak)
• CSBNTCBA - TCB Attaches
• CSBTMCDQ - Dispatchable Queue (Current) (5.2+)
• CSBTMPDQ - Dispatchable Queue (Peak) (5.2+)
• CSBAVTDQ - Dispatchable Queue (Average) (5.2+)
• CSBTCBDU - Detached Unclean
• CSBTCBDS - Detached Stolen
• CSBTCBDX - Detached Excess
• CSBTCBDO - Detached Other
• CSBTCBST - TCB Steals
• CSBTCBMM - TCB Mismatches
• CSBTCBAF - Attach Failures
• CSBSYSW - MVS Waits
• CSBTWTTM - Accumulated Time in MVS Wait
• CSBTDTTM - Accumulated Time Dispatched
• CSBACTTM - Accumulated Time / TCB

 Calculations: 
Percent TCB Utilization (%TCB UTIL) = (CSBACTTM / (CSBTWTTM+CSBTDTTM))
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CICS TCB Pool Statistics Report section: 

•  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool
•  CSPCNUAT - Current TCBs attached in this TCB Pool
•  CSPPNUAT - Peak TCBs attached in this TCB Pool
•  CSPMXTCB - Max TCB Pool limit (MAXpoolTCBS)
•  CSPTOTNW - Total Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit
•  CSPTOTWL - Total Max TCB Pool Limit delay time
•  CSPCURNW - Current Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit
•  CSPCURWT - Current Max TCB Pool Limit delay time
•  CSPPEANW - Peak Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit
•  CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in use in this TCB Pool
•  CSPPNUUS - Peak TCBs in use in this TCB Pool
•  CSPNTCBL - Times at Max TCB Pool Limit (MAXpoolTCBS)
•  CSPMMWTS - Total Number of TCB Mismatch waits
•  CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch wait time
•  CSPMMWTS - Current TCB Mismatch waits
•  CSPCMMWT - Current TCB Mismatch wait time
•  CSPPMMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch waits
•  CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS storage constraint
•  CSPTOTMT - Total MVS storage constraint delay time

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements.

For detailed information about coding the exits, see CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:
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• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Dispatcher Statistics Report Sample Output

Part 1 of 4 

                                               Daily CICS Dispatcher Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLX3                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 Dispatcher Statistics

 ---------------------------------------------   ---------------------

 Dispatcher Start Date and Time. . . . . . . :   30JAN17:06:59:03.7699

 Address Space CPU Time. . . . . . . . . . . :                6.266228

 Address Space SRB Time. . . . . . . . . . . :                0.304543

 Current number of dispatcher tasks. . . . . :                      25

 Peak number of dispatcher tasks . . . . . . :                      50

 Current ICV time (msec) . . . . . . . . . . :                    1000

 Current ICVR time (msec). . . . . . . . . . :                    5000

 Current ICVTSD time (msec). . . . . . . . . :                       0

 Current PRTYAGE time (msec) . . . . . . . . :                    1000

 Current MRO (QR) Batching (MROBTCH) value . :                       1

 Last Excess TCB Scan. . . . . . . . . . . . :   30JAN17:07:59:06.4934

 Number of Excess TCB Scans. . . . . . . . . :                      12

 Last Excess TCB Scan - No TCB Detached. . . :   30JAN17:07:59:06.4934

 Excess TCB Scans - No TCB Detached. . . . . :                      11

 Number of Excess TCBs Detached. . . . . . . :                       1

 Average Excess TCBs Detached per Scan . . . :                    0.08

 Number of CICS TCB MODEs. . . . . . . . . . :                      18

 Number of CICS TCB POOLs. . . . . . . . . . :                       4

Part 2 of 4 

                                               Daily CICS Dispatcher Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017
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  INQUIRY:  CICLX3                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 CICS TCB Mode Statistics

   TCB         TCB    < TCBs Attached >   <- TCBs In Use ->     TCB      <-  Dispatchable Queue   ->

   Mode  Open  Pool   Current      Peak   Current      Peak   Attaches   Current      Peak   Average

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    QR   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         1        46      1.00

    RO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         1         5      1.21

    CO   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    SZ   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    RP   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    FO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0      0.00

    SL   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0      0.00

    SO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0      0.00

    SP   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0      0.00

    EP   No    N/A          2         2         2         2         2         0         0      0.00

    TP   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    D2   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    S8   Yes   SSL          1         1         0         1         1         0         0      0.00

    L8   Yes   OPEN         3         4         1         4         4         0         0      0.00

    L9   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    X8   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    X9   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

    T8   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0      0.00

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Totals                  12                   9                  13

   TCB         TCB    < TCBs Attached >   <- TCBs In Use ->     TCB       Detached  Detached  Detached 

 Detached    TCB       TCB

   Mode  Open  Pool   Current      Peak   Current      Peak   Attaches    Unclean    Stolen    Excess    

 Other    Steals  Mismatches

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    QR   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    RO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    CO   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    SZ   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    RP   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    FO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    SL   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0
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    SO   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    SP   No    N/A          1         1         1         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    EP   No    N/A          2         2         2         2         2         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    TP   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    D2   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    S8   Yes   SSL          1         1         0         1         1         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    L8   Yes   OPEN         3         4         1         4         4         0         0         1         0

         0         0

    L9   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    X8   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    X9   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

    T8   Unkn  N/A          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

         0         0

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Totals                  12                   9                  13         0         0         1         0

         0         0

Part 3 of 4 

                                               Daily CICS Dispatcher Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLX3                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 CICS TCB Mode Statistics

   TCB    < TCBs Attached >     TCB     Attach        MVS       Accumulated          Accumulated         

 Accumulated       %TCB

   Mode   Current      Peak  Attaches  Failures     Waits    Time in MVS wait      Time Dispatched       

 Time / TCB        Util

  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    QR          1         1         1         0      5938      0:59:53.145209       0:00:15.061145       

 0:00:04.403157    .1220%

    RO          1         1         1         0       316      0:07:11.707090       0:00:07.295657       

 0:00:01.002615    .2284%

    CO          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    SZ          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%
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    RP          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    FO          1         1         1         0        75      0:00:17.852619       0:00:00.643127       

 0:00:00.154428    .8349%

    SL          1         1         1         0        15      0:31:28.509503       0:00:00.009159       

 0:00:00.005490    .0003%

    SO          1         1         1         0        17      0:00:17.457707       0:00:00.113210       

 0:00:00.036176    .2059%

    SP          1         1         1         0         2      0:00:00.001951       0:00:00.033960       

 0:00:00.000330    .9201%

    EP          2         2         2         0         4      0:00:00.149596       0:00:00.000084       

 0:00:00.000155    .1038%

    TP          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    D2          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    S8          1         1         1         0         2      0:00:00.000141       0:00:00.320922       

 0:00:00.000325    .1013%

    L8          3         4         4         0       379      2:34:54.784554       0:00:00.142754       

 0:00:00.114847    .0012%

    L9          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    X8          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    X9          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

    T8          0         0         0         0         0      0:00:00.000000       0:00:00.000000       

 0:00:00.000000    .0000%

  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Totals      12

Part 4 o 4 

                                               Daily CICS Dispatcher Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLX3                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 CICS TCB Pool Statistics

 TCB Pool. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :           OPEN

 Current TCBs attached in this TCB Pool. . . . . :               3  Current TCBs in use in this TCB

 Pool. . . . . . :             1

 Peak TCBs attached in this TCB Pool . . . . . . :               4  Peak TCBs in use in this TCB

 Pool . . . . . . . :             4

 Max TCB Pool limit (MAXOPENTCBS). . . . . . . . :             152  Times at Max TCB Pool Limit

 (MAXOPENTCBS) . . . :             0
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 Total Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit. . :               0  Total Number of TCB Mismatch

 waits. . . . . . . :             0

 Total Max TCB Pool Limit delay time . . . . . . :    0:00:00.0000  Total TCB Mismatch wait

 time. . . . . . . . . . :  0:00:00.0000

 Current Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit. :               0  Current TCB Mismatch

 waits. . . . . . . . . . . :             0

 Current Max TCB Pool Limit delay time . . . . . :    0:00:00.0000  Current TCB Mismatch wait

 time. . . . . . . . . :  0:00:00.0000

 Peak Requests delayed by Max TCB Pool Limit . . :               0  Peak TCB Mismatch

 waits . . . . . . . . . . . . :             0

                                                                    Requests Delayed by MVS storage

 constraint. . . :             0

                                                                    Total MVS storage constraint delay

 time . . . . :  0:00:00.0000

CICLX4 - Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report

The Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report is similar to the Storage reports produced by IBM CICS utility DFHSTUP.  The
report output contains three report sections, global storage statistics, Dynamic Storage Areas, and DSA task subpools.

The global storage statistics contain current storage and memory allocations and usage.

The Dynamic Storage Area section is divided into three sets, below the line storage, above the line, and above the bar.
This contains metrics such as current sizes, percent usage, GETMAIN/FREEMAIN requests, short on storage metrics,
and more.

The MVS Storage section contains information about the use of user region (24-bit) and extended user region (31-bit)
storage. It contains information on current usage and helps track fluctuations in storage usage over time, verify the values
set for MVS SAS thresholds, and identify and avoid SOS conditions.

The Task Subpools section contains GETMAIN/FREEMAIN requests, and page storage for User and CICS access types
to the DSA storage pools.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) related metrics for
each CICS region.

Inquiry ID

CICLX4 (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan)

• CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan
• CICCSD01 in the DETAIL timespan
• CICCSA01 in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

Page header:
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• SYSID - System ID
• CICSID - Subsystem
• CICAPPL - CICS Applid
• CICSMVER - CICS Version
• STARTTS - Interval Start
• ENDTS - Interval End

Storage manager statistics report section:
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• CSYSMPRT - Storage protection
• CSYSMISO - Transaction isolation
• CSYSMRNT - Reentrant programs
• CSYDSAL - Current DSA limit
• CSYDSA - Current DSA total
• CSYMEMSZ - Peak DSA total
• CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA limit
• CSYEDSA - Current EDSA total
• CSYMEMSE - Peak EDSA total
• CSYMLTSZ - MEMLIMIT size
• CSYMLTSC - MEMLIMIT set by
• CSYCASAD - Current Address Space active
• CSYXSCNN - Peak Address Space active
• CSYTRSTM - Current GDSA allocated
• CSYMXASA - Peak GDSA allocated
• CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA active
• CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA active
• CSYUSSUS - Current unique subspace users
• CSYUSSUM - Total unique subspace users
• CSYMXUSU - Peak unique subspace users
• CSYCSSUR - Current common subspace users
• CSYCSSUM - Total common subspace users
• CSYMXCSU - Peak common subspace users
• CSYMSTWT - MVS storage request waits
• CSYMSWTM - Total time waiting for MVS storage
• CSYGSRSZ - IARV64 GETSTOR request size
• CSYFGFCT - IARV64 FROMGUARD Failures
• CSYFGFSZ - IARV64 FROMGUARD Failure size
• CSYPMOCT - Private Memory Objects
• CSYPMBA - Bytes allocated to Private Memory Objects
• CSYPMBH - Bytes hidden within Private Memory Objects
• CSYMXBUP - Peak bytes usable within Private Memory Objects
• CSYSMOCT - Shared Memory Objects
• CSYLMSB - Bytes allocated to Shared Memory Objects
• CSYMXLMB - Peak bytes usable within Shared Memory Objects
• CSY64AS - Auxiliary slots backing Private Memory Objects
• CSYMX64A - HWM Auxiliary slots backing Private Memory Objects
• CSY64RMP - Real Frames backing Private Memory Objects
• CSYMX64R - HWM Real Frames backing Private Memory Objects
• CSYLMOCT - Number of Large Memory Objects Allocated
• CSYLPBCT - Number of Large Pages backed in Real Storage

MVS Storage REPORT SECTION:
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• CSYLSPTM - Last monitor sample time
• CSY24STA - State
• CSY31STA - State (extended)
• CSY24UUS - Current unallocated total
• CSY31UUS - Current unallocated total (extended)
• CSY24LUS - LWM unallocated total
• CSY31LUS - LWM unallocated total (extended)
• CSY24LCS - Current unallocated largest contiguous area
• CSY31LCS - Current unallocated largest cont. (extended)
• CSY24LCU - LWM unallocated largest contiguous area
• CSY31LCU - LWM unallocated largest contiguous area (ext)
• CSY24SOT - Last date and time SOS
• CSY31SOT - Last date and time SOS (extended)
• CSY24TWS - Current tasks waiting because SOS
• CSY31TWS - Current tasks waiting because SOS (extended)
• CSY24MTW - Peak tasks waiting because SOS
• CSY31MTW - Peak tasks waiting because SOS (extended)
• CSY24URS - Total waits because SOS
• CSY31URS - Total waits because SOS (extended)
• CSY24TWT - Time tasks waited because SOS
• CSY31TWT - Time tasks waited because SOS (extended)

Dynamic storage areas report section:

• CSDDSASZ - Largest free area
• CSDGMREQ - Getmain Requests
• CSDFMREQ - Freemain Requests
• CSDCSUBP - Current no of Subpools
• CSDASREQ - Add Subpool Requests
• CSDDSREQ - Delete Subpool Requests
• CSDCRISS - Times no storage returned
• CSDUCSS - Times request suspended
• CSDCSS - Current suspended
• CSDHWMSS - Peak requests suspended
• CSDPWWS - Purged while waiting
• CSDCREL - Times cushion released
• CSDSOS - Times went short on storage
• CSDTSOS - Total time SOS
• CSDAVSOS - Average time SOS
• CSDSV - Storage violations
• CSDEXTS - Current extents
• CSDEXTSA - Extents added
• CSDEXTSR - Extents released

Task subpools report section:
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• DSANAME - DSA Name
• ACCESSTP - Access
• CSAGMREQ - Getmain Requests
• CSAFMREQ - Freemain Requests
• CSACNE - Current Elements
• CSACES - Current Elem Stg
• CSACPS - Current Page Stg
• CSAHWMPS - Peak Page Stg

Execution-time parameters

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For detailed information about coding the exits,CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report Sample Output

Part 1 of 5

                                                Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   1

                                                       FOR:  August 30, 2020
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  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:57.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30AUG20:23:59:59.00

 

 STORAGE MANAGER STATISTICS

 

   Storage protection . . . . . . . . :        Active

   Transaction isolation. . . . . . . :        Active

   Reentrant programs . . . . . . . . :       Protect

   Current DSA limit. . . . . . . . . :         6144K     MVS storage request waits. . . . . . . . . . . . . :

                     0

   Current DSA total. . . . . . . . . :         1792K     Total time waiting for MVS storage . . . . . . . . :

          0:00:00.0000

   Peak DSA total . . . . . . . . . . :         1792K

   Current EDSA limit . . . . . . . . :          262M

   Current EDSA total . . . . . . . . :           56M

   Peak EDSA total. . . . . . . . . . :           56M

   MEMLIMIT size. . . . . . . . . . . :       NOLIMIT     IARV64 GETSTOR request size. . . . . . . . . . . . :

                 1024M

   MEMLIMIT set by. . . . . . . . . . :      SMFPRMxx

                                                          IARV64 FROMGUARD Failures. . . . . . . . . . . . . :

                     0

   Current Address Space active . . . :         7611M     IARV64 FROMGUARD Failure size. . . . . . . . . . . :

                     0

   Peak Address Space active. . . . . :         7638M

                                                          Private Memory Objects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

                   825

   Current GDSA allocated . . . . . . :         1024M     Bytes allocated to Private Memory Objects. . . . . :

        13,693,353,984

   Peak GDSA allocated. . . . . . . . :         1024M     Bytes hidden within Private Memory Objects . . . . :

         5,712,642,048

                                                          Peak bytes usable within Private Memory Objects. . :

         8,537,505,792

   Current GDSA active. . . . . . . . :         1023M

   Peak GDSA active . . . . . . . . . :         1023M     Shared Memory Objects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

                     1

                                                          Bytes allocated to Shared Memory Objects . . . . . :

           134,217,728

                                                          Peak bytes usable within Shared Memory Objects . . :

           134,217,728

                                                          Auxiliary slots backing Private Memory Objects . . :

                     0

                                                          HWM Auxiliary slots backing Private Memory Objects :

                     0

                                                          Real Frames backing Private Memory Objects . . . . :

               153,704

                                                          HWM Real Frames backing Private Memory Objects . . :

               221,449

                                                          Number of Large Memory Objects Allocated . . . . . :

                     0
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                                                          Number of Large Pages backed in Real Storage . . . :

                     0

 Subspace Statistics

   Current unique subspace users. . . :             0

   Total unique subspace users. . . . :             0

   Peak unique subspace users . . . . :             0

   Current common subspace users. . . :             5

   Total common subspace users. . . . :             0

   Peak common subspace users . . . . :             5

Part 2 of 5

                                                 Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   2

                                                       FOR:  August 30, 2020

  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:57.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30AUG20:23:59:59.00

 

   MVS Storage

   -----------

                                                            User region          Extended user region

                                                     --------------------------------------------------

   Last monitor sample time.......................:  30AUG20:23:59:21.36           30AUG20:23:59:21.36

   State..........................................:               Normal                        Normal

   Current unallocated total......................:                1012K                       668804K

   LWM unallocated total..........................:                1000K                       668604K

   Current unallocated largest contiguous area....:                1012K                       668112K

   LWM unallocated largest contiguous area........:                1000K                       668112K

   Last date and time SOS.........................:                    .                             .

   Current tasks waiting because SOS..............:                    0                             0

   Peak tasks waiting because SOS.................:                    0                             0

   Total waits because SOS........................:                    0                             0

   Time tasks waited because SOS..................:         0:00:00.0000                  0:00:00.0000

$SPAG

                                                 Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   4

                                                       FOR:  August 31, 2020

  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:59.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 31AUG20:00:00:01.00

 

   Dynamic Storage Areas (BELOW 16M)

                                            CDSA           UDSA           SDSA           RDSA

                                 ------------------------------------------------------------------

   Current DSA size (K). . . . :             256          1024               256         256

   Peak DSA Size (K) . . . . . :             256          1024               256         256

   Cushion Size (K). . . . . . :              64            64                64          64
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   Free storage (w/cushion) (K):              44          1024               252         108

   Percentage free storage (K) :               0             0                 0           0

   Lowest free storage (K) . . :              44          1024               252         108

   Getmain Requests. . . . . . :               4             0                 0           0

   Freemain Requests . . . . . :               2             0                 0           0

   Current no of Subpools. . . :              43            25                 5           4

   Add Subpool Requests. . . . :              32            32                 0           0

   Delete Subpool Requests . . :              32            32                 0           0

   Times no storage returned . :               0             0                 0           0

   Times request suspended . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Current suspended . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Purged while waiting. . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Times cushion released. . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Times went short on storage :               0             0                 0           0

   Total time SOS. . . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Average time SOS. . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Storage violations. . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Current extents . . . . . . :               1             1                 1           1

   Extents added . . . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

   Extents released. . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0

Part 3 of 5

                                                 Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   5

                                                       FOR:  August 31, 2020

  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:59.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 31AUG20:00:00:01.00

   Dynamic Storage Areas (ABOVE 16M)

                                            ECDSA          EUDSA          ESDSA          ERDSA         ETDSA

                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Current DSA size (K). . . . :           16384          4096              1024       33792            1024

   Peak DSA Size (K) . . . . . :           16384          4096              1024       33792            1024

   Cushion Size (K). . . . . . :             128             0               128         256             128

   Free storage (w/cushion) (K):             640          4096               964         496             992

   Percentage free storage (K) :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Lowest free storage (K) . . :             428          4096               964         496             992

   Getmain Requests. . . . . . :            8077             0                 0           1              66

   Freemain Requests . . . . . :            3327             0                 0           0              66

   Current no of Subpools. . . :             412            25                10           4               6

   Add Subpool Requests. . . . :              32            32                 0           0               0

   Delete Subpool Requests . . :              32            32                 0           0               0

   Times no storage returned . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Times request suspended . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Current suspended . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Purged while waiting. . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Times cushion released. . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Times went short on storage :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Total time SOS. . . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Average time SOS. . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0
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   Storage violations. . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Current extents . . . . . . :              16             4                 1          19               1

   Extents added . . . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

   Extents released. . . . . . :               0             0                 0           0               0

Part 4 of 5

                                                 Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   6

                                                       FOR:  August 31, 2020

  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:59.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 31AUG20:00:00:01.00

   Dynamic Storage Areas (ABOVE 2GB)

                                            GCDSA          GUDSA          GSDSA

                                 ---------------------------------------------

   Current DSA size (M). . . . :            1024             0                 0

   Peak DSA Size (M) . . . . . :            1024             0                 0

   Cushion Size (M). . . . . . :             128             0                 0

   Free storage (w/cushion) (M):            1001             0                 0

   Percentage free storage (M) :              98             0                 0

   Lowest free storage (M) . . :            1001             0                 0

   Getmain Requests. . . . . . :            1345             0                 0

   Freemain Requests . . . . . :              46             0                 0

   Current no of Subpools. . . :              42             0                 2

   Add Subpool Requests. . . . :              32            32                 0

   Delete Subpool Requests . . :              32            32                 0

   Times no storage returned . :               0             0                 0

   Times request suspended . . :               0             0                 0

   Current suspended . . . . . :               0             0                 0

   Purged while waiting. . . . :               0             0                 0

   Times cushion released. . . :               0             0                 0

   Times went short on storage :               0             0                 0

   Total time SOS. . . . . . . :               0             0                 0

   Average time SOS. . . . . . :               0             0                 0

   Storage violations. . . . . :               0             0                 0

   Current extents . . . . . . :               1             0                 0

   Extents added . . . . . . . :               0             0                 0

   Extents released. . . . . . :               0             0                 0

Part 5 of 5

                                                 Daily CICS Storage Statistics Report           10:53

 Wednesday, October 21, 2020   7

                                                       FOR:  August 31, 2020

  INQUIRY:  CICLX4                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  21OCT20

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 29AUG20:23:59:59.48

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 730                                           INTERVAL END  :

 31AUG20:00:00:01.00
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   Task Subpools

 

   DSA       Access     Getmain  Freemain   Current   Current   Current      Peak

   Name                Requests  Requests  Elements  Elem stg  Page stg  Page stg

   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CDSA        CICS           0         0         0      4048         4         4

   UDSA        USER           0         0         0         0         0         0

   ECDSA       CICS         340       340         0    127824       192       196

   EUDSA       USER           0         0         0         0         0         0

   GCDSA       CICS           0         0         0         0         0         0

   GUDSA       USER           0         0         0         0         0         0

CICLX5 - Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report

The Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report is similar to the Loader reports produced by IBM CICS utility DFHSTUP. The
report contains two sections, global Loader Statistics, and Loader DSA Statistics.

The global Loader statistics contain information about number of library load requests, load time, average load time,
requests that waited for program load to complete. This information is valuable to determine if there are any delays in
program requests.

The Loader DSA Statistics contain counts and times of programs that were migrated out of memory and placed on the
Not-In-Use (NIU) queue and status.

Report format: 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) related metrics for
each CICS region.

Inquiry: 

CICLX5 (tabular report)

Data Source (file/timespan): 

• CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan
• CICCSL01 in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used 

Page header: 

•  SYSID - System ID
•  CICSID - Subsystem
•  CICAPPL - CICS Applid
•  CICSMVER - CICS Version
•  STARTTS - Interval Start
•  ENDTS - Interval End

Loader Statistics Report Section: 
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•  CSYPGMCT - LIBRARY load requests
•  CSYLLRRO - LIBRARY load requests on the RO TCB
•  CSYPGMTI - Total loading time
•  CSYLLTRO - Total loading time on the RO TCB
•  avelt - Average loading time
•  aveltro - Average loading time on the RO TCB
•  CSYPUSES - Program uses
•  CSYLDWAT - Waiting requests
•  CSYPCWCT - Requests that waited
•  CSYMXLDS - Peak waiting Loader requests
•  CSYLHWMT - Times at peak
•  CSYPCWAT - Total waiting time
•  CSYDREBS - Times LIBRARY re-opened
•  CSYLBSOU - LIBRARY search order updates
•  CSYLWSOU - Load requests waited due to search order update
•  CSYLSORT - Average LIBRARY search order update time

Calculations: 
Average loading time (avelt) = CSYPGMTI / CSYPGMCT

Average loading time on the RO TCB (aveltro) = CSYLLTRO / CSYLLRRO

Loader DSA Statistics Report section: 

•  CSLPCMDC - Programs removed by compression
•  CSLNIUT - Total Not In Use queue membership time
•  aveniu - Average Not In Use queue membership time
•  CSLNIURE - Reclaims from Not In Use queue
•  CSLPGNIU - Programs loaded but Not In Use
•  CSLDSNIU - Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs

Calculations: 
Average loading time (aveniu) = CSLNIUTM / CSLPCMDC

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
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(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements.

For detailed information about coding the exits, CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report Sample Output

Part 1 of 2 

                                                 Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLX5                                                                                           

   RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                    INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                         INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 Loader Statistics

   LIBRARY load requests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :             625

   LIBRARY load requests on the RO TCB . . . . . . . :             625

   Total loading time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :    0:00:01.8588

   Total loading time on the RO TCB. . . . . . . . . :    0:00:01.8588

   Average loading time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   0:00:00.00297

   Average loading time on the RO TCB. . . . . . . . :   0:00:00.00297

   Program uses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :           10557

   Waiting requests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :               0

   Requests that waited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :               2

   Peak waiting Loader requests. . . . . . . . . . . :               1

   Times at peak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :               2

   Total waiting time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :    0:00:00.0015

   Times LIBRARY re-opened . . . . . . . . . . . . . :               0

   LIBRARY search order updates. . . . . . . . . . . :               1

   Load requests waited due to search order update . :               0

   Average LIBRARY search order update time. . . . . :    0:00:00.0000

Part 2 of 2 

                                                 Daily CICS Loader Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017
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  INQUIRY:  CICLD5                                                                                           

   RUN DATE:  ddmonyy

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                    INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                         INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 Loader DSA Statistics

  CDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :              3

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :             12

  ECDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :             27

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :             16

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :            132

  SDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :              0

  ESDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :             60

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :              2

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :              3

  RDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :              4

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :              5

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :             66

  ERDSA

    Programs removed by compression . . . . . . . . . :              0

    Total Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . . :   0:00:00.0000

    Average Not In Use queue membership time. . . . . :  0:00:00.00000

    Reclaims from Not In Use queue. . . . . . . . . . :           8800

    Programs loaded but Not In Use. . . . . . . . . . :             48

    Amount of DSA occupied by Not In Use programs . . :           1026
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CICLX6 - Daily CICS Transient Data Statistics Report

The Daily CICS Transient Data Statistics Report is similar to the Transient Data reports produced by IBM CICS utility
DFHSTUP. This is a one-page report per CICS reporting interval containing metrics for control interval size, current, and
peak usage metrics.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) related metrics for
each CICS region.

Inquiry ID 

CICLX6 (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan): 

CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used 

Page header: 

•  SYSID - System ID
•  CICSID - Subsystem
•  CICAPPL - CICS Applid
•  CICSMVER - CICS Version
•  STARTTS - Interval Start
•  ENDTS - Interval End

Transient Data Report section: 
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•  CSYTDCSZ - Control interval size
•  CSYTDNCI - Control intervals
•  CSYACTCI - Current control interval in use
•  CSYMXCIU - Peak control intervals used
•  CSYTDNSP - Times NOSPACE occurred
•  CSYTDWRT - Writes to intrapartition dataset
•  CSYTDRD  - Reads from intrapartition dataset
•  CSYTDFWT - Formatting writes
•  CSYTDERR - I/O errors
•  CSYTDBUF - Intrapartition buffers
•  CSYACNIU - Current buffers containing valid data
•  CSYMXTDB - Peak intra. buffers containing valid data
•  CSYTDICT - Intrapartition accesses
•  CSYACNAL - Current concurrent buffer accesses
•  CSYMXTDI - Peak concurrent intrapartition accesses
•  CSYTDIWC - Intrapartition buffer waits
•  CSYACNWT - Current intrapartition buffer waits
•  CSYMXTDW - Peak intrapartition buffer waits
•  CSYTDSRG - Number of strings
•  CSYTDSAC - Times string accessed
•  CSYSCNAL - Current concurrent string accesses
•  CSYMXSAC - Peak concurrent string accesses
•  CSYTDSWT - Intrapartition string waits
•  CSYSCNWT - Current intrapartition string waits
•  CSYMXSWT - Peak string waits

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits: 
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If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For detailed information about coding the exits,CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Transient Data Report Sample Output
                                           Daily CICS Transient Data Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLD6                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmony

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 TRANSIENT DATA

   Control interval size                     :           4096

   Control intervals                         :            108

   Current control interval in use           :              1

   Peak control intervals used               :              1

   Times NOSPACE occurred                    :              0

   Writes to intrapartition dataset          :              0

   Reads from intrapartition dataset         :              0

   Formatting writes                         :              0

   I/O errors                                :              0

   Intrapartition buffers                    :              3

   Current buffers containing valid data     :              0

   Peak intra. buffers containing valid data :              0

   Intrapartition accesses                   :              0

   Current concurrent buffer accesses        :              0

   Peak concurrent intrapartition accesses   :              0

   Intrapartition buffer waits               :              0

   Current intrapartition buffer waits       :              0

   Peak intrapartition buffer waits          :              0

   Number of strings                         :              3

   Times string accessed                     :              0

   Current concurrent string accesses        :              0

   Peak concurrent string accesses           :              0

   Intrapartition string waits               :              0

   Current intrapartition string waits       :              0

   Peak string waits                         :              0
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CICLX7 - Daily CICS Transaction Manager Statistics

The Daily CICS Transaction Manager Statistics Report is similar to the Transaction Manager reports produced by IBM
CICS utility DFHSTUP.

The Transaction Manager Statistics report is one page per reporting interval containing global metrics on number of
transactions (system and user) executed, the MAXTASK setting, and the number of times MAXTASK was reached. If
MAXTASK was reached a significant number of times, that would indicate that transactions are being delayed, and further
investigative tuning should be performed.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of CICS Transaction Manager related metrics for each
CICS region.

Inquiry ID 

CICLX7 (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan): 

CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan.

Data elements used 

Page header: 

•  SYSID - System ID
•  CICSID - Subsystem
•  CICAPPL - CICS Applid
•  CICSMVER - CICS Version
•  STARTTS - Interval Start
•  ENDTS - Interval End

Transaction Manager Report section: 

•  CSYNUMCT - Total number of transactions (user + system)
•  CSYNRMXT - Current MAXTASKS limit
•  CSYLSMXT - Time MAXTASKS last changed
•  CSYAMXT - Current number of active user transactions
•  CSYLTAT - Time last transaction attached
•  CSYTMCQT - Current number of MAXTASK queued user transactions
•  CSYMXTSK - Times the MAXTASKS limit reached
•  CSYLAMXT - Time the MAXTASKS limit last reached
•  CSYATMXT - Currently at MAXTASKS limit
•  CSYAMXTQ - Peak number of MAXTASK queued user transactions
•  CSYAMXTP - Peak number of active user transactions
•  CSYTATCT - Total number of active user transactions
•  CSYTOTDT - Total number of MAXTASK delayed user transactions
•  CSYTOQTM - Total MAXTASK queuing time
•  CSYCQTM  - Total MAXTASK queuing time of currently queued user tran

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For detailed information about coding the exits, CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Transient Data Report Sample Output
                                           Daily CICS Transaction Manager Statistics Report

                                                       FOR:  January 30, 2017

  INQUIRY:  CICLD7                                                                                           

     RUN DATE:  ddmony

   SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                      INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

   CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                           INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 TRANSACTION MANAGER STATISTICS

   Total number of transactions (user + system)              :                   139

   Current MAXTASKS limit                                    :                    60

   Time MAXTASKS last changed                                : 30JAN17:06:59:05.9673

   Current number of active user transactions                :                     4

   Time last transaction attached                            : 30JAN17:07:59:12.0038

   Current number of MAXTASK queued user transactions        :                     0

   Times the MAXTASKS limit reached                          :                     0

   Time the MAXTASKS limit last reached                      :                     .

   Currently at MAXTASKS limit                               :                     0
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   Peak number of MAXTASK queued user transactions           :                     0

   Peak number of active user transactions                   :                     8

   Total number of active user transactions                  :                    76

   Total number of MAXTASK delayed user transactions         :                     0

   Total MAXTASK queuing time                                :               0:00:00

   Total MAXTASK queuing time of currently queued user trans :               0:00:00

CICLX8 - Daily CICS Temporary Storage Statistics Rep

The Daily CICS Temporary Storage Statistics Report is similar to the Temporary Storage reports produced by IBM CICS
utility DFHSTUP.

The Temporary Storage report produces one page per reporting interval contain the CICS usage of its temporary storage
allocation. The report contains many metrics including I/O counts, temporary storage buffers allocated, buffer waits,
writes, and reads, and many current and peak metrics.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a detailed set of CICS Transaction Manager related metrics for each
CICS region.

Inquiry ID 

CICLX8 (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 in the DETAIL timespan.

Data elements used 

Page header: 

•  SYSID - System ID
•  CICSID - Subsystem
•  CICAPPL - CICS Applid
•  CICSMVER - CICS Version
•  STARTTS - Interval Start
•  ENDTS - Interval End

Temporary Storage Report section: 
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•  CSYTSOTM - Put/Putq main storage requests
•  CSYTSIM - Get/Getq main storage requests
•  CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLIMIT Setting
•  CSYTSLHT - Times at TSMAINLIMIT
•  CSYTSMUS - Current storage used for TSMAINLIMIT
•  CSYTSMXM - Peak storage used for TSMAINLIMIT
•  CSYTSQDL - Number of TS queues auto-deleted
•  CSYTSCTR - Number of times cleanup task has run
•  CSYTSOTA - Put/Putq auxiliary storage requests
•  CSYTSITA - Get/Getq auxiliary storage requests
•  CSYTSMXN - Peak temporary storage names in use
•  CSYQNUM  - Current temporary storage names in use
•  CSYTSMXQ - Number of entries in longest queue
•  CSYTSQCR - Times queues created
•  CSYTSCIS - Control interval size
•  CSYNAVB - Available bytes per control interval
•  CSYSPCI - Segments per control interval
•  CSYBPSEG - Bytes per segment
•  CSYTSWCI - Writes more than control interval
•  CSYMXLAR - Longest auxiliary temp storage record
•  CSYTSNCI - Number of control intervals available
•  CSYMXTCI - Peak control intervals in use
•  CSYNCIA - Current control intervals in use
•  CSYTSNSP - Times aux. storage exhausted
•  CSYSTA9F - Number of temp storage compressions
•  CSYNBCA - Temporary storage buffers
•  CSYTSBWC - Buffer waits
•  CSYMXBWC - Peak users waiting on buffer
•  CSYBUWT - Current users waiting on buffer
•  CSYTWTN - Buffer writes
•  CSYTWTNR - Forced writes for recovery
•  CSYTRDN - Buffer reads
•  CSYTWTNF - Format writes
•  CSYNVCA - Temporary storage strings
•  CSYMXSTU - Peak number of strings in use
•  CSYTSSWC - Times string wait occurred
•  CSYMXSWC - Peak number of users waiting on string
•  CSYVUWT - Current users waiting on string
•  CSYTSIOE - I/O errors on TS dataset
•  CSYSHPDF - Shared pools defined
•  CSYSHPCN - Shared pools currently connected
•  CSYSHRDS - Shared read requests
•  CSYSHWTS - Shared write requests

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the contents of the 01 cycle.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Also, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using independent
source statements. For detailed information about coding the exits, CICS Changing Report Parameters.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Temporary Storage Report Sample Output
                                          Daily CICS Temporary Storage Statistics Report

                                                     FOR:  January 30, 2017

INQUIRY:  CICLD8                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  ddmony

 SYSTEM ID: CAxx                 CICS APPLID:  CICSCAAA                                    INTERVAL START:

 30JAN17:06:59:03.79

 CICSID:    CAAA                 CICS VERSION: 690                                         INTERVAL END  :

 30JAN17:07:59:12.00

 Put/Putq main storage requests         :              5

 Get/Getq main storage requests         :              1

 TSMAINLIMIT Setting                    :       67108864

 Times at TSMAINLIMIT                   :              0

 Current storage used for TSMAINLIMIT   :            244

 Peak storage used for TSMAINLIMIT      :            252

 Number of TS queues auto-deleted       :              0

 Number of times cleanup task has run   :             60

 Put/Putq auxiliary storage requests    :              0

 Get/Getq auxiliary storage requests    :              0
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 Peak temporary storage names in use    :              3

 Current temporary storage names in use :              2

 Number of entries in longest queue     :              3

 Times queues created                   :              3

 Control interval size                  :              0

 Available bytes per control interval   :              0

 Segments per control interval          :              0

 Bytes per segment                      :              0

 Writes more than control interval      :              0

 Longest auxiliary temp storage record  :              0

 Number of control intervals available  :              0

 Peak control intervals in use          :              0

 Current control intervals in use       :              0

 Times aux. storage exhausted           :              0

 Number of temp storage compressions    :              0

 Temporary storage buffers              :              0

 Buffer waits                           :              0

 Peak users waiting on buffer           :              0

 Current users waiting on buffer        :              0

 Buffer writes                          :              0

 Forced writes for recovery             :              0

 Buffer reads                           :              0

 Format writes                          :              0

 Temporary storage strings              :              0

 Peak number of strings in use          :              0

 Times string wait occurred             :              0

 Peak number of users waiting on string :              0

 Current users waiting on string        :              0

 I/O errors on TS dataset               :              0

 Shared pools defined                   :              0

 Shared pools currently connected       :              0

 Shared read requests                   :              0

 Shared write requests                  :              0

CICS Availability Analysis Inquiries

Availability analysis inquiries quantify the system available time. The inquiries in this category are available for daily,
weekly, and monthly reporting periods. The CICS Analyzer distributes the following availability analysis inquiries:

Catalog Group Inquiry ID  Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters  

User exits 

AVAIL CICCDQ
CICCD3
CICCMQ
CICCM3
CICCWQ
CICCW3

Daily CICS
Availability
Daily CICS
Availability
Monthly CICS Availability
Monthly CICS Availability
Weekly CICS Availability
Weekly CICS Availability

color graphic
color graphic
color graphic
color graphic
color graphic
color graphic
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AVAIL CICPDQ
CICPD3
CICPMQ
CICPM3
CICPWQ
CICPW3

Daily CICS Availability
Daily CICS Availability
Monthly CICS Availability
Monthly CICS Availability
Weekly CICS Availability
Weekly CICS Availability

printer graphic
printer graphic
printer graphic
printer graphic
printer graphic
printer graphic

  

CICCDQ Daily CICS Availability

The Daily CICS Availability graph shows CICS availability and workload on an hourly basis for a given day. It identifies the
hour during which CICS availability objective was missed.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot for each CICS region found in input. It plots CICS hour availability (percent available)
on the left vertical axis, while the corresponding workload on the right. A horizontal reference line is drawn at the user-
specified point, the default of which is 100, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDQ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

•  CICSID - CICS Identification
•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
•  CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Processed
•  HOUR - Hour of Day
•  DAY - Day of Month
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/3600*100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.
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DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCD3 Daily CICS Availability Reports

The Daily CICS Availability Reports monitor CICS availability daily.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of downtime that incurred within each
hour. The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you can produce the same charts in printer graphic
format by executing the MICF inquiry CICPD3.

Inquiry ID 

CICCD3 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60 if CSY observation is not found for an hour

Execution-time parameters 
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UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

None

CICCMQ Monthly CICS Availability

The Monthly CICS Availability graph shows monthly CICS availability and workload for the past 6 months. It shows how
well CICS has been meeting its service level (availability) objective and the trend in CICS workload.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot for each CICS region found in input. It plots CICS hour availability (percent available)
on the left vertical axis, while the corresponding workload on the right. A horizontal reference line is drawn at the user-
specified point, the default of which is 98, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMQ (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY from the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

•  CICSID - CICS Identification
•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
•  CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Processed
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone
•  SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/calculated up time based on ZONE*100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCM3 Monthly CICS Availability Reports

The Monthly CICS Availability Reports monitor CICS availability by MICS ZONEs in a six-month period.

Report format 
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This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of uptime per ZONE and
MONTH in a six-month period. Any month for which data is unavailable is omitted from the charts. The output of this
inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you can produce the same charts by executing the MICF inquiry CICPM3.

Inquiry ID 

CICCM3 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY06 at the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60

(if CSY observation is not found for an hour)

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

None

CICCWQ Weekly CICS Availability

The Weekly CICS Availability graph shows weekly CICS availability and workload for the last 7 days. It shows how well
CICS has been meeting its service level (availability) objective and the trend in CICS workload.

Report format 

This inquiry produces an overlay plot for each CICS region found in input. It plots CICS hour availability (percent available)
on the vertical axis, while the corresponding workload on the right. A horizontal reference line is drawn at the user-
specified point, the default of which is 98, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 

CICCWQ (color graphic format)
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Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY from the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

CICSID - CICS Identification

CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Processed

WEEK - Week of Year

MONTH - Month of Year

YEAR - Year of Century

ZONE - Time Zone

SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/calculated up time based on ZONE*100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the last seven days.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

BY
(Optional) Specify the BY variable (either SYSID or CICSID) to produce separate graphs for each system. Otherwise, all
SYSIDs and CICSIDs are summarized together and displayed on one graph.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

User exits 
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If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables which set default values for service
level objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

CICCW3 Weekly CICS Availability Reports

The Weekly CICS Availability Reports monitor prime time (8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) CICS availability in a five-day period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of downtime incurred in
each hour (from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) in a five-day period. The output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you
can produce the same charts in printer graphic format by executing the MICF inquiry CICPW3.

Inquiry ID 

CICCW3 (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY07 at the DAYS timespan

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME='SAT' and DAYNAME='SUN'.

Data elements used 

•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60

(if CSY observation is not found for an hour)

Execution-time paramaters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
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(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

None

CICPDQ Daily CICS Availability

The Daily CICS Availability graph shows hour CICS availability for a given day. It identifies the period during the day when
CICS availability objective was missed.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a bar chart showing the percent availability for each hour. A horizontal reference line is drawn at the
user-specified point, the default of which is 100, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDQ (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

•  CICSID - CICS Identification
•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
•  HOUR - Hour of Day
•  DAY - Day of Month
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/3600*100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.
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CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

If the run-time execution parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global or local user exits to further manipulate the input file. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the
Report Parameters section.

Global exits 

Invoked before run-time parameter macros.

• %RPTSEL
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.

• %RPTAVAL
Define availability objective.

Local exits 

Invoked after run-time parameter macros.

• %CICPDQ
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.

• %PDQAVAL
Define availability objective.

CICPD3 Daily CICS Availability Reports

The Daily CICS Availability Reports monitor CICS availability daily.

Report format 

This inquiry produces bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of downtime incurred within each hour. A
sample output from this inquiry is shown in the following figure Daily CICS Availability Report Sample Output.

Inquiry ID 

CICPD3 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used 

•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60

(if CSY observation is not found for an hour)

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
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(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

None

Daily CICS Availability Report Sample Output
                                              Daily CICS Availability - Downtime by Hour

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPD3                                                                                           

 RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                              System Identifier=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                         BAR CHART OF SUMS

    DOWNTIME SUM

    60 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

    50 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                              *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                         ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

    40 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***
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       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

    30 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

    20 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

    10 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                                                    ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

      

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

                                                          HOUR     Hour of Day

CICPMQ Monthly CICS Availability

The Monthly CICS Availability graph shows CICS availability for the past 6 months. It identifies the period during which
CICS availability objective was missed.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a bar chart showing the percent availability for each month in the last 24 months. A horizontal
reference line is drawn at the user-specified point, the default of which is 98, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 
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CICPMQ (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY from MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

CICSID - CICS Identification

CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

MONTH - Month of Year

YEAR - Year of Century

SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/3600*100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

If the run-time execution parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global or local user exits to further manipulate the input file. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the
Report Parameters section.

Global exits 

Invoked before run-time parameter macros.

• %RPTSEL
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.

• %RPTAVAL
Define availability objective.

Local exits 

Invoked after run-time parameter macros.

• %CICPDQ
Select input data based on any variables in the input file.

• %PDQAVAL
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Define availability objective.

CICPM3 Monthly CICS Availability Reports

Monthly CICS Availability Reports monitor CICS availability by MICS ZONEs in a six-month period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of uptime per ZONE and
MONTH in a six-month period. Any month for which data is unavailable is omitted from the charts. A sample output from
this inquiry is shown in the following section. The sample report shows a five-month period.

Inquiry ID 

CICPM3 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY06 at the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used 

• CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60

(if CSY observation is not found for an hour)

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

User exits 

None

Monthly CICS Availability Report Sample Output
                                          Monthly CICS Availability - Available Hours by Zone

                                                        MICF Sample Report
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 INQUIRY:  CICPM3                                                                                           

 RUN DATE: 29APR14

                                              System Identifier=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                         BAR CHART OF UPTIME

   UPTIME

     |                                                  *****                                           *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                                           *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

 180 +  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

 150 +  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

 120 +  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

  90 +  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****                   *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****                   *****

  60 +  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****                   *****

     |  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****  *****            *****

  30 +  *****                   *****                   *****  *****            *****  *****            *****

     |  *****                   *****  *****            *****  *****            *****  *****            *****

     |  *****  *****            *****  *****            *****  *****            *****  *****            *****

     |  *****  *****            *****  *****            *****  *****            *****  *****            *****

  *****

     |  *****  *****  *****     *****  *****  *****     *****  *****  *****     *****  *****  *****     *****

  *****  *****

    

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          1      2      3         1      2      3         1      2      3         1      2      3         1  

    2      3   ZONE

        |----- 13/11 -----|     |----- 13/12 -----|     |----- 14/01 -----|     |----- 14/02 -----|     |-----

 14/03 -----|YRMONTH
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CICPWQ Weekly CICS Availability

The Weekly CICS Availability graph shows CICS availability for the last 7 days. It identifies the period during which CICS
availability objective was missed.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart showing the percent availability for each CICS region in the last 7 days. A
vertical reference line is drawn at the user-specified point, the default of which is 98, to indicate the availability objective.

Inquiry ID 

CICPWQ (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY from weekly history file

Data elements used 

•  CICSID - CICS Identification
•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time
•  WEEK - Week of Year
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  SYSID - System Identification

Calculations 

Total avail = 86400 - any excluded zones

Percent availability = CSYUPTM/total avail * 100

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter start of the report period in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous week.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
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The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICPW3 CICS Availability Reports

The Weekly CICS Availability Reports monitor prime time (8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) CICS availability in a five-day period.

Report format 

This inquiry produces side-by-side bar charts by system ID and CICS ID showing the amount of downtime that incurred
in each hour (from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) in a five-day period. A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section
Weekly CICS Availability Report Sample Output.

Inquiry ID 

CICPW3 (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01-CICCSY07 at the DAYS timespan

Data is selected for HOURs 8-16, excluding DAYNAME='SAT' and DAYNAME='SUN'.

Data elements used 

•  CSYUPTM - CICS Availability Time

Calculations 

downtime = 60 - CSYUPTM

or

downtime = 60

(if CSY observation is not found for an hour)

Weekly CICS Availability Report Sample Output
                                            Weekly CICS Availability - Downtime by Hour                      

                      1

                                                        MICF Sample Report

 INQUIRY:  CICPW3                                                                                            

  RUN DATE: 12MAR14

                                                    SYSID=M090 CICS Region=CIC1

                                                         BAR CHART OF SUMS

DOWNTIME SUM

60 +*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****
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   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

50 +*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

          *****

   |*******            ************            ************            ************            ************  

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

40 +*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

30 +*******            ************            ************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************           *************            *************           ************* 

         ******

   |*******            ************           **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |*******            ************           **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |*******            ************           **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

20 +*******            ************           **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |*******            *************          **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |*******     *      *************          **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |*******     *     **************          **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |********    *     **************          **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

10 +********    *     **************          **************           *************          ************** 

         ******

   |********    *     **************          **************          **************          ************** 

         ******
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   |********    *     **************          **************          **************          ************** 

         ******

   |********    *     **************          **************          **************          ************** 

         ******

   |********    *     **************          **************          **************          ************** 

         ******

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

              11111111112222          11111111112222          11111111112222          11111111112222         

 11111111112222

   

 012345678901234567890123012345678901234567890123012345678901234567890123012345678901234567890123012345678901234567890123

  HOUR

    |------- 24APR14  ------|------- 25APR14  ------|------- 26APR14  ------|------- 27APR14  ------|-------

 28APR14  ------| DATE

CICS Financial Analysis Inquiries

Financial analysis inquiries quantify the chargeable resources that are consumed by CICS users time. The inquiries in
this category are available for daily and monthly reporting periods. The CICS Analyzer distributes the following availability
analysis inquiries:

Catalog group Inquiry ID Inquiry name Report format Run-time execution
parameters 

User exits 

FINANCE CICCDR
CICCMR
CICCMU
CICCMY

Daily CICS Cost
Ranking
Monthly CICS Cost
Ranking
Monthly CICS Cost
Monthly CICS Cost
Trend

color graphic
color graphic
color graphic
color graphic

  

FINANCE CICPDR
CICPMR
CICPMU

Daily CICS Cost
Ranking
Monthly CICS Cost
Ranking
Monthly CICS Cost

printer graphic
printer graphic
printer graphic

  

FINANCE CICLDR
CICLDW
CICLDX
CICLMR
CICLMW
CICLMX

Daily CICS Cost
Ranking Report
Daily CICS Cost Summary Report
Daily CICS Cost
Detail Report
Monthly CICS
Cost Ranking
Monthly CICS Cost Summary Report
Monthly CICS Cost
Detail Report

tabular
tabular
tabular
tabular
tabular
tabular

  

To provide report flexibility, the CICS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run-time parameters as well as user exits for the
financial analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs. The financial
analysis inquiries are described individually in the following sections.
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CICCDR Daily CICS Cost Ranking

The Daily CICS Cost Ranking graph identifies the top 10 consumers of CICS chargeable resources in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a side-by-side horizontal bar chart showing the top 10 applications in processing charges. The chart
also shows the total transactions for each the 10 applications in the same order as the cost ranking. This chart is available
in color graphic format only.

Inquiry ID 

CICCDR (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

•  CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
•  CICSID - CICS System Identifier
•  CAUCOST - Processing Charges
•  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
•  CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
•  CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
•  CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
•  CAUCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
•  DAY - Day of Month
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone
•  SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
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(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here. FOOTNOTE-(Optional) specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote
on the graph. The default value is NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICCMR Monthly CICS Cost Ranking

The Monthly CICS Cost Ranking graph identifies the top 10 consumers of CICS chargeable resources in a given month.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMR (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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•  CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
•  CICSID - CICS System Identifier
•  CAUCOST - Processing Charges
•  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
•  CAUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
•  CAUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
•  CAULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
•  CAUCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone
•  SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
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(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICCMS Monthly CICS Cost

The Monthly CICS Cost graph shows the percentage of monthly CICS cost that is associated with each system (SYSID)
or data center (group of SYSIDs) in the enterprise.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a pie chart showing the percentage of processing cost that is associated with each system or data
center. When there are more than 10 SYSIDs or grouping of SYSIDs, all systems, which consumed less than 5% of the
total cost, are grouped together. When there is only one SYSID present, the pie slices shows the CICSIDs values. The
output of this inquiry is in color graphic format. However, you can produce the same chart in printer graphic format by
executing the MICF inquiry CICPMU.

Inquiry ID 

CICCMU (color graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

•  CAUCOST - Processing Charges
•  CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
•  CICSID - CICS System Identifier
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone
•  SYSID - System Identifier
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Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

CENTER
(Optional) Specify the CENTER to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CENTERs
found in input to be summarized together. CENTER is a logical grouping of SYSIDs which you assign in the global exit
%GCNTR. If this exit is not defined, CENTER is set to the value of SYSID.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

DEVICE
(Optional) Override the default colors and patterns that are used by specifying a different device type. The default is
TERMINAL. Because the code for color graphics is not generated by MICF, the device parameter you specified in MICF is
not applicable here.

FOOTNOTE
(Optional) Specify whether or not the MICF inquiry ID should be displayed as a footnote on the graph. The default value is
NO.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
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Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.
• %GCIC

Select CICSIDs for report.
• %GCNTR

Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICCMY Monthly CICS Cost Trend

This inquiry is currently unavailable.

CICPDR Daily CICS Cost Ranking

The Daily CICS Cost Ranking graph identifies the top 10 consumers of CICS chargeable resources in a given day.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart showing the top 10 applications in processing charges. The output of this
inquiry is shown in the following section Daily CICS Cost Ranking Sample Output.

Inquiry ID 

CICPDR (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

•  CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
•  CICSID - CICS System Identifier
•  CAUCOST - Processing Charges
•  DAY - Day of Month
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone
•  SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
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(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Cost Ranking Sample Output
                                                     DAILY CICS COST RANKING

                                                        your_company_name

                                                      FOR:  MARCH 15, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPDR                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  16MAR14

                                                   SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                        BAR CHART OF COST

               APPL   APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST COST                                                         

  COST

                      |

               TOSC   |****************************************************************************         

 $3,800

                      |

               TOS1   |************************************************************************             

 $3,600

                      |

               PF3    |************************************************************************             

 $3,600

                      |
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               TOSS   |********************************************************************                 

 $3,400

                      |

               PF15   |************************************************************                         

 $3,000

                      |

               STAR   |************************************************                                     

 $2,400

                      |

               MSA2   |****************************************                                             

 $2,000

                      |

               MSAS   |****************************************                                             

 $2,000

                      |

               XSPE   |************************************                                                 

 $1,800

                      |

               SA     |****************                                                                      

  $800

                      |

                      --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+----

                            $400    $800   $1,200  $1,600  $2,000  $2,400  $2,800  $3,200  $3,600

                                                           COST

CICPMR Monthly CICS Cost Ranking

The Monthly CICS Cost Ranking graph identifies the top 10 consumers of CICS chargeable resources in a given month.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart showing the top 10 applications in processing charges. The output of this
inquiry is shown in the following section Monthly CICS Cost Ranking Sample Output.

Inquiry ID 

CICPMR (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID

CICSID - CICS System Identifier

CAUCOST - Processing Charges

MONTH - Month of Year

YEAR - Year of Century

ZONE - Time Zone
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SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.
For this inquiry, the default is the previous month.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Cost Ranking Sample Output
                                                    MONTHLY CICS COST RANKING

                                                        your_company_name

                                                        FOR FEBRUARY, 2014

INQUIRY:  CICPMR                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  02MAR14

                                                   SYSID=*ALL CICS REGION=*ALL

                                                        BAR CHART OF COST
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               APPL   APPLICATIONS WITH HIGHEST COST                                                         

  COST

                      |

               TOSC   |****************************************************************************         

 $3,800

                      |

               TOS1   |************************************************************************             

 $3,600

                      |

               PF3    |************************************************************************             

 $3,600

                      |

               TOSS   |********************************************************************                 

 $3,400

                      |

               PF15   |************************************************************                         

 $3,000

                      |

               STAR   |************************************************                                     

 $2,400

                      |

               MSA2   |****************************************                                             

 $2,000

                      |

               MSAS   |****************************************                                             

 $2,000

                      |

               XSPE   |************************************                                                 

 $1,800

                      |

               SA     |****************                                                                      

  $800

                      |

                      --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+----

                            $400    $800   $1,200  $1,600  $2,000  $2,400  $2,800  $3,200  $3,600

                                                           COST

CICPMS Monthly CICS Cost

The Monthly CICS Cost graph shows the percentage of monthly CICS cost that is associated with each system (SYSID)
or data center (group of SYSIDs) in the enterprise.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a pie chart showing the percentage of processing cost that is associated with each system or data
center. When there are more than 10 SYSIDs or grouping of SYSIDs, all systems, which consumed less than 5% of the
total cost, are grouped together. When there is only one SYSID present, the pie slices shows the CICSIDs values.

Inquiry ID 

CICPMU (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 
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CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

One graph is produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

CICAPU
CICS Application Unit ID

CICSID
CICS System Identifier

CAUCOST
Processing Charges

MONTH
Month of Year

YEAR
Year of Century

ZONE
Time Zone

SYSID
System Identifier

Calculations 

None

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.
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The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICLDR Daily CICS Cost Ranking Report

The Daily CICS Cost Ranking Report identifies the top 10 consumers in CICS chargeable resource.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the total cost for the enterprise and for each system. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the
highest processing cost and provides total consumption of resources that are most often used for charging. A sample
output of this inquiry is shown in the next section. Each field in this report is described below:

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

COST (000)
The total processing charges in thousands of dollars.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

Ranking section 

RANK
The ranking, number 1 through 10, in processing cost.

APPL
Application identification.
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COST
The total processing charges for the application.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions processed for this application.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.

DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.

MSGS
The total number of input and output messages generated by this application (in thousands).

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application (in thousands).

AVG STORAGE
The average amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDR (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each date and each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

CAUCOST
Processing Charges

CAUCPUTM
Task CPU Time

CAUDLICC
Number of CICS DL/I Calls

CAUETRN
Excluded Transactions

CAUFCOPS
Number of CICS File Control Calls

CAUIMSGS
Total Input Messages Issued
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CAUINCH
Input Message Character Traffic

CAUMEMRC
Memory Usage Running Count

CAUNZZTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

CAUOMSGS
Total Output Messages Issued

CAUOUTCH
Output Message Character Traffic

CAUSQLTO
Total number of SQL Calls

CAUTRANS
Transactions Processed

CAUTRSTM
Transaction Response Time Total

CICAPU
CICS Application Unit ID

CICPCT01
Accumulated User Counter

CICSID
CICS System Identifier

MONTH
Month of Year

SYSID
System Identifier

YEAR
Year of Century

ZONE
Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS                 

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)              

Average storage = CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)/1024     

Total DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)        

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000                    

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000 

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
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For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Cost Ranking Report Sample Output
                                                  DAILY CICS COST RANKING REPORT                             

               

                                                        your_company_name                                    

               

                                                       FOR:  March 15, yyyy                                  

               

INQUIRY:  CICLDR                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  16MARyy

 

SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS                                                                                   
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                                             COST/     AVG --- TOTAL CPU ---                                 

               

SYSID     # TRANSACTIONS          COST       TRANS    RESP       CP     SPEC                                 

               

 

*ALL             644,548          $435       $0.00    0.32     0:49     0:02                                 

               

 

 

** TOP 10 CONSUMERS IN TOTAL COST                                                                            

               

 

                                              COST/     AVG --- TOTAL CPU --- FILE CNTL      DBMS      MSGS  

    CHAR        AVG

RANK  CONSUMER        COST         TRANS      TRAN     RESP       CP     SPEC   CALLS       CALLS     (000)  

   (000)    STORAGE

 

 1    GADF         $45,400           454    $100.00    0.42     0:00     0:00        15         0         0  

       5        91K       

 2    GAD2         $42,200           715     $13.33    0.16     0:00     0:00        69         0         0  

      12       124K       

 3    AAON          $9,600           471    $200.00   71.69     0:00     0:00        19         0         0  

       0       216K       

 4    ACFM          $8,780           863     $14.72    0.02     0:00     0:00         0         0         0  

     162        70K       

 5    TCRI          $8,600         2,102      $2.66    0.07     0:00     0:00      5814         0         3  

    1682        20K       

 6    MSR1          $5,600         2,359      $2.37    0.04     0:00     0:00      3991         0         4  

    2345        22K       

 7    MTR2          $4,800           424    $116.67    0.04     0:00     0:00        12         0         0  

      14        21K       

 8    ACTT3         $3,600           780      $4.62    0.04     0:00     0:00      2829         0         1  

    1680        25K       

 9    PRT4          $3,100            31    $100.00    0.02     0:00     0:00        17         0         0  

       5        19K       

 10   AISI          $4,400           952      $4.62    0.16     0:00     0:00       641         0         1  

     830       140K      

CICLDW Daily CICS Cost Summary Report

The Daily CICS Cost Summary Report shows the total processing cost and the top application in cost for the enterprise,
for each system, and for each CICS region.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for the enterprise, and for each system (SYSID). A sample output of this inquiry is shown
in the following section. Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.
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TRANS (000) 
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed, excluding type X as defined by your CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

COST (000)
The total processing charges in thousands of dollars.

COST/ TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

FC/DB CALLS (000)
The total number of file control calls and data base (DB2, IMS) calls issued. The number is in thousands.

MSGS (000)
The total number of input and output messages (in thousands) issued.

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters (in thousands) issued.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest processing cost.

TOP TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the top application.

TOP COST
The total processing cost of the top application.

TOP COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction for the top application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDW (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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•  CAUCOST - Processing Charges
•  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
•  CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
•  CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
•  CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
•  CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
•  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
•  CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
•  CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued
•  CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
•  CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
•  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
•  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
•  CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
•  CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
•  CICSID - CICS System Identifier
•  MONTH - Month of Year
•  SYSID - System Identifier
•  YEAR - Year of Century
•  ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)

Total file control/DBMS calls (in thousands) = SUM(CAUFCOPS,CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/1000

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000

Total cost (in thousands) = CAUCOST/1000

Total transactions (in thousands) = CAUTRANS/1000

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.
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FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Daily CICS Cost Summary Report Sample Output
                                                  DAILY CICS COST SUMMARY REPORT                             

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                      FOR:  March 15, yyyy                                   

               

INQUIRY:  CICLDW                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  16MARyy

 

      CICS    TRANS      COST     COST/     AVG -- TOTAL CPU --  FC/DB CL  MSGS      CHAR  ------------ TOP

 CONSUMER -------------

SYSID  ID     (000)     (000)      TRAN    RESP      CP    SPEC    (000)  (000)     (000)  ID            

 TRANS    COST  COST/TRAN

 

*ALL  *ALL      645      $435     $0.68    0.32    0:49    0:02      295   1111    639546  CCMF           

 1315   $11,600    $8.82   

PRD2  *ALL      645      $435     $0.68    0.32    0:49    0:02      295   1111    639546  CCMF           

 1315   $11,600    $8.82   

      LCP1      470       $64     $0.14    0.12    0:18    0:01        0    788    465952  TOSC         

 344062    $3,800    $0.01  

      RCP1       78      $161     $2.07    0.13    0:06    0:00        0    204     93486  EUBC           

 3753    $3,000    $0.80  

      RCP2       69      $146     $2.13    0.34    0:13    0:00      251     68     47501  EUBC           

 3753    $3,000    $0.80  

      RCP3        3       $14     $5.30    0.26    0:00    0:00       11      2      1291  DATA            

 768    $2,000    $2.60  
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      RCP4       24       $15     $0.61    0.61    0:12    0:00       29     47     30468  ISHD          

 23006    $3,200    $0.14  

      TCT2        1       $32    $25.08    0.27    0:00    0:00        3      2       847  SIGN             

 78    $2,000   $25.64  

      TCT7        0        $3    $15.17  563.10    0:00    0:00        0      0         0  CCMF            

 168    $1,400    $8.33  

 

 

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                          

            

CICLDX Daily CICS Cost Detail Report

The Daily CICS Cost Detail Report displays CICS processing charges at both the system and application level.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary section and a detail section for each combination of
SYSID and CICSID. The summary section shows CICS processing charges for each system and for the enterprise. The
detail section shows the processing charges of each application, and provides total consumption on resources that are
most often used for charging. A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section. Each field in the report is
described below:

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

TRANS (000)
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed, excluding type X as defined by your CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed.

FC/DB CALLS (000)
The total number of file control calls and data base (DB2, IMS) calls issued. The number is in thousands.

MSGS (000)
The total number of input and output messages (in thousands) issued.

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters (in thousands) issued.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest processing cost.
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TOP TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the top application.

TOP COST
The total processing cost of the top application.

TOP COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction for the top application.

Detail section 

APPL
Application identification.

COST
The total processing charges for the application.

COST/TRAN
Average cost per transaction for the application.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVERAGE CP CPU
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE SPEC CPU
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction.

AVG DBMS
The average number of database (DB2 and IMS) calls issued per transaction.

AVG MSGS
The average number of input and output messages per transaction generated by the application.

AVG CHAR
The average number of input and output characters per transaction generated by the application.

TOT RESP
Total response elapsed time.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

TOT FILE
Total file control calls issued.

TOT DBMS
Total number of database (DB2 and IMS) calls issued.

TOT MSG
The total number of input and output messages generated.
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TOT CHAR
The total number of input and output characters generated.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDX (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the DAYS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 

• CAUCOST - Processing Charges
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS                            

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                         

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                            

Average CPU time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                    

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN                    

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                           

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                           

Average message = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                              

Total DBMS calls (in thousands) = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/1000                     

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000                               

Total file control calls (in thousands) = CAUFCOPS/1000              

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000
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Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

In addition to the listed exits, the module CICRPTGL also contains macro variables that set default values for service level
objectives. See the Changing the Report Parameters section to override the default values.

Daily CICS Cost Detail Report Sample Output
                                                  DAILY CICS COST DETAIL REPORT                              
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                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                     FOR:  March 15, yyyy                                    

               

INQUIRY:  CICLDX                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  16MARyy

 

-----------------------------------------------------SYSID=PRD2 

 CICSID=LCP1------------------------------------------------------

                          COST/          ------------------ AVERAGE ------------------ --------------- TOTAL

 (000) ---------------

CONSUMER          COST     TRAN    TRANS    RESP CPU -CP -SPEC  FILE  DBMS MSGS   CHAR CPU -CP -SPEC   FILE  

 DBMS   MSGS     CHAR

 

AAON              $200  $200.00        1   34.10   0.08   0.00     1     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0  

ACFM            $2,400   $14.72      163    0.02   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    994   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      3     1621

CATD            $1,900    $0.12   15,759    0.07   0.01   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:02   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CCMF            $2,100    $9.01      233    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CEDA              $100    $4.76       21    0.20   0.01   0.00     4     0    2    639   0:00   0:00      1  

    0      0      134

CEMT              $100   $10.00       10    0.07   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    347   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       35

CRSQ              $300  $100.00        3    0.27   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CRSR            $1,800    $0.06   29,214    0.02   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:01   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CRTE            $1,100    $1.59      691    0.02   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    373   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     14     2577

CSAC            $1,400    $4.00      350    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2     94   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      7      329

CSFU              $100  $100.00        1    0.83   0.01   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CSGM            $1,800    $0.11   16,516    0.03   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    904   0:01   0:00      1  

    0    248   149314

CSIR              $100    $1.64       61   47.96   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      6   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        4     

CSMI            $1,000   $90.91       11    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    1    396   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       44

CSNE            $1,900    $0.08   23,797    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:01   0:00      0  

    0      0        0

CSSF            $1,400   $36.84       38    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    268   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      102

CSSN              $200   $33.33        6    0.03   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    597   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       36

DATA            $2,600    $0.18   14,588    0.14   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    654   0:01   0:00      0  

    0    292    95441

DISP              $200  $200.00        1    0.03   0.02   0.00     0     0    5    314   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        3
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D2DA            $1,000   $66.67       15    1.42   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1425   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      214

ELON            $1,000  $100.00       10    0.24   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    784   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       78

EL00            $1,400   $35.00       40    0.06   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    875   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      350

EL10              $400   $44.44        9    0.04   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    631   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       57

EL20            $1,200   $29.27       41    0.15   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1322   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      542

EL22              $800   $16.00       50    0.14   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1150   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      575

EL29              $800   $38.10       21    0.11   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1011   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      212

EL30              $400   $28.57       14    0.07   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    491   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       69

EZ              $1,400    $4.32      324    0.46   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1602   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      6     5190

IEOL            $1,400    $1.04    1,346    0.25   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    852   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     27    11469

LLTP              $200  $200.00        1    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    3    136   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        1

LLXW              $600  $150.00        4    0.04   0.01   0.00     0     0    5    273   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       11

LPKD              $600  $200.00        3    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    376   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       11

LPKE            $1,400  $116.67       12    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1460   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      175

MSAS            $2,000   $28.99       69    0.17   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1007   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      695

MSA2            $2,000    $0.62    3,240    0.13   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1621   0:00   0:00      1  

    0     65    52507

SA                $800   $20.51       39    0.48   0.00   0.00     1     0    2    927   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      362

STAR            $2,400  $114.29       21    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1399   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      294

TOSC            $3,800    $0.01  344,062    0.13   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1209   0:11   0:01      0  

    0   6898  4161320

TOSS            $3,400    $1.33    2,558    0.40   0.01   0.00     0     0    2   1539   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     51    39371

TOS1            $3,600    $0.42    8,580    0.38   0.01   0.00     0     0    2   1537   0:01   0:00      0  

    0    172   131904

TOTAL:         $64,100    $0.14  469,835    0.12   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    992   0:18   0:01      3  

    0   7877  4659520

CICLMR Monthly CICS Cost Ranking Report

The Monthly CICS Cost Ranking Report identifies the top 10 consumers in CICS chargeable resources.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which contains a summary section and a ranking section. The summary section
shows the total cost for the enterprise and for each system. The ranking section identifies the 10 applications with the
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highest processing cost and provides total consumption of resources that are most often used for charging. A sample
output of this inquiry is shown the following figure. Each field in this report is described below:

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X (TRANTYPE=X as
assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

COST (000)
The total processing charges in thousands of dollars.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

Ranking section 

RANK
The ranking, number 1 to 10, in processing cost.

APPL
Application identification.

COST
The total processing charges for the application.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

COST/TRAN
Average cost per transaction for the application.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions processed for this application.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed by this application.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed by this application.

FC CALLS
The total number of file control calls issued by this application.

DBMS CALLS
The total number of data base calls (DB2 and IMS) issued by this application.
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MSGS 
The total number of input and output messages generated by this application (in thousands).

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters generated by this application (in thousands).

AVG STORAGE
The average amount (in 1024 bytes) of terminal and user storage used by this application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMR (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements used 

• CAUCOST - Processing Charges
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS                  

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)               

Average storage = CAUMEMRC/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)/1024      

Total DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)         

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000                     

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000                      

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
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Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Cost Ranking Report Sample Output
                                                 MONTHLY CICS COST RANKING REPORT                            

               

                                                        your_company_name                                    

               

                                                       FOR FEBRUARY,yyyy                                     

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMR                                                                                             

 RUN DATE:  02MARyy
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SYSTEM SUMMARY: 7  REGIONS                                                                                   

               

 

                                             COST/     AVG --- TOTAL CPU ---                                 

               

SYSID        TRANS (000)    COST (000)       TRANS    RESP       CP     SPEC                                 

               

 

*ALL             644,548          $435       $0.00    0.32     0:49     0:02                                 

               

 

 

** TOP 10 CONSUMERS IN TOTAL COST                                                                            

               

 

                                              COST/     AVG --- TOTAL CPU --- FILE CNTL      DBMS      MSGS  

    CHAR        AVG

RANK  CONSUMER        COST         TRANS      TRAN     RESP       CP     SPEC   CALLS       CALLS     (000)  

   (000)    STORAGE

 

 1    GADF         $45,400           454    $100.00    0.42     0:00     0:00        15         0         0  

       5        91K       

 2    GAD2         $42,200           715     $13.33    0.16     0:00     0:00        69         0         0  

      12       124K       

 3    AAON          $9,600           471    $200.00   71.69     0:00     0:00        19         0         0  

       0       216K       

 4    ACFM          $8,780           863     $14.72    0.02     0:00     0:00         0         0         0  

     162        70K       

 5    TCRI          $8,600         2,102      $2.66    0.07     0:00     0:00      5814         0         3  

    1682        20K       

 6    MSR1          $5,600         2,359      $2.37    0.04     0:00     0:00      3991         0         4  

    2345        22K       

 7    MTR2          $4,800           424    $116.67    0.04     0:00     0:00        12         0         0  

      14        21K     

 8    ACTT3         $3,600           780      $4.62    0.04     0:00     0:00      2829         0         1  

    1680        25K       

 9    PRT4          $3,100            31    $100.00    0.02     0:00     0:00        17         0         0  

       5        19K       

 10   AISI          $4,400           952      $4.62    0.16     0:00     0:00       641         0         1  

     830       140K      

CICLMW Monthly CICS Cost Summary Report

The Monthly CICS Cost Summary Report shows the total processing cost and the top application in cost for the
enterprise, for each system, and for each CICS region.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary line for each CICS region found in input. In addition, the
report provides a summary line for the enterprise, and for each system (SYSID). A sample output of this inquiry is shown
in the following section. Each field in the report is described below:

SYSID
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System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

TRANS (000)
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed, excluding type X as defined by your CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

COST (000)
The total processing charges in thousands of dollars.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

FC/DB CALLS (000)
The total number of file control calls and data base (DB2, IMS) calls issued. The number is in thousands.

MSGS (000)
The total number of input and output messages (in thousands) issued.

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters (in thousands) issued.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest processing cost.

TOP TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the top application.

TOP COST
The total processing cost of the top application.

TOP COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction for the top application.

Inquiry ID 

CICLMW (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.

Data elements used 
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• CAUCOST - Processing Charges
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS                       

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                    

Total file control/DBMS calls (in thousands) = SUM(CAUFCOPS,CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/1000        

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000                          

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000                             

Total cost (in thousands) = CAUCOST/1000                        

Total transactions (in thousands) = CAUTRANS/1000             

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.
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FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

• %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Cost Summary Report Sample Output
                                                 MONTHLY CICS COST SUMMARY REPORT                            

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                       FOR FEBRUARY,yyyy                                     

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMW                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  02MARyy

 

      CICS    TRANS      COST     COST/     AVG -- TOTAL CPU --  FC/DB CL  MSGS      CHAR  ------------ TOP

 CONSUMER -------------

SYSID  ID     (000)     (000)      TRAN    RESP      CP    SPEC    (000)  (000)     (000)  ID            

 TRANS    COST  COST/TRAN

 

*ALL  *ALL      645      $435     $0.68    0.32    0:49    0:02      295   1111    639546  CCMF           

 1315   $11,600    $8.82   

PRD2  *ALL      645      $435     $0.68    0.32    0:49    0:02      295   1111    639546  CCMF           

 1315   $11,600    $8.82   

      LCP1      470       $64     $0.14    0.12    0:18    0:01        0    788    465952  TOSC         

 344062    $3,800    $0.01  

      WCP1       78      $161     $2.07    0.13    0:06    0:00        0    204     93486  EUBC           

 3753    $3,000    $0.80  

      WCP2       69      $146     $2.13    0.34    0:13    0:00      251     68     47501  EUBC           

 3753    $3,000    $0.80  

      WCP3        3       $14     $5.30    0.26    0:00    0:00       11      2      1291  DATA            

 768    $2,000    $2.60  
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      WCP4       24       $15     $0.61    0.61    0:12    0:00       29     47     30468  ISHD          

 23006    $3,200    $0.14  

      WCT2        1       $32    $25.08    0.27    0:00    0:00        3      2       847  SIGN             

 78    $2,000   $25.64  

      WCT7        0        $3    $15.17  563.10    0:00    0:00        0      0         0  CCMF            

 168    $1,400    $8.33  

 

 

TOTAL # REGIONS:  7                                                                                          

              

CICLMX Monthly CICS Cost Detail Report

The Monthly CICS Cost Detail Report displays CICS processing charges at both the system and application level.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a tabular report which provides a summary section and a detail section for each combination of
SYSID and CICSID. The summary section shows CICS processing charges for each system and for the enterprise. The
detail section shows the processing charges of each application, and provides total consumption on resources that are
most often used for charging. A sample output of this inquiry is shown in the following section. Each field in the report is
described below:

System summary 

# REGIONS
Total number of SYSID/CICSID combinations found in input.

SYSID
System identification. This field is set to ALL for data that is summarized for all systems.

CICSID
CICS system identification as assigned by MICS. This field is set to ALL if the data is summarized for all CICS regions.

TRANS (000)
The total number of transactions (in thousands) processed, excluding type X as defined by your CICRLRT exit in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction.

AVG RESP
The average response time for all transactions, excluding the transactions that are assigned as TRANTYPE X in your
CICRLRT exit in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

CPU
The total TCB CPU time consumed.

MSGS (000)
The total number of input and output messages (in thousands) issued.

CHAR (000)
The total number of input and output characters (in thousands) issued.

TOP APPL
The application with the highest processing cost.

TOP TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the top application.
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TOP COST
The total processing cost of the top application.

TOP COST/TRAN
The average cost per transaction for the top application.

Detail section 

APPL
Application identification.

COST
The total processing charges for the application.

COST/TRAN
Average cost per transaction for the application.

TRANS
The total number of transactions processed for the application.

AVG RESP
The average response time for the transactions processed. For TYPE=ALL, this number excludes transaction type X
(TRANTYPE=X as assigned by the CICRLRT exit).

AVERAGE CP CPU
The average CP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVERAGE SPEC CPU
The average zIIP CPU per transaction consumed by this application.

AVG FC CALLS
The average number of file control calls issued per transaction.

AVG DBMS
The average number of database (DB2 and IMS) calls issued per transaction.

AVG MSGS
The average number of input and output messages per transaction generated by the application.

AVG CHAR
The average number of input and output characters per transaction generated by the application.

TOT RESP
Total response elapsed time.

TOTAL CP CPU
The total CP CPU time consumed.

TOTAL SPEC CPU
The total zIIP CPU time consumed.

TOT FILE
Total file control calls issued.

TOT DBMS
Total number of database (DB2 and IMS) calls issued.

TOT MSG
The total number of input and output messages generated.

TOT CHAR
The total number of input and output characters generated.
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Inquiry ID 

CICLMX (tabular report)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCAU01 in the MONTHS timespan.

If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for reporting.
The variable CICACT2 is used in place of the variable CICAPU.
One graph is produced for each combination of SYSID/CICSID.

Data elements 

• CAUCOST - Processing Charges
• CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CAUDLICC - Number of CICS DL/I Calls
• CAUETRN - Excluded Transactions
• CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CAUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued
• CAUINCH - Input Message Character Traffic
• CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued
• CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic
• CAUSQLTO - Total number of SQL Calls
• CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed
• CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total
• CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit ID
• CICPCT01 - Accumulated User Counter
• CICSID - CICS System Identifier
• DAY - Day of Month
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• MONTH - Month of Year
• SYSID - System Identifier
• YEAR - Year of Century
• ZONE - Time Zone

Calculations 

Average response time = CAUTRSTM/CAUTRANS                  

Average cost = CAUCOST/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)               

Average character = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                  

Average CPU time = CAUCPUTM/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)          

Average SPEC time (zIIP time) = CAUNZZTM/CAUZPTRN          

Average DBMS calls = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                 

Average file control calls = CAUFCOPS/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                 

Average message = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/SUM(CAUTRANS,CAUETRN)                    

Total DBMS calls (in thousands) = SUM(CAUDLICC,CAUSQLTO,CICPCT01)/1000           

Total characters (in thousands) = SUM(CAUINCH,CAUOUTCH)/1000                     

Total file control calls (in thousands) = CAUFCOPS/1000    

Total message (in thousands) = SUM(CAUIMSGS,CAUOMSGS)/1000                      

Execution-time parameters 
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UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all CICSIDs found
in input to be summarized together.

MONTH
(Optional) Enter the month (mm) and year (yy) to be reported.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, also specify the
next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 through 9. This parameter must be
specified along with FILE ID.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available to this inquiry:

•  %GAPPL
Define your CICS application based on any variable in the input file. The default is CICAPU.

• %GCIC
Select CICSIDs for report.

• %GCNTR
Assign value to the variable CENTER which defines the logical grouping of SYSIDs. CENTER is set to SYSID by
default.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

Monthly CICS Cost Detail Report Sample Output
                                                 MONTHLY CICS COST DETAIL REPORT                             

               

                                                       your_company_name                                     

               

                                                       FOR FEBRUARY,yyyy                                     

               

INQUIRY:  CICLMX                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  02MARyy
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-----------------------------------------------------SYSID=PRD2 

 CICSID=LCP1------------------------------------------------------

                          COST/          ------------------ AVERAGE ------------------ --------------- TOTAL

 (000) ---------------

CONSUMER          COST     TRAN    TRANS    RESP CPU -CP -SPEC  FILE  DBMS MSGS   CHAR CPU -CP -SPEC   FILE  

 DBMS   MSGS     CHAR

 

AAON              $200  $200.00        1   34.10   0.08   0.00     1     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

ACFM            $2,400   $14.72      163    0.02   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    994   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      3     1621   

CATD            $1,900    $0.12   15,759    0.07   0.01   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:02   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CCMF            $2,100    $9.01      233    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CEDA              $100    $4.76       21    0.20   0.01   0.00     4     0    2    639   0:00   0:00      1  

    0      0      134  

CEMT              $100   $10.00       10    0.07   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    347   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       35  

CRSQ              $300  $100.00        3    0.27   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CRSR            $1,800    $0.06   29,214    0.02   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:01   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CRTE            $1,100    $1.59      691    0.02   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    373   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     14     2577  

CSAC            $1,400    $4.00      350    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2     94   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      7      329  

CSFU              $100  $100.00        1    0.83   0.01   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CSGM            $1,800    $0.11   16,516    0.03   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    904   0:01   0:00      1  

    0    248   149314  

CSIR              $100    $1.64       61   47.96   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      6   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        4  

CSMI            $1,000   $90.91       11    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    1    396   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       44  

CSNE            $1,900    $0.08   23,797    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    0      0   0:01   0:00      0  

    0      0        0   

CSSF            $1,400   $36.84       38    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    268   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      102  

CSSN              $200   $33.33        6    0.03   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    597   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       36  

DATA            $2,600    $0.18   14,588    0.14   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    654   0:01   0:00      0  

    0    292    95441  

DISP              $200  $200.00        1    0.03   0.02   0.00     0     0    5    314   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        3  

D2DA            $1,000   $66.67       15    1.42   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1425   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      214    

ELON            $1,000  $100.00       10    0.24   0.01   0.00     0     0    2    784   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       78  

EL00            $1,400   $35.00       40    0.06   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    875   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      350  
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EL10              $400   $44.44        9    0.04   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    631   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       57  

EL20            $1,200   $29.27       41    0.15   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1322   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      542  

EL22              $800   $16.00       50    0.14   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1150   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      575  

EL29              $800   $38.10       21    0.11   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1011   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      212 

EL30              $400   $28.57       14    0.07   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    491   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       69 

EZ              $1,400    $4.32      324    0.46   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1602   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      6     5190  

IEOL            $1,400    $1.04    1,346    0.25   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    852   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     27    11469  

LLTP              $200  $200.00        1    0.01   0.00   0.00     0     0    3    136   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0        1  

LLXW              $600  $150.00        4    0.04   0.01   0.00     0     0    5    273   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       11  

LPKD              $600  $200.00        3    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    376   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0       11  

LPKE            $1,400  $116.67       12    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1460   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      175

MSAS            $2,000   $28.99       69    0.17   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1007   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      695

MSA2            $2,000    $0.62    3,240    0.13   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1621   0:00   0:00      1  

    0     65    52507

SA                $800   $20.51       39    0.48   0.00   0.00     1     0    2    927   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      1      362

STAR            $2,400  $114.29       21    0.00   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1399   0:00   0:00      0  

    0      0      294

TOSC            $3,800    $0.01  344,062    0.13   0.00   0.00     0     0    2   1209   0:11   0:01      0  

    0   6898  4161320

TOSS            $3,400    $1.33    2,558    0.40   0.01   0.00     0     0    2   1539   0:00   0:00      0  

    0     51    39371

TOS1            $3,600    $0.42    8,580    0.38   0.01   0.00     0     0    2   1537   0:01   0:00      0  

    0    172   131904

TOTAL:         $64,100    $0.14  469,835    0.12   0.00   0.00     0     0    2    992   0:18   0:01      3  

    0   7877  4659520

CICS General Analysis Inquiries

The Daily CICS System Overhead Analysis identifies the percentage of CPU time that is spent in system overhead.

Report format 

This inquiry produces a pie chart showing the percentage of total CPU time that is consumed by system overhead,
including task control, terminal control, journal control, and SRB time.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDA (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CICCSY01 at the DETAIL timespan
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Data elements used 

• CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time
• CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed
• CSYSRBTM - SRB CPU Time
• CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time
• CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPUR Time

Calculations 

Application CPU = CSYCPUTM - SUM(CSYSRBTM,CSYCPJTM, CSYTCPTM,CSYTSRTM)

Daily CICS System Overhead Report Sample
                                                 Daily CICS System Overhead Analysis

       1

                                                        MICF Sample Inquiry

 INQUIRY:  CICLDA                                                                                            

   RUN DATE: 3MAY14

                                       System Identifier=M090 CICS System Identification=CIC7

                                            SUM PIE CHART OF CPUTIME GROUPED BY CICS AREA

                                                       **********************

                                                   ****                      ****

                                                ***                              ***

                                             ***                                    ***

                               APPLICATION **                                          **

                                         **                                              **

                                        *                                                  *

                                      **                                                    **

                                     **                                                      **

                                    **                                                        **

                                   **           1:04:55.                                       **

                                  *             72.13%                                           *

                                 **                                                              **

                                 *                                                                *

                                *                                                                  *

                                *                                                                  *

                               *                                                                    *

                               *                                                                    *

                               *                                                                    *

                               *                                                                    *

                               *                                 +   . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .

                               *                                   .  . .        . . 0:00:55. .     *  OTHER

                               *                                 .  .     .           1.03%     . . .

                               *                                .    .      . .                     *

                               *                                .    .          . .  0:04:51.       *

                               *                                .     .            . .5.40%         *

                                *                               .      .               . .         *  TERMINAL

 CNT
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                                *                              .       .                   . .     *

                                 *                             .        .                      .. *

                                 **                            .         .                       **

                                  *                           .           .    0:09:55.          *

                                   **                         .           ..   11.02%          **

                                    **                        .             .                 **

                                     **                       .              .               **

                                      **                     .    0:09:22.   .              **

                                        *                    .    10.41%      .            *

                                         **                  .                 .         **  TASK CONTROL

                                           **               .                   .      **

                                             ***            .                   .   ***

                                                ***         .                    .**

                                                   ****     .                ****

                                                       ****.*****************

                                                                 *      SRB CPU TIME

CICS Transaction Gateway Inquiries

CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) inquiries provide information to help you understand the performance and throughput
of the CTGs running on your z/OS systems.

To provide report flexibility, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supplies MICF execution run-time parameters for the CTG
inquiries. You can use these parameters to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

Distributed CICS Transaction Gateway Inquiries

Report Class Report Name MICF Catalog Group MICF Inquiry Identifier 
    Color Graphics Printer Graphics Tabular List 
System Performance CICS Transaction

Gateway Daily
Throughput

PERFORM   CICLDG

CICLDG CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput

The MICS CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput inquiry, CICLDG, provides both summary and detailed reports of
CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) throughput.

The summary report is generated first. It shows the overall daily request throughput, request data volume, processing
throughput rate, and average transaction response time for each CTG. The summary data are organized by z/OS SYSID
so that overall throughput can be easily seen for each individual CTG by z/OS system.

The detail report follows and generates a report page for each CTG. The same data from the summary report are
displayed for the CTG at the hourly level.

Both the summary and detail reports show throughput metrics in two groups:

• The first group of metrics provides information about Gateway daemon throughput and response time.
• The second group of metrics provides information about CICS region throughput and response time for CTG requests. 

Report format 

The format of the summary and detail report are described in the CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput Report
section.
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Summary report 

The summary report header displays the report inquiry name, run date, report title, summarization level, and the date
being reported. If a particular ZONE was requested for the report, the ZONE value and ZONE descriptive name are
displayed. 

The summary report body displays the following measurements from left to right: 

System Identification                   - SYSID

CICS Transaction Gateway ID             - CTGID

Gateway daemon statistics are presented next, beginning with the number of client transactions processed, megabytes
of data for both requests and responses, the number of transactions processed per second, and the average transaction
response time:

Client Requests Processed               - GSAGREQP

Client Request MB Data                  - GSACLRQD

Client Response MB Data                 - GSACLRSD

Client Requests per Second              - GSAPSGTW

Average Client Request Response Time    - GSAAVGTM

CICS region statistics are presented next, beginning with the number of CICS transactions processed, megabytes of data
for both requests and responses, the number of transactions processed per second, and the average request transaction
response time:

CICS Requests Processed                 - GSACREQP

CICS Request MB Data                    - GSACIRQD

CICS Response MB Data                   - GSACIRSD

CICS Requests per Second                - GSAPSCIC

Average CICS Request Response Time      - GSAAVCTM

If multiple CTGIDs are found for a single SYSID, a total line appears. It provides z/OS system level totals for all CTGIDs
on the system.

Note: If the CTGIDs for a system continue onto a second page, the SYSID value has an asterisk (*) next to it to indicate
the continuation.

Detail report 

The summary report is displayed one line for each CTG, showing a day worth of throughput information. The detail report
presents a page of data for each CTG, with the same statistics reported at the hourly level.

The detail report header displays the report inquiry name, run date, report title, summarization level, and the date being
reported. If a particular ZONE was requested for the report, the ZONE value and ZONE descriptive name are displayed.

Next, the detail report header provides additional information about the CTG being reported:

System Identification                   - SYSID

CICS Transaction Gateway ID             - CTGID

CICS Transaction Gateway APPLID         - CTGAPPL

CTG Release Level                       - CTGRLVL

The detail report body displays the following measurements from left to right:

Day of week                             - from ENDTS

Hour of day                             - HOUR

Gateway daemon statistics are presented next, beginning with the number of client transactions processed, megabytes
of data for both requests and responses, the number of transactions processed per second, and the average transaction
response time:
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Client Requests Processed               - GSAGREQP

Client Request MB Data                  - GSACLRQD

Client Response MB Data                 - GSACLRSD

Client Requests per Second              - GSAPSGTW

Average Client Request Response Time    - GSAAVGTM

Next, CICS region statistics are presented beginning with the number of CICS transactions processed, megabytes of data,
for both requests and responses, the number of transactions processed per second, and the average request transaction
response time:

CICS Requests Processed                 - GSACREQP

CICS Request MB Data                    - GSACIRQD

CICS Response MB Data                   - GSACIRSD

CICS Requests per Second                - GSAPSCIC

Average CICS Request Response Time      - GSAAVCTM

At the bottom of the detail report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the hourly data in each column.

Inquiry ID 

CICLDG (printer graphic format)

Data source (file/timespan) 

CTGGSA at the DAYS timespan

Execution-time parameters 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the report includes data from all SYSIDs in the input
file.

CTGID
(Optional) Specify the CTGID to be reported. If no value is specified, all Transaction Gateways in the input file is included
in the report.

DATE
(Optional) Enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.
For this inquiry, the default is the data contained in the DAYS timespan 01 cycle, which is generally data from yesterday.

ZONE
(Optional) Select one or more MICS time zones. Valid values are numbers 1 through 9.

User exits 

If the MICF execution-time parameters are insufficient to select the data you need, you can invoke one of the following
global exits to further manipulate the input file. Additionally, you can override the global exit definitions in MICF using
independent source statements. For details about coding the exits, see the Changing the Report Parameters section.

The global exits are defined by macros in the source module CICRPTGL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. The following
exits are available for this inquiry:
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• %GCTG
Select CTGIDs for report.

• %GSYS
Select SYSIDs for report.

CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput Report
 Inquiry : CICLDG                 CA MICS - CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput Summary                

            Page 001

 Run Date: 27JAN14                              Data Summarized by CTGID and DAY                     Report

 Start: 26JAN14:07:59

 Reporting on ZONE 1 - PRIME TIME              REPORT PAGE: Data for Date=26JANyy                    Report

 End  : 26JAN14:16:59

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               +------------- Gateway Daemon Activity ------------+   +-------------- CICS Server Activity

 --------------+

               |                                                  |   |                                      

            |

                 Client     Client    Client    Client     Client        CICS       CICS      CICS      CICS 

      CICS

                Requests    Request    Resp     Request   Avg Resp     Requests    Request    Resp     Request

   Avg Resp

 SYSID CTGID    Processed   MB Data   MB Data   per/sec     Time       Processed   MB Data   MB Data   per/sec

     Time

 -----  ----    ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 SYS1   GTP0       119794   2875.80   2861.28     3.697     0.1268        119794   2862.53   2862.24     3.697

     0.1227

        GTP1       146823   3484.11   3466.19     4.532     0.1295        146823   3467.86   3467.25     4.532

     0.1257

        GTP2        91381    940.79    876.79     2.820     0.1120         91381    930.65    930.57     2.820

     0.1101

        GTP3       107977   1207.31   1134.22     3.333     0.0980        107977   1195.35   1195.31     3.333

     0.0959

        GTP5         1296      9.67      9.56     0.040     0.2282          1296      9.48      9.48     0.040

     0.2184

        GTP6         2625     18.56     18.35     0.081     0.2279          2625     18.19     18.19     0.081

     0.2204

 -----  ----    ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 Total *ALL*       469896   8536.24   8366.39    14.503     0.1190        469896   8484.06   8483.04    14.503

     0.1158

 SYS2   GTS0          204      2.49      2.23     0.007     1.6213           204      2.46      1.00     0.007

     1.5368

        GTU1        64673    988.84    972.44     1.996     0.1765         64673    981.42    954.33     1.996

     0.1750

 -----  ----    ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 Total *ALL*        64877    991.33    974.67     2.003     0.1811         64877    983.88    955.33     2.003

     0.1793
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 SYS3   GTP0       167836   3808.77   3786.12     5.180     0.1283        167836   3790.20   3789.73     5.180

     0.1246

        GTP1       166221   3951.78   3932.20     5.130     0.1336        166221   3933.38   3932.92     5.130

     0.1300

        GTP2       105042   1252.70   1178.66     3.242     0.1339        105042   1241.05   1241.02     3.242

     0.1318

        GTP3       103851   1229.55   1146.53     3.205     0.1153        103851   1218.03   1217.98     3.205

     0.1134

        GTP5         1217      4.35      4.24     0.038     0.3950          1217      4.16      4.16     0.038

     0.3939

        GTP6         2235     20.91     20.73     0.069     0.1226          2235     20.60     20.60     0.069

     0.1202

 -----  ----    ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 Total *ALL*       546402   10268.1   10068.5    16.864     0.1291        546402   10207.4   10206.4    16.864

     0.1261

 SYS4   TGA0        35159    481.53    430.64     1.116     0.0741         35159    476.99    476.84     1.116

     0.0731

        TGE0            1      0.00      0.00     0.000     6.1920             1      0.00      0.00     0.000

     5.6440

        TGT0           10      0.07      0.07     0.000     1.1803            10      0.07      0.07     0.000

     1.0568

 -----  ----    ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 Total *ALL*        35170    481.60    430.71     1.117     0.0746         35170    477.06    476.91     1.117

     0.0735

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Inquiry : CICLDG                  CA MICS - CICS Transaction Gateway Daily Throughput Detail                

            Page 001

 Run Date: 27JAN14                           Data Presented by HOUR for each CTGID                   Report

 Start: 26JAN14:07:59

 Reporting on ZONE 1 - PRIME TIME              REPORT PAGE: Data for Date=26JANyy                    Report

 End  : 26JAN14:16:59

 SYSID     : SYS1

 Gateway ID: GTP0    APPLID: CICSTGP0    Release Level: 7.1.0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               +------------- Gateway Daemon Activity ------------+   +-------------- CICS Server Activity

 --------------+

               |                                                  |   |                                      

            |

 Day             Client     Client    Client    Client     Client        CICS       CICS      CICS      CICS 

      CICS

  of            Requests    Request    Resp     Request   Avg Resp     Requests    Request    Resp     Request

   Avg Resp

 Week  HOUR     Processed   MB Data   MB Data   per/sec     Time       Processed   MB Data   MB Data   per/sec

     Time

 ----  ----     ---------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

 Tue     8           5499    131.08    130.28     1.527     0.1496          5499    130.47    130.47     1.527

     0.1458
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         9           9817    234.38    233.07     2.727     0.1590          9817    233.29    233.00     2.727

     0.1551

        10           9739    238.35    237.33     2.705     0.1303          9739    237.27    237.27     2.705

     0.1266

        11          19523    480.52    478.18     5.423     0.1231         19523    478.33    478.33     5.423

     0.1191

        12          22538    550.99    548.51     6.261     0.1139         22538    548.50    548.50     6.261

     0.1099

        13          12074    275.78    274.12     3.354     0.1326         12074    274.47    274.47     3.354

     0.1290

        14          10721    244.90    243.47     2.978     0.1215         10721    243.71    243.71     2.978

     0.1176

        15          16111    378.98    376.99     4.475     0.1384         16111    377.20    377.20     4.475

     0.1339

        16          13772    340.81    339.32     3.826     0.1037         13772    339.28    339.28     3.826

     0.0989

  --------    -----------   -------   -------   -------   --------     ---------   -------   -------   -------

   --------

  *TOTALS*         119794   2875.80   2861.28     3.697     0.1268        119794   2862.53   2862.24     3.697

     0.1227

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICS Changing Report Parameters
The CICS Analyzer provides three methods with which you can tailor the input to meet your reporting needs:

• MICF execution-time parameters
Note: MICF execution-time parameters provide the means to specify input selection criteria which typically include
parameters such as date, file cycle, ZONE, CICSID, and SYSID.

• Report global exits
Note: Global exits, that are invoked by specific inquiries, enable you to specify global input selection criteria and to
manipulate report elements such as application IDs and system IDs.

• Global exit overrides
Global exit overrides, which are invoked after the global exits, provide additional flexibility in input data selection and
are specified through MICF independent source statements. Global exits and their overrides are more flexible than the
execution parameters because you can supply SAS statements for them to manipulate any data element in the input
file. However, execution-time parameters take precedence over the global exits and global exit overrides because they
allow you to change input selection criteria for each execution of the inquiry.

Global exits 

Global exits for CICS Analyzer reports are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICRPTGL). Most of the exits are
defined as dummy SAS macros; however, some are shipped with default values. The exits apply to all MICF inquiries in
which they are invoked. You can override most of the exits using either independent SAS statements or execution-time
parameters. The following exits, in alphabetical order, are provided in the CICRPTGL module.

• %GAPPL
This exit identifies your CICS application. The default value is CICAPU which is saved in the report variable APPL. You
can override the default if you want to use a data element other than CICAPU to identify your CICS application, or to
manipulate CICAPU or other data elements in the input file to assign APPL. When you code the exit, assign a value to
APPL, the application field used in CICS Analyzer reports, and APPLLBL, the report heading for the APPL field. The
MICS data elements that are available during this exit include all fields in the input file, which by default is the CICCAU
(CICS Application Unit Activity) file.
Default exit code:
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%MACRO GAPPL;

 %* SET APPLICATION VALUE;

 %GLOBAL APPLLBL;

 %LET APPLLBL=APPLICATION;

 APPL=CICAPU;

%MEND GAPPL;

Sample exit code to use CICACTx for application reporting:
%MACRO GAPPL;

 %* SET APPLICATION VALUE USING CICACT1 FROM CICCSU

    FILE;

 %GLOBAL APPLLBL;

 %LET APPLLBL=APPLICATION;

 APPL=CICACT1;

%MEND GAPPL;

Global exit override 

To override the global exits that are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICRPTGL) for individual inquiries, redefine
the exit macros using independent SAS statements within the inquiry. This requires that you modify the inquiry after it has
been copied from the MICF shared catalog to your private catalog. When you modify and test the changes in your private
catalog, you can move the inquiry to the shared catalog either as a new inquiry or replacement for the existing inquiry.

The global exits are currently invoked using the %INCLUDE statement in the Independent Source Statement step of
the MICF inquiry. To override any of the exits, redefine the exit macros after the %INCLUDE statement. For example, to
override the GAPPL exit to use data element CICACT1 for application reporting, you can code the following statements
after the %INCLUDE statement for module CICRPTGL:

     %INCLUDE SOURCE(CICRPTGL,$CICRMAC);

      ***** DEFINE GLOBAL EXIT OVERRIDE *********;

      %MACRO GAPPL;

      %* SET APPLICATION VALUE USING CICACT1 FROM CICCSU

        FILE;

      %GLOBAL APPLLBL;

      %LET APPLLBL=APPLICATION;

      APPL=CICACT1;

     %MEND GAPPL;

CICS Running Reports in Batch
You can execute any of the CICS Analyzer reports in batch by either submitting the inquiry as a batch job through MICF
or using the MICF production report interface, which enables automatic report generation upon completion of MICS
production jobs, such as DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. In addition, some of the CICS Analyzer inquiries, which were
previously shipped as batch reports, can be produced using your own JCL external to MICF. The following sections
discuss the MICF production interface and the JCL requirement for these selected inquiries.

• Production Report Interface Using MICF
• JCL Requirements

CICS Production Report Interface Using MICF

MICF provides a facility which automatically generates CICS Analyzer reports upon completion of MICS production jobs,
such as DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. It enables you to select shared inquires for batch execution and store reports
and color graphics in a "production catalog" for later online review and printing.
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CICS JCL Requirements

For selected CICS Analyzer inquiries, that were first shipped as batch summary reports, you can execute them using your
own JCL external to MICF. The inquiries, that can be executed in this manner, include:

• CICLD4 - Daily Activity Overview Report
• CICLD5 - Application Limit Summary Report
• CICLD6 - Daily User Activity Summary Report
• CICLD7 - FILE/DBD Activity Summary Report
• CICLD8 - DB2 Call Summary Report

To code your own JCL, create a member in a PDS that contains the following parameters:

//jobname JOB ...

//S1      EXEC MICSSHRi

//MICS.SYSIN DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICRPTnn),

//        DISP=SHR

The MICSSHRi procedure is used to execute the CICS summary reports, where i is the single-character identifier for
the MICS unit data base that contains the CIC Information Area files. A SYSIN DD statement is required to select the
requested CICS report program source members, that are named CICRPTnn, where nn is 01 through 05.

The reports and their corresponding program source members are:

• CICRPT01 - Daily Activity Overview Report
• CICRPT02 - Application Limit Summary Report
• CICRPT03 - Daily User Activity Summary Report
• CICRPT04 - FILE/DBD Activity Summary Report
• CICRPT05 - DB2 Call Summary Report - CICRPT05

Once you have coded the JCL, you can submit it upon completion of the MICS DAILY job to produce the reports.
However, as the reports are available through MICF, the alternative and the recommended method to generate them in
batch is through MICF production interface, which automatically creates the reports after the MICS DAILY, WEEKLY, or
MONTHLY job was completed. See the Production Report Interface Using MICF for details about the MICF production
interface.

CICS - SAS ODS Graphics
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides the following categories of the SAS ODS Graphic inquiries:

Report Class Inquiry Title Inquiry Name 
Performance
 

Daily CICS Trans Count and Response
PCT 

CICOD0

Performance
 

Daily CICS Top 10 Transactions CICOD2

Performance
 

Monthly CICS Tran Count and Response
Pct 

CICOM0

Performance
 

Monthly CICS Top 10 Transactions CICOM2

Workload  Daily CICS Top 10 Workloads CICOD1
Workload  Monthly CICS Top 10 Workloads CICOM1
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CICOD0 - Daily Transaction Count and Response Percent

The CICCOD0 inquiry generates daily charts showing overall transaction counts and response time metrics for individual
CICS regions. A separate chart is produced for each z/OS SYSID and CICS region combination. The charts show the total
transaction count for each hour using a stacked vertical bar where the overall transaction count is broken down into two-
bar segments. One segment shows the transaction count that met a user-specified elapsed time goal using a blue bar
(default one second) and the other segment shows the transaction count that missed the goal using a red bar.

  

In addition, the chart uses a horizontal line to show the percentage of transactions, per hour, that met the response
time goal (green line). A user-specified desired percentage (default 95 percent) is plotted (blue line) to allow for easy
visualization of the actual percentage of transactions, compared to the desired percentage of transactions, that met the
response time goal.

The Region Transaction Response Time Analysis sample shows the chart that is generated for a CICS region "ITPS"
running on a z/OS system "H090". Transaction volume begins picking up at around 8:00 AM, peaks between noon and
3:00 PM, and then begins tapering off over the rest of the day. Close to 100 percent of the transactions, each hour, met
the response time goal of completing in one second or less.

The second line of the title shows the response time target and must be manually updated in the inquiry output view
definition if the response time target is changed from the default value of one (1) second.
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CICOD0 - CICS Region Transaction Response Time Analysis Sample

Figure 2: CICOD0 - CICS Region Transaction Response Time Analysis Sample

Left Y-axis 

MEET_CNT
Transaction Count Meeting Response Goal

MISS_CNT
Transaction Count Missing Response Goal

Right Y-axis 

GOAL_PCT
Targeted Percent of Transactions to Meet Response Goal

MEETL_PCT
Actual Percent of Transactions Meeting Response Goal

X-axis 

Hour of Day 
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Uses

This inquiry allows you to visualize easily the overall CICS transaction performance at the CICS region level. If you
established specific Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for CICS regions where nn percent of CICS transactions
must complete in mm seconds or less, inquiry parameters can be modified so that these charts provide a fast visual
assessment of actual performance compared to required or expected performance.

Data Source

• File CICCSY at the DAYS Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) 

MEET_CNT 

if cicrval7 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT=sum(CSYTDST7,CSYTDST6,CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4, 

CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval6 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT=sum(CSYTDST6,CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3, 

CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval5 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval4 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval3 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval2 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval1 <= &RESPVAL then MEET_CNT = CSYTDST1; 

MISS_CNT 

= SUM(CSYTRANS,-MEET_CNT);

GOAL_PCT 

= &GOALPCT;

MEET_PCT  

= (MEET_CNT / CSYTRANS) * 100;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 
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UNITSelect one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following
each ID value.

CYCLE RANGEEnter the range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

Average Response TimeEnter a response time value to be used to evaluate the number of CICS transactions meeting
that goal.
The default value is 1 second. 

Response Goal PercentEnter the value to use for the targeted Response Percent reference line.
The default is 95.

SYSID(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported.

SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday. Available values:

Y - Yes

N - No (default)

CICOD1 - Daily CICS Top 10 Workloads

The CICOD1 Daily CICS Top 10 Workload Analysis by Region inquiry generates two charts for each SYSID and CICS
Region combination. The inquiry uses the DAYS timespan CICS Application Unit Activity file as input, and reports on
yesterday’s top ten user-defined CICS Application Unit IDs (CICAPU). The CICAPU data element provides a means
to categorize CICS transactions as belonging to specific groups or workloads. The CICCAU file uses CICAPU as a
summarization key. The CICOD1 inquiry selects the top nn (default top 10) CICAPUs for each CICS region. The top ten
are selected based on the highest number of CICS transactions. The top ten CICAPUs are graphically charted using two
separate output views.

Daily CICS Top 10 Workloads Samples

The first view shows the overall transaction count for the top ten CICAPUs using vertical bars, and the average CICS
transaction response time for each CICAPU with a horizontal line.

The second view shows a response time breakdown for the same top ten workloads, using a stacked bar composed of the
percentage of response time spent in dispatch, I/O wait, and other wait time. The total transaction count for each CICAPU
is displayed with a horizontal line.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful to for analyzing workload-related transaction performance characteristics. By selecting the top
ten workloads, based on transaction volume, you can focus your analysis on the workloads consuming the most CICS
resources. Where transactions show significant percentages of time waiting on I/O or other delaying factors, further
analysis may direct tuning efforts to improve overall response time.
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Charts

CICAPU Daily Top 10 Response Time Average

  

Left Y-axis 

CAUTRANS
Transactions Processed

Right Y-axis 

CAUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

X-axis 

CICAPU

CICS Application Unit ID

CICAPU Daily Top 10 Resp Time Breakdown

  

Left Y-axis 

DISP_PCT
Transaction Time Dispatch Percent

IOW_PCT
Transaction Time I/O Wait Percent

OTHW_PCT
Transaction Time Other Wait Percent

Right Y-axis 

CAUTRANS
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Transactions Processed

X-axis 

CICAPU
CICS Application Unit ID

Data Source

• File CICCAU at the DAYS Timespan 

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS)

DISP_PCT 

DISP_PCT = 100* (CAUPETTM / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ;

IOW_PCT 

IOW_PCT = 100* (CAUIOWAT / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ;

OTHW_PCT 

OTHW_PCT = 100* (CAUOTWAT / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

SYSID
(Optional) specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

CYCLE
(Optional) define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

DATE
(Optional) enter the date to be reported in ddmmmyy format.

Workloads
Enter the number of Workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

FILE ID
(Optional) select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, then you must
also specify the next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
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(Optional) replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
in conjunction with FILE ID.

CICOD2 - Daily CICS Top 10 Transactions

The CICOD2 inquiry generates two charts for each SYSID and CICS region combination. The inquiry uses the DAYS
timespan CICS User Activity file as input and reports on yesterday’s top ten transactions for each CICS region. This
inquiry requires that one of the MICS CICACTnn user-defined account codes is set equal to TRANCODE. Before you
run the inquiry, update the inquiry TRANCODE derivation to use the CICACTnn value assigned to TRANCODE in your
CICACRT Account Routine.

  

The CICOD2 inquiry selects the top nn (default top 10) transactions, by volume, for each CICS region. The top ten
transactions are graphically charted using two separate output views.

The first view shows the top ten transactions daily volume using vertical bars and the average CICS transaction response
time for each transaction with a horizontal line.

The second view shows a response time breakdown for the same top ten transactions. The view uses a stacked bar
composed of the percentage of response time spent in dispatch, I/O wait, and other wait times. The total transaction count
for each CICAPU is displayed with a horizontal line.
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Daily CICS Top 10 Transactions Samples
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Uses

This inquiry is useful for analyzing transaction volume and performance characteristics. By selecting the top ten
transactions, based on transaction volume, you can focus your analysis on the transactions most frequently executed
by each CICS region. Where transactions show significant percentages of time waiting on I/O or other delaying factors,
further analysis may direct tuning efforts to improve overall response time.
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Charts

CICS Daily Top 10 Trans Resp Time Average

  

Left Y-axis 

CSUTRANS
Transactions Processed

Right Y-axis 

CSUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

X-axis 

TRANCODE
CICS Transaction Code

CICS Daily Top 10 Trans Resp Time Breakdown

  

Left Y-axis 

DISP_PCT
Transaction Time Dispatch Percent

IOW_PCT
Transaction Time I/O Wait Percent

OTHW_PCT
Transaction Time Other Wait Percent

Right Y-axis 

CSUTRANS
Transactions Processed
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X-axis 

TRANCODE
CICS Transaction Code

Data Source

• File CICCSU at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

TRANCODE 

TRANCODE=CICACT2 ;

DISP_PCT 

DISP_PCT = 100* (CSUPETTM / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ;

IOW_PCT 

IOW_PCT = 100* (CSUIOWAT / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ;

OTHW_PCT 

OTHW_PCT = 100* (CSUOTWAT / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the database IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported.

Transactions 
Enter the number of Transactions to display on the chart. The default is 10.

TRANCODE
Enter the CICACTn data element that represents the CICS transaction code. Default is CICACT2.

SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday. Available values:

Y - Yes

N - No (default)
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CICOM0 - Monthly CICS Transaction Count and Response Percent

The CICCOM0 inquiry generates daily charts showing overall transaction counts and response time metrics by month for
individual CICS regions. A separate chart is produced for each z/OS SYSID and CICS region combination. The charts
show the total transaction count for each month using a stacked vertical bar - where the overall transaction count is
broken down into two bar segments. One segment shows the transaction count that met a user-specified elapsed time
goal using a blue bar (default one second), and the other segment shows the transaction count that missed the goal using
a red bar.

In addition, the chart uses a horizontal line to show the percentage of transactions, per month, that met the response
time goal (green line). A user-specified desired percentage (default 95 percent) is plotted (blue line) to allow for easy
visualization of the actual percentage of transactions, compared to the desired percentage of transactions, that met the
response time goal.

The second line of the title shows the response time target -- and must be manually updated in the inquiry output view
definition if the response time target is changed from the default value of one (1) second.

CICOM0 - Monthly CICS Tran Count and Response Pct Sample
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Left Y-axis 

MEET_CNT
Transaction Count Meeting Response Goal

MISS_CNT
Transaction Count Missing Response Goal

Right Y-axis  

GOAL_PCT
Targeted Percent of Transactions to Meet Response Goal

MEETL_PCT
Actual Percent of Transactions Meeting Response Goal

X-axis  

Hour of Day 

Uses

This inquiry allows you to visualize easily the overall CICS transaction performance at the CICS region level. If you
established specific Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for CICS regions where nn percent of CICS transactions must
complete in mm seconds or less, inquiry parameters can be modified so that these charts provide fast visual assessment
of actual performance compared to required or expected performance.

Data Source

• File CICCSY at the MONTH Timespan 

Inquiry Defaults

• Execution Time Options define response goal targets:
– Response time goal: One (1) second - Macro var &RESPVAL
– Percent of transactions to meet Response Time Goal: 95% - Macro var GOALPCT

• Derivations:

DATE  

DATEPART(ENDTS) 

MEET_CNT  

if cicrval7 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT=sum(CSYTDST7,CSYTDST6,CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4, 

CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval6 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT=sum(CSYTDST6,CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3, 

CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval5 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST5,CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval4 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST4,CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 
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else if cicrval3 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST3,CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval2 <= &RESPVAL then do; 

MEET_CNT = sum(CSYTDST2,CSYTDST1); 

end; 

else if cicrval1 <= &RESPVAL then MEET_CNT = CSYTDST1; 

MISS_CNT  

= SUM(CSYTRANS,-MEET_CNT);

GOAL_PCT  

= &GOALPCT;

MEET_PCT  

= (MEET_CNT / CSYTRANS) * 100;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 

CICSID
(Optional) specify the CICSID to be reported.

SYSID
(Optional) specify the SYSID to be reported.

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

Average Response Time
Enter a response time value to be used to evaluate the number of CICS transactions meeting that goal. The default value
is 1 second.

Response Goal Percent
Enter the value to use for the targeted Response Percent reference line.
The default is 95.

CICOM1 - Monthly CICS Top 10 Workloads

The CICOM1 Monthly CICS Top 10 Workload Analysis by Region inquiry generates two charts for each SYSID and CICS
Region combination. The inquiry uses the MONTHS timespan CICS Application Unit Activity file as input and reports
on the last 12 months top ten user-defined CICS Application Unit IDs (CICAPU). The CICAPU data element provides a
means to categorize CICS transactions as belonging to specific groups or workloads. The CICCAU file uses CICAPU as
a summarization key. The CICOM1 inquiry selects the top nn (default top 10) CICAPUs for each CICS region. The top ten
are selected based on the highest number of CICS transactions. The top ten CICAPUs are graphically charted using two
separate output views.

Monthly CICS Top 10 Workloads Samples

The first view shows the overall transaction count for the top ten CICAPUs using vertical bars and the average CICS
transaction response time for each CICAPU with a horizontal line.
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The second view shows a response time breakdown for the same top ten workloads, using a stacked bar composed of
the percentage of response time spent in dispatch, I/O wait, and other wait times. The total transaction count for each
CICAPU is displayed with a horizontal line.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful for analyzing workload-related transaction performance characteristics. By selecting the top ten
workloads, based on transaction volume, you can focus your analysis on the workloads consuming the most CICS
resources. Where transactions show significant percentages of time waiting on I/O or other delaying factors, further
analysis may direct tuning efforts to improve overall response time.
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Charts

CICAPU Monthly Top 10 Response Time Average

  

Left Y-axis 

CAUTRANS
Transactions Processed

Right Y-axis 

CAUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

X-axis 

CICAPU
CICS Application Unit ID

CICAPU Monthly Top 10 Resp Time Breakdown

  

Left Y-axis 

DISP_PCT
Transaction Time Dispatch Percent

IOW_PCT
Transaction Time I/O Wait Percent

OTHW_PCT
Transaction Time Other Wait Percent

Right Y-axis 

CAUTRANS
Transactions Processed
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X-axis 

CICAPU
CICS Application Unit ID

Data Source

• CICCAU at the MONTHS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) 

DISP_PCT 

DISP_PCT = 100* (CAUPETTM / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ; 

IOW_PCT 

IOW_PCT = 100* (CAUIOWAT / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ; 

OTHW_PCT 

OTHW_PCT = 100* (CAUOTWAT / SUM(CAUPETTM,CAUIOWAT,CAUOTWAT)) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used. It causes all SYSIDs found in
input to be summarized together.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported. If no value is specified, the value *ALL is used which causes all CICSIDs
found in input to be summarized together.

CYCLE
(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.
For this inquiry, the default is the 01 cycle.

Workloads
Enter the number of Workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

FILE ID
(Optional) Select the CICCSU file as input when the CICCAU file is active. If you specify this parameter, then you must
also specify the next parameter to indicate which account code (CICACT1-CICACT9) identifies your CICS application.

CICAPU
(Optional) Replace CICAPU with any of the CICACTx data elements, where x is 1 to 9. This parameter must be specified
in conjunction with FILE ID.
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CICOM2 - CICS Monthly Top 10 Transactions

The CICOM2 inquiry generates two charts for each SYSID and CICS region combination. The inquiry uses the MONTHS
timespan CICS User Activity file as input and reports on last months top ten transactions for each CICS region. This
inquiry requires that one of the MICS CICACTnn user-defined account codes is set equal to TRANCODE. Before you
run the inquiry, update the inquiry TRANCODE derivation to use the CICACTnn value assigned to TRANCODE in your
CICACRT Account Routine.

The CICOM2 inquiry selects the top nn (default top 10) transactions, by volume, for each CICS region. The top ten
transactions are graphically charted using two separate output views.

CICS Monthly Top 10 Transactions Samples

The first view shows the top ten transactions daily volume using vertical bars and the average CICS transaction response
time for each transaction with a horizontal line.

The second view shows a response time breakdown for the same top ten transactions. The view uses a stacked bar
composed of the percentage of response time spent in dispatch, I/O wait, and other wait times. The total transaction count
for each CICAPU is displayed with a horizontal line.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful for analyzing transaction volume and performance characteristics. By selecting the top ten
transactions, based on transaction volume, you can focus your analysis on the transactions most frequently executed
by each CICS region. Where transactions show significant percentages of time waiting on I/O or other delaying factors,
further analysis may direct tuning efforts to improve overall response time.

Charts
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CICS Monthly Top 10 Trans Resp Time Average

  

Left Y-axis 

CSUTRANS
Transactions Processed

Right Y-axis 

CSUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

X-axis 

TRANCODE
CICS Transaction Code

CICS Monthly Top 10 Trans Resp Time Breakdown

  

Left Y-axis 

DISP_PCT
Transaction Time Dispatch Percent

IOW_PCT
Transaction Time I/O Wait Percent

OTHW_PCT
Transaction Time Other Wait Percent

Right Y-axis 

CSUTRANS
Transactions Processed

X-axis 
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TRANCODE
CICS Transaction Code

Data Source

• File CICCSU at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) ; 

TRANCODE 

TRANCODE=CICACT2 ;

DISP_PCT 

DISP_PCT = 100* (CSUPETTM / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ; 

IOW_PCT 

IOW_PCT = 100* (CSUIOWAT / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ; 

OTHW_PCT 

OTHW_PCT = 100* (CSUOTWAT / SUM(CSUPETTM,CSUIOWAT,CSUOTWAT)) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides 

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the database IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported.

CICSID
(Optional) Specify the CICSID to be reported.

Transactions 
Enter the number of Transactions to display on the chart. The default is 10.

TRANCODE
Enter the CICACTn data element that represents the CICS transaction code. Default is CICACT2.

CICS Exceptions
The MICS CICS Analyzer supports the standard MICS exception process. MICS exception processing enables the I/
S organization to focus on problems impacting its effectiveness in terms of availability, service, workload, standards,
security, and performance for its different areas of responsibility (like CICS, TSO, IMS, and VSE/POWER).
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The standard exceptions for the MICS CICS Analyzer are shown in the following table. Each standard exception test is
shipped with default values. However, to make effective use of the exception process, evaluate your data center needs
and modify these sample values accordingly.

For more information about individual exceptions, see CICS Detailed Exception Descriptions.

CICS Exception List

Number Severity Management Area Exception Description
04001 Warning Service CICS Application Exceeds Avg

Elapsed Time Standard
04002 Warning Service CICS Application Exceeds Avg

TCB/SRB CPU Limit
04004 Warning Performance CICS Application Exceeds Avg

Wait Time Limit
04005 Warning Service CICS Application Exceeds

Residency Time Limit
04006 Warning Workload CICS Application Exceeds Max

Memory Limit
04007 Critical Performance CICS Short-On-Storage

Transaction Delay
04008 Critical Performance CICS Maxtask Transaction

Delay
04009 Critical Security CICS SIGNON Failure-Probable

Security Violation
04010 Critical Performance CICS Storage Violation

Detected
04011 Critical Performance CICS Abnormal Condition

Transaction
04012 Impacting Performance CICS Transaction Abnormal

Termination
04013 Critical Security CICS Dynamic Transaction

Backout Failure
04014 Warning Performance CICS Active Max Task
04015 Critical Performance CICS Short on Storage
04016 Warning Performance CICS VSAM String Wait
04017 Warning Performance CICS VSAM Buffer Wait
04018 Warning Performance CICS DL/I Thread Wait
04019 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in DSA
04020 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in EDSA
04021 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Temporary

Storage (Main)
04022 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for File String
04023 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for File Buffer
04024 Impacting Performance CICS LSR Pool Buffer Wait
04025 Impacting Performance CICS Program Compression
04026 Impacting Performance CICS Storage Control Suspend
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04027 Impacting Performance CICS Temporary Storage Put
Wait

04028 Impacting Performance CICS Main Storage Wait
04030 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in UDSA
04031 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in CDSA
04032 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in

EUDSA
04033 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in

ECDSA
04034 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in

ERDSA
04035 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in SDSA
04036 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in

ESDSA
04037 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Storage in RDSA
04038 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Temp Storage

String
04039 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for Temp Storage

Buffer
04040 Impacting Performance CICS LSR Pool String Wait
04041 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for CF Data Tables

Locking
04042 Impacting Performance CICS Wait for CF Data Tables

Non-locking
04101 Critical Service Prime Time CICS Throughput

Degradation
04102 Impacting Performance Hourly CICS System Resource

Overload
04103 Critical Performance Hourly CICS Capacity Limit

Objective Exceeded
04104 Critical Performance Hourly CICS Paging Rate Limit

Exceeded
04105 Critical Service Hourly CICS Short Service

Objective Missed
04106 Critical Service Hourly CICS Medium Service

Objective Missed
04107 Warning Service Hourly CICS Long Service

Objective Missed
04108 Critical Service Hourly CICS Total Service

Objective Missed
04109 Critical Availability Hourly CICS Availability

Objective Missed
04110 Critical Performance Hourly CICS Throughput Limit

Objective Exceeded
04201 Warning Workload Hourly CICS User Resource

Overload
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04202 Critical Service Prime Time CICS User Total
Service Objective Missed

CICS Exception Process Overview
The MICS exception process consists of the exceptions themselves, a set of standard reports, MICS Information Center
Facility II (MICF) inquiries, an exception test routine, and an exception value analysis routine. The following section
describes each of the MICS exceptions components.

Exceptions

An exception is the occurrence of an event that merits visibility and attention. An exception can be:

• An occurrence that is a distinct problem (for example, CICS abended at 2:00 p.m.).
• A problem that requires further research (for example, a TSO user overloaded the system from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.).
• A standard, security, or audit violation (for example, user XYZ is not authorized to use PDZAP and was detected using

it seven times yesterday)

As the volume of exception occurrences can be large, MICS provides means to categorize, aggregate, consolidate, and
prioritize these occurrences to meet your needs. Each exception has:

• An exception number for unique definition.
• A severity level to signify degree of importance.
• A management area to identify area of responsibility.

Standard reports

The standard exception reports provide a concise, integrated method for problem reporting. The following reports can be
produced as part of the MICS DAILY job:

• Exception Management Overview Report
• Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• Management Area Exception Summary Report

You control which reports are produced by the REPORT EXCEPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For
more information, see the Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF) section.

Two extra standard reports can be produced as required to provide the necessary background detail to analyze reported
exceptions. The two reports are:

• Full Exception Detail Report
• Short Exception Detail Report

MICF inquiries

The catalog group EXCEPT that is shipped with MICS contains a number of standard MICF inquiries that can be used
to report exception conditions. In the following inquiry list, graphic reports whose value of x is C produce color graphic
reports using SAS/GRAPH. If the value of x is P, printer graphic reports are produced without using SAS/GRAPH.
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• BASxM1 - Monthly Exception Summary Report
• BASxM2 - Monthly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxM3 - Monthly Info. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxM4 - Monthly Exception Management Overview Report
• BASxM5 - Monthly Info. Area Exception Overview Report
• BASxW1 - Weekly Exception Summary Report
• BASxW2 - Weekly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxW3 - Weekly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

The following inquiries that produce printed reports are also available:

• BASLD2 - Daily Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• BASLD3 - Daily Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASLD4 - Daily Short Exception Detail Report
• BASLD5 - Daily Full Exception Detail Report
• BASLD6 - Daily Exception Ranking Report
• BASLM6 - Monthly Exception Ranking Report

These standard inquiries have execution-time parameter selection that permits you to report on a subset of the
exceptions. For example, inquiry BASLD5 allows selection on SYSID, Information Area, Management Area, Severity
Level, and other criteria.

Exception test routine

Each MICS component has an exception test routine that is invoked in the DAY200 step of the MICS DAILY job. You
control which routines are invoked using the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
For more information about EXECDEF, see the Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF) section.

An exception test routine, written in the SAS language, defines the exception and tests to determine whether
or not the exception condition is present in the data being processed. The distributed exception test routine for
each MICS component is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYcccEXC), where ccc is the component
identifier. When the DAY200 step invokes the test routines, it does so by %INCLUDEing the DYcccEXC
member from prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. As distributed, that member then %INCLUDEs the member
from sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

For more details about DYcccEXC, see Setting Exception Values.

Exception value analysis routine

Each MICS component has an exception value analysis (EVA) routine that you can use to help determine values for the
exception conditions. The EVA routine extracts information from the MICS database. Descriptive statistics for the values of
variables that are used in exception tests are printed in the Exception Value Analysis Report.

The EVA routine for each MICS component is stored in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(cccEVA). The JCL to execute the
EVA process is contained in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccEVA).

CICS Setting Exception Values
Exception test routines contain exception tests that completely define the tests that are made to determine the exception
condition. The exception tests also contain the definitions that identify and classify the exception for reporting and
analysis. A sample exception test is:

*

** 04001
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** CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG ELAPSED TIME STANDARD

*;

  SECONDS=seconds;

  IF CSUAVTTM > SECONDS THEN DO;

    EXCCODE ='04001';

    SEVERITY='W';

    MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

    EXCDESC1=

    'CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG ELAPSED TIME STANDARD';

    EXCDESC2='APPL=' || CICAPU ||

             ', AVG ELAPSED TIME=' ||

             PUT(CSUAVTTM,TIME.);

    LINK HIT;

  END;

This exception test is processed for each observation that is in the latest cycle of the CICS User Activity File (CICCSU). If
your site has activated the CICS Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU), that file's AVTTM element (CAUAVTTM) is used
to value this exception condition.

The test is positive when the variable CSUAVTTM has a value greater than 'seconds', which indicates that the average
response time was greater than the time specified. When the test is positive, the exception is categorized by providing the
appropriate values for EXCCODE, SEVERITY, and MGMTAREA. EXCDESC1 provides a constant title for the exception.
EXCDESC2 provides variable information for the conditions that caused the test to be positive. The LINK HIT statement
invokes a routine that causes the exception condition to be eventually written to the Exception Activity File (ADMEXC) for
later processing by the standard reports or MICF inquiries.

The values for most exception conditions should be determined uniquely for different environments within a single
organization. For example, a system paging rate that would be excessive during the nightly batch processing can be
normal during the daytime hours, which have heavy interactive usage. Also, different processors can support different
paging rates. Numbers that are used as exception values should not be defined without some analysis of installation
history, performance, and user requirements.

The exception value analysis routine uses the MICS database to produce a report that provides a statistical analysis
of the values of the variables that are used in the standard exception tests that are distributed with the products. Using
the results of this analysis, together with your data center internal political, security or standards policies, industry
publications, and your own analysis of data element behavior, you can determine the modifications that you need to make
to each exception test to provide meaningful exceptions in your environment.

You can also modify the exception test routine to add your own tests for additional exception conditions that are not
detected by the standard tests that are delivered with the product.

CICS Detailed Exception Descriptions
This section provides an in-depth description of each CICS Analyzer standard exception available in the exception report
process. The exceptions are organized by number and appear sequentially, starting with exception 04001.

The description format provides the title, the number, statements on the purpose and rationale, and a definition for each
exception to give you some insight as to the meaning and use of the information. Finally, the SAS code is listed, with a
short explanation of modifying the exception threshold values.

Note: If the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) file is not active, the CICCSU (CICS User Activity) file is used for
reporting.
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CICS Application Exceeds Avg Elapsed Time Standard

FILE:             CICS Application Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCAU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning             (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service      (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:   Identifies those CICS applications whose average

elapsed time totalled more than the installation-defined

elapsed time service objective.

RATIONALE:   An installation can set a service objective for

application elapsed time.  Setting the service objective this

way recognizes the importance of servicing a large number of

individual requests while identifying CICS applications that

reserve valuable resources for extended periods.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an individual

application's elapsed time exceeds the installation's elapsed

time objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04001

**  CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG ELAPSED TIME STANDARD

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

IF CAUAVTTM > SECONDS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04001'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG ELAPSED TIME STANDARD';

EXCDESC2= 'APPL=' || CICAPU ||

        ', AVG ELAPSED TIME=' ||

        PUT(CAUAVTTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value of seconds to

define the installation service objective according to the

following convention:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;
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CICS Application Exceeds Avg TCB/SRB CPU Limit

FILE:             CICS Application Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCAU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those CICS applications whose average

TCB/SRB time totalled more than the installation-defined CPU

time service objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

application TCB/SRB time.  Setting the service objective this

way recognizes the importance of servicing a large number of

individual requests, while identifying CICS applications

which use large amounts of CPU time.  Such CPU resource users

could be tuned by restructuring the programs involved or

compensated for by careful priority assignment.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when an individual

application's elapsed time exceeds the installation's TCB/SRB

time objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04002

**  CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG TCB/SRB CPU LIMIT

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

IF CAUAVTRT > SECONDS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04002'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'CICS TRANSACTION EXCEEDED TCB/SRB CPU USAGE LIMIT';

EXCDESC2= 'APPL=' || CICAPU ||

        ', AVG CPU TIME=' ||

        PUT(CAUAVTRT,TIME12.2);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value of seconds to

define your installation's service objective according to the

following convention:
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    seconds - The number of CPU seconds for the service

       objective.  An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;

CICS Application Exceeds Avg Wait Time Limit

FILE:             CICS Application Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCAU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:   Identifies those CICS applications whose average

wait time totalled more than the installation-defined wait

time objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

application wait time.  Setting the service objective this

way recognizes the impact of individual applications that

monopolize CICS resources while they are undispatchable.

Such applications may be controlled by transaction class max

task limits or restructuring to resolve such problems as

long-term enqueue lockouts.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an application's

average hourly wait time exceeds the installation's wait time

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:   The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04004

**  CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG WAIT TIME LIMIT

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

FORMAT AVG TIME.;

IF CAUTRANS > 0 THEN AVG=CAUWAITM/CAUTRANS; ELSE AVG=0;

IF AVG > SECONDS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04004'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG WAIT TIME LIMIT';

EXCDESC2= 'APPL=' || CICAPU ||
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        ', AVG WAIT TIME=' ||

        PUT(AVG,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:    Modify the value of seconds to

define your installation's service objective according to the

following convention:

    seconds - The number of wait time seconds in the

       objective.  An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;

CICS Application Exceeds Avg Residency Time Limit

FILE:             CICS Application Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCAU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those CICS applications whose average

residency time totalled more than the installation-defined

residency time objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

application residency time.  Setting the service objective

this way recognizes the importance of servicing a large

number of individual requests, while identifying CICS

applications that reserve valuable resources for extended

periods.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an individual

application's average residency time exceeds the

installation's residency time objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04005

**  CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG RESIDENCY TIME LIMIT

*;

SECONDS=seconds;
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IF CAUTRANS > 0 THEN AVG=CAURESTM/CAUTRANS; ELSE AVG=0;

IF AVG > SECONDS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04005'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS AVG RESIDENCY TIME LIMIT';

EXCDESC2= 'APPL=' || CICAPU ||

        ', AVG RESIDENCY TIME=' ||

        PUT(AVG,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value of seconds to

define your installation's residency time objective according

to the following convention:

    seconds = The number of seconds for the service

       objective.  An objective of 60 seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 60;

CICS Application Exceeds Max Memory Limit

FILE:             CICS Application Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCAU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those CICS applications whose memory was

greater than the installation-defined memory limit.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a limit for maximum

memory usage.  Setting the limit this way recognizes the

importance of conserving CICS dynamic storage, since

monopolizing large amounts of storage for long periods of

time can lead to overall system degradation from

fragmentation and short-on-storage conditions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an individual

transaction's memory high-water mark exceeds the

installation's memory objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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************************************************************;

*

**  04006

**  CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS MAX MEMORY LIMIT

*;

COREMAX=number-of-bytes;

IF CAUMEMHI > COREMAX

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04006'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

EXCDESC1=

'CICS APPLICATION EXCEEDS MAX MEMORY LIMIT';

EXCDESC2= 'APPL=' || CICAPU ||

        ', MAX MEMORY USAGE=' ||

        PUT(CAUMEMHI,7.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value number-of bytes to

define your installation's memory limit according to the

following convention:

    number-of-bytes = The number of bytes of main memory

       which a typical transaction should not exceed.  A

       40,000 byte limit appears as:

          COREMAX = 40000;

CICS DL/I DMB Pool Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify an overutilized DL/I DMB pool.

RATIONALE:  CICS DL/I DMB pool wait may indicate that the

DL/I DMB pool is too small.  CICS will suspend one or more

tasks until storage in the DL/I DMB pool becomes available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DL/I DMB pool

wait indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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***************************************************

**  04007

**  CICS DL/I DMB POOL WAIT

*;

IF CINCODE = 7

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04007'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS DB2 Pool Overflow

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify an overutilized DB2 thread.

RATIONALE:  CICS transactions have a set number of DB2

threads assigned to them.  If all those threads are being

utilized at the time that the transaction requires an

thread, the transaction may get the thread from a pool of

threads that has been set aside for such instances.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DB2 pool

overflow indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04008

**  CICS DB2 POOL OVERFLOW

*;

IF CINCODE = 8

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04008'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;
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EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS DB2 Wait Without Thread

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  IdentifY an overutilized DB2 thread.

RATIONALE:    CICS transactions have a set number of DB2

threads assigned to them.  If a transaction has gone into a

wait state after requesting I/O from DB2 and if the

transaction has not been assigned a thread, the transaction

may be waiting for a thread.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DB2 wait

without thread indicator is set for any transaction.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04009

**  CICS DB2 WAIT WITHOUT THREAD

*;

IF CINCODE = 9

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04009'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required
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CICS Storage Violation Detected

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a storage violation.

RATIONALE:  CICS storage violations can be due to invalid

storage accounting areas or bad area pointer addresses.  In

some instances, CICS may not be able to recover from a

storage violation and will abend.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when a bad storage area

is examined in the course of processing a Storage Control

event.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***********************************************

**  04010

**  CICS STORAGE VIOLATION DETECTED

*;

IF CINCODE = 10

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04010'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Abnormal Condition Transaction

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')
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MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a possible intentional attempt to gain

unauthorized access to the CICS system.

RATIONALE:  CICS security violations can take many forms.

All unsuccessful attempts to access transactions which the

user is not authorized to access will result in a CSAC

Abnormal Condition Transaction monitor record.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the monitor record

for any CSAC transaction is processed.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

**************************************************

**  04011

**  CICS ABNORMAL CONDITION TRANSACTION

*;

IF CINCODE = 11

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04011'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SECURITY';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS LSR String Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies an overutilized LSR string.

RATIONALE:  Some files use local-shared resources (LSR) for

their VSAM buffers and strings.  A CICS transaction requires

a string in order to access the file.  If a string is not

available when the transaction needs to access the file, the
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transaction will have to wait until a string becomes

available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the LSR string

wait indicator is set for any transaction record.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04012

**  CICS LSR STRING WAIT

*;

IF CINCODE = 12

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04012'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Max Task

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a CICS task control overload.

RATIONALE:  CICS max task conditions occur when CICS has

received more requests for task initiations than it can fill.

In this case, CICS does not initiate one or more tasks until

an executing task terminates.  The max task limits (system

total and by task class) exist to prevent over-committing

system resources by initiating too many tasks or too many

tasks of the same class at once.  Max task requires constant

monitoring to be an effective CICS tuning aid.  Inattention

to max task limits for long periods can cause great delays

for transactions and users of lesser priority.
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DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the max task

indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

**************************************************

**  04013

**  CICS MAX TASK

*;

IF CINCODE = 1

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04013'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Active Max Task

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a CICS task control overload.

RATIONALE:  CICS active max task condition occurs when CICS

has reached the specified limit on the number of tasks which

may be active at one time.  CICS will not activate any more

tasks until an active task either terminates or becomes

inactive.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the active max task

indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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**************************************************

**  04014

**  CICS ACTIVE MAX TASK

*;

IF CINCODE = 2

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04014'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Short on Storage

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a CICS storage overutilization.

RATIONALE:  CICS short on storage situations occur when CICS

has received more requests for dynamic storage than it can

fill.  In this case, CICS suspends one or more tasks until

enough storage to satisfy their outstanding requests becomes

available.  Under certain conditions with long-running tasks,

storage may never become available, and system performance

will degrade over long periods of time.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the short-on-

storage indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04015

**  CICS SHORT-ON-STORAGE TRANSACTION DELAY

*;

IF CINCODE = 3

THEN DO;
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EXCCODE='04015'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS VSAM String Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a VSAM string overutilization.

RATIONALE:  To access some files, CICS transactions require a

VSAM string.  If a string is not available when the

transaction needs to access the file, the transaction will

have to wait until a string becomes available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the VSAM string

wait indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04016

**  CICS VSAM STRING WAIT

*;

IF CINCODE = 4

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04016'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required
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CICS VSAM Buffer Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a VSAM buffer overutilization.

RATIONALE:  To access some files, CICS transactions require a

VSAM i/o buffer.  If a buffer is not available when the

transaction needs to access the file, the transaction will

have to wait until a buffer becomes available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the VSAM buffer

wait indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04017

**  CICS VSAM BUFFER WAIT

*;

IF CINCODE = 5

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04017'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS DL/I Thread Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01
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SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a DL/I thread overutilization.

RATIONALE:  The CICS / DL/I interface is defined as having a

set number of threads.  The CICS transactions require

threads in order to access the DL/I database.  If a thread is

not available when a transaction needs to access the DL/I

database, the transaction will have to wait until one becomes

available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when the DL/I thread

wait indicator in any transaction record is set.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***************************************************

**  04018

**  CICS DL/I THREAD WAIT

*;

IF CINCODE = 6

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04018'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

        ' TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

        ' OPER=' || OPERID;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Wait for Storage in DSA

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies CICS storage constraint or unreasonably

large storage requests.
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RATIONALE:   A wait on CICS DSA (dynamic storage area) occurs

when an unconditional request (SUSPEND=YES) for resource

SMDSA cannot be satisfied.  This can be attributed to the

task having issued an unconditional GETMAIN request for an

unreasonably large amount of storage, or to the system

getting too close to SOS, or to the storage becoming too

fragmented to satisfy the request.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is produced for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04019                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS WAIT FOR STORAGE IN DSA                   */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 19

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04019'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Wait for Storage in EDSA

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies CICS storage constraint or unreasonably

large storage requests above the 16 megabyte line.

RATIONALE:   A wait on CICS EDSA (extended dynamic storage

area) occurs when an unconditional request (SUSPEND=YES) for

resource SMEDSA cannot be satisfied.  This can be attributed

to the task having issued an unconditional GETMAIN request
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for an unreasonably large amount of storage, or to the

systems getting too close to SOS, or to the storage becoming

too fragmented for the request to be satisfied.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is produced for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04020                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS WAIT FOR STORAGE IN EDSA                  */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 20

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04020'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Wait for Temporary Storage (Main)

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a constraint in temporary storage or

unreasonably large requests for temporary storage.

RATIONALE:    A wait on temporary storage occurs when an

unconditional request (SUSPEND specified) cannot be

satisfied.  This can be attributed either to the task having

issued a request requiring an unreasonably large amount of

storage, or to too little available storage or fragmented

storage.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is produced for this condition.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04021                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS WAIT FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE (MAIN)         */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 21

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04021'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Wait for File String

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:    Identifies insufficient string definition for

concurrent access.

RATIONALE:  The number of strings defined for a VSAM data set

determines the number of tasks that can access the data set

concurrently.  A wait occurs when the task cannot get a VSAM

string because all strings are in use.  A frequent occurrence

of this condition for the same file may warrant an increase

in the value of STRINGS.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is written for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04022                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS WAIT FOR FILE STRING                      */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 22

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04022'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Wait for File Buffer

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies insufficient file buffer specification.

RATIONALE:  A file buffer wait occurs when a VSAM buffer is

unavailable.  A frequent occurrence of this condition for the

same file may warrant an increase in buffer definitions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when a CMF exception

class record is written for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04023                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS WAIT FOR FILE BUFFER                      */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 23

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04023'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||
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            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS LSRPOOL Buffer Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies insufficient LSRPOOL buffers.

RATIONALE:  A LSRPOOL buffer wait occurs when a VSAM buffer

is unavailable.  A frequent occurrence of this condition for

the same file may warrant an increase in buffer definitions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is written for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04024                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS LSRPOOL BUFFER WAIT                       */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 24

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04024'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'USER=' || USERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required
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CICS Program Compressions

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies CICS storage constraint.

RATIONALE:  Dynamic storage for non-resident programs are not

freed at end of task.  Therefore, CICS performs a function

called "program compression" to remove programs from storage

when either a GETMAIN cannot be satisfied from available free

storage, or the number of free storage pages is lower than

the threshold defined for storage cushion.  A high number of

program compressions indicates storage constraint and tuning

is needed.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when a CMF exception

class record (pre-CICS 3.1.1) is written for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04025                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS PROGRAM COMPRESSION                       */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 25

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04025'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'OPER=' || OPERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Storage Control Suspend

FILE:             CICS Incident File
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SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies a CICS storage constraint.

RATIONALE:    A wait on dynamic storage occurs when an

unconditional request (SUSPEND=YES) cannot be satisfied.

This can be attributed either to the task having issued an

unconditional GETMAIN request for an unreasonably large

amount of storage, or to the system getting too close to SOS,

or to the storage becoming too fragmented for the request to

be satisfied.

DEFINITION:   This exception is noted when a CMF exception

record (pre-CICS 3.1.1) is written for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04026                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS STORAGE CONTROL SUSPEND                   */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 26

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04026'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'OPER=' || OPERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Temporary Storage PUT Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Identifies a shortage in temporary storage.

RATIONALE:   A wait on temporary storage occurs when an

unconditional request (SUSPEND specified) cannot be

satisfied.  This can be attributed either to the task having

issued a request requiring an unreasonably large amount of

storage, or to too little available storage or fragmented

storage.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record is produced for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04027                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS TEMP STORAGE PUT WAIT                     */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 27

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04027'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'OPER=' || OPERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

CICS Main Storage Wait

FILE:             CICS Incident File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.CICCIN01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies an unreasonably large storage request.

RATIONALE:    A wait on CICS dynamic storage occurs when an

unconditional request (SUSPEND=YES) cannot be satisfied.

This can be attributed either to the task having issued a
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request for an unreasonably large amount of storage, or to

the system getting too close to SOS, or to storage becoming

too fragmented for the request to be satisfied.

DEFINITION:  This exception is noted when an CMF exception

class record (pre-CICS 3.1.1) is produced for this condition.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* EX NR:  04028                                          */

 /* TITLE:  CICS MAIN STORAGE WAIT                         */

 /* FILE:  DETAIL.CICCIN01                                 */

 /* ****************************************************** */

IF CINCODE = 28

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='04028'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1 = CINTEXT;

  EXCDESC2= 'TRAN=' || TRANCODE ||

            'TERM=' || TERMINAL ||

            'OPER=' || OPERID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

Prime Time CICS Throughput Degradation

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:   Identifies those hours during prime time when the

actual number of CICS transactions processed is below the

objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

transaction throughput.  Setting the objective this way

recognizes the importance of servicing a consistent number of

requests during prime time.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

transactions processed during a prime-time hour falls below a
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given objective number.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04101

**  PRIME TIME CICS THROUGHPUT DEGRADATION

*;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

IF CSYTRANS < EVENTS

AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED'

   OR DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI')

  AND (HOUR >= hh1 AND HOUR <= hh2)

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04101'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'PRIME TIME CICS THROUGHPUT DEGRADATION';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(EVENTS,6.) ||

'/HOUR, ACTUAL ' ||

    PUT (CSYTRANS,6.) || '/HOUR.  ' ;

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values of number of

responses, times, and days to define your installation's

service objective according to the following conventions:

    number-of-responses   -   The minimum number of total

       response events for which this exception is to be

       considered and would appear as:

          EVENTS = 1000;

    hh1 and hh2 - The hour range and days of the week to be

       included in the exception.  The hour of the day must

       be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

       specified as 8 a.m.  through 6:59 p.m.  (18:59)

       appears as:

          AND ( HOUR >= 08 AND HOUR <= 18 )

       The days of the week are represented by the first

       three characters of their names.  They must be

       enclosed in quotes and separated by ORs.  Prime time

       specified as MONDAY through FRIDAY appears as:

          AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR

              DAYNAME='WED' OR DAYNAME='THU' OR

              DAYNAME='FRI')
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Hourly CICS System Resource Overload

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when the CICS workload is so

large that service may be impacted.

RATIONALE:  Poor performance will result when the CICS

workload exceeds the configuration limit.  It is possible for

one or more CICS users to cause degraded response for all by

consuming large amounts of CPU time or by doing large numbers

of I/Os.  At times this may be the result of a program which

is in an infinite loop.

It may be necessary to:

    o  Review the heaviest user's work for efficiency

       improvements.

    o  Have some users run at a lower priority.

    o  Defer some of the CICS work until off-hours.

If the installation wishes to provide some overall

distribution of service between major subsystems, e.g.,

batch, TSO, CICS, IMS, etc., then, if MVS/SE is installed,

time slice groups may be used to achieve this.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the hourly CICS

CPU time or I/O exceeds the installation-defined limits.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04102

**  HOURLY CICS SYSTEM RESOURCE OVERLOAD

*;

IF CSYCPUTM > cpu-time

OR CSYSERVU > service-units

OR CSYEXCPS > excps

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04102'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';
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EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS SYSTEM RESOURCE OVERLOAD';

EXCDESC2='CPU TIME(HH:MM:SS)= '

        || PUT(CSYCPUTM,TIME.) ||

        ', EXCPS=' || PUT(CSYEXCPS,7.) ||

        ', SUS=' || PUT(CSYSERVU,8.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for CPU time,

service units, and EXCPs according to the following

conventions:

    cpu-time - the amount of CPU time is described as hours,

       minutes, and seconds.  A threshold of 3 minutes and 20

       seconds appears as:

          CSYCPUTM > HMS(0,3,20)

    service-units - the number of service units.  A threshold

       of 9000000 service units appears as:

          CSYSERVU > 9000000

    excps - the number of EXCPs (I/O).  A threshold of

       150000 EXCPs appears as:

          CSYEXCPS > 150000

Hourly CICS Capacity Limit Objective Exceeded

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when the installation-

defined capacity limit is exceeded.

RATIONALE:  Poor performance will result when CICS capacity,

measured in service units, exceeds the configuration limit.

This can be caused by growth in the number of CICS users, in

which case system reconfiguration or CICS restriction will be

required to meet service objectives.  It is also possible

that this condition can be caused by a a program that is in a

loop or by a few users who are putting an exceptional load on

the CICS system.

If installation management's objective is to restrict CICS
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resource consumption to the defined capacity limit, the

detection of this exception may indicate the need to do one

or more of the following:

    o  Lower the service objectives for CICS work.

    o  Limit the number of concurrent CICS users by maxtask

       or transaction class controls.

    o  Adjust priorities for certain CICS transactions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the hourly

service unit consumption exceeds the installation-defined

limits.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04103

**  HOURLY CICS CAPACITY LIMIT OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED

*;

IF CSYSERVU > service-units

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04103'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS CAPACITY LIMIT OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED';

EXCDESC2='UPTIME(HH:MM:SS)= '

        || PUT(CSYUPTM,TIME.) ||

        ', AVG USERS=' || PUT(CSYAVUSR,3.) ||

        ', SUS=' || PUT(CSYSERVU,8.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for service

units according to the following convention:

    service-units - The number of service units.  A threshold

       of 12000000 service units appears as:

          CSYSERVU > 12000000

Hourly CICS Paging Rate Limit Exceeded

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:   Identifies those hours during which the CICS

storage paging exceeded the installation-defined limit.

RATIONALE:  An installation may set a limit based on the CPU

power and configuration, which represents the maximum hourly

paging activity that can be maintained and still meet system

service objectives.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the hourly CICS

paging exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04104

**  HOURLY CICS PAGING RATE LIMIT EXCEEDED

*;

IF (CSYPAGIN + CSYPAGOT) > page-count

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04104'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1='CICS PAGING RATE LIMIT EXCEEDED';

EXCDESC2='PAGE INS =' || PUT(CSYPAGIN,8.) ||

        'PAGE OUTS=' || PUT(CSYPAGOT,8.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for page-count

according to the following convention:

    page-count - The total number of paging operations to be

       executed within one hour without system degradation.

          (CSYPAGIN + CSYPAGOT) > 12000

Hourly CICS Short Service Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')
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PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when CICS users did not

receive the installation-defined short response service

objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

all users as a  percent of all short responses which will be

completed within a certain time.  Setting the service

objective this way recognizes the importance of consistency

of response, which is not reflected in an average.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when average user

short response for an hour falls below the installation's

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04105

**  HOURLY CICS SHORT SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

OBJECT=percent;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

_PCTCICR

PERCENT=SPCT;

IF (PERCENT + .5) < OBJECT

AND CSYSTRN  > EVENTS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04105'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS SHORT SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(OBJECT,3.) || '%  WAS ' ||

    PUT (PERCENT,3.) || '% IN ' || PUT (SECONDS,3.)

    || ' SECONDS';

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD   MODIFICATION:   Modify the values of seconds,

percent and number of responses to define the installation's

service objective (the percent of responses within a certain

number of seconds), according to the following conventions:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS  = 5;

    percent - The target percentage that is associated with

       the seconds given above.  A target of 90% appears as:
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          OBJECT = 90;

    Together, these two statements define an objective of 90%

    within 5 seconds.

    number-of-responses - The minimum number of short

       response events for which this exception is to be

       considered.  A minimum of 20 appears as:

          EVENTS = 20;

Hourly CICS Medium Service Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical      (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when CICS users did not

receive the installation-defined medium response service

objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

all users as a percent of all medium responses that will be

completed within a certain time.  Setting the service

objective this way recognizes the importance of consistency

of response, which is not reflected in an average.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when average user

medium response for an hour falls below the installation's

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04106

**  HOURLY CICS MEDIUM SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

OBJECT=percent;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

_PCTCICR

PERCENT=MPCT;
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IF (PERCENT + .5) < OBJECT

AND CSYMTRN  > EVENTS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04106'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS MEDIUM SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(OBJECT,3.) || '%  WAS ' ||

    PUT (PERCENT,3.) || '% IN ' || PUT (SECONDS,3.)

    || ' SECONDS';

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values of seconds,

percent, and number of responses to define the installation's

service objective (the percent of responses within a certain

number of seconds) according to the following conventions:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;

    percent - The target percentage that is associated with

       the seconds given above.  A target of 90% appears as:

          OBJECT = 90;

    Together, these two statements define an objective of 90%

    within 5 seconds.

    number-of-responses  -  The minimum number of medium

       response events for which this exception is to be

       considered.  A minimum of 20 appears as:

          EVENTS = 20;

Hourly CICS Long Service Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when CICS users did not

receive the installation-defined long response service

objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for
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all users as a percent of all long responses that will be

completed within a certain time.  Setting the service

objective this way recognizes the importance of consistency

of response, which is not reflected in an average.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when average user

long response for an hour falls below the installation's

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04107

**  HOURLY CICS LONG SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

OBJECT=percent;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

_PCTCICR

PERCENT=LPCT;

IF (PERCENT + .5) < OBJECT

AND CSYLTRN > EVENTS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04107'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS LONG SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(OBJECT,3.) || '% WAS ' ||

    PUT (PERCENT,3.) || '% IN ' || PUT (SECONDS,3.)

    || ' SECONDS';

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values of seconds,

percent, and number of responses to define the installation's

service objective (the percent of responses within a certain

number of seconds) according to the following conventions:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;

    percent - The target percentage that is associated with

       the seconds given above.  A target of 90% appears as:

          OBJECT = 90;

    Together, these two statements define an objective of 90%

    within 5 seconds.
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    number-of-responses - The minimum number of long response

       events for which this exception is to be considered.

       A minimum of 20 appears as:

          EVENTS = 20

Hourly CICS Total Service Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours when CICS users did not

receive the installation-defined total response service

objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

users as a percent of all responses that will be completed

within a certain time.  Setting the service objective this

way recognizes the importance of consistency of response,

which is not reflected in an average.

DEFINITION: This exception is detected when average user

response for an hour falls below the installation's

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04108

**  HOURLY CICS TOTAL SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

OBJECT=percent;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

_PCTCICR

PERCENT=TPCT;

IF (PERCENT + .5) < OBJECT

AND CSYTRANS > EVENTS

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04108'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS USER TOTAL SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(OBJECT,3.) || '% WAS ' ||
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    PUT (PERCENT,3.) || '% IN ' || PUT (SECONDS,3.)

    || ' SECONDS';

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values of seconds,

percent, and number of responses to define the installation's

service objective (the percent of responses within a certain

number of seconds) according to the following conventions:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS = 5;

    percent - The target percentage that is associated with

       the seconds given above.  A target of 90% appears as:

          OBJECT = 90;

    Together, these two statements define an objective of 90%

    within 5 seconds.

    number-of-responses - The minimum number of total

       response events for which this exception is to be

       considered.  A minimum of 20 appears as:

          EVENTS = 20;

Hourly CICS Availability Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Availability  (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours during which CICS was not

available.

RATIONALE:  An installation can monitor those times when CICS

was not available to ensure that users are receiving adequate

availability.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when total CICS

available time is less than the uptime specified.

EXCEPTION  STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the
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exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04109

**  HOURLY CICS AVAILABILITY OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

IF CSYUPTM < uptime

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04109'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS AVAILABILITY OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='AVAILABILITY (HH:MM:SS)=' || PUT(CSYUPTM,TIME.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value of uptime according

to the following convention:

    uptime - The minimum amount of time during the hour that

       CICS was available.  A threshold of 57 minutes of

       uptime appears as:

          CSYUPTM  <  (0,57,00)

Hourly CICS Throughput Limit Objective Exceeded

FILE:             CICS System Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSY01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours during which the CICS

command throughput exceeded the installation-defined limit.

RATIONALE:  An installation may set a limit based on the CPU

power and configuration that represents the maximum hourly

throughput that can be maintained and still meet its service

objectives.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the hourly CICS

command count exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION  STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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************************************************************;

*

**  04110

**  HOURLY CICS THROUGHPUT LIMIT EXCEEDED

*;

IF CSYTRANS > command-count

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04110'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

EXCDESC1='CICS THROUGHPUT LIMIT OBJECTIVE EXCEEDED';

EXCDESC2='COMMAND COUNT=' || PUT(CSYTRANS,8.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for command

count according to the following convention:

    command-count  -  The total number of commands executed

       within one hour.  A threshold of 12000 commands

       appears as:

          CSYTRANS > 12000

Hourly CICS User Resource Overload

FILE:             CICS User Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those users whose hourly workload is

large enough to impact the service to other users.

RATIONALE:  It is possible for a CICS user to cause degraded

response for others by consuming large amounts of CPU time or

by doing a large number of I/Os.  At times this may be the

result of a program that is in an infinite loop. If this

user's workload is impacting others, it may be necessary to:

    o  Review the heaviest user's work for efficiency

       improvements.

    o  Have some users run at a lower priority.

    o  Defer some of the CICS work until off-hours.
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    o  Alter the CICS system tuning parameters for a better

       handling of the user's resource drain.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when an individual

user's CPU time, I/O, or service units exceed the

installation-defined limits.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04201

**  HOURLY CICS USER RESOURCE OVERLOAD

*;

IF CSUCPUTM > cpu-time

OR CSUEXCPS > i/o

OR  CSUSERVU > service-units

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04201'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

EXCDESC1='HOURLY CICS USER RESOURCE OVERLOAD';

EXCDESC2='CPU TIME(HH:MM:SS)= '

        || PUT(CSUCPUTM,TIME.) ||

        ', EXCPS=' || PUT(CSUEXCPS,6.) ||

        ', SU=' || PUT(CSUSERVU,7.);

LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for CPU time,

I/O, and service units according to the following

conventions:

    cpu-time - The amount of CPU time is described as hours,

       minutes, and seconds.  A threshold of 3 minutes and 20

       seconds appears as:

          CSUCPUTM > (0,3,20)

    i/o - The number of non-terminal I/O operations.   A

       threshold of 1000 EXCPs appears as:

          CSUEXCPS > 1000

    service-units - The number of service units.  A threshold

       of 35000 service units appears as:

          CSUSERVU > 35000
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Prime Time CICS User Total Service Objective Missed

FILE:             CICS User Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:    DAYS.CICCSU01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYCICEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies those hours during prime time when a

user did not receive the installation-defined total response

service objective.

RATIONALE:  An installation can set a service objective for

users as a percent of all responses that will be completed

within a certain time.  Setting the service objective this

way recognizes the importance of consistency of response,

which is not reflected in an average.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an individual

user's response for an hour falls below the installation's

objective.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation are stored in the member named in SOURCE

LOCATION and are described below.

************************************************************;

*

**  04202

**  PRIME TIME CICS USER TOTAL SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED

*;

SECONDS=seconds;

OBJECT=percent;

EVENTS=number-of-responses;

_PCTCICR

PERCENT=TPCT;

IF (PERCENT + .5) < OBJECT

AND CSUTRANS > EVENTS

AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED'

   OR DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI')

  AND (HOUR >= hh1 AND HOUR <= hh2)

THEN DO;

EXCCODE='04202'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

EXCDESC1=

'PRIME TIME CICS USER TOTAL SERVICE OBJECTIVE MISSED';

EXCDESC2='OBJCTV ' || PUT(OBJECT,3.) || '% WAS ' ||

    PUT (PERCENT,3.) || '% IN ' || PUT (SECONDS,3.)

    || ' SECONDS';

LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values shown below to

define the installation's service objective (the percent of

responses within a certain number of seconds) according to

the following conventions:

    seconds - The number of seconds in the service objective.

       An objective of five seconds appears as:

          SECONDS  = 5;

    percent - The target percentage that is associated with

       the seconds given above.  A target of 90% appears as:

          OBJECT = 90;

    Together, these two statements define an objective of 90%

    within 5 seconds.

    number-of-responses  -  The minimum number of total

       response events for which this exception is to be

       considered appears as:

          EVENTS = 1000;

    hh1 and hh2 - The hour range and days of the week to be

       included in the exception.  The hour of the day must

       be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

       specified as 8 a.m. through  6:59 p.m. (18:59)

       appears as:

          AND ( HOUR >= 8 AND HOUR <= 18 )

       The days of the week are represented by the first

       three characters of their names.  They must be

       enclosed in quotes, separated with ORs.  Prime time

       specified as MONDAY through FRIDAY appears as:

          AND  (DAYNAME='MON'  OR  DAYNAME='TUE'  OR

               DAYNAME='WED'   OR  DAYNAME='THU'  OR

               DAYNAME='FRI')

CICS Files
This section identifies each file in the CICS and CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) Information Areas and describes its
level of summarization and data sequencing as the files appear in the applicable timespan.

The following table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they
belong. The following information is provided for each file in the information area:

• XDWMYT
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This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period
(.) indicates that the file is not supported. The following are the timespans indicated by XDWMYT:

          X - DETAIL

          D - DAYS

          W - WEEKS

          M - MONTHS

          Y - YEARS

          T - TABLES AREA

• File
The SAS data set name that is used to access this file.

• File Name
The descriptive label for the file.

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| CICS Activity                          | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| ......  CICCAC  CICS USER APPLICATION COUNT FILE          |

| X.....  CICCDC  CICS DICTIONARY FILE                      |

| X.....  CICCIN  CICS INCIDENT FILE                        |

| ......  CICCMR  CICS MRO ACTIVITY FILE                    |

| ......  CICCSF  CICS FILE/DBD ACTIVITY FILE               |

| X.....  CICCSX  CICS SYSTEM MONITOR WORK FILE             |

| X.....  CICCTD  TMON/CICS DSA WORK FILE                   |

| .D.MY.  CICCSU  CICS USER ACTIVITY FILE                   |

| ......  CICCAU  CICS APPLICATION UNIT ACTIVITY FILE       |

| XDWMY.  CICCSY  CICS SYSTEM ACTIVITY FILE                 |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

CICS Files Overview
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses a number of different input records to build the CICS Information Area (CIC).
The CIC maintains system and user measurement data on service, availability, load, and user activity. This section defines
the use and content of each MICS file in the CICS Information Area.

CICS Information Area Files

CICCSY - System Activity File 
The CICCSY file quantifies total activity for the entire CICS system for all users and provides resource consumption,
service, availability, and performance measures.
This file is derived, at the DETAIL timespan, from the IBM CICS statistics records, and ASG-TCE system records. At the
DAYS and higher timespans, this file contains additional transaction-based information merged from the DAYS CICCSU
file.             

CICCSU - User Activity File
Quantifies the resources that are consumed at the user level using service, load, access, and performance measures that
are provided based on the user-defined account codes.
This file is derived from CMF and ASG-TMON.
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CICCAU - Application Unit Activity File 
Quantifies the resources that are consumed at the application level using service, load, access, and performance
measures that are provided based on user-defined application unit identifiers.
This file is derived from CMF and ASG-TMON.

CICCAC - User Application Count File
Quantifies the number of transactions that are executed at the user and application unit levels.
This file is derived from CMF and ASG-TMON.

CICCIN - Incident File
Quantifies the incidents that relate to the operation, performance, or integrity of the CICS system.
This file is derived from CMF and ASG-TMON.

CICCSB - CICS System TCB Modes File
Quantifies the resources consumed by each of the 18 CICS TCBs.
This file is derived from CICS Statistics.

CICCSP - CICS System TCB Pools File
Quantifies TCBs in use and wait statistics for each of the 4 CICS TCB Pools (OPEN, JVM, SSL, and XP).
This file is derived from CICS Statistics.

CICCSD - CICS System DSA Storage File
Quantifies the activity and state of each CICS dynamic Storage Areas (DSA).
This file is derived from CICS Statistics.

CICCSA - CICS System DSA Task Subpools File
Quantifies the I/O activity of the dynamic storage areas.
This file is derived from CICS Statistics.

CICCSL - CICS System Loader Statistics File
Quantifies the activity of programs loaded into DSA and their Not-In-Use queue status.
This file is derived from CICS Statistics.

CICCDC - Dictionary File
Contains data dictionary information from CMF performance class and pre-CICS 3.1.1 accounting class and exception
class data. CICS 3.1.1 and higher releases only produce dictionary records for performance class data. MICS requires
dictionary records to process the CMF data.

CICCSF - File/DBD Activity File
Quantifies file activity. The file is derived from the optional file segments of ASG-TMON transaction records.

CICCMR - MRO Activity File
Quantifies MRO activity. The file is derived from the optional MRO segments of ASG-TMON transaction records.

CICS Information Area Structure

The following diagram illustrates data sources and files of the CICS Information Area.

                   +-------------+    +-------------+    +-------------+

                   |     CICS    |    |     CICS    |    |             |

                   |  Statistics |    |  Monitoring |    |  ASG-TMON   |

                   |  (3.1.1 +)  |    |   Facility  |    |             |

                   +-------------+    +-------------+    +-------------+

                          |                  |                  |

                          +------------------+------------------+

                                             |

                              +-----------------------------+

                              |           CA MICS           |
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                              |            CICS             |

                              |          Analyzer           |

                              +-----------------------------+

                                             |

         +--------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |           |          |            |          |           |         |

 +----------------+  |  +-----------------+  |  +----------------+  |  +---------------+

 |    System      |  |  |  User Activity  |  |  |   Dictionary   |  |  |     User      |

 |   Activity     |  |  |      File       |  |  |      File      |  |  |  Application  |

 |     File       |  |  |    (CICCSU)     |  |  |    (CICCDC)    |  |  |   Count File  |

 |   (CICCSY)     |  |  |                 |  |  |                |  |  |    (CICCAC)   |

 +----------------+  |  +-----------------+  |  +----------------+  |  +---------------+

                     |                       |                      |

         +----------------------+            |          +---------------------+

         |                      |            |          |                     |

 +----------------+     +-----------------+  |  +----------------+     +---------------+

 |    File/DBD    |     |   MRO Activity  |  |  |  Application   |     |   Incident    |

 | Activity File  |     |      File       |  |  | Unit Activity  |     |     File      |

 |   (CICCSF)     |     |    (CICCMR)     |  |  |      File      |     |   (CICCIN)    |

 |                |     |                 |  |  |    (CICCAU)    |     |               |

 +----------------+     +-----------------+  |  +----------------+     +---------------+

                                             |

         +---------------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------------+

         |                     |                     |                   |                   |

 +----------------+   +----------------+   +-----------------+  +----------------+  +----------------+

 |    DSA Task    |   |      DSA       |   |    TCB Modes    |  |   TCB Pools    |  |  Loader Stats  |

 | Subpools File  |   |  Storage File  |   |      File       |  |     File       |  |     File       |

 |   (CICCSA)     |   |   (CICCSD)     |   |    (CICCSB)     |  |   (CICCSP)     |  |   (CICCSL)     |

 |                |   |                |   |                 |  |                |  |                |

 +----------------+   +----------------+   +-----------------+  +----------------+  +----------------+

CICS Data Element Naming Conventions
The data elements in the MICS database files follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or
common data elements. Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which
they are defined. The following chart lists the three-character prefixes with which the CICS standard data element names
begin and the files in which they are contained.

File  File Name  Prefix  
CICCAC CICS User Application Count File CAC
CICCAU CICS Application Unit Activity File CAU
CICCDC CICS Dictionary File CDC
CICCIN CICS Incident File CIN
CICCSF CICS File/DBD Activity File CSF
CICCSU CICS User Activity File CSU
CICCSY CICS System Activity File CSY
CICCMR CICS MRO Activity File CMR
CICCSB CICS System TCB Modes File CSB
CICCSP CICS System TCB Pools File CSP
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CICCSD CICS System DSA Storage File CSD
CICCSA CICS System DSA Task Subpools File CSA
CICCSL CICS System Loader Statistics File CSL
CTGGSA Gateway Server Activity File CSA

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across data base information
areas or across files within an information area. You find common data elements listed in the Sequence/Summary Data
Elements and Common Data Elements sections of the Data Elements List that accompanies each of the file descriptions
in this section.

• TIMESPAN
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the following letters:

X - DETAIL

D - DAYS

W - WEEKS

M - MONTHS

Y - YEARS

T - TABLES AREA

. - File is not supported 

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT
The data element name.

• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
The long name of the data element.

CICS Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the CIC Information Area and defines its level of summarization and data sequencing as
the files appear in the applicable timespan levels. It also lists the data elements that are contained in each file.

The files that are maintained in the CTG Information Area are:

•  CTGGSA - Gateway Server Activity File 

CICCAC - User Application Count File

The CICS User Application Count File contains data quantifying the resources that are consumed by each user executing
each CICS transaction type. Access measures are provided. This file is derived from the detailed transaction records from
CMF or ASG-TMON.

If activate this file (it is shipped inactive), follow the instructions in the Checklist section for altering the active timespans of
the file.

If you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to perform transaction accounting, activate the CICCAC file.

The following sections describe the organization of the file, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

CICCAC File Organization

The CICCAC Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.
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The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCAC Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCAC Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 ......E  CICACT1  - COST CENTER

 ......E  CICACT2  - TRANSACTION ID

 ......E  CICACT3  - USER ID

 ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

 ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

 ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

 ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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 ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

 ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

 ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

 ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 ......E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

Accumulated Data Elements

 ......   CACABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

 ......E  CACCOST  - User Cost Field

 ......E  CACIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

 ......E  CACOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

 ......E  CACTRANS - Number Of Transaction Occurrences 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS User Application Count File (CICCAC).

CICCAC Usage Considerations

This section identifies special considerations or techniques that are related to using the CICCAC File.

• To activate the CICCAC file at the DETAIL timespan, see the instructions in the Activate the Active Timespans for a
File section.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

• The CICCAC data elements are renamed from the transaction DETAIL work file (CICCSW) created during daily input
processing. A rename macro, generated at component generation time based on GENLIB definitions, is used to create
the CAC data elements from the work file. This type of file creation does not affect the way how you access the data --
the standard MICS summarization macros are available for reporting purposes.

CICCAC Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

• Generate a horizontal bar graph of application executions by the first level of user identification.
PROC CHART DATA=&PCICD..CICCAC01;

HBAR CICACT1 / SUMVAR=CACTRANS DESCENDING;

RUN;

• Generate a frequency table of the occurrence of ABENDing applications by transaction group, where transaction group
is identified by the second-level user identifier. Use month-to-date data.
PROC FREQ DATA=&PCICM..CICCAC00;

TABLES CICACT2 / NOROW NOCOL; WEIGHT CACABEND;

RUN;
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CICCAU - Application Unit Activity File

The CICS Application Unit Activity File contains data that quantify the resources consumed by each application unit within
CICS. Service, load, access, and performance measures are provided. This file is derived from the detailed transaction
records from CMF or ASG-TMON.

If you choose to activate this file, which is shipped inactive, follow the instructions in the Checklist section for altering
active timespans of a file.

CICCAU File Organization

The CICCAU Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCAU Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCAU Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Oct 22, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element
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   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

  ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  ......E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values

  ......E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  ......E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  ......E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  ......E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  ......E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  ......E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  ......E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  ......E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  ......E  CICSRELV - CICS Release Version

  ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  ......E  LPARNAME - LPAR Name

  ......E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  ......   CAUABENO - Original Abend Code

  ......E  CAUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......E  CAUCIPAR - Client IP Address

  ......E  CAUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

  ......E  CAUFACTY - Transaction Facility Type

  ......   CAUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

  ......E  CAUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

  ......   CAUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......E  CAULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

  ......E  CAUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CAUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running
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  ......E  CAUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CAUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......   CAUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......   CAUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

  ......E  CAUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

  ......   CAUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

  ......   CAUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

  ......   CAUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......   CAUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

  ......   CAUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

  ......E  CAUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

  ......   CAUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

  ......   CAUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

  ......   CAUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CAUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

  ......   CAUOTKID - Originating Task Number

  ......   CAUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

  ......   CAUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CAUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

  ......   CAUOUSID - Originating Userid

  ......E  CAUPTTNO - Parent Task Number

  ......E  CAURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

  ......   CAUTCLAS - Transaction Class at Task Creation

  ......   CAUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

  ......E  CAUTLUN  - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

  ......   CAUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CAUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

  ......   CAUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

  ......   CAUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

  ......   CAUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CAUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

  ......   CAUTSKID - Task Identification Number

  ......   CAUTWMFL - Transaction WLM Request Flag

  ......E  CAUWBENM - Webservice Name

  ......E  CAUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBLNM - Web PIPELINE Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CAUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

  ......E  CAUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  ......E  CAUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  ......E  CAUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

  ......E  CAUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  ......   CAUBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

  ......   CAUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

  ......   CAUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

  ......   CAUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

  ......   CAUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

  ......   CAUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

  ......   CAUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests
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  ......   CAUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

  ......   CAUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

  ......   CAUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

  ......   CAUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

  ......   CAUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

  ......   CAUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

  ......   CAUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

  ......   CAUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

  ......E  CAUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

  ......E  CAUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

  ......   CAUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

  ......   CAUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

  ......   CAUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

  ......E  CAUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  ......   CAUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

  ......E  CAUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

  ......   CAUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

  ......E  CAUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  ......   CAUCOST  - Processing Charges

  ......   CAUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time

  ......E  CAUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

  ......   CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  ......E  CAUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

  ......E  CAUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

  ......E  CAUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  ......   CAUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  ......E  CAUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  ......E  CAUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

  ......   CAUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

  ......E  CAUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

  ......   CAUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

  ......   CAUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

  ......   CAUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

  ......   CAUDHTC  - Total No. Document Requests

  ......   CAUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

  ......E  CAUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  ......E  CAUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

  ......   CAUDS1WC - Wait for First Dispatch Count

  ......   CAUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

  ......E  CAUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS Requests

  ......   CAUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

  ......E  CAUERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed
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  ......   CAUEXWAT - Exception Condition Wait Time

  ......E  CAUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

  ......E  CAUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

  ......E  CAUFCTOT - Total File Requests

  ......E  CAUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  ......E  CAUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

  ......E  CAUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  ......E  CAUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

  ......E  CAUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

  ......E  CAUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

  ......E  CAUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

  ......E  CAUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

  ......E  CAUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

  ......E  CAUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

  ......E  CAUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

  ......E  CAUGETCT - No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

  ......E  CAUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  ......   CAUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

  ......E  CAUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  ......E  CAUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

  ......E  CAUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

  ......E  CAUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

  ......E  CAUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

  ......E  CAUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  ......   CAUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

  ......E  CAUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

  ......E  CAUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  ......E  CAUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO/ISC Communications

  ......E  CAUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

  ......E  CAUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control

  ......E  CAUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

  ......E  CAUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

  ......E  CAUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  ......E  CAUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  ......E  CAUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

  ......E  CAUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

  ......E  CAUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUK9DTM - User Task Key 9 Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8
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  ......E  CAULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

  ......E  CAULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  ......E  CAULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAULWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  ......E  CAUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

  ......E  CAUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

  ......E  CAUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  ......E  CAUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  ......E  CAUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

  ......E  CAUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

  ......E  CAUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

  ......E  CAUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests

  ......E  CAUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

  ......E  CAUNWSOC - No. Times New Socket Connection Created

  ......E  CAUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  ......E  CAUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  ......E  CAUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

  ......E  CAUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

  ......   CAUPAGIN - Page Ins

  ......   CAUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

  ......E  CAUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

  ......   CAUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

  ......   CAUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  ......E  CAUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAUPOLST - # of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

  ......E  CAUPSRE  - No. Times Policy System Rules Evaluated

  ......E  CAUPSRT  - No. Times Policy System Rules True

  ......E  CAUPTCNT - No. Times Task Spawned New Task

  ......E  CAUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

  ......E  CAUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  ......E  CAUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  ......E  CAURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  ......E  CAUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

  ......E  CAURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

  ......E  CAURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS
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  ......E  CAURLSWT - Wait time for RLS FC I/O

  ......E  CAURMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

  ......E  CAURMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

  ......E  CAURMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

  ......E  CAURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

  ......E  CAURMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

  ......E  CAURMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

  ......E  CAURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

  ......   CAURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

  ......E  CAURMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

  ......E  CAURMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

  ......E  CAUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  ......E  CAURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

  ......E  CAURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  ......E  CAURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  ......E  CAURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  ......E  CAURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

  ......E  CAUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

  ......E  CAUSCPTM - User Task CP CPU Time

  ......   CAUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

  ......E  CAUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  ......   CAUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  ......   CAUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

  ......   CAUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

  ......   CAUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

  ......   CAUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

  ......E  CAUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  ......   CAUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

  ......E  CAUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  ......   CAUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

  ......E  CAUSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  ......   CAUSOSCT - No. Socket Sent Requests

  ......   CAUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

  ......E  CAUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  ......   CAUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

  ......E  CAUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls

  ......E  CAUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

  ......E  CAUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

  ......E  CAUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  ......   CAUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

  ......E  CAUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  ......E  CAUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB line

  ......E  CAUSTGMB - GETMAINs Below 16MB UDSA

  ......   CAUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

  ......E  CAUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed
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  ......E  CAUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

  ......E  CAUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  ......E  CAUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  ......E  CAUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  ......E  CAUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  ......   CAUTCBAC - No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs

  ......   CAUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

  ......E  CAUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

  ......E  CAUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  ......   CAUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

  ......E  CAUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

  ......   CAUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

  ......   CAUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

  ......E  CAUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

  ......E  CAUTDST1 - Count Responses Within Limit 1

  ......E  CAUTDST2 - Count Responses Within Limit 2

  ......E  CAUTDST3 - Count Responses Within Limit 3

  ......E  CAUTDST4 - Count Responses Within Limit 4

  ......E  CAUTDST5 - Count Responses Within Limit 5

  ......E  CAUTDST6 - Count Responses Within Limit 6

  ......E  CAUTDST7 - Count Responses Within Limit 7

  ......E  CAUTDST8 - Count Responses Within Limit 8

  ......E  CAUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

  ......E  CAUTLOPS - Number of CICS Calls (Total)

  ......E  CAUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

  ......   CAUTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  ......E  CAUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands

  ......E  CAUTRANS - Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total

  ......E  CAUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

  ......   CAUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

  ......E  CAUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

  ......E  CAUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  ......E  CAUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

  ......E  CAUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

  ......E  CAUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

  ......   CAUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

  ......   CAUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

  ......   CAUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

  ......E  CAUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

  ......E  CAUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

  ......   CAUWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

  ......   CAUWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

  ......   CAUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

  ......   CAUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

  ......   CAUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

  ......   CAUWBTC  - Total No. WEB Requests

  ......   CAUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

  ......   CAUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

  ......E  CAUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

  ......E  CAUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time
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  ......E  CAUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

  ......E  CAUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  ......E  CAUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

  ......   CAUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

  ......E  CAUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

  ......E  CAUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  ......E  CAUX8CTM - User Task X8 Mode CPUT Time

  ......E  CAUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPUT Time

  ......E  CAUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

  ......E  CAUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  ......E  CAU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

  ......E  CAU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  ......E  CAU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  ......E  CAU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

  ......E  CAU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  ......   CAUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

  ......   CAUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  ......   CAUCLKOP - Number Of Clocks Generated

  ......   CAUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

  ......   CAUHISTG - Hi-water Terminal And User Memory

  ......E  CAUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

  ......   CAUMXCTM - Max Conv. Response Time

  ......   CAUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  ......   CAUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  ......E  CAUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

  ......   CAUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  ......   CAUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

  ......   CAUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  ......   CAUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

  ......   CAUMXTTM - Max Response Time

  ......   CAUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  ......   CAUMXWAT - Maximum Wait Time For CICS

  ......   CAUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated

  ......E  CAUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16MB

  ......E  CAUSTHWB - Program Storage High-water Below 16MB

  ......E  CAU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

  ......E  CAU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  ......   CAUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

  ......   CAUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used
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  ......   CAUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

  ......E  CAUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

  ......   CAUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

  ......E  CAUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

  ......E  CAUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  ......   CAUAVWAT - Average Wait Time For CICS Functions

  ......   CAUPCTR1 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  ......   CAUPCTR2 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  ......   CAUPCTR3 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  ......   CAUPCTR4 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  ......   CAUPCTR5 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  ......   CAUPCTR6 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  ......   CAUPCTR7 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 7

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU).

CICCAU Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques related to using the CICCAU File.

To activate the CICCAU file at the DETAIL timespan, refer to the instructions in the Alter the Active Timespans for a File
section.

The following data elements are defined within the CICGENIN member but are shipped as inactive. They are reserved for
your definitions.

CAUCONTM
Terminal Connect Time

CAUEXCPS
I/O (EXCPS) Generated

CAUSERVU
Service Units

CAUSRMTR
SRM Ended Transactions

CAUSRU
System Resource Units

The following data elements are dependent upon the setting of specific options within the various members in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and prefix.MICS.PARMS. This dependency is outlined below.

prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)
CAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) - parameter RESP
CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT)
CICAPU - Application Unit Identifier

For transactions that are classified as excessive (TRANTYPE="X"), the transaction counts and response times are
excluded from the following data elements:

CAUTRANS
Transaction Processed
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CAUTRSTM
Transaction Response Time Total

CAURESTM
Transaction Residency Time

CAUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

CAUMXTTM
Max Response Time

The excessive counts are available in the following data elements:

CAUETRN
Excessive Transactions Processed

CAUERSTM
Excessive Response Time Total

CAUMXETM
Max Excessive Response Time

The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the
data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the
data summarized.

CICCAU Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

1. Generate a horizontal bar graph of transaction CPU time used yesterday by application unit.
      PROC CHART DATA=&PCICD..CICCAU01;

      HBAR CICAPU / SUMVAR=CAUCPUTM DESCENDING;

      RUN; 

2. Generate a summary report showing workload and performance information by CICSID and application unit for the last
three days.
      %LET BY = CICSID CICAPU MONTH YEAR DAY;

      %LET BREAK = DAY;

      DATA CICCAU(KEEP=%CAUKEEP(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DAYS));

      SET &PCICD..CICCAU03

          &PCICD..CICCAU02

          &PCICD..CICCAU01;

      RUN;

      PROC SORT DATA=CICCAU;

      BY &BY;

      RUN;

      DATA SUMCAU(KEEP=CICSID CICAPUB MONTH YEAR DAY

       CAUCPUTM CAUSIOCT CAUTLOPS CAUTRANS CAUAVTTM

       CAUSOS CAUMXTSK CAUPAGIN CAUFCWAT CAUTLWAT);

      SET CICCAU;

      BY &BY;

      IF FIRST.CICAPU THEN CICAPUB=CICAPU;
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      ELSE CICAPUB=' ';

      %CAUSUM(SUMBY=&BY,SUMBREAK=&BREAK,OUT=SUMCAU,

      DERV=YES);

      RUN;

      PROC PRINT DATA=SUMCAU N; BY CICSID;

      PAGEBY CICSID;

      ID CICAPUB;

      VAR MONTH YEAR DAY

      CAUCPUTM CAUTRANS CAUTLOPS CAUSIOCT CAUAVTTM

      CAUSOS CAUMXTSK CAUPAGIN CAUFCWAT CAUTLWAT;

      RUN;

CICCAU Data Dictionary Elements

For the CICCAU data dictionary elements, see CICS Application Unit Activity File (CICCAU).

CICCDC - Dictionary File

The CICS Dictionary File contains details about each field contained in the CMF records for performance, accounting, and
exception class. The dictionary records are required to process the CMF records.

The CICCDC File exists only in cycle 01 at the DETAIL timespan.

CICCDC File Organization

The CICCDC Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCDC Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |ORGSYSID  CDCAPPL   CICSID    CICSREL   CDCCLASS |

|         |CDCCONN   ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014
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This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCDC Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 X.....E  CDCAPPL  - Dictionary Record Applid

 X.....E  CDCCLASS - Dictionary Class of Data

 X.....E  CDCCONN  - Dictionary Element Connector

 X.....E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

 X.....E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

Retained Data Elements

 X.....E  CDCENTRY - Dictionary Element Description

 X.....E  CDCLREF  - Dictionary Date of Last Reference 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC).

CICCDC Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques that are related to using the CICCDC file.

• This file exists only in cycle 01 at the DETAIL timespan. One observation is created for each field that is defined by the
dictionary record for each CMF class and CICS region. The CICS Analyzer processes the CMF data using the most
current version of the data dictionary record read from input. However, if the input does not contain data dictionary
records, CMF data are processed using the dictionary records stored in the CICCDC01 file from previous DAILY runs.
If CICCDC01 is empty, the CMF data are rejected until the data dictionary record is read from input.

• This file contains data dictionary records from multiple DAILY runs. The data are deleted when the
number of unreferenced days reaches the threshold that is defined by the CICCDCEX parameter in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH). For more details about this threshold definition, see the CICTHRSH - CICS
Processing Thresholds section.

CICCDC Retrieval Examples

There are no retrieval examples for the CICCDC File, as it is not used for reporting purposes. However, a utility program
that lists the CMF data dictionary entries from the CICCDC File is shipped with the CICS Analyzer. The generated JCL
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is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCDCPT). For a description of this utility program, see the CICCDCPT - Data Dictionary Print
Program section.

CICCIN - Incident File

The CICS Incident File contains data identifying problems in the operation, performance, or integrity of the CICS
system. This file is derived from detailed transaction from IBM CMF and ASG TMON data, and Exception class records
from IBM CMF.

Incidents from ASG TMON are automatically processed into the CICCIN file, and transaction abends from IBM CMF,
CINCODE=11, are automatically processed.  To process incidents from IBM CMF Exception Class data, the SELCODE
parameter must be coded on the CICOPTS keyword in unitprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

See SELCODE parameter for more details on coding the SELCODE parameter.

All CICS incidents that are recorded on this file are reported as standard-format MICS exceptions. Therefore, this file is
maintained only in the DETAIL timespan.

CICCIN File Organization

The CICCIN Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCIN Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CINCODE   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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CICCIN Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 X.....E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

 X.....E  CINCODE  - CICS Incident Identifier

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  OPERID   - Terminal Operator Initials

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  TERMINAL - CICS Terminal ID

 X.....E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

 X.....E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

 X.....E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  USERID   - RACF Userid

Retained Data Elements

 X.....E  CINABEND - Abnormal Termination Code

 X.....E  CINTEXT  - Description Of Incident

Accumulated Data Elements

 X.....E  CINCOUNT - Incident Count

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

CICCIN Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques that are related to using the CICCIN File.
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• The data element STARTTS represents the monitored CICS incident start time. The data element ENDTS represents
the monitored CICS incident end time.

CICCIN Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out the identifiers are at your data center.

• Generate a horizontal bar graph of yesterday's incident counts by hour.
      PROC CHART DATA=&PCICX..CICCIN01;

      HBAR HOUR / SUMVAR=CINCOUNT DISCRETE;

      RUN;

• Generate a frequency table of the occurrence of incidents by incident code. Use month-to-date data.
      PROC FREQ DATA=&PCICM..CICCIN00;

      TABLES CINCODE / NOROW NOCOL; WEIGHT CINCOUNT;

      RUN;

CICCSF - File/DBD Activity File

The CICS File/DBD Activity File is an optional CICS file that contains data quantifying the CICS system's file or data base
usage for the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. This file is derived from the transaction file segments
from Monitor data.

CICCSF File Organization

The CICCSF Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each
timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCSF Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Thu, May 12, 2016
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This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCSF Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, May 12, 2016

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

 ......E  CSFFID   - File Designation

 ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

 ......E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

 ......E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

 ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

 ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 ......E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

 ......E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

 ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 ......E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 ......E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF).

CICCSF Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques that are related to using the CICCSF File.

• The CICCSF File is available only when The Monitor for CICS is the input data source. The input to this file consists of
the file segments contained within The Monitor's Task Accounting Detail record.
See the CICS Activate the CICS File/DBD Activity File - CICCSF section for details about activating this file.

• The USRXCSF exit can be used to limit the amount of data to be summarized into the CICCSF File. This can be
done using two techniques. First, code the exit to reject a file segment from further processing. Second, the element
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CSFFID, which is the file identifier from the file segment, can be modified to a generic name instead of retaining the
actual file identifier.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data were summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest
date and time for the data summarized.

CICCSF Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. TAs the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

• Print yesterday file usage by hour.
      PROC PRINT DATA=&PCICD..CICCSF01;

      ID HOUR; VAR CICSID CSFFID CSFADD CSFGET

      CSFUPD CSFBROW;

      SUM CSFADD CSFGET CSFUPD CSFBROW;

      RUN; 

• Provide a summary of file access by VOLSER from the day before yesterday.
      %LET BY= VOLSER CSFFID;

      %LET BREAK = VOLSER;

      PROC SORT DATA=&PCICD..CICCSF02 OUT=CICCSF;

      BY &BY;

      RUN;

        DATA SUMVOL(KEEP=VOLSER FILE_TOT CSFACCCT CSFACCTM

          CSFVSMBW CSFVSMSP CSFVSMSW);

        SET CICCSF; BY &BY;

        IF FIRST.CSFFID THEN FILE_NUM+1;

        IF LAST.&BREAK THEN DO;

          FILE_TOT=FILE_NUM;

          FILE_NUM=0;

        END;

        %CSFSUM(SUMBY=&BY;SUMBREAK=&BREAK,OUT=SUMVOL);

        RUN;

        PROC PRINT DATA=SUMVOL;

        VAR VOLSER FILE_TOT CSFACCCT CSFACCTM CSFVSMBW

          CSFVSMSW CSFVSMSP;

        SUM FILE_TOT CSFACCCT CSFACCTM CSFVSMBW CSFVSMSW

          CSFVSMSP;

        RUN;

CICCSU - User Activity File

The CICS User Activity File contains data quantifying the resources that are consumed by each user executing each CICS
transaction type. Service, load, access, and performance measures are provided. This file is derived from the detailed
transaction records from CMF or ASG-TMON.
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CICCSU File Organization

The CICCSU Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCSU Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     CICSID    CICACT1   CICACT2   CICACT3  |

|         |YEAR      ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCSU Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Oct 22, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  .D.MY.E  CICACT1  - COST CENTER

  .D.MY.E  CICACT2  - TRANSACTION ID

  .D.MY.E  CICACT3  - USER ID

  .D.MY.E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .D.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .D.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .D.MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  ......   ABNDCODE - Abend Codes

  ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

  ......E  CICNETNM - MRO/ISC Network Name

  .D.MY.E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  .D.MY.E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  .D.MY.E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  .D.MY.E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  .D.MY.E  CICSRELV - CICS Release Version

  ......E  CICUOWID - MRO/ISC UOWID

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .D.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .D.MY.E  JOB      - Job Identification

  .D.MY.E  LPARNAME - LPAR Name

  ......E  OPERID   - Terminal Operator Initials

  ......E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  .D.MY.E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  .D.MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TERMINAL - CICS Terminal ID

  ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

  ....Y.E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

  ......E  TRANTYPE - Transaction Relative Longevity Code

  ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

  ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  ......E  USERID   - RACF Userid

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  ......   CSUABENO - Original Abend Code

  ......E  CSUAPLNM - Application Name in Appl Context Data

  .D.MY.E  CSUAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......E  CSUCIPAR - Client IP Address
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  ......E  CSUCURTA - Active User Trans When User Task Attach

  ......E  CSUFACTY - Transaction Facility Type

  ......   CSUIPCNM - TCP/IP Connection Name

  ......E  CSUIPHER - Cipher Suite Code Selected

  ......   CSUIPPRT - Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......E  CSULATNM - Platform Name in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMAXTA - MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached

  ......E  CSUMCHTP - CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CSUMDLID - CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running

  ......E  CSUMIVER - Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMJVER - Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUMNVER - Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data

  ......E  CSUNJAPP - Node.js Application Name

  ......   CSUOAPPL - Originating CICS VTAM APPLID

  ......   CSUOCIPA - Originating Client IP Address

  ......E  CSUOCIPR - Originating Client IP Address

  ......   CSUOFCNM - Originating Transaction Facility Name

  ......   CSUOFTFL - Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag

  ......   CSUOIPRT - Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number

  ......   CSUONTID - Originating TCP/IP Network ID

  ......   CSUOPORT - Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number

  ......E  CSUOPRNM - Operation Name in Appl Context Data

  ......   CSUORMFL - Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg

  ......   CSUOTCSN - Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name

  ......   CSUOTDFL - Originating Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CSUOTIFL - Originating Trans. Identification Flag

  ......   CSUOTKID - Originating Task Number

  ......   CSUOTRAN - Originating Task Transaction ID

  ......   CSUOTTFL - Originating Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CSUOUSCO - Originating User Correlator

  ......   CSUOUSID - Originating Userid

  ......E  CSUPTRAN - Parent TRANSID

  ......E  CSUPTSTM - Parent Task Start Time

  ......E  CSUPTTNO - Parent Task Number

  ......E  CSURTYPE - Transaction Record Type

  ......   CSUTCLAS - Transaction Class at Task Creation

  ......   CSUTFTFL - Transaction Facility Type Flag

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLUN  - Terminal VTAM LUNAME

  ......   CSUTRDFL - Transaction Definition Flag

  ......   CSUTRIFL - Transaction Identification Flag

  ......   CSUTRMFL - Transaction Recovery Manager Flag

  ......   CSUTRNPR - Transaction Priority at Task Creation

  ......   CSUTRTFL - Transaction Type Flag

  ......   CSUTSIFL - Transaction Status Information Flag

  ......E  CSUTSKID - Task Identification Number

  ......   CSUTWMFL - Transaction WLM Request Flag

  ......E  CSUWBENM - Webservice Name

  ......E  CSUWBGNM - Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBLNM - Web PIPELINE Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBMNM - Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition

  ......E  CSUWBPNM - Web Service Operation Name

  ......E  CSUWBSNM - Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  CSUABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  .D.MY.E  CSUACHCT - No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSUASRCT - No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  .D....   CSUBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

  .D....   CSUBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

  .D....   CSUBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

  .D....   CSUBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

  .D....   CSUBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

  .D....   CSUBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

  .D....   CSUBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUBMOPS - Number of CICS BMS Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUBRGWT - 3270 bridge partner wait time

  .D....   CSUBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

  .D....   CSUBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  .D....   CSUCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUCHMDC - No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes

  .D.MY.E  CSUCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCOST  - Processing Charges

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPRTM - Task CPU Real Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  .D.MY.E  CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUCRSTM - Conv. Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUCTRN  - Conv. Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUDAMSC - Damaged Storage Chain

  .D.MY.E  CSUDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

  .D....   CSUDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUDHDCT - No. Document Handler Delete Requests

  .D....   CSUDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

  .D....   CSUDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests
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  .D....   CSUDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

  .D....   CSUDHTC  - Total No. Document Requests

  .D....   CSUDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

  .D.MY.E  CSUDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  .D.MY.   CSUDSWAT - Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)

  .D.MY.E  CSUDS1WC - Wait for First Dispatch Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUDS1WT - Wait for First Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUDWWTM - Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUEITCT - Total No. EXEC CICS requests

  .D.MY.   CSUEQSUS - Enqueue Suspend Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.   CSUEXWAT - Exception Condition Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUEXWTM - EXEC CICS External Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCTOT - Total File Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCWAT - Wait Time For CICS File Control

  .D.MY.E  CSUFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYBAC - Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYBAT - Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYJWC - Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYJWT - Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYKEC - Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYKET - Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYPWC - Times Task WT to Verify Password

  .D.MY.E  CSUFYPWT - Wait Time for Verifying Passwords

  .D.MY.E  CSUGETCT - No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task

  .D.MY.E  CSUGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  .D.MY.   CSUHMDLC - No. of TCB Change Mode Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUHMDLY - CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUICDTM - Interval Control Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUICOPS - Number of CICS Interval Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUICTCT - Total Interval Control Requests

  .D....E  CSUIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  .D....   CSUIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

  .D....E  CSUIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  .D.MY.E  CSUIOWAT - Total Trans I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUIRWAT - Wait Time For MRO/ISC Communications

  .D.MY.E  CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUJCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Journal Control

  ......E  CSUJSRPL - JSON Response Body Length

  ......E  CSUJSRQL - JSON Request Body Length

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  .D....E  CSUJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

  .D....E  CSUJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJVMTD - Maximum JVM TCBs delay

  .D....E  CSUJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUJ9CTM - User Task J9 Mode CPU Time
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  .D....E  CSUK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

  .D....E  CSUK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUK9CTM - User Task Key 9 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUK9DTM - User Task Key 9 Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSULDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSULMDTM - Lock Manager Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSULRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSULTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSULWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  .D.MY.E  CSUL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUL9CTM - User Task L9 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUMEMRC - Memory Usage Running Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUMMSTM - User Task Unavailable TCB Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQGWT - WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition

  .D.MY.E  CSUNATCT - Asynch User Task Wait Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUNATWT - Asynch User Task Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUNCGET - No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUNOSOC - No. Web Socket Connections

  .D.MY.E  CSUNWSOC - No. Times New Socket Connection Created

  .D.MY.E  CSUNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  .D.MY.E  CSUOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOTWAT - Total Trans Other Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUOUTCH - Output Message Character Traffic

  .D.MY.E  CSUPAGIN - Page Ins

  .D....   CSUPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCOPS - Number of CICS Program Control Calls

  .D....   CSUPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUPETTM - Task Dispatch Time
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  .D.MY.E  CSUPOLST - # of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded

  .D.MY.E  CSUPSRE  - No. Times Policy System Rules Evaluated

  .D.MY.E  CSUPSRT  - No. Times Policy System Rules True

  .D.MY.E  CSUPTCNT - No. Times Task Spawned New Task

  .D.MY.E  CSUPUTCT - No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUREECT - No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSURESTM - Transaction Residency Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURLSTM - SRB CPU Time for RLS

  .D.MY.E  CSURLSWT - Wait time for RLS FC I/O

  .D....E  CSURMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

  .D....E  CSURMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSURMICT - Resource Manager Interface (RMI) Count

  .D....E  CSURMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSURMSCT - RMI Suspend Count

  .D.MY.   CSURMSUS - Wait for Resource Manager Interface

  .D....E  CSURMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

  .D....E  CSURMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  .D.MY.E  CSURPWTM - Request Processor Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSURUNCT - No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSUSCOPS - Number of CICS Storage Control Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUSCPTM - User Task CP CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUSCUCA - Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  .D....   CSUSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

  .D....   CSUSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

  .D....   CSUSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

  .D....   CSUSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  .D....   CSUSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  .D....   CSUSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  .D....   CSUSOSCT - No. Socket Sent Requests

  .D....   CSUSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSOWTM - Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time
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  .D....   CSUSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUSPOPS - Number of CICS Synch Point Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUSQLTM - Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUSQLTO - Total Number of SQL Calls

  .D....E  CSUSRBTM - SRB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  .D.MY.   CSUSTDLC - No. of Max SSL TCB Delays

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTDLY - Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTGMA - Getmains Above 16MB Line

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTGMB - Getmains Below 16MB Line

  .D.MY.   CSUSTOTM - Storage Occupancy (byte-units)

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUSUSTM - Task Suspend (Wait) Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUSZWTM - FEPI I/O wait time

  .D.MY.E  CSUS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  .D.MY.   CSUTCBAC - No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCHCT - Child Task Wait Count

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCHWT - Child Task Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCMTM - User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  .D.MY.   CSUTCSTG - TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal

  .D.MY.E  CSUTCWAT - Wait Time For CICS Terminal Control

  .D.MY.   CSUTCW61 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1

  .D.MY.   CSUTCW62 - TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST1 - Count Responses Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST2 - Count Responses Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST3 - Count Responses Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST4 - Count Responses Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST5 - Count Responses Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST6 - Count Responses Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST7 - Count Responses Within Limit 7

  .D.MY.E  CSUTDST8 - Count Responses Within Limit 8

  .D.MY.E  CSUTITOT - Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLOPS - Number of CICS Calls (Total)

  .D.MY.E  CSUTLWAT - Wait Time For CICS (Total)

  .D.MY.E  CSUTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  .D.MY.E  CSUTOTCT - No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands

  .D.MY.E  CSUTRANS - Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time Total

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls

  .D.MY.   CSUTSVWT - VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSWAT - Wait Time For CICS Temp Storage

  .D.MY.E  CSUTSWTM - Shared TS I/O Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUVSSWC - Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS

  .D.MY.E  CSUVSSWT - Wait Time for Ext Region SOS

  .D.MY.E  CSUWAITM - Transaction Wait Time

  .D....   CSUWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

  .D....   CSUWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req
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  .D....   CSUWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

  .D....E  CSUWBPBL - SOAP Response Body Length

  .D....E  CSUWBQBL - SOAP Request Body Length

  .D....   CSUWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

  .D....   CSUWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

  .D....   CSUWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

  .D....   CSUWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

  .D....   CSUWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

  .D....   CSUWBTC  - Total No. WEB Requests

  .D....   CSUWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

  .D....   CSUWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSUWEWTM - EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWFCTM - User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWNVTM - WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWOPTM - WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWRCTM - WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUWSNTM - WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  CSUXMCTM - XML System Services CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUXTDLC - No. of Max XPLink Delays

  .D.MY.E  CSUXTDLY - Max XPLink Delay Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  .D.MY.E  CSUX8CTM - User Task X8 Mode CPUT Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUX9CTM - User Task X9 Mode CPUT Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Processed

  .D.MY.E  CSUZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  .D.MY.E  CSU64CGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA

  .D.MY.E  CSU64FSH - FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  .D.MY.E  CSU64GSH - GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor

  .D.MY.E  CSU64SGC - Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests

  .D.MY.E  CSU64UGC - User Storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  ......E  CSUMIRTS - MSAC Mirror Start Time Stamp

  ......   CSUOSTRT - Originating Task Start Time

  ......   CSUPHSTA - Previous Hop Data Task Start Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  CSUCLKOP - Number Of Clocks Generated

  ......   CSUCSHWM - Container Storage High Water Mark

  .D.MY.E  CSUHISTG - Hi-water Terminal And User Memory

  .D.MY.E  CSUMEMHI - Hi Water Program Memory Size

  .D.MY.   CSUMXCTM - Max Conv. Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUMXMEM - Max Transaction Memory Used

  .D.MY.   CSUMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXOPS - Maximum Number of CICS Calls

  .D.MY.   CSUMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXTRT - Max Transaction CP CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXTTM - Max Response Time
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  .D.MY.   CSUMXTZT - Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.   CSUMXWAT - Maximum Wait Time For CICS

  .D.MY.E  CSUNTROP - Number Of Counters Generated

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTHWA - Task Storage High-water Above 16MB

  .D.MY.E  CSUSTHWB - Program Storage High-Water Below 16MB

  .D.MY.E  CSU64CMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA

  .D.MY.E  CSU64UMX - Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.   CSUAVCTM - Avg Conv. Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVINC - Average Input Character Traffic

  .D.MY.   CSUAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVMEM - Average Transaction Memory Used

  .D.MY.   CSUAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVOPS - Average Number of CICS Calls

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVOTC - Average Output Character Traffic

  .D.MY.   CSUAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTRT - Average Transaction CP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTTM - Avg Response Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVTZT - Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

  .D.MY.E  CSUAVWAT - Average Wait Time For CICS Functions

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR1 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 1

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR2 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 2

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR3 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 3

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR4 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 4

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR5 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 5

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR6 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 6

  .D.MY.E  CSUPCTR7 - Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit 7

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS User Activity File (CICCSU).

CICCSU Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques for using the CICCSU File.

To activate the CICCSU file at the DETAIL timespan, see the instructions in the CICS Alter the Active Timespans for a File
section.

The following data elements are defined within the CICGENIN member, but are inactive as shipped. They are reserved for
user definitions.

CSUCONTM
Terminal Connect Time

CSUEXCPS
I/O (EXCPS) Generated

CSUSERVU
Service Units

CSUSRMTR
SRM Ended Transactions

CSUSRU
System Resource Units
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The following data elements are dependent upon the setting of specific options within the various members in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS and prefix.MICS.PARMS. This dependency is outlined below.

prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)
CSUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) -- parameter RESP
CICRVAL1 - CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members CICACCT and CICACRT
CICACT(s) - User Account Identifiers

For transactions that are classified as excessive (TRANTYPE="X"), the transaction counts and response times are
excluded from the following data elements:

CSUTRANS
Transaction Processed

CSUTRSTM
Transaction Response Time Total

CSURESTM
Transaction Residency Time

CSUAVTTM
Avg Response Time

CSUMXTTM
Max Response Time

The excessive counts are available in the following data elements:

CSUETRN
Excessive Transactions Processed

CSUERSTM
Excessive Response Time Total

CSUMXETM
Max Excessive Response Time

MICS Accounting and Chargeback uses data from the CICCSU file for resource accounting.

The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the
data were summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the data
summarized.

For time stamp identification purposes, a CICS-monitored interaction is defined as follows:

• For pseudo-conversational transactions, for non-conversational transactions, and for conversational transactions not
monitored in segmented conversational mode, the entire transaction is one interaction.

• For conversational transactions, monitored in segmented conversational mode, one interaction is:

- from the beginning of the transaction to the first suspension for a terminal control read,

- from one terminal control read suspension to the next, or

- from a terminal control read suspension to the termination of the transaction.

CICCSU Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
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database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

• Generate a horizontal bar graph of transaction CPU time used by the first level of user identification.
      PROC CHART DATA=&PCICD..CICCSU01;

      HBAR CICACT1 / SUMVAR=CSUCPUTM DESCENDING;

      RUN; 

• Generate a summary report showing workload and performance-related information by CICSID and the first level of
user identification for the day before yesterday.
      %LET BY = CICSID CICACT1;

      %LET BREAK = CICACT1;

      PROC SORT DATA=&PCICD..CICCSU02;

      BY &BY;

      RUN;

      DATA SUMCSU(KEEP=CICSID CICACT1 MONTH YEAR DAY

       CSUCPUTM CSUSIOCT CSUTLOPS CSUTRANS CSUAVTTM

       CSUSOS CSUMXTSK CSUPAGIN CSUFCWAT CSUTLWAT);

      SET CICCSU;

      BY &BY;

      %CSUSUM(SUMBY=&BY,SUMBREAK=&BREAK,OUT=SUMCSU,

      DERV=YES);

      RUN;

      PROC PRINT DATA=SUMCSU N; BY CICSID;

      PAGEBY CICSID;

      ID CICACT1;

      VAR MONTH YEAR DAY

      CSUCPUTM CSUTRANS CSUTLOPS CSUSIOCT CSUAVTTM

      CSUSOS CSUMXTSK CSUPAGIN CSUFCWAT CSUTLWAT;

      RUN;

CICCSY - CICS System Activity File

The CICS System Activity File contains data quantifying the total activity for the entire CICS system, including all users.
Resource consumption, service, availability, and performance measures are included.

The CICS system's service (response), load, and usage are stored in the DETAIL timespan. Total usage resides in the
DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans.

The CICCSY file is derived from the global system activity records that are generated by CMF, or depending on your CICS
Version, CICS TS Statistics records, or the system checkpoint records produced by the Monitor. For a detailed description
of the data sources that are required to populate this file, see CICS Data Source Descriptions.

CICCSY File Organization

The CICCSY Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each
timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCSY Timespan Granularity Chart
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+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     CICSID    YEAR      ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

CICCSY Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Oct 22, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM Applid

  .DWMY.E  CICNODST - Number of Distribution Values

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limits 1

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limits 2

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limits 3

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limits 4

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limits 5

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limits 6

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limits 7

  .DWMY.E  CICRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits 8

  XDWMY.E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWMY.E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWMY.E  CICSRELV - CICS Release Version

  X.....E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWMY.E  LPARNAME - LPAR Name

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  CSYACNAL - Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access

  X.....E  CSYACNIU - Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data

  X.....E  CSYACNWT - Current Request Queued No Buffer

  X.....E  CSYACTCI - No. CIs in Use

  X.....   CSYAMXT  - Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch

  XDWMY.E  CSYAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  X.....E  CSYBPSEG - No. TS Bytes per Segment

  XD....E  CSYBUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on Buffer

  X.....E  CSYCASAD - Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

  X.....E  CSYCQTCT - Current TM Queued User Transactions

  X.....E  CSYCQTM  - Current Time Spent Trans Queue MXT

  X.....E  CSYCSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

  X.....E  CSYCSSUR - No. Common Subspace Users

  X.....   CSYDSA   - Current DSA total (in K)

  X.....   CSYDSAL  - Current DSA Limit (in K)

  X.....   CSYEDSA  - Current EDSA total (in K)

  X.....   CSYEDSAL - Current EDSA Limit (in K)

  X.....E  CSYFGFSZ - FROMGUARD Failure Size

  XD....   CSYFMASK - File Type Construction Mask

  X.....   CSYGCDSA - GCDSA Size (in MB)

  X.....E  CSYGDSA  - Current GDSA Active (MB)

  X.....E  CSYGDSAA - Current GDSA Allocated (MB)

  X.....E  CSYGSRSZ - GETSTOR Requests Size (MB)

  XDWMY.   CSYKCTOD - Monitor Relative Collection Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYLAMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Reached

  XDWMY.E  CSYLLTRO - Total Time for Loads on RO TCB
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  X.....E  CSYLMSB  - Shared Bytes from Large Memory

  XDWMY.E  CSYLSMXT - Time MAXTASK Last Changed

  XDWMY.   CSYLSORT - Library Search Order Update Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYLSPTM - TS Last Monitor Sample Local Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYLSTRT - Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (LCL)

  XDWMY.E  CSYLTAT  - Time Last Transaction Attached

  X.....E  CSYLXSCN - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan

  X.....E  CSYLXSND - Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB

  X.....   CSYMBTCH - QR MRO Batching Value

  XDWMY.E  CSYMIPS  - MIPS rating of this SYSID

  XD....E  CSYMLTSC - MEMLIMIT Set by Source

  X.....E  CSYMLTSZ - MEMLIMIT Size

  X.....E  CSYNAVB  - No. TS Available Bytes per CI

  X.....E  CSYNBCA  - No. Temp Storage Buffers

  X.....E  CSYNCIA  - Current TS CIs in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYNMSIT - Last SIT Suffix This Timespan

  X.....   CSYNRTCB - Number of CICS Dispatcher TCBs

  X.....   CSYNRTSK - Current Number of Tasks

  XD....E  CSYNVCA  - No. Temp Storage Strings

  X.....E  CSYPMBA  - Bytes Allocated to Private Memory

  X.....E  CSYPMBH  - Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory

  X.....   CSYPRIAG - Dispatch Priority Aging Time

  X.....E  CSYQNUM  - Current TS Names in Use

  X.....E  CSYSCNAL - Strings Concurrently Accessed

  X.....E  CSYSCNWT - Concurrent String Waits

  X.....   CSYSMASK - Statistic Records Construction Mask

  XD....E  CSYSMISO - Transaction Isolation Setting

  XD....E  CSYSMPRT - Storage Protection Setting

  XD....E  CSYSMRNT - Reentrant Programs Setting

  X.....E  CSYSPCI  - No. TS Segments per CI

  X.....   CSYSTSKS - Subtasks Value

  X.....E  CSYTCBMD - No. CICS TCB Modes

  X.....E  CSYTCBPL - No. CICS TCB Pools

  X.....E  CSYTDBUF - Transient Data Intrapartition Buffers

  X.....   CSYTDCSZ - Transient Data Control Interval Size

  X.....   CSYTDNCI - No. of Transient Data Control Intervals

  XDWMY.   CSYTDSAC - No. of Transient Data String Accesses

  X.....   CSYTDSRG - Number of Transient Data Active Strings

  X.....   CSYTMICV - Interval Control Value

  XDWMY.   CSYTMTSD - Terminal Scan Delay Time

  X.....   CSYTMVRT - Runaway Task Interval Time

  X.....E  CSYTNUM  - No. Transactions at Last Reset

  X.....E  CSYTSCIS - Temp Storage Control Interval Size

  X.....E  CSYTSMLM - TSMAINLMIIT Setting

  X.....E  CSYTSMUS - Current TSMAIN Utilization

  X.....E  CSYTSNCI - No. CIs in TS Data Set

  X.....E  CSYUSSUM - No. Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

  X.....E  CSYUSSUS - Current Unique Subspace Users

  XD....E  CSYVUWT  - No. TS Users Waiting on String

  X.....E  CSY24LST - TS Last User Rgn SOS Detect Local

  X.....E  CSY24STA - User Region State

  X.....E  CSY24UUS - Unallocated User Storage

  X.....E  CSY31LST - TS Last Ext User Rgn SOS Detect Local
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  X.....E  CSY31STA - Extended User Region State

  X.....E  CSY31UUS - Unallocated Ext User Storage

  X.....E  CSY64AS  - Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

  X.....E  CSY64RMP - Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  CSYABEND - Abnormal Termination Occurrences

  XDWMY.E  CSYADSTM - Address Space CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYASRCT - Total Allocate Session Requests IP-only

  XDWMY.E  CSYATMXT - At MAXTASK Indicator

  XDWMY.   CSYBAADC - No. Activity Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBAAPC - No. Acquire Process Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADAC - No. Define Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADIC - No. Define Input Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADPC - No. Define Process Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBADTC - No. Define Timer Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBALKC - No. Link Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBAPDC - No. Process Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBARAC - No. Run Process/Activity Async

  XDWMY.   CSYBAREC - No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBARSC - No. Run Process/Activity Sync

  XDWMY.   CSYBATCC - Total No. Data Container Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBATEC - Total No. Event Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBATPC - Total No. Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBDCPC - No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBRPAC - No. Resume Process/Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBRSAC - No. Reset Activity Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYBSPAC - No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST1 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST2 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST3 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST4 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST5 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST6 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST7 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYCDST8 - Count Conv. Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.   CSYCFACT - No. OO Class Library API Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYCFDTM - CF Data Table Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCOCPU - Concurrent TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCODSP - Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYCONWT - DB2 Connection Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYCOST  - Processing Charges

  X.....   CSYCOWAT - Concurrent TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYCOWTM - Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYCPJTM - JCA CPU TCB Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYCPTRN - CP CPU Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.   CSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  XDWMY.E  CSYCPUTM - CPU Time Consumed

  .DWMY.E  CSYCRSTM - Conversational Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYCSYTM - Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYCTRN  - Conversational Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYDAMSC - Storage Violations
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  .DWMY.E  CSYDATHW - Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYDB2RC - Total No. DB2 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYDB2WT - DB2 Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYDELWT - User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL

  XDWMY.   CSYDHCRC - No. Document Create Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYDHDCT - Total Document Handler Delete Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHINC - No. Document Insert Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHRTC - No. Document Retrieve Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHSTC - No. Document Set Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHTC  - Total No. Document Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYDHTDL - Total Document Created Length

  XDWMY.E  CSYDILWT - User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL

  XDWMY.E  CSYDISTM - CICS/VS Dispatcher CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYDREBS - No. Library DEB Rebuilds

  .DWMY.   CSYDS1WC - Total Wait First Dispatch Count

  .DWMY.   CSYDS1WT - Total Wait First Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2CPU - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2DSP - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYD2WAT - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYD2WTM - D2 Term DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYEJSTM - Total Address Space CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYEPCPU - EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYEPDSP - EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYEPWAT - EP Event Processing MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYEPWTM - EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYERSTM - Excessive Response Time Total

  .DWMY.E  CSYETRN  - Excessive Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCTOT - Total File Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCVWT - User Task Wait Time -VSAM String

  XDWMY.E  CSYFCXWT - User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control

  XDWMY.E  CSYFGFCT - No. FROMGUARD Failures

  XDWMY.E  CSYGQDTM - Global ENQ Delay Time

  .DWMY.   CSYHMDLC - Total TCB Change Mode Requests

  .DWMY.   CSYHMDLY - Total CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8CPU - H8 Java Hotpooling TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8DSP - H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYH8WAT - H8 Java Hotpooling Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYH8WTM - H8 Java Hotpooling Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYIDLTM - Idle (non-dispatched) Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYIDWTM - OTS Indoubt Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYIMSGS - Total Input Messages Issued

  XDWMY.   CSYIMSRC - Total No. IMS Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYIMSWT - IMS Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYINCH  - Input Message Character Traffic

  XDWMY.   CSYJMCPU - JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJMDSP - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJMWAT - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYJMWTM - JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVDWT - JVM Server Thread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMIT - JVM Initialize Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMRT - JVM Reset Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMST - Total JVM Suspend Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJVMTM - Total JVM Elapse Time
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  XDWMY.   CSYJ8CPU - J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYJ8CTM - User Task J8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8DSP - J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8WAT - J8 Open Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYJ8WTM - J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9CPU - J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9DSP - J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9WAT - J9 JVM User Key Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYJ9WTM - J9 JVM User Key Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYK8CTM - User Task K8 TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYK8DTM - User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYLBSOU - No. Library Search Order Updates

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST1 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST2 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST3 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST4 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST5 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST6 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST7 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYLDST8 - Count Long Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.E  CSYLDWAT - Number of Requests Waiting for Loader

  XDWMY.   CSYLHWMT - Times at Loader Waiting HWM

  XDWMY.   CSYLLRRO - No. Library Load Req on RO TCB

  XDWMY.E  CSYLMOCT - No. Large Memory Objects

  XDWMY.E  CSYLPBCT - No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg

  .DWMY.E  CSYLRSTM - Long Response Time Total

  .DWMY.E  CSYLTRN  - Long Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.   CSYLWSOU - No. Load Waits Due to Search Order

  XDWMY.E  CSYLWTT  - User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess

  XDWMY.   CSYL8CPU - L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYL8CTM - User Task L8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL8DSP - L8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL8WAT - L8 Open Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYL8WTM - L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9CPU - L9 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9DSP - L9 Open Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYL9WAT - L9 Open Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYL9WTM - L9 Open Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST1 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST2 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST3 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST4 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST5 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST6 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST7 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYMDST8 - Count Medium Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQGWT - Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQRCT - No. WebSphere MQ Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYMQSTM - WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time

  .DWMY.E  CSYMRSTM - Medium Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSCTM - User Task Other Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSDTM - User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMSTWT - No. Req Waited for MVS Storage
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  XDWMY.E  CSYMSWTM - Time Requests Waited for MVS Storage

  .DWMY.E  CSYMTRN  - Medium Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXDLY - Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXTSK - Max Tasking Condition Detected

  XDWMY.   CSYNIURE - Number of Reclaims from NIU Chain

  XDWMY.E  CSYNIUTM - Not-in-Use (NIU) Queue Membership Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRAMX - Cumulative Active Max Tasks

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRINT - Number of Measurement Intervals

  XDWMY.   CSYNRJCD - JCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.   CSYNRKCD - KCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNRMXT - Cumulative Max Tasks

  XDWMY.   CSYNRTCD - TCP Dispatch Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNUMCT - TM Transaction Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYNZZTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYOMSGS - Total Output Messages Issued

  XDWMY.E  CSYOTDLT - Max Open TCB Delay Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYOUTCH - Output Messages Character Traffic

  XDWMY.E  CSYPAGIN - Page Ins

  XDWMY.E  CSYPAGOT - Page Outs

  XDWMY.   CSYPCDPL - No. DPL Program Links

  XDWMY.E  CSYPCMDC - Number of Program Compressions

  XDWMY.E  CSYPCWAT - Program Fetch Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYPCWCT - Program Fetch Wait Count

  XDWMY.   CSYPETTM - Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYPGMCT - Program Load Count

  XDWMY.E  CSYPGMTI - Program Load Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYPMOCT - No. Private Memory Objects

  XDWMY.   CSYPUSES - Total No. Loader Program Uses

  XDWMY.   CSYQRCPU - Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRCTM - User Task QR Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRDLY - QR Mode Delay Time

  XDWMY.   CSYQRDSP - Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYQRDTM - User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYQRWAT - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYQRWTM - Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRDQWT - DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMCPS - RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMDB2 - RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMDL1 - RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMMQM - RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMOTH - RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMTCP - RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.

  XDWMY.E  CSYRMTOT - RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYROCPU - Resource-owning TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYRODSP - Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYROMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB

  XDWMY.   CSYROWAT - Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYROWTM - Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRRSWT - RRMS/MVS Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRRWTM - Request Receiver Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYRTRWT - Run Transaction Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST1 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST2 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 2
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  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST3 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST4 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST5 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST6 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST7 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYSDST8 - Count Short Responses Within Limit 8

  X.....E  CSYSHPCN - Temp Storage Shared Pools Connected

  X.....E  CSYSHPDF - Temp Storage Shared Pools Defined

  X.....E  CSYSHRDS - Temp Storage Shared Pools Read Reqs

  X.....E  CSYSHWTS - Temp Storage Shared Pools Write Reqs

  XDWMY.E  CSYSIOCT - Access Method Calls (sio Count)

  XDWMY.   CSYSLCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSLDSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYSLWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSLWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Wait

  XDWMY.E  CSYSMOCT - No. Shared Memory Objects

  XDWMY.   CSYSOBDE - No. Bytes Decrypted

  XDWMY.   CSYSOBEN - No. Bytes Encrypted

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCPU - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCRC - No. Socket Character Receive

  XDWMY.   CSYSOCSC - No. Socket Character Sent

  XDWMY.   CSYSODSP - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Dispatch

  .DWMY.E  CSYSOMTM - User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB

  XDWMY.   CSYSONPC - No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts

  XDWMY.E  CSYSOOWT - Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSORCT - No. Socket Receive Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYSOS   - Short On Storage Condition

  XDWMY.   CSYSOSCT - No. Socket Sent Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSOTCT - No. Socket Total Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSOWAT - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSOWTM - Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYSOXCT - No. Socket Extract Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYSPCOM - Doublewords Program Storage Freed

  XDWMY.   CSYSPCPU - SP Socket Pthread Owning Tasks

  XDWMY.   CSYSPDSP - SP Socket Pthread Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYSPWAT - SP Socket Pthread Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYSPWTM - SP Socket Pthread Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYSRBTM - CPU SRB Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSRSTM - Short Response Time Total

  XDWMY.E  CSYSTA9F - No. Temp Storage Compressions

  .DWMY.   CSYSTDLC - Total Max SSL TCB Delays

  .DWMY.   CSYSTDLY - Total Max SSL TCB Delay Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYSTRN  - Short Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.E  CSYSYDTM - Syncpoint Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYSYWTT - Server Syncpoint Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8CPU - S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYS8CTM - User Task S8 Mode CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8DSP - S8 Sockets Mode TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYS8WAT - S8 Sockets Mode MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYS8WTM - S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time

  XD....E  CSYTATCT - Total TM Active User Transactions

  XDWMY.E  CSYTAWTT - User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCBTM - Total CICS TCB CPU Time
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  XDWMY.E  CSYTCPJT - Accumulated TCP + JCA CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCPTM - Terminal Control TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTCUTM - User (Application) CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTDERR - Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors

  XDWMY.   CSYTDFWT - Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write

  XDWMY.   CSYTDICT - Transient Data (Intra) Request Count

  XDWMY.   CSYTDIWC - Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count

  XDWMY.   CSYTDNSP - Transient Data NO SPACE Occurrences

  XDWMY.   CSYTDRD  - Transient Data (Intra) Reads

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST1 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST2 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST3 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST4 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST5 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST6 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST7 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYTDST8 - Count Total Responses Within Limit 8

  XDWMY.   CSYTDSWT - Transient Data String Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTDWRT - Transient Data (Intra) Writes

  .DWMY.   CSYTMERR - CMF Timing Error Encountered

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMJCD - JCP Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMKCD - KCP Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYTMTCD - TCP Dispatched Time

  X.....E  CSYTOQTM - Total Time Queued due to MXT

  X.....E  CSYTOTDT - Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT

  XDWMY.   CSYTPCPU - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTPDSP - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Dispatch

  XDWMY.   CSYTPWAT - TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTPWTM - TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYTRANS - Total Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.E  CSYTRDN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads

  .DWMY.E  CSYTRSTM - Total Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.   CSYTSBWC - Temp Storage Buffer Waits

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSCTR - No. TS Cleanup Tasks Runs

  XDWMY.   CSYTSIM  - Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSIOE - Number of Temp Storage I/O Errors

  XDWMY.   CSYTSITA - Temp Storage Input Count (Aux)

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSLHT - No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit

  XDWMY.   CSYTSNSP - NOSPACE Condition in Aux Storage

  XDWMY.   CSYTSOTA - Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSOTM - Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYTSQCR - Number of TS Queues Created

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSQDL - No. Queues Auto Deleted

  XDWMY.   CSYTSQEC - Number of TS Queue Extension Created

  XDWMY.E  CSYTSRTM - Task Control CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYTSSWC - Temp Storage String Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYTSWCI - Number of Write Length Greater than CI

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTN  - No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTNF - No. Temp Storage Format Writes

  XDWMY.E  CSYTWTNR - No. Temp Storage Forced Writes

  XDWMY.   CSYT8CPU - T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYT8CTM - User Task T8 TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYT8DSP - T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time
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  XDWMY.   CSYT8WAT - T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYT8WTM - T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYUPTM  - CICS Availability Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYUSRTM - User (application) Dispatched Time

  XDWMY.   CSYWBBCT - No. WEB Browse Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBCIN - No. Characters Received via WEB Req

  XDWMY.   CSYWBCOT - No. Characters Sent via WEB Req

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRCT - No. WEB Receive Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRDC - No. WEB Read Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRPR - No. Repository Reads

  XDWMY.   CSYWBRPW - No. Repository Writes

  XDWMY.   CSYWBSCT - No. WEB Send Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBTC  - Total No. WEB Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBWCT - No. WEB Write Requests

  XDWMY.   CSYWBXCT - No. WEB Extract Requests

  XDWMY.E  CSYWFCTM - Total User Task TCP/IP Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYWTIM  - CICS Dispatcher Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYXCSTM - Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  XDWMY.E  CSYXMCTM - XML System Services CPU time

  XDWMY.   CSYXSCNN - No. Scans - No TCB Detached

  XDWMY.   CSYXSCNS - No. Excess TCB Scans

  XDWMY.   CSYXTCBD - Total No. Excess TCBs Detached

  .DWMY.   CSYXTDLC - Total Max XPLink Delays

  .DWMY.   CSYXTDLY - Total Max XPLink Delay Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  XDWMY.   CSYX8CPU - X8 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX8DSP - X8 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX8WAT - X8 Open Mode Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYX8WTM - X8 Open Mode Wait Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9CPU - X9 Open Mode TCB CPU Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9DSP - X9 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.   CSYX9WAT - X9 Open Mode Waits

  XDWMY.   CSYX9WTM - X9 Open Mode Dispatch Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYZPTRN - zIIP CPU Transactions Ended

  XDWMY.E  CSYZZCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWMY.E  CSY24TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY24TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY24URS - No. Waits Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31TWS - No. Tasks Waiting Due to Ext SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31TWT - Time Tasks Waited Due to Ext SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31URS - No. Waits Due to Ext SOS

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LUS - LWM Unallocated User Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LCU - LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Stg

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LUS - LWM Unallocated Ext User Storage

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  XDWMY.   CSYAMXTP - Maximum Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks

  X.....   CSYAMXTQ - Maximum Queued User Transactions
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  XDWMY.   CSYMCTSK - Maximum Concurrent Tasks

  XDWMY.E  CSYMEMSE - Hi-water Dynamic Area Memory (EDSA)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMEMSZ - Hi-water Dynamic Area Memory

  XDWMY.   CSYMPCPU - Max CPU Usage

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXAMX - Maximum Active Task Limit

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXASA - Peak Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXBUP - Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory

  XDWMY.   CSYMXBWC - Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYMXCIU - Max Transient Data Control Intrvl Used

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXCSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace

  .DWMY.   CSYMXCTM - Max Conversational Response Time

  .DWMY.   CSYMXETM - Max Excessive Response Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXGDA - Peak GDSA Active (MB)

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXGDL - Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)

  XD....E  CSYMXLAR - Longest TS Auxiliary Record Length

  XDWMY.   CSYMXLDS - Maximum Requests Waiting for Loader

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXLMB - Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory

  .DWMY.   CSYMXLTM - Max Long Response Time

  .DWMY.   CSYMXMTM - Max Medium Response Time

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXMXT - Maximum Maxtask Value

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSAC - Max Transient Data Concur String Access

  .DWMY.   CSYMXSTM - Max Short Response Time

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSTU - Maximum Temp Storage String in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSWC - Maximum Temp Storage String Wait

  XDWMY.   CSYMXSWT - Max Transient Data String Waits

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXTCI - Peak Temp Storage CIs Used

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDB - Max Intra TD Buffers with Valid Data

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDI - Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req

  XDWMY.   CSYMXTDW - Max Transient Data (Intra) Waits

  .DWMY.   CSYMXTTM - Max Response Time All Functions

  XDWMY.E  CSYMXUSU - Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace

  XDWMY.E  CSYMX64A - Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM

  XDWMY.E  CSYMX64R - Peak Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXM - Maximum Temp Storage (Main) Used

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXN - Maximum Temp Storage Name in Use

  XDWMY.   CSYTSMXQ - Maximum Entries in Temp Storage Queue

  XDWMY.E  CSY24LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY24MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS

  XDWMY.E  CSY31LCS - Largest Contig Unalloc Ext Storage

  XDWMY.E  CSY31MTW - Max No Tasks Waiting Due to EXT SOS

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVAMX - Average Active Task Limit

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVCTM - Avg Conversational Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLDS - Average Loader Suspend Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLDT - Average Program Load Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVLTM - Avg Long Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVMTM - Avg Medium Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVMXT - Average Maxtask Value

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVNIU - Average NIU Queue Membership Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVSTM - Avg Short Response Time

  .DWMY.E  CSYAVTTM - Avg Response Time All Functions
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  .DWMY.   CSYMSGS  - Total Messages Issued (in/out)

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCCPU - Pct CP CPU Usage

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR1 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR2 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR3 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR4 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR5 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR6 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCCR7 - Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR1 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR2 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR3 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR4 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR5 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR6 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCLR7 - Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR1 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR2 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR3 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR4 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR5 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR6 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCMR7 - Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR1 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR2 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR3 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR4 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR5 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR6 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.   CSYPCSR7 - Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR1 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR2 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR3 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR4 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR5 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 5

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR6 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 6

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCTR7 - Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit 7

  .DWMY.E  CSYPCZTM - Pct zIIP CPU Usage

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System Activity File (CICCSY).

CICCSY Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques for using the CICCSY File.

The following data elements are defined within the CICGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB and are reserved
for user derivation:

CSYSRU
System Resource Units

CSYEXCPS
I/O (EXCPs) Generated

CSYSERVU
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Service Units

CSYSRMTR
SRM Ended Transactions

CSYCONTM
Terminal Connect Time

The following data elements are dependent upon the options set within the prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) member or the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) member. This dependency is outlined below.

prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)
CSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) -- parameter RESP
CSYRVAL1-CSYRVAL8 - Response Distribution Limits

The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span of
time over which the data were summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date
and time for the data summarized.

The data elements in the following list do not exist in the DETAIL timespan for the CICCSY File. These data elements are
not derived from the raw data, but rather are derived by a summarization of the CICCSU DAYS file.

CSYCDST1 - CSYCDST8
Count Conv. Responses In Limit

CSYCRSTM
Conversational Response Time Total

CSYCTRN
Conversational Transactions Processed

CSYDAMSC
Damaged Storage Chain

CSYERSTM
Excessive Response Time Total

CSYETRN
Excessive Transactions Processed

CSYINCH
Input Message Character Traffic

CSYINVPA
Invalid CMF Call Encountered

CSYLDST1 - CSYLDST8
Count Long Responses In Limit

CSYLRSTM
Long Response Time Total

CSYLTRN
Long Transactions Processed

CSYMDST1 - CSYMDST8
Count Medium Responses In Limit

CSYMRSTM
Medium Response Time Total
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CSYMTRN
Medium Transactions Processed

CSYMXCTM
Max Conversational Response Time

CSYMXETM
Max Excessive Response Time

CSYMXLTM
Max Long Response Time

CSYMXMTM
Max Medium Response Time

CSYMXSTM
Max Short Response Time

CSYMXTSK
Max Tasking Condition

CSYMXTTM
Max Response Time All Functions

CSYOUTCH
Output Messages Character Traffic

CSYPCCR1 - CSYPCCR7
Cumm Pct Conv Resp In Limit

CSYPCLR1 - CSYPCLR7
Cumm Pct Long Resp In Limit

CSYPCMR1 - CSYPCMR7
Cumm Pct Medium Resp In Limit

CSYPCSR1 - CSYPCSR7
Cumm Pct Short Resp In Limit

CSYPCTR1 - CSYPCTR7
Cumm Pct All Resp In Limit

CSYSDST1 - CSYSDST8
Count Short Responses In Limit

CSYSOS
Short On Storage Condition

CSYSRSTM
Short Response Time Total

CSYSTRN
Short Transactions Processed

CSYTMERR
CMF Timing Error Encountered

CSYTRANS
Total Transactions Ended in Interval

CSYTRSTM
Total Response Time All Functions
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CICS System File User Data Accumulation

While most data elements in the CICCSY File contain system data, some elements originate from the CICCSU File
and provide transaction statistics. This combination of elements allows the CICCSY File to retain a complete picture of
system activity. This is necessary because response time distribution or system stress data are not in the system records
produced by any supported monitor.

The data elements that are derived from the DAYS.CICCSU transaction data are:

CSYCDSTX
Count Conv. Responses Within Limit

CSYCRSTM
Conversational Response Time Total

CSYCTRN
Conversational Transactions Processed

CSYDAMSC
Damaged Storage Chain

CSYERSTM
Excessive Response Time Total

CSYETRN
Excessive Transactions Processed

CSYFCTOT
Total File Requests

CSYIMSGS
Input Messages Issued

CSYINCH
Input Message Character Traffic

CSYINVPA
Invalid CMF Call Encountered

CSYLDSTx
Count Long Responses Within Limit

CSYLRSTM
Long Response Time Total

CSYLTRN
Long Transactions Processed

CSYMDSTx
Count Medium Responses Within Limit

CSYMRSTM
Medium Response Time Total

CSYMTRN
Medium Transactions Processed

CSYMXCTM
Max Conversational Response Time

CSYMXETM
Max Excessive Response Time
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CSYMXLTM
Max Long Response Time

CSYMXMTM
Max Medium Response Time

CSYMXSTM
Max Short Response Time

CSYMXTSK
Max Tasking Condition

CSYMXTTM
Max Response Time All Functions

CSYOMSGS
Output Messages Issued

CSYOUTCH
Output Messages Character Traffic

CSYSDSTx
Count Short Responses Within Limit

CSYSIOCT
Access Method Calls

CSYSOS
Short On Storage Condition

CSYSRSTM
Short Response Time Total

CSYSTRN
Short Transactions Processed

CSYTDSTx
Count Total Responses Within Limit

CSYTMERR
Monitor Timing Error Encountered

CSYTRANS
Total Transactions Ended

CSYTRSTM
Total Response Time All Functions

During the summarization process for the DAYS.CICCSY File, a subset of the DAYS.CICCSU DAYS data is created (the
CSR work file). This file contains the data elements being carried over from the transaction data to the CICCSY system
records. The CSY data that are being summarized and the CSR data that were created previously, are then merged to
create the complete CICCSY observation for this CICS system.

Note: Missing CICS system records causes transaction data for that interval to be lost.

Example:

The data element CSYTRANS is the number of transaction records for the interval. This statistic is not contained in the
CMF global records or the monitor task accounting system records, so it must be derived from the transaction data.
During the special daily summarization process for the CSY file, the summarized DAYS.CICCSU00 file is passed and
certain data elements are extracted, including CSUTRANS. The intermediate file, named CICCSR, is sorted into CICCSY
DAYS timespan sequence. Then CICCSR and DAYS.CICCSY00 are input into the same DATA statement. The values of
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CSUTRANS are summarized into a retained data element named SSYTRANS. When the associated CICCSY record is
encountered and rewritten, the value of CSYTRANS is assigned from SSYTRANS, and SSYTRANS is reset to zero.

CICCSY Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name.These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

• Print yesterday average short response by hour.

      PROC PRINT DATA=&PCICD.CICCSY01;

      ID HOUR; VAR SYSID CICSID CSYAVSTM;

      RUN; 

• Generate a vertical bar graph of ended transaction activity for each hour of the day for the day before yesterday.

      PROC CHART DATA=&PCICD..CICCSY02;

      VBAR HOUR /

      MIDPOINTS=0 TO 23 BY 01 SUMVAR=CSYTRANS TYPE=SUM

      DISCRETE;

      RUN; 

• Generate a block chart of the percentage of CPU time spent in each major CICS service facility.

      DATA SUMF (KEEP= TIMETYPE PERCENT);

      SET &PCICD..CICCSY01 END=EOF;

      RETAIN TOTTOT TSRTOT SRBTOT CPJTOT TCPTOT

             USRTOT 0;

         TSRTOT + CSYTSRTM;

         SRBTOT + CSYSRBTM;

         CPJTOT + CSYCPJTM;

         TCPTOT + CSYTCPTM;

         USRTOT + CSYUSRTM;

         IF EOF  THEN DO;

           TOTTOT+TSRTOT+SRBTOT+

                  CPJTOT+TCPTOT+USRTOT;

           IF TOTTOT NE 0  THEN DO;

             TIMETYPE = 'TSR';

             PERCENT  = 100 * TSRTOT / TOTTOT;

             OUTPUT SUMF;

             TIMETYPE = 'SRB';

             PERCENT  = 100 * SRBTOT / TOTTOT;

             OUTPUT SUMF;

             TIMETYPE = 'CPJ';

             PERCENT  = 100 * CPJTOT / TOTTOT;

             OUTPUT SUMF;

             TIMETYPE = 'TCP';

             PERCENT  = 100 * TCPTOT / TOTTOT;

             OUTPUT SUMF;

             TIMETYPE = 'USR';

             PERCENT  = 100 * USRTOT / TOTTOT;

             OUTPUT SUMF;

           END;
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         END; RUN;

         PROC CHART DATA=SUMF;

         BLOCK TIMETYPE / SUMVAR=PERCENT ; RUN;

CICCMR - MRO Activity File

The CICS MRO Activity File is an optional CICS file that contains data quantifying the CICS system's MRO usage for
the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. This file is derived from the MRO segments from Monitor data
(versions 8.0 and above).

CICCMR File Organization

The CICCMR Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CICCMR Timespan Granularity Chart

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICCMR Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Apr 5, 2014

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  Time-    Data      Data Element
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  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 ......E  CICAPU   - CICS Application Unit ID

 ......E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

 ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

 ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

 ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 ......E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR).

CICCMR Usage Considerations

This section identifies some special considerations or techniques that are related to using the CICCMR File.

• The CICCMR File is available only when The Monitor for CICS is the input data source and The Monitor is at release
8.0 or above. The input to this file consists of MRO segments contained within The Monitor's Detail Transaction
record. For details about activating this file, see Activate the CICS MRO Activity File - CICCMR.

• The USRSCMR exit can be used to limit the amount of data to be summarized into the CICCMR File. This can be done
coding the exit to reject a MRO segment from further processing.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data were summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest
date and time for the data summarized.

CICCMR Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. As the identifier is data center-dependent, find out what the identifiers are at your data center.

• Print yesterday function ship request count by hour.
      PROC PRINT DATA=&PCICD..CICCMR01;

      ID HOUR; VAR CICSID CICAPU CMRCOUNT CMRELPTM;

      SUM CMRCOUNT CMRELPTM;

      RUN;

• Generate a summary report showing function shipping activity by CICSID and application unit (CICAPU) for the last
three days.
      %LET BY = CICSID CICAPU MONTH YEAR DAY;

      %LET BREAK = DAY;
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      DATA CICCMR(KEEP=%CMRKEEP(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DAYS));

      SET &PCICD..CICCMR03

          &PCICD..CICCMR02

          &PCICD..CICCMR01;

      RUN;

      PROC SORT DATA=CICCMR;

      BY &BY;

      RUN;

      DATA SUMCMR(KEEP=CICSID CICAPUB MONTH YEAR DAY

       CMRCOUNT CMRELPTM);

      SET CICCMR;

      BY &BY;

      IF FIRST.CICAPU THEN CICAPUB=CICAPU;

      ELSE CICAPUB=' ';

      %CMRSUM(SUMBY=&BY,SUMBREAK=&BREAK,OUT=SUMCMR,

      DERV=YES);

      RUN;

      PROC PRINT DATA=SUMCMR N; BY CICSID;

      PAGEBY CICSID;

      ID CICAPUB;

      VAR MONTH YEAR DAY CMRCOUNT CMREPLTM;

      RUN;

CICCSA - CICS System DSA Task Subpools File

The CICCSA - System DSA Task Subpools File contains data quantifying the I/O activity of the dynamic storage areas.
This file is derived from the CTS Statistics interval records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 20.

This file is only available with the IBM CTS Statistics data source.

File Organization

CICCSA Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   ACCESSTP  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  ACCESSTP - DSA Subpool Access Type

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICMLOCN - DSA Memory Location

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSACES   - Current Element Storage in DSA

  XDWM..E  CSACNE   - Current No. Elements in DSA
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  XDWM..E  CSACPS   - Current Page Storage in DSA

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSAFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests from DSA

  XDWM..E  CSAGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests from DSA

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSAMXPS  - High-Water Page Storage in DSA

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System DSA Task Subpools File (CICCSA).

Usage Considerations

• Many of the data elements in this file are read from the raw record as current or snapshot values and pertain only to
the interval timeframe the record represents. Thus these data elements are only active in the Detail timespan.
If activated at higher timespans, they will contain the last value observed during summarization.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

Retrieval Examples

Generate a report of the CICS DSA Task Storage statistics containing the number of GETMAIN and FREEMAIN request,
elements in storage and storage size. Supply sub-setting logic to select only the time periods or CICS regions that are
required for reporting. This report produces one page per reporting interval.

       DATA TEMP;

         SET &pCICX..CICCSA01;

           IF CICSID = 'xxxx';  /* sample subset logic */

       RUN;

       PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION DSANAME;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL UNIFORM;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;

           ID DSANAME;

           PAGEBY ENDTS;

        VAR ACCESSTP CSAGMREQ CSAFMREQ CSACNE CSACES

            CSACPS CSAMXPS;

        TITLE 'CSA REP';

       RUN;

CICCSB - CICS System TCB Modes File

The CICCSB - System TCB Modes File contains data quantifying the resources that are consumed by each of the 18
CICS TCBs. This file is derived from the CTS Statistics interval  records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 62.

This file is only available with the IBM CTS Statistics data source.

File Organization

CICCSB Timespan Granularity Chart
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CSBTCBNM  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBNM - TCB Mode Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBCA - Current No. of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBCU - Current No. of TCBs Used by Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMD - TCB Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMP - TCB Pool Name

  XDWM..E  CSBTMCDQ - Current Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSBACTTM - TCB CPU Time

  XDWM..E  CSBNTCBA - No. of TCB Attaches

  XDWM..E  CSBSTMDQ - Sum of Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

  XDWM..E  CSBSYSW  - No. of MVS Waits on TCB

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBAF - No. of TCB Attach Failures

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBAL - No. TCB Allocates to Task

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDO - No. TCB Other Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDS - No. TCB Stolen Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDU - No. TCB Unclean Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBDX - No. TCB Excess Detaches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBMM - No. TCB Mismatches

  XDWM..E  CSBTCBST - No. TCB Steals

  XDWM..E  CSBTCTTM - Dispatch Task CPU Time

  XDWM..E  CSBTDTTM - TCB Dispatch Time

  XDWM..E  CSBTWTTM - TCB MVS Wait Time

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTPA - Peak No. of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTPU - Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode

  XDWM..E  CSBMXTDQ - Peak No. Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

  Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSBAVTDQ - Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System TCB Modes File (CICCSB).

Usage Considerations

• Many of the data elements in this file are read from the raw record as current or snapshot values and pertain only to
the interval time frame the record represents. Thus these data elements are only active in the Detail timespan.
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If activated at higher timespans, they will contain the last value observed during summarization.
• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span

of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

Retrieval Examples

Generate a report of the CICS TCB activity containing the number of current TCB, number of TCB attaches, number
of attach failures, TCB wait, dispatch, and CPU times. Supply sub-setting logic to select only the time periods or CICS
regions that are required for reporting. This report produces one page per reporting interval.

       DATA TEMP;

         SET &pCICX..CICCSB01;

           IF CICSID = 'xxxx';  /* sample subset logic */

       RUN;

       PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION CSBTCBNM;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL UNIFORM;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;

           ID CSBTCBNM;

           PAGEBY ENDTS;

         VAR CSBTCBCA CSBMXTPA CSBNTCBA CSBTCBAF

             CSBTWTTM CSBTDTTM CSBACTTM;

         FORMAT CSBTWTTM TIME17.6;

         FORMAT CSBTDTTM TIME17.6;

         FORMAT CSBACTTM TIME17.6;

         TITLE 'CICS TCB STATISTICS';

       RUN;

CICCSD - CICS System DSA Storage File

The CICCSD - System DSA Storage File contains data quantifying the activity and state of each of the unique dynamic
storage areas. This file is derived from the CTS Statistics interval  records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 29.

This file is only available with the IBM CTS Statistics data source.

The dynamic storage areas are virtual pages that are arranged in CICS subpools. The DSAs provide CICS tasks with the
storage that is required to run user transactions.

The following storage areas are in storage below the bar (24-bit):

• CDSA
• UDSA
• SDSA
• RDSA

The following storage areas are above the bar (31-bit):

• ECDSA
• EUDSA
• ESDSA
• ERDSA
• ETDSA
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The following storage areas (DSA) are in 64-bit:

• GCDSA
• GUDSA
• GSDSA

File Organization

CICCSD Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name
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  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  ACCESSTP - DSA Subpool Access Type

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICMLOCN - DSA Memory Location

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSDCSIZE - Current Cushion Size

  XDWM..E  CSDCSS   - Current Requests Suspended for Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDCSUBP - Current Number of Subpools

  XDWM..E  CSDDSASZ - Current DSA Size

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTS  - Current Extents

  XDWM..E  CSDLWMFS - LWM Free Storage Including Cushion

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSDASREQ - No. Add-Subpool Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDCREL  - No. Cushion Releases

  XDWM..E  CSDCRISS - No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDDSREQ - No. Del-Subpool Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTSA - No. Extents Added

  XDWM..E  CSDEXTSR - No. Extents Released

  XDWM..E  CSDFMREQ - No. Freemain Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDFSTG  - Free Storage Including Cushion

  XDWM..E  CSDGMREQ - No. Getmain Requests

  XDWM..E  CSDPWWS  - No. Tasks Purged Waiting Stg

  XDWM..E  CSDSOS   - No. Times SOS Occurred

  XDWM..E  CSDSV    - No. Storage Violations

  XDWM..E  CSDTSOS  - Time in SOS

  XDWM..E  CSDUCSS  - No. Unconditional Requests Suspended

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSDMXMFS - HWM Free Storage Including Cushion

  XDWM..E  CSDMXMSS - HWM Requests Suspended for STG

  XDWM..E  CSDMXLFA - Largest Free Area in DSA
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  XDWM..E  CSDMXDSA - Max Size of DSA

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System DSA Storage File (CICCSD).

Usage Considerations

• Many of the data elements in this file are read from the raw record as current or snapshot values and pertain only to
the interval timeframe the record represents. Thus these data elements are only active in the Detail timespan.
If activated at higher timespans, they will contain the last value observed during summarization.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

Retrieval Examples

Generate a report of the CICS DSA Storage statistics containing the number of GETMAIN and FREEMAIN request,
elements in storage, and storage size. Supply sub-setting logic to select only the time periods or CICS regions that are
required for reporting. This report produces one page per reporting interval.

       DATA TEMP;                                        

         SET &pCICX..CICCSD01;                           

           IF CICSID = 'xxxx';  /* sample subset logic */

       RUN;                                              

       PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;                              

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;                 

       RUN;                                              

       PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL UNIFORM;               

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;                 

           ID DSANAME;                                   

           PAGEBY ENDTS;                                 

        VAR CSDDSASZ CSDCSIZE CSDCSUBP CSDGMREQ          

            CSDFMREQ CSDSOS CSDSV CSDCREL                

            CSDEXTSA CSDEXTSR;                           

         TITLE 'CICS DSA STATISTICS';                    

       RUN;               

CICCSL - CICS System Loader Statistics File

The CICS System Loader Statistics File contains data quantifying activity of programs in DSA and their Not-In-Use queue
status. This file is derived from the CTS Statistics interval records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics type 30.

This file is only available with the IBM CTS Statistics data source.

File Organization

CICCSL Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |
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 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    DSANAME   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DSANAME  - DSA Name

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
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  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSLDSNIU - Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSLNIURE - No. Reclaims from NIU Chain

  XDWM..E  CSLNIUTM - NIU Queue Membership Time

  XDWM..E  CSLPCMDC - No. Program Compressions

  XDWM..E  CSLPGNIU - No. Programs on NIU Queue

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System Loader Statistics File (CICCSL).

Usage Considerations

• Many of the data elements in this file are read from the raw record as current or snapshot values and pertain only to
the interval time frame the record represents. Thus these data elements are only active in the Detail timespan.
If activated at higher timespans, they will contain the last value observed during summarization.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

Retrieval Examples

Generate a report of the CICS Loader Not-in-use (NIU) statistics for each dynamic storage area. Supply sub-setting logic
to select only the time periods or CICS regions that are required for reporting. This report produces one page per reporting
interval.

       DATA TEMP;

         SET &pCICX..CICCSL01;

           IF CICSID = 'xxxx';  /* sample subset logic */

       RUN;

       PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION DSANAME;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL UNIFORM;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;

           ID DSANAME;

           PAGEBY ENDTS;

        VAR CSLPCMDC CSLNIUTM CSLNIURE CSLPGNIU CSLDSNIU;

        FORMAT CSLNIUTM TIME13.4;

        TITLE 'CSL REP';

       RUN;

         TITLE 'CICS LOADER NIU STATISTICS';

       RUN;
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CICCSP - CICS System TCB Pools File

The CICS System TCB Pools File contains data quantifying TCBs in use and wait statistics for each of the 4 TCB pools
(OPEN, JVM, SSL, and XP). This file is derived from the CTS Statistics interval records, SMF 110 subtype 2, statistics
type 62.

This file is only available with the IBM CTS Statistics data source.

File Organization

CICCSP Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CICSID    CSPTCBPN  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 26, 2017

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See Data Element Naming Convention for details.

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICSID   - CICS System Identification
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  XDWM..E  CSPTCBPN - TCB Pool Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CICAPPL  - CICS VTAM APPLID

  XDWM..E  CICSMVER - CICS Monitor Version Number

  XDWM..E  CICSREL  - CICS Release Number

  XDWM..E  CICSTTYP - Statistics Type

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSPCMMWS - Current TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPCMMWT - Current TCB Mismatch Waiting Time

  XDWM..E  CSPCNUAT - Current Number of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSPCNUUS - Current TCBs in Use

  XDWM..E  CSPCURNW - Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

  XDWM..E  CSPCURWT - Current TCB Request Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CSPLTCBL - Time Pool Limit Reached

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSPMMWTM - Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CSPMMWTS - No. TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPNTCBL - Times at TCB Pool Limit

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTMT - Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTMW - Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTNW - Total TCB Request Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPTOTWL - Total Wait Time at TCB Limit

 Maximum Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CSPMXTCB - Max Number of TCBs Allowed

  XDWM..E  CSPMXANW - Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB

  XDWM..E  CSPMXMWS - Peak TCB Mismatch Waits

  XDWM..E  CSPMXUAT - Peak Number of TCBs Attached

  XDWM..E  CSPMXUUS - Peak TCBs in Use

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CICS System TCB Pools File (CICCSP).
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Usage Considerations

• Many of the data elements in this file are read from the raw record as current or snapshot values and pertain only to
the interval time frame the record represents. Thus these data elements are only active in the Detail timespan.
If activated at higher timespans, they will contain the last value observed during summarization.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS timespans, bound the span
of time over which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the
highest date and time for the data summarized.

Retrieval Examples

Generate a report of the CICS TCB Pool statistics containing per TCB Pool, the number of current TCB attaches, peak
number of TCB attaches, max TCBs allowed, TCB mismatch waits, mismatch wait time, number of requests delayed by
MVS storage constraint, and delay times due to MVS storage constraint. Supply sub-setting logic to select only the time
periods or CICS regions that are required for reporting. This report produces one page per reporting interval.

       DATA TEMP;

         SET &pCICX..CICCSP01;

           IF CICSID = 'xxxx';  /* sample subset logic */

       RUN;

       PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION CSPTCBPN;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL UNIFORM;

         BY SYSID CICSID ENDTS DURATION;

           ID CSPTCBPN;

           PAGEBY ENDTS;

         VAR CSPCNUAT CSPMXUAT CSPMXTCB CSPMMWTS

             CSPCMMWT CSPTOTMW CSPTOTMT;

         FORMAT CSPCMMWT TIME17.6;

         FORMAT CSPTOTMT TIME17.6;

         TITLE 'CICS TCB POOL STATISTICS';

       RUN;

CTG Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) Information Area and defines its level of
summarization and data sequencing as the files appear in the applicable timespan levels. It also lists the data elements
that are contained in each file.

CTGGSA - Gateway Server Activity File

The Gateway Server Activity contains data quantifying the activity, performance, state, and configuration of each CICS
Transaction Gateway (CTG) z/OS address space. This file is derived from the SMF type 111 CICS Transaction Gateway
interval record.

This file is shipped as active, but is only populated when a GATEWAY ACTIVE statement is added to
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). For more information about activating CTG record processing, see the CICS GATEWAY
ACTIVE and APPLID Statements section.

There is no MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option interface for the CTGGSA file. The data in the file is suitable for
performance analysis and capacity planning related to z/OS CICS Transaction Gateway address spaces.
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Gateway Server Activity File (CTGGSA).

CTGGSA File Organization

The CTGGSA Timespan Granularity table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

CTGGSA Timespan Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     CTGID     YEAR      ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Mon, Apr 5, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

CICS Data Sources
The MICS CICS Analyzer supports data from the following sources:

• IBM CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF), CTS 3.1 through CTS 5.5

CICS CMF monitoring data is written out using the SMF 110 record type with the following subtypes:

0 - CICS journaling
1 - CICS monitoring
2 - CICS statistics
3 - Shared temporary storage queue server
4 - Coupling facility data table server statistics
5 - Named counter sequence number server statistics
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The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses only the subtype 1 and 2 records at this time. Subtype 0 is not used. Subtypes
2, 3, 4, and 5 can be written to the STATCOPY file if the option is specified. See Section 7.3.2.4 of this guide for more
information.

Within the different subtypes, there are one or more classes of data produced, depending on the requirements. Following
are the classes of data that are currently available within the CICS monitoring record (subtype 1):

1 - Dictionary data
2 - unused
3 - Performance data
4 - Exception data
5 - Transaction Resource data

The primary input is the subtype 1 (monitoring) record, class 1 dictionary data, and class 3 performance data. Processing
for the class 4 exception data is optional.

• CICS Statistics Records

For all supported releases, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes selected CICS statistics that are written to SMF
type 110, subtype 1, class 1 record.

For CTS 3.2 and CTS 4.1, statistics record types 6, 10, 14, 30, 45, 48 and 60 are processed. For CTS 4.2, statistics
record types 10, 20, 29, 30, 45, 48 and 60 are processed. For CTS 5.1 and above, statistic record types 10, 20, 29, 30,
45, 48, and 62 are processed.

• ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) through Release 4.2

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides support for the Region Interval (TR) record in addition to Transaction
Performance activity (TA) and Transaction Performance History interval (TI) records.

• CMF type 110 look-alike records

CMF type 110 look-alike records produced by products such as OMEGAMON are also supported, to the extent they are
compatible with IBM's CMF data at a given CICS release level. Currently, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supports
DBCTL for IMS usage reporting and OMEGAMON for general performance reporting only. If additional data elements are
introduced, then these elements must be defined within the $CICGENIN member and an appropriate exit must be used to
process the input data. For more information, see CICS Activate Archive for a File section.

• CICS Transaction Gateway SMF type 111 records

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes the SMF type 111 interval records that are generated by IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway. The Gateway Server Activity (CTGGSA) file is created from these SMF records and provides
comprehensive information about the activity and performance of each Transaction Gateway address space.

Parameters within the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway control the recording of SMF type 111 interval records, the interval
duration (default 3 hours), and the end-of-day time (default 00:00:00 - midnight).

We recommend a minimum of one hour for interval duration, and that the end-of-day time is set to 23:59:00 (1 minute
before midnight). This practice ensures that the correct interval records summarized into the appropriate HOUR as MICS
summarizes the CTGGSA file to the DAYS and higher timespans.

See the IBM CICS z/OS Gateway Administration Guide for specific instructions on how to set these SMF recording-related
parameters.

CICS Data Source Descriptions
The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes raw data that are generated by a variety of monitors. The following
sections describe each of these raw data sources:
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• IBM CICS Monitoring
• ASG-TMON for CICS TS for z/OS
• OMEGAMON II for CICS
• CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Type 111

IBM CICS Monitoring

The IBM CICS Transaction Server includes two monitor data sources: the CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) and CICS
Statistics.

The CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) collects performance data at the transaction level during online processing and
produces SMF 110 records for later batch analysis.

CICS Statistics collects data at the system level during online processing and produces SMF 110, subtype 2 records for
later batch analysis.

CMF at CTS 3.1 and Higher Releases

CMF collects three classes of data: dictionary, performance, and exception. All classes are stored in type 110 subtype 1
records and then processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

Dictionary Class

The dictionary class record (class 1) describes the format and length of each field that is contained in the performance
class records. It is written when the performance class data are activated, either at CICS startup or while CICS is running.
The dictionary record contains the definitions for all of the CMF-supplied fields, with or without excluded fields. It also
includes definitions for all user-defined fields, such as clocks, counters, and user areas, that you have added through
EMPs.

The dictionary record is required by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to process the input data in the performance class
records only. The dictionary records are not used in reading exception class records or in reading statistics (subtype 2)
records. These records are read and stored in the CICS Dictionary (CICCDC) file at the DETAIL timespan only.

The CICCDC file retains the last copy of the dictionary record read for each region, so that MICS can continue processing
even when the dictionary record is absent in the next day input. The lack of a dictionary record in input is a typical
condition for CICS systems that are not shut down each day.

If the dictionary record is not present in your input, you can generate one using the IBM utility program DFHMNDUP. You
can concatenate this generated file in front of the SMF input for the first DAILY run. This avoids data rejection errors in
MICS caused by the lack of dictionary records. The DFHMNDUP utility is described in the IBM CICS Operations and
Utilities Guide.

Performance Class

Performance class data (class 3) provides detailed resource usage information about the execution of each transaction.
Each record is written when the transaction terminates. For conversational transactions, one transaction record is
written for each segment of the conversation (a pair of terminal I/Os) when CONV=YES is specified in the DFHMCT
TYPE=INITIAL macro, or when MNCONV=YES is specified in the SIT. Otherwise, CMF writes one transaction record for
each conversational transaction.

CMF allows a user application program to add data to the transaction record through EMPs. These data fields are known
as user clocks, user counters, and user areas. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses the dictionary record to process
the transaction records, including the user clocks, user counters, and one user area. The information is then saved in the
CICS User Application Count (CICCAC) file, the CICS Application Unit Activity (CICCAU) file, and the CICS User Activity
(CICCSU) file.
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Beginning with CTS 3.2, CICS can perform data compression on the SMF 110 monitoring records output by the CICS
monitoring facility (CMF). When data compression is active, CICS uses the standard z/OS Data Compression and
Expansion Services (CSRCESRV) to compress the CICS data section of each monitoring record before writing it to
SMF. The CICS-supplied monitoring sample program DFH$MOLS can be used to copy the compressed monitoring
records to an output data set in their expanded format, with the records that were never compressed. The MICS DAILY
or incremental update job determines whether input records have been compressed and expands (decompress) them
automatically before processing their fields.

Exception Class

The exception class data (class 4) is written when an exception condition occurs during execution of a transaction, such
as waiting for a VSAM string. A separate record is produced for each exception that is encountered by the transaction.
The following exceptions are recorded:

• Wait for storage in DSA
• Wait for storage in EDSA
• Wait for storage in CDSA
• Wait for storage in UDSA
• Wait for storage in ECDSA
• Wait for storage in EUDSA
• Wait for storage in ERDSA
• Wait for Temporary storage
• Wait for file string
• Wait for LSRPOOL buffer
• Wait for LSRPOOL string

By default, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS does not process the exception records. To process these
records, the SELCODE parameter must be coded on the CICOPTS statement in the units processing CICS data,
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

No data dictionary records are produced for the exception class. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS reads the exception
records and stores the exception conditions, one per observation, in the CICS Incident (CICCIN) file. For a complete list of
exceptions that are captured, see dictionary data element CINCODE in CICS Incident File (CICCIN).

CICS Statistics

Beginning with CICS/ESA 3.1.1, IBM realigned CMF and CICS statistics to make it easier for users to relate monitoring
and statistics data. CMF, which no longer produces system global records on an interval basis, provides monitoring at the
transaction level only. CICS statistics, enhanced to record to SMF on an interval basis, provide monitoring at the system
and resource levels. Together, the two data sources provide a complete picture of CICS activities, and can be used to do
more effective capacity planning and performance tuning.

Given these changes in CMF and CICS statistics, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes selected CICS global
statistics to provide the system-wide data that were previously obtained from CMF. The CICS statistics data are reported
in type 110 subtype 2 records, which in turn has several different types of statistics. These statistics types have numbers
of their own. Although MICS does not process all of these statistics types, it does process the following, where the type
numbers for a given statistic type vary from one release of CICS to another:
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• Dispatcher statistics (type 62, 60)
• Loader statistics (type 30)
• Temporary storage statistics (type 48)
• Transaction manager (type 10)
• Transient data statistics (type 45)
• Storage manager task subpool (type 6, 20)
• Storage manager DSA statistics (type 29, 14, or 2)

All the previous records are processed and stored in the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file. Subsets of these statistics
that contain finer granularity are stored in the CICS System TCB Modes (CICCSB) file, CICS System TCB Pools
(CICCSP) file, CICS System DSA Storage (CICCSD) file, CICS System DSA Task Subpools (CICCSA) file, and the CICS
System Loader Statistics file.

The CICS statistics are written to SMF on an interval basis; the default is 1 hour, as of CTS 5.1. We recommend that you
either keep the interval set to 1 hour or adjust it to some value less than 1 hour that divides into it evenly (for example,
15 minutes). For more information, see the IBM CICS documentation system initialization parameter descriptions and
summary for setting STATINT.

ASG-TMON for CICS TS for z/OS

ASG-TMON is an online CICS monitor. It records performance data and file activity data for later batch analysis

With releases 2.0 and higher of ASG-TMON, the record formats changed. The Transaction record (TA) has been updated
to reflect CICS/ESA and later measurements while dropping old XA measurements that are no longer valid.

The TI record, that was a system interval summary in previous releases, is now an accumulation of the data from the
transaction performance detail records (TA) for tasks that ended within the time interval of the TI record. There are,
however, some metrics on this record that do contain system (region) level information. These include region CPU times
and DL/I resource usage.

It is important that the intervals for the TI and TR records be the same and something less than or equal to 60 minutes,
for example, 60, 30, or 15, to populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file. The data from the TI and the TR records
are merged by an interval timestamp. If there is no matching TI record for a TR record, the data from the TR record are
dropped. However, MICS normalizes the end timestamp values from both the TI and TR records in such a way that the
end timestamps have an exact match in almost all cases.

Decompression Load Module Requirement for ASG-TMON

A decompression module is required to process ASG-TMON data in compressed format. Either copy the appropriate
decompression module that is supplied by the vendor to sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD, or concatenate the library containing
the module in DAY040's STEPLIB in the MICS DAILY job.

The decompression module MUST reside in the sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD or concatenated library Whether or not the
ASG-TMON data is compressed.

When copying the load module, ensure format compatibility; the MICS load data set is delivered with a blocksize of 6160.
Using IEBCOPY with the COPY statement does not reblock the module. If the DCB attributes are different, use either
COPYMOD with IEBCOPY, or SAS PROC PDSCOPY to copy the decompression module.

Decompression module for ASG-TMON:

$CRCPRS
ASG-TMON for CICS TS 2.0 and above
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OMEGAMON II for CICS

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS also processes the type 110 records that are written by OMEGAMON II for CICS.
The data is recorded to SMF and is treated by MICS the same way as CMF input. A data dictionary record is required for
each CICS region being processed by MICS. For CICS 2.1, the type 110 records produced by OMEGAMON do not have
the same format as the CMF type 110 records.

Therefore, input either the OMEGAMON data or CMF data in MICS, but never both. An abend in DAY040 during DAILY
processing occurs if both OMEGAMON and CMF records are encountered in input, because an incorrect copy of the
dictionary record may be used to read the data records. This problem does not occur in CICS 3.1.1 and higher releases.

The OMEGAMON type 110 record contains multiple user areas to provide DB2, DL/I, and other database usage
information. The DL/I user area contains data for both local DL/I and DBCTL usage. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
automatically decodes these user areas and populates the appropriate data elements that are activated by OPTION
OMEGU in the CICGENIN member in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB data set.

CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Type 111

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes the SMF type 111 interval records that are generated by IBM CICS
Transaction Gateway. The Gateway Server Activity (CTGGSA) file is created from these SMF records and provides
comprehensive information about the activity and performance of each Transaction Gateway address space.

Parameters within the IBM CICS Transaction Gateway control both the recording of SMF type 111 interval records, and
the interval duration (default 3 hours), and the end-of-day time (default 00:00:00 - midnight).

We recommend a minimum of one hour for interval duration, and that the end-of-day time is set to 23:59:00 (1 minute
before midnight). This practice ensures that the correct interval records are summarized into the appropriate HOUR as
MICS summarizes the CTGGSA file to the DAYS and higher timespans.

See the IBM CICS z/OS Gateway Administration guide for specific instructions on how to set these SMF recording-related
parameters.

CICS File/Data Source Cross-Reference
The following chart shows cross-reference between the CIC Information Area files and the corresponding input data
sources.

CIC Information Area Files IBM Type 110 ASG-TMON
CICS System Activity File (CICCSY) CICS Statistics Type 110 and Subtype 2

records for each of these release levels:
CICS/TS 4.2 (types 10, 20, 29, 30, 45, 48,
60)
CICS/TS 5.1 and above (types 10, 20, 29,
30, 45, 48, 62)

ASG-TMON V2.0 and above (type TR and
type TI)

CICS User Activity File (CICCSU) IBM CMF Type 110 subtype 1 ASG-TMON V1.5 and above (type TA)
CICS Application Unit Activity File
(CICCAU)

IBM CMF Type 110 subtype 1 ASG-TMON V1.5 and above (type TA)

CICS Incident File (CICCIN) Exception subtype 1, class 4 ASG-TMON V1.5 and above (type TA)
CICS User Application Count File
(CICCAC)

IBM CMF Type 110 subtype 1 ASG-TMON V1.5 and above (type TA)

CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF)  ASG-TMON V1.5 and above (type TA) File
Segments
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CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR) Not available in type 110 records MVS: Detail transaction records (type D or
type A) MRO Segments

CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC) Data dictionary records subtype 1, class 1
Stat type 20

Not available from ASG-TMON

CICS System DSA Task Subpools File
(CICCSA)

IBM CICS Statistics Type 110 subtype 2
Stat type 62

Not available from ASG-TMON

CICS System TCB Modes File (CICCSB) IBM CICS Statistics Type 110 subtype 2 Not available from ASG-TMON
CICS System DSA Storage File (CICCSD) IBM CICS Statistics Type 110 subtype 2

Stat type 29
Not available from ASG-TMON

CICS System Loader Statistics File
(CICCSL)

IBM CICS Statistics Type 110 subtype 2
Stat type 30

Not available from ASG-TMON

CICS System TCB Pools File (CICCSP) IBM CICS Statistics Type 110 subtype 2
Stat type 62

Not available from ASG-TMON

CICS Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference
The following tables provide cross-references from the MICS data elements in the CIC Information Area files to their
corresponding input data field names. This information is useful when you are familiar with an input data source and want
to identify the MICS data element that contains the data field.

Cross-referencing also helps to identify the MICS data elements that are unique to a data source, and it lets you locate
comparable fields when converting from one CICS monitor to another.

Because the data elements from the CICCSU - CICS User Activity File, CICCAC - CICS User Application Count File, and
CICCAU - CICS Application Unit Activity File are all created from the same fields in the data sources, this section only
provides the cross-reference for the CICCSU file.

For the CICS Transaction Server, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes several types of CICS statistics data to
populate data elements in the following files. The lists for these files contain an additional column for STATS to map the
common and file data elements to the corresponding statistics input fields.

• CICCSY - CICS System Activity File
• CICCSB - CICS System TCB Modes File
• CICCSP - CICS System TCB Pools File
• CICCSD - CICS System DSA Storage File
• CICCSA - CICS System DSA Task Subpools File
• CICCSL - CICS System Loader Statistics File

In the Data Source Cross Reference Lists, the following values can appear in the data source columns:

N
Not available in source data.

O
Available from OMEGAMON II User Area.

X
Derived by input processor (implies N).

U
User-maintained field

V
Available, but source field varies by release; refer to the Data Dictionary entry.
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Common Data Elements in MICS CICS Files
  COMMON DATA ELEMENTS IN MICS CICS FILES                   CMF              STATS                   TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ABNDCODE  ABEND Codes                                     113                N                    TAABNCDE

                                                            114

  ACCESSTP  DSA Subpool Access Type                          N             SMTACCESS (CSA)             N

                                                                           SMSACCESS (CSD)

  APPLNAME  APPLNAME EMP Value                              001(APPLNAME)      N                       N

                                                               (DFHAPPL)

  CICACTX   User Identification Fields                       U                 N                       U

  CICAPPL   CICS VTAM Applid                              SMFMNPRN         SMFMNPRN                 TAVTMID

                                                                                                    TICICAPL

                                                                                                    TRENAPLD

  CICAPU    Application Unit ID                              U                 N                       U

  CICMLOCN  DSA Memory Location                              N             SMTLOCN (CSA)               N

                                                                           SMSLOCN (CSD)               N

  CICNETNM  MRO/ISC Network Name                           097(NETUOWPX)       N                    TAUOWLNM

  CICNODST  Number of Distribution Values                    U                 N                       U

  CICPCKX   User Clock x                                   066(ICTOTCT)        N                    TAUTDATA

  CICPCTX   User Counter x                                  065                N                    TAUTDCNT

  CICPCXX   User Clock Counter x                             X                 N                       N

  CICPUA01  User Retained Field 1                            U                 N                       U

  CICPUA02  User Retained Field 2                            U                 N                       U

  CICRVALX  Response Distribution Limit                      U                 N                       U

  CICSID    CICS System Identification                       U                 N                       U

  CICSMVER  CICS Monitor Version Number                   SMFMNRVN         SMFMNRVN                 TAMONVER

                                                                                                    TIMONVER

  CICSREL   CICS Release Number                           SMFMNRVN         SMFMNRVN                 TACICLVL

                                                                                                    TICICVER

                                                                                                    TRKVER

  CICSTTYP  Statistics Type                                  N             SMFSTRQT                    N

  CICUOWID  MRO/ISC Unit of Work Identification            098(NETUOWSX)       N                    TAUOWCTM

                                                                                                    TAUOWNUM

  DSANAME   DSA Name                                         N             SMTDSANAME (CSA)            N

                                                                           SMSDSANAME (CSD)

                                                                           LDGDSAINDEX (CSL)

  JOB       Job Identification                            SMFSTJBN             N                       N

  LPARNAME  LPAR Name                                      432(LPARNAME)       N                       N

  OPERID    CICS Terminal Operator Identification           003                N                    TAOPRID

  ORGSYSID  Originating System ID                          SMFMNSID        SMFMNSID                 SMFSID

                                                                                                    TISMFSID

                                                                                                    TRSMFSID

  PROGRAM   Program Name                                   071(PGMNAME)        N                    TAPGM1

  RTYPE     Performance Record Type                        112(RTYPE)          N                       N

  TERMINAL  CICS Terminal Identifier                       002(TERM)           N                    TATERID

  TRANCODE  CICS Transaction Code                          001(TRAN)           N                    TAPTRAN

  TRANTYPE  Transaction Type                               004(T)              N                    TAFLAG2

  USER      User Identification                            089(USERID)         N                    TAUSERID

  USERID    User Identification                            089(USERID)         N                    TAUSERID

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CICCSY Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSY (CICS SYSTEM ACTIVITY) FILE                    CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSYABEND  Abnormal Termination Occurrences                 X                 N                       X

  CSYACNAL  Concurrent Intrapartition Buf Access             N              TQGACNAL                   N

  CSYACNIU  Intrapartition Buffers Valid Data                N              TQGACNIU                   N

  CSYACNWT  Current Request Queued No Buffer                 N              TQGACNWT                   N

  CSYACTCI  Current Intrapartition Control Intrvls           N              TQGACTCI                   N

  CSYADSTM  Address Space Cpu Time                          096            DSGTCT                      N

                                                                            (QR)

                                                                            (RO)

                                                                            (CO)

  CSYAMXT   Current Tasks Eligible for Dispatch              N             DSGAMXTC                    N

  CSYAMXTC  Total Task During Active Max Task                N                 N                       N

  CSYAMXTP  Max Concurrent Dispatchable Tasks                N             DSGAMXTP                    N

  CSYAMXTQ  Maximum Queued User Transactions                 N             XMGPQT                      N

  CSYAPPGI  Application Page-ins                             N                 N                    TIPGEICT

  CSYAPPGO  Application Page-outs                            N                 N                    TIPGEOCT

  CSYAPPL   CICS VTAM APPLID                                 N                 N                    TICICAPL

  CSYASRCT  Total Allocate Session Requests IP-only          N                 N                       N

  CSYATMXT  At MAXTASK Indicator                             N             XMGATMXT                    N

  CSYAVAMX  Average Active Task Limit                       078            DSGAMXTL                    N

  CSYAVNIU  Avg NIU Queue Membership Time                    N             LDGDPSCT                    N

                                                                           LDGDPSCR

  CSYAVCTM  Avg Conversational Response Time                 U                 N                       U

  CSYAVLDS  Average Loader Suspend Time                      N             LDGTTW                      N

                                                                           LDGWTDLR

  CSYAVLDT  Avg Program Load Time                            N             LDGLLT                      N

                                                                           LDGLLR

  CSYAVLTM  Avg Long Response Time                           U                 N                       U

  CSYAVMTM  Avg Medium Response Time                         U                 N                       U

  CSYAVMXT  Average Maxtask Value                           077            DSGTL                       N

  CSYAVNIU  Avg NIU Queue Membership Time                    N             LDGDPSCT                    N

                                                                           LDGDPSCR

  CSYAVQTM  Average MAXTASK Queuing Time                     U                 N                       N

  CSYAVSTM  Avg Short Response Time                          U                 N                       U

  CSYAVTTM  Avg Response Time All Functions                005(START)          N                    TATSKDTM

                                                           006(STOP)                                TATSKWTM

  CSYAVUSR  Average Number of Concurrent Users               N                 N                       N

  CSYBAADC  No. Activity Data Container Requests           217(BAACDCCT)       N                       N

  CSYBAAPC  No. Acquire Process Requests                   214(BAACQPCT)       N                       N

  CSYBADAC  No. Define Activity Requests                   209(BADACTCT)       N                       N

  CSYBADIC  No. Define Input Event Requests                220(BADFIECT)       N                       N

  CSYBADPC  No. Define Process Requests                    208(BADPROCT)       N                       N

  CSYBADTC  No. Define Timer Event Requests                221(BADFTECT)       N                       N

  CSYBALKC  No. Link Process/Activity Requests             207(BALKPACT)       N                       N

  CSYBAPDC  No. Process Data Container Requests            216(BAPRDCCT)       N                       N

  CSYBARAC  No. Run Process/Activity Async                 206(BARASYCT)       N                       N

  CSYBAREC  No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests           219(BARATECT)       N                       N
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  CSYBARSC  No. Run Process/Activity Sync                  205(BARSYNCT)       N                       N

  CSYBATCC  Total No. Data Container Requests              218(BATOTCCT)       N                       N

  CSYBATEC  Total No. Event Requests                       222(BATOTECT)       N                       N

  CSYBATPC  Total No. Process/Activity Requests            215(BATOTPCT)       N                       N

  CSYBDCPC  No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests        213(BADCPACT)       N                       N

  CSYBPSEG  No. TS Bytes per Segment                         N              TSGBPSEG                   N

  CSYBRPAC  No. Resume Process/Activity Requests           212(BARMPACT)       N                       N

  CSYBRSAC  No. Reset Activity Requests                    210(BARACTCT)       N                       N

  CSYBSPAC  No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests          211(BASUPACT)       N                       N

  CSYBUWT   No. TS Users Waiting on Buffer                   N              TSGBUWT                    N

  CSYCASAD  Current Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)          N              SMSASACTIVE                N

  CSYCDSA   CDSA Size (in K)                                 N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYCDSAC  High-water CDSA Page Storage (CICS)              N             SMTHWM                      N

  CSYCDSTX  Count Conv. Responses Within Limit x             U                 N                       U

  CSYCFACT  No. OO Class Library API Requests              025(CFCAPICT)       N                       N

  CSYCFDTM  CF Data Table Wait Time                        176(CFDTWAIT)       N                       N

  CSYCOCPU  Concurrent TCB CPU Time                          N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYCODSP  Concurrent TCB Dispatch Time                     N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYCONWT  DB2 Connection Wait Time                       188(DB2CONWT)       N                       N

  CSYCOWAT  Concurrent TCB MVS Waits                         N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYCOWTM  Concurrent TCB MVS Wait Time                     N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYCONTM  Terminal Connect Time                            U                 N                       U

  CSYCOST   Processing Charges                               U                 N                       U

  CSYCPJTM  JCA CPU TCB Time                                019                N                       N

  CSYCPTRN  CP CPU Transactions Ended                        X                 N                       X

  CSYCPUCT  Number of CPUs Active at Startup                 N                 N                    TIACTCT

  CSYCPUNI  Instructions Executed                            U                 N                       U

  CSYCPUTM  CPU Time Consumed                               016             DSGTCT                  TITCBCTM

                                                            019              (QR)                   TISRBCTM

                                                            022              (RO)

                                                            028              (CO)

                                                            081

  CSYCQTCT  Current TM Queued User Transactions              N              XMGCQT                     N

  CSYCQTM   Current Time Spent Trans Queue MXT               N              XMCQTME                    N

  CSYCRLCD  Cushion Release Count (CDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLEC  Cushion Release Count (ECDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLER  Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLES  Cushion Release Count (ESDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLET  Cushion Release Count (ERDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLEU  Cushion Release Count (EUDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLGC  Cushion Release Count (GCDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLGS  Cushion Release Count (GSDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLGU  Cushion Release Count (GUDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLRD  Cushion Release Count (RDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLSD  Cushion Release Count (SDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCRLUD  Cushion Release Count (UDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSACRC

  CSYCSNDP  CSNC Dispatched Time                             N                 N                       N

  CSYCSNPI  CSNC Page In Count                               N                 N                       N

  CSYCSNPO  CSNC Page Out Count                              N                 N                       N

  CSYCSNTM  CSNC CPU Time                                    N                 N                       N

  CSYCRSTM  Conversational Response Time Total               U                 N                       U

  CSYCSSUM  No. Tasks Allocated Common Subspace              N              SMSCSSCUM                  N

  CSYCSSUR  No. Common Subspace Users                        N              SMSCSSCUR                  N
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  CSYCSYTM  Task Control Dispatched Elapsed Time            024                N                       N

  CSYCTRN   Conversational Transactions Processed            U                 N                       U

  CSYDAMSC  Storage Violations                             064(TASKFLAG)     SMSSV                  TAFLAG1

  CSYDATHW  Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time          429(DSAPTHWT)       N                       N

  CSYDB2RC  Total No. DB2 Requests                         180(DB2REQCT)       N                    TIDBCTC

  CSYDB2WT  DB2 Wait Time                                  189(DB2WAIT)        N                    TIDBCTC

  CSYDBCTC  DBCTL Control Task CPU Time                      N                 N                    TIDBCTC

  CSYDBNSC  Number of Non-SQL Calls to DB2                   N                 N                    TINSQCCT

  CSYDBNST  Total Elapsed Time of DB2 Non-SQL Calls          N                 N                    TINSQCTM

  CSYDBOVF  DB2 Pool Overflow Count                          N                 N                    TIDB2OCT

  CSYDBTCB  Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)                      N                 N                    TIDBCTHC

  CSYDBTHW  DB2 Wait Without Thread Hit Count                N                 N                    TIDB2HCT

  CSYDBWAT  DB2 Wait Time                                    N                 N                    TIDB2WTM

  CSYDBWCT  DB2 Wait Count                                   N                 N                    TIDB2WCT

  CSYDELWT  User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL          N                 N                       N

  CSYDENTM  Dependent Enclave CPU Time                       N                 N                    TIENCCTM

  CSYDHCRC  No. Document Create Requests                   226(DHCRECT)        N                       N

  CSYDHDCT  Total Document Handler Delete Requests           N                 N                       N

  CSYDHINC  No. Document Insert Requests                   227(DHINSCT)        N                       N

  CSYDHRTC  No. Document Retrieve Requests                 229(DHRETCT)        N                       N

  CSYDHSTC  No. Document Set Requests                      228(DHSETCT)        N                       N

  CSYDHTC   Total No. Document Requests                    230(DHTOTCT)        N                       N

  CSYDHTDL  Total Document Created Length                  240(DHTOTDCL)       N                       N

  CSYDILWT  User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL          N                 N                       N

  CSYDISTM  CICS/VS Dispatcher CPU Time                     018                N                       N

                                                            024

                                                            015

  CSYD2CPU  D2 Termin. DB2 Prot. Thread TCB CPU Time         N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYD2DSP  D2 Termin. DB2 Prot. Thread TCB CPU Time         N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYD2WAT  D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Waits               N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYD2WTM  D2 Terminate DB2 Prot Thread Wait Time           N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYDLDMB  DL/I DMB Pool Size (Byte Count)                  N                 N                       N

  CSYDLDMH  DL/I DMB Pool Use HWM for Interval               N                 N                    TIDMBHWM

  CSYDLDMW  DL/I DMB Pool Wait Count                         N                 N                       N

  CSYDLENQ  DL/I Enqueue Pool Size (Byte Count)              N                 N                       N

  CSYDLEQH  DL/I DMB ENQ Pool Use HWM for Interval           N                 N                    TIENQHWM

  CSYDLEQW  DL/I DMB ENQ Pool Wait Count                     N                 N                       N

  CSYDLICT  DL/I Calls                                       N                 N                    TIDLIRCT

  CSYDLIPW  DL/I Pool Wait                                   N                 N                       X

  CSYDLITI  DL/I Calls Elapsed Time                          N                 N                    TIDLIRTM

  CSYDLITW  DL/I Thread Wait                                 N                 N                       X

  CSYDLPSB  DL/I PSB Pool Size (Byte Count)                  N                 N                       N

  CSYDLPSH  DL/I PSB Pool Use HWM for Interval               N                 N                    TIPSBHWM

  CSYDLPSW  DL/I PSB Pool Wait Count                         N                 N                       N

  CSYDLTHD  DL/I Threads Count in SIT                        N                 N                       N

  CSYDLTHI  DL/I Thread Use HWM for Interval                 N                 N                    TITRDHWM

  CSYDLTWC  DL/I Thread Wait Count                           N                 N                       N

  CSYDLWAT  DL/I Wait Time                                   N                 N                    TIDLIWTM

  CSYDLWCT  DL/I Wait Count                                  N                 N                    TIDLIWCT

  CSYDREBS  No. Library DEB Rebuilds                         N              LDGDREBS                   N

  CSYDS1WC  Total Wait 1st Dispatch Count                    N                 N                       N

  CSYDS1WT  Total Wait 1st Dispatch Time                     N                 N                       N

  CSYDSA    Current DSA Total (in K)                         N            SMSDSATOTAL                  N
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  CSYDSAL   Current DSA Limit (in K)                         N            SMSDSALIMIT                  N

  CSYDSAPZ  DSA Page Size                                    N                 N                       N

  CSYDSARS  DSA Size after Loading Resident Program          N                 N                       N

  CSYDSASZ  DSA Size (in K)                                  N                 N                       N

  CSYDSWAT  Total Dispatch Queue Time                        N                 N                    TIIDSQST

                                                                                                   

 TIIDSWRT(2.1)

  CSYDSWCT  Total Transactions w/Disp Queue Time             N                 N                    TIIDSQSC

                                                                                                   

 TIIDSWRC(2.1)

  CSYDTSCT  DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count                     N                 N                       N

  CSYDTSUS  DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time                      N                 N                       N

  CSYDTWAT  MRO/DTP Wait Time                                N                 N                    TIIWTTMS

  CSYDTWCT  MRO/DTP Wait Count                               N                 N                    TIIWTCTS

  CSYECBWC  Unidentified ECB Wait Count                      N                 N                       N

  CSYECDSA  ECDSA Size (in K)                                N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYECDSC  High-water ECDSA Page Storage (CICS)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYECBWT  Unidentified ECB Wait Time                       N                 N                       N

  CSYEDSA   Current EDSA Total (in K)                        N            SMSEDSATOTAL                 N

  CSYEDSAL  Current EDSA Limit (in K)                        N            SMSEDSALIMIT                 N

  CSYEDSAZ  EDSA Size (in K)                                 N             SMSDSASZ                    N

  CSYEJSTM  Address Space CPU Time                           N              DSGEJST                    N

  CSYEPCPU  EP Event Processing Mode TCB CPU Time            N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYEPDSP  EP Event Processing Mode TCB Dispatch Time       N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYEPWAT  EP Event Processing MVS Waits                    N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYEPWTM  EP Event Processing Mode Wait Time               N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYEQSCT  Enqueue Suspend Wait Count                       N                 N                       N

  CSYEQSUS  Enqueue Suspend Wait Time                        N                 N                       N

  CSYERDSA  ERDSA Size (in K)                                N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYERSTM  Excessive Transaction Response Time              U                 N                       U

  CSYESDSA  ESDSA Size (in K)                                N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYETDSA  ETDSA Size (in K)                                N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYETRN   Excessive Transactions Processed                 U                 N                       U

  CSYEUDSA  EUDSA Size (in K)                                N             SMSDSASZ                 TRDSASZE

  CSYEUDSC  High-water EUDSA Page Storage (CICS)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYEUDSU  High-water EUDSA Page Storage (User)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYEXCPS  I/O (EXCPs) Generated                            U                 N                       N

  CSYEXCTM  Elapse Time of User Excluded Trans               N                 N                       N

  CSYEXDTM  Elapse Dispatch Time User Exclude                N                 N                       N

  CSYFCTOT  Total File Requests                             093(FCTOTCT)       N                       N

  CSYFCVWT  User Task Wait Time -VSAM String                 N                 N                       N

  CSYFCWAT  FCP File Wait Time                               N                 N                    TIFCPWTM

  CSYFCWCT  FCP File Wait Count                              N                 N                    TIFCPWCT

  CSYFCXWT  User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control             N                 N                       N

  CSYFECT   File Events                                      N                 N                    TIFCPRCT

  CSYFETI   File Elapsed Time                                N                 N                    TIFCPRTM

  CSYFGFCT  No. FROMGUARD Failures                           N              SMSFROMGUARDFAI            N

  CSYFGFSZ  FROMGUARD Failure Size                           N              SMSFROMGUARDFAISIZE        N

  CSYFMASK  File Type Construction Mask                      N                 N                       N

  CSYFOCPU  File-owning CPU Time                             N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYFODSP  File-owning TCB Dispatch Time                    N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYFOWTM  File-owning MVS Wait Time                        N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYFRAME  Real (MVS) Storage Frame Count                   N                 N                       N
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  CSYGCDSA  GCDSA Size (in MB)                               N             SMSDSASZ                    N

  CSYGCDSC  High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYGCDSU  High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYGDSA   Current GDSA Active (MB)                         N              SMSGDSAACTIVE              N

  CSYGDSAA  Current GDSA Allocated (MB)                      N              SMSGDSAALLOC               N

  CSYGMSCD  Storage Suspend Count (CDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSCT  Storage Suspend Wait Count                       N                 N                    TIGMAWCT

  CSYGMSEC  Storage Suspend Count (ECDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSER  Storage Suspend Count (ERDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSES  Storage Suspend Count (ESDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSET  Storage Suspend Count (ETDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSEU  Storage Suspend Count (EUDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSGC  Storage Suspend Count (GCDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSGS  Storage Suspend Count (GSDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSGU  Storage Suspend Count (GUDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSRD  Storage Suspend Count (RDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSSD  Storage Suspend Count (SDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSUD  Storage Suspend Count (UDSA)                     N                 N                    TRDSASUS

  CSYGMSUS  Storage Suspend Wait Time                        N                 N                    TISTGWTM

  CSYGQDTM  Global ENQ Delay Time                          123(GNQDELAY)       N                       N

  CSYGSDSA  GSDSA Size (in MB)                               N             SMSDSASZ                    N

  CSYGSPTM  TS Last Monitor Sample GMT                       N             SMSMVSMONSAMPLELASTTIMEGMT  N

  CSYLSPTM  TS Last Monitor Sample Local Time                N             SMSMVSMONSAMPLELASTTIMELOCAL N

  CSYGSRSZ  GETSTOR Requests Size (MB)                       N             SMSGETSTORSIZE              N

  CSYGUDSA  GUDSA Size (in MB)                               N             SMSDSASZ                    N 

  CSYGUDSC  High-water GCDSA Page Storage (CICS)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYGUDSU  High-water GCDSA Page Storage (User)             N             SMTHWMPS                    N

  CSYHIACD  Peak Storage Allocated (CDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAEC  Peak Storage Allocated (ECDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAER  Peak Storage Allocated (ERDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAES  Peak Storage Allocated (ESDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAET  Peak Storage Allocated (ETDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAEU  Peak Storage Allocated (EUDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAGC  Peak Storage Allocated (GCDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAGS  Peak Storage Allocated (GSDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAGU  Peak Storage Allocated (GUDSA)                   N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIAMC  High Task I/O Request Count                      N                 N                    TIHAITCT

  CSYHIARD  Peak Storage Allocated (RDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIASD  Peak Storage Allocated (SDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHIATK  Active Task HWM this Interval                    N                 N                       N

  CSYHIAUD  Peak Storage Allocated (UDSA)                    N                 N                    TRDSASHI

  CSYHICPU  High Task CPU Consumption                        N                 N                    TIHTRCTM

  CSYHIDSS  High Task Data Stream Size                       N                 N                    TIHDSSZ

  CSYHIFCW  High Task File Request Wait Time                 N                 N                    TIHWFWTM

  CSYHIPAG  High Task Paging Count                           N                 N                       N

  CSYHIQCD  Peak Storage Request Queued (CDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQEC  Peak Storage Request Queued (ECDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQER  Peak Storage Request Queued (ERDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQES  Peak Storage Request Queued (ESDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQEU  Peak Storage Request Queued (EUDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQRD  Peak Storage Request Queued (RDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQSD  Peak Storage Request Queued (SDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAQHI

  CSYHIQUD  Peak Storage Request Queued (UDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAQHI
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  CSYHIRES  High Task Response Time                          N                 N                    TIHRSRTM

  CSYHISTG  High Task Storage Utilization                    N                 N                    TITIOHWM

  CSYHITSK  High Task Level This Interval                    N                 N                    TIINTHWM

  CSYHMDLC  Total TCB Change Mode Requests                   N                 N                       N

  CSYHMDLY  Total CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time            N                 N                       N

  CSYHTAMC  Trans ID of Task w/Highest I/O Request           N                 N                    TIHAITID

  CSYHTCPU  Trans ID of Task with Highest CPU                N                 N                    TICPUTID

  CSYHTDSS  Trans ID of Task w/Highest Data Stream           N                 N                    TIHDSTID

  CSYHTFCW  Trans ID of Task w/Highest File Wait             N                 N                    TIHWFFID

  CSYHTPAG  Trans ID of Task w/Highest Paging                N                 N                       N

  CSYHTRES  Trans ID of Task w/Highest Resp Time             N                 N                    TIHRSTID

  CSYHTSTG  Trans ID of Task w/Highest Storage               N                 N                    TIHTIOID

  CSYH8CPU  H8 Java Hotpooling TCB CPU Time                  N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYH8DSP  H8 Java Hotpooling Dispatch Time                 N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYH8WAT  H8 Java Hotpooling Waits                         N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYH8WTM  H8 Java Hotpooling TCB CPU Time                  N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYICSCT  ICP Suspend Wait Count                           N                 N                       N

  CSYICSUS  ICP Suspend Wait Time                            N                 N                       N

  CSYICVSD  ICVTSD (Term Scan Delay) Value                   N             DSGICVSC                    N

  CSYIDLTM  Idle (Non-Dispatched) Time                      016                N                    TITCBCTM

                                                            019                                     TISRBCTM

                                                            022

                                                            028

                                                            081

  CSYIDWTM  OTS Indoubt Wait Time                          199(OTSINDWT)       N                       N

  CSYIMSGS  Input Messages Issued                          034(TCMSGIN1)       N                    TATERICT

                                                           067(TCMSGIN2)

  CSYIMSRC  Total No. IMS Requests                         179(IMSREQCT)       N                       N

  CSYIMSWT  IMS Wait Time                                  186(IMSWAIT)        N                       N

  CSYINCH   Input Message Character Traffic                083(TCCHRIN1)       N                    TATERILG

                                                           085(TCCHRIN2)

  CSYINVPA  Invalid CMF Call Encountered                   064(TASKFLAG)       N                       N

  CSYIRCNT  MRO Function Ship Requests                       N                 N                       N

  CSYIRWAT  MRO/IRC Wait Time                                N                 N                    TIIWTTMS

  CSYIRWCT  MRO/IRC Event Wait Count                         N                 N                    TIIWTCTS

  CSYISSCT  ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count                     N                 N                       N

  CSYISSUS  ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time                      N                 N                       N

  CSYISWAT  MRO/ISC Wait Time                                N                 N                    TIIWTTMS

  CSYJCWAT  Journal Wait Time                                N                 N                    TIJCPWTM

  CSYJCWCT  Journal Wait Count                               N                 N                    TIJCPWCT

  CSYJECT   Journal Elapsed Events                           N                 N                    TIJCPRTM

  CSYJETI   Journal Elapsed Time                             N                 N                    TIJCPRCT

  CSYJMCPU  JM JVM Shared Class Cache TCB CPU Time           N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYJMDSP  JM JVM Shared Class Cache Dispatch Time          N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYJMWAT  JM JVM Shared Class Cache Waits                  N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYJMWTM  JM JVM Shared Class Cache Wait Time              N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYJOB    CICS Job Name                                    N                 N                    LMRKJOBN

  CSYJPGI   Journal Control Program Page-ins                 N                 N                       N

  CSYJPGO   Journal Control Program Page-outs                N                 N                       N

  CSYJVDWT  JVM Server Thread Wait Time                    401(JVMTHDWT)       N                       N

  CSYJVMIT  JVM Initialize Elapsed Time                    273(JVMITIME)       N                       N

  CSYJVMRT  JVM Reset Elapsed Time                         275(JVMRTIME)       N                       N

  CSYJVMST  Total JVM Suspend Time                         254(JVMSUSP)        N                       N
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  CSYJVMTM  Total JVM Elapse Time                          253(JVMTIME)        N                       N

  CSYJ8CPU  J8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time                      N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYJ8CTM  User Task J8 Mode CPU Time                     260(J8CPUT)      DSGTCT                     N

  CSYJ8DSP  J8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time                 N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYJ8WAT  J8 Open Mode MVS Waits                           N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYJ8WTM  J8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time                 N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYJ9CPU  J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time                     N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYJ9DSP  J9 JVM User Key Dispatch Time                    N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYJ9WAT  J9 JVM User Key Waits                            N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYJ9WTM  J9 JVM User Key Wait Time                        N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYKCTOD  Monitor Relative Collection Time               006(STOP)           N                       N

  CSYKPGI   Task Control Program Page-ins                    N                 N                       N

  CSYKPGO   Task Control Program Page-outs                   N                 N                       N

  CSYK8CTM  User Task K8 TCB CPU Time                      263(KY8CPUT)        N                       N

  CSYK8DTM  User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time                 262(KY8DISPT)       N                       N

  CSYLAMXT  Time MAXTASK Last Reached                        N              XMGLAMXT (5.2+)            N

  CSYLBSOU  No. Library Search Order Updates                 N              LDGLBSOU                   N

  CSYLDSTx  Count Long Responses Within Limit                U                 N                       U

  CSYLDWAT  Number of Requests Waiting for Loader            N              LDGWLR                     N

  CSYLHWMT  Times at Loader Waiting HWM                      N              LDGHWMT                    N

  CSYLLRRO  No. Library Load Req on RO TCB                   N              LDGLLRRO                   N

  CSYLLTRO  Total Time for Loads on RO TCB                   N              LDGLLTRO                   N

  CSYLMOCT  No. Large Memory Objects                         N              SMSLARGEMEMOBJ             N

  CSYLMSB   Shared Bytes from Large Memory                   N              SMSLVSHRBYTES              N

  CSYLOWCD  Free Storage Low-water Mark (CDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWEC  Free Storage Low-water Mark (ECDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWER  Free Storage Low-water Mark (ERDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWES  Free Storage Low-water Mark (ESDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWEU  Free Storage Low-water Mark (EUDSA)              N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWRD  Free Storage Low-water Mark (RDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWSD  Free Storage Low-water Mark (SDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLOWUD  Free Storage Low-water Mark (UDSA)               N                 N                    TRDSAFLO

  CSYLPBCT  No. Large Pages Backed in Real Stg               N              SMSLARGEPAGESINEAL         N

  CSYLRSTM  Long Response Time Total                         U                 N                       U

  CSYLRSTM  Long Response Time Total                         U                 N                       U

  CSYLSMXT  Time MAXTASK Last Changed                        N              XMGLSMXT (5.2+)            N

  CSYLSORT  Library Search Order Update Time                 N              LDGLSORT                   N

  CSYLSRB0  LSR Pool 0 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL0BW

  CSYLSRB1  LSR Pool 1 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL1BW

  CSYLSRB2  LSR Pool 2 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL2BW

  CSYLSRB3  LSR Pool 3 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL3BW

  CSYLSRB4  LSR Pool 4 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL4BW

  CSYLSRB5  LSR Pool 5 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL5BW

  CSYLSRB6  LSR Pool 6 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL6BW

  CSYLSRB7  LSR Pool 7 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL7BW

  CSYLSRB8  LSR Pool 8 Buffer Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL8BW

  CSYLSRS0  LSR Pool 0 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL0SW

  CSYLSRS1  LSR Pool 1 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL1SW

  CSYLSRS2  LSR Pool 2 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL2SW

  CSYLSRS3  LSR Pool 3 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL3SW

  CSYLSRS4  LSR Pool 4 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL4SW

  CSYLSRS5  LSR Pool 5 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL5SW

  CSYLSRS6  LSR Pool 6 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL6SW
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  CSYLSRS7  LSR Pool 7 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL7SW

  CSYLSRS8  LSR Pool 8 String Wait Count                     N                 N                    TILPL8SW

  CSYLSTRT  Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (LCL)           N              DSGLSTRT                    N

  CSYLTAT   Time Last Transaction Attached                   U              XMGLTAT (5.2+)             U

  CSYLTRN   Long Transactions Processed                      U                 N                       U

  CSYLWSOU  No. Load Waits Due to Search Order               N              LDGLWSOU                   N

  CSYLWTT   User Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess          X                 N                       X

  CSYLXSCN  Time of Last Excess TCB Scan                     N              DSGLXSCN (5.2+)            N

  CSYLXSND  Time of Last Excess TCB Scan No TCB              N              DSGLXSND (5.2+)            N

  CSYL8CPU  L8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time                      N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYL8CTM  User Task L8 Mode CPU Time                     256(L8CPUT)         N                       N

  CSYL8DSP  L8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time                 N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYL8WAT  L8 Open Mode MVS Waits                           N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYL8WTM  L8 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time                 N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYL9CPU  L9 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time                      N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYL9DSP  L9 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time                 N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYL9WAT  L9 Open Mode MVS Waits                           N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYL9WTM  L9 Owning Mode TCB MVS Wait Time                 N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYMBTCH  QR MRO Batching Value                            N              DSGMBTCH                   N

  CSYMCTSK  Maximum Concurrent Tasks                         N              DSGPNT                     N

  CSYMDSTX  Count Medium Responses Within Limit              U                 N                       U

  CSYMEMSE  Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory (EDSA)             026                V                       N

  CSYMEMSZ  Hi-Water Dynamic Area Memory                    026                V                       N

  CSYMIPS   MIPS Rating of this SYSID                        N                 N                       N

  CSYMISCT  Mirror Suspend Wait Count                        N                 N                       N

  CSYMISUS  Mirror Suspend Wait Time                         N                 N                       N

  CSYMLTSC  MEMLIMIT Set by Source                           N              SMSMEMLIMITSRC             N

  CSYMLTSZ  MEMLIMIT Size                                    N              SMSMEMLIMIT                N

  CSYMPCPU  Max CPU Usage                                   016                N                    TITCBCTM

                                                            019                                     TISRBCTM

                                                            022

                                                            028

                                                            081

  CSYMQGWC  Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Waits                 N                 N                       N

  CSYMQGWT  Total WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time             N                 N                       N

  CSYMQRCT  No. WebSphere MQ Requests                        N                 N                       N

  CSYMQSTM  WebSphere MQ API SRB CPU time                  397(WMQASRBT)       N                       N

  CSYMRLKQ  MRO Link Queuing Count                           N                 N                       N

  CSYMROCT  MRO Request Count                                N                 N                    TIISPRCT

  CSYMROTM  MRO Request Time                                 N                 N                    TIISPRTM

  CSYMRSTM  Medium Response Time Total                       U                 N                       U

  CSYMSCTM  User Task Other Mode CPU Time                  258(MSCPUT)         N                       N

  CSYMSDTM  User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time             257(MSDISPT)        N                       N

  CSYMSGS   Total Messages Issued (in/out)                 034(TCMSGIN1)       N                       N

                                                           067(TCMSGIN2)

                                                           035(TCMSGOU1)

                                                           068(TCMSGOU2)

  CSYMSTWT  No. Req Waited for MVS Storage                   N              SMSMVSSTGREQWAIS           N

  CSYMSWTM  Time Requests Waited for MVS Storage             N              SMSTIMEWAITMVS             N

  CSYMTRN   Medium Transactions Processed                    U                 N                       U

  CSYMXAMX  Maximum Active Task Limit                       078                V                       N

  CSYMXASA  Peak Address Space Active > 2GB (MB)             N              SMSHWMASACTIVE             N

  CSYMXBUP  Peak Bytes Usable in Private Memory              N              SMSLVGBYTES                N
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  CSYMXBWC  Maximum Temp Storage Buffer Waits                N              TSGBUWTH                   N

  CSYMXCDS  Peak Page Storage Used (CDSA)                    U                 V                    TRDSASHI

  CSYMXCIU  Max Transient Data Control Intrvl Used           N              TQGAMXCI                   N

  CSYMXCSU  Peak Tasks Allocated Common Subspace             N              SMSCSSHWM                  N

  CSYMXCTM  Max Conversational Response Time                 U                 N                       U

  CSYMXDLY  Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time           283(MAXTTDLY)       N                       N

  CSYMXECD  Peak Page Storage Used (ECDSA)                   U              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXERD  Peak Page Storage Used (ERDSA)                   U              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXESD  Peak Page Storage Used (ESDSA)                   U              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXETD  Peak Page Storage Used (ETDSA)                   U              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXEUD  Peak Page Storage Used (EUDSA)                   U              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXETM  Max Excessive Response Time                      U                 N                       U

  CSYMXGCD  Peak Page Storage Used (GCDSA)                   N              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXGDA  Peak GDSA Active (MB)                            N              SMSHWMGDSAACTIV            N

  CSYMXGDL  Peak GDSA Allocated (MB)                         N              SMSHWMGDSAALLOC            N

  CSYMXGSD  Peak Page Storage Used (GSDSA)                   N              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXGUD  Peak Page Storage Used (GUDSA)                   N              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSYMXLAR  Longest TS Auxiliary Record Length               N              TSGLAR                     N

  CSYMXLDS  Max Loader Suspended Tasks                       N              LDGWLRHW                   N

  CSYMXLMB  Peak Shared Bytes in Large Memory                N              SMSLVSHRGBYTES             N

  CSYMXLTM  Max Long Response Time                           U                 N                       U

  CSYMXMTM  Max Medium Response Time                         U                 N                       U

  CSYMXMXT  Maximum Maxtask Value                           077                V                       N

  CSYMXRDS  Peak Page Storage Used (RDSA)                    U                 V                    TRDSASHI

  CSYMXSDS  Peak Page Storage Used (SDSA)                    U                 V                    TRDSASHI

  CSYMXSAC  Max Transient Data Concur String Access          N              TQGSMXAL                   N

  CSYMXSTM  Max Short Response Time                          U                 N                       U

  CSYMXSTU  Maximum Temp Storage String in Use               N              TSGNVCAH                   N

  CSYMXSWC  Maximum Temp Storage String Waits                N              TSGVUWTH                   N

  CSYMXSWT  Max Transient Data String Waits                  N              TQGSMXWT                   N

  CSYMXTCI  Peak Temp Storage CIs Used                       N              TSGNCIAH                   N

  CSYMXTCT  Total Task During Max Task                       N                 N                       N

  CSYMXTDB  Max Intra TD Buffers with Valid Data             N              TQGAMXIU                   N

  CSYMXTDI  Max Transient Data (Intra) Concur Req            N              TQGAMXAL                   N

  CSYMXTDW  Max Transient Data (Intra) Waits                 N              TQGAMXWT                   N

  CSYMXTSK  Max Tasking Condition                          064              DSGTAMXT                   N

  CSYMXTTM  Max Response Time All Functions                005(START)          N                    TITSKDTM

                                                           006(STOP)                                TITSKWTM

  CSYMXUDS  Peak Page Storage Used (UDSA)                    U                 V                    TRDSASHI

  CSYMXUSR  Maximum Number of Concurrent Users               N                 N                       N

  CSYMXUSU  Peak Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace             N              SMSUSSHWM                  N

  CSYMX64A  Peak Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM              N              SMSHVGAUXSLOTS             N

  CSYMX64R  Peak Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM               N              SMSHVGPAGESINREL           N

  CSYNAVB   No. TS Available Bytes per CI                    N              TSGNAVB                    N

  CSYNBCA   No. Temp Storage Buffers                         N              TSGNBCA                    N

  CSYNCIA   Current TS CIs in Use                            N              TSGNCIA                    N

  CSYNIURE  Number of Reclaims form NIU Chain                N                 V                       N

  CSYNIUTM  Not in Use (NIU) Queue Membership Time           N              LDGDSPC                    N

  CSYNMSIT  Last SIT Suffix this Timespan                   076                N                       N

  CSYNRAMX  Cumulative Active Maximum Tasks                 078             DSGAMXT                    N

  CSYNRINT  Number of Measurement Intervals                  X                 X                       X

  CSYNRJCD  JCP Dispatch Count                              019                N                       N

  CSYNRKCD  KCP Dispatch Count                              024                N                       N
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  CSYNRMXT  Cumulative Maximum Tasks                        077                V                       N

  CSYNRTCB  Number of CICS Dispatcher TCBs                   N              DSGNTCB                    N

  CSYNRTCD  TCP Dispatch Count                              016                N                       N

  CSYNRTSK  Current Number of Task                           N              DSGCNT                     N

  CSYNRUSR  Number of Concurrent Users                       N                 N                       N

  CSYNUCSZ  Size in Bytes of CICS Nucleus                    N                 N                       N

  CSYNUMCT  TM Transaction Count                             N              XMGNUM                     N

  CSYNVCA   No. Temp Storage Strings                         N              TSGNVCA                    N

  CSYNZZTM  Normalized zIIP CPU Time                         N                 N                       N

  CSYOCPTC  User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count         437(OFFLCPUT)       N                    TISTCPOC

  CSYOMSGS  Output Messages Issued                         035(TCMSGOU1)       N                       N

                                                           068(TCMSGOU2)

  CSYOSCAV  OSCOR Bytes Available                            N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCFA  Total Number of OSCOR Free Areas                 N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCHI  Highest OSCOR Used                               N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCLF  Largest OSCOR Free Area                          N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCNF  Total Non Region OSCOR Free Area                 N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCOR  OSCOR Total Bytes                                N                 N                       N

  CSYOSCTO  Total OSCOR Available at Startup                 N                 N                       N

  CSYOTDLT  Max Open TCB Delay Time                        250(MXTOTDLY)       N                       N

  CSYOUTCH  Output Messages Character Traffic              084(TCCHROU1)       N                       N

                                                           086(TCCHROU2)

  CSYPAGIN  Page Ins                                        029                N                    TIPGEICT

  CSYPAGOT  Page Outs                                       030                N                    TIPGEOCT

  CSYPMBA   Bytes Allocated to Private Memory                N              SMSLVABYTES                N

  CSYPMBH   Bytes Hidden Within Private Memory               N              SMSLVHBYTES                N

  CSYPCCPU  Pct CP CPU Usage                                 X                 N                       X

  CSYPCCRX  Cumm Pct Conv Resp Within Limit                  U                 N                       U

  CSYPCDPL  No. DPL Program Links                          073(PCDPLCT)        N                       U

  CSYPCLRX  Cumm Pct Long Resp Within Limit                  U                 N                       U

  CSYPCMDC  Number of Program Compressions                  094                V                       N

  CSYPCMRX  Cumm Pct Medium Resp Within Limit                U                 N                       U

  CSYPCMTM  Elapsed Time of Program Compressions           094(PCCMPRTM)       N                       U

  CSYPCOM   Program Compressions                             N                 N                       N

  CSYPCSRX  Cumm Pct Short Resp Within Limit                 U                 N                       U

  CSYPCTRX  Cumm Pct All Resp Within Limit                   U                 N                       U

  CSYPCWAT  Program Fetch Wait Time                          N              LDGTTW                  TIPGMWTM

  CSYPCWCT  Program Fetch Wait Count                         N              LDRWTDLR                TIPGMWCT

  CSYPCZTM  Pct zIIP CPU Usage                               X                 N                       X

  CSYPETTM  Dispatched Time                                 015               X/V                   TITSKDTM

                                                            018

                                                            021

                                                            024

  CSYPGMCT  Program Load Count                               N              LDGLLR                  TIPGMRCT

  CSYPGMTI  Program Load Time                                N              LDGLLT                  TIPGMRTM

  CSYPMWAT  Preempt Wait Time                                N                 N                        N

  CSYPMWCT  Preempt Wait Count                               N                 N                        N

  CSYPMOCT  No. Private Memory Objects                       N              SMSLVNMEMOBJ               N

  CSYPRIAG  Dispatch Priority Aging Time                     N              DSGPRIAG                   N

  CSYPUSES  Total No. Loader Program Uses                    N              LDGPUSES                   N

  CSYQNUM   Current TS Names in Use                          N              TSGQNUM                    N

  CSYQRCPU  Quasi-reentrant TCB CPU Time                     N              DSGTCT                      N

  CSYQRCTM  User Task QR Mode CPU Time                     256(QRCPUT)         N                        N
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  CSYQRDLY  QR Mode Delay Time                             249(QRMODDLY)       N                        N

  CSYQRDSP  Quasi-reentrant TCB Dispatch Time                N              DSGTDT                      N

  CSYQRDTM  User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time                255(QRDISPT)        N                        N

  CSYQRSTR  Quasi-reentrant Dispatcher Start (GMT)           N              DSGSTART                    N

  CSYQRWAT  Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Waits                    N              DSGSYSW                     N

  CSYQRWTM  Quasi-reentrant TCB MVS Wait Time                N              DSGTWT                      N

  CSYRDQWT  DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time                           187(DB2RDYQW)       N                        N

  CSYRDSA   RDSA Size (in K)                                 N              SMSDSASZ                TRDSASZE

  CSYRESCT  Resident CICS Program Count                      N                 N                        N

  CSYRESSZ  Resident CICS Program Size in Bytes              N                 N                        N

  CSYREST1  Total Trans w/0-1 Second Response Time           N                 N                    TIRPS01

  CSYREST2  Total Trans w/1-2 Second Response Time           N                 N                    TIRPS12

  CSYREST3  Total Trans w/2-3 Second Response Time           N                 N                    TIRPS23

  CSYREST4  Total Trans w/3-4 Second Response Time           N                 N                    TIRPS34

  CSYREST5  Total Trans w/4-5 Second Response Time           N                 N                    TIRPS45

  CSYREST6  Total Trans over 5 Second Response Time          N                 N                    TIRPS05

  CSYRGNS   Region size                                      N                 N                       N

  CSYRJDTM  Total Elapse Dispatch Time User Reject           N                 N                       N

  CSYRJTCT  Total User Rejected Transactions                 N                 N                       N

  CSYRJTTM  Total Elapse Time of Rejected Trans              N                 N                       N

  CSYRMCPS  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.           007(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMDBC  RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests              004(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMDB2  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests                003(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMDL1  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests           005(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMMQC  Total WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI                  N                 N                       N

  CSYRMMQM  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.          006(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMOTH  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests          002(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMTCP  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.         008(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYRMTOT  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests        001(DFHRMI)         N                       N

  CSYROCPU  Resource-owning TCB CPU Time                     N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYRODSP  Resource-owning TCB Dispatch Time                N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYROMTM  User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB            N                 N                       N

  CSYROWAT  Resource-owning TCB MVS Waits                    N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYROWTM  Resource-owning TCB MVS Wait Time                N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYRPCPU  ONC/RPC TCB CPU Time                             N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYRPDSP  ONC/RPC TCB Dispatch Time                        N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYRPWTM  ONC/RPC TCB MVS Wait Time                        N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYRRSWT  RRMS/MVS Wait Time                             191(RRMSWAIT)       N                       N

  CSYRRWTM  Request Receiver Wait Time                     192(RQRWAIT)        N                       N

  CSYRTRWT  Run Transaction Wait Time                      195(RUNTRWTT)       N                       N

  CSYSCNAL  Strings Concurrently Accessed                    N              TQGSCNAL                   N

  CSYSCNWT  Concurrent String Waits                          N              TQGSCNWT                   N

  CSYSCPTM  User Task Standard Processor CPU Time            N                 N                    TISTCPUT

  CSYSDSA   SDSA Size (in K)                                 N              SMSDSASZ                TRDSASZE

  CSYSDSTX  Count Short Responses Within Limit               U                 N                       U

  CSYSERVU  Service Units                                    U                 N                       U

  CSYSHPCN  Temp Storage Shared Pool Connected               N              TSGSHPCN                   N

  CSYSHPDF  Temp Storage Shared Pools Defined                N              TSGSHPDF                   N

  CSYSHRDS  Temp Storage Shared Pool Read Reqs               N              TSGSHRDS                   N

  CSYSHWTS  Temp Storage Shared Pool Write Reqs              N              TSGSHWTS                   N

  CSYSIOCT  Access Method Calls (sio Count)                070(FCAMCT)         N                    TAFCPRCT

  CSYSLCPU  Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB CPU Time            N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYSLDSP  Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB Dispatch            N              DSGTDT                     N
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  CSYSLWAT  Sockets Owning Mode (SL) MVS Waits               N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYSLWTM  Sockets Owning Mode (SL) TCB MVS Wait            N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYSMASK  Statistic Records Construction Mask              N                 N                       N

  CSYSMISO  Transaction Isolation Setting                    N              SMSTRANISO                 N

  CSYSMOCT  No. Shared Memory Objects                        N              SMSLVSHRNMEMOBJ            N

  CSYSMPRT  Storage Protection Setting                       N              SMSSTGPROT                 N

  CSYSMRNT  Reentrant Programs Setting                       N              SMSRENTPGM                 N

  CSYSOBDE  No. Bytes Decrypted                            243(SOBYDECT)       N                       N

  CSYSOBEN  No. Bytes Encrypted                            242(SOBYENCT)       N                       N

  CSYSOCPU  Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB CPU Time            N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYSOCRC  No. Socket Character Receive                   295(SOCHRIN)        N                       N

  CSYSOCSC  No. Socket Character Sent                      297(SOCHROUT)       N                       N

  CSYSODSP  Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB Dispatch            N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYSOMTM  User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB            N                 N                       N

  CSYSONPC  No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts         290(SOCNPSCT)       N                       N

  CSYSOOWT  Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time                  299(SOOIOWTT)       N                       N

  CSYSORCT  No. Socket Receive Requests                    294(SOCRCVCT)       N                       N

  CSYSOS    Short On Storage Condition                      064             SMSSOS                  TAFLAG1

  CSYSOSCD  Short On Storage Condition (CDSA)                N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSCT  No. Socket Send Requests                       296(SOSENDCT)       N                       N

  CSYSOSEC  Short On Storage Condition (ECDSA)               N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSER  Short On Storage Condition (ERDSA)               N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSES  Short On Storage Condition (ESDSA)               N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSET  Short On Storage Condition (ETDSA)               N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSEU  Short On Storage Condition (EUDSA)               N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSGC  Short On Storage Conditions (GCDSA)              N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSGS  Short On Storage Conditions (GSDSA)              N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSGU  Short On Storage Conditions (GUDSA)              N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSRD  Short On Storage Condition (RDSA)                N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSSD  Short On Storage Condition (SDSA)                N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOSUD  Short On Storage Condition (UDSA)                N              SMSSOS                  TRDSASSC

  CSYSOTCT  No. Socket Total Requests                      298(SOCTOTCT)       N                       N

  CSYSOWAT  Sockets Owning Mode (SO) MVS Waits               N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYSOWTM  Sockets Owning Mode (SO) TCB MVS Wait            N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYSOXCT  No. Socket Extract Requests                    289(SOEXTRCT)       N                       N

  CSYSPCI   No. TS Segments per CI                           N              TSGSPCI                    N

  CSYSPCOM  Program Storage Compressions                    088                N                       N

  CSYSPCPU  SP Open Mode TCB CPU Time                        N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYSPDSP  SP Open Mode TCB CPU Time                        N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYSPWAT  SP Open Mode Waits                               N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYSPWTM  SP Open Mode Wait Time                           N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYSQLTM  Total Elapse Time in SQL Calls                   N                 N                    TISQLCTM

  CSYSQLTO  Total SQL Calls                                  N                 N                    TISQLCCT

  CSYSRBTM  CPU SRB Time                                    028                N                    TISRBCTM

  CSYSRMTR  SRM Ended Transactions                           U                 N                       U

  CSYSRSTM  Short Response Time Total                        U                 N                       U

  CSYSRU    System Resource Units                            U                 N                       U

  CSYSTA9F  No. Temp Storage Compressions                    N              TSGSTA9F                   N

  CSYSTDAT  Date of Startup                                  N                 N                    TIDCSDA

  CSYSTDLC  Total MAX SSL TCB Delays                         N                 N                       N

  CSYSTDLY  Total Max SSL TCB Delay Time                     N                 N                       N

  CSYSTRN   Short Transactions Processed                     U                 N                       U

  CSYSTSKS  Subtasks Value                                   N              DSGSTSKS                   N
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  CSYSUBTM  Total Subtask TCB Time                           N                 N                    TISUBTTM

  CSYSUSOC  Unidentified Suspend Wait Count                  N                 N                       N

  CSYSUSOT  Unidentified Suspend Wait Time                   N                 N                       N

  CSYSYDTM  Syncpoint Delay Time                           196(SYNCDLY)        N                       N

  CSYSYWTT  Server Syncpoint Wait Time                     177(SRVSYWTT)       N                       N

  CSYSZCPU  Secondary LU TCB CPU Time                        N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYSZDSP  Secondary LU TCB Dispatch Time                   N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYSZWAT  Secondary LU TCB MVS Waits                       N              DSGSYS                     N

  CSYSZWTM  Secondary LU TCB MVS Wait Time                   N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYS8CPU  S8 Sockets Mode TCB CPU Time                     N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSYS8CTM  User Task S8 Mode CPU Time                     261(S8CPUT)         N                       N

  CSYS8DSP  S8 Sockets Mode TCB Dispatch Time                N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYS8WAT  S8 Sockets Mode MVS Waits                        N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYS8WTM  S8 Sockets Mode TCB MVS Wait Time                N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYTATCT  Current TM Active User Transactions              N              XMGTAT                     N

  CSYTAWTT  User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request           U                 N                       U

  CSYTCBMD  No. CICS TCB Modes                               N              DSGASIZE                   N

  CSYTCBPL  No. CICS TCB Pools                               N              DSGPSIZE                   N

  CSYTCBTM  Total CICS TCB CPU Time                         016                N                    TITCBCTM

                                                            019

                                                            022

                                                            081

  CSYTCPJT  Accumulated TCP + JCA CPU Time                  016                N                       N

                                                            019                                        N

  CSYTCPTC  User Task Standard Processor CPU Count           N                 N                     TISTCPUC

  CSYTCPTM  Terminal Control TCB CPU Time                   016                N                       N

  CSYTCUTM  User TCB CPU Time                               022                N                    TIAPLCTM

  CSYTCWAT  Total Terminal Wait Time                         N                 N                    TITERWTM

  CSYTCWCT  Total Terminal Wait Count                        N                 N                    TITERWCT

  CSYTDBUF  Transient Data Intrapartition Buffers            N              TQGANBFA                   N

  CSYTDCSZ  Transient Data Control Interval Size             N              TQGACISZ                   N

  CSYTDECN  Transient Data (Extra) Request Count             N                 N                       N

  CSYTDECT  Transient Data Events                            N                 N                    TITDQRCT

  CSYTDERR  Transient Data (Intra) I/O Errors                N              TQGACTIO                   N

  CSYTDETI  Transient Data Elapsed Time                      N                 N                    TITDQRTM

  CSYTDETM  Transient Data (Extra) Request Time              N                 N                       N

  CSYTDEWC  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count                N                 N                       N

  CSYTDEWT  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time                 N                 N                       N

  CSYTDFWT  Transient Data (Intra) Formatting Write          N              TQGACTFT                   N

  CSYTDICT  Transient Data (Intra) Request Count             N              TQGATNAL                   N

  CSYTDITM  Transient Data (Intra) Request Time              N                 N                       N

  CSYTDIWC  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count                N              TQGATNWT                   N

  CSYTDIWT  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time                 N                 N                       N

  CSYTDNCI  No. of Transient Data Control Intervals          N              TQGANCIS                   N

  CSYTDNSP  Transient Data NO SPACE Occurrences              N              TQGANOSP                   N

  CSYTDRD   Transient Data (Intra) Reads                     N              TQGACTGT                   N

  CSYTDSAC  No. of Transient Data String Accesses            N              TQGSTNAL                   N

  CSYTDSRG  Number of Transient Data Active Strings          N              TQGSNSTA                   N

  CSYTDSTX  Count Total Responses Within Limit               U                 N                       U

  CSYTDSWT  Transient Data String Waits                      N              TQGSTNWT                   N

  CSYTDWRT  Transient Data (Intra) Writes                    N              TQGACTPT                   N

  CSYTMERR  Monitor Timing Error Encountered                064                N                       N

  CSYTMICV  Interval Control Value                          074             DSGICVT                    N
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  CSYTMJCD  JCP Dispatched Time                             018                N                       N

  CSYTMKCD  KCP Dispatched Time                             024                N                       N

  CSYTMTCD  TCP Dispatched Time                             015                N                       N

  CSYTMTSD  Terminal Scan Delay Time                        079             DSGICVS                    N

  CSYTMVRT  Runaway Task Interval Time                       N              DSGICVRT                   N

  CSYTNUM   No. Transactions at Last Reset                   N              SMSUSSCUR                  N

  CSYTOQTM  Total Time Queued due to MXT                     N              XMGTQTM                    N

  CSYTOTDT  Total Delayed Transactions due to MXT            N              XMGTDT                     N

  CSYTOTE   Transactions Excluded                            N                 N                    TITRNXCT

  CSYTOTI   Transactions Initiated                           N                 N                       N

  CSYTOTT   Nonexcluded Transactions Ended                   N                 N                       N

  CSYTPCPU  TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode TCB CPU Time         N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYTPDSP  TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Dispatch Time        N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYTPGI   Terminal Control Program Page-ins                N                 N                       N

  CSYTPGO   Terminal Control Program Page-outs               N                 N                       N

  CSYTPWAT  TP Threaded TCB Owning MVS Waits                 N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYTPWTM  TP Threaded TCB Owning Mode Wait Time            N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYTRANS  Total Transactions Ended                         X                 N                       X

  CSYTRDN   No. Temp Storage Buffer Reads                    N              TSGTRDN                    N

  CSYTRSTM  Total Response Time All Functions              005(START)          N                    TATSKDTM

                                                           006(STOP)                                TATSKWTM

  CSYTSATM  Temp Storage Aux (Output) Request Time           N                 N                       N

  CSYTSAUX  Temporary Auxiliary Storage Used                 N                 N                       N

  CSYTSAWC  Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Count             N                 N                       N

  CSYTSAWT  Temp Storage Aux (Output) Wait Time              N                 N                       N

  CSYTSBWC  Temp Storage Buffer Waits                        N              TSGBWTN                    N

  CSYTSECT  Temporary Storage Events                         N                 N                       N

  CSYTSETI  Temporary Storage Time                           N                 N                       N

  CSYTSCIS  Temp Storage Control Interval Size               N              TSGCSZ                     N

  CSYTSCTR  No. TS Cleanup Tasks Runs                        N              TSGTSCTR                   N

  CSYTSECT  Temporary Storage Events                         N                 N                       N

  CSYTSETI  Temporary Storage Time                           N                 N                       N

  CSYTSICT  Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Requests           N                 N                       N

  CSYTSIM   Temp Storage (Main) Input Requests               N              TSGNMG                     N

  CSYTSIOE  Number of Temp Storage I/O Errors                N              TSGSTAAF                   N

  CSYTSITA  Temp Storage (Aux) Input Requests                N              TSGNAG                     N

  CSYTSITM  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Time          N                 N                       N

  CSYTSIWC  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count            N                 N                       N

  CSYTSIWT  Temp Storage (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time          N                 N                       N

  CSYTSLHT  No. Times TSMAINLIMIT Hit                        N              TSGTSLHT                   N

  CSYTSMAN  Temporary Main Storage Used                      N                 N                       N

  CSYTSMLM  TSMAINLMIIT Setting                              N              TSGTSMLM                   N

  CSYTSMUS  Current TSMAIN Utilization                       N              TSGTSMUS                   N

  CSYTSMXM  Maximum Temp Storage (Main) Used                 N              TSGSTA6F                   N

  CSYTSMXN  Maximum Temp Storage Name in Use                 N              TSGQNUMH                   N

  CSYTSMXQ  Maximum Entries in Temp Storage Queue            N              TSGQINH                    N

  CSYTSNCI  No. CIs in TS Data Set                           N              TSGNCI                     N

  CSYTSNSP  NOSPACE Condition in Temp Storage Aux            N              TSGSTA8F                   N

  CSYTSOTA  Temp Storage (Aux) Output Requests               N              TSGSTA7F                   N

  CSYTSOTM  Temp Storage (Main) Output Requests              N              TSGSTA5F                   N

  CSYTSQCR  Number of Temp Storage Queues Created            N              TSGSTA3F                   N

  CSYTSQDL  No. Queues Auto Deleted                          N              TSGTSQDL                   N

  CSYTSQEC  No. Temp Stor Queue Extension Created            N              TSGSTA4F                   N
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  CSYTSRTM  Task Control CPUR Time                          081                N                       N

  CSYTSSWC  Temp Storage String Waits                        N              TSGVWTN                    N

  CSYTSWCI  Number of Write Length Greater Than CI           N              TSGSTABG                   N

  CSYTTIM   Nonexcluded Transaction Time                     N                 N                       N

  CSYTWTN   No. Temp Storage Buffer Writes                   N              TSGTWTN                    N

  CSYTWTNF  No. Temp Storage Format Writes                   N              TSGTWTNF                   N

  CSYTWTNR  No. Temp Storage Forced Writes                   N              TSGTWTNR                   N

  CSYT8CPU  T8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time                      N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYT8CTM  User Task T8 TCB CPU Time                      400(T8CPUT)         N                       N

  CSYT8DSP  T8 Owning Mode TCB Dispatch Time                 N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYT8WAT  T8 Open Mode TCB MVS Waits                       N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYT8WTM  T8 Owning Mode TCB Wait Time                     N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYUDBCT  User Database Request Count                      N                 N                    TIUDBRCT

  CSYUDBTM  User Database Request Time                       N                 N                    TIUDBRTM

  CSYUDSA   UDSA Size (in K)                                 N              SMSDSASZ                TRDSASZE

  CSYUDSAC  High-water UDSA Page Storage (CICS)              N              SMTHWM                     N

  CSYUDSAU  High-water UDSA Page Storage (User)              N              SMTHWM                     N

  CSYUDWAT  User Database Wait Time                          N                 N                       N

  CSYUDWCT  User Database Wait Count                         N                 N                       N

  CSYUPTM   CICS Availability Time                         005(START)          N                    TISTRDTS

                                                           006(STOP)                                TIENDDTS

  CSYUSRTM  User (Application) CPUR Time                    021                N                    TITSKDTM

  CSYUSSUM  No. Tasks Allocated Unique Subspace              N              SMSUSSCUM                  N

  CSYUSSUS  Current Unique Subspace Users                    N              SMSUSSCUR                  N

  CSYVCPU   CVST CPU Time                                    N                 N                       N

  CSYVDTIM  CVST Dispatched Time                             N                 N                       N

  CSYVERSN  Version and Release Number                       N                 N                       N

  CSYVILCD  Storage Violations (CDSA)                        N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILEC  Storage Violations (ECDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILER  Storage Violations (ERDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILES  Storage Violations (ESDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILET  Storage Violations (ERDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILEU  Storage Violations (EUDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILGC  Storage Violations (GCDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILGS  Storage Violations (GSDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILGU  Storage Violations (GUDSA)                       N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILRD  Storage Violations (RDSA)                        N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILSD  Storage Violations (SDSA)                        N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVILUD  Storage Violations (UDSA)                        N               SMSSV                  TRDSASVD

  CSYVPGI   CVST Page-ins                                    N                 N                       N

  CSYVPGO   CVST Page-outs                                   N                 N                       N

  CSYVSMBW  VSAM Buffer Wait                                 N                 N                       X

  CSYVSMSW  VSAM String Wait                                 N                 N                       X

  CSYVUWT   No. TS Users Waiting on String                   N              TSGVUWT                    N

  CSYWBBCT  No. WEB Browse Requests                        239(WBBRWCT)        N                       N

  CSYWBCIN No. Characters Received via WEB Req             232(WBCHRIN)        N                       N

  CSYWBCOT No. Characters Sent via WEB Req                 234(WBCHROUT)       N                       N

  CSYWBPBL SOAP Response Body Length                       392(WBSRSPBL)       N                       N

  CSYWBQBL SOAP Request Body Length                        390(WBSREQBL)       N                       N

  CSYWBRCT No. WEB Receive Requests                        231(WBRCVCT)        N                       N

  CSYWBRDC No. WEB Read Requests                           224(WBREADCT)       N                       N

  CSYWBRPR No. Repository Reads                            236(CSUWBRPR)       N                       N

  CSYWBRPW No. Repository Writes                           237(WBREPWCT)       N                       N
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  CSYWBSCT No. WEB Send Requests                           233(WBSENDCT)       N                       N

  CSYWBTC  Total No. WEB Requests                          235(WBTOTWCT)       N                       N

  CSYWBWCT No. WEB Write Requests                          225(WBWRITCT)       N                       N

  CSYWBXCT No. WEB Extract Requests                        238(WBEXTRCT)       N                       N

  CSYWFCTM Total User Task TCP/IP Wait Time                  N                 N                       N

  CSYWTCPU  CPU across OPSYS WAIT                            N                 N                       N

  CSYWTIM   CICS Dispatcher Wait Time                       027              DSGTWT                    N

                                                                              (QR)

                                                                              (RO)

                                                                              (CO)

  CSYXACOR  Total CICS Global XA Storage Used                N                 N                       N

  CSYXCSTM  Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible              N                 N                       N

  CSYXMCTM  XML System Services CPU time                   411(MLXSSCTM)       N                       N

  CSYXSCNN  No. Scans - No TCB Detached                      N              DSGXSCNN                   N

  CSYXSCNS  No. Excess TCB Scans                             N              DSGXSCNS                   N

  CSYXTCBD  Total No. Excess TCBs Detached                   N              DSGXTCBD                   N

  CSYXTDLC  Total Max XPLink Delays                          N                 N                       N

  CSYXTDLY  Total Max XPLink Delay Time                      N                 N                       N

  CSYXTSTM  TCB CPU Time without zIIP Eligible               N                 N                       N

  CSYX8CPU  X8 Owning Mode TCB CPU Time                      N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYX8DSP  X8 Owning Mode Dispatch Time                     N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYX8WAT  X8 Owning Mode Waits                             N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYX8WTM  X8 JVM User Key Wait Time                        N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYX9CPU  J9 JVM User Key TCB CPU Time                     N              DSGACT                     N

  CSYX9DSP  X9 Owning Mode Dispatch Time                     N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSYX9WAT  X9 Owning Mode Waits                             N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSYX9WTM  X9 Owning Mode Dispatch Time                     N              DSGTWT                     N

  CSYZPTRN  zIIP CPU Transactions Ended                      U                 N                       U

  CSYZZCTM  zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP                   437(OFFLCPUT)       N                    TASTCPOT

  CSY24AUX  Unalloc User Region STG                          N              SMSMVS24TOTALUNALLOC       N

  CSY24GST  TS last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT                  N              SMSMVS24LASTSOSTIMEGMT     N

  CSY24LCS  Largest Contig Unalloc Storage                   N              SMSMVS24LARGESTUNALLOC     N

  CSY24LCU  LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg                   N              SMSMVS24LARGESTUNALLOCLWM  N

  CSY24STU TS last User Rgn SOS Detect Local                 N              SMSMVS24LASTSOSTIMELOCAL   N

  CSY24LUS LWM Unallocated User Storage                      N              SMSMVS24TOTALUNALLOCLWM    N

  CSY24MTW Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS                   N              SMSMVS24NUMWAITSHWM        N

  CSY24STA User Region State                                 N              SMSMVS24STATE              N

  CSY24TWS No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS                      N              SMSMVS24NUMWAITS           N

  CSY24TWT Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS                      N              SMSMVS24WAITTIME           N

  CSY31AUX Unalloc User Region STG                           N              SMSMVS31TOTALUNALLOC       N

  CSY31GST TS last User Rgn SOS Detect GMT                   N              SMSMVS31LASTSOSTIMEGMT     N

  CSY31LCS Largest Contig Unalloc Storage                    N              SMSMVS31LARGESTUNALLOC     N

  CSY31LCU LWM Largest Contig Unalloc Stg                    N              SMSMVS31LARGESTUNALLOCLWM  N

  CSY31STU TS last User Rgn SOS Detect Local                 N              SMSMVS31LASTSOSTIMELOCAL   N

  CSY31LUS LWM Unallocated User Storage                      N              SMSMVS31TOTALUNALLOCLWM    N

  CSY31MTW Max No Tasks Waiting Due to SOS                   N              SMSMVS31NUMWAITSHWM        N

  CSY31STA User Region State                                 N              SMSMVS31STATE              N

  CSY31TWS No. Tasks Waiting Due to SOS                      N              SMSMVS31NUMWAITS           N

  CSY31TWT Time Tasks Waited Due to SOS                      N              SMSMVS31WAITTIME           N

  CSY31URS No. Waits Due to SOS                              N              SMSMVS31TOTALNUMWAITS      N

  CSY31UUS Unallocated User Storage                          N              SMSMVS31TOTALUNALLOC       N     

   

  CSY64AS   Aux Slots to Backing 64-bit PM                   N              SMSHVAUXSLOTS              N
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  CSY64RMP  Real Frames Backing 64-bit PM                    N              SMSHVPAGESINREA            N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSA Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSA (CICS SYSTEM DSA TASK SUBPOOLS) FILE           CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSACES    Current Element Storage in DSA                   N              SMTCES                     N

  CSACNE    Current No. Elements in DSA                      N              SMTCNE                     N

  CSACPS    Current Page Storage in DSA                      N              SMTCPS                     N

  CSAFMREQ  No. Freemain Requests from DSA                   N              SMTFMREQ                   N

  CSAGMREQ  No. Getmain Requests from DSA                    N              SMTGMREQ                   N

  CSAMXPS   High-Water Page Storage in DSA                   N              SMTHWMPS                   N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSB Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSB (CICS SYSTEM TCB MODES) FILE                   CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSBACTTM  TCB CPU Time                                     N              DSGACT                     N

  CSBMXTDQ  Peak No. Tasks on Dispatchable Queue             N              DSGTMPDQ (5.2+)            N

  CSBMXTPA  Peak No. of TCBs Attached                        N              DSGTCBPA                   N

  CSBMXTPU  Peak No. of TCBs Used by Mode                    N              DSGTCBPU                   N

  CSBNTCBA  No. of TCB Attaches                              N              DSGNTCBA                   N

  CSBSTMDQ  Sum of Avg Tasks on Dispatchable Queue           N              DSGTMADQ (5.2+)            N

  CSBSYSW   No. of MVS Waits on TCB                          N              DSGSYSW                    N

  CSBTCBAF  No. of TCB Attach Failures                       N              DSGTCBAF                   N

  CSBTCBAL  No. TCB Allocates to Task                        N              DSGTCBAL                   N

  CSBTCBCA  Current No. of TCBs Attached                     N              DSGTCBCA                   N

  CSBTCBCU  Current No. of TCBs Used by Mode                 N              DSGTCBCU                   N

  CSBTCBDO  No. TCB Other Detaches                           N              DSGTCBDO                   N

  CSBTCBDS  No. TCB Stolen Detaches                          N              DSGTCBDS                   N

  CSBTCBDU  No. TCB Unclean Detaches                         N              DSGTCBDU                   N

  CSBTCBDX  No. TCB Excess Detaches                          N              DSGTCBDX                   N

  CSBTCBMD  TCB Mode                                         N              DSGTCBMD                   N

  CSBTCBMM  No. TCB Mismatches                               N              DSGTCBMM                   N

  CSBTCBMP  TCB Pool Name                                    N              DSGTCBMP                   N

  CSBTCBNM  TCB Mode Name                                    N              DSGTCBNM                   N

  CSBTCBST  No. TCB Steals                                   N              DSGTCBST                   N

  CSBTCTTM  Dispatch Task CPU Time                           N              DSGTCT                     N

  CSBTDTTM  TCB Dispatch Time                                N              DSGTDT                     N

  CSBTMCDQ  Current Tasks on Dispatchable Queue              N              DSGTMCDQ (5.2+)            N

  CSBTWTTM  TCB MVS Wait Time                                N              DSGTWT                     N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSD Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSD (CICS SYSTEM DSA STORAGE) FILE                 CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  CSDASREQ  No. Add-Subpool Requests                         N              SMSASR                     N

  CSDCREL   No. Cushion Releases                             N              SMSCREL                    N

  CSDCRISS  No. Condition Req Return Insuff Stg              N              SMSCRISS                   N

  CSDCSIZE  Current Cushion Size                             N              SMSCSIZE                   N

  CSDCSS    Current Requests Suspended for Stg               N              SMSCSS                     N

  CSDCSUBP  Current Number of Subpools                       N              SMSCSUBP                   N

  CSDDSASZ  Current DSA Size                                 N              SMSDSASZ                   N

  CSDDSREQ  No. Del-Subpool Requests                         N              SMSDSR                     N

  CSDEXTS   Current Extents                                  N              SMSEXTS                    N

  CSDEXTSA  No. Extents Added                                N              SMSEXTSA                   N

  CSDEXTSR  No. Extents Released                             N              SMSEXTSR                   N

  CSDFMREQ  No. Freemain Requests                            N              SMSFMREQ                   N

  CSDFSTG   Free Storage Including Cushion                   N              SMSFSTG                    N

  CSDGMREQ  No. Getmain Requests                             N              SMSGMREQ                   N

  CSDLWMFS  LWM Free Storage Including Cushion               N              SMSLWMFSTG                 N

  CSDMXDSA  Max Size of DSA                                  N              SMSHWMDSASZ                N

  CSDMXFS   HWM Free Storage Including Cushion               N              SMSHWMFSTG                 N

  CSDMXLFA  Largest Free Area in DSA                         N              SMSLFA                     N

  CSDMXSS   HWM Requests Suspended for STG                   N              SMSHWMSS                   N

  CSDPWWS   No. Tasks Purged Waiting Stg                     N              SMSPWWS                    N

  CSDSOS    No. Times SOS Occurred                           N              SMSSOS                     N

  CSDSV     No. Storage Violations                           N              SMSSV                      N

  CSDTSOS   Time in SOS                                      N              SMSTSOS                    N

  CSDUCSS   No. Unconditional Requests Suspended             N              SMSUCSS                    N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSL Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSL (CICS SYSTEM LOADER STATISTICS) FILE           CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSLDSNIU  Storage Occupied by NIU (KB)                     N              LDGSTGNIU                  N

  CSLNIURE  No. Reclaims from NIU Chain                      N              LDGRECNIU                  N

  CSLNIUTM  NIU Queue Membership Time                        N              LDGDPSCT                   N

  CSLPCMDC  No. Program Compressions                         N              LDGDPSCR                   N

  CSLPGNIU  No. Programs on NIU Queue                        N              LDGPROGNIU                 N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSP Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSP (CICS SYSTEM TCB POOLS) FILE                   CMF              STATS                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSPCMMWS  Current TCB Mismatch Waits                       N              DSGCMMWS                   N

  CSPCMMWT  Current TCB Mismatch Waiting Time                N              DSGCMMWT                   N

  CSPCNUAT  Current Number of TCBs Attached                  N              DSGCNUAT                   N

  CSPCNUUS  Current TCBs in Use                              N              DSGCNUUS                   N

  CSPCURNW  Current No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB              N              DSGCURNW                   N

  CSPCURWT  Current TCB Request Wait Time                    N              DSGCURWT                   N

  CSPLTCBL  Time Pool Limit Reached                          N              DSGLTCBL (5.2+)            N

  CSPMMWTM  Total TCB Mismatch Wait Time                     N              DSGMMWTM                   N

  CSPMMWTS  No. TCB Mismatch Waits                           N              DSGMMWTS                   N
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  CSPMXANW  Peak No. Tasks Waiting for a TCB                 N              DSGPEANW                   N

  CSPMXMWS  Peak TCB Mismatch Waits                          N              DSGPMMWS                   N

  CSPMXTCB  Max Number of TCBs Allowed                       N              DSGMXTCB                   N

  CSPMXUAT  Peak Number of TCBs Attached                     N              DSGPNUAT                   N

  CSPMXUUS  Peak TCBs in Use                                 N              DSGPNUUS                   N

  CSPNTCBL  Times at TCB Pool Limit                          N              DSGNTCBL                   N

  CSPTCBPN  TCB Pool Name                                    N              DSGTCBPN                   N

  CSPTOTMT  Total MVS STG Constraint Delay Time              N              DSGTOTMT                   N

  CSPTOTMW  Requests Delayed by MVS STG Constraint           N              DSGTOTMW                   N

  CSPTOTNW  Total TCB Request Waits                          N              DSGTOTNW                   N

  CSPTOTWL  Total Wait Time at TCB Limit                     N              DSGTOTWL                   N

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CICCSU Data Element/Data Source Cross-Reference List
  THE CICCSU (CICS USER ACTIVITY) FILE                    CMF                  TCE 2.0+

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CSUABEND  Abnormal Termination Occurrences              099                  TAABNCDE

  CSUABENO  Original Abend Code                           113(ABCODEO)            N

  CSUACHCT  No. EXEC CICS FETCH CHILD Commands            472(ASFTCHCT)           N

  CSUACTID  Activity ID                                   203(ACTVTYID)           N

  CSUACTNM  Activity Name                                 204(ACTVTYNM)           N

  CSUADATO  Total ADABAS Calls                            MADABN(OMEG)            N

  CSUADAWT  Total ADABAS Wait Time                        MADABT(OMEG)            N

  CSUAPPL   CICS VTAM APPLID                               X                      N

  CSUAPLNM  Application Name in Appl Context Data         451(ACAPPLNM)       TAITKANM(4.0)

  CSUARSCT  No. Web PARSE URL Requests                    337(WBPARSCT)           N

  CSUASRCT  No. Allocate Session Requests IP-only         288(ISALLOCT)           N

  CSUAVCTM  Avg Conversational Response Time

              CSUCRSTM

              CSUCTRN

  CSUAVINC  Average Input Character Traffic

              CSUINCH

              CSUTRANS

  CSUAVLTM  Avg Long Response Time

              CSULRSTM

              CSULTRN

  CSUAVMEM  Average Transaction Memory Used

              CSUMEMRC

              CSUTRANS

  CSUAVMTM  Avg Medium Response Time

              CSUMRSTM

              CSUMTRN

  CSUAVOPS  Average Number of CICS Calls

              CSUTLOPS

              CSUTRANS

  CSUAVOTC  Average Output Character Traffic

              CSUOUTCH

              CSUTRANS

  CSUAVSTM  Avg Short Response Time

              CSUSRSTM
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              CSUSTRN

  CSUAVTRT  Average Transaction CP CPU Time

              CSUCPUTM

              CSUTRANS

              CSUETRN

  CSUAVTTM  Avg Response Time

              CSUTRSTM

              CSUTRANS

  CSUAVTZT  Average Transaction zIIP CPU Time

              CSUNZZTM

              CSUZPTRN

  CSUAVWAT  Average CICS Wait Time

              CSUTLWAT

              CSUTRANS

  CSUBAADC  No. Activity Data Container Requests         217(BAACDCCT)            N

  CSUBAAPC  No. Acquire Process Requests                 214(BAACQPCT)            N

  CSUBADAC  No. Define Activity Requests                 209(BADACTCT)            N

  CSUBADIC  No. Define Input Event Requests              220(BADFIECT)            N

  CSUBADPC  No. Define Process Requests                  208(BADPROCT)            N

  CSUBADTC  No. Define Timer Event Requests              221(BATIAECT)            N

  CSUBALKC  No. Link Process/Activity Requests           207(BALKPACT)            N

  CSUBAPDC  No. Process Data Container Requests          216(BAPRDCCT)            N

  CSUBARAC  No. Run Process/Activity Async               206(BARASYCT)            N

  CSUBAREC  No. Retrieve Reattach Event Requests         219(BARATECT)            N

  CSUBARSC  No. Run Process/Activity Sync                205(BARSYNCT)            N

  CSUBATCC  Total No. Data Container Requests            218(BATOTCCT)            N

  CSUBATEC  Total No. Event Requests                     222(BATOTECT)            N

  CSUBATPC  Total No. Process/Activity Requests          215(BATOTPCT)            N

  CSUBDCPC  No. Delete and Cancel Activity Requests      213(BADCPACT)            N

  CSUBFTCT  Total Number of EXEC CICS BIF DIGEST         408(BFDGSTCT)            N

  CSUBFWT   Waits for DEDB Buffers (DBCTL)               STATBFWT                 N

  CSUBGOCT  Total Built-in Function (BIF) Requests       409(BFTOTCT)             N

  CSUBMOPS  Number of CICS BMS Calls                     050(BMSMAPCT)            N

                                                         051(BMSINCT)

                                                         052(BMSOUTCT)

  CSUBRGWT  3270 bridge partner wait time                285(PTPWAIT)             N

  CSUBRPAC  No. Resume Process/Activity Requests         212(BARMPACT)            N

  CSUBRSAC  No. Reset Activity Requests                  210(BARSPACT)            N

  CSUBRTRN  3270 Bridge Transaction ID                   124(BRDGTRAN)            N

  CSUBSPAC  No. Suspend Process/Activity Requests        211(BASUPACT)            N

  CSUCBSRV  CorbaServer Handling Requests                311(CBSRVRNM)            N

  CSUCDSTX  Count Conv. Responses Within Limit             U                      U

  CSUCFACT  No. OO Class Library API Requests            025(CFCAPICT)            N

  CSUCFDTM  CF Data Table Wait Time                      176(CFDTWAIT)            N

  CSUCHMDC  No. CICS Dispatcher Change Modes             248(CHMODECT)            N

  CSUCINP   Input Characters - Primary Facility          083(TCCHRIN1)            N

  CSUCIN62  Input Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2        137(TCC62IN2)            N

  CSUCIPAD  Client IP Address                            244(CLIPADDR)            N

  CSUCIPAR  Client IP Address                            318(CLIPADDR)            N

  CSUCLCCT  No. Program XCTLs With Channel Option        307(PCXCLCCT)            N

  CSUCOUTP  Output Characters - Primary Facility         084(TCCHROU1)            N

  CSUCINS   Input Characters - Secondary Facility        085(TCCHRIN2)            N

  CSUCONWT  DB2 Connection Wait Time                     188(DB2CONWT)            N
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  CSUCOU62  Output Characters - Alt. Faclty. LU6.2       138(TCC62OU2)            N

  CSUCOUTS  Output Characters - Secondary Facility       086(TCCHROU2)            N

  CSUCLKOP  Number Of Clocks Generated                     U                      U

  CSUCLOTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Close Cursors            MBCLOT(OMEG)             U

  CSUCONTM  Terminal Connect Time                          U                      U

  CSUCOST   Processing Charges                             U                      U

  CSUCPRTM  Task CPU Real Time                           008(USRCPUT)          TACPURTM

  CSUCPTRN  CP CPU Transactions Processed                  X                      N

  CSUCPUNI  Instructions Executed                          U                      U

  CSUCPUTM  Task CPU Time (elapsed)                      008(USRCPUT)          TACPURTM

                                                         175(RLSCPUT)

  CSUCRSTM  Conversational Response Time                   U                      U

  CSUCSHWM  Container Storage High Water Mark            329(PGCSTHWM)            N

  CSUCTRN   Conv. Transaction Count                        U                      U

  CSUCURTA  Active User Trans When User Task Attach      434(CURTASKS)            N

  CSUCVIN1  No. Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Requests        333(WBRCVIN1)            N

  CSUDAMSC  Damaged Storage Chain                        064(TASKFLAG)         TAFLAG1

  CSUDATHW  Dispatcher Allocate Pthread Wait Time        429(DSAPTHWT)            N

  CSUDBCLO  Number of SQL Close Cursors                  MBCLON(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBDEL  Number of SQL Deletes                        MBDELN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBEND  Schedule End Time (DBCTL)                    STATDATN                 N

  CSUDBDES  Number of SQL Describes                      MBDESN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBDLT  Database DLET Calls (DBCTL)                  STATDLET                 N

  CSUDBEXE  Number of SQL Executes                       MBEXEN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBEXI  Number of SQL Execute Immediate              MBEXIN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBFET  Number of SQL Fetches                        MBFETN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBGHN  Database GHN Calls (DBCTL)                   STATGHN                  N

  CSUDBGHP  Database GHNP Calls (DBCTL)                  STATGHNP                 N

  CSUDBGHU  Database GHU Calls (DBCTL)                   STATGHU                  N

  CSUDBGN   Database GN Calls (DBCTL)                    STATGN                   N

  CSUDBGNP  Database GNP Calls (DBCTL)                   STATGNP                  N

  CSUDBGU   Database GU Calls (DBCTL)                    STATGU                   N

  CSUDBINS  Number of SQL Inserts                        MBINSN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBIO   Number of Database I/O (DBCTL)               STATDBIO                 N

  CSUDBISR  Database ISRT Calls (DBCTL)                  STATISRT                 N

  CSUDBMIS  Number of SQL Miscellaneous Calls            MBMISN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBNSC  DB2 Non-SQL Count                              N                   TANSQCCT

  CSUDBNST  DB2 Non-SQL Call Time                          N                   TANSQCTM

  CSUDBOPN  Number of SQL Open Cursors                   MBOPNN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBPRE  Number of SQL Prepares                       MBPREN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBREP  Database REPL Calls (DBCTL)                  STATREPL                 N

  CSUDBSEL  Number of SQL Selects                        MBSELN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBSTR  Schedule Start Time (DBCTL)                  STATDATS                 N

  CSUDBTCB  Thread TCB CPU Time (DBCTL)                  STATCTM1              TADBCTHC

  CSUDBTOT  Total DL/I Database Calls (DBCTL)            STATTOTC                 N

  CSUDBUPD  Number of SQL Updates                        MBUPDN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDBWAT  DB2 Wait Time                                  N                   TADB2WTM

  CSUDBWCT  DB2 Wait Count                                 N                   TADB2WCT

  CSUDB2RC  Total No. DB2 Requests                       180(DB2REQCT)            N

  CSUDB2WT  DB2 Wait Time                                189(DB2WAIT)             N

  CSUDEDB   DEDB Calls (DBCTL)                           STATDECL                 N

  CSUDEDBR  DEDB Read Operations (DBCTL)                 STATDERD                 N

  CSUDELCT  User Task Wait Count-Extrapartition TDL      404(TDELWTT)             N
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  CSUDELTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Delete Calls             MBDELT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDELWT  User Task Wait Time -Extrapartition TDL      404(TDELWTT)             N

  CSUDESTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Describe Calls           MBDEST(OMEG)             N

  CSUDGHPT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GHNP Calls             MIGPNT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDHCRC  No. Document Create Requests                 226(DHCRECT)             N

  CSUDHDCT  No. Document Handler Delete Requests         223(DHDELCT)             N

  CSUDHINC  No. Document Insert Requests                 227(DHINSCT)             N

  CSUDHRTC  No. Document Retrieve Requests               229(DHRETCT)             N

  CSUDHSTC  No. Document Set Requests                    228(DHSETCT)             N

  CSUDHTC   Total No. Document Requests                  230(DHTOTCT)             N

  CSUDHTDL  Total Document Created Length                240(DHTOTDCL)            N

  CSUDILCT  User Task Wait Count-Intrapartition TDL      403(TDILWTT)             N

  CSUDILWT  User Task Wait Time -Intrapartition TDL      403(TDILWTT)             N

  CSUDIOTM  Elapsed Time for Database I/O                  N                      N

  CSUDLDEL  DL/I DLET Calls                              MIDELN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLDLT  Elapsed Time for DL/I DLET Calls             MIDELT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGHN  DL/I GHN Calls                               MIGHNN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGHP  DL/I GHNP Calls                              MIGPNN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGHT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GHN Calls              MIGHNT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGHU  DL/I GHU Calls                               MIGHUN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGN   DL/I GN Calls                                MIGNN(OMEG)              N

  CSUDLGNP  DL/I GNP Calls                               MIGNPN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGNT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GN Calls               MIGNT(OMEG)              N

  CSUDLGPT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GNP Calls              MIGNPT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLGU   DL/I GU Calls                                MIGUN(OMEG)              N

  CSUDLGUT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GU Calls               MIGUT(OMEG)              N

  CSUDLHUT  Elapsed Time for DL/I GHU Calls              MIGHUT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLICC  DL/I Call Count                                N                   TADLIRCT

  CSUDLIPW  DL/I Pool Wait                                 N                   TAFLAG6

  CSUDLISR  DL/I ISRT Calls                              MIINSN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLIST  Elapsed Time for DL/I ISRT Calls             MIINST(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLITW  DL/I Thread Wait                               N                   TAFLAG6

  CSUDLIWT  DL/I Call Elapsed Time                         N                   TADLIRTM

  CSUDLREP  DL/I REPL Calls                              MIREPN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLRPT  Elapsed Time for DL/I REPL Calls             MIREPT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLSCH  DL/I Schedules                               MISCHN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLSCT  Elapsed Time for DL/I Schedules              MISCHT(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLTRN  DL/I Terminates                              MITERN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLTRT  Elapsed Time for DL/I Terminates             MITERN(OMEG)             N

  CSUDLWAT  DL/I Wait Time                                 N                   TADLIWTM

  CSUDLWCT  DL/I Wait Count                                N                   TADLIWCT

  CSUDPCPU  TCB CPU TIME USED                              N                   TADSPCPU

  CSUDSPCT  Transaction Dispatch Count                     N                   TADSPDSC

                                                                               TADSPWRC(2.1

  CSUDSTMX  Maximum Number of Open TCBs (key 8/9)        252(DSTCMHWM)            N

  CSUDSWAT  Wait for Dispatch (Queue Time)               102(DISPWTT)          TADSPQST

                                                                               TADSPWRT(2.1

  CSUDS1MX  First Dispatch Delay due to MXT              127(MXTDELAY)            N

  CSUDS1TC  First Dispatch Delay due to TCLASS           126(TCLDELAY)            N

  CSUDS1WC  Wait for First Dispatch Count                125(DSPDELAY)            N

  CSUDS1WT  Wait for First Dispatch Time                 125(DSPDELAY)         TAW1DSP

  CSUDTSCT  DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Count                   N                      N

  CSUDTSUS  DTP (MRO) Suspend Wait Time                    N                      N
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  CSUDTWAT  MRO/DTP Wait Time                              N                      N

  CSUDTWCT  MRO/DTP Wait Count                             N                      N

  CSUDWWTM  Dispatchable-Wait Wait Time                  184(GVUPWAIT)            N

  CSUECBWC  Unidentified ECB Wait Count                    N                      N

  CSUECBWT  Unidentified ECB Wait Time                     N                      N

  CSUECECT  SIGNAL EVENT Requests                        415(ECSIGECT)            N

  CSUECPCT  Event Filter Operations                      416(ECEFOPCT)            N

  CSUECSEV  No. of  Synchronous Emission Events          418(ECSEVCCT)            N

  CSUECTCT  Number of EVENTs Captured                    417(ECEVNTCT)            N

  CSUEDOCT  No. Web READ HTTPHEADER Requests             331(WBREDOCT)            N

  CSUEITCT  Total No. EXEC CICS Requests                 402(EICTOTCT)            N

  CSUEJBAC  Number of Bean Activations                   312(EJBSACCT)            N

  CSUEJBCR  Number of Bean Creation Calls                314(EJBCRECT)            N

  CSUEJBMT  Number of Bean Method Calls                  316(EJBMTHCT)            N

  CSUEJBPA  Number of Bean Passivations                  313(EJBSPACT)            N

  CSUEJBRE  Number of Bean Removal Calls                 315(EJBREMCT)            N

  CSUEJBTO  Number of Total Bean Calls                   317(EJBTOTCT)            N

  CSUEPRDL  Data Bytes Read From Repository              341(WBREPRDL)            N

  CSUEPWDL  Data Bytes Written to Repository             342(WBREPWDL)            N

  CSUEQSCT  Enqueue Suspend Wait Count                   129(ENQDELAY)            N

  CSUEQSUS  Enqueue Suspend Wait Time                    129(ENQDELAY)            N

  CSUERSTM  Excessive Transaction Response Time            U                      U

  CSUETCCT  No. Get Container Channel Requests           323(PGGETCCT)            N

  CSUETCDL  Get Container Channel Data Bytes             326(PGGETCDL)            N

  CSUETRN   Excessive Transactions Processed               U                      U

  CSUETTRN  Terminal Originated Excessive Trans.           U                      N

  CSUEXCPS  I/O (EXCPs) Generated                          U                      U

  CSUEXDQ   Exclusive Dequeues (DBCTL)                     N                      N

  CSUEXEQ   Exclusive Enqueues (DBCTL)                     N                      N

  CSUEXEQW  Exclusive Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)                N                      N

  CSUEXETM  Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Calls            MBEXET(OMEG)             N

  CSUEXITM  Elapsed Time in SQL Execute Immediate        MBEXIT(OMEG)             N

  CSUEXWAT  Exception Condition Wait Time                103(EXWTTIME)            N

  CSUEXWTM  EXEC CICS External Wait Time                 181(WTEXWAIT)            N

  CSUFACTY  User Defined Facility Type                   004(T)                TAFACTYP

                                                                               TAFLAG2

  CSUFCADD  File Control Adds                            039(FCADDCT)             N

  CSUFCBRW  File Control Browses (Getnext+Getprev)       038(FCBRWCT)             N

  CSUFCDLT  File Control Deletes                         040(FCDELCT)             N

  CSUFCGET  File Control Gets (Reference+Update)         036(FCGETCT)             N

  CSUFCOPS  Number of CICS File Control Calls            036(FCGETCT)          TAFCPRCT

                                                         037(FCPUTCT)

                                                         038(FCBRWCT)

                                                         039(FCADDCT)

                                                         040(FCDELCT)

  CSUFCPUT  File Control Puts                            037(FCPUTCT)             N

  CSUFCTIM  FCP File Request Time                          N                   TAFCPRTM

  CSUFCTOT  Total File Requests                          093(FCTOTCT)             N

  CSUFCVWC  User Task Wait Count -VSAM String            427(FCVSWTT)             N

  CSUFCVWT  User Task Wait Time -VSAM String             427(FCVSWTT)             N

  CSUFCWAT  File Control Wait Time                       063(FCIOWTT)          TAFCPWTM

  CSUFCWCT  FCP Wait Count                                 N

  CSUFCXWC  User Task Wait Count -Excl CI Control        426(FCXCWTT)             N
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  CSUFCXWT  User Task Wait Time -Excl CI Control         426(FCXCWTT)             N

  CSUFETTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Fetch Calls              MBFETT(OMEG)             N

  CSUFMBES  Bytes freemained Above 16MB ESDSA            149(SC31FSHR)            N

  CSUFMBSD  Bytes freemained Below 16MB SDSA             146(SC24FSHR)            N

  CSUFYBAC Times Task WT for Auth Token Verify           438(XSVFYBAS)            N

  CSUFYBAT Wait Time for Basic Auth Tokens Verify        438(XSVFYBAS)            N

  CSUFYJWC Times Task WT for JSON Web Token Verify       440(XSVFYJWT)            N

  CSUFYJWT Wait Time for JSON Web Token Verify           440(XSVFYJWT)            N

  CSUFYKEC Times Task WT for Kerberos Token Verify       439(XSVFYKER)            N

  CSUFYKET Wait Time for Kerberos Token Verify           439(XSVFYKER)            N

  CSUFYPWC Times Task WT to Verify Password              435(XSVFYPWD)            N

  CSUFYPWT Wait Time for Verifying Passwords             435(XSVFYPWD)            N     

  CSUGETCT  No. Temp Stor GET Req by User Task           460(TSGETSCT)            N

  CSUGMBES  Bytes getmained Above 16MB ESDSA             148(SC31GSHR)            N

  CSUGMBSD  Bytes getmained Below 16MB SDSA              145(SC24GSHR)            N

  CSUGMES   Getmains Above 16MB ESDSA                    147(SC31SGCT)            N

  CSUGMSCT  Storage Suspend Wait Count                     N                   TAGMAWCT

  CSUGMSD   Getmains Below 16MB SDSA                     144(SC24SGCT)            N

  CSUGQDTM  Global ENQ Delay Time                        123(GNQDELAY)            N

  CSUHISTG  Hi-water Terminal And User Memory            033(SCUSRHWM)         TAU31HWM

                                                                               TAU24HWM

  CSUHMDLC  No. of TCB Change Mode Requests              247(DSCHMDLY)            N

  CSUHMDLY  CICS TCB Change Mode Delay Time              247(DSCHMDLY)            N

  CSUHRIN1  Web RECEIVE and CONVERSE Data Bytes          334(WBCHRIN1)            N

  CSUHROU1  Web SEND and CONVERSE Data Bytes             336(WBCHROU1)            N

  CSUHWMNS  Non-Persistent Socket HWM                    292(SONPSHWM)            N

  CSUHWMPS  Persistent Socket HWM                        293(SOPSHWM)             N

  CSUICDTM  Interval Control Delay Time                  183(ICDELAY)             N

  CSUICOPS  Number of CICS Interval Control Calls        059(ICPUINCT)            N

  CSUICSCT  ICP Suspend Wait Count                         N                      N

  CSUICSUS  ICP Suspend Wait Time                          N                      N

  CSUICTCT  Total Interval Control Requests              066(ICTOTCT)             N

  CSUIDMTO  Total IDMS Calls                             MIDMSN(OMEG)             N

  CSUIDMWT  Total IDMS Wait Time                         MIDMSS(OMEG)             N

  CSUIDWTM  OTS Indoubt Wait Time                        199(OTSINDWT)            N

  CSUIMSGS  Input Messages Issued                        034(TCMSGIN1)         TATERICT

                                                         067(TCMSGIN2)

  CSUIMSRC  Total No. IMS Requests                       179(IMSREQCT)            N

  CSUIMSWT  IMS Wait Time                                186(IMSWAIT)             N

  CSUINCH   Input Message Character Traffic              083(TCCHRIN1)         TATERILG

                                                         085(TCCHRIN2)

  CSUINSTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Insert Calls             MBINST(OMEG)             N

  CSUINTTM  Wait Time in Intent Conflict                 199(OTSINDWT)            N

  CSUINVPA  Invalid CMF Call Encountered                 064(TASKFLAG)            N

  CSUIOWAT  Total Trans I/O Wait Time                      U                      U

  CSUIPCNM  TCP/IP Connection Name                       305(CLIPADDR)            N

  CSUIPHER  Cipher Suite Code Selected                   320(SOCIPHER)            N

  CSUIPPRT  Client TCP/IP Port Number                    330(CLIPPORT)            N

  CSUIRCWT  MRO/IRC Wait Time                              N                   TAAWTTMS

  CSUIRSHP  MRO Ship Count                                 N                      N

  CSUIRWAT  MRO/ISC Wait Time                            100(IRIOWTT)             N

  CSUIRWCT  MRO/IRC Event Wait Count                       N                      N

  CSUISCWT  MRO/ISC Wait Time                              N                      N
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  CSUISSCT  ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Count                   N                      N

  CSUISSUS  ISC (MRO) Suspend Wait Time                    N                      N

  CSUJCOPS  Number of CICS Journal Control Calls         058(JNLWRTCT)         TAJCPRCT

  CSUJCTIM  Journal Request Time                           N                   TAJCPRTM

  CSUJCWAT  Journal Control Wait Time                    010(JCIOWTT)          TAJCPWTM

  CSUJCWCT  Journal Wait Count                             N                   TAJCPWCT

  CSUJOB    CICS JOB Name                                  N                   LMRKJOBN

  CSUJSRPL  JSON Response Body Length                    425(WBJSNRPL)            N

  CSUJSRQL  JSON Request Body Length                     424(WBJSNRQL)            N

  CSUJVDWC  JVM Server Thread Wait Count                 401(JVMTHDWT)            N

  CSUJVDWT  JVM Server Thread Wait Time                  401(JVMTHDWT)            N

  CSUJVMIT  JVM Initialize Elapsed Time                  273(JVMITIME)            N

  CSUJVMRT  JVM Reset Elapsed Time                       275(JVMRTIME)            N

  CSUJVMST  Total JVM Suspend Time                       254(JVMSUSP)             N

  CSUJVMTD  Maximum JVM TCBs delay                       277(MAXJTDLY)            N

  CSUJVMTM  Total JVM Elapse Time                        253(JVMTIME)             N

  CSUJ8CTM  User Task J8 Mode CPU Time                   260(J8CPUT)              N

  CSUJ9CTM  User Task J9 Mode Cpu Time                   267(J9CPUT)              N

  CSUK8CTM  User Task Key 8 Mode Cpu Time                263(KY8CPUT)             N

  CSUK9CTM  User Task Key 9 Mode Cpu Time                265(KY9CPUT)             N

  CSUK8DTM  User Task K8 TCB Dispatch Time               262(KY8DISPT)            N

  CSUK9DTM  User Task K9 TCB Dispatch Time               264(KY9DISPT)            N

  CSULATNM  Platform Name in Appl Context Data           452(ACPLATNM)         TAITKPNM(4.0

  CSULCRDL  DPL Return Channel Data Bytes                287(PCDLCRDL)            N

  CSULCSDL  DPL Program Links With Channel Option        286(PCDLCSDL)            N

  CSULDSTX  Count Long Responses Within Limit              U                      U

  CSULMDTM  Lock Manager Delay Time                      128(LMDELAY)             N

  CSULOCTM  Elapsed Time for PI Locking                    N                      N

  CSULOGCT  CICS Logger Write Count                      172(LOGWRTCT)            N

  CSULRSTM  Long Response Time                             U                      U

  CSULTRN   Long Transaction Count                         U                      U

  CSULWTT   USer Task Wait Time -AllC Req IPIC Sess      319(ISALWTT)             N

  CSULWTTC  User Task Wait Count-AllC Req IPIC Sess      319(ISALWTT)             N

  CSUL8CTM  User Task L8 Mode CPU Time                   259(L8CPUT)              N

  CSUL9CTM  User Task L9 Mode CPU Time                   266(L9CPUT)              N

  CSUMAXTA  MAXTASKS Value When User Task Attached       433(MAXTASKS)            N

  CSUMCHTP  CEC Machine Type Where CICS is Running       430(CECMCHTP)            N

  CSUMDLID  CEC Model Number Where CICS is Running       431(CECMDLID)            N

  CSUMDSTX  Count Medium Responses Within Limit            U                      U

  CSUMEMHI  Hi Water Program Memory Size                 087(PCSTGHWM)            N

  CSUMEMRC  Memory Usage Running Count                   033(SCUSRHWM)         TAU31HWM

                                                         087(PCSTGHWM)         TAU24HWM

  CSUMHPTD  Maximum HP TCBs delay                        278(MAXHTDLY)            N

  CSUMINP   Input Messages - Primary Facility            034(TCMSGIN1)            N

  CSUMINS   Input Messages - Secondary Facility          067(TCMSGIN2)            N

  CSUMIN62  Input Messages - Alt. Facility LU 6.2        135(TCM62IN2)            N

  CSUMIRTS  MSAC Mirror Start Time Stamp                   U                      U

  CSUMISCT  Mirror Suspend Wait Count                      N                      N

  CSUMISTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Miscell. Calls           MBMIST(OMEG)             N

  CSUMISUS  Mirror Suspend Wait Time                       N                      N

  CSUMIVER  Micro Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data       455(ACMICVER)         TACTKMIC(4.0

  CSUMJVER  Major Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data       453(ACMAJVER)         TAITKMAJ(4.0

  CSUMLTCT  Application Data TRANSFORM Requests          413(MLXMLTCT)            N
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  CSUMMSTM  User Task Unavailable TCB wait Time          279(DSMMSCWT)            N

  CSUMNVER  Minor Ver of Appl in Appl Context Data       454(ACMINVER)         TAITKMIN(4.0

  CSUMOUTP  Output Messages - Primary Facility           035(TCMSGOU1)            N

  CSUMOUTS  Output Messages - Secondary Facility         068(TCMSGOU2)            N

  CSUMOU62  Output Messages - Alt. Facility LU6.2        136(TCM62OU2)            N

  CSUMQGWC  WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Count              396(WMQGETWC)            N

  CSUMQGWT  WebSphere MQ Getwait Wait Time               396(WMQGETWT)            N

  CSUMQRCT  No. WebSphere MQ Requests                    395(WMQREQCT)            N

  CSUMQSCT  WebSphere MQ API Count                       397(WMQASRBT)            N

  CSUMQSTM  XML System Services CPU Time                 397(WMQASRBT)            N

  CSUMROCT  MRO Request Count                              N                   TAISPRCT

  CSUMROTM  MRO Request Time                               N                   TAISPRTM

  CSUMRSTM  Medium Response Time                           U                      U

  CSUMSCTM  User Task Other Mode CPU Time                258(MSCPUT)              N

  CSUMSDTM  User Task Other Mode Dispatch Time           257(MSDISPT)             N

  CSUMTRN   Medium Transaction Count                       U                      U

  CSUMXCTM  Max Conversational Response Time               U                      U

  CSUMXDLC  Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Count        283(MAXTTDLY)            N

  CSUMXDLY  Max JVM Server Thread TCB Delay Time         283(MAXTTDLY)            N

  CSUMXETM  Max Excessive Response Time                    U                      U

  CSUMXLTM  Max Long Response Time                         U                      U

  CSUMXMEM  Max Transaction Memory Used                  033(SCUSRHWM)         TAU31HWM

                                                         087(PCSTGHWM)         TAU24HWM

  CSUMXMTM  Max Medium Response Time                       U                      U

  CSUMXOPS  Maximum Number of CICS Calls

              CSUTLOPS

  CSUMXSTM  Max Short Response Time                        U                      U

  CSUMXTDL  Document Length Parsed - z/OS System         412(MLXSSTDL)            N

  CSUMXTRT  Max Transaction CP CPU Time                    U                      U

  CSUMXTSK  Max Tasking Condition                          U                      U

  CSUMXTTM  Max Response Time                              U                      U

  CSUMXTZT  Max Transaction zIIP CPU Time                  U                      U

  CSUMXWAT  Maximum CICS Wait Time                       009(TCIOWTT)          TATSKWTM

                                                         010(JCIOWTT)

                                                         011(TSIOWTT)

                                                         014(SUSPTIME)

                                                         063(FCIOWTT)

  CSUNATCT  Asynch User Task Wait Count                  476(ASRNATWT)            N

  CSUNATWT  Asynch User Task Wait Time                   476(ASRNATWT)            N

  CSUNCGET  No. GET COUNTER/DCOUNTER Requests            464(NCGETCT)             N

  CSUNDOU1  No. Web Send and Converse Requests           335(WBSNDOU1)            N

  CSUNETID  Network ID                                   197(NETID)               N

  CSUNJAPP  Node.js Application Name                     419(NJSAPPNM)            N

  CSUNKCCT  Local Program Links With Channel Option      306(PCLNKCCT)            N

  CSUNOSOC  No. Web Socket Connections                   344(SOCONMSG)            N

  CSUNTROP  Number Of Counters Generated                   U                      U

                                                         068(TCMSGOU2)

  CSUNWSOC  No. New Web Socket Connections Created       344(SOCONMSG)            N

  CSUNZZTM  Normalized zIIP CPU Time                       N                      N

  CSUOADID  Originating Adapter ID                       351(OADID)            TAOADID(4.0)

  CSUOADI1  Originating Adapter Data 1                   352(OADATA1)          TAOADAT1(4.0

  CSUOADI2  Originating Adapter Data 2                   353(OADATA2)          TAOADAT2(4.0

  CSUOADI3  Originating Adapter Data 3                   354(OADATA3)          TAOADAT3(4.0
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  CSUOAPPL  Originating CICS VTAM APPLID                 360(OAPPLID)          TAOAPPL(4.0)

  CSUOCIPA  Originating Client IP Address                368(OCLIPADR)            N

  CSUOCIPR  Originating Client IP Address                372(OCLIPADR)         TAOCLIPA(4.0

  CSUOCPTC  User Task Spec Proc Eligible CPU Count       437(OFFLCPUT)         TASTCPOC

  CSUOFCNM  Originating Transaction Facility Name        371(OFCTYNME)         TAOFCTNM(4.0

  CSUOFTFL  Originating Trans. Facility Type Flag        370(OTRANFLG)         TAOTRFL1(4.0

  CSUOIPRT  Originating Client TCP/IP Port Number        369(OCLIPORT)         TAOCLIPP(4.0

  CSUOMSGS  Output Messages Issued                       035(TCMSGOU1)         TATEROCT

  CSUONTID  Originating TCP/IP Network ID                359(ONETWKID)         TAONETWK(4.0

  CSUOPNTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Open Cursors             MBOPNT(OMEG)             N

  CSUOPORT  Originating TCP/IP Service Port Number       367(OPORTNUM)         TAOPORTN(4.0

  CSUOPRNM  Operation Name in Appl Context Data          456(ACOPERNM)         TAITKONM(4.0

  CSUORMFL  Originating Trans. Recovery Manager Flg      370(OTRANFLG)         TAITRFK8(4.0

  CSUOSTRT  Originating Task Start Time                  361(OSTART)           TAOSTART(4.0

  CSUOTCCT  No. Channel Container Requests               321(PGTOTCCT)            N

  CSUOTCSN  Originating TCPIPSERVICE Name                366(OTCPSVCE)         TAOTCPSV(4.0

  CSUOTDFL  Originating Transaction Definition Flag      370(OTRANFLG)         TAOTRFL4(4.0

  CSUOTDLT  Max Open TCB Delay Time                      250(MXTOTDLY)            N

  CSUOTIFL  Originating Trans. Identification Flag       370(OTRANFLG)         TAOTRFL2(4.0

  CSUOTKID  Originating Task Number                      362(OTRANNUM)         TAOTRNUM(4.0

  CSUOTRAN  Originating Task Transaction ID              363(OTRAN)            TAOTRID(4.0)

  CSUOTSID  OTS Transaction ID                           194(OTSTID)              N

  CSUOTTFL  Originating Transaction Type Flag            370(OTRANFLG)         TAOTRFL5(4.0

  CSUOTWAT  Total Trans Other Wait Time                    U                      U

  CSUOUSCO  Originating User Correlator                  365(OUSERCOR)         TAOUSRCO(4.0

  CSUOUSID  Originating Userid                           364(OUSERID)          TAOUSRID(4.0

  CSUOUTCH  Output Message Character Traffic             084(TCCHROU1)         TATEROLG

                                                         086(TCCHROU2)

  CSUOVBUF  Overflow Buffers Used (DBCTL)                STATOVFN                 N

  CSUOVCCT  No. MOVE CONTAINER Channel Requests          325(PGMOVCCT)            N

  CSUPAGIN  Page Ins                                     061                   TAPGEICT

  CSUPAGOT  Page Outs                                      N                   TAPGEOCT

  CSUPCDPL  No. DPL Program Links                        073(PCDPLCT)             N

  CSUPCHCD  Program Storage High-water Mark CDSA         143(PC24CHWM)            N

  CSUPCHEC  Program Storage High-water Mark ECDSA        142(PC31CHWM)            N

  CSUPCHER  Program Storage High-water Mark ERDSA        122(PC31RHWM)            N

  CSUPCHES  Program Storage High-water Mark ESDSA        161(PC31SHWM)            N

  CSUPCHEU  Program Storage High-water Mark EUDSA        140(PC31UHWM)            N

  CSUPCHRD  Program Storage High-water Mark RDSA         162(PC24RHWM)            N

  CSUPCHSD  Program Storage High-water Mark SDSA         160(PC24SHWM)            N

  CSUPCHUD  Program Storage High-water Mark UDSA         141(PC24UHWM)            N

  CSUPCLCT  Total Program Link URM Count                 072(PCLURMCT)            N

  CSUPCLNK  Program Control Links                        055(PCLINKCT)            N

  CSUPCLOD  Program Control Loads                        057(PCLOADCT)            N

  CSUPCMXA  Program Storage High-water Above 16MB        139(PC31AHWM)            N

  CSUPCOPS  Program Control Calls                          X                   TAPGMRCT

  CSUPCTIM  Program Fetch Time                             N                   TAPGMRTM

  CSUPCTRX  Cumm Pct Resp Within Limit                     U                      U

  CSUPCWAT  Program Fetch Wait Time                      115(PCLOADTM)         TAPGMWTM

  CSUPCWCT  Program Fetch Wait Count                       N                   TAPGMWCT

  CSUPCXCL  Program Control XCTLs                        056(PCXCTLCT)            N

  CSUPETTM  Pseudo Elapsed Time                          007(USRDISPT)         TATSKDTM

  CSUPFWAT  Primary Facility Wait Time                     N                   TAOPRWTM
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  CSUPHAPP  Previous Hop Data APPLID                     374(PHAPPLID)         TAPHAPPL(4.0

  CSUPHCNT  Previous Hop Data Count                      378(PHCOUNT)          TAPHCNT(4.0)

  CSUPHNTW  Previous Hop Data Network ID                 373(PHNTWKID)         TAPHNTWK(4.0

  CSUPHSTA  Previous Hop Data Task Start Time            375(PHSTART)          TAPHSTRT(4.0

  CSUPHTRA  Previous Hop Data Trans Seq No               376(PHTRANNO)            N

  CSUPHTRN  Previous Hop Data Transaction ID             377(PHTRAN)           TAPHTRAN(4.0

  CSUPLCCT  DPL Program Links With Channel Option        308(PCDPLCCT)            N

  CSUPMWAT  Preempt Wait Time                              N                   TAPMTWTM

  CSUPMWCT  Preempt Wait Count                             N                   TAPMTWCT

  CSUPNAME  Process Name                                 200(PRCSNAME)            N

  CSUPOLST  # of Policy Rule Threshold Exceeded          449(MPPRTXCD)            N

  CSUPOLTM  Wait Time for Pool Space                     STATPOOL                 N

  CSUPORT   TCP/IP Service Port Number                   246(PORTNUM)             N

  CSUPRCID  Process ID                                   202(PRCSID)              N

  CSUPRETM  Elapsed Time in SQL Prepare Calls            MBPRET(OMEG)             N

  CSUPSB    PSB Name                                     STATNPSB                 N

  CSUPSRE   No. Times Policy System Rules Evaluated      466(MPSRECT)             N

  CSUPSRT   No. Times Policy System Rules True           467(MPSRACT)             N

  CSUPTCNT  No. Times Task Spawned New Task              483(PTCOUNT)             N

  CSUPTRAN  Parent TRANSID                               482(PTTRAN)              N

  CSUPTSTM  Parent Task Start Time                       480(PTSTART)             N

  CSUPTYPE  Process Type                                 201(PRCSTYPE)            N

  CSUPUTCT  No. Temp Stor PUT Req by User Task           461(TSPUTSCT)            N

  CSUQRCTM  User Task QR Mode CPU Time                   256(QRCPUT)              N

  CSUQRDLY  QR Mode Delay Time                           249(QRMODDLY)            N

  CSUQRDTM  User Task QR Mode Dispatch Time              255(QRDISPT)             N

  CSURDOCT  No. Web WRITE HTTPHEADER Requests            332(WBWRTOCT)            N

  CSURDQWT  DB2 ReadyQ Wait Time                         187(DB2RDYQW)            N

  CSURECCT  PUT and MOVE Container Request Creates       328(PGCRECCT)            N

  CSUREECT  No. EXEC CICS FREE CHILD Commands            473(ASFREECT)            N

  CSURESTM  Transaction Residency Time                   005(START)            TASTRDTS

                                                         006(STOP)             TAENDDTS

  CSURLSTM  SRB CPU Time for RLS                         175(RLSCPUT)             N

  CSURLSWT  Wait Time for RLS FC I/O                     174(RLSWAIT)             N

  CSURLUNM  Real Luname                                  198(RLUNAME)             N

  CSURMCPS  RMI Time Spent for CICSPlex SM Reqs.         007                      N

  CSURMDBC  RMI Time Spent for DBCTL Requests            004                      N

  CSURMDB2  RMI Time Spent for DB2 Requests              003                      N

  CSURMDL1  RMI Time Spent for Exec DL1 Requests         005                      N

  CSURMICT  Resource Manager Interface Count             170(RMITIME)             N

  CSURMITM  Time in Resource Manager Interface           170(RMITIME)             N

  CSURMMQC  WebSphere MQ Reqs. in RMI Count              006(MF3MQMCT)            N

  CSURMMQM  RMI Time Spent for WebSphere MQ Reqs.        006                      N

  CSURMOTH  RMI Time Spent for All Other Requests        002                      N

  CSURMSCT  RMI Suspend Count                            171(RMISUSP)             N

  CSURMSUS  Wait for Resource Manager Interface          171(RMISUSP)             N

  CSURMTCP  RMI Time Spent for TCP/IP Socket Reqs.       008                      N

  CSURMTOT  RMI Total Elapsed Time for All Requests      001                      N

  CSUROCTM  User-task RO TCB CPU time                    270(ROCPUT)              N

  CSURODTM  User-task RO TCB dispatch time               269(RODISPT)             N

  CSUROMCT  User Task Wait Count -Redisp on RO TCB       348(ROMODDLY)            N

  CSUROMTM  User Task Wait Time -Redisp on RO TCB        348(ROMODDLY)            N

  CSURPWTM  Request Processor Wait Time                  193(RQPWAIT)             N
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  CSURRSWT  RRMS/MVS Wait Time                           191(RRMSWAIT)            N

  CSURRWTM  Request Receiver Wait Time                   192(RQRWAIT)             N

  CSURSPCT  Transaction Response Count                     N                   TARSPCT

  CSURSYS   Remote System ID                             130(RSYSID)              N

  CSURTOKN  Recovery Token                               132(RMUOWID)             N

  CSURTRWT  Run Transaction Wait Time                    195(RUNTRWTT)            N

  CSURTYPE  Transaction Record Type                      112                      N

  CSURUNCT  No. EXEC CICS RUN TRANSID Commands           471(ASRUNCT)             N

  CSURWCCT  No. Browse Container Channel Requests        322(PGBRWCCT)            N

  CSURWOCT  No. Web BROWSE HTTPHEADER Requests           338(WBBRWOCT)            N

  CSUSCGMA  GETMAINs Above 16MB ECDSA                    120(SCCGETCT)            N

  CSUSCGMB  GETMAINs Below 16MB CDSA                     117(SCCGETCT)            N

  CSUSCHCD  Task Storage High-water Mark CDSA            116(PC24CHWM)            N

  CSUSCHEC  Task Storage High-water Mark ECDSA           119(PC31CHWM)            N

  CSUSCHTM  Elapsed Time for Schedule Process            STATSCHT                 N

  CSUSCOCA  Storage Occupancy Above 16MB ECDSA           121(SC31COCC)            N

  CSUSCOCB  Storage Occupancy Below 16MB CDSA            118(SC24COCC)            N

  CSUSCOPS  Number of CICS Storage Control Calls           N                      N

  CSUSCPTM  User Task CP CPU Time                        436(OFFLCPUT)            N   

  CSUSCSUS  Storage Suspend Wait Time                      N                   TASTGWTM

  CSUSCUCA  Storage Occupancy Above 16 Meg               107(SCUCRSTG)            N

  CSUSDSTX  Count Short Responses Within Limit             U                      U

  CSUSELTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Select Calls             MBSELT(OMEG)             N

  CSUSERVU  Service Units                                  U                      U

  CSUSIOCT  Access Method Calls (SIO Count)              070(FCAMCT)           TAFILCT

  CSUSOBDE  No. Bytes Decrypted                          243(SOBYDECT)            N

  CSUSOBEN  No. Bytes Encrypted                          242(SOBYENCT)            N

  CSUSOCHR  Inbound socket characters received           302(SOCHROU1)            N

  CSUSOCHS  Inbound socket send request count            304(SOCHROU1)            N

  CSUSOCRC  No. Socket Character Receive                 295(SOCHRIN)             N

  CSUSOCSC  No. Socket Character Sent                    297(SOCHROUT)            N

  CSUSOMSR  Inbound socket receive request count         301(SOMSGIN1)            N

  CSUSOMSS  Inbound socket send request count            303(SOMSGOU1)            N

  CSUSOMTC  User Task Wait Count -Redisp on SO TCB       349(SOMODDLY)            N

  CSUSOMTM  User Task Wait Time -Redisp on SO TCB        349(SOMODDLY)            N

  CSUSONPC  No. Create Non-Persistent Socket Rqsts       290(SOCNPSCT)            N

  CSUSOOWT  Outbound Socket I/O Wait Time                299(SOOIOWTT)            N

  CSUSOPCT  No. Create Persistent Socket Requests        291(SOCPSCT)             N

  CSUSORCT  No. Socket Receive Requests                  294(SOCRCVCT)            N

  CSUSOS    Short On Storage Condition                   064(TASKFLAG)         TAFLAG1

  CSUSOSCT  No. Socket Send Requests                     296(SOSENDCT)            N

  CSUSOTCT  No. Socket Total Requests                    298(SOCTOTCT)            N

  CSUSOWTM  Inbound Socket I/O Wait Time                 241(SOIOWTT)             N

  CSUSOXCT  No. Socket Extract Requests                  289(SOEXTRCT)            N

  CSUSPCOM  Program Compressions                           N                   TAFLAG3

  CSUSPDST  TCB Elapsed Time                               N                   TADSPDST

  CSUSPETM  Syncpoint Elapsed Time                       173(SYNCTIME)            N

  CSUSPICT  TADSP Segment Count                            N                   TADSPICT

  CSUSPNDC  Unidentified Suspend Wait Count                N                   TASPNDCT

  CSUSPOPS  Number of CICS Synch Point Calls             060(SPSYNCCT)            N

  CSUSPSWC  TCB Switch Count                               N                   TADSPSWC

  CSUSPSWT  TCB Switch Time                                N                   TADSPSWT

  CSUSPWRC  Wait for Redispatch Count                      N                   TADSPWRC
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  CSUSQLTM  Total Elapsed Time in SQL Calls                N                   TASQLCTM

  CSUSQLTO  Total SQL Calls                                N                   TASQLCCT

  CSUSRBTM  SRB CPU Time                                   U                      U

  CSUSRMTR  SRM Ended Transactions                         U                      U

  CSUSRSTM  Short Response Time                            U                      U

  CSUSRU    System Resource Units                          U                      U

  CSUSTDLC  No. of MAX SSL TCB Delays                    281(MAXSTDLC)            N

  CSUSTDLY  Max SSL TCB Delay Time                       281(MAXSTDLY)            N

  CSUSTGMA  Getmains Above XA Line                       105(SCUGETCT)            N

  CSUSTGMB  Getmains Below XA Line                       054(SCUGETCT)            N

  CSUSTHWA  Task Storage High-water Mark Above XA        106(SCUSRHWM)         TAC31HWM

                                                                               TAU31HWM

  CSUSTHWB  Task Storage High-water Mark Below XA        108(PC24BHWM)            N

  CSUSTOTM  Storage Occupancy Time                       095(SCUSRSTG)            N

  CSUSTRN   Short Transaction Count                        U                      U

  CSUSUPTO  Total SUPRA Calls                              U                      U

  CSUSUPWT  Total SUPRA Wait Time                          U                      U

  CSUSUSDT  Unidentified Suspend Wait Time                 N                   TASPNDTM

  CSUSUSTM  Time Transaction Was on CICS Susp Chn        014(SUSPTIME)         TASUSPTM

  CSUSYDTM  Syncpoint Delay Time                         196(SYNCDLY)             N

  CSUSYWTT  Server Syncpoint Wait Time                   177(SRVSYWTT)            N

  CSUSZACT  FEPI Time Outs Waiting to Alloc Conv.        157(SZALLCTO)            N

  CSUSZALC  FEPI Conversations Allocated Count           150(SZALLOCT)            N

  CSUSZCIN  Characters Received Through FEPI Count       155(SZCHRIN)             N

  CSUSZCOT  Characters Sent Through FEPI Count           154(SZCHROUT)            N

  CSUSZRCC  FEPI RECEIVE Requests Count                  151(SZRCVCT)             N

  CSUSZRCT  FEPI Time Outs Waiting to Receive Data       158(SZRCVTO)             N

  CSUSZSEC  FEPI SEND Requests Count                     152(SZSENDCT)            N

  CSUSZSTC  FEPI START Requests Count                    153(SZSTRTCT)            N

  CSUSZTCT  Total FEPI API and SPI Requests Count        159(SZTOTCT)             N

  CSUSZWTM  FEPI I/O Wait Time                           156(SZWAIT)              N

  CSUS8CTM  User Task S8 Mode CPU Time                   261(S8CPUT)              N

  CSUTACCT  Local Interval Control START Requests        065                      N

  CSUTACDL  Local Start Channel Request Data Bytes       345(ICSTACDL)            N

  CSUTAWTC  User Task Wait Count -MRO Alloc Request      343(TCALWTT)             N

  CSUTAWTT  User Task Wait Time -MRO Alloc Request       343(TCALWTT)             N

  CSUTCALC  Terminal Control Allocates Requested         069(TCALLOCT)            N

  CSUTCBAC  No. CICS Dispatcher TCB Attachs              251(TCBATTCT)            N

  CSUTCBTM  TCB CPU Time                                 436(CPUTONCP)         TACPURTM

                                                         008(USRCPUT)          TASTCPUT

  CSUTCHCT  Child Task Wait Count                        475(ASFTCHWT)            N

  CSUTCHWT  Child Task Wait Time                         475(ASFTCHWT)            N

  CSUTCLAS  Transaction Class at Task Creation           110                      N

  CSUTCMTM  User Task TCB Mismatch Wait Time             268(DSTCBMWT)            N

  CSUTCPSN  TCP/IP Service Name                          245(TCPSRVCE)            N

  CSUTCPTC  User Task Standard Processor CPU Count       436(CPUTONCP)         TASTCPUC

  CSUTCSES  Terminal Session Connection Name             169(TERMCNNM)            N

  CSUTCSTG  TIOA Storage Allocated to Terminal           104                      N

  CSUTCWAT  Terminal Control Wait Time                   009(TCIOWTT)          TATERWTM

  CSUTCWCT  Terminal Suspend Wait Count                    N                   TATERWCT

  CSUTCW61  TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.1                      133(LU61WTT)             N

  CSUTCW62  TC I/O Wait Time LU 6.2                      134(LU62WTT)             N

  CSUTDECT  Transient Data (Extra) Request Count           N                   TATDCNT
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  CSUTDETM  Transient Data (Extra) Request Time            N                   TATDTIME

  CSUTDEWC  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Count              N                   TATDEWCT

  CSUTDEWT  Transient Data (Extra) Wait Time               N                   TATDEWTM

  CSUTDGET  Transient Data Gets                          041(TDGETCT)             N

  CSUTDICT  Transient Data (Intra) Request Count           N                   TATDICNT

  CSUTDITM  Transient Data (Intra) Request Time            N                   TATDITIM

  CSUTDIWC  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Count              N                   TATDIWCT

  CSUTDIWT  Transient Data (Intra) Wait Time               N                   TATDIWTM

  CSUTDOPS  Number of CICS Transient Data Calls          041(TDGETCT)          TATDQRCT

                                                         042(TDPUTCT)

                                                         043(TDPURCT)

  CSUTDPRG  Transient Data Purges                        043(TDPURCT)             N

  CSUTDPUT  Transient Data Puts                          042(TDPUTCT)             N

  CSUTDSTX  Count Responses Within Limit                   U                      U

  CSUTDTIM  Transient Data Time                            N                   TATDQRTM

  CSUTENQ   Test Enqueues (DBCTL)                          N                      N

  CSUTENQW  Test Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)                     N                      N

  CSUTFACL  Transaction Facility Name                    163(FCTYNAME)            N

  CSUTFTFL  Transaction Facility Type Flag               164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTITCT  No. EXEC CICS ASKTIME Requests               405(TIASKTCT)            N

  CSUTITOT  Total Number of EXEC CICS Commands           406(TITOTCT)             N

  CSUTLOPS  Number of CICS Calls (Total)                   X                      X

  CSUTLUN   Terminal VTAM LUNAME                         111(LUNAME)           TANETLNM

  CSUTLWAT  Total Wait Time                                X                   TATSKWTM

  CSUTMERR  Monitor Timing Error Encountered             MF3ERROR                 N

  CSUTNCCT  Remote RETURN Channel Option Requests        309(PCRTNCCT)            N

  CSUTNCDL  Remote RETURN Channel Option Data Bytes      310(PCRTNCDL)            N

  CSUTOTCT  No. EXEC CICS Asynch API Commands            470(ASTOTCT)             N

  CSUTRANS  Transactions Processed                         X                      X

  CSUTRCCT  Remote Interval Start Channel Requests       346(ICSTRCCT)            N

  CSUTRCDL  Remote Start Channel Request Data Bytes      347(ICSTRCDL)            N

  CSUTRCLS  Transaction Class Name                       166(TCLSNAME)         TAXMCLAS

  CSUTRDFL  Transaction Definition Flag                  164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTRIFL  Transaction Identification Flag              164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTRMFL  Transaction Recovery Manager Flag            164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTRNPR  Transaction Priority at Task Creation        109(TRANPRI)          TAPRIRTY

  CSUTRSTM  Transaction Response Time                      X                   TARSPTM

  CSUTRTFL  Transaction Type Flag                        164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTSATM  Temp Stor Aux (Output) Request Time            N                   TATSATIM

  CSUTSAWC  Temp Stor Aux (Output) Wait Count              N                   TATSAWCT

  CSUTSAWT  Temp Stor Aux (Output) Wait Time               N                   TATSAWTM

  CSUTSDQ   Test Dequeues (DBCTL)                          N                      N

  CSUTSGET  Temporary Storage Gets                       044(TSGETCT)             N

  CSUTSICT  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Cnt         N                   TATSQRCT

  CSUTSIFL  Transaction Status Information Flag          164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUTSITM  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Request Time        N                   TATSQRTM

  CSUTSIWC  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Count          N                   TATSQWCT

  CSUTSIWT  Temp Stor (Aux+Main) Input Wait Time           N                   TATSQWTM

  CSUTSKID  Task Identification Number                   031(TRANNUM)          TATASKID

  CSUTSMCT  Temp Stor Main (Output) Byte-Count             N                   TATSMBCT

  CSUTSOPS  Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls       044(TSGETCT)             X

                                                         046(TSPUTACT)

                                                         047(TSPUTMCT)
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  CSUTSPTA  Temporary Storage Puts to AUX                046(TCCHROU1)            N

  CSUTSPTM  Temporary Storage Puts to Main               047(TSPUTMCT)         TATSMCNT

  CSUTSVWT  VSAM Transient I/O Wait Time                 101(TDIOWTT)             N

  CSUTSWAT  Temporary Storage Wait Time                  011(TSIOWTT)          TATSQWTM

  CSUTSWTM  Shared TS I/O Wait Time Time                 178(TSSHWAIT)            N

  CSUTTRAN  Terminal Originated Transactions Prcd          X                      N

  CSUTWMFL  Transaction Workload Manager Request Flag    164(TRANFLAG)            N

  CSUT8CCT  User Task T8 TCB Count                       400(T8CPUT)              N

  CSUT8CTM  User Task T8 TCB CPU Time                    400(T8CPUT)              N

  CSUUDBCT  User Database Request Count                    N                   TAUDBRCT

  CSUUDBTM  User Database Request Time                     N                   TAUDBRTM

  CSUUDQUE  Update Dequeues (DBCTL)                        N                      N

  CSUUDWAT  User Database Wait Time                        N                   TAUDBWTM

  CSUUDWCT  User Database Wait Count                       N                   TAUDBCNT

  CSUUENQ   Update Enqueues (DBCTL)                        N                      N

  CSUUENQW  Update Enqueue Waits (DBCTL)                   N                      N

  CSUUMPTC  Umbrella Transaction Pseudo-Transid          MUMBPTC(OMEG)            N

  CSUUMUSR  Umbrella Transaction User Field              MUMBUSR(OMEG)            N

  CSUUMWRK  Umbrella Transaction User Work Area          MUSRWRK(OMEG)            N

  CSUUOWC   UOW Contentions (DBCTL)                        N                      N

  CSUUPDQ   Update Dequeues (DBCTL)                        N                      N

  CSUUPDTM  Elapsed Time in SQL Update Calls             MBUPDT(OMEG)             N

  CSUURID   RRMS/MVS Unit of Recovery ID                 190(RRMSURID)            N

  CSUUSSN   USSN Number (DBCTL)                          STATUSSN                 N

  CSUUTCCT  No. PUT CONTAINER Channel Requests           324(PGPUTCCT)            N

  CSUUTCDL  PUT CONTAINER Channel Data Bytes             327(PGPUTCDL)            N

  CSUVSMBW  VSAM Buffer Wait                               N                   TAFLAG2

  CSUVSMSW  VSAM String Wait                               N                   TAFLAG2

  CSUVSSWC  Times Task WT for Ext Region SOS             274(SMMVSSWT)            N

  CSUVSSWT  Wait Time for Ext Region SOS                 274(SMMVSSWT)            N      

  CSUWAITM  Transaction Wait Time                          X                   TATSKWTM

  CSUWBBCT  No. WEB Browse Requests                      239(WBBRWCT)             N

  CSUWBCIN  No. Characters Received via WEB Req          232(WBCHRIN)             N

  CSUWBCOT  No. Characters Sent via WEB Req              234(WBCHROUT)            N

  CSUWBENM  Webservice Name                              383(WBSVCENM)            N

  CSUWBFCR  SOAPFAULT CREATE Requests                    386(WBSFCRCT)            N

  CSUWBFCT  Number of SOAP Faults Received               388(WBISSFCT)            N

  CSUWBGNM  Web pgm in URIMAP Resource Definition        385(WBPROGNM)            N

  CSUWBICT  No. INVOKE WEBSERVICE Requests               340(WBIWBSCT)            N

  CSUWBLNM  Web PIPELINE Resource Definition             381(WBPIPLNM)            N

  CSUWBMNM  Name of the URIMAP Resource Definition       380(WBURIMNM)            N

  CSUWBOCT  Total Number of SOAPFAULT Requests           387(WBSFTOCT)            N

  CSUWBPBL  SOAP Response Body Length                    392(WBSRSPBL)            N

  CSUWBPNM  Web Service Operation Name                   384(WBSVOPNM)            N

  CSUWBQBL  SOAP Request Body Length                     390(WBSREQBL)            N

  CSUWBRCT  No. WEB Receive Requests                     231(WBRCVCT)             N

  CSUWBRDC  No. WEB Read Requests                        224(WBREADCT)            N

  CSUWBRPR  No. Repository Reads                         236(WBREPRCT)            N

  CSUWBRPW  No. Repository Writes                        237(WBREPWCT)            N

  CSUWBSCT  No. WEB Send Requests                        233(WBSENDCT)            N

  CSUWBSNM  Web ATOMSERVICE Resource Definition          382(WBATMSNM)            N

  CSUWBTC   Total No. WEB Requests                       235(WBTOTWCT)            N
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  CSUWBWCT  No. WEB Write Requests                       225(WBWRITCT)            N

  CSUWBXCT  No. WEB Extract Requests                     238(WBEXTRCT)            N

  CSUWEWTM  EXEC CICS Wait Event Wait Time               182(WTCEWAIT)            N

  CSUWFCTM  User Task TCP/IP Wait Time                   300(ISIOWTT)             N

  CSUWLMRC  MVS Workload Manager Report Class            168(RPTCLASS)         TAWMRPTC

  CSUWLMSC  MVS Workload Manager Service Class           167(SRVCLASS)         TAWMSRVC

  CSUWOPTM  WEB OPEN URIMAP Request Elapsed Time         339(WBURIOPN)            N

  CSUWNVTM  WEB INVOKE SERVICE Request Elapsed Time      379(WBSVINVK)            N

  CSUWRCTM  WEB RECEIVE Request Elapsed Time             393(WBURIRCV)            N

  CSUWSCCT  WSAEPR CREATE Requests                       422(WSAEPCCT)            N

  CSUWSLCT  WSACONTEXT BUILD Requests                    420(WSACBLCT)            N

  CSUWSNTM  WEB SEND Request Elapsed Time                394(WBURISND)            N

  CSUWSTCT  WSACONTEXT GET Requests                      421(WSACGTCT)            N

  CSUWSTOT  Total Web Services Addressing Requests       423(WSATOTCT)            N

  CSUWTFIL  Waiting Resource Name                          N                      N

  CSUWTTUP  Waiting Resource Name                          N                      N

  CSUXCSTM  Task CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible            X                      N

  CSUXMCCT  XML System Services Count                    411(MLXSSCTM)            N

  CSUXMCTM  XML System Services CPU Time                 411(MLXSSCTM)            N

  CSUXTDLC  No. of Max XPLink Delays                     282(MAXXTDLC)            N

  CSUXTDLY  Max XPLink Delay Time                        282(MAXXTDLY)            N

  CSUXTSTM  TCB CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible             X                      N

  CSUX8CTM  User Task X8 Mode CPU Time                   271(X8CPUT)              N

  CSUX9CTM  User Task X9 Mode CPU Time                   272(X9CPUT)              N

  CSUZPTRN  zIIP CPU Transactions Processed                U                      U

  CSUZZCTM  zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP                 437(OFFLCPUT)         TASTCPOT

  CSU64CGC  User storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GCDSA       441(SC64CGCT)            N

  CSU64CMX  Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GCDSA        442(SC64CHWM)            N

  CSU64FSH  FREEMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor       447(SC64FSHR)            N

  CSU64GSH  GETMAINed 4K Pages of +2G Shared Stor        446(SC64GSHR)            N

  CSU64HWM  USER & CICS 64 Pool High-water Mark            N                   TAC64HWM

                                                                               TAU64HWM

  CSU64SGC  Shared Storage +2G GETMAIN Requests          445(SC64SGCT)            N

  CSU64UGC  User storage +2G GETMAIN Reqs in GUDSA       443(SC64UGCT)            N

  CSU64UMX  Max Allocated +2G User Storage -GUDSA        444(SC64UHWM)            N

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MICS and SMF Director Interface (CICS)
SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that you can use to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, if your site is
licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities that are used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data
extraction before execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job can no longer be
required. For details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:
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• Select system identifiers.
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes.
• Use conditional statements for granularity.
• Define time boundaries for SMF data.

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more details about the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

CICS Parameters
Defining product parameters requires that you gain the necessary understanding of your installation and its needs and to
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

This section discusses how to:

• Make policy decisions
• Complete worksheets
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries

These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

Information in this section focuses on parameter specifications that are unique to the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. The
Planning and Installing subsections of the System Administrating section document the mechanics of the MICS installation
process and include checklists that describe each installation step. Use this section as a detailed reference along with the
System Administrating section.

If you have a question at any time, contact Broadcom Support.

CICS Environmental Considerations
Before you code installation parameters, you must be familiar with the CICS environment at your data center. To do so,
perform the following tasks:

• Identify the CICS regions whose data is to be processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. Determine the
monitor that performs the data collection for each region. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supports data from the
IBM CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF), IBM CICS Statistics, and ASG-TMON. Detailed information about the types of
records that the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses is provided in the Parameters section.

• Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information that are used by CICS. This information
helps you code appropriate values for the account code parameters of the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

• Review the default setting of the installation parameters that are provided by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to
determine their applicability to your environment.

• Review current MICS parameter specifications:
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– Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include CICS data.
– Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates to the CICS data. Your site's SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
– Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in CICS data. This parameter is located in

the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
– Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS components, if applicable, to ensure that the MICS

Accounting and Chargeback Option aggregates information consistently.

CICS Complex Level Parameters
This section shows you how to specify the complex level parameters that define the processing of the MICS CICS
Analyzer. The definitions apply to all MICS database units is which the CICS Analyzer is installed.

CICGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements

Each MICS component has a member that defines component generation statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. The
name of member is cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. For the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS, this member is CICGENIN.

The Broadcom MISC Facilities subsection of the System Modification section describes the statements that comprise the
GENIN members. The following statements are specific to this component:

  

OPTION statement

CICGENIN provides the OPTION statement to indicate which groups of data elements are to be kept in the database. The
MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a default OPTION statement that specifies that response distribution elements
such as count and percent distributions are kept and that only data elements from the CMF data source are kept. Change
the default definition to match requirements at your organization.

Note: CICGENIN contains both uppercase and lowercase characters. Enter the keywords for the OPTION statement in
uppercase.

The statement format is:

OPTION keyword keyword keyword keyword keyword keyword

The valid keywords are:

CMF
Keep IBM CMF and Statistics elements

MON
Keep ASG-TMON data elements

EPLDB2
Keep OMEGAMON II DB2 data elements

RESP
Keep response distribution elements (RESPONSE is also valid)

OMEGU
Keep OMEGAMON II user area data elements (OMEGUSER is also valid)

DBCTL
Keep DB2 Data Base Control (DBCTL) data elements
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NOCMF
Do not keep IBM CMF and Statistics data elements

NOMON
Do not keep ASG-TMON data elements

NOEPLDB2
Do not keep OMEGAMON II DB2 data elements

NORESP
Do not keep response distribution elements (NORESPONSE is also valid)

NOOMEGU
Do not keep OMEGAMON II user area data elements (NOOMEGUSER is also valid)

NODBCTL
Do not keep DB2 Data Base Control (DBCTL) data elements (For new install, NODBCTL is the default)

Note: All references to the keyword CMF imply both IBM CICS Monitoring Facility and IBM CICS Statistics.

Use the keyword CMF if you are processing type 110 look-alike records such as those produced by OMEGAMON II for
CICS.

Specify one keyword for each data source. The keywords can be specified in any order and are separated by one or more
blanks.

Each of the listed keywords controls the activation of data elements that are associated with a cluster code. The following
table describes the cluster codes that are used in the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.

MICS Analyzer Option for CICS Cluster Codes

Code Keyword Description 
09 MON ASG-TMON for CICS
11 CMF CMF
15 CMF MON CMF and ASG-TMON for CICS
16 CMF CMF
17 MON ASG-TMON for CICS
18 EPLDB2 OMEGAMON
19 MON ASG-TMON for CICS
20 RESPONSE Response distribution
21 OMEGU OMEGAMON
25 CMF MON CMF and MON DBCTL
26 CMF CMF DBCTL
29 MON MON DBCTL

Note: For CICS, because a data element can be derived from multiple monitor data sources, each monitor option
(CMF, MON) can be associated with multiple cluster codes. For example, if you specified OPTION CMF RESP NOMON
NOEPLDB2, the data elements with cluster codes 11, 15, 16, and 20 are activated, while elements with cluster codes 9,
17, and 18 are deactivated.

Examples: 

The OPTION statement for data centers using only CMF as input data source is:

    OPTION CMF NOMON RESP NOOMEGU DBCTL 
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The OPTION statement for data centers using only ASG-TMON as input data source is:

    OPTION NOCMF MON RESP NOOMEGU DBCTL 

The OPTION statement for data centers using CMF and ASG-TMON as input data sources is:

    OPTION CMF MON RESP NOOMEGU DBCTL

In addition to controlling the content of your database through the OPTION statement, you can also manually activate
or deactivate data elements by modifying sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
provides data element definitions for most of the data fields in the input records. However, a small percentage of the
data elements is shipped as inactive. Review the CICGENIN member to determine if any of the inactive fields should be
activated.

COMPRESS statement

The SAS system gives you the option to create variable-length or fixed-length observations in a SAS data set. Variable-
length observations differ from fixed-length observations in that the former are usually smaller because the blank spaces
used to pad fixed-length observations are removed.

You instruct SAS to create variable length observations by specifying the COMPRESS= option. SAS data set compression
can be implemented for individual data sets or across the entire SAS system by specifying COMPRESS= on either a
DATA statement (for the individual data set named on the DATA statement) or an OPTIONS statement (for the entire
system).

For details about the COMPRESS= option, see the SAS Institute documentation.

Files that should not be compressed are:

• CICCDC, the CICS Dictionary file
• the CICCSY parallel files (CICGDP, CICGSM, CICCSM, CICCSX, CICGLD, CICGTS, CICGTD, and CICGST)

CICACCT - Define CICS Account Codes

The CICS Analyzer provides nine levels of account codes for you to associate users and user groups with the CICS
workload. Account codes are used as file summarization keys by the CICS User Activity (CICCSU) and CICS User
Application Count (CICCAC) files. This means that the account code structure that you define impacts the amount of
DASD space required for your CICS Analyzer files. The more levels of summarization you require, the more DASD space
you use.

To define the account codes to the CICS Analyzer, modify the member CICACCT in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.
CICACCT defines the number of account codes that are to be carried in the CICCSU and CICCAC files, and the length
and the label associated with each account code. Its definitions apply to the above files in all MICS database units that
contain the CICS Analyzer.

For more information, see CICACTx - CICS Account Level Identifier.

Preparation

Each data center has its own method for associating the work that is performed through CICS transactions with the
responsible user, projects, or departments. Before you define the CICS account codes, investigate your data center
accounting standards to:

• Identify the current organizational coding system (for example, cost center coding system identifying the division,
department, project, and employee) and determine how the account codes are specified. For example, you can
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determine the division and department by the first character of the CICS terminal identifier, and determine the project
from the first two characters of the CICS transaction ID.

• Identify if, and how, the codes are verified to ensure that they correspond to a valid definition. We recommend that
account code validation be performed in all cases and that unidentified or invalid account codes be assigned to a
special installation overhead account code. This approach provides you with two benefits. First, it groups all invalid
codes under the same category and therefore requires less DASD space for storing the CICS Information Area files.
Second, it enables you to determine how much of this overhead activity is taking place.

Consider the following suggestions in determining the number of account codes that are required to meet reporting and
analysis needs at your data center:

• Account codes are part of the summarization keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is
generated for each combination of values. Therefore, the higher the number of account codes, the more DASD space
the data base requires. Simultaneously, a higher number of account codes also supports data analysis at a greater
detail.

• If you anticipate needing to expand the account code structure in the future, establish an extra account code now to
eliminate the need to retrofit the data base later to add the new account code.

Defining account codes

You can define up to nine levels of account codes to the CICS Analyzer. The account codes are named CICACT1 to
CICACT9 in the MICS database.

The following report shows a worksheet for defining the account codes. You can fill in the worksheet as you go through
the following explanation on coding CICACCT.

The CICACCT member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS contains one statement per account code definition. Each
statement contains several parameters, which are free-form (separated by one or more blanks) but positional. Blank
statements are not permitted. Comments can be coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).

The statement format is:

level length 'descriptive title'

or

level mask length 'descriptive title'

where:

level
(Required) The level of importance of each account code, with level 1 being the most important and the highest level
number being the least important. The levels are defined sequentially starting with 1. You can define up to nine levels.

mask
(Optional) The parameter can be used to deactivate the account code in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan mask
requires coding T(......) as the second parameter in a statement, where each "." represents a file timespan, in the order of
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, you can specify a Y to indicate that the
account code is active or an N to indicate that the account code is inactive.
If this parameter is skipped, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
The following rules apply if you code the mask:

• – DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes cannot be deactivated in this timespan.
– If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
– If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

length 
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(Required) The length of the account code. The length can range from 1 through 30.

descriptive 
(Required) The title describes the account code. The title = length of the title is 1 through 40 characters. The title is
embedded in quotes (').

 Examples: 

A sample CICACCT with three account codes, the last two of which are turned off in the MONTHS and YEARS
timespans:

1            2 'DIVISION'

2 T(YYYNNN)  8 'DEPARTMENT'

3 T(YYYNNN)  4 'USER ID'

A sample CICACCT that enables you to report on which terminal a given user was using when that user performed work:

1            4 'COST CENTER'

2 T(YYYNNN)  4 'USER ID'

3 T(YNNNNN)  4 'TERMINAL'

The default CICACCT delivered with the CICS Analyzer has the three account codes:

1 4 'COST CENTER'

2 4 'TRANSACTION ID'

3 8 'USER ID'

The CICS Analyzer reports use CICACT2 for application reporting if the CICCAU file is not active. If the CICCAU file is
active, the application reports use CICAPU (the application unit identifier), whose default value is the transaction identifier.

If you change the structure of either CICACT2 or CICAPU, ensure that your application reports are accurate.

CICS Account Code Specifications Worksheet 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Account Code Specifications    |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is CICACCT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|  ACCOUNT  TIMESPAN                                                       |

| CODE LEVEL  MASK     LENGTH  DESCRIPTIVE TITLE                           |

|   (1-9)                                                                  |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |
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|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICACRT - Code CICS Account Code Derivation Exit

After you have defined CICACCT for the number of account codes to be carried in the CICS files, your next step is to
code the CICS Account Code Derivation Exit (CICACRT) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS to create the SAS routine that
will derive the account code data elements during the DAY040 step. For example, if you defined four account codes in
CICACCT, then the CICACRT exit must contain SAS code to derive the data elements CICACT1, CICACT2, CICACT3,
and CICACT4 for each transaction record processed.

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine; however, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a
sample exit routine to help validate the modifications that you make to the routine. The worksheet for coding the CICACRT
exit is shown in the CICS Account Code Derivation Exit Worksheet.

The CICACRT exit is invoked after each transaction record from CMF or ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) has been read
by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. As a result, you can access any MICS data element that is created during the
input processing step. This includes any data fields that are read from the records, but are not retained as data elements
in the MICS database.

The member CICDEPEL in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE contains SAS variable names for each data field input from
CMF and ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) records. You can browse this member to determine the variables you need for
coding the CICACRT Exit. As an option, you can also browse member CICGENIN in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. All data
elements that are active for the transaction work file CICCSW are available for use with the CICACRT Exit.

The following MICS data elements or temporary SAS variables are most often used to derive the account code values:

TRANCODE
The CICS transaction ID

TERMINAL
CICS terminal identifier

USERID
The CICS RACF user identification

TRANTYPE
C, S, M, or L for conversational, short, medium, or long transaction types

OPERID
CICS operator identification from the CICS Signon Table (only applicable to releases prior to CICS)

Syntax

The CICACRT exit can contain any valid SAS statements for a DATA step except RETURN and DELETE. Coding either of
these two statements can cause unpredictable results in DAY040 processing, as the input processing is performed within
a loop, and control is not returned to the beginning of the SAS DATA step for each record input.
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Examples: 

The default CICACCT describes a data center with three account codes that are derived as described in the following list:

• CICACT1 is the first two characters of the transaction ID.
• CICACT2 is the full four-character transaction ID.

Because the default CICAPU contains the transaction ID, the account code structure described here is the same as
setting CICACT2 to CICAPU.

• CICACT3 is the eight-character user ID.

Furthermore, if the transaction ID is either blank or begins with the letter C, the transaction is accounted for in the data
center's overhead account.

The default CICACRT exit contains the following SAS code:

/* CICS ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT                       */

/*                                                         */

/* ACCOUNT CODE 1 REPRESENTS COST CENTER WHICH IS DERIVED  */

/* FROM THE FIRST TWO POSITIONS OF CICS TRANSACTION ID.    */

/*                                                         */

/* ACCOUNT CODE 2 REPRESENTS CICS TRANSACTION ID.          */

/*                                                         */

/* ACCOUNT CODE 3 REPRESENTS CICS USER ID.                 */

IF TRANCODE NE :'C' AND TRANCODE NE : ' ' THEN

 CICACT1=SUBSTR(TRANCODE,1,2);

ELSE CICACT1='OVHD';

CICACT2=TRANCODE;

CICACT3=USERID;

The following CICACRT might be used by a data center choosing to report on activity by the terminal used to access the
system:

CICACT1=SUBSTR(TRANCODE,1,2);

CICACT2=TRANCODE;

IF TERMINAL NE : ' ' THEN

 CICACT3=TERMINAL

ELSE CICACT3='OVHD';

CICS Account Code Derivation Exit Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Account Code Routine           |

|                                      Definition                          |

| PARMS Library Member is CICACRT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| * VALIDATE FOR VALID ACCOUNT CODES, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                     |

|     IF account data is not valid GOTO ACCTOVHD ;                         |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |
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| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

| * BUILD ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS                                              |

|     CICACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

|     CICACTn=field source n ;                                             |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|     GOTO ACCTRTEX ;                                                      |

| * LINKED ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD ACCOUNT CODES ;          |

| ACCTOVHD:                                                                |

|     CICACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

|     CICACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

| ACCTRTEX:                                                                |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICS Unit Level Parameters
This section shows you how to define the unit level parameters for the CICS Analyzer. These parameter definitions exist
for each MICS database unit in which the CICS Analyzer is installed. Some of the parameters are used by the CICS
Analyzer parameter generation CICPGEN to generate code that is executed during the DAY040 step. Other parameters
are read directly during DAY040 to determine the derivation of MICS data elements and handling of error diagnostics.

• CICPGEN - CICS Parameter Generation
• CICOPS - CICS Processing Options
• CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members
• CICAPU - CICS Application Unit Definition
• CICAURT - CICS Application Unit Derivation Routine
• CICRLRT - CICS Relative Longevity Routine
• CICTHRSH - CICS Processing Thresholds
• CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit
• DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

For details about report options (CICRPTnn), see JCL Requirements section.
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For details about CICALONE, see the CICALONE - CICS Standalone Processing Program section.

CICPGEN - CICS Parameter Generation

The CICS Parameter Generation (CICPGEN) inputs the unit level parameters and generates SAS code that is executed
by the DAY040 step. The generated code contains SAS macros and formats that dictate many aspects of input processing
logic. For example, it identifies the CICS regions to be processed, the ddnames from which the data is read, and the
number of work file pairs to be used.

The JCL for CICPGEN resides in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The following chart shows the input parameters processed and output source modules written by CICPGEN. The input
parameters are documented in subsequent sections of the CICS Parameters section. The parameters are coded in the
following members in prefix.MICS.PARMS:

• CICOPS - CICS Processing Options Definition
• INPUTCIC - CICS Input DD Statement

INPUTprefix.MICS.PARMSOUTPUTprefix.MICS.PARMSOUTPUT prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE OUTPUTprefix.MICS.MUOLIB
module: macros:

CICOPS WORKCIC #CICMSTR: %CICCDAL $CICSEL
INPUTCIC n/a n/a %CICCDCU $CICTRAN
n/a n/a n/a %CICCMR $CICTYP
n/a n/a n/a %CICCSF $CTGAPID
n/a n/a n/a %CICCST n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CICCSW n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CICIPCV n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CICPROC n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CICRVAL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CICTRAN n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CMFINP n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CMRDEL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSFDEL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSFOUT n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSFMERG n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSTDEL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSTLNLB n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSTMERG n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSUSORT n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSUMERG n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSUDEL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSWOUT n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSWDEL n/a
n/a n/a n/a %CSYMERG n/a
n/a n/a n/a %EPLINP n/a
n/a n/a n/a %EPLJFCB n/a
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n/a n/a n/a %MONFLGS n/a
n/a n/a n/a %MONINP n/a
n/a n/a n/a %MONJFCB n/a
n/a n/a n/a %TAPECSU n/a
n/a n/a n/a %TAPEDSN n/a
n/a n/a #CICMSAC n/a n/a

CICOPS - CICS Processing Options

The CICOPS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processing options for each CICS
region that should be processed in a unit database. In addition, CICOPS contains environmental options that are unique
to each unit, such as work file specification and optional tape file creation.

Regions that are not defined in CICOPS are excluded from input processing. The MICS DAILY job abends when
undefined regions are encountered during input. However, you can bypass the abend by specifying a tolerance threshold
for undefined regions. If you want to exclude regions from MICS processing, see the CICTHRSH - CICS Processing
Thresholds section for details on specifying a tolerance threshold.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take
effect.

In addition, any change to parameters that affect the DAILY operational job JCL such as

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),

will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Refer to the checklist (if provided) for
updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

The CICOPS member contains the following statements:

• CICOPTS statement
• MSACCOUNT statement
• RESP statement
• STATCOPY statement
• TRANSLATE statement
• GATEWAY ACTIVE and APPLID statements
• WORK, SASWORK, and MULTWORK statements
• Internal Step RESTART statements
• Incremental Update statements
• DETAIL Tape Processing statements
• VERIFY RELEASE statement

CICOPS Sample

CICS Component Options Definition Worksheet

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                            | DATA CENTER PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Component Options Definition    |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | PARMS Library Member is CICOPS                                           |

                            | Reference Section:  7.3.2, CA MICS CICS Analyzer Guide                   |

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            |                                                                          |

                            | CICS PROCESSING OPTIONS:                                                 |

                            |                                                                          |

RESPONSE TIME THRESHOLDS->  |  RESP  limit 1  limit 2  limit 3  Limit 4  Limit 5  Limit 6  Limit 7     |

                            |                                                                          |

NUMBER OF WORK FILES----->  |  WORK  data_set_allocation_parameters                                    |

                            |                                                                          |

INTERNAL STEP RESTART---->  |  RESTART    YES/NO                                                       |

                            |                                                                          |

INCREMENTAL UPDATE------->  |  INCRUPDATE YES/NO                                                       |

                            |  INCRDB     PERM/TAPE/DYNAM                                              |

                            |  INCRDETAIL data_set_allocation_parameters                               |

                            |  ...                                                                     |

                            |                                                                          |

MULTI-SYSTEM ACCOUNTING-->  |  MSACCOUNT                                                               |

                            |                                                                          |

DETAIL.CICCSU01 on tape ->  |  TAPECSU    <specification overrides>                                    |

                            |  TAPECSUSMS <SMS parameter override>                                     |

                            |                                                                          |

DETAIL on tape all files->  |  DETAILTAPEPARM    <specification overrides>                             |

                            |  DETAILTAPESMSPARM  <SMS parameter override>                             |

                            |                                                                          |

                            |                                                                          |

COPY CICS STATISTICS    ->  |  STATCOPY                                                                |

                            |                                                                          |

TRANS ID TRANSLATION----->  |  TRANSLATE   Original Transid    New Transid                             |

                            |  TRANSLATE   Original Transid    New Transid                             |

                            |                                                                          |

CICS SYSTEM DEFINITIONS-->  |           Orig  CICS    SMF/   Input   GMT    Appl ID/                   |

                            |          SYSID   ID    ddname  Type   Offset  SYSIDNT   Int   Selcode    |

 One CICOPTS statement      |                                                                          |

  per CICS system to        |  CICOPTS  ____  ____  ________  CMF   ______  ________  ____  _______    |

  be considered.            |  CICOPTS  ____  ____  ________  MON   ______  ________  ____  _______    |

                            |  CICOPTS  ____  ____  ________  EPL   ______  ________  ____  _______    |

(Note: Generic SYSID spec.) |  CICOPTS  ????  ____  ________  TCE   ______  ________  ____  _______    |

                            |                                                                          |

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICOPTS Statement

The CICOPTS statement identifies a CICS region whose data should be processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS. One CICOPTS statement is required for each CICS region. Any region found in input that is not defined by a
CICOPTS statement is excluded during input processing.

If the same CICS region can be executed on multiple systems, use the generic SYSID feature to define the regions using
a single CICOPTS statement. Otherwise, specify one CICOPTS statement for each unique combination of CICS region ID
and SMF system ID. For example, if CICSPROD can be run on either SYSA or SYSB and you do not use generic SYSID
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support, define two CICOPTS statements: one for CICSPROD on SYSA and another for CICSPROD on SYSB. Details on
generic SYSID support are in the ORGSYSID parameter section.

The CICOPTS statement format is:

CICOPTS orgsysid cicsid ddname mon gmt-ofs applid_or_sysidnt int selcode

Note: The parameters are positional and are separated by one or more blanks.

orgsysid
Original system ID is the one- to four-character SMF system identification. This identifies the system on which
this CICS system is executed. The value of this identifier must match an ORGSYSID value that is defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).
A generic SYSID is defined as four question marks (????). By specifying a value of ????, the actual SMF system ID is
obtained from the input data. This option cannot be used with CMF journal data, which does not contain the SMF system
ID. The SMF system ID obtained from the input data must match an ORGSYSID defined by prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).
By using the generic SYSID feature, you can use one CICOPTS statement to associate a CICS region with multiple SMF
system ID values.

cicsid
One- to four-byte CICS identifier that you assign to identify a CICS region to MICS. The CICSID must start with a letter. It
can contain letters, digits, and underscores. Special characters are not allowed.
MICS combines CICSID and ORGSYSID (SMF system ID) to identify the CICS region uniquely. Two CICS regions
executing on two different systems can have the same CICS ID, because the combination of ORGSYSID and CICSID is
unique. (The SMF systems are different.) Two CICS regions running on the same system must have different CICSIDs to
ensure the uniqueness of the ORGSYSID/CICSID combination.

Note: The value that is chosen for CICSID cannot be the same as a value chosen for CTGID in a GATEWAY APPLID
statement.

The maximum number of systems, subsystems, and combined entries cannot exceed the limit of the
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set. The default maximum number of entries is 100. This number is adequate for most
data centers; however you can reconfigure a unit checkpoint size to allow a maximum of 1000 entries.
Note: For more information about the checkpoint file size and changing the default, see Site Characteristics (SITE).

ddname
Input ddname. This parameter specifies the ddname from which the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is to read the input
data. Values for this parameter must be either SMF, MON, TCE, or a 1 to 8-byte ddname. The names INPUTSMF and
INPUTMON are both reserved and cannot be specified on the CICOPTS statement.

SMF
The measurement data for this CICS region is found on the SMF log. If you specify SMF here, modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF) and specify the JCL for the SMF data set under the ddname INPUTSMF. Multiple data
sets can be concatenated under the ddname INPUTSMF.

Notes

• If you specify SMF for this parameter, specify SMFRECORDING CIC in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
• Typically, the INPUTCIC member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library should not contain any JCL with the ddname

INPUTSMF. However, if you have modified MICS to remove the DAYSMF step, you can code the ddname
INPUTSMF in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) and can remove the SMFRECORDING CIC statement from
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

• Do not specify SMF for this parameter if you are using ASG-TMON as it does not write to SMF.
• Specify SMF for this parameter if the input data contains CMF type 110 look- alike records that are written to SMF,

such as those created by OMEGAMON II for CICS.

MON
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The measurement data is from ASG-TMON release 7.1 or higher. If you specify MON here, then modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) and specify JCL for the input data under the ddname INPUTMON. Multiple data sets can
be concatenated under the ddname INPUTMON.

TCE
The measurement data is from ASG-TMON release 2.0 or higher. If you specify TCE here, modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) and specify JCL for the input data under the ddname INPUTTCE. Multiple data sets can
be concatenated under the ddname INPUTTCE.

ddname
The measurement data is either written on a data set other than the SMF log, such as CMF journal. Modify
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) and specify JCL for the input data set under this ddname. The names INPUTSMF and
INPUTMON and INPUTTCE are reserved and cannot be used here.

Notes:

• You can code the same ddname on multiple CICOPTS statements to specify that data for multiple regions is read
from the same input. Code the JCL for this ddname in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC). Multiple data sets can be
concatenated under the same ddname.

• You can define each CICS region under a separate ddname. This method requires a unique ddname for each region.
It is not typically used unless you want to specify NULL for the CICS APPLID or system identification. More details on
NULL APPLID are available later in the section.

mon
Specifies the CICS monitor that collected data for this CICS system. This parameter must be one of these monitors:

CMF
The data is collected by the IBM CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF), IBM CICS Statistics, or other CICS monitors that
produce CMF type 110 look-alike records.

MON
The data is collected by ASG-TMON.

TCE
The data is collectedbyASG-TMON 2.0+.

gmt-ofs
Time offset from Greenwich Mean Time. For ASG-TMON, specify 0. For CMF input at CICS/ESA release 4.1 and higher,
specify 0. Otherwise, specify the offset (time difference) from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) as recorded at Greenwich,
Great Britain. The GMT offset, even if specified as non-zero, is ignored for all CICS systems that are V4.1 or later.
If your systems are set to local time instead of GMT, specify 0. The MVS specification for this offset is found in
SYS1.PARMLIB(CLOCKxx). If this member is empty or does not exist, your system is running at local time.
If your system is running at GMT time and your CMF input is pre-CICS/ESA 4.1, specify the GMT offset to adjust the CMF
transaction timestamps from GMT to local time.
The GMT offset must be specified in whole hours ranging from 13 to -13. As MICS subtracts the GMT offset from CMF
timestamps, specify a positive value for North American countries and a negative value for European countries east of
Great Britain. For example, specify 5 for gmt-ofs if you are in the United States at Eastern Standard time, as you are five
hours behind GMT time. (GMT time is 11 a.m.; local time is 6 a.m.)
Note: This offset is affected by daylight savings time. In order for the database to remain accurate, update this parameter
and run the CICPGEN job if you change to or from daylight savings time.

applid or sysidnt
VTAM application identifier or the CICS system identifier (SYSIDNT).For CMF and ASG-TMON/ESA (TCE) 2.0 and
higher, specify the VTAM application identifier (APPLID) as defined in the CICS system initialization table DFHSIT or the
CICS terminal control table DFHTCT.
An exception to the rule is when your input data contains data for only one CICS region. In this case, you can use the
word NULL in place of the APPLID on each CICOPTS statement that references a unique ddname.
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Note: If you do not specify NULL and the APPLID is incorrect, the data are excluded.

For ASG-TMON, specify the four-byte CICS system identification (SYSIDNT) as defined in the CICS system initialization
table DFHSIT or the CICS terminal control table DFHTCT.
An exception to the rule is when your input data contains data for only one CICS region. In this case, you can use the
word NULL in place of the SYSIDNT on each CICOPTS statement that references a unique ddname.
Note: If you do not specify NULL and the SYSIDNT is incorrect, the data are excluded.

Ask your CICS system programmer for assistance in determining the correct APPLID or SYSIDNT for your CICS regions.

int
Default CICS system sample interval. This parameter is not used for CMF (3.1 and higher) or ASG-TMON. Specify two
questions marks (??) for any of these input sources. For CMF 2.1 and prior releases, specify either the number of minutes
for the system recording interval (see FREQ option in the CICS monitoring control table DFHMCT), or two question marks
(??) if you do not know there cording interval is.
For CMF 2.1, the two question marks cause the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS to derive duration from the input data
without validating it against the expected interval value that is specified here.

selcode
Optional parameter to input CMF exception class data. Its values are 0, 2, 4, or 6, as defined as:

0 - Do not input accounting and exception data.
2 - Input accounting data (CMF 2.1).
4 - Input exception data.
6 - Input both accounting and exception data.

The default value is 0. Do not code this parameter for ASG-TMON input.
Note: Accounting class data is no longer available from CMF.

CMF performance class data is always processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. This parameter does not affect
CMF performance class data.

If you want to capture other exceptions that are not processed by the MICS CICS Analyzer Option, you are responsible for
coding the USRSCMF user exit to output the data to the appropriate CICS files. See section 10.2.3 for details on coding
the USRSCMF exit.

Examples:

The following examples show CICOPTS statements samples:

CICOPTS ???? CIC1 SMF    CMF 0 CICSPROD ??

CICOPTS ???? CIC2 SMF    CMF 0 CICSTEST ??

CICOPTS ???? CIM1 MON    MON 0 CIMP     ??

CICOPTS S090 CIM2 MON    MON 0 CIMT     ??

CICOPTS ???? D40X TCE    TCE 0 D40XCICS ??

The statements define five CICS regions. The first two regions input CMF data (including CMF look-alike data that
are produced by OMEGAMON for CICS/ESA) written to SMF, and the next two input data from ASG-TMON. Regions
CIC1 and CIC2 are defined using the generic SYSID feature. The APPLIDs are required for each region, as they are
concatenated to the same ddname (in JCL the ddname is INPUTSMF).

Regions CIM1 and CIM2 are from ASG-TMON. CIM1 is defined using the generic SYSID feature while CIM2 is not.

Note: For each of the ASG-TMON regions, a four-byte system identification is specified in place of the eight-byte APPLID.

Region D40X is from ASG-TMON for CICS/ESA 2.0. D40X is defined using the generic SYSID feature.

Note: For each TCE region, the eight-byte VTAM application ID is used.

CICOPTS R033 CICP INCMFA CMF 5 NULL ??

CICOPTS R033 CICT INCMFB CMF 5 NULL ??
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The listed statements define two CICS regions with an SMF system ID of R033. Both regions are recording to CICS
journal and are input to MICS through separate ddnames (INCMFA and INCMFB). The APPLIDs are both NULL, as
the ddnames are unique. The interval value is ??, which means the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is not validate the
calculated duration value.

The following section shows a complete CICOPS:

Sample CICOPS member

--------------------

RESP  1 2 5 10 15 30 60

TRANSLATE PF1 -----PF1

WORK 3

CICOPTS ???? CIC1 SMF    CMF 0 CICSPROD ??

CICOPTS ???? CIC2 SMF    CMF 0 CICSTEST ??

CICOPTS R033 CICP INCMFA CMF 5 NULL     ??

CICOPTS R032 CICT INCMFB CMF 5 NULL     ??

CICOPTS ???? CIMN MON    MON 0 CIMN     ??

CICOPTS S090 CITX INMON1 MON 0 CITX     ??

CICOPTS S084 CITX INMON1 MON 0 CITX     ??

CICOPTS ???? ROCK TCE    TCE 0 ROCKVILL ??

GATEWAY ACTIVE

GATEWAY APPLID CTGPROD1 TGP1

GATEWAY APPLID CTGPROD2 TGP2

CICS MSACCOUNT Statement

The MSACCOUNT statement is used to activate the Multisystem Account Derivation Routine. This routine allows you
to reassign previously derived account codes that are based on Unit of Work ID and Network Name for data from CICS
regions connected via Multiregion Option (MRO) or Intersystem Communication (ISC). For example, a record that is
produced by a File Owning Region (FOR) does not contain the true transaction ID. Instead, it can contain the mirror
transaction ID CSMI.

To account for the file access under the true transaction ID, the detail data from the Application Owning Regions (AOR)
must be sorted ahead of the FOR record so that the real transaction ID (usually stored in one of the MICS account codes)
can be propagated to the FOR record.

The MSACCOUNT statement has no parameters. It is specified as follows:

MSACCOUNT

If the MSACCOUNT statement is included in the CICOPS member, then the Multisystem Account Derivation Exit
(CICMSAC) is invoked during DAY040 processing. Otherwise, the exit is not invoked. For instructions on coding the exit
routine, see the CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit section.

The MSACCOUNT option does not collapse related ISC/MRO records to single observations in the MICS database. Its
sole purpose is to propagate accounting information for participating ISC/MRO regions as needed. Activating this option
prolongs DAILY processing time because extra sort and data steps are required to manipulate the detail data.

Eliminating the MSACCOUNT option for CTS 4.2 and above

For all methods of transport, IBM CMF data, generated by CICS TS at releases 4.2 and above, and ASG-TCE 4.0 and
above, provides the originating transaction's identification fields for records that are shipped through MRO or ISC to other
regions. The two commonly used identification fields for CICS account code assignment, TRANCODE and USERID, have
corresponding originating fields in the CSU file for CTS 4.2 and above:
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   CSUOTRAN    Originating Task Transaction ID

   CSUOUSID    Originating Userid

By using these originating fields for account code derivation, you can eliminate the need to invoke MSACCOUNT
processing to propagate account code information from the originating transaction. This saves substantial processing time
in the CICS Daily step. Also, removing MSACCOUNT processing eliminates the requirement that data from all related
TOR, AOR and FOR regions be input to the same MICS unit.

You can eliminate MSACCOUNT processing if:

• All input data to a MICS unit consists of IBM CMF data, or ASG-TCE 4.0 data, generated by regions running CICS TS
4.2 and above. If you process 4.2+ data with data for any releases earlier than 4.2, continue using the MSACCOUNT
feature until you migrate all input regions to release 4.2 or above.

• Your CICACRT routine does not depend on a data element whose value is propagated from the originating transaction
in your CICMSAC routine, and there is not a corresponding originating field. If so, continue using the MSACCOUNT
feature.

• There is no adverse impact on your accounting. Under certain conditions, removal of MSACCOUNT processing and
using originating fields may produce different account code values than with MSACCOUNT processing. Be sure to test
to determine if there are any differences and if so, consider their impact on your account processing.

To eliminate MSACCOUNT processing, follow these steps:

1. Modify your CICACRT routine to use the originating fields in place of the existing identification fields if a surrogate
transaction is encountered. For example:
   Current sharedprefix.PARMS(CICACRT):

      /* CICS ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT                */

      /*                                                  */

        CICACT1=TRANCODE;

        CICACT2=USERID;

   New sharedprefix.PARMS(CICACRT):

      /* CICS ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT                */

      /*                                                  */

      /*  IF MRO TRANSACTION, USE ORIGINATING ELEMENTS    */

        IF CSUTRTFL EQ '0F'X THEN DO;

         CICACT1=CSUOTRAN;

         CICACT2=CSUOUSID;

        END;

      /*  IF NOT MRO TRANSACTION, USE STANDARD ELEMENTS   */

        ELSE DO;

          CICACT1=TRANCODE;

          CICACT2=USERID;

        END; 

2. Remove the MSACCOUNT statement from prefix.PARMS(CICOPS) and run CICPGEN.

CICS RESP Statement

The RESP statement defines seven response time threshold limits that are used by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS
for CICS response time distribution calculations. A RESP statement is required if you are processing CICS data and you
have coded one or more CICOPTS statements in CICOPS.

If your DAY040 step only processes CICS Transaction Gateway SMF type 111 records, you do not need a RESP
statement.
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The RESP statement has the following format:

RESP limit1 limit2 limit3 limit4 limit5 limit6 limit7

limit1-limit7
Each response time threshold limit is defined in seconds. It can be one to four digits, with a maximum value of 3600.
Subsecond response time limits are coded in the form .nnn. The limits can be separated by one or more blanks.

Sample RESP statement:

RESP .25 .50 .75 1 5 10 15

With the above response time limits, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS accumulates response distribution counters for
each transaction::

   (fffTDSTx)                    (fffTRSTM)

Response counter 1:        0 <    response   <=   .25

Response counter 2:      .25 <    response   <=   .50

Response counter 3:      .50 <    response   <=   .75

Response counter 4:      .75 <    response   <=  1

Response counter 5:     1    <    response   <=  5

Response counter 6:     5    <    response   <= 10

Response counter 7:    10    <    response   <= 15

Response counter 8:    15    <    response

Note: The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS creates the eighth counter to capture all response events that are greater than
limit 7 as defined by the RESP statement.

CICS STATCOPY Statement

The STATCOPY statement allows you to copy CICS statistics data to a sequential tape file during DAILY processing.
STATCOPY is only available to CMF users who are running CICS release 3.1 and higher. By creating a sequential file with
only statistics data, you are able to analyze a smaller amount of data using programs such as IBM's DFHSTUP without
inputting the entire SMF data set.

The following SMF record 110 subtypes are copied:

• 2 - Statistics data record
• 3 - TS data sharing statistics
• 4 - Coupling facility data table server statistics
• 5 - Named sequence servers

The STATCOPY statement has no parameters. It is specified as:

 STATCOPY

 

If you do not want to copy any statistics data on tape, simply omit this statement from prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

By default, STATCOPY copies all CICS 3.1 and higher statistics data to tape during DAILY processing. However, the exit
USRSTAT is available for you to selectively copy a subset of the statistics data. For details about coding the USRSTAT
exit, see the CICS Output Exits.

Before you run the DAILY with STATCOPY option activated, define the tape GDG for the sequential output file. This is
accomplished by executing the job CICGDGGN.

For details about the CICGDGGN job, see the CICGDGGN - CICS GDG Generation Program.

For specific instructions on activating the STATCOPY feature, see the CICS Alter the Active Timespans for a File.
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CICS TRANSLATE Statement

The TRANSLATE statement converts any hexadecimal transaction identifiers, that are specified by the CICS PCT
XTRAN= and TASKREQ= parameters, or attention identifiers (such as program function keys), into any eight-character
printable string. The TRANSLATE statement is optional and is only applicable to the processing of CICS data. You can
specify multiple TRANSLATE statements, one for each transaction ID to be translated.

Note: If your DAY040 step only processes CICS Transaction Gateway SMF type 111 records, TRANSLATE statements
should not be coded.

The TRANSLATE statement format is:

TRANSLATE old_id new_id

old_id
The original transaction ID to be translated. It must be a recognized attention identifier, such as PF1 or PF2; otherwise, it
is assumed to be specified in hexadecimal. Valid attention identifiers are PF1 through PF24, PA1, PA2, PA3, OPID, LPA,
CLEAR, or ENTER. A maximum of 300 TRANSLATE statements can be given.

new-id
The eight-byte character transaction ID created from the translation.

The following examples show two samples of the TRANSLATE statements:

TRANSLATE PF1      -----PF1

TRANSLATE F8FFFFFF -PAGEFWD

The first TRANSLATE statement converts transaction ID for the Program Function Key 1 into a printable TRANCODE
equal to "-----PF1". This transaction record represents data for a transaction that is defined to the CICS PCT as
TASKREQ=PF1.

The second TRANSLATE statement converts monitor data for the transaction identifier F8FFFFFF to a printable
TRANCODE equal to "-PAGEFWD". This transaction record represents data for a transaction that is defined to the CICS
PCT as XTRAN=F8FFFFFF.

CICS GATEWAY ACTIVE and APPLID Statements

The GATEWAY ACTIVE statement is used to activate the processing of CICS Transaction Gateway SMF type 111 records
in a unit where the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS is installed.

The GATEWAY APPLID statement is used to associate four- character user-selected Gateway ID values with the eight-
byte Transaction Gateway address space APPLID names that are found in the SMF type 111 records. The user-selected
values are stored in data element CICS Transaction Gateway ID (CTGID).

The GATEWAY ACTIVE and GATEWAY APPLID statements are discussed in detail in the following sections.

GATEWAY ACTIVE

To initiate processing of the SMF type 111 interval records that are generated by z/OS-based CICS Transaction Gateway
address spaces, a GATEWAY ACTIVE statement must be added to CICOPS.

The GATEWAY ACTIVE statement has the following format:

GATEWAY ACTIVE

There are no additional arguments.

The addition of a GATEWAY ACTIVE statement and execution of prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICPGEN) results in the following:
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• Step DAY040 in the DAILY update job accepts and processes SMF type 111 records.
• SMF type 111 records, that are generated by CICS Transaction Gateway address spaces whose APPLID name is

recognized (through GATEWAY APPLID statements), yield MICS Gateway Server Activity (CTGGSA) file observations.
• Where the APPLID name is not recognized, records are rejected, but the DAY040 step MICSLOG generates

CIC07081W warning messages as shown in the following example:

  CIC07081W  Rejected CICS Transaction Gateway data

  CIC07081W  APPLIDs not defined in CICOPS

  CIC07081W

  CIC07081W  ORGSYSID   APPLID   RECORD COUNT

  CIC07081W    ----    --------  ------------

  CIC07082W    SYS1    CTGAPPL1            96

  CIC07082W    SYS1    CTGAPPL2            96

  CIC07082W    SYS2    CTGAPPLX            96

Note: Specifying a GATEWAY ACTIVE statement, without any accompanying GATEWAY APPLID statements, is a
convenient way to determine the CICS Transaction Gateway APPLID names at your site. The CIC07081W message data
can be used to construct GATEWAY APPLID statements for those APPLIDs you want to process.

As these records are rejected, there is no check to see if your prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) or
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) members have ORGSYSID entries associated with the undefined APPLIDs. If
you add GATEWAY APPLID statements for any of these APPLIDs, ensure that your SYSID member has entries for the
associated ORGSYSIDs.

GATEWAY APPLID

GATEWAY APPLID statements associate a four-byte user-assigned transaction Gateway ID value, with the eight-byte
Transaction Gateway APPLID.

The user-assigned four-byte value is used for MICS checkpoint processing. It is also stored in data element CICS
Transaction Gateway ID (CTGID), which serves as the second- level sort summarization key (after SYSID) in the Gateway
Server Activity (CTGGSA) file.

The GATEWAY APPLID statement has the following format:

GATEWAY APPLID applid ctgid

Note: The parameters are positional and are separated by one or more blanks.

applid
Application identifier for the CICS Transaction Gateway address space. The best way to identify the APPLID values
at your site is to add a GATEWAY ACTIVE statement to CICOPS, execute prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN), then run a
DAY040 daily update step with SMF type 111 records in the SMF data input.
The DAY040 step MICSLOG will contain CIC07081W messages that specify all Gateway APPLID values encountered
and the z/OS system where they were found.

ctgid
One- to four-byte CICS Transaction Gateway identifier that you assign to identify a Gateway address space to MICS. The
CTGID must start with a letter. It can contain letters, digits, and underscores. Other special characters are not allowed.
MICS combines CTGID and ORGSYSID (SMF system ID) to identify Gateway APPLIDs. Two Gateways executing on
two different systems can have the same APPLID, because the combination of ORGSYSID and CTGID would be unique.
(The SMF systems are different.) Two Gateways running on the same system must have different APPLIDs to ensure the
uniqueness of the ORGSYSID/CTGID combination.

 Note: The value that is chosen for CTGID cannot be the same as a value chosen for CICSID in a CICOPTS statement.
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The maximum number of system, subsystem, and combined entries cannot exceed the limit of the
prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set. The default maximum number of entries is 100. This number is adequate for most
data centers; however you can reconfigure a unit's checkpoint size to allow a maximum of 1000 entries.

For further details about the checkpoint file size and changing the default, see Site Characteristics (SITE).

Example: 

The following examples show sample GATEWAY ACTIVE and GATEWAY APPLID statements:

GATEWAY ACTIVE

GATEWAY APPLID TGWYPRD1 GWP1

GATEWAY APPLID TGWYPRD1 GWP2

GATEWAY APPLID TGWYTST1 GWT1

For the steps that are required to process CTG SMF type 111 records, see See the checklist in CICS Change the
DDnames of Input Data.

CICS WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article describes the WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements.

WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown in the following example:

WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

n
the number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Thirty (30).

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation
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ssss
the secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.
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pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: As there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK data
sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:
WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:
WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
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If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:
WORK 5

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:
WORK 5 TRK 200 100

or
WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss
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XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.
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NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

NOMULT fff fff ... fff

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is MULTWORK CSW CMR CSF if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT parameters are specified.

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

CSW
CICS Transaction Detail Work File

CMR
CICS MRO Activity File

CSF
CICS File/DBD Activity File

CICS Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article describes the RESTART, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK statements.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.
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• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

CSYMERGSort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, and prepare for DETAIL cycle creation.

MSACInvoke CICMSAC routine if MSACCOUNT was specified in CICOPS.

• DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

• DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.This product employs two database update
processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

//cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

– Internal step restart control data set
//cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

– Multiple work file data sets
//WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.
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RESTARTCKPT

(Optional) Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart
checkpoint data set:

RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA
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RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

(Optional) Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart WORK data
set:

RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation
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ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

  RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
RESTART YES

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
DAILY INCRccc

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

CICS Incremental Update Statements

This article describes the INCRUPDATE, INCRDB, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS, INCRCKPT, INCRSPLIT, and DYNAMWAIT
statements and also describes the implementation of incremental updates in the MICS CICS Analyzer Option.
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INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO 

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM
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INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found
in prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of
database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental
update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution
into the composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in
the DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of
this overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job
step. The increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This
increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time
increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive
processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O
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processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is
a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload 
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to
periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.
Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your
prime shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime
shift) and 6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that
the incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of
this product.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is
during the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental
update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an
issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to
miss a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for
end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are
processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic
unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
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– Incremental update checkpoint file
//IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

– Incremental update DETAIL
//IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

– Incremental update DAYS
//IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

Note: If your data center uses the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits, review the important considerations in CICS
Incremental Update Considerations.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM 

Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO. 

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:

INCRDB PERM 

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
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Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

INCRDB DYNAM

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.
Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

•  INCRDB TAPE  
•  INCRDB DYNAM  

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.
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If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the

generated prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1: 

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines): 

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

•  INCRDB TAPE 
•  INCRDB DYNAM 

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1: 

INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
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the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines): 

INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the
generated prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1: 

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters
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SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines): 

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE 
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.
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Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1: 

INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines): 

INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

(Optional) Specify the following

DYNAMWAIT   minutes

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, that the DAILY and/or INCRccc job waits for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing waits 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation is
attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.
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If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of
minutes that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs waits for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

     DYNAMWAIT 0

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in Incremental Update
Considerations before activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

INCRUPDATE  YES

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
INCRDB  DYNAM

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
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Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
DAILY INCRccc

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

CICS DETAIL Tape Processing

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets.

Optional DETAIL timespan data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:
tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
3-character MICS information that is associated with the file

fff
3-character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)
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• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The MICS CICS Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• CICCSU - CICS User Activity file

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
Identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.
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The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

               DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |

|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |

|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V

 // DD statements and GDG generation

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:
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• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

TAPEfff <optional parameters>

fff
Unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

See the Planning section for unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>
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Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.
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Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
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Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For more information about unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Planning.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

    DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

    TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.
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DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked immediately before the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff,
where fff matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

See the CICS Modification section for a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

3-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

cccGDGGN DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
INCRccc

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for  details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section.
You have activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section, the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

The Modifying Your System section contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to
deactivate the DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
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//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To deactivate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following line:
INCRccc

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statement that you deleted in step 1.

CICS VERIFY RELEASE Statement

The VERIFY RELEASE statement is used when some or all of the input records come from a CICS release that are not
yet supported by MICS. It is a parameter with possible values ABORT or NOABORT.

The ABORT option causes the DAY040 step of the DAILY or the INCR040 step of the Incremental Update (INCRCIC) job
to ABEND when the first unsupported record is read. The NOABORT option allows the DAY040 or INCR040 to complete
with no ABEND.

Insert the VERIFY RELEASE statement into the prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) and code as:

VERIFY RELEASE ABORT

or

VERIFY RELEASE NOABORT

If this statement is omitted from the CICOPS member, the default option is NOABORT.

The prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN) job must be run to make the VERIFY RELEASE effective.

Usage Notes

• The ABORT option and prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)
If ABORT has been coded and the CICPGEN has been run, then the DAY040 or INCR040 steps will ABEND by default
if any unsupported records are detected. To override this default, one can code a sufficiently high value for CIC06020
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH). As there is only one count for each CICS region that has an unsupported
release, the value that is assigned to CIC06020 does not have to be extremely high to eliminate the possibility of an
ABEND.For example, the following code would be sufficient to eliminate the ABEND in any reasonable case:

CIC06020  999999

• The NOABORT option and prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH)
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If NOABORT is coded and the CICPGEN was run, then it overrides anything that is coded for CIC06020 in the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH). Thus the CICTHRSH has no impact in this case.

• When there is no ABEND
If NOABORT has been taken as the option or if ABORT is the option but CIC06020 has been coded with a value that
is higher than the number of unsupported CICS regions, the DAY040 or INCR040 steps skips the records from the
unsupported regions and processes the records from any supported regions that it finds.

• What Happens to Unsupported Records that are Skipped?
If the DAY040 or INCR040 steps are allowed to process supported records and to skip unsupported records,
maintenance to support any new release of CICS or of Allen Systems Group (ASG) TMON (TCE) should be obtained
from Broadcom Support and should be applied as soon as possible. Once the maintenance is applied, run a later
DAY040 or INCR040 update to process the records that have been rejected in earlier runs. This can require the use of
the Force option as described in Using the Force Option for Input Data.

CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

       PARAMETER            INPUTRDR        INPUTccc

 ROW   IN JCLDEF            WHERE USED      WHERE USED

 ---   ------------------   ------------    ---------------

  1    DAYSMF OFF           Not Used        Each Comp Step

  2    DAYSMF FILE(S) ...   DAYSMF Step     Not Used

  3    Only 1 SMF Comp      Comp Step       Not Used

  4    SMFDIRECTOR          Not Used        Comp Step

  5    DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc   Not Used        Comp ccc Step

  6    SMFRECORDING ccc     It depends      Comp ccc Step

Row 1: When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2: When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3: If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated and the component step with
SMF input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5: If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF is
automatically deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6: Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the
component can optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but always includes the INPUTccc member. See the
Product Analyzers.

Note: For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF). For details on deactivating
DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

The following sections describe how to specify the input data set JCL definitions:

• INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition
• INPUTCIC PARMS Member JCL Definition
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CICS INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step that reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. The following figure shows a worksheet for preparing
the INPUTRDR member:

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

|                                                                    |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                    |

|This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

|which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

|                                                                    |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|                                                                    |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, change the INPUTRDR
member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

    //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated, and the component step with SMF
input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF was deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement that is specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
member, then each component step reads its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

CICS INPUTCIC PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTCIC member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify input data for the MICS Analyzer
for CICS. The //INPUTSMF DD and the optional //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY040 step of the DAILY
job.

The INPUTCIC member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:
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• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR CIC is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE CIC is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

The following figure shows worksheet for preparing the INPUTCIC member:

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTCIC JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTCIC                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTCIC) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTCIC DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN= _______________________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN= _______________________        |

|   //INPUTTCE DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN= _______________________        |

|   //INPUTMON DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN= _______________________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

If you change the contents of the INPUTCIC member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The INPUTCIC member can contain JCL definitions for non-SMF input, such as data from ASG-TMON for CICS TS
(TCE) and CMF journals, or it can contain JCL definitions for SMF input if you do not specify 'SMFRECORDING CIC' in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If 'SMFRECORDING CIC' is specified in JCLDEF, then it must be defined in the input JCL
in the INPUTRDR member in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

• If you specified MON as the ddname for ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) input in CICOPS, supply the ASG-TMON for
CICS TS (TCE) data sets in INPUTCIC using the INPUTMON ddname.

• If you specified TCE as the ddname for ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) 2.0+ input in CICOPS, supply the ASG-TMON
for CICS TS (TCE) 2.0+ data sets in INPUTCIC using the INPUTTCE ddname.

//@  TMON INPUT

//INPUTMON  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TMON.CICSA1.DATA

//          DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TMON.CICSA2.DATA

//          DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TMON.CICSB1.DATA

//@  TCE  INPUT

//INPUTTCE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCE.CICSR1.DATA
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//          DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCE.CICSR2.DATA

//@  CICS JOURNALS

//INPUTJ1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.CICSPD1.JRNLA

//INPUTJ2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.CICSTD1.JRNLA

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this product feature, see the MICS and SMF Director Interface section.

CICAPU - CICS Application Unit Definition

The CICS Analyzer provides application-level usage and workload information using user-defined application units. The
application unit is stored in the MICS data element CICAPU (CICS Application Unit ID) and is derived through a user exit
that you supply to MICS. CICAPU is used as a file summarization key for the CICCAU (CICS Application Unit Activity) and
CICCAC (CICS Application Count) files. It enables you to classify and summarize CICS workload data in a customized
fashion to meet your reporting needs. Although the method of classification varies among MICS users, it is usually based
on one of the following approaches:

• Classification by transaction identification
This approach classifies the CICS workload by transaction ID. For example, transactions 'ABCD' and 'WXYZ' are
always heavy resource drains, while other transactions are quick inquiry transactions. Normally this approach utilizes a
table lookup of CICS transaction IDs to group the work.

• Classification by service area requested
This approach classifies work based on the service area exercised. For example, a bank can divide transactions into
the application categories of demand deposits, time deposits, administrative services, and system support activity.
This method typically identifies the application unit by a prefix of the CICS Transaction ID (such as demand deposit
transaction IDs beginning with the letter R).

• Classification by user
This approach classifies transaction data according to the user who requested the service. This method can use
various ways to extract the identity of the requester from the CICS terminal or user identifiers.

Defining the Application Unit

The data element CICAPU is derived by the user exit CICAURT (CICS Application Unit Derivation Routine) in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT). This exit is invoked for each transaction record that is processed during MICS daily
processing. Any data elements read from the input transaction record, such as transaction ID, program, and user ID,
can be stored in CICAPU. Details on coding the CICAURT exit are provided in the CICAURT - CICS Application Unit
Derivation Routine section.

CICAPU is 12 bytes in length. All unused bytes are padded with blanks. You can populate CICAPU by concatenating
or manipulating multiple data elements during the CICAURT exit routine. For example, you can define your application
structure as having two parts: project and transaction identifier. You can assign the first two bytes of the 12-byte CICAPU
field to the project identification and the next four bytes to the CICS transaction ID. In this example, the actual values of
the field can be:

         111

123456789012   Project          Transaction

 ------------   ---------------  ------------------------

'DDRBAL      '  Demand Deposits  Account Balance Inquiry

'TDINQN      '  Time Deposits    Name and Address Inquiry

Consider the following notions when defining CICAPU:

• CICAPU is a file summarization key. Therefore, its content has a direct impact on the size of the file where it is stored.
The higher the number of combinations, the larger the file and the MICS database become. As certain transactions can
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be more interesting when considered as a group than as individual transaction ID, you can combine them in a single
CICAPU to conserve space. Examples of these types of transactions are:
– CICS system transactions, the identifiers of which all begin with the letter prefixes such as CS or CE.
– Transaction IDs associated with purchased application packages, such as IBM Field Developed Programs.
– Trivial applications, especially those frequently used, such as simple menu processors.

• Any data element that can be used in later reporting from the CICCAU or CICCAC files must be coded into CICAPU if
the data element is not kept in the file. An example is the data element TRANTYPE (transaction type), which can be
useful in some sites to group CICS workloads by short, medium, long, or conversational transaction type. TRANTYPE
is not part of the CICCAC or CICCAU file, so save it in CICAPU if you plan to report on it from these files.

CICAURT - CICS Application Unit Derivation Routine

The CICS application unit derivation routine, CICAURT, is a user exit that you provide to derive the data element CICAPU
(CICS Application Unit ID). This exit is written in SAS and is stored in member CICAURT of prefix.MICS.PARMS. It is
called by the DAY040 step of the DAILY job for each transaction record processed by the CICS Analyzer. You can define a
different version of the CICAURT exit for each unit data base to suit your CICS processing and reporting needs.

You can use any of the data elements that MICS reads from the CICS transaction record to derive the application unit.
Some of the elements most commonly used to populate the CICAPU data element include:

TRANCODE
The CICS transaction ID or the translation of the identifier as described in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

PROGRAM
Program name.

TRANTYPE
C/S/M/L/X for conversational, short, medium, long, or excessive transaction types.

TERMINAL
CICS terminal identifier.

You may modify the CICAURT exit routine at any time. You do not have to run any MICS generation jobs after making a
change. The change will take effect in the next DAILY job execution.

Coding Considerations

Follow these guidelines for coding this MICS exit routine:

1. Validate input data where possible. When invalid codes are encountered, they should be assigned to a CICAPU value
representing the installation's overhead accumulator.
Note: Allowing invalid or garbage application units into the MICS database significantly increases the number of
records and therefore the DASD space requirements of the CICS Information Area files.

2. Ensure that all of the fields that you require are available for application unit construction. For example, certain
transactions may be executed without being attached to a terminal facility. This situation may occur for miscellaneous
overhead transactions, such as the BMS message routing control transaction. Such a data collection record would
have no valid terminal identifier present.

3. Refer to the discussion of exit coding in Notes on Coding MICS Parameters.

The CICS Analyzer delivers a sample CICAURT exit routine in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT). You should review and
modify the sample code to suit your workload reporting needs. The following figure is a sample exit.

/* ********************************* */

/*  APPLICATION UNIT DERIVATION EXIT */

/* ********************************* */
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/* ********************************* */

/* ALL CICS SYSTEM TRANSACTION IDS   */

/* BEGIN WITH THE LETTER 'C'.  CICS  */

/* USES THIS NAMING CONVENTION TO    */

/* RECOGNIZE SUCH TRANSACTIONS, SO   */

/* THEY CAN BE TREATED SPECIALLY.    */

/* FOR EXAMPLE, TRANSIDS THAT BEGIN  */

/* WITH 'C' CANNOT BE DISABLED.      */

/* SINCE THERE IS LITTLE CONSIDERA-  */

/* TION FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS OF     */

/* CICS SYSTEM TRANSACTIONS, GROUP   */

/* THESE INTO 'OVERHEAD'.            */

/* IF YOUR SITE HAS APPLICATION      */

/* TRANSIDS THAT BEGIN WITH 'C',     */

/* PUT SPECIFIC TESTS FOR THEM       */

/* BEFORE THIS CONDITIONAL.          */

/* ********************************* */

   IF TRANCODE = :'C'  THEN GOTO AURTOVHD;

/* ********************************* */

/* DEFAULT CICAPU TO TRANS ID.       */

/* ********************************* */

   CICAPU = TRANCODE;

   GOTO AURTRTEX;

AURTOVHD:

   CICAPU = 'OVERHEAD';

AURTRTEX:

Coding the CICAURT Exit Routine Worksheet
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Application Unit Derivation    |

|                                      Routine Definition                  |

| PARMS Library Member is CICAURT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| * VALIDATE FOR VALID APPLICATION UNITS, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                 |

|     IF application data is not valid GOTO AURTOVHD ;                     |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| * BUILD APPL. UNIT FIELDS;                                               |
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|     CICAPU=field source 1 ||                                             |

|             field source n ;                                             |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|     GOTO AURTRTEX ;                                                      |

| * LINKED ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD APPLICATION UNITS;       |

| AURTOVHD:                                                                |

|     CICAPU='overhead category' ;                                         |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

| AURTRTEX:                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICRLRT - CICS Relative Longevity Routine

To classify CICS transactions into response categories, the CICS Analyzer requires that you write an exit to assign a
relative longevity code to each transaction as the transaction data is being processed during DAY040 step of the MICS
DAILY job. This classification allows MICS to maintain response distributions of several transaction types.

The exit is named the the CICS relative longevity routine and is stored in member CICRLRT of prefix.MICS.PARMS. The
CICRLRT exit assigns a value to the MICS data element TRANTYPE, a one-character field, which is set to S, M, L, or
C for short, medium, long, or conversational, respectively. The CICS Analyzer uses the value of TRANTYPE to maintain
separate response distributions for each type of transaction.

TRANTYPE can also be set to a value of X, denoting an excessive transaction. Such excessive transactions are NOT
considered for purposes of total response distributions or for calculating average total response times.

Several approaches you can take to create the code include:

• Classification based on transaction identification
This approach identifies the individual transactions according to their characteristic longevity. Normally, this approach
utilizes a table lookup of CICS transaction IDs to group the work. For example, transactions 'ABCD' and 'WXYZ' are
always long transactions, while other transactions can be medium or short.

• Classification based on estimated resource usage
This approach classifies a transaction type based on the transaction's resource consumption such as CPU and I/Os.

• Classification based on facility area
This approach classifies work based on the service area exercised. For example, all transactions which execute as
destination-attached can be of "medium" duration.

The CICRLRT exit routine can reference any data elements MICS reads from the CICS transaction record. Some of the
data elements that are most commonly used to determine the value of TRANTYPE include:

TRANCODE
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The CICS transaction ID or the translation of the identifier as described in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

PROGRAM
Program name.

CSUTRSTM
Transaction response time.

CSUCPUTM
Task CPU time.

CSUFACTY
Facility type.

When invalid input makes the proper assignment of relative longevity impossible, assign a default code, usually L (long).
Failure to do this significantly reduces the usability of the transaction group response time statistics. For example, certain
transactions can be executed without being attached to a terminal facility. This situation can occur for miscellaneous
overhead transactions, such as the BMS message routing control transactions. This kind of data collection record has no
valid terminal identifier present.

You can modify the CICRLRT exit routine at any time. No MICS generation jobs are required after making a change. The
change will take effect in the next DAILY job execution.

The CICS Analyzer delivers a sample CICRLRT exit routine in prefix.MICS.PARMS. This code classifies transactions
based on the transaction ID. Review and modify the sample code to suit your processing and reporting needs. The
following is the sample code:

* THE FOLLOWING TRANSACTIONS WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS

* CONVERSATIONAL:

*

* TRANSID  APPLICATION

*  ----    ----------------------------------------

*  CSMT    CICS MASTER TERMINAL FUNCTIONS

*  CEMT    CICS EXTENDED MASTER TERMINAL FUNCTIONS

*  AUTH    APPLICATION AUTHORIZATION FUNCTION

*  RBAL    DEMAND DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BALANCE INQUIRY

*  TBAL    TIME DEPOSIT ACCOUNT BALANCE INQUIRY

*  UPAY    ADMINISTRATIVE PAYROLL FILE UPDATE

*

   ;

    IF

      TRANCODE = :'CSMT' OR TRANCODE = :'CEMT' OR

      TRANCODE = :'AUTH' OR TRANCODE = :'RBAL' OR

      TRANCODE = :'TBAL' OR TRANCODE = :'UPAY'

    THEN TRANTYPE = 'C';

*

* THE FOLLOWING TRANSACTIONS WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS

* SHORT:

*

* TRANSID  APPLICATION

*  ----    ----------------------------------------

*  RINQ    DEMAND DEPOSIT ACCOUNT VERIFICATION

*  TINQ    TIME DEPOSIT ACCOUNT VERIFICATION

*  INQU    CUSTOMER NAME AND ADDRESS INQUIRY

*  HELP    NEW USER TUTORIAL

*  CS--    (ANY TRANSACTION BEGINNING WITH 'CS')

*
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   ;

    ELSE IF

      TRANCODE = :'RINQ' OR TRANCODE = :'TINQ' OR

      TRANCODE = :'INQU' OR TRANCODE = :'HELP' OR

      TRANCODE = :'CS'

    THEN TRANTYPE = 'S';

*

* THE FOLLOWING TRANSACTIONS WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS

* MEDIUM:

*

* TRANSID  APPLICATION

*  ----    ----------------------------------------

*  PRIN    TERMINAL PRINT SPOOLER

*  EVAL    ARITHMETIC UTILITIES

*  MEDM    ANOTHER MEDIUM TRANSACTION

*  ACCT    ACCOUNT CROSS INDEX

*  APAY    ADMINISTRATIVE PAYROLL TRIAL REPORT

*  R---    (ANY TRANSACTION BEGINNING WITH 'R')

*  T---    (ANY TRANSACTION BEGINNING WITH 'T')

*

 ;

    ELSE IF

      TRANCODE = :'PRIN' OR TRANCODE = :'EVAL' OR

      TRANCODE = :'MEDM' OR TRANCODE = :'ACCT' OR

      TRANCODE = :'APAY' OR TRANCODE = :'R' OR

      TRANCODE = :'T'

    THEN TRANTYPE = 'M';

*

* ALL OTHER TRANSACTIONS WILL BE CLASSIFIED LONG.

*

  ;

    ELSE TRANTYPE = 'L';

Note the construction of the sample listed above. Such a cascade of IF statements cannot be efficient for large-volume
applications, but it was included here for illustration.

Coding the CICRLRT Relative Longevity Routine Worksheet

The following figure shows a sample of a CICS Relative Longevity Routine Worksheet for coding modifications. If you
modify the routine that is distributed with the MICS CICS Analyzer, test the accuracy of the code and data.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Relative Longevity Routine     |

|                                     Determination                        |

| PARMS Library Member is CICRLRT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| * VALIDATE FOR VALID SOURCE DATA, IF APPLICABLE:                         |

|                                                                          |

| IF                                                                       |

| (condition c-1) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition c-2) _______________________________________________________  |
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|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition c-n) _______________________________________________________  |

| THEN TRANTYPE = 'C';  /* CONVERSATIONAL TYPE */                          |

| ELSE IF                                                                  |

| (condition s-1) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition s-2) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition s-n) _______________________________________________________  |

| THEN TRANTYPE = 'S';  /* SHORT TYPE */                                   |

| ELSE IF                                                                  |

| (condition m-1) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition m-2) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition  . ) _______________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (condition m-n) _______________________________________________________  |

| THEN TRANTYPE = 'M';  /* MEDIUM TYPE */                                  |

| ELSE TRANTYPE = 'L';  /* LONG TYPE */                                    |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICTHRSH - CICS Processing Thresholds

The CICTHRSH member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains statements and parameters that define input processing
thresholds to the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. The primary purpose of the thresholds is to allow daily processing to
continue, at your discretion, after invalid data or errors have been encountered during input.

WARNING
Be careful when you set input processing error tolerance thresholds because the result will be loss of data.
Setting these threshold values should only be done when the data being rejected is not important and its loss is
acceptable. If not, the underlying problem must be addressed instead.

Note: This member is only used for the processing of CICS data. If your DAY040 step only processes CICS Transaction
Gateway SMF type 111 records, you should not update this member. Simply leave the default values as delivered.

In addition, you can set thresholds to limit the size of the CICCDC (CICS Data Dictionary) file and the number of error
messages that are displayed in the DAY040 MICSLOG.

You can modify CICTHRSH definitions at any time. No MICS generation jobs are required after making a change. The
change will take effect in the next DAILY job execution.
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The structure of the CICTHRSH member follows this format:

• One CICCDCEX statement
• One CICMSGTH statement
• One CIC060nn statement for each CIC060nn error that can be tolerated

See the CICTHRSH - CICS Input Processing Thresholds section for more information.

CICCDCEX Statement
CICCDCEX STATEMENT:  CMF Data Dictionary Record Retention

                     Period

    CICCDCEX number_of_days

Code one CICCDCEX statement. This statement defines the period of non-reference that must occur before a CMF data
dictionary record in the CICCDC01 file expires. The expired records are physically deleted from the CICCDC01 file at the
DETAIL timespan. Number_of_days defaults to 9999 if CICCDCEX is not defined.

Each CICS region in which CMF is active creates a set of data dictionary records during CMF initialization. The most
recently created set of records is retained in the CICCDC01 file. This permits the processing of CMF data without data
dictionary records present in the input. When a CICS CMF region becomes obsolete, its data dictionary records should be
removed from the CICCDC01 file. This process is automated by detecting obsolete CICCDC01 records that are based on
their period of inactivity or non-reference.

A period of non-reference is defined as the number of days between the date of last reference (data from a region was
processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS) and today's date. If the period of non-reference is greater than the
CICCDCEX number_of_days, then the CICCDC01 record is deleted.

CICMSGTH Statement
CICMSGTH STATEMENT:  Input Processing Error Message Display

    CICMSGTH number_of_iterations

Code one CICMSGTH statement. This statement defines the number of times an input processing message (CIC060nn
messages, where nn is the message number 01-99) can be displayed for an input ddname. Number_of_iterations defaults
to zero if CICMSGTH is not specified.

CIC060nn messages can be generated during the DAY040 processing step as errors are detected in the input. For
example, CIC06011 indicates data is present for a CICS region not defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). This
message is generated for each input record related to the undefined region. If there are 1,000 input records for the
undefined region, there is 1,000 occurrences of the CIC06011 condition for the input ddname containing data for this
region. The number of times the CIC06011 message is displayed for this input ddname is limited by the CICMSGTH
number_of_iterations value. If the value is 20, then the CIC06011 message is displayed up to 20 times.

CICMSGTH specification prevents an unexpected condition from filling MICSLOG with redundant messages. The actual
number of occurrences of any CIC060nn message for each input ddname is summarized and displayed in MICSLOG.
Using the example above, although a maximum of 20 CIC06011 messages are displayed for the ddname containing
the undefined region, an informational message is displayed that indicates the condition occurred 1,000 times. The
CICMSGTH threshold is message-specific: if the CIC06024 condition was encountered during processing of the input
ddname that contained the CIC06011 condition, up to 20 occurrences of both messages are displayed.

CIC060nn
CIC060nn STATEMENT:  Input Processing Error Tolerance

    CIC060nn number_of_occurrences
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Code one CIC060nn statement for each CIC060nn error that can be tolerated. This statement defines the number of times
an input processing error (CIC060nn messages, where nn is the message number 01-99) can be tolerated before end-of-
input processing is followed by a user 998 abend. Number_of_occurrences is set to null (no tolerance) if CIC060nn is not
specified for a value of nn.

Using the example described in the preceding CICMSGTH description, a CIC06011 condition may be tolerated. An
input ddname may contain data for regions that are not to be stored in MICS (for example, test regions). Specification
of a tolerance value for the CIC06011 condition permits successful processing of input data that contains undefined (to
CICOPS) regions. Suppression of the user 998 abend does not occur unless the number_of_occurrences tolerance value
equals or exceeds the number of times the error condition occurred.

Alternatively, the input ddname can contain data for a new and undefined (to CICOPS) region that should be stored in
MICS. If the CIC06011 statement is not specified (or number_of_occurrences is set to 0), then a user 998 abend occurs
in the daily CICS input processing step, signaling a potential loss of data. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides a
default tolerance value of 999999 for message CIC06011.

We suggest that all CIC060nn statements be defined in response to a specific situation. When the error condition is
corrected, the CIC060nn statement should be removed. If a condition is transient and the loss of data insignificant,
the CIC060nn number_of_occurrences can be set to a small value. If the transient condition results in an unexpected
significant loss of data, the user 998 abend occurs, indicating an unusual event.

The following code illustrates a sample CICTHRSH member:

    CICCDCEX 32

    CICMSGTH 20

    CIC06013 100

The effect of these statements is to:

• Retain CICCDC01 records for 32 days of non-reference.
• Limit the display of any CIC060nn message for each input ddname to a maximum of 20 iterations.
• Permit rejection of a maximum of 100 "short records" before a user 998 abend is issued after completion of input

processing.

CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit

CICS provides a common token to identify transactions that are executed in an MRO (multiregion option) or ISC
(intersystem communication) environment. This common token is known as the unit of work ID, which is stored in the
MICS variable CICUOWID. The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS uses the token variable to sort detail transaction data and
provides you with an exit point during which accounting-related information from the TOR is propagated to the AORs and
FORs. The exit is known as the CICS multisystem account derivation exit. It is a user exit that you code in SAS. The exit
is stored in member CICMSAC of prefix.MICS.PARMS.

You can activate the CICMSAC exit by specifying the MSACCOUNT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). If
MSACCOUNT is present in CICOPS, then the CICMSAC exit code is included during the DAY040 step of the DAILY job.
Otherwise, the code is omitted. By default, the CICMSAC exit is shipped turned off.

The purpose of the CICMSAC exit is to reset the CICS accounting data elements (CICACT1 through CICACT9) in the
AORs and FORs with that of the TOR. This ensures that MRO records written for the same transaction are summarized
under identical account code values. This exit does not collapse multiple transaction records into one record to show end-
to-end execution.

Before calling the CICMSAC exit, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS first sorts the detail transaction data in the proper
sequence. To ensure uniqueness, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS sorts the data by CICNETNM (the originating
system ID known to VTAM) and CICUOWID. To ensure that TOR data is sorted ahead of AOR and FOR data, mirror
transaction start time is also used as part of the sort sequence keys.
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To code the CICMSAC exit, consider using one of the commonly used approaches that are described in the following
section:

• Changing the accounting fields to correspond directly to the accounting fields that were derived for the initial
transaction. This approach retains the accounting field values on the initial transaction by using the statements:

         IF FIRST.CICUOWID THEN DO;

            retain the accounting field values

         END;

         ELSE DO;

            set  the  accounting  fields  equal  to the saved

            values

         END;

• Changing the accounting fields to the value of the initial transaction, but using one of the accounting fields to designate
that the transaction was the result of an MRO/ISC interaction.

         IF FIRST.CICUOWID THEN DO;

            save the accounting field values

         END;

         ELSE DO;

            set the accounting fields 1-3 equal to the  saved

            values

            CICACT4 = 'MRO';

         END;

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of modifications to the sample exit routine supplied in the MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS distribution libraries. Be sure to follow the guidelines for coding exits in User Exit Facilities. The following
worksheet is a sample for programming the CICS Multisystem Derivation Exit.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  CICS Multisystem Account Derivation |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is CICMSAC                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| * VALIDATE FOR VALID SOURCE DATA, IF APPLICABLE:                         |

|                                                                          |

| IF FIRST.CICUOWID THEN DO;                                               |

| (save CICACT1 )    ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (save CICACT2 )    ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (save CICACT-n)    ____________________________________________________  |

| ELSE DO;                                                                 |

| (replace CICACT1)  ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (replace CICACT2)  ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| (replace CICACT-n) ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

| END;               ____________________________________________________  |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

You can reference any of the data elements that are contained in the CICS monitor data collection records during the
CICMSAC exit. The data elements that are most often used in deriving the account variables are:

TRANCODE
The CICS transaction ID or the translation of the identifier as described in the CICS Processing Options

TERMINAL
CICS terminal identifier

USERID
CICS RACF user identification

CICACT1-CICACT9
The derived accounting codes

CICNETNM
The name of the originating CICS region

CICUOWID
The unique identifier for the originating transaction

OPERID
CICS operator identification from the CICS Signon Table (only applicable to releases before CICS TS)

The following example shows the reassignment of CICS account code variables that are based on three account fields.
The third account field is set to the value 'MRO' to designate subsequent transactions that are associated with an MRO
interaction.

    LENGTH USR_ACT1-USR_ACT2 $ 8;

    RETAIN USR_ACT1-USR_ACT2;

    IF CICNETNM NE '  ' THEN DO;

      IF FIRST.CICUOWID THEN DO;

        USR_ACT1 = CICACT1;

        USR_ACT2 = CICACT2;

      END;

      ELSE DO;

        CICACT1  = USR_ACT1;

        CICACT2  = USR_ACT2;

        CICACT3  = 'MRO';

      END;

    END;

DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

This section describes the details that are required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility, explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.
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CICS Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of data to save both online and in archive mode for
each file in each supported timespan.

The Data Retention Specifications Worksheet at the end of this section provides an example to define the different
retention limits for the online and archive database files. The numbers shown on the worksheet reflect the default retention
values in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

Use the worksheet to define your retention specifications, which, in turn, will allow you to determine the appropriate values
for the modeling process.

Note that the DBMODEL worksheet shown here contains values for this product only. For additional information,
see Preparing the Modeling Input.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, that
is shown within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated
timespan. To add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number can never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

A typical set of CICS file statements follows:

    FILE CIC CICCSY 10 33 09 06 01 00 053 024

    FILE CIC CICCSU 00 02 00 02 01 00 000 024

    FILE CIC CICCAU 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCAC 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCIN 33 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCDC 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCMR 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    FILE CIC CICCSF 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Database Data Retention Definitions |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

| File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

| Name |                                               |                   |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|CICCSY| __(10)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)  _(1)   00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

|CICCSU| __(00)  __(02)  __(00)  __(02)  _(1)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (024)|

|CICCAU| __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  _(0)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|CICCAC| __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)  _(0)   00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|CICCIN| __(33)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|
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|CICCDC| __(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|CICCMR| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|CICCSF| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  0(0)   00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

CICS DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member using the information collected on the worksheet in the CICS Data Retention
Specifications (FILE Statements) section. To actually perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in
Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility.

CICS Processing
This section describes the daily processing flow of the CICS Analyzer, the exit points available during the daily update,
and considerations for running the daily DAY040 update.

• Processing Considerations

• Daily Update Processing Flow

• Utility Programs

CICS Processing Considerations
The DAY040 step of the daily update job is the step that processes CICS data. This section discusses the types of the
processed data, CMF dictionary processing, and dynamic processing.

• Types of Data Processed
• CMF Dictionary Processing
• Dynamic Processing

CICS Types of Data Processed

The DAY040 step of the daily update job can process various types of CICS data during a single execution. The following
sections describe the types of CICS data that can be processed.

  

CMF Data

The CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) collects performance data at the transaction level for later offline analysis. The
records are type 110 records, which are in the SMF format. The type 110 records that are processed into MICS are of the
subtype 1 (Monitoring) and subtype 2 (Statistics).

For subtype 1 records, MICS elements are populated from Performance records (Class 3) and optionally from Exception
records (Class 4). Before the Performance records for a particular CICS region can be processed, a special type 110 Data
Dictionary record (subtype 1 class 1) must be input. This record provides the information that is required to decode the
Performance records for that region.

Each CMF data field has associated with it a unique numeric value called a connector. A connector is used by MICS to
locate the entry in the data dictionary that describes the data field. This dictionary entry contains a field ID, a type, and
a length. The type value indicates the format of the data field, such as packed or character, and the length indicates
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the number of bytes for the field. MICS stores the type and length of each field as elements in SAS arrays and uses the
unique field ID as the subscript for the arrays.

Data dictionary records are required only to decode the Performance records, which are of subtype 1, Class 3. No other
type 110 records or records from another data source such as ASG-TMON require Data dictionary records.

Data sets containing CMF records are in a Variable Blocked Spanned (VBS) format.

CICS Transaction Server 1.2 and Above

The CICS/TS release numbers are of the form 1.x, 2.x, and 3.x. CICS/TS is often abbreviated as CTS. In CICS TS
release 1.2 and higher, CMF produces three classes of data: data dictionary (class 1), performance (class 3), and
exception (class 4). In all classes of data, CMF records contain an SMF header, an SMF product section, and one CICS
data section. Depending on the class of data, the CICS data section can contain a single dictionary or exception record, or
multiple transaction records.

• SMF Header
The SMF header contains the date and time when the record was written to SMF. This timestamp is used by MICS for
checkpoint processing. The header also contains the record type and system identification. For CMF, the record type is
110, subtype 1.

• SMF Product Section
The SMF product section identifies the CICS version number, CICS application ID as known to VTAM, and the
class of data that are contained in the CICS data section that follows.

• CICS Data Section
There is only one CICS data section in a type 110, subtype 1 record. For the dictionary class, the section contains a
single dictionary record that describes the format of the performance class transaction record.

Note: There is no dictionary record for the exception class data.

The following figure shows the format of a dictionary class record.

     +--------------------------------------+

     |   SMF    | SMF Product| Dictionary   |

     |  Header  |   Section  | Data Section |

     +--------------------------------------+

For performance class, the section contains a string of field connectors, followed by multiple logical transaction records.
The field connectors identify the data fields that are present in each transaction record in the section, and are used by
MICS to locate the entries in the dictionary record that describes the data fields. For each logical record in the section,
a separate observation is created in the MICS database. As a result, the number of observations in the MICS detail
transaction file does not match the number of physical records read. The following figure illustrates the format of a
performance class record.

     +--------------------------------------+

     |   SMF    | SMF Product| Performance  |

     |  Header  |   Section  | Data Section |

     +--------------------------------------+

                           /                  \

                       /                          \

                   /                                  \

               /                                          \

             +----------------------------------------------+

             | connectors | record 1 | record 2|   |record n|

             +----------------------------------------------+

For the exception class, the section contains a single record that is written when a CICS exception has occurred. The
following figure illustrates the format of an exception class record.
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     +--------------------------------------+

     |   SMF    | SMF Product| Exception    |

     |  Header  |   Section  | Data Section |

     +--------------------------------------+

CICS 2.x

For CICS releases 2.x, CMF produces three classes of data: accounting (class 2), performance (class 3), and exception
(class 4). In all classes of data, CMF records contain an SMF header, a product section, and one or more CICS data
sections.

• SMF Header
The SMF header contains the date and time when the record was written to SMF. This timestamp is used by MICS for
checkpoint processing. The header also contains the record type and system identification. For CMF, the record type is
110.

• Product Section
The product section identifies the CICS application ID as known to VTAM, and the class of data that are contained in
subsequent CICS data sections.

• CICS Data Section
Except for the dictionary class data, each CMF record contains one or more CICS data sections, which comprise a
section header, a section descriptor, a string of field connectors, and one or more data records. The following figure
shows the format of a CMF performance, accounting, or exception class record.

     +------------------------------------+

     |   SMF    | Product  | CICS         |

     |  Header  | Section  | Data Section |

     +------------------------------------+

                         /                  \

                     /                          \

                 /                                 \

              /                                       \

           /                                             \

         +-------------------------------------------------+

         |Sect. |Sect.   |Field   |Data    |      |Data    |

         |Header|Descrptr|Connectr|record 1|      |record n|

         +-------------------------------------------------+

The section header contains the class of data in this CICS section: accounting, performance, or exception. The section
descriptor contains the type of data within the performance class: dictionary, transaction, or global. The field connectors
describe the data records that follow. Each data record is a group of CICS data elements that are stored adjacently. The
connector values correspond one to one with the data elements in the data records.

For the dictionary class data, the CICS data section contains one or more data dictionary records, each of which
describes the format of the other classes of data. The following figure shows the format of a dictionary class record.

     +------------------------------------+

     |   SMF    | Product  | CICS         |

     |  Header  | Section  | Dict. Section|

     +------------------------------------+

                         /                  \

                     /                          \

                 /                                 \

              /                                       \

           /                                             \

         +-------------------------------------------------+
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         |Sect. |Sect.   |Dict.   |Dict    |      |Dict    |

         |Header|Descrptr|record 1|record 2|      |record n|

         +-------------------------------------------------+

Dictionary Record Processing

As mentioned earlier, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS requires data dictionary records to process CMF data records.
This is true except when processing Performance class 3 records in CICS 3.1.1 and higher releases. No data dictionary
records are required to process Exception class 4 records.

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes a data dictionary record by reading the dictionary data entry that is
associated with each data field and storing that information in arrays.

The arrays contain field ID, type, and length for each data element. Each array is identified by APPLID, CICSID, and CICS
release number. These arrays are discussed in more detail in Section 9.1.2, CMF Dictionary Processing.

Data Record Processing

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes each data record by first reading the string of connectors that precedes
the data. It passes each connector to a special informat called $CICDEP, which uses the connector to locate the dictionary
entry necessary for reading a subsequent data field. Once the dictionary entry has been found, $CICDEP uses the type
and length information from the dictionary to input the data field, and converts it to its proper format. The MICS Analyzer
Option for CICS processes each connector and its corresponding data field until all the connectors have been exhausted.
This process is repeated for each data record found in each CICS data section. If a data dictionary cannot be located for a
data record, the data record will be skipped.

The use of the $CICDEP routine to process an entire data record in a given call greatly reduces the number of SAS
INPUT calls that would typically have to be performed. This greatly reduces SAS processing overhead.

CICS Statistics Data

Beginning with CICS 3.1.1, CICS statistics are written to SMF on an interval basis. The statistics data have replaced
CMF, which no longer produces system global records, as the source for system level information. To accommodate this
change, the CICS Analyzer processes six global statistics records to populate the CICS System Activity (CICCSY) file
with information. Sections of these records where finer granularity can be identified, for example TCB MODE, or DSA
type, subsets of these records also populate the CICS System TCB Modes (CICCSB), CICS System TCB Pool (CICCSP),
CICS System DSA Storage (CICCSD), CICS System DSA Task Subpools (CICCSA), and CICS System Loader Statistics
(CICCSL) files. This processing is done for CICS Statistics input at CTS 4.1 and higher releases.

The six global statistics records are:

• Dispatcher (type 60, and 62)
• Loader (type 30)
• Storage manager task subpool (type 20)
• Storage manager (type 29)
• Temporary storage (type 48)
• Transient data (type 45)

The default SMF recording interval for CICS statistics is one hour for CICS 5.1 and higher. For CICS 4.2 and lower, the
default is three hours. For MICS processing, a maximum of 1 hour is required; otherwise, the CICCSY file at the DAYS
timespan contains missing values for observations during the hour when no statistics records are found.

During DAY040 input processing, the CICS Analyzer creates a work file for each of these statistics records. At end of
input, the files are merged and written to the CICCSY work file, which is then sorted, summarized, and saved in the MICS
database at various timespans. All statistics work files, except for the dispatcher file (CICGDP), are deleted at the end
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of DAY040 processing. The CICGDP file is used to calculate delta CPU value for each interval. Only one cycle of the
CICGDP file is kept at the DETAIL timespan.

ASG-TMON for CICS Data

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS processes ASG-TMON for CICS TS for z/OS system and transaction records, which
can be in a compressed format. To decompress the data, a SAS infile user exit is used by DAY040 to intercept the SAS
INPUT statement and pass control to ASG-TMON's decompression routine, $CRCPRS. After decompression, control is
returned to SAS to continue with normal input processing.

Although ASG-TMON does not produce data dictionary records, the $CICDEP informat that is used to process CMF data
is also used to process the decompressed ASG-TMON data. During DAY040 initialization, a pseudo dictionary is built for
ASG-TMON, which is then used by $CICDEP to read the data records.

CICS CMF Dictionary Processing

To read CMF records, the CICS Analyzer must first obtain the description of each data field from the data dictionary
records. The only exception to this is when reading the exception class data in CICS 3.1 and higher releases, which
do not produce a data dictionary for this class of data. The following section provides a general flow of CMF dictionary
processing.

In the first DAILY execution after CICS Analyzer has been installed, DAY040 expects to find the dictionary records ahead
of the data records for each region in the input file. When a dictionary record is found, it is saved in storage so that it can
be used to read subsequent data records. If a data record is found before the dictionary record, and it is not a CICS 3.1
(or higher) exception record, then it is rejected. If the input file contains multiple dictionary record for the same region and
CMF class, the CICS Analyzer keeps the latest copy in storage.

To keep the dictionary information in storage, the CICS Analyzer stores the field ID, type, and length of each data field in
SAS arrays. Each array references multiple monitoring class, such as performance, accounting (pre-3.1) and exception
(pre-3.1). The index for these arrays is derived based on the connector value that associates a dictionary entry with its
corresponding data field.

As the connector values are only unique within a particular class, and multiple classes of data exist in each array, a class
index is added to the connector value to derive the subscript for the dictionary arrays. The class index for accounting data
is 0; the class index for performance data is 20; and the class index for exception data is 296. To find the dictionary array
index for a particular data element, the CICS Analyzer adds the element connector value to 0, 20, or 296, respectively,
depending on the element class.

When storing the dictionary information in SAS arrays, DAY040 performs additional conversion to accommodate
inconsistencies in the data from one CICS release to the next, such as overlapping field IDs for user clocks and counters
in CICS release 2.1 and higher. For user clocks, DAY040 changes the left-most digit of the field ID to a 7; for user
counters the left-most digit is changed to an 8, and for user areas a 9.

DAY040 also changes the field ID to type S data fields for CICS release 2.1 and above. This is because type S data fields
contain an additional flag byte which was absent in CICS 1.6. If the field ID is less than 100, DAY040 changes the left-
most digit to 5; otherwise, it is changed to 6.

As the size of the SAS Program Data Vector, that contains the names and locations of a program's SAS variables, is
limited, the dictionary arrays (one set per region) are maintained in a storage table outside of the Program Data Vector.
This means that only one set of field ID, type, and length arrays is actually defined to SAS. As a result, the SAS arrays are
refreshed each time the region and class have changed, so that they always contain the dictionary information necessary
to process the current data record.

To move the dictionary information between the SAS arrays and the storage table, the function CICVMAM is used. This
function builds and accesses the storage table through GET and PUT requests. A GET request causes CICVMAM to
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locate the dictionary information in the storage table and move them to the SAS arrays. A PUT request moves the data in
the SAS arrays to the storage table.

Once the SAS arrays are loaded with the proper dictionary information by CICVMAM, DAY040 calls the informat
$CICDEP to read the data records and store the data in SAS variables.

At the end of input processing in the first DAILY, assuming no errors have occurred, the CICS Analyzer moves the
dictionary information from the storage table to DETAIL.CICCDC01. Each observation in CICCDC01 contains the
connector, type, length, and field ID of a single CMF data field. The observations are keyed by APPLID, CICSID, and
CICSREL (CICS release number). They also contain a last reference date, which is used to delete observations that are
not referenced within a specified time period.

In subsequent DAILY executions, the CICS Analyzer loads the content of DETAIL.CICCDC01 in storage prior to
processing the input file. This is done to ensure the successful processing of data records which have no corresponding
dictionary records in the input file. It is normal for dictionary records to be absent from input, as many shops do not shut
down CICS on a daily basis (dictionary records are written when CMF is first activated). Once the dictionary information is
loaded in storage, the same logic described above is used to read the data records. At the end of input processing, if all
goes well, the content of the storage table is moved to DETAIL.CICCDC01. The same dictionary processing logic takes
place for the next DAILY run.

CICS Dynamic Processing

The DAY040 step of the daily update job inputs the following SOURCE and PARMS library members to configure special
processing features:

• CICDEPEL - CICS Data Element Processor Control
• CICTHRSH - CICS Input Processing Thresholds

CICDEPEL - CICS Data Element Processor Control

Sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member CICDEPEL is used during daily processing of CMF data to assign the name of
the SAS variable used to store each data element. It is also used for processing The Monitor data, for which MICS builds
a temporary data dictionary for the duration of the input routine. CICDEPEL is read using the $CICDEP informat. This
causes $CICDEP to input CICDEPEL and to configure itself for CMF data processing. CICDEPEL contains three types of
information, described in conjunction with the statements that contain the information.

The first type of information is contained in the CONTROLVAR statements. $CICDEP requires certain control data that
describes the various CMF dictionary arrays that are used to process the CMF data elements. The required information
includes:

• the name of the dictionary field ID array
• the name of the dictionary length array
• the name of the dictionary type array
• the variable containing the current record length
• the variable containing the current data class
• the size of the three dictionary arrays
• the current lower bound array index for this class
• the current upper bound array index for this class
• the name of the element connector array
• the variable containing the current connector length
• the variable containing the current connector count

The second type of information is contained in the DEFINEID statements. These statements indicate to $CICDEP the
mapping of CICS field IDs to SAS data variable names. Each field ID is preceded by a one-digit number that indicates the
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class of the data element as follows: 2 is accounting class, 3 is performance class, and 4 is exception class. There are
also DEFINEID statements for The Monitor system and transaction data. These elements have been assigned sequential
field IDs and class values of 5 and 6 respectively for The Monitor version 7.0/7.1 and class values of 7 and 8 respectively
for The Monitor version 8.0 and above.

Certain CICS field IDs are comprised of more than a single piece of data, such as type S elements, which are a clock
value, a flag value, and a count. Such elements resolve to multiple SAS data variables and are described in the
DEFINEID statements by using identical field IDs.

Because different releases of CMF data use the same field IDs and because $CICDEP requires uniqueness of field IDs in
order to correctly process the data, there is a deviance between some field IDs in the CMF dictionary and the IDs used in
the DEFINEID statements. The following transformations were made to allow unique field IDs:

• In CICS release 2.1 and above, the type S data field contains a flag byte that is absent from CICS 1.6. To differentiate
between the two formats, the type S fields in CICS 1.7 and above with a field ID less than 100 have a 5 moved into the
left-most ID position. Otherwise, a 6 is moved into the left-most ID position.

• In CICS release 2.1 and above, the user clocks, user counters, and user area use field IDs 1 to n, where n is the
number of clocks, counters, or areas. Since these field IDs are used by other variables, the left-most ID position is set
to 7 for clocks, 8 for counters, and 9 for user areas.

The DEFINEIDCOUNT statement is used to indicate to $CICDEP the number of entries for a repeating variable that has
only one field ID. This number is essentially the number of elements defined in the SAS array into which the repeating
variables are stored. This is used by CICS 1.6 user counters (field ID 65) and clocks (field ID 66) and by The Monitor file
segments (field ID 115) and The Monitor user segments (field ID 130).

 

CICTHRSH - CICS Input Processing Thresholds

Prefix.MICS.PARMS member CICTHRSH defines three threshold values that are used during daily update processing:
CICCDCEX, CICMSGTH, and CIC060nn.

CICCDCEX
The CICCDCEX parameter indicates how long CMF dictionary records are to be maintained in the SAS CICCDC01 file.
The parameter is entered as follows:

CICCDCEX nn

where nn is the number of days a CMF dictionary record will remain in the CICCDC01 without being referenced. After nn
days, the record is deleted from the CICCDC01 during the next DAILY update process.

CICMSGTH
The CICMSGTH parameter is a value that indicates how many times a particular error message will be displayed on the
MICSLOG data set before it is suppressed. The parameter is entered as follows:

CICMSGTH nn

After a message has been display on the MICSLOG nn times, any further issuance of the message will be suppressed.
The number nn cannot exceed 999999999.

CIC060nn
The CIC060nn parameter indicates the number of times message nn can be issued before daily update processing
abnormally terminates. The parameter is entered as follows:

CIC060nn mm

After message CIC060nn has been issued mm times, daily update processing will abnormally terminate.
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CICS Daily Update Processing Flow
This section describes the daily processing flow for the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS and its relation to the locations of
the CICS user exit routines.

The DAY040 step of the daily update job processes information in the following phases, using the displayed routines. The
phases 1 and 2 are done in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYCICFM1)

Phase 1 - Input CICS Data Dictionary

CICCDALD
Load and control conversion of dictionary records.

CICCDCCV
Converts CDC dictionary records into internal array formats.

CICCDCTF
Performs dictionary element conversions.

CICVMAMU
Manages memory dictionary array elements.

Phase 2 - Input Raw CICS Data

CICSMFIP
Processes SMF header for CMF.

CICCMFIP
Processes raw CMF data.

CICCSTIP
Processes CICS statistics (CICS 3.1+).

CICMONIP
Processes raw ASG-TMON data.

CICTCEIP
Processes raw ASG-TMON for CICS TS (TCE) 2.0+.

Phase 3 - Information Area Processing

DYCICFM2
Eliminates duplicate data, summarizes system-level data, and computes necessary interval values.

DYCICFM3
Executes CICMSAC routine to match MRO data allowing map of account codes from TOR to AOR and FOR transaction
records.

Phase 4 - Database Timespan Processing

DYCICSUM
Creates DAYS timespan files from DETAIL and updates week-to-date and month-to-date information, where applicable.
The journal files that are used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback are populated during this phase.

Phase 5 - File Aging

DYCICAGE
Ages the DETAIL and DAYS cycles, deleting the oldest cycles. This routine also replaces week-to-date and month-to-date
cycles.

The following sections describe the general flow in each of the outlined five phases and the location in the flow of the
standard user exits.
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• Input CICS Data Dictionary
• Input Raw CICS Data
• Information Area Processing
• Database Timespan Processing
• File Aging
• MICSLOG Operational Report

CICS DAY040 Structure

The following table displays a breakdown of the modules that comprise the DAY040 step of the daily update process.

Module:         Calls:              Description:

                                                                              Created by:

INCLLIB(DAY040)

                USOURCE($BASMSTR)   BAS unit master processing code           BASPGEN

                 SOURCE($BASSFD,    BAS SFD flags                             BASCGEN

                        $CICSFD)    CIC SFD flags                             CICCGEN

                USOURCE(#BASEXIT,   BAS unit level exit overrides             installation tailored

                        $CICCYCS,   CIC unit cycle definition                 CYCLEGEN

                        #CICMSTR,   CIC complex master processing code        CICPGEN

                USOURCE #CICEXIT,   CIC unit level exit overrides             installation tailored

                USOURCE #USRMAC)    Installation defined macros               installation tailored

                USOURCE($CICDYST,   CIC Checkpoint processing steps           CICPGEN

                USOURCE $CICXKPT)   CIC Checkpoint processing options         CICPGEN

                INCLLIB(BASACT)     Accounting and Chargeback code            delivered code

                 SOURCE(CICACTCK)   CIC verify accounting files active        delivered code

                 SOURCE(BASDAILY)   BAS checkpoint restart control            delivered code

                                    %includes the following:

                 SOURCE(CHECK,      checkpoint validation code                delivered code

                        DYCICFM1,   CIC Input processing                      delivered code

                        DYCICFM2,   CIC sort and merge CSY data to DETAIL     delivered code

                        DYCICFM3,   CIC MRO account processing                delivered code

                        DYCICSUM,   CIC summarization routines                CICCGEN

                        DYCICAGE,   CIC file aging routine                    CYCLEGEN

                        POST)       checkpoint update routine                 delivered code

Input CICS Data Dictionary

In this phase of processing, the CICS Dictionary File DETAIL.CICCDC01 is loaded in a table in storage which is managed
by a special routine, CICVMAM. The dictionary is used to drive the input processing for both CMF and The Monitor
data. The dictionary describes each element within a CICS record: the element field ID, the type of data, and its length.
This information is used by the special INFORMAT $CICDEP to input, convert, and place the CICS data into SAS data
variables.

The $CICDEP INFORMAT is also used to process data from The Monitor. During this phase, a dictionary is constructed in
memory to describe The Monitor data.

No user exits are invoked during this phase.

The first part of the CICS Input Raw Data Processing chart outlines the flow of this phase.
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Input Raw CICS Data

In the input raw CICS data phase, records are read from one of the data sources that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). Data can come from IBM's CMF and CICS Statistics, or ASG-TMON. The IBM data
sources and ASG-TMON can be processed in a given DAY040 step. 

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS also processes any data that have the same format as any of the above data
sources, such as the CMF type 110 look-alike records that are produced by OMEGAMON II for CICS.

The data from these sources is processed sequentially. That is, all CMF data is processed, followed by all ASG-TMON
data. The data is formatted to create SAS observations.

The following CICS Input Raw Data Processing charts outline the flow of this phase. CMF refers to both IBM CICS
Monitoring Facility and IBM CICS Statistics.

The user exits invoked in this phase are listed below. An X in the data source column means that you can code the exit
using data from that source.

General Exits

You can define your own database file during the main input step using the following exits:

                                               CMF MON

                                               ---  --- 

       _USRSDKP -  user file name & keeplist    X    X

       _USRSLFL -  user file len, fmt, lbl      X    X

 After reading the SMF record header, you can use the following exit to skip records before any data
validation takes place:

                                               CMF MON

                                               ---  --- 

       %USRSKIP -  skip unwanted data           X

 After the product section has been input, but before input of the data sections, the following exit is invoked:

                                               CMF MON

                                               ---  --- 

       _USRSEL  -  input record selection       X    X

This exit can be used to change the original SYSID since it is invoked before the SYSID macro. It cannot
reference any transaction-level information since it is invoked before  the input of the data sections.

                                               CMF MON

                                               ---  --- 

       %USRSCID -  set CICSID                   X

This exit can be used to set the CICSID when the record's ORGSYSID/APPLID is not defined in CICOPS.

Output Exits

Before the output of the specified file, these exits can be used for data element manipulation:

                                        CMF  MON

                                        ---  --- 

_USRSCIN -  CICCIN element derivation    X    X

_USRSCSW -  CICCSW element derivation    X    X

_USRSCMF -  CMF transaction-level        X

            exit
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%USRSCST -  CICS statistics (CICS 3.1    X

            and higher)

%USRSTAT -  STATCOPY for CICS stats      X

            (CICS 3.1 and higher)

_USRSCDC -  CICCDC element derivation    X    X

_USRSCSY -  CICCSY element derivation    X    X

_USRSCSU -  CICCSU element derivation    X    X

_USRSCAU -  CICCAU element derivation    X    X

_USRSCAC -  CICCAC element derivation    X    X

_USRSCSF -  CICCSF element derivation         X

_USRUTID -  ASG-TMON user segment ID          X

_USRSCMR -  CICCMR element derivation         X

_USRSCSA -  CICCSA element derivation    X

_USRSCSB -  CICCSB element derivation    X

_USRSCSD -  CICCSD element derivation    X

_USRSCSL -  CICCSL element derivation    X

_USRSCSP -  CICCSP element derivation    X

Parameter-related Exits
                                               CMF  MON

                                               ---  --- 

       CICRLRT  -  relative longevity           X    X

       CICACRT  -  account code derivation      X    X

       CICAURT  -  application unit deriv.      X    X

       CICMSAC  -  multi-system account         X    X

                   derivation exit

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 1 of 11)
********************

*  Initialization  *

********************

          |

+------------------+

|  Delete level 00 |

| and oldest cycles|

+------------------+

          |

+------------------+

|   Delete any     |

|   work files     |

+------------------+

          |

+------------------+

|  Initialize      |

|  process control |

|  variables       |

+------------------+

          |

+-------------------+

|  Input thresholds |

|  from PARMS       |

|  member CICTHRSH  |
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+-------------------+

          |

+-------------------+

|  Initialize       |

|  $CICDEP INFORMAT |

|                   |

|  Input SOURCE     |

|  (CICDEPEL)       |

+-------------------+

          |

   /------------\   no    +-------------+

  < $CICDEP OK?  >------->| ABEND 470   |

   \------------/         +-------------+

          |

+------------------+

|   Load data      |

|   dictionary     |

|   arrays         |

+------------------+

          |

      +-------+

      |  2-1  |

      +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 2 of 11)
                                           +-------+

                                           |  2-1  |

                                           +-------+

                                               |

                                          /----------\   no     +-------+

                                         < CMF data?  >-------->|  5-1  |

                                          \----------/          +-------+

                                               |               yes /----------\  no   +-------+

                                               |<-----------------< More DDns? >----->|  5-1  |

                                               |                   \----------/       +-------+

                                      +-----------------+                |

                                      |  Select INFILE  |                |

                                      |  DDNAME         |             yes|

  +--------+                          +-----------------+      no  /------------\

  |  2-2   |---------------------------------->|<-----------------< End of File? >

  +--------+                          +-------------------+        \------------/

                                      |  Input SMF header |

                                      +-------------------+

                                               |

                                      +-----------------+

                                      |  Verify release |

                                      +-----------------+

                                               |

                                      +------------------+

                                      |  Process         |

                                      |  product section |

                                      +------------------+
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                                               |

                                       /---------------\        +-------+

                                      < CICS statistics?>------>|  2-3  |

                                       \---------------/        +-------+

                                               |

                                          /-----------\

                                         / DDNAME      \  no    +-------+

                                        <  APPLID combo >------>|  2-2  |

                                         \ in $CICSEL? /        +-------+

                                          \-----------/

                                               |

                                        ****************

                                        * _USRSEL exit *

                                        ****************

                                               |

                                         /-------------\  no    +-------+

                                        < Data from new >------>|  3-1  |

                                         \ region?     /        +-------+

                                          \-----------/

                                               |

                                      +------------------+      +-----------------+       +------------+

                                      |  Call CICVMAM to |----->| Call $CICDEP    |------>| Initialize |    

 +-------+

                                      |  get new region  |      | to update array |       | elements   |---->|

  3-1  |

                                      |  array elements. |      +-----------------+       +------------+    

 +-------+

                                      +------------------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 3 of 11)
                                            +-------+

                                            |  2-3  |

                                            +-------+

                                                |

                                       +------------------+

                                       |  Process         |

                                       |  data section    |

                                       +------------------+

                                                |

                                       /------------------\  no    +-------+

                                      <  Section len OK?   >------>|  2-2  |

                                       \------------------/        +-------+

                                                |

                                         ****************

                                         * %USRSCST exit *

                                         ****************

                                                |

                                        +------------------+

       +----------------+---------------| Record selection |-+-----------------+---------------------

+------------------+

       |                |               +------------------+ |                 |                     |       

           |
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       |                |                  |                 |                 |                     |       

           |

 +-----------+    +------------+    +--------------+     +----------+   +-------------+    +----------------+

    +--------------+

 | Dispatcher|    | Loader     |    | Stor. Mgr    |     | Stor. Mgr|   | Temp Storage|    | Transient Stor.|

    | Transaction  |

 | (60 or 62)|    | (30)       |    | Subpool (20) |     |   (29)   |   | (48)        |    | (45)           |

    | Mgr (10)     |

 +-----------+    +------------+    +--------------+     +----------+   +-------------+    +----------------+

    +--------------+

       |                |                  |                 |                 |                     |       

         |

       +----------------+------------------+-----------------+-----------------+---------------------

+----------------+

                                                |

                                    /-----------------------\  no    +-------+

                                   < Any of the above type?  >------>|  2-3  |

                                    \-----------------------/        +-------+

                                                |

                                        +------------------+

       +-------+--------+-------+-------| Output work files|-+----+---------+-------+-----------

+------------------+

       |       |        |       |       +------------------+ |    |         |       |           |            

      |

       |       |        |       |        |        |          |    |         |       |           |            

      |

 +-----------+ | +------------+ | +-------------+ |  +----------+ | +-------------+ |  +----------------+  

 +-------------+

 | Dispatcher| | | Loader     | | | Stor. Mgr   | |  | Stor. Mgr| | | Temp Storage| |  | Transient Stor.|   |

 Transaction |

 | (CICGDP)  | | | (CICGLD)   | | | (CICGST)    | |  | (CICGSM) | | | (CICGTS)    | |  |    (CICGTD)    |   |

 Mgr (CICGTM)|

 +-----------+ | +------------+ | +-------------+ |  +----------+ | +-------------+ |  +----------------+  

 +-------------+

      |  +-----------+ | +------------+ | +-------------+ | +------------+ | +------------+     |            

      |

      |  | TCB Modes | | | TCB Pools  | | | DSA Storage | | | DSA Subpool| | |  Loader    |     |            

      |

      |  | (CICCSB)  | | | (CICCSP)   | | | (CICCSD)    | | | (CICCSA)   | | | (CICCSL)   |     |            

      |

      |  +-----------+ | +------------+ | +-------------+ | +------------+ | +------------+     |            

      |

      |        |       |       |        |       |         |       |        |       |            |            

      |

      +--------+-------+-------+--------+-------+---------+-------+--------+-------+------------

+------------------+

                                                |

                                            +-------+

                                            |  4-2  |

                                            +-------+
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CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 4 of 11)
     +-------+

     |  3-1  |

     +-------+

         |

+-----------------+

|  Process CICS   |

|  section        |

+-----------------+

         |

   /-----------\   no     +-------+

  <     More    >-------->|  2-2  |

   \ sections? /          +-------+

    \---------/

         |

   /-----------\   no     +-------+

  < Section len >-------->|  2-2  |

   \   OK?     /          +-------+

    \---------/

         |

   /-----------\   no     +-------+

  < Valid class?>-------->|  3-1  |

   \-----------/          +-------+

         |

   /-----------\   no     +-------+

  <  Dictionary >-------->|  3-2  |

   \  data?    /          +-------+

    \---------/

         |

+-----------------+       ****************

|  Output record  |<----->* User output  *

|  to CICCDC      |       * exit USRSCDC *

+-----------------+       ****************

         |

+------------------+

|  Call CICVMAM to |      +-------+

|  update region   |----->|  3-1  |

|  array elements. |      +-------+

+------------------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 5 of 11)
     +-------+

     |  3-2  |

     +-------+

         |

+-----------------+

|  Process CICS   |

|  data records   |

+-----------------+

         |

   /-----------\   no     +-------+

  <  More data  >-------->|  3-1  |
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   \  records? /          +-------+

    \---------/

         |

+------------------+

|  Pass connectors |

|  to $CICDEP      |

+------------------+

         |

+------------------+

|  Call $CICDEP    |

|  to process data |

+------------------+

         |

   /------------\   no    +-------+

  <  $CICDEP OK? >------->|  2-2  |

   \------------/         +-------+

         |

     +-------+

     |  4-1  |

     +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 6 of 11)
      +-------+

      |  4-1  |

      +-------+

          |

    /-----------\    no    +-----+

   < Transaction >-------->| 4-2 |

    \   data?   /          +-----+

     \---------/

          |                ****************

          |                * User output  *

          |<-------------->* exit USRSCMF *

          |                ****************

          |

+-------------------+

|  Perform variable |

|  computations     |

+-------------------+

          |

 +-----------------+       ****************

 |  Output record  |<----->* User output  *

 |  to CICCIN      |       * exit USRSCIN *

 +-----------------+       ****************

          |

 +-----------------+

 | Perform trans   |

 | code translation|     %CICTRAN

 | for CSW         |

 +-----------------+

          |                ****************

          |                * Relative     *
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          |<-------------->* longevity    *

          |                * exit CICRLRT *

          |                ****************

          |

          |                ****************

          |<-------------->* Account exit *

          |                * CICACRT      *

          |                ****************

          |

          |                ****************

          |<-------------->* Application  *

          |                * exit CICAURT *

          |                ****************

          |

 +-----------------+       ****************

 |  Output record  |<----->* User output  *

 |  to CICCSW      |       * exit USRSCSW *

 +-----------------+       ****************

          |

      +-------+

      |  3-2  |

      +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 7 of 11)
      +-------+

      |  4-2  |

      +-------+

          |

    /-----------\    no    +-----+

   <   Global    >-------->| 4-3 |

    \   data?   /          +-----+

     \---------/

          |                ****************

          |                * User output  *

          |<-------------->* exit USRSCMF *

          |                ****************

          |

          |

+-------------------+

|  Perform variable |

|  computations     |

+-------------------+

          |

 +-----------------+       ********************

 |  Output record  |<----->* User output exit *

 |  to CICCSY      |       *      USRSCSY     *

 |     CICCSA      |       *      USRSCSA     *

 |     CICCSB      |<----->*      USRSCSB     *

 |     CICCSD      |       *      USRSCSD     *

 |     CICCSL      |       *      USRSCSL     *

 |     CICCSP      |<----->*      USRSCSP     *

 +-----------------+       ********************
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          |

      +-------+

      |  3-2  |

      +-------+

      +-------+

      |  4-3  |

      +-------+

          |

 +------------------+      ****************

 | CMF accounting   |<---->* User output  *

 | and exception    |      * exit USRSCMF *

 | record selection |      ****************

 +------------------+

          |

      +-------+

      |  3-2  |

      +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 8 of 11)
                      +-------+

                      |  7-1  |

                      +-------+

                          |

                          |

                   /--------------\

                  / ASG-TMON       \  no   +-------+

                  \  data?         /------>| 10-1  |

                   \--------------/        +-------+

                          |

                 +-----------------+

                 |  Select INFILE  |

                 |  DDNAME         |

                 +-----------------+      yes /----------\  no   +-------+

                          |<-----------------< More DDns? >----->| 10-1  |

                          |                   \----------/       +-------+

                 +-----------------+                |

                 |  Select INFILE  |                |

                 |  DDNAME         |                |

                 +-----------------+                |

                          |                         |

                +-------------------+               |

                |  Initialize       |               |

                |  CICMONUT process |               |

                |  and pass DDNAME  |               |

                +-------------------+               |

                          |                         |

                    /------------\   no             |        +-----------+

                   < CICMONUT OK? >------------------------->| ABEND 998 |
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                    \------------/                  |        +-----------+

+-------+                 |                     yes |

|  7-2  |---------------->|               no  /------------\

+-------+                 |<-----------------< End of file? >

                 +-----------------+          \------------/

                 |  Input record   |

                 +-----------------+

                          |

                 +------------------+

                 |  Pass connectors |

                 |  to $CICDEP      |

                 +------------------+

                          |                                         /-----------\

                 +------------------+       /-----------\          / DDNAME      \         +-------+

                 |  Call $CICDEP    |----->< $CICDEP OK? >-------><  APPLID combo >------->|  8-1  |

                 |  to process rec. |       \ ----------/          \ in $CICSEL? /         +-------+

                 +------------------+            |                  \-----------/

                                             no  |                        |

                                             +-------+                no  |

                                             |  7-2  |                +-------+

                                             +-------+                |  7-2  |

                                                                      +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 9 of 11)
+-------+        ****************                                            +-----+

|  8-1  |------->* _USRSEL exit *                                            |8-1-1|

+-------+        ****************                                            +-----+

                         |                                                      |

                                                           +----------------------------------------+

                         |                                 | Perform trans code translation for CSW |    

 %CICTRAN

                                                           +----------------------------------------+

                         |                                                       |               

 ****************

                   /------------\   no    +-------+                              |                * exit

 CICRLRT *

                  < Transaction? >------->|  9-1  |                              |<-------------->* exit

 CICACRT *

                   \------------/         +-------+                              |                * exit

 CICAURT *

                         |                                                       |               

 ****************

         +-------------------------------+                                       |

         | Perform variable computations |                              +-----------------+      

 ****************

         +-------------------------------+                              |  Output record  |<----->* User

 output  *

                         |                                              |  to CICCSW      |       * exit

 USRSCSW *

                +-----------------+       ****************              +-----------------+      

 ****************

                |  Output record  |<----->* User output  *                       |
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                |  to CICCIN      |       * exit USRSCIN *                   +-------+

                +-----------------+       ****************                   |  7-2  |

                         |                                                   +-------+

                 +----------------+

                 |  Process file  |

                 |  segments      |

                 +----------------+

                         |

                +-----------------+       ****************

                |  Output record  |<----->* User output  *

                |  to CICCSF      |       * exit USRSCSF *

                +-----------------+       ****************

                         |

             +----------------------+

             | Process user segment |

             +----------------------+

                         |

        +----------------------------------+

        | Process user clocks and counters |

        +----------------------------------+

                         |

             +----------------------+

             | Process MRO segments |

             +----------------------+

                         |

                +-----------------+       ****************

                |  Output record  |<----->* User output  *

                |  to CICCMR      |       * exit USRSCMR *

                +-----------------+       ****************

                         |

                      +-----+

                      |8-1-1|

                      +-----+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 10 of 11)
      +--------+                                           +--------+

      |   9-1  |                                           |   9-2  |

      +--------+                                           +--------+

           |                                                    |

   /--------------\                                   +-----------------+

 /                  \   no    +--------+              |  ASG-TMON       |

<    System Record   >------->|   9-2  |              |  TD Record      |

 \                  /         +--------+              +-----------------+

  \----------------/                                            |

           |                                          +------------------+

 +------------------+                                 | Perform variable |

 | Perform variable |                                 | computations     |

 | computations     |                                 +------------------+

 +------------------+                                           |

           |                                          +-----------------+

  +-----------------+                                 |  Output record  |

  |  Output record  |                                 |  to CICCTD      |
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  |  to CICCSX      |                                 +-----------------+

  +-----------------+                                           |

           |                                                +-------+

       +-------+                                            |  7-2  |

       |  7-2  |                                            +-------+

       +-------+

CICS Input Raw Data Processing (part 11 of 11)
       +-------+

       | 10-1  |

       +-------+

           |

  +------------------+

  |  If ASG-TMON     |

  |  data, then      |

  |  FINISH CICMONUT |

  +------------------+

           |

  +------------------+

  |  Issue MICSLOG   |

  |  messages        |

  +------------------+

           |

       /--------\

      /          \  yes      +-------------+

     < Processing >--------->| Abend U998  |

      \  abend?  /           +-------------+

       \--------/

           |

  +------------------+

  |  Update checkpt  |

  +------------------+

           |

************************

* End input processing *

************************

CICS Information Area Processing

In the information area processing phase, the work files from the input raw data phase are sorted and processed to
produce the cycles for the DETAIL timespan. This phase includes the merge of CICS statistics work files (CICS 3.1),
the calculation of CPU delta values for CICS statistics dispatcher data, the calculation of ENDTS and delta values
for The Monitor CSM (checkpoint) file, and the execution of the CICMSAC exit if the multi-system account option in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) is in effect.

Because ENDTS is not in The Monitor detail accounting system records, it is calculated from the STARTTS of the next
record. For the last record in a given CICS region, it is computed from STARTS + TCP dispatched time + KCP dispatched
time + JCP dispatched time + user (application) dispatched time + dispatcher wait time. Once the ENDTS values have
been calculated, DURATION is derived as ENDTS-STARTTS, the delta values are calculated for each CSM record, and
the CSM file is merged with the CMF work CSY file. All this processing occurs in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member
#CSYMRG8 for Monitor version 8 data.

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:
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• Parameter-related exits
CICMSAC - Multi-system accounting exit

CICS Information Area Processing Flow Chart
        +-------+                                         +--------+

        |  1-1  |                                         |  1-1-1 |

        +-------+                                         +--------+

            |                                                  |    #CSTMERG

   +---------------------+                           *************************

   |  Sort WORK.CICCIN00 |                           * Merge statistics work *

   |  to eliminate       |                           * files and create work *

   |  duplicates         |                           * CSY file              *

   +---------------------|                           *************************

            |                                                   |   #CSYMRG8

   +---------------------+                           ***********************

   |  Create             |                       +---*  Merge CSY and CSX  *---+

   |  DETAIL.CICCIN00    |                       |   ***********************   |

   +---------------------+                       |              |              |

            |                                    |  +-----------------------+  |

   +---------------------+                       |  | Calculate time deltas |  |

   |   Create detail     |                       |  | for CSX system file   |  |

+--|   dictionary        |--+                    |  +-----------------------+  |

|  |   DETAIL.CICCDC00   |  |                    |              |              |

|  +---------------------+  |                    |  +-----------------------+  |  ***************

|           |               |                    |  | Output record to file |  |  * User output *

|    +-----------------+    |                    |  | CSX                   |<--->* exit USRSCSY*

|    |  Delete entries |    |                    |  +-----------------------+  |  ***************

+----+  based on       |----+                    |              |              |

     |  CICCDCEX value |                         |  +-----------------------+  |

     +-----------------+                         |  | Merge work CSY and    |  |

             |                                   +--| Mon 8.0/8.1 work CSX  |--+

        +-------+                                   +-----------------------+

        | 1-1-1 |                                               |

        +-------+                                       /----------------\  no

                                                       < CICMSAC active?  >----+

                                                        \    |

                                                                |              |

                                                         ****************      |

                                                         * CICMSAC exit *      |

                                                         ****************      |

                                                               |               |

                                                           +--------+          |

                                                           |  done  |<---------+

                                                           +--------+

CICS Database Timespan Processing

The data base timespan processing phase performs the required summarization to produce the cycles for the DAYS
timespan. Also, where applicable, week-to-date and/or month-to-date cycles are updated.

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:
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Detail Timespan Exits

Exits are provided for optional creation of the DETAIL timespan for those files that typically do not have a DETAIL
timespan.

USRXCAC
CICCAC DETAIL timespan creation

USRXCAU
CICCAU DETAIL timespan creation

USRXCSF
CICCSF DETAIL timespan creation

USRXCSU
CICCSU DETAIL timespan creation

Output Exits

During summarization to the DAYS level, the following exits can be used for data element manipulation.

USRSCAC
CICCAC element derivation

USRSCSU
CICCSU element derivation

USRSCAU
CICCAU element derivation

Parameter-Related Exits

CICDCAC
cost derivation

CICDCSU
cost derivation

The following figures outline the flow of this phase.

CICS Data Base Timespan Processing Flow Chart (part 1 of 3)
+-------+        ************

|  1-1  |------->*  CICCAC  *

+-------+        ************

                       |

                /------------\  yes     ******************

               < Detail time  >-------->* User detail TS *

                \ span exit? /          * exit USRXCAC   *

                 \          ******************

                       |

            +--------------------+      ****************

            | Summarize CSW file |<---->* User output  *

            | at days level.     |<--+  * exit USRSCAC *

            +--------------------+   |  ****************

                       |             |

             +------------------+    |  *******************

             |  Write           |    +->* Cost derivation *

             |  DAYS.CICCAC00   |       * exit USRDCAC    *
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             +------------------+       *******************

                       |

           +----------------------+

           | Process updates to   |

           | month-to-date cycles |

           | MONTH.CICCACM0       |

           +----------------------+

                       |

                 ************

                 *  CICCSF  *

                 ************

                       |

                /------------\  yes     ******************

               < Detail time  >-------->* User detail TS *

                \ span exit? /          * exit USRXCSF   *

                 \          ******************

                       |

            +--------------------+

            | Summarize CSF file |

            | at days level.     |

            +--------------------+

                       |

             +------------------+

             |  Write           |

             |  DAYS.CICCSF00   |

             +------------------+

                       |

                  ************

                  *  CICCSU  *

                  ************

                       |

                /------------\  yes     ******************        +-------+

               < Detail time  >-------->* User detail TS *------->|  2-1  |

                \ span exit? /          * exit USRXCSU   *        +-------+

                 \          ******************

CICS Data Base Timespan Processing Flow Chart (part 2 of 3)
+-------+       +------------------+

|  2-1  |------>|  Perform data    |

+-------+       |  manipulations   |

                +------------------+

                          |

               +--------------------+      ****************

               | Summarize CSW file |<---->* User output  *

               | at days level.     |<--+  * exit USRSCSU *

               +--------------------+   |  ****************

                          |             |

                +------------------+    |  *******************

                |  Write           |    +->* Cost derivation *

                |  DAYS.CICCSU00   |       * exit USRDCSU    *

                +------------------+       *******************

                          |
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              +----------------------+

              | Process updates to   |

              | month-to-date cycles |

              | MONTH.CICCSUM0       |

              +----------------------+

                          |

                    ************

                    *  CICCAU  *

                    ************

                          |

                   /------------\  yes     ******************

                  < Detail time  >-------->* User detail TS *

                   \ span exit? /          * exit USRXCAU   *

                    \          ******************

                          |

                +------------------+

                |  Perform data    |

                |  manipulations   |

                +------------------+

                          |

               +--------------------+      ****************

               | Summarize CSW file |<---->* User output  *

               | at days level.     |      * exit USRSCAU *

               +--------------------+      ****************

                          |

                +------------------+

                |  Write           |

                |  DAYS.CICCAU00   |

                +------------------+

                          |

              +----------------------+

              | Process updates to   |        +-------+

              | month-to-date cycles |------->|  3-1  |

              | MONTH.CICCAUM0       |        +-------+

              +----------------------+

CICS Data Base Timespan Processing Flow Chart (part 3 of 3)
+-----+        *******************

| 3-1 |------->*  CICCSR/CICCSY  *

+-----+        *******************

                        |

             +--------------------+

             | Sort WORK.CICCSY00 |

             | to eliminate       |

             | duplicates.        |

             +--------------------+

                        |

               +-----------------+

               | Write           |

               | DETAIL.CICCSY00 |

               +-----------------+

                        |
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             +--------------------+

             | Summarize CSY file |

             | at days level.     |

             +--------------------+

                        |

             +---------------------+

             | Write DAYS.CICCSY00 |

             +---------------------+

                        |

             +---------------------+

             | Build DAYS CSR file |

             | from DAYS CSU.      |

             +---------------------+

                        |

             +--------------------+

             | Summarize CSY file |

             | at days level from |

             | DAYS CSY and DAYS  |

             | CSR                |

             +--------------------+

                        |

             +---------------------+

             | Write DAYS.CICCSY00 |

             +---------------------+

                        |

            +----------------------+

            | Process updates to   |

            | week-to-date cycles  |

            | WEEKS.CICCSYW0       |

            +----------------------+

                        |

            +----------------------+

            | Process updates to   |        +-------+

            | month-to-date cycles |------->| done  |

            | MONTH.CICCSYM0       |        +-------+

            +----------------------+

CICS File Aging

The file aging phase deletes the oldest cycles of the DETAIL and DAYS cycles, replacing them with the next oldest and
so on, until the new interim cycle (00) becomes the current cycle (01). This phase also replaces the existing week-to-date
and month-to-date cycles (00) with update cycles W0 and M0, respectively.

No user exits are invoked during this phase.

The following diagram outlines the flow of the file aging phase.

CICS File Aging Processing Flow Chart

       +-------+

       |  1-1  |

       +-------+

           |
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 **********************

 *  All DETAIL files  *

 **********************

           |

+----------------------+

| Age cycle 00 through |

| specified cycle limit|

+----------------------+

           |

 **********************

 *   All DAYS files   *

 **********************

           |

+----------------------+

| Age cycle 00 through |

| specified file limit |

+----------------------+

           |

 **********************

 *  All WEEKS files   *

 **********************

           |

+----------------------+

| Age (replace) cycle  |

| W0 over cycle 00     |

+----------------------+

           |

 **********************

 *  All MONTHS files  *

 **********************

           |

+----------------------+

| Age (replace) cycle  |

| M0 over cycle 00     |

+----------------------+

           |

       +-------+

       | Done  |

       +-------+

CICS MICSLOG Operational Report

In addition to the standard report that displays checkpoint and total record processing information, a CICS operational
report is produced during step DAY040. The report is produced following the completion of data processing for each input
ddname and is a breakdown by ddname.

Each report segment includes record counts in the following areas:

• Records processed by type
• CICS file records rejected by user exit
• CICS file records written

The following figures show sample reports for CMF and ASG-TMON data.
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CICS CMF Data Operation Report by DDname
 16.17.24 CIC06120I +================================================================+

 16.17.24 CIC06120I INPUT PROCESSING FOR DDNAME INPUTSMF

 16.17.24 CIC06120I

 16.18.10 CIC06150I TOTAL RECORDS INPUT                             7500

 16.18.10 CIC06150I TYPE 110 (CMF) RECORDS INPUT                    3000

 16.18.10 CIC06150I CMF RECORDS REJECTED BY BASE                       0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I DICTIONARY RECORDS INPUT                         129

 16.18.10 CIC06154I TRANSACTION RECORDS INPUT                      47655

 16.18.10 CIC06154I TRANSACTION RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCMF EXIT       0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I GLOBAL RECORDS INPUT                            1041

 16.18.10 CIC06222I CICS JOURNAL RECORD INPUT                          0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I GLOBAL RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCMF EXIT            0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I ACCOUNTING DATA SECTIONS REJECTED BY SELCODE       0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I ACCOUNTING RECORDS INPUT                           0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I EXCEPTION DATA SECTIONS REJECTED BY SELCODE        0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I EXCEPTION RECORDS INPUT                            5

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCDC00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCDC EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCIN00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCIN EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCSW00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSW EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCSY00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSY EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCDC00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         816

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCIN00 RECORDS WRITTEN                          40

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCSW00 RECORDS WRITTEN                       47655

 16.18.10 CIC06154I CICCSY00 RECORDS WRITTEN                        1041

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSA00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSA EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSB00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSB EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSD00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSD EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSL00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSL EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSP00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSP EXIT          0

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSA00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         312

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSB00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         936

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSD00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         624 

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSL00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         312

 16.18.10 CIC06254I CICCSP00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         208

 16.18.10 CIC06222I CICS JOURNAL RECORD INPUT                          0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I PHYSICAL STATISTICS RECORD INPUT                4000

 16.18.10 CIC06222I INCOMPLETE STATISTICS RECORDS INPUT                0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I LOGICAL STATISTICS RECORDS INPUT               27854

 16.18.10 CIC06222I RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCST EXIT                   0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 2 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                     0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 6 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                     0 

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 10 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 14 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                    0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 20 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 29 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 30 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 45 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 48 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 60 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                    0

 16.18.10 CIC06222I TYPE 62 STATISTICS RECORDS READ                   52
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CICS ASG-TMON Data Operation Report by DDname
 16.17.24 CIC06120I +================================================================+

 16.17.24 CIC06120I INPUT PROCESSING FOR DDNAME INPUTMON

 16.17.24 CIC06120I

 16.18.10 CIC06157I TOTAL RECORDS INPUT                               9197

 16.18.10 CIC06157I TRANSACTION OR SYSTEM RECORDS IN INPUT            9197

 16.18.10 CIC06157I TRANSACTION OR SYSTEM RECORDS REJECTED BY BASE       0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I TRANSACTION RECORDS PROCESSED                     9005

 16.18.10 CIC06158I SYSTEM RECORDS PROCESSED                           192

 16.18.10 CIC06158I FILE SEGMENTS IN TRANSACTION RECORDS PROCESSED   45025

 16.18.10 CIC06158I MRO SEGMENTS IN TRANSACTION RECORDS PROCESSED        0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCIN00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCIN EXIT            0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCSF00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSF EXIT            0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCMR00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSF EXIT            0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCSW00 RECORDS REJECTED BY USRSCSW EXIT            0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCIN00 RECORDS WRITTEN                          1216

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCSF00 RECORDS WRITTEN                         45025

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCMR00 RECORDS WRITTEN                             0

 16.18.10 CIC06158I CICCSW00 RECORDS WRITTEN                          9005

 16.18.10 CIC06223I CICCSY00 RECORDS WRITTEN                           192

CICS Utility Programs
The CICS Analyzer provides utility programs to assist you with problem determination when errors are encountered during
daily CICS processing. These utility programs are described in the following sections:

• CICILIST - Input List Program
• CICCDCPT - Data Dictionary Print Program
• CICALONE - CICS Standalone Processing Program
• CICGDGGN - CICS GDG Generation Program

CICILIST - Input List Program

The utility program CICILIST selectively lists the data records from a CMF or ASG-TMON input file. The data are listed in
the same format as that produced by the SAS LIST statement, which lists the data lines in the SAS log following a ruler
indicating column positions. Each data line is also accompanied by its hex representation. This format is helpful when
input fields have to be examined to determine the cause of any error messages that are issued during the MICS daily
CICS processing.

The JCL for CICILIST resides in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICILIST). It is generated when you install the MICS Analyzer Option
for CICS in a database unit. Before you run this utility program, supply the correct input data set name and the following
program control statements:

For the input file to be listed, a control statement is required that names the ddname of the input data source.

The format is:

ddname xxx

ddname
JCL ddname where the input file is defined.

xxx
A three-character input data source. Valid values are CMF, MON, or TCE.
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For each record to be listed, a control statement is required indicating the record number (one statement per record
number). For example, to list record numbers 30 through 33, the following statements are required:

30

31

32

33

The following sample JCL lists two input records from CMF input. The record numbers are 1820 and 2050.

//SAMPLE JOB ..

//CICILIST EXEC MICSNDBx

//SYSIN   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(CICILIST)

//INDATA  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.cmf110.data.file

//CONTROL DD *

 INDATA  CMF

 1820

 2050

//

CICCDCPT - Data Dictionary Print Program

The utility program CICCDCPT prints the MICS CICS Dictionary File (DETAIL.CICCDC01) using SAS PROC PRINT. The
report is sorted by dictionary APPLID (CDCAPPL), CICSID, end timestamp (ENDTS), dictionary date of last reference
(CDCLREF), and dictionary class of data (CDCCLASS). This information is useful when you are researching MICS daily
CICS processing errors that are related to CMF data dictionary records.

The JCL for CICCDCPT resides in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCDCPT). It is generated when you install the CICS Analyzer in
a database unit. To run this utility program, simply submit the JCL. There are no required program control statements.

CICALONE - CICS Standalone Processing Program

The utility program CICALONE processes CMF or ASG-TMON data and creates work files that you can use to analyze
CICS activity in detail without affecting the content of the MICS database. The utility can be used to analyze data from one
or more regions, but only from one of the above input data sources.

The work files that are created by CICALONE are identical in content to the standard CICS files at the DETAIL timespan.
They allow you to perform on-demand analysis of CICS at the transaction level outside of normal MICS operation.
However, to run this utility program, you must have installed the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS in a unit.

Note: CICALONE does not have an automated interface to SMF Director. CICALONE is intended to execute
independently of a unit database, so there is no way to programmatically identify eligible input files. Therefore, continue to
manually define your SMF input using the INPUTSMF DD as described in this section.

The JCL for CICALONE is in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICALONE). It is generated when you install the MICS Analyzer Option
for CICS in a database unit.

Before submitting this JCL to run the utility program, follow these steps:

1. Supply the name of your input data set.
2. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE) to specify the SAS macros that are required by this program.
3. Supply your own SAS code to either analyze the work files or store the files in permanent SAS files. By default,

CICALONE writes the files to the WORK DD, which is deleted upon completion of the job. To review the logic of
CICALONE, see sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICALONE).

The following example shows the generated JCL for CICALONE:
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// JOB card

//CICALONE EXEC MICSSHRx

//WORK     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(500,200))

//INPUTSMF DD DSN=your input data set

//SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICALONE)

Update the INPUTSMF DD statement to supply the name of your input data set. If you are processing ASG-TMON data,
change the input ddname to match the ddname that you supply in the ddname macro in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE).

The following section describes macros that are defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE). Each macro contains a
default definition. Change the default definition if it does not match your processing requirement.

DDNAME
Defines the ddname that is associated with the input data. If the input is in SMF format, then code INPUTSMF. Otherwise,
specify any other one-to- eight character ddname.
Default definition:

           %MACRO DDNAME;

            INPUTSMF

           %MEND;

MONFLGS
Identifies ASG-TMON input source. Set the appropriate flag to 1 based on the input. Only one input data source can be
processed. For example, if the input is ASG-TMON, then set MONMON to 1, CMFMON, TCEMON to 0.
Default definition:

           %MACRO MONFLGS;

            CMFMON = 1;     /*CMF or OMEGAMON           */

            MONMON = 0;     /*ASG-TMON                  */

            TCEMON = 0;     /*ASG-TMON for CICS TS 2.0+ */

            %MEND;

CICIPCV
Defines the input processing control variables that are required by this utility program. Modify the default values to
match your data center specifications. To process multiple regions, repeat the following control variables, where nn = 01
through 99, for each region. For example, to process 3 regions, specify values for MSYS01, MSYS02, MSYS03, MCIC01,
MCIC02, MCIC03 and so on.
The control variables are as follows:

MSYSnn
The original (SMF) system ID. Specify "CICS" for non-SMF input.

MCICnn
The CICS ID assigned by you.

MMONnn
The monitor type. CMF or ASG-TMON.

MGMTnn
The GMT offset. Specify the value as a SAS time constant.

MREGnn
The VTAM APPLID.

MIVLnn
The CMF recording interval. Specify the value as a SAS time constant.

MSELnn
The record selection code. Always code "0".
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Default definition:

           %MACRO CICIPCV;

            MSYS01  = 'PROD';         /* ORGSYSID */

            MCIC01  = 'CIC1';         /* CICSID */

            MMON01  = 'CMF';          /* MONITOR TYPE */

            MGMT01  = '6:00:00'T;     /* GMT OFFSET */

            MREG01  = 'CICA120';      /* APPLID */

            MIVL01  = '0:15:00'T;     /* INTERVAL */

            MSEL01  = '0';            /* SELCODE  */

           %MEND;

Example for selecting two regions:

           %MACRO CICIPCV;

            MSYS01  = 'PROD';         /* ORGSYSID */

            MCIC01  = 'CIC1';         /* CICSID */

            MMON01  = 'CMF';          /* MONITOR TYPE */

            MGMT01  = '6:00:00'T;     /* GMT OFFSET */

            MREG01  = 'CICA120';      /* APPLID */

            MIVL01  = '0:15:00'T;     /* INTERVAL */

            MSEL01  = '0';            /* SELCODE  */

            MSYS02  = 'PROD';         /* ORGSYSID */

            MCIC02  = 'CIC2';         /* CICSID */

            MMON02  = 'CMF';          /* MONITOR TYPE */

            MGMT02  = '6:00:00'T;     /* GMT OFFSET */

            MREG02  = 'CICA100';      /* APPLID */

            MIVL02  = '0:15:00'T;     /* INTERVAL */

            MSEL02  = '0';            /* SELCODE  */

           %MEND;

REGIONS
Specifies the total number of regions that are being processed by CICALONE. It must match the number of regions that
are defined in the CICIPCV macro. The default is 1.

CICTRAN
Assigns a value to the TRANTYPE data element. This is a null macro by default. You can modify the macro to supply your
logic or use the member CICRLRT in prefix.MICS.PARMS to assign TRANTYPE.
Example:

           %MACRO CICTRAN;

            IF TRANCODE EQ 'CE' OR TRANCODE EQ 'CS' THEN

            TRANTYPE='X';

            ELSE IF TRANCODE EQ 'A' THEN TRANTYPE='S';

            ELSE IF TRANCODE EQ 'B' THEN TRANTYPE='L';

            ELSE TRANTYPE='M';

           %MEND;

or

           %MACRO CICTRAN;

            %INCLUDE PARMS(CICRLRT);

           %MEND;

CICACRT
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Assigns values to the CICS account codes. By default, this macro calls the member CICACRT in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS to assign CICACTx. You can override the CICACRT macro by supplying your own code.
Example:

           %MACRO CICACRT;

            CICACT1=SUBSTR(TRANCODE,1,2);

            CICACT2=SUBSTR(TRANCODE,3,2);

           %MEND;

CICAURT
Assigns values to the CICS application unit CICAPU. By default, this macro calls the member CICAURT in
prefix.MICS.PARMS to assign CICAPU. You can override the CICAURT macro by supplying your own code.
Example:

           %MACRO CICAURT;

            IF TRANCODE EQ : 'C' THEN CICAPU ='OVHD    ';

            ELSE CICAPU=TRANCODE;

           %MEND;

USYSID
Assigns SYSID values. By default, this macro assigns SYSID based on the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).
You can override the USYSID macro by supplying your own code.
Example:

           %MACRO USYSID;

            IF ORGSYSID EQ 'X090' THEN DO;

              SYSID='X090';

              MIPS=17.5;

              CPUMODEL='3090';

            END;

           %MEND;

CMFINP
Defines the INFILE statement for the CMF input data set. Do not change this macro definition.

MONINP
Defines the INFILE statement for ASG-TMON input data set. Do not change this macro definition.

TCEINP
Defines the INFILE statement for ASG-TMON for CICS TS 2.0 and above input data set. Do not change this macro
definition.

After you review and complete the macro definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICALONE), either supply the code
necessary to analyze the work files that are created by the CICALONE program, or store the work files in a permanent
SAS database for subsequent analysis.

To add code to the CICALONE program to analyze the work files, you can simply concatenate your code to the SYSIN DD
statement in the CICALONE JCL:

// JOB card

//CICALONE EXEC MICSSHRx

//WORK     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(500,200))

//INPUTSMF DD DSN=your input data set

//SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICALONE)

//      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.source(mycode)

To store the work files in a permanent SAS database for later analysis, add a DD statement to the CICALONE JCL for
the SAS database. You must also store the work files in the SAS database. To store the files, you can either modify
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sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICALONE) to output the data directly to your SAS database during file creation, or you can
concatenate your own logic (as shown in the above JCL) to save the work files after they were created by CICALONE.
The following work files are created by CICALONE:

USERCSW
detail CICS transaction file

USERCSY
detail CICS system file for CMF

USERCSM
detail CICS system file for ASG-TMON

USERCSF
detail CICS file segment file for ASG-TMON

USERCIN
detail CICS incident file

USERCSA
detail CICS system DSA task subpools file

USERCSB
detail CICS system TCB modes file

USERCSD
detail CICS system DSA storage file

USERCSL
detail CICS system loader statistics file

USERCSP
detail CICS system TCB pools file

CICGDGGN - CICS GDG Generation Program

The utility program CICGDGGN defines the generation data group (GDG) for storing the DETAIL.CICCSU01 (CICS User
Activity) file on tape and the IBM 110 STATISTICS records.

The creation of the DETAIL.CICCSU01 file on tape is controlled through the TAPECSU keyword in CICOPS. The creation
of the STATISTICS records on tape is controlled through the STATCOPY keyword in CICOPS.

TAPECSU

By default, the GDG has 7 generations, and is named tapeprefix.tMICS.DETAIL.CICCSU. Tapeprefix is the tape prefix that
you have defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and tMICS is the MICSLEVEL associated with the tapeprefix keyword.
At this time, the only MICS file written to tape during the DAILY update is the DETAIL.CICCSU01 file.

To customize the specifications of the DETAIL.CICCSU01 file such as the number of generations, see the following
sections of the CICS DETAIL Tape Processing:

• Overview of JCL Customization Parameters
• TAPEfff Statement
• DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

For details about writing DETAIL.CICCSU01 to tape during the MICS daily update, see the following sections:
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• CICOPS - CICS Processing Options for details about prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS)
• CICS Alter the Active Timespans for a File for the comprehensive checklist to activate the DETAIL CICCSU file on tape
• CICS Output Exits for details about the USRTCSU exit that enables you to limit the amount of data written to the

DETAIL.CICCSU tape file

STATCOPY

For details about writing the IBM 110 STATISTICS records to tape, see the CICS STATCOPY Statement section.

For details about the use of the USRSTAT exit, see the CICS Output Exits section.

CICS Modifying
The MICS CICS Analyzer is tailored primarily through the use of options and parameters and sometimes through the use
of exits. Most of the customization is done by following the standard procedures in System Modification. However, for
some types of modifications, such as activating CICS files in the DETAIL timespan, special procedures are required.

This section does not reiterate the details that are already provided by System Modification. Instead, it provides checklists
to show you how to customize the CICS Analyzer, and describes the CICS Analyzer exits that are available during daily
update processing.

CICS Checklists
This section provides checklists for tailoring the CICS Analyzer:

CICS Alter Derived Element Support

Derived elements, such as averages and percentages, can either be kept in the data base or computed when the data
is required for reporting. Computing these elements only when needed can reduce the amount of DASD required for the
data base.

MICS provides a global option for derived element support in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). This option applies
to all files in the MICS database. You can override this option at the product level or at the file level. For example, you can
compute data elements at reporting time for the CICS Analyzer, but keep the computed data elements for all other MICS
products in the data base. Or, you can compute data elements for the CICS User Activity File at reporting time, but keep
the computed data elements in the MICS database for the rest of the CICS files.

Follow the procedure to override the options in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF).

CHECKLIST 1 - Override Derived Element Support

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. To override derived element support at the product level, review the description of the COMPOPT
statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) provided in the Component Statements (COMP and
COMPOPT) section. To override the option at the file level, review the description of the FOPT statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) provided in the File Option Statement (FOPT) section.

3. Update the COMPOPT and/or FOPT statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). Use IEBUPDTE to apply
the change.

4. Regenerate the CICS Analyzer by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
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CICS Add or Change Data Elements in a File

You can add new data elements to any of the CIC Information Area files. You can also change the definitions that are
associated with existing data elements, such as data element type, length, and label. In addition, you can activate or
deactivate data elements in a specific timespan or in all timespans.

Note: Adding or changing data elements can affect your MICS Accounting and Chargeback files.

For each data element defined to the MICS CICS Analyzer, there is a corresponding NAME or NAMX statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). NAME statement indicates that the data element is an essential data element,
which means it is always kept in the MICS database. NAMX statements denote nonessential data elements, which,
depending upon the definition of the ESSENTIAL option in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF), can be excluded from
the MICS database.

Both NAME and NAMX statements define the data element name, the cluster code that associates the data element with
a specific data source, the timespans in which the data element is active, and the 40-byte data element label.

For derived data elements, you can also supply their computations or expressions using the EXP statements. If the
computations depend upon the presence of other data elements, then a DEPEND statement is also needed. Therefore, a
NAME or NAMX statement, followed by DEPEND and one or more EXP statements are typically defined in CICGENIN for
a derived data element.

The NAME and NAMX statements are preceded by a TYPE statement, which defines the data element type, and length
and output formats in different timespans.

The TYPE, NAME, and NAMX statements are associated with a FILE statement, which defines the file name, the file type,
the timespans in which the file is active, and the file label.

The following procedure shows how to add a data element or change the attributes that are associated with a data
element.

CHECKLIST 2 - Add or Change Elements in a File

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. Review the descriptions of data element definition statements that are provided in the MSI Definition Statements
section.

3. Add or modify TYPE, NAME, NAMX, DEPEND, or EXP statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). Ensure
that these statements follow the appropriate FILE statements for the file in which you are adding or modifying the data
elements. In addition, any changes or additions that are made to the CSU, CAU, or CAC files must also be made in
the CSW file at the DETAIL timespan. The CSW file is a work file that is used during daily CICS Analyzer processing
(DAY040 step of DAILY job) to build other files. Use IEBUPDTE to apply the change.

4. Regenerate the CICS Analyzer by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).

Add or Modify CICS Account Codes

You can add, delete, or change the definitions of the CICS account codes. However, changing the account code structure
affects not only the content of the MICS database, but also your ability to produce consistent reports, as the CICS files are
summarized differently afterwards. Your MICS Accounting and Chargeback files is also be affected. As a result, implement
the new account code structure when it results in the minimal impact on your MICS system. For example, during the
testing phase or at the beginning of an accounting month.

Use Checklist 3.1 to alter the CICS account code structure (CICACCT). If you only want to change the CICS Account
Code Derivation Exit (CICACRT), follow Checklist 3.2.
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CHECKLIST 3.1 - Add or Modify CICS Account Code

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS members CICACCT and CICACRT (if necessary) in
sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery purposes.

2. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACCT) to add, delete, or modify an existing account code definition. See
Complex Level Parameters for detailed description of CICACCT.

3. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
4. Modify the CICS Account Code Derivation Routine in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACRT) to derive the account

codes. Changes to this member take effect immediately, as this code is included in the next DAILY execution.
5. If the Multisystem Accounting Exit (CICMSAC) is active, then examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC) to ensure that

the exit is correct. Modify this exit as necessary.
Note: the CICMSAC exit is active if the keyword MSACCOUNT is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

6. Retrofit the 00 cycles of the CICCSU and CICCAC files in the WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS (if active) time-
spans if you added or deleted an account code level or shortened the account code length. Follow these Retrofitting
Guidelines.

CHECKLIST 3.2 - Modify Account Code Derivation Exit

• Modify the CICS Account Code Derivation Routine in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACRT) to derive the account
codes. Changes to this member take effect immediately, as this code is included in the next DAILY execution. No
generation is required afterwards.

CICS Alter the Active Timespans for a File

For each CIC information area file, there is a corresponding FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN).
The FILE statement defines the file name, the file type, the file status (active or inactive) in each timespan, and the file
status for archive (audit and history collection).

WARNING
If an incremental update is active, review the considerations before applying the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits.

This section includes three checklists:

Notes:

• Do not activate the CICS Incident File (CICCIN) in higher timespans because its data is only meaningful in the DETAIL
timespan.

• Do not change in any way the file status for the CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC). This is a special file that is required to
process CMF data and is not used for reporting purposes.

To capture DETAIL timespan data for the CICS User Application Count (CICCAC), CICS Application Unit Activity
(CICCAU), or CICS User Activity (CICCSU) files, code a USRXfff exit, where fff is the three-character file ID. Refer to the
CICS Output Exits for more information about these exits.

To activate the CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF), see Activate the CICS File/DBD Activity File - CICCSF.

To activate the CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR), see Activate the CICS MRO Activity File - CICCMR.

CHECKLIST 4.1 - Activate Detail Timespan of CICCSU file on MICS GDG tape

1. Review the descriptions of the FILE statement in File Definition Statements.
2. To activate and deactivate data elements in the DETAIL timespan, update the NAME/NAMX statements in

sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN).
The TAPECSU feature uses the KEEP list (macro) generated from the CSWCSU file. Any file tailoring (activation/
deactivation of elements) should be done to the CSWCSU file in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN).
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Note: Deactivating elements in the CSWCSU file makes them unavailable also to other files, such as CICCAU,
CICCAC, and CICCSU at DAYS and higher timespans.
Several types of data elements are not meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Among these are elements that are
related to averages, minimums, and maximums. Elements that are based on TRANTYPE, such as response time
distributions, are also meaningless, because they are not calculated during detail input processing. Turning off these
elements in the DETAIL file saves DASD space.

3. Skip this step if you did not perform Step 2. Otherwise, submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the CICS Analyzer.

4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) and add the following statement anywhere in the member:
TAPECSU

5. Submit prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICPGEN).
6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

CICGDGGN DAILY
7. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and CICGDGGN.
8. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICGDGGN) to define the tape GDG. See the CICGDGGN - CICS GDG Generation

Program for additional documentation regarding the CICGDGGN job.
9. (Optional) Edit prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT) and define the USRTCSU exit if you want to limit the amount

of output that will be written to the CICCSU file.

CHECKLIST 4.2 - Activate Detail Timespans for CICCAC, CICCAU, and CICCSU Files on Disk

1. Make a backup copy of the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT) member for each CICS unit to be modified.
2. Review the descriptions of the FILE statement in File Definition Statements.
3. Update the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) for each file to be activated in the DETAIL

timespan. Change the file status from N to Y. Use IEBUPDTE to apply the change. See Add File in a Timespan for an
example.
Note: In order to activate the CICCAC and/or CICCAU files in the DETAIL timespan, they MUST also be active in the
DAYS timespan. Additionally, any elements you require MUST be active in the DAYS timespan of the CICCSW and or
CICCAC/CICCAU files even if you only require them at the DETAIL timespan.

4. Update the NAME/NAMX statements in the CICGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB to activate or
deactivate data elements in the DETAIL timespan. Elements that are only in the CICCSU file may be added to the
CICCAU and/or CICCAC files. To do this, review how the element is defined in the CICCSU file and then define it
identically in the CICCAU and/or CICCAC file. The only difference in the definitions should be the data element name.
For example, CSUINCH is named CACINCH if it is being added to the CICCAC file. Again, any element required in
the CICCAC and/or CICCAU files MUST be active in the DAYS timespan of the CICCSW file and the requested output
files CICCAC/CICCAU even if you only require them at the DETAIL timespan.
Several types of data elements are not meaningful in the DETAIL timespan. Among these are elements that are
related to averages, minimums, and maximums. Elements that are based on TRANTYPE, such as response time
distributions, are also meaningless, because they are not calculated during detail input processing. Turning off these
elements in the DETAIL file saves DASD space requirements.
If you activate an element in the CICCSU file, you MUST also ctivate the element in the CSWCSU file.
If you deactivate an element in the CICCSU file AND that element is also inactive or does not exist in the CICCAU and
CICCAC files, deactivate the element in the CSWCSU file to save work space and DAY040 run time.

5. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
6. If the CICCAC file is being activated in the DETAIL timespan, then make the following updates to the _USRXCAC

macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT):
   DATA &CICX..CICCAC00(%%CACFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

   SET %%WRKMERG(WRK=CSW,CCC=CIC,R=CACREN);

 RUN;

 

Note: See examples under Step 8 for additional coding techniques.
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7. If the CICCAU file is being activated in the DETAIL timespan, then make the following updates to the _USRXCAU
macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT):
  DATA &CICX..CICCAU00(%%CAUFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

    SET %%WRKMERG(WRK=CSW,CCC=CIC,R=CAUREN);

  RUN;

 

Note: See the following examples for additional coding techniques.
8. If the CICCSU file is being activated in the DETAIL timespan, then make the following updates to the _USRXCSU

macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT):

Example one:

Write DETAIL.CICCSU to disk in compressed format (if file is generated with compression on) using the generated KEEP
macro (created from sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) CSWCSU file

  DATA &CICX..CICCSU00 (KEEP=%%CSWKEEP(TS=DETAIL)

                        COMPRESS=%%INTRST(CCC=CIC));

    SET %%WRKMERG(WRK=CSW,CCC=CIC);

  RUN;

 

Example two:

Write DETAIL.CICCSU to disk FORCING to compressed format regardless of compression option, and still using the
generated KEEP macro from CSWCSU file. If compression is not desired, omit the COMPRESS= option keyword, or
change YES to NO.

  DATA &CICX..CICCSU00 (KEEP=%%CSWKEEP(TS=DETAIL)

                        COMPRESS=YES) ;

    SET %%WRKMERG(WRK=CSW,CCC=CIC);

  RUN;

 

Example three:

Write DETAIL.CICCSU to disk and provide your own KEEP list, again using file compression. Any elements that you
specify MUST be active in the CSWCSU file or DAY040 will abend.

If compression is not desired, omit the COMPRESS= option keyword, or change YES to NO.

  DATA &CICX..CICCSU00

    (KEEP = CICSID USERID TRANCODE STARTTS ENDTS CSUTRSTM

            CSUCPUTM CSUFCOPS COMPRESS=YES );

    SET %%WRKMERG(WRK=CSW,CCC=CIC);

  RUN;

 

Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the CICS Analyzer.

• Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status
in each timespan. For example, at least one cycle is retained for the DETAIL timespan for the files you activated. See
DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling.

• Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).

CHECKLIST 4.3 - Alter Active Timespans for File

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.
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2. Review the description of the FILE statement in File Definition Statements.
3. Update the FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) for each file to be modified. Use IEBUPDTE to

apply the change.
4. Regenerate the CICS Analyzer by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).

Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the CICS Analyzer.
5. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status

in each timespan. For example, zero cycle is retained for all inactive timespans. See DBMODEL - Database Space
Modeling.

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).

CICS Incremental Update Considerations

If you are using the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits to collect detail level data, and incremental update is active, several
adjustments can be required to your exits or options to accommodate the way that incremental update processes data.

This section discusses the following concepts:

TAPEfff option considerations with incremental update

The TAPEfff option allows the creation of DETAIL timespan tape files for certain high volume files.

Without an incremental update, a single DETAIL timespan tape file is created for TAPEfff activated files during the DAILY
run. The general practice is to use GDGs so that the (+0) tape volume contains yesterday data, (-1) contains the prior
daily data, and so on.

With incremental update activated, a tape is created with each execution of an incremental update and a final tape during
the DAILY update run. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run, result in a total of four
tapes created, one for each TAPEfff activated file. Each tape contains only the detail data that were encountered during
the individual incremental update or daily run. If you are employing GDGs, consider increasing the number of generations
to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if previously 7 "daily" generations were maintained and you
run 4 increments per day, expand the generations kept to 28 (7 times 4 updates per day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, due to the
"special study" nature of the data, separation into multiple pieces representing period time slices should allow usage to be
more direct. That is, the data are already subset to the period contained within the update.

Consider creating a standalone job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job completes if
you prefer to have a single tape data set contain all transactions for the time range.

USRXfff exit considerations with incremental update

The USRXfff exits allow client supplied code to force the creation of SAS files containing DETAIL level data. These exits
were provided for specific high volume transaction-based data that are populated at the DAYS and higher timespans in a
summarized form in MICS. Due to the high volume of data involved, these exits may be used to create tape files, although
only space considerations preclude creation of files on DASD with these exits.

Many of the products that provide USRXfff exits have implemented standardized approaches to collect DETAIL level data,
thus removing the need for USRXfff exit coding. Any user code employed in USRXfff exits should be examined to ensure
that the data and the approach are still required. Generally, transaction data at this level is employed for specific tuning
projects or special studies centered on subsystem or application-related issues and is needed only for occasional and
isolated time periods.

If you are using incremental update and find that the USRXfff exits you have coded are still required for your operation, be
sure to review the following considerations.
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Detail tape files created in USRXfff exits

When using the exits to write to tape without incremental update activated, a single tape file is created from the user
written code in each activated USRXfff exit. The general practice is to use generation data groups (GDGs) to retain
history. In this case, it is assumed that MICS units are updated once a day with yesterday data. Without incremental
update the generation 0 (+0) tape data set would contain data from the previous MICS update (yesterday), (-1) contains
the prior run (two days ago), and so on.

With incremental update, a tape file is again created from the user written code in each activated USRXfff exit with
each execution of an update. However, rather than running MICS updates once per day, incremental update implies
multiple update runs daily. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run result in a total
of four tapes in one day, one created from each activated USRXfff exit. Each tape contains only the detail data that are
encountered during the individual incremental update or daily run. If you are employing GDGs, evaluate increasing the
number of generations to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if previously 7 "daily" generations
were maintained and you ran 4 increments per day, expand the generations kept to 28 (7 times 4 updates per day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, in keeping with
the "special study" nature of the data, separation of the data into multiple pieces representing the narrower period slices
should simplify usage. That is, the data are already subset to the period contained within the update.

Consider creating a standalone job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job completes if
you prefer to have a single tape data set contain all transactions for the time range.

DASD files created in USRXfff exits

Either of two basic approaches can be employed when using the exits to write to DASD files. Data can be written to detail
data set(s) of MICS units. Or it can be written to data sets allocated externally to the MICS units (such as a user data set
that has been added to the Daily JCL stream). In either scenario, the SAS file that is written by the exit is replaced by new
data with each execution of the update step.

If the exit is writing to the MICS Detail data set, and the recommended approach was taken with the exit, then no change
to outputs occurs under incremental update. The recommended approach employs indirect coding to reference the
database (uses "&iiit" not "DETAIL" in the data step) and an active detail status (file status of "Y" at the detail timespan in
cccGENIN and cccCGEN has been executed). When these conditions are in place, the file created by the exit is treated
as other MICS files in incremental update mode and at the conclusion of the Daily job stream a single file containing
data from all increments will be available in the detail unit database. If the file status is not active, only data from the last
incremental execution will be present.

An alternative to selective exit coding is to employ a generation data set (GDG) structure for the external DASD file. In this
scenario, GDG entries to cover the incremental updates are defined and each incremental run writes to a new GDG entry
which contains data for the increment. Each series of incremental runs followed by a DAILY job execution would create a
new series of GDG data sets. While this approach allows you to capture all data on an ongoing basis, use of the unit detail
data set as described above is more efficient and is the recommended approach.

CICS Activate Archive for a File

For each CIC information area file, there is a corresponding FILE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN).
The FILE statement defines the name, the type, the status of a file in each timespan, and the file status for each of the
three possible archive files: the weekly audit, the weekly history, and the monthly history.

The weekly audit archive is written each week during the execution of the WEEKLY job or of the standalone Weekly
Processing.

Database Archive Audit (AUDIT) job. By default, up to 10 cycles of the DETAIL timespan for a given file are copied from
the MICS database to tape. Since many files are inactive in the DETAIL timespan or have far fewer than 10 active cycles
in the DETAIL timespan, one can archive cycles from the DAYS timespan instead of cycles from the DETAIL timespan.
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Weekly history archive files are written each week by the WEEK300 step of the WEEKLY job or by the standalone Weekly
Processing

Database Archive (HISTW) job. When weekly history archive is active for a particular MICS file, the just-completed
WEEKS cycle of the MICS file is copied to the output history tape for that file. At the same time, the last generation of the
weekly history archive for the file is read so that its previous weekly cycles can be written to new tape generation with
its just-completed WEEKS cycle. The number of cycles of data that are written to the new tape generation is limited by a
predefined retention period.

Monthly history archive files are written each month by the MONTH300 step of the MONTHLY job or by the standalone
Monthly Processing

Database Archive (HISTM) job. When monthly history archive is active for a particular MICS file, the just-completed
MONTHS cycle of the MICS file is copied to the output history tape for that file. At the same time, the last generation of
the monthly history archive for the file is read so that its previous monthly cycles can be written to new tape generation
with its just-completed MONTHS cycle. The number of cycles of data that are written to the new tape generation is limited
by a predefined retention period. The following procedure provides directions on how to activate archiving for a file.

CHECKLIST 5 - Activate Archive for a File

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. Decide which files are to be archived. For each of these files, decide which will have a weekly audit, a weekly history,
or a monthly history archive. At the same time, decide whether the archiving will be performed during the WEEKLY
and MONTHLY jobs or during the standalone AUDIT, HISTW, and HISTM jobs.

3. Review the description of FILE statement
4. In sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN), update the FILE statement for each file to be modified. For weekly archive

audit, the file should be active in either the DETAIL or DAYS timespan. For weekly archive history, the file should be
active in the WEEKS timespan. For monthly archive history, the file should be active in the MONTHS timespan.
At the same time, activate the archive files by specifying "Y" in the appropriate positions on the FILE statement for
each file as described in the documentation reference in step 3 above.

5. Regenerate the CICS Analyzer by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the CICS Analyzer.

6. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status
in each timespan and the archive cutoff values indicating the number of cycles of data to be kept in the weekly and
monthly archive history files. For details about DBMODEL definitions, see DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling.

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).
8. Modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 WEEKLY MONTHLY AUDIT HISTW HISTM

 

9. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).
10. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN).

CICS Add a New File

This article contains a checklist of the steps that you need to follow to add a new file to retain information that is not
typically kept in the MICS database.

CHECKLIST 6 - Add a New File

Follow these steps:

1. Save a copy of the following members in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery purposes:
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        sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB:       CICGENIN, COMPTDEF

        sharedprefix.MICS.HOLD.PARMS:   COMPTDEF

        sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE:       #CICEXIT

2. Review the file and data element definition statement descriptions in File Definition Statements and MSI Definition
Statements.

3. Add the new file to the CICGENIN member of your sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB using the file and data element
definition statements. Use IEBUPDTE to apply the change.

4. Regenerate the CICS Analyzer by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
5. Define SAS DATA statement and KEEP list for cycle 00 of the new file in exit USRSDKP in

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT). See Output Exits for an example.
6. Insert your code for creating the new file in the appropriate exit in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT). For

example, to output an observation during transaction processing time, use the USRSCSW exit. See Output Exits for
an example.
Repeat steps 7 through 11 for each data base unit that contains the CICS Analyzer.

7. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status
in each timespan and the status for audit and history archive. For details on DBMODEL definitions, see the DBMODEL
- Database Space Modeling section.

8. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).
Perform steps 9 through 11 if file archive is active.

9. Modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:
GDGSGEN

10. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).
11. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(GDGSGEN).

Add or Delete a CICS Region in Daily Processing

To add a CICS region for daily processing in a unit, follow Checklist 7.1. To delete a CICS region, follow Checklist 7.2.

CHECKLIST 7.1 - Add a CICS Region for Processing

1. If the data are produced by a new CICS monitor that was not processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS (for example, you are converting from CMF to ASG-TMON), then check the OPTION statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) for the appropriate data source definition. See the CICGENIN - Analyzer
Definition Statements section for OPTION statement syntax.

2. If sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) is modified in step 1, then submit the job in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).

3. If the new CICS region produces data containing SMF system identification, that has not been defined to MICS, then
add the new system ID to prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). This step is not necessary if data to be processed is CMF
journal. Ffor a detailed description of the SYSID member, see Computing System Parameters (SYSID).

4. If new system IDs are added in step 3, then submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(BASPGEN).
5. For each new CICS region to be processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, define a CICOPTS statement in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS). See the CICOPS - CICS Processing Options section for detailed CICOPTS statement
syntax.

6. Modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) to add the input DD statements for the new regions. Do not modify this
member if you coded SMF as the ddname in step 5. See the CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members
section for a description of INPUTCIC.

7. If you coded SMF as the ddname in step 5, then review or modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF) to add the
input DD statements for the new regions. See the CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members section for a
description of INPUTSMF.
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8. If you coded SMF as the ddname in step 5, then review or modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to ensure
SMFRECORDING CICS is specified. For more details, see Database Unit Control Definitions.

9. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN).
10. If you added new JCL in step 6 or 7, or turned on SMFRECORDING in step 8, then code the following line in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU):
 DAILY

 

11. If step 10 is performed, then submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the DAILY JCL.

CHECKLIST 7.2 - Delete a Region from Processing

1. Review input data sources defined by the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). Deactivate a
data source if applicable. For example, change OPTION CMF to OPTION NOCMF.

2. If sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) is updated in step 1, then submit the job in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).

3. Remove CICOPTS statements of affected regions from prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).
4. Remove input JCL for affected regions from prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC), if applicable.
5. Remove input JCL for affected regions from prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF), if applicable.
6. Turn off SMFRECORDING for CICS in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), if applicable.
7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN).
8. If you changed JCL in step 4 or 5, or turned off SMFRECORDING in step 6, then code the following line in

prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU):
 DAILY

 

9. If step 8 is performed, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the DAILY JCL.

CICS Change the DDnames of Input Data

CHECKLIST 8 - Change DDNAMES of Input Data

To change DDnames of the input CICS data in a unit, follow these steps:

1. For each affected region, update the CICOPTS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) to reflect the new
DDnames. For CICOPTS statement syntax, see CICOPTS Statement.

2. Modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) to change the DDnames or remove JCL for DDnames that have been
renamed. Do not code the DDname INPUTSMF in this member. See the CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS
Members section for a description of INPUTCIC.

3. If you coded SMF as the DDname in step 1, then add DDname INPUTSMF in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF). See
the CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members section for a description of INPUTSMF.

4. If you coded SMF as the DDname in step 1, then review or modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to ensure
SMFRECORDING CICS is specified. For more details, see Database Unit Control Definitions.

5. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN).
6. Modify prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) to contain one line that reads:

 DAILY

 

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the DAILY JCL.
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CICS Activate the CICS File/DBD Activity File - CICCSF

The CICS File/DBD Activity File (CICCSF) is an optional file that is created from the file segments in The Monitor's task
accounting detail records. It provides file access statistics by file ID. The CICCSF file can be voluminous if you have
defined a large number of file segments for The Monitor. Therefore, to limit the DASD requirement of the MICS database,
the CICCSF file is distributed as an inactive file.

CHECKLIST 9 - ACTIVATE THE CICCSF FILE

To activate this file, follow theese steps:

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). Code the following FILE statement for the CICCSF file if the file will
only be turned on in the DAYS and MONTHS time spans.
  FILE CSF 00 1 N E N Y N N N N CICS File/DBD Activity File

 

Code the following FILE statement for the CICCSF file if the file will be turned on in the DETAIL, DAYS, and MONTHS
time spans:
  FILE CSF 00 1 Y E N Y N N N N CICS File/DBD Activity File

 

3. Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
4. To help reduce the volume of the CICCSF file, use the _USRSCSF exit in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT)

to keep only those files that are of a critical nature. One way to do this is by examining the CSFFID data element for
a specific file ID. If CSFFID is not for a file that should be kept in the data base, then skip the record by setting the
variable SKIP_REC to one. This will prevent the observation from being written to the CICCSF file.
For example:
         MACRO _USRSCSF

           IF CSFFID=:'DFH' THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

         %

 

5. If the CICCSF file is being activated in the DETAIL timespan, then make the following updates to the _USRXCSF
macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT):
 DATA &CICX..CICCSF00 (KEEP=%%CSFFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

   SET %%CSFMERG;

 RUN;

 

6. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status
in each timespan. For example, at least one cycle is retained for the DETAIL timespan for the files you activated. See
the DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling section for details on DBMODEL definitions.

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).

Change Retention Period of the CICCDC File

The CICS Dictionary File (CICCDC) contains the data dictionary records that are required by the CICS Analyzer to input
CMF data. It exists at the DETAIL timespan in cycle 01 only. As new data dictionary records are encountered during input,
the latest copy is kept in storage and output to the CICCDC file at end of input processing. The number of days that the
data dictionary records are kept in the CICCDC file is dependent upon a threshold value that you specify.
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To change the retention period of the dictionary records in the CICCDC01 file, simply change the CICCDCEX statement
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICTHRSH). No generations are required afterwards, as this member is input during the daily
processing.

See the CICTHRSH - CICS Processing Thresholds section for details about CICS processing thresholds.

CICS Change the Number of Work Files for DAY040

To change the number of work files that are used by the detail transaction processing in DAY040, follow the checklist
provided below for each unit.

CHECKLIST 11 - CHANGE NUMBER OF WORK FILES

See the CICOPS - CICS Processing Options for a detailed description of the statement syntax.

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
         WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

nThe number of WORK data sets.
STORCLASSpecifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.
SPACESpecifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
XXXTRK or CYL.
ppppThe primary allocation.
ssssThe secondary allocation.
Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing
the number gradually beginning from the default.
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are
only changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.

2. Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job-step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic

by the number of work files that are specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation that you used with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results, and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that yields
equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, proceed to Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc
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where ccc is the product ID.
6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY

 

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL may have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

CICS Process CMF User Clocks, Counters, and User Area

The CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) allows application programs to add data fields to the transaction records in the
performance class and accounting class. CMF calls these data fields user clocks and counters (it supports 256) and the
user area (it allows one user area per ENTRYNAME defined by the DFHMCT TYPE=EMP macro).

The MICS CICS Analyzer supports user clocks, user counters, and the user area from the performance class only. Data
from the accounting class is accessible during the daily input processing step in DAY040; however, you must provide the
necessary SAS code in an exit routine to create observations or files based on this data.

By default, the MICS CICS Analyzer supports nine user clocks, 50 user counters, and one user area (stored in two
SAS variables due to the limit of 200-byte length for character variables), though the support is shipped inactive. The
ENTRYNAME for these fields must be USER (the default name supplied by CICS). If you have specified an ENTRYNAME
other than USER and you would like to process that data through MICS, see Activate Archive for a File.

If you choose to activate this support and the defaults do not meet your data center needs, you can define and activate up
to 99 user clocks and user counters.

If your site has more than one CICS region, be certain to get the needed information from each region before activating
additional user clocks and counters in the CICS Analyzer. If you activate clocks or counters or a user area for one CICS
region, the data elements are carried for the other regions and can contain missing values if the other regions have no
user clocks or counters.

To add or activate additional user clocks and user counters, follow these steps.

CHECKLIST 12 - Add User Clocks and User Counters

1. Determine the number of user clocks in each CICS region processed by the CICS Analyzer by doing one of the
following:
– Ask your CICS system programmer.
– If you are running CMF, review the DFHMCT TYPE=EMP macro specifications and make note of the PERFORM=

statement. The number of clocks is equal to the largest number specified in the SCLOCK statement. If there are no
SCLOCK statements, no clocks have been defined.

2. Determine the number of user counters in each CICS region processed by the MICS CICS Analyzer by doing one of
the following:
– Ask your CICS systems programmer.
– If you are running CMF, review the DFHMCT TYPE=EMP macro specifications and make note of the PERFORM=

statement. The number of counters is equal to the largest number specified in the MLTCNT(x,y) statement.
3. Modify or add NAME (or NAMX if you are using ESSENTIAL=ALL support) statements to provide the number of clocks

and counters you need in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). For each clock, activate or add NAME statements
for data element CICPCKnn. For each counter, activate or add NAME statements for CICPCTnn, where nn ranges
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from 01 to 99. These data elements are defined in THREE files and must be activated in the CICCSW, and, (optional)
CICCSU or CICCAU files. See Generator Definition Statements for details on modifying NAMX or NAME statements.

4. The user clocks and user counters are defined as common data elements, as they exist in multiple CICS files in the
MICS database. Therefore, for each NAME (or NAMX) statement that you added in step 3, add the corresponding
ALIAS, TYPE, and NAME statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB($DEGENIN).
In addition, you can change the format and length of the clocks and counters by changing the TYPE statement in the
$DEGENIN member. For details see Standard Data Element Definition Statements section.

5. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).

Activate the CICS MRO Activity File - CICCMR

The CICS MRO Activity File (CICCMR) is an optional file that is created from the MRO segments in The Monitor's
detail transaction records. It provides MRO activity statistics by APPLID. The CICCMR file can be voluminous if you
have defined a large number of MRO segments for The Monitor. Therefore, to limit the DASD requirement of the MICS
database, the CICCMR file is distributed as an inactive file. To activate this file, follow these steps:

CHECKLIST 13 - Activate the CICCMR File

1. Save a copy of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) in sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL for recovery
purposes.

2. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN). Code the following FILE statement for the CICCMR file if the file will
only be turned on in the DAYS and MONTHS timespans.
  FILE CMR 00 1 N E N Y N N N N CICS MRO Activity File

 

Code the following FILE statement for the CICCMR file if the file will be turned on in the DETAIL, DAYS, and MONTHS
timespans:
  FILE CMR 00 1 Y E N Y N N N N CICS MRO Activity File

 

3. Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
4. To help reduce the volume of the CICCMR file, use the _USRSCMR exit in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT)

to keep only those MRO segments that are of a critical nature. One way to do this is by examining CMRAPPLD for a
specific APPLID value. If CMRAPPLD is not for a region that should be kept in the data base, then skip the record by
setting the variable SKIP_REC to 1. This prevents the observation from being written to the CICCMR file.
For example :
         MACRO _USRSCMR

           IF CMRAPPLD=:'CIC1' THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

         %

 

5. If the CICCMR file is being activated in the DETAIL timespan, then make the following updates to the _USRXCMR
macro in prefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT):
  DATA &CICX..CICCMR00 (KEEP=%CMRFILE(OP=FILEOPTS,TS=DETAIL));

    SET %%CMRMERG;

  RUN;

 

6. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status
in each timespan. For example, at least one cycle is retained for the DETAIL timespan for the files you activated. See
DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling for details on DBMODEL definitions.

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN).
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CICS Convert to a Different Data Source

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supports two data source definitions: CMF (this includes CICS statistics processing
for CICS 3.1.1 and CMF look-alike records that are produced by OMEGAMON for CICS) and ASG-TMON for CICS TS
(TCE).

When you switch from one input data source to another, change the appropriate options in MICS. The following checklist
shows what steps must be taken to accomplish this.

CHECKLIST 14 - CONVERT TO A DIFFERENT DATA SOURCE

1. Make a backup copy of all complex and unit level libraries in the complex.
2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) and specify the correct parameters for the OPTION statement. Turn off

the parameters that are unrelated to your data source. For example, for CMF processing, specify the following:
 OPTION CMF NOMON NORESP NOOMEGU

 

See the CICGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements section for a complete description of the OPTION statement.
3. Update the FILE statement in the CICGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB to turn on/off files that are related

to your data source. Currently, only two CICS files are unique to a specific data source. They are the CICCSF (CICS
File/DBD Activity) and CICCMR (CICS MRO Activity) files, both of which are created from ASG-TMON for CICS TS
(TCE) only and are turned off as shipped.
You can activate them as needed using the instructions in the section Activate the CICS File/DBD Activity File -
CICCSF and Activate the CICS MRO Activity File - CICCMR.

4. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CICCGEN).
5. Copy the appropriate decompression modules for the new input data source to sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD.

Repeat the following steps for each database unit containing the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS.
6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) and update the CICOPTS statements to reflect the new data source.

For a complete description, see CICOPTS Statement.
7. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC) to specify the JCL for the data source. If the input file is SMF, leave only

comments in this member. Do not delete the member. See section CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS
Members section for a complete description of prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTCIC).

8. If the input is SMF, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) to specify SMFRECORDING for CICS.
9. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF) to specify the JCL if the input file is SMF. Use the ddname INPUTSMF when

coding the JCL for this member. See the CICS INPUTRDR and INPUTCIC PARMS Members section for a complete
description of prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF).

10. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(CICPGEN).
11. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 DAILY

 

12. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the DAILY JCL.
13. Review the definitions in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL). Modify the cycle retention number to match the file status

in each timespan.
14. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN) if DBMODEL was modified in Step 13.

CICS Process Additional Non-USER Areas in CMF

The CICS Monitoring Facility (CMF) allows application programs to add additional fields, that are known as user area, to
the performance class data. Currently, the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS supports user areas with the ENTRYNAMEs of
USER, DBCTL, and OMEGAMON user areas OMEGBSC, OMEGDLI, and OMEGDB2.
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For other user areas that you have added to CMF, you can follow Checklist 15 to access the user areas during the input
processing step in DAY040; however, you must provide the necessary SAS code in an exit routine to save the field in a
MICS data element if you wish to retain the data in the MICS database.

CHECKLIST 15 - Process Non-USER CMF User Areas

1. Determine the name of the user areas that you want to process by doing one of the following:
– Ask your CICS system programmer.
– Review the MICSLOG from DAY040. For each user field that was skipped during input processing, the warning

message CIC06128 is issued. You can determine from the message text the name of the user field (OWNER=),
and the type of field (area, clock, or counter).

2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICDEPEL) to add the names of the user areas that you want to process. The
CICDEPEL module has reserved nine DEFINEID statements with IDs 3902 through 3910 for additional user area
definitions. For each user area you wish to add, simply un-comment the line and change the word RESERVED on
the DEFINEID statement to the name of your user area. Each name that is specified by the DEFINEID statement
corresponds to a SAS variable containing the content of the user area. You may reference the SAS variable in a detail
exit during DAY040 processing.
For example, to add user areas SCREEN and FUNCTION, edit the statements in module CICDEPEL as follows:
From:
        * DEFINEID    3902 RESERVED

        * DEFINEID    3903 RESERVED

To:
          DEFINEID    3902 SCREEN

          DEFINEID    3903 FUNCTION

If you need to add more than nine user areas, insert additional DEFINED statements (through user modification) as
needed and increment each field ID (39xx) by 1. For example, you can insert four additional user areas with IDs of
3911 through 3914.
Repeat Steps 3 and 5 for each unit database that contains the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. 

3. Code the USRCDCT exit in member #CICEXIT in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. This adds the user area IDs defined
in Step 2 to the CDADID data dictionary array. Because this exit is called within SELECT logic, the exit code must
contain WHEN clauses instead of IF-THEN logic. There must be a WHEN clause for each user area that was defined
in Step 2.
For example, to add the SCREEN and FUNCTION user areas from Step 2, code the USRCDCT exit as follows:
        %MACRO USRCDCT;

          WHEN('SCREEN')   CDADID(CDAINDEX)=PUT(902,PIB2.);

          WHEN('FUNCTION') CDADID(CDAINDEX)=PUT(903,PIB2.);

        %MEND USRCDCT;

Note: The name in quotes on the WHEN clause must match the name on the DEFINED statement from Step 2. The
three-digit field ID in the PUT function must match the last three digits of the same DEFINEID statements from Step 2.

4. To access a user area in a detail exit (such as CICACRT, CICRLRT, CICAURT, or _USRSCSW) during DAY040
processing, code a LENGTH statement for the user area before referencing it in the exit. For example, to reference the
SAS variables SCREEN and FUNCTION, you can code the following in the CICACRT exit:
        LENGTH SCREEN FUNCTION $ 8;

        CICACT5=SCREEN;

        CICACT6=FUNCTION;

The maximum length of a character user area is 200 bytes. In the above example, the content of SAS variables
SCREEN and FUNCTION are stored in the MICS data elements CICACT5 and CICACT6, respectively. You can
save the content of the user areas to any MICS data elements, either pre-defined or user-defined through system
modifications, as required for your processing needs.
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5. Code the USRSINT exit in the #CICEXIT member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. This exit is a SAS macro that is
used to initialize the user areas to blanks, before reading the data for each new CICS region. To initialize the user
areas SCREEN and FUNCTION, code the macro as follows:
        %MACRO USRSINT;

          SCREEN=BLANKS;

          FUNCTION=BLANKS;

        %MEND USRSINT;

Coding this macro prevents data in user areas for a CICS region from being written to MICS data elements for regions
that do not have those user areas defined.

CICS Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: See the CICOPS - CICS Processing Options section for a detailed description of the statement syntax.

CHECKLIST 16 - ENABLE INTERNAL STEP RESTART

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
RESTART YES

For details see the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT parameters to
override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
DAILY  INCRccc

where ccc is the product ID.
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in
updating that product's representation of the MICS jobs.

CICS Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, cosider the following prerquisites, then follow the checklist
procedure.

See the CICOPS - CICS Processing Options section for a detailed description of the statement syntax.

If you are using the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits, review the considerations in the CICS Incremental Update
Considerations section before you activate incremental update.

CHECKLIST 17 - Implement Incremental Update

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:
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 INCRUPDATE YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify the
following:
 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs

 

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify this:
 INCRDB DYNAM

 

– If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify the following:
 INCRSPLIT  USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– For additional information on related topic, review the documentation for this product on INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL,
INCRDAYS, or INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

 DAILY

 INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
a. Inspect and/or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files.

If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job will only allocate the incremental update
checkpoint data set.

b. Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specified INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes
for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. Examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT to verify
that the generation group indexes were correctly defined.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements can appear. This is not a problem. cccIUGDG deletes
each index prior to defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist (e.g., if this is the first time
you ran the cccIUGDG job).

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY  INCRccc

 

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL may have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
You may also need to modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input
measurement data that has not been input to one of the day's incremental update executions.
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CICS User Exits
Before implementing an exit, determine whether the required modification can be accomplished by parameter modification
or file tailoring.

Additional system customization is sometimes required to tailor MICS to your data center. Many user exit points are
provided within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user modification:

• is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• presents only a slight possibility of compromising the MICS database or operational integrity.
• is relatively easy to document and understand.

Using the MICS exit facilities to augment MICS processing logic is the safest method of system modification. Generally,
you have four methods to augment, change, and enhance MICS.

• MICS standard option and parameter definitions
The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

• Modification through user exits
Some site-dependent requirements are not adequately addressed through the standard options and parameters. In
these cases, one or more user exits provided with MICS can be used to insert user-written routines that satisfy the
requirements.

• Extension through user-written components
Although most users do not initially consider this a way of modifying a standard MICS product, the development
of user-written components can be the most advantageous method. For example, it can be better to write a user
component to handle extra SMF data than to attempt to modify the logic of the MICS CICS Analyzer.

• System code modification
Finally, if all else fails, you can meet your site requirements by implementing a source code change.

General Exit Considerations

Explore whether or not it is necessary to develop a user exit routine. First, ensure that the requirement cannot be satisfied
through one of the standard options or definitions. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

The design, coding, testing, and implementation of MICS user exit routines should be done carefully, as errors could result
and corrupt the data. You should be meticulous in the definition and validation of the exit routines to ensure that system
integrity and performance is not adversely affected.

If an exit must be used, refer to the Processing section for a description of the location of the exit in the DAILY update. For
a better understanding of MICS user exits, see User Exit Facilities.

Product exits are classified according to their purpose. They include product input, output, parameter-related, and
accounting exits. Input exits are invoked as the raw input records are read. Output exits are invoked just before MICS
writes an observation to the MICS database.

The CICS Analyzer provides the input exit _USRSEL. Use this exit to select or exclude input data that meets special site-
defined criteria, add data elements, or modify record fields as they are read.

One output exit routine is provided for each product file. You can use this output exit routine to selectively block the writing
of specified records, alter data elements in the records, or produce additional records for the target file or a user-defined
file.

The product parameter-related exits are also user exits, but they are defined as part of the standard MICS installation
process. They are typically associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation
Routine is a user exit routine for completing values for account codes that were defined in the separate but related
CICACRT member of prefix.MICS.PARMS. CICACRT is the Account Code Definition parameter member. These exits are
identified in this section, but are described in CICS Parameters.

The user exits for the CICS Analyzer are discussed in detail in the following sections:
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• Input Exits
• Parameter-Related Exits
• Output Exits

CICS Input Exits

This article describes the input exits that CICS shares with the other installed MICS components.

The exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. It also shows which data elements are available, the special
considerations to note, and a sample user exit.

USRSEL

Input Record Selection Exit (USRSEL)

DESCRIPTION
The _USRSEL exit lets you prevent records from being processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS. It is
similarly invoked in input format routines for other MICS components. It can be defined at the complex level in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) or at the unit level in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT).

INVOCATION
For the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, the _USRSEL exit gains control during the input format routine. It is invoked
for each input record processed from CMF and ASG-TMON. Each CMF physical record can contain multiple logical
transaction records. The _USRSEL exit is invoked once per CMF physical record.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to exclude records from being processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS during the daily
input step. To exclude a record, set SKIP_REC to one. For example, you can code the following to skip records that
contain the SMF system ID TEST:

MACRO _USRSEL;

  IF ROUTINE EQ 'DYCICFMT' THEN DO;

   IF ORGSYSID EQ 'TEST' THEN SKIP_REC=1;

  END;

%

The MICS Analyzer Option for CICS provides the appropriate logic to delete the record based on the value of SKIP-REC
after the _USRSEL exit is invoked.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
ORGSYSID - Original System ID

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Do not refer to any MICS-assigned data elements, such as CICSID and CICACTx, when setting SKIP_REC in this exit.
Extra records are deleted as a result. For additional coding restrictions, see Guidelines for Coding MCG Statements.

USRSCID

Input Record Set CICSID Exit (USRSCID)

DESCRIPTION
The %USRSCID exit lets you set the CICSID when a record's ORGSYSID/APPLID was not defined in CICOPS.
Typically, a record whose ORGSYSID/APPLID was not defined is discarded, and message CIC06011E is written to the
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MICSLOG.By implementing the USRSCID exit, you can set the 4-byte CICSID and the record will be processed.The
CICSID value supplied by the exit, in combination with the ORGSYSID, must be unique.
The daily update run is terminated, and a MICSLOG error message is issued if the USRSCID exit code generates a
CICSID value that:

Duplicates a ORGSYSID/CICSID combination already specified in CICOPS with a CICOPTS statement. Error Message -
CIC06173E

Duplicates a ORGSYSID/CICSID already generated by this exit for a different APPLID. Error Message - CIC06173E

Duplicates a CICS Transaction Gateway CTGID specified in CICOPS with a GATEWAY APPLID statement. Error
Message - CIC07085E

The intent of this exit is to avoid discarding data for new CICS regions that were not yet defined in CICOPS.Due to
additional overhead incurred in the assignment of CICSIDs through the use of this exit, it is recommended that you update
CICOPS and run a CICPGEN subsequent to any DAILY run that encounters data that are not defined in CICOPS. When
undefined data are encountered and this exit is used to assign the CICSID, message CIC06174W is issued, with the last
line providing a sample CICOPTS statement:

CIC06174 USER EXIT USRSCID PROVIDED CICSID=%CICSID

CIC06174  FOR ORGSYSID=%ORGSYSID, APPLID=%CSUAPPL

CIC06174  PLEASE UPDATE CICOPS ACCORDINGLY

CIC06174  AND RUN CICPGEN BEFORE NEXT DAILY RUN

CIC06174  ...SAMPLE CICOPTS, BE SURE TO SET SELCODE...

CIC06174  CICOPTS %ORGSYSID %CICSID SMF CMF 0 %CSUAPPL ??

INVOCATION
The %USRSCID exit is passed control only when a record is encountered that does not find a matching ORGSYSID/
APPLID in CICOPS.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to process records whose ORGSYSID/APPLID has not been defined in CICOPS.Normally, a subset
of CSUAPPL would be used to set CICSID. For example:

%MACRO USRSCID;

 CICSID = SUBSTR(CSUAPPL,5,4) /* set CICSID to last 4 chars*/

%MEND USRSCID;

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE

ORGSYSID
Original System ID

CSUAPPL
Original APPLID

CICSID
CICS ID

ELCODE
Select Code

CODING RESTRICTIONS
The value assigned to CICSID by the exit for a given ORGSYSID must be unique. If the ORGSYSID/CICSID combination
was previously defined in CICOPS, or by the exit for a different APPLID, the run is terminated. The value that is assigned
to CICSID must contain only alphanumeric characters or a dash (-), with a length of 1 to 4 bytes. CICSID is initialized to
blanks prior to invocation of the exit.If CICSID contains blanks upon return from the exit, CIC06011E is issued.
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It is also necessary to set SELCODE if other than the default value of 0 (zero) is required. For valid SELCODE values, see
CICOPS - CICS Processing Options section.

For additional coding restrictions, see Guidelines for Coding MCG Statements.

USRSKIP

User Data Skip Exit (USRSKIP)

DESCRIPTION
The USRSKIP exit enables you to skip CMF records during DAY040 processing. The exit is invoked immediately after
reading the SMF record header. Use the exit to determine whether or not the physical record, that can contain multiple
CICS transaction records, should be excluded from input processing. This exit can also be used to change the value of
ORGSYSID if so desired.

INVOCATION
The USRSKIP exit is invoked immediately after reading the SMF record header for CMF input.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to exclude data from DAY040 input processing or to change the value of ORGSYSID.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Temporary variables including SMFRTYP (SMF record type), SMFTIME (SMF record end timestamp), ORGSYSID (SMF
system ID), SMFLPS (SMF section header length), and INPRECS (Physical input record number).

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Set SKIP_REC to 1 to exclude records from DAY040 processing. The following example shows how to change the value
of ORGSYSID, and how to reject a record based on the value of ORGSYSID:

  %MACRO USRSKIP;

    IF ORGSYSID EQ 'TSTX' THEN ORGSYSID EQ 'TSTA';

    ELSE IF ORGSYSID EQ 'TSTG' THEN SKIP_REC=1;

  %MEND USRSKIP;

CICS Parameter-Related Exits

This article identifies the CICS parameter-related exits that you define at product installation time. Detailed descriptions of
these exits are presented in the Parameters.

CICACRT

CICS Account Code Derivation Exit (CICART)

DESCRIPTION
The CICACRT exit derives the value of the account code elements that are defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACCT). It is a complex-level exit (it resides in the same library as CICACCT) and its
definition applies to all data base units in which the CICS Analyzer is installed.

INVOCATION
The CICACRT exit gains control during the input format routine of the daily update process step DAY040. It is invoked
once for each detail transaction record that is processed by the CICS Analyzer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
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This exit sets the value of the CICACTx variables.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All DETAIL timespan elements of the files are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See CICACRT - Code CICS Account Code Derivation Exit.

SPECIAL NOTES
The exit code is contained in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICACRT).

SAMPLE USER EXIT
See CICACRT - Code CICS Account Code Derivation Exit for a sample exit.

CICAURT

CICS Application Unit Definition (CICAURT)

DESCRIPTION
The CICAURT exit derives the value of the CICS Application Unit ID (CICAPU).

INVOCATION
The CICAURT exit gains control during the input format routine of the daily update process step DAY040. It is invoked
once for each detail transaction record that is processed by the CICS Analyzer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit sets the value of the CICAPU data element.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All DETAIL timespan elements of the files are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See CICAPU - CICS Application Unit Definition.

SPECIAL NOTES
The exit code is contained in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICAURT).

SAMPLE USER EXIT
See CICAURT - CICS Application Unit Derivation Routine for a sample exit.

CICRLRT

CICS Relative Longevity Derivation Routine (CICRLRT)

DESCRIPTION
The CICRLRT exit derives the data element TRANTYPE to identify the transaction type.

INVOCATION
The CICRLRT exit gains control during the input format routine of the daily update process step DAY040. It is invoked
once for each detail transaction record that is processed by the CICS Analyzer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit sets the value of the TRANTYPE data element.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All DETAIL timespan elements of the files are available.
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CODING RESTRICTIONS
See CICRLRT - CICS Relative Longevity Routine.

SPECIAL NOTES
The exit code is contained in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICRLRT).

SAMPLE USER EXIT
See CICRLRT - CICS Relative Longevity Routine for a sample exit.

CICMSAC

CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit (CIMSAC)

DESCRIPTION
The CICMSAC exit allows you to override the account code values after they are derived in the input processing step. It is
used to identify transactions that have been routed to other CICS regions for processing in an MRO or ISC environment.

INVOCATION
The CICMSAC exit is invoked after the input processing has completed and the detail transaction work files have been
created in DAY040. It is invoked when you specify the MSACCOUNT keyword in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit sets the value of the CICACTx variables.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All DETAIL timespan elements of the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit.

SPECIAL NOTES
The exit code is contained in prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICMSAC).

SAMPLE USER EXIT
See CICMSAC - CICS Multisystem Account Derivation Exit for a sample exit.

CICS Output Exits

Output exits are invoked just before adding an observation to the DETAIL timespan of a file. Use these exits to modify the
value of elements or prevent selected observations from being added to a file. In addition, the MICS Analyzer Option for
CICS provides two special exits to output detail data to a user-defined data set. These exits specify user data set names
and the length, formats, and labels that are associated with the data set.

USRSfff - CICS File Selection Exit (USRSfff)

DESCRIPTION
The USRSfff exit lets you modify or select observations immediately prior to output. For the CIC Information Area, the
files available (fff) are CSY, CSW, CSU, CSF, CAU, CAC, CIN, CDC, CSA, CSB, CSD, CSL, and CSP. For the CTG
Information Area, the file available is GSA.

INVOCATION
These exits are invoked in the information area processing phase immediately before output of the file. For more
information, see CICS Processing.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.
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USES
Use this exit to modify elements or to exclude observations from further processing. For files CSY, CSF, CIN and GSA, the
USRSfff exit is called early enough to modify elements or delete observations at the DETAIL level.
You cannot use _USRSfff to make changes in the DETAIL timespan for any of these files
CAC, CAU, or CSU. However, as the CSW work file feeds each of these files and the _USRSCSW exit is applied
to DETAIL level observations early, we suggest that any modifications to elements or any deletion of DETAIL level
observations be made in the _USRSCSW exit. See the SPECIAL NOTES for details.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See Definition and Methodology.

Special notes

1. To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#CICEXIT).
2. To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#CICEXIT).
3. The USRSCSW exit is called as the CICCSW work file is being defined. This is the best place to insert user code that

sets values for elements. Also, you can code an expression that sets SKIP_REC to 1 so that a particular observation
is not be written to the CSW work file. Observations not written to CSW will not be available to the CAC, CSU, or CAU
files in any timespans. In the following example, no observations with CICSID other than CIC1 will reach the CAC,
CSU, and CAU files.
   MACRO _USRSCSW

     IF CICSID NE "CIC1" THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

     %

4. For files CAC, CSU, and CAU, the _USRSfff macro can be used to modify or define DETAIL level element values just
before they are summarized to the DAYS level.

5. Since the _USRDCAC and _USRDCSU exits are called just before output to the DAYS timespan for the CAC and
CSU files, observations can be omitted from the DAYS timespan for the CAC and CSU files by inserting code into
_USRDCAC or _USRDCSU as in the following examples:
   MACRO _USRDCAC

     IF CICSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

     _USRUCAC

     _USRUJCA

     %

   MACRO _USRDCSU

     IF CICSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

     _USRUCSU

     _USRUJCS

     %

A _USRDfff call like this has no impact on the DETAIL file itself whether it is on DASD or on tape. The _USRDfff exit is
described below.

6. If you take the TAPECSU option for the CSU file, you can use the USRTCSU exit to change element values or to
prevent observations before being written to the TAPECSU.CICCSU01 file. USRTCSU is described below.

USRDfff - CICS User-written Cost Derivation Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRDfff exit lets you derive the fffCOST data element. The files available (fff) are CSU and CAC.

INVOCATION
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These exits are invoked in the information area processing phase immediately before output of the file. See the
Processing section for more information.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
The exit allows elements to be passed to the routine computing the value of fffCOST.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See Definition and Methodology.

USRXfff - CICS Detail Data Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRXfff exit creates a DETAIL timespan file for files that do not support the DETAIL timespan by default (due to the
large volume of transaction data at most sites). The files available (fff) are CICS CSU, CAU, CAC, and CSF.

INVOCATION
This exit is invoked in the code that processes detail CICS transaction data after a sort of the detail data into the DETAIL
CICfff file sequence and before the data is summarized to the DAYS level.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to create a DETAIL timespan file. If you choose to create a DETAIL timespan file for the CICCSU file on tape
rather than on DASD, use the USRTCSU exit. See the >CICS Alter the Active Timespans for a File section for coding
examples.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See Definition and Methodology.

USRSDKP - User Data Set Keep Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRSDKP exit defines user data sets to create during CICS input file processing.

INVOCATION
The exit is invoked as part of the DATA statement that defines the data sets to be created during the initial processing of
the CICS input files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to create additional SAS data sets during the initial processing of CICS input files. For example, you can use
it to define your own output data sets for the accounting or exception class of the CICS monitoring data.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
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To code the exit, specify the SAS data set name to be created. For example, to create data sets named CICEXP and
CICACT in the DETAIL database, code the following:

   MACRO _USRSDKP

    &CICX..CICEXP(KEEP=variable names)

    &CICX..CICACT(KEEP=variable names)

   %

Do not include a semicolon (;) at the end of the data set names.

To output observations to the files defined by the _USRSDKP exit, you can use any of the detail exits available during
input processing, such as _USRSCSW, CICRLRT, and CICAURT.

USRSLFL - User Data Length, Format, Label Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRSLFL exit defines the length, formats, and labels that are associated with a user data set created during the
initial processing of CICS input files. It is used along with the USRSDKP exit described above.

INVOCATION
The exit is invoked during the code that processes the CICS input files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to specify the length, formats, and labels for variables associated with a user-defined data set.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
To code the exit, specify the LENGTH, FORMAT, and LABEL statements for the variables in the KEEP list as defined by
the USRSDKP exit. For example:

   MACRO _USRSLFL

   LENGTH var1 var2 var3 8;

   FORMAT var1 var2 var3 8.2;

   LABEL var1 = "Exception Label 1"

         var2 = "Exception Label 2"

         var3 = "Exception Label 3";

   %

USRSCMF - CMF Accounting & Exception Data Processing

DESCRIPTION
The USRSCMF exit serves two purposes. It can build CICS files in the MICS database using the CMF accounting and
exception class transaction records. It can also be used to output performance class data to SAS files that you have
defined in the USRSDKP exit.

INVOCATION
The USRSCMF exit is invoked for each transaction record input from the CMF accounting or exception class. The exit is
invoked after the fields from these records have been processed by the input format routine. As a result, do not code a
SAS INPUT statement in this exit.
This exit is also invoked for each transaction and global record input from the CMF performance class, which lets you
manipulate the fields read from the CMF records, and optionally output them to your own SAS file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
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No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to build your own CICS files or to add observations to the MICS CICS files using CMF accounting, exception,
and performance class data.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All data fields in the accounting, exception, and performance class data. See sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(CICDEPEL)
for the corresponding SAS variable names.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Do not code SAS INPUT statement in this exit, because the exit is invoked after each field in the record has been read.
Since this exit is invoked for all classes of CMF data, check the temporary variable CMFRTYPE to determine the record
type. The following shows the value of CMFRTYPE for each CMF record type:

Accounting class transaction record: A
Exception class transaction record: E
Performance class global record: G
Performance class transaction record: T

The following example shows how to write to the CICCIN file when you have identified that a file is waiting for a VSAM
buffer.

   MACRO _USRSCMF

    SELECT (CMFRTYPE);

      WHEN ('E') DO;

        IF FCVSBWNM NE ' ' THEN DO;

          CINCODE=91;

          CINTEXT=FCVSBWNM || ' WAITING FOR A VSAM BUFFER';

          OUTCICFL='OUTCIN';

          LINK OUTCIN;

        END;

      END;

      OTHERWISE;

    END;

   %

USRSINT - User Specified Initialization Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRSINT exit lets you initialize MICS data elements that become unique to specific regions as a result of CMF
customization performed at your site. This initialization logic prevents data propagation that can occur under certain
conditions in MICS. For example, to help reduce system overhead in your production regions, you tailor CMF to exclude
a set of monitoring fields. However, the test region continues to collect all CMF fields. When the data from the test region
are processed in MICS followed by data from the production regions, you notice elements in the production regions for the
excluded fields contain values from the test region. To resolve this problem, initialize data elements for the excluded fields
in the USRSINT exit.

INVOCATION
The exit is invoked during the initialization module CICINIT that is executed for fields that are typically unique to each
CICS input source.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
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Use this exit to set a MICS data element to either missing or blanks based on the data element format. The purpose
of the exit is to prevent data propagation for fields that have been excluded from selected regions as a result of CMF
customization.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the CICCSU and CICCSY files at the DETAIL timespan are available. You can browse
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(CICGENIN) for the list of data elements.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
To code the exit, assign data elements to either missing or blanks based on element format. The data elements that
are coded in this exit should be populated directly from input fields. They should not be elements that are derived from
either CICS source modules or the %fffDERV macro, as the latter derivations override any code that is specified here. An
example of the exit is shown in the following block:

  %MACRO USRSINT;

   CSUSIOCT=.;

   CSUFACTY=' ';

  %MEND USRSINT;

USRSTAT - STATCOPY for CICS Stats

DESCRIPTION
The USRSTAT exit lets you selectively copy CICS statistics records to a sequential file on tape during the daily
summarization process. The sequential file can then be used as input for statistics report programs, as IBM DFHSTUP,
without processing the entire SMF data set.

INVOCATION
The USRSTAT exit is invoked before output of the sequential file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to select the statistics record types or the CICS regions for which data is to be written to the sequential file.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All data fields in the input records processed by the MICS Analyzer Option for CICS, plus the temporary numeric variable
RECNUM, which indicates the statistics record type.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Verify that the STATCOPY keyword is specified in your prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) and that CICPGEN has been
executed before coding this exit.
Set SKIP_REC to 1 to exclude records from being written to the sequential file.
For example, code the following to limit output that is written to the sequential file to include data about storage manager
task subpools (type 8), storage manager dynamic storage areas (type 9), and loader statistics (type 27):

   %MACRO USRSTAT;

     IF RECNUM = 8 OR RECNUM = 9 OR RECNUM = 27

      THEN SKIP_REC=0;

      ELSE SKIP_REC=1;

   %MEND USRSTAT;

USRTCSU - TAPECSU Data Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRTCSU exit selects data by CICSID or other criteria before the DETAIL CICCSU01 file is written to tape during the
daily summarization process.
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INVOCATION
The USRTCSU exit is invoked before output of the TAPECSU.CICCSU01 file in SOURCE(#CSUDSUM).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to the TAPECSU.CICCSU01 file.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DETAIL CICCSU01 file.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Verify that the TAPECSU keyword is specified in your prefix.MICS.PARMS(CICOPS) and that CICPGEN has been
executed before coding this exit.
For example, code the following to limit output that is written to the TAPECSU.CICCSU01 file by excluding data about all
CICS regions other than CIC1 and CICP.

   %MACRO USRTCSU;

     IF CICSID NE 'CIC1' AND CICSID NE 'CICP' THEN

      SKIP_REC=1;

   %MEND USRTCSU;

USRUJff and CICJfff - Accounting and Chargeback Exits

DESCRIPTION
These exits provide the linkage into the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. The files available (fff) are the CICCSU
and CICCAC files.

INVOCATION
These exits are invoked in the daily summarization #fffDSUM routines, where fff is CSU or CAC, because the data is
summarized at the DAYS timespan.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
These exits provide the interface to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.

USES
The exit allows elements to be passed to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See Definition and Methodology.

LDE Log Data Extractor Option
The MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option (LDE) collects and preprocesses IMS log data in preparation for the daily
update run of the MICS Analyzer Option for IMS (referred to as the IMS Analyzer).

LDE is used with IMS/VS with DASD logging, and is especially useful to data centers that run IBM's Information
Management System (IMS) at one site and the MICS IMS Analyzer at another. LDE reads IMS log data and creates a
transaction file that it passes to the IMS Analyzer. This file contains only the data required by the IMS Analyzer.

Using LDE means that tape, while still an option, is no longer the only IMS output medium available. LDE uses DASD as
its output medium, which minimizes the possibility of hardware failure and improves data recovery in the event of a system
hardware failure.
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Primary Areas of Application

LDE's primary function is to process IMS log data, reduce the volume of data, and produce an output file suitable for
use by the MICS Analyzer Option for IMS. This IMS Analyzer processes information about IMS users, transactions, and
applications. It might obtain its data either from LDE or directly from IMS logs.

The following IMS Log Data Flow chart illustrates possible routes that the flow of IMS log data can take to get from IMS to
the IMS Analyzer.

 +-----------+

 |           |

 |    IMS    |

 |           |

 +-----------+

       |

  ***********      +-----------+     **********

 *  ONLINE   *     |           |    *   IMS    *

 *    LOG    *---->|  ARCHIVE  |--->*   SLDS   *-----------------------+

 *  DATA SET *     |           |    *          *                       |

  ***********      +-----------+     **********                        |

                         |                |                            v

                   +-------------+ +-------------+ +-----------+  +-----------+

                   | CA MICS IMS | | CA MICS IMS | | CA MICS   |  |  CA MICS  |

                   | LOG DATA    | | LOG DATA    | |   IMS     |->| DATABASE  |

                   | EXTRACTOR   | | EXTRACTOR   | | ANALYZER  |  |  UPDATE   |

                   +-------------+ +-------------+ +-----------+  +-----------+

                         |                 |                          /|\

                     *********         *********                       |

                    *  Disk   *       *  Disk   *                      |

                    *   or    *       *   or    *                      |

                    *  Tape   *       *  Tape   *                      |

                     *********         *********                       |

                         |                 |                           |

                         -----------------------------------------------

LDE processes IMS Log records and reduces the amount of data passed to the IMS Analyzer by:

• Consolidating IMS Log record data to create a MICS transaction record.
• Eliminating data that the IMS Analyzer does not use, which can decrease data from 15 to 80  percent.

In addition, LDE significantly reduces tape and system failures by:

• reading one DASD log at a time (when executed as an exit to DFSUARC0), allowing preprocessing of log records
when the IMS Online Data Set is archived.

• writing its output to DASD rather than to tape, eliminating the need to mount tapes while the IMS Analyzer is executing.

Facilities

Data Source Facilities

You can execute LDE as an exit of the IMS DASD Logging archive process or as a stand-alone job reading IMS SLDS.

The MICS IMS Analyzer updates files using an assembler program (see the list of assembly language routines in LDE
Data Sets. These assembler programs read the IMS log, build a transaction record by combining data from several log
records, and pass it to the IMS Analyzer SAS program for processing and file update. If LDE is installed, it calls these
assembler programs directly.
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The assembler programs perform the same tasks regardless of where they run (as part of MICS daily processing or as
part of the LDE).

Reporting and Inquiry Facilities

As LDE scans IMS log records, it generates the Record Distribution Report. The report logs unusual situations that
occurred, the IMS log record data accumulated during the scans, and the number and average length of each type of IMS
log record read. It also contains counts of the total number of records read, the number of Fast Path and non-Fast Path
records, and the number of records written to the output file.

Files Overview

LDE obtains its information from the IMS DASD Logging archive process of standard IMS SLDS. Once LDE obtains the
information, it creates records for direct input into the MICS IMS Analyzer.

The following chart illustrates the LDE data sources and files.

 +-------------+                     +-------------+

 |   IMS/VS    |                     |  STANDARD   |

 |    DASD     |                     |     IMS     |

 |   LOGGING   |                     |     LOG     |

 |   PROCESS   |                     |    TAPES    |

 +-------------+                     +-------------+

         |                                   |

         +-----------------------------------+

                           |

            +-----------------------------+

            |          CA MICS IMS        |

            |     LOG DATA EXTRACTOR      |

            +-----------------------------+

                           |

                           |

                 +-------------------+

                 |        LDE        |

                 |        FILE       |

                 +-------------------+

Prerequisites

LDE supports IBM's Information Management System (IMS) Versions 6.1, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1, 10.1, 11.1, 12.1, 13.1, 14.1 and
15.1.

Benefits of LDE

LDE contributes to the overall benefits that MICS provides.

It reduces the volume of data your organization has to process. Depending on the type of IMS processing you do, this
can:

• Minimize the potential impact on hardware failures
• Reduce total processing time of IMS statistics
• Reduce tape drive utilization
• Reduce demand on operator time
• Permit the input to the MICS IMS Analyzer to be stored on DASD instead of tape
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Organizations that have multiple IMS sites need not have the IMS Analyzer at every site. LDE at each IMS site can
process that site's data. The output produced can then be sent to a site that has the IMS Analyzer.

LDE Operation
This section describes how to use LDE.

LDE Data Sets
This section explains the input and output data sets that LDE uses. This section also provides methods for increasing the
efficiency of LDE.

LDE Parameters Data Set

LDE requires that you specify the version of IMS and specific information about your environment for the following
reasons:

• Data record formats differ between IMS versions.
• MICS supports several different monitors and features. This includes full-function IMS, Fastpath IMS, and BMC

MAINVIEW for IMS Online. The IMS release identifier is not contained in the data.
• Required storage pool sizes vary between IMS regions and can be set differently for each region.

To allocate a partitioned data set, where you code your LDE parameters, use ISPF/PDF option 3.2 or the TSO ALLOC
and ATTRIB commands. A one-track partitioned data set (PDS) with one directory block has been adequate for most
sites.

LDE parameter data sets must contain one member for each system whose data is processed by LDE. There must be
a separate member for each system. The LDEPARM DD statement in the execution JCL must point to this library and
member.

The following describes the syntax for the LDE and TABLES statements.

LDE Statement
LDE rel fn BMP fs fe WFI FASTWFI FOLDUID

The LDE statement contains information that controls the processing that is performed by the IMS Log Data Reduction
(LDR) module. The bmp, fs, and fe parameters are NOT positional and can be specified in any order. If a parameter value
is omitted, the default value is used.

The format of the LDE statement is as follows:

LDE rel fn bmp fs fe wfi

where the parameters are:

rel
The IMS version of the data that is to be processed by LDE. The IMS version is specified in the form xx. The IMS
versions currently supported are 61, 71, 81, 91, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.
The rel parameter can be specified as ??, which invokes AutoDetection processing for the IMS version/release
information. When this is specified, the actual value of the IMS version/release is obtained from the IMS log data being
processed for input to LDE.
Default: None. A valid value must be specified.

fn
This parameter specifies the source of the IMS Fastpath and full function log data, whether native log records or IMS data,
and how Fastpath records are to be processed in the case of the former.

Valid values for this parameter are:
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NN
Exclude Fastpath database transaction statistics.

MN
Include Fastpath database statistics for transactions scheduled through the standard message scheduling. Note: Mixed
mode statistics are included in the IMSISU and IMSIAU files, while statistics for those transactions that are scheduled by
the Expedited Message Handler are included in the IMS_IS and IMS_IA files.

FN
Include transactions performing Fastpath database calls, scheduled through the standard message scheduler or the
Expedited Message Handler method.

CC
IMS Fastpath and full function data is input from BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data.

Default: None. A valid value must be specified.

BMP
This parameter indicates whether BMP transactions in this system are to be presummarized (collapsed) by the IMS
LDR module. Code BMP to activate presummarization only if CC has not been specified in the fn parameter field. Code
NOBMP to prevent presummarization.
Coding NOBMP causes one transaction to be processed for each message that a message-driven BMP has executed.
Specify BMP to collapse, or presummarize, message-driven BMP transactions; this summarizes message-driven BMP
activity by the unique combination of LTERM of the message terminal, user ID, transaction code, PSB name, and hour of
day. Presummarizing such BMP transactions improves the performance of the IMS Analyzer daily update.
Default: NOBMP

fs
This parameter indicates whether transaction records that are the result of "False Schedules" are to be output by the IMS
LDR module. Specifying FSCHED results in the output of False Schedule transactions to the MAOUTPUT file. These
transactions contain a CPU Time value even though there were no messages processed by the transaction. Specifying
NOFSCHED prevents the output of the False Schedule transactions.
Default: FSCHED

fe
This parameter indicates whether Shared Message Queue "front-end" records are to be output by the IMS LDR module.
These records can be created when processing data from an IMS Shared Message Queues environment. These
transaction records are identified by the presence of an x'FE' in byte one of the record. Specifying SQFE results in
the output of front-end transactions to the MAOUTPUT file. Specifying NOSQFE prevents the output of the front-end
transaction records.
Default: NOSQFE

WFI
This parameter indicates whether WFI AutoFlush is enabled. This parameter on the OPTIONS statement can also be
specified as:

WFI(n)

where (n) artificially lower the horizon.
Example: Assume that no other "non-never ending" has a PROCLIM above 10,000.
By changing the AutoFlush Horizon to 10,000, transactions are identified as being "never ending" at a much earlier point
in time. This would appear in LDEPARM as WFI(10000).
Note: Since these transactions are more frequently written to the the MAOUTPUT file, it might be necessary to increase
the space requirements for the MAOUTPUT data set.
Default: NOWFI

FASTWFI
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This parameter specifies whether the immediate flushing of completed WFI transactions are (FASTWFI) or are not
(NOFASTWFI) enabled during processing. The FASTWFI feature is for the benefit of users that process large numbers of
never-ending WFI transaction which can cause serious virtual storage constraints.
DEFAULT: NOFASTWFI

FOLDUID
This parameter specifies whether the RACFUSID is (FOLDUID) or is not (NOFOLDUID) to be translated to uppercase
characters.
Default: FOLDUID

TABLES Statement
TABLES ldrrn sdrrn emhb rttbl trpool 

This statement is used by the IMS LDR module to calculate the sizes of various storage pools that are used during
processing.

If you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and if "CC" is coded on the LDE statement (see LDE statement
description above), the TABLES statement is not required, but is checked for proper syntax if present.

The IMS LDR module reduces IMS log data to produce IMS transaction records. These programs use storage pools for
much of their processing. The default execution parameters define tables that should accommodate almost any standard
IMS system's daily volume. You can alter the table parameters to increase table sizes for larger systems, or to decrease
table sizes for smaller systems to conserve virtual memory. The memory for the storage pools is obtained above the
16MB line.

Use the TABLES statement to specify table sizes. The format of the TABLES statement is as follows.

TABLES ldrrn sdrrn emhb rttbl trpool

where the parameters are:

ldrrn
The number of long message queue records in the IMS region being processed by the IMS LDR module.
The minimum value for this parameter is 0 and the maximum value for this parameter is 999999.
Notes:

• Set this parameter to 0 if you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online.
• The ldrrn pool is managed to automatically expand to meet increased workload demand. Therefore, the default value is

usually enough. It is not necessary to adjust this value, but some gain in performance can be realized by specifying a
value that eliminates the need to allocate secondary pool extents.

Default: 5000

sdrrn
The number of short message queue records in the IMS region being processed by the IMS LDR module.
The minimum value for this parameter is 0 and the maximum value for this parameter is 999999.
Notes:

• Set this parameter to 0 if you are using BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online.
• The sdrrn pool is managed to automatically expand to meet increased workload demand. Therefore, the default value

is usually enough. It is not necessary to adjust this value, but some gain in performance can be realized by specifying
a value that eliminates the need to allocate secondary pool extents.

Default: 5000

emhb
The number of EMHBs in the IMS region being processed by the IMS LDR module.
The minimum value for this parameter is 0 and the maximum value for this parameter is 999999.
Note: This parameter is no longer used and is kept as a placeholder for compatibility purposes.
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Default: 0

rttbl
The largest number of active Recovery Tokens in use at any one time by the IMS region being processed by the IMS LDR
module.
The minimum value for this parameter is 0 and the maximum value for this parameter is 999999.
Note: This parameter is no longer used and is kept as a placeholder for compatibility purposes.
Default: 0

trpool
This value defines the number of TRAN cells that are obtained in the primary allocation. The TRAN cells are used for
construction of the Fastpath and full function transaction records that are created by the IMS LDR module. It should
typically be set to the largest number of Fastpath and full function transactions that can be active at any one time by the
IMS region that is being processed by the IMS LDR module.
This value varies based on the number of concurrent users that are active in the IMS region. Consider using the default as
an initial value and adjusting it based on the Normal Termination Report's Section 5.3 Transaction Pool, High Water Mark
value.
The minimum value for this parameter is 0 and the maximum value for this parameter is 999999.
Note: Set this parameter to a number greater than 0 for IMS systems operating at IMS 6.1 or higher.
The TRAN pool is managed to automatically expand to meet increased workload demand. Therefore, the default value
is usually enough. It is not necessary to adjust this value, but some gain in performance can be realized by specifying a
value that eliminates the need to allocate secondary pool extents.
Default: 10000

Examples:

For a site that has one IMS system running IMS 10.1 Fastpath, does not use BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, and does
not use the BMP Collapse feature, specify the following:

• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(LDEPARM) would contain:
LDE 10 FN 

TABLES 5000 5000 0 0 10000

Note: The NOBMP parameter has been omitted because it is the default value. In addition, the FSCHED and
NOSQFE default parameter values would also be in effect.

• LDE operational JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDEIMS13) (or LDESA, depending on your operating mode) would
contain:
//LDEPARM DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(LDEPARM)

For a site that has two IMS systems, one running IMS 11.1 and BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online and the other running
IMS 12.1, without BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online, and that does not want the "False Schedule" records output, specify
the following:

• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(LDEPARM1) would contain:
LDE 11 CC

Note: Since BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online data has been specified, the TABLES statement is not required for
processing.

• sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(LDEPARM2) would contain:
LDE 12 NN NOFSCHED 

TABLES 5000 5000 0 0 10000

• LDE operational JCL in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDEIMS13) (or LDESA, depending on your operating mode) would
contain:
//LDEPARM DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(LDEPARMx)

where:

LDEPARMx
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Specifies the LDE parameters (see above) required for the IMS region data being processed.

Input Log File

In all environments, LDE expects input to be the IMS log file, whether from the IMS DASD logging facility or the IMS log
tape. LDE checks to ensure that the input data set contains IMS log information.

Note: The BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online IRUF file CANNOT be used as input to LDE or the IMS Analyzer.

IMS Suspend Files

Suspend files are sequential data sets used by LDE to store incomplete MICS transaction records.

At the end of each LDE run, transactions that have been received from the IMS subsystem but have not been processed
completely at LDE step termination are "suspended," that is, written to a "suspend" file that is read and reprocessed
during later runs of LDE. Sites that use BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online do not need suspend files.

During LDE initialization, data from the suspend file is read and stored in tables. The data is then written to the LDE output
file when the records required to complete the MICS transaction record are received.

Assembly Language Routines

The following assembler language routine is used to read the raw IMS logs. The list gives the name of the routine and the
level of IMS it supports.

• IMSLDR20 (IMS 10.1 and above)
• IMSLOGV6 (IMS 6.1, 7.1, 8.1, and 9.1)

Sites running LDE with the MICS IMS Analyzer use the same assembler code modules for both the IMS and LDE
products as described in the Installation Details section.

LDE Print Data Sets

The MAPRINT and MASTATS data sets hold reports and error messages that are generated by LDE. These files are
explained in detail in Reports and Messages.

LDE Output File (MAOUTPUT)

LDE reduces the amount of IMS log data that is passed to MICS and stores it in the MAOUTPUT data set. The
MAOUTPUT data set is read by the MICS IMS daily update job step.

Disposition of MAOUTPUT

To estimate the amount of space that is needed for your MAOUTPUT data set, see Estimating the Size of the LDE Output
File.

If you allocate LDE's MAOUTPUT data set as DISP=MOD,UNIT=(SYSDA), LDE appends IMS transaction records to
MAOUTPUT during LDE processing that occurs before the MICS IMS daily update job step. Before using this technique,
ensure both of the following:

• You have allocated adequate DASD space for the file.
• Issues related to 24-hour operations, detailed in Continuous Operation Considerations have been resolved.

Resetting MAOUTPUT

Once the daily MICS update completes, the file input to IMS (step DAY060) should be emptied in preparation for the
collection of data for the next day's update. It is very important to reset the file; if it is not reset, it continues to grow and
DAY060 step operation will be seriously degraded.
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Use the LDERESET job, as described, to reset the input file. LDERESET is a single-step job that moves the end-of-file
pointer to the beginning of the data set. LDERESET is the only mechanism that is supported by LDE for resetting the input
file.

Once you have determined that MICS completed successfully (using Operational Status and Tracking, for example), run
LDERESET. Prototype JCL is available in the following data sets:

• MICS environment or host site:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDERESET)

• Non-MICS environment or remote site:
yourprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDERESET)

Continuous Operation Considerations
If IMS processing will continue during the MICS update, IMS may attempt to archive a DASD log while MICS is processing
the LDE output file (the data set designated by the MAOUTPUT DD statement in the archive jobstream). To prevent
interruption of your MICS update, use the LDERESET job.

The LDERESET job makes a copy of the LDE output file and uses the copy as input to MICS. It then resets the original
LDE output file, which empties the file and compensates for its "MOD" disposition.

Depending upon your environment, prototype JCL can be found in either one of these:

• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDERESET) (MICS environment)
• yourprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDERESET) (non-MICS environment)

You must change the INPUTIMS data set name in the IMS step of the MICS DAILY job to reflect this new file.

LDE also provides an LDECOPY job that you can use to back up your LDE output file. The LDECOPY job is a subset of
the LDERESET job.

Running LDE
This section discusses the running of LDE:

• in a DASD logging environment
• in a tape environment

DASD Environment 

When LDE is installed properly in your IMS environment, it runs automatically as part of the DASD logging archive
process. No operator intervention is necessary.

Tape Logging Environment 

If you run in a tape environment, the following steps must be performed for each run of LDE:

1. Enter the proper tape volume serial numbers into the JCL contained in:
   sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDESA) (CA MICS environment)

or
   yourprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDESA) (non-CA MICS environment).

2. Submit the LDE job.
3. Verify that the job ran successfully.

The time required to read and process one day's tape log of IMS may delay the MICS IMS Analyzer update. To allow for
this time lag, run LDE several times per day rather than as one job immediately preceding the MICS daily update run. This
will make the most efficient use of your system's resources.
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The Effect of LDE on the MICS IMS Analyzer
This section describes operational changes to the MICS IMS update that result from running LDE.

The Input Log Data Set

Rather than using the IMSLOG as input to MICS, a user running LDE uses the LDE output file as input to the update. The
procedures for making this JCL change are described in the Installation Checklist for MICS Sites section.

Internal Differences

The IMS Analyzer of the daily MICS update step contains two distinct processing phases: an assembler language
front end responsible for reducing the amount of data passed to the SAS processing code, and the processing and
summarization code that is written in the SAS language.

With LDE, the assembler front end is no longer included in the MICS IMS update process. Instead, it is called by LDE.
Then the LDE output file becomes the input to the SAS routines. This input file is now in MICS format.

This affects the operation of the IMS Analyzer in two major ways. First, the new file contains only one MICS record for
each IMS transaction. Also, the use of transaction tables passes from the IMS Analyzer to LDE, thus eliminating some of
the virtual storage previously required by the IMS Analyzer.

LDE Installing
This section presents an overview of the steps necessary to install LDE and a description of the distribution materials.

The LDE installation process consists of unloading the product distribution tape, allocating LDE datasets, and modifying
the JCL used by the individual DASD logging archive processes.

Detailed installation checklists in this section cover the following situations:

• Sites installing LDE into a MICS Complex
• LDE installation at IMS non-MICS sites that run MICS at a local site

WARNING
Review this material carefully before performing any of the installation steps.

LDE Planning the Installation
This section provides formulas for calculating the size of the files that LDE uses. Read and fully understand this section
and the implications of installing LDE before you attempt to install and run it.

Estimating the Size of the LDE Output File

LDE generates an output file containing data necessary for the MICS IMS update step to complete successfully. It is
recommended that this file be on DASD. This section provides a formula for calculating the DASD space that is required
for the LDE output file.

You can count on receiving a significant reduction of data that is passed to MICS from the full IMS log. The reduction
varies, depending on:

• Whether the user is running BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online or full-function IMS logging
• The ratio of transactions that are executed to database calls
• The number and size of command records on the IMS log
• The number and size of records that ultimately result in incidents being generated in the MICS database
• Whether the IMS site runs full function IMS transactions, Fastpath transactions, or both

A rough approximation of the size of the output data set required by LDE (in bytes) is:
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(1024 * f) + (1024 * p) + (452 * s) + (ir * n)

f
number of full function transactions

p
number of Fastpath transactions

s
number of program schedules (number of 07 records)

ir
average size of command and incident records from the IMS log tape

n
number of command and incident records from the IMS log tape

The Record Distribution Report, described in section 6.2, provides the number of records and their lengths for this
calculation.

The same approximation for BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online users can be obtained by the following formula:

(afa * nt) + (af9 * np) + (ir * n)

afa
average size of BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online transaction (FA) log records

nt
number of type FA log records

af9
average size of BMC MAINVIEW for IMS Online program (F9) log records

np
number of type F9 log records

ir
average size of command and incident records from the IMS log tape

n
number of command and incident records from the IMS log tape

For example, assume a daily average of 100,000 full function IMS transactions per day, in a shop that runs no Fastpath,
with 1000 commands and incidents per day. If the average size of the command and incident records is 150 bytes, the
calculation would be performed as follows:

(1024 * 100000) + 0 + (150 + 1000) = 102,550,000 bytes

Assuming the following DCB specification, (BLKSIZE=27998,LRECL=27994,RECFM=VB), at half track 3390 blocking
(27,998 bytes per block), the 102,550,000 bytes would take fewer than 123 cylinders of DASD storage per day. Note: That
there are 15 tracks per cylinder on a 3390 device.

The following record types are copied from the input IMS log tape intact. Storage requirements vary depending upon the
number and size of these record types: 02, 06, 07, 40, 45, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 24, 40, 41, 42, 45, 4C, 69, F9 (when
using Mainview for IMS), FA (when using Mainview for IMS), MICS uses these record types to generate incident and
exception records in addition to extracting accounting-related data.

Distribution Materials
If LDE is to be installed at a host site that has the MICS product, LDE is distributed on the complete MICS distribution tape
and is loaded into the MICS libraries before you enter this checklist.
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If LDE is to be installed at a remote site where MICS itself is not installed, LDE is distributed on a magnetic tape
containing 22 files that are in IBM IEBCOPY-unload format. This tape is a standard label tape (SL format) with a volume
serial and density marked on the external label.

The LDE modules, JCL, and Log Data Extractor Option are contained in five of the 22 files on the tape. If you are only
installing LDE, the remaining files will contain dummy entries and can be ignored.

File  Data Set Description 
2 CA.MICS.ASM LDE Assembler language source code. For

a MICS system or product installation, data
set includes assembler source code.

4 CA.MICS.CNTL LDE installation and operation JCL. For
MICS system or product installations, data
sets include MICS JCL

6 CA.MICS.DOC.TEXT Log Data Extractor Option. For MICS
system or product installation, data set
includes MICS text.

11 CA.MICS.LOAD LDE load modules. For a MICS system or
product installation, data set includes MICS
load modules.

19 CA.MICS.SOURCE SAS module #LDEMSTR indicates that
LDE is present in this MICS Complex.

Installation Details
LDE comes pre-assembled and link-edited for all environments.

If your enterprise runs LDE at both host and remote sites, ensure that all sites run the same version of the assembler front
end of IMS (as listed in LDE Data Sets) with both the IMS Analyzer and the IMS Log Data Extractor (LDE). Contact your
MICS system administrator at the host MICS site to ensure that you are running the same version.

WARNING
You must completely install LDE before you run the MICS daily update.

Installation Checklist for MICS Sites
Use this checklist only if you are installing LDE at a new or existing MICS site.

WARNING

• If you are installing LDE at a non-MICS site, you must use the checklist in Installation Checklist for Non-MICS
Sites.

• Before installing LDE, you must have already installed the MICS Analyzer Option for IMS in each of the MICS
database units affected by LDE.

1. Create the LDE parameter member.
Allocate an 80-byte fixed block data set to hold your LDE parameter members. For example,
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. For information about the contents of this data set, see LDE Data Sets.

2. Allocate suspend files for each IMS region that will be processed by LDE.
Prototype JCL for suspend file allocation was loaded into sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDESUSP).
Note: A unique pair of suspend files must be allocated for each IMS region that is processed by LDE. These files
cannot be shared between archiving jobs or between an archiving job and a MICS database unit. Therefore, the job in
this member must be run for each IMS region that is to be processed by LDE. Do NOT allocate this data set as VBS
(variable blocked spanned).
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Edit LDESUSP, modify the job statement, complete the JCL parameters on the EXEC statement, and submit the job.
         //ALLOC EXEC ALLOC,

         //      YPFX='_____',  <== UNIQUE FOR EACH IMS REGION

         //      WKUNIT=SYSDA,  <== IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?

         //      LIBUNIT=SYSDA, <== IS LIB DASD UNIT OK?

         //      LIBVOL=        <== DO YOU NEED A DASD VOL?

 

– YPFX
the prefix for the suspend data sets. It must be unique for each IMS region that is processed by LDE.

– WKUNIT
the unit name of a direct-access work device

– LIBUNIT
the unit name of the direct-access device that holds the cataloged suspend data sets

– LIBVOL
the volume serial of the direct-access device that holds the cataloged suspend data sets

3. Set up the operational JCL.
Prototype IMS operational archive JCL was loaded by the load job into sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL under one of the
following member names to conform with the operating modes that are supported by the product:
– LDEIMS13

if you run LDE as an exit of IMS.
– LDESA

if you run LDE as a stand-alone product.
Change your IMS operational archive JCL to include the DD statements in the applicable member of
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.
Note: The TABLES statement can be read in from the LDEPARM DD statement or can be omitted completely.
If you do not use the MICS level in your data set names, be sure to remove them from the data set names in your
operational JCL.
The MAOUTPUT DD statement supports creation of datasets on tape devices that support Large Block Interface (LBI).
To implement LBI, code a BLKSIZE value greater than 32760 (up to the maximum value for the device) into the DCB
parameter.
Prior to creating LBI files, refer to the PIOM section entitled "Large Block Interface (LBI)" to ensure all SAS
requirements to support LBI processing are met
This becomes your production JCL.

4. Make environment-specific changes.
If you run LDE as an exit to IMS DASD logging, add the following to the archive jobstream JCL.
           //SYSIN   DD *

           EXIT NAME(MALDEXIT)

WARNING

Running LDE as an exit requires coordinating with the persons responsible for installing and maintaining
IMS. Test MICS LDE first on your installation's test IMS region and applicable MICS test database unit.

5. Add LDE to IMSOPS.
Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(IMSOPS) and add the LDE parameter to the IMS option statements. The OPTIONS
statement is:
           OPTIONS osysid imsid rel ddname int monitor fp LDE

For example:
           OPTIONS SYS1 IMS1 15.1 DD1 5 IMF2 FP LDE

           OPTIONS SYS2 IMS2 15.1 DD2 5 IMF2 FP LDE

6. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(IMSPGEN); ensure that the job completes with a return code of 0.
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7. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTIMS) and change the DSNAME to coincide with MAOUTPUT in the IMS operational
archive JCL described in step 3.
For example:
           //* SYS1 LDE OUTPUT

           //DD1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=yourprefix.LDE.SYS1.OUTPUT

           //* SYS2 LDE OUTPUT

           //DD2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=yourprefix.LDE.SYS2.OUTPUT

8. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) to include only the word "DAILY". Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to
regenerate the daily JCL.

9. The LDE installation is now complete and the operational JCL created in step 3 is ready to run.
Repeat Steps 1 through 9 for each database unit you are installing.

Installation Checklist for Non-MICS Sites
If you are the MICS administrator for the non-MICS site, you must first have the MICS administrator at the MICS site
generate a remote site LDE tape for you. Once you have received the tape, follow the Installing a Remote Site LDE Tape
section checklist.

If you are the MICS administrator at the MICS site and you need to generate a remote site LDE tape, follow the
Generating a Remote Site LDE Tape checklist.

Generating a Remote Site LDE Tape

If your site has licensed the MICS Analyzer Option for IMS, a job is included to generate remote site LDE tapes. The
MICS IMS Log Data Extractor Option (LDE) is a separately licensed product, and you must pay a license fee for each site
that runs it. For further information, contact your Broadcom sales representative.

To build a remote site LDE tape, follow the checklist below:

1. Prepare the generation job.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDEBLD). Add a job card and update the data set names with your sharedprefix.

2. Generate the distribution tape.
Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDEBLD). Ensure that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. Print a copy of this document.
4. Ship the tape and the LDE document to the remote site.

Installing a Remote Site LDE Tape

This checklist is ONLY for installing LDE at a remote site (a site that is not running MICS). If you are installing LDE in a
MICS system, you MUST use the checklist in Installation Checklist for MICS Sites.

This section lists the steps required to install LDE at a remote site or one that is installing LDE in libraries other than
the standard MICS libraries. To perform the installation, follow the steps in this checklist, checking off the steps as you
complete them.

Note: Many of the JCL skeletons provided are used for both remote and local operation of the LDE product. In the
skeletons you will see references to sharedprefix in the data set names. The term sharedprefix is analogous to yourprefix
in remote operations.

1. Load the distribution tape.
Create and run the following JCL to load the JCL from the distribution tape you received from your MICS administrator.
        //unload  JOB .......

        //STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

        //SYSPRINT   DD  SYSOUT=*

        //#CNTL      DD  DSN=CA.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL,
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        //     DISP=OLD,UNIT=_______,

        //     VOL=SER=_________,

        //     LABEL=(1,SL)

        //CNTL       DD  DSN=yourprefix.MICS.CNTL,DISP=SHR

        //SYSUT3     DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

        //SYSUT4     DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

        //SYSIN      DD  *

             C I=#CNTL,O=CNTL

             S M=LDELOAD

        /*

– UNIT
the unit name of the tape device on which the tape is to be mounted

– VOL=SER
the volume serial number of the tape

– yourprefix.MICS.CNTL
the CNTL library of your choice.

Note: If the data set does not exist, you must allocate it as a PDS with the following DCB attributes:
RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160

2. Load the LDE modules into your libraries.
This step loads the LDE source code and sample JCL into the appropriate libraries. Edit the LDELOAD member of
yourprefix.MICS.CNTL. Modify the job card as required, complete the rest of the JCL statements as follows, submit the
LDELOAD job, and verify the output.
        //LOAD  EXEC LOAD,

        //      DSP=NEW,       <-- NEW, LIBRARIES MUST BE NEW

        //      TUNIT='____',  <-- REQUIRED

        //      TEXPDT=98000,  <-- IS TAPE EXPDT OK?

        //      TVOL=______,   <-- REQUIRED

        //      LIBUNIT=SYSDA, <-- IS LIB DASD UNIT OK?

        //      LIBVOL=,       <-- DO YOU NEED LIB DASD VOL?

        //      WKUNIT=SYSDA,  <-- IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?

        //      BLOCK=6160,    <-- LIBRARY BLOCKSIZE

        //      VPREFIX='____' <-- REQUIRED

        //      VMICS='MICS.'  <-- REQUIRED

– TUNIT, TEXPDT, TVOL
unit, expiration date, and volume serial number of the distribution tape

– LIBUNIT, LIBVOL
unit and volume serial number of the DASD volume for the MICS libraries

– WKUNIT
unit for the SYSUT3 AND SYSUT4 work data sets needed by the IEBCOPY utility

– VPREFIX
yourprefix for the LDE installation. This can also be your sharedprefix if you are running LDE at your MICS site.
Note that this is specified without the trailing period (that is, DP1.SG rather than DP1.SG.)

– VMICS
This parameter adds the MICS level to your data set names. If you do not want to include the additional level in
your data set names, ensure that VMICS is null (that is, VMICS=). If you want the MICS level added to your data
set names, ensure that VMICS is set to "MICS." (that is, VMICS='MICS.').

Note: You must exit the data set yourprefix.MICS.CNTL for the LDELOAD job to complete because the LDELOAD job
uses DISP=OLD.

3. Create the LDEPARM member
Allocate an 80 byte fixed block data set (for example yourprefix.MICS.PARMS) to hold your LDE parameter
member(s). See LDE Data Sets.
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4. Allocate suspend files for each IMS system that will be processed by LDE.
Prototype JCL for suspend file allocation was loaded into yourprefix.MICS.CNTL(LDESUSP).
Notes: A unique pair of suspend files must be allocated for each IMS region that will be processed by LDE. These files
cannot be shared between archiving jobs or between an archiving job and a MICS database unit. Therefore, the job in
this member must be run for each IMS region that is to be processed by LDE.
Do NOT allocate this data set as VBS (variable blocked spanned).
Edit LDESUSP, modify the job card, complete the JCL parameters on the EXEC card, and submit the job.
        //ALLOC EXEC ALLOC,

        //      YPFX='_____',  <== UNIQUE FOR EACH IMS REGION

        //      WKUNIT=SYSDA,  <== IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?

        //      LIBUNIT=SYSDA, <== IS LIB DASD UNIT OK?

        //      LIBVOL=        <== DO YOU NEED A DASD VOL?

– YPFX
the prefix for the suspend data sets. It must be unique for each IMS region that will be processed by LDE.

– WKUNIT
the unit name of a direct access work device.

– LIBUNIT
the unit name of the direct access device that will hold the cataloged suspend data sets.

– LIBVOL
the volume serial of the direct access device that will hold the cataloged suspend data sets.

5. Set up the operational JCL.
Prototype IMS operational archive JCL was loaded by the load job into yourprefix.MICS.CNTL under one of the
following member names to conform with the operating modes supported by the product:
– LDEIMS13

if you are running LDE as an exit of IMS.
– LDESA

if you are running LDE as a stand-alone product.
Change your IMS operational archive JCL to include the DD statements in the applicable member of
yourprefix.MICS.CNTL.
Note: The TABLES statement can be read in from the LDEPARM DD statement or can be omitted completely.
If you do not use the MICS level in your data set names, be sure to remove them from the data set names in your
operational JCL
The MAOUTPUT DD statement supports creation of datasets on tape devices that support Large Block Interface (LBI).
To implement LBI, code a BLKSIZE value greater than 32760 (up to the maximum value for the device) into the DCB
parameter.
Prior to creating LBI files, refer to the PIOM section entitled "Large Block Interface (LBI)" to ensure all SAS
requirements to support LBI processing are met.
This will become your production JCL.

6. Make environment-specific changes.
If you are running LDE as an exit to IMS DASD logging, add the following to the archive jobstream JCL.
          //SYSIN   DD *

          EXIT NAME(MALDEXIT)

Running LDE as an exit requires coordinating * * with the person responsible for installing * * and/or maintaining IMS.
The LDE option should first be tested on your * * data center's test IMS region.

7. LDE installation is complete. The operational JCL created in step 5 is ready to run.

LDE Maintaining
The following maintenance policies for supporting the LDE product are consistent with MICS maintenance policies:
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• You are encouraged to apply the distributed maintenance within 120 days of receiving it.
• Maintenance is distributed through the Broadcom Support Program to the host site. Each change provides a complete

description of the problem being fixed, explains the fix in detail, and gives instructions for applying the fix.
• Each LDE module begins with a maintenance log. Each distributed Product Change contains comments that update

the maintenance log. You are encouraged not to omit updates to the maintenance log. Reviewing the maintenance log
is usually the easiest way to determine whether a specific fix has been applied to LDE.

• You are responsible for integrating maintenance and user modifications.
• Do NOT renumber source code. Maintenance is distributed for these members according to the statement numbers

maintained by Broadcom.
• Sites that execute LDE in remote locations must obtain maintenance from the MICS site (local site). You must ensure

that the LOAD and ASM libraries are synchronized. Modules such as IMSLOGV6 and IMSLDR20 must be in sync
between the remote and local sites.

Applying Maintenance

Applying Maintenance to the Source Code 

LDE maintenance is delivered using the Broadcom Support Program. For instructions on applying maintenance using
PSP Online, see Product Support Program (PSP).

Assembling and Link Editing LDE Maintenance 

LDE is assembled and link edited using your data center's standard assembler and linkage editor.

MQSeries Analyzer Option
MICS Analyzer for MQSeries is a data integration application that collects and stores data from WebSphere MQ in the
MICS database.

WARNING

As of version 8, WebSphere MQ has been renamed IBM MQ, and, as of version 9, WebSphere Message Broker
has been renamed IBM Integration Bus (IIB). References to WebSphere MQ and WebSphere Message Broker
in the MICS documentation can be assumed to also refer to IBM MQ and IIB.

MICS MQSeries Analyzer processes WebSphere MQ data from SMF record types 115 and 116, and WebSphere
Message Broker data from SMF record type 117. MICS automatically integrates MQSeries Analyzer data with any other
data that MICS maintains. Integration is possible because MICS stores data in a format that is common to all MICS
products.

MICS Analyzer for MQSeries integrates the WebSphere activity and utilization data that are collected in SMF records into
the MICS database to provide:

• A common database to support WebSphere MQ and WebSphere Message Broker information.
• Informative online inquiry reports.
• A comprehensive data dictionary that describes the data elements in the database.
• Detection of erroneous input data and its exclusion from the database. This data verification increases reliability and

usability of the data.
• Inclusion of a wide range of standard exits to allow you to examine, alter, extract, or delete data as required.

MQSeries Usage Guidelines
The MICS MQSeries Analyzer records and analyzes WebSphere MQ and WebSphere Message Broker activity operating
under z/OS. The analyzer processes WebSphere MQ data from SMF record types 115 and 116 to provide performance
statistics and accounting information on individual application and channel usage, and SMF record type 117 to provide
statistics on message flow activity.
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WebSphere MQ from IBM provides secure common cross-platform communication. WebSphere MQ integrates
applications and its infrastructures by enabling reliable communications between platforms and applications through a
common application programming interface (API). It allows communication not only between various subsystems, but also
through programs operating under CICS, IMS, Batch, TSO, and other platforms.

Data from the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries lends significant value to the use of other MICS products.

MQS Prerequisites

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer runs in a MICS environment operating under z/OS.

Ensure that IBM WebSphere MQ and/or WebSphere Message Broker, and IBM System Management Facility (SMF) are
active on your system. To take advantage of full MICS MQSeries Analyzer functionality, generate SMF record types 115,
116, and 117.

MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) is a tool that enables you to create, view, and modify inquiries using the data
from the MICS MQSeries Analyzer. MICF is accessible from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

In addition, a number of inquiries pertaining to the MQSeries Analyzer are available. The inquiries are organized under the
reporting group of PERFORM. Using MICF, you can build inquiries that meet your reporting requirements of your site.

The Production Reporting feature of MICF enables you to schedule MICF inquiries to run as part of the MICS processing
job streams (for example, DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY).

For more details see the Reports section.

MICS MQS Product Interfaces
Data from the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries lends significant value to the use of other MICS products. These uses are
described briefly in the following sections:

MQS Accounting and Chargeback Interface
The MICS Analyzer for MQSeries provides data elements that MICS Accounting and Chargeback can use to bill data
center resource consumers. When MICS Accounting and Chargeback produces invoices for data center users, users
of MQSeries resources are charged according to an algorithm that uses the data available from the elements that are
described later in this section.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback allows you to bill from any of 4 MQS database files. These files contain the same
resource utilization information, but at different levels of detail and from different perspectives. For example, both the
MQAMMA and MQATAA files contain task level information, however the MQAMMA file is smaller than the MQATAA file.
If the MQAMMA file contains resource utilization information suitable for your site, use data from this file for chargeback
purposes. This results in faster processing due to the smaller number of observations.

WebSphere MQ data is generated when applications issue requests for services. The CPU time that is recorded by
WebSphere MQ is also recorded in application measurements that might be collected and charged elsewhere in the MICS
system. Thus be cautious to ensure that duplicate billing does not occur.

Review the information in the following section when planning to implement an accounting and chargeback scheme for
recovering MQSeries costs.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback Elements 

The following MQSeries files can be used for Accounting and Chargeback:
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• MQAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File
• MQATAA - Task Accounting File
• MQAQAA - Queue Activity File
• MQBMFA - Message Flow Accounting File

The following list describes the standard MICS database data elements that are available for charging. These standard
elements are distributed with MICS Accounting and Chargeback. However, the system can use any set of elements from
the MICS database, and you can add elements from your user-developed applications and external files.

• MMACPUTM - CPU Time Used
• TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time
• TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time                   
• TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time                   
• QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time
• MFACTM - MQSeries Message Flow Total CPU Time

MQS Capacity Planner Interface
The MICS Capacity Planner uses processed data from the MQSeries Analyzer Option for studies related to basic tracking,
reporting, and forecasting of the MQSeries workloads on your z/OS LPARs.

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer Option provides a number of data elements from the Message Manager Accounting
(MQAMMA) file to the MICS Capacity Planner.

Guidance is provided on how to optionally use a CAPAPU data element to associate WebSphere MQ queue managers as
belonging to user-specified workload groups if applicable for your studies.

MQSeries Capacity Planning Elements

The following data elements are available for capacity planning analysis:

Data Elements Common to All MICS Capacity Planner Database Files

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK
• DATE

Data Elements Unique to the Capacity Planner WebSphere MQSeries Planning Application Database Files

Numeric format data elements:
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• ALLGETA - Total MQGET Messages 0-99 Bytes
• ALLGETB - Total MQGET Messages 100-999 Bytes
• ALLGETC - Total MQGET Messages 1000-9999
• ALLGETD - Total MQGET For Messages >= 10000
• ALLPUTA - Total MQPUT For Messages 0-99 Bytes
• ALLPUTB - Total MQPUT For Messages 100-999 Bytes
• ALLPUTC - Total MQPUT For Messages 1000-9999
• ALLPUTD - Total MQPUT For Messages >= 10000
• MMACPUNI - Job instructions executed
• MMAGETA - MGET Req. for messages 0-99 bytes
• MMAGETB - MGET Req. for messages 100-999 bytes
• MMAGETC - MGET Req. for messages 1000-9999 bytes
• MMAGETD - MGET Req. for messages >= 10000 bytes
• MMAPUTA - MPUT Req. for messages 0-99 bytes
• MMAPUTB - MPUT Req. for messages 100-999 bytes
• MMAPUTC - MPUT Req. for messages 1000-9999 bytes
• MMAPUTD - MPUT Req. for messages >= 10000 bytes
• MMATMGET - Total number of MQGET messages
• MMATMPUT - Total number of MQPUT messages

Time format data elements:

• MMACPUTM - TCB/SRB CPU Time used

NOTE

More information:

• CAP WebSphere MQSeries Planning

MQSeries Reports
The MICS MQSeries Analyzer reports provide concise and comprehensive information to help manage the WebSphere
MQ and WebSphere Message Broker environments. MICS provides interactive capabilities that allow quick responses to
complex requests.

The following types of MICS MQSeries Analyzer reports are available:

MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
MICF is a panel-oriented productivity tool that allows you to access information in the MICS database. When you define
input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF dynamically builds an inquiry program that executes in either interactive
or batch mode. Depending on your specific requirements, MICF either prints the inquiry report, displays the results at your
terminal, or catalogs the results for later viewing.

Graphic Displays
You can use the MICF tool to produce graphic reports color or non-color modes. Line graphics are illustrates here.
The data used in the graphic analysis queries can also generate CSV files for subsequent use in the MICS Query and
Reporting Workstation product.

Standard SAS Language Interface
The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment that supports the standard SAS language interface
in both interactive and batch modes. SAS allows easy data manipulation and statistical analysis. SAS also provides
coding facilities for programmers who conduct extensive analysis efforts or design new reports for business applications.
You can use the SAS system across different types of machines (mainframes, micros, and minis). MICS uses the SAS
system as a data manager and as an advanced analysis language.
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The MQSeries Analyzer produces reports using the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), which is part of the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF).

The MICF inquiries produce reports from the MICS database and provide you with the flexibility to code and save your
own report formats. You can execute and easily modify the distributed MICF inquiries using the Database Inquiries option
from the MICF main menu.

MICF Inquiries for the MQSeries Analyzer
The table in this section lists the MICF inquiries that are distributed with the MQSeries Analyzer. Each section that follows
contains a brief description of the inquiry and the panels that are used to generate it.

MQSeries Analyzer graphic reports can be produced in color or non-color modes. The line graphics are illustrated in this
documentation. Data that are used in the graphic analysis queries can also generate CSV files for use in MICS Query and
Reporting Workstation.

All graphs and reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles are adjusted appropriately
based on the timespan and summarization level that is chosen for the execution. After data are collected for a time period,
summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

For example, you can analyze trends at a weekly level for the last six weeks as a starting point. If last week data show
erratic behavior at this level, you can drill down to the days level, days by hour, and detail levels, to pinpoint the potential
cause of the behavior.

Usage Considerations 

The MICF inquiries provide a user exit that allows you to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To
invoke this exit, copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally, code the
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you can
test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You can then code the following:

%MACRO SELECT;

IF SYSID NE: 'T';

%MEND SELECT;

Note: %MACRO and %MEND statements are already provided for you and you do not have to code them.

WARNING
Code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described
in the SAS guides. The defined code is not validated. If the user code contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry
terminates abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Category Report Name Inquiry ID Use Additional Information 
MICS MQSeries
Overview Reports

MICS MQSeries Buffer
Pool Summary

MQSSL1 Overview of Buffer
Pool configuration and
utilization

N/A

MICS MQSeries
Overview Reports

MICS MQSeries
Performance Summary

MQSSL2 General overview of
MQSeries utilization and
configuration

MQSSL1

Buffer Pool Analysis Available Buffer Pool
Analysis

MQSCSA Graph of Available
Buffers to Total Buffers

MQSSL1
MQSSL2

Buffer Pool Analysis Page Get Analysis MQSCSB Graph of Page Get
related metrics

MQSSL1
MQSSL2
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Buffer Pool Analysis Page Write Analysis MQSCSC Graph of Page Write
related metrics

MQSSL1
MQSSL2

Data Manager Analysis Data Manager Analysis MQSCSD Graph of Data Manager
activity metrics

MQSSL2

Message Manager
Analysis

Message Manager
Analysis

MQSCSE Graph of Message
Manager activity metrics

MQSSL2

Log Manager Manager Log Manager Write
Analysis

MQSCSF Graph of Log Manager
Write related metrics

MQSSL2

Log Manager Manager Log Manager Read
Analysis

MQSCSG Graph of Log Manager
Read related metrics

MQSSL2

Coupling Facility Analysis Coupling Facility Analysis MQSCSH Graph of Coupling
Facility single and
multiple update calls

N/A

DB2 Manager Analysis DB2 Shared Queue
Analysis

MQSCSI Graph of DB2 shared
queue related metrics

N/A

Queue Activity Reports Queue Activity MQSSL3 Report of overall queue
activity

MQSSL5

Queue Activity Reports Queue Summary MQSSL5 Report of queue activity
by individual queue

MQSSL3

Task Accounting Report Task Accounting MQSSL4 Report of task level
metrics

N/A

Message Broker Reports Message Flow Summary MQSSL6 Report of message flow
activity by message flow
within execution group

MQSSL7

Message Broker Reports Message Flow Node
Activity

MQSSL7 Report of message flow
activity at the node level

MQSSL6

MQSeries Multiple System Inquiries

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer provides inquiries that report on data from the following reports:

• MQSSL2 - MQSeries Performance Summary
• MQSSL1 - MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary

MQSSL2 - MQSeries Performance Summary

The MQSSL2 - MQSeries Performance Summary uses measurements from the Buffer Manager Statistics File
(MQSBMS), Log Manager Statistics File (MQSLMS), Message Manager Statistics File (MQSMMS), and the Data
Manager Statistics File (MQSDMS). The Summary then displays an overall view of the MICS MQSeries configuration,
activity, and service measurements over date and time ranges that you select.

Each report displays categorized details about activity, configuration, and utilization. The report categories and labels
are listed on the left side of the report pages. Columns on the report represent the element value for the appropriate
granularity level (hour or date) as denoted above the columns. The last column on the report shows the percent increase
or decrease over the time periods that are represented on the report page.

The following table displays the relationship between report labels and database source elements under each report
category.

Report Category: MESSAGE MANAGER ACTIVITY

 Report Label              File         Element
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 ------------              ----         -------

 MQGET REQUESTS            MQSMMS       MMSGET

 MQPUT REQUESTS            MQSMMS       MMSPUT

 MQPUT1 REQUESTS           MQSMMS       MMSPUT1

 MQOPEN REQUESTS           MQSMMS       MMSOPEN

 MQCLOSE REQUESTS          MQSMMS       MMSCLOS

Report Category: BUFFER POOL n UTILIZATION*

 Report Label              File         Element

 ------------              ----         -------

 AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL   MQSBMS       BMSAVBUF

 AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS    MQSBMS       BMSAVAVB

 NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS      MQSBMS       BMSSOS

 TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)  MQSBMS       BMSTNGET

 % PAGE READS TO DASD      MQSBMS       BMSPCRIO

 % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER    MQSBMS       BMSPCSTL

 PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)   MQSBMS       BMSGETP

 % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE MQSBMS       BMSPCNP

 PAGE WRITES               MQSBMS       BMSWIO

 PAGE UPDATES              MQSBMS       BMSSTW

 % PAGE UPDATES            MQSBMS       BMSPCSTW

 SYNC. PAGE WRITES         MQSBMS       BMSIMW

 SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START MQSBMS       BMSDMC

 NO. OF PAGES TO DASD      MQSBMS       BMSTPW

Report Category: LOG MANAGER STATISTICS

 Report Label              File         Element

 ------------              ----         -------

 TOTAL LOG WRITE REQUESTS  MQSLMS       LMSTNLWR

 % WRITE REQUESTS - WAIT   MQSLMS       LMSPCWRW

 % WRITE REQUESTS - FORCE  MQSLMS       LMSPCWRF

 TOTAL LOG READ REQUESTS   MQSLMS       LMSTNLRR

 % READ LOG REQ IN BUFFER  MQSLMS       LMSPCRBU

 % READ ACTIVE LOG DS      MQSLMS       LMSPCRAC

 % READ ARCHIVE LOG DS     MQSLMS       LMSPCRAR

 % READ DELAYED (MAXALLC)  MQSLMS       LMSPCWTL

 WAIT-UNAVAILABLE BUFFERS  MQSLMS       LMSWTB

Report Category: DATA MANAGER STATISTICS

 Report Label              File         Element

 ------------              ----         -------

 OBJECT_GET REQUESTS       MQSDMS       DMSDGET

 OBJECT_LOCATE REQUESTS    MQSDMS       DMSDLOC

 OBJECT_PUT REQUESTS       MQSDMS       DMSDPUT

 OBJECT_CREATE REQUESTS    MQSDMS       DMSDCRE

 OBJECT_DELETE REQUESTS    MQSDMS       DMSDDEL

* By default, one category section represents one Buffer Pool ID (0 through 15). However, if you restrict selection to only
certain buffer pools, only the selected pool categories are displayed.

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE in the column titles varies based on the timespan used.
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To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL2, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Performance Summary panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Hourly Performance Summary Report Page 1-3.

MQSeries Performance Summary Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  MQSeries Performance Summary  -------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSSL2 - MQSeries Performance Summary             |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Rport by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   MQS Buffer Pool ID Selection(BMSPOOL) (Separate by commas)         |

|    example 0,3,5,14 ===> ____________________________________        |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour. Separate reports are then
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produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
specifies date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifies date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date, and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the
ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify
the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour, and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input
observation is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is
selected if its SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager
(MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the
specified values.

MQS Buffer Pool ID (BMSPOOL)(Optional) No default. 1-4 numeric buffer pool value (BMSPOOL). Specify up to 15
buffer pools. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values. Leading zeros are not
required, however any 4 numeric values are accepted. For example, specifying 1 is equivalent to 0001.

Hourly Performance Summary Report Page 1
                                                                                              14:50 Tuesday,

 mmm dd, yyyy

                                                         C A

                                               CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               HOURLY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                              SYSTEM = XE44  MQM SUBSYSTEM = CSQ1  RUNDATE =   mmm dd, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/02 09-01/02 10-01/02 11-01/02 12-01/02 13-01/02 14-01/02 15-01/02 16-01/02

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |
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 | MESSAGE MANAGER ACTIVITY                                                                                  

            |

 | ------------------------                                                                                  

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | MQGET REQUESTS                165      165      113      165    49886   153480   150815   153531   178865 

  8303.03 % |

 | MQPUT REQUESTS                  3        3        2        3    47718   147090   144515   147243   171412 

  3633.33 % |

 | MQPUT1 REQUESTS                 3        3        2        3        3        3        3        2        3 

   ---      |

 | MQOPEN REQUESTS                12       12        8       12     1211     3760     3701     3762     4368 

  6300.00 % |

 | MQCLOSE REQUESTS               12       12        8       12     1133     3520     3465     3521     4087 

  3958.33 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 0 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL     50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS      49376    49376    49376    49376    49371    49366    49365    49364    49073 

    -0.61 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)      709      604      412      621   258897   796695   784886   796304   929486 

   998.17 % |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)       708      603      412      620   236084   726463   715833   725998   847630 

  9621.75 % |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER      0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.06% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD        0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                   23       19       11       19   165762   510604   502010   511204   594861 

  6252.17 % |

 | % PAGE UPDATES             100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   99.99%   100.0%   100.0% 

   ---      |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |
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 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hourly Performance Summary Report Page 2
                                                                                              14:50 Tuesday,

 mmm dd, yyyy

                                                         C A

                                               CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               HOURLY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                              SYSTEM = XE44  MQM SUBSYSTEM = CSQ1  RUNDATE =   mmm dd, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/02 09-01/02 10-01/02 11-01/02 12-01/02 13-01/02 14-01/02 15-01/02 16-01/02

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 1 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS        979      978      978      977      976      976      975      975      974 

    -0.51 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)      367      363      246      363      406      483      486      362      507 

    38.15 % |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)       366      363      245      363      405      483      485      362      506 

    38.25 % |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER      0.27%    0.00%    0.40%    0.00%    0.24%    0.00%    0.20%    0.00%    0.19% 

   -25.93 % |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD        0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    6        3        5        3        6        3        7        2        6 

   ---      |

 | % PAGE UPDATES             100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   87.50%   100.0%   100.0% 

   ---      |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |
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 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 2 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)        0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)         0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER       N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD         N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE UPDATES               N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.   50.00%     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hourly Performance Summary Report Page 3
                                                                                              14:50 Tuesday,

 mmm dd, yyyy

                                                         C A

                                               CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               HOURLY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                              SYSTEM = XE44  MQM SUBSYSTEM = CSQ1  RUNDATE =   mmm dd, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/02 09-01/02 10-01/02 11-01/02 12-01/02 13-01/02 14-01/02 15-01/02 16-01/02

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 3 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)        0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)         0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER       N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD         N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE UPDATES               N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.   50.00%     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 4 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL         0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS          0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)         0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |
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 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER      0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD        0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE UPDATES              0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | LOG MANAGER STATISTICS                                                                                    

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | TOTAL LOG WRITE REQUESTS       84       67       53       75      227      563      617      537      563 

   570.24 % |

 | % WRITE REQUESTS - WAIT     0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % WRITE REQUESTS - FORCE    1.19%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.16%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL LOG READ REQUESTS         0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % READ LOG REQ IN BUFFER     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | % READ ACTIVE LOG DS         N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | % READ ARCHIVE LOG DS        N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | % READ DELAYED (MAXALLC)     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | WAIT-UNAVAILABLE BUFFERS        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | DATA MANAGER STATISTICS                                                                                   

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | OBJECT_GET REQUESTS             6        6        4        6      553     1677     1658     1692     1959 

  2550.00 % |

 | OBJECT_LOCATE REQUESTS         39       39       26       39     2807     8632     8513     8652    10027 

  5610.26 % |

 | OBJECT_PUT REQUESTS             0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |
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 | OBJECT_CREATE REQUESTS          0        0        0        0        1        0        0        0        1 

   N.A.     |

 | OBJECT_DELETE REQUESTS          0        0        0        0      257      708      710      719      828 

   N.A.     |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MQSSL1 - MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary

The MQSSL1 - MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary uses measurements from the Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS).
The Summary then displays an overall view of the utilization and activity for each of the selected Buffer Pools for the date
and time ranges you select.

Each report displays categorized details about configuration and utilization. The report categories and element labels
are listed on the left side of the report pages. Columns on the report represent the element value for the appropriate
granularity level (hour or date) as denoted above the columns. The last column on the report shows percent increase or
decrease over the time periods from the report page.

By default, one category section represents one Buffer Pool ID (0 through 15). However, if you restrict selection to only
certain buffer pools, only the selected pool categories are displayed.

The following table displays the relationship between report labels and MICS database source elements for each buffer
pool category.

Report Label              File         Element

 ------------              ----         -------

 AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL   MQSBMS       BMSAVBUF

 AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS    MQSBMS       BMSAVAVB

 MINIMUM BUFFERS IN POOL   MQSBMS       BMSMNBUF

 MINIMUM AVAIL. BUFFERS    MQSBMS       BMSMNAVB

 NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS      MQSBMS       BMSSOS

 TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)  MQSBMS       BMSTNGET

 % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE MQSBMS       BMSPCNP

 PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)   MQSBMS       BMSGETP

 % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER    MQSBMS       BMSPCSTL

 % PAGE READS TO DASD      MQSBMS       BMSPCRIO

 PAGE WRITES               MQSBMS       BMSWIO

 PAGE UPDATES              MQSBMS       BMSSTW

 % PAGE UPDATES            MQSBMS       BMSPCSTW

 ASYNC WRITE PROCESSES     MQSBMS       BMSDWT

 SYNC. PAGE WRITES         MQSBMS       BMSIMW

 SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START MQSBMS       BMSDMC

 NO. OF PAGES TO DASD      MQSBMS       BMSTPW

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE in the column titles varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL1, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.

Note: See MICF Reference.
6. Complete the MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Hourly Buffer Pool Summary Report Page 1-2.
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MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------  MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary  --------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSSL1 - MQSeries Buffer Pool Summary             |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   MQS Buffer Pool ID Selection(BMSPOOL) (Separate by commas)         |

|    example 0,3,5,14 ===> ____________________________________        |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If the MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display
a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s) (Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to
the analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are
selected. Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour (Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly,
DAILY, or WEEKLY level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour.
Separate reports are then produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are
summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of Zone (Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone.
The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized to the appropriate level
and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges (Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is
the starting ate and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date
ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range
specification specifies date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95, and specifies date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An
input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the
ending date of any specified date range.
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Hour (Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the
ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify
the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone (Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input
observation is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID (Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is
selected if its SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI) (Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager
(MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the
specified values.

MQS Buffer Pool ID (BMSPOOL) (Optional) No default. 1-4 numeric buffer pool value (BMSPOOL). Specify up to 15
buffer pools. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values. Leading zeros are not
required, however any 4 numeric values are accepted. For example, specifying 1 is equivalent to 0001.

Hourly Buffer Pool Summary Report Page 1
                                                                                              14:49 Tuesday,

 mmm dd, yyyy

                                                         C A

                                               CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               HOURLY BUFFER POOL SUMMARY

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                              SYSTEM = XE44  MQM SUBSYSTEM = CSQ1  RUNDATE =   mmm dd, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/02 09-01/02 10-01/02 11-01/02 12-01/02 13-01/02 14-01/02 15-01/02 16-01/02

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 0 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL     50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS      49376    49376    49376    49376    49371    49366    49365    49364    49073 

    -0.61 % |

 | MINIMUM BUFFERS             50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000    50000 

   ---      |

 | MINIMUM AVAIL. BUFFERS      49376    49376    49376    49376    49366    49364    49364    49363    48780 

    -1.21 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |
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 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)      709      604      412      621   258897   796695   784886   796304   929486 

   998.17 % |

 | % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE   0.14%    0.16%    0.00%    0.16%    8.81%    8.81%    8.79%    8.82%    8.80% 

  6192.86 % |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)       708      603      412      620   236084   726463   715833   725998   847630 

  9621.75 % |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER      0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.06% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD        0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                   23       19       11       19   165762   510604   502010   511204   594861 

  6252.17 % |

 | % PAGE UPDATES             100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   99.99%   100.0%   100.0% 

   ---      |

 | ASYNC WRITE PROCESSES           0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 1 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS        979      978      978      977      976      976      975      975      974 

    -0.51 % |

 | MINIMUM BUFFERS              1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | MINIMUM AVAIL. BUFFERS        978      978      977      977      976      976      975      975      974 

    -0.41 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)      367      363      246      363      406      483      486      362      507 

    38.15 % |

 | % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE   0.27%    0.00%    0.40%    0.00%    0.24%    0.00%    0.20%    0.00%    0.19% 

   -25.93 % |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)       366      363      245      363      405      483      485      362      506 

    38.25 % |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER      0.27%    0.00%    0.40%    0.00%    0.24%    0.00%    0.20%    0.00%    0.19% 

   -25.93 % |
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 | % PAGE READS TO DASD        0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    6        3        5        3        6        3        7        2        6 

   ---      |

 | % PAGE UPDATES             100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   100.0%   87.50%   100.0%   100.0% 

   ---      |

 | ASYNC WRITE PROCESSES           0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hourly Buffer Pool Summary Report Page 2
                                                         C A

                                               CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               HOURLY BUFFER POOL SUMMARY

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                              SYSTEM = XE44  MQM SUBSYSTEM = CSQ1  RUNDATE =   mmm dd, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/02 09-01/02 10-01/02 11-01/02 12-01/02 13-01/02 14-01/02 15-01/02 16-01/02

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 2 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | MINIMUM BUFFERS              1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | MINIMUM AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)        0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |
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 | % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE    N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)         0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER       N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD         N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE UPDATES               N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.   50.00%     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | ASYNC WRITE PROCESSES           0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | BUFFER POOL 3 UTILIZATION                                                                                 

            |

 | -------------------------                                                                                 

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE BUFFERS IN POOL      1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | AVERAGE AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | MINIMUM BUFFERS              1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050     1050 

   ---      |

 | MINIMUM AVAIL. BUFFERS       1050     1050     1050     1050     1049     1049     1049     1049     1049 

    -0.10 % |

 | NO AVAILABLE BUFFERS            0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | TOTAL GETS (NEW+CURRENT)        0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | % REQUESTS NEW/EMPTY PAGE    N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE GETS(CURRENT PAGE)         0        0        0        0       39      120      119      120      140 

   N.A.     |

 | % GETS - NOT IN BUFFER       N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE READS TO DASD         N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00%    0.00% 

   N.A.     |
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 | PAGE WRITES                     0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | PAGE UPDATES                    0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | % PAGE UPDATES               N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.     N.A.   50.00%     N.A.     N.A. 

   N.A.     |

 | ASYNC WRITE PROCESSES           0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC. PAGE WRITES               0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | SYNC PAGE PROCESSOR START       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 | NO. OF PAGES TO DASD            0        0        0        0        0        0        1        0        0 

   N.A.     |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MQSeries Buffer Pool Statistics File Inquiries

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer provides the following inquiries that report on data from:

• MQSCSA - MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis
• MQSCSB - MQSeries Page Get Analysis
• MQSCSC - MQSeries Page Write Analysis

MQSCSA - MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis

The MQSCSA - MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis uses measurements from the Buffer Manager Statistics File
(MQSBMS) to display the number of total buffers compared with the number of available buffers over the date and time
intervals you request.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements 

•  SYSID - System Identifier
•  MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
•  BMSPOOL - Buffer Pool ID
•  HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements 

•  BMSNBUF - Buffers in this Buffer Pool
•  BMSCBS - Available Buffers

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE in the column titles varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSA, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
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6. Complete the MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis panel.
The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Weekly MQS Available Buffer Pool Analysis Report.

MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis Panel 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  MQSeries Available Buffer Pool Analysis  ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSA - MQS Available Buffer Pool Analysis       |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   MQS Buffer Pool ID Selection(BMSPOOL) (Separate by commas)         |

|    example 0,3,5,14 ===> ____________________________________        |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of Zone -
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements of
Unix processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
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batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) if you want to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a
prerequisite for color graphics. When set to No, standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

MQS Buffer Pool ID (BMSPOOL)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 numeric buffer pool value (BMSPOOL). Specify up to 15 buffer pools. An input observation is
selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values. Leading zeros are not required, however any 4 numeric
values are accepted. For example, specifying 1 is equivalent to 0001.

Weekly MQS Available Buffer Pool Analysis
                                                     CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                             Weekly MQS Available Buffer Pool Analysis              14:47

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

--------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 BMSPOOL=0 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 ---------------------------------

                                            Plot of BMSAVBUF*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                            Plot of BMSAVAVB*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'A'.

               |

               |
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                                                                 Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSA yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSCSB - MQSeries Page Get Analysis

The MQSCSB - MQSeries Page Get Analysis uses measurements from the Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS).
The Analysis then displays an overall view of the page get activity over the date and/or time ranges that you select.

The plot displays the page gets for each Queue Manager based on the report summarization options you specify.
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The following MICS Analyzer for MQSeries elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• BMSPOOL - Buffer Pool ID
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• BMSGETN - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page
• BMSGETP - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content
• BMSRIO - Page Read DASD Operations
• BMSSTL - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer
• BMSGETN + BMSGETP - Total Get Calls (TOTGETS)

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSB, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Page Get Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Weekly MQS Page Get Analysis Report.

MQSeries Page Get Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  MQSeries Page Get Analysis  ---------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSB - MQS Page Get Analysis                    |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   MQS Buffer Pool ID Selection(BMSPOOL) (Separate by commas)         |

|    example 0,3,5,14 ===> ____________________________________        |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can
contain any numeric value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle
in the first entry field and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted
automatically (7 becomes 07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05
or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
levels. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three-hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.
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Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

MQS Buffer Pool ID (BMSPOOL)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 numeric buffer pool value (BMSPOOL). Specify up to 15 buffer pools. An input observation is
selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values. Leading zeros are not required, however any 4 numeric
values are accepted. For example, specifying 1 is equivalent to 0001.

Weekly MQS Page Get Analysis Report
                                                      CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                    Weekly MQS Page Get Analysis                    14:48

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

--------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 BMSPOOL=0 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 ---------------------------------

                                             Plot of TOTGETS*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                             Plot of BMSGETN*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'N'.

                                             Plot of BMSGETP*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'P'.

                                             Plot of BMSRIO*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'R'.

                                             Plot of BMSSTL*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'S'.
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                                                                  Hour of Day

NOTE: 21 obs hidden.

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSB yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSCSC - MQSeries Page Write Analysis

The MQSCSC - MQSeries Page Write Analysis uses measurements from the Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS).
The Analysis then displays an overall view of the page write activity over the date and time ranges that you select.

The plot displays the page writes for each Queue Manager based on the report summarization options that you specify.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• BMSPOOL - Buffer Pool ID
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• BMSSTW - Page Updates
• BMSWIO - Page Write Operations
• BMSDMC - Sync. Proc. Starts (Write Threshold)
• BMSIMW - Sync. Page Write Operations
• BMSDWT - Async. Write Processor was started

Note: The label associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility(MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSC, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Page Write Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For an example, see Weekly MQS Page Write Analysis Report.

MQSeries Page Write Analysis Panel
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+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------------MQSeries Page Write Analysis-------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSC - MQS Page Write Analysis                  |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   MQS Buffer Pool ID Selection(BMSPOOL) (Separate by commas)         |

|    example 0,3,5,14 ===> ____________________________________        |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
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(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) if you want to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS
Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting
date and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should
not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

MQS Buffer Pool ID (BMSPOOL)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 numeric buffer pool value (BMSPOOL). Specify up to 15 buffer pools. An input observation is
selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values. Leading zeros are not required, however any 4 numeric
values are accepted. For example, specifying 1 is equivalent to 0001.

Weekly MQS Page Write Analysis Report
                                                      CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                   Weekly MQS Page Write Analysis                   14:48

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

--------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 BMSPOOL=0 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 ---------------------------------

                                             Plot of BMSWIO*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'W'.

                                             Plot of BMSSTW*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'U'.

                                             Plot of BMSDWT*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'A'.

                                             Plot of BMSDMC*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                             Plot of BMSIMW*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'S'.
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NOTE: 31 obs hidden.                                             Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSC yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSeries Data Manager Statistics File Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from the MQSCSD - MQSeries Data Manager Analysis.
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MQSCSD - MQSeries Data Manager Analysis

The MQSCSD - MQSeries Data Manager Analysis uses measurements from the Data Manager Statistics File
(MQSDMS). The analysis then displays the relevant metrics for analyzing the data manager activity over the date and
time intervals that you select.

The following MICS Analyzer for MQSeries elements are selected:

Key elements 

•  SYSID - System Identifier
•  MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
•  HOUR - Hour of Day

Data elements 

•  DMSDGET - Object_Get Calls
•  DMSDPUT - Object_Put Calls
•  DMSDCRE - Object_Create Calls
•  DMSDDEL - Object_Delete Calls
•  DMSDLOC - Object_Locate Calls
•  DMSALST - Stgclass Change Calls

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSD, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Data Manager Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For an example, see Weekly MQS Data Manager Analysis Report.

MQSeries Data Manager Analysis Panel 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------- MQSeries Data Manager Analysis ------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSD - MQS Data Manager Analysis                |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |
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|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database 
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s) 
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan 
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour 
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
levels. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of Zone 
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots 
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) if you want to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a
prerequisite for color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting 
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges 
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour 
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone 
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.
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SYSID 
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI) 
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS Data Manager Analysis Report
                                                      CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                  Weekly MQS Data Manager Analysis                  14:48

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 --------------------------------------

                                             Plot of DMSDGET*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'G'.

                                             Plot of DMSDPUT*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'P'.

                                             Plot of DMSDCRE*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'C'.

                                             Plot of DMSDDEL*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'D'.

                                             Plot of DMSDLOC*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'L'.
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               ---+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------+------------

+------------+--

                  8            9           10           11           12           13           14           15

           16

NOTE: 21 obs hidden.                                             Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSD yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSeries Message Manager Statistics File Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from MQSCSE - MQSeries Message Manager Analyzer.

MQSCSE - MQSeries Message Manager Analysis

The MQSCSE - MQSeries Message Manager Analysis uses measurements from the Message Manager Statistics File
(MQSMMS). The Analysis then displays the relevant metrics for analyzing the message manager activity over the date
and time intervals that you request.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• HOUR - Hour of Day

Data elements

• MMSGET - MQGET Calls
• MMSPUT - MQPUT Calls
• MMSPUT1 - MQPUT1 Calls
• MMSCLOS - MQCLOSE Calls
• MMSOPEN - MQOPEN Calls
• MMSINQ - MQINQ Calls
• MMSSET - MQSET Calls
• MMSCALH - Close Handle' Calls

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSE. The Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MQSeries Message Manager Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal.
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MQSeries Message Manager Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------  MQSeries Message Manager Analysis  ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSE - MQS Message Manager Analysis             |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days and weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) if you want to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a
prerequisite for color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).
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Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS Message Manager Analysis Report
                                                     CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                Weekly MQS Message Manager Analysis                 14:49

 Tuesday, mmm,dd, yyyy

-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 --------------------------------------

                                             Plot of MMSGET*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'G'.

                                             Plot of MMSPUT*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'P'.

                                             Plot of MMSPUT1*HOUR.  Symbol used is '1'.

                                             Plot of MMSCLOS*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'C'.

                                             Plot of MMSOPEN*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'O'.

                                             Plot of MMSINQ*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'I'.

                                             Plot of MMSSET*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'S'.

                                             Plot of MMSCALH*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'H'.
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           16

Note: 50 obs hidden.                                             Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSE yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSeries Log Manager Statistics File Inquiries

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer provides the following inquiries that report on data about:

• MQSCSF - MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis
• MQSCSG - MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis

MQSCSF - MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis

The MQSCSF - MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis uses measurements from the Log Manager Statistics File
(MQSLMS). The Analysis then displays the relevant metrics for analyzing performance that is associated with LOG writes
over the date and time ranges that you select.
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The plot displays LOG writes for each Queue Manager based on the report summarization option that you specify.

The following MICS Analyzer for MQSeries elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• HOUR - Hour of Day

Data elements

• LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls
• LMSWRW - Write Call Count - Wait
• LMSWRNW - Write Call Count - NWait
• LMSWRF - Write Call Count - Force
• LMSWTB - Wait Count For Unavailable Buffers

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSF, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Weekly MQS Log Manager Write Analysis Report.

MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|----------------- MQSeries Log Manager Write Analysis ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSF - MQS Log Manager Write Analysis           |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)   ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____|

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
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(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by Hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by Hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.
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Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS Log Manager Write Analysis Report
                                                     CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               Weekly MQS Log Manager Write Analysis                14:49

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 --------------------------------------

                                            Plot of LMSTNLWR*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                            Plot of LMSWRW*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'W'.

                                            Plot of LMSWRNW*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'N'.

                                            Plot of LMSWRF*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'F'.

                                            Plot of LMSWTB*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'B'.
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+------------+--

                 8            9           10           11           12           13           14           15

           16

 Note: 27 obs hidden.                                           Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSF yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSCSG - MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis

The MQSCSG - MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis uses measurements from the Log Manager Statistics File
(MQSLMS). The Analysis then displays the relevant metrics for analyzing performance that is associated with LOG reads
over the date and time ranges that you select.

The plot displays LOG reads for each Queue Manager based on the report summarization option that you specify.

The following MICS Analyzer for MQSeries elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• HOUR - Hour of Day

Data elements

• LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls
• LMSRBUF - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer
• LMSRACT - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set
• LMSRARH - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set
• LMSWTL - Read Log Call Delayed

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSG, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Weekly MQS Log Manager Read Analysis Report.

MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------  MQSeries Log Manager Read Analysis  --------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: MQSCSG - MQS Log Manager Read Analysis            |
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|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
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overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS Log Manager Read Analysis Report
                                                      CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                Weekly MQS Log Manager Read Analysis                14:49

 Tuesday, mmm dd, yyyy

-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ1 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 --------------------------------------

                                            Plot of LMSTNLRR*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                            Plot of LMSRBUF*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'W'.

                                            Plot of LMSRACT*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'N'.

                                            Plot of LMSRARH*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'F'.

                                            Plot of LMSWTL*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'B'.
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NOTE: 36 obs hidden.                                           Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSG yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSeries Coupling Facility File Inquiry

The MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from MQSCSH - MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis.

MQSCSH - MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis

The MQSCSH - MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis uses measurements from the Coupling Facility Statistics File
(MQSCMS). The Analysis then displays the metrics for single and multiple update calls over the date and time ranges
that you select. The plot displays the update calls by CF Structure Name for each Queue Manager that are based on the
summarization option that you specify.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• CMSSTRNM - Structure Name
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• CMSCSEC - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)
• CMSCMEC - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)
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Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSH, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For an example, see Weekly MQS Coupling Facility Analysis Report.

MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|----------------  MQSeries Coupling Facility Analysis  ---------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSCSH -  MQS Coupling Facility Analysis         |

| Database ===> __________________________________________             |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|   CF Structure Name(CMSSTRNM)  ===> ____________ ____________        |

|                                ===> ____________ ____________        |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
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produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

CF Structure Name (CMSSTRNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-12 character value. Specify up to four coupling facility structure names. An input observation is
selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS Coupling Facility Analysis Report
                                                     CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                               Weekly MQS Coupling Facility Analysis                 14:25

 Friday, mmm dd, yyyy

------------------------------ SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ2 CMSSTRNM=APPLSTRUCT1  START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 -------------------------------

                                             Plot of CMSCSEC*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'S'.
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                                             Plot of CMSCMEC*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'M'.
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MQSeries DB2 Manager Statistics File Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from MQSCSI - MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis.

MQSCSI - MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis

The MQSCSI - MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis uses measurements from the DB2 Manager Statistics File
(MQSDBS). The Analysis then displays metrics for DB2 read, write, delete, list, and update requests for shared queues
over the date and time ranges that you select.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• DBSREAD - Total Read Requests
• DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests
• DBSDEL - Total Delete Requests
• DBSLIST - Total List Requests
• DBSUPD - Total Update Requests

Note: The label that is associated with the field DATE varies based on the timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSCSI, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Weekly MQS DB2 Shared Queue Analysis Report.

MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------  MQSeries DB2 Shared Queue Analysis ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSCSI -  MQS DB2 Shared Queue Analysis          |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

| Plot by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS     ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone        ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate color graphic plots                  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting  ===> _ (Y/N)           |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |
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|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   MQS Queue Manager Name(MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ |

|                                                                      |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a plot for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for
color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs are produced (non-color, line formats).

Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) to generate an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and
Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS Query and Reporting is installed.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
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observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Weekly MQS DB2 Shared Queue Analysis Report
                                                     CA MICS MQSeries Analyzer

                                                Weekly MQS DB2 Shared Queue Analysis                 13:15

 Friday, mmm dd, yyyy

----------------------------------------- SYSID=XE44 MQMSSI=CSQ2 START OF WEEK=yyyy/mm/dd

 ------------------------------------------

                                            Plot of DBSREAD*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'R'.

                                            Plot of DBSWRITE*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'W'.

                                            Plot of DBSDEL*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'D'.

                                            Plot of DBSLIST*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'L'.

                                            Plot of DBSUPD*HOUR.    Symbol used is 'U'.
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NOTE: 2 obs hidden.                                            Hour of Day

                           CA MICS MQS MQSCSI yymmmdd BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Week

MQSeries Queue Activity File Inquiries

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer provides the following inquiries that report on data:

• MQSSL3 - MQSeries Queue Activity Report
• MQSSL5 - MQSeries Queue Summary Report

MQSSL3 - MQSeries Queue Activity Report

The MQSSL3 - MQSeries Queue Activity Report uses measurements from the Queue Manager Activity file (MQAQAA).
The Report then displays the relevant metrics for analyzing queue activity over the date and time ranges that you select.

The following MICS Analyzer for MQSeries elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• QAABASNM - Base Queue Name
• MQSATYP - Type of Connection
• HOUR - Hour of Day

Data elements
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• QAABUFFP - Buffer Pool Number
• QAACFSTR - Name of Coupling Facility Structure
• QAAINDX - Index Type of Queue
• QAANPS - Page Set Number
• QAAQSG - Queue Sharing Group
• QAAQTYPE - Queue Type
• QAAGN - MQGET Calls (see note)
• QAAGETB - Bytes Got (see note)
• QAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls
• QAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time
• QAAGETM - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls
• QAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time
• QAAGPSN - Page Set Reads (see note)
• QAAGSUS - Times Suspended MQGET (see note)
• QAAGJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET (see note)
• QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET
• AVGGJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

computed:
AVGGJTM=QAAGJWTM/QAAGJWN

• QAAPN - MQPUT Calls (see note)
• QAAPUTB - Bytes Put (see note)
• QAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls
• QAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time
• QAAPETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls
• QAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time
• QAAPPSN - Page Set Put Calls (see note)
• QAAPSUS - Times Suspended MQPUT (see note)
• QAAPJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT (see note)
• QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT
• AVGPJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

computed:
AVGPJTM=QAAPJWTM/QAAPJWN

• QAAP1N - MQPUT1 Calls (see note)
• QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls
• QAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time
• QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls
• QAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time
• QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls (see note)
• QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1 (see note)
• QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1 (see note)
• QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1
• AVGP1JTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

computed:
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AVGP1JTM=QAAP1JTM/QAAP1JWN

• QAAON - MQOPEN Calls (see note)
• QAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls
• QAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time
• QAAOETM - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN
• QAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time
• QAACN - MQCLOSE Calls (see note)
• QAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE
• QAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time
• QAACETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE
• QAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time
• QAASN - MQSET Calls (see note)
• QAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls
• QAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time
• QAASETM - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls
• QAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time
• QAASJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET (see note)
• QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET
• AVGSJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

computed:
AVGSJTM=QAASJWTM/QAASJWN

• QAAIN - MQINQ Calls (see note)
• QAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ
• QAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time
• QAAIETM - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls
• QAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

Note: Data elements greater than 99,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000 and the character m is added to the end of the
value. Data elements from 999,999 through 99,999,999, are divided by 1,000 and the character k is added to the end of
the value.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL3, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Queue Activity Report panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Queue Activity Summarized by Week Report.

MQSeries Queue Activity Report Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  MQSeries Queue Activity Report  -----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSSL3 -  MQS Queue Activity                     |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |
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| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____    |

|   Type Of Connection (MQSATYP) 1=CICS, 6=Channel Init, etc.          |

|   (Separate by commas) example: 1,2,6  ===> _______________          |

|                                                                      |

|   Queue Name (QAABASNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for          |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________________________   |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week, and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot not overlap, but you can specify
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the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Type Of Connection (MQSATYP)
(Optional) No default. Comma- separated list of Type of Connection (MQSATYP) codes. The input data file is compared
to the list of Type of Connection codes. Reporting is restricted to the Type of Connection codes in the list. If no list is
specified, all Type of Connections in the input data are reported on. The list does not need to be in any specific order.
Do not insert blanks. Do not use leading zeros. The list must be entered as shown in the example: one-digit numbers
separated by commas.

Queue Name (QAABASNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-48 character value identifying the name of the queue (QAABASNM). You can specify an asterisk
(*) as the last character for wildcard selection.

Queue Activity Summarized by Week Report
                                              Q U E U E   A C T I V I T Y    R E P O R T

  Report:    Queue Activity Summarized by Week                                                               

             Page 001

  System ID: A2CC   Queue Manager: IQM6   Zone: 1

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

| Queue Name: CICS.ICIC4T01.INITQ01                                         Week: 32                         

                    |

| Queue Type: Local     Buffer Pool:    2        Shared Queue: No          Start: ddmmmyy:12:04:46.74        

                    |

| Index Type: None         Page Set:    2        CF Structure:               End: ddmmmyy:13:32:35.57        

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

| Access                                  Total       Avg                    Avg    Page    Call      Log    

 Log Wait   Avg Log |

| Address      Call                        CPU        CPU      Elapsed    Elapsed    Set   Suspend   Write   

  Elapsed     Wait  |

| Space Type   Type     Calls   Bytes     Time       Time        Time       Time   Access   Count    Rqsts   

   Time       Time  |

| ----------  -----    ------  ------  -----------  -------  -----------  -------  ------  -------  ------ 

 -----------  ------- |

| CICS        GET        4530   1549k   0:00:00.33  0.00007   0:00:01.32  0.00029       0       0        0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             PUT           0       0   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       0       0        0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |
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|             PUT1          0       0   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       0       0        0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             OPEN          2       -   0:00:00.00  0.00067   0:00:00.02  0.01190       -        -       -   

         -        - |

|             CLOSE         0       -   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       -        -       -   

         -        - |

|             SET           0       -   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       -        -       0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             INQ           0       -   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       -        -       -   

         -        - |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

| Queue Name: IQM6.MQ.DSTEST1.QUEUE                                         Week: 32                         

                    |

| Queue Type: Local     Buffer Pool:    0        Shared Queue: No          Start: ddmmmyy:10:11:40.61        

                    |

| Index Type: Model        Page Set:    0        CF Structure:               End: ddmmmyy:10:31:20.54        

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

| Access                                  Total       Avg                    Avg    Page    Call      Log    

 Log Wait   Avg Log |

| Address      Call                        CPU        CPU      Elapsed    Elapsed    Set   Suspend   Write   

  Elapsed     Wait  |

| Space Type   Type     Calls   Bytes     Time       Time        Time       Time   Access   Count    Rqsts   

   Time       Time  |

| ----------  -----    ------  ------  -----------  -------  -----------  -------  ------  -------  ------ 

 -----------  ------- |

| Batch/TSO   GET           6       0   0:00:00.00  0.00007   0:00:00.00  0.00035       0       0        0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             PUT      100000  10000k   0:00:14.23  0.00014   0:16:16.45  0.00976      33  100106   200074  

 0:31:21.05  0.00940 |

|             PUT1          0       0   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       0       0        0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             OPEN          8       -   0:00:00.00  0.00011   0:00:00.00  0.00019       -        -       -   

         -        - |

|             CLOSE         8       -   0:00:00.00  0.00003   0:00:00.00  0.00003       -        -       -   

         -        - |

|             SET           0       -   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       -        -       0  

 0:00:00.00  0.00000 |

|             INQ           0       -   0:00:00.00  0.00000   0:00:00.00  0.00000       -        -       -   

         -        - |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

MQSSL5 - MQSeries Queue Summary Report

The MQSSL5 - MQSeries Queue Summary Report uses measurements from the Queue Manager Activity File (MQAQAA)
to display the relevant metrics for analyzing queue activity for individual queues over the date and time ranges that you
select.
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The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• QAABASNM - Base Queue Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• QAAQTYPE - Queue Type
• TOTCALLS - Total Calls

computed:
TOTCALLS=SUM(QAAGN,QAAPN,QAAP1N,QAAON,QAACN,QAASN,QAAIN)

(see note)
• TOTBYTES - Total Bytes

computed:
TOTBYTES=SUM(QAAGETB,QAAPUTB)

(see note)
• QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time
• AVGQCPTM - Average Queue CPU Time

computed:
AVGQCPTM=QAAQCPTM/TOTCALLS

• TOTETM - Total Elapsed Time
computed:
TOTETM=SUM(QAACETM,QAAGETM,QAAIETM,QAAOETM,QAAPETM,QAAP1ETM,QAASETM)

• AVGETM - Average Elapsed Time
computed:
AVGETM=TOTETM/TOTCALLS

• TOTPSET - Total Page Set Access
computed:
TOTPSET=SUM(QAAGPSN,QAAPPSN,QAAP1PSN)

(see note)

Note: Field values from 999,999 through 99,999,999 are divided by 1,000 and the character k is added to the end. Field
values from 1,000,000 through 99,999,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000 and the character 'm' is added to the end. For
the Total Bytes field, field values greater than 99,999,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000,000 and the character 'g' is added
to the end.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility(MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL5, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel (See MICF Reference).
6. Complete the MQSeries Queue Summary Report panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Queue Activity Summarized by Hour Within Day Report.

MQSeries Queue Summary Report Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------------  MQSeries Queue Summary Report  --------------|
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| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSSL5 -  MQS Queue Summary                      |

| Database ===> __________________________________________             |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> _______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____    |

|                                                                      |

|   Queue Name (QAABASNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for          |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________________________   |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.
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Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Name (QAABASNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-48 character value identifying the name of the queue (QAABASNM). You can specify an asterisk
(*) as the last character for wildcard selection.

Queue Activity Summarized by Hour Within Day Report
                                              Q U E U E   S U M M A R Y    R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

             Page 001

  Report:    Queue Activity Summarized by Hour Within Day

  System ID: XE44   Queue Manager: CSQ5

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            Day: ddmmmyy       Hour: 7

                                                                               Total         Avg       Total 

      Avg      Total

                                                  Queue   Total    Total        CPU          CPU      Elapsed

    Elapsed   Pg Set

 Queue Name                                       Type    Calls    Bytes       Time         Time       Time  

      Time    Access

 -----------------------------------------------  -----  -------  --------  -----------   -------- 

 -----------  --------  ------

 CICS.INC56T5.INTQ05                              Local        2       684   0:00:00.00    0.00012  

 0:00:00.02   0.01087       0

 CSQ5.MQS.IQ1                                     Local        3        11   0:00:00.00    0.00046  

 0:00:00.79   0.26496       0

 CSQ5.MQS.IQ2                                     Local        3         0   0:00:00.00    0.00007  

 0:00:00.06   0.02131       0

 SYS.CHANNEL.INT5Q                                Local        6         0   0:00:00.00    0.00008  

 0:00:00.00   0.00014       0

 SYS.COMMAND                                      Local        5       419   0:00:00.00    0.00018  

 0:00:00.07   0.01333       0

 SYS.CSQ5.Z28595                                  Local       66     18876   0:00:00.00    0.00006  

 0:00:00.25   0.00374       0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            Day: ddmmmyy       Hour: 8
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                                                                               Total         Avg       Total 

      Avg      Total

                                                  Queue   Total    Total        CPU          CPU      Elapsed

    Elapsed   Pg Set

 Queue Name                                       Type    Calls    Bytes       Time         Time       Time  

      Time    Access

 -----------------------------------------------  -----  -------  --------  -----------   -------- 

 -----------  --------  ------

 SYS.CHANNEL.INT5Q                                Local        6         0   0:00:00.00    0.00008  

 0:00:00.00   0.00016       0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            Day: ddmmmyy       Hour: 9

                                                                               Total         Avg       Total 

      Avg      Total

                                                  Queue   Total    Total        CPU          CPU      Elapsed

    Elapsed   Pg Set

 Queue Name                                       Type    Calls    Bytes       Time         Time       Time  

      Time    Access

 -----------------------------------------------  -----  -------  --------  -----------   -------- 

 -----------  --------  ------

 CSQ5.MQS.IQ1                                     Local       12        44   0:00:00.00    0.00008  

 0:00:00.01   0.00059       0

 CSQ5.MQS.IQ2                                     Local       12         0   0:00:00.00    0.00005  

 0:00:00.00   0.00008       0

 SYS.CHANNEL.INT5Q                                Local        6         0   0:00:00.00    0.00008  

 0:00:00.00   0.00008       0

 SYS.COMMAND                                      Local        8       541   0:00:00.00    0.00014  

 0:00:00.02   0.00219       0

 SYS.CSQ5.Z28595                                  Local       62     17530   0:00:00.00    0.00005  

 0:00:00.03   0.00048       0

 SYS.CSQ5.Z25034                                  Local       62     17530   0:00:00.00    0.00006  

 0:00:00.06   0.00097       0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                            Day: ddmmmyy       Hour: 10

                                                                               Total         Avg       Total 

      Avg      Total

                                                  Queue   Total    Total        CPU          CPU      Elapsed

    Elapsed   Pg Set

 Queue Name                                       Type    Calls    Bytes       Time         Time       Time  

      Time    Access

 -----------------------------------------------  -----  -------  --------  -----------   -------- 

 -----------  --------  ------

 CSQ5.MQ.TEST.Q1                                  Local   100022    10000k   0:00:14.24    0.00014  

 0:16:16.45   0.00976      33

 SYS.CHANNEL.INT5Q                                Local        6         0   0:00:00.00    0.00007  

 0:00:00.00   0.00008       0

 SYS.COMMAND                                      Local       53      6965   0:00:00.01    0.00013  

 0:00:00.01   0.00023       0

 SYS.CSQ5.C32541                                  Local       70     20222   0:00:00.00    0.00006  

 0:00:00.07   0.00096       0
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 SYS.CSQ5.C32544                                  Local       58     16184   0:00:00.00    0.00005  

 0:00:00.05   0.00087       0

 SYS.CSQ5.C32563                                  Local       67     18876   0:00:00.00    0.00005  

 0:00:00.18   0.00272       0

 SYS.CSQ5.C32564                                  Local       62     17530   0:00:00.00    0.00005  

 0:00:00.04   0.00059       0

 SYS.CSQ5.C32565                                  Local      175     58026   0:00:00.01    0.00005  

 0:00:00.05   0.00026       0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MQSeries Task Accounting Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from MQSSL4 - MQSeries Task Accounting Report.

MQSSL4 - MQSeries Task Accounting Report

The MQSSL4 - MQSeries Task Accounting Report uses measurements from the Task Accounting file (MQATAA). The
Report then displays the relevant metrics for task level analysis over the date and time ranges that you select.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name
• MQSATYP - Type Of Connection
• HOUR - Hour Of Day
• Summary - User specified data element (optional) - Key

Data elements

• TAACOUNT - Task Count (see note)
• TOTCPUTM - Total CPU Time

computed:
TOTCPUTM=SUM(TAANCPTM,TAAQCPTM)

• AVGCPUTM - Average CPU Time
computed:
AVGCPUTM=TOTCPUTM/TAACOUNT

• TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time
• AVGEXCTM - Average Execution Time

computed:
AVGEXCTM=TAAEXCTM/TAACOUNT

• TAASUSN - Task Suspended Count (see note)
• TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

Non-queue Task Statistics

• TAACMN - Commit Calls (see note)
• TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time
• AVGCMCTM - Average Commit CPU Time

computed:
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AVGCMCTM=TAACMCTM/TAACMN

• TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time
• AVGCMETM - Average Commit Elapsed Time

computed:
AVGCMETM=TAACMETM/TAACMN

• TAABAN - Backout Calls (see note)
• TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time
• AVGBACTM - Average Backout CPU Time

computed:
AVGBACTM=TAABACTM/TAABAN

• TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time
• AVGBAETM - Average Backout Elapsed Time

computed:
AVGBAETM=TAABAETM/TAABAN

• TAAOTN - Other MQI Calls (see note)
• TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time
• AVGOTCTM - Average Other MQI Calls CPU Time

computed:
AVGOTCTM=TAAOTCTM/TAAOTN

• TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time
• AVGOTETM - Average Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

computed:
AVGOTETM=TAAOTETM/TAAOTN

• NQCALL - Total Commit, Backout, and Other MQI Calls
computed:
NQCALL=SUM(TAACMN,TAABAN,TAAOTN)

(see note)
• NQCPUTM - Total Commit, Backout, and Other MQI CPU Time

computed:
NQCPUTM=SUM(TAACMCTM,TAABACTM,TAAOTCTM)

• NQAVGCTM - Total Commit, Backout, and Other MQI Average CPU Time
computed:
NQAVGCTM=TAANCPTM/TAACOUNT

• NQELATM - Total Commit, Backout, and Other MQI Elapsed Time
computed:
NQELATM=SUM(TAACMETM,TAABAETM,TAAOTETM)

• NQAVGETM - Total Commit, Backout, and Other MQI Average Elapsed Time
computed:
NQAVGETM=NQELATM/NQCALL

Queue Task Statistics
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• TAAGN - MQGET Calls (see note)
• TAAGETB - Bytes Got (see note)
• TAAGCTM - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls
• TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues
• TAAGETM - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls
• TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues
• TAAGPSN - Page Set Reads (see note)
• TAAGSUS - Times Suspended MQGET (see note)
• TAAGJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET (see note)
• TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET
• AVGGJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

computed:
AVGGJTM=TAAGJWTM/TAAGJWN

• TAAPN - MQPUT Calls (see note)
• TAAPUTB - Bytes Put (see note)
• TAAPCTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls
• TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues
• TAAPETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls
• TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues
• TAAPPSN - Page Set Put Calls (see note)
• TAAPSUS - Times Suspended MQPUT (see note)
• TAAPJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT (see note)
• TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT
• AVGPJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

computed:
AVGPJTM=TAAPJWTM/TAAPJWN

• TAAP1N - MQPUT1 Calls (see note)
• PUT1BC - Bytes Put1 computed from Bytes Put (TAAPUTB) (see note)
• TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls
• TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues
• TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls
• TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues
• TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls (see note)
• TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1 (see note)
• TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1 (see note)
• TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1
• AVGP1JTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

computed:
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AVGP1JTM=TAAP1JTM/TAAP1JWN

• TAAON - MQOPEN Calls (see note)
• TAAOCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls
• TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues
• TAAOETM - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN
• TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues
• TAACN - MQCLOSE Calls (see note)
• TAACCTM - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE
• TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues
• TAACETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE
• TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues
• TAASN - MQSET Calls (see note)
• TAASCTM - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls
• TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues
• TAASETM - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls
• TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues
• TAASJWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET (see note)
• TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET
• AVGSJTM - Average Wait Time Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

computed:
AVGSJTM=TAASJWTM/TAASJWN

• TAAIN - MQINQ Calls (see note)
• TAAICTM - CPU Time Used MQINQ
• TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues
• TAAIETM - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls
• TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues
• QCALL - Total Calls

computed:
QCALL=SUM(TAAGN,TAAPN,TAAP1N,TAAON,TAACN,TAASN,TAAIN)

(see note)
• QBYTE - Total Bytes

computed:
QBYTE=SUM(TAAGETB,TAAPUTB,PUT1BC)

(see note)
• TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time
• QAVCPUTM - Total Average CPU Time

computed:
QAVCPUTM=TAAQCPTM/QCALL

• QELATM - Total Elapsed Time
computed:
QELATM=SUM(TAAGETM,TAAPETM,TAAP1ETM,TAAOETM,TAACETM,TAASETM,TAAIETM)

• QAVELATM - Total Average Elapsed Time
computed:
QAVELATM=QELATM/QCALL

• QPSET - Total Page Set Access
computed:
QPSET=SUM(TAAGPSN,TAAPPSN,TAAP1PSN)
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(see note)
• QSUSCNT - Total Call Suspend Count

computed:
QSUSCNT=SUM(TAAGSUS,TAAPSUS,TAAP1SUS)

(see note)
• QLOG - Total Log Write Calls

computed:
QLOG=SUM(TAAGJWN,TAAPJWN,TAAP1JWN,TAASJWN)

(see note)
• QLOGETM - Total Log Wait Elapsed Time

computed:
QLOGETM=SUM(TAAGJWTM,TAAPJWTM,TAAP1JTM,TAASJWTM)

• QAVLOGTM - Total Average Log Wait Time
computed:
QAVLOGTM=QLOGETM/QLOG

Note: Field values from 999,999 through 99,999,999 are divided by 1,000 and the character k is added to the end. Field
values from 1,000,000 through 99,999,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000 and the character m is added to the end.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility(MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL4, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the MQSeries Task Accounting Report panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For an example, see Task Accounting Summarized by Hour Within Week Report.

MQSeries Task Accounting Report Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  MQSeries Task Accounting Report -----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSSL4 -  MQS Task Accounting                    |

| Database ===> ___________________________________________            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____    |

|   Type Of Connection (MQSATYP) 1=CICS, 6=Channel Init, etc.          |

|   (Separate by commas) example: 1,2,6  ===> _______________          |

|   Optional Summarization Key  ===> _________                         |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI)
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character value identifying the name of the Queue Manager (MQMSSI). Specify up to six Queue
Manager Names. An input observation is selected if its identifier is equal to any of the specified values.

Type Of Connection (MQSATYP)
(Optional) No default. Comma-separated list of Type of Connection (MQSATYP) codes. The input data file is compared
to the list of Type of Connection codes. Reporting is restricted to the Type of Connection codes in the list. If no list is
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specified, all Type of Connections in the input data are reported on. The list does not need to be in any specific order.
Do not insert blanks. Do not use leading zeros. The list must be entered as shown in the example: one-digit numbers
separated by commas.

Optional Summarization Key
(Optional) No default. 1-8 character data element name. The specified data element summarizes the Task Accounting
Report (restricted to the data elements in the Task Accounting File (MQATAA)).

Task Accounting Summarized by Hour Within Week Report
                                              T A S K   A C C O U N T I N G   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

             Page 001

  Report: Task Accounting Summarized by Hour Within Week

  System ID: XE44   Queue Manager: CSQ5

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Tasks:                         2      Optional Summary Key TAACHNL:  CSQ5.TO.CTS9                   Week:  48

       Hour: 14

 Total CPU Time:       0:00:01.02      Connection Type: Chan Init                                    Start:

 ddmmmyy:14:53:55.71

 Avg CPU Time:            0.51132                                                                      End:

 ddmmmyy:14:54:23.85

 Task Execution Time:  0:00:43.06

 Avg Execution Time:  0:00:21.531

 Tasks Suspended:            3000

 Total Suspend Time:   0:00:09.81

   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                NON-QUEUE TASK STATISTICS

   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                             Avg                     Avg

  Call                            CPU        CPU        Elapsed    Elapsed

  Type      Calls                Time       Time         Time        Time

 -------   ------           -----------   --------   -----------   --------

 Commit      3000            0:00:00.14    0.00005    0:00:09.94    0.00331

 Backout        0            0:00:00.00    0.00000    0:00:00.00    0.00000

 Other          0            0:00:00.00    0.00000    0:00:00.00    0.00000

           ------           -----------   --------   -----------   --------

 Totals      3000            0:00:00.14    0.06956    0:00:09.94    0.00331

   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                   QUEUE TASK STATISTICS

   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                             Avg                     Avg       Page      Call       Log    

 Log Wait     Avg Log

  Call                           CPU         CPU        Elapsed    Elapsed      Set     Suspend    Write    

 Elapsed       Wait
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  Type     Calls    Bytes       Time        Time         Time        Time      Access    Count     Calls     

 Time         Time

 ------   ------   ------   -----------   --------   -----------   --------   -------   -------   ------  

 -----------   --------

  GET       4001    2000k    0:00:00.34    0.00009    0:00:03.20    0.00080         0      1001     2000   

 0:00:05.50    0.00275

  PUT       1000    2000k    0:00:00.14    0.00014    0:00:00.16    0.00016         0         3        0   

 0:00:00.00    0.00000

  PUT1      1000        0    0:00:00.21    0.00021    0:00:00.22    0.00022         0         0        0   

 0:00:00.00    0.00000

  OPEN      2001        -    0:00:00.14    0.00007    0:00:00.15    0.00007         -         -        -     

        -          -

  CLOSE     2000        -    0:00:00.04    0.00002    0:00:00.05    0.00002         -         -        -     

        -          -

  SET          0        -    0:00:00.00    0.00000    0:00:00.00    0.00000         -         -        0   

 0:00:00.00    0.00000

  INQ          0        -    0:00:00.00    0.00000    0:00:00.00    0.00000         -         -        -     

        -          -

          ------   ------   -----------   --------   -----------   --------   -------   -------   ------  

 -----------   --------

  Totals   10002    4000k    0:00:00.88    0.00009    0:00:03.77    0. 00038        0      1004     2000   

 0:00:05.50    0.00275

MQSeries Message Broker Message Flow File Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from MQSSL6 - Message Flow Summary Report.

MQSSL6 - Message Flow Summary Report

The MQSSL6 - Message Flow Summary Report uses measurements from the Message Flow File (MQBMFA). The Report
then displays relevant metrics to analyze message flow processing within execution group over the date and time ranges
that you select.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQBBKNM - Broker Name
• MQBEXNM - Execution Group Name
• MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements
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• MFAMSGN - Total Messages
• MFAMSGS - Total Bytes (see note)
• MFACTM - Total CPU Time
• MFAAVCTM - Average CPU Time
• MFAETM - Total Elapsed Time
• MFAAVETM - Average Elapsed Time
• MFAWCTM - Total Wait CPU Time
• MFAAVWTM - Average Wait CPU Time

Note: Field values from 999,999 through 99,999,999 are divided by 1,000 and the character k is added to the end. Field
values from 1,000,000 through 99,999,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000 and the character m is added to the end. For the
Total Bytes field, field values greater than 99,999,999,999 are divided by 1,000,000,000 and the character 'g' is added to
the end.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility(MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL6, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the Message Flow Summary Report panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Message Flow Summarized by Day Report.

Message Flow Summary Report Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  Message Flow Summary Report  --------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSSL6 - Message Flow Summary                    |

| Database ===> __________________________________________             |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> _______ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                            |

| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|                                                                      |

|   Broker Name (MQBBKNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for          |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________________________   |

|   Execution Group (MQBEXNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for      |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________________________   |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).
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Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the
analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. If you supply a single-digit number, leading zeros are inserted automatically (7 becomes
07). You can specify a cycle range in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Broker Name (MQBBKNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-32 character value identifying the name of the broker (MQBBKNM). You can specify an asterisk
(*) as the last character for wildcard selection. Broker Name is case-sensitive.

Execution Group Name (MQBEXNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-32 character value identifying the name of the execution group (MQBEXNM). You can specify an
asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard selection.
Note: Execution Group Name is case-sensitive.

Message Flow Summarized by Day Report
                                              M E S S A G E   F L O W   S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T
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            Page 001

  Report:    Message FLow Summarized by Day

  System ID: MV25   Queue Manager:        Broker Name:  VCP1BRK

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Execution Group:   IP13                                         Day: ddmmmyy

                                                          Total         Avg        Total        Avg      

 Total         Avg

                                    Total     Total        CPU          CPU       Elapsed     Elapsed    CPU

 Wait     CPU Wait

 Message Flow Name                 Messages   Bytes       Time         Time        Time        Time       

 Time         Time

 --------------------------------  --------  --------  -----------  ----------  ----------  ---------- 

 -----------  ----------

 CICSNODE                                 0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 DB2U                                     0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 FANIN                                    0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 FANOUT_plus_original_msg                 0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 ONE2ONE                               1000     4604k   0:00:00.16     0.00016  0:00:00.18     0.00018  

 0:00:00.14     0.00014

 PUBSUB                                   0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 REQUEST_to_REPLY                         0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 TOPUBSUB                                 0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 VSAMREAD                                 0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

 XSLT                                     0         0   0:00:00.00     0.00000  0:00:00.00     0.00000  

 0:00:00.00     0.00000

MQSeries Message Broker Message Flow Node File Inquiry

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer creates reports from the MQSSL7 - Message Flow Node Activity Report.

MQSSL7 - Message Flow Node Activity Report

The MQSSL7 - Message Flow Node Activity Report uses measurements from the Message Flow Node File (MQBMFN)>
The Report then displays relevant metrics to analyze the nodes (processing steps) within individual message flows by
execution group and broker over the date and time ranges that you select.

The following MICS MQSeries Analyzer elements are selected:

Key elements
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• MQBBKNM - Broker Name
• MQBEXNM - Execution Group Name
• MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name
• MFNNODNM - Node Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data elements

• MFNNTYPE - Node Type
• MFNMSGN - Total Messages Processed by Node
• MFNITRMN - Input Terminals
• MFNOTRMN - Output Terminals
• MFNCTM - Node CPU Time Input Messages
• MFNAVCTM - Node Avg CPU Time Input Msgs
• MFNETM - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages
• MFNAVETM - Node Avg Elapsed Time Input Msgs

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility(MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select MQSSL7, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel.
6. Complete the Message Flow Node Activity Report panel.

The result displays on your terminal. For example, see Node Activity Summarized by Day Report.

Message Flow Node Activity Report Panel

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------  Message Flow Node Activity Report  ---------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry:  MQSSL7 -  Message Flow Node Activity             |

| Database ===> __________________________________________             |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> _______ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                            |

| Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS  ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Broker Name (MQBBKNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for          |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________                   |

|   Execution Group (MQBEXNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for      |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________                   |

|   Message Flow Name (MQBMSGNM) (Asterisk '*' as last character for   |

|   wildcard)  ===> ________________________________                   |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a
selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to
the analysis. Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric
value from 0 through 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field
and leave the second field blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit
number (for example, 7 becomes 07). If you specify a cycle range, you can specify it in either ascending or descending
order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected.
Required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Plot by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY
level. If you specify Y (Yes) to Report by hour, the data are summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are
produced for each day or week. If you specify N (No) to Report by hour, the data are summarized by day or week and a
single report listing all days or weeks is produced.

Generate a report for each value of zone
(Required) Defaults to Y. Specify Y (Yes) to generate reports for each zone. The nature and resource requirements
of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands versus production
batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each
observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data are summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges cannot
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is
specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 95 - 31 DEC 95 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 94 - 31 DEC 94. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0-23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges cannot overlap, but you can specify the
higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. 1-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Broker Name (MQBBKNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-32 character value identifying the name of the broker (MQBBKNM). You can specify an asterisk
(*) as the last character for wildcard selection. Broker Name is case-sensitive.

Execution Group Name (MQBEXNM)
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(Optional) No default. 1-32 character value identifying the name of the execution group (MQBEXNM). You can specify an
asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard selection. Execution Group Name is case-sensitive.

Message Flow Name (MQBMSGNM)
(Optional) No default. 1-32 character value identifying the name of the message flow (MQBMSGNM). You can specify an
asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard selection. Message Flow Name is case-sensitive.

Node Activity Summarized by Day Report
                                M E S S A G E   F L O W   N O D E   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

  Report:       Node Activity Summarized by Day                                                              

            Page 001

  System ID:    MV25    Queue Manager:

  Broker Name:  VCP1BRK

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Execution Group Name:  IP13                                  Day:  ddmmmyy

   Message Flow Name:     PUBSUB                              Start:  ddmmmyy:09:26:23.98     End: 

 ddmmmyy:09:26:34.23

   Node Name:                                     Node Type:  MQeOutputNode

                                                 Total          Avg                           Avg

       Total          Input       Output          CPU           CPU          Elapsed        Elapsed

      Messages      Terminals    Terminals       Time           Time          Time           Time

   -------------    ---------    ---------   -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------

         0                1            1     0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Execution Group Name:  IP13                                  Day:  ddmmmyy

   Message Flow Name:     DB2U                                Start:  ddmmmyy:09:26:23.99     End: 

 ddmmmyy:09:26:34.23

   Node Name:  A failureNode                      Node Type:  MQOutputNode

                                                 Total          Avg                           Avg

       Total          Input       Output          CPU           CPU          Elapsed        Elapsed

      Messages      Terminals    Terminals       Time           Time          Time           Time

   -------------    ---------    ---------   -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------

         0                1            2     0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Execution Group Name:  IP13                                  Day:  ddmmmyy

   Message Flow Name:     FANOUT_plus_original_msg            Start:  ddmmmyy:09:26:23.99     End: 

 ddmmmyy:09:26:34.23

   Node Name:  AggregateControl                   Node Type:  AggregateControlNode

                                                 Total          Avg                           Avg

       Total          Input       Output          CPU           CPU          Elapsed        Elapsed

      Messages      Terminals    Terminals       Time           Time          Time           Time

   -------------    ---------    ---------   -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------

         0                1            2     0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Execution Group Name:  IP13                                  Day:  ddmmmyy

   Message Flow Name:     FANIN                               Start:  ddmmmyy:09:26:23.53     End: 

 ddmmmyy:09:26:34.23
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   Node Name:  AggregateReply                     Node Type:  AggregateReplyNode

                                                 Total          Avg                           Avg

       Total          Input       Output          CPU           CPU          Elapsed        Elapsed

      Messages      Terminals    Terminals       Time           Time          Time           Time

   -------------    ---------    ---------   -----------    -----------    -----------    -----------

         0                2            5     0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000    0:00:00.000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MQSeries - SAS ODS Graphics
MQSeries Analyzer Option provides the following SAS ODS Graphic inquiries:

•  MQSOD1 - MQ Daily Buffer Pool Analysis 
•  MQSOD2 - MQ Daily Coupling Facility Structure Use 
•  MQSOD3 - MQ Daily DB2 Shared Queue Analysis 
•  MQSOD4 - MQ Daily Manager Analysis 
•  MQSOD5 - MQ Daily Log Manager Analysis 
•  MQSOD6 - MQ Daily Message Manager Analysis 
•  MQSOD7 - MQ Top 10 Daily Queues 
•  MQSOD8 - MQ Daily Task Suspend Call Analysis 

MICF inquiry names follow the cccptn form:

ccc 
The three-character component identifier.

p 
The type of graphic output. Valid values are C (color graphics), O (SAS ODS graphics), L (printed report), or P (printer
graphics).

t 
The report frequency. Valid values are X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M (months), and Y (years).

n 
An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry that is named MQSOD1 can be interpreted as:

MQSOD1

---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

| || from other SAS ODS graphics

| || inquiries run at the DAYS 

| || timespan 

| |+-- can be run daily

| +-- an SAS ODS graphics inquiry

+-- an MQSeries Analyzer Option

MQSOD1 - MQ Daily Buffer Pool Analysis

The MQSOD1 inquiry produces two views of WebSphere MQ buffer pool activity and utilization. The summary view
produces a chart for each queue manager. This chart shows the total daily activity and use of each active buffer pool.
The detail view produces a chart for each buffer pool showing activity and use for each hour of the day. The inquiry code
eliminates buffer pools that have no activity.
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The first example shows the summary chart that is generated for queue manager PQ03 running on SYSID 0600. Five
active buffer pools exist, with buffer pool 1 showing the greatest activity.

The second example shows hourly statistics for buffer pool 1 of the same queue manager. Hour 21 was the busiest, and
the number of available buffers (light blue line) dipped slightly since hour 19.
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Uses

Buffer pool allocation and management are keys to a successful WebSphere MQ implementation. Message traffic that
is handled by in-storage buffer pools provides the best response time and throughput. This inquiry provides an excellent
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view of the use and availability of each buffer pool. Monitor the buffer pools serving business critical applications carefully
to ensure that sufficient buffers are available to handle workload and to examine hourly usage patterns.

Charts

MQ Daily Buffer Pool Analysis Summary

  

Left Y-axis 

BMSTGETS
Total Get Page Requests

BMSWUO
Total Page Write and Update Operations

Right Y-axis 

BMSAVBUF
Average Buffers in Buffer Pool

BMSAVAVB
Average Number of Available Buffers

X-axis 

MSPOOL 

MQ Daily Buffer Pool Analysis Detail
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Left Y-axis 

BMSTGETS
Total Get Page Requests

BMSWUO
Total Page Write and Update Operations

Right Y-axis 

BMSAVBUF
Average Buffers in Buffer Pool

BMSAVAVB
Average Number of Available Buffers

X-axis 

HOUR
Hour of Day

Data Source

• File MQSBMS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• MQSBMS DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 and 02
• Previous Day observations are selected
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS);

BMSTGETS 

SUM(BMSGETN, BMSGETP, BMSSTL);

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQMSSI
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No
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Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Buffer Pool IO Requests

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Buffer Pool IO Requests from all input
data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific
chart BY group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis
based on the maximum value found in the processed data.
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Buffer Counts

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Buffer Counts from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart
BY group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on
the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

MQSOD2 - MQ Daily Coupling Facility Structure Use

The MQSOD2 inquiry produces two views of WebSphere MQ Coupling Facility (CF) activity and utilization.

The summary view produces a daily chart for each queue manager. The chart shows maximum entries and elements in
use and various activity metrics for each MQ structure in the Coupling Facility. The detail view produces a daily chart for
each structure showing the same metrics for each hour of the day.

Uses

WebSphere MQ uses the SYSPLEX Coupling Facility to facilitate shared message queues.

Multiple queue managers running on different systems in the SYSPLEX can process the messages arriving in the
Coupling Facility structures. Applications using shared message queues benefit from load balancing across the
SYSPLEX. This inquiry can be used to monitor structure use. A key metric shown is the Structure Full Count. If this metric
is ever greater than 0, the size of the structure may need to be increased.

This inquiry is useful to identify the most used queues by applications.

Charts

The examples were produced from a limited data sample of one hour.

MQ Daily CF Structure Use Summary

This example shows the summary chart that is generated for queue manager PQ03 running on SYSID 0600. Six Coupling
Facility structures exist, with the structure named WFSCQDATA2 showing the greatest activity.
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Left Y-axis 

CMSMXELE
Maximum Elements in Use

CMSMXENT
Maximum Entries in Use

Right Y-axis 

CMSCSEC
Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

CMSCMEC
Multiple Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

CMSSTFUL
Structure Full Count

X-axis 

CMSSTRNM
Structure Name

MQ Daily CF Structure Use Detail

This example shows hourly statistics for structure CSQ_ADMIN. The data used to produce this chart only had hours 16 to
23, the single and multiple update calls spiked on hour 18 while most Entries and elements were in use at hour 23.
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Left Y-axis 

CMSMXELE
Maximum Elements in Use

CMSMXENT
Maximum Entries in Use

Right Y-axis 

CMSCSEC
Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

CMSCMEC
Multiple Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

CMSSTFUL
Structure Full Count

X-axis 

HOUR
Hour of Day

Data Source

• File MQSCMS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• MQSCMS DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 and 02
• Previous Day observations are selected
• Derivations:

 DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS);

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
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Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQSID
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

Default: No
•  Fixed Y-Axis Entries in Use

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Entries in Use from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart BY
group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on the
maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
•  Fixed Y-Axis Calls Count

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Update Calls / Structure Full Count
from all input data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining
to the specific chart BY group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a
consistent Y-Axis based on the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

The following modifications can be made to the MQSOD2 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQSCMS file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD3 - MQ Daily DB2 Shared Queue Analysis

The MQSOD3 inquiry produces a daily chart showing the hourly request activity for the WebSphere MQ DB2 manager.

Uses

WebSphere MQ uses an internal DB2 database to manage the object definitions and other information that is associated
with shared message queues. This report helps you see how much activity and resources are used by this internal MQ
subsystem to manage shared queues in a SYSPLEX environment.

Charts

MQ Daily DB2 Shared Queue Analysis

The chart shows the number of requests of each type, using stacked bars, and the total number of active tasks using a
horizontal line.
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The example shows the daily chart that is generated for queue manager PQ03 running on SYSID 0600. Total Read and
List Requests dominate the overall number of requests. The number of Total Active Server Tasks hit the maximum at hour
19.
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Left Y-axis 

DBSLIST
Total List Requests

DBSREAD
Total Read Requests

DBSWRITE
Total Write Requests

DBSDEL
Total Delete Requests

DBSSUPD
Total Update Read Requests

DBSCONN
Total Connect Requests

DBSREQUE
Total Requests Requeued

Right Y-axis 

DBSATASK
Total Active Server Tasks

X-axis 

HOUR
Hour of Day

Data Source

• File MQSDBS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Number of Requests - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Server Tasks - No
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS);

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
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Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.
• MQSID

Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.
• SELECT YESTERDAY

Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
–  Y - Yes
–  N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Number of Requests

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Number of Requests from all input
data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific
chart by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based
on the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Server Tasks

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Server Tasks from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart
by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on
the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD3 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQSDBS file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD4 - MQ Daily Manager Analysis

The MQSOD4 inquiry produces a daily chart showing the hourly activity handled by the WebSphere MQ Data manager.

Uses

The WebSphere MQ data manager handles the links between messages and queues. This chart provides an excellent
overview of the daily message traffic for each queue manager.

Charts

MQSeries Daily Data Manager Analysis

The chart shows the number of object call requests of each type, using stacked bars, and the number of messages get
and put calls using horizontal lines.
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Left Y-axis 

DMSDGET
Object_Get Calls

DMSDPUT
Object_Put Calls

DMSDCRE
Object_Create Calls

DMSDDEL
Object_Delete Calls

DMSDLOC
Object_Locate Calls

Right Y-axis 

DMSMGET
Message Get Calls

DMSMPUT
Message Put Calls

X-axis 

Hour of Day

Data Source

• File MQSDMS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Object Calls - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Message Requests - No
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) :

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQSID
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
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Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Object Calls

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Object Calls from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart by
group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on the
maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Message Requests

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Message Requests from all input
data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific
chart by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based
on the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD4 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQSDMS file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD5 - MQ Daily Log Manager Analysis

The MQSOD5 inquiry produces a daily chart showing the hourly activity of the WebSphere MQ Log manager.

Uses

The WebSphere MQ log manager ensures that important messages are backed up on DASD storage. While necessary
for backup and recovery, message logging can be one of the biggest factors contributing to overall MQ message elapsed
time. This inquiry provides a good overview of the logging activity for each Queue Manager. Try to keep the percentage of
no-wait log writes near 100 percent.

Charts

MQ Daily Log Manager Analysis

The chart shows the number of log reads, writes, and checkpoints that are taken using stacked bars, and percentage of
undelayed log writes using a horizontal line.
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Left Y-axis 

LMSTNLWR
Total Number of Log Write Calls

LMSTNLRR
Total Number of Log Read Calls

LMSLLCP
Checkpoint Invoked Count

Right Y-axis 

LMSPCWRN
Percent Write Calls - No Wait

X-axis 

Hour of Day 

Data Source

• File MQSLMS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Calls/Counts - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Write Calls - No
• Derivations:

DATE  

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQSID
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Calls/Counts
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Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Calls / Counts from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart by
group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on the
maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Write Calls

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Write Calls from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart
by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on
the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD5 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQSLMS file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD6 - MQ Daily Message Manager Analysis

The MQSOD6 inquiry produces a daily chart that shows the hourly activity handled by the WebSphere MQ Message
manager.

Uses

This inquiry provides an excellent way to view the overall activity of each WebSphere MQ data manager. Peak periods
and the variety of message call activities can be easily visualized.

Charts

MQ Daily Message Manager Analysis

The chart shows the number of queue calls of each type, using stacked bars, made by the various applications using MQ.

The example shows the daily chart that is generated for queue manager PQ34 on SYSID 0600. Hour 21 was the peak
activity hour overall. Hour 19 shows quite a high volume of MQPUT1 Calls compared to the other hours.
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Left Y-axis 

MMSGET
MQGET Calls

MMSPUT
MQPUT Calls

MMSPUT1
MQPUT1 Calls

MMSCLOS
MQCLOSE Calls

MMSOPEN
MQOPEN Calls

MMSINQ
MQINQ Calls

MMSSET
MQSET Calls

X-axis 

Hour of Day 

Data Source

• File MQSMMS at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value - No
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQMSSI
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
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– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Calls/Counts

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Calls / Counts from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart by
group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on the
maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD6 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQSMMS file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD7 - MQ Top 10 Daily Queues

The MQSOD7 inquiry produces a daily chart for each WebSphere MQ queue manager.

Uses

This inquiry provides insight into which business applications are the heaviest users of each WebSphere MQ queue
manager based on message traffic to and from the queues that are associated with the applications.

Charts

MQ Daily Top 10 Queues

The chart shows the top nn (default 10) queues by volume of GET, PUT, and PUT1 calls using vertical stacked bars.
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The example shows the top 10 queues on system MQPA running on SYSID SYSA. We can distinct MQGET and MQPUT
calls while there were none or very few MQPUT1 calls.

Left Y-axis 

QAAGN
MQGET Calls

QAAP1N
MQPUT1 Calls

QAAPN
MQPUT Calls

X-axis 

QAABASNM
Base Queue Name

Data Source

• File MQAQAA at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Number of queues to appear on the report: 10
• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Number of Calls - No
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQSID
Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Number of Calls

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Number of Calls from all input data. By
default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific chart by
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group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based on the
maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD7 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQATAA file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSOD8 - MQ Daily Task Suspend Call Analysis

The MQSOD8 inquiry produces a daily chart for each WebSphere MQ queue manager.

Uses

Task call suspensions can occur for various reasons but the business impact is that they impede throughput. This
inquiry can be used to analyze call suspend patterns and volume. The MQATAA file can be processed to identify the
specific tasks experiencing call suspensions and to determine root causes.

Charts

MQ Daily Task Suspend Call Analysis

The chart shows the number of task call suspensions (GET, PUT, and PUT) for each hour using vertical bars, and
the elapsed time tasks were suspended for each call type using horizontal lines. The inquiry also generates a tabular
SASLIST report summarizing the charted information for each queue manager.

The example shows the daily chart generated for queue manager PQ03 running on SYSID 0600. Hour 18 had the
greatest number of task call suspensions.
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Left Y-axis 

TAAGSUS
Times Suspended MQGET

TAAPSUS
Times Suspended MQPUT

TAAP1SUS
Times Suspended MQPUT1

Right Y-axis 

TAAGSUSTM
Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

TAAPSUSTM
Elapsed Time Task Suspend MQPUT

TAAP1STM
Elapsed Time Task Suspend MQPUT1

X-axis 

Hour of Day 

SASLIST 

Report summarized by SYSID, Date, and Queue Manager Name. Reports Message IO wait time and suspend count
statistics for the entire day.

Data Source

• File MQATAA at the DAYS timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Restrict input data selection to Previous Day - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Suspended Calls - No
• Enable fixed MAX Y-Axis value for Suspended Call Time - No
• Derivations:

DATE 

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SYSID
Optionally, specify the SYSID to be reported.

• MQMSSI
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Optionally, specify the MQ Manager to be reported.
• SELECT YESTERDAY

Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Suspended Call Count

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Suspended Call Count from all input
data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific
chart by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based
on the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No
• Fixed Y-Axis Suspended Call Time

Specify whether to enable a fixed Y-Axis scale based on the maximum value of Suspended Call Time from all input
data. By default, SAS assigns the Y-AXIS scale for each chart dynamically based on the data pertaining to the specific
chart by group. If you enable the fixed Y-Axis scaling, all charts of the same type will contain a consistent Y-Axis based
on the maximum value found in the processed data.
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

Further modifications can be made to the MQSOD8 inquiry:

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan MQATAA file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan,
Cycles 01 and 02.

MQSeries Files
This section presents the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries data files as they are seen in the online database structure. The
files can also be located offline in either audit or history archive files.

 Contents 

  

MQSeries Files Structure Overview

The MICS Analyzer for MQSeries divides its data into:

• Performance Information Area (MQS)
• Accounting Information Area (MQA)
• Message Broker Information Area (MQB)

The MQSeries Performance Information Area supports the following files to provide performance statistics and
measurement information:

 MQSBMS
Buffer Manager Statistics File

 MQSCMS
Coupling Facility Statistics File

 MQSDBS
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DB2 Manager Statistics File

 MQSDMS
Data Manager Statistics File

 MQSLMS
Log Manager Statistics File

 MQSMMS
Message Manager Statistics File

 MQSSMD
Shared Message Data Set File

 MQSCHIChannel Initiator Global Stats File

 MQSCISChannel Initiator Statistics File

 MQSCIA
Channel Initiator Accounting File 

 MQSPGS
Page Set Statistics File  

The MQSeries Accounting Information Area supports the following files to provide details of activities and resources
that are used by applications and channels:

 MQAMMA
Message Manager Accounting File

 MQAQAA
Queue Activity File

 MQATAA
Task Accounting File

 MQA_CH
Channel Activity File

The Message Broker Information Area supports the following files to provide details of the message flow activity:

 MQBMFA
Message Flow Accounting File

 MQBMFN
Message Flow Node File

The following table shows performance and accounting information files. The table identifies the individual database files
and categorizes them by the information area to which they belong. For each file in an information area, the following data
is provided:

•  XDWMYT
Defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period (.)
indicates that the file is not supported. XDWMYT indicates the following timespans:
         X - DETAIL

         D - DAYS

         W - WEEKS

         M - MONTHS

         Y - YEARS

         T - TABLES AREA

•  File
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The name that is used to access this file.
•  File Name

The descriptive label for the file.

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| MQS Accounting                         | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| XDWM..  MQAMMA  MESSAGE MANAGER ACCOUNTING FILE           |

| .DWM..  MQAQAA  QUEUE ACTIVITY FILE                       |

| .DWM..  MQATAA  TASK ACCOUNTING FILE                      |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| Message Broker                         | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| XDWM..  MQBMFA  MESSAGE FLOW ACCOUNTING FILE              |

| XDWM..  MQBMFN  MESSAGE FLOW NODE FILE                    |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| MQS Performance                        | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| X.....  MQS_MQ  MQS SUSPEND FILE                          |

| XDWM..  MQSBMS  BUFFER MANAGER STATISTICS FILE            |

| XDWM..  MQSCMS  COUPLING FACILITY STATISTICS FILE         |

| XDWM..  MQSDBS  DB2 MANAGER STATISTICS FILE               |

| XDWM..  MQSDMS  DATA MANAGER STATISTICS FILE              |

| XDWM..  MQSLMS  LOG MANAGER STATISTICS FILE               |

| XDWM..  MQSMMS  MESSAGE MANAGER STATISTICS FILE           |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table is
generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your site.

MQSeries Information Area Structure

The following diagram illustrates the data sources and files of the Performance Information Area, the Accounting
Information Area, and the Message Broker Information Area.

 +-----------------------------------+  +----------------------------------+ 

 +-----------------------------------+

 | WebSphere MQ                      |  | WebSphere MQ                     | | WebSphere MQ                  

     |

 | Message Manager   SMF 115/2       |  | Log manager       SMF 115/1      | | Message Manager               

     |
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 | Buffer Manager    SMF 115/2,215   |  | Shared Message                   | |  Accounting       SMF 116/0   

     |

 | Data Manager      SMF 115/2       |  | CHINIT Stats      SMF 115/231    | | Task ID Acctg     SMF 116/1   

     |

 | Coupling Facility SMF 115/2       |  | Message Broker                   | | Task Info Acctg   SMF 116/1   

     |

 | DB2 Manager       SMF 115/2       |  |  Message Flow     SMF 117/1,2    | | Queue Acctg       SMF 116/1,2 

     |

 | Data Set          SMF 115/2       |  | Message Broker                   | |                               

     |

 | Page Set          SMF 115/201     |  |  Node             SMF 117/2      | |                               

     |

 +-----------------------------------+  +----------------------------------+

 +------------------------------------+

         |                  |                  |                   |                 |               |

 INPUT   |                  |                  |                   |                 |               |

  DATA   +------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------

   SOURCE                                                 |

                                                          |

                                               +------------------------+

  PRODUCT                                      |   CA MICS MQSeries     |

   PROCESSING                                  |       Analyzer         |

                                               +------------------------+

  CA MICS                                                 |

   Files  +-----------------------------------------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

          |                 |                |            |             |              |             |       

         |

  +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+   | +-----------------+ +------------+ +-----------+

 +----------------+

  |Message Manager| |Buffer Manager | | Data Manager  |   | |Coupling Facility| |DB2 Manager | |Log Manager| |

 Shared Message |

  |  Statistics   | |  Statistics   | |   Statistics  |   | |   Statistics    | | Statistics | | Statistics| |

   Data Sets    |

  |     File      | |     File      | |     File      |   | |     File        | |   File     | |  File     | |

   Statistics   |

  |   (MQSMMS)    | |   (MQSBMS)    | |   (MQSDMS)    |   | |   (MQSCMS)      | | (MQSDBS)   | | (MQSLMS)  | |

 File (MQSSMD)  |

  +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+   | +-----------------+ +------------+ +-----------+

 +----------------+

                                                          |

         +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                 |                 |            |         |                 |                 |

 +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+    | +---------------+ +---------------+ 

 +---------------+

 |Message Manager| |     Task      | |    Queue      |    | |  MQS Suspend  | | Message Flow  |  | Message

 Flow  |

 |  Accounting   | |  Accounting   | |   Activity    |    | | File (MQS_MQ) | |  Accounting   |  |     Node  

    |

 | File (MQAMMA) | | File (MQATAA) | | File (MQAQAA) |    | |               | | File (MQBMFA) |  | File

 (MQBMFN) |

 +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+    | +---------------+ +---------------+ 

 +---------------+
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                                                          |

                      +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

                      |                 |                 |                 |                 |

              +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+

              |  Channel      | |  CHINIT       | |   CHINIT      | |   CHINIT      | |  Page Set     |

              |  Activity     | |  Statistics   | |   Acounting   | |   Global      | | Statistics    |

              |File (MQA_CH)  | | File (MQSCIS) | | File (MQSCIA) | | File (MQSCHI) | | File (MQSPGS) |

              +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+ +---------------+

MQSeries Supported Files and their Data Sources
The following table shows the MQSeries files, their descriptions, and derivations.

File File Name Description  Derivation 
MQSBMS Buffer Manager Statistics Buffer pool management

statistics.
Type 115 (Subtype 2 or 215)

MQSLMS Log Manager Statistics Log management statistics. Type 115 (Subtype 1)
MQSMMS Message Manager Statistics Statistics on MQI calls for

MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET,
MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ,
MQSET, and Close Handle.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSDMS Data Manager Statistics MQS object management
statistics on Puts, Creates,
Deletes, Gets, Locates, and
Stgclass changes of objects.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSCMS Coupling Facility Statistics Coupling Facility structure
statistics on IXLLSTE and
IXLLSTM calls and redrives.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSDBS DB2 Manager Statistics DB2 manager statistics in
support of shared queues.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSSMD Shared Message Data Set Offload message data for
shared queues from the
coupling facility to either DB2
or a WebSphere MQ managed
data set.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSCIS Channel Initiator Statistics Queue Manager task resource
usage including elapsed, wait,
CPU times, and number of
channel requests. 

Type 115 (Subtype 231) 

MQSCHI Channel Initiator Configuration Contains channel parameter
settings for maximum configured
channels, storage usage, and
active channels. 

Type 115 (Subtype 231) 

MQSCIA Channel Initiator Accounting Displays channel type, status,
and disposition, as well as
message and batch traffic
volume. 

Type 116 (Subtype 10) 

MQSPGS Page Set Statistics Page set usage statistics
include read, write, immediate
write I/O and time, and Page set
size. 

Type 115 (Subtype 201) 
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MQAMMA Message Manager Accounting Number of MQPUT and MQGET
calls and the message lengths.
The CPU time used and a
thread cross-reference.

Type 116 (Subtype 0)

MQATAA Task Accounting Task identification and task
statistics on commit, backout,
journal and logging, page sets,
and CF manager calls and DB2
requests.

Type 116 (Subtype 1)

MQAQAA Queue Activity Queue statistics on MQOPEN,
MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQPUT1,
MQGET, MQINQ, and MQSET
calls.

Type 116 (Subtype 1,2)

MQBMFA Message Flow Accounting Message Broker statistics on
message flow execution.

Type 117 (Subtype 1,2)

MQBMFN Message Flow Node Message Broker statistics on
message flow execution at the
node level.

Type 117 (Subtype 2)

MQSeries Data Element Naming Conventions
MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.

Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

MQS Performance Information Area Files

File Name File Names Begin With
Buffer Manager Statistics MQSBMS BMS
Log Manager Statistics MQSLMS LMS
Data Manager Statistics MQSDMS DMS
Message Manager Statistics MQSMMS MMS
DB2 Manager Statistics MQSDBS DBS
Coupling Facility Statistics MQSCMS CMS
Shared Message Data Set Statistics MQSSMD SMD

MQA Accounting Information Area Files

File Name File Names Begin With
Message Manager Accounting MQAMMA MMA
Task Accounting MQATAA TAA
Queue Activity MQAQAA QAA

MQB Message Broker Information Area Files

File Name File Names Begin With
Message Flow Accounting MQBMFA MFA
Message Flow Node MQBMFN MFN
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Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. Common data elements are listed under Sequence/Summary Data
Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List in the descriptions articles for individual files.

• TIMESPAN
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the following letters:
                   X - DETAIL

                   D - DAYS

                   W - WEEKS

                   M - MONTHS

                   Y - YEARS

                   T - TABLES AREA

                   . - File is not supported

 

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.
• DATA ELEMENT

The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The long name of the data element.
The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

MQS Performance Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the Performance Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data
sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The files that are maintained in the Performance Information Area include:

• MQSBMS - Buffer Manager Statistics File
• MQSDMS - Data Manager Statistics File
• MQSMMS - Message Manager Statistics File
• MQSLMS - Log Manager Statistics File
• MQSCMS - Coupling Facility Statistics File
• MQSDBS - DB2 Manager Statistics File
• MQS_MQ - MQSeries Suspend File
• MQSSMD - Shared Message Data Set File
• MQSCHI - Channel Initiator Global Stats File
• MQSCIS - Channel Initiator Statistics File
• MQSCIA - Channel Initiator Accounting File
• MQSPGS - Page Set Statistics File

MQSBMS - Buffer Manager Statistics File

The Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS) is derived from the Buffer Manager section of the SMF type 115 record
(subtype 2 or 215). Before MQ 8.0, this file is generated from subtype 2 records. With MQ 8.0 or higher this file is
generated from either subtype 2 or subtype 215 as below:

• OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800) - Subtype 215
• OPMODE=(COMPAT,800) - Subtype 2
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This section contains performance statistics data related to the WebSphere MQ Buffer Manager component. The Buffer
Manager is the component of WebSphere MQ that handles the movement of data between DASD and virtual storage.

WebSphere MQ writes statistics to SMF for each buffer pool when statistics trace gathering has been requested. The
records are cut based on a parameter set in WebSphere MQ.

MQSBMS File Organization

The MQSBMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but
not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSBMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSBMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    BMSPOOL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    BMSPOOL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    BMSPOOL   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    BMSPOOL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSBMS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Aug 30, 2017

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  BMSPOOL  - Buffer Pool ID

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  BMSFLAG  - QPST Flag

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  BMSCBS   - Available Buffers

   XDWM..E  BMSDMC   - Sync. Proc. Starts (Write Threshold)

   XDWM..E  BMSDWT   - Async. Write Processor Was Started

   XDWM..E  BMSGETN  - Page Get Calls For New or Empty Page

   XDWM..E  BMSGETP  - Page Get Calls For Current Page Content

   XDWM..E  BMSGETPB - Page Get Calls Found In Buffer

   XDWM..E  BMSIMW   - Sync. Page Write Operations

   XDWM..E  BMSNBUF  - Buffers In This Buffer Pool

   XDWM..E  BMSRIO   - Page Read DASD Operations

   XDWM..E  BMSSOS   - No. Of Times No Available Buf. Found

   XDWM..E  BMSSTL   - Page Get Calls Not Found In Buffer

   XDWM..E  BMSSTLA  - No. Of Times Hash Chain Changed

   XDWM..E  BMSSTW   - Page Updates

   XDWM..E  BMSTNGET - Page Get Calls Current and New/Empty

   XDWM..E  BMSTOAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar

   XDWM..E  BMSTOBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar

   XDWM..E  BMSTOF4K - Intervals Backed Fixed 4K Pages

   XDWM..E  BMSTOPAG - Intervals Backed Pageable 4K Pages

   XDWM..E  BMSTPW   - Pages Written To DASD

   XDWM..E  BMSWIO   - Page Write Operations

   XDWM..E  BMSWUO   - Page Write + Update Operations
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  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  BMSMNAVB - Minimum Number Of Available Buffers

   XDWM..E  BMSMNBUF - Minimum Buffers In Buffer Pool

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  BMSMXAVB - Maximum Number Of Available Buffers

   XDWM..E  BMSMXBUF - Maximum Buffers In Buffer Pool

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  BMSAVAVB - Avg Number Of Available Buffers

   XDWM..E  BMSAVBUF - Avg Buffers In Buffer Pool

   XDWM..E  BMSPCAB  - Intervals Above 2GB Bar Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCBB  - Intervals Below 2GB Bar Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCF4K - Intervals Bckd Fixed 4K Pgs Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCNP  - Percent New or Empty Page Calls

   XDWM..E  BMSPCPAG - Intervals Bckd Pageable 4K Pgs Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCRIO - DASD Read Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCSTL - Page Call Not In Buffer Percent

   XDWM..E  BMSPCSTW - Page Update Percent

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see  Buffer Manager Statistics File (MQSBMS).

MQSBMS Usage Considerations

The MQSBMS file contains the data to monitor and improve performance of the buffer pools. It enhances the overall
performance of WebSphere MQ. To manage your buffer pools efficiently, consider the factors that affect buffer pool I/O
operations and the statistics that are associated with the buffer pools. The goal is to maximize the amount of time that the
pages spend in buffer pool memory. At the same time, the goal is to allow the system to function if the system load puts
the buffer pool usage under stress.

The following are special considerations and techniques that are related to using the MQSBMS file.

To indicate a transaction pattern and page retrieval efficiency:

The ratio of BMSGETN to BMSGETP indicates the number of times an empty page, as opposed to a page that is not
empty, was requested. This value is an indication of a transaction pattern.

The ratio of BMSRIO to BMSGETP shows the efficiency of page retrieval within the buffer pool. If increasing the size of
the buffer pool does not increase the page retrieval efficiency, it indicates that pages are not frequently accessed again.
This implies a transaction pattern, where there is a long delay between messages being put and retrieved.

BMSSTL is a count of the number of times a page access call did not find the page already in the buffer pool. The lower
the ratio of BMSSTL to (BMSGETP + BMSGETN) is, the higher the page retrieval efficiency. If increasing the size of the
buffer pool does not increase the page retrieval efficiency, it indicates that there long delays between puts and gets occur.

Indication of severe stress:

BMSSOS is the number of times when no buffers were available for page get calls. If this value ever becomes nonzero,
it indicates that WebSphere MQ is under severe stress. If significantly increasing the buffer pool size does not make the
value of BMSSOS zero, there can be I/O contention on the DASD page sets.
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MQSBMS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSBMS retrieval examples.

• Print the number of times when there were no buffers available for page get calls.
 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSBMS01;

 PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID MQMSSI BMSSOS;

 

• Print values for BMSGETN and BMSGETP and display the ratio between the two.
 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSBMS01;

 BMSTNGET=BMSGETN/BMSGETP;

 PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID MQMSSI BMSGETN BMSGETP BMSTNGET;

 

MQSDMS - Data Manager Statistics File

The Data Manager Statistics File (MQSDMS) is derived from the Data Manager section of the SMF type 115 record
(subtype 2).

This section contains different counts of object calls related to the WebSphere MQ Data Manager component. The
Data Manager component handles the links between messages and queues. The record is populated throughout a
predetermined interval that is based on an interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ. The record is then cut at the
interval end.

MQSDMS File Organization

The MQSDMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSDMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSDMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSDMS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DMSALST  - Stgclass Change Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDCRE  - Object_Create Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDDEL  - Object_Delete Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDGET  - Object_Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDLOC  - Object_Locate Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSDPUT  - Object_Put Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSMGET  - Message Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSMPUT  - Message Put Calls
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 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBC - Average Number of Object_Create Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBD - Average Number of Object_Delete Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBG - Average Number of Object_Get Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBL - Average Number of Object_Locate Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBP - Average Number of Object_Put Calls

  XDWM..E  DMSAVOBS - Average Number Stgclass Change Calls

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Data Manager Statistics File (MQSDMS).

MQSDMS Usage Considerations

The MQSDMS file contains counts of different object calls. This file gives you the ability to monitor how various
WebSphere MQ subsystems manipulate objects.

MQSDMS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSDMS retrieval examples.

Print all the types of object calls and their values for a unique MVS subsystem ID and Queue Manager Name.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSDMS01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR SYSID MQMSSI DMSDCRE DMSDPUT DMSDDEL DMSDLOC DMSALST;

 

MQSMMS - Message Manager Statistics File

The Message Manager Statistics File (MQSMMS) is derived from the Message Manager section of the SMF type 115
record (subtype 2).

This section contains counts for the different MQI calls related to the WebSphere MQ Message Manager component. The
Message Manager is the component of WebSphere MQ that processes all MQI calls. WebSphere MQ writes statistics to
SMF for each Queue Manager Name. The record is populated throughout a predetermined interval that is based on an
interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ. The record is then cut at interval end.

MQSMMS File Organization

The MQSMMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but
not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSMMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSMMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |
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 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSMMS Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E MQMSSI - Queue Manager Name

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp
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 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E MQSREL - WebSphere MQ Version

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E MMSCALH - 'Close Handle' Calls

 XDWM..E MMSCB - MQCB Calls

 XDWM..E MMSCLOS - MQCLOSE Calls

 XDWM..E MMSCTL - MQCTL Calls

 XDWM..E MMSGET - MQGET Calls

 XDWM..E MMSINQ - MQINQ Calls

 XDWM..E MMSNBP - Non-Persistent Bytes Put

 XDWM..E MMSOPEN - MQOPEN Calls

 XDWM..E MMSPBP - Persistent Bytes Put

 XDWM..E MMSPUBS - Publish (MQPUT+MQPUT1) Calls

 XDWM..E MMSPUT - MQPUT Calls

 XDWM..E MMSPUT1 - MQPUT1 Calls

 XDWM..E MMSSET - MQSET Calls

 XDWM..E MMSSNP - Successful Non-Persistent Puts

 XDWM..E MMSSPP - Successful Persistent Puts

 XDWM..E MMSSTRQ - MQSTAT Calls

 XDWM..E MMSSUB - MQSUB Calls

 XDWM..E MMSSUBR - MQSUBRQ Calls

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E MMSMNGET - Minimum MQGET Calls

 XDWM..E MMSMNPUT - Minimum MQPUT Calls

 XDWM..E MMSMNPU1 - Minimum MQPUT1 Calls

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E MMSMXGET - Maximum MQGET Calls

 XDWM..E MMSMXPUT - Maximum MQPUT Calls

 XDWM..E MMSMXPU1 - Maximum MQPUT1 Calls

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E MMSAVCLH - Average Number 'Close Handle' Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVCLO - Average Number of MQCLOSE Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVGET - Average Number of MQGET Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVINQ - Average Number of MQINQ Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVOPN - Average Number of MQOPEN Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVPUT - Average Number of MQPUT Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVPU1 - Average Number of MQPUT1 Calls

 XDWM..E MMSAVSET - Average Number of MQSET Calls

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Message Manager Statistics File (MQSMMS).
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MQSMMS Usage Considerations

The MQSMMS file contains counts for all MQI calls that are processed by the Message Manager component. The MQI
calls are:

• MQOPEN
• MQCLOSE
• MQGET
• MQPUT
• MQPUT1
• MQINQ
• MQSET
• MQCALH.

The counts of the MQI calls give a general indication of the WebSphere MQ subsystem activity.

MQSMMS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSMMS retrieval examples.

Print the counts of MQI calls for a unique MQSeries subsystem ID.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSMMS01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR SYSID MQMSSI MMSOPEN MMSCLOS MMSGET MMSPUT MMSPUT1 MMSINQ

    MMSSET MMSCALH;

 

MQSLMS - Log Manager Statistics File

The Log Manager Statistics File (MQSLMS) is derived from the Log Manager section of the SMF type 115 record (subtype
1).

This section contains performance statistics data that are related to the WebSphere MQ Log Manager component. The
Log Manager is the component of WebSphere MQ that manages the writing of log records. The log records are essential
for maintaining the integrity of the system. The record is populated throughout a predetermined interval that is based on
an interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ. The record is then cut at the interval end.

MQSLMS File Organization

The MQSLMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSLMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSLMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |
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 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSLMS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Aug 30, 2017

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  LMSIN1MS - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.

   X.....E  LMSIN1MT - Time Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O In.

   X.....E  LMSIN11S - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O Sus. In.

   X.....E  LMSIN11T - Time Max Log 1 Page I/O In.

   X.....E  LMSIN2MS - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Sus. In.

   X.....E  LMSIN2MT - Time Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O In.

   X.....E  LMSIN21S - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O Sus. In.

   X.....E  LMSIN21T - Time Max Log 2 Page I/O In.

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LMSALR   - Read Call Archive Log Data Set

   XDWM..E  LMSALW   - Write Call Archive Log Data Set

   XDWM..E  LMSBFFL  - Active Log Cntl. Intervals Created

   XDWM..E  LMSBFWR  - Calls Writing to Active Log Buf.

   XDWM..E  LMSBPAG  - Log-Write Buffer Page-In Count

   XDWM..E  LMSBSDS  - BSDS Access Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSCIOF  - CIs Off-Loaded to Archive

   XDWM..E  LMSCIWR  - Log Control Intervals (CIs) Written

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPCB - Compressed Bytes

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPF  - Compression Failures

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPR  - Compression Requests

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPUB - Uncompressed Bytes

   XDWM..E  LMSDECCB - Decompression Compressed Bytes

   XDWM..E  LMSDECF  - Decompression Failures

   XDWM..E  LMSDECR  - Decompression Requests

   XDWM..E  LMSDECUB - Decompression Uncompressed Bytes

   XDWM..E  LMSLAMA  - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mount Attempts

   XDWM..E  LMSLAMS  - Look-Ahead Tape Vol Mounts

   XDWM..E  LMSLLCP  - Checkpoint Invoked Count

   XDWM..E  LMSLOGW  - Log Write I/O Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSLSUS  - Log Call Suspend Count

   XDWM..E  LMSRACT  - Read Log Call Active Log Data Set

   XDWM..E  LMSRARH  - Read Log Call Archive Log Data Set

   XDWM..E  LMSRBUF  - Read Log Call In-Storage Buffer

   XDWM..E  LMSSERW  - Dual Logging CI Serial Re-Write Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSSLPTM - Log Write Task Sleep Time

   XDWM..E  LMSSQITM - Sum of Squares I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSTHRW  - Scheduled Log Write Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSTNLRR - Total Number of Log Read Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSTNLRW - Total Log Read and Log Write Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSTNLWR - Total Number of Log Write Calls

   XDWM..E  LMSTOITM - Total Log Writes I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSTOLCI - Total Log I/O Control Intervals

   XDWM..E  LMSTOLWR - Total Log I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSTOSTM - Total Log Writes I/O Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  LMSTO1MC - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O CIs
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   XDWM..E  LMSTO1MW - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSTO11C - Total Log 1 Page I/O CIs

   XDWM..E  LMSTO11W - Total Log 1 Page I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSTO2MC - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O CIs

   XDWM..E  LMSTO2MW - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSTO21C - Total Log 2 Page I/O CIs

   XDWM..E  LMSTO21W - Total Log 2 Page I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSWRF   - Write Call Count - Force

   XDWM..E  LMSWRNW  - Write Call Count - No Wait

   XDWM..E  LMSWRW   - Write Call Count - Wait

   XDWM..E  LMSWTB   - Wait Count For Unavailable Buffers

   XDWM..E  LMSWTL   - Read Log Call Delayed

   XDWM..E  LMSWUR   - Read Delayed Unavailable Resource

   XDWM..E  LMS1MITM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMS1MSTM - Total Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time

   XDWM..E  LMS11ITM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMS11STM - Total Log 1 Page I/O Susp. Time

   XDWM..E  LMS2MITM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMS2MSTM - Total Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Susp. Time

   XDWM..E  LMS21ITM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMS21STM - Total Log 2 Page I/O Susp. Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LMSMX1MS - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX1MT - Max Log 1 Multi-Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX11S - Max Log 1 Page I/O Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX11T - Max Log 1 Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX2MS - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX2MT - Max Log 2 Multi-Page I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX21S - Max Log 2 Page I/O Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  LMSMX21T - Max Log 2 Page I/O Time

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LMSAVITM - Avg Log Writes I/O Time

   XDWM..E  LMSAVLWR - Avg Log I/O Writes

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPFR - Log Compression Success Ratio

   XDWM..E  LMSCMPUC - Log Compression Quantity Ratio

   XDWM..E  LMSPCLRR - Log Read Percentage

   XDWM..E  LMSPCLWR - Log Write Percentage

   XDWM..E  LMSPCRAC - Percent Read Log Calls - Active Log

   XDWM..E  LMSPCRAR - Percent Read Log Calls - Archive Log

   XDWM..E  LMSPCRBU - Percent Read Log Calls - In-Storage

   XDWM..E  LMSPCWRF - Percent Write Calls - Force

   XDWM..E  LMSPCWRN - Percent Write Calls - No Wait

   XDWM..E  LMSPCWRW - Percent Write Calls - Wait

   XDWM..E  LMSPCWTL - Percent Read Log Calls Delayed

   XDWM..E  LMSSTDIO - Standard Deviation of I/O Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Log Manager Statistics File (MQSLMS).
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MQSLMS Usage Considerations

The MQSLMS file contains data to manage the writing of log records, that are essential to maintain the integrity of the
system. It is especially important in situations involving a backout call, a need for recovery, or a system or media failure.
The data that are contained in the Log Manager section consists of various counts of log statistics that can be used to
examine problem symptoms.

The following are special considerations or techniques related to using the MQSLMS file are provided.

Important calculations and indicators:

• The total number of log write calls:
 LMSTNLWR = LMSWRW + LMSWRNW + LMSWRF;

 

• The total number of log read calls:
 LMSTNLRR = LMSRBUF + LMSRACT + LMSRARH;

 

• The total log read / log write calls:
 LMSTNLRW = LMSTNLWR + LMSTNLRR;

 

• The ratio between LMSTNLRR and LMSTNLWR indicates how much work has to be backed out.

The problem symptoms that can be examined:

• LMSWTB is nonzero.
This indicates that tasks are being suspended while the in-storage buffer is being written to the active log. Problems
writing to the active log can occur due to the possibility that the OUTBUFF parameter within WebSphere MQ
(CSQ6LOGP) is too small.

• The ratio: LMSRARH/LMSTNLRR is larger than normal.
Most log read calls come from the output buffer or the active log. To satisfy calls for backout, unit-of-recovery records
are read from the in-storage buffer, the active log, and the archived logs. A long running job unit of recovery, extending
over a speriod of many minutes, can have log records that spread across several different logs. Such spread degrades
performance because extra work must be done to recover the log records.

• The ratio: LMSWTL/LMSTNLRR is greater than 1%.
• This indicates that log reads, that had to read from an archive log, were initiated. However, WebSphere MQ was not

able to allocate a data set because MAXALLC data sets were already allocated.

MQSLMS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSLMS retrieval examples.

Print the total number of logged read and write calls, along with the elements involved in the calculation of these elements.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSLMS01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR SYSID MQMSSI LMSTNLWR LMSTNLRR LMSWRW LMSWRNW

     LMSWRF LMSRBUF LMSRACT LMSRARH;

 

MQSCMS - Coupling Facility Statistics File

The Coupling Facility Statistics File (MQSCMS) is derived from the Coupling Facility section of the SMF type 115 record
(subtype 2).
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This section contains performance statistics data that are related to the WebSphere MQ Coupling Facility component, and
can contain up to 64 structures. The non-persistent messages are stored in the Coupling Facilities when shared queues
are used. The Coupling Facility component of WebSphere MQ manages the interface with the Coupling Facility. The
record is populated throughout a predetermined interval that based on an interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ.
The record is then cut at the interval end.

MQSCMS File Organization

The MQSCMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQACMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSCMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CMSSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CMSSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CMSSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |HOUR      ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CMSSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSCMS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CMSSTRNM - Structure Name

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CMSSTRNO - Structure Number

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CMSCMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSCMTM  - Mult Update Call Time (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSCSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSCSTM  - Single Update Call Time (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSRMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSRSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSSTFUL - Structure Full Count

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CMSMXELE - Maximum Elements in Use

  XDWM..E  CMSMXENT - Maximum Entries in Use

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMC  - Avg Multiple Calls (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMR  - Avg Multiple Redrives (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVMTM - Avg Multiple Call Time (IXLLSTM)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSC  - Avg Single Calls (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSR  - Avg Single Redrives (IXLLSTE)

  XDWM..E  CMSAVSTM - Avg Single Call Time (IXLLSTE)
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Coupling Facility Statistics File (MQSCMS).

MQSCMS Usage Considerations

The MQSCMS file contains data to manage the interface with the Coupling Facility. Messages are stored in the Coupling
Facility when shared queues are used. The Coupling Facility is able to perform updates on multiple messages in one call.

A call to update a single element is performed using the IXLLSTE call. A call to update multiple elements is performed
using the IXLLSTM call.

Shared queue messages are non-persistent; therefore, they are not logged on the WebSphere MQ log. If Coupling Facility
hardware or microcode fail, the shared queue messages are lost and cannot be retrieved.

The following are special considerations or techniques related to using the MQSCMS file.

If Structure Full Count (CMSSTFUL) is greater than zero, determine if this is due to a transient problem or an increasing
trend. Based on this determination, you can increase the size of this structure.

MQSCMS Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQSCMS retrieval example.

Print occurrences where Structure Full Count (CMSSTFUL) is greater than zero.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSCMS01;

 IF CMSSTFUL GT 0;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR SYSID MQMSSI CMSSTRNM CMSSTRNO CMSSTFUL CMSMXENT CMSMXELE

     CMSAVSC CMSAVSTM CMSAVSR CMSAVMC CMSAVMTM CMSAVMR;

 

MQSDBS - DB2 Manager Statistics File

The DB2 Manager Statistics File (MQSDBS) is derived from the DB2 Manager section of the SMF type 115 record
(subtype 2).

This section contains measurements that are related to the WebSphere MQ DB2 Manager. The WebSphere MQ DB2
Manager manages the interface with the DB2 database in support of shared queues, object definitions, and other
information.

MQSDBS File Organization

The MQSDBS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSDBS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQSDBS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |
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 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSDBS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DBSABEND - Total DB2SRV Task Abends

  XDWM..E  DBSATASK - Total Active Server Tasks

  XDWM..E  DBSBDEL  - Total BLOB Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBDTM  - Total BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBINS  - Total BLOB Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBLIST - Total BLOB List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBLTM  - Total BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBREAD - Total BLOB Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBRTM  - Total BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSDTM - SQL BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSLTM - SQL BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSRTM - SQL BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSUTM - SQL BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBSWTM - SQL BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTDTM - Thread BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTLTM - Thread BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTRTM - Thread BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTUTM - Thread BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBTWTM - Thread BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBUPD  - Total BLOB Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSBUTM  - Total BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSBWTM  - Total BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCBUF  - SCST Buffer Too Small Count

  XDWM..E  DBSCDEL  - Total SCST Deletes

  XDWM..E  DBSCDTM  - Total SCST Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCINS  - Total SCST Inserts

  XDWM..E  DBSCITM  - Total SCST Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCONN  - Total Connect Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSCSDTM - SCST SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSEL  - Total SCST Selects

  XDWM..E  DBSCSITM - SCST SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSSTM - SCST SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSTM  - Total SCST Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCSUTM - SCST SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTDTM - SCST Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTITM - SCST Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTSTM - SCST Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCTUTM - SCST Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSCUPD  - Total SCST Updates

  XDWM..E  DBSCUTM  - Total SCST Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSDCONN - Total Disconnect Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSDEAD  - Total Deadlock Timeouts

  XDWM..E  DBSDEL   - Total Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSDTM   - Total Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKDEL  - Total SSKT Deletes

  XDWM..E  DBSKDTM  - Total SSKT Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKINS  - Total SSKT Inserts

  XDWM..E  DBSKITM  - Total SSKT Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSDTM - SSKT SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSEL  - Total SSKT Selects

  XDWM..E  DBSKSITM - SSKT SQL Insert Time
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  XDWM..E  DBSKSSTM - SSKT SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKSTM  - Total SSKT Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTDTM - SSKT Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTITM - SSKT Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSKTSTM - SSKT Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSLIST  - Total List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSLTM   - Total List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSREAD  - Total Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSREQUE - Total Requests Requeued

  XDWM..E  DBSRTM   - Total Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSDTM  - SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSLTM  - SQL List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSRTM  - SQL Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSUTM  - SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSSWTM  - SQL Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTASK  - Total Server Tasks

  XDWM..E  DBSTDTM  - Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTLTM  - Thread List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTRTM  - Thread Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTUTM  - Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSTWTM  - Thread Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSUPD   - Total Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSUTM   - Total Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSWRITE - Total Write Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSWTM   - Total Write Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSD - Maximum SQL BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSL - Maximum SQL BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSR - Maximum SQL BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSU - Maximum SQL BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBSW - Maximum SQL BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTD - Maximum Thread BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTL - Maximum Thread BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTR - Maximum Thread BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTU - Maximum Thread BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXBTW - Maximum Thread BLOB Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCR  - Maximum SCST Rows on Query

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSD - Maximum SCST SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSI - Maximum SCST SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSS - Maximum SCST SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCSU - Maximum SCST SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTD - Maximum SCST Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTI - Maximum SCST Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTS - Maximum SCST Thread Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXCTU - Maximum SCST Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSD - Maximum SSKT SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSI - Maximum SSKT SQL Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKSS - Maximum SSKT SQL Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTD - Maximum SSKT Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTI - Maximum SSKT Thread Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXKTS - Maximum SSKT Thread Select Time
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  XDWM..E  DBSMXRQD - Maximum Request Queue Depth

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSDT - Maximum SQL Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSLT - Maximum SQL List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSRT - Maximum SQL Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSUT - Maximum SQL Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXSWT - Maximum SQL Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTDT - Maximum Thread Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTLT - Maximum Thread List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTRT - Maximum Thread Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTUT - Maximum Thread Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSMXTWT - Maximum Thread Write Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBD  - Avg BLOB Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBDT - Avg BLOB Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBI  - Avg BLOB Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBL  - Avg BLOB List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBLT - Avg BLOB List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBR  - Avg BLOB Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBRT - Avg BLOB Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBU  - Avg BLOB Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVBUT - Avg BLOB Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCD  - Avg SCST Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCDT - Avg SCST Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCI  - Avg SCST Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCIT - Avg SCST Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCS  - Avg SCST Select Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCST - Avg SCST Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCU  - Avg SCST Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVCUT - Avg SCST Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVD   - Avg Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVDTM - Avg Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKD  - Avg SSKT Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKDT - Avg SSKT Delete Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKI  - Avg SSKT Insert Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKIT - Avg SSKT Insert Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKS  - Avg SSKT Select Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVKST - Avg SSKT Select Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVL   - Avg List Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVLTM - Avg List Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVR   - Avg Read Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVRTM - Avg Read Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVU   - Avg Update Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVUTM - Avg Update Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVW   - Avg Write Requests

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWDT - Avg Wait Time - Delete

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWLT - Avg Wait Time - List

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWRT - Avg Wait Time - Read

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWTM - Avg Write Time

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWUT - Avg Wait Time - Update

  XDWM..E  DBSAVWWT - Avg Wait Time - Write
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see DB2 Manager Statistics File (MQSDBS).

MQSDBS Usage Considerations

The MQSDBS file contains statistics that is related to the WebSphere MQ DB2 manager, which manages the interface
with the DB2 database. When shared queues are used, object definitions and other information are stored in DB2 tables.

Following are the special considerations and techniques that are related to using the MQSDBS file.

The average time for server requests must be monitored. The typical response time for requests is from 5 through 10
milliseconds. If the average request time is greater than 5 to 10 milliseconds, then you must investigate the cause using
the following data elements:

• DBSAVDTM
• DBSAVLTM
• DBSAVRTM
• DBSAVUTM
• DBSAVWTM.

The average difference between the wait time on the thread and the time on the server must be monitored using the
following data elements:

• DBSAVWLT
• DBSAVWRT
• DBSAVWUT
• DBSAVWDT.

A response time greater than a millisecond indicates that there was a delay before the server could process the request
and that you must increase the number of server tasks.

DBSMXRQD contains the maximum number of requests queued waiting for a server. If the value of the element is greater
than ten, you need to increase the number of servers.

MQSDBS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSDBS retrieval examples.

Print the total number of read, write, list, update, delete, connect, and disconnect requests by System Identifier and Queue
Manager Name.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQSDBS01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR DBSREAD DBSWRITE DBSLIST DBSUPD DBSDEL DBSCONN DBSDCONN;

 BY SYSID MQMSSI;

 

MQS_MQ - MQSeries Suspend File

FILENAME = MQS_MQ01

The MQS_MQ Suspend File maintains the last interval record that is produced by an MQS system. The suspend file
records are used to obtain the true observation values of the first record that is processed during the next daily execution
of MICS. This occurs only when the first record is processed, not the when the first record is produced, by an MQS
system.
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The MQS_MQ File is a permanent file of the MICS MQSeries Analyzer. The file is strictly for internal use and exists only
at the DETAIL timespan.

MQSSMD - Shared Message Data Set File

The Shared Message Data Set file (MQSSMD) is created from the Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) section of the SMF
type 115 record (subtype 2).

This section contains performance statistics data related to the WebSphere MQ SMDS component. The record is
generated at predetermined intervals that are based on an interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ.

MQSSMD File Organization

The MQSSMD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

MQSBMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+      

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |      

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+      

  |         |                                                 |      

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |      

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |      

  |         |                                                 |      

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |      

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |      

  |         |                                                 |      

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      WEEK     |      

  |         |HOUR      ZONE                                   |      

  |         |                                                 |      

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     SMDSTRNM  MQMSSI    YEAR      MONTH    |      

  |         |ZONE                                             |      

  |         |                                                 |      

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |      

  |         |                                                 |      

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+      

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |      

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+      

                          Generation Date:  Fri, Sep 26, 2014 

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSSMD Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.
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 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Oct 9, 2014                           

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"      

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.               

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element                            

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)                     

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements                               

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month                            

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day                             

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year                           

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name                      

  XDWM..E  SMDSTRNM - Structure Name                          

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier                       

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year                            

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century                         

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone                               

  

 Common Data Elements                                         

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week                     

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time                 

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp                          

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals           

  XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version                    

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp                        

  

 Retained Data Elements                                       

  

 XD....E  SMDSIOCA - Control Area Size                         

  XD....E  SMDSIOCI - Control Interval Size                     

  XDWM..E  SMDSTRNO - Structure Number                          

  

 Accumulated Data Elements                                      

  

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFBT - Total GET Request Buffer Wait Time        

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFBW - No. Times Waited Specific Buffer          

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFDB - No. Marked Buffers Deleted                

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFB - No. Freed Buffer with Valid Data          

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFE - Sum of Free Empty Buffers                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFFS - Sum of Free Saved Buffers                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGB - No. GETs Acquired Buffers                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGF - No. GETs Acquired Free Empty Buffer       

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGL - No. Times Saved Buffers Stolen            

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGM - No. GETs Acquired Empty Matching Buffer   

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGN - No. GETs No Buffer Available              

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFGV - No. Buffers with Valid Data               

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFPT - Total GET Request Buffer Pool Wait Time   

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFPW - No. GET Requests Queued Wait Any Buffer   
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  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRD - No. Read Requests from Disk               

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRP - No. Buffer Reads Partial Valid Data       

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRR - No. Buffer Read Requests                  

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFRS - No. Buffer Reads With Valid Data          

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFSZ - Sum of Buffer Size in KBytes              

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFTO - Sum of Total Buffers in Pool              

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFUP - Sum of Used Private Buffers               

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFUS - Sum of Used Shared Buffers                

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWB - No. GETs Wait on Busy Buffer              

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWP - No. GETs Wait for Free Buffer             

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFWR - No. Buffer Write Requests                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFP - Total Format 4K Pages Written             

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFR - Format New Extent Write Requests          

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFT - Format I/O Time                           

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOFW - Format Wait Time                        

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOP - Other QM SMDS Read Total 4K Pages       

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOR - Other QM SMDS Read Requests             

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOT - Other QM SMDS Read I/O Time             

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOOW - Other QM SMDS Read Wait Time            

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORP - Total Read 4K Pages                     

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORR - Read Requests                           

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORT - Read I/O Time                           

  XDWM..E  SMDSIORW - Read Wait Time                          

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWP - Total Write 4K Pages                    

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWR - Write Requests                          

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWT - Write I/O Time                          

  XDWM..E  SMDSIOWW - Write Wait Time                         

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMAP - Allocated 4K Pages                      

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMAR - Allocated Space for Messages            

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBD - Sum of Logical Blocks for Message Data  

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBF - Sum of Data Blocks Currently Free       

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBS - Sum of Logical Blocks for Space Map     

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBT - Sum of Logical Blocks Total for SMDS    

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMBU - Sum of Data Blocks Currently in Use     

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMCP - Clean Up Pages Released                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMCR - Cleaned Up Space Normal Close           

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFL - Allocate Failed Data Set Full           

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFP - Freed Pages                             

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMFR - Freed Space                             

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMC - Sum of Messages in SMDS                 

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMRP - Reallocated Pages                       

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMRR - Reallocated Space                       

  

 Minimum Data Elements                                        

  

  XDWM..E  SMDSBFMF - Min Free Buffers                        

  XDWM..E  SMDSSMMF - Min Free Blocks                         

  

 Maximum Data Elements                                        

  

   XDWM..E  SMDSBFMB - Max GET Req Queued Wait Specific Buffer  

   XDWM..E  SMDSBFMP - Max Get Request Queued Wait Any Buffer   

   XDWM..E  SMDSBFMU - Max Used Buffers                         
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   XD....E  SMDSIOHA - High Allocated Control Interval          

   XD....E  SMDSIOHU - High Used Control Interval               

   XDWM..E  SMDSSMMM - Max Message Count                        

   XDWM..E  SMDSSMMU - Max Used Blocks                          

  

  Derived Data Elements                                         

  

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBFE - Avg Free Empty Buffers                   

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBFS - Avg Free Saved Buffers                   

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBSZ - Avg Buffer Size in Kbytes                

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBTO - Avg Buffers in Pool                      

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBUP - Avg Used Private Buffers                 

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBUS - Avg Used Shared Buffers                  

   XDWM..E  SMDAVBWT - Avg Buffer Busy Wait Time                

   XDWM..E  SMDAVFP  - Avg Format 4K Pages Written              

   XDWM..E  SMDAVFT  - Avg Format New Extent I/O Time           

   XDWM..E  SMDAVFW  - Avg Format New Extent Wait Time          

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMBD - Avg Logical Blocks SMDS Message Data     

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMBF - Avg SMDS Data Blocks Free                

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMBS - Avg Logical Blocks for SMDS Space Map    

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMBT - Avg Logical Blocks Total for SMDS        

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMBU - Avg SMDS Data Blocks in Use              

   XDWM..E  SMDAVMMC - Avg Messages in SMDS                     

   XDWM..E  SMDAVOIO - Avg Other QM SMDS I/O Read Time          

   XDWM..E  SMDAVOWT - Avg Other QM SMDS Wait Time              

   XDWM..E  SMDAVPWT - Avg Buffer Pool Wait Time                

   XDWM..E  SMDAVRP  - Avg Read 4K Pages per Request            

   XDWM..E  SMDAVRT  - Avg SMDS Read I/O Time                   

   XDWM..E  SMDAVRW  - Avg SMDS Read Wait Time                  

   XDWM..E  SMDAVWP  - Avg Write 4K Pages per Request           

   XDWM..E  SMDAVWT  - Avg SMDS Write I/O Time                  

   XDWM..E  SMDAVWW  - Avg SMDS Write Wait Time          

   XDWM..E  SMDPCBGL - Pct GET Request Buffers Stolen    

   XDWM..E  SMDPCMBF - Pct SMDS Data Blocks Free         

   XDWM..E  SMDPCMBU - Pct SMDS Data Blocks in Use       

   XDWM..E  SMDPCWB  - Pct GET Request Buffer Busy Wait  

   XDWM..E  SMDPCWP  - Pct GET Request Buffer Pool Wait  

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Shared Message Data Set Statistics File (MQSSMD).

MQSSMD Usage Considerations

Two data offload messages are available for offloading shared messages that are stored in a Coupling Facility (CF)
structure. One method uses DB2 and the other uses a Shared Message Data Set (SMDS). SMDS has a lower CPU cost
and higher throughput than storing messages in DB2.
The MQSSMD file contains data that assists you in managing message activity with the SMDS. The SMDS statistics in
this file provide information about the utilization of the local SMDS and I/O activity across SMDS owned by other queue
managers. Buffer utilization statistics help you refine your SMDS implementation.

Special considerations or techniques related to using the MQSSMD file are provided below.
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If you plan to use shared queues, define the coupling facility structures that use your Coupling Facility Resource
Management (CFRM) policy. To do this, first, update your CFRM policy with information about the structures, then activate
the policy.

MQSSMD Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQSSMD retrieval example.

• Print occurrences where Write Requests (SMDSIOWR) is greater than zero.
 DATA;                                                         

 SET &pMQSX..MQSSMD01;                                         

 IF SMDSIOWR GT 0;                                             

 PROC PRINT;                                                   

 VAR SYSID MQMSSI SMDSTRNM SMDSTRNO SMDSIOWR SMDSIOWT SMDSIOWW 

     SMDSBFWR SMDAVWP SMDAVWT SMDAVWW SMDSIOFR SMDSIOWP;

 

MQSCHI - Channel Initiator Global Stats File

The Channel Initiator Global Stats file (MQSCHI) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 231 (QCCT section).
The MQSCHI file provides details on the CHINIT Control information, configuration, and usage.

The QCCT section provides information about configured and active channels, and the max number of channels possible,
as well as storage used.

MQSCHI File Organization

The MQSCHI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSCHI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect
the MICS system at your installation.

MQSCHI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  

 

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |
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  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQSCHI Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  JOB      - Job Identification

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  MQSQSGN  - Queue-Sharing Group Name

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CHIADPCT - Adapter Task Count

   X.....E  CHIDNSCT - DNS Task Count

   X.....E  CHIDSPCT - Dispatcher Task Count

   X.....E  CHISSLCT - SSL Task Count

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CHISTUS  - Storage Usage for Chinit (MB)

  

 

  Maximum Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CHIMXAC  - Maximum Active Channels

   XDWM..E  CHIMXCC  - Maximum Configured Channels

   XDWM..E  CHIMXLU  - Maximum LU 6.2 Channels

   XDWM..E  CHIMXTP  - Maximum TCP/IP Channels

   XDWM..E  CHINOAC  - Highwater Mark of Active Channels

   XDWM..E  CHINOCC  - Highwater Mark of Configured Channels

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CHIAVSTU - Avg Storage Usage for Cinit (MB)

  

 

 

MQSCHI Usage Considerations

The MQSCHI file contains data useful in determining if the number of active channels is approaching the configured
maximum values.  The values for current and active channels are taken at the end of the recording interval, so values
between intervals can fluctuate a bit.

Storage usage can be monitored to see whether the value is trending upwards. If the total used is approaching the total
storage available, you might be running out of storage and might not be able to support many more channels.

If the values for active current channels are trending toward the maximum number of channels, you might need to
increase the maximum number of channels available for use.

MQSCHI Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQSCHI retrieval example.
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Print selected CHINIT information for specific systems or specific periods of time for quick view of activity per interval.

  DATA CHI;

  SET &pMQSX..MQSCHI01;

    /* Add selection criteria if any */

    /* IF SYSID= 'ABCD' AND MQMSSI = 'MQ01'  */

    /* IF 10 LE HOUR LE 14                   */

  RUN

  %LET BY = SYSID MQMSSI JOB MQSQSGN ENDTS;

  PROC TRANSPOSE DATA=CHI OUT=FILE1

   (RENAME=(COL1=VALUE _LABEL_=ELEM _NAME_=NAME));

   VAR CHINOCC CHINOAC CHIMXCC CHIMXAC CHIMXTP CHIMXLU

       CHISTUS;

   COPY STARTTS DURATION  ;

   BY &BY;

  RUN;

  DATA _NULL_;

    SET FILE1;

    BY &BY;

    FILE PRINT;

    IF FIRST.ENDTS THEN DO;

      PUT @2 'FROM: ' STARTTS  @29 'TO: ' ENDTS @54

             'DURATION: ' DURATION;

      PUT @2 'SYSID: ' SYSID @13 'MQ: ' MQMSSI @23 'JOB: ' JOB

          @38 'S_Q_MGR: ' MQSQSGN /;

    END;

    PUT  @2 ELEM  @40 VALUE;

    IF LAST.ENDTS THEN PUT @2 72*'-' /;

  RUN;

  

 

 

MQSCIS - Channel Initiator Statistics File

The Channel Initiator Statistics file (MQSCIS) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 231.  Four sections
contribute to this file:

• QDSP - Dispatcher tasks
• QADP - Adapter tasks
• QSSL - SSL tasks
• QDNS - DNS tasks

Each of these task sections includes (for each task configured), the elapsed time the task was active, how much CPU time
was used during the interval, total wait time, and the number of channel requests.

The information in the MQSCIS file can be used to see how busy the tasks are and determine whether more tasks are
needed to support the workload.

For both the SSL and DSN tasks, the duration of the longest request and time of day when it occurred is included. This
can be useful to identify when channel requests for DNS lookup are taking a long time, for example, going outside the
network to resolve the DNS lookup.
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MQSCIS File Organization

The MQSCIS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSCIS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect
the MICS system at your installation.

MQSCIS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   CISTYPE  |

  |         |CISTASK   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   CISTYPE  |

  |         |CISTASK   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   CISTYPE  |

  |         |CISTASK   YEAR      WEEK      HOUR      ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    JOB       MQSQSGN   CISTYPE  |

  |         |CISTASK   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect.  All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect.  Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

MQSCIS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CISTASK  - Task Segment

   XDWM..E  CISTYPE  - CHINIT Task Type

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  JOB      - Job Identification

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  MQSQSGN  - Queue-Sharing Group Name

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CISLSDU  - Duration of Max SSL/DSN request

   X.....E  CISLSTM  - TOD of Max SSL/DNS Request

   XDWM..E  CISTSKN  - Task Number

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CISCHLN  - Number Active Channels

   XDWM..E  CISCPTM  - Channel Busy CPU Time

   XDWM..E  CISELTM  - Channel Busy Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  CISREQN  - Task Request Count

   XDWM..E  CISWTTM  - Channel Not-Busy Elapsed Time

  

 

  Maximum Data Elements
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   XDWM..E  CISMXCHL - Max Active Channels

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CISAVCPU - Avg CPU Time per Request

   XDWM..E  CISAVET  - Avg Elapsed Time per Request

   XDWM..E  CISPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy

   XDWM..E  CISPCCPU - Pct CPU Busy

  

 

 

MQSCIS Usage Considerations

The MQSCIS file contains data useful in determining the number of how busy the tasks are.  Each task type is a key
sequence element in the file along with the relative position of the reported task from the SMF record.  For example, there
might be 7 Dispatcher tasks defined. There will be 7 dispatcher sections in the SMF record. The first section is assigned
a Task Segment (CISTASK) starting at zero and incrementing by one for each subsequent task section. Generally, it is
observed that the Queue Manager puts requests on the first task. If the first task is busy at that millisecond, it puts the
request to the next task in line, and so forth. You can monitor how the allotment of tasks is handling the load over the
reporting intervals. It is possible that maybe task number 3 is the busiest during the interval which can be perfectly normal.
Some channels might stop, so the dispatcher is processing few channels and some channels can be busier than others.

The Dispatcher task is used to send and receive data over a communications network.  If the CHINIT is delayed due
to lack of CPU, then the ratio of average elapsed time to average CPU time can be large. If the communications is not
constrained, these two averages are nearly the same.

The Adapters tasks process MQ requests. When MQ makes a request, the first Adapter is used.  If it is busy, the next
Adapter task will get the request and so on. Generally, you will see more activity for the first few Adapter tasks.

The DNS tasks are used when a channel starts to convert an output connection name to an IP address and from an input
IP address to a connection name. The DNS task can go out of the enterprise to look up the value.  When this happens,
the average elapsed time can be significantly larger.  Use the data elements TOD of Max SSL/DNS Request (CISLSTM)
and Duration of Max SSL/DSN Request (CISLSDU) to help investigate when the time for this look-up is unacceptable and
consider investigating with the network team.

Monitoring SSL tasks is similar to the DNS task considerations.

MQSCIS Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQSCIS retrieval example.

Print selected task types (CISTYPE) for usage information by interval.

     PROC SORT DATA=&pMQSX..MQSCIS01 OUT=TEMP;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI CISTYPE ENDTS CISTASK;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP NOOBS LABEL;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI CISTYPE ENDTS;

       /* ADD SELECTION CRITERIA IF ANY */

       /* WHERE SYSID= 'ABCD' AND MQMSSI = 'MQ01'; */

       /* WHERE 10 LE HOUR LE 14;                  */

       /* WHERE CISTYPE = 'DSP';                   */
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       VAR CISTASK CISTYPE CISREQN CISELTM CISCPTM

           CISPCBSY CISAVCPU CISAVET DURATION;

       SUM CISREQN CISELTM CISCPTM ;

     RUN;

 

MQSCIA - Channel Initiator Accounting File

The Channel Initiator Accounting file (MQSCIA) is derived from the SMF type 116 record subtype 10.

The MQSCIA file provides detailed information about the individual channels, offering a good view of each channel and
its use to MQ administrators and capacity planners. The channel accounting information can be used to track channel
use over time, help with problem determination, and resolve (or prevent) performance problems. IBM MQ cuts an SMF
type 116 accounting record when a channel ends or when the STATIME expires. Most long running queue manager
connections will have records cut when the SMF interval expires. Short running client connections have the record cut
when the client disconnects.

MQSCIA File Organization

The MQSCIA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span.  N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span.  At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but
not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSCIA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect
the MICS system at your installation.

MQSCIA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    CIACHNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.
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MQSCIA Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIACHNM  - Channel Name

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   X.....E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIACBDL  - Channel Batch Data Limit

   X.....E  CIACBSZ  - Channel Batch Size

   X.....E  CIACHDP  - Channel Disposition

   X.....E  CIACHST  - Channel State

   X.....E  CIACHTY  - Channel Type

   X.....E  CIACLTM  - Channel Status Collected Time

   X.....E  CIACNNM  - Connection Name
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   X.....E  CIADISP  - Channel Disposition

   X.....E  CIADSPN  - Dispatcher Number

   X.....E  CIAETDT  - Exit Time Max Time

   X.....E  CIALMST  - Last Message Time

   X.....E  CIALUDT  - Channel Stop Time

   X.....E  CIANTDT  - Net Time Max Time

   X.....E  CIARQMN  - Remote QMGR/APP Name

   X.....E  CIASLCN  - Common Name from SSLCERTI

   X.....E  CIASLCS  - SSL Used (Hex code)

   X.....E  CIASLSN  - SERIALNUMBER from SSLPEER

   X.....E  CIASSLCI - SSL Cipher Name

   X.....E  CIASTAT  - Channel Status

   X.....E  CIASTCHL - Channel STATCHL Setting

   X.....E  CIASTCL  - Setting of STATCHL

   X.....E  CIASTRT  - Channel Start Time

   X.....E  CIATYPE  - Channel Type

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIAACTTM - Channel Active Time

   X.....E  CIAAVETS - Sum of Avg Exit Time

   X.....E  CIAAVNTS - Sum of Avg Net Time

   X.....E  CIABATC  - Number of Batches

   X.....E  CIABFRC  - Transmission Buffers Received

   X.....E  CIABFST  - Transmission Buffers Sent

   X.....E  CIABYRC  - Bytes Received Count

   X.....E  CIABYST  - Bytes Sent Count

   X.....E  CIACBIT  - Channel Batch Interval

   X.....E  CIACSCV  - Current Shared Conversation Count

   X.....E  CIADNRT  - DNS Resolution Time

   X.....E  CIAFUBA  - Number of Full Batches

   X.....E  CIANBYT  - Bytes Count

   X.....E  CIANMSG  - Message Count or MQI Calls (SVRCONN)

   X.....E  CIANPBY  - Persistent Byte Count

   X.....E  CIANPMG  - Persistent Message Count

   X.....E  CIAPTRC  - Put Retry Count

   X.....E  CIAQETC  - XMIT Queue Empty Count

  

 

  Minimum Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIAMNET  - Min Exit Time

   X.....E  CIAMNNT  - Min Net Time

  

 

  Maximum Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIAMXET  - Max Exit Time

   X.....E  CIAMXNT  - Max Net Time
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  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  CIAAVEXT - Avg Exit Time

   X.....E  CIAAVNT  - Avg Net Time

 

MQSCIA Usage Considerations

The MQSCIA file contains data useful in determining performance of the channels configured. Key indicators include
message counts, message batch counts, throughput rates (bytes sent and received) during the reporting interval.
Additionally, minimum, average, and maximum round trip network times are useful in quickly spotting possible
performance issues.

MQSCIA Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQSCIA retrieval example.

Print selected task types (CISTYPE) for usage information by interval.

     PROC SORT DATA=&pMQSX..MQSCIA01 OUT=TEMP;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP NOOBS LABEL;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS;

       /* ADD SELECTION CRITERIA IF ANY */

       /* WHERE SYSID= 'ABCD' AND MQMSSI = 'MQ01'; */

       /* WHERE 10 LE HOUR LE 14;                  */

       VAR CIACNNM CIARQMN CIAACTTM CIABATC CIAFUBA

           CIABFST CIABFRC CIABYST CIABYRC CIAAVNT CIAMXNT;

       SUM CIAACTTM CIABATC CIAFUBA CIABFST CIABFRC;

     RUN;

 

MQSPGS - Page Set Statistics File

The Page Set Statistics file (MQSPGS) is derived from the SMF type 115 record subtype 201, which is new with IBM
Websphere MQ v9.

The MQSPGS file provides detailed information about the page set usage by the queue managers. This information
provides the size of the page sets and how many pages are used and unused. Throughput statistics include the number
of read and write pages and page I/Os to and from the page set as well as I/O time. Performance indicators pertaining to
how many times the page set was full or had to be extended during the interval might lead to investigations on delays.

MQSPGS File Organization

The MQSPGS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each time-span. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQSPGS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect
the MICS system at your installation.
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MQSPGS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    PGSPSNO   PGSBPNO   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    PGSPSNO   PGSBPNO   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    PGSPSNO   PGSBPNO   YEAR     |

  |         |WEEK      HOUR      ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    PGSPSNO   PGSBPNO   YEAR     |

  |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Mar 13, 2019

 

MQSPGS Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Fri, Mar 15, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  PGSBPNO  - Buffer Pool Number

   XDWM..E  PGSPSNO  - Page Set ID
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   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  PGSEXPM  - Expansion Method Code

   X.....E  PGSMETHD - Expansion Method

   XDWM..E  PGSSTAT  - Page Set Status Code

   X.....E  PGSSTATU - Page Set Status

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  PGSCKPP  - Pages Written in Checkpoint

   XDWM..E  PGSDWPN  - Write Page I/Os

   XDWM..E  PGSDWPP  - Pages Written

   XDWM..E  PGSDWPT  - Total Write I/O Time

   XDWM..E  PGSEXPN  - Number of Extends

   XDWM..E  PGSFULL  - Times Page Set Full

   XDWM..E  PGSGETN  - Read Page I/Os

   XDWM..E  PGSGETP  - Pages Read

   XDWM..E  PGSGETT  - Total Read I/O Time

   XDWM..E  PGSIMWN  - IMW Page I/Os

   XDWM..E  PGSIMWP  - IMW Pages

   XDWM..E  PGSIMWT  - Total IMW I/O Time

   XDWM..E  PGSNCKPP - Pages Not Written in Checkpoint

   XDWM..E  PGSNPPG  - Non-Persistent Used Pages

   XDWM..E  PGSPPG   - Persistent Used Pages

   X.....E  PGSSIZE  - Page Set Size (MB)

   XDWM..E  PGSSTRN  - Number of Stripes

   XDWM..E  PGSTOPG  - Total Pages

   XDWM..E  PGSTOTIO - Total Page Set I/O Requests

   XDWM..E  PGSUNPG  - Current Unused Pages

  

 

  Derived Data Elements
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   XDWM..E  PGSAVIOT - Avg I/O Per Second

   XDWM..E  PGSAVIWI - Avg Immediate Write Pages per I/O

   XDWM..E  PGSAVPIO - Avg Pages per I/O

   XDWM..E  PGSAVRIO - Avg Read Pages per I/O

   XDWM..E  PGSAVWIO - Avg Write Pages per I/O

   XDWM..E  PGSPCBR  - Pct Read Busy

   XDWM..E  PGSPCBW  - Pct Write Busy

   XDWM..E  PGSPCBWI - Pct IMW Busy

   XDWM..E  PGSPCFRE - Pct Free Pages

   XDWM..E  PGSPCPGN - Pct Pages With Non-Persistent Data

   XDWM..E  PGSPCPGP - Pct Pages With Persistent Data

   XDWM..E  PGSPCUSE - Pct Used Pages

   XDWM..E  PGSPSIMW - IMW MB per Second

   XDWM..E  PGSPSRMB - Read MB per Second

   XDWM..E  PGSPSWMB - Write MB per Second

 

MQSPGS Usage Considerations

The MQSPGS file provides detailed information to help you determine if your page sets are sized and configured properly.
Key indicators of performance include:

• How many times read, immediate write, and deferred write take place during the interval.
• What the elapsed times are for these read and writes.
• How much time is spent doing page I/O.
• How many pages written in checkpoints.
• How many times the page set was full or was automatically expanded.
• What time intervals throughout the day are the busiest.

MQSPGS Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQSPGS retrieval examples.

• Print key metrics pertaining to page set activity by interval. Possibly subsetting on particular queue managers or free
space criteria.

     PROC SORT DATA=&pMQSX..MQSPGS01 OUT=TEMP;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS PGSPSNO PGSBPNO;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP NOOBS LABEL;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS;

       /* ADD SELECTION CRITERIA IF ANY */

       /* WHERE SYSID= 'ABCD' AND MQMSSI = 'MQ01'; */

       /* WHERE 10 LE HOUR LE 14;                  */

       /* WHERE PGSPCFRE LE 10;                    */

       VAR PGSPSNO PGSBPNO PGSTOPG PGSUNPG PGSPCFRE

           PGSTOTIO PGSCKPP PGSNCKPP PGSAVPIO;

       SUM PGSTOPG PGSUNPG PGSTOTIO PGSCKPP PGSNCKPP;

     RUN;

 

• Print key metrics pertaining to page set read/write I/O activity by interval.  Possibly subsetting on particular queue
managers or free space criteria.
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     PROC SORT DATA=&pMQSX..MQSPGS01 OUT=TEMP;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS PGSPSNO PGSBPNO;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP NOOBS LABEL;

       BY SYSID MQMSSI ENDTS;

       /* ADD SELECTION CRITERIA IF ANY */

       /* WHERE SYSID= 'ABCD' AND MQMSSI = 'MQ01'; */

       /* WHERE 10 LE HOUR LE 14;                  */

       VAR PGSPSNO PGSBPNO PGSDWPP PGSIMWP PGSGETP

           PGSTOTIO PGSDWPT PGSIMWT PGSGETT PGSPSWMB

           PGSPSIMW PGSPSRMB;

       SUM PGSDWPP PGSIMWP PGSGETP PGSTOTIO PGSDWPT

           PGSIMWT PGSGETT;

     RUN;

 

MQA Accounting Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the Accounting Information Area. It also defines the file level of summarization and
data sequencing as the file appears in the applicable timespan levels. Also, it presents the list of data elements that are
contained in each file.

The files in the Accounting Information Area are:

• MQAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File
• MQATAA - Task Accounting File
• MQAQAA - Queue Activity File
• MQA-CH - Channel Activity File

MQAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File

The Message Manager Accounting file (MQAMMA) is derived from the SMF type 116 record (subtype 0). Two self-defining
sections make up the MQAMMA file - QMAC and QWHC.

The QMAC section provides information about the CPU time spent processing WebSphere MQ calls, and the number of
MQPUT and MQGET calls for messages of different lengths.

The QWHC section provides information about the user and the type of application that are associated with these calls.
WebSphere MQ cuts an SMF type 116 accounting record each time an MQI call is issued (MQGET, MQPUT, MQCLOSE,
etc.) or based on an interval parameter that is specified in WebSphere MQ.

MQAMMA File Organization

The MQAMMA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQAMMA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQAMMA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3  |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQAMMA Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

  Time-    Data       Data Element

  Span *   Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

  XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

  XDWM..E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

  X.....E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

  X.....E  MQSNETID - Network ID

  X.....E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

  X.....E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

  X.....E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

  X.....E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

  X.....E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

  X.....E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

  X.....E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

  X.....E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

  X.....E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MMACOST  - Processing Charges

  XDWM..E  MMACPUNI - Job Instructions Executed

  XDWM..E  MMACPUTM - CPU Time Used

  XDWM..E  MMAGETA  - MQGET Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAGETB  - MQGET Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAGETC  - MQGET Calls For Messages 1000-9999

  XDWM..E  MMAGETD  - MQGET Calls For Messages >= 10000

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTA  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 0-99 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTB  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 100-999 Bytes

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTC  - MQPUT Calls For Messages 1000-9999

  XDWM..E  MMAPUTD  - MQPUT Calls For Messages >= 10000

  XDWM..E  MMATMGET - Total Number of MQGET Messages

  XDWM..E  MMATMPUT - Total Number of MQPUT Messages

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Message Manager Accounting File (MQAMMA).

MQAMMA Usage Considerations

The MQAMMA file contains counts of the number of MQPUT and MQGET calls for messages of different sizes and the
CPU time spent processing them. This file also gives you information about the user and the type of application that is
associated with these calls.

The following are special considerations or techniques that are related to using the MQAMMA file.

The IBM WebSphere MQ default parameter for population of the account token field is set to (MQACT_NONE). The
setting indicates that no accounting token is specified. The account token field will contain binary zeros for the length of
the field. To set up this parameter for account token population, refer to the following IBM guides:

• WebSphere MQ Application Programming Reference
• WebSphere MQ Application Programming
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WebSphere MQ data are generated when applications issue requests for services. The field MQSATYP denotes the
application types (TSO, IMS, CICS, and so on). The CPU time that is recorded by WebSphere MQ is also recorded in
application measurements that can be collected and charged on the MICS system. Ensure that duplicate billing is not
incurred. You can, however, employ the WebSphere MQ metrics from the MMA file in a surcharge (additional charge)
mode.

The MMA file can be structured by the analyzer account code fields (MQSACT1-MQSACT9) that are derived from your
definitions. For more information, see the MQSGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements section.

MQAMMA Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical MQAMMA retrieval examples.

Print the subsystem name, connection name, type of connection, and the CPU time used.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQSX..MQAMMA01;

 PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID MQMSSI MQSCONNM MQSATYP MMACPUTM;

 

MQATAA - Task Accounting File

The Task Accounting file (MQATAA) is derived from the SMF type 116 record (subtype 1). The MQATAA file provides
accounting details about individual application usage.

Two self-defining sections make up this file - WTID and WTAS.

The WTID section provides details about task identification including job name, user ID, transaction name, and channel
name.

The WTAS section contains details about commit and backout verbs, and other information that are not specific to a
particular queue. WebSphere MQ cuts an SMF type 116 accounting record when an application ends or based on an
interval parameter specified in WebSphere MQ.

MQATAA File Organization

The MQATAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQATAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQATAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   MQSACT1   MQSACT2  |

 |         |MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   MQSACT1   MQSACT2  |

 |         |MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   MQSACT1   MQSACT2  |

 |         |MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQATAA Elements List

The following section identifies data elements contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Aug 30, 2017

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .DWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   .DWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

   .DWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

   .DWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

   .DWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

   .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   ......E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

   ......E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records

   ......E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference
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   ......E  MQSNETID - Network ID

   ......E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

   ......E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

   ......E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

   .DWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   ......E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

   ......E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

   ......E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

   ......E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

   ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

   .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

   ......E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

   ......E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

   ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

   ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  TAACHNL  - Channel Name

   .DWM..E  TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

   ......E  TAACTXT  - Current RRS Context Token

   ......E  TAAFLAG  - WTAS Flag

   ......E  TAAIETS  - Post Processing Interval End

   ......E  TAAISTS  - Post Processing Interval Start

   ......E  TAAPUBHW - Publish HighWater Mark

   .DWM..E  TAAQCNT  - Queue Count

   ......E  TAAUOWI  - Logical Unit of Work Identifier

   .DWM..E  TAAVER   - Version Number

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAABAN   - Backout Calls

   .DWM..E  TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

   .DWM..E  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

   .DWM..E  TAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

   .DWM..E  TAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

   .DWM..E  TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

   .DWM..E  TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

   .DWM..E  TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

   .DWM..E  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAACMN   - Commit Calls

   .DWM..E  TAACMTM  - Mult Update Calls Time (IXLLSTM)

   .DWM..E  TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

   .DWM..E  TAACOST  - Processing Charges

   .DWM..E  TAACOUNT - Task Count

   .DWM..E  TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

   .DWM..E  TAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

   .DWM..E  TAACST   - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time
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   .DWM..E  TAACSTM  - Single Update Calls Time (IXLLSTE)

   .DWM..E  TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

   .DWM..E  TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

   .DWM..E  TAADBCT  - DB2 Calls

   .DWM..E  TAADBGN  - Bytes Read from DB2

   .DWM..E  TAADBPN  - Bytes Written to DB2

   .DWM..E  TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time

   .DWM..E  TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

   .DWM..E  TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

   .DWM..E  TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs

   .DWM..E  TAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

   .DWM..E  TAAGETB  - Bytes Got

   .DWM..E  TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

   .DWM..E  TAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGPN   - Get Pages New Count

   .DWM..E  TAAGPO   - Get Pages Old Count

   .DWM..E  TAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

   .DWM..E  TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

   .DWM..E  TAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

   .DWM..E  TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

   .DWM..E  TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

   .DWM..E  TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

   .DWM..E  TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

   .DWM..E  TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

   .DWM..E  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAJWN   - Log Writes

   .DWM..E  TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAANGEN  - Messages Generated

   .DWM..E  TAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

   .DWM..E  TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

   .DWM..E  TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

   .DWM..E  TAAOSTM  - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

   .DWM..E  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAOTN   - Other MQI Calls
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   .DWM..E  TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

   .DWM..E  TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

   .DWM..E  TAAPSN0  - Logging Calls Page Set 0

   .DWM..E  TAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

   .DWM..E  TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

   .DWM..E  TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

   .DWM..E  TAAPUBN  - Published Messages

   .DWM..E  TAAPUBTT - Publish Total Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

   .DWM..E  TAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   .DWM..E  TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  TAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

   .DWM..E  TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  TAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   .DWM..E  TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAARECCT - Task Records Count

   .DWM..E  TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

   .DWM..E  TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

   .DWM..E  TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   .DWM..E  TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

   .DWM..E  TAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   .DWM..E  TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

   .DWM..E  TAASN    - MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

   .DWM..E  TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

   .DWM..E  TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

   .DWM..E  TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time
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   .DWM..E  TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

   .DWM..E  TAASUSN  - Task Suspended Count

   .DWM..E  TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

   .DWM..E  TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB

   .DWM..E  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAATOPNO - Topic Count

   .DWM..E  TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

   .DWM..E  TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

   .DWM..E  TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

   .DWM..E  TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

   .DWM..E  TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

   .DWM..E  TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

   .DWM..E  TAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

   .DWM..E  TAAWQCT  - Total Queue Count

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

   .DWM..E  TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

   .DWM..E  TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

   .DWM..E  TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

   .DWM..E  TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  TAAMXNET - Maximum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

   .DWM..E  TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMXSSL - Maximum MQSUB Selector Length

   .DWM..E  TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Server Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues
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   .DWM..E  TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapse Time

   .DWM..E  TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

   .DWM..E  TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

   .DWM..E  TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapse Time

   .DWM..E  TAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapse Time

   .DWM..E  TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues

   .DWM..E  TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Task Accounting File (MQATAA).

MQATAA Usage Considerations

The MQATAA file contains accounting details about individual application usage. This information can be used to analyze
application activity and to charge users for their WebSphere MQ usage.

The following are special considerations or techniques that are related to using the MQATAA file.

The IBM WebSphere MQ default parameter for population of the account token field is set to (MQACT_NONE). The
setting indicates that no accounting token is specified. The account token field will contain binary zeros for the length of
the field. To set up this parameter for account token population, refer to the following IBM guides:

• WebSphere MQ Application Programming Reference
• WebSphere MQ Application Programming

WebSphere MQ data are generated when applications issue requests for services. The field MQSATYP denotes the
application types (TSO, IMS, CICS, and so on). The CPU time that is recorded by WebSphere MQ is also recorded in
application measurements that can be collected and charged on the MICS system. Ensure that duplicate billing is not
incurred. You can, however, employ the WebSphere MQ metrics from the TAA file in a surcharge (additional charge)
mode.

The TAA file can be structured by the analyzer account code fields (MQSACT1-MQSACT9) that are derived from your
definitions. For more information, see the MQSGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements section.

MQATAA Retrieval Examples

Print commit-related data elements to become acquainted with the characteristics of a particular queue manager
(MQMSSI) when it services CICS-related requests.

    DATA;

    SET &pMQAD..MQATAA01;

    IF MQMSSI = 'MQP1';

    IF MQSATYP = 1;

    AVGCMCTM = .;              *Set to nulls;

    LABEL AVGCMCTM="Average Commit CPU Time";

    AVGCMETM = .;              *Set to nulls;

    LABEL AVGCMETM="Average Commit Elapsed Time";

    FORMAT AVGCMCTM AVGCMETM TIME14.5;
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    IF TAACMN GT 0 THEN DO;    *Calculate averages;

      AVGCMCTM=TAACMCTM/TAACMN;

      AVGCMETM=TAACMETM/TAACMN;

    END;

    PROC PRINT U LABEL;

      VAR DAY HOUR TAACMN AVGCMCTM AVGCMETM;

      TITLE 'Commit Statistics for MQP1';

    ENDSAS;

 

MQAQAA - Queue Activity File

The Queue Activity file (MQAQAA) is derived from the SMF type 116 record (subtypes 1 and 2). The MQAQAA file
provides statistics on processing within the queue manager. Two self-defining sections make up the MQAWAA file: WTID
and WQ.

The WTID section provides details about task identification such as job name, user ID, transaction name, and channel
name.

The WQ section provides details about queue activity and includes queue name, queue type, and statistics on MQOPEN,
MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQGET, MQINQ, and MQSET calls. WebSphere MQ cuts an SMF type 116 queue-level
accounting record for each queue that a task used. The task can be either the thread-level accounting record was last
written or based on an interval parameter tht is specified in WebSphere MQ.

MQAQAA File Organization

The MQAQAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity below identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQAQAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQAQAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    QAABASNM  QAAOBJNM  MQSATYP  |

 |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    QAABASNM  QAAOBJNM  MQSATYP  |

 |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    QAABASNM  QAAOBJNM  MQSATYP  |

 |         |MQSACT1   MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQAQAA Data Elements List

The following section identifies data elements contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Aug 30, 2017

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .DWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   .DWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

   .DWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

   .DWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

   .DWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

   .DWM..E  QAABASNM - Base Queue Name

   .DWM..E  QAAOBJNM - Object Name as Opened

   .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   ......E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

   ......E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records

   ......E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

   ......E  MQSNETID - Network ID

   ......E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

   ......E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID
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   ......E  MQSPST   - IMS Partition Specification Table Id

   .DWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   ......E  MQSTASK  - CICS Task Number

   ......E  MQSTNO   - CICS Thread Number

   ......E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

   ......E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

   ......E  PSBNAME  - PSB Name

   .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   ......E  TRANCODE - CICS Transaction Code

   ......E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

   ......E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  QAABUFFP - Buffer Pool Number

   .DWM..E  QAACFSTR - Name of Coupling Facility Structure

   ......E  QAACLOTS - Time Queue Was Closed

   .DWM..E  QAAINDX  - Index Type of Queue

   .DWM..E  QAANPS   - Page Set Number

   ......E  QAAOPETS - Time Queue Was Opened

   .DWM..E  QAAQSG   - Queue Sharing Group

   .DWM..E  QAAQTYPE - Queue Type

   .DWM..E  QAAVER   - Version Number

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  QAACBCTM - Total CPU Time MQCB

   .DWM..E  QAACBETM - Total Elapsed Time MQCB

   .DWM..E  QAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

   .DWM..E  QAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

   .DWM..E  QAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

   .DWM..E  QAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

   .DWM..E  QAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

   .DWM..E  QAACOST  - Processing Charges

   .DWM..E  QAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

   .DWM..E  QAACST   - MQCLOSE Suspend Time

   .DWM..E  QAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

   .DWM..E  QAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

   .DWM..E  QAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs

   .DWM..E  QAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

   .DWM..E  QAAGETB  - Bytes Got

   .DWM..E  QAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAGETP  - MQGET Persistent Messages

   .DWM..E  QAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

   .DWM..E  QAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGN    - MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads
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   .DWM..E  QAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

   .DWM..E  QAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

   .DWM..E  QAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

   .DWM..E  QAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

   .DWM..E  QAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

   .DWM..E  QAANGEN  - Messages Generated

   .DWM..E  QAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

   .DWM..E  QAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

   .DWM..E  QAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

   .DWM..E  QAAOSTM  - MQOPEN Suspend Time

   .DWM..E  QAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

   .DWM..E  QAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

   .DWM..E  QAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

   .DWM..E  QAAPUBN  - Published Messages

   .DWM..E  QAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

   .DWM..E  QAAPUTP  - MQPUT Persistent Messages

   .DWM..E  QAAPUT1P - MQPUT1 Persistent Messages

   .DWM..E  QAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   .DWM..E  QAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

   .DWM..E  QAAP1PTM - Time Taken to Read MQPUT1 Page Set

   .DWM..E  QAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

   .DWM..E  QAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   .DWM..E  QAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAASEG   - Queue Segment Count

   .DWM..E  QAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   .DWM..E  QAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

   .DWM..E  QAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   .DWM..E  QAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

   .DWM..E  QAASLRNO - Selection Requests Count
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   .DWM..E  QAASN    - MQSET Calls

   .DWM..E  QAATCSRB - Topic Close on SRB Task

   .DWM..E  QAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  QAATOQET - Total Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  QAATOSRB - Topic Open on SRB Task

   .DWM..E  QAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

   .DWM..E  QAATPSRB - Topic Put on SRB task

   .DWM..E  QAAT1SRB - Topic Put1 on SRB Task

   .DWM..E  QAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

   .DWM..E  QAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

   .DWM..E  QAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  QAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

   .DWM..E  QAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  QAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

   .DWM..E  QAAMNQET - Minimum Queue Elapsed Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  QAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

   .DWM..E  QAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  QAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

   .DWM..E  QAAMXQD  - Maximum Queue Depth During Put/Get

   .DWM..E  QAAMXQET - Maximum Queue Elapsed Time

   .DWM..E  QAAMXSLN - Maximum Selector Length

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  QAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queue

   .DWM..E  QAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time

   .DWM..E  QAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Queue Activity File (MQAQAA).
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MQAQAA Usage Considerations

The MQAQAA file contains statistics on processing within the queue manager. This file provides details about the counts
and CPU time that is spent processing MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQGET, and MQSET calls. This
information can be used to identify high-use queues and to perform trend analysis.

MQAQAA Retrieval Examples

Examine the queue and object get calls and put calls per open of a particular queue manager (MQMSSI) when it services
CICS-related requests.

    DATA;

    SET &pMQAD..MQAQAA01;

    IF MQMSSI = 'MQP1';

    IF MQSATYP = 1;

    PROC SORT; BY QAABASNM QAAON;

    PROC PRINT U LABEL;

      VAR QAABASNM QAAON QAAGN QAAPN ;

      TITLE 'Queue Activity for MQP1';

    ENDSAS;

 

MQA_CH - Channel Activity File

The Channel Activity (MQA_CH) file is derived from the Task Accounting (MQATAA) file, where Type Of Connection
(MQSATYP) is equal to 6 (that is, Channel Initiator). The MQA_CH file provides details about individual application usage
by channel.

MQA_CH File Organization

The MQA_CH Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQA_CH Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQA_CH Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQMSSI    MQSATYP   TAACHNL   MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Mon, Feb 28, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQA_CH Elements List

This section identifies data elements contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for details.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Aug 30, 2017

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  MQMSSI   - Queue Manager Name

   XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

   XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

   XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

   XDWM..E  MQSATYP  - Type Of Connection

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDWM..E  TAACHNL  - Channel Name

   XDWM..E  TAACHNLC - Channel Connection Name

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  MQSCONNM - Connection Name

   X.....E  MQSCORR  - Correlator to Link WTAS to Queue Records
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   X.....E  MQSCV    - Thread Cross Reference

   X.....E  MQSNETID - Network ID

   X.....E  MQSNETR  - Network ID Unit of Recovery

   X.....E  MQSOPID  - Transaction User ID

   XDWM..E  MQSREL   - WebSphere MQ Version

   X.....E  MQSTOKN  - Accounting Token

   X.....E  MQSUSID  - Job User ID

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  TRANETS  - Transaction End Time Stamp

   X.....E  TRANSTS  - Transaction Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  UOWID    - Unit of Work Id

   X.....E  UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  TAACTXT  - Current RRS Context Token

   X.....E  TAAFLAG  - WTAS Flag

   X.....E  TAAIETS  - Post Processing Interval End

   X.....E  TAAISTS  - Post Processing Interval Start

   X.....E  TAAPUBHW - Publish HighWater Mark

   XDWM..E  TAAQCNT  - Queue Count

   X.....E  TAAUOWI  - Logical Unit of Work Identifier

   XDWM..E  TAAVER   - Version Number

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  TAABACTM - Backout CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAABAETM - Backout Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAABAN   - Backout Calls

   XDWM..E  TAACBCTM - Total Task CPU Time MQCB

   XDWM..E  TAACBETM - Total Task Elapsed Time MQCB

   XDWM..E  TAACBREQ - MQCB Requests Count

   XDWM..E  TAACCF0  - MQCLOSE Calls no CF

   XDWM..E  TAACCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQCLOSE

   XDWM..E  TAACETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQCLOSE

   XDWM..E  TAACMCTM - Commit CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAACMEC  - Mult Update Calls (IXLLSTM)

   XDWM..E  TAACMETM - Commit Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAACMN   - Commit Calls

   XDWM..E  TAACMTM  - Mult Update Calls Time (IXLLSTM)

   XDWM..E  TAACN    - MQCLOSE Calls

   XDWM..E  TAACOST  - Processing Charges

   XDWM..E  TAACOUNT - Task Count

   XDWM..E  TAACPUTM - Total CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAACSEC  - Single Update Calls (IXLLSTE)

   XDWM..E  TAACSNO  - MQCLOSE Suspend Count

   XDWM..E  TAACST   - Total Task MQCLOSE Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  TAACSTM  - Single Update Calls Time (IXLLSTE)

   XDWM..E  TAACTLCT - MQCTL CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAACTLET - MQCTL Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAACTLNO - MQCTL Count

   XDWM..E  TAACTSRB - CPU Time Under SRB

   XDWM..E  TAADBCT  - DB2 Calls
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   XDWM..E  TAADBGN  - Bytes Read from DB2

   XDWM..E  TAADBPN  - Bytes Written to DB2

   XDWM..E  TAADBSTM - DB2 Server Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAADBTTM - DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAEXCTM - Task Execution Time

   XDWM..E  TAAGBRWA - MQGET Browses Any

   XDWM..E  TAAGBRWS - MQGET Browses Specific

   XDWM..E  TAAGCTM  - CPU Time Used MQGET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAGERR  - Unaccountable MQGETs

   XDWM..E  TAAGETA  - MQGET Calls Any

   XDWM..E  TAAGETB  - Bytes Got

   XDWM..E  TAAGETM  - Elapsed Time MQGET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAGETS  - MQGET Calls Specific

   XDWM..E  TAAGETSD - Successful Destructive MQGET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAGFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGN    - MQGET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAGPAGE - Empty Pages Skipped MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGPN   - Get Pages New Count

   XDWM..E  TAAGPO   - Get Pages Old Count

   XDWM..E  TAAGPSN  - Page Set Reads

   XDWM..E  TAAGPSTM - Wait Time for Page Set Read

   XDWM..E  TAAGSMSG - Messages Skipped MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGSUS  - Times Suspended MQGET

   XDWM..E  TAAGSUTM - Total Suspend Time MQGET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAGXMSG - Expired Messages

   XDWM..E  TAAICTM  - CPU Time Used MQINQ

   XDWM..E  TAAIETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQINQ Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAIN    - MQINQ Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAJCETM - Log Force Elapsed Wait

   XDWM..E  TAAJCN   - Log Forced Count

   XDWM..E  TAAJWB   - Bytes Written to Log

   XDWM..E  TAAJWETM - Log Write Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAJWN   - Log Writes

   XDWM..E  TAANCPTM - Total non-Queue CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAANGEN  - Messages Generated

   XDWM..E  TAAOCF0  - MQOPEN Calls no CF

   XDWM..E  TAAOCTM  - Total CPU Time Used MQOPEN Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAOETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQOPEN

   XDWM..E  TAAON    - MQOPEN Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAOSNO  - MQOPEN Suspend Count

   XDWM..E  TAAOSTM  - Total Task MQOPEN Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  TAAOTCTM - Other MQI Calls CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAAOTETM - Other MQI Calls Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAOTN   - Other MQI Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAPCTM  - CPU Time Used MQPUT Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAPETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAPFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   XDWM..E  TAAPFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT

   XDWM..E  TAAPJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT

   XDWM..E  TAAPJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT
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   XDWM..E  TAAPN    - MQPUT Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAPPSN  - Page Set Put Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAPRCTM - Prepare CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAAPREP  - Total Prepares

   XDWM..E  TAAPRETM - Prepare Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAPSETM - Time Read MQPUT Page Set

   XDWM..E  TAAPSN0  - Logging Calls Page Set 0

   XDWM..E  TAAPSUS  - Times Suspended MQPUT

   XDWM..E  TAAPSUTM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT

   XDWM..E  TAAPS0TM - Elapsed Time Logging Page Set 0

   XDWM..E  TAAPTDLY - MQPUTs With Delivery Delay

   XDWM..E  TAAPUBN  - Published Messages

   XDWM..E  TAAPUBTT - Publish Total Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAPUTB  - Bytes Put

   XDWM..E  TAAPWG   - MQPUT Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   XDWM..E  TAAP1CTM - CPU Time Used MQPUT1 Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAP1ETM - Total Elapsed Time MQPUT1 Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAP1FTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1FWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1JTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1JWN - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1N   - MQPUT1 Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAP1PSN - Page Set MQPUT1 Calls

   XDWM..E  TAAP1PTM - Time Read MQPUT1 Page Set

   XDWM..E  TAAP1STM - Elapsed Time Task Suspended MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1SUS - Times Suspended MQPUT1

   XDWM..E  TAAP1WG  - MQPUT1 Calls Passed to Waiting Getter

   XDWM..E  TAAQCPTM - Total Queue CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAARECCT - Task Records Count

   XDWM..E  TAARMEC  - Mult Update Redrives (IXLLSTM)

   XDWM..E  TAARSEC  - Single Update Redrives (IXLLSTE)

   XDWM..E  TAASCTM  - CPU Time Used MQSET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAASETM  - Total Elapsed Time MQSET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAASFJWN - Force Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   XDWM..E  TAASFWTM - Wait Time Force Jrnl (Log) Write MQSET

   XDWM..E  TAASJWN  - Journal (Log) Write Calls MQSET

   XDWM..E  TAASJWTM - Wait Time Journal (Log) Write MQSET

   XDWM..E  TAASN    - MQSET Calls

   XDWM..E  TAASRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAASTACT - MQSTAT CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAASTAET - MQSTAT Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAASTANO - MQSTAT Count

   XDWM..E  TAASUBCT - MQSUB CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAASUBET - MQSUB Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAASUBNO - MQSUB Count

   XDWM..E  TAASUBSN - MQSUB Selector Count

   XDWM..E  TAASURCT - MQSUBRQ CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAASURET - MQSUBRQ Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAASURNO - MQSUBRQ Count

   XDWM..E  TAASUSN  - Task Suspended Count

   XDWM..E  TAASUSTM - Total Suspend Time

   XDWM..E  TAATCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAATCSRB - Total Task Topic MQCLOSE on SRB
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   XDWM..E  TAATOETM - Total Task Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAATOMTM - Total Time Message on Queue

   XDWM..E  TAATONET - Total Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAATOPCT - Topic CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAATOPET - Topic Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAATOPNO - Topic Count

   XDWM..E  TAATOQET - Total Task Queue Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAATOSRB - Total Task Topic MQOPEN on SRB

   XDWM..E  TAATOUSE - Total Calls Using Queue

   XDWM..E  TAATPSRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT on SRB

   XDWM..E  TAAT1SRB - Total Task Topic MQPUT1 on SRB

   XDWM..E  TAAUSE   - Use Count (+1 MQOPEN, -1 MQCLOSE)

   XDWM..E  TAAVGET  - MQGETs With Data

   XDWM..E  TAAVPUT  - MQPUTs Writing Data

   XDWM..E  TAAWQCT  - Total Queue Count

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  TAAMNETM - Minimum Task Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMNGET - Minimum Get Message Size

   XDWM..E  TAAMNMTM - Minimum Time Message on Queue

   XDWM..E  TAAMNNET - Minimum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMNPUT - Minimum Put Message Size

   XDWM..E  TAAMNQET - Minimum Task Queue Elapsed Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  TAAMXETM - Maximum Task Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMXGET - Maximum Get Message Size

   XDWM..E  TAAMXLTM - Maximum Latch Wait Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMXLWN - Maximum Latch Wait Number

   XDWM..E  TAAMXMTM - Maximum Time Message on Queue

   XDWM..E  TAAMXNET - Maximum Task Non-Queue Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMXPUT - Maximum Put Message Size

   XDWM..E  TAAMXQET - Maximum Task Queue Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMXSSL - Maximum MQSUB Selector Length

   XDWM..E  TAAMXSTM - Maximum DB2 Server Elapsed Time

   XDWM..E  TAAMXTTM - Maximum DB2 Thread Elapsed Time

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  TAAAVCCT - Avg MQCLOSE CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVCTM - Avg MQCLOSE Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVGCT - Avg MQGET CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVGTM - Avg MQGET Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVICT - Avg MQINQ CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVITM - Avg MQINQ Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVNET - Avg Task Non-Queue Elapse Time

   XDWM..E  TAAAVOCT - Avg MQOPEN CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVOTM - Avg MQOPEN Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVPCP - Avg Prepare CPU Time

   XDWM..E  TAAAVPCT - Avg MQPUT CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVPET - Avg Prepare Elapsed Time
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   XDWM..E  TAAAVPRE - Avg Number of Prepares

   XDWM..E  TAAAVPTM - Avg MQPUT Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVQET - Avg Task Queue Elapse Time

   XDWM..E  TAAAVQTM - Avg Time Message on Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVSCT - Avg MQSET CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVSTM - Avg MQSET Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAVTET - Avg Task Elapse Time

   XDWM..E  TAAAV1CT - Avg MQPUT1 CPU Time All Queues

   XDWM..E  TAAAV1TM - Avg MQPUT1 Time All Queues

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see MQS Channel Activity File (MQA_CH).

MQA_CH Usage Considerations

The MQA_CH file contains accounting details about individual application usage. This information can be used to analyze
channel activity.

The following are special considerations or techniques that are related to using the MQA_CH file.

The IBM WebSphere MQ default parameter for population of the account token field is set to (MQACT_NONE). The
setting indicates that no accounting token is specified. The account token field will contain binary zeros for the length of
the field. To set up this parameter for account token population, refer to the following IBM guides:

• WebSphere MQ Application Programming Reference
• WebSphere MQ Application Programming

WebSphere MQ data are generated when applications issue requests for services. The field MQSATYP denotes the
application types (TSO, IMS, CICS, and so on). The CPU time that is recorded by WebSphere MQ is also recorded in
application measurements that can be collected and charged on the MICS system. Ensure that duplicate billing is not
incurred. You can, however, employ the WebSphere MQ metrics from the _CH file in a surcharge (additional charge)
mode.

The MQA_CH file can be structured by the analyzer account code fields (MQSACT1-MQSACT9) that are derived from
your definitions. For more information, see the MQSGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements section.

MQA_CH Retrieval Examples

Analyze all observations where the channel name is not defined.

 PROC PRINT DATA=&MQAX..MQA_CH01;

   WHERE TAACHNL = ' ';

 RUN;

 

MQB Message Broker Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the Message Broker Information Area and defines its level of summarization and data
sequencing as the file appears in the applicable timespan levels. Also, it presents the list of data elements that are
contained in each file.

The files in the Message Broker Information Area are:

• MQBMFA - Message Flow Accounting File
• MQBMFN - Message Flow Node File
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MQBMFA - Message Flow Accounting File

The Message Flow Accounting (MQBMFA) file is derived from the SMF type 117 record (subtypes 1 and 2). The MQBMFA
file provides Message Broker statistics on message flow execution.

The MQBMFA file provides details about the elapsed and CPU times that are spent processing message flows, the
number and size of messages, and statistics on message errors. Message Broker writes an SMF type 117 message flow
record for each message flow based on a specified recording interval.

MQBMFA File Organization

The MQBMFA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQBMFA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQBMFA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MQSACT1  |

 |         |MQSACT2   MQSACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQBMFA Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for details.
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 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

  Time-   Data        Data Element

  Span *  Element     Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQBBKNM  - Broker Name

  XDWM..E  MQBEXNM  - Execution Group Name

  XDWM..E  MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name

  XDWM..E  MQSACT1  - CONNECTION TYPE

  XDWM..E  MQSACT2  - CONNECTION NAME

  XDWM..E  MQSACT3  - NAME

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MQBACCTO - Accounting Origin

  XDWM..E  MQBBKID  - Broker UUID

  XDWM..E  MQBEXID  - Execution Group UUID

  X.....E  MQBRCODE - Record Code

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFABKOUT - Transaction Backouts

  XDWM..E  MFACMIT  - Transaction Commits

  XDWM..E  MFACOST  - Processing Charges

  XDWM..E  MFACTM   - Total CPU Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAERRS  - Total Errors Processing Message

  XDWM..E  MFAETM   - Total Elapsed Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAMQERR - MQGET or Web Services Errors

  XDWM..E  MFAMSGER - Messages Containing Errors

  XDWM..E  MFAMSGN  - Total Messages Processed

  XDWM..E  MFAMSGS  - Total Size of Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFATHDN  - Threads in Pool

  XDWM..E  MFATHDXN - Times Maximum Threads Reached

  XDWM..E  MFATMOUT - Timeouts Processing Message
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  XDWM..E  MFAWCTM  - Total CPU Time Wait Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAWETM  - Total Elapsed Time Wait Input Messages

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFAMNCTM - Minimum CPU Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAMNETM - Minimum Elapsed Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAMNMSG - Minimum Input Message Size

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFAMXCTM - Maximum CPU Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAMXETM - Maximum Elapsed Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAMXMSG - Maximum Input Message Size

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFAAVCTM - Avg CPU Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAAVETM - Avg Elapsed Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAAVMSG - Avg Size of Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFAAVWTM - Avg CPU Time Wait Input Messages

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Message Flow Accounting File (MQBMFA).

MQBMFA Usage Considerations

The MQBMFA file contains archive message broker data for long-term monitoring of message flow processing. The
MQBMFA file provides the statistics that is required to monitor and improve the performance of message flow execution
and to evaluate resource needs.

MQBMFA Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQBMFA retrieval example.

Print the total CPU time and elapsed time spent processing input messages, the CPU time spent waiting for input
messages, and the number of messages processed. The print is by Execution Group Name and is at the DAYS timespan
summarization level.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQBD..MQBMFA01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR MFACTM MFAETM MFAWCTM MFAMSGN;

 BY MQBEXNM;

 

MQBMFN - Message Flow Node File

The Message Flow Node (MQBMFN) file is derived from the SMF type 117 record (subtype 2). The MQBMFN file provides
Message Broker statistics on the steps within a message flow.

The MQBMFN file provides details about the type of node, the elapsed and CPU times that are spent processing message
flows at the node level, and the number of messages processed by a node. Message Broker writes an SMF type 117 node
record for each node in a message flow based on a specified recording interval.
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MQBMFN File Organization

The MQBMFN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for
each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not
summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, the
MQBMFN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity table is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS
system at your data center.

MQBMFN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     MQBBKNM   MQBEXNM   MQBMSGNM  MFNNODNM |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

MQBMFN Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements contained in MQBMFN file. See the Data Element Naming Convention section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  MFNNODNM - Node Name

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  MQBBKNM  - Broker Name

  XDWM..E  MQBEXNM  - Execution Group Name

  XDWM..E  MQBMSGNM - Message Flow Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MQBBKID  - Broker UUID

  XDWM..E  MQBEXID  - Execution Group UUID

  X.....E  MQBRCODE - Record Code

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

 XDWM..E  MFNNTYPE - Type of Node

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFNCTM   - Node CPU Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFNETM   - Node Elapsed Time Input Messages

  XDWM..E  MFNITRMN - Input Terminals

  XDWM..E  MFNMSGN  - Total Messages Processed by Node

  XDWM..E  MFNOTRMN - Output Terminals

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFNMNCTM - Node Minimum CPU Time Input Msgs

  XDWM..E  MFNMNETM - Node Minimum Elapsed Time Input Msgs

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MFNAVCTM - Node Avg CPU Time Input Msgs

  XDWM..E  MFNAVETM - Node Avg Elapsed Time Input Msgs

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Message Flow Node File (MQBMFN).
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MQBMFN Usage Considerations

The MQBMFN file contains archive message broker data for long-term monitoring of message flow processing at the node
level. The MQBMFN file provides the statistics that is required to monitor and improve the performance of the steps within
a message flow.

MQBMFN Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical MQBMFN retrieval example.

Print the node type, total CPU time and elapsed time that is spent processing input messages at the node level, and the
number of messages that are processed for each node in a message flow. The print is by Execution Group Name and is
at the DAYS timespan summarization level.

 DATA;

 SET &pMQBD..MQBMFN01;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR MFNNTYPE MFNCTM MFNETM MFNMSGN;

 BY MQBEXNM;

 

MQSeries Data Sources
To produce MICS database files, the MICS MQSeries Analyzer uses:

• SMF type 115 and 116 records that are generated by IBM's WebSphere MQ
• SMF type 117 records that are generated by WebSphere Message Broker (WMB)

To collect the thread-level and queue-level accounting information (SMF type 116 records), trace class 3 must be started.

To collect archive Message Broker data (SMF type 117 records), set parameters using the mqsichangeflowstats
command. To ensure that these records are available from your system, consult your WebSphere MQ System
Administrator.

This section focuses on details about records that MICS MQSeries Analyzer uses. For more information about data
sources, refer to IBM SupportPacs WebSphere MQ for z/OS Interpreting Accounting and Statistics Data and Interpreting
WBI Statistics and Accounting.

The following table shows the three types of WebSphere records that MICS MQSeries Analyzer uses. The table shows
when each record is written and the content of each record contains.

Record Type Written Record Contents
(115)
MQ
Performance Statistics Records

For every MQ recording interval (user
controlled)

Message Manager Statistics
Data Manager Statistics
Buffer Manager Statistics
Log Manager Statistics
Coupling Facility
Manager Statistics
DB2 Manager Statistics
Shared Message Data Sets Statistics
CHINIT Statistics
Page Set Statistics

(116)
MQ
Accounting Data Records

When application or jobs ends or for every
MQ recording interval (user controlled)

Message Manager Accounting Data
Queue Activity Data
Task Accounting Data
CHINIT Accounting
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(117)
WMB
Accounting & Statistics Records

When the broker shuts down or is
redeployed or for every WMB recording
interval (user controlled)

Message Flow and Node Accounting and
Statistics Data

Supported Files and their Data Sources

The following table shows the MQSeries files, their descriptions, and derivations.

File File Name Description Derivation
MQSBMS Buffer Manager Statistics Buffer pool management

statistics.
Type 115 (Subtype 2 or 215)

MQSLMS Log Manager Statistics Log management statistics. Type 115 (Subtype 1)
MQSMMS Message Manager Statistics Statistics on MQI calls for

MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQGET,
MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQINQ,
MQSET, and Close Handle.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSDMS Data Manager Statistics MQS object management
statistics on Puts, Creates,
Deletes, Gets, Locates, and
Stgclass changes of objects.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSCMS Coupling Facility Statistics Coupling Facility structure
statistics on IXLLSTE and
IXLLSTM calls and redrives.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSDBS DB2 Manager Statistics DB2 manager statistics in
support of shared queues.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSSMD Shared Message Data Set Offload message data for
shared queues from the
coupling facility to either DB2
or a WebSphere MQ managed
data set.

Type 115 (Subtype 2)

MQSCIS Channel Initiator Statistics Queue Manager task resource
usage including elapsed, wait,
CPU times, and number of
channel requests.

Type 115 (Subtype 231)

MQSCHI Channel Initiator Configuration Contains channel parameter
settings for maximum configured
channels, storage usage, and
active channels.

Type 115 (Subtype 231)

MQSCIA Channel Initiator Accounting Displays channel type, status,
and disposition, as well as
message and batch traffic
volume.

Type 116 (Subtype 10)

MQSPGS Page Set Statistics Page set usage statistics
include read, write, immediate
write I/O and time, and Page set
size.

Type 115 (Subtype 201)

MQAMMA Message Manager Accounting Number of MQPUT and MQGET
calls and the message lengths.
The CPU time used and a
thread cross-reference.

Type 116 (Subtype 0)
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MQATAA Task Accounting Task identification and task
statistics on commit, backout,
journal and logging, page sets,
and CF manager calls and DB2
requests.

Type 116 (Subtype 1)

MQAQAA Queue Activity Queue statistics on MQOPEN,
MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQPUT1,
MQGET, MQINQ, and MQSET
calls.

Type 116 (Subtype 1,2)

MQBMFA Message Flow Accounting Message Broker statistics on
message flow execution.

Type 117 (Subtype 1,2)

MQBMFN Message Flow Node Message Broker statistics on
message flow execution at the
node level.

Type 117 (Subtype 2)

This section contains the following topics:

• MQ Performance Statistics Record (115)
• MQ Accounting Data Record (116)
• MQ Message Broker Record (117)
• DB2 MICS and SMF Director Interface

MQ Performance Statistics Record (115)
The performance statistics data contain details about processing within the queue manager. The data are provided from
the SMF type 115 subtype 1, 2, and 215 records.

Subtype 1

Log Manager
Manages the logging of log records, that are essential for maintaining the integrity of the system. It is especially important
in situations that involve a back out call, if a recovery is needed, or if there is a system or media failure. The data that are
contained in the Log Manager section gives various counts of log statistics that are used to examine problem symptoms.

Subtype 2

Message Manager
Processes all Message Queue Interface (MQI) calls for specific workload types, for example, CICS, IMS, TSO, and so on.
The data that are contained in the Message Manager section gives counts of various MQI calls.

Data Manager
Manages the links between messages and queues. It calls the buffer manager to process pages with messages. The data
that are contained in the Data Manager section gives counts of various object requests.

Coupling Facility Manager
Manages the interface with the Coupling Facility. Non-persistent messages are stored in the Coupling Facility when
shared queues are used.

DB2 Manager
Manages the interface with the DB2 database in support of shared queues. Contains information about DB2 requests that
are made to the queue manager.

Shared Message Data Sets
Offload message data for shared queues from the coupling facility to either DB2 or a WebSphere MQ managed data set.

Subtype 2 / 215

Buffer Manager
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Manages the buffer pools in virtual storage and the writing of pages to page sets as the buffer pool gets full. The data
contained in the Buffer Manager section gives counts of various ways message data was handled between DASD and
virtual storage.Note: Before MQS version 8.0, the MQSBMS file is created from the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record.
Beginning with MQS version 8.0, the MQSBMS is created from either the SMF type 115 subtype 2 or subtype 215 record,
based on the WebSphere MQ OPMODE setting.

• OPMODE=(NEWFUNC,800)
Buffer manager stats written to the SMF type 115 subtype 215 record

• OPMODE=(COMPAT,800)
Buffer manager stats written to the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record

Subtype 201

Page Set
Provides statistics on page set usage that are defined to each Shared Queue Manager.

Subtype 231

CHINIT  Statistics
Provides usage statistics for the Shared Queue Manager channel usage by individual task. These records are produced
after a START TRACE STAT(4) command.

MQ Accounting Data Record (116)
The accounting data contains details about the activities and resources that are used by applications and channels. This
information is obtained from the SMF type 116 subtype 0, 1, and 2 records.

Subtype 0

Message Manager
Provides information about the user and the type of application that is associated with the MQ calls. Includes information
regarding the CPU time that is spent on processing MQ calls for specific workload types, for example, CICS, IMS, TSO,
and so on. Counts of the number of MQPUT and MQGET calls for messages of different sizes.

Subtype 1

Task Accounting
Provides details about commit, backout, journal and logging, page sets, and CF manager calls and DB2 manager
requests.

Subtype 1 & 2

Task Identification
Provides details about task identification including job name, user ID, transaction name, and channel name.

Queue Records
Provides details about queue activity including data on MQOPEN, MQCLOSE, MQPUT, MQSPUT1, MQGET, MQINQ,
and MQSET calls.

Subtype 10

CHINIT Accounting
Provides channel usage by the Shared Queue Manager channel measuring throughput and channel performance. These
records are produced after a START TRACE ACCTG(4) command.

MQ Message Broker Record (117)
The Message Broker record contains details about the performance and operating details of message flow execution. The
information is obtained from the SMF type 117 subtype 1 and 2 records.
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Subtype 1 & 2

Message Flow
Provides details about the message flow execution. Includes data about CPU and elapsed times that are spent on
processing messages, number and size of messages, and message errors.

Subtype 2

Node
Provides details about the steps within a message flow. Includes the following types of data:

• the type of node
• elapsed and CPU times that are spent on processing message flows at the node level
• the number of messages that are processed by a node

MQS MICS and SMF Director Interface
SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site has SMF Director installation and lincese.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities that are used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data
extraction before execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be
required. For details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For details about the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide at http://ca.com/
support.

You can find a complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier.

Each PARMS member lists the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format that is suitable for
use in SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statements.

Note: These members are provided only as examples. The SMF Director JCL cannot reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

MQSeries Parameters
Defining product parameters requires that you gain the necessary understanding of your installation and its needs and to
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

The Parameters section describes how to:
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• Make policy decisions
• Complete worksheets
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries

These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

As a MICS System Administrator, you use this section as a detailed reference when installing or modifying the product
along with Planning and Installing.

This section contains the following topics:

• MQSeries Environmental Considerations
• MQSeries Complex-Level Parameters
• MQSeries Unit-Level Parameters

MQSeries Environmental Considerations
Before you code product parameters, learn the details about the MVS environment(s) at your site.

• Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information used on the system. This information helps
to code appropriate values for account codes.

• Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
• Review current MICS parameter specifications:

a. Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units require to include SMF data.
b. Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates with the SMF data. Your site SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set that is associated with each database unit.
c. Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in SMF data. This parameter is located in

the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
d. If applicable, examine existing accounting standards for other MICS products, to ensure that MICS Accounting and

Chargeback aggregates information consistently.

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer processes input data from more than one SMF type record. All input data are processed by
the DAY051 step in the MICS DAILY job as part of the same process. To determine what SMF record types were present
in the input data stream for each MVS host, review the MICSLOG output of the DAY051 step of the MICS DAILY job.

If an installation fails to provide input from ANY source, the DAY051 step fails with a U300 ABEND. When you expect this
problem, but you must run the DAILY job anyway, code SYSPARM=NODATA on the EXEC statement of the DAY051 step
to prevent the ABEND.

There is no parameterized provision in MICS to cause a similar ABEND when data from one of the required sources are
missing but data from other sources are present. If this occurs at your site, consider coding the _USRIHL exit to examine
the Input History Log File from the DETAIL time-span at the end of DAILY processing. This routine, and a sample exit that
provides this function, are documented in the Modification section.

MQSeries Complex-Level Parameters
Complex level parameters describe the MICS MQSeries Analyzer to the MICS system. These parameters are discussed
in the following subsections:

• MQSGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements
• MQSACCT - Account Code Definition
• MQSACRT - Account Code Exit Routine Definition
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MQSGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements

A generation definition statement member is provided for the MICS MQSeries Analyzer in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(MQSGENIN). for more information about the contents of GENIN members, see MICS
Facilities.

WARNING
You must run MQSCGEN (in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL) after tailoring MQSGENIN.

MQSACCT - Account Code Definition

In the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries, user-defined account codes are available to supplement the default sort/
summarization data elements for the files that are defined in the MQA Information Area and the MQB Information Area:

• MQAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File
• MQATAA - Task Accounting File
• MQAQAA - Queue Activity File
• MQBMFA - Message Flow Accounting File

The parameters that you specify in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSACCT) define the number of account files, the code
fields that will be carried in these files, the length of each field, and the SAS long names that are associated with each
field. After you define the fields, provide a routine that assigns them values (see the next section MQSACRT routine).

Preparing to Define Account Codes

Each site has its own method for associating its MQ work with the responsible users, projects, or departments. Before you
define MICS Analyzer for MQSeries account codes, investigate your site accounting standards:

• Identify the current organizational coding system (for example, cost center coding system that identifies the division,
department, project, and employee), and determine how the account codes are specified.

• Identify the naming conventions for physical and logical entities, for example, databases, user IDs, connections, thread
cross references, brokers, and so on.

• Identify if, and how, the codes are verified to ensure that they correspond to valid definitions. Always validate account
codes and assign unidentified or invalid account codes to a special site overhead account code. This approach has
two benefits. First, it groups all invalid codes under the same category and, as a result, requires less DASD space
to store the MQSeries Analyzer file. Second, it enables you to easily determine how much of this overhead activity is
taking place.

To determine the number of account codes that are required to meet your reporting and analysis needs, consider the
following suggestions:

• Account codes are part of the summarization keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is
generated for each combination of values. Therefore, the higher the number of account codes, the more DASD space
the database requires. At the same time, a higher number of account codes also supports data analysis at a greater
level of detail.

• If you expect the need to expand the account code structure in the future, establish an extra account code now to
eliminate the need to retrofit the database later.

The default sort/summarization data elements that are defined for the MQA information area files, result in a large
reduction of data volume at the DAYS and higher timespans.

The default MQSACCT field definitions, that are provided for this component, have three additional key data elements to
provide more granular data at the DAYS and higher timespans:

    MQSACT1 - 'CONNECTION TYPE'

    MQSACT2 - 'CONNECTION NAME'
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    MQSACT3 - 'NAME'

 

Consider using these three additional sort/summarization keys for the MQA information area files if you are interested in
reporting on, or charging for, WebSphere MQ activity that is based on:

• the type of connecting address space (CICS, IMS, Batch, and so on)
• the specific name of the connecting address space
• the actual transaction name or USERID

For the MQB information area file MQBMFA, other choices must be made. See the Override Global MQSACTn Values for
MQBMFA File section.

Defining Account Codes

Account code field names are in the form MQSACTx, where x is the sequential number of the account code field. If three
fields are defined, they are MQSACT1, MQSACT2, and MQSACT3. In your accounting structure for the MQA information
area files, the accont codes can identify the User ID Associated With the Transaction, Connection Type, and Transaction
Name. The sequential number is named the account code field "level" number. You can have a maximum of nine levels. A
sample account code structure is provided in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSACCT).

Use the following Installation Preparation Worksheet to collect data

Installation Preparation Worksheet: MQS Account Code Level Definition

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  MQS Account Code Level Definition   |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is MQSACCT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  ACCOUNT   (Optional)                                                    |

 | CODE LEVEL TIMESPAN   FIELD                                              |

 |   (1-9)      MASK     LENGTH          ACCOUNT CODE LEVEL TITLE           |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 |     _      T(______)    __     '________________________________________'|

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The fields on the worksheet are:

LEVEL
(Required) The level of importance of each account code, with level 1 as the most important and the highest level number
as the least important. The levels are defined sequentially starting with 1. You can define up to nine levels.

MASK
(Optional) Deactivates account codes in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan mask requires coding T(......) as
the second parameter in a statement, where each "." represents a file timespan, in the order of DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, specify a Y to indicate that the account code is active or an N to
indicate that it is inactive. If you do not code the mask, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
The following rules apply if you code the mask:

• – DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes cannot be deactivated in this timespan.
– If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
– If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

LENGTH
(Required) The length of the account code. The length can range from 1 through 30.

TITLE
(Required) The title describes the account code. The length of the title is 1 through 40 characters. The title is embedded in
quotes (').

When you complete the worksheet, use it to code sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSACCT).The following general rules
apply when coding MQSACCT:

• Code a separate statement for each account code level.
• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an '*'.
• Account levels are provided in order, starting with '1'.
• Up to nine levels are permitted, with no gaps between the numbers permitted.
• The format of the statement is free-form but positional. The following are examples of a statement format:

   level length 'descriptive title'

   level (optional)mask length 'descriptive title'

 

Example:
 1 T(YYYYYY) 12 'CONNECTION TYPE'

 2 T(YYYYYY)  8 'CONNECTION NAME'

 3 T(YYYYYY) 20 'NAME'

 

MQSACRT - Account Code Exit Routine Definition

This section explains how to code an account code exit for the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries. The account code
exit is complex-level, and the code and values that are assigned are used for every database unit that contains this
analyzer. The process to define the MQSACTn data element values differently for each file is described below.

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine. This section contains the worksheet for coding the
MQSACRT exit.

After you define the number of account codes in MQSACCT that you want in your files, code the Account Code Exit
Routine (MQSACRT) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. MQSACRT is a SAS routine that derives the account code data
elements during the DAY051 step. For example, if you define three account codes in MQSACCT, then your MQSACRT
exit must contain SAS code to derive the data elements MQSACT1, MQSACT2, and MQSACT3.
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The SAS code that is used to populate the MQSACTn data elements in your MQSACRT exit is invoked while building the
DETAIL level database observations for the following files:

• MQAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File
• MQATAA - Task Accounting File
• MQAQAA - Queue Activity File
• MQBMFA - Message Flow Accounting File

Override Global MQSACTn Values for MQAMMA and MQATAA Files

The MQAMMA file is populated when the raw data source for accounting information is the SMF type 116 subtype 0
record (activated by starting trace class 1 in WebSphere MQ).

The MQATAA file is populated when the raw data source for accounting information is the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record
(activated by starting trace class 3 in WebSphere MQ).

Most sites input only one of these record types. However, if you have raw data coming from different systems, you can
test the special FILEID data element to execute the code that assigns account values according to the raw data record
currently being processed. FILEID is a three-character field containing either MMA or TAA (or MFA).

Note: In the MQSACRT exit, FILEID does not identify the MQAQAA file. This is because the MQSACRT routine is invoked
only once for a WebSphere MQ generated SMF type 116 subtype 1 record. The type 116 record is the source for both the
MQATAA file record and one or more MQAQAA file records (one for each queue segment in the SMF record).

The MQSACTn values that you assign in the MQSACRT routine when FILEID='TAA' are, by default, passed to each
MQAQAA file record that is generated for that task or channel.

Note: The process to define the MQSACTn data element values differently for MQAQAA file observations is described
below.

Override Global MQSACTn Values for MQAQAA File Observations

If your summarization needs for the MQAQAA file are different than those for the MQATAA file, you can override the
MQSACTn values in the USRSQAA exit before the output of each record to the MQAQAA work file. For example, if you
do not need MQSACT3 granularity the MQAQAA file, you can assign a value of blanks (' ') to the MQSACT3 field in the
USRSQAA exit, eliminating any summarization impact of MQSACT3 on the MQAQAA file.

Override Global MQSACTn Values for MQBMFA File

The MQBMFA file is generated when the raw data source for accounting information is the SMF type 117 subtype 1 and 2
records that are generated by WebSphere Message Broker.

The special FILEID data element can be used to execute the code that assigns the account values according to the raw
data record currently being processed. To assign account field (MQSACTn) values for the MQBMFA file, you can test
FILEID for MFA, so that some of the MQSACRT exit code executes only for the SMF type 117 records.

The need and values for MQBMFA file account fields are rather obscure. If they are to be used by the MICS Analyzer
Option for MQSeries for a particular WebSphere MQ installation, then the local staff must determine the values that
are assigned to the account fields. If the MQBMFA file is not being used, you can assign a value of blanks (' ') to all the
MQSACTn fields in the USRSMFA exit, eliminating any summarization impact on the MQBMFA file.

MQS Account Code Routine Definition Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  MQS Account Code Routine Definition |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is MQSACRT                                          |

 |                                                                          |
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 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | * VALIDATE ACCOUNT CODES                                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 | IF { account data is valid } THEN DO;                                    |

 |                                                                          |

 | * POPULATE ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS                                           |

 |                                                                          |

 |     MQSACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

 |     MQSACTn=field source n ;                                             |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 | END;                                                                     |

 | ELSE DO;                                                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 | * ASSIGN TO OVERHEAD ACCOUNT                                             |

 |                                                                          |

 |     MQSACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

 |     MQSACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | END;                                                                     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

The following is a sample of a MQSACRT member:

    /* ********************************************* */

    /*    SAMPLE MQS ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT    */

    /* ********************************************* */

    /*                                               */

    /*  THIS SAMPLE ACCOUNT ROUTINE EXIT CODE IS     */

    /*  INVOKED FOR THE TAA, MMA, AND QAA FILES TO   */

    /*  POPULATE 3 ACCOUNT CODES.                    */

    /*                                               */

    /*  THE THREE ACCOUNT CODES ARE DEFINED IN       */

    /*  SHAREDPREFIX.MICS.PARMS(MQSACCT) AS FOLLOWS: */

    /*                                               */

    /*       ACCOUNT CODE STRUCTURE                  */

    /*                                               */

    /*       MQSACT1 12 'CONNECTION TYPE'            */

    /*       MQSACT2 8  'CONNECTION NAME'            */

    /*       MQSACT3 20 'NAME'                       */

    /*                                               */

    /*  MQSACT1 CONTAINS THE CONNECTION TYPE, A 12   */

    /*          BYTE FIELD. THE MQSACRT POPULATES    */

    /*          MQSACT1 WITH A CHARACTER FIELD BASED */

    /*          ON THE VALUE OF THE NUMERIC FIELD    */
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    /*          MQSATYP ("TYPE OF CONNECTION").      */

    /*  MQSACT2 CONTAINS THE CONNECTION NAME, THE    */

    /*          NAME OF THE ADDRESS SPACE THAT HAS   */

    /*          CONNECTED TO THE MQ QUEUE MANAGER.   */

    /*          IN THE MQSACRT CODE, MQSACT2 IS      */

    /*          SET DIRECTLY TO MQSCONNM             */

    /*          ("CONNECTION NAME").                 */

    /*  MQSACT3 IS THE ACTUAL TASK, TRANSACTION      */

    /*          NAME, CHANNEL NAME, ETC. THAT        */

    /*          INTERFACED THROUGH THE CONNECTION    */

    /*          TO INTERACT WITH MQ. IT IS SET       */

    /*          DIFFERENTLY BASED ON CONNECTION      */

    /*          TYPE. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN MQSATYP=1    */

    /*          (CICS), MQSACT3 IS SET TO ELEMENT    */

    /*          TRANCODE ("CICS TRANSACTION CODE").  */

    /*                                               */

    /*************************************************/

    /****    SAMPLE ACCOUNT ROUTINE EXIT CODE     ****/

    /****                                         ****/

           IF MQSATYP=1 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='CICS        ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3=TRANCODE ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=2 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='BATCH/TSO   ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3=MQSUSID     ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=3 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='IMS CONTROL ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3='IMSCNTRL' ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=4 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='IMS MPP/BMP ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3=PSBNAME    ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=5 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='CMD SERVER  ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3='CMD/SERV' ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=6 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='CHAN INIT   ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3=TAACHNL    ;

           END ;

           ELSE IF MQSATYP=7 THEN DO ;

             MQSACT1='RRS BATCH   ' ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3=MQSUSID    ;
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           END ;

           ELSE DO ;

             MQSACT1='UNKNOWN ' !! PUT(MQSATYP,2.) ;

             MQSACT2=MQSCONNM ;

             MQSACT3='UNKNOWN ' ;

           END ;

 

MQSeries Unit-Level Parameters
This section shows you how to define the unit-level parameters for the MICS MQSeries Analyzer. These parameter
definitions exist for each MICS database unit in which the MQSeries Analyzer is installed.

The following unit-level parameters are discussed:

• MQSPGEN - MQSeries Parameter Generation
• MQSOPS - MQSeries Processing Options
• INPUTRDR and INPUTMQS PARMS Members
• DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

MQSPGEN - MQSeries Parameter Generation

The MQSeries Parameter Generation (MQSPGEN) inputs the unit level parameter MQSOPS, and generates SAS macros
that are stored in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#MQSMSTR) and skeleton JCL in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WORKMQS).

Currently, only the number of SAS work files is controlled by this process. The JCL for MQSPGEN resides in
prefix.MICS.CNTL.

MQSOPS - MQSeries Processing Options

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control processing of the MICS MQSeries
Analyzer.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members require execution of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take effect. In
addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as

• changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),

requires regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Refer to the checklist (if provided) for
updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

The following sections explain each of the option statements that are specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(MQSOPS).

• WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements
• Internal Step RESTART statements
• Incremental Update statements
• DETAIL Tape Processing statements
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The following optional statements are described in below. After you define and code the statements, implementation
of specified parameter values occurs with the successful execution of the parameter generation routine,
prefix.MICS.CNTL(MQSPGEN), in each unit containing the MICS MQSeries Analyzer product. The MQSPGEN job builds
unit-level macros representing the coded statements. These macros direct certain aspects of the DAY051 step execution.
Changes that are made to the MQSOPS member do not take effect until after successful execution of the MQSPGEN job.

MQS WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the MQSeries analyzer,
and lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.

WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown below:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
the number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.
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If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing will fail and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
the primary allocation
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ssss
the secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 WORK   SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CY

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number
of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning
from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It will resemble the following sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, code one of the
following:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown above. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.
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• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain the following space

allocation information
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.To
increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or
9), or increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), or decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This method is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how
multiple WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

change the values to meet your needs.If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files
(for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200
100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES) and you change WORK and run cccPGEN, then changes take effect
immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the allocated space is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
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one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values that you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use
the data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc.

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.
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 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is as follows if  MULTWORK or NOMULT parameter is not specified:

 MULTWORK BMS LMS DMS MMS CMS MMA TAA QAA MFA MFN QA1 TA1 TAQ QA2

 

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

BMS
Buffer Manager Statistics File

CMS
Coupling Facility Statistics File

LMS
Log Manager Statistics File

MMS
Message Manager Statistics File

DMS
Data Manager Statistics File

MMA
Message Manager Accounting File

TAA
Task Accounting File

QAA
Queue Activity File

MFA
Message Flow Accounting File

MFN
Message Flow Node File

QA1
(Intermediate Work) Queue Activity File

QA2
(Intermediate Work) Queue Activity File
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TA1
(Intermediate Work) Task Accounting File

TAQ
(Intermediate Work) Task Accounting File

SMD
Shared Message Data Set File

MQS Change the Number of Work Files

You can change the number of work files used in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer processing in Step DAY051, follow the
checklist provided below for each unit.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

– n
the number of WORK data sets

– STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

– SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

– XXX
TRK or CYL

– pppp
the primary allocation

– ssss
the secondary allocation

Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try to change the
number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time that you implement multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2.If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR) where
– (nnn)

the job step number
– (ccc)

the product ID for this product
to check for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified
this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the

number of work files that is specified in Step 1 (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation as you use with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you do not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit that
contains this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation that is specified is used for a single
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SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that
will yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done.

Otherwise, continue with Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

– ccc
the product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY

 

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

MQS Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the MQSeries analyzer and lists the procedure for
enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART Overview

(Optional) Specify the following value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job
steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, you must also regenerate
the INCRccc job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses a checkpoint/restart technique.
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• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

Analyzer Option for MQSeries employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up
phases.

Phase Description
FORMAT Read raw input data, convert to SASformat, and output to

intermediate workfiles
DBUPDATE Sort intermediate work file contents,eliminate duplicate input

data, merge dataacross optional multiple work files,enhance data
content, and create the newDETAIL cycle.

DYSUM Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYScycles and to update
current week-to-dateand month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE Cutover new database cycles to productionand "age" existing
cycles.This product employs two database update processing
phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

RESTART Considerations

Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints and
managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a result, costs
can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume, production
units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file
data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart if the
step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters to
direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters to
direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.
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Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and cataloged
according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data set names are:

• SAS work data set
 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

• Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

• Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

(Optional) Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart
checkpoint data set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

(Optional) Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart WORK data
set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).
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Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment", including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unitspecified was a block length.
ROUND is ignoredwith the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide fora new data set being allocated.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES

 

For additional information on related topic, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK,
and RESTARTCKPT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.
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2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify
 DAILY INCRccc

 

where ccc is the product ID.
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

MQS Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the MQSeries analyzer and lists the procedure for
enabling incremental update.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YES

If you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and incremental update
is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, you must also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the
3 character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you may also need to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates executed throughout the day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
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b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the
database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is just one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center, thereby reducing

database update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

Note: When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters
are enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details,
see the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of any other product's incremental update database files. There is one
data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for this
product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. For more information, see the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option
section.
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After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note: ccc is the product ID in the following list.

cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the INCRDB
TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution one or
more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data

Note: The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It will perform the final incremental update for the day's data, and
then roll-up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of
database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental
update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution
into the composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also adds processing in
the DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of
this overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes additional compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job
step. The increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This
increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time
increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive
processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O
processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is
a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is normally executed) to
periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand. Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to
avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your the prime shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00
PM, you can choose to schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (just before the prime shift) and 6:00 PM (just after
the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing just after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is in addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that
the incremental update database files requires space equivalent to two cycles of this product's DETAIL and DAYS
timespan files.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option description later in this section). This approach reduces
the amount of time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space
consumed increase through the day as you execute each incremental update.
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A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
Note that while this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space,
that is during the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option
adds processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The
incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should
not be an issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to
miss a log file, or to process a log out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day's data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for
end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are
processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic
unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

– Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

– Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.
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Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

 

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 
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Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM

 

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day's first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

INCRDB TAPE

INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this
product's DETAIL timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including

STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).
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Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

INCRDB TAPE

INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. You should allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of
this product's DAYS timespan data.
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If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including

STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen
pp
the primary allocation
ss
the secondary allocation
ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDAYS     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 INCRDAYS     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job will also allocate the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen
pp
the primary allocation
ss
the secondary allocation
ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) This statement defaults to the following value:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE
When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen
pp
the primary allocation
ss
the secondary allocation
ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT
(Optional) Specify the following

 DYNAMWAIT   minutes

 

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not normally specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. If data set allocation fails because another batch job or online user is already using a data set, DAILY and/
or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation is attempted every
15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center causes frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to resolve
the contention through scheduling changes, use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of
minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT 0

 

You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more information
about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//
PARMOVRD).
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Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS MQS Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

 INCRUPDATE  YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify the
following:
 INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

 

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
 INCRDB  DYNAM

 

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then you must also specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify the following:
 INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines reading:

 DAILY

 INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY  INCRccc
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If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that product's representation
of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

MQS DETAIL Tape Processing

This article discusses the role of DETAIL Tape processing in the MQSeries analyzer and describes related statements. It
also lists the procedures for activating and deactivating DETAIL Tape.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:
 tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

 

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). iiithe three-character MICS information that is associated with the file
fff
the three-character MICS file identifier
Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:
 TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

 

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:
 CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

 

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• MQATAA - Task Accounting file
• MQAQAA - Queue Activity file

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

                DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

  

 +---------------------------+

 | prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

 +---------------------------+

 |                           |

 | +----------------+        |

 | |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

 | |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

 | +-------+--------+        |

 |         |                 |

 |         +--+              |
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 |            |              |

 |            V              |   Defaults for all

 |    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

 |    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

 |    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

 |    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

 |            |              |

 +------------|--------------+

              |

              |

              V

 +---------------------------+

 | prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

 +---------------------------+

 |                           |   Defaults for all

 | +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

 | | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

 | |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

 | +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

 |          |                |

 |          +--+             |

 |             |             |

 |             V             |    Individual data set

 |     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

 |     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

 |     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

 |     +----------------+    |    specifications.

 |                           |

 +---------------------------+

               |

               V

  

  // DD statements and GDG generation

 

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

 TAPEfff <optional parameters>

 

fff
the unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.
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You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You can choose to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

 TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

 TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

 TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

 TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

 TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

 TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

 

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the paramters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override unit level tape
data set defaults established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

See Installing for unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

 DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

 

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want in order
to specify all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance
defines the value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and descibe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).
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 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

 DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

 DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

 DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

 DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

 DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

 DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 to 8 character generic
unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters. MICS
does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values makes the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.
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COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of
a virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that
is defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members referenced by the
CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
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Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example,STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM
When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
For unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.
The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).
For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment

TAPEfffSMS
The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

 TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft will include the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just before to the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where
fff matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

See MQSeries Available User Exits

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
fff
the three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape

2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 cccGDGGN DAILY
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If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for a detailed discussion on JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section of Generate and Allocate the Database.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section, the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

• Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

 //SYSIN   DD *

  PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

   RUN;

 

• Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

 //SYSIN   DD *

  PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

    DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

    RUN;

 

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To deactivate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statements that you deleted in step 1.

MQS INPUTRDR and INPUTMQS PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

        PARAMETER            INPUTRDR        INPUTccc

  ROW   IN JCLDEF            WHERE USED      WHERE USED

  ---   ------------------   ------------    ---------------

   1    DAYSMF OFF           Not Used        Each Comp Step

   2    DAYSMF FILE(S) ...   DAYSMF Step     Not Used

   3    Only 1 SMF Comp      Comp Step       Not Used

   4    SMFDIRECTOR          Not Used        Comp Step

   5    DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc   Not Used        Comp ccc Step

   6    SMFRECORDING ccc     It depends      Comp ccc Step

 

Row 1: When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2: When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3: If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5: If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF is
automatically deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6: Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the
component can optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but always includes the INPUTccc member. Refer to
the component's guide.

Note: For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF). For details on deactivating
DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

The following sections describe how to specify the input data set JCL definitions.
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INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step that reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. The following figure shows a worksheet for preparing
the INPUTRDR member:

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

 |                                                                    |

 | PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                    |

 |This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

 |which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

 |                                                                    |

 |   //@                                                              |

 |   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

 |   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

 |   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

 |   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |

 |   //@                                                              |

 |   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

 |   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

 |                                                                    |

 |                                                                    |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, change the INPUTRDR
member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

     //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

 

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated, and the component step with SMF
input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF was deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement that is specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
member, then each component step reads its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTMQS PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTMQS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the MICS
Analyzer for MQSeries. The //INPUTSMF DD and, optionally, the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY051
step of the DAILY job.

The INPUTMQS member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:
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• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR MQS is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE MQS is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

The following figure shows a worksheet for preparing the INPUTMQS member:

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTMQS JCL Definitions            |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is INPUTMQS                                         |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

 | that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

 |                                                                          |

 |   //@                                                                    |

 |   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTMQS) AND NOT            |

 |   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

 |   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

 |   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

 |   //@                                                                    |

 |   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

 |   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

 |   //@                                                                    |

 |   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

 |   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

If you change the contents of the INPUTMQS member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details about this product feature, see the MICS and SMF Director Interface.

MQS DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

This section describes the details that are required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.
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MQS Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

This section describes cycle (data retention) definitions required for the MICS MQSeries Analyzer. It also shows how to
determine the MQS data cycles that are required, and provides instructions for completing the FILE statements in the
PARMS member DBMODEL.

The following worksheet sample shows a database data retention specification worksheet to define the different retention
limits for the online and archive database files. The numbers that are shown on the worksheet reflect the default retention
values in prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL).

Use the following worksheet to define your retention specifications, that in turn allows you to determine the appropriate
values for the modeling process.

Database Data Retention Definitions Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Data Retention Specifications        |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is MQSeries                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |      |           Online Database  Retention          |  Archive Cut-Off  |

 | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

 | Name |                                               |                   |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |MQAMMA| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQAQAA| __(00)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQATAA| __(00)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQA_CH| __(07)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |MQS_MQ| __(01)   __(00) __(00)  __(00)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(000) ___(000) |

 |MQSBMS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSCMS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSDMS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSDBS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSLMS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSMMS| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQSSMD| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |MQBMFA| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 |MQBMFN| __(03)   __(10) __(06)  __(06)  _(0)   00(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Note: The DBMODEL worksheet that is shown here contains values for this product only. For more information, see
Preparing the Modeling Input.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:
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• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly or monthly archive history files have actually been activated. For more information, see MICS JCL Planning
and Parameters.

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user definition, followed by the recommended value (shown
within parentheses). If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described Tailoring the Database.

When you specify a retention limit, remember that the number cannot be zero if the file was defined to be active in the
timespan.

MQSeries Data Retention Definition

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer is comprised of the MQS, MQA, and MQB Information Areas. The FILE statements shown
in the worksheet specify the default online and archive history retention limits for each file. A complete description of the
FILE statement is provided in the Preparing the Modeling Input.

MQSeries Processing
The processing information in this chapter provides an overview of how data from the MICS MQSeries Analyzer becomes
part of the MICS database.

MQSeries Processing Overview

The MICS MQSeries Analyzer uses the standard data base update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its
data in the online and offline databases. The SMF data is supplied to MICS in the DAY051 step of the DAILY database
update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Summarizes activity
• Adds new cycles to the DETAIL and DAYS time-spans
• Updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles

A more detailed description of DAY051 processing is presented in the next section.

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK051 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK051 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH051 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH051 step splits the month-to-
date file into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. It also appends the data to the year-to-date file. The
MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

The optional yearly processing is performed by the YEAR051 step which splits the year-to-date files into a new year-to-
date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

        /---------------\

              START     |       +-------------------+

        \      |                   |

                |               |    DERIVE COMMON  |

 PREPARATION    |               |    DATA ELEMENTS  |                           +------------------+

 PHASE          |               |    PHASE          |                           |                  |
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        +---------------+       |           +---------------+                   |                  |

        |               |       |           | Invoke macros |                   |          +---------------+

        |   Delete old  |       |           |   to derive   |                   |          | Invoke "input |

        |   copies of   |       |           | common fields |                   |          |  history log" |

        |   MQSfff00    |       |           +---------------+                   |          |     macro     |

        |               |       |                   |                           |          +---------------+

        +-------+-------+       |                   |                           |                  |

                |               |                   |                           |                  |

                |               |                   |                           |          +---------------+

        +---------------+       |                   |                           |          |   Sort work   |

        | DATA statement|       |                   |                           |          |     files     |

        |  defines all  |       |                   |                           |          |   Eliminate   |

        | output files  |       |    PROCESS        |                           |          |   duplicates  |

        +-------+-------+       |    INDIVIDUAL     |                           |          |  Create DAYS  |

                |               |    SMF RECORDS    |                           |          |     files     |

                |               |    PHASE          |                           |          +---------------+

        +---------------+       |           +---------------+                   |                  |

        | Define and set|       |           |    Process    |                   |                  |

        |   constants   |       |           |      SMF      |                   |          +---------------+

        | Define and set|       |           |    Records    |                   |          |  Delete work  |

        | control data  |       |           |               |                   |          |     files     |

        |   elements    |       |           |_______________|                   |          +---------------+

        +-------+-------+       |                                               |                  |

                |               |     CREATE DETAIL |                           |    UPDATE DATA   |

 INPUT PHASE    |               |     FILES PHASE   |                           |    BASE PHASE    |

        +---------------+       |           -----------------                   |           +---------------+

        |   Read data   |       |           | Report dropped|                   |           |    Update     |

        |    record     |       |           | observations  |                   |           | Week-to-date  |

        +-------+-------+       |           |   by file     |                   |           |      and      |

                |               |           |               |                   |           | Month-to-date |

                |               |           -----------------                   |           |     cycle     |

        +---------------+       |                   |                           |           +---------------+

        | Check record  |       |                   |                           |                   |

        |    length     |       |                   |                           |     AGE DATABASE  |

        +-------+-------+       |                   |                           |     FILES PHASE   |

                |               |                   |                           |           +----------------+

                |               |                   |                           |           |    Delete      |

        +---------------+       |                    ----------------------------           |    oldest      |

        | Checkpoint 1  |       |                                                           |    cycles      |

        |               |       |                                                           +----------------+

        +-------+-------+       |                                                                   |

                |               |                                                           +----------------+

                |               |                                                           |   Age cycles   |

        +---------------+       |                                                           +----------------+

        | Invoke USRSEL |       |                                                                   |

        |     macro     |       |                                                           /----------------\

        +-------+-------+       |                                                           |      END       |

                |               |                                                           \----------------/

                +---------------+
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MQSeries Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY051 step of the DAILY job processes SMF type 115, 116, and 117 records. The SMF type 115 records contain
WebSphere MQ performance statistics, the SMF type 116 records contain WebSphere MQ accounting data, and the SMF
type 117 records contain Message Broker data.

Step DAY051 consists of the following phases:

1. Preparation Phase
2. Input Phase
3. Decoding Phase
4. Data Input Phase
5. Data Summarization Phase
6. File Aging

Preparation Phase

During the Preparation Phase, the MICS MQSeries Analyzer defines its output files with a DATA statement. Constants are
defined and set to their initial values together with data elements and formats.

Input Phase

During the Input Phase, the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries reads the SMF data. At End-of-File, a count of statistics
is printed. The count indicates the total records that are kept for both the Performance Information and the Accounting
Information Areas. The input phase also gives the total short records deleted, total records options deleted, and total
records data ranges deleted.

Part of the statistics report has the following sample appearance:

   10.33.07 BAS00331I   SYSTEM COMPONENT

   10.33.07 BAS00331I

   10.33.07 BAS00343I    SYA6  MQS MQTA

   10.33.07 BAS00343I    SYA6  MQS MQPA

   10.33.07 BAS00343I    SYD1  MQS

   10.33.07 BAS00343I    SYD2  MQS MQPD

 

The entries in the System column are drawn from the System Identification (SYSID) data element.

The entries in the component column are composed of the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries product ID 'MQS' and the
Queue Manager Name (MQMSSI) supplied by the incoming SMF data.

Note: The absence of a queue manager name in the row above for system SYD1 is not an error. The MQMSSI data
element is not available when the input is Message Broker SMF records so that blanks are substituted.

Decoding Phase

During the Decoding Phase, the MICS MQSeries Analyzer checks the record type and subtype and transfers control to
the appropriate processing code.

Data Input Phase

During the Data Input Phase, the MICS MQSeries Analyzer reads the data elements from the various record types and
performs computations to scale and accumulate data.
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Data Summarization Phase

The DAY051 step creates current cycles for both the DETAIL and DAYS files. It also appends data to both the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

File Aging

MICS MQSeries Analyzer files are aged to delete the oldest cycles and rename work files to current cycles. There are no
exit points provided in this phase.

MQSeries Modifying
Additional system customization is sometimes required to set up MICS to meet your data center needs. MICS provides
many user exit points. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• Presents minimal possibility of compromising MICS database or operational integrity.
• Is relatively easy to document and understand.

Use the exit facilities to change the system safely. The system administrator has four way to modify MICS:

• Standard Option and Parameter Definitions
The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

• Modification through User Exit Points
Certain site-dependent requirements that are not adequately addressed through standard options and parameters. If
so, use one or more user exit points to code user-written routines to satisfy these extended requirements.

• Extension through Field Developed Applications
Development of field-developed applications can be the most advantageous method of customization. For example,
it is easier to write an application to handle additional SMF data, than to attempt to modify the logic of the MICS
MQSeries Analyzer.

• System Code Modification
You can meet your data center requirements by implementing a source code change.

This sections explains the user exit points that are provided with the MQSeries Analyzer.

Note: Before you start to develop new user exit routines, explore whether standard options or definitions can meet your
requirements. If you are unsure about your standard option, contact the Broadcom Support.

Before you activate an exit, ensure that you read and fully understand the information contained in User Exit Facilities.

To avoid errors and data corruption, approach the design, coding, testing, and implementation of user exit routines with
caution.

The following sections identify the user exit points that are available for MQSeries Analyzer processing, and describe each
of the user exit points.

This section contains the following topics:

• MQSeries Available User Exits
• MQSeries Exit Routine Considerations
• MQSeries Input Exits
• MQSeries Output Exits
• MQSeries Incremental Update Considerations

MQSeries Available User Exits
There are two types of user exits that can be used to modify MICS logic:
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• general exits that apply to all the installed products.
• product exits that are product-specific.

General exits allow user routines to be used for all products that process the raw SMF data. General exits are briefly
described in this document, whereas a more detailed description can be found in MICS Facilities.

Product exits are classified according to their purpose and include input, work file, output, parameter-related, and
accounting exits.

• Input exits are invoked as the raw input records are read. Output exits are invoked before MICS writes an observation
to the MICS database.

• The MICS Analyzer for MQSeries provides the general input exit _USRSEL. The exit can be used to select or exclude
data that meet special site-defined criteria, to add data elements, or to modify record fields as they are read. In
addition, the general exit, _USRIHL, is provided at the end of input processing to permit examination of the MICS Input
History Log SAS file so that the user can terminate the DAILY run if critical data are missing.

• An output exit routine is provided for each file and can be used to selectively block the writing of specified records, alter
data elements in the records, and produce additional records for the target file or a user-defined file.

• Parameter-related exits are also user exits that are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process. They
are typically associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation Routine is a
user exit routine for completing values for account codes that were defined in a separate but related member of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, MQSACRT, the Account Code Definition parameter member. These exits are identified
here but described in the Parameters section.

• Accounting exits are identified here but described in the Using Accounting and Chargeback.

The following user exits are part of MICS Analyzer for MQSeries:

Product Input Exits

• _USRSEL - File Processing Selection
• _USRIHL - Examine Input History Log

Product Output Exits

• USRSBMS - Buffer Manager Statistics File Exit
• USRSCMS - Coupling Facility Statistics File Exit
• USRSDBS - DB2 Manager Statistics File Exit
• USRSDMS - Data Manager Statistics File Exit
• USRSLMS - Log Manager Statistics File Exit
• USRSMMS - Message Manager Statistics File Exit
• USRSMMA - Message Manager Accounting File Exit
• USRSQAA - Queue Activity File Exit
• USRSMFA - Message Flow Accounting File Exit
• USRSMFN - Message Flow Node File Exit
• USRSTAA - Task Accounting File Exit
• USRD_CH - DAYS Channel Activity File Exit
• USRDQAA - DAYS Queue Activity File Exit
• USRDTAA - DAYS Task Accounting File Exit
• USRTfff - DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit
• USRSSMD - Shared Message Data Set Statistics File Exit
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DETAIL Only Product Output Exits

• USRX_CH - DETAIL Channell Activity File Exit (see the note below)
• USRXQAA - DETAIL Queue Activity File Exit (see the note below)
• USRXTAA - DETAIL Task Accounting File Exit (see the note below)

Product Parameter-Related Exits

• MQSACRT - MQSeries Account Code Derivation Exit

Accounting Exits

• USRAMMA - Message Manager Accounting File Exit
• USRATAA - Task Accounting File Exit
• USRAQAA - Queue Activity File Exit
• USRAMFA - Message Flow Accounting File Exit

Note: The USRX_CH, USRXQAA, and USRXTAA exits do not follow the same conventions as the other raw exits,
where subsetting records affect not only the DETAIL, but also the higher timespan files. The USRX_CH, USRXQAA, and
USRXTAA exits affect only the DETAIL timespan files.

MQSeries Exit Routine Considerations
The user exits can use data elements that vary according to the processing phase and the particular user exit point. The
following section identifies special data elements that are used in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer update process, but are
not stored in the MICS database (and therefore have no corresponding Data Dictionary descriptions). The individual user
exit descriptions specify the elements that are available for the user exit routine.

ROUTINE
Displays the name of the invoking routine.

FILEID
Identifies of the processed file.

SMFRTYPE
Displays the SMF record type of the processed record.

COMPT
Displays the 8-character product and data source identifier.

MQSeries Input Exits
This section provides a description of the user exits that are invoked during the first phase of the MICS Analyzer for
MQSeries DAILY update processing. The exits are listed alphabetically.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. In addition, it shows the data elements that are available, the special
considerations to note, and a sample user exit.

_USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to each record that is processed by the MQSeries input format routine.
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INVOCATION
The exit gains control after a DETAIL input record was read.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit can be used to exclude records from processing by the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries during the daily input step.
To exclude a record, set SKIP_REC to one.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE:

ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the MQSeries process, test for ROUTINE =
'DYMQSFMT'.

SMFRTYPE
The record type of the input record:

• 115
Performance Statistics

• 116
Accounting Data

• 117
Message Broker Data

ORGSYSID
Original SYSID from SMF record

ENDTS
Time when record was written to SMF or NPM Session Statistics Detail File.

COMPT
The 8-character value representing MICS Analyzer for MQSeries product ID 'MQS' and MQMSSI (MQSeries Queue
Manager Name). Product ID and MQMSSI are separated by a blank. The MQMSSI data element is not available in the
MQBMFA and MQBMFN files, therefore it will contain blank values in COMPT.

CODING RESTRICTIONS: See General Operational Exits.

Special notes:

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However, it
is recommended that you modify prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). A more detailed description of this routine
is provided in General Operational Exits.

• USRSEL File Processing Selection exit is used in many places. Qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name
of the routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose. See the following
example.

Sample user exit:

In this exit, the data, that are logged by MQM subsystem CSQ2, are dropped from further processing. This can occur
when, for example, data are coming from a test system that does not have to be kept in the production database.

 MACRO _USRSEL

 IF ROUTINE = 'DYMQSFMT' THEN DO;

   IF MQMSSI = 'CSQ2' THEN

      SKIP_REC = 1;

 END;

 %
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_USRIHL

Examine Input History Log Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file immediately after processing of all input records
in the input format routine.

INVOCATION
This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file.
The code reads _ADMX.CKPTDATA as an integrity check on that file, and, in the process, lets you inspect the file's
contents.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit can be used to abort daily update processing based on an extended checkpoint examination algorithm. For
example, the daily process will end normally if data from SMF record type 115 or 116 is provided. However, it may
be critical that data from at least one specific system is provided for a successful update. This routine can be used to
examine all entries in _ADMX.CKPTDATA to test for the required condition. If the appropriate data is not found, the MICS
Analyzer for MQSeries DAILY step could be terminated with an ABORT ABEND statement.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the ADMIHL File

CODING RESTRICTIONS
See General Operational Exits  .

Special notes:

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However, it
is highly recommended that you modify prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). A more detailed description of this
routine is provided in General Operational Exits.

• Examine Input History Log exit is used in many places. Qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the
routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose. See the following
example.

• COMPT has a special meaning to the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries. It identifies the product and also each MQM
subsystem ID as follows:
 'MQS xxxx'

 

– xxxx
the MQM Subsystem Identifier

Sample user exit:

In this sample exit, the Input History Log is examined to determine if input data were received for the production SYSID
'TST1'. When End of File (EOF) is reached for the DAILY update run, a check is done to determine whether TST1 data
were provided. If TST1 data were not provided, then further DAILY processing is aborted and a message displays to
specify the reason for aborting.

 MACRO _USRIHL

  IF ROUTINE = 'DYMQSFMT' THEN DO;

  RETAIN TST1FLAG 0;

  IF SYSID = 'TST1' THEN

     TST1FLAG = 1;

  IF EOF THEN DO;

    IF TST1FLAG THEN GOTO ENDCHECK;
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    PUT 'Data from Production System TST1 missing';

    ABORT ABEND;

  END;

  ENDCHECK:

  END;

 %

 

MQSeries Output Exits
This section describes the MICS Analyzer for MQSeries standard output processing exits that are invoked during the daily
update processing flow. The exits are organized alphabetically.

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether
it has an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. Exit description also shows what data elements are available,
special considerations, and a sample user exit.

USRSBMS

Buffer Manager Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Buffer Manager Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before to the output of records to interim work file for the Buffer Manager Statistics File. At
the invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record or 215 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Buffer Manager Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Buffer Manager Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSBMS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.

Invoke the %BMSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSBMS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSCMS

Coupling Facility Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Coupling Facility Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Coupling Facility Statistics File. At
the invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
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No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Coupling Facility Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Coupling Facility Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSCMS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are available too.
Invoke the %CMSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSCMS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSDBS

DB2 Manager Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the DB2 Manager Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the DB2 Manager Statistics File. At the
invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the DB2 Manager Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DB2 Manager Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSDBS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %DBSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSDBS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSDMS

Data Manager Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Data Manager Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Data Manager Statistics File. At the
invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
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This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Data Manager Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Data Manager Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSDMS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %DMSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSDMS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSLMS

Log Manager Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Log Manager Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Log Manager Statistics File. At the
invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 1 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Log Manager Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Log Manager Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSLMS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available .
Invoke the %LMSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSLMS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSMMS

Message Manager Statistics File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Message Manager Statistics File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Message Manager Statistics File. At
the invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 2 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Message Manager Statistics File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
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All elements in the Message Manager Statistics File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary
elements, used to construct MQSMMS file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such
as ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %MMSDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSMMS file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSMMA

Message Manager Accounting File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Message Manager Accounting File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Message Manager Accounting File.
At the invocation point, the SMF type 116 subtype 0 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Message Manager Accounting File.
To prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Message Manager Accounting File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary
elements, used to construct MQAMMA file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such
as ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %MMADERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSMMA file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSQAA

Queue Activity File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Queue Activity File.

INVOCATION
This exit is invoked in two separate locations:

• for queue segments that are associated with tasks that required a single, non-continued SMF type 116 subtype 1
record

• for queue segments that are associated with tasks that required one or more SMF type 116 subtype 2 continuation
records

In the first location, the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record is still in the SMF buffer. In the second location, the code logic is
merging partial interim work file MQATAA observations with interim work file MQAQAA observations.
In both cases, MQAQAA observations are written to interim work files immediately after the exit invocation.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
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This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Queue Activity File. To prevent a
record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Queue Activity File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements, used to
construct MQAQAA file elements are available. Also available are data elements from the MQATAA file for the task that is
associated with the queue segments.
Invoke the %QAADERV macro within the exit, if you require access to the MQAQAA file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exit.

USRSTAA

Task Accounting File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build records in the Task Accounting File.

INVOCATION
This exit is invoked in two separate locations:

• For queue segments that are associated with tasks that required a single, non-continued SMF type 116 subtype 1
record

• For queue segments that are associated with tasks that required one or more SMF type 116 subtype 2 continuation
records.

In the first location, the SMF type 116 subtype 1 record is still in the SMF buffer. In the second location, the code logic is
merging partial interim work file MQATAA observations with interim work file MQAQAA observations.
In both cases, MQATAA observations are written to interim work files immediately after the exit invocation.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Task Accounting File. To prevent a
record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Task Accounting File except derived data elements. Also available are some temporary elements that
are used to construct MQATAA file elements.
Invoke the %TAADERV macro within the exit, if you require access to the MQATAA file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSMFA

Message Flow Accounting File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build records in the Message Flow Accounting File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Message Flow Accounting File. At
the invocation point, the SMF type 117 subtype 1 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
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No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Message Flow Accounting File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Message Flow Accounting File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQBMFA file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such as
ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %MFADERV macro within the exit, if you require access to the MQBMFA file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSMFN

Message Flow Node File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build records in the Message Flow Node File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Message Flow Node File. At the
invocation point, the SMF type 117 subtype 1 or subtype 2 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Message Flow Node File. To prevent
a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Message Flow Node File with the exception of derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary
elements, used to construct MQBMFN file elements are available. Data elements read from the SMF record header, such
as ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %MFNDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQBMFN file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRD_CH

DAYS Channel Activity File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build records in the DAYS Channel Activity (MQA_CH) File. Any
record subsetting affects not only the DAYS timespan, but all higher timespans too.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before  the output of records to the DAYS Channel Activity File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
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This exit is used to add or change data elements or to delete observations from the DAYS Channel Activity File.
To exclude an observation, set SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DAYS Channel Activity File.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRDQAA

DAYS Queue Activity File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build records in the DAYS Queue Activity (MQAQAA) File.
Any record subsetting affects not only the DAYS timespan, but also all higher timespans.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of records to the DAYS Queue Activity File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements or to delete observations from the DAYS Queue Activity File. To exclude
an observation, set SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DAYS Queue Activity File.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRDTAA

DAYS Task Accounting File Exit

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build records in the DAYS Task Accounting (MQATAA) File.
Any record subsetting affects not only the DAYS timespan but also all higher timespans.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of records to the DAYS Task Accounting File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements or to delete observations from the DAYS Task Accounting File. To
exclude an observation, set SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DAYS Task Accounting File.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRXfff

DETAIL Only File Exits
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DESCRIPTION
USRXfff exit is available for the Queue Activity (MQAQAA) File, the Task Accounting (MQATAA) File, and the Channel
Activity (MQA_CH) File.

• The USRX_CH exit is invoked during the final output of the Channel Activity (MQA_CH) File.
• The USRXTAA exit is invoked during the initial output of the Task Accounting (MQATAA) File.
• The USRXQAA exit is also invoked during the initial output of the Queue Activity (MQAQAA) File.

User code in the USRX_CH, USRXTAA, and USRXQAA exits only modifies observations that are output to the DETAIL
timespans for the MQA_CH, MQATAA, and MQAQAA files. These modifications are not propagated to the DAYS and
higher timespans.
For example, using the USRXQAA exit to restrict output of queue level records, where the queue name begins with
"customer," to the DETAIL MQAQAA01 Queue Activity File has no impact on the observations summarized in the DAYS
and higher timespan MQAQAA files.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control in the SAS data step that creates the DETAIL timespan MQAfff00 file in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYMQSFM2).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
The USRXfff exits allow subsetting and data element modification that is restricted to the DETAIL timespan MQA_CH,
MQATAA, and MQAQAA files. Due to data volume requirements, these files are not active by default in the DETAIL
timespan. Observations can be excluded by setting SKIP_REC=1. If you choose to create a DETAIL timespan file for the
MQATAA and MQAQAA files on tape rather than on DASD, use the USRTfff exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Queue Activity File and the Task Accounting File.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

SPECIAL NOTES
To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#MQSEXIT).

SAMPLE USER EXIT - USRXQAA

The following sample exit lists individual, DETAIL-level queue segments for all queues associated with the XYZ
application.

 /*                                                  */

 /* Limit output of Detail Queue Activity to queues  */

 /* associated with application XYZ.                 */

 /*                                                  */

 /* Note:  For this site, all queue names associated */

 /*        with the XYZ application begin with the   */

 /*        characters 'XYZ'                          */

 /*                                                  */

 IF QAABASNM NE: 'XYZ' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

SAMPLE USER EXIT - USRXTAA

This sample exit lists individual, DETAIL-level records for each CICS transaction that interfaces with WebSphere MQ.

 /*                                                 */

 /* Limit output of Detail Task Accounting records  */
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 /* to those associated with CICS transactions.     */

 /*                                                 */

 /* Note: Connection type=1 is CICS,                */

 /*       connection type=2 is Batch/TSO,           */

 /*       etc.                                      */

 /*                                                 */

 IF MQSATYP NE 1 THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

SAMPLE USER EXIT - USRX_CH

This sample exit lists individual, DETAIL-level records for each CICS transaction that interfaces with WebSphere MQ.

 /*                                                 */

 /* Limit output of Detail Channel Activity records */

 /* to those associated with a specific channel.    */

 /*                                                 */

 /* Note: Channel Name = MQ_CH1.                    */

 /* */

 IF TAACHNL NE : 'MQ_CH1';

 

USRTfff

DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records before their output to DETAIL tape data sets. For information
about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files, see Parameters.

INVOCATION
The USRTfff exit is invoked before output to DETAIL tape files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data elements that
are written to DETAIL tape files.
Note: The USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file (fff). It has no impact on the
normal unit database content for the same file (fff).

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

ACTIVATION
The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention that is described in Indirect Exit Points. See this section
for details about indirect exit coding.
All of the USRTfff indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($cccEXIT). $cccEXIT contains the following
statement for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape:

 %LET USRTfff = ;

 

To activate the exit, provide a member name to the right of the equal sign:

 %LET USRTfff = exitname ;
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If you code an exitname, create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name. Provide valid
SAS code in the member. This code is invoked before the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.

Example:

 sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($MQSEXIT):

   %LET USRTQAA = QAATEXIT ;

 prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(QAATEXIT):

   IF MQMSSI NE 'QMN1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

In this example, QAATEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the MQAQAA file. Member QAATEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
MQAQAA file.

The exit was coded to limit the records, that are written to the DETAIL tape file, only to the records from a particular queue
manager, QMN1.

Note: The exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Ensure that you activate DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed MQSPGEN before you activate and code
USRTfff exits. Additionally, some temporary elements, used to construct MQBMFN file elements are available. Data
elements read from the SMF record header, such as ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %MFNDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQBMFN file derived data elements However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSSMD

Shared Message Data set File Exit                                 

DESCRIPTION
This exit allows access to the data elements that are used to build the records in the Shared Message Data Set File.

INVOCATION
Exit gains control immediately before the output of records to interim work file for the Shared Message Data Set File. At
the invocation point, the SMF type 115 subtype 1 record is still in the input buffer.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Shared Message Data Set File. To
prevent a record from being output to the work file, set data element SKIP_REC=1 in the exit.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the Shared Message Data Set File except derived data elements. Additionally, some temporary elements,
used to construct MQSSMD file elements, are available. Data elements that are read from the SMF record header, such
as ORGSYSID and ENDTS, are also available.
Invoke the %SMDDERV macro within the exit if you require access to the MQSSMD file derived data elements. However,
this adds extra processing overhead and we do not recommend the practice unless necessary.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits.
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MQSeries Incremental Update Considerations
If you are using the TAPEfff option or USRXfff exits to collect detail-level data, and incremental update is active, adjust
your exits or options to accommodate the way that incremental update processes data.

TAPEfff OPTION CONSIDERATIONS WITH INCREMENTAL UPDATE

The TAPEfff option allows the creation of DETAIL timespan tape files for certain high volume files.

Without incremental update, a single DETAIL timespan tape file is created for TAPEfff activated files during the DAILY run.
The general practice is to use GDGs so that the (+0) tape volume contains yesterday data, (-1) contains the data from the
day before and so on.

With incremental update activated, a tape is created with each execution of an incremental update and a final tape during
the DAILY update run. For example, three incremental updates are followed by a final daily update run to create four tapes
- one for each TAPEfff activated file. Each tape contains only the detail data that are encountered during the individual
incremental update or daily run. If you employ GDGs, consider increasing the number of generations to encompass
the desired time range of history. For example, if you previously maintained seven daily generations and you ran four
increments per day, expand the generations count to 28 (7 times 4 updates per day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, due to the
"special study" nature of the data, separation into multiple pieces representing period time slices allows the usage to be
more direct. That is, the data are already subset to the period contained within the update.

If you prefer to have a single tape data set to contain all transactions for the time range, consider creating a standalone
job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job completes.

USRXfff EXIT CONSIDERATIONS WITH INCREMENTAL UPDATE

The USRXfff exits allow client supplied code to force the creation of SAS files containing DETAIL level data. The exits
are provided for specific high volume transaction-based data that are populated at the DAYS and higher timespans in a
summarized form in MICS. Due to the high volume of data involved, these exits can be used to create tape files. Only
space considerations preclude creation of files on DASD with these exits.

Many of the products that provide USRXfff exits implemented standardized approaches to collect DETAIL level data and
removed the need for USRXfff exit coding. Any user code that is employed in USRXfff exits must be examined to ensure
that the data and the approach are still required. Generally, transaction data at this level are needed only for occasional
and isolated time periods, and are employed for specific tuning projects or special studies that are centered on subsystem
or application-related issues.

If you use incremental update and find that the USRXfff exits you coded are required for your operation, see the following
considerations.

• DETAIL TAPE FILES CREATED IN USRXfff EXITS
When you use the exits to write to tape without activated incremental update, a single tape file is created from the
user-written code in each activated USRXfff exit. The general practice is to use generation data groups (GDGs) to
retain history. In this case, it is assumed that MICS units are updated once a day with the data from the previous
day. Without incremental update the generation 0 (+0) tape data set contains data from the previous MICS update
(yesterday), (-1) contains the prior run (two days ago), and so on.
With incremental update, a tape file is again created from the user-written code in each activated USRXfff exit with
each execution of an update. However, rather than running MICS updates once per day, incremental update implies
multiple update runs daily. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run result in a total
of four tapes in one day, one created from each activated USRXfff exit. Each tape contains only the detail data that
are encountered during the individual incremental update or daily run. If you employing GDGs, evaluate increasing
the number of generations to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if you previously maintained
seven daily generations, and you ran four increments per day, expand the generations count to 28 (7 times 4 updates
per day).
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The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, in keeping
with the "special study" nature of the data, separation of the data into multiple pieces representing the narrower period
slices allows usage to be more direct. That is, the data are already subset to the period contained within the update.
If you prefer to have a single tape data set to contain all transactions for the time range, consider creating a standalone
job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job completes.

• DASD FILES CREATED IN USRXfff EXITS
You can deploy either of two basic approaches when using the exits to write to DASD files.
Data can be written to detail data sets of MICS units, or to data sets allocated externally to the MICS units (such as a
user data set that has been added to the Daily JCL stream). In either scenario, the SAS file that is written by the exit is
replaced with new data with each execution of the update step.
If the exit is writing to the MICS Detail data set, and you took the recommended approach with the exit, then no change
to outputs occurs under incremental update.
The recommended approach employs indirect coding to reference the database (uses "&iiit" not "DETAIL" in the
data step), and an active detail status (file status of "Y" at the detail timespan in cccGENIN and cccCGEN has been
executed).
Under these conditions, the file that is created by the exit is treated as other MICS files in incremental update mode. At
the conclusion of the Daily job stream, a single file containing data from all increments will be available in the detail unit
database. If the file status is not active, only data from the last incremental execution are present.
As an alternative to selective exit coding, you can employ a generation data set (GDG) structure for the external DASD
file. In this scenario, GDG entries to cover the incremental updates are defined, and each incremental run writes
to a new GDG entry that contains data for the increment. Each series of incremental runs followed by a DAILY job
execution creates a new series of GDG data sets. This approach allows you to capture all data on an ongoing basis,
however, the use of the unit detail data is more efficient and is the recommended approach.

PER Performance Manager Option
The goal of performance management is to enable the most effective use of the current computing system to meet the
goals of the organization. This consists of setting goals for system performance, arranging hardware and software to
achieve the desired performance, tracking/analyzing actual achieved performance, and repeating the cycle as needed to
adapt to changes in workload, configuration, policy, or newly observed system behavior.

The MICS Performance Manager Option Option gives you a set of tutorials and software tools to facilitate the performance
management process. This component, together with the MICS database, assists you in tracking and analyzing system
performance.

PER Product Installation
Instructions for installing the MICS Performance Manager Option Option were included with your MICS product
distribution tape. In the second step of these instructions you ran the load job to copy all required product modules and
members into your MICS libraries.

How to Enable Neugents Technology in MICS

The MICS Performance Manager Option, Capacity Planner, and StorageMate products include features that use
Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology.

Before you use Neugents, be sure your environment is ready.

Requirements

MICS delivers mainframe-based Neugents technology that requires C/C++ runtime features available in the language
environment delivered with z/OS 1.3 and above. If you plan to use MICS product features that rely on Neugents
technology, then MICS must be installed on a z/OS system at level 1.3 or above.
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Activate the MICS Root Directory

To activate the MICS root directory, review Activating MICS USS and HFS Support and complete the Activation Checklist.

Note: If the MICS root directory has been enabled during the installation of another MICS product, you do not have to do it
again.

Enable Neugents technology

Once you have activated the MICS root directory on USS, you can enable Neugents technology. By following the steps in
this procedure, you will enable Neugents technology by delivering the Neugents technology DLLs to the correct directory
under the MICS root directory.

To enable Neugents technology, complete the following steps:

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following:
 MQRHFSU

 

Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

2. Unload Neugents technology HFS files to the MICS Root Directory.
Submit the following job:
 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MQRHFSU)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, and that the job completes with a condition code
of zero.

Foreground Execution of SAS

Some MICS Performance Manager Option Option inquiries executing in the foreground environment require that SAS be
executed via the SASCP command rather than by using the CALL command. These inquiries create temporary PROC
FORMATs in ddname LIBRARY during their execution. SASCP searches LIBRARY for temporary formats if the format
is not found in ddname SASLIB. SAS's CALL mode, however, builds a directory of existing formats within SASLIB files
during its start-up processing and therefore will never find any temporary formats created afterwards during the inquiry
processing.

The MICS Administrator specifies the SAS foreground interface mode along with other SAS Global parameters through
the MICS Administrator Facility options. For more information, see MAF Parameters.

PER MVS Behavior Tracking and Analysis
The MICS Performance Manager Option Option includes tutorials and reports for tracking MVS by analyzing data about
the System Resource Manager (SRM), Real Storage Manager (RSM), Virtual Storage Manager (VSM), and the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM). This is described briefly in this section and more fully in PER Real Storage Management
Analysis and PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis. Additionally, with the introduction of MVS/ESA SP 5.1 and
Parallel Sysplexes, the Performance Manager incorporates reports for analyzing data about the functioning of Sysplex
configurations (SPA). PER Sysplex Analysis describes these reports in more detail.

The Installation Performance Specifications (IPS) control the SRM, which is a component of the MVS control program.
The SRM controls the distribution of system resources (CPU, I/O, and real storage) by controlling the amount of time each
address space is allowed to execute. SRM's objective is to achieve optimal use of system throughput.

In controlling these resources, the SRM must interface with the other major MVS components, including RSM, VSM, and
ASM.
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RSM maintains the control blocks that translate real and virtual storage addresses, makes the determination of working
set contents when an address space is swapped, and performs the page replacement operations. RSM analysis is
discussed in detail in Section PER Real Storage Management Analysis .

ASM manages the page and swap data sets that comprise the virtual space. The page data sets provide the auxiliary
storage that backs up the storage frames. Section 2.3 describes the operation of ASM, detailing its real storage control
mechanisms and their relation to the other system components. It also discusses the algorithms controlling the allocation
of the auxiliary storage devices and provides direction for tuning an ASM configuration.

MVS/ESA SP 5.1 provides support for the System 390 Parallel Sysplex, which consists of hardware, software, and
optional services. The Parallel Sysplex supports full data sharing among the processors in the sysplex and dynamic
workload balancing across the system. PER Sysplex Analysis describes the operation of a sysplex, including use of the
Coupling Facility, which provides the means for multisystem data sharing by authorized subsystems in a Parallel Sysplex.
It also discusses the analysis features of the MICS MVS Performance Manager that assist in managing and tuning a
sysplex environment.

PER I/O Analysis and Tape Drive Availability
The configuration and utilization of input/output devices is a critical aspect of system performance management.
To support this part of system performance management, the MICS Performance Manager Option Option enables
configuration analysis, including channel/path/device utilization analysis, DASD data set placement contention reporting,
and tape drive availability analysis.

The I/O Analysis software for DASD implements four different algorithms: the Shared DASD Analysis Algorithm, the I/O
Component Analysis Algorithm, the DASD Skew Analysis Algorithm, and the Multiple Volume Mapping Algorithm.

Shared DASD allows multiple systems to be connected to a single volume. This feature is highly desirable for some
applications' volumes because critical applications can be moved to another system in the event of a processor failure.
This feature also allows a single copy of critical data to be shared by multiple systems.

Shared DASD often introduces significant performance problems, however, by allowing workloads on one system to
adversely affect activities on other systems. Because RMF reports on the I/O activities of individual systems rather than
the I/O activity of an installation as a whole, it is necessary to summarize RMF data from multiple systems to evaluate the
performance of a shared device.

The I/O service time is the most significant part of response time for all but the most CPU bound applications. As CPU
internal processing speeds increase, performance problems that result from I/O delays increase.

DASD skew is a condition that existed prior to the introduction of controllers with RPS avoidance, such as EMC and
3990-6 controllers. It stems from the nature of rotational position sensing (RPS) devices and RPS miss probabilities. If you
are not using a controller with RPS avoidance, DASD skew occurs when one or two of the devices on a string are heavily
used and cause performance problems for the remaining devices on the string.

Dual density DASD devices or devices that offer adequate storage capacities offer cost and floor space reductions. The
conversion to this type of device must be well planned. Devices that are to be mapped together to form a dual density
volume should not be experiencing high I/O activity during the same time periods. If such volumes are combined, severe
arm contention (that is, delays) will result.

The Tape Drive Analysis facility allows you to analyze time periods that have significant tape drive availability problems,
and to model the effects of moving existing work to different time periods, as well as the effects of increasing tape usage.
You can investigate both the effects on performance of rescheduling existing jobs and the capacity implications of
increased tape drive usage.

For details about on all these algorithms and the reports that are produced, see PER I/O Configuration Analysis.
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PER Online Facility Tutorial
The online facility provides the means for using the MICS Performance Manager Option Option. This section introduces
the online facility and explains how to use it. Additional online tutorials provide extensive guidance in using the features of
the MICS Performance Manager Option Option.

If you are familiar with MICF (MICS Information Center Facility), you may notice many similarities between it and the MICS
Performance Manager Option Option's online facility. The online facility uses many of the MICF features. Any experience
you have with MICF should benefit you as you begin using the MICS Performance Manager Option Option online facility.

PER Introduction to the Online Facility
The following sections provide an overview of the purpose and major features of the online facility.

Overview of the Online Facility

The online facility provides a convenient way for you to use the MICS Performance Manager Option Option to rapidly
obtain the results you need. With the online facility, you do not need an in-depth knowledge of MICS or SAS to effectively
use the MICS Performance Manager Option Option for building, maintaining, and analyzing performance management
database files. The online facility's automatic validation procedures prevent you from making invalid requests, such as
trying to use data elements that do not exist in the MICS files. Automatic validation also prevents syntax errors during
subsequent analysis of performance management database files.

Following MICF's format, the online facility allows you to create programs called analysis inquiries. You can design these
inquiries to analyze that data and produce tabular and graphics reports.

Online screens are provided for each reporting feature of the MICS Performance Manager Option Option.

A comprehensive, interactive tutorial facility assists you in learning and using the online facility. In addition, you have
online access to all MICS documentation while you are using the online facility.

The following steps briefly describe how the online facility works:

• You define the input, selection criteria, analysis, and report options.
• Transparent to you, the online facility dynamically builds the analysis inquiry program from your specifications.
• The inquiry is executed interactively or in batch, and performs an analysis upon the data in your database files. The

reports and diagnostic output produced during the inquiry execution are displayed at your terminal or routed to a
printer.

Major Features of the Online Facility

The online facility is a menu-based system that operates under IBM's Interactive Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF)
and makes use of many of the features of the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). If you are familiar with ISPF
commands, you will find that the online facility menus behave like ISPF menus. The major features of the online facility
include the following:

• Inquiry composition
• Inquiry modification
• Execution-time specifications
• Output replay

Each of these features, described below, is generally applicable to both file definition inquiries and analysis inquiries.

Inquiry Composition

By completing one or a few online screens, you can create any number of performance management inquiries. These
inquiries allow you to analyze specific areas of MVS (such as real and auxiliary storage and the DASD subsystem), to
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characterize workloads via clustering analysis, and to simulate the effects of initiator restructuring or workload demands
on tape drive availability.

The performance management inquiry screens are designed to be easy to use. You need to specify only those fields
required for the operation of a function. Many fields have default values defined to make operation even easier for you.

One of the features of the performance management screens is that your specifications for various fields are saved by
the system so that you need not reenter them unless you want to change the field value. These fields are preserved not
only as you go from function to function, but they are also preserved from day to day as you execute the performance
management software.

The fields that retain your previous specifications are:

• Timespan
• Cycle(s)
• Database IDs
• Allow runtime overrides
• Report by hour
• Generate report by Zone o Date selection
• Hour selection
• Zone selection
• SYSID selection
• Performance Group selection
• Performance Domain selection
• Performance Period selection
• Program selection o Job selection

Inquiry Modification

Once created, an inquiry can be stored in your private catalog, recalled, copied, deleted, or modified. You make changes
to an inquiry using the same online facility screens that you originally used to create the inquiry. You do not, however,
need to redisplay screens that did not change.

Execution-Time Specifications

You can define analysis inquiries so that key inquiry parameters can be specified at the time the analysis inquiry is
executed. This facility allows you to report against varying data without changing the analysis inquiry.

Output Replay

The online facility allows you to save the output produced when you execute a file definition or analysis inquiry, and replay
it later. The output is saved by inquiry name, date, and time. Your MICS System Administrator can place inquiry outputs
into a shared replay catalog that can be used throughout your installation.

When you replay an inquiry output, you can either view it on your terminal or send it to a hardcopy device. If you are
replaying color graphics output, you do not need to use the type of device that was specified at the time the inquiry was
originally executed. You can specify the color terminal, color printer, or color plotter type to use at the time you request the
replay.

PER Getting Started with the Online Facility
After you read this section, you will be able to start the online facility and know how to use its menus, commands, and help
screens. In addition, you will be able to customize the online facility to better meet your needs.
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The online facility contains extensive online tutorials (help screens) that you can request at any point in an online facility
session. These screens provide detailed information about the operation you are specifying at the time you request help.

When you leave the tutorials, the online facility returns you to the place in your work session from which you requested
help. Ask for help by typing HELP after the Command prompt (or the Option prompt on some screens) at the top of the
screen. Your PF1 key is usually set to do this for you. When you request help in this manner, you are immediately shown
a tutorial that is relevant to the screen on which you are working. To leave a tutorial, type END after the Command (or
Option) prompt at the top of your screen. Your PF3 key is usually set to do this for you.

Operating Conventions of the Online Facility

The MICS Performance Manager Option Option online facility follows the same format and operating conventions as the
MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).

Both the online facility and ISPF are very easy to use. Even if you have very little data processing experience, you will be
able to learn the basics very quickly.

Starting the Online Facility

Start the online facility by selecting it from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) menu. The method of reaching the MICS
Workstation Facility varies from installation to installation.

There are two common ways to start MWF. If neither of these works, ask your MICS System Administrator to tell you how
to start MWF.

Selecting MWF from an ISPF Menu

Your MICS System Administrator may have installed MICS so that you can reach the MICS Workstation Facility by
selecting an option on your installation's ISPF primary option menu or another ISPF menu. If this is the case, when you
start ISPF you will see a menu similar to the one shown in the following figure:

Selecting MWF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu

 -----------------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU  ------------------------\

 |OPTION ===&gt; MWF                                                            |

 |                                                            USERID   - yourid |

 |   0  ISPF PARMS  - Specify terminal and user parameters    TIME     - 10:19  |

 |   1  BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings  TERMINAL - 3278   |

 |   2  EDIT        - Create or change source data            PF KEYS  - 24     |

 |   3  UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions                                 |

 |   4  FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground                  |

 |   5  BATCH       - Submit job for language processing                        |

 |   6  COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST                                |

 |   7  DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing                                    |

 |   8  LM UTILITIES- Perform library management utility functions              |

 |   C  CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release               |

 | MWF  CA MICS     - CA MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)                        |

 |   T  TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF                        |

 |   X  EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults                |

 |                                                                              |

 |Enter END command to terminate ISPF.                                          |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |
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 <vfor>----------------------------------------------------------------------------<vinf>

 

Select the MICS Workstation Facility option by typing MWF after the option prompt, and pressing ENTER. You will see
either the Welcome New MICS User panel or the primary MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) panel. The Welcome New
MICS User panel appears the first time you use the online facility so that a set of user tables can be allocated for you.
After they are initially allocated, you will go directly to the MWF panel in future start-ups.

Welcome New MICS User Panel

 -------------------------  Welcome New CA MICS User  --------------------------\

 |Command ===&gt;                                                               |

 |                                                                              |

 |   Allocation failed for:  youruserid.MICS.USER.TABLES                        |

 |                                                                              |

 |   Press ENTER to automatically allocate this data set and continue.          |

 |   Press END to terminate without allocating the data set.                    |

 |   Note:  Allocation failure is normal for new users.  If you were an         |

 |   existing user, you may want to terminate and investigate the failure.      |

 |                                                                              |

 |   The following parameters are required.  Specify sufficient space for       |

 |   your MICF parameters and inquiries, your documentation bookmarks, etc.     |

 |                                                                              |

 |   Space Type       ===&gt; CYLINDERS (CYLINDERS/TRACKS/BLOCKS)               |

 |   Primary Space    ===&gt; 2                 Secondary Space  ===&gt; 1      |

 |   Directory Blocks ===&gt; 25                Block Size       ===&gt; 6160   |

 |                                                                              |

 |   The following parameters may be optional in your environment.  However,    |

 |   you should specify a Unit/Volume combination that will not be subject      |

 |   to scratching.                                                             |

 |                                                                              |

 |   Unit Name        ===&gt;           (3380,3350,DISK,SYSDA,etc.)             |

 |   Volume Serial    ===&gt; ______    (Site dependent value)                  |

 |                                                                              |

 \-\-<vfor>----------------------------------------------------------------------------<vinf>

 

Your MICS System Administrator may have specified a default unit name or volume serial identification. If so, press
ENTER to allocate the data set for your user tables. Depending on your site's requirements for allocating permanent data
sets for TSO users, the Unit Name and Volume Serial parameters will be either optional or required. If you need to change
the Unit Name or Volume Serial parameters, enter the correct information after the prompts and press ENTER. MWF
allocates the data set for your user tables and displays the primary MWF panel shown in the following figure:

MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) Panel

 ---------------------  CA MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)  --------------------

 Option ===>

  

         1 - Documentation Access (DOC)

             Browse, print, and/or cross reference CA MICS documentation.

         2 - CA MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

             Compose and/or replay CA MICS database inquiries.

         3 - SAS With CA MICS Libraries (MSAS)

             Use interactive SAS with CA MICS libraries and macros.

         4 - Management Support Applications (APPL)
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             Accounting and Chargeback, Capacity Planner,

             Performance Manager and StorageMate.

         5 - CA MICS Administrator Facility (MAF)

             Operational status and tracking, installation, modification,

             maintenance, and authorization.

         T - Tutorial

         X - Exit

 

Select Option 4, Management Support Applications, from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) panel. The Management
Support Applications panel is displayed.

Management Support Applications

 ----------------------  Management Support Applications  ----------------------

 Option ===>

          2 - Accounting and Chargeback

              Modify parameters, execute operational jobs, access Enterprise

              IS Financial reporting, and enter application files data.

          3 - Capacity Planner

              Define and update capacity planning database files and perform

             forecasting analysis.

          4 - Performance Manager

              Analyze performance of MVS systems.

          5 - StorageMate

              Report and analyze storage resources

 

Select Option 4, Performance Manager, from the Management Support Applications panel. The Performance Manager
selection panel is displayed. This panel allows you to define a new inquiry or select an inquiry from the Shared catalog or
your Private catalog. You can optionally modify your MICF options or review reports and graphics generated by previously
executed inquiries.

Performance Manager Selection Panel

 -------------------------  Performance Manager  ---------------------------\

 Option ===>;

         0 - MICF Options 

             Review/modify MICF parameters and default options.

         1 - Performance Reporting

             Compose/execute a new private performance inquiry.

         2 - Performance Analysis Tools

             Explore performance data characteristics and simulate

             initiator structures.

         3 - Performance Manager Catalog

             Modify/execute previously built inquiries saved

             in either Shared or Private Performance catalogs.                 

         4 - Reports and Graphics

             Review printed reports and color graphics output                  

             from previously executed inquires.

          T - Tutorial

          X - Exit 
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Select option 1 to display the Performance Reporting panel. Select Option 2 to display the Performance Analysis Tools
panel. If you would like to view previously saved performance queries, or wish to view the shared performance queries
delivered with the product, select option 3 to display the Performance Manager Catalog panel.

Performance Reporting Panel

 -------------------------- Performance Reporting --------------------------

 Option ===>

  

      Inquiry Name   ===> ADHOC

              Title  ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved

              Author ===> ____________________ 

       Catalog Group Name  ===>; PERFORM

               Title ===> Performance and Resource Consumption

         1 - General Systems Analysis

             Analyze the ILM, RSM, ASM, and VSM.

         2 - Input/Output Configuration (I/O) Analysis

             Analyze DASD or tape I/O configuration usage and performance.

         3 - PR/SM LPAR Analysis         

             Analyze CEC and LPAR utilization, configuration and performance.

         4 - Graphic Analysis 

             Track and manage service level and performance indicators.

         5 - Sysplex Analysis

             Analyze configuration and coupling facility usage/performance. 

 

Performance Analysis Tools Panel

 ----------------- Performance Analysis Tools ------------------------------\

 Option ===> 

       Inquiry Name   ===> ADHOC

               Title  ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved

               Author ===> ____________________

       Catalog Group Name  ===> PERFORM

               Title ===> Performance and Resource Consumption

        1 - Relative Importance Analysis

            Utilizes proprietary Neugents technology to understand

             and quantify the effect of a list of data elements against

             a client specified analysis data element.

         2 - Data Clustering Analysis

             Utilizes proprietary Neugents technology to explore pattern

             similarities, and differences in data classifications.

         3 - Batch Initiator Simulation 

             Simulates changes to batch workload or initiator structure.

 

Performance Manager Catalog Panel

 ---------------------- Performance Manager Catalog ------------------------\

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

  

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM  

  

 Select Mode ===> MODIFY   (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________
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 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete

  

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type 

  -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------

  _  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           yy/mm/dd  13:24 PERCLU|

 *****************************************************************************

 

Starting MWF by Executing a CLIST

If you cannot start MWF from a standard ISPF menu, ask your MICS System Administrator for the name of the MICS
Workstation Facility CLIST. For purposes of this discussion, we will assume that it is sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST(MWF).

First, sign on to TSO. From the TSO READY prompt, type

 EX 'sharedprefix.MICS.CLIST(MWF)'

 

If you are a new MICS user, you will see the Welcome New MICS User panel. Your MICS System Administrator may
have specified a default Unit Name or Volume Serial. If so, press ENTER to allocate the data set for your user tables.
Depending on your site's requirements for allocating permanent data sets for TSO users, the Unit Name and Volume
Serial is either optional or required. If you need to change the Unit Name or Volume Serial, enter the correct information
after the prompts and press ENTER. MWF allocates the data set for your user tables and displays the primary MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF) panel, which is shown in the following figure.

If this is not the first time you have used MICF, you will go directly to the primary MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) panel.

MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) Panel When Invoked from CLIST

 ---------------------  CA MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)  --------------------

 Option ===>

  

         1 - Documentation Access (DOC)

             Browse, print, and/or cross reference CA MICS documentation.

         2 - CA MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

             Compose and/or replay CA MICS database inquiries.

         3 - SAS With CA MICS Libraries (MSAS)

             Use interactive SAS with CA MICS libraries and macros.

         4 - Management Support Applications (APPL)

             Accounting and Chargeback, Capacity Planner,

             Performance Manager and StorageMate.

         5 - CA MICS Administrator Facility (MAF)

             Operational status and tracking, installation, modification,

             maintenance, and authorization.

         T - Tutorial

         X - Exit

 

Select Option 4, Management Support Applications, from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) panel. The Management
Support Applications panel, shown in the following figure, is displayed.

Management Support Applications Panel

 ----------------------  Management Support Applications  ----------------------

  

 Option ===>
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         2 - Accounting and Chargeback

             Modify parameters, execute operational jobs, access Enterprise

             IS Financial reporting, and enter application files data.

         3 - Capacity Planner

             Define and update capacity planning database files and perform

             forecasting analysis.

         4 - Performance Manager

             Analyze performance of MVS systems.

         5 - StorageMate

             Report and analyze storage resources.

  

 

The Performance Manager panel (Figure 1-11) is displayed when you select Option 4, Performance Manager, from the
Management Support Applications panel. This panel allows you to define a new inquiry or select an inquiry from the
Shared catalog or your private catalog. You can optionally modify your MICF options or review reports and Graphics
generated by previously executed inquiries.

Select option 1 to display the Performance Reporting panel. Select Option 2 to display the Performance Analysis Tools
panel. If you would like to view previously saved performance queries or wish to view the shared performance queries
delivered with the product select option 3 to display the Performance Manager Catalog panel.

Performance Manager Selection Panel

 -------------------------  Performance Manager  ---------------------------

 Option ===>

         0 - MICF Options

             Review / modify MICF parameters and default options.

         1 - Performance Reporting 

             Compose / execute a new private performance inquiry.

         2 - Performance Analysis Tools

             Explore performance data characteristics and simulate 

             initiator structures.

         3 - Performance Manager Catalog

             Modify / execute previously built inquiries saved

             in either Shared or Private Performance catalogs.

         4 - Reports and Graphics

             Review printed reports and color graphics output

             from previously executed inquires.

         T - Tutorial

         X - Exit                                                              

 

Performance Reporting Panel

 -------------------------  Performance Reporting --------------------------

 Option ===>

      Inquiry Name   ===> ADHOC_

              Title  ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved

              Author ===> ____________________

 Catalog Group Name  ===> PERFORM 

               Title ===> Performance and Resource Consumption

         1 - MVS Analysis

             Analyze ILM, RSM, ASM, and VSM.                                   

         2 - Input/Output Configuration (I/O) Analysis                         
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             Analyze DASD or tape I/O configuration usage and performance.     

         3 - PR/SM LPAR Analysis                                               

             Analyze CEC and LPAR utilization, configuration and performance.

         4 - Graphic Analysis

             Track and manage service level and performance indicators.

         5 - Sysplex Analysis

             Analyze configuration and coupling facility usage/performance.

 

Performance Analysis Tools Panel

 ------------------ Performance Analysis Tools -----------------------------\

 Option ===>

      Inquiry Name   ===> ADHOC_

              Title  ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved

              Author ===> ____________________

  

 Catalog Group Name  ===> PERFORM

               Title ===> Performance and Resource Consumption

  

         1 - Relative Importance Analysis

             Utilizes proprietary Neugents technology to understand

             and quantify the effect of a list of data elements against

             a client specified analysis data element.

         2 - Data Clustering Analysis

             Utilizes proprietary Neugents technology to explore pattern

             similarities, and differences in data classifications.

         3 - Batch Initiator Simulation

             Simulates changes to batch workload or initiator structure.

 

Performance Manager Catalog Panel

 ---------------------  Performance Manager Catalog  -----------------------\

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM

 Select Mode ===> MODIFY   (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________|

 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete

  

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type 

  -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------

  _  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           yy/mm/dd  13:24 PERCLU

 ******************************************************************************

  

  

 

Customizing the Online Facility

This section provides a general description of how to customize the default parameters governing your online facility
sessions. Parameters that are used by the MICS Performance Manager Option Option online facility are shared with those
used by MICF. Consequently, changes you make to these parameters are reflected when you use MICF, and vice-versa.
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When you use the online facility, you must specify how to allocate data sets, what printer formats to use, what color
graphics devices you are using, and what ISPF profile you want to use with the online facility. Defaults for each of the
parameters in these categories were included with MICF when it was shipped to your installation. Your MICS System
Administrator has further tailored these defaults for your site. In addition, the online facility often gives you the opportunity
to revise parameters temporarily for a particular inquiry.

For these reasons, we recommend that you start using the online facility with the default options unchanged. As you
become more familiar with the online facility, you may wish to reset some of these defaults. To do so, select Option 0,
MICF Options, on the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) menu, or Option 0, MICF Options, on the Performance
Manager menu. The selection menu is shown in the following figure

MICF Options Panel

 ------------------------------  MICF Options  -------------------------------

  Option ===>

  

          0 - ISPF Parameters

              Specify ISPF parameters for the MICF environment.

          1 - User Profile Parameters

              Specify defaults for general MICF parameters.

          2 - Foreground Execution Parameters

              Specify defaults for foreground MICF inquiry execution.

          3 - Batch Execution Parameters

              Specify defaults for batch MICF inquiry execution.

          4 - Printer Format Parameters

              Specify defaults for printed report and printer graphics formats.

          5 - Color Graphics Format Parameters

              Specify defaults for color graphics output.

          6 - Data Set Allocation Parameters

              Specify parameters for MICF data set allocation.

          7 - SAS Libraries for ISPF Applications

              Specify SAS user format and auto-call macro library data set names.

          8 - Additional Data Set Allocations

 

Because each parameter type is fully described in the online tutorials, we will not discuss them in detail here. We will,
however, walk you through one type of parameter change to show you what to expect during this process.

Some parameters that you may want to eventually change are:

• Data Set Allocation Parameters
– Space for the work data set

• User Profile Parameters
– Default job card
– Default execution mode (foreground or batch)
– Whether you will be prompted for foreground or batch execution
– Whether you will be given a chance to edit your JCL before you submit a job

Suppose you want to change the default job card that is used each time you submit a batch job from the online facility.
Select Option 1 on the MICF Options panel and press ENTER.

The MICF Parameter Update panel is shown in the following figure. The top line contains the familiar Command and Scroll
prompts. These are followed by the title "Updating User Profile Parameters," and the prompt, "Subset Display On." This
prompt refers to the display under the title "Parameter Title/Parameter Value."

Updating User Profile Parameters
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 ------------------------  MICF Parameter Update  ----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

  

 Updating User Profile Parameters

 Subset Display On ===> __________________________________________

                        Parameter Title/Parameter Value

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Batch Execution - Display generated jobstream before submitting jobs (YES/NO)?

  ===> YES 

  

 Caps. - Translate ALL screen entry "title/label" fields to uppercase (YES/NO)?

  ===> NO                                                                        

  

 Caps. - Translate ALL screen entry "value" fields to uppercase (YES/NO)?

 ===> YES

 Confirm Delete - Require confirmation to delete an inquiry step (YES/NO)?

 ===> YES

  

 Cycle(s) - Specify the default file cycle(s) for inquiry execution (cc-cc)

 ===> _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The display on the MICF Parameter Update panel is an alphabetical list of all modifiable user profile parameters. Figure
1-16 shows the first five parameters in the list.

The line following each parameter contains a prompt arrow and the current value for the parameter. If you want to change
the value, simply type the value you want over the current value.

There are four job card parameters in the list that you can reach by scrolling through the list.

Note: The information changes under Parameter Title/Parameter Value, but the information above the line does not. If
you know the first letter or letters of the parameter you wish to change, you can reach it more quickly by specifying this
information in the "Subset Display On" field at the top of the panel. For example, if you subset the display on "Job", the
parameters shown in the following figure are displayed. Note that capitalization is important in subsetting. If you enter
"JOB" or "job", no parameter will be found.

Subsetting the Display on Job

 ------------------------  MICF Parameter Update  ----------------------------\

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Updating User Profile Parameters

 Subset Display On ===> Job

  

                        Parameter Title/Parameter Value

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Job Card 1 - Default Job statement #1 for ALL MICF batch processing.

  ===> //jobname  JOB (accounting information), 

  

 Job Card 2 - Default Job statement #2 for ALL MICF batch processing.

 ===> // MSGLEVEL=(1,1),MSGCLASS=A,PRTY=5

  

 Job Card 3 - Default Job statement #3 for ALL MICF batch processing.

 ===> //

  

 Job Card 4 - Default Job statement #4 for ALL MICF batch processing.
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 ===> //

  

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

The information shown for the default job cards varies from installation to installation. Your MICS System Administrator
can provide you with the appropriate defaults for your installation.

The information on these job cards is supplied automatically each time you submit a batch job from MICF or from the
online facility. By default, you will be given the opportunity to edit the generated JCL prior to submitting a batch job, which
also allows you to edit your job card at execution time.

If you want to change one or more parameters on your default job card, enter the new parameters after the arrow prompt
on Job Card 1, Job Card 2, Job Card 3, or Job Card 4. When you END from this panel (usually by pressing your PF3 key),
the information you changed is saved. If you make a mistake and do not want to save your changes, type CANCEL after
the Command prompt.

The other parameter update options work in the same manner.

PER Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries
This section introduces the online facilities that are available for creating, modifying, deleting, and executing performance
management analysis inquiries. Subsequent section provides direction on the parameters necessary to perform each
particular type of analysis.

Creating an Analysis Inquiry

The process of creating an analysis inquiry is straightforward. You tell the online facility that you are about to create an
inquiry. Then you give the inquiry a name and assign it to a catalog group (a discussion on catalog groups follows). Next,
you define the analysis technique you plan to use. At this point, you can choose to cancel, save, or execute the inquiry. If
you decide to execute the inquiry before saving it, you will have an opportunity to cancel, save, or modify the inquiry after
execution.

To create an analysis inquiry, select Option 4, MVS Performance Manager, from the Management Support Applications
panel (Figure 1-4). The Performance Manager panel (Figure 1-5) is displayed. This panel allows you to define a new
inquiry or select an inquiry from the Shared catalog or your Private catalog. You can optionally modify your MICF options
or review reports and graphics generated by previously executed inquiries.

Select option 1 from the Performance Manager panel to display the Performance Reporting panel (Figure 1-18) for
defining new inquiries. If you have not previously saved any analysis inquiries, the Performance Reporting panel is
automatically displayed. Selecting option 3 on the Performance Manager panel displays the Performance Manager
Catalog panel (Figure 1-19) for selecting a previously defined inquiry.

Figure 1-18. Performance Reporting Panel

 -------------------------- Performance Reporting --------------------------

 Option ===>                                                                   

  

      Inquiry Name   ===> ______

              Title  ===> ________________________________________

              Author ===> ____________________

  

 Catalog Group Name  ===> PERFORM

               Title ===> Performance and Resource Consumption

  

         1 - General Systems Analysis

             Analyze ILM, RSM, ASM, and VSM.
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         2 - Input/Output Configuration (I/O) Analysis

             Analyze DASD or tape I/O configuration usage and performance.

         3 - PR/SM LPAR Analysis

             Analyze CEC and LPAR utilization, configuration and performance.

         4 - Graphic Analysis

             Track and manage service level and performance indicators.

         5 - Sysplex Analysis

             Analyze configuration and coupling facility usage/performance.

 

On the Performance Reporting panel, you can specify the Inquiry Name (one to six characters), Title, and Author. The
Catalog Group Name and Title can be specified for an existing catalog or you can change the catalog group to which
an inquiry belongs. If you want to change either the Catalog Group Name or the Title, you can do so here. If you want to
change any information on this menu later, you must make a copy of the inquiry to do so.

An Inquiry Catalog is a group of logically related inquiries that you assign to a specific group name. This allows you to
subdivide your inquiries into distinct groupings for easier reference at a later time.

As shown in Figure 1-18, there are five different types of performance management processes you can use to create an
analysis inquiry.

Choosing Option 1 allows you to analyze the ILM, RSM, ASM, or VSM areas of MVS. ILM Analysis, Real Storage
Management Analysis, Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis, and Virtual Storage Management Analysis detailed this
option and its subsequent panels.

Choosing Option 2 allows you to analyze DASD or tape I/O configuration usage and performance. I/O Configuration
Analysis detailed this option and its subsequent panels.

Choosing Option 3 allows you to analyze PR/SM LPAR performance. PR/SM LPAR Performance Analysis detailed this
option and its subsequent panels.

Choosing Option 4 allows you to use graphic analysis to track and manage a number of key service level and
performance-related indicators. Graphic Analysis detailed this option and the various categories of graphs provided.

Choosing Option 5 allows you to monitor the activity levels, configuration, and performance of cross-system functions
(XCF) and the Coupling Facility (CF). Sysplex Analysis detailed this option and its subsequent panels.

Figure 1-19. Performance Manager Catalog Panel

 ---------------------  Performance Manager Catalog  -----------------------

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM  

 Select Mode ===> MODIFY   (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________

  

 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type 

  -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------

  _  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           90/07/04  13:24 PERCLU

 ******************************************************************************

 

As a user of the online facility, you have a private catalog of analysis inquiries. Each catalog is divided into catalog groups.
These groups contain the actual inquiries. When the Catalog Group field contains no specification, the display portion of
the panel displays the names of the various catalog groups that have been defined.

When you select a catalog group, either by typing S (Select) in the Cmd column or by typing in a catalog group name
after the Catalog group prompt, the display portion of the panel shows the performance management analysis inquiries
contained in that catalog group. To see a list of all inquiries in your catalog, type an asterisk (*) after the Catalog Group
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prompt. To see a list of all inquiries in all catalog groups starting with the same sequence of characters, code the
sequence followed by an asterisk after the Catalog Group prompt. For example,

 Catalog Group ====> S*

 

shows you the inquiries in all catalog groups starting with the letter S.

If the list of inquiries is long, you can scroll through it using the standard ISPF DOWN and UP commands. You can subset
the list of inquiries by entering the beginning character(s) of the names you are interested in after the Name prompt. Only
inquiries with names starting with these characters are shown.

The Select Mode controls the action of the S (Select) line command and the SELECT primary command. The two possible
values are EXECUTE or MODIFY; the setting defaults to the last value specified for this parameter. Specify MODIFY to
modify an existing inquiry. Specify EXECUTE to run the inquiry.

The information about each inquiry is displayed on a single line. The information includes the inquiry name, the title, the
date and time the inquiry was created, and what type of analysis is performed in the inquiry.

You can create a new analysis inquiry by typing an I (Insert) on any line in the Cmd column and pulling up Performance
Reporting panel (Figure 1-18).

Modifying an Existing Analysis Inquiry

You can change an existing analysis inquiry and replace the original from the Performance Management Catalog panel
(shown in Figure 1-20). Specify MODIFY for Select Mode, type an S (Select) in the Cmd column corresponding to the
inquiry you want to modify, and press ENTER. The panels that were originally used to construct the existing inquiry are
displayed. You can modify these panels to conform to your new requirements for the analysis inquiry and reexecute it.
When you save the modified analysis inquiry, it replaces the original inquiry in your catalog.

Repeating an Existing Analysis Inquiry

This section describes how to use an existing analysis inquiry as a model for a new inquiry without changing the original
inquiry. Figure 1-20 shows a typical display of the contents of a private catalog.

Figure 1-20. Typical Private Catalog - Repeat Example

 ---------------------  Performance Manager Catalog  -----------------------

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

  

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM

 Select Mode ===> MODIFY   (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________

  

 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete                     

  

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type  

 -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------

  R  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           yy/mm/dd  13:24 PERCLU

 ******************************************************************************

 

To repeat a copy of one of these definitions in your private catalog, type R (Repeat) in the Cmd column on the line of the
inquiry you wish to repeat and press ENTER. The Inquiry Repeat/Copy panel is shown in Figure 1-21.

Figure 1-21. Inquiry Repeat/Copy Panel

 ------------------------  Inquiry Repeat/Copy  --------------Repeat Inquiry

 Command ===>
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 Catalog:  PRIVATE

      Inquiry Name   ===> ___

              Title  ===> Data Clustering

              Author ===> CA MICS User

  

 Catalog Group Name  ===> PERFORM

               Title ===> Performance Management

  

  

  

 Press ENTER to add the new inquiry to your private catalog.

 or

 Press END to cancel.

 

After the Inquiry Name prompt, enter a new inquiry name for this repeated analysis inquiry. The values for Title, Author,
Catalog Group Name, and Title are copied from the inquiry being repeated. You can change them if you wish. When you
are satisfied with the entries, press ENTER. The Performance Manager Catalog panel is redisplayed to allow you to select
the repeated inquiry for modification, as discussed in Section 1.4.3.2. The status of the original inquiry analysis is not
affected by this procedure.

Deleting an Analysis Inquiry

Figure 1-22 shows a typical display of the contents of a private catalog.

Figure 1-22. Typical Private Catalog - Delete Example

 ---------------------  Performance Manager Catalog  -----------------------

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM   

 Select Mode ===> MODIFY   (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________

  

 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type 

  -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------

  d  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           yy/mm/dd  13:24 PERCLU

 ******************************************************************************

 

To delete one of these inquiries from your private catalog, type D (Delete) in the Cmd column of the analysis inquiry to be
deleted and press ENTER. The Data Base Inquiries Confirm Delete panel is shown in Figure 1-23.

Figure 1-23. Data Base Inquiries Confirm Delete Panel

 ------------------------  Data Base Inquiries  -------------Confirm Delete

 Command ===>

  

                **********************************************                

                *                                            *                

                *              Confirm Delete                *                

                *                                            *                

                *   Press ENTER to DELETE or END to bypass   *                

                *                                            *                

                **********************************************                
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       Inquiry Name:  WKLD1

              Title:  Data Clustering

             Author:  CA MICS User

  

            Catalog:  PRIVATE

 Catalog group name:  PERFORM

              Title:  Performance Management

 

Press ENTER to confirm the delete request or type END to cancel the delete request.

Executing an Analysis Inquiry

To select an analysis inquiry for execution, type S (select) in the Cmd column of the inquiry on the main Performance
Manager Catalog panel shown in Figure 1-24.

Figure 1-24. Selecting an Inquiry for Execution

 ---------------------  Performance Manager Catalog  -----------------------

 Command ==>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

  

  

 Catalog     ===> PRIVATE  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group      ===> PERFORM   

 Select Mode ===> EXECUTE  (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===>________|

  

  

 Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete 

  

 Cmd   Name                   Title                        Date    Time   Type 

  -  --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------|

  S  WKLD1     Data Clustering                           yy/mm/dd  13:24 PERCLU

 ******************************************************************************

 

The MICF Execution panel is shown in Figure 1-25.

Figure 1-25. MICS database Inquiry Execution Panel

 ----------------------- MICF Execution ------------------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Executing CA MICS Inquiry: WKLD1 -Testing fix for PE177130 - Invalid IF

  

 Inquiry Execution Mode     ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND/DMS)

 Override Execution Options ===> N          (Y/N)

 SAS/DMS Options:   Resume  ===> N          (Y/N)  Output Replay ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Press ENTER to execute the inquiry, or press END to cancel execution.

  

 ----------------------  Batch Job Submission Parameters  ---------------------

 Edit Generated Jobstream ===> Y (Y/N)  Hold Inq. Output for Replay ===> N (Y/N|

 Sysout Class  ===> *                               Sysout Form   ===> ____    

 Destination   ===> _________________               Sysout Writer ===> ________

 Sysout Parms. ===> ___________________________________________________________
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 Job Card Information:

   ===> //jobname JOB (accounting information),

   ===> //MSGLEVEL=(1,1),MSGCLASS=A,PRTY=5

  ===> //*

  ===> //*

 

The MICF Execution screen offers you the following execution options:

• Selecting the Execution Mode
• Overriding the Default Execution Options
• Overriding the Default Job Submission Parameters

After you specify the options you desire and press ENTER, you are provided with a fifth option:

• Selecting Execution-Time Data

Each of these options is discussed next.

Selecting the Execution Mode

There are two execution modes: batch and foreground. In batch mode, the online facility creates and submits a batch job
that executes the inquiry. In foreground mode, the online facility executes the inquiry interactively and lets you review the
results immediately. To select an execution mode, type either BATCH (or B) or FOREGROUND (or F) after the Inquiry
Execution Mode prompt.

If you select foreground, the inquiry executes interactively and gives you the ability to browse your output online, print it,
and save it. The disadvantage of foreground execution is that you cannot use your terminal for anything else while an
analysis inquiry is executing.

If you select the batch, a batch job is generated and submitted to execute the inquiry. You have the option to hold outputs
(that is, color graphics, printed reports, MICSLOG, and SAS logs) for later online review (and/or printing). Or you can
let the batch job print reports and logs according to your sysout specifications. In either case, MICF can display color
graphics on the hardcopy graphics device you specify.

Some Performance Manager Option inquiries executing in the foreground environment require that SAS be executed via
the SASCP command rather than by using the CALL command. These inquiries create temporary PROC FORMATs in
ddname LIBRARY during their execution. SASCP searches LIBRARY for temporary formats if the format is not found in
ddname SASLIB. However, SAS's CALL mode builds a directory of existing formats within SASLIB files during its start-up
processing and therefore will never find any temporary formats created afterwards during the inquiry processing.

The MICS Administrator specifies the SAS foreground interface mode along with other SAS Global parameters through
the MICS Administrator Facility options. For more information, see MAF Parameters.

Figure 1-26 shows a comparison of the features available in the batch and foreground execution modes. The ability to
interactively replay your batch execution output is only available if you set "Hold inq. output for Replay" to Y. Otherwise,
your batch output goes directly to the specified sysout class.

Figure 1-26. Comparison of Batch and Foreground Execution

Feature Batch Foreground
Ability to catalog output Yes Yes

Ability to replay color graphics Yes Yes

Ability to print reports Yes Yes

Ability to print color graphics Yes Yes
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Terminal available for use during inquiry
execution

Yes No

Overriding the Default Execution Options

You may not need to override the default execution options very often. But you should familiarize yourself with the
available options by entering Y after the Override Execution Options prompt. The Execution Options panel (Figure 1-27)
lets you specify the color graphics format set, the color graphics device, and the SAS execution parameters for the current
inquiry.

Figure 1-27. Execution Options Panel

 --------------------------  Execution Options  -----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Executing CA MICS Inquiry: WKLD1 - Data Clustering

 Inquiry Execution Mode:  BATCH

  

 Color Graphics Format Set         ===> TERMINAL

 Display Graphics During Execution ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Color Graphics Device     ===> IBM32793  Override Device Parms.    ===> N (Y/N)|

  

 List the SAS Source Code  ===> Y (Y/N)  Abend For Errors     ===> N (Y/N)

 List Expanded Macros      ===> N (Y/N)  Max. No. Error Msgs. ===> ___

 Print Notes in Listing    ===> Y (Y/N)  Minimum Free Memory  ===> ____ (kbytes)

 Overprint Errors          ===> N (Y/N)  Printer Char. Set    ===> 96 (48/60/96)

  

 Page Dimensions:  Columns ===> 80       (64 - 256)

                   Lines   ===> 23       (20 - 500)

 Exec. Limits:  CPU Time   ===> ________ (seconds)

                Lines      ===> ________

                Pages      ===> ________

 SAS Invocation Options    ===> ________________________________________

 

Most of the parameters on this panel are self-explanatory; however, the Execution Options tutorial panels provide
more detail if you should need it. You can reach these panels from the Execution Options panel by typing HELP at the
Command prompt or (usually) by pressing your PF1 key.

There are two sets of execution parameters: one set is for batch job submissions and the other is for inquiries run in the
foreground. These options are originally set by your MICS System Administrator, although you can personalize them by
using Option 0, MICF Options, in the MICF facility. The online facility uses the set of options that corresponds to your
choice of execution mode: batch or foreground.

Overriding the Default Job Submission Parameters

When you instruct the online facility to execute an inquiry as a batch job, it automatically uses your default job control
specifications. These include your job statement and the SYSOUT specifications for the printed report and the SAS log.

You can override the default specifications for the current inquiry execution and modify batch job submission parameters
and job card information from the MICF Execution panel (see Figure 1-25). If you want to edit the generated job stream
and inquiry program before you submit the job, type Y at the Edit Generated Jobstream prompt.

If you specify Y (yes) following the "Hold Inq. Output for Replay" prompt, MICF will save inquiry outputs (i.e., color
graphics, printed reports, MICSLOG, SAS log) in your private batch staging inquiry output catalog. You can use the MICF
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Reports and Graphics option to review inquiry outputs after the batch job completes execution. Specify N (no) for the hold
batch outputs parameter if you want standard batch inquiry execution with hardcopy outputs.

You can replay color graphics and/or browse printed reports, MICSLOG, and SAS log from your batch staging catalog.
You can move inquiry outputs from your batch staging catalog to your private inquiry output catalog. You can also delete
batch staging catalog entries.

Selecting Execution-Time Data

The online facility analysis inquiries allow you to specify at execution time information such as the range of MICS file
cycles or the system identifier (SYSID) to be reported on. When you press ENTER to select an analysis inquiry for
execution, the online facility presents you with the Execution-Time Parameters panel.

Figure 1-28 illustrates an Execution-Time Parameters panel after the Data Base ID and MICS File Cycles have been
entered. The content of this panel changes depending on the type of analysis you are executing, but the format is the
same as that in Figure 1-28. To execute the analysis inquiry, type END after the Command prompt and press ENTER, or
(usually) press your PF3 key.

Figure 1-28. Execution-Time Parameters Panel

 ----------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Press END to execute the inquiry.  Enter CANCEL to cancel inquiry execution.

 Executing CA MICS Inquiry: WKLD1 - Data Clustering 

  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

   Enter one DBID or a list of DBIDs for the data Base(s) you want to process.

 A                                      - ___________________________________

  

   Enter the range of File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.

 01

  

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Specifying Common Extended Options

Supplied with the Reporting Analysis queries and Analysis tools queries are panels that you can use to specify additional
options that are normally defaulted.

Typing a Y at the "Specify extended options" prompt on any of the query definition panels displays an Extended Options
Menu. The common extended options are shown in Figure 1-29.

Note: These are the most common extended options; each query may not have all of these options. Extended options
unique to a particular query are documented in the query's Component Operation.

Figure 1-29. Extended Options Menu

 ------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Generic Performance Manager Query

  

  

 Specify global data selection                        ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify alternate input file                         ===> N (Y/N/R)
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 Save selected input observations                     ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Define alternative report elements                   ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit     ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Override color graphics format parameters            ===> N (Y/N/R)

          Color graphics format set                   ===> PENPLOT

 

You can select any of the options available on this panel by typing a Y (YES) at its prompt. Typing an R (RESET) resets
the option and nullifies any specifications you made for that option.

The following sections provide detailed instructions on how to use the different extended options.

Global Data Selection

If you enter Y after Specify global data selection on the Extended Options Menu, the panel shown in Figure 1-30 appears.

Figure 1-30. Global Data Selection Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  _ - %MACRO SELEOF;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________

 || _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND SELEOF;                                                             

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Several queries provide a user exit that you can use to control data selection from the MICS database. To invoke this exit,
code SAS statements in the SELEOF macro. This macro is bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements, and
field-protected to prevent modification.

The default for the SELEOF macro is null. This macro is invoked when the workload observations are read from the
specified MICS file. You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a job class study,
you might want to exclude production job classes from the analysis. If production jobs are designated by job class P, then
code the following:

 %MACRO SELEOF;

 IF JOBCLASS='P' THEN GO TO T_EOF;

 %MEND SELEOF;

 

Note: You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.
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The IF statement should specify branching to T_EOF rather than acting as a subsetting IF or specifying DELETE. A
subsetting IF or a DELETE statement may cause the program to function incorrectly.

You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in
the SAS manuals.

Alternate Input File

If you enter Y after Specify Alternate Input File on the Extended Options Menu, the panel shown in Figure 1-31 appears.

Figure 1-31. Alternate Input File Panel

 ----------------------  Alternate Input File  ------------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

  

  

 SAS Data set allocation instructions:

    Data set name   ===> ____________________________________________

    Disposition     ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

Several queries have the ability to read data from either MICS files or external SAS files. The Alternate Input File panel
allows you to specify that the input data for the query is a SAS file or in some cases up to five SAS files. The option also
allows you to specify the input SAS data set name. It is possible to specify an archive tape file, but only when the query
does not require multiple input files. Note that the SAS data must already be created.

Save Selected Input Observations

If you enter Y after Save selected input observations on the Extended Options Menu, the panel shown in Figure 1-32
appears.

Figure 1-32. Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 -------------------  Save Selected Input Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

 SAS file name         ===> ________

 SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________

 

Several queries have the ability to save the observations selected by your analysis inquiry to an external SAS file for
further processing by independent SAS programs, or for future processing by the analysis query. The Save Selected Input
Observations panel allows you to specify that the selected observations are to be written to an external SAS file, and the
SAS data set name and the name of the SAS file to which they are to be written. Note that the SAS data set must already
be created.

Define Alternative Report Elements

If you enter Y after Define alternative report elements on the Extended Options Menu, the panel shown in Figure 1-33
appears.

Figure 1-33. Define Alternative Report Elements Panel
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 ------------------  Define Alternative Report Elements  ----------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Inquiry Step:  RSM - RMF Working Set Analysis Report

  

 Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)

   -  --------   ----------------------------------------

   _  ________

   _  ________

   _  ________

   _  ________

   _  ________

  ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

The Define Alternative Report Elements panel allows you to specify the data elements to be included on the report. To
request a list of the elements in the input file, enter a question mark (?) in the Element field.

Data Element Derivation

If you require user-defined data elements, use the Data Element Derivation Macro Definition panel shown in Figure 1-34
to specify their derivation.

Figure 1-34.  Data Element Derivation Macro Definition Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------\

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation 

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND DRVMAC;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Data Clustering provides a user-exit for defining the procedures for computing data elements that are not part of the
MICS database. This exit is invoked by coding SAS statements in the DRVMAC macro. This macro is bracketed by the
%MACRO and %MEND statements, and field protected to prevent modification. The default for the DRVMAC macro is
null.
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You must code each data element derivation SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language,
as described in the SAS manuals.

Override Color Graphics Format Parameters

If you enter Y after Override color graphics format parameters on the Extended Options Menu, the Color Graphics Format
Parameters panel, shown in Figure 1-35 appears.

You can use this panel to override parameter defaults that control color graphics format and appearance. These
default values are specified through the MICF Color Graphics Format Parameters process. (SAS/GRAPH software is a
prerequisite for color graphics.) You can customize these defaults to match your most common reporting requirements. In
this way, you need to override color graphics format defaults only for exceptional reporting requirements.

Figure 1-35. Color Graphics Format Parameters Panel

 --------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ----------------------

 Command ===>                                              Format set: PENPLOT

  

 Inquiry step:  IPS - Multiple Domain Analysis Plots

  

 Title print font        ===> XSWISSBE   Title color             ===> BLUE

 Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)  Background color        ===> ________

 Axis color              ===> BLACK      Area inside axis color  ===> ________

 Text color              ===> BLACK

  

 Domain #1:   Color ===> RED          Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> SOLID

 Domain #2:   Color ===> YELLOW       Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> SOLID

 Domain #3:   Color ===> GREEN        Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> SOLID

 Domain #4:   Color ===> CYAN         Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> SOLID

 Domain #5:   Color ===> PINK         Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> SOLID

 Domain #6:   Color ===> WHITE        Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> DOTTED

 Domain #7:   Color ===> BLUE         Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> DOTTED

 Domain #8:   Color ===> RED          Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> DOTTED

 Domain #9:   Color ===> YELLOW       Sym ===> NONE         Line ===> DOTTED 

  

 Symbol (NONE,PLUS,STAR,TRIANGLE,DIAMOND,HASH,SQUARE,A-Z,0-9,or SAS/GRAPH value)

 Color  (May be any color available on your graphics device.)

 Line   (SOLID,DASHED,DOTTED,1-32)

 

The options for the Color Graphics Format Parameters panel are:

Title print font
The character format (font) for the title lines. Character font names are one to nine characters in length. See the SAS/
GRAPH Reference Guide for a list of valid character fonts.

Title color
The color of the title lines.

Draw border plot:
The specification to frame the graph with an around border (that is, draw a line around the outside of the display).

Background color
The specification to generate the graph on a colored background (that is, draw a line around the outside of the display).

Axis color
The color of the x-axis and y-axis.
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Area inside axis color
The specification to draw the plot lines on a colored background (that is, only the area inside the axis is filled).

Text color
The color of all text words except the titles and labels.

Symbol
The symbol for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Reference Guide for the available symbols.

Color
The color for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Reference Guide for the available colors.

Line
The line type for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Reference Guide for the available line types.

PER Replaying Cataloged Output
The online facility uses the MICF facilities for replaying, printing, and deleting cataloged output.

PER Performance Reporting Analysis
The MICS Performance Manager Option, Performance Reporting Analysis section provides interactive access to reports,
and summarizes the system performance using the latest measurement information. This process is used to extract
selected information from the MICS database and then apply analysis techniques and methodologies in preparing reports,
charts, and graphs that facilitate the performance management process.

MICS Performance Manager Option operates under the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) environment. MICF
provides execution facilities to define, modify, or update performance analysis inquiries in the MICF inquiry catalog.

This section contains the following topics:

• PER ILM Analysis
• PER Real Storage Management Analysis
• PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis
• PER I/O Configuration Analysis
• PER Virtual Storage Management Analysis
• PER PR/SM LPAR Performance Analysis
• PER Graphic Analysis
• PER Sysplex Analysis
• PER WLM Goal Mode Analysis
• PER Product Measured Usage Analysis

PER ILM Analysis
This section introduces IBM License Manager (ILM) as a background for discussing the analysis of MSU (millions of
service units) consumption rate, defined capacity, and soft-capping.

ILM Concepts

z/OS has introduced the concept of (ILM) IBM License Manager. ILM allows PR/SM partitions (LPs) to be configured with
a defined capacity, expressed in MSUs per hour. IBM's Workload Manager (WLM) monitors the actual LP MSU utilization
using a rolling four-hour average. If the MSU four-hour rolling average utilization exceeds the defined capacity, WLM
instructs PR/SM to "soft cap" the LP, effectively restricting processor consumption until the four-hour average drops below
the defined capacity. Thus, with ILM, an LP can effectively deal with short-term spikes in processor utilization far above
the defined capacity, as long as the four-hour rolling average remains below the defined capacity.
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Some software licenses are based on the defined capacity of the machine. Sites using ILM should closely track their peak
four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM capping percentage to correctly size their LP's capacity limits and,
hence, their ability to achieve savings on software license charges by tailoring their license certificates.

Correctly sizing your LPARs capacity limits (and your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by tailoring
your license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values as well as the WLM capping
percentage. The MICS data elements that report these values are, respectively, CPUMXLAC and CPUPCNSW.

If the MSU consumption rate is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR capacity
until WLM begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the
lowest cost).

Capping affects all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting the workload.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near to zero.

ILM Analysis Functional Description

ILM analysis inquiries let you analyze the following items:

• The MSU consumption rates of z/OS workloads
• WLM's soft capping activity
• Defined Group Capacity MSU consumption
• The estimated MSU consumption of non-z/OS workloads

The graph produced when analyzing z/OS workloads plots MSU consumption rate, MSU four-hour rolling average, and
the defined capacity for each PR/SM controlled LP present in the data. When defined group capacity analysis is specified
two additional reports are generated, separately charting the summarized MSU consumption rate and four-hour rolling
average of each capacity group.

The report produced when analyzing z/OS workloads contains the same metrics displayed in the graph with the addition
of a soft-capping percentage for the LP and a threshold indicator. This field will indicate if the soft-capping percentage
exceeded the user-specified soft-capping threshold.

You also have the option to activate threshold alerting. This produces a ServicePlus Service Desk alert when the soft-
capping threshold has been exceeded.

For more information on using the ServicePlus Service Desk alert facility, see MICS Service Desk Interface.

MSU consumption rate analysis of non-z/OS workloads at the DETAIL timespan calculates the MSU consumption rate
and the MSU four-hour rolling average of the non-z/OS workload as if the same workload were running under z/OS. At
higher timespans, the ability to calculate the MSU four-hour rolling average is lost; therefore, these elements are dropped
from the report.

The ILM analysis queries use data from the CPU Activity File (HARCPU). The range of data that can be reported from
a particular MICS database depends on the timespans that were defined for this file and the number of cycles defined
in each timespan. If you are not familiar with the generation options for the database unit containing the MVS HAR
Information Area, contact your MICS administrator for assistance.
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ILM Usage Guidelines

ILM allows PR/SM partitions to be configured with a defined capacity, expressed in MSUs. IBM's Workload Manager
monitors the actual LP MSU utilization using a rolling four-hour average. If the MSU four-hour average consumption
exceeds the defined capacity, WLM instructs PR/SM to "soft cap" the LP, restricting processor consumption until the
four-hour average drops below the defined capacity. Thus, with ILM, an LP can deal with short-term spikes in processor
utilization far above the defined capacity, as long as the four-hour rolling average remains below the defined capacity.

Group Capacity, a new function introduced with z/OS Version 1 Release 8, allows customers to apply the service units
defined capacity limit to not only a single logical partition (LP) but also to a group of LPs running on the same server.

MSU Consumption Rate and Soft Capping Analysis

The MSU Consumption Rate and Soft Capping plot and report analyzes HARCPU data collected from z/OS workloads.
Using detail-level data, this query tracks MSU consumption rate, four-hour rolling averages, and the percentage of time
an LP has been soft-capped. These metrics are plotted along with the total number of SUs available to the partition. When
defined capacity limits are implemented, the SUs available to the partitions reflects the defined capacity limit. The tabular
report lists these metrics along with a soft capping threshold indicator.

The soft capping percentage threshold can be specified on the extended options panel. The query uses a default of 05%,
unless otherwise specified. The threshold indicator is populated with an eye catcher of "<- EXCEEDED 05%" when the
user-specified soft capping percentage is exceeded. The MICSLOG message PER03900I indicates at a glance if any
LPARs exceeded the threshold.

The query also lets you generate a ServicePlus Service Desk alert when the soft capping threshold has been exceeded.
This can be done by activating threshold alerting on the extended option panel. This feature works in conjunction with
the soft capping threshold extended option. The MICSLOG message PER03900I indicates at a glance if any LPARs
exceeded the threshold, and the MICSLOG BAS63099I message indicates if the Service Desk alert was generated and
the request number for reference.

When analyzing the report generated by this query, the following are some guidelines to follow:

• When the defined capacity is exceeded by the MSU four-hour rolling average.
If the MSU four-hour rolling average exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage
reported), you may consider performing a workload analysis on the four hours leading up to this event, to help you
understand the workload associated with the spiking in MSU consumption rate. You may also consider looking at the
performance impact that the soft capping had on your performance groups.

• When the MSU four-hour rolling average and the WLM capping percentage values are always zero while the MSU
consumption rate is non zero.
When this occurs, it signifies that you are processing z/OS data but ILM's soft capping has not been activated. The LP
in question has implemented either a hard cap or an uncapped LP.

• Setting your defined capacity
Ideally, your peak MSU consumption rate must always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without
exceeding it. A general rule to follow when setting your defined capacity is to set it near the MSU consumption rate's
95th percentile.
Remember that capping affects all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and
generally unacceptable performance.
The following are some additional guidelines to follow once you have set the defined capacity:

• If the peak MSU consumption rate is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR
capacity until WLM begins capping the partition. (A capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done
optimally at the lowest cost.)

• If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

• If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time-
shifting the workload.
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Estimating MSU Consumption for non-z/OS Workloads

The Estimated MSU Consumption Rate Report analyzes historical HARCPU data collected from non-z/OS workloads,
calculates the max MSU consumption rate, the average MSU consumption rate, and the MSU four-hour rolling average.
These estimations are accomplished by extracting the processor model and the number of processors from the historical
data, and pulling the associated MSU conversion factor from a provided table.

When analyzing the report generated by this query here are some guidelines to follow:

• Setting your defined capacity
Ideally, your peak MSU consumption rate should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without
exceeding it. A general rule to follow when setting your defined capacity is set it near the MSU consumption rate's 95th
percentile.
Remember capping impacts all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and
generally unacceptable performance. The following are some additional guidelines to follow once you have set the
defined capacity.

• If the peak MSU consumption rate is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR
capacity until WLM begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally
at the lowest cost).

• If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

• If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider time
shifting workloads.

• Estimated MSU Four-Hour Rolling Average values are zero
Due to the nature of a rolling average, you need to process a certain amount of data before you can begin calculating
the rolling average. In the case of the Estimating MSU Consumption Rate report the MSU four-hour rolling average will
be zero until you have processed four hours worth of data.
This becomes important to remember if you decide to report on an individual zone. If the zone consist of five hours, the
report will display zero's for the MSU Four-Hour Rolling Average for the first four hours and only give you values for the
last hour.

• Warning message PER00121W is issued in the MICSLOG
Warning message PER00121W is issued when the historical input data contains combination of processor model
and number of processors not defined in the MSU Conversion Table. If this message is issued update, the MSU
Conversion Table through the extended options panel. To update this table you will be required to have the processor
model, the number of processors, and MSU rate associated to it.

ILM Standard Output

This article describes the characteristics of ILM analysis reports.

Common Report Elements

Each report has several lines of title information that give the name of the report, the installation name, the run date, the
date(s) being reported, and the start and end times of the period covered by the report. The following elements are in the
standard title part of each report:

• Installation Name
On some reports, the installation name that is defined at MICS system installation time. This value is centered in the
first line of the report. For more information about this value, consult your MICS System Administrator.

• Component Name
The name of the performance component, centered in the first or second line of each page.

• Report Name
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The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.
• SYSID or System

The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard control
parameters.

• ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

• RUNDATE
The date the report was run.

Report Options

The MICS Performance Manager Option reports are initially delivered with defaults. These defaults will change based
on the settings of the last execution of the query. For example, the Estimated MSU Consumption report is delivered with
a hard-coded default value of DETAIL for the timespan. If the user changes the timespan so that report will run at the
WEEKS timespan, then the next execution of this report will default to the WEEKS timespan.

The Report supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. These
options are controlled by the control options on the execution panel.

All graphs and reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles will be adjusted appropriately
based on the timespan and summarization level chosen for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period,
this summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

MSU Consumption Rate and Soft Capping Analysis

This query analyzes HARCPU data collected from z/OS workloads. Using detail-level data, this query tracks MSU
consumption rates, four-hour rolling averages, and the percentage of time an LP has been soft-capped. When defined
group capacity analysis is specified, two additional reports are generated, separately charting the summarized MSU
consumption rate and four-hour rolling average of each capacity group. At higher levels of summarization, this query
graphs the maximum MSU consumption rate and the maximum four-hour rolling average for the reporting interval. Also
included are the service units available to z/OS image (CPUSUAVL), expressed in MSUs per hour.

Each report can be selectively produced using the Report Option on the query composition panel. The ability to produce
a MICS Q&R CSV file is also available by selecting the Generate Q&R CSV File option. When selected, a CSV file will be
produced containing all elements used in each report. The default view in Q&R will be MSU Consumption over time.

Report Elements

Report Label File Element
Max MSU Four-Hour Rolling Average HARCPU CPUMXLAC
Max MSU Consumption Rate HARCPU CPUMXMSU
WLM Capping Percentage HARCPU CPUPCNSW
SUs Available To z/OS Image HARCPU CPUSUAVL
Capacity Group Name HARCPU PRSMCGNM
Capacity Group Limit HARCPU PRSMCGLI

MSU Consumption Rate and MSU Four-hour Rolling Avg. Reports

To help you better understand the standard output produced by this query, definitions and calculations involved in
producing the reported variables follow:

• CEC Capacity In MSUs
The number of service units (expressed in MSUs) available to the partition, that is the LP CPU capacity.
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If an LP has no defined capacity limit, CPUSUAVL is based on the number of logical processors defined for the
partition if the LP is uncapped; or, on the LP's weight, if it is capped via the Hardware Management Console.
If an LP has a defined capacity, CPUSUAVL contains this defined capacity limit, and is equivalent to the LPCDEFLM
data element of the HARLPC (PR/SM LP Config/Activity) file.

• Max MSU Consumption Rate
Contains the total number of MSUs consumed by the partition, during the measurement interval.
                         CPUTODTM * CPUSUSEC * 3600

              CPUTOMSU = --------------------------

                             DURATION * 1000000

 

– CPUTODTM
The total dispatch time of all processors assigned to the partition.

– CPUSUSEC
The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SUs.

– DURATION
The length of the RMF recording interval.

• Max MSU Four-hour Rolling Average
Contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in MSUs)
by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.

• WLMCAPPING Percentage
Contains the percentage of the time when the partition has been capped by WLM because the LP used more service
units than its defined capacity limit, based on a MSU four-hour rolling average consumption.

• CAPACITYGROUP Limit
The maximum number of processor licensing units for the group of logical partitions identified by having the same
group name, of which this partition is a member. The capacity group limit is expressed in MSUs.

Figure 2-1. Sample MSU Consumption Rate and Soft Capping Report

                                  CA MICS MSU CONSUMPTION RATE AND MSU FOUR-HOUR ROLLING AVG. REPORT, 10JANyy

  

 ------------------------------- Sysplex Name=EXEX System Identifier=ETET Logical Partition Name=G4EX

 -----------------------------

  

                                             Plot of CPUMXMSU*ENDTS.  Symbol used is '+'.

                                             Plot of CPUMXLAC*ENDTS.  Symbol used is '*'.

                                             Plot of CPUSUAVL*ENDTS.  Symbol used is '-'.

  

       --+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+---------

+-----------+-----------+---

   140 +                                                                                                     

                     +

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

       |                                                               +                                     

                     |

       |                                                                   +                                 

                     |

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

   120 +                                                     +      +                                        

                     +
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       |                                      +          +      +                                            

                     |

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

       |                                   +      +                                                          

                     |

       |                               +                                                                     

                     |

       |                           +                                                                         

                     |

   100 +                                                                                     +      +        

                     +

       |                                             +                                           +           

                     |

       |                                                                          +                          

                     |

       |      -  -   -   -  -   -  -   -   -  -   -  -   -   -  -   -  -   -   +  -   +  +   *   -  -   -  - 

  -   -  -           |

 M     |                        +                                          *                     *  *        

                     |

 S     |                                                               *                                *    

                     |

 U  80 +                                                                                                   * 

                     +

 S     |                 +                                          *                                        

  +                  |

       |                                                        *                                            

                     |

       |                                                 *   *                                               

                     |

       |                                          *  *                                                     + 

  *                  |

       |                    +                                                                                

      *              |

    60 +                                      *                                                              

                     +

       |             +                     *                                                            +    

      +  *           |

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

       |                                                                                                     

         +           |

       |                               *                                                                     

                     |

       |         +                                                                                           

                     |

    40 +                           *                                                                         

                     +

       |      +                 *                                                                            

                     |

       |                    *                                                                                

                     |
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       |                 *                                                                                   

                     |

       |             *                                                                                       

                     |

       |         *                                                                                           

                     |

    20 +      *                                                                                              

                     +

       |                                                                                                     

                     |

       --+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

+-----------+-------------

     09:46:40    10:20:00    10:53:20    11:26:40    12:00:00    12:33:20    13:06:40    13:40:00    14:13:20

    14:46:40    15:20

  

                                                               End Time

  

                             CA MICS Performance Manager JKJLC 05FEByy Based on DETAIL LEVEL INFORMATION

 

Figure 2-2. MSU Consumption Rate and Soft Capping Report

                                     MSU CONSUMPTION RATE AND SOFT CAPPING REPORT

  

 ----------------------- Sysplex Name=AEPLEX0A System Identifier=AE91 Logical Partition Name=AE91 Date=mm-dd-

yy ---------------------

  

                                                       Max MSU

                                        Max MSU       Four-Hour          SUs

                                      Consumption      Rolling      Available To    WLM Capping     Soft

 Capping

                                          Rate         Average        MVS Image     Percentage       Threshold

                          End Time     (CPUMXMSU)    (CPUMXMSU)      (CPUSUAVL)     (CPUPCNSW)       Indicator

  

                          10:00:00         35            20              90           0.00 %

                          10:10:00         42            23              90           0.00 %

                          10:20:00         55            27              90           0.00 %

                          10:30:00         75            30              90           0.00 %

                          10:40:00         65            33              90           0.00 %

                          10:50:00         85            36              90           0.00 %

                          11:00:00        104            40              90           0.00 %

                          11:10:00        106            46              90           0.00 %

                          11:20:00        110            55              90           0.00 %

                          11:30:00        115            60              90           0.00 %

                          11:40:00        110            65              90           0.00 %

                          11:50:00         95            68              90           0.00 %

                          12:00:00        115            69              90           0.00 %

                          12:10:00        121            71              90           0.00 %

                          12:20:00        115            73              90           2.33 %

                          12:30:00        120            78              90           3.50 %

                          12:40:00        130            84              90           3.70 %

                          12:50:00        125            88              90           4.66 %

                          13:00:00         91            90              90           7.32 %      <- EXCEEDED

 07%
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                          13:10:00         93            92              90          12.66 %      <- EXCEEDED

 07%

                          13:20:00         91            90              90          15.33 %      <- EXCEEDED

 07%

                          13:30:00         91            91              90          11.23 %      <- EXCEEDED

 07%

                          13:40:00        100            90              90           8.21 %      <- EXCEEDED

 07%

                          13:50:00         95            85              90           6.50 %

                          14:00:00         99            85              90           4.33 %

                          14:10:00         55            82              90           2.17 %

                          14:20:00         65            79              90           0.00 %

                          14:30:00         75            65              90           0.00 %

                          14:40:00         55            63              90           0.00 %

                          14:50:00         51            55              90           0.00 %

  

  

                       CA MICS Performance Manager MSUXX 05FEByy Based on DETAIL LEVEL INFORMATION

 

Figure 2-3. Sample MSU Consumption Rate by Capacity Group Report

                                               MSU Consumption Rate by Capacity Group             21:46

 Friday, August 24, yyyy

                                 Stacked Bars Represents the Capacity Group's MSU Consumption Rate

  

  

  

 -------------- Sysplex Name=APPLEX0A Capacity Group Name=GROUPABC Date(YY-MM-DD)=04-10-06 Capacity Group

 Limit=888 --------------

  

   Max MSU Consumption Rate (CPUMXMSU) Sum

  

   800 +

       |

       |

       |

   700 +

       |

       |

       |

   600 +

       |                                                                                                     

           CCC

      

 |----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CCC-------

       |                                                                                                     

           CCC

   500 +                                                                                                     

           CCC

       |                                          CCC       CCC  CCC  CCC                 CCC  CCC           

      CCC  CCC  CCC
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       |                                CCC       CCC       CCC  CCC  CCC       CCC       CCC  CCC           

      CCC  CCC  CCC

       |                                CCC  CCC  CCC       CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC       CCC  BBB           

      CCC  BBB  CCC

   400 +                                CCC  CCC  CCC       BBB  CCC  BBB  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  CCC  CCC 

      BBB  BBB  CCC

       |                 CCC            CCC  CCC  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  CCC  CCC 

 CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |                 CCC  CCC       CCC  CCC  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC 

 CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |            CCC  BBB  CCC       BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB

   300 +            BBB  BBB  BBB       BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |            BBB  BBB  BBB       BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

   200 +  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  AAA  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  AAA  BBB  BBB

       |  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  AAA  BBB  BBB

       |  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  AAA 

 BBB  AAA  BBB  BBB

   100 +  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  BBB  BBB  AAA  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

  

                                                               Hour of Day

  

  

                                            Symbol SYSID     Symbol SYSID     Symbol SYSID

  

                                               A   TA11         B   TA31         C   TAD1

  

  

                                          Reference Line indicates the Capacity Group Limit.

                       The Y-Axis indicates the Maximum Service Units available to all the images of the

 group.
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                     CA MICS Performance Manager ADHOC ddmmmyy Based on INFORMATION SUMMARIZED BY HOUR WITHIN

 DAY

 

Figure 2-4. Sample MSU Four-Hour Rolling Average by Capacity Group

                                           MSU Four-Hour Rolling Average by Capacity Group          21:46

 Friday, August 24, yyyy

                                Stacked Bars Represent the Capacity Group's Four-Hour Rolling Average

  

  

  

 ---------------------------- Sysplex Name=AEPLEX0A Capacity Group Name=MFGRPABC Date(YY-MM-DD)=04-10-06

 -------------------------

  

   Max MSU 4-Hr Rolling Average (CPUMXLAC) Sum

  

   600 +

       |

      

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |

       |

   500 +

       |

       |

       |

       |

   400 +                                                              CCC  CCC                               

                CCC

       |                                                         CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC       CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC 

           CCC  CCC

       |                                                    CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC 

 CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC

       |                                               CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB 

 CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC

       |                                               CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB

   300 +                                          CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |                                CCC       CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |                           CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |                      CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |            CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

   200 +  CCC  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  CCC  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  CCC  CCC  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  BBB  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB
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       |  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  BBB 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

       |  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB

   100 +  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  BBB  BBB  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

       |  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA 

 AAA  AAA  AAA  AAA

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

  

                                                               Hour of Day

  

  

                                            Symbol SYSID     Symbol SYSID     Symbol SYSID

  

                                               A   CA11         B   CA31         C   XAD1

  

  

                                    Reference Line indicates the Capacity Group Limit.

                     CA MICS Performance Manager MSU01 ddmmmyy Based on INFORMATION SUMMARIZED BY HOUR WITHIN

 DAY

 

Estimated MSU Consumption of non-z/OS Workloads

The Estimated MSU Consumption Rate Report analyzes HARCPU data collected from non-z/OS workloads and
calculates the max MSU consumption rate, average MSU consumption rate, and the MSU four-hour rolling average.

When analyzing HARCPU data at the detail level timespan, this query calculates and reports the estimated maximum
MSU consumption rate, estimated average MSU consumption rate, estimated MSU four-hour rolling average, and the
CEC Capacity In MSUs.

Note: At higher timespans you lose the ability to calculate a MSU four-hour rolling average. Therefore, this element will be
dropped from the report.

Data Elements

Report Elements

Report Label File Element
CEC Capacity In MSUs calculated MODMSU
Estimated Max. Consumption Rate calculated MSUMXPBS
Estimated Avg. Consumption Rate calculated MSUPCBSY
Estimated MSU Four-Hour Rolling Avg. calculated AVGMSU
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Input Elements:

Element Label File Element
CPC Model Identifier HARCPU CPCMODID
Processor Model Family HARCPU CPUMOD
Max Pct Processor Busy HARCPU CPUMXPBS
Max Number of Configured Proc HARCPU CPUNOCPU
Pct Processor Busy HARCPU CPUPCBSY
Total Time Processor Busy HARCPU CPUTOBTM
Processor Version HARCPU CPUVER
PR/SM LPAR Central Complex HARCPU PRSMCEC
Logical Partition Number HARCPU PRSMLPNO
Number of Physical Processors HARCPU PRSMNOPP

Estimated MSU Consumption Rate Report

To help you better understand the graphs and reports produced by this query, definitions and calculations for the graphed
variables follow:

• CEC Capacity In MSUs
The number of service units(expressed in millions of service units per hour, MSUs) available to the partition, i.e. the LP
CPU capacity.

• Estimated Average MSU Consumption Rate
Contains the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in MSU's) by the partition during
the MICS reporting interval.
 MSUPCBSY = (CPUNOCPU/PRSMNOPP)*(CPUPCBSY/100)*MODMSU

 

Where:
– CPUNOCPU

The total dispatch time of all processors assigned to the partition
– PRSMNOPP

The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SU's
– CPUPCBSY

Pct Processor Busy
– MODMSU

The CEC Capacity In MSUs
• Estimated Max. MSU Consumption Rate

Contains the maximum value of the four-hour rolling average number of service units consumed (expressed in MSU's)
by the partition, during the MICS reporting interval.
 MSUMXPBS = (CPUNOCPU/PRSMNOPP)*(CPUMXPBS/100)*MODMSU

 

Where:
– CPUNOCPU

The number of processors present in the configuration (online or offline) at the end of the measurement interval.
This represents only tightly-coupled CPU's and has a value of 1 for a UP, 2 for MP/AP and dyadic, 4 for tetradic.

– PRSMNOPP
The number of physical processors assigned for use by PR/SM.

– CPUMXPBS
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The maximum percent busy for the processors at any time during the reporting interval.
– MODMSU

The CEC Capacity In MSUs

Figure 2-4. Sample Estimated MSU Consumption Report

                                      ESTIMATED MSU CONSUMPTION RATE REPORT                        06:27

 Monday, February 4, yyyy

  

  

 -------------- Sysplex Name=SYSPLEXE System Identifier=SYS2 Logical Partition Name=XAD1 Date=08-02-26

 ----------------------------

  

                                               Estimated      Estimated      Estimated

                                                Average        Maximum      MSU Four-Hour      CEC

                                              Consumption    Consumption      Rolling       Capacity

                                  End Time       Rate           Rate          Average        In MSUs

  

                                   0:15:00         21             22              0             76

                                   0:29:00         20             20              0             76

                                   0:44:00         17             17              0             76

                                   0:59:00         16             16              0             76

                                   1:15:00         24             24              0             76

                                   1:29:00         26             27              0             76

                                   1:45:00         26             27              0             76

                                   1:59:00         30             31              0             76

                                   2:15:00         30             31              0             76

                                   2:29:00         28             28              0             76

                                   2:44:00         28             29              0             76

                                   2:59:00         28             29              0             76

                                   3:15:00         35             35              0             76

                                   3:29:00         25             26              0             76

                                   3:44:00         26             27              0             76

                                   4:00:00         28             29             26             76

                                   4:15:00         18             19             25             76

                                   4:29:00         17             18             25             76

                                   4:45:00         23             23             26             76

                                   4:59:00         26             26             26             76

                                   5:14:00         30             31             27             76

                                   5:29:00         23             23             26             76

                                   5:44:00         18             18             26             76

                                   6:00:00         18             19             25             76

                                   6:15:00         25             26             25             76

                                   6:29:00         26             27             25             76

                                   6:44:00         20             20             24             76

                                   6:59:00         17             18             23             76

                                   7:15:00         17             17             22             76

                                   7:30:00         16             16             22             76

                                   7:44:00         19             20             21             76

                                   7:59:00         17             17             21             76

                                   8:15:00         18             19             21             76

                                   8:30:00         15             16             21             76

                                   8:44:00         14             14             20             76

                                   8:59:00         13             14             19             76
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                             CA MICS Performance Manager JKJKC 04FEB02 Based on DETAIL LEVEL INFORMATION

                                                MSU CONSUMPTION RATE ESTIMATION REPORT             06:27

 Monday, February 4, yyyy

 

ILM Requirements

The following are requirements that you must satisfy in order to execute this report.

Requirements for ILM Analysis of z/OS Workloads

• Processing RMF data from a z/OS platform
• CPU Activity File (HARCPU) activated, with the following elements populated:

– CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs
– CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs
– CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image
– CPUPCNSW - Partition WLM Capping Percentage

• Optional Defined Capacity Group Analysis Elements:
– PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name
– PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit
– CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp
– CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

Only one level is required for the MICS RMF product files (that is, DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), depending on
the timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for the MICS files determines the time frame for which you
can produce ILM Analysis reports.

Requirements for Estimating MSU Consumption of non-z/OS Workloads

In order to execute this report, you must have:

• RMF data version 3.5 and above
• Processing data collected from one of the following machine types:

G3, G4, G5, G5 Turbo, G6, G6 Turbo, Z900 Models
Note: If processing data from a machine type not listed above, you will be required to update the MSU conversion
table through the extended options panel.

• CPU Activity File (HARCPU) activated, with the following elements populated:
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPUMOD - Processor Model Family
– CPUMXPBS - Max Pct Processor Busy
– CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Processors
– CPUPCBSY - Pct Processor Busy
– CPUTOBTM - Total Time Processor Busy
– CPUVER - Processor Version
– PRSMCEC - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex
– PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number
– PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Processors
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Only one level is required for the MICS RMF product files (i.e., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), depending on the
timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for the MICS files determines the time frame for which you
can produce ILM Analysis reports.

PER Real Storage Management Analysis
This section introduces virtual storage concepts as a background for discussing the management of real storage in MVS.
MVS virtual storage composition is described, with the goal of defining those parts of the virtual address space that
require real memory.

Real Storage Management Analysis inquiries let you track the use of real storage by MVS at any supported timespan and
summarization pattern. Reports display system measurements on real storage and swapping. In addition to system level
reporting, you can display resource distribution patterns for such resources as frame utilization, using the private inquiry.

RSM Functional Description

The Real Storage Management Analysis inquiries allow you to track the utilization of real storage, resource (virtual
storage) requirements by workload, and system swapping patterns. Any supported MICS timespan and summarization
pattern can be implemented.

The System Storage Usage Report uses data from the MVS Paging Activity File (SCPPAG). Swap reports use data
from the MICS MVS Swapping Activity File (SCPSWP). Private reporting as shown in the Private Storage Usage Report
examples base the input file requirements on specifications you make during inquiry definition. Private reporting can be
performed on any one of the two RMF workload files shown in the table below. Each file listed is comprised of workload
data representing a defined workload level: Service Class, Service Class Period, and so on. The selection of the input file
during inquiry definition also determines the workload level you wish to analyze.

WLMSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption

WLM_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

The range of data that can be reported from a particular MICS database depends on the timespans that were defined for
these files and the number of cycles defined in each timespan. If you are not familiar with the generation options for the
database unit containing the MVS SCP Information Area, ask your system administrator for help.

RSM Usage Guidelines

With the advent of z9xx hardware and z/OS system support, large memory models in the multi-gigabyte range have
become commonplace. Accordingly, real storage management has mainly been reduced to simple monitoring to avoid
high paging rates. Use of previous methods, such as storage isolation to protect sensitive workloads like CICS regions,
has been superceded by WLM Goal Mode, where the actual monitoring and adjustment functions have been included in
the WLM design. Accordingly, some sections of the MICS Performance Management documentation have been removed.

RSM Standard Output

The RSM storage analysis reports give you the capability to track the allocation of real storage at any supported
timespan and summarization level. This data is compared with the paging and swapping workload to allow analysis of the
relationship between real storage allocation and the operation of the page/swap subsystem.
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Real storage requirements at the RMF workload level (control or report performance group, domain, or performance
period) are reported to help you evaluate the impact of new applications or users, as well as the growth of existing
applications. You can use the selection parameters described in RSM Component Operation to limit reporting to specific
systems, times, and workloads.

Described below are the report formats of the System Storage Usage Report, the Private Storage Usage Report, the
Swap Analysis Reports, and the Working Set Analysis Reports and Plots. Common title and report elements are also
defined.

Common Report Elements

This section describes elements common to all RSM Analysis reports. Options that are unique to a specific report are
documented with that report.

Title Elements

Each report has five lines of title information available. All reports give the name of the report, the name of the component,
and the run date. In addition, the heading on the System Storage Usage and Private Storage Usage Reports details the
data selected, the summary level of the report, and the time periods reported by column:

• For the monthly report, the column title is month/year.
• For the weekly report, the first day of the week is given.
• For the daily report, the day is given as month/day/year.
• For the hourly level, the hour is given as the column title and the day of the month is given in the report title.

The following elements are in the standard title portion of each report:

Installation Name
On some reports, the data center name is defined at MICS system installation time. This value is centered in the first line
of the report. For more information about this value, ask your system administrator.

Component Name
The name of the performance component, centered in the first or second line of each page.

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

SYSID or System
The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard control
parameters.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

RUNDATE
The date the report was run.

Additional Elements

Reporting The first row of some reports shows the date, Interval: or date/time combination of the period being reported. If
the date being reported on is from the WEEKS timespan, the date reflects the starting date of the week, as derived from
the MICS variable STARTTS. In all other cases, the date reflects the ending date, derived from the MICS variable ENDTS.
In monthly reports, only the year and month portions of the date are displayed.

% CHANGE: The last column on some reports, this field is the percent change for each report item (row) between the
base period (first data column) and the last period (last data column). If data for only one period is reported, then dashes
(---) are displayed. If the base period is zero, then N/A is printed to indicate that a percent change could not be calculated.
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Real Storage System Usage Report

The Real Storage System Usage Report tracks the allocation of real storage frames at a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly
level. Figure 2-5 shows an example of a monthly Real Storage System Usage Report and Figure 2-6 shows the hourly
form of the report. In the hourly form, data for one day is displayed by hour using the DAYS timespan of the MVS Paging
Activity File (SCPPAG).

Report Options

The Real Storage System Usage Report supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and
external data selection. These options are controlled by the control options discussed in RSM Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Real Storage Use
• Real Storage Availability
• Fixed Storage Use
• Fixed Storage Availability
• Auxiliary Storage Workload
• Expanded Storage Workloa

Real Storage Use

Real storage use is shown in terms of frames allocated to the MVS nucleus, the private area, the Local System Queue
Area, the Common Storage Area, and the System Queue Area.

• NUCLEUS FRAMES
The size of the nucleus area, including the nucleus load module, nucleus control block (UCBs), and (for pre-MVS/XA
systems) the fixed LPA and BLDL areas. This value comes from PAGFIN in the SCPPAG File.

• PRIVATE FRAMES
The total frames, both pageable and fixed, that are assigned to the private areas of all MVS memories. This is
PAGAVS from the MICS database.

• LSQA FIXED FRAMES
The number of frames assigned to the Local System Queue Area (LSQA) of all MVS memories. Because LSQA is
totally fixed storage, the number of LSQA frames is also the amount of virtual pages used. Therefore, you can use this
value to track LSQA allocation problems. The number of LSQA frames is PAGAVLS from the MICS database.

• CSA FRAMES
The total frames assigned to the Common Storage Area (CSA). This value is PAGAVP from the MICS database.

• LPA FRAMES
The total frames assigned to the Pageable Link Pack Area. This value is PAGAVLP from the MICS database.

• SQA FIXED FRAMES
The total frames assigned to the System Queue Area (SQA). Because SQA is totally fixed storage, the number of SQA
frames is also the amount of virtual pages used. You can use this value to track SQA growth problems. The value is
PAGAVQ from the MICS database.

Real Storage Availability

Real storage availability is shown in terms of the total available frames and the average number of unused frames.

• FRAMES IN REAL STORAGE
The number of frames available to the system other than the nucleus frames (PAGAVTFC). Variations in this number
can mean that memory has been varied offline or become unavailable.

• AVAILABLE FRAME COUNT:
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The average number of unused frames (the length of the ASM free queue). RMF only samples this number at the end
of each measurement interval. It is included on this report as an indication of how real storage is being allocated. You
should use the SCPSRCnn Files for analysis of the available frame queue. This value is PAGAVF

Fixed Storage Use

Real storage problems often arise from a growth in the amount of fixed storage, which effectively lowers the number of
frames available for paging. To aid in tracking, all components of fixed storage are reported by this section of the report,
even though several of the elements are reported in the first section. The pool of dynamic pages is further reduced by
storage isolation. This reduction is not reflected in this report.

• NUCLEUS FRAMES
Because the nucleus is fixed, it is included again in the fixed area of the report.

• PRIVATE FIXED FRAMES:
The total fixed frames assigned to the private areas of all MVS memory frames. This is PAGAVR from the MICS
database.

• CSA FIXED FRAMES
The total fixed frames assigned to the Common Storage Area (CSA). This value is PAGAVC from the MICS database.

• LSQA FIXED FRAMES
Because LSQA is fixed, the number of pages is also reported in the fixed area of the report.

• SQA FIXED FRAMES
Because SQA is fixed, the number of pages is also reported in the fixed area of the report.

• LPA FIXED FRAMES
The number of fixed pages assigned to the Pageable Link Pack Area (PAGAVLF).

• FIXED BELOW 16 MB (XA)
The average number of real storage frames addressed between 0 and 16 MB, and marked non-pageable. This field is
not valid for pre-MVS/XA systems.

Fixed Storage Availability

Fixed storage availability is reported in terms of the total number of fixed frames and the number of frames that are either
free or not fixed.

• TOTAL FIXED FRAMES
The total number of fixed frames over the report interval. This number is not the total of the separate pieces, as the
value for each part of fixed storage is an average. This value is PAGAVX from the SCPPAG File.

• TOTAL PAGEABLE FRAMES
The number of frames that are either free (on the available frame queue) or are not fixed. This number is the base
frame count that ASM has to work with. However, the minimum number of storage fenced pages must also be
subtracted out. This value is PAGAVT from the MICS database. Because of changes to RMF in MVS/SP 1.3 systems
and beyond, the number of pageable frames is no longer recorded, resulting in the value for this field being the same
as the FRAMES IN REAL STORAGE value.

Auxiliary Storage Workload

The workload of the page/swap subsystem is reported so that you can view the relationship between the amount of
pageable storage and page/swap rates at the various report levels.

• DEMAND PAGE RATE
The number of non-VIO, non-swap page-ins plus the non-VIO reclaims. This is the page fault rate (or demand page
rate). This value is PAGPSDPG from the MICS database.

• LPA PAGES PER SECOND
The number of page-ins per second for the Link Pack Area. The LPA is not modified, so there are no page-outs for it.

• CSA PAGES PER SECOND:
The number of page-ins plus page-outs per second for the Common Storage Area.

• MAX DEMAND PAGE RATE
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The maximum observed demand paging rate over the time period (PAGMSDPG).
• BLOCK IN RATE

The rate of page blocks moving in from auxiliary storage (PAGPSBLK).
• PAGES PER BLOCK IN

The average number of pages per block moved. The value is:
 (PAGPBLP+PAGBLK)/PAGBLK

 

• SWAP RATE
The average number of physical swaps over the time period (PAGPSSWP).

• MAX SWAP RATE
The maximum swap rate over the time period (PAGMSSWP).

• PAGES PER SWAP IN
The average number of page frames involved per swap-in operation (PAGAVPSI).

• TOTAL PAGES PER SECOND
The total pages moved per second by the Auxiliary Storage Manager. This includes all physical movement of pages
(swapping, demand, both in and out, and block paging) but no reclaims. This number is essentially the I/O overhead of
the ASM. The value is:
 (PAGPIN+PAGPOUT+PAGSIN+PAGSOT+PAGVIN+ PAGVOT+PAGBLP)/DURATION

 

• PAGES MOVED/SEC
The number of pages moved from one frame of real storage to another. For example, pages moved above or below
the 16 MB line. Movements of pages to expanded or auxiliary storage are not included in this count.

• VIRTUAL:REAL RATIO
The ratio of allocated local page data set slots to the number of private area fixed and pageable frames.

Expanded Storage Workload

If your system is at or above RMF version 3.3.0 and the system being reported has expanded storage, elements unique to
expanded storage are included in this section.

Note: Because of the larger memory models presented by z9xx mainframes and z/OS operating platforms, expanded
storage is no longer needed. However, it is possible to configure central storage as expanded storage at IPL time to
provide for compatability with previous platforms. Therefore, Performance Management will continue to support expanded
storage measurements.

• ONLINE ES FRAMES
The total number of online expanded storage frames: PAGOLE.

• AVAILABLE ES FRAMES
The average number of unused expanded storage frames: PAGAVES.

• AV PAGES TO ES RATE
The per-second rate of pages moved to expanded storage: PAGAVPES. Use in conjunction with the migrated rate to
analyze thrashing of expanded storage.

• AV PAGES MIGRATED RATE
The per-second rate of pages moved (migrated) from expanded storage to auxiliary storage: PAGAVPEA.

• AV ES FRAMES FREED RATE
The rate of expanded storage frames being freed without being migrated: PAGPSFNM.

• AV PRIM WS FR ES RATE
The average rate of primary working set migration from expanded storage to auxiliary storage: PAGPSPWS. A primary
working set is the set of critical pages that must reside in central storage prior to an address space being dispatched.
It consists of tables and queues, fixed pages, as well as the first page of each segment in the address space's working
set.

• AUX STORAGE SWAP RATE
The per-second rate of swaps to auxiliary storage data sets as derived by the following computation:
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 (PAGAXD+PAGLAX+PAGMIG) / DURATION

 

• EXT STORAGE SWAP RATE
The per-second rate of swaps to expanded storage as derived by the following computation:
 (PAGESD+PAGLES) / DURATION

 

• PG RT FROM
The average number of page frames per second EXP STOR: that were moved from expanded storage to real storage
due to demand activity: PAGPSRES.

• VIO PAGE RT TO EXP STOR
The rate per second at which VIO pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from central storage to
expanded storage: PAGPSVME.

• VIO MIGR RT FROM E STOR
The rate per second at which VIO pages were : migrated from expanded storage through central storage to auxiliary
storage: PAGPSVMG.

• VIO PAGE RTFROM E STOR
The rate per second at which VIO pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from expanded storage
to central storage: PAGPSVRE.

• HIP PAGE RT TO EXP STOR
The rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from central
storage to expanded storage: PAGPSHME.

• HIP MIGR RT FROM E STOR
The rate per second at which hiperspace pages : were migrated from expanded storage through central storage to
auxiliary storage: PAGPSHMG.

• HIP PAGE RT FROM E STOR
The rate per second at which hiperspace pages were transferred by the real storage manager (RSM) from expanded
storage to central storage: PAGPSHRE.

• AV CSA IN EXP STOR
The average number of CSA pages in expanded storage: PAGAVCSE.

• AV LPA IN EXP STOR
The average number of LPA pages in expanded storage: PAGAVLPE.

• AV LSQA IN EXP STOR
The average number of LSQA pages in expanded storage: PAGAVLQE.

• AV REG+SWAIN EXP STOR
The average number of Region plus SWA pages in expanded storage: PAGAVRGS.

• AV SQA IN EXP STOR
The average number of SQA pages in expanded storage: PAGAVSQE.

• AV HIP IN EXP STOR
The average number of hiperspace pages in expanded storage: PAGAVHPX.

• AV VIO IN EXP STOR
The average number of VIO pages in expanded storage: PAGAVVPX.

Real Storage System Usage Report Samples

Figure 2-5. Sample Monthly Real Storage System Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

              CA MICS Performance Manager

        MONTHLY REAL STORAGE SYSTEM USAGE REPORT

         SYSTEM = ESA1     RUNDATE =   APR 4, yyyy

 ----------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                        |
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 | MONTHS (YY-MM):            91-02    91-03   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                        |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | REAL STORAGE USE                                       |

 | ----------------                                       |

 |                                                        |

 | NUCLEUS FRAMES              686.00   686.00   ---      |

 | PRIVATE FRAMES             2217.50  2279.37     2.79 % |

 | LSQA FIXED FRAMES           481.06   485.63     0.95 % |

 | CSA FRAMES                  414.05   407.34    -1.62 % |

 | LPA FRAMES                 1056.17  1055.01    -0.10 % |

 | SQA FIXED FRAMES            414.22   406.47    -1.87 % |

 |                                                        |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | REAL STORAGE AVAILABILITY                              |

 | -------------------------                              |

 |                                                        |

 | FRAMES IN REAL STORAGE     5406.00  5406.00    -0.00 % |

 | AVAILABLE FRAME COUNT       956.96   899.84    -5.96 % |

 |                                                        |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | FIXED STORAGE USE                                      |

 | -----------------                                      |

 |                                                        |

 | NUCLEUS FRAMES              686.00   686.00   ---      |

 | PRIVATE FIXED FRAMES        100.29   109.77     9.45 % |

 | CSA FIXED FRAMES             15.60    15.41    -1.22 % |

 | LSQA FIXED FRAMES           481.06   485.63     0.95 % |

 | SQA FIXED FRAMES            414.22   406.47    -1.87 % |

 | LPA FIXED FRAMES             61.68    60.35    -2.15 % |

 | FIXED BELOW 16 MB (XA)      545.50   557.61     2.22 % |

 |                                                        |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | FIXED STORAGE AVAILABILITY                             |

 | --------------------------                             |

 |                                                        |

 | TOTAL FIXED FRAMES         1080.97  1104.54     2.18 % |

 | TOTAL PAGEABLE FRAMES      5406.63  5406.12    -0.00 % |

 |                                                        |

 ----------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-5. Sample Monthly Real Storage System Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                CA MICS Performance Manager

         MONTHLY REAL STORAGE SYSTEM USAGE REPORT

         SYSTEM = ESA1     RUNDATE =   APR 4, yyyy

 ----------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                        |

 | MONTHS (YY-MM):            91-02    91-03   CHANGE %   |
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 |                                                        |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | AUXILIARY STORAGE WORKLOAD                             |

 | --------------------------                             |

 |                                                        |

 | DEMAND PAGE RATE              6.28     5.88    -6.32 % |

 | LPA PAGES PER SECOND          0.42     0.42   ---      |

 | CSA PAGES PER SECOND          0.90     0.90   ---      |

 | MAX DEMAND PAGE RATE         10.46     9.97    -4.69 % |

 | BLOCK IN RATE                 2.06     1.09   -47.09 % |

 | PAGES PER BLOCK IN           13.50    18.40    39.26 % |

 | SWAP RATE                     1.02     0.96    -5.88 % |

 | MAX SWAP RATE                 5.48     5.34    -2.55 % |

 | PAGES PER SWAP IN            61.04    60.82    -0.36 % |

 | TOTAL PAGES PER SECOND       61.00    51.22   -16.03 % |

 | PAGES MOVED/SEC               9.11     9.07    -0.43 % |

 | VIRTUAL:REAL RATIO            2.58     2.44    -5.42 % |

 |--------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                        |

 | EXPANDED STORAGE WORKLOAD                              |

 | -------------------------                              |

 |                                                        |

 | ONLINE ES FRAMES           6144.00  6144.00   ---      |

 | AVAILABLE ES FRAMES        3035.50  3120.71     2.81 % |

 | AV PAGES TO ES RATE           1.90     1.72    -9.47 % |

 | AV PAGES MIGRATED RATE        0.04     0.01   -75.00 % |

 | AV ES FRAMES FREED RATE       0.02     0.01   -50.00 % |

 | AV PRIM WS FR ES RATE         0.06     0.04   -33.33 % |

 | AUX STORAGE SWAP RATE         0.00     0.00   N/A      |

 | EXT STORAGE SWAP RATE         1.02     0.96    -5.88 % |

 | PG RT FROM EXP STOR           1.30     0.73   -43.85 % |

 | VIO PAGE RT TO EXP STOR       0.00            N/A      |

 | VIO MIGR RT FROM E STOR       0.00            N/A      |

 | VIO PAGE RT FROM E STOR       0.00            N/A      |

 | HIP PAGE RT TO EXP STOR       0.55     0.47   -14.55 % |

 | HIP MIGR RT FROM E STOR       0.02     0.02   ---      |

 | HIP PAGE RT FROM E STOR       0.53     0.51    -3.77 % |

 | AV CSA IN EXP STOR           31.50    35.87    13.87 % |

 | AV LPA IN EXP STOR            1.50     1.61     7.33 % |

 | AV LSQA IN EXP STOR          50.00    52.88     5.76 % |

 | AV REG+SWA IN EXP STOR     3083.59  2971.66    -3.62 % |

 | AV SQA IN EXP STOR            4.61     5.30    14.97 % |

 | AV HIP IN EXP STOR            6.57     9.43    45.53 % |

 | AV VIO IN EXP STOR            0.00            N/A      |

 ----------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-6. Sample Hourly Real Storage System Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                           HOURLY REAL STORAGE SYSTEM USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = TA01     RUNDATE =   SEP 8, yyyy
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 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     09-09/06 10-09/06 11-09/06 12-09/06 13-09/06 14-09/06 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | REAL STORAGE USE                                                                           |

 | ----------------                                                                           |

 |                                                                                            |

 | NUCLEUS FRAMES              533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   ---      |

 | PRIVATE FRAMES             4648.00  4663.50  4691.50  4601.75  4008.00  4294.25    -7.61 % |

 | LSQA FIXED FRAMES           743.00   819.00   828.00   800.00   746.25   814.75     9.65 % |

 | CSA FRAMES                  561.00   563.00   522.50   435.00   446.75   447.50   -20.23 % |

 | LPA FRAMES                 1211.00  1237.50  1198.50  1161.50  1197.00  1219.25     0.68 % |

 | SQA FIXED FRAMES            639.25   640.25   641.25   641.75   642.25   641.75     0.39 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | REAL STORAGE AVAILABILITY                                                                  |

 | -------------------------                                                                  |

 |                                                                                            |

 | FRAMES IN REAL STORAGE     7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00   ---      |

 | AVAILABLE FRAME COUNT       653.50   486.00   544.25   754.00  1253.75   887.00    35.73 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | FIXED STORAGE USE                                                                          |

 | -----------------                                                                          |

 |                                                                                            |

 | NUCLEUS FRAMES              533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   533.00   ---      |

 | PRIVATE FIXED FRAMES        810.75   764.50   781.50   750.50   650.50   660.25   -18.56 % |

 | CSA FIXED FRAMES             54.00    54.00    54.00    53.50    53.50    53.75    -0.46 % |

 | LSQA FIXED FRAMES           743.00   819.00   828.00   800.00   746.25   814.75     9.65 % |

 | SQA FIXED FRAMES            639.25   640.25   641.25   641.75   642.25   641.75     0.39 % |

 | LPA FIXED FRAMES             57.00    57.00    57.00    57.00    57.00    57.00   ---      |

 | FIXED BELOW 16 MB (XA)     1254.25  1291.50  1288.25  1209.50  1097.25  1177.75    -6.09 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | FIXED STORAGE AVAILABILITY                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 |                                                                                            |

 | TOTAL FIXED FRAMES         2305.00  2335.25  2362.25  2303.50  2150.75  2228.75    -3.30 % |

 | TOTAL PAGEABLE FRAMES      7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00  7536.00   ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-6. Sample Hourly Real Storage System Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                                  CA MICS Performance Manager

                           HOURLY REAL STORAGE SYSTEM USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = TA01     RUNDATE =   SEP 8, yyyy
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 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     09-09/06 10-09/06 11-09/06 12-09/06 13-09/06 14-09/06 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | AUXILIARY STORAGE WORKLOAD                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 |                                                                                            |

 | DEMAND PAGE RATE              2.00     2.85     2.48     2.22     1.49     1.74   -13.00 % |

 | LPA PAGES PER SECOND          0.00     0.02     0.00     0.01     0.01     0.00   N/A      |

 | CSA PAGES PER SECOND          0.00     0.02     0.03     0.08     0.01     0.00   N/A      |

 | MAX DEMAND PAGE RATE          3.04     3.34     3.01     2.74     2.16     1.96   -35.52 % |

 | BLOCK IN RATE                 0.44     1.25     2.04     0.67     1.26     3.91   778.64 % |

 | PAGES PER BLOCK IN           12.01     9.03     9.98    11.05    10.09     9.17   -23.65 % |

 | SWAP RATE                     0.23     0.29     0.30     0.30     0.28     0.37    60.86 % |

 | MAX SWAP RATE                 0.30     0.33     0.32     0.33     0.34     0.42    40.00 % |

 | PAGES PER SWAP IN            79.83    77.56    73.65    76.20    67.95    70.14   -12.13 % |

 | TOTAL PAGES PER SECOND       44.43    60.59    68.39    56.43    52.75    90.26   103.15 % |

 | PAGES MOVED/SEC               2.62     2.67     3.92     3.78     3.87     4.17    59.16 % |

 | VIRTUAL:REAL RATIO            1.81     1.92     1.93     1.96     2.23     2.13    17.67 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Real Storage Private Usage Report

The Real Storage Private Usage Report tracks the use of real storage frames at the service class or service class
period level. Both service and report classes are available for reporting. The Real Storage Private Usage Report can be
produced at any MICS timespan and can report on any numeric element present in the selected input file. All selected
data is processed by a single report request. Data is always sorted for separate presentation by SYSID and can also be
reported by ZONE and HOUR if you select certain timespans.

Report Options

A separate report is produced for each SYSID you select. The Real Storage Private Usage Report supports standard time
selection options as well SYSID selection and external data selection. These options are discussed in RSM Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The Real Storage Private Usage Report shows the average number of frames occupied by each transaction in each
reporting group during the reported time period. This number does not include SQA, LPA, and CSA frames used (LSQA is
included). The value is taken directly from the data element measuring average total frames in both central and expanded
storage (fffAVAFT) for the selected MICS file. This element name is the standard (default) value for the report. You can
optionally select any single meaningful numeric data element from any supported input file (WLMSEC or WLM_EC) for
display and analysis in this report. Consult the MICS Data Dictionary for a complete list of the elements that you can
select. (Prior to RMF 3.5, fffAVRSF can be used for analyzing storage usage instead of fffAVAFT, which first became
available with RMF 3.5.)

Figure 2-7 shows an example of the Real Storage Private Usage Report at the weekly level. The last column represents
the percentage of change in real storage use from the base time period (taken to be the first period containing data for the
service class). If there is data for only one period, dashes (---) are printed for the percent of change. If the base value is
zero, N/A is printed to indicate the percent changed cannot be calculated.
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Real Storage Private Usage Report Sample

Figure 2-7. Sample Hourly Private Storage Usage Report

                                              CA MICS Performance Manager

                                       HOURLY REAL STORAGE "PRIVATE" USAGE REPORT

                                                     FOR ZONE  = 1

                                       SYSTEM = TSO4     RUNDATE =  JAN 12, yyyy

                                       REPORTING ON SERVICE CLASS ACTIVITY DATA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     08-01/11 09-01/11 10-01/11 11-01/11 12-01/11 13-01/11 14-01/11 15-01/11 16-01/11

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE REAL FRAMES                                                                                       

            |

 | -------------------                                                                                       

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SYSTEM TASKS               315.03   317.08   317.41   314.98   306.80   307.42   308.03   308.59   313.76 

    -0.40 % |

 | TSO EXTERNAL USERS         869.93   883.20   866.90   924.86   930.69   939.50   942.00   941.62   942.00 

     8.28 % |

 | BATCH TESTING              174.72   183.56   166.89   176.15   200.46   170.02   166.87   164.20   182.31 

     4.34 % |

 | STC - HIGH PRIORITY        290.91   199.15   249.74   206.98   203.19   229.18   192.83   203.80   275.67 

    -5.23 % |

 | TSO LOW PRIORITY           188.90   204.64   164.76   171.97   176.87   210.89   298.92   273.80   154.79 

   -18.05 % |

 | DISCRETIONARY              266.79   281.96   227.85   227.05   435.54   268.72   290.06   198.34   476.36 

    78.55 % |

 | SPECIAL PROCESSING         209.89   171.11   160.59   190.89   120.75   128.51   247.86   239.93   233.64 

    11.31 % |

 | TSO INTERNAL USERS        1176.51  1214.02  1202.94  1168.08  1168.13  1197.75  1225.29  1214.07  1071.77 

    -8.90 % |

 | STC - MEDIUM PRIORITY      763.65   785.14   762.20   764.86   790.98   792.17   785.91   772.73   761.18 

    -0.32 % |

 | STC - LOW PRIORITY         181.85   177.40   191.94   197.44   199.76   205.28   208.27   203.94   200.16 

    10.06 % |

 | GROUP 53                    81.52    81.75    81.73    81.69    81.69    81.70    81.70    81.70    81.69 

     0.20 % |

 | BATCH PRODUCTION          1265.93  1070.42  1021.61  1031.10  1038.21  1053.70  1058.86  1067.63  1070.39 

   -15.44 % |

 | JES2                      1116.39   945.41   967.77  1073.90  1134.45  1147.78  1163.18  1156.53  1156.06 

     3.55 % |

 | NETWORK SERVICES          1048.75  1049.05  1002.59   743.68   635.02   635.04   635.06   608.26   484.06 

   -53.84 % |
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 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Real Storage Swap Reason Report

RMF versions at level 3.3 or above provide enhanced swapping statistics. This data is maintained in the MICS SCPSWP
file. The data provides swap counts indicating the cause or reason for the swap and the type or placement of the swap
(real memory, extended storage, or auxiliary storage). Analysis of this information can provide you with insight into the
causes of swapping overhead, which you can then address to improve system performance.

The Real Storage Swap Reason Report lists the number of different types of swaps that occurred by the reason for the
swap. Figure 2-8 shows a sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report.

The following swap reasons are reported:

• TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT
Swaps caused by terminal output buffers being exhausted. See the element PAGTOS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• TERMINAL INPUT WAIT
Swaps caused by a terminal waiting for input. See the element PAGTIS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• LONG WAIT
Swaps caused by a task entering a long wait condition. See the element PAGLWS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE
Swaps caused by a shortage of auxiliary storage. See the element PAGASS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE
Swaps caused by a shortage of real storage. See the element PAGRSS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• DETECTED WAIT
Swaps caused by the SRM detecting that a task is waiting. See the element PAGDWS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• REQUESTED
Swaps caused by a task requesting its pages be moved to real storage. See the element PAGNRS in the MICS Data
Dictionary.

• ENQUEUE EXCHANGE
Swaps done by the SRM to correct an enqueue problem. See the element PAGEES in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• EXCHANGE ON REC.
Swaps caused when the number of ready tasks in a period exceeds the multiprogramming level. See the element
PAGEXS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• UNILATERAL
Swaps made by the SRM because the target multiprogramming level for a period has been exceeded. See the
element PAGULS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• TRANS. TO NON-SWAP
Swaps made because a task requested that it be made non-swappable. See the element PAGTXS in the MICS Data
Dictionary.

• IMPROVE SYST. PAGING RATES
Swaps performed in order to improve the system paging rate. See the element PAGISP in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• IMPROVE CEN. STG USE
Swaps performed in order to improve central . storage usage. See the element PAGISU in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED
Swaps performed in order to make room in central storage to swap in an address space that has : been swapped out
too long. See the element PAGRLS in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• APPC WAIT:
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Swaps performed due to APPC conversation wait conditions. The SRM may choose to swap an address space that is
waiting for APPC services. See the element PAGAPC in the MICS Data Dictionary.

• OMVS INPUT WAIT
Swaps caused by OpenEdition MVS waiting for input.

• OMVS OUTPUT WAIT
Swaps caused by output wait conditions for OpenEdition MVS.

Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 1 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   1

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT                                                                                     

             |

  | --------------------                                                                                     

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES       72.00    44.00    38.00    24.00    44.00     9.00    16.00    22.00    58.00

    -19.44 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS         69.00    44.00    36.00    24.00    42.00     9.00    14.00    17.00    50.00

    -27.53 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS     65.00    44.00    34.00    23.00    40.00     9.00    14.00    17.00    45.00

    -30.76 % |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      7.00     0.00     4.00     1.00     4.00     0.00     1.00     5.00    13.00

     85.71 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      4.00     0.00     2.00     1.00     2.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     5.00

     25.00 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      3.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     5.00     8.00

    166.66 % |
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  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS     72.00    44.00    38.00    24.00    44.00     9.00    15.00    22.00    58.00

    -19.44 % |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT                                                                                      

             |

  | -------------------                                                                                      

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES      542.00   332.00   499.00   665.00   880.00   611.00   445.00   231.00   425.00

    -21.58 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS        520.00   321.00   449.00   602.00   815.00   571.00   414.00   184.00   354.00

    -31.92 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS    432.00   272.00   375.00   452.00   652.00   441.00   303.00   132.00   242.00

    -43.98 % |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     1.00    13.00    40.00    14.00     2.00    46.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     6.00     2.00     0.00     7.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00    24.00     7.00     0.00    24.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     1.00    13.00    10.00     5.00     2.00    15.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS    110.00    60.00   124.00   183.00   219.00   170.00   111.00    99.00   183.00

     66.36 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS     88.00    49.00    74.00   126.00   156.00   130.00    87.00    52.00   112.00

     27.27 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS     22.00    11.00    50.00    57.00    63.00    40.00    24.00    47.00    71.00

    222.72 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS    542.00   331.00   486.00   625.00   866.00   609.00   399.00   231.00   425.00

    -21.58 % |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 2 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   2

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | LONG WAIT                                                                                                

             |

  | ---------                                                                                                

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES       54.00   178.00    48.00    27.00   122.00    81.00   120.00    42.00    38.00

    -29.62 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS         49.00   169.00    38.00    18.00   112.00    77.00   115.00    26.00    26.00

    -46.93 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS     36.00   160.00    27.00    10.00    87.00    63.00    83.00    14.00    15.00

    -58.33 % |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     1.00     2.00     6.00     4.00     0.00    25.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     2.00     0.00     3.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     1.00     0.00     3.00     1.00     0.00    17.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     2.00     2.00     1.00     0.00     5.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS     18.00    17.00    21.00    13.00    32.00    18.00    17.00    28.00    23.00

     27.77 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS     13.00     8.00    11.00     5.00    24.00    14.00    15.00    12.00    11.00

    -15.38 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      5.00     9.00    10.00     8.00     8.00     4.00     2.00    16.00    12.00

    140.00 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS     54.00   177.00    46.00    21.00   118.00    81.00    95.00    42.00    38.00

    -29.62 % |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE                                                                                    

             |

  | ---------------------                                                                                    

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 3 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   3

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE                                                                                    

             |

  | ---------------------                                                                                    

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | DETECTED WAIT                                                                                            

             |

  | -------------                                                                                            

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES      133.00   452.00   559.00   654.00   681.00   177.00   131.00   119.00   124.00

     -6.76 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS        119.00   430.00   517.00   589.00   590.00   158.00    96.00    64.00    80.00

    -32.77 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS     78.00   375.00   433.00   414.00   357.00    93.00    42.00    28.00    17.00

    -78.20 % |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     2.00     8.00     2.00     1.00    19.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     1.00     8.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     1.00     7.00     2.00     0.00    10.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS     55.00    77.00   125.00   232.00   322.00    83.00    71.00    90.00   107.00

     94.54 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS     41.00    55.00    83.00   168.00   231.00    65.00    44.00    36.00    63.00

     53.65 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS     14.00    22.00    42.00    64.00    91.00    18.00    27.00    54.00    44.00

    214.28 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS    133.00   452.00   557.00   646.00   679.00   176.00   112.00   118.00   124.00

     -6.76 % |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

  

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 4 of 9)

 16:51 Monday, March 7, yyyy   4

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | REQUESTED                                                                                                

             |

  | ---------                                                                                                

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE                                                                                         

             |

  | ----------------                                                                                         

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 5 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   5

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.                                                                                         

             |

  | ----------------                                                                                         

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | UNILATERAL                                                                                               

             |

  | ----------                                                                                               

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 6 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   6

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.                                                                                      

             |

  | -------------------                                                                                      

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        4.00     4.00    14.00     8.00    15.00     7.00    14.00     9.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     4.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     4.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE                                                                                    

             |

  | ---------------------                                                                                    

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 7 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   7

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING                                                                                     

             |

  | --------------------                                                                                     

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED                                                                                    

             |

  | ---------------------                                                                                    

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 8 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   8

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | APPC WAIT                                                                                                

             |

  | ---------                                                                                                

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT                                                                                          

             |

  | ---------------                                                                                          

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8. Sample Real Storage Swap Reason Report (Part 9 of 9)

                                                                                                      16:51

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   9

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                         HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-REASON" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT                                                                                         

             |

  | ----------------                                                                                         

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Real Storage Swap Type Report

RMF versions at level 3.3 or above provide enhanced swapping statistics. This data is maintained in the MICS SCPSWP
File. It provides swap counts indicating the cause or reason for the swap and the type or placement of the swap (central
storage, extended storage, or auxiliary storage). Analysis of this information can provide you with insight into the causes
of swapping overhead, which you can then address to improve system performance.

The Real Storage Swap Type Report lists the number of different reasons for the swaps that occurred by the type of the
swap. Figure 2-9 shows a sample Real Storage Swap Type Report.

The following swap types are reported:

• TOTAL SWAPS
The total number of swap operations. See the element SWPTOSWP in the MICS Data Encyclopedia.

• TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS
The total number of logical swap operations. See the element SWPLSWPS in the MICS Data Encyclopedia.

• EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS
The total number of effective logical swaps. See the element SWPLSWPE in the MICS Data Encyclopedia.

• TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS
The total number of swaps directed towards auxiliary storage. See the element SWPAUX in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS
The total number of physical swaps directed towards auxiliary storage. See the element SWPAXD in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• AUX STOR DIR LOG SWAPS
The total number of logical swaps directed towards auxiliary storage. See the element SWPLAX in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX
The total number of swaps migrated from extended storage to auxiliary storage. See the element SWPMIG in the
MICS Data Encyclopedia.

• TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS
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The total number of swaps directed towards extended storage. See the element SWPES in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• EXT STOR DIR LOG SWAPS
The total number of logical swaps directed towards extended storage. See the element SWPLES in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS
The total number of physical swaps directed towards extended storage. See the element SWPESD in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

• EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAP
The total number of effective logical extended storage swaps. See the element SWPNSWP in the MICS Data
Encyclopedia.

Note: Some of the elements listed above appear on your reports only if you have extended storage on your processor and
are using the correct version of RMF.

Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 1 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   1

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL SWAP CANDIDATES                                                                                    

             |

  | ---------------------                                                                                    

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT        72.00    44.00    38.00    24.00    44.00     9.00    16.00    22.00    58.00

    -19.44 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT        542.00   332.00   499.00   665.00   880.00   611.00   445.00   231.00   425.00

    -21.58 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   54.00   178.00    48.00    27.00   122.00    81.00   120.00    42.00    38.00

    -29.62 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT              133.00   452.00   559.00   654.00   681.00   177.00   131.00   119.00   124.00

     -6.76 % |
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  | REQUESTED                    1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          4.00     4.00    14.00     8.00    15.00     7.00    14.00     9.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 2 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   2

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL LOGICAL SWAPS                                                                                      

             |

  | -------------------                                                                                      

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT        69.00    44.00    36.00    24.00    42.00     9.00    14.00    17.00    50.00

    -27.53 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT        520.00   321.00   449.00   602.00   815.00   571.00   414.00   184.00   354.00

    -31.92 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   49.00   169.00    38.00    18.00   112.00    77.00   115.00    26.00    26.00

    -46.93 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT              119.00   430.00   517.00   589.00   590.00   158.00    96.00    64.00    80.00

    -32.77 % |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 3 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   3

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | EFFECTIVE LOGICAL SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT        65.00    44.00    34.00    23.00    40.00     9.00    14.00    17.00    45.00

    -30.76 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT        432.00   272.00   375.00   452.00   652.00   441.00   303.00   132.00   242.00

    -43.98 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   36.00   160.00    27.00    10.00    87.00    63.00    83.00    14.00    15.00

    -58.33 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT               78.00   375.00   433.00   414.00   357.00    93.00    42.00    28.00    17.00

    -78.20 % |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 4 of 11)
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                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   4

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL AUX STORAGE SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT          0.00     1.00    13.00    40.00    14.00     2.00    46.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | LONG WAIT                    0.00     1.00     2.00     6.00     4.00     0.00    25.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT                0.00     0.00     2.00     8.00     2.00     1.00    19.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     4.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 5 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   5

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | AUX STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT          0.00     0.00     0.00     6.00     2.00     0.00     7.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | LONG WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     2.00     0.00     3.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT                0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     1.00     8.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     4.00     1.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 6 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   6

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | AUX STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT          0.00     0.00     0.00    24.00     7.00     0.00    24.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | LONG WAIT                    0.00     1.00     0.00     3.00     1.00     0.00    17.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT                0.00     0.00     1.00     7.00     2.00     0.00    10.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 7 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   7

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |
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  | SWAPS MIGRATED TO AUX.                                                                                   

             |

  | ----------------------                                                                                   

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT          0.00     1.00    13.00    10.00     5.00     2.00    15.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | LONG WAIT                    0.00     0.00     2.00     2.00     1.00     0.00     5.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT                0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 8 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   8

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TOTAL EXT STORAGE SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         7.00     0.00     4.00     1.00     4.00     0.00     1.00     5.00    13.00

     85.71 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT        110.00    60.00   124.00   183.00   219.00   170.00   111.00    99.00   183.00

     66.36 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   18.00    17.00    21.00    13.00    32.00    18.00    17.00    28.00    23.00

     27.77 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT               55.00    77.00   125.00   232.00   322.00    83.00    71.00    90.00   107.00

     94.54 % |

  | REQUESTED                    1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 9 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy   9

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | EXT STOR DIR LOG. SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         4.00     0.00     2.00     1.00     2.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     5.00

     25.00 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT         88.00    49.00    74.00   126.00   156.00   130.00    87.00    52.00   112.00

     27.27 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   13.00     8.00    11.00     5.00    24.00    14.00    15.00    12.00    11.00

    -15.38 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT               41.00    55.00    83.00   168.00   231.00    65.00    44.00    36.00    63.00

     53.65 % |

  | REQUESTED                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 10 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy  10

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | EXT STOR DIR PHYS SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT         3.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     2.00     0.00     1.00     5.00     8.00

    166.66 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT         22.00    11.00    50.00    57.00    63.00    40.00    24.00    47.00    71.00

    222.72 % |

  | LONG WAIT                    5.00     9.00    10.00     8.00     8.00     4.00     2.00    16.00    12.00

    140.00 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |
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  | DETECTED WAIT               14.00    22.00    42.00    64.00    91.00    18.00    27.00    54.00    44.00

    214.28 % |

  | REQUESTED                    1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-9. Sample Real Storage Swap Type Report (Part 11 of 11)

                                                                                                      17:00

 Monday, March 7, yyyy  11

                                                CA MICS Performance Manager

                                          HOURLY REAL STORAGE "SWAP-TYPE" REPORT

                                        SYSTEM = PROD     RUNDATE =   Mar 7, yyyy

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-02/28 09-02/28 10-02/28 11-02/28 12-02/28 13-02/28 14-02/28 15-02/28 16-02/28

 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | EFFECTIVE LOG/EXT SWAPS                                                                                  

             |

  | -----------------------                                                                                  

             |
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  |                                                                                                          

             |

  | TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT        72.00    44.00    38.00    24.00    44.00     9.00    15.00    22.00    58.00

    -19.44 % |

  | TERMINAL INPUT WAIT        542.00   331.00   486.00   625.00   866.00   609.00   399.00   231.00   425.00

    -21.58 % |

  | LONG WAIT                   54.00   177.00    46.00    21.00   118.00    81.00    95.00    42.00    38.00

    -29.62 % |

  | AUX. STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | DETECTED WAIT              133.00   452.00   557.00   646.00   679.00   176.00   112.00   118.00   124.00

     -6.76 % |

  | REQUESTED                    1.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     3.00     1.00     2.00

    100.00 % |

  | ENQUEUE EXCHANGE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | EXCHANGE ON REC.             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | UNILATERAL                   0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | TRANS. TO NON-SWAP.          4.00     4.00    14.00     6.00    15.00     6.00    10.00     8.00     3.00

    -25.00 % |

  | IMPROVE CEN. STG. USE        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | IMPROVE SYST. PAGING         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | ROOM FOR LONG-SWAPPED        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | APPC WAIT                    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS INPUT WAIT              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  | OMVS OUTPUT WAIT             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

    N/A      |

  |                                                                                                          

             |

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

RSM MVS Concepts

The methodology section is an introduction to the concepts underlying Real Storage Management (RSM) and the control
mechanisms available within MVS that affect real storage. Real storage management is the efficient allocation of the
system's real memory to each of the various active programs in the system.
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Virtual Storage Concepts

This section introduces concepts common to virtual memory systems. A virtual storage system (or virtual memory system)
is a system where executing (active) programs reside in auxiliary storage (i.e., on disk) and selected portions of the
program are placed in real storage as needed.

The need for memory management arises from the development of hardware and software architecture to support
multiprocessing and time-sharing systems. The earliest computer systems ran one job at a time in serial order. Thus,
there was no sharing of resources. As computers and peripheral devices became faster, the desire to use these resources
more efficiently led to the introduction of multiprogramming systems. A multiprogramming system allows several jobs to be
in memory concurrently. This allows one job to use CPU resources while another is waiting on I/O and vice versa.

The next level of development occurred as people costs started to approach hardware costs. The desire to increase
programmer productivity led to the introduction of time-sharing systems where many users shared memory for short
periods of time. An interactive time-sharing system gave individual programmers access to computing power through
terminals when they needed it. When a given terminal was not active, the system could occupy itself with other users or
other tasks.

The development of virtual systems stemmed from the creation of these systems. Memory was a very expensive resource
and the memory demands of the time-sharing systems greatly exceeded the capacity of the existing computer systems.
This began the attempts to deal with the issue of real storage management.

The type of address resolution used by the hardware was the major factor determining what type of memory sharing
scheme was used for managing real storage. The three types of addressing used by the various systems and some of
the design implications for sharing memory are briefly discussed in Overview of Expanded Storage section below. The
purpose of describing these early systems is to develop the logical progression of these concepts for the reader not
familiar with virtual systems.

Two critical issues arise from the time-sharing of real memory that are only mentioned in this chapter. They are data
security and system integrity. Early systems largely ignored these subjects. In all time-shared systems, the real storage
management methodology must have data security as a primary goal.

Address Resolution Schemes

The resolution of addresses is a central issue to virtual systems for two reasons. First, memory may not be shared unless
the code and data of one user is protected against unauthorized modification by the other users (be it accidental or
malicious). Second, the address resolution mechanism largely dictates the manner in which users may be moved in and
out of real storage.

If a virtual system is to provide more apparent (virtual) storage than is actually available, the system must be able to
allocate the real memory it has in an efficient manner. One method of moving users in and out of real storage is paging.

This section briefly traces the development of address resolution by the IBM operating systems in order to provide a
conceptual basis for discussing MVS real storage issues.

In general, there are three kinds of address resolution used:

• Absolute addressing
• Relative addressing
• Dynamic addressing

There are three times in the life of a program when addresses may be assigned: when the program is written or compiled
(absolute addressing), when the program is loaded into memory (relative addressing), and when the program is executed
(dynamic addressing). Of these schemes, only dynamic addressing requires hardware to support the resolution of an
address. In this section, we discuss each of these addressing schemes in terms of the problems they impose or solve for
a virtual memory system.
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Absolute Addressing

The early computers did not have any hardware to support memory sharing, such as memory protection features or
dynamic address resolution. These computers had an instruction format something like that shown in Figure 2-19:

Figure 2-19. Computer Instruction Format

             ooooxxxaaaaaaaa

              |   |    |

              |   |    |

              |   |    +--- address field

              |   |

              |   +-------- register specification

              |

              +------------ instruction op-code

 

Where the instruction had an op-code (o) and a general register specification (x), and the remainder of the bits comprised
the address (a). The amount of real memory was limited by the number of bits in the address portion of the instruction
format. Programs were prevented from accessing or altering the data of other programs because real memory was not
shared concurrently. Only one task was present in memory at one time. There was no effective protection for the resident
operating system code.

In terms of memory management, the only virtual memory allocation scheme possible for implementing a time-sharing
system on these machines was swapping. Swapping involves moving an entire program into real storage from auxiliary
storage in order to make it active, or moving an active program out of real storage into auxiliary storage, making it inactive.

Relative Addressing (Address Resolution At Program Load)

Nothing in the instruction format shown in Figure 2-19 precluded address resolution at the time the program was loaded.
However, without memory protection facilities such as the protect keys used by the IBM S/360 series, there was no reason
to develop the program loaders and linkage editors to implement load time address resolution. In the IBM S/360 series,
there are two levels of address constants and the instruction format is designed to make load time address resolution
more efficient. The S/360 instruction formation shown in Figure 2-20 provides two other advantages for program load
address resolution.

Figure 2-20. S/360 RX Instruction Format

           oorxbaaa

           | ||||

           | ||||

           | |||+---- address offsets (12 bits)

           | |||

           | ||+----- Base Register (4 bits)

           | ||

           | |+------ Index register (4 bits)

           | |

           | +------- General Register (4 bits)

           |

           +--------- Instruction op-code (8 bits)

 

The instruction length of an RX instruction is 32 bits (one full word). The address field of the instruction is defined by the
baaa portion, which is 16 bits in length. This address is resolved as a displacement (aaa) from the base register (b), which
contains a 24-bit address. This defines a 24-bit address with only 16 bits in the instruction. Also, because all addresses
are relative to a base register set by the program, the object code is relocatable in its executable format. Thus, less
overhead is involved during the program load, as only address constants must be resolved at this time.
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However, in the S/360, once a program is loaded it may not be moved. The loader resolves address constants with
absolute addresses and the program execution places absolute addresses in the required base registers. From that point
on, the program is fixed in the real memory locations where it was loaded. Thus, for swapping to work, a program would
have to be swapped back into these same storage locations.

IBM developed two multiprogramming systems on the S/360 series. The first, MFT, divided memory into a number of fixed
partitions. The second, MVT, dynamically assigned real memory to jobs as they were started.

Neither of these system designs was flexible enough for a time-sharing environment. In MFT, the fixed partitions made
swapping a possibility but required a preallocation of memory, which severely constrained the batch workload. In MVT,
swapping was not practical because a job had to be swapped back into exactly the same real memory it was first loaded
into, and that memory had to be contiguous.

The first IBM time-sharing system combined ideas from each of these systems. The first Time-Sharing Option (TSO),
released with MVT in the early 1970s, allocated a number of fixed time-sharing partitions, with the remainder of real
storage dedicated to batch.

Figure 2-21 shows a memory allocation for an MVT system. The System Control Program (SCP) occupied the high and
low addresses, with the area in between dynamically assigned to jobs.

In MVT, the memory between the executing programs was available for execution. Eventually, 50 percent of the available
memory is lost to the type of memory fragmentation shown in Figure 2-21. This type of fragmentation is called EXTERNAL
FRAGMENTATION. In MVT and in other similar systems, the real memory lost to external fragmentation was shown to
average around 33 percent. This represented a serious constraint on throughput, as well as requiring a substantial effort
for the installation in trying to minimize the occurrence and impact of this fragmentation.

Figure 2-21. An MVT Real Memory Allocation

 ---------------------------

 |                         |

 |    System Queue Area    |

 |                         |

 |-------------------------|

 |      PROGRAM 2          |

 |-------------------------|

 | //////////////////////  |

 | ////// not used //////  |

 | //////////////////////  |

 |-------------------------|

 |                         |

 |                         |

 |      PROGRAM 1          |

 |                         |

 |                         |

 |-------------------------|

 | ////// not used //////  |

 |-------------------------|

 |                         |

 |      PROGRAM 4          |

 |                         |

 |-------------------------|

 | //////////////////////  |

 | //////////////////////  |

 | ////// not used //////  |

 | //////////////////////  |

 | //////////////////////  |
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 |-------------------------|

 |      PROGRAM 3          |

 |-------------------------|

 |                         |

 |      Nucleus            |

 |                         |

 ---------------------------

 

Dynamic Address Resolution

This discussion of dynamic addressing outlines the benefits of using a dynamic scheme in implementing a virtual
system. Address resolution performed as each instruction is executed solves the problem of code and data relocation.
Two schemes were implemented: segmentation systems and paging systems. A segmentation system divides each
program into a number of parts called segments. Segments of a program may be relocated in real memory. The number
of segments a program could be divided into was small. On the GE635, for example, there were seven segmentation
registers. As this scheme still had the external fragmentation problem illustrated by Figure 2-21, it never gained wide use.

In a paging system, all real memory is divided into equal parts (pages) of a fixed length. Each active program in virtual
storage is "paged in" to real storage in order to gain access to the CPU. A paging system allows the virtual pages making
up a job to be placed anywhere in real memory. In a paging system, there can be no external fragmentation, because
each program in memory occupies an integral number of pages. Each program has some wasted space because
allocation is by pages. This is called internal fragmentation. This problem is minimized for a given system by the selection
of a page size and by the techniques used for dynamic storage allocation within a program. Early work in this area with
IBM virtual systems is described in the IBM Journal of Research and Development.

One of the goals of a virtual system is to relieve application programs of memory management concerns. In non-dynamic
systems such as MVT, a great deal of system design went into making a program use memory more efficiently through the
use of overlay structures and dynamic loading facilities. In a virtual memory system, a program is given a large amount
of virtual memory to use. The operating system then allocates real storage to jobs as required. Figure 2-22 shows a
simplified view of the virtual storage allocation in an MVS/370 (pre-MVS/XA) system running four programs. To each
program, it appears as if the entire virtual storage of 16 megabytes is available to it (less the areas used by the control
program).

Figure 2-22. MVS/370 Virtual Memory Allocation

 -------------

 |           |

 |Common Area|

 |           |

 |-----------|   -------------         -------------

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 | PROGRAM 1 |   | PROGRAM 2 |   ...   | PROGRAM 4 |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |           |   |           |         |           |

 |-----------|   -------------         -------------
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 |           |

 |  Nucleus  |

 |           |

 -------------

 

An implication of the MVS/370 24-bit addressing scheme is that the size of a user application program is constrained
by the limitations of 16 megabytes minus the size of the control program. As user application programs grew larger and
larger, it became evident that an addressing scheme that allowed only 16 megabytes of virtual storage addressability was
inadequate.

To provide the necessary virtual storage constraint relief, allowing users to write applications that are substantially larger
than those possible in MVS/370 systems, MVS/XA (extended addressing) was developed. By expanding the size of the
address to 31 bits, jobs can address up to 2 billion bytes (2 gigabytes) of virtual storage. To maintain compatibility with
MVS/370 and yet provide the expanded addressability, MVS/XA provides regions of virtual storage that are defined below
the 16 megabyte line and "extended" portions of these regions are defined above the 16MB line.

Figure 2-22 shows conceptually how this is done. MVS/XA treats both the portion below the 16MB line and the extended
portion above the 16MB line as one logical area. As with the example in Figure 2-22, each job running in an MVS/XA
system would have its own copy of the Private and Extended Private areas.

Figure 2-23. MVS/XA Virtual Memory Allocation

 2Gb -------------   -------------         -------------

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      | PROGRAM 1 |   | PROGRAM 2 |         | PROGRAM 4 |

      | Extended  |   | Extended  |         | Extended  |

      |  Private  |   |  Private  |   ...   |  Private  |

      |   Area    |   |   Area    |         |   Area    |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |-----------|   -------------         -------------

      | Extended  |

      |  Common   |

      |   Area    |

 16MB -------------

      |           |

      |Common Area|

      |           |

      |-----------|   -------------         -------------

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      | PROGRAM 1 |   | PROGRAM 2 |         | PROGRAM 4 |

      |  Private  |   |  Private  |         |  Private  |

      |   Area    |   |   Area    |         |   Area    |

      |           |   |           |   ...   |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |           |   |           |         |           |

      |-----------|   -------------         -------------

      |Common Area|

  0K  -------------
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You can determine whether the program or modules, use 24 bit or 31 bit addressing via the AMODE attribute which is
specified to the assembler or the linkage editor. The default if the AMODE attribute is not specified is 24 bit addressing.

You can also determine whether the modules are to be loaded into the User Region (below the 16MB line) or the
Extended User Region (above the 16MB line) via the RMODE attribute for the assembler or linkage editor. The default
if the RMODE attribute is not specified is to load the module into the User Region below the 16MB line. This allows
programs written for MVS/370 to run in MVS/XA with generally no modification.

Figure 2-24 shows how real memory might be allocated to the four jobs concurrently executing in Figure 2-22. First, no
real memory is lost to external fragmentation. If another job starts and no real memory is available, either some pages
may be taken from other jobs to make real memory available, or one or more of the active jobs may be removed from
memory (in MVS, swapped out).

Real memory is more efficiently used because idle portions of the program (either code or data) are not kept in real
memory. In Figure 2-24, the page numbering indicates the page number in the program's virtual storage. Thus, in MVS,
where the page size is 4096 bytes, page 1 is the first 4K of the program, page 2 the second 4K, and page n is the nth 4K
section of the program.

We see from Figure 2-24 that only referenced parts of the program need to be resident and that these need not be
contiguous in real memory. In theory, a program could be executing (efficiently) with only one page in memory at a given
time.

Figure 2-24. An MVS Real Memory Allocation

 ---------------------------

 |   PROGRAM 3, Page 9     |

 ---------------------------

             .

             .

             .

             .

 ---------------------------

 |   PROGRAM 2, Page 7     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 1, Page 1     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 4, Page 4     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 3, Page 6     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 2, Page 1     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 1, Page 4     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 1, Page 5     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 3, Page 2     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 2, Page 4     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 1, Page 3     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 4, Page 3     |

 |-------------------------|

 |   PROGRAM 1, Page 9     |

 |-------------------------|
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 |                         |

 |      Nucleus            |

 |                         |

 ---------------------------

 

Paging Concepts

Having settled on paging as the method of providing virtual storage, three issues that have a large impact on the
final design must be considered. These are page size, the method of mapping a virtual to a real address, and the
determination of which pages should remain in real storage.

Page Size Determination

In MVS, to remain compatible with S/360 and S/370 storage protection features and existing storage allocation software, a
page size that was a multiple of 2 KB was dictated. MVS chose a page size of 4 KB, accepting that potentially 4095 bytes
of storage could be wasted.

The choice of page size is a compromise between the amount of storage lost to internal fragmentation and the size of the
tables that translate virtual addresses to real addresses (the Page Tables).

Another issue in considering the page size is the page transport time, that is, the time required to write the page to
auxiliary storage. With the 16 MB virtual address space provided by MVS through SP1.3, the 4 KB page size has worked
well. In later systems, even though the amount of virtual storage has been increased to 2 GB, the page size has remained
4 KB. This size remains in use today with z/OS.

The remainder of this chapter uses the terms page, frame, and slot in a very specific manner as defined below:

Page
A unit of virtual storage (4 KB or 4096 bytes in MVS).

Frame
A 4 KB unit of real storage that contains data for some virtual address (a page).

Slot
A 4 KB unit of space (on a direct access storage device) that holds the data contents of a page when it is not occupying a
frame in real storage.

Virtual Address Translation

The second issue to be considered is the mapping of virtual to real storage addresses. A simple structure would be to
have each virtual address be a page number and displacement within the page. The problem with this implementation is
that it requires the entire page table to be allocated at all times. In MVS/370, the page table would have been 4096 pages
for each active task; in later operating systems the number would have become 128 times greater.

The solution to this problem is to divide the virtual address into fixed segments. In MVS/370, there are 256 segments,
each representing 64 KB of the virtual address space. Each segment then is defined by 16 pages. In MVS/XA and later
systems, to accommodate the much larger virtual storage, there are 2048 segments, each representing 1 MB of address
space. Each segment is divided into 256 pages.

In all systems, the virtual address is a triplet (s,p,d), that is, a segment number, page within the segment, and
displacement within the page. The control program then only needs to have page tables for active segments. The page
tables define all valid pages belonging to the program. If the page is in real memory, the page table contains the starting
address of the page. If the page is not currently in real storage, the page table contains a status bit that indicates this fact.
A complete description of the hardware supporting virtual address translation is found in the Principles of Operation.

Figure 2-36 shows how the segment and page tables map virtual addresses to real addresses. In MVS, if we do not
consider the extended virtual addressing schemes, a virtual address is 24 bits or 6 hexadecimal digits of the form:
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 sspddd

 

Where:

ss
segment number (0 - 255)

p
page number (0 - 15)

ddd
page offset (0 - 4095)

If the 31-bit addressing scheme is used, a virtual storage address is of the form:

 sssppddd

 

Where:

sss
segment number (0 - 2047)

pp
page number (0 - 255)

ddd
page offset (0 - 4095)

Note: The leftmost bit of the sss field is not used.

Starting with MVS/SP 1.3, support was added for real addresses greater than 24 bits in length. This is accomplished by
adding two bits to the real addresses in the page tables. The changed support thus provides for 64 MB of real storage.
When frames are assigned to pageable storage areas, an available frame from either below or above 16 MB (the
maximum 24-bit address) can be used. However, when a page is fixed (usually for I/O to be done), if the page is currently
occupying a frame above the 16 MB address, it must be moved to a frame below 16 MB, because the channels only
support 24-bit addressing.

Figure 2-25. MVS/370 Virtual to Real Address Translation

                                  PAGE               REAL

                                 TABLES              MEMORY

                                                     FRAMES

                               -----------

                               | page 255|--\       -------

                               |---------|   \      |PGM 2|

          SEGMENT              |         |    \     |-----|

           TABLE          +--->|    :    |     ---->|PGM 1|

                          |    |    :    |          |-----|

       ---------------    |    |         |          |PGM 4|

       | Segment 2047|----+    |---------|          |-----|

       |-------------|         | page 0  |--+       |PGM 4|

       |             |         -----------  |       |-----|

       |      :      |                      |       |PGM 3|

       |      :      |                      |       |-----|

 Virt__|      :      |                      |       |PGM 2|

 Adrs  |             |                      |       |-----|

       |             |                      |  +--->|PGM 1|
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       |-------------|                      |  |    |-----|

       | Segment 2   |                      +--+--->|PGM 1|

       |-------------|                         |    |-----|

       | Segment 0   |----+                    |    |PGM 3|

       ---------------    |    -----------     |    |-----|

                          |    | page 255|-----+    |PGM 2|

                          |    |---------|          |-----|

                          |    |    :    |       -->|PGM 1|

                          |    |    :    |      /   |-----|

                          +--->|---------|     /    |PGM 4|

                               | page 1  |--\ /     |-----|

                               |---------|   X----->|PGM 1|

                               | page 0  |--/       -------

                               -----------

 

Page Management Strategies

The final issue is to determine which pages should be in real storage. There are two parts to this question: how should
pages be brought into real memory, and which pages should be replaced when more real memory is required? These
algorithms are called fetch and replacement strategies.

Several fetch strategies have been used in various systems. Some of these are:

• To load all pages of a program before execution.
• To try to predict which pages will be used and to fetch these pages in advance of their reference.
• To bring in pages as they are needed.

In MVS, a combination of these ideas is used. When a program is initiated, all of its pages are brought into real memory
by the program load facility (fetch). This process works in the following manner:

• Virtual storage is allocated for the program with the MVS virtual storage management component (VSM), that is,
GETMAIN.

• Assignment of real storage frames to back up the virtual storage is done by the real storage management component
(RSM).

• The virtual storage (that is, the range of virtual addresses to be occupied by the program) is page-fixed to prevent page
stealing during the loading process.

• The program is now brought into real storage from the load library (a direct access data set such as SYS1.LINKLIB)
into its assigned virtual locations.

• After the I/O to read the program into virtual storage is completed, the pages are freed, that is, the normal demand
paging process is now allowed to operate on the program just loaded.

At this point, the pages are subject to the normal page replacement process. However, under normal circumstances,
some time must pass before this will occur, since all the pages are "recently referenced" at this point.

Once execution begins, pages that have been paged out are brought into real memory as they are referenced. This
scheme is called demand paging, that is, pages are brought into memory as they are "demanded."

The idea of bringing in the entire program initially is to avoid forcing the program to establish its initial set of necessary
pages by repeatedly demand paging until it can get down to work. It also serves to provide a means of getting the
program backed up in auxiliary storage through the existing page replacement facilities, rather than directly allocating
Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) slots and writing the program to them.

As part of the MVS page replacement process, a queue of free frames is maintained by RSM. This queue, called the
Available Frame Queue (AFQ), serves several functions:
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• It reduces the time required to resolve a page fault since page fault resolution does not (normally) have to wait on a
page-out to complete.

• The length of the AFQ determines how often page replacement processing is done.
• By maintaining a reservoir of free frames, MVS can more easily meet sudden demands for relatively large numbers of

pages (such as that of the program load process just described and for the swap-in process.)

When all the frames comprising real memory are allocated and a program requires a page that is not currently in memory,
a page must be selected to be written back to auxiliary storage to make room for the new page. The goal of the page
replacement process is to select a page for replacement that will not be referenced again for a relatively long time.
Historically, several methods have been tried:

• First In, First Out
Select the oldest page in the system for replacement.

• Working Set
Only replace pages that a program has not used for a given period of time.

• Least Recently Used
Replace the page that has not been referenced for the longest period of time.

Modified pages that are selected for replacement must be written to the auxiliary storage to preserve the changes. If a
page that is queued to be written is referenced again before the actual I/O occurs, the page is said to be reclaimed. A
high reclaim rate indicates a problem since this means the page replacement strategy is not working properly (that is, it is
selecting pages to write out that are being quickly and/or frequently rereferenced).

MVS uses a global Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm. Theory and practice have shown that this method also gives
a good approximation to the ideal: to replace a page that is not likely to be referenced again soon. It turns out that the
application of this strategy also gives a practical definition of a program's "working set."

The concept of a working set was created to explain a particular problem. Early virtual systems were subject to a
phenomenon called "thrashing," which occurred when the page replacement strategy broke down. This happens when
replaced pages are immediately referenced (and therefore must immediately be brought back into real storage).

Peter Denning explained thrashing in terms of a program's working set. That is, at any point in time, each program has a
minimal number of pages that it requires to run in a virtual environment. When the program's working set is available, all
is well. According to the theory, when pages are stolen from a program's working set, paging increases exponentially until
the system is doing nothing else. Thus, thrashing is characterized by an excessive amount of CPU time being expended
by the RSM and ASM components of the operating system.

The MVS real storage management algorithms do a good job of preventing thrashing from occurring. When it does
occur in MVS, it is usually because the system minimum multiprogramming level (MPL) as specified in the Installation
Performance Specifications is too large.

MVS Virtual Storage Overview

This section describes the individual parts of the MVS virtual memory, identifying those parts of the virtual memory that
are permanently page-fixed (that is, cannot be paged out). The size of these areas affects your overall real storage
management strategy, because the total size of these areas is subtracted from the page frames available to the workload.
It also affects the size of the private area (the amount of virtual memory available to programs).

MVS/370 provided 16 MB of virtual storage to each address space. This storage is divided into the three areas: the
common area, the private area, and the nucleus area.

In MVS/XA and later systems, 2 GB of virtual storage are available to each address space. This storage is divided into
four areas: the common area below the 16 MB line, the private area below the 16 MB line, the extended common area
above the 16 MB line, and the extended private area above the 16 MB line. In current systems the nucleus, which spans
the 16 MB line, is conceptually part of the common/extended common area.
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In considering the virtual address space, there are both real storage and virtual storage issues to be considered. This
section defines each of the parts of the virtual address space, and details the real and virtual storage issues pertinent to
each part.

Real storage issues arise because portions of the virtual address space remain fixed in real storage at all times. A page
fixed in real storage is one that remains in real storage and will not be paged out. Using Figure 2-27 as a reference, the
fixed portions of real storage in MVS/370 are:

• The entire nucleus area.
• The system queue area (SQA) and parts of the common storage area (CSA) from the common area.
• The local system queue area (LSQA) from the private areas of resident address spaces.

Using Figure 2-28 as a reference, the fixed portions of real storage are:

• The nucleus and extended nucleus area.
• The LSQA and extended LSQA from the private areas of resident address spaces.
• The fixed link pack area (FLPA) and extended FLPA (in MVS/370 the FLPA was an extension of the nucleus).
• The SQA and extended SQA.

Note: In both MVS/370 and current systems, LSQA is swappable. Thus, the real storage occupied by LSQA and the
private area fixed pages are also determined by the number of non-swappable tasks and the number of active tasks (the
system MPL).

The size of the nucleus and common areas must all be considered, because the total virtual space is limited. Starting with
the Systems Product releases of MVS, the size of the available private area is the remainder after the nucleus and the
common area are subtracted.

In earlier systems, the size of the common area was fixed at 8 MB. This could be changed by modifying a constant in one
of the IPL modules. In the larger MVS/370 systems today, private areas are as small as 5 MB. In these systems, reduction
of the virtual sizes is an important issue.

MVS itself requires parts of both real and virtual storage. In determining how much storage is actually available to users,
the basic requirements of MVS must be subtracted from the total configuration. The real storage manager (RSM) controls
how real storage is allocated to system and user address spaces that are swapped in for execution.

The primary MVS requirements for real storage are:

• Fixed storage for resident supervisor code and basic system control blocks. This includes, for example, the code
for the System Resource Manager (SRM); the real, virtual, and auxiliary storage management routines (RSM, VSM,
ASM); the dispatcher; basic systems services; and control blocks for defining the real/virtual storage mappings and for
address space control.

• o Fixed storage requirements to support user address spaces. This includes the page and segment tables for the
address spaces, address space control blocks, and address space-related SRM/RSM/VSM/ASM control blocks.

Figures 2-27 and 2-28 show the virtual storage layout for all MVS-based systems. The System Storage Usage Report
described in RSM Standard Output provides the capability to track most of the different parts of virtual memory. In
storage- constrained systems, a great deal of real storage can be made available by tailoring the system's use of real
memory.

As shown in Figures 2-27 and 2-28, there is a private area (and an extended private area in later systems) for each
address space, that is, one for the Master Scheduler, JES2/3, VTAM or TCAM, any started system task, each batch job,
and each TSO user. Each address space in memory has fixed storage requirements: its LSQA and address space related
control blocks in SQA. When planning for the amount of pageable storage, the fixed storage required to support swapped-
in address spaces must be considered.

Part of real storage is partitioned into a system preferred area to support storage reconfiguration for multiprocessors.
Allocations for SQA, LSQA, and fixed page assignments (including frames for V=R jobs) are made from the system
preferred area if possible, in order to facilitate storage reconfiguration.
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Figure 2-27. MVS/370 Virtual Storage Layout

           +--- ==============

           |    |     SQA    |

           |    |------------|

           |    |    PLPA    |

           |    |------------|

   Common  |    |    MLPA    |

    Area  <     |------------|

           |    |    BLDL    |

           |    |------------|

           |    | SYSGEN PSA |

           |    |------------|

           |    |     CSA    |

           +--- |============|============|============|

           |    |    LSQA    |    LSQA    |    LSQA    |

           |    |------------|------------|------------|

           |    |     SWA    |     SWA    |     SWA    |

           |    |------------|------------|------------|

           |    |   229/230  |   229/230  |   229/230  |

           |    |============|============|============|

  Private  |    |            |            |            |

   Area   <     |   MASTER   |  address   |  address   |

           |    |  SCHEDULER |   space    |   space    | ...

           |    |   PRIVATE  |     1      |     2      |

           |    |    AREA    | user region| user region|

           |    | USER REGION|            |            |

           |    |            |------------|------------|

           |    |            | Sys. region| Sys. region|

           +--- |============|============|============|

           |    |    RMS     |

           |    |------------|

           |    | ASM tables |

           |    |------------|

           |    | fixed BLDL |

           |    |------------|

  Nucleus <     | fixed LPA  |

   Area    |    |------------|

           |    |            |

           |    |  NUCLEUS   |

           |    |            |

           |    |            |

           +--- |============|

 

Figure 2-28. Current systems Virtual Storage Layout

       2Gb +--- |================|============|============|

           |    | EXTENDED LSQA  |  EXT LSQA  |  EXT LSQA  |

           |    |----------------|------------|------------|

           |    |  EXTENDED CSA  |   EXT CSA  |   EXT CSA  |

           |    |----------------|------------|------------|

  Extended |    |EXTENDED 229/230|EXT 229/230 |EXT 229/230 |

  Private  |    |================|============|============|
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   Area   <     |   MASTER       |addr. space |addr. space |

           |    |  SCHEDULER     |     1      |     2      |

           |    | PRIVATE AREA   |  extended  |  extended  |

           |    |   EXTENDED     | user region| user region|

           |    | USER REGION    |            |            |

           |    |                |            |            |

           +--- |================|============|============|

           |    | EXTENDED CSA   |

   Extended|    |----------------|

   Common  |    | EXTENDED PLPA/ |

    Area  <     |   FLPA/MLPA    |

           |    |----------------|

           |    | EXTENDED SQA   |

           |    |----------------|

           +--- |EXTENDED NUCLEUS|

      16 MB +--- ==================

           |    |   NUCLEUS      |

           |    |----------------|

   Common  |    |     SQA        |

    Area  <     |----------------|

           |    |PLPA/FLPA/MLPA  |

           |    |----------------|

           |    |     CSA        |

           +--- |================|============|============|

           |    |    LSQA        |    LSQA    |    LSQA    |

           |    |----------------|------------|------------|

           |    |     SWA        |     SWA    |     SWA    |

           |    |----------------|------------|------------|

           |    |   229/230      |   229/230  |   229/230  |

  Private  |    |================|============|============|

   Area   <     |   MASTER       |  address   |  address   |

           |    |  SCHEDULER     |   space    |   space    |

           |    |   PRIVATE      |     1      |     2      |

           |    |    AREA        | user region| user region|

       20K |    | USER REGION    |------------|------------|

           |    |                | Sys. region| Sys. region|

        4K +--- |================|============|============|

   Common <     |     PSA        |

        0K +--- |================|

 

The following sections explain the portions of the virtual storage defined in Figures 2-27 and 2-28, describe the MVS real
storage algorithms, and describe a method of determining the working set of a program.

MVS Virtual Storage Layout

This section defines the different portions of MVS virtual storage. (The basic reference for this material is the Initialization
and Tuning Guide.) Real storage management considerations specific to each area are included following the description
of each section.

System Queue Area (SQA and Extended SQA)

Generally speaking, the system queue area (SQA) is an area containing global system control blocks. At system
initialization, a minimum of 64 pages are allocated to SQA. A number of additional segments may be added by PARMLIB
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or SYSGEN options. These parameters specify the upper limit on the number of frames that will be allocated to SQA. Real
frames are allocated as required. SQA is fixed storage acquired and freed by various MVS components (for example,
SRM, RSM, VSM, ASM, ENQ/DEQ). If the system requirement for SQA exceeds the amount of pages specified by the
SQA parameter, the system attempts to allocate virtual SQA from the common service area (CSA).

In MVS/370, if the amount remaining for allocation purposes falls below 6 pages, the creation of new address spaces is
suspended. In later systems the threshold is 8 pages below 16 MB.

You should monitor the size of SQA on a long-term basis for memory planning considerations. System upgrades,
maintenance, and new program products may all increase the size of SQA. You should also review the SQA on a daily
basis to ensure there are no SQA growth problems.

SQA pages are allocated from the system preferred area if possible. If preferred area pages are not available, and if all
attempts to make a page frame available (both by page stealing and page relocation) have failed, then the reconfigurable
storage (storage available to be assigned to a processor that is varied offline in a multiprocessor) is reduced by one
storage unit (a processor-dependent value, 4 MB on a 3081) and the storage unit is marked as being part of the preferred
area. As a last resort, a page is allocated from the V=R area.

Pageable Link Pack Area (PLPA and Extended PLPA)

The Pageable Link Pack Area contains the code for SVC (supervisor call interruption) routines, access methods, and
other system routines. A packing algorithm is used during PLPA initialization to minimize fragmentation of this area. In
addition, a packing list should be provided to minimize the working set for PLPA by placing high activity modules, or
modules that are used together, in the same page.

Expected sizes of PLPA range from 2 to 4 MB. In systems with virtual space sizing problems, the removal of unused
modules from PLPA offers the potential for large gains. A field-developed program (FDP) that provides LPA analysis, MVS
LPA Optimizer, SB21-3011, is available to help with this process.

Modified Link Pack Area (MLPA and Extended MLPA)

The modified link pack area can be used to temporarily include reentrant modules from the linklist libraries in the PLPA.
The intent is to provide a testing capability. The MLPA is serially searched after the FLPA list, but prior to the LPA directory
search. The LPA directory searches for PLPA modules with a hash algorithm. Thus, a long and "permanent" MLPA list
negates the benefits of the more efficient PLPA lookup.

A large MLPA list also causes excessive dispatching overhead because each MLPA search/update requires the CMS
lock. A long MLPA list also increases SQA size, because a Contents Directory Entry (CDE) and Extent List (XTLST)
are required for each entry. The list of modules to be included in MLPA is in a member of SYS1.PARMLIB, IEALPAnn.
Modules may be included from any linklist library. When modules are included from libraries other than SYS1.LPALIB,
SYS1.SVCLIB, or SYS1.LINKLIB, use SYS1.LINKLIB as the data set name for the module.

Fixed BLDL List (BLDLF)/Pageable BLDL List (BLDL)

A BLDL list is an in-storage copy of all, or a portion of, the directory for a linklist data set. The fixed BLDL list should
point to modules that are frequently used but cannot be placed in PLPA because they are not reentrant or because their
size and/or frequency of use do not justify placement in PLPA or MLPA. Either a BLDLF or BLDL list may be defined in
MVS/370. In later systems, the BLDL/BLDLF lists have been eliminated.

The BLDL list should also include modules that are referenced by few address spaces and modules that are infrequently
used by many address spaces. The primary purpose of the BLDL list is to reduce the I/O overhead from linklist directory
lookups. There is no advantage in specifying a pageable BLDL list. The BLDL list is searched after the resident lists
(FLPA, MLPA, and PLPA), but before the linklist library directories are searched.

Establishing the content of a BLDL list is a time-consuming task that does not address shifts in the character or volume
of the system's workload. For example, a BLDL list designed to optimize TSO work is not of much use at night when the
production batch is run. A better solution to this problem may be to use one of the dynamic BLDL packages that change
the content of the list based on frequency of module use.

The size of a BLDL list is not an issue as it requires very little storage.
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Sysgen Prefix Storage Area (PSA)

The prefix storage area (PSA) represents the first 4K of storage starting at address 0. There is one PSA for each
processor on a multiprocessor (MP) or dyadic processor (3081). The PSA generally contains CPU-dependent, hardware-
related information. For systems with multiple processors, an uninitialized copy of the PSA is allocated to initialize the PSA
for each CPU brought online after system initialization (IPL). There is no extended PSA allocated above the 16 megabyte
line.

Common Service Area (CSA and Extended CSA)

The Common Service Area (CSA) contains pageable and fixed data areas that must be addressed by more than one
address space. The determination of whether a CSA frame is pageable or fixed is based on which virtual storage subpool
the area is to be allocated from. Subsystems such as TCAM, VTAM, JES3, HSM, and IMS use large amounts of CSA to
pass data from one address space to another. The virtual size of CSA is a consideration if there are problems with the
size of the private area.

Local System Queue Area (LSQA and Extended LSQA)

The Local System Queue Area (LSQA) is allocated from the private area and is fixed in storage while the address space
is resident. It contains local system control blocks. LSQA is allocated from the system-preferred area following the same
scheme described for SQA allocation. The LSQA for each address space is unique. The sum of LSQA allocations for
address spaces that are resident represents a block of fixed pages that is not available for demand paging. There are two
ways to minimize the amount of storage used by the LSQAs in a storage-constrained system. First, reduce the system
MPL. Second, limit the number of non-swappable address spaces.

Scheduler Work Area (SWA and Extended SWA)

The scheduler work area (SWA) is a pageable area allocated at the top of the private area that contains control blocks
that exist over the life of the address space. The SWA eliminates the job queue that existed as a direct access data set in
earlier IBM operating systems.

There are no real storage considerations associated with the SWA. The only virtual storage consideration is that this area
is in the user private areas.

Subpools 229/230 (and Extended 229/230)

The subpools 229/230 area contains pageable space for system control blocks within a virtual address space. These
subpools are used to provide data areas that may be referenced by MVS components with an appropriate storage protect
key.

The MVS/SP Tuning Cookbook recommends that LSQA allocations that do not need to be fixed be made from these
areas instead. For systems that are severely memory-constrained, this may provide some temporary relief. Because
system code modification is required, and this change may impact installation exits that may reference the control blocks,
this should be evaluated against the other ways to make more real storage available.

System Region

The System Region is reserved for use by the address space management functions of MVS. It comprises the bottom
16 KB of each private address space other than the Master Scheduler address space. In the Master Scheduler address
space, the system region is a maximum of 200 KB. In later systems there is no extended version of this area.

Private User Region (Private and Extended Private)

The Private User Region contains user code and data. In MVS/370 systems, its virtual size ranges from 5 (or less) to
12 MB, depending on the size of the other areas comprising the virtual space. In current systems, with a virtual address
space of 2 GB, its size is considerably larger than that found in MVS/370.

The minimum acceptable size for the private area is determined by installation needs. For systems that are having
problems with the size of the private area, scaling down the ASM configuration, reducing the virtual size of PLPA, and
minimizing the number of concurrent address spaces is required.
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Fixed Link Pack Area (FLPA and Extended FLPA)

The Fixed Link Pack Area (FLPA) is intended for modules that execute more effectively when page-fixed. In MVS/370
systems, the fixed link pack area is an extension of the nucleus. Its size is included in the nucleus figure reported by the
Real Storage Usage Report for MVS/SP 1.3 systems. In current systems, it is allocated separately and is no longer an
extension of the nucleus.

For storage-constrained systems, only essential modules should be kept in this area. Because the paging algorithms
normally keep frequently used modules in real storage, this area should be used only to hold modules that are not
frequently used but are needed for fast response to some terminal-oriented action.

Modules are loaded into the FLPA area in the order specified by the IEAFIXnn member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Thus it
is important to minimize the amount of space lost to fragmentation. One method of doing this is to order the fix list by
descending module size.

NUCLEUS and Extended Nucleus

The nucleus contains the nucleus load module and some key control blocks. The IPL extensions are discussed
separately, so this discussion is limited to the contents of the base nucleus.

From the view of recovering real storage from the nucleus, the I/O generation should be reviewed periodically to remove
unit control blocks (UCBs) for devices that are no longer used. Because the nucleus high address is rounded to a
segment boundary (64K) in MVS/370 systems, a larger than expected amount of storage may be recovered. On the other
hand, in MVS/370 systems, you may find that additional modules may be added to the FLPA list, or the BLDL list may be
extended "for free" due to the already existing dead space that results from this rounding.

In later systems, because the BLDL list does not exist and because the FLPA is allocated separately, this possibility for
using the wasted space does not exist.

After the installation of upgrades or system maintenance, you should review the impact on the size of the nucleus and
all fixed areas. For example, after the addition of more real storage, the size of the nucleus increases, because the page
frame tables are in the nucleus area. Addition of 8 MB, for example, would increase the nucleus by 32 KB (2048 frames
and 16 bytes per entry in the frame table).

MVS Working Set Determination

MVS/SE2 introduced a facility to guarantee a performance group a fixed amount of real memory. To use this facility,
storage isolation (fencing) it is desirable to be able to characterize the working set of a program that is to be fenced.

MVS maintains a measure of a program's working set, but to be able to use fencing fully, you would like to be able to
estimate the paging that would be expected with various amounts of real storage available to the program.

With this information, you can use fencing to minimize the page faulting of a program, or you can allocate the amount
of real storage expected to yield a desired paging rate. The Real Storage Analysis portion of the MICS Performance
Manager Option Option provides reports and plots that support the working set characterization method described in this
section.

You could characterize the working set requirements of a program by repeatedly executing the program, limiting to it
different amounts of real storage in fixed increments. Starting at 50 pages and adding 50 pages with each execution, you
should expect (in theory) to see a curve something like that shown in Figure 2-29.

Note that this procedure gives an estimate of the theoretical working set of the program. In applying storage isolation,
an estimate of the theoretical working set is what is desired. When real storage is in plentiful supply, programs that are
storage isolated are allowed to accumulate more pages, just as the other address spaces are. In times of increased
storage demand, however, it serves no purpose to allow the storage- isolated tasks to retain more storage than they
require, as they will, in most cases, reach the same paging rates after some period of time.

Figure 2-29. A Working Set Characterization

              |
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Arthur Petrella and Harold Farrey proposed a functional definition of the working set in MVS that has worked well in
practice. The working set determination method used here is based on their ideas.

The working set is, at any point in time, the number of pages referenced during the last interval (t). Since the real memory
available to the program differs over the course of execution, as well as from run to run, a function describing the working
set must represent the dynamics of the available real storage as well as the characteristics of the program. Thus, a
probabilistic representation is required. Petrella and Farrey proposed a binomial probability function.

A set of events may be represented by a binomial distribution if three conditions are met:

• There are only two things that can happen (success or failure).
• The probability of success (p) is constant from trial to trial.
• There are n independent trials. That is, the outcome of one trial does not depend on the outcome of any of the others.

If you define a trial as the occurrence or non-occurrence of a page fault, then conditions 1 and 3 are certainly met. And if a
measurement interval of length t is chosen such that there can be at most one page fault in each interval, then condition 2
is also met.

Now, given that the probability of success (a page fault) is small, if you consider the probability of N page faults over a
time interval T, with T much larger than t, the binomial distribution can now be approximated by the Poisson distribution
shown below. For a more complete discussion of the Poisson process, refer to page 117 of Probability, Statistics, and
Queueing Theory by Arnold O. Allen.

                                  _    _
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                                 |   N  |

                              -k |  k   |

                     P (T) = e   | ---- |

                                 |  N!  |

                                 |_    _|

 

So, we expect that Figure 2-29 is an exponential relation. With this relation, we can estimate the results of the fencing
experiment from the standard SMF data collected during regular production runs of the program. In the fencing
experiment, over any single run what we are really measuring is the expected value of this function. MICS provides three
measures that can be used to plot the relation in Figure 2-29:

PGMPGSEC
in the batch program file is the product of the number of pages used by the program and CPU time.

PGMPGIN
The number of page-ins during the program's execution.

PGMPRCLM
The number of page reclaims during the program's execution.

From these variables, MICS computes average working set size in pages (PGMAVWSS), and the Real Storage Analysis
component calculates the paging rate as PGMPGIN + PGMPRCLM. Thus, by retrieving and analyzing several executions
of a program, the relationship suggested by Figure 2-29 can be reproduced.

Because we are dealing with a relatively small number of samples, it is important to be able to test the hypothesis, "Does
the data have an exponential relation?" and also to be able to project an optimal amount of memory to assign to the
program. An exponential function may be transformed into a linear one by:

                       (mx+b)

                   ln e       = mx+b

 

We add one to the CPU page fault rate to allow for the case where there is no paging. Now, the relation shown below is
linear.

ln (1+page faults/CPU second) vs. working set size If these values are plotted for a set of executions of a program, the
linear relation shown above can be estimated by regression techniques. The X intercept of this plot approximates the
virtual memory used by the program. An even more interesting result is that the slope of the line indicates whether a
program that has already been fenced has more real storage than is required for its working set via the storage isolation
definitions.

The final step in the process is to investigate the quality of the linear model. Does the data indeed have a linear relation?
How well does the regression model describe the variation in the data? To do this, the SAS procedure REG can be used.

MVS Real Storage Control Mechanisms

When looking at the real and virtual storage mechanisms of MVS, it is important to remember that MVS is not a paging
system. That is, MVS does not manage real storage by paging; real storage management is done primarily by swapping.
Paging in MVS provides several critical improvements over the earlier IBM systems:

• More efficient use of real storage. Paging completely eliminates the external fragmentation of the MFT and MVT
systems.

• Provides the application with a large virtual memory. MVS largely removed issues of memory management from
applications.

• Improvements in data and system integrity. A dynamic addressing scheme makes this much easier to accomplish.
• Increase in the number of concurrent jobs. The S/360 and S/370 architecture has a maximum of 16 storage protection

keys. In the MFT and MVT systems, this would be a severe limitation on batch throughput. In MVS, because of the
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protection afforded by dynamic addressing, all user (problem state) work except for V=R jobs may use the same
protect key.

• Supports Swapping

Swapping in a non-paging environment would be much more complex because of address relocation issues.

Because of this design, the MVS paging algorithms are vastly different (and more complex) than those of a system whose
primary means of real storage control is through paging. Management of storage is divided among the three subsystems
(RSM, ASM, and VSM) described below:

Real Storage Manager (RSM)

The Real Storage Manager (RSM) maintains the control blocks that translate real and virtual storage address, makes
the determination of working set contents when an address space is swapped, and performs the page replacement
operations.

Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM)

The Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) manages the page and swap data sets that comprise the virtual space. The
page data sets provide the auxiliary storage that backs up the storage frames. Prior to the introduction of the extended
swap facility (provided either by the Installed User Program (IUP) or with MVS/SP 1.3), the swap data sets contained
only the LSQA frames from swapped-out address spaces. The private frames were paged out. With the extended swap
processing, the LSQA pages and the working set of the address space are written out together to the swap data sets. This
concept is discussed in detail in RSM Standard Output.

Virtual Storage Manager (VSM)

The Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) provides a map of the private area virtual storage within each address space. VSM
interfaces with RSM to handle the dynamic allocation of virtual memory.

Storage Management Technology

MVS uses a least-recently-used (LRU) page replacement algorithm to keep a number of free pages to be used for page
allocations and swap-ins. Through the progression of the MVS Systems Extensions and System Product Releases, the
real storage algorithms have been refined and additional capabilities have been added. The remainder of this section
defines the operation of the page replace and storage control algorithms and traces some of the historical development of
these processes.

Swapping

The resource use functions of the SRM attempt to optimize the use of system resources on a systemwide basis. It does
this through multiprogramming level adjusting, CPU load balancing, I/O load balancing, storage load balancing, and
demand or logical swapping.

Swapping is the primary method used by the SRM to effect this control. Using IPS and OPT parameters and system
status information, the SRM determines which address spaces should have access to system resources.

There are a number of reasons for swapping. The first three described below control domains and the address spaces
within a domain, while the next four control system performance and throughput.

Unilateral If the number of active address spaces for the Swap In: domain is less than the value specified in the IPS or
less than the SRM deems optimal, the SRM swaps in address spaces for the domain.

• Unilateral Swap-Out
If the number of active address spaces for the domain is greater than the value specified in the IPS or greater than the
SRM deems optimal, the SRM swaps out address spaces for the domain.

• Exchange Swap
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All address spaces within a domain compete with one another for system resources. When an address space has
consumed its allotted resources and another address space in the same domain is waiting to be swapped in, the SRM
swaps out the one in real storage and swaps in the other.

• Swaps Dueto Storage Shortages
If auxiliary storage or pageable frame shortages occur, the SRM swaps out the address space that is acquiring
auxiliary storage at the fastest rate or the address space with the greatest number of fixed frames. It continues this
operation until the shortage is corrected.

• Swaps Due to Wait States
In certain cases the address space signals the SRM that it is a candidate for swap-out. This occurs when it can be
determined that the address space will not become eligible for execution for a relatively long time. Examples are an
ENQ for a resource currently held by a swapped-out address space or an STIMER wait of greater than 0.5 seconds.

• Request Swap
The system may request that an address space be swapped out. For example, the VARY STOR,OFFLINE command
requests the swap-out of address spaces that occupy frames on the storage unit to be taken offline.

• Transition Swap
A swap occurs when the status of an address space changes from swappable to non-swappable. This special swap
prevents the job step from improperly using reconfigurable storage.

The SRM adjusts the multiprogramming level by adjusting the number of address spaces that are held in real storage for
each domain. When the paging rate becomes excessive, the SRM reduces it by swapping out address spaces to reduce
paging. If the rate is too low, the SRM swaps in address spaces to increase it.

The SRM adjusts the CPU load level by swapping in eligible address spaces if the CPU utilization is too low or swapping
out address spaces if the CPU utilization is too high.

The SRM adjusts the I/O load level by swapping in or out address spaces to maintain the proper utilization of the system's
logical I/O channels.

The SRM adjusts the storage load level by swapping in or out address spaces to keep real memory properly utilized.

The SRM effectively utilizes real storage and reduces channel and processor overhead by logically swapping some
address spaces. Rather than swapping them to auxiliary storage, they are left in real storage whenever possible. This is
done if the system determines that the address space will be ready to execute in a relatively short period of time.

With the advent of RMF 4.2, four new swap reasons are reported, which are used to manage work flow and resource
commitment. The SRM monitors the utilization levels of various system resources and attempts to bring these levels to
within site-specified limits by swapping address spaces out of central storage. In addition, the SRM may respond to an
address space experiencing a wait condition during an APPC conversation by swapping the address space.

Swapping may be performed in order to improve the system paging rate. If the SRM has been set up to manage the
system paging rate, and that rate rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address spaces to be
swapped out in an attempt to lower the rate.

Swapping may also be performed in order to improve central storage usage. If the SRM has been set up to manage
central storage, and demand for storage rises above the maximum acceptable level, the SRM will cause address spaces
to be swapped out in an attempt to lower the demand.

Swapping may occur to make room in central storage to swap in an address space that has been swapped out too
long. The SRM monitors the duration of swap-outs, and if no other condition has made it possible to swap in an address
space that has been swapped out for a long time, the SRM will make room in central storage for it by swapping out other
address spaces.

During an APPC conversation, an address space issuing an LU6.2 call to the APPC address space can experience a wait
condition. When this occurs, the SRM can then make a decision whether to swap the calling address space out or not.
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UIC Update Process

Maintaining a record of the time since each page was last referenced is central to the implementation of a LRU
page replacement algorithm. This function, called the UIC (unreferenced interval count) update process, is actually
implemented by the same routine that performs the page stealing function. We will discuss the two functions separately in
order to make it easier for you to follow the developmental changes to each of the processes.

The UIC records the number of seconds since the page has been referenced. The system UIC is thus the age in
seconds of the oldest page in storage. In Figure 2-30, the rates for UIC updating for various values of the system UIC are
presented for both swappable and non-swappable address spaces.

Figure 2-30. UIC Update Rates

 ------------------------------------------------------------

 | System UIC      |0-2| 3-5| 6-7| 8 | 9 | 10-13 | 14 | 15+ |

 |-----------------+---+----+----+---+---+-------+----+-----|

 | Swappable (sec) | 1 |  1 |  1 | 1 | 2 |   2   |  2 |  2  |

 |                 |   |    |    |   |   |       |    |     |

 | Non-swap (sec)  | 1 |  2 |  3 | 3 | 3 |   4   |  5 |  6  |

 ------------------------------------------------------------

 

For example, if the system UIC is six, then the UIC for non-swappable address spaces is updated every three seconds.

The UIC for swappable address spaces needs to be maintained more closely in order to effectively trim to the working
set on a swap out. For non-swappable address spaces, it is not necessary to keep close track of the working set if the
demand for real storage is light. This also gives some page stealing protection for non-swappable address spaces.

Page Steal Algorithm

The page replacement process in MVS maintains a queue of free pages to use in satisfying requests for new pages.
This queue, called the Available Frame Queue (AFQ), is replenished by stealing pages from the address spaces in real
memory. Page stealing is performed based on various values of the UIC of each page. Thus the UIC is used to define the
working set of each address space. The changes described in this section were made in response to various operational
problems that were discovered with continued field experience with MVS.

These changes were always made with two primary objectives in mind:

• To achieve a balance holding enough page frames on the AFQ.
• To distribute the burden of paging across the address spaces in real memory.

In MVS/XA and MVS/ESA systems, the page steal process takes four pages from each address space or common area
before making a second pass to steal more pages.

The page stealing process is invoked when the available frame queue falls below a threshold and steals enough pages
to maintain the queue at a target level. When the page stealing process is invoked, the RFR takes all pages whose UIC
equals the system UIC. No differentiation is made between address spaces.

This algorithm corrects problems of the previous algorithms. It also tends to steal more pages from the types of address
spaces that were previously favored, the low CPU users. Thus, the non-swappable online systems (e.g., CICS) that use
their pages less frequently than other address spaces experience heavier paging rates.

Expanded Storage Concepts

This section introduces concepts common to expanded storage. Originally, this was a high-speed semiconductor memory,
initially made available for the IBM 3090 processor series. In later systems, this became a redefinition of central storage
performed during IPL. It was provided to maintain compatability with existing applications. Additionally, with WLM Goal
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mode, many of the metrics discussed in the following sections and the control mechanisms used were eliminated. The
information is presented here in a historical context only, and is no longer used for managing system performance.

The following sections discuss expanded storage and its impact on the job of Real Storage Management.

Overview of Expanded Storage

Expanded storage is optional, high-speed semiconductor storage initially made available for the IBM 3090 processor
series. The storage is installed in the central processor complex; that is, it is an integrated part of the complex and not a
stand-alone piece of equipment.

In some respects, expanded storage can be thought of as a slower speed extension of central storage. The two differ in
that expanded storage is not directly addressable and can be accessed only by moving 4K blocks of data from expanded
storage into central storage. All data movement to and from expanded storage must be through central storage. There is
no way to directly transfer data between expanded storage and auxiliary storage.

In other respects, expanded storage is similar to high performance paging devices such as the 2305-2 or 4305. However,
the system control program knows more about expanded storage than it does about solid state paging devices. It uses
this intelligence to optimize storage access, including paging and swapping operations and special kinds of application
and system control data in ESA systems.

A primary use of expanded storage is as a substitute for auxiliary storage (page/swap data sets on DASD) in situations
demanding better performance. The time it takes to read a page from auxiliary to central storage in a well-tuned system
may range from a few milliseconds (with cached DASD controllers or solid-state channel-attached devices on dedicated
paging channels) to 20 to 30 milliseconds for non-cached 3380 or 3390 DASD on non-dedicated channels. Indirect
measurements suggest that typical times for page transfers from expanded to central storage take something less than
100 microseconds. This represents a reduction in page resolution time of approximately two orders of magnitude.

When expanded storage was first introduced, the system control program used it exclusively for paging and swapping.
New MVS versions have introduced additional uses of expanded storage, such as virtual I/O (VIO) and hiperspaces.

Expanded storage, therefore, added a new level to the storage hierarchy between central and auxiliary storage. Now,
page movement within the storage hierarchy can be divided into the following categories:

From To Terminology
Central Auxiliary Page-out or swap-out
Auxiliary Central Page-in or swap-in
Central Expanded Expanded storage write
Expanded Central Expanded storage read
Expanded Auxiliary Page migration

System Control of Expanded Storage

The Real Storage Manager (RSM) handles the transfer of pages between central and expanded storage. RSM determines
both whether a page will be written to expanded storage, and when a page in expanded storage should be migrated to
auxiliary storage. It bases these decisions on four values:

• Criteria age
The installation-specified time value that is used by RSM to determine whether a page should be transferred from
central to expanded storage. Criteria ages are specified for various categories of pages and workloads in the
SYS1.PARMLIB member IEAOPTxx. IBM supplies default values that are reasonable for most normal processing
environments.

• System-high unreferenced interval count (UIC)
The time since the least recently referenced page in central storage was referenced. This value is therefore an inverse
measure of central storage contention (a low UIC indicates a high demand for central storage). It is not possible to
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explicitly define a minimum value for the UIC, but it is influenced by several parameters in the IEAOPTxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB.

• Migration age
The time that a page has remained unreferenced in expanded storage. It is an inverse measure of expanded storage
contention (a low migration age indicates a high demand for expanded storage). In periods of contention, RSM
moves pages in expanded storage that have remained unreferenced for this period of time into central storage, and
the auxiliary storage manager (ASM) then pages them out to auxiliary storage. This process is referred to as page
migration.

• Think time
The average delay between the time when the system is ready for new input from a terminal user and the time when
the terminal user actually provides such input by pressing the "enter" key or equivalent. This value is used primarily to
control logical swapping, but is also used in terminal input and output wait swapping to expanded storage.

Criteria age, is specified for individual types of pages and address space by the installation (or allowed to default to IBM-
specified values). The others are measured by the system control program and will vary with the nature and volume of
work being performed and with system configuration. All are specified or measured in seconds.

In paging situations, RSM sends changed and unchanged stolen pages, virtual fetch pages, and page-out requested
pages to expanded storage when the migration age is greater than the criteria age.

In swapping situations, RSM normally sends both swap-out trim and working set pages to expanded storage when the
migration age is greater than the criteria age for the type of address space in question. However, TSO terminal wait, steal,
and pageout users' working sets are sent to expanded storage when the sum of migration age and UIC is greater than the
sum of criteria age plus think time.

When a page is required in central storage, RSM first checks to see if the page is in expanded storage. If not, a page fault
is generated and the page is retrieved asynchronously from auxiliary storage by the ASM with a normal page-in operation.
If the page is in expanded storage, however, no page fault is generated and RSM immediately transfers the page into
central storage. This transfer happens synchronously with program execution. It is important to emphasize that a page
fault is not generated in this case, and the expanded-to-central transfer is not considered a page-in. Indeed, RMF Version
3 does not even report page movement from expanded to central storage.

Swapping to expanded storage differs from swapping to auxiliary storage. When an address space is swapped out to
expanded storage, RSM and the System Resources Manager (SRM) divide the working set pages into primary and
secondary working set groups. The primary group, which is managed by RSM as a single entity, contains all LSQA and
fixed pages, plus one page from each virtual storage segment included in the whole working set. The secondary group
comprises all working set pages not included in the primary group.

Once the address space has been swapped out to expanded storage, RSM recognizes the difference between the
primary and secondary working sets when it makes its decisions about migration. Secondary pages are migrated first, and
only after all secondary pages have been migrated will the primary working set be migrated.

If the address space is swapped back in before it has been migrated, the primary working set is swapped in first, at which
time the address space becomes dispatchable. Secondary working set pages are then treated the same as all other
pages in expanded storage. This means that if they are migrated, they will be sent to local page data sets rather than
swap data sets. If you do a substantial amount of swapping to expanded storage, this could be an argument in favor of an
auxiliary storage subsystem configuration consisting only of local page data sets with no swap data sets.

Users of Expanded Storage

The RSM categorizes expanded storage use by the type of paging group and by the status of the page being considered
for placement in expanded storage. The paging group can be a:

• Type 0
Privileged or non-swappable (including all common areas) address space,

• Type 1
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Any other type of page not included in types 0 or 2, or
• Type 2

A page belonging to a TSO user waiting for terminal I/O to complete, or pages paged-out or stolen from a TSO user.

The page's status is categorized as a:

Changed paged-out page Changed swapped-out page Changed stolen page Unchanged paged-out page Unchanged
swapped-out page Unchanged stolen page Working set page ready for swap-out Virtual fetch page VIO swapped-out
page Hiperspace page

Note: Hiperspaces were introduced with MVS/ESA, and are not available in MVS/XA. The use of expanded storage for
VIO was standardized in MVS/ESA, but is available in MVS/XA systems by means of applying IBM APAR YA09186.

Different criteria ages can be specified for each combination of paging type and page status, with the exceptions of
virtual fetch, VIO, and hiperspace pages. The exceptions have a single criteria age specification without paging type
classification differences. This allows the installation to tailor the configuration so that expanded storage usage is
prioritized by the type of address spaces that are most important in the specific processor complex. It is possible to set the
parameters so that some of the combinations are eligible and others ineligible to use expanded storage.

Measurement, Analysis and Management

RMF measures and reports on many data elements concerning paging, swapping, and memory use. Beginning with RMF
3.3.0 and continuing through RMF Version 4 (introduced with ESA), much information has been added that differentiates
between paging or swapping to expanded versus auxiliary storage, and between the use of central versus expanded
storage for CSA, LPA, SQA, etc., pages. Expanded storage has added to the complexity of understanding and managing
storage hierarchy.

Even though well-tuned systems or systems with low storage contention are likely to experience expanded storage-related
delays so small as to be relatively unimportant when compared to other sources of delay, installations with expanded
storage should now monitor its utilization and activity as well as auxiliary storage activity. Expanded storage delay can
become substantial to the point of significantly reducing the benefit from your investment in it. The System Storage Usage
Report described in section 2.2.3.2 can aid in tracking the utilization of expanded storage.

In a system with expanded storage, the degradation due to page movement delay from expanded storage to central
storage is not directly measurable. Indeed, the rate of movement from expanded to central is not measured by RMF in
MVS/XA, it is only measured in MVS/ESA systems. While the system control program maintains (and RMF records) the
average time that it takes to read a page from auxiliary to central storage, no such estimate is made of the time it takes to
transfer a page from expanded to central storage.

Page migration should be a primary concern because, if excessive, it represents ineffective page placement and
ineffective use of expanded storage. If there is contention for expanded storage, it makes no sense to move a page from
central to expanded storage if that page will eventually be moved back into central and then paged out to auxiliary. It
would be much better to page it out directly to auxiliary storage.

Minimizing such ineffective page placement depends on how accurately an address space's future activity and storage
references can be predicted. RSM makes these predictions based on the criteria age values specified in the IEAOPTxx
parameters for the various categories of expanded storage use.

Expanded storage can be used to improve the response time of online systems, to increase the capacity of the processor
complex, or a combination of the two. The best way to use expanded storage depends on the business and technical
environment in which it is used.

Unfortunately, the mechanisms used to control expanded storage allocation do not provide for workload assignments,
such as performance group or domain. It is therefore necessary to understand the storage utilization characteristics of the
individual workloads and the system as a whole before attempting to modify the criteria ages that affect expanded storage
control.
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There are some general guidelines that apply to all systems, however. To improve the response times of online systems
running as non-swappable address spaces, set low criteria ages for the type 0 paging group and high ages for types
1 and 2 paging groups. This favors the onlines over other work, but only if there is other work in the same system. In a
system used for application development and testing with ISPF/PDF users submitting batch compiles and executions, you
might want to favor type 2 over types 0 and 1. If you have a processor complex that is performing a wide variety of tasks
and with changing workload characteristics over time, then to achieve both somewhat better response time and more
throughput use the default values for all criteria ages.

When making criteria age changes, keep in mind the following:

• Assigning a low criteria age to a particular page type and status is saying, in effect, that you want RSM to move such
pages to expanded storage before other page type/status classifications even if the contention for expanded storage is
high. You would do this if
- you regard the workload owning the page as important and deserving of a performance improvement,
or
- you expect the page to be referenced quickly and want to lower the load on ASM by making it unnecessary to page-
out and then page-in the same page in a brief time period.

• Assigning a high criteria age to pages has the opposite effect: such pages are sent to expanded storage by RSM after
page types with lower criteria ages. In periods of contention, such pages tend to go to auxiliary storage instead. You
would do this if
- you want to use your expanded storage resources for more important work,
or
- expect that such a page will not be referenced for a relatively long time and would be migrated to auxiliary storage
anyway.

Although IBM has established reasonable default values, it is ultimately the responsibility of individual installations to set
these values for best use of expanded storage. The performance analyst must monitor page movement to ensure that the
specified values are optimizing the use of expanded storage for the installation's requirements. If criteria ages are set too
low, expanded storage will tend to be over- utilized. This will result in a low migration age, large values for both central-
to-expanded page movement, and page migration. If the difference between these two measurements is small, it could
indicate that too many pages are being migrated.

RSM Component Operation

This Component Operation Section describes the operation of the Real Storage Analysis routines in terms of the MICS
Performance Manager Option inquiry options selected.

Inquiry options available with the Real Storage Analysis software describe the reports to be generated. In particular, these
options define:

• The cycles from the MICS RMF or SMF files to be processed.
• Workload selection by system, workload group, date/time, and zone.
• The summarization level of the reports as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. The availability of each summarization level

assumes that your system supports the required files at each level.
• The reports and plots to be produced.

The following fields are common to most control panels:

Timespan
The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) in the MICS files you want to use as input for processing.

Cycles
The one or more cycles from the MICS database that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not
normally dumped at exactly midnight at most installations, a CYCLE from the MICS database will usually contain a 24-
hour period spanning two days. Therefore, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This
selection capability is provided by the DATE and HOUR control options.
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Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your system administrator if you do not know what database units are available, or
enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per inquiry.

Allow Runtime Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the cycles specification can be overridden at execution time.

Report by hour
The indication of whether a report or plot should be generated for each hour.

Generate a report foreach value of Zone
The indication of whether a separate report or plot should be generated for each zone defined in the input data or whether
all zones should be merged together for the report or plot.

Date
Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra day from
a cycle caused by the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

SYSID
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

SVC Class:
The WLM Service Classes to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

SVC Cls. Pd
The WLM Service Class Periods to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Job Name
The specific JOBNAMEs to be reported. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Workload Type
The type of workload to be reported (such as Performance Group, Domain).

Workload Input File
The type of file that will be used for reporting (such as Batch Program, TSO file, or Started Task file).

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report specifications. These options include special SAS data
selection statements, non-standard input and output files, and special graphics options.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of the MICS
system. If you are not sure about the ZONE definitions for your site or the MICS database update procedures, ask your
system administrator.

Figure 2-58 shows the Real Storage Management (RSM) Analysis menu that you use to select the desired report or plot
within the RSM reporting area.

Figure 2-58. RSM Analysis Selection Panel

 -----------------  Real Storage Management (RSM) Analysis  -------------------

 Option ===>
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 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  RSMT1  - Real Storage Manager Inquiry

  

          1 - RSM System Storage Usage Report

              Real storage usage report of system areas.

          2 - RSM Private Storage Usage Report

              Real storage usage report of private address spaces.

          3 - RSM Swap Analysis Report

              Analysis of Swap Reason or Swap Type.

 

RSM Private Storage Usage Report

The RSM Private Storage Usage Report details the use of real storage by WLM Service Classes or Service Class
periods. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS
database. Note that the RSM Private Storage Usage Report obtains its data from the SCPPAG, WLMSEC, or WLM_EC
file, depending on the workload type you specify on the panel. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your site,
ask your system administrator.

The RSM Private Storage Usage Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-60. RSM Private Storage Usage Report Inquiry Panel

  --------------------  RSM Private Storage Usage Report  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRIV1 - Private Area Tracking

  

 Timespan ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)        Cycle(s) ===>  01 - 02

 Database ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Database ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) === > Y (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

 Workload Input file  ===> PGA (DMA/PPA/PGA/RG)   Numeric Element ===> PGAAVAFT

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 SVC. Class   ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 SVC. Cls. Pd ===> ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization
to the ZONE level can be done for any timespan. Summarization by HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or
WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by Hour and the Generate a Report for each value of
Zone options.
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If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized into the timespan level
(that is, MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, and so on).

The numeric element for which reporting is done defaults to fffAVAFT, where fff varies according to the input file being
used. You can replace this value with the name of any numeric element present on the file you are using. Enter a question
mark (?) in this field to obtain a list of all the elements on the selected file. Prior to RMF 3.5, fffAVRSF can be used for
analyzing storage usage instead of fffAVAFT, which first became available with RMF 3.5.

Not all data selection values are valid for every type of input file, because some of the elements being tested do not exist
in certain files. An error message is displayed on the panel if you specify an invalid selection.

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see the Specifying Common Extended Options section in PER
Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries.

RSM Swap Analysis Report

The RSM Swap Analysis Report lists measurements from the MICS SCPSWP File(s) presented by swap reason or by
swap type. Data can be selected by system, date, and/or time period.

The Swap Analysis Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The others are used
to specify additional parameters that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-61. RSM Swap Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ------------------------  RSM Swap Analysis Report  --------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: KLSX - SWAP REPORT

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> Y        (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y       (Y/N)

  

 Report swap reason or swap type              ===> REASON  (REASON/TYPE)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)
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You can specify the organization of the report as either REASON or TYPE (REASON is the default). When you specify
REASON, each report category represents a reason and the total swaps by type are line items. When you specify report
by TYPE, each category represents the swap type and line items identify total swaps by reason.

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus see the Specifying Common Extended Options section in PER
Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries.

RSM System Storage Usage Report

The RSM System Storage Usage report details the use of real storage by the entire system. It can be generated for the
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that the RSM System
Storage Usage Report obtains its data from the SCPPAG Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your
installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The RSM System Storage Usage Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-59. RSM System Storage Area Usage Tracking Report Inquiry Panel

 -----------------  RSM Real Storage System Usage Report  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: STRK1 - System Storage Tracking

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 | Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The fields common to all Real Storage Management Analysis routines are described in RSM Component Operation. The
following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.
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If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

1. Extended Options Menu
2. Global Data Selection
3. Alternate Input File
4. Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus refer to the Specifying Common Extended Options section in PER
Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries.

RSM Requirements

The Real Storage Management Analysis reports let you track the allocation of real storage on a monthly, weekly, daily, or
hourly level. Paging and swapping workloads are reported to allow analysis of the relation between real storage allocation
and the operation of the page/swap subsystem. Real storage requirements at the performance group level are reported
to help you in evaluating the impact of new applications or users, as well as the growth of existing applications. Swapping
statistics are reported to assist you in investigating swapping overhead.

Figure 2-66 shows the MICS files and timespan levels that must be maintained at your installation in order to produce all
of the Real Storage Management Analysis reports.

Figure 2-66. RSM Analysis MICS File Requirements

         -----------------------------------

                                   LEVEL

          CA MICS              -------------

          FILE                 X  D  W  M  Y

         -----------------------------------

         SCPPAG                x  x  x  x

         SCPSWP                x  x  x  x

         WLMSEC                x  x  x  x

         WLM_EC                x  x  x  x

         BATPGM                x

         BAT_ST                x

         BAT_TS                x

         -----------------------------------

 

The following is a list of files required to run each individual report:

• System Storage Usage Report - SCPPAG
• Private Storage Usage Report - WLMSEC or WLM_EC
• Swap Analysis Report - SCPSWP

Only one level is required for the MICS RMF product files (for example, DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS),
depending on the timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your site for each of the MICS files in Figure 2-66 determines the time frame
for which you can produce RSM Analysis reports and plots.
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PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis
Virtual systems must maintain a copy of all virtual memory pages. In MVS, this function is carried out by the Auxiliary
Storage Manager (ASM). This section describes the structure and operation of ASM. Auxiliary storage is defined as
several direct access data sets, each of which provides storage capacity for one of two major areas:

• Paging space
• Swapping space

In MVS, ASM supports three logically distinct groups of pages: pages from the pageable link pack area, pages from the
common system area, and pages from the private area. At least one page data set must be defined for each group of
pages.

There is a single page data set to hold pages from the pageable link pack area (the PLPA data set), one to hold common
system area pages (the common data set), and one or more to hold pages from the private area (the local data sets).
Organizing auxiliary storage in this manner allows I/O overhead to be spread across several data sets and permits
concurrent processing of many virtual pages.

This section describes the use of these page and swap data sets by ASM, including the paging control algorithms, data
set selection algorithms, and the swapping process. ASM operation is described through MVS/SP 2.1.2 (MVS/XA). Data
set configurations and device selection considerations in using drums and 3330, 3350, and 3380 devices are discussed.

The reports produced by the MICS Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis inquiries give you the capability to monitor the
operation of ASM in terms of utilization and response by:

• Individual page or swap data sets.
• Page space type (e.g., the local data sets).
• Device type (to compare the service provided by 3380s to that provided by 3350s, for example).

You can produce these reports from the MICS RMF product data at any supported timespan and summarization level
using the SCPPSDnn and HARDVAnn Files. The availability of each summary option depends on the generation of the
SCPPSD Files at the corresponding level of summarization. The MICS default is to produce files at the DETAIL, DAYS,
and WEEKS levels, but not at the MONTHS level.

The response time reports indicate problems that result from the impact of paging I/O on the I/O subsystem or the impact
of the I/O configuration on the page/swap data sets. You can use the reports described in PER I/O Configuration Analysis
to examine these problems.

ASM Functional Description

The Auxiliary Storage Management (ASM) Analysis inquiries allow you to track the utilization of the page and swap data
sets to find problem areas in the ASM configuration.

Three basic report formats provide a view of the utilization and performance of the data sets comprising the ASM auxiliary
storage configuration. The reports summarize this data by page space type (for example, for all local data sets), by device
type, and by individual data set name.

This gives you the capability to identify parts of the ASM configuration that might be causing response problems due to
the placement of a single data set, to measure the impact of not isolating an ASM data set, or to quantify the expected
benefits from replacing 3350 devices with 3380 devices or a drum (that is, a fixed head device).

The inquiry routines use data from the page data set files in the RMF SCP Information Area, combined with the device
data from the RMF HAR Information Area, to estimate the elongation of the page or swap service times due to device
delays. Figure 2-67 illustrates data that summarizes the utilization and response times of the ASM data sets on 3380
devices.

Figure 2-67. Sample ASM Activity Report by Device Type
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                                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                                            DETAIL ASM DEVICE-TYPE ACTIVITY REPORT

                                           SYSTEM = TSO4     RUNDATE =  JAN 19, yyyy

                                                      DEVICE TYPE = 3380

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | INTVL/DAY (HR:MM-DD):  8:13-13  8:29-13  8:43-13  8:59-13  9:13-13  9:29-13  9:44-13  9:58-13 10:14-13

 10:29-13 CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                   |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED     25688    25688    25688    25688    25688    25688    25688    25688    25688   

 25688    ---        |

 | AVG SLOTS USED        3559.25  4103.00  4460.00  4778.00  5135.00  5639.00  6113.00  6173.00  6373.00 

 6526.00     83.35 %   |

 | MAX SLOTS USED        6758.00  7675.00  8435.00  8937.00    10017    11660    11892    11960    12328   

 12856     90.23 %   |

 | UNUSABLE SLOTS              0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0     

   0    N/A        |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED    13.85 %  15.97 %  17.36 %  18.60 %  19.99 %  21.95 %  23.79 %  24.03 %  24.80 % 

 25.40 %     83.33 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                   |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O         2741     7289     5394     6846     5829    12817    13017    16346    19069   

 16540    503.42 %   |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O         2842     8204     5689     7527     6386    14659    15200    19305    23535   

 19880    599.50 %   |

 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX    0.037    0.126    0.055    0.099    0.096    0.144    0.168    0.181    0.234   

 0.202    445.94 %   |

 | AVG SIO RATE             0.76     2.02     1.50     1.90     1.62     3.56     3.62     4.54     5.30    

 4.59    503.94 %   |

 | MAX SIO RATE             1.53     3.62     2.93     3.51     2.96     6.43     6.22     7.48     8.33    

 7.51    390.84 %   |

 | AVG PAGE RATE            8.85    16.90    17.05    15.96    15.16    27.92    29.75    36.81    50.03   

 47.01    431.18 %   |
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 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE     11.62     8.35    11.38     8.39     9.36     7.84     8.23     8.11     9.45   

 10.25    -11.79 %   |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL       3.19 %   7.91 %   5.97 %   6.22 %   5.69 %  13.15 %  13.66 %  16.87 %  25.58 % 

 21.94 %    588.08 %   |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL       6.44 %  15.22 %  11.66 %  12.55 %  11.22 %  26.85 %  26.00 %  31.81 %  47.27 % 

 42.06 %    553.10 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                   |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO    0.042    0.039    0.040    0.033    0.035    0.037    0.038    0.037    0.049   

 0.048     14.28 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO     0.042    0.039    0.040    0.033    0.035    0.037    0.038    0.037    0.048   

 0.048     14.28 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE   0.004    0.005    0.004    0.004    0.004    0.005    0.005    0.005    0.005   

 0.005     25.00 %   |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME        0.004    0.022    0.043    0.013    0.016    0.017    0.022    0.020    0.020   

 0.017    325.00 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ASM Usage Guidelines

The Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis inquiries provide two basic reports that use data from the MVS Page/
Swap Data Set Activity File (SCPPSD) and the Device Activity File (HARDVA) to report on the utilization and overall
response given by the ASM configuration. These reports allow tracking of the ASM configuration on an hourly, daily,
weekly, or monthly basis if the SCPPSD and HARDVA Files are supported in the MICS database at the appropriate levels
of summarization.

This section applies the ideas discussed in ASM MVS Concepts, to these environments, discusses minimal ASM
configurations and gives some basic recommendations. As with all recommendations, these must be considered as they
apply to your specific environment. If you are not familiar with the terminology and concepts associated with the Auxiliary
Storage Manager, you may find it helpful to read ASM MVS Concepts before continuing with this section.

All the recommendations given here or in any of the references are to be considered only as they apply to your
environment, not as strict rules.

To aid in evaluating the response and utilization levels of the ASM configuration, the Auxiliary Storage Management
Analysis reports allow data describing the ASM configuration to be viewed for individual page or swap data sets, by data
set class (e.g., pageable link pack area (PLPA), common, local, or duplex), or by device type (e.g., 3380s).

The following sections present ASM configuration guidelines, an example on sizing data sets, and considerations on using
specific device types.
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ASM Configuration Tuning

The interaction of the ASM configuration with the I/O subsystem is not directly measured by the Auxiliary Storage
Management Analysis reports. The ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report shows if service times are uniform or if
the response of specific data sets is causing a problem. The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report can be used to evaluate
the impact of not isolating page or swap data sets on dedicated volumes. Both data set response and service times are
reported.

The following list gives some configuration guidelines that are generally applicable to all levels of ASM support:

• Three data sets are the minimum paging configuration. The first data set defined is for PLPA, the second for common,
and the remaining data set(s) are for local data sets. A minimum paging configuration of only three page data sets (i.e.,
one PLPA, one common, one local) is not very practical. Check page rate by device and data set response times to
see if more local page data sets are required.

• In pre-MVS/XA systems, use swap data sets in a TSO environment or for an environment with heavy swapping.
Overflow of swapping into the local data sets adversely affects the performance of the local data sets. In MVS/XA
or MVS/ESA systems, because of improvements in the paging data set algorithms (as opposed to swap data set
algorithms), you should strongly consider the use of local page data sets for swapping.

• Define extra page and swap data sets (if used). Use the PAGENUM keyword in the IEASYSnn member of
SYS1.PARMLIB to allow for the addition of extra data sets that can be used to recover from an emergency condition
that exhausts auxiliary storage.

• If the PLPA paging rate is very high, PLPA can be allowed to spill into the common data set. The initial configuration
should be sized in accordance with information presented in the IBM Initialization and Tuning Guides. The WEEKS
level of the ASM Page/Swap Activity Report provides the information necessary to make this decision.
If you use intentional PLPA overflow to common, be careful to make the common data set large enough to hold both
the PLPA overflow and all common system area pages. If the common data set is filled, the ASM stops using it and the
system enters a wait state.

• Do not put ASM data sets on channels with non-RPS (Rotational Position Sensing) activity. The non-RPS activity will
tend to dominate because the ASM releases the channel during sector searches. This condition may be recognized by
a build-up of the ASM queue.

• If fixed head devices are available, allocate them to the highest activity data sets. Most load modules are normally
placed in the link pack area because they are frequently referenced, which means the PLPA data set is a good
candidate for a fixed head device.

• Avoid placing more than one ASM data set on any single moveable head device. ASM should be prevented from
competing with itself at the device level.

• Avoid placing ASM data sets on any shared device. The slot selection algorithms all depend on knowledge of the arm
position following the last ASM I/O request. ASM channel programs cannot operate efficiently when another CPU has
moved the arm.

• Over specify paging space. Larger common and local data sets on moveable head devices increase the probability
that the slot selection algorithms will find slots underneath or near the current arm position. Thus, backing store
requirements will not inhibit address space creation or the allocation of virtual I/O (VIO) data sets.

• Use multiple local and swap data sets (if swap data sets are used at all). Even when paging space or swapping space
requirements can be met by a single data set, multiple data sets allow ASM to service multiple requests concurrently.
This is especially important during peak loads.

• Duplex Data Sets. The use of a duplex data set severely affects common area page-out processing. You should
perform periodic evaluation of the actual saving (i.e., how many IPLs were saved) to determine if the savings is worth
the overhead.

• Allocate entire volumes for ASM data sets, and place no more than one ASM data set on a single path.
• If real storage is constrained, reduce the amount of logical swapping by lowering the maximum system think time value

on the LSCTMTE parameter in member IEAOPTEX of SYS1.PARMLIB. See the Initialization and Tuning Guide for a
description of this parameter.
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ASM Data Set Sizing

The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report shows the slots allocated and the average and maximum number of slots that were
used. If the SCPPSD and HARDVA Files are available at the WEEKS or MONTHS level, you can use this report directly to
adjust the paging and swapping space data set sizes. While excessive allocation is wasteful of real storage, the data sets
must be large enough to gain the benefit of the new slot allocation algorithms.

The Initialization and Tuning Guides give examples of selecting initial sizes for the ASM data sets. For more information,
see ASM MVS Concepts.

ASM Standard Output

The Auxiliary Storage Management reports give you the capability to track the allocation of auxiliary storage at a monthly,
weekly, daily, or hourly level. The reports use data from the page/swap data set files and the device activity files from the
RMF SCP and HAR Information Areas to report on the activity levels and response of the ASM subsystem. The device
activity files are used to obtain the I/O queue time for each of the page/swap devices because the I/O service time in the
page/swap files includes only the I/O transfer time.

To provide different views of the ASM information, the reports summarize the ASM information by page space type
(common, pageable link pack area (PLPA), local, duplex, and swap) device type, or data set name.

Common Report Elements

This section describes the elements common to all the Auxiliary Storage Management reports (see Figures 2-68 to 2-71).
Options that are unique to a report are documented with that report.

Title Elements

Each report has up to five lines of title information giving the installation name, component name, name of the report, run
date, and the MICS SYSIDs being reported.

The headings on the ASM Page/Swap Activity and ASM Page/Swap Response Time Reports detail the data selected, the
summary level of the report, and the time periods reported by column. For the monthly report, the column title is month/
year; for the weekly report, the first day of the week is given; and for the daily report, the day is given as month/day/year.
For the detail report, the hour:minute and day are given. For the hourly level, the hour and day of the month are given as
the column title. The following elements are in the standard title part of each report:

Installation Name
The installation name that is defined via panel at MICS system installation time. This value is centered on the first line of
the report. For more information about this value, consult your MICS System Administrator.

Component Name
The name of the performance component, centered in the second line of the report.

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

SYSID
The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using the standard control
parameters, although separate reports are provided for each system.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number. If the zone option is not specified, the information for all selected
zones is summarized, and no zone value appears on the report.

RUNDATE
The report execution date in SAS WORDDATE format.

Additional Elements
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Time Interval
The time intervals that are being reported listed on the first row of the report. This varies depending on the reporting
options and the timespan being used.

%CHANGE
The percent change for each report item (row) between the base period (first data column) and the last period (last data
column), shown in the last column of the report. If data for only one period is reported, then dashes (---) are displayed. If
the base period is 0, then N/A is printed to indicate a percent change could not be calculated.

ASM Page/Swap Activity Report

The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report tracks utilization and response of each page data set found in the RMF SCPPSD
Files over the selected time range. A sample report is shown in Figure 2-68.

Report Options

The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report supports time, date, zone, and SYSID selection. The report options determine the
level of the MICS database from which the data is selected, and the "by" value that is used for summarization.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into three categories:

• Data Set Size
• Data Set Workload
• Data Set Service

Data Set Size

The data set size elements describe the allocation of the data set or data sets being described. When reporting by device
type or page data set type, the elements in this section represent a total allocation over the data sets in a group (that is,
over all local page data sets).

AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED
The average number of slots (or swap sets) allocated to the data set during the reporting period. When reporting by
device type or page data set type, this value presents an average profile for all the data sets in this group.

AVG SLOTS USED
The average number of page data set slots (or swap data set swap sets) in use during this reporting interval. This value
comes from the PSDAVU element in the SCPPSD File. RMF calculates this by sampling the Page Activity Reference or
Swap Activity Reference Table each RMF cycle. When reporting by device type or page data type, this value presents an
average profile for all the data sets in this group.

MAX SLOTS USED
The maximum number of page slots (or swap sets) found to be in use on this data set during any RMF sample. Note that
the true maximum value can occur in between RMF cycles, but it cannot be smaller than this value. When reporting by
device type or page data set type, this value is the maximum value found in any of the data sets included in this total.
Investigations in sizing ASM data sets should always be done using this report summarized by data set name.

UNUSABLE SLOTS
The number of unusable slots (or swap sets) in this data set over the last RMF recording interval of the reporting period.

PERCENT SLOTS USED
The percentage of slots used over the reporting period. This value is equal to AVG SLOTS USED divided by AVG SLOTS
ALLOCATED, multiplied by 100.

Data Set Workload

The data set workload elements describe the work done by a page/swap data set or by the group of data sets represented
by this report. You can use these elements to identify situations where more devices are needed, as well as situations
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where the device selection algorithm may be causing a problem. Values in this section represent an individual data set or
a group of data sets, depending on the reporting option selected.

TOTAL PAGING I/O
The number of paging I/O requests directed to this page or swap data set or group of page or swap data sets. Obtained
from field IORSION of the I/O request blocks (IORBs) for this page/swap data set. Recorded for MVS/SE and later
systems only. For MVS/SP 1.3, this value includes Resume I/Os (RIOs).

TOTAL DEVICE I/O
The total number of all I/O requests (both paging and non-paging) directed towards this device or group of devices.
Obtained from adding together the I/O counts in the HARDVA File for this device or group devices

I/O CONTENTION INDEX
The ratio of the previous two values (paging I/O versus device I/O) for this device or group of devices. A high value could
indicate a possible problem caused by having non-paging and paging data sets sharing the same device.

AVG I/O RATE
The average Start I/O rate per second for this data set or group of data sets during the RMF reporting interval. This value
is only applicable to SE level MVS and above. For MVS/SP 1.3, this value includes Resume I/Os (RIOs). This value is
calculated by MICS as:
PSDPSIOR=PSDSIO/DURATION

MAX I/O RATE
The highest rate of I/O request activity to this data set or group of data sets found for any RMF recording interval included
in the reporting time interval. Recorded for MVS/SE and later systems only.

AVG PAGE RATE
The number of pages transferred per second. This element is applicable to "page" data sets only.

AVG PAGE BURST SIZE
The number of pages transferred per I/O. This element is applicable to "page" data sets only.

AVG DATASET UTIL
The percentage of time that the ASM (Auxiliary Storage Manager) considered this data set to be in use. RMF considers
the data set to be in use if any IORB (I/O Request Block) associated with the data set is marked as being in use (data sets
on multiple-exposure devices have multiple IORBs). For the device type or page data set type options, this is the average
utilization of all data sets in the group. This value is calculated by MICS as:
PSDPCUSE=(100 * PSDUSE) / SAMPLES

MAX DATASET UTIL
The highest percentage "busy" encountered for this data set or group of data sets during any RMF recording interval
included in the reported time interval. NOTE: This gives ASM's view of the data set. IOS's view may be different. Check
the HARDVA Files for device busy. An indication of this difference will be given by the difference in the device service time
and the device response time, which is defined below.

Data Set Service

The data set service elements give a measure of the average time to handle I/O requests to the page/swap data sets. The
device activity file is used to factor in the device delays to compute the response time element. The difference between
these two elements gives an indication of shared volume problems.

Note: If you request reports by hour and are using the WEEKS timespan, the HARDVA File will be tested to make sure
the file is in sequence by hour. If the file is not in sequence by hour, a warning message will be issued and several
elements will be changed on the report to missing values.

AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO
The number of seconds to handle a page or swap request, including IOS queuing delays. This field is calculated by
including the I/O queue delay from the appropriate device activity files.

VG SERVICE TIME/IO
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The number of seconds required to complete an average I/O to this page (or swap) data set. Maintained for MVS/SE or
later versions only.

Note: Any contention that may cause IOS to queue ASM's request is not visible to ASM.

AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE
The number of seconds required to transfer a page. This element is applicable only to true "page" data sets (that is, not
swap).
Note: Any contention that may cause IOS to queue ASM's request is not visible to ASM.

MAX SERVICE TIME:
The highest (worst) average service time for I/O requests found in any RMF recording interval in the time covered by this
record.

ASM Page/Swap Activity Report Sample

Figure 2-68. Sample Hourly ASM Page/Swap Activity Report

                                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                                              HOURLY ASM DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT

                                                        FOR ZONE = 1

                                           SYSTEM = XA01     RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

                          DSN = SYS1.PAGE109  UNIT = 272  DEVICE TYPE = 3380  PAGE SPACE TYPE = LOCAL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 00-09/yy 01-09/yy 02-09/yy 03-09/yy 04-09/yy 06-09/yy yy-09/yy 08-09/yy 09-09/yy

 10-09/yy CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                   |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED     45000    45000    45000    45000    45000    45000    45000    45000    45000   

 45000    ---        |

 | AVG SLOTS USED        4322.00  4213.00  3927.25  2935.00  2834.06   158.00  1186.00  2017.44  2166.50 

 2945.13    -31.85 %   |

 | MAX SLOTS USED        4657.00  4266.00  4197.00  3609.00  3009.00   334.00  1722.00  2240.00  2401.00 

 3373.00    -27.57 %   |

 | UNUSABLE SLOTS              0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0     

   0    N/A        |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED     9.60 %   9.36 %   8.72 %   6.52 %   6.29 %   0.35 %   2.63 %   4.48 %   4.81 %  

 6.54 %    -31.87 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |
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 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                   |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O           21      358      331      276      252       29      443     1588      847    

 2445   1542.85 %   |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O           23      408      345      356      254       29      446     1602      849    

 2447    539.13 %   |

 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX    0.095    0.014    0.004    0.290    0.008    0.000    0.007    0.009    0.002   

 0.001    -98.94 %   |

 | AVG SIO RATE             0.37     0.10     0.09     0.08     0.08     0.05     0.12     0.44     0.24    

 0.54     45.94 %   |

 | MAX SIO RATE             0.66     0.15     0.15     0.26     0.11     0.05     0.16     0.77     0.28    

 0.68      3.03 %   |

 | AVG PAGE RATE            0.81     0.17     0.25     0.12     0.16     0.61     0.62     1.20     0.77    

 1.43     76.54 %   |

 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE      2.21     1.68     2.70     1.53     2.12    12.79     5.02     2.72     3.29    

 2.64     19.45 %   |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL       0.80 %   0.13 %   0.27 %   0.02 %   0.06 %   0.32 %   0.22 %   0.55 %   0.58 %  

 1.00 %     23.45 %   |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL       1.44 %   0.33 %   0.55 %   0.11 %   0.22 %   0.32 %   0.44 %   1.10 %   0.66 %  

 1.44 %    ---        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                   |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO    0.022    0.014    0.030    0.004    0.008    0.069    0.018    0.013    0.025   

 0.018    -18.18 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO     0.022    0.014    0.030    0.004    0.008    0.069    0.018    0.013    0.025   

 0.018    -18.18 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE   0.010    0.008    0.011    0.002    0.004    0.005    0.004    0.005    0.008   

 0.007    -30.00 %   |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME        0.011    0.014    0.015    0.003    0.016    0.005    0.005    0.006    0.009   

 0.009    -18.18 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report

The ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report tracks the response of the ASM configuration by data set, page space type,
or device type. You can produce the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report at any summary level, with a maximum of
ten reporting periods on a page. This report processes the data from the SCPPSD and the HARDVA Files.
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Note: If you are reporting by hour and using the WEEKS timespan, the software validates that the HARDVA File is in
sequence by hour. If it is not, the report is still produced, but it reports service time instead of response time.

Report Options

The ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report supports time, date. zone, and SYSID selection. The report options control
the level of the MICS database from which the data is selected and the "by" value that is used for summarization.

Data Elements

The ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report shows the average response time of each ASM data set (or group of data
sets) found in the SCPPSD Files over the selected cycles of the MICS database. This report gives you a concise picture
of the overall ASM configuration and its performance. To help you in evaluating the response figures, the device type of
each data set is given if the name of the data set is small enough.

Figures 2-69 through 2-71 show the three forms of the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report. The first example, in
Figure 2-69, is the report produced by selecting the Page/Swap data set names report level option on the ASM Page/
Swap Activity Report inquiry panel (see Figure 2-77 for a sample of the panel). This option produced reports on all data
sets at the HOURS level.

Figure 2-70 shows the report produced by selecting the Page/Swap data set types report level option. Information at the
data set level is summed by page space type (PSDPST in the SCPPSD File).

The final report, shown in Figure 2-71, shows the device type form of the report at the hourly level of summarization. For
this report, the Page/Swap device types report level option was selected.

ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report Samples

Figure 2-69. Sample ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report by Data Set Name

                                             HOURLY ASM DATASET RESPONSE REPORT

                                                       FOR ZONE = 1

                                           SYSTEM = XA01     RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 11-09/yy 12-09/yy 13-09/yy 14-09/yy 15-09/yy 16-09/yy 17-09/yy 18-09/yy 19-09/yy

 20-09/yy CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | COMMON DATASET                                                                                            

                   |

 | --------------                                                                                            

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SYS1.PAGE101C (3380)    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.022    0.024    0.000   

 0.012    N/A        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |
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 | LOCAL DATASET                                                                                             

                   |

 | -------------                                                                                             

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SYS1.PAGE109 (3380)     0.005    0.006    0.005    0.008    0.003    0.006    0.007    0.003    0.002   

 0.007     40.00 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | PLPA DATASET                                                                                              

                   |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SYS1.PAGE101P (3380)    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.050    0.000    0.014    0.013   

 0.011    N/A        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SWAP DATASET                                                                                              

                   |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SYS1.SWAP102 (3380)     0.038    0.035    0.034    0.036    0.046    0.039    0.034    0.041    0.040   

 0.042     10.52 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-70. Sample ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report by Data Set Type

                                             HOURLY ASM PAGE-SPACE RESPONSE REPORT

                                           SYSTEM = XA02     RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 10-09/06 11-09/06 12-09/06 13-09/06 14-09/06 15-09/06 16-09/06 17-09/06 18-09/06

 19-09/06 CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |
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 | COMMON DATASET          0.029    0.020    0.019    0.023    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.029   

 0.000    N/A        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | LOCAL DATASET           0.007    0.007    0.005    0.006    0.007    0.006    0.004    0.009    0.008   

 0.005    -28.57 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | PLPA DATASET            0.019    0.014    0.014    0.006    0.000    0.020    0.000    0.017    0.032   

 0.000    N/A        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | SWAP DATASET            0.036    0.018    0.031    0.050    0.031    0.033    0.044    0.022    0.032   

 0.034     -5.55 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 2-71. Sample ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report by Device Type

                                            HOURLY ASM DEVICE-TYPE RESPONSE REPORT

                                           SYSTEM = XA01     RUNDATE =  SEP 20, yyyy

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 00-09/06 01-09/06 02-09/06 03-09/06 04-09/06 05-09/06 06-09/06 07-09/06 08-09/06

 09-09/06 CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | 2305-2                  0.000    0.001    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.007   

 0.005    N/A        |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                   |

 | 3380                    0.029    0.032    0.025    0.032    0.025    0.030    0.026    0.028    0.024   

 0.026    -10.34 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                   |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

ASM MVS Concepts

The Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) maintains copies of all virtual storage pages that are not currently assigned to a
real memory address. ASM controls two types of data sets:

• Paging space data sets
• Swapping space data sets

To provide as much parallel operation as possible and to spread out the I/O overhead associated with paging, the
following classes of page data sets are supported by MVS:

PLPA
Provides primary storage for paged-out portions of pageable link pack area modules.

Common
Provides primary storage for paged-out portions of the common system area.

Duplex
When duplexing is specified, a secondary copy of common system area and PLPA pages is maintained in the duplex data
set. This provides for additional reliability. Initially, the PLPA is written to both the duplex and PLPA data set. Subsequently,
all common system area page-outs are written to both the duplex and common data set. When an unrecoverable read
error occurs in the common or PLPA data set, ASM attempts to read that page from the duplex data set.

Local
The local page data sets hold all the paged- out private area virtual storage of individual address spaces that are in real
memory (i.e., swapped-in), as well as most of the pages of swapped-out address spaces. Precisely which private area
pages are directed to paging space data sets and which are directed to swapping space data sets during a swap varies
with the different levels of the Auxiliary Storage Manager. Physical Swap Algorithm section discusses the swap process
for MVS/SP 1.3 and MVS/XA. Virtual I/O (VIO) data sets (special data sets accessed by applications that use paging to
provide I/O functions) are also contained in the local data sets.

Swap data sets may be provided to speed up swap processing. They contain all local system queue area (LSQA) private
area virtual pages and, when the extended swap IUP or MVS/SP 1.3 (or beyond) is used, the swap-in working set of all
swapped- out address spaces.

If swap data sets are not defined, LSQA pages (and any other pages directed to the swap data sets) are written to the
local page data sets. This normally interferes with the demand paging I/O and, depending on the level of the system, may
cause response degradation. In an MVS/XA system with a well-configured paging subsystem using 3380s, the amount of
degradation is probably very small, if any, depending on the amount of swapping.

ASM Usage Guidelines discusses tuning ASM configurations for the different paging and swapping algorithms and
explains the use of the Auxiliary Storage Management reports in the analysis of the ASM configuration.

This concept section discusses the swapping and paging algorithms used by ASM. The following sections explain ASM
operation, the management of page traffic, and the principles of tuning an ASM configuration.

Overview

The purpose of the Auxiliary Storage Manager is to move virtual memory pages between real storage and auxiliary
storage. The Auxiliary Storage Manager divides virtual memory pages into three logically distinct groups: PLPA, common,
and local. At least one page data set is required for each group of pages in a minimal ASM configuration, though there are
multiple local page data sets in most systems. In addition, swap data sets can be allocated to decrease swap times.

The importance of allocating swap data sets varies, depending on the level of the system and the nature of the
configuration and workload. Except when you are using a fixed head device, these data sets should be isolated on
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separate volumes that are dedicated to ASM. To every degree possible, contention for the paths to these volumes should
be minimized.

ASM logic arranges its data sets in circular queues ordered from those devices with the fastest service times (that is,
cache and solid state device (SSD)) to those with the slowest (that is, fixed head then moveable head). When selecting a
swap or page data set, the "fastest" queue is always scanned first. Other data sets, arrayed on the "slower" queues, are
scanned only when no fast queue device can handle the request.

Within a queue, data sets are selected in round-robin sequence. In MVS/XA and MVS/ESA systems, an effort is made to
load balance the paging subsystem by scheduling page-out requests to those devices that are projected to provide fast
response times and bypassing those that are projected to provide slow response times.

ASM allocates available slots and builds paging channel programs in such a way that head movement is minimized. The
generated channel programs contain SEEK and SET SECTOR commands as required.

Paging Space Data Sets

ASM defines three classes of paging space data sets, corresponding to the three logical groups of pages (pageable link
pack area (PLPA), common, and local).

At least three paging data sets must be defined to the system. The first one is the PLPA data set, the second is the
common data set, and the remaining data set(s) are used as local page data sets. You can define a fourth class of paging
data set, the duplex data set, to provide a backup for the PLPA and common data set.

The term slot is used to characterize the location of a virtual page when it resides on an ASM data set, just as the term
frame is used when a virtual page resides in real memory. When a page is resident on an ASM data set, it is said to
occupy a slot. ASM paging data sets are sized in units of slots.

PLPA Data Set

The PLPA data set should be on a fixed-head device if possible. If not, make sure this data set is on a dedicated volume.
Generally, a good starting point for sizing the PLPA data set is four megabytes. In MVS/XA systems, because of the
potentially very large extended PLPA, this eventually may not be large enough, but it is a good place to start. If the PLPA
data set is too small, it will spill into the common data set. Although this is not recommended, we give an example of how
this might happen in ASM Usage Guidelines.

Common Data Set

The common data set should be large enough to hold all common system area and nucleus area pages (in MVS/XA the
nucleus is conceptually included in the common area). As we noted for the PLPA data set, a reasonable starting point
might be four megabytes (the same MVS/XA considerations apply), then adjust the size to the actual requirements.

When the common data set is too small, it will overflow to the PLPA data set. If this happens, ASM will not use the
common data set again, even when slots become available. For this reason, you should avoid overflow from the common
paging data set to the PLPA data set.

Duplex Data Set

The duplex data set should be large enough to hold both PLPA and common pages. Thus, it should be as large as the
combined size of the PLPA and common page data sets. Generally, eight megabytes should be sufficient for systems
through MVS/ESA. Again, you can use the Auxiliary Storage Management reports to determine size requirements for this
data set.

Use of duplexing is not generally recommended because of the extra overhead involved in the duplex operation (an extra
page-out is done for each common area page-out). If you use duplexing, we recommend that you evaluate the savings in
terms of system down time to see if this option is still required.

Local Data Set
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The total paging space provided by the local data sets must be sufficient to hold all private area pages and virtual I/
O (VIO) data sets. An example of this size calculation is given in the Initialization and Tuning Guides. You can use the
Auxiliary Storage Management reports at the monthly level to refine this value.

The local data sets should be sized to reflect the type and number of address spaces expected to be active concurrently,
the private area for each, and the total amount of VIO pages required. System and started task address spaces require
local page data set slots equivalent to their private area size. To help ensure that there will be enough ASM slots
(sometimes referred to as backing slots or backing store) available for the address space paging, swapping, and VIO
demands, MVS performs the function described below.

In pre-MVS/XA systems, at address space creation for TSO and batch, ASM divides the number of slots that would be
required to contain the entire private area of the address space by a constant (ILRSLOTC, currently initialized to eight)
and subtracts the result from the slot count for all local page data sets. The number of slots required for a VIO data set is
divided by another constant (ILRSLOTV, currently initialized to four) and, again, the result is subtracted from the overall
slot count. When there are no more slots available by this computation, further address spaces or VIO data sets are not
allowed.

In MVS/XA and MVS/ESA systems, these functions are implemented through the ASMSLOTC (for non-VIO requirements)
and ASMSLOTV (for VIO requirements) values. The calculations are as described for pre-MVS/XA systems, but the
default assumptions are different. It is assumed in both MVS/XA and MVS/ESA systems that you have allocated enough
paging space to accommodate the needs of your workload. Hence the default values for both parameters effectively
turn off the backing store functions. The method of turning them on and adjusting them to the needs of your workload is
described in the Initialization and Tuning Guide.

This algorithm is NOT based on the actual number of local paging data set slots currently in use. Instead, it attempts to
predict the number of slots that will be used by an address space or VIO data set and effectively reserves that number of
slots.

The PLPA and common data sets should be sized somewhat above the minimum requirements that can be calculated. A
growth factor can be determined from the ASM Page/Swap Activity Report and should be included. This growth factor is
typically 25 percent to 35 percent of the maximum slots used over the last four months.

Sizing of local data sets is somewhat more complex. If the data set is going to service group requests (swapping, VIO,
virtual fetch), it should be large enough to make efficient use of the consecutive slot allocation.

In sizing the PLPA and common data sets, you should be aware that overflow from one data set to the other is allowed. In
general, only overflow from PLPA to common should be accepted.

The following sections discuss the details of the paging algorithms used. For more details, see ASM Usage Guidelines.

Data Set Selection

For any page-in request, Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) must naturally select the page data set to which the virtual
page was paged-out. To improve page fault response time, page-in requests are given priority over page-outs.

With the exception of a create LPA (CLPA) operation at IPL, pageable link pack area virtual pages are read-only, and
are therefore paged-in from the PLPA data set, but never paged- out. Changed Common System Area (CSA) virtual
pages are always paged-out to the common data set. The common and PLPA data sets may spill to one another, though
common should not be allowed to spill to PLPA for performance reasons. For private area page-out processing, however,
ASM must choose between the local data sets.

In MVS/XA and MVS/ESA, considerations are made for the projected response times of the individual page data sets.
Page data sets with faster projected response times tend to be selected over those with slower projected response times,
balancing the paging load to provide a more consistent level of paging response across page-out requests.

Naturally, there also must be enough space on the selected page data set to service the request. For a group (or related)
request, this means enough contiguous slots. For a demand paging request, there must be enough slots to hold the pages
to be paged-out.
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Service Burst Calculation

The idea behind the service burst is to avoid long-running paging channel programs while address spaces are waiting
for page fault resolution. The goal is to limit paging channel program execution to a fixed number of pages, device
dependent.

Swapping Space Data Sets

Swapping is the means by which MVS frees real storage frames occupied by inactive or low priority address spaces and
makes them available for use by higher priority active address spaces.

This section describes the swapping algorithms and explains swap data set configuration changes. A brief introduction
to the evolution of the swap process provides a framework for this discussion. Some recommendations on swap data set
sizing are given.

Before the availability of logical swapping and the extended swap IUP, only LSQA pages were written to swap data sets,
and a physical swap-out was initiated when SRM analysis showed that an address space would be, or should be, made
idle for an extended period. An address space was swapped:

• Between transactions (for TSO address spaces).
• For all explicit long wait conditions.
• In other wait conditions that were "too long" (i.e., detected waits or ENQ contention).
• Unilaterally by the SRM for multiprocessing level contention and resource under or over utilization.

A swap-out is performed in three steps:

1. Execution is halted if the address space is not already in a wait state and the address space is quiesced (i.e., put in a
wait state).

2. The pages held by the address space are trimmed. Non-LSQA pages unchanged since their last page-in have their
frames placed on the available frame queue, where they are immediately available for stealing.

3. Non-LSQA working set pages that have been changed since their last page-in are paged-out to the local data sets,
and their slot locations recorded in a control block in the LSQA. The LSQA is then paged-out to the swap data sets, if
available; otherwise, the LSQA is paged-out to the local data sets.

The swap-in process is the reverse of a swap-out:

1. LSQA is paged-in.
2. Page-ins are scheduled for non-LSQA pages marked as referenced at swap-out.
3. The address space is restored and marked dispatchable, possibly before the page-ins from step two have completed.

Starting with MVS/SE2, logical swapping was introduced for TSO address spaces. The effect of this change was to avoid
physically swapping a TSO address space if: (1) the user is actively entering commands, and (2) there is enough real
storage available.

A second major change was in the form of an installed user program (IUP) to modify the swap process. With the extended
swap IUP, those pages marked as referenced at swap-out are treated as LSQA and paged-out to the swap data sets.
Swap-in step one brings in all the pages necessary to continue execution of the address space, so swap-in step two
is effectively skipped. Swap-in step three is also significantly shortened, because it is unnecessary to wait for page-ins
scheduled by step two.

The swap process is discussed in the following sections.

Physical Swap Algorithm

Ignoring the quiesce/restore and trimming steps, the swap process of the extended swap IUP and MVS/SP 1.3 and
beyond is really a two-stage swap-out and a single-stage swap-in.
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Changed but unreferenced pages are paged-out to local data sets, saving the ASM slot locations in LSQA control blocks.
MVS/XA and MVS/ESA use the sequential slot allocation algorithm to select slots on the local page data sets.

Then LSQA and non-LSQA referenced pages are paged-out to swap data sets. All the pages needed for a swap-in
receive the advantage of the sequential slots of swap sets.

If multiple swap sets are required for the larger working sets, they will be split among multiple swap data sets and the I/O
will run concurrently (assuming a sufficient number of allocated data sets). When an address space is swapped back into
real memory, all of its pages are brought in from the swap data sets in a single stage operation.

Working Set Trim

In this section the term working set is used to be compatible with the IBM references on ASM operation. You should be
aware that this is a third definition of working set. This version of the working set is a pragmatic attempt to keep enough
pages at swap-out to ensure minimal paging at swap-in. As such, the swap working set determination includes more
pages than might be in the Denning working set.

Working set trim makes page frames available for immediate stealing and indirectly determines the number of non-LSQA
pages that will be swapped. An address space can be trimmed down to its minimum for storage isolation (see the PWSS
parameter in the Initialization and Tuning Guide) if such a minimum was specified.

Working set trim attempts to selectively protect unreferenced pages from being stolen. Referenced pages are never
stolen, because they must be paged-out to the swap data sets by the extended swap algorithm. The method by which
working set trim discriminates between pages that should and should not be made available for stealing is different for
physical and logical swaps.

Physical Swap Working Set Trim

For address spaces that are being physically swapped-out, working set trim is based on elapsed time since the last
unreferenced interval count (UIC) update. When a physical swap is initiated within 1/2 SRM second of the last UIC
update, then unreferenced pages with a UIC of zero are not trimmed. This protects pages that might be frequently
referenced, but were unlucky enough to have their reference bit turned off by the very recent UIC update. It is assumed
there has not been sufficient time for the page to be referenced again.

Logical Swap Working Set Trim

For address spaces that are being logically swapped-out, working set trim is based on current utilization of real storage.
Unreferenced pages within a UIC of up to 23 are not trimmed if their UIC is less than the integer part of the following
calculation:

 1 + (System Average Max UIC - 30) / 10

 

Thus, logically swapped address spaces are always trimmed less severely than physically swapped address spaces
because this calculation has a minimum value of one. The purpose of this algorithm is to protect more pages from being
trimmed as more real storage is made available.

Logical Swapping

MVS/SE1 introduced the concept of logical swapping. The consumption of CPU and I/O resources by swapping had
limited the throughput of large TSO systems, primarily because completion of each TSO transaction initiated a physical
swap-out. The purpose of logical swapping is, where possible, to avoid actual swap-out page transfer to the ASM data
sets. To describe logical swapping, we first consider the steps in the life of a transaction in a system prior to MVS/SE1:

1. Swap-in of the LSQA pages (stage 1).
2. Swap-in of the private pages (stage 2).
3. Restore processing ready the address space for execution.
4. Execution phase.
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5. Quiesce processing stop all tasks, SRBs, and I/O.
6. Working set trim.
7. Swap-out of changed non-LSQA pages and LSQA pages.

The decision to do a physical or logical swap is made at the completion of quiesce processing and is based on two
variables: (1) the user think time and (2) the system think time. Prior to MVS/SP 1.3, only TSO address spaces that were
quiesced due to a terminal wait condition (input or output) were considered for logical swapping.

Starting in MVS/SP 1.3, any swappable task that enters a detected or long wait condition is considered for logical
swapping. User think time is calculated as the time from the end of quiesce processing to the end of restore processing,
and hence accounts for user idle time, time keying in data, swap-in time, and any communications delays.

System think time is calculated as a function of the available storage. Consult the Initialization and Tuning Guide for the
appropriate level of your system for the exact calculation used. The value of system think time may be plotted over time.
This value is controlled by parameters in the SYS1.PARMLIB member IEAOPTnn that define the range of values, the
length of the available frame queue, and the system unreferenced interval count (UIC) value.

With MVS/SP 1.3 and beyond, the amount of fixed storage and the amount of storage fixed or allocated from page-in or
page-out operations is also considered. An address space is logically swapped if the previous user think time is less than
the current value of system think time. When a logically swapped address space remains idle for longer than the system
think time, it is physically swapped.

TSO users receive an extra 2-second grace period, but the physical swap is not actually performed until real storage
frames are needed. Hence, an address space may remain logically swapped far longer than might be expected.

Non-TSO address spaces are also candidates for logical swapping. The criteria for non-TSO logical swapping are:

• System think time must be greater than five seconds.
• The current high UIC must be greater than logical swap high threshold (default is 30).
• The average number of fixed frames below 16 megabytes is below that logical swap threshold.

When all the above conditions are met, a swappable non-TSO address space entering a detected or long wait will be
considered for logical swapping.

Given sufficient real storage, logical swapping greatly improves TSO response. There are so many interactions between
an ASM configuration and the amount of real memory, the type of swapping (extended swap or not), and page stealing
that it is difficult to give firm guidelines on how to use these facilities. You should perform all basic system tuning first,
however, before you make any changes to the system-provided defaults. Some general strategies are discussed in
Section 2.3.2 of this guide.

In an expanded storage environment, logical swapping is still utilized in an attempt to save the processor cycles and
expanded storage or I/O overhead of physical swapping. As noted above, a TSO address space in a terminal wait
condition or any class of address space in a long or detected wait condition is eligible for logical swapping. When this
happens, the LSQA, fixed, and most recently referenced pages are kept in central storage. The only real impact of
expanded storage on the logical swap process is to mitigate the degradation that might occur when a logical swap must
be converted to a physical swap.

Just as a logical swap is effective only if the address space is swapped back in before being converted to a physical
swap, an expanded storage physical swap is effective only if the address space is swapped back in before being migrated
through central to auxiliary storage.

ASM Case Study

The following case study details the application of the Auxiliary Storage Management routines to review changes made to
an ASM configuration.
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Problem Description

The purpose of this study is to review the ASM configuration for a 3033 running MVS/SP 1.1 with the extended swap
IUP. The configuration was modified to remove two drums and two 3350 swap data sets. The new ASM configuration
is isolated on channel 1 with an alternate path on channel 7. It was decided to place the common and PLPA data sets
on the same volume. Because this system is at an SP 1.1 level, this is appropriate (see ASM MVS Conceptsfor SP 1.3
considerations).

The study has the following objectives:

• Ensure that local paging does not suffer from the removal of the drums.
• Look for page response problems.
• Verify that "low activity" data sets on the swap volumes have not caused problems.
• Check for any overloading conditions.
• Review the initial size estimates.

The first step is to use the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report to produce a before and after change overview of the
configurations. We chose the WEEKS time-span because gross trending is our basic objective. To review the operation
and service given by each of the individual data sets, we produce the ASM Page/Swap Activity Report at an hourly level.

Inquiry Composition

Figures 2-72 through 2-116 detail the options that we provided to the Auxiliary Storage Management inquiry panels. These
options are discussed in the paragraphs below.

The SYSID selection parameter limits the reports to the system under study. We selected Zone 1 (prime time) because
this system runs TSO and some online DBMS applications during the day and mostly production batch at night. Thus, the
heavy paging and swapping load comes during prime time.

The entries in the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report inquiry panel in Figure 2-72 produce the report shown in
Figure 2-25 (see RSM MVS Concepts), which summarizes the old configuration. Each cycle in the WEEKS timespan is
one week, thus a report covering 10-14 weeks ago is produced by these statements.

Figure 2-72. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report Inquiry Panel / Old Configuration

 ------------------  ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report  ----------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ASMC1  - Response Time / Old Configuration

  

 Time-span ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 10 - 14

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _            |

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)                        |

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

 Report level (Select only one):   Page/Swap data set names   ===> Y (Y/N)       

 Page/Swap data set types   ===> N (Y/N)

 Page/Swap device types     ===> N (Y/N)

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> PROD ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N) 

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)
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For a full description of the fields on this panel, see ASM Component Operation, or press the help key (usually PF1) when
you are at this panel. The entries in the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report inquiry panel in Figure 2-73 produce the
report shown in Figure 2-76 covering the current week and the previous two weeks for ZONE 1.

Figure 2-73. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report Inquiry Panel / New Configuration

 ------------------  ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report  ----------------------\

 |\ Command ===>

  

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ASMC2  - Response Time / New Configuration

 Time-span ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 03

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y (Y/N)

  

  

 Report level (Select only one):   Page/Swap data set names   ===> Y (Y/N)

                                   Page/Swap data set types   ===> N (Y/N)

  

                                   Page/Swap device types     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Sysid        ===> PROD ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The entries in the ASM Page/Swap Activity Report inquiry panel in Figure 2-74 produce a report for each data set in the
ASM configuration. These reports are shown in Figure 2-77.

Figure 2-74. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Activity Report Inquiry Panel / By Data Set

 ---------------------  ASM Page/Swap Activity Report    ----------------------\

 Command ===> 

  

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ASMC3 - ASM Activity by Data Set

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)
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 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> Y (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y (Y/N)

 Report level (Select only one):   Page/Swap data set names   ===> Y (Y/N)

                                   Page/Swap data set types   ===> N (Y/N)

  

                                   Page/Swap device types     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> PROD ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Output Reports

Figures 2-75 and 2-76 show the output from the two ASM Page/Swap Response Time Reports. From these figures, we
can see that the change to the final configuration was made in two steps. The drums were removed during the week of
9/7/yy and then, by the week of 11/15/yy, the ASM configuration was isolated on channel 1 to reach the final configuration
shown in the second ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report (Figure 2-76).

As we noted at the beginning of this case study, in setting up the new configuration we had the following goals:

• Ensure that local paging does not suffer from removal of the drums.
• Look for page response problems.
• Verify that the "low activity" data sets on the swap volumes have not caused problems.
• Check for any overloading conditions.
• Review the initial size estimates.

First, the 3380s are giving approximately the same service as the drum, so clearly local paging was not hurt by this
change. We should review hourly ASM Page/Swap Response Time Reports to ensure that consistent service is being
given. Next, based on the data set busy times and page transfer rates, this configuration is rather lightly loaded.

As a final note, by isolating the ASM data sets on a channel, we should get more consistent response.

Figure 2-75. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report / Old Configuration

                                  CA MICS Performance Manager

                               WEEKLY ASM DATASET RESPONSE REPORT

                                          FOR ZONE = 1

                SYSTEM = PROD                     RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                      |

 | WEEKS:                     08/18/yy 08/25/yy 09/01/yy 09/08/yy 09/15/yy CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                                      |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                      |

 |  COMMON DATASET                                                                      |

 |  --------------                                                                      |

 |                                                                                      |

 | SYS2.LOCAL181 (3380)         0.017    0.023    0.021    0.017    0.023      35.29 %  |

 |                                                                                      |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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 |                                                                                      |

 |  LOCAL DATASET                                                                       |

 |  -------------                                                                       |

 |                                                                                      |

 | SYS2.LCL1A0A (2305-2)        0.030    0.038    0.047    0.000    0.000      N/A      |

 | SYS2.LCL1A0B (2305-2)        0.029    0.038    0.041    0.000    0.000      N/A      |

 | SYS2.LOCAL168 (3380)         0.000    0.000    0.023    0.020    0.021      -8.70 %  |

 | SYS2.LOCAL182 (3380)         0.029    0.032    0.034    0.026    0.026     -10.34 %  |

 | SYS2.LOCAL183 (3380)         0.030    0.033    0.034    0.032    0.029      -3.33 %  |

 |                                                                                      |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                      |

 |  PLPA DATASET                                                                        |

 |  ------------                                                                        |

 |                                                                                      |

 | SYS2.PLPA180 (3380)          0.016    0.022    0.026    0.019    0.018      12.50 %  |

 |                                                                                      |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                      |

 |  SWAP DATASET                                                                        |

 |  ------------                                                                        |

 |                                                                                      |

 | SYS2.SWAP16C (3380)          0.000    0.000    0.075    0.067    0.067     -10.60 %  |

 | SYS2.SWAP291 (3380)          0.035    0.035    0.040    0.033    0.037       5.71 %  |

 | SYS2.SWAP292 (3380)          0.043    0.045    0.049    0.041    0.041      -4.65 %  |

 | SYS2.SWAP5C3 (3350)          0.108    0.113    0.127    0.000    0.000      N/A      |

 | SYS2.SWAP3EA (3350)          0.077    0.083    0.081    0.106    0.077     ---       |

 |                                                                                      |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-76. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report / New Configuration

                   CA MICS Performance Manager

                WEEKLY ASM DATASET RESPONSE REPORT

                        FOR ZONE = 1

      SYSTEM = PROD                     RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                    |

 | WEEKS:                     11/03/yy 11/10/yy 11/17/yy CHANGE %     |

 |                                                                    |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                    |

 |  COMMON DATASET                                                    |

 |  --------------                                                    |

 |                                                                    |

 | SYS2.LOCAL161 (3380)         0.021    0.021    0.019      -9.52 %  |

 |                                                                    |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                    |

 |  LOCAL DATASET                                                     |

 |  -------------                                                     |

 |                                                                    |
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 | SYS2.LOCAL16C (3380)         0.021    0.022    0.019      -9.52 %  |

 | SYS2.LOCAL16E (3380)         0.020    0.021    0.021       5.00 %  |

 | SYS2.LOCAL168 (3380)         0.021    0.020    0.019      -9.52 %  |

 |                                                                    |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                    |

 |  PLPA DATASET                                                      |

 |  ------------                                                      |

 |                                                                    |

 | SYS2.PLPA161 (3380)          0.025    0.027    0.039      56.00 %  |

 |                                                                    |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                    |

 |  SWAP DATASET                                                      |

 |  ------------                                                      |

 |                                                                    |

 | SYS2.SWAP17D (3380)          0.060    0.059    0.060       0.00 %  |

 | SYS2.SWAP171 (3380)          0.055    0.051    0.056       1.82 %  |

 | SYS2.SWAP173 (3380)          0.125    0.114    0.117      -6.37 %  |

 |                                                                    |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-77. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Data Set Activity Report (Part 1 of 4)

                                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                                              HOURLY ASM DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT

                                                      FOR ZONE = 1

                                 SYSTEM = PROD                            RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

                            DSN = SYS1.PAGE16C  UNIT = 16C  DEVICE TYPE = 3380  PAGE SPACE TYPE = LOCAL

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 08-11/19 09-11/19 10-11/19 11-11/19 12-11/19 13-11/19 14-11/19 15-11/19 16-11/19

 17-11/19 CHANGE %      |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                    |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED   12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750   

 12750      ---         |

 | AVG SLOTS USED        2086.25  2709.00  2950.75  3477.00  3368.50  3475.75  3498.25  3637.00  3497.25 

 3071.63     47.24 %    |

 | MAX SLOTS USED        2612.00  2898.00  3278.00  3858.00  3695.00  3789.00  3716.00  3857.00  3879.00 

 3257.00     24.69 %    |
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 | UNUSABLE SLOTS        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0  

        N/A         |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED    16.36 %  21.25 %  23.14 %  27.27 %  26.42 %  26.26 %  27.44 %  28.53 %  27.43 % 

 24.09 %     47.24 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                    |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O         2430     5401     9494    13162    11164    16030    17493    18439    14192    

 7795    220.78 %    |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O         2433     5452     9498    13240    11166    16052    17507    18442    14194    

 7820    221.41 %    |

 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX    0.001    0.009    0.000    0.006    0.000    0.001    0.001    0.000    0.000   

 0.003    300.00 %    |

 | AVG I/O RATE             0.68     1.50     2.64     3.66     3.10     4.45     4.86     5.12     3.94    

 2.89    327.71 %    |

 | MAX I/O RATE             0.99     1.77     3.98     4.51     3.66     5.63     5.98     6.47     5.41    

 3.30    232.27 %    |

 | AVG PAGE RATE            3.60     2.52     0.37     2.13     3.42     2.41    3.11      2.44     1.54    

 2.68    -25.55 %    |

 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE     12.81    13.40   14.00     14.78    14.51    15.88    14.88    13.21    11.65   

 12.71     -0.01 %    |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL       1.50 %   2.33 %   5.58 %   7.86 %   5.94 %  10.69 %   9.47 %  10.88 %   8.13 %  

 4.96 %    230.86 %    |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL       3.00 %   3.44 %   7.65 %  10.44 %   7.66 %  12.45 %  12.22 %  13.76 %  11.76 %  

 5.77 %     92.59 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                    |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO    0.023    0.016    0.022    0.022    0.019    0.024    0.020    0.021    0.021   

 0.018    -21.74 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO     0.022    0.016    0.021    0.022    0.019    0.024    0.019    0.021    0.021   

 0.017    -22.64 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE   0.002    0.001    0.002    0.004    0.003    0.003    0.002    0.003    0.002   

 0.001    -50.00 %    |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME        0.030    0.020    0.026    0.023    0.021    0.029    0.021    0.022    0.024   

 0.020    -35.06 %    |
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 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-77. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Data Set Activity Report (Part 2 of 4)

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                 HOURLY ASM DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT

                                                         FOR ZONE = 1

                                 SYSTEM = PROD                            RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

                            DSN = SYS1.PAGE161  UNIT = 161  DEVICE TYPE = 3380  PAGE SPACE TYPE = COMMON

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 08-11/19 09-11/19 10-11/19 11-11/19 12-11/19 13-11/19 14-11/19 15-11/19 16-11/19

 17-11/19 CHANGE %      |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                    |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED      12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750   

 12750   ---         |

 | AVG SLOTS USED         1648.50  1655.50  1667.00  1695.25  1707.25  1710.00  1717.75  1729.44  1729.75 

 1662.00     0.82 %    |

 | MAX SLOTS USED         1654.00  1660.00  1674.00  1709.00  1710.00  1715.00  1728.00  1732.00  1732.00 

 1728.00     4.47 %    |

 | UNUSABLE SLOTS               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0    

    0   N/A         |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED     12.93 %  12.98 %  13.07 %  13.30 %  13.39 %  13.41 %  13.47 %  13.56 %  13.57 % 

 13.04 %     0.82 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                    |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O           467     1094     3091     6675     4214     7753     8286     9919     6155    

 2014   331.26 %    |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O           475     1098     3092     6695     4219     7766     8487     9931     6156    

 2085   338.95 %    |
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 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX     0.017    0.004    0.000    0.003    0.001    0.002    0.024    0.001    0.000   

 0.035   105.88 %    |

 | AVG I/O RATE              0.13     0.30     0.86     1.85     1.17     2.15     2.30     2.76     1.71    

 0.75   475.09 %    |

 | MAX I/O RATE              0.20     0.46     1.41     2.90     1.46     3.15     3.38     3.58     2.57    

 1.07   423.14 %    |

 | AVG PAGE RATE             3.39     2.64     1.51     0.73     0.34     0.31     0.45     0.56     0.87    

 0.66   -80.53 %    |

 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE      19.54    15.32    16.78    14.33    16.78    14.79    14.48    15.61    14.08   

 12.83   -34.33 %    |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL        0.30 %   0.55 %   1.58 %   3.83 %   2.08 %   3.85 %   4.91 %   5.50 %   3.38 %  

 1.40 %   360.57 %    |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL        0.77 %   1.00 %   2.33 %   6.33 %   2.66 %   5.77 %   8.00 %   6.99 %   5.33 %  

 1.55 %    99.98 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                    |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO     0.024    0.019    0.020    0.021    0.018    0.019    0.023    0.021    0.020   

 0.019   -19.87 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO      0.024    0.018    0.018    0.021    0.018    0.018    0.021    0.020    0.020   

 0.019   -19.90 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE    0.001    0.001    0.001    0.002    0.001    0.001    0.002    0.001    0.001   

 0.001     0.00 %    |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME         0.038    0.029    0.026    0.022    0.024    0.020    0.025    0.022    0.023   

 0.026   -31.56 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-77. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Data Set Activity Report (Part 3 of 4)

                                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                                              HOURLY ASM DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT

                                                     FOR ZONE = 1

                                 SYSTEM = PROD                            RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

                            DSN = SYS1.PAGE168  UNIT = 168  DEVICE TYPE = 3380  PAGE SPACE TYPE = LOCAL

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 08-11/19 09-11/19 10-11/19 11-11/19 12-11/19 13-11/19 14-11/19 15-11/19 16-11/19

 17-11/19 CHANGE %      |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                    |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED      12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750    12750   

 12750   ---         |

 | AVG SLOTS USED         2156.75  2793.50  3107.50  3567.50  3437.00  3503.50  3546.50  3693.94  3696.19 

 3264.31    51.35 %    |

 | MAX SLOTS USED         2456.00  3004.00  3391.00  3902.00  3688.00  3725.00  3900.00  3964.00  3966.00 

 3496.00    42.35 %    |

 | UNUSABLE SLOTS               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0    

    0   N/A         |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED     16.92 %  21.91 %  24.37 %  27.98 %  26.96 %  27.48 %  27.82 %  28.97 %  28.99 % 

 25.59 %    51.35 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                    |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O          2544     5423     9994    13884    11634    17101    17061    18197    14451    

 8043    216.16 %   |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O          2552     5426    10056    13891    11636    17103    17062    18197    14465    

 8065    216.03 %   |

 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX     0.003    0.001    0.006    0.001    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.001   

 0.005     66.67 %   |

 | AVG I/O RATE              0.71     1.51     2.78     3.86     3.23     4.75     4.74     5.05     4.01    

 2.98    321.54 %   |

 | MAX I/O RATE              0.93     1.83     3.96     4.77     3.91     5.82     5.88     6.24     5.13    

 3.18    241.51 %   |

 | AVG PAGE RATE             2.39     2.74     1.43     0.89     1.23     0.61     0.55     0.57     1.87    

 1.66   -30.54 %    |

 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE      17.54    15.76    14.76    14.54    15.66    13.65    14.33    12.55    13.08   

 14.73   -16.02 %    |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL        1.50 %   2.83 %   5.69 %   7.91 %   6.86 %   9.66 %   9.86 %  10.19 %   9.05 %  

 6.11 %    307.41 %   |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL        2.11 %   3.66 %   8.87 %  10.44 %   8.22 %  12.90 %  12.55 %  12.22 %  10.98 %  

 6.55 %    210.52 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |
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 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                    |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO     0.022    0.019    0.021    0.021    0.022    0.021    0.021    0.021    0.023   

 0.021     -3.36 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO      0.021    0.019    0.021    0.021    0.021    0.020    0.021    0.020    0.023   

 0.021     -2.23 %   |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE    0.001    0.001    0.001    0.001    0.001    0.002    0.001    0.002    0.002   

 0.001      0.00 %   |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME         0.024    0.022    0.023    0.023    0.023    0.022    0.022    0.023    0.026   

 0.021    -11.14 %   |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-77. Case Study - ASM Page/Swap Data Set Activity Report (Part 4 of 4)

                                                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                                              HOURLY ASM DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT

                                                      FOR ZONE = 1

                                 SYSTEM = PROD                            RUN DATE =  NOV 20, yyyy

                            DSN = SYS1.SWAP17D  UNIT = 17D  DEVICE TYPE = 3380  PAGE SPACE TYPE = SWAP

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD): 08-11/19 09-11/19 10-11/19 11-11/19 12-11/19 13-11/19 14-11/19 15-11/19 16-11/19

 17-11/19 CHANGE %      |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SIZE                                                                                              

                    |

 | ------------                                                                                              

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG SLOTS ALLOCATED        240      240      240      240      240      240      240      240      240    

  240   ---         |

 | AVG SLOTS USED           46.00    57.50    63.25    66.50    59.50    62.25    61.25    62.00    69.75   

 58.33    26.79 %    |

 | MAX SLOTS USED           57.00    69.00    78.00    83.00    72.00    75.00    81.00    78.00    87.00   

 74.00    29.82 %    |

 | UNUSABLE SLOTS               0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0        0    

    0   N/A         |

 | PERCENT SLOTS USED     19.17 %  23.96 %  26.35 %  27.71 %  24.79 %  25.94 %  25.52 %  25.83 %  29.06 % 

 24.30 %    26.79 %    |
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 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET WORKLOAD                                                                                          

                    |

 | ----------------                                                                                          

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | TOTAL PAGING I/O          1424     2617     3442     4073     3507     4743     4987     5004     4960    

 3028   112.64 %    |

 | TOTAL DEVICE I/O          1435     2617     3449     4105     3515     4748     5012     5005     4963    

 3115   117.07 %    |

 | I/O CONTENTION INDEX     0.008    0.000    0.002    0.008    0.002    0.001    0.005    0.000    0.001   

 0.029   262.50 %    |

 | AVG I/O RATE              0.40     0.73     0.96     1.13     0.97     1.32     1.39     1.39     1.38    

 1.12   183.47 %    |

 | MAX I/O RATE              0.52     0.88     1.04     1.32     1.04     1.50     1.55     1.55     1.57    

 1.21   131.42 %    |

 | AVG PAGE RATE             0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00    

 0.00   N/A         |

 | AVG PAGE BURST SIZE       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00    

 0.00   N/A         |

 | AVG DATASET UTIL        1.38 %   2.75 %   3.33 %   3.75 %   3.47 %   5.19 %   5.97 %   5.44 %   5.27 %  

 4.51 %   225.37 %    |

 | MAX DATASET UTIL        2.44 %   2.88 %   4.33 %   4.33 %   4.22 %   5.99 %   7.11 %   6.65 %   6.00 %  

 5.11 %   109.41 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | DATASET SERVICE                                                                                           

                    |

 | ---------------                                                                                           

                    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 | AVG RESPONSE TIME/IO     0.051    0.052    0.053    0.048    0.057    0.060    0.066    0.060    0.059   

 0.063    23.53 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/IO      0.043    0.045    0.043    0.040    0.046    0.050    0.054    0.049    0.048   

 0.051    18.62 %    |

 | AVG SERVICE TIME/PAGE    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000   

 0.000    N/A        |

 | MAX SERVICE TIME         0.069    0.054    0.059    0.045    0.056    0.062    0.060    0.059    0.052   

 0.058   -15.96 %    |

 |                                                                                                           

                    |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ASM Component Operation

This Component Operation Section describes the online inquiry panels required for the operation of Auxiliary Storage
Management Analysis routines.

Entries in the online inquiry panels define the types of reports to be generated. In particular, these panels define:

• The cycles from the MICS SCPPSD and HARDVA Files to be processed.
• The summarization level of the report as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. If you have selected the DETAIL timespan,

the data is summarized based on the length of your RMF interval. Note that the availability of each summarization level
assumes that your system supports the required files at each level.

• The type of report to be produced.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, a summarization option is provided in the form of ZONE and HOUR specification. You
can specify summarization to the ZONE level for all timespans, and to the HOUR level for the WEEKS or DAYS timespan,
with the Report by Hour and the Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYs timespan and HOUR summarization, and you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

The Auxiliary Storage Management reports provided are:

• ASM Page/Swap Activity Report
Describes the activity and response for each data set found in the SCPPSD File.

• ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report
Reports the device response of each data set found in the SCPPSD File.

The following options are common to both control panels:

Timespan: The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) of the MICS file(s) that you wish to use as input for
processing.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS database will usually contain a 24-hour period spanning
two days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is
provided by the DATE and HOUR options.

Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not know what database units are
available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per
inquiry.

Allow Run-Time Override:
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Report by hour
The indication of whether a report should be generated for each hour. This is only valid for the DAYS or WEEKS
timespans.

Generate a report for each value of Zone
The indication of whether an individual report should be generated for each zone found in the input data or whether all
zones should be merged together for the report.

Date
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Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra day from
a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

SYSID
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include special SAS data selection
statements and non-standard input and output files.
The operation of the zone and time selection options depends on definitions made during the installation of the MICS
system. If you are not sure about the ZONE definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures,
consult your MICS System Administrator.
Use the Auxiliary Storage Management (ASM) Analysis panel shown in Figure 2-78 to select the ASM report you want.

Figure 2-78. ASM Analysis Selection Panel

 -------------  Auxiliary Storage Management  (ASM)  Analysis  ----------------\

 | Option ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: TEST1 - Run ASM data set reports 

  

          1 - ASM Page/Swap Activity Report

              Report page/swap data set workload and performance 

              measures.

          2 - ASM Page/Swap Response Report  

              Report page/swap data set I/O request response time.

 

The following sections describe the control panels for each ASM report.

ASM Page/Swap Activity Report

The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report describes the activity and response of each data set found in the SCPPSD Files.

The ASM Page/Swap Activity Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The others
are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-79. ASM Page/Swap Activity Report Inquiry Panel

 ---------------------  ASM Page/Swap Activity Report  ------------------------\

 Command ===> 

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ASMT1 - Run Activity Report

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)
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 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y (Y/N)

 Report level (Select only one):   Page/Swap data set names   ===> Y (Y/N)

                                    Page/Swap data set types   ===> N (Y/N)

                                    Page/Swap device types     ===> N (Y/N)

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-79 shows the ASM Page/Swap Activity Report panel. The report level options you can select for this report are
as follows:

Report by data set names: A report is to be generated for each data set found in the page/swap data set (SCPPSD) files.

Report by data set types: The page/swap data set information is to be summed by data set type: LOCAL, COMMON,
PLPA, DUPLEX, and SWAP. This option allows the operation of the ASM system to be viewed as a single unit (e.g., what
is the response for local paging?).

Report by device types: The page/swap dataset information is to be summed by device type. This option is intended to
aid you in evaluating the potential benefits of using different device types (e.g., replacing 2305-2 with 3380s for local data
sets).

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report

The ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report describes the response time for each data set found in the SCPPSD Files.

The ASM Page/Swap Response Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-80. ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report Inquiry Panel

 -------------------  ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report  ---------------------Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ASMT2 - Response Time Report

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

  

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)
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 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Report level (Select only one):   Page/Swap data set names   ===> Y (Y/N) 

                                   Page/Swap data set types   ===> N (Y/N)

                                   Page/Swap device types     ===> N (Y/N) 

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-80 shows the ASM Page/Swap Response Time Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all ASM Analysis
routines are described in the first section of this article. The report level options you can select for this report are as
follows:

Report by data set names: A report is to be generated for each data set found in the page/swap data set (SCPPSD) files.

Report by data set types: The page/swap data set information is to be summed by data set type: LOCAL, COMMON,
PLPA, DUPLEX, and SWAP. This option allows the operation of the ASM system to be viewed as a single unit (e.g., what
is the response for local paging?).

Report by device types: The page/swap data set information is to be summed by device type. This option is intended to
aid you in evaluating the potential benefits of using different device types (e.g., replacing 2305-2 with 3380s for local data
sets).

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

ASM Requirements

The Auxiliary Storage Management reports give you the capability to track the allocation of auxiliary storage on a monthly,
weekly, daily, hourly, or interval basis.

The reports use data from the page/swap data set files and from the device activity files from the RMF SCP and HAR
Information Areas to report on the activity levels and response of the ASM subsystem. The device activity files are also
used to add in the I/O queue time for each of the page/swap devices, because the I/O service time in the page/swap files
includes only the I/O transfer time. Figure 2-81 shows the MICS files and timespan levels that are required to produce the
ASM Analysis reports.

Figure 2-81. ASM Analysis MICS File Requirements

         -----------------------------------

                                   LEVEL

          CA MICS              -------------

          FILE                 X  D  W  M  Y
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         -----------------------------------

         HARDVA                x  x  x  x

         SCPPSD                x  x  x  x

         -----------------------------------

 

For the MICS HARDVA and HARPSD Files, only one level is required (i.e., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS),
depending on the timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles maintained at your installation for each of the MICS files in Figure 2-81 determines the time frame
for which you may produce ASM Analysis reports and plots.

PER I/O Configuration Analysis
The I/O Configuration Analysis routines allow you to analyze the following aspects of your I/O configuration:

• Analysis of shared DASD effects for multiple systems.
• Analysis of the components of I/O device service time to identify problems in device response time.
• Analysis of DASD skew to identify DASD strings that are adversely impacted by high activity devices.
• Identification of 3350/3380 volumes for back-to-back mapping on dual density devices.
• Analysis of tape drive allocation patterns to identify problems in tape drive availability and model possible solutions.
• Analysis of FICON channel service times and performance metrics to ensure proper channel usage.

I/O Functional Description

The I/O Configuration Analysis inquiries produce six primary reports. Each of these reports allows you to analyze a
different facet of the performance of your I/O configuration. The reports are:

• Shared DASD Analysis Report
Details the utilization and performance impacts of DASD devices that are shared by multiple systems. A sample
Shared DASD Analysis Report is shown in Figure 2-82.

• I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report
Breaks device response time into internal queuing, queue for control unit, queue for device, and start I/O times. A
sample I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report is shown in Figure 2-83.

• DASD Skew Analysis Report
Analyzes DASD device strings to identify strings that have heavily utilized devices that adversely influence the
performance of the remainder of the devices on the string. A sample DASD Skew Analysis Report is shown in Figure
2-84.

• DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report
Provides suggested volume groupings for DASD volumes to higher density devices. An analysis of existing DASD
volumes can also be produced. A sample DASD Multiple Volume Analysis report is shown in Figure 2-85.

• Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Report
Analyzes the utilization of the tape drive subsystem. Modeling the effects of changes in the tape drive subsystem's
workload can also be done. A sample Tape Drive Simulation Analysis report is shown in Figure 2-86.

• Channel Resource Usage Summary Report
Analyzes the performance of each FICON channel across a user provided time interval to quantify channel
performance and to identify potential sources of performance problems.

Additionally, two other reports, the Processor Complex & Channel Configuration and the Channel Resource Usage Detail
reports, and the Channel Service Time graphs can be optionally produced as well. Each of these reports will be discussed
in more detail in a later section.

The operation and interpretation of each of these reports are discussed in detail in the remainder of this chapter. The
algorithms used to produce these reports are discussed in the technique tutorials in the following sections:
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• I/O Shared DASD Analysis Inquiry
• DASD I/O Component Analysis Inquiry
• DASD Skew Analysis Inquiry
• DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Inquiry
• Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry
• FICON Channel Performance Analysis Inquiry

Figure 2-82. Sample MVS/370 Version of Shared DASD Analysis Report

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                     SHARED DASD ANALYSIS REPORT

  INTERVAL START:  03JANyy:23:59

  INTERVAL END  :  04JANyy:15:59

  DURATION      :          16:00

  

  DEV           DEVICE   TOTAL    %    ---AVERAGE TIME (MS)---         DEV   SIO     %     %    AV RESP     AV

 SERV     AV  QUE

  ADR  VOLSER    TYPE     SIO    UTIL   RESP.  SERVICE  QUEUE   SYSID  ADR  COUNT   SIO   UTIL  TIME MS R/R

 TIME MS R/S TIME MS R/Q

  ---- ------  --------  -----  -----  ------- ------- -------  ----- ----  -----   ---  -----  ------- ---

 ------- --- ------- ---

  16C  PAG16C  3380      111E3   12.5     33.3    32.5     0.8   SYSA  16C      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  16C  111E3   100   12.5    33.3  1.0  

 32.5  1.0    0.8  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  16C     22     0    0.0    45.5  1.4  

 45.5  1.4    0.0  0.0

  

  16D  SMF302  3380      95251    7.2     21.2    21.0     0.2   SYSA  16D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  16D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSC  16D  95251   100    7.2    21.2  1.0  

 21.0  1.0    0.2  1.0

  

  161  PAG161  3380      83489    6.4     23.4    22.0     1.4   SYSA  161      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  161  83467   100    6.4    23.4  1.0  

 22.0  1.0    1.4  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  161     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  168  PAG168  3380      108E3   12.6     34.3    33.4     0.9   SYSA  168      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  168  108E3   100   12.6    34.3  1.0  

 33.4  1.0    0.9  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  168     22     0    0.0    45.5  1.3  

  0.0  0.0   45.5   49

  

  169  SMF301  3380      37098    2.8     21.6    21.1     0.6   SYSA  169      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0
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                                                                 SYSB  169      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSC  169  37098   100    2.8    21.6  1.0  

 21.1  1.0    0.6  1.0

  

  17D  PAG17D  3380      47671    7.0     57.0    42.6    14.5   SYSA  17D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  17D  47649   100    7.0    57.1  1.0  

 42.6  1.0   14.5  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  17D     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  17F  M33803  3380      82955    4.4     25.5    21.3     4.3   SYSA  17F  44738    54    1.8    29.6  1.2  

 23.0  1.1    6.7  1.6

                                                                 SYSB  17F  20426    25    1.3    21.1  0.8  

 18.7  0.9    2.4  0.6

                                                                 SYSC  17F  17791    21    1.3    20.2  0.8  

 19.9  0.9    0.3  0.1

  

  171  PAG171  3380      47988    6.6     52.0    39.5    12.6   SYSA  171      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  171  47966   100    6.6    52.1  1.0  

 39.5  1.0   12.6  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  171     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  173  PAG173  3380      47793    6.4     50.2    38.3    11.9   SYSA  173      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  173  47771   100    6.4    50.3  1.0  

 38.3  1.0   11.9  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  173     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  174  M33801  3380      38972    2.0     21.0    19.9     1.1   SYSA  174  20741    53    0.7    20.4  1.0  

 19.0  1.0    1.4  1.3

                                                                 SYSB  174   7622    20    0.5    18.8  0.9  

 18.1  0.9    0.7  0.6

                                                                 SYSC  174  10609    27    0.9    23.8  1.1  

 23.0  1.2    0.8  0.8

 

Figure 2-83. Sample I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                              DASD I/O RESPONSE TIME COMPONENT ANALYSIS

  INTERVAL START:  06JUNyy:08:59

  INTERVAL END  :  06JUNyy:10:59

  DURATION      :        2:00:00

  SYSID         :           SYSA

                                                                             -------------RESPONSE TIME

 COMPONENTS (MS)-------------

  DEV          DEVICE   SSCH   %   ------------AVERAGE TIME (MS)------------     .    1    .    2    .    3  

  .    4    .    5    .
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  NO.  VOLSER   TYPE    RATE  BUSY  RESP   QUEUE  PEND   DISC   CONN   ESCON

 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345

  ---- ------ -------- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

 -------------------------------------------------------

  140  WORK41 3390       5.9   9.8   20.1    1.7    1.7   13.8    2.8    0.0 QQPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCC

  142  PAG403 3390       4.4  12.7   28.9    0.0    0.2   17.3   11.5    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCC

  143  AAA902 3390       2.1   4.1   20.6    0.5    0.8   14.5    4.9    0.0 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCC

  145  SPOOL1 3390       6.2  11.6   23.2    4.4    0.1   16.2    2.5    0.0 QQQQDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC

  147  AAA904 3390       1.4   3.1   22.4    0.8    0.2   14.6    6.8    0.0 QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  148  SPAR05 3390       2.5   3.9   17.5    0.1    1.8   13.0    2.6    0.0 PPDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCC

  14C  AAA917 3390       1.1   2.2   21.9    0.4    0.3   16.5    4.7    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCC

  240  VIPL01 3380       3.1   7.6   26.8    2.0    0.4   17.2    7.3    0.0 QQDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  241  AAA909 3380       1.3   2.2   17.7    0.2    0.7   13.1    3.6    0.0 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCC

  242  PAG401 3380       3.8  15.1   40.4    0.0    0.3   27.6   12.5    0.0

 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  246  AAA923 3380       6.7  10.9   17.0    0.4    0.2   10.0    6.4    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDCCCCCC

  24B  AAA914 3380       2.9   6.0   21.5    0.6    0.4   16.6    4.0    0.0 QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCC

  24C  AAA916 3380       1.6   3.2   21.2    0.4    0.5   13.6    6.7    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  250  PAG404 3380       4.1  14.8   36.2    0.0    0.3   24.3   11.6    0.0

 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  252  WORK44 3380       5.1  11.7   26.1    1.6    1.6   14.3    8.6    0.0 QQPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCC

  255  WORK45 3380       8.0  22.0   32.8    4.5    0.8   17.3   10.2    0.0 QQQQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25A  PAG405 3380       2.1   4.1   21.5    0.9    0.7   17.4    2.4    0.0 QPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC

  25B  WORK46 3380       2.4   6.1   28.4    1.5    1.8   14.8   10.3    0.0 QPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25D  PAG406 3380       2.1  13.2   65.0    0.0    0.8   55.6    8.6    0.0

 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD+

  25E  WORK47 3380       3.6   7.9   22.7    0.2    0.7   12.7    9.2    0.0 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCC

  25F  WORK48 3380       2.2   6.4   32.5    2.0    1.2   15.9   13.4    0.0 QQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 

Figure 2-84. Sample DASD Skew Analysis Report

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                                                                  13:08

 WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, yyyy

                                                  DASD SKEW ANALYSIS - DAYS LEVEL

 INTERVAL START:  15NOVyy:09:52

 INTERVAL END  :  15NOVyy:10:52

 DURATION      :        1:00:05

 SYSID         :           SYSA

 CU /       AV  LCU  TOTAL    TOTAL    TYPE                                                                  

   CV /

 PATH  LCU  SERV MS SSCH RTE  % HOS    LINE    DEV 1   DEV 2   DEV 3   DEV 4   DEV 5   DEV 6   DEV 7   DEV 8 

  SKEW

 ----- ---- ------- -------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 -------

 1A0-0 0005   10.26     33.2  34.08  DEV NO.      1A0     1A1     1A2     1A3     1A4     1A5     1A6     1A7

 --SEE-- * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.3     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.3

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    30.63    0.00   37.06    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   21.60

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.12    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.21

         CAN  BE
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                                     VOLSER    WORK21  XTG001  BENSC2  FYQ001  WORK30  WORK31  PIANO1  WMN017

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1A0-0 0005 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1A8     1A9     1AA     1AB     1AC     1AD     1AE     1AF

    2.14 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.0    31.5     0.0     0.1     0.0     1.1

    1.36 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV     0.00    0.00    0.00   22.16    0.00   10.21    0.00   22.48

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.00   32.96    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.76

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    PIANO5  FAT1B9  CIS001  FAT1BB  FAT1BC  FAT1BD  FAT1BE  TECSYS

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1B0-0 0005    9.30     15.7  14.60  DEV NO.      1B0     1B1     1B2     1B3     1B4     1B5     1B6     1B7

 --SEE-- * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      .15     0.4     0.0     0.4     0.1     0.0     3.3     0.0

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    10.78   22.82    0.00   23.73   15.84   18.48   16.26   16.53

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.32    0.53    0.00    0.21    0.02    0.00    0.80    0.00

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    WORK22  WORK26  WORK23  CH0100  PIANO2  PIANO4  BES003  BES001

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1B0-0 0005 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1B8     1B9     1BA     1BB     1BC     1BD     1BE     1BF

    2.25 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT     10.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0

    1.13 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    24.30    0.00   48.81    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH     12.71    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    WMN003  WMN004  IPN001  WMN006  PIANO3  IPN002  CS0101  PIANO6

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1C0-0 0006    3.51     30.2  10.56  DEV NO.      1C0     1C1     1C2     1C3     1C4     1C5     1C6     1C7

 --SEE-- * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.1     0.1     0.5     8.5     2.1     0.6

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    15.81    0.00   38.00   27.63   15.84   18.48   16.26   16.53

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.11    0.08    0.10    3.30    0.41    0.15

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    SPL007  SPL008  WMN025  WMN026  WJEP03  WJEP04  FEJ000  DLIB23

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J
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 1C0-0 0006 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1C8     1C9     1CA     1CB     1CC     1CD     1CE     1CF

    1.24 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     3.0     0.0    12.0     1.3     0.0     2.1

    1.69 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    20.60   28.42   31.04   35.61   19.62   17.51    0.00   21.04

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    1.90    0.00    3.29    0.32    0.00    0.90

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    TEC003  WJEP18  IPN004  MICS02  FAT25C  FAT25D  WNM012  WNM013

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 

Figure 2-85. Sample DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report

                                               CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                              DASD MULTIPLE VOLUME ANALYSIS

  

                          INTERVAL START:  30SEPyy:07:30

                          INTERVAL END  :  07SEPyy:17:59

                          DURATION      :          26:00

                          SYSIDS        :        A370 B370 XA01 XA02

  

                                             DEVICE              DEVICE    AVERAGE   MAXIMUM

                                    VOLSER1  TYPE1      VOLSER2  TYPE2     PRODUCT     SUM

                                    -------  ------     -------  ------    -------   -------

                                    MIS380    3380      PAG104    3380        0.20      1.69

                                    LIBS03    3380      PAG103    3380        2.18      5.49

                                    PROD01    3350      TSSUCC    3350        8.28     14.01

                                    HSMCTL    3380      SP3OL3    3380       35.84     69.13

 

Figure 2-86. Sample Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Report

  

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

                              STEP ALLOCATION ANALYSIS - PRORATING METHOD USED - SELECTION MACRO ACTIVE

  

                                                DATE ANALYZED=27APRyy HOUR ANALYZED=1

  

                                                        BAR CHART OF PGMMXNTA

  

  TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

           |

 1:10:00   |                                                           |

 1:12:00   |                                                           |

 1:14:00   |                                                           |
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 1:16:00   |                                                           |

 1:18:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                       |

 1:20:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:22:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:24:00   |

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:26:00   |

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:28:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:30:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:32:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:34:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:36:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:38:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:40:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:42:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:44:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:46:00   |

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:48:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:50:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:52:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                   |

 1:54:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:56:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 1:58:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

           ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---

+---+---+---+---+---+---+

              0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8  1  1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8  2  2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8  3  3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8  4  4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8

  5  5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8  6

  

                                                               TAPE DEVICES ALLOC

  

                                                            SYMBOL SYM

  

                                                              C    CURRENT WORKLOAD

 

Figure 2-86A. Sample Channel Resource Usage Summary Report

                                                      CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                  FICON Channel Performance Analysis

                                            Channel Resource Usage Summary Report, by SYSID

                                                     For Friday, September 3, yyyy

  

  

      Ending Date: 20JULyyyy        Duration:  24:17:25

  

       CEC Serial: 0851

             LCSS: 0

  

  

            CHPID: 42  Description: FICON Switched          DCM in Use: Y  CHPID Group: 2  Shared: Y

  

    Channel Usage: DASD
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  BUS Usage Count: 739.8M  BUS Util. Pct    :  13.09  Total Work Units :   2.5G  CHPID Pct Busy   :  22.41 

 CHPID I/Os p/sec :  362

 Bytes Read p/Sec:   5.1M  Read Path % Busy :   4.27  Bytes Writ p/Sec :   3.3M  Write Path % Busy:   2.81

   Avg Burst Size:  23.4K  Avg Svc Time (ms):   2.40  Est. Open Exchngs:   0.80  Estimated Credits:  10

  

 LPAR Usage Stats:

                         Total   Bytes     Read   Total     Bytes    Write   Total              Avg    Average

      Avg

                         Total   Bytes     Read   Total     Bytes    Write   Total              Avg    Average

      Avg

         Work    CHPID   Bytes    Read     Path   Bytes   Written     Path     I/O     I/Os   Burst   Svc Time

     Open   Estimd.

 SYSID  Units   % Busy    Read   p/sec   % Busy  Written    p/sec   % Busy   Count    p/sec    Size     (ms) 

    Xchngs   Credits

  CA11     80M    0.71       8G   98.3K    0.08       11G   125.9K    0.10       1M      19    11.2K      2.39

     0.04         0

  CA31    566M    4.97     136G    1.5M    1.30      132G     1.5M    1.26       5M      68    44.8K      1.34

     0.08         2

  CA71     20M    0.18       2G   25.5K    0.02        4G    47.5K    0.04     615K       7    10.3K      1.91

     0.01         0

  XAD1      1G   13.81     231G    2.6M    2.21       98G     1.1M    0.94      20M     240    15.7K      2.66

     0.59         5

  XAE1     21M    0.19       4G   49.0K    0.04        5G    60.8K    0.05     392K       4    24.5K      2.86

     0.01         0

  XAT1     12M    0.11       7G   91.1K    0.08        1G    19.3K    0.02     199K       2    48.3K      3.67

     0.01         0

  XA55      6M    0.06       1G   12.1K    0.01        2M    26       0.00     222K       2     4.8K      2.41

     0.01         0

  XE21     39M    0.35      10G  115.2K    0.10        9G   109.8K    0.09     453K       5    43.3K      2.12

     0.01         0

  XE44     40M    0.36      15G  176.6K    0.15        6G    76.0K    0.06     881K      10    25.0K      3.49

     0.03         0

  XE61     64M    0.56      17G  194.7K    0.16       18G   209.5K    0.17     127K       1   277.1K      2.74

     0.00         0

 

I/O Usage Guidelines

The primary consideration for the use of the I/O Configuration Analysis inquiries is the volume of data specified for
processing by each of the analytic routines. We recommend the following guidelines for using the I/O Configuration
Analysis inquiries:

• Use Shared DASD Analysis inquiry to analyze short peak intervals for a single day or over several days. Large
volumes of data should not be processed, since pronounced shared DASD problems that may exist over a short period
of time can be lost when averaged in with a significant number of hours in which no problems existed. For example,
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the inquiry is best used to analyze the impact of shared DASD during the execution of online systems or during long-
running batch jobs.

• Use the DASD I/O Component Analysis inquiry to analyze short peak intervals for a single day. Once again, the
problems that this algorithm identifies are easily washed out by the summarization of multiple hours.

• Use the DASD Skew Analysis inquiry to analyze one- or two-hour periods. DASD skew is an extremely transient
problem that can be hidden by the summarization of even a few hours.

• Provide the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis inquiry with the maximum possible volume of input data. Before mapping
volumes together, you should analyze the consequences of the decision in every possible environment.

• Use the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry to analyze short peak intervals for a single day or over several days.
Large volumes of data should not be processed over long time intervals, since pronounced tape drive utilization
problems that may exist over a short period of time can be lost when averaged in with a significant number of hours
in which no problems exist. The inquiry is best used to analyze the impact of tape drive utilization during long-running
batch jobs or during periods when multiple batch jobs may be constrained by the availability of tape drives.

Although you may wish to evaluate other quantities of data, we suggest that you follow the recommendations made in this
section until you are familiar with the interpretation of the reports.

Figure 2-87 shows the I/O Configuration Analysis Menu, which you can use to select the various I/O Configuration
Analysis reports.

Figure 2-87. I/O Configuration Analysis Menu

 ---------------- Input/Output Configuration Analysis (IOA) -------------------

 Option ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA01 - Volume Migration Study

  

          1 - Shared DASD Analysis

              Analysis of the effects of shared DASD usage.

          2 - DASD I/O Component Analysis

              Analysis of the component parts of DASD response time.

          3 - DASD Skew Analysis

              Analysis of string utilization. 

          4 - Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

              Analysis of DASD volume combination on activity.

          5 - Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

              Simulation of tape drive utilization by program.

 

I/O Shared DASD Analysis Inquiry

This section addresses the utilization of DASD devices that are shared by multiple systems.

Standard Output

The Shared DASD Analysis Report shown in Figure 2-88 provides you with a view of the total utilization of each of the
DASD devices by all of the systems in the hardware configuration.

The report details how the performance of the device on each of the sharing systems compares to the overall average
performance of the device for all systems in the configuration. Modifications of the report format for MVS/XA are
discussed below. The Shared DASD Analysis Report contains the following information:

INTERVAL START
The time and date of the first HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.
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INTERVAL END
The time and date of the last HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

DURATION
The total number of hours summarized by report, rounded up to the nearest hour.

DEV ADR/ DEV NO.
The address of the device on the primary system, that is, the system defined by the SYSID control parameter. The same
device need not be designated by the same device address by each system in the configuration.
For MVS/XA and MVS/ESA this report column is replaced by the value DEV NO, device number.

VOLSER
The volume serial number of the volume.

DEVICE TYPE
The device type as carried in the MICS DEVTYPE data element.

TOTAL SIO/TOT SSCH
The total number of start I/Os (SIOs) or start subchannels issued to the device by all of the systems in the configuration.

% UTIL
The total utilization of the device by all of the systems in the configuration. Each system's utilization is calculated by
taking either the maximum of the device percent busy (DVAPCACT) or device percent reserved (DVAPCRSV), that is, the
maximum of the percent of time a system used a device or reserved the device so that other systems could not access it.

RESP
The average response time (in milliseconds) for the device for all systems in the configuration. This value includes both
device busy time and internal queuing for the device. Average response time is MICS data element DVAAVRTM.

SERVICE
The average service time (milliseconds) for the device for all systems in the configuration. This value is computed
based on the utilization of the device and the number of SIOs completed. Average service time is MICS data element
DVAAVSTM.

QUEUE
The average internal queuing delay (milliseconds) before IOS is able to start an I/O to the system. Queue time is the
difference between device response and service time. Typically, queue time increases with device utilization.
For each system that shares the device, one line is produced with the following format:

SYSID
The SYSID of the system that is to be analyzed that shares the device.

DEV ADR/ DEV NO.
The device address or number by which the device is known on the specified SYSID. As was mentioned earlier, the
same device need not be designated by the same device address by each system in the configuration. However, in this
example, all of the systems use identical addresses for each of the devices.

SIO COUNT/SSCH CNT
The number of start I/Os or start subchannels issued to the device by the specified SYSID.

% SIO
The percent of the total SIOs issued by the specified SYSID.

% UTIL
The percent utilization of the device by the specified SYSID.

AV RESP TIME MS
The average response time (milliseconds) for the device on the specified system.

R/R
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The ratio of the device response time on the system to the average device response time for the configuration. Values
less than or equal to one indicate that a system is attempting to monopolize a device. Values greater than one indicate
that a SYSID is being impacted by the other systems' utilizations.

AV SERV TIME MS
The average service time (milliseconds) for the device on the specified system.

R/S
The ratio of the device service time on the system to the average device service time for the configuration. Values less
than or equal to one indicate that a system is attempting to monopolize a device. Values greater than one indicate that a
SYSID is being impacted by the other systems' utilizations. For a well- balanced configuration, all systems should either
have values of zero (indicating no utilization of the device) or values between 0.9 and 1.1.

AV QUE TIME MS
The average internal queue time (milliseconds) for the device on the specified system.

R/Q
The ratio of the device internal queue time on the system to the average device internal queue time for the configuration.
Values less than one indicate that the device is lightly utilized on the system. Values greater than one indicate that the
internal queuing delay on the system may be substantial.

MVS/XA Version of Shared DASD Analysis Report

Figure 2-88. MVS/XA Version of Shared DASD Analysis Report

                                                   CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                   SHARED DASD ANALYSIS REPORT

 INTERVAL START:  29SEPyy:08:00

 INTERVAL END  :  29SEPyy:16:59

 DURATION      :        9:00:00

  DEV          DEVICE   TOTAL    %    ---AVERAGE TIME (MS)---        DEV    SSCH     %     %    AV RESP     AV

 SERV     AV  QUE

  NO. VOLSER    TYPE     SSCH   UTIL   RESP.  SERVICE  QUEUE  SYSID  NO.   COUNT   SIO   UTIL  TIME MS R/R

 TIME MS R/S TIME MS R/Q

 ---- ------  -------  -----  -----  ------- ------- -------  ----- ----  -----   ---  -----  ------- ---

 ------- --- ------- ---

 104  HSMCTL  3380       414K  23.3     14.7    14.5     0.2   XA01 104     399K   96   21.7    14.6  1.0  

 14.4  1.0    0.2  0.8

                                                               XA02 104   15146     4    1.6    18.6  1.3  

 16.9  1.2    1.7  7.4

 110  PAG303  3380       127K  13.1     29.6    29.6     0.0   XA01 110     127K  100   13.1    29.6  1.0  

 29.6  1.0    0.0  0.0

                                                               XA02 110       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 114  PAG302  3380       272K  24.3     25.9    25.9     0.0   XA01 114     272K  100   24.3    25.9  1.0  

 25.9  1.0    0.0  0.0

                                                               XA02 114       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 120  WORK13  3380       101K   9.2     31.9    27.8     4.1   XA01 120     101K  100    9.2    31.9  1.0  

 27.8  1.0    4.1  1.0

                                                               XA02 120      56     0    0.0    16.4  0.5  

 16.4  0.6    0.0  0.0

 123  TSO805  3380     97510    4.9     11.9    11.3     0.6   XA01 123   79266    81    3.5    12.2  1.0  

 11.4  1.0    0.8  1.2
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                                                               XA02 123   18244    19    1.4    10.7  0.9  

 10.7  1.0    0.0  0.0

 132  WORK22  3380       406K  27.5     18.8    17.2     1.6   XA01 132     352K   87   20.4    17.9  1.0  

 16.7  1.0    1.2  0.8

                                                               XA02 132   53388    13    7.1    24.1  1.3  

 20.3  1.2    3.9  2.4

 150  WORK15  3380     83256    6.3     26.2    22.9     3.3   XA01 150   83256   100    6.3    26.2  1.0  

 22.9  1.0    3.3  1.0

                                                               XA02 150       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 160  WORK12  3380       107K   7.9     25.1    23.2     1.9   XA01 160     107K  100    7.9    25.1  1.0  

 23.2  1.0    1.9  1.0

                                                               XA02 160       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 170  WORK14  3380     94524    7.0     24.3    22.8     1.4   XA01 170   94524   100    7.0    24.3  1.0  

 22.8  1.0    1.4  1.0

                                                               XA02 170       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 225  LIBS03  3380     79290    6.1     20.1    18.6     1.5   XA01 225   58820    74    3.6    20.3  1.0  

 18.7  1.0    1.6  1.1

                                                               XA02 225   20470    26    2.4    19.5  1.0  

 18.5  1.0    1.0  0.7

 226  MCAT01  3380     77024    3.2     12.1    11.4     0.6   XA01 226   77024   100    3.2    12.1  1.0  

 11.4  1.0    0.6  1.0

                                                               XA02 226       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 260  GSL802  3380       354K  19.4     18.6    15.9     2.7   XA01 260     354K  100   19.4    18.6  1.0  

 15.9  1.0    2.7  1.0

                                                               XA02 260       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 305  BCSACT  3380       141K   9.5     34.4    19.5    14.9   XA01 305     141K  100    9.5    34.4  1.0  

 19.5  1.0   14.9  1.0

                                                               XA02 305     324     0    0.0    19.3  0.6  

 19.3  1.0    0.0  0.0

 310  WORK11  3380       150K  12.9     31.0    26.3     4.7   XA01 310     150K  100   12.9    31.0  1.0  

 26.3  1.0    4.7  1.0

                                                               XA02 310      10     0    0.0    34.5  1.1  

 34.5  1.3    0.0  0.0

 350  SP3CKP  3380     72184   29.4     30.0    30.0     0.0   XA01 350   55552    77   21.8    26.0  0.9  

 26.0  0.9    0.0  0.0

                                                               XA02 350   16632    23    7.7    43.3  1.4  

 43.3  1.4    0.0  0.0

 56E  M33809  3380       236K  14.0     19.5    17.1     2.4   XA01 56E     236K  100   14.0    19.5  1.0  

 17.1  1.0    2.4  1.0

                                                               XA02 56E       0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0   

 0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

 

Technique Tutorial

DASD hardware allows multiple systems to be connected to a single volume. This feature is highly desirable if volumes
containing critical applications must be reached from another system in the event of a processor failure, or to allow a
single copy of critical data to be shared by multiple systems.
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However, shared DASD often introduces significant performance problems by allowing workloads on one system to
adversely affect activities on other systems. Since RMF reports on the I/O activities of individual systems rather than the I/
O activity of an installation as a whole, it is necessary to summarize the RMF data from multiple systems to evaluate the
performance of a shared device.

Unfortunately, RMF does not contain data elements that indicate whether or not a device is shared. The algorithm
implemented by the Shared DASD Analysis inquiry assumes that disk volume serial numbers are unique within the
installation. Using this assumption, all of the records (for the same time interval) for each volume serial number are
mapped together for the analysis.

The shared DASD analysis algorithm is based on data contained in the MICS HARDVA File. The following values are
computed for each shared volume:

TOTAL SIOs
The sum of the SIO count values, MICS data element DVASIO, for each of the SYSIDs in the configuration.

AV RESPONSE TIME
The weighted average of the response times, data element DVAAVRTM, for all of the SYSIDs that share the device.
Response time is the sum of average device service time and the internal queuing for the device. Internal queuing is
defined as the time the I/O waited in the unit control block UCB and logical channel queues. This value is calculated by
weighting the response time measured for each of the systems by the number of I/Os issued to the device by the system.

AV SERVICE TIME
The weighted average of the service times, data element DVAAVSTM, for all of the SYSIDs that share the device.
The average service time is computed by dividing the device utilization by the start I/O rate. The value is calculated by
weighting the service time measured for each of the systems by the number of I/Os issued to the device by the system.

AV QUEUE TIME
The weighted average of the internal queue times for the device (the difference of MICS data elements DVAAVRTM and
DVAVSTM) for all of the SYSIDs that share the device. The value is calculated using the weighted average service and
response times.

% UTILIZATION
The sum of the percentages of the times that each of the systems utilizes the device. Prior to MVS/XA, utilization was
defined as the maximum of either the percent of the time that a system used a device (i.e., device active, DVAPCACT)
or the percent of the time that the system prevented other systems from using the device (i.e., device reserved,
DVAPCRSV). This definition was required, since RMF did not indicate the percent of time that a reserve condition existed
when no I/Os were outstanding.

Starting with MVS/XA, a new variable called DVAUTL was introduced that indicates the number of samples during
which the device was reserved and no I/O was outstanding. Hence, utilization in an MVS/XA environment is defined as
DVAPCACT plus the percent of time the DVAUTL condition existed.

The effect of the DASD sharing on each of the devices is determined by calculating the following ratios:

• The ratio of each system's average response time to the weighted average response time for the configuration.
• The ratio of each system's average service time to the weighted average service time for the configuration.
• The ratio of each system's average internal queue time to the weighted average internal queue time for the

configuration.

Each of these ratios is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The ratio of the device response time on the system to the average device response time for the configuration indicates
whether I/Os issued by the system are receiving better or worse service than the average for the configuration. Since this
value includes internal queuing times, it is an indicator, but not the best index, for evaluating shared DASD contention.

The ratio of the device service time on the system to the average device service time for the configuration is the best
indicator of shared DASD contention. It indicates whether the system is impacting or being impacted by the I/Os issued by
the other systems. Values less than or equal to one indicate that a system is attempting to monopolize a device. Values
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greater than one indicate that a SYSID is being impacted by the other system. For a well-balanced configuration, all
systems should either have values of zero (indicating no utilization of the device) or values between 0.9 and 1.1.

The ratio of the device internal queue time on the system to the average device internal queue time for the configuration
provides a relative indication of internal queuing on each of the systems. Values less than one indicate that the device is
lightly utilized on the system, while values greater than one indicate that the internal queuing delay on the system may be
substantial.

Case Study

This case study details the application of the I/O Configuration Analysis inquiries to produce the Shared DASD Analysis
Report. In particular, the following topics are addressed:

Problem Description

Shared DASD allows multiple systems to be connected to a single volume. This feature is highly desirable for some
applications' volumes, since critical applications may be moved to another system in the event of a processor failure. Also,
shared DASD allows a single copy of critical data to be shared by multiple systems.

However, shared DASD can introduce significant performance problems by allowing workloads on one system to
adversely affect activities on other systems. Since RMF reports on the I/O activities of individual systems, rather than the
I/O activity of an installation as a whole, it is necessary to summarize all of the HARDVA data for every system that shares
a volume with the specified system to obtain an accurate view of each device.

For this case study, we used the Shared DASD Analysis Report to analyze a configuration consisting of three IBM 3081s.
The objectives of the study were to determine the degree to which the shared volumes were utilized by the processors
and the effect of the multisystem contention on the I/O response, service, and queue times (MICS data elements
DVAAVRTM, DVAAVSTM, and DVAAVRTM-DVAAVSTM) of each of the systems.

The inquiry panels used to conduct the study and the output reports are discussed in the following two sections.

Inquiry Panel

We used I/O Configuration Analysis routines to study the impact of the shared DASD effects on system SYSA, one of
three IBM 3081s that shared many of the DASD volumes in the configuration.

We selected the peak morning and afternoon periods (hours 9, 10, 14, and 15) for the study over a four-day period. We
denoted the MICS database unit that contained the installation's hardware data by database identifier B. The inquiry fields
for the study are shown in Figure 2-89. The generated report is shown in Figure 2-90.

Figure 2-89. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 --------------------  IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report  -----------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA08 - Shared DASD Case Study

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 04

  

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Shared System (All sharing systems will be reported)     ===> SYSA

  

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)   Minimum I/O rate  ===> 1    (.001 - 999)
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 Usage qualification processing:

  

 CA MICS Element to test===> ________ (Any numeric HARDVA element)

  

 Operator to employ     ===> __       (LE,LT,GT,GE)

 Numeric value to test  ===> ________ (.0000000 - 99999999)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> 09 - 10    14 - 15    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Output Report

Figure 2-90 shows the Shared DASD Analysis Report resulting from the information entered on the IOA Shared DASD
Analysis Report inquiry panel. There are a number of values in the report that you should carefully examine.

• The total percent utilization for all systems in the configuration, that is, the left-most column labeled % UTIL. If this
value is in excess of 30-35 percent, then significant problems can be expected both in internal queuing and average
response time. The average response time will increase significantly, due to significant internal queuing for the device.

• High average internal queue time (the center column labeled QUEUE). This is the symptom of multiple address spaces
in a single system competing for a single device. You should examine the contents of the volume to see if the volume
could be split into two separate volumes on different paths.

• Utilization of a shared device by a single system. This is shown most graphically by the %SIO column. If a device
is consistently utilized by only a single system, you should raise the question as to why the volume is physically
shareable (or at least online) to the other system. This problem can be corrected by normally varying it offline or by
making it physically non-shareable.

• High values (that is, greater than 1.1) of the R/R and R/S columns. These values indicate systems whose performance
is being significantly impacted by the other systems that share the device.

By reviewing these values, you can identify devices where the effects of shared DASD are having a significant impact.
Generally, you should ask the question, "why should this device be shared?" rather than, "why not share the device?"

Figure 2-90. Case Study - Shared DASD Analysis Report

  

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                     SHARED DASD ANALYSIS REPORT

  INTERVAL START:  27DECyy:15:44

  INTERVAL END  :  04JAN91:15:59

  DURATION      :          16:00

  

   DEV          DEVICE   TOTAL    %    ---AVERAGE TIME (MS)---         DEV    SIO     %     %    AV RESP    

 AV SERV     AV  QUE

   ADR VOLSER    TYPE     SIO    UTIL   RESP.  SERVICE  QUEUE   SYSID  ADR  COUNT   SIO   UTIL  TIME MS R/R

 TIME MS R/S TIME MS R/Q

  ---- ------  --------  -----  -----  ------- ------- -------  ----- ----  -----   ---  -----  ------- ---

 ------- --- ------- ---

  16C  PAG16C  3380      111E3   12.5     33.3    32.5     0.8   SYSA  16C      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0
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                                                                 SYSB  16C  111E3   100   12.5    33.3  1.0  

 32.5  1.0    0.8  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  16C     22     0    0.0    45.5  1.4  

 45.5  1.4    0.0  0.0

  

  16D  SMF302  3380      95251    7.2     21.2    21.0     0.2   SYSA  16D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  16D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSC  16D  95251   100    7.2    21.2  1.0  

 21.0  1.0    0.2  1.0

  

  161  PAG161  3380      83489    6.4     23.4    22.0     1.4   SYSA  161      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  161  83467   100    6.4    23.4  1.0  

 22.0  1.0    1.4  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  161     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  168  PAG168  3380      108E3   12.6     34.3    33.4     0.9   SYSA  168      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  168  108E3   100   12.6    34.3  1.0  

 33.4  1.0    0.9  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  168     22     0    0.0    45.5  1.3  

  0.0  0.0   45.5   49

  

  169  SMF301  3380      37098    2.8     21.6    21.1     0.6   SYSA  169      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  169      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSC  169  37098   100    2.8    21.6  1.0  

 21.1  1.0    0.6  1.0

  

  17D  PAG17D  3380      47671    7.0     57.0    42.6    14.5   SYSA  17D      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  17D  47649   100    7.0    57.1  1.0  

 42.6  1.0   14.5  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  17D     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  17F  M33803  3380      82955    4.4     25.5    21.3     4.3   SYSA  17F  44738    54    1.8    29.6  1.2  

 23.0  1.1    6.7  1.6

                                                                 SYSB  17F  20426    25    1.3    21.1  0.8  

 18.7  0.9    2.4  0.6

                                                                 SYSC  17F  17791    21    1.3    20.2  0.8  

 19.9  0.9    0.3  0.1

  

  171  PAG171  3380      47988    6.6     52.0    39.5    12.6   SYSA  171      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  171  47966   100    6.6    52.1  1.0  

 39.5  1.0   12.6  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  171     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0
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  173  PAG173  3380      47793    6.4     50.2    38.3    11.9   SYSA  173      0     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

                                                                 SYSB  173  47771   100    6.4    50.3  1.0  

 38.3  1.0   11.9  1.0

                                                                 SYSC  173     22     0    0.0     0.0  0.0  

  0.0  0.0    0.0  0.0

  

  174  M33801  3380      38972    2.0     21.0    19.9     1.1   SYSA  174  20741    53    0.7    20.4  1.0  

 19.0  1.0    1.4  1.3

                                                                 SYSB  174   7622    20    0.5    18.8  0.9  

 18.1  0.9    0.7  0.6

                                                                 SYSC  174  10609    27    0.9    23.8  1.1  

 23.0  1.2    0.8  0.8

 

Component Operation

The inquiry fields let you define the MICS database cycles to be used as input, the time periods to be analyzed, and
the reports to be produced. Figures 2-91 through 2-95 show the control panels used to produce the IOA Shared DASD
Analysis Report.

The following sections describe each control panel.

Shared DASD Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

Figure 2-91 shows the IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report inquiry panel that you use to prepare Shared DASD Analysis
Reports.

The following is a discussion of the fields on this panel.

Timespan
The specification of whether the data is to be taken from the DETAIL or DAYS MICS timespan.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle of the MICS file usually contains a 24-hour period spanning two days.
Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided by
the DATE and HOUR control parameters.

Database
The single-character MICS identifiers for the databases you want to access.

Allow Runtime Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Shared System
The SYSID of the data to be reported.

Report by time interval
The specification of whether a report should be generated for each interval specified or summarized into a single report.

Minimum I/O rate
A filter for the exclusion of low I/O activity volumes. It specifies the minimum per second I/O rate for volume inclusion in
the analysis. This value may range between 0.001 and 999. This allows you to exclude devices that were either unused
during the interval or received very little use. If you use this control parameter, the I/O filter applies to all I/O component
and shared-DASD reports.
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MICS Element DASD:
In addition to the Minimum I/O rate, the Shared Analysis Report inquiry can test any other to test: numeric data element in
the HARDVA File for a specific condition. This can be used to further subset the data to be analyzed.

Operator to employ
The boolean operator to employ - LE, LT, GT, or GE.

Numeric value to test
The value against which the data element is tested.

Date
The day(s) to be used for analysis. This field is normally used with the IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report inquiry to drop
the extra day from a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
An hour or range of hours for which data is reported.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., daily reports covering
that time period can be specified by using the ZONE field set to 1.
Specify extended options: The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include
special SAS data selection statements, non-standard input, and output files. These options are discussed in the sections
that follow.
The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the zone definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Figure 2-91. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 --------------------  IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report  -----------------------\

 Command ===> 

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA10 - Shared DASD SYS1

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

  

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Shared System (All sharing systems will be reported)     ===> SYS1

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)   Minimum I/O rate  ===> 1    (.001 - 999)

  

 Usage qualification processing:

 CA MICS Element to test===> ________ (Any numeric HARDVA element)

 Operator to employ     ===> __       (LE,LT,GT,GE)

 Numeric value to test  ===> ________ (.0000000 - 99999999)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

  

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)
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Extended Options Menu Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 2-92, is displayed.

Figure 2-92. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Extended Options Menu Panel

 -------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Shared DASD Analysis

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

This Extended Options Menu panel allows you to specify that:

• Global data selection statements are to be defined.
• Non-MICS input files are to be defined.
• Non-MICS output files are to be defined.

The default for all three options is N (No). The R (Reset) option allows you to return the option to its original contents. For
detailed information about the extended options, press the help key (usually PF1) when you are at the Extended Options
Menu.

Global Data Selection Panel

If you enter Y (yes) in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown in
Figure 2-93, is displayed. This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection functions
in addition to the normal DATE/HOUR/ZONE option on the main inquiry panel.

Figure 2-93. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Global Data Selection Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------\

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Shared DASD Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

  

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _ - IF SYSID='SYSA' THEN DO;

   _ -   IF VOLSER='SYSRES' THEN VOLSER='SYSAAA';

   _ - END;

   _ - IF SYSID='SYSB' THEN DO;

   _ -   IF VOLSER='SYSRES' THEN VOLSER='SYSBBB';

   _ - END;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________
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   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________ 

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************** 

 

To illustrate the use of this option, consider an installation that is comprised of two processors, SYSA and SYSB. Although
most of the volume serial numbers in the installation are unique, the system resident volumes of each of the systems are
named SYSRES. To prevent the I/O Shared DASD Analysis inquiry from assuming that the two unique SYSRES packs
are only one shared volume, you would code this Global Data Solution Exit shown in Figure 2-93.

Unless you specify the SELECT MACRO, the assumptions made by the I/O Analysis routines may produce invalid results.

Alternate Input File Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify alternate input file field in the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File panel,
shown in Figure 2-94, is displayed.

Figure 2-94. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Alternate Input File Panel

 --------------------------  Alternate Input File  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Shared DASD Analysis

  

 Specified Time-span: DETAIL

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   HARDVA

  

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

 Data set name         ===> ____________________________________________

 Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS online database as input to the IOA
Analysis routines. You must specify one or more indicated SAS file names and an MVS data set name. If you do not
enclose the data set name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user ID) is added as the first portion of the data set name.

Save Selected Input Observations Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field in the Extended Options Menu, the Save Selected Input
Observations Panel, shown in Figure 2-95, is displayed.

Figure 2-95. Case Study - IOA Shared DASD Analysis Report Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 --------------------  Save Selected Input Observations -----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Shared DASD Analysis

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): HARDVA

  

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________
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 SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS database as output from the IOA Analysis
routines. Use this option if you want to save a copy of the data that went into the report. You must enter one or more SAS
file names for the equivalent MICS file(s) and the MVS data set name that will contain the SAS file(s). You can read the
same data into a later inquiry by specifying the SAS file and data set names on the Specify alternate input file extended
option.

DASD I/O Component Analysis Inquiry

The DASD I/O Component Analysis Report breaks down DASD response time into its component parts. The report also
displays usage and activity measures to assist you in determining the impact of response time on system performance.

Standard Output

I/O Component Analysis produces a report that allows you to apply the methodology discussed in Technique Tutorial in I/
O Shared DASD Analysis Inquiry, to analyze the individual device response time characteristics of your system.

MVS/XA And MVS/ESA I/O Component Analysis Report

A sample of the I/O Component Analysis report for MVS/XA and MVS/ESA is shown in Figure 2-96. All time
measurements for the components of I/O in the report are in milliseconds. The following information is shown in the figure:

INTERVAL START
The time and date of the first HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

INTERVAL END
The time and date of the last HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

DURATION
The total number of hours summarized by report, rounded up to the nearest hour.

SYSID
The system identifier.

DEV NO
The device number, MICS data element DEVADDR.

VOLSER
The volume serial number of the volume mounted on the device.

DEVICE
The device type as carried by the MICS TYPE: DEVTYPE data element.

SSCH RATE
The number of start subchannels commands per second (SSCH) issued to the device by the system.

% BUSY
The percent device active (DVAPCACT) as measured by RMF.

RESP
The estimated average response time. This value is calculated as the sum of average queueing delay, pending time,
disconnect time, connect time as described below.

QUEUE
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The estimated average internal queuing delay before IOS is able to start an I/O to the device. This value is derived from
(DVAQUE/SAMPLES) / (DVASSC/DURATION) * 1000. This can be viewed as the measured probability of the device
being queued multiplied by the average length of time between I/O events.

PEND
The measured average pending time for the device computed from data elements (DVAPEN/DVAMEC) * 1000. This value
is measured by the hardware in an MVS/XA or MVS/ESA environment.

DISC
The measured average disconnect time for the device computed from data elements (DVADIS/DVAMEC) * 1000.
This value includes seek, latency, and RPS miss delays. It is measured by the hardware in an MVS/XA or MVS/ESA
environment.

CONN
The measured average device I/O connect time computed from data elements (DVACNN/DVAMEC) * 1000. This value
includes CCW fetch and data transfer. It is measured by the hardware in an MVS/XA or MVS/ESA environment.

ESCON
The measured average time that a device was delayed due to ES connection (ESCON) director port busy, computed from
data elements (DVADPBTM/DVAMEC) * 1000. This value is measured by the hardware in an MVS/ESA environment with
Enterprise System connection directors present.

To assist in the interpretation of the components of I/O, the values of the I/O component times are plotted over a range
of 55 milliseconds. This plot is presented on the right-hand side of the report. The characters used to denote the I/O
components are:

Q
The internal queuing delay time for the device.

P
The pending delay time for the device.

D
The device disconnect time. This value includes seek, latency, and RPS miss delays.

C
Connect time. This value includes CCW fetch and data transfer.

Each character represents one millisecond. The calculated values are rounded up by adding 0.49 milliseconds to the
calculated values. Values exceeding 55 milliseconds are represented by a plus sign at the extreme right hand of the plot.

Figure 2-96. I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report for MVS/XA

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                              DASD I/O RESPONSE TIME COMPONENT ANALYSIS

  INTERVAL START:  06JUNyy:08:59

  INTERVAL END  :  06JUNyy:10:59

  DURATION      :        2:00:00

  SYSID         :           SYSA

                                                                             -------------RESPONSE TIME

 COMPONENTS (MS)-------------

  DEV          DEVICE   SSCH   %   ------------AVERAGE TIME (MS)------------     .    1    .    2    .    3  

  .    4    .    5    .

  NO.  VOLSER   TYPE    RATE  BUSY  RESP   QUEUE  PEND   DISC   CONN   ESCON

 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345

  ---- ------ -------- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

 -------------------------------------------------------

  140  WORK41 3390       5.9   9.8   20.1    1.7    1.7   13.8    2.8    0.0 QQPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCC
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  142  PAG403 3390       4.4  12.7   28.9    0.0    2.4   15.1   11.5    2.2 PPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCC

  143  AAA902 3390       2.1   4.1   20.6    0.5    0.8   14.5    4.9    0.0 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCC

  145  SPOOL1 3390       6.2  11.6   23.2    4.4    0.1   16.2    2.5    0.0 QQQQDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC

  147  AAA904 3390       1.4   3.1   22.4    0.8    0.2   14.6    6.8    0.0 QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  148  SPAR05 3390       2.5   3.9   17.5    0.1    1.8   13.0    2.6    0.0 PPDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCC

  14C  AAA917 3390       1.1   2.2   21.9    0.4    0.3   16.5    4.7    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCC

  240  VIPL01 3380J      3.1   7.6   26.8    2.0    0.4   17.2    7.3    0.0 QQDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  241  AAA909 3380J      1.3   2.2   17.7    0.2    1.1   13.1    3.3    0.4 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCC

  242  PAG401 3380J      3.8  15.1   40.4    0.0    0.3   27.6   12.5    0.0

 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  246  AAA923 3380J      6.7  10.9   17.0    0.4    0.2   10.0    6.4    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDCCCCCC

  24B  AAA914 3380K      2.9   6.0   21.5    0.6    0.4   16.6    4.0    0.0 QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCC

  24C  AAA916 3380K      1.6   3.2   21.2    0.4    0.5   13.6    6.7    0.0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  250  PAG404 3380K      4.1  14.8   36.2    0.0    2.6   22.0   11.6    2.3

 PPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  252  WORK44 3380K      5.1  11.7   24.9    1.6    1.6   14.3    7.4    1.2 QQPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  255  WORK45 3380K      8.0  22.0   32.8    4.5    0.8   17.3   10.2    0.0 QQQQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25A  PAG405 3380K      2.1   4.1   21.5    0.9    0.7   17.4    2.4    0.0 QPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC

  25B  WORK46 3380K      2.4   6.1   28.4    1.5    1.8   14.8   10.3    0.0 QPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25D  PAG406 3380K      2.1  13.2   65.0    0.0    0.8   55.6    8.6    0.0

 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD+

  25E  WORK47 3380K      3.6   7.9   22.7    0.2    0.7   12.7    9.2    0.0 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCC

  25F  WORK48 3380K      2.2   6.4   32.5    2.0    1.2   15.9   13.4    0.0 QQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 

MVS/370 I/O Component Analysis Report

A sample of the I/O Component Analysis Report for an MVS/370 system is provided in Figure 2-97. All time
measurements for the components of I/O in the report are in milliseconds. The information in the MVS/370 report that is
measured or calculated differently from the information on the MVS/XA and MVS/ESA report is listed below:

DEV ADR
The device address in data element DEVADDR.

SIO RATE
The number of start I/Os per second (SIOs) issued to the device by the system. Note that the program excludes devices
that have an SIO rate of less than one per second, because the equations that approximate the I/O time components are
poorly behaved for lightly loaded devices.

RESP
The estimated average response time. This value is calculated from the device utilization, average queue length, and start
I/O rate. The values are data elements DVAPCACT, DVAAVQUE, and DVASIO/DURATION.

QUEUE
The estimated average internal queuing delay before IOS is able to start an I/O to the device. This value is estimated
by subtracting the calculated values of control unit, device, and SIO time from the total estimated response time for the
device.

CNTRL
The estimated average control unit delay to obtain a free path to the device. This value is estimated based on percent
control unit delay and I/O rate. These values are data elements DVAPCCUB and DVASIO/DURATION.

DEVICE
The estimated average delay to reach the device when the control unit and channel are both free. This value is estimated
based on percent reserve delay and the I/O rate. These values are data elements DVAPCRDL and DVASIO/DURATION.
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SIO
The estimated average device I/O time. This value includes channel control word (CCW) fetch, latency, data transfer, and
missed rotational positioning sensing (RPS) reconnects. This value is estimated based on the percent device activity and
the I/O rate. These values are data elements DVAPCACT and DVASIO/DURATION.

To assist in the interpretation of the components of I/O, the values of the I/O component times are plotted over a range
of 60 milliseconds. This plot is presented on the right-hand side of the report. The characters used to denote the I/O
components are:

Q
The internal queuing delay for the device.

C
The control unit delay for the device.

D
The device delay. Device delay results from RESERVE CCWs that are issued to the device by applications that need the
device exclusively during some update process.

S
The I/O time. As was mentioned above, this value includes CCW fetch, latency, data transfer, and missed RPS
reconnects.

Each character represents one millisecond. The calculated values are rounded up by adding 0.49 milliseconds to the
calculated values. Values exceeding 60 milliseconds are represented by a plus sign at the extreme right hand of the plot.

Figure 2-97. I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report for MVS/370

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                              DASD I/O RESPONSE TIME COMPONENT ANALYSIS

  

  INTERVAL START:  04JANyy:08:59

  INTERVAL END  :  04JANyy:10:58

  DURATION      :        2:00:00

  SYSID         :           SYSA

  

                                                                       ---------------RESPONSE TIME COMPONENTS

 (MS)----------------

  DEV          DEVICE   SIO    %   --------AVERAGE TIME (MS)---------      .    1    .    2    .    3    .   

 4    .    5    .    6

  ADR  VOLSER   TYPE    RATE  BUSY  RESP   QUEUE  CNTRL DEVICE   SIO  

 123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

  ---- ------ -------- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 

 ------------------------------------------------------------

  240  SYSTSO 3330-11    3.0   9.8   42.3    5.6    2.1    2.2   32.3 

 QQQQQQCCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  248  STOR11 3350       1.0   3.0   34.0    0.9    2.1    1.6   29.4  QCCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  25E  TTF569 3350       1.2   3.3   32.9    1.2    3.6    0.8   27.3  QCCCCDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  26C  SPOOL3 3380       2.8   6.3   30.3    4.3    1.2    2.1   22.8  QQQQCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  26D  SPOOL4 3380       2.8   6.1   30.0    4.8    1.3    2.0   22.0  QQQQQCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  260  SPCKPT 3380       3.9  14.9   64.9    1.5    0.0   25.1   38.4 

 QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS+

  264  SPOOL2 3380       3.2  11.1   50.2    9.3    3.2    3.4   34.2 

 QQQQQQQQQCCCDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  268  SPOOL1 3380       2.6   6.3   32.9    5.3    1.3    2.4   23.8  QQQQQCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  3E0  STOR13 3350       1.8   4.5   29.1    1.8    1.0    1.6   24.7  QQCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
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  3E1  PAG3E1 3350       2.3  13.3   73.0    8.3    5.2    1.3   58.3 

 QQQQQQQQCCCCCDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS+

  3E8  STOR14 3350       1.9   4.2   24.3    1.2    0.5    0.7   21.9  QDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  322  AVPTWO 3330-11    1.1   4.1   38.4    0.3    0.0    0.0   38.2  SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  328  LIBTSO 3330-11    1.2   2.5   22.1    0.7    0.4    0.6   20.5  QDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  363  SFAD04 3350       1.1   2.4   22.8    0.6    0.5    0.0   21.7  QSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  4B0  STORE5 3350       1.0   3.0   35.5    1.1    2.1    3.1   29.2  QCCDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  467  TTF550 3350       1.1   1.9   20.1    1.7    1.1    0.2   17.0  QQCSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  47A  TTF568 3350       1.1   3.2   32.6    1.7    1.0    1.6   28.3  QQCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  48E  TTF571 3350       1.2   2.2   21.5    1.3    0.8    0.8   18.6  QCDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  490  PAG490 3350       2.3  13.0   68.3    7.4    4.7    0.0   56.3 

 QQQQQQQCCCCCSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS+

  52A  SYSTSS 3350      10.8  13.5   23.1    5.0    0.3    5.3   12.5  QQQQQDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSS

  528  PAG528 3350       2.2  15.2   90.5   12.4    7.8    2.4   67.9 

 QQQQQQQQQQQQCCCCCCCCDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS+

  53E  LIBSHR 3350       3.1   7.4   44.8    5.8    1.0   14.0   23.9 

 QQQQQQCDDDDDDDDDDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  533  TTF533 3350       1.7   3.7   35.3    4.0    0.9    8.2   22.1  QQQQCDDDDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  535  XXXACC 3350       1.5   4.1   34.2    1.4    0.9    5.0   27.0  QCDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  9C0  CATPAK 3330       3.9   8.5   25.7    3.2    0.7    0.0   21.8  QQQCSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  9C9  PAG9C9 3350       2.3  12.9   67.5    7.5    4.6    0.0   55.5 

 QQQQQQQCCCCCSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS+

  9DB  TTF524 3350       1.0   1.7   18.9    1.7    0.0    0.0   17.2  QQSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  93D  SFAD01 3350       1.5   3.1   23.0    1.9    0.5    0.3   20.4  QQSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  961  SFAD07 3350       2.8   5.3   22.5    1.9    0.4    1.1   19.1  QQDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  963  TTF559 3350       2.8   5.4   29.2    4.1    1.1    4.7   19.3  QQQQCDDDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  965  PACK02 3350       1.6   4.0   34.6    2.9    2.5    3.1   26.0  QQQCCCDDDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  966  XXXACT 3350       1.9   4.4   25.6    1.4    0.1    0.9   23.3  QDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

  967  PAG967 3350       1.8   3.8   25.5    1.9    1.3    1.3   21.0  QQCDSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

 

Technique Tutorial

The I/O response time is the most significant part of response or turnaround time for all but the most CPU bound
applications. Over the past decade, we have witnessed CPU internal processing speeds increase 10 to 20 times.
However, the average response time of a 3390 is only about two and one-half times faster than 2314, which was
initially introduced with the IBM S/360 series of processors. These trends in device and processor speeds only serve to
exacerbate the performance problems that result from I/O delays.

MVS/XA AND MVS/ESA

Under MVS/XA and MVS/ESA, the components of I/O time are physically measured by the hardware. I/O response time is
divided into the following components:

Queue time
The time that the I/O was queued waiting for the path or the device.

Pending time
The time after the I/O was issued before it initially connected to the device.

Disconnect time
The time that the device was busy with seek, latency, and missed RPS rotations.

Connect time
The time that the device was connected to the path in data transfer mode.
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ESCON port busy time
The time that the device was delayed due to an ES Connection Director (ESCD) port being busy.

MVS/370

In environments prior to MVS/XA, the I/O response time as perceived by the user application or transactions can be
calculated as the sum of a number of components. By breaking response time into components, you can identify problems
that can be addressed individually in order to improve performance. Two analytic methods have been published for
dividing I/O response into component parts:

• A technique that was published by Dorn, Friesenborg, and Hallsworth that breaks I/O response time into four
components.

• A technique presented by Sprinzen that breaks I/O response time into eight components.

Although the second technique is more detailed, it requires that a number of assumptions be satisfied and that detailed
knowledge be available about the switching and composition of I/O strings. RMF data do not satisfy the necessary
requirements for this technique. Hence, I/O component analysis uses the first method. Neither of these two analytic
methods is exact; however, they both provide valuable insight into the delays encountered by DASD SIOs.

The interpretation of these values is discussed in the following sections.

I/O Component Analysis for MVS/XA and MVS/ESA

I/O component analysis for MVS/XA is greatly simplified since four components of I/O service time are directly measured
and need not be estimated with queuing relationships, as was the case with pre-MVS/XA systems. The four components
of I/O service time measured by MVS/XA systems are:

Queue
The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device were held enqueued within IOS before a SSCH instruction
could be issued. Such an enqueue occurs when this particular system already has an I/O operation in progress on a
device at the time another I/O operation is requested by this same system.

Pending
The time that the I/O was blocked by other I/Os that used some part of the physical path to the device. This can be
caused by head of string or control unit contention or reserve delays issued from other systems.

Disconnect
The time that the device spent in seek, device latency, and extra rotations due to rotational positioning sensing (RPS)
misses.

Connect
The time that the device was connected to the path. This includes the time required for both channel control word (CCW)
and data transfer.

ESCON
The time that the device was delayed due to an ES Connection Director (ESCD) port being busy.

The first three of these components can be addressed by tuning. The fourth component is a function of data set block
sizes and can only be addressed by changing the characteristics of the data sets on the device. The last of these
components can be managed by adjusting the I/O load on the ES Connection Director ports.

The queue component of I/O response time is the sum of the time that the I/Os wait on the device's UCB (that is, device
busy condition) and the time that the I/O queues behind the LCU (logical control unit) due to the utilization of the path by
other I/Os. If the utilization of the device is in excess of 30 percent, the I/O queue time can be reduced by spreading the
data sets on the volume across two or more devices. If the device utilization is low, the only way to address I/O queuing is
to move the volume to a lower activity string.

The pending component of I/O response time represents the average time between successfully issuing the start
subcommand (SSCH) is issued by the logical control unit (LCU) and acceptance of the first command by the device. Two
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factors contribute to this delay. They are the utilization of the path (for example, channels or control units) by other I/Os
from the system being measured, or device contention conditions that result from I/Os issued by other systems. These
effects may be evaluated using the DASD Skew and Shared DASD Analysis Reports.

The disconnect component of I/O response time represents the portion of the device service time during which it is
disconnected from the channel. This time includes seek, latency, and extra revolutions that result from RPS missed
reconnects. The value shown in the report should be compared to the ideal disconnect time for the device type.

The ideal disconnect time may be calculated by dividing the sum of the average seek time and rotational delay for the
device type by two. For example, the average seek time of a 3350 is 25 milliseconds and the rotational delay is 16.7
milliseconds. Hence, the ideal disconnect time for 3350 type devices is approximately 21 milliseconds.

By comparing the ideal disconnect time to the actual for the device, you can determine the impact of RPS missed
reconnects. If this time is significant, you can move the volume to a less active device string where the RPS miss
contribution is lower. You can use the DASD Skew Report to evaluate strings where RPS misses are causing performance
problems.

Delays due to ES Connection Director port busy occur when I/O actions are delayed by the temporary unavailability of an
ESCON director port. Unless a dedicated port-to-port connection from a channel to a controller has been defined within
the ESCON director, a port-to-port connection will be established dynamically only for the duration of an I/O operation,
with the I/O processor requesting termination of the connection upon I/O completion. A channel along which the I/O
process is initiated must pass a request that the ESCON director establish a dynamic connection to any of the defined
routes to the device for which the I/O operation is intended. Each controller attached to the device is attached to a port on
the ESCON director. If each of these ports is busy, an ESCON port busy condition will occur.

Of course, if there is direct channel connection to a controller, ESCON port delays are not possible.

It is also possible to link two ESCON directors together, for instance, in order to increase the distance permitted between
processors and devices. If this has been done, the link between the directors may also be a source of contention for which
the port busy condition will occur.

I/O Component Analysis for MVS/370

DASD I/O response time is the sum of a number of unique events, as is shown in the diagram in Figure 2-98. The actual
events are shown above the timeline, and the calculated components of I/O response time are shown below. (Note that
the asterisks on the timeline indicated data transfer.) The first technique, published by IBM for MVS/370 systems, breaks I/
O response time into four distinct components:

Queue
The sum of the time IOS spent queuing for the device and the logical channel.

Control Unit
The time that the channel was available, but the control unit(s) for the device were busy.

Device
The delay to reach the device caused by reserves from other systems or head-of-string contention.

SIO
The time that the I/O was active on the device. This value includes seek, set sector, latency, RPS reconnect, and data
transfer.

The values for each of these four components can be approximated from standard RMF measurements.

I/O Response Time Components

Figure 2-98. I/O Response Time Components

           Wait for other users

           |    Wait for Channel

           |    |Wait for Control Unit
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           |    ||Wait for Head of String

           |    |||Wait for Device

           |    ||||     Seek CCW

           |    ||||     |   Seeking

           |    ||||     |   |     Set Sector CCW

           |    ||||     |   |     |  Latency

           |    ||||     |   |     |  |    RPS

           |    ||||     |   |     |  |    |Reconnect

           |    ||||     |   |     |  |    |

           |    ||||     |   |     |  |    |  XFER

           |    ||||     |   |     |  |    |  |

 time line |================*========*========*****|

           |     ||      |                         |

           |Queue||Device|          SIO            |

           |<--->||<---->|<----------------------->|

           |     ||                                |

           |   ->||<- Control Unit                 |

           |                                       |

           |                                       |

           |                Total                  |

           |<------------------------------------->|

 

The four components of I/O response time are computed from six standard MICS data elements:

DVAPCACT
Device percent busy

DVAPCRDL
Device percent reserve delay

DVAPCCUB
Percent control unit busy

DVAAVQUE
Device average queue length

DVASIO
The total number of SIOs serviced by the device

DURATION
The length of the interval

For additional information on these values, consult the MICS Data Dictionary.

The total number of start I/Os and the duration are used to compute the start I/O rate:

 SIORATE = DVASIO / DURATION (Equation 1)

 

The SIORATE value will be used in equations in the following paragraphs.

SIO time is computed based on the percent device busy value and the start I/O rate. This calculation is shown below:

 SIO = (DVAPCACT/100) / SIORATE (Equation 2)

 

The most significant portion of SIO time is device rotational delay. For devices on busy paths or strings, the path to the
CPU can be busy when the device attempts to reconnect to the channel. This causes the reconnection to fail, and the I/O
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must then wait a complete rotation (16.7 milliseconds for most device types) before another reconnect can be attempted.
RPS reconnect probabilities are discussed in the DASD skew technique tutorial (Section 2.4.5.2).

Device time is computed based on the percent reserve delay and the start I/O rate. This calculation is shown below:

 DEVICE = (DVAPCRDL/100) / SIORATE (Equation 3)

 

Device time, that is, the percent of time the system could not access the device even though the UCB (unit control block)
indicated that it was free and the channel path and control unit were free, is caused by three problems:

• Shared DASD contention
• Reserves issued by another system
• Head-of-string contention

The first two of these problems can be investigated using the Shared DASD Analysis Report. The DASD Skew Analysis
Report can provide insight into head-of-string contention problems.

Control unit delay occurs when the channel is free, but the control unit is busy supporting an I/O to another device or
string. Control unit delay is calculated based on percent control unit delay and the start I/O rate. This calculation is shown
below:

 CNTLUNIT = (DVAPCCUB/100) / SIORATE (Equation 4)

 

In most cases, this time is very small, that is, less than five milliseconds.

Unfortunately, the internal queuing time cannot be directly estimated. However, we can exploit the fact that we have
already computed the other three components needed to derive total response time. The total response time is computed
based on the device busy value, the average queue length, and the start I/O rate. This calculation is shown below:

 TOTAL = (SIO + DVAAVQUE) / SIORATE (Equation 5)

 

Knowing the total time, we can then calculate the internal queuing delay, as shown below:

 QUEUE = TOTAL - DEVICE - CNTLUNIT - SIO (Equation 6)

 

High values of internal queuing are caused by two problems:

• Very high I/O request rates to the device. To solve this problem, you should migrate data sets to other devices to
balance I/O activity. Most often, this problem results from an application putting multiple high activity data sets on
a single device. You can identify the performance group using a device by investigating the EXCP counts in the
BATWDA File.

• Significant queues for the logical channel. You can determine this problem by investigating the average queue
length value of the standard RMF logical channel report that may be produced using MICS' standard RMF reports
compendium program. If this value is high, you may have to reconfigure your logical and physical channels.

Case Study

The I/O service time as measured by the system is the sum of a number of unique components. Each of these
components can be addressed by different tuning techniques to minimize the overall response time on the device. As
we discussed in Technique Tutorial, we can use some simple relationships to approximate the values of each of the
response time components. The DASD I/O Component Analysis Report allows you to apply this methodology to analyze
the individual device response time characteristics of your systems.

For this case study, we used the DASD I/O Component Analysis Report to analyze the response times of devices on an
IBM 3084 with a SYSID of SYSA running MVS/XA. The peak morning periods, hours 9 and 10, were analyzed for the
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previous day. The MICS database unit that contained the installation's hardware data was denoted by database identifier
B. The inquiry panel for the study is shown in Figure 2-99.

Figure 2-99. Case Study - DASD I/O Component Analysis Inquiry Panel

 --------------------  IOA - DASD I/O Component Analysis ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IOA18  - DASD Component Case Study

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)  Minimum I/O rate  ===> 1    (.001 - 9999)

  

 Usage qualification processing:

  

 CA MICS element to test===> ________ (Any numeric HARDVA element)

 Operator to employ     ===> __       (LE,LT,GT,GE)

  

 Numeric value to test  ===> ________ (.0000000 - 99999999)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

  

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Hour         ===> 09 - 10    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Sysid        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The DASD I/O Component Analysis Report produced by the panel shown above is provided in Figure 2-100.

You should carefully examine a number of values on the report, for example:

• The queue time should be proportional to the utilization of the device. Utilizations in excess of 30 to 35 percent should
be avoided, except for paging or swapping device (see PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis). High utilization
will result in significant internal queuing for the device.

• Pending delay resulting from device reserves that are issued by applications on other systems or controller contention
delays should be small, except for very specialized volumes like a checkpoint volume.

• Large disconnect delays may indicate heavy seek activity or substantial RPS misses. With multiple paths to a device,
the possibility for RPS miss is substantially reduced. Under these conditions, heavy seek activity is a likely culprit. In
this particular case study, the 3380 devices were the standard models that can and did experience substantial internal
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string contention, leading to substantially more disconnect time than the 3390 devices, which were operating as DSLE
devices with four available paths.

• Connect time is almost completely dependent upon the amount of data being transferred, and as such, is time spent
doing useful work.

• Delays due to ES Connection Director port busy occur when I/O actions are delayed by the temporary unavailability
of an ESCON director port. Large ESCON port busy delays may indicate contention for a controller attached to an
ESCON director or heavy use of director-to-director links in a multiple director connection.

By using the DASD I/O Component Analysis Report, you can identify devices that are causing significant performance
problems.

Figure 2-100. I/O Response Time Component Analysis Report for MVS/XA

                                                      CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                               DASD I/O RESPONSE TIME COMPONENT ANALYSIS

  INTERVAL START:  06JUNyy:08:59

  INTERVAL END  :  06JUNyy:10:59

  DURATION      :        2:00:00

  SYSID         :           SYSA

                                                                             ------------RESPONSE TIME

 COMPONENTS (MS)--------------

  DEV          DEVICE   SSCH   %   ------------AVERAGE TIME (MS)------------     .    1    .    2    .    3  

  .    4    .    5    .

  NO.  VOLSER   TYPE    RATE  BUSY  RESP   QUEUE  PEND   DISC   CONN   ESCON

 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345

  ---- ------ -------- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

 -------------------------------------------------------

  140  WORK41 3390       5.9   9.8   10.1    1.7    1.7    3.7    2.8    0.1 QQPPDDDDCCC

  142  PAG403 3390       4.4  12.7   18.9    0.0    0.2    7.3   11.5    0.0 DDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCC

  143  AAA902 3390       2.1   4.1   10.6    0.5    0.8    4.2    4.9    0.3 PDDDDCCCCC

  145  SPOOL1 3390       6.2  11.6   13.2    4.4    0.1    6.2    2.5    0.0 QQQQDDDDDDCC

  147  AAA904 3390       1.4   3.1   12.4    0.8    0.2    4.6    6.8    0.0 QDDDDDCCCCCCC

  148  SPAR05 3390       2.5   3.9    7.5    0.1    1.8    3.0    2.6    0.0 PPDDDCCC

  14C  AAA917 3390       1.1   2.2   11.9    0.4    0.3    6.3    4.7    0.2 DDDDDDCCCCC

  240  VIPL01 3380       3.1   7.6   26.8    2.0    0.4   17.2    7.3      . QQDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  241  AAA909 3380       1.3   2.2   17.7    0.2    0.7   13.1    3.6      . PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCC

  242  PAG401 3380       3.8  15.1   40.4    0.0    1.6   26.3   12.5      .

 PPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  246  AAA923 3380       6.7  10.9   17.0    0.4    0.2   10.0    6.4      . DDDDDDDDDDCCCCCC

  24B  AAA914 3380       2.9   6.0   21.5    0.6    0.4   16.6    4.0      . QDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCC

  24C  AAA916 3380       1.6   3.2   21.2    0.4    0.5   13.6    6.7      . DDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCC

  250  PAG404 3380       4.1  14.8   36.2    0.0    0.3   24.3   11.6      .

 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCC

  252  WORK44 3380       5.1  11.7   26.1    1.6    1.6   14.3    8.6      . QQPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCC

  255  WORK45 3380       8.0  22.0   32.8    4.5    1.2   16.9   10.2      . QQQQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25A  PAG405 3380       2.1   4.1   21.5    0.9    0.7   17.4    2.4      . QPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC

  25B  WORK46 3380       2.4   6.1   28.4    1.5    1.8   14.8   10.3      . QPPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCC

  25D  WORK49 3380       2.1  13.2   65.0    0.0    0.8   55.6    8.6      .

 PDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD+

  25E  WORK47 3380       3.6   7.9   22.7    0.2    0.7   12.7    9.2      . PDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCC

  25F  WORK48 3380       2.2   6.4   32.5    2.0    1.2   15.9   13.4      . QQPDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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Component Operation

The inquiry panels allow you to define the MICS database cycles to be used as input, the time periods to be analyzed, and
the reports to be produced. Figures 2-101 through 2-105 show the inquiry panels used to produce the DASD Device I/O
Response Time Component Analysis Report shown in Figure 2-100.

The following sections describe each control panel:

1. DASD I/O Component Analysis Inquiry Panel
2. Extended Options Menu Panel
3. Global Data Selection Panel
4. Alternate Input File Panel
5. Save Selected Input Observations Panel

DASD I/O Component Analysis Inquiry Panel

Figure 2-101 shows the DASD I/O Component Analysis inquiry panel.

Figure 2-101. DASD I/O Component Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 --------------------  IOA - DASD I/O Component Analysis ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA20 - DASD Component Analysis

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)  Minimum I/O rate  ===> 1    (.001 - 9999) 

  

 Usage qualification processing:

 CA MICS Element to test===> ________ (Any numeric HARDVA element)

 Operator to employ     ===> __       (LE,LT,GT,GE)

 Numeric value to test  ===> ________ (.0000000 - 99999999)

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

  

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

  Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 

The following is a discussion of the fields on this panel.

Timespan
The specification of whether the data is to be taken from the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS file usually contains a 24-hour period spanning two days.
Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided by
the DATE and HOUR control parameters.

Database
The single-character MICS identifiers for the databases you want to access.

Allow Runtime Override
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The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Report by time interval
The specification of whether a report should be generated for each interval specified or summarized into a single report.

Minimum I/O rate
A filter for the exclusion of low I/O activity volumes. It specifies the minimum per second I/O rate for volume inclusion in
the analysis. This value may range between 0.001 and 999. This allows you to exclude devices that were either unused
during the interval or received very little use. If you use this control parameter, the I/O filter applies to all I/O component
and shared-DASD reports.

MICS Element to test
In addition to the Minimum I/O rate, the Shared DASD I/O Component Analysis Report inquiry can test any other numeric
data element in the HARDVA File for a specific condition. This can be used to further subset the data to be analyzed.

Operator to employ
The boolean operator to employ - LE, LT, GT, or GE.

Numeric value to test:
The value against which the data element is tested.

Date
The day(s) to be used for analysis. This field is normally used with the IOA Shared DASD Analysis inquiry to drop the
extra day from a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
An hour or range of hours for which data is reported.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., daily reports covering
that time period can be specified by using the ZONE field set to 1.

Sysid
The SYSID of the data to be reported.
Specify extended options: The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include
special SAS data selection statements, non-standard input, and output files. These options are discussed in the sections
that follow.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the zone definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Extended Options Menu Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 2-102, is
displayed.

Figure 2-102. DASD I/O Component Analysis Report Extended Options Menu Panel

 -------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Component Analysis

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)
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 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

This Extended Options Menu panel allows you to specify that:

• Global data selection statements are to be defined.
• Non-MICS input files are to be defined. o Non-MICS output files are to be defined.

The default for all three options is N (No). The R (Reset) option allows you to return the option to its original contents. For
detailed information about the extended options, press the help key (usually PF1) when you are at the Extended Options
Menu.

Global Data Selection Panel

If you enter Y (yes) in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown
in Figure 2-103, is displayed. This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection
functions in addition to the normal DATE/HOUR/ZONE option on the main inquiry panel.

If all the DASD in your configuration is IBM, the device types reported by RMF (MICS data element DEVTYPE) will be
correct. If some of your DASD is from another manufacturer, the value of DEVTYPE may not reflect the true manufacturer
device designation.

For instance, Amdahl 6380 disk drives will be reported as 3380s. If this is the situation at your installation, specify a global
data selection exit to change the value of DEVTYPE so that you can compare the devices of each manufacturer.

To illustrate the use of these control statements, consider a configuration containing IBM 3380s at addresses 480 to 48F
and Amdahl 6380s at addresses 580 to 58F. In order to make comparisons between the IBM and Amdahl devices, you
would code the SAS statements as shown below:

Figure 2-103. DASD I/O Component Analysis Report Global Data Selection Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Component Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection 

   -   

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

  

   _ - IF DEVADDR=:'48' THEN DEVTYPE='3380';

   _ - IF DEVADDR=:'58' THEN DEVTYPE='6380';

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************
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Alternate Input File Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify alternate input file field in the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File panel,
shown in Figure 2-104, is displayed.

Figure 2-104. DASD I/O Component Analysis Report Alternate Input File Panel

 --------------------------  Alternate Input File  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Component Analysis

  

 Specified Time-span: DETAIL

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   HARDVA

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________ 

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

 Data set name         ===> ____________________________________________

 Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS online database as input to the IOA
Analysis routines. You must specify one or more indicated SAS file names and an MVS data set name. If you do not
enclose the data set name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user ID) is added as the first portion of the data set name.

Save Selected Input Observations Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field in the Extended Options Menu, the Save Selected Input
Observations Panel, shown in Figure 2-105, is displayed.

Figure 2-105. DASD I/O Component Analysis Report Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 --------------------  Save Selected Input Observations -----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Component Analysis

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): HARDVA

  

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS online database as output from the IOA Analysis
routines. Use this option if you want to save a copy of the data that went into the report. You must enter one or more SAS
file names for the equivalent MICS file(s) and the MVS data set name that will contain the SAS file(s). You can read the
same data into a later inquiry by specifying the SAS file and data set names on the Specify alternate input file extended
option.

DASD Skew Analysis Inquiry

Before the introduction of controllers with RPS avoidance, such as EMC and 3990-6 controllers, a condition existed
called DASD skew. DASD skew occurs when one or two of the devices on a string of DASD are particularly busy and are
adversely affecting the performance of the remainder of the devices on the string.
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DASD skew is discussed in the Technique Tutorial section. The DASD Skew Analysis Report allows you to identify strings
that have significant balance problems on their devices.

Figure 2-106 shows the DASD Skew Analysis Report inquiry panel. Scroll down to the DASD Skew Analysis Report Panel
section for description of the inquiry fields is presented.

Figure 2-106. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ---------------------  IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report  ------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA25 - DASD Skew 10:00 / SYSA

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N) 

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> 10 - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-107 shows a sample DASD Skew Analysis Report created by the inquiry entries shown above. The following
items are shown in the figure:

INTERVAL START
The time and date of the first HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

INTERVAL END
The time and date of the last HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

DURATION
The total number of hours summarized by report, rounded up to the nearest hour.

SYSID
The system identifier.

CU ADR/CU/PATH:
The control unit address, MICS data element CUADDR.
For MVS/XA and ESA this column is replaced by the value CU/PATH. In MVS/XA or ESA control unit number is the
equivalent data element to control unit address in MVS/370.
For data derived from RMF 4.2 and above, the control unit name is also shown in the line just below the control unit
number.

LOG. CHAN/LCU
The logical channel number that serves the control unit, MICS data element LOGCHAN.
For MVS/XA and ESA, this column is replaced by the value LCU (logical control unit). The logical control unit data element
was introduced in MVS/XA. There is no corresponding data element to logical channel in MVS/XA.

AV CHAN SERV MS/AV LCU SERV MS
The weighted average physical channel service time for the physical channels that comprise the logical channel.
For MVS/XA and ESA, this column is replaced by the AV LCU SERV MS, the average connect time for devices on the
logical control unit.
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TOTAL SIO RATE/TOTAL SSCH RTE:
The total rate of start I/Os (SIOs) issued per second to the devices on the string by the system.
For MVS/XA and ESA, this column is replaced by TOTAL SSCH RTE, the total rate of start sub- channel commands
issued per second to the string.

TOTAL % HOS
The total utilization of the head of string (HOS). For pre-MVS/XA systems, the value is calculated by multiplying the total
number of SIOs times the average channel service time in milliseconds, divided by the duration.
For MVS/XA and ESA systems, the value is calculated by dividing the sum of the device connect times by the duration.

TYPE LINE
There are seven lines of detailed data presented for each device string. The TYPE LINE values describe the values that
are found in the next eight columns, DEV 1 through DEV 8. These columns correspond to device addresses 0-7 and 8-
F for non-3380 device types. For 3380s without the Device Level Selection feature, the first four columns are used to
represent the internal device strings. They are:

            String        Addresses

            ------        ---------

              1            0,1,8,9

              2            2,3,A,B

              3            4,5,C,D

              4            6,7,E,F

 

The types of lines are:

DEVADDR
The device address on the string, DEVADDR. For MVS/XA and ESA, this row is replaced by the value DEV NO., the
corresponding data element to device address in MVS/370.

SIO RT
The rate of start I/Os (SIOs per second) issued to each device by the system, DVASIO. For MVS/XA and ESA systems,
this row is replaced by SSCH RT, the rate of start subchannel commands issued to the device.

AV SERV
The average service time for the device, DVAAVSTM.

% PATH
The percent of the path used by the device, computed like TOTAL % HOS. See above.

VOLSER
The volume serial number of the volume mounted on the device.

STGGRP
The DFSMS storage group name. DFSMS (Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem) allows for pooling physical
DASD volumes. Each pool is defined by the installation's DASD administrator, and is managed by DFSMS.

DEVTYPE
The DASD device type of each reported volume. (For example, 3380J, or 3390).

CV
The coefficient of variation of the non-zero percent path busy values for the devices on the string. It is important to note
that idle devices are not included in the calculations. To calculate the coefficient of variation, at least one of the percent
device busy values must be non-zero. The higher the coefficient of variation, the more significant the skew problem of the
string.

SKEW
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The skew coefficient of the non-zero percent path busy values for the devices on the string. It is important to note that
idle devices are not included in the calculations. To calculate the skew coefficient, at least two of the percent device busy
values must be non-zero. The higher the skew coefficient, the more significant the skew problem of the string.

If the Device Level Selection (DLS) feature is in effect, then there will only be one set of values for CU/PATH, LCU, AV
CHAN SERV MS, TOTAL SSCH RTE, TOTAL % HOS, CV, and SKEW presented for the up to 16 device addresses
associated with each control unit or control unit pair.

If the Device Level Selection Enhanced (DLSE) feature is in effect, reflecting the utilization of 3990-2 or 3990-3
controllers, then there will only be one set of values for CU/PATH, LCU, AV CHAN SERV MS, TOTAL SSCH RTE, TOTAL
% HOS, CV, and SKEW presented for the up to 64 device addresses associated with each logical control unit.

Figure 2-107. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report for MVS/XA

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         DASD SKEW ANALYSIS

 INTERVAL START:  07SEPyy:09:59

 INTERVAL END  :  07SEPyy:10:59

 DURATION      :        2:00:00

 SYSID         :           XA01

 CU /       AV  LCU   TOTAL   TOTAL    TYPE                                                                  

  CV /

 PATH  LCU  SERV MS SSCH RTE  % HOS    LINE    DEV 1   DEV 2   DEV 3   DEV 4   DEV 5   DEV 6   DEV 7   DEV 8 

  SKEW

 ----- ---- ------- -------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 -------

 570-3 0009   25.06      5.7   14.26 DEV NO.      574     575     57C     57D                                

    1.69

 3880                                SSCH RT      5.3     0.2     0.2     0.0                                

    1.73

                                     AV SERV    37.37   17.63   27.38    0.00

                                     % PATH     14.02    0.12    0.12    0.00

                                     VOLSER    TSO920  TSO900  TSO904  VSAM04

                                     STGGRP    TSODEV  TSOPRD  TSODEV  DBMS02

                                     DEVTYPE     3380    3380    3380    3380

 8C0-0 0018    3.99     14.3   6.13  DEV NO.      8C0     8C1     8C2     8C3             8C5     8C6     8C7

 --SEE-- * DLSE*

 3390-2                              SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0             4.0     1.3     0.1

 -BELOW- ANY 4

                                     AV SERV     0.78    0.77    0.77    0.77            9.41    4.50   11.65

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00            1.14    0.33    0.04

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    M24RSS  M32SPL  M32RSS  M28RSS          M18SPL  M18RS1  TAS002

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A  SYSTEM     N/A     N/A          SYSTEM     N/A  TECSUP

                                     DEVTYPE     3390    3390    3390    3390            3390    3390    3390

 8C0-0 0018 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      8C8     8C9     8CA     8CB     8CC     8CD     8CE     8CF

 --SEE-- * DLSE*

 3390-2                              SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.1

 -BELOW- ANY 4

                                     AV SERV     0.78    0.85    4.89    8.25    0.79    7.16    8.52    8.45

         DEVICES
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                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.06

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    HDK008  MSH009  MSH010  MSH011  MSH012  MSH013  TAS020  TS0021

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A  MSHGRP  MSHGRP  MSHGRP  MSHGRP  MSHGRP  TECSUP  TSODEV

                                     DEVTYPE     3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390

 8C0-0 0018 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      8D0     8D1     8D2     8D3     8D4     8D5     8D6     8D7

 --SEE-- * DLSE*

 3390-2                              SSCH RT      0.2     0.1     0.6     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0

 -BELOW- ANY 4

                                     AV SERV    15.74    8.45    7.08    8.61    3.40    0.78    0.81    0.83

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.22    0.03    0.15    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    TSO029  TSO026  TSO027  TSO028  TSO030  TSO031  TSO032  TSO033

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP    TSUPRD  TSODEV  TSODEV  TSOPRD     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE     3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390

 8C0-0 0018 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      8D8     8D9     8DA     8DB     8DC     8DD     8DE     8DF

    2.66 * DLSE*

 3390-2                              SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.2     0.1     0.0     0.3     0.0     0.0

    0.97 ANY 4

                                     AV SERV     4.59    5.72    9.87    7.50    0.77   13.90    0.80   14.23

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.09    0.04    0.00    0.12    0.00    0.02

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    TSO034  TSO035  TSO036  TSO037  TEC003  TMP072  MSH015  MSH014

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP    TSOPRD  TSOPRD  TSODEV     N/A  TECSUP  TECSUP  MSHGRP  MSHGRP

                                     DEVTYPE     3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390    3390

 

Technique Tutorial

DASD skew is a significant problem because it allows one busy device on a string to adversely affect the performance of
the remainder of the devices on the string. To understand the nature of the problem, it is first necessary to understand the
concepts of rotational position sensing (RPS) devices and RPS miss probabilities.

With the introduction of the 3330 device in the early 1970s, IBM changed the channel protocol for disks from a selector-
like channel protocol, where the channel was left busy for much of the time while the disk arm moved (seek) and while
the disk read to the desired physical record, to a rotational position sensing protocol. Under the RPS protocol, the device
disconnects from the channel while it positions itself to read the desired record. Since data transfer represented only
a small percentage of the time that pre-RPS channels were busy, there was opportunity for significant performance
improvements by allowing the channel to service other requests while the device moved to the desired record.

In theory, the device senses (via a value provided in a set sector channel control word (CCW)) that the head is about
to encounter the desired record, and reconnects to the channel. Unfortunately, if the channel is busy when the device
encounters the record, an RPS miss occurs and the device must wait a full rotation (16.7 milliseconds for most device
types) until the head encounters the record again. It is easy to conclude that even an occasional RPS miss could
significantly degrade the performance of a device, since an RPS miss introduces a delay equal to about one half of the
average device service time for 3330, 3350, and 3380 device types.

Fortunately, the probability of an RPS miss is a simple function of the utilization of the channel that supports the device.
You are probably familiar with the rule of thumb that says that block multiplexor channels should never be more than
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30 percent busy. This rule of thumb can easily be understood by considering the equation for RPS miss probabilities.
Though its derivation is beyond the scope of this tutorial, an understanding of the rule can be achieved by considering the
following equation:

 u p = --------- (Equation 7)

 (1-u)

 

Where:

p
The probability of an RPS miss.

u
The utilization of the path, i.e., channel.

The behavior of this equation is best demonstrated by considering the following table of path utilizations that vary from 5
to 50 percent. Consider:

                      u     |     p

                ------------|------------

                      5     |    0.05

                     10     |    0.11

                     15     |    0.18

                     20     |    0.25

                     25     |    0.33

                     30     |    0.43

                     35     |    0.54

                     40     |    0.67

                     45     |    0.82

                     50     |    1.00

                            |

 

This equation is an example of an exponential relationship. That is, very small changes in the independent variable u can
have profound effects on the dependent variable p.

Now that you understand RPS reconnect probabilities, we can discuss the problems that are introduced by DASD skew.
DASD skew describes a condition where one or two of the devices on a string are very heavily utilized. For example,
consider the following table of eight disk devices and the percent of the path (i.e., channel) used by each of the devices.

                   DEVICE   | % PATH (u)

                ------------|------------

                      1     |      3

                      2     |     12

                      3     |      1

                      4     |      0

                      5     |      2

                      6     |      0

                      7     |      3

                      8     |      1

                            |

 

To simplify the calculation of the RPS miss probabilities, we assume that the string of devices is on a dedicated channel.
The probability of an RPS miss for device 2 is dependent on the total utilization of the path by the other devices on the
string. (After thinking for a moment, it is clear that a device cannot contend with itself for the channel. It is this insight that
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is key to the understanding the problem caused by DASD skew.) Therefore, the probability of an RPS miss for device
2 is a function of the sum of the path utilizations of the other devices, i.e., 3+1+0+2+0+3+1=10%. Thus, the RPS miss
probability is:

                       .1

               p = ---------- = 0.11

                     (1-.1)

 

The impact of DASD skew can be most easily seen by calculating the RPS miss probability for a lightly loaded device like
device 8. The probability of an RPS miss for device 8 is a function of the sum of the path utilizations of the other devices,
i.e., 3+12+1+0+2+0+3=21%. Thus, the RPS miss probability is:

                       .21

               p = ---------- = 0.27

                     (1-.21)

 

From this simple exercise, we can conclude that the ideal string would have the path utilizations of all of its devices
approximately equal.

One question that this argument introduces in an MVS/370 environment is, how can we calculate the utilization of the
path for each device? The path utilization is calculated by multiplying the average service time of the logical channel that
serves the device by the SIO rate for the device.

Although logical channel service time is not reported by standard RMF reports, it can be approximated easily for MVS/370
by using the service times of the physical channels that comprise the logical channel. For example, consider logical
channel 7 that is comprised of physical channels 4 and 8. The average logical channel service time is computed by taking
the weighted average (weighted by the number of SIOs processed by each of the physical channels) of the average
physical channel service times for channels 4 and 8.

In MVS/XA this is not necessary, since the device connect time is reported by the hardware and the average value is
maintained in MICS data element DVAAVCNN.

Once the path utilizations of the devices on a string are known, statistical techniques can be applied to the values to
statistically quantify the skewness of the devices on the string. There are two statistical coefficients that indicate the
skewness of a distribution:

• The coefficient of variation, CV
• The coefficient of skewness, SK

The coefficient of variation is computed from the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of the device path
utilization values. The coefficient of variation is computed as:

          standard deviation

     CV = ------------------                      (Equation 8)

                mean

 

The larger the value of the coefficient of variation, the more significantly skewed the distribution.

The second statistical technique for evaluating the skewness of a distribution is the coefficient of skewness. The
coefficient of skewness is computed from the mean, median, and standard deviation. The coefficient of skewness is
computed as:

          3 * (mean - median)

     SK = -------------------                     (Equation 9)

          standard  deviation
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The most important consideration when computing these coefficients is whether or not idle devices should be included in
the computations. Clearly, a string with seven idle devices and one busy device will have very high coefficients of variation
and skewness. However, there is no RPS miss problem, since the other devices are unused. Therefore, the algorithms
implemented in the I/O Analysis routines exclude idle devices from the calculation of the coefficients.

Of the two coefficients for evaluating the statistical behavior of the devices on the string, the coefficient of skewness
is probably a more reliable indicator. Also, you should note that the skewness calculations are made on a system-by-
system basis, i.e., the utilization of the control unit and head of string (both parts of the I/O path) by other systems is not
accounted for by the current implementation of the algorithm.

Case Study

For this case study, we used the DASD Skew Analysis Report inquiry to analyze the device strings on an IBM 3081-K
running MVS/XA. We selected a one-hour period for the study. The MICS database unit that contained the installation's
hardware data was denoted by database identifier B. The inquiry fields for the study are shown in Figure 2-108.

Figure 2-108. Case Study - IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ---------------------  IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report  ------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IOA28  - DASD Skew Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> 10 - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The DASD Skew Analysis Report produced from these inquiry fields is shown in Figure 2-109. You should examine the
coefficients of variation and skewness to determine the skewness of any string that represents a path utilization of more
than five percent. Pay particular attention to low activity service-sensitive volumes like database volumes.

Figure 2-109. Case Study - DASD Skew Analysis Report

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                                                                  13:08

 WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, yyyy

                                                  DASD SKEW ANALYSIS - DAYS LEVEL

 INTERVAL START:  15NOVyy:09:52

 INTERVAL END  :  15NOVyy:10:52

 DURATION      :        1:00:05

 SYSID         :           SYSA

 CU /       AV  LCU  TOTAL    TOTAL    TYPE                                                                  

   CV /

 PATH  LCU  SERV MS SSCH RTE  % HOS    LINE    DEV 1   DEV 2   DEV 3   DEV 4   DEV 5   DEV 6   DEV 7   DEV 8 

  SKEW
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 ----- ---- ------- -------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

 -------

 1A0-0 0005   10.26     33.2  34.08  DEV NO.      1A0     1A1     1A2     1A3     1A4     1A5     1A6     1A7

 --SEE-- * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.3     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.3

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    30.63    0.00   37.06    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   21.60

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.12    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.21

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    WORK21  XTG001  BENSC2  FYQ001  WORK30  WORK31  PIANO1  WMN017

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1A0-0 0005 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1A8     1A9     1AA     1AB     1AC     1AD     1AE     1AF

    2.14 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.0    31.5     0.0     0.1     0.0     1.1

    1.36 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV     0.00    0.00    0.00   22.16    0.00   10.21    0.00   22.48

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.00   32.96    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.76

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    PIANO5  FAT1B9  CIS001  FAT1BB  FAT1BC  FAT1BD  FAT1BE  TECSYS

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1B0-0 0005    9.30     15.7  14.60  DEV NO.      1B0     1B1     1B2     1B3     1B4     1B5     1B6     1B7

 --SEE-- * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      .15     0.4     0.0     0.4     0.1     0.0     3.3     0.0

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    10.78   22.82    0.00   23.73   15.84   18.48   16.26   16.53

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.32    0.53    0.00    0.21    0.02    0.00    0.80    0.00

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    WORK22  WORK26  WORK23  CH0100  PIANO2  PIANO4  BES003  BES001

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1B0-0 0005 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1B8     1B9     1BA     1BB     1BC     1BD     1BE     1BF

    2.25 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT     10.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0

    1.13 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    24.30    0.00   48.81    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH     12.71    0.00    0.02    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    WMN003  WMN004  IPN001  WMN006  PIANO3  IPN002  CS0101  PIANO6

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1C0-0 0006    3.51     30.2  10.56  DEV NO.      1C0     1C1     1C2     1C3     1C4     1C5     1C6     1C7

 --SEE-- * DLS *
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                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     0.1     0.1     0.5     8.5     2.1     0.6

 -BELOW- ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    15.81    0.00   38.00   27.63   15.84   18.48   16.26   16.53

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    0.11    0.08    0.10    3.30    0.41    0.15

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    SPL007  SPL008  WMN025  WMN026  WJEP03  WJEP04  FEJ000  DLIB23

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 1C0-0 0006 -------SEE ABOVE-------  DEV NO.      1C8     1C9     1CA     1CB     1CC     1CD     1CE     1CF

    1.24 * DLS *

                                     SSCH RT      0.0     0.0     3.0     0.0    12.0     1.3     0.0     2.1

    1.69 ANY TWO

                                     AV SERV    20.60   28.42   31.04   35.61   19.62   17.51    0.00   21.04

         DEVICES

                                     % PATH      0.00    0.00    1.90    0.00    3.29    0.32    0.00    0.90

         CAN  BE

                                     VOLSER    TEC003  WJEP18  IPN004  MICS02  FAT25C  FAT25D  WNM012  WNM013

         ACTIVE

                                     STGGRP       N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A

                                     DEVTYPE    3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J   3380J

 

Component Operation

The inquiry fields allow you to define the MICS database cycles to be used as input, the time periods to be analyzed,
and the reports to be produced. Figures 2-110 through 2-114 show the inquiry panels used to produce the DASD Skew
Analysis Report.

The following sections describe each control panel.

DASD Skew Analysis Report Panel

Figure 2-110 shows the DASD Skew Analysis Report inquiry Panel.

Figure 2-110. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ---------------------  IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report  ------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IOA29  - Detail Level DASD Skew Analysis

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by time interval ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)
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Timespan
The specification of whether the data is to be taken from the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS file usually contains a 24-hour period spanning two days.
Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided by
the DATE and HOUR control parameters.

Database
The single-character MICS identifiers for the databases you want to access.

Allow Runtime Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Report by time interval
The specification of whether a report should be generated for each interval specified or summarized into a single report

Date
The day(s) to be used for analysis. This field is normally used with the IOA Analysis inquiry to drop the extra day from a
cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
An hour or range of hours for which data is reported.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., daily reports covering
that time period can be specified by using the ZONE field set to 1.

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include special SAS data selection
statements, non-standard input, and output files. These options are discussed in the sections that follow.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the zone definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Extended Options Menu Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 2-111, is
displayed.

Figure 2-111. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Extended Options Menu Panel

 -------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Skew Analysis

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

This Extended Options Menu panel allows you to specify that:
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• Global data selection statements are to be defined.
• Non-MICS input files are to be defined.
• Non-MICS output files are to be defined.

The default for all three options is N (No). The R (Reset)option allows you to return the option to its original contents. For
detailed information about the extended options, press the help key (usually PF1) when you are at the Extended Options
Menu.

Global Data Selection Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown
in Figure 2-112, is displayed. This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection
functions in addition to the normal DATE/HOUR/ZONE option on the main inquiry panel.

Special considerations come into play for 3380D/E, 3380J/K and 3390 devices. These devices may use either the Device
Level Select (DLS) architecture or Device Level Select Enhanced (DLSE). DLS allows any two devices on a string to be
active at any time and DLSE, which requires a 3990-2 or 3990-3 control unit, allows any four devices to be active. Only
3390J/K and 3390 devices can take advantage of DLSE. Both DLS and DLSE eliminate an internal path structure that can
be analyzed via the substring function. Hence, the 3380D/E/J/K devices must be represented to the DASD Skew Analysis
routine as being different than the earlier 3380 devices. Prior to RMF version 4.2, the data only identifies these devices
as 3380, and you must tell the inquiry that you are using 3380D/E or 3380J/K devices. Furthermore, for 3380J/K attached
to 3990-2 or 3390-3 control units operating in DLSE mode, the DASD skew report cannot determine this situation prior
to RMF version 4.2. Consequently, it is necessary to tell the inquiry that 3990 control units are being utilized so that the
inquiry reports on an assumption of DLSE architecture.

The recommended method of doing this in a "pre-RMF 4.2" environment is to specifically identify, via the global data
selection exit, each 3380D/E or 3380J/K device address. For instance, if you have configured 3380Js on device
addresses 480 through 48F and 580 through 58F, and they are attached to a 3990 control unit, you would create code like
that shown in Figure 2-112.

Figure 2-112. SAS IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Global Data Selector Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Skew Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _ - IF DEVADDR = :'48' OR DEVADDR =:'58' THEN DO;

   _ -    DEVTYPE = '3380J';___________________________________________________

   _ -    CTLUNAME = '3990-2';_________________________________________________

   _ - END;____________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************** |
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Alternate Input File Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify alternate input file field in the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File Panel,
shown in Figure 2-113, is displayed.

Figure 2-113. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Alternate Input File Panel

 --------------------------  Alternate Input File  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Skew Analysis

  

 Specified Time-span: DETAIL

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   HARDVA    HARPCA    SCPLCA

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________  ________  ________ 

  

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

 Data set name         ===> ____________________________________________

 Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS online database as input to the IOA
Analysis routines. You must specify one or more indicated SAS file names and an MVS data set name. If you do not
enclose the data set name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user ID) is added as the first portion of the data set name.

The Alternate Input File Panel requires that all named MICS equivalent files be specified. If a named file does not exist,
you may code any name so long as there is no file in your SAS library by that name (e.g., NONE). In this case, HARPCA
and SCPLCA are only present in an MVS/XA environment. If you are not running MVS/XA, then you will have to enter
these two files as NONE.

Save Selected Input Observations Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field in the Extended Options Menu, the Save Selected Input
Observations Panel, shown in Figure 2-114, is displayed.

Figure 2-114. IOA DASD Skew Analysis Report Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 --------------------  Save Selected Input Observations -----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA DASD Skew Analysis

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): HARDVA    HARPCA    SCPLCA

  

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________

  

 SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS online database as output from the IOA Analysis
routines. Use this option if you want to save a copy of the data that went into the report. You must enter one or more SAS
file names for the equivalent MICS file(s) and the MVS data set name that will contain the SAS file(s). You can read the
same data into a later inquiry by specifying the SAS file and data set names on the Specify alternate input file extended
option.
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The Save Selected Input Observations panel requires that all named MICS equivalent files be specified. In this case,
HARPCA and SCPLCA are only present in an MVS/XA environment. If you are not running MVS/XA, then you must enter
these two files as NONE.

DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Inquiry

Many installations are migrating to double density devices to conserve floor space and reduce the cost per byte of their
secondary storage space. However, you must give some thought to the selection of the volumes to be mapped onto the
dual density devices, since significant performance problems can result if busy volumes are mapped together.

Standard Output

The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report allows you to select the volumes that have the minimum possible contention
to avoid performance problems. Figures 2-115 and 2-116 show typical inquiry panels for the multiple volume analysis
report and plots. Groups of up to four devices can be mapped together through the specification of 2, 3, or 4-way mapping
as a parameter on the inquiry panel. The default method is the pairing of devices.

Be very careful to ensure that all volumes being analyzed have a complete set of data from each system they are shared
to.

Figure 2-115. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ----------------  IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report  ------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA34 - DASD Migration Study

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 03

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Num of VOLs to be combined ===> 2 (2/3/4)   Plot contention index ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Volume table method: ** Specified **   :  Least active method:

  

 Analyze or Monitor   ===> A (A/M)    :    Device type ===> _____ (3350/3380)

  

 Analyze unlike VOLs  ===> N (Y/N)    :    Num of VOLs ===> ___   (1-100)

 Specify volume table ===> Y (Y/N/R)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> 08 - 17    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

A description of the inquiry fields is presented in the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry Panel section in the
discussion on component operation. If you code Y (Yes) in the Specify volume table field, the Volume Serial Number Table
panel is displayed. This panel allows you to code up to 100 volumes, keeping in mind that the number of volumes should
match with the 2, 3, or 4 way mapping you have requested (e.g., you specified if 3-way mapping, then the number of
volumes should be divisible by 3).
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Figure 2-116. Volume Serial Number Table Panel

 -----------------------  Volume Serial Number Table  -------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

                  Volume serial numbers (Max 100 in any order)

  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------

 PACK01  PACK02  PACK03  ______  XXXACC  XXXACT  ______  ______  ______  ______

 BSDIS1  BSDIS3  BSDIS4  ______  BSDS01  BSDS02  BSDS05  BSDS06  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 

The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report for the inquiry field entries that are shown above is shown in Figure 2-117.
The following items are shown in the figure:

INTERVAL START
The time and date of the first HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

INTERVAL END
The time and date of the last HARDVA File observation included in the analysis.

DURATION
The total number of hours summarized by report, rounded up to the nearest hour.

VOLSER1
The volume serial number of the first disk volume to be mapped onto the device.

DEVICE TYPE1
The device type of the first disk volume to be mapped onto the device.

VOLSER2
The volume serial number of the second disk volume to be mapped onto the device.

DEVICE TYPE2
The device type of the second disk volume to be mapped onto the device.

VOLSER3
The volume serial number of the third disk volume to be mapped onto the device. This will be displayed only when 3-way
or 4-way mapping is specified. DEVICE TYPE3: The device type of the third disk volume to be mapped onto the device.
This will be displayed only when 3-way or 4-way mapping is specified.

VOLSER4
The volume serial number of the fourth disk volume to be mapped onto the device. This will be displayed only when 4-way
mapping is specified.

DEVICE TYPE4
The device type of the fourth disk volume to be mapped onto the device. This will be displayed only when 4-way mapping
is specified.

AVERAGE PRODUCT
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The average of the product of the device busy values (DVAPCACT) for the volumes for all of the hours processed. The
average product value is defined as the contention index in the technique tutorial (Section 2.4.6.2). This value is the sum
of values for all SYSIDs included in the analysis.

MAXIMUM SUM
The maximum sum of the device busy values (DVAPCACT) for the volumes for any of the hours processed. This value is
the sum of all SYSIDs included in the analysis.

We recommend that no volumes be combined that have a maximum sum value greater than 30 percent.

The software can make no assumptions concerning technological improvements that may tend to decrease device busy
values as may be the case when the device types being mapped are of a different type than those volumes you are
migrating to.

If you specify the optional plot reports, a plot of the sum of the device busy values for each of the hours will be produced
for any volume serial grouping that has an average product of greater than 5 or a maximum sum of greater than 25. A
sample plot report is shown in Figure 2-118. The purpose of these plots is to allow you to verify that a low average product
value is not the result of a group of volume serial numbers that are zero, except for one or two hours that have a high
contention index.
The plots present the sum of the device busy values of the recommended groupings of volume serial numbers (VOLSER
grouping) for each hour of every day specified on the inquiry panel. Two values of this sum are plotted:

• The sum of the device busy values when all device busy values were greater than zero. This variable (data element
SUM1PCBS) is plotted using alphabetical characters.

• The sum of the device busy values. This variable (data element SUM2PCBS) is plotted using asterisks. In the event
that all of the groups were non-zero and less than 100, these characters will be hidden by the alphabetical characters.
If the values exceeded 100, SUMPC1BS will be set to 100 and SUMPC2BS will be set to 110.

Figure 2-117. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report

                           CA MICS Performance Manager

                          DASD MULTIPLE VOLUME ANALYSIS

  

 INTERVAL START:  27DECyy:08:02

 INTERVAL END  :  27DECyy:17:59

 DURATION      :       09:00:00

 SYSIDS        :  SYSA SYSB SYSC

  

            DEVICE              DEVICE    AVERAGE   MAXIMUM

  VOLSER1   TYPE1      VOLSER2  TYPE2     PRODUCT     SUM

  -------   ------     -------  ------    -------   -------

  BSDS02     3350       BSDS05    3350       0.01      1.33

  BSDIS1     3350       BSDS01    3350       0.03      2.42

  BSDIS4     3350       BSDS06    3350       0.05      4.58

  PACK03     3350       XXXACT    3350       2.52      9.48

  PACK02     3350       XXXACC    3350      65.90     50.31

 

Figure 2-118. Plot of DASD Contention Index

                                           CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                             >> SUM1PCBS: VOL1 BUSY + VOL2 BUSY WHEN BOTH ARE >0 <<

                             >> SUM2PCBS: VOL1 BUSY + VOL2 BUSY                  <<

                             >> SUM1PCBS>100 ==>100,  SUM2PCBS>100 ==>110        <<

                                                PACK02  /XXXACC
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                          PLOT OF SUM1PCBS*HOUR    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                          PLOT OF SUM2PCBS*HOUR    SYMBOL USED IS *

  

 SUM1PCBS |

          |

          |

  80      +

          |

          |

  70      +

          |

          |

  60      +

          |

          |

  50      +A

          |

          |

  40      +

          |                      A                                A

          |                                                                             A          A

  30      +                      A                                           A

          |                                 A

          |

  20      +                      A                                           A          A

          |                                 A                                                      A

          |           A                     A          A          A

  10      +           B                                A                                                     

 B

          |A                                           A

          |A                                                      A                                A

   0      +                                                                  A          B          A         

 B

          |

          |

          |

          -+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+

           8          9         10         11         12         13         14         15         16        

 17

  

                                                      HOUR OF DAY

 

Technique Tutorial

One technique to reduce the cost and floor space requirements of DASD devices is the implementation of double density
devices. One implementation of this technology is in devices such as the STC 8650 that allow two 3350 volumes to be
mapped to a single device. Similarly, two 3350 volumes can be mapped to a single 3380 device, two single density 3380
volumes can be mapped to a single 3380E (double density 3380), or up to three 3380D devices can be mapped to a
single 3380K, or up three 3380K devices can be mapped to a single 3390, and so on.
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As the name implies, these devices can contain two, or three times, as much data as a standard device of the same
type. Migration to 3380 devices capable of holding more than one volume's data involves the physical movement of
data residing on the devices to be mapped together to the 3380 device. The implementation of double density 3350 type
devices such as the STC 8650 was more complex. To allow the operating system to use the extra storage space, two
apparently unique volume serial numbers are mapped to the double density device by specialized utilities provided by
the vendor. If STC 8650s are in use, the operating system believes that it is using two unique physical devices, while in
reality it is using a single physical device with only one disk arm. In either implementation, if the volumes that are mapped
together have high I/O activity during the same time period(s), severe arm contention (i.e., delays) result.

Therefore, you must carefully select the volumes to be mapped together to ensure that there is not a high probability
of the devices being active during the same time periods. The algorithm presented in this section allows you to select
volume pairs that have the lowest probability of contention. If groupings of more than two (3-way or 4-way) volumes are
requested, the algorithm is expanded to reflect this.

To introduce this algorithm, we present the following problem. Consider the average percent busy values (data element
DVAPCACT) for the six 3380 volumes listed below. Note that if multiple SYSIDs shared the volumes, the value of
DVAPCACT would be the sum of the values for each SYSID. These observations represent the activity of the six volumes
for a single hour as reported in the DAYS timespan of the HARDVA File.

 VOLSER    DVAPCACT

 ------    --------

 DATA01       3.0  

 DATA02       4.0  

 DATA03       1.0  

 DATA04       7.0  

 DATA05       2.0  

 DATA06       5.0 

 

The first step in the process is the calculation of the contention and summation indices. The contention index is defined
as the product of the device busy percents for all of the unique volume serial number pairs. Stated as an equation, the
contention index, C, is calculated as:

     C(i,j) = DVAPCACT(i) * DVAPCACT(j), for j>i (Equation 10)

 

The summation index is defined as the sum of the device busy percents for all of the unique volume serial number pairs.
Stated as an equation, the summation index, S, is calculated as:

     S(i,j) = DVAPCACT(i) + DVAPCACT(j), for j>i (Equation 11)

  

     S(i,j) = 0 if DVAPCACT(i) = 0 or DVAPCACT(j) = 0

 

Note: The summation index is zero unless both volumes are active during the hour. Also, most of the elements of theB
matrix need not be computed, because the values for (i,j) are always identical to the values for (j,i).

Figure 2-119 shows the values of the contention and summation indices for the six volume serial numbers.

Figure 2-119. Contention and Summation Index Values

                    |   D   D   D   D   D   D

                    |   A   A   A   A   A   A

                    |   T   T   T   T   T   T

             C (i,j)|   A   A   A   A   A   A

                    |   0   0   0   0   0   0

                    |   1   2   3   4   5   6

             -------|--------------------------
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             DATA01 |   .  12   3  21   6  15

                    |

             DATA02 |   .   .   4  28   8  20

                    |

             DATA03 |   .   .   .   7   2   5

                    |

             DATA04 |   .   .   .   .  14  35

                    |

             DATA05 |   .   .   .   .   .  10

                    |

             DATA06 |   .   .   .   .   .   .

                    |

  

             S (i,j)|

             -------|--------------------------

             DATA01 |   .   7   4   8   5   8

                    |

             DATA02 |   .   .   5  11   6   9

                    |

             DATA03 |   .   .   .   8   3   6

                    |

             DATA04 |   .   .   .   .   9  12

                    |

             DATA05 |   .   .   .   .   .   7

                    |

             DATA06 |   .   .   .   .   .   .

 

Based on the contention index values, the best pair of volume serial numbers to map together would be DATA03 and
DATA05, and the worst pair would be DATA04 and DATA06. However, this choice is based on data collected for a single
hour. During some other time periods, there might be severe contention between the volumes.

To evaluate the potential contention between the volumes for multiple hours, we simply expand the definition of the
contention index to:

     C (i,j,k)

        | | |

        | | |

        | | +----- is  the  hour number, k.  It is incremented

        | |        for every unique CA MICS DAY HOUR pair.

        | |

        | |

        | +------- is  the pointer to the second volume serial

        |          number of the pair.

        |

        +--------- is  the  pointer to the first volume serial

                   number of the pair.

 

For example, if 20 volumes were studied for 12 hours per day over a ten-day period, I would range from 1 to 19, j from 2
to 20, and k from 1 to 120.

After we have calculated the values of the contention and summation indices for all potential pairs for all hours, we
can calculate two additional values for each potential pair. They are the average contention index and the maximum
summation index. They are defined as:
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                      +-         -+

        _           K |           |

        C (i,j) = SUM | C (i,j,k) |  /  K        (Equation 12)

                  k=1 |           |

                      +-         -+

  

      MAXS (i,j) = MAX( S(i,j,k) ) for all k     (Equation 13)

 

where K is the total number of hours studied.

We can then determine volume pairing by selecting the pairs that have the lowest value of the average contention index.
Since an average can easily hide one or two large values in a large sample (i.e., a study of many hours), we can use the
maximum summation index as a check value. The inquiry plots the summation indices for all of the hours studied for any
proposed volume pairs with an average contention index of greater than 5 or a maximum summation index greater than
25.

For 3350 type volumes, plug-compatible manufacturers have offered two methods of mapping the volumes onto the
double density 3350 type drive. They are:

• Back-to-Back
Maps the 555 cylinders of each 3350 volume into a contiguous block on the dual density device. This minimizes seek
time as long as most seeks are within a single volume.

• Interleaved
Interleaves the 555 cylinders of each 3350 volume onto the dual density device; i.e., cylinder 1 volume 1, cylinder 1
volume 2, cylinder 2 volume 1, cylinder 2 volume 2, etc. This mapping technique is recommended for volumes that are
expected to have very light concurrent activity.

We recommend the following selection criteria for choosing the mapping technique:

• Back-to-Back
For any pair whose average contention index is less than 50 and maximum summation index is less than 30.

• Interleaved
For any pair whose average contention index is greater than 50 and less than 100 and maximum summation index is
less than 50.
Do not map any pair whose contention index is greater than 100 or that has a significant number of hourly summation
indices that are greater than 30 percent (as shown in the plots).

Case Study

For this case study, we used the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report to analyze 16 volume serial numbers for
mapping on eight dual density devices. The volume serial numbers were PACK01, PACK02, PACK03, XXXACC,
XXXACT, BSDIS1, BSDIS3, BSDIS4, BSDL03, BSDS01, BSDS02, BSDS05, BSDS06, BSDL05, FERC01, and BSDIS4.
The time period was from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. each day for the past three days. The MICS database containing the
installation's hardware data was denoted by database identifier B. The inquiry fields for the study are shown in Figures
2-120 and 2-121.

Figure 2-120. Case Study - DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ----------------  IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report  ------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA39 - Volume Grouping Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 03

  

 Data base ===> B (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _
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 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Num of VOLs to be combined ===> 2 (2/3/4)   Plot contention index ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Volume table method: ** Specified **   :  Least active method: 

 Analyze or Monitor   ===> A (A/M)    :    Device type ===> _____ (3350/3380)

  

 Analyze unlike VOLs  ===> N (Y/N)    :    Num of VOLs ===> ___   (1-100)

 Specify volume table ===> Y (Y/N/R)  :

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> 07 - 18    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-121. Case Study - VOLSERs Selected for IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report

  

 -----------------------  Volume Serial Number Table  -------------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

                  Volume serial numbers (Max 100 in any order)

  

 ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------ 

 PACK01  PACK02  PACK03  XXXACC  XXXACT  BSDIS1  BSDIS3  BSDIS4  BSDL03  ______

 BSDS01  BSDS02  BSDS05  BSDS06  BSDL05  FERC01  BSDIS4  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 

The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report produced by the inquiry panels shown above is provided in Figure 2-122.
The corresponding DASD Contention Index Plot is provided in Figure 2-123. The volume serial numbers of the suggested
pairing are presented in the plot report subtitle. The volumes are PACK02 and XXXACC.

Figure 2-122. Case Study - IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report

                            CA MICS Performance Manager

                           DASD MULTIPLE VOLUME ANALYSIS

  

 INTERVAL START:  27DEC88:07:44

 INTERVAL END  :  04JAN89:17:59

 DURATION      :       31:00:00
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 SYSIDS        :  SYSA SYSB SYSC

  

            DEVICE              DEVICE    AVERAGE   MAXIMUM

  VOLSER1   TYPE1      VOLSER2  TYPE2     PRODUCT     SUM

  -------   ------     -------  ------    -------   -------

  BSDIS3     3380       BSDL05    3380       0.01      1.86

  BSDS02     3380       BSDS05    3380       0.01      1.33

  BSDIS1     3380       BSDS01    3380       0.03      2.42

  BSDIS4     3380       BSDS06    3380       0.05      4.58

  PACK01     3380       BSDL03    3380       0.06      2.33

  PACK03     3380       FERC01    3380       2.52      9.48

  PACK02     3380       XXXACC    3380      65.90     50.31

 

Figure 2-123. Case Study - Plot of DASD Contention Index

                                        CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                             >> SUM1PCBS: VOL1 BUSY + VOL2 BUSY WHEN BOTH ARE >0 <<

                             >> SUM2PCBS: VOL1 BUSY + VOL2 BUSY                  <<

                             >> SUM1PCBS>100 ==>100,  SUM2PCBS>100 ==>110        <<

                                                PACK02  /XXXACC

  

                          PLOT OF SUM1PCBS*HOUR    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                          PLOT OF SUM2PCBS*HOUR    SYMBOL USED IS *

  

 SUM1PCBS |

          |

          |

  80      +

          |

          |

  70      +

          |

          |

  60      +

          |

          |

  50      +A

          |

          |

  40      +

          |                      A                                A

          |                                                                             A          A

  30      +                      A                                           A

          |                                 A

          |

  20      +                      A                                           A          A

          |                                 A                                                      A

          |           A                     A          A          A

  10      +           B                                A                                                     

 B

          |A                                           A

          |A                                                      A                                A
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   0      +                                                                  A          B          A         

 B

          |

          |

          |

          -+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+

           8          9         10         11         12         13         14         15         16        

 17

  

                                                      HOUR OF DAY

 

Component Operation

The inquiry allows you to define the MICS database cycles to use as input, the time periods to be analyzed, and the
reports to be produced.

The following sections describe each control panel.

Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report is produced by executing the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry
panel (see Figure 2-124). This report normally analyzes and recommends DASD volumes to be combined together on
a higher density device. You can produce an alternative report that monitors existing double density volumes (8650s) or
proposed groupings (2, 3, or 4-way) through specifying the MONITOR option and specifying which volumes are to be
grouped.

The following is a discussion of the fields on this panel.

Timespan
The specification of whether the data is to be taken from the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles from the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally
dumped at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS file usually contains a 24-hour period spanning
two days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is
provided by the DATE and HOUR control parameters.

Database
The single-character MICS identifiers for the databases you want to access.

Allow Runtime Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Number of VOLs to be combined
The specification that determines whether groups containing two, three, or four devices must be combined and reported.

Plot contention index
The specification of whether the plot of the inter-volume contention index will be produced for each recommended
grouping.

Volume Table Analysis Method
The following three fields combine to specify which volumes are to be analyzed or monitored.

Analyze or Monitor
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ANALYZE specifies that a recommendation report is to be produced. MONITOR specifies that the groupings you specified
will be used in the analysis.

Analyze unlike VOLS
Specifies that groups containing unlike device types (such as a 3380 with a 3350) must be allowed. This is not
recommended and will occur only if explicitly specified.

Specify Volume Table
Specifies that a table of VOLSERs is to be defined.

Least Active Volume Analysis Method
The following two fields instruct the inquiry to analyze the specified number of volumes having the least activity.

Device type
The device type (3350, 3380) of the DASD that is being combined to a higher density device.

NUM of VOLs
The number of DASD volumes to be analyzed having the least activity.

Date
The day(s) used for the analysis. This field is normally used with the IOA Analysis inquiry to drop the extra day from a
cycle due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
An hour or range of hours for which data is reported.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is being applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., daily reports covering
that time period can be specified by using the ZONE field set to 1.

Specify extended option
The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include special SAS data selection
statements, non-standard input, and output files. These options are discussed in the sections that follow.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the zone definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Figure 2-124. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Inquiry Panel

 ----------------  IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report  ------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IOA43  - Analysis 100 Least Active Volumes

  

 Time-span ===> DETAIL (DETAIL/DAYS)                      Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

  

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N

  

 Num of VOLs to be combined ===> 2 (2/3/4)   Plot contention index ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Volume table method:                   :  Least active method: ** Specified **

 Analyze or Monitor   ===> _ (A/M)    :    Device type ===> 3380  (3350/3380)

 Analyze unlike VOLs  ===> _ (Y/N)    :    Num of VOLs ===> 100   (1-100)

 Specify volume table ===> N (Y/N/R)  : 

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override
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 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N) 

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Extended Options Menu Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 2-125, is
displayed.

Figure 2-125. DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Extended Options Menu

 -------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

This Extended Options Menu panel allows you to specify that:

• Global data selection statements are to be defined.
• Non-MICS input files are to be defined.
• Non-MICS output files are to be defined.

The default for all three options is N (No). The R (Reset) option allows you to return the option to its original value. For
detailed information about the extended options, press the help key (usually PF1) when you are at the Extended Options
Menu.

Global Data Selection Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown
in Figure 2-126, is displayed. This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection
functions in addition to the normal DATE/HOUR/ZONE option on the main inquiry panel.

As we discussed in the Technique Tutorial section, the I/O Analysis inquiry merges the RMF data from multiple systems
by assuming that all of an installation's volume serial numbers are unique. In the event that this assumption is invalid for
your installation, you will have to specify a global data selection exit.

To illustrate the use of this exit, consider an installation that is comprised of two processors, SYSA and SYSB. Although
most of the volume serial numbers in the installation are unique, the system resident volumes of each of the systems are
named SYSRES. To prevent the inquiry from assuming that the two unique SYSRES packs are only one shared volume,
you would code the exit as is shown below.

Figure 2-126. DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Global Data Selection Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis
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 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _ - IF SYSID='SYSA' THEN DO;

   _ -   IF VOLSER='SYSRES' THEN VOLSER='SYSAAA';

   _ - END;

   _ - IF SYSID='SYSB' THEN DO;

   _ -   IF VOLSER='SYSRES' THEN VOLSER='SYSBBB';

   _ - END;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Alternate Input File Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify alternate input file field in the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File panel,
shown in Figure 2-127, is displayed.

Figure 2-127. DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Alternate Input File Panel

 --------------------------  Alternate Input File  ----------------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

 Specified Time-span: DETAIL

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   HARDVA 

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

 Data set name         ===> ____________________________________________

 Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS online database as input to the IOA
Analysis routines. You must specify one or more indicated SAS file names and an MVS data set name. If you do not
enclose the data set name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user ID) is added as the first portion of the data set name.

Save Selected Input Observations Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field in the Extended Options Menu, the Save Selected Input
Observations Panel, shown in Figure 2-128, is displayed.

Figure 2-128. DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 --------------------  Save Selected Input Observations -----------------------

 Command ===>
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 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): HARDVA

  

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________

 SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS online database as output from the IOA Analysis
routines. Use this option if you want to save a copy of the data that went into the report. You must enter one or more SAS
file names for the equivalent MICS file(s) and the MVS data set name that will contain the SAS file(s). You can read the
same data into a later inquiry by specifying the SAS file and data set names on the Specify alternate input file extended
option.

Volume Serial Number Table Panels

Use the Volume Serial Number Table panels to specify the DASD volumes to be analyzed by the DASD Multiple Volume
Analysis Inquiry.

Any number of volumes can be specified, as long as the total number of volume serial numbers is: divisible by the number
of volumes to be mapped together as specified on the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Report inquiry panel (i.e., if a 3-
way report request is specified, the number of volumes specified should be divisible by three).

If different device types (3330, 3350, and 3380) are input, the quantity of each device type's volume serial numbers should
be divisible by the report request type, because recommended groupings will normally be of a like device type.

Figure 7-129. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis Volume Serial Number Table Panel

 -----------------------  Volume Serial Number Table  -------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

                  Volume serial numbers (Max 100 in any order)

 ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______

 

If the DASD Multiple Volume Analysis inquiry is to be used to MONITOR existing combined volumes or to measure
volume groupings of your choice, then you specify the volume serial numbers that are to be monitored on the 2, 3, or 4-
WAY Volume Serial Number Table panel shown below.
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The 2-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

Use the 2-WAY Volume Serial Number Table panel to define pairs of volumes that are already combined (STC 8650) or
are to be combined. The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis inquiry will MONITOR these volumes and report how well they
are matched. Entry fields are grouped into twos for your convenience.

Figure 2-130. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis 2-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

 --------------------  2-WAY Volume Serial Number Table  ----------------------

 Command ===>

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

                      Volume serial numbers in groups of 2

 ------ ------   ------ ------   ------ ------   ------ ------   ------ ------

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

  ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______   ______ ______

 

The 3-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

Use the 3-WAY Volume Serial Number Table panel to define triples of volumes that are already combined (3330s on 3350)
or are to be combined. The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis inquiry will MONITOR these volumes and report how well
they are matched. Entry fields are grouped into threes for your convenience.

Figure 2-131. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis 3-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

 --------------------  3-WAY Volume Serial Number Table  ----------------------

 Command ===>

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

      ------ ------ ------       ------ ------ ------       ------ ------ ------

 1= ______ ______ ______    4= ______ ______ ______    7= ______ ______ ______

 10= ______ ______ ______   13= ______ ______ ______   16= ______ ______ ______

 19= ______ ______ ______   22= ______ ______ ______   25= ______ ______ ______

 28= ______ ______ ______   31= ______ ______ ______   34= ______ ______ ______

 37= ______ ______ ______   40= ______ ______ ______   43= ______ ______ ______

 46= ______ ______ ______   49= ______ ______ ______   52= ______ ______ ______

 55= ______ ______ ______   58= ______ ______ ______   61= ______ ______ ______

 64= ______ ______ ______   67= ______ ______ ______   70= ______ ______ ______

 73= ______ ______ ______   76= ______ ______ ______   79= ______ ______ ______

 82= ______ ______ ______   85= ______ ______ ______   88= ______ ______ ______

 91= ______ ______ ______   94= ______ ______ ______   97= ______ ______ ______
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The 4-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

Use the 4-WAY Volume Serial Number Table panel to define quadruples of volumes that are already combined or are to
be combined. The DASD Multiple Volume Analysis inquiry will MONITOR these volumes and report how well they are
matched. Entry fields are grouped into fours for your convenience.

Figure 2-132. IOA DASD Multiple Volume Analysis 4-WAY Volume Serial Number Table Panel

 --------------------  4-WAY Volume Serial Number Table  ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Multiple DASD Volume Analysis

  

                      Volume serial numbers in groups of 4                        

        ------ ------ ------ ------           ------ ------ ------ ------

     1= ______ ______ ______ ______        5= ______ ______ ______ ______

     9= ______ ______ ______ ______       13= ______ ______ ______ ______

    17= ______ ______ ______ ______       21= ______ ______ ______ ______

    25= ______ ______ ______ ______       29= ______ ______ ______ ______

    33= ______ ______ ______ ______       37= ______ ______ ______ ______

    41= ______ ______ ______ ______       45= ______ ______ ______ ______

    49= ______ ______ ______ ______       53= ______ ______ ______ ______

    57= ______ ______ ______ ______       61= ______ ______ ______ ______

    65= ______ ______ ______ ______       69= ______ ______ ______ ______

    73= ______ ______ ______ ______       77= ______ ______ ______ ______

    81= ______ ______ ______ ______       85= ______ ______ ______ ______

    89= ______ ______ ______ ______       93= ______ ______ ______ ______

    97= ______ ______ ______ ______

 

Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry

The unavailability of sufficient tape drives can adversely affect performance, especially during periods of heavy batch job
activity. If sufficient tape drives are not available, batch work is delayed, and operators may have to vary tape drives from
one system to another.

The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry allows you to analyze time periods that have significant tape drive
unavailability problems. You can also model the effects of moving existing work to different time periods, adding additional
tape usage, and tape drive improvements. Thus, you can investigate both the effects on performance of rescheduling
existing jobs and the capacity implications of added tape drive usage.

Standard Output

Tape Drive Simulation Analysis provides both summary and detail level graphs and reports displaying periods of
allocation. Examples of each are included in this section.

The summary level emphasizes time periods having tape drive allocations which exceed exception limits set by the user
and displays only work showing tape drive usage. The detail level shows all workloads independent of tape drive use
during the period being analyzed, so that you can make judgments about which time periods might be candidates for more
tape drive usage, or which work might be delayed or accelerated in order to better balance the usage of tape drives.

Report Titles

The title of each report indicates the analysis features you have selected. These and other analysis features which you
can select are more fully explained in the Component Operations section. The title for each of the example reports in this
section indicates that the following features were used:
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STEP HIGH WATERMARK/STEP ALLOCATION
Either the JES3 step high water mark allocation method or the JES2 step allocation method was analyzed.

SNAPSHOT METHOD USED/PRORATING METHOD USED
Either the snapshot algorithm was used or the one which uses prorating.

WORK ADDED
The user built a model including additional hypothetical workloads which allocated tape drives.

WORK MOVED:
The user built a model by moving existing workloads to different time periods.

MACROS ACTIVE
Indication that you have supplied macros into the control stream in order to modify the standard report or data.

Summary Level Reports

Summary level reports have two parts:

• Summary Chart
• Summary Exception Reports

Detail Level Reports

Detail level reports also have two parts, the Detail Workload Chart and Detail Workload Report.

Detail Workload Chart

The Detail Workload Chart shown in Figure 2-135 is similar to the Summary Chart, but distinguishes between allocation
of tape drives by workload type. By default, workload type is defined as BATCH, STARTED TASKS, APPC, and TSO for
unmodified observations. If an observation has been modified (moved), then the workload type is defined as M. If the
observation has been added, then its workload type is identified as A.

The following are descriptions of symbols and the workloads they represent in the Detail Workload Chart:

A
Workloads hypothetically added by the analyst.

B
Batch work currently allocating tapes at the time being reported.

M
Actual workloads hypothetically moved to a different time interval by the analyst.

S
Started tasks currently allocating tapes at the time being reported.

T
TSO work dynamically allocating tapes at the time being reported.

P
APPC work dynamically allocating tapes at the time being reported.

Figure 2-135. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis - Detail Workload Chart Detail Workload Report

                                      CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                          TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                         DETAIL WORKLOAD CHART

                  TAPE ALLOCATION BY TYPES OF WORK RUNNING DURING THE ANALYSIS PERIOD

 STEP HIGH WATERMARK MODEL - PRORATING METHOD USED - WORK ADDED - WORK MOVED - SELECTION MACRO ACTIVE
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                                  DATE ANALYZED=27APRyy HOUR OF DAY=1

  

                                           BAR CHART OF SUMS

  

           TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

                    |

          1:00:00   |

                    |

          1:05:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAM

                    |

          1:10:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMMMM

                    |

          1:15:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMMMM

                    |

          1:20:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBMMMM

                    |

          1:25:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBM

                    |

          1:30:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBB

                    |

          1:35:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBB

                    |

          1:40:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBB

                    |

          1:45:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBB

                    |

          1:50:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBB

                    |

          1:55:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABB

                    |

                    ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

                        2   4   6   8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30  32  34  36

  

                                                   PGMMXNTA SUM

  

              SYMBOL SYM                 SYMBOL SYM                 SYMBOL SYM

  

          A   ADDED  WORKLOAD     B   BATCH WORKLOAD     M   MOVED  WORKLOAD

 

The second portion of the detail level reports, the Detail Workload Report, is a listing of all workloads during the period
being analyzed. This report appears below in Figure 2-136. It is nearly identical in overall appearance to the Summary
Exception Report described above; however, it is not limited to workloads using tape drives and will be much more
voluminous.

The Detail Workload Report does contain one additional item of interest not found in the Summary Exception Report.

WRKLOAD
BATCH, STC, TSO, APPC, ADDED, or MOVED to indicate the source of this particular workload.

Refer to the description of the Summary Exception Report above for more information about the format and content of
these two reports.

Figure 2-136. Tape Drive Analysis - Detail Workload Report
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                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager                              

                 8

  

                                                        TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                       DETAIL WORKLOAD REPORT

                                          ALL WORKLOADS RUNNING DURING THE ANALYSIS PERIOD

                                     STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED -WORK ADDED -

  

 -------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=07SEPyy TIME

 ANALYZED=7:12:00-----------------------------------------

  

                JOB                    READER            STEP    PROGRAM                   START

                ID                     TIME              NBR     NAME                      TIME

                                       STAMP                                               STAMP

  

              PSG01703    05SEPyy:15:55:31.58               4    UNJABTAB    07SEPyy:06:56:33.64

              SYS053DA    07SEPyy:07:03:51.93               1    SASLPA      07SEPyy:07:04:07.84

              TEP100N1    07SEPyy:07:09:59.65               1    WCSGENER    07SEPyy:07:10:10.25

              --------

              TESTTM

  

                JOB                     END      SYS             STEP      WRKLOAD             TAPE         

 PROGRAMS

                ID                      TIME     ID              ALLOC.                        DEVICES      

 EXECUTING

                                        STAMP                    TIME                          ALLOC.

  

              PSG01703    07SEPyy:07:12:37.85    XA01        0:00:05.53    BATCH WORKLOAD         2.00       

        1

              SYS053DA    07SEPyy:07:32:50.12    XA01        0:00:09.78    BATCH WORKLOAD         1.00       

        1

              TEP100N1    07SEPyy:07:15:28.53    XA04        0:00:01.23    BATCH WORKLOAD         1.00       

        1

              --------                                                                         -------   

 ------------

              TESTTM                                                                              4.00       

        3

 -------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=07SEPyy TIME

 ANALYZED=7:14:00-----------------------------------------

  

                JOB                    READER            STEP    PROGRAM                   START

                ID                     TIME              NBR     NAME                      TIME

                                       STAMP                                               STAMP

  

              SYS053DA    07SEPyy:07:03:51.93               1    SASLPA      07SEPyy:07:04:07.84

              TEP100N1    07SEPyy:07:09:59.65               1    WCSGENER    07SEPyy:07:10:10.25

              --------

              TESTTM

  

                JOB                     END      SYS             STEP      WRKLOAD             TAPE         

 PROGRAMS
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                ID                      TIME     ID              ALLOC.                        DEVICES      

 EXECUTING

                                        STAMP                    TIME                          ALLOC.

  

              SYS053DA    07SEPyy:07:32:50.12    XA01        0:00:09.78    BATCH WORKLOAD         1.00       

        1

              TEP100N1    07SEPyy:07:15:28.53    XA04        0:00:01.23    BATCH WORKLOAD         1.00       

        1

              --------                                                                         -------   

 ------------

              TESTTM                                                                              2.00       

        2

 

Summary Chart

The Summary Chart is shown in Figure 2-133. One of these charts is produced for each period (hour or date) analyzed.
The date and hour being reported in each chart are printed in the subtitle near the top of the chart.

The vertical axis of the chart shows the time intervals during which analyses were done. The horizontal axis represents
the number of tape drives allocated.

The vertical reference line represents a user-defined exception limit. Any interval during which the number of tape drives
allocated exceeds this limit is more fully reported in the Summary Exception Report, described below.

The following are descriptions of symbols and the workloads they represent in the Summary Chart represent:

Symbol Used Workload Represented

A
Workloads hypothetically added by the analyst.

C
Actual work currently running at the time being reported.

M
Actual workloads hypothetically moved to a different time interval by the analyst.

Figure 2-133. Tape Drive Analysis - Summary Chart

                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

 STEP HIGH WATERMARK MODEL - PRORATING METHOD USED - WORK ADDED - WORK MOVED - SELECTION MACRO ACTIVE

  

                                DATE ANALYZED=27APRyy HOUR ANALYZED=1

  

                                          BAR CHART OF SUMS

          TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

         1:00:00   |                           |

         1:05:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMMMM   |

         1:10:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMMMM   |

         1:15:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMMMM

         1:20:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCMMMM
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         1:25:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCCCCMM

         1:25:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCCCCMM

         1:30:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCC

         1:35:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC

         1:40:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCC

         1:45:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC

         1:50:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCCCC

         1:55:00   |AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACCCC   |

                   ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

                       2   4   6   8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30  32  34  36

  

                                       TAPE DEVICE HIGH-WATER ALLOCATION

  

           SYMBOL SYM                  SYMBOL SYM                  SYMBOL SYM

  

             A    ADDED WORKLOAD         C    CURRENT WORKLOAD       M    MOVED WORKLOAD

 

Summary Exception Reports

The second portion of the summary level reports consists of the Summary Exception Report, which is shown in Figure
2-134. This report is produced only if two conditions are met:

• The user defines an exception limit.
• One or more time periods reported exceed this limit.

An exception limit of 0 causes all observations to print.

This report contains one or more subreports, one for each time interval during which the exception limit was exceeded.
Each subreport is preceded by its own subheading containing the following identifiers:

DATE ANALYZED
The date of this exception period.

TIME ANALYZED
The time of this exception period.

Standard Items

The report contains the following standard items:

JOB ID
The name of the job being analyzed. Any hypothetical jobs added during the analysis will have their JOB ID begin with an
asterisk (*).

READER TIME STAMP
The date and time that the job was read into the system.

STEP NBR
The number of the job step being analyzed.

PROGRAM NAME:
The name of the program being executed by this job step.

START TIME STAMP
The time that the job step began executing.

END TIME STAMP
The time that the job step ended its execution.
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SYS ID
The SYSID of the system in which the job step executed.

STEP ALLOC. TIME
The amount of time the step waited for device allocation by MVS to complete. This time represents periods when the
step was eligible for execution, but required I/O devices (that is, DASD, tape, etc.) were not yet allocated for its use. This
condition can affect the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry adversely. The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry
assumes a device to be allocated from step start (data element STARTTS) to step end (data element ENDTS).

ADDED OR MOVED
The indication of whether the job step represents actual work currently running at the time being reported (CURRENT),
a workload hypothetically added (ADDED), or actual work that has been hypothetically moved to a different time interval
(MOVED).

TAPE DEVICES ALLOC.
The number of tape drives allocated by this job step. This always represents the number of tape drives actually needed by
the operating system for this job step as represented by the data element PGMMXNTA.

The standard items displayed are controlled by a panel containing lists of data element names. Any data element from
the MICS BATPGM type file is eligible for display. In addition, the data elements JOBINQTM and JOBFETTM from the
BATJOB File are available. Also, any user-computed data elements are eligible for display.

Optional Elements

In addition to the standard items, the following optional items are printed, depending on the inquiry fields specified.

If you choose JES Version 3 (main device scheduling) the number of tape drives reserved by the allocation method is
calculated and reported.

HIGH WATER ALLOC.
The number of tape drives that would be required by this job step if the high water mark option of JES3 Main Device
Scheduling was enabled. This value is computed in the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry in the data element
HIGHWATR.

If the Analysis Method field specifies PRORATE and you choose JES Version 2, then the number of tape drives used
within an interval is calculated and displayed.

TAPE DRIVES PRORATED
The number of tape drives used by this job step in the interval. This number is the percentage of tape drives prorated
to the interval. For example, let us assume an interval of 60 minutes and a step that executed for 45 minutes within
the interval. If the step had a PGMMXNTA value of 4, the resulting number of tape drives prorated to the interval/step
combination would be 3 (4*(45/60)). The element is computed in the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry in the data
element PROTAPE.

If the Analysis Method field specifies PRORATE and you choose JES Version 3, then, in addition to the above data
elements, the number of drives prorated to the interval for the step is computed, substituting the number of drives
reserved under JES3 highwater marks allocation for the number allocated under MVS. A description follows:

TAPE DRIVES PRORATED (MDS)
The number of tape drives allocated or reserved by the step within the interval. This number is a percentage computed by
the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry in the data element PROHIGH. It uses the methodology documented above,
under TAPE DRIVES PRORATED (MVS), substituting the number of drives reserved or allocated as documented under
the item HIGH WATER ALLOC for the number of drives allocated (PGMMXNTA).

Use of the USER Modeling exit causes additional data elements to be displayed. This exit provides a method of adjusting
step execution times based on user-supplied values. The use of this facility causes the following items to be displayed:

ORIGINAL END TIMESTAMP:
The unmodified end timestamp. If any adjustment to execution time is made in a standard fashion, this element
(ORGENDTS) is displayed.
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If mount time adjustment is made, then, in addition to the unmodified end timestamp, the following items are displayed:

REEL DEVICES ALLOCATED
The number of REEL tape devices allocated. This element is computed as the total number of tape devices (PGMMXNTA)
minus the number of CTRG devices (PGMN3480).

CTRG DEVICES ALLOCATED
The number of cartridge devices allocated (PGMN3480).

JOB ADJUSTMENT TIME
The running total of step adjustment time that has taken place in prior steps of the job.

SPECIFIED AVERAGE MOUNT TIME
The specified mount time value in seconds. This item is supplied to the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry by the
USER Modeling exit and causes the step's end timestamp to be adjusted.

TAPE MOUNTS
The sum of specific and non-specific tape mounts as found in the BATPGM File data elements PGMSTMT and
PGMNSTMT. These data elements are available at the MVS/SE2 levels and above.

COMPUTED MOUNT TIME
Tape mounts multiplied by the specified average mount time. This value is added to the end timestamp. If the specified
average mount time was negative, the computed mount time is negative as well.

If any tape connect time adjustment is made using the documented features provided in the USER Modeling exit, then the
original connect time is displayed in addition to the other elements.

TAPE CONNECT TIME
The purpose of data transfer (PGMCTAPE). This element is only available in MVS/XA operating systems.

Connect time adjustment is done by a percent increase or decrease, or by specification of an average I/O time. The
percent method can only be used if connect time is available (MVS/XA element). Connect time and EXCPs are computed
for REEL devices as the total (PGMCTAPE and PGMETAPE) minus the observed values of the CTRG counters
(PGMC3480 and PGME3480). Adjustment of connect time by device type can then proceed. The following items are thus
method (percent vs. average I/O time) and device (REEL vs. CTRG) dependent.

ORIGINAL CONNECT TIME REEL DEVICES/ORIGINAL CONNECT TIME CTRG DEVICES
These elements contain the unmodified connect time for each type of tape device. When the average I/O time method is
used, the elements are computed. When the percent method is used, the REEL time is computed as the total tape device
connect time minus the CTRG connect time.

SPECIFIED REEL CONNECT % ADJUSTMENT/SPECIFIED CTRG USE CONNECT % ADJUSTMENT
These items represent the percentage adjustment factor supplied to the tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry via the R
Modeling exit for each device type. Adjustment factors are specified by the device type (REEL or CTRG) independently.
This decimal factor is then multiplied by connect time to derive the adjustment amount.

SPECIFIEDAVERAGE REEL I/O TIME/SPECIFIED USER AVERAGE CTRG I/O TIME
These items represent the average I/O time to complete one EXCP as supplied to the Tape Drive Analysis Simulation
inquiry via the Modeling exit. These factors are specified by device type (REEL or CTRG). The EXCPs for the device type
are multiplied by the factor to derive an adjustment amount.

REEL EXCPs/CTRG EXCPs
These elements are displayed when the average I/O time method is used. EXCPs for REEL devices are computed as
the total tape EXCPs (PGMETAPE) minus the CTRG EXCPs (PGME3480). When the average I/O time method is used,
EXCPs by device type are multiplied by the supplied times.

ADJUSTED CONNECT TIME- REEL DEVICES/ADJUSTED
These elements are displayed when connect time adjustment has occurred for the device times, CONNECT TIME- and
contain the amount of time to adjust the CTRG DEVICES: end timestamp of a step.
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Figure 2-134. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis - Summary Exception Report

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                        TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                      SUMMARY EXCEPTION REPORT

                                       TAPE WORKLOADS RUNNING DURING TAPE-CONSTRAINED PERIODS

                                     STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK ADDED

  

 -------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=07SEPyy TIME

 ANALYZED=8:00:00-------------------------------------------

  

     JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

     ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                         STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.

  

   *W                         0            0          07SEPyy:06:04:00.00 07SEPyy:08:12:00.00                

   0 ADDED      3.00

   PSG049AA 07SEPyy:07:57:50.07            4 IEBGENER 07SEPyy:07:58:27.72 07SEPyy:08:02:46.50 XA01    

 0:00:00.94 CURRENT    1.00

   SYS053BA 07SEPyy:07:39:34.84            1 SASLPA   07SEPyy:07:39:49.36 07SEPyy:08:12:11.18 XA01    

 0:00:13.62 CURRENT    1.00

   --------                                                                                                  

             -------

   TESTTM                                                                                                    

                5.00

  

  

 -------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=07SEPyy TIME

 ANALYZED=8:02:00-------------------------------------------

  

     JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

     ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                         STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.

  

   *W                         0            0          07SEPyy:06:04:00.00 07SEPyy:08:12:00.00                

   0 ADDED      3.00

   MCC001DD 07SEPyy:08:00:56.92            4 SASLPA   07SEPyy:08:01:38.03 07SEPyy:08:19:37.46 XA01    

 0:00:05.10 CURRENT    1.00

   PSG049AA 07SEPyy:07:57:50.07            4 IEBGENER 07SEPyy:07:58:27.72 07SEPyy:08:02:46.50 XA01    

 0:00:00.94 CURRENT    1.00

   SYS053BA 07SEPyy:07:39:34.84            1 SASLPA   07SEPyy:07:39:49.36 07SEPyy:08:12:11.18 XA01    

 0:00:13.62 CURRENT    1.00

   --------                                                                                                  

             -------
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   TESTTM                                                                                                    

                6.00

  

  

 -------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=07SEPyy TIME

 ANALYZED=8:04:00-------------------------------------------

  

     JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

     ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                         STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.

  

   *W                         0            0          07SEPyy:06:04:00.00 07SEPyy:08:12:00.00                

   0 ADDED      3.00

   MCC001DD 07SEPyy:08:00:56.92            4 SASLPA   07SEPyy:08:01:38.03 07SEPyy:08:19:37.46 XA01    

 0:00:05.10 CURRENT    1.00

   PSG00690 07SEPyy:08:01:43.57            4 TMSGRW   07SEPyy:08:02:04.68 07SEPyy:08:04:46.23 XA01    

 0:00:02.43 CURRENT    1.00

   SYS053BA 07SEPyy:07:39:34.84            1 SASLPA   07SEPyy:07:39:49.36 07SEPyy:08:12:11.18 XA01    

 0:00:13.62 CURRENT    1.00

   --------                                                                                                  

             -------

   TESTTM                                                                                                    

                6.00

 

Technique Tutorial

Tape drives, unlike DASD, are usually not shared between systems. Generally, tape devices are physically attached
(cabled) to multiple systems, but are physically switched to only one at a time.

Physical paths to tape devices are established by using switches (toggles) on the control units. Both 3420 and 3480
control units have channel adapter switches. The 3420 control units also have separate toggle switches for each device.

It is becoming more common to "share" the tape subsystem by having some of the tape devices physically switched
to two systems but logically offline to one or the other. This allows all systems access to the tape subsystem, while
preventing concurrent access to any single device. Software access to the drives is accomplished by the use of the VARY
ONLINE operator command.

The 3480 tape subsystem can function in one of two modes:

• Full Function
• 3420 Compatibility

In Full Function mode, the drives are assigned a processor by the use of the VARY ONLINE command. The command
causes values to be placed in the pathing array within the control unit.

After assignment to a system, no other system can access the drive unless the VARY command employs the SHR option.
The SHR option allows the drive to be assigned to multiple systems. In this shared mode, tape devices must be controlled
by software (such as JES3 or other products) to prevent concurrent access.

In 3420 Compatibility mode, pathing arrays do not exist. The only way to prevent concurrent access is through the use of
the channel adapter switches.
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As you can see from the above description, performance in the area of batch throughput can be adversely affected
not only by the total number of tape drives available, but also by the number of drives online to each system in a
multiprocessor configuration. Tape drive capacity and performance prediction is an area often overlooked due to the
complexity and changeable nature of workloads and configurations in a multiprocessor environment.

A common operational safeguard is to place the majority of the tape devices on the primary tape processing system and
ensure that tape job class initiators are enabled on that system. This prevents the physical switching of tape devices from
one system to another when a job or started task on another system requests more tape devices than are available to
it. For this reason, you must take special care to ensure that the true maximum tape drive limit is known for each system
prior to running the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry. Generally, the inquiry should be run separately for each
processor in a multiprocessor complex.

As mentioned above, JES3 provides the capability to manage tape devices which are online to more than one system,
unlike the standard MVS allocation scheme, which is only aware of device status on one system. The JES3 facility that
provides device management is the Main Device Scheduler (MDS). MDS attempts to satisfy the resource requirements of
a job in the context of a globally controlled environment, so that job execution may proceed without allocation delays.

Standard MVS allocation is done at the step level as step execution begins. MDS, on the other hand, considers the
requirements for each step of a job, within the context of other currently scheduled work, prior to the start of job execution.
MDS reserves devices, thus making them unavailable for other work, then allocates them at the step level as in standard
MVS.

RMF/SMF data sources do not currently report JES3 reservations, although the effect is similar to MVS allocation in that
the device is not available while it is reserved. For this reason, MDS device requirements are higher than MVS device
requirements. On the positive side, MDS minimizes tape device contention between jobs.

Under MVS allocation, job steps are competing for resources, with the losers (those steps requesting unavailable
resources) either being cancelled by the operations staff or waiting for the resource(s) to become available.

This waiting period is costly in that the waiting job is holding other valuable resources such as an initiator, an address
space, data sets, and possibly devices. These held resources can affect overall system utilization adversely. MDS
attempts to avoid this situation by not allowing jobs to be passed to MVS for execution until their allocation requirements
can be met or "set up."

JES3 "setup" occurs while the job is in the JES3 address space (the only resource used during setup is JES3 queuing
space). MDS reserves devices, then requests and verifies the mounting of initial volumes on each device before the job
can be selected for execution. If "defer" is specified, volume mount requests are not issued at setup.

The type of setup that MDS employs can be specified on the //*MAIN JES3 control statement included in the job's JCL
stream, or via the JES3 STANDARDS initialization statement. Using the initialization method is the common approach.

The types of setup that MDS can employ are:

• Job
• High Water Mark
• Explicit

Job or High Water Mark setup can be specified at JES3 initialization. Explicit is very similar to Job setup, but can only be
specified via the //*MAIN control statement. These types of setup are discussed in detail below.

Job Setup

Job setup attempts to premount all volumes for all the steps in a job prior to passing the job to MVS for initialization. For
example, a five-step job that requires three tape data sets in each step causes MDS to reserve 15 tape devices, ensure
that these devices are mounted, and then pass the job to MVS for initialization. Job setup is thus quite expensive in terms
of the drives required.

High Water Mark Setup
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High Water Mark setup is more efficient in device allocation. Under this method, the greatest number of devices that
any step requires is determined prior to job execution, and that number of devices is reserved for the job. In the above
example, three drives are reserved and the volumes required by the first step premounted. Under both Job and High
Water Mark setup, drives no longer required are released as the step ends.

A more complex example illustrates High Water Mark setup and the releasing of drives. Job X has six steps, where step 1
requires one tape drive, step 2 requires five, step 3 requires no drives, step 4 requires four, step 5 requires one, and step
6 requires two. This information is displayed in the following chart:

                                           STEP #

                                   ----------------------

                                    1   2   3   4   5   6

                                   ----------------------

     Drive Requirements             1   5   0   4   1   2

     High Water Mark Reservations   5   5   4   4   2   2

     Job Setup Reservations        13  12   7   7   3   2

                                   ----------------------

 

As shown above, High Water Mark setup ensures that steps will not wait for device allocation after execution begins, and
is much more efficient in its use of tape devices. The Drive Requirements line of the chart can be equated to standard
MVS allocation if the drives are available when the step begins execution.

Explicit Setup

A third method, known as Explicit setup, can be specified via the //*MAIN JES3 control statement. Only the premounting of
drives is affected under Explicit setup. Device reservation defaults to the method used in Job setup.

The type of setup to employ or whether to employ MDS setup is dependent on your installation's needs and requirements.
For more information, consult the following IBM manuals: JES3 System Programming Library: Installation, Planning, and
Tuning; JES3 Introduction; and JES Overview.

The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry allows you to examine the utilization of your tape drive subsystems during
periods that have significant tape drive availability problems. It also permits you to develop simple models to analyze the
effects on the tape subsystem of moving or adding workloads. By calculating the allocation of tape drives repeatedly over
sufficiently short intervals, this inquiry can aid you in ensuring efficient tape drive utilization when scheduling existing or
new work.

You can use Tape Drive Analysis inquiry for the following purposes:

• Provide graphical and tabular reports on the status of the tape subsystem.
• Model the effects of change on the subsystem.
• Aid in capacity planning and performance tuning of the tape subsystem.

The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry provides two algorithms for reporting tape drive allocation levels. One provides
a precise snapshot of drive allocation levels at each measured time interval. The other prorates drive usage according to
the percentage of the interval during which any particular job step was executing.

The first method may be most helpful when you want to obtain a moment-by-moment report of tape drive allocation
patterns. The second method is particularly helpful in answering capacity-related questions.

The following sections discuss the operation of the Tape Drive Analysis inquiry in terms of.

Data Limitations

The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry is based on the SMF data that is event driven (that is, the data record is
produced when the event occurs, such as step or interval ending). The Tape Drive Analysis inquiry assumes that all
events occurring during a report interval are input and selected for the report.
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This assumption may not be valid, unless the report interval time being modeled includes the data from the report
specification time to a time period when all work (steps) running during the report interval has ended and been processed
by the MICS MVS Batch and Operations Analyzer. For example, if a step spans two generations of SMF data and only the
first generation data is known to the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry, then the report spanning known data may not
include some of the data for that step.

This limitation is common to SMF event-driven data and can adversely affect computations based on timespans. To limit
the extent of this problem and improve event reporting, interval records (Type 30 SMF records) can be enabled and input
to MICS. When interval accounting is enabled in both SMF and MICS, this problem is limited to the loss of information for
one interval at most, rather than for the entire job step, as could happen without Type 30 SMF records.

The existence of allocation time in a step record represents a problem in the modeling process and for the assumption
that tape drives are allocated from step start to step end. Allocation time as found in the MICS data element PGMALCTM
cannot be broken down to delineate which device allocation contributed time to it (that is, what the allocation time was
caused by).

Tape drives may be freed by job control prior to step end. This invalidates the assumption that drives are allocated from
step start to step end and can be corrected by coding a user exit.

This type of limitation can best be explained by the following example. Let us assume a configuration of four drives and a
workload of two steps (from two separate jobs), where Step 1 used three drives and Step 2 subsequently requested two
drives. In this scenario, Step 2 first goes in allocation wait. The records processed by the drive inquiry could reflect a total
of five drives for the period when both Step 1 and Step 2 were executing concurrently.

If, on the other hand, Step 1 had freed one drive prior to Step 2's request, and the data was input without modification, the
drive inquiry would again reflect five for the periods when Step 1 and Step 2 were concurrently executing.

Computational Methods Available

The inquiry obtains data from the DETAIL levels of the BATPGM File (for batch jobs) and from the BAT_ST File (for
started tasks). (Optional) TSO work from the optional BAT_TS file or APPC information from the BAT_TP file can be
included if relevant to the study. Since the number of tape drives allocated or reserved/allocated to a particular job can
change from one job step or step interval to another, and since the amount of time during which each particular step has
exclusive use of tape drives must be known for this type of analysis, the inquiry requires this detailed level of data.

Using this data as input, the inquiry then performs a "stepped" computation of the number of drives allocated or reserved/
allocated during each time interval analyzed. The number of drives allocated during the interval represents the number
of drives allocated from the step start to step end and under MVS control. The number of drives reserved/allocated
represents the number allocated (maximum of JES3 MDS high water mark reservations (HIGHWATR) or the MVS
allocated number (PGMMXNTA)) from step start to step end.

You can use either one of two methods to perform this analysis:

• Snapshot Method
• Prorating Metho

Snapshot Method

Using the snapshot method, if, for example, the interval clock value of the inquiry is set to two minutes, then the inquiry
determines the number of allocated tape drives at each two-minute interval from the beginning to the end of the analysis
period specified. In this way, it calculates snapshots of the allocation status of the tape drive subsystem.

This method has the advantage of providing an exact sample of tape drive activity at the time of each sample interval. Its
disadvantage is that it misses any job step which starts after one sample interval and completes prior to the next sample
interval.

To minimize this potential effect of overlooking jobs steps shorter than the sampling interval, the inquiry does not permit
this method to use a sampling interval longer than two minutes. If you do not specify a sample interval, the default time
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interval used is one minute. Analyses of a variety of data have shown that one minute sample intervals are usually
satisfactory for this method of analysis.

If you wish, you can specify sampling intervals shorter than one minute. Although shorter sampling intervals improve the
accuracy of this method slightly, they also lead to greater use of resources.

Reports and charts produced under the snapshot method represent intervals within an hour.

Prorating Method

The prorating method does not overlook tape drive utilization by even very short job steps. It also credits each job step
which begins or ends part way through a sampling interval with partial use of any tape drives that it has allocated during
this interval. This method provides an accurate calculation of the average number of drives allocated during any size
sampling interval.

It is important to remember, when using this method, that excessively long intervals tend to mask the real-world impact
of short-term peaks in tape drive utilization. This effect is characteristic of any analysis based upon averages, and is not
unique to the inquiry.

You need to determine what the maximum useful sampling interval is, based upon your understanding of your
installation's workload mix and operational objectives. Analyzing the same data using several different sampling intervals
may help you determine what is the largest sampling interval which still retains sufficient detail about peaks and valleys in
the allocation pattern for tape drives.

Reports and charts produced under this method are displayed by day if the specified interval (INTV) is greater than 60
minutes; otherwise they are displayed by hour within day.

Analyzing JES2 and JES3 Drive Allocation

The inquiry can accommodate both JES2 installations and JES3 installations (using the JES3 Main Device Scheduler
(MDS) High Watermark facility). JES2 systems allocate and free tape drives on a job step by job step basis.

JES3 systems can use this same process or, at the beginning of the job, they can reserve the maximum number of drives
that will be needed by any job step, and then reduce this number of reserved drives after the step requiring this maximum
number finishes. Under this process, a new somewhat smaller number of drives, representing the maximum number of
drives required in any following job step, are reserved. This process continues until the last step of the job finishes. This
high water mark device scheduling ordinarily results in somewhat greater tape drive requirements than does the step by
step process.

To aid detail analyses and assist in rescheduling work, the DETAIL level BATJOB File data elements JOBCLASS,
JOBMCLS, JOBINQTM, and JOBFETTM are available for display.

Exception Reporting

The summary reports produced by the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry will be most useful to you if you specify the
chart reference line option. This is a high tape allocation limit beyond which exception reporting will occur. This could be
considered to be the practical limit for long-term drive allocation.

The value given to this parameter would ordinarily be somewhat smaller than the number of physical tape drives actually
present in the installation. Generally, the number should represent the number of tape drives online to the system. RMF
data contained in the MICS HARDVA Files can be analyzed to determine this number. Setting the chart reference line to 0
causes all data to be printed in the summary reports.

Modeling

The report requests can be accompanied by several other types of optional exits that expand the straightforward historical
analyses into models. These models have tape drive allocations that have been altered in one of several ways from that
actually reported in the MICS database.
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The reports issued under this modeling feature are identical to the standard reports, except that each report is clearly
identified as a MODEL report, instead of as an ANALYSIS report.

The standard modeling features permit two types of modifications of tape drive allocation:

• Specifying additional tape drive use
• Moving existing tape use to a different time period

Specifying Additional Tape Drive Use

You can specify additional hypothetical use of tape drives via the Add workload observations extended option. This
facilitates study of the effects of additional tape drive use beyond that which already occurs.

Moving Existing Tape Use To A Different Time Period

The second feature, moving existing tape use to a different time period, allows you to specify a new reader timestamp,
RDRTS, for one or more jobs via the Move workload observations extended option. The RDRTS represents the date and
time when the job first entered the system. If one or more jobs are moved, the new STARTTS and ENDTS are calculated
as follows for each job:

 ENDTS(new) = ENDTS(old) + (RDRTS(new) - RDRTS(old))

  

 STARTTS(new) = STARTTS(old) + (RDRTS(new) - RDRTS(old))

 

You can use this feature, for example, to model the shift of a "tape hog" job to a different time slot.

Modeling Concerns

The modeling technique used is very simple. As a linear unconstrained model, it does not take into consideration any
resource scarcity or queuing. Such a model can still be very helpful when attempting to schedule batch workloads or plan
for hardware requirements. There are several implications of using a linear unconstrained model:

• Queuing delays due to I/O path contention are not included in the model.
• There is no initiator or memory queuing. If a job is moved or added, it is assumed by the model that it has all other

resources necessary to run it, including an available initiator and adequate memory. In addition, if one job is moved,
the job that actually followed it in an initiator would not have its starting time automatically altered.

These implications are in general no different from those of any modeling; you should understand the model's limits and
be sure that the model represents your real world with sufficient accuracy to be helpful.

More complex modeling, including predicting the effects of shifting to 3480 drives, can be accomplished using a general
purpose exit that is described in Section 2.4.7.2.6.

USER Modeling Exit

The USER modeling exit occurs after the data is extracted from the DETAIL MICS files. It gives you the ability to make
additional changes to the original data for more complex modeling requirements.

This exit is especially useful when modeling the effects of jobs using standard technology tape drives versus 3480 drives
or a mixture of the two technologies.

At this exit point, you have access to and may modify any of the variables extracted from the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS,
BAT_TP, BATJOB, and BAT_JS Files. However, because the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry performs all its
calculations using only the STARTTS, ENDTS, and PGMMXNTA (the Step Start Time Stamp, the Step End Time Stamp,
and Magnetic Devices Allocated), any modifications must ultimately be reflected in these three variables or there will be
no effect on the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry.

You can use this exit by selecting the Specify USER modeling exit on the Extended Options Menu panel (see Section
2.4.7.4 for a detailed description of the operation of a Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry).
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Figure 2-137. User Modeling Exit Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

When you enter Y (Yes) to the Specify USER modeling exit on the Extended Options Menu, the User Modeling Exit Panel,
shown in Figure 2-137, is displayed. You can use this exit to modify a job step's start and end timestamps based on
tape drive connect time or mount time. Connect time can be computed based on a supplied EXCP time. Connect time
adjustments can be selectively applied to a step by device type (3480 or 3420). Mount time adjustment cannot be done by
device type. When mount time adjustment is made on a job that uses both 3480 and 3420 drives, a warning message is
issued.

You should regard results from the use of this exit with caution. The inquiry makes no attempt to adjust other factors
based on the effects of changes specified in this exit.

Case Study

For this case study, we used the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry to determine peaks of daily tape drive usage,
determine the effects of tape drive over-allocation on two critical jobs, and model the implementation of the movement of
one of these jobs to a period of time when tape drives were available. Based on the results of the analysis, we planned an
additional study detailing steps that allocated tape drives but did not transfer any tape data.

The site in question used a shared pool of 32 3420 type devices. Two drives were 800/1600 BPI (bytes per inch) devices
and the rest were 1600/6250 BPI. The vast majority of the tape work used tapes at 6250 BPI. A midweek IPL was usually
scheduled Wednesday at midnight. Scheduled tape drive maintenance generally occurred during prime shift when tape
drive and batch usage was low. JES2 was in effect with a purchased job scheduling system. Prime shift hours 8-18 were
primarily devoted to CICS, TSO, and batch test work. Normally CICS was brought down at 20:00, at which time production
batch work was heavily scheduled.

The study was triggered by the failure to meet objectives in production work schedules for critical tape jobs. The initial
reports were run over a period of several weeks to determine if tape drive over-allocation was the cause of delays,
when the peaks of allocation fell, and if a consistent daily/hourly pattern was apparent. Figure 2-138 shows the control
parameters we used for the last of these daily reports.

Figure 2-138. Case Study - Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel (Report 1)
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 -------------------  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA57 - Tape Drive Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Include batch pgms ===> Y (Y/N)         Include system tasks ===> N (Y/N)

 Include TSO users  ===> N (Y/N)         Merge SMF JOB info.  ===> N (Y/N)

 Include APPC TPs   ===> N (Y/N)

 Report date  ===> 13NOVyy  (ddmonyy)          Report hours   ===> 0  - 23 (hh)

 Report level ===> SUMMARY  (SUMMARY/DETAIL)   JES version    ===> 2       (2/3)

 Anal. method ===> PRORATE  (SNAPSHOT/PRORATE) Sampling intv. ===> 60      (min)

 Max. tapes   ===> 30       (Blank or nn)

 Chart reference line and summary report limit for printing   ===> 0   (000-999

 Data Selection :

 Hour  Selection ===> __ - __  (hh-hh)

 Sysid Selection ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 pecify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The Tape Analysis Summary Chart and an extract of the report for hour 23 is provided in Figure 2-146. The pattern
displayed in the chart is typical of those days when failures to meet scheduling deadlines were reported. Relatively high
step allocation times in hour 23 were typical. Two of the jobs that were listed as critical production work, CNSPD032
and UCC7LOGS, displayed extremely high allocation delay times and relatively high (2) drive demands. System and
job output for these two jobs confirmed that the allocation delays were the result of tape drive demands. Hours 3-8
consistently showed low tape drive usage periods, as did prime shift and other periods when CICS was active.

The summary reports also showed a large number of job steps that were extremely short in duration allocating tape
drives. This type of work displayed zero drives prorated in the summary report due to the length of the interval (1 hour or
3600 seconds) and the very short durations of the steps (less than 18 seconds). (The report display length for the prorated
number of drives is limited to two decimal positions, thus these values were displayed as zero.) It appeared that these job
steps either conditionally required tape drives, or were using tape when DASD would have been more efficient.

Investigation of the JCL of a few of these jobs revealed that in many cases the JCL was structured to ensure at job start
that allocation delays would not be experienced by subsequent steps requiring a drive. In other words, unneeded tape
drive allocations were implemented by previous steps. In effect, tape drive reservation was being implemented manually
through the JCL. We concluded that a separate study of these steps must be conducted and that, in the future, allocations
of this type must be regarded as a standards violation in production JCL.

Obviously, the movement of work from the tape-constrained period shown in the peak of hours 22 and 23 to a less
utilized period would cause the allocation delays experienced by work in hour 23 to decrease and shorten the durations
of both CNSPD032 and UCC7LOGS. The scheduling requirements for both jobs were analyzed. The only requirement for
CNSPD032 was completion by 8:00; UCC7LOGS, however, could not be moved.

Hours 3 through 6 appeared to be a good candidate for the movement of CNSPD032. Figure 2-139 shows the entries we
made in the inquiry fields to analyze these hours in detail to determine the best starting point for CNSPD032. An extract of
the charts showing hour 3 is shown in Figure 2-147. The reports for this time frame are not shown. The charts and reports
for hours 4-6 showed results very similar to hour 3 after 3:24:00, in that no time period exceeded 10 drives.

Figure 2-139. Case Study - Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel (Report 2)

 -------------------  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>
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 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA58 - Tape Drive Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Include batch pgms ===> Y (Y/N)         Include system tasks ===> N (Y/N)

 Include TSO users  ===> N (Y/N)         Merge SMF JOB info.  ===> N (Y/N)

 Include APPC TPs   ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report date  ===> 13NOVyy  (ddmonyy)          Report hours   ===> 3  - 6  (hh)

 Report level ===> DETAIL   (SUMMARY/DETAIL)   JES version    ===> 2       (2/3)

 Anal. method ===> SNAPSHOT (SNAPSHOT/PRORATE) Sampling intv. ===> 2       (min)

 Max. tapes   ===> 30       (Blank or nn)

 Chart reference line and summary report limit for printing   ===> 26  (000-999)

  

 Data Selection :

 Hour  Selection ===> 03 - 06  (hh-hh) 

 Sysid Selection ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Based on this output, we decided to run two more inquiries to model the movement of CNSPD032 to 3:24:00 and to model
effects of reduced allocation times for both jobs. The inquiry fields for each run are shown in Figures 2-140 through 2-193
and 2-194 through 2-196.

Figure 2-140. Case Study - Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel (Report 3)

 -------------------  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA59 - Tape Drive Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Include batch pgms ===> Y (Y/N)         Include system tasks ===> N (Y/N)

 Include TSO users  ===> N (Y/N)         Merge SMF JOB info.  ===> N (Y/N)

 Include APPC TPs   ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report date  ===> 13NOVyy  (ddmmmyy)          Report hours   ===> 22 - 23 (hh)

 Report level ===> SUMMARY  (SUMMARY/DETAIL)   JES version    ===> 2       (2/3)

 Anal. method ===> SNAPSHOT (SNAPSHOT/PRORATE) Sampling intv. ===> 2       (min)

 Max. tapes   ===> 30       (Blank or nn)

 Chart reference line and summary report limit for printing   ===> 26  (000-999)

  

 Data Selection :

 Hour  Selection ===> 22 - 23  (hh-hh)

 Sysid Selection ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)

 

Because we coded Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu was displayed, which
enabled us to chose the Specify USER modeling exit and Move workload observations options.
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Figure 2-141. Case Study - User Modeling Exit (Report 3)

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _ - IF JOB = 'UCC7LOGS' OR JOB = 'CNSPD032' THEN DO;

   _ -   ENDTS=ENDTS-PGMALCTM;

   _ - END;

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Figure 2-142. Case Study - Move Workload Observations (Report 3)

 -----------------------  Move Workload Observations  -------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

 Report date:   13NOVyy    Report hours:  22 - 23

  

 Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  C Copy  M Move  R Reset

  

                         Old Start Time          New Start Time

 Cmd    Jobname       (hh : mm : ss . th      (hh : mm : ss . th)

   -    --------        --   --   --   --       --   --   --   --

   _    CNSPD032        21 : 04 : 48 . 43       03 : 24 : 00 . 00

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Figure 2-143. Case Study - Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel (Report 4)

 -------------------  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: IOA62 - Tape Drive Analysis Case Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Include batch pgms ===> Y (Y/N)         Include system tasks ===> N (Y/N)

 Include TSO users  ===> N (Y/N)         Merge SMF JOB info.  ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report date  ===> 13NOVyy  (ddmonyy)          Report hours   ===> 03 - 06 (hh)

 Report level ===> SUMMARY  (SUMMARY/DETAIL)   JES version    ===> 2       (2/3)

 Anal. method ===> SNAPSHOT (SNAPSHOT/PRORATE) Sampling intv. ===> 1       (min)

 Max. tapes   ===> 30       (Blank or nn)

 Chart reference line and summary report limit for printing   ===> 0   (000-999)

  

 Data Selection :
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 Hour  Selection ===> 03 - 06  (hh-hh)

 Sysid Selection ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

  

 Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N) 

 

Figure 2-144. Case Study - User Modeling Exit (Report 4)

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _ - IF JOB = 'UCC7LOGS' OR JOB = 'CNSPD032' THEN DO;

   _ -   ENDTS=ENDTS-PGMALCTM;

   _ - END;

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Figure 2-145. Case Study - Move Workload Observation (Report 4)

 -----------------------  Move Workload Observations  -------------------------

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

 Report date:   13NOVyy    Report hours:  03 - 06

  

 Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  C Copy  M Move  R Reset

                         Old Start Time          New Start Time

 Cmd    Jobname       (hh : mm : ss . th      (hh : mm : ss . th)

   -    --------        --   --   --   --       --   --   --   --

   _    CNSPD032        21 : 04 : 48 . 43       03 : 24 : 00 . 00

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Extracts from the charts for hours 22 and 23 are shown in Figure 2-148. As the summary report was requested with
a Drive Limit of 26 and the UCC7LOGS job was modified to reduce its execution by 30:00.70 (the allocation time) in
the USER exit macro, the step now ends at 22:45:23.33. Thus, the Drive Limit value was not exceeded during the time
periods of the job's execution, and the job is not displayed on the report.

Figure 2-149 displays extracts from the charts and reports for hour 3 showing the effect of the movement of CNSPD032.

Figure 2-146. Case Study - Report 1 - Summary Prorate Chart/Report Extract (Part 1 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

                             STEP ALLOCATION PRORATED ANALYSIS - PRORATING METHOD USED - MACROS ACTIVE -
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                                                        DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy

  

                                                         BAR CHART OF PROTAPE

  

   TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

            |

  0:00:00   |CCCCCCCC

  1:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  2:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  3:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  4:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  5:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  6:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  7:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  8:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  9:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 10:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 11:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 12:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 13:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 14:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 15:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 16:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 17:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 18:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 19:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 20:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 21:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 22:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 23:00:00   |

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

            ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---

+---+---+---+---+---+

                1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24

  25  26  27  28  29

  

                                                            MVS TAPE DRIVES PRORATED

  

                                                             SYMBOL SYM

  

                                                               C    CURRENT WORKLOAD

 

Figure 2-146. Case Study - Report 1 - Summary Prorate Chart/Report Extract (Part 2 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                       SUMMARY EXCEPTION REPORT

                                        TAPE WORKLOADS RUNNING DURING TAPE-CONSTRAINED PERIODS

                                  STEP ALLOCATION ANALYSIS - PRORATING METHOD USED - MACROS ACTIVE -
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 --------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy TIME

 ANALYZED=23:00:00-------------------------------

  

                       JOB                    READER            STEP    PROGRAM                   START

                       ID                     TIME              NBR     NAME                      TIME

                                              STAMP                                               STAMP

  

                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:17:49.84               1    IKCGENER    13NOVyy:23:17:56.90

                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:17:49.84               2    IKCGENER    13NOVyy:23:19:49.27

                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:17:49.84               3    IKCGENER    13NOVyy:23:19:55.31

                     BAK10SDI    13NOVyy:23:46:07.61               3    BARBS102    13NOVyy:23:47:33.91

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:22:01:02.58               2    IDCAMS      13NOVyy:22:37:47.26

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:22:01:02.58               3    IDCAMS      13NOVyy:23:10:13.97

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:22:01:02.58               4    IDCAMS      13NOVyy:23:46:37.59

                     CCYREPR1    13NOVyy:20:05:45.75               2    IDCAMS      13NOVyy:23:44:16.56

                     CCYREPR2    13NOVyy:20:05:46.05               2    IDCAMS      13NOVyy:23:43:46.80

                     CHMTTBKP    13NOVyy:23:16:24.14               5    IKCGENER    13NOVyy:23:50:33.09

                     CICSCMF1    13NOVyy:23:14:09.79               1    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:14:40.15

                     CICSCMF1    13NOVyy:23:14:09.79               2    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:49:06.01

                     CICSCMF2    13NOVyy:23:14:09.89               1    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:14:30.19

                     CICSCMF2    13NOVyy:23:14:09.89               2    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:55:00.15

                     CICSCMF3    13NOVyy:23:14:09.98               1    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:14:30.18

                     CICSCMF3    13NOVyy:23:14:09.98               2    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:42:36.29

                     CICSCMF3    13NOVyy:23:14:09.98               3    IEBGENER    13NOVyy:23:55:40.17

                     CICSPK1X    13NOVyy:04:04:49.38               7    DFHSIP      13NOVyy:04:05:57.85

                     CNSPDO32    13NOVyy:21:04:48.43               1    CNSPD030    13NOVyy:21:12:25.08

                     UCC7LOGS    13NOVyy:22:33:34.55               2    SASSHIS5    13NOVyy:22:39:59.16

                     --------

                     TESTTM

                     TESTDATE

 

Figure 2-146. Case Study - Report 1 - Summary Prorate Chart/Report Extract (Part 3 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                       SUMMARY EXCEPTION REPORT

                                        TAPE WORKLOADS RUNNING DURING TAPE-CONSTRAINED PERIODS

                                  STEP ALLOCATION ANALYSIS - PRORATING METHOD USED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

 --------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy TIME

 ANALYZED=23:00:00------------------------------------

  

                       JOB                     END      SYS             STEP      ADDED      TAPE       MVS

 TAPE

                       ID                      TIME     ID              ALLOC.    OR         DEVICES    DRIVES

                                               STAMP                    TIME      MOVED      ALLOC.    

 PRORATED

  

                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:19:49.20    SYSE        0:00:58.02    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.03
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                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:19:55.25    SYSE        0:00:01.70    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.00

                     ASBNKBUP    13NOVyy:23:19:59.02    SYSE        0:00:01.45    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.00

                     BAK10SDI    13NOVyy:23:50:46.07    SYSE        0:00:01.83    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.05

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:23:10:13.90    SYSE        0:00:01.92    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.17

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:23:46:37.51    SYSE        0:08:41.76    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.61

                     BEJBKTP     13NOVyy:23:49:45.12    SYSE        0:00:01.67    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.05

                     CCYREPR1    14NOVyy:00:03:26.44    SYSC        0:00:02.28    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.26

                     CCYREPR2    14NOVyy:00:15:59.32    SYSC        0:00:02.71    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.27

                     CHMTTBKP    13NOVyy:23:56:40.29    SYSE        0:01:06.87    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.10

                     CICSCMF1    13NOVyy:23:49:05.92    SYSA        0:04:22.41    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.57

                     CICSCMF1    14NOVyy:00:06:37.69    SYSA        0:07:43.69    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.18

                     CICSCMF2    13NOVyy:23:55:00.07    SYSE        0:04:25.18    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.67

                     CICSCMF2    14NOVyy:00:05:40.41    SYSE        0:05:07.72    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.08

                     CICSCMF3    13NOVyy:23:42:36.22    SYSE        0:04:25.18    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.47

                     CICSCMF3    13NOVyy:23:55:40.10    SYSE        0:00:02.44    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.22

                     CICSCMF3    14NOVyy:00:02:14.23    SYSE        0:03:12.07    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.07

                     CICSPK1X    13NOVyy:23:03:18.56    SYSB        0:00:48.49    CURRENT       1.00       

 0.05

                     CNSPDO32    13NOVyy:23:15:24.03    SYSE        0:30:00.70    CURRENT       2.00       

 0.51

                     UCC7LOGS    13NOVyy:23:34:37.95    SYSC        0:33:52.66    CURRENT       2.00       

 1.15

                     --------                                                                -------    

 -------

                     TESTTM                                                                   224.00      

 25.04

                     TESTDATE                                                                1356.00     

 199.19

                                                                                             =======    

 =======

                                                                                             1356.00     

 199.19

 

Figure 2-147. Case Study - Report 2 - Detail Snapshot Chart Extract

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager
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                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                        DETAIL WORKLOAD CHART

                                 TAPE ALLOCATION BY TYPES OF WORK RUNNING DURING THE ANALYSIS PERIOD

                                  STEP ALLOCATION ANALYSIS - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

                                                 DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy HOUR OF DAY=3

  

                                                          BAR CHART OF SUMS

  TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

           |

 3:00:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSSS             

      |

 3:02:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSSS                 

      |

 3:04:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSSS                     

      |

 3:06:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSSS                 

      |

 3:08:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSSSS             

      |

 3:10:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                 

      |

 3:12:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                 

      |

 3:14:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                             

      |

 3:16:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                 

      |

 3:18:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                         

      |

 3:20:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                     

      |

 3:22:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                             

      |

 3:24:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                             

      |

 3:26:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                             

      |

 3:28:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                     

      |

 3:30:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                 

      |

 3:32:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                 

      |

 3:34:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                             

      |

 3:36:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                     

      |

 3:38:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                     

      |

 3:40:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                     

      |
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 3:42:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                 

      |

 3:44:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                         

      |

 3:46:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                         

      |

 3:48:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                                 

      |

 3:50:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                                 

      |

 3:52:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                                 

      |

 3:54:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                                     

      |

 3:56:00   |BBBBBBBBBBBB                                                                                     

      |

 3:58:00   |BBBBBBBB                                                                                         

      |

           ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---

+---+---+---+---+---+

               1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 

 25  26  27  28  29

  

                                                              TAPE DEVICES ALLOC.

  

                                                SYMBOL WRKLOAD            SYMBOL WRKLOAD

  

                                                  B    BATCH WORKLOAD       S    STARTED TASKS

  

  

 

Figure 2-148. Case Study - Report 3 - Summary Snapshot Chart (Part 1 of 2)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

                             STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK MOVED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

                                                DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy HOUR ANALYZED=22

  

                                                        BAR CHART OF PGMMXNTA

   TESTTM  TIME ANALYZED

           |

 22:00:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                                                 

      |

 22:02:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCC                                                                                     

      |

 22:04:00  |CCCCCCCC                                                                                         

      |
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 22:06:00  |CCCCCCCC                                                                                         

      |

 22:08:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                                 

      |

 22:10:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                     

      |

 22:12:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                     

      |

 22:14:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                     

      |

 22:16:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                                 

      |

 22:18:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                 

      |

 22:20:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                                 

      |

 22:22:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC             

      |

 22:24:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                     

      |

 22:26:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         

      |

 22:28:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         

      |

 22:30:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         

      |

 22:32:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     

      |

 22:34:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     

      |

 22:36:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     

      |

 22:38:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     

      |

 22:40:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC             

      |

 22:42:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:44:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:46:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:48:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:50:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:52:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:54:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

 22:56:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |
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 22:58:00  |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 

      |

           ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---

+---+---+---+---+---+

               1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 

 25  26  27  28  29

  

                                                               TAPE DEVICES ALLOC.

  

                                                             SYMBOL SYM

  

                                                               C    CURRENT WORKLOAD

 

Figure 2-148. Case Study - Report 3 - Summary Snapshot Chart (Part 2 of 2)

                         CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                             TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                SUMMARY CHART

                    TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

 STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK MOVED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

                    DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy HOUR ANALYZED=23

  

                            BAR CHART OF PGMMXNTA

  

    TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

             |

  23:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         |

  23:02:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:04:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     |

  23:06:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:08:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC |

  23:10:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  23:12:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  23:14:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  23:16:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  23:18:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

  23:20:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC |

  23:22:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC       |

  23:24:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC |

  23:26:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC |

  23:28:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     |

  23:30:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:32:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC       |

  23:34:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC       |

  23:36:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC           |

  23:38:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         |

  23:40:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC           |

  23:42:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC           |

  23:44:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                 |

  23:46:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC             |
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  23:48:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC         |

  23:50:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC     |

  23:52:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:54:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:56:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   |

  23:58:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC       |

             ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+--

                 2   4   6   8  10  12  14  16  18  20  22  24  26  28  30

  

                                   TAPE DEVICES ALLOC.

  

                                 SYMBOL SYM

                                   C    CURRENT WORKLOAD

 

Figure 2-149. Case Study - Report 4 - Summary Snapshot Chart/Report (Part 1 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

                             STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK MOVED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

                                                DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy HOUR ANALYZED=3

  

                                                          BAR CHART OF SUMS

  

  TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

           |

 3:00:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:01:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:02:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:03:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:04:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:05:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:06:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:07:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:08:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:09:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:10:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:11:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:12:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:13:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:14:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:15:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:16:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:17:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:18:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:19:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:20:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:21:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:22:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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 3:23:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:24:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:25:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:26:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:27:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:28:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:29:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 

Figure 2-149. Case Study - Report 4 - Summary Snapshot Chart/Report (Part 2 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

  

                                                            SUMMARY CHART

                                                TAPE ALLOCATION DURING ANALYSIS PERIOD

                             STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK MOVED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

                                                DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy HOUR ANALYZED=3

  

                                                          BAR CHART OF SUMS

  

  TESTTM   TIME ANALYZED

  

 3:30:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:31:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

 3:32:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:33:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:34:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:35:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:36:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:37:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:38:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:39:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:40:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:41:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:42:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:43:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:44:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:45:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:46:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:47:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:48:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:49:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:50:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:51:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:52:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:53:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:54:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:55:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:56:00   |CCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:57:00   |CCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

 3:58:00   |CCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM
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 3:59:00   |CCCCCCCCMMMMMMMM

           ----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---

+---+---+---+---+---+

               1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 

 25  26  27  28  29

 

Figure 2-149. Case Study - Report 4 - Summary Snapshot Chart/Report (Part 3 of 3)

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                         TAPE DRIVE ANALYSIS

                                                       SUMMARY EXCEPTION REPORT

                                        TAPE WORKLOADS RUNNING DURING TAPE-CONSTRAINED PERIODS

                             STEP ALLOCATION MODEL - SNAPSHOT METHOD USED - WORK MOVED - MACROS ACTIVE -

  

 --------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy TIME

 ANALYZED=3:35:00------------------------------------------

  

      JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

      ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                          STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.

  

    CHPTKRT2 13NOVyy:03:19:57.30            4 CHPTKIT2 13NOVyy:03:32:59.82 13NOVyy:03:41:05.85 SYSE    

 0:00:16.01 CURRENT    2.00

    CHPUHSTD 13NOVyy:03:05:44.36            1 CHPUHST2 13NOVyy:03:05:45.00 13NOVyy:03:41:25.40 SYSC    

 0:00:11.94 CURRENT    1.00

    CUPSWED  13NOVyy:01:41:10.55            2 CHPCUPS2 13NOVyy:01:43:18.69 13NOVyy:04:11:16.03 SYSC    

 0:00:33.08 CURRENT    1.00

    HRM1000B 13NOVyy:03:19:48.89            2 PAY030   13NOVyy:03:19:56.56 13NOVyy:03:48:08.99 SYSB    

 0:00:05.04 CURRENT    1.00

    MICODALY 13NOVyy:00:41:02.05            2 SAS      13NOVyy:00:45:46.41 13NOVyy:04:12:40.21 SYSC    

 0:00:19.29 CURRENT    1.00

    TRSDTCU2 13NOVyy:02:42:53.02            5 TRSUCAS2 13NOVyy:02:49:40.80 13NOVyy:03:36:41.54 SYSB    

 0:00:30.13 CURRENT    1.00

    CNSPDO32 13NOVyy:03:24:00.00            1 CNSPM030 13NOVyy:03:31:36.65 13NOVyy:05:04:34.90 SYSE    

 0:30:00.70 MOVED      2.00

    --------                                                                                                 

              -------

    TESTTM                                                                                                   

                 9.00

 --------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy TIME

 ANALYZED=3:36:00------------------------------------------

  

      JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

      ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                          STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.
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    CHPTKRT2 13NOVyy:03:19:57.30            4 CHPTKIT2 13NOVyy:03:32:59.82 13NOVyy:03:41:05.85 SYSE    

 0:00:16.01 CURRENT    2.00

    CHPUHSTD 13NOVyy:03:05:44.36            1 CHPUHST2 13NOVyy:03:05:45.00 13NOVyy:03:41:25.40 SYSC    

 0:00:11.94 CURRENT    1.00

    CUPSWED  13NOVyy:01:41:10.55            2 CHPCUPS2 13NOVyy:01:43:18.69 13NOVyy:04:11:16.03 SYSC    

 0:00:33.08 CURRENT    1.00

    HRM1000B 13NOVyy:03:19:48.89            2 PAY030   13NOVyy:03:19:56.56 13NOVyy:03:48:08.99 SYSB    

 0:00:05.04 CURRENT    1.00

    MICODALY 13NOVyy:00:41:02.05            2 SAS      13NOVyy:00:45:46.41 13NOVyy:04:12:40.21 SYSC    

 0:00:19.29 CURRENT    1.00

    TRSDTCU2 13NOVyy:02:42:53.02            5 TRSUCAS2 13NOVyy:02:49:40.80 13NOVyy:03:36:41.54 SYSB    

 0:00:30.13 CURRENT    1.00

    CNSPDO32 13NOVyy:03:24:00.00            1 CNSPM030 13NOVyy:03:31:36.65 13NOVyy:05:04:34.90 SYSE    

 0:30:00.70 MOVED      2.00

    --------                                                                                                 

              -------

    TESTTM                                                                                                   

                 9.00

 --------------------------------------------DATE ANALYZED=13NOVyy TIME

 ANALYZED=3:37:00------------------------------------------

  

      JOB                 READER         STEP PROGRAM                START               END   SYS         

 STEP   ADDED   TAPE

      ID                  TIME           NBR  NAME                   TIME                TIME  ID          

 ALLOC. OR      DEVICES

                          STAMP                                      STAMP               STAMP             

 TIME   MOVED   ALLOC.

  

    CHPTKRT2 13NOVyy:03:19:57.30            4 CHPTKIT2 13NOVyy:03:32:59.82 13NOVyy:03:41:05.85 SYSE    

 0:00:16.01 CURRENT    2.00

    CHPUHSTD 13NOVyy:03:05:44.36            1 CHPUHST2 13NOVyy:03:05:45.00 13NOVyy:03:41:25.40 SYSC    

 0:00:11.94 CURRENT    1.00

    CUPSWED  13NOVyy:01:41:10.55            2 CHPCUPS2 13NOVyy:01:43:18.69 13NOVyy:04:11:16.03 SYSC    

 0:00:33.08 CURRENT    1.00

    HRM1000B 13NOVyy:03:19:48.89            2 PAY030   13NOVyy:03:19:56.56 13NOVyy:03:48:08.99 SYSB    

 0:00:05.04 CURRENT    1.00

    MICODALY 13NOVyy:00:41:02.05            2 SAS      13NOVyy:00:45:46.41 13NOVyy:04:12:40.21 SYSC    

 0:00:19.29 CURRENT    1.00

    TRSDTCU2 13NOVyy:02:42:53.02            9 IEBGENER 13NOVyy:03:36:45.21 13NOVyy:03:39:00.58 SYSB    

 0:00:02.71 CURRENT    1.00

    CNSPDO32 13NOVyy:03:24:00.00            1 CNSPM030 13NOVyy:03:31:36.65 13NOVyy:05:04:34.90 SYSE    

 0:30:00.70 MOVED      2.00

    --------                                                                                                 

              -------

    TESTTM                                                                                                   

                 9.00

 

Component Operation

The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry allows you to define the MICS database cycles to be used as input, the time
periods to be analyzed, and the reports to be produced. Figures 2-150 through 2-157 show the inquiry panels used to
produce the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Report.
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The following sections describe each control panel.

Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel

Figure 2-150 shows the IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel. The following fields are used on that panel:

Timespan
The specification that the data is to be taken from the DETAIL MICS timespan.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS file usually contains a 24-hour period spanning two days.
Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided by
the REPORT DATE and HOUR parameters.

Database
The single character MICS identifier for the database you want to access.

Include batch pgms
Code a Y (Yes) if the BATPGM File is required in the analysis.

Include system tasks
Code a Y (Yes) if the BAT_ST File is required in the analysis.

Include TSO users
Code a Y (Yes) if the BAT_TS File is required in the analysis. Normally TSO users are restricted from tape use.

Include APPC TPs
Code a Y (Yes) if the BAT_TP File is required in the analysis.

Merge SMF JOB info
Code a Y (Yes) if you want reporting on the variables JOBCLASS, JOBMCLS, JOBINQTM, or JOBFETTM.

Report date, Report hours, Hour Selection
Two time selection methods are provided to allow analysis on a subset of the input data and to restrict reporting to times
under current analysis.
The input data is first limited to a range of data to be selected by the specification of the Hour Data Selection parameter.
Range specification is required due to the nature of the data source (see Data Limitations in the Technique Tutorial
section).
Report date and report hour fields define the data to be presented in the reports.

Report level
Either a SUMMARY or DETAIL report.

JES version
The specification of whether 2 (JES2 step allocation) or 3 (JES3 high watermark) device scheduling is to be analyzed.
The default is 2. The differences between these two methods of scheduling tape device allocation are described in the
Technique Tutorial section.

Anal. method
Either the snapshot or the prorating analytical method. The default is SNAPSHOT. These two methods are described the
Technique Tutorial section.

Sampling intv.
The number of minutes in each sampling interval for this analysis. The default is one minute. If you choose the
SNAPSHOT analytical method, an interval greater than two minutes will be flagged as an error. If you choose the
PRORATE method and you specify an interval greater than 59 minutes, subsequent reports will be by day rather than by
hour within day.

Max. tapes
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Specifies the maximum scale for the summary bar chart report for this analysis. This could, if you wish, be set to the
maximum number of drives available. The default is the actual maximum number of drives allocated during any particular
hour analyzed. Thus the default changes for each hour's bar chart.

Chart reference line and limit
The exception limit for the summary reports for this analysis. This could, if you wish, be set to the maximum number of
drives that operations experience has found can be allocated without causing extra operator activity in retaining and
remounting tapes. There is no default. If this parameter is not specified, or if the data analyzed does not exceed this limit,
no Summary Exception Report will be produced. If specified as 0, the Summary Exception Report will display all data for
workloads using tape drives Sysid: Specifies the SYSIDs of the data to be analyzed.

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report options. These options include special SAS data selection
statements and USER modeling exits, non-standard input and output files, Add and Move workload observation, and a
panel to describe additional reporting elements.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS.

Figure 2-150. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Inquiry Panel

 -------------------  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IOA69  - Tape Drive Simulation Inquiry

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Include batch pgms ===> Y (Y/N)         Include system tasks ===> Y (Y/N)

 Include TSO users  ===> N (Y/N)         Merge SMF JOB info.  ===> N (Y/N)

 Include APPC TPs   ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report date  ===> 01DECyy  (ddmonyy)          Report hours   ===> 18 - 23 (hh)

 Report level ===> SUMMARY  (SUMMARY/DETAIL)   JES version    ===> 2       (2/3)

 Anal. method ===> SNAPSHOT (SNAPSHOT/PRORATE) Sampling intv. ===> 1       (min)

 Max. tapes   ===> 20       (Blank or nn)

 Chart reference line and summary report limit for printing   ===> 15  (000-999)

 Data Selection :

 Hour  Selection ===> __ - __  (hh-hh)

 Sysid Selection ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Extended Options Menu Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify extended options field, the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 2-151, is
displayed.

Figure 2-151. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Extended Options Menu Panel

 ----------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify USER modeling exit                      ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Add workload observations                       ===> N (Y/N/R)
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 Move workload observations                      ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Define report description element names         ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

This Extended Options Menu panel allows you to specify that:

• Global data selection statements are to be defined.
• A USER modeling exit is to be defined.
• Workload observations are to be added or moved.
• Non-MICS input files are to be defined.
• Non-MICS output files are to be defined. o Report description element names are to be defined.

The default for all of these options is N (No). The R (Reset) option allows you to return the option to its original contents.
For detailed information about the extended options, press the help key (usually PF1) when you are at the Extended
Options Menu.

Global Data Selection Panel

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown
in Figure 2-152, is displayed. This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection
functions in addition to the normal DATE/HOUR/ZONE option on the main inquiry panel.

The SELECT MACRO can be used for special selection code based on any data element in the BATPGM type files (i.e.,
BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST,or BAT_TP Files). Typical uses may be to limit data analysis to a specific subset of the input,
such as only production work.

Figure 2-152. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis Global Data Selection Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 ommand ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

  ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************
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USER Modeling Exit Panel

This is the only modeling exit that is available in the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry. You can use this exit to select
a variety of modeling capabilities whose uses are described in the Techique Tutorial. This exit provides a window into the
data after it is obtained either from the original MICS files or from the optional alternate input file(s). This window occurs
before the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry begins its analysis or modeling using this data.

Figure 2-153. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis USER Modeling Exit Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis 

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

  

 ________________________________________________________________________   

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Because the data elements of the original MICS PGM type files and optionally certain data elements (JOBCLASS,
JOBMCLS, JOBINQTM, and JOBFETTM) from the BATJOB and BAT_TS Files are available to the exit, it can be used for
a wide range of modifications of this data prior to analysis.

There are two cautions concerning the use of this exit:

• As mentioned in the Technique Tutorial section, the analysis makes use of only the variables STARTTS, ENDTS, and
PGMMXNTA, so that any modifications to the data must ultimately be reflected in these three variables.

• Prior to the invocation of the USER modeling exit, the following data elements are initialized to zero:
– CHGMTTM (Change Mount Time)
– PCTCON2 (Percent Connect 3420)
– PCTCON8 (Percent Connect 3480)
– AVIOTM2 (Average I/O Time, 3420)
– AVIOTM8 (Average I/O Time, 3480)

The setting of any of these data elements in the exit to to a non-zero quantity may affect the end timestamp of a step.

Following is a description of the possible uses for each of these data elements, examples, and the subsequent processing
that occurs for a job. It is important to note that only the end timestamp of individual steps is affected in any of these
processes. Any adjustments of a job's subsequent steps start and end timestamps must be implemented by inserting the
appropriate code in the USER modeling exit.

The USER modeling exit takes place after step records from the PGM type files (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_TP, and
BAT_ST) and JOB type files (BATJOB and BAT_JS) data have been merged in order to supply the class data element,
and after type 30 records have been summarized to the step level. At the point of invocation, the records are in the
following "by" sequence: JOB, SYSID, and RDRTS (reader timestamp).
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Just prior to the merge, the step records are sorted by JOB, RDRTS, and STEPNUM. Thus observations passing through
the exit are in the following order: JOB, SYSID, RDRTS, and STEPNUM. Prior to invocation, the Tape Drive Simulation
Analysis inquiry does the following:

     RETAIN ADJUSTTM;

     IF FIRST.RDRTS THEN ADJUSTTM = 0;

     PCTCON2 = 0;

     PCTCON8 = 0;

     AVIOTM2 = 0;

     AVIOTM8 = 0;

     CHGMTTM = 0;

 

ADJUSTTM represents a total job adjustment time factor that can be used to adjust subsequent steps within the same job.
ADJUSTTM is the sum of all execution time adjustments made to a job. The other data elements shown above are step
adjustment factors that are used to compute execution time differences. They are discussed below. ADJUSTTM can be
used to alter the start and end timestamps of a step based on adjustments to earlier steps before further step adjustment
is made.

Figure 2-154. Tape Drive Simulation Analysis User Modeling Exit Panel Example

  -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _ -  STARTTS = STARTTS + ADJUSTTM;

   _ -  ENDTS = ENDTS + ADJUSTTM;

   _ -  PCTCON2 = 0.10;

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Prior to the invocation of the USER modeling exit, the Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry derives device type (3420
and 3480) totals for tape EXCPs, drives, and connect time by the subtraction of PGME3480, PGMN3480, and PGMC3480
from the total tape counters PGMETAPE, PGMMXNTA, and PGMCTAPE, thereby creating PGME3420, PGMN3420, and
PGMC3420. The device- specific data elements (those with the suffix 3420 or 3480) are set to zero if missing values are
found.

Next, the inquiry checks for non-zero quantities in PCTCON2, PCTCON8, AVIOTM2, AVIOTM8, and CHGMTTM. When
found to be non-zero, the step adjustment is made to the end timestamp and the amount of time the step was adjusted is
added to the job ADJUSTTM data element.

The calculations involved in step adjustment are described by data element below.

PCTCON2/PCTCON8
This decimal value set in the USER modeling exit is the multiplier of device specific connect time. PCTCON2 is the
connect time adjustment factor operating on PGMC3420. PCTCON8 is the connect time factor for PGMC3480. After
the increase/decrease amount of time is computed, the end timestamp of the step is decremented by the original device
connect time and the altered connect time is applied. Specification of values greater than 1 cause the end timestamp
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to increase, while values less than 1 cause a decrease in the end timestamp. The connect time for tape drives must be
available in the MICS variable PGMCTAPE when using this method.

AVIOTM2/AVIOTM8
This factor should be supplied in decimal seconds and is used to compute a connect time adjustment value that is added
to the step end timestamp. Connect time is only available under MVS/XA. Thus, percent connect time adjustment is not
possible under MVS/370. Under MVS/370, code in the USER modeling exit must compute a connect time value before
any adjustment can be made. An example of this follows:

Figure 2-155. User Modeling Exit Panel Example Device Connect Time

 -------------------------------  SAS Statements  -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _ -  PGMC3480 = PGME3480 * 0.001;

   _ -  PGMC3420 = (PGMETAPE - PGME3480 ) * 0.01;

   _ -  PGMCTAPE = PGMC3480 + PGMC3420;

   _ -  AVIOTM2 = 0.002;

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************

 

When AVIOTM2 or AVIOTM8 is a non-zero quantity, the device connect time is computed based on the number of device
type EXCPs. The original device type connect time is subtracted from the end timestamp and the adjusted time is added.
AVIOTM2 applies to 3420 devices, while AVIOTM8 applies to 3480 devices.

AVIOTMx and PCTCONx cannot be used for the same step/device type combinations. A warning message is displayed
when this condition occurs and no step adjustments are made.

The last adjustment factor is CHGMTTM, representing Change Mount Time. The mount time a step sees is not reported
by the SMF data. An example showing a current mount time estimate of four minutes being reduced to three minutes is
presented in figure 2-156.

Figure 2-156. User Modeling Exit Panel Example - Reducing Mount Time

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 | Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR   

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying USER exit

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO PERUSEL;

   _ -  CHGMTTM = -60;

   _ - %MEND PERUSEL; 

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *****************************
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The Tape Drive Simulation Analysis inquiry will add the nonspecific and specific tape mounts (PGMNSTMT and
PGMSTMT), multiply the result by the specified number of seconds supplied via CHGMTTM, and add the result to the end
timestamp.

The above data elements: PCTCON2, PCTCON8, AVIOTM2, AVIOTM8, and CHGMTTM can be selectively applied based
on other criteria (i.e., job, class, performance group, program, etc.). At the conclusion of all possible step adjustments, the
ADJUSTTM data element is recomputed.

Add Workload Observations Panel

You can use the optional Add Workload Observation panel to model the effect of adding workloads which allocate tape
drives.

The following fields are used on the Add Workload Observations panel:

*Jobname
The job name you have chosen for this workload. This name must begin with an asterisk (*) to avoid any possible
confusion with an actual job being analyzed.

Start Time
The time at which this simulated workload begins using tape drives.

End Time
The time at which this simulated workload finishes using tape drives.

Tapes Needed
The number of drives that this simulated workload will require.

Warning
A flag to indicate that a previously defined added workload is no longer within the report hour range (e.g., the report hour
range was changed on the main panel).

Figure 2-157. Add Workload Observations Panel

 -----------------------  Add Workload Observations  --------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Report date:   01DEC87    Report hours:  18 - 23

  

 Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  C Copy  M Move  R Reset

                      Start Time         End Time      Tapes Needed            

 Cmd   *Jobname    (hh : mm : ss)    (hh : mm : ss)      (1-99)       Warning

   -    --------      --   --   --      --   --   --         --

   _    *             __ : __ : __      __ : __ : __         __

   _    *             __ : __ : __      __ : __ : __         __ 

   _    *             __ : __ : __      __ : __ : __         __ 

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *****************************

 

Move Workload Observations Panel

You can use the optional Move Workload Observations panel to model the effect of moving workloads which allocate tape
drives to a different time period.

Jobname
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The name of the job whose movement to a different time period is to be modeled. This is the name of an actual job whose
data is included in the data being analyzed.

Old Start Time
The time (expressed to an accuracy of hundredths of a second) at which this actual job was read into the system. The
high level of accuracy for this timestamp is required to ensure that the modeling procedure will be able to match this
control statement with the correct job.

New Start Time
The time to which the modeling procedure is to move this job.

Figure 2-158. Move Workload Observations Panel

 -----------------------  Move Workload Observations  -------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

 Report date:   01DEC87    Report hours:  18 - 23 

  

 Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  C Copy  M Move  R Reset

  

                         Old Start Time          New Start Time

 Cmd    Jobname       (hh : mm : ss . th      (hh : mm : ss . th)

  

   -    --------        --   --   --   --       --   --   --   -- 

   _    ________        __ : __ : __ . __       __ : __ : __ . __

   _    ________        __ : __ : __ . __       __ : __ : __ . __

   _    ________        __ : __ : __ . __       __ : __ : __ . __

   _    ________        __ : __ : __ . __       __ : __ : __ . __

   _    ________        __ : __ : __ . __       __ : __ : __ . __ 

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ****************************

 

Alternate Input File Panel

The Alternate Input File panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS online database as input to
the inquiry. You must specify the MVS data set name and the individual SAS data set names.

The optional input file is used to read data from a previously created work file. Creating a work file allows data being
selected from the MICS database to be saved for later use. Reading this previously saved work file is then possible in a
subsequent run of the inquiry.

The Alternate Input File panel requires that all named MICS equivalent files be specified. If a named file does not exist,
you can code any name so long as there is no file in your SAS library by that name (e.g., NONE). In this case, BAT_ST
and BAT_TS may not be needed or are already contained in the alternate BATPGM File (saved selected output from a
previous running of this inquiry).

The alternate equivalent MICS BATJOB and BAT_JS are specified only if you want to merge these files to obtain access
to the JOBCLASS, JOBMCLS, JOBINQTM, or JOBFETTM data elements. These fields can be left blank if they are not
needed.

Figure 2-159. Alternate Input File Panel

 --------------------------  Alternate Input File  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis
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 Specified Time-span: DETAIL

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):    BATPGM    BAT_ST     BAT_TP

 Alternate SAS file(s)     ===> ________  ________   ________

 Merge JOB information:

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):  BATJOB    BAT_JS

 Merge SAS files         ===> ________  ________

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

 Data set name           ===> ____________________________________________

 Disposition             ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

Save Selected Input Observations Panel

The Save Selected Input Observations panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS
online database as output for the inquiry. The MVS data set name and the individual SAS data set names are specified.

The optional output file is used to create and write data to a work file. Creating a work file allows data being selected from
the MICS database to be saved for reading in a subsequent run of the inquiry.

The saved file created via this panel will contain all observations needed to run another Tape Drive Simulation Analysis
inquiry. This file is the only file name that has to be specified on the Alternate Input File panel, all other entries on that
panel must be specified with a dummy file name (i.e., NONE). The Merge JOB information alternate input file name should
be left blank.

Figure 2-160. Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 --------------------  Save Selected Input Observations -----------------------

  Command ===>                                                                 

  

  Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis                            

  

  Equivalent CA MICS file(s): BATPGM                                            

  Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________                                           

  

  SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________       

 

Define Report Description Element Names Panel

You can use the Define report description element names exit to supply additional data elements to be displayed on the
Summary or Detail Report. The text should contain a list of data elements whose names can be any data element found
in the BATPGM File or data element created in the USER modeling exit. The listed data elements are displayed after the
standard and optional data elements.

Figure 2-161. Define Report Description Element Names Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Defining report element names

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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   _ - %MACRO USERVAR;

   _   ________________________________________________________________________ 

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

 

Figure 2-162. Define Report Description Element Names Example

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  IOA Tape Drive Simulation Analysis 

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Defining report element names

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO USERVAR;

   _ -  PERFGRP PGMCPUTM;

   _ -  LABEL PERFGRP = 'PERF#GROUP#NUMBER';

   _ -  LABEL PGMCPUTM= 'PROGRAM#CPU#TIME'

   _ -  %MEND USERVAR;

 ***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

 

The report formats data element labels on three lines. If user-supplied data elements are added to the report, a user-
defined label may also be supplied by ending the data element list with a semicolon and supplying a label statement. The
label statement can designate the line on which to start each word in the supplied label with a pound sign (#).

The example shown in Figure 2-162 shows the addition of the elements PERFGRP holding the step's control performance
group number and PGMCPUTM holding the step CPU time to a report and associating the labels PERF GROUP
NUMBER and PROGRAM CPU TIME with the data elements.

This example would generate a title that appears on the report as:

     PERF    PROGRAM

     GROUP   CPU

     NUMBER  TIME

 

FICON Channel Performance Analysis Inquiry

The introduction of FICON (fiber optic connectivity) channels into the mainframe platform has helped resolve I/O
performance problems by:

• Improving the path speed and throughput
• Simplifying I/O configuration design by reducing the number of channels needed
• Permitting installations to locate devices at remote sites, up to 100km away.

To manage these new channels, IBM has introduced several performance metrics into the SMF type 73 record, which are
included in the HARPCA file.

To gain a complete picture of FICON performance, you must be able to view performance in the same manner as the
channel itself and to relate those measurements to services times. This requires developing estimates of two new FICON
specific metrics: Open Exchanges and Credits.

Open Exchanges (or OEs for short) may be thought of a as an MPL for the channel; that is, a measure of concurrency.
Credits are a hardware entity, similar to a buffer that contain both the channel program and data for the in-flight I/O
operation.
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There are specific hardware limits placed on both Open Exchanges and Credits, and exhausting either of these resources
will result in channel saturation and poor performance.

This query is designed to compute these new measurements and summarize the data according to the user's
specifications and to then produce a series of graphs and reports, depending on execution options.

Standard Output

FICON Channel Performance Analysis provides a simple graphic and a series of summary and detail level reports that
display both performance and resource usage metrics. Examples of each are included in this section.

The Processor Complex & Channel Configuration report provides a listing of all CECs, LPARs and related FICON channel
definitions for the input data. This report can be used to determine the identity of the CECs for later use in data filtering
and to better understand which channels are both defined and active on their respective LPARs.

The Channel Service Time graphs are produced for each selected channel and provide a visual analysis of channel
service time versus both Open Exchanges and Credits. This permits the analyst to quickly understand the macro-level
performance of each channel and to determine if any specific problem areas exist.

The Channel Resource Summary Usage report is used to summarize all performance and resource measurements for
each selected channel across the specified time intervals, and additionally to demonstrate the contribution of each LPAR
to the overall channel workload. This format allows the analyst to understand the overall performance of each channel
and how each LPAR affects the channel performance. A typical use of this report would be to first identify one or more
peak times and then execute this report, selecting those time intervals as a follow on to the Channel Service Time graphs
discussed above.

The Channel Resource Usage Detail report produces a composite of performance and resource data for each RMF
interval for each selected channel. This report can be used to identify periods where a channel is performing poorly.

The sample output below is printed at the beginning of each of the reports and graphs, and depicts the data selection
criteria that was specified during query composition. The categories are common to most of the Performance
Management product and are not discussed in detail here.

The CEC (Processor Complex) entry refers to the serial number of up to six processor complexes to be selected. The
Channels entry is a list of up to eight channels to be selected.

Leaving an entry blank results in a default selection of "ALL", indicating that no filtering is being performed.

 Data Criteria Selection Summary:

      CA MICS DB Units Specified: P

         Date Range(s) Specified: 01JANyy-31DECyy

               SYSID(s) Selected: XAL1 XAD1

                Zone(s) Selected: 1

          Hour Range(s) Selected: 10-11 14-15

    CEC(s) Selected for Analysis: 0851

  Channels Selected for Analysis: 42 44

 

Processor Complex & Channel Configuration Report

The Processor Complex & Channel Configuration report provides a listing of all CECs, LPARs and related FICON channel
definitions for the input data. This report can be used to determine the identity of the CECs for later use in data filtering
and to better understand which channels are both defined and active on their respective LPARs.

Figure 2-86B Processor Complex & Channel Configuration report

                                         CA MICS Performance Manager                                        1

                                     FICON Channel Performance Analysis

                             Processor Complex and Channel Configuration Report
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                                         For Monday, August 30, yyyy

  

 CEC Serial: 0851 Processor Type: 2084 Model: 307

  

       LCSS: 0    CA11 CA31 CA71  n/a  n/a  n/a XAD1 XAE1 XAT1 XA55 XE21 XE44 XE61  n/a  n/a

  

   Channels:

    41 FC_S         Y    Y    Y    *    *    *    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    *    *

    42 FC_S         Y    Y    Y    *    *    *    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    *    *

    43 FC_S         Y    Y    Y    *    *    *    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    *    *

    44 FC_S         Y    Y    Y    *    *    *    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    Y    *    *

    45 FC_S         N    N    N    *    *    *    N    N    N    N    N    N    N    *    *

 

Y value
Indicates that a channel is defined and active.

N value
Indicates that a channel is defined but inactive.

* value
Indicates that a channel is undefined

The Processor Complex and Channel Configuration report is created by the FICON Channel Performance Analysis query.
This report is a listing of all CECs (PR/SM LPAR Central Complex) and their respective LPARs that were located within
the input data. Additionally, for each LCSS within each CEC, all FICON channels detected are mapped against their
associated LPAR and displayed accordingly.

The fields in the above report include:

CEC Serial
The low-order four bytes of the PRSMCEC data element. This identifies a particular processor complex whose channel
data is being analyzed.

LCSS
The Logical Channel Subsystem ID. This one byte field, with a range of values from 0-3, represents a logical grouping of
256 channels. This field is also refered to as the CSSID (Channel Sub-system ID).

Note: On the same report row as LCSS are listed the LPARs being analyzed within the query. Any MVS image executing
under VM, or any non-MVS image detected will be excluded, as valid RMF measurement data will not be available.

Processor Type
The model family of the Processor Complex under study. This value is obtained from MICS data element CPUMOD
(Processor Model Family).

Model
The model description of the Processor Complex, including the model number, derived from data element CPCMODID
(CPC Model Identifier).

Channels
A composite of two separate data elements: CHPID (Channel Path ID) and PCAACRNM (Channel Path Acronym).
This field will identify each channel being analyzed and also explain the usage of the channel; for example, undefined;
switched, or basic modes.
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Channel Service Time Graphs

The Channel Service Time graphs are produced for each selected channel and provide a visual analysis of channel
service time versus both Open Exchanges and Credits. This allows you to quickly understand the macro-level
performance of each channel and determine if any specific problem areas exist.

Figure 2-86C Plot of Channel Service Times

                                                   CA MICS Performance Manager                               

                     1

                                               FICON Channel Performance Analysis

                                                Plot of Channel 42 Service Times

                                                  With Open Exchanges & Credits

                                                   For Monday, August 30, yyyy
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Figure 2-86C shows an example of the Plot of Channel Service Times created by the FICON Channel Performance
Analysis query. Two separate plots are created for each channel being analyzed: one for Open Exchanges and one for
Credits. In large configurations, such as those with more than 256 channels and using more than one Logical Channel
Subsystem, the same channel ID will be used more than once. Therefore, the LCSS identifier (CCSID) will be used to
differentiate the channels and will correctly generate multiple plots.

The following measurements are shown in Figure 2-86C:

Service Times (ms)
The Average Service Time is the amount of time used for I/O operations, on average. This is computed as the sum of
DVACNN ( Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time) and DVAPEN (Device pending Time) for all active
devices attached to the channel, divided by the total I/O count (SSCH).

Estimated Open exchanges
The Estimated Open Exchanges represent an effective MPL (multi-programming level) for the channel and are the
number of I/O operations active concurrently, on average. A complete description of this field and its computation is
presented in the Channel Resource Usage Summary Report section.

Estimated Credits
The Estimated Credits are another measure of channel usage. Credits are an internal hardware buffer used to house
a single frame during I/O operations. A complete description of this field and its computation is presented the Channel
Resource Usage Summary Report section.
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Channel Resource Usage Summary Report

The Channel Resource Summary Usage report is used to summarize all performance and resource measurements for
each selected channel across the specified time intervals, and to demonstrate the contribution of each LPAR to the overall
channel workload. This format allows you to understand the overall performance of each channel and how each LPAR
affects the channel performance. A typical use is to identify one or more peak times using the Channel Service Time
graphs and execute this report, selecting those time intervals as a follow up process.

2-86D  Channel Resource Usage Summary report

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager                             

                     1

                                                 FICON Channel Performance Analysis

                                           Channel Resource Usage Summary Report, by SYSID

                                                     For Monday, August 30, yyyy

  

      Ending Date: 20JULyyyy        Duration:   3:45:02

  

       CEC Serial: 0851

             LCSS: 0

            CHPID: 42  Description: FICON Switched          DCM in Use: Y  CHPID Group: 2  Shared: Y

    Channel Usage: DASD CTC

  BUS Usage Count: 116.2M  BUS Util. Pct    :  13.33  Total Work Units : 419.5M  CHPID Pct Busy   :  23.87 

 CHPID I/Os p/sec :  560

 Bytes Read p/Sec:   3.6M  Read Path % Busy :   3.01  Bytes Writn p/Sec:   3.2M  Write Path % Busy:   2.74

   Avg Burst Size:  12.3K  Avg Svc Time (ms):   1.64  Est. Open Exchngs:   0.84  Estimated Credits:   6

  

  

 LPAR Usage Stats:

                         Total   Bytes     Read   Total     Bytes    Write   Total              Avg    Average

      Avg

         Work    CHPID   Bytes    Read     Path   Bytes   Written     Path     I/O     I/Os   Burst   Svc Time

     Open   Estimd.

 SYSID  Units   % Busy    Read   p/sec   % Busy  Written    p/sec   % Busy   Count    p/sec    Size     (ms) 

    Xchngs   Credits

  CA11     15M    0.85       2G  158.8K    0.13        2G   200.1K    0.17     234K      17    20.6K      3.05

     0.05         1

  CA31     88M    5.05      20G    1.5M    1.26       19G     1.4M    1.23       3M     259    11.4K      0.58

     0.12         1

  CA71     13M    0.77       1G   94.9K    0.08        1G   134.7K    0.11     322K      23     9.6K      2.52

     0.06         0

  XAD1    248M   14.11      14G    1.0M    0.90       10G   795.0K    0.66       2M     162    11.5K      3.25

     0.50         3

  XAE1      6M    0.38       1G   89.1K    0.07        1G   125.7K    0.10     129K       9    22.4K      2.47

     0.02         0

  XAT1      1M    0.06      91M    6.7K    0.01        1M    85       0.00      22K       1     4.1K      2.62

     0.00         0

  XA55    922K    0.05     149M   11.0K    0.01      360K    26       0.00      36K       2     4.0K      1.88

     0.00         0

  XE21      5M    0.32       1G  110.1K    0.09        1G   104.8K    0.09     308K      22     9.4K      0.69

     0.01         0

  XE44      9M    0.56       2G  197.8K    0.16        1G   108.3K    0.09     181K      13    22.8K      4.45

     0.06         1
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  XE61     14M    0.81       4G  311.7K    0.26        4G   327.9K    0.27     626K      46    13.7K      0.41

     0.01         0

 

Figure 2-86D shows an example of the Channel Resource Usage Summary report created by the FICON Channel
Performance Analysis query. This report is a summary of channel activity for the selected time periods and can be used to
review channel performance at a high-level and to set performance objectives for future measurement efforts. A separate
report will be produced for each channel selected, and multiple days of input data will generate a separate group of
reports for each day. In large configurations, such as those with more than 256 channels and using more than one Logical
Channel Subsystem, the same channel ID will be used more than once. Therefore, the LCSS identifier (CCSID) will be
used to differentiate the channels and will correctly generate multiple reports.

The following fields are displayed in Figure 2-86D.

Ending Date
The date of the measurement period, derived from the ENDTS element. A separate group of reports is created for each
day of input data.

Duration
The total time covered within this reporting period.

CEC Serial
The low-order four bytes of the PRSMCEC data element. This identifies a particular processor complex whose channel
data is being analyzed.

LCSS
The Logical Channel Subsystem ID. This is a one byte field, with a range of values from 0-3, and represents a logical
grouping of 256 channels. This field is also referred to as the CSSID (Channel Subsystem ID).

CHPID
The identifier of the channel being reported, as a two byte hexadecimal value, with a range of 00-FF.

Description
The description of the channel from the CHANDSCR element. This helps you to better understand the usage of the
channel being reported.

DCM in Use
This field indicates whether Dynamic Channel Management is enabled (Y) or not (N).

CHPID Group
The group characteristics of the channel being reported. This value is derived from data element PCAGEN (Channel Path
Type Generation) and can be used to better understand the operating parameters of the channel. For example, in our
sample report the CHPID Group value of 2 indicates that this channel is a FICON Express channel operating at 2GB per
second.
Shared This field indicates whether the channel is being shared among LPARs (Y) or not (N).

Channel Usage
This field explains the usage of active devices assigned to this channel. Possible values are: DASD, TAPE, CTC, COMM
and OTHER. Since FICON channels may be assigned to devices with different characteristics and this can impact
channel measurement values, it is important to know the exact usage of the channel.

BUS Usage Count
The number of usage cycles used by the PCI BUS to poll for work and transfer data. This information is obtained from the
data element PCATOTBC (Total Bus Cycles Count).

BUS Util. Pct.
The utilization of the PCI BUS, expressed as a percentage. Because the BUS is always busy polling for new work, this
value can range from 5 to 12 percent even when no actual work is being performed and no data is being transferred. This
field is found in data element PCAPCBUS (Pct Channel Busy Total) and recomputed by the application as required.
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Total Work Units
The number of processor cycles used for the transfer of frames. Each frame is 2112 bytes in length, with a 64 byte header
and 2048 bytes containing either the channel program or data. This field is obtained from data element PCATOTUC
(Channel Work Unit Count Total).

CHPID Pct. Busy
The percent of (processor) time that the channel is actively transferring commands and data, and is based on the
Total Work Units field described above. This field is found in data element PCAPCBSY (Pct Channel Busy Total) and
recomputed by the application as required.

CHPID I/Os p/sec
The number of I/O operations executed by the channel, per second. This is derived as the sum of I/O operations (SSCH)
for all active devices attached to the channel, divided by the measurement interval time.

Note: All data rates presented use an internal SAS format that will display the value in units of K (1,000), M (1,000,000) or
G (1,000,000,000) bytes.

Bytes Read p/Sec
The total number of bytes read via the channel, per second, formatted and displayed as noted above. This field is a
function of data elements PCATOTRU (Read Data Unit Count Total), PCADUS (Data Unit Size) and the measurement
interval.

Read Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for read operations, expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of data that
can be read concurrently by the channel.

Bytes Writn p/Sec
The total number of bytes written by the channel, per second, formatted and displayed as noted above. This field is a
function of data elements PCATOTWU (Write Data Unit Count Total), PCADUS (Data Unit Size) and the measurement
interval.

Write Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for write operations, expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of data that
can be written concurrently, by the channel.

Note: FICON channels have separate paths used for reading and writing operations, and perform both operations
concurrently and continually. Because of this feature, this query computes usage values for each of the paths
independently. Each path must be considered a separate entity for performance and capacity planning purposes.

Avg Burst Size
The Average Burst Size is the amount of data (in bytes) transferred during I/O operations, on average. It is computed as
the sum of Total Bytes Read and Total Bytes Written, divided by the total number of I/O operations (SSCH) for all active
devices attached to the channel.

Avg Svc Time (ms)
The Average Service Time is the amount of time used for I/O operations, on average. This is computed as the sum of
DVACNN ( Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time) and DVAPEN (Device pending Time) for all active
devices attached to the channel, divided by the total I/O count (SSCH).

Est. Open Exchngs
The Estimated Open Exchanges represent an effective MPL (multi-programming level) for the channel and are the
number of I/O operations active concurrently, on average. This estimated value is computed as the sum of DVACNN
( Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time) and DVACMRTM (Command Response Time) for all active
devices attached to the channel, divided by the measurement interval. The device Command Response Time (CMR)
time represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel program is sent to the device, until
the device indicates it has accepted the command, and is a subset of DVAPEN (Device Pending Time). FICON channel
architecture currently permits a maximum of 32 Open Exchanges to be used concurrently. A typical value for most
applications is from 2 through 5, although higher values have been observed during benchmarks.
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Estimated Credits
The Estimated Credits are another measure of channel usage. Credits are an internal hardware buffer used to house
a single frame during I/O operations. Currently, FICON architecture allows for a maximum of either 60 or 120 credits to
be used, depending on the model of channel. This number is a maximum value for the channel itself. FICON directors
contain credits as well. If fewer credits are available within the FICON director, then the maximum number of credits
available will be reduced during the protocol negotiation that follows.

LPAR Usage Stats

SYSID
The MICS SYSID value for the reporting LPAR.

Work Units
The number of processor cycles used for the transfer of frames for this LPAR, displayed using the format discussed
above.

CHPID % Busy
The percent of (processor) time that the channel is actively transferring commands and data. This is based on the Work
Units field described above. This field is found in data element PCAPCPBY (Pct Channel Busy LPAR) and recomputed by
the query as required.

Total Bytes Read
The total number of bytes read by the channel, from this LPAR, formatted and displayed as noted above. This field is
derived from data element PCATOPRU (Read Data Unit Count LPAR).

Bytes Read p/Sec
The total number of bytes read by the channel, per second, from this LPAR, formatted and displayed as noted above.

Read Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for read operations, from this LPAR, expressed as a percentage of the maximum
amount of data that can be read concurrently.

Total Bytes Written
The total number of bytes written by the channel, from this LPAR, formatted and displayed as noted above. This field is
derived from data element PCATOPWU (Write Data Byte Count LPAR).

Bytes Writn p/Sec
The total number of bytes written by the channel, per second, from this LPAR, formatted and displayed as noted above.

Write Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for write operations, from this LPAR, expressed as a percentage of the maximum
amount of data that can be written concurrently.

Total I/O Count
The sum of I/O operations (SSCH) of all active devices attached to this channel for this LPAR.

I/Os p/sec
The number of I/O operations, per second performed by the channel on behalf of devices used by this LPAR. The value is
computed the same as the CHPID I/Os p/sec field above.

Avg Burst Size
The Average Burst Size is the amount of data transferred during I/O operations, on average, for devices used by this
LPAR. The value is computed the same as the Avg Burst Size field above.

Avg Svc Time (ms)
The Average Service Time is the amount of time used for I/O operations, on average, for devices used by this LPAR. This
value is computed the same as the Avg Svc Time (ms) field above.

Avg Open Xchngs
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The number of Estimated Open Exchanges in use for I/O operations performed on behalf of this LPAR. This value is
computed in same the manner as the Est. Open Exchngs field above.

Estimd. Credits
The estimated number of credits in use for I/O operations performed on behalf of this LPAR. This value is computed in the
same manner as the Estimated Credits field above.

Channel Resource Usage Detail Report

The Channel Resource Usage Detail report produces a composite of performance and resource data for each RMF
interval for each selected FICON channel. This report would be produced and typically used to identify problem periods for
a channel deemed to be performing poorly.

Figure 2-86E Channel Resource Usage Detail Report

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                 FICON Channel Performance Analysis

                                                Channel Resource Usage Detail Report

                                                     For Monday, August 30, yyyy

  

  Ending Date: 20JULyyyy

  

   CEC Serial: 0851

         LCSS: 0

        CHPID: 42  Description: FICON Switched          DCM in Use: Y CHPID Group: 2  Shared: Y

 Device Usage: DASD CTC

  

  

  Interval   BUS       BUS  Total            CHPID    CHPID  Bytes     Read   Bytes    Write  Average  

 Average      Est.

     End    Usage     Util   Work    CHPID    I/O      I/Os   Read     Path  Written    Path   Burst   

 Service      Open     Est.

    Time    Count      Pct  Units   % Busy   Count    p/sec  p/sec   % Busy   p/sec   % Busy    Size   Time

 (ms)  Exchngs  Credits

  

  10:00:00    6.7M   11.57   19.2M   16.40  413,577     459    3.3M    2.83     3.7M    3.10      15K     2.05

       0.87        7

  10:15:00    8.1M   14.08   30.8M   26.48  699,250     780    2.8M    2.38     3.3M    2.80       7K     1.87

       1.34        5

  10:30:00    9.6M   16.61   37.5M   31.93  426,576     473    2.9M    2.47     3.3M    2.82      13K     2.50

       1.11        8

  10:45:00    9.8M   16.97   40.5M   34.60  535,592     595    3.7M    3.12     2.9M    2.42      11K     2.28

       1.26        8

  11:00:00   10.4M   17.85   43.6M   37.13  503,964     559    4.5M    3.77     2.1M    1.76      11K     2.19

       1.14        7

  11:15:00    9.8M   16.86   39.5M   33.74  431,397     479    3.7M    3.12     2.3M    1.93      12K     2.61

       1.18        8

  11:30:00   10.1M   17.56   41.3M   35.35  471,276     525    3.9M    3.29     3.3M    2.77      13K     2.92

       1.45       10

  11:45:00    9.5M   16.34   38.8M   33.15  523,432     582    2.8M    2.34     3.2M    2.74      10K     2.40

       1.31        8

  14:15:00    6.7M   11.56   22.1M   18.89  690,749     767    4.5M    3.76     4.8M    4.05      12K     1.12

       0.74        4
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  14:30:00    6.1M   10.52   18.5M   15.81  514,899     571    4.4M    3.70     3.8M    3.21      14K     0.79

       0.37        3

  14:45:00    6.4M   11.15   20.6M   17.73  531,494     593    4.6M    3.90     4.4M    3.73      15K     0.89

       0.44        4

  15:00:00    5.8M   10.12   19.3M   16.44  548,833     608    3.7M    3.12     3.4M    2.85      11K     0.66

       0.32        2

  15:15:00    5.3M    9.19   15.0M   12.88  409,228     455    2.4M    2.01     2.4M    2.02      10K     0.80

       0.30        2

  15:30:00    5.1M    8.86   12.7M   10.86  332,739     369    2.1M    1.81     2.0M    1.73      11K     0.79

       0.24        1

  15:45:00    6.2M   10.71   19.4M   16.60  532,462     592    4.3M    3.60     3.7M    3.10      13K     0.96

       0.48        3

  

  

 

Figure 2-86E shows an example of the Channel Resource Usage Detail report created by the FICON Channel
Performance Analysis query. This report is a listing of channel activity for the selected time periods by measurement
interval, and can be used to review channel performance at a detail level and to set performance objectives for future
measurement efforts. A separate report is produced for each channel selected, and multiple days of input data generate
a separate group of reports for each day. In large configurations, such as those with more than 256 channels and using
more than one Logical Channel Subsystem, the same channel ID will be used more than once. Therefore, the LCSS
identifier (CCSID) is used to differentiate the channels and correctly generate multiple reports.

The following fields are displayed in Figure 2-86E:

Ending Date
The date of the measurement period, derived from the ENDTS element. A separate group of reports is created for each
day of input data.

Duration
The total time covered within this reporting period.

CEC Serial
The low-order four bytes of the PRSMCEC data element. This identifies a particular processor complex whose channel
data is being analyzed.

LCSS
The Logical Channel Subsystem ID. This is a one byte field, with a range of values from 0-3, and represents a logical
grouping of 256 channels. This field is also refered to as the CSSID (Channel Subsystem ID).

CHPID
The identifier of the channel being reported, as a two-byte hexadecimal value, with a range of 00-FF.

Description
The description of the channel from the CHANDSCR element. This helps you understand the usage of the channel being
reported.

DCM in Use
This field indicates whether Dynamic Channel Management is enabled (Y) or not (N).

CHPID Group
The group characteristics of the channel being reported. This value is derived from data element PCAGEN (Channel Path
Type Generation) and can be used to better understand the operating parameters of the channel. For example, in our
sample report the CHPID Group value of 2 indicates that this channel is a FICON Express channel operating at 2GB per
second.
Shared This field indicates whether the channel is being shared among LPARs (Y) or not (N).
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Channel Usage
This field explains the usage of active devices assigned to this channel. Possible values are: DASD, TAPE, CTC, COMM
and OTHER. Since FICON channels may be assigned to devices with different characteristics and this can impact
channel measurement values, it is important to know the exact usage of the channel.

Interval End Time
The time of the measurement period, derived from the ENDTS element. A separate line on the report is be created for
each measurement interval of input data.

BUS Usage Count
The number of usage cycles used by the hardware PCI BUS to poll for work and transfer data. This information is
obtained from the data element PCATOTBC (Total Bus Cycles Count).

BUS Util.
Pct The utilization of the hardware PCI BUS, expressed as a percentage. Because the BUS is always busy polling for
new work, this value can range from 5 to 12 percent even when no actual work is being performed and no data is being
transferred. This field is found in data element PCAPCBUS (Pct Channel Busy Total) and recomputed by the application
as required.

Total Work Units
The number of processor cycles used for the transfer of frames. Each frame is 2112 bytes in length, with a 64 byte header
and 2048 bytes containing either the channel program or data. This field is obtained from data element PCATOTUC
(Channel Work Unit Count Total).

CHPID % Busy
The percent of (processor) time that the channel is actively transferring commands and data, and based on the Total
Work Units field described in Figure 2-86E. This field is found in data element PCAPCBSY (Pct Channel Busy Total) and
recomputed by the application as required.

CHPID I/O count
The total number of I/O operations executed by the channel during the measurement interval. This is derived as the sum
of I/O operations (SSCH) for all active devices attached to the channel.

CHPID I/Os p/sec
The number of I/O operations executed by the channel, per second. This is derived as the sum of I/O operations (SSCH)
for all active devices attached to the channel, divided by the measurement interval time.

Note: All data rates presented use an internal SAS format that will display the value in units of K (1,000), M (1,000,000) or
G (1,000,000,000) bytes.

Bytes Read p/Sec
The total number of bytes read by the channel, per second. This field is a function of data elements PCATOTRU (Read
Data Unit Count Total), PCADUS (Data Unit Size) and the measurement interval.

Read Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for read operations, expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of data that
can be read concurrently by the channel.

Bytes Written p/Sec
The total number of bytes written by the channel, per second. This field is a function of data elements PCATOTWU (Write
Data Unit Count Total), PCADUS (Data Unit Size) and the measurement interval.

Write Path % Busy
The portion of channel busy used for write operations, expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of data that
can be written concurrently, by the channel.

Note: FICON channels have separate paths used for reading and writing operations, and perform both operations
concurrently and continually. Because of this feature, this query computes usage values for each of the paths
independently. Each path must be considered a separate entity for performance and capacity planning purposes.
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Average Burst Size
The Average Burst Size is the amount of data (in bytes) transferred during I/O operations, on average. It is computed as
the sum of Total Bytes Read and Total Bytes Written, divided by the total number of I/O operations (SSCH) for all active
devices attached to the channel.

Average Service Time (ms)
The Average Service Time is the amount of time used for I/O operations, on average. This is computed as the sum of
DVACNN ( Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time) and DVAPEN (Device pending Time) for all active
devices attached to the channel, divided by the total I/O count (SSCH).

Est. Open Exchngs
The Estimated Open Exchanges represent an effective MPL (multi-programming level) for the channel and are the
number of I/O operations active concurrently, on average. This estimated value is computed as the sum of DVACNN
(Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time) and DVACMRTM (Command Response Time) for all active
devices attached to the channel, divided by the measurement interval. The device Command Response Time (CMR)
represents, for an I/O request, the time when the first command in the channel program is sent to the device, until the
device indicates it has accepted the command, and is a subset of DVAPEN (Device Pending Time). FICON channel
architecture currently permits a maximum of 32 Open Exchanges to be used concurrently. A typical value for most
applications is from 2 through 5, although higher values have been observed during benchmarks.

Est. Credits
The Estimated Credits are another measure of channel usage. Credits are an internal hardware buffer used to house
a single frame during I/O operations. Currently, FICON architecture allows for a maximum of either 60 or 120 credits to
be used, depending on the model of channel. This number is a maximum value for the channel itself; FICON directors
contain credits as well. If fewer credits are available within the FICON director, then the maximum number the of credits
available will be reduced during protocol negotiation that follows.

Technique Tutorial

To properly analyze the FICON channel measurements, data from several MICS files is required. The main source of
measurement data is the MICS HARPCA file, which is built from the SMF type 73 record and a basic performance profile
can be built from this data alone. However, to fully understand the meaning of the metrics presented in the HARPCA data,
one must examine the LCU and device level data as well, and combine it with the channel level measurements. Two
new estimated metrics are needed: Open Exchanges, which is a measure of I/O operations concurrency, and Credits,
which are a hardware controlled internal buffer that contain both the channel program and data for a given operation. The
methodology for obtaining the measurements is presented below.

First, the HARCPU file is read up and the CEC Serial Number is saved, along with some general information about the
processor complex. This is done because FICON channels typically operate in a shared mode across LPARs and the
basic HARPCA measurement includes a complex level set of measurements along with those of the recording LPAR.
To build a complete picture of channel performance, you must be able to group all data for a given processor complex
together and the HARCPU file will provide the means to do this.

The main set of metrics is obtained from the HARPCA file. Additionally, beginning with z/OS 1.5 executing on the z990
platform, a new facility was added called the Logical Channel Control Subsystem or LCSS. The purpose of this facility
is to permit more than 256 channels to be present on a given platform and to permit LPARs to be mapped onto those
channels. Each LCSS can contain up to 256 channels, so that currently, a fully configured z990 system can contain 31
LPARs, using 32 central processors, and mapped against 512 channels. The LCSS is identified by a one byte field called
the CSSID, or Channel Subsystem ID and this field resides in the SMF type 73 record. The FICON Performance Analysis
application will locate and save the CSSID value to ensure that each FICON channel can be properly mapped against its
owning LPAR, and that its measurement data is correctly summarized both at the LPAR and processor complex (CEC)
levels.

The Open Exchange metric is an estimate of channel I/O operations concurrency and may be thought of as a channel
MPL. It is a function of how busy the channel is during a point in time and is driven by the combination of device connect
and disconnect times. Normally, a channel is not considered "busy" during disconnect times. FICON channels, however,
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generally do not disconnect during typical operations but rather hold the Open Exchange until the I/O operation has
completed. This is done to avoid the overhead of freeing and rebuilding the Open Exchange, given that most disconnect
times are due to cache misses, are normally short in duration and hopefully rare. Certain types of I/O operations actually
can result in the channel disconnecting and in those instances, the Open Exchange is terminated and freed. However, this
is not typically seen in DASD operations.

To compute the (estimated) Open Exchanges, you must first summarize device level measurement data, specifically,
the DVACNN (Device Connect Time), DVADIS (Device Disconnect Time and a new metric, DVACMRTM (Command
Response Time). The Command Response Time is actually a subset of DVAPEN (Pending Time) and represents the
time from the first command being sent to a given device until the device has indicated it has successfully received the
command. The Open Exchange computation is essentially a variation of Little's law and is performed by dividing the sum
of the above measurements by the duration of the measurements. You can either compute the Open Exchanges based on
each device, or total all devices within a Logical Control Unit (LCU) and perform the calculation at that level, or even wait
until all measurements have been completed for the channel. Given that this is an estimate, any of the methods may be
used with the same degree of accuracy.

Channel-to-Channel devices do a variety of different operations and can seriously impact measurement efforts on FICON
channels. CTC devices issue a command called a "Prepare" and then wait for a response. During this time, the device
is considered "disconnected" and disconnect time continues to accumulate. This can result in very large values for
disconnect time and will subsequently distort the calculation for Open Exchanges. Additionally, CTC devices often use
what is called a "Seldom Ending Channel Program," which causes a device to appear "busy." To address this issue,
the FICON Performance Analysis application currently will zero out the disconnect time values for any CTC device
encountered and compute the Open Exchanges based on device connect and command respond times only.

An additional issue is in regard to non-MVS systems operating on the same mainframe platform. Remember that the
SMF type 73 data contains both global (complex) level measurements and all operating systems residing on the same
complex will contribute to these measurements even though only MVS-type systems currently record any LPAR level
measurements. Moreover, non-MVS systems will not create any RMF type data, so the sum of all LPAR data may not
equal the totals represented by the complex-level measurements. Even MVS systems that operate as "guests" under VM
may not record their measurement data completely and can impact FICON channel measurements. To address some of
these issues, the FICON Performance Analysis application will delete any measurement data from any MVS system that
appears to be executing under VM. It is thought to be better to discard any data that is suspect rather than include it.

Once the device level data has been processed and summarized by LCU, the SCPIOC data is then read up and merged
with it. The summarized LCU measurement data is then prorated among all active channels by the IOCPT element, the
Number of Times Path Was Taken value. This ensures that any channel not active will be excluded from the prorating
process and that the prorated results will properly reflect the channel activity.

The prorated results are merged with the HARPCA data so that a complete picture of channel performance is available.
The other estimated metric, Credits, can now be estimated since it requires that an average I/O burst size be first
calculated and the result applied to the Open Exchanges. The average I/O burst size is simply the total bytes read and
written for the channel, divided by the total Start Subchannel Count. Since the Open Exchanges represent the number
of concurrent channel operations, the number of Credits will be a function of this value and the average size (in bytes) of
each operation. Again, these are only estimates of these values, and while the methodology presented is believed to be
accurate, having these values actually measured and reported through the RMF data would obviously be more effective.

The complete measurement results are presented in a variety of graphs and reports.

Component Operation

This Component Operation Section describes the online inquiry panels required for the operation of FICON Channel
Performance Analysis routines.

Entries in the online inquiry panels define the types of reports to be generated. In particular, these panels define:

• The cycles from the MICS HARCPU, HARPCA, SCPIOC and HARDVA files to be processed.
• The type of report(s) to be produced.
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The FICON Channel Performance Analysis reports provided are:

• Processor Complex & Channel Configuration Report

Describes the configuration under study, in terms of Processor Complexes (CECs), LPARs and Channels.

• Channel Resource Usage Summary Report

Reports the resources used and performance observed for each channel selected for study, subsetting the measurement
data by LPAR.

• Channel Resource Usage Detail Report

Reports the individual resource usage and performance observed for each selected channel by RMF measurement
interval.

Additionally, graphs of both Open Exchanges and Credits, together with Channel Service Times can be optionally
produced, subject to the data selection criteria below.

The following options are common to both control panels:

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a cycle from the MICS database will usually contain a 24-hour period spanning
two days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is
provided by the DATE and HOUR options.

Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not know what database units are
available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per
inquiry.

Allow Run-Time Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at inquiry execution
time.

Date
Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra day from
a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

Sysid
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

CEC Serial
The specification that processor complexes are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six CEC Serial Numbers
to be selected. If you leave the field blank, no testing of processor complexes will be done.

Channels
The specification that FICON channels are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to eight channel id numbers
to be selected. The channel ids are entered as 2 digit hexadecimal values, with a range of 00 to ff. If you leave the field
blank, no testing of channels will be done.
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The operation of the zone and time selection options depends on definitions made during the installation of the MICS
system. If you are not sure about the ZONE definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures,
consult your MICS System Administrator.

                FICON Channel Performance Analysis

 Command ===>                                                                 +

  

 Modifying CA MICS Inquiry:  SAMPLE - FICON Sample       Cycle(s)  ===> 01 - 01

 Data base ===> P (FORALL)                _            _    _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

   Date         ===> 01JANyy - 31DECyy   _______ - _______   ===> N (Y/N)

   Hour         ===> 10 - 11   14 - 15   __ - __             ===> N (Y/N)

   Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                       ===> N (Y/N)

   SYSID        ===> SYS1 SYS1 ____ ____ ____ ____           ===> N (Y/N)

   CEC Serial   ===> 0801 9205 ____ ____ ____ ____

  

 Specify the channels you wish to report on  ( Leave blank to select all )

   Channels     ===> 42 44 __ __ __ __ __ __

  

 Reporting Options:

   Generate CEC & Channel Configuration: YES (YES/NO)

     Generate Service Time Summary Plot: YES (YES/NO)

        Generate Resource Summary Usage: YES (YES/NO)

         Generate Resource Detail Usage: YES (YES/NO)

 

PER Virtual Storage Management Analysis
This section introduces virtual storage concepts to form a background for discussing the management of virtual storage in
MVS/XA and MVS/ESA. The composition of MVS virtual storage is described, with the goal of defining the methods that
MVS uses to manage virtual storage and the measurements available for analyzing it.

Virtual storage control is explained for MVS/XA only, because RMF does not provide any measurement of virtual storage
for MVS/370.

The Virtual Storage Management Analysis inquiries enable you to track the use of virtual storage by MVS/XA at any
supported time-span and summarization pattern. Reports and plots display system measurements of virtual storage
allocation. More detailed reports of Common Area storage usage are also available, including allocation information within
storage subpools and protection keys. In addition to system level and Common Area reporting, you can display virtual
storage resource distribution patterns using either plots or reports for any Private Area being measured by RMF.

VSM Functional Description

The Virtual Storage Management Analysis inquiries allow you to track the system wide utilization of virtual storage,
Common Area virtual storage usage, and virtual storage usage by workload in MVS/XA. Any supported MICS timespan
and summarization pattern can be implemented.

The System Storage Usage Report and Common Area Storage Usage Report use data from the MVS Virtual Storage
System Usage File (SCPVSM). The System Storage Usage Plot obtains data from the same source. The Private Storage
Usage Report and Plot use data from the MVS Virtual Storage Private Usage File (SCPVSU).
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You specify the timespan desired during inquiry definition. The range of data that can be reported from a MICS database
depends on the timespans that were defined for these files and the number of cycles defined in each timespan.

For the Private Storage Usage Report and Plot to produce meaningful results, the application to be analyzed must have
been reported upon by RMF.

Virtual Storage Concepts in MVS/XA

The methodology section is an introduction to the concepts in MVS/XA underlying Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) control
of available virtual storage and RMF measurement of its use. Virtual storage is allocated in 4KB increments in either
the Common or Private Areas in response to requests for GETMAINS for various subpools of storage. These subpools
characterize whether the memory will be page-fixed or fetch- protected, in what major area of virtual storage it will exist,
and the direction of allocation. RMF can measure the allocation and fragmentation of these portions of the Common Area
and of selected Private Areas.

Contents

Virtual Storage Map for MVS/XA

One of the goals of a virtual system is to relieve application programs of memory management concerns. In a virtual
memory system, a program is given a large amount of virtual memory to use. The operating system then allocates real
storage to jobs as required. Figure 2-174 shows a simplified view of virtual storage arrangement in an MVS/XA system
running several programs. To each program, it appears as if the entire virtual storage of 2 billion bytes (2 gigabytes or 2
GB) is available to it (minus areas used by the system control program).

To provide the necessary virtual storage constraint relief, allowing users to write applications that are substantially larger
than those possible in MVS/370 systems, MVS/XA expanded the size of the address to 31 bits. Programs can now
address up to 2 GB of virtual storage. To maintain compatibility with MVS/370 and yet provide expanded addressability,
MVS/XA provides areas of virtual storage that are defined below the 16MB boundary line and "extended" portions of most
of these same areas that are defined above the 16MB boundary line.

Figure 2-174 shows conceptually how this is done. MVS/XA treats both the portion below the 16MB line and the extended
portion above the 16MB line as one logical area. In the figure, each job, started task, or TSO user running in an MVS/XA
system would have its own copy of the Private Area and the Extended Private Area.

Figure 2-174. Virtual Address Map - MVS/XA

  2GB +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

      |Extended| |Extended|   |Extended|

      |Private | |Private |   |Private |

      |Area    | |Area    |   |Area    |

      |        | |        |   |        |

      |PROGRAM1| |PROGRAM2|. .|PROGRAMn|

      +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

      |Extended|

      |Common  |

      |Area    |

 16MB +========+ 16MB Boundary Line

      |Common  |

      |Area    |

      +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

      |Private | |Private |   |Private |

      |Area    | |Area    |   |Area    |

      |        | |        |   |        |
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      |PROGRAM1| |PROGRAM2|. .|PROGRAMn|

   4K +--------+ +--------+   +--------+

      | Common |

      | Area   |

    0 +--------+

Addressing Mode And Module Location

A user may determine whether any particular program will use 24 bit or 31 bit addressing. The AMODE attribute which is
specified to the assembler or linkage editor specifies 31 bit addressing. The default if AMODE attribute is not specified is
24 bit addressing.

A user may also determine whether modules are to be loaded into the User Region (below the 16MB line) or the Extended
User Region (above 16MB line) via the RMODE attribute for the assembler or linkage editor. The default if the RMODE
attribute is not specified is to load the module into the User Region below the 16MB line. This allows programs written for
MVS/370 to run in MVS/XA with generally no modification.

A more detailed map of the different areas within the 2GB address range of virtual storage is shown in Figure 2-175.

Figure 2-175. Detailed Virtual Address Map - MVS/XA

+----------------------------------------+ 2GB

| Extended Private Area                  |

|            **Free Space**              |

|   VSM and RSM Work Areas               |

|   Private Area Page Tables             |

+     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    + 2GB minus

|   ELSQA - Extended LSQA                | approximately 9MB

|   Extended Authorized Region Subpools  |

|     ESWA - Extended SWA                |

|     EAUK - Extended AUK (229/230)      |

|     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

|            **Free Space**              |

|            **Free Space**              |

|     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

|   Extended User Region Subpools        |

+----------------------------------------+

| Extended Common Area                   |

|   ECSA - Extended CSA                  |

|   EMLPA - Extended MLPA                |

|   EFLPA - Extended FLPA                |

|   EPLPA - Extended PLPA                |

|   ESQA - Extended SQA                  |

|   ENUC - Extended Nucleus              |

+========================================+ 16MB Boundary Line

| Common Area                            |

|   NUC - Nucleus                        |

|   SQA - System Queue Area              |

|   PLPA - Pageable Link Pack Area       |

|   FLPA - Fixed Link Pack Area          |

|   MLPA - Modified Link Pack Area       |

|   CSA - Common System Area             |

+----------------------------------------+

| Private Area                           |

|   LSQA - Local System Queue Area       |
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|   Authorized Region Subpools           |

|     SWA - Scheduler Work Area          |

|     AUK - Authorized User Key(229/230) |

|     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

|            **Free Space**              |

|            **Free Space**              |

|     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    |

|   User Region Subpools                 |

|     -    -    -    -    -    -    -    | 20K

|   System Region                        |

+----------------------------------------+ 4K

| Common Area                            |

|   PSA - Prefixed Storage Area          |

+----------------------------------------+ 0

This map shows further detail within each of the four major areas of MVS/XA virtual storage: Extended Private Area,
Extended Common Area, Common Area, and Private Area. MVS/XA manages this virtual storage via the Virtual Storage
Manager (VSM).

Note: The PSA and the System Region do not have counterparts above the 16MB boundary line. Similarly, the VSM and
RSM Work Areas and the Private Area Page Tables have no counterparts below the 16MB boundary line.

Initialization and Management of Virtual Storage

Some of these areas of virtual storage are established at the time MVS is initialized and are not subject to any subsequent
dynamic management by VSM.

At the time of IPL (Initial Program Load), the IPL control module creates the necessary virtual environment for other
programs to be loaded from SYS1.NUCLEUS. The IPL control module and the IRIMs (IPL Resource Initialization
Modules) that it subsequently loads into memory load the nucleus, including the PSA and the nucleus map, build the
page frame table above the nucleus map, allocate minimal SQA and ESQA areas, and allocate LSQA for the master
scheduler. Control is then passed to the NIP (Nucleus Initialization Program) to complete the initialization of various
system resources, including the system virtual storage areas.

The NIP, together with some of the RIMs (Resource Initialization Modules) which it invokes, expands SQA and ESQA to
match the parameters found in SYS1.PARMLIB. It then creates or resets PLPA and EPLPA (depending on whether the
person doing the IPL requested a cold start or a warm start). Next, the modules to be placed in FLPA, EFLPA, MLPA, and
EMLPA are loaded. This is followed by the allocation of CSA and ECSA according to the parameters in SYS1.PARMLIB.
At this time the NIP has essentially finished establishing the systemwide areas of virtual storage. It then creates various
system address spaces, the first of which is the Master Scheduler, to which it finally passes control.

All of these areas which are established by these initialization processes have their sizes set during initialization. The
establishment of their overall sizes determines the sizes of the private and extended private areas, since they are
the portions of virtual memory below and above the 16MB line that are left over after all the system areas have been
designated.

Only four of these system areas are subject to continuing dynamic management by VSM: the SQA, ESQA, CSA, and
ECSA areas. The dynamics of virtual memory usage within these areas and within certain critical address spaces in
the Private Area can become a major concern, since exhausting available virtual memory in these areas can lead to
performance degradation, abnormal termination of these critical address spaces, or, under extreme conditions, the
abnormal termination of the entire system.

VSM Management and Measurement Macros

There are ten macro instructions which can be used either to request that VSM perform some management function or
some measurement function upon virtual storage. These are the GETMAIN, FREEMAIN, CPOOL, VSMLIST, VSMLOC,
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and VSMREGN macros, plus four others whose functions have been replaced in MVS/XA by the more efficient CPOOL
macro. Although these latter four macros are still supported for compatibility, we will not discuss them here.

VSMLOC can be used to verify that a control block or storage location has been allocated. This verification function is
useful in operations such as recovery procedures, but is of limited value in the management of virtual storage, and thus
will not be discussed further here. The major features of the other macros are summarized below.

GETMAIN and FREEMAIN

The GETMAIN and FREEMAIN macros form a logical pair. GETMAIN's function is to allocate one or more areas of virtual
storage to an active address space. When requesting GETMAIN services, the length of the portion of virtual storage
desired, together with its required subpool number, need to be specified. Subpools will be described in more detail later.
Their use is a technique used by VSM to classify the memory it is managing. For most subpools, the storage obtained via
GETMAIN is released either when the associated task issues a FREEMAIN or at task termination. The VSMLOC macro
is a related macro that can be used to verify that a particular portion of virtual storage has been previously allocated via a
GETMAIN.

CPOOL

The CPOOL macro performs a set of functions that are superficially similar to those performed by GETMAIN and
FREEMAIN. The CPOOL macro performs the following "cell pool services": BUILD, GET, FREE, and DELETE. The
purpose of these services is to manage pools of equal sized cells of virtual storage. These are commonly used to
construct chains of control blocks or other collections of equal-sized packets of storage.

The BUILD function creates a cell pool. The following information is used by the CPOOL macro when specifying the
BUILD function: size of each cell, primary and secondary cell count, subpool number, storage protect key, the address
of the TCB with which this pool is to be associated, and some header text for diagnostic purposes. The primary and
secondary cell counts are treated much like primary and secondary space values during disk file allocation. The BUILD
process will create as many cells as are specified in the primary cell count. If subsequent requests for cells depletes a cell
pool, then the secondary cell count will be used to extend the cell pool into secondary extents.

The GET function of the CPOOL macro obtains a cell from the previously built pool. If the pool is depleted, the macro call
can specify either that the request fail or that the pool be extended by acquiring enough virtual storage to build the number
of additional cells specified in the secondary cell count during the initial building function for the cell pool.

The FREE function of the CPOOL macro returns a cell to the pool, whereas the DELETE function deletes the entire cell
pool and frees the storage of all the extents of the pool and its associated control blocks.

VSMREGN and VSMLIST

Two other analytical macros are a part of the VSM-related services available to programs. The first of these, VSMREGN,
is used to obtain the address and length of the private area region for a given TCB, both below and above the 16MB line.

The second of these macros, VSMLIST, is used extensively by RMF in its tracking of virtual storage usage. For various
portions of virtual storage, this macro can provide several different detailed lists of virtual storage areas:

• Allocated pages
The addresses and lengths of groups of contiguous pages which have had some or all of their memory allocated via
GETMAINs. These measurements will be in multiples of 4KB.

• Unallocated pages
The addresses and lengths of groups of contiguous pages in which no GETMAINs have allocated space. These
measurements will also be in multiples of 4KB.

• Free space
The addresses and lengths of fragments of memory which, although within allocated pages, have not been reserved
for use via GETMAINs. These measurements will not necessarily be in multiples of 4KB.
The ways that RMF makes use of this VSMLIST macro will be explained in more detail later during the discussion of
RMF measurement of virtual storage usage.
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Virtual Storage Subpools

Virtual storage is subdivided into different areas, which are shown in Figure 2-175. Within these areas, virtual storage is
further subdivided into categories called subpools.

GETMAIN/FREEMAIN processing of the VSM will accept requests for the subpool numbers shown in the Figure 2-176.
The VSM maps these requests into its own somewhat smaller group of subpool numbers and allocates sufficient virtual
address space, in increments of 4KB pages, to satisfy any particular GETMAIN request. The VSM will allocate virtual
memory within an area either from the bottom upward, or from the top downward, depending upon the subpool involved.
Storage allocated in these subpools may be page fixed or pageable, and fetch protected or not fetch protected. All these
characteristics are summarized for the various subpools in the Figure 2-176.

Figure 2-176. Virtual Storage Subpool Characteristics

Requested
Subpool

VSM Subpool Page Fixed Fetch
Protected

Type of
Storage And
Allocation
Direction

Owner Subpool
FREEMAIN

Automatic
Freeing

000-127 000-127 No Yes PVT/EPVT/Up Current Task Yes Task
226 226 Yes No SQA/Down None No No
227 227 Yes Yes CSA/ECSA/Do

wn
None No No

228 228 Yes No CSA/ECSA/Do
wn

None No No

229 229 No Yes PVT/EPVT/Do
wn

Current Task Yes Task

230 230 No No PVT/EPVT/Do
wn

Current Task Yes Task

231 231 No Yes CSA/ECSA/Do
wn

None No No

233 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Current Task Yes Task

234 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Jobstep Task No Jobstep

235 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Memory No No

236 236 No No PVT/SWA/Do
wn

Current Task Yes Task

237 237 No No PVT/SWA/Do
wn

Current Task Yes Task

239 239 Yes Yes SQA/ESQA/D
own

None No No

240 000 No Yes PVT/EPVT/Up Current Task Yes Jobstep
241 241 No No CSA/ECSA/Do

wn
None No No

245 245 Yes No SQA/ESQA/D
own

None No No

250 000 No Yes PVT/EPVT/Up Current Task Yes Jobstep
251 251 No Yes PVT/EPVT/Up Jobstep Task Yes Jobstep
252 252 No No PVT/EPVT/Up Jobstep Task Yes Jobstep
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253 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Current Task Yes Task

254 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Jobstep Task No jobstep

255 255 Yes No LSQA/ELSQA/
Down

Memory No No

PVT/EPVT/SWA - PRIVATE AREA, EXTENDED PRIVATE AREA, and SCHEDULER WORK AREA

Subpool 240 has been retained for compatibility with MFT and OS/VS1. This subpool and subpool 250 are translated by
VSM into GETMAINs for subpool 0. Requests for subpool 0 by tasks running with storage protection key 0 in supervisor
state are translated to subpool 252. Any subpool in a user region will be given the storage protection key of the task that
issued the first GETMAIN for that subpool. That task is considered the owner of that subpool and all other requests for
that subpool will be given the same storage protection key.

Authorized region subpools consist of the Authorized User Key subpools (AUK), 229 and 230, and the Scheduler Work
Area subpools (SWA), 236 and 237. The AUK supports multiple storage protection keys, whereas the entire SWA is
assigned storage protection keys of 1.

LSQA/ELSQA - LOCAL SYSTEM QUEUE AREA AND EXTENDED LOCAL SYSTEM QUEUE AREA

VSM defines subpools 233, 234, and 235 to be equivalent to 253, 254, and 255, respectively. Internally, all are managed
as subpool 255. All will have a storage protection key of 0.

CSA/ECSA - COMMON SYSTEM AREA AND EXTENDED COMMON SYSTEM AREA

Subpools 227, 228, 231, and 241 give every possible combination of page fixing and fetch protection. In order to help
ensure data and program integrity, VSM supports multiple storage protection keys for the CSA.

SQA/ESQA - SYSTEM QUEUE AREA and EXTENDED SYSTEM QUEUE AREA

All virtual storage assigned to SQA which is not currently allocated to subpools 226 or 239 is considered to be part of
subpool 245. All these SQA subpools are assigned a storage protection key of 0.

Note: Subpool 226 is never allocated above the 16MB boundary line.

Storage Protection

There are three mechanisms used for protecting memory from unauthorized fetching and storing: page protection, low
address protection, and key-controlled protection. Only one of these, key controlled protection, relates to the areas of
memory that are actively managed by VSM. However, we will briefly summarize the other two mechanisms.

Page Protection

The page protection mechanism controls against improper storing by any reference using a virtual address. It is managed
by the use of the page-protection bit which exists for each page in its corresponding page table entry. This type of
protection is normally reserved for the PLPA, read-only portions of the nucleus surrounding the 16MB line, and optionally
the FLPA and MLPA. It is designed to protect those portions of virtual storage which are shared among address spaces,
but are meant to contain read-only modules.

Low Address Protection

The low address protection mechanism protects against any program storing into addresses 0-511, where the processor
and other hardware maintain status information. It can be turned on and off by manipulating a bit in one of the processor's
control registers. Manipulation of this bit is usually reserved for functions like interrupt processing.

Key-Controlled Protection

Storage keys have been a part of the 360/370 architecture since its inception several decades ago. They were initially the
only protection mechanism available to shield one user's storage from another user's instructions. The multiple address
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space architecture introduced with MVS/370 largely supplanted the need for a protection key mechanism. However, it
is still important for helping isolate various subsystems' code and data in areas like the CSA, where all users share a
common addressing scheme, and, without protect keys, would have no means of assuring subsystem isolation.

Until recently, protect keys and virtual memory could be oriented toward either 2KB or 4KB page sizes. For each 2 or 4 KB
block of memory, the operating system would assign a particular protect key. Subsequent attempts to access a block of
memory would be permitted only by either the operating system or by a program operating with a protect key that matched
the memory being accessed.

With the advent of larger memory, the option to use 2KB pages and protect keys based upon them has been eliminated
from the corresponding hardware. The 2KB protection option was eliminated early in the 308x series of processors.

The key-controlled protection mechanism works in this way: Each 4KB block of storage is assigned a 4-bit protection
key and a fetch-protection bit. Any program will be assigned a 4-bit access key. If a program's access key is zero, it will
bypass all key-controlled validity checks done by the hardware. If a program is attempting to fetch from a page whose
fetch protection bit is off, the hardware will permit this, even if the program's access key is non-zero. If, however, a
program whose access key is non-zero is attempting to store into the page, or the page's fetch protection bit is set on,
then the program's access key must match the protection key of that page of memory. If it does not, the access will be
prevented. Figure 2-177 shows the protect keys normally used.

Figure 2-177. Protect Keys

Storage Protect Key Storage Protect Key Normally Used by
0 MVS/XA System Control Program
1 Job Scheduler/JES2/JES3
2 VSPC
3-4 Reserved
5 Data Management
6 TCAM/VTAM
7 IMS
8 VV Problem Programs
9-F VR Problem Programs

Virtual Storage Measurement by RMF

RMF does not actually monitor the virtual storage for which GETMAINS have been issued. Instead, it monitors via the
VSMLIST macro the allocated areas, unallocated areas, and free areas of virtual storage. Thus, all RMF measurements
of allocated and unallocated virtual storage will be in 4KB increments. Although the VSMLIST macro does report free
areas within individual virtual pages which are not completely filled by the results of GETMAINs, RMF ignores this level of
fragmentation and considers such a page to be completely allocated. Therefore, RMF monitors virtual storage at the same
level of detail that the VSM manages it during its allocate/free processing of one or more 4KB pages.

Since VSM manages SQA by considering any unallocated SQA storage to be part of subpool 245 (see the discussion
of SQA subpools above), RMF must measure SQA usage somewhat differently from the way it measures other areas of
virtual storage. To measure other areas of virtual storage which are unallocated, RMF issues the VSMLIST macro with the
SPACE=FREE parameter. Then it scans the results of this request, ignoring free space areas less than 4KB, eventually
reporting the results as multiples of 4KB blocks of storage.

In contrast, when measuring areas other than SQA, RMF issues the VSMLIST macro with the SPACE=UNALLOC
parameter to obtain a list of totally unallocated blocks of virtual memory. Each of these blocks represents one or more 4KB
pages, so the results returned by the VSMLIST macro to RMF are already measured in multiples of 4KB.
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Notice that RMF and VSM (and its VSMLIST reporting macro) use somewhat conflicting nomenclature. What RMF calls
"free" storage is measured (except for SQA) by using the VSMLIST SPACE=UNALLOC parameter, not the SPACE=FREE
parameter.

Also notice that RMF will generally understate the availability of virtual memory by some unknown amount, since what it
calls allocated storage may in fact have holes of free memory contained in it. ("Free" as used here has the same meaning
that VSM and the VSMLIST macro use.) Each such hole would be less than 4KB in size and would exist in a page that
was already allocated by VSM to a particular subpool and protect key, so it could only be used to satisfy GETMAINs which
matched these criteria.

Figure 2-178 summarizes the areas whose subpools are monitored by RMF.

Figure 2-178. Subpools Monitored by RMF

Area Subpools
SQA/ESQA 226, 239, 245
CSA/ECSA 227,  228, 231, 241
LSQA/ELSQA 255
PVT/EPVT 0, 1-127, 229, 230, 236, 237, 251, 252

RMF monitors virtual storage in CSA and SQA at the level of protect keys and storage pools.

Allocation Measurements and Their Interpretation

For portions of virtual storage like CSA, SQA, and the User Region, a series of different measurements are available in
the type 78, subtype 2, Monitor I Activity record written by RMF. This subtype record contains one Common Storage data
section in which are recorded systemwide measures, and possibly one or more Private Area data sections if RMF has
been instructed to track the use of virtual storage by particular jobs.

The following sections discuss the types of measurements recorded by RMF virtual storage monitoring.

Size Of XXX

Size of xx refers to the size limit in KB for xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named
portion of virtual storage for which MVS sets a size limit. This measurement represents the maximum size specified by the
installation in SYS1.PARMLIB, via exits, or in some other fashion for this particular named portion of virtual storage.

Allocated Pages

Allocated Pages refers to the number of KB of storage allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs within xxx,
where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage.

These allocations occur in 4KB increments. One or more GETMAINs may be satisfied by a single allocated block of virtual
storage.

For a GETMAIN to succeed, there must be a contiguous block of virtual storage large enough to satisfy the GETMAIN.
If there is currently no such block allocated, the Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) will attempt to find a free block of virtual
storage that is large enough, and will allocate this block of storage.

If VSM is unable to find an allocated block with sufficient space which has not yet been GETMAINed or a free block of
sufficient size, the function which depends upon this GETMAIN may fail. If the portion of virtual storage required is in
a user address space, the user's job step may abnormally terminate. If the portion of virtual storage required is from a
critical system area like CSA or SQA, then MVS may invoke emergency swapping until this shortage is relieved.

Free Pages

Free Pages refers to the number of KB of storage not currently allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs
within xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage. These
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unallocated portions of virtual storage occur in 4KB increments. See the distinction described earlier for the meaning of
this measurement for SQA.

Allocated Area

The Allocated Area represents the number of KB between the lowest allocated address of virtual storage and the highest
allocated address within xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User Region, or some other named portion of virtual
storage. This measure will include all free pages that lie between allocated pages.

This measurement will always be at least as large as the measure Allocated Pages, since it includes all allocated pages,
plus any free pages scattered among those which are allocated. The degree to which the measure Allocated Area
exceeds the measure Allocated Pages is an indication of fragmentation of virtual storage.

Largest Free Block

The Largest Free Block refers to the number of KB of virtual storage contained in the largest continuous block of storage
not currently allocated by the Virtual Storage Manager for GETMAINs within xxx, where xxx represents CSA, SQA, User
Region, or some other named portion of virtual storage.

Since any GETMAIN requires a contiguous virtual address range, this measure represents the size of the largest
GETMAIN that could succeed within xxx. A simplified example of these measurements, using a hypothetically very small
CSA, is depicted in Figure 2-179, which shows the following measurements:

• Size Of CSA 52 K bytes
• Allocated Pages of CSA 28 K bytes
• Free Pages of CSA 24 K bytes
• Allocated Area of CSA 44 K bytes
• Largest Free Block of CSA 12 K bytes

Figure 2-179. Allocation Measurements

+-----------------------------+ ===     <--- 52K BYTES

|////////// Free //// 4K /////|  |

+-----------------------------+  |  === <--- 44K BYTES

|        Allocated            |  |   |

|        Allocated    8K      |  |   A

+-----------------------------+  |   L  ===

|////////// Free /////////////|  S   L   |

|////////// Free /// 12K /////|  I   O LARGEST FREE BLOCK

|////////// Free /////////////|  Z   C   |  (12K BYTES)

+-----------------------------+  E   A  ===

|        Allocated            |      T

|        Allocated   12K      |  O   E   ALLOCATED    FREE

|        Allocated            |  F   D     PAGES      PAGES

+-----------------------------+          (K BYTES)  (K BYTES)

|////////// Free //// 4K /////|  C   A        8          4

+-----------------------------+  S   R       12         12

|        Allocated    4K      |  A   E        4          4

+-----------------------------+  |   A        4          4

|        Allocated    4K      |  |   |      ----       ----

+-----------------------------+  |  ===      28K        24K

|////////// Free //// 4K /////|  |

+-----------------------------+ ===

Miscellaneous Measurement Considerations
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Most of the measurements described above are obtained via RMF interval driven sampling as minimums, maximums,
and totals. Where minimums and maximums are maintained, there are corresponding time stamps to indicate when the
minimum or maximum occurred.

RMF does not ordinarily sample virtual storage utilization as frequently as it samples other quantities in the system.
The default RMF virtual storage sampling interval is set to be ten times as long as the RMF sampling interval for other
measurements.

Totals can be used in conjunction with a data element containing the number of samples to calculate averages for the
measurement period.

Since RMF samples its selected jobs for the Private Area data sections only when that job is executing and swapped in,
various Private Area data sections may have different sample counts. The field SMF78SAM, found in the RMF Product
section of the record, should be used when calculating averages from totals in the Common Storage data section. In
contrast, each Private Area data section contains its own sample count, R782SAMP, used which should be used when
calculating averages based upon totals in any particular Private Area data section.

There is one other concern relating to sampling intervals. Many of the values accumulated during the RMF sampling
process for virtual storage monitoring are accumulated by RMF as single precision floating point numbers. The nature
of floating point numbers dictates that if a relatively small number is added to a very large number, because of scale
differences between the two numbers, some or all of the significance of the smaller number may be lost. This could lead
to understating various sampled values if the RMF virtual storage sampling interval is set to too low a value.

Setting the sample interval to too low a value would cause the accumulated totals to become larger as more frequent
samples are added to them, eventually leading to a substantial difference in magnitude between the total being
accumulated and any given sample value being added to it. It is partly for this reason that the default RMF virtual storage
sampling interval is set to be ten times as long as the RMF sampling interval for other measurements. Of course, reducing
the RMF virtual storage sampling interval will also increase the processor overhead due to sampling.

VSM Usage Guidelines

This section discusses the application of the concepts described in Virtual Storage Concepts in MVS/XA.

Horizontal Versus Vertical Address Expansion

Horizontal Expansion Of Virtual Addressing

A major historical theme in the design of MVS has been what can be viewed as a horizontal expansion of the virtual
storage space.

In order to provide virtual storage constraint relief (VSCR), applications which compete for virtual storage might be run
on physically separate processors. For instance, IMS, which tends to require a large Common System Area (CSA) and
CICS, which needs a large private region (PVT), might be run on separate processors. This separation of a large CSA and
a large Private Area onto separate processors would constitute expansion of these two workloads into two separate virtual
address ranges in the two processors.

The increased capability to spread the virtual addressing range horizontally within a single MVS system has been
implemented in MVS/370 through the use of cross-memory address spaces. Such horizontal expansion has permitted
major functions to be isolated in their own address spaces, thus effectively expanding the virtual addressing range
available beyond the 16MB range of MVS/370 and the 2 GB range of MVS/XA by allowing access by one address space
into another one, thus logically including the address space identification (ASID) as a high-level portion of the address.

For the MVS/XA operating system itself, this horizontal expansion has been implemented via supplemental address
spaces:
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• PCAUTH
• TRACE
• GRS
• CATALOG
• CONSOLE
• ALLOCAS
• LLA
• SMF

JES3, with its use of an auxiliary address space is an example of a subsystem making use of cross-memory services to
provide this same sort of horizontal expansion of virtual storage.

This trend is being continued with the advent of PR/SM and MVS/ESA.

Vertical Expansion of Virtual Addressing

The advent of MVS/370 provided a vertical expansion of the virtual storage addressing range since it removed the former
restriction that all private regions share one 16MB address range. The subsequent expansion of this range to 2 GB with
the arrival of MVS/XA continued this trend. However, programs cannot take advantage of the virtual addresses above
16 MB without at least some modification and reassembly. Thus, since many of the larger users of virtual storage are
subsystems like JES3, VTAM, or IMS, it is often necessary to upgrade to a new release of such a product to obtain
needed VSCR.

Major Impacts Upon Virtual Storage Usage

System Queue Area (SQA)

SQA size is specified at IPL via the member IEASYSnn in SYS1.PARMLIB and does not change thereafter. If it is
overspecified, virtual address space will be wasted. If it is underspecified, requests for unavailable SQA will be satisfied
from the CSA with little or no performance impact.

Common System Area (CSA)

Like SQA, CSA is specified at IPL via the member IEASYSnn and does not change thereafter. The size specified for CSA
is subtracted from the bottom PLPA address. If this does not end on a megabyte boundary, it is rounded down to the next
lower megabyte boundary to determine the top of the Private Area. Thus, small changes in the allocated size of CSA can
cause the Private Area to decrease by one megabyte if one of these boundaries is crossed.

Major users of CSA are IMS, VTAM, and JES3. A detailed Knowledge of these subsystems and the parameters controlling
their generation and operation is necessary to assist in managing their use of virtual storage.

PLPA, FLPA, and MLPA

Analysis of virtual storage usage by the PLPA, FLPA, and MLPA depends heavily upon detailed analysis of the modules
found in these areas. You should be certain that non-IBM modules which do not have to be in these areas for performance
reasons are excluded. There should be periodic checking for obsolete versions of system modules, such as the JES2 load
module HASPSSSM. Searching for module names like HASPSSSX and TSTXSSSM can aid in this sort of housecleaning.

Private Area

The management of virtual storage in the Private Area depends upon a detailed knowledge of the subsystem or
application under concern. For instance, for JES2, specifying inappropriate sizes for buffers can lead to wasted, unusable
space in the JES2 Private Area.
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Monitoring Virtual Storage Changes

Monitoring changes in system and private virtual storage areas over an extended period of months or weeks can assist
you in determining the need for system software upgrades which take advantage of various VSCR techniques. Such
monitoring can also warn you of changes in the sizes of areas like PLPA.

For more information, see VSM Standard Output.

VSM Standard Output

The VSM storage analysis reports give you the capability to track the allocation of virtual storage at any supported time-
span and summarization level. Results of the analyses are presented in tabular, plot, and graphic output formats.

Virtual storage requirements at both the system and private levels are reported to aid you in evaluating the impact and the
growth of existing applications. You can use the selection parameters described in VSM Component Operation, to limit
reporting to specific systems, times, users, and output options.

Described below are the report formats of the System Storage Usage Reports and Plots, Common Area Usage Reports,
and Private Storage Usage Reports and Plots. Common title and report elements are also defined.

Common Report Elements

This section describes elements common to all VSM analysis reports. Options that are unique to a specific report are
documented with that report.

Title Elements

Each report has five lines of title information available. All reports give the name of the report, the name of the component,
and the run date. Additional headings detail the data selected, the summary level of the report, and the time periods
reported by column. For the monthly report, the column title is month/year; for the weekly report, the first day of the week
is given; for the daily report, the date is given as month/day/year; for the detail report, the column title is time interval-day.
For the hourly level, the hour is given as the column title and the day of the month is given in the report title.

The following elements are in the standard title portion of each report:

Installation Name
On some reports, the installation name that is defined at MICS installation time. This value is centered in the first line of
the report. For more information about this value, consult your MICS System Administrator.

Component Name
The name of the performance component, centered in the first or second line of each page.

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

SYSID or System
The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard control
parameters.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

RUNDATE
The date the report was run.

Additional Elements

Reporting Interval
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The first row of some reports shows the date or date/time combination of the period being reported. If the date being
reported on is from the WEEKS timespan, the date reflects the starting date of the week, as derived from the MICS
variable STARTTS. In all other cases, the date reflects the ending date, derived from the MICS variable ENDTS. In
monthly reports, only the year and month portions of the date are displayed.

% CHANGE
The last column on some reports shows the percent change for each report item (row) between the base period (first data
column) and the last period (last data column). If data for only one period is reported, then dashes (---) are displayed. If
the base period is zero, then N/A is printed to indicate that a percent change could not be calculated.

System Storage Usage Report

The System Storage Usage Report tracks the allocation of virtual storage on a monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or detail
level. Figure 2-165 shows an example of a monthly System Storage Usage Report and Figure 2-166 shows the hourly
form of the report. In the hourly form, data for one day is displayed by hour using the DAYS time-span of the MVS Virtual
Storage System Usage File (SCPVSM).

Report Options

The System Storage Usage Report supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and external
data selection. These options are controlled by the control options discussed in VSM Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Average Map
• CSA Average Values
• SQA Average Values
• Key Average Values

All categories contain above and below 16MB usage values.

Average Map

Average Map Usage is shown in terms of storage allocated to the MVS nucleus, the System Queue Area, the Common
Storage Area, the Pageable Link Pack Area, and the Private Area.

NUCLEUS
The size of the nucleus area, including the nucleus load module and nucleus control blocks. These values come from
VSMANUCL and VSMANUCH elements.

CSA
The storage assigned to the Common Storage Area. This value is contained in the VSMACSAL and VSMACSAH
elements.

LPA
The storage assigned to the Pageable Link Pack Area from the VSMALPAL and VSMALPAH elements. Also reported
separately are the FLPA (Fixed LPA) storage from the VSMAFLPL and VSMAFLPH elements, and the MLPA (Modified
LPA) storage from the VSMAMLPL and VSMMLPH elements.

SQA
The storage assigned to the System Queue Area from the VSMASQAL and VSMASQAH elements. Because SQA is
totally fixed storage, the size of the SQA also indicates the number of real storage frames used.

PRIVATE
The storage that is assigned to the Private Areas for all MVS address spaces. These are from the VSMAPVTL and
VSMAPVTH elements.

CSA Average Values
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CSA Average Values are shown in terms of the total allocated storage and the average amount of unused storage.

FREE PAGES (BYTES)
The total amount of storage available in the CSA, from the VSMAFCSL and VSMAFCSH elements.

LARGEST FREE BLOCK
The total amount of storage available in the CSA in a contiguous block, from the VSMABCSL and VSMABCSH elements.

SQA Average Values

SQA Average Values are shown in terms of the total allocated storage and the average amount of unused storage.

FREE PAGES (BYTES)
The total amount of storage available in the SQA, from the VSMAFSQL and VSMAFSQH elements.

LARGEST FREE BLOCK
The total amount of storage available in the SQA in a contiguous block, from the VSMABSQL and VSMABSQH elements.

Key Average Values

Key Average Values are useful in tracking exceptional conditions occurring with the system storage.

SQA Expansion Into CSA

The total amount of storage used when the SQA required expansion. This storage is obtained from the CSA; such
an occurrence generally represents a performance degradation. These values are found in the VSMACSQL and
VSMACSQH elements.

PLPA PACKING LOSS
The total amount of storage that is allocated but not used among load modules in the PLPA. Such a loss occurs because
all PLPA storage is allocated in pages, but most often load modules do not fill a page completely. These values are found
in the VSMAPAKL and VSMAPAKH elements.

PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE
The total amount of storage that is allocated redundantly because modules exist in PLPA and also in either the FLPA or
MLPA. These values are found in the VSMADUPL and VSMADUPH elements.

MAXIMUM USER REGION
The largest amount of storage that can be specified as a REGION parameter on a JCL statement. These values are found
in the VSMAUSRL and VSMAUSRH elements.
Additionally, it is possible optionally to produce all of the above-reported elements with MINIMUM/MAXIMUM values to
provide for more detailed analysis.

Figure 2-165. Sample Monthly System Storage Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

                             MONTHLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = CPU2     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - ABOVE 16 MEG                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | PRIVATE                   2009M    2009M    2004M    2001M    2001M    2001M       -0.42 % |

 | CSA                       7998K    8548K      12M      16M      16M      16M      106.12 % |

 | MLPA                        44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      ---      |

 | FLPA                        16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      ---      |

 | PLPA                      3968K    3968K    4096K    4220K    4220K    4220K        6.35 % |
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 | SQA                       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K      ---      |

 | NUCLEUS                   2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - BELOW 16 MEG                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | NUCLEUS                    412K     412K     409K     418K     424K     424K        2.91 % |

 | SQA                        640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K      ---      |

 | PLPA                      2541K    2520K    2406K    2306K    2312K    2312K       -9.01 % |

 | FLPA                         4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 | MLPA                         4K       5K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 | CSA                       6638K    6658K    6775K    6866K    6856K    6856K        3.26 % |

 | PRIVATE                   6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K      ---      |

 | PREFIX SAVE AREA             4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        3776K    3643K    9864K      13M      13M      13M      268.19 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        3684K    3441K    9524K      12M      12M      12M      251.03 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       4319K    5219K    3057K    3996K    3507K    3554K      -17.70 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        1222K    1131K    1549K    1816K    1739K    1674K       36.94 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        1065K     966K    1406K    1691K    1572K    1536K       44.24 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       5646K    5715K    5712K    5171K    5280K    5809K        2.89 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-165. Sample Monthly System Storage Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                             MONTHLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = CPU2     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        6476K    6495K    6578K    6518K    6530K    6590K        1.74 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        6405K    6447K    6516K    6457K    6462K    6545K        2.19 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |
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 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)          13K       8K      11K       6K       9K       9K      -31.21 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK           5K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      -26.98 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE        638K     638K     638K     638K     638K     638K       -0.10 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            9K       9K      10K      11K      11K      10K       15.49 % |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE        13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      ---      |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       2000M    2000M    1996M    1992M    1992M    1992M       -0.42 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA        67K      83K      76K     100K      95K      88K       31.05 % |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            6K       5K       6K       6K       6K       6K       -2.5.8 % |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE         3K       4K       2K       2K       2K       2K      -12.82 % |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-166. Sample Hourly System Storage Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

                                           HOURLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                                       SYSTEM = MVS1     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/22 09-06/22 10-06/22 11-06/22 12-06/22 13-06/22 14-06/22 15-06/22 16-06/22

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - ABOVE 16 MEG                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | PRIVATE                   2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M    2001M   

   ---      |

 | CSA                         16M      16M      16M      16M      16M      16M      16M      16M      16M   

   ---      |

 | MLPA                        44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K   

   ---      |

 | FLPA                        16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K   

   ---      |

 | PLPA                      4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K    4248K   

   ---      |
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 | SQA                       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K   

   ---      |

 | NUCLEUS                   2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - BELOW 16 MEG                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | NUCLEUS                    424K     424K     424K     424K     424K     424K     424K     424K     424K   

   ---      |

 | SQA                        640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K   

   ---      |

 | PLPA                      2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K    2312K   

   ---      |

 | FLPA                         4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K   

   ---      |

 | MLPA                         4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K   

   ---      |

 | CSA                       5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K    5832K   

   ---      |

 | PRIVATE                   7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K    7164K   

   ---      |

 | PREFIX SAVE AREA             4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)          12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M   

    -1.46 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK          12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M   

    -1.58 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       3969K    4076K    4141K    4133K    4128K    4128K    4134K    4162K    4168K   

     5.00 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |
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 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        1893K    1884K    2137K    1960K    1873K    1862K    1877K    1868K    1867K   

    -1.36 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        1838K    1840K    1833K    1529K    1544K    1544K    1544K    1526K    1544K   

   -16.01 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       3993K    3991K    3998K    4302K    4288K    4288K    4288K    4305K    4288K   

     7.37 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-166. Sample Hourly System Storage Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                                           HOURLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                                       SYSTEM = MVS1     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/22 09-06/22 10-06/22 11-06/22 12-06/22 13-06/22 14-06/22 15-06/22 16-06/22

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        7480K    7437K    7420K    7416K    7420K    7417K    7421K    7454K    7445K   

    -0.46 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        7480K    7437K    7420K    7416K    7420K    7417K    7419K    7419K    7421K   

    -0.77 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)         256K     253K     246K     245K     241K     238K     235K     237K     235K   

    -7.89 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK         256K     253K     243K     241K     236K     235K     233K     235K     235K   

    -7.89 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE        384K     386K     396K     398K     404K     404K     406K     404K     404K   

     5.26 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            9K       9K       9K       9K       9K       9K       9K       9K       9K   

   ---      |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE        13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K   

   ---      |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            6K       6K       6K       6K       6K       6K       6K       6K       6K   

   ---      |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE         2K       2K       2K       2K       2K       2K       2K       2K       2K   

   ---      |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K    7012K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Common Area Storage Usage Report

The Common Area Storage Usage Report tracks the allocation of virtual storage at a monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or
detail level. Figure 2-167 shows an example of a monthly Common Area Storage Usage Report and Figure 2-168 shows
the hourly form of the report. In the hourly form, data for one day is displayed by hour using the DAYS time-span of the
MVS Virtual Storage System Usage File (SCPVSM).

Report Options

The Common Area Storage Usage Report supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and
external data selection. These options are controlled by the control options discussed in VSM Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• CSA Average Values
• SQA Average Values
• CSA Average by Key
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All categories contain above and below 16MB usage values.

CSA Average Values

CSA Average Values is shown in terms of the total allocated storage and the average amount of unused storage.

ALLOCATED CSA
The amount of storage (pages) allocated actively in the CSA, from the VSMAUCSL and VSMAUCSH elements.

FREE PAGES (BYTES)
The total amount of storage available in the CSA, from the VSMAFCSL and VSMAFCSH elements.

LARGEST FREE BLOCK
The total amount of storage available in the CSA in a contiguous block, from the VSMABCSL and VSMABCSH elements.

ALLOCATED AREA SIZE
The total amount of storage (pages) allocated in the CSA, from the VSMATCSL and VSMATCSH elements. This
measurement represents a "high water" mark of storage allocated within the CSA. The difference between this
measurement and the ALLOCATED CSA represents storage fragmentation.

SQA Average Values

SQA Average Values are shown in terms of the total allocated storage and the average amount of unused storage.

ALLOCATED SQA
The amount of storage (pages) allocated actively in the SQA, from the VSMAUSQL and VSMAUSQH elements.

FREE PAGES(BYTES)
The total amount of storage available in the SQA, from the VSMAFSQL and VSMAFSQH elements.

LARGEST FREE BLOCK
The total amount of storage available in the SQA in a contiguous block, from the VSMABSQL and VSMABSQH elements.

ALLOCATED AREA SIZE
The total amount of storage (pages) allocated in the SQA, from the VSMATSQL and VSMATSQH elements. This
measurement represents a "high water" mark of storage allocated within the SQA. The difference between this
measurement and the ALLOCATED CSA represents storage fragmentation for SQA storage residing below 16MB. For
SQA residing above 16MB, it normally has an allocated area equal to the specified ESQA size

CSA Average By Key

CSA Average by Key values are shown in terms of the total allocated storage and represent MVS Storage Keys 0 through
7 and 8 through F.

KEY x ALLOCATION
The amount of storage (pages) allocated in MVS Storage Key x in the CSA, from the VSMAxCSL and VSMAxCSH
elements, where x represents one of the MVS storage protection keys.

A reporting option permits either reporting by storage key or reporting by storage subpool and key. Additionally, it is
possible optionally to produce all of the above-reported elements with MINIMUM/MAXIMUM values to provide for more
detailed analysis.

Figure 2-167. Sample Monthly Common Area Storage Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

                       MONTHLY COMMON AREA STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY KEY

                          SYSTEM = CPU2     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |
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 | CSA AVG VALUES - > 16M                                                                     |

 | ----------------------                                                                     |

 |                                                                                            |

 | ALLOCATED CSA             4222K    4904K    2716K    2416K    2412K    2583K      -32.5.81 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        3776K    3643K    9864K      13M      13M      13M      262.5.19 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        3684K    3441K    9524K      12M      12M      12M      251.03 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       4319K    5219K    3057K    3996K    3507K    3554K      -17.70 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - < 16M                                                                     |

 | ----------------------                                                                     |

 |                                                                                            |

 | ALLOCATED CSA             5348K    5443K    5149K    4949K    5020K    5093K       -4.77 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        1222K    1131K    1549K    1816K    1739K    1674K       36.94 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        1065K     966K    1406K    1691K    1572K    1536K       44.24 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       5646K    5715K    5712K    5171K    5280K    5809K        2.89 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - > 16M                                                                     |

 | ----------------------                                                                     |

 |                                                                                            |

 | ALLOCATED SQA             2035K    2016K    1933K    1993K    1981K    1921K       -5.56 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        6476K    6495K    6578K    6518K    6530K    6590K        1.74 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        6405K    6447K    6516K    6457K    6462K    6545K        2.19 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K      ---      |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - < 16M                                                                     |

 | ----------------------                                                                     |

 |                                                                                            |

 | ALLOCATED SQA              693K     714K     705K     733K     726K     719K        3.65 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)          13K       8K      11K       6K       9K       9K      -31.21 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK           5K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      -26.98 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE        638K     638K     638K     638K     638K     638K       -0.10 % |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA        67K      83K      76K     100K      95K      88K       31.05 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-167. Sample Monthly Common Area Storage Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                     MONTHLY COMMON AREA STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY SUBPOOL

                          SYSTEM = CPU2     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - > 16M                                                                 |
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 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION           527K     570K     541K     593K     603K     583K       10.57 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION          2916K    3431K     953K      32K      32K      32K      -92.5.90 % |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION            57K      59K      57K      64K      63K      63K       11.45 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            57K      56K      57K      56K      55K      55K       -2.15 % |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION             0K       0K     338K     649K     616K     608K      N/A      |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION           608K     709K     706K     927K     971K    1183K       94.38 % |

 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION         55K      77K      62K      93K      69K      56K        1.86 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - < 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION          1619K    1626K    1629K    1644K    1632K    1615K       -0.25 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION           171K     153K     150K     158K     154K     153K      -10.72 % |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION            99K     116K      94K     110K     109K     117K       17.99 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            22K      24K      23K      24K      21K      21K       -4.34 % |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION           622K     677K     409K     180K     168K     167K      -73.12 % |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION          2683K    2715K    2719K    2702K    2813K    2895K        7.90 % |

 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION        130K     129K     122K     128K     121K     123K       -5.30 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 

Figure 2-168. Sample Hourly Common Area Storage Usage Report (Part 1 of 2)

                                     HOURLY COMMON AREA STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY KEY

                                       SYSTEM = MVS1     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/22 09-06/22 10-06/22 11-06/22 12-06/22 13-06/22 14-06/22 15-06/22 16-06/22

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - > 16M                                                                                    

            |

 | ----------------------                                                                                    

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ALLOCATED CSA             3965K    4064K    3783K    3584K    3920K    4028K    4109K    4142K    4148K   

     4.62 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)          12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M   

    -1.46 % |
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 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK          12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M      12M   

    -1.58 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       3969K    4076K    4141K    4133K    4128K    4128K    4134K    4162K    4168K   

     5.00 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - < 16M                                                                                    

            |

 | ----------------------                                                                                    

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ALLOCATED CSA             3938K    3947K    3694K    3872K    3958K    3969K    3954K    3963K    3964K   

     0.65 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        1893K    1884K    2137K    1960K    1873K    1862K    1877K    1868K    1867K   

    -1.36 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        1838K    1840K    1833K    1529K    1544K    1544K    1544K    1526K    1544K   

   -16.01 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       3993K    3991K    3998K    4302K    4288K    4288K    4288K    4305K    4288K   

     7.37 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - > 16M                                                                                    

            |

 | ----------------------                                                                                    

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ALLOCATED SQA             1032K    1074K    1091K    1095K    1091K    1094K    1090K    1057K    1066K   

     3.37 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        7480K    7437K    7420K    7416K    7420K    7417K    7421K    7454K    7445K   

    -0.46 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        7480K    7437K    7420K    7416K    7420K    7417K    7419K    7419K    7421K   

    -0.77 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K   

   ---      |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - < 16M                                                                                    

            |

 | ----------------------                                                                                    

            |
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 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ALLOCATED SQA              384K     386K     393K     394K     398K     401K     404K     402K     404K   

     5.26 % |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)         256K     253K     246K     245K     241K     238K     235K     237K     235K   

    -7.89 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK         256K     253K     243K     241K     236K     235K     233K     235K     235K   

    -7.89 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE        384K     386K     396K     398K     404K     404K     406K     404K     404K   

     5.26 % |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-168. Sample Hourly Common Area Storage Usage Report (Part 2 of 2)

                                     HOURLY COMMON AREA STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY KEY

                                       SYSTEM = MVS1     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/22 09-06/22 10-06/22 11-06/22 12-06/22 13-06/22 14-06/22 15-06/22 16-06/22

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - > 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION           380K     380K     361K     360K     400K     397K     396K     396K     396K   

     4.21 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION            32K      32K      32K      32K      32K      32K      32K      32K      32K   

   ---      |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION           268K     310K     181K      97K     261K     309K     352K     363K     364K   

    35.66 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            52K      52K      52K      52K      52K      52K      52K      52K      52K   

   ---      |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION           464K     521K     511K     326K     438K     501K     541K     552K     552K   

    12.5.86 % |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION          2760K    2760K    2636K    2710K    2728K    2728K    2728K    2738K    2744K   

    -0.57 % |
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 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION          8K       8K       9K       5K       8K       8K       8K       8K       8K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - < 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION           965K     968K     969K     986K    1006K    1013K    1006K    1006K    1010K   

     4.70 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION           104K     104K     104K     104K     104K     104K     104K     104K     104K   

     0.90 % |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION            96K      90K      91K     135K     149K     144K     146K     151K     147K   

    53.47 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            28K      28K      18K      17K      28K      28K      28K      28K      28K   

   ---      |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION           172K     171K     201K     309K     116K     116K     116K     116K     117K   

   -31.65 % |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION          2537K    2549K    2276K    2289K    2520K    2526K    2516K    2516K    2515K   

    -0.84 % |

 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION         36K      36K      32K      28K      34K      36K      36K      39K      40K   

    11.11 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Private Storage Usage Report

The Private Storage Usage Report tracks the use of virtual storage at a monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or detail level

Report Options

The Private Storage Usage Report supports standard time selection options as well SYSID selection and external data
selection. The main selection criteria will likely be the JOB name. Normally, one or more reports will be produced for each
job specified. These options are discussed in Section 2.5.6.

This report can be produced in two formats:

• Overview
• Trendin

Overview Format

The Overview format presents a series of variables dealing with allocated and free private storage, both above and
below 16MB. Figure 2-169 shows the hourly form of the report, using the OVERVIEW format. In the hourly form of the
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report, data from one day is displayed by hour using the DAYS time-span of the MVS Virtual Storage Private Usage File
(SCPVSU

Overview Format Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Job Statistics
• Average Region Size Values
• Average Map
• Average Values
• Average Subpool Alloc < 16M

With the exception of Average Subpool Allocations, all categories include usage values above and below 16MB.

Job Statistics

Job Statistics include both the number of SAMPLES and INTERVLS used in the report.

SAMPLES
The number of RMF samples used in the input data.

INTERVLS
The number of RMF recording intervals used in the data.

Average Region Size Values

Average Region Size Values include measurements related directly to the user region size and pertain to the amount of
storage requested, but not necessarily used.

JCL REQUESTED

The amount of storage requested via the REGION parameter in the JCL. This value is derived from the VSUAREGR
element.

ASSIGNED >< 16M
The amount of storage assigned via exits. These values are found in the VSUAURAH and VSUAURAL elements.

Average Map

LSQA/SWA/229/230
The amount of storage allocated for LSQA and SWA subpools. These values are found in the VSUAALSH and
VSUAALSL elements.

FREE LSQA/SWA/229-30
The amount of storage in the largest free block of the LSQA and SWA subpools. These values are found in the
VSUABLSH and VSUABLSL elements.

FREE USER REGION
The amount of storage in the largest free block of the user region subpools. These values are found in the VSUABUSH
and VSUABUSL elements.

ALLOC.USER REGION
The amount of storage allocated for the user region subpools. These values are found in the VSUAAUSH and
VSUAAUSL elements.

SYSTEM REGION
The amount of storage allocated in each user region for system (overhead) functions.

Average Values

FREE BYTES LSQA-230
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The amount of storage of free pages of LSQA and SWA subpools. These values are contained in the VSUAFLSH and
VSUAFLSL elements.

GETMAIN BYTES
The largest amount of storage that can be obtained via a GETMAIN macro. These values are found in the VSUAGMLH
and VSUAGMLL elements.

AVERAGE SUBPOOL ALLOC. < 16M

Average Subpool Alloc
< 16M includes the measurements of the amount of virtual memory allocated to various subpools below the 16MB line.

SP xxx
The amount of storage allocated to subpool x. These values are found in the VSUAxxxL elements, where xxx is one of the
following: 000, 229, 230, 236, 237, 251, 252, and 255.

Additionally, it is possible to optionally produce all of the above-reported elements with MINIMUM/MAXIMUM values to
provide for detailed analysis. This option is only applicable to reports using the OVERVIEW format, however.

Figure 2-169. Sample Hourly Private Storage Usage Report - OVERVIEW Option (Part 1 of 2)

                                       HOURLY PRIVATE STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY JOB

                                       SYSTEM = TSO4     RUNDATE =   JUL 1, 1988

                                                 JOB REPORTED ON = JESA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/28 09-06/28 10-06/28 11-06/28 12-06/28 13-06/28 14-06/28 15-06/28 16-06/28

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | JOB STATISTICS                                                                                            

            |

 | --------------                                                                                            

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SAMPLES IN PERIOD           358.00   359.00   359.00   356.00   360.00   360.00   356.00   361.00   359.00

     0.27 % |

 | INTERVALS IN PERIOD           4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE REGION SIZE VALUES                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |
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 | JCL REQUESTED                0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | ASSIGNED > 16M            2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M    2015M   

   ---      |

 | ASSIGNED < 16M            8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K    8172K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - ABOVE 16 MEG                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | LSQA/SWA/229/230          8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K    8840K   

     0.00 % |

 | FREE LSQA/SWA/229-30      2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M   

   ---      |

 | FREE USER REGION           604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K   

   ---      |

 | ALLOC USER REGION          604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K     604K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - BELOW 16 MEG                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | LSQA/SWA/229/230           165K     165K     165K     164K     164K     165K     165K     168K     168K   

     1.97 % |

 | FREE LSQA/SWA/229-30         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | FREE USER REGION          5708K    5708K    5708K    5708K    5708K    5708K    5708K    5723K    5727K   

     0.34 % |

 | ALLOC USER REGION         2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K    2184K   

    -0.00 % |

 | SYSTEM REGION               16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 2-169. Sample Hourly Private Storage Usage Report - OVERVIEW Option (Part 2 of 2)

                                       HOURLY PRIVATE STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY JOB

                                       SYSTEM = TSO4     RUNDATE =   JUL 1, 1988

                                                 JOB REPORTED ON = JESA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR/DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-06/28 09-06/28 10-06/28 11-06/28 12-06/28 13-06/28 14-06/28 15-06/28 16-06/28

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | FREE BYTES LSQA-230       2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M    2005M   

   ---      |

 | GETMAIN BYTES             2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M    2048M   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | FREE BYTES LSQA-230          0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K   

   N/A      |

 | GETMAIN BYTES             8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K    8192K   

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AVERAGE SUBPOOL ALLOC <16M                                                                                

            |

 | --------------------------                                                                                

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | SP 0                      1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K    1636K   

    -0.00 % |
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 | SP 229                      25K      24K      25K      24K      24K      24K      25K      25K      24K   

    -2.06 % |

 | SP 230                      68K      68K      68K      68K      68K      68K      68K      71K      72K   

     5.70 % |

 | SP 236 (SWA)                48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K   

   ---      |

 | SP 237 (SWA)                 4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K   

   ---      |

 | SP 251                     420K     420K     420K     420K     420K     420K     420K     420K     420K   

   ---      |

 | SP 252 (REENT.)             48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K      48K   

     0.02 % |

 | SP 255 (LSQA)               20K      20K      20K      20K      20K      20K      20K      20K      20K   

    -0.49 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-170. Sample Monthly Private Storage Usage Report - TRENDING Option.

                  MONTHLY PRIVATE STORAGE USAGE REPORT - TRENDING OPTION

                          SYSTEM = TSO4     RUNDATE =   JUL 1, 1988

                REPORTED ELEMENT = VSUAAUSL:  Avg K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | VIRTUAL STORAGE USE :                                                                      |

 | ---------------------                                                                      |

 |                                                                                            |

 | JESA                      2176K    2176K    2176K    2177K    2183K    2183K        0.32 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Trending Format

The TRENDING format permits reporting on any numeric element present in the selected input file. Figure 2-170 shows
an example of a monthly Private Storage Usage Report using the TRENDING format.

System Storage Usage Plot

The System Storage Usage Plot tracks the allocation of virtual storage at a monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or detail level.
Figure 2-171 shows an example of a daily System Storage Usage Plot. The plots obtain their data exclusively from the
SCPVSM File.

Plot Options

The System Storage Usage Plot supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and external data
selection. These options are controlled by the control options discussed in VSM Component Operation.

Additionally, the plot may be produced in two formats:
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• TOTAL
• BELOW 16 MEG. ONL

In the TOTAL format, the plot displays all of the measurement variables, both above and below the 16MB. line. The
TOTAL option is the default. In the BELOW 16 MEG. ONLY format, only the measurement variables from below 16MB.
are displayed. This format will produce a more detailed display of this lower portion of virtual storage than that of the
TOTAL option.

Data Elements

PREFIX
The size of the Prefix Save Area, which is fixed at 4K. This is an area used by the hardware and addressed explicitly by
the operating system.

PRIVATE
The storage that is assigned to the private areas for all MVS address spaces. These values are from the VSMAPVTL and
VSMAPVTH elements.

CSA
The storage assigned to the Common Storage Area. This value is contained in the VSMACSAL and VSMACSAH
elements.

LPA
The storage assigned to the Pageable Link Pack Area, from the VSMALPAL and VSMALPAH elements. Also plotted
separately are the FLPA (Fixed LPA) storage, from the VSMAFLPL and VSMAFLPH elements, and the MLPA (Modified
LPA) storage, from the VSMAMLPL and VSMMLPH elements.

SQA
The storage assigned to the System Queue Area from the VSMASQAL and VSMASQAH elements. Because SQA is
totally fixed storage, the size of the SQA also indicates the number of real storage frames used.

NUCLEUS
The size of the nucleus area, including the nucleus load module and nucleus control blocks. This value comes from the
VSMANUCL and VSMANUCH elements.

Figure 2-171. Sample Daily System Storage Usage Plot

                                                  DAILY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE PLOT

                        SYMBOLS:  A: PSA       P: PRIVATE    C: CSA/ECSA  L: LPA/ELPA  S: SQA/ESQA  N: NUCLEUS

                                                  SYSTEM IDENTIFIER=MVS1 TIME ZONE=1

           |

   2097152 +P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P

     P     P     P     P

           |

 V         |

 I   40960 +C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C

     C     C     C     C

 R         |

 T         |

 U   32768 +

 A         |

 L         |L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L

     L     L     L     L

     30720 +

 A         |

 D         |

 D   28784 +

 R         |
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 E         |S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S

     S     S     S     S

 S   26624 +

 S         |

           |

 S   18432 +N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N     N

     N     N     N     N

 P         |

 A         |

 C   16384

 +N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N=====N

 E         |S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S     S

     S     S     S     S

           |

 M   15360 +L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L     L

     L     L     L     L

 A         |

 P         |

     14336 +

 -         |

           |

 I   13312 +

 N         |C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C     C

     C     C     C     C

           |

 1   12288 +

 K         |

           |

 U   10240 +

 N         |

 I         |

 T    8192 +P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P     P

     P     P     P     P

 S         |

           |

         0 +A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A     A

     A     A     A     A

           -+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----

+-----+-----+-----+-----+

          05/30 05/31 06/01 06/02 06/03 06/06 06/07 06/08 06/09 06/10 06/13 06/14 06/15 06/16 06/17 06/20

 06/21 06/22 06/23 06/24

 

Private Storage Usage Plot

The Private Storage Usage Plot tracks the use of virtual storage at a monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or detail level.

Plot Options

The Private Storage Usage Plot supports standard time selection options as well SYSID selection and external data
selection. The main selection criteria will likely be the JOB name. Normally, one or more plots will be produced for each
job specified. These options are discussed in Section 2.5.6.

This plot can be produced in two formats:
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• OVERVIEW
• TRENDING

Overview Format

The OVERVIEW format presents a series of variables dealing with allocated and free private storage both above and
below 16MB. Figure 2-172 shows the daily form of the plot, using the OVERVIEW format.

Overview Format Data Elements

The OVERVIEW format data elements are plotted using the first character of its data element description. Thus, SYSTEM
REGION is plotted using S.

SYSTEM REGION
The amount of storage allocated in each user region for system functions.

ALLOC. USER REGION
The amount of storage allocated for the user region subpools. These values are found in the VSUAAUSH and
VSUAAUSL elements.

FREE USER REGION
The amount of storage in the largest free block of the user region subpools. These values are found in the VSUABUSH
and VSUABUSL elements.

LSQA/SWA/229/230
The amount of storage allocated for LSQA and SWA subpools. These values are found in the VSUAALSH and
VSUAALSL elements.

COMMON AREA
The amount of storage allocated for all Common Area uses, including PLPA, CSA, and SQA, as well as their counterparts
above 16MB. The Common Area values are computed by the software from the differences between the private area
size(s) and the size of addressable storage.

Figure 2-172. Sample Daily Private Storage Usage Plot - OVERVIEW Option

                                                  DAILY PRIVATE STORAGE USAGE PLOT

                     SYMBOLS:  S: SYSTEM AREA  A: ALLOC REGION  F: FREE REGION  L: LSQA/ELSQA   C: COMMON AREA

                                      SYSTEM IDENTIFIER=TSO4 Job Identification=JESA TIME ZONE=1

           |

   2097152 +   L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L   

 L    L    L

           |

 P         |

 R 2086912 +   F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F   

 F    F    F

 I         |

 V         |

 A   49152 +

 T         |

 E         |

     36864 +

 A         |

 R         |

 E   34816 +

 A         |   A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A   

 A    A    A

           |
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 S   33792 +   C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C    C   

 C    C    C

 T         |

 O         |

 R   16384

 +===C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C====C==

 A         |

 G         |

 E    8192 +   L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L    L   

 L    L    L

           |   F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F    F   

 F    F    F

 U         |

 S    7680 +

 A         |

 G         |

 E    6144 +

           |

 M         |

 A    4096 +

 P         |

           |

 -    2048 +   A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A    A   

 A    A    A

           |

 I         |

 N    1024 +

           |

 1         |

 K       0 +   S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S    S   

 S    S    S

           ----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

+----+----+--

            

 12/0112/0212/0312/0612/0712/0812/0912/1012/1312/1412/1512/1612/1712/2012/2112/2212/2312/2412/2712/2812/2912/30

  

                                                                MONTH AND DAY

  

 

Figure 2-173. Sample Weekly Private Storage Usage Plot - TRENDING Option.

                             WEEKLY PRIVATE STORAGE USAGE PLOT - TRENDING OPTION

                         REPORTED ELEMENT = VSUAAUSL: Avg K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

                          SYSTEM IDENTIFIER=TSO4 Job Identification=JESA TIME ZONE=1

        |

 A 3276 +

 v      |

 g      |

   3003 +

 K      |

        |

 A 2730 +

 l      |
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        |
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 e      |

 g      |
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 o      |

 n      |
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        |
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 6      |

 M      |
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Trending Option

The TRENDING format permits plotting on any numeric element present in the selected input file. Figure 2-173 shows an
example of a weekly Private Storage Usage Plot using the TRENDING format.

VSM Case Study

The following case study illustrates the use of the Virtual Storage Management Analysis routines in evaluating the storage
requirements of a system running IMS, TSO, and batch workloads. The software is used to review the last six months'
activity in an effort to evaluate the impact of workload migration and recent upgrades in system software. The System
Storage Usage and Common Area Usage Reports are used in the analysis.

Problem Description

Virtual storage resource usage should be monitored on an ongoing basis. Unlike CPU time or DASD space consumption,
use of virtual storage is much more subtle. More and more storage is quietly consumed until some limit is reached with
serious results, such as IMS Control region ABENDs or the system being quiesced and no new work being permitted to
start. Also, depending on the allocation and subpool being used, expanding the use of virtual storage may also impact the
use of real storage, as some subpools are defined as non-pageable. Finally, although some virtual storage constraint relief
has been obtained through the introduction of the MVS/XA operating system, it is often necessary to modify applications
and/or install new levels of software, such as IMS, to take advantage of the extended capabilities. Even though MVS/
XA provides some virtual storage relief, it must be realized that not all applications can take advantage of the extended
capabilities, and, therefore, virtual storage constraint will remain an issue.
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The purpose of this study is to review the virtual storage usage of a system running IMS, TSO, and batch workloads. The
site has a single 3090-400 system, operating in partition mode as two 3090-200 processors. Over the past several months
the workloads have been shifted between the two systems in an effort to better balance the CPU requirements. We are
using the VSM software to analyze the virtual storage requirements on the production system.

In particular, it must be determined if the Common Area allocations, such as SQA and CSA, are properly sized, what
sort of growth patterns, if any, are present in the Common Area allocations, and what tasks are significant users of the
Common Area storage.

Inquiry Panels

This section illustrates the inquiry panel entries we made to create the VSM System Storage and Common Area Storage
Usage Reports to conduct our case study.

System Storage Usage Report

Figure 2-180 shows the inquiry panel that we used to create the System Storage Usage Report. The resulting System
Storage Usage Report is shown in Figure 2-182. Section VSM System Storage Usage Report in VSM Component
Operation shows a detailed description of each field in the inquiry panel.

The control panel shown in Figure 2-180 specifies that a System Storage Usage Report is to be created. This report is
designed to assist you in determining the usage of virtual storage for the system under study. On this panel we selected
the SYSID of the production system and also chose Zone 1, as this zone represents the prime shift for this site. Six cycles
of the MONTHS timespan of the SCPVSM data were used in this analysis, as the changes outlined in the previous section
all took place in this time period. Other zones could have been included in the study, but virtual storage issues affect the
prime shift mainly due to the heavy usage of online systems.

Common Area Storage Reports

Figure 2-181 show the inquiry panel that we used to create the Common Area Storage Usage Report. The resulting
Common Area Storage Usage Report is shown in Figure 2-183. Section VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report in
VSM Component Operation shows a detailed description of each field in the inquiry panel.

The control panel shown in Figure 2-181 specifies that a Common Area Storage Usage Report is to be created. This
report is designed to assist you in determining the usage of virtual storage in the Common Area for the system under
study. This particular report was chosen because it amplifies the data shown on the System Storage Usage Report and
permits additional analysis of the virtual storage usage issues. Because we wanted to parallel the reports, we used the
same data selection criteria for this report as we did for the System Storage Usage Report. Six cycles of the MONTHS
timespan of the SCPVSM data were also used in this analysis, as the changes outlined in the previous section all took
place in this time period.

Figure 2-180. Case Study - System Storage Usage Report Inquiry Panel

 -----------------  VSM System Storage Usage Report  --------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  VSMSYS - VSM Case Study - System Storage Usage 

  

 Timespan  ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by Hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

  Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

 Report Minimum and Maximum values           ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override
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 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

  

 Specify Extended Options      ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-181. Case Study - Common Area Storage Usage Report Inquiry Panel

  

 ---------------  VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report  -----------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  VSMCSA - VSM Case Study - Common Area Storage Usage

  

 Timespan  ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by Hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

 Report Minimum and Maximum values           ===> Y (Y/N)

 Report by Subpool                           ===> N (Y/N)

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

  Sysid        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Specify Extended Options      ===> N (Y/N)

 

Output Reports

The execution of inquiries defined in the section above produced the excerpts of reports shown in Figures 2-182 and
2-234. The System Storage Usage Report will be discussed first, with the Common Area Usage Report being used to
amplify the reported results where appropriate.

Several interesting observations can be made about the activity of the production system based on the two reports. First,
the specified extended CSA storage allocation has nearly doubled in the reporting period. At the same time, the extended
CSA storage actually allocated has dropped by 17%. The CSA size was increased in February to 12M and again in March
to 16M, although the original specification in December would have been sufficient.

The second issue relates to the SQA EXPANSION TO CSA, found in the section of the report subtitled KEY AVG.
VALUES -  BELOW 16M. The SQA is expanding from 67K to 100K, depending upon the month. Referring to the report
section KEY MIN/MAX VALUES - < 16M, the SQA actually expanded into CSA as much as 264K. Since this expansion
seems to occur frequently, it might be advisable to expand the SQA specification. If the Private Area size below 16M is
critical, then the CSA specification could be reduced. Care must be exercised here, as the CSA storage actually allocated
is growing slowly.

In reviewing the Common Area Storage Report, several observations can be made. Although the extended CSA size was
increased considerably, actual storage allocated was reduced. From the report section called CSA AVERAGE BY KEY -
> 16M, we can see that Key 1 storage allocation has been reduced by over 98%. The Key 1 storage is used primarily by
JES 2, and this system formerly had a large batch workload managed by RJE sites. Migrating this workload to another
system and respecifying the JES parameters reduced CSA storage requirements considerably. At the same time, Key
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6 storage allocations below 16M were reduced by over 70%, while increasing above 16M. There was no Key 6 storage
allocation above 16M until February. This change coincided with the installation of a new VTAM release, which began
using CSA storage above 16M. The largest increase in CSA storage usage occurred above 16M, in Key 7 allocation.
This key is used by IMS, and this increase represented changes in the IMS configuration, as well as the migration of the
production IMS workload to this system.

The extended CSA size is sufficient at this time. Indeed, the extended CSA size could be reduced considerably with no
ill effects if it were desirable to do so. Although overspecifying the CSA size causes no performance degradation, having
excess CSA storage specified could lull one into a false sense of security and result in monitoring not being done often.

Figure 2-182. Case Study - System Storage Usage Report (Part 1 of 3)

                             MONTHLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = SYSA     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - ABOVE 16 MEG                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | PRIVATE                   2009M    2009M    2004M    2001M    2001M    2001M       -0.42 % |

 | CSA                       7998K    8548K      12M      16M      16M      16M      106.12 % |

 | MLPA                        44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      44K      ---      |

 | FLPA                        16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      16K      ---      |

 | PLPA                      3968K    3968K    4096K    4220K    4220K    4220K        6.35 % |

 | SQA                       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K      ---      |

 | NUCLEUS                   2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K    2464K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | AVERAGE MAP - BELOW 16 MEG                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | NUCLEUS                    412K     412K     409K     418K     424K     424K        2.91 % |

 | SQA                        640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K      ---      |

 | PLPA                      2541K    2520K    2406K    2306K    2312K    2312K       -9.01 % |

 | FLPA                         4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 | MLPA                         4K       5K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 | CSA                       6638K    6658K    6775K    6866K    6856K    6856K        3.26 % |

 | PRIVATE                   6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K    6140K      ---      |

 | PREFIX SAVE AREA             4K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        3776K    3643K    9864K      13M      13M      13M      268.19 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        3684K    3441K    9524K      12M      12M      12M      251.03 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       4319K    5219K    3057K    3996K    3507K    3554K      -17.70 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |
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 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        1222K    1131K    1549K    1816K    1739K    1674K       36.94 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        1065K     966K    1406K    1691K    1572K    1536K       44.24 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       5646K    5715K    5712K    5171K    5280K    5809K        2.89 % |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-182. Case Study - System Storage Usage Report (Part 2 of 3)

                             MONTHLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = SYSA     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)        6476K    6495K    6578K    6518K    6530K    6590K        1.74 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK        6405K    6447K    6516K    6457K    6462K    6545K        2.19 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE       8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K    8512K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES (BYTES)          13K       8K      11K       6K       9K       9K      -31.21 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLOCK           5K       4K       4K       4K       4K       4K      -26.98 % |

 | ALLOCATED AREA SIZE        638K     638K     638K     638K     638K     638K       -0.10 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - ABOVE 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA         0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            9K       9K      10K      11K      11K      10K       15.49 % |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE        13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      ---      |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       2000M    2000M    1996M    1992M    1992M    1992M       -0.42 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY AVG VALUES - BELOW 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXPANSION TO CSA        67K      83K      76K     100K      95K      88K       31.05 % |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS            6K       5K       6K       6K       6K       6K       -8.68 % |

 | PLPA REDUNDANT SPACE         3K       4K       2K       2K       2K       2K      -12.82 % |

 | MAXIMUM USER REGION       5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-182. Case Study - System Storage Usage Report (Part 3 of 3)
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                             MONTHLY SYSTEM STORAGE USAGE REPORT

                          SYSTEM = SYSA     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | SQA MIN/MAX VALUES - < 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | FREE PAGES(BYTES) MIN        0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | FREE PAGES(BYTES) MAX      204K     232K     228K     184K     192K     224K        9.80 % |

 | LARGEST FREE BLK  MIN        0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | LARGEST FREE BLK  MAX      204K     200K     180K     164K     192K     176K      -13.72 % |

 | ALLOC. AREA SIZE  MIN      436K     440K     460K     476K     448K     464K        6.42 % |

 | ALLOC. AREA SIZE  MAX      640K     640K     640K     640K     640K     640K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY MIN/MAX VALUES - > 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXP. INTO CSA MIN        0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | SQA EXP. INTO CSA MAX        0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS MIN        9K       9K       9K      11K      11K      10K       14.74 % |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS MAX        9K       9K      11K      11K      11K      11K       18.26 % |

 | REDUNDANT PLPA    MIN       13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      ---      |

 | REDUNDANT PLPA    MAX       13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      13K      ---      |

 | MAX. USER REGION  MIN     2000M    2000M    1992M    1992M    1992M    1992M       -0.39 % |

 | MAX. USER REGION  MAX     2005M    2000M    2000M    1992M    1992M    1992M       -0.64 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | KEY MIN/MAX VALUES - < 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | SQA EXP. INTO CSA MIN        0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | SQA EXP. INTO CSA MAX      156K     264K     188K     200K     172K     172K       10.25 % |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS MIN        5K       5K       5K       6K       6K       6K        3.50 % |

 | PLPA PACKING LOSS MAX        8K       5K       8K       7K       6K       6K      -29.30 % |

 | REDUNDANT PLPA    MIN        2K       2K       2K       2K       2K       2K      ---      |

 | REDUNDANT PLPA    MAX        4K      39K       2K       2K       2K       2K      -37.31 % |

 | MAX. USER REGION  MIN     5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K      ---      |

 | MAX. USER REGION  MAX     5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K    5988K      ---      |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-183. Case Study - Common Area Storage Usage Report

                       MONTHLY COMMON AREA STORAGE USAGE REPORT BY KEY

                          SYSTEM = SYSA     RUNDATE =   JUL 5, 1988

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                            |

 | MONTHS (YY/MM):            87-12    88-01    88-02    88-03    88-04    88-05   CHANGE %   |
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 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - > 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION           527K     570K     541K     593K     603K     583K       10.57 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION          2916K    3431K     953K      32K      32K      32K      -98.90 % |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION            57K      59K      57K      64K      63K      63K       11.45 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            57K      56K      57K      56K      55K      55K       -2.15 % |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION             0K       0K     338K     649K     616K     608K      N/A      |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION           608K     709K     706K     927K     971K    1183K       94.38 % |

 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION         55K      77K      62K      93K      69K      56K        1.86 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                            |

 | CSA AVERAGE BY KEY - < 16M                                                                 |

 | --------------------------                                                                 |

 | KEY 0 ALLOCATION          1619K    1626K    1629K    1644K    1632K    1615K       -0.25 % |

 | KEY 1 ALLOCATION           171K     153K     150K     158K     154K     153K      -10.72 % |

 | KEY 2 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 3 ALLOCATION            99K     116K      94K     110K     109K     117K       17.99 % |

 | KEY 4 ALLOCATION             0K       0K       0K       0K       0K       0K      N/A      |

 | KEY 5 ALLOCATION            22K      24K      23K      24K      21K      21K       -4.34 % |

 | KEY 6 ALLOCATION           622K     677K     409K     180K     168K     167K      -73.12 % |

 | KEY 7 ALLOCATION          2683K    2715K    2719K    2702K    2813K    2895K        7.90 % |

 | KEYS 8-F ALLOCATION        130K     129K     122K     128K     121K     123K       -5.30 % |

 |                                                                                            |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

VSM Component Operation

This component operation section describes the operation of the Virtual Storage Analysis routines in terms of the MICS
Performance Management Option inquiry options selected.

Inquiry options available with the Virtual Storage Analysis software describe the reports to be generated. In particular,
these options define:

• The cycles from the MICS RMF files to be processed.
• The summarization level of the reports as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. The availability of each summarization level

assumes that your system supports the required files at each level.
• The reports and plots to be produced.

The following fields are common to most control panels:

Timespan
The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) in the MICS file(s) that you wish to use as input for processing.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a CYCLE from the MICS file will usually contain a 24-hour period spanning two
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days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided
by the DATE and HOUR control options.

Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not know what database units are
available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per
inquiry.
Allow The indication of whether the database Run-Time identifier and/or the Cycles specification can Override: be
overridden at execution time.

Report by hour
The indication of whether a report or plot should be generated for each hour.
Generate a report for each value of Zone: The indication of whether a separate report or plot should be generated for
each zone defined in the input data or whether all zones should be merged together for the report or plot.

Date
Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra day from
a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

SYSID
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

Job Name
The specific JOBNAME(s) to be reported. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Program
The specific PROGRAM(s) to be reported. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Specify extended option
The specification that allows you to supply additional report specifications. These options include special SAS data
selection statements, non-standard input and output files, and special graphics options.
The operation of the Timespan, Cycle(s), and Zone fields depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS.

Figure 2-184 shows the Virtual Storage Management (VSM) Analysis menu that you use to select the desired report or
plot within the VSM reporting area.

Figure 2-184. VSM Analysis Selection Panel

 --------------  Virtual Storage Management (VSM) Analysis  -------------------

 Option ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: VSMT1  - Virtual Storage Manager Inquiry

  

          1 - VSM System Storage Usage Report

              Virtual storage usage report of system areas.

          2 - VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report

              Virtual storage usage report of the Common Area

          3 - VSM Private Storage Usage Report

              Virtual storage usage report of private address spaces
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          4 - VSM System Storage Usage Plot

              Plot of virtual storage usage system areas. 

          5 - VSM Private Storage Usage Plot

              Plot of virtual storage usage of private address spaces

 

The following sections describe the inquiry panels for each VSM report and plot.

VSM System Storage Usage Report

The VSM System Storage Usage Report details the use of virtual storage by the entire system. It can be generated for the
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that the VSM System
Storage Usage Report obtains its data from the SCPVSM Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your
installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The VSM System Storage Usage Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-185 shows a VSM System Storage Usage Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all Virtual Storage
Management Analysis routines are described in above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report

The VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report details the use of virtual storage in the system Common Area. It can
be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note
that the VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report obtains its data from the SCPVSM Files. If you are unsure of the
timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required.
The others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-186 shows a VSM Virtual Storage Common Area Usage Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all Virtual
Storage Management Analysis routines are described above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.
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If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Figure 2-186. VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report Inquiry Panel

 ---------------  VSM Common Area Storage Usage Report  ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SYS001 - Common Area Storage Usage Report Inquiry

  

 Timespan  ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N) 

  

 Report by Hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

 Report Minimum and Maximum values           ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N) |

 |   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 

VSM Private Storage Usage Report

The VSM Private Storage Usage Report details the use of virtual storage by individual jobs. It can be generated for the
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that the VSM Private
Storage Usage Report obtains its data from the SCPVSU File. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your
installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The VSM Private Storage Usage Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-187 shows an VSM Private Storage System Usage Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all VSM Analysis
routines are described in above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization
to the ZONE level can be done for any timespan. Summarization by HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or
WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by hour and the Generate a report for each value of
Zone options.
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If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized into the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, etc.).

If you choose the TRENDING report type, then you must specify a Trending Element. You can use the name of any
numeric element present in the SCPVSU File. Enter a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a list of all the elements in
the selected file.

Note that not all data selection values are valid for every type of input file, as some of the elements being tested do not
exist in certain files. An error message is displayed on the panel if you specify an invalid selection.

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu o Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File o Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Figure 2-187. VSM Private Storage Usage Report Inquiry Panel

 --------------------  VSM Private Storage Usage Report  ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  PVT001 - Private Storage Usage Report Inquiry

  

 Timespan  ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by Hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

  Generate a report for each value of Zone    ===> N (Y/N)

 Report Minimum and Maximum values           ===> N (Y/N)

 Report Type ===> OVERVIEW (OVERVIEW/TRENDING)    Trending Element ===> ________

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Job name     ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Program name ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

  

 Specify Extended Options      ===> N (Y/N)

 

VSM System Storage Usage Plot

The VSM System Storage Usage Plot shows the use of virtual storage by the entire system. It can be generated for
the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that the VSM
System Storage Usage Plot obtains its data from the SCPVSM Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your
installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The VSM System Storage Usage Plot is produced using a series of six panels. Only the first panel is required. The others
are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.
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Figure 2-188 shows a VSM Virtual Storage System Usage Plot inquiry panel. The fields common to all Virtual Storage
Management Analysis routines are described above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Plot by
hour and Generate a plot for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate plot is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the plot is summarized to the timespan level (i.e.,
MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are five other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations
• Extended Color Options Menu

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Figure 2-188. VSM System Storage Usage Plot Inquiry Panel

 ------------------  VSM System Storage Usage Plot  ---------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SYS003 - System Storage Usage Plot Inquiry 

  

 Timespan  ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Only Plot the Below 16 meg. Storage ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate color graphic plots        ===> N (Y/N)

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

  

 Specify Extended Options      ===> N (Y/N)

 

VSM Private Storage Usage Plot

The VSM Private Storage Usage Plot details the use of virtual storage by individual jobs. It can be generated for the
DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that the VSM Private
Storage Usage Plot obtains its data from the SCPVSU File. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your
installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The VSM Private Storage Usage Plot is produced using a series of six panels. Only the first panel is required. The others
are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-189 shows a VSM Private Storage System Usage Plot inquiry panel. The fields common to all VSM Analysis
routines are described above. The following are general comments on this panel.
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In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization
to the ZONE level can be done for any timespan. Summarization by HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or
WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Plot by hour and the Generate a plot for each value of Zone
options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate plot is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the plot is summarized into the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, etc.).

The optional TRENDING element for plotting has no default value. You can use the name of any numeric element present
on the SCPVSU File. Enter a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a list of all the elements on the selected file.

Note that not all data selection values are valid for every type of input file, as some of the elements being tested do not
exist in certain files. An error message is displayed on the panel if you specify an invalid selection.

There are five other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations
• Extended Color Graphic Options Menu

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Figure 2-189. VSM Private Storage Usage Plot Inquiry Panel

 ------------------  VSM Private Storage Usage Plot  --------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  PVT002 - Private Storage Usage Plot Inquiry

 Timespan  ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 06

 Data base ===> U (MICSTEST) _            _            _            _

 Allow run-time override of database ===> N (Y/N) and/or cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Plot Type ===> OVERVIEW (OVERVIEW/TRENDING)      Trending Element ===> ________

  

 Generate color graphic plots ===> N (Y/N)

 Data selection:                                         Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _____ - _____   _____ - _____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                              ===> _ (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  ===> _ (Y/N)

 Job name     ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Program name ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 

VSM Requirements

The Virtual Storage Management Analysis reports and plots enable you to track the allocation of virtual storage on a
monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, or interval basis. Virtual storage requirements at the job or step level are reported to help
you in evaluating the impact of new applications or users, or the growth of existing applications.

Figure 2-190 shows the MICS files and timespan levels that must be maintained at your installation in order to produce all
of the Virtual Storage Management Analysis reports and plots.
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Figure 2-190. VSM Analysis MICS File Requirements

         -----------------------------------

                                   LEVEL

          CA MICS              -------------

          FILE                 X  D  W  M  Y

         -----------------------------------

         SCPVSM                x  x  x  x

         SCPVSU                x  x  x  x

         -----------------------------------

 

The following is a list of files required to run each individual report:

• System Storage Usage Report - SCPVSM
• Common Area Storage Usage Report - SCPVSM
• Private Storage Usage Report - SCPVSU
• System Storage Usage Plot - SCPVSM
• Private Storage Usage Plot - SCPVSU

Only one level is required for the MICS RMF product files (i.e., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), depending on the
timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for each of the MICS files in Figure 2-190 determines the
time frame for which you can produce VSM Analysis reports and plots.

PER PR/SM LPAR Performance Analysis
This section introduces the concepts underlying IBM's Processor Resource/Systems Manager (PR/SM) feature as
background for discussing performance management in this environment. The composition of a Central Electronic
Complex (CEC) is described, emphasizing those hardware and software components to monitor and adjust to maximize
throughput and minimize response time for online systems.

PR/SM allows a CEC to be divided up into one or more logical partitions (LPAR); each partition is independent of the
others. PR/SM allows multiple operating System Control Programs (SCPs), such as MVS/XA, MVS/ESA, VM/SP, or VM/
XA to share the facilities of a single CEC or one side of a physically partitioned complex. A CEC or physical partition
can be initialized either in LPAR mode or in basic mode. In basic mode, the functions of PR/SM are not available, so the
following discussion addresses LPAR mode only.

The PR/SM Performance Analysis inquiries let you track the use of CECs and the activity of individual LPARs at any
supported timespan and summarization pattern. Reports display system measurements on overall CEC utilization and
configuration as well as the activity of individual LPARs and their proportionate share of a complex.

PR/SM Functional Description

The PR/SM LPAR Analysis inquiries allow you to track the utilization and configuration of CECs and the LPARs into which
each complex is subdivided. Any supported MICS timespan and summarization pattern can be implemented.

Explanations of the terms used below in describing the reports produced by these functions are presented in PR/SM
Usage Guidelines. A description of the controls available and how to evaluate the effect of those controls with the PR/SM
Analysis reports is given in the standard output and PR/SM LPAR concepts sections (see Standard Output and PR/SM
Usage Guidelines).

Two available PR/SM reports are:

• CEC Summary Report
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This report can be produced for each user-selected CEC, tracking utilization and environmental measures. The
percent of the CEC consumed by all LPARs is reported to provide an indication of whether additional LPARs can be
absorbed by the complex and to aid in determining if the CEC is configured to achieve optimum throughput. To aid in
such analysis, CEC configuration information is also reported.

• LPAR Activity Report
This report can be produced for each user selected logical partition, tracking utilization and environmental measures.
Utilization is shown in terms of the percentage of the total CEC consumed by the LPAR, and the percentage of shared
system and logical processor utilization for the LPAR. This allows for analysis of what load a given LPAR is placing on
the entire CEC. These measures enable you to analyze the load an LPAR is placing on the CEC. They also indicate
whether additional processor resource should be allocated to a given LPAR, or whether they should be given up by this
LPAR for use by other LPARs. To aid in such analysis, configuration data is also reported.

Each report can be tailored during online definition to display data at various timespans and summarization patterns
(reporting by zone, hour, or day, etc.). Overall CEC Summary analysis, as well as the activity of individual LPARs can be
tracked via this report.

These reports utilize information derived from the MICS HARLPC file. The range of data that can be reported from a MICS
database depends on the timespans that were defined for the HARLPC file and the number of cycles defined in each
timespan.

PR/SM LPAR Concepts

The PR/SM feature is a hardware facility that was made available by IBM starting with the IBM 3090E and 3090S series
processors. It is an intermediate step between physical (or hardware) partitioning, such as the reconfiguration of a
3090-400E into the equivalent of two separately IPLable 3090-200E systems, and software partitioning, as implemented in
the Virtual Machine Facility (VM).

PR/SM allows multiple operating System Control Programs (SCPs), such as MVS/XA or MVS/ESA, to share the facilities
of a single Central Electronic Complex (CEC) or one side of a physically partitioned complex. A CEC or physical partition
can be initialized either in logical partition (LPAR) mode or in basic mode. In basic mode, the functions of PR/SM are not
available.

PR/SM hardware is utilized by two IBM products: a microcode feature called Logical Partitioning Mode and VM/XA
Multiple Preferred Guest. The hardware feature can support either of these two products, but not both simultaneously. The
discussion which follows addresses only logical partitioning mode operations.

The processor, storage, and I/O resources of the processor complex can be divided and allocated to several logical
partitions (LPARs), which can then be IPLed and operated independently of each other. Up to ten LPARs per physical
partition are allowed, meaning that a CEC that supports physical partitioning can have up to ten per side for a maximum
of twenty LPARs, while a non-partitionable complex is limited to ten. Throughout this section, the terms CEC and complex
are used interchangeably and can be taken to refer to one half of a physically partitioned complex.

The following sections discuss PR/SM operations and controls allowing an analyst to optimally configure and operate a
CEC.

Overview of PR/SM LPAR Operation

When an LPAR is defined, the amount of central and expanded storage allocated to it is specified in one-megabyte
increments. This storage is dedicated (not shared with nor accessible in any way by other LPARs).

Individual central processors (CPs), on the other hand, can either be dedicated to or shared among LPARs. Dedicated
CPs are used exclusively by the LPAR and are not controlled in any way by the PR/SM feature. An LPAR can have
multiple logical CPs defined, but the number cannot exceed the number of CPs under PR/SM control. In other words, the
total number of CPs in the complex minus the number of dedicated processors, if any, is the number of multiple logical
processors that can be defined to an LPAR.
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PR/SM contains facilities to prioritize LPAR access to CPs during periods of contention. Within a single complex it is
possible to mix LPARs, including dedicated processors with LPARs sharing processors, assuming sufficient CPs exist. For
any LPAR with more than one defined logical processor, however, all of them must be dedicated or all must be shared.

Vector processing elements are associated with the CPs to which they are attached within the CEC, and can logically be
thought of as being a part of the CP itself for purposes of this discussion.

The PR/SM feature allocates processor resources by assigning CPs to logical processors as needed by the active
LPARs. If the total demand of active LPARs is less than the total resources of the complex, there is no limit placed on
the availability of CPs to any LPAR other than the limit implied by the number of logical processors defined for the LPAR:
there can never be more CPs allocated than the number of defined logical processors. When demand exceeds supply,
PR/SM prioritizes CP allocations based on values specified when the LPAR was defined (this weighting can be modified
dynamically by an authorized operator). Depending on your processor type, you may be able to cap LPARs to limit the
percentage of the total processor it uses.

CPs are allocated to an LPAR by means of time slicing. The duration of the time slice can be determined dynamically by
the PR/SM feature and is based on the total number of non-dedicated CPs and the number of active logical processors.
The duration of a time slice can range from a minimum of 12.5 milliseconds to a theoretical maximum of 300 milliseconds.
A CP will remain allocated to an LPAR until either the time slice expires or the SCP running in the LPAR attempts to place
the logical processor in the wait state; at this time, the CP will be made available for work elsewhere.

Controlling the PR/SM LPAR Environment

As was outlined in the previous section, PR/SM shares processor resources among LPARs via weighted prioritization
and by time-slicing. Both of these controls can, however, be overridden by the console operator or system programmer.
The weighting for each LPAR can be dynamically modified, and the controls over time-slicing can be altered by means of
enabling the wait assist feature and setting a fixed time slice. When this is done, PR/SM will not take control of a CP when
the logical processor goes into a wait state but leaves the CP under the control of the LPAR for the entire duration of the
time slice.

This level of control exacts a price: the PR/SM feature itself uses some of the processor resources that it is managing
and allocating on behalf of the logical partitions. This overhead is usually quite small and is directly related to the ratio of
active logical processors to the number of physical processors under PR/SM control. The use of dedicated processors
greatly reduces this overhead, perhaps to as low as 0.1 percent. The overhead can grow to as much as 12 percent in
some environments as more processors are shared and as contention for their use increases.

LPARs with dedicated processors have such low overhead that in some circumstances it is possible to increase rather
than decrease the throughput of a complex by using PR/SM. Since the overhead involved in managing, coordinating, and
synchronizing multiple processors by a single SCP can be substantial, reducing or eliminating multiple CPs can result
in substantial savings of processor resources. If several workloads currently supported simultaneously within a single
multiple-processor system can be divided into multiple single-processor LPARs with dedicated CPs, up to a 10 percent
increase in overall throughput is possible.

PR/SM Standard Output

The PR/SM LPAR analysis reports give you the capability to track the utilization of CECs and LPARs at any supported
time-span and summarization level. Both CECs and LPARs can be reported on from the perspective of different
systems' (SYSIDs') recording of RMF data for the same complex.

Configuration information in terms of number of shared and dedicated processors and Wait State Assist status are
reported to aid you in evaluating the impact of changes to the configuration, such as adding or removing LPARs, or
enabling or disabling the Wait State Assist feature. You can use the selection parameters described in PR/SM LPAR
Analysis Operation, to limit reporting to specific CECs, LPARs, systems, and times.

Described below are the report formats of the CEC Summary Report, and the LPAR Activity Report. Common title and
report elements are also defined.
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Common Report Elements

This section describes elements common to all PR/SM Analysis reports. Options that are unique to a specific report are
documented with that report.

Title Elements

The following elements are in the standard title portion of each report:

Installation Name: The installation name that is defined at MICS system installation time. This value is centered in the first
line of the report. For more information about this value, consult your MICS System Administrator.

Product Name MICS Performance Manager Option

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

SYSID or System
The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard control
parameters.

LPAR Name
The name of the LPAR being reported. For the CEC Summary report, only one LPAR need be specified to produce the
report. For the LPAR Activity Report each selected LPAR is reported, or all LPARs for a given SYSID.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

RUNDATE
The date the report was run.

Additional Elements

Reporting Interval
The first row of some reports shows the date or date/time combination of the period being reported. If the date being
reported on is from the WEEKS timespan, the date reflects the starting date of the week, as derived from the MICS
variable STARTTS. In all other cases, the date reflects the ending date, derived from the MICS variable ENDTS. In
monthly reports, only the year and month portions of the date are displayed.

% CHANGE
The last column on some reports, this field is the percent change for each report item (row) between the base period (first
data column) and the last period (last data column). If data for only one period is reported, then dashes (---) are displayed.
If the base period is zero, then N/A is printed to indicate that a percent change could not be calculated.

CEC Summary Report

The CEC Summary Report tracks the utilization and environmental configuration information at a monthly, weekly, daily,
or hourly level. Figure 2-191 shows an example of a monthly CEC Summary Report and Figure 2-192 shows the hourly
form of the report. In the hourly form, data for one day is displayed by hour using the DAYS timespan of the PR/SM LPAR
Configuration and Activity File (HARLPC).

Because multiple LPARs can be collecting data (via RMF) on overall CEC utilization, it is possible to report on the same
CEC activity derived from different SYSID/LPAR combinations. Generally speaking, CEC Summary reporting should
utilize the SYSID/LPAR data that is most comprehensive (that is, the LPAR that was most active during the interval being
reported).

Report Options

The CEC Summary Report supports standard time, SYSID, LPAR, and external data selection. These selections are
controlled by the options discussed in Section 2.6.6.

Data Elements
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The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Utilization Measures
• Environment

Utilization Measures

Utilization is shown in terms of the percentage of the total CEC consumed by all work running on that CEC. Items reported
are:

CPU TM SHARD OR DED
The total CPU time used by both dedicated and shared processors on this CEC. For dedicated processors, this includes
any wait time that the processor may have had since this time is not available to the rest of the CEC. It is derived by the
following computation:
PRSMTDTM + ((PRSMTDP / INTERVALS) * DURATION)

CPU TIME AVAILABLE
The total available CPU time across the CEC, including both dedicated and shared processors as derived by the following
computation:
(PRSMTPP / INTERVALS) * DURATION

PERCENT CEC CONSUMED
The percent of this CEC consumed by all LPARs. This includes the wait time of any dedicated processors since, from the
viewpoint of the CEC as a whole, this is processor time that is not available (that is, is consumed). It is computed as the
ratio of the two preceding report items times 100.

ZAAP TIME SHARED OR DEDICATED
The total CPU time used by both dedicated and shared Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) on this CEC. It is derived
by the following computation.
PRSMTZST + ((PRSMTZDP/RMFZAPAV) * DURATION)

ZAAP TIME AVAILABLE
The total available zAAP CPU time across the CEC including both dedicated and shared zAAP processors derived by the
following computation:
(PRSMTZP / RMFZAPAV) * DURATION

PERCENT ZAAP PROCESSORS CONSUMED
The percent of this CEC consumed by all LPARs. This is processor time that is not available (that is, is consumed). It is
computed as the ratio of the two preceding report items times 100.

ZIIP TIME SHARED OR DEDICATED
The total CPU time used by both dedicated and shared Integrated Information Processors (zIIP) : on this CEC. It is
derived by the following computation.
PRSMTSST + ((PRSMTSDP/RMFSUPAV) * DURATION)

ZIIP TIME AVAILABLE
The total available zIIP CPU time across the CEC including both dedicated and shared zIIP processors derived by the
following computation:
(PRSMTSP / RMFSUPAV) * DURATION

PERCENT ZIIP
The percent of this CEC consumed by all LPARs. This is processor time that is not available PROCESSORS (that is, is
consumed). It is computed as the CONSUMED: ratio of the two preceding report items times 100.

Environment

The environmental measures appearing in this report reflect the CEC configuration and monitoring activity.

# OF PHYS PROCESSORS
The number of physical processors assigned for use by PR/SM on this CEC: PRSMNOPP.
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AV # OF DED LOG PROCS
The average number of processors dedicated to one or more LPARs on the CEC as derived in the following computation:
PRSMTDP / PRSMUSCT

AV # DEFINED LOG PARTS
The average number of defined logical partitions on the CEC as derived in the following computation:
PRSMTLPS / PRSMUSCT

AV # OF ACTIVE PARTS
The average number of active logical partitions in the CEC as derived in the following computation:
PRSMTLPA / PRSMUSCT

AV # OF SHRD LOG PROCS
The average number of logical processors operating in 'shared' mode on the CEC as derived in the following computation:
PRSMTVP / PRSMUSCT

AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS
The average number of System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) actually assigned to the partition; derived from
MICS data element LPCAVZAP (Avg Number of Active zAAP Processors). This data element is valid only for System z9
and later servers.

AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS
The average number of System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) actually assigned to the partition; derived
from MICS data element LPCAVSUP (Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors). This data element is valid only for System
z9 and later servers.

AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS
The average number of integrated facilities for Linux actually assigned to the partition; derived from MICS data element
LPCAVIFL (Avg Number of Active IFL Processors)

AV # ICF PROCESSORS
The average number of either internal coupling facilities (for System z9 and later) or special purpose processors (for
previous systems) actually assigned to the partition; derived from MICS data element LPCAVICF (Avg Number of Active
ICF Processors).

# OF INTVLS PR/SM USED
The count of RMF recording intervals for which PR/SM was loaded: PRSMUSCT

TOTAL RMF INTERVALS
The total number of RMF recording intervals in the reported time frame. This includes both intervals when the CEC was
operating in PR/SM mode and intervals when it was not: INTERVLS.

Figure 2-191. Sample Monthly CEC Summary Report

                      Your_Company_Name

                  CA MICS Performance Manager

                  MONTHLY CEC SUMMARY REPORT

 SYSTEM = ES01  LPARNAME = MVSESA01  RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

  ----------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                        |

  | MONTHS (YY-MM):            06-08    06-09   CHANGE %   |

  |                                                        |

  |--------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                        |

  | UTILIZATION MEASURES                                   |

  | --------------------                                   |

  |                                                        |

  | CPU TM SHARD OR DED        1949246  1773736    -9.00 % |
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  | CPU TIME AVAILABLE         2235600  2041200    -8.69 % |

  | PERCENT CEC CONSUMED         87.19    86.90    -0.33 % |

  | ZAAP TM SHARD OR DED        116256   147243     1.27 % |

  | ZAAP TIME AVAILABLE        2419202  2419202    -0.00 % |

  | PERCENT ZAAP CONSUMED         4.81 0 4.10     -14.76 % |

  | ZIIP TM SHARD OR DED        122.79    18.25   -85.14 % |

  | ZIIP TIME AVAILABLE         108000   108000   ---      |

  | PERCENT ZIIP CONSUMED         3.41     0.51   -85.04 % |

  |                                                        |

  |--------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                        |

  | ENVIRONMENT                                            |

  | -----------                                            |

  |                                                        |

  | # OF PHYS PROCESSORS          3.00     3.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF DED LOG PROCS         0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | AV # DEFINED LOG PARTS        3.00     3.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ACTIVE PARTS          3.00     3.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF SHRD LOG PROCS        5.00     5.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS        1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ICF PROCESSORS        2.00     2.00   ---      |

  | # OF INTVLS PR/SM USED      828.00   756.00    -8.69 % |

  | TOTAL RMF INTERVALS         828.00   756.00    -8.69 % |

  |                                                        |

  ----------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-192. Sample Hourly CEC Summary Report

                                                  Your_Company_Name

                                              CA MICS Performance Manager

                                               HOURLY CEC SUMMARY REPORT

                              SYSTEM = ES01  LPARNAME = MVSESA01  RUNDATE =  Sep 16, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-09/28 09-09/28 10-09/28 11-09/28 12-09/28 13-09/28 14-09/28 15-09/28 16-09/28

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | UTILIZATION MEASURES                                                                                      

            |

 | --------------------                                                                                      

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CPU TM SHARD OR DED        6109.37  7226.77  9566.55  8101.38  5010.15  9435.97 10357.60  9983.69  7836.47

    28.26 % |
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 | CPU TIME AVAILABLE        10799.99 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98

    -0.00 % |

 | PERCENT CEC CONSUMED         56.57    66.91    88.58    75.01    46.39    87.37    95.90    92.44    72.56

    28.26 % |

 | ZAAP TM SHARD OR DED         17712    15984    16545    18489    28036    31752    49939    57456    64800

   365.85 % |

 | ZAAP TIME AVAILABLE          86400    86400    86400    86400    86400    86400    86400    86400    86400

    ---     |

 | PERCENT ZAAP CONSUMED        20.50    18.50    19.15    21.40    32.45    36.75    57.80    66.50    75.00

   365.85 % |

 | ZIIP TM SHARD OR DED         20.36    20.51    20.52    20.87    24.55    20.36    20.51    20.52    20.87

    20.58 % |

 | ZIIP TIME AVAILABLE        3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00  3600.00

    ---     |

 | PERCENT ZIIP CONSUMED         0.57     0.57     0.57     0.58     0.68     0.57     0.57     0.57     0.58

    19.30 % |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ENVIRONMENT                                                                                               

            |

 | -----------                                                                                               

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | # OF PHYS PROCESSORS          3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF DED LOG PROCS         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

   N/A      |

 | AV # DEFINED LOG PARTS        3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF ACTIVE PARTS          3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF SHRD LOG PROCS        5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00     5.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS        1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF ICF PROCESSORS        2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00

   ---      |

 | # OF INTVLS PR/SM USED        4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 | TOTAL RMF INTERVALS           4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LPAR Activity Report

The LPAR Activity Report tracks the utilization and environmental configuration information for one or more user selected
logical partitions at a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly level. Figure 2-193 shows an example of a monthly LPAR Activity
Report and Figure 2-194 shows the hourly form of the report. In the hourly form, data for one day is displayed by hour
using the DAYS timespan of the PR/SM LPAR Configuration and Activity File (HARLPC).

Report Options

The LPAR Activity Report supports standard time, SYSID, LPAR, and external data selection. These selections are
controlled by the options discussed in Section 2.6.6.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Utilization Measures
• Environment

Utilization Measures

Utilization is shown in terms of the percentage of the total CEC consumed by the reported LPAR, and the percentages of
shared and logical processor utilization. Items reported are:

CEC CPU TIME AVAIL
The total available CPU time across the CEC, including both dedicated and shared processors as derived by the following
computation:
(PRSMTPP / INTERVALS) * DURATION

LOG PROC DISPATCH TM
The total of the processor dispatch time for all : the logical processors assigned to the LPAR. When the Wait State Assist
feature is disabled, this is the time that the LPAR was actually running on physical processors. When the Wait State Assist
feature is enabled, this includes both the active time and the idle time the CP spends waiting for PR/SM time slices to
expire: LPCTODTM.

PCT CEC CONSUMED BY LPAR LPR
The percent of the total CEC consumed by this . It is computed as the ratio of the two preceding report items times 100.

PCT LPAR SHARED UTIL
The percent of the shared processor resources used by this PR/SM logical partition (LPAR). This measurement does not
apply to logical partitions with dedicated processors, and will have a value of zero: LPCPCSSU.

PCT LOGICAL PROC UTIL
The percent of time that the LPAR's logical processors are in use for this LPAR. For LPARs with Wait Assist disabled, this
is the percent CPU busy for the LPAR. For LPARs with Wait Assist enabled, this represents the percent of time that the
processors are allocated to the LPAR. (When Wait Assist is enabled, LPCTODTM, the total processor dispatch time on
which LPCPCVPU is based, includes time when the LPAR has put the processor in the wait state because there is no
work for the processor to do.): LPCPCVPU.

PCT PROC EFFECTIVE DISP
The percentage of total dispatch time that was effectively used by LPARs, exclusive of LPAR management time. It is
derived by the following computation:
PRSMTEDT / PRSMTTDT * 100

PCT PR/SM OVERHEAD
The percentage of total dispatch time that was attributable to LPAR management functions for all LPARs in the CEC. This
includes time used in support of individual partitions, as well as unattributable processor time. It is derived by the following
computation:
PRSMTLMT / PRSMTTDT * 100

LPAR ZAA PPROC UTILIZATION
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The percentage of time that the System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) are in use for this logical partition;
derived from MICS data element LPCPCVZU (LPAR zAAP Processors Utilization). This data element is valid only for
System z9 and later servers.

LPAR TOTAL ZAAP PROC UTILIZATION
The percentage of time that the System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) were dispatched to the PR/SM logical
partition; derived from MICS data element LPCPCTZU (LPAR Total zAAP Processors Utilization). For shared LPARs with
Wait Assist enabled or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTZU includes both busy time and wait time. For shared LPARs with
Wait Assist disabled, this element is equal to the percentage of shared zAAP resources used by this LPAR. This element
is valid only for System z9 and later servers.

LPAR ZIIP PROC UTILIZATION
The percentage of time that the System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) are in use for this logical partition;
derived from MICS data element LPCPCVSU (LPAR zIIP Processors Utilization). This data element is valid only for
System z9 and later servers.

LPAR TOTAL ZIIP PROC UTILIZATION
The percentage of time that the System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) were dispatched to the PR/SM
logical partition; derived from MICS data element LPCPCTDU (LPAR Total zIIP Processors Utilization). For shared LPARs
with Wait Assist enabled or for dedicated LPARs, LPCPCTDU includes both busy time and wait time. For shared LPARs
with Wait Assist disabled, this element is equal to the percentage of shared zIIP resources used by this LPAR. This
element is valid only for System z9 and later servers.

Environment

The environmental measures appearing in this report reflect the LPAR configuration and monitoring activity.

AV # OF LOGPROCESSORS
The average number of logical processors assigned to this LPAR as derived by the following computation:
LPCNOCPU / LPCTOACT

AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS
The average number of System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) actually assigned to the partition; derived from
MICS data element element LPCAVZAP (Avg Number of Active zAAP Processors). This data element is valid only for
System z9 and later servers.

AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS
The average number of System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) actually assigned to the partition; derived
from MICS data element LPCAVSUP (Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors). This data element is valid only for System
z9 and later servers.

AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS
The average number of integrated facilities for Linux actually assigned to the partition; derived from MICS data element
LPCAVIFL (Avg Number of Active IFL Processors)

AV # ICF PROCESSORS
The average number of either internal coupling facilities (for System z9 and later) or special purpose processors (for
previous systems) actually assigned to the partition; derived from MICS data element LPCAVICF (Avg Number of Active
ICF Processors)

# OF INTVLS LPAR ACTIVE
The count of RMF recording intervals when the reported LPAR was active: LPCTOACT.

INTVLS W/WSA ENABLED
The number of RMF recording intervals in which the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was enabled: LPCWSECT.

INTVLS W/WSA DISABLED
The number of RMF recording intervals in which the LPAR Wait State Assist feature was disabled: LPCWSDCT.

INTVLS W/DED PROCESSOR
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The number of RMF recording intervals when the reported LPAR had one or more dedicated processors while the CEC
was operating in PR/SM mode. These are processors defined to be used only by this LPAR: LPCDEDCT.

TOTAL RMF INTERVALS
The total number of RMF recording intervals in the reported time frame. This includes both intervals when the CEC was
operating in PR/SM mode, and intervals when it was not: INTERVLS.

Figure 2-193. Sample Monthly LPAR Activity Report

                 CA MICS Performance Manager

                 MONTHLY LPAR ACTIVITY REPORT

                        FOR ZONE  = 1

 SYSTEM = ES01  LPARNAME = MVSESA01  RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

  ----------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                        |

  | MONTHS (YY-MM):            yy-08    yy-09   CHANGE %   |

  |                                                        |

  |--------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                        |

  | UTILIZATION MEASURES                                   |

  | --------------------                                   |

  |                                                        |

  | CEC CPU TIME AVAIL         2235600  2041200    -8.69 % |

  | LOG PROC DISPATCH TM       1065710  1098778     3.10 % |

  | PCT CEC CONSUMED BY LPR      47.67    53.83    12.92 % |

  | PCT PR/SM OVERHEAD           36.32    19.51   -46.28 % |

  | PCT PROC EFFECTIVE DISP      63.68    80.49    26.39 % |

  | PCT LPAR SHARED UTIL         47.67    53.83    12.92 % |

  | PCT LOGICAL PROC UTIL        47.67    53.83    12.92 % |

  | LPAR ZAAP PROC UTILIZATION   11.00    11.00     ---    |

  | LPAR TOTAL ZAAP PROC UTIL    11.00    11.00     ---    |

  | LPAR ZIIP PROC UTILIZATION   14.00    14.00     ---    |

  | LPAR TOTAL ZIIP PROC UTIL    14.00    14.00     ---    |

  |                                                        |

  |--------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                        |

  | ENVIRONMENT                                            |

  | -----------                                            |

  |                                                        |

  | AV # OF LOG PROCESSORS        3.00     3.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS        1.00     1.00   ---      |

  | AV # OF ICF PROCESSORS        2.00     2.00   ---      |

  | # OF INTVLS LPAR ACTIVE     828.00   756.00    -8.69 % |

  | INTVLS W/WSA ENABLED          0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | INTVLS W/WSA DISABLED       828.00   756.00    -8.69 % |

  | INTVLS W/DED PROCESSOR        0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | TOTAL RMF INTERVALS         828.00   756.00    -8.69 % |

  |                                                        |

  ----------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-194. Sample Hourly LPAR Activity Report
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                                              CA MICS Performance Manager

                                              HOURLY LPAR ACTIVITY REPORT

                              SYSTEM = ES01  LPARNAME = MVSESA01  RUNDATE =  SEP 19, yyyy

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     08-09/28 09-09/28 10-09/28 11-09/28 12-09/28 13-09/28 14-09/28 15-09/28 16-09/28

 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | UTILIZATION MEASURES                                                                                      

            |

 | --------------------                                                                                      

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | CEC CPU TIME AVAIL        10799.99 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98 10799.98

    -0.00 % |

 | LOG PROC DISPATCH TM       5280.15  6348.71  6591.22  6172.18  4049.98  5420.50  7815.93  7011.34  5102.98

    -3.35 % |

 | PCT CEC CONSUMED BY LPR      48.89    58.78    61.03    57.15    37.50    50.19    72.37    64.92    47.25

    -3.35 % |

 | PCT PR/SM OVERHEAD           36.32    24.14    28.00    25.35    21.89    23.91    18.29    20.59    19.51

   -46.28 % |

 | PCT PROC EFFECTIVE DISP      63.68    75.86    72.00    74.65    78.11    76.09    81.71    79.41    80.49

    26.39 % |

 | PCT LPAR SHARED UTIL         48.89    58.78    61.03    57.15    37.50    50.19    72.37    64.92    47.25

    -3.35 % |

 | PCT LOGICAL PROC UTIL        48.89    58.78    61.03    57.15    37.50    50.19    72.37    64.92    47.25

    -3.35 % |

 | LPAR ZAAP PROC UTILIZATION    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     8.45     8.45     8.45

     N/A    |

 | LPAR TOTAL ZAAP PROC UTIL     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     8.45     8.45     8.45

     N/A    |

 | LPAR ZIIP PROC UTILIZATION    0.21     0.22     0.22     0.22     0.21     0.22     0.22     0.22     0.23

     9.53 % |

 | LPAR TOTAL ZIIP PROC UTIL     0.21     0.22     0.22     0.22     0.21     0.22     0.22     0.22     0.23

     9.53 % |

 |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | ENVIRONMENT                                                                                               

            |

 | -----------                                                                                               

            |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 | AV # OF LOG PROCESSORS        3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00

   ---      |
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 | AV # OF ZAAP PROCESSORS       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   N/A      |

 | AV # OF ZIIP PROCESSORS       1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   N/A      |

 | AV # OF IFL PROCESSORS        1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00

   ---      |

 | AV # OF ICF PROCESSORS        2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00

   ---      |

 | # OF INTVLS LPAR ACTIVE       4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 | INTVLS W/WSA ENABLED          0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

   N/A      |

 | INTVLS W/WSA DISABLED         4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 | INTVLS W/DED PROCESSOR        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

   N/A      |

 | TOTAL RMF INTERVALS           4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00     4.00

   ---      |

 |                                                                                                           

            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PR/SM Usage Guidelines

This section helps you use the PR/SM LPAR performance analysis functions of the MICS Performance Manager Option
Option.

CEC Configuration Tuning

In tuning the CEC configuration, you should be aware of high levels of contention for shared processor resources. The
overhead required for PR/SM to manage and allocate processor resources on behalf of the logical partitions can grow to
as much as 12% as more processors are shared and as contention for their use increases.

The PR/SM CEC Summary report described in the LPAR Activity Report in PR/SM Standard Output provides a key
indicator of PR/SM overhead in the form of the Percent of CEC Consumed. This measure is particularly useful when all
physical processors are being shared, as it then reflects the overall utilization of processor resources in the complex.
However, if dedicated processors are included in the configuration, each such processor is considered as 100% utilized
(since it is not available to the CEC for sharing with other logical partitions (LPARs)).

Significant benefits can be derived from the use of dedicated processors. If multiple workloads that previously ran
simultaneously on a multi-processor system can be re-distributed such that they run separately on multiple LPARs each
with a dedicated CP, increased throughput is possible due to the reduced overhead that occurs because a single SCP is
not trying to juggle multiple processors.

LPAR Interaction Analysis

When executing in LPAR mode, MVS/XA or ESA can provide measurements that cover activity within the LPAR along with
overall activity of the other active LPARs. With PR/SM, many, if not all, of the effects of sharing a physical complex among
multiple SCPs can be characterized with measurement data from a single source.

Since memory and channel paths are dedicated to individual LPARs, analyzing resource utilization is largely unchanged
when compared to non-PR/SM operations. The single exception is in the measurements of the activity of the I/O
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Processor (IOP) of a 3090 CEC. These are global to the IOP and, therefore, apply to the sum of the activity of all active
LPARs. There is no direct way to determine the load on the IOP imposed by a particular LPAR.

As long as the demand for logical processor resources is less than the availability of CPs, the activity in one LPAR will
have little or no impact on other LPARs. It is only during periods of contention for processor resources that inter-partition
effects can be expected.

The most obvious effect of contention is that less work being done by the CPs than would have been done in a non-PR/
SM complex because PR/SM prioritizes LPAR access to CPs based on the relative weights specified by the user for
each active LPAR in the complex. The relative share of processor resources available to each LPAR can be controlled by
modifying the relative weights.

The processing weights for each LPAR are set when the LPAR is defined, and may be modified for an active partition
at any time by the console operator. Their actual numeric values are meaningful only when compared to each other.
Before being applied, the weight is divided by the number of active logical processors for the LPAR. The weights are then
applied to the sum of the activity of all logical processors active in the LPAR. Thus, during a period of high contention for
processor resources, the sum of the dispatch times for all of the logical processors for an LPAR with a relative weight of
200 will be twice the sum of the dispatch times of a second LPAR with a weight of 100.

An LPAR with fewer logical processors defined will receive a higher proportion of an individual logical processor than
an LPAR with more logical processors defined. An important consideration here is that the number of logical processors
defined for an LPAR can limit its total processor utilization to a value less than that implied by its relative weight. In other
words, if an LPAR has only one logical processor defined, it can never receive more then 25 per cent of the resources of a
3090-400 even if it has a high relative weight as compared to the weights of any other active LPARs.

Using the Wait State Assist Feature

A key component of PR/SM is the Wait State Assist (WSA) feature. WSA allows an installation to define what happens in
a shared processor environment when an LPAR goes into a wait state prior to the end of its time slice. When the feature
is disabled (the usual setting), a CP will remain allocated to an LPAR until the time slice expires or the SCP running in
the LPAR attempts to place the logical processor into a wait state; at this time, the CP will be made available for work
elsewhere.

When WSA is enabled, PR/SM will not take control of a CP when the logical processor goes into a wait state, but leaves
the CP under the control of the LPAR for the entire duration of the time slice. Ordinarily, fixed time slicing would be utilized
with WSA enabled.

Since one of the primary objectives of PR/SM is to greatly reduce (if not eliminate) the time a logical processor is in a
wait state, enabling WSA should be weighed carefully. Generally speaking, enabling WSA effectively disables one of PR/
SM's key tools for attempting to enhance processor utilization. Nevertheless, there may be certain environments where
it is desirable to allow individual SCPs to retain control of a CP, thereby preventing the overhead of PR/SM processor
switching. This might be the case in highly CP intensive workloads. However, the use of dedicated processors might be
more appropriate than utilizing WSA.

In any case, both the CEC Summary and LPAR Activity reports discussed in PR/SM Standard Output should be monitored
for the effects of enabling or disabling WSA.

PR/SM LPAR Analysis Operation

This section describes the operation of the PR/SM LPAR Analysis routines in terms of the MICS Performance Manager
Option inquiry options selected.

Inquiry options available with the PR/SM LPAR Analysis software describe the reports to be generated. In particular, these
options define:
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• The cycles of the MICS HARLPC file to be processed.
• Workload selection by system, logical partition, date/time, and zone.
• The summarization level of the reports as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. The availability of each summarization level

assumes that your system supports the required cycles at each level.
• The reports to be produced.

The following fields are common to most control panels:

Timespan:
The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) of the HARLPC file that you wish to use as input for processing.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS file that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a CYCLE from the MICS file will usually contain a 24-hour period spanning two
days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided
by the DATE and HOUR control options.

Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not know what database units are
available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per
inquiry.
Allow The indication of whether the database Run-Time identifier and/or the cycles specification can Override: be
overridden at execution time.
Report by The indication of whether a report or plot hour: should be generated for each hour.

Generate a report for each value of Zone
The indication of whether a separate report or plot should be generated for each zone defined in the input data or whether
all zones should be merged together for the report or plot.
Date: Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra
day from a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

SYSID
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

LPAR Name
The logical partitions to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report specifications. These options include special SAS data
selection statements, non-standard input and output files, and special graphics options.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the ZONE definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Figure 2-195 shows the PR/SM LPAR (PRA) Analysis menu used to select the desired report within the PR/SM reporting
area.

Figure 2-195. PR/SM LPAR Analysis Selection Panel
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 ------------------ PR/SM LPAR Performance Analysis (PRA) ---------------------

 Option ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRSM01 - PR/SM Analysis Inquiry

  

          1 - PR/SM CEC Summary Report 

              Summary report on the activity of one or more CECs.

          2 - PR/SM LPAR Activity Report 

              Analysis of activity of one or more selected LPARs. 

 

The following sections describe the inquiry panels for each PR/SM report.

PR/SM CEC Summary Report

The PR/SM CEC Summary Report details the utilization and configuration of an entire Central Electronic Complex. It can
be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS time- spans if they are present in your MICS database. The
PR/SM CEC Summary Report obtains its data from the HARLPC Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at
your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The PR/SM CEC Summary Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The others
are used to specify additional options.

Figure 2-196. PR/SM CEC Summary Report Inquiry Panel

 ------------------------  PR/SM CEC Summary Report  ------------------------- 

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRSM01 - Track CEC Activity

  

 Time-span ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> P (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _ 

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 LPAR Name    ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

 

Figure 2-196 shows a PR/SM CEC Summary Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all PR/SM Analysis routines are
described in above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS time- spans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

Duplicate information about an entire CEC appears in the HARLPC file for each LPAR that is defined on the complex.
Additionally, if more than one SYSID is generating RMF data for the same CEC, duplicate information is retained for each
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SYSID/LPAR combination. Consequently, to prevent having duplicate reports, you should determine one SYSID/LPAR
combination for each CEC that you wish to have reported.

If multiple SYSIDs have created RMF data for the same complex (for example, two different MVS systems are running in
separate logical partitions on the same CEC), then the most comprehensive reporting will be achieved by selecting the
SYSID that was most active during the time period to be reported.

Four other panels in this series are described in this section that you can use to specify additional options.

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

PR/SM LPAR Activity Report

The PR/SM LPAR Activity Report displays the utilization and configuration of a logical partition operating in a Central
Electronic Complex. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present
in your MICS database. Note that the PR/SM LPAR Activity Report obtains its data from the HARLPC Files. If you are
unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The PR/SM LPAR Activity Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The others are
used to specify additional options.

Figure 2-197. PR/SM LPAR Activity Report Inquiry Panel

 -----------------------  PR/SM LPAR Activity Report  ------------------------ 

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRSM02 - Track LPAR Activity

  

 Time-span ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> P (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 LPAR Name    ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

 

Figure 2-197 shows a PR/SM CEC Summary Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all PR/SM Analysis routines are
described above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS time spans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.
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If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

If no LPAR name is selected, a report will be generated for each LPAR on each selected SYSID (or all SYSIDs if none are
specified). If more than one SYSID is generating RMF data for the same CEC, duplicate information is retained for each
SYSID/LPAR combination. Consequently, to prevent having duplicate reports created, you should determine one SYSID/
LPAR combination for the logical partition you wish to have reported.

If multiple SYSIDs have created RMF data for the same complex (for example, two different MVS systems are running in
separate logical partitions on the same CEC), then the most comprehensive reporting will be achieved by selecting the
SYSID that was most active during the time period to be reported.

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options. They are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

PR/SM LPAR Activity Report

The PR/SM LPAR Activity Report displays the utilization and configuration of a logical partition operating in a Central
Electronic Complex. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present
in your MICS database. Note that the PR/SM LPAR Activity Report obtains its data from the HARLPC Files. If you are
unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The PR/SM LPAR Activity Report is produced using a series of five panels. Only the first panel is required. The others are
used to specify additional options.

Figure 2-197. PR/SM LPAR Activity Report Inquiry Panel

 -----------------------  PR/SM LPAR Activity Report  ------------------------ 

 Command ===>

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRSM02 - Track LPAR Activity

  

 Time-span ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> P (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 LPAR Name    ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

  

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)
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Figure 2-197 shows a PR/SM CEC Summary Report inquiry panel. The fields common to all PR/SM Analysis routines are
described above. The following are general comments on this panel.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS time spans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(i.e., MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

If no LPAR name is selected, a report will be generated for each LPAR on each selected SYSID (or all SYSIDs if none are
specified). If more than one SYSID is generating RMF data for the same CEC, duplicate information is retained for each
SYSID/LPAR combination. Consequently, to prevent having duplicate reports created, you should determine one SYSID/
LPAR combination for the logical partition you wish to have reported.

If multiple SYSIDs have created RMF data for the same complex (for example, two different MVS systems are running in
separate logical partitions on the same CEC), then the most comprehensive reporting will be achieved by selecting the
SYSID that was most active during the time period to be reported.

There are four other panels in this series that you can use to specify additional options. They are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

PR/SM Requirements

MICS PR/SM reports enable you to track the utilization, configuration and monitoring activity of complexes and logical
partitions on a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly level. Utilization measures are reported in terms of the percentage of a
CEC consumed and shared and logical processor usage. Environmental measures are also provided to allow for the
tracking of configuration changes over time, and their impact on system usage.

Figure 2-198 shows the MICS files and timespan levels that must be maintained at your installation in order to produce all
of the PR/SM LPAR Analysis reports.

Figure 2-198. PR/SM LPAR Analysis MICS File Requirements

         -----------------------------------

                                   LEVEL

          CA MICS              -------------

          FILE                 X  D  W  M  Y

         -----------------------------------

         HARLPC                x  x  x  x

         -----------------------------------

 

For these reports, only one level of the HARLPC file is required (i.e., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), depending
on the timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for each of the MICS files in Figure 2-198 determines the
time frame for which you may produce PR/SM LPAR Analysis reports.
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PER Graphic Analysis
This section describes the graphic analyses available in the Performance Manager. Graphic analysis of performance
and service indicators provides you with several series of graphs to assist you in tracking and analyzing system behavior
and key service related indicators. This section provides guidelines for interpreting these graphs and for producing them.
These graphs can provide you views of system and workload performance for a variety of time perspectives from the very
detailed to a perspective covering weeks or months.

The CPU graphs can help you understand both the utilization patterns of your processors and the distribution of this
utilization among various workloads. This can help you ensure that the processors, as critical resources are being used to
satisfy your key workloads.

The storage graphs show you the distribution of storage among the various system areas as well as the distribution of
storage use among workloads. As with the CPU graphs, these storage graphs help you ensure that storage, as a critical
resource, is being used to satisfy your key workloads.

The TSO graphs can assist you in tracking MVS response time for TSO and easily focuses your attention toward periods
during which service levels were exceeding expectations or agreed upon objectives.

The I/O tracking graphs can help you focus on particular disk devices and time periods that may have experienced I/O
bottlenecks.

The paging graphs help you to manage the performance of the MVS auxiliary storage. They will help you quickly discover
whether any potential performance problems exist with your paging volumes and assist you in focusing rapidly on any
problem when it is discovered.

Producing graphs is discussed in the final sections. These sections can assist you in choosing graphic options, the time
periods and systems upon which to report, and the methods for providing workload descriptions.

PER CPU Graphs

In managing performance, it is important to understand and track two very basic types of information about your
processors: how busy they are and what workloads are using these resources. z/OS systems should be able to operate
effectively at very high processor utilization, assuming no other system resource is limiting critical response time. You
need to know which z/OS service classes and workloads account for the majority of this utilization.

These utilization values cannot be viewed in isolation. If utilization is high but no workloads spend time waiting for a
processor, and workloads are experiencing acceptable online response time or batch turnaround time, there may be no
need for further diagnosis and corrective action. The use of other indicators along with CPU busy can help you determine
whether there is a processor utilization problem or some other form of workload delay.

CPU Busy by Hour and Day

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a multiline plot of CPU busy, plotted by hour of the day, with each line representing data
from a different day.

Analysis Guidelines

This plot shows you CPU busy information for a specific system for multiple days. You should look here to ensure that the
data being analyzed is both repeatable and consistent. You should know whether you are analyzing a typical day, a peak
load day that is to be expected with some regularity, or an unusual occurrence that might be repeated only very rarely.

Notice the CPU busy patterns throughout a day. When analyzing performance, it is important to know the characteristic
times of peak loads during the day. These patterns also allow you to readily see when there are CPU resources available.
If you know the major workloads that run on a processor, you may be able to determine when these workloads are most
significant to overall utilization. This is determined by noting the times when these workloads normally begin to increase
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and taper off. Normally, when looking for CPU problems, you would select the times when the systems are running at
maximum utilization.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed using
the Installation Performance Specification analysis reports.

Note: When in goal mode, the IPS controls are "hidden" so you can't change them. The Workload Manager decides the
settings and automatically implements them.

CPU Busy by Service Class

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a stacked vertical bar chart of CPU utilization by one or more Workload Manager service
classes. You can display all active classes on the plot or you can select several classes that are of particular interest to
you. Overhead not measured as part of any service class is spread evenly across all groups or classes for reporting.

Analysis Guidelines

Similar considerations come into play for environments that are operating in "goal mode." In this case, workload
granularity must be established through the definition of service classes using the Workload Manager application. The
Workload Manager is used to define both service classes that dictate distribution of resources (Standard Service Classes)
and service classes designed for simply reporting utilization and service measures (Report Service Classes).

Note: Having multiple applications running in the same service class will restrict your ability to distinctly analyze and
manage the work on your system.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed using
the Installation Performance Specification analysis reports.

CPU Busy and Other Indicators

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a multiline plot of CPU busy and several other indicators that will be non-zero whenever
work was ready to use the processor but was not dispatched. In addition, paging activity is displayed, because it is
another potential reason for slow processing.

Analysis Guidelines

In addition to CPU busy, there are other indicators found on the graph that will help you understand if there are workload
delays.

OCPU
Represents the percentage of time that all engines were dispatched and there was still at least one address space waiting
to be dispatched. O2 and O3 are the same except they represent at least 2 and 3 or more address spaces waiting to be
dispatched.

OREADY
The number of address spaces swapped out and waiting to be swapped in. They are ready to do work, but, due to the
SRM constraints, they are kept swapped out.

PAGEIN
Shows the rate at which pages are being moved from auxiliary storage to central storage. As an indicator of contention for
real storage, it can show you whether inadequate storage may be a contributing cause of sluggish performance.

This chart can show whether latent demand exists: whether work is being delayed that was otherwise ready to proceed. It
does not show which applications are experiencing or causing contention.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed using
the Installation Performance Specification analysis reports.
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CPU Busy by Workload Type - Pie Chart

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a pie chart of the distribution of processor utilization among major workloads. Ordinarily
you would describe the rules for grouping particular service classes into certain workloads. An example of the method for
defining workloads is available in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs. If you do not provide such a
method, each service class will be displayed as a separate workload.

Analysis Guidelines

This chart presents a high level overview for a major system resource, CPU capacity. With it you can show where your
leverage to manage utilization is by workload type. Shifting a workload to another processor might not relieve a processor
bottleneck if its relative percentage of the total utilization is small. Because this graph is a pie chart, the displayed CPU
utilization represents the percentage of total CPU busy caused by each workload type. This displayed utilization is the
relative share of CPU and not the total amount.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed using
the sysplex analysis reports described in PER Sysplex Analysis.

Special Considerations

If you do not provide a workload description, as shown in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs,
each service class will be treated as a separate workload. This may provide so many unique categories that SAS/GRAPH
will shift from using a pie chart to using a horizontal bar chart. While a horizontal bar chart prevents the loss of information
from the chart, you will probably find analysis and reporting more meaningful if you describe workloads.

CPU Busy by System

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a multiline plot of CPU busy, plotted over time, with each line representing data from a
different system (SYSID).

Analysis Guidelines

This plot shows you CPU busy information for a specific time period (day, week, month, etc.) for multiple systems. You
should look here to ensure that the data being analyzed is both repeatable and consistent. From this graph, you can
see whether you are analyzing a typical time period, a peak load period (for example, prime shift weekdays) that is to be
expected with some regularity, or an unusual occurrence that might be repeated only very rarely.

Notice the CPU busy patterns throughout a day, especially contrasting one system with another. When analyzing
performance, it is important to know the characteristic times of peak loads during the day by system. These patterns
also allow you to readily see when there are CPU resources available. If you know the major workloads that run on each
processor, you may be able to determine when these workloads are most significant to overall utilization, and also how
workloads might be shifted from one system to another.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed.

CPU Busy by Workload Type - Bar Chart

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a vertical bar chart of the distribution of processor utilization among major workloads.
Ordinarily you would describe the rules for grouping particular service classes into certain workloads. An example of the
method for defining workloads is available in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs. If you do not
provide such a method, each service class will be displayed as a separate workload.

Analysis Guidelines
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As with the corresponding pie chart described in the CPU Busy by Workload Type - Pie Chart section, this chart presents
a high-level overview for a major system resource, CPU capacity. With it you can show where your leverage to manage
utilization is by workload type. For example, shifting a workload to another processor might not relieve a processor
bottleneck if its relative percentage of the total utilization is small.

Because this graph is a bar chart, the displayed CPU utilization represents the total utilization segmented by each
workload type. This displayed utilization includes the uncaptured CPU utilization allocated proportionately to each
workload.

The detailed behavior of workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed using
the sysplex analysis reports described in PER Sysplex Analysis.

Special Considerations

If you do not provide a workload description, as shown in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs,
each service class will be treated as a separate workload. Further, if you choose to use "report service classes" (rather
than standard classes), overlapping resource utilization will tend to overstate actual utilization. Therefore, this should only
be done with a full understanding of the impact on the resulting analysis.

Workload Velocity and CPU Activity

Graphic Results

The Workload Velocity and CPU Activity Graph provides a snapshot of the performance of workloads that have been
defined with service goal type (WLMGOLTP) of "Execution of Velocity". The Goal (WLMGOLVE) and actual velocity
(SECEXVEL) is expressed as a percentage. Actual velocity is a measure of how fast the transactions with this goal type
are running. Work that is "not ready" is not included in this percentage. The CPU utilization, expressed as a percentage, is
available for interval comparisons with the given workload.

Analysis Guidelines

The reports provide a method to verify WLM execution goal success. The user may note that systems which are running
CPU constrained during certain hours of the day may be unable to achieve their WLM Goal. This report will identify the
constrained/peak hours.

Special Considerations

CPU is just one component of performance and some factors impact each other (i.e., I/O affects CPU utilization). Some
factors to consider are: I/O wait (including data set contention), coupling facility wait, tape mount wait (rewind time, SILO
robot response, computer operator mount wait) and I/O error recovery. To understand fully the performance of workloads,
all contributing factors must be accounted for and understood.

Figure 2-199 provides an example of the Workload Velocity and CPU line graph.

Figure 2-199. Sample Workload Velocity and CPU Activity Graph

                                              WLM Execution Velocity Performance

  

 ------------------------------------ Date=Mon, Apr 13, 98 SYSID=XAD1 Workload Name=BATCH

 ------------------------------------

  

                                          Plot of CPUPCBSY*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'C'.

  

         ---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------

+--------+--------+---

    100% +                                               C    C                 C   C                        

              +

         |                                      C    C            C    C   C             C   C               

              |
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PER Storage Graphs

Managing storage can help ensure that online response and batch throughput service remain acceptable.
Overcommitment of total storage frames can lead to dramatic degradation in system performance as MVS responds to
contention for central and expanded storage frames by increasing demand paging involving auxiliary storage on disk
devices.

These storage graphs will help you understand and report on the usage of combined central and expanded storage
frames by the various system areas of MVS and the private area. The second graph will help you understand the
distribution of active usage of storage among various workloads.

System Storage Map

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a vertical bar chart of storage frame use by the major system areas and the private area.

Analysis Guidelines

This graph maps total storage frames allocated by MVS system areas. This chart shows the storage frames allocated
to the Nucleus, CSA, LPA, SQA, LSQA, Private, and Available frames. The sum of these fields represents the total
number of central storage frames. When this resource becomes constrained, MVS will respond with increased paging and
increased swapping to auxiliary storage.

Frame allocation is a type of resource usage that can be analyzed effectively from a variety of perspectives. Long range
charts done using the MICS MONTHS timespan can permit you to track trends in frame usage. More detailed charts done
using the DAYS timespan can help you analyze peak period loads to determine if frame contention might be a factor in
any performance degradation.
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You can analyze memory use further using the Real Storage Management analysis reports described in PER Real
Storage Management Analysis. Virtual storage allocation patterns can have an effect upon process or storage
usage. These can be analyzed using the Virtual Storage Management analysis reports found in PER Virtual Storage
Management Analysis.

Storage Used by Workload Types-Bar Chart

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a vertical bar chart of storage frame use by the major system areas and the private area.

Analysis Guidelines

This graph maps total storage frames allocated by MVS system areas. This chart shows the storage frames allocated
to the Nucleus, CSA, LPA, SQA, LSQA, Private, and Available frames. The sum of these fields represents the total
number of central storage frames. When this resource becomes constrained, MVS will respond with increased paging and
increased swapping to auxiliary storage.

Frame allocation is a type of resource usage that can be analyzed effectively from a variety of perspectives. Long range
charts done using the MICS MONTHS timespan can permit you to track trends in frame usage. More detailed charts done
using the DAYS timespan can help you analyze peak period loads to determine if frame contention might be a factor in
any performance degradation.

You can analyze memory use further using the Real Storage Management analysis reports described in PER Real
Storage Management Analysis. Virtual storage allocation patterns can have an effect upon processor storage
usage. These can be analyzed using the Virtual Storage Management analysis reports found in PER Virtual Storage
Management Analysis.

Storage Used by Performance Group/Svc Class

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a vertical bar chart of total storage frames used by all or selected performance groups or
service classes.

Analysis Guidelines

Total storage includes both central and expanded frames. This chart can help you understand what performance groups
or service classes are your major consumers of storage frames. It can also help you determine if storage usage by a
competing group or class appears correlated with a period when other measurements reported during that same period
were degraded.

You can analyze memory use further using the Real Storage Management analysis reports described in PER Real
Storage Management Analysis. Virtual storage allocation patterns can have an effect upon processor storage
usage. These can be analyzed using the Virtual Storage Management analysis reports found in PER Virtual Storage
Management Analysis. Each of these sections can help you understand and manage memory use by particular
workloads.

Special Considerations

If there are a lot of performance groups or service classes defined, there may be so many unique categories that analysis
may prove difficult. If such is the case, you might want to utilize the "Storage Used by Workload" analysis described in
the Storage Used by Workload Types-Bar Chart section or restrict your analysis to selected groups or classes using the
either the data selection facilities provided on the primary inquiry screen, or the global data selection exit on the extended
options screen.

Storage Used by Workload Type-Pie Chart

Graphic Results
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This graphic analysis provides a pie chart of total storage frames used by various defined workloads as well as the
percentage relative share for each workload.

Analysis Guidelines

Total storage includes both central and expanded frames. This chart can help you understand what workloads are your
major consumers of storage frames. It can also help you determine if storage usage by a competing workload appears
correlated with a period when other measurements reported during that same period were degraded.

You can analyze memory use further using the Real Storage Management analysis reports described in PER Real
Storage Management Analysis. Virtual storage allocation patterns can have an effect upon processor storage
usage. These can be analyzed using the Virtual Storage Management analysis reports found in PER Virtual Storage
Management Analysis. Each of these sections can help you understand and manage memory use by particular
workloads.

Special Considerations

If you do not provide a workload description, as shown in the Workload Groupings in PER Producing Graphs, each
performance group or service class will be treated as a separate workload. This may provide so many unique categories
that SAS/GRAPH will shift from using a pie chart to using a horizontal bar chart. While a horizontal bar chart prevents the
loss of information from the chart, you will probably find analysis and reporting more meaningful if you describe workloads.

PER TSO Service Graphs

MVS measures the response time it provides to TSO as well as other workloads. Ordinarily, you would request that MVS
manage TSO in a series of performance periods. Generally the size of these periods is based upon the MVS service units
consumed. Any given transaction will slip from first period into second after it has consumed a certain number of MVS
service units. This continues until the transaction has landed in the last period for the performance group or service class
to which it is assigned.

This is a heuristic algorithm--it allows MVS to repeatedly analyze a transaction and learn whether it must continue to treat
the transaction as a short, low resource transaction or whether it can begin assigning it priorities for resource usage that
your installation has selected for longer running, more resource intensive transactions.

The TSO response graphs allow you to report on both first period TSO response and overall response for the complex of
all performance periods.

TSO First Period Response

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a line plot of TSO first period response time.

Analysis Guidelines

This plot shows first period TSO response time for each day, week, or month for which data is available.

At the DAYS level of summarization, you should look for consistency. For any day that showed unusual degradation of
response time, you should determine whether this was due to a periodic peak load that must be planned for in the future,
or whether it was due to some system problem or unusual load that is unlikely to occur frequently.

At higher summarization levels, especially when using the MONTHS level timespan, you can look for trends. If response
time is gradually being degraded, you may need to analyze more recent daily TSO response times to look for peaks
during the day. You can then use other Performance Manager graphic analyses and reports to search for possible causes
for this degradation.

Tracking first period and non-first period TSO response times separately is important because they do not represent the
same type of work. First period TSO responses tend to have relatively uniform and small resource requirements, because
the SRM or Workload Manager (in the case of systems operating in "goal mode") forces transactions that are heavy
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resource consumers into subsequent periods. If first period TSO response experiences irregular response times, it is
generally due to system load or a system-wide problem.

The overall complex of TSO periods can experience variable response times due to variability of resource usage by
some TSO transactions. Tracking overall TSO response time is available with the graph discussed in the TSO Complex
Response.

The detailed behavior of TSO workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed
using the Installation Performance Specification analysis reports and the sysplex analysis reports described in PER
Sysplex Analysis.

Special Considerations

For systems still utilizing performance groups, you do not need to specify the performance groups that constitute TSO
to produce either the plot of TSO first period response time or the plot of overall complex TSO response time. Your TSO
performance groups will automatically be chosen for these graphs. However, if you have several performance groups that
constitute TSO but have different service level objectives, are they managed differently by the SRM, or do they tend to
have markedly different resource requirements? You may use the performance group selection capability found on the
main selection screen for either graphic analysis to determine which performance group will be included in a plot.

For systems operating in goal mode, the analysis attempts to determine TSO service classes/periods by searching for
the characters "TSO" in either the service class name or the service definition name. If your TSO service classes follow
the convention of incorporating TSO in the class name or definition name, the analysis will automatically choose those
classes for reporting. Alternatively, you can use the service class selection capability found on the main selection screen
of both analyses to determine which service classes will be included in a plot.

TSO Complex Respons

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a line plot of TSO overall complex response time. This will show you average TSO
response times for transactions that may vary considerably in resource requirements.

Analysis Guidelines

This plot shows you what sort of variability you are experiencing in overall TSO response times. In conjunction with
the TSO first period graph, this plot will help you determine whether consistent first period response times are being
maintained in spite of fluctuations in overall complex TSO response times.

TSO non-first period workloads are more closely related to batch type work in one sense: their resource consumption can
vary substantially, thus leading to the potential for response time variability. You do not have the kind of control over this
response time that you can have over first period response times.

Due to this variability, you may not want to commit to service level objectives for overall TSO response times. Periodically
tracking its response tendencies, however, may provide you with early warning about resource constraints or contention
issues. If you discover that overall TSO response time is beginning to climb or increase in variability, especially during
peak periods, you may want to investigate more fully what the potential causes might be.

The detailed behavior of TSO workloads and the system influences that may be affecting them can be further analyzed
using the Installation Performance Specification analysis reports and the sysplex analysis reports described in PER
Sysplex Analysis

Special Considerations

For systems still utilizing performance groups, you do not need to specify the performance groups that constitute TSO
to produce either the plot of TSO first period response time or the one of overall complex TSO response time. Your TSO
performance groups will automatically be chosen for these graphs. However, if you have several performance groups that
constitute TSO but have different service level objectives, are they managed differently by the SRM, or do they tend to
have markedly different resource requirements? You may use the performance group selection capability found on the
main selection screen for either graphic analysis to determine which performance group will be included in a plot.
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For systems operating in "goal mode," the analysis attempts to determine TSO service classes/periods by searching for
the characters "TSO" in either the service class name or the service definition name. If your TSO service classes follow
the convention of incorporating TSO in the class name or definition name, the analysis will automatically choose those
classes for reporting. Alternatively, you can use the service class selection capability found on the main selection screen
of both analyses to determine which service classes will be included in a plot.

PER I/O Tracking Graphs

Analyzing and tracking the performance of disks or direct access storage devices (DASD) is an important part of
performance management. The relative speed of moving data to and from DASD is orders of magnitude slower than the
speed of moving information in central or expanded storage. Some of the characteristics of DASD make the potential for
causing poor system responsiveness even more pronounced.

If two workloads are attempting to access data in central storage, one may have to wait for the other, but once a memory
access cycle is made available to the second workload, it will be able to access its data at full memory speed. In contrast,
if two workloads are accessing data on a single DASD volume, they may require that the device's read-write heads move
back and forth from one file to another. The existence of such heavy seeking activity on a disk can contribute to poor
overall system performance or to poor performance of individual workloads.

Even a single TSO or online transaction may cause itself this kind of delay, if it is accessing information at several
locations on one device.

Device Response Components

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a stacked vertical bar chart for each of one or more direct access devices that experienced
the highest queue times during the interval being charted. The default is to plot only the device showing the highest
queue time, but you can choose to analyze more devices per interval reported. The portions of the stacked bar chart
represent the average time for the four components of I/O for the device. These components are queue time, pending
time, disconnect time, and connect time.

Analysis Guidelines

The four components of I/O service time measured by MVS/XA systems are:

Queue
The average amount of time that I/O requests to this device were held enqueued within IOS before an SSCH instruction
could be issued. Such an enqueue occurs when this particular system already has an I/O operation in progress on a
device at the time another I/O operation is requested by this same system.

Pending
The time that the I/O was blocked by other I/Os that used some part of the physical path to the device. This can be
caused by head of string or control unit contention or reserve delays issued from other systems. Pending time can also
include the time that the device was delayed due to an ESCON Director (ESCD) port being busy.

Disconnect
The time that the device spent in seeking, in device latency, and in extra rotations due to rotational positioning sensing
(RPS) misses.

Connect
The time that the device was connected to the path. This includes the time required for both channel control word (CCW)
and data transfer.

The first three of these components can be addressed by tuning. Excessive pending time may also indicate a need to
adjust the I/O load on the ES Connection Director ports. The fourth component is a function of data set block sizes and
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can only be addressed by changing the characteristics of the data sets on the device. This last component is the only one
that actually represents the movement of data to or from the device.

The queue component of I/O response time is the sum of the time that the I/Os wait for the device's UCB (that is, device
busy condition) and the time that the I/Os wait for the LCU (logical control unit) due to the utilization of the path by other I/
Os. If the utilization of the device is more than 30 percent, the I/O queue time can be reduced by spreading the data sets
on the volume across two or more devices. If the device utilization is low, the only way to address I/O queuing is to move
the volume to a lower activity string.

The pending component of I/O response time represents the average time between successfully issuing the start
subcommand (SSCH) to the logical control unit (LCU) and acceptance of the first command by the device. Two factors
contribute to this delay. They are the utilization of the path (for example, channels or control units) by other I/Os from the
system being measured, or device contention conditions that result from I/Os issued by other systems. These effects may
be evaluated using the DASD Skew and Shared DASD Analysis Reports of the Performance Manager.

The disconnect component of I/O response time represents the portion of the device service time during which it is
disconnected from the channel. This time includes seek, latency, and extra revolutions that result from RPS missed
reconnects. The value shown in the report should be compared to the ideal disconnect time for the device type.

The ideal disconnect time may be calculated by dividing the sum of the average seek time and rotational delay for the
device type by two. For example, the average seek time of a 3350 is 25 milliseconds and the rotational delay is 16.7
milliseconds. Therefore, the ideal disconnect time for 3350 type devices is approximately 21 milliseconds.

By comparing the ideal disconnect time to the actual for the device, you can determine the impact of RPS missed
reconnects. If this time is significant, you can move the volume to a less active device string where the RPS miss
contribution is lower. You can use the DASD Skew Report to evaluate strings where RPS misses are causing performance
problems.

Delays due to ESCON director port busy occur when I/O actions are delayed by the temporary unavailability of an ESCON
director port. Unless a dedicated port-to-port connection from a channel to a controller has been defined within the
ESCON director, a port-to-port connection will be established dynamically only for the duration of an I/O operation, with
the I/O processor requesting termination of the connection upon I/O completion. A channel along which the I/O process is
initiated must pass a request that the ESCON director establish a dynamic connection to any of the defined routes to the
device for which the I/O operation is intended. Each controller attached to the device is attached to a port on the ESCON
director. If each of these ports is busy, an ESCON port busy condition will occur.

If there is direct channel connection to a controller, ESCON port delays are not possible.

It is also possible to link two ESCON directors, for instance, to increase the distance permitted between processors and
devices. If this has been done, the link between the directors may also be a source of contention for which the port busy
condition will occur.

You can determine the presence of ESCON port delays by using the I/O Component Report of the MVS Performance
Manager.

The detailed behavior of I/O devices can be further analyzed using the I/O Configuration analysis reports described in
PER I/O Configuration Analysis.

Special Considerations

This graphic analysis uses information that became available with the advent of MVS/XA, so you will not be able to
perform this analysis for a system unless it is operating at MVS/XA or beyond.

Average MPL Waiting for Devices

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a vertical bar chart for each of one or more direct access devices that experienced the
highest queue times during the interval being charted. The default is to plot only the single device showing the highest
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queue time, but you can choose to analyze more devices per interval reported. The bar chart represents the average
number of users of the device that were waiting to gain access to it.

Analysis Guidelines

Since this chart shows the average number of applications waiting for a device, you can use it as a warning indicator.
The average number of applications waiting is a measurement external to the application. If an application such as one
processing online transactions internally queues its own requests for a device, this delay will not show on this chart. This
chart will show the queuing that occurs in the I/O subsystem when it has received the I/O request but is holding it until a
previous request that it is managing has completed.

There is no necessarily good or bad number with this chart. You should produce this chart frequently enough to be
accustomed to the queuing levels normally seen in your environment.

The detailed behavior of I/O devices can be further analyzed using the I/O Configuration analysis reports described in
PER I/O Configuration Analysis.

PER Paging Graphs

When central and expanded storage are sufficiently large, an MVS system may do little or no paging. As workloads grow
and applications are enhanced, contention for central and expanded storage may cause MVS to make use of auxiliary
storage paging files especially established for this purpose. A limited amount of paging can provide an excellent cushion
for central and expanded storage.

However, each time MVS must demand that a page be transferred into central storage from DASD, this represents a
dramatic increase in execution time. If the processor attempts to execute an instruction or refers to data that is not in
processor storage but has been paged out to auxiliary storage, a processor page fault will occur. MVS will delay the task
attempting to execute until the instruction or data it refers to has been moved into central storage. Then MVS will mark the
task dispatchable and, depending on the priority of this task relative to other tasks in the system, the task will eventually
continue. Thus, the task temporarily runs at the relatively slow speed of DASD I/O instead of at the electronic speed of
the processor. The task switching that takes place can also tend to pollute the processor's high speed cache, further
degrading performance.

Especially for critical workloads for which you have service level objectives or service level agreements, you need to be
assured that demand paging levels are tracked and managed.

Response Time for Page Data Set Type

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a multi-line plot of response times for the three types of page data sets: Local, Common,
and PLPA (Pageable Link Pack Area).

Analysis Guidelines

The response time is the average for all devices being used for a page data set type.

At the DAYS level of summarization, you should look for consistency. For any day that showed unusual degradation of
response time, you should determine whether this was due to a periodic peak load that must be planned for in the future,
or whether it was due to some system problem or unusual load that is unlikely to occur frequently.

There are essentially only four ways to respond to peak loads and consequent increases in paging response times:
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• Attempt to make a business case for shifting the workload. Although a convincing business case cannot often be
successfully made, this can sometimes provide temporary relief for acute paging response problems.

• Recommend the acquisition of additional memory. This is the most effective and direct, but generally the most costly
solution.

• Add additional paging volumes or improve the performance of the existing ones. This is generally an attractive and not
overly costly solution. However, additional paging volumes cannot compensate entirely for a gross overcommitment of
processor storage.

• Attempt to find an offending application and recommend its redesign or other modification. This is often a fruitless
endeavor. However, you may occasionally discover an application that has dramatically overcommitted I/O buffers, is
searching large arrays in an inefficient manner, or is otherwise misusing processor storage.

At higher summarization levels, especially when using the MONTHS level time-span, you can look for trends. If paging
response time is gradually being degraded, this can give you an early warning that you may need to take some corrective
action.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Real Storage Management Analysis.

Response Time for Local Page Data Sets

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a multi-line plot of response times for all local page data sets.

Analysis Guidelines

Local page data sets can experience paging loads from a variety of sources: demand paging, swapping, Hiperspace
migration, and virtual I/O. Some of this paging traffic is asynchronous, that is, no application is waiting for the page's
arrival before it can continue. Some, however, is the result of page faults and will cause the application to have its
processing suspended until the page has arrived in processor storage.

With the advent of block paging, which first became available with MVS/ESA SP 4.2, some of this demand paging may
lead to a presumptive decision by the Real Storage Manager (RSM) to move into central storage for an address space
all pages that meet two criteria: they were previously located in contiguous virtual memory locations and they all had the
same unreferenced interval count (UIC) value. This is a heuristic attempt to predict page reference patterns and prepare
for them. Initiation of block paging is load dependent, so you may see not only the quantity of pages per unit of time
increase during peak loads, but you may also see the nature of the paging work change from short bursts to larger blocks.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Real Storage Management Analysis.

Demand Page Rates by Perf Group/Svc Class

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a stacked vertical bar chart of demand page rates separated by performance group or
service class. Each group or class for which there is data is shown as a separate segment on each bar.

Analysis Guidelines

If demand paging exists, this chart will show which performance groups or service classes are experiencing the page
faults.

When trying to manage demand paging effectively, you should understand what workloads are experiencing it. For MVS
systems not yet operating in "goal mode," providing detail by performance group is only effective if workload granularity
has been established through two members in the MVS system parameter library, SYS1.PARMLIB. The first of these,
IEAIPSxx, the Installation Performance Specifications member, contains the specifications defining to the System
Resource Manager of MVS how it is to distribute resources to the various performance groups. The second control
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member, IEAICSxx, the Installation Control Specifications member, is used by MVS to select the performance group for
any particular job, TSO user, started task, or APPC/MVS transaction. Having multiple applications running in the same
performance group restricts your capability to distinctly analyze and manage such work.

Similar considerations come into play for MVS environments operating in "goal mode" as introduced in MVS/ESA SP
5.1. Here, the workload granularity must be established through the use of service definitions via the Workload Manager
application. Such definitions delineate both service classes, controlling actual resource distribution to different types of
work, as well as "report service classes," which can be thought of as similar to the report performance groups defined in
IEAICSxx.

Additional information can be obtained by looking at paging response times. The I/O response time multiplied by the
number of page faults per second per workload type shows the impact this paging is having on each workload type.
Dividing this number by the average MVS multiprogramming level for a workload would give you an estimate of the impact
that an individual user or job would experience.

Workloads that offer transaction reporting can provide additional insight into the impact of paging, particularly slow paging,
upon these workloads. The portion of the transaction response time caused by paging could be estimated by calculating
the number of demand pages per transaction and multiplying the result by the paging response time.

You should understand the behavior of the work in a performance group or service class when demand paging occurs.
With a workload like TSO, which places each user in a unique address space, when one user suffers a page fault, the
remaining users continue processing, since MVS is managing their address spaces independently. In contrast, when
a transaction processing address space, like CICS, experiences a page fault, the impact of MVS halting activity in the
address space until the page fault is resolved can be much greater, since the entire MVS task in the CICS address space
will go dormant until the page fault is resolved. This has the potential for halting all users that CICS is multitasking at that
moment. Only I/O activity in progress for active users will continue.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Real Storage Management Analysis.

Percent Busy for Local Page Data Sets

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a plot of percent device busy for those devices which contain local page data sets.

Analysis Guidelines

Local page data sets can experience paging loads from a variety of sources: demand paging, swapping, Hiperspace
migration, and virtual I/O. Some of this paging traffic is asynchronous, that is, no application is waiting for the page's
arrival before it can continue. Some, however, is the result of page faults and will cause the application to have its
processing suspended until the page has arrived in processor storage.

Many people still tend to follow the rule of thumb that says when your page pack reaches 35 percent busy, add another
one. For those people, we provide this chart. However, the I/O response time plot discussed in the Response Time for
Local Page Data Sets section provides a better picture of the paging environment, and should be used as the primary
guide for analyzing and/or altering the paging configuration.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Real Storage Management Analysis.

Demand Page Rates by Workload Type-Bar Chart

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a stacked vertical bar chart of demand page rates separated by user defined workload
types. Each defined workload for which there is data is shown as a separate segment on each bar.

Analysis Guidelines
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If demand paging exists, this chart will show which workloads are experiencing the page faults.

Additional information can be obtained by looking at paging response times. The I/O response time multiplied by the
number of page faults per second per workload type shows the impact this paging is having on each workload type.
Dividing this number by the average MVS multiprogramming level for a workload would give you an estimate of the impact
that an individual user or job would experience.

Workloads that offer transaction reporting can provide additional insight into the impact of paging, particularly slow paging,
upon these workloads. The portion of the transaction response time caused by paging could be estimated by calculating
the number of demand pages per transaction and multiplying the result by the paging response time.

You should understand the behavior of the various workload types when demand paging occurs. With a workload like
TSO, where each user is placed in a unique address space, when one user suffers a page fault, the remaining users
continue processing, since MVS is managing their address spaces independently. In contrast, when a transaction
processing address space like CICS experiences a page fault, the impact of MVS halting activity in the address space
until the page fault is resolved can be much greater, since the entire MVS task in the CICS address space will go dormant
until the page fault is resolved. This has the potential for halting all users that CICS is multitasking at that moment. Only I/
O activity in progress for active users will continue.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis.

Special Considerations

If you do not provide a workload description, as shown in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs,
each performance group or service class will be treated as a separate workload. Further, if you choose to use report
performance groups (rather than control groups), or report service classes (rather than standard classes), overlapping
resource utilization of such groups or classes will tend to overstate actual utilization, and should only be done with a full
understanding of the impact on the resulting analysis.

Demand Page Rates by Workload Type-Pie Chart

Graphic Results

This graphic analysis provides a pie chart of demand page rates and relative shares belonging to user defined workload
types. Each defined workload for which there is data is shown as a separate slice.

Analysis Guidelines

If demand paging exists, this chart will show which workloads are experiencing the page faults.

Additional information can be obtained by looking at paging response times. The I/O response time multiplied by the
number of page faults per second per workload type show the impact this paging is having on each workload type.
Dividing this number by the average MVS multiprogramming level for a workload would give you an estimate of the effect
that an individual user or job would experience.

Workloads that offer transaction reporting can provide additional insight into the impact of paging, particularly slow paging,
upon these workloads. The portion of the transaction response time caused by paging could be estimated by calculating
the number of demand pages per transaction and multiplying the result by the paging response time.

The detailed behavior of the paging subsystem can be further analyzed using the Auxiliary Storage Management analysis
reports described in PER Auxiliary Storage Management Analysis.

Special Considerations

If you do not provide a workload description, as shown in the Workload Groupings section in PER Producing Graphs,
each performance group or service class will be treated as a separate workload. This may provide so many unique
categories that SAS/GRAPH will shift from using a pie chart to using a horizontal bar chart. While a horizontal bar chart
prevents the loss of information from the chart, you will probably find analysis and reporting more meaningful if you
describe workloads.
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A further consideration is that if you choose to use report performance groups (rather than control groups), or report
service classes (rather than standard classes), overlapping resource utilization of such groups or classes will tend to
overstate actual utilization, and should only be done with a full understanding of the impact on the resulting analysis.

PER Producing Graphs

All the graphic analyses are produced by using the online menus and selection panels of the MICS Performance
Manager Option Option available from within the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). The beginning sections assists you in
accessing the online menus and selection panels if you are not familiar with MWF. The following sections will discuss the
use of graphic selection panels to produce the performance analysis and tracking graphics you need.

Overall Operation

Making no changes to a graphic analysis selection screen prior to executing the inquiry will cause default selections to be
used to produce a graph. If no changes are made, the result will be produced as a line printer graph. You may find that
producing one of these character-based graphs is a good starting point for determining what, if any, options you need to
specify to get the kind of graph that you will find most helpful.

Figure 2-200 shows a typical main selection screen that you would use to specify various choices prior to producing a
graph. If you need help using the Performance Manager Option, see Online Facility Tutorial. The selection options present
for all types of MVS Performance Manager graphic analyses are:

Timespan
Use this option to select which MICS timespan will supply the data for your graph. Setting this to a higher timespan
(WEEKS or MONTHS) can provide you with a longer-range overview, whereas setting it to the DETAIL or DAYS timespan
can help you focus on a particular problem that needs detailed analysis.

Cycles
Select the particular cycle or cycles of data that will be used to produce your graph. Cycle 01 of the DETAIL or DAYS
timespan would represent the information collected by during its most recent daily update processing. Cycle 01 of the
WEEKS or MONTHS timespan would represent the information summarized for the previous week or month. You may
specify a single cycle or a range of cycles.

Allow Run-Time Override
Both the timespan and the cycles can be entered on this selection screen and used directly to specify processing options.
Alternatively, you can choose to allow the run-time override of either or both of these selections. You may find this
convenient if you produce a particular graph on an adhoc basis. The same ability to allow run-time overrides exist for
many of the other selection options available for graphic analysis.

Report by Entire Sysplex
Some of the CPU activity graphs give you the option of summarizing activity across all of the systems that comprise a
Parallel Sysplex. This option requires that the MICS input files contain the data element SYSPLEX. The MICS Hardware
and SCP Analyzer product must be generated with the MVS 5.1 Coupling Facility Cross-System Extended Service data
elements activated. For more information about activating these elements, see Hardware and SCP Analyzer Option.

Chart by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS
Many of the graphs permit you to select whether to plot individual hours as separate data points or to summarize multiple
adjacent hours into a single summarized point.

Generate a graph for each value of zone
You can choose to produce a separate graph for each MICS zone for which there is data or you can choose to combine
multiple zones into a single graph.

Generate color graphic pie charts
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You can specify that a color graphic plot be produced on a graphic device available to MICF or you can permit the graph
to be produced as a character-based graph on a line printer. If you are unfamiliar with producing graphic results using
MICF, you may want to contact your MICS administrator to determine if any special MICF options are needed.

Graph subtitle
You can optionally specify a subtitle that will be included on the graph.

Type of performance group or service class
MVS has two kinds of performance groups: control (CTL) and report (RPG) performance groups. With the introduction of
MVS/ESA SP 5.1, systems operating in what is known as "Goal Mode" have two kinds of service classes: standard (STD)
and report (RSC) service classes.
For pre-SP 5.1 systems, and for SP 5.1 and above systems continuing to operate in "compatibility mode," the
classification of jobs, TSO users, started tasks, and APPC/MVS transactions into performance groups is ordinarily
done in the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAICSxx) system library member. If a graphic analysis is based on performance group
information, you need to specify whether you want to use information gathered for control performance groups or for
report performance groups. This selection option appears for many, but not all, of the graphs, since some of them are not
based on MVS performance group information.
For MVS/ESA SP 5.1 and systems operating in goal mode, the Workload Manager is used to classify jobs, TSO users,
etc., into service classes via the specification of service definitions. Standard service class definitions control the
distribution of resources to selected workload types. Report service class definitions do not have an effect on Workload
Manager's distribution of resources but can be used to capture resource and service measures for specific types of work.

Several data selection criteria are available for graphic analyses. If any of these selection criteria are used, they will serve
to limit the information used in the graphic analysis:

Date
Two date ranges are available. In each range, either a single date or a pair of dates can be entered using a DDMONYY
format, where MON is the first three letters of the month.

Hour
Three hour ranges are available. In each range either a single hour or a pair of hours can be entered using values from 00
to 23.

Zone
Nine zone selection options are available. It is common, but not universal, for zone 1 to be defined to include prime shift
hours for weekdays. If this were true for your MICS system, entering 1 into zone selection would limit graphic analysis to
data from this period. Your MICS administrator can assist you if you are unfamiliar with how zones have been defined in
your MICS system.

SYSID
Six SYSID selection options are available. You can limit your graphic analysis to certain SYSIDs by making use of these
selection options. Your MICS administrator can assist you if you are unfamiliar with how SYSIDs have been defined in
your MICS system.

Performance Group
This selection option appears for many, but not all, of the graphs, since some of them are not based on MVS performance
group information. If it is displayed, eight performance group selection options are available. You can limit your graphic
analysis to certain performance groups by making use of these selection options. The definition of performance groups
is ordinarily done in the IEAICSxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB system library. The person responsible for maintaining
this system library member may be able to assist you if you are unfamiliar with how performance groups have been
defined in your MVS systems.

Service Class
Any analysis that can have performance group selection can also have service class selection to achieve the same sort
of restricted analysis. If it is displayed, four service class selection options are available. The definition of service classes
is done via the Workload Manager application. The person responsible for maintaining Workload Manager may be able to
assist you if you are unfamiliar with how service classes have been defined in your MVS systems.
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Note: You cannot use both Performance Group and Service Class selection in the same analysis inquiry. The "Type of
performance group or service class" option dictates which of these two data selection criteria is available. The practical
implication of this is that if you have systems operating in both compatibility mode and in goal mode, separate analyses
will be needed to address the two different environments.

Figure 2-200. Graphic Inquiry Main Selection Screen Example

 ---------------------  CPU Busy by Workload Type  -------------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Modifying CA MICS Inquiry:  CPU001 - CPU Analysis of Workloads

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 05

 Data base ===> P (PRODCPLX) _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Report by Entire Sysplex                    ===> N (Y/N)

 Chart by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> N (Y/N)

 Generate a pie chart for each value of Zone ===> Y (Y/N)

 Generate color graphic pie charts           ===> N (Y/N)

 Graph subtitle ===> This Week's Utilization Patterns 

 Type of performance group or service class ===> CTL (CTL, RPG, STD, or RSC) 

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date          ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour          ===> 07 - 20    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone          ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid         ===> S002 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  Perf. Group   ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       ===>

 Service Class ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Specifying extended options
Specifying "Y" for extended options on the main graphic selection screen shown in Figure 2-200 causes the display of
a menu (shown in Figure 2-201) that permits you to choose a variety of additional options for data manipulation or color
graphic processing:

• Specify statements for global data selection
• Specify statements for workload definition
• Specify alternate input file(s)
• Save the selected input observations
• Override color graphics format parameters
• Choose the color graphics format set

Each of these extended options is discussed in sections that follow, except for the one that deals with specifying a global
data selection exit.
Specifying a global data selection exit is covered in the remainder of this section because it addresses data selection, just
as do many of the other options mentioned here.
Each of these menu options permits you to make one of three possible entries. Entering "N" or leaving the selection
alone, because "N" is initially present when you first display this menu, will cause no change to the current status of that
particular option. Entering "Y" will cause the display of a special screen for that option. Entering "R" will reset the option.

Figure 2-201. Extended Options Menu Example

 -----------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------
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 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R) 

 Specify workload definition exit                ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)

                 Color graphics format set       ===> IBM3825 

 

Figure 2-202. Global Data Selection Exit Screen Example

 ---------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO SELECT; 

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

 

Specifying A Global Data Selection Exit
The first item on the extended option menu shown in Figure 2-201 permits you to specify data selection using one or more
lines of SAS code. If you enter "Y" (Yes) for the Specify global data selection exit selection in the Extended Options Menu,
the Global Data Selection Exit screen shown in Figure 2-201 is displayed. Any valid SAS statements can be used here to
cause the deletion of observations you do not want included in any particular graphic analysis.
Ordinarily, the standard selection options available on the main graphic selection screen for any particular graph should
provide sufficient selection capability. However, this exit is available for any special circumstances not covered by these
standard selection options.

Optional Selection Criteria

As mentioned in the previous section, performance group/ service class selection options are common but not universal
among the graphic analyses. Several other selection options mentioned in the previous section may not be present on the
main selection screen for any particular graph if they are not appropriate for that graph.

Graphs with "Workload" in their title permit you to define workload groupings. This capability is described in the next
section.

Certain of the graphs depend upon information that is available in the form required only at the DETAIL or DAYS
timespans. The valid MICS timespans for any graph are shown on its main selection screen.
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Workload Groupings

For those graphs that contain the word "Workload" in their title, two alternative extended options allow you to define
workload groupings. You can specify a workload definition exit, which will permit you to write SAS statements combining
homogeneous performance groups or service classes into unique workload groups.

If you enter Y (Yes) for the Specify workload definition exit selection in the Extended Options Menu, the Workload
Grouping Exit screen shown in Figure 2-203 is displayed.

Figure 2-203. Workload Grouping Exit Screen Example

 ---------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 Inquiry Step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying workload grouping exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

  _ - %MACRO GROUP;

  _    /* SAMPLE GROUP EXIT LOGIC */

  _   IF PERFGRP = 2 THEN GROUP = 'TSO';

  _   ELSE IF PERFGRP = 1 OR PERFGRP = 23 THEN GROUP = 'BATCH';

  _   ELSE IF PERFGRP = 49 THEN GROUP = 'CICS;

  _   ELSE GROUP = 'OTHER';

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND GROUP;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************

 

Specifying a workload grouping exit is an option for any graphs whose main selection screen mentions workload
types. The screen shown in Figure 2-203 permits you to specify SAS code to define values for the SAS data element
named GROUP. This is the display you would see if the data source for the analysis is performance group data for a
pre-MVS/ESA SP 5.1 system, or an SP 5.1 or above system operating in compatibility mode. If you do not provide a
workload grouping exit for any of the graphic analyses that make use of this exit, GROUP will be set equal to the value of
PERFGRP, the performance group. Using this exit permits you to collapse several performance groups into one workload
group, thus providing a convenient method for summarizing related workloads together.

For analyses that use service class data from MVS/ESA SP 5.1 and above systems operating in goal mode, a slightly
different screen will appear. The %MACRO is named CLASS, and the values you would define would be for the data
element CLASS. So, for example, the following workload grouping exit code might group specific standard service classes
into reporting workloads:

  %MACRO CLASS;

   SELECT (WLMCLASS);

    WHEN ('SYSTEM') CLASS='SYSTEM';

    WHEN ('ASCH') CLASS='SYSTEM';

    WHEN ('SYSSTC') CLASS='SYSTEM';

    WHEN ('MVSSUBSY') CLASS= 'SYSTEM';

    WHEN ('CICSREGS') CLASS= 'CICS';

    WHEN ('IMSREGS') CLASS='IMS';
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    WHEN ('BATCH') CLASS='BATCH';

    OTHERWISE CLASS = 'OTHER';

   END;

  %MEND CLASS;

 

If the data source for the analysis is report service classes, rather than standard service classes, then element
WLMRPTCL would be used instead of WLMCLASS. Also, if you do not provide a workload grouping exit, CLASS will be
set equal to the value of either WLMCLASS or WLMRPTCL depending on the data source (Standard or Report) specified
on the primary screen.

Color Chart Options

Each graphic analysis of the MVS Performance Manager creates one of three types of graphs: a line plot, a vertical bar
chart, or a pie chart. Each of these types of graphs has slightly different options available.

Color Graphic Device Selection

Color Graphics Format Set

This parameter is required when you specify "Y" for the color graphics format parameters extended option. It is used to
fill in a set of color and other choices for graphic plotting. If you have not specified the use of the color graphics format
parameters extended option, this parameter is ignored.

Multiple sets of color graphics format parameters, called color graphics format sets, are supported by MICF. You will
probably want to have a unique format set for each different graphic device you use because each one might display
particular colors and fonts most favorably. When you invoke the color graphics format parameters extended option,
parameter defaults are taken from the specified color graphics format set. Changing the format set specified will cause the
color graphics format parameters extended option to be reset to the new defaults.

This parameter is set by default to the color graphics format set specified for the MICF default execution mode (e.g., either
the default for foreground or the default for batch execution.)

You may specify? (question mark) to display a selection list of available color graphics format sets. The Graphics Format
Set Selection panel is displayed when you invoke the color graphics format parameters extended option.

Line Plot Options

Line Plot Parameters

You can use the color graphics format parameters extended option to override parameter defaults that control color
graphics format and appearance. These default values are specified through the Color Graphics Format Parameters
process of MICF Options. Thus, you can customize these defaults to match your most common reporting requirements. In
this way, you need to override color graphics format defaults only for exceptional reporting requirements.

The Color Graphics Format Parameters panels for line plots include specifications for the following:

• Colors for axis, text, title, bars, background, and other plot format related parameters.
• Color, symbol, and line type for each plot line.

An example of a Color Graphics Format Parameter panel for line plots can be seen in Figure 2-205. Its parameters are
described below.

Figure 2-205. Plot Graphics Format Parameters Panel Example

 ------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                              Format set: IBM3825 |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry step:  CPU Busy by Hour and Day                                       |
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 |                                                                              |

 |Title print font        ===> TRIPLEX    Title color             ===> BLACK    |

 |Subtitle Print font     ===> SIMPLEX    Subtitle color          ===> BLACK    |

 |Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)  Background color        ===> ________ |

 |Axis color              ===> BLACK      Area inside axis color  ===> ________ |

 |Text color              ===> BLACK                                            |

 |                                                                              |

 |1st Day:          Color ===> RED       Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     |

 |2nd Day:          Color ===> BLUE      Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> DASHED    |

 |3rd Day:          Color ===> BLACK     Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> DOTTED    |

 |4th Day:          Color ===> GREEN     Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     |

 |5th Day:          Color ===> RED       Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     |

 |6th Day:          Color ===> BLUE      Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     |

 |7th Day:          Color ===> BLACK     Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     |

 |8th Day:          Color ===> GREEN     Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> DOTTED    |

 |9th Day:          Color ===> RED       Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> DASHED    |

 |                                                                              |

 |Symbol(NONE,PLUS,STAR,TRIANGLE,DIAMOND,HASH,SQUARE,A-Z,0-9,or SAS/GRAPH value)|

 |Color (May be any color available on your graphics device.)                   |

 |Line  (SOLID,DASHED,DOTTED,1-32)                                              |

 

General Line Plot Parameter Choices

Print Fonts
These parameters specify the character format (or font) for titles and subheadings. Character font names are 1-9
characters. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for a list of valid character fonts.

• Title
Required.
This refers to the primary title line.

• Subtitles
Required.
This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

Draw border
Required.
Indicates whether a border should be drawn around the plot. Default is N (No).

Colors
This group of parameters specifies the color to use for portions of the plot. Each parameter is an 8-character color name.
This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.

• Title
(Required) This refers to the primary title line.

• Subtitles
(Required) This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

• Axis
(Required) This refers to the plot axes (X-axis and Y-axis).

• Text
(Required) This applies to all text (words) except the titles and subheading (e.g., axis labels, symbol legend, etc.)

• Background
(Optional) Specify this parameter to generate the graph on a colored background (fill the entire graph with a color).

• Area Inside the Axis
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(Optional) Specify this parameter to draw the plots on a colored background. This is similar to the background
parameter, except only the area inside the axes is filled.

Line Plot Parameter Choices

The following parameters define the color, symbol, and line type that will appear on the plot. The graphics parameters are
active in all plots. The three basic parameters are described below.

Color
Character color name(s).
This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.

Symbol
Character symbol value(s).
Specify NONE to have no symbol depicting the data points on the plot. Specify PLUS, STAR, TRIANGLE, DIAMOND,
HASH, SQUARE, letters A-Z, or digits 0-9 to use as the plot character for data points on the plot. See the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for additional symbol specifications.

Line
Character line type(s).
Specify SOLID, DOTTED, DASHED, or a number from 1-32 indicating the type of line that will be drawn between data
points on the plot. The SAS/GRAPH User's Guide shows the different kinds of lines that can be produced when numbers
1-32 are used.

Bar Chart Options

Bar Chart Parameters

You can use the color graphics format parameters extended option to override parameter defaults that control color
graphics format and appearance. These default values are specified through the Color Graphics Format Parameters
process of MICF Options. Thus, you can customize these defaults to match your most common reporting requirements. In
this way, you need to override color graphics format defaults only for exceptional reporting requirements.

The Color Graphics Format Parameters screen includes specifications for the following:

• Colors for axis, text, title, bars, background, and other chart format related parameters.
• Color and Pattern for portions of each bar representing CPU utilization.

An example of a Color Graphics Format Parameter screen for bar charts can be seen in Figure 2-206. Its parameters are
described below.

Figure 2-206. Bar Chart Color Graphics Format Parameters Screen Example

 ------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ---------------------

 Command ===>                                              Format set: IBM3825

  

 Inquiry step:  CPU Busy by Performance Group

  

 Title print font        ===> XSWISSB    Title color             ===> BLACK

 Subtitle Print font     ===> NONE       Subtitle color          ===> BLACK

 Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)  Print Symbol Legend     ===> Y   (Y/N)

 Axis color              ===> BLACK      Area inside axis color  ===> ________

 Text color              ===> BLACK      Background color        ===> ________

  

 Perf. Group

 by resources  Color     Pattern

 ------------ --------  ---------
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     1st      RED       SOLID        Color may be any color available on your

     2nd      GREEN     RIGHTHASH    graphics device.

     3rd      BLUE      LEFTHASH

     4th      BLACK     HASHED       Pattern may be SOLID, HASHED, RIGHTHASH,

     5th      RED       SOLID        LEFTHASH, HOLLOW, or any valid SAS/GRAPH

     6th      GREEN     RIGHTHASH    pattern value.

     7th      BLUE      LEFTHASH

     8th      BLACK     HASHED

   Others     RED       HOLLOW

 

General Bar Chart Parameter Choices

Print Fonts
These parameters specify the character format (or font) for titles and subheadings. Character font names are 1-9
characters. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for a list of valid character fonts.

• Title
(Required) This refers to the primary title line.

• Subtitles
(Required) This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

Draw border
(Required) Indicates whether a border should be drawn around the bar chart. Default is N (No).

Print Legend
(Required) Allows you to include a legend in the chart indicating which performance groups or service classes are
represented by each bar segment.

Colors
This group of parameters specifies the color to use for portions of the chart. Each parameter is an 8-character color name.
This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.

• Title
(Required) This refers to the primary title line.

• Subtitles
(Required) This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

• Axis
(Required) This refers to the chart axes (X-axis and Y-axis).

• Text
(Required) This applies to all text (words) except the titles and subheading (for example, axis labels, symbol legend).

• Background
(Optional) Specify this parameter to generate the graph on a colored background (fill the entire graph with a color).

• Area Inside the Axis
(Optional) Specify this parameter to draw the bars on a colored background. This is similar to the background
parameter, except only the area inside the axes is filled.

Line Plot Parameter Choices

The following parameters define the color and pattern for each bar appearing in the chart. The graphics parameters are
active in all charts. The two basic parameters are described below.

Color
Character color name(s).
This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.
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Pattern
Character pattern value(s).
Specify SOLID to fill the area with the corresponding color. Specify HOLLOW to simply outline the area in the
corresponding color. Specify HASHED to fill the area with lines in a cross-hatched pattern using the corresponding color
(RIGHTHASH and LEFTHASH are each half of the HASHED pattern.) See the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for additional
pattern specifications.

Pie Chart Options

Pie Chart Parameters

You can use the color graphics format parameters extended option to override parameter defaults that control color
graphics format and appearance. These default values are specified through the Color Graphics Format Parameters
process of MICF Options. Thus, you can customize these defaults to match your most common reporting requirements. In
this way, you need to override color graphics format defaults only for exceptional reporting requirements.

The Color Graphics Format Parameters panel includes specifications for the following:

• Colors for text, title, background, and other chart format related parameters.
• Color and Pattern for portions of each pie slice representing a given workload's share of CPU consumption.

An example of a Color Graphics Format Parameter panel for pie charts can be seen in Figure 2-207. Its parameters are
described below.

Figure 2-207. Pie Chart Color Graphic Format Parameters Panel Example

 ------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ---------------------

 Command ===>                                              Format set: IBM3825

  

 Inquiry step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Title print font        ===> TRIPLEX    Title color             ===> BLACK

 Subtitle print font     ===> SIMPLEX    Subtitle color          ===> BLACK

 Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)

 Background color        ===> ________   Text color              ===> BLACK

  

 Wkl. Group

 by resources  Color     Pattern

 ------------ --------  --------- 

     1st      ________  SOLID        Color may be any color available on your

     2nd      ________  RIGHTHASH    graphics device.

     3rd      ________  LEFTHASH

     4th      ________  HASHED       Pattern may be SOLID, HASHED, RIGHTHASH,

     5th      ________  SOLID        LEFTHASH, HOLLOW, or any valid SAS/GRAPH

     6th      ________  RIGHTHASH    pattern value.

     7th      ________  LEFTHASH

     8th      ________  HASHED

   Others     ________  SOLID

 

General Pie Chart Parameter Choices

Print Fonts
These parameters specify the character format (or font) for titles and subheadings. Character font names are 1-9
characters. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for a list of valid character fonts.

• Title
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(Required) This refers to the primary title line.
• Subtitles

(Required) This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

Draw border
(Required) Indicates whether a border should be drawn around the pie chart. Default is N (No).

Colors
This group of parameters specifies the color to use for portions of the chart. Each parameter is an 8-character color name.
This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH
User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.

• Title
(Required) This refers to the primary title line.

• Subtitles
(Required) This refers to the subtitles and subheading line.

• Text
(Required) This applies to all text (words) except the titles and subheading (e.g., slice labels, symbol legend, etc.)

• Background
(Optional) Specify this parameter to generate the graph on a colored background (fill the entire graph with a color.)

Pie Slice Parameter Choices

The following parameters define the color and pattern for each slice appearing in the pie chart. The graphics parameters
are active in all charts. The two basic parameters are described below.

Color
character color name(s). This parameter is not validated; however, specifying an invalid color will cause execution to fail.
Refer to the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for valid colors for each graphics device.

Pattern
character pattern values(s). Specify SOLID to fill the area with the corresponding color. Specify HOLLOW to simply
outline the area in the corresponding color. Specify HASHED to fill the area with lines in a cross-hatched pattern using the
corresponding color (RIGHTHASH and LEFTHASH are each half of the HASHED pattern). See the SAS/GRAPH User's
Guide for additional pattern specifications.

Alternate Input Files

If you enter "Y" (Yes) for the Specify alternate input file selection in the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File
panel shown in Figure 2-208 is displayed.

Figure 2-208. Example of Alternate Input File Panel

 ------------------------  Alternate Input File  ---------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Specified Time-span: DAYS

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   SCPPGA    HARCPU

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________  ________

  

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

    Data set name         ===> ______________________________________________
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    Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD) 

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the standard MICS online database as input to the graphic
analyses. You must specify one or more SAS file names and an MVS data set name. If you do not enclose the data set
name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user-ID) is added as the first portion of the data set name.

The number of alternative SAS files required and the equivalent MICS file names will automatically be adjusted for the
analysis you are selecting.

Saved Output Files

If you enter "Y" (Yes) for the Save selected input observations selection in the Extended Options Menu, the Save selected
input observations panel shown in Figure 2-209 is displayed.

Figure 2-209. Save Selected Input Observations Panel Example

 ------------------  Save selected input observations ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  CPU Busy by Workload Type

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): SCPPGA    HARCPU

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________

  

 SAS data set name      ===> ______________________________________________

 

This panel allows you to specify a SAS file that is not a part of the MICS online database into which output from the
graphic analyses will be saved. Use this option if you want to save a copy of the data that was used to produce the graph.

You must enter the SAS file name(s) and an MVS data set (SAS data set name) that will be used to contain the SAS files.
During a subsequent execution of this graphic analysis, you can read this same data for processing by using the Specify
alternate input file extended option as described previously.

If you do not enclose the data set name in single quotes, your TSO prefix (or user-ID) is added as the first portion of the
data set name.

The number of alternative SAS files required and the equivalent MICS file names will automatically be adjusted for the
analysis you are selecting.

PER Sysplex Analysis
The sysplex analysis (SPA) routines present reports from the RMF hardware and system control program files of the
MICS database to provide a convenient method of tracking the operation of a sysplex and the underlying coupling facility
linking the various systems together.

IBM's System/390 Parallel Sysplex consists of hardware (the Coupling Facility) and software (starting with MVS/ESA SP
5.1) combining to provide high performance data sharing and a single point of control of all systems configured in the
sysplex.

The S/390 Coupling Facility provides services necessary for multisystem data sharing by authorized systems in a parallel
sysplex. It does this by handling serialization and buffer management, caching for shared data, and message queuing.
The result is the appearance of a single system and a single database in a parallel group.

The modifications to MVS in support of a parallel sysplex include enhancements that provide more simplified management
of multiple systems, and new functions to support additional open standards interfaces. Beyond these changes, many of
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the MVS subsystems have also been modified to take advantage of data sharing and system sharing services, including
CICS, IMS, JES, and OpenEdition/MVS.

Needless to say, the simplified outward appearance of a sysplex environment is accomplished through very sophisticated
hardware and software operating together to insure data integrity and reliability. Because multiple systems are operating
conjunctively, considerable overhead must be dedicated to communication between systems, and the handling of virtually
any situation that might interfere with the smooth and efficient processing demanded by today's information systems
organizations.

The goal of the sysplex analysis software is to ensure that the parallel sysplex is optimally configured, and that adequate
resources have been allocated across the entire sysplex. The reports allow you to map the existing configuration;
determine what messaging activity is taking place between and within individual systems; and to detect unusual or out of
the ordinary conditions that may be impacting on over-all system throughput and availablity, including suggestions on the
course of action that should be taken.

Sysplex Analysis Functional Description

The sysplex analysis portion of the MICS Performance Manager Option Option provides both software and a methodology
to evaluate the operation of a parallel sysplex. The software consists of reports and tables to measure the interactivity
between members, resource utilization on the Coupling Facility, and potential performance problems and bottlenecks.

Explanations of the terms used below in describing these reports and tables are presented in Parallel Sysplex Concepts.
A description of the controls available and how to evaluate the effect of those controls on the various components of
the sysplex is given in the standard output and the parallel sysplex concepts sections (see Sysplex Analysis Standard
Outputand Parallel Sysplex Concepts).

The range of data that can be reported from a particular MICS database depends on the timespans that were defined for
these files and the number of cycles defined in each timespan. If you are not familiar with the generation options for the
database unit containing the MVS SCP Information Area, ask your MICS System Administrator for this information.

Five basic reports are available. Each report can be tailored during online definition to display data at various timespans
and summarization patterns (reporting by zone, hour, or day, etc.). The reports produced are:

• Sysplex Configuration Map
Reports that XCF members are signaling other members. Both total signals and signaling raters are reported, as well
as indicators of externally (operations) induced alterations to the sysplex environment such as member activations
and deactivations, and resetting of the counters maintained by the system during the interval covered by the report.
The report is designed to aid in understanding how the sysplex is structured, and to help in planning for an optimal
configuration.

• Sysplex XCF Member Profile
Provides a detailed report on the activity for a specific XCF Member. The report shows, by the selected time interval,
both environmental factors guiding member behavior (activations, deactivations, etc.), and utilization measures
addressing signaling activity both for the selected member and the whole sysplex. The members relative contribution
to overall signaling activity is also presented. The report helps with determining activity patterns within specific
members, and how those patterns may be contributing to overall sysplex performance.

• Sysplex Performance Exceptions Report
Reports on unusual or out of the ordinary conditions that may represent a performance problem for the sysplex.
Information reported includes the interval and duration during which the exception(s) was/were detected, the number of
occurrences and an explanation or recommended course of action for addressing the exception.

• Sysplex XCF Channel Activity Report
Displays the channel activity associated with the Coupling Facility. This report shows, by the selected time interval, key
measures of request activity on the channel subsystem, including rate of activity, number of unsuccessful requests,
and average service time. Additionally, average path and subchannel availability and usage is reported. The report
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can be used to track subsystem resource utilization and can help with determining when increased capacity may be
needed.

• Coupling Facility Configuration Report
This report provides a table depicting interval by interval Coupling Facility CPU activity and configuration changes.
Average and maximum percent utilization of the Coupling Facility is reported, as is the amount of storage allocated and
used by the defined structures. The report provides feedback to help with tuning the Coupling Facility.

Parallel Sysplex Concepts

This section introduces the concepts that underly the parallel sysplex and its activity.

Sysplex Functional Overview

IBM's System/390 Parallel Sysplex offering represents a significantly different approach to data processing, and an
exciting step in the continuing evolution of computing. Hardware and software combine to provide support for full data
sharing among the processors in the sysplex and dynamic workload balancing across the systems.

With the introduction of Sysplex, there also comes a whole array of terminology necessary for quantifying the capabilities
and components of the technology. Below is a brief definition of some of the major terms:

SYSPLEX (SYStem comPLEX)
As the name would indicate, this represents a strategy for linking together (coupling) multiple MVS images with a standard
communication interface. The idea is to ultimately provide a single point of control for all processors in the organization. At
a somewhat lower level, a sysplex can be defined more concretely as a set of MVS systems that have been initialized with
the same sysplex name and are fully connected by XCF (see below) signaling paths.

Coupling Facility
Hardware connecting two or more System/390 systems, which allows multiple MVS/ESA system images to do workload
balancing. The Coupling Facility provides support for serialization and buffer management, caching for shared data, as
well as message queuing to ensure the integrity and consistency of data throughout the Parallel Sysplex environment.
Communication between coupled systems is via very-high-speed fiber optic links that can extend up to three kilometers
(almost 2 miles).

SYSPLEX Timer
An external hardware timer shared by all of the systems in a sysplex, which effectively moves the time of day clock control
from the individual processors to a common external clock capability. This solves a long standing issue in the multisystem
environment of dealing with cycle synchronization, creating a common time stamp across the multiple systems composing
the sysplex.

XCF (Cross System Coupling Facility)
Not to be confused with the Coupling Facility, which is hardware as described above, XCF represents multisystem
services provided as part of the operating system to communicate to authorized programs on other systems. The task of
managing multiple systems connected in a sysplex is similar to the challenge of multitasking in a single system. The major
additional requirement is a vehicle for communications between the systems, and XCF is that vehicle.

Sysplex Couple data set
MVS requires a DASD data set to be shared by all systems in the sysplex. In this data set, MVS stores information related
to the sysplex systems, XCF groups, and their members.

Multisystem Application
An application program that has distributed functions across MVS systems. GRS (Global Resource Serialization) is an
example of such an application program. A multisystem application can be an installation-defined program, an MVS
component or subsystem, or a program product.

XCF MEMBER
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A specific function, or instance, of a multisystem application. An XCF Member resides on one system and can
communicate with other members of the same group (see below) across the sysplex.

XCF GROUP
A unique name for a set of related XCF Members that a multisystem application defines to XCF. Communication between
group members on different systems occurs over the signaling paths that connect the systems; on the same system,
communication between group members occurs through local signaling services. As an example, SYSGRS is the XCF
group name for the the global resource serialization application.

Transport Class
A means of associating one or more XCF groups (based on similar signaling requirements) and then assigning them
signaling resources (signaling paths and message buffers). A transport class allows you to segregate message traffic
according to the needs of an applications's group, the lengths of its messages, or both.

The goal of the Parallel Sysplex is to provide for horizontal growth of a computing environment while beginning the
task of simplifying the operation of that environment. Prior to sysplex, each system application had to handle issues
of communication with other systems in a multisystem environment. The introduction of XCF removes from system
applications the redundant communication functions, allowing those applications to utilize XCF in a high level manner.

So, instead of depending on a communications vehicle like VTAM for cross-system services, XCF has a direct, fully
configured, connection to all systems in the complex. The major users of XCF services are the IBM system functions that
need to communicate with other systems. Examples include GRS (Global Resource Serialization) and console support.
Additionally, in support of workload balancing, major transaction subsystems such as CICS and IMS utilize XCF services
to shift transaction processing dynamically to the appropriate region, regardless of the system from which the transaction
originated.

Controlling the Sysplex Environment

While there are a number of SYS1.PARMLIB members that define and affect a sysplex, the primary means of controlling
a sysplex is through the specifications made in the COUPLExx PARMLIB members, and through the establishment of
"policies" that control management decisions spanning two or more systems.

The COUPLExx members contain the critical definitions of Signaling Paths and Transport Classes. XCF Groups (groups
of related members) should be assigned to transport classes based on message lengths, frequency, and performance
requirements.

The policies that control a sysplex are not defined in SYS1.PARMLIB, but instead, each of the needed policies reside in a
couple data set.

A policy is a set of rules and actions that govern the behavior of systems in a sysplex when using certain MVS services.
Each policy provides a means for MVS to manage specific resources in compliance with your workload and system
requirements. A policy can be set up for just a single system, several systems, or all systems in the sysplex.

There are three types of policies that can be defined. You can define more than one policy of each type, but only one
policy of each type can be active at a time. For example, you might define a workload management policy (one of the
three types) for prime shift, and another for off-prime shift.

The following three policy types can be used to control the system management in a sysplex:

• The coupling facility resource management (CFRM) policy defines rules and actions for MVS management of coupling
facility resources.

• The sysplex failure management (SFM) policy determines how MVS is to manage system failures, signaling
connectivity failures, and actions that reconfigure PR/SM.

• The workload management (WLM) policy allows you to define service goals for your various workloads (for example,
batch, TSO, CICS.)
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Workload management policies are not presently addressed by the MICS Performance Manager Option Option Sysplex
Analysis. Consequently, the discussion here is limited Planning for Signaling Services, Coupling Facility Resource
Management, and Sysplex Failure Management.

Planning for Signaling Services

Signaling is the means by which XCF group members communicate in a sysplex environment. Signaling can be achieved
through use of Channel-to-Channel (CTC) connections, a coupling facility (using coupling facility list structures), or a
combination of the two.

All systems in a sysplex must have full signaling connectivity. That is, an inbound and outbound signaling path must exist
between each pair of systems in the sysplex.

Signaling paths defined via CTC connections must be exclusively defined as either inbound or outbound. In contrast,
a significant advantage of using coupling facility list structures is that they can be used for both inbound and outbound
paths. An added advantage is that the same COUPLExx PARMLIB member an be used for each system in the sysplex.

Transport classes are MVS's way of associating one or more XCF groups (based on similar signaling requirements) and
then assigning them resources (paths and message buffers). The idea behind transport class definitions is to segregate
message traffic according to XCF group requirements, the lengths of the messages, or both.

As with the paths themselves, transport classes are defined in the COUPLExx member of PARMLIB. The CLASSDEF
statements assign a class name, a default buffer length, and XCF groups that will be assigned to the class.

In general, you want to specify a class length (CLASSLEN keyword) equal to the length of the messages most frequently
sent by the group(s) in the transport class. Selecting an appropriate class length represents the classic tradeoff between
storage used and performance for signaling activity. If messages are usually shorter than the message buffer, storage is
wasted; if longer, performance is degraded.

Coupling Facility Resource Management

The coupling facility is at the heart of a parallel sysplex environment, and makes possible the sharing of data by providing
high-speed locking, caching and message/list services between selected System/390 processors running MVS/ESA SP
5.1 or above.

You manage a coupling facility through a policy. Coupling Facility Resource Management (CFRM) allows you to specify
how the coupling facility and attendant resources are to be used. CFRM policy is created using an IBM utility which places
the information out on one or more couple data sets. MVS and multisystem applications use the definitions in the CFRM
policy when managing the coupling facility storage.

Storage in a coupling facility is divided into different constructs call "structures." These structures are used to implement
high-speed serialization and data sharing. To facilitate this process, the structures are divided into three types: cache, list,
and lock. In addition to structures, some storage in the coupling facility can be allocated as a dedicated dump space for
capturing diagnostic information related to the structures.

Among other things, when defining a CFRM policy, you must identify each coupling facility and structure, and define
the amount of space within the coupling facility that you want for each structure. More importantly, for performance and
capacity purposes, you can define preference and exclusion lists for each structure in the CFRM. These lists can be
defined as follows:

• A preference list is an ordered list of coupling facility names in which a particular structure can be allocated.
• An exclusion list is an unordered list of structure names with which the structure being defined should not share a

coupling facility.

The system selects a coupling facility for structure allocation based on the preference and exclusion lists in the CFRM
policy and the availability of storage in the coupling facility. However, the system will ignore an exclusion list if it would
prevent the structure from being allocated.
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Keep in mind that for performance and recovery purposes, you can distribute structures on different coupling facilities.
Having more than one coupling facility is almost essential in a sysplex to avoid a single point of failure that would prevent
intersystem communication.

Sysplex Failure Management

SFM policy allows you to specify what actions MVS should take when certain failures occur in the sysplex. Basically this
amounts to accommodating the removal of one or more systems from the sysplex in order that the remaining systems can
continue to do work.

Two main types of failures come into play in a sysplex environment:

• System failures, indicated by a status update missing condition
• Signaling connectivity failures in the sysplex

The first of these is fairly straight forward. If a system does not update its status information within a predetermined period
of time, a "status update missing" condition is raised. SFM allows you to specify how to respond to this condition. The
most common options for addressing this are to prompt the operator for help in resolving the problem, or to "isolate" the
failing system without operator intervention. System isolation terminates I/O and coupling facility accesses, resets channel
paths, and loads a nonrestartable wait state on the failing system, thus ensuring that the system is unable to corrupt
shared resources.

In the case of a loss of signaling connectivity, the performance issues and policy decisions are more pertinent. All systems
in the sysplex must have signaling paths to and from every other system sharing in the sysplex. If, for some reason,
signaling connectivity between any sysplex systems is lost, then one or more systems can be removed (under SFM) so
that the systems that remain in the sysplex still have full connectivity with each other.

In handling a system connectivity failure, SFM attempts to maximize the aggregate value of the surviving sysplex to the
installation. SFM allows you to assign a relative importance to each system in the sysplex. Then, if connectivity between
any two systems is lost, SFM decides which of the two systems to retain in the sysplex based upon its relative importance.

How you establish your SFM policy can have a very substantial impact on the performance of the sysplex in the event that
some sort of failure does occur. For example, suppose that you have a three system sysplex, SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC.
Further suppose that SYSA is a larger mainframe, and that SYSB is a rather small system, but supporting mission critical
applications. If SYSA and SYSB lose connectivity with each other, SFM decides which system to keep in the sysplex,
and which one to let go. If SYSA is released, considerable computing power is no longer available to the sysplex, and
performance may suffer substantially. If SYSB is released, its critical applications are no longer available, but the sysplex
may have enough computing power to continue to provide adequate service in other areas.

Tracking and monitoring sysplex handling of system failures should be an ongoing process, providing feedback to the
policymakers who need to decide upon the optimal system failure management configuration.

Sysplex Analysis Standard Output

The sysplex analysis reports give you the capability of tracking the operation of a parallel sysplex. The reports provide
data at a number of different levels of the sysplex structure encompassing both the systems, themselves, and the coupling
facility (CF). You can use the inquiry options described in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation to limit reporting to
specific systems, times, and members.

Common Report Elements

This section describes the elements common to most of the sysplex analysis reports. Elements that are unique to a
specific report are documented with that report.

Title Elements
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Each report has up to five lines of title information that give the name of the report, the installation name, the run date, the
date(s) being reported, and usually some sort of identification of the Coupling Facility or Member being reported on. The
following elements may appear in the standard title area of each report:

Installation Name: The installation name as defined by the MICS NAME parameter within the SITE member that was
created at MICS installation time. This value is centered in the first line of the report. For more information about this item,
consult your MICS System Administrator.

SYSTEM
The MICS logical SYSID being reported.

XCF SYSTEM
The system name as specified by the SYSNAME parameter in the SYS1.PARMLIB member IEASYSxx.

XCF MEMBER
A specific function, or instance, of a multisystem application. An XCF Member resides on one system and can
communicate with other members of the same XCF group across the sysplex.

XCF GROUP
A unique name for a set of related XCF Members that a multisystem application defines to XCF.
XCF MEMBER The name of XCF system on which a specific RES: XCF member resides.

CF SYSTEM
The system name as specified by the SYSNAME parameter in the SYS1.PARMLIB member IEASYSxx.

COUPLING FACILITY NAME
The name of the coupling facility being reported.

CF STRUCTURE
The name of the structure allocated in this coupling facility. Structures are used to implement high-speed serialization and
data sharing.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

Run Date
The report execution date in SAS WORDDATE format.

Report Date
The date or date range of the data displayed on this page of the report.

Additional Elements

Reporting Interval: The first row of some reports shows the date or date/time combination of the period being reported. If
the data being reported on is from the WEEKS timespan, the date reflects the starting date of the week, as derived from
the variable STARTTS. In all other cases, the date reflects the ending date, derived from the variable ENDTS. In monthly
reports, only the year and month portions of the date are displayed.

% CHANGE
The last column on some reports, this field is the percent change for each report item (row) between the base period (first
data column) and the last period (last data column). If data for only one period is reported, then dashes (---) are displayed.
If the base period is zero, then N/A is printed to indicate that a percent change could not be calculated.

Sysplex Configuration Map

The Sysplex Configuration Map allows you to address the structure of the sysplex in terms of what members are defined,
and what sort of signaling activity between systems is occurring. Because the report is designed to identify intersystem
activity, XCF members that confine themselves to a single system are not shown, and members with no signaling activity
(no signals sent or received) are also eliminated. Figure 2-210 shows a sample Sysplex Configuration Map.

Report Options
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A single report encompassing the entire sysplex is produced. The report can be narrowed to address specific systems,
XCF groups, and XCF Member in the sysplex by using the analysis selection options. These and other selection options
are discussed in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation.

Data Elements

A report is produced covering the maximum duration of the input data. The System Configuration Map contains the
following information:

INTERVAL START
The time and date of the first SCPXCM file observation included in the analysis.

INTERVAL END
The time and date of the last SCPXCM file observation included in the analysis.

DURATION
The total number of hours, minutes and seconds summarized by the report.

MEMBER RESIDENCE
The XCF system on which the reported member(s) reside.

XCF GROUP
The XCF Group to which the reported member belongs. The group usually defines a set of related members used by one
or more multisystem applications.

XCF MEMBER
The specific member's activity being reported on by this line in the analysis. An XCF member represents a specific
function, or instance, or a multisystem application.

XCF SYSTEMS SIGNALED
The other systems in the sysplex that had signaling activity from or to the reported member.

TOTAL SIGNALS SENT
The total number of signal sent from the member to one or more members residing on the system identified in the
preceding column.

TOTAL SIGNALS RECEIVED
The total number of signals received by this member from members residing on the XCF system that was signaled.

SIGNALS SENTPER SEC
The signals sent per second from this member to members residing on the XCF system signaled.

SIGNALS RECEIVED PER SEC
The signals received per second by this member from member residing on the XCF system signaled.

XCF CNTRS RESET
The number of times during the duration of the analysis that the XCF counters maintained for this member were reset.
Any values here represent a loss of data, usually due to a system failure.

INTERVALS MEMBR ACTIVATED
The number of measurement intervals during the duration of the analysis that the member was activated.

INTERVALS MEMBR DE-ACTIVATED
The number of measurement intervals during the duration of the analysis that the member was deactivated.

Figure 2-210. Sample Sysplex Configuration Map

                                                    CA MICS Performance Manager                              

                     1

                                                                                                    17:55

 Tuesday, January 24, 1995

                                                     SYSPLEX CONFIGURATION MAP
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 INTERVAL START:  23JAN95:14:01

 INTERVAL END  :  23JAN95:17:00

 DURATION      :        2:58:20

  

 XCF                                       XCF            TOTAL      TOTAL      SIGNALS    SIGNALS   XCF    

 INTERVALS INTERVALS

 MEMBER      XCF       XCF                 SYSTEMS        SIGNALS    SIGNALS    SENT       RECEIVED  CNTRS  

 MEMBR     MEMBR DE-

 RESIDENCE   GROUP     MEMBER              SIGNALED       SENT       RECEIVED   PER SEC    PER SEC   RESET  

 ACTIVATED ACTIVATED

 ---------   --------  ----------------    ---------      -------    --------   --------   --------  -----  

 --------- ---------

 S076        CJKPLEX   MIMCK076            S072            356433      178218   3960.367   1980.200     0    

    0         0

  

             IXCLO002  M115                S072              1066        1047      9.963      9.785     0    

    0         0

  

             MREPLEX   MRE76               S072             21336       10668    199.402     99.701     0    

    0         0

  

             SYSMCS    S076                S072                64        1102      0.598     10.299     0    

    0         0

  

             SYSWLM    S076                S072               172         172      1.607      1.607     0    

    0         0

 

Sysplex XCF Member Profile

The Sysplex XCF Member Profile report is designed to track the usage of signaling resources for one or more XCF
members over a period of time. The report is presented from the perspective of the system with which the member is
communicating. Each profile represents the member's activity on the reported system. A sample report is shown in Figure
2-211.

Report Options

Ordinarily, you will want to use the analysis selection options provided with this analysis to narrow the report to address
specific XCF members of interest. In the absence of such selection criteria, a report is generated for each XCF member
on each system, and the resulting output can be quite voluminous. The selection options are discussed in Sysplex
Analysis Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into two categories:

• Environment
• Utilization Measures

Environment

The environment elements describe the characteristics surrounding the sysplex environment in which the reported
member was operating.

INTVLS W/ACTIVATE
The number of measurement intervals during the reporting period in which this XCF member activated: XCMACTCT.
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INTVLS W/DEACTIVATE
The number of measurement intervals during the reporting period in which this XCF member deactivated: XCMINACT.

INTVLS XCF CNT RESET
The number of times during the reporting period that the XCF counters maintained for this member were reset. Any values
here represent a loss of data, usually due to a system or member failure of some sort: XCMRSCCT.

TOTAL RMF INTERVALS:
The total number of RMF recording intervals in the reported time frame: INTERVLS

Utilization Measures

The measures reported in this section show both overall member activity on the reported system, as well as the signaling
activity for the member being profiled. Keep in mind that the "TOTAL" and "Percent of Total" values reported are total for
all members communicating with the reported system; not for the sysplex as a whole.

SIGNALS/SEC
The signals received per second by this member from members residing on the XCF system identified in the "SYSTEM ="
portion of the report title: XCMPSRCV

SIGNALS/SEC SENT
The signals sent per second from this member to members residing on the XCF system identified in the "SYSTEM ="
portion of the report title: XCMPSSNT

MEMBER SIGNALS RECVD
The total number of signals received by this member from members residing on the XCF system identified in the
"SYSTEM =" portion of the report title: XCMTORCV

MEMBER SIGNALS SENT
The total number of signals sent from the member to one or more members residing on the XCF system identified in the
"SYSTEM =" portion of the report title: XCMTOSNT

TOTAL SIGNALS RECVD
The total number of signals received by members from members residing on the XCF system identified in the "SYSTEM
=" portion of the report title. This includes intra-system signaling activity (that is, signals received from other members on
the same XCF system).

TOTAL SIGNALS SENT
The total number of signals sent from all members to members residing on the XCF system identified in the "SYSTEM ="
portion of the report title. This includes intrasystem signaling activity (that is, signals sent to other members on the same
XCF system).

% OF TOTAL RECVD
The percent contribution of the profiled member to the total signals received.

% OF TOTAL SENT
The percent contribution of the profiled member to the total signals sent.

Figure 2-211. Sample Sysplex Member Profile

                       CA MICS Performance Manager

                    HOURLY SYSPLEX XCF MEMBER PROFILE

  

      SYSTEM = S072  XCF SYSTEM = S072      RUNDATE =   Feb 1, yyyy

 XCF GROUP = CJKPLEX   XCF MEMBER= MIMCK072          XCF MEMBER RES = S072

  

   -------------------------------------------------------------------

   |                                                                 |

   | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     14-01/31 15-01/31 16-01/31 CHANGE %   |

   |                                                                 |
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   |-----------------------------------------------------------------|

   |                                                                 |

   | ENVIRONMENT                                                     |

   | -----------                                                     |

   |                                                                 |

   | INTVLS W/ ACTIVATE            0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

   | INTVLS W/ DEACTIVATE          0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

   | INTVLS XCF CNT RESET          0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

   | TOTAL RMF INTERVALS           1.00     2.00     2.00   100.00 % |

   |                                                                 |

   |-----------------------------------------------------------------|

   |                                                                 |

   | UTILIZATION MEASURES                                            |

   | --------------------                                            |

   |                                                                 |

   | SIGNALS/SEC RECEIVED       3998.41  3981.19  3946.75    -1.29 % |

   | SIGNALS/SEC SENT           1999.41  1990.64  1973.39    -1.30 % |

   | MEMBER SIGNALS RECVD      67973.00 143323.0 142083.0   109.02 % |

   | MEMBER SIGNALS SENT       33990.00 71663.00 71042.00   109.00 % |

   | TOTAL SIGNALS RECVD       74052.00 228052.0 226188.0   205.44 % |

   | TOTAL SIGNALS SENT        40069.00 228052.0 226188.0   464.49 % |

   | % OF TOTAL RECVD             91.79    62.85    62.82   -31.56 % |

   | % OF TOTAL SENT              84.83    31.42    31.41   -62.97 % |

   |                                                                 |

   -------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Sysplex Performance Exceptions

The Sysplex Performance Exceptions report is designed to bring to light potential performance bottlenecks and tuning
opportunities affecting XCF services and the hardware coupling facility. A sample report is shown in Figure 2-212.

Report Options

The Sysplex Performance Exceptions report has the standard options for selecting specific systems and/
or time periods to include. Additionally, the extended options for this report provide for explicitly setting the thresholds that dictate when an exception incident will be reported. The selection options are discussed
in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation.

Report Items

DATE/TIME
The ending time stamp for the period in which an exception was detected, along with the duration of the reporting period.
The duration depends on the MICS timespan that was used for generating the report.

DESCRIPTION
Text and pertinent instrumentation data concerning the exception, including the measurement item causing the exception,
the threshold for the exception, and relevant identification data such as the name of the system or coupling facility
involved. The exceptions that can be tracked are discussed in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation.

EXPLANATION/RECOMMENDATION
Text that indicates possible causes for the exception condition, and, where applicable, possible courses of action that might be taken to alleviate or solve the condition.

Figure 2-212. Sample Sysplex Performance Exceptions

                                                     CA MICS Performance Manager

  

                                                   SYSPLEX PERFORMANCE EXCEPTIONS
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                                  SYSTEM = S072  RUNDATE = Feb 1, yyyy    XCF SYSTEM = S072

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       |                                                    |

  DATE/TIME            | DESCRIPTION                                        | EXPLANATION/RECOMMENDATION

                       |                                                    |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  31JAN95:16:30:00.00  | Requests encountering lock contention exceeds      | Lock structures are used by CICS

 and IMS to

  DURATION:    2:28:20 | threshold.                                         | implement data sharing and high-

speed seriali-

                       | Requests delayed:     166                          | zation.  Application tuning and/

or placement

                       | threshold:       100                               | may be needed to reduce locking

 requirements.

                       | Name of System using CF:  S072                     |

                       | Coupling Facility Name:  COUPLER                   |

                       | CF Structure Name:  JESCF                          |

                       |                                                    |

  31JAN95:17:00:00.00  | Requests encountering lock contention exceeds      | Lock structures are used by CICS

 and IMS to

  DURATION:    0:30:00 | threshold.                                         | implement data sharing and high-

speed seriali-

                       | Requests delayed:      36                          | zation.  Application tuning and/

or placement

                       | threshold:       30                                | may be needed to reduce locking

 requirements.

                       | Name of System using CF:  S072                     |

                       | Coupling Facility Name:  COUPLER                   |

                       | CF Structure Name:  JESCF                          |

                       |                                                    |

  31JAN95:16:30:00.00  | XCF Messages migrated due to no path exceeds       | Most likely, there are no

 signaling paths

  DURATION:    2:28:20 | threshold.                                         | assigned to the selected

 transport class,

                       | Messages migrated:    8873                         | incurring additional XCF,

 overhead for selecting

                       | Threshold specified:       1500                    | alternate transport classes. 

 Review signaling

                       | XCF Sys Name: S076      Transport Class:  TCMIM    | path assignments for the

 transport class shown.

                       | Message Traffic Direction:  OUTBOUND               |

                       |                                                    |

  31JAN95:17:00:00.00  | XCF Messages migrated due to no path exceeds       | Most likely, there are no

 signaling paths

  DURATION:    0:30:00 | threshold.                                         | assigned to the selected

 transport class,

                       | Messages migrated:    1795                         | incurring additional XCF,

 overhead for selecting

                       | Threshold specified:       1500                    | alternate transport classes. 

 Review signaling

                       | XCF Sys Name: S076      Transport Class:  TCMIM    | path assignments for the

 transport class shown.

                       | Message Traffic Direction:  OUTBOUND               |
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                       |                                                    |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Sysplex XCF Channel Activity

The Sysplex XCF Channel Activity report allows you to track the utilization of the XCF channels linking multiple systems
through the coupling facility. A sample report is shown in Figure 2-213.

Report Options

The Sysplex XCF Channel Activity report supports standard time selection options, as well as SYSID and/or XCF System
selection. These selection options are discussed in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into two categories:

• Channel Requests
• CF Channels

Channel Requests

The Channel Requests elements describe the level of request activity occurring on the reported coupling facility from the
perspective of the reporting system (that is, as recorded by RMF running on the reporting system).

TOTAL REQUESTS
The total number of XCF Channel requests from the reported system to the coupling facility during the time period shown:
CFPTOREQ

TOT UNSUCCESSFUL REQS
The total number of unsuccessful XCF Channel requests from the reported system to the coupling facility during the time
period shown: CFPTOURQ

REQUESTS/SECOND
The average number of requests per second from the reported system to the coupling facility during the time period
shown: CFPPSREQ

UNSUCCESS REQS/SECOND
The average number of unsuccessful requests per second from the reported system to the coupling facility during the time
period shown. This is calculated as CFPTOURQ/DURATION.

AVG UNSUC REQS SVC TM
The average service time, in microseconds, spent during the reported time period servicing unsuccessful requests.

CF Channels

These elements display path and subchannel availability measures. These items should be relatively static from one time
period to the next unless some sort of reconfiguration activity has occurred.

AVG PATHS AVAILABLE
The average number of paths available to the coupling facility during the reported period: CFPAVPTH.

AVG SUBCHANNEL LIMIT
The average number of subchannels that are available for use during the reported period: CFPAVSCL

AVG SUBCHANNELS DEF
The average number of subchannels defined (via the IOGEN) during the reported time period: CFPAVSCG.

AVG SUBCHANS IN USE
The average number of subchannels that are actually in use during the reported period: CFPAVSCU.
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Figure 2-213. Sample Sysplex XCF Channel Activity Report

                       CA MICS Performance Manager

                    HOURLY SYSPLEX XCF CHANNEL ACTIVITY

  

                      SYSTEM = S072  CF SYSTEM = S072

        COUPLING FACILITY NAME = COUPLER   RUNDATE =   Feb 1, yyyy

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                          |

 | HOUR-WEEK (HR-MM/DD):     14-01/28 15-01/28 16-01/28 17-01/28 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | CHANNEL REQUESTS                                                         |

 | ----------------                                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 | TOTAL REQUESTS            116640.0 252185.0 250002.0 124873.0     7.05 % |

 | TOT UNSUCCESSFUL REQS         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

 | REQUESTS/SECOND              68.61    70.05    69.45    69.37     1.10 % |

 | UNSUCCESS REQS/SECOND         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

 | AVG UNSUC REQS SVC TM         0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | CF CHANNELS                                                              |

 | -----------                                                              |

 |                                                                          |

 | AVG PATHS AVAILABLE           1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00   ---      |

 | AVG SUBCHANNEL LIMIT          2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00   ---      |

 | AVG SUBCHANNELS DEF           2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00   ---      |

 | AVG SUBCHANS IN USE           2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00   ---      |

 |                                                                          |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Coupling Facility Configuration

The Coupling Facility Configuration report tracks the coupling facility activity in terms of utilization, structure configuration
and request activity. A sample report is shown in Figure 2-214.

Report Options

The Coupling Facility Configuration report supports standard time selection options, SYSID and/or XCF System selection,
and specific XCF Structure selection. These selection options are discussed in Sysplex Analysis Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into three categories:

• CF CPU Activity
• CF Configuration o CF Request Activity

CF CPU Activity

The CPU Activity elements describe the utilization of processing power on the coupling facility itself. These measures are
repeated for each structure that was selected for reporting.
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AVG PROCESSORS
The average number of processors on this Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPAVCPU.

AVG % PROCESSOR BUSY
The average percent busy for the processors on this Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPPCBSY.

AVG % PROCESSOR WAIT
The average percent wait time for the processors on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPPCWAT.

PERCENT CF CONNECTED
The percentage of intervals (RMF recording intervals) during which the Coupling Facility was connected to the reporting
system at the end of them measurement interval: CFPPCCON

MAX %PROCESSOR BUSY
The maximum percent busy for the processors on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPMXPCB

MAX % PROCESSOR WAIT
The maximum percent wait time for the processors on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPMXPCB

CF CONFIGURATION

These elements display storage available and allocated information for the coupling facility and reported structure. These
items should be relatively static over the duration of the analysis unless some sort of reconfiguration activity has occurred.

AVG STORAGE DEFINED
The average amount of storage defined on the coupling facility. This includes both control and non-control storage:
CFPAVTSD.

AVG STORAGE FREE
The average amount of free storage on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown. This includes both control and
non-control storage: CFPAVTSF.

AVG CNTL STG DEFINED
The average amount of control storage defined on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown. The difference
between this value and the average storage defined represents the average non-control storage: CFPAVTSD.

AVG CNTL STG FREE
The average amount of free control storage on the Coupling Facility during the time period shown: CFPAVCSF.

AVG STRUCTURE SIZE
The average size of the reported structure during the time period shown: CFSAVSIZ.

CF REQUEST Activity

The elements reported in this section reflect the request activity associated with the specific structure defined to the
coupling facility and being reported on in the analysis.

% STRUCTURE CONNECT
The percentage of intervals (RMF recording intervals) during the reported time period, in which the structure was
connected to the system at the end of the interval: CFRPCCON

ASYNC REQS/SEC
The average number of asynchronous requests per second during the reported time period from the reporting system
using the Coupling Facility structure: CFRPSARC.

SYNCH REQS/SEC
The average number of synchronous requests per second during the reported time period from the reporting system using
the Coupling Facility structure: CFRPSSRC.

QUEUED REQS/SE
The average number of queued requests per second during the reported time period from the reporting system using the
Coupling Facility structure: CFRPSQRC.
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REQS/SEC COMPLETED
The average number of requests completed per second during the reported time period originating on the reporting
system: CFRPSRQC.

DUMP DELAYED REQS/SEC
The average number of request per second that were delayed due to dump serialization activity on the Coupling Facility:
CFRPSDRC.

AVG SVC TIME ASYNC
The average service time for handling the asynchronous request activity from the reporting system using this Coupling
Facility structure: CFRAVATM.

AVG SVC TIME SYNCH
The average service time for handling the synchronous request activity from the reporting system using this Coupling
Facility structure: CFRAVSTM.

AVG SVC TIME QUEUED
The average service time for handling the queued request activity from the reporting system using this Coupling Facility
structure: CFRAVQTM.

DUMP SER DELAY RATE
The average number of Coupling Facility requests per second, that were delayed because dump serialization was in
process during the time period shown: CFRPSDUQ

HI PRI REQ RAT
The average number of Coupling Facility high priority requests that were queued, per second, during the time period
shown: CFRPSHPQ

LO PRI REQ RATE
The average number of Coupling Facility low priority requests that were queued, per second, during the time period
shown: CFRPSLPQ

Figure 2-214. Sample Coupling Facility Configuration Report

                        CA MICS Performance Manager

                  HOURLY COUPLING FACILITY CONFIGURATION

       SYSTEM = S072  CF SYSTEM = S072      RUNDATE =   Feb 2, yyyy

         COUPLING FACILITY NAME = COUPLER   CF STRUCTURE= IXCXCFL

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                          |

 | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     14-08/yy 15-08/yy 16-08/yy 17-08/yy CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | CF CPU ACTIVITY                                                          |

 | ---------------                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 | AVG PROCESSORS                2.00     2.00     2.00     2.00   ---      |

 | AVG % PROCESSOR BUSY      28.11 %  28.79 %  28.47 %  28.42 %      1.10 % |

 | AVG % PROCESSOR WAIT      71.87 %  71.19 %  71.52 %  71.56 %     -0.43 % |

 | PERCENT CF CONNECTED      100.0 %  100.0 %  100.0 %  100.0 %    ---      |

 | MAX % PROCESSOR BUSY      28.11 %  28.84 %  28.48 %  28.42 %      1.10 % |

 | MAX % PROCESSOR WAIT      71.87 %  71.25 %  71.53 %  71.56 %     -0.43 % |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | CF CONFIGURATION                                                         |
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 | ----------------                                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 | AVG STORAGE DEFINED        240M     240M     240M     240M      ---      |

 | AVG STORAGE FREE           218M     218M     218M     218M      ---      |

 | AVG CNTL STG DEFINED       240M     240M     240M     240M      ---      |

 | AVG CNTL STG FREE          218M     218M     218M     218M      ---      |

 | AVG STRUCTURE SIZE        6308K    6308K    6308K    6308K      ---      |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | CF REQUEST ACTIVITY                                                      |

 | -------------------                                                      |

 |                                                                          |

 | % STRUCTURE CONNECT       100.0 %  100.0 %  100.0 %  100.0 %    ---      |

 | ASYNCH REQS/SEC            62.058   61.683   61.177   61.296     -1.22 % |

 | SYNCH REQS/SEC              0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    N/A      |

 | QUEUED REQS/SEC             0.279    0.220    0.222    0.229    -17.92 % |

 | REQS/SEC COMPLETED         62.058   61.683   61.177   61.296     -1.22 % |

 | DUMP DELAYED REQ/SEC        0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    N/A      |

 | AVG SVC TIME ASYNCH         0.007    0.007    0.007    0.007    ---      |

 | AVG SVC TIME SYNCH          0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    N/A      |

 | AVG SVC TIME QUEUED         0.002    0.003    0.003    0.003     50.00 % |

 | DUMP SER DELAY RATE         0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    N/A      |

 | HI PRI REQ RATE             0.000    0.500    0.500    0.000    N/A      |

 | LO PRI REQ RATE             0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    N/A      |

 |                                                                          |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Sysplex Analysis Component Operation

This Section describes the operation of the sysplex analysis routines in terms of the MICS MVS Performance Manager
inquiry options selected.

Inquiry options available with the sysplex analysis software describe the reports to be generated. In particular, these
options define:

• The cycles from the MICS RMF files to be processed.
• Workload selection by system (SYSID), XCF system, XCF member, XCF group, Coupling Facility structure, date/time,

and zone.
• The summarization level of the reports as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. The availability of each summarization level

assumes that your system supports the required files at each level.
• The reports to be produced.

The following fields are common to most control screens:

Timespan
The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) in the MICS file(s) you want to use as input for processing.

Cycle(s)
One or more cycles of the MICS files that you want to use for analysis. Because SMF data sets are not normally dumped
at exactly midnight at most installations, a CYCLE from the MICS file will usually contain a 24-hour period spanning two
days. Hence, some other type of selection may be required to generate a daily report. This selection capability is provided
by the DATE and HOUR control options
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Database
The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed. Valid values are the database unit identifiers
available at your installation. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not know what database units are
available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of your database units. You can select up to five databases per
inquiry.

Allow Run-Time Override
The indication of whether the database identifier and/or the Cycles specification can be overridden at execution time.

Report by hour
The indication of whether a report or plot should be generated for each hour.

Generate a report for each value of Zone:
The indication of whether a separate report or plot should be generated for each zone defined in the input data or whether
all zones should be merged together for the report or plot.

Date
Up to two date ranges (DDMONYY format) to be used for analysis. This option is normally used to drop the extra day from
a cycle that is due to the timing of the SMF dump.

Hour
One to three ranges of hours for which data is to be reported. For an individual hour, leave the end hour blank or make it
the same as the start hour. You can specify a value from 00 to 23.

Zone
The specification that zone selection is to be applied. If zone 1 definition is 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., you can specify reports
covering that time period by entering a 1 in the ZONE field.

SYSID
The specification that SYSIDs are to be selected for reporting. You can enter up to six SYSIDs to be selected. If you leave
the field blank, no testing of SYSIDs will be done.

Systems
The XCF systems to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those systems specified will be selected.

Groups
The XCF member group(s) to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected

Members
The XCF member(s) to be selected for reporting. If you code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Structures
The Coupling Facility Structures to be reported. If code this field, only those specified will be selected.

Specify extended options
The specification that allows you to supply additional report specifications. These options include special SAS data
selection statements, nonstandard input and output files, and special graphics options.

The operation of the time selection control parameters depends on definitions made during the installation of MICS. If you
are not sure about the ZONE definitions for your installation or the MICS database update procedures, consult your MICS
System Administrator.

Figure 2-215 shows the Sysplex (SPA) Analysis menu that you use to select the desired report within the Sysplex
reporting area.

Figure 2-215.  Sysplex Analysis Selection Screen

 ----------------------------  Sysplex Analysis  ------------------------------\

 | Option ===>                                                                     |

 |                                                                                 |

 | Composing Sysplex Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis Sample Inquiry            |
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 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |         1 - Sysplex Configuration Map                                           |

 |             Display map showing which SYSID signals other SYSIDs by member.     |

 |         2 - XCF Member Profile                                                  |

 |             Analyze usage of buffer pools and signal paths by member & SYSID.   |

 |         3 - XCF Performance Exception Analysis                                  |

 |             Analyze XCF performance problems and tuning opportunities.          |

 |         4 - XCF Channel Activity                                                |

 |             Analyze channel activity at the Sysplex level.                      |

 |         5 - Coupling Facility Configuration                                     |

 |             Analyze CF Structure, size, and activity levels.                    |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 |                                                                                 |

 \---------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

 <vfor>----------------------------------------------------------------------------<vinf>

 

The following sections describe the inquiry screens for each sysplex analysis report.

Sysplex Configuration Map

The Sysplex Configuration Map details the members defined in the sysplex, as well as the intersystem signaling activity
taking place across the sysplex. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are
present in your MICS database. Note that the Sysplex Configuration Map obtains its data from the SCPXCM Files. If you
are unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The Sysplex Configuration Map is produced using a series of five screens. Only the first screen is required. The others are
used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-216. Sysplex Configuration Map Inquiry Screen

 -----------------------  Sysplex Configuration Map  --------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis - Sample Inquiry

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> P (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Systems      ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Groups       ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Members      ===> ________________ ________________

                      ________________ ________________ 
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 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-216 shows a Sysplex Configuration Map inquiry screen. The fields common to all Sysplex Analysis routines are
described above.

There are four other screens in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Sysplex XCF Member Profile

The Sysplex XCF Member Profile Report tracks the signaling resource usage for one or more XCF members over a
period of time. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your
MICS database.

Note: The Sysplex XCF Member Profile report obtains its data from the SCPXCM Files. If you are unsure of the
timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The Sysplex XCF Member Profile report is produced using a series of five screens. Only the first screen is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-217. Sysplex XCF Member Profile Inquiry Screen

 ---------------------------  XCF Member Profile  -----------------------------\

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis - Sample Inquiry

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> Y (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  Systems      ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Groups       ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Members      ===> ________________ ________________

                      ________________ ________________

 

Figure 2-217 shows a Sysplex XCF Member Profile inquiry screen. The fields common to all sysplex analysis routines
are described above. Generally speaking, you will want to use the Member or Group selection criteria to narrow the focus
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of your analysis to selected members or member groups of interest. The Sysplex Configuration Map described in the
previous section can be used as a starting point in determining which members and/or groups must be profiled using this
facility. The following are general comments on this screen.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(that is, MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other screens in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are the following:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Sysplex Performance Exceptions

The Sysplex Performance Exceptions report allows you to detect and track various unusual or out-of-the-ordinary
conditions that might arise in XCF service processing and the underlying coupling facility hardware configuration. It can be
generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are present in your MICS database. Note that
the Sysplex Performance Exceptions report obtains its data from the SCPXCY, SCPXCA, HARCFP, and HARCFR Files. If
you are unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The Sysplex Performance Exceptions report is produced using a series of six screens. Only the first screen is required.
The others are used to specify additional options that are often defaulted.

Figure 2-218. Sysplex Performance Exceptions Inquiry Screen

 -------------------  XCF Performance Exception Analysis  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis - Sample Inquiry

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Systems      ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-218 shows a Sysplex Performance Exceptions inquiry screen. The fields common to all Sysplex Analysis
routines are described above.
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There are five other screens in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are often defaulted. They are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Exception Thresholds
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

The Exception Thresholds Extended Option is unique to this query. A description of how to set the Exception Thresholds
follows. For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER
Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries. Specifying Common Extended Options. If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify
extended options field, the Extended Options Menu screen, shown in Figure 2-219, is displayed.

 -------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  XCF Performance Exceptions

  

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify Exception Thresholds                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

Figure 2-219. Sysplex Performance Exceptions Extended Options Menu Screen

If you enter Y (Yes) to the Specify Exceptions Thresholds in the Extended Options Menu, the Exception Thresholds
screen, shown in Figure 2-220 is displayed. This screen allows you to enter trigger values for generating exception
incidents when the analysis is run.

Figure 2-220. Sysplex Performance Exceptions

 --------------------------  Exception Thresholds  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry step:  XCF Performance Exceptions

                                         ------------Threshold Values----------- 

 Exceptions:                             DETAIL    DAYS      WEEKS     MONTHS

 Intervals w/ XCF Deactivation           0         1         3         5

 XCF Count Resets                        0         1         3         5

 Pct XCF Messages Larger than Buffer     5         5         5         5

 XCF Messages Rejected                   0         0         0         0

 XCF Messages Migrated - No Path         0         1         3         5

  

 Pct XCF Path Busy                       50        50        50        50

 Intervals w/ XCF Path Deactivation      0         1         3         5

 Inbound Signals Refused                 0         0         0         0

 CF Pct Processor Busy                   5         5         5         5

 Unsuccessful CF Requests                0         1         3         5

 CF Requests failed - Path Busy          0         1         3         5

  

 CF Requests delayed due to dump ser     0         1         3         5

 CF Requests hitting lock contention     0         1         3         5
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Threshold Setting Screen When using the XCF Performance Exception Analysis, it is recommended that you start out with
the default exceptions shown above, and then adjust them to reflect the characteristics of your particular environment.
The four columns correspond to the four MICS timespans that can provide input to the analysis. Only the column that
corresponds to the timespan selected on the primary screen will be used in the analysis. For example, if the timespan
selected on the primary screen was WEEKS, the threshold values in the WEEKS column will be the ones used in the
analysis.

The length of RMF intervals and the definition of MICS ZONES play an important role in setting appropriate exception
threshold values. At the DETAIL level, a 5 or 10 minute RMF interval might dictate a set of exception values considerably
different than a 20 or 30 minute interval. Similarly, at the WEEKS and MONTHS levels, each MICS observation contains
ZONE in the file key, and this determines the overall duration. For example, at the MONTHS timespan, ZONE 1 might
cover prime shift (9 to 5 Monday through Friday) for an entire month. If ZONE 2 covered the remaining 16 hours of each
day Monday through Friday, the observations describing ZONE 2 would cover a period of time that is twice as long as
those for ZONE 1. Because of this, you should probably use ZONE selection criteria and separate analyses for each
ZONE when dealing with WEEKS or MONTHS level data.

Keep in mind, that if you set up analysis using one timespan as input along with corresponding threshold values
established via this screen, and then later change the analysis to utilize a different timespan, the corresponding column
of threshold values specified here will go into effect. Changing timespans on the primary screen does NOT reset the
exception threshold values to the defaults.

The grouping of exceptions shown in this screen is indicative of the MICS file from which the exception is generated.
Thus, the first five exceptions are from the SCPXCY file, the next three are from the SCPXCA file, the next three from the
HARCFP file, and the last two from the HARCFR file.

To turn off any give exception, simply set the threshold value to an artificially high value.

Sysplex XCF Channel Activity

The Sysplex XCF Channel Activity report allows you to track the utilization of the XCF channels linking multiple systems
through the coupling facility. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans if they are
present in your MICS database. Note that the Sysplex XCF Channel Activity report obtains its data from the HARCFP
Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your MICS System Administrator.

The Sysplex XCF Channel Activity report is produced using a series of five screens. Only the first screen is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-221. Sysplex XCF Channel Activity Inquiry Screen

  

 --------------------------  XCF Channel Activity  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis - Sample Inquiry

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> Y (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)
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 Systems      ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-221 shows a Sysplex XCF Channel Activity inquiry screen. The fields common to all Sysplex Analysis routines
are described above. The following are general comments on this screen.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(that is, MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other screens in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Coupling Facility Configuration

The Coupling Facility Configuration Report tracks the coupling facility activity in terms of utilization, structure configuration
and request activity by structure name. It can be generated for the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS time- spans
if they are present in your MICS database. Note the Sysplex XCF Structure & Activity report obtains its data from the
HARCFS, HARCFR and HARCFP Files. If you are unsure of the timespans supported at your installation, consult your
MICS System Administrator.

The Coupling Facility Configuration report is produced using a series of five screens. Only the first screen is required. The
others are used to specify additional options that are normally defaulted.

Figure 2-222. Coupling Facility Configuration Inquiry Screen

 --------------------  Coupling Facility Configuration  -----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  SPA001 - Sysplex Analysis - Sample Inquiry

  

 Time-span ===> DAYS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)         Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> N (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Report by hour if timespan is DAYS or WEEKS ===> Y (Y/N)

 Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> N (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

 Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

  Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)
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 Systems      ===> ________ ________ ________ ________

 Structures   ===> ________________ ________________

                      ________________ ________________

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 2-222 shows a Coupling Facility Configuration inquiry screen. The fields common to all sysplex analysis routines
are described above. Generally speaking, you'll want to use the Structure selection criteria to narrow the focus of your
analysis to selected structures. The following are general comments on this screen.

In addition to the timespan qualifier, you have the option of selecting summaries by ZONE and HOUR. Summarization by
HOUR can be done if you are using the DAYS or WEEKS timespans. Summarization can be specified with the Report by
hour and Generate a report for each value of Zone options.

If you specify the DAYS timespan and summarization by HOUR, and if you request multiple cycles, a separate report is
produced for each day. If you do not specify a summarization parameter, the report is summarized to the timespan level
(that is, MONTHS is summarized to the month, WEEKS to the week, DAYS to the day, and DETAIL to the RMF interval).

There are four other screens in this series that you can use to specify additional options that are normally defaulted. They
are:

• Extended Options Menu
• Global Data Selection
• Alternate Input File
• Save Selected Input Observations

For a description of the Extended Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance
Manager Analysis Inquiries.

PER WLM Goal Mode Analysis
This section introduces a series of queries that analyze WLM Goal Mode workload measurements to help determine if
service objectives are being met and to provide a first-level analysis of throughput problems.

Workloads can be summarized by WLM Service Class, Importance, Workload, or Report Class. Measurements involving
both resource utilization and throughput are included. Additionally, a separate analysis is provided that combines LPAR
processor capacity and resource metrics. Together with WLM Workload measurements, this analysis determines which
workloads are having the greatest impact on processor usage and whether processor resources must be added.

These queries are ideal in determining which workload and time period would be most beneficial to further analyze with
modeling solutions such as the z/OS performance modeling solutions delivered by our partner, OPNET.

Functional Description

The WLM Goal Mode Service Analysis inquiries allow you to track and analyze the WLM workload resources and
throughput measurements, and to perform first-level problem resolution analysis against performance problems. Any
supported MICS timespan and summarization pattern can be implemented, a series of tabular reports can be produced,
and a CSV file that is compatible with MICS Q&R can be produced for subsequent generation of charts and graphs.

The WLM Service Definition report provides a report of the complete service definitions used to generate the WLM usage
data selected. This report is useful for better understanding the output produced from the other WLM Service Analysis
queries.

This query uses the following MICS files as input:

WLMSEA
Service Class
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WLMSDE
Service Definition

The WLM Service Delivery reports provide a summary of WLM services delivered, WLM service objectives, and resources
consumed, either by SYSPLEX or LPAR. Additionally, the summarization may be performed by WLM Service Class,
Importance level, Workload, or Report Class.

These queries use the following MICS files as input:

WLMSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption or

WLM_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

WLMSED
Service Class General Execution Delay or

WLM_ED
Report Class General Execution Delay

WLMSEA
Service Class

WLMSDE
Service Definition

WLMSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption

WLM_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

The LPAR Service Delivery reports provide a summary of LPAR processor resource usage, WLM service delivered, and
workload resources consumed, by LPAR. Additionally, the summarization may be performed by WLM Service Class,
Importance level, Workload, or Report Class.

These queries use the following MICS files as input:

HARCPU
CPU Activity File

WLMSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption or

WLM_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

WLMSED
Service Class General Execution Delay or

WLM_ED
Report Class General Execution Delay

WLMSEA
Service Class

WLMSDE
Service Definition

WLMSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption
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WLM_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

The range of data that can be reported from a particular MICS database depends on the timespans that were defined
for these files and the number of cycles defined in each timespan. If you are not familiar with the generation options for
the database unit containing the MVS HAR or WLM Information Areas, ask your MICS System Administrator for this
information.

Usage Guidelines

The WLM Goal Mode Service inquiries are a series of reports that provide an overview of how service is being delivered
and identify potential delays to service delivery. These reports let you quickly determine if service objectives are being met
during the reporting intervals chosen and perform a first-level problem analysis when objectives are not being met.

The reports are grouped according to usage:

• WLM Service Definition Entries
This is a detailed listing of the WLM Service Definitions that were in effect during the reporting interval. A good
understanding of the service definitions is required to properly interpret the other reports. They can help explain why a
particular service objective is not being met.

• Analysis of Service Delivered, by WLM Classes
These reports provide a summary of delivered service by SYSPLEX, and optionally by LPAR. The reports contain data
on SRM-based transaction service, resources consumed, and delays. They can be ordered by WLM Service Class and
Period, WLM Report Class, WLM Importance, or WLM Workload group.

• Analysis of Service Delivered by LPAR
These reports provide a summary of service by LPAR, including processor usage in times and MSUs, together with
all of the workloads contributing to the LPAR busy. This helps you understand and quantify those workloads that are
driving the LPAR consumption, so you can plan for use of the Defined Capacity Limit function required to implement
the sub-capacity licensing feature. The reports are ordered by LPAR. The workload information can be summarized by
WLM Service Class, WLM Report Class, WLM Importance, or WLM Workload group.

All of the reports provide support for special purpose processors. In addition to tabular reports, CSVs can be optionally
produced for subsequent use by Q&R to create charts, graphs, and reports on the users' workstation.

The following sections discuss new performance metrics that were added to the MICS Performance Manager Option in
support of the WLM Goal MOde Service queries.

LP Related Metrics

The following metrics were added to enhance the understanding and management of z/OS based LP resources:

Weighted LP Cap. (MSUs) This is the effect capacity of the LP under study, expressed in MSUs per hour. Because of LP
weight enforcement, the actual capacity of an LP to do work is reduced in proportion to its defined weight. Quantifying this
value helps in LP sizing and in understanding why performance objectives might not be met.

Weighted LP Share Pct. The share of active logical processors that is available to this LP, expressed as a percentage.
This value is used in computing other metrics within the reports.

No. of Available Procs. The total number of processors available for use by this LP. This is not a computed value, but
rather is the MICS data element CPUNOCPU and includes all types of processors configured in the logical partition
(standard CP and special processors).

CPs Required for LP Wgt. The minimum number (or fraction) of CPs needed to ensure that the LP can actually sustain its
weighted share. Round this value up to the next integer when defining the LP size. If this value is greater than the number
of CPs defined for the LP, the LP will not have sufficient capacity to support its weighted share, and performance may
suffer. If this value is significantly lower than the number of CPs defined for the LP, then performance of large processing
tasks, such as online application, may be affected.
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LP Shr. Proc. Use Ratio This value is sometimes referred to as "Short CPs." It is a ratio of the MVS Busy time
(CPUTOVBT) to the LP Busy time (CPUTOBTM) for a reporting interval. The purpose of this metric is to demonstrate the
lack of processor resources in an easy way that can be presented to non-technical personnel. In general, a value greater
than 1.25 is cause for concern, especially if performance objectives are not being met.

Weighted CP The effective speed of an individual CP within Speed (MSUs) the LP configuration. This value is a function
of the CPs Required for LP Wgt. metric defined above and the number of CPs active for the LP. The total weight for the
LP is spread equally among all active CPs, causing each CP to be dispatched by PRSM for an interval based on the
Weighted LP Share percentage mentioned above. Having more CPs active than are required for a given weighted LP
capacity will result in the effective CP speed being reduced and can result in performance degradation. IBM's Intelligent
Resource Director facility can attempt to control the number of active CPs based on WLM Goal Mode service objectives to
help ensure that the number of active CPs is optimal for a given workload.

Percent Ready Tasks Wait The number of address spaces that are waiting for dispatch on a CP, expressed as a
percentage. If the LP Shr Proc. Use Ratio value is high and this value is more than 50%, then a significant processor
resource shortage exists and performance may be affected.

Workload Related Metrics

CPU Usage Delay Ratio

The ratio of CPU Using Samples to the sum of CPU Using and CPU Delay Samples. This is a relative measure of how
much the defined workloads are waiting for processor dispatch. When this value is more than 0.50, then the LP Related
metrics should be examined closely to better understand how much the performance is being affected by the lack of
processor resources.

zAAP Usage Delay Ratio

The ratio of IFA Using Samples to the sum of IFA Using and IFA Delay Samples. This is a relative measure of how much
the defined workloads are waiting for IFA processor dispatch. Because the zAAP technology is relatively new, no firm
guidelines have yet been established for determining when a performance impact might occur. However, given the nature
and use of zAAP engines, a value of 0.20 might be cause for concern and could lead you to consider other performance
measurements.

While the performance metrics for zAAP usage are basic in nature, understand that the LP weight is used to manage
the zAAP engines as well as CPs. Specifying a low LP weight value will not only cause the CPs defined to be minimally
dispatched but will likewise cause the zAAP engines to be minimally dispatched as well. Also, because the zAAP engines
are dispatched using the z/OS dispatcher, which must execute on a CP, poor processor throughput will cause Java work
to not be dispatched on the zAAP engines, even though sufficient zAAP resources are available.

Additionally, the weight percentages are based on the total weight of the ICF pool and therefore might require a change in
the weights for LPs that use ICF engines.

zIIP Usage Delay Ratio

The ratio of Samples Using zIIP to the sum of Samples Using zIIP and Samples zIIP Delay. This is a relative measure of
how much the defined workloads are waiting for zIIP processor dispatch. Because the zIIP technology is relatively new, no
firm guidelines have yet been established for determining when a performance impact might occur.

Standard Output

Common Elements

This section describes elements common to all WLM Goal Mode Service analysis reports. Options that are unique to a
specific report are documented with that report.

Title Elements
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Each report has five lines of title information available. All reports give the name of the report, the name of the component,
and the run date. In addition, the heading on the System Storage Usage and Private Storage Usage reports details the
data selected, the summary level of the report, and the time periods reported by column.

• For the monthly report, the column title is year-month.
• For the weekly report, the week is identified by month/day/year. The day is determined from the MICS file elements

used to generate the report.
• For the daily report, the day is given as month/day/year.
• For the hourly level reports, the hour is given in the column title along with the month and day as hour-month/day. The

day is determined from the MICS file elements used to generate the report.

The following elements are in the standard title portion of each report:

Installation Name
On some reports, the installation name that is defined at MICS system installation time. This value is centered in the first
line of the report. For more information about this value, ask your system administrator.

Component Name
The name of the MICS performance component, centered in the first or second line of each page.

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the third line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

Sysplex and SYSID
The sysplex and MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard
control parameters.

ZONE Generated
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.
Report The date on which the report was run.

Additional Elements

Importance
Most reports show the relative importance assigned to the various service/report class performance goal types. See the
MICS Data Dictionary entries for elements WLMGOLTP and WLMGOLRI. In addition, the Performance Manager Option
defines importance level 6 and labels it Discretionary to give discretionary and 'other' work importance distinct from the
'system' goal, which has a level of zero.
When reporting by WLM Report Class, this element may show the value Combined Work. This indicates that more than
one workload type contributed to this report class period, thus making it a heterogeneous report class period.

Reporting Interval
The first row of some reports shows the length of time (duration) that contributed to the report.

% CHANGE
The last column on some reports, this field is the percent change for each report item (row) between the base period (first
data column) and the last period (last data column). If data for only one period is reported, then dashes (---) are displayed.
If the base period is zero, then N/A is printed to indicate that a percent change could not be calculated.

The following sections describe the reports produced by the WLM Goal Mode Service inquiries.

WLM Service Definition Report

The WLM Service Definitions report provides a simple, yet comprehensive, listing of the WLM Service Definitions in effect
for the time interval selected. This listing provides an easy-to-follow method of understanding the definitions and the
effect the definitions have on the workload performance. This information is helpful when trying to understand system
performance behavior and in interpreting information from other WLM Goal Mode Service reports.

Report Options
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Standard data selection options are supported as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. Additionally, input
data may be further filtered by Sysplex or SVC (Service) Class. These options are discussed in Section 2.2.7. The reports
may be ordered either by WLM Service Class (default), by WLM Importance, or by WLM Workload, as specified by a
panel option.

Report Page Header Fields

The following fields are displayed at the beginning of each page of the report.

Sysplex
The name of the SYSPLEX that the service definitions manage.

Service
The name of WLM Service Definition currently Definition: being reported on, from the MICS data element WLMSDFNM.

Description: (Svc. Def.)
he description of the WLM Service Definition named above, from the MICS data element WLMSDFDE.

Updated: (Svc. Def.)
The timestamp of the most recent update to the service definition, from MICS data element WLMSDFTS.

By:
The logon ID of the user who most recently updated the service definition, from MICS data element WLMSDUSR.

Service Policy
The name of the WLM Service Policy in effect for this reporting interval, from MICS data element WLMPOLCY. A service
policy may be thought of as a temporary, time-dependent method of overriding goals for one or more service class
periods. This might be done for different operational shifts or holidays, for example, when processing requirements might
vary.

Description
The description of the WLM Service Definition (Svc. Policy) named above, from the MICS data element WLMPOLDE.

Updated: (Svc. Policy)
The timestamp of the most recent update to the service definition, from MICS data element WLMPOLTS.

Ending Date
The date from the MICS Ending Timestamp of the input data.

Reporting Interval:
he interval of the report, from the MICS common data element DURATION.

Report Column Header Fields

Service Class
The WLM Service Class name, from MICS data element WLMCLASS.

Class Description:
The description of the WLM Service Class named above, from the MICS data element WLMCLSDE.

Pd
The WLM Service Class period value, from MICS data element WLMCLSPD.

Imp
The WLM Importance value, from MICS data element WLMGOLRI.

Service Duration
The time interval, after which work will transition to a later WLM Service Class period, from MICS data element
WLMPDDUR.

Workload
The name of the WLM Workload that the service class belongs to, from MICS data element WLMWRKLD.
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Goal Type
The type of goal that the WLM Service Class period is managed to, from MICS data element WLMGOLTP. WLM Goal
Types are either System Specified, Execution Velocity, Response Time or Discretionary, and are set by the user according
to the type of workload processed.

%
A ratio of the actual goal-defined service and the target service specified, expressed as a percentage and from MICS data
element WLMGOLPC.

Goal (secs)
For response-time goals, the target response time expressed typically in seconds and from MICS data element
WLMGOLRT.

Resource Group
The name of the WLM resource group in use by the service class, from MICS data element WLMGROUP. Resource
groups are an optional method of limiting access to the processor. This could be used to prevent CPU-bound work from
dominating a given service class, or to otherwise restrict work, perhaps under some sort of contractual arrangement. This
option, if specified, is in effect for the entire Sysplex, not on a particular LPAR.

Protection CPU Stor:
Specifies whether work in a given service class is considered either CPU or Storage Critical. YES indicates a critical
specification; a blank indicates no such specification.

Figure 2-223. Sample WLM Service Definition Report

                                                      CA MICS Performance Manager

                                                  Listing of WLM Service Definitions

                                            Report Generated on: Monday, February 18, yyyy

  Sysplex: PLEXC1

    Service Definition: PLEXT1    Description: C1: 61,11,31,1,3,13               Updated:   24JAN08:14:41  By:

 WEGLESJ

        Service Policy: PLEXT1    Description: PLEXC1 - MERGED SYSPLEX           Updated:   24JAN08:14:41

  Ending Date: 02/16/08  Reporting Interval:  0:15:00

  Service              Class                        Service                                Goal Resource 

 Protection  Unavail.

   Class            Description             Pd Imp Duration  Workload      Goal Type    % (Secs)  Group    CPU

  Stor     Data?

 BATCHHOT BATCH PRODUCTION HOT IMP 3 VEL30   1  3            BATCHPRD EXEC VELOCITY    30                    

         RESPTIME

 BATCHPRD PRODUCTION BATCH - IMP 4 VEL 15    1  4            BATCHPRD EXEC VELOCITY    15                    

         RESPTIME

 BATCHTST WLM TEST BATCH IMP 5 VEL 10        1  5            BATCHTST EXEC VELOCITY    10                    

         RESPTIME

 BATSTWLM WLM TEST BATCH -3 PERIODS          1  3     2,500  BATCHTST EXEC VELOCITY    30

 DATABASE DB2 & DATACOM MUFS - VELOCITY 20   1  3            DATABASE EXEC VELOCITY    20                    

         RESPTIME

 DATABPRD PRODUCTION DB2/MUF IMP 2 VEL 45    1  2            DATABASE EXEC VELOCITY    45                    

         RESPTIME

 DATABSQA QA DATACOM MUFS - VELOCITY 25      1  3            DATABASE EXEC VELOCITY    25                    

         RESPTIME

 DATBSHOT HOT QA DATACOM TST IMP 2 VEL 30    1  2            DATABASE EXEC VELOCITY    30                    

         RESPTIME

 DDFDB2   DDF DB2 ENCLAVE                    1  3    10,000  DDFDB2   RESP TIME PCTILE 80     5              

         RESPTIME

 DISCRET  DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CLASS        1  6            DISCRET  DISCRETIONARY                          

         RESPTIME
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 ONLGOALP CICS ONLINE PRODUCTION - GOAL      1  3            ONLINE   RESP TIME PCTILE 90   0.2              

         RESPTIME

 ONLPRDHT HOT ONLINE PROD - IMP 2 VEL 25     1  2            ONLINE   EXEC VELOCITY    25                    

         RESPTIME

 ONLPROD  PRODUCTION ONLINE- IMP 3 VEL 25    1  3            ONLINE   EXEC VELOCITY    25                    

         RESPTIME

 ONLTEST  TEST ONLINE - VELOCITY 15          1  3            ONLINE   EXEC VELOCITY    15                    

         RESPTIME

 OTHER    DEFAULT SERVICE CLS-DISCRETIONRY   1  6            OTHER    DISCRETIONARY                          

         RESPTIME

 PCB_DFT  PROD CB DEFAULT ENCLAVES           1  3            WEB      RESP TIME PCTILE 85     5              

         RESPTIME

 PWEB_DFT PROD WEB DEFAULT ENCLAVES          1  2     1,000  WEB      RESP TIME PCTILE 85     5              

         RESPTIME

 QA       QA TESTING - VELOCITY 25           1  3            QA       EXEC VELOCITY    25                    

         RESPTIME

 QAHOT    DATACOM TESTING - CHARLES SCHWAB   1  1            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    90                    

         RESPTIME

 ROSCOE   ROSCOE - VELOCITY 40- IMP 2        1  2            ROSCOE   EXEC VELOCITY    40

 STCDB2   STC DB2 GROUP-VEL 40-IMP 2         1  2            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    40                    

         RESPTIME

 STCDB2LO STC DB2 GROUP-VEL 30-IMP 3         1  3            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    30                    

         RESPTIME

 STCHOT   STC HOT-VEL45/IMP1 - NOT IN USE    1  1            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    45                    

         RESPTIME

 STCMED   STC MEDIUM - VEL 30 IMP 2          1  2            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    30                    

         RESPTIME

 STCNMD   STC NMD GROUP-VEL 25-IMP 2         1  2            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    25

 STCPROD  STC PROD-MVS GROUP-VEL 40-IMP 1    1  1            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    40

 STCTEST  STC TEST-USER STCS-VEL 20-IMP 3    1  3            STC      EXEC VELOCITY    20

 SYSOTHER UNCLASSIFIED WORK                  1  0            SYSTEM   SYSTEM SPECIFIED                       

         RESPTIME

 SYSSTC   STARTED TASK DEFAULT               1  0            SYSTEM   SYSTEM SPECIFIED

 SYSTEM   HIGH PRIORITY SYSTEM WORK          1  0            SYSTEM   SYSTEM SPECIFIED                       

         RESPTIME

 TSO      TSO - GOAL MODE - 3 PERIODS        1  2     2,500  TSO      RESP TIME PCTILE 90   0.2

 TSOLOW   TSO - DB2 QUERY RELATED WORK       1  6            TSOLOW   DISCRETIONARY             RG_NULL      

         RESPTIME

 WEBSERV  TEMP SC FOR WEBSERVER STCS         1  3            WEB      EXEC VELOCITY    50                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL10 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 10%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    10                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL20 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 20%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    20                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL30 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 30%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    30                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL40 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 40%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    40                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL50 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 50%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    50                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL60 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 60%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    60                    

         RESPTIME
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 XSCVEL70 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 70%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    70                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL80 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 80%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    80                    

         RESPTIME

 XSCVEL90 DUMMY SERVICE CLASS - 90%          1  3            SCVELDMY EXEC VELOCITY    90                    

         RESPTIME

 

WLM Service Delivered Summary, by Service Class

This WLM Service Delivered report tracks information concerning transaction service delivered, resources consumed, and
workload throughput and delays, at a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly level.

Each logical page of the report presents the information for one service class and one service class period within one
importance level for each single LPAR. This is also the order of the pages.

The report can also be summarized so that each page presents the information for one service class and one service
class period within one importance level summarized for all LPARs in a sysplex.

When the zone option is specified for the inquiry, each page is expanded into a page for each zone in the incoming data
that may have been filtered by data selection parameters.

When the hour option is specified for the inquiry, each page may be expanded into two or three pages to contain a column
for each hour found in the incoming data that may have been filtered by data selection parameters.

Additionally, a CSV file can be optionally created for later use by Q&R to generate charts and graphs.

Report Options

Standard data selection options are supported as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. Additionally,
input data may be further filtered by Sysplex or SVC (Service) Class. These options are discussed in RSM Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Service Delivered
• Resources Consumed
• Throughput and Delays

Service Delivered

This section presents measurement data about SRM transaction volume and service received for transactions executing
within the WLM Service Class Period being reported on.

Reporting Interval: The timespan, in seconds, covered by the report, from MICS common data element DURATION.

Total Transactions
The total number of SRM transactions that ended in the reporting interval, from MICS data element SECTORCP.

Transactions per Second
The rate of SRM transaction execution (ended transactions), per second, from MICS data element SECPSRCP.

Total SRM Svc Units (k)
The total number of service units expended during the reporting interval expressed in thousands. This value is derived
from MICS data element SECTOSRV, divided by 1,000.

SRM Svc Units per Second
The rate of service units expended per second expressed in thousands. This value is derived from MICS data element
SECPSSRV divided by 1,000.
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Avg. Tx Queue Time (secs)
The mean time transactions spent waiting for execution, expressed in seconds and from MICS data element SECAVQUE.

Avg. Tx Exec Times (secs):
The mean time transactions spent in execution, expressed in seconds and from MICS data element SECAVXET.

Resources Consumed

This section presents measurement data about processor, paging, and I/O resources used by transactions executing
within the WLM Service Class Period being reported on.

Total CP Time (secs)
The total time transactions executed on CPs (central processors), expressed in seconds and from MICS data element
SECCPUTM.

zAAP on CP Time (secs)
The total time the zAAP eligible Java work spent executing on CPs (central processors), expressed in seconds and from
MICS data element SECZAPCT.

Total zAAP Time (secs)
The total time transactions executed on zAAPs (z/OS application assist processors), expressed in seconds and from
MICS data element SECZAPTM.

zIIP on CP Time (secs)
The total amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this service class period while executing zIIP eligible work on
standard CP processors, from MICS data element SECSUPCT.

Total zIIP Time (secs)
The total amount of normalized TCB CPU time executed on zIIP processors, expressed in seconds and from MICS data
element SECSUPTM.

Total DASD I/O Count
The total number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) done to DASD devices, expressed in thousands and from MICS
data element SECDCNT.

DASD I/Os per Second
The number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) performed per second. This value is computed by dividing the Total
DASD I/O Count defined above by the MICS data element DURATION.

DASD I/Os per CPU Second
The number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) performed per CPU (TCB) second. This value is computed by dividing
the Total DASD I/O Count defined above by the MICS data element SECCPUTM. This is a relative measure of workload I/
O intensity and can be used to compare workloads within or across WLM service classes.

Avg. Page Ins per Second
The number of pages moved into central storage per second, from MICS data element SECPSPIN.

Throughput and Delays

This section contains measurement data that tells how well transactions actually perform, including summary information
about where processing delays occur. This provides the ability to do first-level problem analysis when service objectives
are not being met.

Average MPL
The mean number of tasks active and executing within the WLM Service Class Period for the reporting interval, from
MICS data element SECAVMPL.

Execution Velocity
The relative measure of how fast transactions are executing with the WLM Service Class Period, expressed as a
percentage and from MICS data element SECEXVEL. Higher values indicate that transactions have experienced few
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delays; lower values indicate more delays. A zero value indicates that no processor resources were consumed during the
reporting interval.

Performance Index
A measure of how well transactions are performing with respect to their WLM-defined goals, from MICS data element
SECPINDX. A value of 1 indicates that transactions are meeting their respective goals exactly. Values above 1 indicate
that goals are being missed. Values below 1 indicate that goals are being exceeded.

CP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of CPU Delay Samples to the sum of CPU Using and CPU Delay Samples. This is essentially the inverse of the
CPU portion of the Execution Velocity calculation, and can be used to see when processor delays are occurring. Use this
value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to determine if service objectives are not being
met and if processor delay is responsible.

zAAP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zAAP Delay Samples to the sum of zAAP Using and zAAP Delay Samples. This value can be used to see
when zAAP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to
determine if service objectives are not being met and if zAAP processor delay is responsible.

zIIP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zIIP Delay Samples to the sum of zIIP Using and zIIP Delay Samples. This value can be used to see when
zIIP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to determine if
service objectives are not being met and if zIIP processor delay is responsible.

Pct Processor Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDCP (Pct Wait - CPU on CP)
• SEDPCZPD (Pct Wait - CPU on zAAP)
• SEDPCSUD (Pct Wait - CPU on zIIP)

This value represents the amount of processor delay as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct I/O Related Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDSD (Pct Wait - DASD I/O Delay)
• SEDPCDHS (Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDES (Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDVI (Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux)

This value represents the amount of I/O delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct Storage Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDMP (Pct Wait - MPL Delay)
• SEDPCDSI (Pct Wait - Swap-In)
• SEDPCDPC (Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDPP (Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDXM (Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux)

This value represents the amount of storage delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct Misc. Delays:
The sum of the following MICS data elements:
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• SEDPCCOD (Pct Wait - Resource Contention)
• SEDPCCRD (Pct Wait - Crypto Processors)
• SEDPCFQD (Pct Wait - Feature Queue)

This value represents the amount of other delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Figure 2-224. Sample WLM Service Delivered Summary, by Service Class

                             CA MICS Performance Manager

                        Hourly WLM Service Delivered Summary

                           For Sysplex: PLEXZA  Sysid: CAZA

                    Report Generated on: Monday, February 18, yyyy

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                   |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     10-02/17 11-02/17 12-02/17 13-02/17 14-02/17 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                   |

  |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                   |

  | Importance: System Tasks                                                          |

  |  SVC Class: SYSSTC                                                                |

  |     Period: 1                                                                     |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Service Delivered                                                                 |

  | -----------------                                                                 |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Reporting Interval (secs)    3,600    3,600    2,432    3,600    3,600     0.00 % |

  | Total Transactions              90       37       47       20       36   -60.00 % |

  | Transactions per Second          0        0        0        0        0   -66.67 % |

  | Total SRM Svc. Units (k)    24,614   20,279   12,222   17,995   16,370   -33.49 % |

  | SRM Svc. Units per Sec.      6,838    5,633    5,024    4,999    4,547   -33.50 % |

  | Avg. Tx. Queue Time (sec)     0.01     0.01     0.03     0.00     0.21  2000.00 % |

  | Avg. Tx. Exec Time (sec)      1.79     1.02    25.04     0.77 1,118.98  2412.85 % |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Resources Consumed                                                                |

  | ------------------                                                                |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Total CP Time (secs)        426.77   401.66   241.75   291.91   287.37   -32.66 % |

  | - zAAP on CP Time (secs)      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | - zIIP on CP Time (secs)      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total zAAP Time (secs)        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total zIIP Time (secs)        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total DASD I/O Count (k)       618      270      280      224      194   -68.68 % |

  | DASD I/Os per Second           172       75      115       62       54   -68.68 % |

  | DASD I/Os per CPU Second  1,447.97   671.35 1,158.68   766.20   673.46   -53.49 % |

  | Avg. Page Ins per Second         0        0        1        0        0   -85.71 % |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Throughput and Delays                                                             |

  | ---------------------                                                             |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Average MPL                  65.27    68.86    63.75    64.61    64.79    -0.74 % |

  | Execution Velocity           58.07    67.30    60.71    68.78    68.71    18.32 % |

  | Performance Index              .        .        .        .        .     N/A      |

  | CP Usage Delay Ratio          0.41     0.32     0.38     0.31     0.31   -24.39 % |

  | zAAP Usage Delay Ratio        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |
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  | zIIP Usage Delay Ratio        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Pct Processor Delays          0.10     0.06     0.07     0.04     0.04   -60.00 % |

  | Pct I/O Related Delays        0.18     0.02     0.10     0.02     0.01   -94.44 % |

  | Pct Storage Delays            0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Pct Misc. Delays              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

WLM Service Delivered Summary, by Report Class

This WLM Service Delivered report tracks information concerning transaction service delivered, resources consumed, and
workload throughput and delays, at a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly level.

Each logical page of the report presents the information for one report class and report class period within one Importance
level for each single LPAR. This is also the order of the pages.

The report can also be summarized so that each page presents the information for one report class and report class
period within one Importance level summarized for all LPARs in a sysplex.

When the zone option is specified for the inquiry, each page is expanded into a page for each zone in the incoming data
that may have been filtered by data selection parameters.

When the hour option is specified for the inquiry, each page may be expanded into two or three pages to contain a column
for each hour found in the incoming data that may have been filtered by data selection parameters.

Additionally, a CSV file can be optionally created for later use by Q&R to generate charts and graphs.

Report Options

Standard data selection options are supported as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. Additionally,
input data may be further filtered by Sysplex or RPT (Report) Class. These options are discussed in RSM Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are divided into the following categories:

• Service Delivered
• Resources Consumed
• Throughput and Delays

Service Delivered

This section presents measurement data about SRM transaction volume and service received for transactions executing
within the WLM Report Class Period being reported on.

Reporting Interval:
The timespan, in seconds, covered by the report, from MICS common data element DURATION.

Total Transactions
The total number of SRM transactions that ended in the reporting interval, from MICS data element SECTORCP.

Transactions per Second
The rate of SRM transaction execution (ended transactions), per second, from MICS data element SECPSRCP.

Total SRM Svc Units (k)
The total number of service units expended during the reporting interval expressed in thousands. This value is derived
from MICS data element SECTOSRV, divided by 1,000.

SRM Svc Units per Second
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The rate of service units expended per second expressed in thousands. This value is derived from MICS data element
SECPSSRV divided by 1,000.

Avg. Tx Queue Time (secs)
The mean time transactions spent waiting for execution, expressed in seconds and from MICS data element SECAVQUE.

Avg. Tx Exec Times (secs)
The mean time transactions spent in execution, expressed in seconds and from MICS data element SECAVXET.

Resources Consumed

This section presents measurement data about processor, paging, and I/O resources used by transactions executing
within the WLM Report Class Period being reported on.

Total CP Time (secs)
The total time transactions executed on CPs (central processors), expressed in seconds and from MICS data element
SECCPUTM.

zAAP on CP Time (secs)
The total time the zAAP eligible Java work spent executing on CPs (central processors), expressed in seconds and from
MICS data element SECZAPCT.

Total zAAP Time (secs)
The total time transactions executed on zAAPs (z/OS application assist processors), expressed in seconds and from
MICS data element SECZAPTM

zIIP on CP Time (secs)
The total amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this report class period while executing zIIP eligible work on standard
CP processors, from MICS data element SECSUPCT.

Total zIIP Time (secs)
The total amount of normalized TCB CPU time executed on zIIP processors, expressed in seconds and from MICS data
element SECSUPTM.

Total DASD I/O Count
The total number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) done to DASD devices, expressed in thousands and from MICS
data element SECDCNT.

DASD I/Os per Second
The number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) performed per second. This value is computed by dividing the Total
DASD I/O Count defined above by the MICS data element DURATION.

DASD I/Os per CPU Second
The number of non-paging I/O operations (SSCHs) performed per CPU (TCB) second. This value is computed by dividing
the Total DASD I/O Count defined above by the MICS data element SECCPUTM. This is a relative measure of workload I/
O intensity and can be used to compare workloads within or across WLM report classes.

Avg. Page Ins per Second
The number of pages moved into central storage per second, from MICS data element SECPSPIN.

Throughput and Delays

This section contains measurement data concerning how well transactions actually perform, including summary
information about where delays to processing occur. This provides the ability to do first-level problem analysis when
service objectives are not being met.

Average MPL
The mean number of tasks active and executing within the WLM Report Class Period for the reporting interval, from MICS
data element SECAVMPL.

Execution Velocity
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The relative measure of how fast transactions are executing with the WLM Report Class Period expressed as a
percentage and from MICS data element SECEXVEL. Higher values indicate that transactions have experienced few
delays; lower values indicate more delays. A zero value indicates that no processor resources were consumed during the
reporting interval.

Performance Index
A measure of how well transactions are performing with respect to their WLM-defined goals, from MICS data element
SECPINDX. A value of 1 indicates that transactions are meeting their respective goals exactly. Values above 1 indicate
that goals are being missed. values below 1 indicate that goals are being exceeded.

CP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of CPU Delay Samples to the sum of CPU Using and CPU Delay Samples. This is essentially the inverse of the
CPU portion of the Execution Velocity calculation, and can be used to see when processor delays are occurring. Use this
value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to determine if service objectives are not being
met and if processor delay is responsible

zAAP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zAAP Delay Samples to the sum of zAAP Using and zAAP Delay Samples. This value can be used to see
when zAAP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to
determine if service objectives are not being met and if zAAP processor delay is responsible.

zIIP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zIIP Delay Samples to the sum of zIIP Using and zIIP Delay Samples. This value can be used to see when
zIIP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to determine if
service objectives are not being met and if zIIP processor delay is responsible.

Pct Processor Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDCP (Pct Wait - CPU on CP)
• SEDPCZPD (Pct Wait - CPU on zAAP)
• SEDPCSUD (Pct Wait - CPU on zIIP)

This value represents the amount of processor delay as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct I/O Related Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDSD (Pct Wait - DASD I/O Delay),
• SEDPCDHS (Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDES (Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDVI (Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux)

This value represents the amount of I/O delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct Storage Delays:
The sum of the following MICS data elements:

• SEDPCDMP (Pct Wait - MPL Delay)
• SEDPCDSI (Pct Wait - Swap-In)
• SEDPCDPC (Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDPP (Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux)
• SEDPCDXM (Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux)

This value represents the amount of storage delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Pct Misc. Delays
The sum of the following MICS data elements:
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• SEDPCCOD (Pct Wait - Resource Contention)
• SEDPCCRD (Pct Wait - Crypto Processors)
• SEDPCFQD (Pct Wait - Feature Queue)

This value represents the amount of other delays as a function of all sampled delays.

Figure 2-225 Sample WLM Service Delivered Summary, by Report Class

                             CA MICS Performance Manager

                        Hourly WLM Service Delivered Summary

                           For Sysplex: PLEXZA  Sysid: CAZA

                    Report Generated on: Monday, February 18, yyyy

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                   |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     10-02/17 11-02/17 12-02/17 13-02/17 14-02/17 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                   |

  |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                   |

  | Importance: Imp. Level 1                                                          |

  |  RPT Class: STCPROD                                                               |

  |     Period: 1                                                                     |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Service Delivered                                                                 |

  | -----------------                                                                 |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Reporting Interval (secs)    3,600    3,600    2,432    3,600    3,600     0.00 % |

  | Total Transactions               4        6       14        8       13   225.00 % |

  | Transactions per Second          0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Total SRM Svc. Units (k)     3,725    3,558    2,800    9,467    3,375    -9.39 % |

  | SRM Svc. Units per Sec.      1,035      988    1,151    2,630      937    -9.40 % |

  | Avg. Tx. Queue Time (sec)     1.06     0.73     0.12     0.66     5.87   453.77 % |

  | Avg. Tx. Exec Time (sec)    524.51   578.71    48.98   350.11   915.16    74.48 % |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Resources Consumed                                                                |

  | ------------------                                                                |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Total CP Time (secs)         89.73   101.80    77.94   167.05    92.74     3.35 % |

  | - zAAP on CP Time (secs)      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | - zIIP on CP Time (secs)      0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total zAAP Time (secs)        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total zIIP Time (secs)        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Total DASD I/O Count (k)       133       98       62      632       84   -36.43 % |

  | DASD I/Os per Second            37       27       26      176       23   -36.44 % |

  | DASD I/Os per CPU Second  1,479.34   963.47   800.52 3,783.05   909.90   -38.49 % |

  | Avg. Page Ins per Second         0        0        0        0        0   -86.96 % |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Throughput and Delays                                                             |

  | ---------------------                                                             |

  |                                                                                   |

  | Average MPL                  23.44    22.62    20.76    20.31    21.94    -6.40 % |

  | Execution Velocity           35.34    41.12    31.98    57.45    62.36    76.46 % |

  | Performance Index             1.13     0.97     1.25     0.70     0.64   -43.36 % |

  | CP Usage Delay Ratio          0.64     0.58     0.68     0.43     0.37   -42.19 % |

  | zAAP Usage Delay Ratio        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |
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  | zIIP Usage Delay Ratio        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Pct Processor Delays          0.16     0.14     0.28     0.14     0.05   -68.75 % |

  | Pct I/O Related Delays        0.04     0.03     0.04     0.17     0.02   -50.00 % |

  | Pct Storage Delays            0.01     0.01     0.01     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Pct Misc. Delays              0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

 

WLM Service Delivered Summary Report

The WLM Service Delivered Summary report tracks information concerning CEC (Central Electronic Complex) and LP
(Logical Partition) configuration and LP processor resource usage, as well as providing an overview of each workload's
CP (Central Processor) and special purpose processor resource utilization. The report can be presented at a monthly,
weekly, daily, or hourly level, and can be summarized either by WLM Importance, WLM Workload, WLM Service Class or
WLM Report Class. Additionally, a CSV file can be optionally created for later use by Q&R to generate charts and graphs.

Report Options

Standard data selection options are supported as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. Additionally, input
data may be further filtered by either SVC (Service) Class or RPT (Report) Class. These options are discussed in RSM
Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements reported are grouped into the following sections:

• CEC Configuration Summary
• LP Configuration Summary
• LP Processor Usage Summary
• Workload Usage Summary

CEC Configuration Summary

This section presents basic information concerning the CEC (Central Electronic Complex) where the LPAR being
measured resides.

CEC Model Definition
The model of the CEC under study, a concatenation of the MICS data elements CPUMOD (Processor Model Family) and
CPCMODID (CPC Model Identifier).

CEC Serial Number
The serial number of the CEC, taken from MICS data element PRSMCEC (PR/SM LPAR Central Complex).

Percent CEC Busy
The total busy of all shared LPs in the CEC, expressed as a percentage and derived from the MICS data elements
PRSMTTDT (Total Dispatch Time) and DURATION.

Shared CPs Defined in CEC
The number of shared CPs defined within the CEC available for use in LPs, derived from MICS data elements PRSMACP
(Avg CP Processors in Complex) and PRSMADP (Avg Dedicated Processors).

Avg zAAP Processors in CEC
The average number of System z9 Application Assist Processors (zAAPs) assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR feature,
derived from MICS data element PRSMAZP (Avg zAAP Processors in Complex) and DURATION. This data element is
valid only for System z9 and later servers.

Avg zIIP Processors in CEC
The average number of System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs) assigned for use by the PR/SM LPAR
feature, derived from MICS data element PRSMASP (Avg zIIP Processors in Complex) and DURATION. This data
element is valid only for System z9 and later servers.
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LP Configuration Summary

This section presents measurement data about capacity sizing and processor resource usage within the LP being
reported on.

Phys. CPU Adjust. Factor
The number of CPU service units that can be expended in one clock second by CPs in this LP, from MICS data element
CPUSUSEC (Physical CPU Adjustment Factor). This value is used to calculate the processor usage in MSUs, millions of
service units per hour.

MSUs Avail. to Image
The theoretical maximum capacity of the LP under study in MSUs per hour, from MICS data element CPUSUAVL and
based on the CEC model and the number of CPs defined to the LP under measurement.

Weighted LP Cap. (MSUs)
The actual capacity of the LP under study in MSUs. This value is computed as a function of the MICS data elements
CPUBPS (Partition Processor Weight) and PRSMTWGT (Sum of All Partitions Weights), and the MSUs Available
to image value above. This is the amount of processor resources available for all CPs active within the LP when LP
weighting is in effect.

Weighted LP Share Pct.
The share of processor resources available for all active CPs in the LP under measurement, expressed as a percentage.
This is the named result of the initial calculation of Weighted LP Cap. (MSUs) above and is effective once LP weight
management is active.

No. of Available Procs.
The maximum number of CPs and special purpose processors present in the configuration, from MICS data element
CPUNOCPU (Max Number of Configured Processors).

Avg. CPs in Use
The average number of CPs in use by the LP under study, from MICS data element CPUAVCPU (Avg Number of
Assigned CP Processors).

Avg. zAAPs in Use
The average number of zAAPs in use by the LP under study, from MICS data element CPUAVOZP (Avg Number of
Online zAAP Processors).

Avg. zIIPs in Use
The average number of zIIPs in use by the LP under study, from MICS data element CPUAVOSU (Avg Number of Online
zIIP Processors).

CPs Required for LP Wgt.
The minimum number of CPs required to sustain the weighted LP capacity. This value is computed as a function of the
Weighted LP Share Percentage and the number of shared CPs defined in the CEC discussed previously. It is displayed
as a decimal value. Round it upwards to the next integer and then compare the result against the Avg. CPs in Use value.
If fewer CPs are in actual use, then potentially there will not be sufficient processor resources available to address the
workload requirements.

LP Shr. Proc. Use Ratio
The ratio of LP processor usage as a function of z/OS busy time. This value is sometimes called "Short CPs" and is
an indicator of work versus resources. Generally, a value greater than 1.25 is cause for concern and would indicate a
potential performance impact.

Weighted CP Speed (MSUs)
The effective speed of a single CP within the LP configuration. This is a function of the CPs Required for LP Wgt.
calculation above and the Avg. CPs in Use value. This value becomes important when large processor tasks, such as
CICS regions, are executing within the LP because the task execution can be frequently interrupted, causing poor or
erratic response times within such regions.
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LP Processor Usage Summary

This section contains measurement data concerning how processor resources are consumed within the LP. Information is
included to help with planning for subcapacity license charging. Processor delays are presented.

Reporting Interval
The timespan, in seconds, covered by the report, from MICS common data element DURATION.

LP CP Busy Time (sec)
The total processor busy time consumed by CPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed in seconds. This
value is from MICS data element CPUTOBTM (Total Time CP Processors Busy)

zAAP Eligible Time (sec)
The amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this service/report class period while executing zAAP eligible work on
standard CP processors. This value is from MICS data element SECZAPCT (zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP).

zIIP Eligible Time (sec)
The amount of TCB CPU time consumed within this service/report class period while executing zIIP eligible work on
standard CP processors. This value is from MICS data element SECSUPCT (zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP).

Percent LP CP Busy
The total processor busy time consumed by CPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed as a percentage.
This value is from MICS data element CPUPCBSY (Pct CP Processors Busy).

LP zAAP Busy Time (sec)
The total processor busy time consumed by zAAPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed in seconds.
This value is from MICS data element CPUZPBTM (Total Time zAAP Processors Busy)

Percent LP zAAP Busy
The total processor busy time consumed by zAAPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed as a
percentage. This value is from MICS data element CPUPCBZP (Pct zAAP Processors Busy).

LP zIIP Busy Time (sec)
The total processor busy time consumed by zIIPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed in seconds.
This value is from MICS data element CPUSUBTM (Total Time zIIP Processors Busy)

Percent LP zIIP Busy
The total processor busy time consumed by zIIPs assigned to this LP for the reporting interval, expressed as a
percentage. This value is from MICS data element CPUPCBSU (Pct zIIP Processors Busy).

Avg. MSUs Consumed
The mean CP resources consumed, expressed in MSUs per hour. This value is derived using the LP CP Busy Time value
described above and the Phys. CPU Adjust. Factor previously described. This value can be used in conjunction with the
workload consumption values in the next section as a starting point for capacity planning. You can also use it to begin the
subcapacity license charging process.

Uncaptured CP MSUs
The CP resources that cannot be allocated to a given WLM defined workload and remain an overhead to the LP capacity.

Defined Capacity Limit
The limit of LP capacity specified by the user in MSUs, from MICS data element CPUDEFLM. If this value is specified,
then LP capacity will be governed by use of the "four hour rolling average" of actual CP consumption; when the CP
consumption exceeds this limit, then the LP is "soft capped."

Avg. 4 Hour Rolling MSUs
The rolling average of LP consumption, in MSUs mentioned above and from MICS data element CPUAVLAC. This value
can be tracked over time to help determine what an appropriate value for the Defined Capacity Limit should be if the user
wants to implement subcapacity licensing charges.

Percent Ready Tasks Wait
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The time on average that tasks ready for dispatch must wait for an available CP, expressed as a percentage. This value is
computed by first summing the appropriate CPURxx values and then dividing this sum by the SAMPLES value. Use this
measure in conjunction with the LP Shr. Proc. Use Ratio to help identify intervals where a shortage of processor resources
is affecting throughput.

CP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of CPU Delay Samples to the sum of CPU Using and CPU Delay Samples. This is essentially the inverse of the
CPU portion of the Execution Velocity calculation, and can be used to see when processor delays are occurring. Use this
value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to determine if service objectives are not being
met and if processor delay is responsible.

zAAP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zAAP Delay Samples to the sum of zAAP Using and zAAP Delay Samples. This value can be used to see
when zAAP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to
determine if service objectives are not being met and if zAAP processor delay is responsible.

zIIP Usage Delay Ratio
The ratio of zIIP Delay Samples to the sum of zIIP Using and zIIP Delay Samples. This value can be used to understand
when zIIP delays are occurring. Use this value in conjunction with the Execution Velocity and Performance Index to
determine if service objectives are not being met and if zIIP processor delay is responsible.

Figure 2-226 Sample LPAR Service Production Summary Report

                             CA MICS Performance Manager

                        Hourly LPAR Service Delivered Summary

                                     Sysid: CAZA

                    Report Generated on: Monday, February 18, yyyy

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  |                                                                                   |

  | HOUR-DATE (HR-MM/DD):     10-02/16 11-02/16 12-02/16 13-02/16 14-02/16 CHANGE %   |

  |                                                                                   |

  |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                   |

  |                                                                                   |

  | CEC Configuration Summary                                                         |

  | -------------------------                                                         |

  | CEC Model Definition      2084-312 2084-312 2084-312 2084-312 2084-312            |

  | CEC Serial Number            00851    00851    00851    00851    00851            |

  | Percent CEC Busy             95.86    96.59    96.47    96.10    95.85    -0.01 % |

  | Shared CPs Defined in CEC       12       12       12       12       12   ---      |

  | Avg zAAP Proc. in CEC            0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Avg zIIP Proc. in CEC            0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  |                                                                                   |

  | LP Configuration Summary                                                          |

  | ------------------------                                                          |

  | Phys. CPU Adjust. Factor    14,350   14,350   14,350   14,350   14,350   ---      |

  | MSUs Available to Image        207      207      207      207      207   ---      |

  | Weighted LP Cap. (MSUs)         36       36       36       36       36   ---      |

  | Weighted LP Share Pct.        17.2     17.2     17.2     17.2     17.2   ---      |

  | No. of Available Procs.          4        4        4        4        4   ---      |

  | Avg. CPs in Use by LP         3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00     3.00   ---      |

  | Avg. zAAPs in Use by LP       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | Avg. zIIPs in Use by LP       0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  | CPs Required for LP Wgt.      2.07     2.07     2.07     2.07     2.07   ---      |

  | LP Shr. Proc. Use Ratio       1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00     1.00   ---      |
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  | Weighted CP Speed (MSUs)        36       36       36       36       36   ---      |

  |                                                                                   |

  | LP Processor Usage Summary                                                        |

  | --------------------------                                                        |

  | Reporting Interval (sec)     3,600    3,600    3,600    3,600    3,600   ---      |

  | LP CP Busy Time (sec)        5,837    7,323    5,689    5,392    5,252   -10.02 % |

  | - zAAP Eligible Time(sec)      432      564      421      389      234    -3.02 % |

  | - zIIP Eligible Time(sec)      432      564      421      389      234    -3.02 % |

  | Percent LP CP Busy              54       68       53       50       49   -10.01 % |

  | LP zAAP Busy Time (sec)          0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Percent LP zAAP Busy             0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | LP zIIP Busy Time (sec)          0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Percent LP zIIP Busy             0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Avg. MSUs Consumed              84      105       82       77       75   -10.02 % |

  | - Uncaptured CP MSUs            12       15       13       13       13     8.33 % |

  | Defined Capacity Limit           0        0        0        0        0   N/A      |

  | Avg. 4 Hour Rolling MSUs        81       83       84       84       86     5.56 % |

  | Percent Ready Tasks Wait        30       51       33       32       33    11.84 % |

  | CPU Usage Delay Ratio         0.80     0.70     0.40     0.60     0.70   -12.50 % |

  | zAAP Usage Delay Ratio        0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00   N/A      |

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

PER Product Measured Usage Analysis
This section introduces the concepts of IBM's z/OS subcapacity pricing option to form a background for discussing
Product Measured Usage analysis. Subcapacity pricing is IBM's methodology for charging for certain software based on
the concept of the highest observed four-hour rolling average utilization of the LPARs in which the products run rather
than based on the MSU rating of the machine.

Functional Description

The Product Measured Usage Analysis queries allow you to produce a software inventory by vendor and LPAR, and track
product LPAR utilization. It will also provide a mechanism to report on the combined hourly system usage for each LPAR
in which a product ran, and contrast the system usage against the combined hourly product usage for each of the same
LPARs.

The LPAR Product Resource Consumption query uses data from the Measured Usage Global (BATMUG) File. The
Combined Hourly System Usage by Product query processes both the BATMUG file and the CPU Activity (HARCPU) File.
In the later case, both the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) DIA and the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer
(RMF) DIA have to be installed in the same unit.

The range of data that can be reported from a particular MICS database depends on the timespans that were defined for
these files and the number of cycles defined in each timespan. If you are not familiar with the generation options for the
database unit containing the Batch Activity or the Hardware Utilization Information Area, ask your system administrator for
help.

Subcapacity Pricing Concepts

Subcapacity pricing is IBM's methodology for charging for certain software based on the utilization capacity of the LPARs
in which the products run, rather than on the MSU rating of the machine.

Workload License Charges (WLC) is an example of subcapacity pricing. This pricing method offers LPAR-based pricing
for subcapacity eligible software products based on the highest four-hour rolling average utilization of the LPARs where
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the product ran. WLC may also be implemented in full capacity mode. Full capacity mode will mean pricing is based on
the MSU rating of the machine in which the product executes.

Subcapacity pricing is based on the concept of the highest observed rolling four-hour average utilization of the LPAR or
LPARs where a product runs. The simultaneous combined utilization of these LPARs is determined for each hour in the
reporting period and the highest observed combined utilization is used as the basis for pricing the product.

There are many advantages and disadvantages to moving to a subcapacity pricing method, so careful planning and
analysis is important. You will need to understand the prerequisites for subcapacity pricing, create a software inventory,
create a capacity and growth plan, and determine your current capacity and usage for each LPAR.

See the z/OS Planning for Subcapacity Pricing guide for more information on implementing subcapacity pricing for IBM
products.

Usage Guidelines

Subcapacity pricing is IBM's charging methodology for certain software based on the utilization capacity of the LPARs in
which the products run. This pricing method offers LPAR-based pricing for subcapacity eligible software products, based
on the highest four-hour rolling average utilization of the LPARs where the product ran. There are many advantages and
disadvantages to moving to a subcapacity pricing method, so careful planning and analysis is important. You will need to
understand the prerequisites for subcapacity pricing, create a software inventory, create a capacity and growth plan, and
determine your current capacity and your system usage in contrast to your product usage across all LPARs in which a
product ran.

The MICS Performance Manager Option, IBM License Manager (ILM) Analysis queries, and the MICS Capacity Planner
can determine your current capacity and usage for each LPAR and help you develop a capacity plan for the future. See
the MICS Capacity Planner guide for more information on capacity planning for z/OS.

The Product Measured Usage queries can help you analyze product resource consumption, create a software inventory,
and report the combined system usage in contrast to the combined product usage across all LPARs.

LPAR Product Resource Consumption

The LPAR Product Measured Usage query analyzes information in the Measured Usage Global (BATMUG) file. It can
help you track resource consumption and produce a software inventory by LPAR for any products reported with the SMF
type 89 (Usage Data) records. Resource consumption analysis for performance or workload shifting is best done at the
DAYS-or-DAYS-by-Hour summarization level.

To produce a general software inventory, it is best to execute the LPAR Product Measured Usage report against the
BATMUG file at the MONTHS timespan. This report will summarize the entire month's product usage by LPAR by product
into a one-line-per-product-by-month report.

When generating software inventory for the purpose of subcapacity pricing, the report should be run against the DAYS
timespan, producing a report summarizing product usage by day by product. The problem with generating this report for
this purpose from the month's timespan is that your MICS month's file will probably be defined from the first day of one
month to the last day of the next month. IBM defines its billing cycle as the second day of one month to the first day of
the next month. Therefore, you will either be including the first day of the prior month or excluding the first day of the next
month.

To help you understand what is in the BATMUG file, the four MICS elements that make up a product, follow in their key file
sequence order:

• MUPROD - Product Name
• MUVER - Product Version
• MUPRODID - Product ID
• MUQUAL - Product Qualifier
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By default, the report presents product usage summarized at the product ID level. (Optional) the report can be reported at
the product qualifier level. When reporting at the product qualifier level you will see all instances of an individual product's
execution. For example, when reporting at the product qualifier level, your report will show all instances of IMS/ESA V9R1
batch and started tasks. Conversely, when reporting at the product ID level, all IMS/ESA V9R1 usage will be summarized
to the product ID level.

The the input data can be subset by specifying a vendor in the Data Selection section of the query composition panel. For
example, if you only wanted to report on product supplied by IBM, you would type 'IBM CORP' in the Vendor field. The
data will then be subset prior to reporting.

To further subset the input data beyond the data selection options available on the query composition panel, you can
specify a global data selection exit by coding a SELECT macro under the Extended Options panel. If you enter Y (Yes) in
the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Panel, which is shown in Figure 2-227, is displayed.
This panel allows you to enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection functions.

The SELECT MACRO can be used for special selection code based on any data element in the BATMUG file. A typical
use may be to limit data analysis by excluding a specific product from analysis. The following example will exclude all
releases of z/OS from the analysis.

Figure 2-227. Global Data Selection Exit Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Combined Hourly System Usage Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _   IF MUPROD NE 'z/OS'; ___________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

  ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

The generated report shows product consumption and maximum product consumption in CPU time, service units (SUs),
and millions of service units (MSUs). It calculates a product's MSU consumption rate based on observed activity.

The Product Measured Usage inquiry lets you analyze the following items.

Combined Hourly System Usage by Product

The Combined Hourly System Usage by Product reports analyze information from the Measured Usage Global
(BATMUG) file, merged with the Hardware Utilization (HARCPU) file. The first two BATMUG Frequency Reports will
provide a software inventory of any products reported with the SMF type 89 (Usage Data) records along with a list of
vendors represented in the data. The last BATMUG Frequency Report provides a matrix of products versus the LPARs on
which they ran. Use the information provided in these reports to subset the input data, reducing the size and scope of the
reports.

To further subset the input data beyond the data selection options available on the query composition panel, you can
specify a global data selection exit by coding a SELECT macro under the Extended Options panel. If you enter Y (Yes)
in the Specify global data selection exit field, the Global Data Selection Exit Panel, which is shown in Figure 2-228, is
displayed. This panel lets you enter SAS statements that will perform special data selection functions.
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The SELECT MACRO can be used for special selection code based on any data element in the BATMUG file. A typical
use may be to limit data analysis by excluding a specific product from analysis. The following example will exclude all
releases of z/OS from the analysis.

Figure 2-228. Global Data Selection Exit Panel

 -----------------------------  SAS Statements  -------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Combined Hourly System Usage Analysis

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

   -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _ - %MACRO SELECT;

   _   IF MUPROD NE 'z/OS'; ___________________________________________________

   _   ________________________________________________________________________

   _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ***************************

 

Because IBM defines its billing cycle as the second day of one month to the first day of the next month, when generating a
software inventory for the purpose of subcapacity pricing, the query must be set up to report on data from that time period
only.

The All-Hour report will do the following:

• Determine the LPARs on which each product executed.
• Calculate and sum the product's MSU rate for each hour and LPAR in which it ran.
• Sum the LPARs' four-hour rolling averages across all LPARs on which the product ran.
• Generate a report section for each hour the product ran.
• Display the combined systems' four-hour rolling average along with the combined products' MSU rate.

Subcapacity pricing is based on the concept of the highest observed rolling four-hour average utilization of the LPAR or
LPARs where a product runs. The simultaneous combined utilization of these LPARs is determined for each hour in the
reporting period and the highest observed combined utilization is used as the basis for pricing the product.

The High-Low Combined System Usage report is simply a subset of the All-Hour Combined System Usage Report. It is
designed to display the four highest observed combined utilization hours and the four lowest for each hour the product
ran. Using this information you can begin to study the possible effects of workload shifting in respect to IBM's subcapacity
pricing methodology. There are many advantages and disadvantages to moving to a subcapacity pricing method, so
careful planning and analysis is important.

Standard Output

Common Report Elements

Each report has several lines of title information that give the name of the report, the dates being reported, the data
summarization level, the product summary level, and the start and end times of the period covered by the report. The
following elements are in the standard title part of each report:

Report Name
The name of the report, centered in the first line of the heading. It cannot be modified.

SYSPLEX
The name of the sysplex from which the data originated.
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SYSID or System
The MICS logical SYSID being reported. Data from multiple systems cannot be combined using standard control
parameters.

DATE
The date represents the day, week, or month for the data being displayed on that page of the report.

ZONE
If data is being reported by zone, the zone number is shown.

REPORT SUMMARY
Indicates the summary level to which the reporting data has been summarized and displayed.

REPORT RANGE
Indicates the entire range of data that is being reported.

PRODUCT SUMMARY
Indicates to which level of product the report data has been summarized. There are two levels at which this query can be
summarized:

 Product Name|Version|ID|Qualifier or Product Name|Version|ID

 

Report Options

The MICS Performance Manager Option reports are initially delivered with defaults. These defaults will change based
on the settings of the last execution of the query. For example, the LPAR Product Consumption report is delivered with a
hard-coded default value of DAYS for the timespan. If the user changes the timespan so that report will run at the WEEKS
timespan, then the next execution of this report will default to the WEEKS timespan.

All reports support standard time selection options, as well as SYSID selection and external data selection. They also
support subsetting the input data based on the Vendor option. When a vendor is specified, only that data will be selected
for reporting. These options are controlled by the control options on the query composition panel.

LPAR Product Consumption Report

The LPAR Product Resource Consumption query analyzes BATMUG data collected from z/OS workloads. It lets you
produce a software inventory by vendor and LPAR. To produce a general software inventory by LPAR, it is best to execute
the LPAR Product Resource Consumption query against the MONTHS timespan. The report summarizes the entire
month's product usage by LPAR by product into a one-line-per-product-by-month report.

To study product usage for the purpose of performance analysis or workload shifting, this query must be executed at the
DAYS-by-Hour summarization level. This query will produce a report that tracks product LPAR utilization in CPU Time,
Service Units(SUs), Millions of Service Units(MSUs), and as an MSU Hourly Rate.

This report can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles will be adjusted appropriately based on
the timespan and summarization level chosen for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period, this
summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

By default, the report presents products for all vendors. (Optional) by specifying a vendor on the composition panel, you
can produce a report for only the desired vendor. To obtain the specific vendor name to subset on, you can first run the
query against all vendor products. View the output and note the specific vendor name you want to further refine your
query against. Set the vendor option field to the specific vendor you are interested in, and resubmit your query.

By default, the report presents product usage summarized at the product-ID level. (Optional) by modifying an execution
panel field, the report will be summarized at the product- qualifier level. Consider an example:
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• When reporting at the product-qualifier level, you can separate resource collection for different iterations of the same
product (MUPROD) running on a single system. For example, your report will show all instances of IMS/ESA V9R1
batch and started tasks separately.

• Conversely, when reporting at the product-ID level, all IMS/ESA V9R1 usage would be summarized at the product-ID
level.

Additionally, the LPAR Product Resource Consumption query provides the ability to produce the BATMUG Frequency
Reports at either the product-ID or the product-qualifier level. For details, scroll down to the BATMUG Frequency Reports
section.

A CSV file can be optionally created for later use by Q&R Workstation to generate charts and graphs.

Report Elements

Report Label File Element
Product Name BATMUG MUGPROD
Product Version BATMUG MUGVER
Product ID BATMUG MUGID
Product Qualifier BATMUG MUGQUAL
Owner/Vendor Name BATMUG MUOWNER
Product Usage Data Duration BATMUG MUGDUR
Total Product CPU Time BATMUG MUGCPUTM
Max Product CPU Time BATMUG MUGMXCPU

LPAR Product Consumption Report

To help you better understand the standard output produced by this query, definitions, and calculations involved in
producing the displayed variables follow:

TOTAL PRODUCT USAGE
The total CPU time consumed by the product over the reporting interval.

MAX PRODUCT USAGE
The maximum CPU time consumed by the product over the reporting interval. If the report is by hour, this value will
represent the maximum CPU time consumed for that hour.

TOTAL PRODUCT USAGE IN SUs
The number of service units consumed by the product over the reporting interval.

 PRODSUTO = MUGCPUTM * SUCONFA

 

MUGCPUTM
The sum of TCB and SRB CPU time, in hundredths of a second, as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem.

SUCONFA
The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SUs.

The CPU adjustment factor is calculated by multiplying the CPU Capability Adj. Factor for N CPUs (CPCMAFxx), the
CPU Capability (CPCCPUCB), and the Configured CPU Count (CPCCFGCT). All are from the SMF type 89 (Usage Data)
record.

MAX PRODUCT USAGE IN SUs
The maximum number of service units consumed by the product over the reporting interval. If reporting by hour, this value
will represent the maximum SUs consumed for that hour.
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TOTAL PRODUCT USAGE IN MSUs
The number of service units (expressed in MSUs) consumed by the product for the reporting interval.

MAX PRODUCT USAGE IN MSUs
The number of service units (expressed in MSUs) consumed by the product for the reporting interval. If reporting by the
hour, this value will represent the maximum MSUs consumed for that hour.

PRODUCT HOURLY MSU RATE
Contains the product's hourly MSU consumption rate.

                          MUGCPUTM *  SUCONFA  * 3600

               PRDMSUR8 = ---------------------------

                               DURATION * 1000000

 

MUGCPUTM
The sum of TCB and SRB CPU time, in hundredths of a second, as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem.

SUCONFA
The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SUs.
The CPU adjustment factor is calculated by multiplying the CPU Capability Adj. Factor for N CPUs (CPCMAFxx), the
CPU Capability (CPCCPUCB), and the Configured CPU Count (CPCCFGCT). All are from the SMF type 89 (Usage Data)
record.

DURATION
The length of the SMF recording interval.

Figure 2-229. Sample LPAR Product Consumption Report

                                     L P A R   P r o d u c t   C o n s u m p t i o n  R e p o r t            

                 Page 001

                                                                                                             

                 --------

                                                                       Report Summary:  Information Summarized

 By Hour Within Day

                                                                       Report Range:    18AUGyy:10:59:37 thru

 19AUGyy:12:59:37

    Sysplex Name: PLEXC1   SYSID: SA31     DAY:  yy-mm-dd              Product Summary: Product Name|Version|

ID

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  | Hour: 10                                                      Total          Max        Total   Max     

 Total    Max    Product |

  |                                                              Product       Product     Product Product 

 Product Product  Hourly  |

  | Product           Product   Product   Owner/Vendor           CPU Time      CPU Time     Usage   Usage   

 Usage   Usage    MSU    |

  | Name              Version   Id        Name                   (TCB+SRB)    (TCB+SRB)     (SUs)   (SUs)  

 (MSUs)  (MSUs)    Rate   |

  | ----------------  --------  --------  ---------------      ------------  ------------  ------- ------- 

 ------- -------  ------- |

  | z/OS              01.08.00  5645-001  IBM CORP                0:00:54.1     0:00:30.3   708.7k  397.1k   

  0.71    0.40     0.71 |

  | CICS              V2 R2.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:00.8     0:00:00.4    11.0k    5.5k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |
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  | CICS              V2 R3.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:01.6     0:00:00.8    20.5k   10.3k   

  0.02    0.01     0.02 |

  | CICS              V3 R1.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:03.6     0:00:01.8    47.5k   23.9k   

  0.05    0.02     0.05 |

  | CICS              V3 R2.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:01.9     0:00:01.0    25.1k   12.7k   

  0.03    0.01     0.03 |

  | DB2               7.1.0     5675-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:05.3     0:00:02.7    69.2k   35.1k   

  0.07    0.04     0.07 |

  | DB2               8.1.0     5625-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:06.0     0:00:03.0    78.1k   39.5k   

  0.08    0.04     0.08 |

  | DB2               9.1.0     5635-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:01.0     0:00:00.6    13.5k    7.3k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | DB2               9.1.0     5635-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:01.0     0:00:00.6    13.5k    7.3k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | IMS/ESA           V9R1      5655-J38  IBM CORP                0:00:00.7     0:00:00.4     9.3k    4.8k   

  0.01    0.00     0.01 |

  | MQM MVS/ESA       V6        5655-L82  IBM CORP                0:00:13.7     0:00:03.2   178.9k   42.0k   

  0.18    0.04     0.18 |

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  | Hour: 11                                                      Total          Max        Total   Max     

 Total    Max    Product |

  |                                                              Product       Product     Product Product 

 Product Product  Hourly  |

  | Product           Product   Product   Owner/Vendor           CPU Time      CPU Time     Usage   Usage   

 Usage   Usage    MSU    |

  | Name              Version   Id        Name                   (TCB+SRB)    (TCB+SRB)     (SUs)   (SUs)  

 (MSUs)  (MSUs)    Rate   |

  | ----------------  --------  --------  ---------------      ------------  ------------  ------- ------- 

 ------- -------  ------- |

  | z/OS              01.08.00  5645-001  IBM CORP                0:00:48.2     0:00:25.5   630.5k  333.8k   

  0.63    0.33     0.63 |

  | CICS              V2 R2.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:00.8     0:00:00.4    11.1k    5.6k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | CICS              V2 R3.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:01.6     0:00:00.8    20.9k   10.6k   

  0.02    0.01     0.02 |

  | CICS              V3 R1.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:03.7     0:00:01.8    48.2k   24.2k   

  0.05    0.02     0.05 |

  | CICS              V3 R2.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:02.0     0:00:01.0    26.0k   13.1k   

  0.03    0.01     0.03 |

  | DB2               7.1.0     5675-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:05.3     0:00:02.7    68.8k   34.8k   

  0.07    0.03     0.07 |

  | DB2               8.1.0     5625-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:05.7     0:00:03.0    75.0k   39.0k   

  0.07    0.04     0.07 |

  | DB2               9.1.0     5635-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:01.0     0:00:00.5    13.3k    7.2k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | IMS/ESA           V9R1      5655-J38  IBM CORP                0:00:00.7     0:00:00.3     8.9k    4.6k   

  0.01    0.00     0.01 |

  | MQM MVS/ESA       V6        5655-L82  IBM CORP                0:00:15.4     0:00:03.9   201.4k   50.9k   

  0.20    0.05     0.20 |
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  | Hour: 12                                                      Total          Max        Total   Max     

 Total    Max    Product |

  |                                                              Product       Product     Product Product 

 Product Product  Hourly  |

  | Product           Product   Product   Owner/Vendor           CPU Time      CPU Time     Usage   Usage   

 Usage   Usage    MSU    |

  | Name              Version   Id        Name                   (TCB+SRB)    (TCB+SRB)     (SUs)   (SUs)  

 (MSUs)  (MSUs)    Rate   |

  | ----------------  --------  --------  ---------------      ------------  ------------  ------- ------- 

 ------- -------  ------- |

  | z/OS              01.08.00  5645-001  IBM CORP                0:06:02.3     0:05:07.5     4.7m    4.0m   

  4.74    4.02     4.74 |

  | CICS              V2 R2.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:00.8     0:00:00.4    10.9k    5.5k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | CICS              V2 R3.0   5697-E93  IBM CORP                0:00:01.6     0:00:00.8    20.4k   10.3k   

  0.02    0.01     0.02 |

  | CICS              V3 R1.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:03.6     0:00:01.8    47.0k   23.9k   

  0.05    0.02     0.05 |

  | CICS              V3 R2.0   5655-M15  IBM CORP                0:00:02.0     0:00:01.0    25.8k   13.1k   

  0.03    0.01     0.03 |

  | DB2               7.1.0     5675-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:05.2     0:00:02.7    68.7k   35.6k   

  0.07    0.04     0.07 |

  | DB2               8.1.0     5625-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:05.8     0:00:03.0    75.4k   38.9k   

  0.08    0.04     0.08 |

  | DB2               9.1.0     5635-DB2  IBM CORP                0:00:01.0     0:00:00.5    13.7k    7.2k   

  0.01    0.01     0.01 |

  | IMS/ESA           V9R1      5655-J38  IBM CORP                0:00:00.7     0:00:00.3     8.9k    4.4k   

  0.01    0.00     0.01 |

 

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

Hourly System Usage by Product Reports

These reports are designed to show at a glance which products ran on which systems, the total system usage for each
system the product executed on, and the total system resources consumed by the product on each system. By comparing
these numbers, you can get an idea of what percentage of the system is used by each product.

This section describes elements common to these reports. Options that are unique to a specific report are documented
with that report.

Common Report Elements

Report Label File Element
Product Name BATMUG MUGPROD
Product Version BATMUG MUGVER
Product ID BATMUG MUGID
Product Qualifier BATMUG MUGQUAL
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Owner/Vendor Name BATMUG MUOWNER
Product Usage Data Duration BATMUG MUGDUR
Total Product CPU Time BATMUG MUGCPUTM
Max Product CPU Time BATMUG MUGMXCPU

PRODUCT
A concatenation of the following three MICS data elements, which form a unique entity for reporting purposes.

MUPROD
The name of the software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging (MULC).

MUVER
The product version identifier for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging.

MUPRODID
The name of the product identifier for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging. IBM uses the
product information department (PID) numbers to populate product identifier.

The following sections describe the report elements and the report formats of the BATMUG Frequency Reports, the High-
Low Hourly Usage Report, and the All-Hour Hourly Usage Report.

BATMUG Frequency Reports

The Product Measured Usage Analysis inquiries give you the option to generate frequency reports against the BATMUG
file at the report-summary level:

• Since the Hourly System Usage by Product inquiry is designed to report at the product-ID level, the corresponding
frequency reports will report on the BATMUG information summarized at the product-ID level.

• The LPAR Product Resource Consumption inquiry documented in section LPAR Product Resource Consumption
Report provides the ability to produce the BATMUG Frequency Reports at either the product-ID or the product-qualifier
level.

The BATMUG Frequency Reports provide a software inventory of any products reported with the SMF type 89 (Usage
Data) records along with a list of vendors represented in the data. The last BATMUG Frequency Report provides a matrix
of products by the LPARs on which they ran.

To help you better understand the standard output produced by this inquiry, definitions of variables displayed in the
produced reports follow:

OWNER/VENDOR NAME
The name of the product owner or vendor for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC).

PRODUCT
A concatenation of the first three MICS data elements, which form a unique entity for reporting purposes. When reporting
at the product-qualifier level, MUQUAL is concatenated after MUPRODID.

MUPROD
The name of the software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging (MULC).

MUVER
The product version identifier for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging.

MUPRODID
The name of the product identifier for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging. IBM uses the
product information department (PID) numbers to populate product identifier.

MUQUAL
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Contains the product qualifier for a software product participating in Measured Usage License Charging.

Figure 2-229. Sample BATMUG Frequency Reports

         Frequency Report on MUOWNER:Vendor/Owner  12:58 Wednesday, February 13, yyyy

  

                       The FREQ Procedure

  

                       Owner/Vendor Name

  

                     MUOWNER     Frequency

                     ---------------------

                     CA             20180

                     IBM CORP        1196

 Frequency Report on Product:Product Name|Version|Product ID

                                                   12:58 Wednesday, February 13, yyyy

                       The FREQ Procedure

  

                     MUPROD|MUVER|MUPRODID

  

              PRODUCT                    Frequency

              ------------------------------------

              z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001          168

              z/OS|01.09.00|5645-001           48

              CICS|V1 R2.0|5655-147            24

              CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93            92

              CICS|V2 R3.0|5697-E93            63

              CICS|V3 R1.0|5655-M15            58

              CICS|V3 R1.0|5697-E93             4

              CICS|V3 R2.0|5655-M15            36

              CICS|V4 R1.0|5655-018            48

              DB2|7.1.0|5675-DB2              144

              DB2|8.1.0|5625-DB2               96

              DB2|9.1.0|5635-DB2               72

              IMS/ESA|V0R1|5635-A01             5

              IMS/ESA|V8R1|5655-C56            31

              IMS/ESA|V9R0|5655-J38            16

              IMS/ESA|V9R1|5655-J38            56

              MQM MVS/ESA|V6|5655-L82         235

  

               Frequency Report on PRODUCT*SYSID   12:58 Wednesday, February 13, yyyy

  

  

                       The FREQ Procedure

  

                   Table of PRODUCT by SYSID

  

 PRODUCT(MUPROD|MUVER|MUPRODID)     SYSID(System Identifier)

  

 Frequency        |LP11    |LP31    |LPD1    |LPL1    |LPT1    |LP55    |LP09    |LP21    |LP61    |  Total

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 z/OS|01.08.00|56 |     24 |      0 |     24 |     24 |     24 |     24 |     24 |     24 |      0 |    168

 45-001           |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
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 z/OS|01.09.00|56 |      0 |     24 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     24 |     48

 45-001           |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V1 R2.0|565 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     24 |      0 |      0 |     24

 5-147            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V2 R2.0|569 |     17 |      3 |      0 |     24 |     24 |      0 |      0 |     24 |      0 |     92

 7-E93            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V2 R3.0|569 |     15 |     23 |      1 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     24 |      0 |     63

 7-E93            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V3 R1.0|565 |     17 |     23 |      5 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     13 |     58

 5-M15            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V3 R1.0|569 |      4 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      4

 7-E93            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V3 R2.0|565 |     12 |     24 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     36

 5-M15            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 CICS|V4 R1.0|565 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     48 |      0 |      0 |     48

 5-018            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 DB2|7.1.0|5675-D |     24 |     24 |      0 |     24 |     24 |      0 |     24 |     24 |      0 |    144

 B2               |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 DB2|8.1.0|5625-D |     24 |     24 |     24 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     24 |      0 |     96

 B2               |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 DB2|9.1.0|5635-D |     24 |     24 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     24 |      0 |     72

 B2               |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 IMS/ESA|V0R1|563 |      5 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      5

 5-A01            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 IMS/ESA|V8R1|565 |     18 |     13 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     31

 5-C56            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 IMS/ESA|V9R0|565 |     16 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     16

 5-J38            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 IMS/ESA|V9R1|565 |     52 |      4 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |     56

 5-J38            |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 MQM MVS/ESA|V6|5 |      0 |    235 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |      0 |    235

 655-L82          |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |        |

 -----------------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 Total                 252      421       54       72       72       24      120      144       37     1196
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High-Low Hourly Usage Report

To help you better understand the standard output produced by this query, definitions, and calculations involved in
producing the displayed variables follow:

LONG-TERM AVERAGE OF CPU SERVICE IN MSUs
CPUAVLAC is the average number of service units consumed by the partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered
by the measurement interval.

PRODUCT MSU RATE
Contains the product's hourly MSU consumption rate.

                         MUGCPUTM *  SUCONFA  * 3600

              PRDMSUR8 = ---------------------------

                         DURATION * 1000000

 

MUGCPUTM
The sum of TCB and SRB CPU time, in hundredths of a second, as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem.

SUCONFA
The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SUs.
The CPU adjustment factor is calculated by multiplying the CPU Capability Adj. Factor for N CPUs (CPCMAFxx), the
CPU Capability (CPCCPUCB), and the Configured CPU Count (CPCCFGCT). All are from the SMF type 89 (Usage Data)
record.

DURATION
This parameter is equal to 3600, which is the number of seconds in an hour.

Figure 2-230. Sample High-Low Hourly Usage Report

                                               High-Low Hourly Usage Report

                                      Four Highest vs. Four Lowest System Usage Hours

  

  

  

 --------------------------------- PRODUCT=CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93 Total System Usage In MSUs=281.75

 ----------------------------------

  

                                                                                      Long-Term

                                                                                      Average of

                                                  Day of    Hour of      System      CPU Service     Product

                         PRODUCT                   Month      Day      Identifier       (MSUs)      MSU Rate

  

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         12         CA11          107.00        0.0064

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         12         XAL1           44.00        3.5287

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         12         XAT1          130.75       77.4821

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         12         XE21             .          0.0064

                         ---------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------

                         TOTAL                                                          281.75       81.0236

  

  

 --------------------------------- PRODUCT=CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93 Total System Usage In MSUs=278.75

 ----------------------------------

  

                                                                                      Long-Term
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                                                                                      Average of

                                                  Day of    Hour of      System      CPU Service     Product

                         PRODUCT                   Month      Day      Identifier       (MSUs)      MSU Rate

  

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         11         CA11           98.50        0.0855

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         11         XAL1           46.75        3.3279

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         11         XAT1          133.50       85.8176

                         CICS|V2 R2.0|5697-E93       4         11         XE21             .          0.0855

                         ---------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------

                         TOTAL                                                          278.75       89.3166

 

All-Hour Hourly Usage Report

To help you better understand the standard output produced by this query, definitions, and calculations involved in
producing the displayed variables follow:

LONG-TERM AVERAGE OFCPU SERVICE IN MSUs
CPUAVLAC is the average number of service units consumed by the partition, during the four-hour rolling periods covered
by the measurement interval.

PRODUCT MSU RATE
Contains the product's hourly MSU consumption rate.

                         MUGCPUTM *  SUCONFA  * 3600

              PRDMSUR8 = ---------------------------

                          (DURATION) * 1000000

 

MUGCPUTM
The sum of TCB and SRB CPU time, in hundredths of a second, as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem.

SUCONFA
The physical CPU adjustment factor used to convert CPU times to SUs.
The CPU adjustment factor is calculated by multiplying the CPU Capability Adj. Factor for N CPUs (CPCMAFxx), the
CPU Capability (CPCCPUCB), and the Configured CPU Count (CPCCFGCT). All are from the SMF type 89 (Usage Data)
record.

DURATION
This parameter is equal to 3600, which is the number of seconds in an hour.

Figure 2-241. Sample All-Hour Hourly Usage Report

                             All-Hour Hourly Usage Report

  

                                                                Long-Term

                                                                Average of

                            Day of    Hour of      System      CPU Service     Product

         PRODUCT             Month      Day      Identifier       (MSUs)      MSU Rate

  

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        1         12         CA11            25.50       15.535

                                                    XAD1            71.00        6.398

                                                    XA55            18.00        1.913

                                                    XE09              .          0.051

                                                    XE21              .          0.239

 -----------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------
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 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        1         12                        114.50       24.137

  

  

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        1         13         CA11            52.75        8.945

                                                    XAD1            69.25        7.251

                                                    XAL1            38.00        0.254

                                                    XA55            17.50        1.898

                                                    XE09              .          0.107

                                                    XE21              .          0.255

 -----------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        1         13                        177.50       18.710

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        1                                   292.00       42.848

  

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        2         12         CA11            46.75        9.195

                                                    XAD1            52.00        2.744

                                                    XAL1            29.50        1.081

                                                    XAT1            81.75       64.406

                                                    XA55            12.00        1.835

                                                    XE09              .          0.188

                                                    XE21              .          0.152

 -----------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        2         12                        222.00       79.601

  

  

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        2         13         CA11            50.00        9.966

                                                    XAD1            45.75        2.741

                                                    XAL1            27.75        1.008

                                                    XAT1            88.75       29.264

                                                    XA55            12.00        1.855

                                                    XE09              .          0.208

                                                    XE21              .          0.150

 -----------------------    ------    -------                  -----------    --------

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        2         13                        224.25       45.192

 z/OS|01.08.00|5645-001        2                                   446.25      124.793

 

Reporting Requirements

Review the applicable sections to determine the execution requirements for the individual Product Measured Usage
reports.

LPAR Product Consumption Report

The following are requirements that you must satisfy to execute this report.

• MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer product change SMF6820 first delivered with r12 SP1 (PSP0710).
This product change introduces two essential elements: MUGDUR and MUGMXCPU.

• Measured Usage Global (BATMUG) File activated, with the following elements populated:

MUGPROD
Product Name

MUGVER
Product Version
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MUGPRDID
Product ID

MUGQUAL
Product Qualifier

MUOWNER
Owner/Vendor Name

MUGDUR
Product Usage Data Duration

MUGCPUTM
Total Product CPU Time

MUGMXCPU
Max Product CPU Time

CPCCFGCT
Configured CPU Count

CPCMAF0n
CPU Capability Adj. Factor for n CPUs

Only one level is required for the MICS SMF product files (that is, DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), depending on
the timespan you specify during inquiry definition.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for the MICS files determines the time frame for which you
can produce Product Measured Usage reports.

Combined Hourly System Usage Reports

The following are requirements that you must satisfy to execute this report.

• The Measured Usage Global ns Analyzer product change SMF6820 first delivered with r12 SP1 (PSP0710).
This product change introduces two essential elements: MUGDUR and MUGMXCPU.

• The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer (SMF) and the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF) DIAs have to be
installed in the same unit.

• Measured Usage Global (BATMUG) File activated, with the following elements populated:

MUGPROD
Product Name

MUGVER
Product Version

MUGPRDID
Product ID

MUGQUAL
Product Qualifier

MUOWNER
Product Owner/Vendor Name

MUGDUR
Product Usage Data Duration

MUGCPUTM
Total Product CPU Time

MUGMXCPU
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Max Product CPU Time

CPCCFGCT
Configured CPU Count

CPCMAF0n
CPU Capability Adj. Factor for n CPUs

Only the DAYS level is required for the MICS SMF product files because the query can only be executed at the DAYS by
Hour timespan.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for the MICS files determines the time frame for which you
can produce Product Measured Usage reports.

• Hardware Utilization (HARCPU) File activated, with the following elements populated:

CPUAVLAC
Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

CPUMXLAC
Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

CPUTOMSU
Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

Only the DAYS level is required for the MICS RMF product file because the query can only be executed at the DAYS by
Hour timespan.

The number of cycles that are maintained at your installation for the MICS files determines the time frame for which you
can produce the Combined Hourly System Usage reports. When executing any of these reports be sure that the BATMUG
file and the HARCPU file have the same number of cycles available for reporting.

PER Performance Analysis Tools
MICS Performance Manager Option Option uses Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology, simulation
algorithms, and other methodologies to assist you in exploring measurement data.

This section contains the following topics:

• PER Batch Initiator Simulation
• Relative Importance
• PER Data Clustering Analysis

PER Batch Initiator Simulation
The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry consists of a batch initiator model and associated reports. You can use this inquiry
effectively in combination with the Data Clustering inquiry discussed in PER Data Clustering Analysis, to analyze batch
initiators.

Functional Description

The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry provided by the MICS Performance Manager Option Option allows you to evaluate
the effect of modifying the job class or initiator structure for your workload. In particular, the inquiry can be applied to the
data in the DETAIL timespan of the MICS BATJOB and BAT_JS Files. The inquiry evaluates the initiator utilization and the
input queue time of the selected jobs under the proposed initiator structure.

Note: The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry is not appropriate for JES3 workloads. You should use it only for JES2
workloads.
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The inquiry is implemented as a discrete simulation. This offers several advantages over a queuing model approach to the
problem. Principal among these is the fact that the inquiry need not make any assumption about arrival rates (for example,
arrival rates need not be uniform). Other simplifying assumptions made for the purpose of the inquiry are discussed in the
Usage Guidelines section.

The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry produces the following decision support reports:

Initiator Busy Report
Shows the number of jobs processed by each initiator and the percent of time that the initiator was occupied. If the initiator
serves multiple classes, figures are provided by class and for the entire initiator.

Job Queue Size Report
Provides queue statistics for each reporting interval of the simulation. The maximum queue length, queue length at the
end of the interval, and the number of arrivals is provided for each class.

Job Input Queue Time Report
Consists of a plot for each class. Each plot presents a comparison of the actual and simulated queue times for jobs in that
class.

Job Class Throughput Report
Presents a comparison of actual and simulated throughput for reporting periods. Average queue times are also provided,
and all figures are broken down by job class.

These reports are described in greater detail in Batch Initiator Simulation - Standard Output.

Usage Guidelines

The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry operates under the following assumptions.

• Job execution times and queue times are rounded to the next multiple of the value specified in the clock update exit
(documented in the Specify Clock Update Exit section in Batch Initiator Simulation - Component Operation. If you
do not specify a value using the exit, the inquiry defaults to the largest value that is less than or equal to the 20th
percentile of the incoming data.

This means that simulated data is pessimistic for initiators that serve a high percentage of very short jobs.

• The inquiry assumes that the runtime of each job under the new initiator structure will be approximately equal to the
execution time in the original environment. Because job execution times are rounded up as described above, the
inquiry allows for small increases in runtime.

• The inquiry assumes that the number of initiators in the simulated environment is less than or equal to the number
of initiators in the measured environment. This assumption minimizes the potential of significant changes in the
characterization of the job mix.
If you expect the mix of jobs to change, use the Specify Job Input exit documented in the Specify Job Input Exit in
Batch Initiator Simulation - Component Operation to create new job classes. This allows you to determine the impact of
the new job mix.

• The initiator structure proposed will not result in resource demands that exceed the available number of physical
resources like mountable tapes or disks.

• When reviewing the reports produced by the simulation, remember that the jobs processed by the simulation inquiry
are not subject to external dependencies or operator holds like those experienced by production jobs.

• The simulation inquiry assumes that two different jobs with the same job name will not be running in the system at
the same time. If the simulation inquiry attempts to take a job from the job queue and assign it to an initiator and finds
that a job with the same name is already assigned to an initiator, it assumes the second job to be a duplicate and
temporarily skips it. When the first job completes its execution, the second job becomes eligible for selection. This
mechanism is the same one used by JES2 for managing duplicate job names.
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Requirements

The table below shows the MICS files and timespan levels that are required to run the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiries
to model the initiator structure at your installation.

         -----------------------------------

                                   LEVEL

         CA MICS              -------------

         FILE                 X  D  W  M  Y

         -----------------------------------

         BATJOB                x

         BAT_JS                x

         -----------------------------------

 

The number of cycles of the DETAIL level BATJOB File that are maintained at your installation determines the time period
available for modeling. Only one cycle of the DETAIL level BAT_JS File is available.

Batch Initiator Simulation - Standard Output

The decision support reports produced by the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry are discussed.

Each report has several lines of title information that give the name of the report, the installation name, the run date, the
date(s) being reported, and the start and end times of the period covered by the report. The following elements are in the
standard title part of each report:

Installation Name
The installation name as defined in the SITE member of the prefix.MICS.PARMS library. The name is centered in the first
line of the report.

SYSTEM
The system identifier you filled in for the Select SYSID field on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel.

Run Date
The report execution date presented in SAS WORDDATE. format.

Start Date/Time
The earliest date and time included in the report. You specified these values on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry
panel. The Simulate date field and the first blank of the Simulate time field contain these values.

End Date/Time
The latest time included in the report. You specified this value on the last blank of the Simulate time field.

Initiator Busy Report

The Initiator Busy Report, illustrated in Figure 3-1, shows the number of jobs for each class that executed using each
initiator during the report period. In addition, for each job class, the report shows the percentage of the simulation period
the initiator devoted to that class.

Note: This report presents data produced by the simulation. The figures shown are the output of the simulation software,
not actual numbers of real jobs and percent busy times.

Figure 3-1. Sample Initiator Busy Report

                 INITIATOR BUSY REPORT

 SYSTEM = TEST                           RUN DATE = NOV 19, 1987

                    MODEL PARAMETERS

     START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME
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      18NOV87:07:00                 18NOV87:12:00

                     PRIORITY AGING

                 PRILOW PRIHIGH PRIRATE

                    5      11      24

  

                  INIT   1 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          30         62.1

                  INIT   2 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          13         49.5

                  INIT   3 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D           8         73.1

                  INIT   4 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D           5         58.1

                  INIT   5 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D           2         14.3

                           .

                           .

                           .

 

Report Options

The fields available on the Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry panel, which is shown in Figure 3-11, determine the content
of the information in the report. The panel and field descriptions is documented in Batch Initiator Simulation - Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The elements that create the report heading are documented in the Common Report Elements section. Other report data
elements in the Initiator Busy Report are:

Priority Aging
The PRILOW, PRIHIGH, and PRIRATE elements correspond to the Aging (low/high/rate) field on the Batch Initiator
Simulation inquiry panel.

Class
Corresponds to the Report class field on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel.

Jobs Started
The number of jobs of the listed class that the simulation started on the initiator during the reporting period.

% Busy
The percentage of the reporting period during which this initiator was occupied by a job of this class.

Note: The count of jobs is made when the job is started; the percent busy count is accumulated while the job occupies
the initiator. Therefore, it is possible to have a report entry showing zero jobs but a non-zero percent busy. This situation is
likely to occur if the report covers a subset of the time being simulated.
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Job Queue Size Report

The Job Queue Size Report describes, for each queue and for each reporting interval, the queue of jobs waiting for batch
execution for the simulation period. A sample report is shown in Figure 3-2.

Note: This report presents data produced by the simulation. The figures shown are the output of the simulation inquiry, not
the description of actual queues.

Figure 3-2. Sample Job Queue Size Report

                   JOB QUEUE SIZE REPORT

 SYSTEM = TEST                           RUN DATE = NOV 19, 1987

                     MODEL PARAMETERS

      START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME

       18NOV87:07:00                 18NOV87:12:00

  

 -------------------------------------------------------

 |     |  CLASS A  |  CLASS B  |  CLASS C  |  CLASS D  |

 | TIME|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|

 |     |QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|

 |-----+----------+----------+----------+----------|

 | 7:00|  1   0   1|  .   .   .|  .   .   .|  1   0   2|

 | 7:05|  0   0   0|  .   .   0|  1   0   2|  1   0   1|

 | 7:10|  0   0   0|  .   .   0|  2   0   2|  1   0   1|

 | 7:15|  0   0   0|  2   1   5|  1   0   1|  1   0   3|

 | 7:20|  0   0   0| 11   1  13|  3   1   3|  0   0   0|

 | 7:25|  1   1   1|  1   1   0|  2   1   1|  1   0   1|

 | 7:30|  1   1   0|  2   1   1|  2   1   1|  1   0   1|

 | 7:35|  1   1   0|  5   4   4|  1   1   0| 14  14  14|

 | 7:40|  1   1   0|  5   4   2|  2   1   2| 15  14   2|

 | 7:45|  2   1   1|  4   4   0|  1   1   0| 14  14   0|

    .         .           .           .           .

    .         .           .           .           .

    .         .           .           .           .

 |11:35| 22  20   2| 88  82   6| 33  32   1| 29  27   3|

 |11:40| 23  22   5| 86  86   4| 33  30   2| 27  27   0|

 |11:45| 24  23   3| 90  86   5| 31  29   2| 27  27   0|

 |11:50| 26  25   8| 91  89  10| 31  30   3| 28  28   1|

 |11:55| 28  26   8| 90  89   3| 31  30   2| 29  28   2|

 |12:00| 27  26   1| 90  89   1| 31  31   1| 28  28   0|

 -------------------------------------------------------

 

Report Options

The fields available on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel, shown in Figure 3-11, determine the content of the
information in the report. The Inquiry panel and field descriptions is documented in Batch Initiator Simulation - Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The elements that create the report heading are documented in the Common Report Elements section. Other data
elements in the Job Queue Size Report are:

Time
The report interval covered by this report. The length of this interval is determined by the Report intvl. field on the Batch
Initiator Simulation inquiry panel.
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Class
Corresponds to the Report class field on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel.

The following three measures are provided for each reporting interval for each class. If no jobs for a particular class have
arrived during the period of the simulation, these values are listed as missing (indicated by a period (.) in the report).

MAX QUE
The maximum queue length during the reporting interval.

END QUE
The queue length at the end of the reporting interval.

NO ARR
The number of arrivals of jobs of that class during the reporting interval.

Job Input Queue Time Report

The Job Input Queue Time Report, shown in Figure 3-3, is a set of plots, one for each class, showing both the actual
and simulated queue times. The queue times are shown as cumulative distributions; the data points for the actual and
simulated data are overlaid on the same plot.

Figure 3-3. Sample Job Input Queue Time Report

                                                     JOB INPUT QUEUE TIME REPORT           21:58 THURSDAY,

 NOVEMBER 19, 1987

                                         ACTUAL QUEUE TIME = A      SIMULATED QUEUE TIME = _

                                                             JOB class="B"

  

                                       PLOT OF JOB_AQTM*ACT_DONE    SYMBOL USED IS A

                                       PLOT OF JOB_SQTM*SIM_DONE    SYMBOL USED IS _

  

            |

            |

            |

    4:51:40 +

            |

            |

            |                                                                                                

   A

    4:10:00 +

 I          |

 N          |

 P          |

 U  3:28:20 +

 T          |

            |                                                                                                

  A

 Q          |

 U  2:46:40 +

 E          |

 U          |

 E          |

    2:05:00 +                                                                                                

  _

 T          |                                                                                                

 _
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 I          |

 M          |                                                                                                _

 E  1:23:20 +

            |

            |                                                                                           

 AAAAAA

            |                                                                                              __

            |                                                                                            _

    0:41:40 +                                                                                          __

            |                                                                                          AAA
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Report Options

The fields available on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel, which is shown Figure 3-11, determine the content
of the information in the report. The Inquiry panel and field descriptions is documented in Batch Initiator Simulation -
Component Operation.

Data Elements

The elements that create the report heading are documented in the Common Report Elements section.

The report plots the range of input queue times for the class against the percentage of jobs that arrived for that class. This
means that a point on the plot maps a given input queue time value to the percent of jobs that had an input queue time of
that value or less. For example, in the report shown in Figure 3-3, 100 percent of the simulated queue times were 2:05:00
or less.

Job Class Throughput Report

The Job Class Throughput Report, shown in Figure 3-4, tabulates the number of jobs completed for each class during the
period reported. The report also provides an average queue time for each class.

Figure 3-4. Sample Job Class Throughput Report

             JOB CLASS THROUGHPUT REPORT

 SYSTEM = XA01                           RUN DATE = SEP 17, 1987

                    MODEL PARAMETERS

     START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME

      07SEP87:06:00                 07SEP87:10:00

              PRIORITY AGING NOT SIMULATED

  

         ------ ACTUAL -----  ---- SIMULATED ----

        JOBS  AVG-WAIT  CV   JOBS  AVG-WAIT  CV

   A      17   0:02:20  1.6    18   0:00:02  0.7

   B      24   0:00:08  0.8    24   0:00:17  4.3
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   C      19   0:00:08  0.6    20   0:00:02  0.8

   D      39   0:02:22  3.4    28   0:11:46  1.3

   E      10   0:02:37  2.3     0   0:00:00  0.0

   F       1   0:07:52  0.0     1   0:00:04  0.0

   V       6   0:00:44  1.7     0   0:00:00  0.0

 

Report Options

The fields available on the Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry panel, which is shown in Figure 3-11, determine the content
of the information in the report. The panel and field descriptions is documented in Batch Initiator Simulation - Component
Operation.

Data Elements

The elements that create the report heading are documented in the Common Report Elements section. Other data
elements in the Job Class Throughput Report are:

Class
Corresponds to the Report class field on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel.

Jobs
The number of jobs completed during the reporting interval. For the actual job count, the end timestamp (ENDTS) is used
to determine when a job ended.

Avg Wait
Average input queue time for all jobs that ended during the reporting interval.

CV
The coefficient of variation of the average input queue time for all jobs that ended during the reporting interval.

Batch Initiator Simulation - Analytic Technique Tutorial

An initiator is a multiclass server that selects jobs for processing by an MVS system. By specifying the number of initiators
and the job classes each serves, you can limit the number of jobs given access to the system (that is, the system's
multiprogramming level), provide different levels of service to various job classes, and allow the operating system to
perform the majority of the job scheduling functions.

Because the behavior of an initiator structure that is comprised of many multiclass initiators is difficult to predict, the
MICS Performance Manager Option Option includes an initiator simulation that allows you to determine the behavioral
characteristics of alternative initiator structures at your installation.

One of the most extensive uses made of initiator structures is to provide various levels of service to job classes in testing
environments. The model provided by the MICS Performance Manager Option Option defines service as the length of
time between when a job arrives and when it is selected for execution (that is, the input delay).

You should not use the model to evaluate initiator structures for production jobs because the flow of production jobs is
constrained by dependencies and operator-imposed holds rather than by the availability of initiators.

In developing the model, one important decision was to select the level of detail at which the initiator process would be
modeled. Basically, this was a choice of whether or not to model the execution (server holding time) of jobs in detail.

Using highly complex queuing models, other investigators have concentrated on the effects of job interactions on
execution time. However, in a testing environment, job execution times are often quite small in comparison to their input
queuing delay.

To allow the investigation to concentrate on modeling the input queuing delay phenomenon, the model provided by the
MICS Performance Manager Option Option assumes that the execution time of a job is unchanged when executed under
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a new initiator structure with a multiprogramming level less than or equal to the environment in which the jobs were
originally executed.

Although this assumption initially seemed quite weak, investigations of average execution times of a number of resource-
limited job classes revealed only small variations in execution time for a variety of multiprogramming levels. Moreover,
actual experiences with the model, which are discussed in the case study in Batch Initiator Simulation - Case Study, have
shown the effects to be negligible when the multiprogramming level decreases or is unchanged, provided that each class
consists of jobs that have relatively small, homogeneous resource demands.

The input data for the model is selected from the DETAIL timespan of the MICS BATJOB and BAT_JS Files. These files
contain one record for each job executed by the system. The model uses the following data elements:

JOB
Job name

JOBPRTY
The priority at which the job was submitted

JOBCLASS
Job class

JOBINQTM
Job input queue time, T1

JOBENQTM
Job enqueue time, T2

JOBALCTM
Job allocation time, T3

JOBEXCTM
Job execution time, T4

ENDTS
Execution end time stamp, T5

When the job records for a system are sorted in ascending order by reader time, they provide a stream of arrivals for
driving a simulation model. A job's actual queuing delay is T1, server holding time is measured as T2+T3+T4, and actual
throughput is estimated using T5. As previously stated, the simulation model assumes that a job's server holding time
remains unchanged, and the model determines the queuing delay under the new initiator structure.

Based on the simulation clock step value (see the Specify Simulation Clock Step Value section in Batch Initiator
Simulation - Component Operation), job execution times are rounded. This makes the results of the model somewhat
pessimistic and reduces the execution time of the model. Moreover, rounding the execution times upward elongates the
execution time of each job by a few percent, allowing for small changes in execution time that may result from new job
mixes.

There are a number of influences on initiator and job activity that are not recorded in the SMF log file and thus cannot be
accurately reproduced by the model. These influences are introduced by operator and user interactions with the system.
For instance, the operator or user may:

• Modify the priority of a job to change its position in the input queue.
• Put a job into a hold status to prevent or delay its execution.
• Modify the initiator structure.

Generally, these operator and user interactions are minimal in a well-managed system. For any given system, you can
determine the usual extent of these activities by investigating the console log where operator actions are recorded.
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Batch Initiator Simulation - Case Study

This section presents an example using the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry. The example is a validation run of the
model against an actual initiator structure. It is presented in the following Problem Description, Parameter Specification,
and Report Interpretation.

Problem Description

Our sample site is running a validation run of a model against its actual initiator structure. You should always use a
validation run as the first step in applying a model to a system, because the output of the validation run provides insight
into how well the model simulates the type of arrival pattern and mix of priorities that occur for each job class in the
workload. More specifically, the run helps you detect features of your workload (if any) that the model handles poorly.

You should not underestimate the importance of this step. Using the model without this step is similar to trying to use a
map to get to point B without first determining your current position.

One of the most important decisions in model validation is the selection of the time period that you want to simulate. The
objective is to select a period that represents your workload satisfactorily. Represent does not necessarily mean that some
sort of average picture of the workload is the desired input. Rather, the goal is to represent the workload with both stable
periods and periods when more spectacular events occur. For example, if there are peaks in the arrival rate for certain
classes at certain times, these peaks should be represented in your model input.

There is no set method for developing a good set of input for the validation run. However, the task should include the
steps described below. Additional steps may be required, depending on how the system being studied is used.

Characteristics of a job class that affect the model's ability to model the job class are the arrival pattern of jobs, the length
of the job execution, and the priorities of the jobs. The steps below are intended to help you gain an understanding of
these items for the system.

• You must acquire an understanding of how job classes and priorities are defined and used on the system being
studied. For example:
– Are certain classes used only for production or test?
– Are some classes used only at certain times?
– Are some classes used only by some users?
– What resource constraints (if any) are associated with each class?
– How are job priorities used to control the workload?

• Consider cyclic patterns in the workload. This should include daily, weekly, monthly, and even yearly patterns if
they are strong. Strength here is measured in terms of the effect on job arrival patterns and job execution times. A
clustering of the workload for the system would be useful in performing this task. In addition, such areas as operating
procedures for production jobs and procedures controlling test jobs can be useful in identifying important features of
the system.
Once you have an understanding of the characteristics that you believe best represent the batch environment that you
are modeling, choose data that has those characteristics. In choosing data, consider the following:

• You may need to select data from several different days in order to get a good representation of the workload.
• At a minimum, you should run the model against data for a full day. Or, if you use different initiator structures at

different times of the day, you should run the model against the period in which the structure you are studying is being
used.

• If possible, choose a starting time when the input data is selected with all initiators unoccupied and queues empty.
If this is not possible, exclude the first few hours of the simulation from the reports (except perhaps in a first validation
run). If these hours are not excluded, the simulation results will be distorted by jobs that arrived before the simulation
period and were not finished when the simulation period began, because these jobs are not simulated.

• Save the data that you select so that you can use the same input to simulate proposed changes to the initiator
structure. This aids in before and after type comparisons, avoids the problem of losing the data because it is aged off
the MICS database, and allows you to run the simulation without interfering with the regular database operation. The
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Save Selected Input Observations section in Batch Initiator Simulation - Component Operation describes the Save
selected input observations parameter of the Extended Options Menu.

Parameter Specification

Figure 3-5 shows the Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry panel for this case study.

Figure 3-5. Case Study - Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry Panel.

 ----------------------  Batch Initiator Simulation  ------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: BAT05 - Batch Initiator Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - __

 Data base ===> B (SECOND)   _            _            _            _

  

 Select SYSID    ===> TEST ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

  

 Simulation date ===> 07JAN88 (ddmonyy) Selection hours ===> 07 -- 17    (hh)

 Simulate class  ===> ABCDFW__          Simulate time   ===> 07:00 17:00 (hh:mm)

 Report class    ===> ________          Report time     ===> _____ _____ (hh:mm)

 Aging (low/high/rate) ===> 5   11  24  Report intvl.   ===> 30       (1-60 min)

  

 Initiators ===> D        D        D        D        D        D        D

                 D        D        C        C        C        C        C

                 C        C        C        C        B        B        B

                 B        B        B        B        B        B        B

                 A        A        A        A        A        A        A

                 A        A        F        F        F        W        W

                 W        W        W        W        W        W        ________

 Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)

 

The characteristics of the simulation are as follows:

• The sample system has an initiator structure made up of 48 initiators, each of which serves a single job class.
• The data for the simulation comes from the MICS database unit with an ID of B. The data comes from the 01 cycle of

the BATJOB and BAT_JS files.
• Aging will be performed for jobs with priorities 5 to 11, and jobs are eligible for aging after one hour in the queue at a

given priority.
• Only data for the system TEST and the hours 7:00 through 17:59:59.99 is selected because the initiator structure

being simulated is in use only during the prime shift. The initiators are routinely drained on this system at 7:00, so
the input data is selected starting at 7:00. This ensures that the simulation starts with all initiators unoccupied, which
improves the accuracy of the simulation.

• The simulation is limited to data from January 7, 1988, between the hours of 7:00 and 17:00 for classes A, B, C, D, F,
and W.

• The finest level of data kept for reporting is at 30-minute intervals.
• The files from which the input data is selected will be written to the file PERDDOUT.BAT05. Because we entered Y

(Yes) in the Specify extended options field on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel, the Extended Options Menu
was displayed. (Batch Initiator Simulation - Component Operation provides a complete description of all available
extended options.) This enabled us to enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field, which brought us
to the Save selected input observations panel. Figure 3-6 shows the entries we made in the Save selected input
observations panel to save our input data.
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Figure 3-6. Case Study - Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 -------------------  Save selected input observations  -----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): BATJOB

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> BAT05

  

 SAS data set name      ===> MY.SAS.DATASET

 

Report Interpretation

When the parameters presented on the panels in the Parameters Specification section are executed, the reports shown in
Figures 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 are produced. Since the purpose of this run is to validate the model, the Job Input Queue
Time Report and Job Class Throughput Report are the most important because they give a comparison of the actual and
simulated data. The other two reports are produced from the simulation results. Each report is discussed next.

Initiator Busy Report

The principal use of the Initiator Busy Report shown in Figure 3-7 is to see how busy each initiator is during the simulation
period. In addition, the report provides a breakdown of the workload by class for initiators that serve several classes.

Initiators which are lightly used (under 25 percent) are candidates for elimination. Figure 3-7 shows that for the initiator
structure used by the sample system, none of the initiators are heavily loaded; indeed, many are very lightly loaded.

This same initiator structure is used in the application strategy, where changes in the structure are tested. The fact that so
many initiators are lightly loaded is central to the changes proposed.

When studying this report, also review the breakdown of occupancy time by class for heavily loaded initiators. This
breakdown can be useful in detecting situations where one class is being blocked by other classes and, therefore, is
not being adequately served by the initiator structure. This in not a consideration for the sample system, because each
initiator serves a single class.

Figure 3-7. Case Study - Initiator Busy Report

                 INITIATOR BUSY REPORT

 SYSTEM = TEST                           RUN DATE =  JAN 8, yyyy

                    MODEL PARAMETERS

     START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME

      07JANyy:07:00                 07JANyy:17:00

  

                     PRIORITY AGING

                 PRILOW PRIHIGH PRIRATE

                    5      11      24

  

  

                  INIT   1 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          23         77.7

  

                  INIT   2 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------
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                 D          22         64.7

  

                  INIT   3 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          26         48.4

  

                  INIT   4 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          14         30.8

  

                  INIT   5 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D          17         19.8

  

                  INIT   6 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D           4         32.9

  

                  INIT   7 CLASS: D

               CLASS   JOBS STARTED   % BUSY

              -------  ------------   ------

                 D           6         21.0

  

                       ...etc...

 

Job Queue Size Report

The Job Queue Size Report shown in Figure 3-8 serves as a check of the information in the Job Input Queue Time Report by showing fluctuations in the job queues over the simulation period.

The report for the sample system shows the following:

• The start of the simulation was a period of little or no batch activity (no jobs arrived in the system). This is desirable; it
means that the simulation will be more accurate.

• Classes A, B, C, and D were active. Classes F and W had little activity (these are only used for special purposes on
the system being studied).

• No class was subject to particularly large fluctuations in workload arrival rates.
• Several classes show spikes in arrivals (e.g., 15:00 for class B), but the spikes are generally worked off in the next few

periods. Class D shows some sluggishness in this regard and should be investigated further.

The Job Input Queue Time and Job Class Throughput Reports are of particular interest because they contain both actual
and simulated data. In addition, both reports contain data on queue times (one in a plot and the other as an average). The
two reports are discussed separately below, followed by some comments on comparing the information in the two reports.

Figure 3-8. Case Study - Job Queue Size Report

                              JOB QUEUE SIZE REPORT

                 SYSTEM = TEST                     RUN DATE =  JAN 8, yyyy

                                 MODEL PARAMETERS

                  START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME

                   07JANyy:07:00                 07JANyy:17:00

                                   PRIORITY AGING
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                              PRILOW PRIHIGH PRIRATE

                                 5      11      24

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |     |  CLASS A  |  CLASS B  |  CLASS C  |  CLASS D  |  CLASS F  |  CLASS W  |

 | TIME|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|MAX END  NO|

 |     |QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|QUE QUE ARR|

 |-----+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------|

 | 7:00|  2   1   2|  1   0   1|  3   0   6|  2   1   2|  .   .   .|  1   0   4|

 | 7:30|  1   1   0|  1   0   2|  2   2   2|  2   2   2|  .   .   0|  1   0   1|

 | 8:00|  2   1   3|  1   0   7|  3   3   1|  4   2  11|  .   .   0|  0   0   0|

 | 8:30|  2   1   5|  8   0  15| 10   4  21|  4   2  11|  .   .   0|  0   0   0|

 | 9:00|  4   3   9|  6   5  13|  8   7   7|  4   2   2|  1   0   1|  0   0   0|

 | 9:30|  4   3   3| 18  18  20|  8   8   2| 12  11  15|  1   0   1|  0   0   0|

 |10:00| 11  10  19| 27  26  17| 17  16  10| 16  15  13|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |10:30| 12  11  11| 38  37  14| 21  20  10| 20  19   7|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |11:00| 16  15  24| 45  38  17| 25  20   8| 33  31  21|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |11:30| 20  18  16| 43  38  11| 24  23   6| 44  43  15|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |12:00| 21   5  39| 40  13  18| 36  19  30| 44  32   3|  1   0   1|  1   0   1|

 |12:30|  7   5  10| 24  21  30| 22  19   7| 33  32   3|  1   0   1|  0   0   0|

 |13:00|  7   5  26| 27  23  20| 21  19  10| 34  32   5|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |13:30|  9   8  16| 36  35  30| 23  23   7| 34  33   5|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |14:00| 17  14  19| 41  38  17| 25  24   8| 36  34  10|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |14:30| 25  24  28| 51  50  28| 36  36  15| 37  35   9|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |15:00| 42  40  35| 92  89  55| 48  48  20| 39  38  12|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |15:30| 42  35  21| 91  86  15| 55  54  12| 54  54  18|  1   0   2|  0   0   0|

 |16:00| 36  25  20| 92  91   9| 63  63  12| 67  65  17|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |16:30| 26  20   8| 93  82   8| 63  61   7| 69  67  10|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 |17:00| 21  17   1| 82  82   0| 61  61   0| 67  67   0|  0   0   0|  0   0   0|

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Job Input Queue Time Report

The Job Input Queue Time Report shown in Figure 3-9 is organized by queue time. Strong agreement of the
simulated and actual distributions in the report indicates that the model accurately simulates the system being studied.
Discrepancies indicate problems in the model for particular classes or for the entire system.

We can make the following comments about the plots in the example:

• The plot shows a high tail for the actual queue time. This usually reflects some external interference such as an
operator hold. This lengthens the actual queue time but is not reflected by the simulation. If the tails of the distributions
diverge sooner than about the 95th percentile, you should investigate the causes and be cautious in using the
simulation results.

• The number of observations hidden are caused by two factors: points at which the two plots coincide and points
at which several observations occur for one of the plots (either actual or simulated). The large number of hidden
observations means that the simulation closely reflects the actual system.

  

                                                     JOB INPUT QUEUE TIME REPORT                13:05 FRIDAY,

 JANUARY 8, 1988

                                         ACTUAL QUEUE TIME = A      SIMULATED QUEUE TIME = _

                                                             JOB class="D"

  

                                       PLOT OF JOB_AQTM*ACT_DONE    SYMBOL USED IS A

                                       PLOT OF JOB_SQTM*SIM_DONE    SYMBOL USED IS _
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 NOTE:    119 OBS HIDDEN

 

Job Class Throughput Report

As with the Job Input Queue Time Report, strong agreement of the simulated and actual data in the Job Class Throughput
Report, shown in Figure 3-10, is desirable, because it means that the simulation closely reflects the actual system.

We can make the following comments about the report:

• Classes with jobs that are very short may not be well simulated by the model, depending on the value specified for the
simulation clock step.
In our sample, the simulation clock step value is 30 seconds. As the report shows, the actual times for job classes F
and W are not close to the 30-second value; they are not well simulated by the model.

• The average queue time, while reasonable for some classes, is not in particularly close agreement overall for the
simulated and actual data. This indicates that further investigation of the system under study is necessary.
An analysis of other variables in the BATJOB File showed JES priority aging taking place at a rate which did not agree
with the definition used in the model.
In addition, the average is a poor descriptor of the distribution of queue times for this data. This is discussed below.

Comparison Of Queue Time And Throughput Reports

Since both the Job Input Queue Time and Job Class Throughput Reports contain information describing the input queue
time, it is important to compare the data in the two reports.

In our example, the comparison is striking. The throughput report shows queue times in the range of 0 to 30 minutes.
The plots in the queue time report reveal that few, if any, jobs have queue times near the average. The majority of jobs
have little or no queue time at all. Those that do have a queue time have times much longer than average. In short, the
distribution is quite skewed; the average is not a good descriptor of the jobs being studied.

In general, if the value for the coefficient of variation is greater than 3 on the Job Class Throughput Report, the average
input queue time may be an unreliable measure due to the high degree of variability of the data. Further investigation of
the system under study may be needed prior to drawing conclusions.

Figure 3-10. Case Study - Job Class Throughput Report

                 JOB CLASS THROUGHPUT REPORT

 SYSTEM = TEST                           RUN DATE =  JAN 8, yyyy

                    MODEL PARAMETERS

     START DATE/TIME                END DATE/TIME

      07JANyy:07:00                 07JANyy:17:00

  

                     PRIORITY AGING

                 PRILOW PRIHIGH PRIRATE

                    5      11      24

  

             ------ ACTUAL -----  ---- SIMULATED ----

             JOBS  AVG WAIT  CV   JOBS  AVG WAIT  CV

  

  

  

       A      313   0:11:05   3.1  297   0:13:59  2.9

       B      306   0:29:08   2.8  265   0:25:09  2.4

       C      147   0:11:01   3.3  140   0:12:54  3.5

       D      123   0:16:48   3.7  120   0:11:25  2.5

       F        6   0:00:07   0.2    6   0:00:00  0.0

       W        1   0:00:10   0.0    1   0:00:00  0.0
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Batch Initiator Simulation - Component Operation

This Component Operation Section discusses the Inquiry panels that control the operation of the Batch Initiator Simulation
Inquiry.

The Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry uses data from the Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) and Batch User Job Suspend
(BAT_JS) files as input to the simulation process. The reports generated are at the DETAIL level.

Batch Initiator Simulation Panel

Batch Initiator Simulation is one of the Performance Manager options available through the MICS Workstation Facility
(MWF). Performance Manager Option explains how you use MWF to get to the Performance Manager options.

Figure 3-11. Batch Initiator Simulation Inquiry Panel

 ---------------------  Batch Initiator Simulation  ---- Data Base Set To A  

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: BAT12 - Batch Initiator Study

  

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 02

 Data base ===> A (PRIMARY)  _            _            _            _

  

 Select SYSID    ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

 Simulation date ===> _______ (ddmonyy)   Select hours  ===> __ -- __    (hh)

 Simulate class  ===> ________            Simulate time ===> _____ _____ (hh:mm)

 Report class    ===> ________            Report time   ===> _____ _____ (hh:mm)

 Aging (low/high/rate) ===> __  __  __    Report intvl. ===> 15       (1-60 min)

 Initiators ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Figure 3-11 illustrates a sample Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel. The following is a discussion of the fields that you
need to code on the panel.

Timespan: DETAIL is the only valid value for this field. You cannot change it.

Cycle(s)
The one or more cycles from the MICS database that you want to use for simulation, where nn is the cycle number
corresponding to the beginning (and ending) cycles for which data is to be selected.
This parameter is required. Valid values are determined by the number of cycles of data kept in your installation's MICS
database for the database unit specified in the database field described below. The default value is the range from cycle 1
to cycle 2.
Generally, if the SMF data at your installation is dumped at midnight, you specify only a single cycle value. If your SMF
data is not dumped at midnight, you may need to specify a cycle range to include a full day of SMF data.

Database
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The single-character MICS identifier for the database to be accessed.
This field is required. Valid values are the database unit identifiers available at your installation. Contact your MICS
System Administrator if you do not know what database units are available, or enter a question mark (?) to view a list of
your database units. The default value is the database unit containing the BATJOB and BAT-JS Files. You can select up to
five databases per inquiry.

Select SYSID
The logical system identifier. This field is optional. Valid values are the system identifiers denoted in the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) member of the MICS Complex. Contact your MICS System Administrator if you do not
know what system identifiers are available at your installation.
You can simulate data from up to six SYSIDs at once. The default is to report on all systems found in the data. This field
limits analysis and reporting to specific systems.

Simulation date
The date of the data you want to use for simulation, presented in ddmonyy format. This field is required. There is no
default value.

Selection hours
The range of hours used to select data for simulation, presented in hh format. This field is optional. Valid values are 00
through 23. There is no default value.

Simulate class
The list of job classes to be simulated. This field is optional. The default is to simulate all classes contained in the BATJOB
File. If you code the Specify job input exit (one of the Extended Options Menu choices) to create a new class, do not
specify a class list. The default, simulate all classes, ensures that the new class is included in the simulation. You can
specify a maximum of eight classes for one simulation.

Simulate time
The earliest and latest times, respectively, to be simulated, entered in hh:mm format. This parameter is optional. Valid
values are 00:00 through 23:59. The default value is 00:00 through 23:59. The time specification for the latest time is
exact. For example, if you specify 10:00, the latest time included is 10:00, not 10:59:59.99, as is the case for some MICS
time specifications.
The period chosen for simulation should start when there is little or no batch activity. The ideal situation is to start with all
initiators drained and queues empty, since the model cannot simulate any job that begins execution before the simulation
period.

Report class
The list of job classes to be reported. This field is optional. There is no default value. The classes you specify here must
fall within the classes specified on the Simulate class field (that is, you cannot simulate classes A, B, and C, then request
a report on class X). You cannot specify more than eight job classes.

Report time
The earliest and latest times, respectively, to be reported on, entered in hh:mm format. This field is optional. Valid values
are 00:00 through 23:59. The default value is 00:00 through 23:59. The times you specify here must fall within the times
on the Simulate time parameter (that is, you cannot simulate daytime hours and then request a report of nighttime hours).

Aging (low/high/rate)
The specifications for increasing the priority of a job (i.e., aging) after it has been in the input queue for a specified period
of time. Enter the JES2 priority aging parameters used at your installation.
Note: JES3 workload simulation is not supported by MICS.
This field is optional. There is no default value (that is, no aging is done). The data is entered in aa bb cc format, where:

aa
The lowest priority a job can have and still be considered for aging. Jobs of lower priority will not be aged, no matter how
long they have been in the queue. Valid values are numeric (0-15).

bb
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The highest priority a job can reach by being aged (a job must have a priority less than this value in order to be
considered for aging). Valid values are numeric (0-15).

cc
Defines how long a job must be in the queue at a particular priority before it is eligible for aging. Valid values are fractional
parts of a day (a rate of 24 means that a job may be aged after 1/24th of a day (one hour) in the queue).

Report intvl.
The number of minutes used to keep data that is being reported on. This field is optional. Valid values are integers from 1
to 60.

Initiators
The identifier for a series of strings, each of which defines the classes served by one initiator. These fields are required.
You can simulate data for up to 49 initiators for each model. There is no default value.
If you are running the simulator to validate a model, these fields should define the initiator structure used on the system
that you are modeling. If you are using the simulator to try a new initiator structure, these fields should define the initiator
structure that you are considering. If you want to simulate more than 49 initiators, split the initiator structure into groups of
less than 50 initiators and execute separately.
Note: The Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry estimates the amount of job backlog depth to support based on the maximum
number of classes defined for any single initiator. If your system has more than five classes in any single initiator, the
"small" backlog model is selected. This may cause you to receive message PER00088 'JOBQ SIZE EXCEEDED.' Should
this happen, either reduce the number of classes assigned to each initiator that has more than five classes, or subdivide
the simulation into more than one run. For additional assistance, contact your Broadcom Support representative.

Specify extended options
The specification for further customizing the outcome of the simulation. This field is required. Valid values are N and Y.
The default value is N (No). If you select Y (Yes), the Extended Options Menu appears. This menu is described in detail in
the Extended Options Menu section.

Extended Options Menu

Extended options are provided to allow you to further customize the outcome of the simulation. All options are shipped
with N (No) coded as the default. To activate an option, select Y (Yes). You will be presented with panels that allow you to
tailor the simulation. You can return the option to its original contents by using the R (Reset) option.

Figure 3-12 shows the Extended Options Menu.

 -----------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation 

  

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify Job Input exit                          ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify Job Selection exit                      ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify Clock Update exit                       ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify additional element keep list            ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify reports to be generated                 ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify simulation clock step value             ===> N (Y/N/R)
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Figure 3-12. Extended Options Menu Panel

Specify Global Data Selection Exit

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify global data selection field on the Extended Options Menu, the SAS Statements panel
for specifying global data selection, shown Figure 3-13, is displayed.

Figure 3-13. Specify Global Data Selection Exit Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy  

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO SELECT;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND SELECT;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

The global data selection exit allows you to code the SELECT MACRO, which performs any type of selection that cannot
be done with the options on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel. This MACRO is invoked before the simulation
takes place (e.g., as data is being input).

For example, assume that a system in New York is processing network job entry (NJE) jobs for performance classes
below 30 that are submitted on a system in Chicago (system identifier SYSB). The reader timestamps (RDRTS) for the
NJE jobs from Chicago reflect the one-hour time zone difference between the two systems, resulting in an inaccurate
simulation if they are not adjusted. To adjust for the differences, code the SELECT MACRO as shown in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-14. SAS Statements for Specifying Global Data Selection

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO SELECT;

  _ -   IF PERFGRP<30;

  _ -   IF JOBINCPU='SYSB' THEN DO;

  _ -      RDRTS=RDRTS+3600;

  _ -      ENDTS=ENDTS+3600;
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  _ -      TDATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);

  _ -      MONTH=MONTH(TDATE);

  _ -      DAY=DAY(TDATE);

  _ -      HOUR=HOUR(ENDTS);

  _ -      END:

  _ - %MEND SELECT;

 ***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************

 

This SELECT MACRO does several things. First, it selects only performance groups less than 30. Next, for the NJE jobs
submitted on the system in Chicago (SYSB), it adjusts the RDRTS values by one hour (3600 seconds) to correct for the
time zone difference. Finally, it adjusts the value of ENDTS by one hour to correct for the time zone difference, and then
recalculates the values of MONTH, DAY, and HOUR based on the adjusted ENDTS.

Specify Job Input Exit

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify job input exit field on the Extended Options Menu, the SAS Statements panel for
specifying a job input exit, shown in Figure 3-15, is displayed.

Figure 3-15. Specify Job Input Exit Panel

 ---------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 ommand ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE|

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Job Input exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO PERJIN;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND PERJIN;

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ***************************

 

The job input exit allows you to code the PERJIN MACRO, which is invoked after the simulation is started (as opposed to
the SELECT MACRO, which is invoked when data is being input to the simulation). You can use the PERJIN MACRO to
change the attributes of the job before it is modeled, or to skip jobs that do not meet some selection criteria.
For example, assume that your installation currently allows class D jobs to use any number of tape drives, but would like
to separate certain jobs that use more than six drives. The new class D would allow jobs requiring 0 to 6 drives, and a
new class E would be used for jobs requiring more than six drives. You can test this new class definition by defining the
PERJIN MACRO as shown in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16. SAS Statements for Specifying a Job Input Exit

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------
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 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Job Input exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 | _ - %MACRO PERJIN;

  _ -   IF JOBNTAPE > 6 THEN JOBCLASS = 'E';

  _ - %MEND PERJIN;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

This PERJIN MACRO selects jobs that use more than six tape drives and sets their job class to class E. Running a
simulation with the new class E information allows your installation to determine the effect of adding this class on job
throughput.

Notes:

• You should not code subsetting IFs in this MACRO to perform data selection; these should be coded in the global data
selection exit described in the Specify Global Data Selection Exit section.

• You cannot change the reader timestamp (RDRTS) via this exit. To change the reader timestamp, use the global data
selection exit. This consideration is important if you are processing NJE data for jobs that were read into a system in
one time zone, but were executed on a system in a different time zone. The Specify Global Data Selection Exit section
provides an example of using the global data selection exit for this purpose.

Specify Job Selection Exit

If you enter Y (Yes) in the job selection field on the Extended Options Menu, the SAS Statements panel for specifying a
job selection exit, shown in Figure 3-17, is displayed.

Figure 3-17. Specify Job Selection Exit Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Warning:  Set SELECT=0; to skip an observation.

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Job Selection exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO PERJSX;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________ 

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND PERJSX;
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 *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

At the start of each interval, the simulation attempts to start a job for any initiators that are idle. The simulation selects the
highest priority job in the first class served by the initiator with any jobs waiting.

Once this candidate job is selected, the job selection exit is invoked. It allows you to accept or reject the selected job
based on criteria coded in the PERJSX MACRO. If the PERJSX MACRO sets the SELECT variable to 1, the job is
accepted. If it sets the SELECT variable to 0, the job is rejected. The default sets SELECT to 1.

If a job is rejected by setting SELECT to 0, no job is selected from that queue in that interval of the simulation. If your
criteria for accepting or rejecting a job is based on job priority, this will probably be of no concern, since all other jobs in
the queue are of equal or lower priority. However, if you are testing some other condition, you must be sure to consider the
effect of attempting selection only once for each queue served by the initiator.

Because job selection takes place before the variables of the BATJOB File are available, only the following variables are
available to the PERJSX MACRO:

• J_CLS(JP) - job class
• J_PTY(JP) - job priority
• J_ARP(JP) - job arrival priority
• J_RDR(JP) - job reader time
• J_EXT(JP) - job execution time
• J_QUE(JP) - job queue time

The variables must be suffixed by (JP). This is the array subscript and it is required.

For example, assume that your installation is considering preventing the execution of jobs above priority 13 without the
approval of the data center manager.

Figure 3-18. SAS Statement for Specifying a Job Selection Exit

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Warning:  Set SELECT=0; to skip an observation.

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Job Selection exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  _ - %MACRO PERJSX;

  _ -   IF J_PTY(JP)>=13 THEN SELECT=0;

  _ -   ELSE SELECT=1;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND PERJSX;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

The PERJSX MACRO shown in Figure 3-18 accepts the job selected if its priority is less than 13.
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Using this MACRO in conjunction with the clock update exit documented in the Specify Clock Update Exit section provides
greater flexibility in simulations (see Figure 3-21).

The job selection exit is located at a point in the code where the system has selected a job for execution.

Note: You should not code subsetting IFs in this job selection exit MACRO to perform data selection. You should code
them in the global data selection exit described in the Specify Global Data Selection Exit section.

Specify Clock Update Exit

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify clock update exit field on the Extended Options Menu, the SAS Statements panel for
specifying a clock update exit, shown in Figure 3-19, is displayed.

Figure 3-19. Specify Clock Update Exit Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Clock Update exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO PERINT;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND PERINT;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

The simulation clock update exit (PERINT) is invoked each time the simulation clock is updated. You can use it to set user
variables you want available during each interval of the simulation, examine the queues in detail at certain points during
the simulation, dynamically change the queues, or change the initiator structure.

For example, to set the minimum priority for a job based on the current value of the simulation clock, code the PERINT
MACRO as shown in Figure 3-20.

Figure 3-20. SAS Statements for Specifying a Clock Update Exit

 ---------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying Clock Update exit

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

   - %MACRO PERINT;
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  _ -   RETAIN MINPRTY;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>0 AND HOUR(INOW)=<6 THEN MINPRTY=0;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>7 AND HOUR(INOW)=<8 THEN MINPRTY=7;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>9 AND HOUR(INOW)=<11 THEN MINPRTY=11;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>12 AND HOUR(INOW)=<13 THEN MINPRTY=9;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>14 AND HOUR(INOW)=<16 THEN MINPRTY=11;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>17 AND HOUR(INOW)=<18 THEN MINPRTY=9;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>19 AND HOUR(INOW)=<20 THEN MINPRTY=7;

  _ -   IF HOUR(INOW)=>21 AND HOUR(INOW)=<23 THEN MINPRTY=11;

  _ - %MEND PERINT;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************

 

The PERINT MACRO uses INOW, the variable containing the current value of the simulation clock, to set the minimum
priority allowed during the time being simulated.

Using this MACRO in conjunction with the job selection exit PERJSX, documented in the Specify Job Selection Exit
section, allows you to determine the effects of preventing certain job classes from executing during certain time periods.

Using the output of the PERINT MACRO above, you can code the PERJSX MACRO as shown in Figure 3-21 and obtain
the effect of preventing prime time execution of jobs whose priorities are less than 7.

Figure 3-21. SAS Statements for Job Selection Exit

 ----------------------------  SAS  Statements  -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

 Warning:  Set SELECT=0; to skip an observation

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert D Delete R Repeat M Move C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for: Specifying Job Selection exit

  -   -----------------------------------------------------------

  _ -  %MACRO  PERJSX;

  _ -   IF J_PTY(JP)>=MINPRTY THEN SELECT=1;

  _ -   ELSE SELECT=0;

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND PERJSX;

 *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

This exit is located at a point in the code where the clock has been updated for the next simulation interval and priority
aging has been done if appropriate. The exit is taken before any other actions are taken for the interval (e.g., starting or
ending jobs, or writing simulation outputs).

Note: You should not code subsetting IFs in this clock update exit MACRO to perform data selection. You should code
them in the global data selection exit described in the Specify Global Data Selection Exit section.
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Specify Alternate Input File

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify alternate input file field on the Extended Options Menu, the Alternate Input File panel,
shown in Figure 3-22, is displayed.

Figure 3-22. Alternate Input File Panel

 -------------------------  Alternate Input File  ---------------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Specified Timespan:  DETAIL

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s):   BATJOB    BAT_JS

 Alternate SAS file(s)    ===> ________  ________

  

  

 SAS data set allocation instructions:

    Data set name         ===> ____________________________________________

    Disposition           ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

Use the Specify alternate input file extended option to specify a SAS data set name and SAS file names to be used as
the input source to the reporting software. When inquiries require multiple input files, you must specify all indicated MICS
equivalent files. If you are specifying a previously saved input observation file, some files may not be needed as they are
already included in the saved file. In this case, you must enter a nonexistent file name.

A common use for this extended option is in the iterative processing of an analysis program. In this scenario, an initial
execution of the analysis inquiry inputs and subsets data from a MICS file (possibly an archive tape file when only one
SAS file is required by the analysis/report), retaining the selected data through the Save selected input observations
extended option. Subsequent analysis executions use this Specify alternate input file extended option to reprocess the
saved data. In this way, you can economically reprocess input data against a variety of analysis parameters without
revisiting the original MICS files.

Save Selected Input Observations

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Save selected input observations field on the Extended Options Menu, the Save selected input
observations panel, shown in Figure 3-23, is displayed.

Figure 3-23. Save Selected Input Observations Panel

 ------------------  Save selected input observations ----------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Equivalent CA MICS file(s): BATJOB

 Saved SAS file name(s) ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name      ===> ____________________________________________

 

The Save selected input observations extended option allows you to specify a SAS data set and file names to receive
the input observations processed by the reporting software. The number of files that are created and their content are
report dependent. When inquiries save data to multiple files, you must provide alternative output file names for all of the
indicated files. The saved files can be reread as alternate input files in subsequent analysis inquiries.
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A common use for this extended option is in the iterative processing of an analysis program. In this scenario, an initial
execution of the analysis inquiry inputs and subsets data from a MICS file (possibly an archive tape file when only one
SAS file is required by the analysis/report), retaining the selected data through this Save selected input observations
extended option. Subsequent analysis executions can use the Specify alternate input file extended option to reprocess
the saved data. In this way, you can economically reprocess input data against a variety of analysis parameters without
revisiting the original MICS files.

Specify Additional Element Keep List

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify additional element keep list field on the Extended Options Menu, the Additional Element
Keep List panel, shown in Figure 3-24, is displayed.

Figure 3-24. Additional Element Keep List Panel

 ---------------------  Additional Element Keep List  ----------  ROW 1 OF 5

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************

 

The element names coded on this panel are added to the work files created by the Save selected input observations
panel documented in the Save Selected Input Observations section.

The data element labels are filled in by the system; you need only fill in the element names. Valid values are the elements
defined to the MICS database.

Normally, only variables required by the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry are kept and subsequently output to a work file.
At times, additional variables may be required for proper exit processing to occur in subsequent runs. If you include these
variables as a list of variable names in this exit, they will be output to the work file and available for future processing.

Specify Reports To Be Generated

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify reports to be generated field on the Extended Options Menu, the Reports To Be
Generated panel, shown in Figure 3-25, is displayed.

Figure 3-25. Reports To Be Generated Panel

 -----------------------  Reports To Be Generated  --------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

  

 Generate the Initiator Busy Report ===> Y   (Y/N)

 Generate the Job Queue Size Report ===> Y   (Y/N)

 Generate the Job Queue Time Report ===> Y   (Y/N)

 Generate the Job Throughput Report ===> Y   (Y/N)
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The Batch Initiator Simulator is shipped to produce all reports. To turn off one or more reports, code an N (No) in place of
the Y (Yes) on this panel.

If you catalog the inquiry, these specifications are saved. When you rerun this inquiry, only the reports with a Y are
produced.

The reports are described in Batch Initiator Simulation - Standard Output.

Specify Simulation Clock Step Value

If you enter Y (Yes) in the Specify simulation clock step value field on the Extended Options Menu, the Simulation Clock
Step Value panel, shown Figure 3-26, is displayed.

Figure 3-26. Simulation Clock Step Value Panel

 --------------------  Simulation Clock Step Value  ------------------------

 Command ===>

 Inquiry Step:  BAT - Batch Initiator Simulation

 Simulation clock step value ===> __   (Blank/2/5/10/15/20/30/60 sec)

 

The simulation clock step value is the multiple (in seconds) used to simulate job arrival rates and execution times.

The valid values are shown on the panel; the default value is blank, meaning that the data will be scanned to determine
the largest value which is less than or equal to the 20th percentile of the incoming data. This value becomes the default.

Small values provide a more granular simulation which may improve validation. Large values, on the other hand, are less
costly to run and are suitable in cases where a high degree of accuracy is not essential.

For example, setting the value to 5 causes the simulation clock step to be five seconds. This means that initiator busy
status and job queue lengths, both a function of job arrival rates and execution times, are evaluated at five-second
intervals. For instance, if initiator X is free at time T1 and there is a job waiting to execute, the initiator is presumed busy
for the next five seconds, even though the actual job execution time may have been less. Hence, the simulated throughput
of the initiator is more pessimistic than the actual initiator.

Executing Batch Initiator Simulations

When you finish specifying parameters on the Batch Initiator Simulation inquiry panel, enter the END (PF3) command.
The inquiry is executed as a normal MICF inquiry, as described in the Executing an Analysis Inquiry section in PER
Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Relative Importance
A new facility, Relative Importance, has been added to the MICS Performance Manager Option Option that will analyze
the effects of a series of numeric data values (independent element) upon a client specified dependent element, and
then quantify those effects. This exploratory data analysis tool can be used in selecting related data elements for future
performance analysis.

The sections that follow describe the Relative Importance Facility.

Functional Description

Relative Importance (Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology facility) utilizes proprietary analytical technology
to understand and quantify the effect of a list of data values (independent element) against a client specified dependent
element. While a similar analysis can be performed using standard statistical means such as correspondence matrix, the
Relative Importance facility can not only determine linear relationships among data values but non-linear relationships
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as well. This is important when exploring data that may not be well understood and can result in a more accurate
understanding of the relationships among the data values. As with other MICS Performance Manager Option facilities, any
files to be analyzed using Relative Importance must reside in the MICS database.

The process itself is straightforward. Determine the dependent data element to use for analysis, and MICS Performance
Manager Option will produce a default list of all quantitative independent data elements defined on the Relative
Importance Analysis screen.

During execution, the Relative Importance facility will analyze the values of each selected independent element and
develop a weight that quantifies the effect of the data value against the dependent element. The sum of the weights for
all selected elements will be 100 and will quantify the impact of each selected independent data element against the
dependent variable. Those data values with a greater weight have a more significant impact on the dependent element
than those with a lesser weight, and will likely be of more interest in any future analysis.

Usage Guidelines

Use of Relative Importance is easy and the operation is straightforward. You can quickly execute a complete analysis with
a single panel and a few key strokes. Once the analysis has completed, you can examine the output report produced,
quickly determine those independent elements that have minimal effect on the dependent element values, remove those
independent elements and reexecute the Relative Importance analysis again. This process can be executed as often as
necessary until the best set of independent elements remains. Once an optimum set of independent elements has been
determined, they can be used in future studies.

Standard Output

The Relative Importance Facility currently produces a single printed output: The Relative Importance Analysis Report.
This report contains a set of simple descriptive statistics for the dependent elements and their associated values, as well
the relative importance weight assigned to each independent individual element. A sample of this report is shown next.

                           RELATIVE IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS REPORT

  

 REPORT FOR: 09/06/yy

  

  

 ELEMENT    MIN. VALUE     MAX. VALUE     MEAN VALUE         STD        CV      REL. IMP.

  

 CPUADBTM  19:48:03.06   177:30:19.63   150:24:18.49    28:23:26.31    18.88

  

 BATCH      1:34:22.97    23:54:35.96    12:30:32.64     4:29:03.99    35.85     0.1261

 CICS       4:03:04.13    39:19:11.42    33:07:25.75     6:37:24.04    20.00     0.3231

 DB2        6:32:51.97    76:14:35.50    57:31:46.57    13:15:40.67    23.05     0.4012

 TSO        0:02:28.15     0:54:55.72     0:17:59.79     0:07:52.44    43.75     0.1496

  

  

 TOTAL RELATIVE IMPORTANCE WEIGHTS:                                              1.0000

 

The Relative Importance Analysis report contains the following information:

ELEMENT
The name of the independent and dependent elements being analyzed.

MIN. VALUE
The minimum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MAX. VALUE
The maximum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.
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MEAN VALUE
The mean of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

STD
The standard deviation of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

CV
The coefficient of variance of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data. This is a standard
statistic and is a ratio of the mean and standard deviation measurements.

REL. IMP.
The relative importance of this particular independent element as a function of the dependent element value. Neugents
technology computes this value internally using a mixture of both linear and nonlinear techniques and expresses this as a
ratio or weight factor, relative to 100.

Component Operation

This section describes the control parameters that are used in the execution of the Relative Importance Analysis inquiry.
The control parameters let you define the MICS file you want to use as input, the time periods you want to analyze, the
dependent elements, and the associated independent elements you want to use in the Relative Importance process.

Relative Importance Analysis Control Panel

Relative Importance Analysis is one of the Performance Manager options available through the MICS Workstation Facility
(MWF). The Performance Manager Option explains how to use MWF to reach the Performance Manager options and
subsequently the Relative Importance control panel shown in Figure 3-27.

Figure 3-27. Relative Importance Analysis

 ------------------- Relative Importance Analysis ----------------------------

 Command ===>                                          Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:    IOISC   -  Adhoc Inquiry -

 CA MICS file ===> CPU - CPU ACTIVITY FILE                 Time-span DETAIL

 Data base ===> P               Allow Run-time Override of DB(s)  => Y (Y/N)

 Cycle(s) ===> 01  -  02        Allow Run-time Override of Cycles => Y (Y/N)

 Data Selection:                                    Allow runtime override

 Date          ===>          -              -                ===> N (Y/N)     

 Hour          ===>  -         -          -                  ===> N (Y/N)

 Zone          ===>                                          ===> N (Y/N)

 SYSID         ===>                                          ===> N (Y/N)

  

  

 Specify Dependent Element => CPUTOMSU   ( Use a ? to select from list )

  

 Specify Two or More Independent Elements Below ( Use a ? to select from list )

 > CPUTTT         >CPUSTT       >CPUPTT       >CPUETT        >CPUBTT 

 >                >             >             >              >

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Some of the parameters on this panel are required, while others are optional. Each parameter is discussed next.

MICS file
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The MICS database file containing the historical observations for the Analysis file used in the Relative Importance
Analysis application. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your MICS database, type a question mark
(?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Database
The single-character database identifier for this file at your site.

Cycle(s)
The number of cycles to be specified. For example, we specified two cycles to analyze two days worth of data.

Data selection
The selection criteria for Date, Hour, Zone, and SYSID to subset the data you are examining. You must enter date values
in the ddmonyy format.
Specify Dependent Element The name of the dependent element used in the Relative Importance Analysis application.
If you are uncertain of the elements available in your MICS file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will
be displayed.

Specify Independent Elements
The independent elements that you select for the analysis.

If you are uncertain of the elements available in your MICS file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will
be displayed.
Specify extended options: The specification for selecting extended options. Select this option if you wish to specify
additional parameters.

Extended Options Panel

After the "tapeload" libraries have been copied from the distribution tape, execute this step to load the remaining MICS
Complex libraries. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL and select the MICSLD1 member. Review and complete the
symbolic parameters on the EXEC statement. DO NOT change the parameters on the PROC statement.

The EXEC statement is:

    //LOAD EXEC LOAD                                                             

    //  RSIZE='6M',               <-- REGION FOR ALL STEPS                       

    //  DSP=NEW,                  <-- NEW IF COMPLEX NOT EXIST                   

    //*                                OLD IF COMPLEX EXISTS                     

    //  TUNIT='______',           <-- REQUIRED --<<                              

    //  TEXPDT=98000,             <-- IS TAPE EXPDT OK?                          

    //  TVOL=______,              <-- REQUIRED --<<                              

    //  LIBUNIT=,                 <-- LIB DASD UNIT REQUIRED                     

    //  LIBVOL=,                  <-- DO YOU NEED LIB DASD VOL?                  

    //  LIBSTORC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB STORCLAS=                     

    //  LIBDATAC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB DATACLAS=                     

    //  LIBMGMTC=,                <-- OPTIONAL LIB MGMTCLAS=                     

    //  LIBDSNT=,                 <-- OPT, PUT LIBRARY FOR PDSE                  

    //  WKUNIT=SYSDA,             <-- IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?                      

    //  BLOCK=6160,               <-- LIBRARY BLKSIZE?                           

    //  VBLOCK=6160,              <-- BLKSIZE FOR VB LIBRARIES?                  

    //  SPREFIX='______________', <-- REQUIRED --<<                              

    //  SMICS='MICS.',            <-- SHARED MICSLEVEL?                          

    //  LOADER=IEWLDRGO           <-YOUR SITE'S LOADER NAME

 

RSIZE
The amount of region storage for steps in this job.
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DSP
The disposition of the libraries being loaded: NEW if a new complex is being loaded; OLD if the complex  already exists.

TUNIT, TEXPDT, TVOL
The unit, expiration date, and volume serial number of the MICS distribution tape.

LIBUNIT, LIBVOL, LIBSTORC, LIBDATAC, LIBMGMTC, BLOCK, VBLOCK
The unit, volume serial number, SMS storage class (STORCLAS=), SMS data class (DATACLAS=), SMS management
class (MGMTCLAS=), and block size to be used for the production libraries. Note that the value for BLOCK must be
greater than or equal to the  block size for the ISPF panel and table libraries (ISPPLIB and ISPTLIB). In addition, VBLOCK
is used for the documentation text libraries, which are RECFM=VB format.

LIBDSNT
LIBDSNT can be either blank or LIBRARY. Specify LIBRARY to allocate new data sets as partitioned data set  extended
(PDSE) data sets. Any library ending with .LOAD will be allocated as a PDS.

WKUNIT
The unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

SPREFIX
The sharedprefix for the database complex. Note that this is specified with no trailing period (for example, DB1.SP rather
than DB1.SP.).

SMICS
The "MICS" level of the standard MICS data set names. If you do not want "MICS" as part of your data set names, specify
"SMICS=," to set it to null.

LOADER
The program name of the IBM loader at your site. This is typically IEWLDRGO, HEWLDRGO, or LOADER. If you are not
sure, contact your system programmer.

After editing the JCL, submit the job and exit  sharedprefix.MICS.TAPELOAD.CNTL.

WARNING

Exit TAPELOAD.CNTL after you submit the job.

Note that the PARMCOPY step may end with a condition code of 4. This is a result of members being selected for a
product for which your site is not licensed. This is an acceptable condition for the PARMCOPY step only. All other steps
must  end with a condition code of 0.

Inquiry Processing Panel

Figure 3-29 illustrates the Inquiry Processing panel.

Figure 3-29. Inquiry Processing Panel

 --------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Active MICF Inquiry:  RICPU - Relative Importance

                 Author:          Your Name

  

  

 Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)

      EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.

      MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.

      SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.

      CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.
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 Instructions:

  

    Specify desired option and press ENTER key.

 

Typing END at the Command prompt or pressing the END PF key (usually PF3) while on the Relative Importance Analysis
panel will display the Inquiry Processing panel. Your available options are described in the text of the panel.

Note: You can save a partially composed inquiry for later modification and execution.

Data Element Derivation Panel

If you require user-defined data elements, use the Data Element Derivation Macro Definition panel shown in Figure 3-30
to specify their derivation.

Figure 3-30. Data Element Derivation Macro Definition Panel

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND DRVMAC;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Relative Importance provides a user-exit for defining the procedures for computing data elements that are not part of
the MICS database. This exit is invoked by coding SAS statements in the DRVMAC macro. This macro is bracketed by
the %MACRO and %MEND statements that are field protected to prevent accidental modification. The default for the
DRVMAC macro is null.

You must code each data element derivation SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language,
as described in the SAS User's Guide: Basics.

Alternate Input File Panel

Figure 3-31 displays the Alternate Input File panel.

Figure 3-31. Alternate Input File Panel
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 ----------------------  Alternate Input File  ------------------------------

 Command ===>

 Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance 

  

 SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

  

  

 SAS Data set allocation instructions:

    Data set name   ===> ____________________________________________

    Disposition     ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

Relative Importance has the ability to read data from MICS files, or from non-MICS external SAS files. The Alternate
Input File panel lets you specify non-MICS SAS files as input data for a Relative Importance analysis. You can specify the
SAS data set name and up to five SAS files to be used as input to the analysis. Note that the SAS data must already be
created.

Save Selected Input Observations Screen

Figure 3-32 illustrates the Save Selected Input Observations screen.

Figure 3-32. Save Selected Input Observations Screen

 -------------------  Save Selected Input Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance

  

 SAS file name         ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________

 

Relative Importance has as the ability to save the observations that your analysis inquiry selected to an external SAS file
for further processing by independent SAS programs, or for future processing by MICS Performance Manager Option.
The Save Selected Input Observations screen allows you to specify that the selected observations are to be written to an
external SAS file, and to specify the SAS data set name and the name of the SAS file to which they are to be written. Note
that the SAS data set must have already been created.

Case Study

The following case study involves the use of Relative Importance Analysis used in preparation of a processor resource
forecast.

Processor Resource Usage

This case study shows how a you can perform a preliminary analysis of processor usage data and better understand
which general workloads appear to influence the overall system usage. This may be thought of as a simple exploratory
step that can help direct other more detailed analyses.

Since performance management is often done in a very individualized fashion and the actual metrics vary among sites, it
is important to be able to have tools that are flexible and permit you to choose among a variety of metrics, measurements,
and methods to achieve the best outcome.

Development Of Conceptual Study
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Knowledge gained from this and similar limited analyses can help you decide which metrics to use in more detailed
studies. For example, you might decide that simple usage data, as depicted here, is too limited to be reliable, and that
data from the WLMSECxx or related files would be required. But for quick studies and simple "back of the envelope"
analyses, the method used here may be sufficient.

Application Of Conceptual Study

The systems being examined are SYS1 and SYS2 (these are the MICS SYSID values). These systems process varied
workloads, which can be loosely grouped together as BATCH, TSO, STC, and USS. The systems are used for both
system development and non-scheduled production, and serve a number of remotely located groups. The hardware
platforms have changed over time and both LPARs reside on a z-900 based CEC executing z/OS Version 1.4 or higher.

The DETAIL HARCPU data from a typical day was chosen and the analyses performed. The analysis report was
reviewed, and the decision was made to drop the "average" data elements (CPUAVx) in favor of the "maximum" values
(CPUMXx), as stated above. The query was then re-executed and the results noted.

Control Parameters

Using a short set of menus that are described in Relative Importance Analysis Control Panel, you see the Relative
Importance Analysis panel shown in Figure 3-30.

Figure 3-30 shows the control parameters that were used to generate the Relative Importance Analysis query in this case
study.

Figure 3-30. Relative Importance Analysis Case Study Control Parameters

 ---------------------  Relative Importance Analysis  -----------------------

 Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  RELIMP - Adhoc Inquiry -

 CA MICS file ===> JOB - BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE         Time-span: DETAIL

 Data base ===> P                  Allow Run-Time Override of DB(s)  => Y (Y/N)

 |Cycle(s)  ===> 01 -               Allow Run-Time Override of Cycles => Y (Y/N)

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

 Date         ===>         -                   -                 ===>   (Y/N) 

 Hour         ===>    -          -          -                    ===> N (Y/N) 

 Zone         ===> 1 2 3 _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

 SYSID        ===> SYS1 SYS2 ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N) 

  

  

 Specify Dependent Element => CPUTOBTM  ( Use a ? to select from list )

  

  

 Specify Two or More Independent Elements Below ( Use a ? to select from list )

    > CPUAVB      > CPUAVS      > CPUMXB      > CPUMXS      >

    > CPUAVE      > CPUAVT      > CPUMXE      > CPUMXT      >

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

Note: This sample study is conducted using a "typical" day's activity, and the entire day's usage is selected as input.
Two systems, SYS1 and SYS2, are incorporated in this study. Together they are used for a variety of development and
production purposes.

The data elements used to analyze the CPUTOBTM value are specified in the "Specify Two or More Independent
Elements Below" list. For the first execution, we included both the "average" and "maximum" values for each of the basic
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workloads: batch, TSO, STC, and USS. This helped to determine if there were significant differences among these values
and which set would be better used for the final analysis.

Relative Importance Analysis Report

Figure 3-31 shows the Relative Importance Analysis Report for this case study.

As this report shows, there is no significant difference between the "average" and "maximum" data element values, and
in both groups, BATCH (CPUxxB) is the least relevant. The other workloads are about even in terms of affect on the
CPUTOBTM value. The BATCH workload value is retained, and the "maximum" data values are used in the second
execution.

Figure 3-31. Relative Importance Analysis Report - First Execution

                            RELATIVE IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS REPORT

  

  REPORT FOR: 10/17/03

  

  

  

 ELEMENT    MIN. VALUE     MAX. VALUE     MEAN VALUE         STD        CV      REL. IMP.

 ________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________    ______    _________

 CPUTOBTM   0:09:53.34     0:53:38.18     0:26:23.91     0:12:40.76     48.03

 CPUAVB           3.19          21.80           6.26           2.44     39.05       0.0557

 CPUAVE           7.00          13.68          10.13           2.92     28.79       0.1481

 CPUAVS         190.21         279.31         236.91          40.26     16.99       0.1456

 CPUAVT           2.30          60.70          25.12          16.93     67.39       0.1586

 CPUMXB           5.00          25.00           9.57           3.77     39.36       0.0458

 CPUMXE           7.00          15.00          10.69           3.36     31.43       0.1398

 CPUMXS         195.00         281.00         238.62          40.08     16.80       0.1470

 CPUMXT           3.00          63.00          27.20          17.26     63.47       0.1593

  

  

 TOTAL RELATIVE IMPORTANCE WEIGHTS:                                                 1.0000

 

For the second execution, only the "maximum" (CPUMXx) data processor times for the workloads would need to be
values are used. Not surprisingly, the approximate ratios considered as well as the simple number of users and a of the
Relative Importance Index value do not change much detailed workload characterization study would be required between
executions. In a real-life study, the actual before using the metrics for any forecasting operation.

Figure 3-32. Relative Importance Analysis Report - Second Execution

                           RELATIVE IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS REPORT

  

 REPORT FOR: 10/17/03

  

  

 ELEMENT    MIN. VALUE     MAX. VALUE     MEAN VALUE         STD        CV      REL. IMP.

 ________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________   ______    _________

 CPUTOBTM   0:09:53.34     0:53:38.18     0:26:23.91     0:12:40.76    48.03

 CPUMXB           5.00          25.00           9.57           3.77    39.36       0.1116

 CPUMXE           7.00          15.00          10.69           3.36    31.43       0.2493

 CPUMXS         195.00         281.00         238.62          40.08    16.80       0.2922

 CPUMXT           3.00          63.00          27.20          17.26    63.47       0.3469
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 TOTAL RELATIVE IMPORTANCE WEIGHTS:                                                1.0000

 

Requirements

The exploitation of Neugents technology requires C/C++ runtime features available in the language environment delivered
with z/OS 1.3 and above. If you plan to use MICS product features that rely on Neugents technology, then MICS must be
installed on a z/OS system at level 1.3 or above.

PER Data Clustering Analysis
Data Clustering using Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology, provided in MICS Performance Manager
Option, enables you to apply a clustering methodology to many types of analysis.

In the past Workload Characterization was the analysis tool provided with MICS Performance Manager Option. Workload
Characterization is now the case study and Data Clustering, using Neugents technology, is the tool. The Data Clustering
tool has been added to allow open ended analysis of any MICS file and any elements contained in that file. With this new
feature you are not limited to a workload study, you can cluster any data in any MICS file.

The discussion that follows will refer to Workload Characterization using Data Clustering as the analysis tool.

Data Clustering using Neugents technology, provided in MICS Performance Manager Option, enables you to apply
a clustering methodology to the analysis of your installation's workload. Data Clustering is an attractive approach to
performance management problems because it allows the number of workload elements that need to be considered in a
study to be reduced from tens of thousands to only a few.

Clustering methods are a statistical extension of scatter plots to identify similarities and differences between workloads.
Scatter plots are often difficult to prepare and depend heavily on visual interpretation of the data. The need for visual
interpretation limits the use of scatter plots to two or perhaps three axes. Clustering overcomes these disadvantages
through its ability to recognize patterns in multiple dimensions. Using the MICS database as an input data source for
clustering simplifies and extends the application of the technique.

Note: Neugents technology is a prerequisite for using Data Clustering.

The following sections describe the analytic techniques, operational considerations, and reports used in the application.

Functional Description

During the early 1970s, Domenico Ferrari introduced the concept of workload characterization (FER72). The basic
premise of the concept was that studies of computer systems could be facilitated by the identification of a number
of "resource patterns" that could be used to statistically represent a system's workload. Since capacity planning and
performance management studies often encompass tens of thousands of jobs or hundreds of thousands of transactions,
the ability to represent the workload by a limited number of resource patterns can significantly simplify a study. (Typical
studies result in the identification of from 10 to 30 patterns.)

Ferrari identified these resource patterns, which he called clusters, by visual inspection of two-dimensional scatter plots.
For example, Ferrari reported studies where he examined scatter plots of print lines and CPU seconds representing the
resource usage patterns of student jobs. Unfortunately, the dependence on visual inspection limited the technique to two
or perhaps three dimensions, since graphic representations become extremely complex for higher dimensions. Also, the
technique depended upon the visual skill of the interpreter, since some analysts could "see" patterns better than others.
These problems limited the applications of what was otherwise a valid concept.

In 1976, however, two papers were published that detailed the application of statistical pattern recognition (clustering)
techniques to the workload characterization problem. They allowed problems of higher dimensions to be solved and
eliminated the dependence on the analyst's interpretive skill and judgment. Agrawala and Mohr reported on their initial
studies of Univac workloads at the University of Maryland (AGR76) and Artis reported on studies of IBM workloads at
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Bell Laboratories (ART76). Since that time, these and a number of other authors have published numerous papers on the
subject in various publications, such as the Computer Measurement Group (CMG) proceedings.

Data Clustering analysis tool allows you to apply cluster-based techniques to the MICS database. The software can be
applied to any of the unsummarized files that are supported in the DETAIL timespan. The program identifies clusters (that
is, similar patterns of activity) in the workload using the SAS FASTCLUS procedure.

The use of clustering techniques introduces other statistical issues. Among these are scaling and the treatment of outliers.
Improper scaling and failure to account for the influence of abnormally large observations are the most common reasons
for invalid workload characterization studies.

Usage Guidelines

Before the introduction of cluster-based workload characterization, a number of other workload characterization
techniques were utilized. These approaches provide valuable insight into potential errors in the workload characterization
process.

The equivalent job approach fails to provide an adequate characterization since it lacks the important property of
robustness. Relatively small changes in the workloads can cause large changes in the definition of an equivalent job.
This means that the results of the equivalent job approach are too closely associated with the data used in the analysis to
provide general insight into the workloads on the system. Cluster-based workload characterization can replace commonly
practiced ad hoc techniques.

The most important issues regarding implementation concern the type of data elements that are used to characterize the
clusters and the treatment of unusual points that cannot be represented by clusters. These points, known as outliers, can
have a profound effect on the clustering study.

These topics and the use of certain MICS database files for clustering analysis are discussed in the following sections.

Historical Approaches

One early approach presented to performance analysis was the equivalent job methodology presented by Jenkins in
1977 (JEN77). Most simply described, the resources consumed by all of the workload elements (for example, job, steps,
transactions) over some number of weeks or months are divided by the number of workload elements that were executed
during the period. The result of this division is called an equivalent workload element.

An equivalent workload concept initially appears to be very attractive since you can estimate future resource requirements
by simply estimating the number of equivalent workload elements. This value is multiplied by the equivalent workload
description to calculate the future resource requirements.

Basic Hypotheses

The problems associated with the equivalent workload element approach can best be introduced by stating the two
hypotheses that were introduced by Artis for testing proposed workload characterizations (ART76). These hypotheses are
the "representative hypothesis" and the "stationary hypothesis."

The representative hypothesis tests how well the proposed characterization represents each element of the workload.
Rather than testing the proximity of the mean value of the workload to the proposed characterization, you must evaluate
the differences between the proposed characterization and each element of the workload.

For example, consider the pathological example of a system that runs 100 testing jobs using less than 5 CPU seconds
and 100 production jobs using about 10 CPU minutes each day. (Of course, real workloads are much more complex.) This
would result in an equivalent job that required about 5 CPU minutes. Unfortunately, no job in the workload has resource
requirements similar to this equivalent job. Therefore, rather than simplifying the problem by reducing the number of
workload elements to be considered, we have changed the nature of the problem.

The characteristics of a system that runs 200 equivalent (that is, average) jobs per day would be much different from
those of the hypothetical system discussed above. It is interesting to note that the equivalent workload element can only
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hope to pass the representative hypothesis for systems where all of the workload elements are approximately equal. To
be valid, any proposed workload characterization must pass the representative hypothesis test.

The stationary hypothesis evaluates the likelihood that the proposed workload characterization is valid for future
workloads. To test this hypothesis, you must wait and test the characterization's applicability over a number of weeks or
months. (Alternatively, you may produce the characterization on older historical data and compare it to more recent history
that is not being used to do the characterization.)

You should never consider a workload characterization as a tool for forecasting unless this hypothesis has been tested.
Using the hypothetical system discussed above, the smallest change in the ratio of test jobs to production jobs would
significantly change the workload characterization. Moreover, even small changes in the average resource consumptions
for testing or production jobs would have the same effect. Therefore, it is unlikely that any equivalent workload element
approach would ever pass the stationary hypothesis test.

In general, very few proposed workload characterizations will ever pass the stationary hypothesis test. This does not
mean that most workload characterizations are invalid; it does mean that most are unsuitable for use as forecasting units.

Application of Workload Characterization

Perhaps one of the most common workload characterization studies is the determination of job classes. Typically, the
analyst guesses at a solution and then evaluates how well it fits the system's workload. This is known as the ad hoc
approach. For example, consider a hypothetical system where the following job class structure has been proposed.

          JOB CLASS    CPU MINS    PRINT LINES

          =========    ========    ===========

              A            2           5,000

  

              B            5          20,000

  

              C          unlim        unlim

 

If 60 percent of the jobs are assigned to class A, 25 percent to class B, and 15 percent to class C, the analyst might
assume that the classes provide a good representation of the workload.

Applying the representative hypothesis test could reveal problems. For example, if 30 percent of the jobs use less than 5
CPU seconds and print less than 2,000 lines, then they would be poorly represented by the class A limits. Moreover, their
service characteristics will be much poorer when they are randomly mixed with the larger jobs in class A than they will be
if they are assigned to a class by themselves.

Another problem resulting from arbitrarily established job classes is the specification of a job class limit that bisects a
natural structure in the data. For example, if 15 percent of the jobs normally require between 110 and 130 CPU seconds,
imposing a two-minute limit could force the users of jobs into class B to ensure that they are not canceled at the two-
minute limit. This problem is also identified by the representative hypothesis test since the approximate two CPU minute
jobs are poorly represented by the class B limits.

The characteristics of an installation's job mix are continually evolving. As a result, it is probably unreasonable to apply the
stationary hypothesis test to a job class structure. However, you should examine the job class structure on a quarterly or
semiannual basis.

Both the equivalent job and ad hoc batch approaches to workload characterization discussed here show the problems
that result from using mean values of arbitrarily selected limits. To meet the requirements of the first hypothesis, we must
exploit the natural structure of the workload. Statistical pattern recognition techniques (clustering) offer a powerful tool for
determining whether a natural structure exists in an installation's workload data.
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Data Selection and Outliers

If 60 percent of the jobs are assigned to class A, 25 percent to class B, and 15 percent to class C, the analyst might
assume that the classes provide a good representation of the workload.

Applying the representative hypothesis test could reveal problems. For example, if 30 percent of the jobs use less than 5
CPU seconds and print less than 2,000 lines, then they would be poorly represented by the class A limits. Moreover, their
service characteristics will be much poorer when they are randomly mixed with the larger jobs in class A than they will be
if they are assigned to a class by themselves.

Another problem resulting from arbitrarily established job classes is the specification of a job class limit that bisects a
natural structure in the data. For example, if 15 percent of the jobs normally require between 110 and 130 CPU seconds,
imposing a two-minute limit could force the users of jobs into class B to ensure that they are not canceled at the two-
minute limit. This problem is also identified by the representative hypothesis test since the approximate two CPU minute
jobs are poorly represented by the class B limits.

The characteristics of an installation's job mix are continually evolving. As a result, it is probably unreasonable to apply the
stationary hypothesis test to a job class structure. However, you should examine the job class structure on a quarterly or
semiannual basis.

Both the equivalent job and ad hoc batch approaches to workload characterization discussed here show the problems
that result from using mean values of arbitrarily selected limits. To meet the requirements of the first hypothesis, we must
exploit the natural structure of the workload. Statistical pattern recognition techniques (clustering) offer a powerful tool for
determining whether a natural structure exists in an installation's workload data.

Suggested MICS Input Files

Although you may analyze any of the unsummarized MICS files in the DETAIL timespan, a number of files may
particularly interest you. In the Batch Information Area, they are as follows:

BATJOB
Contains one record for each job

BATPGM
Contains one record for each job step, that is, program

BAT_TS
Contains one record for each TSO session

BAT_ST
Contains one record for each started task

In the TSO Information Area, the following files may interest you:

TSOTSU
Contains one record for each TSO/MON interval in which a user was active

TSOTSI
Contains one record for each command or program executed interactively

In the CICS Information Area, you can create files in the DETAIL timespan that contain one record for each transaction
using the _USRXfff macros. These macros are discussed in CICS Modifying. In the event that you use this option, the
following files may interest you:

CICCSU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by user

CICCAU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by application
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You can also create IMS transaction files in the DETAIL timespan that contain one record for each transaction using the
_USRXfff macros. These macros are discussed in IMS Modifying. In the event that you choose this option, the following
files may interest you:

IMSISU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by user

IMSIAU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by application

Although you can analyze other MICS information areas and files using Workload Characterization, no results have been
published that detail the application of clustering algorithms to other than workload element data.

Requirements

The Data Clustering analysis tool exploits features that utilize Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology.

The exploitation of Neugents technology requires C/C++ runtime features available in the language environment delivered
with z/OS 1.3 and above. If you plan to use MICS product features that rely on Neugents technology, then MICS must be
installed on a z/OS system at level 1.3 or above.

Data Clustering Analysis - Standard Output

Data Clustering using Neugents technology produces reports and simple graphs that describe the original data, show the
clusters that are identified from this data, and analyze the degree of fit with which these clusters characterize the data.

The Data Clustering Analysis produces 5 reports and 2 graphs:

Clustering Input Descriptive Statistics
This report details the characteristics of the variables that are specified as criteria for the clustering analysis.

Cluster Performance Summary
This report consists of three sections: Clustering Execution Options, a summary of the options selected by the analyst for
the study; Cluster Feature Contents, a list of each of elements or features used for clustering, and the boundaries selected
for determining normalcy of the data values; and finally, the Cluster Population Summary, which lists each cluster, its size,
its percent of population, and an index used to indicate relative performance of the cluster.

Cluster Population Summary
his report provides the resource consumption characteristics of each of the clusters. For each cluster, its size and
population are summarized and all clustering and reporting elements are listed, along with their respective usage values.
This report permits you identify resource consumption patterns that may represent performance or capacity problems.

Data Value Exception Detail
This report provides a detail listing of any observation that has one or more clustering elements that are identified as
outliers. The report is sequenced in the same order as is the original MICS files used as input and can be used to further
investigate why certain cases have been identified as outliers and whether or not they actually represent abnormal
situations.

Sparse Cluster Population
his report provides a listing of all clusters that have been identified as 'sparse' and their population contents. A sparse
cluster is defined within this application as one having less than 0.5% of the overall population of the study. For example, if
a sample of 2,000 cases were selected for analysis, then a sparse cluster would contain 10 or fewer observations.

Cluster Index Analysis
This graph depicts a measurement of relative performance for each cluster, by presenting an index calculated by
Neugents technology in terms of the root mean square of the distances of the resource vectors or feature values from the
cluster centroid. The cluster index of each cluster is displayed in either a Block or a horizontal bar chart, depending on
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the number of clusters being presented. This chart permits the analyst to quickly access the overall performance of the
workload characterization effort.

Cluster Population Analysis
This graph depicts the population of the top "n" clusters in a PIE chart, which can be used to understand pictorially how
the study data actually populated the clusters.

Clustering Input Descriptive Statistics Report

The Descriptive Statistics Report provides a summary of the statistics that are calculated for the cluster features. Figure
3-33 illustrates a sample Descriptive Statistics Report.

Figure 3-33. Descriptive Statistics Report

                         Data Clustering Analysis

                   Clustering Input Descriptive Statistics

                         For: Thursday, June 19, 2003

  

       Summary for Total Sample:

   Number of Sample Observations:     2,000

  Feature    Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.       CV

 ________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________   ______

 JOBTCBTM   0:00:00.01     0:40:00.28     0:00:13.14     0:01:42.89     7.83

 JOBEDASD         1.00   1,154,523.00       5,992.30      34,582.08     5.77

  

     Summary for Trimmed Sample:

   Number of Sample Observations:     1,919

  Feature    Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.       CV

 ________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________   ______

 JOBTCBTM   0:00:00.01     0:01:00.81     0:00:03.74     0:00:07.71     2.06

 JOBEDASD         1.00      38,096.00       2,505.00       4,508.48     1.80

 

Note: The report has two sections: one for the original sample randomly taken from the input data; and the other, the
sample data after trimming, using the Sample Trim Limit value that you specify on the Clustering Execution Parameters
Option screen. See the Clustering Execution Options Screen section in Data Clustering Analysis - Component Operation.

The Descriptive Statistics Report contains the following fields:

OBSERVATIONS
The number of observations selected for processing.

FEATURE
The feature name. The feature names that are listed in the report correspond to the features that are specified on the Data
Clustering screen. In Neugents technology, this is also called a "pattern".

MINIMUM
The minimum value observed for the feature in the sample.

MAXIMUM
The maximum value observed for the feature in the sample.

AVERAGE
The average calculated for the feature observations in the sample.

STD DEV
The standard deviation calculated for the feature observations in the sample.

CV
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The coefficient of variation. The CV is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average.

Cluster Performance Summary Report

A sample Cluster Performance Summary report is shown below in Figure 3-34.

Figure 3-34. Cluster Performance Summary report

                               Data Clustering Analysis                    1

                             Cluster Performance Summary

                              For: Monday, June 23, yyyy

  

                            Clustering Execution Options

  

                     Cluster Input Data: SAMPLE

                      Clustering Method: RADIUS

                 Maximum Cluster Radius:  3.0

  

                   Training Sample Size:   2000

                      Sample Trim Limit: 97.5 Pct.

                   Sampling Percentage :  2.5 Pct.

  

           Include Outliers in Clusters: YES

                Include Sparse Clusters: YES

                   Sparse Cluster Limit:  0.5 Pct.

  

              Report Cluster Population: YES

             Report Using Account Codes: YES

                Report Sparse Clusters : YES

             Report Outliers Separately: YES

             Create Cluster Index Graph: YES

                Create Population Graph: YES

  

                    Input CA MICS Files: BATJOB

                     Input Dataset Name: 'COGDA01.AUDIT.BATJOB'

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

  

                              Cluster Feature Contents

  Feature                                                --------Outlier Limits-------

    Name    ------------- Description --------------     Lower        Upper      Cases

  ________  ________________________________________  ____________ ____________ ______

 JOBTCBTM   Job TCB CPU Time                            0:00:00.00   0:01:05.70     50

 JOBEDASD   DASD EXCPS                                        0.00    38,933.00     50

                                                                                ======

                                                                                   100

  Note: A given case may be classified as an outlier more than once if multiple

  analysis elements contain abnormal values. Therefore, the totals in this report

  section will not necessarily agree with those of the Population section

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

  

                               Data Clustering Analysis                    2

                             Cluster Performance Summary

                              For: Monday, June 23, yyyy
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                             Cluster Population Summary

  

 Cluster     Radius     Normal     Outlying        Total         % of       Clustering

                         Obs.        Obs.           Obs.      Population       Index

 _______     ______     ______     ________      _______      __________    __________

       1       0.00          0         14             14            0.70         0.00

       2*      0.82          0          2              2            0.10         0.82

       3*      0.82          0          6              6            0.30         0.51

       4*      1.17          0          2              2            0.10         1.17

       5*      1.20          0          2              2            0.10         1.20

       6*      1.39          4          0              4            0.20         1.01

       7*      1.43          0          3              3            0.15         1.02

       8*      1.50          0          2              2            0.10         1.50

       9*      1.55          0          5              5            0.25         1.22

      10       1.61      1,541          0          1,541           77.05         0.34

      11       1.71         15          0             15            0.75         0.77

      12*      1.86          0          9              9            0.45         1.26

      13*      2.01          0          2              2            0.10         2.01

      14       2.04          4          8             12            0.60         1.19

      15       2.07        129          0            129            6.45         0.95

      16       2.22         12          0             12            0.60         0.80

      17       2.25          0         11             11            0.55         1.69

      18*      2.29          0          2              2            0.10         2.29

      19*      2.45          0          2              2            0.10         2.45

      20*      2.54          0          3              3            0.15         1.99

      21*      2.70          0          2              2            0.10         2.70

      22*      2.71          2          6              8            0.40         1.68

      23       2.72         39          0             39            1.95         1.70

      24       2.83        173          0            173            8.65         0.98

                        ======     ======        =======          ======

                         1,919         81          2,000          100.00

  

 '*' Indicates that the cluster is sparsely populated.

  

  Sparse cluster are defined as having a population that is less than 0.5 %

  of the total population. In this study, the sparse cluster population limit is

  10 cases.

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

 

The Cluster Performance Summary report is presented in three sections as described next:

The first section explains the execution options chosen by the analyst for the study being performed and serves to
document which reports, graphs will be produced.

For an explanation of the executions options and their respective usage, see Exceptions in the individual Product
Analyzer.

The second section of the report presents the feature contents of the clusters, including the limits used to determine
outliers and the number of times (cases) observations were declared as outliers because of a given feature value.

FEATURE NAME
The name of the data element chosen for clustering. This is normally a MICS data element but can be a computed (user
defined) element if required.

DESCRIPTION
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The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition of supplied by the user.

OUTLIER LIMITS
Statistical bounds to determine if a given data value is considered "normal" or represents an abnormal condition. These
values are computed based on the Sample Trim Limit value specified on the Clustering Execution Options screen.

LOWER
Cases (observations) whose value for this feature are less than this value are defined as outliers. Given that most
performance measurement data is positive in scope, the current implementation uses a value of zero for this boundary.

HIGHER
Cases (observations) whose value for this feature are greater than this value are defined as outliers.

CASES
The number of cases (observations) that were declared as outliers because of this feature value.
Note: A given case may be flagged for multiple times and therefore the number of cases presented in this section may
exceed the total number of Outlying observations in the next report section.
A footnote to this affect is printed at the bottom of this report section.
The third report section presents a summary of the size, population and general performance of each cluster.

CLUSTER NUMBER
The cluster number. Cluster numbers are assigned sequentially to the patterns that are identified by the algorithm. Note
that the order in which the clusters are identified is not an indicator of merit.

RADIUS
The geometric distance from the cluster center centroid to the outer boundary of the cluster, expressed in terms of
Standard Deviations. You define the outer limit of this value by supplying the Maximum Cluster Radius value on the
Clustering Execution Options screen.

NORMAL OBS
The count of observations within this cluster where all feature values were found to be "normal" in a statistical sense. In
this implementation, normal feature values are those that are less then the value determined by the Sample Trim Limit.
For example, if the Sample Trim Limit of 97.5%, then all feature values of "normal" clusters would reside below the 97.5
percentile of the sample.

OUTLYING OBS
The count of observations within this cluster where one or more feature values were found to be "outliers" in a statistical
sense. In this implementation, outlying feature values are those that are greater then the value determined by the Sample
Trim Limit. For example, if the Sample Trim Limit of 97.5%, then at least one feature value of "outlying" clusters would
reside above the 97.5 percentile of the sample.

TOTAL OBS
The sum of NORMAL and OUTLYING observations.

% OF POPULATION
The percent of the total sample populations represented by this cluster.

CLUSTERING INDEX
Formally called the Performance Index, this metric was renamed in this implementation to avoid confusion with similar
terms in the z/OS Workload Manager. It is the Root Mean Square of the distances of all cases (observations) within the
cluster and serves as a simple measure of clustering effectiveness. The lower this value, the tighter the fit of the cluster
data. This is not to say that outliers are not present; only that they are not distorting the cluster shape by their presence.
Note: The footnote at the bottom of this report section. It refers to "sparse" clusters and presents the definition and limits
used for determining which clusters are considered "sparse". Sparse clusters are generally populated by outliers and are
often dropped from further analysis after they have been reviewed.

Cluster Population Summary Report

A sample Cluster Population Summary report is shown below in Figure 3-35.
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Figure 3-35. Cluster Population Summary Report

                                                Data Clustering Analysis                                     

          1

                                               Cluster Population Summary

                                              For: Tuesday, June 24, yyyy

  

 _________________________________________________   Cluster:  1   

 ____________________________________________________

  

        Radius: 0.00  Clustering Index:   0.00  Maximum Cluster Radius: 3.0 STDs

   Normal Obs.:         0  0.00%    Observations << 97.5  Pct.

 Outlying Obs.:        14  0.70%    Observations >> 97.5  Pct.

    Total Obs.:        14  0.70%

  

 Cluster Feature Resources

    Feature              Description                      Minimum     Average    Standard     Maximum      

 Total    % of

                                                           Value       Value    Deviation      Value       

 Value   Total

   JOBTCBTM  Job TCB CPU Time                                  25         656         687       2,400      

 9,186   34.96

   JOBEDASD  DASD EXCPS                                     5,103     236,581     298,042   1,154,523  

 3,312,131   27.64

  

 Cluster Report Resources

    Feature              Description                                                                       

 Total    % of

                                                                                                           

 Value   Total

   JOBNLR    Total Logical Writer Records                                                                    

   0    0.00

  

  

 __________________________________________________   Cluster: 10   

 ____________________________________________________

  

        Radius: 1.61  Clustering Index:   0.34  Maximum Cluster Radius: 3.0 STDs

   Normal Obs.:     1,541 77.05%    Observations << 97.5  Pct.

 Outlying Obs.:         0  0.00%    Observations >> 97.5  Pct.

    Total Obs.:     1,541 77.05%

  

 Cluster Feature Resources

    Feature              Description                      Minimum     Average    Standard     Maximum      

 Total    % of

                                                           Value       Value    Deviation      Value       

 Value   Total

   JOBTCBTM  Job TCB CPU Time                                   0           1           2          14      

 1,873    7.13

   JOBEDASD  DASD EXCPS                                         1         914       1,155       6,523  

 1,408,821   11.76

  

 Cluster Report Resources
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    Feature              Description                                                                       

 Total    % of

                                                                                                           

 Value   Total

   JOBNLR    Total Logical Writer Records                                                                 

 19,968   99.56

  

                                          Sparse Clusters Have Been Excluded

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

                                                Data Clustering Analysis

                                               Cluster Population Summary

  

                                               For: Monday, June 23, yyyy

  

 The following clusters were determined to be 'sparse' in

 their population and have been excluded from processing.

  

   Cluster:       Population

  

      2             2

      3             6

      4             2

      5             2

      6             4

      7             3

      8             2

      9             5

     12             9

     13             2

     18             2

     19             2

     20             3

     21             2

     22             8

 

CLUSTER NUMBER
Cluster numbers are assigned sequentially to the patterns that are identified by the algorithm. Note that the order in which
the clusters are identified is not an indicator of merit.

RADIUS
The geometric distance from the cluster center centroid to the outer boundary of the cluster, expressed in terms of
Standard Deviations. The outer limit of this value is defined by the user as the Maximum Cluster Radius value on the
Clustering Execution Parameters screen.

CLUSTERING INDEX
Formally called the Performance Index, this metric was renamed in this implementation to avoid confusion with similar
terms in the z/OS Workload Manager. It is the Root Mean Square of the distances of all cases (observations) within the
cluster and serves as a simple measure of clustering effectiveness. The lower this value, the tighter the fit of the cluster
data. This is not to say that outliers are not present; only that they are not distorting the cluster shape by their presence.

MAXIMUM CLUSTER RADIUS
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The maximum size of any cluster in the study under consideration, expressed in terms of standard deviations. This value
is specified by the analyst on the Execution Options for Neugents Technology panel (PERG900U) and is presented here
for documenting the cluster definitions.

NORMAL OBS
The count of observations within this cluster where all feature values were found to be "normal" in a statistical sense. In
this implementation, normal feature values are those that are less then the value determined by the Sample Trim Limit.
For example, if the Sample Trim Limit of 97.5%, then all feature values of "normal" clusters would reside below the 97.5
percentile of the sample.

OUTLYING OBS
The count of observations within this cluster where one or more feature values were found to be "outliers" in a statistical
sense. In this implementation, outlying feature values are those that are greater then the value determined by the Sample
Trim Limit. For example, if the Sample Trim Limit of 97.5%, then at least one feature value of "outlying" clusters would
reside above the 97.5 percentile of the sample.

TOTAL OBS
The sum of NORMAL and OUTLYING observations.

Cluster Feature Resources:

For each feature (clustering element) that you define on the Clustering Executions Options screen, a separate line will be
generated under the Cluster Feature Resources entry on the report, and will contain the following elements:

FEATURE
The name of the data element chosen for clustering. This is normally a MICS data element but can be a computed (user
defined) element if required.

DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition of supplied by the user.

MINIMUM VALUE
The minimum of all values for this feature within this cluster.

AVERAGE VALUE
The average of all values for this feature within this cluster. This value approximates the centroid value for this feature and
is also referred to as the feature mean.

STANDARD DEVIATION
The standard deviation of all values for this feature within this cluster.

MAXIMUM VALUE
The maximum of all values for this feature within this cluster. This value approximates the outer boundary value for this
feature.

TOTAL VALUE
The sum of all values for this feature within this cluster.

% OF TOTAL
The percentage of the sum of this feature's values for this cluster compared to the sum for the entire sample population.
For example, in the report above, the JOBTCBTM represented by cluster 1 is nearly 35% of the JOBTCBTM for the entire
sample.

Cluster Report Resources:

For each feature (reporting element) that you define on the Clustering Executions Options screen, a separate line will be
generated under the Cluster Report Resources entry on the report, and will contain the following elements:

FEATURE
The name of the data element chosen for clustering. This is normally a MICS data element but can be a computed (user
defined) element if required.
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DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition of supplied by the user.

TOTAL VALUE
The sum of all values for this feature within this cluster. This value represents the total of this reporting element for this
cluster.

% OF TOTAL
The percentage of the sum of this feature's values for this cluster compared to the sum for the entire sample population.
For example, in the report above, the JOBNLR represented by cluster 1 is 0% of the JOBNLR for the entire sample.
If the INCLUDE SPARSE CLUSTERS option on the clustering Execution Options screen has been set to "Yes", a page of
the report will contain a listing of all excluded clusters and their populations.
The following fields are presented in this section:

CLUSTER NUMBER
Cluster numbers are assigned sequentially to the patterns that are identified by the algorithm. Note that the order in which
the clusters are identified is not an indicator of merit.

POPULATION
The population of each excluded cluster.

Data Value Exception Detail Report

This is a simple listing of any observation that contains one or more outlying data values.

The application will determine the key sequence structure of the input file, modify the key structure to remove date
and time key values except for the End Timestamp, and present the listing using the modified key sequence. You can
optionally exclude the MICS account codes from the reports by specifying a value of "NO" to the REPORT USING
ACCOUNT FIELDS option on the Clustering Execution Options screen. This report can be used to verify that the outliers
are truly exceptional, and not merely unusual workloads.

Note that each outlying clustering data value is flagged with an "*". This allows you to identify outliers in the data and
understand which elements(s) contained abnormal data values.

A sample Data Value Exception Detail report is shown below in Figure 3-36.

Figure 3-36. Data Value Exception Detail report

                                         Data Clustering Analysis

                                        Data Value Exception Detail

                                         For: Monday, June 23, yyyy

  

                                Listing of Observations With Outlier Values

  

   System                                 Job       Job                Job TCB CPU

 Identifier DIVISION DEPARTMENT RESERVED Group Identification   End Time Stamp            Time    DASD EXCPS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    XAL1      BNK      01622    ********     7    FCSBK150    07NOVyy:10:08:53.48   0:01:49.84*       65,053*

              DEV      01056    ********     7    LTSIPCSX    14NOVyy:17:54:24.33   0:40:00.28*      354,840*

                       01060    ********     5    CYGIPCS     12NOVyy:10:46:57.98   0:01:41.88*      178,301*

                       01062    ********     0    BEAMA05M    07NOVyy:13:30:34.99   0:00:06.64        90,943*

                                             5    IQBAM02D    06NOVyy:13:50:11.44   0:02:10.87*       34,038

                                                  JONCA04B    12NOVyy:15:43:33.43   0:03:32.57*        2,879

                                                              12NOVyy:15:55:19.91   0:01:10.59*        2,702

                                                              12NOVyy:16:10:50.76   0:01:14.38*        2,661

                                                  JONCA043    14NOVyy:12:03:07.41   0:00:24.55       126,664*

                                             7    DIXPA02D    15NOVyy:10:46:48.50   0:01:17.18*       15,968
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                                                              15NOVyy:13:30:36.48   0:01:14.50*       15,781

                                                  JSIEXTR     11NOVyy:14:33:57.06   0:00:03.56        48,436*

                                                  WYKCH01D    11NOVyy:15:27:19.09   0:02:15.77*       25,010

                                                              12NOVyy:10:24:31.11   0:01:23.27*       26,935

                       01064    ********     3    MANDA06L    04NOVyy:14:41:52.90   0:00:16.10        46,024*

                                                  MANDA06M    04NOVyy:14:42:19.03   0:00:16.12        46,024*

                       01076    ********     0    JERMI01L    11NOVyy:15:31:18.24   0:00:02.36        42,283*

                                                              11NOVyy:15:34:53.13   0:00:02.16        39,770*

                                                  JERMI01M    11NOVyy:17:08:46.41   0:00:02.49        44,844*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:16:02.77   0:00:02.85        51,817*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:25:56.11   0:00:02.38        44,865*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:46:16.77   0:00:02.12        42,335*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:49:34.96   0:00:04.81       101,604*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:51:30.57   0:00:02.46        48,545*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:53:40.22   0:00:04.31        89,564*

                                                              11NOVyy:17:55:53.45   0:00:02.67        53,444*

                                                              12NOVyy:12:58:13.85   0:00:02.91        50,464*

                                             7    FEESE01Y    07NOVyy:15:09:18.12   0:00:31.65        43,576*

                                                              07NOVyy:15:34:08.89   0:00:59.88        79,414*

                                                              15NOVyy:11:34:19.60   0:00:33.91        45,279*

                       01266    ********     7    HENRO04Q    15NOVyy:11:00:52.65   0:00:05.13        95,660*

              GIS      00045    ********     0    A02ICST3    12NOVyy:11:11:59.69   0:01:31.50*        9,099

                                                  MPIRSADT    08NOVyy:17:22:57.44   0:01:37.44*        5,808

                                                  TCWFAST$    11NOVyy:11:23:34.38   0:00:17.46        99,448*

                                                              11NOVyy:11:50:11.47   0:00:19.64       156,990*

                                                  TESTXCBK    14NOVyy:11:47:28.60   0:03:38.29*       10,763

                                                  TOPCDEVL    06NOVyy:17:18:56.79   0:07:28.57*       47,494*

                                                  TOPCDEV2    08NOVyy:09:51:53.06   0:05:40.66*      148,789*

                                                              08NOVyy:11:42:22.55   0:01:40.63*        7,267

                                                              08NOVyy:13:41:37.00   0:01:38.81*        7,179

                                                              08NOVyy:13:49:04.83   0:01:33.66*        7,094

                                                  TOPCQAQA    12NOVyy:10:05:58.65   0:03:00.82*       14,794

                                                              14NOVyy:18:24:00.78   0:01:44.87*       25,197

                                                  TOPDDEV2    13NOVyy:10:25:47.61   0:20:52.34*      538,224*

                                                  TOPDQAQA    06NOVyy:11:35:54.43   0:17:50.60*    1,154,523*

                                                  WKBKVM82    04NOVyy:12:20:36.27   0:21:08.57*      225,024*

                                                  WKBKVM83    04NOVyy:18:11:15.80   0:23:50.50*      230,790*

                                                  WKBKVM84    11NOVyy:10:52:19.66   0:20:15.46*      220,572*

                                                  WKBKVM85    11NOVyy:12:50:10.33   0:25:27.51*      220,572*

  

                           Note: '*' Indicates that the data value is an outlier

 

The Data Value Exception report is dynamically built and does not have a fixed format. The first 'n' columns of the report
contain the sequence fields of the MICS file used for analysis. These fields are documented in the MICS Data Dictionary.
The remaining elements are the ones that you specify on the Data Clustering screen as clustering elements. If these are
MICS data elements, which is the typical case, then their definitions and usage data can be located in the MICS Data
Dictionary as well.
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Sparse Cluster Population Report

This is a listing of all clusters that have been defined as "sparse". Sparse clusters are by definition those clusters having
less than 0.5% of the population of the sample. Generally, these clusters contain outliers but may also contain normal
cases.

The application will determine the key sequence structure of the input file, modify the key structure to remove date
and time key values except for the End Timestamp, and present the listing using the modified key sequence. You can
optionally exclude the MICS account codes from the reports by specifying a value of "NO" on the REPORT USING
ACCOUNT FIELDS option on the Clustering Execution Options screen. This report can be used to verify that the sparse
clusters are truly exceptional cases, not merely unusual cases.

Note that each outlying clustering data value is flagged with an "*". This allows you to identify outliers in the data, and
understand which elements(s) contain abnormal data values.

A sample Sparse Cluster Population report is shown below in Figure 3-37.

Figure 3-37. Sparse Cluster Population report

                                          Sparse Cluster Population Report

                                             For: Monday, June 23, yyyy

                                       Listing of Observations Within Cluster

  

 Cluster   System                                 Job       Job                            Job TCB CPU

  Number Identifier DIVISION DEPARTMENT RESERVED Group Identification End Time Stamp            Time      DASD

 EXCPS

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       2    XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5    MPGLAUDT    07NOV02:11:39:02.05   0:02:06.60*      

  7,340

            XAL1      GIS      02046    ********     0    T1PR2NEW    13NOV02:17:37:26.57   0:02:09.01*      

    108

  

       3    XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    A02ICST3    12NOV02:11:11:59.69   0:01:31.50*      

  9,099

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    MPIRSADT    08NOV02:17:22:57.44   0:01:37.44*      

  5,808

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    TOPCDEV2    08NOV02:11:42:22.55   0:01:40.63*      

  7,267

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    TOPCDEV2    08NOV02:13:49:04.83   0:01:33.66*      

  7,094

            XAL1      UNK       UNK     ********     0    CACMPQA     14NOV02:10:09:47.07   0:01:41.14*      

  8,383

  

       4    XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5    MPMINAS     14NOV02:16:45:15.65   0:00:35.54       

 70,439*

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5    MPMIPACE    14NOV02:10:30:56.85   0:00:40.26       

 80,646*

  

       5    XAL1      DEV      01076    ********     7    FEESE01Y    07NOV02:15:34:08.89   0:00:59.88       

 79,414*

            XAL1      GIS      02045    ********     0    BEHMAMDB    11NOV02:15:08:03.50   0:01:18.45*      

 79,294*

  

       6    XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     5    MCCTI03H    07NOV02:14:32:14.63   0:00:34.83       

 23,429
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            XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     7    DIXPA02M    15NOV02:15:35:10.77   0:00:42.85       

 26,409

            XAL1      GIS      02045    ********     0    BEHMAMDB    11NOV02:15:31:53.21   0:00:27.57       

 27,384

            XAL1      GIS      02045    ********     0    BEHMAMEN    11NOV02:14:52:19.61   0:00:24.20       

 23,585

  

       7    XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    TCWFAST$    11NOV02:11:50:11.47   0:00:19.64      

 156,990*

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5    STARLOAD    13NOV02:15:58:32.57   0:00:28.49      

 148,507*

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5    STARLOAD    13NOV02:16:26:38.42   0:00:26.74      

 148,503*

  

       8    XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    WKBKVM85    11NOV02:12:50:10.33   0:25:27.51*     

 220,572*

            XAL1      GIS      02046    ********     7    MELRI01B    07NOV02:18:12:06.64   0:25:34.91*     

 233,415*

  

       9    XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     0    BEAMA05M    07NOV02:13:30:34.99   0:00:06.64       

 90,943*

            XAL1      DEV      01076    ********     0    JERMI01M    11NOV02:17:49:34.96   0:00:04.81      

 101,604*

            XAL1      DEV      01076    ********     0    JERMI01M    11NOV02:17:53:40.22   0:00:04.31       

 89,564*

            XAL1      DEV      01266    ********     7    HENRO04Q    15NOV02:11:00:52.65   0:00:05.13       

 95,660*

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     0    TCWFAST$    11NOV02:11:23:34.38   0:00:17.46       

 99,448*

  

      12    XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     5    JONCA04B    12NOV02:15:55:19.91   0:01:10.59*      

  2,702

            XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     5    JONCA04B    12NOV02:16:10:50.76   0:01:14.38*      

  2,661

            XAL1      DEV      01062    ********     7    DIXPA02D    15NOV02:10:46:48.50   0:01:17.18*      

 15,968

            XAL1      GIS      00045    ********     5     VRPDIV     08NOV02:17:27:14.42   0:01:23.85*      

  9,966

            XAL1      GIS      02046    ********     0    FAIRSCAN    07NOV02:11:39:42.42   0:01:14.27*      

 13,231

            XAL1      GIS      02046    ********     0    FAIRSCAN    08NOV02:14:40:26.10   0:01:13.71*      

 13,234

            XAL1      UNK       UNK     ********     0    DBTNGFR2    14NOV02:09:26:28.85   0:01:12.29*      

  5,774

            XAL1      UNK       UNK     ********     0    T1CAPS2     11NOV02:09:07:14.75   0:01:21.77*      

 15,217

  

      13    XAL1      DEV      01060    ********     5    CYGIPCS     12NOV02:10:46:57.98   0:01:41.88*     

 178,301*

            XAL1      SPT      04733    ********     5    BEEST02U    08NOV02:11:58:26.55   0:02:11.93*     

 173,919*

 Note: '*' Indicates that the data value is an outlier
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The Sparse Cluster Population report is dynamically built, and does not have a fixed format. The first 'n' columns of the
report contain the sequence fields of the MICS file used for analysis. These fields are documented in the MICS Data
Dictionary. You specify the remaining elements on the Data Clustering screen as clustering elements. If these are MICS
data elements, which is the typical case, then their definitions and usage data can be found in the MICS Data Dictionary
as well.

Cluster Index Analysis Graph

This graph uses two different formats, depending on data volumes and the print line size specified in the MICF options:

• BLOCK chart
• Horizontal bar (HBAR chart)

In either case, one entry is made for each cluster selected and the clustering index value is displayed.

Figure 3-38. Cluster Index Analysis graph

                                            Data Clustering Analysis

                                             Cluster Index Analysis

                                           For: Monday, June 23, 2003

  

                             Analysis Performed Using Variables: JOBTCBTM JOBEDASD

  

 Cluster Number                                                                                  Cluster Index

                                                                                                           Sum

           |

       1   |                                                                                              0.00

           |

      10   |*****************                                                                             0.34

           |

      11   |***************************************                                                       0.77

           |

      14   |************************************************************                                  1.19

           |

      15   |***********************************************                                               0.95

           |

      16   |****************************************                                                      0.80

           |

      17   |*************************************************************************************         1.69

           |

      23   |*************************************************************************************         1.70

           |

      24   |*************************************************                                             0.98

           |

           -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

               0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70

  

                  Cluster Index. Sparse Clusters Have Been Excluded

 

The clustering index value is the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the distances of all feature values within the cluster. As
stated previously, this is a relative measurement of cluster performance and "goodness of fit" of the data, with respect to
the cluster centroid values. A lower value represents a better performing cluster, indicating more tightly formed clusters
and fewer outlying values.
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This graph is a simple, yet effective to quickly evaluate the overall performance of the clustering operation and can be
used to communicate this performance to non-technical personnel.

Cluster Population Analysis graph

Cluster Population Analysis is a PIE chart depicting the populations of the top 'n' clusters, where 'n' depends on the printer
linesize and pagesize specifications, and the distribution of data values within the sample. For example, the number of
'slices' of the PIE chart may be reduced if one slice is larger than the remaining slices.

Figure 3-39. Cluster Population Analysis graph

                   Data Clustering Analysis

                  Cluster Population Analysis

                  For: Monday, June 23, yyyy

  

    Analysis Performed Using Variables: JOBTCBTM JOBEDASD

  

  

  

                        *************

                   *****             *****

                ***                       ***

              **                             **

            **                                 **

          **                                     **

      10 *                                         *

        *                                           *

      **                                             **

      *                                               *

     *           1541                                  *

    **          79.19%                                 **

    *                                                   *

    *                                                   *

   **                                                   **

   *                                                     *

   *                          +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . *

   *                             . ..          103       *

   **                          ...    .. .    5.29%     **

    *                          .  .        .. .         *  Other

    *                           .  .           . ..     *

    **                          .   ..              . .**

     *                           .    .    173         *

      *                          .     .  8.89%       *

      **                         .      .            **

        *                         .  129  ..        *

          *                        . 6.63%   .      *  24

           **                       .         .   **

             **                     .          .**

               **                    .        **

                 ***                 ..    ***

                    *****             *****  15

                         *************
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              Sparse Clusters Have Been Excluded

 

This chart provides a simple, yet effective way of presenting the population distribution of the study data in a high-level
summary.

Data Clustering Analysis - Analytic Technique Tutorial

This section discusses general Data Clustering methodology. While this is not a complete discussion of the topic, it does
provide an introduction to the statistical techniques employed by the Neugents technology in this process. The tutorials
presented in this section concentrate on the following topics.

Clustering Algorithms

Although there are a wide variety of statistical algorithms that you can use to develop clusters, one of the simplest and
most popular algorithms is the K-means algorithm (MAC67). A hybrid of both the hierarchical and the K-means algorithm
is employed within Neugents technology for clustering operations.

To understand how clustering algorithms work, you must understand the following definitions.

Resource Vector
An n-tuple of measurements selected to describe a workload element. For example, you might choose to describe jobs
in terms of the three distinct measurements: CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts. Each job would then be represented
by a 3-tuple (CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts). This is also sometimes referred to as a usage vector, or simply a
vector. Neugents technology uses the term "pattern" when describing such a set of related measurements.

Feature
A component of a resource vector. In the above example, CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts are the three features of
resource vectors describing the workload element, job.

Space
The n-dimensional coordinate system in which resource vectors are defined.

Feature Mean
The mean of all values of a given feature taken over a set of resources.

Feature Variance
The variance (that is, the standard deviations squared) associated with the distribution of values of a given feature, taken
over a set of resource vectors. Note that the feature with the greatest variance defines the longest coordinate axis of the
space.

Centroid
The geometric center of the set of all resource vectors contained in a space. The location of the centroid is defined by an
n-feature vector. Its component values are the feature means of the resource vectors in the space.

Cluster
A set of resource vectors in a given space plus their centroid.
Note:The centroid of a set of vectors need not be one of the original vectors in the space.

Geometric Distance
The distance between any two points (that is, resource vectors) in a given space. It is calculated by squaring the
difference between the points (that is, the feature values) for each feature, summing the squares over all features, and
taking the square root of the resulting sum. The formula for a two-dimension geometric distance is better known as the
Pythagorean theorem. A formula for calculating geometric distance is presented in the following first equation.

Radius
The greatest geometric distance between a centroid and any of its associated resource vectors.
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Relative Position
The ratio of the geometric distance between a given resource vector or pattern and the radius of the cluster expressed as
a value from 0.00 to 1.00. The lower the value of the relative position, the closer the particular resource vector or pattern is
to the cluster center.

Objective Radius
An externally defined parameter that specifies a maximum desired radius for clusters identified by a clustering algorithm.

Splitting
The partitioning of a space into two smaller spaces. A space is split in half along the axis of greatest variance. A clustering
algorithm will continue to split resource vector spaces as long as the radius of any cluster in the partition is greater than
the specified objective radius.
Consider the following two-dimensional clustering example. Fifteen resource vectors were selected for the example. They
are shown in the following table:

               VECTOR NUM.       X       Y

               ===========     =====   =====

                    1            1       1

                    2            2       1

                    3            3       1

                    4            3       8

                    5            4       7

                    6            4       8

                    7            4       9

                    8            5       8

                    9            8       4

                   10            9       3

                   11            9       4

                   12            9       5

                   13           10       4

                   14           10       8

                   15           11       8

 

Note: The range of values selected for the two features in this example are similar. This avoids the problems that are
introduced by scaling considerations. Scaling is discussed in the Scaling section. The objective radius for this example is
1.

A plot of the resource vectors is shown in Figure 3-40. The resource vectors are represented by asterisks (*) and the
centroid of the space is represented by a pound sign (#).

Figure 3-40. Initial Space

    10 |

       |

     9 |               *

       |

     8 |           *   *   *                   *   *

       |

     7 |               *

       |

     6 |

       |

 Y   5 |                        #          *

       |

     4 |                               *   *   *
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       |

     3 |                                   *

       |

     2 |

       |

     1 |   *   *   *

       |

     0 +------------------------------------------------

           1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12

                                X

 

The first step in the solution process is to calculate the feature means, variances, and radius for the space. (The centroid
is defined by the feature means.) The calculated values are as follows:

                     CENTROID

 SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

 =====   =========   ========   ========   ======

  all        X         6.13       11.41      6.67

             Y         5.27        8.50

 

As mentioned previously, the radius of the space is calculated using the geometric distance equation. This equation states
that the distance, D, between the centroid of the k-th cluster, C(k), and the i-th resource vector, R(i), is equal to the square
root of the sum of the squares of their feature differences. The general form of the geometric distance equation is shown
in Equation 1, where j is the feature number index.

               _                             _

              |       _                    _  | 1/2

              |    n |                    2 | |

          D = | SUM  | ( C(k,j) - R(i,j) )  | |        (Eqn 1)

              |  j=1 |_                    _| |

              |_                             _|

 

For example, the farthest resource vector from the centroid of the space shown in Figure 3-40 is the resource vector at
(1,1). The calculation of the distance between the resource vector and the centroid is shown in Equation 2.

               _                         _

              |           2             2 | 1/2

          D = | (6.13-1.0)  + (5.27-1.0)  |            (Eqn 2)

              |_                         _|

               _             _

              |               | 1/2

          D = | 26.32 + 18.23 |      =  6.67

              |_             _|

 

As shown in the previous table, the variance in the X direction is 11.4 and the variance in the Y direction is 8.50. Since
the radius of the space is greater than the objective radius, the space is split at the centroid along the axis of greatest
variance. This results in two spaces, A and B, as is shown in Figure 3-41.

Figure 3-41. First Split

    10 |

       |   A                    |   B

     9 |               *        |
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       |                        |

     8 |           *   *   *    |              *   *

       |                        |

     7 |               *        |

       |                        |

     6 |                        |

       |            #           |            #

 Y   5 |                        |          *

       |                        |

     4 |                        |      *   *   *

       |                        |

     3 |                        |          *

       |                        |

     2 |                        |

       |                        |

     1 |   *   *   *            |

       |

     0 +------------------------------------------------

           1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12

                               X

 

The characteristics of the two spaces resulting from the split are shown in the following table.

                     CENTROID

 SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

 =====   =========   ========   ========   ======

   A         X         3.25        2.70      4.92

             Y         5.38       13.41

  

   B         X         9.33        1.07      3.31

             Y         5.14        4.14

 

Once again, the radii of the spaces are greater than the objective radius. Hence, each of the spaces is split along the axis
of greatest variance. This results in four spaces, A, B, C, and D, as shown in Figure 3-42.

Note: In spaces A, C, and D the centroids happen to coincide with a resource vector.

Figure 3-42. Second Split

    10 |

       |   A                    |   B

     9 |              *         |

       |                        |

     8 |          *   #   *     |              * # *

       |                        |

     7 |              *         |

       |                        |

     6 |                        |

       | ---------------------- | ---------------------

 Y   5 |                        |          *

       |   C                    | D

     4 |                        |      *   #   *

       |                        |
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     3 |                        |          *

       |                        |

     2 |                        |

       |                        |

     1 |   *   #   *            |

       |

     0 +------------------------------------------------

           1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12

                                X

 

The characteristics of the four spaces resulting from the split are shown in the following table.

                     CENTROID

 SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

 =====   =========   ========   ========   ======

   A         X          4.0        0.50      1.0

             Y          8.0        0.50

  

   B         X         10.5        0.50      0.5

             Y          8.0        0.00

  

   C         X          2.0        1.00      1.0

             Y          1.0        0.00

  

   D         X          9.0        0.50      1.0

             Y          4.0        0.50

 

Since all of the radii are less than or equal to the objective radii, a solution for the space introduced in Figure 3-42 has
been developed. Although this problem is very simplistic, it illustrates the concepts of the K-mean algorithm.

Thus, four clusters have been identified that represent the 15 resource vectors in the space. Although the actual
implementation of the clustering algorithm is somewhat more complex, the same principles apply when thousands of
workload elements are analyzed with the program.

Scaling

One problem that is introduced by the use of statistical clustering algorithms is scaling. In the clustering example
discussed in the previous section, a similar numerical range for the X and Y variables was selected. Unfortunately, actual
workload data presents a much wider range of values.

Consider the problem of developing job classes. The job classes in this example are based on CPU minutes and print
lines. The maximum value observed for CPU minutes would be far less than 1,000 minutes, while the likelihood of printing
more than 1,000 lines is very high. If the differences in these features are squared in the geometric distance equation, the
number of CPU minutes used by a job would appear to be insignificant. Therefore, the variables must be scaled prior to
the clustering process so that relative differences between the features have a similar influence on the geometric distance
calculation.

Neugents technology for clustering operations uses a simple unit scaling technique described next.

Unit Scaling

Unit scaling is a simple technique for solving the problems introduced by the different range of values associated with
each of the resource vector's features. Most simply stated, unit scaling maps the range of values associated with each
feature into the range 0 to 1 (AGR76). Equation 3 details this mapping.
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                   x  - x

                    i    min

           s  = ---------------                        (Eqn 3)

            i     x    - x

                   max    min

  

           where: s     is the scaled value of x

                   i                            i

  

                  x     is i-th observation of the x feature

                   i

  

                  x     is the minimum of all x

                   min                         i

  

                  x     is the maximum of all x

                   max                         i

 

A modified version of UNIT scaling is currently used within Neugents technology whereby data values are scaled internally
to a range of -1 to +1.

The potentially poor representation of outliers is one of the primary concerns in the selection of features for the clustering
process. Criteria for selecting features for clustering are discussed in the Data Selection and Outliers section in PER Data
Clustering Analysis.

Algorithm Implementation

The Data Clustering program is comprised of these major steps:

1. Select data elements (features) from the MICS file based on user input.
2. Execute Neugents technology training phase, which examines the input data and builds a set of clusters using its own

proprietary techniques.
3. Neugents technology then executes the "consulting" phase, where all observations (patterns) are consulted against

the trained model and each observation or pattern is assigned to its final cluster. Outliers are marginally assigned
during this process.

4. Clustered data, along with model performance statistics are returned to the user.

The first step in the program is the selection of the user-specified elements from a MICS database file. The file and
database elements (features) are specified with parameters on the Data Clustering screen. The control parameters are
discussed in the sections that follow.

The second step is to perform the training phase, in a manner not unlike that done in the Workload Forecasting. A model
of clusters is produced from the input data using an iterative process involving a combination of hierarchical and "k-
means" methods. The actual process involved is proprietary but permits accurate and rapid cluster creation. A Relative
Position value is calculated for each observation or pattern in the manner previously described for cluster evaluation
purposes, and the model is then ready for the final phase.

During the next phase, the input data is reprocessed and "consulted" against the trained model. Each observation is now
assigned to a permanent cluster and any outliers are marginally assigned, meaning they are put with a cluster that best
describes the vector data contents.

Lastly, the final clustered data, along with model performance statistics is made available to the Data Clustering
application.
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Data Clustering Analysis - Component Operation

This section describes the screens and parameters you can use to control data clustering. The control parameters let you
define the MICS file you want to use as input, the time periods you want to specify, and the variables you want to use in
the clustering process. Each of the control screens is discussed in the following sections.

Data Clustering Screen

Figure 3-43. Data Clustering Screen

 ----------------------------  Data  Clustering  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CLUCIO - Data Clustering

  

 CA MICS file ===>  -

 Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> __ - __

 Data base ===> _            _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)

  

 Analysis based on       ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

                              ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

 Report for each cluster ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

                              ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

   Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

   SYSID        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

  

 Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)

 

The Data Clustering screen contains the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file that contains the data elements that you wish to include in your workload characterization analysis. If you
are uncertain of the correct file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your
installation.

Cycle(s)
The cycle or cycles of the input file that are used in the analysis. For most installations, there is one cycle of DETAIL data
for each day. You may specify a maximum of 21 cycles.

Database
The database unit identifier(s)(up to five units) that contain the specified MICS file. An eight-character database unit name
is displayed after you specify this identifier. If you are uncertain of which database unit the file resides in, type a question
mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your installation.

Analysis based on
The features (data elements) that are analyzed by the clustering procedure. You can define a maximum of ten features.
Cluster variables must be numeric. These data elements may either be MICS data elements or non-MICS data elements.
If you specify non-MICS data elements, you must provide the SAS code to derive them via the exit available on the
Extended Options Menu, Figure 3-48.
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Report for each cluster:
The data elements that will be detailed in the Resource Consumption by Cluster Reports (see Cluster Population
Summary Report in Data Clustering Analysis - Standard Output). At a minimum, you will generally want to specify all of
the data elements specified for the Analysis based on the parameter. In addition, you can specify other numeric data
elements that you might find informative in the reports. For example, clusters for a job class study might be developed
using CPU time, tape mounts, and print lines as features. You might also wish to report on tape EXCPs, tape drive
occupied hours, disk EXCPS, and average elapsed time of the jobs assigned to the clusters.
A maximum of ten report variable names can be specified. Report variables must be numeric. These data elements may
be either MICS data elements or non-MICS data elements. If non-MICS data elements are specified, you must provide the
SAS code to derive them via the exit available on the Extended Options Menu.

Date selection
The selection criteria for Date, Hour, Zone, and SYSID to subset the data you are examining. You must enter date values
in the ddmonyy format.
SYSID The system identification number. If SYSID is not specified, data from all systems will be invalid in the analysis.

Specify extended options
The specification for selecting extended options. Select this option if you wish to specify additional parameters.

Extended Options Menu

Typing a Y at the "Specify extended options" prompt on the Data Clustering screen displays the Extended Options Menu
shown in Figure 3-44.

Figure 3-44. Extended Options Menu

 ------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

  

 Specify global data selection exit                   ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit     ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                         ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save selected input observations                     ===> N (Y/N/R)

 |Save cluster output observations                     ===> N (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify data filtering parameters                    ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify clustering execution options                 ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Define report description element names              ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

You can select any of the options available on this screen by typing a Y (YES) at any of the prompts. Typing an R
(RESET) resets the option and nullifies any specifications you made for that option.

A description of the Extended Options unique to the Data Clustering query follow. For a description of the Extended
Options Menus, see Specifying Common Extended Options in PER Performance Manager Analysis Inquiries.

Save Cluster Output Observations Screen

Figure 3-45. Save Cluster Output Observations Screen

 -------------------  Save Cluster Output Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>
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 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name         ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________ 

 

Data Clustering has the ability to save the SAS cluster observations from the SAS clustering program to external files for
additional processing. The Save Cluster Output Observations screen allows you to specify the SAS data set and the name
of the SAS file to which the cluster observations are to be written. Note that the SAS data set must already be created.

Data Filtering Options Screen

Figure 3-46. Data Filtering Parameters Screen

 ------- Data Filtering Options for Neugents Technology --------- ROW 1 OF 5

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

   Please enter the names of elements that should be checked for zero

   values. Observations with elements specified below that contain zero

   values will be subsequently discarded from further processing.

  

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)              Warning

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------    --------

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

 

This screen allows you to specify deletion for any input observation that has a zero or missing value for a specified data
element name when it is read from the MICS database. For example, in a job class study you might wish to delete the
observations for any jobs whose TCB CPU time is zero or missing. To do so, you would code JOBTCBTM in the Element
field of the display table at the bottom of the screen. You can specify only numeric variables. To obtain additional lines,
enter an I in the Cmd column of any row in the display portion of the screen.

Clustering Execution Options Screen

Figure 3-47. Clustering Executions Options Screen

 -------- Execution Options for Neugents Technology ---------- ROW 1 OF 5    

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering 

  

         Clustering Input Data  ===> SAMPLE     (SAMPLE/POPULATION)

             Clustering Method  ===> RADIUS     (RADIUS/CLUSTERS)

        Maximum Cluster Radius  ===> 3.0        (1.0-3.5) If RADIUS Specified 
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     Target Number of Clusters  ===>            (03-64)   If CLUSTER Specified

          Training Sample Size  ===> 2000       (nnnnnn/ALL)

             Sample Trim Limit  ===> 02.5       (0.00-99.9)  Default: 2.5 Pct.

  

  Include Outliers in Clusters  ===> YES        (YES/NO)  Trim 02.5 Pct.

       Include Sparse Clusters  ===> YES        (YES/NO)  LT 0.5 Pct. of Obs.

  

     Report Cluster Population  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

   Report Using Account Fields  ===> YES        (YES/NO)

    Report Outliers Separately  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

        Report Sparse Clusters  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

    Create Cluster Index Graph  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

       Create Population Graph  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

 

This screen is used to enter the execution options for the clustering process and contains the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file that contains the data elements that you wish to include in your data clustering analysis. If you are uncertain
of the correct file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your installation.

Clustering Input Data
Either SAMPLE or POPULATION, default is SAMPLE. This parameter informs the application to select either a SAMPLE
of the input data, or to use the entire POPULATION for processing.

Clustering Method:
Either RADIUS or CLUSTER, default value is RADIUS. The clustering operation will be controlled by this option. If
RADIUS is specified, then clustering will be limited to a certain cluster size or RADIUS. If CLUSTER is chosen, then
clustering will produce only a certain number of clusters, but the clusters will vary more in size and can be quite large in
scope.
Maximum A range from 1.0 to 3.5, with a default value of 3.0. The maximum size of the largest cluster to be formed,
specified in terms of standard deviations. Clustering will stop once any cluster exceeds this value. Use of this option will
cause more clusters to be formed but will generally result in a better 'fit' of the data.

Target Number of Clusters
If CLUSTER is specified for the Clustering Method, then a number from 3 to 64 must be entered here, with a default value
being 8. This is the number of clusters that will be produced in a particular execution. This option is useful when using
clustering as a data analysis tool where you might want to simply partition the data into heterogeneous groups, but are not
concerned about the size or exact content of the clusters.

Training Sample Size
A numeric value up to 999,999 or the word 'ALL', if ALL data is to chosen for the sample. The default value is 2,000
observations. The actual sample size is computed to be 2% of the sample or 2,000 cases, whichever is greater.

Sample Trim Limit
A percentage of the sample to be removed, or 'trimmed' to improve the normality of the data and allow for better
descriptive statistics to be obtained. The default value is 2.5% and will cause those observations that contain the top
2.5% of values for each cluster feature to be removed. This should effectively remove observations that contain very large
values that tend to distort descriptive statistics, and should improve the shape and fit of the data within the clusters.

Include Outliers in Clusters:
YES/NO, with a default value of YES. This option indicates whether observations that are deemed to be outliers, that is
they contain one or more feature values that exceed the trim limit. Including these observations improves the quality of
the study by ensuring that all sampled data will be accounted. Outliers may be excluded if they have been reviewed and a
determination is made that they are not relevant.

Include Sparse Clusters
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YES/NO, with a default value of NO. This option controls whether 'sparse' clusters are included for subsequent reporting
or other post-processing operations. Sparse clusters are defined as those clusters that contain less than 0.5% of the
sample population. Note, if you select the default value of NO, sparse clusters are still created and the data remains
available, but the data is merely excluded from various reports and graphs.

Report Cluster Population
YES/NO, with the default being NO. This option lets you decide if you want to generate this report. This report contains
detailed usage statistics for each included cluster, with both cluster features and optional reporting elements being
reported.

Report Using Account Fields
YES/NO, with the default value being YES. Controls whether user defined MICS account fields are included in detail
reports. Inclusion of these fields improves the content and usability of detailed reports but can result in a print line overflow
and distortion of the report format.

Report Outliers Separately
YES/NO, with the default value being NO. Controls whether to generate a detail report of all observations that contain one
or more outlier cluster feature values. This report can be used to review and investigate outliers and their possible effect
on the clustering operation.

Report Sparse Clusters
YES/NO, with the default value being NO. Controls whether to generate a detail report of all 'sparse' clusters and their
observations. This report can be used to better understand the sparse clusters and to determine whether their content
should be considered for additional processing.

Create Cluster Index Graph:
YES/NO, with the default value being NO. Controls whether to generate a printer graph of the cluster index values. This
graph provides a high-level pictorial overview of cluster performance for the study.

Create Population Graph
YES/NO, with the default value being NO. Controls whether to generate a printer graph of the cluster population. This
graph provides a high-level pictorial overview of cluster population for the study.

Report Description Elements Screen

Figure 3-48. Report Description Elements Screen

 ---------------------  Report Description Elements  -----------  ROW 1 OF 5

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)               Warning

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------     --------

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

 

The Report Description Elements screen allows you to specify additional descriptive data elements to be included in
the optional SAS file that can be created by Data Clustering. Unlike the cluster, zero deletion, and report variables, the
descriptive variables need not be numeric. For example, in a job class study you might wish to include additional data
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elements like JOBCLASS (job class), JOB (job name), and RDRTS (reader time stamp) for use in your SAS programs that
process the optional SAS File.

Inquiry Processing Screen

Figure 3-49. Inquiry Processing Screen

 --------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

  

  

    Active MICF Inquiry:  DCCPU  - Data Clustering

                 Author:           M. Patriarco

  

  

    Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)

      EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.

      MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.

      SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.

      CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.

  

  

 Instructions:

  

    Specify desired option and press ENTER key.

 

Typing END at the Command prompt or pressing the END PF key (usually PF3) while on the Data Clustering screen will
display the Inquiry Processing screen. Your available options are described in the text of the screen

Note: You may save a partially composed inquiry for later modification and execution.

Data Element Derivation Screen

If you require user-defined data elements, use the Data Element Derivation Macro Definition screen shown in Figure 3-50
to specify their derivation.

Figure 3-50. Data Element Derivation Macro Definition Screen

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________
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  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _   ________________________________________________________________________

  _ - %MEND DRVMAC;

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

Data Clustering provides a user-exit for defining the procedures for computing data elements that are not part of the
MICS database. This exit is invoked by coding SAS statements in the DRVMAC macro. This macro is bracketed by the
%MACRO and %MEND statements, and field protected from modification. The default for the DRVMAC macro is null.

You must code each data element derivation SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language,
as described in the SAS manuals.

Alternate Input File Screen

Figure 3-51. Alternate Input File Screen

 ----------------------  Alternate Input File  ------------------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

  

  

 SAS Data set allocation instructions:

    Data set name   ===> ____________________________________________

    Disposition     ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)

 

Data Clustering has the ability to read data from either MICS files or external SAS files. The Alternate Input File screen
allows you to specify that the input data for Data Clustering is a SAS file or files, and input the SAS data set name and up
to five SAS files to use as input to the analysis. Note that the SAS data must already be created.

Save Selected Input Observations Screen

Figure 3-52. Save Selected Input Observations Screen

 -------------------  Save Selected Input Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name         ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________

 

Data Clustering has the ability to save the observations that your analysis inquiry selected to an external SAS file for
further processing by independent SAS programs, or for future processing by the Data Clustering software. The Save
Selected Input Observations screen allows you to specify that the selected observations are to be written to an external
SAS file, and to specify the SAS data set name and the name of the SAS file to which they are to be written. Note that the
SAS data set must already be created.
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Save Cluster Output Observations Screen

Figure 3-53. Save Cluster Output Observations Screen

 -------------------  Save Cluster Output Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name         ===> ________

  

 SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________

 

Data Clustering has the ability to save the SAS cluster observations from the SAS clustering program to external files for
additional processing. The Save Cluster Output Observations screen allows you to specify the SAS data set and the name
of the SAS file to which the cluster observations are to be written. Note that the SAS data set must already be created.

Data Filtering Parameters Screen

Figure 3-54. Data Filtering Parameters Screen

 ----- Data Filtering Parameters for Neugents Technology -------- ROW 1 OF 5

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

   Please enter the names of elements that should be checked for zero

   values. Observations with elements specified below that contain zero

   values will be subsequently discarded from further processing.

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)              Warning 

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------    --------

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

  _  ________

 

This screen allows you to specify deletion for any input observation that has a zero or missing value for a specified data
element name when it is read from the MICS database. For example, in a job class study you might wish to delete the
observations for any jobs whose TCB CPU time is zero or missing. To do so, you would code JOBTCBTM in the Element
field of the display table at the bottom of the screen. You can specify only numeric variables. To obtain additional lines,
enter an I in the Cmd column of any row in the display portion of the screen.

Clustering Executions Options Screen

Figure 3-55. Clustering Executions Options Screen
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 -------- Execution Options for Neugents Technology ---------- ROW 1 OF 5    

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

         Clustering Input Data  ===> SAMPLE     (SAMPLE/POPULATION)

             Clustering Method  ===> RADIUS     (RADIUS/CLUSTERS)

        Maximum Cluster Radius  ===> 3.0        (1.0-3.5) If RADIUS Specified

     Target Number of Clusters  ===>            (03-64)   If CLUSTER Specified

          Training Sample Size  ===> 2000       (nnnnnn/ALL)

             Sample Trim Limit  ===> 02.5       (0.00-99.9)  Default: 2.5 Pct.

  

  Include Outliers in Clusters  ===> YES        (YES/NO)  Trim 02.5 Pct.

       Include Sparse Clusters  ===> YES        (YES/NO)  LT 0.5 Pct. of Obs.

     Report Cluster Population  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

   Report Using Account Fields  ===> YES        (YES/NO)

    Report Outliers Separately  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

        Report Sparse Clusters  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

    Create Cluster Index Graph  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

       Create Population Graph  ===> NO         (YES/NO)

 

This screen is used to enter the execution options for the clustering process and contains the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file that contains the data elements that you wish to include in your data clustering analysis. If you are uncertain
of the correct file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your installation.

Clustering Input Data
Either SAMPLE or POPULATION, default is SAMPLE. This parameter informs the application to select either a SAMPLE
of the input data, or to use the entire POPULATION for processing.

Clustering Method:
Either RADIUS or CLUSTER, default value is RADIUS. The clustering operation will be controlled by this option. If
RADIUS is specified, then clustering will be limited to a certain cluster size or RADIUS. If CLUSTER is chosen, then
clustering will produce only a certain number of clusters, but the clusters will vary more in size and can be quite large in
scope.
Maximum A range from 1.0 to 3.5, with a default value of 3.0. The maximum size of the largest cluster to be formed,
specified in terms of standard deviations. Clustering will stop once any cluster exceeds this value. Use of this option will
cause more clusters to be formed but will generally result in a better 'fit' of the data.
Target If CLUSTER is specified for the Clustering Number of Method, then a number from 3 to 64 must be Clusters:
entered here, with a default value being 8. This is the number of clusters that will be produced in a particular execution.
This option is useful when using clustering as a data analysis tool where you might want to simply partition the data into
heterogeneous groups, but are not concerned about the size or exact content of the clusters.

Training Sample Size
A numeric value up to 999,999 or the word 'ALL', if ALL data is to chosen for the sample. The default value is 2,000
observations. The actual sample size is computed to be 2% of the sample or 2,000 cases, whichever is greater.

Sample Trim Limit
A percentage of the sample to be removed, or 'trimmed' to improve the normality of the data and allow for better
descriptive statistics to be obtained. The default value is 2.5% and will cause those observations that contain the top 2.5%
of values for each cluster feature. This should effectively remove observations that contain very large values which tend to
distort descriptive statistics and should improve the shape and fit of the data within the clusters.

Include Outliers in Clusters
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YES/NO, with a default value of YES. This option indicates whether observations that are deemed to be outliers, that is
they contain one or more feature values that exceed the trim limit. Including these observations improves the quality of
the study by ensuring that all sampled data will be accounted. Outliers may be excluded if they have been reviewed and a
determination is made that they are not relevant.

Data Clustering Analysis - Case Studies

This section provides a case study to illustrate how you can apply the data clustering methodology to solve performance
management problems that many data processing installations commonly encounter.

The batch job class case study shows how you can use clustering to investigate patterns in the batch jobs being
processed. You can use information to develop workload classes which can then form a reasonable basis for service
objectives. The statistical uniformity of the classes enables you to assess the degree to which the service objective can be
met. You can use the same information to define a job class structure for establishing an initiator scheme that is consistent
with the service objectives. A full set of reports and an explanation for each report is provided with this study.

Batch Job Class Study

The Batch Job Class case study applies the Data Clustering program to identify job classes for an installation.

Problem Description

This problem asks you to determine a new set of resource-limited job classes for an installation. Job class structures are
generally established to meet two objectives (FER78, ART79a):

• Provide operational controls o Facilitate scheduling and implement service policies
You usually establish job classes that you define to meet the first objective for reasons other than resource
requirements. For example, online systems like IMS and CICS are often run in unique job classes to avoid interference
with other workloads. Also, many computer centers use one or two job classes to segregate production jobs from the
remainder of their workload.
Job classes established to meet the second objective provide users with alternative classes for job assignments
based on resource requirements. Typically, the service objective of a job class decreases (that is, jobs have longer
turnaround times) as its resource requirements increase. Using a job class structure that focuses on scheduling and
service has a number of potential benefits:

• Many jobs can be completed in a short time (assuming demand) since the job classes representing smaller jobs may
be expedited.

• The availability of better turnaround time for the smaller classes may encourage users to conserve resources.
• Job scheduling is simplified since each job class represents a homogeneous set of jobs.

Clustering is an ideal approach to this problem since we want to exploit the natural characteristics of the workload. If we
arbitrarily select job classes, we might select classes that split normal resource consumption patterns or choose some that
are too large or small to be useful.

For this sample installation, we investigated job classes based on CPU time and tape drives usage. We selected these
resources to quantify the system, output, and operator requirements presented by the jobs. Additionally, several other
reporting metrics were included to quantify the resources represented by each cluster. Although a number of other
features could have been selected for analysis, only these were chosen to keep the resulting job class structure as simple
as possible.

Control Parameters

Figure 3-50. Data Clustering Screen

 ------------------------- Data Clustering -----------------------------------

 Command ===>
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 Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CLASS - Batch Job Class Case Study

  

 CA MICS file ===> JOB -

 Time-span:      DETAIL                                   Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 10

 Data base ===> A            _            _            _            _

 Allow Run-time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)|

  

 Analysis based on       ===> JOBTCBTM  TAPEUSE_  ________  ________  ________

                              ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

 Report for each cluster ===> JOBEDASD  JOBETAPE  JOBTOHRS  JOBNLR    ________

                              ________  ________  ________  ________  ________

  

 Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override

   Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)

   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)

   Zone         ===> 1 2 3 4 _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)

   SYSID        ===> SYSA ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)

  

  

 Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)

 

The Data Clustering screen contains the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file to be used for workload characterization. (For this example, we specified the MICS BATJOB File for a job
class study.)

Cycles
The number of cycles to be specified. (For example, we specified ten cycles. In an actual study, analyze as much data as
possible before you initiate a new job class structure.)

Database
The single-character database identifier for this file at your site.

Analysis based on
The MICS data element feature names (CPU Time and Tape Drive Usage) to be used in the clustering procedure.
Because TAPEUSE is a user supplied element that is used to summarize tape device usage, it is defined on the User-
Defined Data Element Derivation Macro screen and uses the DRVMAC macro to populate the data values. (As discussed
in the Data Selection and Outliers section in PER Data Clustering Analysis, you should specify as few features as
possible.)
DASD EXCPs, Tape EXCPs, Tape Drive Occupancy Time, and print lines are specified for reporting purposes.

Figure 3-51. Data Clustering Extended Options Menu

 ------------------------  Extended Options Menu  --------------------------

 Command ===> 

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

  

 Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit===> Y (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)
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 Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)

 Save cluster output observations                ===> Y (Y/N/R)

  

 Specify data filtering parameters               ===> Y (Y/N/R)

 Specify clustering execution options            ===> Y (Y/N/R)

 Define report description element names         ===> N (Y/N/R)

 

You can select additional option specifications on the Extended Options Menu. Figure 3-51 shows an example with four of
the extended options specified.

Figure 3-52. Report Description Elements Screen

 ---------------------  Report Description Elements  -----------  ROW 1 OF 2

 ommand ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

   Note: The application will automatically insert all key sequence

         elements relevant to the CA MICS file being analyzed into

         the clusters for use in optional reporting.  There is no need

         to include any key sequence elements.

  

 Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move 

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)               Warning

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------     --------

  _  JOBCLASS

  _

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************

 

Since we wished to create an optional external report data set during the study, we also specified two descriptive
variables. We selected the variable, JOBCLASS (job class), so that the results of the cluster analysis could be compared
with the current job class structure and the assignment of particular jobs could be determined. These data elements are
specified on the Report Description Elements screen shown in Figure 3-52 above.

Figure 3-53. User-Defined Data Element Derivation Macro

 ----------------------------  SAS Statements  -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy

  

 Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation

  -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;

  _   IF JOBMXNTA EQ 0 THEN TAPEUSE = 0;

  _   ELSE IF 01 LE JOBMXNTA LE 3 THEN TAPEUSE = 1;

  _   ELSE TAPEUSE = 2;

  _   LABEL TAPEUSE = "Tape Device Usage Indicator";

  _ - %MEND DRVMAC; 

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************
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The SAS statements that compute the user-defined data elements are placed in the DRVMAC macro shown in Figure
3-53 above.

Figure 3-54. Filter Observations

 ------------------ Data Filtering Options ---------------------  ROW 1 OF 1

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

   Please enter the names of elements that should be checked for zero

   values. Observations with elements specified below that contain zero

   values will be subsequently discarded from further processing.

  

 Line Cmds:%I+Insert %D+Delete %M+Move

  

 Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)              Warning

  -  --------   ----------------------------------------    --------

  _  JOBTCBTM

  _                                                                            |

 | _ 

 **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************

 

We excluded jobs that used no CPU time from the study, since they did not execute due to a JCL error, or some other
abnormal condition. To exclude jobs with no CPU usage, specify the data element name, JOBTCBTM, on the Data
Filtering Options screen shown in Figure 3-54 above.

Figure 3-55. External Report Output File Definition

 ------------------  Save Cluster Output Observations  ---------------------

 Command ===>

  

 Inquiry Step:  Data Clustering

  

 SAS file name         ===> ALLOBS 

  

 SAS data set name     ===> 'your.dataset.name'

 

In this case study we wanted to create the SAS data set name, ALLOBS, that contains the cluster analysis output. To do
this, we specified ALLOBS as the SAS file name on the External Report Output File Definition screen shown in Figure
3-55 above.

Figure 3-56. Inquiry Processing

 --------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------

 Command ===>

  

  

  

    Active MICF Inquiry:  CLASS  - Batch Job Class Case Study

                 Author:           Charles Frost
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    Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)

      EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.

      MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.

      SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.

      CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.

  

  

  

 Instructions:

  

    Specify desired option and press ENTER key.

 

After a Data Clustering analysis inquiry is created, the Inquiry Processing screen shown here is displayed. From this
screen, you can execute the newly created inquiry, modify it, save it without executing it, or cancel the parameter
specifications you just entered.

Report Interpretation

The example we discussed in the Control Parameters section showed you how to use the control screens to execute Data
Clustering. The program produces five reports and two graphs, of which four will be used in this study.

Additionally, a separate section will explain how you can further analyze the output data produced during clustering and
explore possible job class scenarios derived from the case study.

Data Value Exception Detail Report

This report provides a simple listing of all observations that are considered outliers, including a flag indicating which
cluster feature(s) value caused the outlier status. This report can be used to help verify the criteria used for clustering,
to identify those cases that should be considered as mainstream, despite the outlier status, and to determine how such
cases should be considered in any post-processing efforts.

Figure 3-61.  Cluster Performance Index graph

                                       Data Clustering Analysis                                              

        1

                                      Data Value Exception Detail

                                       For: Tuesday, July 1, 2003

  

                              Listing of Observations With Outlier Values

  

                                                                                              Tape Device

   System                                 Job       Job                         Job TCB CPU         Usage

 Identifier DIVISION DEPARTMENT RESERVED Group Identification   End Time Stamp         Time     Indicator

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   XAL1      DEV      01056    ********     7    LTSIPCSX    14NOV02:17:54:24.33 0:40:00.28*            0

                      01063    ********     5    HEMDA023    09NOV02:03:50:34.20 0:06:00.34*            0

             GIS      00045    ********     0    A02DDSTT    07NOV02:21:15:40.57 4:56:12.13*            0

                                                             09NOV02:20:05:43.32 0:32:20.13*            0

                                                             12NOV02:21:58:37.99 1:24:08.19*            0

                                                 A02ICSTT    07NOV02:21:15:41.47 0:14:03.47*            0

                                                 A02SGATE    09NOV02:20:03:54.73 0:11:27.99*            0

                                                 DISKIB03    12NOV02:02:52:05.00 0:17:34.86*            1

                                                             14NOV02:23:43:56.22 0:08:37.51*            1

                                                 DISKIB04    14NOV02:22:42:28.48 0:07:55.69*            1
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                                                 DISKIB08    05NOV02:07:26:09.92 0:25:25.81*            1

                                                 MICSDDAP    04NOV02:04:17:41.38 0:22:59.33*            1

                                                 MICSDDAV    04NOV02:02:18:04.06 0:03:46.72             2*

                                                 TOPCDEV2    08NOV02:09:51:53.06 0:05:40.66*            0

                                                 TOPDDEVL    06NOV02:17:20:43.25 0:28:48.32*            0

                                                             09NOV02:20:06:02.62 0:12:11.98*            0

                                                 TOPDDEV2    12NOV02:21:58:38.00 0:53:26.01*            0

                                                             13NOV02:10:25:47.61 0:20:52.34*            0

                                                 TOPDQAQA    06NOV02:11:35:54.43 0:17:50.60*            0

                                                             12NOV02:21:58:37.99 0:07:03.85*            0

                                                 TOPSPCDB    05NOV02:20:03:27.63 4:20:09.74*            0

                                                             09NOV02:20:04:14.55 1:12:34.37*            0

                                                             10NOV02:20:03:10.09 4:13:26.19*            0

                                                             14NOV02:20:03:18.98 5:01:29.65*            0

                                                   WKBKU2    09NOV02:16:32:04.49 0:16:44.47*            1

                                                  WKBKU24    09NOV02:22:42:12.68 0:20:37.46*            1

                                                  WKBKU27    10NOV02:01:31:32.87 0:24:41.93*            1

                                                   WKBKU3    10NOV02:05:39:32.77 0:11:02.99*            1

                                                  WKBKU30    10NOV02:06:14:29.78 0:21:42.96*            1

                                                  WKBKU40    10NOV02:08:37:18.76 0:20:39.41*            1

                                                  WKBKU61    10NOV02:14:51:03.13 0:16:30.64*            1

                                                  WKBKU63    10NOV02:16:19:18.56 0:16:41.95*            1

                                                  WKBKU67    10NOV02:19:43:18.32 0:19:06.31*            1

                                                  WKBKU69    10NOV02:22:06:54.12 0:17:34.56*            1

                                                  WKBKU80    09NOV02:08:03:40.48 0:13:40.25*            1

                                                  WKBKU81    11NOV02:00:10:54.65 0:13:22.97*            1

                                                  WKBKU86    04NOV02:02:23:29.11 0:15:29.06*            1

                                                             11NOV02:04:51:03.00 0:17:21.82*            1

                                                  WKBKVM81   04NOV02:14:41:56.00 0:19:28.42*            1

                                                             11NOV02:08:57:18.00 0:19:25.72*            1

                                                  WKBKVM84   11NOV02:10:52:19.00 0:20:15.46*            1

                                                  WKBKVM85   05NOV02:03:42:10.00 0:25:11.81*            1

                                                             11NOV02:12:50:10.00 0:25:27.51*            1

                                                  WKBKVM86   05NOV02:04:04:08.00 0:23:29.65*            1

                        02046    ********     0   T1PR2NEW   14NOV02:12:56:45.00 0:07:12.03*            0

                                              7   MELRI01A   09NOV02:18:24:56.00 0:20:52.65*            0

                                                  MELRI01B   07NOV02:18:12:06.00 0:25:34.91*            0

               UNK       UNK     ********     0    CACTAPG   07NOV02:21:17:12.00 0:18:03.35*            0

  

                             Note: '*' Indicates that the data value is an outlier

  

  

 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

  

                                           Data Clustering Analysis                                          

          2

                                          Data Value Exception Detail

                                           For: Tuesday, July 1, 2003

  

                                  Listing of Observations With Outlier Values
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                                                                                                Tape Device

    System                                 Job       Job                          Job TCB CPU         Usage

  Identifier DIVISION DEPARTMENT RESERVED Group Identification   End Time Stamp          Time     Indicator

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     XAL1      UNK       UNK     ********     0    CACTUSA     12NOV02:21:58:38.00   0:06:32.16*            0

                                                    TNGWE2     09NOV02:20:08:39.48   0:06:52.27*            0

                                                   TOPDDEM     12NOV02:21:58:38.00   0:25:24.12*            0

  

  

  

 

Note: In all but one case, the observations were outliers because of abnormal TCB Time usage. Such jobs can be
handled either by a special exception job class or by establishing WLM Service class definitions that manage such jobs in
a lower priority scheme, such as making them Discretionary.

Analysis of the Clustering Output

The final step of the job class identification process involves some decisions based on the cluster descriptions and the
analyst's experience. Although the clusters developed in the example provide a reasonable representation of the system's
workload, additional work is needed to define an appropriate job class structure.

After reviewing the Cluster Performance and Population Summary reports, a simple analysis involving selecting, sorting
and printing was executed against the output statistical data from the clustering operation. The output of the analysis is
presented next.

                                           Listing of Selected Data Clustering Cases                         

                 1

                                            Presented by Clustering Feature Values

  

          Minimum   Mean  Maximum      Minimum         Mean      Maximum                                Total

  Cluster TAPEUSE TAPEUSE TAPEUSE     JOBTCBTM     JOBTCBTM     JOBTCBTM Cluster Cluster Total Normal  

 Outlier       Total

   Type    Value   Value   Value         Value        Value        Value  Number  Radius Observations

 Observations Observations

  

  Normal     0    0.00000    0      0:00:00.01   0:00:03.13   0:00:41.26     9  .190520     1,840            0

        1,840

             0    0.00000    0      0:00:46.15   0:01:23.66   0:02:09.66    11  .436100        31            0

           31

             0    0.00000    0      0:03:04.29   0:04:40.17   0:05:32.62    18  .993240         7            0

            7

             1    1.00000    1      0:00:00.03   0:00:19.22   0:01:23.85    14  .017900        46            0

           46

             1    1.00000    1      0:01:45.20   0:02:40.05   0:03:00.43    13  .712520        12            0

           12

             1    1.00000    1      0:03:31.30   0:03:38.57   0:03:50.19     5  .362838         5            0

            5

             1    1.00000    1      0:04:15.47   0:04:49.99   0:05:28.36    10  .197910         6            0

            6

  -------                                                                               ------------

 ------------ ------------

  Normal                                                                                    1,947            0

        1,947
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 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

                                            Listing of Selected Data Clustering Cases                        

           2

                                              Presented by Clustering Feature Values

  

          Minimum   Mean  Maximum      Minimum         Mean      Maximum                                Total

  Cluster TAPEUSE TAPEUSE TAPEUSE     JOBTCBTM     JOBTCBTM     JOBTCBTM Cluster Cluster Total Normal  

 Outlier       Total

   Type    Value   Value   Value         Value        Value        Value  Number  Radius Observations

 Observations Observations

  

  Other      0    0.00000    0      0:05:40.33   0:06:25.95   0:07:12.03    12  .438660         1            6

            7

             0    0.00000    0      0:11:27.99   0:11:49.98   0:12:11.98     7  .686676         0            2

            2

             0    0.00000    0      0:17:50.60   0:17:56.97   0:18:03.35     4  .199029         0            2

            2

             0    0.00000    0      0:20:52.34   0:20:52.49   0:20:52.65     2  .004837         0            2

            2

             0    0.00000    0      0:25:24.12   0:25:29.51   0:25:34.91     3  .168434         0            2

            2

             1    1.00000    1      0:07:55.69   0:08:16.60   0:08:37.51     6  .652809         0            2

            2

             1    1.00000    1      0:13:22.97   0:14:10.76   0:15:29.06    15  .444520         0            3

            3

             1    1.00000    1      0:16:30.64   0:17:04.72   0:17:34.86     8  .063880         0            6

            6

             1    1.00000    1      0:19:06.31   0:20:10.82   0:21:42.96    16  .876600         0            7

            7

             1    1.00000    1      0:22:59.33   0:24:32.67   0:25:27.51    17  .914180         0            6

            6

             0    0.21429    2      0:02:44.98   1:43:52.37   5:01:29.65     1  .000000         1           13

           14

  -------                                                                               ------------

 ------------ ------------

  Other                                                                                         2           51

           53

 

Figure 3-62. Cluster Feature Summary Statistics The code used for this analysis divided clusters into two groups: one
containing most of the normal data and the other representing the outliers. This division was done mainly to demonstrate
that the outliers will normally be considered as exceptions to the job classification process. Usually, only the regular (non-
sparse) clusters will be processed and the sparse clusters and outliers will be treated as exceptions. In our case study,
three of the sparse clusters, clusters 5, 10, and 18 were included in the "normal" clusters because they contained all
normal observations. One regular cluster, cluster 1 was placed in the "Other" category because it contained almost all
outliers. These decisions require installation knowledge and careful planning before implementation.

A SAS program was written to evaluate the proposed classes. The program utilizes the clustering criteria from the above
report and attempts to assign each job (case) to the proposed classes (tested in ascending order of size) until a match is
found. The results from the execution of this program are shown in Figure 3-63.
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Figure 3-63.  Analysis of Proposed Job Classes

  

 DATA JOBCLASS;

 SET TOTAL_SAMPLE_CLUSTERS;

  

 TITLE;

 FOOTNOTE;

  

 SELECT (TAPEUSE);

   WHEN (0) DO;

     IF JOBTCBTM LE 40 THEN CLASS = "A";

     ELSE IF JOBTCBTM LE 300 THEN CLASS = "B";

       ELSE CLASS = "X";

     OUTPUT;

   END;

  

   WHEN (1) DO;

     IF JOBTCBTM LE 300 THEN CLASS = "C";

       ELSE CLASS = "X";

     OUTPUT;

   END;

  

   OTHERWISE DO;

     CLASS = "X";

     OUTPUT;

   END;

  

 END;

 RUN;

  

 PROC FREQ DATA=JOBCLASS;

   TABLES CLASS;

     FORMAT CLASS $CLASS.;

 TITLE1 "Analysis of Proposed Job Classes";

 RUN;

 The output from the job class structure evaluation is presented next.

                           Analysis of Proposed Job Classes

  

                                  The FREQ Procedure

  

                                 Proposed Job Class

  

                                                             Cumulative    Cumulative

 Proposed Job Class                  Frequency     Percent     Frequency     Percent

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  :  0 Tapes; LE  40 secs. TCB Time      1837       91.85          1837        91.85

  :  0 Tapes; LE 300 secs. TCB Time        39        1.95          1876        93.80

  :1-3 Tapes; LE 300 secs. TCB Time        66        3.30          1942        97.10

  :<======  All Other Jobs  ======>        58        2.90          2000       100.00
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The code above can be changed to suite the installation service and resource requirements. The proposed job
class structure does a reasonably good job representing the resource requirements for the jobs being studied. The
exception class ("X") contains only 58 jobs and represents less than 3.0 percent of the total number of jobs being
analyzed. Changing the classification criteria in the code above might place more jobs in the exception class. This is not
necessarily bad, but keep in mind that in most installations such jobs often require manual scheduling or similar support.
Obviously the criteria used was selected mainly for illustrative purposes and might not be realistic given an installation's
requirements. You can use the reports and substitute a variety of criteria, execute the simulation code and evaluate the
results.

RMF Hardware and SCP Analyzer
In today's large computer installations the systematic planning, monitoring, control, and evaluation of system resources
has become increasingly vital. The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer was developed to assist in these activities by
providing a unified and easily understood approach to the management of system resources.

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer was developed to process RMF information and integrate it with the other data
maintained by MICS using the standard MICS facilities. In addition to the standard RMF reports, the Hardware and SCP
Analyzer provides a set of management and operational reports. Online data analysis is also provided through the MICS
Information Center Facility (MICF). MICF provides a full screen, menu-based system that enables you to perform data
analysis, inquiry, data retrieval and report functions.

Primary Areas of Application

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides data and reporting capabilities that aid in the management of z/OS
system resources in the following areas:

Performance Management

Performance data is available to pinpoint specific system problems. The identification of these problems and their
subsequent correction can result in significant improvement in system performance. The ability to monitor resource
consuming subsystems is an important aspect of any performance management effort.

Capacity Planning

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer maintains a database of historical CPU, memory, channel, and device usage and
performance data. This greatly facilitates growth/trend projections at the system level.

Problem Resolution

When a system problem occurs, it is often necessary to use the data provided by the RMF monitors to resolve it. The
database maintained by the Hardware and SCP Analyzer can be used to determine when a problem first occurred, how
severe the problem was and what caused the problem. Depending on the RMF parameters in use, this determination can
be made to the service class period level or the actual job level.

Management Reporting

Users can extract, group, and summarize information directly from the database to create useful management reporting
measures. Management can establish objectives for system resource utilization and performance, and then generate
reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual performance against the objective. In addition to the
standard management reports that are distributed with the system, users can easily create custom reports by using online
facilities. Additional tools allow resummarization when the summarized data in the database do not directly address
reporting needs.

Major Features

The major features of the Hardware and SCP Analyzer can be grouped into these categories:
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Report Facilities

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides the following reports:

• Management Objective reports are run on a daily, weekly, and/or monthly basis as part of the standard MICS
processing. These reports summarize the activities of the IT organization and are designed to assist in tracking system
resource utilization and planning for future requirements.

• RMF Postprocessor reports provide information on z/OS system resource consumption and performance. These
reports can be produced at a detail level and at a summarized level. Typically these reports are run on an as-needed
basis.

• Exception reports allow you to define, capture, and report on exceptional conditions recorded in the RMF data.
• Ad hoc reporting facilities allow you to access information in the MICS database, either interactively or in batch, via

MICF, a panel-oriented productivity tool.

Interface Capabilities

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer integrates its data into the MICS database, thus providing an interface with a number of
other MICS products, including:

• MICS Capacity Planner
The Hardware and SCP Analyzer maintains a database of historical system hardware usage and performance data.
The MICS Capacity Planner can use this data to make growth/trend projections at both the system and user level.

• MICS Performance Manager Option
The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides data for z/OS system tuning. MICS Performance Manager Option uses
workload characterization and batch initiator simulation methodology and software to accomplish workload analysis. In
addition, it performs z/OS behavior tracking by using information about batch activity for analysis of the Real Storage
Manager (RSM) and for tape drive simulation analysis.

Comprehensive Use of RMF Data

Another feature of the Hardware and SCP Analyzer is its comprehensive use of RMF data. The Hardware and SCP
Analyzer:

• Consolidates data from multiple data centers into an information database and then provides a common access
method for reporting on system activity.

• Interprets encoded values in the input data through the use of SAS features. Thus, information is immediately usable in
a logical form without further conversion and/or translation.

• Consolidates usage and resource consumption data at both the system and service class levels.

General Product Flexibility

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer also offers a number of flexibility features, such as:

• A wide range of standard exits to tailor the product to your enterprise's specific needs.
• Calculation and derivation of useful measurement statistics not available from the RMF data to further characterize

response, service, and utilization of the measured systems.
• A Data Dictionary, which describes the information found in the MICS Hardware (HAR), System Control Program

(SCP), and Workload Management (WLM) Information Area files and how that information was derived.
• Support for the SAS compression option, which minimizes the amount of space needed to retain information in the

MICS database.

Reporting and Inquiry Facilities

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer's reports and inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information to help you manage
your hardware configuration. They provide a reporting base to which you can add your own reports. Several types of
reports are provided: Postprocessor, MICF Inquiries, Management Objective, and Exception. In addition, the standard
SAS language interface makes generalized inquiry and analysis readily available.
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The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides the following reports, which are briefly described here and discussed in greater
detail in the RMF Reports  and RMF Exceptions sections:

Report Category ReportName
Post Processor Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report
Channel Path Activity Report
Coupling Facility Report
CPU Activity Report
Crypto Hardware Activity Report
Device Activity Report
Enqueue Activity Report
Enterprise Disk Systems Report
FICON Director Activity Report
I/O Queuing Activity Report
Page Data Set Activity Report
Paging Activity Report
RMF Summary Report
Serialization Delay Report
Shared Device Activity Report
Storage Group Device Report
USS Kernel Activity Report
Virtual Storage Summary Report
Virtual Storage Detail Report
Workload Manager Goal Mode Report
XCF Activity Report

MICF Inquiries Daily Logical Control Unit Activity
DASD Response Time Components
Daily Channel Utilization Analysis
Daily System, Demand and Swap Paging
Weekly Track of JES Real Memory Use
Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report
(plus all Post Processor reports)

Management Objective Top Service Classes Service Units Consumers Report
Detail Service Unit Consumption Report
Resource Consumption Report

Exception Hardware Exception Value Analysis Report
SCP Exception Value Analysis Report

Postprocessor Reports

Postprocessor reports provide reports equivalent to those produced by the IBM RMF postprocessor.

MICF Inquiries
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The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) is a panel-oriented productivity tool that gives you access to information
in the MICS database. When you define input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF dynamically builds an inquiry
program to fulfill your request. The inquiry program is executed either in batch mode or interactive mode. The results of
the request are displayed at the terminal, and either printed or cataloged for later replay according to your specifications.

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer includes standard MICF inquiries that are immediately useful. You can either use these
inquiries directly from the MICF shared inquiry catalog or copy inquiries to your private inquiry catalog and tailor them to
your specific needs.

Management Objective Reports

Management Objective reports summarize the activities of the IT organization. These reports provide status information,
trend information, or a comparison of planned and actual results. The management control reports that accompany this
product can help you track system performance and service, and plan for future resource requirements.

The Management Objective reports provide a concise, graphical or tabular representation of the data center's processing
objectives and how well they have been met. You define the objectives for the reports through a series of parameters.
The reports are produced during normal MICS processing on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. These reports can be
activated or deactivated for a timespan (DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY).

Exception Reports

The MICS exception process provides management and technical personnel with a means to identify deviations from data
center objectives that require the attention of the technical staff. MICS operational exception reports organize and report
problems in terms of their severity and user-defined thresholds. The operational exceptions also associate the problems
with their respective management areas.

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer defines numerous exceptions that are used by the MICS exception process.

Product Prerequisites and Considerations

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer runs in a MICS environment operating under z/OS.

You must have IBM's Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) active on your system. To ensure full Hardware and SCP
Analyzer functionality, certain record types must be recorded (see sections HAR Information Area Files, SCP Information
Area Files, WLM Information Area Files)

RMF Trace Activity records (type 76) will only be recorded when an RMF trace is being run. RMF Monitor II Activity
records (type 79) will only be recorded if an RMF Monitor II background session is being run.

The RMF Monitor III data gatherer must be started and properly configured if you want to use the following files:

  

    HARCFP         SCPXCY

    HARCFC         SCPXCM

    HARCFS         SCPXCA

    HARCFR

    HARCFH

    HARCFD

    HARCFM

    HARCFN

        

RMF Usage Guidelines
The MICS database contains RMF performance and utilization data for the following activities:
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• CPU activity including PR/SM LPAR
• Channel path activity
• I/O queuing
• Device activity
• Paging and swapping activity
• Page data set activity
• Central, expanded, and auxiliary storage
• Virtual storage
• Workload activity
• Enqueue activity
• Reserve activity
• Caching activity
• Unix System Services activity
• Cryptographic hardware activity
• FICON director activity
• Storage subsystems activity
• Physical hardware
• Serialization delays

The following sections describe methods for using the Analyzer's data and the interfaces between the Hardware and SCP
Analyzer and other MICS products:

• Data Analysis
• MICS Product Interfaces

Hardware and SCP Analyzer Data Analysis
The following identifies methods of analyzing the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer's data

Capacity

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides utilization and workload information that is essential for determining current
and future capacity requirements. System resources such as central processors, channel paths, devices, central storage,
expanded storage, the I/O subsystem, and the paging subsystem can be examined to be sure they are not approaching
site-determined capacity thresholds.

Performance

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer can be used to evaluate the performance of system resources. Transaction response
times (as defined by RMF) can be evaluated. Device I/O times and IOS queuing times can be analyzed to ensure they
are not causing response-time problems. Central and expanded storage use and paging subsystem performance can be
evaluated to ensure they are not detracting from system throughput.

Workload Characterization

A necessary task in any capacity evaluation effort is workload characterization. The Hardware and SCP Analyzer can
provide data to determine a system's primary workload components and the amount of resources consumed by those
components. It is possible to determine, on a per-transaction basis, average CPU utilization, number of I/Os, storage
requirements, etc.

Trends

You can identify trends by comparing measurements taken in the current month with similar measurements from the
previous month. Some uses of trend analysis include analyzing CPU utilization, I/O counts, workload, and, to some
degree, transaction response time (as defined by RMF).
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Configuration

You can use the Hardware and SCP Analyzer to support utilization studies to determine if the configuration is adequate
for the needs of the enterprise. If the utilization is inappropriate for the users' needs, appropriate budgetary actions can be
taken.

Such analysis, performed daily or weekly, will indicate unused hardware on the system and provide the necessary
information for operations to properly distribute the work over all the resources. This will minimize the under- or over-
utilization of devices.

Problem Resolution

When system-related problems occur, it is not always easy to determine where and how they originated and what is
impacted. The Hardware and SCP Analyzer can be used to assist in determining when a problem first occurred, what
workload component was responsible, and the system components affected by the problem.

Bottlenecks

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer can be a valuable tool in analyzing bottlenecks to identify the causes that result in poor
usage of the data center's capacity. The analysis can be used to maximize system usage and balance the distribution of
the workload over the available resources.

RMF MICS Product Interfaces
Data from the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer lends significant value to the use of other MICS products.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback does not use any data elements from the Hardware and SCP Analyzer. RMF data
cannot be associated with a particular user of system resources. Because of this, RMF data is not useful for accounting
purposes.

Capacity Planner Interface

The MICS Capacity Planner can make extensive use of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer for studies that
characterize the system's workloads, track CPU utilization, track LPAR utilization, analyze I/O workload, analyze paging
and swapping activity, and implement numerous other analyses.

For information about what files and elements from the Hardware and SCP Analyzer are used, see Capacity Planner
Option.

Performance Manager Interface

The MICS Performance Manager Option product can make extensive use of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer
for studies that characterize the system's workloads; analyze the installation performance parameters; analyze central,
expanded, and auxiliary storage activity; analyze virtual storage usage; and implement numerous other analyses.

For information on what files and elements from the Hardware and SCP Analyzer are used, see Performance Manager
Option.

RMF Reports
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer produces reports using the batch and interactive reporting facilities of MICS. The
reports can be categorized as postprocessor, MICF inquiry, management, exception reports, CSV (Comma Separated
Value) extracts, and NSM Performance Trend data extracts.

Postprocessor reports provide a concise representation of a data center's workload, resource use, and response to the
workload.
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MICF inquiries are printer reports and color graphics that are accessed via the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
MICF inquiries help you quickly and easily produce meaningful reports from the data in the MICS database and provide
the flexibility to code and save your own report formats.

Management reports provide a concise graphic or tabular representation of the data center's processing objectives and
how well they have been met.

Exception reports contain an integrated and itemized list of the problems affecting a data center's effectiveness in terms of
availability, service, workload, standards, security, and performance. Exception reports are discussed in.

CSV extracts are a list of data extracted from the MICS database and stored in Comma Separated Value (CSV) format.
The information extracted is accessible through the Q&R Workstation and can automatically generate charts using the
MICS Reporting application.

SAS ODS graphics inquiries are MICF inquiries that produce SAS ODS graphical output. These reports are accessed via
the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).

RMF Reporting and Inquiry Facilities Overview
The Hardware and SCP Analyzer's reports and inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information to help you manage
your hardware configuration. They provide a reporting base to which you can add your own reports. Several types of
reports are provided: Postprocessor, MICF Inquiries, Management Objective, and Exception. In addition, the standard
SAS language interface makes generalized inquiry and analysis readily available.

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides the following reports, which are briefly described here and discussed in greater
detail in the Reports and Inquiries sections:

-------------------------------------------------------------

 Report          Report

 Category        Name

 -------------------------------------------------------------

 Post            Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report

 Processor       Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report

                 Channel Path Activity Report

                 Coupling Facility Report

                 CPU Activity Report

                 Crypto Hardware Activity Report

                 Device Activity Report

                 EADM Activity Report

                 Enqueue Activity Report

                 Enterprise Disk Systems Report

                 FICON Director Activity Report

                 I/O Queuing Activity Report

                 Logical Control Unit Activity

                 Page Data Set Activity Report     

                 Paging Activity Report

                 PCIe Activity Report

                 RMF Summary Report

                 Serialization Delay Report   

                 Shared Device Activity Report

                 Storage Group Device Report

                 USS Kernel Activity Report

                 Virtual Storage Summary Report

                 Virtual Storage Detail Report

                 Workload Manager Goal Mode Report

                 XCF Activity Report
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 MICF            Daily Logical Control Unit Activity

 Inquiries       DASD Response Time Components

                 Daily Channel Utilization Analysis

                 Daily System, Demand and Swap Paging

                 Weekly Track of JES Real Memory Use

                 Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report

 

                 (plus all Post Processor reports)

 

 Management      Top Service Classes Service Units Consumers

 Objective         Report

                 Detail Service Unit Consumption Report

                 Resource Consumption Report

 

 Exception       Hardware Exception Value Analysis Report

                 SCP Exception Value Analysis Report

 -------------------------------------------------------------

Postprocessor Reports

Postprocessor reports provide reports equivalent to those produced by the IBM RMF postprocessor.

MICF Inquiries

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) is a panel-oriented productivity tool that gives you access to information
in the MICS database. When you define input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF dynamically builds an inquiry
program to fulfill your request. The inquiry program is executed either in batch mode or interactive mode. The results of
the request are displayed at the terminal, and either printed or cataloged for later replay according to your specifications.

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer includes standard MICF inquiries that are immediately useful. You can either use these
inquiries directly from the MICF shared inquiry catalog or copy inquiries to your private inquiry catalog and tailor them to
your specific needs.

Management Objective Reports

Management Objective reports summarize the activities of the IT organization. These reports provide status information,
trend information, or a comparison of planned and actual results. The management control reports that accompany this
product can help you track system performance and service, and plan for future resource requirements.

The Management Objective reports provide a concise, graphical or tabular representation of the data center's processing
objectives and how well they have been met. You define the objectives for the reports through a series of parameters.
The reports are produced during normal MICS processing on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. These reports can be
activated or deactivated for a timespan (DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY).

Exception Reports

The MICS exception process provides management and technical personnel with a means to identify deviations from data
center objectives that require the attention of the technical staff. MICS operational exception reports organize and report
problems in terms of their severity and user-defined thresholds. The operational exceptions also associate the problems
with their respective management areas.

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer defines numerous exceptions that are used by the MICS exception process.
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RMF Postprocessor Reports
The RMF postprocessor reports are used to provide information about hardware and system software in a format similar
to the output of the IBM RMF Postprocessor Program. The purpose of these reports is to provide RMF data in a format
already familiar to analysts, but to do so from the MICS database rather than from raw SMF records, and to provide
summarization capabilities not present in the IBM product.

Since the format and contents of a given report frequently vary with different operating system releases and CPU models,
the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer reporting software detects these variables for each SYSID in the unit database,
and formats the reports accordingly. Thus, reports for multiple SYSIDs with different characteristics are correctly produced
in a single report run.

The following sections describe the reports and their operation.

• Report Descriptions
• Running the Postprocessor Reports

RMF Postprocessor Report Descriptions

The postprocessor reports depend on some non-essential elements being in the MICS database. However, the reports
cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential elements only.

One way to verify that the MICS database contains non-essential elements is to specify ESSENTIAL ALL in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXDEF). For more information about the ESSENTIAL option, see Complex Option
Definition (CPLXDEF).

An alternative is to specify COMPOPT ALL in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(RMFGENIN). For more information about the
COMPOPT option, see Generator Definition Statements.

RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report

The Cache Subsystem Activity Detail report includes all information provided by the Cache Subsystem Activity Summary
Report. In addition, a report similar to the subsystem level report is provided for each device that is attached to the control
unit that had caching activated over the RMF measurement interval.

The following samples show the output produced for each device when the Cache Subsystem Activity Detail report is
requested. The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCAC8 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity record.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCVA - Cache Volume Activity
• HARCCU - Cache Control Unit Activity
• HARRRA - RAID Rank Activity

WARNING

The HARCVA file is required to produce the Cache Detail report. If you attempt to produce this report from a
MICS timespan where the HARCVA file is not active, the report generator will produce a Cache Subsystem
overview report only.

The HARRRA file is required to produce the Cache Detail report. However, if you attempt to produce this report
from a MICS timespan where the HARRRA file is not active, the only missing information in the Detail Report will
be the RAID Rank Activity section located after the Device Overview section.

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations
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The information recorded in the type 74 subtype 5 cache subsystem activity record, the data source for the HARCVA
Cache Device Activity, HARCCU Cache Control Unit Activity and HARRRA RAID Rank Activity files, contains total cache
subsystem activity. Only one system in a shared DASD environment needs to collect this record type.

If you collect type 74 subtype 5 records with more than one system sharing a particular caching subsystem, and process
these records in MICS, your MICS database will contain redundant information. To avoid unnecessary processing and
excessive print volume, you can restrict your reporting to a single SYSID.

This report can be voluminous. The summary report (CACHESUM) avoids printing detailed information for each attached
volume. It should be used to identify subsystems where more detail is required. Once a subsystem is identified as
interesting, you can use a SELECT statement to restrict detail reporting to a particular subsystem.

Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report Samples

Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report Sample (3990 and 2105, Part 1 of 2)

  

                                          C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 001

   z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

   Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

   Subsystem:  2105-01    CU-ID:   AD10       Sub-ID: 2D00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

   Type-Model: 2105-800   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000027229

   Volser:     VMCHI3     Num:     0AD00      RRID:   0D00

  

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                        CACHE  DEVICE STATUS

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

  

  Cache Status                                    Duplex Pair  Status

  Caching         -  ACTIVE                       Duplex Pair       - NOT ESTABLISHED

  DASD Fast Write -  ACTIVE                       Status           - N/A

  Pinned Data     -  NONE                         Dual Copy Volume - N/A

  

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                          DEVICE OVERVIEW

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

  

  

  Total I/O       12   Cache I/O       12   Cache Offline         0

  Total H/R   100.00%  Cache H/R   100.00%

  

  

  CACHE I/O  ------------ READ I/O REQUESTS -------------    ----------------------WRITE I/O

 REQUESTS----------------------        %
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  REQUESTS       Count     Rate      Hits     Rate   Hit %     Count     Rate      Fast     Rate      Hits   

  Rate   Hit %     Read

  

  Normal            12      0.0        12      0.0  100.00         0      0.0         0      0.0         0   

   0.0     N/A   100.00

  Sequential         0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A         0      0.0         0      0.0         0   

   0.0     N/A      N/A

  CFW Data           0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A         0      0.0       N/A      N/A         0   

   0.0     N/A      N/A

                ------    -----    ------    -----  ------    ------    -----    ------    -----    ------   

 -----  ------   ------

  Totals            12      0.0        12      0.0  100.00         0      0.0         0      0.0         0   

   0.0     N/A   100.00

  

  

  -----------------------CACHE MISSES-----------------------           ------------MISC------------        

 ------NON-CACHE I/O-----

  REQUESTS      Read    Rate   Write    Rate  Tracks    Rate                           Count   Rate          

           Count   Rate

  

  Normal           0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0           DFW Bypass          0    0.0        

 ICL             0    0.0

  Sequential       0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0           CFW Bypass          0    0.0        

 Bypass          0    0.0

  CFW Data         0     0.0       0     0.0                           DFW Inhibit         0    0.0          

          ------  -----

              ------   -----  ------   -----  ------   -----           Async (Trks)       12    0.0        

 Totals          0    0.0

  Totals           0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0

  

  

  ---CKD STATISTICS---     ---RECORD CACHING---

  

  Write              0     Read Misses       0

  Write Hits         0     Write Proms       0

  

 

Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report Sample (1750 and 2107, Part 2 of 2)

  

                                          C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 004

   z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

   Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

   Subsystem:  2107-01    CU-ID:   AE00       Sub-ID: 2E00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

   Type-Model: 2107-921   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000027229

   Volser:     TZQ@03     Num:     0AE01      Extent Pool:    0100
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 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                         CACHE DEVICE STATUS

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

  

   Cache Status                                    Duplex Pair Status

   Caching         -  ACTIVE                       Duplex Pair      - NOT ESTABLISHED

   DASD Fast Write -  ACTIVE                       Status           - N/A

   Pinned Data     -  NONE                         Dual Copy Volume - N/A

  

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                           DEVICE OVERVIEW

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

  

  

  Total I/O       89   Cache I/O       89   Cache Offline        0

  Total H/R   100.00%  Cache H/R   100.00%

  

  

  CACHE I/O    -------------READ I/O REQUESTS-------------    ----------------------WRITE I/O

 REQUESTS----------------------       %

  REQUESTS       Count     Rate      Hits     Rate   Hit %      Count     Rate      Fast     Rate      Hits  

   Rate   Hit %    Read

  

  Normal            89      0.0        89      0.0  100.00          0      0.0         0      0.0         0  

    0.0     N/A  100.00

  Sequential         0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A          0      0.0         0      0.0         0  

    0.0     N/A     N/A

  CFW Data           0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A          0      0.0       N/A      N/A         0  

    0.0     N/A     N/A

                ------    -----    ------    -----  ------     ------    -----    ------    -----    ------  

  -----  ------  ------

  Totals            89      0.0        89      0.0  100.00          0      0.0         0      0.0         0  

    0.0     N/A  100.00

  

  

  -----------------------CACHE MISSES-----------------------            ------------MISC------------       

 ------NON-CACHE I/O-----

  REQUESTS      Read    Rate   Write    Rate  Tracks    Rate                            Count   Rate         

           Count   Rate

  

  Normal           0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0            DFW Bypass          0    0.0       

 ICL             0    0.0

  Sequential       0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0            CFW Bypass          0    0.0       

 Bypass          0    0.0

  CFW Data         0     0.0       0     0.0                            DFW Inhibit         0    0.0         

          ------  -----

              ------   -----  ------   -----  ------   -----            Async (Trks)        3    0.0       

 Totals          0    0.0

  Totals           0     0.0       0     0.0       0     0.0
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  ---CKD STATISTICS---     ---RECORD CACHING---                         ----HOST ADAPTER ACTIVITY---   

 --------DISK ACTIVITY-------

                                                                                        Bytes  Bytes         

    Resp   Bytes  Bytes

  Write             17     Read Misses       0                                           /Req   /Sec         

    Time    /Req   /Sec

  Write Hits        17     Write Proms       0                          Read            72.4K   8.5K    Read 

     706  131.9K 210.0K

                                                                        Write           69.5K  11.8K    Write 

    870  127.2K 211.1K              

  

 

RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report

The Cache Subsystem Summary inquiry provides subsystem level information about caching performance.

Following the subsystem summary is an overview providing a single line of information about each volume attached to the
subsystem.

A RAID Rank Activity section follows the device overview for each 2105 Enterprise Storage Server.

The following samples show the output produced when the Cache Subsystem Activity Summary report is requested. The
SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCAC8 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCVA - Cache Volume Activity
• HARCCU - Cache Control Unit Activity
• HARRRA - RAID Rank Activity

Notes:

• The HARCVA file is required to produce the single-line volume overview (page 2) of this report. If you attempt to
produce this report from a MICS timespan where the HARCVA file is not active, the report generator will produce a
Cache Subsystem level report (page 1) only.

• The HARRRA file is required to produce the Raid Rank Activity section (page 3) of this report. If you attempt to
produce this report from a MICS timespan where the HARRRA file is not active, the report generator will produce a
Cache Subsystem level report with device overview (pages 1 and 2) only.

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations

The information recorded in the type 74 subtype 5 cache subsystem activity record, the data source for the HARCVA
Cache Device Activity, HARCCU Cache Control Unit Activity and HARRRA RAID Rank Activity files, contains total cache
subsystem activity. Only one system in a shared DASD environment needs to collect this record type.

If you collect type 74 subtype 5 records with more than one system sharing a particular caching subsystem, then process
these records in MICS, your MICS database will contain redundant information. To avoid unnecessary processing and
excessive print volume, you can restrict your subsystem reporting to a single SYSID by coding a "%LET SELECT"
statement after the //CONTROL DD * as follows:

 //CONTROL DD *

 %LET REPORTS = CACHESUM ;
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 %LET TSPAN  = DAYS ;

   ...   ...

   ...   ...

 %LET SELECT=%STR(IF SYSID='SYS1';) ;

 

This SELECT statement restricts reporting to cache subsystem statistics gathered by system SYS1.

To further reduce print volume, you can restrict reporting to a particular cache subsystem. There are several ways of
selecting a cache subsystem:

 CCUSUBID=122, CCUSUBAD='007A', CUDEVNUM=3137, CUADDR='0C41'

 

These four assignment statements all refer to the same caching subsystem. SUBSYSID contains the decimal
representation of subsystem ID. CCUSUBAD is a character representation of the hexadecimal value of subsystem ID.
CUDEVNUM contains the decimal representation of the cache subsystem device address as known by the system that
collected the data. CUADDR is a character representation of the hexadecimal value of the subsystem device address.

To enhance the SELECT statement to report only on the above subsystem, from data collected by SYS1, any of the
following SELECT statements would work:

   %LET SELECT=%STR(IF SYSID='SYS1' AND CCUSUBID=122;)    ;

   %LET SELECT=%STR(IF SYSID='SYS1' AND CCUSUBAD='007A';) ;

   %LET SELECT=%STR(IF SYSID='SYS1' AND CUDEVNUM=3137;)   ;

   %LET SELECT=%STR(IF SYSID='SYS1' AND CUADDR='0C41';)   ;

 

Note: If using a SELECT statement to subset by caching subsystem, as shown above, you cannot include any other
report in the %LET REPORTS= statement. The only report selected must be either CACHESUM or CACHEDTL.

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Samples

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Sample (3990 and 2105, Part 1 of 5)

                                                C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

  z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

  Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

  Subsystem:  2105-01    CU-ID:   AD10       Sub-ID: 2D00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

  Type-Model: 2105-800   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000059229

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                       CACHE SUBSYSTEM STATUS

 ==================================================================================================================================

 

 Subsystem Storage          Non-Volatile Storage     Volumes   Min  Max   Total    Status

 -----------------------    ---------------------    --------------------------   

 ------------------------------------------------

 Configured    12,288 MB    Configured   1,024 MB    Caching    84   84      84    Caching              -

 ACTIVE

 Available     11,062 MB    Pinned           0 MB    Inactive    0    0       0    Non-Volatile Storage -

 ACTIVE
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 Pinned             0 MB                             Total      84   84      84    Cache Fast Write     -

 ACTIVE

 Offline            0 MB                                                           IML Device Available - YES

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                     CACHE SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW

 ==================================================================================================================================

 

 

 Total I/O     5936   Cache I/O     5936   Cache Offline        0

 Total H/R    98.89%  Cache H/R    98.89%

 

 

 CACHE I/O    -------------READ I/O REQUESTS-------------    ----------------------WRITE I/O

 REQUESTS----------------------       %

 REQUESTS       Count     Rate      Hits     Rate   Hit %      Count     Rate      Fast     Rate      Hits   

  Rate   Hit %    Read

 

 Normal          3006      1.7      2941      1.6   97.84        656      0.4       656      0.4       656   

   0.4  100.00   82.09

 Sequential       201      0.1       200      0.1   99.50       2073      1.2      2073      1.2      2073   

   1.2  100.00    8.84

 CFW Data           0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A          0      0.0       N/A      N/A         0   

   0.0     N/A     N/A

               ------    -----    ------    -----  ------     ------    -----    ------    -----    ------   

 -----  ------  ------

 Totals          3207      1.8      3141      1.7   97.94       2729      1.5      2729      1.5      2729   

   1.5  100.00   54.03

 

 

 -----------------------CACHE MISSES-----------------------            ------------MISC------------       

 ------NON-CACHE I/O-----

 REQUESTS      Read    Rate   Write    Rate  Tracks    Rate                            Count   Rate          

          Count   Rate

 

 Normal          65     0.0       0     0.0     442     0.2            DFW Bypass          0    0.0        ICL

             0    0.0

 Sequential       1     0.0       0     0.0      98     0.1            CFW Bypass          0    0.0       

 Bypass          0    0.0

 CFW Data         0     0.0       0     0.0                            DFW Inhibit         0    0.0          

         ------  -----

             ------   -----  ------   -----  ------   -----            Async (Trks)     1163    0.6       

 Totals          0    0.0

 Totals          66     0.0       0     0.0     540     0.3

 

 

 ---CKD STATISTICS---     ---RECORD CACHING--     --SYNCH I/O ACTIVITY--     -HOST ADAPTER ACTIVITY-    

 --------DISK ACTIVITY-------

                                                            REQ     HITS                BYTES  BYTES         

     RESP   BYTES  BYTES

 WRITE            453     READ MISSES       0              /SEC     /REQ                 /REQ   /SEC         

     TIME    /REQ   /SEC
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 WRITE HITS       451     WRITE PROM    38219     READ      8.1    0.923     READ       37.9K   2.4M     READ

    1.700   47.9K 298.3K

                                                  WRITE     0.0    0.000     WRITE      13.0K   1.0M     WRITE

  13.406  365.4K 837.3K

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Sample (3990 and 2105, Part 2 of 5)

                                  C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 002

  z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

  Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

  Subsystem:  2105-01    CU-ID:   AD10       Sub-ID: 2D00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

  Type-Model: 2105-800   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000059229

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                 CACHE SUBSYSTEM DEVICE OVERVIEW

 ==================================================================================================================================

 Volume  Dev  Rank     %     I/O    -- Cache Hit Rate --   ---------- Dasd I/O Rate ---------   Async   Hit %

  Hit %  Hit %  Read %

 Serial  Num  Id      I/O    Rate     Read    DFW    CFW    Stage  DFWBP    ICL    BYP  OTHER    Rate   Total

  Reads Writes  Of Tot

 *ALL              100.00   50.26    27.67   0.00   0.00     0.95   0.00   0.00   0.00  21.64    0.00   55.05

  96.89   0.00   56.89

 *INACT              0.12    0.06

 *ACT               99.88   50.20    27.67   0.00   0.00     0.89   0.00   0.00   0.00  21.64    0.00   55.11

  96.89   0.00   56.89

 VMCHI3 0AD00 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00    0.00

   0.00    ---  100.00

 VM9325 0AD01 0100   0.97    0.49     0.25   0.00   0.00     0.03   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.21    0.00   50.68

  88.09   0.00   57.53

 VM9326 0AD02 0100   4.80    2.41     2.40   0.00   0.00     0.01   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00   99.58

  99.58    ---  100.00

 MINI06 0AD03 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00     ---

    ---    ---     ---

 MINI08 0AD04 0100   4.65    2.34     0.90   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   1.43    0.00   38.53

 100.00   0.00   38.57

 SYSD01 0AD05 0100   3.17    1.59     0.18   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   1.41    0.00   11.04

  99.37   0.00   11.11

 VMCHI4 0AD06 0100   0.03    0.01     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.01    0.00    8.33

 100.00   0.00    8.33

 VM9327 0AD07 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00     ---

    ---    ---     ---

 VM9328 0AD08 0100   0.12    0.06     0.04   0.00   0.00     0.02   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00   70.91

  70.91    ---  100.00

 VM9329 0AD09 0100   0.12    0.06   Caching Not Active

 VMCHI5 0AD0A 0100   0.02    0.01     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.01    0.00    0.00

    ---   0.00    0.00

 VMCHI7 0AD0B 0100   3.31    1.66     0.65   0.00   0.00     0.08   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.94    0.00   38.89

  89.25   0.00   43.57

 VMCHI8 0AD0C 0100   0.08    0.04     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.04   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00    0.00

   0.00   0.00   97.37
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 VMU001 0AD0D 0100  11.10    5.58     5.43   0.00   0.00     0.02   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.13    0.00   97.34

  99.65   0.00   97.69

 VMU013 0AD10 0100   0.09    0.05     0.01   0.00   0.00     0.01   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.03    0.00   26.19

  57.89   0.00   45.24

 VMU002 0AD11 0100   1.06    0.53     0.07   0.00   0.00     0.08   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.39    0.00   12.29

  46.09   0.00   26.67

 VMU003 0AD12 0100   0.68    0.34     0.34   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00  100.00

 100.00    ---  100.00

 VMU004 0AD13 0100   0.91    0.46     0.44   0.00   0.00     0.01   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.01    0.00   96.11

  97.30   0.00   98.79

 VMU005 0AD14 0100   0.15    0.07     0.06   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.02    0.00   74.63

  96.15   0.00   77.61

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Sample (3990 and 2105, Part 3 of 5)

  

  

                                          C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 003

  z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

  Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

  Subsystem:  2105-01    CU-ID:   AD10       Sub-ID: 2D00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

  Type-Model: 2105-800   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000059229

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                          RAID RANK ACTIVITY

 ==================================================================================================================================

 ID   RAID    DA  HDD  Sect   -------- Read Req -------    ------- Write Req -------  ---------- Highest

 Utilized Volumes ---------

      Type             Size   Rate  Avg MB  MB/S  RTime    Rate  Avg MB  MB/S  RTime

 *ALL                           57   0.047   2.6     18       9   0.103   1.2     32

 0100 RAID-5  01   7    512     57   0.047   2.6     18       9   0.103   1.2     32  VSE100 VMS001 VMU001

 VMU008 VM9326 MINI08

  

 

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Sample (1750 and 2107, Part 4 of 5)

                                   C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 004

  z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

  Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

  Subsystem:  2107-01    CU-ID:   AE00       Sub-ID: 2E00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

  Type-Model: 2107-921   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000027129

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                       CACHE SUBSYSTEM STATUS
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 ==================================================================================================================================

 

 Subsystem Storage          Non-Volatile Storage     Volumes   Min  Max   Total    Status

 -----------------------    ---------------------    --------------------------   

 ------------------------------------------------

 Configured    12,288 MB    Configured   1,024 MB    Caching    84   84      84    Caching              -

 ACTIVE

 Available     11,062 MB    Pinned           0 MB    Inactive    0    0       0    Non-Volatile Storage -

 ACTIVE

 Pinned             0 MB                             Total      84   84      84    Cache Fast Write     -

 ACTIVE

 Offline            0 MB                                                           IML Device Available - YES

 

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                     CACHE SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW

 ==================================================================================================================================

 

 

 Total I/O    39409   Cache I/O    39409   Cache Offline        0

 Total H/R    99.94%  Cache H/R    99.94%

 

 

 CACHE I/O    -------------READ I/O REQUESTS-------------    ----------------------WRITE I/O

 REQUESTS----------------------       %

 REQUESTS       Count     Rate      Hits     Rate   Hit %      Count     Rate      Fast     Rate      Hits   

  Rate   Hit %    Read

 

 Normal         15664      8.7     15644      8.7   99.87       8524      4.7      8524      4.7      8524   

   4.7  100.00   64.76

 Sequential     14593      8.1     14590      8.1   99.98        628      0.3       628      0.3       628   

   0.3  100.00   95.87

 CFW Data           0      0.0         0      0.0     N/A          0      0.0       N/A      N/A         0   

   0.0     N/A     N/A

               ------    -----    ------    -----  ------     ------    -----    ------    -----    ------   

 -----  ------  ------

 Totals         30257     16.8     30234     16.8   99.92       9152      5.1      9152      5.1      9152   

   5.1  100.00   76.78

 

 

 -----------------------CACHE MISSES-----------------------            ------------MISC------------       

 ------NON-CACHE I/O-----

 REQUESTS      Read    Rate   Write    Rate  Tracks    Rate                            Count   Rate          

          Count   Rate

 

 Normal          20     0.0       0     0.0      66     0.0            DFW Bypass          0    0.0        ICL

             0    0.0

 Sequential       3     0.0       0     0.0      29     0.0            CFW Bypass          0    0.0       

 Bypass          0    0.0

 CFW Data         0     0.0       0     0.0                            DFW Inhibit         0    0.0          

         ------  -----

             ------   -----  ------   -----  ------   -----            Async (Trks)      711    0.4       

 Totals          0    0.0

 Totals          23     0.0       0     0.0      95     0.1
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 ---CKD STATISTICS---     ---RECORD CACHING---                         ----HOST ADAPTER ACTIVITY---   

 --------DISK ACTIVITY-------

                                                                                       Bytes  Bytes          

   Resp   Bytes  Bytes

 Write          29057     Read Misses       0                                           /Req   /Sec          

   Time    /Req   /Sec

 Write Hits     29055     Write Proms    1490                          Read              505   8.5K    Read  

 607.17   17.9K  10.0K

                                                                       Write            2.3K  11.8K    Write 

 870.04   21.9K  11.1K

  

 

Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report Sample (1750 and 2107, Part 5 of 5)

                                 C A C H E   S U B S Y S T E M   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 005

  z/OS                   Sysplex: PLEXPROD   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

  Release:    VnRn       RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy    0:29:00.00   

 0:59:00.28    0:30:00.28

  Subsystem:  2107-01    CU-ID:   AE00       Sub-ID: 2E00    Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy    0:28:44.72   

 0:58:44.72    0:30:00.00

  Type-Model: 2107-921   Manuf:   IBM        Plant:  13      Serial Number:  000000027129

 ==================================================================================================================================

                                                 CACHE SUBSYSTEM DEVICE OVERVIEW

 ==================================================================================================================================

 Volume  Dev  Xtnt     %     I/O    -- Cache Hit Rate --   ---------- Dasd I/O Rate ---------   Async   Hit %

  Hit %  Hit %  Read %

 Serial  Num  Pool    I/O    Rate     Read    DFW    CFW    Stage  DFWBP    ICL    BYP  OTHER    Rate   Total

  Reads Writes  Of Tot

 *ALL              100.00   50.26    27.67   0.00   0.00     0.95   0.00   0.00   0.00  21.64    0.00   55.05

  96.89   0.00   56.89

 *INACT              0.12    0.06

 *ACT               99.88   50.20    27.67   0.00   0.00     0.89   0.00   0.00   0.00  21.64    0.00   55.11

  96.89   0.00   56.89

 TZQ@02 0AE00 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00    0.00

   0.00    ---  100.00

 TZQ@03 0AE01 0100   0.97    0.49     0.25   0.00   0.00     0.03   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.21    0.00   50.68

  88.09   0.00   57.53

 TZQ@04 0AE02 0100   4.80    2.41     2.40   0.00   0.00     0.01   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00   99.58

  99.58    ---  100.00

 TZQ@05 0AE03 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00     ---

    ---    ---     ---

 TZQ@06 0AE04 0100   4.65    2.34     0.90   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   1.43    0.00   38.53

 100.00   0.00   38.57

 TZQ@07 0AE05 0100   3.17    1.59     0.18   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   1.41    0.00   11.04

  99.37   0.00   11.11

 TZQ@08 0AE06 0100   0.03    0.01     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.01    0.00    8.33

 100.00   0.00    8.33
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 TZQ@09 0AE07 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00     ---

    ---    ---     ---

 TZQ@0A 0AE08 0100   0.12    0.06     0.04   0.00   0.00     0.02   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00   70.91

  70.91    ---  100.00

 TZQ@0B 0AE03 0100   0.00    0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00     ---

    ---    ---     ---

 TZQ@0C 0AE0A 0100   0.02    0.01     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.01    0.00    0.00

    ---   0.00    0.00

 TZQ@0D 0AE0B 0100   3.31    1.66     0.65   0.00   0.00     0.08   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.94    0.00   38.89

  89.25   0.00   43.57

 TZQ@0E 0AE0C 0100   0.08    0.04     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.04   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00    0.00

   0.00   0.00   97.37

 TZQ@0F 0AE0D 0100  11.10    5.58     5.43   0.00   0.00     0.02   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.13    0.00   97.34

  99.65   0.00   97.69

 TZQ@10 0AE10 0100   0.09    0.05     0.01   0.00   0.00     0.01   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.03    0.00   26.19

  57.89   0.00   45.24

 TZQ@11 0AE11 0100   1.06    0.53     0.07   0.00   0.00     0.08   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.39    0.00   12.29

  46.09   0.00   26.67

 TZQ@12 0AE12 0100   0.68    0.34     0.34   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00   0.00    0.00  100.00

 100.00    ---  100.00

  

 

RMF Channel Path Activity Report

The following sample report shows the output produced when the Channel Path Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCHA2 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• HARPCA

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Channel Path Activity Report Sample
  

  

                                      C H A N N E L   P A T H   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

               Page 001

       z/OS                        System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval  0:10:00.00

       Release  VnRn               RMF Version 790                     Time  9:50:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

  

    IODF = 02   Created: ddmmmyy:14:48:33.00   ACT: Activate           CPMF: Extended Mode      CSSID: 0

  

   +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

   |                   OVERVIEW FOR DCM-MANAGED CHANNELS                      |
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   +----------------+----------------------+----------------+-----------------+

   | Channel        |    Utilization(%)    |  Read (MB/Sec) |  Write (MB/Sec) |

   | Group   G   No |   Part  Total    Bus |   Part   Total |   Part   Total  |

   +----------------+----------------------+----------------+-----------------+

     FC_SM  1F    1   ------ ------   0.00     0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00

  

  

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   |                                                  DETAILS FOR ALL CHANNELS                               

                      |

   +-----------------------+----------------------+---------------+---------------+------------------------

+-----------------------+

   |     Channel Path      |    Utilization(%)    |  Read(MB/Sec) | Write(MB/Sec) |    FICON Operations    | 

   zHPF Operations    |

   | ID Type   G  Speed SHR|   Part  Total   Bus  |  Part   Total |  Part   Total |   Rate  Active   Defer | 

   Rate Active  Defer |

   +-----------------------+----------------------+---------------+---------------+------------------------

+-----------------------+

     0D OSD          1G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     14 CIB              Y   ------ ------

     15 CIB              Y   ------ ------

     20 OSD          1G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     22 OSD          1G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     24 OSD          1G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     25 OSD         10G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     27 OSD         10G  Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     28 OSD              Y   See OSA Direct Express Section of Report

     2C CIB              Y   ------ ------

     2D CIB              Y   ------ ------

     30 OSM          1G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00

     32 OSX         10G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00

     33 OSX              Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00

     35 OSX              Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00

     40 FC_S  18    16G  Y     0.00   0.02   0.01     0.10   0.12     0.15   0.18     2.51    1.01    0.00   

 98.43    1.15   0.00

     41 FC_S  18    16G  Y     2.56   8.12   3.84    29.06  69.59    12.63  26.29    88.73    1.04    0.00  

 4262.2    2.57   0.00

     42 FC_S  22    16G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     1.42    1.01    0.00   

  0.00    0.00   0.00

     43 FC_S  22    16G  Y     0.01   3.21  32.11     0.00 882.52     0.00 145.12    11.13    1.30    0.00  

 8601.7    5.33   0.00

     E0 IQD              Y   See Hipersocket Section of Report

     E1 IQD              Y   See Hipersocket Section of Report

     E2 IQD              Y   See Hipersocket Section of Report

  

  

 

                                      C H A N N E L   P A T H   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

               Page 002

       z/OS                        System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval  0:10:00.00
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       Release  VnRn               RMF Version 790                     Time  9:50:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

  

    IODF = 02   Created: ddmmmyy:14:48:33.00   ACT: Activate           CPMF: Extended Mode      CSSID: 0

  

  

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   |                                            DETAILS FOR OSA Express                                      

       |

   +-----------------------+----------------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------------------------+

   |     Channel Path      |    Utilization(%)    |  Read(MB/Sec) | Write(MB/Sec) |      Physical Network IDs

       |

   | ID Type   G  Speed SHR|   Part  Total   Bus  |  Part   Total |  Part   Total | Port 1           Port 2  

       |

   +-----------------------+----------------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------------------------+

     0D OSD          1G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   PN1              PN2

     20 OSD          1G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.09   0.16     0.08   0.14   PN1              PN2

     22 OSD          1G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   PN1              PN2

     24 OSD          1G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   PN1              PN2

     25 OSD         10G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.05   0.38     0.18   0.28   PN1              PN2

     27 OSD         10G  Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.03   PN1              PN2

     28 OSD              Y     0.00   0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00   PN1              PN2

  

  

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   |                                               DETAILS FOR HIPERSOCKETS                                  

                 |

   +-------------------+------------------+------------------+------------------+------------

+------------------+-------------+

   |   Channel Path    |   Write(B/Sec)   |   Message Rate   |   Message Size   | Send Fail  |   Receive Fail

   |   Physical  |

   | ID Type   G  SHR  |    Part    Total |    Part    Total |    Part    Total |    Part    |    Part   

 Total | Network ID  |

   +-------------------+------------------+------------------+------------------+------------

+------------------+-------------+

     E0 IQD        Y           0        0         0        0   -------  -------      0.00         0.00    

 0.00  HS1

     E1 IQD        Y          13       65         0        1   -------    58.00      0.00         0.00    

 0.00

     E2 IQD        Y           2        2         0        0   -------  -------      0.12         0.00    

 0.00  HS2

 

RMF Coupling Facility Reports

  

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:
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• @RMFXESU for the CF Usage Summary report
• @RMFXESS for the CF Structure Activity report
• @RMFXESC for the CF Subchannel report
• @RMFXESR for the CF-to-CF Activity report
• @RMFXES7 for all four reports

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCFA (CF Channel Path File)
• HARCFD (CF Duplexing Activity)
• HARCFH (CF Cache Structure Activity)
• HARCFM (CF Structure SCM Activity)
• HARCFN (CF Async Duplexing Activity) 
• HARCFP (CF Configuration and Activity)
• HARCFR (CF Request)
• HARCFS (CF Structure)

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Coupling Facility Usage Summary Report Sample
  

                                                                 C O U P L I N G   F A C I L I T Y   A C T I V

 I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 003

      z/OS                       Sysplex   UTCPLXJ8            Start mm/dd/yy                           

 Interval   1:00:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                 End mm/dd/yy                            Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Coupling Facility Name = CF4

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Total Samples(Avg) = 1798  (Max) =   1798  (Min) =   1797

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                         COUPLING FACILITY USAGE SUMMARY

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 STRUCTURE SUMMARY(cont)

                                           C       % of        % of  % of     Avg  -List  Dir-  ----Data--- 

 ----Lock--- ----Dir----

         Structure                         H Alloc  CF   Tot   All    CF      Req/   Entries      Elements   

  Entries     Reclaims

Type     Name                 Status       G  Size Stor  Reqs  Reqs  Util     Sec  -Tot- -EOI-  -Tot- -EOI-  -

Tot- -EOI- -Rec- -XIs-

-------- ---------------- ---------------  - ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------- ----- -----  ----- ----- 

 ----- ----- ----- -----

         RLSCACHEA1        100.00% ACTIVE       5G  0.5   172k  1.1   4.1    47.78 4477k 3502k  1754k 1754k  

 N/A   N/A   146k    0

         RLSCACHEX1        100.00% ACTIVE       2G  0.2   134k  0.8   2.1    37.20  331k  330k   676k  675k  

 N/A   N/A     0     0
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         RLSCACHEX2        100.00% ACTIVE       2G  0.2    19k  0.1   1.2     5.17  329k  326k   737k  736k  

 N/A   N/A   478     0

         RLSCACHEX3        100.00% ACTIVE     500M  0.0     0   0.0   0.0     0.00   46k   46k   239k  238k  

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         SYSIGGCAS_ECS     100.00% ACTIVE       3M  0.0    16k  0.1   0.2     4.39  142    61    134    61   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         SYSZWLM_BAA62827  100.00% ACTIVE      21M  0.0     0   0.0   0.0     0.00 3025     5   6051    58   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         SYSZWLM_WORKUNIT  100.00% ACTIVE      21M  0.0     0   0.0   0.0     0.00 3025     0   6051     0   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         SYSZWLM_1DB73906  100.00% ACTIVE      40M  0.0   116k  0.7   0.3    32.19 7245   166     14k  424   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         SYSZWLM_40F72964  100.00% ACTIVE      10M  0.0     0   0.0   0.0     0.00  446     5    892    63   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

         VSAMCACHE1        100.00% ACTIVE      93M  0.0   250k  1.5   1.8    69.35  289k  240k     0     0   

 N/A   N/A     0     0

                                             ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -------

                 Structure Totals             136G 13.3  16.2m  100  99.5  4492.95

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SCM STRUCTURE SUMMARY

                              SCM Space Augmented Lst Entry Lst Elem  --- SCM Read ----  --- SCM Write ---  

 SCM Aux   Delayed

         Structure            Max/      Est.Max/  Est.Max/  Est.Max/  Cnt/Byte Avg St/   Cnt/Byte Avg St/   

 Enabled   Faults

Type     Name             Alg %Used     %Used     Cur       Cur       X'Ferred Std_Dev   X'Ferred Std_Dev   

 Cmd/%All  Cnt/%All

-------- ---------------- --- --------- --------- --------- --------  -------- --------  -------- --------  

 --------  --------

SERIAL   MQGPEDSW         KP1     4096M      307M     2396k   14368k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

                                     0      0.98%        0        0         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

         MQGPFLASH4       KP1      300M       35M   245700   982886         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

                                     0      8.57%        0        0         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

         MQGPFLASH44      KP1      300M       26M   175800     1051k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

                                     0     11.54%        0        0         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

         MQGPFLASH8       KP1      500M       41M   293000     1753k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

                                     0      7.32%        0        0         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

         MQGPJPMCES       KP1      400M       34M   233200     1403k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

                                     0      8.82%        0        0         0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

         MQGPSCMLARGE     KP1      600M       48M   351000     2102k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0
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                                 37.16%     6.25%   260910     1565k        0  0.000000        0   0.000000  

      0         0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ASYNCHRONOUS CF DUPLEXING SUMMARY

                          --------- ASYNC DUPLEX CF OPERATIONS ---------    --- ASYNC DUPLEX SYNC_UP REQUESTS

 ---

         Structure                  --Transmit Time--   --Service Time---                       --Suspend

 Time---

                                      (microseconds)      (microseconds)                            (seconds)

Type     Name              Total      Avg     Std_Dev     Avg    Std_Dev     Total    #Susp       Avg    

 Std_Dev

-------- ---------------- --------  -------   -------   -------  -------    --------  -----     -------  

 -------

LOCK     DSNDBWG_LOCK1      55381k    18.50      8.86     20.61    13.26     783823       1     7763.00     

 0.00

                                                        C O U P L I N G   F A C I L I T Y   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 004

      z/OS                       Sysplex   UTCPLXJ8            Start mm/dd/yy                           

 Interval   1:00:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                 End mm/dd/yy                            Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Coupling Facility Name = CF4

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Total Samples(Avg) = 1798  (Max) =   1798  (Min) =   1797

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                         COUPLING FACILITY USAGE SUMMARY

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 STORAGE SUMMARY                                                                                             

         !            !

                                               Alloc     % of CF        ------- Dump Space -------           

         !   LEGEND   !

                                                Size     Storage        % in Use   Max % Requested           

         !            !

                                                                                                             

         ! K=   1024  !

 Total CF Storage Used by Structures          136G        13.30%                                             

         ! M=1048576  !

 Total CF Dump Storage                         52G         5.08%          0.00%          0.01%               

         !            !

 Total CF Storage Available                   835G        81.62%                                             

         ! k=   1000  !

                                             -------                                                         

         ! m=1000000  !

 Total CF Storage Size                       1023G                                                           

         !            !

                                                                                                             

         --------------
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                                               Alloc     % Allocated

                                                Size

 Total Control Storage Defined               1023G        18.38%

 Total Data Storage Defined                     0K         0.00%

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PROCESSOR SUMMARY

 Coupling Facility         2964        Model NE1      CFLEVEL   21          DYNDISP  OFF

 Average CF Utilization  (% Busy)         11.84%      Logical Processors:   Defined   6    Effective    6.0

                                                                            Shared    0    Avg Weight   0.0   

                                                                        

                                                 

        

Coupling Facility Structure Activity Report Sample

             

         

                                                       C O U P L I N G   F A C I L I T Y   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

      z/OS                       Sysplex   UTCPLXJ8            Start mm/dd/yy                           

 Interval   1:00:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                 End mm/dd/yy                            Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Coupling Facility Name = CF1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                  COUPLING FACILITY STRUCTURE ACTIVITY

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Structure Name =  CQS_FF_LOGSTR       Type = LIST-UNSERIAL                             Encrypted = NO

         # Req    --------------- Requests -----------------   ---------------- Delayed Requests

 ---------------         LIST

 System  Total            Tot     % of   -Service Time (MS)-   Delay    Dly   Per  % of   --Delay Time

 MicroSec-      # Req with

 Name    Avg/Sec         Reqsts    All      Avg    Std_Dev     Reason  Total  Sec   All     Avg   S_Dev  All/

Req      Contention

 ------  -------         ------  ------   -------  ------              ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ 

 ------       ----------

 J80       45757  Sync    45508   99.5%     22.1     2.3       No Sch      0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0     

 0.0      Tot Req  45757

           12.71  Async     249    0.5%     67.5    11.3       Pr Wt       0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0      

         Def Req     0

                  Chngd      0     0.0%   Included in Async    Pr Comp     0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0

                                                               Dump        0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Total     45757  Sync    45508   99.5%     22.1     2.3       No Sch      0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0     

 0.0      Tot Req  45757

           12.71  Async     249    0.5%     67.5    11.3       Pr Wt       0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0      

         Def Req     0

                  Chngd            0.0%                        Pr Comp     0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0

                                                               Dump        0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0

 Structure Name =  CQS_FP_LOGSTR       Type = LIST-UNSERIAL                             Encrypted = NO

         # Req    --------------- Requests -----------------   ---------------- Delayed Requests

 ---------------         LIST

 System  Total            Tot     % of   -Service Time (MS)-   Delay    Dly   Per  % of   --Delay Time

 MicroSec-      # Req with

 Name    Avg/Sec         Reqsts    All      Avg    Std_Dev     Reason  Total  Sec   All     Avg   S_Dev  All/

Req      Contention

 ------  -------         ------  ------   -------  ------              ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ 

 ------       ----------

 J80          28  Sync        4   14.3%     25.2     6.7       No Sch      0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0     

 0.0      Tot Req     28

            0.01  Async      24   85.7%     75.7    18.0       Pr Wt      18  0.01  64.3%    0.0    0.0      

         Def Req     0

                  Chngd      0     0.0%   Included in Async    Pr Comp     6  0.00  21.4%    0.0    7.7

                                                               Dump        0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Total        28  Sync        4   14.3%     25.2     6.7       No Sch      0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0     

 0.0      Tot Req     28

            0.01  Async      24   85.7%     75.7    18.0       Pr Wt       18 0.01  64.3%    0.0    0.0      

         Def Req     0

                  Chngd            0.0%                        Pr Comp      6 0.00  21.4%    0.0    0.0

                                                               Dump        0  0.00   0.0%    0.0    0.0       

                                                                      

        

Coupling Facility Subchannel Activity Report Sample

                                                              

 C O U P L I N G   F A C I L I T Y   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

       z/OS                       Sysplex   AMXT                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:06:00.00

       Release VnRn               RMF Version 780                     Time 18:04:00                      

 Cycle  2.000  Seconds

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Coupling Facility Name = CF01A

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                         SUBCHANNEL  ACTIVITY

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ----------------- Overall ---------------------    ---------- Requests ----------   -------------- Delayed

 Requests ------------
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   System   Total    Per/  -- CF Links --  Path                #    -Srv Time(Mic)-               Tot   % of 

  -- Avg Time (Mic)--

    Name     Reqs    Sec   Type  Gen  Use  Busy               Reqs    Avg    St_Dev               Req   All  

  /Del  St_Dev   /All

  --------  ------  -----  ----  ---  ---  ------            -----  ------  -------              ------ ------

 ----- ------ ------

  SYS1       10328  11.48  ICP     2    2       0    Sync        0     0.0      0.0   List/Cache      0   0.0%

   0.0    0.0    0.0

                           CIB     1    1            Async    7286  1189.6   1531.3   Lock            0   0.0%

   0.0    0.0    0.0

                           CFP     1    1            Changed     0  *INCL IN ASYNC*   Total           0   0.0%

                           Subch  56   28            Unsucc      0     0.0      0.0

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                         CHANNEL PATH DETAILS

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  System Name  ID  Type   Operation Mode      Degraded   Distance (Km)   PCHID  AID   Port   ------- IOP IDs

 -------

  -----------  --  ----   --------------      --------   -------------   -----  ----  ----  

 -----------------------

  SYS1         F6  ICP

               F7  CIB    12X IFB3 HCA3-O        N                 474     131  00FB    0C   01   02   03   04

               F8  ICP

               F9  CFP    2GBIT                  N                 878     021  0002    06   01   02   03   04

                                                      

        

        

CF-to-CF Activity Report Sample

   z/OS                       Sysplex   HAL                       Date mm/dd/yy                       Interval

   0:10:00.00

       Release VnRn               RMF Version 780                     Time 18:15:00                      

 Cycle  2.000  Seconds

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Coupling Facility Name = STAN1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                          CF TO CF ACTIVITY

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ----------------- Overall --------------           ---------- Requests ----------   ------------- Delayed

 Requests --------------

   Peer      Total    Per/  -- CF Links --                     #    -Srv Tm (MICS)-                Tot   % of

   -- Avg Time (MIC)--

   CF         Reqs    Sec   Type       Use                    Reqs    Avg    St_Dev                Req   All 

   /Del  St_Dev   /All

  --------   ------  -----  ----       ---                   -----  ------  -------               ------

 ------ ----- ------ ------

  STAN1       25062   41.8  ICP         6            Sync    25062     1.6      0.0   Sync          1683  

 6.3%   8.2    0.0    0.0

                            CIB         1
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                            CFP         1

  KUBR1       25294   42.2  ICP         6            Sync    25294     0.8      0.0   Sync          2371  

 8.6%   1.0    0.0    0.0

                            CIB         2

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                         CHANNEL PATH DETAILS

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Peer CF      ID  Type   Operation Mode      Degraded   Distance (Km)

  -----------  --  ----   --------------      --------   -------------

  STAN1        F6  ICP

               F7  ICP

               F8  CIB    1X  IFB  HCA3-O LR     N             55

               F9  ICP

               FA  CFP    2GBIT                  N             30

               FB  ICP

               FC  ICP

               FD  ICP

  KUBR1        A6  ICP

               A7  ICP

               A8  ICP             

                                                                         

        

RMF Cross-System Coupling Facility Reports

The following samples show the output produced for the Cross-System Coupling Facility.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFXCFS for the XCF Usage by System report
• @RMFXCFM for the XCF Usage by Member report
• @RMFXCFP for the XCF Path Statistics report
• @RMFXCF7 for all three reports

The MICS files used to generate the reports are:

• SCPXCY (XCF System Activity)
• SCPXCM (XCF Member Activity)
• SCPXCA (XCF Path Activity)

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS ** ** database contains essential data elements only.

XCF Usage by System Report Sample
                                                        X C F   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

         Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID GFL1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 715                     Time  23:00:00                      Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

                                                         XCF USAGE BY SYSTEM
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                           REMOTE SYSTEMS                                                    

        LOCAL

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

  -----------------

                         OUTBOUND From GFL1                                       INBOUND To GFL1            

       GFL1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  ----------------------------  

  -----------------

 

                                       ----- Buffer -----      All

To        Transport Buffer        Req   %    %    %    %     Paths     Req     From            Req  Req      

  Transport     Req

System    Class     Length        Out  SML  FIT  BIG  OVR  Unavail  Reject     System           In  Reject   

  Class      Reject

 

GFL2      POSH      43,008    100,923  100    0    0    0        0       1     GFL2        100,889       0   

  POSH           0

          DEFAULT    5,120          0    0    0    0    0        0       0                                   

  DEFAULT        0

GFL3      POSH      43,008    101,050  100    0    0    0        0      11     GFL3        101,081       0   

  POSH           0

          DEFAULT    5,120          0    0    0    0    0        0       0                                   

  DEFAULT        0

                           ----------                                                   ----------

 Total                        201,973                                                      201,970

 

XCF Usage by Member Report Sample
  

                                                       X C F   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

         Page 002

      z/OS                       System ID GFL1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 715                     TIME  23:00:00                      Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

                                                         XCF USAGE BY MEMBER

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   Members Communicating With  GFL1                                         Members On GFL1

-------------------------------------------------------------------       

 -----------------------------------------------------

 

                                                     Req        Req

                                                    From         To                                         

 Req            Req

Group            Member             System          GFL1       GFL1        Group      Member                

 Out             In

E0000045         MEMBER1            GFL3               0          0        E0000045   MEMBER3                

  0              0
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                                              ---------- ----------                                  

 ----------     ----------

Total                                                  0          0                                          

  0              0

E0000046         MEMBER1            GFL3               0          0        E0000046   MEMBER3                

  0              0

                                              ---------- ----------                                  

 ----------     ----------

Total                                                  0          0                                          

  0              0

GROUP00W         GRPW@@@@GFL2       GFL2              44          2        GROUP00W   GRPW@@@@GFL1          

 371            271

                 GRPW@@@@GFL3       GFL3             170        111                                  

 ----------     ----------

                                              ---------- ----------                                         

 371            271

Total                                                214        113

F0000001         SDFVPPM1           GFL3               0          0

                                              ---------- ----------

Total                                                  0          0

                                                                           C0000004   ACCEPTOR               

  0              0

                                                                                                     

 ----------     ----------

                                                                           Total                             

  0              0

C0000007         DONOR              GFL3       *NOW INACTIVE               C0000007   ACCEPTOR         *NOW

 INACTIVE

                                                                                      MEMBER3                

  0              0

                                                                                                     

 ----------     ----------

                                                                           Total                             

  0              0

SYSGRS           GFL2               GFL2         100,832    100,832        SYSGRS     GFL1              

 201,660        201,660

                 GFL3               GFL3         100,833    100,833                                  

 ----------     ----------

                                              ---------- ----------        Total                        

 201,660        201,660

Total                                            201,665    201,665

SYSMCS           GFL2               GFL2              47         55        SYSMCS     GFL1                   

 94            192

                 GFL3               GFL3              47        137                                  

 ----------     ----------

                                              ---------- ----------        Total                             

 94            192

Total                                                 94        192

 

XCF Path Statistics Report Sample
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                                                       X C F   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

         Page 003

      z/OS                       System ID GFL1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 715                     Time  23:00:00                      Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

 Total Samples =       900                                XCF PATH STATISTICS

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                             OUTBOUND From  GFL1                                            INBOUND To GFL1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------    

 -----------------------------------------

 From                         To                                                     To              From

 Dev     To        Transport  Dev        Req    Avg Q                                Dev   From      Dev     

    Req    Buffers

 Num     System    Class      Num        Out    Length     Susp    Busy    Retry     Num   System    Num     

     In    Unavail

 

 04C1    GFL2      POSH       04C1   100,924      0.06  100,873      46        0     04C3  GFL2      04C3   

 100,889          0

 04C5    GFL3      POSH       04C3   101,050      0.05  100,975      75        0     04C7  GFL3      04C7   

 101,081          0

 0FAD   *UNKNOWN   POSH                    0      1.00        0       0        0     0FAF *UNKNOWN           

      0          0

 0FB5              POSH                    0      0.00        0       0        0          *UNKNOWN           

      0          0

                                  ----------                                                             

 ----------

 Total                               201,974                                                                

 201,970

 

RMF CPU Activity Report

The following sample reports show the output produced when the CPU Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in shared prefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCPU4 - for all systems

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCPU
• HARIPU
• HARLPC
• HARVPA

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

CPU Activity Report Sample

Part 1 of 5
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                                           C P U   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T
                                                                                        
                                   Page 001
       z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.05
       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
 
 CPU        8561   CPC Capacity   966        Sequence Code 0000000000032AF8
 Model      608                              Hiperdispatch=Yes
 H/W Model  T01 Change Reason:  NONE Boost Type=NONE    Boost Class=NONE
 
 ---CPU---    ---------------- Time % ----------------   --- MT % ----    Log Proc      
  --I/O Interrupts--
 Num  Type    Online    LPAR Busy    MVS Busy   Parked   Prod   Util      Share %       
  Rate     % via TPI
 00   CP      100.00     33.82        33.66       0.00   100.00  33.82    100.0  HIGH   
  2300.55     3.23
 01   CP      100.00     25.83        25.80       0.00   100.00  25.83    100.0  HIGH   
     0.00     0.00
 02   CP      100.00     15.64        15.68       0.00   100.00  15.64     91.5  MED    
     0.00     0.00
 03   CP      100.00      0.17        14.96      98.89   100.00   0.17      0.0  LOW    
     0.00     0.00
 Total/Average:          18.86        25.01              100.00  18.86    291.5         
  2300.55     3.23
                                                                                        
                  
 04   IIP     100.00     15.18        13.85       0.00    86.33  13.11     75.6  MED
                                       4.32       0.00                
 05   IIP     100.00      1.66         1.49       0.00    85.64   1.42      0.0  LOW
                                       0.92       0.00                
 06   IIP     100.00      0.00       ------     100.00     N/A    0.00      0.0  LOW
                                     ------     100.00          
 Total/Average:           5.61         5.14               85.99   4.84     75.6
 ------------ Multi-Threading Analysis ---------------
 CPU Type    Mode     Max CF           CF      Avg TD
      CP        1      1.000        1.000       1.000
      IIP       2      1.192        1.040       1.187

                                       C P U   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T (continued)
                                                                                        
                                   Page 001
       z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.05
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       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
 
 CPU        8561   CPC Capacity   966        Sequence Code 0000000000032AF8
 Model      608                              Hiperdispatch=Yes
 H/W Model  T01 Change Reason:  NONE Boost Type=NONE    Boost Class=NONE
 
 SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE AND WORK UNIT ANALYSIS
 
   ---------Number of Address Spaces---------     -----------------------Distribution of
 IN-READY Work Unit Queue--------------
 
   Queue Types          Min      Max      Avg      Number of              0    10   20  
 30   40   50   60   70   80   90   100
                                                   Work Units     (%)    
 |....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|
   IN                   475      500    485.3
   IN READY               1      139      8.5     <=  N          68.2    
 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
                                                   =  N +  1      5.2     >>>
   OUT READY              0        7      0.0      =  N +  2      4.4     >>>
   OUT WAIT               0        0      0.0      =  N +  3      3.1     >>
                                                  <=  N +  5      5.1     >>>
   LOGICAL OUT RDY        0        2      0.0     <=  N + 10      5.2     >>>
   LOGICAL OUT WAIT     403      428    416.4     <=  N + 15      3.3     >>
                                                  <=  N + 20      2.2     >>
   Address Space Types                            <=  N + 30      1.6     >
                                                  <=  N + 40      1.0     >
   BATCH                 52       61     55.9     <=  N + 60      0.3     >
   STC                  557      570    564.4     <=  N + 80      0.1     >
   TSO                  244      254    249.6     <=  N + 100     0.1     >
   ASCH                   0        0      0.0     <=  N + 120     0.0
   OMVS                  31       35     31.9     <=  N + 150     0.0
                                                  >   N + 150     0.0
   ---------Number of Work Units-------------
   CPU Types            Min      Max      Avg     N = Number of processors online
 unparked (4.0 on avg)
   CP                     0      319      2.1
   AAP                    0        0      0.0
   IIP                    0       43      0.3
 
 BLOCKED WORKLOAD ANALYSIS
 
   OPT Parameters: BLWLTRPCT (%)   0.5     Promote Rate:  Defined       53     Waiters
 for Promote:  Avg     0.000
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                   BLWLINTHD        20                    Used (%)       0              
             Peak       

CPU Activity Report Sample - PR/SM LPAR Partition Data

Part 2 of 5

                                        P A R T I T I O N   D A T A   R E P O R T  
                                                                                        
                                   Page 002 
       z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.00
       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
 MVS Partition Name                    CA31     Phys Cores *All*    21         Group
 Name   DEFAULT        Initial  Cap:  NO     
 Image Capacity                         724                 CP       8         Limit    
          0        LPAR HW  Cap:  NO     
 Number of Configured Partitions         18                 ICF      2         Available
        N/A        HW Group Cap:  YES    
 Wait Completion                         NO                 IFL      8                  
                   ABS MSU  Cap:  NO
 Dispatch Interval                        1                 IIP      3                 
     
 
 ------------ Partition Data ------------------ -- Logical Partition Processor Data --
 -- Average Processor Utilization Percentages -
                      ----MSU----  --Capping--- -Processor- ----Dispatch Time Data----
 Logical Processors --- Physical Processors ---
 
 Name       S BT Wgt   Def    Act  Def     WLM%   Num  Type  Effective       Total    
 Effective    Total LPAR Mgmt  Effective  Total
 
 SYS1       A  N 450     0     91  N N Y    0.0     4  CP    0:11:13.036   0:11:19.070  
   18.70    18.86      0.08       9.35   9.43
 SYS2       A  S  80     0      1  N N N    0.0     2  CP    0:00:03.664   0:00:04.737  
    0.20     0.26      0.01       0.05   0.07
 VSY1       A  N 400     0    273  N N N    0.0     4  CP    0:33:19.149   0:33:52.044  
   55.54    56.45      0.46      27.77  28.22
 SYS3       A  N  80     0      4  N N N    0.0     2  CP    0:00:31.435   0:00:32.867  
    1.75     1.83      0.02       0.44   0.46
 VSY2       A  N  25     0    118  N N N    0.0     1  CP    0:14:37.700   0:14:38.274  
   97.53    97.59      0.01      12.19  12.20
 SYS4       A  S 120     0     14  N N N    0.0     2  CP    0:01:39.025   0:01:41.686  
    5.50     5.65      0.04       1.38   1.41
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 SYS5       A  N  80     0     69  N N N    0.0     2  CP    0:08:30.846   0:08:32.860  
   28.38    28.49      0.03       7.10   7.12
 *PHYSICAL*                                                                0:00:46.583  
                       0.65              0.65
               -----                                        ------------  ------------  
                     ------     ------ ------
 TOTAL          1235                                         1:09:54.855   1:11:28.121  
                       1.30      58.27  59.56
 
 COUPLEB1   A    200               N N N            1  ICF   0:00:00.010   0:00:00.013  
    0.00     0.00      0.00       0.00   0.00
 COUPLET1   A    500               N N N            2  ICF   0:00:06.470   0:00:06.698  
    0.36     0.37      0.01       0.36   0.37
 *PHYSICAL*                                                                0:00:06.502  
                       0.36              0.36
               -----                                        ------------  ------------  
                     ------     ------ ------
 TOTAL           700                                         0:00:06.480   0:00:13.213  
                       0.37       0.36   0.73
 
 VSY1       A     20               N N N            4  IFL   0:10:53.739   0:11:15.550  
   18.16    18.77      0.30       9.08   9.38
 VSY2       A    300               N N N            6  IFL   0:23:51.231   0:23:57.154  
   26.50    26.61      0.08      19.88  19.96
 VSY3       A     20               N N N            2  IFL   0:00:00.000   0:00:00.000  
    0.00     0.00      0.00       0.00   0.00
 *PHYSICAL*                                                                0:00:19.776  
                       0.27              0.27
               -----                                        ------------  ------------  
                     ------     ------ ------
 TOTAL           340                                         0:34:44.970   0:35:32.480  
                       0.66      28.96  29.62
 
 SYS1       A  N 150               N N Y            3  IIP   0:02:27.593   0:02:31.546  
    5.47     5.61      0.15       5.47   5.61
 SYS2       A  N  65               N N N            2  IIP   0:00:00.071   0:00:00.138  
    0.00     0.01      0.00       0.00   0.01
 VSY2       A  N 190               N N N            3  IIP   0:00:55.390   0:00:55.854  
    2.05     2.07      0.02       2.05   2.07
 VSY3       A  N  60               N N N            1  IIP   0:00:00.643   0:00:00.907  
    0.07     0.10      0.01       0.02   0.03
 SYS4       A  I  70               N N N            2  IIP   0:00:49.123   0:00:50.259  
    3.51     3.59      0.04       1.82   1.86
 SYS5       A  N  60               N N N            1  IIP   0:00:14.762   0:00:15.247  
    1.64     1.69      0.02       0.55   0.56
 *PHYSICAL*                                                                0:00:05.419  
                       0.20              0.20
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               -----                                        ------------  ------------  
                     ------     ------ ------
 TOTAL           595                                         0:04:27.582   0:04:39.370  
                       0.44       9.91  10.35
 
 TSY1       D
 TSY2       D
     
 

CPU Activity Report Sample - LPAR Cluster Report

Part 3 of 5

                                            L P A R   C L U S T E R   R E P O R T
                                                                                        
                                   Page 003 
       z/OS                       System ID JH0                       Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.24
       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
                               ------ Weighting Statistics ------   ---- Processor
 Statistics ----   ------ Storage Statistics -----
                               --- Defined ---  ---- Actual -----   ---- Number ---   --
 Total% --   --- Central ---  -- Expanded --
 Cluster   Partition  System    Init  Min  Max  Avg  Min %  Max %   Defined  Actual  
 LBusy  PBusy                                  
 CT2PLEX   SYS1       SYS1        50    0    0   50    0.0  100.0         7     7.0   
 1.30   0.09        65,536            N/A
 ---------------------------   ----------------------------------  
 ------------------------------   -------------------------------
                      Total:      50                                      7           
 1.30   0.09        65,536            N/A
 
 UTCPLXJ8  SYS2       SYS2       300    0    0  252    0.0  100.0        64    32.0  
 43.14  14.38       524,288            N/A
           SYS3       SYS3       100    0    0  295    0.0  100.0         7     7.0  
 52.00   3.79        68,608            N/A
           SYS4       SYS4        75    0    0  219    0.0  100.0        24    16.0  
 94.94  15.82       208,896            N/A
           SYS5       SYS5       350    0    0   59    0.0  100.0        64    32.0  
 35.23  11.74     1,048,576            N/A
           SYS6       SYS6       200    0    0  200    0.0  100.0         7     7.0  
 30.12   2.20        30,720            N/A     
 ---------------------------   ----------------------------------  
 ------------------------------   -------------------------------
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                      Total:    1025                                    166         
 255.43  47.94     1,881,088            N/A
        

CPU Activity Report Sample - Group Capacity Report

Part 4 of 5

                                            G R O U P  C A P A C I T Y  R E P O R T
                                                                                        
                                   Page 004 
       z/OS                       System ID SYT2                      Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.00
       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
 Group-Capacity  Partition    System   -- MSU --   Wgt   ---- Capping ----    -
 Entitlement -
 Name     Limit                        Def   Act         Def   WLM%   Act%    Minimum
 Maximum
 
 CAPGRP1     44  SYS1         SYS1      37    12   500   NO    69.2   29.8         14   
   44
                 SYS2         SYS2       8     3   250   NO     0.0    0.0         22   
   44
 -----------------------------------  
 ------------------------------------------------------
                               Total          15   750
        

CPU Activity Report - Group/Hardware Capacity Report

Part 5 of 5

                                          H A R D W A R E  G R O U P  R E P O R T 
                                                                                        
                                   Page 005 
       z/OS                       System ID CA31                      Date mm/dd/yy     
                  Interval   0:15:00.00
       Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 11:29:00     
                  Cycle 1.000  Seconds
 
 HW Group   Partition  System     ------------- HW GROUP LIMIT -------------
 Name                                 CP      CBP      IIP      ICF      IFL
 DEFAULT    SYS1       SYS1       255.00      N/A   255.00     0.00     0.00
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 The Group Capacity Report section shows LPARs that participate in a defined capacity
 group.
 The Hardware Group Report section shows LPARs that participate in an absolute hardware
 group.
        

RMF Crypto Hardware Activity Report

The following sample shows the output produced when the Crypto Hardware Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCRY1 - for all systems producing the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.  

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCRA - Crypto Accelerator Activity
• HAR_RA - Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR
• HARCRF - ICSF Services Activity
• HARCRK - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity
• HAR_RK - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR
• HARCRP - Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity
• HAR_RP - Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR

For further information on the report format and contents, see the IBM z/OS RMF Report Analysis Guide.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Crypto Hardware Activity Report Sample
                                           C R Y P T O   H A R D W A R E  A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

             Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time 23:59:00                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

-------- CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA COPROCESSOR ----

          --------------- LPAR ----------------  ----------------- CPC ----------------

Type   Id  Rate  Exec Time  Util%  Key-Gen Rate   Rate  Exec Time  Util%  Key-Gen Rate

CEX6C   0   N/A     N/A       N/A         N/A      0.00    0.000     0.0         0.00

        1   0.32    0.229     0.0         0.00     0.32    0.229     0.0         0.00

        2   N/A     N/A       N/A         N/A      0.00    0.000     0.0         0.00

        3   0.33    0.229     0.0         0.00     0.33    0.229     0.0         0.00

        4   N/A     N/A       N/A         N/A      0.00    0.000     0.0         0.00

 

-------- CRYPTOGRAPHIC PKCS11 COPROCESSOR

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          --------- LPAR --------  --------- CPC ---------                  --------- LPAR --------  ---------

 CPC ---------

Type   Id  Rate  Exec Time  Util%   Rate  Exec Time  Util%  FUNCTION         Rate  Exec Time  Util%   Rate 

 Exec Time  Util%
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CEX6P  10  N/A      N/A       0     0.04     0.079     0.0  Asym Fast        N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Asym Gen         N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Asym Slow        N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Symm Complete    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.04   

  0.079    0.0

                                                            Symm Partial     N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

       11  N/A      N/A       0     0.04     0.103     0.0  Asym Fast        N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Asym Gen         N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Asym Slow        N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            Symm Complete    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.04   

  0.103    0.0

                                                            Symm Partial     N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

 

-------- CRYPTOGRAPHIC ACCELERATOR

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          --------- LPAR --------  --------- CPC ---------                  --------- LPAR --------  ---------

 CPC ---------

Type   Id  Rate  Exec Time  Util%   Rate  Exec Time  Util%  FUNCTION         Rate  Exec Time  Util%   Rate 

 Exec Time  Util%

CEX6A   4  N/A      N/A       0     4571     0.025    11.4  RSA ME   1024    N/A      N/A      N/A    3988   

  0.021    8.5

                                                            RSA ME   2048    N/A      N/A      N/A  582.01   

  0.050    2.9

                                                            RSA ME   4096    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  1024    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  2048    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.66   

  0.601    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  4096    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

        5  N/A      N/A       0     4571     0.025    11.4  RSA ME   1024    N/A      N/A      N/A    3989   

  0.021    8.5

                                                            RSA ME   2048    N/A      N/A      N/A  581.87   

  0.050    2.9

                                                            RSA ME   4096    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  1024    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  2048    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.68   

  0.602    0.0

                                                            RSA CRT  4096    N/A      N/A      N/A    0.00   

  0.000    0.0

 -------- ICSF SERVICES:  Data Level 019

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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         ---- Encryption -----    ---- Decryption -----    -------- Hash ---------    ------ PIN -------

          SDES    TDES     AES     SDES    TDES     AES    SHA-1  SHA-256  SHA-512    Translate   Verify

 

 Rate     0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00         0.00     0.00

 Size     0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00    0.00    0.00     0.00     0.00     0.00

 

         ----- MAC ------    ---- AES MAC ---    --- RSA DSIG ---    --- ECC DSIG ---    - FORMAT PRESERVING

 ENCRYPTION -

         Generate  Verify    Generate  Verify    Generate  Verify    Generate  Verify    Encipher   Decipher 

   Translate

 

 Rate        0.12    0.08        0.13    0.04        0.04    0.21        0.06    0.31         N/A        N/A 

         N/A

 Size        2.63    3.19        0.34    2.91                                                 N/A        N/A 

         N/A

RMF Device Activity Report

The following samples show output produced when the Device Activity Report is requested.

The Storage Group Device Activity Report (Direct Access Report) sample shows the output produced when the Storage
Group Device Activity Report is requested. The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFDEV4 - for all systems
• @RMFDSG4 - for all systems (device/storage group report).

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• HARDVA

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Device Activity Report (Communications Device) Sample
                                       C O M M U N I C A T I O N S   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 001

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

 

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

 

  

 

                                Device   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg    %      %     %     Avg  

 %     %     %

     Dev   Device   Volume      Actvty   Resp IOSQ  CMR  DB   Int   Pend Disc Conn   Dev    Dev   Dev   Nmbr 

 Any   Mount Not

     Num   Type     Serial LCU  Rate     Time Time  Dly  Dly  Dly   Time Time Time   Conn   Util  Resv  Alloc

 Alloc Pend  Ready
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     ----- -------- ------ ---- -------  ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----   ----   ----  ----  -----

 ----- ----- -----

     00080 CTC             005    0.067  1.03 .000  .220 .000 .000  .354 .017 .659   0.00   0.00   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00081 CTC             005    0.020  .405 .000  .064 .000 .000  .171 .000 .235   0.00   0.00   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00082 CTC             005    0.032  1.04 .000  .088 .000 .000  .216 .552 .274   0.00   0.00   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00083 CTC             005    0.147  1.49 .000  .117 .000 .000  .255 .773 .463   0.01   0.02   0.1    1.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00084 CTC             005    0.183  1.25 .000  .135 .000 .000  .274 .655 .323   0.01   0.02   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00085 CTC             005    0.166  .900 .000  .051 .000 .000  .192 .411 .297   0.00   0.01   0.1    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00086 CTC             005    0.042  1.62 .000  .179 .000 .000  .323 1.03 .266   0.00   0.01   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00087 CTC             005    0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00088 CTC             005    0.042  .748 .000  .354 .000 .000  .495 .000 .253   0.00   0.00   0.0    0.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     00089 CTC             005    0.093  1.10 .000  .216 .000 .000  .354 .439 .309   0.00   0.01   0.0   26.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

     0008A CTC             005    0.158  .579 .000  .075 .000 .000  .224 .000 .354   0.01   0.01   0.0    4.0

 100.0   0.0   0.0

  

 

                      LCU         0.950  .924 .000  .136 .000 .000  .260  .352 .312   0.01   0.04   0.0    2.8

 100.0   0.0   0.0

  

 

Device Activity Report (Direct Access Device) Sample
  

                                      D I R E C T   A C C E S S   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 002

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

 

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

 

  

 

  

                                                  Device   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg    %     

 %     %    Avg   %

  Storage  Dev   Device   Number Volume           Actvty   Resp IOSQ  CMR  DB   Int   Pend Disc Conn   Dev   

 Dev   Dev  Nmbr  Any
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   Group   Num   Type     of Cyl Serial PAV  LCU  Rate     Time Time  Dly  Dly  Dly   Time Time Time   Conn  

 Util  Resv Alloc Alloc

  -------- ----- -------- ------ ------ ---  ---- -------  ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----   ----  

 ----  ---- ----- -----

  WORK     00132 33909     10017 WRK001      00B7   0.012  1.41 .000  .220 .000 .047  .354 .017 .659   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

  WORK     00133 33909     10017 WRK002      00B7   0.012  1.66 .000  .064 .000  361  .171 .000 .235   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

  PROD     00135 33909     10017 PROD02   2  00B7   0.011  2.96 .000  .117 .000  181  .255 .773 .463   0.01  

 0.02   0.1   0.0 100.0

           00136 33909     10017 ESS001   2  00B7   0.052  .795 .000  .135 .000 .000  .274 .655 .323   0.01  

 0.02   0.0   1.0 100.0

  TEST     00137 33909     10017 TEST11 1.0H 00B7   0.010  1.11 .000  .051 .000 .000  .192 .411 .297   0.00  

 0.01   0.1   0.0 100.0

  TEST     00138 33909     10017 TEST02 1.0H 00B7   0.010  1.65 .000  .179 .000 .000  .323 1.03 .266   0.00  

 0.01   0.0   0.0 100.0

  SYSTEM   00139 33909     10017 SYS008   1  00B7   0.010  .235 .000  .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 .000   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

           0013A 33909     10017 MDBC43   1  00B7   0.012  1.44 .000  .354 .000 .000  .495 .000 .253   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

  PROD     0013B 33909     10017 PROD03   2  00B7   0.012  1.56 .000  .216 .000 .000  .354 .439 .309   0.00  

 0.01   0.0   0.0 100.0

           0013C 33909     10017 STSAD3   1  00B7   0.010  .132 .000  .075 .000 .000  .224 .000 .354   0.01  

 0.01   0.0  26.0 100.0

           0013D 33909     10017 ERDD25   1  00B7   0.010  .405 .000  .078 .000 .000  .220 .000 .261   0.03  

 0.03   0.0   4.0 100.0

  PROD     0013E 33909     10017 PROD66   2  00B7   0.010  .948 .000  .148 .000 .000  .287 .000 .267   0.02  

 0.02   0.0   0.2 100.0

  PROD     0013F 33909     10017 PROD23   4* 00B7   0.010  1.58 .000  .078 .000 .000  .219 .688 .419   0.07  

 0.19   0.0   1.1 100.0

  TEST     00140 33909     10017 TEST24   1  00B7   0.010  .294 .000  .106 .000 .000  .239 .618 .298   0.00  

 0.01   0.0   0.8 100.0

  PROD     00141 33909     10017 PRODD4  13* 00B7   0.010  .395 .000  .047 .000 .000  .192 1.14 .410   0.00  

 0.01   0.0   0.0 100.0

  

 

                                   LCU       00B7   0.209  1.04 .000  .122 .000 .125  .251 .395 .318   0.01  

 0.02   0.0   2.1 100.0

  

 

  TEMP     00180 33909     10017 TMP001   1  00B8   0.042  .906 .000  .071 .000 .000  .212 .424 .269   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

  TEMP     00181 33909     10017 TMP002   1  00B8  10.299  .774 .000  .088 .000 .000  .238 .016 .520   0.54  

 0.55   0.0   6.0 100.0

           00182 33909     10017 POKEM1   2  00B8   0.038  .493 .000  .120 .000 .000  .252 .000 .241   0.00  

 0.00   0.0   0.0 100.0

  PROD     00183 33909     10017 PROD82   2  00B8  11.673  .487 .000  .131 .000 .000  .273 .002 .211   0.25  

 0.25   0.0  46.7 100.0

  

 

                                   LCU       00B8  22.052  .665 .000  .102 .000 .000  .244 .111 .310   0.20  

 0.19   0.0  13.1 100.0
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Device Activity Report (Direct Access Device - Synchronous I/O Activity) Sample
  

                                      S Y N C H R O N O U S   I / O   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 003

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

 

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

 

  

 

                                      |--Dev Activity Rate--|  |-Avg Resp Millisec-|  |--Avg Synch-|

 |---------Percentages---------|

  Storage  Dev   Device  Volume       |--Synch I/O--  Async |  |--Synch I/O-  Async|  |MB Trsfr Rte| |Req  

 Link  Cache --Rejects--|

   Group   Num   Type    Serial  LCU  |Read    Write  I/O   |  |Read   Write  I/O  |  |Read   Write| |Succs

 Busy  Miss  Read  Write|

  -------- ----- ------  ------  ---- ------- ------- -------   -----  -----  -----    -----  -----   -----

 ----- ----- ----- -----

  DATABASE 0D600 33909   DB8067  00D1   0.027   0.000   0.568   0.029  0.000  0.238    0.000  0.000   83.48 

 0.00  0.00 16.52  0.00

  DATABASE 0D601 33909   DB8068  00D1   0.115   0.000   0.012   0.027  0.000  0.285    0.000  0.000   94.10 

 0.00  0.00  5.90  0.00

  DATABASE 0D602 33909   DB8080  00D1   0.000   0.000   0.142   0.000  0.000  0.201    0.000  0.000    0.00 

 0.00  0.00 100.0  0.00

  DATABASE 0D603 33909   DB8081  00D1   0.001   0.000   0.019   0.026  0.000  0.329    0.000  0.000   100.0 

 0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  DATABASE 0D604 33909   DB8082  00D1   0.081   0.000   0.073   0.029  0.000  0.203    0.000  0.000   92.06 

 0.00  0.00  7.94  0.00

  DATABASE 0D605 33909   DB8083  00D1   0.109   0.000   0.037   0.028  0.000  6.670    0.000  0.000   95.15 

 0.00  0.00  4.85  0.00

  DATABASE 0D609 33909   DB8087  00D1   0.106   0.000   0.011   0.028  0.000  0.211    0.000  0.000   93.19 

 0.00  0.00  6.81  0.00

  DATABASE 0D60A 33909   DB8316  00D1   0.082   0.000   0.335   0.028  0.000  2.268    0.000  0.000   94.27 

 0.00  0.00  5.73  0.00

  DATABASE 0D60D 33909   DB8318  00D1   0.000   0.000   0.004   0.000  0.000  0.205    0.000  0.000    0.00 

 0.00  0.00 100.0  0.00

  DBZHPF   0D60E 33909   DB2405  00D1   0.181   0.000   0.106   0.021  0.000  1.357    0.001  0.000   93.69 

 0.00  0.57  5.74  0.00

  DBZHPF   0D60F 33909   DB3C25  00D1   4.180   0.000   1.289   0.025  0.000  0.555    0.017  0.000   94.89 

 0.00  0.10  5.01  0.00

  DBZHPF   0D610 33909   DB3D25  00D1   3.336   0.000   9.438   0.023  0.000  0.494    0.014  0.000   92.01 

 0.00  0.37  7.62  0.00

  DBZHPF   0D611 33909   DB3D27  00D1   3.207   0.000   2.367   0.024  0.000  0.625    0.013  0.000   93.46 

 0.00  0.11  6.44  0.00
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                          LCU    00D1  11.426   0.000  14.401   0.024  0.000  0.570    0.047  0.000   93.52 

 0.00  0.18  6.30  0.00

  

 

Device Activity Report (Tape Device) Sample
  

                                      M A G N E T I C   T A P E   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 004

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

 

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

 

  

 

                                      Device   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg    %      %     %    #

 of Avg   Time

           Dev   Device   Volume      Actvty   Resp IOSQ  CMR  DB   Int   Pend Disc Conn   Dev    Dev   Dev 

 Tape Mount Device

           Num   Type     Serial LCU  Rate     Time Time  Dly  Dly  Dly   Time Time Time   Conn   Util  Resv

 Mnts Time  Alloc

           ----- -------- ------ ---- -------  ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----   ----   ----  ----

 ---- ----- ------

           00A8D 3480            003B OFFLINE

           00A8E 3480            003B OFFLINE

           00A8F 3480            003B OFFLINE

  

 

                            LCU  003B   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0 

   0  0:00   0:00

  

 

           00A00 3490E    028584 003C   6.502  38.5 .000  .000 4.21       .000 12.1 6.55   1.15   1.55   0.0 

  17  0:33   8:14

           00A01 3490E    028624 003C   5.285  19.0 .000  .000 .605       .000 4.44 1.29   6.98   7.57   0.0 

  42  0:24   3:55

           00A02 3490E    028657 003C   5.406  18.4 .000  .000 1.11       .000 5.97 .764   6.46   6.86   0.0 

  38  0:38   3:76

           00A03 3490E    029265 003C   4.881  15.3 .000  .000 .485       .000 3.00 .386   4.89   5.03   0.0 

  26  0:29   3:68

           00A04 3490E    004183 003C   1.439  32.1 .000  .000 5.78       .000 14.5 2.22   2.08   2.38   0.0 

  15  0:23   1:43

           00A05 3490E    018616 003C   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0 

   0  0:00   0:00

           00A06 3490E           003C  OFFLINE
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                            LCU  003C  25.513  20.5 .000  .000 2.03       .000 6.66 1.86   3.59   3.89   0.0 

 138  0:31   3:56                                                                           

 

Device Activity Report (Graphics Device) Sample
  

                                       G R A P H I C S   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 005

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

 

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

 

                                   Device   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg  Avg    %      %     %     Avg

   %     %     %   

        Dev   Device   Volume      Actvty   Resp IOSQ  CMR  DB    Int  Pend Disc Conn   Dev    Dev   Dev  

 Nmbr  Any   Mount Not   

        Num   Type     Serial LCU  Rate     Time Time  Dly  Dly   Dly  Time Time Time   Conn   Util  Resv 

 Alloc Alloc Pend  Ready   

        ----- -------- ------ ---- -------  ---- ----  ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----   ----   ----  ---- 

 ----- ----- ----- -----   

        00280                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00281                 0042   0.778  .756 .000  .000 1.35       .000 5.52 67.4   3.42   0.26   5.5   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00282                 0042   0.211  13.2 .000  .000 15.3       .000 88.4 40.2   3.25   0.07   0.9   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00283                 0042   0.184  1.07 .000  .000 17.3       .000 70.6 32.9   3.18   0.06   0.6   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00284                 0042   0.186   123 .000  .000 21.3       .000 76.7 43.1   3.30   0.06   0.8   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00285                 0042   0.779  11.5 .000  .000 9.02       .000 74.0 38.5   2.88   0.22   3.2   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00286                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00287                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00288                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        00289                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   

        0028A                 0042   0.000  .000 .000  .000 .000       .000 .000 .000   0.00   0.00   0.0   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   
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                         LCU  0042   2.138  29.9 .000  .000 12.8       .000 63.0 44.4   3.20   0.13   2.2   

 0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0  

  

 

 

Storage Class Device Activity Report (Direct Access Device Activity) Sample
  

                                       D I R E C T   A C C E S S   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

               Page 006

               z/OS                       System ID SYS1                Date dd/mm/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

               Release VnRn               RMF Version 794               Time  9:59:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

            Number of Samples         60  IODF: D5  Created: ddmmmyy:12:57:19.00  Act: POR

  

                                                  Device   Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg   Avg  Avg  Avg   %     %

     %     Avg   %

  Storage  Dev   Device   Number Volume           Actvty   Resp IOSQ  CMR  DB   Int   Pend Disc Conn  Dev  

 Dev   Dev   Nmbr  Any

   Group   Num   Type     of Cyl Serial PAV  LCU  Rate     Time Time  Dly  Dly  Dly   Time Time Time  Conn 

 Util  Resv  Alloc Alloc

  -------- ----- -------- ------ ------ ---  ---- -------  ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- 

 ----  ----  ----- -----

           00136 33909     10017 ESS001   2  00B7   0.016  .452 .000  .005 .000 .047  1.10 .201 3.63  0.21 

 0.03   0.0   10.4 100.0

           0013A 33909     10017 MDBC43   1  00B7   0.427  .235 .000  .074 .000  361  .335 1.94 13.4  0.66 

 0.18   0.0    0.0 100.0

           0013C 33909     10017 STSAD3   1  00B7   0.034  .206 .000  .065 .000 .000  .257 .002 32.2  0.50 

 0.00   0.0    0.0 100.0

           00182 33909     10017 POKEM1   2  00B8   0.421  .314 .000  .030 .000  181  .291 .105 1.02  0.08 

 0.00   0.0   11.7 100.0

  

                                                    0.898  .301 .000  .043 .000 .125  .495 .562 12.5  0.36 

 0.05   0.0   11.7 100.0

  

  PROD     00134 33909     10017 PROD01   2  00B7   0.067  1.03 .000  .220 .000 .000  .354 .017 .659  0.00 

 0.00   0.0   11.7 100.0

           00135 33909     10017 PROD02   2  00B7   0.020  .405 .000  .064 .000 .000  .171 .000 .235  0.12 

 0.12   0.0    0.1 100.0

           0013B 33909     10017 PROD03   2  00B7   0.032  1.04 .000  .088 .000 .000  .216 .552 .274  0.02 

 0.02   0.0    0.0 100.0

           0013F 33909     10017 PROD23   4* 00B7   0.147  1.49 .000  .117 .000 .000  .255 .773 .463  0.00 

 0.00   0.0    2.0 100.0

           00141 33909     10017 PRODD4  13* 00B7   0.183  1.25 .000  .135 .000 .000  .274 .655 .323  0.00 

 0.00   0.0    0.0 100.0

           00183 33909     10017 PROD82   2  00B8   0.166  .900 .000  .051 .000 .000  .192 .411 .297  0.12 

 0.12   0.0    0.1 100.0
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  PROD                                              0.615  1.02 .000  .115 .000 .000  .244 .401 .375  0.04 

 0.04   0.0   11.7 100.0

  

  SYSTEM   00139 33909     10017 SYS008   1  00B7  16.125  .205 .000  .087 .000 .000  .352 .774 .328  0.13 

 0.14   0.0    4.1 100.0

  

  SYSTEM                                           16.125  .205 .000  .087 .000 .000  .352 .774 .328  0.13 

 0.14   0.0    4.1 100.0

  

  TEMP     00180 33909     10017 TMP001   1  00B8   0.067  1.03 .000  .220 .000 .000  .354 .017 .659  0.00 

 0.00   0.0   78.0 100.0

           00181 33909     10017 TMP002   1  00B8   0.020  .405 .000  .064 .000 .000  .171 .000 .235  0.07 

 0.08   0.0    0.0 100.0

  

  TEMP                                              0.087  .717 .000  .142 .000 .000  .262 .008 .447  0.07 

 0.08   0.0    0.0 100.0

  

  TEST     00137 33909     10017 TEST11 1.0H 00B7   0.032  1.04 .000  .088 .000 .000  .216 .552 .274  0.18 

 0.21   0.0    0.1 100.0

           00138 33909     10017 TEST02 1.0H 00B7   0.147  1.49 .000  .117 .000 .000  .255 .773 .463  0.00 

 0.01   0.0   13.7 100.0

           00140 33909     10017 TEST24   1  00B7   0.183  1.25 .000  .135 .000 .000  .274 .655 .323  0.00 

 0.00   0.0    1.0 100.0

  

  TEST                                              0.362  1.26 .000  .113 .000 .000 .248 .660  .353  0.00 

 0.00   0.0    1.0 100.0

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

EADM Activity Report

The following sample reports shows a sample of the output produced when the EADM Activity Report is requested. The
SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFEAD1 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Statistics record.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HAREAD - EADM Activity
• HARSCM - Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity

For further information on the report format and contents, see the z/OS RMF Report Analysis Guide.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Usage Considerations

For further information on the report format and contents, see the IBM z/OS RMF Report Analysis Guide.

 *************************************************************
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 ** Note: This report cannot be produced if the CA MICS     **

 **       database contains essential data elements only.   **

 *************************************************************

EADM Activity Report Sample
 

                              E X T E N D E D  A S Y N C H R O N O U S  D A T A  M O V E R  R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

           Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYSA                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 794                     Time  9:45:00                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | DEVICE/SUBCHANNEL SUMMARY                                                                                 

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 | Total Number of SSCH:  19   SSCH Rate: 0.02                                                               

                      |

 | Avg Function Pending Time: 2130 Avg IOP Queue Time: 0.000 Avg Initial Cmd Response Time:  0.000           

                      |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | COMPRESSION ACTIVITY                                                                                      

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 | Compression Request Rate : 3.75      Compression Throughput : 100197    Compression Ratio : 9.56          

                      |

 | Decompression Request Rate : 4.00    Decompression Throughput : 15265   Decompression Ratio : 12.33       

                      |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 Note:  Compression Activity only displayed for data from IBM z15 and later CPCs

 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | STORAGE CLASS MEMORY ACTIVITY                                                                             

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 | Card ID  ---- Util% ----  - Read B/Sec -  - Write B/Sec -  - Request Rate -  Avg Response Time    Avg IOP 

   -- Requests --     |

 |          (LPAR) (Total)   (LPAR) (Total)  (LPAR) (Total)    (LPAR) (Total)     (LPAR) (Total)    Queue Time

  (LPAR) (Total)     |
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 |--------- ------ -------   ------ -------  ------ -------    ------ -------     ------ -------    ----------

  ------ -------     |

 |0001-0100 0.00   0.00      0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00       0.00   0.00        0.000  0.000      0.000    

    15     48         |

 |0001-012C 0.00   0.00      0.00   0.00     0.00   0.00       0.00   0.00        0.000  0.000      0.000    

    0      0          |

 |0001-0180 0.00   0.00      40.96  40.96    0.00   254.86     0.01   0.07        0.240  0.165      0.000    

    9      65         |

 |0001-01AC 0.00   0.00      45.51  45.51    0.00   263.96     0.01   0.08        0.231  0.173      0.000    

    10     68         |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 Note:  Version with multiple SCM lines for IBM z13 and earlier CPCs where Flash Memory provided by PCIe

 Express Features

 

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | STORAGE CLASS MEMORY ACTIVITY                                                                             

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 | Card ID  ---- Util% ----  - Read B/Sec -  - Write B/Sec -  - Request Rate -  Avg Response Time    Avg IOP 

   -- Requests --     |

 |          (LPAR) (Total)   (LPAR) (Total)  (LPAR) (Total)    (LPAR) (Total)     (LPAR) (Total)    Queue Time

  (LPAR) (Total)     |

 |--------- ------ -------   ------ -------  ------ -------    ------ -------     ------ -------    ----------

  ------ -------     |

 | VFM      100.00 46.15     163.8  600.9    9.10   13.65      0.04   0.15        0.000  0.001      0.000    

    38     137        |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 Note:  This version for IBM z14 and later CPCs where Flash Memory is emulated in cache results in single line

 for all SCM

 

$FIGC Figure 3-32.  EADM Activity Report                

RMF Enqueue Activity Report

The following samples show output produced when the Enqueue Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFENQ1 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• SCPENQ

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Enqueue Activity Report Sample
                                            E N Q U E U E   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T
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               Page 001

        z/OS                       System ID JH0                       Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:30:00.04

        Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                     Time 16:59:35                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

  

                                                       ENQUEUE DETAIL ACTIVITY

  

  -Name-  ---- Contention Time -----   -- Jobs at Maximum Contention -- - Pct Queue Length - Avg.  - Request

 Type - --- Contention ---

  Major    Min=          Tot=          ----- Own -----  ---- Wait ----- --- Distribution --- Queue - EXC.-- -

SHR.-- Event --Stat Chng-

   Minor   Max=          Avg=          Tot  Name/Sysnm  Tot  Name/Sysnm   1    2    3    4+  Lngth Min Max 

 Min Max Total Total %NODET

  -------- -----------   -----------   ---------------  --------------- ---- ---- ---- ----  ----- --- --- 

 --- --- ----- ----- ------

  ADMTPROC

   DSNDBRG.TASKLIST(Systems)

           Min=  0.006   Tot=  0.037     1  DBR4ADM(E)    1  DBR1ADM(E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0     3     6 0.000

           Max=  0.016   Avg=  0.012         JH0              JD0

   DSNDBSG.TASKLIST(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.035     1  DBS3ADM(E)    1  DBS4ADM(E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0    11    24 4.167

           Max=  0.019   Avg=  0.003         JF0              JC0

   DSNDBWG.TASKLIST(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.246     1  DBWAADM(E)    2  DBW4ADM(E) 96.2  3.8  0.0  0.0   1.04   1   2   

 0   0    50   105 0.952

           Max=  0.023   Avg=  0.005         JH0              Z0

                                                                DBW5ADMT(E)

                                                                 J90

  ARCENQG

   ARCMCDS(Systems)

           Min=  0.004   Tot=417.500     1  DFHSM  (E)   14  DFHSM  (E)  0.0  0.0  0.0  100  12.46   1  14   

 0   0     5 59554 7.543

           Max=417.112   Avg= 83.500         JE0              JJ0

                                                                DFHSM   (E)

                                                                 JF0

   CURRENT(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.030     1  U021001(E)    1  U021014(E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0     8    20 15.00

           Max=  0.022   Avg=  0.004         JA0              JA0

   MQST.SCSQAUTH(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.119     1  U023017(E)    2  U023019(E) 87.0 13.0  0.0  0.0   1.13   1   2   

 0   0    22    55 16.36

           Max=  0.028   Avg=  0.005         J80              J80

                                                                U0230187(E)

                                                                 J80

   NONE(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.180     1  U023010(E)    1  U023003(E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0    37    86 12.79

           Max=  0.029   Avg=  0.005         J80              J80
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  ARCGPA

   ARCRJRN(Systems)

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.145     1  DFHSM  (E)    1  DFHSM  (E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0    50   107 3.738

           Max=  0.014   Avg=  0.003         JC0              JE0

  IGDCDSXS

   SMS.PET.COMMDS(Systems)

           Min=  0.001   Tot=  0.505     1  SMS    (E)    1  SMS    (E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0    57   114 0.000

           Max=  0.041   Avg=  0.009         JA0              J90

  IGWLHANZ

   SERIALIZEPDSEANALYSIS

           Min=  0.000   Tot=  0.040     1  SMSPDSE(E)    1  SMSPDSE(E)  100  0.0  0.0  0.0   1.00   1   1   

 0   0    30    60 0.000

           Max=  0.011   Avg=  0.001         JB0              JB0

  SPFEDIT

   FANTOM.PDSE.TEST(Systems)

           Min=  0.002   Tot=179.898     1  PDSETST(E)    5  PDSETST(E) 68.9 22.1  6.0  3.0   1.44   1   6   

 0   0   270   804 0.498

           Max=  3.972   Avg=  0.666         TPN              Z0

                                                                PDSETSTF(E)

                                                                 JF0

 

RMF Enterprise Disk Systems Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Enterprise Disk Systems Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFESS1 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• HARELS - ESS Link Statistics
• HARXPS - ESS Extent Pool Statistics
• HARERS - ESS Rank Statistics

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations

This report is only available as a MICF inquiry and, thus, cannot be requested with the batch report selection statement.
See RMF Post Processor Enterprise Disk Systems section for information about running the Enterprise Disk Systems
Report under MICF.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Enterprise Disk Systems Report Sample

Enterprise Disk Systems Report Sample (Part 1 of 3)

                                       E S S  L I N K  S T A T I S T I C S

                                                                                                             

             Page 001

 z/OS                    Sysplex: UTCPLXJ8   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration
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 Release:    VnRn        RMF Ver: 792                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.00  

 17:29:35.04   0:30:00.04

 Serial Number  00000BPK71     Type-Model    2107-961        Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.37  

 17:29:35.37   0:30:00.00

 ------Adapter------   --Link Type--       Bytes      Bytes          Operations      Resp Time         I/O

 SAid  Type                                /Sec       /Operation     /Sec            /Operation       

 Intensity

 

 0000  Fibre 8Gb       ECKD READ              0.0        0.0            0.0             0.3             0.0

                       ECKD WRITE             0.0        0.0            0.1             0.0             0.0

                                                                                                     ------

                                                                                                        0.0

 

 0001  Fibre 8Gb       SCSI READ             2.0M     110.2K           18.3             0.3             5.2

                       SCSI WRITE          270.6K       4.1K           65.7             0.1             9.0

                                                                                                     ------

                                                                                                       14.2

 

 0002  Fibre 8Gb       ECKD READ           148.1M      19.0K         7792.0             0.1           929.1

                       ECKD WRITE           88.5M      11.6K         7618.1             0.1          1108.9

                                                                                                     ------

                                                                                                     2038.1

 

 0003  Fibre 8Gb       NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 

 0030  Fibre 8Gb       ECKD READ              0.0        0.0            0.0             0.0             0.0

                       ECKD WRITE             0.0        0.0            0.1             0.0             0.0

                                                                                                     ------

                                                                                                        0.0

 

 0031  Fibre 8Gb       SCSI READ             2.0M     110.1K           18.4             0.3             5.2

                       SCSI WRITE          270.9K       4.1K           65.7             0.1             8.9

                                                                                                     ------

                                                                                                       14.1

 

Enterprise Disk Systems Report Sample (Part 2 of 3)

                                         E S S   E X T E N T  P O O L  S T A T I S T I C S

                                                                                                             

              Page 002

 z/OS                    Sysplex: UTCPLXJ8   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

 Release:    VnRn        RMF Ver: 792                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.00  

 17:29:35.04    0:30:00.04

 Serial Number  00000BPK71     Type-Model    2107-961        Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.37  

 17:29:35.37    0:30:00.00

 --Extent Pool--        -------------- Real --------------     ------------ Virtual -------------

  Id   Type             Capacity      Extents  Conversions     Capacity      Extents  Conversions

 

 0000  CKD 1GB             86805        97358            0            0            0            0

 0001  CKD 1GB             86805        97358            0            0            0            0

 0002  FB 1GB              14664        14664            0            0            0            0

 0003  FB 1GB              14664        14664            0            0            0            0
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 0004  CKD 1GB             14647        16428            0            0            0            0

 0005  CKD 1GB             14647        16428            0            0            0            0

 

Enterprise Disk Systems Report Sample (Part 3 of 3)

                                     E S S   R A N K  S T A T I S T I C S

                                                                                                             

              Page 003

 z/OS                    Sysplex: UTCPLXJ8   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

 Release:    VnRn        RMF Ver: 792                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.00  

 17:29:35.04    0:30:00.04

 Serial Number  00000FAW31     Type-Model    2107-981        Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.37  

 17:29:35.37    0:30:00.00

                              ------ Read Operations -------     ------ Write Operations ------

 --Extent Pool--       Adapt     Ops   Bytes   Bytes   RTime        Ops   Bytes   Bytes   RTime   ----

Array-----  Min   Rank   RAID

  Id   Type       RRID    ID    /Sec     /Op    /Sec     /Op       /Sec     /Op    /Sec     /Op   SSD  Num 

 Wdth  RPM    Cap   Type

 

 0000  CKD 1GB    000C  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  1800G RAID 5

                  000E  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  1800G RAID 5

                  0010  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   15  2100G RAID 5

                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   15  5700G RAID 5

 

 0001  CKD 1GB    000D  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  1800G RAID 5

                  000F  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  1800G RAID 5

                  0011  0003     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   15  2100G RAID 5

                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   15  5700G RAID 5

 

 0002  CKD 1GB    0000  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  3600G RAID 5

                  0002  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  3600G RAID 5

                  0004  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   15  4200G RAID 5

                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   15 11400G RAID 5

 

 0003  CKD 1GB    0001  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  3600G RAID 5

                  0003  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   15  3600G RAID 5

                  0005  0000     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   15  4200G RAID 5
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                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   15 11400G RAID 5

 

 0004  CKD 1GB    0006  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   10  7200G RAID 5

                  0008  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   10  7200G RAID 5

                  000A  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   10  8400G RAID 5

                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   10 22800G RAID 5

 

 0005  CKD 1GB    0007  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   10  7200G RAID 5

                  0009  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  6   10  7200G RAID 5

                  000B  0002     0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          1   

  7   10  8400G RAID 5

                  POOL           0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0        0.0     0.0     0.0     0.0          3   

 19   10 22800G RAID 5

Enterprise Disk Systems Report Sample (Part 4 of 4)

                        E S S   S Y N C H R O N O U S  I / O  L I N K  S T A T I S T I C S

                                                                                                             

              Page 004

 

 z/OS                    Sysplex: UTCPLXJ8   System: SYS1                    Start Date    Start Time    End

 Time      Duration

 Release:    VnRn        RMF Ver: 794                        RMF Interval:   mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.00  

 17:29:35.04    0:30:00.04

 Serial Number  00000FAW31     Type-Model    2107-981        Cache Interval: mm/dd/yyyy   16:59:35.37  

 17:29:35.37    0:30:00.00

                              ----Cache Read Operations-----   ----Cache Write Operations----  ----- NVS Write

 Operations----

 SIID  ------LINK TYPE------     Ops   Bytes   RTime   %Succ      Ops   Bytes   RTime   %Succ     Ops   Bytes

   RTime   %Succ

                                /Sec     /Op    /Op              /Sec     /Op    /Op             /Sec     /Op

    /Op

 

 0080  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0081  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0180  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0181  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0280  Optical   PCI GEN3      395.6    4.1K  0.020    68.36 %   0.0     0.0  0.000     0.00 %   0.0     0.0 

 0.000     0.00 %

 0281  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0380  Optical   PCI GEN3      395.6    4.1K  0.020    68.38 %   0.0     0.0  0.000     0.00 %   0.0     0.0 

 0.000     0.00 %

 0381  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0480  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO

 0481  Optical   PCI GEN1     NO DATA TO REPORT OR ZERO
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RMF FICON Director Activity Report

The following sample shows the output produced produced when the FICON Director Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• o @RMFFCD1 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• o HARFDC - FICON Director Connector
• o HARFDP - FICON Director Port Activity

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

FICON Director Activity Report Sample
  

                                            F I C O N   D I R E C T O R   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:02:29.14

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 770                     Time 13:39:50                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 IODF =11  Created: ddmmmyy:16:24:54.00  Act: POR

 

 Switch Device: 0002   Switch Id: 02     Type: 006064   Model: 001   Man: MCD   Plant: 01   Serial:

 000083120625

 

 Port    ---------Connection--------   Avg Frame     Avg Frame Size     Port Bandwidth (MB/Sec)     Error

 Addr    Unit      Id  Serial Number      Pacing       Read   Write     -- Read --  -- Write --     Count

  04     CHP-H     02                          0        701     707           0.70         0.60         0

  05     CHP       12                          0        708     931           1.41         1.94         0

  06     CHP       44                          0        973     984           1.81         1.74         1

  07     ------  ----                          0          0       0           0.00         0.00         0

  08     ------  ----                          0       1164    1001           0.42         0.43         0

  09     ------  ----                          0       1043     986           2.19         2.30         0

  0A     CHP       41                          0       1097     960           0.14         0.15         0

  0B     CU      F16A   900083120317           0        724     540           1.52         1.05         0

         CU      F16B

         CU      F16C

         CU      F16D

  0C     ------  ----                          0          0       0           0.00         0.00         0

  0D     ------  ----                          0          0       0           0.00         0.00         0

  0E     ------  ----                          0          0       0           0.00         0.00         0

  0F     ------  ----                          0          0       0           0.00         0.00         0

 

RMF I/O Queuing Activity Report

The following sample shows the output produced when the I/O Queuing Activity Report is requested.
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The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFIOQ3 - for all systems

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• SCPIOC
• SCPLCA
• SCPIOP

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

I/O Queuing Activity Report Sample
                                     I / O   Q U E U I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

 Total Samples:            60   IODF: D5   CR-Date/Time:  ddmmmyyyy:12:57:19

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 +                                                    INPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSORS                                

                     +

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

      - Initiative Queue -  ----------- IOP Utilization ----------  -- % I/O Requests Retried --  --------

 Retries / SSCH ---------

 IOP    Activity    Avg Q    % IOP  % CMPR  I/O Start   Interrupt          CP    DP    CU    DV            CP

     DP     CU     DV

          Rate      Lngth     Busy   Busy      Rate        Rate      All  Busy  Busy  Busy  Busy    All   Busy

   Busy   Busy   Busy

 ---    --------    -----   ------  ------  ---------  ----------   ---- ----- ----- ----- -----  -----  -----

  -----  -----  -----

  00     763.198     0.00     1.07    0.00    763.187    4106.377    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  01     765.398     0.00     0.33    0.00    765.383       3.552    0.1   0.1   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  02     763.106     0.00     0.32    0.00    763.091       1.149    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  03     763.330     0.00     0.27    0.00    763.314       2.391    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  04     763.252     0.00     0.28    0.00    763.240       2.199    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  05     763.994     0.00     0.87    0.00    763.979    3295.288    0.1   0.1   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  06     763.068     0.00     0.24    0.00    763.054       5.366    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00
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  07     763.286     0.00     0.32    0.00    763.269       2.144    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

  08     763.154     0.00     0.35    0.00    763.142       2.000    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

 

 SYS    6871.786     0.00     0.45    0.00   6871.660    7420.466    0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.0   0.00   0.00

   0.00   0.00   0.00

                                     I / O   Q U E U I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 002

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 794                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

 Total Samples:            60   IODF: D5   CR-Date/Time:  ddmmmyyyy:12:57:19                  CSSID: 0

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 +                                                     LOGICAL CONTROL UNITS                                 

                     +

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

                                                               Avg   Avg              Delay   Avg            

   Avg   Data

 LCU/       CU     DCM Group   Chan.    CHPID    % DP   % CU   CUB   CMR  Contention  Queue   CSS     HPAV   

   Open  Xfer

  AMG             Min Max Def  Paths    Taken    Busy   Busy Delay Delay     Rate     Lngth Delay   Wait  Max

   Exch  Conc

 ----       ----  --- --- ---  -----   ------   -----  ----- ----- -----  ---------- ------ ----- ------ ----

   ----  ----

 001A       0930               25       0.415    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.415    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.0

 

 001C       0950               27       0.415    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.415    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.0

 

 001F       09E0               20       0.135    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.135    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.0

 

 0030       2000               43       0.185    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               45       0.200    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4E       0.215    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               55                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               56                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               58       0.215    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               5D       0.200    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               6C       0.235    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     1.250    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00
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 0031       2100               42       0.100    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               46       0.115    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               48       0.100    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4A       0.065    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               51                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               59       0.100    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               66       0.100    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               67       0.065    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

 

                              *All*     0.650    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

 0032       2200               43       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               45       0.065    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4E       0.085    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               55                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               56                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               58       0.065    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               5D       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               6C       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.365    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

                                     I / O   Q U E U I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 003

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:09:59.99

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 794                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

 Total Samples:            60   IODF: D5   CR-Date/Time:  ddmmmyyyy:12:57:19                  CSSID: 0

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 +                                                     LOGICAL CONTROL UNITS                                 

                     +

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

                                                               Avg   Avg              Delay   Avg            

   Avg   Data

 LCU/       CU     DCM Group   Chan.    CHPID    % DP   % CU   CUB   CMR  Contention  Queue   CSS     HPAV   

   Open  Xfer

  AMG             Min Max Def  Paths    Taken    Busy   Busy Delay Delay     Rate     Lngth Delay   Wait  Max

   Exch  Conc

 ----       ----  --- --- ---  -----   ------   -----  ----- ----- -----  ---------- ------ ----- ------ ----

   ----  ----

 0033       2300               42       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               46       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               48       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4A       0.050    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               51                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               67       0.035    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0
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                              *All*     0.265    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

 

 0034       2400               43       0.150    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               45       0.165    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4E       0.150    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               55                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               56                                          PATH OFFLINE OR VARIED

                               6C       0.135    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.865    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

 

 0047       3300               40       0.000    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

  00000001                     48       0.000    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4B       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4F       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               66       0.000    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               69       0.000    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.065    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

 004B       3700               40       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

  00000001                     48       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4B       0.035    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               4F       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               56       0.035    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                               57       0.015    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0

                              *All*     0.165    0.00   0.00   0.0   0.0    0.000      0.00   0.1  0.000    0

   0.00  0.00

RMF Page Data Set Activity Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Page Data Set Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFPSD1 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• SCPPSD

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Page Data Set Activity Report Sample
  

                                   P A G E   D A T A   S E T   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T          

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

         z/OS                       System ID SYSA                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.00

         Release VnRn               RMF Version 794                     Time  9:45:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds
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   Number of Samples        900

  

                                                       PAGE DATA SET AND SCM USAGE

                                                       ---------------------------

  

   Page                                                                       Page    Number   Pages   V

   Space   Volume  Dev   Device  Slots  ---- Slots Used ----   Bad    Pct.    Trans   of I/O   Trans-  I

   Type    Serial  Num    Type   Alloc     Min    Max    Avg  Slots  in Use   Time     Reqs.   ferred  O  Data

 Set Name

   ------  ------  ----- ------  ------ ------ ------ ------  -----  ------   -----   ------   ------  - 

 -----------------------

   PLPA    PAGA01  17901  3390    71999  13963  13963  13963      0    0.00   0.000        0        0    

 SYS1.SYSA.PLPA

  

   COMMON  PAGA00  07900  3390    71999    326    326    326      0    0.00   0.000        0        0    

 SYS1.SYSA.COMMON

  

   SCM        N/A  0 N/A   N/A   134.2M  14045  14045  14045      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  N  N/A

  

   LOCAL   PAGA00  07900  3390   575999      0      0      0      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  Y 

 SYS1.SYSA.LOCAL

  

   LOCAL   PAGA00  07900  3390   575999      0      0      0      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  Y 

 SYS1.SYSA.LOCAL2

  

   LOCAL   PAGA01  07901  3390   575999      0      0      0      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  Y 

 SYS1.SYSA.LOCAL3

  

   LOCAL   PAGA01  07901  3390   575999      0      0      0      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  Y 

 SYS1.SYSA.LOCAL4

  

   LOCAL   PAGA02  06902  3390   575999      0      0      0      0    0.00   0.000        0        0  Y 

 SYS1.SYSA.LOCAL5

  

 

RMF Paging Activity Report

The following samples show output produced when the Paging Activity Report is requested.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• SCPPAG
• SCPSWP

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members named @RMFPAG7.

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Paging Activity Report Sample

Paging Activity Report Sample (Part 1 of 3)

                                             P A G I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T
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                Page 001

        z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:30:00.04

        Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                     Time 16:59:35                      

 Cycle  1.000  Seconds

  

  OPT = IEAOPTHD                             Central Storage Paging Rates - in Pages per Second

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   -------------- Page In -------------   --------- Page Out ---------

                           -- Non Swap --  --- Total --                   --- Total --

                                    Non                             Non

  Category           Swap   Block   Block    Rate     %     Swap    Swap    Rate     %

  ---------------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ----   ------  ------  ------  ----

  Pageable System

  Areas (Non-VIO)

       LPA                   0.00    0.01    0.01   100

       CSA                   0.00    0.00    0.00   0.0             0.00    0.00   0.0

                           ------  ------  ------  ----           ------  ------  ----

       Sum                   0.00    0.01    0.01   100             0.00    0.00   0.0

  Address Spaces

       Hiperspace            0.00            0.00   0.0             0.00    0.00   0.0

       VIO                   0.00            0.00   0.0             0.00    0.00   0.0

       Non-VIO       0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0.0     0.00   18.48   18.48   100

                   ------  ------  ------  ------  ----   ------  ------  ------  ----

       Sum           0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   0.0     0.00   18.48   18.48   100

  Total System

       Hiperspace            0.00            0.00   0.0             0.00    0.00   0.0

       VIO                   0.00            0.00   0.0             0.00    0.00   0.0

       Non-VIO       0.00    0.00    0.01    0.01   100     0.00   18.48   18.48   100

                   ------  ------  ------  ------  ----   ------  ------  ------  ----

       Sum           0.00    0.00    0.01    0.01   100     0.00   18.48   18.48   100

       Shared                        0.00    0.00                   0.00    0.00

  

  Page Movement Within Central Storage           653.27

  Page Movement Time %                              0.0

  Average Number of Pages per Block                 0.0

  Blocks per Second                                0.00

  Page-in Events (Page Fault Rate)                 0.01

 

Paging Activity Report Sample (Part 2 of 3)

                                             P A G I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

                Page 002

        z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:30:00.04

        Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                     Time 16:59:35                      

 Cycle  1.000  Seconds

  

  OPT = IEAOPTHD                             Central Storage Movement and Request Rates - in Pages per Second
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  System UIC: Min =  65535    Max =  65535    Avg =  65535

  

  Central Storage   Page Write   Page Read   -------- Frame Counts ---------

  ----------------  -- Rate --  -- Rate --   -- Min --  -- Max --  -- Avg --

       Hiperspace         0.00        0.00      10,820     10,820     10,820

       VIO                0.00        0.00          22         22         22

                    ------- GETMAIN -------  -------- Fixed --------  --- Ref Faults ---

  

  Storage Requests  Requests  Frames Backed  Req < 2GB  Frames < 2GB       1st   Non-1st

       Rate           45,875         14,278        216        36,397    14,124         2

  

                                                        Frame and Slot Counts

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  (181 Samples)

  

  Central Storage Frames         Total  Available        SQA        LPA        CSA       LSQA  Regions+SWA  HV

 Shared  HV Common

  ----------------------     ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----------- 

 ---------  ---------

        Min                  201326592  119067471     41,816     18,523     55,214    513,022   78,388,402   

 633,667  1,392,634

        Max                  201326592  120288339     42,136     18,535     55,835    516,504   79,610,751   

 634,464  1,392,932

        Avg                  201326592  119873791     41,982     18,533     55,354    514,527   78,804,282   

 634,384  1,392,726

  

  Fixed Frames                   Total    Nucleus        SQA        LPA        CSA       LSQA  Regions+SWA   

  <16 MB   16MB-2GB

  ----------------------     ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----------- 

 ---------  ---------

        Min                   55862000      3,181     36,239         86  1,116,920    134,457   54,570,437   

     112     82,577

        Max                   56072130      3,181     36,568         86  1,116,960    136,909   54,780,458   

     120     89,210

        Avg                   55953375      3,181     36,411         86  1,116,921    135,314   54,661,460   

     115     85,159

  

  Shared Frames / Slots          Total       Central Storage  Fixed Tot  Fixed Bel      HV 1M        HV 4K  

 Aux DASD    Aux SCM

  ----------------------   -----------  --------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----------- 

 ---------  -----------

        Min                 1342391874               690,462        334          1          0      610,320   

       0          0

        Max                 1342391876               691,261        336          1          0      611,117   

       0          0

        Avg                 1342391874               691,180        335          1          0      611,037   

       0          0

  

  Local Page Data Set Slots      Total  Available        Bad    Non-VIO        VIO

  -------------------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------
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        Min                  2,879,995  2,879,995          0          0          0

        Max                  2,879,995  2,879,995          0          0          0

        Avg                  2,879,995  2,879,995          0          0          0

  

  SCM Paging Blocks              Total  Available        Bad     In-Use

  ----------------------     ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------

        Min                   16777216   16760751          0     16,343

        Max                   16777216   16760873          0     16,465

        Avg                   16777216   16760834          0     16,382

 

Paging Activity Report Sample (Part 3 of 3)

                                             P A G I N G   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

                Page 003

        z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:30:00.04

        Release VnRn               RMF Version 792                     Time 16:59:35                      

 Cycle  1.000  Seconds

  

  OPT = IEAOPTHD                             Memory Objects and High Virtual Storage Frames

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

  Large Frame Area         Size

  ------------------  ---------

  1 MB Frames              512M

  2 GB Frames               12G

  

  Memory Objects       Fixed 1M   Fixed 2G     Common     Shared  Shared 1M

  --------------      ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------

        Min                   1          1         95          3          1

        Max                   2          2         96          3          1

        Avg                   1          1         95          3          1

  

  1 MB Frames         ------------ Fixed ------------  ----------- Pageable ----------

  ------------------      Total  Available     In-Use      Total  Available     In-Use

        Min                 512        472         30      1,528        998        522

        Max                 512        482         40      1,528      1,006        530

        Avg                 512        479         33      1,528        999        529

  

  

  2 GB Frames         ------------ Fixed ------------

  ------------------      Total  Available     In-Use

        Min                   6          4          1

        Max                   6          5          2

        Avg                   6          5          1

  

  High Shared Frames      Total       Central Storage  Backed 1M                         Aux DASD    Aux SCM

  ------------------  ---------       ---------------  ---------                        ---------  ---------

        Min            1.369E11                   809          0                                0          0

        Max            1.369E11                   816          0                                0          0

        Avg            1.369E11                   814          0                                0          0
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  High Common Frames      Total       Central Storage  Backed 1M      Fixed   Fixed 1M   Aux DASD    Aux SCM

  ------------------  ---------       ---------------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------

        Min            79167488                34,052         40     13,831          0          0          0

        Max            79167488                35,078         40     13,831          0          0          0

        Avg            79167488                34,567         40     13,831          0          0          0

 

RMF PCIe Activity Report

The following sample reports show the output produced when the PCIe Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFPCI1 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCIe Express Based Function Activity record.

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARPCI - PCIe Function Activity

For further information on the report format and contents, see the z/OS RMF Report Analysis Guide.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

PCIe Activity Report Sample
                                            P C I  E X P R E S S   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:10:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | GENERAL PCIe FUNCTION ACTIVITY                                                                            

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 |---------------- FUNCTION ----------------| |---- USER ----| |-------------------------- PCIe Operation

 Rates  -----------------|

 |       Phys                                                   Total Time   Load      Store     Stor-BLK 

 Refresh                |

 | ID    CHID  Description  Type      Status   Job Name  ASID   Allocated    Rate      Rate      Rate     

 Rate                   |

 | ----  ----  -----------  --------  ------   --------  ----   -----------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------               |

 | 0009  0204  zEDC Accel   1014044B  Alloc    FPGHWAM   0014    0:00:59.99      0.00   3449.49      0.00    

 21.34               |

 | 0032  0140  RoCE Expr2   15B31016  Alloc    VTAM44    014B    0:00:59.99      0.07    562.84      0.00    

  0.00               |

 | 00D2  07C0  ISM          101404ED  Alloc    VTAM44    014B    0:00:59.99      0.40      2.00    661.18    

  0.00               |
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 | 1000  0138  8GB zHyper   10140613  Alloc    IOSAS     001B    0:00:59.99       .         .         .      

   .                 |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | GENERAL PCIe FUNCTION DATA TRANSFER ACTIVITY                                                              

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 |---------------- FUNCTION ----------------| |---- USER ----| |------------------- PCIe Data Transfer

 Performance ---------------|

 |       Phys                                                   ADDR  Read      Write     Packets   Packets  

 Wrk Unit  Adapter   |

 | ID    CHID  Description  Type      Status   Job Name  ASID   Cnt   Tfr Rate  Tfr Rate  In Rate   Out Rate 

 Rate      Pct Util  |

 | ----  ----  -----------  --------  ------   --------  ----   ----  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------  --------  |

 | 0009  0204  zEDC Accel   1014044B  Alloc    FPGHWAM   0014      1       N/A       N/A       N/A       N/A 

 146717.0   14.67 %  |

 | 0032  0140  RoCE Expr2   15B31016  Alloc    VTAM44    014B      1      0.00      0.00      0.00      0.00 

      N/A       N/A  |

 | 00D2  07C0  ISM          101404ED  Alloc    VTAM44    014B      1       N/A       N/A       N/A       N/A 

      N/A       N/A  |

 | 1000  0138  8GB zHyper   10140613  Alloc    IOSAS     001B      1       N/A       N/A       N/A       N/A 

      N/A       N/A  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe HARDWARE ACCELERATOR ACTIVITY                                                                        

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 |       Percent   Total      Total      Avg Req    Std Dev     Queue   Avg Req    Std Dev     Average    DMA

 Ops                 |

 | Func  Busy      Success    Failed     ExecTime   Avg XTime   Full    QueueTime  Avg QTime   Request   

 Transfer                |

 | ID    Time      Requests   Requests   Seconds    Seconds     Count   Seconds    Seconds     Size (KB)  Rate

 (MB)               |

 | ----  --------  ---------  --------   ---------  ---------   ------  ---------  ---------   --------- 

 ---------               |

 | 0009   13.60 %     200517         0   0.0000407  0.0000114        0  0.0000202  0.0000735       65.40  

 218.6041               |

 | 0019   13.69 %     200480         0   0.0000410  0.0000117        0  0.0000204  0.0000726       65.38  

 218.4955               |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

                                             P C I  E X P R E S S   A C T I V I T Y
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              Page 002

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:10:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe HARDWARE ACCELERATOR COMPRESSION ACTIVITY                                                            

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 |      |------------ COMPRESSION -----------|  |----------- DECOMPRESSION ----------|  |---------------

 BUFFER POOLS ------------|

 | Func  Total     Request                       Total     Request                                  Avg MB   

 Avg Pct             |

 | ID    Requests  Rate      Thruput   Ratio     Requests  Rate      Thruput   Ratio     Size (MB)  per Req  

 Util                |

 | ----  --------  --------  --------  ------    --------  --------  --------  ------    ---------  -------- 

 --------            |

 | 0009    118173   1969.88    128.58   45.71       82344   1372.63      2.39   45.56           48     0.014 

   0.03 %            |

 | 0019    118543   1976.05    128.98   45.74       81938   1365.86      2.38   44.78           48     0.014 

   0.03 %            |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe RoCE ACTIVITY                                                                                        

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 | Func  Physical Network ID  Physical Network ID   Read        Write       Packets   Packets                

                     |

 | ID    Port 1               Port 2                Tnsfr Rate  Tnsfr Rate  Rec Rate  Trn Rate               

                     |

 | ----  -------------------  -------------------   ----------  ----------  --------  --------               

                     |

 | 0032  PN1                                             0.000       0.000     0.000     0.000               

                     |

 | 0042  PN1                                             0.000       0.000     0.000     0.000               

                     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe INTERNAL SHARED MEMORY SECTION                                                                       

                     |
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 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 | Func                       Write                                                                          

                     |

 | ID    Physical Network ID  Trnsfr Rate                                                                    

                     |

 | ----  -------------------  -----------                                                                    

                     |

 | 00E2  HS1                        0.000                                                                    

                     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe SYNCHRONOUS I/O LINK ACTIVITY SECTION                                                                

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 | Func  Phys  Port  Serial                             Tot Req  Pct      Read Tsfr  Read Tsfr  Write Tsfr 

 Write Tsfr  Time Busy |

 | ID    CHID  ID    Number        Type-Model  Link ID  Rate     Success  Rate       Ratio      Rate       

 Ratio       Percent   |

 | ----  ----  ----  ------------  ----------- -------  -------  -------  ---------  --------   ---------  

 ---------   --------- |

 | 2000  0188     2  000000XD261   002107-981     896   187.00   87.08 %       0.67      0.00        0.00    

    0.00      0.40 % |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe SYNCHRONOUS I/O LINK ACTIVITY CPC SECTION                                                            

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 | Func  Phys  Port  Serial                            Tot Req   Pct CPC  Read Tsfr  Read Tsfr  Write Tsfr 

 Write Tsfr  Time Busy |

 | ID    CHID  ID    Number       Type-Model  Link ID  Rate CPC  Success  Rate CPC   Ratio CPC  Rate CPC   

 Ratio CPC   Pct CPC   |

 | ----  ----  ----  ------------ ----------- -------  --------  -------  ---------  ---------  ---------- 

 ----------  --------- |

 | 1000  0138     1  000000HGY01  002107-986     896       0.00        .      0.000       .          0.000   

     .        0.00 % |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  

                                            P C I  E X P R E S S   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

              Page 003

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:10:00.00
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      Release VnRn               RMF Version 796                     Time  9:59:00                       Cycle

 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe SYNCHRONOUS I/O LINK ACTIVITY CPC SECTION (continued)                                                

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 | Func  Phys  Port  Serial                            Tot Req   Pct CPC  Read Tsfr  Read Tsfr  Write Tsfr 

 Write Tsfr  Time Busy |

 | ID    CHID  ID    Number       Type-Model  Link ID  Rate CPC  Success  Rate CPC   Ratio CPC  Rate CPC   

 Ratio CPC   Pct CPC   |

 | ----  ----  ----  ------------ ----------- -------  --------  -------  ---------  ---------  ---------- 

 ----------  --------- |

 | 1004  0144     1  000000HGY01  002107-986     128       0.00        .      0.000       .          0.000   

     .        0.00 % |

 | 1008  0188     1  000000HGY01  002107-986     640       0.00        .      0.000       .          0.000   

     .        0.00 % |

 | 2000  0188     2  000000XD261  002107-981     384     578.08  83.17 %      1.973      0.004       0.000   

    0.000     1.11 % |

 | 2004  01B8     2  000000XD261  002107-981     256     578.05  83.63 %      1.984      0.004       0.000   

    0.000     1.08 % |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 | PCIe SYNCHRONOUS I/O LINK ACTIVITY RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS                                            

                     |

 |                                                                                                           

                     |

 |      |----------  Read I/O Response Time Distributions ---------| |--------- Write I/O Response Time

 Distributions ----------| |

 | Func  Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct     Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct   Pct

   Pct   Pct   Pct  |

 | ID    < 20  < 30  < 40  < 50  < 60  < 70  < 80  < 90  <100  >100   < 20  < 30  < 40   50   < 60  < 70  < 80

  < 90  <100  >100  |

 | ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----   ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----  ----

  ----  ----  ----  |

 | 1000  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  0.00  0.00  0.00  |

 | 1004  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  0.00  0.00  0.00  |

 | 1008  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  0.00  0.00  0.00  |

 | 2000  4.83  76.0  15.9  2.91  0.29  0.03  0.01  0.00  0.00  0.00   0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  0.00  0.00  0.00  |

 | 2004  9.62  76.0  12.6  1.58  0.16  0.02  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.01   0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00

  0.00  0.00  0.00  |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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RMF Summary Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Summary Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFSUM2 - for all systems

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• HARCPU
• HARDVA
• SCPPAG

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Summary Report Sample
                                                  R M F   S U M M A R Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                            

 Page 001

             Z/OS                     System ID SYS1             Start mm/dd/yy- 0:15:00  Interval  0:15:00

             Release VnRn             RMF Version 770            End   mm/dd/yy- 3:30:00  Cycle 1.000 Seconds

 

 

 Number of Intervals  14           Total Length of Intervals  3:30:00

 

 

 Date   Time     Int   CPU   DASD  DASD  Tape   Job   Job   TSO   TSO   STC   STC  ASCH  ASCH   USS   USS Swap

 Demand

 MM/DD HH.MM.SS MM.SS  Busy  Resp  Rate  Rate   Max   Ave   Max   Ave   Max   Ave   Max   Ave   Max   Ave Rate

 Paging

 ----- -------- -----  ----  ----  ----  ----   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---   --- ----

 ------

 06/11  0:15:00 15:00  11.5   0.8  29.1   0.0     4     4     1     1    85    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  0:30:00 15:00  10.8   0.9  21.7   0.5     4     4     1     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  0:45:00 15:00  10.3   0.8  22.0   0.0     4     4     1     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  1:00:00 15:00  12.1   0.8  21.9   0.0     4     4     1     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 

 06/11  1:15:00 15:00  11.3   0.9  22.4   0.0     4     4     1     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  1:30:00 15:00  11.5   0.8  21.8   0.0     4     4     1     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  1:45:00 15:00  10.7   0.8  22.7   0.0     4     4     2     1    84    84     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  2:00:00 15:00  15.3   0.9 123.7   0.0     4     4     3     2    87    85     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 

 06/11  2:15:00 15:00  12.2   0.7  29.5   0.0     4     4     3     3    86    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00
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 06/11  2:30:00 15:00  11.2   0.7  33.6   0.0     4     4     3     3    86    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  2:45:00 15:00  13.4   0.9 133.5   0.0     4     4     3     3    87    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  3:00:00 15:00  10.9   0.6  34.2   0.0     4     4     2     2    86    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 

 06/11  3:15:00 15:00  10.6   0.7  29.2   0.0     4     4     2     2    86    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 06/11  3:30:00 15:00  11.8   0.8  41.9   0.0     4     4     3     3    86    86     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 

 

 Total/Average         11.7   0.8  41.9   0.1     4     4     3     2    87    85     0     0     4     4 0.00

   0.00

 

RMF Serialization Delay Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Serialization Delay Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFSDR1 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• SCPSRD - Serialization Delay Details
• SCPSRS - Serialization Delay System

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations

This report is only available as a MICF inquiry and, thus, cannot be requested with the batch report selection statement.
See the Serialization Delay Report section for information about running the Serialization Delay Report under MICF.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Serialization Delay Report Sample

Serialization Delay Report Sample (Part 1 of 3)

                                         S E R I A L I Z A T I O N   D E L A Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

       z/OS                       System ID SYS2                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.05

       Release VnRn               RMF Version 780                     Time 11:29:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 SERIALIZATION DELAY SUMMARY                

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   System Locks                                                                                              
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              Tot Contention   Avg Contention        Total        Contention Count                           

                  

   Lock Type  Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Count    with Q Len>1                             

                  

   ---------  ---------------  ---------------  ----------------  ----------------                           

                

   CMS                  12071             0.05            224094             20010

   CMSEQDQ              12178             1.89              6412               498                           

   CMSLatch                 0             0.00                11                 0

   CMSSMF                   3             0.01               161                 5

   Local               497728             0.03          14285826           4126893

   CMLOwner             75630             0.02           3407111            574525

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   GRS Latch (GRS Mode: STAR)                                                                                

                  

 

                          Tot Contention   Avg Contention     Std Dev of          Total                      

                  

                          Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Time  Contention Count                

                  

                          ---------------  ---------------  ---------------  ----------------                

                

   GRS Latch Set Creator           171584             1.87             9.80             91720

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   GRS Enqueue (GRS Mode: STAR)                                                                              

                  

 

                         Tot Contention   Avg Contention     Std Dev of          Total         Total         

                  

                 Scope   Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Time  Request Count  Contention Count  

                  

                -------  ---------------  ---------------  ---------------  -------------  ----------------  

                

   GRS Enqueue  Step               99048               32               29        1100869              3057

   GRS Enqueue  System              4125             9.68              106        1065067               426

   GRS Enqueue  Systems           263651              125              931         551597              2108

   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Serialization Delay Report Sample (Part 2 of 3)

                                        S E R I A L I Z A T I O N   D E L A Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

       z/OS                       System ID SYS2                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.05

       Release VnRn               RMF Version 780                     Time 11:29:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds
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 SERIALIZATION DELAY DETAILS                

 

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CMS Lock Details                                                                                          

                  

 

   Lock                      Service   Period  Tot Contention   Avg Contention        Total        Contention

 Count

   Type      ASID  Job Name   Class    Number  Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Count    with Q

 Len>1

   -------   ----  --------  --------  ------  ---------------  ---------------  ---------------- 

 ----------------

       CMS   0180  IMS8      STCI2V50       1             2309             0.05             45425            

  2658

             0193  QTMULTI8  STCOMVS        3              248             0.04              5737            

   334

             002A  NETVIEW   SYSSTC         1              246             0.04              5933            

   435

             0176  AONVIEW   DISCRSTC       1              153             0.04              3396            

   260

 

   CMSEQDQ   0007  GRS       SYSTEM         1              906             3.41               265            

    46

             030C  MPR8TNFA  BATI2V50       1              245               15                16            

     3

             026E  MPR8TN05  BATI2V50       1              219               14                15            

     3

             0268  MPR8TN03  BATI2V50       1              213               15                14            

     4

 

  CMSLatch   04B7  U0300914  STCOMVS        1                0             0.00                 2            

     0

             04D7  BPXAS     SYSSTC         1                0             0.00                 2            

     0

             0316  BPXAS     SYSSTC         1                0             0.00                 1            

     0

             04F9  BPXAS     SYSSTC         1                0             0.00                 1            

     0

 

    CMSSMF   0019  IXGLOGR   SYSTEM         1                0             0.00                35            

     0

             0178  DBW1DBM1  STCI2V50       1                0             0.00                18            

     0

             048B  USSWORK1  STCOMVS        3                0             0.00                10            

     0

             01BC  CICS3A8C  STCI2V60       1                0             0.00                 1            

     1

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CML and Local Lock Details                                                                                

                  

 

                                       Service   Period  Tot Contention   Avg Contention        Total       

 Contention Count

   Lock Type           ASID  Job Name   Class    Number  Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Count  

  with Q Len>1

   ------------------  ----  --------  --------  ------  ---------------  ---------------  ---------------- 

 ----------------

   CML Lock Owner      0180  IMS8      STCI2V50       1            33027             0.03            840036  

          180429

                       0149  DBS1MSTR  STCI2V50       1            10348             0.00           1276715  

          247154

                       0178  DBW1DBM1  STCI2V50       1             5355             0.05             96027  

            9240

                       0143  RRS       SYSSTC         1             4338             0.01            361514  

           40218

 

   Local Lock          003F  BCDPTITR  DISCRBAT       1            79880             0.06           1144041  

          538297

                       0057  BCDPTITR  DISCRBAT       1            45796             0.06            687689  

          321128

                       01B8  DBWGWLMJ  STCI2V50       1            36718             0.01           1923928  

          535355

                       0342  CSQ8CHIN  STCI2V40       1            26624             0.01           1728688  

          328156

 

   CML Lock Requestor  017B  DBW1DIST  STCI5V05       1             1295             0.01             70913  

            4930

                       002A  NETVIEW   SYSSTC         1             1287             0.01             80848  

            8957

                       0176  AONVIEW   DISCRSTC       1             1168             0.01             67446  

            8443

                       031C  BUYZJ8B   STCI1V40       1              832             0.01             75900  

           12702

  

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Serialization Delay Report Sample (Part 3 of 3)

                                        S E R I A L I Z A T I O N   D E L A Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

              Page 001

       z/OS                       System ID SYS2                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:15:00.05

       Release VnRn               RMF Version 780                     Time 11:29:00                      

 Cycle 1.000  Seconds

 

 

 SERIALIZATION DELAY DETAILS                
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   GRS Latch Details (GRS Mode: STAR)                                                                        

                  

 

                                      Service   Period  Tot Contention   Avg Contention     Std Dev of       

   Total

   Latch Type         ASID  Job Name   Class    Number  Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Time 

 Contention Count

   -----------------  ----  --------  --------  ------  ---------------  ---------------  --------------- 

 ----------------

   Latch Set Creator  0016  RACFDS    SYSTEM         1            98981             1.97             5.36    

         50069

                      0011  OMVS      SYSSTC         1            33467             2.96               11    

         11277

                      0143  RRS       SYSSTC         1            19636             0.72             4.95    

         27265

                      000D  WLM       SYSTEM         1            16633             8.79             2.11    

          1891

 

   Latch Requestor    0147  RMFGAT    SYSSTC         1            15865             9.01             1.72    

          1760

                      0057  BCDPTJ2C  DISCRBAT       1             6239             4.90             5.37    

          1272

                      003F  BCDPTJ2C  DISCRBAT       1             5443             5.21             6.17    

          1044

                      001F  USSWORK5  STCOMVS        3             2280             8.23               14    

           277

  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   GRS Enqueue Details (GRS Mode: STAR)                                                                      

                  

 

   Enqueue                  Service   Period  Tot Contention   Avg Contention     Std Dev of          Total  

        Total

    Scope   ASID  Job Name   Class    Number  Time (Millisec)  Time (Millisec)  Contention Time  Request Count

  Contention Count

   -------  ----  --------  --------  ------  ---------------  ---------------  ---------------  -------------

  ----------------

   Step     003F  BCDPTITR  DISCRBAT       1            16202               52               29           1364

               311

            0057  BCDPTITR  DISCRBAT       1            11387               48               29            911

               234

            0058  BCDPTC2J  DISCRBAT       1            11335               48               27            670

               234

            0057  BCDPTJ2C  DISCRBAT       1             7624               26               23            656

               288

 

   System   0008  SMSPDSE   SYSTEM         1             3630               31              201           1295

               116
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            002C  SMS       SYSSTC         1              156               26               14            162

                 6

            0009  SMSPDSE1  SYSTEM         1              110             0.57             0.08           1293

               190

            0015  ALLOCAS   SYSTEM         1               44             3.66             2.23           1055

                12

 

   Systems  0146  DFHSM     SYSSTC         1           151677              101               86           3042

              1491

            0017  IOSAS     SYSTEM         1            42256            14085            24151            194

                 3

            0038  PDSETST8  DISCRBAT       1            40820              669              650           1086

                61

            0041  TDMFJ80A  BATI2V50       1             1947               30               12            116

                64

  

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

RMF Shared Device Activity Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Shared Device Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFSDV1 -for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• HARDVA

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations

This report is only available as a MICF inquiry and, thus, cannot be requested with the batch report selection statement.
See the RMF Post Processor Enterprise Disk Systems section for information about running the Shared Device Activity
Report under MICF.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Shared Device Activity Report Sample

Shared Device Activity Report Sample (DASD, Part 1 of 2)

                       S H A R E D   D I R E C T   A C C E S S   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

          Page    1

      z/OS                       Sysplex   PLEXPRD                   Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval  0:15:01.033

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 750                     Time  9:44:00                       Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

 

   Total Samples(Avg) =    900  (Max) =    901  (Min) =    899
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                          SMF            Device   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg    %     %     %   

  Avg

Dev  Device   Volume PAV  Sys  IODF LCU  Activity Resp  IOSQ  CMR   DB    Pend  Disc  Conn   Dev   Dev   Dev 

  Number

Num  Type     Serial      id   Suff      Rate     Time  Time  Dly   Dly   Time  Time  Time   Conn  Util  Resv

  Alloc

 

 

2000 33909    MVB000      *ALL              2.911 1.559 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.304 0.118 1.138  0.08  0.09   0.0

    10.6

                       2  SYS1  57  003D    0.841 2.044 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.327 0.307 1.410  0.12  0.14   0.0

    15.0

                       2  SYS2  57  003D    0.013 1.230 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.267 0.017 0.946  0.00  0.00   0.0

    11.0

                       2  SYS3  57  003D    0.006 1.318 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.282 0.026 1.011  0.00  0.00   0.0

     5.0

                       2  SYS4  57  003D    2.045 1.848 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.309 0.227 1.312  0.27  0.31   0.0

    16.0

                       2  SYS5  57  003D    0.006 1.357 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.333 0.013 1.011  0.00  0.00   0.0

     6.0

 

2001 33909    MVB001      *ALL              0.030 1.384 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.322 0.018 1.045  0.00  0.00   0.0

     4.2

                       2  SYS1  57  003D    0.006 1.395 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.269 0.013 1.114  0.00  0.00   0.0

     4.0

                       2  SYS2  57  003D    0.006 1.344 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.307 0.013 1.024  0.00  0.00   0.0

     6.0

                       2  SYS3  57  003D    0.006 1.318 0.000       0.000 0.269 0.038 1.011  0.00  0.00   0.0

     6.0

                       2  SYS4  57  003D    0.006 1.357 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.307 0.013 1.037  0.00  0.00   0.0

     5.0

                       2  SYS5  57  003D    0.006 1.510 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.461 0.013 1.037  0.00  0.00   0.0

     0.0

 

Shared Device Activity Report Sample (DASD, Part 2 of 2)

                       S H A R E D   M A G N E T I C   T A P E   D E V I C E   A C T I V I T Y

                                                                                                             

          Page    1

      z/OS                       Sysplex   PLEXTST                   Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval  0:30:00.100

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 712                     Time  9:00:00                       Cycle

  0.100  Seconds

 

 

   Total Samples(Avg) =  17985  (Max) =  18000  (Min) =  17952

 

 

                     SMF            Device    Avg  Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg   Avg    %     %     %    

 Number   Avg    Time

Dev  Device   Volume Sys  IODF LCU  Activity  Resp IOSQ  CMR   DB    Pend  Disc  Conn   Dev   Dev   Dev   Of 

      Mount  Device
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Num  Type     Serial id   Suff      Rate      Time Time  Dly   Dly   Time  Time  Time   Conn  Util  Resv 

 Mounts   Time   Alloc

 

 

BB50 3590L    ABC917 *ALL              0.039  8339 0.000        7750  7771 567.1 1.346  0.01  2.21   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS1   D5  003F    0.003 12986 0.000 0.000 12732 12774 210.6 1.331  0.00  0.06   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS2   D5  0047    0.003 12075 0.000 0.000 11768 11832 242.0 1.306  0.00  0.07   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS3   D5  0047    0.003  5947 0.000 0.000  5312  5324 621.6 1.280  0.00  0.17   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS4   D5  003F    0.003 13164 0.000 0.000 12909 12945 217.6 1.357  0.00  0.06   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS5   D5  00C7    0.003  5365 0.000 0.000  4520  4524 839.6 1.408  0.00  0.23   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS6   D5  0058    0.003  7633 0.000 0.000  7211  7221 410.3 1.382  0.00  0.11   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS7   D5  0058    0.003  8461 0.000 0.000  8016  8039 421.5 1.434  0.00  0.12   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS8   D5  003B    0.003  7227 0.000        6802  6812 413.9 1.331  0.00  0.12   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TS9   D5  00C7    0.003  4520 0.000 0.000  3484  3487  1031 1.408  0.00  0.29   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TSA   D5  00C7    0.003  6402 0.000 0.000  5965  5969 431.4 1.306  0.00  0.12   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TSB   D5  00C7    0.003  3477 0.000 0.000  1216  1219  2257 1.357  0.00  0.63   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TSC   D5  00C7    0.003  6800 0.000 0.000  6379  6386 411.7 1.357  0.00  0.11   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TSD   D5  0047    0.003 11753 0.000 0.000 11482 11532 219.6 1.306  0.00  0.06   0.0     

  0       0       0

              ABC917 TSE   D5  003F    0.003 10941 0.000 0.000 10698 10727 212.4 1.280  0.00  0.06   0.0     

  0       0       0

 

RMF USS Kernel Activity Report

The following sample shows the output produced when the USS Kernel Activity Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFUSS1 - for all systems producing the SMF type 74 subtype 3 USS Kernel Activity record.

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• SCPKRN - USS Kernel Activity

For further information on the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

USS Kernel Activity Report Sample
  

                                              U S S     K E R N E L   A C T I V I T Y
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             Page 001

      z/OS                       System ID SYS1                      Date mm/dd/yy                      

 Interval   0:10:00.00

      Release VnRn               RMF Version 715                     Time 23:50:00                       Cycle

 1.500  Seconds

Number of Samples              394

 

 

                                                    USS  SYSTEM CALL ACTIVITY

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  Minimum  Average  Maximum

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Syscalls (N/S)    32.667  251.513*    1726

 CPU Time (H/S)         0    0.302*   2.667

 

 

                                                      USS  PROCESS ACTIVITY

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                          Processes                        Users                    Processes per User

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Maximum  (Tot)               3000                           200                        1000

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  Minimum  Average  Maximum      Minimum  Average  Maximum      Minimum  Average  Maximum

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Current  (Tot)        73      854     1200            8       14       25

 Overruns (N/S)         0      5.5*     333            0        0        0            0        0        0

 

 

                                                  USS  INTER-PROCESS COMMUNICATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     Message Queue IDs                Semaphore IDs             Shared Memory IDs         

 Shared Memory Pages

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Maximum  (Tot)              4096                          20000                         500                 

  2621.4K

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  Minimum  Average  Maximum    Minimum  Average  Maximum    Minimum  Average  Maximum  

 Minimum  Average  Maximum

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Current  (Tot)        50       78      100     15.333   16.103   18.333         10    10.85       12     

 9159  9221.94     9875

 Overruns (N/S)         0        0        0          0        0        0          0        0        0        

 0        0        0

 

 

                                           USS  MEMORY MAP                       SHARED LIB REGION           

  QUEUED SIGNALS

---------------   ------------------------------------------------------   -------------------------   

 --------------------------

                  Memory Map Storage Pages        Shared Storage Pages     Max Shared Library Region    

 Maximum Queued Signals
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---------------   ------------------------------------------------------   -------------------------   

 --------------------------

 Maximum  (Tot)             4096                          32.7M                       16M                    

     100K

---------------   ------------------------------------------------------   -------------------------   

 --------------------------

                  Minimum  Average  Maximum    Minimum  Average  Maximum   Minimum  Average  Maximum   

 Minimum  Average  Maximum

---------------   ------------------------------------------------------   -------------------------   

 --------------------------

 Current  (Tot)      1347  1376.47     2694          0        0        0       6M      16M      16M

 Overruns (N/S)         0        0        0          0        0        0        0        0        0          0

      50K      99K

 

 

 Units:   (Tot) = Total Value, (N/S) = Number per Second, (H/S) = Hundredth of Seconds per Second

 

RMF Virtual Storage Activity Reports

The following samples show the output produced when the Summary Virtual Storage Activity Report and Detail Virtual
Storage Activity Report are requested.

The SAS source code used is in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFVSS2 - for all systems

The MICS file used to generate the report is:

• SCPVSM

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Virtual Storage Activity Report Sample (Summary)
                                       V I R T U A L   S T O R A G E   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 009

           z/OS                       System ID SYSA                      Date mm/dd/yy                 

 Interval   0:15:00.00

           Release VnRn               RMF Version 712                     Time  9:45:00                  Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

                                                      COMMON STORAGE SUMMARY

     Number of Samples              90

 

     ==== STATIC STORAGE MAP ====         =============================== ALLOCATED CSA/SQA

 ===============================

     Area          Address   Size              ---------- Below 16M ----------------  ------- Extended (Above

 16M) --------

     -------       -------  -----                   Min             Max          Avg    Min             Max  

           Avg

     EPVT          2C00000  2004M              --------------  --------------  -----  -------------- 

 --------------  -----
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     ECSA          23E0000  8320K         SQA   428K  9:45:00   444K  9:57:20   430K  2072K  9:45:00  2076K  

 9:57:50 2072K

     EMLPA         23D2000    56K         CSA   432K  9:45:00   432K  9:45:00   432K  4336K  9:45:00  4340K  

 9:49:40 4338K

     EFLPA         23CE000    16K

     EPLPA         1C86000  7456K         ALLOCATED CSA BY KEY

     ESQA          1356000  9408K          0    244K  9:45:00   244K  9:45:00   244K   300K  9:45:00   300K  

 9:45:00  300K

     ENUC          1000000  3416K          1    128K  9:45:00   128K  9:45:00   128K    48K  9:45:00    48K  

 9:45:00   48K

     ----- 16 Meg Boundary ------          2      0K  9:45:00     0K              0K   816K  9:45:00   816K  

 9:45:00  816K

     Nucleus        FB3000   308K          3      0K  9:45:00     0K              0K     0K  9:45:00     0K  

            0K

     SQA            E93000  1152K          4      4K  9:45:00     4K  9:45:00     4K    64K  9:45:00    64K  

 9:45:00   64K

     PLPA           BD6000  2804K          5     12K  9:45:00    12K  9:45:00    12K    36K  9:45:00    36K  

 9:45:00   36K

     FLPA                0     0K          6     40K  9:45:00    40K  9:45:00    40K   976K  9:45:00   980K  

 9:49:40  978K

     MLPA           BC9000    52K          7      0K  9:45:00     0K              0K     0K  9:45:00     0K  

            0K

     CSA            800000  3876K         8-F     4K  9:45:00     4K  9:45:00     4K  2096K  9:45:00  2096K  

 9:45:00 2096K

     Private          1000  8188K

     PSA                 0     4K         SQA EXPANSION INTO CSA

                                                  0K  9:45:00     0K              0K     0K  9:45:00     0K  

            0K

 

     LOST PLPA SPACE:

           Intermodule Space:    4K in PLPA and   12K   in EPLPA

        MLPA/FLPA Redundancy:   56K in PLPA and   18K   in EPLPA

 

 

                               ------------- Below 16M -------------       ------------- Above 16M

 -------------

                                 Min             Max             Avg         Min             Max            

 Avg

                               --------------  --------------  -----       --------------  -------------- 

 -----

     CSA

      Free Pages (Bytes)       3444K  9:45:00  3444K  9:45:00  3444K       3980K  9:49:40  3984K  9:45:00 

 3981K

      Largest Free Block       3444K  9:45:00  3444K  9:45:00  3444K       3980K  9:49:40  3984K  9:45:00 

 3981K

      Allocated Area Size       432K  9:45:00   432K  9:45:00   432K       4336K  9:45:00  4340K  9:49:40 

 4338K

     SQA

      Free Pages (Bytes)        708K  9:57:20   724K  9:45:00   721K       7332K  9:57:50  7336K  9:45:00 

 7335K

      Largest Free Block        708K  9:57:20   724K  9:45:00   721K       7120K  9:45:00  7120K  9:45:00 

 7120K
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      Allocated Area Size       428K  9:45:00   444K  9:57:20   430K       9408K  9:45:00  9408K  9:45:00 

 9408K

 

 

     Maximum User Region Below: 8036K

                         Above: 1995M

 

Virtual Storage Activity Report Sample (Detail)
                                         V I R T U A L   S T O R A G E   A C T I V I T Y   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

            Page 010

         z/OS                       System ID SYSA                      Date mm/dd/yy                   

 Interval   0:15:00.00

         Release VnRn               RMF Version 712                     Time  9:45:00                    Cycle

  1.000  Seconds

 

                                                    COMMON STORAGE DETAIL

   Number of Samples              90

 

   ========== ALLOCATED CSA BY SUBPOOL BY KEY (Below 16 Meg) ===========       === ALLOCATED SQA BY SUBPOOL

 (Below 16 Meg) ===

 

   Key       Subpool 227     Subpool 228     Subpool 231     Subpool 241       Subpool       Min            

 Max           Avg

 

   ------------------------------ Minimum ------------------------------       -------  -------------- 

 --------------   -----

    0       16K  9:45:00     4K  9:45:00    52K  9:45:00   172K  9:45:00        226     104K  9:45:00   120K 

 9:57:20     106K

    1                       12K  9:45:00    52K  9:45:00    64K  9:45:00        239     140K  9:45:00   140K 

 9:45:00     140K

    2                                                                           245     184K  9:45:00   184K 

 9:45:00     184K

    3

    4                                                        4K  9:45:00

    5                        4K  9:45:00                     8K  9:45:00

    6       20K  9:45:00                    12K  9:45:00     8K  9:45:00

    7

   8-F                                                       4K  9:45:00

   ALL      36K  9:45:00    20K  9:45:00   116K  9:45:00   260K  9:45:00

 

   ------------------------------ Maximum ------------------------------

    0       16K  9:45:00     4K  9:45:00    52K  9:45:00   172K  9:45:00

    1                       12K  9:45:00    52K  9:45:00    64K  9:45:00

    2

    3

    4                                                        4K  9:45:00

    5                        4K  9:45:00                     8K  9:45:00

    6       20K  9:45:00                    12K  9:45:00     8K  9:45:00

    7

   8-F                                                       4K  9:45:00
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   ALL      36K  9:45:00    20K  9:45:00   116K  9:45:00   260K  9:45:00

 

   ------------------------------ Average ------------------------------

    0       16K              4K             52K            172K

    1                       12K             52K             64K

    2

    3

    4                                                        4K

    5                        4K                              8K

    6       20K                             12K              8K

    7

   8-F                                                       4K

   ALL      36K             20K            116K            260K

 

RMF Workload Activity Goal Mode Report

The following samples show the output produced when the Workload Activity Goal Mode Report is requested.

The SAS source code used is in shared prefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFWL81 - for service class and policy related reports
• @RMFWL82 - for report class related reports

The MICS files used to generate the report are:

• WLMRGP - Resource Group
• WLM_EA - Report Class
• WLMSEA - Service Class
• WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption
• WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption
• WLM_ED - Report Class General Exec Delay
• WLMSED - Service Class General Exec Delay
• WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time
• WLMSEM - Service Class Response Time
• WLMSDE - Service Definition
• WLM_EW - Report Class Subsystem Delay States
• WLMSDS - Service Class Subsystem Delay States
• WLMSVC - Service Client

For further information about the report format and contents, see z/OS RMF Report Analysis (SC33-7991).

Usage Considerations

The following suboptions can be specified when the Workload Activity Goal Mode report is requested:

• SCPER : Produces a service class period level report, and a service class summary.
• SCLASS: Produces a service class level summary report.
• WGROUP: Produces a workload level summary report.
• POLICY: Produces a policy level summary report.
• RCPER : Produces a report class period level report, and a report class summary.
• RCLASS: Produces a report class level summary report.
• none: Produces all of the above reports.
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These optional suboptions must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas, as shown in the following
example :

 %LET REPORTS = WLMGL ;

 %LET REPORTS = WLMGL(SCPER,RCPER) ;

 %LET REPORTS = WLMGL(SCLASS,RCLASS) ;

 

Note: If the MICS database contains essential data elements only, the value for the transaction response time standard
deviation field will be missing.

Workload Activity Goal Mode Report

Part 1 of 2

                            W O R K L O A D   A C T I V I T Y    G O A L   M O D E
                                                  (SERVICE CLASS PERIOD/SERVICE CLASS
 TOTALS)
                                                                                        
                                    Page 001
 z/OS               Sysplex: SYSPLEX1             Start Date: mm/dd/yyyy   Start Time:
 23:59:00.00
 VnRn               RMF Version: 796                End Date: mm/dd/yyyy     End Time: 
 0:14:00.05     Interval:  0:15:00.05
 
                                                  Policy Activated on mm/dd/yyyy at
 11:38:20.2
 ====================================================================================================================================
 Policy=TEST1     Workload=BATCH       Service Class=BATCH        Resource Group=(none) 
    Period=1 of 1 Importance=Low     (4)
                                       Critical     =None                               
    I/O Priority Group=Normal
 
 -Transactions--  Trans-Time hhh:mm:ss.ffffff  Trans-Appl%-----CP-IIPCP/AAPCP-IIP/AAP 
 ---Enclaves---
 Avg        3.93  Actual          1:09.341157  Total        10.35        0.00    0.00 
 Avg Enc   0.00
 Mpl        3.93  Execution       1:02.646279  Mobile        0.00        0.00    0.00 
 Rem Enc   0.00
 Ended        22  Queued             6.028784  CategoryA     0.00        0.00    0.00 
 MS Enc    0.00
 End/Sec    0.02  R/S Affin            667186  CategoryB     0.00        0.00    0.00
 #Swaps        0  Ineligible                0
 Exctd         0  Conversion           667186
                  Std Dev         2:23.284
 
 ----Service----   Service Time  ---Appl %---  --Promoted--  --DASD I/O---  -----
Storage-----  -Page-In Rates-
 IOC      957754   CPU  361.031  CP     10.44  Blk    0.000  SSCHRT  740.3  Avg      
 7324.39  Single      0.0
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 CPU       19333K  SRB   11.618  IIPCP   0.00  Enq    0.204  Resp      2.1  Total   
 28788.86  Block       0.0
 MSO        4812K  RCT    0.010  IIP     0.00  CRM    0.000  Conn      1.1  Shared     
 34.52  Shared      0.0
 SRB      614056   IIT    3.158  AAPCP   0.00  Lck   19.124  Disc      0.1              
       HSP         0.0
 Tot       25717K  HST    0.000  AAP      N/A  Sup    0.000  Q+Pend    0.7
 /Sec      28573   IIP    0.000                              IOSQ      0.1
 Absrptn    7269   AAP      N/A
 Trx Serv   7269
 
-Goal: Execution Velocity  15.0%    Velocity Migration:   I/O Mgmt  39.7%     Init Mgmt 
 39.7%
 
          Response Time Exec Perf  Avg     --Exec Using%--  -------------- Exec Delays %
 -----------  -Using%-  --- Delay % ---    %
                        Vel% Indx Adrsp    CPU AAP IIP I/O  Tot CPU I/O   Q             
               Cry Cnt  Unk Idl Cry Cnt  Qui
                                                                        MPL
 *All*       --N/A--    39.7  0.4   4.0    8.8 N/A 0.0  15   36  20  12 3.6             
               0.0 0.0   16  25 0.0 0.0  0.0
 
 
                                        ----------Response Time Distribution----------
 System: SYS1 -----Interval: 0:15:00.1 -----MRT Changes:  0 ---
    ----Time----   -------Counts-------   ----Percent----
    hh:mm:ss.ttt    Buckets       Total   Buckets   Total
 <=  0:00:44.171         13          13      81.3    81.3
 <=  0:00:53.005          0          13       0.0    81.3
 <=  0:01:10.674          0          13       0.0    81.3
 <=  0:01:19.508          0          13       0.0    81.3
 <=  0:01:37.176          0          13       0.0    81.3
 <=  0:01:46.010          1          14       6.3    87.5
 <=  0:01:54.845          0          14       0.0    87.5
 <=  0:02:12.513          0          14       0.0    87.5
 <=  0:05:53.368          1          15       6.3    93.8
  >  0:05:53.368          1          16       6.3   100.0
 ====================================================================================================================================
        

Part 2 of 2

                                  W O R K L O A D   A C T I V I T Y    G O A L   M O D E
                                                  (SERVICE CLASS PERIOD AND CLASS/
WORKLOAD/POLICY TOTALS)
                                                                                        
                                    Page 927
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 z/OS               Sysplex: SYSPLEX1             Start Date: mm/dd/yyyy   Start Time:
 23:59:00.00
 VnRn               RMF Version: 796                End Date: mm/dd/yyyy     End Time: 
 0:14:00.05     Interval:  0:15:00.05
                                                  Policy Activated on mm/dd/yyyy at
 13:17:07.0
 ===================================================================================================================================
   Service Definition: CAPPROV   Capacity Provisioning Serv Def               -Service
 Definition Coefficients-   -Norm Factors-
     Install Date: mm/dd/yyyy 13:17:01  Installed by: OZOZ2                       IOC   
  CPU     SRB      MSO       AAP     IIP
     Policy:WLMPOL01   WLM SERVICE POLICY FOR GOAL MODE
     Discretionary Goal Management:Yes                                            0.5   
  1.0     1.0   0.0001    1.0000  1.0000
     Dynamic Alias Management: Yes
     I/O Priority Management:  Yes
 
 
   Systems
     ---ID---  OPT  SU/Sec  Cap% --Time--  Interval  --Boost--   ---ID---  OPT  SU/Sec 
 Cap% --Time--  Interval  --Boost--
     SYS1       HD  67510.5  100 23:59:00   0:15:00  Inactive    SYS3       0M  71748.9 
 100 23:59:00   0:15:00  Inactive
     SYS2       0V  79602.0  100 23:59:00   0:15:00  Inactive
 
 Resource Groups
   --Name-- Type  ----------Description-----------  -System-  ---CPU Consumption---   
 --------CPU Capacity---------   ----Memory----
                                                               #CPS    MSU  SU/Sec      
 Min    Max    Defined as       Usage   Limit
   BATCHRCO RG    Resource controlled Batch                    0.00      0        0     
   1     10    % LPAR SHARE
                                                    SYS2       0.00      0        0
                                                    SYS3       0.00      0        0
                  ------Service Classes PRODBAT                0.00      0        0
 
   DDFMED   RG    DDF Medium                                   0.00      0        0     
   1    50M    SERVICE UNITS
                                                    SYS2       0.00      0        0
                                                    SYS3       0.00      0        0
                  ------Service Classes DEFMED                 0.00      0        0
 
   UNITRGX1 TRG   UNI Tenant Workload                          8.53    980     576K
                                                    SYS1       8.53    980     576K     
                                 354M
                  -------Report Classes UTRGWKLD               8.53    980     576K
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RMF Running the Postprocessor Reports

The Postprocessor Reports are created in a single job step that consists of the following steps:

1. Control statement validation
a. Verify that at least one cycle is specified.
b. Verify that at least one report has been requested and that all requests are valid.
c. Verify that a valid database timespan has been specified.
d. Establish a list of database files and cycles in the timespan requested.
e. Verify that a summarization break variable has been specified and that it is valid for the database timespan

specified.
f. Abort the report run if any control errors were encountered.

2. Acquire SYSID characteristics
a. Read the desired cycle of the HARCPU file in the timespan specified; find all SYSIDs and their respective CPU

models.
b. Create SAS global MACRO variables to control report production, including the CPU models of each SYSID, and

flags indicating the presence or absence of SYSID data systems.
c. Write an environment report.

3. Produce individual reports
a. Verify that the database file cycles needed to produce the reports exist in the specified timespan.
b. Create selected working input files.
c. Generate the reports.

The areas discussed are:

• Report Control Statements
• Postprocessor Control Card Examples

See the RMF MICF Inquiries section for information about running the postprocessor reports under MICF.

RMF Report Control Statements

Postprocessor report generation is controlled by means of SAS global variable assignments and the invocation of one
SAS MACRO. In addition, source and MACRO listing options are available for debugging purposes

Example

To produce an RMF postprocessor report, complete the job card, EXEC statement, SYSIN data set name and specify the
control statements:

           //jobname JOB ...

           //RMFPP  EXEC MICSSHRx

           //SYSIN   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sp.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS)

           //CONTROL DD *

           %LET REPORTS = value;   /* REQUIRED */

           %LET TSPAN   = value;   /* REQUIRED */

           %LET CYCLES  = value;   /* REQUIRED */

           %LET SUMBY   = value;   /* optional */

           %LET SUMTYPE = value;   /* optional */

           %LET SELECT  = value;   /* optional */

           %RMFPP;                 /* REQUIRED */

           /*
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The control statements are documented in the following sections:

• CYCLES - Selecting the Database File Cycles
• RMFPP - Generating Reports & SAS Listing Options
• REPORTS - Specifying Reports to be Produced
• SELECT - Selecting Data
• SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization
• TSPAN - Selecting the Database Timespan

CYCLES - Selecting the Database File Cycles

The MICS database file cycles, from which the postprocessor reports are to be generated, are selected by means of a
SAS global variable assignment statement. The statement is required and must be present after the //CONTROL DD *
statement in the report JCL.

The format of the statement is:

 %LET CYCLES = c1 c2 ...  cn;

 

Multiple cycles must be delimited by blanks. Any cycle value less than ten requires the presence of a leading zero.

No check is made to verify that the cycles specified are actually present in the MICS database. However, the first cycle
specified is used during the report setup phase to identify the HARCPU file (in the timespan identified by the %LET
TSPAN = control statement) to be read in order to determine the environment of each SYSID. If this cycle is not present,
the report run is aborted.

Example:

 %LET CYCLES = 03 02 01;

 

REPORTS - Specifying Reports to be Produced

Postprocessor report selection is accomplished by means of a SAS global variable assignment statement. The statement
is required and must be present after the //CONTROL DD statement in the report JCL. The report selection statement has
the following format:

 %LET REPORTS = rpt1 rpt2 ... rptn;

 

Multiple report requests must be delimited by a blank. The valid requests are:

• CACHEDTL
Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report

• CACHESUM
Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report

• CHANNEL
Channel Path Activity Report

• CPU
CPU Activity Report

• CRYPTO
Crypto Hardware Activity Report

• DEVICE
Device Activity Report

• DEVSG
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Storage Group Device Activity Report
• EADM

EADM Activity Report
• ENQUEUE

Enqueue Activity Report
• FCD

FICON Director Activity Report
• IOQ

I/O Queuing Activity Report
• PAGESP

Page Data Set Activity Report
• PAGING

Paging Activity Report
• PCIE

PCIe Activity Report
• SUMMARY

RMF Summary Report
• USS

USS Kernel Activity Report
• VSTORDTL

Virtual Storage Detail Report
• VSTORSUM

Virtual Storage Summary Report
• WLMGL

Workload Activity Goal Mode Reports (see Note below)
• XCF

XCF Usage by System Report
XCF Usage by Member Report
XCF Path Statistics Report

• XES
Coupling Facility Usage Summary Report
XES Structure Activity Report
Coupling Facility Subchannel Report

Note: The WLMGL report supports additional options described in RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report.

The following reports are only available as MICF inquiries and, thus, cannot be requested with the batch report selection
statement:

• Shared Device Activity Report
• Enterprise Disk Systems Report
• Serialization Delay Report

See the MICF Inquiries section for information about running the postprocessor reports under MICF.

Invalid report requests are ignored. If no valid report requests are found, the report run is aborted with a message
indicating a control statement error.

Examples:

            %LET REPORTS = CPU;

            %LET REPORTS = PAGING PAGESP;
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RMFPP - Generating Reports &amp; SAS Listing Options

After the required control statements have been entered, the report generation process is begun by means of a SAS
MACRO. The statement is required and must be present as the last control statement following the //CONTROL DD *
statement in the report JCL. The format of the statement is:

    %RMFPP(options);

 

The options permitted are:

• CHECK=ON or CHECK=OFF
CHECK=ON allows for syntax checking of control statements and the analysis of each SYSID's environment without
actually producing reports. CHECK=OFF is the default.

• SOURCE=ON or SOURCE=OFF
SOURCE=ON causes the SAS log to contain the source statements executed to produce the reports. The default is
SOURCE=OFF.

• MPRINT=ON or MPRINT=OFF
MPRINT=ON causes the SAS log to contain the statements produced by SAS MACRO expansion. The default is
MPRINT=OFF.

• DBUG=ON or DBUG=OFF
DBUG=ON causes the SAS log to contain diagnostic messages related to SAS Macro execution. This option is helpful
in troubleshooting report failures. The default is DBUG=OFF.

Multiple options should be separated by commas.

Examples:

           %RMFPP;

           %RMFPP(CHECK=ON,MPRINT=ON);

 

SELECT - Selecting Data

During the creation of the work files used to generate the reports, user specified SAS code may be included to modify or
subset the data. These program statements are specified by means of an SAS global variable assignment statement. The
statement is optional, but if specified must be present after the //CONTROL DD * statement in the report JCL.

The format of the statement is:

 %LET SELECT = %STR(SAS program code;);

 

No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax or logic errors, the report job will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note the use of the %STR MACRO function. This allows the use of semicolons as statement terminators within the SAS
code being defined; otherwise, the first semicolon found within the code terminates the global assignment statement.

Be sure to include both the semicolon that terminates the last SAS statement that is part of the data selection or
modification code as well as the semicolon used to terminate the assignment statement.

Examples:

 %LET SELECT = %STR(IF SYSID="SYS1";);

 %LET SELECT = %STR(IF DEVTYPE=:"3380";);

 

SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization
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MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used by the report programs. These facilities require that
a data element be defined as a control break variable, and that the summarized files be sorted so the break variable is
last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then written from multiple observations, with the same break
variable value, whenever the break variable value changes. In addition to identifying the data element, you can also
control how it is used to create the sort key list.

For example, you may want to generate a report from the last three cycles of the DETAIL timespan and summarize
the information by HOUR. As it stands, this report request would be ambiguous. Do you want each hour of each day
reported separately, or do you want the same hour of all days included in the input data to be summarized together? The
postprocessor reports allow either method.

The summarization data element is defined by means of a SAS global variable assignment statement. The statement is
required and must be present after the CONTROL DD * statement in the report JCL.

The format of the statement is:

 %LET SUMBY = data-element-name;

 

The data element name must be one of the following:

• STARTTS
• HOUR
• ZONE
• DAY
• WEEK
• MONTH
• YEAR
• SYSID

Any other specification will result in a control statement error and an aborted report run.

The summarization technique is defined by means of another SAS global variable assignment statement. The statement
is not required, but, if present, must be included after the CONTROL DD * statement in the report JCL. The statement can
be either of the following:

 %LET SUMTYPE = DETAIL;

  

 %LET SUMTYPE = COMPOSITE;

 

The specification of COMPOSITE forces ALL occurrences of the same value of the SUMBY variable to be summarized
and reported together. DETAIL, on the other hand, will cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time
order. In the previous example, the sort key lists would be:

 SYSID HOUR                    (COMPOSITE)

 SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR     (DETAIL)

 

DETAIL is the default, so unless COMPOSITE summarization is required, the statement can be omitted. Note that a
change in the value of SYSID always forces a control break.

In addition, remember that some combinations of database timespans and summarization elements are not valid. For
example, although STARTTS is present in all timespans, it can be used as the summarization element only for the
DETAIL timespan. Also, the data element WEEK is not present in the MONTHS timespan, so this combination will not be
processed.

An invalid combination will result in a control statement error and an aborted report run.
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Examples:

 1.    %LET SUMBY = HOUR;

       %LET SUMTYPE = COMPOSITE;

  

 2.    %LET SUMBY = HOUR;

       %LET SUMTYPE = DETAIL;

 

In example 1, if three cycles of the DETAIL timespan were also specified, this combination would result in a report with 24
control breaks. Hour 0 of each of the three days (the hour from midnight to 1 a.m.) would be summarized together into a
single report, as would hours 1, 2, and so on. Example 2, assuming the same cycle and timespan specifications, would
result in a report with 72 control breaks. Each hour of the day in the first cycle would be reported, followed by each hour of
the day in the second cycle, followed by the same for the third cycle.

TSPAN - Selecting the Database Timespan

The MICS database timespan from which the postprocessor reports are to be generated is selected by means of a SAS
global variable assignment statement. It is required and is provided after the //CONTROL DD * statement in the report
JCL.

The following statement shows the format of a SAS global variable assignment statement.

 %LET TSPAN = timespan;

 

Following are the valid timespans:

• DETAIL
• DAYS
• WEEKS
• MONTHS
• YEARS

The specification of an invalid timespan will result in a control statement error, and the report run will be aborted.
Note that the YEARS timespan is not typically active for the Hardware and SCP Analyzer.

Example:

 %LET TSPAN = DAYS;

 

RMF Postprocessor Control Card Examples

This article provides examples of Postprocessor Control Cards for use with the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer.

Example: Print CPU Activity Postprocessor report from DETAIL timespan using latest cycle.

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DETAIL;

     %LET CYCLES  = 01;

     %LET REPORTS = CPU;

     %RMFPP;

     /*
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Example: Print Workload Activity Goal Mode Postprocessor report from DAYS timespan using latest cycle and
summarizing to day. A summarization technique of DETAIL is used by default.

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DAYS;

     %LET CYCLES  = 01;

     %LET SUMBY   = DAY;

     %LET REPORTS = WLMGL;

     %RMFPP;

     /*

 

Example: Print Device Activity Postprocessor report from DETAIL timespan using latest cycle and selecting 3390
device types only.

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DETAIL;

     %LET CYCLES  = 01;

     %LET REPORTS = DEVICE;

     %LET SELECT  = %STR(IF DEVTYPE=:'3390';);

     %RMFPP;

     /*

 

Example: Print Channel Path Activity Postprocessor report from DAYS timespan using cycles 03,02,01.
Summarize to zone. Specify a summarization technique of DETAIL so that each zone of each day is summarized
separately.

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DAYS;

     %LET CYCLES  = 03 02 01;

     %LET SUMBY   = ZONE;

     %LET SUMTYPE = DETAIL;

     %LET REPORTS = CHANNEL;

     %RMFPP;

     /*

 

Example: Print Channel Path Activity Postprocessor report from DAYS timespan using cycles 03,02,01.
Summarize to zone. Specify a summarization technique of COMPOSITE so that the same zone of all days is
summarized together.
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     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DAYS;

     %LET CYCLES  = 03 02 01;

     %LET SUMBY   = ZONE;

     %LET SUMTYPE = COMPOSITE;

     %LET REPORTS = CHANNEL;

     %RMFPP;

     /*

 

Example: Print Paging Activity Postprocessor report from DETAIL timespan using latest cycle. Display SAS
source statements, SAS MACRO expansion statements, and diagnostic messages in the SAS log.

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DETAIL;

     %LET CYCLES  = 01;

     %LET REPORTS = PAGING;

     %RMFPP (DBUG=ON,SOURCE=ON,MPRINT=ON);

     /*

 

Example: Print Cache Subsystem Detail report from DETAIL timespan using latest cycle for control unit
'01AC' (CUADDR='01AC', CUDEVNUM=428).

     //jobname  JOB  ...

     //RMFPP    EXEC MICSSHRx

     //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(RMFRPTS),

     //           DISP=SHR

     //CONTROL  DD *

     %LET TSPAN   = DETAIL;

     %LET CYCLES  = 01;

     %LET REPORTS = CACHEDTL ;

     %LET SELECT  = %STR(IF CUADDR='01AC';);

  or %LET SELECT  = %STR(IF CUDEVNUM=428;);

     %RMFPP;

     /*

 

RMF MICF Inquiries
The MICF inquiries that are provided with the Hardware and SCP Analyzer are listed in the following MICF Distributed
Inquiries table.

MICF inquiry names follow the form  cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character component identifier.
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p
The types of output produced. Values are:

A
Accounting and chargeback-related processing (added specifically for TNG chargeback data extract inquiry)
C
Color graphics (SAS/GRAPH)
E
Export (CSV)
G
Graphics with the execution-time color/printer option
L
Printed report (listing)
M
MICS MBO report
O
SAS ODS graphics
P
Printer graphics (PROC CHART/PLOT)
R
Printed ranking report (special case)
T
TNG CSV Extracts

t
The report frequency. Valid values are X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M (months), and Y (years).
n
An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others. This naming convention assists you in identifying
inquiries that are candidates for execution, which is based on your SAS installation.

For postprocessor inquiries, the value of 't,' report frequency, is always set to 'P' because those reports can be run with a
variable frequency.

For postprocessor coupling facility inquiries, the guidelines for the 'p,' 't,' and 'n' fields are waived.

For example, an inquiry that is named RMFCDA would be interpreted as:

                   RMFCDA

                   ---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

                    | ||   from other color graphics

                    | ||   inquiries run at the DAYS

                    | ||   timespan

                    | |+-- can be run daily

                    | +-- a color graphics inquiry

                    +-- a Hardware and SCP Analyzer inquiry

MICF Distributed Inquiries
Report Class Report Name Report Identifier

Color Graphics List Printer Graphics
General DASD Response Time Components RMFCDB
Performance Daily Logical Control Unit Act. (Color) RMFCDA
Performance Daily Logical Control Unit Activity RMFPDA
Performance Post Processor CPU Activity RMFLPA
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Performance Post Processor Channel Path Activity RMFLPB
Performance Post Processor Device Activity RMFLPC
Performance Post Processor Enqueue Activity RMFLPD
Performance Post Processor I/O Queuing  Activity RMFLPE
Performance Post Processor Page Data Set Activity RMFLPF
Performance Post Processor Paging Activity RMFLPG
Performance Post Processor RMF Summary RMFLPH
Performance Post Processor Virtual Storage Summary RMFLPJ
Performance Post Processor Virtual Storage Detail RMFLPK
Performance Post Processor Storage Group Device Activity RMFLPL
Performance Post Processor Cross-System Coupling Facility RMFXCF
Performance Post Processor Coupling Facility Reports RMFXES
Performance Post Processor Workload Activity Goal Mode RMFLPM
Performance Post Processor Cache Subsystem Summary RMFLPN
Performance Post Processor Cache Subsystem Detail RMFLPO
Performance Post Processor USS Kernel Activity RMFLPP
Performance Post Processor Crypto Hardware Activity RMFLPQ
Performance Post Processor FICON Director Activity RMFLPR
Performance Post Processor Shared Device Activity RMFLPS
Performance Post Processor Enterprise Disk Systems Report RMFLPT
Performance Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report RMFLPU
Performance Serialization Delay Report RMFLPV
Performance Post Processor PCIe Activity Report RMFLPW
Performance Post Processor EADM Activity Report RMFLPX

If you want to run the Hardware and SCP Analyzer MICF inquiries, access them through the database inquiries option of
MICF, which is part of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

RMF Daily Logical Control Unit Activity

The Daily Logical Control Unit Activity inquiry produces a vertical bar chart by SYSID and LCU showing the SSCH rate by
hour.

The chart is in printer graphics format. This inquiry produces no output unless the data is from the previous day.

Intended use

The chart can be used to determine the peak hours for an LCU's I/O rate and the trend throughout the day.

Report format

The inquiry produces a vertical bar chart in which each bar represents the SSCH rate during the indicated hour.

Inquiry ID

RMFPDA

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPLCU at the DAYS timespan
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Data elements used

• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• LCUID - LCU Identifier
• LCUSSC - Start Subchannel Count
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations

Calculates the SSCH rate.

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily Logical Control Unit Activity Report Sample
                                        Logical Control Unit Activity - Start Subchannel/Sec.                

                    1

                                                  Host Operating Systems Group

 

 INQUIRY:  RMFPDA                                                                                            

 RUN DATE:  ddmmmyy

 

                                                      SYSID=SYS1 LCU ID=000B

 

                                                        BAR CHART OF SUMS

 LCUPSSSC SUM

 

       |                                                                                  ***

       |                                                                                  ***

 70.00 +                                                                                  ***

       |                                                                             ***  ***

       |                                                                             ***  ***

       |                                                    ***                      ***  ***

       |                                                    ***                      ***  ***

 60.00 +                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

 

       |                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

 50.00 +                                                    ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                               ***  ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                               ***  ***  ***                 ***  ***

       |                                     ***       ***  ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***

       |                                     ***       ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 40.00 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

 30.00 +                                     ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***
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       |            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

       |            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

       |            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

       |            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

 20.00 +            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***           

      ***

       |            ***                      ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***      

      ***

       |            ***                 ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***      

      ***

       |            ***                 ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***      

      ***

       |            ***                 ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***      

      ***  ***

 10.00 +            ***                 ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***      

      ***  ***

       |       ***  ***  ***            ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  *** 

      ***  ***

       |       ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

       |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  *** 

 ***  ***  ***  ***

      

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

                                                     HOUR MIDPOINT     Hour of Day

 

RMF Daily Logical Control Unit Activity (Color)

The Daily Logical Control Unit Activity (Color) inquiry produces a vertical bar chart by SYSID and LCU showing the SSCH
rate by hour. The chart is in color graphics format.

This inquiry produces no output unless the data is from the previous day.

Intended use

The chart can be used to determine the peak hours for an LCU's I/O rate and the trend throughout the day.

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

Report format

The inquiry produces a vertical bar chart in which each bar represents the SSCH rate during the indicated hour.

Inquiry ID

RMFCDA

Data source (file/timespan)
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SCPLCU at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used

• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• LCUID - LCU Identifier
• LCUSSC - Start Subchannel Count
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations

Calculates the SSCH rate.

Usage considerations

Not applicable

RMF DASD Response Time Components

The DASD Response Time Components inquiry produces a stacked bar chart, broken down to connect time, disconnect
time, pending time and IOS queue time. One chart is produced per LCU. The chart is in color graphics format.

This inquiry produces no output unless the data is from the previous day.

Intended use

The chart can be used to determine the hours of the day when DASD response time is not satisfactory for an LCU. The
hour-by-hour trend of response times, by component, may assist in determining why it is unsatisfactory.

Note: Because this is a color graphics chart, no sample of the chart is provided.

Report format

In the stacked bar chart produced, each vertical bar represents an hour of the day. Response time is represented by the
height of each bar.

Inquiry ID

RMFCDB

Data source (file/timespan)

HARDVA at the DAYS timespan

Data elements used

• DEVADDR - Device Address
• DVAAVCNN - Average Device Connect Time
• DVAAVDIS - Average Device Disconnect Time
• DVAAVPEN - Average Device Pending Time
• DVAAVIOS - Average Device IOS Queue Time
• LCUID - LCU Identifier
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable
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RMF Post Processor Channel Path Activity

The Channel Path Activity report provides information about channel path usage. Channel paths provide the interface that
allows for control units and I/O devices to be physically connected to the I/O subsystem.

Intended Use

The report is designed to help analyze each channel path by path ID. For each ID, the type of path and the percent path
usage is reported. If a path is offline, this is reported in place of the percent usage. The report can help detect bottlenecks
in the I/O subsystem caused by excessive path utilization.

An additional section presents a summary of all the channel paths managed by the Dynamic Channel-Path Management
function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

For systems using hipersockets, detailed traffic information is provided in a separate section, at the end of the report.

Report Format

See the RMF Channel Path Activity Report section for an example of the output.

Data Source (file/timespan)

HARPCA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCHA2 - for all systems

How To Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPB, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel.

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |--------------  Post Processor Channel Path Activity Report  ---------|

 | Command ===>                                                         |

 |                                                                      |

 | Composing Inquiry: RMFLPB - Post Proc. Channel Path Act. Rpt         |

 | Database ===> ___________                                            |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

 | Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Data Selection:                                                      |

 |               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

 |   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

 |   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

 |   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

 |   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

 | Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

 |                                                                      |

 | SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |
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 |   _______________________________________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

  

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:
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     IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage Considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor CPU Activity

The CPU Activity report provides information about each core and processor(thread) for z/OS LPARs, as well as on
system address space activity. Additional reports are provided for PR/SM environments, including a Partition Data report,
an LPAR Cluster Report, and a Group Capacity Report.

Intended use

The CPU Activity section of the report helps with the analysis of core and processor utilization, including busy and wait
times, percentages busy, Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) productivity and core utilization, I/O interrupt rate, SMT
maximum and actual capacity factors, and average core processor thread density. The system address space analysis
can be used to detect problems such as a backlog of address spaces waiting for access to a processor.

The Partition Data report produced for a PR/SM LPAR environment can be used to examine the partition configuration
and dispatching activity. Moreover, it allows data centers to have a better understanding of their true resource utilization
by showing the resource consumptions separately, by type of physical core assigned to each partition. The types can be
general purpose core (CP),

Internal Coupling Facility (ICF), Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL), System z Application Assist Processor (zAAP), or
System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP). Finally, separate total lines are provided for each pool of processors.

For logical partitions managed by WLM, additional information related to the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) is
provided in both the Partition Data and the LPAR Cluster sections of the report.

The Group Capacity section of the report provides all information to understand how the CPU resources (MSUs) are
consumed in the various capacity groups.

See the Data Sources section for more information about total system utilization percentages in configurations where
multiple processor types are used.
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Report format

See the RMF CPU Activity Report for example.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCPU, HARIPU, HARLPC and HARVPA (PR/SM LPAR systems only) at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS
timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCPU4 - for all systems

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPA, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------------  Post Processor CPU Activity Report  -----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPA - Post Processor CPU Activity Rpt          |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
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(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING

No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage Considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:
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      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Device Activity

The Device Activity report provides detailed information about the I/O activity for the different devices attached to your
system. Separate reports are produced for each class of devices (DASD, Magnetic Tape, and so on). Within each report,
the devices are grouped and summarized by logical control unit as related devices can be identified in this manner

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze the I/O activity, both by device and by logical control unit. It can assist with the
investigation of bottlenecks caused by a particular device or LCU.

Report format

This inquiry produces a listing of devices within each LCU and a summary line reflecting activity for the entire LCU. See
RMF Device Activity Report for an example of the output generated.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARDVA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFDEV4 - for all systems

How To Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPC, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Post Processor Device Activity Report  --------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPC - Post Procesor Device Activity Rpt        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |
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|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
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(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).
Optionally, complete the extended option panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Post Processor Device Activity Report  --------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Extended Options for:  RMFLPC -  Post Processor Device Activity Rpt  |

|                                                                      |

| Include the Following Device Classes in Report:                      |

|   Character Reader Devices (CHRDR)     ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Communication Equipment (COMM)       ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Graphics Devices (GRAPH)             ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Magnetic Tape Devices (TAPE)         ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Unit Record Devices (UNITR)          ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|                                                                      |

| Additional Devices to Include in Report:                             |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____   |

|     or/and                                                           |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____  ____ - ____      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Include the Following Device Classes in Report: Specify N for each class of devices you do not want to see in your report.
The default report includes all device classes.
Additional Devices to Include in Report: You can specify up to seven individual device addresses or/and four device
address ranges, in hexadecimal, to include in your report, regardless of the device class they belong to. For example,
you can produce a report containing all your DASD devices and only specific magnetic tape units in the range of B500 to
B5FF. The extended options will look like:

 +-------------------------------------------------------+

| Include the Following Device Classes in Report:       |
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|   Character Reader Devices (CHRDR)     ===> N (Y/N)   |

|   Communication Equipment (COMM)       ===> N (Y/N)   |

|   Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) ===> Y (Y/N)   |

|   Graphics Devices (GRAPH)             ===> N (Y/N)   |

|   Magnetic Tape Devices (TAPE)         ===> N (Y/N)   |

|   Unit Record Devices (UNITR)          ===> N (Y/N)   |

|                                                       |

| Additional Devices to Include in Report:              |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____      |

|     or/and                                            |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> B500 - B5FF  ____ - ____    |

+-------------------------------------------------------+

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Enqueue Activity

The Enqueue Activity report provides information about resources that, from time to time, will have more than one
requestor waiting to use that resource. The ENQ and DEQ macro instructions are a means for jobs or tasks to gain
access to shared resources. This analysis reports on the contention caused by utilization of these macros.

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze enqueue contention that may tend to degrade system throughput. In particular, it
can help to identify resources that are consistently causing bottlenecks so that appropriate action can be taken.

Report format

For an example of the output generated by the Enqueue Activity report, see RMF Enqueue Activity Report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPENQ at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations
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Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFENQ1 - for all systems

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPD, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------  Post Processor Enqueue Activity Report  -----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPD - Post Processor Enqueue Act. Rpt          |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.
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Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING

No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.
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WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor I/O Queuing Activity

The I/O Queuing Activity report provides information by logical control unit (LCU) on the configuration and utilization of
the I/O subsystem. Items reported include activity rates, queue lengths, and percentage of time when one or more I/O
components were busy. Additional data is provided at the LCU level related to the Dynamic Channel Path Management
function of the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze the I/O configuration and to ascertain the reason for delays associated with device,
control unit, and channel path contention. It is most often used after a problem has been detected by the channel path
and/or device activity reports.

Report format

See RMF I/O Queuing Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the I/O Queuing Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPIOC, SCPIOP, and SCPLCA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFIOQ3 - for all systems

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPE, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|--------------  Post Processor I/O Queuing Activity Report  ----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPE - Post Proc. I/O Queuing Act. Rpt          |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |
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|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization sectionfor a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.
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WARNING

No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This report cannot be produced in environments running MVS under VM. In such environments, the SCPIOP file is not
supported.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Page Data Set Activity

The Page/Swap Data Set Activity report provides information about the number of slots used in terms of minimums,
maximums, and averages (based on sampling) for each page or swap data set in the auxiliary storage subsystem.

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze the sizing and placement of the data sets making up the paging environment.
With the report generated, it is possible to detect such critical situations as PLPA or common data sets approaching their
maximum available slots (these data sets cannot overflow into the local data sets) or the over-allocation of local data sets.
Report format

See RMF Page Data Set Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the Page Data Set Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPPSD at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:
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• @RMFPSD1 - for all systems

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPF, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------  Post Processor Page Data Set Activity Report       ------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPF - Post Proc. Page Data Set Act. Rpt        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
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(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING

No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.
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WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Paging Activity

The Paging Activity report provides information about central storage page frame allocations, auxiliary storage page
slot allocations, and movement between them. Information is also provided on swapping and its impact on the paging
subsystem

Intended use

The report is intended to help detect performance problems caused by the paging subsystem. Such problems might
include excessive page-ins resulting in an overcommitment of central storage. Another problem might be periods of high
VIO slot usage caused by a specific job using that particular resource.

Report format

For an example of the output generated by the Paging Activity report, see RMF Paging Activity Report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPPAG and SCPSWP at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used And Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFPAG7 - for all systems

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPG, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see the MICF User Guide and the MICF

Reference Guide.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------  Post Processor Paging Activity Report  ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPG - Post Processor Paging Act. Report        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |
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|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.
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WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor RMF Summary

The RMF Summary report provides an overview of system activity for each interval meeting user-specified selection
criteria.

Intended use

The report is intended to help detect performance problems at a very high level so other reports might be used to further
analyze a given situation. Information provided includes CPU utilization, average DASD response, average I/O rates for
both DASD and TAPE, average and maximum task activity, and paging activity indicators. Report format

See RMF Summary Report for an example of the output generated by the RMF Summary report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCPU, HARDVA, SCPPAG at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFSUM2 - for all systems

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
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2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPH, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------------  Post Processor RMF Summary Report  ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPH - Post Processor RMF Summary Report        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
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(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.
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RMF Post Processor Storage Group Device Activity

The Storage Group Device Activity report provides the same information as the standard Device Activity report except
the devices are grouped and summarized by the DFSMS (Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem) Storage
Group name. Unlike the standard device activity report, which reports on other device classes (magnetic tape devices,
communication equipment, and so on), this report is specifically designed for the DASD and tape environment.

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze the I/O activity, both by device and by storage group. It can assist with investigation
of bottlenecks caused by a particular device or storage group.

The Storage Group Device Activity report provides the same information as the standard Device Activity report except
the devices are grouped and summarized by the DFSMS (Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem) Storage
Group name. Unlike the standard device activity report, which reports on other device classes (magnetic tape devices,
communication equipment, and so on), this report is specifically designed for the DASD and tape environment.

Intended use

The report is designed to help analyze the I/O activity, both by device and by storage group. It can assist with investigation
of bottlenecks caused by a particular device or storage group.

Report format

This inquiry produces a listing of devices within each defined DFSMS storage and a summary line reflecting activity for the
entire storage group. See RMF Device Activity Report for an example of the output generated.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARDVA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFDSG4 - for all systems

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPL, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|--------  Post Processor Storage Group Device Activity Report  -------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPL - Post Processor Stg. Group Activty        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |
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|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.
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SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).

Optionally, complete the following extended option panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|--------  Post Processor Storage Group Device Activity Report  -------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Extended Options for:  RMFLPL -  Post Processor Stg. Group Device Rpt|

|                                                                      |

| Storage Group (STORNAME) Selection:                                  |

|   Name(s)  ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  _________    |

|                                                                      |

|    or/and                                                            |

|                                                                      |

|   Range(s) ===> ________ - ________  ________ - ________             |

|                 ________ - ________  ________ - ________             |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Storage Group (STORNAME) Selection
You can specify up to six individual storage group names or/and four storage group ranges to include in your report. An
input observation is selected if its STORNAME value is strictly equal to any of the entries specified in the Name(s) fields,
or if it falls in any of the specified Range(s) fields.
For example, to only produce a report for storage group CICS and all storage groups starting with the IM characters, you
would specify:

         Name(s)  ===> CICS      ________  ________  ________

          or/and

         Range(s) ===> IM0      - IM9       IMA      - IMZ

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.
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The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Cross-System Coupling Facility Reports (MICF)

The reports provided for the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) are:

• XCF Usage by System, which displays information about XCF traffic to, from, and within its particular system.
• XCF Usage by Member, which displays information about signals sent to and from each remote system in the XCF.
• XCF Path Statistics, which displays information about each signalling path connecting the local system to all remote

systems in the XCF.

Intended use

These reports help you analyze your XCF environment.

Report format

See RMF Cross-System Coupling Facility Reports for report samples.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPXCY, SCPXCM and SCPXCA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(@RMFXCF7).

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFXCF, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. See Using MICF and MICF Reference.
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------------  Post Processor XCF Activity  ------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFXCF - Post Processor XCF Activity              |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |
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| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
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(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization sectionfor a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

 IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

 IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Coupling Facility Reports (MICF)

The reports provided for the Coupling Facility (CF) are:

• Coupling Facility Usage Summary, which displays information about the CF, including its name, the amount of
storage installed and used, and the number and utilization of processors. It describes the hardware paths between the
CF and this particular system. It also shows the Cross-System Extended Services (XES) request activity through the
CF.

• XES Structure Activity, which displays information about the name and storage resources of all structures allocated
in the CF.

• Coupling Facility Subchannel Activity, which displays summary information about all the requests processed by the
CF, for each system attached to it.

• CF-to-CF Activity, which displays information about all remote coupling facilities connected to the subject CF.

Intended use
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These reports helps you analyze coupling facility activity for performance analysis and capacity planning.

Report format

See RMF Coupling Facility Reports (MICF) for report samples.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCFA, HARCFD, HARCFH, HARCFM, HARCFN, HARCFP, HARCFS, and HARCFR at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
or MONTHS timespan.

Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(@RMFXES7).

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFXES, in the PERFORM Catalog Group.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. See ACT MICF Inquiries and MICF Reference.
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |---------------  Post Processor Coupling Facility Report  ------------|

 | Command ===>                                                         |

 |                                                                      |

 | Composing Inquiry: RMFXES - Post Processor Coupling Fac. Rpt.        |

 | Database ===> ___________                                            |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

 | Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Data Selection:                                                      |

 |               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

 |   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

 |   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

 |   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

 |   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

 | Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

 |                                                                      |

 | SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

 |   _______________________________________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

        

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution
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Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized and
reported together. See the SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization for a more detailed explanation of the
summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

        IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

        IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:
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     %MACRO SELECT;

     IF SYSID NE: 'T';

     %MEND  SELECT;

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Virtual Storage Summary

The Virtual Storage Activity Summary provides an overview of the entire virtual storage environment including the
nucleus, SQA, PLPA, FLPA, MLPA, CSA, private and PSA, as well as their extended counterparts. In particular, the CSA
and SQA allocation activity is covered.

Intended use

The report contains information intended to help understand current virtual storage usage. Over time, the report can be
used to detect storage constraint problems.

Report format

See RMF Crypto Hardware Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the Crypto Hardware Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCRA, HARCRF, HARCRK, and HARCRP at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFCRY1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 70 subtype 2 record.

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPQ, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------- Post Processor Crypto Hardware Activity Report ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPQ - Post Processor Crypto Act. Report        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |
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|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
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(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

The data shown in the CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA COPROCESSOR, CRYPTOGRAPHIC PKCS11 COPROCESSOR, and
CRYPTOGRAPHIC ACCELERATOR sections of the report always reflect the total activity in your CPC, while the data in
the ICSF SERVICES is only for the recording logical partition.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Workload Activity Goal Mode

The Workload Activity Goal Mode report provides information about how well system resources are being managed by the
Workload Manager (WLM) to meet the performance objectives of your business enterprise.

Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor workload activity in terms of resource consumption and response time, and to help
analyze how subsystem server address space status affects client work requests and transactions. Information in the
report can be used to track the effects of changes to the WLM service definitions. Report format

For an example of the output generated by the Workload Activity Goal Mode report, see RMF Workload Activity Goal
Mode Report.

Data source (file/timespan)

WLMRGP, WLMSEA, WLMSEC, WLMSED, WLMSEM, WLMSDE, WLMSDS, WLMSVC, WLM_EA, WLM_EC, WLM_ED,
WLM_EM, WLM_EW at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.
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Data elements used and calculations

See the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFWL81 - for service class-related reports
• @RMFWL82 - for report class-related reports

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPM, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-----------------  Workload Manager Goal Mode Report  ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPM - Workload Manager Goal Mode Report        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
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(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).
Optionally, complete the extended option panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |-----------------  Workload Manager Goal Mode Report  ----------------|

 | Command ===>                                                         |

 |                                                                      |
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 | Extended Options for:  RMFLPM - Workload Manager Goal Mode Report    |

 |                                                                      |

 | Select the Type of Report(s) to Generate:                            |

 |                                                                      |

 |   Policy Summary (POLICY)      ===> Y (Y/N)                          |

 |     Policy Names    ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 |                                                                      |

 |   Workload Group (WGROUP)      ===> Y (Y/N)                          |

 |     Workload Names  ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 |                                                                      |

 |   Service Class (SCLASS)       ===> Y (Y/N)                          |

 |     Service Classes ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 |                                                                      |

 |   Service Class Period (SCPER) ===> N (Y/N)  Response Times ===> Y   !

 |     Service Classes ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 |                                                                      |

 |   Report Class (RCLASS)        ===> Y (Y/N)                          |

 |     Report Classes  ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 |                                                                      |

 |   Report Class Period (RCPER)  ===> Y (Y/N)  Response Times ===> Y   |

 |     Report Classes  ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________|

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Policy Summary (POLICY)
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a summary report for each selected policy. You can select up to five policy
names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no policy name is entered, all available policies will be selected
for the report.

Workload Group (WGROUP)
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a summary report for each selected workload group. You can select up to five
workload group names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no name is entered, all available workload groups
will be selected for the report.

Service Class (SCLASS)
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a summary report for each selected service class. You can select up to five
service class names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no name is entered, all available service classes
will be selected for the report.

Service Class Period (SCPER)
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a detailed report on the service class periods defined for each selected service
class. You can select up to five service class names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no name is entered,
all available service classes will be selected for the report.

Response Times
Defaults to Y (Yes).
Specify Y to include the response time distributions in the Service Class Period (SCPER) detailed report. Response times
are only available for service classes with response time or execution velocity goals.

Report Class (RCLASS)
Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a summary report for each selected report class. You can select up to five
report class names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no name is entered, all available report classes
will be selected for the report.

Report Class Period (RCPER)
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Defaults to Y (Yes). Specify Y to produce a detailed report on the report class periods defined for each selected report
class. You can select up to five report class names or "wild cards" (described later in this section). If no name is entered,
all available report classes will be selected for the report.

Response Times
Defaults to Y (Yes).
Specify Y to include the response time distributions in the Report Class Period (RCPER) detailed report.
Response times are only available for report classes with response time or execution velocity goals.
Wild Cards Specifications: You can specify "wild cards" for names of policies, workload groups, service classes, and
report classes. A wild card is a character string containing only one asterisk (*). For example, specifying "CIC*" as a
service class name would produce a report for all service classes starting with "CIC". Similarly "*BAT" would select every
service class name ending with "BAT", as "IMS*PRD" would select every service class starting with "IMS" and ending with
"PRD".

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: If the MICS database contains essential data elements only, the value for the transaction response time standard
deviation field will be missing.

RMF Post Processor Cache Subsystem Summary

The Cache Subsystem Summary inquiry provides subsystem level information on caching performance. Following the
subsystem summary is an overview providing a single line of information on each volume attached to the subsystem, and
a RAID Rank Activity section.

Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor caching performance in terms of I/O rates and hit percentages for various types of I/
O access. Information in the report can be used to track the effects of changes to the overall caching subsystem options.

Report format

See the RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report section for an example of the output generated by the Cache
Subsystem Summary report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCCU, HARCVA and HARRRA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations
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Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCAC8 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 5 record.

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPN, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report  ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPN - Cache Subsystem Act. Summary Rpt         |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
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overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

  

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).

Optionally complete the following extended option panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report  ------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Extended Options for:  RMFLPN -  Cache Subsystem Act. Summary Rpt    |
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|                                                                      |

| Specify Cache Subsystem IDs to Include in Report:                    |

|   SSID List     ===> ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____        |

|     or/and                                                           |

|   SSID Range(s) ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____  ____ - ____           |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Specify Cache Subsystem IDs to Include in Report
You can specify up to seven individual subsystem ID numbers or/and four subsystem ID ranges, in hexadecimal, to
include in your report.

Usage considerations

The information recorded in the type 74 subtype 5 cache subsystem activity record, the data source for the Cache Device
Activity (HARCVA), Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU) and RAID Rank Activity (HARRRA) files, contains total cache
subsystem activity. Only one system in a shared DASD environment needs to collect this record type.

If you collect type 74 subtype 5 records with more than one system sharing a particular caching subsystem, and process
these records in MICS, your database will contain redundant information. To avoid unnecessary processing and excessive
print volume, it is recommended that you restrict your inquiry reporting to a single SYSID on the execution panel when
executing this inquiry.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

RMF Post Processor Cache Subsystem Detail

The Cache Subsystem Activity Detail inquiry provides both subsystem and detailed volume level information about
caching performance. The inquiry reports overall subsystem activity followed by a device overview providing a single line
of information about each volume attached to the subsystem as well as a RAID Rank Activity section. A detailed report
containing information about each attached volume follows.

Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor caching performance in terms of I/O rates and hit percentages for various types
of I/O access. Information in the report can be used to track the effects of changes to the volume and overall caching
subsystem options.

Report format
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See sections RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Summary Report and RMF Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report for
examples of the output generated by the Cache Subsystem Detail report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCCU, HARCVA and HARRRA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFCAC8 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 5 record.

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPO, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report  -------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPO - Cache Subsystem Act. Detail Rpt          |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.
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Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).

Optionally, complete the extended option panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Cache Subsystem Activity Detail Report  -------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Extended Options for:  RMFLPO -  Cache Subsystem Act. Detail Rpt     |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Cache Subsystem IDs to Include in Report:                    |

|   SSID List     ===> ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____        |

|     or/and                                                           |

|   SSID Range(s) ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____  ____ - ____           |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Specify Cache Subsystem IDs to Include in Report
You can specify up to seven individual subsystem ID numbers or/and four subsystem ID ranges, in hexadecimal, to
include in your report.

Usage considerations

The information recorded in the type 74 subtype 5 cache subsystem activity record, the data source for the Cache Device
Activity (HARCVA), Cache Control Unit Activity (HARCCU) and RAID Rank Activity (HARRRA) files, contains total cache
subsystem activity. Only one system in a shared DASD environment needs to collect this record type.

If you collect type 74 subtype 5 records with more than one system sharing a particular caching subsystem, and process
these records in MICS, your database will contain redundant information. To avoid unnecessary processing and excessive
print volume, it is recommended that you restrict your inquiry reporting to a single SYSID on the execution panel when
executing this inquiry.

This report can be voluminous. The Cache Subsystem Activity Summary report (RMFLPN) avoids printing detailed
information for each attached volume and should be used as a starting point to identify subsystems where more detail
is required. Once a subsystem is identified as interesting, subsetting can be used to restrict detail reporting to only that
subsystem.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

RMF Post Processor USS Kernel Activity

The USS Kernel Activity inquiry provides information about Unix System Services system call and process activities,
as well as inter-process communication, memory map usage, and shared library region utilization.
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Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor USS performance in terms of workload as well as memory and shared library
utilizations. Information about attempts to exceed site-defined maximum values in various areas is also provided. This
helps in monitoring and tuning the BPXPRMxx PARMLIB parameters.

Report format

See RMF USS Kernel Activity Report for examples of the output generated by the USS Kernel Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPKRN at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFUSS1 - for all systems generating the RMF type 74 subtype 3 record.

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPP, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|--------------  Post Processor USS Kernel Activity Report  -----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPP - Post Proc. USS Kernel Act. Report        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).
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Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

MINIMUM, AVERAGE and MAXIMUM values may differ from the standard IBM RMF OMVS Kernel Activity Report
because, when normalizing values on a per-second basis (as described in the z/OS RMF Report Analysis manual) IBM
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does not take into consideration the RMF sampling cycle interval which, although generally set to one second, can vary
from 50 milliseconds to 9.999 seconds. MICS calculations are normalized on a per-second basis by dividing original
values (which are on a per-cycle basis) by the CYCLETM (RMF Sampling Cycle Interval) data element.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Crypto Hardware Activity

The Crypto Hardware Activity inquiry provides information about the activities in the various cryptographic hardware
features (CCA and PKCS11 coprocessors, accelerators, and ICSF services).

Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor cryptographic activities executing on the various hardware features. It provides
workload and performance information in areas such as Message Authentication Code (MAC) and Personal Identification
Number (PIN) services, encryption algorithms, RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) key-generation processes,
and secure public-key operations.

In the ICSF section of the report, certain measurements are not valid unless the ICSF data level is at the appropriate
value. If the ICSF data level is not at the required level, "N/A" is printed in place of measurements.

Your ICSF data level is shown in the section heading. Refer to the IBM Report Analysis documentation for the ICSF data
levels that are required for various ICSF measurements.

REPORT FORMAT

See RMF Crypto Hardware Activity Report for an example of the output that is generated by the Crypto Hardware Activity
report.

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan)

HARCRA, HARCRF, HARCRK, HARCRP and HAR_RA, HAR_RP, HAR_RK at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS
timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE members:

• @RMFCRY1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 70 subtype 2 record.

How to Produce the Report:
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• Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
• Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
• Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
• Select RMFLPQ, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
• Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
• Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |---------- Post Processor Crypto Hardware Activity Report ------------|

 | Command ===>                                                         |

 |                                                                      |

 | Composing Inquiry: RMFLPQ - Post Processor Crypto Act. Report        |

 | Database ===> ___________                                            |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

 | Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Data Selection:                                                      |

 |               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

 |   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

 |   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

 |   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

 |   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

 |                                                                      |

 | Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

 | Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

 |                                                                      |

 | SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

 |   _______________________________________________________________    |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
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(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

The data shown in the CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA COPROCESSOR, CRYPTOGRAPHIC PKCS11 COPROCESSOR, and
CRYPTOGRAPHIC ACCELERATOR sections of the report always reflect the total activity in your CPC for SMF records
produced by z/OS V2R3 and lower, while the data in the ICSF SERVICES is only for the recording logical partition.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code SAS
statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data shown in the CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA
COPROCESSOR, CRYPTOGRAPHIC PKCS11 COPROCESSOR, and CRYPTOGRAPHIC ACCELERATOR sections of
the report contain subsections which reflect activity at both the CPC level and individual LPAR levels.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.
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WARNING
Code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described
in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax or logic
errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor FICON Director Activity

The FICON Director Activity inquiry provides information about the activities in the FICON directors (switches).

Intended use

The report is intended to help monitor performance of the FICON directors at the port level. With fiber channel architecture
and FICON switches, link-busy conditions are not returned. Instead, the frames are queued internally and sent through
when the port becomes available. This latency, named Frame Pacing Time, can grow as ports' contention increases.
Reporting on this switch latency is important to help in the identification of device pending and disconnect- time
contributors, as well as in understanding the contention for reconnection status.

Report format

See RMF FICON Director Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the FICON Director Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARFDC and HARFDP at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFFCD1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 7 record.

How to Produce the Report:

• Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
• Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
• Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
• Select RMFLPR, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
• Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
• Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------  Post Processor FICON Director Activity Report  ---------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPR - Post Processor FICON Director Rpt        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |
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| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

  

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.
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WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

The measurements provided for each port include all I/O operations directed through this port, regardless of which LPAR
requested the I/O, not just the activity of the system displayed in the report header.

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Shared Device Activity

The Shared Device Activity inquiry provides an overall picture of the I/O activity for the DASD and magnetic tape devices
that are shared between systems in a sysplex. For each shared device the report contains one line for each system that
has access to it, and an additional summary line showing the device activity contributed by all systems in the sysplex.

Intended use

The report produces a listing of all systems that have access to a DASD or magnetic tape device, and a summary
line reflecting the device activity for the entire sysplex. This summary line can assist with the investigation of
bottlenecks caused by a device delay in the sysplex. The system lines show each system's share in the bottleneck.

The summary device activity rate and utilization show the total load on the device. The individual system values show the
share of each system.

Report format

See RMF Shared Device Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the Shared Device Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARDVA at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.
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Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFSDV1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 1 record.

How To Produce The Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPS, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------  Post Processor Shared Device Activity Report  ----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPS - Post Processor Shared Device Act.        |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
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(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).

Optionally, complete the following extended option panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------  Post Processor Shared Device Activity Report  -------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |
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| Extended Options for:  RMFLPS -  Post Processor Shared Device Act.   |

|                                                                      |

| Include the Following Device Classes in Report:                      |

|   Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|   Magnetic Tape Devices (TAPE)         ===> Y (Y/N)                  |

|                                                                      |

| Additional Devices to Include in Report:                             |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____   |

|     or/and                                                           |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____  ____ - ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Devices to Exclude from Report:                                      |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____   |

|     or/and                                                           |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____  ____ - ____      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Include the Following Device Classes in Report:
Specify N for the classes of devices you do not want to see in your report. The default report includes both DASD and
TAPE device classes.

Additional Devices to Include in Report:
You can specify up to seven individual device addresses or/and four device address ranges, in hexadecimal, to include
in your report, regardless of the device class they belong to. For example, you can produce a report containing all your
DASD devices and only specific magnetic tape units in the range of B500 to B5FF. The extended options will look like:

 +-------------------------------------------------------+

| Include the Following Device Classes in Report:       |

|   Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) ===> Y (Y/N)   |

|   Magnetic Tape Devices (TAPE)         ===> N (Y/N)   |

|                                                       |

| Additional Devices to Include in Report:              |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____      |

|     or/and                                            |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> B500 - B5FF  ____ - ____    |

+-------------------------------------------------------+

 

Devices to Exclude from Report:
You can specify up to seven individual device addresses or/and four device address ranges, in hexadecimal, to exclude
from the report. For example, you can produce a report containing all your shared DASD devices except the ones in the
range of 1700 to 17FF. The extended options will look like:

 +-------------------------------------------------------+

| Include the Following Device Classes in Report:       |

|   Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) ===> Y (Y/N)   |

|   Magnetic Tape Devices (TAPE)         ===> N (Y/N)   |

|                                                       |

| Additional Devices to Include in Report:              |

|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____      |

|     or/and                                            |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> ____ - ____  ____ - ____    |

|                                                       |

| Devices to Exclude from Report:                       |
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|   Device Number List ===> ____  ____  ____  ____      |

|     or/and                                            |

|   Device Range(s)    ===> 1700 - 17FF  ____ - ____    |

+-------------------------------------------------------+

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Enterprise Disk Systems

The Enterprise Disk Systems inquiry measures the activities of an enterprise disk system (or ESS). Depending on the
data that was gathered by RMF, it can contain up to four separate sections describing system adapters' activity, extent
pools' disk space capacity, rank performance, and synchronous I/O link statistics.

Intended use

For each adapter of an ESS, the ESS Link Statistics section contains measurements about the occurred ECKD (for IBM
TotalStorage DS family devices), SCSI, and PPRC I/O operations. For each link type, this section provides the average
numbers of transferred bytes and operations per second, as well as their average response time. The I/O intensity shows
how utilized the adapter was during the report interval. This section is useful for analysis of the external links' usage and
for capacity planning of the peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) links.

The ESS Extent Pool Statistics section provides capacity and performance information about allocated disk space.
For each extent pool, it shows the real capacity and the number of real extents. This section can be used to check the
available disk capacity and, if required, change the capacity.

The ESS Rank Statistics section provides statistics about read and write operations in each rank of an extent pool. It also
shows the characteristics of the arrays defined in all ranks. These values reflect the current configuration. You can use
this section to detect and resolve performance problems and also for disk space capacity planning.

The ESS Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section provides statistics about the occurred synchronous I/O operations on
defined IBM zHyperLinks. On basis of cache read, cache write and NVS write operations, it shows per synchronous I/O
link:
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• The average number of operations per second
• The rate of bytes transferred per synchronous I/O operation
• The average response time per synchronous I/O operation
• The percentage of synchronous I/O operations that performed successfully

The ESS Synchronous I/O Link Statistics section is only part of the ESS report of a storage controller if at least one IBM
zHyperLink is defined on it. Use this section for performance analysis of IBM zHyperLink activity.

Report format

See RMF Enterprise Disk Systems Report for an example of the output generated by the Enterprise Disk Systems report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARELS, HARERS, HARXPS at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFESS1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 8 record.

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPT, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see the Using MICF and MICF Reference

sections.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------  Post Processor Enterprise Disk Systems Report  ---------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPT - Enterprise Disk Systems Report           |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

| Specify Extended Options ===> N (Y/N/R)                              |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable, and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";
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Specify Extended Options
(Required) Defaults to N (No). This parameter is used to specify extended options parameters for the inquiry function. It
is displayed at the bottom of the panel. Specify Y to display the Extended Options Menu. Extended options parameters
are used to perform additional selections for the report being defined. Extended options are never required; default values
are provided. A flag will appear to the right of this parameter if ANY extended option has been specified. To restore the
extended options to their default values, specify R (Reset).

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Post Processor Virtual Storage Detail

The Virtual Storage Detail Report provides information about allocated CSA and SQA by subpool and by key, including
minimum, maximum, and average allocation sizes, as well as the time of occurrence for the minimums and maximums.

Intended use

This report is usually generated after the Virtual Storage Summary indicates that a problem exists with Common Storage
below the 16 MB line. CSA subpools 227, 228, 231, and 241 are detailed, as are SQA subpools 226, 239, and 245.

Report format

This inquiry produces a single page table for each reported interval. See RMF Virtual Storage Activity Reports for an
example of the output generated.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPVSM at the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFVSS2 - for all systems

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
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4. Select RMFLPK, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------  Post Processor Virtual Storage Detail Report  ----------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPK - Post Processor Virt. Stg. Detail         |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Defaults to DAYS. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.
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SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.
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RMF Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report

The Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report provides, for every machine (CPC) analyzed, the average contribution of
each z/OS logical partition to the Sysplexes' workload, over an expected 40 hours prime shift period. Based on IBM's
Parallel Sysplex Aggregation rules, the report also determines which Sysplex, if any, a machine belongs to.

Intended use

IBM's Parallel Sysplex Aggregation allows customers to receive software pricing benefits by adding together software
licenses in a Parallel Sysplex in order to price them as a single entity. To qualify for aggregation, a Sysplex must meet all
IBM's criteria in the hardware, software, and operational categories.

The Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report is intended to help you assess whether your machines meet the Parallel
Sysplex Aggregation 50% operational criterion: on a given machine, the images participating in the Parallel Sysplex must
account for at least 50% of the workload on the machine in order to belong to this Sysplex.

This report is designed to enable you to analyze your Sysplex environment for compliance with the LPAR usage criterion
of IBM's Parallel Sysplex Aggregation rules. It assumes but does not verify your compliance with the other criteria for
aggregation.

Use of the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report is not designed to arrive at a conclusive determination of your eligibility
for Parallel Sysplex Aggregation. This determination may only be made by IBM.

Report format

This inquiry produces a single page table for each reported period of 40 hours from 5 consecutive business days.

                              S Y S P L E X   A G G R E G A T I O N   C O M P L I A N C E   R E P O R T

                                                                                                             

           Page 001

 

 Customer Name   : XYZ Corp.

 Reporting Period: 19NOV07:09:00 - 23NOV07:17:00

 

   Machine: CPC1     Serial: p0963     MSUs Rating: 742      Model: 2094-S28(712)

 

     Logical Partitions

     ------------------

       LPAR            Operating     System             Contribution

       Name    Sysid     System       Name    Sysplex    Pct    MSUs   Notes (may affect reporting accuracy)

     --------  -----  ------------  --------  --------  ------ ------ 

 ---------------------------------------------------

     CF01                                                              No data for this LPAR was provided.

     ZOS1      ZOS1   z/OS 1.8      ZOS1      PLEXC1     31.2%     88  0h55 of data missing out of the 40h00

 expected.

     ZOS2                                                              No data for this LPAR was provided.

     ZOS3      ZOS3   z/OS 1.8      ZOS3      PLEXC1     51.0%    143

     VM01                                                              No data for this LPAR was provided.

     ZPR1      ZPR1   z/OS 1.8      ZPR1      PLEXC1     12.8%     36

     ZQA1      ZQA1   z/OS 1.8      ZQA1      PLEXC1      5.0%     14

 

   Based on the above information, the Primary Sysplex for CPC1 is: PLEXC1

   =========================================================================

 

 

 

   Machine: CPC2     Serial: p6193     MSUs Rating: 247      Model: 2064-1C7
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     Logical Partitions

     ------------------

 

       LPAR            Operating     System             Contribution

       Name    Sysid     System       Name    Sysplex    Pct    MSUs   Notes (may affect reporting accuracy)

     --------  -----  ------------  --------  --------  ------ ------ 

 ---------------------------------------------------

     DRP1                                                              No data for this LPAR was provided.

     XAZ1      XAZ1   z/OS 1.8      XAZ1      PLEXD1     27.2%     35

     XAZ2      XAZ2   z/OS 1.8      XAZ2      PLEXP1     61.2%     79

     XAZ3      XAZ3   z/OS 1.8      XAZ3      PLEXD1     11.6%     15

 

   Based on the above information, the Primary Sysplex for CPC2 is: PLEXP1

   =========================================================================

 

Fields description

The report is broken in to four sections in the following order: header, machine overview, LPAR summary, and conclusion.
The general layout of the report is:

 +-- Header (describes the reporting period)

 !

 !   +-- Machine 1 overview (general characteristics of CPC1)

 !   !

 !   !   +-- LPAR summary (list all LPARs' contribution)

 !   !   !   ...

 !   !   !   ...

 !   !   +-- ...

 !   !

 !   +-- Conclusion (primary Sysplex determination for CPC1)

 !

 !   +-- Machine 2 overview (general characteristics of CPC2)

 !   !

 !   !   +-- LPAR summary

 !   !   !   ...

 !   !   !   ...

 !   !   +-- ...

 !   !

 !   +-- Conclusion (primary Sysplex determination for CPC2)

 +--

 

Header section

Customer Name
The name of the customer as specified in the MICF execution panel.

Reporting Period
The starting and ending times of the prime shift. This field can be used to control if the information stored in the MICS
database covers the expected amount of data, representing 40 hours from 5 consecutive business days. We will use the
following week as a reference for all examples listed in this section:

 Mon, November 19, 2007

 Tue, November 20, 2007
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 Wed, November 21, 2007

 Thu, November 22, 2007

 Fri, November 23, 2007

 Sat, November 24, 2007

 Sun, November 25, 2007

 

By default, the prime shift is 9am-5pm, Monday through Friday. This would show up as the following reporting period:

 19NOV07:09:00 - 23NOV07:17:00

 

When the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report is executed using the DETAIL or DAYS timespans, the default reporting
period can be altered in three ways:

1. Modify the prime shift starting day: Any day of the week can be chosen as the starting day of the period. The reporting
program will automatically extend the input data selection for 5 days from the starting day. For example, if your prime
shift starts on Wednesdays, the reporting period will be 9am-5pm, Wednesday through Sunday:
 21NOV07:09:00 - 25NOV07:17:00

 

2. Modify the prime shift starting hour: Any hour of the day can be chosen as the starting hour of the period (this can be
combined with a modified starting day as described above). The reporting program will automatically extend the input
data selection for 8 hours from this time. For example, if your prime shift starts at 8am, the reporting period will be
8am-4pm, Monday through Friday:
 19NOV07:08:00 - 23NOV07:16:00

 

3. Exclude lunch time hours: Up to two consecutive hours may be excluded from the input data. This can be useful if
you do not want to consider lunch time utilization as being part of your prime shift pattern. The reporting program will
automatically extend the input data selection for 8 hours from the starting hour and exclude the lunch time interval. For
example, using the default prime shift, if you want to remove two lunch hours (12am-2pm), the reporting period will be
9am-12am and 2pm-7pm, Monday through Friday, and the excluded hours will be displayed:
 19NOV07:09:00 - 23NOV07:19:00 

 (Lunch Time Excluded: 12:00-13:59)

 

4. When the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report is executed using the WEEKS timespan, you must supply the MICS
zones that represent your prime shift. You can also use zone selection with the DETAIL or DAYS timespans, but this
is mutually exclusive with the prime shift specifications described above. Therefore, you should carefully review your
MICS parameters in order to supply the correct zones to the program. Although no verification is performed against the
zone setup, an additional note will be displayed next to the reporting period field:
 19NOV07:09:00 - 23NOV07:17:00 (CA MICS zone selected: 1)

 

Machine overview section

Machine
An arbitrary designation of the machine in the form CPCn where n is incremented by one each time a different machine is
found within the reporting period.

Serial
The unique serial number of the machine in the form "pnnnn" where nnnn are the last four digits of the processor serial
number.

MSUs Rating
The software MSU rating for the machine being analyzed.
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If a master LPAR (for example PRD1) has been specified for this machine on the MICF execution panel, the following note
will immediately follow the machine specifications:

• Note: All LPAR timestamps have been adjusted to the specified master LPAR, PRD1.

LPAR summary section

This section provides a table containing the information for all the active logical partitions in the machine that are using
general-purpose processors. The Sysplex calculations can only be performed for LPARs that produced SMF type 70
subtype 1 records.

If the program detects that no SMF records exist for an LPAR, all columns will be empty, and a note will be displayed.
Otherwise the following information is provided for each LPAR:

LPAR Name
The name of the logical partition.

Sysid
The SYSID name for the instance of z/OS running in the logical partition.

Operating System
The O/S and level of the logical partition.

System Name
The system name for the instance of z/OS running in the logical partition.

Sysplex
The Parallel Sysplex name for the logical partition.

Contribution Pct
The average utilization contribution (in %) of the LPAR's workload, as a percentage of workload on the machine over the
reporting period. zAAP/zIIP special processors are included in the calculations.

Contribution MSUs
The average utilization contribution (in MSUs) of the LPAR's workload, over the reporting period. zAAP/zIIP special
processors are included in the calculations.

For each logical partition, various notes may appear in this column. This is an indication that the report accuracy may be
affected. These notes can be one of the following:

 "No data for this LPAR was provided"

 

The data covered by the reporting period does not contain any information for this logical partition (originally no SMF
type 70 subtype 1 record). This is not necessarily a problem if this LPAR is not a z/OS system (for example VM, coupling
facility). But, if it is a z/OS system, its potential contribution to a Sysplex activity cannot be assessed.

 "HHhMM of data missing out of the 40h00 expected"

 

The data for the logical partition is incomplete. If the same amount of data is missing for all LPARs, one reason may be
that the reporting period does not cover a full prime shift.

Conclusion section

This section provides the primary Sysplex determination. Based on the logical partitions' contributions to the various
sysplexes, the program displays the name of the sysplex the machine belongs to. It is either the name of the Sysplex that
generates at least 50% of the workload of the machine, or *NONE* if no Sysplex reaches the 50% limit.

A sysplex name means aggregation with other machines is possible, *NONE* means the machine cannot aggregate.

• Data source (file/timespan)
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HARCPU and HARLPC at the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan.
• Data Elements Used and Calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(@RMFSPX1).

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPU, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the ollowing specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------  Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report  -----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPU - Sysplex Aggregation Compliance Report    |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS)                             |

|                                                                      |

| Customer Name ===> ________________________________________          |

|                                                                      |

| Prime Shift Selections:                                              |

|                                                                      |

|   Starting Day ===> ___ - Hour ===> __       Lunch Hours ===> __ - __|

|       or                                                             |

|   CA MICS Zone ===> _ _ _ _                                          |

|                                                                      |

| Master LPARs (CPC serial number last 4 digits followed by LPAR name):|

|    ===> ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________|

|    ===> ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________|

|    ===> ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________|

|    ===> ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________|

|    ===> ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________ - ____ ________|

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. Specify 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files
cycle (specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution. It is important, for the accuracy of
the report, that enough cycles be specified to cover IBM's view of the prime shift (40 hours from 5 consecutive business
days).

Customer Name
(Required) No default. Specify the customer name that will be displayed in the header of the report.
The default reporting period is 9am to 5pm, Monday through Friday (40 hours). If necessary, you can specify a different
range of days and/or hours to match your own prime shift patterns. You can also exclude up to 2 consecutive hours
per day if you do not want to consider lunch time utilization. This facility is only available with the DETAIL and DAYS
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timespans, when no MICS zone is specified. If the WEEKS timespan is used or if MICS zones are selected, these zones
are expected to represent your complete prime shift.

Starting Day
(Optional) Defaults to MON. MON-SUN. Specify the starting day of your prime shift. Valid with DETAIL and DAYS only.

Starting Hour
(Optional) Defaults to 09. 00-23. Specify the starting hour of your prime shift. Valid with DETAIL and DAYS only.

Lunch Hours
(Optional) No default. 00-23. Specify up to two consecutive hours to exclude from the report. Valid with DETAIL and DAYS
only.

MICS Zone
Required with WEEKS, otherwise optional. No default. 1-9. You can specify up to four zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values. Because this parameter is mutually exclusive with the
other prime shift specifications, it is expected that the selected period represents your entire prime time (40 hours from 5
consecutive business days). Otherwise, the report may draw incorrect conclusions.

Master LPARs
(Optional) No default. CPC serial number last 4 digits followed by LPAR name. You can specify which LPAR (for up
to 20 machines) represents local time in the event that different LPARs are running in different time zones. All other
LPARs' timestamps will be adjusted to match the master. If no LPAR is explicitly specified, the most contributing one
will be considered as the master.

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

RMF Serialization Delay Report (MICF)

The Serialization Delay report provides contention information at the system and address space levels for different types
of suspend locks, GRS enqueues, and GRS latches: CMS locks, CMS enqueue/dequeue locks, CMS latch locks, CMS
SMF locks, local locks, and CML locks.

The first part of the report, the Serialization Delay Summary, contains system-wide summary data for all address spaces.
The second part, the Serialization Delay Details, contains detailed data about address spaces' locks, latches, and
enqueues. Only the top twenty address spaces with the longest contention times are reported for each lock type.
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Intended use

The Serialization Delay report helps in analyzing serialization-related performance problems, using global resource
serialization (GRS) enqueue and latch performance statistics, as well as system suspend lock contention information. It
may be useful to detect and debug performance problems due to resource contention when system dumps or traditional
performance reports fail to identify the address space that is causing a contention.

Report format

See RMF Serialization Delay Report for an example of the output generated by the Serialization Delay report.

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPSRD, SCPSRS at the DETAIL timespan.

Data elements used and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFSDR1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 72 subtype 5 record.

How to Produce the Report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPV, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the following specification panel:

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------------  Serialization Delay Report  ---------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: RMFLPV - Serialization Delay Report               |

| Database ===> ___________                                            |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> DETAIL (Detailed Report Only)                          |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

|   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

|   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

|   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

|   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

|                                                                      |

| Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

| Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

|                                                                      |

| SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

|   _______________________________________________________________    |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

Database
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(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Forced to DETAIL. The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. The
MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

         IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

  

         IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";
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Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Note: This report cannot be produced if the MICS database contains essential data elements only.

Post Processor PCIe Activity Report

The PCI Express Activity report provides detailed information for all functions defined to installed PCI Express cards.
Complete function identification information is provided along with counts, averages, rates, and percentages of key
performance metrics.

The report is broken into four sections.

The first two sections provide information about general PCI Express card activity that applies to all configurable functions.
The third section provides statistics for data accelerator type functions, and the fourth section provides data compression
and decompression information when the accelerator function is for zEDC compression.

Intended use

The PCI Express Activity report allows you to monitor the performance of all functions defined to your PCI Express cards.
The data provided allows you to monitor the throughput, utilization, and efficiency of all functions.

Report Format

See RMF PCIe Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the PCIe Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HARPCI at all timespans.

Data elements and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFPCI1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 9 records.

How to Produce the Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPW, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
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5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |--------------------  Post Processor PCIe Activity Report  -----------|

  | Command ===>                                                         |

  |                                                                      |

  | Composing Inquiry: RMFLPW -  Post Processor PCIe Activity Report     |

  | Database ===> ___________                                            |

  | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

  | Timespan ===> ________  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                   |

  |                                                                      |

  | Data Selection:                                                      |

  |               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

  |   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

  |   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

  |   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

  |   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

  |                                                                      |

  | Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

  | Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

  |                                                                      |

  | SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

  |   _______________________________________________________________    |

  |                                                                      |

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. See RMF Reports for a
listing of file requirements. The MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.
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SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.

WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

          IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

          IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING

You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Post Processor EADM Activity Report

The EADM Activity report provides detailed information for Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) activities.
Comprehensive EADM information is provided, encompassing request counts, averages, rates, and percentages of key
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performance metrics. For IBM z15 and later CPCs, zEDC on-chip compress/decompress metrics are provided. For earlier
CPC models, zEDC compress/decompress metrics are provided by the PCIe Activity report.

The report is broken into three sections:

The first section provides the rate of Start Subchannel (SSCH) instructions for all EADM devices, along with a variety of
response time metrics.

The second section is produced if the MICS data was produced on an IBM z15 of later CPC, and contains compression
and decompression statistics similar to the zEDC statistics provided in the PCIe Activity report for IBM z14 and earlier
CPCs.

The third section provides Storage Class Memory (SCM) activity information at both the LPAR and CPC levels for each
PCIe Flash Express adapter. For IBM z14 and later CPCs, where Flash Express cards are emulated in the level 3 cache,
all SCM activity is reported in a single report line.

Intended use

The EADM Activity report allows you to monitor the performance of EADM activity, for both Storage Class Memory (SCM)
and asynchronous compression/decompression handled by IBM z15 and later CPCs using on-chip hardware.

Report Format

See EADM Activity Report for an example of the output generated by the EADM Activity report.

Data source (file/timespan)

HAREAD and HARSCM at all timespans.

Data elements and calculations

Consult the SAS source code used to generate this report in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE member:

• @RMFEAD1 - for all systems generating the SMF type 74 subtype 10 records.

How to Produce the Report

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select RMFLPX, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (If you are not familiar with MICF, see see Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |--------------------  Post Processor EADM Activity Report  -----------|

 | Command ===>                                                         |

 |                                                                      |

 | Composing Inquiry: RMFLPX -  Post Processor EADM Activity Report     |

 | Database ===> ___________                                            |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

 | Timespan ===> ________  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                   |

 |                                                                      |

 | Data Selection:                                                      |

 |               dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy          |

 |   Date   ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __          |

 |   Hour   ===> __ - __                                                |

 |   Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      |

 |   Sysid  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____      |

 |                                                                      |
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 | Summarization Break Variable ===> ________                           |

 | Summarization Technique      ===> _________ (DETAIL or COMPOSITE)    |

 |                                                                      |

 | SAS Subsetting Statements ===>                                       |

 |   _______________________________________________________________    |

 |                                                                      |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. See RMF Reports for a
listing of file requirements. The MICS required input files must be available at the specified timespan.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to ten SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

Summarization Break Variable
(Optional) No default. Data element name to be used as control-break variable. Valid entries are STARTTS, HOUR,
ZONE, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, and SYSID. MICS summarization facilities are used to preprocess the files used
by the report programs. These facilities allow that a data element be defined as a control-break variable and that the
summarized file(s) are sorted so the break variable is last in the sort key list. A single summarized observation is then
written from multiple observations, with the same break variable value, whenever the break variable value changes.

Summarization Technique
(Required) Defaults to DETAIL. Specify DETAIL to cause the input files to be processed and reported in date/time order,
or COMPOSITE to force ALL occurrences of the same value of the summarization break variable to be summarized
and reported together. See the RMF SUMBY and SUMTYPE - Controlling Summarization section for a more detailed
explanation of the summarization control techniques.

SAS Subsetting Statements
(Optional) No default. Free-form user-supplied SAS code. During the creation of the work files used to generate the
reports, user-defined SAS code may be included to modify or subset the data.
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WARNING
No validity checking is done on the user-defined code. If it contains syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either
terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

Examples of valid statements:

          IF SYSID EQ "SYS1";

          IF DEVTYPE EQ: "3390";

 

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

      %MACRO SELECT;

      IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

 

Note that you do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING

You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS manuals. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry will either terminate abnormally or will produce unpredictable results.

RMF Management Objective Reports
The Management Objective Reports for the WLM information area are produced on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis
and are described in that order within this section. No reports are available for the Hardware or SCP information areas.

The SAS source code for the WLM Management Objective Reports is contained in three members in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE:

DYRMFMBO
Daily WLM Management Objective Reports

WKRMFMBO
Weekly WLM Management Objective Reports

MNRMFMBO
Monthly WLM Management Objective Reports

User-defined options are provided to specify data selection (time, zones, etc.), define the applicable management values,
and specify the scales of the graphic report representations.

These options are specified as SAS macro variables and are contained in the member #RMFMOBJ in the
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. The options are briefly described in the report sections to which they pertain. The
WLM Report Options section fully explains the options.

The user-defined options are the following:

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports
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The start and end hours of the day to be included in the daily WLM reports. It is suggested that the hours be set to include
the entire day (00 through 23).

Daily Percentage Limit
The percent of total resource consumption, that is the high-water limit for all service classes.

Weekly Percentage Limit
The percent of total resource consumption, that is the high-water limit for all service classes.

Monthly Percentage Limit
The percent of total resource consumption, that is the high-water limit for all service classes.

Individual reports are described in the following sections:

• Daily WLM Reports
• Weekly WLM Report
• Monthly WLM Report
• WLM Report Options

RMF Daily WLM Reports

The daily reports provide management a way to determine if their primary WLM processing objectives are being attained.

An hour of the day selection facility is provided, so that these daily reports may reflect the entire 24 hours or a user
specified range.

The following user options are provided to define the daily reports:

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports

The start and end hours of the day to be included in the daily WLM reports. It is suggested that the hours be set to include
the entire day (00 to 23).

RMFDLHR and RMFDHHR macro variables

Define the low and high hours of the day for selection of the WLM activity to be reported in the daily reports:

   %LET RMFDLHR = 00;

   %LET RMFDHHR = 23;

 

WLM Report Options provides a full explanation of the options.

Daily Report Format Description

The daily reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS daily job stream. The reports are produced from the
most recent cycle (01) of the Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC) file, maintained in the database's DAYS
timespan. The SAS CHART procedure is used to produce the desired reports.

The heading lines contain the installation name (for example, XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (that
is, Daily WLM Management Objectives), the objective being reported and the computing system (that is, the SYSID) on
which the WLM activity was measured.

The bar chart illustrates the day and hour, and the measurement being reported (service units).

A horizontal axis is used to chart the measure being reported and it is with this axis that the management objective for
this category is defined. The horizontal axis is first established through the SAS CHART AXIS option which identifies the
highest value represented on the horizontal axis. The SAS CHART REF option formats a dashed line down the page to
illustrate the management objective.
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Consider the chart of resource consumption by service class (see Figure 3-22). The title describes the management
objective as utilizing within 30% of the total service units for the hour. The measure that would be charted is the
percentage of resource consumed (service units), for each service class, by hour. The horizontal axis therefore, would be
set up for a maximum value of 100 (for 100%) and the horizontal reference line would be printed at the 30% level. This
reference line then clearly depicts how the maximum usage for any service class was satisfied or missed for each hour of
the day.

Note especially that the location of the reference line may be rounded for purposes of scaling the axis. Each horizontal
line may have a unit value of 2.5%, and therefore a reference line specification of 32% would not fall directly on a vertical
axis coordinate. In this case, the 32% line would be shown as a line at 30%.

The member DYRMFMBO in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library contains the SAS statements for producing the chart
report. For information about defining your installation objectives, see the the WLM Report Options section.

Top Service Classes Service Units Consumers Report

This report identifies and quantifies the top 6 total service consumers by the identified hour, day, and computing system.

The following figure illustrates the top 6 service classes consumers based on total service units and provides a graphic
display of each class's CPU, I/O, STORAGE, and SRB service consumption.

Additionally, the service consumption consumed by all other service classes above the top 6 is reported as one class
entitled *OTHER*.

The report displays the CPU, I/O, STORAGE, SRB, and total service unit categories up the left side of the block report
and service class names along the bottom. Each cell within the block quantifies that service class's percent of service unit
consumption for the designated category. The horizontal bar provides a quick graphic reference of the percentage.

Top Service Classes Service Units Consumers Report Sample

                                                            CA                                   16:55

 Tuesday, mmm dd

                                                CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                             Top Service Class Total Service Consumers

 

------------------------------------------------- System Identifier=S1 Time Zone=1

 ---------------------------------------------

 

                                             Sum of PCT_SU by WLMCLASS grouped by TYPE

 

 

                                                    ___

                                                   /_ /|

                                                  |**| |

                                                  |**| |

                                                  |**| |

                                   ----------___ -|**| |--------------------------------------___

 -------------------------------

                                  /         /_ /| |**| |      /   ___       /             /  /_ /|      /  

 ___       /         /

                                 /    ___  |**| | |**| |     /   /_ /|     /    ___      /  |**| |     /   /

_ /|     / __ _    /

                       TOTAL    /    /_ /| |**| | |**| |    /   |**| |    /    /_ /|    /   |**| |    /   |**|

 |    / /_  /   /

                               /    |**|/  |**| | |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |

**|/    /  |**| / /
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                              /            |**| |         /             /             /             /        

     /         /

                             /      4.5    |**| | 46.9   /      9.5    /      7.9    /      16.7   /      10.5

   /   4.0   /

 Service Unit Category      /-------------/|**| |-------/-------------/-------------/---------

___ /-------------/---------/

                           /             / |**| |      /   ___       /             /         /_ /|   ___     

  /         /

                          /    ___      /  |**| |     /   /_ /|     /    ___      /    ___  |**| |  /_ /|   

  / ___     /

              STORAGE    /    /_ /|    /   |**| |    /   |**| |    /    /_ /|    /    /_ /| |**| | |**| |  

  / /_ /|   /

                        /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/  |**| | |**|/    /

  |**|/  /

                       /             /             /             /             /            |**| |         / 

        /

                      /      5.6    /      57.5   /      9.1    / ___  7.9    /      4.0    |**| | 11.6   /  

 4.4   /

                     /-------------/-------------/-------------/-/_ /|-------/-------------/|**|

 |-------/---------/

                    /             /             /             / |**| |      /             / |**| |      /    

     /

                   /             /    ___      /             /  |**| |     /    ___      /  |**| |     /  ___

    /

           SRB    /     ___     /    /_ /|    /     ___    ___  |**| |    /    /_ /|    /   |**| |    /  /_ /|

  /

                 /     /_ /    /    |**|/    /     /_ /   /_ /| |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /  |**|/

  /

                /             /             /            |**| |         /___          /             /       

  /

               /      2.0    /      6.5    / ___  0.9    |**| | 23.6   //_ /| 3.6    /      57.7   /    5.8  /

              /-------------/-------------/-/_ /|-------/|**| |-------/|**| |-------/-------------/---------/

             /             /             / |**| |      / |**| |      / |**| |      /             /         /

            /             /             /  |**| |     /  |**| |   ___  |**| |     /             /         /

     IO    /     ___     /     ___     /   |**| |    /   |**| |  /_ /| |**| |    /     ___     /  ___    /

          /     /_ /    ___   /_ /    /    |**|/    /    |**|/  |**| | |**|/    /     /_ /    /  /_ /   /

         /             /_ /|         /             /            |**| |         /             /         /

        /      0.6    |**| | 1.9    /      22.6   /      42.9   |**| | 31.2   /      0.6    /    0.3  /

       /-------------/|**| |-------/-------------/-------------/|**| |-------/-------------/---------/

      /             / |**| |      /   ___       /             / |**| |      /             /         /

     /    ___      /  |**| |     /   /_ /|     /             /  |**| |     /    ___      /  ___    /

CPU /    /_ /|    /   |**| |    /   |**| |    /     ___     /   |**| |    /    /_ /|    /  /_ /|  /

   /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /     /_ /    /    |**|/    /    |**|/    /  |**|/  /

  /             /             /             /             /             /             /         /

 /      2.9    /      35.5   /      9.8    /      0.5    /      44.2   /      3.5    /    3.5  /

/-------------/-------------/-------------/-------------/-------------/-------------/---------/

   *OTHER*       CA2V60       STCA2V30      STCA2V50       STCOMVS       SYSSTC       SYSTEM

                                       Service Class Name
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Detail Service Unit Consumption Report

This report identifies and quantifies the detail service consumption by service class. The report is formatted by zone and
system.

The following figure illustrates each service class's percentage contribution to consumption, listing CPU, I/O, STORAGE,
SRB, and total service units.

The report displays all service class names and their associated percentages of CPU, I/O, STORAGE, SRB, and total
service unit consumption. Each of the four columns adds up to one hundred percent.

Detail Service Unit Consumption Report Sample

                                                                 CA                              09:43

 Thursday, December 6, yyyy

                                                CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                  Detail Service Units Consumption

 

------------------------------------------------ System Identifier=ST0 Time Zone=1

 ----------------------------------------------

 

                            WLMCLASS     CPU_SU    STOR_SU     IO_SU      SRB_SU    TOTAL_SU

 

                            BATA1V90    10.0309     1.6143    27.1687    63.6662     10.0748

                            BATA2V30     0.0190     0.0029     0.0000     0.0024      0.0058

                            BATA2V50     0.1531     0.0266     0.1927     0.2491      0.0797

                            BATA4V10     1.1046     0.0350     0.3821     0.1023      0.2684

                            CA2V60      38.1904    42.0144    21.4857    13.4638     37.6697

                            DISCR        2.7501     0.4999     0.7794     0.3497      0.9415

                            ICA2V50      0.7337     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000      0.1435

                            ICA4V50      0.1531     0.0000     0.0000     0.0000      0.0299

                            STCA1V40     0.0002     0.0000     0.0000     0.0001      0.0001

                            STCA1V90     0.0659     0.0129     0.0000     0.0020      0.0216

                            STCA2V30     2.4915     2.6278     2.8918     0.1327      2.3951

                            STCA2V40     0.8317     3.2578     0.0072     0.3085      2.3522

                            STCA2V50     0.4196     4.5367    18.1654     7.1641      4.6799

                            STCA5V05     2.7660     0.0709     0.0000     0.1206      0.5987

                            STCA5V10     0.9692     0.5537     0.0000     0.1279      0.5683

                            STCOMVS     22.8154     1.9911    16.9945     0.0258      6.6805

                            SYSSTC       4.1622     8.9502     0.3162     9.3143      7.5915

                            SYSTEM      12.3117    33.8005    11.6160     4.9697     25.8887

                            TSO          0.0316     0.0055     0.0002     0.0008      0.0099

 

Resource Consumption Report

This report quantifies the resources consumed on an hourly basis for the identified day and computing system.

To evaluate resources used by service classes, management sets an objective that is a percentage measure of total
service units used each hour. The following report sample illustrates the Daily Resource Consumption Report based on a
management objective of utilizing less than 30% of the service units within each hour.

The following user options apply to this report:

Percentage Limit
The percent of total resource consumption. The percentage limit is management's target for resource consumption. This
value becomes a reference line on the report.
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RMFDREF macro variable defines the reference line that corresponds to management's target:

   %LET RMFDREF = 30;

 

The WLM Report Options section fully explains the options.

The following report sample illustrates the resources consumed, with the vertical axis representing the hours of the day
and the horizontal axis charting the percentage of service units consumed within the hour.

The management objective for percentage of resources consumed is shown by the dashed vertical reference line printed
down the chart. In the following report sample, the reference line is shown at the 30% level of the horizontal axis.
Therefore, any hour for which the charted bar exceeds this reference line shows that the resource consumption objective
for that service class was missed for that hour.

Daily Resource Consumption Report Sample

                                                              CA                                 09:43

 Thursday, December 6, yyyy

                                                CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                  Daily WLM Management Objectives

 

                                              Resource Consumption Within 30% of Total

                                     (only resources measured in service classes are included)

 

------------------------------------------------------ System Identifier=ST0

 -----------------------------------------------------

 

                  DATETIME          Service Class Name                                            Percent of

 Total

                                                                                                             

  Sum

                                               |              |

                  30AUG07 HOUR=10   BATA1V90   |*****         |                                          

 10.07477

                                    BATA2V30   |              |                                           

 0.00583

                                    BATA2V50   |              |                                           

 0.07972

                                    BATA4V10   |              |                                           

 0.26843

                                    CA2V60     |*******************                                      

 37.66974

                                    DISCR      |              |                                           

 0.94153

                                    ICA2V50    |              |                                           

 0.14352

                                    ICA4V50    |              |                                           

 0.02994

                                    STCA1V40   |              |                                           

 0.00008

                                    STCA1V90   |              |                                           

 0.02161

                                    STCA2V30   |*             |                                           

 2.39509
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                                    STCA2V40   |*             |                                           

 2.35223

                                    STCA2V50   |**            |                                           

 4.67989

                                    STCA5V05   |              |                                           

 0.59872

                                    STCA5V10   |              |                                           

 0.56830

                                    STCOMVS    |***           |                                           

 6.68047

                                    SYSSTC     |****          |                                           

 7.59152

                                    SYSTEM     |************* |                                          

 25.88867

                                    TSO        |              |                                           

 0.00993

                                               |              |

                                               -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

                                                    10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   90  100

 

                                                            Percent of Total Frequency

 

RMF Weekly WLM Report

The weekly report provides management a way to determine if their primary WLM processing objectives are being
attained. The chart illustrates the week's activity, by zone, in reference to the established objectives for percentage of the
total service unit consumption.

The following sections display and explain the weekly WLM management objective report:

Weekly Report Format Description

The weekly report is produced as a standard process in the MICS weekly job stream. The report is produced from the
most recent cycle (01) of the Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC) file, maintained in the database's WEEKS
timespan. The SAS CHART procedure is used to produce the desired bar-chart reports.

The heading lines contain the installation name (for example, XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (that
is, Weekly WLM Management Objectives), the objective being reported, the computing system (that is, SYSID) on which
the WLM activity was measured, the week, and the zone number and name.

The bar chart illustrates the day and zone, and the measurement being reported (service units).

A horizontal axis is used to chart the measure being reported and it is with this axis that the management objective for
this category is defined. The horizontal axis is first established through the SAS CHART AXIS option which identifies the
highest value to be represented on the horizontal axis. The SAS CHART REF option formats a dashed line down the page
to illustrate the management objective.

Consider the chart of resource consumption by service class (see the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report). The title
describes the management objective as utilizing within 30% of the total service units for the hour. The measure that would
be charted is the percentage of resource consumed (service units) for each service class by hour. The horizontal axis,
therefore, would be set up for a maximum value of 100 (for 100%) and the horizontal reference line would be printed at
the 30% level. This reference line then clearly depicts how the objective was satisfied or missed for each hour of the day.
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Note especially that the location of the reference line may be rounded for purposes of scaling the axis. Each horizontal
line may have a unit value of 2.5%, and therefore a reference line specification of 32% would not fall directly on a vertical
axis coordinate. In this case, the 32% line would be shown as a line at 30%.

The member WKRMFMBO in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library contains the SAS statements for producing the
chart report. For information about defining your installation objectives, see the WLM Report Options section.

Weekly Resource Consumption Report

This report quantifies the service units consumed on a zone basis for the identified week and computing system.

The management objective to be tracked, to evaluate resources used by each service class, is a percentage measure of
the total service units used for each zone. The Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report illustrates the Weekly Resource
Consumption Report based on a maximum usage level of utilizing less than 30% of the service units within each zone.

The following user options apply to this report:

Weekly Percentage Limit
The percentage of total resource consumption. This is high-level limit for all service classes.

RMFWREF macro variable defines the reference line for identifying a high percentage concentration of service unit
consumption by a given service class in the weekly reports:

   %LET RMFWREF = 30;

 

The WLM Report Options section fully explains the options.

The see the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report quantifies the resources consumed. The vertical axis represents the
service classes and the horizontal axis charts the percentage of service units consumed within the zone.

The management objective for percentage of resources consumed is shown by the dashed vertical reference line printed
down the chart. In the the Sysplex Aggregation Compliance report, the reference line is shown at the 30% level. Any zone
that exceeds this reference line exceeded the Resource Consumption limit for that zone.

Weekly Resource Consumption Report Sample

                                                             CA                                  09:46

 Thursday, December 6, yyyy

                                                CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                  Weekly WLM Management Objectives

 

                                              Resource Consumption Within 30% of Total

                                     (only resources measured in service classes are included)

 

------------------------------ System Identifier=ST0 Week of Year=35 Time Zone=1 ZONENAME=PRIME TIME

 -----------------------------

 

  Service Class Name                                                                                         

     Percent of Total

                                                                                                             

                  Sum

             |                             |

  BATA1V90   |**********                   |                                                                 

             10.07477

  BATA2V30   |                             |                                                                 

              0.00583
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  BATA2V50   |                             |                                                                 

              0.07972

  BATA4V10   |                             |                                                                 

              0.26843

  CA2V60     |**************************************                                                         

             37.66974

  DISCR      |*                            |                                                                 

              0.94153

  ICA2V50    |                             |                                                                 

              0.14352

  ICA4V50    |                             |                                                                 

              0.02994

  STCA1V40   |                             |                                                                 

              0.00008

  STCA1V90   |                             |                                                                 

              0.02161

  STCA2V30   |**                           |                                                                 

              2.39509

  STCA2V40   |**                           |                                                                 

              2.35223

  STCA2V50   |*****                        |                                                                 

              4.67989

  STCA5V05   |*                            |                                                                 

              0.59872

  STCA5V10   |*                            |                                                                 

              0.56830

  STCOMVS    |*******                      |                                                                 

              6.68047

  SYSSTC     |********                     |                                                                 

              7.59152

  SYSTEM     |**************************   |                                                                 

             25.88867

  TSO        |                             |                                                                 

              0.00993

             -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

+----+

                  5    10   15   20   25   30   35   40   45   50   55   60   65   70   75   80   85   90   95

  100

 

                                                   Percent of Total Frequency

 

RMF Monthly WLM Report

The monthly report provides management a way to determine if their primary WLM processing objectives are being
attained. The chart illustrates the service class activity by month in reference to the established objectives for percentage
of the total service unit consumption.

The following sections display and explain the monthly WLM Management Objective Report:
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Monthly Report Format Descriptions

The monthly report is produced as a standard process in the MICS monthly job stream. The report is produced from the
12 most recent cycles (01-12) of the Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC) file, maintained in the database's
MONTHS. The SAS CHART procedure is used to produce the desired reports.

The heading lines contain the installation name (for example, XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (that
is, Monthly WLM Management Objectives), the objective being reported, the computing system (that is, SYSID) on which
the WLM activity was measured, and the zone number and name.

The bar chart illustrates the service class, the month, and the measurement being reported (service units).

A horizontal axis is used to chart the measurement being reported, and it is with this axis that the management objective
for this category is defined. The horizontal axis is first established through the SAS CHART AXIS option, which identifies
the highest value represented on the horizontal axis. The SAS CHART REF option formats a dashed line down the page
to illustrate the management objective.

Consider the chart of the resource consumption by service class (see the Monthly Resource Consumption Report
sample). The title describes the management objective as within 30% of the total service units for the month. The
measurement that would be charted is the percentage of resource consumed (service units) for each service class
by month. The horizontal axis, therefore, would be set up for a maximum value of 100 (for 100%) and the horizontal
reference line would be printed at the 30% level. This reference line then clearly depicts how the objective was satisfied or
missed for each month.

Note especially that the location of the reference line may be rounded for purposes of scaling the axis. Each horizontal
line may have a unit value of 2.5%, so a reference line specification of 32% would not fall directly on a vertical axis
coordinate. In this case, the 32% line would be shown as a line at 30%.

The member MNRMFMBO in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library contains the SAS statements for producing the
chart report. To define your data center objectives, see the WLM Report Options section.

Monthly Resource Consumption Report Sample

                                                               CA                                10:06

 Thursday, December 6, yyyy

                                                CA MICS IS Management Support System

                                                 Monthly WLM Management Objectives

 

                                              Resource Consumption Within 30% of Total

                                     (only resources measured in service classes are included)

 

-------------------------------------- System Identifier=ST0 Time Zone=1 ZONENAME=PRIME TIME

 -----------------------------------

 

                     WLMCLASS   YRMONTH                                                                

 PERCENT

                                                                                               Freq        

 Sum

                     BATA1V90   07/08     |*****         |                                        1   

 10.07477

                     BATA2V30   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.00583

                     BATA2V50   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.07972

                     BATA4V10   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.26843
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                     CA2V60     07/08     |*******************                                    1   

 37.66974

                     CA280%P6   07/08     |              |                                        0    

 0.00000

                     CA350%10   07/08     |              |                                        0    

 0.00000

                     CA390%01   07/08     |              |                                        0    

 0.00000

                     DISCR      07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.94153

                     ICA2V50    07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.14352

                     ICA4V50    07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.02994

                     IPSECSRV   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.00000

                     STCA1V40   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.00008

                     STCA1V90   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.02161

                     STCA2V30   07/08     |*             |                                        1    

 2.39509

                     STCA2V40   07/08     |*             |                                        1    

 2.35223

                     STCA2V50   07/08     |**            |                                        1    

 4.67989

                     STCA5V05   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.59872

                     STCA5V10   07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.56830

                     STCOMVS    07/08     |***           |                                        3    

 6.68047

                     SYSSTC     07/08     |****          |                                        1    

 7.59152

                     SYSTEM     07/08     |************* |                                        1   

 25.88867

                     TSO        07/08     |              |                                        1    

 0.00993

                                          -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

                                               10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   90  100

 

Monthly Resource Consumption Report

This report quantifies the service units consumed on a monthly basis for the identified day and computing system.

The management objective to be tracked to evaluate the resources used by each service class is a percentage measure
of the total service units used for each month. Figure 3-26 illustrates the Monthly Resource Consumption Report based on
a management objective of utilizing less than 30% of the service units within each month.

The following user options apply to this report:

Monthly Percentage Limit
The percentage of total resource consumption. This is the high-level limit for all service classes.
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RMFMREF macro variable defines the reference line for identifying a high percentage concentration of service unit
consumption by a given service class in the monthly reports.

   %LET RMFMREF = 30;

 

The WLM Report Options section fully explains the options.

The above Monthly Report Format Descriptions sample report quantifies the resources consumed. The vertical axis
represents the months, and the horizontal axis charts the percentage of service units consumed within the month.

The management objective for percentage of resources consumed is shown by the dashed vertical reference line printed
down the chart. In the sample report, the reference line is shown at the 30% level. Therefore, in any month that the bar
exceeds this reference line, the resource consumption objective was missed.

RMF WLM Report Options

The Management Objective Reports assume that a set of objectives related to the operation of the Workload Manager
(WLM) have been determined. Often, this may not be the case. This section describes how the management objectives
may be specified to the reporting process once they have been defined by management.

Numbers which will be used as management objectives should not be defined without some analysis of the installation's
historical WLM performance.

The MICS database provides a useful information base for analyzing historical performance. It is suggested that one or
more of the following analyses be used to study past performance.

Statistical Analysis: The MICS database may be used to analyze in-depth the measures around which the management
objectives are to be determined. Specifically, the SAS procedures UNIVARIATE and FREQ may be used to provide
a reasonable statistical analysis of an individual measure, providing the analyst with mean, standard deviation, and
percentile values. It is our opinion that the percentile values may be the most applicable to the process of determining the
management objectives target values.

The following MICS database files should be used to analyze WLM activity for purposes of establishing WLM Report
Options. They are listed according to the reports to which they apply:

   Daily   - DAYS.WLMSEC01

   Weekly  - WEEKS.WLMSEC01

   Monthly - MONTHS.WLMSEC01-12

 

In each case, the data source is the Service Class Resource Consumption File.

The last input essential in defining management objectives for WLM, is the minimum level of service, availability, and
throughput required by WLM users.

The integration of this information with data processing management's own priorities and requirements establishes the
base for defining the management objectives for WLM.

The following sections describe specifically how an installation is able to specify the numerical values used in these
reports.

Report Options

The following options are provided for defining the WLM Management Objective Reports along with the names of the SAS
macro variables used for option definition.

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports
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The start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the daily WLM reports. It is suggested that the hours be set to
include the entire day (00-23).

• RMFDLHR and RMFDHHR macro variables define the low and high hours of the day for selection of the WLM activity
to be reported in the daily reports.

Percentage Limit

The percentage of total resource consumption. The percentage limit is management's target for resource consumption.
This value becomes a reference line on the report.

• RMFDREF macro variable defines the reference line that corresponds to management's target in the daily reports.
• RMFWREF macro variable defines the reference line that corresponds to management's target in the weekly reports.
• RMFMREF macro variable defines the reference line that corresponds to management's target in the monthly reports.

Report Options Macro Variables Example

Once the management objectives for WLM have been established they can easily be incorporated into the WLM Reports.

The specification of the management objectives to be used in the reporting process are defined in the #RMFMOBJ
member contained in the sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library. This member consists of a series of SAS macro variables
which define values for the required objectives. This member, however, should not be changed. Changes should instead
be made to #RMFMOBJ in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.

The #RMFMOBJ member is distributed with a set of default values and it is the responsibility of the MICS System
Administrator to initially tailor the values and maintain them for subsequent installation changes and, of course, MICS
system maintenance itself.

All values that are input by the user for defining objectives are specified as SAS macro variables for ease of incorporation
into the reporting process. A brief explanation of SAS macro variables is provided. For instance, the threshold for the
percentage of total service consumed by any given service class per hour is defined as:

   %LET RMFDREF = 30;

 

A SAS macro variable is defined by the statement %LET followed in order by the name used to reference the macro
variable, the value that is to be substituted any time the macro variable is used in a SAS program, and the ; sign which
signifies the end of the macro variable definition. For example, the name of the macro variable in the above statement is
RMFDREF and any time that &RMFDREF is referenced in the MICS code, the value 30 is substituted.

In changing the objectives used in the reports, the user is changing the appropriate macro variable's value to reflect what
should be used in your installation's reports.

The user must ensure that the statement %LET, the MICS macro variable name, and the ending ; character ARE NOT
ALTERED IN ANY WAY, and the only item changed is the value within the macro variable.

The #RMFMOBJ member is organized to enable the user to quickly identify the values that require changing and is laid-
out as shown below in the following code block WLM Report Options in #RMFMOBJ.

It defines the objectives, selection fields, and charting options to be used for daily, weekly, and monthly Hardware and
SCP Analyzer objective reporting:

 WLM Report Options in #RMFMOBJ

  

  %LET RMFDREF =  percentage-limit;

  %LET RMFWREF =  percentage-limit;

  %LET RMFMREF =  percentage-limit;

  /* Time selection specification - daily */

  %LET RMFDLHR =  starting-hour;

  %LET RMFDHHR =  ending-hour;
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The following Completed #RMFMOBJ Member code block shows how the WLM options have been defined in
#RMFMOBJ in the distributed version of the member.

The following section defines the objectives, selection fields, and charting options to be used for daily, weekly, and
monthly Hardware and SCP Analyzer objective reporting.

 Completed #RMFMOBJ Member

  

   %LET RMFDREF =  30;

   %LET RMFWREF =  30;

   %LET RMFMREF =  30;

   /* Time selection specification - daily */

   %LET RMFDLHR =   8;

   %LET RMFDHHR =  17;

 

The installation needs only define the management objectives in the #RMFMOBJ member and the reporting process
will be tailored to your system's definitions.

RMF CSV Extracts
The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides the following inquiries that produce CSV data extracts

Category Inquiry Inquiry Name CSV File Description
Perform RMFED1 CPU and ASID Activity Daily - Percent CPU Busy by

System
Perform RMFED1 CPU and ASID Activity Daily - ASID Activity by System
Perform RMFED3 Paging Activity Daily - Real Storage Use by

System
Perform RMFED4 Top N Active DASD Activity Daily - DASD Usage by System

& Volume
Perform RMFED4 Top N Active DASD Activity Daily - DASD Percent Busy by

Hour
Perform RMFED5 Top-4 CPU Busy Comparison Daily - Percent CPU Busy by

System

The CSV extracts created by these inquiries can be downloaded to the Q&R Workstation and used to plot charts using the
MICS reporting application. See the Q&R Workstation Getting Started guide and Inquiry Library Guide for details.

If you want to produce the CSV extracts, access the inquiries listed above through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF).

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

• RMFED1 - CPU and ASID Activity
• RMFED3 - Paging Activity
• RMFED4 - Top N Active DASD Activity
• RMFED5 - Top-4 CPU Comparison
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RMF CPU and ASID Activity (RMFED1)

Inquiry ID

RMFED1

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCPU at the DAYS timespan

Output control parameter

Daily - Percent CPU Busy by System
K3D1 (Three key columns, one three-dimensional area chart per system/date)

Daily - ASID Activity by System
K3D9 (Three key columns, nine three-dimensional area charts per system/date)

Data elements used
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• SYSID - SYSID
• DATE - Date
• HOUR - Hour
• CPUPCBSY - Pct CPs Busy
• CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAPs Busy
• CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIPs Busy
• CPUTOBTM - Total Time CPs Busy
• CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAPs Busy
• CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIPs Busy
• CPUTOOTM - Total CPs Online Time
• CPUZPOTM - Total zAAPs Online Time
• CPUSUOTM - Total zIIPs Online Time
• CPUAVONL - Avg Online CPs
• CPUAVOZP - Avg Online zAAPs
• CPUAVOSU - Avg Online zIIPs
• CPUTOONL - Total Online CPs
• CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAPs
• CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIPs
• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users
• CPUAVT - Avg Tso Users
• CPUAVE - Avg OMVS Users
• CPUAVI - Avg In Users
• CPUAVP - Avg APPC Users
• CPUAVS - Avg Started Users
• CPUAVA - Avg Logical Wait Users
• CPUAVL - Avg Logical Ready Users
• CPUAVO - Avg Out and Ready Users
• CPUAVR - Avg In and Ready
• CPUAVW - Avg Out and Wait Users
• CPURSMP - Number of RMF Samples
• CPUATT - Total Logical Out Wait Users
• CPUBTT - Total Batch Users
• CPUETT - Total OMVS Users
• CPUITT - Total In Users
• CPULTT - Total Logical Out Ready Users
• CPUOTT - Total Out and Ready Users
• CPUPTT - Total APPC Users
• CPURTT - Total In and Ready Count
• CPUSTT - Total Started Users
• CPUTTT - Total Tso Users
• CPUWTT - Total Out and Wait Users

Calculations

 DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

 

Usage considerations
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Not applicable

Execution-time paramaters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing just the information you want. This reduces the

• amount of data extracted
• network traffic during download

as well as makes the presentation more effective.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFED1 - CPU and ASID Activity (.CSV)               |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value between 0 and 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT10). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.
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Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID value(s). Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

RMF Paging Activity (RMFED3)

The Paging Activity inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot stacked bar charts using MICS reporting.

CSV files

• Daily - Real Storage Use by System
• One bar chart will be generated for each system/date combination with the following metrics stacked on each bar by

hour:
– Avg Private Pageable Frames
– Avg LSQA Fix Frames
– Avg CSA+LPA Pageable Frames
– Avg LPA Pagable Frames
– Avg SQA Fixed Frames

Note: Because this inquiry does not produce a chart, no sample is provided.

Inquiry ID

RMFED3

Data source (file/timespan)

SCPPAG at the DAYS timespan

Output control parameter

K3D1B5 (three key columns, one bar chart per system/date with 5 metrics on each bar)

Data elements used

• SYSID - System Identifier
• HOUR - Hour
• PAGAVS - Avg Private Pageable Frames
• PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fix Frames
• PAGAVP - Avg CSA+LPA Pageable Frames
• PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Pagable Frames
• PAGAVQ - Avg SQA Fixed Frames
• PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames
• PAGFIN - Frames in Nucleus
• PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Real Storage
• PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples
• PAGS - Private Space Pageable Frames
• PAGLS - LSQA Fixed Frames
• PAGP - CSA+LPA Pageable Frames
• PAGLP - LPA Pagable Frames
• PAGQ - Sqa Fixed Frames
• PAGTFC - Page Frames in Real Storage
• PAGF - Unused Page Frames

Calculations
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 DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

 

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time paramaters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing just the information you want. This reduces the

• amount of data extracted
• network traffic during download

as well as makes the presentation more effective.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFED3 - Paging Activity (.CSV)                     |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value between 0 and 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT10). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
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(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID value(s). Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

RMF Top N Active DASD Activity (RMFED4)

The Top N Active DASD Activity inquiry produces two CSV files that can be used to plot bar charts and time-series charts
using MICS reporting. You may select one to ten busiest devices to be included in the CSV file.

CSV files

Daily - DASD Usage by System & Volume
Four bar charts will be generated for each system/date/volser combination. These charts provides you the following
graphics:

• Pct Device Utilized by Hour
• Avg Dev Response Time by Hour
• Avg IO Service Time by Hour
• Avg Dev Activity Rates by Hour

Daily - DASD Percent Busy by Hour
One time-series chart will be generated for each system/date combination with one line per volser. The chart compares
how busy these selected DASDs are.

Note: Because this inquiry does not produce a chart, no sample is provided.

Inquiry ID

RMFED4

Data source (file/timespan)

HARDVA at the DAYS timespan

Output control parameter

K4D4B
Four key columns, four bar charts per system/date

K3D1T24
Three key columns, one time-series chart per system/date

Data elements used
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• DATE - Date
• VOLSER - Volser
• HOUR - Hour
• DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized
• DVAAVRES - Avg Dev Response Time
• DVAAVSER - Avg IO Service Time
• DVAACTRT - Avg Dev Activity Rate
• DVAAVCNN - Avg Dev Connect Time
• DVAAVDIS - Avg Dev Disconnect Time
• DVAPCCNN - Pct Dev Connected
• DVAAVDVB - Avg Dev Busy Pending Time
• DVAAVIOS - Avg Dev IOSQ Time
• DVAAVPEN - Avg Dev Pending Time
• DEVNUM - Device Number
• DEVCNAME - Device Name
• CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name
• RANK - Rank

Calculations

 DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

 

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time paramaters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing just the information you want. This reduces the:

• Amount of data extracted
• Network traffic during download

as well as makes the presentation more effective.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFED4 - Top N Active DASD Activity (.CSV)          |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |
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|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the number of most active DASD(s) to be reported (1-10)                |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value between 0 and 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT10). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID value(s). Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

Enter the number of most active DASD(s) to be reported (1-10).
(Required) Specify the number of busiest DASD(s) you want. Default is 5. The field must contain a number between 1 and
10.

RMF Top-4 CPU Comparison (RMFED5)

The Top-4 CPU Comparison inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot multi-line charts using MICS reporting.

CSV files

Daily - Percent CPU Busy by System
One multi-line chart will be generated per date with top 4 busiest systems plotted on separate lines. The metric reported is
Percent CPU Busy (CPUPCBSY).

Note: Because this inquiry does not produce a chart, no sample is provided.

Inquiry ID

RMFED5

Data source (file/timespan)

HARCPU at the DAYS timespan
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Output control parameter

K2D1M4 (Two key columns, one four-line charts per date)

Data elements used

• DATE - Date
• HOUR - Hour
• CPUPCBSY - Percent CPU Busy
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations

 DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

 

Usage considerations

The selection of top four busiest systems is done after the execution-time parameters have been applied to the input.

Execution-time paramaters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing just the information you want. This reduces the

• amount of data extracted
• network traffic during download

as well as makes the presentation more effective.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFED5 - Top-4 CPU Comparison (.CSV)                |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
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(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value between 0 and 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT10). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID value(s). Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

RMF NSM Performance Trend Data Extracts
The Hardware and SCP Analyzer provides the following inquiries, producing a group of special formatted CSV files that
can be read by the NSM Performance Trend component:

Category Inquiry Inquiry Name
TNGPERF RMFTD1 Performance Trend Data Extract

RMFTD2 LPAR Performance Trend Data Extract

Performance Trend data extracts can be transferred to NSM desktop and analyzed by the NSM Performance Trend
component. See the NSM Performance Trend documentation for more details about the product.

If you want to produce the CSV extracts, access the RMFTD1 and RMFTD2 inquiries through the MICF Inquiries panel of
the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

• RMFTD1 - Performance Trend Data Extract
• RMFTD2 - LPAR Performance Trend Data Extract

RMFTD1 - Performance Trend Data Extract

The Performance Trend Data Extract inquiry produces a set of files that can be downloaded to the NSM Performance
Trend component for trend analysis.

Note: Because this inquiry does not produce a chart, no sample is provided.

Data source (file/timespan) and Data elements reported

HARCPU at the DAYS timespan
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy
• CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users
• CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users
• CPUAVS - Avg Started Tasks
• CPUSLIH - Total # of Entries to the I/O SLIH
• CPUTPI - Total # of TPI I/O Events

SCPPAG at the DAYS timespan

• SYSID - System Identifier
• PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux
• PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux
• PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate
• PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate
• PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second
• PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate
• PAGAVPES - Avg Pages Moved to Expanded Storage
• PAGAVPEA - Avg Pages Migrated from ES to Aux
• PAGPSVRE - VIO Pages/Sec Read from Exp Stor
• PAGPSVME - VIO Pages/Sec Written to Exp Stor
• PAGPSVMG - VIO Pages/Sec Migrated from Exp Stor
• PAGPSRES - Pages/Sec Read from Exp Stor
• PAGPSHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins per Second
• PAGPSHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs per Second
• PAGPSHME - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor
• PAGPSHMG - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor
• PAGPSHRE - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

HARDTA at the DAYS timespan

• SYSID - System Identifier
• DTAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time
• DTAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate
• DEVCLASS - Device Class

SCPPSD at the DAYS timespan

• SYSID - System Identifier
• PSDAVU - Avg Used Slots or Swap Sets
• PSDAVA - Avg Allocated Slots
• PSDPGX - Pages Transferred
• PSDAVSTM - Avg Service Time
• PSDPST - Page Space Type

The parameter file at sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFTD1) defines the data to be extracted for the inquiry.

Note: When the RMFTD1 inquiry runs for the first time, SAS code is generated and stored within member RMFTD1 in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE based on the contents of the member RMFTD1 in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The code
in the SOURCE member will be invoked in the subsequent runs if it has been built. The MICS data extract program will
not parse the parameter file again. For the parameter file change to take effect, delete the corresponding member in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.
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Execution-time parameters

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFTD1 - Performance Trend Data Extract             |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more database IDs for the databases you want to process.        |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more database IDs for the databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You can
specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can contain
any numeric value from 0 through 99, or ARCHIVE for archive files.

RMFTD2 - LPAR Performance Trend Data Extract

The LPAR Performance Trend Data Extract inquiry produces a set of files that can be downloaded to the NSM
Performance Trend component for trend analysis. These files describe usage of the PR/SM logical partitions in your
enterprise.

Note: Because this inquiry does not produce a chart, no sample is provided.

Data source (file/timespan) and data elements reported

HARLPC at the DAYS timespan

• SYSID - System Identifier
• PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name
• LPCPCVPU - LPAR CP Processors Utilization
• LPCPCSSU - LPAR Shared CP Processors Utilization
• LPCPCTSU - LPAR Total CP Processors Utilization

The parameter file at sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFTD2) provides the data definitions for the inquiry.

Note: When the RMFTD2 inquiry runs for the first time, SAS code is generated and stored within the member RMFTD2
in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE based on the contents of the member RMFTD2 in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The code
in the SOURCE member will be invoked in the subsequent runs if it has been built. The MICS data extract program will
not parse the parameter file again. In order for parameter file change to take effect, delete the corresponding member in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

Execution-time parameters

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|
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| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: RMFTD2 - LPAR Performance Trend Data Extract        |

|                                                                                |

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|   Enter one or more database IDs for the databases you want to process.        |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Enter one or more database IDs for the databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value from 0 through 99, or ARCHIVE for archive files.

RMF - SAS ODS Graphics
SAS ODS Graphic inquiries that are provided with the Hardware and SCP Analyzer are organized by the
following categories:

SAS ODS Graphic Inquiry Categories

• Performance Report Class
– Hardware Instrumentation Services CPU Measurement Facility

MICF inquiry names follow the cccptn form:

ccc

The three-character component identifier.

p

The type of graphic output. Valid values are C (color graphics), O (SAS ODS graphics), L (printed report), or P (printer
graphics).

t
The report frequency. Valid values are X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M (months), and Y (years).

n

An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry that is named RMFODA can be interpreted as:

RMFODA

---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

|  || from other SAS ODS graphics

|  || inquiries run at the DAYS 

|  || timespan 

|  |+-- can be run daily
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|  +-- a SAS ODS graphics inquiry

+-- a Hardware and SCP Analyzer inquiry

RMF Mainframe CPC Configuration

This section discusses the following aspects graphic inquiries:

• RMFOD0 - CPC LPAR Engine Configuration
• RMFOD2 - CPC LPAR Storage Allocation
• RMFOD3 - CPC LPAR Relative Weight by Engine Pool

RMFOD0 - CPC LPAR Engine Configuration

The RMFOD0 inquiry generates up to two charts for each Central Processing Complex (CPC). One chart shows the
physical engines available in the CPC shared engine pools, and the logical engine assignments for each LPAR that uses
the CPC shared engine pools. If the CPC has any LPARs with dedicated processors, a second chart is produced. This
chart shows that the CPC dedicated physical engine pool and the dedicated engines that are assigned to each LPAR
defined with dedicated engines.

The example shows the chart that is generated for the shared engine pools of an IBM zEC12 2827-615 CPC. The five
vertical bars for the left most LPAR, named ##CPC##, shows the number of active physical processors (engines) of each
type (CP, zAAP, zIIP, IFL, and ICF) in the shared engine pools. The logical processor assignments for the active LPARs in
the CPC follow to the right. A similar chart is generated for the dedicated engine pools.

Note: Coupling Facility LPARs have only one engine type assigned (ICFs) while the z/OS LPARs (for example, ‘CA11’ and
‘CA31’) typically have two engine types assigned (CPs, and zIIPs). One of the LPARs ‘ZAWARE’ has IFL engines only,
while another, ‘SYSC’, has CPs, zIIPs, and IFLs.
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Uses

This inquiry shows you your LPAR configuration at a glance -- and serves as a basis to compare against some of the
queries that show actual engine utilization values to validate that logical processor assignments make sense. To minimize
multiprocessor management overhead, assign the minimum number of engines that are required to manage the workload
to an LPAR.

Charts

CPC Shared Engine Pool LPAR Configuration

Left Y-axis

LPAR ##CPC##

PRSMACSP
Avg CP Shareable Processors

PRSMAISP
Avg ICF Shareable Processors

PRSMANSP
Avg IFL Shareable Processors

PRSMAZSP
Avg zAAP Shareable Processors

PRSMASSP
Avg zIIP Shareable Processors

Real LPARs

LPCAVCPU
Avg Number of Active CP Processors

LPCAVICF
Avg Number of Active ICF Processors

LPCAVIFL
Avg Number of Active IFL Processors

LPCAVZAP
Avg Number of Active zAAP Processors

LPCAVSUP
Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors

X-axis

PRSMLPNM
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Logical Partition Name

CPC Dedicated Engine Pool LPAR Configuration

Left Y-axis

LPAR ##CPC##

PRSMACDP
Avg CP Dedicated Processors

PRSMAIDP
Avg ICF Dedicated Processors

PRSMANDP
Avg IFL Dedicated Processors

PRSMAZDP
Avg zAAP Dedicated Processors

PRSMASDP
Avg zIIP Dedicated Processors

Real LPARs

LPCAVCPU
Avg Number of Active CP Processors

LPCAVICF
Avg Number of Active ICF Processors

LPCAVIFL
Avg Number of Active IFL Processors

LPCAVZAP
Avg Number of Active zAAP Processors

LPCAVSUP
Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors

X-axis

PRSMLPNM
Logical Partition Name
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Inquiry Details

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycle 01
• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• User code overwrites LPAR=’PHYSICAL’ to represent values for CPC level LPAR: ‘##CPC##’
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the RMFOD0 inquiry:

• You can add filter statements to filter.
• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:

– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.).
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier.
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number.

• If you do not have the DAYS timespan HARLPC file active, you can run the inquiry against the DETAIL timespan, cycle
01.

• Remove the %RMFOD0B macro from the Charting Output Step.

RMFOD2 - CPC LPAR Storage Allocation

The RMFOD2 inquiry generates a chart for each Central Processing Complex (CPC). The chart shows the central and
expanded storage for the CPC, and how that storage is assigned to each LPAR.

The example shows the chart generated for an IBM zEC12 2827-615 CPC. The two vertical bars for the leftmost LPAR,
named ##CPC##, show the total amount of central and expanded storage, in megabytes, in the CPC. The distribution
of this storage is shown for the active LPARs to the right. Notice that all LPARs are assigned some amount of central
storage, but not all LPARs have expanded storage.
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Uses

This inquiry provides a useful view of CPC storage distribution at a glance. Analysis of central and expanded storage
workload constraint may require better distribution of the available resource.

Charts

CPC LPAR Storage Allocation
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Left Y-axis

LPCCSF
Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

LPCESF
Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

X-axis

PRSMLPNM
Logical Partition Name

Note: The leftmost LPAR, ‘##CPC##’ storage values are the sum of all storage allocated to the active LPARs.

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycle 01
• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• User code overwrites LPAR=’PHYSICAL’ to represent values for CPC level LPAR: ‘##CPC##’
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the RMFOD2 inquiry:

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier - for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFOD3 - CPC LPAR Relative Weight by Engine Pool

The RMFOD3 inquiry shows the relative dispatch hierarchy for the shared LPARs defined to a CPC, based on the system
programmer specified weights for each LPAR. LPAR weights are designated for each logical processor engine type
assigned to each LPAR.

In the example, the fourth LPAR from the left, "CA31" has two logical processor engine types assigned -- CPs and zIIPs.
Relative to the other LPARs defined to the CPC, the weights assigned to "CA31" tell PR/SM that when there is contention
for the physical engines, "CA31" dispatches physical engines to handle its workloads about 25 percent of the time for
both CP and zIIP processors. For the four LPARs that use IFL engines (green vertical bars), "SYSB" and "VMZ" are each
dispatched about 32 percent of the time, while LPARS “SYSC” and “ZAWARE” are dispatched less frequently -- about 21
and 15 percent of the time, respectively.
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Uses

This inquiry provides a useful overview of how PR/SM manages LPAR dispatching for the various LPARs when there is
contention for the physical engines in the shared engine pools. The dispatch priority hierarchy, defined by these relative
weight values, should be in agreement with the importance of the business critical applications dispatched on the various
LPARs. If the shared engine pool for a particular processor type is heavily used, an LPAR that primarily runs discretionary
workloads should not receive as large a percentage of engine dispatches as an LPAR that executes business critical
workloads.
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Charts

CPC LPAR Weights PCT by Engine Pool

Left Y-axis

PCTCPW
LPAR Pct CP Processor Weight Share

PCTZPAW
LPAR Pct zAAP Processor Weight Share

PCTZIPW
LPAR Pct zIIP Processor Weight Share

PCTIFLW
LPAR Pct IFL Processor Weight Share

PCTICFW
LPAR Pct ICF Processor Weight Share

X-axis

PRSMLPNM
Logical Partition Name

Inquiry Defaults

• HARVPA DETAIL timespan file: Cycle 01
• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Filters:

– VPADEDCT EQ 0 - no dedicated LPARs
– PRSMLPNM NE ‘PHYSICAL’ - eliminate physical (overhead) LPAR
– PRSMLPTP EQ ‘CP’ or ‘ICF’ - only PR/SM managed LPARS

• User code selects yesterday’s data (IF DATEPART(ENDTS) EQ TODAY()-1 ;
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

PCTCPW

 IF PRSMTWGT AND CP_W THEN PCTCPW=ROUND((CP_W / PRSMTWGT * 100),0.1) ;  ELSE PCTCPW=0 ;
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PCTZAPW

 IF PRSMZWGT AND ZAP_W THEN PCTZAPW=ROUND((ZAP_W / PRSMZWGT * 100),0.1) ;  ELSE PCTZAPW=0 ;

 

PCTZIPW

 IF PRSMSWGT AND ZIP_W THEN PCTZIPW=ROUND((ZIP_W / PRSMSWGT * 100),0.1) ;  ELSE PCTZIPW=0 ;

 

PCTIFLW

 IF PRSMNWGT AND IFL_W THEN PCTIFLW=ROUND((IFL_W / PRSMNWGT * 100),0.1) ;  ELSE PCTIFLW = 0

 

PCTICFW

 IF PRSMIWGT AND ICF_W THEN PCTICFW=ROUND((ICF_W / PRSMIWGT * 100),0.1) ;  ELSE PCTICFW=0 ;

 

Note: A user step sets CP_W, ZAP_W, ZIP_W, IFL_W, and ICF_W to the VPABPS (Partition Processor Weight)
value for each individual engine type, per LPAR, in the HARVPA file. If an engine type is not present for an LPAR, the
corresponding xxx_W element is set to zero.

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMF Mainframe CPC Engine Utilization

The SAS ODS graphic inquiries provide information about Mainframe CPC Engine Utilization are listed in the following
table:

Mainframe CPC Engine Utilization

Report Clas Report Nam Report Identifier
Performance CPC and LPAR Daily Shared CP Engine

Dispatch by Hour
RMFODD

CPC Shared Engine Pools Percent
Dispatch High Hours

RMFODE

CPC and LPAR Daily Shared ICF Engine
Dispatch by Hour

RMFODF

CPC and LPAR Daily Shared IFL Engine
Dispatch by Hour

RMFODG

CPC and LPAR Daily Shared zIIP Engine
Dispatch by Hour

RMFODI

To execute these inquiries, access them through the Database Inquiries option of MICF.
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The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

• RMFODD - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared CP Engine Dispatch by Hour
• RMFODE - CPC Shared Engine Pools Percent Dispatch High Hours
• RMFODF - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared ICF Engine Dispatch by Hour
• RMFODG - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared IFL Engine Dispatch by Hour
• RMFODI - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared zIIP Engine Dispatch by Hour

RMFODD - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared CP Engine Dispatch by Hour

The RMFODD inquiry creates a series of charts showing hourly CPC and LPAR level dispatch percentages for the shared
CP (Central Processor) engine pool.

For each Central Processing Complex (CPC) encountered in the DAYS timespan HARLPC file, the inquiry generates
a CPC level chart. The chart uses vertical bars to show the total and effective dispatch percentage of the physical CP
engines for each hour of the day -- plus a horizontal reference line showing the total number of physical engines in the
shared CP processor pool. Individual charts are also created for each LPAR in the CPC. These LPAR level charts show
the dispatch percentages of the logical CP engines that are assigned to the LPAR. For the LPAR charts, the horizontal
reference line shows the number of logical CP engines active for the LPAR.

The difference between total and effective dispatch represents the amount of the engine resource pool that is required for
multiprocessing management overhead.

Notice in the second example (the LPAR level chart), LPAR CA31 shows that the number of logical CP engines that are
assigned to the LPAR was six. The number of logical engines that are assigned to an LPAR can be modified with an
operator command, or by a dynamic facility such as the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD).
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Uses

This inquiry is used to monitor the overall shared CP pool engine utilization of each CPC at an hour granularity. The
individual LPAR charts show to what extent each LPAR is using the logical CP engines available for its use. Even though
the CPC level and LPAR level charts use the same chart variables, the actual values that are charted are different.
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Charts

CPC and LPAR Daily CP Engine Dispatch

A series of charts are created for each CPC, with the first chart showing CPC level information and the remaining charts in
the series showing information for each LPAR. The following information is presented in two parts: inquiry one describing
the element values plotted for the CPC level chart, and the other describing the element values plotted for the individual
LPARs.

CPC level chart

For the CPC level chart, CPC level PR/SM data element values are substituted for the LPAR data elements:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total CP Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective CP Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective / 3600)

These vertical bars, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, show the total and effective dispatch of the physical processors in
the entire shared CP engine pool. For this chart, a user data step takes the following actions before the ENGDISPT and
ENGDISPE derivations:

• Overwrite the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR observation.
• Change the LPAR name to ‘##CPC##’.
• Substitute PRSMTCDT and PRSMTCET values for the LPAR equivalent data elements.

These actions result in a CPC level view of the physical shared CP engine pool dispatch activity. The total and effective
dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of dispatch. Because one engine can be
dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch of the engine pool to be represented as
physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three CP engines could, at full utilization, provide three hours of
dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVCPU
Avg Number of Active CP Processors (Set to PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Processors))

This horizontal reference line, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, shows the average number of physical processors
in the shared CP engine pool. While the data extract plots data element LPCAVCPU, which is the average number of
logical CP engines assigned to an LPAR -- for the ##CPC## chart, a user data step populates LPCAVCPU with the value
for PRSMACSP -- which is the average number of physical engines in the shared CP engine pool. The actual dispatch
engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this line. IBM features like capacity
provisioning and on/off capacity on demand can activate and deactivate physical processors -- so this line may not reflect
a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
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Hour of Day

LPAR level charts

The LPAR level charts use standard HARLPC file data elements to derive the dispatch variables:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total CP Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective CP Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCTOEDT - Total CP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time / 3600)

The vertical bars, for the LPAR level charts, show the total and effective dispatch of the logical CP processors that are
assigned to the LPAR. The total and effective dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to
hours of dispatch. Because one engine can be dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the
dispatch of the engine pool to be represented as logical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three logical CP
engines could, at full utilization, provide three hours of dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVCPU
Avg Number of Active CP Processors

This horizontal reference line, for the LPAR level charts, shows the average number of logical CP processors that are
assigned to the LPAR. The actual dispatch engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never
exceed this line. IBM features like the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) can activate and deactivate logical processors at
the LPAR level -- so this line may not reflect a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):                                                       

• HARLPC at the DAYS timespan                                                         
• Filters:

– LPCTOEDT or LPCTODTM GT 0 or PRSMLPNM="PHYSICAL" (Non-zero effective or total dispatch times or the
"PHYSICAL" LPAR)

– LPCDEDCT EQ 0; (no dedicated LPARS)
– PRSMTSCP GT 0; (at least one active physical CP engine in shared engine pool)

• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

ENGDISPE

 ROUND((LPCTOEDT/3600),.1) ;
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ENGDISPT

 ROUND((LPCTODTM/3600),.1) ;

 

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGEEnter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
• SELECT YESTERDAY

Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

Y - Yes
N - No (default)

Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions:

  Set Cycle range to 01-02                                                    

  Set Select Yesterday to Y                           

RMFODE - CPC Shared Engine Pools Percent Dispatch High Hours

The RMFODE inquiry shows the peak hour of dispatch, over the past 32 days, for each engine type (CP, zIIP, zAAP, IFL,
ICF) in the shared LPAR engine pools. The inquiry generates two charts for each engine type in each Central Processing
Complex (CPC)

The example shows the two charts that are generated for the shared CP engine pool of an IBM z14 3906-608 CPC. The
top chart shows the peak hour, per day percent utilization of the CP engine pool, with the breakdown of the various LPARs
that use CP engines. The second chart shows the same information, minus the LPAR breakdown. The chart includes a
reference line (right Y-axis) that shows the number of engines in the CP engine pool (8 engines in this example). The X-
axis shows that the date concatenated to the high use hour. In the example, the first vertical bar shows that the peak CP
engine dispatch occurred on September 30, 2018 (a Sunday) during hour 8: "2018-09-30-08", when the utilization of the
CP engine pool was about 62 percent.

A similar set of charts is created for each engine type, one where the vertical bars show individual LPAR percent utilization
and the other showing percent utilization plus the physical engine count for the engine type.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to examine the peak utilization load for the CPC shared engine pools over the past month. Consistent
peak hour utilization at or near 100 percent means that for at least 1 hour each day an engine pool has reached the
utilization limit. It is likely that some workloads are being delayed, or receiving suboptimal attention. Consistent peak hour
utilization significantly below 100 percent utilization means that you have invested more than necessary in a particular
engine type.

CPC Shared CP Pool Pct Use by LPAR HH
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Left Y-axis

LPCPCSSU
LPAR Shared CP Processors Utilization

A user step analyzes HARLPC file data to determine the specific hour for each day where the Central Processing
Complexes CP engines in the shared engine pool were most heavily dispatched. Once determined, the percent utilization
of each LPAR using the CP engine pool during that peak hour is stacked in a vertical bar using data element LPCPCSSU.

X-axis

CP_DDHH
CP Engine High Use Hour for DATE

Data element CP_DDHH is derived by appending the high use hour to the date in the form:
YYYY-MM-DD-HH (for example, 2010-08-31:22, meaning hour 22 of August 31st, 2010).

CPC Shared CP Pool Pct Use High Hour

Left Y-axis

LPCPCSSU
LPAR Shared CP Processors Utilization

The same overall shared CP engine pool utilization is shown in the previous data extract without the individual LPAR
breakdown. LPCPCSSU is summarized to the CPC level.

Right Y-axis

PRSMACSP
Avg CP Shareable Processors

Data element PRSMACSP shows the average number of CP engines in the shared pool for the high use hour. If the
number of physical engines in the shared CP pool changes, this value will change over the days plotted.

X-axis

CP_DDHH
CP Engine High Use Hour for DATE

Data element CP_DDHH is derived by appending the high use hour to the date in the form:
YYYY-MM-DD-HH (for example, 2010-08-31:22, meaning hour 22 of August 31st, 2010).

Note: This inquiry generates eight additional charts, two for each of the four other engine types, ICFs, IFLs, zAAPs, and
zIIPs. The charts and methods used to generate them are identical to those used to build the CP engine pool charts. The
remaining data extract documentation lists the specific data elements used for the left and right Y-axis:

CPC Shared ICF Pool Pct Use by LPAR HH

Left Y axis

LPCPCSIU
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LPAR Shared ICF Processors Utilization

CPC Shared ICF Pool Pct Use High Hour

Left Y axis

LPCPCSIU
LPAR Shared ICF Processors Utilization

Right Y axis

PRSMAISP
Avg ICF Sharable Processors

CPC Shared IFL Pool Pct Use by LPAR HH

Left Y axis

LPCPCSNU
LPAR Shared ICF Processors Utilization

CPC Shared IFL Pool Pct Use High Hour

Left Y axis

LPCPCSNU
LPAR Shared ICF Processors Utilization

Right Y axis

PRSMANSP
Avg ICF Sharable Processors

CPC Shared zAAP Pool Pct Use by LPAR HH

Left Y axis

LPCPCSZU
LPAR Shared zAAP Processors Utilization

CPC Shared zAAP Pool Pct Use High Hour

Left Y axis

LPCPCSZU
LPAR Shared zAAP Processors Utilization

Right Y axis

PRSMAZSP
Avg zAAP Sharable Processors

CPC Shared zIIP Pool Pct Use by LPAR HH

Left Y axis

LPCPCSDU
LPAR Shared zIIP Processors Utilization
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CPC Shared zIIP ICF Pool Pct Use High Hour

Left Y-axis

LPCPCSDU
LPAR Shared zIIP Processors Utilization

Right Y-axis

PRSMASSP
Avg zIIP Sharable Processors

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 - 32
• Filters: LPCPCSxU GT 0 selected for each engine type
• Derivations:

xx_DDHH

xx_DDHH = PUT(YEAR4,Z4.) || '-' || PUT(MONTH,Z2.) || '-' ||

PUT(DAY,Z2.) || '-' || PUT(MAXxxH,Z2.) 

xx Engine High Hour for DATE element derived for each engine type (xx)

CPCID

%CPCID ;

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the RMFODE inquiry:

• You can change the HARLPC DAYS timespan cycles --defaults to cycles 1-32.
• You can use a filter statement to restrict data to focus on a particular time range (for example, HOUR GE 8 AND

HOUR LE 17) or particular time zone (for example, ZONE EQ 1).
• You can add filter statements to select only a single CPC or set of CPCs using the identifying data elements shown in

the CPCID derivation.
• You can delete data extract steps for engine types not found in your CPCs. For example, if you have no IFL engines,

you can delete the two data extract steps for IFL engines.

RMFODF - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared ICF Engine Dispatch by Hour

The RMFODF inquiry creates a series of charts showing hourly CPC and LPAR level dispatch percentages for the shared
ICF (Integrated Coupling Facility) engine pool.

For each Central Processing Complex (CPC) in the DAYS timespan HARLPC file, the inquiry generates a CPC level
chart. The chart uses vertical bars to show the total and effective dispatch percentage of the physical ICF engines for
each hour of the day -- plus a horizontal reference line showing the total number of physical engines in the shared ICF
processor pool. Individual charts are also created for each LPAR in the CPC. These LPAR level charts show the dispatch
percentages of the logical ICF engines that are assigned to the LPAR. For the LPAR level charts, the horizontal reference
line shows the number of logical ICF engines active for the LPAR.

The difference between total and effective dispatch represents the amount of the engine resource pool that is required for
multiprocessing management overhead.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to monitor the overall shared ICF pool engine utilization of each CPC at an hour granularity. The
individual LPAR charts show to what extent each LPAR is using the logical ICF engines available for its use. Even though
the CPC level and LPAR level charts use the same chart variables, the actual values charted are different.
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Charts

CPC and LPAR Daily ICF Engine Dispatch

A series of charts are created for each CPC, with the first chart showing CPC level information and the remaining charts
in the series showing information for each LPAR. The following information is presented in two parts: one describing the
element values plotted for the CPC level chart, and the other describing the element values plotted for the individual
LPARs.

CPC level chart

For the CPC level chart, CPC level PR/SM data element values are substituted for the LPAR data elements:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total ICF Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective ICF Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective / 3600)

These vertical bars, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, show the total and effective dispatch of the physical processors in
the entire shared ICF engine pool. For this chart, a user data step takes the following actions before the ENGDISPT and
ENGDISPE derivations:

• Overwrite the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR observation.
• Change the LPAR name to ‘##CPC##’.
• Substitute PRSMTIST and PRSMTIET values for the LPAR equivalent data elements.

These actions result in a CPC level view of the physical shared ICF engine pool dispatch activity. The total and effective
dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of dispatch. Because one engine can be
dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch of the engine pool to be represented as
physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three ICF engines could, at full utilization, provide three hours of
dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVICF
Avg Number of Active ICF Processors (Set to PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Sharable Processors)

This horizontal reference line, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, shows the average number of physical processors
in the shared ICF engine pool. While the data extract plots data element LPCAVICF, which is the average number of
logical ICF engines assigned to an LPAR - for the ##CPC## chart, a user data step populates LPCAVICF with the value
for PRSMAISP - which is the average number of physical engines in the shared ICF engine pool. The actual dispatch
engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this line. IBM features like capacity
provisioning and on/off capacity on demand can activate and deactivate physical processors - so this line may not reflect a
constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
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Hour of Day

LPAR level charts

The LPAR level charts use standard HARLPC file data elements to derive the dispatch variables:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total ICF Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSIDTM - Total shared ICF Proc. Dispatch Time / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective ICF Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSIEDT - Total Shr ICF Proc. Effec.Dispatch Time / 3600)

The vertical bars, for the LPAR level charts, show the total and effective dispatch of the logical ICF processors assigned
to the LPAR. The total and effective dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of
dispatch. Because one engine can be dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch
of the engine pool to be represented as logical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three logical ICF engines
could, at full utilization, provide three hours of dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVICF
Avg Number of Active ICF Processors

This horizontal reference line, for the LPAR level charts, shows the average number of logical ICF processors assigned to
the LPAR. The actual dispatch engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this
line. IBM features like the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) can activate and deactivate logical processors at the LPAR
level -- so this line may not reflect a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Details

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 and 02
• Filters:

– LPCSIDTM or LPCSIEDT GT 0 or PRSMLPNM="PHYSICAL" (Non-zero effective or total ICF engine dispatch times
or the "PHYSICAL" LPAR)

– LPCDEDCT EQ 0 ; (no dedicated LPARS)
– PRSMTSIP GT 0 ; (at least one active physical ICF engine in shared engine pool)

• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

ENGDISPE

 ROUND((LPCSIEDT/3600),.1) ;

 

ENGDISPT
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 ROUND((LPCSIDTM/3600),.1) ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFODG - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared IFL Engine Dispatch by Hour

The RMFODG inquiry creates a series of charts showing hourly CPC and LPAR level dispatch percentages for the shared
IFL (Integrated Facility for Linux) engine pool.

For each Central Processing Complex (CPC) in the DAYS timespan HARLPC file, the inquiry generates a CPC level
chart. The chart uses vertical bars to show the total and effective dispatch percentage of the physical IFL engines for
each hour of the day -- plus a horizontal reference line showing the total number of physical engines in the shared IFL
processor pool. Individual charts are also created for each LPAR in the CPC. These LPAR level charts show the dispatch
percentages of the logical IFL engines that are assigned to the LPAR. For the LPAR level charts, the horizontal reference
line shows the number of logical IFL engines active for the LPAR.

The difference between total and effective dispatch represents the amount of the engine resource pool that is required for
multiprocessing management overhead.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to monitor the overall shared IFL pool engine utilization of each CPC at an hour granularity. The
individual LPAR views show to what extent each LPAR is using the logical IFL engines available for its use. Even though
the CPC level and LPAR level charts use the same chart variables, the actual values charted are different.
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Charts

CPC and LPAR Daily IFL Engine Dispatch

A series of charts are created for each CPC, with the first chart showing CPC level information and the remaining charts
in the series showing information for each LPAR. The following information is presented in two parts: one describing the
element values plotted for the CPC level chart, and the other describing the element values plotted for the individual
LPARs.

CPC level chart

For the CPC level chart, CPC level PR/SM data element values are substituted for the LPAR data elements:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total IFL Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective IFL Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective / 3600)

These vertical bars, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, show the total and effective dispatch of the physical processors in
the entire shared IFL engine pool. For this chart, a user data step takes the following actions before the ENGDISPT and
ENGDISPE derivations:

• Overwrite the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR observation.
• Change the LPAR name to ‘##CPC##’.
• Substitute PRSMTNST and PRSMTNET values for the LPAR equivalent data elements.

This process permits a CPC level view of the physical shared IFL engine pool dispatch activity. The total and effective
dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of dispatch. Since one engine can be
dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch of the engine pool to be represented as
physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three IFL engines could, at full utilization, provide three hours of
dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVIFL
Avg Number of Active IFL Processors (Set to PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Sharable Processors)

This horizontal reference line, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, shows the average number of physical processors
in the shared IFL engine pool. While the data extract plots data element LPCAVIFL, which is the average number of
logical CP engines assigned to an LPAR - for the ##CPC## chart, a user data step populates LPCAVIFL with the value
for PRSMANSP - which is the average number of physical engines in the shared IFL engine pool. The actual dispatch
engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this line. IBM features like capacity
provisioning and on/off capacity on demand can activate and deactivate physical processors -- so this line may not reflect
a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis
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HOUR
Hour of Day

LPAR level charts

The LPAR level charts use standard HARLPC file data elements, to derive the dispatch variables:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total IFL Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSNDTM - Total shared IFL Proc. Dispatch Time / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective IFL Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSNEDT - Total Shr IFL Proc. Effec. Dispatch Time / 3600)

The vertical bars, for the LPAR level charts, show the total and effective dispatch of the logical IFL processors assigned
to the LPAR. The total and effective dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of
dispatch. Because one engine can be dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch
of the engine pool to be represented as logical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three logical IFL engines
could, at full utilization, provide three hours of dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVIFL

Avg Number of Active IFL Processors

This horizontal reference line, for the LPAR level charts, shows the average number of logical IFL processors assigned to
the LPAR. The actual dispatch engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this
line. IBM features like the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) can activate and deactivate logical processors at the LPAR
level -- so this line may not reflect a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 and 02
• Filters:

– LPCSNEDT or LPCSNDTM GT 0 or PRSMLPNM="PHYSICAL" (Non-zero dispatch times for IFL engines or the
"PHYSICAL" LPAR)

– LPCDEDCT EQ 0 ; (no dedicated LPARS)
– PRSMTNSP GT 0 ; (at least one active physical IFL engine in shared engine pool)

• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

ENGDISPE

 ROUND((LPCSNEDT/3600),.1) ;
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ENGDISPT

 ROUND((LPCSNDTM/3600),.1) ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example, CPU, LPC and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFODI - CPC and LPAR Daily Shared zIIP Engine Dispatch by Hour

The RMFODI inquiry creates a series of charts showing hourly CPC and LPAR level dispatch percentages for the shared
zIIP (zSeries Integrated Information Processor) engine pool.

For each Central Processing Complex (CPC) in the DAYS timespan HARLPC file, the inquiry generates a CPC level
chart. The chart uses vertical bars to show the total and effective dispatch percentage of the physical zIIP engines for
each hour of the day -- plus a horizontal reference line showing the total number of physical engines in the shared zIIP
processor pool. Individual charts are also created for each LPAR in the CPC. These LPAR level charts show the dispatch
percentages of the logical zIIP engines assigned to the LPAR. For the LPAR charts, the horizontal reference line shows
the number of logical zIIP engines that are active for the LPAR.

The difference between total and effective dispatch represents the amount of the engine resource pool that is required for
multiprocessing management overhead.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to monitor the overall shared zIIP pool engine utilization of each CPC at an hour granularity. The
individual LPAR views show to what extent each LPAR is using the logical zIIP engines available for its use. Even though
the CPC level and LPAR level charts use the same chart variables, the actual values charted are different.

Note: If a CPC has one or more zIIP engines and no zAAP engines, and has specified ZAAPZIIP=YES in
SYS1.PARMLIB, zIIP engines process all specialty engine work - including work that would normally run on zAAP
engines. In this environment, all SMF and RMF metrics treat zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads as zIIP eligible. No zAAP
actual or eligible demand appears.
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Charts

CPC Total and Effective Daily zIIP Eng Dispatch

A series of charts are created for each CPC, with the first chart showing CPC level information, and the remaining charts
in the series showing information for each LPAR. The following information is presented in two parts: one describing the
element values plotted for the CPC level chart, and the other describing the element values plotted for the individual
LPARs.

CPC level chart

For the CPC level chart, CPC level PR/SM data element values are substituted for the LPAR data elements:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total zIIP Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective zIIP Engine Dispatch (Set to PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective / 3600)

The vertical bars, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, show the total and effective dispatch of the physical processors in
the entire shared zIIP engine pool. For this chart, a user data step takes the following actions before the ENGDISPT and
ENGDISPE derivations:

• Overwrite the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR observation.
• Change the LPAR name to ‘##CPC##’.
• Substitute PRSMTNST and PRSMTNET values for the LPAR equivalent data elements.

These actions result in a CPC level view of the physical shared zIIP engine pool dispatch activity. The total and effective
dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of dispatch. Since one engine can be
dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch of the engine pool to be represented as
physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three zIIP engines could, at full utilization, provide three hours of
dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVSUP

Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors (Set to PRSMANSP - Avg zIIP Sharable Processors)

This horizontal reference line, for the CPC level LPAR ##CPC##, shows the average number of physical processors
in the shared zIIP engine pool. While the data extract plots data element LPCAVZAP, which is the average number of
logical CP engines assigned to an LPAR - for the ##CPC## chart, a user data step populates LPCAVZAP with the value
for PRSMANSP - which is the average number of physical engines in the shared zIIP engine pool. The actual dispatch
engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this line. IBM features like capacity
provisioning and on/off capacity on demand can activate and deactivate physical processors -- so this line may not reflect
a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
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Hour of Day

LPAR level charts

The LPAR level charts use standard HARLPC file data elements, to derive the dispatch variables:

Left Y-axis

ENGDISPT
Total zIIP Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Proc. Dispatch Time / 3600)

ENGDISPE
Effective zIIP Engine Dispatch (Set to LPCSSEDT - Total Shr zIIP Proc. Effec.Dispatch Time / 3600)

The vertical bars, for the LPAR level charts, show the total and effective dispatch of the logical zIIP processors assigned
to the LPAR. The total and effective dispatch times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds of dispatch to hours of
dispatch. Because one engine can be dispatched a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion allows the dispatch
of the engine pool to be represented as logical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, three logical zIIP engines
could, at full utilization, provide three hours of dispatch time in one hour.

LPCAVSUP
Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors

This horizontal reference line, for the LPAR level charts, shows the average number of logical zIIP processors assigned to
the LPAR. The actual dispatch engine equivalents, charted with the vertical bars, can reach, but should never exceed this
line. IBM features like the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) can activate and deactivate logical processors at the LPAR
level -- so this line may not reflect a constant value over the entire day.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 and 02
• Filters:

– LPCSSEDT or LPCSSDTM GT 0 or PRSMLPNM="PHYSICAL" (Non-zero dispatch times for zIIP engines or the
"PHYSICAL" LPAR)

– LPCDEDCT EQ 0 ; (no dedicated LPARS)
– PRSMTSSP GT 0 ; (at least one active physical zIIP engine in shared engine pool)

• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Derivations:

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

 

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

ENGDISPE

 ROUND((LPCSSEDT/3600),.1) ;

 

ENGDISPT
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 ROUND((LPCSSDTM/3600),.1) ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements that you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier - for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMF Mainframe CPC Memory Use and Paging

The SAS ODS graphic inquiries that provide information about Mainframe CPC Memory Use and Paging are listed in the
following table:

Mainframe CPC Memory Use and Paging

Report Class Report Name Report Identifier
Performance z/OS Central Storage Daily Frame use by

SYSID
RMFODJ

z/OS System Daily Paging Analysis RMFODK

To execute these inquiries, access them through the  Database Inquiries option of MICF.

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

• RMFODJ - z/OS Central Storage Daily Frame Use by SYSID
• RMFODK - z/OS System Daily Paging Analysis

RMFODJ - z/OS Central Storage Daily Frame Use by SYSID

The RMFODJ inquiry shows how central storage 4k page frames are used for each z/OS LPAR in each Central
Processing Complex (CPC).

This inquiry generates the following charts:

• Daily Central Storage - Frames Available and Used
• Daily Central Storage - Private Frame Use
• Daily Central Storage - SQA and LSQA Frame Use
• Daily Central Storage - LPA Frame Use
• Daily Central Storage - CSA Frame Use
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Uses

These charts show how z/OS LPARs use the real memory in central storage. Lack of sufficient real memory to
handle workload requirements can result in excessive paging between central storage and auxiliary storage -- which
results in less than optimal performance. These charts help to understand how real memory is used and can assist in
identifying systems that are experiencing performance degradation due to insufficient central storage to satisfy workload
requirements.

Charts - z/OS Central Storage Daily Page Frame Use

CHART #1: Daily Central Storage - Frames Available and Used

Chart #1 displays the daily average central storage page frame usage by each category (private, SQA, CSA, and so on),
for each RMF interval. This usage is shown using vertical bars, which are stacked by central storage frame category.
A horizontal reference line shows the total central storage page frames available to the z/OS LPAR. The white space
between the top of the bars and the horizontal reference line represents available central storage page frames. The
first chart sample is an example of chart #1. It shows the daily page frame use for z/OS LPAR CA31, running on an IBM
zEC12 2827-615 CPC, at 15 minute intervals.
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Left Y-axis

PAGAVP
Avg CSA Frames

PAGAVC
Avg CSA Fixed Frames

PAGAVLP
Avg LPA Frames

PAGAVLF
Avg LPA Fixed Frames

PAGAVQ
Avg SQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVLS
Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

PAGFIN
Frames in Nucleus

PAGAVR
Average Private Fixed Frames

PAGAVS
Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

Right Y-axis

PAGAVT
Avg Total Frames

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

CHART #2: Daily Central Storage - Private Frames Use

Chart #2 displays the minimum, average, and maximum usage each interval for private fixed, and private pageable page
frames using horizontal lines.
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Left Y-axis

PAGMNS
Min Private Space Pageable Frames

PAGAVS
Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

PAGMXS
Max Private Space Pageable Frames

PAGMNR
Min Private Fixed Frames

PAGAVR
Average Private Fixed Frames

PAGMXR
Max Private Fixed Frames

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

CHART #3: Daily Central Storage - SQA and LSQA Frame Use

Chart #3 displays the minimum, average, and maximum usage each interval for System Queue Area (SQA) and Local
System Queue Area (LSQA) page frames using horizontal lines. The second chart sample is an example of chart #3,
generated for the same LPAR displayed with the first chart. You can see that the SQA and LSQA frame use has dropped
dramatically at about 10 PM.

Left Y-axis

PAGMNQ
Min SQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVQ
Avg SQA Fixed Frames

PAGMXQ
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Max SQA Fixed Frames

PAGMNLS
Min LSQA Frames

PAGAVLS
Avg LSQA Frames

PAGMXLS
Max LSQA Frames

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

CHART #4: Daily Central Storage - LPA Frame Use

Chart #4 displays the minimum, average, and maximum usage each interval for Link Pack Area (LPA) fixed and pageable
page frames using horizontal lines.

Left Y-axis

PAGMNLF
Min LPA Fixed Frames

PAGAVLF
Avg LPA Fixed Frames

PAGMXLF
Max LPA Fixed Frames

PAGMNLP
Min LPA Frames

PAGAVLP
Avg LPA Frames

PAGMXLP
Max LPA Frames

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

CHART #5: Daily Central Storage - CSA Frame Use

Chart #5 displays the minimum, average, and maximum usage each interval for Common Storage Area (CSA) fixed and
pageable page frames using horizontal lines.
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Left Y-axis

PAGMNC
Min CSA Fixed Frames

PAGAVC
Avg CSA Fixed Frames

PAGMXC
Max CSA Fixed Frames

PAGMNP
Min CSA Frames

PAGAVP
Avg CSA Frames

PAGMXP
Max CSA Frames

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Inquiry Defaults

The following are RMFODJ Inquiry Defaults:

• SCPPAG DETAIL timespan file: Cycles 01 - 02
• Filters: None
• User code excludes all but yesterday’s data (IF DATEPART(ENDTS) EQ TODAY()-1 ;
• Derivations:

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

HHMM

 PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

 

DATEHHMM

 PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || HHMM ;
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DATEHOUR

 PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• If you want to see hourly, rather than interval level page frame use, you can use the SCPPAG DAYS timespan.
• Using the following CPC Identification data elements you can filter on CPC:

– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier - for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFODK - z/OS System Daily Paging Analysis

The RMFODK inquiry shows paging rates for z/OS LPARs in each Central Processing Complex (CPC).

The inquiry produces the following charts:

• z/OS CPC Daily Paging Rate
• z/OS System Daily Page Fault Rate

The z/OS CPC Daily Paging Rate chart shows the hourly CPC paging rate of all z/OS LPARs with the contribution with
the contribution of each z/OS system shown using stacked vertical bars. The first chart sample is an example of the Daily
Paging Rate chart. Here you see the hourly CPC paging rate for the z/OS LPARs running on an IBM z196 2817-715 CPC.

The second chart, z/OS System Daily Page Fault Rate, shows the hourly system, application, and overall system page
rates for each z/OS LPAR. The system and application page fault rates are shown using horizontal lines, and the overall
system page rate is shown using a vertical bar. The second chart sample is an example of this chart. Here you see the
hourly system and application page fault rates, and the overall system paging rate for z/OS LPAR XAL1 running on an
IBM z10 2097-407 CPC.
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Uses

Paging is essential and normal for the z/OS operating system. High per-second paging rates can indicate insufficient CPC
central storage. Page faults result in workload delays. A program must wait for a page to be moved from auxiliary storage
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to central storage to continue executing. High page fault rates at the LPAR level can indicate insufficient central storage
allocation for the LPAR.

Charts

z/OS CPC Daily Paging Rate

Left Y-axis

PAGPSSPC
System Page Rate

X-axis

DATE HOUR
Date Hour

z/OS System Daily Page Rate and Faults

Left Y-axis

PAGPSAPF
Application Page Fault Rate

PAGPSSPF
System Page Fault Rate

PAGPSSPC
System Page Rate

X-axis

DATE HOUR
Date Hour

Inquiry Defaults

The following are RMFODK Inquiry Defaults:
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• SCPPAG DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 - 02
• Filters: None
• A Common Data Selection step selects yesterday’s data
• Derivations

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

DATE HOUR

 PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ‘:’ || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• If you want to see interval, rather than hourly level paging and page fault statistics, you can use the SCPPAG DETAIL
timespan.

• You can increase the number of cycles to show more than one day’s data on a single chart, but remove the step to
Select Yesterday, after the SCPPAG initial file selection step that selects only yesterday’s data.

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example, CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMF Mainframe CPC Specialty Engine Focus

The SAS ODS graphic inquiries that provide information about Mainframe CPC Specialty Engine Focus are listed in the
following table:

Mainframe CPC Specialty Engine Focus

Report Class Report Name Report Identifier
Performance Daily zIIP Engine Use and Demand by CPC

and SYSID
RMFODN

Daily zIIP Engine Use and Demand by
Service Class

RMFODO

To execute these inquiries, access them through the  Database Inquiries option of MICF.

RMFODN - Daily zIIP Engine Use and Demand by CPC and SYSID

The RMFODN inquiry charts the hourly actual zIIP engine use and zIIP engine eligible use for both the Central Processing
Complex (CPC) and the z/OS LPARs using the shared engine pools of a CPC. Only PR/SM managed z/OS LPARs are
charted. Non-z/OS LPARs and z/OS LPARs managed by VM are excluded from analysis because the data containing zIIP
engine demand is not available.

The example shows the following charts:

• CPC level chart (top) for an IBM z14 3906-608 CPC
• One of the individual LPAR charts for an LPAR defined to that CPC
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The CPC level chart shows total zIIP engine demand with the actual use and eligible demand stacked. The horizontal
reference line in the CPC level chart shows the number of physical zIIP engines in the CPC shared engine pool.

The LPAR level chart shows zIIP engine use and zIIP engine demand as separate vertical bars for each hour of the day.
The horizontal reference line in the LPAR level chart shows the number of logical zIIP engines assigned to the LPAR. One
LPAR level chart is produced for each LPAR that executed zIIP eligible work.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to determine if the zIIP engines in a CPC are sufficient to handle the zIIP eligible workload running on
z/OS LPARs. Even if no zIIP engines are present in a CPC, the charts show z/OS LPAR zIIP eligible work that executed
on CP engines. zIIP engines are less expensive than CP engines. Reducing CP engines in a CPC can reduce software
licensing fees. In general, if significant zIIP eligible work is executing on CP engines, it is cost-effective to add zIIP
engines to the CPC.

Note: If a CPC has one or more zIIP engines and no zAAP engines and has specified ZAAPZIIP=YES in SYS1.PARMLIB,
zIIP engines process all specialty engine work, including work that would normally run on zAAP engines. In this
environment, all SMF and RMF metrics treat zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads as zIIP eligible. No zAAP actual or eligible
demand appears.

Charts

Daily CPC zIIP Eng Use and Demand
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Left Y-axis

ZIPENGA
zIIP Engine Actual Usage

ZIPENGE
zIIP Engine Eligible Usage

This extract shows the total z/OS LPAR zIIP usage at the CPC level. The vertical bars show total zIIP actual and zIIP
eligible CPU time for all PR/SM managed z/OS LPARs at the CPC level. The CPU times are divided by 3600 to convert
from seconds to hours. Because one engine can be dispatched for a maximum of one hour, per hour, per hour, this
conversion allows the CPU demand to be represented as physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For example, two
zIIP engines could, at full utilization, provide two hours of CPU time in one hour.

Right Y-axis

PRSMASSP
Avg zIIP Shareable Processors

Average number of physical zIIP engines online in the shared zIIP engine pool.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Daily z/OS System zIIP Eng Use and Demand

Left Y-axis

ZIPENGA
zIIP Engine Actual Usage

ZIPENGE
zIIP Engine Eligible Usage

This extract shows the z/OS LPAR zIIP usage for the CPCs charted in the CPC level data extract. The vertical bars show
total zIIP actual and zIIP eligible CPU time for all PR/SM managed z/OS LPARs at the LPAR level. The CPU times are
divided by 3600 to convert from seconds to hours. Because one engine can be dispatched a maximum of one hour,
per hour, this conversion allows the CPU demand to be represented as physical engine dispatch hour equivalents. For
example, two zIIP engines could, at full utilization, provide two hours of CPU time in one hour.
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Right Y-axis

CPUAVOZP
Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

Average number of logical zIIP processors online to the LPAR each hour.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Defaults

• HARCPU DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01-02
• WLMSEC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01-02
• Filters: PRSMUSCT GT 0 (only PR/SM managed LPARs)
• User code selects yesterday's data (IF DATEPART(ENDTS) EQ TODAY()-1 ;
• Derivations:

CPCID

%CPCID ;

ZIPENGA

ROUND((SECSUPTM/3600),.001);

ZIPENGE

ROUND((SECSUPCT/3600),.001) ;

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the RMFODN inquiry:

• You can increase the number HARCPU and WLMSEC DAYS timespan cycles input but comment out the user code in
each file selection step that selects yesterday's data.

• You can use a filter statement to restrict data to focus on a particular time range (for example, HOUR GE 8 AND
HOUR LE 17) or particular time zone (for example, ZONE EQ 1)

• You can add filter statements to select only a single CPC or set of CPCs using the identifying data elements shown in
the CPCID derivation.

RMFODO - Daily zIIP Engine Use and Demand by Service Class

The RMFODO inquiry charts the hourly total zIIP engine demand (actual zIIP engine use plus zIIP engine eligible use)
by WLM Service Class, for the Central Processing Complex (CPC) and individual z/OS LPARs using the shared engine
pools of a CPC. Only PR/SM managed z/OS LPARs contribute to these charts because the data containing zIIP engine
demand, extracted from the WLMSEC Service Class Resource Consumption file, is derived from RMF type 72-3 records,
which only record zIIP engine demand for PR/SM managed z/OS LPARs.

The example shows the following charts:

• CPC level chart (top) for an IBM z14 3906-608 CPC
• One of the individual LPAR charts for an LPAR defined to that CPC

Both the CPC level and SYSID level charts show total hourly zIIP engine demand, using vertical bars, which are stacked
by WLM Service Class.
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Note: A fake Service class named ‘*NO ZIP*’ is created, showing no usage, for hours where there was no zIIP engine
demand. This class prevents charts from being produced where hours are missing from the X-axis.
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Uses

This inquiry is used to examine the WLM Service Classes that execute zIIP engine eligible work. If zIIP usage appears
for an LPAR that does not have zIIP engines assigned, then the work is actually executing on expensive CP engines. You
may want to reconfigure the LPAR with one or more zIIP engines or reroute the Service Class workload to execute on an
LPAR with zIIP engines. The charts as delivered show total demand, which is the sum of zIIP engine actual use plus any
zIIP engine eligible use that executed on CP engines. The two components, actual use and eligible use, are available for
charting and can be selected as the Y-axis chart variables if desired. Additionally, you can review the RMFODO - Daily
zIIP Engine Use and Demand by CPC and SYSID inquiry charts. These charts show the breakdown of actual and eligible
zIIP engine demand in a single chart.

Note: If a CPC has one or more zIIP engines and no zAAP engines, and has specified ZAAPZIIP=YES in
SYS1.PARMLIB, zIIP engines process all specialty engine work, including work that would typically run on zAAP engines.
In this environment, all SMF and RMF metrics treat zAAP and zIIP eligible workloads as zIIP eligible. No zAAP actual or
eligible demand appears.
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Charts

Daily Total zIIP Demand by Service Class

Left Y-axis

ZIPENGT
Total zIIP Engine Demand Actual+Eligible

The vertical bars show total zIIP usage (zIIP actual+eligible CPU time) at the CPC level and for each PR/SM managed z/
OS LPAR. For each CPC, the CPC level chart is produced first, with an SYSID value of ‘#CPC’ and is followed by the PR/
SM managed z/OS LPARs for that CPC. The CPU times are divided by 3600 to convert from seconds to hours to create
the chart variable ZIPENGT. Because one engine can be dispatched for a maximum of one hour, per hour, this conversion
allows the zIIP engine demand to be represented as physical engine hour equivalents. For example, two zIIP engines
could, at full utilization, provide two hours of CPU time in one hour.

X-axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Inquiry Defaults

• HARCPU DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 -02
• WLMSEC DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01-02
• Filters: PRSMUSCT GT 0 (only PR/SM managed LPARs)
• User code selects yesterday's data (IF DATEPART(ENDTS) EQ TODAY()-1 ;
• Derivations:

CPCID

%CPCID;

ZIPENGT

SUM(ZIPENGA,ZIPENGE) ;

ZIPENGA

ROUND((SECSUPTM/3600),.001);

ZIPENGE

ROUND((SECSUPCT/3600),.001) ;

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the RMFODO inquiry:
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• You can increase the number HARCPU and WLMSEC DAYS timespan cycles input but comment out the user code in
each file selection step that selects yesterday's data.

• You can use a filter statement to restrict data to focus on a particular time range (for example, HOUR GE 8 AND
HOUR LE 17) or particular time zone (for example, ZONE EQ 1)

• You can add filter statements to select only a single CPC or set of CPCs using the identifying data elements shown in
the CPCID derivation.

• If you want to generate these charts to see either the zIIP engine actual use or zIIP engine eligible use, change the Y-
axis variable charted. The default is ZIPENGT but ZIPENGA or ZIPENGE can be selected.

RMF Mainframe MSU Utilization and LPAR Capping

This section contains the following topics:

RMFOD4 - Daily z/OS LPAR MSU Use Cap and 4 Hour Avg

The RMFOD4 inquiry shows the average MSU usage of z/OS LPARs at the RMF interval level and includes the four
hour rolling MSU average. All z/OS LPARs are accounted for. This inquiry is similar to the RMFOD5 inquiry but has the
additional benefit of showing the four hour rolling MSU average which is only available for z/OS LPARs. The inquiry
generates two separate charts. One for z/OS LPARs that have defined capacity limits, and the other for z/OS LPARs
with no defined capacity limits. One of the uncapped LPARs for each CPC is the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR that captures PR/SM
overhead.

The top example shows the average MSU usage chart for a z/OS LPAR (PRSMLPNM=’CA31’) running on an IBM zEC12
2827-615 CPC. The RMF intervals records were generated at 30-minute intervals, and the LPAR has a defined capacity
limit of 300 MSUs. The second example shows the average MSU usage chart for another LPAR (PRSMLPNM=’ZQ01’) on
the same CPC. The RMF intervals records were also generated at 30-minute intervals. This second LPAR has no defined
capacity limit.
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Uses

The processing capacity of mainframe CPCs is expressed in MSUs (Millions of Service Units per Hour). One of the
characteristics of a specific CPC model is its MSU capacity. This capacity is indicative of its workload processing
capability and is directly related to the number of general-purpose CP engines configured. Each LPAR that is assigned
logical CP processors uses some amount of the available CPC MSUs. The MSU capacity of a CPC and of individual
LPARs can influence the cost of software licensed to run on LPARs.

Some software licensing costs can be lowered by defining a capacity limit for an LPAR. The limit prevents the LPAR
from using the full MSU capacity associated with the logical processors assigned to it. The RMFOD4 charts can be used
to monitor the normal MSU consumption of LPARs that use general-purpose CP engines, and also to determine the
appropriate value to use for a defined capacity limit. The four hour rolling average is helpful because LPARs are allowed
to exceed the defined limit, without penalty, as long as the four hour rolling MSU average stays below the defined limit.

For example, if the daily MSU usage shown for the LPAR in the top example (PRSMLPNM=’CA31’) is consistent, over
time, it means that the limit of 300 MSUs is set too high. A defined capacity limit of about 280 MSUs is a more appropriate
setting for this LPAR - given that the peak four-hour rolling average was 276 MSUs.

Charts

Daily MSU Use for Cap z/OS LPARs 4H Avg

All LPARs in this data extract have defined capacity limits. If no LPARs in any CPCs have defined capacity limits, no
charts are produced.
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Left Y-axis

CPUAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

Right Y-axis #1

CPUAVLAC
Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

Right Y-axis #2

CPUDEFLM
Partition Defined Capacity Limit

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element HHMM is derived by concatenating the HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together, separated by a
colon, HH:MM (for example, 14:59 meaning hour 14, 59th minute).

Daily MSU Use for Uncap z/OS LPARs 4H Avg

All LPARs in this data extract have no defined capacity limits. There is always at least one LPAR in this data extract for
each CPC -- the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR which shows PR/SM overhead.

Left Y-axis

CPUAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

Right Y-axis

CPUAVLAC
Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element HHMM is derived by concatenating the HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together, separated by a
colon, HH:MM (for example, 14:59 meaning hour 14, 59th minute).

Inquiry Defaults

• HARCPU DETAIL timespan file: Cycles 01 - 02
• Filters: PRSMUSCT GT 0 (only PR/SM managed LPARs)
• Previous Day is selected
• Derivations:
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CPCID

 %CPCID;

 

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

HHMM

 PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• If you want to see hourly, rather than interval level MSU usage and four-hour rolling MSU averages, you can change
use the HARLPC DAYS timespan.

• You can increase the number of cycles to create charts for multiple days, but remove the step that selects only
yesterday’s data.

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example., CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFOD5 - Daily LPAR MSU Use and Capacity Limits

The RMFOD5 inquiry shows the average MSU usage of LPARs at the RMF interval level. All LPARs are accounted for
with the exception of LPARs that exclusively use specialty engines, such as Coupling Facility LPARs with ICF engines
only or Linux LPARs with IFL engines only. If an LPAR uses at least one general-purpose CP engine, a chart is produced.
The inquiry generates two separate charts. One for LPARs that have defined capacity limits, and the other for LPARs
with no defined capacity limits. One of the uncapped LPARs for each CPC is the 'PHYSICAL' LPAR that captures PR/SM
overhead.

The inquiry produces a vertical bar chart where each bar represents the average number of consumed MSUs.

The top example shows the average MSU usage chart for an LPAR (PRSMLPNM=’ZQ02’) running on an IBM z10
2097-712 CPC. The RMF record interval was 30 minutes and the LPAR has a defined capacity limit of 200 MSUs.

The second example shows the average MSU usage chart for another LPAR (PRSMLPNM=’ZQ02’) on the same CPC.
The RMF record interval records were 30 minutes and the LPAR has no defined capacity limit.
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Uses

The processing capacity of mainframe CPCs is expressed in MSUs (Millions of Service Units per Hour). One of the
characteristics of a specific CPC model is its MSU capacity. This capacity is indicative of its workload processing
capability and is directly related to the number of general-purpose CP engines configured. Each LPAR that is assigned
logical CP processors uses some amount of the available CPC MSUs. The MSU capacity of a CPC and of individual
LPARs can influence the cost of software licensed to run on LPARs. Some software licensing costs can be lowered by
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defining a capacity limit for an LPAR. The limit prevents the LPAR from using the full MSU capacity associated with the
logical processors assigned to it.

These charts can be used to monitor the normal MSU consumption of LPARs that use general-purpose CP engines, and
also to determine whether the values used as defined capacity limits are correctly set.

Charts

Daily MSU Use for Capped LPARs

All LPARs in these charts have defined capacity limits. If no LPARs in any CPCs have no charts are produced for capped
LPARs.

Left Y-axis

LPCAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

Right Y-axis

LPCDEFLM
Partition Defined Capacity Limit

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element HHMM is derived by concatenating the HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together, separated by a
colon, HH:MM (for example, 14:59 meaning hour 14, 59th minute).

Daily MSU Use for Uncapped LPARs

All LPARs in these charts have no defined capacity limits. There is always at least one LPAR in this data extract for each
CPC - the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR which shows PR/SM overhead.

Left Y-axis

LPCAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

Right Y-axis
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LPCDEFLM
Partition Defined Capacity Limit

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element HHMM is derived by concatenating the HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together, separated by a
colon, HH:MM (for example, 14:59 meaning hour 14, 59th minute).

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC at the DETAIL timespan file: Cycles 01 - 02
• Filters: PRSMLPTP EQ ‘CP’ or PRSMLPTP EQ ‘PHY’ (select LPARs using CP engines)
• Previous Day is selected
• Derivations:

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

HHMM

 PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• If you want to see hourly, rather than interval level MSU usage averages, you can change use the HARLPC DAYS
timespan.

• You can increase the number of cycles to create charts for multiple days, but remove the step that selects only
yesterday’s data.

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example., CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFOD6 - Daily CPC MSU Use with Stacked LPARs

The RMFOD6 inquiry shows the average MSU usage for the Central Processing Complex (CPC) at an hourly or RMF
interval level, with the individual LPAR usage broken out in each vertical bar. All LPAR MSU usage is accounted for with
the exception of LPARs that have only specialty engines, such as Coupling Facility LPARs with ICF engines only or Linux
LPARs with IFL engines only. If an LPAR uses at least one general-purpose CP engine, it contributes to the chart. Two
MSU utilization files are provided. One file generates daily charts for each CPC, and another extract generates a single
chart for each CPC showing multiple days of activity if multiple HARLPC file cycles are input.

The inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart where each bar represents the average number of consumed MSUs
stacked by interval for each LPAR.
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The first example shows the average MSU usage for one day of an IBM z196 2817-715 CPC.

The second example shows three days of activity on the same CPC model. Notice that the X-axis label is expanded to
show both the DATE, HOUR, and MINUTE of the vertical bars.
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Uses

The processing capacity of mainframe CPCs is expressed in MSUs (Millions of Service Units per Hour). This inquiry
provides a CPC level view of MSU usage. The generated MSU charts have the same pattern as the daily CP engine
utilization chart by hour generated by inquiry RMFODD because MSU usage is a derivative of CP engine usage. These
charts help you see LPAR usage patterns relative to each other throughout the day. These charts can be compared to the
MSU capacity of the CPC to help determine when an upgrade (or downgrade) is considered.

Charts

Daily MSU Use by CPC Stacked LPARs

Left Y-axis

LPCAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

X-axis

HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element HHMM is derived by concatenating the HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together, separated by a
colon, HH:MM (for example, 14:59 meaning hour 14, 59th minute).

Multiday MSU Use by CPC Stacked LPARs

Left Y-axis

LPCAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

X-axis

DATEHHMM
Date Hour Minute
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Data element DATEHHMM is derived by concatenating the DATE, HOUR and MINUTE of each RMF interval together in
the format YYYY.MM.DD-HH:MM.

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC at the DAYS timespan file: Cycles 01 - 03
• Filters: PRSMLPTP EQ ‘CP’ or PRSMLPTP EQ ‘PHY’ (select LPARs using CP engines)
• Derivations:

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

DATE

 DATEPART(ENDTS);

 

HHMM

 PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

 

DATEHOUR

 PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

 

DATEHHMM

 PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

 

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• If you want to see hourly, rather than interval level MSU usage averages, you can change use the HARLPC
DAYS timespan. If so, you may want to substitute the DATEHOUR element for the DATEHHMM element in the
SUMMARIZATION and RMFOD6B macro.

• If you want to see only yesterday’s data, a Common Data Selection Step after the file selection step to select the
Previous Day.

• You can increase or decrease the number of HARLPC file cycles to see more or fewer days of average MSU
utilization.

• Using the following CPC Identification data elements you can filter on CPC:
– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier - for example., CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

RMFOM0 - Monthly LPAR MSU Use and Capacity Limits

The RMFOM0 inquiry shows the monthly z/OS LPAR MSU use at the ZONE (Time Zone) level.

All z/OS LPARs are accounted for. For each ZONE within each month, three vertical bars show the minimum, average,
and maximum MSU use in the time range. The inquiry generates two separate files. One for z/OS LPARs that have
defined capacity limits, and the other for z/OS LPARs with no defined capacity limits. One of the uncapped LPARs for
each CPC is the PHYSICAL LPAR that captures PR/SM overhead.
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The inquiry produces a clustered vertical bar chart where one bar represents the average number of consumed MSUs,
one bar represents the minimum number of consumed MSUs and another bar represents the maximum number of
consumed MSUs.

The example shows the minimum, average, and maximum MSU usage chart for a z/OS LPAR (PRSMLPNM=’SYSE’)
running on an IBM zEC12 2287-615 CPC. Four ZONES have been defined to MICS. The title of the chart is manually
customized using the Q&R View Edit facilities to specify the day and time ranges that are associated with each ZONE.

Uses

The processing capacity of mainframe CPCs is expressed in MSUs (Millions of Service Units per Hour). One of the
characteristics of a specific CPC model is its MSU capacity. This capacity is indicative of its workload processing
capability and is directly related to the number of general-purpose CP engines configured. Each LPAR that is assigned
logical CP processors uses some amount of the available CPC MSUs. The MSU capacity of a CPC and of individual
LPARs can influence the cost of software licensed to run on LPARs. Some software licensing costs can be lowered by
defining a capacity limit for an LPAR. The limit prevents the LPAR from using the full MSU capacity associated with the
logical processors assigned to it.

The RMFOM0 charts are useful for visualizing longer term resource usage trends for your z/OS LPARs. The average
MSU usage bar is the most important. The MIN and MAX represent singular extremes, while the average MSU use is the
average of all RMF intervals over each time period charted.

Charts

Monthly MSU Use for Capped LPARs

All LPARs in this data extract have defined capacity limits. If no LPARs in any CPCs have defined capacity limits, a single
chart is produced with a CPCID of ‘NO Capped LPARS’ and an LPAR name of ‘NADA.’
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Left Y-axis

LPCMNMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCUAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCMXMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCDEFLM
Partition Defined Capacity Limit

X-axis

YYYYMMZZ
Year : Month : Zone

Data element YYYYMMZZ is derived by concatenating the 4-digit year, colon ":", and 2-digit month, with the literal " - Zone
", and the 1-digit ZONE value (for example, 2010:08-Zone 1).

Monthly MSU Use for Uncapped LPARs

All LPARs in this data extract have no defined capacity limits. There is always at least one LPAR in this data extract for
each CPC -- the ‘PHYSICAL’ LPAR which shows PR/SM overhead.

Left Y-axis

LPCMNMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCUAVMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

LPCMXMSU
Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

X-axis
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HHMM
Hour : Minute

Data element YYYYMMZZ is derived by concatenating the 4-digit year, colon ":", 2-digit month, with the literal " - Zone ",
and the 1-digit ZONE value (for example: 2010:08-Zone 1).

Inquiry Defaults

• HARLPC at the MONTHS timespan file: Cycles 00 - 06
• Filters: PRSMLPTP EQ ‘CP’ or ‘PHYSICAL’ (Only CP using LPARs or PR/SM overhead (PHYSICAL)
• Derivations:

CPCID

 %CPCID ;

 

YYYYMMZZ

 PUT(YEAR4,Z4.) || ':' || PUT(MONTH,Z2.) || '-Zone ' || SUBSTR(ZONE,1,1) ;

Modifications

Modification considerations:

• You can increase or decrease the number of cycles to look at more or few months.
• You can use a filter statement to restrict data to focus on a particular time zone (for example, ZONE EQ 1).
• Using the following CPC Identification data elements, you can filter on CPC:

– fffMOD - Processor Model Family (where fff is the file identifier -- for example., CPU, LPC, and so on.)
– CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
– CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

• If you want to focus exclusively on the important Average MSU use value, you can remove the MIN and/or MAX MSU
use data elements from the chart display.

WLM Service Class and Report Class Analysis

This section contains the following topics:

RMFODP - z/OS Report Class Analysis by SYSPLEX, CPCID, and SYSID

The RMFODP inquiry displays resource usage, performance indicators, summary sampled state percentages, and
detailed execution delay state information for each Workload Manager (WLM) Report Class or Report Class Period.

The inquiry produces vertical bar charts. The SYSID level shows the total CP, zIIP, and zAAP times stacked for each hour
of the day.

The RMFODP information is provided by the following three data extracts at the z/OS LPAR (SYSID), Central Processing
Complex (CPC), and SYSPLEX levels:

• Report Class by SYSPLEX
• Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID
• Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID

Each data extract generates the following four chart views:
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• CPU and PI
• Sampling Summary
• Exec Delay States Group 1
• Exec Delay States Group 2

Refer to the RMFODR - z/OS Service Class Analysis by SYSPLEX, CPCID, and SYSID inquiry description for information
about each of these chart views. The chart views and individual chart content for the RMFODR and these RMFODP
inquiries are almost identical. The only difference is in the title area and relates to the type of the charted Report Classes.

WLM Report Classes can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous Report Classes are defined to include
workloads from a single Service Class. Heterogeneous Report Classes are defined to include workloads that span two or
more Service Classes.

For both homogeneous and heterogeneous Report Classes, the title area of each chart shows the SYSPLEX name,
Report Class Name, Relative Importance, Goal Type, and Report Class period charted. For homogeneous Report
Classes, all of these fields will be populated.

For heterogeneous Report Classes, the Relative Importance and Goal Type values will be blank and the Report
Class Period value will show a value of 1 (one). This is because heterogeneous Report Classes include workload
information drawn from multiple Service Classes that could have different importance levels, goal types, and periods.

Both chart samples shown previously are charts that are generated from the data extract Report Class by SYSPLEX
CPCID.

The first chart shows an example of a homogeneous Report Class, Report Class DATABASE. As you can see, all values
in the chart title area are populated.

The second chart sample above shows an example of a heterogeneous Report Class, Report Class SYSTEST. You can
see that the Relative Importance and Goal Type are blank, the period reported is 1, and the Performance Index is missing.
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Uses

Refer to the RMFODR - z/OS Service Class Analysis by SYSPLEX, CPCID, and SYSID inquiry description for information
about the use of this RMFODP inquiry. The chart views and individual chart content for the RMFODR and these RMFODP
inquiries are almost identical.
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While Service Classes must be defined, Report Classes are optional, user-defined reporting groups. Report Classes
allow the analyst to report on a specific set of workloads. These workloads might be a sub-set of the workloads belonging
to a single Service Class, or may span two or more Service Classes.  When the WLM Report Class is heterogeneous
(spanning more than one Service Class), the Goal Type and Relative Importance are unreliable and therefore are missing
values in the charts.

To be efficient, the number of Service Classes that are defined for a specific WLM Policy must be limited. A typical Service
Policy may have only 30 to 40 Service Classes defined. But up to 999 Report Classes may be defined, providing the user
with a powerful tool to track the performance of specific, mission critical applications.

When the workloads assigned to a Report Class are a subset of a single Service Class (for example, a Report Class that
selects a single CICS region belonging to the Service Class PRODCICS), the Report Class is homogeneous. Information
about the Report Class data includes Importance Level, Period level records, Goal, and Performance Index information.

In the CPU and PI chart, the CPU time for general processor CP, zIIP, and zAAP cores are charted, along with the
Performance Index (PI) (for homogeneous report classes) are displayed for each Report Class Period. The CPU times
used for each processor engine type are stacked and are scaled using the left Y-axis. The left Y-axis is delivered with
fixed values over all charts, showing 0 to 5 hours of CPU time. The vertical bars show the total CPU time used by each
Report Class for the three core types (CP, zIIP, and zAAP). By using a fixed axis, you can easily visually identify Service
Classes that use significant amounts of CPU time. If the aggregate amount of CPU time used by Report Classes at your
site exceeds 5 hours over one hour of clock time, you will want to adjust the left-Y axis max value higher. Similarly, if the
Report Class using the most CPU time in your SYSPLEX uses significantly less than 5 hours of CPU time per clock hour,
you will want to adjust the left-Y axis max value lower.

Two lines are plotted against the right Y-axis scale - the Performance Index (PI) for the SCP, and a Performance Index
"goal met" reference line, set to 1. To prevent scaling issues, PI values greater than 5 are set to 5. PI values between zero
(0) and one (1) mean that the Report Class exceeded the specified performance goal. A value equal to 1 means that the
goal was met exactly. Values greater than 1 means that the specified performance goal was not met. The PI cannot be
computed for certain goal types such as DISCRETIONARY and SYSTEM SPECIFIED.

NOTE

By design, SYSPLEXes can span Central Processing Complexes. If your SYSPLEXES do not span CPCs, then
the first chart sets are identical, with the exception that the second data extract, Report Class by SYSPLEX
CPCID, identifies the CPC in each chart title. If your SYSPLEXes do span CPCs, then the Report Class by
SYSPLEX CPCID data extract displays multiple charts for a Report Class that ran on multiple CPCs.

Charts

Report Class by SYSPLEX - CPU and PI

Note: RCP = Report Class Period

Left Y-axis
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• SECCPUTM
CPU Time on CP

• SECSUPTM
CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)

• SECZAPTM
CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute

Report Class by SYSPLEX - Sampling Summary

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCUSE
Pct Total WLM Using Samples (derived in inquiry code)

• SEDPCDUN
Pct Wait - Unknown

• SEDPCSAM
Pct Total Execution Delay Samples (derived in inquiry code)

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute
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Report Class by SYSPLEX - Exec Delay States Group 1

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCDCP
PCT Wait - CPU on CP

• SEDPCSUD
PCT Wait - CPU on zIIP

• SEDPCZPD
PCT Wait - CPU on zAAP

• SEDPCAMD
PCT Wait - Crypto AM Processor

• SEDPCAPD
PCT Wait - Crypto Assist Processor

• SEDPCCRD
PCT Wait - Crypto Processors

• SEDPCCOD
PCT Wait - Resource Contention

• SEDPCDCC
PCT Wait - CPU Capping

• SEDPCDQU
PCT Wait - Quiesce

• SEDPCDMP
PCT Wait - MPL Delay

• SEDPCSMP
PCT Wait - Server MPL

• SEDPCDRG
PCT Wait - Resource Group Capping

• SEDPCDSD
PCT Wait - DASD I/O Delay

• SEDPCSQU
PCT Wait - Server Queue Delay

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis

• HHMM
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Hour: Minute

Report Class by SYSPLEX - Exec Delay States Group 2

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCDES
Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

• SEDPCDHS
Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

• SEDPCDPC
Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDPP
Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDSI
Pct Wait - Swap-In

• SEDPCDVI
Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDXM
Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCSHP
Pct Wait - Server Hiperspace Paging

• SEDPCSPP
Pct Wait - Server Private Area Paging

• SEDPCSSI
Pct Wait - Server Swap-In

• SEDPCSVP
Pct Wait - Server Space VIO Paging

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute
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Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID

At the Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID level, charts are provided using the same Y and X axis charted data elements,
as those described for data extract Report Class by SYSPLEX.

The only difference is that additional charts are generated if the SYSPLEX spans multiple CPCs. The chart granularity for
the SYSPLEX level chats followed this pattern:

The chart granularity for the Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID charts follows this pattern:

If a SYSPLEX spans two or more CPCs, more SYSPLEX CPCID level charts will be generated than at the SYSPLEX
level.

If a SYSPLEX does not span CPCs, however, the number of unique charts generated by the SYSPLEX level and
SYSPLEX CPCID level output is identical.

Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID

Data extract Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID provides the same four Q&R chart views, with charts displaying
the same Y and X axis charted data elements, as those described for data extract Report Class by SYSPLEX.

The only difference is that additional charts are generated if the SYSPLEX spans multiple CPCs, or multiple z/OS LPARs.

The chart granularity for the SYSPLEX level data extract followed this pattern:

The chart granularity for the Report Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID data extract follows this pattern:

With this data extract, you can examine the performance of each Report Class Period on each z/OS LPAR.

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• WLM_EC at the DAYS timespan
• WLM_ED at the DAYS timespan
• Filters: Empty Filter tasks provided as a placeholder for user WLM_EC and WLM_ED file filtering to exclude/select

specific SYSPLEXs, SYSIDs, ZONEs, and so on.
• Derivations:

CPCID

%CPCID ;

DATE
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DATEPART(ENDTS);

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

SECFILE

1 ; Used after MERGE of WLM_EC and WLM_ED files to limit charting to observations that contained WLM_EC file

 data. 

SEDPCSAM

100 * SEDTOSAM / SEDTOSST;

SEDPCUSE

100 * SEDTOUSE / SEDTOSST;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• Unit
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)
• SYSPLEX

        Enter SYSPLEX name or leave blank to chart all SYSPLEX's.

• LEFT-Y AXIS SCALE
Specify the maximum Left-Y axis chart value for the REPORT Class CPU and PI charts. The default is 5 hours. If you
have report CPU time in an hour, you can increase the maximum scale, or lower the scale to a value that would be
more representative of your workloads. Specifying a value of zero (0) removes the maximum scaling and lets SAS
adjust the scale based on the data charted.
– 5 - Maximum Left-Y axis (default)
– 0 - SAS automatic scaling
Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions:
– Set Cycle range to 01-02
– Set Select Yesterday to Y                       

SASLOG WARNING messages and incomplete charts

Warning messages may appear for data elements SECPINDX and REFPINDX.  These data elements will contain missing
values for heterogeneous report classes and certain goal types.                                          
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Sample SAS Warning messages might include:

WARNING
Y='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

RMFODQ - z/OS Daily Top 10 Service Classes by SYSPLEX

The RMFODQ inquiry displays several pie charts showing a daily view of the top ten Service Class users of several
important resources - CPU, I/O, and Central Storage. For the CPU usage pie chart, CP, zIIP, and zAAP CPU times are
aggregated into a single metric. The metric shows total CPU utilization across all engine types.

The inquiry produces the following charts showing which WLM service classes consume the highest amount of three
different resources:

• z/OS Daily Top Ten Service Class Storage
• z/OS Daily Top Ten Service Class CPU Time
• z/OS Daily Top Ten Service Class IO SUs

The chart heading information shows the SYSPLEX Name, DATE, and resource unit (CPU, I/O, or Central Storage)
charted. Three different charts are generated, each one showing the top ten users of a resource. An artificial Service
Class, Z_OTHER, is created and used to display the aggregated resource use for Service Classes where their pie slice
was less that one percent or the remaining Service Classes beyond the top 10 (default). 

NOTE

If you want to see the top nn resource users, where nn is a number other than 10, see the Run-Time Execution
Parameter section.

The first chart shows the top ten Service Classes consuming CPU time for the day in SYSPLEX PLEXC1. The second
chart shows the top ten Service Class highest average consumers of central storage page frames.
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Uses

The pie charts generated by the RMFODQ inquiry provide a good way to identify quickly the Service Classes that
dominate resource utilization across your WLM SYSPLEXES. Identifying these high use resource consumers allows you
to focus performance improvement efforts where they provide the greatest return.
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Charts

zOS Daily Top 10 Service Class CPU Time

Pie Slices

• TOTCPUTotal CP zIIP and zAAP CPU Time

NOTE

TOTCPU is the sum of CP, Normalized zIIP, and Normalized zAAP CPU Times.

zOS Daily Top 10 Service Class IO SUs

Pie Slices

• SECTOIOC
I/O Service Units

zOS Daily Top 10 Service Class Storage

Pie Slices
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• SECAVCRS
Average Storage Used - CS

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCPU DAYS timespan file: Cycle 01 (used to determine CPCID)
• WLMSEC at the DAYS timespan

Derivations:

CPCID

%CPCID ;

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS);

TOTCPU

TOTCPU = SUM(SECTCPTM,SECZAPTM,SECSUPTM) ;

TOTNN

TOPNN = 10 ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• # OF SERVICE CLASSES
Specify the number of service classes to appear on the report.
10 - default

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)

Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions:

•   Set Cycle range to 01-02                            
•   Set Select Yesterday to Y               

RMFODR - z/OS Service Class Analysis by SYSPLEX, CPCID, and SYSID

The RMFODR inquiry creates charts that display resource usage, performance indicators, summary sampled state
percentages, and detailed execution delay state information for each Workload Manager (WLM) Service Class Period
(SCP).

The inquiry produces vertical bar charts. The SYSID level shows the total CP, zIIP, and zAAP times stacked for each hour
of the day.  Charts are created at three levels of granularity--z/OS LPAR (SYSID), Central Processing Complex (CPC),
and SYSPLEX levels:
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• Service Class by SYSPLEX
• Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID
• Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID

At each level of granularity, the following four chart sets are produced, with one chart for each SCP:

1. CPU and PI
2. Sampling Summary
3. Exec Delay States Group 1
4. Exec Delay States Group 2

The title area for all RMFODR inquiry charts shows the SYSPLEX name, Service Class Name, Relative Importance, Goal
Type, and Service Class period charted. As delivered, each RMFODR inquiry chart shows the hourly activity for a day. For
each SYSPLEX, the Service Class Periods are presented in Relative Importance order, with the most important Service
Classes presented first.

With the first chart, CPU and PI, the Performance Index (PI) and the CPU time used by the Service Class Period are
shown are shown. The CPU times used for each processor core type (CP, zIIP, and zAAP) are stacked and are scaled
using the left Y-axis. The left y-axis is delivered with fixed values over all charts, showing 0 to 5 hours of CPU time. The
vertical bars show the total CPU time used by each SCP for the three core types. By using a fixed axis, you can easily
identify Service Classes in the chart thumbnail section that used significant amounts of CPU time. If the aggregate amount
of CPU time used by Service Classes at your site exceeds 5 hours over one hour of clock time, you will want to adjust the
left-Y axis max value higher. Similarly, if the Service Class using the most CPU time in your SYSPLEX uses significantly
less than 5 hours of CPU time per clock hour, you will want to adjust the left-Y axis max value lower. Two lines are plotted
against the right Y-axis scale - the Performance Index (PI) for the SCP, and a Performance Index "goal met" reference
line, set to 1. To prevent scaling issues, PI values greater than 5 are set to 5. PI values between zero (0) and one (1)
mean that the Service Class exceeded the specified performance goal. A value equal to 1 means that the goal was met
exactly. Values greater than 1 means that the specified performance goal was not met. The PI cannot be computed for
certain goal types such as DISCRETIONARY and SYSTEM SPECIFIED.

The second chart, Sampling Summary, displays plays the percentage of times workloads for the SCP were found to
be in one of three states: Using, Wait-Unknown, and Execution Delays. The percentage of each state is stacked using
vertical bars and are scaled using the left Y-axis fixed to show values from 0 to 100 percent. The Using state represents
the percentage of samples where the workloads were using the CPU, and if I/O Priority is active, performing I/O. The
Wait-Unknown state represents the percentage of workload delay states that WLM does not manage. These delays
include time waiting on an I/O, DB2 latches, tape mount, enqueues, and others. The Execution Delay state represents the
percentage of samples where the SCP workloads experienced execution delays for resources that WLM does manage.
A fourth state (not shown), if added to the chart would bring the stacked bars up to the 100% line, is the percentage of
samples where workloads in the SCP were idle.

The third and fourth charts, Exec Delay States Group 1 and Exec Delay States Group 2, show the percentage of
samples belonging to the various categories of execution delays. There are too many categories to effectively display
using a single chart, so two chart views are provided, Group 1 and Group 2. The sample percentages of each delay
category are stacked using vertical bars against the left Y axis. The axis scale is dynamically adjusted based on the
percentages encountered in the data. As with the other chart views, two lines are plotted against the right Y-axis scale --
the performance index (PI) for the Service Class period, and a performance index "goal met" reference line, set to 1.

The first chart sample shown below is an example of the CPU and PI chart at the Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID
level. Shown is a one day hourly chart for Period 1 of Service Class STCDB2. This Service Class executed in SYSPLEX
PLEXC1, and the information displayed occurred on z/OS LPARS executing on an IBM 3906-608 CPC. In this chart
example, you can see that workloads in the STCTEST Service Class used both CP and zIIP processor cores, as
shown by the blue and red stacked bars. Service Class STCDB2 has an execution velocity goal type. The actual
performance index value, shown with a light green line, is generally below the reference value of 1, meaning that the
actual performance of workloads running in this Service Class generally exceeded the specified goal. But at 10 AM and 2
PM, the PI was value over 2, meaning the goal was missed.
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The second chart sample shown below is an example of the Exec Delay States Group 1 chart at the Service Class by
SYSPLEX CPCID level. This chart sample is generated from the same data used for the first chart sample. The chart
shows the first set of execution delay category percentages for Period 1 of the Service Class STCDB2. You can see that
the reason the SCP goal was missed for hours 10 AM and 2 PM was primarily due to an increase in DASD I/O delays for
the STCDB2 workloads.
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Uses

All workloads running on z/OS are assigned to a Service Class, and each Service Class is defined with a level of
importance. Most Service Classes are also assigned a goal type (for example, Execution Velocity, Response Time
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Percentile, and so on) and a performance goal to meet. The z/OS Workload Manager (WLM) manages physical resources
(for example, CPU) and uses workload dispatching strategies to meet Service Class goals. Service classes with a higher
relative importance value (0 high <--> 5 low) are given preferential treatment.

All charts generated by the RMFODR inquiry are organized by SYSPLEX, and charts are produced for each Service Class
Period. The CPU and PI charts show the CPU utilization and Performance Index (PI) for each HOUR. The PI indicates
how well the workload performed against the designated goal.

This CPU and PI chart provides the information required to understand the performance and resource consumption
of z/OS workloads. Using this chart, you can monitor the performance of each Service Class Period defined in your
WLM Service Policies and Definitions. If a Service Class is routinely exceeding the assigned goal (for example, the PI is
consistently 0.8 or lower), or missing the assigned goal (for example, the PI is consistently higher than 1), you can adjust
the goal or modify other Service Classes to free up additional resources for the troubled Service Class.

The second chart, Sampling Summary, allows you to quickly determine whether poorly performing SCPs are being
delayed by WLM managed resources, or for other reasons. If you see increased WLM execution delays at times when the
SCP goals are missed, you can examine charts 3 and 4 to determine the specific types of execution delays that impacted
performance. The resources that are represented by these delay categories are managed by WLM. The delays that are
experienced by Service Classes can be alleviated by adjusting Service Policy Service Class goals or by adding additional
capacity of the resource type indicated.

NOTE

By design, SYSPLEXES can span Central Processing Complexes. If your SYSPLEXES do not span CPCs, then
the first chart levels are identical, with the exception that the second chart level, Service Class by SYSPLEX
CPCID, identifies the CPC in each chart title. If your SYSPLEXES do span CPCs, then the Service Class by
SYSPLEX CPCID level displays multiple charts for a Service Class that ran on multiple CPCs.

Charts - Service Class by SYSPLEX

VIEW 1 of 4: WLMCLASS by SYSPLEX - CPU and PI

Note: RCP = Report Class Period

Left Y-axis

• SECCPUTM
CPU Time on CP

• SECSUPTM
CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)

• SECZAPTM
CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)
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Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value is set at 1

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute

VIEW 2 of 4: WLMCLASS by SYSPLEX - Sampling Summary

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCUSE
Pct Total WLM Using Samples (derived in inquiry code)

• SEDPCDUN
Pct Wait - Unknown

• SEDPCSAM
Pct Total Execution Delay Samples (derived in inquiry code)

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute
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VIEW 3 of 4: WLMCLASS by SYSPLEX - Exec Delay States Group 1

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCDCP
Pct Wait - CPU on CP

• SEDPCSUD
Pct Wait - CPU on zIIP

• SEDPCZPD
Pct Wait - CPU on zAAP

• SEDPCAMD
Pct Wait - Crypto AM Processor

• SEDPCAPD
Pct Wait - Crypto Assist Processor

• SEDPCCRD
Pct Wait - Crypto Processors

• SEDPCCOD
Pct Wait - Resource Contention

• SEDPCDCC
Pct Wait - CPU Capping

• SEDPCDQU
Pct Wait - Quiesce

• SEDPCDMP
Pct Wait - MPL Delay

• SEDPCSMP
Pct Wait - Server MPL

• SEDPCDRG
Pct Wait - Resource Group Capping

• SEDPCDSD
Pct Wait - DASD I/O Delay

• SEDPCSQU
Pct Wait - Server Queue Delay

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis
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• HHMM
Hour: Minute

VIEW 4 of 4: WLMCLASS by SYSPLEX - Exec Delay States Group 2

Left Y-axis

• SEDPCDES
Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

• SEDPCDHS
Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

• SEDPCDPC
Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDPP
Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDSI
Pct Wait - Swap-In

• SEDPCDVI
Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCDXM
Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

• SEDPCSHP
Pct Wait - Server Hiperspace Paging

• SEDPCSPP
Pct Wait - Server Private Area Paging

• SEDPCSSI
Pct Wait - Server Swap-In

• SEDPCSVP
Pct Wait - Server Space VIO Paging

Right Y-axis

• SECPINDX
Performance Index
Performance Index Reference - value set to 1

X-axis

• HHMM
Hour: Minute
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Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID

Data extract Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID provides the same four Q&R chart views, with charts displaying the same
Y and X-axis charted data elements, as those described for data extract Service Class by SYSPLEX.

The only difference is that additional charts are generated if the SYSPLEX spans multiple CPCs. Where the chart
granularity for the SYSPLEX level data extract followed this pattern:

The chart granularity for the Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID chart follows this

pattern:

If a SYSPLEX spans two or more CPCs, then the SYSPLEX CPCID level will generate more unique charts that the
SYSPLEX level.

If a SYSPLEX does not span CPCs, however, the number of unique charts generated at the SYSPLEX level and
SYSPLEX CPCID level will be identical.

Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID

The Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID provides the same sets of charts, with each chart displaying the same Y
and X-axis data elements as those described for data extract Service Class by SYSPLEX.

The only difference is that additional charts are generated if the SYSPLEX spans multiple CPCs, or multiple z/OS LPARs.

Where the chart granularity at the SYSPLEX level follows this pattern:

The chart granularity at the Service Class by SYSPLEX CPCID SYSID level follows this pattern:

At this level, you can examine the performance of each Service Class Period on each z/OS LPAR.

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• WLMSEC at the DAYS timespan
• WLMSED at the DAYS timespan
• Filters: Empty Filter tasks provided as placeholder for user WLMSEC and WLMSED file filtering to exclude/select

specific SYSPLEXs, SYSIDs, ZONEs, and so on.
• Derivations:

CPCID

%CPCID ;

DATE
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DATEPART(ENDTS);

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.);

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

SECFILE

1 ; Used after MERGE of WLMSEC and WLMSED files to limit charting to observations that contained WLMSEC file

 data.  

SEDPCSAM

100 * SEDTOSAM / SEDTOSST;

SEDPCUSE

100 * SEDTOUSE / SEDTOSST;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)
• SYSPLEX

Enter SYSPLEX name or leave blank to chart all SYSPLEX's.

• LEFT-Y AXIS SCALE
Specify the maximum Left-Y axis chart value for the Service Class CPU and PI charts. The default is 5 hours.  If you
have report classes that consistently exceed 5 hours of CPU time in an hour, you can increase the maximum scale, or
lower the scale to a value that would be more representative of your workloads. Specifying a value of zero (0) removes
the maximum scaling and lets SAS adjust the scale based on the data charted.
– 5 - Maximum Left-Y axis default
– 0 - SAS automatic scaling
Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 
– Set Cycle range to 01-02
– Set Select Yesterday to Y

Hardware Instrumentation Services CPU Measurement Facility

This section contains the following topics:
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RMFODA - CPU MF Workload Characterization IPU Level

The RMFODA inquiry produces charts that show how efficiently the logical processors assigned to z/OS LPAR workloads
make use of the cache and memory hierarchy of IBM z10 and the later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPC).

Note that with the z13 and later model CPCs, zIIP logical cores can be configured to run in multithreading mode. When
running multithreaded, two sets of charts are produced for each multithreaded logical core, one set for each processor
(thread). When running single-threaded, a single chart set is produced for each logical core.

The RMFODA charts are specific to each CPC type (z10, z196, zEC12, etc.) because the cache architecture is unique
to each CPC type. The metrics collected by IBM's CPU Measurement Facility are different for each CPC type, and
characterized by different version numbers:

• Version 1 for the z10
• Version 2 for the z114 and z196
• Version 3 for the zEC12
• Version 4 for the z13
• Version 5 for the z14
• Version 6 for the z15

This inquiry produces the following charts for each logical processor assigned to z/OS LPARs running on IBM z10 and
later CPC models:

• IPU Level - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct
• IPU Level - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• IPU Level - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• IPU Level - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• IPU Level - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss
• IPU Level - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count
• IPU Level - Instruction Count and CPI

Note that with the z13 and later model CPCs, zIIP cores can be configured to run in multithreading mode. When running
multithreaded, two chart sets are produced for each multithreaded core, one for each processor (thread). When running
single-threaded, one chart set is produced for each core.

For detailed information and samples of each of these charts, see RMFODB - CPU MF Workload Characterization LPAR
Level. The only difference between the charts created by the RMFODB LPAR level inquiry and this RMFODA IPU level
inquiry is one of granularity. Where the RMFODB inquiry generates a single chart for each LPAR, the RMFODA IPU level
inquiry generates a separate chart for each active logical IPU (processor) assigned to each LPAR.

The first chart sample shows the V5 - z14 RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct chart one of the logical processors
assigned to LPAR, ‘CA31’. LPAR ‘CA31’ is a z/OS LPAR running on an IBM 3906-608 (z14 CPC with 8 CP cores). The
LPAR is defined with four logical CP cores and four logical zIIP cores. The workload hint, Level 1 cache miss percent, and
Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) for the CP processor with logical IPU address 00 is shown with this chart. The workload hint
for this processor is generally 'MEDIUM'.  It is interesting that at two times where the percent L1 cache spikes, the relative
nest intensity drops, effectively keeping the workload hint 'MEDIUM".  The few times where the workload hint jumps to
'HIGH' are times where the L1 cache miss percent rises while the relative nest intensity does not significantly drop.

V5 - z14 RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct
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The second chart sample shows the V5 - z14 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages chart for the same logical core. You
can see at the two times when the processor is quite busy (HOUR 6 and HOUR 21), there was a slight increase in L1
cache misses, and more L3 On-Cluster hits (HOUR 6) and L3 On-Chip hits (HOUR 21) hits than normal.

V5 - z14 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Uses

Refer to the inquiry use information provided for the RMFODB inquiry to understand the value that is provided by these
workload characterization inquiries. The RMFODA inquiry provides individual logical processor level insights that can help
to decide if the number of logical cores, of each CPU type (CP, zIIP, and zAAP), assigned to each LPAR are appropriate.
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Sometimes, you may find that certain logical processors are rarely dispatched, and because of this, initially incur large
numbers of penalty cycles because the data and instructions that are required for workloads are not in the fast, low-level
caches.

Charts

For a complete description of the charts that are generated by the RMFODA inquiry, see RMFODB - CPU MF Workload
Characterization LPAR Level inquiry. The difference between the charts that are created by the RMFODB LPAR level
inquiry and this RMFODA IPU level inquiry is one of granularities.

Where the RMFODB inquiry generates a single chart for each LPAR, the RMFODA IPU level inquiry generates a separate
chart for each active logical IPU (engine) assigned to each LPAR.

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCME at the Detail Timespan
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ; 

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

CPI_P

IF CMEP33 THEN CPI_P = CMEP32 / CMEP33;

CPI_S

IF CMES33 THEN CPI_S = CMES32 / CMES33 ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMEAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMEPCBSY / CMEAVIPU ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
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Available values:
• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)

   Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions:

• Set Cycle range to 01-02   
• Set Select Yesterday to Y       

SASLOG WARNING messages and incomplete charts

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) charts require the collection of five counter types by your HIS data
collection. The five HIS counter types are: BASIC, PROBLEM STATE, CRYPTO, EXTENDED, and MULTI-THREADING. If
the data element listed in the message is of the form CMEnXXX, where "n" is a number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.), that means
that you do not have the EXTENDED counters activated. Refer to the section Data Sources in the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer Option guide for information about setting up data collection from HIS.

Sample SAS Warning messages might include:

• WARNING
The SERIESPLOT statement named 'element name' will not be drawn because one or more of the required arguments
were not supplied.

• WARNING
Y='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

• WARNING
LIMITUPPER='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

RMFODB - CPU MF Workload Characterization LPAR Level

The RMFODB inquiry produces charts that show how efficiently z/OS LPAR workloads make use of the cache and
memory hierarchy of IBM z10, and the later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPC).

Seven separate chart outputs are produced for LPARs executing on IBM Z10 CPCs and later IBM CPCs. The seven chart
outputs provide similar information for each CPC type, but the specific charter data element values are different because
the cache architecture of individual CPC models is unique.

• LPAR Level - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Percentages
• LPAR Level - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• LPAR Level - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• LPAR Level - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• LPAR Level - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss
• LPAR Level - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count
• LPAR Level - Instruction Count and CPI

The RMFODB charts are specific to each CPC type (z10, z196, zEC12, etc.) because the cache architecture is unique
to each CPC type. The metrics collected by IBM's CPU Measurement Facility are different for each CPC type, and
characterized by different version numbers:

• Version 1 for the z10
• Version 2 for the z114 and z196
• Version 3 for the zEC12
• Version 4 for the z13
• Version 5 for the z14
• Version 6 for the z15
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Charts Overview

RMFODB inquiry produces charts for LPAR workloads executed on the z10 and later z* processors.

The following charts are produced for each processor type:

• Chart 1 - LPAR Level - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct
• Chart 2 - LPAR Level - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• Chart 3 - LPAR Level - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• Chart 4 - LPAR Level - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
• Chart 5 - LPAR Level - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss
• Chart 6 - LPAR Level - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count
• Chart 7 - LPAR Level - Instruction Count and CPI

Chart 1 - LPAR Level - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct

Chart #1 displays the “Workload Hint”, Relative Nest Intensity (RNI), and Level 1 cache miss percentage.

RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct
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The Workload Hint is derived from an IBM formula that uses the RNI and Level 1 cache miss percentages to classify
workloads as ‘LOW’, ‘MEDIUM’, and ‘HIGH’. This workload classification methodology is required to predict how
workloads behave when upgrading from z10 or later CPC models.

The first chart sample was produced from a single cycle of the DETAIL timespan HARCML file. This chart, for LPAR‘CA11’
running on an IBM 2964-613 (z13 CPC with 13 sub-capacity CP engines), shows that the workload hint was ‘LOW’ for
most of the day with a few periods of 'MEDIUM'.  Periods where the workload hint is ‘MEDIUM’ experience more Level 1
cache misses or, when retrieving a required item, find the item in the slower cache levels and memory.

Chart 2 - LPAR Level - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

Chart #2 uses a stacked area chart to show the percentages of where data or instructions were retrieved when they are
not found in the Level 1 Cache.

L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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The chart also shows the Level 1 cache miss and average LPAR IPU busy percentages. The stacked area percentages
are displayed with the least expensive (from a resource utilization perspective) retrieval source at the bottom, to the most
expensive (off-drawer memory) at the top. In the example that is generated for the same LPAR as the first example, you
can see that when a Level 1 cache miss occurs, the required data or instruction is most frequently found in the z13 Level
2 cache.

Charts 3 and 4 - LPAR Level - L1 Data and Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Charts #3 and #4 shows a breakdown of the same information shown in Chart 2.  These two charts show the workload
behavior for the Level 1 data cache misses and instruction cache misses, respectively. When you examine these chart
views, you will see that instruction cache misses tend to be resolved less expensively than data cache misses.

Chart 5 - LPAR Level - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss

Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss
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Chart #5 displays the overall average number of penalty cycles that are incurred per Level 1 cache miss, and the average
penalty cycles incurred for Level 1 misses in the data and instruction caches. You can see that the number of penalty
cycles incurred was very high between the hours of 4 a.m. and 11 a.m. primarily driven by data cache fetches from
the Level 4 on-node cache as seen in chart #3. Penalty cycles are wasted machine cycles that occur while the CPC is
working to retrieve data or instructions from the cache/memory hierarchy.  All machine cycles, including penalty cycles
contribute to workload CPU time.

Chart 6 - LPAR Level - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count

Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count
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Chart #6 shows the average number of active logical IPUs (engines) for the LPAR, and the actual Millions of Instructions
per Second (MIPS) rate that is realized by the logical engines while dispatched on the CPC.

Chart 7 - LPAR Level - Instruction Count and CPI

Instruction Count and CPI
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Chart #7 shows the number of problem and supervisor state instructions that are executed, the average number of cycles
per instruction for each of these states, and the overall CPI rate.

By default, the RMFODB inquiry is executed against the DETAIL timespan HARCML file. Each X axis value represents
data from an RMF interval. The X axis metric, DATE HOUR MINUTE, is constructed by concatenating the DATE, HOUR,
and MINUTE from the end time boundary of each interval.

Uses

A design objective of IBM mainframe CPCs is that when an instruction or data is fetched from the level 1 cache, the
retrieval completes in a single machine cycle. With the introduction of the IBM z10 CPC, the CPC cycle rate increased
dramatically from the 1.7 GHz rate of the previous z/9 CPC to 4.4 GHz. At this significantly higher cycle rate, the Level 1
data and instruction caches had to be reduced in size to continue to meet the one cycle retrieval objective.

Beginning with the z10, and continuing with the z196 (5.2 GHz), zEC12 (5.5 GHz), z13 (5.0 GHz), and z14/z15 (5.2
GHz), to maximize CPC performance, IBM introduced extra layers of cache between the Level 1 cache and real memory.
The number of machine cycles required to retrieve an item from these intermediate cache levels increases from level to
level. The worst performance occurs when the item must be retrieved from remote memory, where it can take several
hundred machine cycles for retrieval. The machine cycles expended while attempting to find and retrieve a required data
or instruction are referred to as penalty cycles.

When preparing to add additional capacity to a z10 or later generation CPC, or to upgrade to a newer generation CPC, it
is essential to understand the cache use characteristics of the workloads running on your z/OS LPARs to determine how
much capacity is required to meet your MSU objectives. LPARs whose workloads experience high rates of Level 1 cache
misses for data and instructions will experience high numbers of penalty cycles. If the required items are frequently found
in the deeper levels of cache or real memory, an area referred to as "the nest", the number of penalty cycles increases.
The IBM metric Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) provides a means to quantify these characteristics. Higher RNI values mean
greater access of the nest when retrieving required items not found in the Level 1 cache and/or higher percentages of
level 1 cache misses.

High numbers of penalty cycles incurred by LPAR workloads effectively degrade CPC capacity. When adding additional
cores to a z10 or later generation CPC, you must consider the Level 1 cache miss percentages and RNI values to
understand how much capacity is actually realized with additional cores. Similarly, when upgrading from a z10 or later
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generation CPC, the cache and memory use characteristics of your LPAR workloads must be understood to accurately
configure the new CPC.

These charts can also be used to validate improved Level 1 cache hit percentages when activating an IBM option such as
HIPERDISPATCH, where the objective is to direct specific LPAR logical cores to be repeatedly dispatched on the same
physical core so that needed data and instructions are found in the low-level caches.

Finally, these charts can be used to identify LPARs whose workloads incur abnormally high numbers of penalty cycles.
Application upgrades, designed to improve data and instruction Level 1 cache hit percentages and to reduce penalty
cycles, can be evaluated using this inquiry. Because the data processed by this inquiry is LPAR level, to evaluate
individual application behavior, you may need to set up controlled environments where specific applications are executed
in relative isolation at specific times.

Charts

RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Percentages

V1 z10, V2 z/114 and z/196, V3 zEC12, V4 z13, V5 z14, and V6 z15 - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct

Left Y-axis

• CMLxWKLD
Vx Workload Hint

• CMLxRNI
Vx Relative Nest Intensity

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 1
V1 (z10) charts

• 2
V2 (z114, z196) charts

• 3
V3 (zEC12) charts

• 4
V4 (z13) charts

• 5
V5 (z14) charts

• 6
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V6 (z15) charts
• CMLPCL1M

Pct Level 1 Cache Miss
• Workload Hint Reference Area

(Low-1 Avg-2 High-3) shaded gray from 1-3

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

V1 z10 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

Left Y-axis

• CML1PC15
V1 PCT L1 from L1.5

• CML1PC2A
V1 PCT L1 from L2 On-Bk

• CML1PC2B
V1 PCT L1 from L2 Off-Bk

• CML1PC3A
V1 PCT L1 from Local Memory

• CML1PC3B
V1 PCT L1 from Remote Memory

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V2 z/114 z/196 and V3 zEC12 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Left Y-axis

• CMLxPC15
Vx PCT L1 from L2

• CMLxPC3A
Vx PCT L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

• CMLxPC3B
Vx PCT L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

• CMLxPC4A
Vx PCT L1 from L4 On-Bk

• CMLxPC4B
Vx PCT L1 from L4 Off-Bk

• CMLxPC5A
Vx PCT L1 from Local Memory

• CMLxPC5B
Vx PCT L1 from Remote Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 2
V2 (z114, z196) charts

• 3
V3 (zEC12) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V4 z13 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Left Y-axis

• CML4PC2
V4 PCT L1 from L2

• CML4PC3A
V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

• CML4PC3B
V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

• CML4PC3C
V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML4PC3D
V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

• CML4PC4A
V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

• CML4PC4B
V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML4PC4C
V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

• CML4PC5A
V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

• CML4PC5B
V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

• CML4PC5C
V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

• CML4PC5D
V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V5 z14 and V6 z15 - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Left Y-axis

• CML5PC2
V5 PCT L1 from L2

• CML5PC3A
V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

• CML5PC3V
V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

• CML5PC3B
V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

• CML5PC3C
V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML5PC3D
V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

• CML5PC4A
V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

• CML5PC4B
V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML5PC5A
V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

• CML5PC5B
V5 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

• CML5PC5C
V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

• CML5PC5D
V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 5
V5 (z14) charts

• 6
V6 (z15) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
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Avg IPU Busy for LPAR
• CMLPCL1M

Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentage

V1 z10 LPAR - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

Left Y-axis

• CML1PD15
V1 PCT L1-D from L1.5

• CML1PD2A
V1 PCT L1-D from L2 On-Bk

• CML1PD2B
V1 PCT L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

• CML1PD3A
V1 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

• CML1PD3B
V1 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V2 z/114 and z/196 and V3 zEC12 - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentage
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Left Y-axis

• CMLxPD15
Vx PCT L1-D from L2

• CMLxPD3A
Vx PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

• CMLxPD3B
Vx PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

• CMLxPD4A
Vx PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

• CMLxPD4B
Vx PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

• CMLxPD5A
Vx PCT L1-D from Local Memory

• CMLxPD5B
Vx PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 2
V2 (z114, z196) charts

• 3
V3 (zEC12) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V4 z13 - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentage
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Left Y-axis

• CML4PD2 
V4 Pct L1-D from L2

• CML4PD3A
V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

• CML4PD3B
V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

• CML4PD3C
V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML4PD3D
V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

• CML4PD4A
V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

• CML4PD4B
V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML4PD4C
V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

• CML4PD5A
V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

• CML4PD5B
V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

• CML4PD5C
V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

• CML4PD5D
V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V5 z14 and V6 z15 - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentage
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Left Y-axis

• CML5PD2 
V5 Pct L1-D from L2

• CML5PD3A
V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

• CML5PD3V
V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

• CML5PD3B
V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

• CML5PD3C
V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML5PD3D
V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

• CML5PD4A
V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

• CML5PD4B
V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CML5PD5A
V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

• CML5PD5B
V5 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

• CML5PD5C
V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

• CML5PD5D
V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 5
V5 (z14) charts

• 6
V6 (z15) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
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Avg IPU Busy for LPAR
• CMLPCL1M

Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

V1 z10 LPAR - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages

Left Y-axis

• CML1PI15
V1 PCT L1-I from L1.5

• CML1PI2A
V1 PCT L1-I from L2 On-Bk

• CML1PI2B
V1 PCT L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

• CML1PI3A
V1 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

• CML1PI3B
V1 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V2 z/114 and z/196 and V3 zEC12 - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Left Y-axis

• CMLxPI15
Vx PCT L1-I from L2

• CMLxPI3A
Vx PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

• CMLxPI3B
Vx PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

• CMLxPI4A
Vx PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

• CMLxPI4B
Vx PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

• CMLxPI5A
Vx PCT L1-I from Local Memory

• CMLxPI5B
Vx PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 2
V2 (z114, z196) charts

• 3
V3 (zEC12) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

V4 z13 and V5 z14 - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
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Left Y-axis

• CMLxPI2 
V4 Pct L1-I from L

• CMLxPI3A
V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

• CMLxPI3B
V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

• CMLxPI3C
V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CMLxPI3D
V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

• CMLxPI4A
V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

• CMLxPI4B
V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

• CMLxPI4C
V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

• CMLxPI5A
V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

• CMLxPI5B
V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

• CMLxPI5C
V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

• CMLxPI5D
V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 4
V4 (z13) charts

• 5
V5 (z14) charts

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

• CMLPCL1M
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Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

Penalty Cycles and Average Penalty Cycles per L1 Cache Miss

V1 z10, V2 z/114 and z/196, V3 zEC12, V4 z13, and V5 z14 - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Cache
Miss

Left Y-axis

• CMLB3
Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

• CMLB5
Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

Right Y-axis

• CMLxAVPM
Vx Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

• CMLxAVPD
Vx Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

• CMLxAVPI
Vx Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

x
Stands for one of the following options:

• 1
V1 (z10) charts

• 2
V2 (z114, z196) charts

• 3
V3 (zEC12) charts

• 4
V4 (z13) charts

• 5
V5 (z14) charts

• 6
V6 (z14) charts

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute
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Realized MIPS and Average IPU Count

V1 z10, V2 z/114 and z/196, V3 zEC12, V4 z13, V5 z14, and V6 z15 - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count

Left Y-axis

• CMLMIPS
Actual MIPS Usage Rate

Right Y-axis

• CMLAVIPU
Average Processor Count

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

Instruction Count and CPI

V1 z10, V2 z114 and z/196, V3 zEC12, V4 z13, V5 z14, and V6 z15 - Instruction Count and CPI

Left Y-axis

• CMLP33
P33-ProbSt Instructions

• CMLS33
SuperV-State Instructions

Right Y-axis

• CMLCPI
Cycles per Instruction

• CPI_P
Cycles per Instruction Problem State

• CPI_S
Cycles per Instruction Supervisor State
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X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCML at the Detail Timespan
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

CPI_P

IF CMLP33 THEN CPI_P = CMLP32 / CMLP33;

CPI_S

IF CMLS33 THEN CPI_S = CMLS32 / CMLS33 ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMLAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMLPCBSY / CMLAVIPU ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)

   Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 

• Set Cycle range to 01-02 
• Set Select Yesterday to Y   
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SASLOG WARNING messages and incomplete charts

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) charts require the collection of five counter types by your HIS data
collection. The five HIS counter types are: BASIC, PROBLEM STATE, CRYPTO, EXTENDED, and MULTI-THREADING. If
the data element listed in the message is of the form CMEnXXX, where "n" is a number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.), that means
that you do not have the EXTENDED counters activated. Refer to the section "Data Sources" in the MICS Hardware
and SCP Analyzer Option guide for information about setting up data collection from HIS. Additionally, review the
section"Parameters" to review information about the sharedprefix.GENLIB(RMFGENIN) OPTION statement HIS keyword.
The HIS keyword controls data collected for specific CPC types and might not be set correctly for your data center CPC
configuration.

Sample SAS Warning messages might include:

• WARNING
The SERIESPLOT statement named 'element name' will not be drawn because one or more of the required argument
were not supplied

• WARNING
Y='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

• WARNING
LIMITUPPER='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

RMFODC - CPU MF Workload Characterization CPUTYPE Level

The RMFODC inquiry produces charts that show how efficiently the logical core types (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) assigned
to z/OS LPAR workloads make use of the cache and memory hierarchy of IBM z10, and the later generation Central
Processing Complexes (CPC).

Three different logical core types can be assigned to z/OS LPARs:

• CP
Central Processors (general purpose) core

• zIIP
System z Integrated Information Processor specialty core for enclave exploiting workloads

• zAAP
System z Application Assist Processor specialty core for JAVA workloads.

NOTE

Prior to the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP specialty cores accept and process both zIIP and zAAP eligible workloads if
the CPC has no zAAP cores installed and the IEASYSxx PARMLIB member has ZAAPZIIP=YES specified.
Beginning with the z13 CPC, zAAP cores are no longer supported, and zIIP cores process both JAVA and
enclave work.

The RMFODA charts are specific to each CPC type (z10, z196, zEC12, etc.) because the cache architecture is unique
to each CPC type. The metrics collected by IBM's CPU Measurement Facility are different for each CPC type, and
characterized by different version numbers:

• Version 1 for the z10
• Version 2 for the z114 and z196
• Version 3 for the zEC12
• Version 4 for the z13
• Version 5 for the z14
• Version 6 for the z15
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This inquiry produces the following charts for each logical core type assigned to z/OS LPARs running on IBM z10 and
later CPC models:

1. CPUTYPE Level - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct
2. CPUTYPE Level - L1 Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
3. CPUTYPE Level - L1 Data Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
4. CPUTYPE Level - L1 Instruction Cache Miss Sourcing Percentages
5. CPUTYPE Level - Penalty Cycles and Avg Penalty per L1 Miss
6. CPUTYPE Level - Realized MIPS and Avg Processor Count
7. CPUTYPE Level - Instruction Count and CPI

For details about each of these charts, see RMFODB - CPU MF Workload Characterization LPAR Level. The only
difference between the charts that are created by the RMFODB LPAR level inquiry and the RMFODC CPUTYPE level
inquiry is one of granularities. Where the RMFODB inquiry generates a single chart for each z/OS LPAR, the RMFODC
CPUTYPE level inquiry generates a separate chart for each IPU type (for example, CP, zAAP, or zIIP) assigned to each
LPAR.

The following two samples show charts that are generated for Chart 1 - RNI Workload Hint and L1 Cache Miss Pct,
for a single LPAR, ‘CA11’. LPAR ‘CA11’ is a z/OS LPAR running on an IBM 2964-613 (z13 sub-capacity CPC with 13
CP cores). LPAR ‘CA11’ was defined with four logical CP cores and eight logical zIIP cores. The workload hint, Level 1
cache miss percent, and Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) for the four logical CP cores are displayed in the first chart. The
second chart shows the same metrics for the zIIP cores. To see the number of processors for each core type that are
assigned to the LPAR, you can examine the 6th chart - Realized MIPS and Avg IPU Count - in RMFODB - CPU MF
Workload Characterization LPAR Level.

The Level 1 cache miss percentage (cyan colored line) averages about 3% for both CP and zIIP cores, but is better for
the zIIP cores between 4 a.m. and 11 a.m. for the zIIP cores when it drops to about 2%. the entire day for the CP cores,
 versus the zIIP cores. 

CPU MF Workload Characterization CPUTYPE Level 1
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CPU MF Workload Characterization CPUTYPE Level 2
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Uses

Refer to the inquiry use information provided for the RMFODB inquiry to understand the value that is provided by these
workload characterization inquiries. This RMFODC inquiry provides more granularity that allows you to refine decisions
about capacity requirements, at the core type level for your existing CPCs, or when planning to upgrade to a later
generation CPC.

For example, if the workloads driving the need for more capacity primarily execute on zIIP engines, then closely examine
the cache utilization characteristics at the zIIP engine level to help determine how much capacity is necessary to meet
your requirements.

You may discover that for a particular LPAR, workloads running on zIIP or zAAP processors have better Level 1 cache hit
ratios. When a miss occurs, they incur fewer penalty cycles in retrieving the required item than workloads running on CP
processors. This knowledge helps you to determine the appropriate number and types of IPU engines necessary to meet
your capacity requirements.

Finally, when analyzing application performance, where applications tend to exploit particular IPU types, such as the CP
or specialty engines, these CPUTYPE level charts provide much better cache usage analysis than the LPAR level charts
where all IPU performance information is summarized to the LPAR level.

Charts

For details about each of these charts, see RMFODB - CPU MF Workload Characterization LPAR Level. The only
difference between the charts created by the RMFODB LPAR level inquiry and the RMFODC CPUTYPE level inquiry is
one of granularity. Where the RMFODB inquiry generates a single chart for each LPAR, the RMFODC CPUTYPE level
inquiry generates a separate chart for each CPUTYPE (for example, CP, zAAP, zIIP) assigned to each LPAR.

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCMT at the Detail Timespan
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ; 

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

CPI_P

IF CMTP33 THEN CPI_P = CMTP32 / CMTP33;

CPI_S

IF CMTS33 THEN CPI_S = CMTS32 / CMTS33 ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMTAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMTPCBSY / CMTAVIPU ;
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Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No (default)

   Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 

• Set Cycle range to 01-02
• Set Select Yesterday to Y     

SASLOG WARNING messages and incomplete charts

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) charts require the collection of five counter types by your HIS data
collection. The five HIS counter types are: BASIC, PROBLEM STATE, CRYPTO, EXTENDED, and MULTI-THREADING. If
the data element listed in the message is of the form CMEnXXX, where "n" is a number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.), that means
that you do not have the EXTENDED counters activated. Refer to the section Data Sources in the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer Option guide for information about setting up data collection from HIS.

Sample SAS Warning messages might include:

• WARNING
The SERIESPLOT statement named 'element name' will not be drawn because one or more of the required arguments
were not supplied.

• WARNING
Y='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

• WARNING
LIMITUPPER='element name' is invalid. The option expects at least one non-missing value in the column.

RMFOD7 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity IPU Level

The RMFOD7 inquiry produces charts that show cryptographic function use by each logical processor assigned to
z/OS LPARs running on IBM z10 and the later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPC). The charts show
cryptographic function use, percentage of functions blocked, and the average number of wasted machine cycles lost due
to blocked functions.

The RMFOD7 inquiry produces three stacked vertical bar charts for each logical processor assigned to z/OS LPARs,
where the vertical bars show the quantity charted for each cryptographic function type (AES, DES, PRNG, etc.). The
quantities charted by each chart are:

• IPU Level - Function Use Count
• IPU Level - Blocked Function Percentage
• IPU Level - Avg Penalty Cycles per Blocked Function

Note that with the z13 and later model CPCs, zIIP cores can be configured to run in multithreading mode. When running
multithreaded, two chart sets are produced for each multithreaded core, one for each processor (thread). When running
singlethreaded, one chart set is produced for each core.
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Refer to the RMFOD8 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity LPAR Level inquiry description for information about
each of these chart views. The only difference between the charts that are created by the RMFOD8 LPAR level inquiry
and this RMFOD7 IPU level inquiry is one of granularity. Where the RMFOD8 inquiry views generate a single chart for
each LPAR, the RMFOD7 IPU level inquiry views generate a separate chart for each active logical IPU (engine) assigned
to each LPAR.

The two chart samples show charts that are generated by chart view #1 - Crypto Coprocessor IPU - Function Use Count
for two different logical IPU’s assigned to LPAR, ‘CA11.’ LPAR ‘CA11’ is a z/OS LPAR running on an IBM 2964-605 (z14
sub-capacity CPC with 5 physical CP cores). LPAR ‘CA11’ is defined with four logical CP engines and four logical zIIP
engines.

Chart view #1 displays overall cryptographic function use by type:

• AES
Advanced Encryption Standard

• DEA
Data Encryption Algorithm

• ECC
Elliptical Curve Cryptography

• PRNG
Pseudo-Random Number Generator

• SHA
Secure Hash Algorithm

The first chart sample shows the cryptographic coprocessor function use by the logical CP core with IPU address 0 for z/
OS LPAR ‘XAD1’. It is interesting to see that the average IPU busy is not correlated with cryptographic function use.  The
core is busier in the early morning and late evening hours, but cryptographic function calls are highest during midday. 
SHA and AES cryptographic functions are used.

The second chart sample, generated for thread 0 of a multithreaded logical zIIP core with IPU address 2 shows a very
consistent use of about 20 thousand cryptographic function calls per interval over most of the day with spikes between 10
a.m. and 1 p.m.
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Uses
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Refer to the inquiry use information provided for the RMFOD8 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity LPAR Level
inquiry to gain an understanding of the value provided by these cryptographic coprocessor utilization inquiries. This
RMFOD7 inquiry provides additional granularity that can help you to understand the cryptographic function requirements
of each logical processor assigned to your z/OS LPARs.

Charts

Refer to the RMFOD8 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity LPAR Level inquiry information for a complete
description of the data extracts generated by the RMFOD7 inquiry. The data extracts and views are identical in all
aspects. The only differences are in the granularity of the chart images.

Where, with the RMFOD8 LPAR level charts, only one chart is generated for each LPAR, for this RMFOD7 inquiry, one
chart is generated for each active logical IPU assigned to the LPAR.

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCME at the DETAIL timespan

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ;   

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMEAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMEPCBSY / CMEAVIPU ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:

• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)

Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 

• Set Cycle range to 01-02
• Set Select Yesterday to Y     
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RMFOD8 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity LPAR Level

The RMFOD8 inquiry produces charts that show cryptographic function use by z/OS LPARs running on IBM z10 and
the later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPC). The charts show cryptographic function use, percentage of
functions blocked, and the average number of wasted machine cycles lost due to blocked functions. 

The inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart where each bar represents the Crypto functions blocked count stacked
by Crypto function type for each LPAR.

The data extract generates the following three chart views:

• LPAR Level - Function Use Count
• LPAR Level - Blocked Function Percentage
• LPAR Level - Avg Penalty Cycles per Blocked Function

Chart #1, Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Function Use Count displays overall cryptographic function use by type:

• AES
Advanced Encryption Standard

• DEA
Data Encryption Algorithm

• ECC
Elliptical Curve Cryptography

• PRNG
Pseudo-Random Number Generator

• SHA
Secure Hash Algorithm

The overall count of each function type executed is displayed using stacked vertical bars and the left Y-axis. The average
LPAR Individual Processor Unit (IPU) busy is displayed using a horizontal line and the right Y-axis. The first chart sample
is an example of chart #1.  This sample was produced by inputting two cycles (days) of the DETAIL timespan HARCML
file, then selecting data from yesterday. This chart, for LPAR ‘CA31’ running on an IBM 8561-608 (z15 sub-capacity CPC
with 8 CP cores), shows that cryptographic coprocessor function activity is sporadic, with large spikes of over 30 million
function calls per interval.  The primary cryptographic function used is SHA, with small clusters of AES. 
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Chart #2, Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Blocked Function Pct, displays the percentage of each function type that was
blocked from execution, using stacked vertical bars and the left Y-axis. Crypto functions blocking occurs when the
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cryptographic coprocessor is busy. This chart reveals that, in general, only about 1% of the SHA and AES function
calls are blocked, waiting for service.  It also reveals that PRGN function calls are used, but at a rate too small to show up
in Chart #1, and that at about 1 p.m. 8% of the PRNG calls were blocked.
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Chart #3, Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Avg Penalty Cycles per Blocked Function, displays the average number of penalty
cycles incurred per function block, for each function type using vertical (non-stacked) bars and the left Y-axis. Penalty
cycles are wasted machine cycles expended while the function is waiting for the cryptographic coprocessor.

The next chart sample shows that at about 11:30 a.m. PRNG function calls were delayed for a long time, averaging about
18 thousand machine cycles per blocked PRNG function.  The number of wasted cycles resolving SHA and AES blocked
functions is much lower.
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Uses

The processor chip design of IBM z10 and later generation CPCs includes cryptographic coprocessor chips that
service cryptographic function requests issued by workloads executing on dispatched logical processors. Many modern
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applications, particularly those servicing web-based transactions, require data encryption. To avoid delays, it is important
that encryption requests do not experience high blockage rates.

The charts generated by this RMFOD8 inquiry provide the information necessary to monitor the data encryption demand
of each LPAR, and to identify LPARs that are experiencing unacceptable percentages of blocked requests. Shifting
workloads to other LPARs or adding additional logical cores to an LPAR can help alleviate elevated blocked function
percentages.

Charts

Crypto Coprocessor LPAR Level Activity

VIEW 1 of 3: Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Function Use Count

Left Y-axis

• CMLC76
C76 - Crypto AES Functions

• CMLC72
C72 - Crypto DEA Functions

• CMLC80
C80 - Crypto ECC Functions

• CMLC64
C64 - Crypto PRNG Functions

• CMLC68
C68 - Crypto SHA Functions

Right Y-axis

• AVGPCBSY
Avg IPU Busy for LPAR

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute
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VIEW 2 of 3: Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Blocked Function Pct

Left Y-axis

• CMLPCCBA
Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

• CMLPCCBD
Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

• CMLPCCBE
Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

• CMLPCCBP
Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

• CMLPCCBS
Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

VIEW 3 of 3: Crypto Coprocessor LPAR - Avg Penalty Cycles per Blocked Function

Left Y-axis

• CMLAVCBA
Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

• CMLAVCBD
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Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA
• CMLAVCBE

Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC
• CMLAVCBP

Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG
• CMLAVCBS

Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

X-axis

• DATEHHMM
Date: Hour: Minute

Inquiry Defaults

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCML at the DETAIL timespan
• Filters: Empty Filter task provided as placeholder for user HARCML file filtering to exclude/select specific LPARs
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ; 

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMLAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMLPCBSY / CMLAVIPU ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No (default)

             Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 

• Set Cycle range to 01-02   
• Set Select Yesterday to Y 
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RMFOD9 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity CPUTYPE Level

The RMFOD9 inquiry produces charts that show cryptographic function use by each core type (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP)
assigned to z/OS LPARs running on IBM z10 and the later generation Central Processing Complexes (CPC). The charts
show cryptographic function use, percentage of functions blocked, and the average number of wasted machine cycles lost
due to blocked functions.

Three different logical core types can be assigned to z/OS LPARs:

• CP
Central Processors (general purpose) core

• zIIP
System z Integrated Information Processor specialty core for enclave exploiting workload

• zAAP
System z Application Assist Processor specialty core for JAVA workloads.

NOTE

Prior to the IBM z13 CPC, zIIP specialty cores accept and process both zIIP and zAAP eligible workloads if
the CPC has no zAAP cores installed and the IEASYSxx PARMLIB member has ZAAPZIIP=YES specified.
Beginning with the z13 CPC, zAAP cores are no longer supported and zIIP cores process both JAVA and
enclave work.

In addition to cryptographic function use, these charts quantify delays that are incurred because the coprocessors were
busy, and the average number of machine cycles wasted due to these delays. The RMFOD9 inquiry creates the following
CSV output file:

• Crypto Coprocessor CPUTYPE Level Activity

The RMFOD9A inquiry produces three stacked vertical bar charts for each logical core type assigned to z/OS LPARs,
where the vertical bars show the quantity charted for each cryptographic function type (AES, DES, PRNG, etc.). The
quantities charted by each chart view are:

• CPUTYPE Level - Function Use Count
• CPUTYPE Level - Blocked Function Percentage
• CPUTYPE Level - Avg Penalty Cycles per Blocked Function

For information about each of these chart views see the RMFOD8 - CPU MF Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity
LPARLevel inquiry description. The difference between the charts that are created by the RMFOD8 LPAR level inquiry and
the RMFOD9 CPUTYPE level inquiry is in the chart granularity. The RMFOD8 inquiry views generate a separate chart for
each LPAR, but the RMFOD9 CPUTYPE level inquiry views generate a separate chart for each IPU type (as, for example,
CP, zAAP, or zIIP) assigned to each LPAR.

The two chart samples below are examples of chart #1 - Crypto Coprocessor CPUTYPE - Function Use Count for a
singleLPAR, ‘CA31.’ LPAR ‘XAD1’ is a z/OS LPAR running on an IBM 3906-608 (z14 sub-capacity CPC with 8 CP cores).
LPAR ‘XAD1’ is defined with two logical CP cores and one logical zIIP core.

Chart #1 displays overall cryptographic function use by type:

• AES
Advanced Encryption Standard

• DEA
Data Encryption Algorithm

• ECC
Elliptical Curve Cryptography

• PRNG
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Pseudo-Random Number Generator
• SHA

Secure Hash Algorithm

The first chart sample shows that workloads running on the logical CP cores execute both SHA and AES cryptographic
functions, following a usage pattern where utilization peaks from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m, and trails off in the early morning
and late evening hours. The second chart sample that is generated for the logical zIIP cores, shows very consistent
cryptographic function call use with some spikes between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
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Uses

Refer to the inquiry use information provided for the RMFOD8 (LPAR level) inquiry to gain an understanding of the value
provided by these cryptographic coprocessor utilization inquiries. This RMFOD9 inquiry provides more granularity that
allows you to refine your understanding of how your z/OS workloads use the cryptographic coprocessor chips at the core
type level, helping you to determine if encryption requests are experiencing high blockage rates. If a particular core type is
experiencing excessive blockage rates, adding additional logical cores of that type could help.

Charts

The inquiry produces a stacked vertical bar chart where each bar represents the percent of Crypto functions blocked
stacked by Crypto function type for each IPU type.

For a complete description of the charts that are generated by the RMFOD9 inquiry, see the RMFOD8 - CPU MF
Cryptographic Coprocessor Activity LPAR Level inquiry information. The data extracts and views are identical in all
aspects. The only differences are in the granularity of the chart images.

For the RMFOD8 LPAR level charts, only one chart is generated for each LPAR, but for the RMFOD9 inquiry, one chart is
generated for each CPUTYPE (e.g., CP, zAAP, zIIP) assigned to each LPAR.DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

DATA SOURCE (file/timespan):

• HARCMT at the DETAIL timespan
• Filters: Empty Filter task provided as placeholder for user HARCMT file filtering to exclude/select specific LPARs.
• Commented user code that, if uncommented, will only accept yesterday's data:

*IF DATEPART(ENDTS) EQ TODAY()-1 ;
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

HHMM

PUT(HOUR(ENDTS),Z2.) || ':' || PUT(MINUTE(ENDTS),Z2.); 

DATEHOUR

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDD10.) || ':' || PUT(HOUR,Z2.) ; 

DATEHHMM

PUT(DATEPART(ENDTS),YYMMDDP10.) || '-' || HHMM ;

AVGPCBSY

IF CMTAVIPU THEN AVGPCBSY=CMTPCBSY / CMTAVIPU ;

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
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Available values:
• Y - Yes
• N - No (default)

Recommended Execution Time parameter setting for daily executions: 

• Set Cycle range to 01-02   
• Set Select Yesterday to Y 

RMF Exceptions
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer supports the standard MICS exception process. MICS exception processing
enables the IT organization to focus on problems affecting its effectiveness in terms of availability, service, workload,
standards, security, and performance for the different areas of responsibility (such as batch, TSO/E, or IMS).

The standard exceptions for this product are shown in the following lists. Each standard exception test is shipped with
default values. However, to make effective use of the exception process, you must evaluate your needs and modify the
sample values accordingly.

For more information about individual exceptions, see RMF Detailed Exception Descriptions.

Hardware Utilization Exception List

Number Severit Management Area Exception Description
01002 Warning Performance CPU Underutilized
01003 Impacting Performance CPU Overutilized
01004 Warning Standards Number of Active Batch Jobs

Exceeds Max
01101 Impacting Performance Block Multiplexor Channel

Overloaded
01103 Warning Performance Block Multiplexor Channel

Underutilized
01200 Warning Performance Device Avg Queue Length

Exceeds Max
01206 Warning Performance Pct of Time Device Mount

Pending Exceeds Max
01207 Warning Performance Pct of Time Device Not Ready

Exceeds Max
01209 Warning Performance Pct of Time Device Reserved

Exceeds Max
01211 Impacting Performance Device I/O Queue Time

Exceeds Max
01212 Impacting Performance Device I/O Service Time

Exceeds Max
01213 Impacting Performance Device I/O (Queue + Service)

Time Exceeds Max
01214 Warning Performance Critical Device I/O Rate Below

Min
01500 Warning Performance IPU Processor Unit

Underutilized
01501 Impacting Performance IPU Processor Unit Overutilized
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01600 Warning Performance PR/SM LPAR
Underutilized.ID=xx

01601 Impacting Performance PR/SM LPAR Overutilized.ID=xx
01602 Critical Performance PR/SM LPAR Using Excessive

Resources.ID=xx
01700 Warning Performance PR/SM Logical Processor

Underutilized.ID=xx
01701 Impacting Performance PR/SM Logical Processor

Overutilized.ID=xx

SCP Exception List

Number Severity Management Area Exception Description
02000 Impacting Performance System Swap Paging Rate

Exceeds Max
02001 Impacting Performance Total Paging Rate Exceeds Max
02002 Impacting Performance Physical VIO Paging Rate

Exceeds Max
02003 Impacting Performance Page Fault Rate Exceeds Max
02004 Warning Performance Long Wait Swap Rate Exceeds

Max
02005 Critical Performance Detected Wait Swap Rate

Exceeds Max
02006 Critical Performance Unilateral Swap Rate Exceeds

Max
02007 Critical Performance Request Swap Rate Exceeds

Max
02008 Critical Performance Auxiliary Storage Shortage

Swap Occurred
02009 Critical Performance Real Storage Shortage Swap

Occurred
02010 Impacting Performance Exchange Swap Rate Exceeds

Max
02011 Impacting Performance Enqueue Swap Rate Exceeds

Max
02012 Warning Performance Transition Swap Occurred
02013 Impacting Performance Average Pages per Swap

Exceeds Max
02014 Impacting Performance Total Swap Rate Exceeds Max
02015 Critical Performance Insufficient Pageable Frames
02016 Critical Performance SQA Fixed Frames Exceeds

Max
02017 Critical Performance CSA Fixed Frames Exceeds

Max
02018 Critical Performance LPA Fixed Frames Exceeds

Max
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02019 Critical Performance LSQA Fixed Frames Exceeds
Max

02020 Critical Performance Private Fixed Frames Exceeds
Max

02021 Critical Performance Total Fixed Frames Exceeds
Max

02023 Impacting Performance System Paging Rate Exceeds
Max

02024 Impacting Performance Demand Paging Rate Exceeds
Max

02025 Impacting Performance Extended Storage Total
Migration Rate Exceeds Max

02026 Impacting Performance Extended Storage Swap
Migration Rate Exceeds Max

02050 Impacting Performance Percentage of Failed Logical
Swaps Exceeds Max

02103 Impacting Performance LCU Delayed I/O (Ctl Unit Bsy)
Exceeds Max

02150 Impacting Performance Average Queue Length Exceeds
Max

02151 Impacting Performance Average Device IOS Queue
Time Exceeds Max

02153 Impacting Performance Percent Control Unit Busy
Exceeds Max

02154 Impacting Performance Percent LCU Requests Deferred
Exceeds Max

02500 Critical Performance Unusable Page Slot Detected
02501 Impacting Performance Pct Page Data Set Busy

Exceeds Max
02502 Impacting Performance Avg Page Service Time

Exceeds Max
02503 Impacting Performance Pages Transferred per Physical

I/O Below Min
02600 Impacting Performance Resource Enqueue Delay

Occurred
02700 Impacting Performance IOC Channel Measurement

Failure
02701 Impacting Performance IOP Channel Measurement

Failure
02703 Impacting Performance Control Unit Busy Exceeds Max
02750 Impacting Performance IOP Initiative Queue Length

Exceeds Max
02751 Impacting Performance IOP Request Rate Exceeds Max
02900 Impacting Performance Size of Dup. PLPA Modules in

MLPA/fLPA Exceeds Max
02901 Impacting Performance PLPA Packing Loss Exceeds

Max
02902 Impacting Performance SQA Overflow Into CSA
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02903 Impacting Performance CSA Assigned to Nonstandard
Protect Key

02904 Impacting Performance Allocated SQA Pages Exceeds
Max

02905 Impacting Performance Allocated CSA Pages Exceeds
Max

02906 Impacting Performance Largest Free Block of SQA Less
than Min

02907 Impacting Performance Largest Free Block of CSA Less
than Min

02908 Impacting Performance Percent SQA Allocated Exceeds
Max

02909 Impacting Performance Percent CSA Allocated Exceeds
Max

RMF Exception Process Overview
The MICS exception process consists of the exceptions themselves, a set of standard reports, MICS Information Center
Facility (MICF) inquiries, an exception test routine, and an exception value analysis routine.

If you intend to use the exception reports, it is important that you evaluate the exceptions which are shipped with the
product and adjust them to the requirements of your unique environment.

Exceptions

An exception is the occurrence of an event that merits visibility and attention. It can be an occurrence that is a distinct
problem (for example, CICS abended at 2:00 pm), one that can be a problem and requires further research (for example,
a TSO user overloaded the system from 1:00 to 1:30 pm), or it can represent a standards, security, or audit violation (for
example, user XYZ is not authorized to use PDZAP and was detected using it seven times yesterday).

Because the volume of exception occurrences can be quite large, MICS provides means to categorize, aggregate,
consolidate, and prioritize them to meet your needs. Each exception has:

• Exception Number for unique definition
• Severity Level to signify degree of importance
• Management Area to identify area of responsibility

Standard Exception Reports

The standard exception reports provide a concise, integrated method for problem reporting. The following reports can be
produced as part of the MICS DAILY job:

• Exception Management Overview Report
• Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• Management Area Exception Summary Report

You control which reports are produced via the REPORT EXCEPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
For more information, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Two additional standard reports can be produced as required to provide the necessary background detail to analyze
reported exceptions. The two reports are:

• Full Exception Detail Report
• Short Exception Detail Report

MICF Inquiries
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The catalog group EXCEPT that is shipped with MICS contains a number of standard MICF inquiries that can be used to
report exception conditions. In the following inquiry list, graphic reports with a value of x equal C, produce color graphic
reports using SAS/GRAPH. If the value of x is P, printer graphic reports are produced without using SAS/GRAPH.

BASxM1
Monthly Exception Summary Report

BASxM2
Monthly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report

BASxM3
Monthly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

BASxM4
Monthly Exception Management Overview Report

BASxM5
Monthly Info. Area Exception Overview Report

BASxW1
Weekly Exception Summary Report

BASxW2
Weekly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report

BASxW3
Weekly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

The following inquiries that produce printed reports are also available:

• BASLD2
Daily Severity Level Exception Summary Report

• BASLD3
Daily Management Area Exception Summary Report

• BASLD4
Daily Short Exception Detail Report

• BASLD5
Daily Full Exception Detail Report

• BASLD6
Daily Exception Ranking Report

• BASLM6

Monthly Exception Ranking Report

These standard inquiries have an execution-time parameter selection that permits you to report on a subset of the
exceptions. For example, inquiry BASLD5 allows selection on SYSID, Information Area, Management Area, Severity
Level, and other criteria.

Exception Test Routine

Each MICS product has an exception test routine that is invoked in the DAY200 step of the MICS DAILY job. You control
which routines are invoked using the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For
more information about EXECDEF, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

An exception test routine, written in the SAS language, defines the exception and tests to determine whether or not the
exception condition is present in the data being processed. The distributed exception test routine for each product is
contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYcccEXC) where ccc is the product identifier. When the DAY200 step invokes
the test routines, it does so by %INCLUDEing the DYcccEXC member from prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. As distributed,
that member then %INCLUDEs the member from sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. For more information about DYcccEXC,
see RMF Setting Exception Values.
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Exception Value Analysis Routine

Each product has an exception value analysis (EVA) routine that can be used to help determine values for the exception
conditions. The EVA routine extracts information from the MICS database. Descriptive statistics for the values of
variables used in exception tests are printed in the Exception Value Analysis Report. The EVA routine for each
product is stored in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(cccEVA). The job control to execute the EVA process is contained in
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccEVA).

Adjusting Exception Values

It is important that sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYcccEXC) not be modified directly. See Exception Values for
procedures on how to modify exception values. Also, it is recommended that IEBUPDTE be used for any changes. This
will allow modifications to be easily re-applied after maintenance is applied to DYcccEXC.

RMF Setting Exception Values
Exception test routines contain tests that determine the conditions and definitions that classify the exception for reporting
and analysis. The following is a sample exception test:

*

** 01003 CPU OVERUTILIZED;

*;

 IF CPUMXPBS GT 98

  THEN DO;

   EXCCODE='01003'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

   EXCDESC1='CPU OVERUTILIZED';

   EXCDESC2='CPU BUSY=' || PUT(CPUMXPBS,5.1) || '%';

   LINK HIT;

 END;

This exception test is processed for each observation in the latest cycle of the DETAIL CPU Activity File (HARCPU). The
test is positive when the value of any CPUMXPBS element is greater than the specified percentage.

When the test is positive, the exception is categorized by providing the appropriate values for EXCCODE, SEVERITY,
and MGMTAREA. EXCDESC1 provides a consistent label for the exception. EXCDESC2 provides variable information
for the conditions that caused the test to be positive. The LINK HIT statement invokes a routine that causes the exception
condition eventually to be written to the Exception Activity File (ADMEXC) for later processing by the standard reports or
MICF inquiries.

For most organizations, the exception limits used here would either cause too many exceptions or too few exceptions to
be reported, which defeats one of the purposes of exception processing: to report on "out of the ordinary" conditions that
warrant attention. Therefore, each organization must determine and set its own exception values.

Furthermore, the values for some exception conditions should be determined uniquely for different environments within
a single organization. For example, a system paging rate that would be excessive during the nightly batch processing
may be normal during the daytime hours, which have heavy interactive usage. Also, different processors can support
different paging rates. Numbers used as exception values should not be defined without some analysis of installation
history, performance, and user requirements.

The MICS database provides a useful information base for analyzing historical performance. The exception value analysis
routine uses the MICS database to produce a statistical analysis of the values used in the standard exception tests
distributed with the products.

Using the results of this analysis, along with your installation's internal political, security, or standards policies; industry
publications; and your own analysis of data element behavior, you can determine how to modify each exception test
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for your environment. You can also modify the exception test routine to add your own tests for additional exception
conditions not detected by the standard tests delivered with the product.

RMF Detailed Exception Descriptions
This section describes each of the standard exceptions for the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The exceptions are
organized numerically and appear sequentially starting with exception 01000.

The format provides the title, number, and a statement on the purpose, rationale, and definition for each exception to give
you some insight into the meaning and use of the information.

Finally, the description contains the SAS code for the exception, with an explanation on modifying the exception threshold
values.

 

01000 System ID Incorrect for Hardware Serial Number

    FILE: CPU Processor Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCPU01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Standards     (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

    PURPOSE:  Detects the use of an MVS system executing on

the wrong CPU based on SMF SYSID.

    RATIONALE:  The SMF System ID is set in the SMF

parameters and may be used for the analysis of SMF data for a

specific CPU (for example, drive accounting/billing systems).

This exception identifies the occurrence of a system being

IPL'ed on the wrong CPU.

    DEFINITION:  The SMF System ID (ORGSYSID) is compared

with the expected System ID and the associated CPU Serial

Number(s) on which it should run.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01000 SYSTEM ID INCORRECT FOR HARDWARE SERIAL NUMBER;

*;

IF E01000 AND

 ORGSYSID='SYSID'

 AND NOT(CPU0SER='020037' AND CPU1SER='120037'))

 THEN DO;

  RETAIN E01000 1;

  E01000=0; * SET FLAG TO PREVENT REPETITION OF EXCEPTION;
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  EXCCODE='01000'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='STANDARDS';

  EXCDESC1='SYSTEM ID INCORRECT FOR HARDWARE SERIAL NUMBER';

  EXCDESC2='SYSTEM ID WAS ' || ORGSYSID ||

           ' WITH SERIAL NUMBER(S) ' || CPU0SER ||

                                ', ' || CPU1SER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

values used for sysid and serial-number according to the

following conventions:

    sysid - The system ID is specified as a four character

literal.  An ID of UDU2 would appear as:

    ORGSYSID='UDU2'

    serial-number - The CPU serial number(s) is specified:

    CPU0SER='123078' for a uniprocessor system

    CPU0SER='098765' OR CPU2SER='298765'

                               for a multiprocessor system

01001 CPU Usage Imbalance Between Multiprocessors

    FILE: CPU Processor Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCPU01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Detects imbalanced CPU utilization between

processors in a multiprocessor central electronic complex.

    RATIONALE:  All CPUs in multiprocessor central complex

should reasonably share the load (that is, 75% busy on CPU 0

and 65% busy on CPU 1).  A significant imbalance can result

from unexpected CPU affinity or ineffective configuration

symmetry.  The problems that may be related to symmetrical or

asymmetrical configurations are installation dependent and

each installation should evaluate their unique configuration

and workload characteristics to determine what is the

reasonable processing difference to be used for this

exception.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the
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difference between the most and least busy CPUs exceeds an

installation defined limit.  There should not be greater than

a ten percentage point differential in the two busy

percentages.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01001 CPU USAGE IMBALANCE BETWEEN MULTIPROCESSORS;

*;

IF CPUNOCPU>1 THEN DO;

  IF CPUPC0BS=0 THEN CPUPC0BS=.;

  IF CPUPC1BS=0 THEN CPUPC1BS=.;

  IF CPUPC2BS=0 THEN CPUPC2BS=.;

  IF CPUPC3BS=0 THEN CPUPC3BS=.;

  IF CPUPC4BS=0 THEN CPUPC4BS=.;

  IF CPUPC5BS=0 THEN CPUPC5BS=.;

  IF CPUPC6BS=0 THEN CPUPC6BS=.;

  IF CPUPC7BS=0 THEN CPUPC7BS=.;

  IF CPUPC8BS=0 THEN CPUPC8BS=.;

  IF CPUPC9BS=0 THEN CPUPC9BS=.;

  IF CPUPCABS=0 THEN CPUPCABS=.;

  IF CPUPCBBS=0 THEN CPUPCBBS=.;

  IF CPUPCCBS=0 THEN CPUPCCBS=.;

  IF CPUPCDBS=0 THEN CPUPCDBS=.;

  IF CPUPCEBS=0 THEN CPUPCEBS=.;

  IF CPUPCFBS=0 THEN CPUPCFBS=.;

  CPUMIN=MIN(CPUPC0BS,CPUPC1BS,CPUPC2BS,CPUPC3BS,

             CPUPC4BS,CPUPB5BS,CPUPC6BS,CPUPC7BS,

             CPUPC8BS,CPUPC9BS,CPUPCABS,CPUPCBBS,

             CPUPCCBS,CPUPCDBS,CPUPCEBS,CPUPCFBS);

  CPUMAX=MAX(CPUPC0BS,CPUPC1BS,CPUPC2BS,CPUPC3BS,

             CPUPC4BS,CPUPB5BS,CPUPC6BS,CPUPC7BS,

             CPUPC8BS,CPUPC9BS,CPUPCABS,CPUPCBBS,

             CPUPCCBS,CPUPCDBS,CPUPCEBS,CPUPCFBS);

  CPUDIFF=CPUMAX-CPUMIN;

  IF CPUDIFF > percent

    THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01001'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='CPU USAGE IMBALANCE BETWEEN MULTIPROCESSORS';

     EXCDESC2='DIFFERENCE=' || PUT(CPUDIFF,5.1) || '%';

     LINK HIT;

   END;

 END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value according to the following conventions:

    percent - The percent imbalance between processors is

specified.  A 10 percent threshold would appear as:
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    CPUDIFF > 10

01002 CPU Underutilized

FILE: CPU Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCPU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detects an underutilized CPU.

RATIONALE:  An underutilized CPU may result from lack of

workload or may serve as an indication of poor performance.

When the operating system is overcommitted (page faulting,

I/O delays, and so on), processor utilization may decrease

because the supervisor and workload are waiting

unnecessarily.  Detection of low processor utilization may

identify periods of poor performance, permitting further

investigation of the critical resources.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the CPU wait

percentage is above the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01002 CPU UNDERUTILIZED;

*;

IF (CPUMXPWT GT percent) AND

   (HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

   (DAYNAME EQ 'MON' OR DAYNAME EQ 'TUE' OR DAYNAME EQ 'WED'

    OR DAYNAME EQ 'THU' OR DAYNAME EQ 'FRI')

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01002'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CPU UNDERUTILIZED';

  EXCDESC2='CPU WAIT=' !! PUT(CPUMXPWT,5.1) !! '%';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value and prime time according to the following conventions:

percent - The maximum CPU wait percent is specified.  A 10

percent threshold would appear as:
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CPUMXPWT GT 10

prime time - The hour range and days of the week to be

included in the exception are specified.  The hour of the day

must be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) would appear as:

(HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18)

The days of the week are represented by the first three

characters of their names.  They must be enclosed in quotes,

separated with ORs.  Prime time specified as MONDAY through

FRIDAY would appear as:

(DAYNAME EQ 'MON' OR DAYNAME EQ 'TUE' OR DAYNAME EQ 'WED'

OR DAYNAME EQ 'THU' OR DAYNAME EQ 'FRI')

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which would provide a simpler

method of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it would appear as:

ZONE='1'

01003 CPU Overutilized

FILE: CPU Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCPU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detects an overutilized CPU.

RATIONALE:  An overcommitted CPU may cause performance

degradation.  One school of thought suggests that a CPU

operating at greater than a 98% busy rate may indicate a

performance problem.  It should be pointed out, however, that

a well tuned system with a good I/O configuration (that is,

separation of channels, devices, control units, and so on),

and sufficiently fast DASD to handle paging and other I/O

demands, may well run at 95-100% for prolonged periods.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the CPU

utilization percentage is above the installation-defined

maximum.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01003 CPU OVERUTILIZED;

*;

IF CPUMXPBS GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01003'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CPU OVERUTILIZED';

  EXCDESC2='CPU BUSY=' !! PUT(CPUMXPBS,5.1) !! '%';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The CPU percent busy is specified.  A 98 percent

threshold would appear as:

CPUMXPBS GT 98

01004 Number of Active Batch Jobs Exceeds Max

FILE: CPU Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCPU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Standards     (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

PURPOSE:  Identifies when more batch jobs are active than is

allowed by installation standards.

RATIONALE:  An excessive number of batch jobs can lower

throughput, unnecessarily elongate the elapsed time for batch

jobs, and raise response times in interactive systems running

in the same complex with the batch workload.  This usually

occurs when system operators vary the number of batch

initiators.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the maximum

number of batch address spaces active at any one time exceeds

the installation-defined maximum number of batch initiators.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

** 01004 NUMBER OF ACTIVE BATCH JOBS EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF CPUMXB GT batch-address-spaces THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01004'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='STANDARDS';

  EXCDESC1='NUMBER OF ACTIVE BATCH JOBS EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2=PUT(CPUMXB,4.) !!

      ' BATCH JOBS WERE ACTIVE';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value

used for the number of batch address spaces according to the

following convention:

batch-address-spaces - The maximum number of batch address

spaces is specified.  A threshold of 15 batch address spaces

would appear as:

CPUMXB GT 15

01100 Selector Channel Overloaded

    FILE: Physical Channel Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARPCA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify overloaded selector channels which may

be a symptom of I/O problems and performance degradation.

    RATIONALE:  As physical channel busy increases, the

probability of I/O delay increases exponentially.  It can be

inferred that I/O delay due to channel busy is occurring from

a high channel busy situation.  This problem may be

particularly impacting if a critical data set such as the IMS

log tape is on a device which must be accessed through this

channel.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the channel

busy percentage exceeds the installation defined maximum.  A

selector channel is overloaded when its channel busy percent

exceeds 60-70%, assuming few, if any, DASD devices.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

** 01100 SELECTOR CHANNEL OVERLOADED;

IF CHANTYPE='SELECTOR'

 AND PCAPCBSY > percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01100'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SELECTOR CHANNEL OVERLOADED';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' || PUT(PCAPCBSY,5.1) ||

        '%, CHAN=' || CHANNEL;

  IF RMFVER<='08 '

    THEN EXCDESC2=TRIM(EXCDESC2) || ', SET=' || CPUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value according to the following convention:

    percent - The maximum percent channel busy is specified.

A 60 percent threshold would appear as:

    PCAPCBSY > 60

01101 Block Multiplexor Channel Overloaded

FILE: Physical Channel Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARPCA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify overloaded block multiplexor channels

that may be a symptom of I/O problems and performance

degradation.

RATIONALE:  As physical channel-busy increases, the

probability of I/O delay increases exponentially.  It can be

inferred that I/O delay due to channel-busy is occurring from

a high channel-busy situation.  This can be a real problem if

this channel is the path to the page data sets.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the channel-busy

percentage exceeds the installation-defined maximum.  A block

multiplexor channel is overloaded when its channel-busy

percent exceeds 35%.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the
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exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01101 BLOCK MULTIPLEXOR CHANNEL OVERLOADED;

*;

IF CHANTYPE EQ 'BLOCK MPX'

 AND PCAPCBSY GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01101'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='BLOCK MULTIPLEXOR CHANNEL OVERLOADED';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' !! PUT(PCAPCBSY,5.1) !!

        '%, CHAN=' !! CHANNEL;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent channel-busy is specified.  A

35 percent threshold would appear as:

PCAPCBSY GT 35

01102 Selector Channel Underutilized

    FILE: Physical Channel Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARPCA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify underutilized selector channels which

identify wasted resources or indicate a potential channel

bottleneck.

    RATIONALE:  During periods when work is expected in the

system, low channel utilization suggests that external

effects (that is, RESERVES) may be preventing proper

utilization.  If low channel utilization occurs on one

channel concurrent with high utilization on the other

channels, some external impact (that is, high paging) may be

the cause.  Low utilization can also be due to an imbalance

caused by an improperly specified channel selection

algorithm.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the channel

busy percentage is below the installation defined minimum.  A
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selector channel is underutilized when its channel busy

percent is below 10% during expected heavy load hours.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01102 SELECTOR CHANNEL UNDERUTILIZED;

*;

IF CHANTYPE='SELECTOR'

 AND PCAPCBSY < percent

 AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED'

      OR DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI')

     AND (HOUR >= hh1 AND HOUR <= hh2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01102'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SELECTOR CHANNEL UNDERUTILIZED';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' || PUT(PCAPCBSY,5.1) ||

        '%, CHAN=' || CHANNEL;

  IF RMFVER<='08 '

    THEN EXCDESC2=TRIM(EXCDESC2) || ', SET=' || CPUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value and prime time according to the following

conventions:

    percent - The channel busy percent is specified.  A 10

percent threshold would appear as:

    PCAPCBSY < 10

    prime time - The hour range and days of the week to be

included in the exception are specified.  The hour of the day

must be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

specified as 8am through 6:59 pm (18:59) would appear as:

    AND ( 8 <=HOUR AND HOUR<= 18 )

The days of the week are represented by the first three

characters of their names.  They must be enclosed in quotes,

separated with OR's.  Prime time specified as MONDAY through

FRIDAY would appear as:

    AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED'

         OR DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI' )

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which would provide a simpler

method of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it would appear as:
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    AND ZONE='1'

01103 Block Multiplexor Channel Underutilized

FILE: Physical Channel Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARPCA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify underutilized selector channels that

identify wasted resources or indicate a potential channel

bottleneck.

RATIONALE:  During periods when work is expected in the

system, low channel utilization suggests that external

effects may be preventing proper utilization.  If low channel

utilization occurs on one channel concurrent with high

utilization on the other channels, some external impact

(that is, high paging) may be the cause.  Low utilization can

also be due to an imbalance caused by an improperly specified

channel selection algorithm.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the channel-busy

percentage is below the installation-defined minimum.  A

selector channel is underutilized when its channel-busy

percent is below 10% during expected heavy load hours.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01102 BlOCK MULTIPLEXOR CHANNEL UNDERUTILIZED;

*;

IF CHANTYPE EQ 'BLOCK MPX' AND

 PCAPCBSY LT percent AND

 (DAYNAME EQ 'MON' OR DAYNAME EQ 'TUE' OR DAYNAME EQ 'WED'

  OR DAYNAME EQ 'THU' OR DAYNAME EQ 'FRI') AND

 (HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01102'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='BLOCK MULTIPLEXOR CHANNEL UNDERUTILIZED';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' !! PUT(PCAPCBSY,5.1) !!

        '%, CHAN=' !! CHANNEL;

  LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value and prime time according to the following conventions:

percent - The channel-busy percent is specified.  A 10

percent threshold would appear as:

PCAPCBSY LT 10

prime time - The hour range and days of the week to be

included in the exception are specified.  The hour of the day

must be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) would appear as:

(HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18)

The days of the week are represented by the first three

characters of their names.  They must be enclosed in quotes,

separated with ORs.  Prime time specified as MONDAY through

FRIDAY would appear as:

(DAYNAME EQ 'MON' OR DAYNAME EQ 'TUE' OR DAYNAME EQ 'WED'

OR DAYNAME EQ 'THU' OR DAYNAME EQ 'FRI')

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which would provide a simpler

method of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it would appear as:

ZONE='1'

01200 Device Avg Queue Length Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  A high average queue length for a device may

indicate devices that are I/O bottlenecks.

RATIONALE:  The average size of the queue for an individual

device reflects the number of times I/O was queued for that

device.  This may identify devices that cause I/O delay.  If

the I/O to the device is all from one subsystem, which

schedules its own I/O, this indicator will show no queue

length, and thus is useful primarily on devices used by
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multiple address spaces.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

queue length for a device exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.  Different thresholds should be established for

different device classes and types.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01200 DEVICE AVG QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF DVAAVQUE GT queue

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01200'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DEVICE AVG QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='AVG Q=' !! PUT(DVAAVQUE,5.2) !!

           ', VOL=' !! VOLSER            !!

          ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

          ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the average

queue length value according to the following convention:

queue - The average queue length is specified.  A threshold

queue length of 0.1 appear as:

DVAAVQUE GT .1

01206 Pct of Time Device Mount Pending Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  The percent of time a device was in pending mount

status may be used to identify the time spent mounting

devices.

RATIONALE:  Performance in replying to mounts may be measured

by the amount of time the device was found with a mount

pending.  However, the number of mounts during the
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measurement interval is not available, so a high value for

percent mount pending is not necessarily a sign of

inefficiency.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

time a mount was pending exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.  Different values should be established for

different device classes and types.  Note that the time

measured is for all mount pending events that occurred during

the RMF record interval.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01206 PCT OF TIME DEVICE MOUNT PENDING EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF (DEVCLASS EQ 'TAPE' AND DVAPCMTP GT percent) OR

   (DEVCLASS EQ 'DASD' AND DVAPCMTP GT percent)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01206'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PCT OF TIME DEVICE MOUNT PENDING EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PCT=' !! PUT(DVAPCMTP,5.1) !!

         ', VOL=' !! VOLSER            !!

        ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

        ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of time a mount is pending.  A

5 percent threshold would appear as:

DVAPCMTP GT 5

01207 Pct of Time Device Not Ready Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  The percent of time a device was not ready may be

used to identify when the device was not ready due to mounts
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or problems on the device.

RATIONALE:  The percent of time that a mountable device is

not ready is a measure of the mount service time (as separate

from the mount queue time, the time required to recognize the

mount request and locate the volume), and thus provides

productivity measures.  For a non-mountable device, "device-

not-ready" indicates a problem with the device.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

time device-not-ready exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.  Different values should be established for

different device classes and types.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01207 PCT OF TIME DEVICE NOT READY EXCEEDS MAX;

IF (DEVCLASS EQ 'TAPE' AND DVAPCNRD GT percent) OR

   (DEVCLASS EQ 'DASD' AND DVAPCNRD GT percent)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01207'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PCT OF TIME DEVICE NOT READY EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PCT=' !! PUT(DVAPCNRD,5.1) !!

         ', VOL=' !! VOLSER            !!

        ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

        ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of time a device is not ready

is specified.  A 25 percent threshold would appear as:

DVAPCNRD GT 25

01209 Pct of Time Device Reserved Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Identify the system causing the reserve delay.

RATIONALE:  This measure reflects the actual time that a

reserve was in effect by one system, rather than the delay

that may have been incurred by another system that shares the

device measured by exception 1208.  However, if exception

1208 is reported in a complex of two or more systems, this

exception may identify the system causing the delay.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

time a device was reserved exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01209 PCT OF TIME DEVICE ReserveD EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF DVAPCRSV GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01209'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PCT OF TIME DEVICE RESERVED EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PCT=' !! PUT(DVAPCRSV,5.1) !!

         ', VOL=' !! VOLSER            !!

        ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

        ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of time a device is reserved is

specified.  A 5 percent threshold would appear as:

DVAPCRSV GT 5

01211 Device I/O Queue Time Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify potential I/O bottlenecks resulting from

excessive device I/O queue time.
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RATIONALE:  An estimate of the average delay time, per

successful I/O, identifies devices for which both the number

of delayed I/Os is high and the duration of each delay is

significant.  Because it is an estimate rather than a time

measure, it is susceptible to statistical bias and should not

be calculated when the number of successful I/Os is too low.

DEFINITION:  The exception is detected when the average delay

time per I/O exceeds the installation-defined maximum and the

number of I/Os per hour also exceeds an installation-defined

minimum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01211 DEVICE I/O QUEUE TIME EXCEEDS MAX;

IF DVASSC GT 1000 THEN Q_TIME=DVAAVIOS;

ELSE IF DVASIO GT 1000

 THEN Q_TIME=(DVAAVQUE*DURATION)/DVASIO;

IF Q_TIME GT queue-time THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='01211'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='DEVICE I/O QUEUE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='Q TIME (SS.TTT)=' !! PUT(Q_TIME,6.3) !!

                       ', VOL=' !! VOLSER          !!

                      ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

                      ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the queue

time value according to the following convention:

queue-time - The maximum I/O time in seconds is specified.  A

.030 second threshold would appear as:

Q_TIME GT .030

01212 Device I/O Service Time Exceeds Max

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Identify potential device I/O bottlenecks resulting

from excessive I/O service time.

RATIONALE:  An estimate of the average service time per I/O

is useful in identifying devices that spend significant time

transferring data or significant seek-and-search times.  The

identified devices may then be analyzed for data set

placement, appropriate blocking, and so on.  This condition

can also result from heavy use of a device by an access

method (or user written EXCP technique) that does not use or

support RPS.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average I/O

service time to a device exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01212 DEVICE I/O SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF DVASSC GT io-rate THEN S_TIME=DVAAVSER;

IF S_TIME GT service-time

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01212'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DEVICE I/O SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SERV TIME (SS.TTT)=' !! PUT(S_TIME,6.3)  !!

                        ', VOL=' !! VOLSER           !!

                       ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

                       ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the io-rate

and service-time values according to the following

conventions:

io-rate - The minimum number of I/O operations is specified.

A threshold of 1000 I/Os would appear as:

DVASSC GT 1000

service-time - The maximum I/O time in seconds is specified.

A .030 second threshold would appear as:

S_TIME GT .030

01213 Device I/O (Queue + Service) Time Exceeds Max
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FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify potential device I/O bottlenecks resulting

from excessive I/O (queue wait and service) time.

RATIONALE:  The average I/O time is the sum of the estimated

I/O queue wait time and I/O service time, and thus it

estimates the total time spent per I/O to each device.  The

identified devices should be examined further to determine

the cause.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average I/O

time exceeds the installation-defined maximum and the number

of I/Os per hour also exceeds an installation-defined

minimum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01213 DEVICE I/O (QUEUE + SERVICE) TIME EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IOTIME=SUM(Q_TIME,S_TIME);

IF IOTIME GT iotime

 THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='01213'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='DEVICE I/O (QUEUE + SERVICE) TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='I/O TIME (SS.TTT)=' !! PUT(IOTIME,6.3)  !!

                         ', VOL=' !! VOLSER           !!

                        ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

                        ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the I/O time

value according to the following convention:

iotime - The maximum I/O time in seconds is specified.  A

.030 second threshold would appear as:

IOTIME GT .030
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01214 Critical Device I/O Rate Below Min

FILE: Device Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARDVA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify devices with low I/O rates that may detect

devices with I/O bottlenecks or subsystem failures.

RATIONALE:  A low device I/O rate may reflect I/O bottlenecks

causing degraded performance, during periods when significant

work is expected.  Low I/O rates to specific devices (such as

TSO, IMS, CICS, and other database devices) may also indicate

a subsystem failure or degradation within the subsystem.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the device I/O

rate per hour is less than an installation-defined minimum

for installation-defined time periods.  Different limits may

be specified for different device class and types and even

device addresses or volume serial numbers.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01214 CRITICAL DEVICE I/O RATE BELOW MIN;

*;

IF (DEVADDR EQ 'device-address' AND DVAACTRT LT io-rate)

 OR (DEVADDR EQ 'device-address' AND DVAACTRT LT io-rate)

 OR (VOLSER EQ 'volume-serial' AND DVAACTRT LT io-rate)

 AND (DAYNAME EQ 'day' OR DAYNAME EQ 'day'

      OR DAYNAME EQ 'day' OR DAYNAME EQ 'day')

 AND (HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2)

 AND ZONE EQ 'n'

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01214'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CRITICAL DEVICE I/O RATE BELOW MIN';

  EXCDESC2='I/O RATE=' !! PUT(DVAACTRT,5.1) !!

          '/SEC, VOL=' !! VOLSER            !!

             ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.) !!

             ', TYPE=' !! DEVTYPE;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values of the following:

o device-address:  the hexadecimal device address is
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  specified as a three character SAS literal.  For example,

  device address 1A8 is expressed as:

  DEVADDR EQ '1A8'

o volume-serial:  the volume serial number is specified as a

  one to six character SAS literal.  For example, volume

  serial number PAG1C0 is expressed as:

  VOLSER EQ 'PAG1C0'

o io-rate:  the minimum number of start I/Os to a critical

  device in an hour is specified.  For example, a threshold

  of 1000 for device address 2B3 is expressed as:

  (DEVADDR EQ '2B3' AND DVAACTRT LT 1000)

o day:  the days of the week to be included in the exception.

  Specify the first three characters of each day's name,

  enclosed in quotes and separated with OR's.  For example,

  prime time specified as MONDAY through FRIDAY is expressed

  as:

  (DAYNAME EQ 'MON' OR DAYNAME EQ 'TUE' OR DAYNAME EQ 'WED'

   OR DAYNAME EQ 'THU' OR DAYNAME EQ 'FRI' )

o hh1 and hh2 (time period):  the hour range to be included

  in the exception, where hh1 and hh2 are hours of the day.

  Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) is

  expressed as:

  (HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18)

o n (ZONE value):  the time period to be included. The ZONE

  definition includes the hours and days, so the ZONE

  definition is a simpler method of selecting hours and days

  for processing.  If ZONE 1 corresponds to Monday through

  Friday from 8:00 am until 6:59 pm, it is expressed as:

  ZONE EQ '1'

01300 Control Unit I/O Rate Below Min

    FILE: Control Unit Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCUA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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    PURPOSE:  Identify low control unit I/O rates which may

indicate I/O conflicts.

    RATIONALE:  During periods when work is expected in the

system, a low I/O rate may result from I/O conflicts.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the control

unit I/O rate is below the installation defined minimum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01300 CONTROL UNIT I/O RATE BELOW MIN;

*;

IF RMFVER > '08 ' THEN CUAPSSIO=CUAACTRT;

IF CUAPSSIO ^= .  THEN IF CUAPSSIO < rate

 AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED' OR

      DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI')

     AND (HOUR >= hh1 AND HOUR <= hh2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01300'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CONTROL UNIT I/O RATE BELOW MIN';

  EXCDESC2=  'I/O RATE=' || PUT(CUAPSSIO,6.1) ||

    '/SEC, CONTROL UNIT=' || CUADDR;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

    rate - The minimum rate of SIO's per second is specified.

A threshold rate of 2 would appear as:

    CUAPSSIO < 2

    prime time  - The hour range and days of the week to be

included in the exception are specified.  The hour of the day

must be within the hh1 through hh2 range.  Prime time

specified as 8am through 6:59 pm (18:59) would appear as:

    AND ( 8 <=HOUR AND HOUR<= 18 )

    The days of the week are represented by the first three

characters of their names.  They must be enclosed in quotes,

separated with OR's.  Prime time specified as MONDAY through

FRIDAY would appear as:

    AND (DAYNAME='MON' OR DAYNAME='TUE' OR DAYNAME='WED'

      OR DAYNAME='THU' OR DAYNAME='FRI' )
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    NOTE:  The time period to be included may already be

defined by means of the ZONE definition, which would provide

a simpler method of selecting hours and days for processing.

If ZONE 1 corresponds to the desired time period, it would

appear as:

    AND ZONE='1'

01303 Control Unit Busy Pending Time Exceeds Max

    FILE: Control Unit Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARCUA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies the average time of I/O delays

resulting from control unit busy.

    RATIONALE:  The solution may be to add control units, or

to relocate devices on different control units, when the I/O

delays result from control unit busy.  This exception may

identify when the control unit (or string switch) is an I/O

bottleneck.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

delay time of I/O requests due to control unit busy exceeds

the installation defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

** 01303 CONTROL UNIT BUSY PENDING TIME EXCEEDS MAX;

*;

IF RMFVER=>'330' AND CUAAVCUB > time

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='01303'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CONTROL UNIT BUSY PENDING TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2= 'TIME=' || PUT(CUAAVCUB,5.3) ||

   ', CONTROL UNIT=' || CUADDR;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

time value according to the following convention:
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    time - The maximum average time an I/O is delayed is

specified.  A .10 second threshold would appear as:

    CUAAVCUB > .10

01500 IPU Underutilized

FILE: Individual Processor Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARIPU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detects an underutilized processor.

RATIONALE:  An underutilized processor may result from lack

of workload or may indicate poor performance.  When the

operating system is overcommitted (page faulting, I/O delays,

and so on), processor utilization may decrease because the

supervisor and workload are waiting unnecessarily.  Detection

of low processor utilization may identify periods of poor

performance, permitting further investigation of the critical

resources.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a processor wait

percentage is above the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

***********************************;

*** 01500 *** IPU UNDERUTILIZED ***;

***********************************;

IF ((SYSID EQ 'sysid1' AND IPUPCWT GT percent1) OR

    (SYSID EQ 'sysid2' AND IPUPCWT GT percent2))

 THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

          (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

  THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='01500'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='PROCESSOR UNIT UNDERUTILIZED';

    EXCDESC2='IPU ADDRESS=' !! PUT(IPUADDR,HEX2.) !!

           ', IPU WAIT=' !! PUT(IPUPCWT,5.1) !! '%';

    LINK HIT;

  END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the sysid, percent and prime
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time values according to the following conventions:

sysid - Specifies a four-character CA MICS system ID.

percent - Specifies the maximum processor wait percent.

A 10 percent threshold for system GFL1 and a 20 percent

threshold for system GFL2 appears as:

IF ((SYSID EQ 'GFL1' AND IPUPCWT GT 10) OR

    (SYSID EQ 'GFL2' AND IPUPCWT GT 20))

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

IF ZONE EQ '1'

01501 IPU Overutilized

FILE: Individual Processor Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARIPU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detects an overutilized processor.

RATIONALE:  An overcommitted processor may cause performance

degradation.  One school of thought suggests that a processor

operating at greater than a 98% busy rate may be indicative

of a performance problem.  It should be pointed out, however,

that a well-tuned system with a good I/O configuration (that

is, separation of channels, devices, control units, and so

on) and sufficiently fast DASD to handle paging and other I/O

demands, may well run at 95-100% for prolonged periods.
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DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a processor

utilization percentage is above the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**********************************;

*** 01501 *** IPU OVERUTILIZED ***;

**********************************;

IF ((SYSID EQ 'sysid1' AND IPUPCBS GT percent1) OR

    (SYSID EQ 'sysid2' AND IPUPCBS GT percent2))

 THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

          (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

  THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='01501'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='PROCESSOR UNIT OVERUTILIZED';

    EXCDESC2='IPU ADDRESS=' !! PUT(IPUADDR,HEX2.) !!

           ', IPU BUSY=' !! PUT(IPUPCBS,5.1) !! '%';

    LINK HIT;

  END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the sysid, percent and prime

time values according to the following conventions:

sysid - Specifies a four-character CA MICS system ID.

percent - Specifies the maximum processor busy percent.

A 90 percent threshold for system ID GFL1 and a 95 percent

threshold for system ID GFL2 appears as:

IF ((SYSID EQ 'GFL1' AND IPUPCBS GT 90) OR

    (SYSID EQ 'GFL2' AND IPUPCBS GT 95))

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:
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IF ZONE EQ '1'

01600 LPAR Partition Underutilized

 

FILE: PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARLPC01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

 

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

 

PURPOSE:  Detects an underutilized logical partition.

 

RATIONALE:  An underutilized logical partition may result

from lack of workload or may serve as an indication of

improper LPAR definition criteria, such as poorly defined

partition weights.  If such a partition is used for

production workloads, then service objectives may not be met.

Detection of low logical partition utilization may identify

periods of poor performance, permitting further investigation

of the critical resources.

 

For additional information concerning interpretation and

usage of these values, refer to Section 6.8.

 

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the logical

partition processor utilization percentage is below the

site-defined maximum.

 

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 

******************************************;

*** 01600 *** PR/SM LPAR UNDERUTILIZED ***;

******************************************;

IF (SYSID EQ 'rsys')

 THEN IF ((HEXLPID EQ 'id1' AND LPCPCVPU LT percent1) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id2' AND LPCPCVPU LT percent2) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id3' AND LPCPCVPU LT percent3))

  THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

           (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

   THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01600'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='PR/SM LPAR UNDERUTILIZED.  ID=' !! HEXLPID;

     EXCDESC2='LPAR ID=' !! HEXLPID !! ' WAS' !!

               PUT(LPCPCVPU,5.1) !! '% BUSY';

     LINK HIT;
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   END;

 

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the recording SYSID, the LPAR

IDs, the percent values, and prime time according to the

following conventions:

 

rsys - The SYSID of the system whose measurements are to be

used to evaluate the exception condition.  If the evaluation

is to be made based on the information recorded by RMF

running in a system ID of SYS1, the statement would appear

as:

 

IF (SYSID EQ 'SYS1')

 

id - Specifies the logical partition ID, a two-character

hexadecimal number, with lead zero, if applicable, in quotes.

 

percent - Specifies the minimum logical processor utilization

for a particular LPAR.

 

A 30 percent threshold for LPAR ID 1, a 40 percent threshold

for LPAR ID 2, and a 50 percent threshold for LPAR ID C

appear as:

 

IF ((HEXLPID EQ '01' AND LPCPCVPU LT 30) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '02' AND LPCPCVPU LT 40) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '0C' AND LPCPCVPU LT 50))

 

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

 

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

 

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

 

IF ZONE EQ '1'

 

01601 LPAR Partition Overutilized

 

FILE: PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARLPC01
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SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

 

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

 

PURPOSE:  Detects an overutilized logical partition.

 

RATIONALE:  An overutilized logical partition may result from

an excessive workload or may serve as an indication of

improper LPAR definition criteria, such as poorly defined

partition weights.  Such a partition may dominate the central

processor complex (CPC) and cause the service objectives of

other logical partitions not to be met.  Detection of high

logical partition utilization may identify periods of poor

performance for other logical partitions, permitting further

investigation of the critical resources.

 

For additional information concerning interpretation and

usage of these values, refer to Section 6.8.

 

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the logical

partition processor utilization percentage is above the site

defined maximum.

 

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 

*****************************************;

*** 01601 *** PR/SM LPAR OVERUTILIZED ***;

*****************************************;

IF (SYSID EQ 'rsys')

 THEN IF ((HEXLPID EQ 'id1' AND LPCPCVPU GT percent1) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id2' AND LPCPCVPU GT percent2) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id3' AND LPCPCVPU GT percent3))

  THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

           (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

   THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01601'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='PR/SM LPAR OVERUTILIZED.  ID=' !! HEXLPID;

     EXCDESC2='LPAR ID=' !! HEXLPID !! ' WAS' !!

               PUT(LPCPCVPU,5.1) !! '% BUSY';

     LINK HIT;

   END;

 

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the recording SYSID, the LPAR

IDs, the percent values, and prime time according to the

following conventions:

 

rsys - The SYSID of the system whose measurements are to be

used to evaluate the exception condition.  If the evaluation

is to be made based on the information recorded by RMF
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running in a system ID of SYS1, the statement would appear

as:

 

IF (SYSID EQ 'SYS1')

 

id - Specifies the logical partition ID, a two-character

hexadecimal number, with lead zero if applicable, in quotes.

 

percent - Specifies the maximum logical processor utilization

for a particular LPAR.

 

A 70 percent threshold for LPAR ID 1, a 80 percent threshold

for LPAR ID 2, and a 90 percent threshold for LPAR ID C

appear as:

 

IF ((HEXLPID EQ '01' AND LPCPCVPU GT 70) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '02' AND LPCPCVPU GT 80) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '0C' AND LPCPCVPU GT 90))

 

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

 

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

 

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

 

IF ZONE EQ '1'

 

01602 PR/SM LPAR Using Excessive Resources

 

FILE: PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARLPC01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

 

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

 

PURPOSE:  Detects a logical partition that uses an excessive

portion of the shared processor resources of the central

processor complex (CPC).
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RATIONALE:  A single logical partition that dominates the

shared processor resources of the central processor complex

(CPC) may indicate a resource shortage that can result in

service objectives of other logical partitions to be missed.

Detection of excessive logical partition resource utilization

may identify a capacity constraint in the CPC, requiring

further investigation of the critical resources.

 

For additional information concerning interpretation and

usage of these values, refer to Section 6.8.

 

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the logical

partition shared system utilization percentage is above the

site-defined maximum.

 

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 

******************************************************;

*** 01602 *** PR/SM LPAR USING EXCESSIVE RESOURCES ***;

******************************************************;

IF (SYSID EQ 'rsys')

 THEN IF ((HEXLPID EQ 'id1' AND LPCPCSSU GT percent1) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id2' AND LPCPCSSU GT percent2) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id3' AND LPCPCSSU GT percent3))

  THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

           (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

   THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01602'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='PR/SM LPAR USING EXCESSIVE RESOURCES.  ID='

              !! HEXLPID;

     EXCDESC2='LPAR ID=' !! HEXLPID !! ' WAS USING' !!

               PUT(LPCPCSSU,5.1) !! '% OF COMPLEX RESOURCES';

     LINK HIT;

   END;

 

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the recording SYSID, the LPAR

IDs, the percent values, and prime time according to the

following conventions:

 

rsys - The SYSID of the system whose measurements are to be

used to evaluate the exception condition.  If the evaluation

is to be made based on the information recorded by RMF

running in a system ID of SYS1, the statement would appear

as:

 

IF (SYSID EQ 'SYS1')

 

id - Specifies the logical partition ID, a two-character

hexadecimal number, with lead zero if applicable, in quotes.
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percent - Specifies the maximum shared system utilization for

a particular LPAR.

 

A 30 percent threshold for LPAR ID 1, a 40 percent threshold

for LPAR ID 2, and a 50 percent threshold for LPAR ID C

appear as:

 

IF ((HEXLPID EQ '01' AND LPCPCSSU GT 30) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '02' AND LPCPCSSU GT 40) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '0C' AND LPCPCSSU GT 50))

 

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

 

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

 

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

 

IF ZONE EQ '1'

 

01700 Logical Processor Underutilized

 

 

FILE: PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARVPA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

 

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

 

PURPOSE:  Detects an underutilized logical processor.

 

RATIONALE:  An underutilized logical processor may result

from lack of workload or may serve as an indication of

improper LPAR definition criteria, such as poorly defined

processor weights.  If such a processor is used in a

partition used for production workloads, service objectives

may not be met.  Detection of low logical processor

utilization may identify periods of poor performance,

permitting further investigation of the critical resources.
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For additional information concerning interpretation and

usage of these values, refer to Section 6.8.

 

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the logical

processor utilization percentage is below the site-defined

maximum.

 

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

 

*******************************************************;

*** 01700 *** PR/SM LOGICAL PROCESSOR UNDERUTILIZED ***;

*******************************************************;

IF (SYSID EQ 'rsys')

 THEN IF ((HEXLPID EQ 'id1' AND VPAPCVPU LT pct1) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id2' AND VPAPCVPU LT pct2))

  THEN IF ((HOUR LE hh1 AND HOUR GE hh2) AND

           (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

   THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01700'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='PR/SM LOGICAL PROCESSOR UNDERUTILIZED.  ID='

            !! HEXLPID;

     EXCDESC2='LPAR ID='  !! HEXLPID !!

             ' LOG PROC=' !! PUT(VPAADDR,HEX2.) !!

             ' WAS' !! PUT(VPAPCVPU,5.1) !! '% BUSY';

     LINK HIT;

   END;

 

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the recording SYSID, the LPAR

IDs, the percent values and prime time according to the

following conventions:

 

rsys - The SYSID of the system whose measurements are to be

used to evaluate the exception condition.  If the evaluation

is to be made based on the information recorded by RMF

running in a system ID of SYS1, the statement would appear

as:

 

IF (SYSID EQ 'SYS1')

 

id - Specifies the logical partition ID, a two-character

hexadecimal number, with lead zero if applicable, in quotes.

 

percent - Specifies the minimum logical processor utilization

for a particular LPAR.

 

A 10 percent threshold for LPAR ID 1 and a 50 percent

threshold for LPAR ID C appear as:

 

IF ((HEXLPID EQ '01' AND VPAPCVPU LT 30) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '0C' AND VPAPCVPU LT 50))
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prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

 

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

 

The time period to be included may already be defined by

means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

 

IF ZONE EQ '1'

 

01701 Logical Processor Overutilized

FILE: PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.HARVPA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

 

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

 

PURPOSE:  Detects an overutilized logical processor.

 

RATIONALE:  An overutilized logical processor may result from

an excessive workload or may serve as an indication of

improper LPAR definition criteria, such as poorly defined

processor weights.  If such a processor is used in a

partition used for production workloads, service objectives

may not be met.  Detection of high logical processor

utilization may identify periods of poor performance,

permitting further investigation of the critical resources.

 

For additional information concerning interpretation and

usage of these values, refer to Section 6.8.

 

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the logical

processor utilization percentage is above the site-defined

maximum.

 

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.
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******************************************************;

*** 01701 *** PR/SM LOGICAL PROCESSOR OVERUTILIZED ***;

******************************************************;

IF (SYSID EQ 'rsys')

 THEN IF ((HEXLPID EQ 'id1' AND VPAPCVPU GT pct1) OR

          (HEXLPID EQ 'id2' AND VPAPCVPU GT pct2))

  THEN IF ((HOUR GE hh1 AND HOUR LE hh2) AND

           (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

   THEN DO;

     EXCCODE='01701'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

     EXCDESC1='PR/SM LOGICAL PROCESSOR OVERUTILIZED.  ID='

            !! HEXLPID;

     EXCDESC2='LPAR ID='  !! HEXLPID !!

             ' LOG PROC=' !! PUT(VPAADDR,HEX2.) !!

             ' WAS' !! PUT(VPAPCVPU,5.1) !! '% BUSY';

     LINK HIT;

   END;

 

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the recording SYSID, the LPAR

IDs, the percent values and prime time according to the

following conventions:

 

rsys - The SYSID of the system whose measurements are to be

used to evaluate the exception condition.  If the evaluation

is to be made based on the information recorded by RMF

running in a system ID of SYS1, the statement would appear

as:

 

IF (SYSID EQ 'SYS1')

 

id - Specifies the logical partition ID, a two-character

hexadecimal number, with lead zero if applicable, in quotes.

 

percent - Specifies the maximum logical processor utilization

for a particular LPAR.

 

A 80 percent threshold for LPAR ID 1 and a 90 percent

threshold for LPAR ID C appear as:

 

IF ((HEXLPID EQ '01' AND VPAPCVPU GT 80) OR

    (HEXLPID EQ '0C' AND VPAPCVPU GT 90))

 

prime time - Specifies the hour range and days of the week to

be included in the exception.  The hour of the day must be

within the hh1 through hh2 range.  The days of the week are

represented by the first three characters of their names.

Prime time specified as 8:00 am through 6:59 pm (18:59) on

weekdays only appears as:

 

IF ((HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 18) AND

    (DAYNAME NE 'SAT' AND DAYNAME NE 'SUN'))

 

The time period to be included may already be defined by
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means of the ZONE definition, which provides a simpler method

of selecting hours and days for processing.  If ZONE 1

corresponds to the desired time period, it appears as:

 

IF ZONE EQ '1'

 

02000 System Swap Paging Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Excessive swap paging rate can identify periods of

overcommitment, incorrect SRM constants, or increasing use of

real storage (that is, large working sets).

RATIONALE:  A high swap paging rate can result from a high

swapping rate (exception 02014) but can also indicate that

the number of pages per swap is excessive.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the swap paging

rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02000 SYSTEM SWAP PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=SUM(PAGSIN,PAGSOT)/DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02000';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SYSTEM SWAP PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum system swap paging rate per second is

specified.  A threshold rate of 5 would appear as:

RATE GT 5
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02001 Total Paging Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Excessive paging indicates overcommitment of

memory.

RATIONALE:  The total paging rate (non-swap, non-VIO page-ins

and page-outs, swap pages in and out, and VIO pages in and

out) reflects the sum of all actual page transfers between

real memory and auxiliary storage.  When real memory is

overcommitted, excessive paging results and this exception

can identify such periods.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the sum of

non-swap non-VIO paging, swap paging, and VIO paging rates

exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02001 TOTAL PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=

  SUM(PAGPIN,PAGPOUT,PAGVIN,PAGVOT,PAGSIN,PAGSOT)/DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02001';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TOTAL PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of paging per second is specified. A

rate threshold of 500 would appear as:

RATE GT 500
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02002 Physical VIO Paging Rate Exceeds Max

FILE:  Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME:  DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Excessive VIO paging indicates that real memory is

overcommitted or that the VIO facility is being misused.

RATIONALE:  The total VIO paging rate reflects the actual

transferring of pages between real memory and auxiliary

storage for VIO pages.  When real memory is overcommitted,

excessive paging results.  However, this exception can also

result from misuse of VIO.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the VIO paging

rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02002 PHYSICAL VIO PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=SUM(PAGVIN,PAGVOT)/DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02002';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PHYSICAL VIO PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of VIO paging per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 5 would appear as:

RATE GT 5

02003 Page Fault Rate Exceeds Max
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FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Excessive page fault rate indicates an

overcommitment of real memory and resulting delays to tasks

in execution.

RATIONALE:  A page fault causes a task that is already in

real memory to be delayed, as well as usually causing a

physical page I/O.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the page fault

rate (the rate of non-swap non-VIO page-ins, VIO page-ins,

and PLPA/CSA page-ins) exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02003 PAGE FAULT RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=SUM(PAGPIN,PAGVIN,PAGSNI)/DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02003';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PAGE FAULT RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of page faults per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 60 would appear as:

RATE GT 60

02004 Long Wait Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)
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SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  A high long wait swap rate can identify poorly

written software.

RATIONALE:  Normally, a long wait swap is a good event, since

it is issued intentionally by software that expects a

significant wait for a response (often from a console

operator or some form of human involvement).  Excessive use

of long wait could result from software that should be

examined to see if the response (and hence if the long wait)

is truly required.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the long wait

swap rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02004 LONG WAIT SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGLWS / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02004'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LONG WAIT SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of long wait swaps per second is

specified.  A rate of 2 threshold would appear as:

RATE GT 2

02005 Detected Wait Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  A high detected wait swap rate results from

unexpected delays and thus identifies performance degradation

periods.

RATIONALE:  A detected wait occurs when the System Resource

Manager (SRM) finds that a task that is already in memory

has been in wait state for several seconds.  The SRM usually

does not know why the task is waiting so it swaps out the

task rather than clearing the wait.  Thus, detected wait

swaps are undesired and should be investigated.  Some common

causes of detected wait swaps are reserves, locks, and

enqueues.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the detected

wait swap rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02005 DETECTED WAIT SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGDWS / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02005'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DETECTED WAIT SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of detected wait swaps per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 2 would appear as:

RATE GT 2

02006 Unilateral Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  High unilateral swap rate results from resource

overcommitment or from ineffective SRM constants.

RATIONALE:  The SRM controls resource usage through swapping.

When the SRM thinks its resources are overcommitted, it will

remove active tasks from memory via unilateral swaps,

delaying the execution of the task and reducing the

multiprogramming level (which it presumes will reduce

overcommitment).  A high unilateral swap rate is undesirable

since it is additional overhead at a time of system

overcommitment.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the unilateral

swap rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02006 UNILATERAL SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGULS / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02006'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='UNILATERAL SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of unilateral swaps per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 1 would appear as:

RATE GT 1

02007 Request Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Identifies job steps requiring real memory for

execution or jobs affected by storage reconfiguration.

RATIONALE:  This exception reports on the occurrence of job

steps that run as V=R and/or the occurrence of storage

reconfiguration by the system operator.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever the rate of

requested swaps exceeds an installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02007 REQUEST SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGNRS / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02007'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='REQUEST SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of request swaps per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 1 would appear as:

RATE GT 1

02008 Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swap Occurred

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Auxiliary storage shortage swapping results from

insufficient page data space and should not occur.

RATIONALE:  Auxiliary storage shortage swapping results when

the defined page space is insufficient to hold either the

started address spaces or the defined VIO data sets.  This
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condition can result from excessive VIO use or from incorrect

space allocations and should be corrected as soon as

possible.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an auxiliary

storage shortage swap occurs.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02008 AUXILIARY STORAGE SHORTAGE SWAP OCCURRED

*;

IF PAGASS GT 0

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02008'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='AUXILIARY STORAGE SHORTAGE SWAP OCCURRED';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP COUNT=' !! PUT(PAGASS,5.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

02009 Real Storage Shortage Swap Occurred

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Real storage shortage swapping results from a

shortage of pageable real storage frames.

RATIONALE:  Real storage shortage swapping results when the

percentage of pageable online storage falls below an

installation-defined minimum.  This condition should be

investigated as soon as possible to determine whether the

shortage is real or the result of incorrectly setting the

system threshold.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a real storage

shortage swap occurs.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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**  02009 REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE SWAP OCCURRED

*;

IF PAGRSS GT 0

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02009'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='REAL STORAGE SHORTAGE SWAP OCCURRED';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP COUNT=' !! PUT(PAGRSS,5.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

02010 Exchange Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  High exchange swap rate results from resource

overcommitment or from ineffective SRM constants.

RATIONALE:  Exchange swaps occur when the SRM detects tasks

falling behind their objectives.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the exchange

swap rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02010 EXCHANGE SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGEXS / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02010';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='EXCHANGE SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of exchange swaps per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 1 would appear as:
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RATE GT 1

02011 Enqueue Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Enqueue swapping results from enqueue conflicts

that should be eliminated whenever possible.

RATIONALE:  An enqueue swap occurs when an enqueue conflict

has been raised for a resource and the task owning the needed

resource is currently swapped out.  The System Resource

Manager (SRM) swaps in the owning task and keeps the owning

task in for an amount of service set by the ERV parameter.

In order to make room for the owning task, another task is

selected to be swapped out.  Thus, this exception reports

that a conflict for resources is occurring.  Exception 2600

can identify the resource involved and elimination can

possibly be addressed there.  It is possible that a low ERV

value can cause excessive (and unnecessary) enqueue swapping.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the enqueue swap

rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02011 ENQUEUE SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=PAGEES / DURATION;

IF RATE GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02011';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ENQUEUE SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:
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rate - The maximum rate of enqueue swaps per second is

specified.  A rate threshold of 1 would appear as:

RATE GT 1

02012 Transition Swap Occurred

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Indicates tasks are running non-swappable.

RATIONALE:  When a request for an address space to be marked

non-swappable is processed, the address space is first

swapped out for the transition and actually becomes

non-swappable when swapped back in to real memory.  Since the

presence of non-swappable address spaces reduces the ability

of the System Resource Manager (SRM) to balance resource

utilization, this is generally not a desired occurrence with

the exception of system address spaces or address spaces used

to service online facilities.  This exception can be used to

detect the existence of other non-swappable address spaces.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever the count of

transition swaps is greater than zero.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02012 TRANSITION SWAP OCCURRED

*;

IF PAGTXS GT 0

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02012';SEVERITY='W';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TRANSITION SWAP OCCURRED';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP COUNT=' !! PUT(PAGTXS,5.);

  LINK HIT;

END;
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02013 Average Pages Per Swap Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify excessive swap overhead.

RATIONALE:  An important characteristic to track is the

average number of pages per swap, measured when the swap rate

is within normal bounds.  This may indicate an increased LSQA

amount due to a new or changed system function.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the average number

of pages per swap exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02013 AVERAGE PAGES PER SWAP EXCEEDS MAX

*;

PAGES=SUM(PAGAVPSO,PAGAVPSI);

IF PAGES GT pages

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02013';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='AVERAGE PAGES PER SWAP EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='AVG PAGES OUT=' !! PUT(PAGAVPSO,5.1) !!

          ', AVG PAGES IN=' !! PUT(PAGAVPSI,5.1);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the pages

value according to the following convention:

pages - The maximum number of pages per swap is specified.  A

threshold frame count of 40 would appear as:

PAGES GT 40

02014 Total Swap Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File
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SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  The total swap rate can identify periods of

resource overcommitment.

RATIONALE:  The total swap rate is the sum of the different

swapping rates.  While swapping is expected in a TSO system,

in a batch system excess swapping occurs when the resources

are overcommitted.  This exception identifies the total swaps

and thus can be used to trigger investigation of the actual

type of swap occurring.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02014 TOTAL SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

RATE=(PAGTOSWP/DURATION)*3600; /* CONVERT TO HOURLY RATE */

IF RATE GT  rate THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02014';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TOTAL SWAP RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !! '/HOUR';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of swaps per hour is specified.  A

threshold rate of 13000 swaps per hour would appear as:

RATE GT 13000

02015 Insufficient Pageable Frames

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Indicates a real memory shortage.
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RATIONALE:  Virtual address spaces must share the pageable

frames of real memory.  When insufficient real memory exists,

increased paging occurs.  The memory shortage can result from

too many active address spaces or too much fixed memory.  If

this exception is not occurring while high paging is

occurring, the cause of high paging may be I/O conflicts

rather than memory shortage.  This exception can also occur

when an incorrect amount of real memory is specified at IPL

or when memory has been varied offline.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

pageable frames is less than the installation-defined

minimum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02015 INSUFFICIENT PAGEABLE FRAMES

*;

IF PAGAVTFC GT 0

THEN PCT=(PAGAVF*100) / PAGAVTFC; ELSE PCT=.;

IF PCT NE .  AND PCT LT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02015'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='INSUFFICIENT PAGEABLE FRAMES';

  EXCDESC2='UNUSED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGAVF,6.) !!

        ', ' !! PUT(PCT,2.) !! '%';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The percent of available storage that is pageable

is specified.  A threshold value of 5 percent would appear

as:

PCT LT 5

02016 SQA Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')
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MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies type of excess fixed frames.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies

when the number of fixed frames in SQA is the cause of real

memory shortages.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the number of

frames of real memory fixed in SQA exceeds the installation-

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02016 SQA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXQ GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02016'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SQA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXQ,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following convention:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A threshold frame count of 250 would appear as:

PAGMXQ GT 250

02017 CSA Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies type of excess fixed frames.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies
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when the number of fixed frames in CSA is the cause of real

memory shortages.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the number of

frames of real memory fixed in CSA exceeds the installation-

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02017 CSA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXC GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02017'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CSA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXC,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following convention:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A threshold frame count of 100 would appear as:

PAGMXC GT 100

02018 LPA Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies type of excess fixed frames.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies

when the number of fixed frames in LPA is the cause of real

memory shortages.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the number of

frames of real memory fixed in LPA exceeds the installation-

defined maximum.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02018 LPA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXLF GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02018'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LPA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXLF,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following conventions:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A frame count of 15 threshold would appear as:

PAGMXLF GT 15

02019 LSQA Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies type of excess fixed frames.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies

when the number of fixed frames in LSQA is the cause of real

memory shortages.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the number of

frames of real memory fixed in LSQA exceeds the installation-

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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**  02019 LSQA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXLS GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02019'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LSQA FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXLS,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following conventions:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A threshold frame count of 275 would appear as:

PAGMXLS GT 275

02020 Private Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies type of excess fixed frames.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies

when the number of private fixed frames is the cause of real

memory shortages.

DEFINITION:  This exception is raised when the number of

private frames of real memory fixed exceeds the installation-

defined threshold.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02020 PRIVATE FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXR GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02020'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PRIVATE FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX';
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  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXR,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following convention:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A threshold frame count of 300 would appear as:

PAGMXR GT 300

02021 Total Fixed Frames Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies fixed frames as the cause of real memory

shortage.

RATIONALE:  When real memory shortages occur, they often

result from excess fixed frames.  This exception identifies

when the total number of fixed frames is the cause of real

memory shortages.  Exceptions 2016 thru 2020 should identify

in which area the excess page fixing is occurring.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the total number

of fixed frames of real memory exceeds the installation-

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02021 TOTAL FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGMXX GT fixed-frames

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02021'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TOTAL FIXED FRAMES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='FIXED FRAMES=' !! PUT(PAGMXX,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

fixed-frames value according to the following convention:

fixed-frames - The maximum number of fixed frames is

specified.  A threshold frame count of 500 would appear as:

PAGMXX GT 500

02023 System Paging Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies when the system paging rate is causing

the System Resource Manager (SRM) to swap tasks.

RATIONALE:  The system paging rate is used by the SRM in

determining under/overcommitment.  When the rate is above the

limit, multiprogramming will be decreased by unilateral

swaps.  Thus, this exception identifies the cause of

unilateral swapping when it occurs.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the system

paging rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02023 SYSTEM PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGPSSPG GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02023';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SYSTEM PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(PAGPSSPG,8.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate per second of system paging is

specified.  A threshold rate of 100 would appear as:
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PAGPSSPG GT 100

02024 Demand Paging Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies when the demand paging rate is causing

the System Resource Manager (SRM) to swap tasks.

RATIONALE:  The demand paging rate is used by the SRM in

determining under/overcommitment.  When the rate is above the

limit, multiprogramming will be decreased by unilateral

swaps.  Thus, this exception may identify the cause of

unilateral swapping when it occurs.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the demand

paging rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02024 DEMAND PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PAGPSDPG GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02024';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DEMAND PAGING RATE EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='PAGE RATE=' !! PUT(PAGPSDPG,8.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The maximum rate of demand paging per second is

specified.  A threshold rate of 100 would appear as:

PAGPSDPG GT 100
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02025 Extended Storage Total Migration Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify improper use of expanded storage.

RATIONALE:  A page originally sent to expanded storage and

later migrated to auxiliary storage represents unnecessary

system overhead.  The migration is accomplished by moving the

page first to main memory and then to a pagespace data set.

These operations could have been avoided if the page had been

sent to auxiliary storage in the first place.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the total

migration rate from expanded storage to auxiliary storage

exceeds an installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02025 EXTENDED STORAGE TOTAL MIGRATION RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF EXTSTOR='Y' THEN IF PAGAVPEA GT rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02025'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='EXTENDED STG TOTAL MIGRATION RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='MIGRATION RATE=' !! PUT(PAGAVPEA,8.1) !! '/SEC';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The total migration rate from expanded to auxiliary

storage is specified.  A threshold rate of 4 pages per second

would appear as:

PAGAVPEA GT 4

02026 Extended Storage Swap Migration Rate Exceeds Max
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FILE: Paging Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPAG01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify improper use of expanded storage.

RATIONALE:  A page originally sent to expanded storage and

later migrated to auxiliary storage represents unnecessary

system overhead.  The migration is accomplished by moving the

page first to main memory and then to a pagespace data set.

These operations could have been avoided if the page had been

sent to auxiliary storage in the first place.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the swap

migration rate from expanded storage to auxiliary storage

exceeds an installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02026 EXTENDED STORAGE SWAP MIGRATION RATE EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF EXTSTOR='Y' THEN DO;

  RATE=PAGMIG/DURATION;

  IF RATE GT rate THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='02026'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='EXTENDED STG SWAP MIGRATION RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='MIGRATION RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,8.1) !! '/SEC';;

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The swap migration rate from expanded to auxiliary

storage is specified.  A threshold rate of 4 pages per second

would appear as:

RATE GT 4

02050 Percentage of Failed Logical Swaps Exceeds Max
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FILE: Swapping Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPSWP01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify improper use of the logical swap facility.

RATIONALE:  An address space originally swapped logically

that later becomes physically swapped represents unnecessary

system overhead and an improper use of real storage.  While

logically swapped, an address space still occupies main

memory and the pages are not available for page stealing.  In

large TSO systems especially, this can represent megabytes of

real memory made unavailable by logically swapped users.

This situation could have been avoided if the address space

had been sent to physical swaps in the first place.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percentage

of all swaps, for this swap reason, that were originally

swapped logically and later were physically swapped to

auxiliary storage, exceeds an installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

 /* ********************************************************

 **  02050 PERCENTAGE OF FAILED LOGICAL SWAPS EXCEEDS MAX **

 ******************************************************** */

PCT=((SWPLSWPS-SWPLSWPE)*100)/SWPTOSWP;

IF PCT GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02050';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENTAGE OF FAILED LOGICAL SWAPS EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='FAILED LOG.  SWAPS=' !! PUT(PCT,5.1) !!

                   '%, REASON=' !! SWAPNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The percent of all swaps that were originally

swapped logically that eventually became physical swaps is

specified.  A threshold of 10 percent would appear as:

PCT GT 10
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02103 Log Chan / LCU Delayed I/O (CU Busy) Exceeds Max

FILE: Logical Channel/CU Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCA01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify why logical channel or logical control

unit queuing exists.

RATIONALE:  Queuing can be caused by a control unit, channel

path busy, or device busy condition.  One of these reasons,

control unit busy, can indicate incorrect configuration of

control units in the I/O subsystem.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

I/O operations deferred because of control unit busy exceeds

the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02103 LCU DELAYED I/O (CU BUSY) EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF LCAPCCUB GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02103';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

    'LCU DELAYED I/O (CONTROL UNIT BUSY) EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='DELAYED=' !! PUT(LCAPCCUB,5.1) !!

          '%, LCUID=' !! LCUID;

  END;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of delayed I/O operations is

specified.  A threshold of 75 percent would appear as:

LCAPCCUB GT 75
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02104 Log Chan / LCU Delayed I/O (Device Busy) Exceeds Max

    FILE: Logical Channel Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify why logical channel or logical control

unit queue exists.

    RATIONALE:  There are four reasons why a queue will form

for the logical channel in an MVS/370 environment:        the

device, control unit, logical channel, or physical channel

can be busy.  In MVS/XA on a 3090 processor, queueing can be

caused by either control unit or a channel path busy

condition, and on other CPUs by either control unit or device

busy conditions.  One of these reasons, device busy, can

indicate incorrect configuration of control units in the I/O

subsystem.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent

of I/O operations deferred because of device busy exceeds the

installation defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02104 LOG CHAN / LCU DELAYED I/O (DEV BUSY) EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF LCAPCDVB > percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02104';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  IF RMFVER<='08 ' THEN DO;

    EXCDESC1='LOGCHAN DELAYED I/O (DEVICE BUSY) EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='DELAYED=' || PUT(LCAPCDVB,5.1) ||

        '%, LOG.  CHAN=' || PUT(LOGCHAN,3.);

  END;

  ELSE DO;

    EXCDESC1='LCU DELAYED I/O (DEVICE BUSY) EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='DELAYED=' || PUT(LCAPCDVB,5.1) ||

            '%, LCUID=' || LCUID;

  END;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value according to the following convention:
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    percent - The maximum percent of time an I/O is delayed

is specified.  A 75 percent threshold would appear as:

    LCAPCDVB > 75

02105 Log Chan / LCU Delayed I/O (All Reasons) Exceeds Max

    FILE: Logical Channel Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify excessive I/O queuing.

    RATIONALE:  There are four reasons why a queue will form

for the logical channel or control unit.  This exception

identifies when the percent of I/O delayed by queuing is

excessive.  The four reasons, identified in the indicated

exceptions, used to calculate this percentage are listed

below:

     o  Physical channel busy  (Exception 02101)

     o  Logical busy           (    "     02102)

     o  Control unit busy      (    "     02103)

     o  Device busy            (    "     02104)

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent

of I/O operations deferred exceeds the installation defined

maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02105 LOG CHAN /LCU DELAYED I/O (ALL REASONS) EXCEEDS MAX

*;

DELAYED=SUM(OF LCAPCPBC, LCAPCLBC, LCAPCCUB, LCAPCDVB);

IF DELAYED > percent

 THEN DO;

   EXCCODE='02105'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

   IF RMFVER<='08 ' THEN DO;

    EXCDESC1='LOGCHAN DELAYED I/O (ALL REASONS) EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='DELAYED=' || PUT(DELAYED,5.1) ||

        '%, LOG. CHAN=' || PUT(LOGCHAN,3.);

   END;
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   ELSE DO;

    EXCDESC1='LCU DELAYED I/O (ALL REASONS) EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='DELAYED=' || PUT(DELAYED,5.1) ||

            '%, LCUID=' || LCUID;

   END;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value according to the following convention:

    percent - The maximum percent of time an I/O is delayed

is specified.  A threshold of 75 percent would appear as:

    DELAYED > 75

02150 Average Queue Length Exceeds Max

FILE: Logical Control Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify logical control units with excessive I/O

queuing.

RATIONALE:  I/O operations queued at the logical control unit

level indicate a possible I/O bottleneck, resulting in lower

throughput or elongated response times in I/O-sensitive

online systems.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

queue of waiting I/O operations exceeds the installation

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ******************************************

**  02150 AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX **

****************************************** */

IF LCUAVQL GT queue-length

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02150'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX';
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  EXCDESC2='Q TIME=' !! PUT(LCUAVQL,5.3) !!

          ', LCUID=' !! LCUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value of

queue-length according to the following convention:

queue-length - The maximum I/O queue length is specified.  A

queue length threshold of 5 would appear as:

LCUAVQL GT 5

02151 Average Device IOS Queue Time Exceeds Max

FILE: Logical Control Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify logical control units with excessive I/O

delays due to IOS queuing.

RATIONALE:  I/O operations delayed by IOS queuing indicate a

possible I/O bottleneck, resulting in lower throughput or

elongated response times in I/O-sensitive online systems.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

queue time of waiting I/O operations exceeds the installation

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************

**  02151 AVERAGE DEVICE IOS QUEUE TIME EXCEEDS MAX **

*************************************************** */

IF LCUAVIOS GT queue-time

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02151'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='AVERAGE DEVICE IOS QUEUE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='Q TIME=' !! PUT(LCUAVIOS,5.1) !!

          ', LCUID=' !! LCUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value of

queue-time according to the following convention:

queue-time - The maximum IOS queue time in seconds is

specified.  A threshold of 15 milliseconds would appear as:

LCUAVIOS GT .015

02152 Percent All Channel Paths Busy Exceeds Max

    FILE: Logical Control Unit Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCU01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify overcommitment of channel paths.

    RATIONALE:  If all possible channel paths attached to a

logical control unit are busy, the LCU is unable to start any

new I/O operations.  A high percentage of observations with

this condition indicates a possible I/O bottleneck,

resulting in lower throughput or elongated response

times in I/O-sensitive online systems.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent

of observations when all channel paths attached to the LCU

are busy exceeds the installation defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

 /* ****************************************************

 **  02152 PERCENT ALL CHANNEL PATHS BUSY EXCEEDS MAX **

 **************************************************** */

IF LCUPCABY > percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02152'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENT ALL CHANNEL PATHS BUSY EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' || PUT(LCUPCABY,5.1) ||

       '%, LCUID=' || LCUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value
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of percent according to the following convention:

    percent - The maximum percent of observations when all

channels paths attached to the LCU are busy is specified.  A

threshold of 15 percent would appear as:

    LCUPCABY > 15

02153 Percent Control Unit Busy Exceeds Max

FILE: Logical Control Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify overcommitted physical control units.

RATIONALE:  A high percentage I/O operations deferred for any

reason indicates a possible I/O bottleneck, resulting in

lower throughput or elongated response times in I/O-sensitive

online systems.  This exception identifies LCUs with

excessive numbers of I/Os deferred due to physical control

unit busy conditions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

I/O operations deferred due to physical control unit busy

exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***********************************************

**  02153 PERCENT CONTROL UNIT BUSY EXCEEDS MAX **

*********************************************** */

IF LCUPCCUB GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02153'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENT CONTROL UNIT BUSY EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' !! PUT(LCUPCCUB,5.1) !!

       '%, LCUID=' !! LCUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value of

percent according to the following convention:
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percent - The maximum percent of I/O requests deferred due to

physical control unit busy is specified.  A threshold of 15

percent would appear as:

LCUPCCUB GT 15

02154 Percent LCU Requests Deferred Exceeds Max

FILE: Logical Control Unit Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPLCU01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify overcommitted logical control units.

RATIONALE:  A high percentage I/O operations deferred for any

reason indicates a possible I/O bottleneck, resulting in

lower throughput or elongated response times in I/O-sensitive

online systems.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

I/O operations deferred for any reason exceeds the

installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************************

**  02154 PERCENT LCU REQUESTS DEFERRED EXCEEDS MAX **

*************************************************** */

IF LCUPCRQD GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02154'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENT LCU REQUESTS DEFERRED EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='REQ. DEFERRED=' !! PUT(LCUPCRQD,5.1) !!

                '%, LCUID=' !! LCUID;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value of

percent according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of I/O requests deferred for

any reason is specified.  A threshold of 15 percent would
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appear as:

LCUPCRQD GT 15

02500 Unusable Page Slot or Swap Set Detected.

FILE: Page/Swap Data Set Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPSD01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify page/swap data sets with unusable space.

RATIONALE:  Hardware errors will cause the Auxiliary Storage

Manager (ASM) to stop using all or portions of page or swap

data sets.  When an unusable condition occurs, old pages

still owned and readable will be used, but no new pages/swap

sets will be written to that device.  Thus, the paging load

is spread across a smaller number of devices, which can cause

excessive paging delays.  If this exception occurs, either

schedule an IPL to bring up a different device, or use PAGADD

to add new page/swap data sets.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when any swap or page

data set is marked with unusable space.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02500 UNUSABLE PAGE SLOT OR SWAP SET DETECTED

*;

IF PSDBDS GT 0

 AND E02500

 THEN DO;

  RETAIN E02500 1;

  E02500=0; * SET FLAG TO PREVENT REPETITION OF EXCEPTION;

  EXCCODE='02500'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='UNUSABLE PAGE SLOT OR SWAP SET DETECTED ';

  EXCDESC2='COUNT=' !! PUT(PSDBDS,3.) !!

        ', VOLSER=' !! VOLSER         !!

          ', ADDR=' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

                ')' !! ', DSN='       !! PSDDSN;

  LINK HIT;

END;
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02501 Pct Page/Swap Data Set Busy Exceeds Max

FILE: Page/Swap Data Set Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPSD01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:   Identify overutilized page/swap data sets

RATIONALE:  As the utilization of each page/swap data set

increases, the delay to paging increases exponentially.  This

exception identifies those page/swap data sets with high

utilization.  Consider moving the data sets to different

devices/control units/channels as appropriate.  Note that

this utilization is as seen by the Auxiliary Storage Manager

(ASM) and thus reflects data set busy time.  The ASM is

unaware, and does not consider, the device busy time or know

about any other data sets on the device.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent

page/swap data set busy exceeds the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02501 PCT PAGE/SWAP DATA SET BUSY EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PSDPCUSE GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02501';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PCT PAGE/SWAP DATA SET BUSY EXCEEDS MAX ';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' !! PUT(PSDPCUSE,5.1) !!

         '%, VOL=' !! VOLSER !! '(' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

         '), DSN=' !! PSDDSN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following conventions:

percent - The maximum percent busy is specified.  A 75

percent threshold would appear as:

PSDPCUSE GT 75
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02502 Avg Page/Swap Service Time Exceeds Max

FILE: Page/Swap Data Set Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPSD01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify page/swap data set overutilization.

RATIONALE:  The average service time to complete each

page/swap I/O is estimated by dividing the data set busy time

by the number of successful I/Os.  This then is an estimate

of the rate at which the Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) is

able to page/swap.  A large service time will cause I/O

bottlenecks, which, because they are paging I/O, will cause

reduction in service delivered.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

service time per page/swap I/O exceeds the installation

defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02502 AVG PAGE/SWAP SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX

*;

IF PSDAVSTM GT service-time

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02502';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='AVG PAGE/SWAP SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='TIME=' !! PUT(PSDAVSTM,6.3) !!

          ', VOL=' !! VOLSER !!

               '(' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

         '), DSN=' !! PSDDSN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the service

time value according to the following convention:

service-time - The maximum service time in seconds is

specified.  A threshold of 50 milliseconds would appear as:

PSDAVSTM GT .050
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02503 Pages Transferred Per Physical I/O Below Min

FILE: Page/Swap Data Set Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPSD01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify page/swap data set delays.

RATIONALE:  The Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) dynamically

changes the number of pages transferred per I/O based on the

average service time previously received by the ASM for

earlier page I/O.  This exception identifies those times when

the number of pages is too low, which usually results from

overcommitted paging (insufficient memory or I/O bottlenecks

on the paging device/control unit/channels).

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

pages transferred for each paging I/O is less than the

installation-defined maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02503 PAGES TRANSFERRED PER PHYSICAL I/O BELOW MIN

*;

IF PSDPST NE 'SWAP' AND PSDSIO GT 0 THEN DO;

RATE=PSDPGX / PSDSIO;

IF RATE LT rate

   THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='02503';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='PAGES TRANSFERRED PER PHYSICAL I/O BELOW MIN ';

    EXCDESC2='RATE=' !! PUT(RATE,5.1) !!

            ', VOL=' !! VOLSER !! '(' !! PUT(DEVNUM,HEX4.)!!

           '), DSN=' !! PSDDSN;

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the rate

value according to the following convention:

rate - The minimum number of pages transferred by I/O is

specified.  A threshold rate of 2 would appear as:

RATE LT 2
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02600 Resource Enqueue Delay Occurred

FILE: Resource Enqueue Activity File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPENQ01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify resources involved in enqueue delays.

RATIONALE:  When a system task or system function is delayed

because a resource it tried to obtain via enqueue was held by

another task or job, both the task names and the resource

names involved are recorded.  By counting the number of such

delay events, this exception will alert the user to further

investigate what resources are creating conflicts and which

tasks are holding/delaying others.  With this knowledge, the

conflicts can be minimized or eliminated.  Some enqueue

conflicts will always exist and they should be identified and

removed from this exception.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever a resource

enqueue has occurred more times than the installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

**  02600 RESOURCE ENQUEUE DELAY OCCURRED

*;

IF ENQEVT GT events

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02600';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='RESOURCE ENQUEUE DELAY OCCURRED';

  EXCDESC2=PUT(ENQDWR,4.) !! ' JOBS WAITING.  Q=' !!

    TRIM(ENQQNM) !! ' / ' !! TRIM(ENQRNM);

  IF ENQRHEX NE:  ' '

   THEN EXCDESC2=TRIM(EXCDESC2) !! ' HEX=' !! ENQRHEX;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the value of

events according to the following convention:

events - The number of times a enqueue delay occurred.  A
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threshold of 100 enqueue delay events would appear as:

ENQEVT GT 100

02700 IOC Channel Measurement Failure

FILE: I/O Queuing Configuration File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOC01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify failure of the channel measurement

facility.

RATIONALE:  A failure of the channel measurement facility

results in some of the statistics describing channel activity

being unavailable.  Control unit busy, channel path taken,

and channel path busy values are affected.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever the channel

measurement facility has failed to record accurate

statistics.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ****************************************

** 02700 IOC CHANNEL MEASUREMENT FAILURE **

**************************************** */

IF IOCINVCT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02700'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='IOC CHANNEL MEASUREMENT FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='LCUID=' !! TRIM(LCUID) !!

          ', CHAN=' !! CHANNEL;

  LINK HIT;

END;

02701 IOP Channel Measurement Failure

FILE: I/O Queuing Configuration File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOC01
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SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify failure of the channel measurement

facility

RATIONALE:  A failure of the channel measurement facility

results in some of the statistics describing channel activity

being unavailable.  IOP activity and queuing information is

affected.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever the channel

measurement facility has failed to record accurate

statistics.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************

**  02701 IOP CHANNEL MEASUREMENT FAILURE **

***************************************** */

IF IOCCMFCT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02701'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='IOP CHANNEL MEASUREMENT FAILURE';

  EXCDESC2='LCUID=' !! TRIM(LCUID) !!

           ', CHAN=' !! CHANNEL;

  LINK HIT;

END;

02702 Channel Path Busy Exceeds Max

    FILE: I/O Queuing Configuration File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOC01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify overloaded channel paths which may be

symptomatic of I/O problems and performance degradation.

    RATIONALE:  As the probability of finding a channel path

busy increases, the probability of I/O operations being

delayed also increases.  This will be particularly impacting

if all of the channel paths within the logical control unit
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are excessively busy.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the channel

path busy percentage exceeds the installation defined

maximum.  The actual percent that indicates a possible

problem varies with the I/O configuration and nature of the

resource(s) being accessed.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* ***************************************

  **  02702 CHANNEL PATH BUSY EXCEEDS MAX **

  *************************************** */

IF IOCIOTYP =:  'IOP'

 THEN IF IOCPCBSY > percent

  THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='02702'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='CHANNEL PATH BUSY EXCEEDS MAX';

    EXCDESC2='BUSY=' || PUT(IOCPCBSY,5.1) ||

         '%, LCUID=' || TRIM(LCUID) ||

           ', CHAN=' || CHANNEL;

    LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent value according to the following convention:

    percent - The maximum percent channel path busy is

specified.  A 30 percent threshold would appear as:

    IOCPCBSY > 30

02703 Control Unit Busy Exceeds Max

FILE: I/O Queuing Configuration File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOC01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify overloaded control units that may be

symptomatic of I/O problems and performance degradation.

RATIONALE:  As the probability of finding a control unit busy

increases, the probability of I/O operations being delayed
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also increases.  This can be a real problem if all of the

physical control units within the logical control unit are

excessively busy.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the control unit

busy percentage exceeds the installation-defined maximum.

The actual percent that indicates a possible problem varies

with the I/O configuration and nature of the resources being

accessed.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************

**  02703 CONTROL UNIT BUSY EXCEEDS MAX **

*************************************** */

IF IOCPCCUB GT percent THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02703'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CONTROL UNIT BUSY EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='BUSY=' !! PUT(IOCPCCUB,5.1) !!

           '%, LCUID=' !! TRIM(LCUID) !!

           ', CHAN=' !! CHANNEL;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent control unit busy is specified.

A 25 percent threshold would appear as:

IOCPCCUB GT 25

02750 IOP Initiative Queue Length Exceeds Max

FILE: I/O Processor Queueing File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOP01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify excessive activity by the I/O processor

(IOP).

RATIONALE:  The size of the IOP initiative queue is a measure

of the number of I/O operations that are waiting for service
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by the IOP.  An excessively high value could indicate that

there is a problem in the I/O subsystem or that the workload

of the CPC is not well balanced.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average IOP

queue length exceeds the installation-defined maximum.  The

threshold will vary greatly with the I/O configuration and

workload being executed by the CPC.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *************************************************

**  02750 IOP INITIATIVE QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX **

************************************************* */

IF IOPAVQUE GT queue-length

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02750'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='IOP INITIATIVE QUEUE LENGTH EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='QUEUE LENGTH=' !! PUT(IOPAVQUE,6.1) !!

                ', IOPID=' !! IOPID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

queue-length value according to the following convention:

queue-length - The maximum length of the IOP initiative queue

is specified.  A queue length of 100 would appear as:

IOPAVQUE GT 100

02751 IOP Request Rate Exceeds Max

FILE: I/O Processor Queueing File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPIOP01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify excessive activity by the I/O processor

(IOP).

RATIONALE:  The rate at which the IOP processes I/O requests

is one of the basic measurements of the activity of a CPC.

An unusually high rate of I/O requests could indicate that
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there is a problem in the I/O subsystem or that the workload

of the CPC is not well balanced.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average IOP

request rate exceeds the installation-defined maximum.  The

threshold will vary greatly with the I/O configuration and

workload being executed by the CPC.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* **************************************

**  02751 IOP REQUEST RATE EXCEEDS MAX **

************************************** */

IF IOPAVRQS GT request-rate

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02751'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='IOP REQUEST RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='REQUEST RATE=' !! PUT(IOPAVRQS,6.1) !!

            '/SEC, IOPID=' !! IOPID ;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

request-rate value according to the following convention:

request-rate - The maximum I/O request rate of the IOP is

specified.  A threshold of 500 operations per second would

appear as:

IOPAVRQS GT 500

02800 Performance Group Page-In Rate Exceeds Max

    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify workloads experiencing high paging.

    RATIONALE:  For online systems, a high page-in rate can

cause response time degradation.  For batch systems, it can

mean overinitiation and unnecessarily elongated run times.
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    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the page-in

rate per second for selected performance groups exceeds an

installation-defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* ****************************************************

  **  02800 PERFORMANCE GROUP PAGE-IN RATE EXCEEDS MAX **

  **************************************************** */

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGAPSPIN > rate1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGAPSPIN > rate2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02800'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERFORMANCE GROUP PAGE-IN RATE EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='RATE=' || PUT(PGAPSPIN,6.1) ||

    '/SEC, GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||

         ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and rate values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group number of the workload to

be examined.

    rate - The maximum page-in rate for the performance group

    A test for a page-in rate in excess of 5 pages per second

for performance group 6 would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=6 AND PGAPSPIN > 5)

02801 Swaps per Ended Transaction Exceeds Max

    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify workloads with high swap activity.
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    RATIONALE:  For online systems, a high swap rate can

cause response time degradation.  For batch systems, it can

mean overinitiation and unnecessarily elongated run times.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

number of swaps per ended transaction for selected

performance groups exceeds an installation-defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* *************************************************

  **  02801 SWAPS PER ENDED TRANSACTION EXCEEDS MAX **

  ************************************************* */

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGASPT > count1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGASPT > count2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02801'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SWAPS PER ENDED TRANSACTION EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SWAPS/TRANSACTION=' || PUT(PGASPT,6.1) ||

                     ', GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||

                      ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and count values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group number to be examined.

    count - The maximum swap count per transaction for the

performance group.

    A test for a swaps-per-transaction count in excess of 5

for performance group 6 would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=6 AND PGASPT > 5)

02802 Multiprogramming Level Exceeds Max

    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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    PURPOSE:  Identify situations where the multiprogramming

level (MPL) for a workload exceeds standards.

    RATIONALE:  The setting of maximum and minimum MPLs is a

primary means of controlling system activity in order to meet

service objectives.  An MPL in excess of the expected maximum

can mean that the wrong SYS1.PARMLIB member is being used to

set system resource management values or that an operator

command has been issued at the system console to override the

values normally used.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the MPL for

selected performance groups exceeds an installation-defined

maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* ********************************************

  **  02802 MULTIPROGRAMMING LEVEL EXCEEDS MAX **

  ******************************************** */

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGAMPL > count1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGAMPL > count2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02802'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='MULTIPROGRAMMING LEVEL EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='MPL=' || PUT(PGAMPL,5.1) ||

       ', GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||

        ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and count values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group to be examined.

    count - The maximum MPL for the performance group.

    A test for an MPL greater than 15 for performance group 1

would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=1 AND PGAMPL > 15)

02803 Multiprogramming Level Less than Min
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    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identify situations where the multiprogramming

level (MPL) for a workload is less than expected.

    RATIONALE:  The setting of maximum and minimum MPLs is a

primary means of controlling system activity in order to meet

service objectives.  An MPL below the anticipated minimum can

mean that the wrong SYS1.PARMLIB member is being used to set

system resource management values, or that an operator

command has been issued at the system console to override the

values normally used.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the MPL for

selected performance groups is less than an

installation-defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* **********************************************

  **  02803 MULTIPROGRAMMING LEVEL LESS THAN MIN **

  ********************************************** */

IF PGAMPL ^=.  THEN

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGAMPL < count1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGAMPL < count2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02803'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='MULTIPROGRAMMING LEVEL LESS THAN MIN';

  EXCDESC2='MPL=' || PUT(PGAMPL,5.1) ||

       ', GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||

        ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and count values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group number to be examined.

    count - The minimum MPL for the performance group

    A test for an MPL less than 7 for performance group 112

would appear as:
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    (PERFGRP=112 AND PGAMPL < 7)

02804 Transaction Service Time Exceeds Max

    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Detect elongated transaction service time.

    RATIONALE:  The internal response time for a transaction

is the sum of the time spent waiting for service and the time

spent being serviced.  The failure to meet response time

objectives may be caused by spending an excessive amount of

time in either state.  Exception 02805 reports excessive

wait-for-service times.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

service time per transaction for selected performance groups

exceeds an installation-defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* **********************************************

  **  02804 TRANSACTION SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX **

  ********************************************** */

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGAAVSTM > time1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGAAVSTM > time2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02804';SEVERITY='I';MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TRANSACTION SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SERV TIME=' || PUT(PGAAVSTM,7.1) ||

             ', GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||

              ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and time values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group number to be examined.

    time - Maximum performance group wait for service time.
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    A test for a service time in excess of 1 second for

performance group 6 would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=6 AND PGAAVSTM > 1)

    A test for a service time in excess of 1 day for

performance group 9 would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=9 AND PGAAVSTM > 86400)

02805 Transaction Wait for Service Time Exceeds Max

    FILE: Performance Group Activity File

    SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPPGA01

    SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

    SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Detect workloads with excessive amounts of time

spent waiting for service.

    RATIONALE:  The internal response time for a transaction

is the sum of the time spent waiting for service and the time

spent being serviced.  The failure to meet response time

objectives may be caused by spending an excessive amount of

time in either state.  Exception 02804 reports excessive

service times.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the average

wait for service time per transaction for selected

performance groups exceeds an installation-defined maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

  /* *******************************************************

  **  02805 TRANSACTION WAIT FOR SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX **

  ******************************************************* */

IF (PERFGRP=perfgrp1 AND PGAAVWTM > time1) OR

   (PERFGRP=perfgrp2 AND PGAAVWTM > time2)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02805'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='TRANSACTION WAIT FOR SERVICE TIME EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='TIME=' || PUT(PGAAVWTM,7.1) ||

        ', GROUP=' || PUT(PERFGRP,3.) ||
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         ', NAME=' || PERFGRPN;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

perfgrp and time values according to the following

conventions:

    perfgrp - The performance group number to be examined.

    time - Maximum performance group wait for service time.

    A test for a wait-for-service time in excess of 1 second

for performance group 6 would appear as:

    (PERFGRP=6 AND PGAAVWTM > 1)

02900 Size of Dup. PLPA Modules in MLPA/FLPA Exc Max

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify excessive virtual storage use within the

Pageable Link Pack Area (PLPA) caused by modules of the same

name being included in Modified Link Pack Area (MLPA) or

Fixed Link Pack Area (FLPA).

RATIONALE:  A common testing technique for modifications to,

or new versions of, modules residing in the LPA is to include

them in a secondary library and include them in the MLPA.

Since the MLPA is searched first, the new module is always

used, and the version in PLPA is never executed.  Similarly,

an LPA module may be placed in page-fixed rather than

pageable storage for performance reasons.  If the same

module, or a module with the same name, is in PLPA, it also

is never executed.  Both these situations can be interpreted

as a waste of virtual storage if the amount of memory

occupied by these modules is large.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the amount of

space occupied by duplicated LPA modules exceeds an

installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *********************************************************

** 02900 SIZE OF DUP. PLPA MODULES IN MLPA/FLPA EXC MAX   **

********************************************************* */

IF VSMADUPL GT kbyte

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02900'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SIZE OF DUP. PLPA MODULES IN MLPA/FLPA EXC MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SIZE=' !! PUT(VSMADUPL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The maximum amount of space occupied by duplicate

modules.  A test for a value in excess of 100 KB would appear

as:

VSMADUPL GT 100

02901 PLPA Packing Loss Exceeds Max

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify excessive virtual storage use within the

Pageable Link Pack Area (PLPA) caused by the use of the pack

list option.

RATIONALE:  PLPA paging can be reduced by forcing modules

that tend to be used together to be loaded into the same

page, or group of pages, in PLPA storage, thus reducing the

probability of additional pages being read from auxiliary

storage after the initial module is accessed.  When a group

of modules in the pack list is loaded into memory, any unused

space in the last page is never used.  This is in contrast to

normal PLPA loading, where an effort is made to make best use

of all space.  An excessive amount of space being wasted, as

a result of incomplete pages built during pack list

processing, may be cause for concern in virtual storage

constrained systems, especially if the amount is sufficient

to cause the LPA to exceed a one-megabyte segment boundary,
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thereby making the private area one megabyte smaller than

necessary.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the amount of

empty space caused by pack list processing exceeds an

installation-specified maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* ***************************************

**  02901 PLPA PACKING LOSS EXCEEDS MAX **

*************************************** */

IF VSMAPAKL GT kbyte

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02901'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PLPA PACKING LOSS EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='LOSS=' !! PUT(VSMAPAKL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The maximum amount of unused space caused by pack

list processing.   A threshold 100 KB would appear as:

VSMAPAKL GT 100

02902 SQA Overflow into CSA

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identify situations where either the size for the

System Queue Area (SQA) is insufficient or SQA storage is

not properly managed, resulting in the use of the Common

Storage Area (CSA) for SQA allocations.

RATIONALE:  An SQA expansion into CSA may be the result of

SQA storage fragmentation, the failure of one or more

facilities to free SQA storage allocations properly, or of

setting the SQA size to too small a value.  When this
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happens, the effective size of CSA is reduced.  Unlike SQA,

when CSA is filled, the operating system crashes.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever there is any

use of CSA by SQA expansion.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *******************************

**  02902 SQA OVERFLOW INTO CSA **

******************************* */

IF VSMACSQL

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02902'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='SQA OVERFLOW INTO CSA';

  EXCDESC2='OVERFLOW=' !! PUT(VSMACSQL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

02903 CSA Assigned to Non-Standard Protect Key

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect Common Storage Area (CSA) usage by programs

running in a storage protect key not usually used.

RATIONALE:  Most problem programs run in protect key 8

(except for V=R jobs that run in unique keys from 9 to F),

and system-related address spaces run in protect keys 0

through 7.  The following table shows the normal protect key

assignments in an unmodified MVS environment:

   Key    Use

   ---    -------------------------------

   0     System Control Program

   1     Job Scheduler, JES2, JES3

   2     VSPC

   3     not used

   4     not used

   5     Data Management, Access Methods

   6     Communications
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   7     IMS

   8     V=V Problem Programs

   9-F   V=R Problem Programs

Normally, some protect keys are not used. For example, key 3

is not used by any of the standard IBM address spaces.

Storage protect keys below 8 can only be assigned by programs

running in the authorized state, or whose program name is

identified in the Program Properties Table (PPT).  The PPT

should be a highly secured facility in any installation since

it can be used to give system-wide authority to otherwise

unauthorized programs.  Unexplained storage key allocations

in CSA, therefore, can be an indication of a possible

security exposure, or of defective code in a properly

authorized program.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected whenever any CSA

allocations are made for an installation-defined protect key.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *************************************************

**  02903 CSA ASSIGNED TO NONSTANDARD PROTECT KEY **

************************************************* */

IF VSMAkCSL

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02903'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CSA ASSIGNED TO NONSTANDARD PROTECT KEY';

  EXCDESC2='KEY k CSA=' !! PUT(VSMAkCSL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the three "k"

values in the above code to the desired protect key.  A test

for CSA allocations in key 3 would appear as:

IF VSMA3CSL

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02903'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='CSA ASSIGNED TO NONSTANDARD PROTECT KEY';

  EXCDESC2='KEY 3 CSA=' !! PUT(VSMA3CSL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

02904 Allocated SQA Pages Exceeds Max
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FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect excessive System Queue Area (SQA) use.  This

exception is defined in terms of absolute size.  Exception

02908 may also be used to detect this condition in terms of

the percent of SQA allocated.

RATIONALE:  When sufficient SQA storage is not available, SQA

allocations are made in the Common Storage Area (CSA),

thereby effectively making the CSA smaller.  Excessive SQA

usage can occur either through normal workload growth or as a

result of improper SQA storage management.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the amount of

storage allocated in SQA exceeds an installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************

**  02904 ALLOCATED SQA PAGES EXCEEDS MAX **

***************************************** */

IF VSMAUSQL GT kbytes

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02904'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ALLOCATED SQA PAGES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SIZE=' !! PUT(VSMAUSQL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The maximum amount in kilobytes of space allocated in

SQA.  A test for a value in excess of 600 KB would appear as:

VSMAUSQL GT 600

02905 Allocated CSA Pages Exceeds Max

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File
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SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect excessive Common Storage Area (CSA) use.

This exception is defined in terms of absolute size.

Exception 02909 may also be used to detect this condition in

terms of the percent of CSA allocated.

RATIONALE:  When sufficient CSA storage is not available, the

operating system usually crashes.  Excessive CSA usage can

occur either through normal workload growth or as a result of

improper CSA storage management.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the amount of

storage allocated in CSA exceeds an installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************

**  02905 ALLOCATED CSA PAGES EXCEEDS MAX **

***************************************** */

IF VSMAUCSL GT kbyte

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02905'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='ALLOCATED CSA PAGES EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='SIZE=' !! PUT(VSMAUCSL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The maximum amount in kilobytes of space allocated in

CSA.  A test for a value in excess of 4000 KB would appear

as:

VSMAUCSL GT 4000

02906 Largest Free Block of SQA Less Than Minimum

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01
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SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect fragmented or overcommitted System Queue

Area (SQA).

RATIONALE:  When storage allocations in the SQA are made and

released over a long period of time, it is possible for the

free space to be so fragmented that there is no single

contiguous area large enough to satisfy an allocation request

even though the sum of the fragments is more than the

request.  In this case, an unconditional allocation request

will fail.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the largest free

block of SQA is less than an installation-defined minimum

size.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************************

**  02906 LARGEST FREE BLOCK OF SQA LESS THAN MINIMUM **

***************************************************** */

IF VSMABSQL NE .  THEN IF VSMABSQL LT kbytes

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02906'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LARGEST FREE BLOCK OF SQA LESS THAN MINIMUM';

  EXCDESC2='SIZE=' !! PUT(VSMABSQL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The minimum size of the largest free block of SQA.  A

test for a value less than 16 KB would appear as:

VSMABSQL LT 16

02907 Largest Free Block of CSA Less Than Minimum

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)
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SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect fragmented or overcommitted System Queue

Area (CSA).

RATIONALE:  When storage allocations in the CSA are made and

released over a long period of time, it is possible for the

free space to be so fragmented that there is no single

contiguous area large enough to satisfy an allocation request

even though the sum of the fragments is more than the

request.  In this case, an unconditional allocation request

will fail.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the largest free

block of CSA is less than an installation-defined minimum

size.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *****************************************************

**  02907 LARGEST FREE BLOCK OF CSA LESS THAN MINIMUM **

***************************************************** */

IF VSMABCSL NE .  THEN IF VSMABCSL LT kbytes

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02907'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LARGEST FREE BLOCK OF CSA LESS THAN MINIMUM';

  EXCDESC2='SIZE=' !! PUT(VSMABCSL,4.) !! ' KBYTES';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the kbyte

value according to the following convention:

kbyte - The minimum size of the largest free block of CSA.  A

test for a value less than 96 KB would appear as:

VSMABCSL LT 96

02908 Percent SQA Allocated Exceeds Max

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)
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SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Detect excessive System Queue Area (SQA) use.  This

exception is defined in terms of percent.  Exception 02904

may also be used to detect this condition in terms of the

absolute size of SQA allocated.

RATIONALE:  When sufficient SQA storage is not available, SQA

allocations are made in the Common Storage Area (CSA),

thereby effectively making the CSA smaller.  Excessive SQA

usage can occur either through normal workload growth or as a

result of improper SQA storage management.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

SQA storage allocated exceeds an installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *******************************************

**  02908 PERCENT SQA ALLOCATED EXCEEDS MAX **

******************************************* */

IF VSMASQLP NE .  THEN IF VSMASQLP GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02908'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENT SQA ALLOCATED EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='ALLOCATED=' !! PUT(VSMASQLP,4.) !! '%';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of SQA allocated is specified.

An 85 percent threshold would appear as:

VSMASQLP GT 85

02909 Percent CSA Allocated Exceeds Max

FILE: Virtual Storage System Usage File

SAS FILE NAME: DAYS.SCPVSM01

SOURCE LOCATION: prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYRMFEXC)

SEVERITY: Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA: Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Detect excessive Common Storage Area (CSA) use.

This exception is defined in terms of percent.  Exception

02905 may also be used to detect this condition in terms of

the absolute size of CSA allocated.

RATIONALE:  When sufficient CSA storage is not available, the

operating system usually crashes.  Excessive CSA usage can

occur either through normal workload growth or as a result of

improper CSA storage management.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the percent of

CSA storage allocated exceeds an installation-defined

maximum.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/* *******************************************

**  02909 PERCENT CSA ALLOCATED EXCEEDS MAX **

******************************************* */

IF VSMACSLP NE .  THEN IF VSMACSLP GT percent

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='02909'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='PERCENT CSA ALLOCATED EXCEEDS MAX';

  EXCDESC2='ALLOCATED=' !! PUT(VSMACSLP,4.) !! '%';

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the percent

value according to the following convention:

percent - The maximum percent of CSA allocated is specified.

An 85 percent threshold would appear as:

VSMACSLP GT 85

RMF Files
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer divides its data logically into the following information areas:

• Hardware Information Area (HAR)
These files contain CPU, LPAR, cryptographic hardware, coupling facility, channel path, physical control unit, device,
and caching information.

• SCP Information Area (SCP)
These files contain workload, paging, page data set, enqueue, RMF trace, virtual storage, logical control unit, I/O
queuing, and USS data.

• Workload Management Information Area (WLM)
These files contain information that describes WLM control definitions, associations between clients and servers,
resource group definitions, service class goals, measurements of service received, transaction response times and
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response time percentile distributions, sampled execution delay states, and Workload Manager states that were
sampled as transactions passed through server address spaces.

The following table lists the product's HAR, SCP, and WLM files and the timespans that are activated for each file.

The table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they belong. For
each file in an information area, the following data is provided:

XDWMYT
Defines the timespans in which the file is supported.

  

          X - DETAIL

          D - DAYS

          W - WEEKS

          M - MONTHS

          Y - YEARS

          T - TABLES AREA

          . - File is not supported

        

File
The identifier used to access this file.

File Name
The description of the file.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | Hardware Utilization                   | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Fri, Aug 13, 2021 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | XDWM..  HAR_RA  CRYPTO ACCELERATOR ACTIVITY LPAR FILE     |

 | XDWM..  HAR_RK  CRYPTO PKCS11 ACTIVITY LPAR FILE          |

 | XDWM..  HAR_RP  CRYPTO CCA COPROCESSOR ACTIVITY LPAR      |

 | XDWM..  HARCCU  CACHE CONTROL UNIT ACTIVITY FILE          |

 | XDWM..  HARCFA  CF CHANNEL PATH FILE                      |

 | XDWM..  HARCFC  CF CONNECTIVITY FILE                      |

 | XDWM..  HARCFD  CF DUPLEXING ACTIVITY FILE                |

 | XDWM..  HARCFH  CF CACHE STRUCTURE ACTIVITY FILE          |

 | XDWM..  HARCFM  CF STRUCTURE SCM ACTIVITY FILE            |

 | XDWM..  HARCFN  CF ASYNC DUPLEXING ACTIVITY FILE          |

 | XDWM..  HARCFP  CF CONFIGURATION AND ACTIVITY FILE        |

 | XDWM..  HARCFR  CF REQUEST FILE                           |

 | XDWM..  HARCFS  CF STRUCTURE FILE                         |

 | XDWMY.  HARCME  CPU MEASUREMENT FACILITY ENGINE FILE      |

 | XDWMY.  HARCML  CPU MEASUREMENT FACILITY LPAR FILE        |

 | XDWMY.  HARCMT  CPU MEASUREMENT FACILITY ENGTYPE FILE     |

 | X.....  HARCMX  CPU MEASUREMENT FACILITY SUSPEND FILE     |

 | XDWM..  HARCPU  CPU ACTIVITY FILE                         |

 | XDWM..  HARCRA  CRYPTO ACCELERATOR ACTIVITY FILE          |
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 | XDWM..  HARCRF  ICSF SERVICES ACTIVITY FILE               |

 | XDWM..  HARCRK  CRYPTO PKCS11 COPROCESSOR ACTIVITY        |

 | XDWM..  HARCRP  CRYPTO CCA COPROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE      |

 | .DWM..  HARCVA  CACHE VOLUME ACTIVITY FILE                |

 | XDW...  HARDVA  DEVICE ACTIVITY FILE                      |

 | XDWM..  HAREAD  EADM ACTIVITY FILE                        |

 | XDWM..  HARELS  ESS LINK STATISTICS FILE                  |

 | XDWM..  HARERS  ESS RANK STATISTICS FILE                  |

 | XDWM..  HARFDC  FICON DIRECTOR CONNECTOR FILE             |

 | XDWM..  HARFDP  FICON DIRECTOR PORT ACTIVITY FILE         |

 | XDWM..  HARIPU  INDIVIDUAL PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE        |

 | XDWM..  HARLPC  PR/SM LPAR CONFIG/ACTIVITY FILE           |

 | XDWM..  HARPCA  PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE            |

 | XDWM..  HARPCI  PCIE FUNCTION ACTIVITY                    |

 | XDWM..  HARRRA  RAID RANK ACTIVITY FILE                   |

 | X.....  HARRSV  HARDWARE RESERVE ACTIVITY FILE            |

 | XDWM..  HARSCM  STORAGE CLASS MEMORY (SCM) ACTIVITY       |

 | XDWM..  HARSLS  SYNCHRONOUS IO LINK STATISTICS FILE       |

 | XDWM..  HARTGC  TENANT RESOURCE GROUP CPU ACTIVITY        |

 | XDWM..  HARVPA  PR/SM LOGICAL CORE ACTIVITY FILE          |

 | XDWM..  HARXPS  ESS EXTENT POOL STATISTICS FILE           |

 | .DWM..  HARDTA  DEVICE TYPE ACTIVITY FILE                 |

 | .DWM..  HARPHY  PHYSICAL HARDWARE FILE                    |

 | .DWM..  HARSGA  STORAGE GROUP ACTIVITY FILE               |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | System Control Program                 | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Fri, Aug 13, 2021 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | X.....  SCPARD  ADDRESS SPACE ACTIVITY FILE               |

 | XDW...  SCPENQ  RESOURCE ENQUEUE ACTIVITY FILE            |

 | XDWM..  SCPIOC  I/O QUEUING CONFIGURATION FILE            |

 | XDWM..  SCPIOP  I/O PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE               |

 | XDWM..  SCPKRN  USS KERNEL ACTIVITY FILE                  |

 | XDWM..  SCPLCA  LOGICAL CHANNEL/CU ACTIVITY FILE          |

 | XDWM..  SCPPAG  PAGING ACTIVITY FILE                      |

 | XDW...  SCPPSD  PAGE DATA SET ACTIVITY FILE               |

 | X.....  SCPSRC  REAL STORAGE/CPU/SRM ACTIVITY FILE        |

 | X.....  SCPSRD  SERIALIZATION DELAY DETAILS FILE          |

 | XDWM..  SCPSRS  SERIALIZATION DELAY SYSTEM FILE           |

 | XDWM..  SCPSWP  SWAP ACTIVITY FILE                        |

 | X.....  SCPTRC  RMF TRACE ACTIVITY FILE                   |

 | XDWM..  SCPVSM  VIRTUAL STORAGE SYSTEM USAGE FILE         |

 | XDWM..  SCPVSU  VIRTUAL STORAGE PRIVATE USAGE FILE        |

 | XDWM..  SCPXCA  XCF PATH ACTIVITY                         |

 | XDWM..  SCPXCM  XCF MEMBER ACTIVITY                       |

 | XDWM..  SCPXCY  XCF SYSTEM ACTIVITY                       |

 | .DWM..  SCPLCU  LOGICAL CONTROL UNIT ACTIVITY FILE        |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | Workload Management                    | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Fri, Aug 13, 2021 |
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 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | XDWM..  WLM_EA  REPORT CLASS                              |

 | XDWM..  WLM_EC  REPORT CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION         |

 | XDWM..  WLM_ED  REPORT CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY           |

 | XDWM..  WLM_EM  REPORT CLASS RESPONSE TIME                |

 | XDWM..  WLM_EW  REPORT CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES       |

 | XDWM..  WLMRGP  RESOURCE GROUP                            |

 | XDWM..  WLMSDE  SERVICE DEFINITION                        |

 | XDWM..  WLMSDS  SERVICE CLASS SUBSYSTEM DELAY STATES      |

 | XDWM..  WLMSEA  SERVICE CLASS                             |

 | XDWM..  WLMSEC  SERVICE CLASS RESOURCE CONSUMPTION        |

 | XDWM..  WLMSED  SERVICE CLASS GENERAL EXEC DELAY          |

 | XDWM..  WLMSEM  SERVICE CLASS RESPONSE TIME               |

 | XDWM..  WLMSVC  SERVICE CLIENT                            |

 | XDWM..  WLMTGP  TENANT RESOURCE GROUP                     |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

        

The RMF Files sections presents the Hardware and SCP Analyzer data files as they are seen in the online database
structure. These files might also be located offline in either audit or history archive files. The PIOM and the Database
Structure and Content Guide discuss these other structures.

The following tables describe the files supported by the HAR, SCP, and WLM information areas, and their data sources.

Hardware File Descriptions

File File Name Description Derivation
HARCCU Cache Control Unit Activity Quantifies caching activity

for caching capable DASD
subsystems on a subsystem
(control unit) level.

Cache Subsystem Device!
Activity
(type 74, subtype 5)

HARCFA CF Channel Path Stores the characteristics of
the channel paths of type CIB
or CFP associated to local or
remote coupling facilities on a
zEC12. Also contains limited
identifi- cation information
(channel pathid, channel path
type) for channel paths other
than CIB or CFP.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFC CF Connectivity Stores the names of other
systems in the sysplex that are
also connected to the CF.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFD CF Duplexing Activity Stores configuration and
performance information
about the remote coupling
facilities connected to a local
CF.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4)
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HARCFH CF Cache Structure Activity Stores performance
information about CF cache
structures. The information
is well suited for
analysis directed towards tuning
cache structures. This file can
be merged with the HARCFR
and HARCFS files for complete
info on CF cache structures.
There is one HARCFH file
observation for each CF cache
structure per RMF recording
interval.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFM CF Structure SCM Activity Stores information about CF
Storage Class Memory Data.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFN CF Async Duplexing Activity Stores information about CF
Asynchronous CF Duplexing
Data.

Coupling Facility Activity
(type 74, subtype 4

File File Name Description Derivation
HARCFP CF Configuration and Activity Stores information about

the coupling facility (CF),
including name, the amount
of storage installed and used,
and the number and utilization
of processors. This file also
contains information describing
the hardware paths between
the z/OS system and the CF,
and data identifying the Cross-
System Extended Services
(XES) request activity through
the CF.

Coupling Facility Activity!
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFR CF Request Stores information about all the
CF/XES structures connected
to the system. This information
includes the name, type,
and status of each structure,
as well as detailed information
about the number, type, and
service times of all requests
to and from each connected
structure. There is one
HARCFR file per system. Each
file contains data from the
perspective of its system.

Coupling Facility Activity!
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCFS CF Structure Stores the name and
storage resources of all
structures allocated in the CF.

Coupling Facility Activity!
(type 74, subtype 4)

HARCME CPU Measurement Facility
Engine

Quantifies instruction, cycle,
cache usage, other statistics for
each active logical processor for
z/OS LPARs.

Hardware capacity, reporting,
and statistics
(type 113, subtypes 1 and 2)
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HARCMT CPU Measurement Facility
EngType

Quantifies instruction, cycle,
cache usage, other statistics for
each online logical processor
type (for example CP, zIIP) for z/
OS LPARs.

Hardware capacity, reporting,
and statistics
(type 113, subtypes 1 and 2)

HARCML CPU Measurement Facility
LPAR

Quantifies instruction, cycle,
cache usage, other statistics for
all active logical processors for
each z/OS LPAR.

Hardware capacity, reporting,
and statistics
(type 113, subtypes 1 and 2)

File File Name Description Derivation
HARCPU CPU Activity Quantifies CPU utilization for all

processor types. Also identifies
and quantifies address space
usage.

CPU, PR/SM, and ICF
Activity
(type 70, subtype 1)

HARCRA
(CPC)
HAR_RA
(LPAR)

Crypto Accelerator Activity Provides performance and
throughput information for
operations executing on
cryptographic accelerators.

Cryptographic Hardware Activity
(type 70, subtype 2)

HARCRF ICSF Services Activity Quantifies activity of
cryptographic services used to
encipher and decipher secure
data.

Cryptographic Hardware Activity
(type 70, subtype 2)

HARCRK
(CPC)
HAR_RK
LPAR

Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor
Activity

Provides performance and
throughput information for
operations executing on
Cryptographic cards configured
in PKCS11 coprocessor mode.

Cryptographic Hardware Activity
(type 70, subtype 2)

HARCRP
CPC
HAR_RP
LPAR

Crypto CCA Coprocessor
Activity

Provides performance and
throughput information for
operations executing on CCA
cryptographic coprocessors.

Cryptographic Hardware Activity
(type 70, subtype 2)

HARCVA Cache Volume Activity Quantifies caching activity
for caching capable DASD
subsystems on a device level.

Cache Subsystem Device!
Activity
(type 74, subtype 5)

HARDTA Device Type Activity Quantifies the utilization of
device types in terms of I/O and
average performance factors for
each type category. Contains
one record for each device type.

Device Activity File (HARDVA)

HARDVA Device Activity Quantifies the utilization of
individual device addresses
in terms of I/O, percent busy,
average queue to the device,
and so on. Contains one record
for each unique device address.

Device Activity
(type 74, subtype 1)
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File File Name Description Derivation
HAREAD EADM Activity Quantifies Extended

Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM) activity, including
subchannel request rates and
times, and for IBM z15 and
later CPCs, provides zEDC
compression/decompress stats.
Contains one record per LPAR.

Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics
(type 74, subtype 10)

HARELS ESS Link Statistics Provides I/O performance and
throughput information for
Enterprise Disk Systems on a
system adapter level.

Enterprise Disk System!
Statistics
(type 74, subtype 8)

HARERS ESS Rank Statistics Quantifies read and write
activity in each rank of an extent
pool within an Enterprise Disk
System.

Enterprise Disk System!
Statistics
(type 74, subtype 8)

HARFDC FICON Director Connector Stores the name and status
of all control units connected
to multiple-CU FICON director
ports.

FICON Director Statistics
(type 74, subtype 7)

HARFDP FICON Director Port Activity Provides statistics about I/
O workload, throughput, and
contention for FICON director
ports.

FICON Director Statistics
(type 74, subtype 7)

HARIPU Individual Processor Activity Describes the CPU utilization
for each central processor
or each PR/SM logical
processor defined in the
processor complex.

CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity
(type 70, subtype 1)

HARLPC PR/SM LPAR Config/ Activity Describes the activity for each
defined PR/SM logical partition
in a processor complex. Data
is also carried that tracks
changes made to the logical
partition definition that might
alter performance analysis of
the complex.

CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity
(type 70, subtype 1)

HARPCA Physical Channel Activity Quantifies the utilization of
channel paths. There is a single
record per channel path on a
processor complex.

Channel Path Activity (type 73)

File File Name Description Derivation
HARPCI Physical Hardware Describes the PCIe utilization

of each PCI Express function
allocated by address spaces.

PCIe Function Activity (type 74,
subtype 9)
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HARPHY Physical Hardware Stores the physical hardware,
both CPC and devices present
in the HARIPU and HARDVA
files. For devices that cannot be
identified, logical device class/
type groups are stored.

HARIPU and HARDVA files

HARRRA RAID Rank Activity Quantifies caching activity
for caching capable DASD
subsystems on an array (RAID
rank) level.

Cache Subsystem Device!
Activity
(type 74, subtype 5)

HARRSV Hardware Reserve Activity Quantifies the reserve requests
for resources made by the
supervisor services RESERVE
macro.

RMF Monitor II Reserve Data
(type 79, subtype 6)

HARSCM Storage Class Memory (SCM)
Activity

Quantifies overall use and
performance of Storage
Class Memory (SCM). Each
observation provides both LPAR
and CPC level metrics. For
IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs,
each observation represents
individual PCIe Flash Express
features. For IBM z14 and later
CPCs, one observation per
interval shows overall LPAR
and CPC Virtual Flash Memory
(VFM) activity.

Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics (type
74, subtype 10) (type 74,
subtype 10)

HARSGA Storage Group Activity Quantifies the utilization of
defined DFSMS storage groups
in terms of I/O rate, average
performance factors for all
devices in the group, and so on.
There is one record for each
storage group.

Device Activity File (HARDVA)

HARSLS Synchronous IO Link statistics Quantifies the utilization of
synchronous I/O links on
defined IBM zHyperLinks.
Contains I/O rates, average
performance factors, percent
operations successful, and so
on. There is one record for each
defined zHyperLink per interval.

Synchronous IO Link (HARSLS)
(type 74, subtype 8)

HARTGC Tenant Resource Group CPU
Activity

Quantifies the resource usage
of each active Tenant Resource
Group (TRG) per z/OS SYSID

CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity
(type 70, subtype 1)

HARVPA PR/SM Processor Activity Describes the activity for each
active PR/SM logical processor
in a processor complex. Data is
also carried that tracks changes
made to the logical processor
definition that might affect
performance analysis of the
complex.

CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity
(type 70, subtype 1)
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HARXPS ESS Extent Pool Statistics Provides capacity and
performance information about
allocated disk space on an
Enterprise Disk System.

Enterprise Disk System
Statistics
(type 74, subtype 8)

SCP File Descriptions

File File Name Description Derivation
SCPARD Address Space Activity Quantifies the resource

consumption, service, and
status of each address space.
There is a record for each
address that exists when the
record is written at the end of
the recording interval.

RMF Monitor II Address Space
Resource Data
(type 79, subtype 2)

SCPENQ Resource Enqueue Activity Identifies the resources for
which enqueue contention
occurred.

Enqueue Activity
(type 73)

SCPIOC I/O Queuing Configuration Contains data identifying the
configuration of the system's
logical control units based
on the IOCDS created by the
IOCP generation process.
For each logical control unit,
the channel paths and control
units attached to the channel
paths are defined.

I/O Queuing Activity
(type 78, subtype 3)

SCPIOP I/O Processor Activity Quantifies the utilization of the I/
O Processor. The I/O Processor
manages and schedules I/O
requests for the CPC. There is
one record for each interval.

I/O Queuing Activity
(type 78, subtype 3)

SCPKRN USS Kernel Activity Stores information about Unix
System Services kernel load in
terms of system activity, process
workload, memory map and
shared library utilizations.

OMVS Kernel Activity
(type 74, subtype 3)

SCPLCA Logical Channel/ Control Unit
Activity

This file quantifies the utilization
of each logical control unit.
There is a single record per
logical control unit.

I/O Queuing Activity
(type 78, subtype 3)
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File File Name Description Derivation
SCPLCU Logical Control Unit Activity Summarizes the I/O

measurement data for systems
to the logical control unit
level. This file provides
information about logical and
physical control unit activity,
channel path activity and other
I/O configuration-dependent
queuing delays. There is one
record for each logical control
unit defined to the system.

Device Activity File (HARDVA),
Logical Channel/CU Activity
File (SCPLCA), and I/O
Configuration File (SCPIOC)

SCPPAG Paging Activity Quantifies the demands of the
system paging facilities and the
utilization of central storage,
expanded storage, and auxiliary
storage.

Paging Activity
(type 71)

SCPPSD Page Data Set Activity Quantifies the utilization of
auxiliary page slots and the use
of the page data sets. There is a
single record per page data set.

Page Data Set Activity
(type 75)

SCPSRC Real Storage/ CPU/SRM Activity These values, used in the SRM
control algorithms, quantify the
use of real storage, processor
utilization, and the length of the
ASM and SRM queues. There
is a record for each Monitor II
interval.

RMF Monitor II Storage/ !
Processor Data
(type 79, subtype 3)

SCPSRD Serialization Delay Details Provides contention information
at the address space level
for different types of suspend
locks, GRS enqueues, and GRS
latches.

Serialization Delay
(type 72, subtype 5)

SCPSRS Serialization Delay System Provides system-wide summary
contention information for all
address spaces, for different !
types of suspend locks, GRS
enqueues, and GRS latches.

Serialization Delay
(type 72, subtype 5)

File File Name Description Derivation
SCPSWP Swapping Activity Quantifies logical and physical

swapping activity, broken down
by swap reason. This file is
also used to monitor swap
placement activity in main
memory, extended memory and
auxiliary storage. There is one
record for each of eleven swap
reasons.

Paging Activity
(type 71)
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SCPTRC Trace Activity Identifies the field names
traced, including their minimum,
maximum, sum, sum of squares,
standard deviation, and average
values.

Trace Activity
(type 76)

SCPVSM Virtual Storage System Usage Contains data quantifying
the utilization of virtual
storage broken down by system
areas such as the nucleus,
PSA, CSA, SQA, MLPA, FLPA,
PLPA, LSQA, SWA, and so on,
both above and below the
16 MB line. Usage is expressed
in terms of averages, totals,
maximums, minimums, and
percentages of kilobytes,
and starting addresses and
allocation times.

Virtual Storage Activity
(type 78, subtype 2)

SCPVSU Virtual Storage Private Usage Contains data quantifying
the utilization of virtual
storage broken down by
private areas such as regions,
subpools, LSQA,
SWA, free areas, and so on,
both above and below the
16 MB line. Usage is expressed
in terms of averages, totals,
maximums and minimums
in kilobytes, and starting
addresses, allocation times,
getmain limits, and flags.

Virtual Storage Activity
(type 78, subtype 2)

File File Name Description Derivation
SCPXCA XCF Path Activity Stores information about each

signaling path connecting
the local system to all remote
systems.

XCF Activity
(type 74, subtype 2)

SCPXCM XCF Member Activity Stores information about
signals sent to and from each
remote system, further broken
down by remote group and
member.

XCF Activity
(type 74, subtype 2)

SCPXCY XCF System Activity Stores information about Cross-
System Coupling Facility (XCF)
traffic to, from, and within its
particular system. There is one
SCPXCY file per system.

XCF Activity
(type 74, subtype 2)
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WLM File Descriptions

File File Name Description Derivation
WLM_EA Report Class Contains information about

report classes, including goal
types, target values, and
indicators showing the presence
or absence of resource
consumption, response time,
and general execution delay
measurement.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLM_EC Report Class Resource
Consumption

Quantifies resource
consumption by report class
period. Measurements include
service units consumed, storage
occupied, paging and swapping
activity, and hiperspace usage.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLM_ED Report Class General Execution
Delay

Quantifies sampled execution
state information by report class
period. Measurements include
how often work was using or
waiting for CPU, waiting for
auxiliary storage access, idle, or
in some other condition.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLM_EM Report Class Response Time Quantifies transaction response
time by report class period.
Measurements include
transaction counts and
processing rates, average
elapsed times and standard
deviations, and numbers of
transactions completed within
fixed percentages of specified
goals.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLM_EW Report Class Subsystem Delay
States

Contains information
characterizing the effect of
subsystem server address
space status on report classes
requests and transactions.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

File File Name Description Derivation
WLMRGP Resource Group Contains information about

the resource groups assigned
to service classes, including
the minimum and maximum
processor capacity defined for
the resource group.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMSDE Service Definition Contains information about
the Workload Manager service
definition installed at the time
measurements were taken.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)
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WLMSDS Service Class Subsystem Delay
States

Contains information
characterizing the effect of
subsystem server address
space status on service classes
requests and transactions.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMSEA Service Class Contains information about
service classes, including
goal types, target values, and
indicators showing the presence
or absence of resource
consumption, response time,
and general execution delay
measurement.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMSEC Service Class Resource
Consumption

Quantifies resource
consumption by service class
period. Measurements include
service units consumed, storage
occupied, paging and swapping
activity, and hiperspace usage.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMSED Service Class General
Execution Delay

Quantifies sampled execution
state information by service
class period. Measurements
include how often work was
using or waiting for CPU, waiting
for auxiliary storage access,
idle, or in some other condition.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

File File Name Description Derivation
WLMSEM Service Class Response Time Quantifies transaction

response time by service
class period. Measurements
include transaction counts
and processing rates, average
elapsed times and standard
deviations, and numbers of
transactions completed within
fixed percentages of specified
goals.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMSVC Service Client Contains the names of all client
service classes served by
transaction servers, and the
number of work requests or
transactions served.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)

WLMTGP Tenant Resource Contains information about
the tenant resource groups
assigned to tenant report
classes, including the minimum
and maximum processor
capacity defined for the tenant
resource group.

Workload Activity
(type 72, subtype 3)
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RMF Data Element Naming Conventions
MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined.

The following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in
which they are contained.

Hardware Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Cache Control Unit Activity HARCCU CCU
CF Channel Path HARCFA CFA
CF Connectivity HARCFC CFC
CF Duplexing Activity HARCFD CFD
CF Cache Structure Activity HARCFH CFH
CF Structure SCM Activity HARCFM CFM
CF Async Duplexing Activity HARCFN CFN
CF Configuration and Activity HARCFP CFP
CF Request HARCFR CFR
CF Structure HARCFS CFS
CPU Measurement Facility Engine HARCME CME
CPU Measurement Facility LPAR HARCML CML
CPU Measurement Facility EngType HARCMT CMT
CPU Activity HARCPU CPU
Crypto Accelerator Activity HARCRA CRA
(CPC and LPAR level) HAR_RA CRA
ICSF Services Activity HARCRF CRF
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity HARCRK CRK
Activity (CPC and LPAR level) HAR_RK CRK
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity HARCRP CRP
Activity (CPC and LPAR level) HAR_RP CRP
Cache Volume Activity HARCVA CVA
Device Type Activity HARDTA DTA
Device Activity HARDVA DVA
EADM Activity HAREAD EAD
ESS Link Statistics HARELS ELS
ESS Rank Statistics HARERS ERS
FICON Director Connector HARFDC FDC
FICON Director Port Activity HARFDP FDP
Individual Processor HARIPU IPU
PR/SM LPAR Config. Activity HARLPC LPC
Physical Channel Activity HARPCA PCA
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PCIe Function Activity HARPCI PCI
Physical Hardware File HARPHY PHY
RAID Rank Activity HARRRA RRA
Hardware Reserve Activity HARRSV RSV
Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity HARSCM SCM
Storage Group Activity HARSGA SGA
Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity HARTGC TGC
Synchronous IO Link Statistics HARSLS SLS
PR/SM Logical Proc. Activity HARVPA VPA
ESS Extent Pool Statistics HARXPS XPS

SCP Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Address Space Activity SCPARD ARD
Resource Enqueue Activity SCPENQ ENQ
I/O Queuing Activity SCPIOC IOC
I/O Processor Activity SCPIOP IOP
USS Kernel Activity SCPKRN KRN
Logical Channel Activity SCPLCA LCA
Logical Control Unit Activity SCPLCU LCU
Paging Activity SCPPAG PAG
Page Data Set Activity SCPPSD PSD
Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity SCPSRC SRC
Serialization Delay Details SCPSRD SRD
Serialization Delay System SCPSRS SRS
Swapping Activity SCPSWP SWP
Trace Activity SCPTRC TRC
Virtual Stor. System Activity SCPVSM VSM
Virtual Stor. Private Activity SCPVSU VSU
XCF Path Activity SCPXCA XCA
XCF Member Activity SCPXCM XCM
XCF System Activity SCPXCY XCY

WLM Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Report Class WLM_EA SEA (See Note)
Report Class Resource Consumption WLM_EC SEC (See Note)
Report Class General Execution Delay WLM_ED SED (See Note)
Report Class Response Time WLM_EM SEM (See Note)
Report Class Subsystem Delay States WLM_EW SDS (See Note)
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Resource Group WLMRGP RGP
Service Definition WLMSDE SDE
Service Class Subsystem Delay States WLMSDS SDS
Service Class WLMSEA SEA
Service Class Resource Consumption WLMSEC SEC
Service Class Response Time WLMSEM SEM
Service Class General Execution Delay WLMSED SED
Service Client WLMSVC SVC
Tenant Resource Group WLMTGP TGP

The files containing an underscore (_) are called parallel files because they contain the same elements as another file. For
these files, the first three characters of the data element names identify the file in which the data elements are defined.

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. You can find common data elements listed under Sequence/Summary
Data Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.

TIMESPAN
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the following letters:

X - DETAIL

D - DAYS

W - WEEKS

M - MONTHS

Y - YEARS

T - TABLES AREA

. - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

DATA ELEMENT
The data element name.

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
The data element's long name.

HAR Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the Hardware Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data
sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

Hardware Information Area (HAR) Structure

Input Data Source Output Files
RMF CPU Activity record
(type 70 subtype 1)

CPU Activity File (HARCPU)
Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU)
PR/SM LPAR Configuration and Activity File (HARLPC)
PR/SM LPAR Logical Processor Activity File (HARVPA)
Physical Hardware File (HARPHY)
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RMF Cryptographic Hardware Activity record
(type 70 subtype 2)

Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA)
Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR (HAR_RA)
ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF)
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP)
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR (HAR_RP)
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRK)
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR (HAR_RK)

RMF Channel Path Activity record
(type 73)

Physical Channel Activity File (HARPCA)

RMF Device Activity record
(type 74 subtype 1)

Device Activity File (HARDVA)
Device Type Activity File (HARDTA)
Storage Group Activity File (HARSGA)
Physical Hardware File (HARPHY)

RMF Coupling Facility Activity record
(type 74 subtype 4)

CF Configuration and Activity File (HARCFP)
CF Connectivity File (HARCFC)
CF Structure File (HARCFS)
CF Request File (HARCFR)
CF Cache Structure Activity File (HARCFH)
CF Duplexing Activity File (HARCFD)
CF Channel Path File (HARCFA)
CF Structure SCM Activity File (HARCFM)
CF Async Duplexing Activity File (HARCFN)

RMF Cache Subsystem Activity record
(type 74 subtype 5)

Cache Control Unit Activity File (HARCCU)
Cache Volume Activity File (HARCVA)
RAID Rank Activity File (HARRRA)

RMF FICON Director Statistics record
(type 74 subtype 7)

FICON Director Connector File (HARFDC)
FICON Director Port Activity File (HARFDP)

RMF Enterprise Disk System Statistics record
(type 74 subtype 8)

ESS Link Statistics File (HARELS)
ESS Extent Pool Statistics File (HARXPS)
ESS Rank Statistics File (HARERS)

RMF Native PCIe Function Activity record
(type 74 subtype 9)

Native PCIe Function Activity File (HARPCI)

RMF Extended Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM Statistics record (type 74 subtype 10)

Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity File (HARSCM)
EADM Activity File (HAREAD)

RMF Monitor II Activity record:
Reserve Data (type 79 subtype 6)

Hardware Reserve Activity File (HARRSV)

Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record
(type 113 subtype 1 and 2)

CPU Measurement Facility Engine File (HARCME)
CPU Measurement Facility EngType File (HARCMT)
CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File (HARCMT)

HAR Information Area Files List

HAR Information Area Files Overview

HARCCU Cache Control Unit Activity File

Quantifies caching activity at the subsystem level. This file summarizes the caching activity for all volumes attached to the
control unit. It also contains device-independent information concerning the overall caching subsystem. This file is derived
from the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

HARCFA CF Channel Path File
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Stores the characteristics of the channel paths of type CIB or CFP associated to local or remote coupling facilities on a
zEC12. It also contains limited identification information (channel path id, channel path type) for channel paths other than
CIB or CFP. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFC CF Connectivity File

Stores the names of other systems in the sysplex that are also connected to the CF. This file is derived from the SMF type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFD CF Duplexing Activity File

Stores configuration information about the remote coupling facilities (CF) connected to a local CF, including name,
hardware characteristics, and information describing the CF links used to transfer the requests through the remote
coupling facilities. This file also provides performance information about duplexing requests processed by each of the
connected remote coupling facilities. This file is derived from the Remote Facility Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFH CF Cache Structure Activity File

Stores performance information about CF cache structures. The information is well suited for analysis directed towards
tuning cache structures. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a complete picture of each
CF cache structure. There is one HARCFH file observation for each CF cache structure per RMF recording interval. This
file is derived from the Cache Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFM CF Structure SCM Activity File

Stores performance information about CF structure enabled to use Storage Class Memory (SCM), also referred to as
"flash" memory. The information provided in this file includes the maximum SCM storage available to the structure, SCM
utilization levels, storage, response times for requests that access SCM, and other statistics that help you to monitor and
validate the SCM related parameters specified for the structure. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR)
file to provide a complete picture of each structure using SCM. There is one HARCFM file observation for each structure
using SCM per RMF recording interval. This file is derived from the Storage Class Memory Data section of the SMF type
74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFN CF Async Duplexing Activity File

Stores performance information about CF structures participating in asynchronous duplexing. The information provided
include response and delay time statistics and operation counts from both the primary and secondary CF perspectives.
This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a complete picture of the paired structures
participating in asynchronous duplexing. There are two HARCFN file observations for each asynchronous duplexed pair,
one for the primary structure and one for the secondary structure per RMF recording interval. This file is derived from the
Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFP CF Configuration and Activity File

Stores information about the coupling facility (CF), including name, the amount of storage installed and used, and the
number and utilization of processors. This file also contains information describing the hardware paths to and from the CF
and the system that recorded the data and the Cross-System Extended Services (XES) request activity through the CF.
This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCFR CF Request File

Stores information about all the CF/XES structures connected to the MVS system. This information includes the name,
type, and status of each structure, as well as detailed information about the number, type, and service times of all
requests to and from each connected structure. There is one CF/XES Request file per MVS system. Each file contains
data from the perspective of its associated MVS system. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling
Facility Activity record.

HARCFS CF Structure File
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Stores the name and storage resources of all structures allocated in the CF. This file is derived from the SMF type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

HARCME CPU Measurement Facility Engine File

Stores Computer Processing Complex (CPC) cycle and cache utilization statistics at the individual IPU level for each
logical processor (engine) assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter information collected by the
IBM Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF), obtained from the SMF
type 113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

HARCML CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File

Stores CPC cycle and cache utilization statistics at the LPAR level for all active logical processors (engines) assigned
to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from the counter information collected by the IBM Hardware Instrumentation
Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF), obtained from the SMF type 113 subtype 2 Hardware
capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

HARCMT CPU Measurement Facility EngType File

Stores CPC cycle and cache utilization statistics for each type (for example, CP, zIIP, zAAP) of active logical processors
(engines) assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from the counter information collected by the IBM
Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF), obtained from the SMF type
113 subtype 2 Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

HARCPU CPU Activity File

Quantifies the CPU utilization for all processor types. Additionally, address space usage is identified and quantified (for
example, number of in users, number of out users, and so on). This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU,
PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

HARCRA Crypto Accelerator Activity File

Provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in Modulus-Exponent (ME) and Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per-second rates, as
well as accelerator utilization percentages. This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record. The HARCRA file is similar to the HAR_RA (LPAR level) file. Each observation in this HARCRA file
represents CPC level activity.

HAR_RA Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File

Provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in Modulus-Exponent (ME) and Chinese
Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per-second rates, as
well as accelerator utilization percentages. This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record. The HAR_RA file is a parallel file to the HARCRA (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RA file
represents LPAR level activity.

HARCRF ICSF Services Activity File

Contains measurements on selected Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) activities executed on either
the Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF) or on the PCI XCryptographic Coprocessor (PCIXCC) hardware.
Measurements include statistics about services calls, hardware instructions executed, and amount of data processed.
This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

HARCRK Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

Contains measurements on selected Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) activities executed on
Cryptographic cards configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Measurements include operations counts, execution
times, per second rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or
asymmetric cryptographic functions. This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity
record. The HARCRK file is similar to the HAR_RK (LPAR level) file. Each observation in this HARCRK file represents
CPC level activity.
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HAR_CK Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

Contains measurements on selected Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) activities executed on
Cryptographic cards configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Measurements include operations counts, execution
times, per second rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or
asymmetric cryptographic functions. This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware
Activity record. The HAR_RK file is a parallel file to the HARCRK (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RK file
represents LPAR level activity.

HARCRP Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

Provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA coprocessors. Measurements include operations
counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization percentages. This file is derived from the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. The HARCRP file is similar to the HAR_RP (LPAR level) file. Each
observation in this HARCRP file represents CPC level activity.

HAR_RP Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

Provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA coprocessors. Measurements include operations
counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization percentages. This file is derived from the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record. The HAR_RP file is a parallel file to the HARCRP (CPC level) file.
Each observation in this HAR_RP file represents LPAR level activity.

HARCVA Cache Volume Activity File

Quantifies caching activity at the device (volume) level. It also contains information on the caching options pertaining to
the individual volume. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

HARDTA Device Type Activity File

Quantifies the utilization of device types in terms of I/O rate, performance factors, etc. There is one record for each device
type. This file is derived from the Device Activity File.

HARDVA Device Activity File

Quantifies the utilization of individual devices in terms of I/O rate, percent busy, average queue length, etc. There is one
record for each device. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 1 Device Activity record.

HAREAD EADM Activity File

Quantifies Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) activity, including subchannel request rates and times, and for
IBM z15 and later CPCs, provides zEDC compression/decompress stats. Contains one record per LPAR. This file is
derived from the SMF type 74, subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

HARELS ESS Link Statistics File

Provides I/O performance and throughput information for system adapters (links) of an Enterprise Disk System. There
is one record per system adapter. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics
record.

HARERS ESS Rank Statistics File

Quantifies read and write activity in each rank of an extent pool within an Enterprise Disk System. It also stores disk space
capacity and configuration information for each array defined in a rank. There is one record per rank. This file is derived
from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

HARFDC FICON Director Connector File

Stores configuration data for additional control units connected to multiple-CU type FICON director ports. There is one
record for each connected control unit. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics
record.

HARFDP FICON Director Port Activity File
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Provides statistics about I/O workload, throughput, and contention for FICON director ports. It also stores configuration
data about IODF and FICON directors (switches). There is one record per FICON director port. This file is derived from
the SMF type 74 subtype 7 FICON Director Statistics record.

HARIPU Individual Processor Activity File

Describes the CPU utilization for each physical processor or each PR/SM logical processor in the processor complex.
This file structure permits CPU addresses greater than F, thus allowing for systems that contain more than 16 processors.
This file is derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

HARLPC PR/SM Logical Partition Activity File

Describes the activity for each defined PR/SM logical partition in a processor complex. Data is also carried that tracks
changes made to the logical partition definition that might affect performance analysis of the complex. This file is derived
from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

HARPCA Physical Channel Activity File

Quantifies the utilization of channels paths. There is a single record per channel path on a processor complex. This file is
derived from the SMF type 73 Channel Path Activity record.

HARPCI PCIe Function Activity File

Provides statistics for all PCI Express functions allocated by address spaces. Measurements include operations counts,
execution times, per second rates, and utilization percentages. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI
Express Based Function Activity record.

HARPHY Physical Hardware File

The Physical Hardware file is used to store the physical hardware, both CPCs and devices, found. In addition, logical
device groups are stored, identified by SYSID, Device Class, and Device Type, when the physical device associated with
the logical device cannot be identified. The information in the HARPHY file is obtained from the HARIPU and HARDVA
files.

HARRRA RAID Rank Activity File

Quantifies caching activity at the RAID rank level within a 2105 Enterprise Storage Server. It also contains information
related to the hardware of each rank within the cache subsystem. This file is derived from the RAID Rank Data section of
the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache Subsystem Activity record.

HARRSV Hardware Reserve Activity File

Quantifies reserve requests for resources made by the supervisor services RESERVE macro. The file is derived from the
SMF type 79 subtype 6 record.

HARSCM Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity File

Quantifies overall use and performance of Storage Class Memory (SCM). Each observation provides both LPAR and
CPC level metrics. For IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, each observation represents individual PCIe Flash Express features.
For IBM z14 and later CPCs, one observation per interval shows overall LPAR and CPC Virtual Flash Memory (VFM)
activity. This file is derived from the SMF type 74, subtype 10 and type 74, subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data
Mover (EADM) Statistics records

HARSGA Storage Group Activity File

Quantifies the utilization of defined DFSMS storage groups in terms of I/O rate, average performance factors for all
devices in the group, etc. There is one record for each storage group. This file is derived from the Device Activity File.

HARSLS Synchronous IO link Statistics File

Provides statistics for synchronous I/O operations for defined IBM zHyperLinks. Measurements include read and write
operations counts, execution times, per second rates, and successful I/O operation percentages. The file is derived from
the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.
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HARTGC Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity File

Stores information about the resource utilization of individual Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs) that had workload activity
on the z/OS LPAR. In addition to uniquely identifying the TRG, with the Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) and
Tenant ID (TRGTID) summarization keys, the file provides Service Unit consumption metrics for each core type (CP, zIIP,
and zAAP), the four-hour rolling average of MSU use, and the average memory use of the tenant workloads. The file is
derived from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

HARVPA PR/SM Logical Processor Activity File

Describes the activity for each active PR/SM logical processor in a processor complex. Data is also carried that tracks
changes made to the logical processor definition that might affect performance analysis of the complex. This file is derived
from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

HARXPS ESS Extent Pool Statistics File

Provides capacity and performance information about allocated disk space in the extent pools of an Enterprise Disk
System. There is one record per extent pool. This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System
Statistics record.

HARCPU - CPU Activity File

he CPU Activity File quantifies core and processor (thread) utilization for the logical cores assigned to z/OS LPARs.
Information is provided for all core types (CP, zIIP, and zAAP). Additionally, address space (ASID) usage is identified and
quantified (that is, number of in users, out users, users in wait, etc.) This file is typically used when reporting on CPU
usage and address space activity.        

The information in the HARCPU file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCPU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

   XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

   XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Changed

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

   XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores
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   XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

   XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPUACS   - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

   X.....   CPUAPMP  - Multiple Processors in Complex

   XDWM..E  CPUBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

   XDWM..E  CPUBWP   - Pct CPU Resources Reserved for Promotion

   XDWM..E  CPUBWT   - Wait for Promotion Threshold Interval

   XDWM..E  CPUCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

   XDWM..E  CPUCGAVL - Available Capacity for the Group

   XDWM..E  CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Timestamp

   XDWM..E  CPUDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

   XDWM..E  CPUGTS   - LPAR Global Time Slice for CEC

   XDWM..   CPUHYPOF - Hypervisor Date/Time Offset

   XDWM..E  CPUMAS   - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  CPUMIS   - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

   XDWM..E  CPUPCRA  - CP Resource Allocation Percent

   XDWM..E  CPUSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

   XDWM..E  CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

   XDWM..E  CPUSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

   XDWM..E  CPUSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUVER   - Processor Version

   XDWM..E  CPUZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

   XDWM..E  CPUZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

   X.....E  CPUATDC  - SMT Thread Density CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUATDCW - Weighted SMT Thread Density CP Cores
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   X.....E  CPUATDS  - SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUATDSW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zIIP Cores

   X.....E  CPUATDZ  - SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUATDZW - Weighted SMT Thread Density zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUATT   - Total Logical Out Wait Users

   XDWM..   CPUA00   - Count Logical Out Wait Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUA01   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUA02   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUA03   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUA04   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUA05   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUA06   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUA07   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUA08   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUA09   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUA10   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUA11   - Count Log Out Wait Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUBSYTM - Total Time All Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUBTT   - Total Batch Users

   XDWM..E  CPUBWPCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Pct Changed

   XDWM..E  CPUBWTCH - Blocked Work Units Promote Threshold Chg

   XDWM..   CPUB00   - Count Batch Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUB01   - Count Batch Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUB02   - Count Batch Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUB03   - Count Batch Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUB04   - Count Batch Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUB05   - Count Batch Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUB06   - Count Batch Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUB07   - Count Batch Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUB08   - Count Batch Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUB09   - Count Batch Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUB10   - Count Batch Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUB11   - Count Batch Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  CPUCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  CPUCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

   X.....E  CPUCFAC  - SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFACW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact CP Cores

   X.....E  CPUCFAS  - SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFASW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zIIP Cores

   X.....E  CPUCFAZ  - SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFAZW - Weighted SMT Actual Cap Fact zAAP Cores

   X.....E  CPUCFMC  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFMCW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

   X.....E  CPUCFMS  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFMSW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

   X.....E  CPUCFMZ  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCFMZW - Weighted SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUCGCCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Capped

   XDWM..E  CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed

   XDWM..   CPUCGJTM - Time Capacity Not Managed by Group Limit

   XDWM..E  CPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

   XDWM..E  CPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled
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   XDWM..E  CPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

   XDWM..E  CPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUDIAGF - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Failure

   XDWM..E  CPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

   XDWM..E  CPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

   XDWM..E  CPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

   XDWM..E  CPUETT   - Total USS Users

   XDWM..   CPUE00   - Count USS Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUE01   - Count USS Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUE02   - Count USS Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUE03   - Count USS Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUE04   - Count USS Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUE05   - Count USS Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUE06   - Count USS Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUE07   - Count USS Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUE08   - Count USS Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUE09   - Count USS Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUE10   - Count USS Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUE11   - Count USS Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

   XDWM..E  CPUITT   - Total In Users

   XDWM..   CPUI00   - Count In Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUI01   - Count In Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUI02   - Count In Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUI03   - Count In Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUI04   - Count In Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUI05   - Count In Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUI06   - Count In Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUI07   - Count In Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUI08   - Count In Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUI09   - Count In Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUI10   - Count In Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUI11   - Count In Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

   XDWM..E  CPULTT   - Total Logical Out Ready Users

   XDWM..   CPUL00   - Count Logical Out Ready Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUL01   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUL02   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUL03   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUL04   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUL05   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUL06   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUL07   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUL08   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUL09   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUL10   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUL11   - Count Log Out Ready Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUMACCT - Intvls with CPC in Cycle-Steering Mode

   XDWM..E  CPUMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  CPUMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  CPUMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  CPUNOPCH - Intvls with Log Proc Count Change

   XDWM..E  CPUOTT   - Total Out/Ready Users
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   XDWM..   CPUO00   - Count Out/Ready Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUO01   - Count Out/Ready Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUO02   - Count Out/Ready Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUO03   - Count Out/Ready Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUO04   - Count Out/Ready Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUO05   - Count Out/Ready Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUO06   - Count Out/Ready Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUO07   - Count Out/Ready Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUO08   - Count Out/Ready Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUO09   - Count Out/Ready Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUO10   - Count Out/Ready Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUO11   - Count Out/Ready Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUPTT   - Total APPC Users

   XDWM..E  CPUPWRCT - Intvls with CPC in Power-Save Mode

   XDWM..   CPUP00   - Count APPC Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUP01   - Count APPC Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUP02   - Count APPC Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUP03   - Count APPC Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUP04   - Count APPC Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUP05   - Count APPC Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUP06   - Count APPC Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUP07   - Count APPC Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUP08   - Count APPC Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUP09   - Count APPC Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUP10   - Count APPC Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUP11   - Count APPC Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUQ00   - Count In/Ready was <= N

   XDWM..E  CPUQ01   - Count In/Ready was N+1

   XDWM..E  CPUQ02   - Count In/Ready was N+2

   XDWM..E  CPUQ03   - Count In/Ready was N+3

   XDWM..E  CPUQ04   - Count In/Ready was N+4 or N+5

   XDWM..E  CPUQ05   - Count In/Ready was N+6 to N+10

   XDWM..E  CPUQ06   - Count In/Ready was N+11 to N+15

   XDWM..E  CPUQ07   - Count In/Ready was N+16 to N+20

   XDWM..E  CPUQ08   - Count In/Ready was N+21 to N+30

   XDWM..E  CPUQ09   - Count In/Ready was N+31 to N+40

   XDWM..E  CPUQ10   - Count In/Ready was N+41 to N+60

   XDWM..E  CPUQ11   - Count In/Ready was N+61 to N+80

   XDWM..E  CPUQ12   - Count In/Ready was > N+80

   XDWM..E  CPURAETM - Total CP Resource Alloc Earned Time

   XDWM..E  CPURARTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Redeposit Time

   XDWM..E  CPURAUTM - Total CP Resource Alloc Used Time

   XDWM..E  CPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDWM..E  CPURTT   - Total In/Ready Count

   XDWM..E  CPUR00   - Count In/Ready was 0

   XDWM..E  CPUR01   - Count In/Ready was 1

   XDWM..E  CPUR02   - Count In/Ready was 2

   XDWM..E  CPUR03   - Count In/Ready was 3

   XDWM..E  CPUR04   - Count In/Ready was 4

   XDWM..E  CPUR05   - Count In/Ready was 5

   XDWM..E  CPUR06   - Count In/Ready was 6

   XDWM..E  CPUR07   - Count In/Ready was 7

   XDWM..E  CPUR08   - Count In/Ready was 8
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   XDWM..E  CPUR09   - Count In/Ready was 9

   XDWM..E  CPUR10   - Count In/Ready was 10

   XDWM..E  CPUR11   - Count In/Ready was 11

   XDWM..E  CPUR12   - Count In/Ready was 12

   XDWM..E  CPUR13   - Count In/Ready was 13

   XDWM..E  CPUR14   - Count In/Ready was 14

   XDWM..E  CPUR15   - Count In/Ready was 15 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  CPUSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  CPUSLIH  - Total # of Entries to the I/O SLIH

   XDWM..E  CPUSMPCW - Weighted SMT CP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUSMPSW - Weighted SMT zIIP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUSMPZW - Weighted SMT zAAP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTCT - SMT CP Core Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTMC - SMT Mode CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTMS - SMT Mode zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTMZ - SMT Mode zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTST - SMT zIIP Core Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSMTZT - SMT zAAP Core Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSPOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSPUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSSMP  - Number of SRM Samples

   XDWM..E  CPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

   XDWM..E  CPUSTT   - Total Started Users

   XDWM..E  CPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd

   XDWM..E  CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUSUCNF - Total Reconfigured zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

   XDWM..   CPUSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUSUNIO - Total zIIP Processors I/O Connections

   XDWM..E  CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUPTM - Total zIIP Processors Parked Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUSIG - Total zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions

   XDWM..   CPUSUSRB - Total zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches

   XDWM..   CPUSUTCB - Total zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches

   XDWM..E  CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Cores Up Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUVBT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUVWT - Total zIIP Processors MVS Wait Time

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWST - Total zIIP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWTD - Total zIIP Processors Wait Dispatch

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWTM - Total Time zIIP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWTS - Total zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWTU - Total zIIP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUSUWU  - Total Work Units for zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUSUYTM - Total zIIP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

   XDWM..   CPUS00   - Count Started Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUS01   - Count Started Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUS02   - Count Started Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUS03   - Count Started Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUS04   - Count Started Users was 7 or 8
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   XDWM..   CPUS05   - Count Started Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUS06   - Count Started Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUS07   - Count Started Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUS08   - Count Started Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUS09   - Count Started Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUS10   - Count Started Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUS11   - Count Started Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUTOCNF - Total Reconfigured CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

   XDWM..   CPUTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUTOLAM - Sum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

   XDWM..   CPUTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOMNR - Accum. Nominal Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..   CPUTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOMRT - Accum. Effec. Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

   XDWM..   CPUTONIO - Total CP Processors I/O Connections

   XDWM..E  CPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  CPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  CPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

   XDWM..E  CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUTOPMI - Blocked Wklds/Sec that may get Promoted

   XDWM..E  CPUTOPMU - Blocked Work Units Promoted

   XDWM..E  CPUTOPMW - Blocked Work Units Waiting for Promotion

   XDWM..E  CPUTOPTM - Total CP Processors Parked Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOSIG - Total CP Processors SIGP Instructions

   XDWM..   CPUTOSRB - Total CP Processors SRB Dispatches

   XDWM..   CPUTOTCB - Total CP Processors TCB Dispatches

   XDWM..E  CPUTOUTM - Total CP Cores Up Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors MVS Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOVWT - Total CP Processors MVS Wait Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWST - Total CP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWTD - Total CP Processors Wait Dispatch

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWTM - Total Time CP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWTS - Total CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWTU - Total CP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUTOWU  - Total Work Units for CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUTOYTM - Total CP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

   XDWM..E  CPUTPI   - Total # of TPI I/O Events

   XDWM..E  CPUTPONL - Total Online CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUTPOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUTTT   - Total TSO Users

   XDWM..   CPUT00   - Count TSO Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUT01   - Count TSO Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUT02   - Count TSO Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUT03   - Count TSO Users was 5 or 6
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   XDWM..   CPUT04   - Count TSO Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUT05   - Count TSO Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUT06   - Count TSO Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUT07   - Count TSO Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUT08   - Count TSO Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUT09   - Count TSO Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUT10   - Count TSO Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUT11   - Count TSO Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUU00   - Count Work Units was <= N

   XDWM..E  CPUU01   - Count Work Units was N+1

   XDWM..E  CPUU02   - Count Work Units was N+2

   XDWM..E  CPUU03   - Count Work Units was N+3

   XDWM..E  CPUU04   - Count Work Units was N+4 or N+5

   XDWM..E  CPUU05   - Count Work Units was N+6 to N+10

   XDWM..E  CPUU06   - Count Work Units was N+11 to N+15

   XDWM..E  CPUU07   - Count Work Units was N+16 to N+20

   XDWM..E  CPUU08   - Count Work Units was N+21 to N+30

   XDWM..E  CPUU09   - Count Work Units was N+31 to N+40

   XDWM..E  CPUU10   - Count Work Units was N+41 to N+60

   XDWM..E  CPUU11   - Count Work Units was N+61 to N+80

   XDWM..E  CPUU12   - Count Work Units was N+81 to N+100

   XDWM..E  CPUU13   - Count Work Units was N+101 to N+120

   XDWM..E  CPUU14   - Count Work Units was N+121 to N+150

   XDWM..E  CPUU15   - Count Work Units was > N+150

   XDWM..E  CPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Change

   XDWM..E  CPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

   XDWM..E  CPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

   XDWM..   CPUWTT   - Total Out/Wait Users

   XDWM..   CPUW00   - Count Out/Wait Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUW01   - Count Out/Wait Users was 1 or 2

   XDWM..   CPUW02   - Count Out/Wait Users was 3 or 4

   XDWM..   CPUW03   - Count Out/Wait Users was 5 or 6

   XDWM..   CPUW04   - Count Out/Wait Users was 7 or 8

   XDWM..   CPUW05   - Count Out/Wait Users was 9 or 10

   XDWM..   CPUW06   - Count Out/Wait Users was 11 - 15

   XDWM..   CPUW07   - Count Out/Wait Users was 16 - 20

   XDWM..   CPUW08   - Count Out/Wait Users was 21 - 25

   XDWM..   CPUW09   - Count Out/Wait Users was 26 - 30

   XDWM..   CPUW10   - Count Out/Wait Users was 31 - 35

   XDWM..   CPUW11   - Count Out/Wait Users was 36 or More

   XDWM..E  CPUZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  CPUZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUZPCNF - Total Reconfigured zAAP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effect Dispatch Time

   XDWM..   CPUZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUZPNIO - Total zAAP Processors I/O Connections

   XDWM..E  CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPPTM - Total zAAP Processors Parked Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPSIG - Total zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions
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   XDWM..   CPUZPSRB - Total zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches

   XDWM..   CPUZPTCB - Total zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches

   XDWM..E  CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Cores Up Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPVBT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Busy Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPVWT - Total zAAP Processors MVS Wait Time

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWST - Total zAAP Proc. PR/SM Detected Wait Tm

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWTD - Total zAAP Processors Wait Dispatch

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWTM - Total Time zAAP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWTS - Total zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWTU - Total zAAP Proc. Unsucc. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUZPWU  - Total Work Units for zAAP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUZPYTM - Total zAAP Proc. Warn-Track PR/SM Time

 

  Minimum Data Elements

 

   XDWM..   CPUMNA   - Min Logical Wait Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNB   - Min Batch Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMNCPU - Min Number of Assigned CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNE   - Min USS Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNI   - Min In Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNL   - Min Logical Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUMNLAM - Minimum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..   CPUMNO   - Min Out/Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMNONL - Min Number of Online CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMNOSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMNOZP - Min Number of Online zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNP   - Min APPC Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMNPNL - Min Number of Online CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUMNPSU - Min Number of Online zIIP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUMNR   - Min In/Ready

   XDWM..   CPUMNS   - Min Started Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

   XDWM..   CPUMNSWU - Min Work Units for zIIP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUMNT   - Min TSO Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNTWU - Min Work Units for CP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUMNW   - Min Out/Wait Users

   XDWM..   CPUMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMNZWU - Min Work Units for zAAP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUNPBS  - Min Pct CP Processors Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUNPWT  - Min Pct CP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUNSBS  - Min Pct zIIP Processors Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUNSWT  - Min Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUNZBS  - Min Pct zAAP Processors Busy
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   XDWM..E  CPUNZWT  - Min Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

 

  Maximum Data Elements

 

   XDWM..   CPUMXA   - Max Logical Wait Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXB   - Max Batch Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXCPU - Max Number of Assigned CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXE   - Max USS Users

   XDWM..   CPUMXI   - Max In Users

   XDWM..   CPUMXL   - Max Logical Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUMXLAM - Maximum Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..   CPUMXO   - Max Out/Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXONL - Max Number of Online CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMXOSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMXOZP - Max Number of Online zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXP   - Max APPC Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXPBS - Max Pct CP Processors Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUMXPMW - Max Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

   XDWM..E  CPUMXPNL - Max Number of Online CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUMXPSU - Max Number of Online zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUMXPWT - Max Pct CP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..   CPUMXR   - Max In/Ready

   XDWM..   CPUMXS   - Max Started Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXSBS - Max Pct zIIP Processors Busy

   XDWM..   CPUMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

   XDWM..E  CPUMXSWT - Max Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..   CPUMXSWU - Max Work Units for zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUMXT   - Max TSO Users

   XDWM..   CPUMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXTWU - Max Work Units for CP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUMXW   - Max Out/Wait Users

   XDWM..E  CPUMXZBS - Max Pct zAAP Processors Busy

   XDWM..   CPUMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUMXZWT - Max Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..   CPUMXZWU - Max Work Units for zAAP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUNOCPU - Max Number of Configured Cores

 

  Derived Data Elements

 

   XDWM..   CPUAVA   - Avg Logical Wait Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVB   - Avg Batch Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVE   - Avg USS Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVFAC - Avg SMT Actual CP Core Factor
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   XDWM..E  CPUAVFAS - Avg SMT Actual zIIP Core Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUAVFAZ - Avg SMT Actual zAAP Core Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUAVFMC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUAVFMS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUAVFMZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

   XDWM..E  CPUAVI   - Avg In Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVL   - Avg Logical Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

   XDWM..E  CPUAVLAM - Long-Term Avg of MOBILE CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUAVMPC - Avg SMT CP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUAVMPS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUAVMPZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  CPUAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..E  CPUAVO   - Avg Out/Ready Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVP   - Avg APPC Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVPMU - Avg Blocked Work Units Promoted

   XDWM..E  CPUAVPMW - Avg Blocked Work Units Waiting for Prom.

   XDWM..E  CPUAVPNL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUAVPSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUAVR   - Avg In/Ready

   XDWM..E  CPUAVS   - Avg Started Users

   XDWM..   CPUAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVSMC - Avg SMT Mode CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVSMS - Avg SMT Mode zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVSMZ - Avg SMT Mode zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVSWU - Avg Work Units for zIIP Processors

   XDWM..E  CPUAVT   - Avg TSO Users

   XDWM..E  CPUAVTDC - Avg SMT CP Core Thread Density

   XDWM..E  CPUAVTDS - Avg SMT zIIP Core Thread Density

   XDWM..E  CPUAVTDZ - Avg SMT zAAP Core Thread Density

   XDWM..   CPUAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVTWU - Avg Work Units for CP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUAVW   - Avg Out/Wait Users

   XDWM..   CPUAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   CPUAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  CPUAVZWU - Avg Work Units for zAAP Processors

   XDWM..   CPUIOSRT - zIIP Processors I/O Connections Rate

   XDWM..   CPUIOTRT - CP Processors I/O Connections Rate

   XDWM..   CPUIOZRT - zAAP Processors I/O Connections Rate

   XDWM..E  CPUMWSTM - zIIP Processors Mean Time to Wait

   XDWM..E  CPUMWTTM - CP Processors Mean Time to Wait

   XDWM..E  CPUMWZTM - zAAP Processors Mean Time to Wait

   XDWM..   CPUPCA00 - Cumm Pct Logical Wait Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCA01 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA02 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 4 or Less
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   XDWM..   CPUPCA03 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA04 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA05 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA06 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA07 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA08 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA09 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCA10 - Cumm Pct Log Wait Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Cores Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Cores Busy

   XDWM..   CPUPCB00 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCB01 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB02 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB03 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB04 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB05 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB06 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB07 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB08 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB09 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCB10 - Cumm Pct Batch Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCCAP - CPC Effective Capacity Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCCIT - Pct CP Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  CPUPCDPR - Pct of Defined Promote Rate Used

   XDWM..E  CPUPCDTM - Pct CP Cores Dispatched

   XDWM..E  CPUPCDTS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched

   XDWM..E  CPUPCDTZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched

   XDWM..   CPUPCE00 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCE01 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE02 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE03 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE04 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE05 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE06 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE07 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE08 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE09 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCE10 - Cumm Pct USS Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI00 - Cumm Pct In Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCI01 - Cumm Pct In Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI02 - Cumm Pct In Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI03 - Cumm Pct In Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI04 - Cumm Pct In Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI05 - Cumm Pct In Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI06 - Cumm Pct In Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI07 - Cumm Pct In Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI08 - Cumm Pct In Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI09 - Cumm Pct In Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCI10 - Cumm Pct In Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL00 - Cumm Pct Logical Ready Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCL01 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL02 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 4 or Less
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   XDWM..   CPUPCL03 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL04 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL05 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL06 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL07 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL08 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL09 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCL10 - Cumm Pct Log Ready Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCMUC - Pct SMT CP Core Utilization

   XDWM..E  CPUPCMUS - Pct SMT zIIP Core Utilization

   XDWM..E  CPUPCMUZ - Pct SMT zAAP Core Utilization

   XDWM..E  CPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  CPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  CPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

   XDWM..   CPUPCO00 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCO01 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO02 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO03 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO04 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO05 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO06 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO07 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO08 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO09 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCO10 - Cumm Pct Out/Ready Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP00 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCP01 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP02 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP03 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP04 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP05 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP06 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP07 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP08 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP09 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCP10 - Cumm Pct APPC Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ00 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ01 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+1 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ02 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ03 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+3 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ04 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+5 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ05 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ06 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ07 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ08 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ09 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+40 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ10 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+60 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCQ11 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was N+80 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCRAE - Pct CP Resource Alloc Earned

   XDWM..E  CPUPCRAU - Pct CP Resource Alloc Used

   XDWM..   CPUPCR00 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCR01 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 1 or Less
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   XDWM..   CPUPCR02 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR03 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 3 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR04 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR05 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 5 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR06 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR07 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 7 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR08 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR09 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 9 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR10 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR11 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 11 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR12 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 12 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR13 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 13 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCR14 - Cumm Pct In/Ready was 14 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCSIT - Pct zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..   CPUPCS00 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCS01 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS02 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS03 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS04 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS05 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS06 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS07 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS08 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS09 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCS10 - Cumm Pct Started Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Cores Dispatched - Effective

   XDWM..E  CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Cores Dispatched - Effective

   XDWM..E  CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Cores Dispatched - Effective

   XDWM..   CPUPCTPI - Total Pct TPI I/O Events

   XDWM..   CPUPCT00 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCT01 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT02 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT03 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT04 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT05 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT06 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT07 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT08 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT09 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCT10 - Cumm Pct TSO Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCUP  - Pct Cores Up Time

   XDWM..   CPUPCU00 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU01 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+1 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU02 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU03 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+3 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU04 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+5 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU05 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU06 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU07 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU08 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU09 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+40 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU10 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+60 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU11 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+80 or Less
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   XDWM..   CPUPCU12 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+100 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU13 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+120 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCU14 - Cumm Pct Work Units was N+150 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVBD - zIIP Processors MVS Busy Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVBS - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVBZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVWS - zIIP Processors MVS Wait Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVWT - CP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCVWZ - zAAP Processors PR/SM MVS Wait Pct

   XDWM..E  CPUPCWAS - Pct zIIP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUPCWAT - Pct CP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..E  CPUPCWAZ - Pct zAAP Cores Not Busy

   XDWM..   CPUPCW00 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 0

   XDWM..   CPUPCW01 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 2 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW02 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 4 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW03 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 6 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW04 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 8 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW05 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 10 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW06 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 15 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW07 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 20 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW08 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 25 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW09 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 30 or Less

   XDWM..   CPUPCW10 - Cumm Pct Out/Wait Users was 35 or Less

   XDWM..E  CPUPCZIT - Pct zAAP Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  CPUPWTSS - Pct zIIP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUPWTST - Pct CP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPUPWTSZ - Pct zAAP Proc. Succ. Warn-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  CPURTDPR - Defined Promote Rate

   XDWM..E  CPUSISRT - zIIP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

   XDWM..E  CPUSITRT - CP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

   XDWM..E  CPUSIZRT - zAAP Processors SIGP Instructions Rate

   XDWM..   CPUSRSRT - zIIP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

   XDWM..   CPUSRTRT - CP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

   XDWM..   CPUSRZRT - zAAP Processors SRB Dispatches Rate

   XDWM..   CPUTCSRT - zIIP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

   XDWM..   CPUTCTRT - CP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

   XDWM..   CPUTCZRT - zAAP Processors TCB Dispatches Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CPU Activity File (HARCPU).

Usage Considerations

Some data elements in the HARCPU file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARCPUnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

The following data elements are user-defined option dependent and their use should be within the frame of reference of
the option's definition.

     CA MICS PARMS SYSID

         CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification
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Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

The HARIPUnn file contains CPU measurements on an individual central processor basis. The HARCPUnn file contains
CPU measurements for the entire processor complex.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's CPU busy percentage for each RMF measurement interval:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARX..HARCPU01;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS CPUPCBSY;

 

• Print yesterday's average and maximum hourly CPU busy percentage for each hour in zone 1:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARCPU01;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 CPUPCBSY CPUMXPBS;

 

• Display the average CPU busy percentage by SYSID for prime time (zone 1) over the last six months:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARM..HARCPU01 &PHARM..HARCPU02

         &PHARM..HARCPU03 &PHARM..HARCPU04

         &PHARM..HARCPU05 &PHARM..HARCPU06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH CPUPCBSY;

 

HARPCA - Physical Channel Activity File

The Physical Channel Activity File quantifies the utilization of a physical channel (that is, block multiplexor channel B).
There is a single record per physical channel on a CPU. This file is typically used when reporting on the percent channel
busy.

This file is derived from the RMF Channel Activity record, type 73.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARPCA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CHANNEL   CSSID     YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Tue, Mar 18, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address
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   XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..   CHANDSCR - Channel Path Description

   XDWM..E  CHANTYPE - Channel Type

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

   XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

   XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

   XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

   XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

   XDWM..E  PCACHSPD - Channel Path Speed Megabits per Second

   XDWM..E  PCADCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

   XDWM..E  PCADUS   - Data Unit Size

   XDWM..E  PCAGEN   - Channel Path Type Generation

   XDWM..E  PCAMFCMG - CPMF Measurement Group

   XDWM..E  PCAMFCMI - CPMF Mode

   XDWM..E  PCAPDUS  - HiperSockets LPAR Data Unit Size
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   XDWM..E  PCATDUS  - HiperSockets Total Data Unit Size

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCABSY   - Channel Busy

   XDWM..E  PCACCHCT - Intvls with Chan Characteristics Changed

   XDWM..E  PCACNCCT - Intvls with ESCON Channel

   XDWM..E  PCACTCCT - Intvls Chan Path Used as CTC Adapter

   XDWM..E  PCACVCCT - Intvls with ESCON Converter Attached

   XDWM..E  PCADCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

   XDWM..E  PCADCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

   XDWM..E  PCADELCT - Intvls with Channel Path Deleted

   XDWM..E  PCADOCCT - Intvls with ESCON Director Attached

   XDWM..E  PCAECDCT - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Supported

   XDWM..E  PCAECDEN - Intvls with Extended Chan Data Enabled

   XDWM..E  PCAINSCT - Intvls with Channel Path Inserted

   XDWM..E  PCAMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

   XDWM..E  PCAMFACT - Intvls with CPMF Available

   XDWM..E  PCAMFINT - LPAR Chan Path Measurement Interval

   XDWM..E  PCAMFRST - CPMF Restarts

   XDWM..E  PCAMFSMP - CPMF Samples

   XDWM..E  PCAMODCT - Intvls with Channel Path Modified

   XDWM..E  PCAONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

   XDWM..E  PCAPBY   - LPAR Chan Path Busy Time

   XDWM..E  PCAPUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDWM..E  PCASHRCT - Intvls with Chan Path Shared

   XDWM..E  PCATOFCA - Total FICON Operations Attempted

   XDWM..E  PCATOFCD - Total FICON Operations Deferred

   XDWM..E  PCATOFCS - Summation Count of FICON Operations

   XDWM..E  PCATOPDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPRU - Read Data Unit Count - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPUC - Channel Work Unit Count - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPUS - HiperSockets Message Failures - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOPWU - Write Data Unit Count - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCATOTBC - Total Bus Cycles Count

   XDWM..E  PCATOTDS - HiperSockets Data Units Sent - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOTMS - HiperSockets Messages Sent - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOTRU - Read Data Unit Count - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failures - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOTUC - Channel Work Unit Count - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOTWU - Write Data Unit Count - Total

   XDWM..E  PCATOZHA - Total zHPF Operations Attempted

   XDWM..E  PCATOZHD - Total zHPF Operations Deferred

   XDWM..E  PCATOZHS - Summation Count of zHPF Operations

   XDWM..E  PCATUTTM - Channel Path Busy Time - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..   PCAMPBSY - Max Pct Channel Busy
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   XDWM..   PCAMPBUS - Max Pct Bus Busy

   XDWM..E  PCAMXMBC - Max Bus Cycles per Second

   XDWM..E  PCAMXMCU - Max Channel Work Units per Second

   XDWM..E  PCAMXMRU - Max Read Data Units per Second

   XDWM..E  PCAMXMWU - Max Write Data Units per Second

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCAAVFCO - Avg FICON Operations Active

   XDWM..E  PCAAVZHO - Avg zHPF Operations Active

   XDWM..E  PCAHPMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAHTMSZ - HiperSockets Avg Message Size - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPCBSY - Pct Channel Busy - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPCBUS - Pct Bus Busy

   XDWM..E  PCAPCPBY - Pct Channel Busy - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSFCD - Deferred FICON Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCAPSFCO - FICON Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCAPSHPW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSHTW - Write MB/Sec for HiperSockets - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPSPMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSPR  - Read MB/Sec - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSPUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSPUS - HiperSockets Message Failed Rate - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSPW  - Write MB/Sec - LPAR

   XDWM..E  PCAPSTMS - HiperSockets Message Sent Rate - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPSTR  - Read MB/Sec - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPSTUB - HiperSockets Receive Failed Rate - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPSTW  - Write MB/Sec - Total

   XDWM..E  PCAPSZHD - Deferred zHPF Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCAPSZHO - zHPF Operations Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Physical Channel Activity File (HARPCA).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARPCA file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARPCAnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

ETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

ONLINE
Online-Offline Status Indicator

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
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for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's channel busy percentage for each RMF measurement interval for channel 4:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARX..HARPCA01;

     IF CHANNEL='4';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS PCAPCBSY;

 

• Print yesterday's average and maximum hourly channel busy percentages for each hour in zone 1 for channel B:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARPCA01;

     IF ZONE='1';

     IF CHANNEL='B';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 PCAPCBSY PCAMPBSY;

 

• Display the average percent channel busy over the last six weeks for prime time (zone 1) hours:
     DATA FILE1;

     SET &PHARW..HARPCA01 &PHARW..HARPCA02

         &PHARW..HARPCA03 &PHARW..HARPCA04

         &PHARW..HARPCA05 &PHARW..HARPCA06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     %LET BY = SYSID CHANNEL CPUID YEAR WEEK ZONE;

     %LET BREAK = ZONE;

     PROC SORT DATA = FILE1; BY &BY;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PCASUM;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID CHANNEL CPUID YEAR WEEK

                 PCAPCBSY;

 

HARDTA - Device Type Activity File

The Device Type Activity File quantifies the utilization of device types, such as 3390, 3490, and so on, in terms of I/O and
average performance factors for all devices in the type category. There is one record for each device type. This file is
typically used when reporting detailed activity for each device type.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity File.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARDTA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Oct 19, 2014  

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Tue, Mar 18, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .DWM..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class
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   .DWM..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   DTAALC   - Device Allocated

   .DWM..E  DTAATV   - Device Active Time

   .DWM..E  DTAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

   .DWM..   DTACMRTM - Command Response Time

   .DWM..   DTACNN   - Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   DTACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

   .DWM..E  DTACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

   .DWM..E  DTADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

   .DWM..   DTADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..   DTADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..   DTAICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

   .DWM..   DTAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..E  DTAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

   .DWM..E  DTAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

   .DWM..E  DTAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

   .DWM..E  DTAMTC   - Number of Mounts

   .DWM..E  DTAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

   .DWM..   DTANDA   - Number of Device Allocations
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   .DWM..   DTANRD   - Device Not Ready

   .DWM..   DTANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

   .DWM..   DTANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

   .DWM..   DTAPEN   - Device Pending Time

   .DWM..E  DTAQUE   - Requests Queued

   .DWM..E  DTARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   .DWM..   DTARSV   - Device Reserved

   .DWM..E  DTASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

   .DWM..   DTAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   DTAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

   .DWM..   DTAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

   .DWM..   DTAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

   .DWM..E  DTANODEV - Number of Devices in Device Type

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   DTAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

   .DWM..   DTAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

   .DWM..E  DTAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

   .DWM..   DTAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

   .DWM..E  DTAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

   .DWM..   DTAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

   .DWM..   DTAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

   .DWM..   DTAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

   .DWM..   DTAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

   .DWM..   DTAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

   .DWM..   DTAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

   .DWM..   DTAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

   .DWM..   DTAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Device Type Activity File (HARDTA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.
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ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and
time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display the average I/O service time over the last six weeks, for prime time (zone 1) hours, by device type, for each
hour of the week:
     DATA FILE1;

     SET &PHARW..HARDTA01 &PHARW..HARDTA02

         &PHARW..HARDTA03 &PHARW..HARDTA04

         &PHARW..HARDTA05 &PHARW..HARDTA06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DEVCLASS DEVTYPE YEAR WEEK

                 HOUR DTAAVSTM;

 

• Quantify the growth in I/O activity for 3390 devices over the last six months for prime time (zone 1):
    DATA FILE1;

      SET &PHARM..HARDTA01 &PHARM..HARDTA02

         &PHARM..HARDTA03 &PHARM..HARDTA04

         &PHARM..HARDTA05 &PHARM..HARDTA06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DEVCLASS DEVTYPE YEAR MONTH

                ZONE DTASSC;

 

HARDVA - Device Activity File

The Device Activity File quantifies the utilization of individual device addresses in terms of I/O, percent busy, average
queue length to the device, etc. There is one record for each unique device address on each CPU. This file is typically
used when reporting detailed activity for each device.

This file is derived from the RMF Device Activity record, type 74.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

 HARDVA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity 

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM   |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Wed, Apr 3, 2019

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, Jun 11, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  XDW...E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

  XDW...E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDW...E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

  XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDW...   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  XDW...E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name
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  XDW...   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  XDW...   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDW...E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

  XDW...E  DEVCNAME - Device Name

  XDW...E  DEVPDMOD - Physical Device Model

  XDW...E  DEVPDTYP - Physical Device Type

  XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDW...E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDW...E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDW...E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDW...E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDW...E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDW...E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDW...E  LCUAGC   - AMG Num Defined by Phys Controller

  XDW...E  LCUAGS   - AMG Num Assigned by z/OS System

  XDW...E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

  XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

  XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDW...E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDW...E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

  XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   DVABDCMB - Bad CMB Data Indicator

  X.....   DVABDQL  - Bad IOS Queue Length Indicator

  X.....E  DVACNF   - Device Reconfiguration Indicator

  XDW...   DVAHPC   - HyperPAV Aliases Configured for LSS

  X.....   DVAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Indicator

  X.....   DVAMULEX - PAV/HyperPAV Device Indicator

  XDW...   DVANDTAG - Node-Element Descriptor Tag

  X.....   DVANOLCU - No LCU Data Indicator

  XDW...   DVANSDDV - Non Self-Describing Device Number
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  X.....   DVAPARTL - Partial Statistics Available Indicator

  X.....   DVASMSRC - SMS Interface Call: Return Code

  X.....   DVASMSRS - SMS Interface Call: Reason Code

  X.....   DVASMS15 - SMS Interface Call: Reg 15 Contents

  XDW...E  DVAVOCAP - DASD Volume Capacity

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAALC   - Device Allocated

  XDW...E  DVAATV   - Device Active Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

  XDW...   DVABDCCT - Intvls with Bad CMB Data

  XDW...   DVABDQCT - Intvls with Bad IOS Queue Length

  XDW...E  DVACHGCT - Intvls Device was Dynamically Changed

  XDW...   DVACMRCT - Intvls with Valid Command Response Time

  XDW...   DVACMRTM - Command Response Time

  XDW...E  DVACNFCT - Intvls with Device Reconfigured

  XDW...E  DVACNN   - Device Connect Time

  XDW...   DVACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

  XDW...E  DVACUQTM - Device Control Unit Queuing Time

  XDW...E  DVADELCT - Intvls with Device Deleted

  XDW...E  DVADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

  XDW...E  DVADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

  XDW...   DVADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAFICCT - Intvls Device Connected to FICON

  XDW...   DVAGNXCT - Intvls with Storage Group Name Change

  XDW...   DVAHPVCT - Intvls Device was HyperPAV

  XDW...E  DVAHWRCT - Intvls zHyperWrite Requested

  XDW...   DVAICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

  XDW...   DVAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  XDW...E  DVAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

  XDW...E  DVAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAMTC   - Number of Mounts

  XDW...E  DVAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

  XDW...   DVANDA   - Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...   DVANOLCT - Intvls with No LCU Data

  XDW...E  DVANRD   - Device Not Ready

  XDW...   DVANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

  XDW...E  DVANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  XDW...   DVAONLCT - Intvls with Device Online at End

  XDW...   DVAPARCT - Intvls with Partial Statistics Available

  XDW...   DVAPASCT - Successful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

  XDW...   DVAPAUCT - Unsuccessful PAV/HyperPAV Samples

  XDW...   DVAPAVCT - Intvls Device was PAV

  XDW...   DVAPAXCT - Intvls where PAV Alias Count Changed

  XDW...E  DVAPEN   - Device Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAQUE   - Requests Queued

  XDW...E  DVARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDW...E  DVARSV   - Device Reserved

  XDW...E  DVASHRCT - Intvls where Device was Shared

  XDW...E  DVASILBR - Synch I/O Reads Link Busy

  XDW...E  DVASILBW - Synch I/O Writes Link Busy
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  XDW...E  DVASIQTM - IOS Queue Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRBT - Synch I/O Read Bytes Transferred

  XDW...E  DVASIRCM - Synch I/O Reads Cache Misses

  XDW...   DVASIRCT - Intvls Synch I/O Read Capable

  XDW...E  DVASIRFT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Failed Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRPT - Synch I/O Read Reqs Process Time

  XDW...E  DVASIRRM - Synch I/O Reads Rejected Misc

  XDW...E  DVASIRTO - Synch I/O Reads Timeouts

  XDW...E  DVASISRR - Successful Synch I/O Read Reqs

  XDW...E  DVASISWR - Successful Synch I/O Write Reqs

  XDW...E  DVASIWBT - Synch I/O Write Bytes Transferred

  XDW...   DVASIWCT - Intvls Synch I/O Write Capable

  XDW...E  DVASIWFT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Failed Time

  XDW...E  DVASIWPT - Synch I/O Write Reqs Process Time

  XDW...E  DVASIWRM - Synch I/O Writes Rejected Misc

  XDW...E  DVASIWSD - Synch I/O Writes Store Delay

  XDW...E  DVASIWTO - Synch I/O Writes Timeouts

  XDW...   DVASMCCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Return Non-0

  XDW...   DVASMICT - Intvls with SMS Interface Error

  XDW...   DVASMNCT - Intvls with SMS Not Available

  XDW...   DVASMRCT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reason Non-0

  XDW...   DVASM5CT - Intvls with SMS Interface Reg 15 Non-0

  XDW...   DVASPACT - Intvls SuperPAV Mode

  XDW...E  DVASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

  XDW...E  DVATHDLY - PAV Alias Throttling Delays

  XDW...   DVATOALL - Total Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVATODCL - Total Recorded Devices in This Class

  XDW...E  DVAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

  X.....   DVA74NUX - Accum. Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAMNALL - Min Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVAMNDCL - Min Recorded Devices in This Class

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDW...   DVAMXALL - Max Generated Devices in All Classes

  XDW...   DVAMXDCL - Max Recorded Devices in This Class

  XDW...   DVAMXNDA - Max Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...   DVAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

  XDW...   DVAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDW...E  DVAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

  XDW...   DVAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

  XDW...   DVAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

  XDW...   DVAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time
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  XDW...   DVAAVNDA - Avg Number of Device Allocations

  XDW...E  DVAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

  XDW...E  DVAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

  XDW...E  DVAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

  XDW...   DVAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

  XDW...   DVAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

  XDW...E  DVAPCAVL - Pct Device Available

  XDW...   DVAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

  XDW...E  DVAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

  XDW...E  DVAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

  XDW...E  DVAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

  XDW...   DVAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Device Activity File (HARDVA).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARDVA file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARDVAnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

 CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

 VOLSER
Volume Serial

 ONLINE
Online-Offline Status Indicator

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

1. – DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

1. – STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display the average I/O service time for DASD devices yesterday:
    DATA FILE1;

    SET &PHARX..HARDVA01;

    IF DEVCLASS EQ: "DASD";

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DEVCLASS DEVTYPE DEVADDR
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                STARTTS ENDTS DVAAVSTM;

• Display the average I/O service time over the last six weeks, for prime time (zone 1) hours, by device type, for each
hour of the week for the DASD devices on the 4B and 5B banks:
    DATA FILE1;

    SET &PHARW..HARDVA01 &PHARW..HARDVA02

        &PHARW..HARDVA03 &PHARW..HARDVA04

        &PHARW..HARDVA05 &PHARW..HARDVA06;

    IF ZONE EQ "1";

    IF DEVADDR EQ:'"4B"' OR DEVADDR EQ:"5B";

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DEVCLASS DEVTYPE DEVADDR YEAR

                WEEK HOUR DVAAVSTM;

• Display the percent of time that the volumes used for IMS have been in one of the not-ready states. The volumes are
IMS001, IMS002, and IMS980.
    DATA FILE1;

    SET &PHARX..HARDVA01;

    IF VOLSER EQ "IMS001" OR VOLSER EQ "IMS002" OR

       VOLSER EQ "IMS980";

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DEVCLASS DEVTYPE DEVADDR

                VOLSER STARTTS ENDTS DVAPCMTP DVAPCNRD;

HARCFD - CF Duplexing Activity File

The CF Duplexing Activity File (HARCFD) is used to store configuration information about the remote coupling facilities
(CF) connected to a local CF, including name, hardware characteristics, and information describing the CF links used
to transfer the requests through the remote coupling facilities. It also provides performance information about duplexing
requests processed by each of the connected remote coupling facilities. You can use this information to analyze high-level
duplexing coupling facility activity for performance analysis and capacity planning.

The information in the HARCFD file is obtained from the Remote Facility Data section of the SMF Type 74 subtype 4
record. 

 Contents 

  

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

 HARCFD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity 

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                     |
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|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFDCHPTP - Remote CF Receiver Channel Path Types

  XDWM..E  CFDCHSTP - Remote CF Sender Channel Path Types

  XDWM..   CFDCPCID - Central Processor Complex Identifier

  XDWM..   CFDPNBR  - Remote CF Partition Number

  XDWM..   CFDPSIDE - Remote CF Partition Side

  XDWM..   CFDRMNDE - Remote CF Hardware Node Descriptor

  XDWM..E  CFDRMSYS - System Name for Remote CF

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFDTOAMS - Total Async Messages Sent

  XDWM..E  CFDTOAMT - Total Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTODLY - Total Delayed Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTODSQ - Signal Delay Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFDTODTM - Total Signal Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTOHES - Halt Execution Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOMSQ - Sum Sq Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDTONSC - Total Async Message No SubChan Count

  XDWM..E  CFDTOPBC - Total Async Message Path Busy Count

  XDWM..E  CFDTOPGS - Receiver Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDTORCS - Ready to Complete Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOREQ - Total Requests to this Remote CF

  XDWM..E  CFDTORES - Ready to Execute Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTORSA - Request for Suppression Accepted Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTORSS - Request for Suppression Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSGS - Sender Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSRS - Total Redriven Signals

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSSC - Total Remote Sender Subchannels

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSSQ - Signal Service Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFDTOSTM - Total Signal Service Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFDMNPGS - Minimum Receive Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDMNSGS - Minimum Sender Channel Path Group Size

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFDMXPGS - Maximum Receive Channel Path Group Size
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  XDWM..E  CFDMXSGS - Maximum Sender Channel Path Group Size

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFDAVAMT - Avg Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDAVDTM - Avg Signal Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFDAVPGS - Avg Receiver Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDAVSGS - Avg Sender Channel Path Group Size

  XDWM..E  CFDAVSTM - Avg Signal Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDPCRDL - Pct of Requests Delayed

  XDWM..E  CFDPSREQ - Reqs per Second to this Remote CF

  XDWM..E  CFDSDAMT - Std Dev Async Message Sent Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFDSDDTM - Std Dev of Signal Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFDSDSTM - Std Dev of Signal Service Time

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Duplexing Activity File (HARCFD).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

1. – HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

1. – STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's average CPU/channel-busy percentages for the RMF measurement interval:
    DATA;

    SET &PHARX..HARTCA01;

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS TCAPC0CB

        TCAPC0WB;

• Print yesterday's average and maximum hourly channel-busy and CPU wait percentage for each hour in zone 1:
    DATA;

    SET &PHARD..HARTCA01;

    IF ZONE='1';

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                TCAPC0WB TCAMP0WB;
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HARRSV - Hardware Reserve Activity File

The Hardware Reserve Activity File contains data that quantifies the reserve requests for resources made by the
supervisor services RESERVE macro. This file is typically used when reporting on RESERVE requests by job.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 6.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARRSV Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     VOLSER    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   X.....   ASID     - Address Space Identification

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

   X.....E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

   X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....   RMFM2ID  - RMF Monitor II Session ID

   X.....   RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name

   X.....   RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   X.....E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....   RSVQNM   - Major Name of Resource

   X.....   RSVRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

   X.....   RSVRLN   - Length of Minor Name

   X.....   RSVRNM   - Minor Name of Resource

   X.....   RSVRNMTR - Minor Name Truncation Flag

   X.....   RSVSTAT  - Reserve Request Status

   X.....   RSVSYSID - System ID of Reserving Job

   X.....   RSVTYPE  - Reserve Request Type
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  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   X.....   RSVRPTTM - Report Time Of The Session

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hardware Reserve Activity File (HARRSV).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARRSV file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARRSVnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

The purpose of the data elements STARTTS and ENDTS in the DETAIL timespan is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display yesterday's hardware reserves for each RMF measurement interval during the prime time zone:
     DATA;

       SET &PHARX..HARRSV01;

       IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT;

       VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS RSVSYSID

          DEVADDR RSVQNM RSVRNM RSVRHEX RSVRLN RSVRNMTR

          RSVSTAT RSVTYPE RSVRPTTM;

 

• Display the exclusive enqueues originating from system B during the prime time zone for the past week:
    DATA;

     SET &PHARX..HARRSV01 &PHARX..HARRSV02

         &PHARX..HARRSV03 &PHARX..HARRSV04

         &PHARX..HARRSV05;

       IF ZONE='1'; IF RSVSYSID='SYSB'; IF RSVTYPE='EXC';

     PROC PRINT;

       VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS RSVSYSID

          DEVADDR RSVQNM RSVRNM RSVRHEX RSVRLN RSVRNMTR

          RSVSTAT RSVTYPE RSVRPTTM;

 

HARIPU - Individual Processor Activity File

The Individual Processor Activity File describes the CPU utilization for each logical processor (thread) that executes on
the logical cores assigned to z/OS LPARs. This file is typically used when reporting CPU and I/O activity.     

The information in the HARIPU file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARIPU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS     CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CPUTYPE  |

  |         |IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID                       |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  

  GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 26, 2016

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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   XDWM..E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  IPUADDR  - Processor Core Address

   XDWM..E  IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

   XDWM..E  IPUTID   - Processor Thread ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

   XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

   XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores
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   XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPC - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Status Changed

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

   XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

   XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores
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   XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

   XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IPUABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use

   XDWM..E  IPUACS   - CP Cores Actual Weighting

   XDWM..E  IPUBPS   - Partition Cores Weight   

   XDWM..E  IPUGTS   - LPAR Global Time Slice

   XDWM..E  IPUMAS   - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  IPUMIS   - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  IPUMOD   - Processor Model Family

   XDWM..E  IPUPOLRT - Current Polarization

   XDWM..E  IPUSER   - IPU Serial Number

   XDWM..E  IPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image

   XDWM..E  IPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   XDWM..E  IPUVER   - Processor Version Number

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IPUABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg
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   XDWM..E  IPUABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  IPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd

   X.....E  IPUATD   - SMT Core Thread Density

   XDWM..E  IPUATDW  - Weighted SMT Core Thread Density

   XDWM..E  IPUBTM   - Core Busy Time

   XDWM..E  IPUCBTIV - Intvls with Invalid SMT Core Busy Time

   X.....E  IPUCFA   - SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

   XDWM..E  IPUCFAW  - Weighted SMT Core Actual Cap Fact

   X.....E  IPUCFM   - SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

   XDWM..E  IPUCFMW  - Weighted SMT Core Maximum Cap Fact

   XDWM..E  IPUCHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

   XDWM..E  IPUCNFCT - Intvls with IPU Reconfiguration

   XDWM..E  IPUCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

   XDWM..E  IPUCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

   XDWM..E  IPUCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

   XDWM..E  IPUDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Processor

   XDWM..E  IPUDIAGF - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Failure

   XDWM..E  IPUDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

   XDWM..E  IPUDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

   XDWM..E  IPUDIAGX - Intvls with Diagnose X'204' Ext. Data

   XDWM..E  IPUDTM   - Core Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  IPUEDT   - Core Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  IPUGTSCH - Intvls with Global Time Slice Change

   XDWM..E  IPUHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

   XDWM..E  IPULACDC - Long-Term MSUs Avg Valid for Ded. CPUs

   XDWM..E  IPULOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

   XDWM..E  IPUMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

   XDWM..E  IPUMODE  - Core SMT Mode

   XDWM..E  IPUMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..   IPUNIO   - I/O Connections

   XDWM..E  IPUNOPCH - Intvls with Phy Processor Count Change

   XDWM..E  IPUNOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

   XDWM..E  IPUONLCT - Intvls with IPU Online

   XDWM..E  IPUOTM   - Core Online Time

   XDWM..E  IPUPTM   - Processor Parked Time

   XDWM..E  IPURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDWM..E  IPUSIG   - SIGP Instructions

   XDWM..E  IPUSLIH  - IPU I/O SLIH Entries

   X.....E  IPUSMTPD - SMT Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  IPUSMTPW - Weighted SMT Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  IPUSMTTM - SMT Core Busy Time

   XDWM..   IPUSRB   - SRB Dispatches

   XDWM..E  IPUSTSIA - Intvls with STSI Facility Available

   XDWM..E  IPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd

   XDWM..   IPUTCB   - TCB Dispatches

   XDWM..E  IPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  IPUTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

   XDWM..E  IPUTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  IPUTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  IPUTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

   XDWM..E  IPUTOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

   XDWM..E  IPUTPI   - IPU TPI I/O Events

   XDWM..E  IPUTPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool     
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   XDWM..E  IPUUTM   - Core Up Time

   XDWM..E  IPUVBTM  - Processor Busy Time

   XDWM..E  IPUVWTM  - Processor Wait Time

   XDWM..E  IPUWSCCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Change

   XDWM..E  IPUWSDCT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Disabled

   XDWM..E  IPUWSECT - Intvls with LPAR Wait Assist Enabled

   XDWM..E  IPUWSTM  - Logical Core Wait State Time

   XDWM..E  IPUWTD   - Wait Dispatch Count

   XDWM..E  IPUWTM   - Core Not Busy Time

   XDWM..E  IPUWTSUC - Successful Warning-Track Interruptions

   XDWM..E  IPUWTUNS - Unsuccessful Warning-Track Interruptions

   XDWM..E  IPUWTYTM - Warning-Track Yielded to PR/SM Time

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IPUMNLAC - Minimum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  IPUMNSUA - Min Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IPUMPBS  - Max Pct IPU Busy

   XDWM..E  IPUMPWT  - Max Pct IPU Not Busy

   XDWM..E  IPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs

   XDWM..E  IPUMXSUA - Max Serv. Units Available to MVS Image

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IPUAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool     

   XDWM..E  IPUAVATD - Avg SMT Core Thread Density

   XDWM..E  IPUAVCFA - Avg SMT Core Actual Capacity Factor

   XDWM..E  IPUAVCFM - Avg SMT Core Maximum Capacity Factor

   XDWM..E  IPUAVLAC - Long-Term Average of CPU Service (MSUs)

   XDWM..E  IPUAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

   XDWM..E  IPUAVSMM - Avg Core SMT Mode

   XDWM..E  IPUAVSMP - Avg SMT Core Productivity

   XDWM..E  IPUMWTM  - Mean time to Wait

   XDWM..E  IPUPCBS  - Pct Core Busy

   XDWM..E  IPUPCDT  - Pct Core Dispatched

   XDWM..E  IPUPCED  - Pct Core Dispatched - Effective

   XDWM..E  IPUPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  IPUPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  IPUPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  IPUPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  IPUPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  IPUPCONL - Pct IPU Online

   XDWM..E  IPUPCOTM - IPU Online Time Percentage

   XDWM..E  IPUPCPTM - Parked Time Percentage

   XDWM..E  IPUPCSMT - Pct SMT Core Busy Time

   XDWM..E  IPUPCSMU - Pct SMT Core Utilization

   XDWM..E  IPUPCSWT - Pct Successful Warning-Track Int.

   XDWM..E  IPUPCTP  - IPU Pct I/O Handled by TPI

   XDWM..E  IPUPCUP  - Pct IPU Up Time

   XDWM..E  IPUPCVB  - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Busy
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   XDWM..E  IPUPCVW  - Pct PR/SM IPU in MVS Wait

   XDWM..E  IPUPCWT  - Pct Core Not Busy

   XDWM..E  IPUSIGRT - SIGP Instructions Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Individual Processor Activity File (HARIPU).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARIPU file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARIPUnn file in the
DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

IPUSER
Serial Number for CPU

IPUCNF
CPU Configuration Activity

IPUONL
CPU Online Status Indicator

The following data elements are user-defined option dependent and their use should be within the frame of reference of
the option's definition

MICS PARMS SYSID

CPUMODEL
CPU Model Identification

Care must be exercised in using the special date ad time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MNTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

The HARIPUnn file contains CPU measurements on an individual central processor basis. The HARCPUnn file contains
CPU measurements for the entire processor complex.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's CPU busy percentage for each RMF measurement interval:
     DATA;
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     SET &PHARX..HARIPU01;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS IPUADDR IPUPCBS;

 

• Print yesterday's average and maximum hourly CPU usy percentage for each hour in zone 1:
      DATA;     SET &PHARD..HARIPU01;

      IF ZOE='1';

      PROC RINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 IPUADDR IPUPCBS IPUMPBS;

 

• Display the average IPU busy percentage by SYSID fr prime time (zone 1) over the last six months:
       DATA;

      SET &PHARM..HARIPU01 &PHARM..HARIPU02

          &PHARM..HARIPU03 &PHARM..HARIPU04

          &PHARM..HARIPU05 &PHARM..HARIPU06;

      IF ZONE='1';

      PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH IPUADDR IPUPCBS;

  

 

HARLPC - PR/SM Logical Partition Activity File

The Logical Partition Activity File describes the activity of the logical cores assigned to each defined PR/SM logical
partition in a Central Processing Complex (CPC). Data is also carried that tracks changes made to the logical partition
definition that might affect performance analysis of the complex.

The information in the HARLPC file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARLPC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMLPTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE:  Sun, Nov 8, 2015

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

   XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

   XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier
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   XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMACSP - Avg CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAISP - Avg ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMANSP - Avg IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASSP - Avg zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZSP - Avg zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMCSP - Max CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores
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   XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMISP - Max ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMNSP - Max IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSSP - Max zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

   XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMZSP - Max zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNCSP - Min CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNISP - Min ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNNSP - Min IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSSP - Min zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNZSP - Min zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCSP - Total CP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTISP - Total ICF Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNSP - Total IFL Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSSP - Total zIIP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZSP - Total zAAP Shareable Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LPCACS   - Partition CP Cores Actual Weighting

   XDWM..E  LPCBPS   - Partition CP Cores Weight

   XDWM..E  LPCCABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for CP Core Use

   XDWM..   LPCCAP   - Partition Capping Status

   XDWM..E  LPCCLUST - Cluster Name

   XDWM..E  LPCCSF   - Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCESF   - Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCIABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for ICF Core Use

   XDWM..E  LPCMAS   - Partition CP Cores Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  LPCMIS   - Partition CP Cores Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  LPCMOD   - Processor Model Family

   XDWM..E  LPCNABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for IFL Core Use

   XDWM..E  LPCSABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zIIP Core Use

   XDWM..E  LPCSEPPU - Separate Special Core Mgmt Flag

   XDWM..E  LPCSUBPS - Partition zIIP Cores Weight

   XDWM..E  LPCSYSTM - z/OS System Name

   XDWM..E  LPCUPID  - User Partition Identifier

   XDWM..E  LPCWST   - Wait State Assist Status

   XDWM..E  LPCZABSL - Absolute LPAR Limit for zAAP Core Use

   XDWM..E  LPCZPBPS - Partition zAAP Cores Weight

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LPCACCPU - Number of Active CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCACICF - Number of Active ICF Cores
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   XDWM..E  LPCACIFL - Number of Active IFL Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCACSUP - Number of Active zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCACTCT - Intvls with Changed LPAR Active Status

   XDWM..E  LPCACZAP - Number of Active zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCCAACT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCCACCT - Intvls with CP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd

   XDWM..E  LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCCPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

   XDWM..E  LPCCPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

   XDWM..E  LPCCPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

   XDWM..E  LPCDEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

   XDWM..E  LPCDIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

   XDWM..E  LPCDPCCT - Intvls with Changed Ded Core Count

   XDWM..E  LPCIAACT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCIACCT - Intvls with ICF Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  LPCLPCCT - Intvls with Changed Log Core Count

   XDWM..E  LPCMCITM - Total CP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  LPCMIITM - Total ICF Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  LPCMNITM - Total IFL Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  LPCMSITM - Total zIIP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  LPCMZITM - Total zAAP Cores Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  LPCNAACT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCNACCT - Intvls with IFL Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  LPCNOCPU - Number of Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCRSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

   XDWM..E  LPCSAACT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCSACCT - Intvls with zIIP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  LPCSIDTM - Total Shared ICF Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSIEDT - Total Shr ICF Cores Effec Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSNDTM - Total Shared IFL Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSNEDT - Total Shr IFL Cores Effec Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSPCCT - Intvls with Changed Shr Core Count

   XDWM..E  LPCSSDTM - Total Shared zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSSEDT - Total Shr zIIP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

   XDWM..   LPCSUHPO - Total High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCSULPO - Total Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCSUMPO - Total Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCSZDTM - Total Shared zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCSZEDT - Total Shr zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Tm

   XDWM..E  LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Cores Effective Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTNDTM - Total IFL Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTNEDT - Total IFL Cores Effective Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTNOTM - Total IFL Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTOACT - Intvls when LPAR was Active

   XDWM..E  LPCTODTM - Total CP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTOEDT - Total CP Cores Effective Dispatch Time

   XDWM..   LPCTOHPO - Total High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCTOLPO - Total Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCTOMPO - Total Medium Polarity CP Cores
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   XDWM..E  LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..E  LPCTONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

   XDWM..E  LPCTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  LPCTONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  LPCTONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

   XDWM..E  LPCTOOTM - Total CP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Cores Effective Dispatch Tm

   XDWM..E  LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Cores Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Cores Effec Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Cores Online Time

   XDWM..E  LPCWLMMG - Intvls with WLM LPAR Management Active

   XDWM..E  LPCWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

   XDWM..E  LPCWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

   XDWM..E  LPCWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

   XDWM..E  LPCZAACT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCZACCT - Intvls with zAAP Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..   LPCZPHPO - Total High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCZPLPO - Total Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCZPMPO - Total Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LPCMNCPU - Minimum Active CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMNCSF - Min Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCMNDCL - Minimum Defined Capacity Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCMNESF - Min Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCMNICF - Minimum Active ICF Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMNIFL - Minimum Active IFL Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMNMSU - Minimum Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..   LPCMNSHP - Min High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNSLP - Min Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNSMP - Min Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMNSUP - Minimum Active zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNTHP - Min High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNTLP - Min Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNTMP - Min Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMNZAP - Minimum Active zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNZHP - Min High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNZLP - Min Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMNZMP - Min Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LPCMXCPU - Maximum Active CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMXCSF - Max Central Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCMXDCL - Maximum Defined Capacity Limit

   XDWM..E  LPCMXESF - Max Expanded Storage Megabytes Assigned

   XDWM..E  LPCMXICF - Maximum Active ICF Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMXIFL - Maximum Active IFL Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..   LPCMXSHP - Max High Polarity zIIP Cores
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   XDWM..   LPCMXSLP - Max Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXSMP - Max Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMXSUP - Maximum Active zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXTHP - Max High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXTLP - Max Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXTMP - Max Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCMXZAP - Maximum Active zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXZHP - Max High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXZLP - Max Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCMXZMP - Max Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCAVIFL - Avg Number of Active IFL Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCAVMSU - Avg Number of Consumed MSUs

   XDWM..   LPCAVSHP - Avg High Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVSLP - Avg Low Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVSMP - Avg Medium Polarity zIIP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVTHP - Avg High Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVTLP - Avg Low Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVTMP - Avg Medium Polarity CP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVZHP - Avg High Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVZLP - Avg Low Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..   LPCAVZMP - Avg Medium Polarity zAAP Cores

   XDWM..E  LPCPCCIT - Pct LPAR CP Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  LPCPCIIT - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  LPCPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  LPCPCNIT - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  LPCPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  LPCPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSDU - Pct LPAR Shared zIIP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSIT - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSIU - Pct LPAR Shared ICF Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSNU - Pct LPAR Shared IFL Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSSU - Pct LPAR Shared CP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCSZU - Pct LPAR Shared zAAP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCTDU - Pct LPAR Total zIIP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCTIU - Pct LPAR Total ICF Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCTNU - Pct LPAR Total IFL Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCTSU - Pct LPAR Total CP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCTZU - Pct LPAR Total zAAP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCVIU - Pct LPAR ICF Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCVNU - Pct LPAR IFL Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCVPU - Pct LPAR CP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCVSU - Pct LPAR zIIP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCVZU - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Utilization

   XDWM..E  LPCPCZIT - Pct LPAR zAAP Cores Multithread Idle
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Logical Partition Activity File (HARLPC).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARLPC file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARLPCnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

LPCBPS
Processor Relative Share

LPCWST
Wait State Assist Status

The following data elements are user-defined and option dependent. Their use should be within the frame of reference of
the option's definition.

MICS PARMS SYSID

CPUMODEL
CPU Model Identification

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

1. – HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's LPAR processor resource consumption for each RMF measurement interval:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARX..HARLPC01; IF SYSID='PROD';

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR PRSMLPNM STARTTS ENDTS LPCPCVPU LPCPCSSU LPCPCTSU;

 

• Print yesterday's hourly LPAR processor resource consumption each hour in zone 1:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARLPC01;

     IF ZONE='1' AND SYSID='PROD';

     PROC PRINT;
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     VAR PRSMLPNM YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

       LPCPCVPU LPCPCSSU LPCPCTSU;

 

• Display the average LPAR processor resource consumption by LPAR name for prime time (zone 1) over the last six
months:
      DATA;

     SET &PHARM..HARLPC01 &PHARM..HARLPC02

         &PHARM..HARLPC03 &PHARM..HARLPC04

         &PHARM..HARLPC05 &PHARM..HARLPC06;

     IF ZONE='1' AND SYSID='PROD';

     PROC SORT; BY PRSMLPNM YEAR MONTH;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH LPCPCVPU LPCPCSSU LPCPCTSU;

 

HARVPA - PR/SM Logical Processor Activity File

The Logical Core Activity File describes the activity of each active logical core assigned to each PR/SM logical partition
(LPAR) in a Central Processing Complex (CPC). It also carries data that tracks changes made to logical core definitions
that might affect performance analysis of the complex. This file is typically used when reporting on logical core activity.

The information in the HARVPA file is obtained from the RMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARVPA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |CPUTYPE   VPAADDR                                |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      CPUTYPE  |

  |         |VPAADDR                                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR      CPUTYPE  |

  |         |VPAADDR                                          |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     PRSMENV   PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPID  PRSMPRTP |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CPUTYPE   VPAADDR  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 26, 2016

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  PRSMENV  - PR/SM LPAR Environment ID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMPRTP - Logical Core Type

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDWM..E  VPAADDR  - Logical Core Address

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

   XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

   XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

   XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating
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   XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

   XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMACP  - Avg CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMADP  - Avg Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIDP - Avg ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIP  - Avg ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAIVP - Avg ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPA - Avg Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMALPS - Avg Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMANDP - Avg IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMANP  - Avg IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMANVP - Avg IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAPP  - Avg Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASDP - Avg zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMASP  - Avg zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMASVP - Avg zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAVP  - Avg Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZDP - Avg zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZP  - Avg zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMAZVP - Avg zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMCEC  - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMCGUI - Capacity Group Uses Initial Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPA - Intvls with Hiperdispatch Active

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPD - Hiperdispatch Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMHIPS - Hiperdispatch Support Indicator

   XDWM..E  PRSMIWGT - Total Shr ICF Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMLMCT - Intvls with LPAR Mgt Time Reporting

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPTP - Logical Partition Type

   XDWM..   PRSMMCDP - Max CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMCP  - Max CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMCVP - Max CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMDP  - Max Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIDP - Max ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMIP  - Max ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMIVP - Max ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPA - Max Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMLPS - Max Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMMNDP - Max IFL Dedicated Cores
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   XDWM..   PRSMMNP  - Max IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMNVP - Max IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMPP  - Max Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSDP - Max zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMSP  - Max zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMSVP - Max zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

   XDWM..   PRSMMVP  - Max Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZDP - Max zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMMZP  - Max zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMMZVP - Max zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCDP - Min CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNCP  - Min CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNCVP - Min CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNDP  - Min Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIDP - Min ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNIP  - Min ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNIVP - Min ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPA - Min Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNLPS - Min Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..   PRSMNNDP - Min IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNNP  - Min IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNNVP - Min IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNOPP - Number of Physical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNPP  - Min Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSDP - Min zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNSP  - Min zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNSVP - Min zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNVP  - Min Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMNWGT - Total Shr IFL Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..   PRSMNZDP - Min zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..   PRSMNZP  - Min zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..   PRSMNZVP - Min zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMSWGT - Total Shr zIIP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTAMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTBPS - All Partitions Core Weights

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCAT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCDT - Total CP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCET - Total CP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCMT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCP  - Total CP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCST - Total CP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCUT - Total CP LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDP  - Total Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTDTM - Total Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIAT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDP - Total ICF Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIDT - Total ICF Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIET - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIMT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time
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   XDWM..E  PRSMTIP  - Total ICF Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIST - Total ICF Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIUT - Total ICF LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTIVP - Total ICF Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPA - Total Active Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTLPS - Total Defined Logical Partitions

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNAT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDP - Total IFL Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNDT - Total IFL Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNET - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNMT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNP  - Total IFL Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNST - Total IFL Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNUT - Total IFL LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTNVP - Total IFL Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTPP  - Total Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSAT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDP - Total zIIP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSDT - Total zIIP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSET - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSMT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSP  - Total zIIP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSST - Total zIIP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSUT - Total zIIP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTSVP - Total zIIP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTTDT - Total Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTUMT - Total LPAR Mgt Time - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTVP  - Total Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTWGT - Total Shr CP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZAT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time - Attributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDP - Total zAAP Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZDT - Total zAAP Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZET - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZMT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Time

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZP  - Total zAAP Cores in Complex

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZST - Total zAAP Dispatch Time - Shared

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZUT - Total zAAP LPAR Mgt Tm - Unattributable

   XDWM..E  PRSMTZVP - Total zAAP Shared Logical Cores

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  PRSMXTHD - Max Thread Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMZWGT - Total Shr zAAP Core Resources Weight

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available
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   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VPAABSLM - Absolute LPAR Limit for Core Use     

   XDWM..E  VPAACS   - CP Cores Actual Weighting

   XDWM..E  VPABPS   - Partition Cores Weight   

   XDWM..   VPACAP   - Partition Capping Status

   XDWM..E  VPAMAS   - CP Cores Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  VPAMIS   - CP Cores Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  VPAMOD   - Processor Model Family

   XDWM..E  VPAPOLRT - Current Polarization

   XDWM..E  VPAWST   - Wait State Assist Status

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VPAABCCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit Chg

   XDWM..E  VPAABSCT - Intvls with Core Use Abs Limit

   XDWM..E  VPACHPOL - Intvls with Polarization Changed

   XDWM..E  VPACPCCT - Intvls with Part Capping Status Change

   XDWM..E  VPACPDCT - Intvls with Partition Capping Disabled

   XDWM..E  VPACPECT - Intvls with Partition Capping Enabled

   XDWM..E  VPADEDCT - Intvls with Dedicated Cores

   XDWM..E  VPADIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples

   XDWM..E  VPADIAGV - Intvls with z/VM Guest Data Available

   XDWM..E  VPADTM   - Dispatch Time

   XDWM..E  VPAEDT   - Dispatch Time - Effective

   XDWM..E  VPAHIPOL - Intvls with High Polarization

   XDWM..E  VPALOPOL - Intvls with Low Polarization

   XDWM..E  VPAMDPOL - Intvls with Medium Polarization

   XDWM..E  VPAMTITM - Total Core Multithread Idle Time

   XDWM..E  VPANOPOL - Intvls without Polarization

   XDWM..E  VPAOTM   - Online Time

   XDWM..E  VPARSCCT - Intvls with Changed Relative Share

   XDWM..E  VPATONCA - Samples WLM Actually Capped LPAR

   XDWM..E  VPATONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting

   XDWM..E  VPATONSI - Samples at Minimum Weighting

   XDWM..E  VPATONSW - Samples WLM Considered Capping LPAR

   XDWM..E  VPATOPOW - Accumulated Polarization Weight

   XDWM..E  VPATPRSH - Total Shareable Cores in Pool

   XDWM..E  VPAWSCCT - Intvls with Changed Wait State Assist

   XDWM..E  VPAWSDCT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Disabled

   XDWM..E  VPAWSECT - Intvls with Wait State Assist Enabled

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..   VPANPEDT - Minimum Utilization - Effective

   XDWM..E  VPANPVPU - Minimum Utilization

  

  Maximum Data Elements
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   XDWM..E  VPAMPEDT - Maximum Utilization - Effective

   XDWM..E  VPAMPVPU - Maximum Utilization

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VPAAPRSH - Avg Shareable Cores in Pool     

   XDWM..E  VPAAVPOW - Avg Polarization Weight

   XDWM..E  VPAPCEDT - Average Utilization - Effective

   XDWM..E  VPAPCMIT - Pct Core Multithread Idle

   XDWM..E  VPAPCNCA - LPAR WLM Actual Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  VPAPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  VPAPCNSI - Minimum Weighting Percentage

   XDWM..E  VPAPCNSW - LPAR WLM Potential Capping Pct

   XDWM..E  VPAPCOTM - Average Online Time

   XDWM..E  VPAPCVPU - Average Utilization

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Logical Processor Activity File (HARVPA).

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the HARVPA file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the HARVPAnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

VPABPS
Processor Relative Share

VPAWST
Wait State Assist Status

The following data elements are user-defined and option dependent and their use should be within the frame of reference
of the option's definition.

MICS PARMS SYSID

CPUMODEL
CPU Model Identification

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's logical processor utilization for LPAR ID 3 for each RMF measurement interval:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARX..HARVPA01; IF SYSID='PROD' AND PRSMLPID=3;

     PROC PRINT; VAR STARTTS VPAADDR VPAPCVPU;

 

• Print yesterday's hourly logical processor effective dispatch percentage for LPAR name MVSTEST for each hour in
zone 1:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARVPA01;

     IF ZONE='1' AND SYSID='PROD' AND PRSMLPNM=:'MVSTEST';

     PROC PRINT; VAR YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR VPAADDR VPAPCEDT;

 

• Display the average individual logical processor utilization for all active partitions by partition name for prime time (zone
1) over the last six months:
     DATA;

      SET &PHARM..HARVPA01 &PHARM..HARVPA02 &PHARM..HARVPA03

        &PHARM..HARVPA04 &PHARM..HARVPA05 &PHARM..HARVPA06;

     IF ZONE='1' AND SYSID='PROD';

     PROC SORT; BY PRSMLPNM YEAR MONTH VPAADDR;

     PROC PRINT; BY PRSMLPNM;

     VAR YEAR MONTH VPAADDR VPAPCVPU;

 

HARSGA - Storage Group Activity File

The Storage Group Activity File quantifies the utilization of defined DFSMS storage groups in terms of I/O and average
performance factors for all devices in the group. There is one record for each storage group. This file is typically used
when reporting on the performance of System Managed Storage in the installation.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity File.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARSGA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |
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 |         |STORNAME                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |STORNAME                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      STORNAME |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Oct 19, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Fri, Oct 19, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .DWM..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

   .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification
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   .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   SGAALC   - Device Allocated Count

   .DWM..E  SGAATV   - Device Active Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

   .DWM..   SGACMRTM - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  SGACNN   - Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   SGACNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count

   .DWM..E  SGADINTV - Total Device-Intervals

   .DWM..E  SGADIS   - Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..   SGADVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..   SGAICT   - Invalid Sample Count

   .DWM..   SGAIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..E  SGAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

   .DWM..E  SGAMEC   - Measurement Event Count

   .DWM..   SGAMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

   .DWM..   SGAMTC   - Number of Mounts

   .DWM..E  SGAMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition Count

   .DWM..   SGANDA   - Allocation Count

   .DWM..E  SGANRD   - Device Not Ready Count

   .DWM..   SGANSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

   .DWM..E  SGANUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

   .DWM..E  SGAPEN   - Device Pending Time

   .DWM..E  SGAQUE   - Requests Queued Count

   .DWM..E  SGARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   .DWM..E  SGARSV   - Device Reserved Count

   .DWM..E  SGASSC   - Start Subchannel Count

   .DWM..E  SGAUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle Count

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   SGAMXNDA - Max Allocation Count

   .DWM..   SGAMXQUE - Max Requests Queued Count

   .DWM..   SGAMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

   .DWM..E  SGANOVOL - Number of Volumes in Storage Group

  

  Derived Data Elements
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   .DWM..E  SGAACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

   .DWM..   SGAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..   SGAAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

   .DWM..   SGAAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVIOS - Avg Device IOSQ Time

   .DWM..   SGAAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

   .DWM..   SGAAVNDA - Avg Number of Allocations in Effect

   .DWM..E  SGAAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

   .DWM..E  SGAAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

   .DWM..E  SGAAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

   .DWM..   SGAPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

   .DWM..   SGAPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

   .DWM..E  SGAPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

   .DWM..E  SGAPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

   .DWM..E  SGAPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

   .DWM..E  SGAPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

   .DWM..E  SGAPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

  

  

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Storage Group Activity File (HARSGA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display the average number of device allocations in effect and I/O activity rate per second over the last six weeks for
prime time (zone 1) hours, by SYSID for each storage group, in YEAR WEEK HOUR order:
     DATA;

     SET &PHARW..HARSGA01 &PHARW..HARSGA02

         &PHARW..HARSGA03 &PHARW..HARSGA04
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         &PHARW..HARSGA05 &PHARW..HARSGA06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC SORT; BY SYSID YEAR WEEK HOUR STORNAME;

     PROC PRINT;

     BY SYSID; ID STORNAME;

     VAR YEAR WEEK HOUR SGAAVNDA SGAACTRT;

 

• Quantify the growth in I/O activity for storage group PRODDB, over the last six months, for prime time (zone 1):
     DATA;

     SET &PHARM..HARSGA01 &PHARM..HARSGA02

         &PHARM..HARSGA03 &PHARM..HARSGA04

         &PHARM..HARSGA05 &PHARM..HARSGA06;

     IF ZONE='1' AND STORNAME='PRODDB';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STORNAME YEAR MONTH ZONE SGAACTRT;

 

HARCFC - CF Connectivity File

The CF Connectivity File is used to store the names of the other systems in the sysplex that are also connected to the
coupling facility. You can use this information to determine the topography of the parallel sysplex.

The information in the HARCFC file is obtained from the connectivity data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                      |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM                                          |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

 Common Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset
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  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 

 Retained Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CFCRMSYS - Remote System Name

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Connectivity File (HARCFC).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCFH - CF Cache Structure Activity File

The CF Cache Structure File stores performance information about CF cache structures. The information is well suited for
analysis directed towards tuning cache structures. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide
a complete picture of each CF cache structure. There is one HARCFH file observation for each CF cache structure per
RMF recording interval.

The information in the HARCFH file is obtained from the request data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFH Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |
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|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type
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  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFHAPPS  - Cache Structure Application Count

  XDWM..E  CFHTOCOC - Castout Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODAC - Total Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFHTODEC - Total Directory Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHTODER - Directory Entry Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODTA - Data Area Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTODTR - Data Entry Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOPRL - Part Completed Refer List Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOR   - Total Reads

  XDWM..E  CFHTORH  - Read Hit Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORLC - Completed Reference List Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMA - Read Miss Assignment Suppressed Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMD - Read Miss Directory Hit Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMN - Read Miss Name Assigned Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTORMT - Read Miss Target Storage Class Full

  XDWM..E  CFHTORSM - Reference Signal Miss Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOTCC - Total Changed Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOTCF - Target Storage Class Full Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOW   - Total Writes

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWHC - Write Hits Changed Data

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWHU - Write Hits Unchanged Data

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMI - Write Miss Invalid State Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMN - Write Miss Not Registered Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOWMS - Write Miss Storage Class Full Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXCI - XI Complement Invalidation Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXDR - XI Directory Reclaim Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXLC - XI Local Cache Vector Index Replacement

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXNI - XI Name Invalidation Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXWC - XI Write Counter

  XDWM..E  CFHTOXWU - XI Write Unchanged Counter

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFHMNDAC - Min Data Element Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHMNDEC - Min Directory Entries
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 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFHMXDAC - Max Data Element Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHMXDEC - Max Directory Entries

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFHAVDAC - Avg Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFHAVDEC - Avg Directory Entries

  XDWM..E  CFHPCRH  - Pct Read Hits

  XDWM..E  CFHPCWHC - Pct Write Hits Changed

  XDWM..E  CFHPCWHU - Pct Write Hits Unchanged

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Cache Structure Activity File (HARCFH).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Merge yesterday's DETAIL timespan CF Request (HARCFR) file with the CF Cache Structure (HARCFH) file to
provide additional information for CF cache structures. Print structure name, cache read hits, cache changed write hits,
total reads, and total writes. Note that no sort is required as these two files have an identical sort/sequence order:
    DATA;

    MERGE &PHARX..HARCFR01(IN=R) &PHARX..HARCFH01(IN=C) ;

      BY SYSID ENDTS CFYSYSNM CFYCFNM CFYSTRNM ;

    IF R AND C ;

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR CFYSTRNM CFHTORH CFHTOWHC CFHTOR CFHTOW ;

• Print any instances of directory entry reclaims occurring in CF cache structures yesterday:
    DATA;

    SET &PHARD..HARCFH01;

    IF CFHTODER GT 0 ;
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    PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID CFYSTRNM CFHTODER ;

HARCFP - CF Configuration and Activity File

The CF Configuration and Activity File is used to store information about the coupling facility (CF), including name, the
amount of storage installed and used, and the number and utilization of processors. The file also contains information
describing the hardware paths to and from the CF and the system that recorded the data and the Cross-System Extended
Services (XES) request activity through the CF. You can use this information to analyze high-level coupling facility activity
for performance analysis and capacity planning.

The information in the HARCFP file is obtained from the local CF, storage, and processor data sections of the SMF type
74 subtype 4 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                      |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM                                |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM                                          |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.
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 GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jul 1, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPCFLVL - Coupling Facility Level

  XDWM..E  CFPCPMSK - Composite-Path Mask

  XDWM..E  CFPMOD   - Coupling Facility Model Family

  XDWM..E  CFPMODID - Coupling Facility Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFPPACRN - Channel Path Type Acronym Array

  XDWM..E  CFPPAMSK - Path-Available Mask for CF Links

  XDWM..E  CFPPIMSK - Path-Installed Mask for CF Links

  XDWM..   CFPPLANT - Coupling Facility Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CFPSCG   - Subchannels Defined in IOGEN
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  XDWM..E  CFPSCU   - Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..   CFPSEQNB - Coupling Facility Sequence Number

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPACSCL - Accum Subchannel Limit

  XDWM..E  CFPACTCT - Intvls with CF Activation

  XDWM..E  CFPCONCT - Intvls with CF Connected

  XDWM..E  CFPDYDCT - Intvls with Dynamic CF Dispatching

  XDWM..E  CFPERRCT - Intvls with Perm Cycle Gatherer Error

  XDWM..E  CFPRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  CFPTHNCT - Intvls with Coupling Thin Interrupts

  XDWM..E  CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPD - Total Dedicated Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPS - Total Shared Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCPU - Total Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSD - Tot Control Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSF - Tot Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCSQ - Subchannel Contention Tm Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFPTOCTM - Total Subchannel Contention Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSA - Tot Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSF - Tot Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTODSR - Tot Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOFSC - Total CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOISC - Total SCM Increment (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOPBC - Tot Requests Failed: Path Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPTOPTH - Tot Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPTOREQ - Tot Requests from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCC - Tot All Subchannels Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCG - Tot Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSCU - Tot Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPTOSSQ - Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSC - Total CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSD - Tot Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOTSF - Tot Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPTOURQ - Tot Unsuccessful Requests

  XDWM..E  CFPTOUTM - Tot Unsuccessful Req Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFPTOWGT - Total Shared Processors Weight

  XDWM..E  CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPMNCSF - Min Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNDSF - Min Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNFSC - Min CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPCB - Min Defined Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPCW - Min Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPEB - Min Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPEW - Min Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMNPTH - Min Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPMNSCU - Min Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPMNTSC - Min CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMNTSF - Min Storage Free (KB)
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  XDWM..E  CFPMNUSC - Min CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPMXDSA - Max Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXDSR - Max Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXFSC - Max CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPBC - Max Requests Failed: Path Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPCB - Max Defined Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPCW - Max Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPEB - Max Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPEW - Max Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPMXPTH - Max Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPMXREQ - Max Requests from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPMXSCC - Max All Subchannels Busy

  XDWM..E  CFPMXSCU - Max Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPMXTSC - Max CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPMXURQ - Max Unsuccessful Requests

  XDWM..E  CFPMXUSC - Max CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPD - Avg Dedicated Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPS - Avg Shared Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCPU - Avg Processors Defined

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCSD - Avg Control Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCSF - Avg Control Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVCTM - Avg Subchannel Contention Time

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSA - Avg Dump Space Allocated (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSF - Avg Dump Space Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVDSR - Avg Dump Space Requested (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVFSC - Avg CF SCM Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVISC - Avg SCM Increment (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVPTH - Avg Paths Available

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCG - Avg Subchannels Defined in IOGEN

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCL - Avg Subchannel Limit

  XDWM..E  CFPAVSCU - Avg Subchannels Currently in Use

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSC - Avg CF SCM Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSD - Avg Storage Defined (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVTSF - Avg Storage Free (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVUSC - Avg CF SCM In-Use (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFPAVUTM - Avg Unsuccessful Req Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFPAVWGT - Avg Shared Processors Weight

  XDWM..E  CFPEFCPU - Effective Processors

  XDWM..E  CFPPCBSY - Defined Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPPCCON - Pct CF Connected

  XDWM..E  CFPPCEBS - Effective Processors Utilization

  XDWM..E  CFPPCEWT - Effective Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPPCWAT - Defined Processors Pct Wait

  XDWM..E  CFPPSREQ - Reqs per Second from this System

  XDWM..E  CFPSDCTM - Std Dev of Subchannel Contention Tm

  XDWM..E  CFPSDUTM - Std Dev of Unsuccessful Req Serv Tm

  XDWM..E  CFPTOUSC - Total CF SCM In-Use (KB)
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Configuration and Activity File (HARCFP).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCFR - CF Request File

The CF Request File is used to store information about all CF/XES structures connected to the system that recorded the
data. This information includes the name, type, status of each structure, and detailed information about the number, type,
and service times of all requests to and from each connected structure. You can use this information for detailed analyses
of CF/XES performance and for capacity planning studies.

The information in the HARCFR file is obtained from the request data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |
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+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRLSVTS - Logical Structure Version Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CFRVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFRACLEL - Accum Limit on List Entries

  XDWM..   CFRACLEM - Accum List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRACLTL - Accum Limit on Lock Entries

  XDWM..   CFRACLTM - Accum Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRACLTW - Accum Lock Table Entries Width

  XDWM..E  CFRACTCT - Intvls with Structure Activation

  XDWM..E  CFRADACT - Intvls with Structure Duplexing Active

  XDWM..E  CFRADPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Primary

  XDWM..E  CFRADSCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRADSEC - Intvls with Async Duplex Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRALSIZ - Allocated Structure Size (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRCAPCT - Intvls with Async Duplexing Capable

  XDWM..E  CFRCASEC - Intvls with Cache Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRCONCT - Intvls with Structure Connected

  XDWM..E  CFRENCCT - Intvls with Structure Encrypted

  XDWM..E  CFRRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  CFRSMSEC - Intvls with SCM Section Present

  XDWM..E  CFRTASSQ - Sum Sq Async Susp Time Wait for Second

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAAR - Total Structure Adjunct Area Reads

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAAW - Total Structure Adjunct Area Writes

  XDWM..E  CFRTOADP - Async Reqs Delayed by Primary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOADS - Async Ops Delayed by Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAPS - Async Reqs Requesting Primary Sync-Up

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAPV - Intvls with Async Primary Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAQE - Async Queue Entries

  XDWM..E  CFRTOARC - Reqs - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOASQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAST - Tot Async Suspend Time Wait for Second

  XDWM..E  CFRTOASV - Intvls with Async Secondary Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTOATM - Req Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOAWS - Async Reqs Suspend Wait for Secondary

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCSQ - Peer Completion Wait Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCTC - Peer Completion Waits

  XDWM..E  CFRTOCTM - Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTODER - Total Structure Data Entry Reads

  XDWM..E  CFRTODEW - Total Structure Data Entry Writes

  XDWM..E  CFRTODIR - Directory Entries - Cache Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTODMP - Dump Serialization Found

  XDWM..E  CFRTODRC - Reqs - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODTM - Req Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRTODUQ - Tot Queued Requests - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRTOELM - Data Elements - Cache Structure
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  XDWM..E  CFRTOETM - Total Structure Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOFCN - Reqs Encountering False Contention

  XDWM..E  CFRTOHPQ - Tot Queued Requests - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRTOINU - Elements in Use - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTOLPQ - Tot Queued Requests - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRTONLH - List Headers - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPES - Execution Suppressed Conditions

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPLN - Peer Link Not Available Conditions

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPSQ - Peer Subchannel Wait Time Sum Squares

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits

  XDWM..E  CFRTOPTM - Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOQRC - Reqs - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRTOQSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRTOQTM - Req Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRTORDR - Total Structure Read Data Requests

  XDWM..E  CFRTORQC - Requests Completed - Total

  XDWM..E  CFRTORSQ - Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time Sum Squ.

  XDWM..E  CFRTORTC - Peer Subchannel Waits with Reserve

  XDWM..E  CFRTORTM - Peer Subchannel Wait with Reserve Time

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSCN - Reqs Encountering Lock Contention

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSDR - Tot 256B Data Entry Read Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSDW - Tot 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSRC - Reqs - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSA - Succ. Requests with SCM Access Required

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSQ - Req Time Sum Squares - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSSR - Count SCM Access Requiring Req Rstrt

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSTA - Requests Changed from Synch to Async

  XDWM..E  CFRTOSTM - Req Time - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRTOWDR - Total Structure Write Data Requests

  XDWM..E  CFRTOWRV - Intvls with Read Write Data Valid

  XDWM..E  CFRTRRSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Read Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRTWWSQ - Sum Sq 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRMNDUQ - Min Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRMNHPQ - Min Queue Length - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMNLPQ - Min Queue Length - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMNSIZ - Min Size Allocated Structure (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRMNSMP - Min Number of RMF Samples

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFRMXDUQ - Max Queue Length - Dump Ser Delay

  XDWM..E  CFRMXELM - Max Element Count - List Structure

  XDWM..E  CFRMXHPQ - Max Queue Length - High Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMXLPQ - Max Queue Length - Low Priority

  XDWM..E  CFRMXMXU - Max List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..E  CFRMXSIZ - Max Size Allocated Structure (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRMXSMP - Max Number of RMF Samples

  

 Derived Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CFRAVAST - Avg Async Suspend Time Wait Second

  XDWM..E  CFRAVATM - Avg Service Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRAVCTM - Avg Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVDTM - Avg Service Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..   CFRAVLEL - Avg Limit on List Entries

  XDWM..   CFRAVLEM - Avg List Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTL - Avg Limit on Lock Entries

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTM - Avg Lock Entries Used at End of Intvl

  XDWM..   CFRAVLTW - Avg Lock Table Entry Width

  XDWM..E  CFRAVPTM - Avg Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVQTM - Avg Service Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRAVRTM - Avg Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Time

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSDR - Avg 256B Data Entry Read Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSDW - Avg 256B Data Entry Write Increments

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

  XDWM..E  CFRAVSTM - Avg Service Time - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRPCCON - Pct Structure Connected

  XDWM..E  CFRPCDFC - Pct Delayed Fault Count

  XDWM..E  CFRPCRRC - Pct SCM Accesses Requiring Req Restart

  XDWM..E  CFRPSARC - Reqs per Second - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRPSCTC - Peer Completion Waits per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSDRC - Reqs per Second - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRPSDUQ - Dump Serialization Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSHPQ - High Priority Request Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSLPQ - Low Priority Request Delay Rate

  XDWM..E  CFRPSPTC - Peer Subchannel Waits per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSQRC - Reqs per Second - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRPSRQC - Reqs per Second Completed

  XDWM..E  CFRPSRTC - Peer Sch Waits with Reserve per Second

  XDWM..E  CFRPSSRC - Reqs per Second - Synch

  XDWM..E  CFRSDAST - Std Dev Async Suspend Time Wait Second

  XDWM..E  CFRSDATM - Std Dev of Service Time - Async

  XDWM..E  CFRSDCTM - Std Dev of Peer Completion Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRSDDTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Dump Ser

  XDWM..E  CFRSDPTM - Std Dev of Peer Subchannel Wait Time

  XDWM..E  CFRSDQTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Queued

  XDWM..E  CFRSDRTM - Std Dev of Peer Sch Wait with Reserve Tm

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSDR - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Read Inc

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSDW - Std Dev 256B Data Entry Write Inc

  XDWM..E  CFRSDSTM - Std Dev of Service Time - Synch

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Request File (HARCFR).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
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for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCFS - CF Structure File

The CF Structure File is used to store the name and storage resources of all structures allocated in the CF. You can use
the storage utilization data to set and/or verify structure storage allocation policies specified in the function couple data
set.

The information in the HARCFS file is obtained from the structure data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 4 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

|         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.
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GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jul 1, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CFSSTAT  - Structure Status

  XDWM..E  CFSVERTS - Structure Version Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFSACSIZ - Accum Structure Size (KB)

  

 Minimum Data Elements
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  XDWM..   CFSMNSIZ - Min Structure Size (KB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   CFSMXSIZ - Max Structure Size (KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFSAVSIZ - Avg Structure Size (KB)

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• – HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• – STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCVA - Cache Volume Activity File

The Cache Volume Activity file quantifies caching activity at the device (volume) level. It also contains information
pertaining to the caching options pertaining to the individual volume.

The information in the HARCVA file is obtained from the cache subsystem device activity section of the SMF type
74 subtype 5 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCVA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM    YEAR      MONTH    |
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  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM    YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CCUDEVID  CUDEVNUM  DEVCLASS |

  |         |DEVTYPE   SCSID     DEVNUM    YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Wed, Apr 3, 2019

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect.  Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

   XDWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

   XDWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDWM..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

   XDWM..E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   XDWM..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID
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   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

   XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

   XDWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

   XDWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

   XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

   XDWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

   XDWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

   XDWM..E  CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address

   XDWM..E  CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID

   XDWM..E  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

   XDWM..E  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

   XDWM..E  CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

   XDWM..E  CUVOLSER - Cache Control Unit Volser

   XDWM..E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

   XDWM..E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

   XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

   XDWM..E  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CVAODEV  - Other Device of Duplex Pair

   XDWM..E  CVAXTTP  - Extent Type
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  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CVAABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

   XDWM..E  CVAABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written

   XDWM..E  CVAACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

   XDWM..E  CVAACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAACTTM - Caching Active Time

   XDWM..E  CVAARCW  - Intvls with Adapter Record Caching Wrts

   XDWM..E  CVAARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVAAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVABCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

   XDWM..E  CVABSVOL - Intvls Device Was Broken Spare Volume

   XDWM..E  CVACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

   XDWM..E  CVACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

   XDWM..E  CVACFWB  - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Count

   XDWM..E  CVACKDWH - CKD Write Hits

   XDWM..E  CVACKDWR - CKD Write Requests

   XDWM..E  CVADATAP - Intvls with Pinned Data for Device

   XDWM..E  CVADBDP  - Intvls with Defect Bat Destage Pending

   XDWM..E  CVADFNVS - Intvls with Data in Failed NVS

   XDWM..E  CVADFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

   XDWM..E  CVADFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

   XDWM..E  CVADFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

   XDWM..E  CVADFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

   XDWM..E  CVADPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

   XDWM..E  CVADPXA  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Available

   XDWM..E  CVADPXFD - Intvls with Device is Failed Duplex

   XDWM..E  CVADPXFP - Intvls with Failed Duplex Primary

   XDWM..E  CVADPXFS - Intvls with Failed Duplex Secondary

   XDWM..E  CVADPXP  - Intvls with Duplex Pair Pending

   XDWM..E  CVAFARC  - Intvls with Full Adapter Record Caching

   XDWM..E  CVAFWACT - Intvls with DFW Allowed

   XDWM..E  CVAFWDAC - Intvls with DFW Deactivated

   XDWM..E  CVAFWDPN - Intvls with DFW Deactivate Pending

   XDWM..E  CVAFWNOT - Intvls with DFW Not Used

   XDWM..E  CVAGMCSI - Global Mirror Collisions Sidefile Count

   XDWM..E  CVAGMCSY - Global Mirror Collisions Synch Count

   XDWM..E  CVAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

   XDWM..E  CVAICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

   XDWM..E  CVANDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

   XDWM..E  CVANPDFW - Intvls with no Pinned Data and DFW

   XDWM..E  CVANVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

   XDWM..E  CVAOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

   XDWM..E  CVAPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

   XDWM..E  CVAPDFWA - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Active

   XDWM..E  CVAPDFWS - Intvls with Pinned Data, DFW Suspended
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   XDWM..E  CVAPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

   XDWM..E  CVAPRIM  - Intvls with Primary of Duplex Pair

   XDWM..E  CVAPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

   XDWM..E  CVAPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVAPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

   XDWM..E  CVAPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVARCDE  - Intvls with Record Caching on Def Ext

   XDWM..E  CVARCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

   XDWM..E  CVARCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

   XDWM..E  CVARMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

   XDWM..E  CVARNH   - Read Normal Hits

   XDWM..E  CVARNR   - Read Normal Requests

   XDWM..E  CVARNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

   XDWM..E  CVARNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

   XDWM..E  CVARSH   - Read Sequential Hits

   XDWM..E  CVARSR   - Read Sequential Requests

   XDWM..E  CVASDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

   XDWM..E  CVASECN  - Intvls with Secondary of Duplex Pair

   XDWM..E  CVASVOL  - Intvls Device Was Spare Volume

   XDWM..E  CVATOCIO - Total Cache I/O

   XDWM..E  CVATOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

   XDWM..E  CVATOTH  - Total Hits

   XDWM..E  CVATOTIO - Total I/O

   XDWM..E  CVATOTRH - Total Read Hits

   XDWM..E  CVATOTRR - Total Read Requests

   XDWM..E  CVATOTWH - Total Write Hits

   XDWM..E  CVATOTWR - Total Write Requests

   XDWM..E  CVATRKM  - Intvls with Track Mode Caching

   XDWM..E  CVAWNH   - Write Normal Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAWNR   - Write Normal Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

   XDWM..E  CVAXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAZHPFH - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAZHPFR - zHPF List Pre-Fetch I/O Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAZHR   - zHPF Read I/O Requests

   XDWM..E  CVAZHW   - zHPF Write I/O Requests

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CVAABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

   XDWM..E  CVAABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

   XDWM..E  CVAAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVAAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  CVAAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

   XDWM..E  CVAAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

   XDWM..E  CVAPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

   XDWM..E  CVAPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request
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   XDWM..E  CVAPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAPCCKD - Pct CKD Write Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

   XDWM..E  CVAPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

   XDWM..E  CVAPCTW  - Pct Hits Total Write

   XDWM..E  CVAPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

   XDWM..E  CVAPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

   XDWM..E  CVAPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

   XDWM..E  CVAPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

   XDWM..E  CVAPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

   XDWM..E  CVAPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSZHR - zHPF Read I/O Requests Rate

   XDWM..E  CVAPSZHW - zHPF Write I/O Requests Rate
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Cache Volume Activity File (HARCVA).

Usage Considerations

RMF interval data represented in MICS database files uses time and duration information common to all RMF records for
a given SYSID to ensure timestamp consistency across different MICS database files.

This consistency allows MICS database records from different files (such as the HARCPU and HARDVA) to be merged
together by ENDTS.

The HARCVA file maintains this consistency. Data element values for STARTTS, ENDTS, HOUR, DAY, INTERVAL, and
so on are completely synchronized with the same element values found in other MICS database files generated from RMF
data produced for the same time interval. This not only aids in the merging of data, but also allows for strict minute cut-offs
to ensure that data from 9:00-9:59 is always summarized into hour 9.

The data in the HARCVA file may not actually represent activity exactly bounded by STARTTS and ENDTS. This is
because the actual reporting of cache statistics can be delayed by device reserve activity. A unique set of Start Time,
End Time, and Duration elements are provided with the HARCVA file. They represent the true time bounds of the data
represented. These elements are listed below:

CACHESTS
Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

CACHEETS
Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

CVAACTTM
Caching Active Time

CVAIACTM
Caching Inactive Time

All HARCVA observations contain a value in CACHESTS, CACHEETS, and CACHEDUR. For intervals where caching
was active, CVAACTTM is set equal to CACHEDUR. When inactive or pending inactive, CVAIACTM is set equal to
CACHEDUR. This means that in higher timespans, such as MONTHS, the observation for VOLSER "VOL001" will contain
the total cache activity duration (CACHEDUR) as well as the total time caching was active (CVAACTTM) and inactive
(CVAIACTM). The sum of CVAACTTM and CVAIACTM will always equal CACHEDUR. These durations, rather than the
RMF Interval Duration (DURATION) are used in all per-second rate calculations.

DETAIL timespan HARCVA observations represent the caching activity for a single volume. When bit settings in the raw
RMF record indicate that caching was active at the end of the RMF interval, one set of MICS data elements is populated.
When caching was inactive or pending deactivation, another smaller set of data elements is populated. This separation
of I/O activity into two sets of mutually exclusive data elements allows the summarization of observations that include
both cache active and inactive intervals into a single summarized observation while preserving the validity of I/O rate and
cache hit ratio analysis.
The following data elements are populated only when caching was inactive or pending deactivation at the end of the RMF
interval:

CVAIACTM
Caching Inactive Time

CVAOFFIO
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Total Cache Offline I/O

CVAOFFR
Total Cache Offline Read I/O

CVAOFFW
Total Cache Offline Write I/O

CVAOFFO
Total Cache Offline Other I/O

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Remember that in the HARCVA file CACHESTS (Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp) and CACHEETS (Cache Gatherer
End Time Stamp) represent the true time boundaries of the data, and may be slightly different from the boundaries of the
RMF interval duration.

HARCCU - Cache Control Unit Activity File

The Cache Control Unit Activity file quantifies caching activity at the subsystem level. The caching activity for all
volumes attached to the control unit is summarized in this file. It also contains device independent information concerning
the overall caching subsystem.

The information in the HARCCU file is obtained from the cache subsystem device activity section of the SMF type 74
subtype 5.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCCU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |
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|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

  XDWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CCUDEVAD - Cache Subsystem Device ID Address

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

  XDWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

  XDWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

  XDWM..E  CUVOLSER - Cache Control Unit Volser

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 

 Retained Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUDEVID - Cache Subsystem Device ID Number

  XDWM..E  CCUIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

  XDWM..E  CCUIOSRC - IOS Return Code

  XDWM..E  CCUMODEL - Control Unit Model ID

  XDWM..E  CCUSUBTP - Cache Subsystem Type

  XDWM..E  CCUTOASS - Available Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCNV - Configured Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCSS - Configured Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOOSS - Offline Subsystem Storage (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOPNV - Pinned Non-Volatile Cache (KB)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOPSS - Pinned Subsystem Storage (KB)

  

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUABR   - Host Adapter - Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  CCUABW   - Host Adapter - Bytes Written
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  XDWM..E  CCUACDXF - Async Cache to DASD XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUACTIO - Total Cache Active I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUACTTM - Caching Active Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAPEND - Intvls with Caching Pending Active

  XDWM..E  CCUARTM  - Host Adapter - Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAWTM  - Host Adapter - Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUBCR   - Bypass Cache Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUCACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

  XDWM..E  CCUCDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

  XDWM..E  CCUCFWB  - CFW Bypass Count

  XDWM..E  CCUCKDWH - CKD Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUCKDWR - CKD Write Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDFAIL - Intvls with Deactivate Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWB  - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Count

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWBF - Intvls DFW Inhibited Battery Fail

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWIH - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Count

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWNR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDFWSR - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUDHOST - Intvls with Host or Support Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUDPEND - Intvls with Deactivate Pending

  XDWM..E  CCUIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

  XDWM..E  CCUICLR  - Inhibit Cache Load Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUIFAIL - Intvls with Internal Failure

  XDWM..E  CCUMAINT - Intvls with Disabled for Maintenance

  XDWM..E  CCUNDCXF - Normal DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUNOCAD - Number of Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUNONCD - Number of Non-Caching Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSDM - Intvls with NVS Disabled for Maint

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSHT - Intvls with NVS Host Termination

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSPP - Intvls with NVS Pending for Problem

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSPT - Intvls with NVS Problem Termination

  XDWM..E  CCUNVSSP - NVS Space Allocation

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFIO - Total Cache Offline I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFO  - Total Cache Offline Other I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFR  - Total Cache Offline Read I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUOFFW  - Total Cache Offline Write I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPBR   - Physical Storage - Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  CCUPBW   - Physical Storage - Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  CCUPPRXF - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUPRO   - Physical Storage - Read Operations

  XDWM..E  CCUPRTM  - Physical Storage - Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUPWO   - Physical Storage - Write Operations

  XDWM..E  CCUPWTM  - Physical Storage - Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCURCDWP - RCD Cache Write Promotions

  XDWM..E  CCURCRMS - Record Cache Read Misses

  XDWM..E  CCURMRR  - Record Mode Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURNH   - Read Normal Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURNR   - Read Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURNRH  - Read Non-Retentive Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURNRR  - Read Non-Retentive Requests

  XDWM..E  CCURSH   - Read Sequential Hits

  XDWM..E  CCURSR   - Read Sequential Requests
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  XDWM..E  CCUSDCXF - Sequential DASD to Cache XFRs (Trks)

  XDWM..E  CCUTOCIO - Total Cache I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTH  - Total Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTIO - Total I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTRH - Total Read Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTRR - Total Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTWH - Total Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUTOTWR - Total Write Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWNH   - Write Normal Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUWNR   - Write Normal Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWNRH  - Write Non-Retentive Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUWNRR  - Write Non-Retentive Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUWSH   - Write Sequential Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUWSR   - Write Sequential Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUXCFW  - Intvls with CFW Deactivated

  XDWM..E  CCUXCWR  - XRC or CC Contaminated Writes

  XDWM..E  CCUXIML  - Intvls with IML Device not Available

  XDWM..E  CCUXSRR  - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Requests

  XDWM..E  CCUXXFW  - Intvls with DFW/CFW Suspended

  

 

 Minimum Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUMNCAD - Min Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUMNDEV - Min Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUMNNCD - Min Non-Caching Devices

  

 

 Maximum Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUMXCAD - Max Caching Active Devices

  XDWM..E  CCUMXDEV - Max Devices on Control Unit

  XDWM..E  CCUMXNCD - Max Non-Caching Devices

  

 

 Derived Data Elements

  

 

  XDWM..E  CCUABRRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Read Request

  XDWM..E  CCUABWRT - Host Adapter - Bytes/Write Request

  XDWM..E  CCUAVART - Host Adapter - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVAWT - Host Adapter - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVPRT - Physical Storage - Avg Read Resp. Time

  XDWM..E  CCUAVPWT - Physical Storage - Avg Write Resp. Time

  XDWM..E  CCUPBRRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Read Request

  XDWM..E  CCUPBWRT - Physical Storage - Bytes/Write Request

  XDWM..E  CCUPCCIO - Pct Hits Cache I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPCCKD - Pct Successful CKD Write Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCRN  - Pct Read Normal Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCRNR - Pct Read Non-Retentive Cache Hits
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  XDWM..E  CCUPCRS  - Pct Read Sequential Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTIO - Pct Hits Total I/O

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTR  - Pct Hits Total Read

  XDWM..E  CCUPCTW  - Pct Hits Total Write

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWN  - Pct Write Normal Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWNR - Pct Write Non-Retentive Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPCWS  - Pct Write Sequential Cache Hits

  XDWM..E  CCUPSABR - Host Adapter - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSABW - Host Adapter - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSACD - Async Cache to DASD XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSACT - Cache Online I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSBC  - Total Bypass Cache Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSCFB - Cache Fast Write (CFW) Bypass Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFI - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Inhibit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFN - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Norm Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSDFS - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Seq Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSFWB - DASD Fast Write (DFW) Bypass Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSICL - Total Inhibit Cache Load Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSNDC - Normal DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSOFF - Cache Offline I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPBR - Physical Storage - Bytes Read/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPBW - Physical Storage - Bytes Written/Second

  XDWM..E  CCUPSPPR - Secondary PPRC Volume XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRMR - Record Mode Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRN  - Read Normal Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRNH - Read Normal Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRNR - Read Non-Retentive Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRS  - Read Sequential Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRSH - Read Sequential Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSRTH - Read Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSSDC - Seq DASD to Cache XFR (Trks) Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTFW - Total Fast Write (XFW) Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTIO - Total I/O Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTR  - Total Read Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTRH - Total Read Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTW  - Total Write Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSTWH - Total Write Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWN  - Write Normal Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWNH - Write Normal Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWNR - Write Non-Retentive Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWS  - Write Sequential Request Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWSH - Write Sequential Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSWTH - Write Non-Retentive Hit Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSXCW - XRC or CC Contaminated Write Rate

  XDWM..E  CCUPSXSR - XRC or CC Sidefile Read Request Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Cache Control Unit Activity File (HARCCU).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
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• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARRRA - RAID Rank Activity File

The RAID Rank Activity file quantifies caching activity at the RAID rank level within an Enterprise Storage Server. It also
contains information related to the hardware configuration of each rank.

The information in the HARRRA file is obtained from the RAID Rank Data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 5 Cache
Subsystem Activity record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARRRA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CCUSUBID  CUDEVNUM  CURANKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CCUSUBID - Cache Subsystem ID Number

   XDWM..E  CUDEVNUM - Control Unit Device Number

   XDWM..E  CURANKID - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank ID

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

   XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CCUSUBAD - Cache Subsystem ID Address

   XDWM..   CTLUMANU - Control Unit Manufacturer Code

   XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

   XDWM..   CTLUPLNT - Control Unit Manufacturer Plant

   XDWM..   CTLUSERN - Control Unit Serial Number

   XDWM..E  CUADDR   - Control Unit Address/Number

   XDWM..E  CUDEVAAD - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter Address

   XDWM..E  CUDEVAID - Cache Subsystem Device Adapter ID

   XDWM..E  CURANKAD - Cache Subsystem RAID Rank Address

   XDWM..E  CURANKTP - RAID Rank Type

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  RRAHDDSZ - Hard Disk Drive Sector Size

   XDWM..E  RRANHDD  - Number of Hard Disk Drives

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  RRAACTTM - Caching Active Time

   XDWM..E  RRACACT  - Intvls with Caching Activated

   XDWM..E  RRACDACT - Intvls with Caching Deactivated

   XDWM..E  RRAFBSR  - Number of FB Sectors Read

   XDWM..E  RRAFBSW  - Number of FB Sectors Written

   XDWM..E  RRAIACTM - Caching Inactive Time

   XDWM..E  RRARRQ   - RAID Rank Read Requests

   XDWM..E  RRARRTM  - RAID Rank Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  RRAWRQ   - RAID Rank Write Requests

   XDWM..E  RRAWRTM  - RAID Rank Write Response Time

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   XDWM..E  RRAAVRRQ - Avg RAID Rank Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  RRAAVWRQ - Avg RAID Rank Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  RRAMBRRT - Megabytes Transferred per Read Request

   XDWM..E  RRAMBWRT - Megabytes Transferred per Write Request

   XDWM..E  RRAPSRRQ - RAID Rank Read Request Rate

   XDWM..E  RRAPSWRQ - RAID Rank Write Request Rate
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see RAID Rank Activity File (HARRRA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCRA - Crypto Accelerator Activity File

The Crypto Accelerator Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in Modulus-
Exponent (ME) and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats at the CPC level. Measurements include operations
counts, execution times, and per-second rates, as well as accelerator utilization percentages.

The information in the HARCRA file is obtained from the cryptographic accelerator data section of the RMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HARCRA file is similar to the HAR_RA (LPAR level) file. Each observation in this HARCRA file represents CPC level
activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCRA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CPCID    - Central Processing Complex ID

  XDWM..E  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name
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  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type

  XDWM..E  CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID

  XDWM..E  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRATOXET - Total Execution time

  XDWM..E  CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate
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  XDWM..E  CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:

HARCRA
Crypto Accelerator Activity File

HAR_RA
Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File

HARCRF
ICSF Services Activity File

HARCRK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

HARCRP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records, the
data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.

For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files reflects
activity at the LPAR level.

HARCRF - ICSF Services Activity File

The ICSF Services Activity file contains measurements on selected Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF)
activities executed on either the Cryptographic Coprocessor Facility (CCF) or on the PCI XCryptographic Coprocessor
(PCIXCC) hardware. Measurements include statistics about services calls, hardware instructions executed, and amount of
data processed.

The information in the HARCRF file is obtained from the ICSF services data section of the RMF type 70 subtype 2
Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCRF Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |ENDTS                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Thu, Aug 20, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Thu, Aug 20, 2015

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CRFICDLV - ICSF Data Level

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CRFADBCT - AES Bytes of Data Deciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFADCCT - AES Decipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

   XDWM..E  CRFADICT - AES Decipher Operations Required

   XDWM..E  CRFAEBCT - AES Bytes of Data Enciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFAECCT - AES Encipher Calls Sent to Coprocessor

   XDWM..E  CRFAEICT - AES Encipher Operations Required

   XDWM..E  CRFAGBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Generated

   XDWM..E  CRFAGCCT - Calls to Generate AES MACs

   XDWM..E  CRFAGICT - Instructions to Generate AES MACs

   XDWM..E  CRFAVBCT - Bytes of Data for AES MAC Verified

   XDWM..E  CRFAVCCT - Calls to Verify AES MACs

   XDWM..E  CRFAVICT - Instructions to Verify AES MACs

   XDWM..E  CRFEGCCT - Calls to Generate ECC Digital Sign

   XDWM..E  CRFEVCCT - Calls to Verify ECC Digital Sign

   XDWM..E  CRFFDBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Deciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFFDCCT - FPE - Calls to Decipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFFDICT - FPE - Instructions to Decipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFFEBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Enciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFFECCT - FPE - Calls to Encipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFFEICT - FPE - Instructions to Encipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFFTBCT - FPE - Bytes of Data Translated

   XDWM..E  CRFFTCCT - FPE - Calls to Translate Data

   XDWM..E  CRFFTICT - FPE - Instructions to Translate Data

   XDWM..E  CRFHABCT - SHA-1: Bytes of Data Hashed
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   XDWM..E  CRFHACCT - SHA-1: Calls to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFHAICT - SHA-1: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFH2BCT - SHA-256: Bytes of Data Hashed

   XDWM..E  CRFH2CCT - SHA-256: Calls to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFH2ICT - SHA-256: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFH5BCT - SHA-512: Bytes of Data Hashed

   XDWM..E  CRFH5CCT - SHA-512: Calls to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFH5ICT - SHA-512: PCMF Instruct. to Hash the Data

   XDWM..E  CRFMGBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Generated

   XDWM..E  CRFMGCCT - Calls to Generate the MAC

   XDWM..E  CRFMGICT - PCMF Instructions to Generate the MAC

   XDWM..E  CRFMVBCT - Bytes for which the MAC was Verified

   XDWM..E  CRFMVCCT - Calls to Verify the MAC

   XDWM..E  CRFMVICT - PCMF Instructions to Verify the MAC

   XDWM..E  CRFPTCCT - Calls to Translate the PIN

   XDWM..E  CRFPVCCT - Calls to Verify the PIN

   XDWM..E  CRFRGCCT - Calls to Generate RSA Digital Sign

   XDWM..E  CRFRVCCT - Calls to Verify RSA Digital Sign

   XDWM..E  CRFSDBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFSDCCT - Single DES - Calls to Decipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFSDICT - Single DES - Instructions to Decipher

   XDWM..E  CRFSEBCT - Single DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFSECCT - Single DES - Calls to Encipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFSEICT - Single DES - Instructions to Encipher

   XDWM..E  CRFTDBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Deciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFTDCCT - Triple DES - Calls to Decipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFTDICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Decipher

   XDWM..E  CRFTEBCT - Triple DES - Bytes of Data Enciphered

   XDWM..E  CRFTECCT - Triple DES - Calls to Encipher Data

   XDWM..E  CRFTEICT - Triple DES - Instructions to Encipher

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CRFAVADB - Avg AES Decryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVADI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Decryption

   XDWM..E  CRFAVAEB - Avg AES Encryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVAEI - Avg Coprocessor Calls for AES Encryption

   XDWM..E  CRFAVAGB - Avg AES MAC Generation Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVAVB - Avg AES MAC Verify Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVFDB - Avg FPE Decipher Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVFEB - Avg FPE Encipher Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVFTB - Avg FPE Translation Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVHAB - SHA-1: Avg Hashing Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVH2B - SHA-256: Avg Hashing Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVH5B - SHA-512: Avg Hashing Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVMGB - Avg MAC Generation Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVMVB - Avg MAC Verify Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVSDB - Avg Single DES Decryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVSEB - Avg Single DES Encryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVTDB - Avg Triple DES Decryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFAVTEB - Avg Triple DES Encryption Size

   XDWM..E  CRFPSADC - AES Decryption Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSAEC - AES Encryption Rate
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   XDWM..E  CRFPSAGC - AES MAC Generation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSAVC - AES MAC Verify Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSEGC - ECC Digital Sign Generation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSEVC - ECC Digital Sign Verify Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSFDC - FPE Decipher Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSFEC - FPE Encipher Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSFTC - FPE Translation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSHAC - SHA-1: Hashing Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSH2C - SHA-256: Hashing Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSH5C - SHA-512: Hashing Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSMGC - MAC Generation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSMVC - MAC Verify Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSPTC - PIN Translation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSPVC - PIN Verify Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSRGC - RSA Digital Sign Generation Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSRVC - RSA Digital Sign Verify Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSSDC - Single DES Decryption Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSSEC - Single DES Encryption Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSTDC - Triple DES Decryption Rate

   XDWM..E  CRFPSTEC - Triple DES Encryption Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF).

Usage Considerations

Be careful when using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following four files:

HARCRA
Crypto Accelerator Activity File

HARCRF
ICSF Services Activity File

HARCRK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

HARCRP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records, the
data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.
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HARCRP - Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

The Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA coprocessors
at the CPC level. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization
percentages.

The information in the HARCRP file is obtained from the cryptographic CCA coprocessor data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HARCRP file is similar to the HAR_RP (LPAR level) file. Each observation in this HARCRP file represents CPC level
activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCRP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"
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        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

  XDWM..E  CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP).

Usage Considerations

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:

HARCRA
Crypto Accelerator Activity File

HAR_RA
Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File

HARCRF
ICSF Services Activity File

HARCRK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

HARCRP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records, the
data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.

For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files reflects
activity at the LPAR level.

HARFDC - FICON Director Connector File

The FICON Director Connector file stores configuration data for additional control units connected to multiple-CU type
FICON director ports. There is one record for each connected control unit.

The information in the HARFDC file is obtained from the RMF FICON Director Statistics type 74, subtype 7 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARFDC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   FDCCUIDX  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

  XDWM..E  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

  XDWM..E  FDCCUIDX - Connected Control Unit Index

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

  XDWM..E  FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number

  XDWM..E  FCDPADR  - FICON Director Port Address

  XDWM..E  FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   FDCNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

  XDWM..E  FDCNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

  X.....   FDCNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  FDCCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see FICON Director Connector File (HARFDC).

Usage Considerations

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
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• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Although it does not contain any performance metric, the HARFDC file is useful, when merged with the FICON Director
Port Activity (HARFDP) file, to get a complete picture of the FICON directors (switches) configuration. The following
common data elements are in both files' summarization keys, and can be used in a SAS MERGE statement:

SYSID
System Identifier

FCDSDNUM
FICON Director Switch Device Number

FCDPNUM
FICON Director Port Number

HARFDP - FICON Director Port Activity File

The FICON Director Port Activity file provides statistics about I/O workload, throughput, and contention for FICON director
ports. It also stores configuration data about IODF and FICON directors (switches). There is one record per FICON
director port.

The information in the HARFDP file is obtained from the RMF FICON Director Statistics type 74, subtype 7 record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARFDP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     FCDSDNUM  FCDPNUM   YEAR      MONTH    |
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|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  FCDPNUM  - FICON Director Port Number

  XDWM..E  FCDSDNUM - FICON Director Switch Device Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  FCDCONID - FICON Director Connector Id

  XDWM..E  FCDLSNUM - FICON Director Logical Switch Number

  XDWM..E  FCDPADR  - FICON Director Port Address

  XDWM..E  FCDPTYPE - FICON Director Port Type

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

  XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset
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  XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

  XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

  XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   FDPIFCDS - Number of Installed FCD Switches

  X.....   FDPNACTI - Port Activated During Interval

  XDWM..E  FDPNBCCU - Number of Connecting Control Units

  XDWM..E  FDPNBIPO - Number of Installed Ports

  XDWM..E  FDPNBSPO - Number of Supported Ports

  X.....   FDPNONLI - Switch Brought Online During Interval

  X.....   FDPNRMVD - Port Removed During Interval

  XDWM..   FDPSDNDE - Switch Device Node Descriptor

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  FDPCNPCT - Intvls with Number of Ports Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPCPOCT - Intvls with Port Status Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPCSTCT - Intvls with Switch Status Changed

  XDWM..E  FDPOFPCT - Intvls where Port was Offline

  XDWM..E  FDPOFSCT - Intvls where Switch was Offline

  XDWM..E  FDPTOERR - Total Number of Errors

  XDWM..E  FDPTOFPT - Total Frame Pacing Time

  XDWM..E  FDPTONBR - Total Bytes Received

  XDWM..E  FDPTONBS - Total Bytes Sent

  XDWM..E  FDPTONFR - Total Number of Frames Received

  XDWM..E  FDPTONFS - Total Number of Frames Sent

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   FDPMXCCU - Max Number of Connecting Control Units

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  FDPAVFPT - Avg Frame Pacing Time

  XDWM..E  FDPAVSFR - Avg Frame Size Read

  XDWM..E  FDPAVSFS - Avg Frame Size Write

  XDWM..E  FDPPSBYR - Port Bandwidth Read (MB/Sec)

  XDWM..E  FDPPSBYS - Port Bandwidth Write (MB/Sec)
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see FICON Director Port Activity File (HARFDP).

Usage Considerations

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

In order to get a complete picture of the FICON directors (switches) configuration, the HARFDP file should be merged with
the FICON Director Connector (HARFDC) file. The following common data elements are in both files' summarization keys,
and can be used in a SAS MERGE statement:

SYSID
System Identifier

FCDSDNUM
FICON Director Switch Device Number

FCDPNUM
FICON Director Port Number

However, the HARFDC file is not required if you are only interested in switch or port level performance monitoring.

HARELS - ESS Link Statistics File

The ESS Link Statistics file provides I/O performance and throughput information for system adapters (links) of an
Enterprise Disk System. There is one record per system adapter.

The information in the HARELS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARELS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |
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|  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  ELSSAID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDWM..E  ELSSAID  - System Adapter Identifier

   XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

   XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name
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   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ELSATYPE - ESS Adapter Type

   XDWM..   ELSDEVAD - Measured Device Address/Number

   XDWM..E  ELSIDCRC - IDCSS01 Return Code

   XDWM..E  ELSSAAD  - System Adapter Address

   XDWM..   ELSVOLSR - Measured Device Volume Serial

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ELSBTRIN - Intvls with Invalid Bytes Transferred

   XDWM..E  ELSEROCT - Number of ECKD Read Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSERTM  - ECKD Read Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSEWOCT - Number of ECKD Write Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSEWTM  - ECKD Write Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSFBCCT - Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

   XDWM..E  ELSFCRCT - Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFDFCT - Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFIFCT - Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFIOCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Relative Offset Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSFITCT - Fibre Ch. Inv. Transmission Word Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFLFCT - Fibre Ch. Link Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSFLSCT - Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSFLYCT - Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSFOACT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFODCT - Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFPQCT - Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSFR1CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

   XDWM..E  ELSFR2CT - Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

   XDWM..E  ELSFTCCT - Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSPROCT - Number of PPRC Receive Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSPRTM  - PPRC Receive Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSPSOCT - Number of PPRC Send Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSPSTM  - PPRC Send Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSRTMIN - Intvls with Invalid Response Times
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   XDWM..E  ELSSROCT - Number of SCSI Read Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSSRTM  - SCSI Read Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSSWOCT - Number of SCSI Write Operations

   XDWM..E  ELSSWTM  - SCSI Write Activity Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSTOERB - Bytes Read for ECKD Activity

   XDWM..E  ELSTOEWB - Bytes Written for ECKD Activity

   XDWM..E  ELSTOPRB - Bytes Received for PPRC Activity

   XDWM..E  ELSTOPSB - Bytes Sent for PPRC Activity

   XDWM..E  ELSTOSRB - Bytes Read for SCSI Activity

   XDWM..E  ELSTOSWB - Bytes Written for SCSI Activity

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ELSAVERT - ECKD Activity - Avg Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSAVEWT - ECKD Activity - Avg Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFBC - Avg Fibre Ch. Bit Error Rate

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFCR - Avg Fibre Ch. CRC Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFDF - Avg Fibre Ch. Duplicate Frame Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFIF - Avg Fibre Ch. Illegal Frame Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFIO - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Rel. Offset Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFIT - Avg Fibre Ch. Inv. Transm. Word Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFLF - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFLS - Avg Fibre Ch. Signal Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFLY - Avg Fibre Ch. Synchronization Failures

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFOA - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order ACK Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFOD - Avg Fibre Ch. Out of Order Data Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFPQ - Avg Fibre Ch. Primitive Sequence Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFR1 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Sent

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFR2 - Avg Fibre Ch. Link Recovery Received

   XDWM..E  ELSAVFTC - Avg Fibre Ch. Sequence Timeout Errors

   XDWM..E  ELSAVPRT - PPRC Activity - Avg Receive Response Tm

   XDWM..E  ELSAVPST - PPRC Activity - Avg Send Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSAVSRT - SCSI Activity - Avg Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSAVSWT - SCSI Activity - Avg Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  ELSERBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

   XDWM..E  ELSEWBRT - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

   XDWM..E  ELSIOERT - ECKD Activity - Read I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOETT - ECKD Activity - Total I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOEWT - ECKD Activity - Write I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOPRT - PPRC Activity - Receive I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOPST - PPRC Activity - Send I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOPTT - PPRC Activity - Total I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOSRT - SCSI Activity - Read I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOSTT - SCSI Activity - Total I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSIOSWT - SCSI Activity - Write I/O Intensity

   XDWM..E  ELSPRBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Operation

   XDWM..E  ELSPSBRT - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Operation

   XDWM..E  ELSPSERB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Read/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSERO - ECKD Activity - Read Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSEWB - ECKD Activity - Bytes Written/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSEWO - ECKD Activity - Write Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSPRB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Received/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSPRO - PPRC Activity - Receive Operations/Sec.
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   XDWM..E  ELSPSPSB - PPRC Activity - Bytes Sent/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSPSO - PPRC Activity - Send Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSSRB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSSRO - SCSI Activity - Read Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSSWB - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSPSSWO - SCSI Activity - Write Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ELSSRBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Read/Operation

   XDWM..E  ELSSWBRT - SCSI Activity - Bytes Written/Operation

  

 

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see ESS Link Statistics File (HARELS).

Usage Considerations

RMF Interval data represented in MICS database files uses time and duration information common to all RMF records
for a given SYSID to ensure timestamp consistency across different MICS database files. This consistency allows MICS
database records from different files (such as the HARCPU and HARDVA) to be merged together by ENDTS.

The HARELS file maintains this consistency. Data element values for STARTTS, ENDTS, HOUR, DAY, INTERVAL, and
so on are completely synchronized with the same element values found in other MICS database files generated from RMF
data produced for the same time interval. This not only aids in the merging of data, but also allows for strict minute cut-offs
to ensure that data from 9:00-9:59 is always summarized into hour 9.

The data in the HARELS file may not actually represent activity exactly bounded by STARTTS and ENDTS. This is
because the actual reporting of cache statistics can be delayed by device reserve activity. A unique set of Start Time,
End Time, and Duration elements are provided with the HARELS file. They represent the true time bounds of the data
represented. These elements are listed below:

CACHESTS
Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

CACHEETS
Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

All HARELS observations contain a value in CACHESTS, CACHEETS, and CACHEDUR. The CACHEDUR duration is
used in all per-second rate calculations, rather than the RMF Interval Duration (DURATION).

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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Remember that in the HARELS file CACHESTS (Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp) and CACHEETS (Cache Gatherer
End Time Stamp) represent the true time boundaries of the data, and may be slightly different from the boundaries of the
RMF interval duration.

HARXPS - ESS Extent Pool Statistics File

The ESS Extent Pool Statistics file provides capacity and performance information about allocated disk space in the
extent pools of an Enterprise Disk System. There is one record per extent pool.

The information in the HARXPS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARXPS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, Apr 3, 2019
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 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDWM..E ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E XPID - Extent Pool ID

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

 XDWM..E CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 XDWM..E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

 XDWM..E PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

 XDWM..E RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

 XDWM.. RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

 XDWM..E RMFIML - I/O Measurement Level

 X.....E RMFSRL - SMF Record Level Change Number

 XDWM..E RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

 XDWM..E RMFVER - RMF Version Number

 XDWM..E SCSID - Device Subchannel Set ID

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E SYSNAME - System Name

 XDWM..E SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name

 XDWM..E XPAD - Extent Pool Address

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E XPSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Extent Pool

 XDWM..E XPSXTTP - Extent Pool Type

 

 Accumulated Data Elements
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 XDWM..E XPSRXTCP - Accum Real Extent Pool Capacity

 XDWM..E XPSRXTCV - Real Extent Conversions

 XDWM..E XPSRXTNA - Accum Number of Allocated Real Extents

 XDWM..E XPSRXTNS - Accumulated Number of Real Extents

 XDWM..E XPSVXTCP - Accum Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

 XDWM..E XPSVXTCV - Virtual Extent Conversions

 XDWM..E XPSVXTNS - Accumulated Number of Virtual Extents

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E XPSAVRXA - Avg Number of Allocated Real Extents

 XDWM..E XPSAVRXC - Avg Real Extent Pool Capacity

 XDWM..E XPSAVRXN - Avg Number of Real Extents

 XDWM..E XPSAVVXC - Avg Virtual Extent Pool Capacity

 XDWM..E XPSAVVXN - Avg Number of Virtual Extents

  

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see ESS Extent Pool Statistics File (HARXPS).

Usage Considerations

RMF Interval data represented in MICS database files uses time and duration information common to all RMF records
for a given SYSID to ensure timestamp consistency across different MICS database files. This consistency allows MICS
database records from different files (such as the HARCPU and HARDVA) to be merged together by ENDTS.

The HARXPS file maintains this consistency. Data element values for STARTTS, ENDTS, HOUR, DAY, INTERVAL, and
so on are completely synchronized with the same element values found in other MICS database files generated from RMF
data produced for the same time interval. This not only aids in the merging of data, but also allows for strict minute cut-offs
to ensure that data from 9:00-9:59 is always summarized into hour 9.

The data in the HARXPS file may not actually represent activity exactly bounded by STARTTS and ENDTS. This is
because the actual reporting of cache statistics can be delayed by device reserve activity. A unique set of Start Time,
End Time, and Duration elements are provided with the HARXPS file. They represent the true time bounds of the data
represented. These elements are listed below:

CACHESTS
Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

CACHEETS
Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

All HARXPS observations contain a value in CACHESTS, CACHEETS, and CACHEDUR.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
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• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Remember that in the HARXPS file CACHESTS (Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp) and CACHEETS (Cache Gatherer
End Time Stamp) represent the true time boundaries of the data, and may be slightly different from the boundaries of the
RMF interval duration.

HARERS - ESS Rank Statistics File

The ESS Rank Statistics file quantifies read and write activity in each rank of an extent pool within an Enterprise Disk
System. It also stores disk space capacity and configuration information for each array defined in a rank. There is one
record per rank.

The information in the HARERS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARERS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  XPID      ERSRNKID  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDWM..E  ERSRNKID - Rank Identifier

   XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  XPID     - Extent Pool ID

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

   XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

   XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

  

  Retained Data Elements
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   XDWM..E  ERSCLASS - Array Device Class

   XDWM..E  ERSCRYPT - Data Encrypted Rank

   XDWM..E  ERSRAPID - Rank Adapter Pair ID

   XDWM..E  ERSRAPIV - Rank Adapter Pair ID Valid

   XDWM..E  ERSRNKAD - Rank Address

   XDWM..E  ERSRNKTP - Rank Type

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ERSADTCT - Total DDM Throttling Arrays

   XDWM..E  ERSARDCT - Total RAID Degraded Arrays

   XDWM..E  ERSARECT - Total RPM Exception Arrays

   XDWM..E  ERSARRCT - Accumulated Number of Arrays in Rank

   XDWM..E  ERSROPCT - Number of Read Operations

   XDWM..E  ERSRRTM  - Total Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  ERSRWTM  - Total Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  ERSTOBYR - Total Bytes Read

   XDWM..E  ERSTOBYW - Total Bytes Written

   XDWM..E  ERSTORCP - Accumulated Rank Capacity

   XDWM..E  ERSTORWD - Accumulated Rank Arrays Width

   XDWM..E  ERSWOPCT - Number of Write Operations

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ERSMNRSP - Minimum Array Speed

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ERSMXRSP - Maximum Array Speed

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  ERSAVARR - Avg Number of Arrays in Rank

   XDWM..E  ERSAVRCP - Avg Rank Capacity

   XDWM..E  ERSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

   XDWM..E  ERSAVRWD - Avg Rank Arrays Width

   XDWM..E  ERSAVRWT - Avg Write Response Time

   XDWM..E  ERSBYRRT - Bytes Read/Operation

   XDWM..E  ERSBYWRT - Bytes Written/Operation

   XDWM..E  ERSPSBYR - Bytes Read/Second

   XDWM..E  ERSPSBYW - Bytes Written/Second

   XDWM..E  ERSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

   XDWM..E  ERSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see ESS Rank Statistics File (HARERS).

Usage Considerations

RMF Interval data represented in MICS database files uses time and duration information common to all RMF records
for a given SYSID to ensure timestamp consistency across different MICS database files. This consistency allows MICS
database records from different files (such as the HARCPU and HARDVA) to be merged together by ENDTS.
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The HARERS file maintains this consistency. Data element values for STARTTS, ENDTS, HOUR, DAY, INTERVAL, and
so on are completely synchronized with the same element values found in other MICS database files generated from RMF
data produced for the same time interval. This not only aids in the merging of data, but also allows for strict minute cut-offs
to ensure that data from 9:00-9:59 is always summarized into hour 9.

The data in the HARERS file may not actually represent activity exactly bounded by STARTTS and ENDTS. This is
because the actual reporting of cache statistics can be delayed by device reserve activity. A unique set of Start Time,
End Time, and Duration elements are provided with the HARERS file. They represent the true time bounds of the data
represented. These elements are listed below:

CACHESTS
Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

CACHEETS
Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

CACHEDUR
Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

All HARERS observations contain a value in CACHESTS, CACHEETS, and CACHEDUR. The CACHEDUR duration is
used in all per-second rate calculations, rather than the RMF Interval Duration (DURATION).

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Remember that in the HARERS file, CACHESTS (Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp) and CACHEETS (Cache Gatherer
End Time Stamp) represent the true time boundaries of the data, and may be slightly different from the boundaries of the
RMF interval duration.

HARPHY - Physical Hardware File

The Physical Hardware file is used to store the physical hardware, both CPCs and devices, found. In addition, logical
device groups are stored, identified by SYSID, Device Class, and Device Type, when the physical device associated with
the logical device cannot be identified.

The information in the HARPHY file is obtained from the HARIPU and HARDVA - Device Activity File files.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARPHY Sort Sequence and Data Granularity
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |PHYCKEY   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |PHYCKEY   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |PHYCKEY   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  PHYCKEY  - Composite Physical Hardware Key

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements
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  .DWM..E  PHYCLASS - Hardware Class (CPC, DEV, LDV)

  .DWM..E  PHYDVACT - Total Device Address Count

  .DWM..E  PHYDVNCT - Total Device Name Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPTCT - Total Physical Processor Type Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUCT - Total Physical Processor Count

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC1 - Physical Processor Count 1

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC2 - Physical Processor Count 2

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC3 - Physical Processor Count 3

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC4 - Physical Processor Count 4

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUC5 - Physical Processor Count 5

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN1 - Physical Processor Type 1

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN2 - Physical Processor Type 2

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN3 - Physical Processor Type 3

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN4 - Physical Processor Type 4

  .DWM..E  PHYIPUN5 - Physical Processor Type 5

  .DWM..E  PHYKWHRT - Power Kilowatts per Hour Rate

  .DWM..E  PHYKWHUS - Power Kilowatts per Hour Used

  .DWM..E  PHYLDCLS - Logical Device Class

  .DWM..E  PHYLDSID - Logical Device SYSID

  .DWM..E  PHYLDTYP - Logical Device Type

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC1 - Logical Device Count 1

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC2 - Logical Device Count 2

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC3 - Logical Device Count 3

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC4 - Logical Device Count 4

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVC5 - Logical Device Count 5

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN1 - Logical Device Name 1

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN2 - Logical Device Name 2

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN3 - Logical Device Name 3

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN4 - Logical Device Name 4

  .DWM..E  PHYLDVN5 - Logical Device Name 5

  .DWM..E  PHYMANUF - Physical Hardware Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  PHYMODEL - Physical Hardware Model

  .DWM..E  PHYNDTAG - Physical Device NED Tag

  .DWM..E  PHYPDTYP - Physical Hardware Device Type

  .DWM..E  PHYPLANT - Physical HW Plant of Manufacture

  .DWM..E  PHYPWOVH - Power Overhead Factor

  .DWM..E  PHYSERNB - Physical Hardware Serial Number

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDCT - Total SYSIDs Observed Count

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN1 - Observed SYSID 1

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN2 - Observed SYSID 2

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN3 - Observed SYSID 3

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN4 - Observed SYSID 4

  .DWM..E  PHYSIDN5 - Observed SYSID 5

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  PHYPWCST - Physical Hardware Power Cost

  .DWM..E  PHYPWKWH - Total Kilowatt-Hours (kWh)

  

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Physical Hardware File (HARPHY).
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Usage Considerations

The HARPHY file is created from the DETAIL HARIPU and HARDVA files and contains one observation for each physical
CPC or device for the day. Therefore, each observation contains an ENDTS value with the date set to the observed date,
and the time set to 23:59:59.
After ENDTS is set, the CMNFLDS macro is invoked so associated date and time fields are reset based on the end of day
value.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The HARPHY file contains an inventory of physical hardware. Additional HARPHY data elements can be added to
RMFGENIN and values can be assigned using RMFPHYDE parameters. Calculations for HARPHY data element can be
performed in the USRSPHY user exit.

HARCME - CPU Measurement Facility Engine File

The CPU Measurement Facility Engine file provides IPU level statistics for each active logical processor (engine)
assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter information collected by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).

Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.

The information in the HARCME file is obtained from the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtypes 1 and 2
Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCME Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR  |

 |         |IPUTADDR  IPUTID                                 |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR |

 |         |IPUTID                                           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR |

 |         |IPUTID                                           |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2  CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |CPUTYPE   IPUADDR   IPUTADDR  IPUTID             |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

    

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 12, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWMY.E  IPUADDR  - Processor Core Address

  XDWMY.E  IPUTADDR - Processor Thread Address

  XDWMY.E  IPUTID   - Processor Thread ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWMY.E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
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  XDWMY.E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWMY.E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  CPCUID   - CPC Unique Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp

  X.....E  HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type

  X.....E  HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CMEIPUD  - IPU File Match Description

  X.....E  CMEMASK  - HIS Counter Types Mask

  XDWMY.E  CMEMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWMY.E  CMENAME  - CPC Processor Model Name

  XDWMY.E  CMESUBTP - SMF Type 113 Record Subtype

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMEB0    - B0-Total Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEB1    - B1-Total Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMEB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMEB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMEB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions
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  XDWMY.E  CMEC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

  XDWMY.E  CMEIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

  XDWMY.E  CMEM448  - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEM449  - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMEP34   - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMEP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMEP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMESPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMES32   - SuperV-State Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMES33   - SuperV-State Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMES34   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMES35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMES36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMES37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMETL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMETL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMETSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count

  XDWMY.E  CME1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CME1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME1DUE  - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CME1ICI  - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CME1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CME1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CME1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CME11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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  XDWMY.E  CME12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CME12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME2DUE  - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CME2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME2L2T  - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CME21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CME22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CME22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CME3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CME3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)
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  XDWMY.E  CME3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME3DUE  - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CME3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CME3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CME3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CME3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CME3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CME31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CME32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CME32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CME32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

  XDWMY.E  CME4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

  XDWMY.E  CME4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL2  - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)
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  XDWMY.E  CME4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CME4DUE  - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CME4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CME4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CME4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CME4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL2  - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CME4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CME4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CME4NTA  - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

  XDWMY.E  CME4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL2  - V4 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CME41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CME41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CME41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CME41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CME42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CME42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CME5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CME5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CME5DUE  - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CME5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CME5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CME5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CME5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CME5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CME5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)
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  XDWMY.E  CME5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CME5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CME5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CME5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CME5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CME52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CME52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CME52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CME52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CME6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CME6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CME6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CME6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)
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  XDWMY.E  CME6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CME6DUE  - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CME6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CME6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CME6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CME6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CME6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CME6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CME6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CME6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CME6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CME6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CME6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CME62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CME62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CME62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CME62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CME62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CME62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CME62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CME62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles
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  XDWMY.E  CME62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CME62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVIPU - Average Processor Count

  XDWMY.E  CMEAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMECPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

  XDWMY.E  CMEMIPS  - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCBSY - Percent Busy

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCPST - Pct Problem State

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMEPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

  XDWMY.E  CME1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CME1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CME1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CME1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CME2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss
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  XDWMY.E  CME2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CME3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp
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  XDWMY.E  CME3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CME4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC2  - V4 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD2  - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI2  - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd
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  XDWMY.E  CME4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME4RNI  - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CME4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CME5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CME5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CME5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CME6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CME6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CME6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CME6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CME6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CME6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate
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  XDWMY.E  CME6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Common HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT
Elements and File-specific Elements (HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT).

Usage Considerations

The SMF type 113 record subtype 2 record, used to create the HARCME file before z/OS 2.1, is not created by the IBM
Resource Measurement Facility (RMF). As a result, the STARTTS and ENDTS values for DETAIL level records will not
exactly match the other RMF component database files.

Beginning with z/OS 2.1, however, a new 113 subtype 1 record is created whose interval start and end time stamps do
match the other RMF component database files.

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) control statements used to activate SMF type 113 record collection include
a SMFINTVAL=SYNC parameter that synchronizes SMF type 113 records interval duration and interval boundaries with
those used by RMF, but until z/OS 2.1, the timestamps do not match exactly.                            

As a result, at the DETAIL timespan, HARCME file observations that are created from pre-z/OS 2.1 LPARs cannot be
exactly merged with MICS files created from RMF data, such as the HARIPU or HARCPU files. If SMFINTVAL=SYNC is
used in the HIS control statements, however, merging this file with other RMF component files at the DAYS and higher
timespans will provide accurate measurement associations.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents either the start time of an HIS collection run, or the start time boundary of an interval record.
• ENDTS represents the HIS interval record end time.

HARCMT - CPU Measurement Facility EngType File

The CPU Measurement Facility EngType file provides statistics for each type (e.g., CP, zIIP, zAAP) of active logical
processors (engines) assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter-information collected by the IBM
Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).

Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.

The information in the HARCMT file is obtained from the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtypes 1 and 2
Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCMT Sort Sequence and Data Granularity 

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                      |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                      |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2  CPUTYPE                                |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |CPUTYPE                                          |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

       

   

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 12, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPUTYPE  - Physical Core Type

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month
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  XDWMY.E  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWMY.E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWMY.E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  CPCUID   - CPC Unique Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp

  X.....E  HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type

  X.....E  HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CMTMASK  - HIS Counter Types Mask

  XDWMY.E  CMTMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWMY.E  CMTNAME  - CPC Processor Model Name

  XDWMY.E  CMTSUBTP - SMF Type 113 Record Subtype

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMTB0    - B0-Total Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTB1    - B1-Total Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMTB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles
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  XDWMY.E  CMTB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

  XDWMY.E  CMTIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

  XDWMY.E  CMTM448  - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTM449  - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMTP34   - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMTS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMTS34   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMTTSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1DUE  - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1ICI  - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CMT1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CMT11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CMT11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CMT12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2DUE  - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2L2T  - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CMT21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CMT22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3DUE  - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CMT31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CMT32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CMT32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL2  - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4DUE  - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL2  - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4NTA  - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL2  - V4 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CMT41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CMT42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5DUE  - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CMT52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)
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  XDWMY.E  CMT6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6DUE  - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer
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  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CMT62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMT62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CMT62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVIPU - Average Processor Count

  XDWMY.E  CMTAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMTCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

  XDWMY.E  CMTMIPS  - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCBSY - Percent Busy

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCPST - Pct Problem State

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMTPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

  XDWMY.E  CMT1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5
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  XDWMY.E  CMT1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CMT2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CMT3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss
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  XDWMY.E  CMT3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CMT4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC2  - V4 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD2  - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp
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  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI2  - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT4RNI  - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMT4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CMT5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer
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  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMT5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CMT6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CMT6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CMT6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMT6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Common HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT
Elements and File-specific Elements (HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT).

Usage Considerations

The SMF type 113 record subtype 2 record, used to create the HARCMT file before z/OS 2.1, is not created by the IBM
Resource Measurement Facility (RMF). As a result, the STARTTS and ENDTS values for DETAIL level records will not
exactly match the other RMF component database files. Beginning with z/OS 2.1, however, a new 113 subtype 1 record is
created whose interval start and end time stamps do match the other RMF component database files.

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) control statements used to activate SMF type 113 record collection include
a SMFINTVAL=SYNC parameter that synchronizes SMF type 113 records interval duration and interval boundaries with
those used by RMF, but until z/OS 2.1, the timestamps do not match exactly.

As a result, at the DETAIL timespan, HARCME file observations that are created from pre-z/OS 2.1 LPARs cannot be
exactly merged with MICS files created from RMF data, such as the HARIPU or HARCPU files. If SMFINTVAL=SYNC is
used in the HIS control statements, however, merging this file with other RMF component files at the DAYS and higher
timespans will provide accurate measurement associations.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described here:

• STARTTS represents either the start time of an HIS collection run, or the start time boundary of an interval record.
• ENDTS represents the HIS interval record end time.

HARCML - CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File

The CPU Measurement Facility LPAR file provides LPAR level statistics for all active logical processors (engines)
assigned to a z/OS LPAR. The statistics are derived from counter-information collected by the IBM Hardware
Instrumentation Services (HIS) and the IBM CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF).
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Measurements include counts of instructions executed, cycles expended, level 1 cache miss sourcing information,
cryptographic processor usage, and translation lookaside buffer and page table activity. Capacity-related statistics such as
the Relative Nest Intensity (RNI) are derived from the counter statistics.

The information in the HARCML file is obtained from the Counters section of the SMF type 113 subtypes 1 and 2
Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCML Sort Sequence and Data Granularity 

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     HISCVER1  HISCVER2                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |HISCVER1  HISCVER2                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      HISCVER1 |

 |         |HISCVER2                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR      ZONE      HISCVER1  HISCVER2 |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sun, Nov 8, 2015

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

        

   

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 12, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER1 - CPU MF HIS Basic/Problem Counter Ver

  XDWMY.E  HISCVER2 - CPU MF HIS Extended/Crypto Counter Ver

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWMY.E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWMY.E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWMY.E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWMY.E  CPCUID   - CPC Unique Identifier

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HISCSTTS - CPU MF HIS Collection Start Timestamp

  X.....E  HISINTYP - CPU MF HIS Interval Record Type

  X.....E  HISRVER  - CPU MF HIS Record Version Number

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CMLMASK  - HIS Counter Types Mask

  XDWMY.E  CMLMOD   - Processor Model Family

  XDWMY.E  CMLNAME  - CPC Processor Model Name
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  XDWMY.E  CMLSUBTP - SMF Type 113 Record Subtype

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLB0    - B0-Total Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB1    - B1-Total Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLB2    - B2-Total L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB3    - B3-Total L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLB4    - B4-Total L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLB5    - B5-Total L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC64   - C64-Crypto PRNG Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC65   - C65-Crypto PRNG Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC66   - C66-Crypto PRNG Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC67   - C67-Crypto PRNG Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC68   - C68-Crypto SHA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC69   - C69-Crypto SHA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC70   - C70-Crypto SHA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC71   - C71-Crypto SHA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC72   - C72-Crypto DEA Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC73   - C73-Crypto DEA Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC74   - C74-Crypto DEA Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC75   - C75-Crypto DEA Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC76   - C76-Crypto AES Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC77   - C77-Crypto AES Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC78   - C78-Crypto AES Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC79   - C79-Crypto AES Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC80   - C80-Crypto ECC Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC81   - C81-Crypto ECC Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLC82   - C82-Crypto ECC Blocked Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLC83   - C83-Crypto ECC Blocked Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUCT - Processor Engine Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLIPUR  - IPU File Match Result

  XDWMY.E  CMLM448  - M448-SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLM449  - M449-SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP32   - P32-ProbSt Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP33   - P33-ProbSt Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLP34   - P34-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP35   - P35-ProbSt L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLP36   - P36-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLP37   - P37-ProbSt L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLSPEED - Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMLS32   - SuperV-State Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS33   - SuperV-State Instructions

  XDWMY.E  CMLS34   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS35   - SuperV-State L1 I-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLS36   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLS37   - SuperV-State L1 D-Cache Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1P  - Total L1 Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLTL1W  - Total L1 Cache Writes

  XDWMY.E  CMLTSMT  - Total SMT Cycle Count

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL15 - V1 L1-D from L1.5 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2A - V1 L1-D from L2 On-Bk (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL2B - V1 L1-D from L2 Off-Bk (E133)
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  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3A - V1 L1-D from Local Memory (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DL3B - V1 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1DUE  - V1 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML1ICI  - V1 L1 I-Cache Line Invalidated (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL15 - V1 L1-I from L1.5 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2A - V1 L1-I from L2 On-Bk (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL2B - V1 L1-I from L2 Off-Bk (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3A - V1 L1-I from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML1IL3B - V1 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML1L15T - V1 L1.5 Cache Total Stores (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL15 - V1 Total L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2A - V1 Total L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL2B - V1 Total L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3A - V1 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1TL3B - V1 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBE - V1 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML11DBP - V1 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBE - V1 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML11IBP - V1 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBE - V1 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML11TBP - V1 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCE - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BCL - V1 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML12BPE - V1 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL2  - V2 L1-D from L2 (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3A - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3B - V2 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL3C - V2 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4A - V2 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL4B - V2 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5A - V2 L1-D from Local Memory (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DL5B - V2 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML2DUE  - V2 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL2  - V2 L1-I from L2 (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3A - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3B - V2 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL3C - V2 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4A - V2 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL4B - V2 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5A - V2 L1-I from Local Memory (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML2IL5B - V2 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML2L2T  - V2 L2 Cache Total Stores (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL2  - V2 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3A - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3B - V2 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL3C - V2 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4A - V2 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL4B - V2 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5A - V2 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2TL5B - V2 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBE - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBL - V2 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML21DBP - V2 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)
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  XDWMY.E  CML21IBE - V2 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML21IBP - V2 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBE - V2 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML21TBP - V2 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCE - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BCL - V2 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML22BPE - V2 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAN - V3 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTAS - V3 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML3CTND - V3 Constrained TEND Instruction (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DI3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2D - V3 L1-D from L2-D (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL2I - V3 L1-D from L2-I (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4A - V3 L1-D from L4 On-Bk (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL4B - V3 L1-D from L4 Off-Bk (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5A - V3 L1-D from Local Memory (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DL5B - V3 L1-D from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3A - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3B - V3 L1-D from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DN3C - V3 L1-D from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML3DUE  - V3 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp Intv (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp Intv (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML3II3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk Intv (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL2I - V3 L1-I from L2-I (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4A - V3 L1-I from L4 On-Bk (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL4B - V3 L1-I from L4 Off-Bk (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5A - V3 L1-I from Local Memory (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IL5B - V3 L1-I from Remote Memory (calc)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3A - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B On-Cp No-I (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3B - V3 L1-I from L3 On-B Off-Cp No-I (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML3IN3C - V3 L1-I from L3 Off-Bk No-I (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML3NTA  - V3 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CML3NTND - V3 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL2  - V3 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3A - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3B - V3 Total L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL3C - V3 Total L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4A - V3 Total L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL4B - V3 Total L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5A - V3 Total L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3TL5B - V3 Total L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBE - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBL - V3 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML31DBP - V3 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E128)
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  XDWMY.E  CML31IBE - V3 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML31IBP - V3 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBE - V3 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML31TBP - V3 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCE - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BCL - V3 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E142)

  XDWMY.E  CML32BPE - V3 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAN - V4 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E219)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTAS - V4 Const Tran Abort Slogic (E220)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTND - V4 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML4CTPC - V4 L1 Cache and TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp Int (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DI3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL2  - V4 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3B - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL3D - V4 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4A - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4B - V4 L1 D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL4C - V4 L1 D-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5A - V4 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E161)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5B - V4 L1 D from On-Node Memory (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5C - V4 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E159)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DL5D - V4 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E160)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3A - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Chp NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3B - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DN3C - V4 L1 D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML4DUE  - V4 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D13D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D14C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D23D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D24C - V4 L1 D from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D33D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML4D43D - V4 L1 D from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp Int (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp Int (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML4II3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd Int (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL2  - V4 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3B - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL3D - V4 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4A - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 On-Nd (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4B - V4 L1 I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL4C - V4 L1 I-Cache from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5A - V4 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E179)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5B - V4 L1 I from On-Node Memory (E176)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5C - V4 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E177)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IL5D - V4 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E178)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3A - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Chp NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3B - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp NoI (E166)
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  XDWMY.E  CML4IN3C - V4 L1 I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd NoI (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I13D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col NoI (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I14C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Sm-Col (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I23D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Sm-Col Int (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I24C - V4 L1 I from L4 Off-Dr Far-Col (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I33D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl NoI (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML4I43D - V4 L1 I from L3 Off-Dr Far-Cl Int (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTA  - V4 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E218)

  XDWMY.E  CML4NTND - V4 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL2  - V4 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3A - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3B - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3C - V4 Total L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL3D - V4 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4A - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4B - V4 Total L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL4C - V4 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5A - V4 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5B - V4 Total L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5C - V4 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4TL5D - V4 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBE - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBG - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBL - V4 L1 D-TLB Translation Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML41DBP - V4 L1 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBE - V4 L1 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML41IBP - V4 L1 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBE - V4 L1 Total TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML41TBP - V4 L1 Total TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCE - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BCL - V4 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML42BPE - V4 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAN - V5 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTAS - V5 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTND - V5 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML5CTPC - V5 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DI3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL2  - V5 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3A - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3B - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3C - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3D - V5 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL3V - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4A - V5 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL4B - V5 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5A - V5 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5B - V5 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5C - V5 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DL5D - V5 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3A - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)
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  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3B - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3C - V5 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DN3D - V5 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML5DUE  - V5 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICDI - V5 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICF  - V5 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML5ICSV - V5 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML5II3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL2  - V5 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3A - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3B - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3C - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL3D - V5 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4A - V5 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL4B - V5 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5A - V5 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5B - V5 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5C - V5 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IL5D - V5 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3A - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3B - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3C - V5 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML5IN3D - V5 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML5LHTD - V5 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTA  - V5 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML5NTND - V5 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL2  - V5 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3A - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3B - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3C - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3D - V5 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL3V - V5 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4A - V5 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL4B - V5 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5A - V5 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5B - V5 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5C - V5 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5TL5D - V5 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML52BPE - V5 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CLM - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE 1MB or Last Host (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML52CPE - V5 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBE - V5 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBG - V5 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML52DBP - V5 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBE - V5 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML52IBP - V5 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBE - V5 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML52TBP - V5 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML52TEB - V5 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAN - V6 Const Tran Abort No SLogic (E244)
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  XDWMY.E  CML6CTAS - V6 Const Tran Abort SLogic (E245)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTND - V6 Constrained TEND Instruction (E140)

  XDWMY.E  CML6CTPC - V6 L1-C and L2-TLB Miss P-Cycles (E143)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DAC  - V6 Cycles Obtain Deflate Access (E247)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCC - V6 Deflate Calls Code 0-1-2 (E265)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCCI - V6 Deflate Calls Executed (E264)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DCPU - V6 Cycles Using Deflate Unit (E252)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip Int (E146)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster Int (E149)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer Int (E152)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DI3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E155)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL2  - V6 L1 D-Cache from L2 D-Cache (E133)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3A - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3B - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3C - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3D - V6 L1 D-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL3V - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip INVALID (E158)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4A - V6 L1 D from L4 On-Drawer (E156)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL4B - V6 L1 D from L4 Off-Drawer (E157)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5A - V6 L1 D from On-Chip Memory (E145)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5B - V6 L1 D from On-Cluster Memory (E148)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5C - V6 L1 D from On-Drawer Memory (E151)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DL5D - V6 L1 D from Off-Drawer Memory (E154)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3A - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Chip NoI (E144)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3B - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E147)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3C - V6 L1 D from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E150)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DN3D - V6 L1 D from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E153)

  XDWMY.E  CML6DUE  - V6 L1 D-Cache Updt to Exclusive (E128)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICDI - V6 Dispatched Decimal Instructs (E226)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICF  - V6 BCD to DFP FPoint Ex-Slots (E224)

  XDWMY.E  CML6ICSV - V6 Vector BCD Fpoint Ex-Slots (E225)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip Int (E164)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster Int (E167)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer Int (E170)

  XDWMY.E  CML6II3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer Int (E173)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL2  - V6 L1 I-Cache from L2 I-Cache (E136)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3A - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3B - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3C - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL3D - V6 L1 I-Cache from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4A - V6 L1 I from L4 On-Drawer (E174)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL4B - V6 L1 I from L4 Off-Drawer (E175)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5A - V6 L1 I from On-Chip Memory (E163)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5B - V6 L1 I from On-Cluster Memory (E166)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5C - V6 L1 I from On-Drawer Memory (E169)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IL5D - V6 L1 I from Off-Drawer Memory (E172)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3A - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Chip NoI (E162)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3B - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Cluster NoI (E165)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3C - V6 L1 I from L3 On-Drawer NoI (E168)

  XDWMY.E  CML6IN3D - V6 L1 I from L3 Off-Drawer NoI (E171)

  XDWMY.E  CML6LHTD - V6 Last Host Translation Done (E232)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTA  - V6 Non-Constrained Tran Abort (E243)

  XDWMY.E  CML6NTND - V6 Non-Const TEND Instruction (E141)
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  XDWMY.E  CML6TL2  - V6 Total L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3A - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3B - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3C - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3D - V6 Total L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL3V - V6 Total L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4A - V6 Total L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL4B - V6 Total L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5A - V6 Total L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5B - V6 Total L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5C - V6 Total L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6TL5D - V6 Total L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML62BPE - V6 L2 TLB PTE Array Entry (E137)

  XDWMY.E  CML62CPE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE and PTE Entries (E138)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBE - V6 L2 D-TLB Translation Entry (E129)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBG - V6 L2 TLB Translation Entry 2GB (E132)

  XDWMY.E  CML62DBP - V6 L2 D-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E130)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBE - V6 L2 I-TLB Translation Entry (E134)

  XDWMY.E  CML62IBP - V6 L2 I-TLB Miss Penalty Cycles (E135)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBE - V6 Total L2 TLB Translation Entries

  XDWMY.E  CML62TBP - V6 Total L2 TLB Miss Penalty Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CML62TCE - V6 L2 TLB CRSTE Array Entry 1MB (E131)

  XDWMY.E  CML62TEB - V6 L2 TLB Busy Engine Count (E139)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBA - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto AES

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBD - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto DEA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBE - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto ECC

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBP - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto PRNG

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVCBS - Avg P-Cycles Blocked Crypto SHA

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVIPU - Average Processor Count

  XDWMY.E  CMLAVSPD - Average Processor Speed (GigaHertz)

  XDWMY.E  CMLCPI   - Cycles Per Instruction (CPI)

  XDWMY.E  CMLMIPS  - Actual MIPS Usage Rate

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCBSY - Percent Busy

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBA - Pct Blocked AES Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBD - Pct Blocked DEA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBE - Pct Blocked ECC Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBP - Pct Blocked PRNG Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCCBS - Pct Blocked SHA Crypto Functions

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCL1M - Pct Level 1 Cache Miss

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCPST - Pct Problem State

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM1 - Pct SMT Singlethread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSM2 - Pct SMT Multithread Cycles

  XDWMY.E  CMLPCSST - Pct Supervisor State

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPD - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPI - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPM - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1AVPT - V1 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML1ECPI - V1 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1EICC - V1 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML1ESCM - V1 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss
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  XDWMY.E  CML1PCMT - V1 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML1PCPT - V1 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC15 - V1 Pct L1 from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2A - V1 Pct L1 from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC2B - V1 Pct L1 from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3A - V1 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PC3B - V1 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD15 - V1 Pct L1-D from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2A - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD2B - V1 Pct L1-D from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3A - V1 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PD3B - V1 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI15 - V1 Pct L1-I from L1.5

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2A - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI2B - V1 Pct L1-I from L2 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3A - V1 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1PI3B - V1 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML1RNI  - V1 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML1WKLD - V1 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPD - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPI - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPM - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2AVPT - V2 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2ECPI - V2 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2EICC - V2 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML2ESCM - V2 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCMT - V2 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML2PCPT - V2 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC2  - V2 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3A - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3B - V2 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC3C - V2 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4A - V2 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC4B - V2 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5A - V2 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PC5B - V2 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD2  - V2 PCT L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3A - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3B - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD3C - V2 PCT L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4A - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD4B - V2 PCT L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5A - V2 PCT L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PD5B - V2 PCT L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI2  - V2 PCT L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3A - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3B - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI3C - V2 PCT L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4A - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI4B - V2 PCT L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5A - V2 PCT L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2PI5B - V2 PCT L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML2RNI  - V2 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)
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  XDWMY.E  CML2WKLD - V2 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPD - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPI - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPM - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3AVPT - V3 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3ECPI - V3 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3EICC - V3 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML3ESCM - V3 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCMT - V3 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML3PCPT - V3 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC2  - V3 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3A - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3B - V3 Pct L1 from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC3C - V3 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4A - V3 Pct L1 from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC4B - V3 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5A - V3 Pct L1 from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PC5B - V3 Pct L1 from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD2  - V3 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3A - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3B - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD3C - V3 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4A - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD4B - V3 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5A - V3 Pct L1-D from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PD5B - V3 Pct L1-D from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI2  - V3 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3A - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3B - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Bk Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI3C - V3 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4A - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI4B - V3 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Bk

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5A - V3 Pct L1-I from Local Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3PI5B - V3 Pct L1-I from Remote Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML3RNI  - V3 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML3WKLD - V3 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPD - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPI - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPM - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4AVPT - V4 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ECPI - V4 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML4EICC - V4 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML4ESCM - V4 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4ETTM - V4 Est TLB Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCMT - V4 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML4PCPT - V4 Pct PTE Misses of TLB1 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC2  - V4 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3A - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3B - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3C - V4 Pct L1 from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC3D - V4 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4A - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4B - V4 Pct L1 from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd
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  XDWMY.E  CML4PC4C - V4 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5A - V4 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5B - V4 Pct L1 from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5C - V4 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PC5D - V4 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD2  - V4 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3A - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3B - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3C - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD3D - V4 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4A - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4B - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD4C - V4 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5A - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5B - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5C - V4 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PD5D - V4 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI2  - V4 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3A - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3B - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Nd Off-Chp

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3C - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI3D - V4 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4A - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4B - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Dr Off-Nd

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI4C - V4 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5A - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5B - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Node Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5C - V4 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4PI5D - V4 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML4RNI  - V4 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML4TMRT - V4 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML4WKLD - V4 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPD - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPI - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPM - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5AVPT - V5 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ECPI - V5 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5EICC - V5 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML5ESCM - V5 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5ETTM - V5 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML5PCMT - V5 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML5PCPT - V5 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC2  - V5 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3A - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3B - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3C - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3D - V5 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC3V - V5 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4A - V5 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC4B - V5 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5A - V5 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5B - V5 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5C - V5 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory
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  XDWMY.E  CML5PC5D - V5 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD2  - V5 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3A - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3B - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3C - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3D - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD3V - V5 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4A - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD4B - V5 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5A - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5B - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5C - V5 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PD5D - V5 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI2  - V5 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3A - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3B - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3C - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI3D - V5 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4A - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI4B - V5 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5A - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5B - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5C - V5 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5PI5D - V5 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML5RNI  - V5 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML5TMRT - V5 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML5WKLD - V5 Workload Hint

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPD - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 D-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPI - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 I-Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPM - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6AVPT - V6 Avg Penalty Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ECPI - V6 Estimated Finite CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6EICC - V6 Est Instruction Complexity CPI

  XDWMY.E  CML6ESCM - V6 Est Sourcing Cycles per L1 Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6ETTM - V6 Est TLB2 Cycles per TLB Miss

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCMT - V6 TLB CPU Pct Miss of Total CPU

  XDWMY.E  CML6PCPT - V6 Pct PTE Misses of TLB2 Misses

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC2  - V6 Pct L1 from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3A - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3B - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3C - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3D - V6 Pct L1 from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC3V - V6 Pct L1 from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4A - V6 Pct L1 from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC4B - V6 Pct L1 from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5A - V6 Pct L1 from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5B - V6 Pct L1 from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5C - V6 Pct L1 from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PC5D - V6 Pct L1 from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD2  - V6 Pct L1-D from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3A - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3B - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3C - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Drawer
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  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3D - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD3V - V6 Pct L1-D from L3 On-Chip INVALID

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4A - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD4B - V6 Pct L1-D from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5A - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5B - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5C - V6 Pct L1-D from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PD5D - V6 Pct L1-D from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI2  - V6 Pct L1-I from L2

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3A - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Chip

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3B - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Cluster

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3C - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI3D - V6 Pct L1-I from L3 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4A - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 On-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI4B - V6 Pct L1-I from L4 Off-Drawer

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5A - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Chip Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5B - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Cluster Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5C - V6 Pct L1-I from On-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6PI5D - V6 Pct L1-I from Off-Drawer Memory

  XDWMY.E  CML6RNI  - V6 Relative Nest Intensity (RNI)

  XDWMY.E  CML6TMRT - V6 TLB Miss Rate

  XDWMY.E  CML6WKLD - V6 Workload Hint

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Common HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT
Elements and File-specific Elements (HARCME, HARCML, HARCMT).

Usage Considerations

The SMF type 113 record subtype 2 record, used to create the HARCML file before z/OS 2.1, is not created by the IBM
Resource Measurement Facility (RMF). As a result, the STARTTS and ENDTS values for DETAIL level records will not
exactly match the other RMF component database files. Beginning with z/OS 2.1, however, a new 113 subtype 1 record is
created whose interval start and end time stamps do match the other RMF component database files.

The Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS) control statements used to activate SMF type 113 record collection include
a SMFINTVAL=SYNC parameter that synchronizes SMF type 113 records interval duration and interval boundaries with
those used by RMF, but until z/OS 2.1, the timestamps do not match exactly.

As a result, at the DETAIL timespan, HARCME file observations that are created from pre-z/OS 2.1 LPARs cannot be
exactly merged with MICS files created from RMF data, such as the HARIPU or HARCPU files. If SMFINTVAL=SYNC is
used in the HIS control statements, however, merging this file with other RMF component files at the DAYS and higher
timespans will provide accurate measurement associations.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents either the start time of an HIS collection run, or the start time boundary of an interval record.
• ENDTS represents the HIS interval record end time.
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HARCFA - CF Channel Path File

The CF Channel Path file stores the characteristics of the channel paths of type CIB or CFP associated to local or remote
coupling facilities on a zEC12. It also contains limited identification information (channel path id, channel path type) for
channel paths other than CIB or CFP.

This file is derived from the SMF type 74 subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

 |         |CFYCFNM   CFYRCFNM  CHANNEL                      |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Mon, Dec 10, 2014

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Jun 28, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element
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   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYRCFNM - Remote CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFAACRNM - Channel Path Acronym

  XDWM..E  CFADEGRA - Degraded Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  CFAEDIST - Channel Path Estimated Distance

  XDWM..E  CFAHCAID - Adapter Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFAHCAPN - Adapter Port Number

  XDWM..E  CFALATTM - Channel Path Latency Time

  XDWM..E  CFAOPMOD - Channel Path Operation Mode

  XDWM..E  CFAPCHID - Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

  XDWM..E  CFASAP1  - 1st I/O Processor Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFASAP2  - 2nd I/O Processor Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFASAP3  - 3rd I/O Processor Identifier

  XDWM..E  CFASAP4  - 4th I/O Processor Identifier

  

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CFACPSCT - Intvls Sender Channel Path

  XDWM..E  CFADEGCT - Intvls with Channel Path Degraded

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see CF Channel Path File (HARCFA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

HARCFM - CF Structure SCM Activity File

The CF Structure SCM Activity File provides comprehensive information about the use of coupling facility (CF) storage-
class memory (SCM) for structures enabled to use SCM (also referred to as "flash" memory).

The CF Structure SCM Activity File provides comprehensive information about the use of coupling facility (CF) storage-
class memory (SCM) for structures enabled to use SCM (also referred to as "flash" memory).

The information provided in this file includes the maximum SCM storage available to the structure, SCM utilization levels,
storage, response times for requests that access SCM, and other statistics that help you to monitor and validate the SCM
related parameters specified for the structure. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a
complete picture of each CF structure that is enabled to use SCM.

The information in the HARCFM file is obtained from the Storage Class Memory Data Section of the RMF type 74 subtype
4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

1 - File Organization

2 - Data Elements List

3 - Usage Considerations

4 - Retrieval Examples

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.
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HARCFM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

 |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Jun 28, 2019

      

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

        

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Jun 13, 2019

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMALGTP - SCM Algorithm Type

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLTS - Pct Lower Threshold Stop SCM to CF

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLTT - Pct Lower Threshold Trigger SCM to CF

  XDWM..E  CFMPCUTS - Pct Upper Threshold Stop CF to SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMPCUTT - Pct Upper Threshold Trigger CF to SCM

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMTOAEC - Tot SCM Aux Enabled Command Count

  XDWM..E  CFMTOFAS - Total SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOFAU - Total SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOLE  - Total List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMTOLM  - Total List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMTOPIR - Total SCM Prefetch Initiated Reads

  XDWM..E  CFMTORBT - Tot Read Bytes from SCM to CF (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTORIR - Total SCM Reference Initiated Reads

  XDWM..E  CFMTORKH - Tot SCM Refs to Resolve Entry Key Hash

  XDWM..E  CFMTORLL - Tot SCM Refs to Locate List Objects

  XDWM..E  CFMTORNO - Tot SCM Refs to Migrate For New Objects

  XDWM..E  CFMTORSQ - Sum Sq SCM Reads Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTORST - Total SCM Reads Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTOSMU - Total SCM In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOSRK - SCM Refs to Migrate for Key-Range Init

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWBT - Tot Write Bytes from CF to SCM (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWOS - Total Write Operations to SCM
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  XDWM..E  CFMTOWSQ - Sum Sq SCM Writes Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFMTOWST - Total SCM Writes Service Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMMNLAA - Min List Entries after Allocate

  XDWM..E  CFMMNMAA - Min List Elements after Allocate

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMMXEAS - Max Estimated Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMMXELE - Max Estimated List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMMXELM - Max Estimated List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMMXLEB - Max List Entries per SCM Buffer

  XDWM..E  CFMMXLMB - Max List Elements per SCM Buffer

  XDWM..E  CFMMXSCM - Max SCM Allowed (4KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CFMAVFAS - Avg SCM Fixed Aug Space (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVFAU - Avg SCM Aug Space In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVLE  - Avg List Entries in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMAVLM  - Avg List Elements in SCM

  XDWM..E  CFMAVRST - Avg Service Time per SCM Read

  XDWM..E  CFMAVSMU - Avg SCM In-Use (4KB)

  XDWM..E  CFMAVWST - Avg Service Time per SCM Write

  XDWM..E  CFMPCAIU - Pct Augmented Space In-Use

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLEU - Pct Utilization List Entry Capacity

  XDWM..E  CFMPCLMU - Pct Utilization List Element Capacity

  XDWM..E  CFMPCSIU - Pct SCM In-Use

  XDWM..E  CFMSDRST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Read

  XDWM..E  CFMSDWST - Std Dev Service Time per SCM Write

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARCFM file are provided below:

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical HARCFM retrieval examples.
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• Merge yesterday's DETAIL timespan CF Request (HARCFR) file with the CF Structure SCM Activity file to provide
additional information for CF Structure SCM Activity File. Print structure name, total SCM in use, average Service Time
per SCM Read, average Service Time per SCM Write. Calculate and print percentage of the SCM auxiliary enabled
command count in relation to all request for this structure, percentage of delayed faults in relation to all requests for the
structure. Note that no sort is required as these two files have an identical sort/sequence order:

     DATA ;

     MERGE &PHARX..HARCFR01(IN=R) &PHARX..HARCFM01(IN=C) ;

       BY SYSID ENDTS CFYSYSNM CFYCFNM CFYSTRNM ;

       SCMATR = CFMTOAEC*100/(CFRTOSRC+CFRTOARC);

       SCMDFR = CFRTOSSA*100/(CFRTOSRC+CFRTOARC);

     IF R AND C ;

 

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR CFYSTRNM CFMTOSMU CFMAVRST CFMAVWST SCMATR SCMDFR;

        

• Print standard deviation of the average service time, in seconds, expended for each coupling facility (CF) read
operation from storage-class memory (SCM) for the structure, occurring yesterday:

     DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARCFM01;

     IF CFMSDRST GT 0 ;

 

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID CFYSTRNM CFMSDRST ;

      

HARCFN - CF Async Duplexing Activity File

The CF Async Duplexing Activity File stores information about asynchronously duplexed coupling facility (CF) lock
structures.

The CF Async Duplexing Activity File stores information about asynchronously duplexed coupling facility (CF) lock
structures. The statistics provided include response and delay time statistics and operation counts from both the primary
and secondary CF perspectives. This file can be merged with the CF Request (HARCFR) file to provide a complete
picture of each asynchronously duplexed structure in the coupling facility.

The information in the HARCFN file is obtained from the Asynchronous CF Duplexing Data Section of the RMF type 74
subtype 4 Coupling Facility Activity record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

1. File Organization
2. Data Elements List
3. Usage Considerations
4. Retrieval Examples

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCFN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |CFYSYSNM  CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      CFYSYSNM |

 |         |CFYCFNM   CFYSTRNM                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Jun 28, 2019

      

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

         GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Aug 8, 2019

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFYCFNM  - CF Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSTRNM - CF Structure Name

  XDWM..E  CFYSYSNM - Name of System Using CF
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  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 Common Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFYLPID  - CF Logical Partition ID

  XDWM..E  CFYSTYPE - CF Structure Type

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 Retained Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNAROLE - Async Duplex Structure Role (P or S)

  X.....E  CFNSQAOH - OpSeq High Executed in Primary

  X.....E  CFNSQCOH - OpSeq High Comp in Secondary

  X.....E  CFNSQFO  - OpSeq Last Failed Operation

  X.....E  CFNSQHEO - OpSeq High Can be Exec and Comp in Sec

  X.....E  CFNSQOPH - OpSeq High Comp in Sec Seen in Primary

  X.....E  CFNSQOSH - OpSeq High Comp in Primary Seen in Sec

 Accumulated Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNTODSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOEDT - Tot Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOESQ - Sum Sq Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOMDT - Tot Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOMSQ - Sum Sq Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOCB - Total Async Ops Completed in Both

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOCS - Total Async Ops Completed in Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOOEP - Total Async Ops Executed in Primary

  XDWM..E  CFNTOORS - Total Async Ops Recognized in Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPDT - Tot Async Primary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPS  - Tot Async Ops Primary to Second

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPSC - Tot Async Ops Primary and Second Comp

  XDWM..E  CFNTOPSQ - Sum Sq Primary Queue Delay Time
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  XDWM..E  CFNTOQSC - Tot Async Secondary Op Queue Stalls

  XDWM..E  CFNTORDT - Tot Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTORSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSDT - Tot Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSSQ - Sum Sq Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOSST - Tot Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOTSQ - Sum Sq P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOTTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOVSQ - Sum Sq Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFNTOVTM - Tot Async P-to-S Ops Service Time

 Derived Data Elements

  XDWM..E  CFNAVEDT - Avg Primary Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVMDT - Avg Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVPDT - Avg Async Primary Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVRDT - Avg Async Second Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVSDT - Avg Async Secondary Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVSST - Avg Async Secondary Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVTTM - Avg Async P-to-S Ops Transmission Time

  XDWM..E  CFNAVVTM - Avg Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDEDT - Std Dev Prim Recognize Resp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDMDT - Std Dev Async Message Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDPDT - Std Dev Async Primary Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDRDT - Std Dev Async Sec Report Comp Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDSDT - Std Dev Async Second Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDSST - Std Dev Async Second Queue Stall Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDTTM - Std Dev Async P-to-S Ops Trans Time

  XDWM..E  CFNSDVTM - Std Dev Async Ops P-to-S Service Time

 

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARCFN file are provided below:

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical HARCFM retrieval examples.
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• Merge yesterday's DETAIL timespan CF Request (HARCFR) file with the CF Structure SCM Activity file to provide
additional information for CF Structure SCM Activity File.Print struture name, Average Async Operations Service Time,
Average Async Operations Transmission Time, the total number of asynchronous duplex operations that requested a
sync-up with the primary coupling facility (CF), the total number of asynchronous duplex requests that were suspended
while waiting for operations to complete in the secondary structure. Note that no sort is required as these two files have
an identical sort/sequence order:

     DATA;

     MERGE &PHARX..HARCFR01(IN=R) &PHARX..HARCFN01(IN=C) ;

       BY SYSID ENDTS CFYSYSNM CFYCFNM CFYSTRNM ;

     IF R AND C ;

 

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR CFYSTRNM CFNAVVTM CFNAVTTM CFRTOAPS CFRTOAWS ;

        

        

• Print total transmission time for asynchronous operations from the primary coupling facility structure to the secondary
coupling facility sctructure occurring yesterday:

    DATA;

     SET &PHARD..HARCFN1;

     IF CFNTOTTM GT 0 ;

 

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID CFYSTRNM CFNTOTTM ;

      

HARCRK - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

The Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity file provides statistics on operations executed on Cryptographic cards
configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode at the CPC level. Measurements include operations counts, execution times,
per second rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or asymmetric
cryptographic functions.

The information in the HARCRK file is obtained from the cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HARCRK file is similar to the HAR_RK (LPAR level) file. Each observation in this HARCRK file represents CPC level
activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARCRK Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic PKCS11 Coprocessor Type

  XDWM..E  CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

  XDWM..E  CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate
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  XDWM..E  CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File
(HARCRK).

Usage Considerations

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:

HARCRA
Crypto Accelerator Activity File

HAR_RA
Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File

HARCRF
ICSF Services Activity File

HARCRK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

HARCRP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File

HAR_RP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File

While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records, the
data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.

For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files reflects
activity at the LPAR level.

HARPCI - PCIe Activity File

The PCIe Activity file provides statistics for all PCI Express functions allocated by address spaces. Measurements include
operations counts, execution times, per second rates, and utilization percentages.
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The information in the HARPCI file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 9 PCI Express Based Function Activity
record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARPCI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     PCIPFID   PCIDEVTP  PCIPCHID  PCIATYP  |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:   Wed, Dec 9, 2015

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

  GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Dec 9, 2015

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  PCIATYP  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type

   XDWM..E  PCIDEVTP - PCIe Function Device Type

   XDWM..E  PCIPCHID - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID)

   XDWM..E  PCIPFID  - PCIe Function ID

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCIADSC  - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Description

   XDWM..E  PCIATYPC - PCIe Hardware Accelerator Type (Char)

   XDWM..E  PCIDEVNM - PCIe Function Device Name

   XDWM..E  PCIDEVTC - PCIe Function Device Type (Char)

   X.....E  PCIFMTTP - PCIe Function Data Format Type

   XDWM..E  PCILATM  - Last Time PCIe Function Allocated

   XDWM..E  PCIPCHIC - PCIe Physical Channel Id (PCHID) (Char)

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDC - PCIe Function ID (Char)

   XDWM..E  PCISCNT  - PCIe Last Update Sequence Number

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCIACLCT - Intvls with PCIe Accelerator Data

   XDWM..E  PCIADMAR - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Read Bytes

   XDWM..E  PCIADMAW - Total PCIe Accelerator DMA Write Bytes

   XDWM..E  PCIAEREQ - Total Error PCIe Accelerator Requests

   XDWM..E  PCIALCTM - Total Time PCIe Function Allocated

   XDWM..E  PCIAQFUL - Total Times PCIe Adaptor Queue Full
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   XDWM..E  PCIAQSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Sum Sqrs

   XDWM..E  PCIAQTM  - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Queue Time

   XDWM..E  PCIASREQ - Total Successful PCIe Accelerator Reqs

   XDWM..E  PCIAXSSQ - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Sum Sqrs

   XDWM..E  PCIAXTM  - Total PCIe Accelerator Req Exec Time

   XDWM..E  PCICMPCT - Intvls with PCIe Compression Data

   XDWM..E  PCIDMAR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received from DMA

   XDWM..E  PCIDMAW  - Total PCIe Bytes Transfer to DMA

   XDWM..E  PCIEBYR  - Total PCIe Bytes Received on Ethernet

   XDWM..E  PCIEBYT  - Total PCIe Bytes Transmit on Ethernet

   XDWM..E  PCIEPKR  - Total PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet

   XDWM..E  PCIEPKT  - Total PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet

   XDWM..E  PCILOOP  - Total PCI Load Operations

   XDWM..E  PCINODTM - Total Time no Valid PCIe Data Reported

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDA - Intvls PCIe PFID Allocated

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDD - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocated EOI

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDE - Intvls PCIe PFID In Error

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDP - Intvls PCIe PFID De-Allocate Pending

   XDWM..E  PCIPFIDR - Intvls PCIe PFID Re-Allocated EOI

   XDWM..E  PCIRFOP  - Total PCI Refresh Translation Ops

   XDWM..E  PCISBOP  - Total PCI Store Block Operations

   XDWM..E  PCISTOP  - Total PCI Store Operations

   XDWM..E  PCIWUP   - Total PCIe Work Units Processed

   XDWM..E  PCIZCACQ - zEDC Bytes After Comp Sum Squares

   XDWM..E  PCIZCADQ - zEDC Bytes After Decomp Sum Squares

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBCQ - zEDC Bytes Before Comp Sum Squares

   XDWM..E  PCIZCBDQ - zEDC Bytes Before Decomp Sum Squares

   XDWM..E  PCIZCDRQ - Total zEDC Decompression Requests

   XDWM..E  PCIZCMEM - zEDC Buffer Pool Allocation MB

   XDWM..E  PCIZCMSM - zEDC Sum Buffer Pool Use MB

   XDWM..E  PCIZCREQ - Total zEDC Compression Requests

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCIMXWRT - Max PCIe Work Units per Second

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  PCIAQSTD - PCIe Accelerator Queue Time Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBAC - Avg zEDC Bytes After Compression

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBAD - Avg zEDC Bytes After Decompression

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBBC - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Compression

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBBD - Avg zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBPR - Avg zEDC Buffer Pool Use per Req (MB)

   XDWM..E  PCIAVBYR - Avg PCIe Accel Bytes per Request

   XDWM..E  PCIAVQTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Queue Time

   XDWM..E  PCIAVXTM - Avg PCIe Accelerator Request Exec Time

   XDWM..E  PCIAXSTD - PCIe Accelerator Exec Time Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIPCABT - Pct PCIe Accelerator Busy
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   XDWM..E  PCIPCAUT - Pct PCIe Work Unit Utilization

   XDWM..E  PCIPCBPU - Pct Avg PCIe Accel Buffer Pool Util

   XDWM..E  PCIPSBOR - PCI Store Block Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSCRR - zEDC Compression Request Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSDMR - PCIe MB Received from DMA Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSDMT - PCIe MB Transferred to DMA Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSDRR - zEDC Decompression Request Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSDTR - PCIe Accel DMA Ops Transfer Rate (MB)

   XDWM..E  PCIPSERR - PCIe MB Received on Ethernet Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSETR - PCIe MB Transmit on Ethernet Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSLOR - PCI Load Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSPRR - PCIe Packets Received on Ethernet Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSPTR - PCIe Packets Transmit on Ethernet Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSROR - PCI Refresh Translate Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSSOR - PCI Store Operations Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSWUP - PCIe Work Units Processed Rate

   XDWM..E  PCIPSZCR - zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

   XDWM..E  PCIPSZDR - zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

   XDWM..E  PCIZACTD - zEDC Bytes After Compression Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIZADTD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIZBCTD - zEDC Bytes Before Compression Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIZBDTD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression Std Dev

   XDWM..E  PCIZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

   XDWM..E  PCIZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see PCIe Activity file (HARPCI).

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARPCI file are provided below:

• Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

• ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
– STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

• Information about all PCIe function activity in this HARPCI file. For IBM z14 and earlier model CPCs, one available
PCIe function is zEDC data compression and decompression.

• Beginning with the IBM z15 CPC, however, zEDC data compression and decompression is available on-chip, without
having to purchase the extra cost PCIe function cards that were required for zEDC with IBM z14 and earlier CPC
models.
Overall zEDC performance information for IBM z14 and earlier CPC models is captured in SMF type 74-9 PCI Express
Based Function Activity records.
For IBM z15 and later CPC models, however, the same overall zEDC performance information is captured in SMF type
74-10 EADM Statistics records.
To report on zEDC performance statistics:
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– For data captured from z/OS LPARs running on IBM z14 and earlier CPC models, zEDC compression/
decompression performance information is found in the HARPCI file:
HARPCI - PCIe Function Activity File

– For data captured from z/OS LPARs running on IBM z15 and later CPC models, zEDC compression/decompression
performance information is found in the HAREAD file:
HAREAD - EADM Activity File

– For all IBM CPC models, zEDC compression/decompression statistics at the address space level are found in the
following SMF component step and job level files:
• BATPGM  Batch User Program Activity File
• BAT_TS  SMF User TSO Activity File
• BAT_ST  System Task Program Activity File
• BAT_TP  APPC/MVS TP Activity File
• BAT_OE  Open Edition/MVS Program File
• BAT_SA  System Address Space File
• BATJOB  Batch User Job Activity File
• BAT_JS  Batch User Job Suspend File

HARTGC -Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity

The Tenant Resource Group CPU Activity File stores information about the resource utilization of individual Tenant
Resource Groups (TRGs) that had workload activity on the z/OS LPAR. In addition to uniquely identifying the TRG, with
the Tenant Resource Group (TRGGROUP) and Tenant ID (TRGTID) summarization keys, the file provides Service Unit
consumption metrics for each core type (CP, zIIP, and zAAP), the four-hour rolling average of MSU use, and the average
memory use of the tenant workloads.

Because multiple TRGs can be concurrently active, the HARTGC resource utilization metrics are summarized into
similarly named CPU***** data elements in the HARCPU file. This supports overall TRG usage reporting from the
HARCPU file and the breakdown analysis of individual TRG utilization from the HARTGC file.

The information in the HARTGC file is obtained from the Tenant Resource Group Data Section of the RMF type 70
subtype 1 CPU Activity record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints:

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARTGC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     TRGGROUP  TRGTID                       |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |TRGGROUP  TRGTID                                 |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |TRGGROUP  TRGTID                                 |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      TRGGROUP |

 |         |TRGTID                                           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Wed, Aug 5, 2020

  

  

 

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Aug 5, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

  XDWM..E  TRGTID   - Tenant ID

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CPCCCP   - Current Highest CPU ID Installed

  XDWM..E  CPCCHGRS - Capacity Change Reason

  XDWM..E  CPCHWMID - CPC Physical Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCICP   - Highest CPU ID Installed at IPL
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  XDWM..E  CPCMCP   - Max Available CPU ID Number at IPL

  XDWM..E  CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMODNR - Nominal Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMODRT - Effec. Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCID - CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCNR - Nominal Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMPCRT - Effec. Permanent Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCID - CPC Temporary Model Capacity Identifier

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCNR - Nominal Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCMTCRT - Effec. Temporary Model Capacity Rating

  XDWM..E  CPCPLANT - CPC Manufacturer Plant

  XDWM..E  CPCSEQNB - CPC Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..E  RMFPVCOR - PROCVIEW CORE Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

  XDWM..E  TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID

  XDWM..E  TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCTMSMP - Number of Tenant Memory Samples

  XDWM..E  TGCTOLAT - Sum Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTCP - Total Tenant SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTMC - Sum Tenant Memory Use

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTSU - Total Tenant SUs on zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  TGCTOTZA - Total Tenant SUs on zAAP Cores

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCMNLAT - Min Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs
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 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCMXLAT - Max Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGCAVLAT - Four-Hour Avg of Tenant CPU MSUs

  XDWM..E  TGCAVTMC - Avg Tenant Memory Use (Bytes)

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARTGC file are provided below:

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical HARTGC retrieval example.

• Show the resource utilization of each Tenant Resource Group (TRG) at the hourly level for each SYSID where the
TRG workloads executed. Express general purpose CP use as Service Units and MSU

     PROC SORT DATA=&HARD..HARTGC01 OUT=TEMP ;

       BY TRGGROUP TRGTID ENDTS SYSID ;

 

     DATA TEMP ; SET TEMP ;          

     LABEL CPMSU = 'Tenant CP Core MSUs' ;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;            

     IF DURATION THEN CPMSU=(TGCTOTCP*3600) /

                               (DURATION*1000000);       

                 ELSE CPMSU= . ;   

 

     PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL ;

       BY TRGGROUP ;

     ID DATE HOUR TRGGROUP TRGTID SYSID ;

     VAR TGCTOTCP CPMSU TGCTOTSU TGCTOTZA TGCAVLAT TGCAVTMC ;

HARSLS - Synchronous IO link Statistics File
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The Synchronous IO Link Statistics File file provides statistics for synchronous I/O operations on defined IBM
zHyperLinks. Measurements include read and write operations counts, execution times, per second rates, and successful
I/O operation percentages.

Information in the HARSLS file is obtained from the SMF type 74 subtype 8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints:

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HARSLS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ESSCUSER  SLSIID    SLSTYP    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Sat, Feb 6, 2021

    

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements that are contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
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– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

   Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDWM..E  ESSCUSER - ESS Primary Control Unit Serial Number

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SLSIID   - zLink Interface ID

  XDWM..E  SLSTYP   - zLink I/O Type(port)

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CACHEDUR - Cache Gatherer Interval Duration

  XDWM..E  CACHEETS - Cache Gatherer End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CACHESTS - Cache Gatherer Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF
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  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  XPAD     - Extent Pool Address

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSSPD   - Synch I/O Link PCI Speed Model

  XDWM..E  SLSWHD   - Synch I/O Link Width

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSCBR   - Synch I/O Bytes Read

  XDWM..E  SLSCBW   - Synch I/O Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  SLSCRO   - Synch I/O Read Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCRS   - Successful Synch I/O Read Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCRTM  - Synch I/O Read Time

  XDWM..E  SLSCWO   - Synch I/O Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCWS   - Successful Synch I/O Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSCWTM  - Synch I/O Write Time

  XDWM..E  SLSNBO   - NVS Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSNBW   - NVS Bytes Written

  XDWM..E  SLSNWS   - Successful NVS Write Operations

  XDWM..E  SLSNWTM  - NVS Write Time

  XDWM..E  SLSSIOIN - Intvls where Link Handshake Incomplete

  XDWM..E  SLSSIONT - Intvls where Link not Trained

  XDWM..E  SLSSIONU - Intvls where Link not Used

  XDWM..E  SLSSIOOP - Intvls where Link Operational

  XDWM..E  SLSSIOQU - Intvls where Link Quiesced

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SLSAVNRT - Avg NVS Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSAVNWB - Avg NVS Write Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVRBO - Avg Read Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVRRT - Avg Read Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSAVWBO - Avg Write Bytes per Operation

  XDWM..E  SLSAVWRT - Avg Write Response Time

  XDWM..E  SLSPCNOS - Pct NVS Write Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPCROS - Pct Read Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPCWOS - Pct Write Operations Successful

  XDWM..E  SLSPSNOP - NVS Write Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  SLSPSROP - Read Operations/Second

  XDWM..E  SLSPSWOP - Write Operations/Second
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Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARSLS file are provided below:

1. Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS

2. ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
– STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time

3. Information related to zHyperLink activity is found in the following file:
– Synchronous IO link Statistics File (HARSLS)

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical HARSLS retrieval examples.

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's hourly zHyperLink I/O operation activity:

       DATA;

       SET &PHARD..HARSLS01;

         IF SYSID='xxxx' AND   /* subset to a LPAR */

            SLSSIOOP GE 1;

       DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);  FORMAT DATE DATE9.;

       IF DATE=TODAY() - 1;

       RUN;

       PROC SORT; BY SYSID DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT LABEL NOOBS;

         BY SYSID DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID;

         SUMBY SYSID DATE;

         VAR DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID SLSTYP

             SLSSPD SLSCRO SLSPSROP SLSPCROS

             SLSCWO SLSPSWOP SLSPCWOS;

         TITLE 'zHyperLink I/O Operation Activity';

       RUN;

    

• Print yesterday's average zHyperLink I/O response time for read and write operations:

       DATA;

       SET &PHARD..HARSLS01;

         IF SYSID='xxxx' AND   /* subset to a LPAR */
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            SLSSIOOP GE 1;

       DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS);  FORMAT DATE DATE9.;

       IF DATE=TODAY() - 1;

       RUN;

       PROC SORT; BY SYSID DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID;

       RUN;

       PROC PRINT LABEL NOOBS;

         BY SYSID DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID;

         VAR DATE HOUR ESSCUSER SLSIID SLSTYP

             SLSCRO SLSAVRRT SLSCWO SLSAVWRT SLSNBO SLSNWTM;

         TITLE 'zHyperLink I/O Response Time Analysis';

       RUN;

    

HAR_RA - Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR

The Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic accelerators in
Modulus-Exponent (ME) and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) formats. Measurements include operations counts,
execution times, and per-second rates, as well as accelerator utilization percentages.

The information in the HAR_RA file is obtained from the cryptographic accelerator data section of the RMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RA file is a parallel file to the HARCRA (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RA file represents LPAR
level activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HAR_RA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRACAIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRACAIDX - Cryptographic Accelerator Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRACPTYP - Cryptographic Accelerator Type
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  XDWM..E  CRADOMID - Crypto Accelerator Domain ID

  XDWM..E  CRANBENG - Number of Engines

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRATOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRATOXET - Total Execution time

  XDWM..E  CRA1CCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRCT - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1CRTM - 1024-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA1MCCT - Intvls with 1024-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA1MECT - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA1METM - 1024-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2CCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRCT - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2CRTM - 2048-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA2MCCT - Intvls with 2048-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA2MECT - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA2METM - 2048-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3CCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-CRT Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRCT - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3CRTM - 4096-bit-CRT Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRA3MCCT - Intvls with 4096-bit-ME Format Data

  XDWM..E  CRA3MECT - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations

  XDWM..E  CRA3METM - 4096-bit-ME Operations Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRAAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1CT - Avg 1024-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV1MT - Avg 1024-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2CT - Avg 2048-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV2MT - Avg 2048-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3CT - Avg 4096-bit-CRT Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAAV3MT - Avg 4096-bit-ME Operations Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRAPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1CU - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC1MU - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2CU - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC2MU - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3CU - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPC3MU - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Pct Util

  XDWM..E  CRAPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1CO - 1024-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS1MO - 1024-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2CO - 2048-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS2MO - 2048-bit-ME Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3CO - 4096-bit-CRT Format Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRAPS3MO - 4096-bit-ME Format Operations Rate
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Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HAR_RA file are provided below.

1. Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

2. ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
– STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

3. Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:
– Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA)
– Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File (HAR_RA)
– ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRK)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RK)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RP)
While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records,
the data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.
For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files
reflects activity at the LPAR level.

HAR_RK - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR

The Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on Cryptographic cards
configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, per second
rates, and utilization percentages, for secure public-key operations executed by symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic
functions.

The information in the HAR_RK file is obtained from the cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessor data section of the SMF type
70 subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RK file is a parallel file to the HARCRK (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RK file represents LPAR
level activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HAR_RK Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRKCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKCPTYP - Cryptographic PKCS11 Coprocessor Type

  XDWM..E  CRKDOMID - Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAGCCT - Intvls with Asymmetric-Key Gen Data

  XDWM..E  CRKFACCT - Intvls with Fast Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSACCT - Intvls with Slow Asymmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSCCCT - Intvls with Complete Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKSPCCT - Intvls with Partial Symmetric-Key Data

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGC - Asymmetric-Key Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOAGT - Asymmetric-Key Generation Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOFAT - Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSAT - Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSCT - Complete Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations

  XDWM..E  CRKTOSPT - Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKTOXET - Total Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRKAVAGT - Avg Asymmetric-Key Generation Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVFAT - Avg Fast Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSAT - Avg Slow Asymmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSCT - Avg Complete Symmetric-Key Exec Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVSPT - Avg Partial Symmetric-Key Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRKPCAGT - Pct Asymmetric-Key Gen Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCFAT - Pct Fast Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSAT - Pct Slow Asymmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSCT - Pct Complete Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCSPT - Pct Partial Symmetric-Key Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPCXET - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRKPSAGC - Asymmetric-Key Gen Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSFAC - Fast Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate
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  XDWM..E  CRKPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSAC - Slow Asymmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSCC - Complete Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRKPSSPC - Partial Symmetric-Key Operations Rate

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HAR_RK file are provided below:

1. Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

2. ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
– STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

3. Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:
– Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA)
– Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File (HAR_RA)
– ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRK)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RK)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RP)
While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records,
the data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.
For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files
reflects activity at the LPAR level

HAR_RP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

The Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File provides statistics on operations executed on cryptographic CCA
coprocessors. Measurements include operations counts, execution times, and per second rates, as well as utilization
percentages.

The information in the HAR_RP file is obtained from the cryptographic CCA coprocessor data section of the SMF type 70
subtype 2 Cryptographic Hardware Activity record.

The HAR_RP file is a parallel file to the HARCRP (CPC level) file. Each observation in this HAR_RP file represents LPAR
level activity.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.
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HAR_RP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     CRPCCIDX  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Fri, Mar 5, 2021

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Fri, Mar 5, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCCIDX - Cryptographic Coprocessor Index

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPCPTYP - Cryptographic Processor Type

  XDWM..E  CRPDOMID - Crypto Coprocessor Domain ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPTOOPS - Total Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTORSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations

  XDWM..E  CRPTOXET - Total Execution time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CRPAVXET - Avg Operations Execution Time

  XDWM..E  CRPPCUTL - Pct Utilization

  XDWM..E  CRPPSOPS - Total Operations Rate

  XDWM..E  CRPPSRSA - RSA Key-Generation Operations Rate

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HAR_RP file are provided below.

1. Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
– HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
– DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
– WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

2. ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
– STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
– ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

3. Information related to cryptographic hardware activity is found in the following seven files:
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– Crypto Accelerator Activity File (HARCRA)
– Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File (HAR_RA)
– ICSF Services Activity File (HARCRF)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRK)
– Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RK)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File (HARCRP)
– Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File (HAR_RP)
While the data contained in the HARCRF file only applies to the logical partition (LPAR) that created the RMF records,
the data in the HARCRA, HARCRK, and HARCRP files always reflects the total activity in your CPC.
For SMF records produced by z/OS V2R4 RMF and higher, the data in the HAR_RA, HAR_RK, and HAR_RP files
reflects activity at the LPAR level.

HAREAD - EADM Activity File

The EADM Activity (HAREAD) file provides statistics on Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) activity, including
the zEDC compression and decompression operations handled on-chip by IBM z15 and later CPCs.

Subchannel request rates and response time statistics including pending, IOP queue, and initial command response times
are provided. For z15 and later CPCs, additional data elements are populated for zEDC compression and decompression
request rates, data throughput and compression/decompression ratios.

The information in the HAREAD file is obtained from the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Device
(subchannel) Information section of the of the RMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM)
Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HAREAD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Tue, Jul 6, 2021
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Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Tue, Jul 6, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name
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  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  EADAVAIL - Intvls EADM zEDC Compress Facility Avail

  XDWM..E  EADTOBAC - EADM zEDC Bytes After Compression

  XDWM..E  EADTOBAD - EADM zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  XDWM..E  EADTOBBC - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  XDWM..E  EADTOBBD - EADM zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  XDWM..E  EADTOCMP - Total EADM zEDC Compression Ops

  XDWM..E  EADTOCRT - Total Init Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  EADTODMP - Total EADM zEDC Decompression Ops

  XDWM..E  EADTOFPT - Total Function Pending Time

  XDWM..E  EADTOIQT - Total IOP Queue Time

  XDWM..E  EADTOSCH - Total SSCH Instructions all Devices

  XDWM..E  EADTOTUP - Total Updates to Time Fields

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  EADAVCRT - Avg Init Command Response Time

  XDWM..E  EADAVFPT - Avg Function Pending Time

  XDWM..E  EADAVIQT - Avg IOP Queue Time

  XDWM..E  EADCMPR  - EADM zEDC Compression Ratio

  XDWM..E  EADDCMPR - EADM zEDC Decompression Ratio

  XDWM..E  EADPSCRR - EADM zEDC Compression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  EADPSDCR - EADM zEDC Data Compression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  EADPSDDR - EADM zEDC Data Decompression Rate (MB)

  XDWM..E  EADPSDRR - EADM zEDC Decompression Request Rate

  XDWM..E  EADPSSCH - SSCH Instructions Rate all Devices

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HAREAD file are provided below:

Care must be taken in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity
increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Statistics about overall usage of the IBM Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) is contained in the HAREAD
file. For IBM z15 and later CPC models, one function that is enabled using the EADM is zEDC data compression and
decompression.

Beginning with the IBM z15 CPC, zEDC data compression and decompression is available on-chip, without having to
purchase the extra cost PCIe function cards that were required for zEDC with IBM z14 and earlier CPC models.
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Overall zEDC performance information for IBM z15 and later CPC models is captured in SMF type 74-10 EADM Statistics
records.

For IBM z14 and earlier CPC models, however, the same overall zEDC performance information is captured in SMF type
74-9 PCI Express Based Function Activity records.

To report on zEDC performance statistics:

• For data captured from z/OS LPARs running on IBM z14 and earlier CPC models, zEDC compression/decompression
performance information is found in the HARPCI file:
– HARPCI PCIe Function Activity File

• For data captured from z/OS LPARs running on IBM z15 and later CPC models, zEDC compression/decompression
performance information is found in the HAREAD file:
– HAREAD EADM Activity File

• For all IBM CPC models, zEDC compression/decompression statistics at the address space level are found in the
following SMF component step and job level files:
– BATPGM  Batch User Program Activity File
– BAT_TS  SMF User TSO Activity File
– BAT_ST  System Task Program Activity File
– BAT_TP  APPC/MVS TP Activity File
– BAT_OE  Open Edition/MVS Program File
– BAT_SA  System Address Space File
– BATJOB  Batch User Job Activity File
– BAT_JS  Batch User Job Suspend File

HARSCM - Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity File

The Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity (HARSCM) file provides statistics on the use of SCM at both the LPAR and
overall CPC levels. Counts of SCM data requests, request processing rates, data volume and processing rates, and
average response and queue times are included in the file.

For sites with IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, the HARSCM file contains separate observations for each PCIe Flash Express
feature installed in the CPC I/O cage. For z14 and later CPCs, PCIe Flash Express is replaced by Virtual Flash Memory
(VFM) and a single observation is generated per z/OS LPAR.

The information in the HARSCM file is obtained from the Storage Class Memory (SCM) Configuration Measurement
section of the RMF type 74 subtype 10 Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) Statistics record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

HARSCM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     SCMID                                  |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |SCMID                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |SCMID                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      SCMID    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Tue, Jul 6, 2021

Note: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

Note: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Tue, Jul 6, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SCMID    - Storage Class Memory ID

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level
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  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMPID   - Storage Class Memory Part ID

  XDWM..E  SCMRID   - Storage Class Memory Resource ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMFLASH - Intvls SCM is Virtual Flash Memory

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCQT - Total SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCRQ - Total SCM Requests (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOCXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMTODUS - Total SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLBR - Total SCM Bytes Read (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLBW - Total SCM Bytes Written (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLRQ - Total SCM Requests (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLUT - Total SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMTOLXT - Total SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SCMAVCQT - Avg SCM IOP Queue Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVCXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVDUS - Avg SCM Data Unit Size (bytes)

  XDWM..E  SCMAVLXT - Avg SCM Request Exec Time (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPCCUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPCLUT - Pct SCM IOP Utilization (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSCRQ - SCM Request Rate (CPC)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLBR - SCM Bytes Read Rate (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLBW - SCM Bytes Write Rate (LPAR)

  XDWM..E  SCMPSLRQ - SCM Request Rate (LPAR)
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Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the HARSCM file are provided below:

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Statistics about Storage Class Memory (SCM) activity, at both the LPAR and CPC levels, is found in this HARSCM file.
These statistics are related to all SCM use by all SCM using applications.

A frequent user of SCM is certain Coupling Facility (CF) structures, for example, IBM WebSphere MQ Shared Queues
structures. SCM use for at the CF structure level is captured in the following file:

• HARCFM - CF Structure SCM Activity (HARCFM) file.

SCP Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the SCP Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data sequencing.
Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

SCP Information Area (SCP) Structure

Input Data Source Output Files
RMF Paging Activity record
(type 71)

Paging Activity File (SCPPAG)
Swap Activity File (SCPSWP)

RMF Serialization Delay record
(type 72 subtype 5)

Serialization Delay Details File (SCPSRD)
Serialization Delay System File (SCPSRS)

RMF Device Activity record
(type 74 subtype 1)

Logical Control Unit Activity File (SCPLCU)

RMF XCF Activity record
(type 74 subtype 2)

XCF System Activity File (SCPXCY)
XCF Member Activity File (SCPXCM)
XCF Path Activity File (SCPXCA)

RMF USS Kernel Activity record
(type 74 subtype 3)

USS Kernel Activity File (SCPKRN)

RMF Page Data Set Activity record
(type 75)

Page Data Set Activity File (SCPPSD)

RMF Trace Activity record
(type 76)

RMF Trace Activity File (SCPTRC)

RMF Enqueue Activity record
(type 77)

Resource Enqueue Activity File (SCPENQ)
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RMF I/O Queuing Activity record
(type 78 subtype 3)

Logical Channel/CU Activity File (SCPLCA)
I/O Queuing Configuration File (SCPIOC)
Logical Control Unit Activity File (SCPLCU)
I/O Processor Activity File (SCPIOP)

RMF Virtual Storage Activity record
(type 78 subtype 2)

Virtual Storage System Usage File (SCPVSM)
Virtual Storage Private Usage File (SCPVSU)

RMF Monitor II Activity record:ARD Data
(type 79 subtype 2)

Address Space Activity File (SCPARD)

RMF Monitor II Activity record:SRCS Data
(type 79 subtype 3)

Real Storage/CPU/SRM File (SCPSRC)

SCP Information Area Files List

SCPPAG - Paging Activity File

The Paging Activity File quantifies the demands of the system paging facilities and the utilization of real storage and
external page storage.

This file is derived from the RMF Paging Activity record, type 71.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPPAG Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Oct 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, Nov 27, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E CYCLETM - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E EXTSTOR - Expanded Storage Flag

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 XDWM..E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

 XDWM..E PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

 XDWM..E RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

 XDWM..E RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

 XDWM..E RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

 XDWM..E RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

 XDWM..E RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

 XDWM.. RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

 XDWM..E RMFIML - I/O Measurement Level

 X.....E RMFSRL - SMF Record Level Change Number

 XDWM..E RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

 XDWM..E RMFVER - RMF Version Number

 XDWM..E SAMPLES - RMF Sample Count

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E SYSNAME - System Name
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 XDWM..E SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E PAGCF - Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGFIN - Frames in Nucleus

 X..... PAGISS - Invalid Sample Flag

 XDWM..E PAGLFASZ - Large Frame Area Size

 XDWM..E PAGOLE - Online Frames in Expanded Storage

 XDWM.. PAGOPT - SRM OPT Member

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM.. PAGACF - Available Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAEF - Available Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAFC - Unused Page Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAPC - APPC Wait Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGAPF - Address Space Page Faults

 XDWM..E PAGAS - Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM..E PAGASGI - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Ins from Aux

 XDWM..E PAGASGO - Shared Page (>2GB) Page-Outs to Aux

 XDWM..E PAGASI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from Aux

 XDWM..E PAGASO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to Aux

 XDWM..E PAGASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGAXD - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

 XDWM.. PAGB - Unusable Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGBLK - Number of Blocks Paged In

 XDWM..E PAGBLP - Blocked Pages Paged In

 XDWM..E PAGBS - Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM..E PAGC - CSA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGCFF - HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

 X.....E PAGCFMC - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

 XDWM..E PAGCO - Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

 XDWM..E PAGCP - HV Common Pages In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGCR - HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

 XDWM..E PAGCS - Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM..E PAGCSE - CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGCUI - Total Current System UIC

 XDWM..E PAGC1 - Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGC2 - HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGC3 - HV Comm Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGC4 - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM.. PAGDSC - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGDWS - Detected Wait Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGEES - Enqueue Exchange Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGESD - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGESI - Shared Page Group Page-Ins from ES

 XDWM..E PAGESO - Shared Page Group Page-Outs to ES

 XDWM..E PAGEXS - Exchange Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGEXSF - Total Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGF - Unused Page Frames

 XDWM..E PAGFBN - Pages Backed During GETMAIN Requests

 XDWM..E PAGFFN - Pages Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)
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 XDWM..E PAGFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migration

 XDWM..E PAGFRN - Fix Requests Issued for Storage (<2GB)

 XDWM..E PAGGA - 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGGF - 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fixed Mem Objects

 XDWM..E PAGGO - Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

 XDWM..E PAGGR - 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued

 XDWM..E PAGGU - 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fixed Mem Obj

 XDWM.. PAGHCF - High Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGHEF - High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGHIR - Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGHME - Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGHMG - Hiperspace Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs

 XDWM..E PAGHPX - Hiperspace Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGHRE - Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGHRS - Hiperspace Pages Read from Central Stor

 XDWM..E PAGHWS - Hiperspace Pages Written to Central Stor

 XDWM..E PAGIRS - In-Real Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGISC - Invalid Samples Returned from Collector

 XDWM..E PAGISP - Improve System Paging Rate Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

 XDWM..E PAGISU - Improve Central Storage Usage Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGL - # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

 XDWM..E PAGLAX - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGLBI - LPA Block Page Page-Ins

 XDWM.. PAGLCF - Low Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGLEF - Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLES - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGLF - LPA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLFS - Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces

 XDWM..E PAGLGS - Logical Swapout Candidates

 XDWM..E PAGLNI - LPA Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGLO - 1MB Memory Objects in System

 XDWM..E PAGLP - LPA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLPE - LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGLQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGLQR - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGLR - 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGLRI - Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLS - LSQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLSI - Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

 XDWM..E PAGLWS - Long Wait Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGL1 - Total 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGL10 - 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGL3 - Used 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGL4 - Total 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGL5 - Available 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGL6 - Used 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGL7 - 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGL8 - 1MB Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGL9 - 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage
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 XDWM..E PAGM - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMA - Total High Migration Age

 XDWM.. PAGMCF - Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMEF - Medium Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMIG - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

 XDWM..E PAGNNF - Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

 XDWM..E PAGNRN - Non-First Reference Faults

 XDWM..E PAGNRS - Request Swaps

 XDWM.. PAGNSC - Local Page DS Slots Not Allocated

 XDWM..E PAGOPI - USS Input Wait Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGOPO - USS Output Wait Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGP - CSA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGPEA - Total Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

 XDWM..E PAGPES - Total Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGPFB - Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

 XDWM..E PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGPIS - 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

 XDWM..E PAGPI1 - 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

 XDWM..E PAGPL - Tot 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGPLPCT - Intvls with Pageable Large Pages Enabled

 XDWM.. PAGPMTTM - Page Steal Movement Time

 XDWM..E PAGPMV - Total # of Pages Moved

 XDWM..E PAGPOS - 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

 XDWM..E PAGPOUT - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

 XDWM..E PAGPO1 - 1MB Page-Outs to SCM

 XDWM..E PAGPWS - Primary Work Set Pages Migrated From ES

 XDWM..E PAGQ - SQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGR - Private Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGRES - Pages Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGRGS - Region+SWA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGRSMP - Number of RMF Samples

 XDWM..E PAGRSMP2 - RMF Samples (minus samples skipped)

 XDWM..E PAGRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGS - Private Space Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGSBI - System Pageable Areas Block Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGSCMCT - Intvls with SCM Enabled

 XDWM..E PAGSGB - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Fixed<16MB

 XDWM..E PAGSGC - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in CS

 XDWM..E PAGSGE - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in ES

 XDWM..E PAGSGF - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGSGS - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps in System

 XDWM..E PAGSGX - Weighted Avg Shared Pg Grps Aux Slots

 XDWM..E PAGSHC - HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGSHS - HV Shared Pages in System

 XDWM..E PAGSHX - Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGSIN - Pages Swapped In from Aux

 XDWM..E PAGSKCNT - Samples Skipped Due to Count Failure

 XDWM..E PAGSKNEG - Samples Skipped Due to Negative Calc

 XDWM..E PAGSNI - CSA+LPA Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGSNO - Common Page-Outs

 XDWM..E PAGSO - Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

 XDWM..E PAGSOT - Pages Swapped Out to Aux
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 XDWM..E PAGSPC - System Page Count

 XDWM..E PAGSPG - Demand Page Count

 XDWM..E PAGSPS - System Page/Swap Page Count

 XDWM..E PAGSQE - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGSQR - SQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGSR - HV Shr Stor 4KB Pages Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGSSQ - Address Space Swap Sequences

 XDWM..E PAGS1 - Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGS2 - Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

 XDWM..E PAGS3 - Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

 XDWM..E PAGS4 - HV Share Mem 1MB Pages Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGS5 - Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGS6 - Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGS7 - Shared Page Groups Backed SCM

 XDWM..E PAGT - Total Frames

 XDWM..E PAGTFC - Page Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGTIS - Termwait Input Log Swap-Out Candidates

 XDWM..E PAGTISP - Aux or ES Terminal Input Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGTLS - Total Logical Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGTOS - Termwait Output Log Swap-Out Candidates

 XDWM..E PAGTOSP - Aux or ES Terminal Output Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGTOSWP - Total Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGTPF - Total Page Faults

 XDWM..E PAGTS - Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGTSC - Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGTWS - Terminal Wait Physical Swaps

 XDWM.. PAGTXS - Transition Swaps

 XDWM.. PAGU - Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGUIC - Total System High UIC

 XDWM..E PAGULS - Unilateral Swaps

 XDWM..E PAGUS - Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGV - Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGVIN - VIO Page-Ins

 XDWM..E PAGVIR - VIO Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGVME - VIO Pages Written to Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGVMG - VIO Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGVOT - VIO Page-Outs

 XDWM..E PAGVPX - VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGVRE - VIO Pages Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGVRS - VIO Pages Read from Central Storage

 XDWM.. PAGVSC - Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGVWS - VIO Pages Written to Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGX - Total Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAG1L1 - Total Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAG1L3 - Total 1MB Frames In-Use

 XDWM..E PAG1L7 - Tot 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAG1RN - First Reference Faults

 XDWM..E PAG2GF - Total Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAG4K - 1MB Fixed Frames Used for 4K Page Req

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM.. PAGMNA - Min Local Page DS Slots
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 XDWM.. PAGMNACF - Min Available Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNAEF - Min Available Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNAS - Min Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMNB - Min Unusable Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMNBS - Min Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM..E PAGMNC - Min CSA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNCFF - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNCO - Min Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNCP - Min HV Common Pages In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMNCR - Min HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

 XDWM..E PAGMNCS - Min Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNCSE - Min CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNCUI - Lowest Current System UIC

 XDWM..E PAGMNC1 - Min Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNC2 - Min HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNC3 - Min HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMNC4 - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM.. PAGMNES - Min Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNF - Min Unused Page Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNGA - Min 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMNGF - Min 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

 XDWM..E PAGMNGO - Min Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

 XDWM..E PAGMNGR - Min 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNGU - Min 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

 XDWM.. PAGMNHCF - Min High Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNHEF - Min High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNHIR - Min Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNHPX - Min Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

 XDWM.. PAGMNL - Min # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

 XDWM.. PAGMNLCF - Min Low Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNLEF - Min Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNLF - Min LPA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNLO - Min 1MB Memory Objects in System

 XDWM..E PAGMNLP - Min LPA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNLPE - Min LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNLQE - Min LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNLQR - Min LSQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNLR - Min 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNLS - Min LSQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL1 - Min Total 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL10 - Min 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNL3 - Min Used 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL4 - Min Total 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL5 - Min Available 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL6 - Min Used 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNL7 - Min 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMNL8 - Min 1MB Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNL9 - Min 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

 XDWM.. PAGMNM - Min Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

 XDWM.. PAGMNMA - Min Migration Age

 XDWM.. PAGMNMCF - Min Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNMEF - Min Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNP - Min CSA Frames
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 XDWM..E PAGMNPFB - Min Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

 XDWM..E PAGMNPL - Min 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNQ - Min SQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNR - Min Private Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNRGS - Min Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNS - Min Private Space Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGB - Min Shared Page Groups Fixed<16MB

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGC - Min Shared Page Groups in CS

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGE - Min Shared Page Groups in ES

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGF - Min Shared Page Groups Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGS - Min Shared Page Groups in System

 XDWM..E PAGMNSGX - Min Shared Page Groups Aux Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMNSO - Min Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNSQE - Min SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNSQR - Min SQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNSR - Min HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMNS1 - Min Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNS2 - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMNS3 - Min Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNS4 - Min HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMNS5 - Min Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNS6 - Min Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMNS7 - Min Shared Page Groups Backed SCM

 XDWM.. PAGMNT - Min Total Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMNTFC - Min Page Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNTS - Min Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMNU - Min Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM.. PAGMNUIC - Min High UIC

 XDWM..E PAGMNUS - Min Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMNV - Min Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMNVIR - Min VIO Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMNVPX - Min VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM.. PAGMNX - Min Total Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMN1L1 - Min Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMN1L3 - Min 1MB Frames In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMN1L7 - Min 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMN2GF - Min Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMN4K - Min 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E PAGHSBG - Peak Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

 XDWM..E PAGMSAPF - Max Application Page Faults per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSDPG - Max Demand Page-Ins per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSRES - Max Pages/Second Read from Exp Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMSSPC - Max System Paging per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSSPF - Max System Page Faults per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSSPG - Max Demand Paging per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSSPS - Max System Page/Swap Paging per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSSWP - Max Swaps per Second

 XDWM..E PAGMSTPF - Max Total Page Faults per Second

 XDWM.. PAGMXA - Max Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM.. PAGMXACF - Max Available Central Storage Frames
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 XDWM.. PAGMXAEF - Max Available Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXAS - Max Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMXB - Max Unusable Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMXBS - Max Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM..E PAGMXC - Max CSA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXCFF - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXCO - Max Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXCP - Max HV Common Pages In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMXCR - Max HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

 XDWM..E PAGMXCS - Max Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXCSE - Max CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXCUI - Highest Current System UIC

 XDWM..E PAGMXC1 - Max Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXC2 - Max HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXC3 - Max HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMXC4 - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM.. PAGMXES - Max Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMXF - Max Unused Page Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXGA - Max 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMXGF - Max 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

 XDWM..E PAGMXGO - Max Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

 XDWM..E PAGMXGR - Max 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXGU - Max 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

 XDWM.. PAGMXHCF - Max High Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMXHEF - Max High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXHIR - Max Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXHPX - Max Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

 XDWM.. PAGMXL - Max # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

 XDWM.. PAGMXLCF - Max Low Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMXLEF - Max Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXLF - Max LPA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXLO - Max 1MB Memory Objects in System

 XDWM..E PAGMXLP - Max LPA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXLPE - Max LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXLQE - Max LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXLQR - Max LSQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXLR - Max 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXLS - Max LSQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL1 - Max Total 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL10 - Max 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXL3 - Max Used 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL4 - Max Total 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL5 - Max Available 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL6 - Max Used 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXL7 - Max 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMXL8 - Max 1MB Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXL9 - Max 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

 XDWM.. PAGMXM - Max Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

 XDWM.. PAGMXMA - Max Migration Age

 XDWM.. PAGMXMCF - Max Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMXMEF - Max Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXP - Max CSA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXPFB - Max Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB
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 XDWM..E PAGMXPL - Max 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXQ - Max SQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXR - Max Private Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXRGS - Max Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXS - Max Private Space Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGB - Max Shared Page Groups Fixed<16MB

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGC - Max Shared Page Groups in CS

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGE - Max Shared Page Groups in ES

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGF - Max Shared Page Groups Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGS - Max Shared Page Groups in System

 XDWM..E PAGMXSGX - Max Shared Page Groups Aux Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMXSO - Max Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXSQE - Max SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXSQR - Max SQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXSR - Max HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMXS1 - Max Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXS2 - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMXS3 - Max Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXS4 - Max HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGMXS5 - Max Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXS6 - Max Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMXS7 - Max Shared Page Groups Backed SCM

 XDWM.. PAGMXT - Max Total Frames

 XDWM.. PAGMXTFC - Max Page Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXTS - Max Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMXU - Max Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM.. PAGMXUIC - Max High UIC

 XDWM..E PAGMXUS - Max Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGMXV - Max Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGMXVIR - Max VIO Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXVPX - Max VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGMXX - Max Total Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGMX1L1 - Max Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMX1L3 - Max 1MB Frames In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGMX1L7 - Max 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGMX1ML - Max Allowed Fixed 1MB pages in LFAREA

 XDWM..E PAGMX2GF - Max Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGMX4K - Max 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

 XDWM..E PAGWM1MB - High Water Mark 1MB Frames Used 1MB Req

 XDWM..E PAGWM2GB - High Water Mark for 2GB Frames

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM.. PAGAVA - Avg Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM.. PAGAVACF - Avg Available Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAVAEF - Avg Available Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVAS - Avg Available SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGAVB - Avg Unusable Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGAVBS - Avg Bad SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM..E PAGAVC - Avg CSA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVCFF - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVCO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Common Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVCP - Avg HV Common Pages In-Use
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 XDWM..E PAGAVCR - Avg HV Common Storage 4KB Pages Backed

 XDWM..E PAGAVCS - Avg Aux. Stg Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVCSE - Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVCUI - Average Current System UIC

 XDWM..E PAGAVC1 - Avg Total HV Common Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVC2 - Avg HV Common Memory 1MB Fixed Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVC3 - Avg HV Comm Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGAVC4 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Common Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVES - Average Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVF - Avg Unused Page Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVGA - Avg 2GB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGAVGF - Avg 2GB Frames Avail 2GB Fix Mem Objects

 XDWM..E PAGAVGO - Avg Fixed 2GB Memory Objects Allocated

 XDWM..E PAGAVGR - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVGU - Avg 2GB LFAREA Frames In-Use Fix Mem Obj

 XDWM.. PAGAVHCF - Avg High Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAVHEF - Avg High Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVHIR - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVHPX - Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGAVL - Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

 XDWM.. PAGAVLCF - Avg Low Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAVLEF - Avg Low Impact Expanded Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVLF - Avg LPA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVLO - Avg 1MB Memory Objects in System

 XDWM..E PAGAVLP - Avg LPA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVLPE - Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVLQE - Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVLQR - Avg LSQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVLR - Avg 1MB Pages Fixed in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVLRI - Avg Req Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVLS - Avg LSQA Fix Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVLSI - Avg Sys Demotes from Large to 4K Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL1 - Avg Total 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL10 - Avg 1MB In-Use Frames Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVL3 - Avg Used 1MB Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL4 - Avg Total 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL5 - Avg Available 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL6 - Avg Used 1MB Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVL7 - Avg 1MB Frames in LFAREA Not In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGAVL8 - Avg 1MB Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVL9 - Avg 1MB Avail Frames Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVM - Avg Local Page DS Non-VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGAVMA - Average Migration Age

 XDWM.. PAGAVMCF - Avg Medium Impact Central Storage Frames

 XDWM.. PAGAVMEF - Avg Medium Impact Exp Storage Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVNNF - Avg Non-Nucleus Frames Permanent Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVP - Avg CSA Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVPEA - Average Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

 XDWM..E PAGAVPES - Average Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVPFB - Avg Pages Fixed Between 16MB and 2GB

 XDWM..E PAGAVPIS - Avg 4KB Page-Ins from SCM

 XDWM..E PAGAVPI1 - Avg 1MB Page-Ins from SCM

 XDWM..E PAGAVPL - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use Pageable 1MB Pages
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 XDWM..E PAGAVPOS - Avg 4KB Page-Outs to SCM

 XDWM..E PAGAVPO1 - Avg 1MB Page-Outs to SCM

 XDWM..E PAGAVPSI - Avg Pages per Swap-In from Aux

 XDWM..E PAGAVPSO - Avg Pages per Swap-Out to Aux

 XDWM..E PAGAVQ - Avg SQA Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVR - Average Private Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVRGS - Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVS - Avg Private Space Pageable Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGB - Avg Shared Page Groups Fixed<16MB

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGC - Avg Shared Page Groups in CS

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGE - Avg Shared Page Groups in ES

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGF - Avg Shared Page Groups Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGS - Avg Shared Page Groups in System

 XDWM..E PAGAVSGX - Avg Shared Page Groups Aux Slots

 XDWM..E PAGAVSHC - Avg HV Shared Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVSHS - Avg HV Shared Pages in System

 XDWM..E PAGAVSHX - Avg Aux Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVSO - Avg Memory Objects in HV Shared Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVSQE - Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVSQR - Avg SQA Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVSR - Avg HV Shr Stor 4KB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGAVS1 - Avg Total HV Shared Memory 4KB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVS2 - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVS3 - Avg Frames Used Shared HV 4K Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVS4 - Avg HV Share Mem 1MB Pgs Backed Central

 XDWM..E PAGAVS5 - Avg Aux. DASD Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVS6 - Avg Aux. SCM Slots for HV Shared Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAVS7 - Avg Shared Page Groups Backed SCM

 XDWM..E PAGAVT - Avg Total Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAVTFC - Avg Page Frames in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVTS - Avg Total SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGAVU - Avg Unallocated Local Page DS Slots

 XDWM..E PAGAVUIC - Average System High UIC

 XDWM..E PAGAVUS - Avg Used SCM 4KB Paging Blocks

 XDWM.. PAGAVV - Avg Local Page DS VIO Private Slots

 XDWM..E PAGAVVIR - Avg VIO Pages in Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVVPX - Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

 XDWM..E PAGAVX - Avg Total Fixed Frames

 XDWM..E PAGAV1L1 - Avg Max 1MB Frames for 1MB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGAV1L3 - Avg 1MB Frames In-Use

 XDWM..E PAGAV1L7 - Avg 1MB Frames Avail Fixed 1MB Pages

 XDWM..E PAGAV2GF - Avg Max 2GB Frames for 2GB Fixed

 XDWM..E PAGAV4K - Avg 1MB Fix Frms Used for 4K Page Req

 XDWM..E PAGPASGI - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPASGO - Shared Pg (>2GB) Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

 XDWM.. PAGPCAPC - APPC Wait Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCASS - Auxiliary Storage Shortage Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCDWS - Detected Wait Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCEES - Enqueue Exchange Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCEXS - Exchange Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCIRS - In-Real Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCISP - Improve System Paging Rate Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCISU - Improve Central Storage Usage Swap Pct
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 XDWM.. PAGPCLWS - Long Wait Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCNRS - Request Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCOPI - USS Input Wait Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCOPO - USS Output Wait Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCRLS - Room for Long-Swapped User Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCRSS - Central Storage Shortage Swap Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCTIS - Term Wait Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCTOS - Out Buffer Log Swap-Out Candidates Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCTWS - Total Term Wait Physical Swap-Out Pct

 XDWM.. PAGPCULS - Unilateral Swap Pct

 XDWM..E PAGPSAPF - Application Page Fault Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSASI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from Aux per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSASO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to Aux per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSBLK - Blocks Paged In per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSDPG - Demand Page-In Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSESI - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Ins from ES per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSESO - Shared Pg Grp Pg-Outs to ES per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSFBN - Pages/Sec Backed During GETMAIN Reqs

 XDWM..E PAGPSFFN - Pages/Sec Requested to be Fixed (<2GB)

 XDWM..E PAGPSFNM - ES Frames Freed Without Migr. per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSFRN - Fix Requests for Storage (<2GB) per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSGRN - GETMAIN Requests Issued per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSHIN - Hiperspace Page-Ins per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSHME - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSHMG - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSHOT - Hiperspace Page-Outs per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSHRE - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSHRS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Central Stg

 XDWM..E PAGPSHWS - Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Wrt to Central Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSLBI - LPA Block Page Pg-Ins per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSNRN - Non-First Reference Faults per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSPWS - Primary Work Set Pages/Sec Migr. From ES

 XDWM..E PAGPSRES - Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSSBI - Sys Pageable Areas Blk Pg-Ins per Sec

 XDWM..E PAGPSSPC - System Page Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSSPF - System Page Fault Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSSPG - Demand Page Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSSPS - System Page/Swap Page Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSSWP - Swaps per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSTLS - Logical Swaps per Second

 XDWM..E PAGPSTPF - Total Page Fault Rate

 XDWM..E PAGPSVME - VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSVMG - VIO Pages/Second Migrated from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSVRE - VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

 XDWM..E PAGPSVRS - VIO Pages/Sec Read from Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGPSVWS - VIO Pages/Sec Written to Central Storage

 XDWM..E PAGPS1RN - First Reference Faults per Sec

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Paging Activity File (SCPPAG).
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Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the SCPPAG file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the SCPPAGnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

PAGOPT
SRM OPT Member

PAGOLE
On-Line Frames In Expanded Storage

PAGCF
Installed Frames In Expanded Storage

Four data elements are maintained for each measure that requires a minimum, average, and maximum value. For
example, in addition to PAGLS (LSQA Fixed Frames), the data elements PAGAVLS, PAGMNLS, and PAGMXLS also
measure average, minimum, and maximum LSQA Fixed Frames. The PAGLS data element should not be referenced
because it is a running sum of all values summarized; the PAGAVLS data element should be used instead. When a data
element is carried as a running total of the average, minimum, and maximum values, the average should be used instead
of the running count. The MIN/MAX/AVG data element section should always be searched ahead of the ACCUMULATED
data elements to identify the data element to be used.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's system paging rate for each RMF measurement interval:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPPAG01;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS PAGSPG;

 

• Print yesterday's average and maximum hourly system paging rate for each hour in zone 1:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPPAG01;

     IF ZONE='1';
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     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 PAGPSSPG PAGMSSPG;

 

• Print the percentage of all swaps over the last six weeks that fell into each of the eight basic swap reason categories
during the prime-time (zone 1 hours), by hour:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPW..SCPPAG01 &PSCPW..SCPPAG02

         &PSCPW..SCPPAG03 &PSCPW..SCPPAG04

         &PSCPW..SCPPAG05 &PSCPW..SCPPAG06;

     IF ZONE='1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR WEEK HOUR PAGPCLWS

         PAGPCDWS PAGPCULS PAGPCNRS PAGPCASS PAGPCRSS

         PAGPCEXS PAGPCEES PAGPCTIS PAGPCTOS PAGPCTWS;

 

• Print the number of pages moved to expanded storage yesterday, and the percentage of those pages that were
migrated to auxiliary storage, by hour.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPPAG01;

     PERCENT=100*(PAGPEA/PAGPES);

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID HOUR PAGPES PAGPEA PERCENT;

 

SCPLCA - Logical Channel/CU Activity File

The Logical Channel/CU Activity File quantifies the utilization of each logical control unit. There is a single record
produced for each logical control unit. This file is typically used when reporting on control unit utilization.

This file is derived from the RMF I/O Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPLCA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |
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|  MONTHS |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

   XDWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

   XDWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

   XDWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

   XDWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature
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   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LCADFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

   X.....   LCAISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LCAADDCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Added

   XDWM..E  LCACHA   - Measured Channel Count

   XDWM..E  LCACHACT - Intvls with LCU Config. Change Attempted

   XDWM..E  LCACHALL - Total Channel Count

   XDWM..E  LCACHGCT - Intvls with LCU Dynamically Changed

   XDWM..E  LCACMRTM - Command Response Time

   XDWM..E  LCACSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

   XDWM..E  LCACTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

   XDWM..E  LCACTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

   XDWM..E  LCACUB   - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

   XDWM..E  LCACUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   XDWM..E  LCADCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

   XDWM..E  LCADCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCADCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

   XDWM..E  LCADCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCADCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCADCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCADCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

   XDWM..E  LCADPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   XDWM..E  LCADVCTM - Device Connect Time

   XDWM..E  LCADVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

   XDWM..E  LCADWCTM - Transport-Mode Writes for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCADWCTR - FTR Disabled DCM Writes

   XDWM..E  LCAFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

   XDWM..E  LCAHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

   XDWM..E  LCAISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

   XDWM..E  LCAPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

   XDWM..E  LCAPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

   XDWM..E  LCAQRQS  - Queued Requests

   XDWM..E  LCARQDFR - Requests Deferred: Total

   XDWM..E  LCARQS   - Total I/O Requests

   XDWM..E  LCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDWM..E  LCASBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation
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   XDWM..E  LCATOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

   XDWM..E  LCATONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

   XDWM..E  LCAVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

   XDWM..E  LCAXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

   XDWM..E  LCAXMBC2 - Intvls with 2nd Ext I/O Measurements

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LCAMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..   LCAMPRQD - Max Pct Requests Deferred

   XDWM..   LCAMSRQD - Max Requests Per Second

   XDWM..E  LCAMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

   XDWM..E  LCAMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

   XDWM..E  LCAMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

   XDWM..E  LCAMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

   XDWM..   LCAMXQL  - Max Queue Length

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  LCAAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

   XDWM..E  LCAAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

   XDWM..E  LCAAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   XDWM..E  LCAAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

   XDWM..E  LCAAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

   XDWM..E  LCAAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCAAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

   XDWM..   LCAAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

   XDWM..E  LCACDINH - FTR Disabled DCM Inhibited Ratio

   XDWM..E  LCADTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

   XDWM..E  LCAMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

   XDWM..E  LCAPCCUB - Pct Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

   XDWM..E  LCAPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCAPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

   XDWM..E  LCAPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred: Dir. Port Busy

   XDWM..E  LCAPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

   XDWM..E  LCAPCRQD - Pct Requests Deferred

   XDWM..   LCAPSRQD - Requests Per Second

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Logical Chan/CU Activity File (SCPLCA).

Usage Considerations

The following data element in the SCPLCA file has meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; it loses significance once
summarization has been performed. This data element should only be referenced when using the SCPLCAnn file in the
DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length
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Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print total number of times all channel paths were taken for logical control units 000B, 0001, 0002, and 0003.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPLCA01;

     IF INDEX('000B 0001 0002 0003', LCUID);

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS LCAPT;

 

• Print yesterday's average and maximum percent of requests deferred for each hour in zone 1 for all logical channels:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPLCA01;

     IF ZONE='1';

      PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                LCAPSRQD LCAMSRQD;

 

SCPPSD - Page/Swap Data Set Activity File

The Page/Swap Data Set Activity File quantifies the utilization of auxiliary page slots and the use of the page/swap data
sets. There is a single record for each page/swap data set. This file is typically used when reporting on the paging and
swapping activity by data set.

This file is derived from the RMF Page/Swap Data Set Activity record, type 75.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPPSD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     PSDDSN    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Wed, Apr 3, 2019

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDW...E  PSDDSN   - Page Data Set Name

   XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements
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   XDW...E  CTLUNAME - Control Unit Name

   XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDW...E  DEVADDR  - Device Address/Number

   XDW...E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

   XDW...E  DEVCNAME - Device Name

   XDW...E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   XDW...E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDW...E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDW...E  SCSID    - Device Subchannel Set ID

   XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

   XDW...E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....   PSDISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

   X.....   PSDONL   - DS Came Online this Intvl

   XDW...E  PSDPST   - Page Space Type

   X.....   PSDUSABL - Data Set Usable

   X.....   PSDVFF   - Data Set Varied Offline This Intvl

   X.....   PSDVIO   - Data Set Accepts VIO Pages

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDW...E  PSDBDS   - Unusable Slots

   XDW...E  PSDDS    - Number of Data Sets

   XDW...E  PSDISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

   XDW...   PSDONLCT - Intvls with DS Varied Online

   XDW...E  PSDPGX   - Pages Transferred

   XDW...E  PSDREQ   - Data Set Requests Observed

   XDW...E  PSDRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDW...E  PSDSIO   - Data Set I/O Requests

   XDW...E  PSDSLA   - Total Slots in Data Set

   XDW...E  PSDU     - Slots Used

   XDW...   PSDUSACT - Intvls with DS Not Usable
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   XDW...E  PSDUSE   - Samples when Data Set Used by ASM

   XDW...E  PSDVFFCT - Intvls when DS was Varied Offline

   XDW...   PSDVIOCT - Intvls when DS Accepted VIO Pages

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDW...   PSDMNA   - Min Allocated Slots

   XDW...   PSDMNU   - Min Used Slots

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDW...E  PSDMPUSE - Max Pct Data Set Used by ASM

   XDW...E  PSDMSIOR - Max I/O Requests per Second

   XDW...   PSDMXA   - Max Allocated Slots

   XDW...E  PSDMXSTM - Max Service Time

   XDW...E  PSDMXU   - Max Used Slots

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDW...E  PSDAVA   - Avg Allocated Slots

   XDW...E  PSDAVSTM - Avg Service Time

   XDW...E  PSDAVU   - Avg Used Slots

   XDW...E  PSDPCUSE - Pct Data Set Used by ASM

   XDW...E  PSDPSIOR - I/O Requests per Second

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Page/Swap Data Set Activity File (SCPPSD).

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the SCPPSD file are provided below.

The following data elements in the SCPPSD file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the SCPPSDnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

DEVADDR
Device Address

DEVTYPE
Device Type

DEVCLASS
Device Class

VOLSER
Volume Serial

PSDUSABL
Data Set Usable Indicator

PSDONL
Data Set Came Online Indicator
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Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's average service time for each Page Swap data set for each RMF measurement interval;
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPPSD01;

      PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID STARTTS ENDTS PSDDSN PSDAVSTM;

 

• Select page/swap data sets having more than 150,000 I/O requests and a service time in excess of 0.3 seconds for
each hour of the day:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPPSD01;

     IF PSDREQ GT 150000;

     IF PSDAVSTM GT 0.3;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 PSDDSN PSDREQ PSDAVSTM;

 

• Rank the page/swap data sets by I/O activity and I/O service time for the last eight weeks using only prime time (zone
1) hours:
     DATA FILE1;

     SET &PSCPW..SCPPSD01 &PSCPW..SCPPSD02

         &PSCPW..SCPPSD03 &PSCPW..SCPPSD04;

     IF ZONE='1';

     %LET BY = SYSID PSDDSN;

     %LET BREAK = PSDDSN;

  

 

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY;

  

 

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PSDSUM;

  

 

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING PSDREQ;
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     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PSDDSN PSDREQ PSDAVSTM;

     TITLE 'RANKING OF HIGHEST I/O DATA SETS';

  

 

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING PSDAVSTM;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PSDDSN PSDREQ PSDAVSTM;

      TITLE 'RANKING OF DATA SETS WITH HIGHEST SERVICE TIME ';

 

SCPENQ - Resource Enqueue Activity File

The Resource Enqueue Activity File identifies the resources involved in an enqueue or dequeue contention situation. This
file is typically used when reporting these resource contention situations.

This file is derived from the RMF Enqueue Activity record, type 77.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Resource Enqueue Activity File (SCPENQ).

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center

SCPENQ Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    ENQRHEX   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    ENQRHEX   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     ENQQNM    ENQRNM    YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  ENQQNM   - Major Name of Resource

   XDW...E  ENQRNM   - Minor Name Of Resource

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDW...E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDW...E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDW...E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDW...E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDW...E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDW...E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDW...E  ENQRHEX  - Hex Minor Name Expanded

   XDW...E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDW...E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDW...E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDW...E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDW...E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDW...E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDW...E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDW...E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDW...E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDW...   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDW...E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDW...E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDW...E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDW...E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDW...E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDW...E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....   ENQCONST - Resource Still in Contention

   X.....   ENQDO1   - Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

   X.....   ENQDO2   - Job Name 2 of Current Resource Owner

   X.....   ENQDW1   - Job Name 1 Waiting for Resource

   X.....   ENQDW2   - Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

   X.....   ENQFG1   - Enqueue Status Indicator
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   X.....   ENQGLBAL - Scope of Resource: Global or Local

   X.....   ENQJO1ST - Owner Control: Exclusive or Shared

   X.....   ENQJW1ST - First Job Waiting: Exclusive or Shared

   X.....   ENQJW2ST - Second Job Waiting: Exclusive or Shared

   XDW...   ENQRLN   - Minor Name Length

   X.....   ENQSCOPE - System Scope: Systems (S) or System (P)

   X.....   ENQSO1   - System ID of Job Name 1 Resource Owner

   X.....   ENQSO2   - System ID of Job Name 2 Resource Owner

   X.....   ENQSW1   - System ID of Job 1 Awaiting Resource

   X.....   ENQSW2   - System ID of Job 2 Awaiting Resource

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDW...   ENQCSC   - Total Contention Status Change Events

   XDW...   ENQDOW   - Number Current Owners Using Resource

   XDW...   ENQDWR   - Current Jobs Waiting for Resource

   XDW...   ENQEVT   - Total Contention Events

   XDW...   ENQNOD   - Total Contention Status Chgs No Detail

   XDW...   ENQQLT   - Total Waiting Requests

   XDW...   ENQQL1   - Enqueue Length 1

   XDW...   ENQQL2   - Enqueue Length 2

   XDW...   ENQQL3   - Enqueue Length 3

   XDW...   ENQQL4   - Enqueue Length 4 or More

   XDW...   ENQWTT   - Total Resource Contention Time

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDW...   ENQMNEX  - Min Exclusive Requests

   XDW...   ENQMNSH  - Min Shared Requests

   XDW...   ENQMNWTM - Min Resource Contention Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDW...   ENQMXEX  - Max Exclusive Requests

   XDW...   ENQMXQL  - Max Queue Length

   XDW...   ENQMXSH  - Max Shared Requests

   XDW...   ENQMXWTM - Max Resource Contention Time

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDW...   ENQAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

   XDW...   ENQAVWTM - Avg Resource Contention Time

   XDW...   ENQPCQL1 - Pct Queue Length = 1

   XDW...   ENQPCQL2 - Pct Queue Length <= 2

   XDW...   ENQPCQL3 - Pct Queue Length <= 3

 

Usage Considerations

The following data elements in the SCPENQ file have meaning only in the DETAIL timespan; they lose significance once
summarization has been performed. These data elements should only be referenced when using the SCPENQnn file in
the DETAIL timespan.
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ENQFG1
Enqueue Status Indicator

ENQJW1ST
Job 1 Wait Status

ENQJW2ST
Job 2 Wait Status

ENQJO1ST
Job 1 Owner Status

ENQJO2ST
Job 2 Owner Status

ENQCONST
Resource Contention Status

ENQDO1
Job Name 1 of Current Resource Owner

ENQDO2
Job Name 2 of Current Resource Owner

ENQDW1
Job Name 1 Waiting for Resource

ENQDW2
Job Name 2 Waiting for Resource

ENQSCOPE
System Scope Status

ENQRHEX
Hex Minor Name Expanded

In some cases the ENQRNM data element provides an interpretation of the minor resource field when the field is an
encoded binary value.
The ENQRNM data element is built to interpret the ASID contained in the minor resource field for the following major
resource names, so that the ENQRNM element equals 'ASID=hhhh':

SYSZIGGI, SYSZTIOT, or SYSSJWTP

The ENQRNM data element is built to interpret the relative block address (RBA) contained in the minor resource field for
the following major resource names, so the ENQRNM element equals 'RBA=hhhhhh':

SYSIKJBC

The ENQRNM data element is built to interpret the catalog auxiliary work area (CAXWA) contained in the minor resource
field, for the following major resource names, so the ENQRNM element equals 'CAXWA=hhhhhhhh':

SYSZRPLW, IEZIGGV3, or SYSZCAXW

The ENQRNM data element is built to interpret the unit control block address (UCBADDR) contained in the minor
resource field for the following major resource names so that the ENQRNM element equals 'UCBADDR=hhhhhhhh':

SYSZUSRL or SYSZVMV

For major resource names other than those specified above, hexadecimal and special characters other than - $ are set to
blank to alleviate unprintable characters being encoded in the ENQRNM field.

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
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• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's occurrences of the SMF buffer enqueues for each RMF measurement interval;
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPENQ01;

     IF ENQQNM='SYSZSMF1';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ENDTS ENQRNM ENQQLT ENQEVT;

 

• Select resource enqueue conflicts for which the queue exceeded a length of 3 or greater, more than 30% of the time,
for each hour of the day:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPENQ01;

     IF ENQPCQL2 LT 70;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH DAY HOUR

                 ENQQNM ENQRNM ENQQL1 ENQQL2

                 ENQQL3 ENQQL4;

 

SCPTRC - Trace Activity File

The Trace Activity File identifies the field names traced, including their minimum, maximum, sum, sum of squares,
standard deviation, and average values. This file is typically used when reporting on fields traced.

This file is derived from the RMF Trace Activity record, type 76.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPTRC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     TRCNAME   TRCTYPE   TRCSETNO  ENDTS    |
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|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  TRCNAME  - Field Name Traced

  X.....E  TRCSETNO - Interval Sample Set Number

  X.....E  TRCTYPE  - Interval or Set Type Indicator

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature
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  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  TRCDOMFD - Domain Field Flag

  X.....   TRCDOMTF - Domain Tracing Termination Flag

  X.....E  TRCENDVA - Last Trace Value

  X.....E  TRCINV   - Invalid Data Flag

  X.....   TRCISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

  X.....   TRCLPE   - LPB Trace Request Ended Flag

  X.....   TRCLPR   - LPB Trace Requested Flag

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  X.....E  TRCDMFCT - Intvls with Domain Field Flag Set

  X.....   TRCDMTCT - Intvls with Domain Tracing Terminated

  X.....E  TRCINVCT - Intvls with Invalid Data

  X.....E  TRCISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  X.....   TRCLPECT - Intvls with LPB Trace Request Ended

  X.....   TRCLPRCT - Intvls with LPB Trace Requested

  X.....E  TRCRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  X.....   TRCSSQ   - Sum of Squares of Trace Value

  X.....E  TRCSUM   - Sum of Trace Value

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  X.....E  TRCMN    - Minimum Trace Value

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  X.....E  TRCMX    - Maximum Trace Value

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  X.....E  TRCAV    - Avg Trace Value

  X.....   TRCSTDEV - Standard Deviation of Trace Value

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Trace Activity File (SCPTRC).
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Usage Considerations

By default, the SCPTRC file exists in the DETAIL timespan and is compressed. If you code your
prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS) OPTIONS statement to set the RMF trace option to NONE, then the SCPTRC01 file will
be empty as described in the OPTIONS statement documentation in RMFOPS - Processing Options.

The data element TRCTYPE obtains its value from the RMFOPS OPTIONS statement.

The DURATION data element is set to the RMF interval elapsed time if TRCTYPE='I' for interval record. If TRCTYPE='S'
for sample set record, DURATION is equal to the RMF interval elapsed time divided by the number of sample sets
provided for this trace.

The purpose of ENDTS and STARTTS is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval or sample set start time based on user option defined by TRCTYPE
above.

• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval or sample set end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print trace values for field RCVASMQA.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPTRC01;

     IF TRCNAME EQ 'RCVASMQA';

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR STARTTS ENDTS CYCLETM

         TRCNAME TRCTYPE TRCSETNO TRCRSMP

         TRCENDVA TRCMN TRCMX TRCAV;

     TITLE 'TRACE VALUES FOR FIELD RCVASMQA';

 

SCPARD - Address Space Activity File

The Address Space Activity File quantifies the resource consumption, service, and status of each address space. A record
is written for each address space that exists at the end of the recording interval. This file is typically used when reporting
on address space activity.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 2.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPARD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ASID      ARDTYPE   USER      YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 15, 2019

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E ARDTYPE - Address Space Type

 X.....E ASID - Address Space Identification

 X.....E DAY - Day of Month

 X.....E HOUR - Hour of Day

 X.....E MONTH - Month of Year

 X.....E SYSID - System Identifier

 X.....E USER - User Identification

 X.....E WEEK - Week of Year

 X.....E YEAR - Year of Century

 X.....E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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 X.....E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 X.....E EXTSTOR - Expanded Storage Flag

 X.....E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 X.....E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

 X.....E PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

 X.....E RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

 X.....E RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

 X.....E RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

 X.....  RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

 X.....E RMFIML - I/O Measurement Level

 X.....E RMFM2ID - RMF Monitor II Session ID

 X.....E RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name

 X.....E RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

 X.....E RMFSRL - SMF Record Level Change Number

 X.....E RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

 X.....E RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

 X.....E RMFVER - RMF Version Number

 X.....E RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

 X.....E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E SYSNAME - System Name

 X.....E SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name

 X.....E WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

 X.....E WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

 X.....E WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

 X.....E WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

 X.....E WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 X.....E WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E ARDLOC - Address Space Status

 X.....E ARDXMEM - Cross Memory Address Space

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....  ARDASSTM - Additional SRB Service Time

 X.....  ARDAVABS - Avg Absorption Rate

 X.....E ARDAVRSF - Avg Real Frames

 X.....  ARDCPIN - CSA Page-Ins

 X.....  ARDCPRC - Intvls with CPU Critical

 X.....  ARDCPRE - Address Space is Storage Critical

 X.....  ARDCPRI - Storage Critical Transactions Served

 X.....  ARDCPUP - Intvls with CPU Protection

 X.....  ARDCPUTM - Total CPU Time on Behalf

 X.....  ARDCRMP - Address Space Promoted Res. Contention

 X.....E ARDCSWP - CSA Frames Swapped In

 X.....  ARDCTOR - CICS TOR Response Time Management

 X.....  ARDEXCPS - EXCP Count

 X.....  ARDFXAB - Fixed Frames Between 16M and 2G

 X.....  ARDFXBL - Fixed Frames Below 16 Meg

 X.....E ARDGOAL - Intvls with WLM Goal Honored
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 X.....E ARDHP - Hiperspace Paging by Current Transact.

 X.....  ARDHPIE - Intvls with Honor Priority Disabled

 X.....  ARDLSQA - LSQA Fixed Frames

 X.....E ARDLSQE - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

 X.....E ARDLSQR - LSQA Pages in Real Storage

 X.....E ARDLSWP - LPA Frames Swapped In

 X.....  ARDNLQF - Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

 X.....  ARDPHTA - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zAAP

 X.....  ARDPHTI - Preemptable-class SRB Time on zIIP

 X.....  ARDPHTM - Preemptable-class SRB Time

 X.....E ARDPIN - Private Area Page-Ins

 X.....  ARDPPIO - Non-VIO Page-Ins

 X.....  ARDPRFX - Private Fixed Frames

 X.....  ARDPSSEC - Step Product of Frame

 X.....  ARDQSC - Intvls with Address Space Quiesced

 X.....  ARDRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

 X.....E ARDRSM - Intvls with Incorrect RSM Data

 X.....  ARDSER - Service Units

 X.....E ARDSRV - Address Space is a Server

 X.....  ARDSTOP - Intvls with Storage Protection

 X.....  ARDSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

 X.....  ARDSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time

 X.....  ARDSWP - Pages Swapped In

 X.....  ARDTAFF - Address Space has Temporal Affinities

 X.....  ARDTAT - Transaction Active Time

 X.....E ARDTCBTM - TCB CPU Time

 X.....E ARDTCPTM - Home Address Space Total CPU Time

 X.....  ARDTDEV - Total Device Connect Time

 X.....E ARDTRT - Transaction Residency Time

 X.....  ARDTTM - Elapsed Time of Last Transaction

 X.....  ARDTTX - Number of Transactions

 X.....E ARDTWSS - SRM Target Working Set

 X.....  ARDTXME - Resp. Time Goals Management Disabled

 X.....  RDVPIO - VIO Page-Ins

 X.....E ARDXMSCT - Intvls with Cross Memory Service

 X.....  ARDZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

 X.....  ARDZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Address Space Activity File (SCPARD).

Usage Considerations

The start timestamp of the record must be calculated from the end timestamp of the previous ARD record. STARTTS and
DURATION are calculated as the difference between two record timestamps. For the first ARD record from a Monitor II
session, STARTTS and DURATION are set to missing values.

In the first record from a Monitor II session, the values for ARDTTX, ARDTTM, ARDTCBTM, ARDPSSEC, ARDCPUTM,
ARDSER, ARDTAT, and ARDEXCPS are the step totals. In all other cases, the values computed are interval totals.

ARDTAT, ARDSER, and ARDTTX may only be measured for address spaces in memory when the record is written. These
fields are set to missing for address spaces out of memory. The values calculated for these fields represent the values
accumulated between successful measurements.
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print hiperspace paging for job PROD017:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPARD01;

     IF USER EQ 'PROD017';

  

 

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR STARTTS ENDTS DURATION USER ARDHP;

     TITLE 'HIPERSPACE PAGING FOR JOB PROD017';

 

SCPSRC - Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File

The Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File quantifies the use of real storage, processor utilization, and the length of the
ASM and SRM queues. A record is created for each Monitor II interval. This file is typically used when reporting on the
use of frames in SQA, CSA, LPA, LSQA, and so on.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor II Activity record, type 79 subtype 3.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPSRC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014
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This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  X.....E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  X.....E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  X.....E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....   RMFM2ID  - RMF Monitor II Session ID

  X.....   RMFM2RID - RMF Monitor II Measurement Name

  X.....   RMFM2SST - RMF Monitor II Snapshot Time

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF
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  X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  X.....   SRCAFC   - Available Frame Count

  X.....   SRCASMQ  - SRM ASM Queue Length

  X.....   SRCCLPA  - CSA + LPA Frames

  X.....   SRCCLPAF - CSA + LPA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCCPUU  - Processor Utilization

  X.....   SRCCSA   - CSA Pageable Frames

  X.....   SRCCSAF  - CSA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCINQ   - Number of ASIDs In Storage

  X.....   SRCLOUT  - Number of ASIDs Logically Swapped

  X.....   SRCLPA   - LPA Pageable Frames

  X.....   SRCLPAF  - LPA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCLSQA  - LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCLSQE  - LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  X.....   SRCLSQR  - LSQA Pages in Central Storage

  X.....   SRCNFP   - Private Non-LSQA + LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCNLQF  - Private Non-LSQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCOTRQ  - Number of ASIDs Out and Ready

  X.....   SRCREADY - Length of ASCB Ready Queue

  X.....   SRCRPTTM - Report Time of the Session

  X.....   SRCSQAF  - SQA Fixed Frames

  X.....   SRCSQE   - SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

  X.....   SRCSQR   - SQA Pages in Central Storage

  X.....   SRCUIC   - High UIC Count

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File (SCPSRC).

Usage Considerations

The start timestamp of the record must be calculated from the end timestamp of the previous SRCS record. STARTTS
and DURATION are calculated as the difference between two record timestamps. For the first SRCS record from a
Monitor II session, STARTTS and DURATION are set to missing values.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print high UIC count from file SCPSRC:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPSRC01;

  

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR STARTTS ENDTS DURATION SRCUIC;

     TITLE 'HIGH UIC COUNT';
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SCPIOC - I/O Queuing Configuration File

The I/O Queuing Configuration File contains data identifying the configuration of the logical control units based on
the IOCDS created by the IOCP generation process. For each logical control unit, the channel paths and control units
attached to the channel paths are defined. This file is typically used when reporting the channel paths and control units
attached to them.

This file is derived from the RMF Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPIOC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     CSSID     LCUID     CHANNEL   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CHANNEL  - Physical Channel Address

   XDWM..E  CSSID    - Channel Subsystem Identifier

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   X.....E  ONLINE   - Online-Offline Status Indicator

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....   IOCCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

   X.....   IOCCNF   - Channel Path is Installed

   XDWM..E  IOCCU1   - 1st Control Unit

   XDWM..E  IOCCU2   - 2nd Control Unit

   XDWM..E  IOCCU3   - 3rd Control Unit

   XDWM..E  IOCCU4   - 4th Control Unit

   XDWM..   IOCDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

   X.....   IOCDIF   - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

   XDWM..E  IOCFTRS  - FTR Disabled Supported

   X.....   IOCINVLD - IOC Channel Measurement Failure Flag
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   X.....   IOCOFF   - Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

   XDWM..E  IOCPATAT - Channel Path Attributes

   X.....   IOCPATH  - Vary Path to All LCU Devices

   X.....   IOCVAR   - Channel Path was Varied During Intvl

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IOCCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

   XDWM..E  IOCCMRTM - Command Response Time

   XDWM..E  IOCCNFCT - Intvls with Channel Path Installed

   XDWM..E  IOCCTMW  - Transport-Mode Write Count

   XDWM..E  IOCCTRD  - FTR Disabled Writes

   XDWM..E  IOCCUB   - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   XDWM..E  IOCCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   XDWM..E  IOCDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

   XDWM..E  IOCDCMCM - Intvls with CHPID Manipulated

   XDWM..E  IOCDCMCT - Intvls with Channel Managed by DCM

   XDWM..E  IOCDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

   XDWM..E  IOCDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   XDWM..E  IOCINVCT - Intvls with IOC Channel Meas. Failure

   XDWM..E  IOCMCSCT - Intvls with Multiple LCSS Supported

   XDWM..E  IOCOFFCT - Intvls with Chan. Path Offline to LCU

   XDWM..E  IOCONLCT - Intvls with Channel Path Online

   XDWM..E  IOCPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

   XDWM..E  IOCSBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation

   XDWM..E  IOCVARCT - Intvls when Channel Path was Varied

   XDWM..E  IOCVPCT  - Intvls with Vary Path to all Devices

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IOCTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  IOCAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

   XDWM..E  IOCAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   XDWM..E  IOCAVPT  - Average Channel Path Taken Rate

   XDWM..E  IOCMDINH - FTR Disabled Inhibited Ratio

   XDWM..E  IOCPCCUB - Percent Control Unit Busy

   XDWM..E  IOCPCDPB - Pct Requests Deferred: Dir. Port Busy

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see I/O Queuing Configuration File (SCPIOC).

Usage Considerations

The following elements of the SCPIOC file only have meaning when used in the DETAIL timespan, since significance is
lost once summarization has been performed. In the higher timespans, the data elements are retained based on the last
reference from the file to be summarized.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

IOCCU1
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First Control Unit Attached

IOCCU2
Second Control Unit Attached

IOCCU3
Third Control Unit Attached

IOCCU4
Fourth Control Unit Attached

IOCVAR
Channel Path Varied

IOCCNF
Channel Path Installed

IOCOFF
Channel Path Offline to LCU Devices

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

The data element LCUID is used to identify the logical control unit number.

Channel path utilization statistics recorded in the SCPIOC file are generated by the hardware monitor that uses a different
sampling rate than the RMF monitor. Consequently, if converting IOC accumulated variables to a percentage or rate,
do not use the SAMPLES or CYCLETM value found in the SCPIOC file. Use the SAMPLES variable as recorded in the
HARPCA file. This situation is unavoidable due to the fact that the RMF type 78 subtype 3 record, which is the source for
the SCPIOC file, records only the number of RMF samples taken during the interval.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's I/O Configuration during HOUR 13:
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPIOC01;

     IF HOUR=13;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID LCUID CHANNEL IOCTOTCU

         IOCCU1 IOCCU2 IOCCU3 IOCCU4;
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SCPSWP - Swapping Activity File

The SCPSWP file is no longer populated beginning with z/OS Version 1.13. Beginning with Version 1.13, RMF no longer
includes a Swap Activity section in the RMF type 71 subtype 1 Paging Activity record.

The Swapping Activity File quantifies logical and physical swapping activity, listed by swap reason. This file is also used to
monitor swap placement activity in main memory, extended memory, and auxiliary storage. There is one record for each of
the eighteen reasons for swapping. This file is typically used when reporting on swapping activity.

This file is derived from Swap Activity section of the RMF Monitor I Paging Activity record, type 71.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPSWP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     SWAPNAME  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SWAPNAME - Swap Reason

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SWPAXD   - Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPESD   - Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLAX   - Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLES   - Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPMIG   - Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

  XDWM..E  SWPTOSWP - Total Swaps

  

 Derived Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  SWPAUX   - Aux Storage Total Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPES    - Expanded Storage Total Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLSWPE - Effective Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPLSWPS - Total Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPNPSWP - Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCLSE - Pct Effective Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCLST - Pct Logical Swaps

  XDWM..E  SWPPCMIG - Pct Phys Swaps Migrated from ES

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Swapping Activity File (SCPSWP).

Usage Considerations

The following elements in the SCPSWPnn file only have meaning when used in the DETAIL timespan, since significance
is lost once summarization has been performed. In the higher timespans, the data elements are retained based on the last
reference from the file to be summarized.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

EXTSTOR
Expanded Storage Indicator

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time; ENDTS is the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL versus the DAYS, WEEKS, and
MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's total swap counts, by swap reason, for HOUR=13.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPX..SCPSWP01;

     IF HOUR=13;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SWAPNAME SWPTOSWP;
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SCPIOP - I/O Processor Activity File

The I/O Processor Activity File quantifies the utilization of the dedicated I/O processors. The I/O processors manage
each I/O request until completion. This file is typically used when reporting the I/O processor activity.

This file is derived from the RMF I/O Queuing Activity record, type 78 subtype 3.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPIOP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     IOPID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  IOPID    - I/O Processor ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  IOPCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

  XDWM..E  IOPDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

  X.....   IOPDIF   - DIAGNOSE Interface Failure Flag

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOPBSY   - Number of Times IOP was Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

  XDWM..E  IOPDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

  XDWM..E  IOPDIFCT - Intvls with DIAGNOSE Interface Failure

  XDWM..E  IOPIDL   - Number of Times IOP was Idle
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  XDWM..E  IOPIOFS  - I/O Functions Initially Started

  XDWM..E  IOPPIOI  - Processed I/O Interrupts

  XDWM..   IOPQUE   - Sum of IOP Queue Lengths

  XDWM..   IOPRCPB  - I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRCUB  - I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRDPB  - I/O Retries due to Director Port Busy

  XDWM..   IOPRDVB  - I/O Retries due to Device Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPRETRY - Total Number of I/O Retries

  XDWM..   IOPRQS   - Number of IOP Requests

  XDWM..E  IOPSAMP  - Number of CPMT Samples

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  IOPAVIFS - Rate of I/O Functions Initially Started

  XDWM..E  IOPAVPII - Rate of Processed I/O Interrupts

  XDWM..   IOPAVQUE - Avg IOP Initiative Queue Length

  XDWM..   IOPAVRQS - Rate of IOP Requests

  XDWM..   IOPCPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Channel Path Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPCUBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Control Unit Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPDPBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Direct. Port Busy)

  XDWM..   IOPDVBRT - Rate of I/O Retries (Device Busy)

  XDWM..E  IOPPCBSY - Percent IOP Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCCPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Channel Path Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCCUB - Pct I/O Retries due to Control Unit Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCDPB - Pct I/O Retries due to Direct. Port Busy

  XDWM..   IOPPCDVB - Pct I/O Retries due to Device Busy

  XDWM..E  IOPPCRTR - Percent I/O Requests Retried

  XDWM..E  IOPRTRRT - Rate of I/O Requests Retried

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see I/O Processor Activity File (SCPIOP).

Usage Considerations

The following element in the SCPIOPnn file only has meaning when used in the DETAIL timespan, since significance is
lost once summarization has been performed. In the higher timespans, the data element is retained based on the last
reference from the file to be summarized.

CYCLETM
Sampling Cycle Time Length

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time; ENDTS is the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements also have different meanings when used in the DETAIL versus the DAYS, WEEKS,
and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's total IOP activity rate and queue length for each hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
      DATA;

      SET &PSCPX..SCPIOP01;

      IF 8 LE HOUR LE 17;

      PROC PRINT;

      VAR HOUR IOPID IOPAVRQS IOPAVQUE;

 

SCPLCU - Logical Control Unit Activity File

The Logical Control Unit Activity File captures data on logical and physical control unit activity and other I/O configuration-
dependent queuing delays. There is one record for each logical control unit defined. It summarizes the I/O measurement
data down to the logical control unit level.

This file is derived from the MICS Device Activity, Logical Channel/CU Activity, and I/O Queuing Configuration files.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPLCU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     LCUID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Fri, Oct 19, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Fri, Oct 19, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .DWM..E  LCUID    - Logical Control Unit ID

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   .DWM..E  IODFCCCT - Intvls where I/O Config. Changed

   .DWM..E  IODFCPCT - I/O Config Changed Since Power On Reset

   .DWM..E  IODFCRTS - IODF Creation Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  IODFPICT - Power On Reset Using IODF

   .DWM..E  IODFSUFX - Suffix of IODF Name

   .DWM..E  IODFTICT - I/O Config. Token is Invalid

   .DWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   .DWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   .DWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   .DWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   .DWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   .DWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   .DWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   .DWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   .DWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   ......E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   .DWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF
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   .DWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   .DWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   .DWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   .DWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  LCUCH1   - 1st Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH2   - 2nd Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH3   - 3rd Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH4   - 4th Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH5   - 5th Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH6   - 6th Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH7   - 7th Channel Path Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUCH8   - 8th Channel Path Attached

   ......E  LCUCMST  - IOP Channel Measurement Failure Flag

   .DWM..E  LCUCS1   - 1st Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS2   - 2nd Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS3   - 3rd Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS4   - 4th Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS5   - 5th Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS6   - 6th Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS7   - 7th Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..E  LCUCS8   - 8th Channel Path CSSID

   .DWM..   LCUCU1   - 1st Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU2   - 2nd Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU3   - 3rd Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU4   - 4th Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU5   - 5th Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU6   - 6th Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU7   - 7th Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..   LCUCU8   - 8th Control Unit Attached

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMHW - DCM Supported by Hardware

   .DWM..E  LCUDFDCM - Defined Number of DCM Managed Channels

   .DWM..   LCUPA1   - 1st Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA2   - 2nd Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA3   - 3rd Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA4   - 4th Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA5   - 5th Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA6   - 6th Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA7   - 7th Channel Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPA8   - 8th Channel Path Attributes

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   LCUALC   - Device Allocated

   .DWM..E  LCUATV   - Device Active Time

   .DWM..E  LCUAVLCT - Available Device-Intervals

   .DWM..E  LCUCMFCT - Intvls with IOP Channel Meas. Failure

   .DWM..   LCUCMRTM - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCUCNN   - Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   LCUCNNOV - Connect Time Overflow Count
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   .DWM..   LCUCSWTM - Channel Subsystem Wait Time

   .DWM..E  LCUCUB   - Requests Deferred: Control Unit Busy

   .DWM..   LCUCUBTM - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCUDCM   - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels in LCU

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMBS - Control Unit Busy Count for DCM Channels

   .DWM..   LCUDCMCB - Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Channels)

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMCF - Intvls with DCM Managed Channels

   .DWM..   LCUDCMCR - Command Response Time for DCM Channels

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMDP - Dir. Port Busy Count for DCM Channels

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMPT - Path Taken Count for DCM Channels

   .DWM..E  LCUDCMSB - Switch Busy Count Summation (DCM Ch.)

   .DWM..E  LCUDINTV - Total Device-Intervals

   .DWM..   LCUDIS   - Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..E  LCUDPB   - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..   LCUDVBTM - Device Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..   LCUDVCTM - Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   LCUDVDTM - Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..   LCUFCNCT - Intvls with FICON Channels in LCU

   .DWM..E  LCUHPAVC - Intvls with HyperPAV Devices

   .DWM..   LCUICT   - Number of Invalid Samples

   .DWM..   LCUIDTTM - Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCUISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

   .DWM..E  LCUMEC   - Measurement Event Count

   .DWM..   LCUMPTM  - Total Mount Pending Time

   .DWM..   LCUMTC   - Number of Mounts

   .DWM..   LCUMTP   - Samples - Mount Pending Condition

   .DWM..   LCUNDA   - Device Allocation Count

   .DWM..   LCUNRD   - Device Not Ready

   .DWM..   LCUNSS   - Skipped Samples (too Large Delta Values)

   .DWM..   LCUNUX   - Number of PAV/HyperPAV Aliases

   .DWM..E  LCUPATCT - Intvls with Valid Path Attributes

   .DWM..   LCUPEN   - Device Pending Time

   .DWM..E  LCUPT    - Number of Times Path was Taken

   .DWM..E  LCUQRQS  - Queued Requests

   .DWM..E  LCUQUE   - Requests Queued

   .DWM..E  LCURQDFR - Total Requests Deferred

   .DWM..E  LCURQS   - Requests

   .DWM..E  LCURSMPD - Number of RMF Samples (from DVA)

   .DWM..E  LCURSMPL - Number of RMF Samples (from LCA)

   .DWM..   LCURSV   - Device Reserved

   .DWM..E  LCUSBS   - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCUSSC   - Start Subchannel Count

   .DWM..E  LCUTOHIO - Total HyperPAV I/O Requests

   .DWM..E  LCUTONAI - Total HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

   .DWM..   LCUUTL   - Device Reserved and Idle

   .DWM..E  LCUXMBCT - Intvls with Extended I/O Measurements

   .DWM..E  LCU1CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU1CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU1CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU1DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU1PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU1SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU2CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time
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   .DWM..E  LCU2CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU2CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU2DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU2PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU2SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU3CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU3CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU3CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU3DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU3PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU3SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU4CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU4CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU4CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU4DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU4PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU4SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU5CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU5CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU5CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU5DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU5PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU5SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU6CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU6CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU6CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU6DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU6PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU6SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU7CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU7CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU7CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU7DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU7PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU7SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

   .DWM..E  LCU8CBD  - Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..E  LCU8CMR  - Command Response Time

   .DWM..E  LCU8CUB  - Number of Times Control Unit was Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU8DPB  - Number of Times ESCON Director Port Busy

   .DWM..E  LCU8PT   - Number of Times Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCU8SBS  - Switch Busy Count Summation

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  LCUMNDCM - Min Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .DWM..E  LCUMXAID - Max HyperPAV Aliases for a Base Device

   .DWM..E  LCUMXAIU - Max Number of HyperPAV Aliases Used

   .DWM..E  LCUMXDCM - Max Number of DCM Managed Channels Used

   .DWM..E  LCUMXIOQ - Max Number of I/O Requests Queued

   .DWM..   LCUMXNDA - Max Device Allocations
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   .DWM..   LCUMXQUE - Max Requests Queued

   .DWM..   LCUMXTAL - Max Allocated Tape Drives

   .DWM..E  LCUNODEV - Number of Devices on Control Unit

   .DWM..E  LCUTOTCH - Number of Channel Paths Attached

   .DWM..   LCUTOTCU - Number of Control Units Attached

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   .DWM..   LCUACTRT - Avg Device Activity Rate

   .DWM..   LCUAVCMR - Avg Command Response Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVCNN - Avg Device Connect Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVCSW - Avg Channel Subsystem Wait Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Delay Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVDCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (DCM Ch.)

   .DWM..   LCUAVDCR - Avg Command Response Time (DCM Channels)

   .DWM..   LCUAVDIS - Avg Device Disconnect Time

   .DWM..E  LCUAVDPT - Avg Path Taken Rate for DCM Channels

   .DWM..   LCUAVDVB - Avg Device Busy Pending Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVIDT - Avg Device Interrupt Delay Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVIOS - Avg Device IOS Queue Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVNDA - Avg Device Allocations in Effect

   .DWM..   LCUAVOEX - Avg Open Exchanges

   .DWM..   LCUAVPEN - Avg Device Pending Time

   .DWM..E  LCUAVPT  - Avg Channel Path Taken

   .DWM..E  LCUAVQL  - Avg Queue Length

   .DWM..E  LCUAVQUE - Avg Requests Queued

   .DWM..   LCUAVRES - Avg Device Response Time

   .DWM..   LCUAVSER - Avg I/O Service Time

   .DWM..   LCUDTCNC - Data Transfer Concurrency

   .DWM..   LCUPADUR - Total Parallel Access Duration

   .DWM..   LCUPCALC - Pct Device Allocated

   .DWM..   LCUPCCNN - Pct Device Connected

   .DWM..E  LCUPCCUB - Pct Control Unit Busy

   .DWM..E  LCUPCDBS - Pct Control Unit Busy for DCM Channels

   .DWM..E  LCUPCDDP - Pct Dir. Port Busy for DCM Channels

   .DWM..   LCUPCMTP - Pct Mount Pending Condition

   .DWM..E  LCUPCNAI - Pct HyperPAV I/Os Waiting for Alias

   .DWM..   LCUPCNRD - Pct Device Not Ready

   .DWM..   LCUPCRQD - Pct LCU Requests Deferred

   .DWM..   LCUPCRSV - Pct Device Reserved

   .DWM..   LCUPCUTL - Pct Device Utilized

   .DWM..E  LCU1AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 1)

   .DWM..E  LCU1AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 1)

   .DWM..E  LCU2AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 2)

   .DWM..E  LCU2AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 2)

   .DWM..E  LCU3AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 3)

   .DWM..E  LCU3AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 3)

   .DWM..E  LCU4AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 4)

   .DWM..E  LCU4AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 4)

   .DWM..E  LCU5AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 5)

   .DWM..E  LCU5AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 5)

   .DWM..E  LCU6AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 6)
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   .DWM..E  LCU6AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 6)

   .DWM..E  LCU7AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 7)

   .DWM..E  LCU7AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 7)

   .DWM..E  LCU8AVCB - Avg Cntl Unit Busy Delay Time (Path 8)

   .DWM..E  LCU8AVCR - Avg Command Response Time (Path 8)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Logical Control Unit Activity File (SCPLCU).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time; ENDTS is the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements also have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the DAYS,
WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

The data element LCUID is used to identify the logical control unit number.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Print yesterday's total I/O request rate to each logical control unit, and the number of requests through each channel to
the logical control unit, for HOUR 13.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPLCU01;

     IF HOUR EQ 13;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID LCUID LCUAVPT LCUCH1 LCU1PT LCUCH2 LCU2PT

         LCUCH3 LCU3PT LCUCH4 LCU4PT;

 

• Print the percentage of I/O requests from each channel connected to each logical control unit, for HOUR 8 of
yesterday, for SYSID PROD.
     DATA;

     SET &PSCPD..SCPLCU01;

     IF HOUR EQ 8;

     IF SYSID EQ 'PROD';

     TOTAL=DURATION*LCUAVPT;

     PERCENT1=100*(LCU1PT/TOTAL); PERCENT2=100*(LCU2PT/TOTAL);

     PERCENT3=100*(LCU3PT/TOTAL); PERCENT4=100*(LCU4PT/TOTAL);

     PERCENT5=100*(LCU5PT/TOTAL); PERCENT6=100*(LCU6PT/TOTAL);

     PERCENT7=100*(LCU7PT/TOTAL); PERCENT8=100*(LCU8PT/TOTAL);
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     PROC PRINT;

      ID LCUID;

     VAR LCUCH1 PERCENT1 LCUCH2 PERCENT2

         LCUCH3 PERCENT3 LCUCH4 PERCENT4

         LCUCH5 PERCENT5 LCUCH6 PERCENT6

         LCUCH7 PERCENT7 LCUCH8 PERCENT8;

 

SCPVSM - Virtual Storage System Usage File

The Virtual Storage System Usage File quantifies the utilization of virtual storage by system areas such as the nucleus,
PSA, CSA, SQA, MLPA, FLPA, PLPA, LSQA, SWA, and other system subpools above and below the 16 MB boundary
line. This file is typically used when reporting on virtual storage usage.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor I Activity record, type 78 subtype 2.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPVSM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.
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 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

  XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  XDWM..   RMFMFL   - RMF Maintenance Level Indicator

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   VSMISS   - RMF Samples Skipped Flag

  XDWM..E  VSMSCSAH - Starting Address ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSCSAL - Starting Address CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSFLPH - Starting Address EFLPA > 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMSFLPL - Starting Address FLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSLPAH - Starting Address EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSLPAL - Starting Address PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSMLPH - Starting Address EMLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSMLPL - Starting Address MLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSNUCH - Starting Address Extended Nucleus > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSNUCL - Starting Address Nucleus < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSPSA  - Starting Address PSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSPVTH - Starting Address Ext Private Area > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSPVTL - Starting Address Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSSQAH - Starting Address ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMSSQAL - Starting Address SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYBCSH - D Time Min Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYBCSL - D Time Min Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYBSQH - D Time Min Large Free Blk ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYBSQL - D Time Min Large Free Blk SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYCSQH - D Time Min ESQA Oflow to ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYCSQL - D Time Min SQA Oflow to CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYFCSH - D Time Min Free Pg ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYFCSL - D Time Min Free Pg CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYFSQH - D Time Min Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYFSQL - D Time Min Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYTCSH - D Time Min Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYTCSL - D Time Min Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYTSQH - D Time Min Alloc Area ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYTSQL - D Time Min Alloc Area SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYT27L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYT28L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYT31L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYT41L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYUCSH - D Time Min Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYUCSL - D Time Min Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYUSQH - D Time Min Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMYUSQL - D Time Min Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY0CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY0CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY027L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY028L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY031L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY041L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY1CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY1CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY127L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY128L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY131L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY141L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY2CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY2CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY226L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY227L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY228L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY231L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY239L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB
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  X.....E  VSMY241L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY245L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY3CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY3CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY327L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY328L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY331L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY341L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY4CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY4CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY427L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY428L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY431L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY441L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY5CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY5CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY527L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY528L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY531L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY541L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY6CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY6CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY627L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY628L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY631L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY641L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY7CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY7CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY727L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY728L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY731L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY741L - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY8CSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 8-F ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY8CSL - D Time Min Alc Pg Key 8-F  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMY827L - D Tm Min Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY828L - D Tm Min Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY831L - D Tm Min Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMY841L - D Tm Min Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZBCSH - D Time Max Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZBCSL - D Time Max Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZBSQH - D Time Max Large Free Blk ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZBSQL - D Time Max Large Free Blk SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZCSQH - D Time Max ESQA Oflow to ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZCSQL - D Time Max SQA Oflow to CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZFCSH - D Time Max Free Pg ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZFCSL - D Time Max Free Pg CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZFSQH - D Time Max Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZFSQL - D Time Max Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZTCSH - D Time Max Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZTCSL - D Time Max Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZTSQH - D Time Max Alloc Area ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZTSQL - D Time Max Alloc Area SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZT27L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB
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  X.....E  VSMZT28L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZT31L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZT41L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZUCSH - D Time Max Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZUCSL - D Time Max Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZUSQH - D Time Max Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZUSQL - D Time Max Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ0CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ0CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ027L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ028L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ031L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ041L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ1CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ1CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ127L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ128L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ131L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ141L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ2CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ2CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ226L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ227L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ228L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ231L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ239L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ241L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ245L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ3CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ3CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ327L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ328L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ331L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ341L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ4CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ4CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ427L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ428L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ431L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ441L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ5CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ5CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ527L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ528L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ531L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ541L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ6CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6 ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ6CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ627L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ628L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ631L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ641L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ7CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7 ECSA > 16MB
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  X.....E  VSMZ7CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ727L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ728L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ731L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ741L - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ8CSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 8-F ECSA > 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ8CSL - D Time Max Alc Pg Key 8-F  CSA < 16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ827L - D Tm Max Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ828L - D Tm Max Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ831L - D Tm Max Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA <16MB

  X.....E  VSMZ841L - D Tm Max Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA <16MB

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VSMISSCT - Intvls with RMF Samples Skipped

  XDWM..E  VSMRSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  VSMTBCSH - Tot K Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTBCSL - Tot K Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTBSQH - Tot K Large Free Blk ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTBSQL - Tot K Large Free Blk SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTCSAH - Tot K Size ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTCSAL - Tot K Size CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTCSQH - Tot K Alc Pg ESQA Oflow ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTCSQL - Tot K Alc Pg SQA Oflow CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTDUPH - Tot K EMLPA/EFLPA Dup EPLPA> 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTDUPL - Tot K MLPA/FLPA Dup PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFCSH - Tot K Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFCSL - Tot K Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFLPH - Tot K Size EFLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFLPL - Tot K Size FLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFSQH - Tot K Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTFSQL - Tot K Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTLPAH - Tot K Size ELPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTLPAL - Tot K Size LPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTMLPH - Tot K Size EMLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTMLPL - Tot K Size MLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTNUCH - Tot K Size Extended Nucleus > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTNUCL - Tot K Size Nucleus < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTPAKH - Tot K Packing Loss EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTPAKL - Tot K Packing Loss PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTPSA  - Tot K Size PSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTPVTH - Tot K Size Extended Private Area > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTPVTL - Tot K Size Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTSQAH - Tot K Size ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTSQAL - Tot K Size SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTTCSH - Tot K Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTTCSL - Tot K Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTTSQH - Tot K Alloc Area ESQA Total > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTTSQL - Tot K Alloc Area SQA Total < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTT27L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTT28L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTT31L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTT41L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMTUCSH - Tot K Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTUCSL - Tot K Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTUSQH - Tot K Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTUSQL - Tot K Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTUSRH - Tot K Size Extended User Region > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMTUSRL - Tot K Size User Region < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT0CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT0CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT027L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT028L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT031L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT041L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT1CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT1CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT127L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT128L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT131L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT141L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT2CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT2CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT226L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT227L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT228L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT231L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT239L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT241L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT245L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT3CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT3CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT327L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT328L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT331L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT341L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT4CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT4CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT427L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT428L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT431L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT441L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT5CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT5CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT527L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT528L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT531L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT541L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT6CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT6CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT627L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT628L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT631L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT641L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT7CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT7CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7  CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMT727L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT728L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT731L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT741L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT8CSH - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT8CSL - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT827L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT828L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT831L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMT841L - Tot K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA <16MB

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VSMNBCSH - Min K Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNBCSL - Min K Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNBSQH - Min K Large Free Blk ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNBSQL - Min K Large Free Blk SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNCSAH - Min K Size ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNCSAL - Min K Size CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNCSQH - Min K ESQA Oflow to ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNCSQL - Min K SQA Oflow to CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNDUPH - Min K EMLPA/EFLPA Dup EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNDUPL - Min K MLPA/FLPA Dup PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFCSH - Min K Free Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFCSL - Min K Free Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFLPH - Min K Size EFLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFLPL - Min K Size FLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFSQH - Min K Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNFSQL - Min K Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNLPAH - Min K Size ELPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNLPAL - Min K Size LPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNMLPH - Min K Size EMLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNMLPL - Min K Size MLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNNUCH - Min K Size Extended Nucleus > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNNUCL - Min K Size Nucleus < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNPAKH - Min K Packing Loss EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNPAKL - Min K Packing Loss PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNPSA  - Min K Size PSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNPVTH - Min K Size Extended Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNPVTL - Min K Size Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNSQAH - Min K Size ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNSQAL - Min K Size SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNTCSH - Min K Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNTCSL - Min K Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNTSQH - Min K Alloc Area ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNTSQL - Min K Alloc Area SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNT27L - Min K Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNT28L - Min K Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNT31L - Min K Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNT41L - Min K Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNUCSH - Min K Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNUCSL - Min K Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNUSQH - Min K Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMNUSQL - Min K Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNUSRH - Min K Alc Pg Extended User Region > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMNUSRL - Min K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN0CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 0 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN0CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 0  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN027L - Min K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN028L - Min K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN031L - Min K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN041L - Min K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN1CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 1 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN1CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 1  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN127L - Min K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN128L - Min K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN131L - Min K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN141L - Min K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN2CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 2 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN2CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 2  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN226L - Min K Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN227L - Min K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN228L - Min K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN231L - Min K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN239L - Min K Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN241L - Min K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN245L - Min K Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN3CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 3 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN3CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 3  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN327L - Min K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN328L - Min K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN331L - Min K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN341L - Min K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN4CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 4 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN4CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 4  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN427L - Min K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN428L - Min K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN431L - Min K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN441L - Min K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN5CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 5 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN5CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 5  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN527L - Min K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN528L - Min K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN531L - Min K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN541L - Min K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN6CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 6 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN6CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 6  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN627L - Min K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN628L - Min K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN631L - Min K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN641L - Min K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN7CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 7 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN7CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 7  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN727L - Min K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN728L - Min K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN731L - Min K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMN741L - Min K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN8CSH - Min K Alc Pg Key 8 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN8CSL - Min K Alc Pg Key 8  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN827L - Min K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN828L - Min K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN831L - Min K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMN841L - Min K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VSMMBCSH - Max K Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMBCSL - Max K Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMBSQH - Max K Large Free Blk ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMBSQL - Max K Large Free Blk SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSAH - Max K Size ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSAL - Max K Size CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSHP - Max Pct ECSA Alc Pg Incl ESQA Oflow>16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSHT - Max K Approx ECSA+ESQA Oflow > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSLP - Max Pct CSA Alc Pg Incl SQA Oflow < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSLT - Max K Approx CSA+SQA Oflow < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSQH - Max K ESQA Oflow to ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMCSQL - Max K SQA Oflow to CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMDUPH - Max K EMLPA/EFLPA Dup EPLPA> 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMDUPL - Max K MLPA/FLPA Dup PLPA< 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFCSH - Max K Free Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFCSL - Max K Free Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFLPH - Max K Size EFLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFLPL - Max K Size FLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFSQH - Max K Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMFSQL - Max K Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMLPAH - Max K Size ELPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMLPAL - Max K Size LPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMMLPH - Max K Size EMLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMMLPL - Max K Size MLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMNUCH - Max K Size Extended Nucleus > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMNUCL - Max K Size Nucleus < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMPAKH - Max K Packing Loss EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMPAKL - Max K Packing Loss PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMPSA  - Max K Size PSA <16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMPVTH - Max K Size Extended Private Area > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMPVTL - Max K Size Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMSQAH - Max K Size ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMSQAL - Max K Size SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMSQHP - Max Pct Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMSQLP - Max Pct Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMTCSH - Max K Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMTCSL - Max K Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMTSQH - Max K Alloc Area ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMTSQL - Max K Alloc Area SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMT27L - Max K Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMT28L - Max K Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMT31L - Max K Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMT41L - Max K Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMMUCSH - Max K Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMUCSL - Max K Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMUSQH - Max K Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMUSQL - Max K Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMUSRH - Max K Size Extended User Region > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMMUSRL - Max K Size User Region < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM0CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 0 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM0CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 0  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM027L - Max K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM028L - Max K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM031L - Max K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM041L - Max K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM1CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 1 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM1CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 1  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM127L - Max K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM128L - Max K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM131L - Max K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM141L - Max K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM2CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 2 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM2CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 2  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM226L - Max K Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM227L - Max K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM228L - Max K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM231L - Max K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM239L - Max K Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM241L - Max K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM245L - Max K Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM3CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 3 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM3CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 3  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM327L - Max K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM328L - Max K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM331L - Max K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM341L - Max K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM4CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 4 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM4CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 4  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM427L - Max K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM428L - Max K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM431L - Max K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM441L - Max K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM5CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 5 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM5CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 5  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM527L - Max K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM528L - Max K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM531L - Max K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM541L - Max K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM6CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 6 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM6CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 6  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM627L - Max K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM628L - Max K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM631L - Max K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM641L - Max K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM7CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 7 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM7CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 7  CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMM727L - Max K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM728L - Max K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM731L - Max K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM741L - Max K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM8CSH - Max K Alc Pg Key 8 ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM8CSL - Max K Alc Pg Key 8  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM827L - Max K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM828L - Max K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM831L - Max K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMM841L - Max K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA < 16MB

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  XDWM..E  VSMABCSH - Avg K Large Free Blk ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMABCSL - Avg K Large Free Blk CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMABSQH - Avg K Large Free Block ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMABSQL - Avg K Large Free Block SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSAH - Avg K Size ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSAL - Avg K Size CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSHP - Avg Pct ECSA Alc Pg Incl ESQA Oflow>16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSLP - Avg Pct CSA Alc Pg Incl SQA Oflow < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSQH - Avg K ESQA Oflow to ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMACSQL - Avg K SQA Oflow to CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMADUPH - Avg K EMLPA/EFLPA Dup EPLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMADUPL - Avg K MLPA/FLPA Dup PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFCSH - Avg K Free Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFCSL - Avg K Free Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFLPH - Avg K Size EFLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFLPL - Avg K Size FLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFSQH - Avg K Free Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAFSQL - Avg K Free Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMALPAH - Avg K Size ELPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMALPAL - Avg K Size LPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAMLPH - Avg K Size EMLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAMLPL - Avg K Size MLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMANUCH - Avg K Size Extended Nucleus > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMANUCL - Avg K Size Nucleus < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAPAKH - Avg K Packing Loss (E)PLPA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAPAKL - Avg K Packing Loss PLPA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAPSA  - Avg K Size PSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAPVTH - Avg K Size Extended Private Area > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAPVTL - Avg K Size Private Area < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMASQAH - Avg K Size ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMASQAL - Avg K Size SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMASQHP - Avg Pct ESQA Alc Pg > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMASQLP - Avg Pct SQA Alc Pg < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMATCSH - Avg K Alloc Area ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMATCSL - Avg K Alloc Area CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMATSQH - Avg K Alloc Area ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMATSQL - Avg K Alloc Area SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAT27L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAT28L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAT31L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 231 CSA < 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMAT41L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUCSH - Avg K Alc Pg ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUCSL - Avg K Alc Pg CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUSQH - Avg K Alc Pg ESQA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUSQL - Avg K Alc Pg SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUSRH - Max K Size Extended User Region > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMAUSRL - Max K Size User Region < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA0CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA0CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA027L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA028L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA031L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA041L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 0 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA1CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA1CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA127L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA128L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA131L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA141L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 1 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA2CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA2CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA226L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 226 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA227L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA228L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA231L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA239L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 239 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA241L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 2 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA245L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 245 SQA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA3CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA3CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA327L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA328L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA331L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA341L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 3 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA4CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA4CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA427L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA428L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA431L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA441L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 4 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA5CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA5CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA527L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA528L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA531L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA541L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 5 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA6CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA6CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA627L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA628L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA631L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA641L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 6 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA7CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 Total ECSA > 16MB
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  XDWM..E  VSMA7CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA727L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA728L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA731L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA741L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 7 SP 241 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA8CSH - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8 Total ECSA > 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA8CSL - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8 Total  CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA827L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 227 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA828L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 228 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA831L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 231 CSA < 16MB

  XDWM..E  VSMA841L - Avg K Alc Pg Key 8-F SP 241 CSA < 16MB

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Storage System Usage File (SCPVSM).

Usage Considerations

The following element in the SCPVSMnn file only has meaning when used in the DETAIL timespan, since significance
is lost once summarization has been performed. In the higher timespans, the data element is retained based on the last
reference from the file to be summarized.

CYCLETM
Sampling Cycle Time Length

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

Be aware of the meaning of those data elements that represent minimum or maximum values of variables and the
timestamps for when the minimum or maximum values occurred:

• A data element that represents the minimum value of a variable contains the minimum value for all occurrences of that
data element in the records processed for the summarization level. This is true for all levels above DETAIL.

• A data element that represents the maximum value of a variable contains the maximum value for all occurrences of
that data element in the records processed for the summarization level. This is true for all levels above DETAIL.

• The timestamps for minimum and maximum values are intended for detailed analysis of short term trends in the usage
of virtual storage. As a result, these elements lose most of their significance above the DETAIL timespan and are not
carried into the DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans of the MICS database.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, while ENDTS is the highest date and time,
for the data summarized. The data elements also have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in the DETAIL timespan is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.
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• Display minimum and maximum Common Service Area (CSA) usage of virtual storage during the prime zone for each
day or the past week:
    DATA;

      SET &PSCPD..SCPVSM01 &PSCPD..SCPVSM02

          &PSCPD..SCPVSM03 &PSCPD..SCPVSM04

          &PSCPD..SCPVSM05;

      IF ZONE EQ '1';

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DAY HOUR

      VSMNBCSH VSMNBCSL VSMNCSAH VSMNCSAL

      VSMMBCSH VSMMBCSL VSMMCSAH VSMMCSAL;

 

• Display average Common Service Area (CSA) usage of virtual storage during yesterday's prime zone for all subpools
in protect keys 8 through F:
    DATA;

      SET &PSCPX..SCPVSM01;

      IF SYSID EQ 'SYSA'; IF ZONE EQ '1';

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ENDTS

      VSMA8CSH VSMA8CSL VSMA827L VSMA828L

      VSMA831L VSMA841L;

 

SCPVSU - Virtual Storage Private Usage File

The Virtual Storage Private Usage File quantifies the utilization of virtual storage by private areas
such as regions, subpools, LSQA, SWA, free areas, and so on, above and below the 16 MB line. This file is typically used
when reporting on virtual storage usage.

This file is derived from the RMF Monitor I Activity record, type 78 subtype 2.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPVSU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     JOB       YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     JOB       YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     JOB       YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     JOB       YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Fri, Oct 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  JOB      - Job Identification

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

   XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

   XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

   XDWM..E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  RMFDATAV - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture

   XDWM..E  RMFDATA2 - Intvls with Enhanced DAT Architecture 2

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..E  RMFESCDR - Intvls with ESCON Director in Config

   XDWM..E  RMFESCON - Intvls where Enabled for ESCON

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level
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   X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..   STEPNAME - Program Step Name

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VSUMEML  - Address Space Memory Limit (Megabytes)

   X.....E  VSURACTV - Job Active at Start of Intvl

   X.....E  VSURGMLX - GETMAIN Limit Changed During Intvl

   X.....E  VSURINVD - RMF ABEND During Sampling: Data Invalid

   X.....E  VSURJEND - Job Ended During Intvl

   X.....E  VSUYALSH - D Tm Min Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUYALSL - D Time Min Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 <16MB

   X.....E  VSUYAUSH - D Time Min Alc Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYAUSL - D Time Min Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYBLSH - D Time Min LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/ > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYBLSL - D Time Min LFB LSQA/SWA/229/ < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYBUSH - D Time Min LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYBUSL - D Time Min LFB User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYCOBY - D Time Min HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   X.....E  VSUYCOMO - D Time Min HV Common Memory Objects

   X.....E  VSUYFIFR - D Time Min 1MB Fixed Frames

   X.....E  VSUYFLSH - D Tm Min Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUYFLSL - D Time Min Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230<16MB

   X.....E  VSUYFUSH - D Time Min Free Pg Ext User Region >16MB

   X.....E  VSUYFUSL - D Time Min Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYGFFR - D Time Min 2GB Pages Fix Central Storage

   X.....E  VSUYGFMO - D Time Min Fixed Mem Obj Back 2GB Frames

   X.....E  VSUYLGMO - D Time Min Large Mem Obj Back 1M Frames

   X.....E  VSUYLSMO - D Time Min Shared Mem Objects 1M Frames

   X.....E  VSUYPAFR - D Time Min 1MB Pageable Frames

   X.....E  VSUYSHBG - D Time Min Shr Kbytes Alloc. Above 2GB

   X.....E  VSUYSHMO - D Time Min HV Shared Memory Objects

   X.....E  VSUYSLSH - D Tm Min Al Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUYSLSL - D Tm Min Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 <16MB

   X.....E  VSUYSUSH - D Time Min Alc Area Ext User Region>16MB

   X.....E  VSUYSUSL - D Time Min Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUYTOBG - D Time Min Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   X.....E  VSUYTOFR - D Time Min 1MB Frames Fix Central Stor

   X.....E  VSUYTOMO - D Time Min HV Memory Objects Allocated

   X.....E  VSUY000L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY229L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY230L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY236L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY237L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY251L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY252L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUY255L - D Time Min Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB
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   X.....E  VSUZALSH - D Tm Max Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUZALSL - D Time Max Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 <16MB

   X.....E  VSUZAUSH - D Time Max Alc Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZAUSL - D Time Max Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZBLSH - D Time Max LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZBLSL - D Time Max LFB LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZBUSH - D Time Max LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZBUSL - D Time Max LFB User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZCOBY - D Time Max HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   X.....E  VSUZCOMO - D Time Max HV Common Memory Objects

   X.....E  VSUZFIFR - D Time Max 1MB Fixed Frames

   X.....E  VSUZFLSH - D Tm Max Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUZFLSL - D Time Max Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230<16MB

   X.....E  VSUZFUSH - D Time Max Free Pg Ext User Region >16MB

   X.....E  VSUZFUSL - D Time Max Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZGFFR - D Time Max 2GB Pages Fix Central Storage

   X.....E  VSUZGFMO - D Time Max Fixed Mem Obj Back 2GB Frames

   X.....E  VSUZLGMO - D Time Max Large Mem Obj Back 1M Frames

   X.....E  VSUZLSMO - D Time Max Shared Mem Objects 1M Frames

   X.....E  VSUZPAFR - D Time Max 1MB Pageable Frames

   X.....E  VSUZSHBG - D Time Max Shr Kbytes Alloc. Above 2GB

   X.....E  VSUZSHMO - D Time Max HV Shared Memory Objects

   X.....E  VSUZSLSH - D Tm Max Al Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230>16MB

   X.....E  VSUZSLSL - D Tm Max Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 <16MB

   X.....E  VSUZSUSH - D Time Max Alc Area Ext User Region>16MB

   X.....E  VSUZSUSL - D Time Max Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZTOBG - D Time Max Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   X.....E  VSUZTOFR - D Time Max 1MB Frames Fix Central Stor

   X.....E  VSUZTOMO - D Time Max HV Memory Objects Allocated

   X.....E  VSUZ000L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ229L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ230L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ236L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ237L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ251L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ252L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   X.....E  VSUZ255L - D Time Max Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VSUACTCT - Intvls with Job Active at Start

   XDWM..E  VSUGMLCT - Intvls with GETMAIN Limit Change

   XDWM..E  VSUINVCT - Intvls with RMF ABENDs

   XDWM..E  VSUJENCT - Intvls with Job Ending

   XDWM..E  VSURSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

   XDWM..E  VSUTALSH - Tot K Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTALSL - Tot K Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTAUSH - Tot K Alc Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTAUSL - Tot K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTBLSH - Tot K LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 >16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTBLSL - Tot K LFB LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTBUSH - Tot K LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTBUSL - Tot K LFB User Region < 16MB
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   XDWM..E  VSUTCOBY - Tot HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUTCOMO - Tot HV Common Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUTFIFR - Tot 1MB Fixed Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUTFLSH - Tot K Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTFLSL - Tot K Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTFUSH - Tot K Free Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTFUSL - Tot K Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTGFFR - Tot 2GB Pages Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUTGFMO - Tot Fixed Mem Objects Backed 2GB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUTGMLH - Tot K Getmain Limit Ext Pvt Area > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTGMLL - Tot K Getmain Limit Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTLGMO - Tot Large Mem Objects Backed 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUTLSMO - Tot Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUTPAFR - Tot 1MB Pageable Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUTREGR - Total K Region Requested in JCL

   XDWM..E  VSUTRGAH - Tot K Ext User Region Exit Assigned>16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTRGAL - Tot K User Region Exit Assigned < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTSHBG - Tot Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUTSHMO - Tot HV Shared Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUTSLSH - Tot K Alc Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTSLSL - Tot K Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTSUSH - Tot K Alc Area Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTSUSL - Tot K Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTTOBG - Tot Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUTTOFR - Tot 1MB Frames Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUTTOMO - Tot HV Memory Objects Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUTURAH - Tot K Ext User Region Address > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUTURAL - Tot K User Region Address < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT000L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT229L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT230L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT236L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT237L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT251L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT252L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUT255L - Tot K Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VSUNALSH - Min K Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 >16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNALSL - Min K Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 <16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNAUSH - Min K Alc Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNAUSL - Min K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNBLSH - Min K LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNBLSL - Min K LFB LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNBUSH - Min K LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNBUSL - Min K LFB User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNCOBY - Min HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUNCOMO - Min HV Common Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUNFIFR - Min 1MB Fixed Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUNFLSH - Min K Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNFLSL - Min K Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNFUSH - Min K Free Pg Ext User Region > 16MB
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   XDWM..E  VSUNFUSL - Min K Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNGFFR - Min 2GB Pages Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUNGFMO - Min Fixed Mem Objects Backed 2GB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUNGMLH - Min K Extended Getmain Limit > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNGMLL - Min K Getmain Limit < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNLGMO - Min Large Mem Objects Backed 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUNLSMO - Min Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUNPAFR - Min 1MB Pageable Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUNREGR - Min K User Region Requested in JCL

   XDWM..E  VSUNRGAH - Min K Ext User Region Exit Assigned>16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNRGAL - Min K User Region Exit Assigned < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNSHBG - Min Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUNSHMO - Min HV Shared Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUNSLSH - Min K Alc Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNSLSL - Min K Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNSUSH - Min K Alc Area Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNSUSL - Min K Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNTOBG - Min Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUNTOFR - Min 1MB Frames Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUNTOMO - Min HV Memory Objects Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUNURAH - Min K Ext User Region Address > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUNURAL - Min K User Region Address < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN000L - Min K Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN229L - Min K Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN230L - Min K Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN236L - Min K Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN237L - Min K Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN251L - Min K Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN252L - Min K Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUN255L - Min K Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VSUHCOBY - Peak HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUHSHBG - Peak Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUHTOBG - Peak Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUMALSH - Max K Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMALSL - Max K Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMAUSH - Max K Alc Pg Extended User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMAUSL - Max K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMBLSH - Max K LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 >16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMBLSL - Max K LFB LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMBUSH - Max K LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMBUSL - Max K LFB User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMCOBY - Max HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUMCOMO - Max HV Common Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUMFIFR - Max 1MB Fixed Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUMFLSH - Max K Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMFLSL - Max K Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMFUSH - Max K Free Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMFUSL - Max K Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMGFFR - Max 2GB Pages Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUMGFMO - Max Fixed Mem Objects Backed 2GB Frames
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   XDWM..E  VSUMGMLH - Max K Extended Getmain Limit > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMGMLL - Max K Getmain Limit < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMLGMO - Max Large Mem Objects Backed 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUMLSMO - Max Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUMPAFR - Max 1MB Pageable Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUMREGR - Max K User Region Requested in JCL

   XDWM..E  VSUMRGAH - Max K Ext User Region Exit Assigned>16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMRGAL - Max K User Region Exit Assigned < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMSHBG - Max Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUMSHMO - Max HV Shared Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUMSLSH - Max K Alc Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMSLSL - Max K Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMSUSH - Max K Alc Area Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMSUSL - Max K Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMTOBG - Max Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUMTOFR - Max 1MB Frames Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUMTOMO - Max HV Memory Objects Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUMURAH - Max K Ext User Region Address > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUMURAL - Max K User Region Address < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM000L - Max K Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM229L - Max K Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM230L - Max K Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM236L - Max K Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM237L - Max K Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM251L - Max K Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM252L - Max K Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUM255L - Max K Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VSUAALSH - Avg K Alc Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAALSL - Avg K Alc Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAAUSH - Avg K Alc Pg Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAAUSL - Avg K Alc Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUABLSH - Avg K LFB ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUABLSL - Avg K LFB LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUABUSH - Avg K LFB Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUABUSL - Avg K LFB User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUACOBY - Avg HV Common Kbytes Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUACOMO - Avg HV-Common Memory Objects cts

   XDWM..E  VSUAFIFR - Avg 1MB Fixed Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUAFLSH - Avg K Free Pg ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAFLSL - Avg K Free Pg LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAFUSH - Avg K Free Pg Ext User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAFUSL - Avg K Free Pg User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAGFFR - Avg 2GB Pages Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUAGFMO - Avg Fixed Mem Objects Backed 2GB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUAGMLH - Avg K Extended Getmain Limit > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAGMLL - Avg K Getmain Limit < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUALGMO - Avg Large Mem Objects Backed 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUALSMO - Avg Shared Memory Objects 1MB Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUAPAFR - Avg 1MB Pageable Frames

   XDWM..E  VSUAREGR - Avg K User Region Requested in JCL
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   XDWM..E  VSUARGAH - Avg K Ext User Region Exit Assigned>16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUARGAL - Avg K User Region Exit Assigned < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUASHBG - Avg Shared Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUASHMO - Avg HV Shared Memory Objects

   XDWM..E  VSUASLSH - Avg K Alc Area ELSQA/ESWA/229/230 > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUASLSL - Avg K Alc Area LSQA/SWA/229/230 < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUASUSH - Avg K Alc Area Ext User Region > 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUASUSL - Avg K Alc Area User Region < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUATOBG - Avg Kbytes Allocated Above 2GB

   XDWM..E  VSUATOFR - Avg 1MB Frames Fixed Central Storage

   XDWM..E  VSUATOMO - Avg HV Memory Objects Allocated

   XDWM..E  VSUAURAH - Avg K Extended User Region Address >16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUAURAL - Avg K User Region Address < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA000L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 000 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA229L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 229 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA230L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 230 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA236L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 236 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA237L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 237 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA251L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 251 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA252L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 252 Pvt Area < 16MB

   XDWM..E  VSUA255L - Avg K Alc Pg SP 255 Pvt Area < 16MB

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Storage Private Usage File (SCPVSU).

Usage Considerations

The following element in the SCPVSUnn file only has meaning when used in the DETAIL timespan, since significance
is lost once summarization has been performed. In the higher timespans, the data element is retained based on the last
reference from the file to be summarized.

CYCLETM
Sampling Time Cycle Length

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

Be aware of the meaning of those data elements that represent minimum or maximum values of variables and the
timestamps for when the minimum or maximum values occurred:

• A data element that represents the minimum value of a variable contains the minimum value for all occurrences of that
data element in the records processed for the summarization level. This is true for all levels above DETAIL.

• A data element that represents the maximum value of a variable contains the maximum value for all occurrences of
that data element in the records processed for the summarization level. This is true for all levels above DETAIL.

• The timestamps for minimum and maximum values are intended for detailed analysis of short term trends in the usage
of virtual storage. As a result, these elements lose most of their significance above the DETAIL timespan and are not
carried into the DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans of the MICS database.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, while ENDTS is the highest date and time,
for the data summarized. The data elements also have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
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• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

The RMF Monitor I VSTOR option, with one or more jobnames, must be specified in order for RMF to collect data for the
SCPVSUnn file.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical SCPVSU retrieval examples.

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display maximum usage of virtual storage for the user region and the combined area of LSQA, SWA, Subpool 229 and
Subpool 230, during the prime zone during the past week of program PGMNM018:
    DATA;

      SET &PSCPD..SCPVSU01 &PSCPD..SCPVSU02

          &PSCPD..SCPVSU03 &PSCPD..SCPVSU04

          &PSCPD..SCPVSU05;

      IF ZONE EQ '1' AND PROGRAM EQ 'PGMNM018';

  

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID DAY HOUR

      VSUMAUSH VSUMAUSL VSUMALSH VSUMALSL;

 

• Display average usage of virtual storage, by subpool, during the prime zone yesterday by program PGMBZZZY:
    DATA;

      SET &PSCPD..SCPVSU01;

      IF ZONE EQ '1' AND PROGRAM EQ 'PGMBZZZY';

  

    PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ENDTS

      VSUA000L VSUA229L VSUA230L VSUA236L

      VSUA237L VSUA251L VSUA252L VSUA255L;

 

SCPXCY - XCF System Activity File

The XCF System Activity File is used to store information about Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) traffic to, from, and
within the system that recorded the data. You can use this information to analyze message traffic and establish the correct
message buffer length and space parameters.

The information in the SCPXCY file is derived from the system data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 2 record written
by RMF Monitor I.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPXCY Sort Sequence and Data Granularity
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      XCFSYSNM |

|         |XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  XCFMTDIR - XCF Message Traffic Direction

  XDWM..E  XCFSYSNM - XCF System Name

  XDWM..E  XCFTCLNM - XCF Transport Class

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century
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  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCYACMXB - Accum Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  XDWM..E  XCYACTCL - Accum Transport Class Msg Length

  XDWM..E  XCYACTCT - Intvls with XCF System Activation

  XDWM..E  XCYINACT - Intvls with XCF System Deactivation

  XDWM..E  XCYRSCCT - Intvls with XCF Counts Reset

  XDWM..E  XCYTOBIG - Msgs Larger than Defined Buffer

  XDWM..E  XCYTOBSY - Msgs Rejected

  XDWM..E  XCYTOFIT - Msgs Fitting Defined Buffer

  XDWM..E  XCYTOMSG - Msgs - Total

  XDWM..E  XCYTONOP - Msgs Migrated No Path

  XDWM..E  XCYTOOVR - Big Msgs Exceeding Optimum Length

  XDWM..E  XCYTOPTH - Paths in Service

  XDWM..E  XCYTOSML - Msgs Smaller than Defined Buffer

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCYABMXB - Abs Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..   XCYAVMXB - Avg Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  XDWM..   XCYAVPTH - Avg Paths in Service

  XDWM..E  XCYAVTCL - Avg Transport Class Message Length

  XDWM..E  XCYPCBIG - Pct Msgs Larger than Defined Buffer

  XDWM..E  XCYPCFIT - Pct Msgs Fitting Defined Buffer

  XDWM..E  XCYPCOVR - Pct Big Msgs Exceeding Optimum Length

  XDWM..E  XCYPCSML - Pct Msgs Smaller than Defined Buffer

  XDWM..E  XCYPSBSY - Msgs/Second Rejected
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  XDWM..E  XCYPSMSG - Msgs/Second - Total

  XDWM..E  XCYPSNOP - Msgs/Second Migrated No Path

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see XCF System Activity File (SCPXCY).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

SCPXCM - XCF Member Activity File

The XCF Member Activity File is used to store information about signals sent to and from each remote system, further
broken down by remote group and member. You can use this information to monitor traffic loads, possibly to look for
groups that would perform better if they were put into their own transport classes.

The information in the SCPXCM file is derived from the member data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 2 record written
by RMF Monitor I.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPXCM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     XCFSYSNM  XCMGROUP  XCMEMBER  XCMMBRES |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCMGROUP  XCMEMBER  XCMMBRES           |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCMGROUP  XCMEMBER  XCMMBRES           |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      XCFSYSNM |
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|         |XCMGROUP  XCMEMBER  XCMMBRES                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  XCFSYSNM - XCF System Name

  XDWM..E  XCMEMBER - XCF Member

  XDWM..E  XCMGROUP - XCF Group

  XDWM..E  XCMMBRES - XCF Member Residence

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number
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  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   XCMJOBNM - Job Name that Joined the Member

  X.....   XCMSTATE - Member State

  X.....   XCMSTINT - Status Checking Interval

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCMACTCT - Intvls with Member Activation

  XDWM..E  XCMINACT - Intvls with Member Deactivation

  XDWM..   XCMNOQCT - No Information Returned From IXCINQUIRY

  XDWM..   XCMPARCT - Intvls with Member Partially Not Active

  XDWM..E  XCMRSCCT - Intvls with XCF Counts Reset

  XDWM..E  XCMTORCV - Signals Received

  XDWM..E  XCMTOSNT - Signals Sent

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCMPSRCV - Signals/Second Received

  XDWM..E  XCMPSSNT - Signals/Second Sent

  

  

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see XCF Member Activity File (SCPXCM).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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SCPXCA - XCF Path Activity File

The XCF Path Activity File is used to store information about each signalling path connecting the local system to all
remote systems. You can use this information to analyze path allocations for under- or over-utilized paths.

The information in the SCPXCA file is derived from the path data section of the SMF type 74 subtype 2 record written by
RMF Monitor I.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPXCA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM  XCARMSYS |

|         |XCADEVNO  XCARMDEV                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM  XCARMSYS  XCADEVNO |

|         |XCARMDEV                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |XCFSYSNM  XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM  XCARMSYS  XCADEVNO |

|         |XCARMDEV                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE      XCFSYSNM |

|         |XCFMTDIR  XCFTCLNM  XCARMSYS  XCADEVNO  XCARMDEV |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014
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 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  XCADEVNO - Device Number - Local

  XDWM..E  XCARMDEV - Device Number - Remote

  XDWM..E  XCARMSYS - System Name - Remote

  XDWM..E  XCFMTDIR - XCF Message Traffic Direction

  XDWM..E  XCFSYSNM - XCF System Name

  XDWM..E  XCFTCLNM - XCF Transport Class

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  XDWM..E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   XCACRBUS - Msg Buffer Space 1K Blocks in Use

  X.....   XCACROBP - Outbound Signals Pending for Transfer

  X.....   XCACRRET - Path Retry Count

  X.....E  XCAIOTTM - Avg I/O Transfer Time

  XDWM..E  XCAPTYPE - Path Type

  XDWM..E  XCAXLSNM - XES List Structure Name
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCAACMXB - Accum Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  XDWM..E  XCAACTCT - Intvls with Path Activation

  XDWM..E  XCAINACT - Intvls with Path Deactivation

  XDWM..   XCAQSDCT - Intvls with Path Quiesced

  XDWM..   XCAQSGCT - Intvls with Path Quiescing

  XDWM..   XCARBDCT - Intvls with Path Rebuilding

  XDWM..E  XCARETLM - Path Retry Limit

  XDWM..E  XCARSCCT - Intvls with Path Counts Reset

  XDWM..E  XCARSMP  - Number of RMF Samples

  XDWM..E  XCARSTCT - Intvls with Path Restarting

  XDWM..   XCASTFCT - Intvls with Path Stop Failed

  XDWM..E  XCASTPCT - Intvls with Path Stopping

  XDWM..E  XCASTRCT - Intvls with Path Starting

  XDWM..E  XCATOAPP - Path Busy when Selected

  XDWM..E  XCATOIBR - Inbound Signals Refused: Max Msg Limit

  XDWM..E  XCATOQLN - Outbound Msg Queue Length

  XDWM..E  XCATORST - Path Restarts

  XDWM..E  XCATOSIG - Signals Sent or Received

  XDWM..E  XCATOSUS - Path Not Busy when Selected

  XDWM..E  XCAWATCT - Intvls with Comm Link Completion Wait

  XDWM..E  XCAWRKCT - Intvls with Path Working

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCAABMXB - Abs Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  XCAAVMXB - Avg Max Msg Buffer Space (1K Blks)

  XDWM..E  XCAAVQLN - Avg Outbound Msg Queue Length

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see XCF Path Activity File (SCPXCA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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SCPKRN - USS Kernel Activity File

The USS Kernel Activity File quantifies the Unix System Services (USS) utilization. Statistics about system calls, CPU
time consumed, user and process workloads, inter-process communications (for example, semaphore ids), memory map
usage, and shared library utilization are also provided.

This file is derived from the RMF USS Kernel Activity Records, type 74 subtype 3.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPKRN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  EXTSTOR  - Expanded Storage Flag

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

  XDWM..E  PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....E  RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....   KRNISS   - Invalid Sample Flag

  XDWM..E  KRNMAXP  - Maximum USS Processes Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMAXPU - Maximum USS Processes per User Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMAXU  - Maximum USS Users Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMMAP  - Maximum Memory Map Storage Pages Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMMSG  - Maximum Message Queue IDs Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMPAG  - Maximum Shared Storage Pages Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMQDS  - Maximum Queued Signals/Process Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMSEM  - Maximum Semaphore IDs Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMSHM  - Maximum Shared Memory IDs Allowed

  XDWM..E  KRNMSLR  - Maximum Shared Library Region Available

  XDWM..E  KRNMSPG  - Maximum Shared Memory Pages Allowed

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  KRNCLRCT - Intvls with Max Shr Lib Region Size Chgd
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  XDWM..E  KRNCMACT - Intvls with Max Mem Map Stg Pages Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCMSCT - Intvls with Max Message Queue IDs Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCPACT - Intvls with Max Shared Stg Pages Changed

  XDWM..E  KRNCPRCT - Intvls with Max USS Processes Changed

  XDWM..E  KRNCPUCT - Intvls with Max USS Processes/User Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCPUTM - Total USS Kernel CPU Time

  XDWM..E  KRNCQSCT - Intvls with Max Queued Signals/Proc Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCSECT - Intvls with Max Semaphore IDs Changed

  XDWM..E  KRNCSHCT - Intvls with Max Shared Memory IDs Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCSPCT - Intvls with Max Shared Memory Pages Chgd

  XDWM..E  KRNCUSCT - Intvls with Max USS Users Changed

  XDWM..E  KRNISSCT - Intvls with Invalid Samples

  XDWM..E  KRNMAPCT - Total Memory Map Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMSGCT - Total Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNOMAPC - Overruns - Max Memory Map Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNOMSGC - Overruns - Max Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNOPAGC - Overruns - Max Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNOPRCT - Overruns - Maximum Processes

  XDWM..E  KRNOPUCT - Overruns - Maximum Processes per User

  XDWM..E  KRNOQDSC - Overruns - Max Queued Signals

  XDWM..E  KRNOSEMC - Overruns - Max Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNOSHMC - Overruns - Max Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNOSLRC - Overruns - Max Shared Library Region

  XDWM..E  KRNOSPGC - Overruns - Max Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNOUSCT - Overruns - Maximum Users

  XDWM..E  KRNPAGCT - Total Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNPROCT - Total USS Processes

  XDWM..E  KRNSEMCT - Total Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNSHMCT - Total Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNSLRCT - Total Shared Library Storage Allocated

  XDWM..E  KRNSPGCT - Total Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNSYSCT - Total USS Kernel System Calls

  XDWM..E  KRNTERCT - Intvls with USS Terminated/Reinstated

  XDWM..E  KRNUSRCT - Total USS Users

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  KRNMNCPU - Minimum USS Kernel CPU Time

  XDWM..E  KRNMNMAP - Minimum Memory Map Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMNMSG - Minimum Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMNOMA - Min Overruns - Max Memory Map Stg Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMNOMS - Min Overruns - Max Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMNOPA - Min Overruns - Max Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMNOPR - Min Overruns - Maximum Processes

  XDWM..   KRNMNOPU - Min Overruns - Maximum Processes/User

  XDWM..   KRNMNOQD - Min Overruns - Max Queued Signals

  XDWM..   KRNMNOSE - Min Overruns - Max Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMNOSH - Min Overruns - Max Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMNOSL - Min Overruns - Max Shr Lib Region Size

  XDWM..   KRNMNOSP - Min Overruns - Max Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMNOUS - Min Overruns - Maximum Users

  XDWM..E  KRNMNPAG - Minimum Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMNPRO - Minimum USS Processes
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  XDWM..E  KRNMNSEM - Minimum Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNMNSHM - Minimum Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNMNSLR - Minimum Shared Library Storage Allocated

  XDWM..E  KRNMNSPG - Minimum Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMNSYS - Minimum USS Kernel System Calls

  XDWM..E  KRNMNUSR - Minimum USS Users

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  KRNMXCPU - Maximum USS Kernel CPU Time

  XDWM..E  KRNMXMAP - Maximum Memory Map Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMXMSG - Maximum Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMXOMA - Max Overruns - Max Memory Map Stg Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMXOMS - Max Overruns - Max Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMXOPA - Max Overruns - Max Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMXOPR - Max Overruns - Maximum Processes

  XDWM..   KRNMXOPU - Max Overruns - Maximum Processes/User

  XDWM..   KRNMXOQD - Max Overruns - Max Queued Signals

  XDWM..   KRNMXOSE - Max Overruns - Max Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMXOSH - Max Overruns - Max Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..   KRNMXOSL - Max Overruns - Max Shr Lib Region Size

  XDWM..   KRNMXOSP - Max Overruns - Max Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..   KRNMXOUS - Max Overruns - Maximum Users

  XDWM..E  KRNMXPAG - Maximum Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMXPRO - Maximum USS Processes

  XDWM..E  KRNMXSEM - Maximum Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNMXSHM - Maximum Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNMXSLR - Maximum Shared Library Storage Allocated

  XDWM..E  KRNMXSPG - Maximum Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNMXSYS - Maximum USS Kernel System Calls

  XDWM..E  KRNMXUSR - Maximum USS Users

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  KRNAVCPU - Avg USS Kernel CPU Time

  XDWM..E  KRNAVMAP - Avg Memory Map Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVMSG - Avg Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOMA - Avg Overruns - Max Memory Map Stg Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOMS - Avg Overruns - Max Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOPA - Avg Overruns - Max Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOPR - Avg Overruns - Maximum Processes

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOPU - Avg Overruns - Maximum Processes/User

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOQD - Avg Overruns - Max Queued Signals

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOSE - Avg Overruns - Max Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOSH - Avg Overruns - Max Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOSL - Avg Overruns - Max Shr Lib Region Size

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOSP - Avg Overruns - Max Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVOUS - Avg Overruns - Maximum Users

  XDWM..E  KRNAVPAG - Avg Shared Storage Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVPRO - Avg USS Processes

  XDWM..E  KRNAVSEM - Avg Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVSHM - Avg Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..E  KRNAVSLR - Avg Shared Library Storage Allocated
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  XDWM..E  KRNAVSPG - Avg Shared Memory Pages

  XDWM..E  KRNAVSYS - Avg USS Kernel System Calls

  XDWM..E  KRNAVUSR - Avg USS Users

  XDWM..   KRNPCOMS - Pct Overruns - Max Message Queue IDs

  XDWM..   KRNPCOPR - Pct Overruns - Maximum Processes

  XDWM..   KRNPCOSE - Pct Overruns - Max Semaphore IDs

  XDWM..   KRNPCOSH - Pct Overruns - Max Shared Memory IDs

  XDWM..   KRNPCOUS - Pct Overruns - Maximum Users

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see USS Kernel Activity File (SCPKRN).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

SCPSRD - Serialization Delay Details File

The Serialization Delay Details file provides contention information at the address space level for different types of
suspend locks, GRS enqueues, and GRS latches: CMS locks, CMS enqueue/dequeue locks, CMS latch locks, CMS SMF
locks, local locks, and CML locks.

This file is derived from the RMF Serialization Delay Records, type 72 subtype 5.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPSRD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS     ASID      JOB       WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD |

 |         |SRDTOKEN                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Mon, Nov 17, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Mon, Nov 17, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  SRDTOKEN - Address Space SToken

   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

   X.....E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   X.....E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  GRSMODE  - GRS Mode
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   X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level

   X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   X.....E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   X.....E  SRDTOCLA - CML Lock Owner Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOCLS - Total CML Lock Owner Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOCLT - Total CML Lock Owner Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOCMA - CMS Lock Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOCMS - Total CMS Lock Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOCMT - Total CMS Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOCRA - CML Lock Req. Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOCRS - Total CML Lock Requestor Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOCRT - Total CML Lock Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOEDA - CMSEQDQ Lock Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOEDS - Total CMSEQDQ Lock Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOEDT - Total CMSEQDQ Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOLAA - CMSLatch Lock Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOLAS - Total CMSLatch Lock Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOLAT - Total CMSLatch Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOLCQ - Latch Set Creator Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOLCS - Total Latch Set Creator Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOLCT - Total Latch Set Creator Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOLOA - Local Lock Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOLOS - Total Local Lock Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOLOT - Total Local Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOLRQ - Latch Requestor Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOLRS - Total Latch Requestor Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOLRT - Total Latch Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOSIQ - Indv GRS QSCAN Req Exec Time Sum Sqrs

   X.....E  SRDTOSMA - CMSSMF Lock Contentions with QLen>1

   X.....E  SRDTOSMS - Total CMSSMF Lock Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOSMT - Total CMSSMF Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOSRC - Total GRS QSCAN Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSRQ - GRS QSCAN Req Resources Return Sum Sqrs

   X.....E  SRDTOSRR - Total GRS QSCAN Req Resources Returned

   X.....E  SRDTOSSC - Total GQSCAN or ISGQUERY QSCAN Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSSQ - GRS ENQ Systems Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOSSR - Total GRS ENQ Systems Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSSS - Total GRS ENQ Systems Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOSST - Total GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOSTI - Total QSCAN Req Exec Time within GRS
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   X.....E  SRDTOSTQ - GRS ENQ Step Contention Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOSTR - Total GRS ENQ Step Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSTS - Total GRS ENQ Step Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOSTT - Total GRS ENQ Step Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOSYQ - GRS ENQ System Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOSYR - Total GRS ENQ System Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSYS - Total GRS ENQ System Contentions

   X.....E  SRDTOSYT - Total GRS ENQ System Contention Time

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   X.....E  SRDAVCLT - Avg CML Lock Owner Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVCMT - Avg CMS Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVCRT - Avg CML Lock Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVEDT - Avg CMSEQDQ Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVLAT - Avg CMSLatch Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVLCT - Avg Latch Set Creator Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVLOT - Avg Local Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVLRT - Avg Latch Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVSMT - Avg CMSSMF Lock Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVSRR - Avg Resources per GRS QSCAN Request

   X.....E  SRDAVSST - Avg GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVSTI - Avg Exec Time per GRS QSCAN Request

   X.....E  SRDAVSTT - Avg GRS ENQ Step Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVSYT - Avg GRS ENQ System Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDLCDEV - Latch Set Creator Cont. Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDLRDEV - Latch Requestor Cont. Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSDSRR - GRS QSCAN Req Resources Return Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSDSTI - Indv GRS QSCAN Req Exec Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSSDEV - GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSTDEV - GRS ENQ Step Contention Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSYDEV - GRS ENQ System Contention Time Std Dev

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Serialization Delay Details File (SCPSRD).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity decreases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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SCPSRS - Serialization Delay System File

The Serialization Delay System file provides system-wide summary contention information for all address spaces, for
different types of suspend locks, GRS enqueues, and GRS latches: CMSlocks, CMS enqueue/dequeue locks, CMS latch
locks, CMS SMF locks, local locks, and CML locks.

This file is derived from the RMF Serialization Delay Records, type 72 subtype 5.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

SCPSRS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Wed, Apr 18, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE:  Tue, Nov 4, 2014                           

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"      

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.               

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element                            

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)                     

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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  Sequence/Summary Data Elements                               

  

   X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification            

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month                            

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day                             

   X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification                      

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year                           

   X.....E  SRDTOKEN - Address Space SToken                    

   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier                       

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year                            

   X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name                  

   X.....E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period         

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century                     

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone                           

  

  Common Data Elements                                     

  

   X.....E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval         

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week                 

   X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time             

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp                      

   X.....E  GRSMODE  - GRS Mode                            

   X.....E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals       

   X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level                  

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification   

   X.....E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator       

   X.....   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset            

   X.....E  RMFIML   - I/O Measurement Level               

   X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number      

   X.....E  RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF

   X.....E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number                  

   X.....E  SAMPLES  - RMF Sample Count

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp                         

   X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name                              

   X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name                             

  

  Accumulated Data Elements                                     

  

   X.....E  SRDTOCLA - CML Lock Owner Contentions with QLen>1   

   X.....E  SRDTOCLS - Total CML Lock Owner Contentions         

   X.....E  SRDTOCLT - Total CML Lock Owner Contention Time     

   X.....E  SRDTOCMA - CMS Lock Contentions with QLen>1         

   X.....E  SRDTOCMS - Total CMS Lock Contentions               

   X.....E  SRDTOCMT - Total CMS Lock Contention Time           

   X.....E  SRDTOCRA - CML Lock Req. Contentions with QLen>1    

   X.....E  SRDTOCRS - Total CML Lock Requestor Contentions     

   X.....E  SRDTOCRT - Total CML Lock Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOEDA - CMSEQDQ Lock Contentions with QLen>1     

   X.....E  SRDTOEDS - Total CMSEQDQ Lock Contentions           

   X.....E  SRDTOEDT - Total CMSEQDQ Lock Contention Time       

   X.....E  SRDTOLAA - CMSLatch Lock Contentions with QLen>1    
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   X.....E  SRDTOLAS - Total CMSLatch Lock Contentions          

   X.....E  SRDTOLAT - Total CMSLatch Lock Contention Time      

   X.....E  SRDTOLCQ - Latch Set Creator Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOLCS - Total Latch Set Creator Contentions     

   X.....E  SRDTOLCT - Total Latch Set Creator Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDTOLOA - Local Lock Contentions with QLen>1      

   X.....E  SRDTOLOS - Total Local Lock Contentions            

   X.....E  SRDTOLOT - Total Local Lock Contention Time        

   X.....E  SRDTOLRQ - Latch Requestor Cont. Time Sum Squares  

   X.....E  SRDTOLRS - Total Latch Requestor Contentions       

   X.....E  SRDTOLRT - Total Latch Requestor Contention Time   

   X.....E  SRDTOSIQ - Indv GRS QSCAN Req Exec Time Sum Sqrs   

   X.....E  SRDTOSMA - CMSSMF Lock Contentions with QLen>1     

   X.....E  SRDTOSMS - Total CMSSMF Lock Contentions           

   X.....E  SRDTOSMT - Total CMSSMF Lock Contention Time       

   X.....E  SRDTOSRC - Total GRS QSCAN Requests                

   X.....E  SRDTOSRQ - GRS QSCAN Req Resources Return Sum Sqrs

   X.....E  SRDTOSRR - Total GRS QSCAN Req Resources Returned  

   X.....E  SRDTOSSC - Total GQSCAN or ISGQUERY QSCAN Requests

   X.....E  SRDTOSSQ - GRS ENQ Systems Cont. Time Sum Squares  

   X.....E  SRDTOSSR - Total GRS ENQ Systems Requests          

   X.....E  SRDTOSSS - Total GRS ENQ Systems Contentions       

   X.....E  SRDTOSST - Total GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time   

   X.....E  SRDTOSTI - Total QSCAN Req Exec Time within GRS    

   X.....E  SRDTOSTQ - GRS ENQ Step Contention Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOSTR - Total GRS ENQ Step Requests           

   X.....E  SRDTOSTS - Total GRS ENQ Step Contentions        

   X.....E  SRDTOSTT - Total GRS ENQ Step Contention Time    

   X.....E  SRDTOSYQ - GRS ENQ System Cont. Time Sum Squares

   X.....E  SRDTOSYR - Total GRS ENQ System Requests         

   X.....E  SRDTOSYS - Total GRS ENQ System Contentions      

   X.....E  SRDTOSYT - Total GRS ENQ System Contention Time  

  

  Derived Data Elements                                      

  

   X.....E  SRDAVCLT - Avg CML Lock Owner Contention Time    

   X.....E  SRDAVCMT - Avg CMS Lock Contention Time          

   X.....E  SRDAVCRT - Avg CML Lock Requestor Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVEDT - Avg CMSEQDQ Lock Contention Time      

   X.....E  SRDAVLAT - Avg CMSLatch Lock Contention Time     

   X.....E  SRDAVLCT - Avg Latch Set Creator Contention Time

   X.....E  SRDAVLOT - Avg Local Lock Contention Time        

   X.....E  SRDAVLRT - Avg Latch Requestor Contention Time   

   X.....E  SRDAVSMT - Avg CMSSMF Lock Contention Time       

   X.....E  SRDAVSRR - Avg Resources per GRS QSCAN Request   

   X.....E  SRDAVSST - Avg GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time   

   X.....E  SRDAVSTI - Avg Exec Time per GRS QSCAN Request   

   X.....E  SRDAVSTT - Avg GRS ENQ Step Contention Time       

   X.....E  SRDAVSYT - Avg GRS ENQ System Contention Time     

   X.....E  SRDLCDEV - Latch Set Creator Cont. Time Std Dev   

   X.....E  SRDLRDEV - Latch Requestor Cont. Time Std Dev     

   X.....E  SRDSDSRR - GRS QSCAN Req Resources Return Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSDSTI - Indv GRS QSCAN Req Exec Time Std Dev   
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   X.....E  SRDSSDEV - GRS ENQ Systems Contention Time Std Dev

   X.....E  SRDSTDEV - GRS ENQ Step Contention Time Std Dev   

   X.....E  SRDSYDEV - GRS ENQ System Contention Time Std Dev                 

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Serialization Delay System File (SCPSRS).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity decreases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

WLM Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the WLM Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data sequencing.
Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

Workload Management Information Area (WLM) Structure

Input Data Source Output Files
RMF Workload Activity record
(type 72 subtype 3)

Service Definition File (WLMSDE)

Resource Group File (WLMRGP)
Service Client File (WLMSVC)
Service Class Subsystem Delay States File (WLMSDS)
Report Class Subsystem Delay States File (WLM_EW)
Service Class File (WLMSEA)
Tenant Resource Group File (WLMTGP)
Report Class File (WLM_EA)
Service Class Resource Consumption File (WLMSEC)
Report Class Resource Consumption File (WLM_EC)
Service Class Response Time File (WLMSEM)
Report Class Response Time File (WLM_EM)
Service Class General Execution Delay File (WLMSED)
Report Class General Execution Delay File (WLM_ED)
Tenant Resource Group File (WLMTGP)
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WLM Information Area Files List

WLMSDE - Service Definition File

The Service Definition File contains information about the Workload Manager service definition installed at the time the
measurements were taken. The file contains measurement status flags, resource coefficients and factors, and other
information common to all WLM measurements.

Information in the WLMSDE file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

Placing Service Definition information in a single database file rather than in each observation in all WLM-related files
results in a significant reduction in storage requirements.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSDE Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     SYSID              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      SYSID                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      SYSID                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      SYSID                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.
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 GENERATION DATE: Tue, Nov 27, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDWM..E SYSPLEX - Sysplex Name

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

 XDWM..E WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E CYCLETM - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWM..E MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 XDWM..E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E PRSMLPNO - Logical Partition Number

 XDWM..E PRSMUSCT - Intvls Using PR/SM LPAR Feature

 XDWM..E RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

 XDWM.. RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

 XDWM.. RMFIML - I/O Measurement Level

 X..... RMFSRL - SMF Record Level Change Number

 XDWM..E RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

 XDWM..E RMFVER - RMF Version Number

 XDWM..E RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E SYSNAME - System Name

 XDWM..E WLMCSUCP - CPC SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

 XDWM..E WLMDATID - Dynamic PAV Alias Tuning Indicator

 XDWM..E WLMERF - Resource Factor Coefficient - ERV

 XDWM..E WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

 XDWM.. WLMOPT - IEAOPTxx Suffix

 XDWM..E WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

 XDWM..E WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

 XDWM..E WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

 XDWM..E WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

 XDWM.. WLMSDFDE - Service Definition Description
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 XDWM.. WLMSDUSR - Service Definition Installer

 XDWM..E WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

 XDWM..E WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

 XDWM..E WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E SDECNACT - Intvls with Collector Info Not Avail

 XDWM..E SDEIFAHO - Intvls with IFAHonorPriority

 XDWM..E SDEIFAXO - Intvls with IFACrossOver

 XDWM..E SDEIIPHO - Intvls with IIPHonorPriority

 XDWM..E SDEPNACT - Intvls with Policy Info Not Avail

 XDWM..E SDERSMP - Number of RMF Samples

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Definition File (WLMSDE).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Definition History

     TITLE1 "SERVICE DEFINITION HISTORY";

  

 

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY

       OUT=WORK.SDE

       DATA=&PWLMX..WLMSDE01 (KEEP=

         SYSPLEX SYSNAME SYSID WLMSDFNM

         WLMSDFTS WLMSDFDE WLMSDUSR);

       BY SYSPLEX SYSNAME SYSID WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC PRINT DATA=WORK.SDE;
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       BY SYSPLEX; PAGEBY SYSPLEX; ID SYSNAME;

       VAR SYSID WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMSDFDE WLMSDUSR;

     RUN;

 

WLMRGP - Resource Group File

The Resource Group File contains information about the resource groups assigned to service classes, including capacity
entitlement type, minimum and maximum processor capacity, limits on memory use, and whether or not speciality
processors are considered when evaluating processor use.

Information in the WLMRGP file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMRGP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMGROUP                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMGROUP                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMGROUP                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMGROUP                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Mon, Aug 10, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

  XDWM..E  TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID

  XDWM..E  TRGTID   - Tenant ID

  XDWM..E  TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name
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 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type

  XDWM..E  TGPMEMLI - Group Memory Limit (GB)

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPMXCAP - Maximum Group Capacity

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Resource Group File (WLMRGP).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

Service Class Resource Group Assignments

     TITLE1 "Service Class Resource Group Assignments";

  

 

     DATA WORK.RGP1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY

       WLMCLSDE WLMGROUP WLMGRPDE RGPMNCAP RGPMXCAP);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMRGP01 (IN=RGP);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & RGP) THEN OUTPUT WORK.RGP1;

     RUN;
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     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.RGP2 DATA=WORK.RGP1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY

         WLMGROUP;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC PRINT DATA=WORK.RGP2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS; ID WLMCLASS;

       VAR WLMCLSDE WLMPOLCY

         WLMGROUP WLMGRPDE RGPMNCAP RGPMXCAP;

     RUN;

 

WLMSVC - Service Client File

The Service Client File contains the names of all client service classes served by transaction servers, and the number of
work requests or transactions served.

Information in the WLMSVC file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

The WLM recognizes subsystem address spaces that function as transaction servers, such as CICS application owning
regions (AOR). Servers are managed to achieve the goals of the transactions they are processing rather than the goals of
the service class with which they themselves are associated.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSVC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  SVCCLTNM                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  SVCCLTNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  SVCCLTNM                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |SVCCLTNM                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SVCCLTNM - Client Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator
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  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVCCLTSC - Client Service Count

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVCCLTRT - Client Service Rate

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Client File (WLMSVC).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Client Activity

     TITLE1 "Service Client Activity";

  

     DATA WORK.SVC1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY

       WLMCLSDE SVCCLTNM SVCCLTSC SVCCLTRT ENDTS);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMSVC01 (IN=SVC);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & SVC) THEN OUTPUT WORK.SVC1;
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     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.SVC2 DATA=WORK.SVC1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS ENDTS

         WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY SVCCLTNM;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SVC2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS; ID ENDTS;

       VAR WLMCLASS WLMCLSDE WLMPOLCY

         SVCCLTNM SVCCLTSC SVCCLTRT;

     RUN;

 

WLMSDS - Service Class Subsystem Delay States File

The Service Class Subsystem Delay States File contains information characterizing the effect of sampled subsystem
server address space status on client work requests and transactions. This information is organized by service class
period.

Execution and delay states are reported by transaction class even though the information comes from sampling the server
address space states.

Information in the WLMSDS file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSDS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE           |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE           |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE                     |

|         |                                                 |
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|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Thu, Oct 23, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SDSPHASE - Phase

   XDWM..E  SDSSUBNM - Subsystem Name

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

   XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

   XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

   XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

   XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

   XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level
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   XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

   XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

   XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

   XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW01 - Description - Resource Delay Type 1

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW02 - Description - Resource Delay Type 2

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW03 - Description - Resource Delay Type 3

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW04 - Description - Resource Delay Type 4

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW05 - Description - Resource Delay Type 5

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW06 - Description - Resource Delay Type 6

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW07 - Description - Resource Delay Type 7

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW08 - Description - Resource Delay Type 8

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW09 - Description - Resource Delay Type 9

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW10 - Description - Resource Delay Type 10

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW11 - Description - Resource Delay Type 11

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW12 - Description - Resource Delay Type 12

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW13 - Description - Resource Delay Type 13

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW14 - Description - Resource Delay Type 14

   XDWM..E  SDSDEW15 - Description - Resource Delay Type 15

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  SDSRSMP  - Number of Samples

   XDWM..E  SDSTOACT - Samples - Active

   XDWM..E  SDSTOAPP - Samples - Active Application

   XDWM..E  SDSTOBPM - Samples - Buffer Pool Misses

   XDWM..E  SDSTOIDL - Samples - Idle

   XDWM..E  SDSTORDY - Samples - Ready

   XDWM..E  SDSTOSSL - Samples - Continued Local

   XDWM..E  SDSTOSSN - Samples - Continued Network

   XDWM..E  SDSTOSSS - Samples - Continued Sysplex

   XDWM..E  SDSTOTRR - In-Storage Residency Time

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWCO - Samples - Waiting for Conversation

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWDS - Samples - Waiting for Distrib Request

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWIO - Samples - Waiting for I/O

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWLO - Samples - Waiting for Lock

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWMS - Samples - Waiting for (Unidentified)

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWNL - Samples - Waiting for New Latch

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWOP - Samples - Waiting for Other Product

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWRT - Samples - Waiting for Regular Thread

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWSL - Samples - Waiting for Local Session

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWSN - Samples - Waiting for Network Session

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWSS - Samples - Waiting for Sysplex Session

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWST - Samples - Waiting for SSL Thread

   XDWM..E  SDSTOWTM - Samples - Waiting for Timer
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   XDWM..E  SDSTOWWR - Samples - Waiting for Work Table Reg.

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW01 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 1

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW02 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 2

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW03 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 3

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW04 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 4

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW05 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 5

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW06 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 6

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW07 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 7

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW08 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 8

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW09 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 9

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW10 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 10

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW11 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 11

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW12 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 12

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW13 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 13

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW14 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 14

   XDWM..E  SDSTOW15 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 15

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  SDSAVMPL - Avg Multiprogramming Level

   XDWM..E  SDSPCACT - Pct Active

   XDWM..E  SDSPCAPP - Pct Active Application

   XDWM..E  SDSPCBPM - Pct Buffer Pool Misses

   XDWM..E  SDSPCIDL - Pct Idle

   XDWM..E  SDSPCRDY - Pct Ready

   XDWM..E  SDSPCSSL - Pct Continued Local

   XDWM..E  SDSPCSSN - Pct Continued Network

   XDWM..E  SDSPCSSS - Pct Continued Sysplex

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWCO - Pct Waiting for Conversation

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWDS - Pct Waiting for Distrib Request

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWIO - Pct Waiting for I/O

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWLO - Pct Waiting for Lock

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWMS - Pct Waiting for (Unidentified)

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWNL - Pct Waiting for New Latch

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWOP - Pct Waiting for Other Product

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWRT - Pct Waiting for Regular Thread

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWSL - Pct Waiting for Local Session

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWSN - Pct Waiting for Network Session

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWSS - Pct Waiting for Sysplex Session

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWST - Pct Waiting for SSL Thread

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWTM - Pct Waiting for Timer

   XDWM..E  SDSPCWWR - Pct Waiting for Work Table Reg.

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW01 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 1

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW02 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 2

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW03 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 3

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW04 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 4

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW05 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 5

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW06 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 6

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW07 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 7

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW08 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 8

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW09 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 9

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW10 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 10

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW11 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 11
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   XDWM..E  SDSPCW12 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 12

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW13 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 13

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW14 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 14

   XDWM..E  SDSPCW15 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 15

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Class Subsystem Delay States File
(WLMSDS).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

More About the WLMSDS File

As stated earlier, the WLMSDS file contains information characterizing the effect of sampled subsystem server address
space status on client work requests and transactions, organized by service class period. Execution and delay states are
reported by transaction class even though the information comes from sampling the server address space states.

The life span of a transaction is divided into two phases, the begin-to-end phase and the execution phase:

• The begin-to-end phase encompasses all states from the time the transaction is received by a subsystem work
manager until the transaction is executed and terminated.

• The execution phase comprises the states experienced by the transaction only during the time the subsystem
processes the transaction.

For example, a CICS transaction is received by the terminal- owning region (TOR), begins processing, is sent to an
application-owning region (AOR) for execution, and then is served by a database-owning region (DOR), which in turn calls
on the DB2 subsystem for service. The transaction is then returned to the TOR and terminated. The phase in which the
TOR receives the transaction and subsequently ends it is the begin-to-end phase. The phase in which the transaction is in
the AOR, DOR or elsewhere is the execution phase.

In the begin-to-end phase samples, a transaction in its execution phase is characterized as "continued." Three scopes of
continuation are recognized depending on where the execution takes place:

• Within the same system as the begin-to-end phase
• On another system in the sysplex
• Elsewhere in the network

In our example, the begin-to-end phase is associated with the CICS subsystem. Once the transaction is passed to the
AOR, it is shown as continued. In the execution phase, the various states of the transaction are associated with the
CICS subsystem until the time DB2 begins its services. The transaction is then continued a second time and additional
execution phase information is collected under the DB2 subsystem. When DB2 services complete, the execution phase
continues in CICS until the transaction passes back to the TOR, when the execution phase ends. When the response is
made to the terminal and the transaction ends, the begin-to-end phase completes.
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The information in the WLMSDS file makes it possible to analyze the complex relationships between client transactions
and multiple subsystem server address spaces.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Class Subsystem Delays

     TITLE1 "Service Class Subsystem Delays";

  

     DATA WORK.SDS1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME

       WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY WLMCLSDE ENDTS

       SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE SDSPCACT SDSPCRDY SDSPCIDL

       SDSPCSSL SDSPCSSS SDSPCSSN);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMSDS01 (IN=SDS);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & SDS) THEN OUTPUT WORK.SDS1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.SDS2 DATA=WORK.SDS1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SDS2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMCLASS WLMPOLCY

         SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE SDSPCACT SDSPCRDY

         SDSPCIDL SDSPCSSL SDSPCSSS SDSPCSSN;

     RUN;

 

WLMSEA - Service Class File

The Service Class File contains information about the service classes, with one observation per service class period,
into which work with similar resource needs and identical goals is grouped. Information in this file includes goal types,
target values, and indicators showing the presence or absence of transaction response time, resource usage, and general
execution delay data. Use these indicators to determine if there are pertinent observations for a service class period in
these files:

• WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption
• WLMSED - Service Class General Execution Delay
• WLMSEM - Service Class Response Time File

Information in the WLMSEA file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSEA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..   WLMCLSDE - Service Class Description

  XDWM..E  WLMCLTYP - Class Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  XDWM..E  WLMPDDUR - Service/Report Class Period Duration

  XDWM..   WLMPOLDE - Service Policy Description

  XDWM..   WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Time Stamp

  XDWM..   WLMWKLDE - Workload Description

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEAPERDS - Number of Service/Report Class Periods
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEACPPCT - Intvls with CPU Protection

  XDWM..E  SEANDRCT - Intvls with Resource Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEANDTCT - Intvls with Resp Time Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEANDXCT - Intvls with Exec Delay Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEASTPCT - Intvls with Storage Protection

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Class File (WLMSEA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Class Definitions by Workload

     TITLE1 "Service Class Definitions by Workload";

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY

       OUT=WORK.SEA

       DATA=&PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (KEEP=

         SYSPLEX  WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMWRKLD WLMWKLDE

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSDE WLMCLSPD

         WLMGOLTP WLMGOLRI

         WLMGOLVE WLMGOLRT WLMGOLPC);

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMWRKLD WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT DATA=WORK.SEA;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS;

       PAGEBY WLMSDFNM;

       ID WLMWRKLD WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD;

       VAR WLMGOLTP WLMGOLRI WLMGOLVE WLMGOLRT WLMGOLPC;
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     RUN;

 

WLM_EA - Report Class File

The Report Class File contains information about the optional report classes to which work requests or transactions
may be assigned. This is a MICS parallel file containing a subset of the same data elements as the Service Class File
(WLMSEA). Information in this file includes indicators showing the presence or absence of transaction response times,
resource usage data, and general delays data. Use these indicators to determine if there are pertinent observations for a
report class in these files:

• WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption
• WLM_ED - Report Class General Execution Delay
• WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time File

Because report groups usually consist of aggregates of service classes with differing goals, no goal information is
provided for report classes.

Information in the WLM_EA file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

Note: Placing report class information in separate database files eliminates the possibility of double-counting service
consumption during workload analyses.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLM_EA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Sep 3, 2020

 

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are
generated.

NOTE This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

        GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 3, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset
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  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMCLTYP - Class Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indica

  XDWM..E  WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class

  XDWM..E  WLMPDDUR - Service/Report Class Period Duration

  XDWM..   WLMPOLDE - Service Policy Description

  XDWM..   WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Time Stamp

  XDWM..   WLMRPTDE - Report Class Description

  XDWM..E  WLMTNTRC - Tenant Report Class (Y/N)

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEAPERDS - Number of Service/Report Class Periods

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEACPPCT - Intvls with CPU Protection

  XDWM..E  SEANDRCT - Intvls with Resource Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEANDTCT - Intvls with Resp Time Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEANDXCT - Intvls with Exec Delay Data Unavail

  XDWM..E  SEASTPCT - Intvls with Storage Protection

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Report Class File (WLM_EA).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Report Classes

     TITLE1 "Report Classes";

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY

       OUT=WORK._EA

       DATA=&PWLMX..WLM_EA01 (KEEP=

          SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL WLMRPTDE);

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK._EA;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS;

       PAGEBY WLMSDFNM;

       VAR WLMRPTCL WLMRPTDE;

     RUN;

 

WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption File

The Service Class Resource Consumption File quantifies resource consumption by service class period. Measurements
in this file include service units consumed, storage occupied, paging and swapping activity, and hyperspace usage.
Observations are written to this file only if the measurements are available.

The WLMSEC file is commonly used together with these related files:

• WLMSEA - Service Class File
• WLMSED - Service Class General Execution Delay File
• WLMSEM - Service Class Response Time File

Information in the WLMSEC file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSEC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                     |
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|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jan 4, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name
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  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMCSUCP - CPC SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMIOPGH - I/O Priority Group HIGH Indicator

  XDWM..E  WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  XDWM..E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  XDWM..E  WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  XDWM..E  WLMXVCID - Exec Velocity Component Indicator

  XDWM..E  WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SECACPTM - CategoryA CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECAOCPT - CatA Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECASOCP - CatA Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECASPTM - CategoryA CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECASPUT - CategoryA CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECASUCP - CategoryA CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECASUSP - CategoryA CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECBCPTM - CategoryB CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBOCPT - CatB Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBSOCP - CatB Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBSPTM - CategoryB CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECBSPUT - CategoryB CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECBSUCP - CategoryB CPU SUs on CP Cores
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  XDWM..E  SECBSUSP - CategoryB CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMC  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMS  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMZ  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCPUTM - TCB CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECCRCTM - Total CPU Time Prom. Chronic Res. Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECCTCTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Enqueue Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECCTR1  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 1

  XDWM..E  SECCTR10 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 10

  XDWM..E  SECCTR11 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 11

  XDWM..E  SECCTR12 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 12

  XDWM..E  SECCTR13 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 13

  XDWM..E  SECCTR14 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 14

  XDWM..E  SECCTR2  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 2

  XDWM..E  SECCTR3  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 3

  XDWM..E  SECCTR4  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 4

  XDWM..E  SECCTR5  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 5

  XDWM..E  SECCTR6  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 6

  XDWM..E  SECCTR7  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 7

  XDWM..E  SECCTR8  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 8

  XDWM..E  SECCTR9  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 9

  XDWM..E  SECDCNT  - DASD I/O Count

  XDWM..E  SECDCTM  - DASD I/O Connect Time

  XDWM..E  SECDDTM  - DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  XDWM..E  SECDWTM  - DASD I/O Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SECFEACT - Total Foreign Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECIEACT - Total Independent Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECLCKTM - Total CPU Time Prom. Lock Hold Time

  XDWM..E  SECMCPTM - Mobile CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMOCPT - Mobile Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMSOCP - Mobile Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMSPTM - Mobile CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECMSPUT - Mobile CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECMSUCP - Mobile CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECMSUSP - Mobile CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECNOHON - Intvls with Honor Priority Disabled

  XDWM..E  SECPROTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Blocked Wklds

  XDWM..E  SECSPDTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Supervisor

  XDWM..E  SECSRBTM - SRB CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECSUPUT - CPU Time on zIIP (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECTBADT - Total Batch Affinity Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTBCDT - Total Batch JCL Conv Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTBPDT - Total Batch Post Conv Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTCPTM - Total CPU Time

  XDWM..E  SECTCPUT - Trans CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTDIQT - Total DASD IOS Queue Time

  XDWM..E  SECTDSTM - Total DASD Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOAMD - Samples - Crypto AM Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOAMU - Samples - Using Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SECTOANC - Trans Comp Execution Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECTOAPD - Samples - Crypto Assist Processor Delay
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  XDWM..E  SECTOAPU - Samples - Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SECTOARC - Transactions Completed Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECTOBKA - Blocks Paged In - Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOBKE - Blocks Paged In - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECTOBPE - Block Page-Ins - Exp

  XDWM..E  SECTOBPI - Block Page-Ins - Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOCOD - Samples - Resource Contention Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOCOU - Samples - Resource Contention Using

  XDWM..E  SECTOCPT - Trans Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOCPU - CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRD - Samples - Crypto Processors Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRM - ESO Hiperspace Read Misses

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRS - Page Residency - CS

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRU - Samples - Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SECTOCUS - Samples - Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTODSB - Total Exec Delay Samples with Batch

  XDWM..E  SECTOERS - Page Residency - ES

  XDWM..E  SECTOESQ - Trans Elapsed Time Sum of Squares

  XDWM..E  SECTOEXS - Total Execution Samples

  XDWM..E  SECTOFQD - Samples - Feature Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOHPI - Page-Ins - Hiperspace

  XDWM..E  SECTOHST - Hiperspace Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOIIT - I/O Interrupt Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOIOC - I/O Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOIUS - Total WLM I/O Usings

  XDWM..E  SECTOMSO - Storage Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTONCP - Transactions Comp Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SECTONDD - Non-DASD I/O Using or Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOOCP - Trans Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOPIE - Page-Ins - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECTOPIN - Page-Ins - Total

  XDWM..E  SECTOPRS - Page Residency - CS+ES

  XDWM..E  SECTOQDT - Total Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTORCP - Transactions Completed

  XDWM..E  SECTORCT - Region Control Task Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOSAM - Total Delay Samples

  XDWM..E  SECTOSCU - Samples - zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES

  XDWM..E  SECTOSRB - SRB CPU Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOSRS - Page Residency - Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  SECTOSRV - Total Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUD - Samples - CPU Delay on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUP - CPU Service Units on zIIP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUU - Samples - Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSWC - Swaps

  XDWM..E  SECTOTAT - Transaction Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOTET - Transaction Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOTRR - In-Storage Residency Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOUCP - Trans CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECTOUSE - Total WLM Usings

  XDWM..E  SECTOUSP - Trans CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECTOXET - Transaction Execution Time
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  XDWM..E  SECTOZAP - CPU Service Units on zAAP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECTOZCU - Samples - zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOZPD - Samples - CPU Delay on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SECTOZPU - Samples - Using CPU on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SECTSPTM - Trans CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECTSPUT - Trans CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECTSUPC - zIIP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTZAPC - zAAP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECXEACT - Total Multi-system Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECZAPUT - CPU Time on zAAP (Actual)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCRS - Avg Storage Used - CS

  XDWM..E  SECAVCTC - Avg CPU Time Promoted Enqueue Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECAVDCT - Average DASD Connect Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDDT - Average DASD Disconnect Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDST - Average DASD Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDWT - Average DASD Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVERS - Avg Storage Used - ES

  XDWM..E  SECAVFEA - Avg Foreign Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVIEA - Avg Independent Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVMPL - Avg Multiprogramming Level

  XDWM..E  SECAVNCP - Avg Trans Time - Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SECAVPRS - Avg Storage Used - CS+ES

  XDWM..E  SECAVQUE - Avg Transaction Queue Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVRTE - Avg Transaction Service Rate

  XDWM..E  SECAVSRS - Avg Storage Used - Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  SECAVTET - Avg Transaction Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVTRN - Avg Transactions Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVXEA - Avg Multi-system Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVXET - Avg Transaction Execution Time

  XDWM..E  SECEXVEL - Execution Velocity

  XDWM..E  SECMTCPD - CP Cores Multithread Duration

  XDWM..E  SECMTSUD - zIIP Cores Multithread Duration

  XDWM..E  SECMTZAD - zAAP Cores Multithread Duration

  XDWM..E  SECPCACP - Pct CategoryA CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPC - Pct Appl Total CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPP - Pct CatA Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPS - Pct Appl zIIP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPZ - Pct Appl zAAP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCASP - Pct CategoryA Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCBCP - Pct CategoryB CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCBPP - Pct CatB Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCBSP - Pct CategoryB Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCMCP - Pct Mobile CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCMPP - Pct Mobile Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCMSP - Pct Mobile Specialty Core Utilization
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  XDWM..E  SECPCTCP - Pct Trans CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCTPP - Pct Trans Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCTSP - Pct Trans Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPINDX - Performance Index

  XDWM..E  SECPSACP - CategoryA CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSANC - Trans per Second - Exec Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECPSAPP - CatA Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSARC - Transactions per Second - Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECPSASP - CategoryA Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBCP - CategoryB CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBPP - CatB Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBSP - CategoryB Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSHPI - Page-Ins per Second - Hiperspace

  XDWM..E  SECPSINS - SUs per Res Sec (Absorption Rate)

  XDWM..E  SECPSMCP - Mobile CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSMPP - Mobile Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSMSP - Mobile Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSNCP - Transactions per Second - Exec Phase

  XDWM..E  SECPSPIE - Page-Ins per Second - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECPSPIN - Page-Ins per Second - Total

  XDWM..E  SECPSRCP - Transactions per Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary per Sec

  XDWM..E  SECPSSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES per Sec

  XDWM..E  SECPSSRV - Service Units per Elapsed Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSSWC - Swaps per Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSTCP - Trans CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSTPP - Trans Special Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSTSP - Trans Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECSDTET - Standard Deviation of Avg Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECSPT   - Swaps per Ended Transaction

  XDWM..E  SECTOQUE - Total Transaction Queue Time

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Class Resource Consumption File
(WLMSEC).

Usage Considerations

Be careful in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's granularity increases
in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

z/OS CPU Time Considerations Related to WLM Analysis
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An important aspect of performance management is capturing performance data for report generation. z/OS collects
CPU time consumed by dispatchable units such as tasks (TCBs) and service requests (SRBs) associated to executed
transactions.

The following diagrams show the CPU time components and how they relate to the various CPU time-related data
elements in the WLMSEC file (this diagram also applies to report classes in the WLM_EC file):

Application View

                                                       -- Application View --

  

 

                                         ELAPSED TIME

 !----------------------------------------

(SECTOTET)-------------------------------------------------------------!

  

 

                                     CPU TIME

          !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

  

 

                  CAPTURED IN SERVICE UNITS

          <-------------(SECTCPTM)------------------->

  

 

  

 

                      PREEMPT             NON PREEMPT

    WAIT               (TCB)                 (SRB)       RCT        IIT        HST

 !--------!----CP---+---ZAAP--+---

ZIIP---!-----------!----------!----------!----------!-------------!------------!

           (SECCPUTM, SECZAPTM, SECSUPTM) (SECSRBTM)  (SECTORCT) (SECTOIIT) (SECTOHST)

  

 

                                                     <--------------------------------><------------

><----------->

                                                              CAPTURED NOT IN            UNCAPTURED    LPAR

 STOP

                                                               SERVICE UNITS

 

Transaction View

                                               -- Transaction View --

  

 

                                         ELAPSED TIME

 !----------------------------------------

(SECTOTET)-------------------------------------------------------------!

  

 

                                                   CPU TIME

          !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
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                                          CAPTURED IN SERVICE UNITS

          <-------------(SECTCPUT)------------><--------(SECTSPUT   SECTSPTM)-------->

                                                          actual   normalized

  

 

  

    WAIT                                                                          

 !--------!-----------------CP-----------------!---------Specialty (zAAP/zIIP)--------!------------!         

     

  

  

 

                                                                                      ><------------

><----------->

                                                                                         UNCAPTURED    LPAR

 STOP

 

When a TCB or an SRB is dispatched, an x value is loaded in the CPU timer (a hardware clock that decreases its
contents). When the TCB or SRB is interrupted, the current CPU timer (x-y) is stored in memory. Then, y is accumulated
in the ASCB control block (or in an enclave ENCB control block). There are two counters in ASCB: one for preemptable
dispatchable units, such as TCBs, SRB clients, SRB enclaves, and one for non-preemptable dispatchable units, such as
traditional SRBs.

The accumulated time is called captured time and is converted into CPU service units. It typically accounts for 85-90%
of the total CPU time for systems with a high utilization. The value can be significantly smaller in under-utilized systems
depending on the activation of the Alternate Wait Management.

z/OS (or the LPAR) also accounts for the CP wait time (logical and physical), when the CPU is placed in wait state
because there is no work to be done. Then, wait time is the time that the logical CP was in wait state due to the lack of
activity in the logical partition.

There is also a captured time that is not converted in CPU SUs. It is the captured CPU time not included in ASCB
preemptable or non-preemptable counters, and consequently not converted to CPU SUs. The three components
generating such times are the following:

IIT
CPU time spent in I/O SLIH routine

RCT
CPU time spent in the address space region control task

HST
CPU time spent accessing hyperspace

There are also other activities executed in the CPU that are not accounted by z/OS. This time is called non-captured time.
It can be numerically derived by subtracting the captured time from the total busy time. Non-captured time includes the
following:

• Overhead such as page faults and swaps
• Global services such as dispatcher, WLM sampling, SRM, where there is no address space or enclave in charge
• Services where it is impossible to find the task that requests the service, such as I/O FLIH processing
• LPAR processing associated with the logical partition
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Class Resource Consumption

     TITLE1 "Service Class Resource Consumption";

  

 

     DATA WORK.SEC1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME

       WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY WLMCLSDE ENDTS

       SECAVMPL SECCPUTM SECPSSRV SECPSINS);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMSEC01 (IN=SEC);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & SEC) THEN OUTPUT WORK.SEC1;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.SEC2 DATA=WORK.SEC1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SEC2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY

         SECAVMPL SECCPUTM SECPSSRV SECPSINS;

     RUN;

 

WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption File

The Report Class Resource Consumption File quantifies resource consumption by optional report class. This is a
parallel file containing a subset of the same data elements as the Service Class Resource Consumption File (WLMSEC).
Measurements in this file include service units consumed, storage occupied, paging and swapping activity, and
hyperspace usage. Observations are written to this file only if the measurements are available.

The WLM_EC file is commonly used in conjunction with these related files:

• WLM_EA - Report Class File
• WLM_ED - Report Class General Execution Delay File
• WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time File

Information in the WLM_EC file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLM_EC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Sep 3, 2020

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Jan 4, 2021

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  PRSMMTSF - Intvls with HISMT Services Failure

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMCSUCP - CPC SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMIOPGH - I/O Priority Group HIGH Indicator

  XDWM..E  WLMNSUCP - Nominal SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  XDWM..E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  XDWM..E  WLMSUCPU - Effec. SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  XDWM..E  WLMXVCID - Exec Velocity Component Indicator

  XDWM..E  WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor

  

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  SECACPTM - CategoryA CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECAOCPT - CatA Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECASOCP - CatA Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECASPTM - CategoryA CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECASPUT - CategoryA CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECASUCP - CategoryA CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECASUSP - CategoryA CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECBCPTM - CategoryB CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBOCPT - CatB Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBSOCP - CatB Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECBSPTM - CategoryB CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECBSPUT - CategoryB CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECBSUCP - CategoryB CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECBSUSP - CategoryB CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMC  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMS  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zIIP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCFMZ  - SMT Maximum Cap Fact zAAP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECCPUTM - TCB CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECCRCTM - Total CPU Time Prom. Chronic Res. Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECCTCTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Enqueue Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECCTR1  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 1

  XDWM..E  SECCTR10 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 10

  XDWM..E  SECCTR11 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 11

  XDWM..E  SECCTR12 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 12

  XDWM..E  SECCTR13 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 13

  XDWM..E  SECCTR14 - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 14

  XDWM..E  SECCTR2  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 2

  XDWM..E  SECCTR3  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 3

  XDWM..E  SECCTR4  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 4

  XDWM..E  SECCTR5  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 5

  XDWM..E  SECCTR6  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 6

  XDWM..E  SECCTR7  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 7

  XDWM..E  SECCTR8  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 8

  XDWM..E  SECCTR9  - Cumulative Trans thru Bucket 9

  XDWM..E  SECDCNT  - DASD I/O Count

  XDWM..E  SECDCTM  - DASD I/O Connect Time

  XDWM..E  SECDDTM  - DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  XDWM..E  SECDWTM  - DASD I/O Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SECFEACT - Total Foreign Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECIEACT - Total Independent Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECLCKTM - Total CPU Time Prom. Lock Hold Time

  XDWM..E  SECMCPTM - Mobile CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMOCPT - Mobile Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMSOCP - Mobile Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECMSPTM - Mobile CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECMSPUT - Mobile CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECMSUCP - Mobile CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECMSUSP - Mobile CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECNOHON - Intvls with Honor Priority Disabled

  XDWM..E  SECPROTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Blocked Wklds

  XDWM..E  SECSPDTM - Total CPU Time Promoted Supervisor

  XDWM..E  SECSRBTM - SRB CPU Time on CP
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  XDWM..E  SECSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECSUPUT - CPU Time on zIIP (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECTBADT - Total Batch Affinity Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTBCDT - Total Batch JCL Conv Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTBPDT - Total Batch Post Conv Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTCPTM - Total CPU Time

  XDWM..E  SECTCPUT - Trans CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTDIQT - Total DASD IOS Queue Time

  XDWM..E  SECTDSTM - Total DASD Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOAMD - Samples - Crypto AM Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOAMU - Samples - Using Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SECTOANC - Trans Comp Execution Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECTOAPD - Samples - Crypto Assist Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOAPU - Samples - Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SECTOARC - Transactions Completed Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECTOBKA - Blocks Paged In - Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOBKE - Blocks Paged In - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECTOBPE - Block Page-Ins - Exp

  XDWM..E  SECTOBPI - Block Page-Ins - Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOCOD - Samples - Resource Contention Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOCOU - Samples - Resource Contention Using

  XDWM..E  SECTOCPT - Trans Specialty Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOCPU - CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRD - Samples - Crypto Processors Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRM - ESO Hiperspace Read Misses

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRS - Page Residency - CS

  XDWM..E  SECTOCRU - Samples - Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SECTOCUS - Samples - Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTODSB - Total Exec Delay Samples with Batch

  XDWM..E  SECTOERS - Page Residency - ES

  XDWM..E  SECTOESQ - Trans Elapsed Time Sum of Squares

  XDWM..E  SECTOEXS - Total Execution Samples

  XDWM..E  SECTOFQD - Samples - Feature Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOHPI - Page-Ins - Hiperspace

  XDWM..E  SECTOHST - Hiperspace Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOIIT - I/O Interrupt Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOIOC - I/O Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOIUS - Total WLM I/O Usings

  XDWM..E  SECTOMSO - Storage Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTONCP - Transactions Comp Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SECTONDD - Non-DASD I/O Using or Delay

  XDWM..E  SECTOOCP - Trans Specialty Eligible CPU SUs on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOPIE - Page-Ins - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECTOPIN - Page-Ins - Total

  XDWM..E  SECTOPRS - Page Residency - CS+ES

  XDWM..E  SECTOQDT - Total Queue Delay Time

  XDWM..E  SECTORCP - Transactions Completed

  XDWM..E  SECTORCT - Region Control Task Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOSAM - Total Delay Samples

  XDWM..E  SECTOSCU - Samples - zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary

  XDWM..E  SECTOSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES
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  XDWM..E  SECTOSRB - SRB CPU Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOSRS - Page Residency - Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  SECTOSRV - Total Service Units

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUD - Samples - CPU Delay on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUP - CPU Service Units on zIIP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECTOSUU - Samples - Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SECTOSWC - Swaps

  XDWM..E  SECTOTAT - Transaction Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOTET - Transaction Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOTRR - In-Storage Residency Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOUCP - Trans CPU SUs on CP Cores

  XDWM..E  SECTOUSE - Total WLM Usings

  XDWM..E  SECTOUSP - Trans CPU SUs on Specialty Cores

  XDWM..E  SECTOXET - Transaction Execution Time

  XDWM..E  SECTOZAP - CPU Service Units on zAAP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECTOZCU - Samples - zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTOZPD - Samples - CPU Delay on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SECTOZPU - Samples - Using CPU on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SECTSPTM - Trans CPU Time on Specialty (Normal)

  XDWM..E  SECTSPUT - Trans CPU Time on Specialty (Actual)

  XDWM..E  SECTSUPC - zIIP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECTZAPC - zAAP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP

  XDWM..E  SECXEACT - Total Multi-system Enclave Active Time

  XDWM..E  SECZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWM..E  SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)

  XDWM..E  SECZAPUT - CPU Time on zAAP (Actual)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFC - Avg SMT Maximum CP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFS - Avg SMT Maximum zIIP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCFZ - Avg SMT Maximum zAAP Core Factor

  XDWM..E  SECAVCRS - Avg Storage Used - CS

  XDWM..E  SECAVCTC - Avg CPU Time Promoted Enqueue Mgmt

  XDWM..E  SECAVDCT - Average DASD Connect Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDDT - Average DASD Disconnect Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDST - Average DASD Service Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVDWT - Average DASD Wait Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVERS - Avg Storage Used - ES

  XDWM..E  SECAVFEA - Avg Foreign Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVIEA - Avg Independent Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVMPL - Avg Multiprogramming Level

  XDWM..E  SECAVNCP - Avg Trans Time - Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SECAVPRS - Avg Storage Used - CS+ES

  XDWM..E  SECAVQUE - Avg Transaction Queue Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVRTE - Avg Transaction Service Rate

  XDWM..E  SECAVSRS - Avg Storage Used - Shared Pages

  XDWM..E  SECAVTET - Avg Transaction Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECAVTRN - Avg Transactions Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVXEA - Avg Multi-system Enclaves Active

  XDWM..E  SECAVXET - Avg Transaction Execution Time

  XDWM..E  SECEXVEL - Execution Velocity

  XDWM..E  SECMTCPD - CP Cores Multithread Duration
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  XDWM..E  SECMTSUD - zIIP Cores Multithread Duration

  XDWM..E  SECMTZAD - zAAP Cores Multithread Duration

  XDWM..E  SECPCACP - Pct CategoryA CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPC - Pct Appl Total CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPP - Pct CatA Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPS - Pct Appl zIIP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCAPZ - Pct Appl zAAP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCASP - Pct CategoryA Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCBCP - Pct CategoryB CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCBPP - Pct CatB Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCBSP - Pct CategoryB Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCMCP - Pct Mobile CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCMPP - Pct Mobile Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCMSP - Pct Mobile Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCTCP - Pct Trans CP Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPCTPP - Pct Trans Special Elig on CP Core Util

  XDWM..E  SECPCTSP - Pct Trans Specialty Core Utilization

  XDWM..E  SECPINDX - Performance Index

  XDWM..E  SECPSACP - CategoryA CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSANC - Trans per Second - Exec Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECPSAPP - CatA Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSARC - Transactions per Second - Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SECPSASP - CategoryA Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBCP - CategoryB CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBPP - CatB Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSBSP - CategoryB Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSHPI - Page-Ins per Second - Hiperspace

  XDWM..E  SECPSINS - SUs per Res Sec (Absorption Rate)

  XDWM..E  SECPSMCP - Mobile CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSMPP - Mobile Specialty Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSMSP - Mobile Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSNCP - Transactions per Second - Exec Phase

  XDWM..E  SECPSPIE - Page-Ins per Second - Expanded

  XDWM..E  SECPSPIN - Page-Ins per Second - Total

  XDWM..E  SECPSRCP - Transactions per Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary per Sec

  XDWM..E  SECPSSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES per Sec

  XDWM..E  SECPSSRV - Service Units per Elapsed Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSSWC - Swaps per Second

  XDWM..E  SECPSTCP - Trans CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSTPP - Trans Special Elig on CP Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECPSTSP - Trans Specialty Core SU Rate

  XDWM..E  SECSDTET - Standard Deviation of Avg Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SECSPT   - Swaps per Ended Transaction

  XDWM..E  SECTOQUE - Total Transaction Queue Time

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Report Class Resource Consumption File
(WLM_EC).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
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• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Report Class Resource Consumption

     TITLE1 "Report Class Resource Consumption";

  

 

     DATA WORK._EC1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME

       WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY WLMRPTDE ENDTS

       SECAVMPL SECCPUTM SECPSSRV SECPSINS);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLM_EA01 (IN=_EA)

         &PWLMX..WLM_EC01 (IN=_EC);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

       IF (_EA & _EC) THEN OUTPUT WORK._EC1;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK._EC2 DATA=WORK._EC1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

 

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK._EC2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY

         SECAVMPL SECCPUTM SECPSSRV SECPSINS;

     RUN;
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WLMSEM - Service Class Response Time File

The Service Class Response Time File quantifies transaction response time by service class period. Measurements in this
file include transaction counts and processing rates, total and average elapsed and execution times, standard deviation of
response time, and the number and percent of transactions completed within fixed percentages of the specified goal, or
response time distributions. Observations are written to this file only if the service class has either average or percentile
response time goals, and if the measurements are available.

The WLMSEM file is commonly used in conjunction with these related files:

• WLMSEA - Service Class File
• WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption File
• WLMSED - Service Class General Execution Delay File

Information in the WLMSEM file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSEM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance
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  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR1  - Trans Within Cutoff 1

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR10 - Trans Between Cutoffs 9 & 10

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR11 - Trans Between Cutoffs 10 & 11

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR12 - Trans Between Cutoffs 11 & 12

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR13 - Trans Between Cutoffs 12 & 13

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR14 - Trans Greater Than Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR2  - Trans Between Cutoffs 1 & 2

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR3  - Trans Between Cutoffs 2 & 3

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR4  - Trans Between Cutoffs 3 & 4

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR5  - Trans Between Cutoffs 4 & 5

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR6  - Trans Between Cutoffs 5 & 6

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR7  - Trans Between Cutoffs 6 & 7

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR8  - Trans Between Cutoffs 7 & 8

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR9  - Trans Between Cutoffs 8 & 9

  XDWM..E  SEMTOANC - Trans Comp Execution Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SEMTOARC - Trans Completed Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SEMTONCP - Trans Comp Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SEMTORCP - Trans Completed

  XDWM..E  SEMTOTET - Trans Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SEMTOXET - Trans Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR1  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 1

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR10 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 10

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR11 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 11

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR12 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 12

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR13 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR14 - Pct Trans Greater Than Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR2  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 2

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR3  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 3

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR4  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 4

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR5  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 5

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR6  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 6

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR7  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 7

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR8  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 8

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR9  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 9

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Class Response Time File (WLMSEM).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.
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• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Class Average Response Time

     TITLE1 "Service Class Average Response Time";

  

     DATA WORK.SEM1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME WLMWRKLD

       WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY WLMCLSDE ENDTS

       WLMGOLRT SEMTORCP SEMAVTET);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMSEM01 (IN=SEM

          WHERE=(WLMGOLTP="RESP TIME AVG"));

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & SEM) THEN OUTPUT WORK.SEM1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.SEM2 DATA=WORK.SEM1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SEM2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMWRKLD WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY

         WLMGOLRT SEMTORCP SEMAVTET;

     RUN;

 

WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time File

The Report Class Response Time File quantifies transaction response time by optional report class. This is a parallel file
containing a subset of the same data elements as the Service Class Response Time File (WLMSEM). Measurements
in this file include transaction counts and processing rates, average elapsed times and standard deviations, and for
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percentile goals, the number of transactions completed within fixed percentages of the specified goals. Observations are
written to this file only if the service class has either average or percentile response time goals, and if the measurements
are available.

The WLM_EM file is commonly used in conjunction with these related files:

• WLM_EA - Report Class File
• WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption File
• WLM_ED - Report Class General Execution Delay File

Information in the WLM_EM file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLM_EM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Sep 3, 2020

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 3, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLPC - Service Goal - Resp Time Percentile

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRT - Service Goal - Response Time

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLTP - Service Goal Type

  XDWM..E  WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indica

  XDWM..E  WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class

  XDWM..E  WLMTNTRC - Tenant Report Class (Y/N)
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 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEMRTMTM - Response Times Midpoint

  XDWM..E  SEMRTMTS - Last Midpoint Change Timestamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR1  - Trans Within Cutoff 1

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR10 - Trans Between Cutoffs 9 & 10

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR11 - Trans Between Cutoffs 10 & 11

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR12 - Trans Between Cutoffs 11 & 12

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR13 - Trans Between Cutoffs 12 & 13

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR14 - Trans Greater Than Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR2  - Trans Between Cutoffs 1 & 2

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR3  - Trans Between Cutoffs 2 & 3

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR4  - Trans Between Cutoffs 3 & 4

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR5  - Trans Between Cutoffs 4 & 5

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR6  - Trans Between Cutoffs 5 & 6

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR7  - Trans Between Cutoffs 6 & 7

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR8  - Trans Between Cutoffs 7 & 8

  XDWM..E  SEMNTR9  - Trans Between Cutoffs 8 & 9

  XDWM..E  SEMRTMCH - Number of Midpoint Changes

  XDWM..E  SEMTOANC - Trans Comp Execution Phase Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SEMTOARC - Trans Completed Abnormal

  XDWM..E  SEMTONCP - Trans Comp Execution Phase

  XDWM..E  SEMTORCP - Trans Completed

  XDWM..E  SEMTOTET - Trans Elapsed Time

  XDWM..E  SEMTOXET - Trans Execution Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR1  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 1

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR10 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 10

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR11 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 11

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR12 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 12

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR13 - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR14 - Pct Trans Greater Than Cutoff 13

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR2  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 2

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR3  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 3

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR4  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 4

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR5  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 5

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR6  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 6

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR7  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 7

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR8  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 8

  XDWM..E  SEMPCR9  - Pct Trans Within Cutoff 9

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Report Class Response Time File (WLM_EM).
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Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Report Class Average Response Time

     TITLE1 "Report Class Average Response Time";

  

     DATA WORK._EM1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME

       WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY ENDTS

       SEMTORCP SEMAVTET SEMAVXET);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLM_EA01 (IN=_EA)

         &PWLMX..WLM_EM01 (IN=_EM);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

       IF (_EA & _EM) THEN OUTPUT WORK._EM1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK._EM2 DATA=WORK._EM1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK._EM2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY SEMTORCP SEMAVTET SEMAVXET;

     RUN;
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WLMSED - Service Class General Execution Delay File

The Service Class General Execution Delay File contains sampled execution state information, organized by service
class period. Measurements in this file include how often work was using or waiting for CPU, waiting for auxiliary storage
access, idle, or in some other condition. Observations are written to this file only if the measurements are available.

The WLMSED file is commonly used in conjunction with these related files:

• WLMSEA - Service Class File
• WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption File
• WLMSEM - Service Class Response Time File

Information in the WLMSED file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMSED Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

|         |SYSID     WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

|         |WLMCLASS  WLMCLSPD                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMCLASS |

|         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  XDWM..E  WLMXVCID - Exec Velocity Component Indicator

  

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  SEDTOAMD - Samples - Crypto AM Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAMU - Samples - Using Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAPD - Samples - Crypto Assist Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAPU - Samples - Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCOD - Samples - Resource Contention Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCOU - Samples - Resource Contention Using

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCRD - Samples - Crypto Processors Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCRU - Samples - Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCUS - Samples - Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTODCC - Samples - CPU Capping Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODCP - Samples - CPU Delay on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTODES - Samples - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODHS - Samples - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODID - Samples - Idle

  XDWM..E  SEDTODMP - Samples - MPL Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODPC - Samples - CSA Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODPP - Samples - Pvt Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODQU - Samples - Quiesce

  XDWM..E  SEDTODRG - Samples - Resource Group Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSB - Samples - Total Exec Delay with Batch

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSD - Samples - DASD I/O Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSI - Samples - Swap-In Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODUN - Samples - Unknown

  XDWM..E  SEDTODVI - Samples - VIO Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODXM - Samples - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTOEXS - Total Execution Samples

  XDWM..E  SEDTOFQD - Samples - Feature Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOIUS - Total WLM I/O Usings

  XDWM..E  SEDTONDD - Non-DASD I/O Using or Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSAC - Sampled Address Space Count

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSAM - Total Execution Delay Samples

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSCU - Samples - zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSHP - Samples - Server Hiperspace Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSMP - Samples - Server MPL

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSPP - Samples - Server Private Area Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSQU - Samples - Server Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSSI - Samples - Server Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSST - Total Sampled States

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSUD - Samples - CPU Delay on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSUU - Samples - Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSVP - Samples - Server Space VIO Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOUSE - Total WLM Usings

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZCU - Samples - zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZPD - Samples - CPU Delay on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZPU - Samples - Using CPU on zAAP

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEDAVSAC - Avg Sampled Address Spaces

  XDWM..E  SEDEXVEL - Execution Velocity

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAMD - Pct Wait - Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAMU - Pct Using Crypto AM Processor
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  XDWM..E  SEDPCAPD - Pct Wait - Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAPU - Pct Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCOD - Pct Wait - Resource Contention

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCOU - Pct Using - Resource Contention

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCRD - Pct Wait - Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCRU - Pct Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCUS - Pct Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDCC - Pct Wait - CPU Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDCP - Pct Wait - CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDES - Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDHS - Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDID - Pct Idle

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDMP - Pct Wait - MPL Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDPC - Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDPP - Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDQU - Pct Wait - Quiesce

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDRG - Pct Wait - Resource Group Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDSD - Pct Wait - DASD I/O Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDSI - Pct Wait - Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDUN - Pct Wait - Unknown

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDVI - Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDXM - Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCFQD - Pct Wait - Feature Queue

  XDWM..E  SEDPCIUS - Pct Using I/O

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSCU - Pct zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSHP - Pct Wait - Server Hiperspace Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSMP - Pct Wait - Server MPL

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSPP - Pct Wait - Server Private Area Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSQU - Pct Wait - Server Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSSI - Pct Wait - Server Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSUD - Pct Wait - CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSUU - Pct Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSVP - Pct Wait - Server Space VIO Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZCU - Pct zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZPD - Pct Wait - CPU on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZPU - Pct Using CPU on zAAP

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Service Class General Execution Delay File
(WLMSED).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
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• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Service Class Execution Velocity

     TITLE1 "Service Class Execution Velocity";

  

     DATA WORK.SED1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME WLMWRKLD

       WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY WLMCLSDE ENDTS SEDEXVEL);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLMSEA01 (IN=SEA)

         &PWLMX..WLMSED01 (IN=SED);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

       IF (SEA & SED) THEN OUTPUT WORK.SED1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.SED2 DATA=WORK.SED1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SED2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMWRKLD WLMCLASS WLMCLSPD WLMPOLCY SEDEXVEL;

     RUN;

 

WLM_ED - Report Class General Execution Delay File

The Report Class General Execution Delay File quantifies sampled execution state information by optional report class.
This is a parallel file that contains a subset of the same data elements as the Service Class General Execution Delay File
(WLMSED). Measurements in this file include how often work was using or waiting for CPU, waiting for auxiliary storage
access, idle, or in some other condition. Observations are written to this file only if the measurements are available.

The WLM_ED file is commonly used in conjunction with these related files:

• WLM_EA - Report Class File
• WLM_EC - Report Class Resource Consumption File
• WLM_EM - Report Class Response Time File

Information in the WLM_ED file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.
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File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLM_ED Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |WLMCLSPD                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Sep 3, 2020

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 3, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLRI - Service Goal - Relative Importance

  XDWM..E  WLMGOLVE - Service Goal - Velocity

  XDWM..E  WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indica

  XDWM..E  WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class

  XDWM..E  WLMTNTRC - Tenant Report Class (Y/N)

  XDWM..E  WLMXVCID - Exec Velocity Component Indicator

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAMD - Samples - Crypto AM Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAMU - Samples - Using Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAPD - Samples - Crypto Assist Processor Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOAPU - Samples - Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCOD - Samples - Resource Contention Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCOU - Samples - Resource Contention Using

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCRD - Samples - Crypto Processors Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCRU - Samples - Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDTOCUS - Samples - Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTODCC - Samples - CPU Capping Delay
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  XDWM..E  SEDTODCP - Samples - CPU Delay on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTODES - Samples - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODHS - Samples - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODID - Samples - Idle

  XDWM..E  SEDTODMP - Samples - MPL Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODPC - Samples - CSA Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODPP - Samples - Pvt Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODQU - Samples - Quiesce

  XDWM..E  SEDTODRG - Samples - Resource Group Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSB - Samples - Total Exec Delay with Batch

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSD - Samples - DASD I/O Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODSI - Samples - Swap-In Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTODUN - Samples - Unknown

  XDWM..E  SEDTODVI - Samples - VIO Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTODXM - Samples - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDTOEXS - Total Execution Samples

  XDWM..E  SEDTOFQD - Samples - Feature Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOIUS - Total WLM I/O Usings

  XDWM..E  SEDTONDD - Non-DASD I/O Using or Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSAC - Sampled Address Space Count

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSAM - Total Execution Delay Samples

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSCU - Samples - zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSHP - Samples - Server Hiperspace Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSMP - Samples - Server MPL

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSPP - Samples - Server Private Area Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSQU - Samples - Server Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSSI - Samples - Server Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSST - Total Sampled States

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSUD - Samples - CPU Delay on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSUU - Samples - Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOSVP - Samples - Server Space VIO Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDTOUSE - Total WLM Usings

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZCU - Samples - zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZPD - Samples - CPU Delay on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SEDTOZPU - Samples - Using CPU on zAAP

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SEDAVSAC - Avg Sampled Address Spaces

  XDWM..E  SEDEXVEL - Execution Velocity

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAMD - Pct Wait - Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAMU - Pct Using Crypto AM Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAPD - Pct Wait - Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCAPU - Pct Using Crypto Assist Processor

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCOD - Pct Wait - Resource Contention

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCOU - Pct Using - Resource Contention

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCRD - Pct Wait - Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCRU - Pct Using Crypto Processors

  XDWM..E  SEDPCCUS - Pct Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDCC - Pct Wait - CPU Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDCP - Pct Wait - CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDES - Pct Wait - ESO Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDHS - Pct Wait - Std Hiperspc Pg-In from Aux
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  XDWM..E  SEDPCDID - Pct Idle

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDMP - Pct Wait - MPL Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDPC - Pct Wait - CSA Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDPP - Pct Wait - Pvt Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDQU - Pct Wait - Quiesce

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDRG - Pct Wait - Resource Group Capping

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDSD - Pct Wait - DASD I/O Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDSI - Pct Wait - Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDUN - Pct Wait - Unknown

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDVI - Pct Wait - VIO Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCDXM - Pct Wait - Cross Mem Page-In from Aux

  XDWM..E  SEDPCFQD - Pct Wait - Feature Queue

  XDWM..E  SEDPCIUS - Pct Using I/O

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSCU - Pct zIIP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSHP - Pct Wait - Server Hiperspace Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSMP - Pct Wait - Server MPL

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSPP - Pct Wait - Server Private Area Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSQU - Pct Wait - Server Queue Delay

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSSI - Pct Wait - Server Swap-In

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSUD - Pct Wait - CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSUU - Pct Using CPU on zIIP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCSVP - Pct Wait - Server Space VIO Paging

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZCU - Pct zAAP Eligible Using CPU on CP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZPD - Pct Wait - CPU on zAAP

  XDWM..E  SEDPCZPU - Pct Using CPU on zAAP

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Report Class General Execution Delay File
(WLM_ED).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance; they should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.
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Report Class Execution Velocity

     TITLE1 "Report Class Execution Velocity";

  

     DATA WORK._ED1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME WLMRPTCL

       WLMRPTDE WLMPOLCY ENDTS SEDEXVEL);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLM_EA01 (IN=_EA)

         &PWLMX..WLM_ED01 (IN=_ED);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

       IF (_EA & _ED) THEN OUTPUT WORK._ED1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK._ED2 DATA=WORK._ED1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK._ED2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMRPTCL WLMRPTDE WLMPOLCY SEDEXVEL;

     RUN;

 

WLM_EW - Report Class Subsystem Delay States

The Report Class Subsystem Delay States File contains information characterizing the effect of sampled subsystem
server address space status on client work requests and transactions. This information is organized by report class
period.

Execution and delay states are reported by transaction class even though the information comes from sampling the server
address space states.

Information in the WLM_EW file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLM_EW Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE           |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |WLMCLSPD  SDSSUBNM  SDSPHASE                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Sep 3, 2020

 

NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

        

 GENERATION DATE:  Thu, Sep 3, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SDSPHASE - Phase

  XDWM..E  SDSSUBNM - Subsystem Name

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period
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  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  WLMHETRO - Heterogeneous Report Class Period Indica

  XDWM..E  WLMLCSCL - Last Contributing Service Class

  XDWM..E  WLMTNTRC - Tenant Report Class (Y/N)

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW01 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 1

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW02 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 2

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW03 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 3

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW04 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 4

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW05 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 5

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW06 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 6

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW07 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 7

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW08 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 8

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW09 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 9

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW10 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 10

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW11 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 11

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW12 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 12

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW13 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 13

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW14 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 14

  XDWM..E  SDSDEW15 - Description Resource Delay Wait Type 15

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SDSRSMP  - Number of Samples

  XDWM..E  SDSTOACT - Samples - Active

  XDWM..E  SDSTOAPP - Samples - Active Application

  XDWM..E  SDSTOBPM - Samples - Buffer Pool Misses

  XDWM..E  SDSTOIDL - Samples - Idle

  XDWM..E  SDSTORDY - Samples - Ready
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  XDWM..E  SDSTOSSL - Samples - Continued Local

  XDWM..E  SDSTOSSN - Samples - Continued Network

  XDWM..E  SDSTOSSS - Samples - Continued Sysplex

  XDWM..E  SDSTOTRR - In-Storage Residency Time

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWCO - Samples - Waiting for Conversation

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWDS - Samples - Waiting for Distrib Request

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWIO - Samples - Waiting for I/O

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWLO - Samples - Waiting for Lock

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWMS - Samples - Waiting for (Unidentified)

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWNL - Samples - Waiting for New Latch

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWOP - Samples - Waiting for Other Product

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWRT - Samples - Waiting for Regular Thread

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWSL - Samples - Waiting for Local Session

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWSN - Samples - Waiting for Network Session

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWSS - Samples - Waiting for Sysplex Session

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWST - Samples - Waiting for SSL Thread

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWTM - Samples - Waiting for Timer

  XDWM..E  SDSTOWWR - Samples - Waiting for Work Table Reg.

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW01 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 1

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW02 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 2

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW03 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 3

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW04 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 4

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW05 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 5

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW06 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 6

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW07 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 7

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW08 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 8

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW09 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 9

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW10 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 10

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW11 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 11

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW12 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 12

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW13 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 13

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW14 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 14

  XDWM..E  SDSTOW15 - Samples - Resource Delay Wait Type 15

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SDSAVMPL - Avg Multiprogramming Level

  XDWM..E  SDSPCACT - Pct Active

  XDWM..E  SDSPCAPP - Pct Active Application

  XDWM..E  SDSPCBPM - Pct Buffer Pool Misses

  XDWM..E  SDSPCIDL - Pct Idle

  XDWM..E  SDSPCRDY - Pct Ready

  XDWM..E  SDSPCSSL - Pct Continued Local

  XDWM..E  SDSPCSSN - Pct Continued Network

  XDWM..E  SDSPCSSS - Pct Continued Sysplex

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWCO - Pct Waiting for Conversation

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWDS - Pct Waiting for Distrib Request

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWIO - Pct Waiting for I/O

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWLO - Pct Waiting for Lock

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWMS - Pct Waiting for (Unidentified)

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWNL - Pct Waiting for New Latch

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWOP - Pct Waiting for Other Product

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWRT - Pct Waiting for Regular Thread
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  XDWM..E  SDSPCWSL - Pct Waiting for Local Session

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWSN - Pct Waiting for Network Session

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWSS - Pct Waiting for Sysplex Session

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWST - Pct Waiting for SSL Thread

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWTM - Pct Waiting for Timer

  XDWM..E  SDSPCWWR - Pct Waiting for Work Table Reg.

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW01 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 1

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW02 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 2

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW03 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 3

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW04 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 4

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW05 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 5

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW06 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 6

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW07 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 7

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW08 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 8

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW09 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 9

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW10 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 10

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW11 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 11

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW12 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 12

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW13 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 13

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW14 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 14

  XDWM..E  SDSPCW15 - Pct Resource Delay Wait Type 15

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Report Class Subsystem Delay States (WLM_EW).

Usage Considerations

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used in those cases.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS or MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

More About the WLM_EW File

As stated earlier, the WLM_EW file contains information characterizing the effect of sampled subsystem server address
space status on client work requests and transactions, organized by report class period. Execution and delay states are
reported by transaction class even though the information comes from sampling the server address space states.

The life span of a transaction is divided into two phases, the begin-to-end phase and the execution phase:

• The begin-to-end phase encompasses all states from the time the transaction is received by a subsystem work
manager until the transaction is executed and terminated.

• The execution phase comprises the states experienced by the transaction only during the time the subsystem
processes the transaction.
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For example, a CICS transaction is received by the terminal- owning region (TOR), begins processing, is sent to an
application-owning region (AOR) for execution, and then is served by a database-owning region (DOR), which in turn calls
on the DB2 subsystem for service. The transaction is then returned to the TOR and terminated. The phase in which the
TOR receives the transaction and subsequently ends it is the begin-to-end phase. The phase in which the transaction is in
the AOR, DOR or elsewhere is the execution phase.

In the begin-to-end phase samples, a transaction in its execution phase is characterized as "continued." Three scopes of
continuation are recognized depending on where the execution takes place:

• Within the same system as the begin-to-end phase
• On another system in the sysplex
• Elsewhere in the network

In our example, the begin-to-end phase is associated with the CICS subsystem. Once the transaction is passed to the
AOR, it is shown as continued. In the execution phase, the various states of the transaction are associated with the
CICS subsystem until the time DB2 begins its services. The transaction is then continued a second time and additional
execution phase information is collected under the DB2 subsystem. When DB2 services complete, the execution phase
continues in CICS until the transaction passes back to the TOR, when the execution phase ends. When the response is
made to the terminal and the transaction ends, the begin-to-end phase completes.

The information in the WLM_EW file makes it possible to analyze the complex relationships between client transactions
and multiple subsystem server address spaces.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Report Class Subsystem Delays

     TITLE1 "Report Class Subsystem Delays";

  

     DATA WORK._EW1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME

       WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY WLMRPTDE ENDTS

       SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE SDSPCACT SDSPCRDY SDSPCIDL

       SDSPCSSL SDSPCSSS SDSPCSSN);

       MERGE

         &PWLMX..WLM_EA01 (IN=_EA)

         &PWLMX..WLM_EW01 (IN=_EW);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;

       IF (_EA & _EW) THEN OUTPUT WORK._EW1;

     RUN;

  

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK._EW2 DATA=WORK._EW1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS SYSNAME ENDTS

         WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE;

     RUN;

  

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK._EW2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM;

       ID SYSNAME ENDTS;

       VAR WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY

         SDSSUBNM SDSPHASE SDSPCACT SDSPCRDY
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         SDSPCIDL SDSPCSSL SDSPCSSS SDSPCSSN;

     RUN;

 

WLMTGP - Tenant Resource Group File

The Tenant Resource Group File contains information about the Tenant Resource Groups (TRGs) assigned to tenant
report classes, including capacity entitlement type, minimum and maximum processor capacity, limits on memory use, and
whether or not specialty processors are considered when evaluating processor use.

Information in the WLMTGP file is derived from the type 72 subtype 3 RMF Workload Activity and Storage Data record.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

WLMTGP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity
 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME  |

 |         |SYSID     WLMRPTCL  TRGGROUP                     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  TRGGROUP                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID    |

 |         |WLMRPTCL  TRGGROUP                               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSPLEX   WLMSDFNM  WLMSDFTS  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE      WLMPOLCY  SYSNAME   SYSID     WLMRPTCL |

 |         |TRGGROUP                                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Mon, Aug 10, 2020
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NOTE: This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.
NOTE: This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on
auxiliary storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Mon, Aug 10, 2020

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWM..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWM..E  TRGGROUP - Tenant Resource Group

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  WLMPOLCY - Service Policy Name

  XDWM..E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFNM - Service Definition Name

  XDWM..E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CYCLETM  - RMF Sampling Cycle Interval

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  RMFESAME - z/Architecture Mode Indicator

  XDWM..   RMFGMTOF - GMT to Local Time Offset

  X.....   RMFSRL   - SMF Record Level Change Number

  XDWM..E  RMFSUPAV - Intvls with zIIP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  RMFVER   - RMF Version Number

  XDWM..E  RMFZAPAV - Intvls with zAAP Processors Available

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  TRGDESC  - Tenant Resource Group Description

  XDWM..E  TRGSOLID - Tenant Solution ID
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  XDWM..E  TRGTID   - Tenant ID

  XDWM..E  TRGTIDNM - Tenant ID Descriptive Name

  XDWM..E  WLMCLSPD - Service/Report Class Period

  XDWM..E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPCAPTP - Group Capacity Entitlement Type

  XDWM..E  TGPMEMLI - Group Memory Limit (GB)

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPSPCAP - Intvls Capping Includes Specialty

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPMNCAP - Minimum Group Capacity

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  TGPMXCAP - Maximum Group Capacity

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the WLMTGP file are provided below:

Care must be exercised in using the special date and time data elements contained in each MICS file. As the file's
granularity increases in higher timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used.

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in WEEKS, MONTHS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespans, bound the amount of time during
which the data has been summarized. STARTTS is the lowest date and time, and ENDTS is the highest date and time
for the data summarized. These data elements have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus the
DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

• STARTTS represents RMF recording interval start time.
• ENDTS represents RMF recording interval end time.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical WLMTGP retrieval examples.

Tenant Report Class Resource Group Assignments

      TITLE1 "Tenant Report Class Resource Group Assignments";

      

      DATA WORK.TGP1

      (KEEP=SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY

       WLMRPTDE TRGGROUP TRGDESC TGPMNCAP TGPMXCAP);

       MERGE

         &WLMX..WLM_EA01 (IN=_EA)

         &WLMX..WLMTGP01 (IN=TGP);

       BY SYSID ENDTS WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY;
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       IF (_EA & TGP) THEN OUTPUT WORK.TGP1;

     RUN;

 

     PROC SORT NODUPKEY OUT=WORK.TGP2 DATA=WORK.TGP1;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS WLMRPTCL WLMPOLCY

         TRGGROUP;

     RUN;

 

     PROC PRINT DATA=WORK.TGP2;

       BY SYSPLEX WLMSDFNM WLMSDFTS; ID WLMRPTCL;

       VAR WLMRPTDE WLMPOLCY

         TRGGROUP TRGDESC  TGPMNCAP TGPMXCAP;

     RUN;

RMF Data Sources
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer processes data generated by both IBM's Resource Management Facility (RMF)
and the Computer Measurement Facility's Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS).

Resource Measurement Facility (RMF)

RMF operates exclusively on z/OS operating systems. RMF measures performance, utilization, resource consumption,
and workload levels for z/OS systems. RMF data is recorded in SMF records 70 through 79 in the SMF data sets.

HIS counter statistics are available for the IBM z/10 and later Central Processing Complexes (CPCs). For z/OS, HIS
generates SMF type 113 records, which are processed by the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer. HIS collects CPC
hardware usage information, such as instruction counts, cache and memory access metrics, CPC machine cycle counts,
translation lookaside buffer activity, and cryptographic co-processor usage for each online z/OS LPAR processor, two
processors per core for multi-threading zIIP cores.

There are three RMF monitors:

• RMF Monitor I is the primary monitor and is active on most systems.
• RMF Monitor II performs many measurements similar to RMF Monitor I. However, some system activity is only

measured by RMF Monitor II, such as reserve activity. RMF Monitor II is often used as an interactive monitor but can
also be run as a background session that produces SMF records.

• RMF Monitor III measures workload delays. RMF Monitor III can write SMF records and must be active to
gather information used to create some RMF record types.

The parameters that control these monitors are set in the ERBRMFxx members of SYS1.PARMLIB.

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer processes all records generated by RMF Monitor I. In addition, some records are
processed from RMF Monitor II background sessions. RMF Record Descriptions identify and define the records processed
by the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer.

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer uses the type 70 through 79 SMF records created by the RMF to populate files
in the HAR, SCP, and WLM Information Areas. Consult with your organization's system programmer to ensure that these
records are available from your systems.

Hardware Instrumentation Services (HIS)

HIS operates on both the z/OS and z/VM operating systems, and is available for IBM z/10 and later Central Processing
Complexes (CPCs). For z/OS, HIS generates SMF type 113 records, which are processed by the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer. HIS collects CPC hardware usage information, such as instruction counts, cache and memory access
patterns, CPC machine cycle counts, translation lookaside buffer activity and cryptographic co-processor usage for each
online z/OS LPAR processor (IPU, engine).
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SMF type 113 records are produced by an address space started in Unix System Services.  The address space is started
by executing the START HISPROC command.                 

A data collection run is started by executing the F HIS, BEGIN command. The BEGIN command supports a number of
keywords and should be configured similarly to the statement shown below, to produce SMF type 113 records suitable for
input into MICS:

 F HIS,B,CTRONLY,CTR=(B,P,C,E,MTD),SMFINTVAL=SYNC,PATH='name'

WARNING

Always review current IBM documentation as the format and parameters of this statement might change

• CTRONLY
In addition to the counter data, HIS also supports address space sampling, which is a high overhead, large data
volume activity.  This component only requires the low overhead, small data volume counter information collected by
specifying CTRONLY.

• CTRSET=(B,P,C,E,MTD)
(recommended) This explicit definition instructs HIS to collect the five counter types used by MICS: 

• B
Basic Counters

• P
Problem State

• C
CRYPTO Counters

• E
Extended Counters

• MTD
Multi-Threading Diagnostic Counters

CTRSET (or CTR) also supports the following arguments:

• CTR=COMPLETE
(not recommended) Collect six counter types:  B, P, C, E, Z, and MTD. This wastes resources because the type Z (z/
OS) counters are not defined by IBM, and when found, are ignored by MICS.

• CTR=SOFTWARE
(inapplicable) Collect only counter type Z (z/OS).  Incompatible with MICS.

• CTR=HARDWARE
(not recommended) Collect four counter types: B, P, C, and E.  CTR=HARDWARE is an alias for CTR=ALL.  If
HARDWARE or ALL is specified, you will not get counter type MTD (Multi-Threading Diagnostic).

• SMFINTVAL=SYNC
SYNC instructs HIS to synchronize the SMF type 113 interval record duration and interval end times with those used
by RMF. For example, if RMF is creating 15-minute interval records, with a synch time of 59, HIS will use the same
specifications to create SMF type 113 records.  

• PATH='name'
By default, HIS sends the collected counter data to a USS directory location. This is in addition to the SMF records
processed by MICS. This data is not required by MICS and can be directed to a temporary USS directory location if not
needed by other applications.

Originally, HIS created only SMF type 113 subtype 2 (113-2) interval records. The counter data in the 113-2 records is
cumulative, interval to interval. These records must undergo a delta process in MICS where counter values in the previous
interval record are subtracted from counter values in the current interval record to produce MICS database records where
the data elements represent true interval values.
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Beginning with z/OS 2.1, HIS creates both 113-1 and 113-2 records. The 113-1 records contain true interval level counter
values. MICS preferentially uses the 113-1 records when both subtypes are encountered in the raw SMF input data.

If all z/OS LPARS are at z/OS 2.1 or higher at your site, you might want to modify the active SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMnn)
member to specify subtype level SMF type 113 record collection using the TYPE / NOTYPE option on the SYS and
SUBSYS parameters. You would want to activate only 113-1 record type logging. This will reduce the overhead MICS
incurs in detecting and ignoring the redundant 113-2 records. Refer to the IBM MVS Systems Level Management (SMF)
guide for more information about specifying record types to be logged by SMF.

RMF Data Collector Considerations
Before installing the Hardware and SCP Analyzer, the MICS system administrator must address the data collection
considerations that RMF and HIS require. These include space considerations and the availability of the RMF and HIS
data in the SMF data sets.

The RMF records are written to VSAM data sets named SYS1.MANx where x is any number or letter. At least two data
sets must be specified. When one data set is filled, data is then written to the next data set specified. The system operator
is notified that the MANx data set is full and then must initiate a program to copy its contents into another file. This frees
the MANx data set for reuse. The file receiving a copy of the MANx contents later is used as input to the MICS system.

Specification of the RMF Monitor I SYNC Parameter

The RMF Monitor I SYNC(nn) parameter may be used to specify whether or not RMF intervals are to be synchronized
with the hour of the day, and, if so, the number of minutes after the hour when synchronization is to occur. The
synchronization is accomplished by shortening the first RMF interval so that a subsequent interval within the first hour
begins nn minutes after the hour in which RMF is started. If the requested length of the RMF interval is evenly divisible
into 60 minutes, all subsequent intervals will be synchronized.

For example, if INTERVAL(30) and SYNC(00) are specified and RMF is started at 07:05, then the first interval will start
immediately and it will end at 07:30, for a duration of 25 minutes rather than the 30 minutes requested. This shortening
will result in the second interval starting at 07:30, the requested synchronization point. The ending timestamp (ENDTS) for
each RMF record written to SMF at the end of an interval will be at 30 minutes after the hour and on the hour.

In MICS, DETAIL RMF data may be summarized, not into the hour in which the measured activity took place but into
the following hour, because the product summarizes by HOUR and ZONE, both of which are derived from ENDTS. In
the above example, data that were collected by RMF between 07:30 and 08:00 will have an ENDTS of 08:00:00.00
or possibly a few seconds later due to internal delays. The HOUR value for this interval is 8, even though most of the
measurements represent information for the previous hour.

Specifying SYNC(59) and using an INTERVAL value that is evenly divisible into 60 solves this problem. As a result of the
SYNC(59), no more than the last minute of the last interval within an hour is summarized into the next hour, instead of the
entire last interval. The margin of error has been reduced from INTERVAL minutes to 1 minute.

Instead of the RMF synchronization with the hour, if you use the synchronization with SMF, with the SYNC(SMF)
parameter, RMF records will be written as specified via SYNCVAL and INTVAL general SMF options.

Therefore, the MICS recommendation for RMF synchronization is:

• RMF synchronization only:
– RMF options:

    SYNC(59)

    INTERVAL(nn) where nn can be 05, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30 or 60

• RMF synchronization with SMF recording:
– RMF options:
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    SYNC(SMF)

    (INTERVAL value is ignored)

– SMF options:

    SYNCVAL(59)

    INTVAL(nn) where nn can be 05, 10, 12, 15,  20, 30 or 60

For more information on SYNC and related RMF options, see the IBM manual "Resource Measurement Facility (RMF)
User's Guide (SC33-7990)."

For more information on starting the HISPROC address space, see the IBM manual "z/OS MVS System Commands
(SA22-7627)." IBM manual "Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) User's Guide (SC33-7990)."

RMF Record Descriptions
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer uses SMF record types 70 through 79, written by the RMF (Resource
Management Facility), and the SMF type 113 record written by the CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF) Hardware
Instrumentation Services (HIS). Following are brief descriptions of these records:

Records Descriptions

TYPE 70 - RMF Processor Activity

The type 70 records processed by MICS are CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity (subtype 1), and Cryptographic Hardware
Activity (subtype 2).

Type 70 subtype 1 record
Contains CPU measurement data. It reports CPU wait time and the serial and version numbers, as well as the number of
I/O interrupts and the number of interrupts for each processor. It indicates the number of jobs and the percentage of jobs
in the following states:

IN
Tasks in real memory on the SRM IN queue.

IN-READY
Tasks in real memory and ready to execute.

OUT-WAIT
Tasks not in real memory that are waiting before they will be ready to execute.

LOGICAL-OUT-READY
Tasks logically swapped out but not yet physically swapped out that are now ready to execute.

LOGICAL-OUT-WAIT
Tasks logically swapped out but not yet physically swapped out that are waiting.

It recognizes five different types of jobs: batch, TSO, started task, ASCH, and USS. For each type, the minimum, average,
and maximum number of users in the recording interval are captured.

It also contains the PR/SM and ICF information used to track logical partitions configuration and utilization.

Type 70 subtype 2 record
Contains measurement data for cryptographic coprocessors and accelerators, as well as selected Integrated
Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) activities.
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TYPE 71 - RMF Paging Activity

The type 71 record contains paging and swapping measurement data. Swapping is the primary way the system resource
manager deals with resource shortages or overutilization.

Information regarding CSA, LPA, SQA, LSQA, and private areas is reported. This information includes the minimum,
average, and maximum frames used in these areas for both fixed and pageable frames.

The type 71 record also contains paging information. For CSA, LPA, Private VIO, and Private non-VIO areas, RMF
records the number of pages read in, the number of pages written out, and shared page group activity. From this
information and the duration of the recording interval, a number of different paging rates are calculated.

TYPE 72 - RMF Workload Activity, Storage Data, and Serialization Delay

The type 72 records processed by MICS are Workload Activity (subtype 3), and Serialization Delay (subtype 5).

Type 72 subtype 3 record
Contains data pertaining to systems that are using the Workload Manager. These records are written for each service or
report class defined in the active service policy and include the goals and actual measured values for each class.
CPU data contained in the type 72 records is in CPU service units, not CPU seconds. This data can be converted to CPU
seconds by multiplying by the coefficient appropriate for model and type of CPU. I/O and memory utilization information is
also captured in this record. The number of ended transactions and the total elapsed time of these transactions are also
recorded.

Type 72 subtype 5 record
Contains serialization data at the system and address space levels for different types of suspend locks, GRS enqueues,
and GRS latches. While the control section contains system-wide delays, the data sections contain serialization delay
data for up to twenty address spaces sorted by total contention time.

TYPE 73 - RMF Channel Path Activity

The type 73 record contains physical and logical channel activity measurement data. The data contains information for
each channel path indicating the type of channel and channel-busy time.

TYPE 74 - RMF Activity of Several Resources

The type 74 records processed by MICS are Device Activity (subtype 1), Cross-system Coupling Facility Activity (subtype
2), USS Kernel Activity (Unix System Services) (subtype 3), CF/XES Activity (Coupling Facility/Cross-System Extended
Services) (subtype 4), Cache Subsystem Activity (subtype 5), FICON Director Statistics (subtype 7), and Enterprise Disk
System Statistics (subtype 8).

Type 74 subtype 1 record
Contains information for each device about the number of Start Subchannels (SSCHs) or Start I/Os (SIOs) for the device,
the number of I/O requests deferred, the device active time, connect time, disconnect time, pending time, and the number
of allocations in effect on the device.

Type 74 subtype 2 record
Contains information for its system on the amount of traffic to, from, and within the system; the number of signals sent
to and from each remote system, group, and member; and the signaling path connecting the local system to all remote
systems.

Type 74 subtype 3 record
Contains system-wide information about Unix System Services (USS) utilization, including user and process load, inter-
process communication, memory map, and shared library measurements.
Note: Unix System Services was previously known as OpenEdition MVS.

Type 74 subtype 4 record
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Contains information on the Coupling Facility such as name, amount of storage installed and used, and number and
utilization of processors. It contains the names of the other systems in the sysplex connected to the CF, names and
storage resources of all structures allocated in the CF, and detailed information identifying the cross-system request
activity to and from the system. It also describes the hardware paths between the system and the other structures in the
sysplex.

Type 74 subtype 5 record
Contains information on the Cache Subsystem such as control information, return codes from the interfaces, cache
statistics at the device, RAID rank, and control unit level.

Type 74 subtype 7 record
Contains configuration and statistics for FICON directors (switches) and ports.

Type 74 subtype 8 record
Contains capacity and performance statistics for Enterprise Disk Systems' adapters, extent pools, and ranks.

Type 74 subtype 9 record
Contains information about PCI Express function activity, including zEDC data compression information and 10GB RoCE
activity.

Type 74 subtype 10 record
Contains information about Storage Class Memory (SCM) and the Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM). For
IBM zEC12 and z13 CPCs, the SCM information quantifies PCIe Flash Express feature activity. For z14 and later CPCs,
the SCM information quantifies Virtual Flash Memory (VFM) activity (the replacement for PCIe Flash Express). For z15
and later CPCs, zEDC compression information (provided by on-chip technology) is provided that replaces the zEDC
compression information formerly provided in the type 74 subtype 9 record.

TYPE 75 - RMF Page Data Set Activity

The type 75 record contains Page Data Set Activity measurement data. The data contains information for each page data
set. Information captured includes the number of pages transferred, the number of I/O requests, and the number of slots
available and used for each data set.

TYPE 76 - RMF Trace Activity

The type 76 record contains trace measurement data. The data contains information for each field traced.
Information captured includes the field name and its last value.

TYPE 77 - RMF Enqueue Activity

The type 77 record contains enqueue measurement data. The data contains information for each device that was
enqueued during the RMF recording interval. Information captured includes the current owner, the waiting users, and the
queue length for each enqueue event.

TYPE 78 - RMF Virtual Storage and I/O Queuing Activity

The type 78 records are the Virtual Storage Activity record (subtype 2) and the I/O Queuing Activity record (subtype 3).

Type 78 subtype 2 record
Contains information concerning the amount of virtual storage reserved for the CSA, MLPA, FLPA, PLPA, SQA, and
nucleus, both below and above the 16 MB line. The amount of storage allocated for SQA is recorded by subpool and, for
CSA, by subpool and storage key. SQA expansion into CSA is also recorded. Private virtual storage usage information is
recorded for jobs specified with the RMF Monitor I VSTOR option.

Type 78 subtype 3 record
Contains information on the I/O configuration, I/O activity rates, and queue lengths recorded for logical control units
(LCUs). This record also contains measurements pertaining to the IOPs (I/O processors).
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TYPE 79 - RMF Monitor II Activity

The type 79 record contains RMF Monitor II measurement data. RMF Monitor II is often run to diagnose a specific
problem or to gather more detailed data. Type 79 records are only generated when RMF Monitor II is run as a background
session. The type 79 subtype records processed by MICS are Address Space Resource (subtype 2), Real Storage/
Processor/SRM (subtype 3), and Reserve (subtype 6).

Type 79 subtype 2 record
Contains measurements on CPU time, EXCP count, paging statistics, fixed frames used, and hiperspace pages used for
given address spaces. Its data reflects systems using the Workload Manager.

Type 79 subtype 3 record
Contains measurements on real storage and expanded storage usage for some storage categories, UIC count, processor
utilization, and some of the SRM queues on a system-wide basis.

Type 79 subtype 6 record
Contains information on the RESERVE macros that were issued. This can be very useful in a shared DASD environment.
Included in the information recorded is the volume serial number, the job that issued the reserve, major and minor
resource names, and the status of the reserve.

TYPE 113 - Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics

The type 113 record contains CPC hardware event counter information, recorded for each online z/OS logical processor
while dispatched on physical CPC processor chips. Included in the information is the number of CPC cycles, instruction
counts, level 1 cache miss sourcing, translation lookaside buffer activity, cryptographic processor usage, and other
information useful in determining how efficiently workloads exploit the CPC hardware cache and memory architecture.

The following table shows the relationship between the various SMF record types processed, and the MICS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer files.

Record Type and File Table

SMF Record Type MICS File
70 subtype 1 HARCPU

HARIPU
HARLPC
HARVPA
HARTGC

70 subtype 2 HARCRA
HAR_RA
HARCRP
HAR_RP
HARCRK
HAR_RK
HARCRF

71 SCPPAG
SCPSWP
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72 subtype 3 WLMSDE
WLMRGP
WLMTGP
WLMSVC
WLMSDS
WLM_EW
WLMSEA
WLM_EA
WLMSEC
WLM_EC
WLMSEM
WLM_EM
WLMSED
WLM_ED

72 subtype 5 SCPSRD
SCPSRS

73 HARPCA
74 subtype 1 HARDVA

HARDTA
HARSGA
SCPLCU *

74 subtype 2 SCPXCY
SCPXCA
SCPXCM

74 Subtype 3 SCPKRN
74 subtype 4 HARCFP

HARCFC
HARCFS
HARCFR
HARCFH
HARCFD
HARCFA
HARCFM
HARCFN

74 subtype 5 HARCCU
HARCVA
HARRRA

74 subtype 7 HARFDC
HARFDP

74 subtype 8 HARELS
HARXPS
HARERS
HARSLS

74 subtype 9 HARPCI
74 subtype 10 HAREAD

HARSCM
75 SCPPSD
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76 SCPTRC
77 SCPENQ
78 subtype 2 SCPVSM

SCPVSU
78 subtype 3 SCPIOC

SCPIOP
SCPLCA
SCPLCU *

79 subtype2 SCPARD
79 subtype3 SCPSRC
79 subtype6 HARRSV
113 subtype 1
and subtype 2

HARCME
HARCML
HARCMT

* The SCPLCU file is created by merging information from the HARDVA, SCPIOC and SCPLCA files.

RMF Contention For "Logical" (ENQ) Resources
Contention exists for a logical resource (ENQ) whenever a task in memory requests the use of it, and that request is
forced to wait because it may not have it. For all logical resources with a "scope" (see ENQSCOPE) of SYSTEM or
SYSTEMS, RMF is informed that this has happened because an ENQHOLD SYSEVENT is issued to inform SRM
of this occurence. RMF has an exit that gets control at this point if the user has requested ENQ measurements.
Note that IEAVENQ1 (the ENQ/DEQ routine) does not issue SYSEVENTs for ENQ contention for resources with a scope
of STEP.

SRM needs to be informed about ENQ contention because it would like to take some action to expedite the execution of
the holders of the resource. Memories that are IN/READY are marked as not to be swapped out until they have received
an ERV's (Enqueue Residency Value) worth of service. Memories holding the resource that are OUT/READY are marked
for consideration for swap-in the next time IRARMCAP gets control. IRARMCAP will swap such memories in even if to do
so would take the target domain over its target or even max MPL. At the same time, IRARMCAP will attempt to swap out
IN/READY users to "make room" for the memory coming in (memories swapped out to make room are said to be OUT/
READY because of an ENQ EXCHANGE swap) if necessary to maintain MPL limits. Also, if a memory holding a desired
resource is executing in the mean-time-to-wait group, it is given the maximum MTW priority to expedite its processing.

To understand the RMF ENQ measurements, you must know when and why ENQHOLD and ENQRLSE SYSEVENTS are
issued, and how RMF responds to these SYSEVENTS when it gets control.

IEAVENQ1 issues a ENQHOLD whenever a RESERVE ENQ is issued by an authorized program and that program gets
control of the resource. The purpose of this appears to be to expedite memories holding inter-CPU resources without
leaving a hole in SRM control to be exploited by unscrupulous non-authorized users. RMF filters out ENQHOLDs issued
for resources for which there are no requests waiting, so this is not a problem. Similarly, RMF filters out the ENQRLSE
that is issued when the same authorized program releases the RESERVE via the DEQ macro instruction.

IEAVENQ1 also issues ENQHOLDs whenever it queues the FIRST waiting request for a resource. ENQHOLD actually
supplies the ASID of the holders of the ENQ, not of the waiter, because it is the holders that must be given extra execution
consideration. An ENQHOLD is issued for EACH holder; there may be more than one when the resource is held SHR and
the waiter requests OLD (exclusive).

IEAVENQ1 issues ENQRLSE whenever a DEQ is issued for a resource for which there is a queue. The ENQRLSE
passes the ASID of the releasing memory to SRM so that memory can be taken out of special ERV status. Note, however,
that the waiters for the ENQ do not necessarily get control at this point; the ENQ may have been held SHR with multiple
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holders. The first waiter (if OLD (exclusive) requested) or possibly waiters (if SHR) requested on the queue will not be
given the resource until ALL holders have DEQ'ed (and, therefore, ENQRLSEs have been issued for them).

Note that the above would not quite work if it were possible for a SHR requestor to be given control of a resource
currently held SHR while an OLD (exclusive) requestor was waiting in the queue for it. RMF would see more ENQRLSEs
than ENQHOLDs. This does not happen because a SHR requestor for a resource held SHR will wait behind an OLD
(exclusive) waiter. This is done to prevent the OLD (exclusive) requestor from waiting indefinitely if there is a parade of
SHR requestors.

If there is a queue of requestors for a resource, not all of which will get control when the current holders release control
(for example, if there are a number of OLD exclusive requests waiting), there will be no ENQHOLDs outstanding at
the time the queue is promoted. When the first waiters are given control, IEAVENQ1 notes that there is a waiter for the
resource and will issue ENQHOLDs for holders just given control.

For each resource (unique major name/minor name/scope combination) being tracked, ERBMFEEQ keeps a counter that
is incremented for an ENQHOLD and decremented for an ENQRLSE. The purpose of this counter is to prevent multiple-
counting of statistics when multiple ENQHOLD/ENQRLSE sequences occur because there was more than one holder
(SHR) of the resource when a request had to wait.

RMF counts a "contention event" when this counter goes from zero to one, begins timing the contention event at this
point, and gathers information about the holders and waiters. RMF does not, however, update most data elements that
come out in the record until the ENQRLSE is received, which causes this internal counter to go to zero. Note that what is
being counted here as a contention event is not the same thing that is documented in the RMF manual. The RMF manual
implies that a contention event begins when delay begins (the first request is queued) and ends when the last request
queued gets control. Actually, a new contention event is counted each time the queue for the resource is promoted, even
if there are still waiters after this happens.

When the "last" ENQRLSE is received (the one that causes the internal counter to go to zero), RMF decides that the
"contention event" has ended and determines its elapsed time. It also sets a number of statistics about the event such as
the number of waiters in the queue (the queue has not been promoted at this point so there must be at least one waiter).
This statistics finds its way out as SMF77QLT.

There is an RMF concept called the "period of maximum contention." (In the description of the RMF Enqueue Activity
(type 77) record, variables whose values are taken at what RMF determines to be the period of maximum contention are
called "current" values).

RMF (module ERBMFEEQ) maintains a control block for each major/minor qname (ENQ) being monitoring. In the control
block RMF maintains essentially two sets of fields for all those variables defined as being at "maximum contention." An
example is SMF77DO1, which is defined in the RMF manual as "Job Name 1 of current resource owner."

When an ENQHOLD occurs for a resource, RMF runs the QELs to count the number of waiters for it. If the count is
greater than his old "maximum waiters" counter, then its value replaces the old maximum. At the same time, RMF decides
it is at maximum contention for this resource WITHIN THIS SPECIFIC CONTENTION EVENT, so it stores the jobname
of the first job on the queue that owns the contended-for resource in a holding field. When the last ENQRLSE (the one
that causes it to decrement the internal counter mentioned above to zero) comes through, ERBMFEEQ notes how long
the "contention event" (first ENQHOLD to last ENQRLSE) existed. If this time is greater than the previous longest time for
this resource during the current interval, then RMF will copy the jobname it saved in the holding field to SMF77DO1. If it is
not the longest contention event, then the old value of SMF77DO1 is not replaced, even though the queue length for the
resource may have been much longer during this shorter contention event than it was during the longest one so far, from
which the SMF77DO1 value was taken.

In summary, then, the period of "maximum contention" is the moment at which the longest queue existed for the resource
during the longest contention event that existed during the interval. Note that this is at variance with the explanation in the
RMF manual, which implies that the period of maximum contention is that point at which the longest queue existed.

The same logic is used for all the "maximum contention" fields.
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RMF Expanded Storage Concepts
When the 3090 processor series was first introduced, IBM referred to "extended storage" and "expanded storage"
interchangeably. Since then, IBM has begun standardizing the use of the expression "expanded storage," but the term
"extended storage" is still present in much of its documentation. In our constant goal of maintaining complete compatibility
with IBM developments, MICS data element names and documentation sometimes refer to "extended storage."

Expanded Storage Overview

Expanded storage is optional, high-speed semiconductor storage initially made available for the IBM 3090 processor
series. The storage is installed in the central processor complex; that is, it is an integrated part of the complex and not a
stand-alone piece of equipment.

In some respects, expanded storage can be thought of as a slower speed extension of central storage. The two differ
in that expanded storage is not directly addressable and can be accessed only by moving 4 KB blocks of data from
expanded storage into central storage. All data movement to and from expanded storage must be through central storage.
There is no way to directly transfer data between expanded storage and auxiliary or online storage.

In other respects, expanded storage is similar to high- performance paging devices. However, the system control program
knows more about expanded storage than it does about solid state paging devices and uses this intelligence to optimize
storage access, including paging and swapping operations as well as special kinds of application and system control data.

z/OS in z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. The hyperspace APIs and internal uses of
expanded storage are reimplemented to use real storage.

The primary use of expanded storage is as a substitute for auxiliary storage (page/swap data sets on DASD) in
situations demanding higher speed. The time it takes to read a page from auxiliary to central storage in a well-tuned
system may range from a few milliseconds (with cached DASD controllers or solid-state channel-attached devices on
dedicated paging channels) to 20 to 30 milliseconds for non-cached 3380 DASD on non-dedicated channels. Indirect
measurements suggest that typical times for page transfers from expanded to central storage take something less than
100 microseconds. This represents a reduction in page resolution time of approximately two orders of magnitude.

Expanded storage, therefore, adds a new level to the storage hierarchy between central and auxiliary storage. Now, page
movement within the storage hierarchy can be divided into the following categories:

Fro To Terminology
Central Auxiliary Page-out or swap-out
Auxiliary Central Page-in or swap-in
Central Expanded Expanded storage write
Expanded Central Expanded storage read
Expanded Auxiliary Page migration

When expanded storage was first introduced, the system control program used it exclusively for paging and swapping.
New SCP versions have introduced additional uses of expanded storage, such as virtual I/O (VIO) and hyperspaces (both
conventional and expanded-storage-only).

The following sections explain the expanded storage concepts in detail.

• Swapping and Migration to Auxiliary Storage
• Effectiveness of Logical and Expanded Storage Swaps
• Users of Expanded Storage
• Measurement and Analysis of Expanded Storage Activity
• Expanded Storage Management
• Related MICS data elements
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RMF Expanded Storage Control

The Real Storage Manager (RSM) handles the transfer of pages between central and expanded storage. The RSM
determines both whether a page will be written to expanded storage, and when a page in expanded storage should be
migrated to auxiliary storage. It bases these decisions on four values:

Criteria age
The installation-specified time value that is used by the RSM to determine whether a page should be transferred
from central to expanded storage. Criteria ages are specified for various categories of pages and workloads in the
SYS1.PARMLIB member IEAOPTxx. IBM supplies default values that are reasonable for most normal processing
environments.

System-high unreferenced interval count (UIC)
The time since the least recently referenced page in central storage was referenced. This value is therefore an inverse
measure of central storage contention (a low UIC indicates a high demand for central storage). It is not possible to
explicitly define a minimum value for the UIC, but it is influenced by several parameters in the IEAOPTxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB.

Migration age
The time that a page has remained unreferenced in expanded storage. It is an inverse measure of expanded storage
contention (a low migration age indicates a high demand for expanded storage). In periods of contention, the RSM moves
pages in expanded storage that have remained unreferenced for this period of time into central storage, and the auxiliary
storage manager (ASM) then pages them out to auxiliary storage. This process is referred to as page migration.

Think time
The average delay between the time when the system is ready for new input from a terminal user and the time when the
terminal user actually provides such input by pressing the "enter" key or equivalent. This value is used primarily to control
logical swapping, but is also used in terminal input and output wait swapping to expanded storage.

The first value, criteria age, is specified for individual types of pages and address space by the installation (or allowed to
default to IBM-specified values). The last three are measured by the system control program and will vary with the nature
and volume of work being performed and with system configuration. All are specified or measured in seconds.

In paging situations, the RSM sends changed and unchanged stolen pages, virtual fetch pages, and page-out requested
pages to expanded storage when the migration age is greater than the criteria age.

In swapping situations, the RSM typically sends both swap-out trim and working set pages to expanded storage when the
migration age is greater than the criteria age for the type of address space in question. However, TSO terminal wait, steal,
and pageout users' working sets are sent to expanded storage when the sum of migration age and UIC is greater than the
sum of criteria age plus think time.

When a page is required in central storage, the RSM first checks to see if the page is in expanded storage. If it is not, a
page fault is generated and the page is retrieved asynchronously from auxiliary storage by the ASM with a normal page-in
operation. If the page is in expanded storage, however, a page fault is not generated and the RSM immediately transfers
the page into central storage. This transfer happens synchronously with program execution. It is important to emphasize
that a page fault is not generated in this case, and the expanded-to-central transfer is not considered a page-in.

RMF Swapping and Migration to Auxiliary Storage

Swapping to expanded storage differs from swapping to auxiliary storage. When an address space is swapped out to
expanded storage, the RSM and the System Resources Manager (SRM) divide the working set pages into primary and
secondary working set groups. The primary group, which is managed by the RSM as a single entity, contains all LSQA
and fixed pages, plus one page from each virtual storage segment included in the whole working set. The secondary
group comprises all other working set pages not included in the primary group.
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Once the address space has been swapped out to expanded storage, the RSM recognizes the difference between the
primary and secondary working sets when it makes its decisions about migration. Secondary pages are migrated first, and
only after all secondary pages have been migrated will the primary working set be migrated.

If the address space is swapped back in before it has been migrated, the primary working set is swapped in first, at which
time the address space becomes dispatchable. Secondary working set pages are then treated the same as all other
pages in expanded storage. This means that if they are migrated, they will be sent to local page data sets rather than
swap data sets. If you do a substantial amount of swapping to expanded storage, this could be an argument in favor of an
auxiliary storage subsystem configuration consisting only of local page data sets with no swap data sets.

RMF Effectiveness of Logical and Expanded Storage Swaps

The concept of an effective swap placement decision refers to the ability of the RSM and SRM to predict the address
space's future activity, allowing the swap pages to reside in the most effective storage medium. An address space can be
logically swapped and remain primarily in central storage, or physically swapped either to expanded or auxiliary storage.

Logical swapping (also referred to as SRM demand swapping) is used under certain conditions in an attempt to save the
processor cycles and expanded storage or I/O overhead of physical swapping. A TSO address space in a terminal wait
condition or any class of address space in a long or detected wait condition is eligible for logical swapping. When this
happens, the LSQA, fixed, and most recently referenced pages are kept in central storage.

A logical swap is effective only if the address space is swapped back in before being converted to a physical swap. An
expanded storage physical swap is effective only if the address space is swapped back in before being migrated through
central to auxiliary storage.

RMF Users of Expanded Storage

Unauthorized programs cannot directly allocate or manipulate expanded storage. Rather, expanded storage is used as a
system control program resource and controlled by the RSM to maximize responsiveness and throughput of the system.

The RSM categorizes expanded storage use by the type of paging group and by the status of the page being considered
for placement in expanded storage. The paging group can be a:

Type 0
Privileged or non-swappable (including all common areas) address space,

Type 1
Any other type of page not included in types 0 or 2, or

Type 2
A page belonging to a TSO user waiting for terminal I/O to complete, or pages paged-out or stolen from a TSO user.

The page's status is categorized as a:

• Changed paged-out page
• Changed swapped-out page
• Changed stolen page
• Unchanged paged-out page
• Unchanged swapped-out page
• Unchanged stolen page
• Working set page ready for swap-out
• Virtual fetch page
• VIO swapped-out page
• Hiperspace page
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Different criteria ages can be specified for each combination of paging type and page status with the exceptions of virtual
fetch, VIO, and hiperspace pages. These last three categories have a single criteria age specification without paging
type classification differences. This allows the installation to tailor the configuration so that expanded storage usage is
prioritized by the type of address spaces that are most important in the specific processor complex. Indeed, it is possible
to set the parameters so that some of the combinations are eligible and others ineligible to use expanded storage.

RMF Measurement and Analysis of Expanded Storage Activity

RMF measures and reports many data elements concerning paging, swapping, and memory use. Numerous metrics are
provided that differentiate between paging or swapping to expanded against auxiliary storage, and between the use of
central against expanded storage for CSA, LPA, SQA, and other pages. Obviously, expanded storage has added to the
complexity of understanding and managing the storage hierarchy.

Even though well-tuned systems or systems with low storage contention are likely to experience expanded storage-related
delays so small as to be relatively unimportant when compared to other sources of delay, installations with expanded
storage should now monitor its utilization and activity and auxiliary storage activity. Expanded storage delay can become
substantial to the point of significantly reducing the benefit from your investment in it.

In a system with expanded storage, the degradation due to page movement delay from expanded storage to central
storage is not directly measurable. While the system control program maintains (and RMF records) the average time that
it takes to read a page from auxiliary to central storage, no such estimate is made of the time it takes to transfer a page
from expanded to central storage.

Page migration should be a primary concern because, if excessive, it represents ineffective page placement and
ineffective use of expanded storage, just as we've already seen in swapping situations. If there is contention for expanded
storage, it makes no sense to move a page from central to expanded storage if that page will eventually be moved back
into central and then paged out to auxiliary. It would be much better to page it out directly to auxiliary storage.

Minimizing such ineffective page placement depends on how accurately an address space's future activity and storage
references can be predicted. The RSM makes these predictions based on the criteria age values specified in the
IEAOPTxx parameters for the various categories of expanded storage use.

RMF Expanded Storage Management

Expanded storage can be used to reduce the response time of online systems, to increase the capacity of the processor
complex, or a combination of the two. The best way of using expanded storage depends on the business and technical
environment in which it is used.

Unfortunately, the mechanisms used to control expanded storage allocation do not provide for workload assignments,
such as performance group or domain. It is therefore necessary to have a good understanding of the storage utilization
characteristics of the individual workloads and the system as a whole before attempting to modify the criteria ages that
affect expanded storage control.

There are some general guidelines that apply to all systems, however. For example, if you want to improve the response
times of online systems running as non-swappable address spaces, you could set low criteria ages for type 0 and high
ones for types 1 and 2. This will favor the onlines over other work, but only if there is other work in the same system. In a
system used for application development and testing with ISPF/PDF users submitting batch compiles and executions, you
might want to favor type 2 over types 0 and 1. If you have a processor complex that is performing a wide variety of tasks
and with changing workload characteristics over time, then it is quite possible that you would achieve both somewhat
better response time and more throughput by using the default values for all criteria ages.

When making criteria age changes, keep in mind the following:

• Assigning a low criteria age to a particular page type and status is saying, in effect, that you want the RSM to move
such pages to expanded storage before other page type/status classifications even if the contention for expanded
storage is high. You would do this if (a) you regard the workload owning the page as important and deserving of a
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performance improvement, or (b) you expect the page to be referenced quickly and want to lower the load on the ASM
by making it unnecessary to page-out and then page-in the same page in a brief time period.

• Assigning a high criteria age to pages has the opposite effect: such pages are sent to expanded storage by the RSM
after page types with lower criteria ages. In periods of contention, such pages tend to go to auxiliary storage instead.
You would do this if you either (a) want to use your expanded storage resources for more important work, or (b) expect
that such a page will not be referenced for a relatively long time and would be migrated to auxiliary storage anyway.

Although IBM has established reasonable default values, it is ultimately the responsibility of individual installations to set
these values for best use of expanded storage. The performance analyst must monitor page movement to ensure that the
specified values are optimizing the use of expanded storage for the installation's requirements. If criteria ages are set too
low, expanded storage will tend to be over- utilized. This will result in a low migration age, large values for both central-
to-expanded page movement, and page migration. If the difference between these two measurements is small, it could
indicate that too many pages are being migrated.

RMF Related MICS data elements

The followin list displays the variables in the MICS database that directly concern paging and swapping performance and
expanded storage usage.

Common data element:

EXTSTOR
Extended Storage Indicator

Paging Activity File (SCPPAG) elements:

General:

PAGOPT
SRM OPT Member

Overall storage frame counts:

PAGAVTFC
Avg Page Frames in Real Storage

PAGCF
Installed Frames in Expanded Storage

PAGOLE
Online Frames in Expanded Storage

PAGAVES
Avg Expanded Storage Frames

PAGAVF
Avg Unused Page Frames

Central storage use by type (fixed and not fixed):

PAGAVLP
Avg LPA Pageable Frames

PAGAVP
Avg CSA+LPA Pageable Frames

PAGAVS
Avg Private Pageable Frames
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PAGAVT
Avg Total Pageable Frames

PAGAVLF
Avg LPA Fixed Frames

PAGAVC
Avg CSA+LPA Fixed Frames

PAGAVR
Avg Private Fixed Frames

PAGAVX
Avg Total Fixed Frames

PAGAVLS
Avg LSQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVQ
Avg SQA Fixed Frames

PAGAVL
Avg # of Fixed Frames below 16 Meg

Expanded storage use by type:

PAGAVCSE
Avg CSA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVLPE
Avg LPA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVLQE
Avg LSQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVLQR
Avg LSQA Pages in Real Storage

PAGAVRGS
Avg Region+SWA Pages in Exp Storage

PAGAVSQE
Avg SQA Pages in Expanded Storage

PAGAVSQR
Avg SQA Pages in Real Storage

PAGAVHPX
Avg Hiperspace Pages in Exp Stor

PAGAVVPX
Avg VIO Pages in Expanded Storage

Page faults:

PAGAPF
Address Space Page Faults
PAGPIN+PAGVIN-PAGSNI

PAGPSAPF
Application Page Fault Rate

PAGPSSPF
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System Page Fault Rate

PAGTPF
Total Page Faults
PAGPIN+PAGVIN

PAGPSTPF
System Page Fault Rate

Page-ins:

PAGLNI
LPA Page-Ins

PAGPIN
Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins

PAGPSDPG
Demand Page-In Rate

PAGSNI
CSA+LPA Page-Ins

PAGVIN
Vio Page-Ins

PAGHIN
Hiperspace Page-Ins

PAGPSHIN
Hiperspace Page-Ins per Second

Page-outs:

PAGPOUT
Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Outs

PAGSNO
Common Page-Outs

PAGVOT
VIO Page-Outs

PAGHOT
Hiperspace Page-Outs

PAGPSHOT
Hiperspace Page-Outs per Second

Swaps:

PAGLFS
Log and Phy Swapped-Out Address Spaces
PAGLES+PAGLAX

PAGSIN
Pages Swapped In

PAGSOT
Pages Swapped Out

PAGSSQ
Address Space Swap Sequences
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PAGPSSWP
Swaps per Second

PAGAXD
Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

PAGESD
Expanded Storage Directed Phys. Swaps

PAGLAX
Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

PAGLES
Expanded Storage Directed Log. Swaps

PAGMIG
Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

PAGTISP
Aux or ES Terminal Input Swaps

PAGTOSP
Aux or ES Terminal Output Swaps

Expanded storage movement:

PAGAVPEA
Avg Pages Migrated from ES to Aux

PAGAVPES
Avg Pages Moved to Expanded Storage

PAGRES
Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSRES
Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

PAGVME
VIO Pages Written to Exp Stor

PAGPSVME
VIO Pages/Second Written to Exp Stor

PAGVMG
VIO Pages Migrated from Exp Stor

PAGPSVMG
VIO Pages/Second Migr. from Exp Stor

PAGVRE
VIO Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSVRE
VIO Pages/Second Read from Exp Stor

PAGHME
Hiperspace Pages Written to Exp Stor

PAGPSHME
Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Written to Exp Stor

PAGHMG
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Hiperspace Pages Migr. from Exp Stor

PAGPSHMG
Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Migr from Exp Stor

PAGHRE
Hiperspace Pages Read from Exp Stor

PAGPSHRE
Hiperspace Pgs/Sec Read from Exp Stor

Paging and expanded storage control:

PAGAVMA
Avg Migration Age

PAGMNMA
Min Migration Age

PAGMXMA
Max Migration Age

PAGAVUIC
Avg System High UIC

PAGMXUIC
Max High UIC

PAGMNUIC
Min High UIC

Other/composite:

PAGSPS
System Page/Swap Page Count
PAGPIN+PAGPOUT+PAGVIN+PAGVOT+PAGSIN+PAGSOT

PAGPSSPS
System Page/Swap Page Rate

PAGPMV
Total # of Pages Moved (w/in central)

PAGSPC
System Page Count
PAGPIN+PAGPOUT+PAGVIN+PAGVOT

PAGPSSPC
System Page Rate

PAGSPG
Demand Page Count
PAGPIN+PAGPOUT

PAGPSSPG
Demand Page Rate

Swap Activity File (SCPSWP) elements:

SWAPNAME
Swap Reason Name

SWPTOSWP
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Total Swaps

SWPAXD
Aux Storage Directed Physical Swaps

SWPLAX
Aux Storage Directed Logical Swaps

SWPESD
Expanded Storage Directed Physical Swaps

SWPLES
Expanded Storage Directed Logical Swaps

SWPMIG
Physical Swaps Migrated from ES

SWPAUX
Aux Storage Total Swaps
SWPAXD+SWPLAX+SWPMIG

SWPES
Expanded Storage Total Swaps
SWPLES+SWPESD

SWPLSWPS
Total Logical Swaps
SWPTOSWP-(SWPAXD+SWPESD)

SWPLSWPE
Effective Logical Swaps
SWPLSWPS-(SWPLES+SWPLAX)

SWPNPSWP
Effective Log or Expanded Storage Swaps
SWPTOSWP-(SWPAXD+SWPLAX+SWPMIG)

SWPPCMIG
Pct Phys Swaps Migrated from ES
SWPMIG/(SWPLES+SWPESD) * 100

SWPPCLSE
Pct Effective Logical Swaps
SWPLSWPE/SWPLSWPS * 100

SWPPCLST
Pct Logical Swaps
SWPLSWPS/SWPTOSWP * 100

RMF LCU Summarized File
The Logical Control Unit (LCU) Activity File in MICS provides a single, convenient location for summarized input/output
configuration-related measurement data. The LCU file consolidates RMF data that is spread across several MICS files for
improved usability and understanding of the I/O subsystem measurements.

The LCU summarized file in MICS is created from the DAYS level versions of the following files, summarized to the LCU
level:

HARDVA
Device Activity File
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SCPLCA
Logical Channel/Channel Path Activity File

SCPIOC
I/O Queuing Configuration File

It contains all of the information related to configuration-dependent delays, summarized in one convenient file for reporting
and analysis.

The summarized DVA information in the LCU file can be used to quantify configuration-dependent delays. The
summarized IOC information in the LCU file provides data on the physical I/O configuration itself. The summarized device
utilizations are provided in the LCU file and can be distributed across the configuration. Information on device selection
failures due to configuration-dependent delays is also provided.

I/O configuration tuning involves changes to the I/O configuration to minimize the amount of delay time associated with
configuration-dependent queuing. In a well configured system, channels, control units, heads of string and device activity
are distributed across the I/O workload to minimize the delays. RMF directly measures device and channel activity, but
control unit and head of string activity must be derived from the basic measurements.

Devices are known to RMF only by their logical addresses, or device numbers. However, there is information on the
physical configuration at the logical control unit level in the SMF type 78 (Monitor I Activity) record subtype 3. The IOC file
of MICS, for instance, contains information on the channels that are attached to each LCU, as well as the physical control
units that are attached to these channels. In addition, control unit and head of string utilizations can be derived from other
measurement data by distributing the connect time for devices across the heads of string and physical control units to
which they are attached.

I/O processing has been largely offloaded from the host system to a dedicated channel subsystem. This hardware facility
is called the I/O Processor (IOP).

During Initial Microprogram Load (IMPL), the channel subsystem reads the I/O Configuration Data Set (IOCDS) generated
by the I/O Configuration Program (IOCP). This file describes the I/O configuration in detail, including information related
to the channel paths and physical addresses of all devices connected to the system. This information is mapped to
control blocks in a reserved area of main memory (the Hardware System Area, or HSA) that is used to manage the
communication between the channel subsystem and the host.

An I/O request that is initiated on the host is passed to the channel subsystem via a Start Subchannel (SSC) instruction,
referencing a logical device number. The channel subsystem converts the device number to a physical address and
determines the paths to the device. The channel subsystem is responsible for initiating the I/O request over one of the
available paths. It also provides measurement data directly on the I/O event.

I/O request scheduling, queuing, and measurement are focused on what is known as the logical control unit, or LCU. An
LCU represents one to eight physical control units sharing common devices. Logical control units are defined by the IOCP
based on the specifications of devices and control unit connections. Each physical control unit is assigned to one (and
only one) logical control unit at that time. At the device level, the LCU specification is also unique.

Once the channel subsystem is notified of an I/O request, it begins timing the operation, and maintains timers for pending
time, connect time, and disconnect time.

The first step of initiating the I/O operation is the establishment of a path to the device or device selection. The channel
subsystem continuously polls the LCUs to determine if any new I/O requests have been made for the devices that are
attached to the LCU. If so, the LCU is placed on the channel subsystem initiative queue. All of the time between the SSC
request and the successful initiation of the I/O request (establishing the path to the device), is measured and maintained
as pending time.

If the device is busy from another system, or the head of string or control unit attached to the channel path is busy, then
initial selection fails and the request must be requeued. If device busy was detected, then the operation is deferred
until a signal (Device End) is received from the device indicating that it has completed its prior operation: the source
of contention at the device level has been relieved. If control unit busy is detected, the channel subsystem will attempt
another path.
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The channel subsystem counts the number of selection attempts and keeps track of the delay reasons. These data are
available at the LCU level. The delay reason is associated directly with the active device, with pending time broken into
component parts for delays that are due to control unit and device busy conditions. The delay reason counts are reported
only at the individual device level, and not for the LCU.

Pending time also includes delays associated with queuing for the IOP or the channel path, or contention within the
LCU itself. Once the I/O is successfully started, the channel subsystem keeps track of the amount of time that is used to
complete the I/O request, dividing the I/O service time into time spent where only the device is busy (disconnect time) and
time where the device, control unit, and channel are all busy (connect time).

RMF I/O Queueing in the I/O Processor

The I/O processor, in addition to monitoring the status of the I/O configuration, is also responsible for starting and redriving
queued I/O requests. Each IOP has one initiative queue, which is continuously scanned in an attempt to handle active I/
O requests. When requests are blocked due to contention, the IOP temporarily removes them from the initiative queue
rather than continuing to redrive them.

If the contention is for a device, the request is deferred until the IOP receives notification (device end) that the busy
condition has subsided.

If the contention is for the control unit, the IOP places the LCU that is requesting service on the control unit header (CU-
HDR) queue. A request is placed on this queue when all paths to the device are busy and at least one path to the physical
control unit is busy. Once the contention is resolved, the IOP requeues the request from the CU-HDR back to the IOP
initiative queue. The length of the CU-HDR queue, consequently, is a measure of contention at the control unit level.

Sample Data Elements in the RMF LCU Summarized File

The LCU file is created from the HARDVA, SCPIOC, and SCPLCA files. Since some of the data elements are computed
from RMF sample counts, and the sample counts from the source files vary, two separate sample count data elements are
stored in the LCU file:

LCURSMPD
RMF sample count from the HARDVA file

LCURSMPL
RMF sample count from the SCPLCA file

The MICS Summarization Facility uses the appropriate data elements when resummarizing LCU data elements. However,
if calculations are performed manually, it is important to know which total to use.

The following data elements are affected by or related to RMF sampling. Read the data dictionary entries for these
elements before attempting to perform calculations with them.

From the HARDVA file:

LCUALC
Device Allocated

LCUAVDSO
Average Data Sets Open on Device

LCUAVIOS
Average Device IOS Queue Time

LCUAVQUE
Average Requests Queued

LCUAVRES
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Average Device Response Time

LCUDSO
Data Sets Open on Device

LCUICT
Number of Invalid Samples

LCUMPT
Mount Pending Condition

LCUNRD
Device Not Ready

LCUPCALC
Percent Device Allocated

LCUPCMTP
Percent Mount Pending Condition

LCUPCNRD
Percent Device Not Ready

LCUPCRSV
Percent Device Reserved

LCUPCUTL
Percent Device Utilized

LCURSMPD
RMF Sample Count (from DVA)

LCURSV
Device Reserved

LCUUTL
Device Reserved and Idle

From the SCPLCA file:

LCURSMPL
RMF Sample Count (from LCA)

Notes on RMF Samples
Many statistics are recorded by RMF in the form of a count of samples when a particular condition is true. The total
number of samples taken are used to calculate averages and percentages based on these sample count statistics.

For example, to gather statistics about input/output devices, RMF periodically scans each Unit Control Block (UCB) of
eligible I/O devices to determine the state of each one. Along with other indicators, there is a bit indicator (UCBALOC) in
the UCB which, when set, indicates that the device is currently allocated. RMF then reports the number of times when this
bit was set during the measurement interval in field SMF74ALC of the Device Activity Record. The total number of times
that samples were taken from field SMF74ALC must be known to determine the percentage of time when a particular
device was allocated by using the following formula:

 DVAPCALC=(DVAALC*100)/DVARSMP;

  

 

DVAPCALC
Percent device allocated
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DVAALC
Number of samples when UCBALOC was set

DVARSMP
Total number of samples taken during the measurement interval

Names and Presence of RMF Sample Count Elements

Every MICS RMF data base file that contains sample count statistics in this form has a data element that contains a count
of total samples taken. The name of the data element is fffRSMP, where "fff" is the file identifier, such as "DVA" for the
Device Activity File used in the example above.

Derivation of RMF Sample Counts

The fffRSMP data element is typically read directly from field SMFnnSAM in the RMF Product Section of the RMF record,
where "nn" indicates the SMF record types listed below:

Type 70
CPU Activity Record, used to create MICS file HARCPU

Type 71
Paging Activity Record, used to create MICS file SCPPAG

Type 73
Channel Activity Record, used to create MICS files HARPCA and SCPLCA

Type 74
Device Activity Record, used to create MICS files HARDVA and SCPLCU

Type 75
Page/Swap Data Set Activity Record, used to create MICS file SCPPSD

Exceptions to the Normal Derivation of Sample Counts

For type 76 Trace Activity records, whose information is stored in the SCPTRC file, the derivation depends on the RMF
trace options. These options are specified for each SYSID in member RMFOPS in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS, and may
take on the following values:

INTVL
Create one observation for the measurement interval, with the value of TRCTYPE="I."

SET
Create one observation for the measurement interval, with the value of TRCTYPE="I," and one observation for each
sample set in the record, with the value of TRCTYPE="S."

NONE
Do not write an observation for this SYSID.

If the entire sample set is recorded (option SET), the value of TRCRSMP is the number of samples in the set, usually 60.
Only the interval value is recorded (option INTVL). The value of fffRSMP is derived in the same manner as the other RMF
records.

Reference: RMFOPS - Processing Options section.

Special Cases

The SCPLCU file is created by summarizing observations from the SCPIOC, SCPLCA, and HARDVA files. This poses
special problems with keeping track of sample counts. There are no RMF sample data elements in the SCPIOC file, but
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the counts of the summarized observations from the SCPLCA and HARDVA files that are used to create an observation
in the SCPLCU file will be different. Since each is needed for calculating derived elements, two separate counts are
maintained.

LCURSMPD
sum of all occurrences of DVARSMP found during summarization

LCURSMPL
sum of all occurrences of LCARSMP found during summarization

The derived element code for the SCPLCU file uses the proper sample count data elements in each of its calculations.

RMF Skipped Samples

The field SMFnnFLA in the RMF Product Section contains a bit indicator, SMFnnISS, which, when set, means that RMF
has not taken samples for every cycle during the measurement interval ("nn" is the record type, and may be from 71 to 79;
the type 70 CPU Activity record does not have this indicator). Except for the type 71 Paging Activity Record (discussed
later), there is no reason given for the skipped samples. The data elements "fffRSMP" will contain the actual number of
samples taken, so that calculations will continue to be accurate, even if less statistically significant.

Many files in the MICS database that contain RMF sample data elements also contains information about skipped
samples. In the DETAIL timespan, the data element fffISS contains the value "Y" if samples were skipped during the
RMF interval, or "N" if not. In all timespans, the data element fffISSCT contains the number of RMF intervals with skipped
samples that were used to create the summarized observation (in the DETAIL timespan, fffISSCT will have the value of 0
or 1). The only exception to this is the HARCPU file because the type 70 Record does not have a skipped samples flag.

The type 71 Paging Activity Record contains not only the SMF71ISS flag, but also two fields recording the number of
samples skipped due to negative calculations or count failures. These are recorded in the SCPPAG file as data elements
PAGSKNEG and PAGSKCNT, respectively. These skipped samples only affect values describing private or CSA+LPA
fixed-frame allocations, and not any other data elements in the SCPPAG file.

The affected elements are:

• PAGC
• PAGAVC
• PAGMNC
• PAGMXC
• PAGR
• PAGAVR 
• PAGMNR 
• PAGMXR

For convenience, a data element whose value is equal to the normal total sample count less samples skipped has been
added to the SCPPAG file. This data element, PAGRSMP2, is calculated by means of the formula:

PAGRSMP2=SUM(PAGRSMP,(-PAGSKNEG),(-PAGSKCNT);

RMF Number of Samples and Statistical Validity

The number of RMF samples that will be present in a database observation is determined by the sampling rate, the length
of each measurement interval, and the number of intervals in the observation. The sampling rate is determined by the
CYCLE statement, and the interval length by the INTERVAL statement. Each is specified in the RMF control member
ERBRMFnn in the system parameter library SYS1.PARMLIB ("nn" default is "00"). Each RMF file in the MICS database
contains common data elements that provide this information:
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CYCLETM
The length of an RMF cycle, in seconds.

DURATION
The length of the measurement interval. In the DETAIL timespan this is the length of an RMF interval. In higher timespans,
it is the total duration of all intervals that were in the summarized observation.

INTERVLS
The number of RMF intervals. In the DETAIL timespan, this is always 1. In higher timespans, it is the total number of RMF
intervals that were in the summarized observation.

The number of samples expected in an observation in any timespan is equal to DURATION/CYCLETM. However, in
the summarized file HARDTA, fffRSMP is set to the value of all fffRSMP occurrences in ALL the records that are being
summarized. For example, DTARSMP in a single HARDTA record is the sum of DVARSMP for each of the HARDVA
records for that time interval and devices of that type. For this reason, fffRSMP may be much larger than DURATION and
CYCLETM would predict.

The statistical confidence that you have in a measurement is related to the number of samples from which it is derived.
There is a short discussion of this subject in the section "INTERVAL and CYCLE Options" in the RMF User's Guide.

The value of the fffRSMP field should be used whenever you perform calculations to determine percentage or average
values from the raw sample counts that were processed into a MICS file. This avoids the taking of the "average of
averages" when measurements do not include the same number of samples.

RMF Sample Count Differences and Merging Files

It is absolutely necessary to use the fffRSMP data elements whenever files are combined by means of the MERGE With
BY facility in SAS, and calculations are then made based on sample counts.

WARNING
Do not use the data element SAMPLES. Due to skipped samples, the value of the common data element
SAMPLES in different files may vary in records covering the same period of time. Since the value of any SAS
variable whose name is found in more than one input file is determined by its value in the last input file found in
the MERGE statement, the ability to recompute sampled statistics for data elements in other than this last file is
lost.

With the use of the fffRSMP data elements, whose identity and value are not lost during the MERGE, these computations
are possible. Be sure to use the correct one: the file prefix of both the measurement and the sample count data elements
must match.

RMF z/Architecture Highlights
The z/Architecture allows full 64-bit real and virtual storage support. Used along with the Intelligent Resource Director
(IRD), it is intended to eliminate bottlenecks associated with the lack of addressable memory, and dynamically manage
the system resources to priority workloads.

Since the immediate benefit of z/Architecture implementation can be realized in the storage management area by the
elimination of the overhead of Central to Expanded pages movement and ESA/390 2GB real storage constraint relief, the
following sections will focus on:

Support for 64-bit Real Storage

z/Architecture eliminates the overhead of moving data into and out of expanded storage by providing full 64-bit real
storage addressing. Instead of arbitrarily partitioning memory into real and expanded regions, data centers will be able to
run a single system and have the full amount of installed memory available as real storage eliminating paging to expanded
storage.
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Real storage management changes in z/Architecture mode include:

• Non-fixed pages (including DREF) can be backed anywhere in real storage
• Nucleus, SQA and LSQA (except DREF) will be backed below 2 GB
• Paging I/O is done directly to/from any real frame
• VIO uses frames above 2GB
• Swap page data sets, duplexing of PLPA and common page data sets, and virtual fetch are no longer supported
• Expanded storage support is removed. The hiperspace APIs and internal uses of expanded storage are

reimplemented to use real storage

Removal of Expanded Storage

z/OS in z/Architecture mode does not support expanded storage anymore. In order to retain support for applications that
use these services, hiperspace and VIO pages are now in real storage. SRM has to make placement considerations for
these pages between real and auxiliary, as opposed to between expanded and auxiliary in ESA/390 mode. Instead
of basing this consideration on the expanded storage migration age, the system high UIC is compared to the criteria
table value of the page type (Hiperspace or VIO). If the high UIC is less than this value, the page is put in real storage.
Otherwise it is sent to auxiliary storage.

There is a performance concern related to frame queues growing much larger than in ESA/390 environment. Changes
to UIC Steal and Update have been required so that the CPU cost of these functions does not impact other functions in
the system. Previously, the UIC interval was 1 second, meaning that when a frame's UIC value was increased by 1, it
represented 1 second when the frame was not referenced. In z/Architecture mode, the UIC increment has been increased
to 10 seconds to reduce the overhead of the UIC Update.

Also, z/Architecture introduces a new storage "line": the 2-gigabyte line. As systems grow much larger than 2 GB, the area
between 16 MB and 2 GB becomes a scarce resource, and there will probably always be applications with a dependency
on real in this range. This is why these regions are managed as a separate resource when SRM detects pageable frame
shortages. The logic is driven by new SRM counts of frames between 16 MB and 2 GB.

RMF PR/SM LPAR Concepts
System Management Facility (SMF) records created by IBM's Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) contain
measurements in support of the Processor Resource/Systems Manager (PR/SM) feature when operating in Logical
Partition (LPAR) mode. The information characterizes the activity of logical partitions defined in the PR/SM complex,
making it possible to analyze PR/SM LPAR mode effects on processor and system activity.

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer contains many measurements and status indicators describing PR/SM LPAR
operations.

Introduction to PR/SM LPAR Concepts

The PR/SM feature is an intermediate step between physical (or hardware) partitioning, such as the reconfiguration of
a 4-processor system into the equivalent of two separately IPLable 2-processor systems, and software partitioning, as
implemented in the Virtual Machine Facility (VM).

PR/SM allows multiple Operating System Control Programs (SCPs), such as z/OS or z/VM, to share the facilities of a
single central processor complex (CPC) or one side of a physically partitioned complex. The PR/SM hardware can be
used by two IBM products: a microcode feature called Logical Partitioning Mode (LPAR) and Virtual Machine Facility
Multiple Preferred Guest. The PR/SM hardware can support either of these two products, but not both simultaneously.
This is because the CPC or physical partition must be reinitialized to switch from one mode to the other.

This chapter addresses only LPAR mode operations.

The processor, storage, and I/O resources of a PR/SM-equipped processor complex can be divided and allocated to
several logical partitions, which can then be IPLed and operated independently of each other. Up to sixty partitions per
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physical partition are allowed. Further on in this chapter, the terms CPC and complex are used interchangeably, and refer
to one half of a physically partitioned complex and the entire complex.

SCPs that are supported for operations in a complex initialized in LPAR mode are:

• z/OS
• z/VM
• z/VSE
• z/TPF
• Linux on System z

RMF How PR/SM Works

When a partition is defined, its channel paths are assigned and dedicated. They cannot be shared by other partitions.
If the partitions are executing SCPs that support the ability to vary channels offline and online, a channel may be varied
offline in one partition, reassigned to another, and then be varied online. However, channel paths can be shared across
multiple logical partitions either using Multiple Image Facility (MIF) or by defining managed channels in a Dynamic
Channel-Path Management (DCM) environment.

Storage (both central and expanded) is also dedicated; it cannot be shared between nor accessed in any way by
other partitions. When PR/SM LPAR was originally introduced, To change a logical partition's storage allocation, it was
necessary to modify the partition definition, deactivate it, reactivate it, and then re-IPL the partition. IBM has subsequently
made it possible to reconfigure storage dynamically.

A partition can be defined with up to the number of physical processors in the processor complex, minus the total number
of dedicated processors if any. Within a single complex it is possible to mix dedicated and shared processors, assuming
sufficient central processors exist. For any partition with more than one defined logical processor, however, all of them
must be dedicated or all must be shared.

The LPAR dispatcher allocates processor resources by assigning central processors to logical processors as needed by
the active partitions. If the total demand of active partitions is less than the total resources of the complex, there is typically
no limit placed on the availability of central processors to any partition other than the limit implied by the number of logical
processors defined for the partition: there can never be more central processors allocated than the number of defined
logical processors. When demand exceeds supply, however, the dispatcher prioritizes central processor allocations based
on partition weight values specified when the partitions were defined. (This weighting can be modified dynamically by an
authorized operator.)

Subsequent to the earliest versions of PR/SM LPAR, IBM added the option of partition capping. This option is used to
impose a maximum limit on the amount of dispatch time allowed for a particular partition, even during periods with no
contention for processor time. This limit is based on the processor weights of the active partitions in the same way as it is
done during periods of processor contention.

IBM further enhanced resource management across logical partitions, by introducing its Intelligent Resource Director
(IRD), running on zSeries models with the z/OS operating system.

A partition's LP is dispatched by means of time slicing. Normally, the duration of the time slice is determined dynamically
by the LPAR microcode and is based on the total number of non-dedicated central processors and the number of active
shared LPs. The duration of a time slice can range from a minimum of 12.5 milliseconds (ms) to a theoretical maximum
of 300 ms. A logical processor will remain dispatched until either the time slice expires or the SCP running in the partition
attempts to place the LP in the wait state. When this happens the central processor will be made available to another
logical processor if one is ready with work and has a higher processor weight, or for LPAR management functions.

This control can be overridden by the console operator or system programmer by means of enabling the wait assist
feature and setting a fixed time slice. When this is done, the LPAR dispatcher will not undispatch the LP when it goes into
the wait state, but instead leaves the central processor under the partition's control for the entire duration of the time slice.
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In addition, if wait assist is enabled, the processing weights are always in effect, whether or not there is any processor
contention.

A note on terminology: in IBM and other documentation, two terms, Wait Assist Enabled/Disabled and Wait Completion
Yes/No are used. They have the same meaning. We use the terms Wait Enabled or Wait Disabled.

PR/SM LPAR resource management exacts a price: the LPAR feature itself uses some of the processor resources that
it is managing and allocating on behalf of the logical partitions. This is referred to as LPAR management time. This
"overhead," usually quite small, is directly related to the ratio of active logical processors to the number of physical
processors under LPAR control and to the logical processor dispatch rate.

The use of dedicated processors reduces this overhead to as low as 0.1 percent. This is so low that in some
circumstances it is possible to use LPAR mode to increase rather than decrease the throughput of a PR/SM-equipped
complex. Since the overhead involved in managing, coordinating, and synchronizing multiple processors by a single
SCP can be substantial, reducing or eliminating multiple central processors can result in significant savings of processor
resources. If several workloads currently supported simultaneously within a single multiple-processor system can be
divided into multiple single-processor logical partitions with dedicated processors, up to a 10 percent increase in overall
throughput is possible.

An additional advantage of dedicated processors is the improvement in the utilization of the processors' high-speed
cache. Cache management of dedicated processors continues uninterrupted. Dispatching a shared LP causes the
physical processor to experience a brief period when it has to wait longer for instruction and operand fetching from main
memory until the cache is filled again.

Another way to reduce the LPAR overhead is to use the LPAR Vary CPU function of the Intelligent Resource Director. This
facility allows the Workload Manager (WLM) to dynamically vary offline unneeded CPUs, maximizing the efficient use of
the available central processor resources.

With the Intelligent Resource Director (IRD), the LPAR interaction within a CPC is not only driven by the relative weights
of each partition, but also by the LPAR capacity (in terms of service units) and by the importance of workloads running in
each partition. The available CPU resources are now dynamically distributed based on these criteria.

The following sections will introduce the two important functions of the IRD affecting fundamental measurements of logical
partitions utilization:

• Introduction to LPAR CPU Management
• Introduction to LPAR Soft-Capping

RMF LPAR CPU Management

The z/OS Intelligent Resource Director (IRD) helps data centers move resources to where the workloads need them (even
in different logical partitions). IRD combines the powers of three elements: Workload Manager (WLM), Parallel Sysplex,
and PR/SM. It consists of three separate functions: dynamic channel path management (DCM), channel subsystem I/O
priority queuing, and WLM LPAR CPU management.

The rest of this article focuses on this last function of the IRD, as it is the only one that directly affects RMF
measurements related to CPU utilization in a PR/SM context.

Introduction to LPAR CPU Management

LPAR CPU management, available for LPARs with shared processors, consists of two parts:

• WLM LPAR weight management, which dynamically adjusts the relative weights of logical partitions to help workloads
that are missing their goals.

• WLM LPAR Vary CPU management, which dynamically adjusts the number of online (actually assigned) logical
processors in a partition, so that the CPU resource available to the LPAR matches the capacity required.

For an LPAR to be a candidate for WLM LPAR CPU management, it must:
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• be running z/OS in z/Architecture (64-bit) mode
• be running in LPAR mode on an IBM System z
• be using shared standard CP processors
• not be hard capped
• be in WLM goal mode
• be in a parallel sysplex

WLM LPAR CPU Management functions occur within an LPAR cluster, which is a set of logical partitions running on the
same CPC and belonging to the same parallel sysplex. Other LPARs (outside of the cluster) are not affected.

WLM LPAR Weight Management

In an LPAR environment, access to central processors is based on the active partitions' relative weights. When an LPAR
is not managed by WLM, its processing weight is set when the partition is defined and can be modified at any time by
the console operator. The problem is, that, if the workload mix changes, weights would have to be manually adjusted to
optimize the CPU resource utilization. This would require 24/7 human monitoring of the workload performance, and an
outstanding ability to anticipate workload variations, not an easy task in the new eBusiness world. Alternatively, you could
configure enough capacity to handle peak periods, but, outside of these periods, the excess capacity goes unused, and,
therefore, is lost.

With WLM LPAR weight management, the relative shares of the participating partitions will be automatically adjusted, so
that the LPARs hosting the most important workloads, based on WLM policy, get the necessary CPU resources.

This process occurs within a set of partitions, explicitly defined as being managed by WLM, an LPAR cluster, and the total
weight of the cluster remains constant. This way, LPARs outside of the cluster, are not affected.

WLM LPAR Vary CPU Management

This function allows WLM to dynamically vary unneeded standard CP processors offline. It means that, from RMF
perspective, a standard CP processor can actually be online to a partition for only a portion of its recording interval,
instead of the complete interval duration as before. The immediate impact of this capability is that for WLM managed
logical partitions, the reported number of standard CP processors for an LPAR is not the number of defined processors
anymore, but the number of online (in fact, actually assigned by WLM) standard CP processors. This value can be
fractional.

But, the most important change is in the definition of the "CPU Time," and hence, the way CPU busy calculations are
performed:

Before IRD:

 CPU Time = Interval Time - Wait Time

  

 and

                       CPU Time

 CPU (%)  = ------------------------------ * 100

            Interval Time * No. Processor

 

After IRD:

 CPU Time = Online Time - Wait Time

  

 and

                       CPU Time

 CPU (%)  = ------------------------------ * 100

                      Online Time
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The SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU Activity record provides the time, within the RMF interval when a processor was online
to the logical partition (SMF70ONT). From MICS perspective, all data elements representing online times come from this
raw field, which is always available, whether the LPAR is managed by WLM or not.

RMF Introduction to LPAR Soft-Capping

Workload charging enables data centers to use both hardware and software to manage costs and system capacity:
customers determine the portion of processing capacity needed to run their workloads; and, for the selected
products used to run these workloads, charges are based on a site-defined capacity, rather than on the entire CPC
capacity.

The measurement unit used to define and monitor an LPAR capacity is the MSU (millions of service units per hour), which
is calculated as follows:

 MSU = ( su/sec * Nb_of_CPs * 3600 ) / 1000000

 

It is important to understand that, depending on the way you size your logical partitions, both software charges and
system performance will be impacted. When under WLM control, the system will continuously monitor the actual MSU
consumption of an LPAR, and, depending on the LPAR size, will restrict the partition from using more CPU resource than
its allowed capacity.

The method of assigning a defined capacity to an LPAR, also called a soft cap, overcomes the traditional capping
methods limitations. It also allows spikes in your workload: when an LPAR has a defined capacity, the Workload Manager
(WLM) compares this limit to the average MSUs consumed during a four-hour rolling interval. As long as the four-hour
rolling average stays below the defined capacity limit for the LPAR, utilization is allowed to spike. As soon as this average
rises above the defined capacity limit, WLM restricts the partition from using more CPU resource than its defined capacity
limit, and the LPAR remains capped (restricted) until the four-hour rolling average drops below the defined capacity limit.

This is the recommended method for setting up Variable Workload License Charges (VWLC) for a product: charges are
based on the defined capacity; spikes in your workload, up to the total LPAR size, are allowed. However, correctly sizing
your LPARs capacity limits (and hence, your ability to achieve savings on software license charges by tailoring your
license certificates) requires the tracking of your peak four-hour rolling average values and the WLM capping percentage.

If the peak value is constantly lower than the defined limit, you may consider decreasing the LPAR capacity until WLM
begins capping the partition (a capping percentage of 1% to 5% ensures the work is done optimally at the lowest
cost). Capping affects all workloads running in the partition and can result in elongated response times and generally
unacceptable performance.

If the peak value exceeds the defined capacity for long periods (high WLM capping percentage reported), you may
consider increasing the LPAR capacity limit until the WLM capping percentage falls to within an acceptable range.

If the peak value occasionally exceeds the defined capacity (low WLM capping percentage), you may consider shifting
some workloads to a time of day when the LPAR is less busy.

Ideally, your peak value should always be as close as possible to the defined capacity, without exceeding it, while your
WLM capping percentage should always be near to zero.

RMF Support of PR/SM LPAR Mode by RMF

All RMF records, at least to a small extent, contain PR/SM information. Records other than the type 70 subtype 1
CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record have been modified to add both an indicator that RMF was running in a logical
partition and the assigned partition number. All substantive changes have been confined to the type 70 subtype 1
record. One minor exception is the type 79 subtype 3 (Monitor II SRCS) record: processor utilization, usually a value
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between 0 and 128, has a value of 32,767 (hexadecimal 7FFF) when true utilization is not available in a PR/SM LPAR
environment.

The rest of this article details the structure of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record.

As with many SMF records, the data contained in the SMF type 70 Subtype 1 CPU Activity record is presented in
separate sections, with the separate sections providing information specific to CPU, PR/SM, and ICF activities. An initial
record header contains such information as system ID, record type, and the date and time the record was written. Also in
the header are triplets identifying the subsequent sections. A triplet comprises the length of a section type, the location of
the first one, and how many of them there are. The type 70 subtype 1 record contains seven sections:

• RMF Product Section (1 per record)
• CPU Control Section (1 per record)

The use of control and data sections is common in RMF records. Typically, the control section contains information that
does not need to be recorded more than once or is needed to properly process the data sections.

• CPU Data Section (1 per processor)
• ASID Data Section (1 per record)
• PR/SM Partition Data Section (1 for each defined partition)

This section, sometimes referred to as the PR/SM or LPAR Control Section, contains logical partition identification
and status information and provides for quick location of measurements of activity of the individual logical
processors defined for the partition.

• PR/SM Logical Processor Data Section (1 for each logical processor in each configured partition)
This section, sometimes called the PR/SM or LPAR Data Section (as opposed to the PR/SM Control Section described
previously) contains individual logical processor information.

• CPU Identification Section (1 per unique CPU type)
Processors are configured either as standard CP processors (CP) or as special purpose processors. The special
purpose category includes the following types of engines: Internal Coupling Facility (ICF), Integrated Facility for Linux
(IFL), Application Assist Processor (zAAP), and Integrated Information Processor (zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, ICFs, IFLs, zAAPs, and zIIPs are defined and managed separately.

It is important to emphasize that the two PR/SM sections contain information about ALL logical partitions, not only the one
from which the RMF records are written. If multiple partitions are active in the complex, each one can record the activity
of the others. Furthermore, if the type 70 subtype 1 records from such multiple active systems are analyzed together, care
must be taken to avoid duplication.

If LPAR management time reporting is in effect, an extra logical partition with the name of PHYSICAL is included in the
measurement data. This partition is not included in the count of defined partitions in IBM's RMF Post Processor CPU and
Partition Data report.

RMF Interpreting PR/SM Data

The study of activity in a PR/SM LPAR complex is significantly different from the study of activity in non-LPAR systems.
The information contained in the type 70 subtype 1 records makes it possible, not only to look at activity within an
individual LPAR, but also to look at the utilization levels of the PR/SM LPAR complex as a whole, and to compare the
activity of multiple partitions executing concurrently within a single complex so as to understand the nature of interactions
between them.

By combining all the information available in the type 70 subtype 1 record, it is possible to accurately characterize the
work being done by a system within a logical partition. This can be done by matching the partition number recorded in
the RMF Product section of the record with the partition number in the PR/SM Partition Data section, and then matching
the processor addresses in the CPU Data sections with the logical processor addresses in the PR/SM Logical Processor
Data sections that pertain to the partition being examined. (Remember that, although there is a match between the CPU
and logical processor addresses, there is no correspondence between these addresses and the actual hardware central
processor addresses.)
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With all of the data elements that compose these sections available at one time, logical processor utilization can be
determined regardless of the wait assist status.

The following sections will help to understand the meaning of key measurements:

• Meaning of "Dispatch Time"
• Meaning of "CPU Busy" and "CPU Wait"
• Logical Partition Interaction

RMF Meaning of "Dispatch Time"

The PR/SM Logical Processor Data section contains the single most important measurement that is needed to analyze
PR/SM LPAR system activity: dispatch time.

Total logical processor dispatch time is the sum of the time intervals during which the logical processor was dispatched
on a physical processor. Total dispatch time includes LPAR management time that is attributable to the specific partition.
If LPAR management time reporting is in effect, effective dispatch time is also reported in this section. Effective dispatch
time does not include LPAR management time. The difference between total and effective dispatch time is the LPAR
overhead.

It is important to understand the meaning of the word "dispatch" in the PR/SM LPAR sense (the meaning is not the same
as when it is used to describe address space activity within the system). LPAR dispatch time is accumulated when the
logical processor is available for use by the partition, regardless of whether the processor is actually busy. This time
includes wait time if wait-assist is enabled and a fixed-time-slice value is specified.

In other words, logical processor dispatch time is CPU busy time only if wait-assist is disabled. If it is enabled, you must
subtract the value of the CPU wait time recorded in the CPU Data section from this dispatch time to arrive at CPU busy
time.

Also important to understand is that there is no permanent correspondence between logical processors and physical
processors except for the brief duration of a time slice, because a ready logical processor can be dispatched on any
available central processor. RMF may be accumulating measurements for what it regards as CPU 1, but the actual
address of the central processor assigned as CPU 1 may be any of those available at the time.

Individual central processor utilization levels in a PR/SM LPAR complex cannot be calculated from RMF data. However,
by adding the dispatch times from all of the active logical processors in the complex, it is possible to calculate complex-
wide utilization, or average processor busy.

Each PR/SM Logical Processor Data section also contains the logical processor address and the wait-assist status. The
LP address is essential when calculating processor utilizations for wait-enabled partitions because, while the dispatch
time is recorded in the logical processor section, processor wait time is recorded in the CPU Data section. The wait-assist
status is available in the form of a bit within a status byte that also contains indications of a change in the wait-state status
or processor relative share within the measurement interval.

The processor relative share represents a mechanism for allocating processor resources in a CPC during periods of high
utilization and contention, or when partition capping is in effect. It is a dimensionless number, the absolute value of which
is meaningful only when compared to the relative share value of the other active logical partitions in the complex. If a
partition has dedicated processors, the recorded value of the processor relative share is 65,535 (hexadecimal FFFF).

RMF Meaning of "CPU Busy" and "CPU Wait"

From the point of view of z/OS running in a logical partition, CPU busy time is the sum of the durations of the periods
during which the logical processor is actually executing instructions. For shared processor wait-disabled partitions, this
is equal to the PR/SM dispatch time. For wait-enabled partitions, however, CPU busy time is equal to the dispatch time
minus the CPU wait time recorded in the CPU Data section.

From the point of view of the entire complex, on the other hand, central processor utilization does not depend on the wait
assist status. If a logical processor is dispatched, the central processor it uses is unavailable for other use, whether it is
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actually executing instructions or is in the wait state. The amount of time during which the central processor is unavailable
to other partitions or for LPAR management functions is equal to the dispatch time in both cases. In order to differentiate
this measurement from "CPU busy" as described previously, we can think of the dispatch time as "CPU allocation" time.

CPU wait time in the LPAR environment can be defined as "CPU not busy". This covers the amount of time represented
by the difference between the overall duration of the measurement interval and CPU busy time. For wait-disabled
partitions, this is the duration of the measurement interval minus the dispatch time. For wait-enabled partitions, this is the
interval duration minus the difference between the dispatch time and the CPU wait time recorded in the CPU Data section.

The following formulas can be used to calculate processor utilization statistics:

• For partitions with dedicated processors:

              INTERVAL - WAITTIME

   PCT_BUSY = ------------------- x 100

                   INTERVAL

 

   PCT_ALLC = 100 (constant)

 

              WAITTIME

   PCT_WAIT = -------- x 100

              INTERVAL

 

   PCT_NBSY = PCT_WAIT

• For partitions with shared processors and with wait-assist disabled:

              DISPTIME

   PCT_BUSY = -------- x 100

              INTERVAL

 

   PCT_ALLC = PCT_BUSY

 

   PCT_WAIT = 0 (constant)

 

              INTERVAL - DISPTIME

   PCT_NBSY = ------------------- x 100

                   INTERVAL

• For partitions with shared processors and with wait-assist enabled:

              DISPTIME - WAITTIME

   PCT_BUSY = ------------------- x 100

                   INTERVAL

 

              DISPTIME

   PCT_ALLC = -------- x 100

              INTERVAL

 

               WAITTIME

   PCT_WAIT = -------- x 100

              INTERVAL

 

              INTERVAL - (DISPTIME - WAITTIME)

   PCT_NBSY = -------------------------------- x 100
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                          INTERVAL

where:

                                       CA MICS

label      meaning                     element

---------  --------------------------- --------

PCT_BUSY   Percent processor busy      IPUPCBS

PCT_ALLC   Percent processor allocated IPUPCDT

PCT_WAIT   Percent processor wait      IPUPCVW

PCT_NBSY   Percent not using processor IPUPCWT

INTERVAL   Measurement interval        DURATION

WAITTIME   processor wait time         IPUWTM

DISPTIME   processor dispatch time     IPUDTM

RMF Logical Partition Interaction

Before the introduction of the PR/SM LPAR environment, the Virtual Machine Facility (VM) was commonly used to run
multiple SCPs in a single CPC. LPAR mode makes this possible without the additional VM system control program. The
fact that RMF measures and records the activity of all the partitions in a PR/SM LPAR complex simplifies the problems
encountered when analyzing MVS activity under VM.

In VM, collecting, synchronizing, and summarizing measurement information from each guest with the measurements
from a system-wide VM monitor makes the analysis of this environment extremely challenging. With the LPAR mode
measurements from RMF, many, if not all, of the effects of sharing a physical complex among multiple SCPs can be
characterized with measurement data from a single source.

Since memory and channel paths are dedicated to individual partitions (except when MIF is used), the analysis of the
utilization of these resources is largely unchanged when compared to LPAR operations. The single exception is in the
measurements of the activity of the I/O Processor (IOP). These are global to the IOP and, therefore, apply to the sum of
the activity of all active partitions. There is no direct way to determine the load on the IOP imposed by a specific partition.

As long as the demand for processor resources is less than the availability of central processors, the activity in one logical
partition will have little or no impact on other partitions. It is only during periods of contention for processor resources, or
when partition capping is in effect, that inter-partition effects can be expected. With capping, it is the presence of other
active partitions, not their level of activity, that limits processor dispatching.

Because the LPAR dispatcher prioritizes access to central processors based on the active partitions' relative weights, the
effect of contention or partition capping is less processor time available for a logical partition than it would have had in a
non-LPAR complex.

The initial relative share of processor resources available to each partition is controlled by the user. The processing weight
for a partition is set when the partition is defined and can be modified for an active partition at any time by the console
operator. The actual numeric values are meaningful only when compared to each other. Before being applied, the weight
is divided by the number of active logical processors for the partition. The weights are then applied to the sum of the
activity of all logical processors active in the partition. Thus, during a period of high contention for processor resources,
the sum of the dispatch times for all of the logical processors for a partition with a relative weight of 200 will be twice the
sum of the dispatch times of a second partition with a weight of 100.

A partition with fewer logical processors defined will receive a higher proportion of an individual logical processor than a
partition with more logical processors defined. For example, assume a triadic CPC with three logical partitions is defined,
all with equal relative weights. SYS1 is defined with one logical processor, SYS2 with two LPs, and SYS3 with 3 LPs.
During periods of contention, all would accumulate approximately equal amounts of dispatch time. Ignoring the effects
of LPAR management time, SYS1's single processor would be 100% dispatched, SYS2's two LPs would each be 50%
dispatched, and SYS3's three LPs would each be 33% dispatched.
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An important consideration is that the number of logical processors defined for a partition can limit its total processor
utilization to a value less than that implied by its relative weight. In other words, if a partition has only one logical
processor defined, it can never receive more than 50% of the resources of a dyadic CPC, even if it has a high relative
weight as compared to the weights of any other active partition.

Dispatching Frequency

If the time slice is not explicitly specified by the user, it is calculated by the LPAR dispatcher. This dynamically calculated
value is not recorded in the type 70 subtype 1 record. Although we know from IBM documentation the formula that is
used, a change to the formula would be impossible to detect from the information recorded by RMF. If it does change,
any programs or procedures based on the formula will require modification. Since the time-slice value changes only when
partitions are activated or deactivated, or when logical processors or central processors are varied online or offline, we
can expect this to happen relatively infrequently. However, the length of the dynamically determined time slice is actually a
maximum value. Unless a partition is wait-enabled, the time slice for dispatching one of its LPs ends immediately upon an
attempt to put the central processor into the wait state.

If the count of the dispatch events were known, it would then be possible to calculate the average time slice, which
would likely vary considerably from the dynamic time-slice value. Without this number, it is impossible to quantify some
of the effects of logical processor dispatching. This includes the effective slowing of processor execution speed and I/O
operations.

Logical Processor Dispatching and Execution Rate

Modern processors have a special high-speed memory cache that allows the fetching of instructions and operands
much more quickly than is possible from main memory. A cache management algorithm analyzes memory accesses and
attempts to satisfy a significant proportion of future memory accesses from the cache rather than from main memory.
When the cache is empty, it takes time for the cache manager to analyze access patterns and fill the cache. During this
period, the processor is effectively slowed because instructions and operands are fetched from main memory, which takes
more machine cycles than fetching from cache.

Each time a central processor is redispatched as a logical processor, the cache is effectively empty because the contents
do not reflect recent memory accesses. If the number of processor dispatches were known, it would be possible to
estimate the effect on processor speed.

Logical Processor Dispatching and I/O Operations

I/O operations are prioritized in a manner similar to processor weighting. Although the exact details of this process are not
documented, this prioritization is at least partially based on the processor shares and on the relative success of the LPAR
dispatcher in accurately allocating the central processor resources among competing partitions. If two partitions are given
equal weight, the one that is a little "behind" will receive higher priority than the one that is a little "ahead." This means that
an I/O interrupt for a partition with a higher priority may cause the central processor to switch away from a lower priority
partition to process the interrupt. This will obviously have a detrimental effect on the lower priority partition. In addition, this
switching effectively increases the rate of LP dispatching, causing processor cache to be less effectively managed and
slowing the effective instruction execution rate.

Unfortunately, no mechanism exists for measuring this effective lengthening of the I/O service time. Although the queue,
pending, connect, and disconnect times are accumulated for each device measured by RMF, the actual time it takes an I/
O operation to complete may be in excess of the sum of these values if LPAR dispatching causes a delay in processing
an interrupt.

If the average time-slice value were available, it would be possible to estimate the effects. By using the duration of the
measurement interval, the sum of the dispatch times, the number of dispatches, and the average real I/O service time of a
device, the probability that an I/O operation would be delayed and the average duration of the delay could be calculated.
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RMF Data Analysis

The advent of low-cost specialized processors that are able to process workloads that were traditionally executed on
standard CP processors modifies the way computer systems running under PR/SM in LPAR mode must be dealt with.

PR/SM logical processors can be configured as standard CP processors, Internal Coupling Facilities (ICF), Integrated
Facilities for Linux (IFL), Application Assist Processors (zAAP), or Integrated Information Processors (zIIP).

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, zAAP, or zIIP are managed separately.

For previous systems, it is important to understand that they are grouped together for allocation within and across the
logical partitions in a special purpose processors' pool, under the generic name of ICF, which is seen and managed by
PR/SM separately from the standard CP processors' pool.

Therefore, you should, more than ever, adopt a high-level processor pool approach when reporting on PR/SM activity.
Furthermore, as soon as a PR/SM configuration contains LPARs defined with a mix of standard CP and special purpose
processors, the classical analysis method, which consists of measuring global CPU resources at the logical partition level,
does not provide the precision required for performance and capacity planning decision-making anymore.

The following sections will help you understand the structure of the PR/SM related MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer
files, to address both individual LPAR and processor pool level analyses.

RMF PR/SM Related Hardware and SCP Analyzer Files

The organization of the PR/SM logical partitions' information within the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer files is driven
by the structure of the SMF type 70 subtype 1 CPU, PR/SM, and ICF Activity record as described in Support of PR/SM
LPAR Mode by RMF.

Four files are derived from the SMF type 70 subtype 1 record:

HARIPU
Individual Processor Activity File

HARCPU
CPU Processor Activity File

HARVPA
Logical Processor Activity File

HARLPC
Logical Partition Activity File

As far as CPU resource consumption is concerned, they should be seen as two pairs of parallel files:

• The HARIPU/HARCPU files provide an "inside z/OS" view of the system that created the SMF record.
• The HARVPA/HARLPC files describe the activity of all logical partitions defined, as seen from PR/SM perspective. This

not only includes the recording system but also all other LPARs, even if they do not produce any SMF record.

RMF HARIPU/HARCPU Relationship

All the information stored in the HARIPU file is summarized in the HARCPU file. The only difference is data granularity.
HARIPU contains logical processors' detailed information, while HARCPU contains LPAR level totals. In order to fully
understand the structural differences between these two files, it is important to remember that, currently, only one type of
logical partition can create SMF type 70 records, and hence, populate the HARIPU/HARCPU files: z/OS images.

A z/OS LPAR may be configured either with standard CP processors only or a mix of standard CP and specialized
processors (zAAPs, zIIPs). Specialized processors' activity must be kept separate from standard CP processors' activity.

Think of the HARIPU/HARCPU files' organization in terms of tables with rows and columns. The HARIPU file contains
one row per logical processor configured within a logical partition. In each row, one column is used to identify whether the
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remaining metrics are attributable to a standard CP, zAAP, or zIIP processor. The same information is represented in the
HARCPU file by a single row for each logical partition with three sets of summarized data columns: one for standard CP
processors' metrics, one for zAAP metrics, and one for zIIP metrics.

Example

Let's assume the following PR/SM configuration:

• SYS1 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors, one zAAP, and one zIIP.
• SYS2 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors.

HARIPU structure

 System  Processor  Engine  Processor

 Name    Address    Type    Busy Time

 ------  ---------  ------  ---------

 SYS1       0       CP      07:00

 SYS1       1       CP      07:00

 SYS1       2       IFA     12:00

 SYS1       3       IIP     05:00

 SYS2       0       CP      03:00

 SYS2       1       CP      03:00

 

HARCPU structure

 System  Std CP     zAAP       zIIP

 Name    Busy Time  Busy Time  Busy Time

 ------  ---------  ---------  ---------

 SYS1    14:00      12:00      05:00

 SYS2    06:00      00:00      00:00

 

For SYS1, busy times for processors 0 and 1 have been consolidated in the overall busy time for all standard CP
processors (same for SYS2), busy time for the zAAP (processor 2) has been summarized in the SYS1 overall busy time
for all zAAPs, and busy time for the zIIP (processor 3) has been summarized in the SYS1 overall busy time for all zIIPs.

RMF HARVPA/HARLPC Relationship

The same kind of relationship exists between the HARVPA and HARLPC files as between the HARIPU and HARCPU
files: all the information stored in the HARVPA file is summarized in the HARLPC file. The only difference is data
granularity. HARVPA contains logical processors' detailed information, while HARLPC contains LPAR level totals.

However, it is very important to emphasize that the scope of the HARVPA/HARLPC files is different due to the nature of
the data they are derived from: they only reflect the LPAR's activity from the PR/SM perspective.

Furthermore, the way information from the HARVPA file is consolidated in the HARLPC file depends on the type of system
z/OS is executing on:

• zSeries and Earlier Models' Data Organization
• System z9 and Later Models' Data Organization

RMF zSeries and Earlier Models' Data Organization

On zSeries and earlier models, PR/SM manages processor resources in two pools: the standard CP processors and
the special purpose processors. It is not able to distinguish between the various physical engines' types within the
special purpose processors' pool (Internal Coupling Facilities, Integrated Facilities for Linux, or zSeries Application Assist
Processors). For PR/SM, they all belong to the generic ICF category. Fortunately, although not available in the SMF data,
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this information can be obtained by examining the configuration of a logical partition, and included in the HARVPA file's
key sequence, providing additional insight into the generic special purpose processors' pool.

There is no parallel way, for the HARLPC file, to accurately provide more detailed information about a logical partition
purpose, like its system control program for example, than its type (general purpose or special purpose LPAR). This is
the reason why the structure and organization of this file sticks to the processor pool approach, providing separate sets of
measurements for standard CP processors and special purpose (ICF) processors.

Note that the HARLPC file contains a separate specialized processor management flag, LPCSEPPU, that can be used to
determine the scope of ICF processors, related data elements: For zSeries and earlier models, LPCSEPPU is equal to N,
indicating that the data elements related to ICF processors encompass the activity of all specialized processors (internal
coupling facilities, IFLs, and zAAPs).

Let's have a closer look at the HARVPA/HARLPC files' organization. If we speak in terms of tables with rows and columns,
we can say that the HARVPA file contains one row per logical processor configured within a logical partition. In each row,
one column is used to identify whether the remaining metrics pertain to a standard CP or special purpose (ICF) processor,
and another column further identifies the type of physical engine dispatched to this special purpose processor (ICF,
IFL, or IFA for zAAP). The same information is represented in the HARLPC file by a single row for each logical partition
with two sets of summarized data columns: one for standard CP processors' metrics, and one for special purpose (ICF)
processors, regardless of their physical types.

Example:

Let's assume the following PR/SM configuration:

• ZOS1 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors and one zAAP.
• ZOS2 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors.
• CF1 is a coupling facility LPAR configured with one Internal Coupling Facility (ICF).
• LNX1 is Linux only LPAR configured with one Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL).

HARVPA structure

 LPAR  Log. Proc  Log Proc  Engine  Processor

 Name  Address    Type      Type    Busy Time

 ----  ---------  --------  ------  ---------

 ZOS1     0       CP        CP      07:00

 ZOS1     1       CP        CP      07:00

 ZOS1     2       ICF       IFA     12:00

 ZOS2     0       CP        CP      03:00

 ZOS2     1       CP        CP      03:00

 CF1      0       ICF       ICF     15:00

 LNX1     0       ICF       IFL     15:00

 

HARLPC structure

 LPAR  LPAR  Std CP     ICF Procs

 Name  Type  Busy Time  Busy Time

 ----  ----  ---------  ---------

 ZOS1  CP    14:00      12:00

 ZOS2  CP    06:00      00:00

 CF1   ICF   00:00      15:00

 LNX1  ICF   00:00      15:00

  

 

For ZOS1, busy times for processors 0 and 1 have been consolidated in the overall busy time for all standard CP
processors (same for ZOS2); and busy time for the zAAP (processor 2) has been summarized in the ZOS1 overall busy
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time for all processors belonging to the special purpose (ICF) processors' pool. CF1 with its Integrated Coupling Facility
only contributes to the special purpose pool, as LNX1 does with its Integrated Facility for Linux.

On zSeries and earlier models, PR/SM manages processor resources in two pools: the standard CP processors and
the special purpose processors. It is not able to distinguish between the various physical engines' types within the
special purpose processors' pool (Internal Coupling Facilities, Integrated Facilities for Linux, or zSeries Application Assist
Processors). For PR/SM, they all belong to the generic ICF category. Fortunately, although not available in the SMF data,
this information can be obtained by examining the configuration of a logical partition, and included in the HARVPA file's
key sequence, providing additional insight into the generic special purpose processors' pool.

There is no parallel way, for the HARLPC file, to accurately provide more detailed information about a logical partition
purpose, like its system control program for example, than its type (general purpose or special purpose LPAR). This is
the reason why the structure and organization of this file sticks to the processor pool approach, providing separate sets of
measurements for standard CP processors and special purpose (ICF) processors.

Note that the HARLPC file contains a separate specialized processor management flag, LPCSEPPU, that can be used to
determine the scope of ICF processors, related data elements: For zSeries and earlier models, LPCSEPPU is equal to N,
indicating that the data elements related to ICF processors encompass the activity of all specialized processors (internal
coupling facilities, IFLs, and zAAPs).

Let's have a closer look at the HARVPA/HARLPC files' organization. If we speak in terms of tables with rows and columns,
we can say that the HARVPA file contains one row per logical processor configured within a logical partition. In each row,
one column is used to identify whether the remaining metrics pertain to a standard CP or special purpose (ICF) processor,
and another column further identifies the type of physical engine dispatched to this special purpose processor (ICF,
IFL, or IFA for zAAP). The same information is represented in the HARLPC file by a single row for each logical partition
with two sets of summarized data columns: one for standard CP processors' metrics, and one for special purpose (ICF)
processors, regardless of their physical types.

Example:

Let's assume the following PR/SM configuration:

• ZOS1 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors and one zAAP.
• ZOS2 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors.
• CF1 is a coupling facility LPAR configured with one Internal Coupling Facility (ICF).
• LNX1 is Linux only LPAR configured with one Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL).

HARVPA structure

 LPAR  Log. Proc  Log Proc  Engine  Processor

 Name  Address    Type      Type    Busy Time

 ----  ---------  --------  ------  ---------

 ZOS1     0       CP        CP      07:00

 ZOS1     1       CP        CP      07:00

 ZOS1     2       ICF       IFA     12:00

 ZOS2     0       CP        CP      03:00

 ZOS2     1       CP        CP      03:00

 CF1      0       ICF       ICF     15:00

 LNX1     0       ICF       IFL     15:00

 

HARLPC structure

 LPAR  LPAR  Std CP     ICF Procs

 Name  Type  Busy Time  Busy Time

 ----  ----  ---------  ---------

 ZOS1  CP    14:00      12:00

 ZOS2  CP    06:00      00:00
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 CF1   ICF   00:00      15:00

 LNX1  ICF   00:00      15:00

 

For ZOS1, busy times for processors 0 and 1 have been consolidated in the overall busy time for all standard CP
processors (same for ZOS2); and busy time for the zAAP (processor 2) has been summarized in the ZOS1 overall busy
time for all processors belonging to the special purpose (ICF) processors' pool. CF1 with its Integrated Coupling Facility
only contributes to the special purpose pool, as LNX1 does with its Integrated Facility for Linux.

RMF System z9 and Later Models' Data Organization

Starting with the IBM System z9, processors defined as ICF, IFL, IFA (zAAP), or IIP (zIIP) are managed in four separate
pools, in addition to the standard CP processors' pool. The HARVPA and HARLPC files provide separate sets of
measurements for each of the five possible pools (CP, ICF, IFL, zAAP, zIIP), simplifying management of the processor
resources within a PR/SM configuration.

Note that the HARLPC file contains a separate specialized processor management flag, LPCSEPPU, that can be used to
determine the scope of data elements related to ICF processors. For System z9 and later models, LPCSEPPU is equal to
Y, indicating that the data elements related to ICF processors only describe the activity of internal coupling facilities, while
additional sets of data elements, specific to IFLs, zAAPs, and zIIPs, are available.

Think of the HARVPA/HARLPC files' organization in terms of tables with rows and columns. The HARVPA file contains
one row per logical processor configured within a logical partition. In each row, one column is used to identify whether the
remaining metrics pertain to a standard CP processor, an internal coupling facility (ICF), an integrated facility for Linux
(IFL), a System z9 Application Assist Processor (zAAP), or a System z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP). The
same information is represented in the HARLPC file by a single row for each logical partition with five sets of summarized
data columns for standard CP processors, internal coupling facilities (ICF), integrated facilities for Linux (IFL), System z9
Application Assist Processors (zAAP), and System z9 Integrated Information Processors (zIIP).

Let's assume the following PR/SM configuration:

• ZOS1 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors, one zAAP, and one zIIP.
• ZOS2 is z/OS LPAR configured with two standard CP processors.
• CF1 is a coupling facility LPAR configured with one internal coupling facility (ICF).
• LNX1 is Linux only LPAR configured with one integrated facility for Linux (IFL).

HARVPA structure

 LPAR  Log. Proc  Log Proc  Processor

 Name  Address    Type      Busy Time

 ----  ---------  --------  ---------

 ZOS1     0       CP        07:00

 ZOS1     1       CP        07:00

 ZOS1     2       IFA       12:00

 ZOS1     3       IIP       05:00

 ZOS2     0       CP        03:00

 ZOS2     1       CP        03:00

 CF1      0       ICF       15:00

 LNX1     0       IFL       15:00

 

HARLPC structure

 LPAR  LPAR  Std CP   ICFs     IFLs     zAAPs    zIIPs

 Name  Type  Busy Tm  Busy Tm  Busy Tm  Busy Tm  Busy Tm

 ----  ----  -------  -------  -------  -------  --------

 ZOS1  CP    14:00    00:00    00:00    12:00    05:00
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 ZOS2  CP    06:00    00:00    00:00    00:00    00:00

 CF1   ICF   00:00    15:00    00:00    00:00    00:00

 LNX1  ICF   00:00    00:00    15:00    00:00    00:00

 

For ZOS1, busy times for processors 0 and 1 have been consolidated in the overall busy time for all standard CP
processors (same for ZOS2), busy time for the zAAP (processor 2) has been summarized in the ZOS1 overall busy time
for all processors belonging to the zAAP pool, and busy time for the zIIP (processor 3) has been summarized in the ZOS1
overall busy time for all processors belonging to the zIIP pool. CF1 with its internal coupling facility only contributes to the
ICF pool, and LNX1 with its integrated facility for Linux only contributes to IFL pool.

RMF LPAR Level Analysis

Before tracking utilization at the individual logical partition level, the most important item that determines the strategy used
in measuring CPU time used is the logical processor configuration. Because LPAR measurements may be distributed
across several processor pools' sets of MICS data elements, you need to know the types of resources an LPAR may
consume standard CP, special purpose (ICF, IFL, zAAP, zIIP), or both.

The way an LPAR is configured, with its PR/SM mode of operation, defines its type, which can be either general purpose
or special purpose. The following table provides you with all possible LPAR configurations, and the last column (LPAR
Type) helps you find information in the rest of this section:

LPAR Mode of
Operation

Standard CP
Proc.

Special Purpose LPAR Type

ICF IFL zAAP zIIP
ESA/390 X General

X X General
X X General

X X X General
Linux Only X General

X Special
Coupl. Facil. X General

X Special
X X Special

• General Purpose LPARs
• Special Purpose LPARs

RMF General Purpose LPA/Rs

The general-purpose LPAR type encompasses the following:

• z/OS logical partitions
• z/VM logical partitions operating in PR/SM ESA/390 mode
• z/VSE logical partitions
• z/TPF logical partitions

General-purpose logical partitions exclusively use resources from the standard CP processors' pool. The only exceptions
are z/OS LPARs configured with zAAPs and/or zIIPs.

Because only z/OS logical partitions can create SMF type 70 subtype 1 records, the amount of information available to
track non-z/OS general-purpose LPARs' activity is limited to the contents of the HARLPC file, that is, to the high-level
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PR/SM perspective. For these partitions, RMF does not provide any view from inside the operating system, unlike z/OS
LPARs.

RMF z/OS LPARs Without Specialized Processors

If a z/OS logical partition does not use any specialized processors such as zAAP, zIIP, ICF or IFL then the only type of
CPU resources it can consume comes from the standard CP pool of processors of the CPC. Your ability to accurately
track its utilization depends on two key factors: whether it uses shared or dedicated processors, and whether the wait
assist facility is enabled.

Shared Standard CP Processors

If the LPAR is configured with shared standard CP processors and wait assist is disabled (Wait Completion = No), the
time the logical processors are dispatched, from PR/SM management routines, is equal to the actual busy time as seen
from inside the LPAR. In other words, the value of LPCTODTM in the HARLPC file is the same as CPUTODTM as well as
CPUTOBTM in the HARCPU file.

Although, in theory, you could choose to report from either the HARCPU or the HARLPC files, we recommend you use
the HARLPC file measurements. The main reason for this is that the HARCPU file will only contain information for logical
partitions running RMF and whose SMF type 70 subtype 1 records are processed by MICS. For example, the HARCPU
file should not be used for non z/OS LPARs, or if you input to MICS the SMF records from only one of your z/OS LPARs.
This problem does not apply to the HARLPC file because, as long as one or more logical partitions have their SMF type
70 subtype 1 records processed by MICS, it will contain information about all LPARs defined in the configuration.

However, care must be taken when using the HARLPC file because, if multiple z/OS systems are active in the complex,
each one can record the activity of the others. It is therefore necessary to select only one system (SYSID) from the
HARLPC file, to avoid data duplication. We recommend that you select the SYSID that is most often active during the
day. If you have 3 LPARs defined and one is a production machine that will be active all the time, and the other 2 are test
machines that come up and down, use the production machine's SYSID.

Listed below are examples for your shared LPARs analysis:

• To know how much of its allocated CPU resources an LPAR consumed, use the following data element from the
HARLPC file:
LPCPCVPU - LPAR CP Processors Utilization
LPCPCVPU is computed by the formula:
 LPCTODTM*100 / LPCTOOTM 

 

where LPCTODTM is the Total CP Processors Dispatch Time and LPCTOOTM is the Total CP Processors Online
Time.

• To know how many of the resources of the pool of standard CP processors were used by one LPAR, use the following
data element from the HARLPC file:
LPCPCTSU - LPAR Total CP Processors Utilization
LPCPCTSU is computed by the formula:
      100 * LPCTODTM

      --------------------

      DURATION * PRSMTCP

                 --------

                 INTERVLS 

 

where DURATION contains the number of seconds in the recording interval, PRSMTCP is the Total CP Processors in
the Complex, and INTERVLS is the number of RMF intervals.
Note: If all processors from the standard CP pool are shared, this element is equal to LPCPCSSU (LPAR Shared CP
Processors Utilization).
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A Capacity Planning Consideration

When using either LPCPCVPU or LPCPCTSU in capacity planning studies, keep in mind that LPCPCTSU is the percent
of CP processors utilization over all of the CP processors in the complex. This includes processors that are not active.

Since LPCPCVPU is the CP processors utilization over only those processors that are online, you should decide whether
LPCPCVPU or LPCPCTSU is more appropriate for your capacity analysis.

Dedicated Standard CP Processors

When the logical processors of an LPAR configured with dedicated standard CP processors are dispatched, the resources
they use are unavailable for other use whether they are actually executing instructions or are in the wait state. From the
PR/SM perspective, the dispatch time is equal to the measurement interval time, regardless of actual processor utilization,
and the LPAR appears as being used 100% of the time in the HARLPC file.

In order to determine the actual utilization, the total time in seconds that the logical processors were not busy (wait time)
must be subtracted from the total dispatch time. Since this wait time is not available in the HARLPC file, dedicated LPARs'
utilization must be tracked from the HARCPU file. However, regarding the amount of total CPU resources allocated to
these LPARs, and thus unavailable to others, you can still use information from the HARLPC file.

Listed below are examples for your dedicated LPARs analysis:

• To know how much of its allocated CPU resources an LPAR consumed, use the following data element from the
HARCPU file:
CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy

• To know how many of the resources of the pool of standard CP processors were dispatched to one LPAR, use the
following data element from the HARLPC file:
LPCPCTSU - LPAR Total CP Processors Utilization
Note: If there are dedicated processors that are not active, then they would not be counted among the online
processors during an RMF interval. In this case, using LPCPCVPU might be more appropriate for capacity studies.

Wait Assist Enabled

When the Wait Assist function is enabled, it indicates that the LPAR's logical processors remain dispatched until the end
of the user-specified interval, called time slice, even when they are in the wait state. In this case dispatch time includes
wait time.

Dedicated LPARs do not use the wait-assist feature because they are dedicated to specific physical processors and have
them whether or not they wait.

Shared LPARs are where the wait-assist feature comes into play. As for dedicated LPARs, if the feature is enabled,
although you can still use the information from the HARLPC file to get the amount of total CPU resources allocated to
such an LPAR, you must look into the HARCPU file to get the actual LPAR utilization.

• To know how much of its allocated CPU resources an LPAR consumed, use the following data element from the
HARCPU file:
CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy

• To know how many of the resources of the pool of standard CP processors were dispatched to an LPAR, use the
following data element from the HARLPC file:
LPCPCTSU - LPAR Total CP Processors Utilization
Note: If you need to know the percent of the pool of online standard CP processors were dispatched to an LPAR, use
the LPCPCVPU element.

RMF z/OS LPARs With Specialized Processors
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Before the zAAP, CPU capacity tracking and planning for z/OS dealt with only one processor type, the standard CP (or
general purpose) processor. With the introduction of the zAAP and zIIP specialized processors, three types of processors
are used by z/OS, and separate sets of measurements must be used to analyze LPAR utilization.

Three simple examples illustrate that traditional capacity methods must be updated as soon as you include specialized
processors in your pool of CPU resources, to answer the same questions always asked: How effectively are my CPU
resources used? Do I need more and which type?

Example 1

Logical partition ZOS1 is configured with two standard CP processors and one specialized processor. Last month, the
average utilization of each of these processors was:

 CP Processor 1:  80%

 CP Processor 2:  80%

 Special Proc. :  20%

 

Using the traditional method, the average utilization of the ZOS1 LPAR for the month would appear to be 60% (180%/3).
Does this information provide the answers to the previous questions? Obviously not, since all the processors are reported
together, hiding the relatively important load of the standard CPs compared to the low utilization of the specialized
processor. We cannot make any decision based on such an overall perspective.

Now, using an updated method, we end up with two utilization percentages, showing that the standard CPs were busy
80% of the time, and the specialized processor only 20%. This is much more valuable regarding the important questions:

• How effectively are my CPU resources used?

This LPAR is correctly sized in terms of standard CP processors. 80% busy means it really needs its two standard CPs
to handle the classical z/OS workload. On the other hand, the specialized processor is only used 20% of the time. We
can maximize its utilization either by moving the eligible workload from other LPARs into ZOS1; or even by removing
the specialized processor from ZOS1 (the standard CPs might support the workload previously only executed on this
processor) and assigning it to another LPAR. (This assumes the specialized processor is executing at the same speed as
the standard CP processors, since the RMF records the CPU times at the physical engine speed.)

• Do I need more CPU resources and which type?

With this current configuration, you know you can handle an 80% increase in special workload, but only 20% in other z/
OS processing. Note that the 20% might be further reduced if your data center allows special work to be executed on both
standard and specialized processors.

Example 2

Logical partition ZOS2 is configured with two standard CP processors and one specialized processor. Last month, the
average utilization of each of these processors was:

 CP Processor 1:  30%

 CP Processor 2:  30%

 Special Proc. :  100%

 

Using the traditional method, the average utilization of the ZOS2 LPAR for the month would appear to be 53% (160%/3).
Does this information provide the answers to the previous questions? Here, again, we cannot make any decision based
on such combined information.

Now, using an updated method, we end up with two utilization percentages, showing that the standard CPs were busy
30% of the time, and the specialized processor 100%. A lot more useful information would be as follows:

• How effectively are my CPU resources used?
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This time, the LPAR is underutilizing its standard CP processors because 30% busy means only one standard CP would
be sufficient to handle all classical z/OS workload. On the other hand, the specialized processor is 100% busy. We could
not make any better profit of this low-cost assistant.

• Do I need more CPU resources and which type?

In this configuration, the specialized processor cannot accept any additional workload, but the standard CP processors
could support a 70% increase before reaching their full capacity. Since, depending on the system parameters, this extra
capacity could be used by both special and classical z/OS workload, a trade-off has to be found between spending
standard CP processor CPU cycles for special work (and thus increasing the MSU consumption of the LPAR), or adding
a new low-cost specialized processor. Performance is also a factor when a specialized processor is too heavily loaded
because special work might be queued waiting for it while standard CPs are available.

Example 3

The two previous examples were intended to show you how reporting solely at the overall LPAR level could be
misleading, but in a real configuration, you might have to deal with LPARs where both types of processors are loaded in
a comparable way. This last example shows that the information MICS obtains from PR/SM is not sufficient to have a full
understanding of such LPARs' utilization, and that a complete analysis requires gathering additional measurements from
WLM at the workload level.

Logical partition ZOS3 is configured with two standard CP processors and one specialized processor. Last month, the
average utilization of each of these processors was:

 CP Processor 1:  90%

 CP Processor 2:  90%

 Special Proc. :  90% 

 

Using the traditional method, the average utilization of the ZOS3 LPAR for the month would appear to be 90% (270%/3).
This time, at least, this percentage tells us that there is not much room left for additional workload. But, again it does not
answer the main capacity planning questions.

Let's assume the specialized processor is a zAAP. Not surprisingly, using the updated method, we end up with two similar
utilization percentages, showing that both the standard CPs and zAAP were busy 90% of the time. But, if we know the
zAAP can only be busy with Java work, we must determine what is actually making the standard CPs so busy too.

If the data center does not allow any Java work to run on standard CPs, there is no doubt: these processors are busy with
non-Java work only, and as such, there is no way to dispatch part of their workload to a zAAP, to reduce their utilization.
Therefore they might only support a 10% load increase.

Things become more complex if Java work is allowed to execute both on zAAP and standard CPs. Java work running on
a standard CP is called "zAAP eligible," and the CPU time consumed by this type of work is not recorded separately in the
SMF type 70 subtype 1 record. RMF gathers this information from the Workload Manager (WLM), and you must retrieve it
from the WLMSEC, Service Class Resource Consumption file.

Suppose you determined that half of the CPU time consumed on the standard CPs was attributable to zAAP eligible time.
This means that your 90% busy for the standard CPs is now distributed as follows:

 CP Processors Busy:  90%

 Java Workload     :  45%

 non-Java Workload :  45% 

 

With this information, it is now possible to evaluate the potential solutions: for example, install a new zAAP; then force
Java work to run on zAAPs only; and finally, since the standard CPs utilization has decreased to 45%, remove one of
them and reduce the LPAR MSU capacity.

Data Elements for Utilization Analysis
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Below is a matrix of basic data elements you can use as a starting point for dual standard CP and specialized processor
utilization analysis. Before using these elements, one should keep in mind how they can be compared with each other.

For capacity studies, one should decide whether to base the analysis on all of the processors for each type within the
complex or only on the processors that are online. If all of the processors are online most of the time, then one would
probably want to base the analysis on all the processors. If the number of online processors is less than the number of
available processors almost all of the time, then one would likely base the analysis only on the online processors.

To base capacity analysis on all the processors, use the elements LPCPCTSU, LPCPCTIU, LPCPCTZU, and
LPCPCTDU. If you need to restrict the study to online processors, then you should use LPCPCVPU, LPCPCVIU,
LPCPCVZU, and LPCPCVSU.

When an LPAR uses shared processors of any of the types CP, zAAP, or zIIP and wait assist is disabled, then one would
expect that the percents of time the processors are busy as reported by the CPUPCBSY, CPUPCBZP, or CPUPCBSU
elements would be the same as the corresponding percents based on dispatch times as reported in the HARLPC file.
Since CPUPCBSY, CPUPCBZP, and CPUPCBSU are computed from busy time divided by online time, the comparable
elements from HARLPC would be those that are computed by busy time divided by online time. In this case, CPUPCBSY
should have a value close to LPCPCVPU; CPUPCBZP should have a value close to LPCPCVZU; and CPUPCBSU
should have a value close to LPCPCVSU.

Here is an example, showing how zIIP processor utilization is tracked for an LPAR where three zIIP processors are
defined in the complex but only two are online during the measurement interval. Therefore, the online time (LPCTSOTM)
for the zIIP processors is 30 minutes in a 15 minute RMF interval. The value for CPUPCBSU and LPCPCVSU is 93.12%
since both are based on online time only. LPCPCTDU takes on the value 62.08% since it is based on the total number of
zIIP processors in the complex. Once again, the following computations make sense only when the processors are shared
and wait assist is disabled.

  LPCTSDTM  =  0:27:56.24

  LPCTSOTM  =  0:30:00.00

  DURATION  =  0:15:00.00

  PRSMTSP   =  3

  CPUPCBSU  =  0:27:56.24 / 0:30:00.00  =  93.12 %

  LPCPCVSU  =  0:27:56.24 / 0:30:00.00  =  93.12 %

  LPCPCTDU  =  0:27:56.24 / (0:15:00.00 * 3) = 62.08 % 

 

HARCPU - CPU Activity File
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• CPUAVONL - Avg Number of Online CP Processors
• CPUAVOZP - Avg Number of Online zAAP Processors
• CPUAVOSU - Avg Number of Online zIIP Processors
• CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy
• CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy
• CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Processors Busy
• CPUPCTDT - Pct CP Proc. Dispatched - Effective
• CPUPCTDZ - Pct zAAP Proc. Dispatched - Effective
• CPUPCTDS - Pct zIIP Proc. Dispatched - Effective
• CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy
• CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy
• CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy
• CPUTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUZPDTM - Total zAAP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUSUDTM - Total zIIP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time
• CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time
• CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time

HARLPC - PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File
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• LPCAVCPU - Avg Number of Active CP Processors
• LPCAVICF - Avg Number of Active ICF Processors (zSeries)
• LPCAVZAP - Avg Number of Active zAAP Processors (z9)
• LPCAVSUP - Avg Number of Active zIIP Processors (z9)
• LPCPCSSU - LPAR Shared CP Processors Utilization
• LPCPCSIU - LPAR Shared ICF Procs. Utilization (zSeries)
• LPCPCSZU - LPAR Shared zAAP Procs. Utilization (z9)
• LPCPCSDU - LPAR Shared zIIP Procs. Utilization (z9)
• LPCPCTSU - LPAR Total CP Processors Utilization
• LPCPCTIU - LPAR Total ICF Processors Utilization (zSeries)
• LPCPCTZU - LPAR Total zAAP Processors Utilization (z9)
• LPCPCTDU - LPAR Total zIIP Processors Utilization (z9)
• LPCPCVPU - LPAR CP Processors Utilization
• LPCPCVIU - LPAR ICF Processors Utilization (zSeries)
• LPCPCVZU - LPAR zAAP Processors Utilization (z9)
• LPCPCVSU - LPAR zIIP Processors Utilization (z9)
• LPCTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
• LPCTIDTM - Total ICF Processors Dispatch Time (zSeries)
• LPCTZDTM - Total zAAP Processors Dispatch Time (z9)
• LPCTSDTM - Total zIIP Processors Dispatch Time (z9)
• LPCTOEDT - Total CP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time
• LPCTIEDT - Total ICF Proc. Effective Dispatch Tm (zSeries)
• LPCTZEDT - Total zAAP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time (z9)
• LPCTSEDT - Total zIIP Proc. Effective Dispatch Time (z9
• LPCTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time
• LPCTIOTM - Total ICF Processors Online Time (zSeries)
• LPCTZOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time (z9)
• LPCTSOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time (z9

WLMSEC - Service Class Resource Consumption +

• WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor
• WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor
• SECCPUTM - CPU Time on CP
• SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)
• SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)
• SECZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time
• SECSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time
• SECTOCPU - CPU Service Units on CP
• SECTOZAP - CPU Service Units on zAAP
• SECTOSUP - CPU Service Units on zIIP
• SECTZAPC - zAAP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP
• SECTSUPC - zIIP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP

WLMSDE - Service Definition

• SDEIFAHO - Intvls with IFAHonorPriority
• SDEIFAXO - Intvls with IFACrossOver
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RMF Non z/OS LPARs

As non z/OS logical partitions do not run RMF, and thus do not create their own SMF type 70 subtype 1 records, they
are not represented in the HARIPU/HARIPU files. Therefore there is no way to report on what is occurring inside their
operating systems. Such detailed analysis can only be conducted using their own monitoring tools, such as z/VM Monitor.

However their PR/SM activity is still reported in the HARVPA/HARLPC files, providing valuable information about the time
logical processors were dispatched, both regarding LPAR capacity and overall standard CP resources utilization.

Listed below are examples for your non-z/OS LPARs analysis:

• To know how much of its allocated CPU resources an LPAR consumed, use the following data element from the
HARLPC file:
LPCPCVPULPAR CP Processors Utilization

• To know how much of the total capacity of the standard CP processors pool an LPAR consumed, use the following
data element from the HARLPC file:
LPCPCTSULPAR Total CP Processors Utilization

• To know how many of the resources of the pool of shared standard CP processors were consumed by one LPAR, use
the following data element from the HARLPC file:
LPCPCSSULPAR Shared CP Processors Utilization
Notes: If all processors from the standard CP pool are shared, LPCPCSSU is equal to LPCPCTSU. If you need to
know the percent of only the online CP processors that are used by an LPAR, then LPCPCVPU is the appropriate
element. If you need to know the percent of all CP processors that are used by an LPAR, then LPCPCTSU is the
appropriate element.

RMF Special Purpose LPARs

The following types of logical partitions are included in the special purpose category:

• Coupling Facility LPARs using Integrated Coupling Facilities (ICF)
• Linux Only LPARs using Integrated Facilities for Linux (IFL)

Special purpose logical partitions do not run RMF, and therefore, as for non-z/OS general-purpose LPARs, the amount of
information available to track their activity is limited to the contents of the HARVPA and HARLPC files, that is, to the high-
level PR/SM perspective.

Internal Coupling Facilities

The Internal Coupling Facility (ICF) is a specialized processor unit configured as a coupling facility engine. It can only run
Coupling Facility Control Code (CFCC or ICMF) in an LPAR operating in Coupling Facility (CF) mode.

As already stated, these LPARs do not run RMF, and therefore the PR/SM related MICS files contain very little information
about the actual utilization of coupling facility functions. Therefore, just as for z/OS dedicated LPARs for which you had
to acquire the actual utilization from an operating-system-oriented file such as HARCPU, tracking coupling facility LPARs
must be performed from an inside perspective. The file you can use for this purpose is the CF Configuration and Activity
(HARCFP) file. At the end of this section is a list of the MICS data elements that are commonly used to report on coupling
facility LPARs' activity.

Depending on your data center's requirements for availability, connectivity, cost, and performance, CF logical partitions
may be configured with ICFs in four different ways. Each of these options is briefly described below:

Dedicated ICFs only

The performance of a logical partition configured with dedicated ICFs is similar to that of a standalone Coupling Facility,
because a dedicated LPAR requires only a little PR/SM dispatching overhead. Furthermore, while ensuring high coupling
efficiency, this configuration does not remove any processing capacity from the operating system partitions.
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From a reporting standpoint, it is not possible to determine the actual utilization of such a coupling facility LPAR using the
HARLPC file because the Coupling Facility Control Code (the "CF operating system") is always running, either processing
or searching for service, and hence never enters into a wait state. This results in an LPAR utilization percentage being
always close to 100%.

Dedicated ICFs and shared standard CPs

The Dynamic ICF Expansion function, available for any logical partition defined with ICF processors, gives the ability
to define shared and dedicated processors to support CF activity. When using Dynamic ICF Expansion, a CF partition
running on servers with dedicated ICFs, can acquire, if needed, extra resources from the shared standard CP processors'
pool typically used to execute z/OS applications on the same server. Most CF requests are handled by dedicated ICFs;
however dynamic expansion takes place, and the standard CP processors help to handle CF activity when the ICFs
are very busy. There is a performance trade-off when using this function. If expansion should take place and the standard
CP processors start to handle CF requests, the amount of capacity available to the other LPARs using these shared
processors is reduced. In this case, lower priority work may start to see throughput reductions as capacity is used by the
CF expansion.

As in the previous case, actual utilization of the dedicated ICFs cannot be tracked from the HARLPC file, but you can
monitor the capacity of shared standard CP processing "stolen" to the other LPARs.

Shared ICF processors only

It is possible for multiple coupling facility LPARs to share ICFs. Generally some of these LPARs have very low activity
rates, but as each coupling facility is continuously polling, even the ones with little activity show up as 100% busy and take
their full share of ICF resources. However, if dynamic CF dispatching is enabled for an LPAR, it enters into a wait state
as soon as there is no more request in the CF Receiver buffer, hence saving processor cycles. It may be a good option to
be used by a production backup coupling facility, or a testing environment coupling facility.

When dynamic CF dispatching is turned on, the LPAR should not appear as being 100% busy anymore in the HARLPC
file, but should be closer to what could provide an in-depth coupling facility analysis performed from the HARCFP file.

Dedicated ICFs and shared ICFs

With an enhancement to the Dynamic ICF Expansion function, a CF partition running with dedicated ICFs, can acquire,
if needed, extra resources from the pool of shared ICF processors. Again, most CF requests are handled by dedicated
ICFs, and expansion only takes place when the CF activity exceeds the dedicated ICFs capacity.

Data elements related to ICF activity

The following data elements help you to identify and report on ICFs. Refer to their data dictionary entries for more detailed
information, such as how they are used in the computation of derived data elements.

• From the HARVPA file:

PRSMPRTP
Logical Processor Type
This element identifies the pool of processors to which a logical processor belongs. For zSeries and earlier models, a
value of ICF in this data element does not imply the processor is an internal coupling facility. It could be an IFL or a zAAP
as well. Use CPUTYPE described below to accurately identify true ICFs.

CPUTYPE
Physical Engine Type
Internal coupling facilities are identified by a value of ICF in this element (other possible values are CP, IFL, IFA, and IIP).
Subsetting or summarizing the HARVPA information by this data element allows you to isolate statistics only pertaining to
ICFs. Note that, for System z9 and later models, CPUTYPE contains the same value as PRSMPRTP.

• From the HARLPC file:

PRSMLPTP
Logical Partition Type
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CF partitions using ICF processors are identified by the value of ICF in this data element. However, they are not the
only type of LPAR in this category, which also includes Linux-only LPARs configured with IFLs. Therefore, when using
PRSMLPTP for subsetting or summarizing HARLPC data, be careful to use your configuration knowledge to select only
coupling facility LPARs.

LPCTIDTM
Total ICF Processors Dispatch Time
For a CF partition using dedicated ICF processors, this element will be very close to the interval duration (DURATION). If
the LPAR uses shared ICF processors, LPCTIDTM will vary according to the LPAR's weight, and the status of dynamic CF
dispatching.

LPCTODTM
Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
For a CF partition using ICF processors, this element will always be equal to zero, unless the LPAR used some resources
from the standard CP processors' pool using the dynamic ICF expansion feature.

LPCSIDTM
Total Shared ICF Proc. Dispatch Time
For a CF partition using dedicated ICF processors only, this element will be equal to zero.
For a CF partition using shared ICF processors only, this element will be equal to LPCTIDTM, as all resources used by the
LPAR are from the shared pool.
For a CF partition using a mix of dedicated and shared ICF processors, it will be a subset of LPCTIDTM, and it
will represent the capacity of the shared ICF processors' pool used by the LPAR while using the enhanced dynamic ICF
expansion function.

• From the HARCFP file:

CFPPCEBS
Effective Processors Utilization
This data element represents the logical utilization of the logical processors in the coupling facility, that is, only the
utilization of the effective processors. This is the actual load of the coupling facility.

CFPEFCPU
Effective Processors
This data element contains the number of effective logical processors available to the coupling facility. It will differ from the
number of processors defined to the LPAR if the ICF processors are shared.

Integrated Facilities for Linux

The Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL) is a specialized processor unit devoted exclusively to Linux workloads. It can run
either a single Linux image under the Linux operating system, or multiple Linux images under the control of z/VM Version
4 and higher, in an LPAR operating in Linux-Only mode.

As for internal coupling facilities, LPARs configured with IFLs do not run RMF; therefore, their utilization statistics are
limited. The SMF records created by RMF do not provide any information from inside Linux, and PR/SM is only aware of
the total amount of time the special purpose processors assigned to these LPARs were dispatched.

Depending on your data center's requirements, IFLs can be configured as either dedicated or shared:

Dedicated IFLs

Dedicated IFLs are considered by PR/SM as always dispatched. Therefore, the dispatch time is equal to the
measurement interval time, regardless of actual processor utilization; and the LPAR appears as being used 100% of the
time in the HARLPC file.

Shared IFLs Only

When an LPAR is configured with shared IFLs, that LPAR should not appear as being 100% busy anymore in the
HARLPC file. It should report the actual amount of time PR/SM allocated to its operating system.
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Data Elements Related to IFL Activity

The following data elements help you to identify and report on IFLs. Please refer to their data dictionary entries for more
detailed information, such as how they are used in the computation of derived data elements.

• From the HARVPA file:

PRSMPRTP
Logical Processor Type
This element identifies the pool of processors to which a logical processor belongs. For zSeries and earlier models, IFLs
belong to the generic ICF processors' pool, thus they have a value of ICF in PRSMPRTP. Use CPUTYPE described below
to accurately identify IFLs. For System z9 and later models, the value of PRSMPRTP is IFL.

CPUTYPE
Physical Engine Type
Integrated facilities for Linux are identified by a value of IFL in this element (other possible values are CP, ICF, IFA,
and IIP). Subsetting or summarizing the HARVPA information by this data element allows you to isolate statistics only
pertaining to IFLs. Note that, for System z9 and later models, CPUTYPE contains the same value as PRSMPRTP.

• From the HARLPC file:

PRSMLPTP
Logical Partition Type
Linux-only logical partitions using IFLs are identified by the value of ICF in this data element. However, they are not
the only type of LPAR in this category, which also includes CF LPARs configured with ICFs. Therefore, when using
PRSMLPTP for subsetting or summarizing HARLPC data, be careful to use your configuration knowledge to select only
Linux LPARs.

LPCTIDTM
Total ICF Processors Dispatch Time (zSeries)

LPCTNDTM
Total IFL Processors Dispatch Time (z9)
For an LPAR using dedicated IFLs, this element will be very close to the interval duration (DURATION). If the LPAR uses
shared IFLs, it will vary according to the LPAR's weight, and the actual system load.

LPCTODTM
Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
For an LPAR using IFLs, this element will always be equal to zero.

LPCSIDTM
Total Shared ICF Proc. Dispatch Time (zSeries)

LPCSNDTM
Total Shared IFL Proc. Dispatch Time (z9)
For an LPAR using dedicated IFLs, this element will be equal to zero.
For an LPAR using shared IFLs, this element will be equal to LPCTIDTM (or LPCTNDTM for z9 and later models), as all
resources used by the LPAR are from the shared pool.

RMF Processor Pool Level Analysis

From a CPC high-level perspective, each pool of processors must be tracked separately, as they represent distinct types
of resources. The method differs, depending on the type of machine present in your configuration: on zSeries servers, all
the specialized processors (ICF, IFL, zAAP) are grouped together in a special purpose processors' pool, under the generic
name of ICF, that is seen and managed by PR/SM separately from the standard CP processors' pool. On System z9 and
later models, processors defined as ICF, IFL, zAAP, or zIIP are managed separately as four distinct pools.

RMF zSeries Processors' Pools
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The following sections describe the easiest way to summarize resource pool consumption data for zSeries and earlier
models. They also focus on an important performance issue related to the shared special purpose processors' weight
management.

Summarizing Processor Pool Data

You should be able to perform the most common analysis at the summarized processor pool level by taking advantage of
the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file's organization. This straightforward process is described in the following
example.

Assume that the HARLPC file's granularity at the DAYS timespan is:

 SYSID  PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPTP  YEAR  MONTH  DAY  HOUR

 

This organization basically means that the HARLPC file contains one observation per logical partition for each hour of a
day within a given recording system. Besides its specific data elements pertaining to a single LPAR, each observation also
carries various PR/SM common data elements that total consumptions by processors' pool.

You can report on the totals in the HARLPC file's specific data elements using the MICS standard data summarization
technique, by selecting the following new key/sequence:

 SYSID  YEAR  MONTH  DAY  HOUR

 

The following data elements directly provide processor pool measurements, at the CEC level:

LPCTODTM
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the processors in the standard CP pool.

LPCTOMSU
This is the total MSUs consumption for the whole CEC. Note that only standard CPs contribute to this total.

LPCTIDTM
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the processors in the special purpose (ICF) pool.

Additionally, you can compute a number of new measurements based on the PR/SM common data elements, such as:

CP pool total utilization:

To know how much of the total physical standard CP processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                    PRSMTCDT

   TOTCP_BS = ------------------- x 100

                         PRSMTCP

              DURATION x --------

                         INTERVLS

 

Number of standard CPs used:

The above percentage can also be represented as a number of physical standard CP processors used regarding the
pool's size:

                 TOTCP_BS x PRSMACP

      NBRCP_BS = ------------------

                         100

 

For example, a total utilization of 24% from a 7 physical CP processors' pool would result in the number of
processors used being equal to 1.68, meaning the system load would actually only require 2 physical processors.
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Shared CP pool utilization:

To know how much of the shared physical standard CP processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTCST

      SHRCP_BS = ----------------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTCP - PRSMTCDP

                 DURATION x ------------------

                                  INTERVLS

 

ICF pool total utilization:

To know how much of the total physical special purpose processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTIDT

      TOTICFBS = ------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTIP

                 DURATION x --------

                            INTERVLS

 

Number of special processors used:

The above percentage can also be represented as a number of physical special purpose processors used regarding the
pool's size:

                 TOTICFBS x PRSMAIP

      NBRICFBS = ------------------

                         100

 

Shared ICF pool utilization:

To know how much of the shared physical special purpose processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTIST

      SHRICFBS = ----------------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTIP - PRSMTIDP

                 DURATION x ------------------

                                  INTERVLS

 

Special Purpose Processors' Weight Management

The distribution of the shared CPU resources is determined by the weight assigned to each LPAR configured with shared
processors. PR/SM manages shared standard CP and shared special purpose processors as separate pools of physical
resources. As such, the processing weights assigned to logical partitions using shared special purpose processors are
totaled and managed independently from the total weights derived from all of the logical partitions using shared standard
CP processors. As a result, any shared IFLs or zAAPs in the configuration are combined with the shared ICFs (Integrated
Coupling Facilities).

When a logical partition uses shared processors, the zAAPs defined to the partition use shared special purpose
processors and the weight given to the zAAPs is equal to the partition's weight. Since logical special purpose processors
(zAAP, IFL, ICF) are dispatched on the same type of physical processing unit, their relative weights need to be carefully
adjusted to avoid a negative impact on performance, especially when the configuration includes shared coupling facility
LPARs. These logical partitions tend to be continuously dispatched due to their "active wait" polling algorithm; and, if their
weights are too high compared to other LPARs sharing the special purpose processors (for example, a z/OS partition with
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shared zAAPs), they dominate the usage of the processors' time slices, thus possibly interfering with work that wants to
be dispatched on zAAPs.

The following example demonstrates the requirement to update weights of Coupling Facility or Linux logical partitions
when a shared zAAP is added to the configuration:

Base configuration

 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL PROCESSORS: 5

                    CP        : 4

                    ICF       : 1

  

                    PROCESSOR  ALLOWED

 LPAR NAME  WEIGHT  NUM  TYPE  RESOURCE

 ---------- ------- ---  ----  --------

 ZOS1         900     4   CP      90%

 ZOS2         100     4   CP      10%

            =======            ========

             1000                100%

  

 ICF1         550     1   ICF     55%

 ICF2         450     1   ICF     45%

            =======            ========

             1000                100%

 

In this configuration, the ZOS1 LPARs may use the capacity of 3.6 standard CP processors, and ZOS2 may use 0.4
processor.

On the other hand, the two coupling facility LPARs sharing a single special purpose processor (ICF) each use about half
of the ICF.

Adding a zAAP

Adding a zAAP to the ZOS2 LPAR without adjusting the weights of the special purpose processors' pool results in the
following:

 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL PROCESSORS: 5

                    CP        : 4

                    ICF       : 2 (1 ICF + 1 zAAP)

  

                    PROCESSOR  ALLOWED

 LPAR NAME  WEIGHT  NUM  TYPE  RESOURCE

 ---------- ------- ---  ----  --------

 ZOS1         900     4   CP      90%

 ZOS2  +-->   100     4   CP      10%

       !    =======            ========

       !     1000                100%

       !

 ICF1  !      550     1   ICF     50%

 ICF2  !      450     1   ICF     41%

 ZOS2  +-->   100     1   ICF      9%

            =======            ========

             1100                100%
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Looking at the above numbers, nothing changed for the z/OS LPARs in regards to their relative share of the standard
CP processors; but instead of adding a full zAAP to the ZOS2 LPAR, we actually only added a small portion of a zAAP.
Considering how PR/SM manages weights, the ICF1 coupling facility LPAR has now 50% of all shared special purpose
processors' capacity available. The pool being now comprised of 2 processors (the ICF plus the zAAP we just added),
ICF1 can actually use up to one full physical engine. Similarly, ICF2 now has 41% of these total resources, meaning it can
use 0.82 physical engine. This only allows 0.18 for the zAAP work on the ZOS2 LPAR.

To allow the full zAAP capacity to be used by the ZOS2 LPAR, adjust the weights of the shared special purpose
processors' pool as follows:

1. Always start with zAAP weight over which we have no control, and sum up the weights of the partitions that have
shared zAAPs, as well as the total number of shared zAAPs:
     TOT_ZAAP_WEIGHT = sum of LPARs' weights with shr zAAPs

 

     TOT_ZAAP_PROCS  = total number of shared zAAPs

 

In our example we only have one LPAR configured with zAAPs and only one shared zAAP; therefore this total is equal
to 100.

2. The above total divided by the number of shared zAAPs gives the weight of one processor in the special purpose
processors' pool:
     ONE_SPPROC_WEIGHT = TOT_ZAAP_WEIGHT / TOT_ZAAP_PROCS

 

3. Use the above value to reset the weight of the other special purpose LPARs (in our example ICF1 and ICF2) to the
same ratio we had before the zAAP, using the following formula:
     LPAR_NEW_WEIGHT = ONE_SPPROC_WEIGHT x (previous share)

 

In our example the adjusted weights for the two ICF1 and ICF2 LPARs are:
     ICF1_NEW_WEIGHT = 100 x 55% = 55

 

     ICF2_NEW_WEIGHT = 100 x 45% = 45

 

Once the weights are adjusted, the configuration should look like this:

 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL PROCESSORS: 5

                    CP        : 4

                    ICF       : 2 (1 ICF + 1 zAAP)

  

                    PROCESSOR  ALLOWED

 LPAR NAME  WEIGHT  NUM  TYPE  RESOURCE

 ---------- ------- ---  ----  --------

 ZOS1         900     4   CP      90%

 ZOS2         100     4   CP      10%

            =======            ========

             1000                100%

  

 ICF1          55     1   ICF     27.5%

 ICF2          45     1   ICF     22.5%

 ZOS2         100     1   ICF     50%

            =======            ========

              200                100%
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RMF System z9 Processors' Pools

Unlike for zSeries and earlier models, the specialized processors on System z9 and later models are reported separately
as four distinct processors' pools: the internal coupling facilities (ICFs), the integrated facilities for Linux (IFLs), the
Application Assist Processors (zAAPs), and the Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs).

Note that the HARLPC file contains a separate specialized processor management flag, LPCSEPPU, that can be used to
determine the scope of ICF processors' related data elements: For System z9 and later models, LPCSEPPU is equal to
Y, indicating that the data elements related to ICF processors only describe the activity of internal coupling facilities, while
additional sets of data elements, specific to IFLs, zAAPs, and zIIPs, are available.

You should be able to perform the most common analysis at the summarized processor pool level by taking advantage of
the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) file's organization. This straightforward process is described in the following
example.

Assume that the HARLPC file's granularity at the DAYS timespan is:

 SYSID  PRSMLPNM  PRSMLPTP  YEAR  MONTH  DAY  HOUR

 

This organization basically means that the HARLPC file contains one observation per logical partition for each hour of a
day within a given recording system. Besides its specific data elements pertaining to a single LPAR, each observation also
carries various PR/SM common data elements that total consumptions by processors' pool.

You can report on the totals in the HARLPC file's specific data elements using the MICS standard data summarization
technique, by selecting the following new key/sequence:

 SYSID  YEAR  MONTH  DAY  HOUR

 

The following data elements directly provide processor pool measurements, at the CEC level:

• LPCTODTM:
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the processors in the standard CP pool.

• PCTOMSU:
This is the total MSUs consumption for the whole CEC. Note that only standard CPs contribute to this total.

• LPCTIDTM:
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the internal coupling facilities (ICFs).

• LPCTNDTM:
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the integrated facilities for Linux (IFLs).

• LPCTZDTM:
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the Application Assist Processors (zAAPs).

• LPCTSDTM:
This element now represents the total dispatch time for all the Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs).

Additionally, you can compute a number of new measurements based on the PR/SM common data elements, such as:

CP pool total utilization:

To know how much of the total physical standard CP processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                    PRSMTCDT

   TOTCP_BS = ------------------- x 100

                         PRSMTCP

              DURATION x --------

                         INTERVLS

 

Number of standard CPs used:
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The above percentage can also be represented as a number of physical standard CP processors used regarding the
pool's size:

                 TOTCP_BS x PRSMACP

      NBRCP_BS = ------------------

                         100

 

For example, a total utilization of 24% from a 7 physical CP processors' pool would result in the number of
processors used being equal to 1.68, meaning the system load would actually only require 2 physical processors.

Shared CP pool utilization:

To know how much of the shared physical standard CP processors' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTCST

      SHRCP_BS = ----------------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTCP - PRSMTCDP

                 DURATION x ------------------

                                  INTERVLS

 

Specialized processors' utilization:

To know how much of the total physical internal coupling facilities' capacity was used, apply the following formula (the
same formulas can be used to track IFLs, zAAPs, or zIIPs, using the appropriate data elements):

Internal coupling facilities total utilization:

To know how much of the total physical internal coupling facilities' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTIDT

      TOTICFBS = ------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTIP

                 DURATION x --------

                            INTERVLS

 

Number of internal coupling facilities used:

The above percentage can also be represented as a number of physical ICFs used regarding the internal coupling
facilities pool's size:

                 TOTICFBS x PRSMAIP

      NBRICFBS = ------------------

                         100

 

Shared internal coupling facilities utilization:

To know how much of the shared physical internal coupling facilities' capacity was used, apply the following formula:

                       PRSMTIST

      SHRICFBS = ----------------------------- x 100

                            PRSMTIP - PRSMTIDP

                 DURATION x ------------------

                                  INTERVLS
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RMF MICS and SMF Director Interface
SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
prior to execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more information about the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

RMF Parameters
Defining the product parameters requires that you gain the necessary understanding of your installation and its needs and
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

In particular, this section requests that you:

• Make several policy considerations
• Complete various worksheets
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries

These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

The MICS System Administrator should use this section as a detailed reference when installing or modifying the product.
Also see Installing.

If you have a question at any time during your review of the material presented here, contact the Broadcom Support
Group.

Environmental Considerations

Before coding product parameters, you need to know about the environments at your site:

1. Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
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2. Review current MICS parameter specifications:
a. Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include RMF data.
b. Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates to the RMF data. Your site's SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
c. Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in RMF data. This parameter is located

in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.

RMF Complex Level Parameters
Complex level parameters describe components to the MICS system. The parameters are discussed in the following
sections:

• RMFGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements

• CPCID - Central Processing Complex ID

RMFGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements

Each MICS component has a generation definition member in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB library. The generation
definition member for the Hardware and SCP Analyzer is RMFGENIN.

The Diagnosing Operational Problems section describes the generator definition statements in detail. This section
provides RMF component-specific details about the following generator definition statements:

 

NOTE

The RMFGENIN member contains uppercase and lowercase characters. Enter the keywords in UPPERCASE.

OPTION Statement

The OPTION statement provides option parameters that allow you to tailor your RMF component database files to your
environment. Options can be used to turn on or off database files and data elements within database files. The OPTION
statement is required, but default values are taken even if specific OPTION statement parameters are not specified.

The OPTION statement that is provided with the product is OPTION HIS(ALL).

Each OPTION statement parameter is described below: 

1.  HIS(args) / NOHIS 

The HIS parameter has two forms: 

NOHIS
HIS(args) - default: HIS(ALL)

This parameter controls the processing of SMF type 113 CPU Measurement Facility (CF) Hardware Instrumentation
Services (HIS) data and the content of the following database files:

•  HARCME - CPU Measurement Facility Engine File 
• HARCMT - CPU Measurement Facility EngType File
•  HARCML - CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File 

NOHIS 

Specifying NOHIS deactivates all HARCMx files and forces the RMF component to bypass processing of SMF type 113
records.

HIS(args) 
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The HARCME, HARCMT, and HARCML files contain sets of data elements that are populated only for specific IBM CPC
mainframe types. With the HIS(args) parameter, you can globally turn off data elements for CPC types not used in your
environment.

2. HIS(ALL) 

HIS(ALL) is the default RMFGENIN OPTION statement parameter. With HIS(ALL), all HARCMx files are activated, and
CPC specific data elements for all supported IBM CPC types are turned on.

3. HIS(cpc1,cpc2,...,cpcn+) 

With HIS(cpc1,cpc2,...,cpcn+), all HARCMx files are activated, and data elements for specific CPC types are activated
or deactivated based on the CPC identifiers that are listed within the parenthesis. Between the parenthesis of the HIS
parameter, you can code any of the following CPC identifiers:

• Z10
Activates the CMx1**** data elements unique to the IBM z10 CPC

•  Z196
Activates the CMx2**** data elements unique to the IBM z196/z114 CPCs

•  ZEC12 
• Activates the CMx3**** data elements unique to the IBM zEC12/zBC12 CPCs
•  Z13 

 Activates the CMx4**** data elements unique to the IBM z13/z13s CPCs
•  Z14 

 Activates the CMx5**** data elements unique to the IBM z14 CPC
•  Z15 

 Activates the CMx6**** data elements unique to the IBM z15 CPC.

where

CMx is CME, CMT, and CML

Coding a plus sign "+" as a subscript to a CPC identifier activates data elements for the specified CPC type and data
elements for all later generation CPC types.

Examples: HIS(cpc1,cpc2,...,cpcn)

• HIS(Z196,ZEC12)
ON:   CMx2**** data elements for z196/z114 CPCs
CMx3**** data elements for zEC12/zBC12 CPCs
OFF:   CMx1**** data elements for z10 CPC
CMx4**** data elements for z13/z13s CPCs
CMx5**** data elements for z14 CPC

where

  CMx is CME, CMT, and CML

•  HIS(Z196,Z13+) 

   ON:    CMx2**** data elements for z196/z114 CPCs
CMx4**** data elements for z13/z13s CPC
CMx5**** data elements for z14 CPC (due to "+")

              CMx6**** data elements for z15 CPC (due to "+") 

                             plus any future CPC types after z14
 
 
OFF:   CMx1**** data elements for z10 CPC
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CMx3**** data elements for zEC12/zBC12 CPCs

where

    CMx is CME, CMT, and CML

SYNTAX RULES 

• The HIS(args) parameter cannot contain spaces

Error Example: HIS (Z13, Z14)

• cpc1,cpc2,...,cpcn must be separated by commas
Error Example:  HIS(Z13:Z14)

• "+" can only be used on the final cpc identifier
Error Example:  HIS(Z13+,Z196)

• You cannot specify a CPC identifier that is indirectly selected using the "+". In the Error Example that is shown below,
"Z13+" activates both the z13 and z14 data elements. Specifying "Z14"as a separate cpc identifier is redundant.  

      Error Example:  HIS(Z14,Z13+) 

NOTE

If you change your HIS parameter arguments, think about the impact to your WEEKLY and MONTHLY HARCMx
history files. 

Example:  You have been running on z14 CPCs for some time, and have HIS(z14) specified. The only CPC
unique data elements in your WEEKLY and MONTHLY history files are the CMx5**** data elements associated
with the z14 CPC. Your site upgrades to a z15 CPC. If you update the HIS keyword to: HIS(z15), the only
CPC unique data elements kept in your HARCMx files (including WEEKLY and MONTHLY history files) will
be the CMx6**** data elements associated with the z15 CPC. If you have 52 weeks of data in your WEEKLY
history HARCMx files, the next WEEKLY update run will use the updated KEEP statement and the historical
z14 elements will be turned off, dropping the z14 specific data elements from the weeks prior to your HIS()
parameter change. If you use the WEEKLY and MONTHLY history files for analysis and reporting, it would make
more sense to change the HIS keyword to HIS(z14+) or HIS(z14,z15). This will keep both the z14 and z15 CPC
data elements in the HARCMx history files. When enough time has passed and you are no longer interested in
reporting on the historical z14 data in these history files, you could update to HIS(z15) or HIS(z15+).

COMPJOB Statement

The optional COMPJOB statement defines product processing in operational jobs.

By default, the Hardware and SCP Analyzer's data is processed by the DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY jobs.
Exceptions will be reported by the DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY jobs, and archive audit, weekly history, and monthly
history files will be maintained.

If you choose to change these specifications following the guidance in the System Modification Guide, the new
specifications will not take effect until an RMFCGEN is successfully completed.

INPUTSOURCE Statement

The optional INPUTSOURCE statement lists the data source (SMF) and record types that are supported by the Hardware
and SCP Analyzer.

The default statement that is delivered with the product is:

INPUTSOURCE SMF 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 113
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indicating that the data source is SMF data from records 70 through 79, and 113. Edit this statement if your site does not
use all of these record types, and run an RMFCGEN to activate your new definitions.

FILE Statements

Each file that is supported by the Hardware and SCP Analyzer is defined by a required FILE statement. FILE statements
are described in Section 4.2.4.2.1 of the System Modification Guide.

The timespan activation values in the Hardware and SCPAnalyzer FILE statements specify whether the file is active in
each particular timespan.

Considerations for Derived Files: 

Certain Hardware and SCP Analyzer files are derived from other files. Derived files cannot be turned on in any timespan
unless their source files are turned on and have a cycle retention value (see CYCLES Statements below) of at least one in
the DAYS timespan.

Derived files contain an E in their DAYS timespan definition indicating that special processing must be performed on the
file by means of an exit. Derived files cannot be turned on:

• In the DETAIL timespan
• In any other timespan unless their source files are turned on and have a cycle retention value of at least one in the

DAYS timespan

Following is a list of derived and source Hardware and SCP Analyzer files:

Derived File Source Files
HARDTA HARDVA
HARSGA HARDVA
HARPHY HARDVA, HARIPU
SCPLCU HARDVA, SCPLCA, SCPIOC

CYCLES Statements

Each FILE statement has a corresponding required CYCLES statement that specifies the number of cycles of data to
keep for the file in each timespan if the file has been activated for that particular timespan (through its FILE statement).

If a file has been activated as a whole, but if it has been deactivated for a particular timespan, the database cycle retention
value is zero, regardless of its CYCLES statement value.

COMPRESS Statement

The optional COMPRESS statement defines whether a file is eligible to be compressed when the compression facility is
activated.

COMPRESS statements apply to FILE statements; only one COMPRESS statement is permitted per file.

If you code a COMPRESS statement, first review the default statement that is provided in RMFGENIN. If the default
COMPRESS statement is coded with a comment stating that the file should not be compressed, DO NOT change the
specification. Doing so will inhibit the performance of your MICS system.

If you deactivate a file, review its COMPRESS statement, if present, and ensure that compression is set to NO for the
deactivated timespan.
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CPCID - Central Processing Complex ID

The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer (RMF component) automatically updates and maintains a CPCID member in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. This member contains information about the Central Processing Complexes (CPCs) where z/
OS LPARs are executed.

The CPCID member supports two keyword parameters (DISABLE and EXCLUDE), and SYSID information statements
consisting of the following four data fields:

• z/OS SYSID value

• START datetime value

• END datetime value

• 26-byte description of the Central Processing Complex (CPC) where the z/OS SYSID executed during the designated
time range
Note: Current CPC designations only require 22 bytes, but an additional 4 bytes is available for expansion of the
processor model family identifier and model identifier in the future.

During normal DAILY or INCREMENTAL UPDATE executions, the MICS RMF component detects CPC changes at your
site and updates the CPCID member with new SYSID entries describing the changes. Each SYSID information statement
contains the time range where a specific CPC identification applies to the z/OS system.

Purpose of the CPCID Member

The CPCID member is maintained to augment reporting and analysis when using the MICS database. Two MICS macros,
CPCIDFMT and CPCID, use the information in the CPCID member to provide a CPC identification data element for
reporting and analysis. The CPCIDFMT and CPCID macros are discussed later.

Most MICS database files are created from workloads and subsystems executing on z/OS LPARs. In all cases, these
database file observations contain a SYSID data element that identifies the z/OS LPAR associated with data in the
observation. These same database file observations also include an End Timestamp (ENDTS) data element that identifies
the date and time associated with the measurements.

Identification of the CPC where the z/OS LPAR was hosted, however, is not available in most of the raw record data
sources used to create these database files. For this reason, a data element containing a CPC description is not included
in most MICS files. This makes it difficult to perform data analysis at the CPCID level, or to include CPC identification in
reports.

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) is maintained to provide an easy way for users to create a CPC identification data
element when reporting from MICS data generated from z/OS LPARS.

CPCID Member Contents

When initially delivered, the CPCID member looks like this:

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                               |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  * CPCID last Updated:  INITIAL DELIVERY                                      |

 |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

 |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

 |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

 |                                                                               |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The first RMF component INCR020 or DAY020 execution will update the member based on your current CPC
configuration. The updated member will look like the following example:

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                               |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  * CPCID last updated by CA MICS Unit "F" DAY020:  13FEB2015:01:10:20         |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

 |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

 |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

 |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

 |   SYS1    11FEB2015:23:59:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

 |   SYS2    11FEB2015:23:59:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F816      |

 |  *                                                                            |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Unless there was a CPC change in the RMF data processed by your first INCR020 or DAY020 execution, you will see two
entries for each z/OS SYSID encountered by the RMF component. The first entry has a START timestamp of January 1,
1960 and an END timestamp with a value one second earlier than the START timestamp of the second entry. The second
entry has a START timestamp value representing the earliest interval start timestamp encountered in the SMF type 70
records processed for that SYSID during the INCR020 or DAY020 execution.

During subsequent executions of INCR020 or DAY020, sp.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) is not updated unless a CPC change is
detected

When a CPC change is detected, the CPCID member is updated by the INCR020 or DAY020 step.

In the example above, the configuration was an IBM 2817 model 615 (z196). Assume that an upgrade to a 2827 model
715 (zEC12) occurred on March 12, 2015 at 4:14:00 a.m. When a MICS DAY020 or INCR020 processes RMF data
containing data from March 12, 2015, the CPCID member is updated as follows:

Note: Only a change in the permanent CPC model is considered a CPC change.  Temporary CPC model changes due to
capacity on demand (for example a new CP core is enabled changing the model, temporarily from a 712 to a 713), are not
considered a change. The CPCID identification will always reflect the permanent model of the CPC installed.

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                               |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  * CPCID last Updated:  13MAR2015:01:22:48   by DAY020  CA MICS Unit F        |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

 |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

 |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

 |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |
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 |   SYS1    11FEB2015:23:59:00  12MAR2015:04:13:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

 |   SYS1    12MAR2015:04:14:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2827-715-SERIAL: 44D07      |

 |  *                                                                            |

 |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

 |   SYS2    11FEB2015:23:59:00  12MAR2015:04:13:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

 |   SYS2    12MAR2015:04:14:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2827-715-SERIAL: 44D07      |

 |  *                                                                            |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Note: Whenever a CPC change is detected, before sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) is updated, a copy is made
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDBK). This allows you to compare the member before and after changes, and to
assist in the CPCID-related error recovery.

Notice that the END timestamp for the 2817-615 (the old CPC model) now terminates one second before the entry for the
new 2827-715 CPC. The time range for the new entry extends from the first encountered time (01FEB2015 at 04:14:00) to
December 31st, 2199.

Going forward, all new CPC changes are recorded in this CPCID member. If you want older CPC identifications entered,
follow the instructions provided later under the heading MANUALLY UPDATING THE CPCID MEMBER.

Disabling CPCID Processing

In some site configurations CPCID processing may not be possible. For example, if the same SYSID name (e.g., "SYS1")
is currently active on different CPCs, and data from both CPCs are processed in the same MICS complex, there is no way
to associate both CPC identification values with a single SYSID for the same date range.

If your INCR020 or DAY020 step abends during CPCID processing, you can disable CPCID processing by uncommenting
the line containing the DISABLE keyword in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID). Removing the asterisk uncomments the
keyword. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance in resolving any problems with the CPCID feature.

Excluding Units from CPCID Processing

If you are processing data that you do not want to be used to update sp.MICS.PARMS(CPCID), you can exclude a MICS
unit(s) from CPCID processing by uncommenting the EXCLUDE keyword. Removing the asterisk uncomments the
keyword. Add the unit identifier(s) of the MICS unit(s) you want to exclude from CPCID processing after the EXCLUDE
keyword. For example, if you have two test units, units T and Z, and you do not want to use the data processed in these
units for CPCID member updates, modify the EXCLUDE keyword as follows:

 EXCLUDE T Z

 

Units T and Z will be excluded from CPCID processing until the EXCLUDE keyword is removed or commented.

Reporting - CPCIDFMT and CPCID Macros

The following SAS macro is provided in sharedprefix.MICS.MACAUTOS. It can be invoked ahead of user reporting or data
analysis code where CPC identification is required.

 %CPCIDFMT

 

When the CPCIDFMT macro is included ahead of reporting code, an additional CPCID macro is made available that can
be invoked in SAS data steps. When the CPCID macro is invoked in a SAS data step that is inputting MICS observations,
it creates a CPCID data element for each observation:

CPCID
no label defined
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If the SYSID on the input observation is a z/OS SYSID, and an entry is found in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID)
member and the entry is populated for the ENDTS value on the input observation, CPCID will be populated with an actual
CPC Identification value such as:

 2817-717-SERIAL: 3E7B6

 

Where:

The first character string is the Processor Model Family (CPUMOD)-(ex, 2097, 2817, 2827).

The second character string is the CPC Model Identifier (CPCMODID)-(ex, 408, 615, 712).

The final string of hexadecimal characters is the last 5 characters of the CPC Sequence Number (CPCSEQNB).

The actual CPC Identification may not be available. If not, there are three alternative ways that CPCID may be populated:

UNKNOWN
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) exists, but the SYSID was not found

UNDEFINED
SYSID was found in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID), but no CPC identification value has been defined for the ENDTS
value found in the MICS database file observation.

CPCID Unavailable
Either the CPCID member was not found in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS or the CPCIDFMT macro was unable to
successfully parse the CPCID member contents. MICSLOG messages should describe the problem.

Using the CPCIDFMT and CPCID Macros

When used during reporting, the CPCIDFMT macro parses sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) and uses the SYSID
information statements to build a SAS FORMAT, $CPCID. The $CPCID FORMAT returns a 26-byte CPCID data element
when presented with an argument constructed from the concatenation of a SYSID and ENDTS value. The CPCID macro
builds this argument, invokes the $CPCID FORMAT, and creates the CPCID data element.

Consider the following SAS report code:

  //SYSIN DD *

    %CPCIDFMT ;  /* this generates a $CPCID SAS FORMAT and  */

                 /* defines a %CPCID MACRO.                 */

    DATA TEMP ;

    SET &HARX..HARCPU01 ;

  

    %CPCID ; /* this creates a CPCID data element containing */

             /* the CPC identification value for the SYSID,  */

             /* based on the value of ENDTS.                 */

    RUN ;

    * ;

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP ;

    VAR SYSID ENDTS CPCID ;

    TITLE1 'Printout of HARCPU file with CPC Identification' ;

    RUN ;

 

The SAS dataset WORK.TEMP contains a new data element, CPCID, populated by the %CPCID macro invocation. This
new CPCID data element can be used in reporting or analysis. The results of the PROC PRINT will look like the following
example:

        Printout of HARCPU file with CPC Identification
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   Obs  SYSID                  ENDTS           CPCID

  

     1  SYS1   17MAR2015:00:14:59.00   2827-715-SERIAL: 44D07

     2  SYS1   17MAR2015:00:29:59.00   2827-715-SERIAL: 44D07

     ... etc.

 

Note 1: The time ranges defined by the $CPCID FORMAT span January 1st, 1960 through December 31st, 2199 for
each SYSID defined in the sp.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) member. The CPCID data element is populated for any z/OS SYSID
encountered where the ENDTS value in the MICS observation falls within this very broad time range.

Note 2: For current IBM Central Processing Complexes, the CPCID character string is only 22 bytes long. The CPCID
data element, however, is defined with a length of 26 bytes to allow for future expansion of the CPC Model Family (for
example, 2827) and CPC Model (for example, 712) values.

Hint: If the CPCIDFMT macro experiences problems parsing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID), you
should copy CPCID to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT) and execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPCIDUPD). The
CPCIDUPD job, described in the following Manually Updating the CPCID Member section, provides messages that
will help you resolve the problem.

Manually Updating the CPCID Member

Initially, sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) contains information about z/OS LPARs from the time and date when the
CPCID feature is activated. For example, if the CPCID feature was activated on March 15th, 2015, CPC identification is
available for z/OS SYSIDs in MICS observations created from that date forward.

If you want to use the CPCIDFMT macro to create CPC identification data elements for older MICS data, you must
manually update the CPCID member.

A job is provided to facilitate manual updates to the member:

 sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPCIDUPD)

 

This job operates against a copy of your CPCID member --> CPCIDT

Follow these steps when manually updating sharedprefix.PARMS(CPCID):

1. Copy sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)
2. Update sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)
3. Execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPCIDUPD)
4. If CPCIDUPD does not complete successfully, examine the MICSLOG, correct the problems, and re-submit.
5. When CPCIDUPD completes with condition code 0, and you are satisfied with the contents of

sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT), replace sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) with the contents of the updated
CPCIDT member.

EXAMPLE 1: Update the CPC Start Timestamp Values for Existing CPCID SYSID Statements

Assume sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) began recording CPC identification information on February 12th, 2015.
The SYSID statements recorded in the CPCID member contain CPC-Strt Timestamp values of February 11th, 2015 for
your current CPC configuration. You know that the current CPC was actually installed two years earlier, on Sunday, March
10, 2013, at about 6PM. You want to update CPCID accordingly so you can use the CPCIDFMT macro to report on CPC
identification related data elements using older MICS data.

1. Copy the contents of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) member to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT).
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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  |                                                                               |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *** CPCID last Updated:  13FEB2015:01:08:48   by DAY020  CA MICS Unit F      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS1    11FEB2015:23:59:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS2    11FEB2015:23:59:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

2. Change the CPC-Strt Timestamp values. In this example, change "11FEB2015:23:59:00" to "10MAR2013:18:00:00"
for each SYSID member that has a CPC-Identification value of "2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2". Your updated member
should look like the following example:
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS1    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  11FEB2015:23:58:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS2    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

3. Execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPCIDUPD). It should complete with a condition code 0 and the CPCIDT member
is updated as in the following example:
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * CPCIDT updated by USER on:  15FEB2015:17:32:54                             |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS1    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |
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  |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS2    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

4. Note that the CPC-End Timestamp values for the UNDEFINED entries are updated appropriately based on
your new CPC-Strt Timestamp values. If you are happy with the changes, complete the exercise by replacing
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) with the contents of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT). Reporting using the
CPCIDFMT macro will now return accurate z/OS LPAR CPC identification information for MICS data back to March 10,
2013.

EXAMPLE 2: Add SYSID Statements with Historical CPC Identification Information

If you completed the exercise in Example 1, the SYSID statements in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) reflect the
actual installation time for the CPCs in your data center. Now you want to add information about older CPCs that pre-
dated the current ones. Using the scenario in Example 1, assume that you know that before the 2817, an IBM z10, model
708 was installed on November 6, 2011. You want to add this information to the CPCID member.

1. Copy the contents of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) member to sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * CPCIDT updated by USER on:  15FEB2015:17:32:54                             |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS1    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS2    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

2. Modify the SYSID statements that contain the CPC-Identification value: "UNDEFINED".
a) Change the CPC-Strt Timestamp to the date and time that the older CPC was installed. In this example, you know
the older z10 was installed on Sunday, November 6th 2011.
b) Change the CPC-Identification from "UNDEFINED" to the CPC-Identification you want to use for this older CPC.
The z10 CPC family value is "2097" and the model installed was 708. So you would use 2097-708 for the first part
of the CPC-Identification. If you do not know the serial number, you can leave it out, or fabricate a serial number like
"12345" or "FFFFF".
c) Ignore the CPC-End Timestamp value.
If you want to know what the actual CPC identification values were, and you have MICS HARCPU data from the
2011-2012 timeframe, you can determine the values by executing a SAS PROC PRINT of the following HARCPU file
data elements:
CPUMOD
Processor Model Family (ex, 2097, 2817, 2827)
CPCMPCID
CPC Permanent Model Capacity Identifier (for example 408, 615, 712)
CPCSEQNB
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CPC Sequence Number (last 5 characters)
 PROC PRINT DATA=&HARM..HARCPUnn ;     <-- Months timespan,

 VAR SYSID CPUMOD CPCMPCID CPCSEQNB ;      nn=CYCLE number

 

You can enter anything you want for the CPC-Identification value as long as you do not exceed 26 bytes. In the
following example, you execute the PROC PRINT shown above against some older MICS data and determine the
actual CPCID value is "2097-708-SERIAL: 24B28". This value is used to update sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)
as in the following figure:
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * CPCIDT updated by USER on:  15FEB2015:17:32:54                             |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    06NOV2011:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  2097-708-SERIAL: 24B28      |

  |   SYS1    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |   SYS2    06NOV2011:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  2097-708-SERIAL: 24B28      |

  |   SYS2    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

3. Execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CPCIDUPD). It should complete with a condition code 0 and the CPCIDT member
is updated as shown in the following example:
                         sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT)

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * CPCIDT updated by USER on:  16FEB2015:14:27:33                             |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  * DISABLE                                                                    |

  |  * EXCLUDE u u u                                                              |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |  *SYSID   CPC-Strt Timestamp  CPC-End Timestamp   CPC-Identification          |

  |  *-----   ------------------  ------------------  --------------------------  |

  |   SYS1    01JAN1960:00:00:00  05NOV2011:23:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS1    06NOV2011:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  2097-708-SERIAL: 24B28      |

  |   SYS1    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  |   SYS2    01JAN1960:00:00:00  05NOV2011:23:59:59  UNDEFINED                   |

  |   SYS2    06NOV2011:00:00:00  10MAR2013:17:59:59  2097-708-SERIAL: 24B28      |

  |   SYS2    10MAR2013:18:00:00  31DEC2199:23:59:59  2817-615-SERIAL: 3F6B2      |

  |  *                                                                            |

  +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

4. Note that a new SYSID statement is defined with a CPCID "UNDEFINED' that pre-dates the 2097-708. If you are
happy with the changes, complete the exercise by replacing sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCID) with the contents
of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPCIDT). Reporting using the CPCIDFMT macro will now return accurate z/OS LPAR
CPC identification information for MICS data back to November 6, 2011.
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RMF Unit Level Parameters
Unit level parameters control the processing of the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer within each database unit. These
parameters are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library associated with each database unit you define. The parameters
are incorporated into the MICS system by the parameter generation processor. You must run the generation process for
these options to take effect.

The following table identifies the only system code generation process for the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, its
PARMS member input, and the output MACROs (a member can contain the definition of more than one SAS MACRO)
and FORMATs that they generate. The output libraries are at the database unit level (prefix) unless noted otherwise.

The input PARMS member that must be completed before RMFPGEN execution is the Product Options Definition
(RMFOPS). The Physical Hardware PARMS member (RMFPHYDE) used to assign values to the Physical Hardware
(HARPHY) file data elements is optional.

System Code Generator MICS.PARMS Input
Member

USER.SOURCE Output Members and SAS
MACRO Names

MUOLIB Output SAS
FORMATs

RMFPGEN RMFOPS #RMFMSTR _TRACEX
RMFPGEN RMFOPS #RMFMSTR _TRACE
RMFPGEN RMFPHYDE RMFPHYVS $RMFPHY

The following sections show you how to specify the operational parameters that control how input data is processed by
the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The names (RMFOPS, DBMODEL, and RMFPHYDE) are the member names
within the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set that contain the parameters described in the section.

• RMFOPS - Processing Options
• DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling
• INPUTRDR and INPUTRMF PARMS Members
• RMFPHYDE - Physical Hardware Data Element Assignment

RMFOPS - Processing Options

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer
processing.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Note: CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to
take effect.

In addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option)
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc)

will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

You must include at least one OPTIONS statement that provides additional control information for the analyzer. There are
also additional optional statements supported that provide the means to customize the analyzer's behavior to meet your
data center requirements.
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Required Statement

• OPTIONS statements

Optional Statements

• WORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements
• Internal Step Restart statements
• Incremental Update statements

The RMFOPS - Processing Options worksheet helps you collect the data needed to complete
prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFOPS). As with most MICS PARMS members, the parameters are free-form, but positional.
Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*). Blank statements are allowed.

RMFOPS - Processing Options Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Processing Options (RMFOPS)          |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is RMFOPS                                           |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |  PROCESSING OPTIONS  .......POSITIONAL KEYWORDS.........                 |

 |                                                                          |

 |  WORK n .......data_set_allocation_parameters...........                 |

 |                                                                          |

 |  MULTWORK|NOMULT fff ... fff                                             |

 |                                                                          |

 |  RESTART  YES/NO                                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 |  INCRUPDATE  YES/NO                                                      |

 |                                                                          |

 |                    NONE                                                  |

 |         ORIGINAL   INTVL                                                 |

 |           SYSID    SET                                                   |

 |                                                                          |

 |  OPTIONS  ____     _____                                                 |

 |  OPTIONS  ____     _____                                                 |

 |  OPTIONS  ____     _____                                                 |

 |    ...     ..        ..                                                  |

 |    ...     ..        ..                                                  |

 |    ...     ..        ..                                                  |

 |  OPTIONS  ????     _____                                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

RMF OPTIONS Statements

You have the choice of specifying an OPTIONS ???? statement that applies to all system data processed, an OPTIONS
statement for specific systems, or a combination of both.
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The OPTIONS statement is used to control the SMF type 76 subtype 1 Trace Activity records processing. These records
contain data about the range of values that selected MVS control block fields took on during the entire RMF interval,
called the sample set, as well as for each subset of the interval. They are used to populate the RMF Trace Activity
(SCPTRC) File.

You should code an OPTIONS ???? statement that reflects the choice appropriate for the majority of systems processed
by the unit's daily update job. Then code explicit OPTIONS statements for systems whose requirements are different.

The systems that you explicitly code statements for are checked against the SYSIDs listed in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), so do not specify an OPTIONS statement for a system that has not been defined in the
SYSID parameter.

Generic OPTIONS ???? statement

A single RMF trace option is usually appropriate for most systems processed by the analyzer at a customer site. To
reduce administrator effort, use the OPTIONS ???? statement to reflect this choice, rather than coding explicit OPTIONS
statements for each ORGSYSID that provides input to the analyzer.

If no OPTIONS ???? statement is coded, the default trace option for any system not defined in an explicit OPTIONS
statement is NONE.

Explicit OPTIONS statements

Explicit OPTIONS statements are optional. Instead of ????, they specify an ORGSYSID value. Explicit OPTIONS
statements are used to override the parameter settings specified with the OPTIONS ???? statement for specific systems.

The OPTIONS statement has the following format:

 OPTIONS ????/orgsysid trace-option

  

 

• ????/orgsysid
the first parameter specified in the generic OPTIONS ???? statement is the generic identifier (????). ???? indicates
the trace option coded is to be used for all systems unless overridden with an explicit OPTIONS statement.
In explicit OPTIONS statements, the first parameter is the original system identifier (ORGSYSID). ORGSYSID refers to
the four-byte character field that identifies the system identifier found in each SMF record processed by the analyzer.
ORGSYSID is explained in the section on completing the SYSID member of prefix.MICS.PARMS.

• RMF Trace Option
provides three choices for processing SMF type 76 subtype 1 Trace Activity records:

NONE
Do not include RMF trace data (the cycles of the SCPTRC file will be empty).

INTVL
Include interval RMF trace data.

SET
Include interval and sample set RMF trace data. This choice requires more database DASD space than the INTVL choice.

Sample OPTIONS statements:

 OPTIONS ???? NONE

 OPTIONS PD90 INTVL 

 OPTIONS SYSW SET
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RMF WORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the RMF analyzer, and
lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.

WORK

This statement is optional.

The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work space
conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing, to
allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown below:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
the number of WORK data sets
Default: Three (3)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one additional SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you will actually get
seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.
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If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing will fail and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING

Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):
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 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number
of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning
from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It will resemble the following sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, code one of the
following:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown above. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
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– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain the following space
allocation information
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the
WORKSPACE parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier
under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files. To increase workspace, you
can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), or increase the space
allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
To decrease workspace, you
can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 4,3,2, or 1), or decrease the
space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This method is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how
multiple WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

simply change the values to meet your needs. If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK
files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK
200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES) and you change WORK and run cccPGEN, then changes take effect
immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the allocated space is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
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Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values that you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use
the data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides these optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage to only those files having excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK Parameter

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY those listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff
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fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT Parameter

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is:

 MULTWORK DVA ARD CVA

 

if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT parameters are specified.

Note: If you decide to use a MULTWORK statement to force multiple work file support for additional high volume files, you
should add a MULTWORK statement that begins:

 MULTWORK DVA ARD CVA fff fff ...

 

fff
additional file you want to process using multiple work files.

If you simply code:

 MULTWORK fff fff ...

 

then the high volume DVA, ARD, and CVA files will be excluded from multiple work file processing, and you will probably
encounter out-of-space conditions during execution of the DAY020 step.

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support

HAR Hardware Utilization Information Area Files

CCU
Cache Control Unit Activity File

CFP
CF Configuration and Activity File

CFR
CF Request File

CPU
CPU Activity File

CVA
Cache Volume Activity File

CVE
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Temporary file containing DASD info from HARDVA

DVA
Device Activity File

IPU
Individual Processor Activity File

LPC
PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity File

PCA
Physical Channel Activity File

RSV
Hardware Reserve Activity File

VPA
PR/SM Logical Proc Activity File

SCP MVS System Control Program Information Area Files

ARD
Address Space Activity File

ENQ
Resource Enqueue Activity File

IOC
I/O Queuing Configuration File

KRN
USS Kernel Activity File

LCA
Logical Channel/CU Activity File

PAG
Paging Activity File

PSD
Page Data Set Activity File

SRC
Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File

TRC
RMF Trace Activity File

VSM
Virtual Storage System Usage File

VSU
Virtual Storage Private Usage File

WLM MVS Workload Management Information Area Files

SEA
Service Class

_EA
Report Class

SEC
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Service Class Resource Consumption

_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption

SED
Service Class General Exec Delay

_ED
Report Class General Exec Delay

SDS
Service Class Subsystem Delay States

_EW
Report Class Subsystem Delay States

SVC
Service Client

Change the Number of Work Files

You can change the number of work files used in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer processing in Step DAY051, follow the
checklist provided below for each unit.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

– n
the number of WORK data sets

– STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

– SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

– XXX
TRK or CYL

– pppp
the primary allocation

– ssss
the secondary allocation

Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try to change the
number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time that you implement multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2.If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR) where
– (nnn)

the job step number
– (ccc)

the product ID for this product
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to check for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified
this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the

number of work files that is specified in Step 1 (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation as you use with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you do not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit that
contains this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation that is specified is used for a single
SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that
will yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done.

Otherwise, continue with Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

– ccc
the product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY

 

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

RMF Internal Step Restart Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the RMF analyzer, and lists the procedure for
enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO

This statement is optional.

Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO
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Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

Database update processing phases:

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

DBUPDATE
Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, prepare for DETAIL cycle creation, merge data across
optional multiple work files, enhance data content, and create the new DETAIL cycle.

Common roll-up phases

DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
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volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

– Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

– Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional.

Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart checkpoint data
set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.
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RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

  

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limit: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional.

Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart WORK data set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.
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By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted from the
beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

    RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND) 

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES

 

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

RMF Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the RMF analyzer, and lists the procedure for enabling
incremental update.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.
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Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves the following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.
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• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of
database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental
update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution
into the composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in
the DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of
this overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job
step. The increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This
increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time
increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive
processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O
processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is
a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to
periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.
Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your
prime shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime
shift) and 6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
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permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that
the incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of
this product.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is
during the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental
update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an
issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to
miss a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for
end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are
processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic
unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

– Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

– Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....
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These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERMNote: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.
Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

 

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements cause an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
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4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.
• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:

– Incremental update tape DETAIL file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM

 

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.
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• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM
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Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):
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 INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
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TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.
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Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE
When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

(Optional) Specify the following

 DYNAMWAIT   minutes

 

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, that the DAILY and/or INCRccc job waits for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
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set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing waits 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation is
attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the maximum number of
minutes that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs waits for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

      DYNAMWAIT 0

 

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation Parameter
Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

 INCRUPDATE  YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
 INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

 

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
 INCRDB  DYNAM

 

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
 INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

 DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
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– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you
specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

RMF Database Space Modeling - DBMODEL

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

RMF Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement)

The unit level prefix.MICS.PARM(DBMODEL) data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of
each file, in each supported timespan, to save both online and in archive mode for each database unit. The following
figures represent the worksheets for collecting this information.

For each file, the worksheet lists the default cycle retention period in parentheses for each timespan (DETAIL, DAYS,
WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and the TABLES area).

If '00' shows as the retention value for the timespan, the file is not supported in that timespan. See the RMFGENIN FILE
statement section for more information about files that are not supported in the DETAIL timespan.

You must specify a cycle retention limit greater than zero if a file has been defined in its RMFGENIN FILE statement to be
active in the timespan. Likewise, you must specify a cycle retention limit of 0 if a file has been defined in its RMFGENIN
FILE statement to be inactive in the timespan.

Note that a file is turned on or off in a particular timespan on a complex-wide level through the RMFGENIN
FILE statement definitions; you customize the cycle retention values on a unit level basis through the
prefix.MICS.PARM(DBMODEL) parameter.

Example

The prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) FILE statement below illustrates how to enter the information for a file whose
RMFGENIN FILE statement specifies that the file is inactive in the YEARS timespan and TABLES data area.
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    FILE RMF HARCPU 01 33 09 06 00 00 053 024

Note: The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether or not the weekly
and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated.

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet (Part 1 of 2)

         +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | Reference:  Section 7.3.2.1, CA MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide     |

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

                             | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

                             | Name | __(  )  __(  )  __(  )  __(  )   _(  )  __(  )|___ (   ) ___ (   )|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |HARCCU| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFD| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFH| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFN| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFP| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFR| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCFS| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCME| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCML| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCMT| __(10)  __(30)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCMX| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

                             |HARCPU| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRF| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRK| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCRP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARCVA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARDTA| 00(00)  __(01)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARDVA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |HARELS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARERS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARFDC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARFDP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARIPU| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARLPC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARPCA| __(01)  __(15)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARPCI| __(10)  __(33)  __(53)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARPHY| 00(00)  __(01)  __(01)  __(01)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |HARRRA| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (024)|

                             |HARRSV| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |HARSGA| 00(00)  __(01)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |HARVPA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|
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                             |HARXPS| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPARD| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPENQ| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPIOC| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPIOP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPKRN| __(08)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPLCA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPLCU| 00(00)  __(15)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPPAG| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

        

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet (Part 2 of 2)

                             +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                             | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

                             |                                                                          |

                             | Reference:  Section 7.3.2.1, CA MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer Guide     |

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

                             | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

                             | Name | __(  )  __(  )  __(  )  __(  )   _(  )  __(  )|___ (   ) ___ (   )|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

                             |SCPPSD| __(01)  __(08)  __(04)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (027) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRC| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRD| __(08)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPSRS| __(08)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPSWP| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPTRC| __(02)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

                             |SCPVSM| __(07)  __(30)  __(06)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPVSU| __(07)  __(30)  __(06)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |SCPXCY| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_ED| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLM_EW| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMRGP| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSDE| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSDS| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSEA| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSEC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSED| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSEM| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             |WLMSVC| __(01)  __(10)  __(09)  __(06)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

                             +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+
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RMF DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Using the information collected on the worksheet in Data Retention Specifications Worksheets Part 1 and Part 2, code
and update the DBMODEL member. To actually perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in Executing
the Database Space Modeling Facility.

RMF DETAIL Tape Processing Overview

This article provides an overview of DETAIL tape processing and includes information on the TAPEfff, DETAILTAPEPARM,
DETAILTAPESMSPARM, and TAPEfffSMS statements.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:
 tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

 

– tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

– tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

– iii
the three character MICS information that is associated with the file

– fff
the three character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:
 TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

 

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:
 CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

 

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

RMF DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following file:

• HARDVA - Device Activity File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
Identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

                DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

  

 +---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |

|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |
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|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V

  

  // DD statements and GDG generation

 

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

 TAPEfff <optional parameters>

 

• fff
the unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.
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You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You can choose to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

 

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override unit level tape
data set defaults established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

 DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

 

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want in order to
specify all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance
defines the value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and descibe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).
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 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

• GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

• UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 to 8 character generic
unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in
length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

• VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

• EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This
facility is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT
definitions.
Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values makes the tape available for scratching
immediately. Such values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter
is omitted, MICS derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created
and the number of GDG entries defined.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

• NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape
management system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
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Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.
• COMP / NOCOMP

Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default
for the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled
for hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded
in the TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is
generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

• STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation
of a virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool
backed with an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

• AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

• MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that
is defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members referenced by the
CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is
bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

• DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

• SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

• VOLSER=volser
No default.
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Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

• DETAILTAPESMSPARM
When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
For unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see
Planning.
The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify
unique SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).
For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:
 DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS
STORCLAS=DTPCLASS assignment.

• TAPEfffSMS
The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-
related tape specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with
TAPESMSPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:
 TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft will include the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS
assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just before to the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where
fff matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

For a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits, see Modifying.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

the three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 cccGDGGN DAILY
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If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for a detailed discussion on JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation. You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview, the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of, and
does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

 

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

 

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To deactivate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
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4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:
 DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statement that you deleted in step 1.

RMF INPUTRDR and INPUTRMF PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

        PARAMETER            INPUTRDR        INPUTccc

 ROW   IN JCLDEF            WHERE USED      WHERE USED

 ---   ------------------   ------------    ---------------

  1    DAYSMF OFF           Not Used        Each Comp Step

  2    DAYSMF FILE(S) ...   DAYSMF Step     Not Used

  3    Only 1 SMF Comp      Comp Step       Not Used

  4    SMFDIRECTOR          Not Used        Comp Step

  5    DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc   Not Used        Comp ccc Step

  6    SMFRECORDING ccc     It depends      Comp ccc Step

 

Row 1: When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2: When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3: If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated and the component step with
SMF input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5: If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF is
automatically deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6: Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the
component can optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member but always includes the INPUTccc member. Refer to
Product Analyzer.

Note: For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF). For details on deactivating
DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

The following sections describe how to specify the input data set JCL definitions.

INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.
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An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided below. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using
either JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

     //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

 

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly. 

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member, then each component step will read its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements             |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data     |

| which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                             |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

INPUTRMF PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRMF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the MICS
Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The //INPUTSMF DD and, optionally, the
//SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY020 step of the DAILY job.

The INPUTRMF member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR RMF is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE RMF is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRMF member is provided below in the following INPUTRMF JCL Definition
worksheet.
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If you change the contents of the INPUTRMF member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU
or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this product feature see the MICS and SMF Director Interface.

INPUTRMF JCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTRMF JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRMF                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRMF) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

RMF Physical Hardware Data Element Assignment (RMFPHYDE)

This section shows you how to assign values to Physical Hardware (HARPHY) file data elements through RMFPHYDE
parameters.

This facility is intended for assignment of power consumption ratings to mainframe hardware, enabling the calculation of
hardware power use and cost. While pre-supplied power-related HARPHY data elements are delivered in RMFGENIN
for that purpose, this facility is designed to be customer extensible via the addition of any desired hardware-related data
elements. Additionally, the _USRSPHY user exit is provided to perform any desired calculations.

Generation of the RMFPHYDE parm member is optional. If RMFPHYDE is present in prefix.MICS.PARMS during
execution of RMFPGEN, the $RMFPHY format will be created. The $RMFPHY format is subsequently used during
DAY020 daily processing to assign values to HARPHY data elements as specified in RMFPHYDE.

Physical Hardware Data Element Assignment Processing Steps

 ------------    .--------.   1. Run RMFPHYCP. Creates

 |          |   .  DETAIL  .     prefix.MICS.PARMS member

 | RMFPHYCP |<--|.        .|     RMFPHYDU.  RMFPHYDU contains

 |          |   | -------- |     one Key ID statement (CPC,
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 ------------   |  HARDVA  |     DEV, or LDV) for each

      |         |  HARIPU  |     physical CPC or device, or

      v         .          .     logical device group.

  /----------    ----------

 /          |

 | RMFPHYDU |

 |          |

 ------------

      |

      v

 ------------                 2. Update RMFPHYDU. Insert Data

 |-Update   |                    Element Assignment statements

 | RMFPHYDU |                    after Key ID statements to

 |          |                    assign specific Data Element

 |-Copy to  |                    values.

 | RMFPHYDE |

 ------------                    The DEFAULT statement may be

 |  qwerty  |                    used to indicate that

 ------------                    follow-on Data Element

      |                          Assignment statements apply

      |                          globally.

      v

  /----------                    Once updates are complete,

 /          |                    copy or rename RMFPHYDU to

 | RMFPHYDE |                    RMFPHYDE.

 |          |

 ------------

      |

      v

 ------------    .--------.   3. Run RMFPGEN. RMFPGEN creates

 |          |   .  MUOLIB  .     the $RMFPHY format used to

 | RMFPGEN  |-->|.        .|     assign values for data

 |          |   | -------- |     elements specified in

 ------------   | $RMFPHY  |     RMFPHYDE.

                |          |

      ----------.          .

      |          ----------

      v

 ------------    .--------.   4. Daily processing. DAY020 uses

 |          |   .  DAYS    .     the $RMFPHY format to obtain

 | DAY020   |-->|.        .|     values for each physical CPC

 |          |   | -------- |     or device, or logical device

 -------------  |  HARPHY  |     group that had a Data Element

  | _USRSPHY |  .          .     Assignment statement, either

  ------------   ----------      explicit or via a DEFAULT

                                 assignment statement. If any

                                 computed or accumulated

                                 HARPHY data elements are

                                 required, code must be placed

                                 in the _USRSPHY user exit.

 

Optional Statements
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• CPC, DEV and LDV Key ID statements
• DEFAULT statement
• Data Element Assignment statement

Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*). Blank statements are allowed.

The following sections explain each of the statements specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(RMFPHYDE) and the utility used
to create them.

1. Physical Hardware Create Parms (RMFPHYCP) Utility
2. CPC, DEV, and LDV Key ID Statements
3. DEFAULT Statement
4. Data Element Assignment Statement

RMF Physical Hardware Create Parms (RMFPHYCP) Utility

The Physical Hardware Create Parms (RMFPHYCP) Utility creates parm member RMFPHYDU in your
prefix.MICS.PARMS library. This parm member can then be modified to provide values to be assigned during the creation
of the Physical Hardware (HARPHY) file. The generated RMFPHYDU parm member will contain CPC, DEV, and LDV Key
ID statements representing hardware found in the Individual Processor Activity (HARIPU) and Device Activity (HARDVA)
files.

Note: Customers who install MICS for the first time must execute a daily processing update to populate the HARIPU and
HARDVA files before executing the RMFPHYCP utility.

The RMFPHYCP utility can be run in any unit that has the HARPHY file activated and where data element assignments
are required. RMFPHYCP does not create the RMFPHYDE member used by RMFPGEN, but instead creates the
RMFPHYDU PARM member, leaving an existing RMFPHYDE production member unmodified. Once RMFPHYDU is
updated, it can be copied or renamed to RMFPHYDE and RMFPGEN can be run. RMFPGEN creates the $RMFPHY
format in the unit level MUOLIB. $RMFPHY is subsequently used by the DAY020 daily processing to assign values to
HARPHY data elements.

The first time RMFPHYCP is run in a given unit, the RMFPHYDU parm member will be created exclusively from
the HARDVA and HARIPU files, comprised of only CPC, DEV, and LDV statements. Any subsequent customer
updates to add Data Element Assignment are then made and RMFPHYDU is copied or renamed to RMFPHYDE in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Subsequent runs of the RMFPHYCP utility to discover any new physical CPCs or devices, or logical device groups,
will create a new RMFPHYDU prefix.MICS.PARMS member. However, when an existing RMFPHYDE member is found
in prefix.MICS.PARMS, its information will be retained (including any customer updates) and any new CPC, DEV, and
LDV statements for physical CPCs or devices, or logical device groups not represented in the existing RMFPHYDE parms
member will be added to create the new RMFPHYDU prefix.MICS.PARMS member.

Note: Executing RMFPHYCP will overlay the existing RMFPHYDU member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. Be sure to copy or
rename RMFPHYDU to RMFPHYDE prior to re-running RMFPHYCP.

To execute the Physical Hardware Create Parms (RMFPHYCP) Utility, invoke MICS Administrator Utilities (MWF;5;4) and
select option 9:

-------------  CA MICS Administrator Utilities  -------------

Option ===>

 

       1 - Compression Candidacy Report

       2 - Compression Recommendation Reports

       3 - Component ESSENTIAL and DERIVED Options Report

       4 - Database Modification Report
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       5 - Database Health Check Utility

       6 - Space Utilization and Reporting

       7 - Inactive Data Elements Report

       8 - SAS Format/Informat Print Utility

       9 - Physical Hardware Parm Creation

       T - Tutorial

       X - Exit

RMF CPC, DEV, and LDV Key ID Statements

CPC, DEV, and LDV Key ID statements identify the specific physical hardware CPC or device, or logical device group
present in the HARPHY file. Customer supplied Data Element Assignment statements are added following the CPC, DEV,
or LDV statement and apply to the HARPHY observation matching the preceding CPC, DEV, or LDV statement's key
variables.

CPC, DEV, and LDV statements are not intended to be customer coded. We also recommend that these statements not
be modified. They contain a composite key whose composition varies depending on Key ID statement type.

• CPC statement
Identifies a physical CPC, identified by: PHYSERNB, PHYPLANT, and PHYMODEL.

• DEV statement
Identifies a physical device, identified by: PHYSERNB, PHYMANUF, PHYPLANT, PHYPDTYP, and PHYMODEL.

• LDV statement
Identifies a logical device group, identified by: PHYLDSID, PHYLDCLS, and PHYLDTYP.

The CPC statement has the following format:

 CPC physernb phyplant phymodel

 

physernb
the value input from HARIPU data element CPCSEQNB for the physical CPC

phyplant
the value input from HARIPU data element CPCPLANT for the physical CPC

phymodel
the value input from HARIPU data element CPCHWMID for the physical CPC

Sample CPC statement:

 *PHY PHYSICAL         PH PHY

 *CLS SERIAL NUMBER    PL MODEL

 *--- ---------------- -- -----------

  CPC 00000000000AE100 02 E26

 

The DEV statement has the following format:

 DEV physernb phymanuf phyplant phypdtyp phymodel

 

physernb
the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUSERN for the physical device

phymanuf
the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUMANU for the physical device
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phyplant
the value input from HARDVA data element CTLUPLNT for the physical device

phypdtyp
the value input from HARDVA data element DEVPDTYP for the physical device

phymodel
the value input from HARDVA data element DEVPDMOD for the physical device

Sample DEV statements:

 *PHY PHYSICAL     PHY PH PHY    PHY

 *CLS SERIAL NUM   MAN PL DEVTYP MOD

 *--- ------------ --- -- ------ ---

  DEV 000001340870 IBM 13 003590 B11

  DEV 100000002084 EMC 07 002107 900

 

The LDV statement has the following format:

 LDV phyldsid phyldcls phyldtyp

 

phyldsid
the value input from HARDVA data element SYSID for the logical device group

phyldcls
the value input from HARDVA data element DEVCLASS for the logical device group

phyldtyp
the value input from HARDVA data element DEVTYPE for the logical device group

Sample LDV statements:

 *PHY SYS  LOGICAL  LOG

 *CLS ID   DEVCLASS DEVTYP

 *--- ---- -------- ------

  LDV CA31 COMMGEAR TP

  LDV CA31 CTC      CTC

 

RMF DEFAULT Statement

The DEFAULT statement is used to specify default Data Element Assignment statements for those HARPHY observation
that do not have a specific value assigned for a given CPC, DEV, or LDV key.

For example, each physical device corresponding to a DEV statement may have an unique power consumption value,
but the rate the utility charges for a kilowatt hour may be constant. Thus, each DEV statement would have an unique
assignment for power consumption, but a default would be used for the assignment of the rate the utility company
charges.

DEFAULT

 PHYKWHUS = 100  PHYKWHRT = .12

DEV key1

 PHYKWHUS = 120

DEV key2

 PHYKWHUS = 140

DEV key3
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 PHYKWHUS = 180

DEV key4

DEV key5

DEV key6

DEV key7

In this example, for HARPHY type DEV observations matching keys 1-7, HARPHY data element PHYKWHRT would be
assigned a value of .12. For observations matching keys 4-7, PHYKWHUS would be assigned a value of 100, for keys
1-3, PHYKWHUS would be assigned 120, 140 and 160, respectively.

Only one DEFAULT assignment is allowed for a given Data Element. The last one encountered will take effect.

The DEFAULT statement has the following format:

DEFAULT

Sample DEFAULT statement:

DEFAULT

RMF Data Element Assignment Statements

Data Element Assignment statements are used to assign a customer defined value to a Data Element defined in the HARPHY file for a given Physical CPC, Physical Device, or Logical Device Group.

Data Element Assignment statements follow:

• the CPC, DEV, or LDV Key ID statement representing the Physical CPC, Physical Device, or Logical Device Group they apply to,

or

• a DEFAULT statement in the RMFPHYDE prefix.MICS.PARMS member.

Data Element Assignment statements have the following format:

 dataelem = value

 

dataelem
the name of the data element - must be defined in RMFGENIN for file HARPHY

value
the value to be assigned to the data element - for numeric data elements, value must be a valid SAS numeric value.

Sample Data Element Assignment statements:

 PHYKWHUS = 100  PHYKWHRT = .12

  

               or

  

 PHYKWHUS = 100

 PHYKWHRT = .12

 

RMF Processing
Creating and maintaining a large data base system such as MICS requires a closely monitored approach to the periodic
updating processes. The MICS database, just like any other information data base (such as inventory control or
personnel), requires a systematic, monitored update process.
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It is vital to the system's effectiveness that the data base be updated daily to build the required daily, week-to-date, month-
to-date, and year-to-date files accurately. This section discusses operational considerations for the MVS Hardware and
SCP Analyzer to assist in daily operation of this product.

Processing Overview

The Hardware and SCP Analyzer uses the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its
data in the online and offline databases. RMF data is supplied to MICS in the DAY020 step of the DAILY database update
job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Adds new cycles to the DETAIL timespan
• Summarizes activity by hour for DAYS timespan
• Adds new cycles to the DAYS timespan
• Updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles

A more detailed description of DAY020 processing is presented in the next section.

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK020 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK020 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH020 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH020 step splits the month-
to-date files into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. The MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline
database files.

Processing Flow Diagram

         /---------------\

              START     |       +-------------------+

        \-------+-------/       |                   |

                |               |    DERIVE COMMON  |

 PREPARATION    |               |    DATA ELEMENTS  |                                               

 +-------------------+

 PHASE          |               |    PHASE          |                                                |       

            |

        +---------------+       |           +---------------+                                        |       

            |

        |   Delete old  |       |           | Invoke macros |                                        |       

    +---------------+

        |   copies of   |       |           |   to derive   |                                        |       

    | Invoke "input |

        |    HARfff00   |       |           | common fields |                                        |       

    |  history log" |

        |    SCPfff00   |       |           +---------------+                                        |       

    |     macro     |

        |    WLMfff00   |       |                   |                                                |       

    +---------------+

        +-------+-------+       |                   |                                                |       

            |

                |               |                   |                                                |       

            |

                |               |                   |                                                |       

    +---------------+
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        +---------------+       |                   |                                                |       

    |   Sort work   |

        | DATA statement|       |                   |                                                |       

    |     files     |

        |  defines all  |       |                   |                                                |       

    |   Eliminate   |

        | output files  |       |    PROCESS        |                                                |       

    |   duplicates  |

        +-------+-------+       |    INDIVIDUAL     |                        .               .       |       

    |  Create DAYS  |

                |               |    RMF RECORDS    |                        .               .       |       

    |     files     |

                |               |    PHASE          |                        .               .       |       

    +---------------+

        +---------------+       |           +---------------+                | 76 - RMF Trace|       |       

            |

        | Define and set|       |           |    Process    |                |      Activity |       |       

            |

        |   constants   |       |           |      RMF      |                |               |       |       

    +---------------+

        | Define and set|       |           |    Records    |                | 77 - Enqueue  |       |       

    |  Delete work  |

        | control data  |       |           |               |                |      Activity |       |       

    |     files     |

        |   elements    |       |           | Type:         |                |               |       |       

    +---------------+

        +-------+-------+       |           |               |                | 78 - Monitor 1|       |       

            |

                |               |           | 70 - CPU      |                |      Activity |       |    

 UPDATE DATA   |

 INPUT PHASE    |               |           |      Activity |                |               |       |    

 BASE PHASE    |

        +---------------+       |           |               |                | 79 - Monitor 2|       |       

    +---------------+

        |   Read data   |       |           | 71 - Paging   |                |      Activity |       |       

    |    Update     |

        |    record     |       |           |      Activity |                |               |       |       

    | Week-to-date  |

        +-------+-------+       |           |               |                | 113 subtype 2 |       |       

    |      and      |

                |               |           | 72 - Workload |                |  1 and 2      |       |       

    | Month-to-date |

                |               |           |      Activity |                |  CPU MF HIS   |       |       

    |     cycle     |

        +---------------+       |           |               |                |   activity    |       |       

    +---------------+

        | Check record  |       |           | 73 - Channel  |                |     data      |       |       

            |

        |    length     |       |           |      Activity |                +---------------+       |     AGE

 DATA BASE |

        +-------+-------+       |           |               |                        |               |    

 FILES PHASE   |
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                |               |           | 74 - Device   |          CREATE DETAIL |               |       

    +----------------+

                |               |           |      Activity |          FILES PHASE   |               |       

    |    Delete      |

        +---------------+       |           |               |                        |               |       

    |    oldest      |

        | Checkpoint 1  |       |           | 75 - Page/Swap|                +---------------+       |       

    |    cycles      |

        |               |       |           |      Activity |                | Report dropped|       |       

    +----------------+

        +-------+-------+       |           |               |                |  observations |       |       

            |

                |               |           .               .                |    by file    |       |       

    +----------------+

                |               |           .               .                +---------------+       |       

    |   Age cycles   |

        +---------------+       |           .               .                        |               |       

    +----------------+

        | Invoke USRSEL |       |                                                    |               |       

            |

        |     macro     |       |                                                    +---------------+       

    /----------------\

        +-------+-------+       |                                                                            

    |      END       |

                |               |                                                                            

    \----------------/

                +---------------+

 

Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY020 step of the DAILY job processes RMF information. Step DAY020 consists of the following phases:

Preparation Phase

During the Preparation Phase, the Hardware and SCP Analyzer defines all of the output files with a DATA statement.
Constants are defined and set to their initial values along with internal control data elements, data elements and formats.

Input Phase

The Input Phase reads data records from the file defined by the INPUTSMF dd statement. It checks for a VSAM input file
and adjusts its internal pointers accordingly. The record length is checked to verify that the record is of the proper format.
The record type is checked and non-RMF records are ignored. The user exit USRSEL is executed if defined.

During the input phase, the checkpoint file is checked to prevent data which has already been input to MICS from being
input to MICS a second time.

Derive Common Data Elements Phase

The Derive Common Data Elements Phase reads the STARTTS and DURATION data elements and computes the
ENDTS. It then executes macros to generate common data elements such as SYSID, CPUMODEL, etc.
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Process Individual RMF Records Phase

The Process Individual RMF Records phase extracts the data elements from the RMF type 70 (subtypes 1 and 2), 71, 72
(subtype 3 and 5), 73, 74 (subtypes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9), 75, 76, 77, 78 (subtypes 2 and 3), 79 (subtypes 2, 3, and 6),
and Hardware capacity, reporting, and statistics (type 113 subtypes 1 and 2) records. Other records are ignored.

Create Detail Files Phase

The Create Detail Files Phase reports the number of observations dropped by user request for each RMF file. It then
executes the Input History Log exit (USRIHL) if it has been defined. The work files that have been created are sorted and
duplicate entries are dropped. The DAYS.HARfff00, DAYS.SCPfff00, and DAYS.WLMfff00 data files are created during
this sort process. The WORK.HARfff00, WORK.SCPfff00, and WORK.WLMfff00 files are then deleted.

RMF Update Data Base Phase

The Update Data Base Phase updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles of each file as necessary.

RMF Age Data Base Files Phase

The Age Data Base Files Phase deletes the oldest cycles of the DETAIL and DAYS cycles and replaces them with the
next oldest cycle and so forth until the new interim cycle (00) becomes the current cycle (01). This phase also replaces the
existing week-to-date and month-to-date cycles (00) with the updated cycles (W0 and M0 respectively).

RMF Modifying
The MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer is tailored primarily through the use of options and parameters, file and data
element tailoring, and exits. This section describes the exits that are available during the DAILY update processing.

Tailoring the Hardware and SCP Analyzer is important. If you are using all the defaults shipped with the product, you are
probably wasting DASD space. To ensure efficient space utilization, tailoring is required.

RMF Standard User Exits
A number of user exit points are defined within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic
where user modification:

• is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• is unlikely to compromise MICS database and operational integrity.
• is relatively easy to document and understand.

Using the MICS exit facilities to modify MICS logic is the safest method of system modification. If you follow the material in
this section, you can perform a substantial amount of system customization without causing any undue ramifications when
you apply standard vendor maintenance to the product.

Before implementing an exit, the system administrator should determine whether the required modification can be
accomplished by means of parameter modification or file tailoring. If an exit must be used, review Processing for details
on where the exit is called during the DAILY processing. Full details of MICS exit processing are described in User Exit
Facilities.

The following sections identify the user exits available for the Hardware and SCP Analyzer processing, provide a general
overview of the product's processing logic, and describe in detail each of the user exits.

• Available User Exits
• General Exits
• Output Exits
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RMF Available User Exits

There are two types of user exits that you can use to modify MICS logic:

General Exits

The general exits are used by all installed products. They allow the insertion of user exit routines that extend MICS logic.

USRIHL
Input History Log Exit

USRSEL
Input Record Selection Exit

Product Exits

Product exits apply only to the product for which they are provided. They are classified as to their purpose and are
comprised of input, output, parameter-related, and special exits.

The input exits are used during the input phase of the product update process.

The output exits are used when records are being written to the MICS database.

The parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process and are
normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Routine is a user exit routine for
entering the values for account codes that were defined in a separate but related installation.

Special exits are those that are classified as neither input, output, nor parameter-related. The calculation of a user-defined
variable is an example of a type of special exit.

There are no input, parameter-related, or special exits in the Hardware and SCP Analyzer. The user exits for the
Hardware and SCP Analyzer are identified below:

USRS_EA
Report Class File Exit

USRS_EC
Report Class Resource Consumption File Exit

USRS_ED
Report Class General Execution Delay File Exit

USRS_EM
Report Class Response Time File Exit

USRS_EW
Report Class Subsystem Delay States File Exit

USRS_RA
Crypto Accelerator Activity LPAR File Exit

USRS_RK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity LPAR File Exit

USRS_RP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity LPAR File Exit

USRSARD
Address Space Activity File Exit

USRSCFA
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CF Channel Path File Exit

USRSCFC
CF Connectivity File Exit

USRSCFD
CF Duplexing Activity File Exit

USRSCFH
CF Cache Structure Activity File Exit

USRSCFM
CF Structure SCM Activity File

USRSCFN
CF Async Duplexing Activity File Exit

USRSCFP
CF Configuration and Activity File Exit

USRSCFR
CF Request File Exit

USRSCFS
CF Structure File Exit

USRSCME
CPU Measurement Facility Engine File Exit

USRSCML
CPU Measurement Facility LPAR File Exit

USRSCMT
CPU Measurement Facility EngType File Exit

USRSCPU
CPU Activity File Exit

USRSCRA
Crypto Accelerator Activity File Exit

USRSCRF
ICSF Services Activity File Exit

USRSCRK
Crypto PKCS11 Coprocessor Activity File Exit

USRSCRP
Crypto CCA Coprocessor Activity File Exit

USRSDTA
Device Type Activity File Exit

USRSDVA
Device Activity File Exit

USRSEAD
EADM Activity File

USRSELS
ESS Link Statistics File Exit

USRSENQ
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Resource Enqueue Activity File Exit

USRSERS
ESS Rank Statistics File Exit

USRSFDC
FICON Director Connector File Exit

USRSFDP
FICON Director Port Activity File Exit

USRSIOC
I/O Queuing Configuration File Exit

USRSIOP
I/O Processor Activity File Exit

USRSIPU
Individual Processor Activity File Exit

USRSKRN
USS Kernel Activity File Exit

USRSLCA
Logical Channel/CU Activity File Exit

USRSLCU
Logical Control Unit Activity File Exit

USRSLPC
PR/SM Logical Partition Activity File Exit

USRSPAG
Paging Activity File Exit

USRSPCA
Physical Channel Activity File Exit

USRSPCI
PCIe Function Activity File Exit

USRSPHY
Physical Hardware File Exit

USRSPSD
Page Data Set Activity File Exit

USRSRGP
Resource Group File Exit

USRSRRA
RAID Rank Activity File Exit

USRSRSV
Hardware Reserve Activity File Exit

USRSSCM
Storage Class Memory (SCM) Activity

USRSSDE
Service Definition File Exit

USRSSDS
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Service Class Subsystem Delay States File Exit

USRSSEA
Service Class File Exit

USRSSEC
Service Class Resource Consumption File Exit

USRSSED
Service Class General Execution Delay File Exit

USRSSEM
Service Class Response Time File Exit

USRSSGA
Storage Group Activity File Exit

USRSSRC
Real Storage/CPU/SRM Activity File Exit

USRSSRD
Serialization Delay Details File Exit

USRSSRS
Serialization Delay System File Exit

USRSSVC
Service Client File Exit

USRSSWP
Swapping Activity File Exit

USRSTRC
Trace Activity File Exit

USRSVPA
PR/SM Logical Processor Activity File Exit

USRSVSM
Virtual Storage System Usage File Exit

USRSVSU
Virtual Storage Private Usage File Exit

USRSXCA
XCF Path Activity File Exit

USRSXCM
XCF Member Activity File Exit

USRSXCY
XCF System Activity File Exit

USRSXPS
ESS Extent Pool Statistics File Exit

USRXDVA
Detail Device Activity File Exit

USRTDVA
DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit
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RMF General Exits

General exits are invoked for all products. They are presented here to identify the special uses available for the Hardware
and SCP Analyzer.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also shows which
data elements are available and any special considerations.

USRSEL

USRSEL - File Processing Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSEL allows access to each record processed by any product. It can be used to alter input data formats or to select or
exclude specific records.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control after a detail input record has been read and before the record formats have been defined.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit may be used to delete records before processing by setting SKIP_REC=1.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE:

• ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the Hardware and SCP Analyzer, test for:
 ROUTINE = 'DYRMFFMT' 

 

• SMFRTYPE
The record type of the input SMF record

• RCDSUBTP
The subtype of the input SMF record

• ORGSYSID
the original SYSID from the SMF record

• ENDTS
the time when the record was written to SMF

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For coding restrictions, see General Operational Exits.

SPECIAL NOTES
Because this exit is used by all products, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source
libraries.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
The following sample user exit will set all SYSIDs of TEST to SYS1 for all RMF records.

 MACRO _USRSEL

   /**********************************/

   /* Convert SYSIDs of TEST to SYS1.*/

   /**********************************/

   IF ROUTINE='DYRMFFMT' AND ORGSYSID='TEST'

   THEN ORGSYSID='SYS1';

   %
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USRIHL

USRIHL - Examine Input History Log

DESCRIPTION
USRIHL permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file immediately following processing of all input records in
the format routine.

INVOCATION
This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file. This code reads the checkpoint file as an
integrity check on that file and, in the process, allows the user to inspect the file's contents.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is typically not of use to the Hardware and SCP Analyzer.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the ADMIHL file.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
For coding restrictions, see General Operational Exits.

SPECIAL NOTES
Because this exit is used by all products, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source
libraries.

RMF Output Exits

This section provides a description of the Hardware and SCP Analyzer standard user exits that are invoked during the
daily update processing flow.

USRSfff

USRSfff- File Selection Exits

DESCRIPTION
The USRSfff exits provide the ability to modify or select observations immediately prior to output. The files available (fff)
are:

       HAR (fff)          SCP (fff)          WLM (fff)

            _RA                ARD                 SDE

            _RK                ENQ                 RGP

            _RP                IOC                 SVC

            CCU                IOP                 SDS

            CFC                KRN                 _EW

            CFD                LCA                 SEA

            CFH                LCU                 _EA

            CFM                PAG                 SEC

            CFN                PSD                 _EC

            CFP                SRC                 SEM

            CFR                SWP                 _EM

            CFS                TRC                 SED

            CPU                VSM                 _ED

            CRA                VSU                 TGP

            CRF                XCA
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            CRP                XCM

            CVA                XCY

            DTA                   

            DVA

            EAD

            ELS                

            ERS                

            FDC

            FDP

            IPU

            LPC

            PCA

            PCI

            PHY

            RRA

            RSV

            SCM

            SGA

            SLS

            TGC

            VPA

            XPS

INVOCATION
These exits are invoked immediately before output of the file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
The exit allows elements to be modified and observations to be excluded from the output file. To exclude an observation,
set SKIP_REC to 1.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the file are available.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
This exit must not issue the RETURN or DELETE statements, nor use a subsetting IF, since its invocation
assumes the entire DATA step will be executed.

For more information, see Standard File and Accounting Exits .

SPECIAL NOTES

The USRSDVA and USRXDVA exits are both invoked during the initial output to the HARDVA Device Activity file. The
USRSDVA follows the same conventions as all other raw data input exits, and any record subsetting affects not only the
DETAIL, but all higher timespan files as well.
The USRXDVA exit, however, only affects the DETAIL timespan HARDVA file. You may restrict DETAIL HARDVA
timespan reporting to only include specific devices or device types without any effect on higher HARDVA timespan files.

The USRSCVA and USRSDVA user exits can be employed at either the detail and/or days levels. The internal variable
ROUTINE indicates the timespan on which the exit is operating:

-  At DETAIL level, ROUTINE has the DYRMFFMT value.

-  At DAYS level, ROUTINE has the #fffDSUM value, where fff is the file identifier (CVA or DVA).

USER EXIT SAMPLES
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EXIT: USRSDVA Device Activity File Exit

This exit for the HARDVA file illustrates the ability to execute different code depending on which timespan it operates on.

     

         MACRO _USRSDVA

         SELECT(ROUTINE);

           WHEN('DYRMFFMT') /* SAS code for DETAIL */

           WHEN('#DVADSUM') /* SAS code for DAYS  */

           OTHERWISE;

         END;

         %

        

This exit for the HARDVA file will only process Type 74 Device Activity records for DASD or tape, and only those that have
activity during the RMF interval.

    

      

       MACRO _USRSDVA

         /**********************************/

         /* Process only DASD or Tape.     */

         /* Do not process if no activity. */

         /**********************************/

         IF NOT (DEVCLASS='DASD' OR DEVCLASS='TAPE') OR

         (DVACNN=0 AND DVASSC=0) THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

         %  

        

        

This exit for the HARDVA file will always set VOLSER to blanks for tape devices.

         MACRO _USRSDVA

         /**********************************/

         /* Set VOLSER to blanks if Tape.  */

         /**********************************/

         IF DEVCLASS='TAPE' THEN VOLSER=' ';

         %

        

USRTfff - DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records before their output to DETAIL tape data sets. For information
about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files, see RMF Parameters .

INVOCATION
The USRTfff exit is invoked before output to DETAIL tape files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data
elements written to DETAIL tape files. Note USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file
(fff). This exit has no impact on the normal unit database content for the same file (fff).
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ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

ACTIVATION
The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention described in .  See this section for a detailed discussion of
indirect exit coding.
All of the USRTfff indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($cccEXIT). In $cccEXIT, you will find the
following statement for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape

    %LET USRTfff = ;                                          

The exit is activated by providing a member name to the right of the equal sign:

    %LET USRTfff = exitname ;                                 

If you code an exitname, you MUST create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name.
Provide valid SAS code in the member. This code is invoked before the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.

Example:

        

    sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($RMFEXIT):

 

      %LET USRTDVA = DVATEXIT ;

 

    prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DVATEXIT):

 

      IF DEVADDR EQ 'ADE1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

        

In this example, DVATEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the HARDVA file. Member DVATEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
BATWDA file.

The exit was coded to limit the records that are written to the DETAIL tape file to where device address is ADE1.

Note: The exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Ensure that you have activated DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed RMFPGEN before activating and coding
USRTfff exits.

SMF Batch and Operations Analyzer
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer processes z/OS SMF data. MICS automatically integrates Batch and
Operations Analyzer data with any other data that MICS maintains. This integration is possible because MICS stores data
in a format that is common to all MICS products.

Since batch processing and the underlying operations necessary to control and facilitate use of the system are
fundamental parts of a z/OS complex, the systematic planning, control, and evaluation of both of these environments
is vital. IBM's System Management Facility (SMF) collects, in varying degrees of detail, performance and utilization
information for both environments.
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In a multi-system complex, SMF records for a single batch job execution may be generated over a number of days and
be recorded by different processors. MICS performs the difficult task of SMF data integration and provides complete job,
session, and operational information to use in planning, controlling, and accounting for system utilization.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer collects information on z/OS batch jobs, TSO sessions, started tasks, APPC/
MVS transaction programs (TPs), printer subsystems, Unix System Services, and operations activity, and integrates it with
other data maintained by MICS. The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer also displays information on selected jobs,
job groupings, and other categories of activity, produces a series of management and operational reports, and lets you
tailor reports for all levels of management. It also tracks batch and operational problems, can perform an in-depth audit
of various batch facility users, and offers online data access through the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), a full-
screen, menu-based system that lets you perform data analysis, retrieval, and reporting functions.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer is one of the many MICS Data Integration Applications. Like the other Data
Integration Applications, it processes raw data for analyzing and managing specific technologies.

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         |        MANAGEMENT SUPPORT APPLICATIONS        |

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

         |              |  |          |  |               |

         |    DATA      |  |  CA MICS |  |    DATA       |

         | INTEGRATION  |  |   DATA   |  |  INTEGRATION  |

         | APPLICATIONS |  |   BASE   |  |  APPLICATIONS |

         |              |  |          |  |               |

         +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         |                 CA MICS PLATFORM              |

         +-----------------------------------------------+

 

MICS is a comprehensive, flexible application system that applies standard management practices to the management of
the I/S organization. MICS, designed with a formal architecture, uses integrated applications analogous to the integrated
financial applications that are indispensable to corporate financial management.

Primary Areas of Application

The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides data and reporting capabilities that aid in the management of complex z/OS
systems in the following areas:

Service Levels

Information provided by the Batch and Operations Analyzer can be used to establish and maintain realistic service-level
goals and agreements. In addition, information on system service levels, including batch turnaround time, can be used to
track how well the I/S organization is providing computing resources to the enterprise.

Accounting and Chargeback

Batch activity files contain data in a form that is usable for basic billing of system resource use. The data includes CPU
time, I/O counts, lines printed, service units, job allocation information, and many other chargeable measures. A standard
interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback permits accounting from SMF measures of batch, started tasks, APPC/
MVS transaction programs (TPs), and, to a limited degree, TSO activity.

Capacity Planning

The Batch and Operations Analyzer maintains a database of historical batch usage and performance data. This facilitates
growth trend projections at the system and organizational unit (e.g., division or department) levels.

Performance Management
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The ability to examine and analyze specific batch started and TSO session workloads to pinpoint system and operational
problems is an important aspect of any performance tuning effort. Identification and subsequent correction of these
problems can result in significant improvement in system performance.

Operational Issues

Changes to the operating configuration and the occurrence of specific system events can be tracked and monitored to
ensure that procedures are followed and that resources are available.

System Availability and Reliability

The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides information that can be used to monitor measures such as the number and
causes of unscheduled IPLs. At lower levels, availability and reliability information includes the percentage of system
ABENDs occurring for a particular job grouping or category.

Management Reporting

Users can extract, group, and summarize information directly from the database to create useful management reporting
measures. Management can establish service objectives for different types of batch work, such as job turnaround, and
for the system as a whole, and then generate reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual service
against the objective. In addition to the standard management reports that are distributed with the system, users can
easily create custom reports by using online facilities. Additional tools allow resummarization when the summarized data
in the database do not directly address reporting needs.

Major Features

The major features of the Batch and Operations Analyzer can be grouped into four categories:

• Report facilities
• Use of SMF data
• General product flexibility
• Interface capabilities

Report Facilities

The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides the following reports:

• Management Reports are run on a daily, weekly, and/or monthly basis as part of the standard MICS processing. These
reports summarize the activities of the I/S organization and help in tracking batch service and performance, monitoring
the operations configuration, and planning for future resource requirements.

• Standard Analysis Reports provide concise information in the form of graphs, tables, charts, or plots. Some reports
on batch activity, such as a graphic breakdown of the components of job execution time, can be used for exploring
service-level problems, analyzing performance and availability, and examining issues of throughput. Typically these
reports are run on an as-needed basis.

• Exception Reports allow you to define, capture, and report on exceptional conditions that are encountered in daily
processing.

• Ad Hoc Reporting facilities allow you to access information in the MICS database either interactively or in batch,
through the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), a panel-oriented productivity tool.

For details about SMF reporting facilities, read the SMF Reporting and Inquiry Facilities Overview section.

Use of SMF Data

Another feature of the Batch Operations Analyzer is its comprehensive handling of SMF data. The Batch and Operations
Analyzer:
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• Consolidates data from multiple systems into an information database and then provides a common access method for
reporting on both batch and operations activity.

• Interprets encoded values in the input data so that information is immediately usable in a logical form, without further
conversion and/or translation.

• Supports the classification of cost center information based on organizational structure, by allowing each organization
to set its own account codes to link individual batch activities with the responsible cost center or organizational unit.
This structure can be used to report batch, TSO, started task, transaction programs (TPs), and printing activity by user
area (engineering, payroll, manufacturing, and so on) or any other applicable section or category.

• Provides the capability to group batch work by different service criteria or other workload grouping. These
classifications (known as job groups) can be defined using job classes, performance groups, accounting fields, or other
data elements. For example, a job group can be assigned for all jobs with a 10-minute turnaround objective.

• Supports SMF record analysis of batch, TSO sessions, started tasks, and address spaces using SMF type 30 records.
• Supports and processes SMF type 30 Interval Accounting Records, which can reduce data lost due to system outages

and can identify resource consumption at a more detailed level than is otherwise possible.
• Supports and processes SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting Records to allow analysis and accounting for z/OS

scheduled TPs requested by both z/OS and non-z/OS (for example, PS/2 or AS/400) programs.
• Provides batch workload device activity tracking that is apportioned by hour and organized by SYSID, performance

group, device number, and hour of day. This file can be used for performance and capacity planning studies to
maximize batch throughput. It is essential input for system modeling applications.

• Allows you to track operational configuration changes by system, and allows you to track potential problem areas and
the causes of reported problems.

• Allows downtime analysis and IPL reason classification (using SMF type 90 records).
• Eliminates duplicate data during daily processing.
• Provides job-level printer activity statistics and a printer activity file (supports SMF type 6 records from JES2, JES3,

external writers, PSF, and the Bundl report distribution product).

General Product Flexibility

The Batch and Operations Analyzer also offers a number of flexibility features, such as the following:

• Usage guidelines for applying batch and operations management information.
• A wide range of standard exits to allow you to tailor the product to your enterprise's specific needs.
• A printer output definition routine to allow you to accumulate the number of lines printed or punched by output type

(including impact, laser, and so on).
• A suspend feature that provides full job accountability by bringing together all job information even if the job's system

lifecycle (from job input to purge) spans several days.
• A Data Dictionary that describes the information found in the Batch Information Area and Operations Information Area

files and how that information was derived.

Interface Capabilities

The Batch and Operations Analyzer integrates its data into the MICS database, thus providing an interface with a number
of other MICS products including:

• MICS Accounting and Chargeback
The data provided to MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports accounting for consumed resources including job
CPU time, lines of output printed, and many other resource utilization measures.

• MICS Capacity Planner
The Batch and Operations Analyzer maintains a database of both detailed and summarized information about batch
usage and performance. The MICS Capacity Planner can use the information for historical growth trend projections at
the system, performance group, or organizational structure levels.

• MICS Performance Manager Option
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The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides data for system tuning. MICS Performance Manager Option uses
workload characterization and batch initiator simulation methodology and software to accomplish workload analysis. In
addition, it performs z/OS behavior tracking by using information about batch activity for analysis of the Real Storage
Manager (RSM) and for tape drive simulation analysis.

MICS database files are summarized in the same manner across all products. Therefore, you can combine batch, TSO,
and operational information with information from other data sources. Combining data from multiple data sources allows
you to compare and correlate batch and system information with other application-specific data such as that from RMF,
CICS, IMS, DB2, and so on.

SMF Benefits

The Batch and Operations Analyzer contributes to the overall benefits that MICS provides. Those benefits fall into the
following broad categories:

• Improves day-to-day I/S management
• Reduces risk to the enterprise
• Controls and/or helps reduce costs
• Improves return on the I/S investment
• Increases productivity
• Improves planning

The material below explains how the Batch and Operations Analyzer contributes to these benefits.

Improves Day-to-Day I/S Management

• Allows managers to track batch and system usage and plan corrective actions that ensure smooth operations
• Allows you to identify problems quickly and accurately and to assess the impact of each in terms of the root cause and

what can be done to resolve it
• Allows you to measure and track the service levels being delivered for batch workloads

Reduces Risk to the Enterprise

• Allows I/S to define exceptional conditions and assess their impact
• Contributes to preventive maintenance activities
• Supports SMF interval recording, which reduces the amount of measurement data lost due to system outages
• Provides auditing and control capabilities for batch, TSO, system task, and spooling activity

Controls and/or Helps Reduce Costs

• Provides an equitable means of charging users for resources used
• Helps identify unused resources to help reduce costs
• Can replace other SMF reporting products, thus eliminating the costs associated with maintaining separate products

Improves Return on the I/S Investment

• Allows managers to gauge the quality of service that is being provided
• Provides a basis for chargeback of operating system and hardware resource usage, either through MICS Accounting

and Chargeback or through a user-developed costing process
• Improves your ability to understand, report on, and reduce batch, APPC/MVS TPs, spooling operations, and to a lesser

degree, TSO expenses

Increases Productivity
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• Makes it easier for less knowledgeable users to interpret the results of reports and use information in the data base
• Provides the opportunity to learn about the characteristics and uses of SMF data via the comprehensive Data

Dictionary and reports documentation
• Reduces the task of coordinating information from multiple sources so that you can report or analyze information at

both the enterprise and system levels
• Reduces the large quantities of SMF data to a manageable and easily used format

Improves Planning

• Allows managers to anticipate problems before the system is affected
• Provides the raw data and a common frame of reference for other analyses such as capacity and hardware planning,

workload balancing, and performance management
• Allows trend analysis through the use of summarized historical data

SMF Product Prerequisites

The Batch and Operations Analyzer runs in a MICS environment operating under z/OS.

You must have IBM's System Management Facility (SMF) active on your system. To ensure full Batch and Operations
Analyzer functionality, certain record types must be recorded. For more information, see the Batch Information Area
Structure and Operations Information Area Structure charts.

SMF Usage Guidelines
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides detailed analysis of z/OS batch and operations activity as seen in
SMF and user-entered data.

SMF (System Management Facility) operates exclusively on z/OS operating systems, storing data from many subsystems
and products. It is the set of all records written to SYS1.MANx data sets. These are system data sets used as a staging
area until they are dumped to permanent sequential log data sets, usually contained on tape. (Normally, this occurs at
least once every workday.) While SYS1.MANx data sets include SMF records written by other products such as RMF,
the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer handles only the set of SMF records that record information on the batch and
operations environments.

SMF is the primary recorder of consumption and activity data for:

• batch, TSO, started task, USS, and APPC/MVS TP workloads
• hardware configuration
• operator actions
• data management and movement
• system availability
• job entry subsystems
• remote entry devices and the network nodes connected to them
• online systems
• networks

The following sections describe methods for using the product data and the interfaces between the MICS Batch and
Operations Analyzer and other MICS products.

SMF Data Analysis
Several methods of operational and workload analysis using the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer are presented in
this section.

Administration
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The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides performance, throughput, and availability information that is vital in
establishing service level goals and agreements. In addition, the product can be valuable in determining the magnitude
of service degradation. Unauthorized use of the computer and other security violations can also be identified with product
data.

Resource Accounting and Chargeback

By providing input data to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Product or user-developed accounting systems, the
MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer allows for cost recovery of computer resources. In addition to its interface with the
MICS accounting product, batch and operations data, including elapsed time, CPU time, memory utilization, occupancy
time, and I/O device utilization, can be integrated into any accounting algorithm.

Reporting Batch Job Service

Batch job groups are a MICS structure that allows you to analyze batch job service and performance with respect to the
service requested and received. You can use this installation-defined information to determine if batch job service levels
have been missed, met, or exceeded.

Trend Analysis

You can identify trends and enforce standards by comparing measurements taken in the current month with similar
measurements for the previous month. Some uses of this technique include analyzing CPU time, I/O counts, and service
units.

Hardware Configuration Analysis

You can use the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer to support utilization studies for measuring hardware capacity or
to determine if the configuration is adequate for the needs of the enterprise. If the utilization is inappropriate for the users'
needs, appropriate budgetary actions can be taken.

Such an analysis performed daily or weekly will indicate dead hardware on the system and in addition will provide the
necessary information for operations to properly distribute the workload over each of the devices. This will minimize the
under-utilization or over-utilization of devices.

Application Program Analysis

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer can support a performance study of the programs that are used most frequently
to analyze their impact on the total workload. Once these programs are identified, they may be streamlined to reduce
program run times and overall data center workload.

Program Convention Analysis

Data from the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer can assist in performance studies to identify programming practices
that result in wasted or poorly used computer resources, with the objective being a reduction in total required computer
time for the workload being studied. Such a study can identify memory and devices allocated but not used, tape devices
used temporarily with extremely low volume, direct-access space allocated but not used, data sets on direct access using
secondary allocation, the profile of usage patterns for online systems, and abnormal terminations.

Bottleneck Analysis

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer can be a valuable tool in bottleneck studies to identify problems that result in
poor usage of the data center's capacity. The study's results can be used to maximize system usage and balance the
distribution of the workload over the available resources.

The product can support the study of usage trends for average job turnaround time, average job costs, total costs
recovered, number of unsuccessful runs, number of jobs submitted, memory utilization, direct-access device utilization,
magnetic tape drive utilization, spooling volume, and operator mount activity.

Operational Procedure Analysis

Using batch and operations data, your installation can identify operating practices that result in wasted resources or
poor service. The product can be used to identify resources lost as a result of system failures, jobs sitting in a wait status
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within the system, periods of the day when memory and devices are at low utilization levels, abends that are caused by
the operations staff, job failures because of resource contention, and jobs being scheduled into the wrong partitions or
regions.

Application System Analysis

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer can assist in a performance study to identify programs whose system design,
data flow, and database handling results in a wasteful use of computing system power. By first identifying the most
resource-intensive application systems and processing steps, it can target those processes that merit further study.
Spending the time to streamline the most resource-intensive jobs will produce the most benefit to the data center.

Installation Environment

The activities of installation environment include the monitoring of the I/S production environment to maintain the
operational readiness of hardware, software, communications network, and physical facilities. The percentage of system
abends, the number of system IPLs in a specified time period, the number of lines written to spool, and TSO messages
processed indicate operational readiness. The product can provide performance information by assessing, for example,
average CPU time per batch job.

Development

Development activities pertain to the creation, procurement, and modification of applications, hardware, networks,
software, management systems, facilities, and other resources. The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer files can aid
project management by providing assessments of resource usage for anticipated development work. This may include
counts on the number of jobs submitted for a development project, the usage of a specific piece of software, or the error
rates encountered.

Distributed Processing

APPC/MVS allows transaction programs (TPs) to establish conversations with other TPs in both z/OS and non-z/OS
environments. The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer files can be used to track the frequency and resource utilization
of any partner TPs executing under z/OS.

Printer Utilization Analysis

By analyzing the amount of time the writer was actively processing a print output data set, you can study the components
of job turnaround time and estimate printer utilization.

MICS SMF Product Interfaces
Data from the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer lends significant value to the use of other MICS products. These uses
are described briefly in the following sections:

• SMF Accounting and Chargeback Product Interface
• SMF Capacity Planner Interface
• SMF Performance Management Interface

SMF Accounting and Chargeback Component Interface

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides data elements for the MICS Accounting and Chargeback component
that allows data centers to bill for resource consumption.

The elements that can be billed per measurement unit are listed below. When the MICS Accounting and Chargeback
component produces invoices for data center users, users of SMF resources will be charged according to an algorithm
that uses the data available from these elements.
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• Job Level Accounting
• Step Level Accounting
• Spool Level Accounting
• APPC/MVS TP Accounting

Job Level Accounting

Job Resource Unit Charges

• Job MVS Service Units
• Job System Resource Units

Job CPU Charges

• Job CPU Instructions Executed
• Job CPU Time Consumed
• Job TCB CPU Time Consumed
• Job SRB CPU Time Consumed
• Job Hiperspace Processing CPU Time Consumed
• Job RCT CPU Time Consumed
• Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time Consumed
• Job zAAP CPU Time Consumed
• Job zIIP CPU Time Consumed

Job Memory Charges

• Job Real Memory Occupancy
• Job Virtual Memory Occupancy

Job APPC/MVS Data Transfer Charges

• Job APPC Data Received
• Job APPC Data Sent

Job Device I/O Charges

• Job Communication EXCPs
• Job DASD EXCPs
• Job Tape EXCPs
• Job Unit Record EXCPs
• Job Virtual I/O EXCPs
• Job Total EXCPs

Job Elapsed Charges

• Job Elapsed Execution Time
• Job Pseudo Elapsed Execution Time

Job Data Set Allocation Charges

• Job Total Data Set Allocations
• Job DASD Data Set Allocations
• Job Tape Data Set Allocations
• Job Communication Data Set Allocations
• Job Unit Record Data Set Allocations
• Job VIO Data Set Allocations
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Job Device Allocation Charges

• Job DASD Device Allocations
• Job DASD Mountable Device Allocations
• Job Tape Device Allocations
• Job Communication Device Allocations
• Job Unit Record Device Allocations
• Job VIO Device Allocations

Job Device Occupancy Charges

• Job DASD Occupancy Time (Hours)
• Job Tape Occupancy Time (Hours)
• Job Channel Path Hours
• Job Total I/O Hours
• Job Used I/O Hours
• Job DASD Occupancy Time (Minutes)
• Job Tape Occupancy Time (Minutes)
• Job Channel Path Minutes
• Job Total I/O Minutes
• Job Used I/O Minutes

Job Spool Charges

• Spool Output Processed (Total)
• Job Lines Printed (Local Impact)
• Job Printed (Remote)
• Job Lines Printed (Local Laser)
• Job Lines Printed (Local COMM)
• Job Cards Punched (Local Punch)
• Job Items Processed (User-defined)
• Job 3800 Pages Printed
• Job Lines Written to Spool
• Job Card Images Written to Spool
• Job Cards Images Read by Reader
• Job Cards Read from Spool

Job Minimum Charges

• Job Executions
• Job Step Executions
• Job JCL Errors
• TSO Sessions

Job Operator Mount Charges

• Job Specific DASD Mount
• Job Specific Tape Mount
• Job Non-Specific DASD Mount
• Job Non-Specific Tape Mount
• Job Total DASD Mounts
• Job Total Tape Mounts

Job TSO Terminal Charges
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• Job Terminal Connect Time
• Job Terminal (TGET/TPUT) I/O

Step Level Accounting

Step Resource Unit Charges

• Step Service Units
• Step TCB CPU Service Unit
• Step SRB CPU Service Units
• Step I/O Service Units
• Step Main Storage Service Units

Step CPU Charges

• Step CPU Instructions Executed
• Step CPU Time Consumed
• Step TCB CPU Time Consumed
• Step SRB CPU Time Consumed
• Step Hiperspace Processing CPU Time Consumed
• Step RCT CPU Time Consumed
• Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time Consumed
• Step zAAP CPU Time Consumed
• Step zIIP CPU Time Consumed

Step Memory Charges

• Step Real Memory Occupancy
• Step Virtual Memory Occupancy
• Step Page Seconds

Step APPC/MVS Data Transfer Charges

• Step APPC Data Received
• Step APPC Data Sent

Step Device I/O Charges

• Step Communication EXCPs
• Step DASD EXCPs
• Step Tape EXCPs
• Step Unit Record EXCPs
• Step Virtual I/O EXCPs
• Step Total EXCPs

Step Elapsed Charges

• Step Elapsed Execution Time
• Step Pseudo Elapsed Execution Time

Step Data Set Allocation Charges
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• Step Total Data Set Allocations
• Step DASD Data Set Allocations
• Step Tape Data Set Allocations
• Step Comm Data Set Allocations
• Step Unit Record Data Set Allocations
• Step VIO Data Set Allocations

Step Device Allocation Charges

• Step DASD Device Allocations
• Step DASD Mountable Device Allocations
• Step Tape Device Allocations
• Step Communication Device Allocations
• Step Unit Record Device Allocations
• Step VIO Device Allocations

Step Device Occupancy Charges

• Step DASD Occupancy Time (Hours)
• Step Tape Occupancy Time (Hours)
• Step Channel Path Hours
• Step Total I/O Hours
• Step Used I/O Hours
• Step DASD Occupancy Time (Minutes)
• Step Tape Occupancy Time (Minutes)
• Step Channel Path Minutes
• Step Total I/O Minutes
• Step Used I/O Minutes

Step Minimum Charges

• Step Executions

Step Operator Mount Charges

• Step Specific DASD Mount
• Step Specific Tape Mount
• Step Non-Specific DASD Mount
• Step Non-Specific Tape Mount
• Step Total DASD Mounts
• Step Total Tape Mounts

Step TSO Terminal Charges

• Step Terminal Connect Time
• Step Terminal (TGET/TPUT) I/O

Spool Level Accounting

Special Spool Charges
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• Spool Output Processed (Total)
• Spool Lines Printed (Local Impact)
• Spool Printed (Remote)
• Spool Lines Printed (Local Laser)
• Spool Lines Printed (Local COMM)
• Spool Cards Punched (Local Punch)
• Spool Items Processed (User-defined)
• Spool 3800 Pages Printed
• Spool 6670 Pages Printed
• Spool Special Forms Charges

APPC/MVS TP Accounting

Transaction Program CPU Charges

• Number of TP Instructions Executed
• TP TCB+SRB CPU Time Consumed
• TP TCB CPU Time Consumed
• TP SRB CPU Time Consumed

Transaction Program Data Transfer Charges

• TP APPC Data Received
• TP APPC Data Sent
• Blocks Transferred
• Total Device Connect Time

SMF Capacity Planner Interface

The MICS Capacity Planner can make extensive use of the Batch and Operations Analyzer for studies to establish job
classifications, analyze JES spool activity, track the print load of remote printers, track the resource requirements for
individual applications, and implement innumerable other analysis.

All the files in the Batch Information Area are useful for capacity planning studies. Among the individual elements that you
can study for basic on-demand analyses are:

ACCTNO1
Account Code 1

ACCTNO2
Account Code 2

ACCTNO3
Account Code 3

JOB
Job Identification

JOBGROUP
Job Group

JOBCLASS
Job Input Class

RACFGRID
RACF Group ID
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JOBCPUTM
Job CPU Time

JOBEDASD
DASD EXCPS

JOBETAPE
Tape EXCPS

JOBNLR
Total Logical Writer Records

JOBSRBTM
Job SRB CPU Time

JOBTCBTM
Job TCB CPU Time

PROGRAM
Program Name

PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

PGMCPUTM
Step CPU Time

PGMEDASD
DASD EXCPS

PGMETAPE
Tape EXCPS

PGMSRBTM
Step SRB CPU Time

PGMTCBTM
Step TCB CPU Time

PGMMXTAP
Max Tape Devices Allocated

FORMNUM
Form Number

ROUTE
Route Number

SYSOUT
SYSOUT Class

SPLFEET
Number of Feet Printed

SPLNLR
Logical Writer Records

SPLPGE
Page Count

SPLPPGE
PSF Page Count
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More advanced capacity planning studies can use the following elements:

JOBHIPTM
Job Hiperspace CPU Time

JOBHIPI
Job Hiperspace Page Ins

JOBHIPO
Job Hiperspace Page Outs

JOBSYSAB
Job System Abends

JOBUSRAB
Job User Abends

PGMCPGIN
Common Area Page Ins

PGMDSV
Data Space Storage Used

PGMHIPI
Step Hiperspace Page Ins

PGMHIPO
Step Hiperspace Page Outs

PGMHIRF
Step Hiperspace Read Fails

PGMLPAPG
LPA Page Ins

PGMPGIN
Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

PGMPGOUT
Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

PGMPGSEC
Page Seconds

PGMPGST
Pages Stolen

PGMPGSWI
Pages Swapped In

PGMPGSWO
Pages Swapped Out

PGMSYSAB
Step System Abends

PGMUSRAB
Step User Abends

PGMVPGIN
VIO Page Ins

PGMVPGOT
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VIO Page Outs

PGMVRCLM
VIO Reclaims

SMF Performance Management Interface

Integrating the MICS database among all MICS products allows you to use files from the MICS Batch and Operations
Analyzer as input to the MICS Performance Management Product. Examples of these interfaces are described below.

Real Storage Management

The MICS Performance Management Product uses the Batch User Program Activity File (BATPGM), System Task
Program Activity File (BAT_ST), and SMF User TSO Activity File (BAT_TS) to allow you to manage real storage. With
additional input from the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer, you can use the Real Storage Management Analysis
Reports to track the allocation of real storage on a monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly level.

Paging and swapping workloads are reported to allow analysis of the relation between real storage allocation and the
operation of the page/swap subsystem. Real storage requirements at the performance group level are reported to help
you in evaluating the impact of new applications or users, or the growth of existing applications. Swapping statistics are
reported to assist you in investigating swapping overhead.

I/O Analysis Requirements

The I/O Analysis inquiries, a product of the MICS Performance Management Product, provide tape analysis inquiries that
allow you to analyze time periods that have significant tape drive availability problems. You can also model the effects of
moving existing work to different time periods, adding additional tape demand, and tape drive improvements.

Batch Initiator Simulation

The Batch Initiator Simulation feature provided by the MICS Performance Management Product allows you to evaluate the
effect of modifying the job class or initiator structure for your workload. It provides a simulator that evaluates the initiator
utilization and the input queue time of the selected jobs under the proposed initiator structure. It then produces several
reports.

The Initiator Busy Report displays the number of jobs processed by each initiator and the percent of time that the initiator
was occupied. If the initiator serves multiple classes, figures are provided by class and for the entire initiator.

The Job Queue Size Report provides queue statistics for each reporting interval of the simulation. The maximum queue
length, the queue length at the end of the interval, and the number of arrivals is provided for each class.

The Job Input Queue Time Report consists of a plot for each class. Each plot presents a comparison of the actual and
simulated queue times for jobs in that class.

The Job Class Throughput Report presents a comparison of actual and simulated throughput for reporting periods.
Average queue times are also provided, and all figures are broken down by job class.

The interface between the two products supplies crucial information for I/S performance management.

SMF Reports
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer produces reports using the batch and interactive reporting facilities of MICS.
The reports can be categorized as standard analysis, MICF inquiry, management objective, exception reports, and CSV
(Comma Separated Value) extracts.

MICS standard analysis reports provide a concise representation of a data center's workload, resource use, and response
to the workload.
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MICF inquiries are printer reports and color graphics that are accessed via the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
MICF inquiries produce meaningful reports from the MICS database and provide you with the flexibility to code and save
your own report formats.

Management reports provide a concise graphic or tabular representation of the data center's processing objectives and
how well they have been met.

Exception reports contain an integrated and itemized list of the problems impacting a data center's effectiveness in terms
of availability, service, workload, standards, security, and performance. Exception reports are discussed in Chapter 4 of
this guide.

CSV extracts are a list of data extracted from the MICS database and stored in Comma Separated Value (CSV) format.
The information extracted is accessible via the MICS Workstation and can automatically generate charts using the MICS
Reporting application.

SAS ODS graphics inquiries are MICF inquiries that produce SAS ODS graphical output. These reports are accessed via
the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).

This section discusses the report categories and how reports are produced:

• Standard Analysis Reports
• MICF Inquiries
• Management Objective Reports
• CSV Extracts
• SAS ODS Graphics

SMF Reporting and Inquiry Facilities Overview
MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer standard reports and online inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information to
help you manage both the batch and operations environments.

The Analyzer provides management reports, standard analysis reports, and exception reports that you can use as
delivered or tailor to your specific requirements. You can also use MICF and the standard SAS Language interface to
create on-demand reports.

Management Reports

The management reports that are distributed with the Batch and Operations Analyzer provide a concise, graphical, or
tabular representation of the data center's processing objectives and how well they have been met.

You define the objectives through a series of parameters; then produce the reports during normal daily, weekly, or monthly
MICS processing. You can activate or deactivate the reports for any given timespan (daily, weekly, or monthly).

You can produce the following management reports for batch activity:

Management Report Function

Batch Job Initiation
Quantifies the number of batch job initiations over a period of time. The user establishes a management objective for
the number of jobs initiated and the report produces vertical bars, by time period, that indicate how closely the system is
performing to the objective. The report also indicates whether jobs are meeting user-defined turnaround objectives.

Batch Job Turnaround Received
Quantifies batch service received for all jobs. The user establishes a management objective for the percentage of jobs
that should be meeting their user-defined turnaround specification. Vertical bars, by time period, indicate how closely the
system is performing to the objective.

Batch Job Group Turnaround Received
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Provides the same information as the Batch Job Turnaround Received Report, except that a separate report is produced
for each user- defined job grouping. Job groups allow the user to break down the batch workload into segments for finer
analysis.

Batch Resource Consumption
Quantifies batch resource consumption for all jobs. The user establishes a management objective for the number of
service units that should be consumed by batch work during a given period of time. Vertical bars, by time period, indicate
how closely the system is performing to the objective.

Standard Analysis Reports

Standard analysis reports are produced on an as-needed basis and provide concise batch and operating system
information in the form of reports, graphs, charts, and plots. Generally, these reports are used as part of regular
management practices and when in-depth analysis is required.

You can produce the following standard analysis reports for batch and operations activity:

Standard Analysis Report Function

For more information and report samples, see the SMF Standard Analysis Reports section.

System Availability
Identifies and quantifies the system IPLs and provides a distribution of IPLs by reason code. The report is an effective way
to monitor system downtime.

Configuration Trace
Provides a concise configuration history, from equipment configuration at the time of IPL to the current time. The report
identifies any configuration activity that may have caused serious performance or availability problems.

System Incident
Provides a precise report that traces critical operational system events such as IPLs, parameter changes, time of day
resets, and any other important conditions. By analyzing this report, you can verify that important system parameters are
in effect and have been specified correctly.

Standard analysis reports include a series of predefined MICF inquiries. These inquiries, like the reports described above,
are designed to be run on an as-needed basis. You can also use them as templates for designing your own inquiries.

The predefined MICF inquiries are delivered with the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

Inquiry Name Function

Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers
Produces a table, in descending frequency, of the batch jobs that used the highest number of service units on the previous
day. The report identifies jobs that are utilizing resources inefficiently and/or inappropriately.

Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels
Provides a frequency distribution of the number of jobs that abnormally terminated because of cancellation, due to factors
such as using too much CPU time or printing more lines of output than are allowed by the system. Such jobs represent
wasted resources since they typically have to be rerun.

Daily Job Abend Analysis
Produces a table of job termination codes summarized by the first three characters of the job name. For example, the
report can be used to learn the number of jobs beginning with M00 that terminated with a 322 abend (too much CPU time)
the previous day. You can modify the inquiry to report by characteristics other than the job name prefix.

Daily JCL Errors
Produces a table showing jobs that were terminated due to JCL errors the previous day. This inquiry is particularly useful
when looking for failing production JCL. The reader timestamp and JES job number are provided to help identify jobs that
need JCL attention.
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Operational and User Program Abends
Provides a summary of the resources wasted (execution and CPU time) due to operational abends such as 322 and D37
abends or user program abends (OCx abends). The report can point out specific areas needing attention.

Monthly Printed Output Trend
Provides a vertical bar chart of the number of lines printed by shift during each of the previous six months. This trend
report can be used to monitor printer capacity and estimate future capacity.

Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking
Provides a tabular listing of jobs that printed at a specified remote printer. This report can be used to identify jobs that use
large number of print lines, and the time of day they run so that, if necessary, you can reschedule such jobs to run during
a less busy time of day.

Daily JES Remote
Provides a horizontal bar chart of the number of logical writer records transmitted to remote JES workstations. A bar is
produced, in ascending order of usage, for each JES route number within shift. This report can be used to de- termine
whether work stations are being used effectively, and whether additional capacity will be needed as workloads grow.

Daily Special Forms Used by Shift:
Produces a frequency distribution based on the number of times each form number was used during a user-defined shift
(zone) for the preceding day. This report can be used to identify frequently used forms that could possibly be converted to
"form flash" applications to save printing costs and reduce operator interventions.

Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP
Produces a tabular listing of batch jobs that used the utility. Because using this utility can result in modules that are
incompatible with the source code used to create them, this inquiry can be used to help spot potential problems caused by
such incompatibilities.

Exception Analyzer Reports

The MICS Platform provides an Exception Analyzer that works with MICS Data Integration Applications to provide
consolidated reporting of exception conditions across systems and data sources.

An "exception" is any condition that deviates from the expected norm, or any missed objective in system performance or
service. MICS Data Integration Applications detect exceptions by testing daily data against user-defined thresholds. Each
application has an exception value analyzer to help determine those thresholds. Each detected exception is assigned a
severity level and is associated with a management area.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer is delivered with several exception tests, and you can easily add your own
tests. The exception reports produce increasing levels of detail to address the needs of different audiences. When
combined with exceptions from other MICS applications, they comprise a powerful diagnostic tool for your organization.

Exception Report Function

Exception Management Overview
Provides a concise, high-level summary of the exceptions reported for the previous day. The report lists, in terms of
severity, the number of exceptions for each defined management area. It gives upper management a quick assessment of
the operation's stability.

Management Area Exception
Provides an hourly summary of exceptions encountered for a specific management area (e.g., performance or
availability), and the number and severity of each exception type that occurred during an hour. Typically, first-level
management personnel who are responsible for defined management areas use this inquiry.

Severity Level Exception
Provides an hourly summary of exceptions encountered for a given severity level, allowing quick assessment of the
different types of exceptions in each level. It gives managers, performance analysts, and system programmers an
integrated picture of the different problems that may have affected the data center in a given hour.
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Detail Exception
Provides a detailed list, in order of occurrence, of exceptions that have been detected. This report is produced from the
MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). You may selectively produce it online using different selection criteria, including
date and time range, severity level, management area, and so on. You can use this report on an as-needed basis to
obtain the necessary background detail for effective analysis of the reported exceptions.

Ad Hoc Reporting Facilities

The specific information needed to manage a large I/S organization varies from day to day. MICS addresses those
needs with interactive capabilities that allow fast response to the most complex requests for information. The interactive
capabilities are:

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

MICF, a panel-oriented productivity tool, allows you to access information in the MICS database. When you define input,
selection criteria, and report options, MICF fulfills your request by executing the program either in batch or interactive
mode. Then, according to your specifications, MICF either prints the results of your request, displays the results at your
terminal, or catalogs the results for later viewing.

The Standard SAS Language Interface

An advanced analysis language enhances the analytical capabilities of your staff and improves the sophistication of their
decision making. The advanced analysis language used in MICS is SAS, a powerful fourth-generation language that
provides easy data manipulation, statistical analysis, and coding facilities for programmers who are conducting extensive
analysis or designing new reports for I/S business applications. MICS uses the SAS system both for data management
and as an advanced analysis language.

The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment in which the SAS system can be used interactively
or in batch mode.

SMF Standard Analysis Reports
Standard analysis reports, run in batch mode, describe system workload, resource use, and response time. They are
described in the following sections:

• System Availability Report
• Configuration Trace Report
• System Incident Report
• Running the Standard Analysis Reports

SMF System Availability Report

The System Availability Report provides a concise and effective reporting of the system downtime based on IPL statistics
in the SMF System Status Record, type 90. The type 90 IPL record (subtype 8) is an optional record for SMF and should
be activated to use this reporting facility. The SMF option PROMPT or ALL must be on for this record to be recorded. For
the report to be useful, it is also necessary that the console operator give an accurate reply at IPL time. The report also
assumes the reason code will be located in the first four bytes of the IPL reason supplied at IPL time. For a sample list of
IPL reason codes, see SMF Operations Information Area.

The System Availability File (OPSAVL) in the Operations Information Area maintains a record for every IPL that is
recorded. The user can record a reason code and downtime measure at the time of IPL, which are included in the
SMF System Status Record. Using the SAS/Full Screen Product (FSP) or standard PROC EDITOR, the MICS System
Administrator may also edit the applicable IPL record in the MICS System Availability File and enter post-IPL reason
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codes and downtime estimates for the outage. This data is then used to produce a detail list of IPLs and a distribution (bar
chart) of downtime by reason code.

System Availability Report Sample

   

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   |                                                   CA MICS                                               

          |

   |                                             DETAIL IPL TRACE                                            

          |

   |                                         SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=PROD                                      

          |

   |                                                                                                         

          |

   |  DATETIME              CODE  DOWN TIME           REASON                                                 

          |

  

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   | 01MAY14:11:59:35.15 |  1500 | 1:02:00 | HEAD CRASH ON SYSPL4                                            

          |

   | 03MAY14:15:39:35.15 |  1100 | 2:39:59 | CENTRAL PROCESSOR STOPPED                                       

          |

  

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

   |  TOTAL IPLS: 2          TOTAL DOWNTIME: 3:41:59                                                         

          |

   |  THE MEAN TIME BETWEEN THE ABOVE IPLS IS: 3:40:00                                                       

          |

  

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

                                                     CA MICS

                      THE NUMBER OF IPLS AND THE TOTAL DOWN TIME FOR EACH IPL REASON CODE

                                             SYSTEM IDENTIFIER=PROD

 

BAR CHART OF SUMS

 

AVLORCD   OPERATOR REASON CODE FOR DOWN TIME                                                              FREQ

     AVLODTM

                                                                                                             

          SUM

          |

1100      |********************************************************************************************      1

     2:39:59

          |

1500      |*************************************                                                             1

     1:02:00

          |

          ----------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----
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                 0:16:40   0:33:20   0:50:00   1:06:40   1:23:20   1:40:00   1:56:40   2:13:20   2:30:00

 

                                             OPERATOR REPORTED DOWN TIME

 

SMF Configuration Trace Report

The Configuration Trace Report provides a concise and effective reporting of the hardware configuration activity, starting
with the hardware configuration at the time of IPL and continuing to the current time. It contains a precise tracing of the
configuration at IPL and itemizes each device action (for example, VARY CHANNEL ON) that has taken place since the
IPL. The report is particularly effective in resolving performance and availability problems caused by improper system
configuration.

The Operations Configuration File (OPSCON) in the Operations Information Area maintains a record for every device that
was on the system at IPL and for every allocation and vary action. The reporting process prints out the contents of these
records based on user-specified selection criteria. The reporting program puts the incident and configuration records into
a report that condenses the records into an easy-to-read and useful report. For example, the IPL Configuration records
are listed by device type, with sequential addresses represented by the first and last address of each sequence. Thus, if
the report finds 3390 disks on addresses 981, 983, 984, 985, and 986, it will print 'DASD 3390: 981 983-986'.

A separate report is printed for each SYSID in the file. Each page heading gives the SYSID and the date of the first
record. Every date change is printed in the time column and every hour change is separated by a dashed line. A report
printed with the system defaults starts reporting at the time of the last IPL and continues to the end of the file. The first
page or two show the conditions at the time of the IPL and succeeding pages show changes to the initial conditions. A
close look at this information shows the system configuration for any point in time.

Configuration Trace Report Sample

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                                                                                              |

|                                                           CA                                                                 |

|                                                         CA MICS                                                              |

|                                                                                                                              |

|                                                    CONFIGURATION TRACE                                                       |

|                                                 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=S008                                                   |

|                                                                                                                              |

| DATE=26DEC14                                                                                                                 |

| TIME          EVENT            EVENT DESCRIPTION                                                                             |

+-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| 23:03:26.27 | IPL CONFIG.    | COMMGEAR TP:       1C0 560 580 AE0                                                            |

|             |                | CTC CTC:           700-704 708 70D-712 71A-71F 801                                            |

|             |                | DASD 3380:         220-226 230-233 640-647 651-653 655 6C3 6C7 960-967 970-977                |

|             |                | DASD 3390:         8C0-8C3 8C5-8DF 8E2-8E7 8E9-8ED 8EF-8FD 8FF                                |

|             |                | GRAPHICS 3277/8:   040-06C 06E-07F 540-55E B00 B32                                            |

|             |                | UNIT-REC 2540-

P:   00D                                                                        |

|             |                | UNIT-REC 2540-

R:   00C                                                                        |

|             |                | UNIT-

REC 3211:     202 D02                                                                    |

| 23:03:26.38 | CPU IPL        | CPUMODEL=3090, CPUID=0                                                                        |
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|             |                | CPUMODEL=3090, CPUID=1                                                                        |

| 23:40:02.49 | ALLOC RECOV    | TAPE 3400:3A2, USER=USR123AA  26DEC90:23:38:12.12                                             |

| 23:40:12.25 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3480:         7C0-7C3                                                                    |

| 23:40:31.35 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3480:         7C8-7CB                                                                    |

| 23:41:08.46 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3400:         3A0-3A2                                                                    |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| DATE=27DEC90|                |                                                                                               |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 16:26:42.21 | VARY OFFLINE   | TAPE 3400:         3A2                                                                        |

| 16:31:16.73 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3400:         3A2                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 17:23:01.34 | VARY OFFLINE   | TAPE 3480:         7C0                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 19:11:31.78 | VARY OFFLINE   | TAPE 3400:         3A1                                                                        |

| 19:12:32.91 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3400:         3A1                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 20:14:25.76 | VARY OFFLINE   | TAPE 3400:         3A1                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 23:14:21.13 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3480:         7C0                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| DATE=28DEC90|                |                                                                                               |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 18:04:07.36 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3400:         3A1                                                                        |

| 18:04:14.31 | VARY OFFLINE   | TAPE 3400:         3A2                                                                        |

| 18:06:40.30 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3400:         3A2                                                                        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| 23:18:11.23 | VARY ONLINE    | TAPE 3480:         7C0                                                                        |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SMF System Incident Report

The System Incident Report provides concise and effective reporting of system and operator activity, starting with the
software definitions at the time of IPL and continuing up to the current time. It produces a precise report tracing the system
actions as recorded by SMF. The report is particularly effective in resolving performance and availability problems caused
by improper system configuration.

The Operations Incident File (OPSOPI) in the Operations Information Area maintains a record for each SMF-recorded
incident. The reporting process formats the contents of these records based on user-specified selection criteria. A
separate report is printed for each SYSID in the file. Each page heading gives the SYSID and the date of the first record.
Every date change is printed in the time column and every hour change is separated by a dashed line.
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A report printed with the system defaults starts reporting at the time of the last IPL in the file and continues to the end of
the file. The first page or two show the conditions at the time of the IPL, and succeeding pages show changes to the initial
conditions. A close look at this information shows the system software configuration for any point in time.

System Incident Report Sample

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                                                                                              |

|                                                           CA                                                                 |

|                                                         CA MICS                                                              |

|                                                                                                                              |

|                                                      SYSTEM INCIDENT                                                         |

|                                                 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=S008                                                   |

|                                                                                                                              |

| DATE=26DEC14                                                                                                                 |

| TIME          EVENT            EVENT DESCRIPTION                                                                             |

+-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| 23:03:26.27 | IPL            | JOB WAIT TIME=6:00:00.00, VIRTUAL STORAGE=2048M, REAL STORAGE=96M                             |

| 23:03:26.38 | IPL SMF        | MAXDORM=0:30:00.00, STATUS=1:00:00.00, JOB WAIT TIME=6:00:00.00, MINIMUM SMF BUFFERS=10,      |

|             |                | MAXIMUM SMF BUFFERS=10, PROMPT=NONE, TEMPORARY DATA SET RECORDING=N, LISTDSN=Y,               |

|             |                | ACTIVE SMF DSN= , SMF DETAIL RECORDING=N                                                      |

|             |                |   SUB SYSTEM NAME=STC, SMF RECORDING INTERVAL=0:30:00.00, DETAIL=N                            |

|             |                |     EXITS: UTL UJI USI UJV ACTRT USO UJP U84                                                  |

|             |                |            U83 U29                                                                            |

|             |                |     TYPES: 0-13 20-61 70-255                                                                  |

|             |                |   SUB SYSTEM NAME=SYS, SMF RECORDING INTERVAL=0:30:00.00, DETAIL=N                            |

|             |                |     EXITS: U29 UTL UJI USI UJV ACTRT U84 U83                                                  |

|             |                |     TYPES: 0-13 20-61 70-255                                                                  |

|             |                |   SUB SYSTEM NAME=TSO, SMF RECORDING INTERVAL=0:30:00.00, DETAIL=N                            |

|             |                |     EXITS: U83 U84 ACTRT UJV USI UJI UTL U29                                                  |

|             |                |     TYPES: 0-31 33-255                                                                        |

| 23:03:26.38 | IPL SRM        | IPS=IEAIPSDI, OPT=IEAOPT00, ICS=IEAICSDI, TOD=27DEC90:04:03:26.24                             |

| 23:03:37.68 | SET MPF        | OLD= , NEW=MPFLST01, TOD=27DEC90:04:03:37.55                                                  |

| 23:03:44.50 | SET DAE        | OLD= , NEW=ADYSET00, TOD=27DEC90:04:03:44.36                                                  |

| 23:03:53.84 | JES2           | CMD=S JES2, START=W, AUTO INITIATOR=N, LIST REPL CARD=Y                                       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

| DATE=27DEC14|                |                                                                                               |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  0:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=12, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=348, RECORDS=3399       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  1:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=9, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=450, RECORDS=3656        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  2:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=10, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=489, RECORDS=3550       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  3:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=11, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=458, RECORDS=3408       |
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|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  4:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=9, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=536, RECORDS=6019        |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  5:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=10, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=530, RECORDS=4691       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  6:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=10, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=438, RECORDS=3517       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|  7:03:26.25 | SMF STATUS     | TIMES SUSPENDED=0, MAX BUFFERS USED=11, NUMBER OF SMF BUFFERS WRITTEN=382, RECORDS=3194       |

|-------------+----------------

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

SMF Running the Standard Analysis Reports

The Standard Analysis Reports are run in batch by coding the unique control statements required for each report and then
submitting the appropriate JCL stream.

System Availability Report

The System Availability Report uses no control statements. You can run the report by submitting the following JCL:

//jobname JOB .....

//S1 EXEC MICSSHRi <---     i is the data base proc ID

//SYSIN DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(SMFAVRPT),DISP=SHR

 

Configuration Trace Report and System Incident Report

Use the following JCL to submit the Configuration Trace Report and the System Incident Report. To define the report
options, modify the SMFUOPTS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS, which is specified by the USEROPTS DD statement.

//jobname JOB .....

//S1 EXEC MICSSHRi <---        i is the data base proc ID

//SYSIN DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(SMFOPRPT),DISP=SHR

//USEROPTS DD DSN=prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFUOPTS),DISP=SHR

Report Options

All report options are specified in SMFUOPTS. The SMFUOPTS member must have at least a blank line (default values
are then used for the report options). If the SMFUOPTS member is null (no lines) the report generator abends.

      STARTDAY= DATE7. ddmmmyy   Date to start the report

      STARTHR=  NUMBER nn        Hour of start date

STARTDAY is all that is required to define the report beginning. If STARTHR is omitted, an hour of zero is used.

Default:
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• If a report end time is specified using the ENDDAY/ENDHR report options, the report begins at the last IPL before the
report end for each SYSID in the OPSOPI file.

• If the report end is not specified, the report begins at the last IPL for each SYSID in the OPSOPI01 file.

      ENDDAY=   DATE7. ddmmmyy   Date to end the report

      ENDHR=    NUMBER nn        Hour of end date

ENDDAY is all that is required to define the report end. If ENDHR is omitted, a value of 23 hours 59 minutes, 59 seconds
is used. This means that specifying a STARTDAY of 10JUN91 and an ENDDAY of 10JUN91 generates a report from
00:00:00 to 23:59:59 for 10JUN91.

ENDHR has 59 minutes and 59 seconds added to it. This means that if you specify ENDHR=15, the report includes all
records through 15:59:59.

Default: The report end time defaults to the end of data for each SYSID in the OPSOPI01/OPSCON01 files.

      SYSTEM=   $4.             System to be reported

SYSTEM serves to limit the report. If SYSTEM is specified, the report excludes all other SYSIDs in the OPSOPI file.

Default: The report generator reports on all SYSIDs found in the OPSOPI01 file up to a limit of 999.

      OPI=      $1.             System Incident Report? Y/N

OPI=Y generates the System Incident Report.

OPI=N suppresses the System Incident Report.

Default: Y - The report generator produces a System Incident Report.

      CON=      $1.             Configuration Trace? Y/N

CON=Y generates the Configuration Trace Report.

CON=N suppresses the Configuration Trace Report.

Default: Y - The report generator produces a System Incident Report.

 

 

      MODE=     $8.             Separate or combine the two

                                report types for each SYSID

                                SEPARATE/COMBINE

MODE is ignored unless both OPI and CON equal Y or both OPI and CON are omitted (defaulting to Y).

MODE=COMBINE tells the report generator to combine the Configuration Trace and System Incident data into a single
report for each SYSID.

MODE=SEPARATE tells the report generator to produce separate Configuration Trace and System Incident reports for
each SYSID.

Default: SEPARATE - Separate reports are produced.

      DEBUG=    $1.             Produce a diagnostics report?

                                Y/N
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DEBUG=Y produces a separate diagnostics report for for all SYSIDs found in the OPSOPI01 file. This report helps you
identify any discrepancies between what you expected and what you received from the report generator. It shows whether
data could be found in the OPSOPI01 and OPSCON01 files to generate an Incident or Configuration report, and if not,
why. It also reports for both the OPSCON01 and OPSOPI01 files:

• Total records for each SYSID
• Number of records selected for reports
• Number of records rejected for reports

The diagnostics report is generated ahead of the Configuration Trace and System Incident reports.

DEBUG=N suppresses the diagnostics report.

Default: Y - The diagnostic report is produced.

All SMFUOPTS are read by using the SAS "named input" technique. For example, the statement INPUT STARTDAY= is
used to read in the STARTDAY. It should be on the data card as STARTDAY=DDMMMYY. Use a / to continue the report
options on extra lines. For example:

      OPI=Y CON=Y STARTDAY=21JUN90 /

      ENDDAY=23JUN90 ENDHR=12 /

      MODE=SEPARATE DEBUG=Y

Running the report generator with the default values (a blank line in member SMFUOPTS) results in a diagnostics report
on all SYSIDs encountered in the OPSOPI01 and OPSCON01 files and a System Incident and Configuration Trace report
for each SYSID with an IPL record in the OPSOPI01 file. The report begins with the last IPL event in the OPSOPI01 file
for each SYSID.

Diagnostic Report

The sample diagnostic report shown in Figure 3-4 was generated using the following report options:

      ENDDAY=26DEC90 ENDHR=8

The SYSID column shows each SYSID encountered in the OPSOPI and OPSCON files.

The DATA FOR REPORT column value is either YES or NO. If YES, reports were generated for the SYSID. If NO, MICS
was unable to find data for the SYSID that met the report option specifications.

The REASON column is only populated if the DATA FOR REPORT value is NO. Possible REASON values are:

• SYSID REJECT
The SYSTEM= option specified a particular SYSID to report on. All other SYSIDs have SYSID REJECT in the
REASON column.

• TIME REJECTED
Data could not be found in the OPSOPI and/or OPSCON file(s) to meet the STARTDAY= (STARTHR=) and/or
ENDDAY= (ENDHR=) options for the SYSID.

• NO IPL RECORD
STARTDAY= was not specified and the report generator was unable to find an IPL event in the OPSOPI file that
occurred before the report end time for the SYSID.

The REPORT START TIME and REPORT END TIME columns define the timespan that encompasses the reports for
each SYSID. The REPORT START TIME will have a value of '..... MISSING ....' if the REASON column has a value of
'NO IPL RECORD.' Both REPORT START TIME and REPORT END TIME will have values of '..... MISSING ....' if the
REASON column has a value of 'SYSID REJECT.'

The OPSCON FILE RECORDS section has three columns:
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• TOTAL
Total number of records in the OPSCON file for the SYSID.

• SELECT
Number of records selected for the Configuration Trace Report.

• REJECT
Number of records excluded from the Configuration Trace Report.

The OPSOPI FILE RECORDS section has three columns:

• TOTAL
Total number of records in the OPSOPI file the SYSID.

• SELECT
Number of records selected for the System Incident Report.

• REJECT
Number of records excluded from the System Incident Report.

In cases where the DATA FOR REPORT column has a value of NO, the value in the SELECT columns is NONE and the
value in the REJECT columns is ALL.

• MICSLOG
MICSLOG contains a detailed description of the report options you specified and how they were interpreted by the
report generator. Any options you omitted are presented with the default values. Examining MICSLOG shows you
exactly what the report generator intends to produce. Any unacceptable options that are overridden by the report
generator are highlighted in MICSLOG.

• Overrides
If any report options are unacceptable, they are overridden by the report generator. If this happens, the first page of
your System Incident and/or Configuration Trace reports will be a banner telling you that one or more report options
were overridden. You are referred to MICSLOG to see which options were overridden, why, and how.
Overrides occur for the following report option errors:
– STARTDAY/(STARTHR) later than ENDDAY/(ENDHR)
– STARTHR specified without STARTDAY

Both of these conditions result in reports generated as though you omitted STARTDAY and STARTHR.
– ENDHR specified without ENDDAY

This results in reports generated as though you omitted ENDDAY and ENDHR.
– CON=X where X is neither Y nor N

OPI=X where X is neither Y nor N
If a character other than Y or N is used for the CON or OPI option, the report generator uses Y.

– CON=N and OPI=N
Running SMFOPRPT with both report types suppressed results in both report types generated as though you
specified CON=Y and OPI=Y.

– DEBUG=X where X is not Y or N.
If a character other than Y or N is used for the DEBUG option, the report generator uses Y.

– MODE=XXXXXXXX where XXXXXXXX is not SEPARATE or COMBINE.
If MODE is not SEPARATE or COMBINE, the report generator uses SEPARATE.

• Report Processing Errors
– If the SMFUOPTS member is empty, the report program abends with a U998, and MICSLOG tells you to add a

blank line to the SMFUOPTS member.
– If more than 999 SYSIDs are found in the OPSOPI01 and OPSCON01 files, the report generator abends with A

U998.
• Sample SMFUOPTS Member

      STARTDAY=10JAN91 STARTHR=08 SYSTEM=PROD CON=Y OPI=Y /
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      ENDDAY=10JAN91 ENDHR=17 DEBUG=Y MODE=COMBINE

These report options produce:

• Diagnostic report on all SYSIDs encountered in the OPSOPI01 file.
• Combined System Incident and Configuration Trace report for SYSID PROD from 08:00:00 January 10, 1991 through

5:59:59 pm on the same day.

SMFOPRPT Diagnostic Report Sample

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                             CA                                             

                    |

|                                                           CA MICS                                          

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                OPSOPI AND OPSCON FILE SUMMARY                              

                    |

|                                          REPORT RECORD SELECTION/REJECTION ANALYSIS                        

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|       | DATA   |                |       REPORT       |       REPORT       |   OPSCON FILE RECORDS    | 

 OPSOPI FILE RECORDS    |

|       | FOR    |                |       START        |        END         |                          |     

                    |

| SYSID | REPORT |     REASON     |        TIME        |        TIME        |  TOTAL   SELECT   REJECT | TOTAL

   SELECT   REJECT |

+-------+--------+----------------+--------------------+--------------------+--------+--------+--------

+-------+--------+--------+

| SYSA  |  NO    |  NO IPL RECORD | ..... MISSING .... | 26DEC1990:08:59:59 |    256 |   NONE |    ALL |    98

 |   NONE |    ALL |

+-------+--------+----------------+--------------------+--------------------+--------+--------+--------

+-------+--------+--------+

| SYSB  |  YES   |                | 26DEC1990:01:18:23 | 26DEC1990:08:59:59 |    807 |    157 |    650 |   210

 |     14 |    196 |

+-------+--------+----------------+--------------------+--------------------+--------+--------+--------

+-------+--------+--------+

| SYSC  |  YES   |                | 26DEC1990:01:20:32 | 26DEC1990:08:59:59 |   1222 |    150 |   1072 |   224

 |     14 |    210 |

+-------+--------+----------------+--------------------+--------------------+--------+--------+--------

+-------+--------+--------+
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SMF MICF Inquiries
The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides the following MICF inquiries:

MICF Distributed Inquiries
Report Class Report Name Report Identifier

Color Graphics List Printer Graphics
General Daily Top 20 Batch Reso

urce Consumers
SMFLDF

Daily Job Abends via Exi
t Cancels

SMFLD1

Daily Job Abend Analysis SMFLD2
Daily JCL Errors SMFLJC
Operational and User Pro
gram Abends

SMFPD9

Monthly Printed Output T
rend Report

SMFPM8

Address Space zAAP CP
U Activity Report

SMFLS1

Address Space zIIP CPU
 Activity Report

SMFLS2

Workload Daily RJE Remote Printe
r Tracking

SMFLDG

Daily JES Remote Usage SMFLDH
Daily Special Forms Use
 by Shift

SMFLDI

Security Daily Batch Users of SUP
ERZAP

SMFLDA

MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
Indicates the three-character product identifier.

p
Indicates the type of graphic. The value of this field is either C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer).

t
Indicates the frequency with which the report may be executed.

n
Indicates an integer that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example: an inquiry named SMFLD4 would be interpreted as:

                  SMFLD4

                  ---|||= the fourth list inquiry

                   | ||   being produced for the Batch

                   | ||   and Operations Analyzer at the DAYS

                   | ||   timespan

                   | ||= may be run daily

                   | |= a list inquiry

                   |= a product inquiry
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If you want to run the SMF MICF inquiries, access them through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS Workstation Facility
(MWF).

The SMF MICF inquiries are described in the following sections:

• Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers
• Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels
• Daily Job Abend Analysis
• Daily JCL Errors
• Operational and User Program Abends
• Monthly Printed Output Trend Report
• Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking
• Daily JES Remote Usage
• Daily Special Forms Use by Shift
• Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP
• Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report
• Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report

SMF Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers

The Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers inquiry produces a table, in descending frequency, of the batch jobs that
used the highest number of service units on the previous day.

Intended use

The report can be used to identify jobs that are utilizing the greatest amount of computer resources. Operations managers
can compare any previous days Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers reports to see if the same jobs are listed every day.
This can be an indication that some performance improvement may be needed. Jobs listed on this report can also be the
reason for bottlenecks, which prevent other jobs from getting the resources required to execute.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report ranking JOBSERVU from highest to lowest. Columns on the report are described
below:

JOB
The job name identified on the job card

JESJOBNO
Job number assigned by the job entry subsystems

JOBSERVU
Total number TCB, SRB, I/O, and MSO service units consumed

RDRTS
Date and time when job is read into the system

SYSID
Translated ORGSYSID

Inquiry ID

SMFLDF

Data source (file/timespan)

BATJOB at the DETAIL timespan

BAT_JS at the DETAIL timespan
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Data elements used

• JOB - Job Identification
• JESJOBNO - JES Job Number
• JOBSERVU - Service Units
• RDRTS - Reader Time Stamp
• SYSID - System Identifier

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers Report Sample

                                              Daily Top 20 Batch Resource Consumers

                                                        XYZ Corporation

                                                       FOR:  MONTH DD, YYYY

INQUIRY:  SMFLDF                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  DDMONYY

                               JOB         JESJOBNO                  RDRTS        JOBSERVU    SYSID

                               USR052DP    7267        DDMONYY:07:28:58.87        17267470    SYS1

                               USR999$1    8309        DDMONYY:22:32:04.12        10186008    SYS1

                               USR08701    7454        DDMONYY:08:36:11.19         5797682    SYS1

                               USR092DA    7372        DDMONYY:07:04:25.19         4444418    SYS1

                               USR143DA    7567        DDMONYY:02:36:15.95         4377918    SYS1

                               GRP01693    8292        DDMONYY:22:00:31.52         4087391    SYS1

                               USR106DA    7474        DDMONYY:08:46:21.91         3975300    SYS1

                               USR096DO    8109        DDMONYY:16:45:44.50         3969166    SYS1

                               GRP01692    8293        DDMONYY:22:00:32.52         3488671    SYS1

                               USR999$3    8319        DDMONYY:22:53:10.37         3425258    SYS1

                               GRP01691    8294        DDMONYY:22:00:34.17         3192323    SYS1

                               USR08701    7749        DDMONYY:12:14:13.17         3049975    SYS1

                               USR106DA    7487        DDMONYY:14:16:41.87         2805889    SYS1

                               USR999ST    7640        DDMONYY:11:02:13.77         2799810    SYS1

                               USR096EX    8298        DDMONYY:22:01:05.67         2785024    SYS1

                               USR106DA    8189        DDMONYY:10:37:24.33         2768023    SYS1

                               USR106DA    8345        DDMONYY:15:04:06.32         2691534    SYS1

                               GRP01690    8295        DDMONYY:22:00:35.28         2223592    SYS1

                               USR220DF    8329        DDMONYY:08:29:33.16         1621478    SYS1

                               USR026##    7580        DDMONYY:10:14:13.74         1549467    SYS1

SMF Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels

The Daily Job Abends inquiry provides a frequency distribution of the number of jobs that terminated abnormally because
of cancellation due to such factors as using too much CPU time or printing more lines of output than the system allows.

Intended use
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The report is used to investigate jobs that abend frequently. Such jobs usually represent wasted resources, since they
typically have to be rerun. Investigating these jobs can result in more efficient JCL coding and therefore lower resource
waste.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report grouped by system Identifier (SYSID) with the following columns described below:

Job
The job name identified on the job card

JESJOBNO
Job number assigned by the job entry subsystems

STARTTS
Date and time when job is read into the system

TERMCODE
Ending termination status of a job

JOBSERVU
Total number TCB, SRB, I/O, and MSO service units consumed

SYSID
Translated ORGSYSID

A sample report is shown in the Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLD1

Data source (file/timespan)

BATJOB in the DETAIL timespan

BAT_JS in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• JOB - Job Identification
• JESJOBNO - JES Job Number
• STARTTS - Start Time Stamp
• TERMCODE - Termination Code
• JOBSERVU- Service Units

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels Report Sample

                                                 Daily Job Abends via Exit Cancels

                                                            XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  APRIL 18, yyyy

 INQUIRY:  SMFLD1                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  19APRyy
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------------------------------------------------------ System Identifier=SYS1

 ------------------------------------------------------

                              JOB         JESJOBNO                STARTTS    TERMCODE        JOBSERVU

                              USR179L     7665        18APRyy:11:10:22.08     322              239966

                              USR228TD    7680        18APRyy:11:19:09.88     322              240805

                              USR138X     7887        18APRyy:14:28:37.19     722              105137

                              USR220M2    8040        18APRyy:15:48:05.37     322              250270

SMF Daily Job Abend Analysis

The Daily Job Abend Analysis inquiry is a tabular report of the frequency of termination codes listed according to the first
three characters of the job name. The report can easily be modified to report on a characteristic other than the three-
character job name prefix.

Intended use

The report is used to provide a means for analyzing jobs to determine excessive resource usage due to program or JCL
errors. For example, by using this report you can determine how many jobs beginning with the characters "ADJ" were
terminated with a 322 abend (too much CPU time) on the previous day.

Report format

The inquiry produces a tabular report for each system identifier. Columns and sub headings are described below:

TERMCODE
Ending termination status of the job

JOBADJ
First three characters of the job name (each column representing one substring of the job name)

FREQUENCY
List of termination codes being reported

TOTAL
Total number of jobs that abended with the corresponding termination code

A sample report is shown in the Daily Job Abend Analysis Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLD2

Data source (file/timespan)

BATJOB in the DETAIL timespan

BAT_JS in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• JOBSYSAB - Job System Abends
• TERMCODE - Termination Code

Calculations

The job name is parsed to determine the first three characters.

Usage considerations

Not applicable
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Daily Job Abend Analysis Report Sample

                                                      Daily Job Abend Analysis

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  APRIL 5, yyyy

INQUIRY:  SMFLD2                                                                                            

 RUN DATE:  6APRyy

                                                   TABLE OF TERMCODE BY JOBADJ

                                          TERMCODE(Termination Code)

                                                    JOBADJ(First 3 Characters of Job Name)

                                         FREQUENCY|USR     | OPS     |  TOTAL

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          E37     |      2 |       0 |      2

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          013     |      1 |       0 |      1

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          213     |      1 |       0 |      1

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          222     |     26 |       2 |     28

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          322     |      4 |       0 |      4

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          7E9     |      2 |       0 |      2

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          714     |      1 |       0 |      1

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          722     |      8 |       0 |      8

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          813     |     10 |       0 |     10

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                          913     |      2 |       0 |      2

                                         ---------+--------+ --------+

                                         TOTAL          57         2       59

SMF Daily JCL Errors

The Daily JCL Errors inquiry produces a list, by SYSID, of the jobs that ended as a result of a JCL error. The reader
timestamp and JES job number are also provided to help identify the jobs needing JCL attention.

Intended use

This inquiry can be used by the systems programming staff to investigate if production JCL is failing due to JCL errors,
This report can also be used to identify jobs with excessive JCL errors. Such jobs usually represent wasted resources,
since they typically have to be rerun. Investigating these jobs can result in more efficient JCL coding and therefore lower
resource waste.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report grouped by system Identifier (SYSID) with the following columns described below:
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Job
The job name identified on the job card

JESJOBNO
Job number assigned by the job entry subsystems

RDRTS
Date and time when job is read into the system

SYSID
Translated ORGSYSID

A sample report is shown in the Daily JCL Errors Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLJC

Data source (file/timespan)

BATJOB in the DETAIL timespan

BAT_JS in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• JOB - Job Identification
• JOBJCLER - Job JCL Errors
• JESJOBNO - JES Job Number
• RDRTS - Reader Time Stamp

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily JCL Errors Report Sample

                                                          Daily JCL Errors

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  APRIL 5, yyyy

 INQUIRY:  SMFLJC                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  6APRyy

------------------------------------------------------ System Identifier=SYS1

 ------------------------------------------------------

                                            JOB         JESJOBNO                  RDRTS

                                            USR028PT    4657        05APRyy:15:31:00.78

                                            USR0yySM    4060        05APRyy:09:35:42.94

                                            USR117MP    4200        05APRyy:10:43:50.97

                                            USR117R     4150        05APRyy:10:14:28.21

                                            USR117S     4153        05APRyy:10:15:32.35

                                            USR139CA    4557        05APRyy:14:22:00.62

                                            USR143J     4339        05APRyy:12:05:11.13

                                            USR152DA    4648        05APRyy:15:26:41.99
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                                            USR180$$    3385        04APRyy:17:49:44.07

                                            USR212CR    4494        05APRyy:13:50:26.83

                                            USR229LD    4866        05APRyy:18:11:54.29

                                            USR999H     4052        05APRyy:09:26:14.43

SMF Operational and User Program Abends

The Operational and User Program Abends inquiry is a summary of resources wasted (execution time and CPU time)
because of operational type abends such as 322 (running too long on a system than time allowed), D37 abends (output
operation on requested DASD), and user program abends (0Cx abends).

Intended use

The report is used to provide a detailed and summarized analysis of CPU resources used on abended jobs. The
information can be used as a starting point for analysis of resource usage based on user or program.

The report can also point out areas needing attention. For example, if heavy amounts of resources are used by jobs
ending with x37 type abends, it may be useful to further investigate the disk subsystem.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report with the following columns described below:

SYSID
Translated ORGSYSID

Abend Code
Termination code

Execution Time
Job's execution time until the abend

CPU Time
Jobs's total CPU time expended until the abend

Totals
Total execution time and total CPU time for all jobs running on the system (SYSID)

A sample report is shown in the Operational and User Program Abends Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFPD9

Data source (file/timespan)

BATJOB in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• JOBCPUTM - Job CPU Time
• JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time
• TERMCODE - Termination Code

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable
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Operational and User Program Abends Report Sample

                                                Operational and User Program Abends

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  MONTH DD, YYYY

 INQUIRY:  SMFPD9                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  6APRyy

                                           SYSID    Abend       Execution        CPU Time

                                                     Code          Time

                                           SYS1      213       0:18:39.34      0:00:25.33

                                           SYS1      722       5:39:33.37      1:14:12.05

                                           SYS1      B37       0:09:06.45      0:00:44.52

                                                             ============    ============

                                                               6:07:19.16      1:15:21.90

SMF Monthly Printed Output Trend Report

The Monthly Printed Output Trend Report produces a vertical bar chart by SYSID and zone of the number of print records
during a specified period of months. The reported print activity depends on the amount of summarized spool activity held
in the database.

Intended use

The report provides a way of analyzing printer use to improve resource availability. In addition, printer capacity can be
monitored, and projections for future capacity can be estimated.

Report format

The inquiry produces a vertical bar chart for each SYSID, in which each bar represents the number of records printed
during the indicated zone.

A sample report is shown in the Monthly Printed Output Trend Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFPM8

Data source (file/timespan)

BATSPL in the MONTHS timespan

Data elements used

• SPLNLR - Logical Writer Records

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Monthly Printed Output Trend Report Sample
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                                                    Printed Output Trend Report

                                                        XYZ Corporation

 INQUIRY:  SMFPM8                                                                                          

 RUN DATE:  6APRyy

                                                             SYSID=SYS1

                                                        BAR CHART OF SPLNLR

SPLNLR

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

7000000 +                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

6000000 +                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

5000000 +                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

4000000 +                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                                                                      *****

        |                                     *****                                            *****

        |                                     *****                                            *****

3000000 +               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

2000000 +               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

        |               *****                 *****                                            *****

1000000 +               *****                 *****      *****                                 *****

        |               *****                 *****      *****                                 *****

        |               *****                 *****      *****           *****                 *****

        |               *****                 *****      *****           *****                 *****

        |               *****                 *****      *****           *****                 *****

       

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               1          2          3          4          5               1          2          3          4

          5  ZONE
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             |-------------------- YY/MM  --------------------|          |-------------------- yy/02 

 --------------------|YRMONTH

SMF Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking

The Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking inquiry produces a tabular report that lists the jobs that printed at a specified
remote over the previous two days.

Intended use

The report provides a method of identifying jobs that use large amounts of print lines and the time of day they are run. If
necessary, these jobs can be rescheduled for less busy times of the day.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report grouped by system Identifier (SYSID) with the following columns described below:

SYSID
Translated ORGSYSID

Job
The job name identified on the job card

JESJOBNO
Job number assigned by the job entry subsystems

SYSOUT
Output class

FORMNUM
Form number used to print the report

STARTTS
Date and time when job is read into the system

ENDTS
Date and time when job ended

SPLNLR
Number of lines printed or cards punched by the JES2 or JES3 writer

SPLWTRTM
Amount of time the writer was active processing print work

A sample report is shown in the Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking Report Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLDG

Data source (file/timespan)

BATSPL in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used
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• JOB - Job Name
• JESJOBNO - JES Job Number
• SYSOUT - Sysout Class
• FORMNUM - Form Number
• STARTS - Start Time Stamp
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• SPLNLR - Logical Writer Records
• SPLWTRTM - Time Writer Was Active

Calculations

Calculates the total logical writer records.

Calculates the total amount of time the writer was active.

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking Report Sample

                                                 Daily RJE Remote Printer Tracking

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  APRIL 18, yyyy

 INQUIRY:  SMFLDG                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  19APRyy

--------------------------------------------------------- Route Number=38

 ----------------------------------------------------------

       OBS   JOB        JESJOBNO   SYSOUT   FORMNUM               STARTTS                 ENDTS         SPLNLR

          SPLWTRTM

         1   USR004C    7892       A        41        18APRyy:15:08:47.22   18APRyy:15:18:42.63        3255.00

        0:09:55.41

         2   USR004D    7899       A        41        18APRyy:14:38:23.30   18APRyy:14:38:50.17          97.00

        0:00:26.87

         3   USR004F    7913       A        41        18APRyy:15:00:31.59   18APRyy:15:02:40.40         878.00

        0:02:08.81

         4   USR028X    7907       A        41        18APRyy:14:43:18.31   18APRyy:14:50:34.52        2694.00

        0:07:15.12

         5   USR030     7524       A        41        18APRyy:12:00:32.44   18APRyy:12:13:18.20        4356.00

        0:12:45.76

         6   USR046BK   8226       A        41        18APRyy:19:17:39.63   18APRyy:19:18:56.84         486.00

        0:01:17.21

         7   USR046H    7576       A        41        18APRyy:10:31:53.05   18APRyy:19:17:38.52        3819.00

        0:10:38.99

         8   USR046RR   7592       A        41        18APRyy:10:34:49.12   18APRyy:10:46:21.78        4119.00

        0:11:32.66

         9   USR046W    8225       A        41        18APRyy:19:05:05.76   18APRyy:19:09:53.24        1943.00

        0:04:47.48

        10   USR051IS   8048       A        41        18APRyy:16:03:44.73   18APRyy:16:05:07.81         524.00

        0:01:21.80
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        11   USR096P    7688       A        41        18APRyy:12:15:09.21   18APRyy:12:32:12.02        6558.00

        0:17:02.81

        12   USR099CI   7629       A        41        18APRyy:11:22:20.94   18APRyy:12:00:30.66       14839.00

        0:38:09.72

        13   USR106MA   7870       A        41        18APRyy:14:38:01.48   18APRyy:14:38:21.38         111.00

        0:00:19.90

        14   USR152DA   7826       A        41        18APRyy:15:02:43.14   18APRyy:15:04:14.69         618.00

        0:01:31.55

        15   USR153     7413       A        41        18APRyy:10:55:53.07   18APRyy:10:57:06.72         522.00

        0:01:13.65

        16   USR153DA   7424       A        41        18APRyy:13:35:13.90   18APRyy:13:37:49.74        1139.00

        0:02:34.53

        17   USR179A    8075       A        41        18APRyy:16:52:00.11   18APRyy:17:31:27.55       11086.00

        0:39:27.44

        18   USR179N    7689       A        41        18APRyy:12:33:03.61   18APRyy:12:54:36.07        5405.00

        0:21:32.46

        19   USR179SP   7523       A        41        18APRyy:09:52:01.50   18APRyy:10:31:51.96       13005.00

        0:39:50.46

        20   USR179U    7855       A        41        18APRyy:14:16:29.71   18APRyy:14:37:59.92        5469.00

        0:21:30.21

        21   USR180E    7720       A        41        18APRyy:13:27:19.22   18APRyy:13:29:20.95        1093.00

        0:02:01.73

        22   USR180H    7949       A        41        18APRyy:15:45:24.42   18APRyy:15:45:48.18         125.00

        0:00:23.76

        23   USR180K    7984       A        41        18APRyy:15:32:17.47   18APRyy:15:45:22.66        3448.00

        0:13:05.19

        24   USR191F    7477       A        41        18APRyy:12:13:19.29   18APRyy:12:15:08.10         592.00

        0:01:48.81

        25   USR199M    7633       A        41        18APRyy:17:34:17.73   18APRyy:17:34:44.73         176.00

        0:00:27.00

        26   USR212     7743       A        41        18APRyy:12:32:13.34   18APRyy:12:33:02.42         323.00

        0:00:49.08

        27   USR230     7394       A        41        18APRyy:13:25:18.10   18APRyy:13:25:32.86         139.00

        0:00:14.76

        28   USR232C    8034       A        41        18APRyy:15:46:51.52   18APRyy:15:50:09.83        1233.00

        0:03:18.31

        29   USR232D    8036       A        41        18APRyy:15:46:31.06   18APRyy:15:46:50.52         102.00

        0:00:19.46

        30   USR232F    8093       A        41        18APRyy:16:33:11.65   18APRyy:16:51:59.49        4731.00

        0:18:47.84

        31   USR232T    7511       A        41        18APRyy:09:31:07.61   18APRyy:09:31:36.55         170.00

        0:00:28.94

        32   USR232Y    7661       A        41        18APRyy:11:14:54.65   18APRyy:11:15:38.87         214.00

        0:00:44.22

        33   USR235     7386       A        41        18APRyy:14:01:40.00   18APRyy:14:16:28.64        6087.00

        0:14:48.64

        34   USR235R    7672       A        41        18APRyy:11:15:39.87   18APRyy:11:15:47.19          17.00

        0:00:07.32

        35   USR239A    8059       A        41        18APRyy:16:24:01.38   18APRyy:16:24:38.18         242.00

        0:00:36.80

        36   USR239B    8085       A        41        18APRyy:16:28:35.44   18APRyy:16:29:06.19         204.00

        0:00:30.75
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        37   USR239C    8092       A        41        18APRyy:16:29:07.35   18APRyy:16:29:37.17         190.00

        0:00:29.82

        38   USR999$2   8318       A        41        18APRyy:22:54:35.97   18APRyy:22:54:43.81          13.00

        0:00:07.84

        39   USR999$4   8327       A        41        18APRyy:23:07:45.17   18APRyy:23:08:13.44         228.00

        0:00:28.27

        40   USR999CP   7898       A        41        18APRyy:15:04:19.15   18APRyy:15:24:36.28        3159.00

        0:10:11.60

        41   USR999TD   7789       A        41        18APRyy:14:38:51.77   18APRyy:15:00:30.29        6038.00

        0:14:19.91

  --------                                                                                        ------------

   ---------------

     ROUTE                                                                                           109447.00

        5:29:32.89

                                                                                                  ============

   ===============

SMF Daily JES Remote Usage

The Daily JES Remote Usage inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart that groups, by MICS zone, the number of logical
writer records transmitted to remote JES workstations. A bar is produced for each JES route number within shift, in
ascending order of usage.

Intended use

The report provides an analysis of the JES resource usage by workstation and time of day. By regularly monitoring this
type of report, you can gauge whether workstations are being used effectively and whether additional capacity might be
needed as workloads grow.

Report format

This inquiry produces a horizontal bar chart in which the vertical axis is organized by route number within zone and the
horizontal axis represents the number of logical writer records. Each bar represents the number of logical records written
to the designated work station during the zone's time period. The actual number of logical records is listed to the right of
the bar.

A sample report is shown in the Daily JES Remote Usage Sample section

Inquiry ID

SMFLDH

Data source (file/timespan)

BATSPL in the DAYS timespan

Data elements used

• ROUTE - Route Number
• SPLNLR - Logical Writer Records

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable
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Daily JES Remote Usage Report Sample

                                                       Daily JES Remote Usage

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                        FOR:  APRIL 5, yyyy

 INQUIRY:  SMFLDH                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  6APRyy

                                                        BAR CHART OF SPLNLR

      ZONE   ROUTE   Route Number                                                                            

           SPLNLR

                     |

      2          9   |                                                                                       

             0.00

                38   |                                                                                       

             0.00

                22   |*********                                                                              

          9472.00

                     |

      3         22   |                                                                                       

             0.00

                 9   |                                                                                       

            72.00

                38   |

********************************************************************************************    91525.00

                     |

                     ----------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+-

                             10000     20000     30000     40000     50000     60000     70000     80000    

 90000

                                                         Logical Writer Records

SMF Daily Special Forms Use by Shift

The Daily Special Forms Use by Shift inquiry produces a frequency distribution by form number of the number of times
each form number was used during a user-defined period (shift) for the preceding day.

Intended use

The report provides an analysis of the amount of usage of the different available forms. Examination of this report may
lead to elimination of unused forms or to an increase in the availability of additional forms. This report can also be used to
identify high usage forms that might, for example, be converted to "form flash" applications to save on printing costs and
operator interventions.

Report format

The inquiry produces a tabular report for each shift. Columns and subheadings are described below:

FORMNUM
Form number used to print the report

FREQUENCY
Number of times the form was used

PERCENT
Percent of the total of all forms used that was used by this form

CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY
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Number of times the form was used FREQUENCY in the order of total pages printed

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Percent of use in the order of total pages printed

A sample report is shown in the Daily Special Forms Use by Shift Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLD1

Data source (file/timespan)

BATSPL in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• FORMNUM - Form Number
• SPLPGE - Page Count

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily Special Forms Use by Shift Report Sample

                                                  Daily Special Forms Use by Shift

                                                         XYZ Corporation

 INQUIRY:  SMFLDI                                                                                           

 RUN DATE:  1JUNyy

                                                            Form Number

                                                                      CUMULATIVE   CUMULATIVE

                                       FORMNUM   FREQUENCY   PERCENT   FREQUENCY    PERCENT

                                       ------------------------------------------------------

                                       SHIP            80      1.5           80        1.5

                                       41            5312     98.5         5392      100.0

SMF Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP

The Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP inquiry produces a tabular listing of those batch jobs that were detected to have
used the SUPERZAP utility.

Intended use

Use of the SUPERZAP utility can result in modules that are not compatible with the code originally used to create them.
You can use this inquiry to head off problems caused by such incompatibilities.

Report format

This inquiry produces a tabular report grouped by system Identifier (SYSID) with the following columns described below:

Job
The job name identified on the job card

Program
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Name of the program on the EXEC card (SUPERZAP, AMASPZAP, IMASPZAP, HMASPZAP)

STARTTS
Date and time when job is read into the system

ENDTS
Date and time when job ended

A sample report is shown in the Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP Sample section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLDA

Data source (file/timespan)

BATPGM in the DETAIL timespan

Data elements used

• JOB - Job Name
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP Report Sample

                                                   Daily Batch Users of SUPERZAP

                                                          XYZ Corporation

                                                         FOR:  MAY 18, yyyy

 INQUIRY:  SMFLDA                                                                                            

 RUN DATE:  19MAYyy

------------------------------------------------------ System Identifier=SYS1

 ------------------------------------------------------

                                 JOB         PROGRAM                 STARTTS                  ENDTS

                                 USR010UL    IMASPZAP    18MAYyy:13:03:50.68    18MAYyy:13:03:52.16

                                 USR010UL    IMASPZAP    18MAYyy:13:05:23.18    18MAYyy:13:05:24.28

                                 USR010UL    IMASPZAP    18MAYyy:13:05:30.14    18MAYyy:13:05:31.04

                                 USR010UL    IMASPZAP    18MAYyy:13:05:34.14    18MAYyy:13:05:35.13

                                 USR010UL    IMASPZAP    18MAYyy:13:05:37.67    18MAYyy:13:05:39.22

                                 USR199W     AMASPZAP    18MAYyy:11:13:58.36    18MAYyy:11:14:02.05

SMF Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report

The Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report provides an address space perspective of zAAP processor usage by zAAP
eligible address spaces by WLM Service Class or Report Class.

Intended use

The report shows how effectively zAAP processors are being used by address spaces that have programs containing
JAVA code executing under the control of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This report can also be used to evaluate
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how much workload is zAAP eligible, to determine if zAAP processors would be beneficial in offloading activity to zAAP
processor engines.

Report format

The Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report contains the following sections:

• Identification
• Service Class / Report Class Summary
• Total for Service Class / Report Class
• Total for Sysplex

Identification Section

Report
Timespan used to produce the report

Report Range
The selected beginning and ending reporting period

Sysplex Name
Name of the sysplex from which the data originated

zAAP Normalization Factor
Factor that was used to convert zAAP CPU time into the equivalent of a standard CP (PGMZAPNF)

Sorted by
Sort order of the report within each Service/Report Class: either zAAP Eligible CPU Time, Normalized zAAP CPU Time, or
zAAP Utilization Percentage in ascending or descending order

Service Class / Report Class Summary

Service Class/Report Class*
The Service/Report Class to which the address space belongs (WLMCLASS/WLMRPTCL)

Job NameJob Identifier

Address Space Type
Batch, TSO, Started task, APPC/MVS ASCH, Scheduled transaction program (TP), system address space (SAS)
subsystem identifier (PGMTYPE)

Program Name
Name of the program being execute

System ID
System Identifier

Program Count
Total number of executions for a program

Total CP Processor CPU Time
Total of all standalone CPU time (Initiator TCB Time, Initiator SRB Time, Hiperspace CPU Time, I/O Interrupt CPU Time,
Region Control Task CPU Time, SRB CPU Time) accumulated for the program.

Non-zAAP Eligible CPU Time
Total SRB and TCB CPU time without zAAP eligible time. This is the time that was spent by the program executing non-
zAAP eligible work

zAAP Eligible CPU Time
Total CPU time the program spent executing zAAP eligible work that could have run on a zAAP processor, but ran on a
standard CP. (PGMZACTM)
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Normalized zAAP CPU Time
Total CPU time the program spent executing JAVA application code on a zAAP processor. (PGMZPNTM)

zAAP Utilization Percentage
The percentage of the total zAAP eligible and zAAP CPU time the program actually executed on a zAAP processor.

* Could be either Service Class or Report Class depending on the report panel selection.

Total for Service Class / Report Class

The total of all activity for the Service Class or Report Class.

Total for Sysplex

A grand total of all activity for the sysplex.

A sample report is shown in the Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLS1

Data Source

BATPGM
BAT_OE
BAT_SA
BAT_ST
BAT_TS
BAT_TP

Data elements used

• SYSID - System Identifier
• PGMTYPE - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE SAS)
• PGMCOUNT - Program Step Encountered
• PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time
• PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time
• PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time
• PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time
• PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• WLMCLASS - Service Class
• WLMRPTCL - Report Class

Calculations:

• Total CP Processor CPU Time

        SUM(PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM,PGMSRBTM,

                    PGMTCBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,

                    PGMIOITM);

• Non-Eligible zAAP CPU Time
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        PGMCPUTM - PGMZACTM

• zAAP Utilization Percentage:

       PGMZPNTM/SUM(PGMZACTM,PGMZPNTM) * 100

To produce a report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select SMFLS1, whose Catalog Group is GENERAL.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------ Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report ----------- |

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: SMFLS1 - Address Space zAAP CPU Activity          |

| Database ===> ________________________________________               |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> DETAIL (DETAIL only)                                   |

| Generate a report by hour                ===> _ (Y/N)                |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone ===> _ (Y/N)                |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __                                          |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Sysplex      ===> _______ _______ ________ _______ ________        |

|                                                                      |

| Report by Service Class (S) or Report Class (R)       ===> S (S/R)   |

| Service/Report Class Name (use '*' last for wildcard) ===> ________  |

| Job Name (JOB) (use '*' last for wildcard)            ===> ________  |

| Program Name (PROGRAM) (use '*' last for wildcard)    ===> ________  |

| Sort by PGMZACTM (E), PGMZPNTM (N), or ZAAPUTIL (U)   ===> _ (E/N/U) |

|  in ascending (A) or descending (D) order             ===> _ (A/D)   |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Default is DETAIL. DETAIL is the only timespan allowed.

Date
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(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSPLEX
(Optional) No default. 1-8 character SYSPLEX value. You can specify up to five SYSPLEXs. An input observation is
selected if its SYSPLEX value is equal to any of the specified values.

Report by Service Class (S) or Report Class (R)
(Required) Default is Service Class (S). Service Class or Report Class to be used as control-break variables. Valid entry is
(S) for Service Class or (R) for Report Class.

Service/Report Class Name
(Optional) Default is all service classes or report classes depending on the report by variable selected. 1-8 character value
identifying the name of the service class (WLMCLASS) if report by Service Class (S), or 1-8 character value identifying the
report class (WLMRPTCL) if report by Report Class (R). You can specify an asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard
selection.

Job Name (JOB)
(Optional) Default is all jobs. 1-8 character value identifying the name of the job (JOB). You can specify an asterisk (*) as
the last character for wildcard selection.

Program Name (PROGRAM)
(Optional) Default is all programs. 1-8 character value identifying the name of the program (PROGRAM). You can specify
an asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard selection.

Sort by PGMZACTM (E), PGMZPNTM (N), or ZAAPUTIL (U) in ascending (A) or descending (D) order
(Optional) No default. 1 character value identifying the sort order of how the report is displayed within each service/report
class and 1 character value identifying if the sort is in ascending or descending order. The report can be displayed in order
of zAAP Eligible CPU Time (PGMZACTM), Normalized zAAP CPU Time (PGMZPNTM), or zAAP Utilization Percentage
(ZAAPUTIL) within each service/report Class.

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

     %MACRO SELECT;

     IF SYSID NE: 'T';
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     %MEND  SELECT;

You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS documentation. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry either terminates abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Address Space zAAP CPU Activity Report Sample

                            A d d r e s s   S p a c e   z A A P   C P U   A c t i v i t y   R e p o r t

                                                                                                             

            Page 001

  Report: Detail Level Information     Report Range: 09JUNyy:13:28:05 thru 16JUNyy:12:00:00

  Sysplex Name:  SYSX

  zAAP Normalization Factor: 1

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  Service Class:  HOTBAT                                                                                    

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                            |----------------- CP ----------------|   |--

 zAAP --|              |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                             Total CP      Non-zAAP        zAAP      

 Normalized        zAAP    |

|    Job        Address      Program    System    Program     Processor     Eligible      Eligible        zAAP

       Utilization |

|    Name      Space Type      Name       ID       Count      CPU Time      CPU Time      CPU Time       CPU

 Time     Percentage |

|  --------   ------------   --------   ------   ---------   -----------   -----------   -----------  

 -----------   ----------- |

|  N98YYWH3   Batch          SADGCO95   SYS1             4    0:00:32.62    0:00:15.02    0:00:17.60   

 0:01:10.57        80.04% |

|                                                =========   ===========   ===========   ===========  

 ===========   =========== |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|  Totals                                                4    0:00:32.62    0:00:15.02    0:00:17.60   

 0:01:10.57        80.04% |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  Service Class:  MQHOT                                                                                     

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                            |----------------- CP ----------------|   |--

 zAAP --|              |
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|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                             Total CP      Non-zAAP        zAAP      

 Normalized        zAAP    |

|    Job        Address      Program    System    Program     Processor     Eligible      Eligible        zAAP

       Utilization |

|    Name      Space Type      Name       ID       Count      CPU Time      CPU Time      CPU Time       CPU

 Time     Percentage |

|  --------   ------------   --------   ------   ---------   -----------   -----------   -----------  

 -----------   ----------- |

|  CS9KZEJ    Started Task   BPXPR001   SYS1             2    0:01:23.74    0:01:22.16    0:00:01.58   

 0:00:02.96        65.20% |

|                                                =========   ===========   ===========   ===========  

 ===========   =========== |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|  Totals                                                2    0:01:23.74    0:01:22.16    0:00:01.58   

 0:00:02.96        65.20% |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  Service Class:  FASTUSS                                                                                   

                    |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                            |----------------- CP ----------------|   |--

 zAAP --|              |

|                                                                                                            

                    |

|                                                             Total CP      Non-zAAP        zAAP      

 Normalized        zAAP    |

|    Job        Address      Program    System    Program     Processor     Eligible      Eligible        zAAP

       Utilization |

|    Name      Space Type      Name       ID       Count      CPU Time      CPU Time      CPU Time       CPU

 Time     Percentage |

|  --------   ------------   --------   ------   ---------   -----------   -----------   -----------  

 -----------   ----------- |

|  D92MXWG9   USS            BPXPRFD    SYS1             1    0:00:35.18    0:00:34.50    0:00:00.68   

 0:00:01.70        71.43% |

|  D8CMXWG9   USS            BPXPRFD    SYS1             1    0:00:34.80    0:00:34.24    0:00:00.56   

 0:00:01.33        70.37% |

|  D88MXWG9   USS            BPXPRFD    SYS1             1    0:00:35.39    0:00:34.50    0:00:00.89   

 0:00:02.08        70.03% |

|  D83MXWG9   USS            BPXPRFD    SYS1             1    0:00:31.26    0:00:30.67    0:00:00.59   

 0:00:01.43        70.79% |

|  D6GMXWG9   USS            BPXPRFD    SYS5             1    0:00:23.93    0:00:23.91    0:00:00.02   

 0:00:01.34        98.53% |

|                                                =========   ===========   ===========   ===========  

 ===========   =========== |

|                                                                                                            

                    |
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|  Totals                                                5    0:02:40.56    0:02:37.82    0:00:02.74   

 0:00:07.88        74.20% |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SMF Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report

The Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report provides an address space perspective of zIIP processor usage by zIIP
eligible address spaces by WLM Service Class or Report Class.

Intended use

The report shows how effectively zIIP processors are being used by address spaces that use the specialized processing
unit. This report can also be used to evaluate how much workload is zIIP eligible, to determine if it would be beneficial to
redirect activity to zIIP processors.

Report format

The Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report contains the following sections:

• Identification
• Service Class / Report Class Summary
• Total for Service Class / Report Class
• Total for Sysplex

Identification Section

Report
Timespan used to produce the report

Report Range
The selected beginning and ending reporting period

Sysplex Name
Name of the sysplex from which the data originated

zIIP Normalization Factor
Factor that was used to convert zIIP CPU time into the equivalent of a standard CP (PGMSUPNF)

Sorted by
Sort order of the report within each Service/Report Class: either zIIP Eligible CPU Time, Normalized zIIP CPU Time, or
zIIP Utilization Percentage in ascending or descending order

Service Class / Report Class Summary

Service Class/Report Class*
The Service/Report Class to which the address space belongs (WLMCLASS/WLMRPTCL)

Job Name
Job Identifier

Address Space Type
Batch, TSO, Started task, APPC/MVS ASCH, Scheduled transaction program (TP), system address space (SAS)
subsystem identifier (PGMTYPE)

Program Name
Name of the program being executed

System ID
System Identifier
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Program Count
Total number of executions for a program

Total CP Processor CPU Time
Total of all standalone CPU time (Initiator TCB Time, Initiator SRB Time, Hiperspace CPU Time, I/O Interrupt CPU Time,
Region Control Task CPU Time, SRB CPU Time) accumulated for the program.

Non-zIIP Eligible CPU Time
Total SRB and TCB CPU time without zIIP eligible time. This is the time that was spent by the program executing non-zIIP
eligible work.

zIIP Eligible CPU Time
Total CPU time the program spent executing zIIP eligible work that could have run on a zIIP processor, but ran on a
standard CP. (PGMSUCTM)

Normalized zIIP CPU Time
Total CPU time that is spent performing data servicing tasks in a step on a zIIP processor. (PGMSPNTM)

zIIP Utilization Percentage
The percentage of the total zIIP eligible and zIIP CPU time the program actually executed on a zIIP processor.

* Could be either Service Class or Report Class depending on the report panel selection.

Total for Service Class / Report Class

The total of all activity for the Service Class or Report Class.

Total for Sysplex

A grand total of all activity for the sysplex.

A sample report is shown in the Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report section.

Inquiry ID

SMFLS2

Data Source

BATPGM
BAT_OE
BAT_SA
BAT_ST
BAT_TS
BAT_TP

Data elements used
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• PGMTYPE - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE SAS)
• PGMCOUNT - Program Step Encountered
• PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time
• PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time
• PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time
• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time
• PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• WLMCLASS - Service Class
• WLMRPTCL - Report Class

Calculations

• Total CP Processor CPU Time:

        SUM(PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM,PGMSRBTM,

                    PGMTCBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,

                    PGMIOITM);

• Non-Eligible zIIP CPU Time:

        PGMCPUTM - PGMSUCTM

• zIIP Utilization Percentage:

       PGMSPNTM/SUM(PGMSUCTM,PGMSPNTM) * 100

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select SMFLS2, whose Catalog Group is GENERAL.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. (See Using MICF and MICF Reference.)
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------ Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report ----------- |

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: SMFLS2 - Address Space zIIP CPU Activity          |

| Database ===> ________________________________________               |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> DETAIL (DETAIL only)                                   |

| Generate a report by hour                ===> _ (Y/N)                |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone ===> _ (Y/N)                |

| Data Selection:                                                      |
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|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __                                          |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Sysplex      ===> _______ _______ ________ _______ ________        |

|                                                                      |

| Report by Service Class (S) or Report Class (R)       ===> S (S/R)   |

| Service/Report Class Name (use '*' last for wildcard) ===> ________  |

| Job Name (JOB) (use '*' last for wildcard)            ===> ________  |

| Program Name (PROGRAM) (use '*' last for wildcard)    ===> ________  |

| Sort by PGMSUCTM (E), PGMSPNTM (N), or ZIIPUTIL (U)   ===> _ (E/N/U) |

|  in ascending (A) or descending (D) order             ===> _ (A/D)   |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which the files are
read). If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To display a selection list of valid
database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. 00-99 in either data entry field; leading zeros are inserted automatically. The MICS files cycle
(specify first field) or cycle range (specify both fields) for the inquiry execution.

Timespan
(Required) Default is DETAIL. DETAIL is the only timespan allowed.

Date
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. An input observation is selected if its date value is
greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. An hour range from 0 to 23. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending hour.
The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or
equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. One-character zone value from 1 to 9. You can specify up to nine zone values. An input observation
is selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSID
(Optional) No default. 1-4 character SYSID value. You can specify up to six SYSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

SYSPLEX
(Optional) No default. 1-8 character SYSPLEX value. You can specify up to five SYSPLEXs. An input observation is
selected if its SYSPLEX value is equal to any of the specified values.

Report by Service Class (S) or Report Class (R)
(Required) Default is Service Class (S). Service class or report class to be used as control-break variables. Valid entry is
(S) for Service Class or (R) for Report Class.

Service/Report Class Name
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(Optional) Default is all service classes or report classes depending on the report by variable selected. 1-8 character value
identifying the name of the service class (WLMCLASS) if report by Service Class (S), or 1-8 character value identifying the
report class (WLMRPTCL) if report by Report Class (R). You can specify an asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard
selection.

Job Name (JOB)
(Optional) Default is all jobs. 1-8 character value identifying the name of the job (JOB). You can specify an asterisk (*) as
the last character for wildcard selection.

Program Name (PROGRAM)
(Optional) Default is all Programs. 1-8 character value identifying the name of the program (PROGRAM). You can specify
an asterisk (*) as the last character for wildcard selection.

Sort by PGMSUCTM (E), PGMSPNTM (N), or ZIIPUTIL (U) in ascending (A) or descending (D) order
(Optional) No default. 1 character value identifying the sort order of how the report is displayed within each service/report
class and 1 character value identifying if the sort is in ascending or descending order. The report can be displayed in
order of zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (PGMSUCTM), Normalized zIIP CPU Time (PGMSPNTM), or zIIP Utilization
Percentage (ZIIPUTIL) within each service/report class.

Usage considerations

This inquiry provides a user exit that you can use to perform additional data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, you must first copy the shared inquiry into your private MICF catalog, then select it for modification. Finally code
SAS statements in the SELECT macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
file(s). You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a system activity study, you
might want to exclude test systems starting with a T from the analysis. You would then code the following:

     %MACRO SELECT;

     IF SYSID NE: 'T';

     %MEND  SELECT;

You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.

WARNING
You must code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS documentation. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains
syntax or logic errors, the inquiry either terminates abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Address Space zIIP CPU Activity Report Sample

                           A d d r e s s   S p a c e   z I I P   C P U   A c t i v i t y   R e p o r t

                                                                                                             

             Page 001

  Report: Detail Level Information     Report Range: 25JULyy:09:14:42 thru 25JULyy:12:50:47

  Sysplex Name:  SYSY

  zIIP Normalization Factor:   1       Sorted by:  zIIP Eligible CPU Time - Low to High

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  Service Class:  BATJBWLM                                                                                  

                      |

|                                                                                                            

                      |

|                                                            |----------------- CP ----------------|   |--

 zIIP --|                |
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|                                                                                                            

                      |

|                                                             Total CP      Non-zIIP        zIIP      

 Normalized        zIIP      |

|    Job        Address      Program    System    Program     Processor     Eligible      Eligible        zIIP

       Utilization   |

|    Name      Space Type      Name       ID       Count      CPU Time      CPU Time      CPU Time       CPU

 Time     Percentage   |

|  --------   ------------   --------   ------   ---------   -----------   -----------   -----------  

 -----------   -----------   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          IKJEFT1B   SYS2             1    0:02:51.02    0:02:51.02    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:00.39       100.00%   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          PRMINCR    SYS2             1    0:00:00.31    0:00:00.31    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:01.18       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          IEFBR14    SYS2             3    0:00:03.76    0:00:03.76    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:01.55       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          IKJEFT01   SYS2             8    0:00:10.01    0:00:10.01    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:03.75       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          IKJEFT1A   SYS2             2    0:00:02.20    0:00:02.20    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:01.04       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          IKJEFT1B   SYS2             1    0:02:51.02    0:02:51.02    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:00.82       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          PRMINCR    SYS2             1    0:00:01.04    0:00:01.04    0:00:00.00   

 0:00:00.37       100.00%   |

|  ONXAP03R   Batch          DSNUTILB   SYS2             4    0:00:06.54    0:00:05.17    0:00:01.37   

 0:00:01.94        58.61%   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          IKJEFT1A   SYS2             2    0:00:06.76    0:00:04.76    0:00:02.00   

 0:00:02.45        55.06%   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          IKJEFT01   SYS2             8    0:00:14.15    0:00:11.85    0:00:02.30   

 0:00:08.83        79.34%   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          DSNUTILB   SYS2             4    0:00:06.98    0:00:03.91    0:00:03.07   

 0:00:04.25        58.06%   |

|  SJRLA09R   Batch          IEFBR14    SYS2             3    0:00:15.55    0:00:09.15    0:00:06.40   

 0:00:02.26        26.10%   |

|                                                =========   ===========   ===========   ===========  

 ===========   ===========   |

|                                                                                                            

                      |

|  Totals                                               38    0:06:49.34    0:06:34.20    0:00:15.14   

 0:00:28.83        65.57%   |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                                                                            

                      |

|                                                                                                            

                      |

|  Sysplex Totals                                       38    0:06:49.34    0:06:34.20    0:00:15.14   

 0:00:28.83        65.57%   |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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SMF Management Objective Reports
The management objective reports for the Batch Information Area are produced on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis and
are described in that order within this section. No reports are available for the Operations Information Area.

The SAS source code for the Batch Management Objective Reports is contained in three members in MICS.SOURCE:

DYSMFMBO
Daily Batch Management Objective Reports

WKSMFMBO
Weekly Batch Management Objective Reports

MNSMFMBO
Monthly Batch Management Objective Reports

User-defined options are provided to specify data selection (time, zones, and so on), define the applicable management
objective values, and specify the scales of the graphic report representations.

These options are specified as SAS MACRO statements and are contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFMOBJ).
The options are briefly described in the sections on the reports to which they pertain. Section 3.3.4, Running the Batch
Management Objective Reports, presents a more detailed description of how to tailor the options to your installation.

The user-defined options

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports
The start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the daily batch reports.

Hourly Selection Range for Weekly Reports
The start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the weekly batch reports.

Daily Jobs Initiated
The target and maximum number of jobs submitted per hour. The target amount is used for a reference line on the graph
and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

Daily Job Service
The target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective. This option is used in
both the daily and weekly reports.

Daily Batch Service Unit Consumption
The target and maximum number of service units consumed per hour by batch. The target amount is used for a reference
line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

Zone Selection for Monthly Reporting
The zone or range of zones that is to be included in the monthly batch reports. Normally all zones should be reported;
therefore, the range should be 1 to 9. The batch reports may be limited to the range of zones required.

Monthly Job Service
The target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective by zone within month.

Monthly Batch Service Unit Consumption
The target and maximum number of service units consumed per zone within month by batch. The target amount is used
for a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

Individual reports are described in the following sections:

• Daily Batch Reports
• Weekly Batch Reports
• Monthly Batch Reports
• Running the Batch Management Objective Reports
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SMF Daily Batch Reports

The Daily Batch Management Objective Reports provide management with a way to determine if its primary batch
processing objectives are being met. One-page charts illustrate the day's activity by hour regarding the established hourly
objectives for number of jobs initiated, service received, and service unit consumption.

The reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS daily job stream from the DETAIL time-spans of the Batch
User Job Activity File (BATJOB) and the Batch User Job Suspend File (BAT_JS).

Report format

The heading lines contain the installation name (for example, XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (for
example, DAILY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES), the objective being reported (for example, JOB INITIATION),
and the computing system (for example, SYSID code) on which the batch processing was measured.

The horizontal axis represents the date and hour of the day, while the vertical axis represents the measurement being
reported (for example, jobcount). A dashed line represents the established management objective; its location may be
rounded for scaling purposes.

User option

All daily management objective reports use the following user option:

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports
The start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the daily reports. We suggest that the hours be set to include
the entire day (00 23).

For information about defining your installation objectives, see SMF Running the Batch Management Objective Reports.

The remainder of this section explains and illustrates each of the standard Daily Batch Management Objective Reports:

• Daily Batch Job Initiation Report
• Daily Batch Job Turnaround Received Report
• Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report
• Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report

SMF Daily Batch Job Initiation Report

The Daily Batch Job Initiation Report quantifies the total batch activity on an hourly basis for the identified day and
computing system.

The Daily Batch Job Initiation Report chart is unusual in that it depicts more than one measure of performance: initiations
by hour and turnaround objective achievement. Use the report for evaluating the throughput and turnaround service for all
batch activity.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Jobs Initiated
Indicates the target and maximum number of jobs submitted per hour. The target amount is used for a reference line on
the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJSAX and _SMFPTR define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
number of jobs initiated by hour in the daily and weekly reports.

     MACRO _SMFJSAX 240 %

     MACRO _SMFPTR 100 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.
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Daily Batch Job Initiation Report Sample
                                                             CA MICS                           23:01 THURSDAY,

 MARCH 23, 1989

                                                DAILY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

 

                                         BATCH JOB INITIATION OBJECTIVE OF 100   PER HOUR

                                                    SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 

     JOBCOUNT SUM

 

          240 +                                                                                      HH

              |                                                                                      HH

              |                                                                                      HH

              |                                                                                      HH

          210 +                                                                                      HH

              |                                                                                      HH

              |                                                                                      HH  HH

              |                                                                                      HH  HH

          180 +                                                                  MM                  HH  HH

              |                                                                  MM                  HH  HH

              |                                          HH  MM      HH          MM                  HH  HH

              |                                          HH  HH      HH          MM                  HH  HH

          150 +                                          HH  HH  HH  HH          HH                  HH  HH

              |                                          HH  HH  HH  HH  HH      HH                  HH  HH

              |                                          HH  HH  HH  HH  HH  MM  HH                  HH  HH

              |                                          HH  HH  HH  HH  HH  MM  HH  MM  HH          HH  HH

          120 +                                          EE  HH  HH  EE  HH  MM  HH  HH  EE          HH  HH

              |                                          EE  HH  HH  EE  EE  HH  HH  HH  EE          HH  HH

              |      HH                          HH      EE  HH  HH  EE  EE  HH  HH  HH  EE          HH  HH

              |------HH--------------------------EE------EE--EE--EE--EE--EE--HH--HH--HH--EE----------HH--

HH---------------

           90 +      HH                          EE      EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH  HH  HH  EE  HH      HH  HH

              |      HH                          EE      EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH  EE  EE  EE  EE      HH  HH

              |      HH                          EE  HH  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH  EE  EE  EE  EE      HH  HH 

 HH

              |  HH  HH                          EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH  EE  EE  EE  EE      HH  EE 

 HH

           60 +  HH  HH                          EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE      HH  EE 

 HH

              |  HH  HH  MM      MM              EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE      HH  EE 

 HH

              |  EE  HH  MM  MM  MM              EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH  EE  EE 

 EE

              |  EE  EE  HH  HH  HH              EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE 

 EE

           30 +  EE  EE  HH  HH  HH  MM          EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE 

 EE

              |  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  HH      EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE 

 EE

              |  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE 

 EE

              |  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE  EE 

 EE
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22 

 23   HOUR

 

                 |------------------------------------------ 22MAR89

 -----------------------------------------|   REPTDATE

 

                                     SYMBOL SERVICE     SYMBOL SERVICE     SYMBOL SERVICE

                                       E    EXCEED        H    HIT           M    MISS

 

The horizontal axis represents the hour of the day. The vertical axis charts the number of batch jobs initiated that received
the service indicated -- E for exceeded, H for hit, and M for missed. The management objective is shown by the dashed
horizontal reference line printed across the chart.

To understand the use of the E, H, or M service-received symbols, examine hour 4 in Figure 3-16. Each unit on the
vertical axis equals 7.5 jobs processed. Hour 4 shows that a total of 52.5 jobs were processed that hour, out of which 15
missed their turnaround objective (M), 15 received their requested turnaround (H), and 22.5 jobs received service that
exceeded what was requested (E).

In the sample report, the reference line is shown at the 100 job level of the vertical axis. Therefore, any hour for which the
charted bar falls below this reference line signals that the total batch job initiation objective was missed for that hour.

SMF Daily Batch Job Turnaround Received Report

The Daily Batch Job Turnaround Received Report quantifies the batch service received for all jobs started on an hourly
basis for the identified day and computing system.

The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs initiated in
the hour that received the requested turnaround time. The management objective for jobs that received the requested
turnaround is indicated by the dashed horizontal reference line printed across the chart.

Daily Batch Job Turnaround Received Report Sample section illustrates the Daily Job Batch Turnaround Received Report
based on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs having their requested job turnaround time met or exceeded
for the one-hour period. Therefore, any hour for which the charted bar is at or above this reference line signals that the
overall batch turnaround objective was satisfied for that hour.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective. This option is
used in both the daily and weekly reports.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Daily Batch Job Turnaround Received Report Sample
                                                       CA MICS                      23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH 23,

 1989

                                          DAILY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
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                             BATCH JOB TURNAROUND OBJECTIVE RECEIVED BY 90  % OF ALL JOBS

                                              SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

  

 PERCENT

    100 +  **                          **  **  **  **          **                  **  **      **  **  **

        |  **  **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **              **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     90 +--**--**----------------------**--**--**--**--**--**--**--**----------**--**--**--**--**--**--**--

        |  **  **                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     80 +  **  **      **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **      **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     70 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     60 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     50 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     40 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     30 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     20 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     10 +  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

        |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

       

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  

 HOUR

  

           |------------------------------------------ 22MAR89 -----------------------------------------|  

 REPTDATE
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SMF Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report

The Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report displays the batch service received for the specified job group
on an hourly basis for the identified day and computing system.

The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs for the
reported job group that were initiated during the hour and received the requested turnaround time. The management
objective to be tracked is, for each hour, the percentage of batch jobs within this job group for which the requested
turnaround was met or exceeded.

The Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report section displays the Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround
Received Report based on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs for the job group having its requested job
turnaround time met or exceeded for the one-hour period. The reference line is shown at the 90% level of the vertical
axis. Therefore, any hour for which the charted bar is above this reference line signals that the overall batch turnaround
objective was satisfied for that hour.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective. This option is
used in both the daily and weekly reports.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Daily Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report Sample
                                                    CA MICS                     23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1989

                                          DAILY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                                BATCH TURNAROUND RECEIVED BY 90 % THIS JOB GROUPS JOBS

                                       SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033   JOB GROUP=3

  

 PERCENT

    100 +      **                      **  **          **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **          **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **      **  **  **  **          **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **      **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     90 +------**----------------------**--**--**--**--**--**--**--**------**--**--**--**--**------**--**--

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     80 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     70 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     60 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **
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        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     50 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     40 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     30 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     20 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

     10 +      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

        |      **                      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **

       

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  

 HOUR

  

           |------------------------------------------ 22MAR89 -----------------------------------------|  

 REPTDATE

 

SMF Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report

The Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report displays the batch resource consumption on an hourly basis for the
identified day and computing system.

The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the number of service units consumed.
The management objective to be tracked for evaluating the resource consumption of the batch workload is the quantity of
service units consumed within an hour of the day.

The Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report section illustrates the Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report based
on a management objective of 12 million service units per hour. Since the management objective is to consume less than
12 million service units per hour, the charted values should be less than the reference line shown in the chart.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Batch Service Unit Consumption
Defines the target and maximum number of service units consumed per hour. The target amount is used for a reference
line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

The SAS MACROs _SMFSAX and _SMFSREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for service
unit consumption by hour in the daily and weekly reports.

     MACRO _SMFSAX 24000000 %

     MACRO _SMFSREF 12000000 %
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A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Daily Batch Resource Consumption Report Sample
  

                                                          CA MICS                      23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH

 23, 1989

                                             DAILY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                               BATCH RESOURCE CONSUMPTION WITHIN 12000000  SERVICE UNITS/HOUR

                                                SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=Q033

  

 PGMSERVU SUM

  

    24000000 +

             |

             |

             |

    21000000 +

             |

             |

             |

    18000000 +

             |                                                                                      **  **

             |                                                                                      **  **  **

             |                                                                                      **  **  **

    15000000 +                                                                                      **  **  **

             |                                                                                      **  **  **

             |      **                                                                              **  **  **

             |      **  **                                                                          **  **  **

    12000000 +------**--**--------------------------------------------------------------------------**--**--

**--

             |  **  **  **  **  **                                                                  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                                                                  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                                                  **              **  **  **

     9000000 +  **  **  **  **  **                                                  **              **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                                                  **      **      **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                                                  **      **      **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                              **                  **      **      **  **  **

     6000000 +  **  **  **  **  **                              **                  **      **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **                              **                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **  **                  **  **  **              **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **  **          **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

     3000000 +  **  **  **  **  **  **          **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             |  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

            

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23

   HOUR
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   REPTDATE

 

SMF Weekly Batch Reports

The Weekly Batch Management Objective Reports provide management with a way to determine if its primary batch
processing objectives are being attained. One-page charts illustrate each day's activity by hour regarding the established
hourly objectives for number of jobs initiated, service received, and service unit consumption.

The reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS weekly job stream from the DETAIL time-spans of the Batch
User Job Activity File (BATJOB).

An hour of the day selection facility is provided so that the weekly reports may reflect the entire 24 hours of each day or a
user-specified range.

Report format

The heading lines contain the installation name (for example, XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (for
example, WEEKLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES), the objective being reported (for example, BATCH JOB
INITIATION), and the computing system (for example, SYSID code) on which the batch processing was measured.

The horizontal axis represents the date and hour of the day, while the vertical axis charts the measurement being reported
(for example, jobcount). A dashed line represents the established management objective; its location may be rounded for
scaling purposes.

User options

All weekly management objective reports use the following user option:

Hourly Selection Range for Weekly Reports
Defines the start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the weekly batch reports. We suggest that the hours
be set to include the entire day (08 18).

For information about defining your installation's objectives, see Running the Batch Management Objective Reports.

The remainder of this section explains and illustrates each of the standard Weekly Batch Management Objective Reports.

• Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report
• Weekly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report
• Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report
• Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report

SMF Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report

The Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report quantifies the total batch activity on an hourly basis for each identified day and
computing system for the previous week.

The Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report section illustrates a sample report. The horizontal axis represents the hour of
the day and the day. The vertical axis charts the number of batch jobs initiated that received the service indicated -- E
for exceeded, H for hit, and M for missed. The management objective is shown by the dashed horizontal reference line
printed across the chart.

In the Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report Sample, the reference line is shown at the 100 job level of the vertical axis.
Therefore, any hour for which the charted bar falls below this reference line signals that the total batch job initiation
objective was missed for that hour.

The following user option applies to this report:
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Daily Jobs Initiated
Defines the target and maximum number of jobs submitted per hour. The target amount is used for a reference line on the
graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJSAX and _SMFPTR define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
number of jobs initiated by hour in the daily and weekly reports.

     MACRO _SMFJSAX 240 %

     MACRO _SMFPTR 100 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Weekly Batch Job Initiation Report Sample
                                                              CA MICS                         23:01 THURSDAY,

 MARCH 23, 1989

                                              WEEKLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                                       BATCH JOB INITIATION OBJECTIVE OF 100   PER HOUR

                                                  SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 JOBCOUNT SUM

  

      240 +

          |

          |                                                               M

          |                                                               H

      210 +                                                               H

          |                                                 M             H

          |                                     M           M             H

          |                       M          H  H           M    M        H

      180 +                       M          H  H           H    M      H H  H

          |                     H M          H  H           H    M      H H  H           MM H

          |                     H M        H HH HM          H    M      E HHHH           HH H

          |                  H  H M        H HH HHM       H H   MH      EMHHHHH         HHHHH

      150 +                  H  H H        HHHH HHH       H H  MMH      EHHHHHH         HHHHH

          |                 HHH EHH        HHEH EHH       H H MMMH      EHEHHEH         HHHHH

          |                 HHHHEHHM      MHHEH EHH       EMH MMHH      EHEHHEHH        HHHHH

          |                 EEHHEHHH      HEHEE EHE      HEMEMHHHH      EHEHEEHH        EHEHE

      120 +                 EEHHEEHH      HEHEE EEE      EEHEHHHHH      EHEEEEHHM       EEEEE

          |                 EEEEEEHH     EEEEEE EEE      EEHEHHHHH      EEEEEEEHH       EEEEE

          |                 EEEEEEHH     EEEEEE EEE      EEHEHHHHH      EEEEEEEHH       EEEEE

          |-----------------EEEEEEEE-----EEEEEE-EEE-----EEEHEHHHHE------EEEEEEEEH-----E-

EEEEE------------------

       90 +                HEEEEEEEE     EEEEEE EEE     EEEHEHHHEE      EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE

          |                EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEE EEE     EEEEEEEEEE      EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE

          |                EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEHEEE     EEEEEEEEEE      EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE

          |        E       EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEHEEE     EEEEEEEEEE      EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE

       60 +        E       EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEHEEE     EEEEEEEEEE      EEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE

          |        E      EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE             EE

          |   E    E      EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE             EEH

          |   E  EEE      EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE          E  EEE

       30 +   EE EEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE          E  EEEE

          |   EEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEE        H

 EEEEEEEE
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          |   EEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEH E     E

 EEEEEEEE

          |EE EEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEEEE     EEEEEEEE E    

 EEEEEEEEEE

         

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111      

 11111111

           8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567    

 8901234567   HOUR

  

             12MAR89        13MAR89        14MAR89        15MAR89        16MAR89        17MAR89        18MAR89

    REPTDATE

  

                                   SYMBOL SERVICE     SYMBOL SERVICE     SYMBOL SERVICE

                                     E    EXCEED        H    HIT           M    MISS

 

SMF Weekly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report

The Weekly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report quantifies the batch service received for all jobs started on an hourly
basis for the identified day and computing system for the previous week.

The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs initiated in
the hour that received the requested turnaround time. The management objective for jobs that received the requested
turnaround is indicated by the dashed horizontal reference line printed across the chart.

The Weekly Batch Job Turnaround Report section illustrates the Weekly Job Batch Turnaround Received Report based
on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs having their requested job turnaround time met or exceeded for the
one-hour period. Therefore, any hour for which the charted bar is above this reference line signals that the overall batch
turnaround objective was satisfied for that hour.

The following user option applies to this report:

Weekly Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective. This option is
used in both the weekly and monthly reports.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Weekly Batch Job Turnaround Report Sample
                                                         CA MICS                         23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH

 23, 1989

                                            WEEKLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                                      BATCH TURNAROUND RECEIVED BY 90  % OF ALL JOBS

                                                SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 PERCENT

    100 +*****  ***     * ******       *  * *         ***            **  *** *      **   ***        ** ******
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        |***** ****     ********       ****** **      ***            ** ******      *** ****        *********

        |***** ****     ******** *     **********     ***  *         **********     ********        *********

        |**********     ******** *     **********     ***  *         **********     ********        *********

     90 +**********-----********-*-----**********-----*******--------**********-----********-------**********

        |**********     ******** *     **********     *******        **********     ********       **********

        |**********     ******** *     **********     *********      **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     80 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     70 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     60 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     50 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     40 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     30 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     20 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

     10 +**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

        |**********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ******** *     **********

       

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111

         8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567

   HOUR

  

           12MAR89        13MAR89        14MAR89        15MAR89        16MAR89        17MAR89        18MAR89 

   REPTDATE

 

SMF Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report

The Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report quantifies the batch service received for the specified job
group on an hourly basis for each identified day and computing system for the previous week.
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The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs for the
reported job group that were initiated during the hour and received the requested turnaround time. The management
objective to be tracked is a percentage measure of the number of batch jobs within this job group for which the requested
turnaround was met or exceeded by hour of the day.

The Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report Sample displays the Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround
Received Report based on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs for the job group having their requested job
turnaround time met or exceeded for the one-hour period. The overall batch turnaround objective was satisfied for any
hour in which the charted bar is at or above the 90% level.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective. This objective
is used in both the daily and weekly reports.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Weekly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report Sample
                                                         CA MICS                        23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH

 23, 1989

                                            WEEKLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                                 BATCH JOB TURNAROUND RECEIVED BY 90  % FOR THIS JOBGROUP

                                         SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033   JOB GROUP=3

 PERCENT

    100 +      ****     ******** *       ********     ******* **     **  ******     ** ****          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *       ********     **********     ** *******     ** ****          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *       ********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *      *********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     90 +------****-----********-*-----**********-----**********-----**********-----*******----------*-**-*-*

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     80 +      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     70 +      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     60 +      ****     ******** *     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     50 +      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *
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        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     40 +      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     30 +      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     20 +      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

     10 +      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

        |      ****     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******          * ** * *

       

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111

         8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567

   HOUR

  

           12MAR89        13MAR89        14MAR89        15MAR89        16MAR89        17MAR89        18MAR89 

   REPTDATE

 

SMF Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report

The Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report quantifies the resource consumption on an hourly basis for each
identified day and computing system for the previous week.

The horizontal axis represents the hours of the day and the vertical axis charts the number of service units consumed.
The management objective to be tracked for evaluating the resource consumption of the batch workload is the quantity of
service units consumed within an hour of the day.

The Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report sample illustrates the Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report
based on a management objective of 12 million service units per hour. Since the management objective is to consume
less than 12 million service units per hour, the charted values should be less than the reference line shown in the chart.

The following user option applies to this report:

Daily Batch Service Unit Consumption
Defines the target and maximum number of service units consumed per hour by batch. The target amount is used for a
reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

The SAS MACROs _SMFSAX and _SMFSREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for service
unit consumption by hour in the daily and weekly reports for reporting batch, TSO, and system tasks.

     MACRO _SMFSAX 24000000 %

     MACRO _SMFSREF 12000000 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.
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Weekly Batch Resource Consumption Report Sample
                                                              CA MICS                        23:01 THURSDAY,

 MARCH 23, 1989

                                              WEEKLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                                BATCH RESOURCE CONSUMPTION WITHIN 12000000  SERVICE UNITS/HOUR

                                                  SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 PGMSERVU SUM

  

   24000000 +

            |

            |

            |

   21000000 +

            |

            |

            |

   18000000 +

            |

            |

            |

   15000000 +

            |

            |

            |

   12000000

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            |                                                                                          *

            |                                                                                          *

            |                                                                                          *

    9000000 +                                  *                                                       *

            |                       *          *                   *                                   *

            |                       *          *                   *         *                         *

            |    **                 **        **              *    *         *                         *

    6000000 +   ***            **   **     *  **           ****** **        **    *        **          *

            |   ***           ***   **     *  **    *     ******* **        ****  *        ****        *     *

            |   ***  *        *** * **     * **** * *     ******* **       ****** *       *****        *     *

            |   ***  **      *********     * **** ***     **********     **********     * *****        **    *

    3000000 +   *******      *********     ****** ***     **********     **********     * *****        ***  

 ***

            |   *******      *********     ****** ***     **********     **********     *******        **** 

 ****

            |  ********     **********     **********     **********     **********     *******       

 **********

            | *********     **********     **********     **********     **********     ********      

 **********

           

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111       11111111      

 11111111

             8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567     8901234567    

 8901234567   HOUR
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               12MAR89        13MAR89        14MAR89        15MAR89        16MAR89        17MAR89       

 18MAR89    REPTDATE

 

SMF Monthly Batch Reports

The Monthly Batch Management Objective Reports provide management a way to determine if its primary batch
processing objectives are being attained. One-page charts illustrate the activity by month and zone in reference to the
established objectives for number of jobs initiated, service received, and service unit consumption.

The reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS monthly job stream from the MONTHS time-spans of the
Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB).

Report format

The heading lines contain the installation name (e.g., XYZ Manufacturing, Inc.), the frequency identification (e.g.,
MONTHLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES), the objective being reported (e.g., batch job initiation), and the
computing system (e.g., SYSID code) on which the batch processing was measured.

The horizontal axis represents the zone and the month being reported, while the vertical axis charts the measurement
being reported (e.g., job count). A dashed line represents the established management objective.

User options

All monthly management objective reports use the following user option:

Zone Selection for Monthly Reporting
Defines the zone or range of zones that is to be included in the monthly batch reports. Normally all zones should be
reported; therefore, the range should be 1 to 9. The batch reports may be limited to the range of zones required.

For information on defining your installation objectives, see SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

The remainder of this section explains and illustrates each of the standard Monthly Batch Management Objective Reports.

• Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report
• Monthly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report
• Monthly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report
• Monthly Batch Resource Consumption Report

SMF Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report

The Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report quantifies the total batch activity on a zone basis for the identified month and
computing system.

The Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report Sample sections illustrates a sample report. The horizontal axis represents the
zone and month, and the vertical axis represents the number of batch jobs initiated that received the service indicated --
E for Exceeded, H for Hit, and M for Missed. The management objective is shown by the dashed horizontal reference line
printed across the chart.

In Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report sample the reference line is shown at the 24000 jobs level of the vertical axis.
Therefore, any zone for which the charted bar falls below this reference line signals that the total batch job initiation
objective was missed for that zone.

The following user option applies to this report:

Monthly job Initiation
Defines the target and maximum number of jobs that have been initiated by zone within month.
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The SAS MACROs _SMFMJSX and _SMFMPTR define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
number of of jobs initiated.

     MACRO _SMFMJSX 27000 %

     MACRO _SMFMPTR 24000 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Monthly Batch Job Initiation Report Sample
                                                              CA MICS                             23:01

 THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1989

                                               MONTHLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

 

                                        BATCH JOB INITIATION OBJECTIVE OF 24000   PER ZONE

                                                     SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 JOBCOUNT

 

 27000 +

       |

       |                                                                                    MMMMM

       |                                                                                    HHHHH

 24000 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HHHHH------------------------

       |                                                                                    HHHHH       MMMMM

       |                                                                                    HHHHH       MMMMM

       |                                                                                    HHHHH       HHHHH

 21000 +                                                                                    HHHHH       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    HHHHH       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

 18000 +                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

 15000 +                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       HHHHH

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

 12000 +                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

  9000 +                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                                                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

  6000 +                                           MMMMM                                    EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                           HHHHH       HHHHH                        EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                           HHHHH       HHHHH                        EEEEE       EEEEE

       |                                           EEEEE       HHHHH                        EEEEE       EEEEE

  3000 +  HHHHH                                    EEEEE       EEEEE                        EEEEE       EEEEE

       |  EEEEE                                    EEEEE       EEEEE                        EEEEE       EEEEE
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 ----------| YRMONTH
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SMF Monthly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report

The Monthly Batch Job Turnaround Received Report quantifies the batch service received on a zone basis for the
identified month and computing system.

The horizontal axis of the report represents the zone and month, and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs
initiated in the zone that received the requested turnaround time. The management objective for jobs that received the
requested turnaround is indicated by the dashed horizontal reference line printed across the chart.

The Monthly Batch Job Turnaround Report Sample section illustrates the Monthly Job Batch Turnaround Received Report
based on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs having their requested job turnaround time met or exceeded
for the reported zone. Therefore, any zone for which the charted bar is above this reference line signals that the overall
batch turnaround objective was satisfied for that zone.

The following user option applies to this report:

Monthly Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective by zone within
month.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Monthly Batch Job Turnaround Report Sample
                                             CA MICS

                                MONTHLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                           BATCH TURNAROUND RECEIVED BY 90  % OF ALL JOBS

                                      SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 PERCENT

  100 +                *****           *****  *****                  *****           *****

      |         *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****

      |         *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****

      |         *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****           *****  *****

   90 +---------*****--*****-----------*****--*****-----------*****--*****-----------*****--*****----
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      |         *****  *****           *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |         *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   80 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   70 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   60 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   50 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   40 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   30 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   20 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

   10 +  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      |  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****    *****  *****  *****

      ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           1      2      3        1      2      3        1      2      3        1      2      3    ZONE

  

         |----- 88/10 -----|    |----- 88/11 -----|    |----- 88/12 -----|    |----- 89/01 -----|  YRMONTH

 

SMF Monthly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report

The Monthly Batch Job Group Turnaround Received Report quantifies the batch service received for jobs within a given
job group on a zone basis for the identified month and computing system.

The horizontal axis represents the zone and month and the vertical axis charts the percentage of batch jobs that
were initiated in the zone and received the requested turnaround time. The management objective to be tracked is a
percentage measure of the number of batch jobs for which the requested turnaround was met or exceeded for the job
group within the reported zone.

The Monthly Batch Job Group Turnaround Report section displays the Monthly Job Group Batch Turnaround Received
Report based on a management objective of 90% of the batch jobs having their requested job turnaround time met or
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exceeded for the reported zone. The overall batch turnaround objective was satisfied for any zone in which the charted
bar is at or above the 90% level.

The following user option applies to this report:

Monthly Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs that have met or exceeded their turnaround objective by zone within
month.

The SAS MACROs _SMFJMAX and _SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for the
percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

     MACRO _SMFJMAX 100 %

     MACRO _SMFMREF 90 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Monthly Batch Job Group Turnaround Report Sample
                                            CA MICS                          23:01 THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1989

                               MONTHLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

  

                          BATCH SERVICE RECEIVED WITHIN 90  % OF TARGET

                              SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033  JOBGROUP=3

 PERCENT

    100 +                               *****

        |                   *****       *****                        *****

        |                   *****       *****            *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     90 +-------*****-------*****-------*****------------*****-------*****-------*****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     80 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     70 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     60 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     50 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     40 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     30 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****
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        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     20 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

     10 +       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        |       *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****

        ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  1           2           3                1           2           3     ZONE

                |---------- 89/01 ----------|            |---------- 89/02 ----------|   YRMONTH

 

SMF Running the Management Objective Reports

Management Objective Reports are normally produced as a standard part of the MICS daily, weekly, and monthly jobs.
This section describes the options available for controlling the report selection and scheduling.

Selecting the reports to be produced

The production of the Management Objective Reports is under the control of the REPORT MBODAILY, REPORT
MBOWEEKLY, and REPORT MBOMONTHLY statements in member EXECDEF of prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Each report option must be specified as NONE for no reports, ALL for MBO reports from all installed products, or as a list
of one or more MICS product names for which the respective Management Objective Reports should be produced. For
instance:

     REPORT MBODAILY ALL

     REPORT MBOWEEKLY ALL

     REPORT MBOMONTHLY ALL

 

You specify these parameters by changing the EXECDEF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS. Changes made to EXECDEF
take effect With the next MICS job and do not require any generation process. For information on modifying EXECDEF,
see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Using the MICS update jobs

The Daily Management Objective Reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS daily job stream during
the DAY400 step. Each of the four reports is produced from the Batch User Job Activity Files (DETAIL.BATJOB01 and
DETAIL.BAT_JS01) maintained in the database's DETAIL timespan.

The Weekly Management Objective Reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS weekly job stream during
the WEEK400 step. Each of the four reports is produced from the Batch User Job Activity Files (DETAIL.BATJOBnn),
maintained in the database's DETAIL timespan.

The Monthly Management Objective Reports are produced as a standard process in the MICS monthly job stream during
the MONTH400 step. Each of the four reports is produced from the Batch User Job Activity Files (MONTHS.BATJOBnn),
maintained in the database's MONTHS timespan.

Using spin-off reporting jobs

The daily, weekly, and monthly reports can optionally be run as spin-off jobs from the MICS DAILY, WEEKLY, and
MONTHLY operational jobs by using the AUTOSUBMIT parameter in JCLDEF.

Using separate reporting jobs
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Separate reporting jobs exist for producing the Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Management Objective reports. You can run
the DAILYRPT, WEEKRPT, and MONTHRPT jobs in stand-alone fashion by submitting the appropriate member from
prefix.MICS.CNTL. Producing the reports in this manner will result in the same reports as produced by the standard MICS
operational jobs.

The Management Objective Reports assume that a set of objectives related to the batch operation have been determined
by your installation. However, this may not be the case. This section describes how you may specify the management
objectives to the reporting process once they have been defined by management. First, however, a discussion of how the
objectives may be established might prove useful.

Numbers that will be used as management objectives should not be defined without some analysis of your installation's
historical batch performance and an input of user requirements.

The MICS database provides a most useful information base for analyzing historical performance. We suggest that you
use one or more of the following analysis steps to study study past performance.

Statistical analysis

You may use the same data sources as mentioned above to analyze in-depth the measures around which the
management objectives are to be determined. Specifically, you may use the SAS UNIVARIATE and FREQ procedures
to provide a reasonable statistical analysis of an individual measure, which gives you mean, standard deviation, and
percentile values. We believe that the percentile values may be the most applicable to the process of determining the
management objectives target values.

Database files for analyzing batch activity

The database files that you should use in analyzing the batch activity for purposes of establishing the Batch Report
Options are listed according to the reports to which they apply.

   Daily   - DETAIL.BATJOB01  DETAIL.BAT_JS01  DETAIL.BATPGM01

   Weekly  - DETAIL.BATJOB01-10 DETAIL.BAT_JS01

             DETAIL.BATPGM01-10 (last week only)

   Monthly - DETAIL.BATJOB01-12

 

The last, and certainly not the least important, essential input in defining management objectives for batch rests with the
perspective of batch users as to what minimum level of service and throughput they require.

The integration of this information with data processing management's own priorities and requirements will establish the
base for defining the management objectives for batch.

The following sections describe how an installation specifies the numerical values used in these reports.

• Batch Management Objective Report Options
• Report Options MACRO Example

SMF Monthly Batch Resource Consumption Report

The Monthly Batch Resource Consumption Report quantifies the resource consumption on a zone basis for each
identified month and computing system.

The horizontal axis represents each zone and month and the vertical axis charts the number of service units consumed.
The management objective to be tracked for evaluating the resource consumption of the batch workload is the quantity of
service units delivered within each zone of each month.

The Monthly Batch Resource Consumption Report Sample section illustrates the Monthly Batch Resource Consumption
Report based on a management objective of 200 million service units per zone. Since the management objective is to
consume less than 200 million service units per zone, the charted values should be less than the reference line shown in
the chart.
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The following user option applies to this report:

Monthly Batch Service Unit Consumption
Defines the target and maximum number of service units consumed per zone within month by batch. The target amount is
used for a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the graph's vertical axis.

The SAS MACROs _SMFMSX and _SMFMSRF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for service
unit consumption by zone in the monthly reports for reporting batch. Note that service units are expressed in millions.

     MACRO _SMFMSX 400 %

     MACRO _SMFMSRF 200 %

 

A full description of the user options is provided in SMF Running the Management Objective Reports.

Monthly Batch Resource Consumption Report Sample
                                                             CA MICS                              23:01

 THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 2014

                                               MONTHLY BATCH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

 

                                BATCH RESOURCE CONSUMPTION WITHIN 200  MILLION SERVICE UNITS/ZONE

                                                  SERVICE UNITS ARE IN MILLIONS

                                                   SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION=R033

 PGMSERVU

   400 +

       |

       |

       |

       |

   350 +

       |

       |

       |

       |

   300 +

       |

       |

       |

       |

   250 +

       |                                                                                    *****

       |                                                                                    *****

       |                                                                                    *****

       |                                                                                    *****

   200 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*****------------------------

       |                                                                                    *****

       |                                                                                    *****

       |                                                                                    *****       *****

       |                                                                                    *****       *****

   150 +                                           *****                                    *****       *****

       |                                           *****                                    *****       *****

       |                                           *****                                    *****       *****

       |                                           *****       *****                        *****       *****
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       |                                           *****       *****                        *****       *****

   100 +  *****                                    *****       *****                        *****       *****

       |  *****                                    *****       *****                        *****       *****

       |  *****                                    *****       *****                        *****       *****

       |  *****                                    *****       *****                        *****       *****

       |  *****       *****                        *****       *****                        *****       *****

    50 +  *****       *****                        *****       *****                        *****       *****

       |  *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****            *****       *****

       |  *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****            *****       *****

       *****

       |  *****       *****       *****            *****       *****       *****            *****       *****

       *****

      

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            1           2           3                1           2           3                1           2  

         3   ZONE

          |-----------13/12 ----------|            |---------- 13/01 ----------|            |---------- 14/02

 ----------| YRMONTH

 

SMF Batch Management Objective Report Options

The SAS source code for the Batch Management Objective Reports is contained in three members in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

DYSMFMBO
Daily Batch Management Objective Reports

WKSMFMBO
Weekly Batch Management Objective Reports

MNSMFMBO
Monthly Batch Management Objective Reports

The Batch Management Objective Reports are controlled by parameters set in SAS macros defined in the following
member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE:

#SMFMOBJ
SMF Management Objectives Report Parameters

The following are the options provided for defining the Batch Management Objective Reports, with the names of the SAS
macros used for option definition.

Hourly Selection Range for Daily Reports
Defines the start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the daily batch reports.
We suggest that the hours be set to include the entire day (00 23). SAS macros &SMFDLHR and &SMFDHHR define the
low and high hours of the day for selection of the batch activity to be reported in the daily reports.

Hourly Selection Range for Weekly Reports
Defines the start and end hours of the day that are to be included in the weekly batch reports.
We suggest that you set the hours to include only the prime-time hours (e.g., 08 16). SAS macros &SMFWLHR and
&SMFWHHR define the low and high hours of the day for selection of the batch activity to be reported in the weekly
reports.

Daily Jobs Initiated
Defines the target and maximum number of jobs submitted per hour.
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The target amount is used as a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the
graph's vertical axis. SAS macros &SMFJSAX and &SMFPTR define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line
for the number of jobs initiated by hour in the daily and weekly reports.

Daily Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs which have met or exceeded their turnaround objective.
This option is used in both the daily and weekly reports. SAS macros &SMFJMAX and &SMFMREF define the vertical
axis maximum scaling and reference line for the percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding their turnaround target.

Daily Batch Service Unit Consumption
Defines the target and maximum number of service units consumed per hour by batch.
The target amount is used for a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the
graph's vertical axis. SAS macros &SMFSAX and &SMFSREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference
line for service unit consumption by hour in the daily and weekly reports for reporting batch, TSO, and system tasks.

Zone Selection for Monthly Reporting
Defines the zone or range of zones that are to be included in the monthly batch reports.
Normally all zones should be reported; therefore, the range should be 1 to 9. The Batch Reports could be limited to only
the range of zones required. SAS macros &SMFLOZN and &SMFHIZN define the low and high zones in the months input
for selection of the batch activity to be reported in the monthly reports.

Monthly Jobs Initiated
Defines the target and maximum number of jobs submitted per zone.
The target amount is used for a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the
graph's vertical axis. SAS macros &SMFMJSX and &SMFMPTR define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference
line for the number of jobs initiated by zone in the monthly reports.

Monthly Job Service
Defines the target and maximum percentage of jobs which have met or exceeded their turnaround objective by zone
within month. SAS macros &SMFJMAX and &SMFMREF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference line for
the percentage of jobs meeting or exceeding the turnaround target.

Monthly Batch Service Unit Consumption
Defines the target and maximum number of service units consumed per zone within month by batch.
The target amount is used for a reference line on the graph and the maximum is used to set the maximum value on the
graph's vertical axis. SAS macros &SMFMSX and &SMFMSRF define the vertical axis maximum scaling and reference
line for service unit consumption by zone in the monthly reports for reporting batch, TSO, and system tasks.

The batch report options, which are defined as SAS macros, are contained in the source member #SMFMOBJ in the
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE library.

SMF Report Options MACRO Example

Once the management objectives for batch have been established, they can easily be incorporated into the batch reports.

The specification of the management objectives to be used in the reporting process are defined in the #SMFMOBJ
member contained in the prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library. This member consists of a series of SAS macros which
define values for the required objectives.

The #SMFMOBJ member is distributed with a set of default values. It is the responsibility of the MICS System
Administrator to initially tailor the values and maintain them for subsequent installation changes and for MICS system
maintenance itself.

Before discussing the specification of the objectives, several points should be explained. All values that the user inputs for
defining objectives are specified as SAS variables for ease of incorporation into the reporting process. For instance, the
objective for maximum service units per hour might be defined as:
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    %LET SMFSREF = 12000000 ;

In changing the objectives used in the reports, you are simply changing the appropriate variable's value to reflect what
should be used in the reports for your installation.

The #SMFMOBJ member, shown below, is organized to enable you to quickly identify the values that require changing.

The following section defines the objectives, selection fields, and charting options to be used for daily, weekly, and
monthly smf management objective reporting.

* ;

* BATCH USER JOBS STARTED REFERENCE LINE AND AXIS;

* BATCH JOBS SERVICE RECEIVED AXIS;

MACRO _SMFPTR target-jobs-initiated  %

MACRO _SMFJSAX maximum-jobs-initiated %

* BATCH JOB SERVICE RECEIVED OBJECTIVE AND AXIS;

MACRO _SMFMREF target-percentage-made %

MACRO _SMFJMAX maximum-percentage-made %

* BATCH, TSO SESSION AND  SYSTASK RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

*  OBJECTIVE AND AXIS;

MACRO _SMFSREF target-service-units %

MACRO _SMFSAX  maximum-service-units %

* TIME SELECTION SPECIFICATION - DAILY ;

MACRO _SMFDLHR low-hour %

MACRO _SMFDHHR high-hour %

* TIME SELECTION SPECIFICATION - WEEKLY ;

MACRO _SMFWLHR low-hour %

MACRO _SMFWHHR high-hour %

* ZONE SELECTION SPECIFICATION - MONTHLY ;

MACRO _SMFHIZN high-zone %

MACRO _SMFLOZN low-zone %

* MONTHLY PARAMETERS;

* BATCH USER JOBS STARTED REFERENCE LINE AND AXIS;

* BATCH JOBS SERVICE RECEIVED AXIS;

MACRO _SMFMPTR target-jobs-initiated  %

MACRO _SMFMJSX maximum-jobs-initiated %

* BATCH, TSO SESSION AND  SYSTASK RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

*  OBJECTIVE AND AXIS (MILLIONS);

MACRO _SMFMSRF target-service-units %

MACRO _SMFMSX  maximum-service-units %

SMF CSV Extracts
The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides the following inquiries to produce CSV data extracts:

SMF Distributed CSV Inquiries
Category Inquiry Inquiry Name CSV File Description
Workload SMFEX1 MVS Batch User Program

Activity
Daily - MVS Batch Program
Usage by System

Workload SMFEX2 MVS TSO User Activity Daily - MVS TSO User Program
Usage by System
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Workload SMFEX3 MVS APPC TP Activity Daily - MVS APPC Program
Usage by System

Workload SMFEX4 MVS System Task Activity Daily - MVS Started Task
Activity by System

The CSV extracts created by these inquiries can be downloaded to the MICS Workstation and used to plot charts using
the MICS Reporting application. See MICS Workstation Query and Reporting Client Getting Started Guide for details.

If you want to produce the CSV extracts, access the preceding inquiries through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF).

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

• MVS Batch User Program Activity (SMFEX1)
• MVS TSO User Activity (SMFEX2)
• MVS APPC TP Activity (SMFEX3)
• MVS System Task Activity (SMFEX4)

MVS Batch User Program Activity (SMFEX1)

The MVS Batch User Program Activity inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot eight, three-dimensional
area charts per system/date/program combination using MICS Reporting. These charts provide a graphic comparing the
services TSO programs in your system received.

The measurements of interest are:

• Step TCB and SRB CPU Time by Interval Time
• Total Device Connect Time by Interval Time
• Total EXCPS by Interval Time
• Avg Working Set Size by Interval Time
• Page Seconds by Interval Time
• Address Space Swap Sequence by Interval Time
• System Abends by Interval Time
• User Abends by Interval Time

Inquiry ID

SMFEX1

Data source (file/timespan)

BATPGM at the DETAIL timespan

Output control parameter:

K4D8 (Four key columns, eight, three-dimensional area charts per system/date/program)

Data elements used
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• DATE - Date
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• CTIME - Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMCNTT - Device Connect Time Total
• PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS
• PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size
• PGMPGSEC - Pages Seconds
• PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences
• PGMSYSAB - System Abends
• PGMUSRAB - User Abends
• PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered
• PGMIOITM - I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM - Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMHIPTM - Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In
• PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

Calculations

     DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

     TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

     CTIME = PUT(TIME,HHMM.);

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time parameters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing only the information you want. This reduces the
amount of data extracted and network traffic during download and makes the presentation more effective.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: SMFEX1 - MVS Batch User Program Activity (.CSV)     |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all                |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |
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|                                                                                |

|   Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter one or more database IDs for the databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value between 0 and 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-8 character program names (PROGRAM). Observations whose PROGRAM value is
equal to any of the specified values are selected. If omitted, all the program names are included in the output.

Enter the SYSIDs to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID values. Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report.
(Optional) Defaults to 15 minutes. Specify one of the following values: 15, 30, or 60 minutes. The data is grouped based
on the specified interval using End Timestamp (ENDTS). If omitted, the detail report is produced.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT96). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

MVS TSO User Activity (SMFEX2)

The MVS TSO User Activity inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot eight, three-dimensional area charts per
system/date/program combination using MICS Reporting. These charts provide a graphic comparing the services TSO
programs in your system received.

The measurements of interest are:
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• Step TCB and SRB CPU Time by Interval Time
• Total Device Connect Time by Interval Time
• Total EXCPS by Interval Time
• Avg Working Set Size by Interval Time
• Page Seconds by Interval Time
• Address Space Swap Sequence by Interval Time
• System Abends by Interval Time
• User Abends by Interval Time

Inquiry ID

SMFEX2

Data source (file/time-span)

BAT_TS at the DETAIL time-span

Output control parameter

K4D8 (Four key columns, eight, three-dimensional area charts per system/date/program)

Data elements used

• SYSID - System Identifier
• DATE - Date
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• CTIME - Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMCNTT - Device Connect Time Total
• PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS
• PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size
• PGMPGSEC - Pages Seconds
• PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences
• PGMSYSAB - System Abends
• PGMUSRAB - User Abends
• PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered
• PGMIOITM - I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM - Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMHIPTM - Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In
• PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

Calculations

     DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

     TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

     CTIME = PUT(TIME,HHMM.);

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time parameters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing only the information you want. This reduces the
amount of data extracted and network traffic during download, and makes the presentation more effective.
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: SMFEX2 - MVS TSO User Activity (.CSV)               |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all                |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter one or more Database IDs for the Databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value from 0 through 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-8 character program names (PROGRAM). Observations whose PROGRAM value is
equal to any of the specified values are selected. If omitted, all the program names are included in the output.

Enter the SYSIDs to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID values. Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report.
(Optional) Defaults to 15 minutes. Specify one of the following values: 15, 30, or 60 minutes. The data is grouped based
on the specified interval using End Timestamp (ENDTS). If omitted, the detail report is produced.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT96). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
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to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

MVS APPC TP Activity (SMFEX3)

The MVS APPC TP Activity inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot eight, three-dimensional area charts per
system/date/program combination using MICS Reporting. These charts provide a comparison of the services received by
the APPC programs in your system.

The measurements of interest are:

• Step TCB and SRB CPU Time by Interval Time
• Total Device Connect Time by Interval Time
• Total EXCPS by Interval Time
• Avg Working Set Size by Interval Time
• Page Seconds by Interval Time
• Address Space Swap Sequence by Interval Time
• System Abends by Interval Time
• User Abends by Interval Time

Inquiry ID

SMFEX3

Data source (file/timespan)

BAT_TP at the DETAIL timespan

Output control parameter

K4D8
Four key columns, eight, three-dimensional area charts per system/date/program

Data elements used
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• SYSID - System Identifier
• DATE - Date
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• CTIME - Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMCNTT - Device Connect Time Total
• PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS
• PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size
• PGMPGSEC - Pages Seconds
• PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences
• PGMSYSAB - System Abends
• PGMUSRAB - User Abends
• PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered
• PGMIOITM - I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM - Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMHIPTM - Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In
• PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

Calculations

     DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

     TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

     CTIME = PUT(TIME,HHMM.);

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time parameters

Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing only the information you want. This reduces the
amount of data extracted and the network traffic during download, and makes the presentation more effective.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: SMFEX3 - MVS APPC TP Activity (.CSV)                |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Database IDs for the Database(s) you want to process.      |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all                |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |
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|                                                                                |

|   Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter one or more Database IDs for the Databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value from 0 through 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-8 character program names (PROGRAM). Observations whose PROGRAM value is
equal to any of the specified values are selected. If omitted, all the program names will be included in the output.

Enter the SYSIDs to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID values. Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report.
(Optional) Defaults to 15 minutes. Specify one of the following values: 15, 30, or 60 minutes. The data is grouped based
on the specified interval using End Timestamp (ENDTS). If omitted, the detail report is produced.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT96). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

MVS System Task Activity (SMFEX4)

The MVS System Task Activity inquiry produces a CSV file that can be used to plot eight, three-dimensional area charts
per system/date/program combination using MICS Reporting. These charts provide a comparison of the services received
by the started tasks in your system.

The measurements of interest are:
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• Step TCB and SRB CPU Time by Interval Time
• Total Device Connect Time by Interval Time
• Total EXCPS by Interval Time
• Avg Working Set Size by Interval Time
• Page Seconds by Interval Time
• Address Space Swap Sequence by Interval Time
• System Abends by Interval Time
• User Abends by Interval Time

Inquiry ID

SMFEX4

Data source (file/time-span)

BAT_ST at the DETAIL time-span

Output control parameter

K4D8
Four key columns, eight, three-dimensional area charts per system/date/program

Data elements used

• SYSID - System Identifier
• DATE - Date
• PROGRAM - Program Name
• CTIME - Time
• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMCNTT - Device Connect Time Total
• PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS
• PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size
• PGMPGSEC - Pages Seconds
• PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences
• PGMSYSAB - System Abends
• PGMUSRAB - User Abends
• PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered
• PGMIOITM - I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM - Region Control Task CPU Time
• PGMHIPTM - Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In
• PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

Calculations

     DATE = MDY(MONTH,DAY,%YEAR4);

     TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

     CTIME = PUT(TIME,HHMM.);

Usage considerations

Not applicable

Execution-time parameters
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Execution-time parameters enable you to produce a CSV file containing only the information you want. This reduces the
amount of data extracted and the network traffic during download, and makes the presentation more effective.

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------|

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                                |

| Executing CA MICS Inquiry: SMFEX4 - MVS System Task Activity (.CSV)            |

|                                                                                |

| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

|   Enter one or more Data Base IDs for the Data Base(s) you want to process.    |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter range of CA MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.|

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all                |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the SYSID(s) to be reported or leave blank to report all systems       |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all     |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

|   Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all         |

| _____________________________________ - _____________________________________  |

|                                                                                |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter one or more Database IDs for the Databases you want to process.
(Required) Specify database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). To display a selection
list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
(Required) These are the cycles of the specified timespan for the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. You
can specify a range of cycles in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-03 or 03-01). The fields can
contain any numeric value from 0 through 99, or "ARCHIVE" for archive files.

Enter the program names to be reported or leave blank for all.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-8 character program names (PROGRAM). Observations whose PROGRAM value is
equal to any of the specified values are selected. If omitted, all the program names are included in the output.

Enter the SYSIDs to be reported or leave blank to report all systems.
(Optional) Specify one or more 1-4 character SYSID values. Observations whose SYSID value is equal to any of the
specified values are selected. If not specified, all are selected.

Enter the reporting interval in minutes or leave blank for detail report.
(Optional) Defaults to 15 minutes. Specify one of the following values: 15, 30, or 60 minutes. The data is grouped based
on the specified interval using End Timestamp (ENDTS). If omitted, the detail report is produced.

Enter the range of dates (DDMMMYY) to be reported or leave blank for all.
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(Optional) Specify the date range in DDMMMYY format (for example, 01OCT96). The first date range is the starting date
and the last value in each date range is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than, or equal to the starting
date. An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal
to the ending date of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is selected if its date value is
equal to the specified value.

Enter the range of hours to be reported or leave blank to report all.
(Optional) The first value is the starting hour and the last is the ending hour. The ending hour must be higher than, or
equal to the starting hour. An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour
and is less than or equal to the ending hour of the specified date range. If only one value is specified, an observation is
selected if its hour value is equal to the specified value.

SMF - SAS ODS Graphics

MICF SAS ODS Graphics inquiries provided with the Batch and Operations Analyzer are organized by the categories
identified in the below figure.

SAS ODS Graphic Inquiry Categories

 +--------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 |              |                                                           |

 | Report Class |               Category Name                               |

 |              |                                                           |

 +--------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 | Performance  | Specialty Engine zIIP Focus                               |

 | Performance  | Top 10 Resource Users Focus Inquiries                     |

 +--------------+-----------------------------------------------------------+

    

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:

1. Specialty Engine zIIP Focus
2. Top 10 Resource Users Focus Inquiries

For example, an inquiry named SMFODA would be interpreted as:

                  SMFODA

                  ---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

                   | ||   from other SAS ODS graphics

                   | ||   inquiries run at the DAYS

                   | ||   timespan

                   | |+-- can be run daily

                   | +-- a SAS ODS graphics inquiry

                   +-- a Batch and Operations Analyzer inquiry   

    

Specialty Engine zIIP Focus Inquiries

The MICF SAS ODS graphic inquiry that provides specialty engine use and demand information is listed in the
following table.

Specialty Engine zIIP Focus Inquiries
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 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------+

 |              |                                              |           |

 | Report Class |                 Report Name                  |   Report  |

 |              |                                              | Identifier|

 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------|

 | Performance  | SMF Daily zIIP CPU Use and Demand            |   SMFOD0  |

 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------+ 

    

To execute this inquiry, access it through the Database Inquiries option of MICF.

The inquiry providing information about specialty engine use and demand is described in the following section: SMFOD0 -
SMF Daily zIIP CPU Use and Demand.

SMFOD0 - Daily zIIP CPU Use and Demand
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The SMFOD0 inquiry charts the hourly actual zIIP engine use per day, and eligible use, for both the Central Processing
Complex (CPC) and the z/OS LPARs. In addition, the inquiry shows zIIP engine actual and eligible use by address space
type (batch, TSO, started tasks, and so on).

The examples show CPC level zIIP engine demand for an IBM z196 2817-615.

The first chart shows the total hourly zIIP engine CPU time demand with actual zIIP engine use (blue) and eligible
(red) using stacked vertical bars. The peak zIIP engine demand occurred during hour 16. At that hour, 2.65 hours of
normalized zIIP engine CPU time were used, and 0.11 hours of CP engine time was used to execute zIIP eligible work.
The normalization of zIIP CPU time is important for this CPC model because the CP engines run slower than the specialty
(zIIP/zIIP) engines. When zIIP or zIIP CPU time is normalized, the value is expressed as the CP engine equivalent by
multiplying by a normalization factor. For the 8561-608 CPC model, the normalization factor is 1.71875.

The second chart shows the actual zIIP CPU time use, broken down by address space type. Most zIIP engine demand
on the CPC shown came from started task address spaces (dark blue), with TSO sessions (cyan), batch (red), and USS
workloads (green) accounting for the additional demand. The second Q&R view for the address space type chart would
show the breakdown for the eligible zIIP CPU time that executed on CP engines.

Uses

This inquiry is used to determine if the zIIP engines in a CPC are sufficient to handle the zIIP eligible workload running
on z/OS LPARs. The inquiry also shows you what address space types in your workload mix execute zIIP engine eligible
code. Even if no zIIP engines are present in a CPC, the charts show z/OS LPAR zIIP eligible work that executed on CP
engines. zIIP engines are less expensive that CP engines. Reducing CP engines in a CPC can reduce software licensing
fees. In general, if significant zIIP eligible work is executing on CP engines, it is cost effective to add zIIP engines to the
CPC..

NOTE
The sample charts were generated for a CPC that is configured with several zIIP engines, no zAAP engines,
and has ZIIPZIIP=YES specified in SYS1.PARMLIB, With this configuration, zIIP engines process all specialty
engine work—including work that would normally run on zAAP engines. In this environment, the operating
system treats both zIIP and zAAP eligible workloads as zIIP eligible. No zAAP actual or eligible information is
recorded in SMF and RMF workload activity records. Therefore, some portion of the zIIP actual and eligible
demand shown in the sample charts may be associated with zAAP eligible workloads.

Charts

This inquiry produces the following charts:

SMF Daily Actual Normalized zIIP CPU Time Used
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Left Y-axis

• PGMSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

X-axis

• HOUR
Hour of Day

SMF Daily Eligible zIIP CPU Time Executed on CP Engines
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Left Y-axis

• PGMSUCTM
zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

X-axis

• HOUR
Hour of Day

SMF Daily zIIP CPU Use and Demand CPCID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

• PGMSUCTM
zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

X-axis

• HOUR
Hour of Day

SMF Daily zIIP CPU Use and Demand SYSID
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Data Source

• BAT_OE at the Detail Timespan
• BAT_SA at the Detail Timespan
• BAT_ST at the Detail Timespan
• BAT_TP at the Detail Timespan
• BAT_TS at the Detail Timespan
• BATPGM at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Filters: PGMSUPTM GT 0 OR PGMSUCTM GT 0 (only zIIP actual or eligible CPU time)
• Derivations:

CPCID

  %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))  
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Date

  DATEPART(ENDTS) ;  

    

ADDRTYP

IF PGMTYPE=1 THEN ADDRTYP='Batch' ;

ELSE IF PGMTYPE=2 THEN ADDRTYP='TSO' ;

ELSE IF PGMTYPE=3 THEN ADDRTYP='Started Task' ;

ELSE IF PGMTYPE=4 THEN ADDRTYP='APPC' ;

ELSE IF PGMTYPE=5 THEN ADDRTYP='Unix SysSrv' ;

ELSE IF PGMTYPE=6 THEN ADDRTYP='System Addr' ;

ELSE ADDRTYP= 'UNKNOWN' ;

  

Modifications

The following modifications can be made to the SMFOD0 inquiry:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

Top 10 Resource Users Focus Inquiries

The MICF SAS ODS graphic inquiries providing top 10 resource users information are listed in the table below:

 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------+

 |              |                                              |           |

 | Report Class |                 Report Name                  |   Report  |

 |              |                                              | Identifier|

 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------|

 | Performance  | SMF Daily Top 10 APPC TP Jobs                |   SMFOD1  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs                  |   SMFOD2  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs              |   SMFOD3  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 System Address Space        |   SMFOD4  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 Started Task Jobs           |   SMFOD5  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users                   |   SMFOD6  |

 |              | SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs                    |   SMFOD7  |

 +--------------+----------------------------------------------+-----------+
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To execute these inquiries, access them through the Database Inquiries option of MICF.

The inquiries providing information about the top 10 users of resources are described in the following sections:

• SMFOD1 - SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Transaction Jobs
• SMFOD2 - SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs
• SMFOD3 - SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs
• SMFOD4 - SMF Daily Top 10 System Address Spaces
• SMFOD5 - SMF Daily Top 10 Started Task Jobs
• SMFOD6 - SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users
• SMFOD7 - SMF Daily Top 10 Unix SysSrv Jobs

SMFOD1 - SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Transaction Jobs

The SMFOD1 inquiry generates several chart sets. These chart sets show the daily top nn (default 10) APPC Transaction
Programs (TPs) using CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type,
one chart set shows the top ten APPC TPs using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and
another shows the top ten APPC TPs for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detail data from the BAT_TP (APPC/MVS
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TP Activity) file, and summarizes the data by job name executed. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step
record information from all job steps for the top ten APPC TPs.

For CPU, the CPU time used by each of the top ten APPC TPs is displayed using a vertical bar. The bar is segmented by
CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the APPC TP. For short running steps, the interval count and program count values have
similar values. For long running programs, the interval count exceeds the program count.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running program. For APPC TPs with a long-running program step that has not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is zero.

For I/O, I/O Service Units are used to determine the top ten APPC TPs. Three different chart views are available to display
I/O related resource utilization. The first chart shows I/O service units for the top ten using vertical bars.

For device connect time, the second chart displays device connect time for the top ten by device class (for example,
DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). The device connect time is displayed using a vertical bar, with the bar segmented
by the time that is connected to each of the device classes.

For EXCPs, the final view shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. As with the CPU chart,
the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten APPC TPs with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working
set size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is
shown using a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each of the top ten APPC TP.

The example shows the CPC level chart that is generated for APPC TSs executing on an IBM z15 8561-608 CPC. The
largest user of CPU time was the APPC TP ‘TSTAPPC’. The chart shows that for the day depicted, the job had 1528
program step executions, recorded with 1528 interval records, and consumed about 20 minutes of CPU time. Most of this
time was Step TCB Time.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest APPC TP consumers running on z/OS systems—at both the CPC and individual z/OS system
level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can help
you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest. Tracking utilization by job name may or may not be
useful at your installation—and is largely dependent on job naming standards.

Data Extracts

NOTE
The following SMFOD1 inquiry data extracts display the same X- and Y-axis data elements as those elements
displayed by the SMFOD2 inquiry. The only difference is that this SMFOD1 inquiry shows the top nn APPC TP
jobs, while the SMFOD2 inquiry output shows the top nn batch jobs. For the data extract chart samples and axis
values, see the SMFOD2 inquiry description.

• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs CPU CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs CPU SYSID
• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs IO CPCID
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– CHART 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – Service Units CPCID
– CHART 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – Connect Time CPCID
– CHART 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – EXCPs CPCID

• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs IO SYSID
– CHART 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – Service Units SYSID
– CHART 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – Connect Time SYSID
– CHART 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs I/O – EXCPs SYSID

• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs Memory CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 APPC Jobs Memory SYSID

Data Source

• BAT_TP at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

    DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

    

CPCID

    %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT)) 

    

JOBRANK

PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || JOB ;

      

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (for example, 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD1 inquiry includes the following execution parameters:

• UNIT
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Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

SMFOD2 – SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs

The SMFOD2 inquiry generates several chart sets. The chart sets show the daily top nn (default 10) batch jobs using
CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one chart set shows
the top ten batch jobs using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another shows the top
ten batch jobs for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detail data from the BATPGM (Batch User Program Activity) file,
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and summarizes the data by job name. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step record information from all
job steps for the top ten batch jobs.

For CPU, the CPU time used by each of the top ten jobs is displayed using a vertical bar. The vertical bar is segmented by
CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the job. For short running steps, the interval count and program count values have
similar values. For long running programs, the interval count exceeds the program count.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running program. For jobs with a long-running program step that has not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is zero.

For I/O, I/O Service Units used by the top ten jobs is displayed. The vertical bar shows I/O service units for the top ten
jobs. As with the CPU chart, the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For device connect time, the device connect time used by each of the top ten batch jobs is displayed.  The vertical bar is
segmented by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). As with the CPU chart, the program and
interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For EXCPs, The final chart shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. The EXCPs used by
each of the top ten batch jobs is displayed.  The vertical bar is segmented by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE,
Unit Record, and so on). As with the CPU chart, the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten jobs with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working set
size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is shown
using a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each of the top ten batch jobs. For this inquiry, the average working set size may be of limited value because
many batch jobs contain several execution steps with dissimilar execution characteristics.

The chart sample below shows the CPC level chart that is generated for jobs executing on an IBM z15 8561-608 CPC.
The largest user of CPU time was the job ‘QAMUFE’. The chart shows that for the day depicted, the job only had one step
completion spanning five interval records and consumed just over 35 (minutes/seconds???) of CPU time. Most of this time
was zIIP CPU Time. Job ‘TSMATTX5’ consumed TCB CPU Time almost exclusively.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest batch job consumers running on z/OS systems—at both the CPC and individual z/OS system
level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can help
you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest. Tracking utilization by job name may or may not be
useful at your installation—and is largely dependent on job naming standards.

Data Extracts

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs CPU CPCID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMTCBTM
Step TCB CPU Time

• PGMSRBTM
Step SRB CPU Time

• PGMSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

• PGMZPNTM
Normalized zAAP CPU Time

• PGMTCTM
Step Initiator TCB Time

• PGMISRTM
Step Initiator SRB Time

• PGMHIPTM
Step Hiperspace CPU Time

• PGMIOITM
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Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM

Step Region Control Task CPU Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
"rank" - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs CPU SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMTCBTM
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Step TCB CPU Time
• PGMSRBTM

Step SRB CPU Time
• PGMSPNTM

Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• PGMZPNTM

Normalized zAAP CPU Time
• PGMTCTM

Step Initiator TCB Time
• PGMISRTM

Step Initiator SRB Time
• PGMHIPTM

Step Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMIOITM

Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM

Step Region Control Task CPU Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs I/O – Service Units CPCID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMIOSU
I/O Service Units

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
"rank" - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs I/O – Device Connect Time CPCID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device Connect Time

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device Connect Time

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device Connect Time

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device Connect Time

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device Connect Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count
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X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs I/O – EXCPs CPCID

Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device EXCPS

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device EXCPS

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device EXCPS

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device EXCPS

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device EXCPS
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Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs I/O – Service Units SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMIOSU
I/O Service Units

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
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Program Steps Encountered
• INTVLCNT

Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – Device Connect Time SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device Connect Time

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device Connect Time

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device Connect Time

• PGMCTAPE
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Tape Device Connect Time
• PGMCUREC

Unit Record Device Connect Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – EXCPs SYSID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device EXCPS

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device EXCPS

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device EXCPS

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device EXCPS

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device EXCPS

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

MF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs Memory CPCID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMAVWSS
Avg Working Set Size

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Jobs Memory SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMAVWSS
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Avg Working Set Size

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• JOBRANK
“rank” - Job Identification (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

Data Source

• BATPGM at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

DATE

    DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

    %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))

    

JOBRANK

  PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || JOB ;  

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (for example, 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

 

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.
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Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD2 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

SMFOD3 – SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs

The SMFOD3 inquiry generates several chart sets. The chart sets show the daily top nn (default 10) batch programs using
CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one chart set shows
the top ten batch programs using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another shows
the top ten batch programs for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detail data from the BATPGM (Batch User Program
Activity) file, and summarizes the data by program name executed. The charted data reflects interval and step record
information from all batch job steps that executed the top ten programs over all batch jobs.

For CPU, the CPU time used by each of the top ten jobs is displayed using a vertical bar. The vertical bar is segmented by
CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the job. For short running steps, the interval count and program count values have
similar values. For long running programs, the interval count exceeds the program count.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running program. For jobs with a long-running program step that has not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is zero.

For I/O, I/O Service Units that are used by the top ten jobs are displayed. The vertical bar shows I/O service units for the
top ten jobs. As with the CPU chart, the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For device connect time, the device connect time that is used by each of the top ten batch jobs is displayed. The vertical
bar is segmented by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). As with the CPU chart, the
program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For EXCPs, The final chart shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. The EXCPs used by
each of the top ten batch jobs are displayed. The vertical bar is segmented by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE,
Unit Record, and so on). As with the CPU chart, the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten jobs with the largest average working set size are displayed. Average working set size is
the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is shown using
a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each of the top ten batch jobs. For this inquiry, the average working set size may be of limited value because
many batch jobs contain several execution steps with dissimilar execution characteristics.
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Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest batch program consumers running on z/OS systems—at both the CPC and individual z/OS
system level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can
help you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest.

Data Extracts

This inquiry produces the following charts:

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Pgms CPU CPCID

Left Y-axis

• PGMTCBTM
Step TCB CPU Time

• PGMSRBTM
Step SRB CPU Time

• PGMSPNTM
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Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• PGMZPNTM

Normalized zAAP CPU Time
• PGMTCTM

Step Initiator TCB Time
• PGMISRTM

Step Initiator SRB Time
• PGMHIPTM

Step Hiperspace CPU Time
• PGMIOITM

Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM

Step Region Control Task CPU Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Pgms CPU SYSID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMTCBTM
Step TCB CPU Time

• PGMSRBTM
Step SRB CPU Time

• PGMSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

• PGMZPNTM
Normalized zAAP CPU Time

• PGMTCTM
Step Initiator TCB Time

• PGMISRTM
Step Initiator SRB Time

• PGMHIPTM
Step Hiperspace CPU Time

• PGMIOITM
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Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time
• PGMRCTTM

Step Region Control Task CPU Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – Service Units CPCID

Left Y-axis

• PGMIOSU
I/O Service Units
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Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – Connect Time CPCID

Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device Connect Time

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device Connect Time

• PGMCGRAF
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Graphics Device Connect Time
• PGMCTAPE

Tape Device Connect Time
• PGMCUREC

Unit Record Device Connect Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – EXCPs CPCID

Left Y-axis
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• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device EXCPS

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device EXCPS

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device EXCPS

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device EXCPS

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device EXCPS

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – Service Units SYSID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMIOSU
I/O Service Units

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – Connect Time SYSID
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Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device Connect Time

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device Connect Time

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device Connect Time

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device Connect Time

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device Connect Time

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count
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X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Programs I/O – EXCPs SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMCCOMM
Communication Device EXCPS

• PGMCDASD
DASD Device EXCPS

• PGMCGRAF
Graphics Device EXCPS

• PGMCTAPE
Tape Device EXCPS

• PGMCUREC
Unit Record Device EXCPS

Right Y-axis
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• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Pgms Memory CPCID

Left Y-axis

• PGMAVWSS
Avg Working Set Size

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
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Interval Record Count

X-axis

• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

SMF Daily Top 10 Batch Pgms Memory SYSID

Left Y-axis

• PGMAVWSS
Avg Working Set Size

Right Y-axis

• PGMCOUNT
Program Steps Encountered

• INTVLCNT
Interval Record Count

X-axis
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• PGMRANK
“rank” – Program Name (where rank is 01, 02, and so on)

Data Source

• BATPGM at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

    DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

    %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))

    

PGMRANK

    PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || PROGRAM ;

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (for example, 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD3 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
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N - No (Default)
• WORKLOADS

Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

SMFOD4 – SMF Daily Top 10 System Address Spaces

The SMFOD4 inquiry generates several charts. The charts show the daily top nn (default 10) system address spaces
(SASs) using CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one
chart set shows the top ten SASs using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another
that shows the top ten SASs for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detailed data from the BAT_SA (System Address
Space Activity) file and summarizes the data by job name. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step record
information from all job steps for the top ten system address spaces.

For CPU, the CPU time that is used by each of the top ten SASs is displayed using a vertical bar. The bar is segmented
by CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the SAS. System address spaces are the first address spaces that initiate on a z/OS
system. These address spaces tend to remain up until the system is brought down. In general, the only data processed
is interval records. The program count is zero and the interval count identifies the number of individual detail records
processed.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running system address space.

For I/O, I/O Service Units are used to determine the top ten SASs. Unlike the other address space types (for example,
batch, TSO, and so on), there is no device-specific information available for SASs. The only I/O related information is I/O
service units.

For device connect time and device EXCP views generated for the other Top 10 inquiries are not available for this
SMFOD4 inquiry. The I/O service units for the top ten SASs are displayed using vertical bars. As with the CPU chart, the
program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten SASs with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working set
size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is shown
using a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each top ten system address space.

The example shows the CPC level chart that is generated for the system address spaces executing on an IBM z10
2097-407 CPC. The two largest users of CPU time were ‘CONSOLE’ and ‘GRS.’ ‘CONSOLE’ primarily consumed TCB
CPU time. The ‘GRS’ system address space consumed more SRB and I/O Interrupt CPU time than TCB time, indicating
significant I/O activity.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest system address space consumers running on z/OS systems—at both the CPC and individual z/
OS system level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution
can help you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest.
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Data Extracts

NOTE
The following SMFOD4 inquiry data extracts display the same X- and Y-axis data elements as those elements
displayed by the SMFOD2 inquiry. The only difference is that this SMFOD4 inquiry shows the top nn system
address spaces, while the SMFOD2 inquiry output shows the top nn batch jobs. For the data extract chart
samples and axis values, see the SMFOD2 inquiry description.

SMF Daily Top 10 Sys Address CPU CPCID

NOTE
Initiator TCB and SRB CPU times (PGMITCTM and PGMISRTM) are not available for system address spaces.

SMF Daily Top 10 Sys Address CPU SYSID
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NOTE
Initiator TCB and SRB CPU times (PGMITCTM and PGMISRTM) are not available for system address spaces.
No multiple Charts—only I/O service units are available for system address spaces.

SMF Daily Top 10 Sys Address IO SYSID
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NOTE
No multiple views—only I/O service units are available for system address spaces.

SMF Daily Top 10 Sys Address Memory CPCID
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SMF Daily Top 10 Sys Address Memory SYSID
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Data Source

• BAT_SA at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

   DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

    %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))
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JOBRANK

   PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || JOB ;

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (e.g., 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD4 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.
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SMFOD5 – SMF Daily Top 10 Started Task Jobs

The SMFOD5 inquiry generates several charts. The charts show the daily top nn (default 10) started tasks, by job name,
using CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one chart set
shows the top ten started tasks using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another that
shows the top ten started tasks for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detail data from the BAT_ST (System Task
Program Activity) file and summarizes the data by job name. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step
record information from all job steps for the top ten started tasks.

For CPU, the CPU time that is used by each of the top ten started tasks is displayed using a vertical bar. The bar is
segmented by CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the started task. For short running steps, the interval count and program count values
have similar values. For long-running programs, the interval count exceeds the program count.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running program. For started tasks with a long-running program step that has not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is
zero.
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For I/O, I/O Service Units are used to determine the top ten started tasks. Three different chart views are available to
display I/O related resource utilization. The first view shows I/O service units for the top ten using vertical bars.

For device connect time for the top 10 by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). The device
connects time is displayed using a vertical bar, with the bar segmented by the time that is connected to each of the device
classes.

For EXCPs, the final view shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. As with the CPU chart,
the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten started tasks with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working
set size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is
shown using a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each of the top ten started tasks.

The chart sample below shows the CPC level chart that is generated for started tasks executing on an IBM z15 8561-608
CPC. The largest user of CPU time was the started task ‘D11ADBN1’. The chart shows that for the day depicted, the
started task only had 8-step completions spanning 101 interval records and consumed just over 11 hours of CPU time.
Most of this time was Normalized zIIP CPU time. The normalization of zIIP CPU time is important for this CPC model
because the CP engines run slower than the specialty (zIIP/zAAP) engines. When zIIP or zAAP CPU time is normalized,
the value is expressed as the CP engine equivalent by multiplying by a normalization factor. For the 2817-615 CPC
model, the normalization factor is 1.52734.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest started task consumers running on z/OS systems-at both the CPC and individual z/OS system
level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can help
you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest. Tracking started task utilization by job name may or
may not be useful at your installation and is largely dependent on job naming standards.

Data Extracts

NOTE
The following SMFOD5 inquiry data extracts display the same X- and Y-axis data elements as those elements
displayed by the SMFOD2 inquiry. The only difference is that this SMFOD5 inquiry shows that the top nn started
task jobs, while the SMFOD2 inquiry output shows the top nn batch jobs. For the data extract chart samples and
axis values, see the SMFOD2 inquiry description.

• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs CPU CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs CPU SYSID
• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs IO CPCID

– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – Service Units CPCID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – Connect Time CPCID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – EXCPs CPCID

• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs IO SYSID
– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – Service Units SYSID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – Connect Time SYSID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs I/O – EXCPs SYSID

• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs Memory CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 STask Jobs Memory SYSID
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Data Source

• BAT_ST at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

    DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

   %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))

    

JOBRANK

    PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || JOB ;

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (e.g., 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD5 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.
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SMFOD6 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users

The SMFOD6 inquiry generates several charts. The charts show the daily top nn (default 10) TSO users, by job name,
using CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one chart
set shows the top ten TSO users using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another
that shows the top ten TSO users for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detailed data from the BAT_TS (SMF User
TSO Activity) file and summarizes the data by job name. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step record
information from all job steps for the top ten TSO users.

NOTE
The user identification field, RACFUSID, implies RACF, but the user ID information is present even if other non-
RACF security systems are used.

For CPU, the CPU time that is used by each of the top ten TSO users is displayed using a vertical bar. The bar is
segmented by CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique TSO sessions) and interval count (number of interval
records) encountered for the user. For short running TSO sessions, the interval count and program count values have
similar values. For long-running sessions, the interval count exceeds the program count.
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NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running TSO session. For long-running sessions that have not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is zero.

For I/O, I/O Service Units are used to determine the top 10 TSO users. Three different chart views are available to display
I/O related resource utilization. The first view shows I/O service units for the top ten using vertical bars.

For device connect time for the top 10 by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). The device
connect time is displayed using a vertical bar, with the bar segmented by the time that is connected to each of the device
classes.

For EXCPs, the final view shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. As with the CPU chart,
the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten TSO users with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working
set size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used during the TSO session. The page frame
count is shown using a vertical bar and the session and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each top ten TSO user.

The chart sample below shows the CPC level chart that is generated for jobs executing on an IBM z15 8561-608 CPC.
The largest TSO user of CPU time was ‘TRITST1’. The chart shows that for the day depicted, the user had 400 TSO
sessions completed spanning 400 interval records and consumed almost 6 minutes of CPU time. A small portion of this
time was Normalized zIIP CPU Time. The normalization of zIIP CPU time is important for this CPC model because the
CP engines run slower than the specialty (zIIP/zAAP) engines. When zIIP or zAAP CPU time is normalized, the value
is expressed as the CP engine equivalent by multiplying by a normalization factor. For the 8561-608 CPC model, the
normalization factor is 1.52734.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest TSO users consumers running on z/OS systems-at both the CPC and individual z/OS system
level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can help
you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest.

Data Extracts

NOTE
The following SMFOD6 inquiry data extracts display the same Y-axis data elements as those elements
displayed by the SMFOD2 inquiry. The X-axis, however, displays the top nn TSO user IDs instead of the top ten
job names. For the data extract chart samples and axis values, see the SMFOD2 inquiry description.

• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users CPU CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users CPU SYSID
• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users IO CPCID

– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – Service Units CPCID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – Connect Time CPCID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – EXCPs CPCID

• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users IO SYSID
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– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – Service Units SYSID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – Connect Time SYSID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users I/O – EXCPs SYSID

• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users Memory CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 TSO Users Memory SYSID

Data Source

• BAT_TS at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

    DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

  %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))

    

UIDRANK

   PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || RACFUSID ;

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (e.g., 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD6 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
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Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.
• SELECT YESTERDAY

Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

SMFOD7 – SMF Daily Top 10 Unix SysSrv Jobs

The SMFOD7 inquiry generates several charts. The charts show the daily top nn (default 10) USS jobs, by job name,
using CPU, I/O, and central storage (memory) resources on your z/OS systems. For each resource type, one chart set
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shows the top ten USS jobs using the resource over the entire Central Processing Complex (CPC), and another that
shows the top ten USS jobs for each z/OS system. The inquiry reads detail data from the BAT_OE (Open Edition/MVS
Program) file and summarizes the data by job name. The charted data reflects summarized interval and step record
information from all job steps for the top ten USS jobs.

For CPU, the CPU time that is used by each of the top ten USS jobs is displayed using a vertical bar. The bar is
segmented by CPU time type (for example, TCB, SRB, I/O Interrupt, zIIP, zAAP, and so on).

Two horizontal lines show the program count (number of unique program executions) and interval count (number of
interval records) encountered for the USS job. For short running steps, the interval count and program count values have
similar values. For long-running programs, the interval count exceeds the program count.

NOTE
The program count data element (PGMCOUNT) is only set to one (1) for the last interval record for a long-
running program. For USS jobs with a long-running program step that has not yet ended, PGMCOUNT is zero.

For I/O, I/O Service Units are used to determine the top ten USS jobs. Three different chart views are available to display
I/O related resource utilization. The first view shows I/O service units for the top ten using vertical bars.

For device connect time, the top ten by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). The device
connect time is displayed using a vertical bar, with the bar segmented by the time that is connected to each of the device
classes.

For EXCPs, the final view shows EXCPs by device class, again using a segmented vertical bar. The vertical bar is
segmented by device class (for example, DASD, TAPE, Unit Record, and so on). As with the CPU chart, the program and
interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

For central storage, the top ten USS jobs with the largest average working set size are displayed. The average working
set size is the average number of page frames in central storage that is used by the program. The page frame count is
shown using a vertical bar and the program and interval record count are shown using a horizontal line.

NOTE
The average working set size represents the average for all step and interval records that are encountered for
each of the top ten USS jobs.

The chart sample below shows the CPC level chart that is generated for USS jobs executing on an IBM z196 8561-608
CPC. The largest users of CPU time are the CCSAUTO9 job. The chart shows that for the day depicted, the USS job used
about 11 minutes of CPU time. The USS job appears to be frequently executed (about 1000 times each). The interval
count and program count values are identical, meaning that they represent quick running, one-step USS job executions.
A large portion of this time was Normalized zIIP CPU Time. The normalization of zIIP CPU time is important for this
CPC model because the CP engines run slower than the specialty (zIIP/zAAP) engines. When zIIP or zAAP CPU time is
normalized, the value is expressed as the CP engine equivalent by multiplying by a normalization factor. For the 8561-608
CPC model, the normalization factor is 1.52734.

Uses

It is important to understand which applications are the biggest consumers of limited and expensive IT resources. This
inquiry shows the largest USS jobs consumers running on z/OS systems-at both the CPC and individual z/OS system
level. Knowing not only the amount of resource that is consumed but also the frequency of program execution can help
you to focus on tuning efforts where potential payback is greatest. Tracking USS jobs utilization by job name may or may
not be useful at your installation-and is largely dependent on job naming standards.

Data Extracts

NOTE
The following SMFOD7 inquiry data extracts display the same X- and Y-axis data elements as those elements
displayed the SMFOD2 inquiry. The only difference is that this SMFOD7 inquiry shows the top nn UNIX System
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Services jobs, while the SMFOD2 inquiry output shows the top nn batch jobs. For the data extract chart samples
and axis values, see the SMFOD2 inquiry description.

• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs CPU CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs CPU SYSID
• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs IO CPCID

– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – Service Units CPCID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – Connect Time CPCID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – EXCPs CPCID

• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs IO SYSID
– Chart 1 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – Service Units SYSID
– Chart 2 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – Connect Time SYSID
– Chart 3 – SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs I/O – EXCPs SYSID

• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs Memory CPCID
• SMF Daily Top 10 USS Jobs Memory SYSID

Data Source

• BAT_OE at the Detail Timespan

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:

Date

    DATEPART(ENDTS)

    

CPCID

  %CPCID   (macro CPCID generated by sp.MICS.MACAUTOS(CPCIDFMT))

    

JOBRANK

   PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || JOB ;

    

where COUNT is the rank of resource use (e.g., 01 is the largest resource user)

TOTCPU

SUM(PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM,

PGMSPNTM,PGMZPNTM,PGMISRTM,PGMITCTM) ;

    

INTVLCNT

INTVLCNT represents the number of observations that were summarized in the chart. In general, every observation in the
MICS step level files represents an interval record, but there is no MICS data element that counts the number of intervals.
These SMFODx inquiries make use of an accumulated data element that is not needed for charting (PGMCOACT) as a
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convenient way to summarize the number of observations included in the chart. They do this by assigning a value of one
(1) to PGMCOACT.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

The SMFOD7 inquiry contains the following parameters:

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
Y - Yes
N - No (Default)

• WORKLOADS
Enter the number of workloads to display on the chart. The default is 10.

SMF Exceptions
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer supports the standard MICS exception process. MICS exception processing
enables the I/S organization to focus on problems impacting its effectiveness with respect to availability, service, workload,
standards, security, and performance for the different areas of responsibility (such as batch, TSO, or IMS).

The following Batch and Operations Exception List shows standard exceptions for this product. Each standard exception
test is shipped with default values. However, to make effective use of the exception process, you must evaluate your
needs and modify the default values to meet your installation's standards.

For more information about individual exceptions, see SMF Detailed Exception Descriptions.

Batch and Operations Exception List

Number Severity Management Area Exception Description
03001 Critical Service Job Turnaround Time Exceeded

Objective
03002 Impacting Performance Job Elapsed Time Exceeded

Limit
03003 Impacting Performance Job Input Queue Time

Exceeded Limit
03004 Impacting Performance Job Output Queue Time

Exceeded Limit
03005 Impacting Performance Job Device Allocation Time

Exceeded Limit
03006 Impacting Performance Job Data Set Enqueue Time

Exceeded Limit
03007 Warning Standards Resource Consuming Job

Abend
03008 Warning Standards Resource Consuming Operator

Job Cancellation
03009 Warning Performance Excessive Job Restarts
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03010 Impacting Workload Tape Mounts Exceeded Job
Standard

03011 Impacting Workload Disk Mounts Exceeded Job
Standard

03050 Warning Workload Program Paging Rate Exceeds
Limit

03051 Warning Workload Program Swapping Rate
Exceeds Limit

03052 Warning Workload Program VIO Rate Exceeds
Limit

03053 Warning Workload Program EXCP/CPU-Second
Ratio Exceeds Limit

03054 Impacting Workload Tape Mounts Exceeded Step
Standard

03055 Impacting Workload Disk Mounts Exceeded Step
Standard

03056 Warning Workload Unauthorized Program Use
03057 Warning Workload Program Resource

Consumption Exceeded Limit
03058 Warning Workload Program System CPU

Time(SRB) Usage Exceeded
Limit

03059 Warning Workload Program Working Set Size
Exceeded Limit

03060 Impacting Performance Program Storage Availability
Delay

03061 Warning Performance Device Allocation Delay
Exceeded Limit

03101 Warning Performance Degraded Printer Performance
03102 Warning Standards Lines Printed Exceeded Limit

SMF Exception Process Overview
The MICS exception process consists of the individual exceptions, a set of standard reports, MICS Information Center
Facility (MICF) inquiries, an exception test routine, and an exception value analysis routine. Each of these is described
below.

An exception is the occurrence of an event which merits visibility and attention. It may be an occurrence that is a distinct
problem (e.g., CICS abended at 2:00 p.m.) or one that may be a problem and requires further research (e.g., a TSO user
overloaded the system from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.), or it may represent a standard, security, or audit violation (e.g., user XYZ
is not authorized to use PDZAP and was detected using it seven times yesterday).

Because the volume of exception occurrences can be quite large, MICS provides means to categorize, aggregate,
consolidate, and prioritize them to meet your needs. Each exception has:

• An exception number for unique definition
• A severity level to signify degree of importance
• A management area to identify area of responsibility
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Standard Exception Reports

The standard exception reports provide a concise, integrated method for problem reporting. The following reports can be
produced as part of the MICS DAILY job:

• Exception Management Overview Report
• Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• Management Area Exception Summary Report

You control which reports are produced via the REPORT EXCEPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
For more information, Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Two additional standard reports can be produced as required to provide the necessary background detail to effectively
analyze reported exceptions. The two reports are:

• Full Exception Detail Report
• Short Exception Detail Report

MICF Inquiries

The catalog group EXCEPT that is shipped with MICS contains a number of standard MICF inquiries that you can use
to report exception conditions. In the following inquiry list, graphic reports whose value of x is C produce color graphic
reports using SAS/GRAPH. If the value of x is P, printer graphic reports are produced without using SAS/GRAPH.

• BASxM1
Monthly Exception Summary Report

• BASxM2
Monthly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report

• BASxM3
Monthly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

• BASxM4
Monthly Exception Management Overview Report

• BASxM5
Monthly Info. Area Exception Overview Report

• BASxW1
Weekly Exception Summary Report

• BASxW2
Weekly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report

• BASxW3
Weekly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

The following inquiries that produce printed reports are also available:

• BASLD2
Daily Severity Level Exception Summary Report

• BASLD3
Daily Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report

• BASLD4
Daily Short Exception Detail Report

• BASLD5
Daily Full Exception Detail Report

• BASLD6
Daily Exception Ranking Report

• BASLM6
Monthly Exception Ranking Report
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These standard inquiries have execution-time parameter selection that permits you to report on a subset of the
exceptions. For example, inquiry BASLD5 allows selection on SYSID, Information Area, Management Area, Severity
Level, and other criteria.

Exception Test Routine

Each MICS product has an exception test routine that is invoked in the DAY200 step of the MICS DAILY job. You control
which routines are invoked using the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For
more information about EXECDEF, Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

An exception test routine, written in the SAS language, defines the exception and tests to determine whether or not the
exception condition is present in the data being processed. The distributed exception test routine for each MICS product
is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYcccEXC), where ccc is the product identifier. When the DAY200 step
invokes the test routines, it does so by %INCLUDEing the DYcccEXC member from prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. As
distributed, that member then %INCLUDEs the member from sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. For more information on
DYcccEXC, see Setting Exception Values.

Exception Value Analysis Routine

Each MICS product has an exception value analysis (EVA) routine that you can use to help determine values for the
exception conditions. The EVA routine extracts information from the MICS database. Descriptive statistics for the values
of variables used in exception tests are printed in the Exception Value Analysis Report. The EVA routine for each
product is stored in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(cccEVA). The job control to execute the EVA process is contained in
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccEVA).

SMF Setting Exception Values
Exception test routines contain tests that determine the conditions and definitions that classify the exception for reporting
and analysis. The following is a sample exception test:

*

*  03002

*  BATCH JOB ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

  IF JOBGROUP=1 AND JOBEXCTM > '00:01:00'T

  OR JOBGROUP=2 AND JOBEXCTM > '00:30:00'T

  OR JOBGROUP=3 AND JOBEXCTM > '00:59:99'T

    THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03002';

    SEVERITY='I';

    MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='JOB ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

    EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' ELAPSED TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(PJBEXCTM,TIME.);

    LINK HIT;

  END;

This exception test is processed for each observation that is in the latest cycle of the DETAIL Batch User Job Activity File
(BATJOB). The test is positive only when the value of the JOBGROUP element is one, two, or three and the JOBEXCTM
element exceeds the associated time limit. For jobs in group one, the duration must be greater than one minute. For jobs
in group two, the duration must be greater than 30 minutes, and for jobs in group three, the duration must be greater than
or equal to one hour.
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When the test is positive, the exception is categorized by providing the appropriate values for EXCCODE, SEVERITY,
and MGMTAREA. EXCDESC1 provides a consistent label for the exception. EXCDESC2 provides variable information
for the conditions that caused the test to be positive. The LINK HIT statement invokes a routine that causes the exception
condition eventually to be written to the Exception Activity File (ADMEXC) for later processing by the standard reports or
MICF inquiries.

For most organizations, the exception limits used here would either cause too many exceptions or too few exceptions to
be reported, which defeats one of the purposes of exception processing: to report on "out of the ordinary" conditions that
warrant attention. Therefore, each organization must determine and set its own exception values.

Furthermore, the values for some exception conditions should be determined uniquely for different environments within
a single organization. For example, a system paging rate that would be excessive during the nightly batch processing
may be normal during the daytime hours, which have heavy interactive usage. Also, different processors can support
different paging rates. Numbers used as exception values should not be defined without some analysis of installation
history, performance, and user requirements.

The MICS database provides a most useful information base for analyzing historical performance. The exception value
analysis routine uses the MICS database to produce a statistical analysis of the values used in the standard exception
tests distributed with the products.

Using the results of this analysis, along with your installation's internal political, security, or standards policies; industry
publications; and your own analysis of data element behavior, you can determine how to modify each exception test for
your environment. You can also modify the exception test routine to add your own tests for additional exception conditions
not detected by the standard tests delivered with the product.

SMF Detailed Exception Descriptions
This section describes each of the standard exceptions for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. The exceptions are
organized numerically and appear sequentially starting with exception 03001.

The format provides the title, number, and a statement on the purpose, rationale, and definition for each exception to
give you some insight into the meaning and use of the information. Finally, the description contains the SAS code for the
exception, with an explanation on modifying the exception threshold values.

 

03002 Job Elapsed Time Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies long-running batch jobs.

RATIONALE:  The identification of long-running batch jobs is

important to determine data center operation effectiveness

and for management to determine which jobs failed to meet

performance objectives.

DEFINITION:    This exception is detected when a batch job's

elapsed time (i.e., execution time) exceeds the
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installation-defined time limit for a specified job group.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03002

**  JOB ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBEXCTM > elapsed-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBEXCTM > elapsed-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBEXCTM > elapsed-time)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03002'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' ELAPSED TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBEXCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for elapsed

time (i.e., execution time) as follows:

    jobgroup - The numeric value identifying the selected job

       category.  Group 3 appears as:

          JOBGROUP=3

    elapsed-time - The amount of elapsed time described as

       hours, minutes, and seconds.  A threshold of 3 hours

       and 30 minutes appears as:

          JOBELSTM > HMS(03,30,00)

03001 Job Turnaround Time Exceeded Objective

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Critical             (SEVERITY='C')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service       (MGMTAREA='SERVICE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs that missed the turnaround target.

RATIONALE:  The identification of jobs that missed the

turnaround objectives is important to determine data center
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operation effectiveness and for management to determine

which jobs failed to meet performance objectives.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job's

turnaround time exceeds the installation-defined time limit.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03001

**  JOB TURNAROUND TIME EXCEEDED OBJECTIVE

*;

IF JOBGROUP < 150 AND JOBTURTM > JOBTARTM

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03001'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='SERVICE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB TURNAROUND TIME EXCEEDED OBJECTIVE';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' TURN TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBTURTM,TIME.)

           || ' TARGET='

           || PUT(JOBTARTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  None required

03003 Job Input Queue Time Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs waiting a long time in the input

queue for initiation.

RATIONALE:  The amount of time that a job waits in the input

queue may be key to the analysis of poor job turnaround.

Reasons for input queue delays include heavy workload,

inadequate initiator settings, the Installation Performance

Specifications, or ineffective job classes and priorities.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job's

input queue time exceeds the installation-defined time limit

limit for a specified job group.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:   The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03003

**  JOB INPUT QUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBINQTM > input-queue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBINQTM > input-queue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBINQTM > input-queue-time)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03003'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB INPUT QUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' INPUT QUEUE TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBINQTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for jobgroup

and input-queue-time as follows:

    jobgroup - The numeric value identifying the selected job

       category.  Group 3 appears as:

          JOBGROUP=3

    input-queue-time  -  The amount of input queue time,

       described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A threshold

       of 30 minutes appears as:

          JOBINQTM > HMS(00,30,0)

03004 Job Output Queue Time Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs waiting a long time in the output

queue for printing.

RATIONALE:  The amount of time that a job waits in the output

queue may be key to the analysis of poor job turnaround.
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Reasons for output queue delays include heavy workload, forms

processing delays, or insufficient printer capacity.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job's

output queue time exceeds the installation-defined time limit

for a specified job group.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03004

**  JOB OUTPUT QUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBPRQTM > output-queue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBPRQTM > output-queue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBPRQTM > output-queue-time)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03004'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB OUTPUT QUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' OUTPUT QUEUE TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBPRQTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for jobgroup

and output-queue-time as follows:

   jobgroup - The numeric value identifying the selected job

      group.  Group 3 appears as:

         JOBGROUP=3

   output-queue-time  - The amount of output queue time,

      described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A threshold

      of 10 minutes appears as:

         JOBPRQTM > HMS(00,10,00)

03005 Job Device Allocation Time Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Job  Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')
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PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs delayed in device allocation

scheduling.

RATIONALE:  The identification of jobs waiting a substantial

amount of time in device allocation may be key to the

analysis of poor job turnaround.  Reasons for device

scheduling delays include volume mounting, label processing

problems, space allocation delays, and the availability of

devices.  Improvements may have a direct bearing on reduced

turnaround.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a job's device

allocation time exceeds the installation-defined time limit

for the specified job group.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03005

**  JOB DEVICE ALLOCATION TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBALCTM > device-allocation-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBALCTM > device-allocation-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBALCTM > device-allocation-time)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03005'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB DEVICE ALLOCATION TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' DEVICE ALLOCATION TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBALCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for jobgroup

and device-allocation-time as follows:

    jobgroup - The numeric value identifying the selected job

       category.  Group 10 appears as:

          JOBGROUP=10

    device-allocation-time - The amount of device allocation

       time, described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A

       threshold of 5 minutes appears as:

         JOBALCTM > HMS(00,05.00)
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03006 Job Data Set Enqueue Time Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs waiting a long time in initiation

due to a data set enqueue.

RATIONALE:  The amount of time that a job waits in data set

enqueue may be key to the analysis of poor job turnaround.  A

data set enqueue occurs as a result of a job attempting to

allocate a data set already allocated to another job.  As a

result, an initiator and associated resources are tied up

until the condition is cleared by the job being cancelled or

the data set being freed.

DEFINITION:    This exception is detected when a batch job's

data set enqueue time exceeds the installation-defined time

limit for a specified job group.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03006

**  JOB DATA SET ENQUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBENQTM > data-set-enqueue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBENQTM > data-set-enqueue-time)

OR (JOBGROUP=jobgroup AND JOBENQTM > data-set-enqueue-time)

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='03006'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1=

  'JOB DATA SET ENQUEUE TIME EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='JOBGROUP=' || PUT(JOBGROUP,3.)

           || ' DATA SET ENQUEUE TIME(H:M:S)='

           || PUT(JOBENQTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for jobgroup

and data-set-enqueue-time as follows:

    jobgroup - The numeric value identifying the selected job

       category.  Group 3 appears as:
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          JOBGROUP=3

    data-set-enqueue-time - The amount of data set enqueue

       time, described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A

       threshold of 30 minutes appears as:

          JOBENQTM > HMS(00,30,00)

03007 Resource Consuming Job Abend

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Standards     (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs that failed after consuming a

considerable quantity of resources.

RATIONALE:  Job abends after large amounts of resources have

been consumed have a degrading effect on the capacity of the

system.  Such jobs should be identified and analyzed as to

why the costly failure occurred and how it can be avoided in

the future.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job has

abended and the number of consumed service units exceeds the

installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03007

**  RESOURCE CONSUMING JOB ABEND

*;

IF (JOBUSRAB=1 OR JOBSYSAB=1)

      AND JOBSERVU > service-units THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03007'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='STANDARDS';

    EXCDESC1=

    'RESOURCE CONSUMING JOB ABEND';

    IF JOBUSRAB=1 THEN X3007=' USER'; ELSE X3007='SYSTEM';

    EXCDESC2=X3007 || ' ABEND=' || TERMCODE

             || ' CPU TIME='

             || PUT(JOBCPUTM,TIME.)

             || ' EXCPS=' || PUT(JOBEXCPS,6.)
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             || ' SU=' || PUT(JOBSERVU,7.);

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the value used for

service-units as follows:

    service-units  - The target number of service units.  A

       threshold of 250,000 appears as:

          JOBSERVU > 250000

03008 Resource Consuming Operator Job Cancellation

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Standards     (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs that were cancelled after consuming

a considerable quantity of resources.

RATIONALE:   Job cancellations after large amounts of

resources have been consumed have a degrading effect on the

capacity of the system.  Such jobs should be identified and

analyzed as to why the costly cancellation was necessary and

how it can be avoided in the future.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job has

abended and the number of consumed service units exceeds the

installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03008

**  RESOURCE CONSUMING OPERATOR JOB CANCELLATION

*;

IF JOBCANCL=1 AND JOBSERVU > service-units THEN DO;

EXCCODE='03008'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='STANDARDS';

EXCDESC1=

    'RESOURCE CONSUMING OPERATOR JOB CANCELLATION';

    EXCDESC2='CPU TIME(H:M:S)='

             || PUT(JOBCPUTM,TIME.)

             || ' EXCPS=' || PUT(JOBEXCPS,6.)

             || ' SU=' || PUT(JOBSERVU,7.);
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    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the value used for

service-units as follows:

    service-units - The number of service units.  A threshold

       of 250,000 appears as:

          JOBSERVU > 250000

03009 Excessive Job Restarts

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs that were excessively restarted.

Excessive restarts may be due to data set contentions or

repeated abends.

RATIONALE:   Job restarts utilize resources of the Job Entry

Subsystem and tie up job initiation resources.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a batch job has

restarted more times than the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03009

**  EXCESSIVE JOB RESTARTS

*;

IF JOBRSTRT > restarts THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03009'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1=

    'EXCESSIVE JOB RESTARTS';

    EXCDESC2='NUMBER OF JOB RESTARTS ='

             || PUT(JOBRSTRT,5.);

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for restarts

as follows:
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    restarts - The target number of restarts.  A threshold of

       1 appears as:

          JOBRSTRT > 1

03010 Tape Mounts Exceeded Job Standard

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs with excessive tape mounting

activity.

RATIONALE:  The mounting of a tape volume is both time

consuming and efficiency impacting.  Where possible, you

should consider online storage as an alternative,

particularly for small, frequently used data sets.  In

addition, you should review job control statements to

determine whether all the mounts are necessary.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when the number of

tape mounts exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03010

**  TAPE MOUNTS EXCEEDED JOB STANDARD

*;

WORK=0;

WORK+JOBNSTMT;

WORK+JOBSTMT;

IF WORK > mounts THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03010'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

    EXCDESC1=

    'TAPE MOUNTS EXCEEDED JOB STANDARD';

    EXCDESC2='SPECIFIC TAPE MOUNTS='

             || PUT(JOBSTMT,5.)

             || ' NON-SPECIFIC TAPE MOUNTS='

             || PUT(JOBNSTMT,5.);

    LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for mounts as

follows:

   mounts  -  The target number of mounts.  A threshold of 4

      appears as:

         WORK > 4

03011 Disk Mounts Exceeded Job Standard

FILE:             Batch User Job Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATJOB01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies jobs with excessive disk mounting

activity.

RATIONALE:  The mounting of a disk volume is both time

consuming and efficiency impacting.  Where possible, you

should consider online storage as an alternative,

particularly for small, frequently used data sets.  In

addition, you should review job control statements to

determine whether all the mounts are necessary.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

disk mounts exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03011

**  DISK MOUNTS EXCEEDED JOB STANDARD

*;

WORK=0;

WORK+JOBNSDMT;

WORK+JOBSDMT;

IF WORK > mounts THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03011'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

    EXCDESC1=

    'DISK MOUNTS EXCEEDED JOB STANDARD';

    EXCDESC2='SPECIFIC DISK MOUNTS='

             || PUT(JOBSDMT,5.)

             || ' NON-SPECIFIC DISK MOUNTS='
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             || PUT(JOBNSDMT,5.);

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for mounts as

follows:

    mounts  -  The target number of mounts.  A threshold of 2

       appears as:

          WORK > 2

03050 Program Paging Rate Exceeds Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which incurred a high level of

paging activity.

RATIONALE:  Programs experiencing a high level of paging

activity may be extremely degrading to overall system

performance.  You should examine such programs to determine

if it is a result of a heavy system mix during execution or

of poor program design.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the program

paging rate exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03050

** PROGRAM PAGING RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT

*;

RATE=0; PAGES=PGMPGIN+PGMPGOUT;

IF PGMEXCTM > 0 THEN RATE=PAGES/PGMEXCTM;

IF RATE > paging-rate-per-second

     AND PGMEXCTM > execution-time

     AND PAGES > total-pages

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03050'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1='PROGRAM PAGING RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT';
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  EXCDESC2='PAGING RATE/SEC=' || PUT(RATE,5.)

           || ' TOTAL PAGES=' || PUT(PAGES,6.)

           || ' ELAPSED TIME=' || PUT(PGMEXCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for paging-

rate-per-sec, execution-time, and total-pages as follows:

    paging-rate-per-sec  -  The value for paging rate per

       second.  A threshold of 10 pages per second appears

       as:

          RATE > 10

    execution-time - The specification for execution time.  A

       threshold of 5 minutes appears as:

          PGMEXCTM > HMS(00,05,00)

    total-pages - The total number of pages.  A threshold of

       1000 appears as:

          PAGES > 1000

03051 Program Swapping Rate Exceeds Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which incurred a high level of

swapping activity.

RATIONALE:  Programs experiencing a high degree of swapping

indicate a period of excessive system load.  You should

examine the time period in which the excessive swapping

occurs to find ways of lowering the multiprogramming level.

DEFINITION:    This exception is detected when the program

swapping rate exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*
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** 03051

** PROGRAM SWAPPING RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT

*;

RATE=0;

IF PGMEXCTM > 0 THEN RATE=PGMSWAPS/PGMEXCTM;

IF RATE > swapping-rate-per-second

          AND PGMEXCTM > execution-time

          AND PGMSWAPS > total-swaps

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03051'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1='PROGRAM SWAP RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='SWAP RATE/SEC=' || PUT(RATE,5.)

           || ' TOTAL SWAPS=' || PUT(PGMSWAPS,6.)

           || ' ELAPSED TIME=' || PUT(PGMEXCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the values used for

swapping-rate-per-sec, execution-time, and total-swaps as

follows:

    swapping-rate-per-sec  -  The number of swaps per second.

       A threshold of 10 per second appears as:

          RATE > 10

    execution-time - The total execution time.  A threshold

       of 5 minutes appears as:

          PGMEXCTM > HMS(00,05,00)

    total-swaps  -  The total number of swaps A threshold of

       1000 appears as:

          PGMSWAPS > 1000

03052 Program VIO Rate Exceeds Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  WARNING              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which incurred a high level of

VIO activity.

RATIONALE:  Programs experiencing a high level of VIO

activity may be extremely degrading to overall system
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performance.  You should examine such programs to determine

if the I/O activity is better suited to real direct access

storage devices.  The file may have inadvertently defaulted

to VIO.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the program VIO

rate exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03052

** PROGRAM VIO RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT

*;

RATE=0; VIO=PGMVPGIN+PGMVPGOT;

IF PGMEXCTM > 0 THEN RATE=VIO/PGMEXCTM;

IF RATE > vio-rate-per-second AND PGMEXCTM > execution-time

          AND VIO > total-vio

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03052'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1='PROGRAM VIO RATE EXCEEDS LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='VIO RATE/SEC=' || PUT(RATE,5.)

           || ' TOTAL VIO=' || PUT(VIO,6.)

           || ' ELAPSED TIME=' || PUT(PGMEXCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for VIO-rate-

per-sec, execution-time, and total-VIO as follows:

    VIO-rate-per-sec - The target VIO rate per second.  A

       threshold of 10 appears as:

          RATE > 10

    execution-time  -  The target total execution time.  A

       threshold of 5 minutes appears as:

          PGMEXCTM > HMS(00,05,00)

    total-VIO -  The total VIO activity.  A threshold of 1000

       appears as:

          VIO > 1000

03053 Program EXCP/CPU-Second Ratio Exceeds Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity
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SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which incurred a high ratio of

EXCP/CPU-Second.

RATIONALE:  Programs which have a high EXCP to CPU-Second

ratio are I/O bound and are good candidates for improvement

through data set reblocking.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a program's EXCP

per CPU-Second ratio exceeds the installation-defined values.

In addition, the step's CPU time and total EXCPS must exceed

the installation-defined values.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03053

** PROGRAM EXCP/CPU-SECOND RATIO EXCEEDS LIMIT

*;

RATIO=0;

IF PGMCPUTM > 0 THEN RATIO=PGMEXCPS/PGMCPUTM;

IF RATIO > excp/cpu-second AND PGMCPUTM > cputime

 AND PGMEXCPS > excps

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03053'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'PROGRAM EXCP/CPU-SECOND RATIO EXCEEDS LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='EXCPS/CPU-SEC=' || PUT(RATIO,5.)

           || ' EXCPS=' || PUT(PGMEXCPS,6.)

           || ' CPU TIME=' || PUT(PGMCPUTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the values used for

excp/cpu-sec, cputime, and excps as follows:

    excp/cpu-sec - The ratio of exceptions per CPU second.  A

       ratio of 10 appears as:

          RATIO > 10

    cputime  -  The amount of CPU time, described as hours,

       minutes, and seconds.  A threshold of 5 minutes

       appears as:
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          PGMCPUTM > HMS(0,05,00)

    excps  -  The number of exceptions.  A threshold of 1000

       excps appears as:

          PGMEXCPS > 1000

03054 Tape Mounts Exceeded Step Standard

FILE:             Batch User Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies steps with excessive tape mounting

activity.

RATIONALE:  The mounting of a tape volume is both time

consuming and efficiency impacting.  Where possible, you

should consider online storage as an alternative,

particularly for small, frequently used data sets.  In

addition, you should review job control statements to

determine whether all the mounts are necessary.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

tape mounts exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03054

**  TAPE MOUNTS EXCEEDED STEP STANDARD

*;

WORK=0;

WORK+PGMNSTMT;

WORK+PGMSTMT;

IF WORK > mounts THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03054'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

    EXCDESC1=

    'TAPE MOUNTS EXCEEDED STEP STANDARD';

    EXCDESC2='SPECIFIC TAPE MOUNTS='

             || PUT(PGMSTMT,5.)

             || ' NON-SPECIFIC TAPE MOUNTS='

             || PUT(PGMNSTMT,5.);

    LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for mounts as

follows:

    mounts - The target number of mounts.  A threshold of 4

       appears as:

          WORK > 4

 

03055 Disk Mounts Exceeded Step Standard

FILE:             Batch User Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies steps with excessive disk mounting

activity.

RATIONALE:  The mounting of a disk volume is both time

consuming and efficiency impacting.  Where possible, you

should consider online storage as an alternative,

particularly for small, frequently used data sets.  In

addition, you should review job control statements to

determine whether all the mounts are necessary.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number of

disk mounts exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03055

**  DISK MOUNTS EXCEEDED STEP STANDARD

*;

WORK=0;

WORK+PGMNSDMT;

WORK+PGMSDMT;

IF WORK > mounts THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03055'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD';

    EXCDESC1=

    'DISK MOUNTS EXCEEDED STEP STANDARD';

    EXCDESC2='SPECIFIC DISK MOUNTS='

             || PUT(PGMSDMT,5.)

             || ' NON-SPECIFIC DISK MOUNTS='
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             || PUT(PGMNSDMT,5.);

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for mounts as

follows:

    mounts - The target number of mounts.  A threshold of 2

       appears as:

          WORK > 2

03056 Unauthorized Program Use

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Standards     (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

PURPOSE:  Identifies unauthorized users who have executed the

SUPERZAP Program.

RATIONALE:  SUPERZAP is an IBM Service Aid. This program can

be used to inspect/modify load modules, data in DASD data

sets, or DASD Volume Table of Contents (VTOCs).  Unauthorized

users could make modifications to programs and data,

circumventing normal security procedures.  This program could

be used to gain access to password protected data sets

through VTOC modification or penetration of the password data

set.  Even when this program is used for legitimate purposes,

there is danger that the source program or audit trail will

not be updated to reflect the change.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an unauthorized

user executes the SUPERZAP program.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

**  03056

**  UNAUTHORIZED PROGRAM USE

*;

IF (

    PROGRAM='AMASPZAP' OR PROGRAM='IMASPZAP'

    OR PROGRAM='SUPERZAP' OR PROGRAM='program-name'
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   ) AND

   NOT (JOB=:'job-name')

   THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='03056'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='STANDARDS';

    EXCDESC1='UNAUTHORIZED PROGRAM USE';

    EXCDESC2=' ';

    LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:   Tailor the list of SUPERZAP program

names contained in the definition string and specify those

jobs which will be excluded from causing an exception as

follows:

    program-name - The name of the program, specified as a

       one- to eight-character alphanumeric field, must be

       enclosed in quotes as a standard SAS character

       literal.  Additional program names must be connected

       to the list with an OR.

    job-name - The name of the jobs to be used for selection,

       specified as a one- to eight-  character alphanumeric

       field, must be enclosed in quotes as a standard SAS

       character literal.  Additional job names must be

       enclosed in the parentheses and be connected to the

       list with an OR.  For all job names that do not begin

       with SYS or MAINT, the specification is:

          AND NOT(JOB=:'SYS' OR JOB=:'MAINT')

          Note that by placing a colon prior to the literal,

          the job selection will be satisfied by all job

          names having their first n digits match the string.

          For example, the test JOB=:'SYS' selects all job

          names starting with SYS.

03057 Program Resource Consumption Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  WARNING              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which utilized a large quantity

of resources.

RATIONALE:  Heavy resource-consuming programs may have a

degrading effect on overall system performance.

Identification and control of these jobs may be crucial to
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maintaining consistent performance.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a program's

resource consumption exceeds the installation-defined values.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03057

** PROGRAM RESOURCE CONSUMPTION EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF PGMSERVU > service-units

   OR PGMCPUTM > cpu-time

   OR PGMEXCPS > excps

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03057'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'PROGRAM RESOURCE CONSUMPTION EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='SERVICE UNITS=' || PUT(PGMSERVU,7.)

           || ' EXCPS=' || PUT(PGMEXCPS,6.)

           || ' CPU TIME=' || PUT(PGMCPUTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the values used for

service-units, cpu-time, and excps as follows:

    service-units - The number of service units.  A threshold

       of 200,000 service units appears as:

          PGMSERVU > 200000

    cpu-time - The amount of CPU time, described in hours,

       minutes, and seconds.  A threshold of 10 minutes and

       30 seconds appears as:

          PGMCPUTM > HMS(0,10,30)

    excps - The number of exceptions.  A threshold of 50,000

       excps appears as:

          PGMEXCPS > 50000

03058 Program System CPU Time (SRB) Usage Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.(DYSMFEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs that incurred a high level of

system CPU processing time.

RATIONALE:   You should investigate programs that consume a

large amount of CPU time to determine the cause of the

excessive demand.  Excessive system CPU time may be

attributable to inefficient data set block sizes, a heavy

system mix, or problem program design characteristics.  CPU

is an expensive resource and inefficient use of it should be

investigated.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a program's SRB

CPU time consumption exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

*

** 03058

** PROGRAM SYSTEM CPU TIME (SRB) USAGE EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF PGMSRBTM > system-cpu-time

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03058'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'PROGRAM SYSTEM CPU TIME (SRB) USAGE EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='SRB CPU TIME=' || PUT(PGMSRBTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for system-

cpu-time as follows:

    system-cpu-time   -   The amount of system CPU time,

       described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A threshold

       of 10 minutes appears as:

          PGMSRBTM > HMS(00,10,00)

03059 Program Working Set Size Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.(DYSMFEXC)
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SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Workload      (MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs which utilized a large working

set size.

RATIONALE:  Programs which utilize a large working set size

may have a serious impact on available real storage.

Depending on the mix of other tasks and also the availability

of real storage frames, such jobs could precipitate a

significant increase in demand paging and swapping activity.

Programs that specify V=R usually show up in this test.  They

should be examined to determine if the need for real storage

only is legitimate.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a program's

working set size exceeds the installation-defined value.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03059

** PROGRAM WORKING SET SIZE EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF PGMEXCTM > execution-time AND PGMMXWSS > working-set-size

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='WORKLOAD'; EXCCODE='03059'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'PROGRAM WORKING SET SIZE EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='WORKING SET SIZE=' || PUT(PGMMXWSS,5.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the values used for

execution-time and working-set-size as follows:

    execution-time - The target execution time.  A threshold

       of 5 minutes of execution time appears as:

          PGMEXCTM > HMS(00,05,00)

    working-set-size  -  The working set size in 4K frame

       units.  A threshold of 200 (representing 800K bytes)

       appears as:

          PGMMXWSS > 200
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03060 Program Storage Availability Delay

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Impacting            (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:      Identifies programs delayed due to storage

availability problems.

RATIONALE:  The identification of programs delayed due to

storage availability may be key to the analysis of poor job

turnaround.  Low TCB CPU time per page fault is indicative of

the degree to which storage availability constrained the job

step.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the TCB time per

page fault is below the installation-defined limit.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03060

** PROGRAM STORAGE AVAILABILITY DELAY

*;

PAGES=PGMPGIN+PGMPGOUT;

IF PAGES > 0 THEN RATE=PGMTCBTM/PAGES;

IF PGMTCBTM > tcb-cpu-time AND RATE > 0

      AND RATE < tcb-secs/page-fault

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE'; EXCCODE='03060'; SEVERITY='I';

  EXCDESC1=

     'PROGRAM STORAGE AVAILABILITY DELAY';

  EXCDESC2='TCB-SECS/PAGE FAULT=' || PUT(RATE,4.)

           || ' TCB-SECS=' || PUT(PGMTCBTM,TIME.)

           || ' PAGE FAULTS=' || PUT(PAGES,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the values used for

tcb-cpu-time and tcb-secs/page-fault as follows:

    tcb-cpu-time  -  The amount of program tcb time.  A

       threshold of 2 minutes appears as:

          PGMTCBTM > HMS(00,02,00)
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    tcb-secs/page-fault  -  The amount of CPU time per page

       fault.  A threshold of 5 appears as:

          RATE < 5

03061 Device Allocation Delay Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Program Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATPGM01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies programs delayed in device allocation

scheduling.

RATIONALE:    The identification of programs waiting a

substantial amount of time in device allocation may be key to

the analysis of poor job turnaround.  Reasons for device

scheduling delays include volume mounting, label processing

problems, space allocation delays, and the availability of

devices.  Improvements may have a direct bearing on reduced

turnaround.

DEFINITION:    This exception is detected when a program's

device allocation time exceeds the installation-defined time

limit.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:    The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03061

** DEVICE ALLOCATION DELAY EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF PGMALCTM > device-allocation-time

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE'; EXCCODE='03061'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'DEVICE ALLOCATION DELAY EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='DEVICE ALLOCATION TIME=' || PUT(PGMALCTM,TIME.);

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value used for device-

allocation-time as follows:
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    device-allocation-time - The amount of device-allocation-

       time described as hours, minutes, and seconds.  A

       threshold of 5 minutes appears as:

          PGMALCTM > HMS(00,05,00)

03101 Degraded Printer Performance

FILE:             Batch User Spool Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATSPL01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning              (SEVERITY=W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance    (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

PURPOSE:  Identifies printer activity at a rate lower than

the expected performance level.

RATIONALE:  Printer rates may fall considerably below the

expected performance level due to the printing of special or

invalid characters, printer problems such as out of paper,

and the use of special print trains.  You should examine

applications with a printing rate below expected performance

for possible procedural improvements.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a data set is

printed at a rate below the installation-defined expected

performance level.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

*

** 03101

** DEGRADED PRINTER PERFORMANCE

*;

RATE=0; IF SPLWTRTM > 0 THEN RATE=(SPLNLR / (SPLWTRTM/60));

IF RATE NE 0 AND SPLWTRTM > writer-time

     AND RATE < print-rate

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE'; EXCCODE='03101'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'DEGRADED PRINTER PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC2='LINES=' || PUT(SPLNLR,6.)

           || ' PRINTER TIME='   || PUT(SPLWTRTM,TIME.)

           || ' LINES/MINUTE=' || PUT(RATE,6.);

  LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:     Modify the values used for

writer-time and print-rate as follows:

    writer-time - The amount of writer active time.  A value

       of 5 minutes appears as:

          SPLWTRTM > HMS(00,05,00)

    print-rate - The target print rate.  A value of 400 lines

       per minute appears as:

          RATE < 400

03102 Lines Printed Exceeded Limit

FILE:             Batch User Spool Activity

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.BATSPL01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYSMFEXC)

SEVERITY:  Warning             (SEVERITY='W')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Standards      (MGMTAREA='STANDARDS')

PURPOSE:  Identifies print volumes exceeding installation

standards.

RATIONALE:  You should investigate occurrences of large print

volumes to determine whether the output is actually needed

and useful.  You should consider eliminating printing that is

not needed, using microfiche where feasible, or increasing

the number of lines per inch to reduce paper usage.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a print volume

exceeds the installation-defined standard.

EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below.

*

** 03102

** LINES PRINTED EXCEEDED LIMIT

*;

IF SPLNLR > lines-printed

 THEN DO;

  MGMTAREA='STANDARDS'; EXCCODE='03102'; SEVERITY='W';

  EXCDESC1=

     'LINES PRINTED EXCEEDED LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2='LINES PRINTED=' || PUT(SPLNLR,7.);

  LINK HIT;

END;
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THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  Modify the value for lines-printed

as follows:

    lines-printed  -  The numeric value of lines printed.  A

       lines-printed value of 50000 appears as:

          SPLNLR > 50000

   

  

SMF Files
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer divides its data into the Batch Information Area (BAT) and the Operations
Information Area (OPS).

Job, program, TSO session, system task, APPC/MVS TPs, spooling, and device workload information comprise the Batch
Information Area data files. IPL, outage, and configuration data are in the Operation Information Area files.

This section lists the product's files and the timespans that are activated for each file.

The following table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they
belong. The following information is provided for each file in the information area:

• XDWMYT
This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period
(.) indicates that the file is not supported. The following are the timespans indicated by XDWMYT:

          X - DETAIL

          D - DAYS

          W - WEEKS

          M - MONTHS

          Y - YEARS

          T - TABLES AREA

• File
The name that is used to access this file.

• File Name
The descriptive label for the file.

Note: The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| Batch Activity                         | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| X.....  BAT_JS  BATCH USER JOB SUSPEND FILE               |

| X..M..  BAT_OE  OPEN EDITION/MVS PROGRAM FILE             |

| X..M..  BAT_SA  SYSTEM ADDRESS SPACE ACTIVITY FILE        |

| X..M..  BAT_ST  SYSTEM TASK PROGRAM ACTIVITY FILE         |
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| X..M..  BAT_TP  APPC/MVS TP ACTIVITY FILE                 |

| X..M..  BAT_TS  SMF USER TSO ACTIVITY FILE                |

| X..M..  BATATP  APPC/MVS TRANSACTION FILE                 |

| X..MY.  BATJOB  BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE              |

| X..M..  BATMUA  MEASURED USAGE ADDRESS SPACE FILE         |

| XD.M..  BATMUG  MEASURED USAGE GLOBAL FILE                |

| X.....  BATOEP  OPEN EDITION PROCESS ACTIVITY FILE        |

| X..M..  BATPGM  BATCH USER PROGRAM ACTIVITY FILE          |

| X..M..  BATREN  MULTISYSTEM ENCLAVE ACTIVITY FILE         |

| X.....  BATSFH  JOB ACCOUNT DERIVATION HOLD FILE          |

| X..MY.  BATSPL  BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE            |

| .D....  BATWDA  BATCH WORKLOAD DEVICE ACTIVITY FILE       |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| Operations                             | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2014 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| X.....  OPSAVL  OPERATIONS AVAILABILITY FILE              |

| X.....  OPSCON  OPERATIONS CONFIGURATION FILE             |

| .....T  OPSCTF  OPERATIONS CHANGE TRACKING FILE           |

| X.....  OPSOPI  OPERATIONS INCIDENT FILE                  |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Batch and Operations Analyzer Files Table

File File Name Description Derivation
BATJOB Batch User Job Activity Quantifies user batch service

(turnaround) load, and usage
for an individual job execution
in the DETAIL time-span, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Output Writer (6) Job Purge (26)
Type 30 (Subtypes 1,2,3,4,5)
JES3 Allocation (25)

BAT_JS Batch User Job Suspend Same as BATJOB observation
for jobs still executing or waiting
for sysout

Same as BATJOB file except no
Job Purge (26) record

BATPGM Batch User Program Activity Quantifies user batch program
resources, load, and usage
for individual program (step)
executions in the DETAIL
timespans, and total usage in
the summary timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BAT_TS SMF User TSO Activity Quantifies TSO user resources,
load, and usage consumed
during TSO sessions in the
DETAIL timespans, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)
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BAT_ST System Task Program Activity Quantifies system task
resources, load, and usage in
the DETAIL timespans, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BAT_TP APPC/MVS TP Activity Quantifies APPC/MVS ASCH
scheduled TP address space
load and usage in the DETAIL
timespans, and total usage in
the summary timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BATATP APPC/MVS TP Transaction Quantifies individual APPC/MVS
ASCH scheduled TP resource
usage in the DETAIL timespan,
and total usage in the summary
timespans

APPC/MVS TP Accounting
(Type 33)

BATSPL Batch User Spool Activity
Activity

Quantifies printer resource
usage for printed sysout in
the DETAIL timespan and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Output Writer (6)

BATWDA Batch Workload Device Activity Quantifies DASD device
usage by workload component
(performance group) by hour of
the day in the DAYS timespan

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BATSFH Job Account Derivation Hold
File

Contains accounting information
for sysout records processed
after MICS has discarded the
execution records

Customized by User

BATREN Multisystem Enclave Activity File Quantifies program, task,and
load resource in the DETAIL
timespans and in the summary
timespans for all multisystem
enclaves created by the address
space executed.

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

OPSOPI Operations Incident Identifies major operational
incidents by SYSID and when
they occurred

IPL (0) Data Lost (7) SMF
Status (23) TIOC Initialization
(31) Start JES (43) Stop JES
(45) System Status (90)

OPSCON Operations Configuration Identifies configuration changes
by SYSID and when they
occurred

I/O Configuration (8) Vary
Online (9) Allocation Recovery
(10) Vary Offline (11)
Configuration (22)

OPSAVL System Availability Quantifies the amount of time
that the MVS control program
was not active

System Status (90, subtype 8)
Manual Update

OPSCTF Operations Change Tracking Identifies computer center
changes or events that are
not automatically tracked by
standard SMF records

Manual Update

The Files section presents the Batch and Operations Analyzer data files as they are seen in the online database structure.
The files may also be located offline in either audit or history archive files.
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SMF Files Overview
This section defines the use and content of each MICS file in the Batch Information Area and the Operations Information
Area.

Batch Information Area Files

• BATJOBBatch User Job Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption, status, and execution of jobs executed in batch that have been completely
processed by MICS. This file is derived from the Output Writer (type 6), Job Purge (type 26), and Common Address
Work Space (type 30 subtypes 1 through 5) records. For JES3, this file is derived from JES3 Allocation (type 25)
records.

• BAT_JSBatch User Job Suspend File
Quantifies the resource consumption, status, and execution of jobs executed in batch for jobs that have not been
purged and still have data to be collected for full job accountability. This file is derived from the Output Writer (type 6),
JES3 Allocation (type 25; JES3 only), Job Purge (type 26), and Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 1
through 5) records.

• BATPGMBatch User Program Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of programs executed in batch. This file is derived from the Common
Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record for batch.

• BAT_TSSMF User TSO Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of TSO as measured by SMF. This optional file is derived from the
Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record for TSO.

• BAT_STSystem Task Program Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of system tasks. This file is derived from the Common Address Work
Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record for system tasks.

• BAT_TPAPPC/MVS TP Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) at the address space level.
This file is derived from the Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record for system tasks.

• BATATPAPPC/MVS TP Transaction File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) at the transaction level. This
file is derived from the APPC/MVS TP Accounting (type 33) record.

• BATSPLBatch User Spool Activity File
Quantifies the spool usage in terms of lines printed, remotes used, and forms used by individual batch account. This
file also maintains data on SMF-reported TSO usage as JOBGROUP=199. This file is derived from the Output Writer
(type 6) record.

• BATWDABatch Workload Device Activity File
Quantifies the use of a DASD device address by user-defined workload categories. This file is derived from the
Common Address Space Work (type 30) record.

• BATSFHJob Account Derivation Hold File
Provides extended accountability for NJE SYSOUT and "late" SYSOUT. This optional file is customized by each site to
reflect your account field derivation requirements.

• BATMUGMeasured Usage Global File
Quantifies resource usage measures for products registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC)
subsystem. Resource collection is interval driven at the system identifier level. This file is derived from the Usage Data
(type 89) record.

• BATMUAMeasured Usage Address Space File
Quantifies resource usage measures for products registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC)
subsystem. Resource collection is at the address space step or interval level. This file is derived from the Common
Address Space Work (type 30) record.

• BAT_OEOpen Edition/MVS Program File
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Quantifies the resource consumption and use of Open Edition/MVS address spaces. This file is derived from the
Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record for Open Edition/MVS address spaces.

• BATOEPOpen Edition/MVS Process Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of individual Open Edition/MVS processes. This file is derived from the
Open Edition/MVS Process segments in the Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes 2 through 4) record.

• BATRENMultisystem Enclave Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and use of Multisystem Enclave Remote System processes. This file is derived
from the Multisystem Enclave Remote System Data segments in the Common Address Work Space (type 30 subtypes
2 through 4) record.

• BAT_SASystem Address Space Activity File
Quantifies the resource consumption and usage of system address spaces. This file is derived from the Common
Address Work Space type 30 subtype 6 record for system address spaces.

Batch Information Area Structure

The following chart illustrates the data sources and files of the Batch Information Area.

 

    +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+       +-----------------+

    |    SMF Job      |         |     SMF Job     |         |   SMF Output    |       |    SMF Usage    |

    |   Initiation    |         |   Termination   |         |     Writer      |       |       Data      |

    |    Records      |         |     Records     |         |    Records      |       |     Records     |

    |  (SMF T30,      |         |  (SMF T30       |         |    (SMF T6)     |       |     (SMF T89)   |

    |     S/T 1)      |         |     S/T 5)      |         |                 |       |                 |

    +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+       +-----------------+

             |                           |                           |                          |

INPUT        |                           |                           |                          |

  DATA       |    +-----------------+    |    +-----------------+    |    +-----------------+   |  

 +-----------------+

    SOURCES  |    |     SMF Step    |    |    |    SMF Purge    |    |    |    SMF JES3     |   |   |    

 APPC/MVS    |

             |    |   Termination   |    |    |     Records     |    |    |     Device      |   |   |  TP

 Accounting  |

             |    |     Records     |    |    |    (SMF T26)    |    |    |   Allocation    |   |   |    

 Records     |

             |    | (SMF T30        |    |    |                 |    |    |    Records      |   |   |    (SMF

 T33)    |

             |    |    S/T 2, 3, 4) |    |    |                 |    |    |   (SMF T25)     |   |   |        

         |

             |    +--------+--------+    |    +--------+--------+    |    +--------+--------+   |   +--------

+--------+

             |             |             |             |             |             |            |            |

             +-----------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------+

                                                       |

                                           +-----------------------+

PRODUCT                                    |   CA MICS Batch and   |

 PROCESSING                                |  Operations Analyzer  |

                                           |                       |

                                           +-----------------------+

                                                       |

             +-----------------------------------------

+--------------------------------------------------------------+
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             |             |             |             |             |             |               |         

         |

    +-----------------+    |    +-----------------+    |    +------------------+   |   

 +-----------------------+     |

    | Batch User Job  |    |    | Batch User Job  |    |    | Batch User Spool |   |    | Batch Workload

 Device |     |

    | Activity File   |    |    |  Suspend File   |    |    | Activity File    |   |    |    Activity File   

   |     |

    |    (BATJOB)     |    |    |    (BAT_JS)     |    |    |    (BATSPL)      |   |    |      (BATWDA)      

   |     |

    +-----------------+    |    +-----------------+    |    +------------------+   |   

 +-----------------------+     |

                           |                           |                           |                         

         |

           +---------------------+                     |                     +---------------------+         

         |

           |                     |                     |                     |                     |         

         |

  +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+

         |

  |   Batch User    |   |  SMF User TSO   |   |  Started Task   |   |     APPC/MVS    |   |    APPC/MVS     |

         |

  | Program Activity|   |  Activity File  |   | Program Activity|   |   TP Activity   |   |  Transaction    |

         |

  |      File       |   |    (BAT_TS)     |   |       File      |   |       File      |   |      File       |

         |

  |    (BATPGM)     |   |                 |   |     (BAT_ST)    |   |     (BAT_TP)    |   |    (BATATP)     |

         |

  +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+   +-----------------+

         |

                                                                                                             

         |

                                 +----------------------

+-------------------------------------------------------------+

                                 |                      |

                    +---------------------+---------------------+

                    |                     |                     |

         +-------------------+   +-----------------+   +--------------------+

         | Multisys Enclave  |   | Measured Usage  |   |   Measured Usage   |

         |    Activity FIle  |   |  Global File    |   | Address Space File |

         |      (BATREN)     |   |   (BATMUG)      |   |      (BATMUA)      |

         +-------------------+   +-----------------+   +--------------------+

Operations Information Area Files

• OPSOPI Operations Incident File
Identifies the incidents or events that affect the operational environment. This file is derived from the IPL, Data Lost,
SMF Status, TIOC Initialization, Start JES, Stop JES, and System Status records.

• OPSCONOperations Configuration File
Identifies changes in the hardware configuration and when they occurred. This file is derived from the I/O
Configuration, Vary Online, Allocation Recovery, Vary Offline, and Configuration records.

• OPSAVLSystem Availability File
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Quantifies the amount of time the MVS Control Program was not active and includes reasons for the lack of availability.
It may be updated manually to enable you to record post-IPL analysis comments. This file is derived from the System
Status record and can be updated using a separate manual process.

• OPSCTFOperations Change Tracking File
Identifies actions that are of significance to the data center. It contains installation-dependent information and is built
and maintained using a manual update process.

Operations Information Area Structure

The following chart illustrates the structure of the Operations Information Area.

 

             +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+        

 +-----------------+

             |   SMF Incident  |         |       SMF       |         | IPL Availability|         |  User

 Terminal  |

INPUT        |     Records     |         |  Configuration  |         |     Records     |         |      Entry

      |

  DATA       | (SMF T0,T7,T23, |         |     Records     |         | (SMF T90, S/T 8)|         |    (SAS/

FSP)    |

    SOURCE   | T31,T43,T45,T90 |         |  (SMF T8, T9,   |         |                 |         |           

      |

             | S/T 1-18, 23, 24|         | T10, T11, T22)  |         |                 |         |           

      |

             +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+        

 +-----------------+

                      |                           |                           |                           |

                      |                           |                           |                           |

                      |                           |                           |                           |

                      +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                                                                |

                                                                |

                                                                |

                                                    +-----------------------+

PRODUCT                                             |   CA MICS Batch and   |

  PROCESSING                                        |  Operations Analyzer  |

                                                    |                       |

                                                    +-----------------------+

                                                                |

                                                                |

                                                                |

                                                                |

                      +-------------------------------------------------------+---------------------------+

                      |                           |                           |                           |

             +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+        

 +-----------------+

             |    Operations   |         |    Operations   |         |    Operations   |         |   

 Operations   |

PRODUCT      |  Incident File  |         |  Configuration  |         |   Availability  |         | Change

 Tracking |

 FILES       |     (OPSOPI)    |         |       File      |         |       File      |         |       File

      |
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             |                 |         |     (OPSCON)    |         |     (OPSAVL)    |         |    

 (OPSCTF)    |

             +-----------------+         +-----------------+         +-----------------+        

 +-----------------+

SMF Data Element Naming Conventions
MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

Batch Information Area

File Name File Prefix
Batch User Job Activity BATJOB JOB
Batch User Job Suspend BAT_JS JOB (See Note)
Batch User Program Activity BATPGM PGM
SMF User TSO Activity BAT_TS PGM (See Note)
System Task Program Activity BAT_ST PGM (See Note)
System Address Space Activity BAT_SA PGM (See Note)
APPC/MVS TP Activity BAT_TP PGM (See Note)
Open Edition/MVS Program BAT_OE PGM (See Note)
APPC/MVS Transaction BATATP ATP
Batch User Spool Activity BATSPL SPL
Open Edition/MVS Process Activity BATOEP OEP
Multisystem Enclave Activity BATREN REN
Measured Usage Address Space BATMUA MUA
Measured Usage Global BATMUG MUG
Batch Workload Device Activity BATWDA WDA
Job Account Derivation Hold BATSFH Various

Operations Information Area

File Name File Prefix
Operations Incident OPSOPI OPI
Operations Configuration OPSCON CON
System Availability OPSAVL AVL
Operations Change Tracking OPSCTF CTF

Note: The files containing an underscore (_) are called parallel files because they contain the same elements as another
file. For these files, the first three characters of the data element names are not the same as the last three characters of
the file name.

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. You will find common data elements listed under Sequence/Summary
Data Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.
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TIMESPAN
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the following letters:

                  X - DETAIL

                  D - DAYS

                  W - WEEKS

                  M - MONTHS

                  Y - YEARS

                  T - TABLES AREA

                  . - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

DATA ELEMENT
The data element name.

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
The data element's long name.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
is generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT Batch Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the Batch Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data
sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File

The Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB) quantifies the resource consumption, status, and execution of jobs executed in
batch that have been completely processed by MICS.

This file is used to report an individual account's, or group of account's, use of batch jobs. Detail selection of job execution
data may be performed by resource usage, turnaround, queue times, input requests (class, priority, performance group),
route information, and many more elements.

The source for this file is common Address Space Work (30 subtypes 1  through 5), Output Writer (6) Job Purge (26), |
and (optionally) the JES3 Allocation (25) records.

Contents

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   JOBGROUP |

 |         |JOB       YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   JOBGROUP |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   JOBGROUP |

 |         |YEAR      ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..MY.E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..MY.E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X..MY.E  JOBGROUP - Job Group

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOBCLASS - Job Input Class

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....E  JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..MY.   JOBPRTY  - JES Input Priority

  X.....E  MSGCLASS - Job Message Class

  X..MY.E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X.....E  SMFSUMIX - SU:CPU-Second Conv Factor Mix

  X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  X..MY.E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  JOBASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

  X.....   JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

  X.....   JOBDEDTY - Deadline Schedule Type

  X.....   JOBDEPND - Dependent Job

  X.....   JOBDLNTS - Deadline Schedule Time Stamp

  X.....   JOBDPRTY - Job Dispatching Priority

  X.....   JOBENDJ  - Job Entered System Via DJ

  X.....   JOBENJLP - Job Entered System Via NJP

  X.....   JOBEPRTY - JES Execution Priority

  X.....   JOBEXBAT - Execution Batching

  X.....   JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

  X.....   JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

  X.....   JOBHCPGM - Job Highest Task CPU Program
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  X.....   JOBHOLD  - Typrun Hold Specified

  X.....E  JOBHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBINDEV - Input Device Name

  X.....   JOBINGRP - Logical Input Device Group Name

  X.....   JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

  X.....   JOBLSTNN - JES2 NJE Last Node Name

  X.....   JOBLTDJ  - Job Left System Via Dump Job

  X.....   JOBLTNJP - Job Left System Via NJP

  X.....E  JOBMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

  X.....E  JOBMCLS  - JES3 Main Job Class

  X.....   JOBNETAC - NJE Network Account Number

  X.....   JOBNETID - Dependent Job Network ID

  X.....   JOBNJPSY - Receiving NJP System Name

  X.....   JOBNJPTR - Local NJP Terminal Name

  X.....   JOBNOJOU - No Journal Option

  X.....   JOBNOLOG - No Job Log Option

  X.....   JOBNOOUT - No Output Option

  X.....   JOBNSYID - JES2 NJE Job Transmitter System ID

  X.....   JOBNXTNN - JES2 NJE Next Node Name

  X.....   JOBORGID - NJE Original Job Identification

  X.....   JOBORGNN - JES2 NJE Original Node Name

  X.....   JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

  X..MY.E  JOBPCRA  - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   JOBPPRTY - JES Print Priority

  X.....   JOBPROCE - Process Job

  X.....E  JOBPRRTE - Print (SYSMSG) Route Code

  X.....   JOBPRTYO - Prty Option Or Priority Card Present

  X.....   JOBPURTE - Punch Route Code

  X.....   JOBPURTS - Purge Time Stamp

  X.....   JOBRDRCL - Reader Device Class

  X.....   JOBRDTYP - Reader Unit Type

  X.....   JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

  X.....   JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

  X.....   JOBSETUP - Setup Card Present

  X.....E  JOBSUSPN - Job Suspend Flag

  X..MY.E  JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

  X.....   JOBTDVNM - JES2 NJE Transmitter Dev Name

  X..MY.E  JOBTYPE  - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE)

  X.....E  JOBUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  JOBACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

  X..MY.E  JOBADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBADMFR - Job ADMF Read Pages

  X..MY.E  JOBADMFW - Job ADMF Write Pages

  X..MY.E  JOBADYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

  X..MY.E  JOBASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..MY.   JOBASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched
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  X..MY.E  JOBASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X..MY.E  JOBASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..MY.E  JOBASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X..MY.E  JOBASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..MY.E  JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..MY.E  JOBBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..MY.   JOBBLKTR - Total Blocks Transferred

  X..MY.E  JOBBYTES - TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted

  X..MY.E  JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

  X..MY.E  JOBCAPCG - Job Processor Capacity Change

  X..MY.E  JOBCAPUR - Job Unreported Processor Capacity Chgs

  X..MY.E  JOBCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..MY.E  JOBCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..MY.E  JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..MY.E  JOBCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..MY.E  JOBCOPY  - Typrun COPY Specified

  X..MY.E  JOBCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..MY.   JOBCOSTL - Processing Charges Lost

  X..MY.E  JOBCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..MY.E  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

  X..MY.   JOBCPSPR - 3800 Printer Copy Count

  X..MY.E  JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBCPUNI - Number Job Instructions Executed

  X..MY.E  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCRASH - System Failure During Job Execution

  X..MY.E  JOBCRATM - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCRYPT - Job Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..MY.E  JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

  X..MY.E  JOBC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..MY.E  JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..MY.E  JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

  X..MY.E  JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBDELAY - Job Delayed Duplicate Job Name

  X..MY.E  JOBDENTM - Job Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.   JOBDKMT  - JES3 MDS Disk Mounts

  X..MY.E  JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEACTM - Job Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..MY.   JOBECANL - Job Exit Cancels

  X..MY.E  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBECPSU - Job Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPS
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  X..MY.E  JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..MY.E  JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEDYTM - Job Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

  X..MY.E  JOBEQPTM - Job Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..MY.E  JOBESPTM - Job Elapsed Time

  X..MY.E  JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBETRAN - Job Enclave Transaction Count

  X..MY.E  JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBEVICT - Job Eviction Count

  X..MY.E  JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBEVTIR - Job Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..MY.E  JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

  X..MY.E  JOBE3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBFEET  - Total Feet of Document Printed

  X..MY.E  JOBFETTM - JES3 MDS Fetch Time

  X..MY.   JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

  X..MY.E  JOBHIPI  - Job Hiperspace Pageins

  X..MY.E  JOBHIPO  - Job Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..MY.E  JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..MY.   JOBICPNI - Number Initiator Instructions Executed

  X..MY.E  JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..MY.E  JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

  X..MY.E  JOBINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..MY.   JOBINTRD - Jobs Entered On Internal Reader

  X..MY.   JOBINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..MY.E  JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBIOSU  - Job IO Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..MY.E  JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..MY.E  JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..MY.E  JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..MY.E  JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time

  X..MY.E  JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

  X..MY.E  JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..MY.E  JOBJCLER - JCL Errors

  X..MY.E  JOBJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..MY.E  JOBJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..MY.E  JOBJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count
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  X..MY.E  JOBLATE  - Late Sysout Job Record Count

  X..MY.   JOBMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..MY.E  JOBMISMF - Job Missing SMF Recs--STARTTS Adjusted

  X..MY.   JOBMLUSI - Job MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..MY.E  JOBMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X..MY.E  JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

  X..MY.   JOBMSRQ  - JES3 MDS Mass Storage Requests

  X..MY.   JOBMTTM  - JES3 MDS Mount Time

  X..MY.E  JOBNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..MY.E  JOBNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..MY.   JOBNDF   - JES3 MDS GET Disk Messages

  X..MY.   JOBNDS   - Data Sets Processed By Writer

  X..MY.E  JOBNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..MY.E  JOBNJESR - NJE Sysout Job Record Count

  X..MY.E  JOBNLPGE - Total Logical Pages

  X..MY.E  JOBNLR   - Total Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRC  - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRI  - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRL  - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRP  - Punched Cards Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRR  - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.E  JOBNLRU  - User Defined Logical Writer Records

  X..MY.   JOBNOTC2 - Job NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..MY.E  JOBNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..MY.E  JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

  X..MY.E  JOBNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..MY.E  JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..MY.   JOBNTF   - JES3 MDS GET Tape Messages

  X..MY.   JOBNTRTM - JES2 NJE Transmission Time

  X..MY.E  JOBNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..MY.E  JOBNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..MY.E  JOBN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..MY.   JOBOCANL - Job Output Cancels

  X..MY.E  JOBOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..MY.E  JOBOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X..MY.E  JOBOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X..MY.E  JOBOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..MY.E  JOBOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..MY.E  JOBOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..MY.E  JOBOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..MY.E  JOBOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..MY.E  JOBOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..MY.E  JOBOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..MY.E  JOBOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..MY.E  JOBOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..MY.E  JOBOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..MY.E  JOBOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..MY.E  JOBOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..MY.E  JOBOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..MY.E  JOBOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..MY.E  JOBOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..MY.E  JOBOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect
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  X..MY.E  JOBOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..MY.E  JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBPGE   - Print Page Count Approximation

  X..MY.   JOBPNLR  - Total PSF Printer Transmissions

  X..MY.   JOBPNLRL - Total PSF Laser Transmissions

  X..MY.   JOBPPGE  - PSF Print Page Count

  X..MY.E  JOBPRETM - Job Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

  X..MY.E  JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

  X..MY.E  JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

  X..MY.E  JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

  X..MY.E  JOBRDYTM - Job Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..MY.E  JOBRECNT - Job Multisystem Enclave Count

  X..MY.E  JOBRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..MY.E  JOBRERDS - Total Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..MY.   JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

  X..MY.E  JOBRQCAN - Job Requeue Cancels

  X..MY.E  JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

  X..MY.E  JOBSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..MY.E  JOBSCAN  - Typrun SCAN Specified

  X..MY.E  JOBSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..MY.E  JOBSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..MY.E  JOBSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..MY.E  JOBSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..MY.E  JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..MY.E  JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..MY.E  JOBSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSERVU - Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBSMFLM - Job SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..MY.E  JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSPOFF - Job Purged Due To Spool Offload

  X..MY.E  JOBSRBSU - Job SRB Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSRSTM - Job SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

  X..MY.E  JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

  X..MY.E  JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

  X..MY.   JOBSSITM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..MY.   JOBSSTTM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..MY.E  JOBSTEPS - Number of Steps

  X..MY.E  JOBSTEPX - Number of Steps Executed

  X..MY.E  JOBSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..MY.E  JOBSUCTM - Job zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBSYSAB - Job System Abends
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  X..MY.E  JOBSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..MY.E  JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBTCSTM - Job TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..MY.E  JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

  X..MY.E  JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..MY.E  JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

  X..MY.   JOBTPMT  - JES3 MDS Tape Mounts

  X..MY.   JOBTSITM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..MY.   JOBTSTTM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..MY.E  JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

  X..MY.E  JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..MY.E  JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..MY.E  JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..MY.E  JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..MY.E  JOBUKRUC - Job UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..MY.E  JOBUNSPN - Job Went thru UNSPUN During Execution

  X..MY.E  JOBUSIFG - Job IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..MY.E  JOBUSRAB - Job User Abends

  X..MY.E  JOBUSSTM - Job USS CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

  X..MY.E  JOBXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..MY.E  JOBXPR   - Print Records Written To Spool

  X..MY.E  JOBXPU   - Punch Records Written To Spool

  X..MY.E  JOBXRD   - Cards Read From Spool

  X..MY.E  JOBXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..MY.E  JOBXWRTR - Job Had Sysout Processed by Ext Writer

  X..MY.E  JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..MY.E  JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..MY.E  JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..MY.E  JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..MY.E  JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..MY.E  JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

  X..MY.E  JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..MY.E  JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..MY.E  JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..MY.E  JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..MY.E  JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZRATM - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..MY.E  JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Maximum Data Elements
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  X..MY.   JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

  X..MY.   JOBMXADA - Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

  X..MY.   JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXCOD - Max Job Return Code (Non-Abend)

  X..MY.   JOBMXDAS - Max DASD Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBMXHAS - Max Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXHCP - Max Job Highest Task CPU Pct

  X.....   JOBMXHPS - Max Private Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXHRS - Max Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   JOBMXHSS - Max Shared Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXMEM - Max Job MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X..MY.E  JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

  X..MY.   JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocations

  X..MY.E  JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

  X..MY.   JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

  X..MY.   JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXREG - Max Job Virtual Region Requested

  X..MY.E  JOBMXTAP - Max Tape Devices Allocated

  X..MY.   JOBMXWSS - Max Step Working Set Size

  X.....   JOBMX64B - Max 64-bit Storage Obtained

  X.....   JOBMX64S - Max 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..MY.E  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..MY.E  JOBAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..MY.E  JOBPCSEX - Pct Jobs Exceeding Target

  X..MY.   JOBPCSMS - Pct Jobs Missing Target

  X..MY.E  JOBPCSMT - Pct Jobs Meeting Target

  X..MY.E  JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..MY.E  JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

JOBACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

JOBACOMM is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to communication devices by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:
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Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

            JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

            JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

            PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBACOMM is the accumulation of PGMACOMM values from all the steps in a job. PGMACOMM is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of communication are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work
record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBACOMM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBACOMM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBACOMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBACOMM includes one count for each communication data set allocation in each step of a job.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXACO. This data element is the largest number of
communication data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

JOBACTTM contains the total job active time, which is the sum of job residency time and job swapped out (ready) time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job CPU Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

            PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

Element Derivation:

JOBACTTM is the accumulation of Step Active Time (PGMACTTM) values from all the steps in a job. JOBACTTM
contains the value input from field SMF30TAT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBACTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBACTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The source data for JOBACTTM (that is, a running total of system field OUXBTRT) is used by the System Resource
Manager (SRM) to calculate the relative service absorption rate of each address space within a domain. That rate
influences SRM's decision as to which address spaces should be swapped in or out if the Multi-Programming Level (MPL)
for the domain is to be changed.
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For installation-level management purposes, JOBACTTM is most useful when compared with Job Residency Time
(JOBRESTM) for the same observation.

JOBADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBADASD is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to non-MSS, non-VIO DASD devices by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

            JOBMXADA - Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

            PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBADASD is the accumulation of PGMADASD from all the steps in a job. PGMADASD is derived by accumulating the
number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections with a device
class of non-MSS, non-VIO DASD are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work
record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBADASD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBADASD contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBADASD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBADASD includes one count for each non-MSS, non-VIO DASD data set allocation in each step of a job.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXADA. This data element is the largest number of
DASD data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity, see refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
Option.

JOBADMFR - Job ADMF Read Pages

JOBADMFR contains the number of pages moved by the Asynchronous Data Mover Facility (ADMF) during read
operations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBADMFW - Job ADMF Write Pages

            PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

            PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

Element Derivation:

JOBADMFR is the accumulation of Step ADMF Read Pages (PGMADMFR) from all step or interval records for the job.
PGMADMFR contains the value input from the SMF30DMO field in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBADMFR contains the sum of all values of JOBADMFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Asynchronous Data Mover Facility (ADMF) enables the efficient movement of large amounts of data between central
and expanded storage. By working directly with the I/O subsystem, the ADMF frees the central processor to do other work
while it handles the data request. The ADMF is used by DB2 in support of the DB2 hyperpool feature.

JOBADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

JOBADMFW contains the number of pages moved by the Asynchronous Data Mover Facility (ADMF) during Write
operations.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBADMFR - Job ADMF Read Pages

            PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

            PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

Element Derivation:

JOBADMFW is the accumulation of Step ADMF Write Pages (PGMADMFW) from all step or interval records for the job.
PGMADMFW contains the value input from the SMF30DMI field in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBADMFW contains the sum of all values of JOBADMFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Asynchronous Data Mover Facility (ADMF) enables the efficient movement of large amounts of data between central
and expanded storage. By working directly with the I/O subsystem, the ADMF frees the central processor to do other work
while it handles the data request. The ADMF is used by DB2 in support of the DB2 hyperpool feature.

JOBADYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

JOBADYTM is the accumulation of the time when the address space was delayed while active because the System
Resource Manager (SRM) was unable to get the address space resident.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

            JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

            JOBEDYTM - Job Executing Not Active Delay Time

            JOBRDYTM - Job Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

            PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

Element Derivation:
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JOBADYTM is the accumulation of Step Active Not Resident Delay Time (PGMADYTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMADYTM is the difference between PGMACTTM AND PGMRESTM.

PGMADYTM=PGMACTTM-PGMRESTM

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBADYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBADYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

JOBAGRAF is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to graphics devices by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

            JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocs

            JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocs

            PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBAGRAF is the accumulation of PGMAGRAF values from all the steps in a job. PGMAGRAF is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of graphics are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBAGRAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAGRAF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBAGRAF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBAGRAF includes one count for each graphics data set allocation in each step of a job.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXAGR. This data element is the largest number of
graphics data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

JOBALCTM contains the total amount of time a job spends allocating I/O devices.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBENQTM - Job Enqueue (DSN) Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

Element Derivation:

JOBALCTM is the accumulation of Step Allocation Time (PGMALCTM) values from all the steps in a job. For each
allocation of a device made during a step, there is a corresponding device data section in a step-level data record ( the
Common Address Space Work Record (type 30)). PGMALCTM is the difference between the time stamp for device
allocation start and the time stamp for problem program load start.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBALCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBALCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Large JOBALCTM values reflect delays in JCL-directed device allocation. Dynamic allocation time is not included in this
measurement, nor is the time required to resolve JCL-directed ENQ conflicts (see JOBENQTM). Elongated allocation
times may arise from device contention, slow volume mounts, or delays in storage-management subsystem (e.g.,
DFHSM) recall of a migrated data set to primary DASD.

JOBASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

JOBASCPU is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as CPU-protected over all steps of the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMASCPU - Address Is CPU-Protected Count

Element Derivation:

JOBASCPU is the sum of Address Is CPU- Protected Count (PGMASCPU), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the
job. PGMASCPU contains a 1 if field SMF30PF2, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'20'. Default value for PGMASCPU is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBASCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBASCPU contains the sum of all values of JOBASCPU processed in the level of summarization.

JOBASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

JOBASNMG is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as not being managed to transaction goals in WLM
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.
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This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

Element Derivation:

JOBASNMG is the sum of Address Space Not Managed Count (PGMASNMG), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMASNMG contains a 1 if field SMF30PF2, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'40'. Default value for PGMASNMG is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBASNMG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBASNMG contains the sum of all values of JOBASNMG processed in the level of summarization.

JOBASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

JOBASPIN is the total number of times that any one of the following data elements contained incomplete data for the job
because the system resource manager (SRM) could not deliver delta values during a measurement interval.

•   JOBIWTTM  Job Initiator Wait Time
•   JOBNSETM  Job No Suitable Environment Time
•   JOBOWTTM  Job Other Reason Wait Time
•   JOBPRPTM  Job Preparation Time
•   JOBACTTM  Job Active Time
•   JOBEACTM  Job Enclave Transaction Active Time
•   JOBECPSU  Job Enclave CPU Service Units
•   JOBETRAN  Job Enclave Transaction Count
•   JOBIOSU   Job IO Service Units
•   JOBJBRST  Job Restarted Count
•   JOBMSOSU  Job MSO Service Units
•   JOBRESTM  Job Residency Time
•   JOBSERVU  Service Units
•   JOBSRBSU  Job SRB Service Units
•   JOBTCBSU  Job TCB Service Units
•   JOBTRANS  Total Transactions
•   SCHEDLNM  Scheduling Environment Name
•   SFSCOLNM  Subsystem Collection Name
•   SMFSUCPU  SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor
•   WLMCLASS  Service Class Name
•   WLMGROUP  Resource Group Name
•   WLMRPTCL  Report Class Name
•   WLMWRKLD  Workload Name

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also:  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

Element Derivation:

JOBASPIN is the sum of Address Space Has Incomplete Data (PGMASPIN), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the
job. PGMASPIN is determined by examination of field SMF30PF2, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common
Address Space Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 for x'08.

Range of Value:

JOBASPIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBASCRM contains the sum of all values of JOBASCRM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

JOBASSPR is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as storage-protected over all steps of the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

Element Derivation:

JOBASSPR is the sum of Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count (PGMASSPR), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMASSPR contains a 1 if field SMF30PF2, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'10'. Default value for PGMASSPR is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBASSPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBASSPR contains the sum of all values of JOBASSPR processed in the level of summarization.

JOBASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

JOBASSTO is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as storage-critical over all steps of the job
represented by the MICS observation. This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA)
file observations created for system address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

Element Derivation:
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JOBASSTO is the sum of Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count (PGMASSTO), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMASSTO contains a 1 if field SMF30PF2, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'80'. Default value for PGMASSTO is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBASSTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBASSTO contains the sum of all values of JOBASSTO processed in the level of summarization.

JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBATAPE is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made by a job to all tape devices (cartridge and
round reel).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

            JOBN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

            PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

            PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBATAPE is the accumulation of PGMATAPE values from all the steps in a job. PGMATAPE is derived by accumulating
the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections with a
device class of tape are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBATAPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBATAPE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBATAPE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBATAPE includes one count for each tape data set allocation (cartridge and round reel) in each step of a job.
JOBA3480 counts cartridge data set allocations only.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXATA. This data element is the largest number of
tape data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

JOBAUREC is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to unit record devices by a job.
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This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

            JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

            JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

            PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBAUREC is the accumulation of PGMAUREC values from all the steps in a job. PGMAUREC is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of unit record are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work
record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBAUREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAUREC contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBAUREC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBAUREC includes one count for each unit record data set allocation in each step of a job.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXAUR. This data element is the largest number of
unit record data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

JOBAVDCT is the average non-paging DASD I/O connect time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over
all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

            JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

            JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the DASD I/O count or the DASD
connect time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the
element as follows:

    JOBAVDCT=JOBDCTM/JOBDCNT
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where JOBDCTM is the DASD connect time, and JOBDCNT is the DASD I/O count over all steps of the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVDCT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVDCT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

JOBAVDDT is the average non-paging DASD I/O disconnect time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves,
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

            JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the DASD I/O count or the DASD
disconnect time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives
the element as follows:

    JOBAVDDT=JOBDDTM/JOBDCNT

where JOBDDTM is the DASD disconnect time, and JOBDCNT is the DASD I/O count over all steps of the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVDDT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVDDT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

JOBAVDST is the average service time for non-paging DASD devices over all steps of the job represented by the MICS
observation. Service time is the sum of connect, disconnect, and wait time. Wait time includes both control unit queue time
and pending time.
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Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

            JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the DASD I/O count or the DASD
service time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the
element as follows:

    JOBAVDST=JOBTDSTM/JOBDCNT

where JOBTDSTM is the DASD service time, and JOBDCNT is the DASD I/O count over all steps of the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVDST may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVDST contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

DASD Service Time is comprised of three components. These are Job DASD I/O Connect Time (JOBDCTM), Job DASD
I/O Disconnect Time (JOBDDTM), and Job DASD I/O Wait Time (JOBDWTM).

JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

JOBAVDWT is the average non-paging DASD I/O wait time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

            JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

            JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

Element Derivation:
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To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the DASD I/O count or the DASD wait
time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions, MICS derives the element
as follows:

    JOBAVDWT=JOBDWTM/JOBDCNT

where JOBDWTM is the DASD wait time, and JOBDCNT is the DASD I/O count over all steps of the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVDWT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVDWT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

JOBAVEDC is the average non-paging DASD I/O connect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space,
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

            JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the enclave DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the enclave DASD I/O count or
the enclave DASD connect time is zero, the element is set zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions,
MICS derives the element as follows:

    JOBAVEDC=JOBEDCTM/JOBEDCNT

where JOBEDCTM is the enclave DASD connect time, and JOBEDCNT is the enclave DASD I/O count over all steps of
the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVEDC may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVEDC contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

JOBAVEDD is the average non-paging DASD I/O disconnect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address
space, over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

            JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the enclave DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the enclave DASD I/O count
or the enclave DASD disconnect time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special
conditions, MICS derives the element as follows:

    JOBAVEDD=JOBEDDTM/JOBEDCNT

where JOBEDDTM is the enclave DASD disconnect time, and JOBEDCNT is the enclave DASD I/O count over all steps
of the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVEDD may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVEDD contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

JOBAVEDS is the average service time of non-paging DASD I/O, for independent enclaves owned by the address space,
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Service time is the sum of connect, disconnect, and wait
time. Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

            JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

            JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time
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            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the enclave DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the enclave DASD I/O count or
the enclave DASD service time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions,
MICS derives the element as follows:

    JOBAVEDS=JOBEDSTM/JOBEDCNT

where JOBEDSTM is the enclave DASD service time, and JOBEDCNT is the enclave DASD I/O count over all steps of
the job.

Range of Value:

JOBAVEDS may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVEDS contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

JOBAVEDW is the average non-paging DASD I/O wait time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over
all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending
time.

Type:

Computed using specific EXPression statements - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

            JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

            JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

            JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

Element Derivation:

To make sure that the element is derived correctly, MICS checks the data elements used in the derivation for special
conditions. If the enclave DASD I/O count is missing, then the element is set to missing. If the enclave DASD I/O count
or the enclave DASD wait time is zero, the element is set to zero. If the data values do not meet these special conditions,
MICS derives the element as follows:

    JOBAVEDW=JOBEDWTM/JOBEDCNT

where JOBEDWTM is the enclave DASD wait time, and JOBEDCNT is the enclave DASD I/O count over all steps of the
job.
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Range of Value:

JOBAVEDW may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVEDW contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBAVIO - VIO Data Set Allocations

JOBAVIO is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to virtual I/O devices by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

            JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

            PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBAVIO is the accumulation of PGMAVIO values from all the steps in a job. PGMAVIO is derived by accumulating the
number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections with a device
class of VIO are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes
2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBAVIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVIO contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBAVIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBAVIO includes one count for each virtual I/O data set allocation in each step of a job.

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXAVI. This data element is the largest number of
VIO data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

JOBAVZBR contains the average number of noncompressed bytes per each zEDC request for the job.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is positive real number.

See also: PGMAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression
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          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBAVZBR is computed using the following formula:

 WRK_SUM=SUM(JOBZCBBC,JOBZCBAD) ;

 %AVERAGE(JOBAVZBR,WRK_SUM,JOBZCTCR)

For jobs that do not use the zEDC feature, JOBAVZBR is assigned a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

JOBAVZBR can be any real number greater than or equal to 0, or a missing value.

Summarization Process:

JOBAVZBR contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests (JOBZCTCR) does not differentiate between requests for compression and requests
for decompression. To compute the average number of bytes that were either targeted for compression or were generated
as the result of decompression, JOBZCBBC and JOBZCBAD are summed before division by the total number of requests,
JOBZCTCR.

JOBA3480 - Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBA3480 is an estimate of the total number of data set allocations made to cartridge tape devices by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

            JOBN3480 - Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

            PGMA3480 - Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBA3480 is the accumulation of PGMA3480 from all the steps in a job. PGMA3480 is derived by accumulating the
number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections with a device
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class of tape and a device type of cartridge (e.g., 3480 or 3490) are counted. The device sections are used from the
Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBA3480 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBA3480 contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBA3480 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBA3480 includes one count for each cartridge tape data set allocation in each step of a job. JOBATAPE includes one
count for each tape data set allocation (cartridge and round reel).

A better measure of data set allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXACA. This data element is the largest number of
cartridge data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBBLKTR - Total Blocks Transferred

JOBBLKTR contains the total number of data blocks transferred for all steps in a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

Element Derivation:

JOBBLKTR is the accumulation of Blocks Transferred (PGMBLKTR) from all the steps in a job. PGMBLKTR contains the
value input from field SMF30TEP of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30). As of z/OS 1.7, PGMBLKTR
can contain the value input from SMF30TEX if SMF30TEP has reached it's maximum capacity of 2 gigabytes or
2,147,483,647 bytes.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBBLKTR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBBLKTR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBBYTES - TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted

JOBBYTES contains the number of bytes for all SYSOUT data sets transmitted to TCP/IP addresses for the address
space represented by the BATJOB file observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

 SEE ALSO:  SPLBYTES - TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted

            SPLIPADR - TCP/IP Trans Destination Address

            SPLIPQUE - TCP/IP Dest Print Queue Name

Element Derivation:
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JOBBYTES is the accumulation of TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted (SPLBYTES) from all SYSOUT data sets for a job.
SPLBYTES contains the value input from field SMF6BYTE of the type 6 Output Writer Record for print transferred by
either PSF or IP PrintWay.

Range of Value:

JOBBYTES ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBBYTES contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBBYTES that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBBYTES is useful for chargeback purposes and network resource utilization studies in accounting for print generated
on the mainframe whose destination is a network printer.

JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

JOBCANCL contains the number of jobs terminated by operator cancellations. At the DETAIL level, this element contains
1 if a cancellation is detected; otherwise, it contains 0. JOBCANCL is not set to 1 for operator cancels that result in a
return to the JES input queue for later execution.

JOBCANCL is accumulated in the other timespans to provide a count of the total number of times that jobs are canceled
by the operator.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBECANL - Job Exit Cancels

            JOBOCANL - Job Output Cancels

            JOBRQCAN - Job Requeue Cancels

            JOBSYSAB - Job System ABENDs

            TERMCODE - Termination Code

Element Derivation:

JOBCANCL is determined by testing for a completion code of 122 or 222 for an operator cancel.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. In higher timespans, the value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum
that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCANCL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCANCL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If your installation uses automation software to manage its JES input queues, use JOBCANCL in conjunction with
JOBRQCAN to differentiate between jobs that were canceled terminally (JOBCANCL), and jobs that were canceled but
returned to the JES input queue for later execution (JOBRQCAN).

Operator cancellations fall into two categories:

• Cancellations before execution (from the queue). If JOBECANL=1 and JOBSYSAB=0, then the job was
canceled before execution.

• Cancellations during execution. In the DETAIL files, if TERMCODE=' 122' or ' 222', then the job was canceled during
execution.
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To report the percentage of job cancellations for a particular user, divide the number of job cancellations by the number of
job executions (JOBCANCL / JOBCOUNT).

JOBCAPCG - Job Processor Capacity Change

JOBCAPCG contains the number of Central Processing Complex (CPC) capacity changes that occurred over all steps of
the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEVTIR - Job Event Driven Interval Record Count

            PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

            PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

Element Derivation:

JOBCAPCG is the accumulation of data element Processor Capacity Change (PGMCAPCG) over all step and interval
records for a job. PGMCAPCG is derived by examining the value input from field SMF30_Capacity_Change_Cnt in the
Performance section of the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30). If PGMCAPUR is one, PGMCAPCG is
set to one (1). Otherwise PGMCAPCG is set to zero (0).

Range of Value:

JOBCAPCG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCAPCG contains the sum of all values of JOBCAPCG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBCAPCG is only meaningful if the CPC has power-saving and cycle-steering capabilities such as those introduced with
the IBM zEnterprise z196.

JOBCAPUR - Job Unreported Processor Capacity Chgs

JOBCAPUR contains the number of processor capacity changes that have gone unreported for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

            JOBEVTIR - Job Event Driven Interval Record Count

Element Derivation:

JOBCAPUR is the accumulation of Unreported Processor Capacity Changes (PGMCAPUR) from all the steps in a job.
PGMCAPUR is derived by examining the value input from field SMF30_Capacity_Change_Cnt in the Performance section
of the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30). If PGMCAPUR is zero or one, PGMCAPUR is set to zero (0).
If SMF30_Capacity_Change_Cnt is greater than one, PGMCAPUR is derived as follows:

PGMCAPUR = SMF30_Capacity_Change_Cnt - 1 ;

Range of Value:

JOBCAPUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCAPUR contains the sum of all values of JOBCAPUR processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Normally, SMF type 30 interval records are generated only to synchronize to a specific minute, at interval end, and at step
end. But if the nn value of the SYS1.PARMLIB MAXEVENTINTRECS=nn option is non-zero, event- driven SMF type 30
interval records are generated in response to certain CPC capacity change events. The maximum number of event-driven
records that will be produced during an interval is specified by nn.

For example, if MAXEVENTINTRECS=2, then a maximum of two event-driven SMF type 30 interval records will be
produced prior to normal interval end in response to CPC capacity changes.

In this same example, if 3 or more capacity changes occurred during the interval, PGMCAPUR is set to one (1),
reflecting the number of additional interval records that should have been produced, but were not because of the
MAXEVENTINTRECS setting.

JOBCAPUR is only useful if the CPC has power-saving and cycle-steering capabilities such as those introduced with the
IBM zEnterprise z196.

JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

JOBCCOMM contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to devices in the communications device class are
connected to a channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to
systems running at or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCCOMM is the accumulation of Communication Device Connect Time (PGMCCOMM) from all the steps in a
job. During processing of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4), MICS computes
PGMCCOMM as the sum of all SMF30DCT fields in EXCP segments for communications devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCCOMM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCCOMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBCCOMM only senses communications activity by way of explicitly allocated devices (e.g., BTAM and some proprietary
communications software). You cannot use JOBCCOMM to locate communications activity using subsystems such as
VTAM, in which the application does not own the device port.
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JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

JOBCDASD contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to devices in the direct access device class are connected
to a channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at
or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCDASD is the accumulation of DASD Device Connect Time (PGMCDASD) from all the steps in a job. During
processing of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, and 4), MICS computes PGMCDASD as
the sum of all SMF30DCT fields in EXCP segments for devices MICS interprets as non-VIO, non-MSS DASD.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCDASD contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCDASD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If all DASD devices share the same technology (e.g., 3350 vs. 3380) and all are attached to channel paths having the
same speed, the amount of data transferred (in bytes) is very nearly JOBCDASD / (channel speed).

JOBCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

JOBCDDIS contains the number of all steps that reported either a disruption in the collection of instruction counts, or the
counts could not be obtained.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

            JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

            JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc
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            JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBCDDIS is the sum of Counter Data Disruptions (PGMCDDIS), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
JOBCDDIS contains a 1 if field SMF30InstFlgs1MRS, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record, subtype
2, 3, or 4 is equal to x'80'.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, JOBCDDIS has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The default value for JOBCDDIS is zero.

Summarization Process:

JOBCDDIS contains the sum of all values of JOBCDDIS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If JOBCDDIS is equal 1, all counter data elements listed above contain missing values.

JOBCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

JOBCDINC contains the number of all steps where SRM delivered incomplete deltas or invalid values in the following data
elements during the measurement interval:

            JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

            JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

            JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBCDINC is the sum of Counter Data Incompletes (JOBCDINC), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
JOBCDINC contains a 1 if field SMF30InstFlgs1MRS, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record, subtype
2, 3, or 4 is equal to x'40'.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, JOBCDINC has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The default value for JOBCDINC is zero.

Summarization Process:
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JOBCDINC contains the sum of all values of JOBCDINC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

JOBCGRAF contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to devices in the graphics device class are connected to a
channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMGRAF  - Graphics Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCGRAF is the accumulation of Graphics Device Connect Time (PGMCGRAF) from all the steps in a job. During
processing of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4), MICS computes PGMCGRAF as the
sum of all SMF30DCT fields in EXCP segments for graphics devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCGRAF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCGRAF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PGMAGRAF only senses communications activity by way of explicitly allocated devices (e.g., BTAM and some proprietary
graphics software). You cannot use PGMACOMM to measure graphics activity using subsystems such as VTAM, in which
the application does not own the device port.

JOBCNTT - Device Connect Time Total

JOBCNTT contains the total amount of time during which a channel path is used for a job's I/O requests against data sets
that are allocated dynamically or by JCL DD.

For systems at or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.2.0, JOBCNTT does not include connect time for Data-In-Virtual (DIV) reads,
writes, and re-reads from/to DIV object data sets, unless the object is accessed by a VSAM utility through the use of a DD
statement. In this case, the VSAM utility records some amount of connect time for DIV object data set access.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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 SEE ALSO:  JOBC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, JOBCNTT is the sum of all Device Connect Time Total (PGMCNTT) values from all steps in a
job. PGMCNTT contains the value input from field SMF30DCT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCNTT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCNTT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBCNTT is the device connect time total for a job, which is a DD-level measurement of device connect time. This
element contains the value input from the connect time value from the EXCP sections of certain SMF records, which
include only data set connect time activity.

JOBTCNT is an address space-level metric, which includes connect time due to DD level activity, as well as address
space-related functions, such as LINKLIST library searches and fetches, catalog management activity, physical I/O to the
JES2 spool, and open/close I/O other than from/to data buffers.

JOBCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

JOBCOALC contains the number of outbound APPC conversations allocated by the steps of a job. These are
conversations started with a CMALLC or a ATBALLC call (Allocate).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  ATPCOALC - Conversations Allocated

            ATPCOTOT - Total Conversations

            JOBCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

            PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

            PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

            PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

Element Derivation:

JOBCOALC is the accumulation of PGMCOALC from all the steps of a job. PGMCOALC contains the value input from
field SMF30CNA in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.

Range of Value:

JOBCOALC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOALC contains the sum of all values of JOBCOALC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

When an APPC conversation is established, both partners of the conversation are referred to as Transaction Programs
(TPs). Conversations Allocated represents the number of APPC conversations allocated over all steps of a job, where
each step that uses APPC/MVS services is referred to as a TP. Because batch job steps can only allocate APPC
conversations, and not be themselves allocated by a partner TP, APPC Total Conversations (JOBCOTOT) should be
equal to APPC Conversations Allocated.

JOBCOPY - TYPRUN=COPY Specified

JOBCOPY contains 1 if TYPRUN=COPY is specified in a job's JCL; otherwise its value is 0. This element appears in the
database only if JES2 was specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations
Analyzer was installed.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBHOLD  - TYPRUN=HOLD Specified

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBSCAN  - TYPRUN=SCAN Specified

Element Derivation:

JOBSCAN is determined by examination of field SMF26IN2 in the SMF type 26 Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2. for
Space Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 for x'02'.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOPY contains the sum of all values of PGMASCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TYPRUN=COPY is a JES2 option in which the JOB card and the remainder of a job's JCL and SYSIN are copied to
SYSOUT. Since there is no execution, no Common Address Space Work records (type 30) are generated. An Output
Writer Record (type 6) is generated only if the resulting SYSOUT is actually written to an output device.

JOBCOST - Processing Charges

JOBCOST contains the total processing costs for a job. The value is set to missing unless you either use MICS
Accounting and Chargeback or code an exit to provide a value.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS money value.

 SEE ALSO:  MUACOST - Processing Charges

            PGMCOST - Processing Charges

            SPLCOST - Processing Charges

Element Derivation:

JOBCOST is the sum of the cost data elements for the set of step/interval (PGMCOST), output writer (SPLCOST),
and measured usage (MUACOST) records associated with the job. These individual cost elements may be set in the
_USRSPGM, _USRSSPL, and _USRSMUA exits, respectively. If no values are set, JOBCOST will contain missing
values.
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Range of Value:

JOBCOST ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOST contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCOST that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Calculation of charges is essential to computer center accounting, but it can also be useful in a performance review.
Comparing JOBCOST for different jobs in a set of job streams locates the areas in an application where invested tuning or
reprogrammed resources could potentially provide the largest pay backs. For those jobs, comparing JOBCOST with the
estimated cost of reprogramming provides an upper bound to expected Return On Investment (ROI).

JOBCOSTL - Processing Charges Lost

JOBCOSTL is intended to contain the user-calculated job charge loss that results when requested service is not provided
to the user.

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

            JOBCOST  - Processing Charges

            JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

            JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

The value for JOBCOSTL is set by the user in exit _USRSPGM, _USRSSPL, or _USRSJOB. If no value is set, this
element will contain missing values.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback updates this field when job priority accounting is used and the job misses its target.
(See Jobs Missing Target (JOBSRVMS).)

Range of Value:

JOBCOSTL ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOSTL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCOSTL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In the recommended use of this element, JOBCOSTL reflects dollars lost because requested service is not provided. As
such, this element provides a powerful management tool for locating the problems that have the highest impact.

The user exit code required to calculate JOBCOSTL need not be complex. MICS provides several variables that you can
use in the algorithm. JOBSRVMS is set equal to 1 for a job that did not receive the requested service. You can use Job
Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM) and Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM) to quantify the variance.

For example, an installation uses the following chargeout algorithm: jobs with a one hour turnaround target are charged
at a base rate according to the resources consumed; and jobs requesting a 30 minute turnaround target are charged at
2.5 times the base rate if the requested target is met, and at the base rate if the target is missed. Suppose a job's normal
base charge is $10.00 when run with a one hour requested turnaround target. The charge will be $25.00 if 30 minute
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turnaround is requested and received. If a 30 minute target is requested, but one hour is delivered, the installation loses
$15.00 in processing charges by not providing the required service.

JOBCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

JOBCOTOT contains the total number of outbound conversations allocated over all steps of a job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  ATPCOALC - Conversations Allocated

            ATPCOTOT - Total Conversations

            JOBCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

            PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

            PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

            PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

Element Derivation:

JOBCOTOT is the accumulation of PGMCOTOT from all the steps of a job. PGMCOTOT contains the value input from
field SMF30CN in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.

Range of Value:

JOBCOTOT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOTOT contains the sum of all values of JOBCOTOT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When an APPC conversation is established, both partners of the conversation are referred to as Transaction Programs
(TPs). Total Conversations (JOBCOTOT) represents the total number of APPC conversations established over all steps
of a job, where each step that uses APPC/MVS services is referred to as a TP. Because batch job steps can only allocate
APPC conversations, and not be allocated by a partner TP, APPC Conversations Allocated (JOBCOALC) should be equal
to APPC Total Conversations.

JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

JOBCOUNT contains the total number of job executions. At the DETAIL timespan, this value is always 1 unless the
BATJOB observation represents "late" SYSOUT or NJE SYSOUT. JOBCOUNT is accumulated at higher timespans to
provide a count of the total number of job executions.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

            JOBCOPY  - TYPRUN COPY Specified

            JOBCRASH - System Failure During Job Execution

            JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

            JOBJCLER - JCL Errors

            JOBLATE  - Late SYSOUT Job Record Count

            JOBNJESR - NJE SYSOUT Job Record Count

            JOBSCAN  - TYPRUN SCAN Specified

            JOBSYSAB - Job System abends

            JOBUSRAB - Job User abends
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Element Derivation:

Each unique execution of a job results in the value of this element being set to 1 in the DETAIL timespan observation
created for the job. JOBCOUNT is set to 0 for BATJOB observations representing NJE SYSOUT or "late" SYSOUT.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCOUNT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCOUNT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In addition to jobs that execute normally, JOBCOUNT also includes the following:

• Jobs submitted for non-execution, e.g., TYPRUN=SCAN (JOBSCAN) and TYPRUN=COPY (JOBCOPY)
• JCL Errors (JOBJCLER)
• Jobs canceled (Operator Cancels (JOBCANCL))
• Jobs that incur Job System ABENDs (JOBSYSAB) or Job User abends (JOBUSRAB)
• Jobs in execution when the system fails (System Failure During Job Execution (JOBCRASH)).

Depending on the study being performed, deduct the appropriate values from JOBCOUNT.

Note that JOBCOUNT is 0 for BATJOB observations representing "late" SYSOUT or for NJE SYSOUT. MICS does not
create BATJOB observations for "late" or NJE SYSOUT unless the LATEJOB or NJEJOB option statements are specified
in the SMFOPS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS. For more information about the LATEJOB and NJEJOB options, refer to
Sections 7.3.1.5 and 7.3.1.6 in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

JOBCPHRS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of channel path activity that
can be attributed to a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRKHRS - Real Kcore Hours

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            JOBTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

            JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

            JOBUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

            JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            JOBWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

            PGMCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

Element Derivation:

JOBCPHRS is the accumulation of Channel Path Hours (PGMCPHRS) from all the steps in a job. The value for
JOBCPHRS is set by the user in exit _OCCACT1. If no value is set, this element will contain a value of 0. The exit is
called during final processing of step data after all step-level and job-level SMF data is collected.

Range of Value:

If the default calculation is used, the value of this element should be 0. The range of a site-calculated JOBCPHRS
depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBCPHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCPHRS that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBCPHRS depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation. Probably the most accurate
calculation is to convert the total device connect time (reported in seconds in Total Device Connect Time (JOBTCNT)) to
hours, as follows:

JOBCPHRS = JOBTCNT / 3600

This option is available if SMF type 30 recording is active. The only alternative is to use the device-type-specific EXCP
counts in PGMExxxx, multiplying each count by an estimate of the channel path time per EXCP for that device type. You
can derive this estimate from data in the HARDVA or HARDTA Files using the following SAS code:

   PROC SORT

     DATA = DAYS.HARDTA (KEEP = DEVTYPE DTACNN DTASSC);

      BY DEVCLASS;

      PROC MEANS MEAN;

      BY DEVCLASS;

      FREQ DTASSC;

      VAR DTACNN;

The above code calculates and reports the average connect time per EXCP for each of the MICS device classes (for
example, DASD or TAPE). You can perform a similar calculation for each device class.

Given a set of average connect times, you can estimate the channel path hours for any step, as follows:

     JOBCPHRS = SUM (JOBEDASD * DASDTIME,JOBETAPE * TAPETIME, ...);

JOBCPSPR - 3800 Printer Copy Count

JOBCPSPR contains the total number of copies printed on a 3800-type subsystem for all copy groups produced by a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  SPLCPSPR - 3800 Copies Printed

Element Derivation:

JOBCPSPR is the accumulation of 3800 Copies Printed (SPLCPSPR) from all the steps in a job. SPLCPSPR contains
the value input from field SMF6CPS of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for JES2, JES3, and Print Services Facility
(PSF) systems. SMF6CPS consists of eight one-byte fields that contain the number of copies printed in each copy group.
SPLCPSPR is derived by summing all eight of these fields.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCPSPR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCPSPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A 3800-type printing subsystem can produce listings on separate sheets of paper. When you generate multiple copies of a
data set, you must decide whether you want all copies of each sheet to be produced at once, or if you want the data set to
be collated (i.e., all the sheets for one copy of the document produced in order, before any sheets for any other copy).

A PSF user can specify that the copies be collected into a maximum of eight groups. Within each group, all the copies of
a given page are produced together. For example, if ten copies of a three-page report are produced under the control of
an OUTPUT statement bearing the specification COPIES=(,(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,3)), then the first seven copies of the report are
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collated 1-2-3, 1-2-3,..., and the last three are collated 1-1-1-2-2-2-3-3-3. The contribution to JOBCPSPR for this report
data set contains 10, representing the total number of copies (not the total number of pages).

JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

JOBCPSTM contains the total TCB and SRB CPU time calculated from service units that were accumulated over all steps
of the job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

            PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

            PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

            JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCSTM - Job TCB CPU Time From Service Units

            JOBSRSTM - Job SRB CPU Time From Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBCPSTM is the accumulation of TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units (PGMCPSTM) from all steps in a job. The
following formula is used to compute PGMCPSTM:

PGMCPSTM=SUM(PGMTCSTM,PGMSRSTM)

Range of Value:

JOBCPSTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCPSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCPSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The raw data granularity for TCB and SRB CPU times in SMF type 30 step and interval records is 1/100th of a second,
meaning that the smallest value that can be recorded is 0.01 seconds. IBM uses simple rounding when these values are
written to the SMF record:

• Steps or intervals that use less than 0.005 TCB or SRB CPU seconds are rounded down to zero.
• Steps and intervals that use any amount of CPU time between 0.005 to 0.0149 seconds are recorded as having used

exactly 0.01 seconds.

Service units provide finer granularity of CPU time usage. The calculated values for PGMTCSTM and PGMSRSTM,
reveal the actual utilization of steps and intervals that consume very small amounts of CPU time. For example, a job
consisting of many fast-running steps could have a JOB TCB and SRB CPU Time value of zero because each step used
less than 0.005 SRB CPU seconds. The derived JOBCPSTM value could reveal, however, that the actual utilization was
several hundredths of TCB and SRB CPU seconds.

JOBCPUNI - Number Job Instructions Executed

JOBCPUNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed for a job, calculated by multiplying the
measured CPU time by a user-supplied MIPS rate.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  PGMCPUNI - Number Step Instructions Executed

Element Derivation:
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JOBCPUNI is the accumulation of PGMCPUNI from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCPUNI contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCPUNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

PGMICPNI is an approximation, based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the program, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system micro code level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of JOBCPUNI for replicate runs, even though the same exact
code executes each time a step is initiated.

When used with caution, JOBCPUNI can be helpful in comparing the relative efficiency of different software realizations
of the same function (e.g., the relative path lengths of two database management systems for a backup/reload cycle
performed on equivalent collections of data).

JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

JOBCPUTM contains the total number of TCB and SRB CPU seconds that can be specifically attributed to the job's
execution.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

            JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

            JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBCPUTM is the accumulation of PGMCPUTM from all the steps in a job. PGMCPUTM is the sum of Step TCB CPU
Time (PGMTCBTM) and Step SRB CPU Time (PGMSRBTM).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCPUTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCPUTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBCPUTM and its components are critical in two areas of performance evaluation: performance analysis and
chargeback. Two analysts may disagree as to whether Job TCB Time (JOBTCBTM) or JOBCPUTM is the fairer measure
of CPU usage intensity. They will agree that a sudden increase in either should be investigated.

JOBTCBTM represents the time that the processor actually spends under direct control of the application code.
JOBCPUTM includes the time that the processor spends servicing many system-level tasks, only some of which are
the user's option. One viewpoint is that chargeback ought to reflect only the resource expenditure that is under a user's
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control, thus rendering JOBTCBTM as the proper measure. The other viewpoint recommends using JOBCPUTM, on the
grounds that this element includes an equitable share of the cost of running the entire system.

JOBCRASH - System Failure During Job Execution

JOBCRASH contains the number of jobs terminated by a system failure. At the DETAIL level, the variable contains 1 if a
job was terminated by a system crash, a 0 if it was not so terminated, and a missing value if MICS was unable to make a
determination. At higher summarization levels, JOBCRASH contains a total of jobs terminated by a system crash.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element--NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBENDTS - Job End Time Stamp

            JOBEXCTS - Job Execution Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

JOBCRASH is determined by examining the Job End Time Stamp to see if it is less than the Job Execution Time Stamp.
In the event of a system failure, the Job End Time Stamp would be a SAS missing value, and thus less than the Job
Execution Time Stamp.

The Job End Time Stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26XPT and SMF26XPD of the Job Purge Record
(type 26) for both JES2 and JES3. The Job Execution Time Stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26XST and
SMF26XSD.

Range of Value:

JOBCRASH's value is either a missing value (.), 0, or 1 in the DETAIL timespan.  In the summarized timespans, the value
ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCRASH contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCRASH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

A system failure can be detected by MICS only when the system is successfully re-IPLed with a JES warm start. Do not
construe JOBCRASH as being all-inclusive for every job that might be in execution during a system failure.

JOBCRATM - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

JOBCRATM contains the total general processor CPU time for all step and interval records while resource allocation was
active during job execution. JOBCRATM will contain zero if resource allocation was inactive for all steps and intervals of
the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBPCRA  - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

            PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBZRATM - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:
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JOBCRATM is the accumulation of PGMCRATM from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBCRATM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCRATM contains the sum of all values of JOBCRATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

JOBCRPTM is the accumulation of TCB and/or SRB time that was consumed for this job while its dispatching priority was
temporarily raised due to chronic resource contention.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBCRPTM is the accumulation of PGMCRPTM from all the steps in a job. PGMCRPTM contains the value input from
field SMF30CRP of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBCRPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCRPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCRPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBCRPTM is a subset of TCB and SRB time. It is only accumulated while the dispatching priority was temporarily raised
because of chronic resource contention. (Chronic resource contention management allows an address space to run with
the highest priority, above all other address spaces, during resource contention.)
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JOBCRPTM can be useful for the analyst to see how frequently chronic resource contention is occurring and its impact on
throughput and turnaround time. For accounting and chargeback purposes, JOBCRPTM can be used to surcharge CPU
time when running at a higher dispatch priority.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBCRYPT - Job Cryptographic Instruction Count

JOBCRYPT is the count of instructions executed by the Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility/MVS (ICSF/MVS) during
the step or interval.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

Element Derivation:

JOBCRYPT is the accumulation of Step Cryptographic Instruction Count (PGMCRYPT) from all step or interval records for
the job. PGMCRYPT contains the value input from the SMF30CSC field in the Common Address Space Work record (type
30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCRYPT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCRYPT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

JOBCTAPE contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to devices in the tape device class are connected to a
channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time
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            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCTAPE is the accumulation of Tape Device Connect Time (PGMCTAPE) from all the steps in a job. During processing
of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, and 4), MICS computes PGMCTAPE as the sum of all
SMF30DCT fields in EXCP segments for tape devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCTAPE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCTAPE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If all tape devices share the same technology (e.g., 3420 vs 3480) and all are attached to channel paths having the same
speed, the amount of data transferred (in bytes) is very nearly JOBCTAPE / (channel speed).

JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

JOBCUREC contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to devices in the unit record device class are connected to
a channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

           JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

           JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

           JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

           JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

           JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

           JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

           JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCUREC is the accumulation of PGMCUREC from all the steps in a job. During processing of Common Address
Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4), MICS computes PGMCUREC as the sum of all SMF30DCT fields in
EXCP segments for unit record devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCUREC contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCUREC that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

JOBCUREC only senses unit record activity by way of explicitly allocated devices. You cannot use JOBCUREC to
measure unit record activity mediated by the Job Entry Subsystem, in which the application does not own the device port.

JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

JOBCVCPU contains the SMF system identification of the computing system on which a job's JCL is converted to MVS
internal text.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

            JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

            JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

            JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

JOBCVCPU contains the value input from field SMF26CID of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for both JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to four alphanumeric characters. It should contain one of the SYSIDs
defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Usage Notes:

You may find the identity of the converter CPU of interest in tracing a job problem in a JES2 Multi-Access Spool (MAS)
complex. PROC expansion takes place during conversion. For example, JOBX uses PROCX from a SYSRES library.
JOBX's JCL is converted on SYSA, and finally executes on SYSB. Suppose that the copy of PROCX in the SYSA library
differs from the PROCX copy known to SYSB, the difference being that the SYSA copy refers to data sets that are not
available to SYSB. (This set of assumptions is, in fact, most likely to apply to a system programmer maintaining two
separate suites of software on the two systems.) JOBX will fail with a data set not found error, even though the conversion
JES log seems to show the proper collection of files.

The complete NJE conversion system name is the combination of NJE Execution Node Name (JOBEXCNN) and
JOBCVCPU. Both should be used together if the NJE network contains CPUs with coincident CPU names. For example,
both the Chicago node and the New York node may have CPUs named SYSA. The SAS subsetting IF statement, IF
JOBCVCPU = 'SYSA'; would select MICS data for jobs converted at either location. If the Chicago node is named
CHICAGO, jobs converted on its SYSA are selected by IF JOBEXCNN = 'CHICAGO' AND JOBCVCPU = 'SYSA';.

JOBCVIO - VIO Device Connect Time

JOBCVIO contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to Virtual I/O (VIO) simulated devices are connected to a
channel path for data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.
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 SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCVIO is the accumulation of VIO Device Connect Time (PGMCVIO) from all the steps in a job. During processing
of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, and 4), MICS computes PGMCVIO as the sum of all
SMF30DCT fields in EXCP segments interpreted as VIO DASD.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCVIO contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCVIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Connect time is measured by the MVS/SP2 channel subsystem during the I/O process. Since VIO is simulated by the
MVS paging subsystem, any real I/O that may result from a VIO EXCP is charged to the Auxiliary Storage Manager,
not the application, that issued the request. At the present level of technology, therefore, treat JOBCVIO as a "dummy"
variable, and do not carry it in the MICS database as distributed.

JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

JOBCVTTM contains the total elapsed time between when the JCL conversion process begins and when it ends.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBCVTTM is the difference between the converter end time stamp and the converter start time stamp.

The converter end time stamp is the value input from fields SMF26CPT and SMF26CPD of the JES2 or JES3 Job Purge
Record (type 26). The converter start time stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26CST and SMF26CSD of the
same record. If either is missing or if the difference is negative, the JOBCVTTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBCVTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBCVTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

JOBC3480 contains the total amount of time that I/O requests to cartridge tape devices (e.g., 3480, 3490) in the tape
device class are connected to a channel path for data transfer and device control operations.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBC3480 is the accumulation of 3480 Tape Device Connect Time (PGMC3480) from all steps in a job. PGMC3480
contains the value input from the SMF30DCT field of each EXCP segment having a tape device class and cartridge (e.g.,
3480, 3490) device type specification in the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBC3480 contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBC3480 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBC3480 contains the total device connect time for cartridge tape devices accessed over all steps of the job.
JOBCTAPE contains the total device connect time for all tape devices accessed (cartridge and round reel). For jobs that
access both round reel and cartridge tape devices, you can calculate the device connect time for round reel tape devices
by subtracting JOBC3480 from JOBCTAPE.

JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

JOBDATAR contains the number of bytes of data received from partner TPs over all steps of a batch job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            JOBRECVS - APPC Receives
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            JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

            PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

            PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

Element Derivation:

JOBDATAR is the accumulation of PGMDATAR from all the steps of a job. PGMDATAR contains the value input from field
SMF30DAR in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDATAR contains the sum of all values of JOBDATAR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Duplicate accounting issues exist with the APPC Data Sent (JOBDATAS), APPC Data Received (JOBDATAR), APPC
Sends (JOBSENDS), and APPC Receives (JOBRECVS) data elements. The data sent by one TP is data received by the
partner TP. When both TPs execute in an MVS environment, SMF records document the sent and received metrics twice,
once from the sending perspective, and once from the receiving perspective. This duplicity occurs in one BATATP (with
the ATPDATAR and ATPDATAS) data elements), and one BATPGM, BAT_ST, or BAT_TS observation when the APPC
managed conversation was with an ASCH initiated TP allocated by a batch job, started task, or TSO session.

Charging only for data received or data sent would avoid the duplicity problem for conversations between two TPs
executing in an MVS environment. When the conversation is between one MVS TP and another TP executing in a non-
MVS environment (e.g., a PS/2 workstation or an AS/400), however, it would be valid to charge for both data sent and
received on the MVS side if the partner TP environment did not support chargeback.

The issue is further complicated because a single TP can allocate multiple conversations with several different partner
TPs. The multiple conversations can be spread across a number of different execution platforms, some that record data
traffic and others that do not.

Careful consideration should be given to these duplicate chargeback issues before deciding using the APPC Data
Received and APPC Data Sent data elements as costing elements in the Batch Information Area files.

JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

JOBDATAS contains the number of bytes sent from APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) send buffers over all steps of
a batch job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            JOBRECVS - APPC Receives

            JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

            PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

            PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

Element Derivation:

JOBDATAS is the accumulation of PGMDATAS from all the steps of a job. PGMDATAS contains the value input from field
SMF30DAT in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDATAS contains the sum of all values of JOBDATAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of JOBDATAS only includes data that was successfully sent to the partner TP from the perspective of the
APPC/MVS address space, not from the perspective of the sending TP. Consider the following case:

A TP issues ATBSEND (Send_Data) call with a Send_type of Buffer_data (value 0). This causes data to be buffered until
a sufficient quantity is sent. In the meantime, the partner program detects an error with previously sent data and issues a
ATBSERR (Send_Error) call. When the local APPC/MVS recognizes the Send_Error, it purges the contents of the local
TPs buffer and presents the error to the TP on the next call. Data the TP placed in the buffer was not actually sent and is
not counted in JOBDATAS.

Duplicate accounting issues exist with the APPC Data Sent (JOBDATAS), APPC Data Received (JOBDATAR), APPC
Sends (JOBSENDS), and APPC Receives (JOBRECVS) data elements. The data sent by one TP is data received by the
partner TP. When both TPs execute in an MVS environment, SMF records document the sent and received metrics twice,
once from the sending perspective, and once from the receiving perspective. This duplicity occurs in one BATATP (with
the ATPDATAR and ATPDATAS data elements), and one BATPGM, BAT_ST, or BAT_TS observation when the APPC
managed conversation was with an ASCH initiated TP allocated by a batch job, started task, or TSO session.

Charging only for data received or data sent would avoid the duplicity problem for conversations between two TPs
executing in an MVS environment. When the conversation is between one MVS TP and another TP executing in a non-
MVS environment (e.g., a PS/2 workstation or an AS/400), however, it would be valid to charge for both data sent and
received on the MVS side if the partner TP environment did not support chargeback.

The issue is further complicated because a single TP can allocate multiple conversations with several different partner
TPs. The multiple conversations can be spread across a number of different execution platforms, some that record data
traffic and others that do not.

Careful consideration should be given to these duplicate chargeback issues before deciding using the APPC Data
Received and APPC Data Sent data elements as costing elements in the Batch Information Area files.

JOBDCNT - Job DASD I/O Count

JOBDCNT is the total non-paging DASD I/O start subchannel count, for the address space and any dependent enclaves,
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

            PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

Element Derivation:

JOBDCNT is the sum of Step DASD I/O Count, (PGMDCNT), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
PGMDCNT contains the value input from field SMF30AIS in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record,
subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBDCNT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBDCNT is set to the sum of all JOBDCNT values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDCTM - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

JOBDCTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O connect time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBDCTM is the sum of Step DASD I/O Connect Time, (PGMDCTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
PGMDCTM contains the value input from field SMF30AIC in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record,
subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBDCTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDCTM is set to the sum of all JOBDCTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job DASD I/O Connect Time is one component of Job Total DASD Service Time (JOBTDSTM). The other two
components are Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time (JOBDDTM) and Job DASD I/O Wait Time (JOBDWTM).

JOBDDTM - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

JOBDDTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O disconnect time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBDDTM is the sum of Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time, (PGMDDTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the
job. PGMDDTM contains the value input from field SMF30AID in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record,
subtype 2, 3, or 4.
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Range of Value:

JOBDDTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDDTM is set to the sum of all JOBDDTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time is one component of Job Total DASD Service Time (JOBTDSTM). The other two
components are Job DASD I/O Connect Time (JOBDCTM) and Job DASD I/O Wait Time (JOBDWTM).

JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

JOBDEADL indicates whether deadline scheduling is specified for a job. If the DEADLINE parameter is specified on
the //*MAIN card for a job, JOBDEADL contains 1; otherwise, JOBDEADL contains 0. This element applies to JES3
environments only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

            JOBDLNTS - Deadline Schedule Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

JOBDEADL is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 in the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'.1......'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBDEADL is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

JOBDEDMT identifies whether or not a job was processed within its specified deadline. This element contains a 1 if the
deadline was met; otherwise it contains 0. This element applies to JES3 environments only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

            JOBDLNTS - Deadline Schedule Time Stamp

Element Derivation:
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JOBDEDMT is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 in the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'..1.....'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBDEDMT is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDEDTY - Deadline Schedule Type

JOBDEDTY contains the deadline schedule type specified with the DEADLINE parameter on the //*MAIN card. This
element applies to JES3 environments only. DEADLINE scheduling types have installation-specific meanings, which are
assigned via DEADLINE JES3 initialization deck statements. The DEADLINE scheduling type determines how often and
by how much a job's scheduling priority will be increased as its deadline approaches.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

            JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

Element Derivation:

JOBDEDTY contains the value input from field SMF26DTY of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of characters A-Z, 0-9, or blanks.

Summarization Process:

JOBDEDTY is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDELAY - Job Delayed Duplicate Job Name

JOBDELAY indicates that the job execution was delayed because another job with the same job name was already
running (JOBDELAY=1). This indicator is available only for jobs running in a JES2 Version 4.3.0 or higher environment.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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JOBDELAY is set to a value of one (1) if the first bit of field SMF26IX2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 is on
('1.......'B). Otherwise JOBDELAY is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDELAY contains the sum of all occurrences that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBDELAY is a useful field to examine how many jobs were delayed because only one unique instance of a given job
name can execute on a single unique MVS SYSID.

JOBDENTM - Job Dependent Enclave CPU Time

JOBDENTM is the amount of TCB CPU time consumed by dependent enclaves associated with the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

            PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBDENTM is the accumulation of Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time (PGMDENTM) over all steps and intervals for a
job. PGMDENTM contains the value input from field SMF30DET in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type
30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBDENTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDENTM contains the sum of all values of JOBDENTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that JOBDENTM is also included in Job TCB CPU Time (JOBTCBTM). To determine TCB CPU time not attributable
to Dependent Enclaves, subtract JOBDENTM from JOBTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.
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JOBDEPND - Dependent Job

JOBDEPND indicates whether or not a job was part of a JES3 Dependent Job Control (DJC) Network. This element
applies to JES3 environments only. JOBDEPND contains a value of 1 if it is a dependent job; otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBDEPND is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'1.......'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBDEPND is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDKMT - JES3 MDS Disk Mounts

JOBDKMT contains the total number of disk volumes mounted. This element applies to JES3 environments only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMSRQ - MDS Mass Storage Requests

            JOBNDF  - MDS GET Disk Messages

            JOBNTF  - MDS GET Tape Messages

            JOBTPMT - MDS Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBDKMT contains the value input from field SMF25NDM of the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25).  Multiple type
25 records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDKMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBDKMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBDLNTS - Deadline Schedule Time Stamp

JOBDLNTS contains the deadline schedule date and time by which processing for a job must complete, as specified on
the //* MAIN card. This variable applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

            JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

Element Derivation:

JOBDLNTS contains the value input from fields SMF26DTM and SMF26DDT of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDLNTS is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBDPRTY - Job Dispatching Priority

JOBDPRTY contains the address space dispatching priority under which the last step of a job completes execution.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEPRTY - JES Execution Priority

            JOBPPRTY - JES Print Priority

            JOBPRTY  - JES Input Priority

            PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

Element Derivation:

JOBDPRTY is set equal to Address Space Dispatching Priority (PGMDPRTY) of the last step executed for a job.
PGMDPRTY contains the value input from field SMF30PTY of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

JOBDPRTY contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBDPRTY in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

A job step usually inherits its initial dispatching priority (DP) from its JES execution priority (see PGMDPRTY). However,
the step may eventually experience several different DPs if one or more of the following situations occur:
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• The task(s) in the step absorb enough Service Units (SUs) to force the Address Space (AS) to pass from one
Performance Period (PP) to another one that has a different DP.

• The initial AS DP is within the System Resource Manager's (SRM) Automatic Priority Group (APG) range in one of the
Mx sets (see PGMDPRTY).

• The system console operator issues a RESET command that names the AS and specifies PERFORM=pgn, where pgn
is a performance group number. The AS moves to the first PP of the PGN, taking on the DP of that period.

• The system console operator issues the SET command with an ICS= operand. This change may alter the PGN
assignment of the AS in question. The AS immediately enters the first PP of the new PGN, taking on the DP of that
period.

• The system console operator issues the SET command with an IPS= operand. This action has two effects. First, the
new IPS may contain a different DP specification for the AS's PGN. Second, every transaction (i.e., job step) returns to
the first PP of its PGN, taking on the DP of that period.

Thus, the reported DP may or may not match the DP specified by the JCL or system defaults.

JOBDWTM - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

JOBDWTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O wait time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over all steps
of the job represented by the MICS observation. Wait time includes both queue time and pending time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

            PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

JOBDWTM is the sum of Step DASD I/O Wait Time, (PGMDWTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
PGMDWTM contains the value input from field SMF30AIW in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record,
subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBDWTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBDWTM is set to the sum of all JOBDWTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job DASD I/O Wait Time is one component of Job Total DASD Service Time (JOBTDSTM). The other two components
are Job DASD I/O Connect Time (JOBDCTM) and Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time (JOBDDTM).

JOBEACTM - Job Enclave Transaction Active Time

JOBEACTM contains the total transaction active time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBECPSU - Job Enclave CPU Service Units
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            JOBETRAN - Job Enclave Transaction Count

            PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

JOBEACTM is the sum of Step Enclave Transaction Active Time, (PGMEACTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps
of the job. PGMEACTM contains the value input from field SMF30ETA in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEACTM is set to the sum of all JOBEACTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBECANL - Job Exit Cancels

JOBECANL identifies jobs that are terminated by user SMF exits. At the DETAIL level of summarization, the value of
JOBECANL is one if a cancellation is detected for a program; otherwise it is zero.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Job Cancels

            PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

            PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

            JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

Element Derivation:

JOBECANL is set by testing the field SMF30STI of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtype 5).
JOBECANL is set to 1 if any of the following bits are 1:

     Bit           Set to 1 if          Before or after

    number      step cancelled by      execution started?

      1              IEFUJV                 Before            

      2              IEFUJI                 Before

      3              IEFUSI                 Before

      4             IEFACTRT                 After

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of zero or one. In higher timespans, the value ranges from a minimum of zero to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBECANL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBECANL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The installation SMF exits obtain control at various points during the preparation and execution of a job. You can
use these exits to enforce installation policies and standards by changing JCL elements or parameters or by issuing
instructions to SMF to suppress execution of all or part of a job. See your system's SMF manual for details.
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If you use the exits in this manner, JOBECANL enables you to locate jobs or groups of jobs that have a high frequency of
enforcement problems. This pattern signals that one or more users need education in proper job construction. Because
SAS logical expressions treat any non-zero value as TRUE, a scan of a BATPGM File (at any summarization level) is
done using the subsetting IF statement, IF JOBECANL selects all observations of steps that have enforcement problems.

JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

JOBECOMM contains the total number of communications device EXCPs generated by a job.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

            JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBECOMM is the accumulation of Communications EXCPs (PGMECOMM) from all steps in a job. PGMECOMM
contains the value input from the EXCP field of each device segment having a communications device class and type
specification in the device section of the SMF30BLK field of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes
2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBECOMM is a SAS missing value or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical
bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBECOMM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBECOMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBECOMM is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no
communications device EXCPs, then the value is zero.

JOBECOMM only measures communications activity by way of explicitly allocated devices (e.g., BTAM and some
proprietary communications software). You cannot use JOBECOMM to measure communications activity using
subsystems such as VTAM, in which the application does not own the device port.

JOBECPSU - Job Enclave CPU Service Units

JOBECPSU contains the total CPU service units, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over all steps of
the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEACTM - Job Enclave Transaction Active Time
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            JOBETRAN - Job Enclave Transaction Count

            PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBECPSU is the sum of Step Enclave CPU Service Units, (PGMECPSU), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the
job. PGMECPSU contains the value input from field SMF30ESU_L in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBECPSU may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBECPSU is set to the sum of all JOBECPSU values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

JOBEDASD contains the total number of non-VIO, non-MSS DASD device EXCPs issued by a job.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBEDASD is the accumulation of DASD EXCPs (PGMEDASD) from all the steps in a job. PGMEDASD is computed as
a sum of each non-VIO, non-MSS DASD file (whether allocated dynamically or by JCL DD) during the job step. An EXCP
count is accumulated from each chosen device segment in the device section of the SMF30BLK field of the Common
Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDASD contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEDASD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEDASD is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no DASD
device EXCPs, then the value is zero.

JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

JOBEDCNT is the total non-paging DASD I/O start subchannel count, for independent enclaves owned by the address
space, over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

            PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count
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Element Derivation:

JOBEDCNT is the sum of Step Enclave DASD I/O Count, (PGMEDCNT), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the
job. PGMEDCNT contains the value input from field SMF30EIS in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record,
subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBEDCNT may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDCNT is set to the sum of all JOBEDCNT values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

Type:

JOBEDCTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O connect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over
all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBEDCTM is the sum of Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time, (PGMEDCTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps
of the job. PGMEDCTM contains the value input from field SMF30EIC in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBEDCTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDCTM is set to the sum of all JOBEDCTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time is one component of Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time (JOBTEDST). The
other two components are Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time (JOBEDDTM) and Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time
(JOBEDWTM).

JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

JOBEDDTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O disconnect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space,
over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time
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            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

Element Derivation:

JOBEDDTM is the sum of Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time, (PGMEDDTM), over all intervals, substeps, and
steps of the job. PGMEDDTM contains the value input from field SMF30EID in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBEDDTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDDTM is set to the sum of all JOBEDDTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time is one component of Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time (JOBTEDST). The
other two components are Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time (JOBEDCTM) and Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time
(JOBEDWTM).

JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

JOBEDWTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O wait time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

Element Derivation:

JOBEDWTM is the sum of Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time, (PGMEDWTM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMEDWTM contains the value input from field SMF30EIW in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

JOBEDWTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDWTM is set to the sum of all JOBEDWTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time is one component of Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time (JOBTEDST). The other
two components are Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time (JOBEDCTM) and Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time
(JOBEDDTM).
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JOBEDYTM - Job Executing Not Active Delay Time

JOBEDYTM is the accumulation of time the address space was delayed because the address space was in detected wait
or long wait when swapped out by the System Resource Manager (SRM).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

            JOBADYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

            JOBRDYTM - Job Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

Element Derivation:

JOBEDYTM is the accumulation of Step Executing Not Active Delay Time (PGMEDYTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMEDYTM is the difference between PGMEXCTM AND PGMACTTM.

PGMEDYTM=PGMEXCTM-PGMACTTM

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEDYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEDYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An address space can go into wait state because it is waiting for a tape mount or another device that is not ready due to
physical I/O device problems.

JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

JOBEGRAF contains the total number of graphics device EXCPs generated by a job.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

            JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

            JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBEGRAF is the accumulation of Graphics EXCPs (PGMEGRAF) from all steps in a job. PGMEGRAF contains
the value input from field EXCP of each device segment having a graphics device class and type specification in the
SMF30BLK field of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBEGRAF is a SAS missing value or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBEGRAF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEGRAF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEGRAF is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no graphics
device EXCPs, then the value is zero. You may use JOBEGRAF in charge-back, at the job level, for EXCP issued to
graphics devices.

JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

JOBENCTM is the amount of TCB CPU time that a job accumulates while executing enclaves. An enclave is a group of
preemptable service request blocks (SRBs) managed as a single unit of work.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOPPRETM - Job Preemptable/Client CPU Time

            PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBENCTM is the accumulation of Step Enclave CPU Time (PGMENCTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMENCTM
contains the value input from field SMF30ENC in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30, subtypes 2, 3,
or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBENCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBENCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBENCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that PGMENCTM is also included in Step TCB CPU Time. To determine TCB CPU time not attributable to Enclave
CPU time, subtract PGMENCTM from PGMTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBENDJ - Job Entered System Via DJ

JOBENDJ identifies jobs entered into a system via DJ (Dump Job).  This element contains 1 if a job enters the system
via DJ; otherwise it contains 0. This element applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).
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Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBENDJ is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'.......1'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBENDJ is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBENJLP - Job Entered System Via NJP

JOBENJLP identifies jobs entered into a system via Network Job Processing (NJP). This element contains 1 if the job
enters the system via Network Job Processing; otherwise it contains 0. This element applies to the JES3 environment
only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBENJLP is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'.....1..'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBENJLP is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBENQTM - Job Enqueue (DSN) Time

JOBENQTM contains the total amount of elapsed time a job spends in data set enqueue delays (JCL-specified data sets
only) or real (V=R) memory allocation.

JOBENQTM is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces
(JOBTYPE=6).

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Allocation Time

            PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBENQTM is the accumulation of Step Enqueue (DSN) Time (PGMENQTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMENQTM
is the difference between fields SMF30SIT and SMF30AST of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).
PGMENQTM is the time between the start of step initiation and the start of step device allocation. This includes time spent
in data set enqueue and time waiting for real memory (V=R) allocation.

Range of Value:

JOBENQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBENQTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBENQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Large values of JOBENQTM reflect contention for the data sets named in JCL DD statements. Data sets accessed by
dynamic allocation are not included in this measurement. DISP=OLD, NEW, and MOD are all interpreted as requests for
exclusive control of the file; only DISP=SHR allows for concurrent access.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBEPRTY - JES Execution Selection Priority

JOBEPRTY contains the priority of a job when it is selected for execution (i.e., the priority that JESx uses to decide which
job to pass to a waiting initiator).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

            JOBPPRTY - JES Print Priority

            JOBPRTY  - JES Input Priority

Element Derivation:
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JOBEPRTY contains the value input from field SMF26XPS of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for both JES2 and JES3.
For JES2 only, JOBEPRTY is computed as FLOOR (SMF26XPS / 16).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15.

Summarization Process:

JOBEPRTY is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MVS has several layers of prioritization, where units of work are queued for access to a resource. The MVS system
programmer uses System Resource Manager (SRM) parameters to define to MVS which tasks should be given early
access to the CPU. The JCL writer and the JES system programmer together specify which batch work should be
given early access to the initiator. JES Input Priority (JOBPRTY) and JOBEPRTY reflect the results of each of these
contributions.

JOBPRTY contains the JES priority (0 low to 15 high) that a user requests. JOBEPRTY contains the JES priority that a job
has at the time it is accepted for initiation. The two may differ for any of several reasons (see examples below), depending
on the JES options an installation selects:

• A default priority may be supplied if a user specifies none.
• An override priority may be forced by software or by operator action.
• Priority aging or deadline scheduling may further raise or lower the priority.

A pattern of significant differences between JOBPRTY and JOBEPRTY due to operator interventions indicates a
mismatch between the initiator resources and perceived user requirements.

JOBEQPTM - Job Enqueue Promotion Time

JOBEQPTM is the accumulation of TCB and/or SRB time that was consumed for this job while its enqueue was promoted.
An example of enqueue promotion would be a higher dispatch priority being given for this job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

            PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promotion Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBEQPTM is the accumulation of Step Enqueue Promotion Time (PGMEQPTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMEQPTM
contains the value input from field SMF30CEP at z/OS 1.3. After z/OS 1.7, PGMEQPTM contains value input from field
SMF30CEP_I of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBEQPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEQPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEQPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEQPTM provides the subset of TCB and SRB CPU times accumulated during or after enqueue promotion.
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Before z/OS 1.7, Step Enqueue Promotion Time (PGMEQPTM) is cumulative, representing the total CPU time used-
to-date. Its value continually increases from interval to interval, and from step to step. PGMEQPTM is correct in the
step record where the enqueue promotion originally occurred. Subsequent step records, however, include the enqueue
promotion CPU time from all previous steps.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBESPTM - Job Elapsed Time

JOBESPTM contains the overall elapsed time from job start to the end of job, regardless of any events that may have
taken place, such as contention, duplicate jobs, abends, restarts, and so on.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  STARTTS - Start Timestamp

            ENDTS   - End Timestamp

Element Derivation:

JOBESPTM is the difference between ENDTS and STARTTS.

The calculation for JOBESPTM is, STARTTS is subtracted from ENDTS.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBESPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBESPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If no job end record (subtype 5) is present at the time a BATJOB or BAT_JS observation is built, the job end timestamp is
set to the value of step end or interval end timestamp of the SMF type 30 (subtypes 2, 3, or 4). In this case, JOBESPTM
contains the elapsed time from when the job started to the interval end time or step end time.

JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

JOBETAPE contains the total number of tape device EXCPs generated by a job.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs
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            JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBETAPE is the accumulation of Tape EXCPs (PGMETAPE) from all steps in a job. PGMETAPE contains the value input
from the EXCP field of each device segment having a tape device class and type specification in the device section of the
SMF30BLK field of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBETAPE is a SAS missing value or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBETAPE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBETAPE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBETAPE is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no tape
device EXCPs, then the value is zero.

JOBETRAN - Job Enclave Transaction Count

JOBETRAN is the transaction count, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over all steps of the job
represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEACTM - Job Enclave Transaction Active Time

            JOBECPSU - Job Enclave CPU Service Units

            PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

Element Derivation:

JOBETRAN is the sum of Step Enclave Transaction Count, (PGMETRAN), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMETRAN contains the value input from field SMF30ETC in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4.

Range of Value:

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBETRAN is set to the sum of all JOBETRAN values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

JOBEUREC contains the total number of unit record device EXCPs generated by a job.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

            JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBEUREC is the accumulation of Unit Record EXCPs (PGMEUREC) from all steps in a job. PGMEUREC contains the
value input from field EXCP of each device segment having a unit record device class and type specification in the device
section of the SMF30BLK field of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBEUREC is a SAS missing value or ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEUREC contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEUREC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEUREC is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no unit
record device EXCPs, then the value is zero.

JOBEUREC only measures unit record activity by way of explicitly allocated devices. You cannot use JOBEUREC to
measure unit record activity using the Job Entry Subsystem, in which the application does not own the device port.

JOBEVICT - Job Eviction Count

JOBEVICT contains the number of steps that ended due to a step eviction resulting from a $EJxx, STEP, HOLD or an
equivalent command.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 See also:  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count                

            PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type          

Element Derivation:

JOBEVICT is the accumulation of PGMEVICT from all the steps in a job. PGMEVICT is populated based on the value of
bit 14 of field SMF30STI in the Completion Section of the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record, subtype 4.
If bit 14 is a one (1), PGMEVICT is set to one (1). Otherwise PGMEVICT is set to zero.

Range of Value:

JOBEVICT ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEVICT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEVICT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBEVIO - VIO EXCPs

JOBEVIO contains the total number of EXCPs issued by a job to Virtual I/O (VIO)-simulated devices.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) files except JOBTYPE=6, system address space.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  PGMEVIO - VIO EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBEVIO is the accumulation of VIO EXCPs (PGMEVIO) from all the steps in a job. PGMEVIO is the sum of each VIO-
administered DASD file (whether allocated dynamically or by JCL DD) accessed during the job step. An EXCP count is
accumulated from each chosen device segment in the device section of the SMF30BLK field of the Common Address
Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3 or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEVIO contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEVIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEVIO is a SAS missing value only if an anomalous value is encountered in the SMF record. If there are no VIO device
EXCPs, then the value is zero.

JOBEVTIR - Job Event Driven Interval Record Count

JOBEVTIR is the number of event interval records generated as a result of a processor capacity change for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

            JOBCAPUR - Job Unreported Processor Capacity Chgs

Element Derivation:

JOBEVTIR is the accumulation of Intvls Indicated as Event (PGMEVTIR) from all the steps in a job. PGMEVTIR is
determined by testing bit 0 of field SMF30_Capacity_Flags in the Performance Section of the SMF Type 30 Common
Address Space Work Record. If the bit is on, PGMEVTIR is set to 1.

Range of Value:

JOBEVTIR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEVTIR contains the sum of all values of JOBEVTIR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEVTIR will contain zero if SMFPRMxx parmlib option MAXEVENTINTRECS=0.

JOBEVTIR is only useful if the CPC has power-saving and cycle-steering capabilities such as those introduced with the
IBM zEnterprise z196.
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JOBEXBAT - Execution Batching

JOBEXBAT contains 1 if a job is submitted for execution batch processing; otherwise it contains 0. This
element applies to the JES2 environment only. It appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOPY - TYPRUN=COPY Specified

            JOBSCAN - TYPRUN=SCAN Specified

Element Derivation:

JOBEXBAT is set to the value of bit 4 ('....0...'B or '....1...'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBEXBAT is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Execution batch processing is a JES2 option in which a job, submitted with minimal JCL, is executed as an attached
task of a Special Started Task (STC). This arrangement is commonly used for short compile-load-and-go submissions. It
avoids the considerable overhead involved in starting and stopping large numbers of very short jobs and steps because
the STC is the only entity subject to MVS termination processing.

Exbat jobs do not generate Common Address Space Work Records (type 30) in the SMF file. The only job data generated
is in Output Writer (type 6) and Job Purge (type 26) Records. All the CPU, memory, and I/O utilization is charged to the
parent STC. Unless there is an urgent need to keep exbat-level statistics (e.g., if your installation charges by the job), you
can save considerable MICS DASD storage by dropping exbat job observations. You can do this by adding the following
SAS code to user exit _USRSPGM:

IF JOBEXBAT = '1' THEN FLUSHJOB = 1;

JOBEXCNN - Execution Node Name

JOBEXCNN contains the NJE node name of the processor upon which a job is executed. This optional element is
included in the database if the NJE option was selected in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) used when the
MICS MVS Batch and Operations Analysis Product was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBLSTNN - NJE Last Node Name

            JOBNXTNN - NJE Next Node Name

            JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

Element Derivation:
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JOBEXCNN contains the value input from either field SMF26NXN (for JES2 systems) or field NJEXEQM (for JES3
systems) in the Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

JOBEXCNN may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBEXCNN contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBEXCNN in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

A SAS DATA step subsetting IF statement, such as 'IF JOBEXCNN =: 'NJ';' selects all jobs which ran at any node whose
name begins with the characters NJ.

JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

JOBEXCPS contains the total EXCP count issued to all devices by a job.

For systems at or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.2.0, JOBEXCPS includes the Data-In-Virtual (DIV) read, write, and re-read
count to DIV object data sets.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBBLKTR - Total Blocks Transferred

            JOBE3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPs

            JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

            JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPs

            JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            JOBRERDS - Total Address Space DIV Re-Read Count

            JOBMSEXP - Missed EXCPs

            PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBEXCPS is the accumulation of Total EXCPs (PGMEXCPS) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEXCPS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEXCPS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBEXCPS and DASD EXCPs (JOBEDASD) are DD-level measurements of total EXCPs to all devices and to DASD
devices, respectively. JOBEXCPS and JOBEDASD contain re-read counts to DIV data sets (when re-reads are
performed). Total Address Space DIV Re-Read Count (JOBRERDS) is an address space-level metric, which is the total
re-read count to DIV object data sets. If you do not want the DIV data set re-reads in these measurements (e.g., charge
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back), subtract JOBRERDS from JOBEXCPS and JOBEDASD. Total Blocks Transferred (JOBBLKTR) is also an address
space-level metric, which includes I/O due to address space-related functions, such as LINKLIST library searches and
fetches, catalog management activity, physical I/O to the JES2 spool, and open/close I/O other than to/from data buffers.

JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

JOBEXCPU contains the SMF system identification of the computing system on which a job executes.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

            JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

            JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

            JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

JOBEXCPU contains the value input from field SMF26XID of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for both JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

This data element may contain any combination of one to four alphanumeric characters. It should contain one of the
SYSIDs defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Summarization Process:

JOBEXCPU is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The complete NJE execution system name is the combination of NJE Execution Node Name (JOBEXCNN) and
JOBEXCPU. Use both together if your NJE network contains CPUs with coincident CPU names. For example, suppose
both the Chicago node and the New York node have CPUs named SYSA. The SAS subsetting IF statement 'IF
JOBEXCPU = 'SYSA';' would select MICS data for jobs executing at either location. If the Chicago node is named
CHICAGO, jobs executing on its SYSA are selected by 'IF JOBEXCNN = 'CHICAGO' AND JOBEXCPU = 'SYSA';'.

JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

JOBEXCTM is the total elapsed time a job spends in execution. A program is considered to be in a state of execution as
soon as it is loaded and available to run.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

            PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBEXCTM is the accumulation of Step Execution Time (PGMEXCTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMEXCTM is the
difference between the time a program is loaded and when it ends. The program load time contains the value input from
field SMF30PPS of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30). The end time is the value input from fields
SMF30TME and SMF30DTE of the type 30 record.
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If Common Address Space Workload Interval Records (subtypes 2 or 3) are processed, the load time of each interval
record after the first is set equal to the termination time of the previous interval.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBEXCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBEXCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Analyze large values of JOBEXCTM by component to determine whether the delay is due to processing (i.e., large CPU
times) or internal bottlenecks, such as contention.

JOBE3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPs

JOBE3480 contains the total number of EXCPs generated for cartridge tape devices (e.g., 3480, 3490).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPs

            JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEMSS  - MSS EXCPs

            JOBETAPE - TAPE EXCPs

            JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPs

            JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPs

Element Derivation:

JOBE3480 is the accumulation of 3480 Tape EXCPs (PGME3480) from all the steps in a job. PGME3480 contains the
value input from the SMF30BLK field for each EXCP section having a tape device class and cartridge (e.g., 3480, 3490)
device type specification in the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBE3480 contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBE3480 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBE3480 contains the EXCP count for cartridge tape devices accessed over all steps of the job. JOBETAPE contains
the EXCP count for all tape devices accessed (cartridge and round reel). For jobs that access both round reel and
cartridge tape devices, you can calculate an EXCP count for round reel tape devices by subtracting JOBE3480 from
JOBETAPE.

JOBFEET - Total Feet of Document Printed

JOBFEET contains the number of feet of document printed for a job's print work on a 3800-type printing subsystem by the
Print Services Facility (PSF). This data element contains 0 for a cut-sheet printer, such as the IBM 3820.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR  - Logical Writer Records

            SPLFEET - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

JOBFEET is the accumulation of Total Feet of Document Printed (SPLFEET) from all the steps in a job. SPLFEET
contains the value input from field SMF6FEET of the Output Writer Record (type 6, PSF version (subsystem code 7)).
 SPLFEET contains a SAS missing value for SYSOUT reported via JES2 or JES3 type 6 records.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBFEET contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBFEET that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBFEET (or SPLFEET) is an equitable chargeback item for 3800-3 printer utilization. If the current charging algorithm
uses Logical Writer Records (SPLNLR) (or any of its derivatives), and you wish to add JOBFEET or SPLFEET, be sure
your new algorithm does not charge for both JOBFEET/SPLFEET and SPLFEET/SPLNLR from the same BATSPL File.

JOBFETTM - Job Fetch Time

JOBFETTM contains the time between the first FETCH message issued and the first volume mount message issued. This
element applies to JES3 environments only.

JOBFETTM is an optional element controlled by the JES3 statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). If JES3 is not
specified, this element does not exist in the database.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is a SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

In the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25), JOBFETTM is computed as the difference between the SMF25FS date
and time fields and the SMF25MS date and time fields. Multiple type 25 records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBFETTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBFETTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Input Queue Time (JOBINQTM) element includes the time reported by JOBFETTM.

JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

JOBFLUSH is either set to zero or one in each BATJOB observation. If JOBFLUSH has a value of one (1), then at least
one step of the job was flushed because of a 'COND=' condition that was met on the job card or a program within the job
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has flushed. JOBFLUSH is accumulated at higher timespans to provide a count of the number of jobs that had at least
one step flushed.

This data element is populated for all Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations except for those representing
system address spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

          JOBOCANL - Operator Cancels

          JOBCRASH - System Failure During Job Execution

          JOBJCLER - JCL Errors

          JOBSTEPS - Number of Steps

          JOBSTEPX - Number of Steps Executed 

          JOBSYSAB - Job System ABENDs

          JOBUSRAB - Job User ABENDs

          JOBTYPE - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE)

          PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

Element Derivation:

MICS checks bit 13 of field SMF30STI of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtype 5). All of these bits
are zero unless the job is flushed due to a 'COND=' condition having been met.

The result of this test is checked with bit 7 of field SMF30STI in the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30,
subtype 3 or 4) for each executed step within the job. This is represented by the step-level element Step Flushes
(PGMFLUSH).

If either the job was flushed (bit 13 of field SMF30STI), or if any step was flushed (PGMFLUSH=1), JOBFLUSH is set to a
value of one (1). Otherwise, JOBFLUSH is set to a value of
zero (0).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBFLUSH contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBFLUSH that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that flush is not mutually exclusive with ABEND. Consider a job containing two steps, the second of which contains
COND=EVEN. STEPA may ABEND but STEPB is still eligible for execution. However, STEPB could be cancelled by
IEFUSI. In this scenario, both JOBSYSAB and JOBFLUSH would be set to 1.

There is no way to uniquely identify steps that were flushed due to a data set not found or a 'COND=' condition has been
met.

JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

JOBGRPRC contains a classification variable that depends on delivered turnaround time for a job.

Type:

Common Control data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBGROUP - Job Group

            JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target
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            JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBGRPRC is calculated by SAS code in MICS prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#JOBGP). MICS builds this member during
its system generation process, starting from the data center's specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBGRPRC contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBGRPRC in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

The interpretation and use of JOBGRPRC are best explained using an example. Suppose a
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP) member contains the following text:

      ....

      GROUP   1     10 1 '10 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   3     30 1 '30 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   5     60 1 '1 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   7    240 1 '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   8    240 1 '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   9   1440 1 '1 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP  11  10080 1 '7 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

      ....

Jobs assigned to each GROUP are expected to turn around in less than that GROUP's limit.

Suppose that a data center decides that turnaround times depend only on execution class, with class H jobs required to
finish within ten minutes, class A jobs within one hour, and class B and C jobs within four hours. All class H jobs from the
above table are assigned to GROUP 1, class A jobs are assigned to GROUP 5, and classes B and C jobs are assigned to
GROUPs 7 and 8, respectively. The MICS observation for a class H job is JOBGROUP=1, and so forth.

When the jobs run, they may or may not turn around within the expected limits. From the above table, a job completing
within ten minutes receives GROUP 1 service and shows JOBGRPRC=1. A job completing between ten and
thirty minutes receives GROUP 3 service, and so on. Note that jobs completing between one and four hours show
JOBGRPRC=7 only, although both GROUP 7 and 8 share that range.

One useful technique for gauging batch work performance against data center requirements is to use SAS PROC F REQ
to compare requested against delivered service. The SAS code shown below produces a table with requested service
running downward and delivered service running across:

      DATA;

 *                          survey yesterday's workload;

        SET DETAIL.BATJOB01;

 *                          exclude deadline and special work;

        IF  JOBGROUP (= 149;

 *                          go easy on storage demand;

        KEEP JOBGROUP JOBGRPRC;

PROC FREQ; * suppress the percentage calculations; TABLE JOBGROUP * JOBGRPRC / NOROW NOCOL
NOPERCENT;
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Each job gives one tally in the cell for its requested and delivered service:

• Jobs meeting service levels are along the main diagonal (JOBGROUP =1 and JOBGRPRC=1, JOBGROUP=2 and
JOBGRPRC=2, and so on).

• Jobs exceeding service levels are above and to the left of the main diagonal (JOBGROUP=2 but JOBGRPRC=1,
JOBGROUP=3 but JOBGRPRC=1 or 2, and so on).

• Jobs missing service levels are below and to the right of the main diagonal (JOBGROUP=1 but JOBGRPRC=2 or
higher, and so on)

JOBHCPGM - Job Highest Task CPU Program

JOBHCPGM contains the program name for the task that used the highest percent of CPU time in the address space for a
job rounded to the nearest integer. A value of blanks indicates that no task reported any CPU time in the address space or
that the CPU time could not be obtained. A value of '????????' indicates that the program name could not be obtained for
the task that reported the highest percent of CPU time.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39629.

Type:

Common, retained - Character, length 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXHCP - Max Job Highest Task CPU Pct

            PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

            PGMMXHCP - Highest Task CPU Pct

Element Derivation:

JOBHCPGM contains the program name for the task that has the highest CPU percent over all of the intervals or steps of
a job.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBHCPGM contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBHCPGM in the observations processed for the
summarization level.

Usage Notes:

Although JOBHCPGM reports the program name that used the highest percent of CPU over the whole job, one might
need to know the particular step or interval that had the particular the highest percent of CPU for this program name. To
get this information, search the DETAIL.BATPGM01 file for the observations that report activity for a particular job. You
may narrow the search by looking for the particular JOBNAME, RDRTS, and JESJOBNO.

JOBHIPI - Job Hiperspace Page Ins

JOBHIPI contains the total number of hiperspace page-ins from auxiliary storage to central storage for the job. Its value
does not include reads from hiperspace frames which were in expanded storage.

This data element is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBHIPO - Job Hiperspace Page Outs

Element Derivation:
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JOBHIPI contains the sum of all occurrences of PGMHIPI for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBHIPI contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBHIPI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This measure is a count of hiperspace reads which had to be satisfied from auxiliary rather than expanded storage.
Excessive hiperspace page ins may be indicative of an overcommitment of expanded storage.

JOBHIPO - Job Hiperspace Page Outs

JOBHIPO contains the total number of hiperspace page-outs from central storage to auxiliary storage for the job. Its value
does not include reads from hiperspace frames which were in expanded storage.

This data element is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBHIPI - Job Hiperspace Page Ins

Element Derivation:

JOBHIPO contains the sum of all occurrences of PGMHIPO for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBHIPO contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBHIPO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

JOBHIPTM contains the CPU time dedicated to the hiperspace processing requirements of the job. Only steps using
hiperspaces contribute to JOBHIPTM.

JOBHIPTM is not a subset of any other CPU time variable and is the best metric available for the analysis of hiperspace
usage at the address space (JOB/STEP) level.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

            JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:
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JOBHIPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of PGMHIPTM for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBHIPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBHIPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBHIPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBHOLD - TYPRUN=HOLD Specified

JOBHOLD contains 1 if TYPRUN=HOLD is specified in a job's JCL; otherwise it is 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOPY  - TYPRUN=COPY Specified

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBSCAN  - TYPRUN=SCAN Specified

Element Derivation:

JOBHOLD is set to the value of bit 2 ('..0.....'B or '..1.....'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2
and JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBHOLD is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One unit of overall job turnaround time is the input queue time (JOBINQTM), which is the interval between when the job
is read in and when it is selected for execution. A large value of Input Queue Time (JOBINQTM) may indicate inadequate
initiator availability, but it may also be a sign that the job was held (i.e., excluded from selection for execution) for a long
time. Adding more initiators reduces input queue wait time only if the holding of jobs for execution is not a significant
source of delay.

A job may be held for one or more reasons:
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• Only one job with a given name may run at a time. If multiple jobs with the same name are in the execution queue, the
second and later jobs are marked HOLD/DUP until the executing job completes.

• The system operator may issue a JES HOLD command against a job because of operational problems.
• A job may request hold status by including TYPRUN=HOLD on its JOB card.

JOBHOLD flags only jobs whose JOB card includes TYPRUN=HOLD. The following SAS statements select these jobs:

     DATA;

       SET DETAIL.BATJOB01;

       IF JOBHOLD = '1';

The reverse selection, as shown by the sample SAS statements below, is typically used to analyze work that seems to be
slow in starting for system reasons.

     DATA;

       SET DETAIL.BATJOB01;

       IF JOBHOLD = '1' THEN DELETE;

Note that there are no separate flags for either HOLD/DUP or jobs held by the operator; you must research them by
consulting SYSLOG.

JOBICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

JOBICNPS contains the total number of instructions executed on a standard processor for all steps in a job when the
address space was running as a non-preemptable SRB.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

            PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBICNPS is the accumulation of Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP (PGMICNPS) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBICNPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBICNPS contains the sum of all values of JOBICNPS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

JOBICPNI contains an estimate of the total number of CPU instructions executed by the MVS initiator on behalf of a job.
This data element applies only to workloads for which SMF type 30 non-interval recording is in effect.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time
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            PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

            PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

Element Derivation:

JOBICPNI is the accumulation of the Number of Initiator Instructions (PGMICPNI) from all the steps in a job. PGMICPNI
is the product of Initiator CPU Time (PGMICPTM) and the MIPS rate specified for the CPU in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID)
when MICS is installed.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBICPNI contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBICPNI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The initiator is responsible for preparing the system to execute the application code in a step. Initiator CPU time is spent in
resolving ENQ conflicts, locating files and allocating the corresponding devices, and fetching the called-for load module.

JOBICPNI is an approximation, based on system engineering concepts that were valid for second-generation equipment
with hard wired instructions and single-threaded execution. The accuracy of this element is a function of the instruction
mix used in the initiator code, the contending load (if any) using the system concurrently with the step, the processor
architecture, the system micro code level, and the MIPS rate supplied by the user during the MICS generation process.
Altering any of these factors will change the reported value of JOBICPNI for replicate runs, even though the same exact
code executes each time a step is initiated.

JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

JOBICPSR contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor when the address space was running
as a preemptable or client SRB, and not associated with an enclave for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBICPSR is the accumulation of Preemptable or SRB Instructions on CP (PGMICPSR) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBICPSR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBICPSR contains the sum of all values of JOBICPSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

JOBICPTK contains the number of instructions executed as a task on a standard processor which is not associated with
an enclave while the address space was not eligible for an offload processor for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBICPTK is the accumulation of Ineligible Instructions on CP (PGMICPTK) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBICPTK ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBICPTK contains the sum of all values of JOBICPTK processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

JOBICPTM contains the total CPU time that is specifically allocatable to execution of the initiator for a job. JOBICPTM
applies to workloads for which SMF type 30 non-interval recording is in effect.

JOBICPTM is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces
(JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

            JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time

            PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

            PGMITCTM - Initiator TCB Time

            PGMISRTM - Initiator SRB Time

            PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

            PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

            PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

            PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBICPTM is the accumulation of Initiator CPU Time (PGMICPTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMICPTM is the sum of
the Initiator TCB Time (PGMITCTM) and the Initiator SRB Time (PGMISRTM).

Range of Value:

JOBICPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBICPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBICPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBITCTM represents the time that the processor spends under direct control of the initiator code. JOBICPTM includes
time spent servicing many system-level tasks, only some of which are the user's option.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.
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To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

JOBINCPU contains the system identification of the computing system into which a job is read.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

            JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

            JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

            JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

            JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

JOBINCPU contains the value input from field SMF26RID of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for both JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to four alphameric characters. It should contain one of the SYSIDs
defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Summarization Process:

JOBINCPU is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The complete NJE execution system name is the combination of NJE Original Node Name (JOBORGNN) and Input
Processor System ID (JOBINCPU). Both should be used together if the NJE network contains CPUs with coincident
CPU names. For example, suppose both the Chicago node and the New York node have CPUs named SYSA. The
SAS subsetting IF statement 'IF JOBEXCPU = 'SYSA';' would select MICS data for jobs executing at either location. If
the Chicago node is named CHICAGO, jobs executing on its SYSA are selected by 'IF JOBEXCNN = 'CHICAGO' AND
JOBEXCPU = 'SYSA';'.

JOBINDEV - Input Device Name

JOBINDEV contains the name of the input device used by the Job Entry System to read in a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.
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SEE ALSO:  JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

Element Derivation:

JOBINDEV contains the value input from field SMF26DEV of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBINDEV is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For JES2 systems, JOBINDEV may contain the following data:

    VALUE        Interpretation

   'INTRDR'      Internal reader:  TSO user or another sub-system with access to the INTRDR facility

    Rnn.RDm      Reader 'm' attached to RJE site 'nn'

    Lnn.JRm      NJE reader 'm' attached to an NJE site via SNA or BSC line 'nn'

For JES3 systems, JOBINDEV may contain the following data:

    USERID       TSO USERID submitting job

    LINEID       Line name for NJP job

    DEVID        Logical device name

For either JES, a blank JOBINDEV usually indicates that no Job Purge Record was processed for the job.

JOBINDN - Job Input Network Node Number

JOBINDN contains the Network Job Entry (NJE) node number from which a job is submitted. JOBINDN
applies only to the JES2 environment. JOBINDN appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in shared
prefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

Element Derivation:

JOBINDN contains the value input from the high order byte of field SMF26LOC of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.

Summarization Process:

JOBINDN contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBINDN in the observations processed for the summarization
level.
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Usage Notes:

The NJE node name and number are synonyms that are connected by the Nn JES2 initialization statement.

JOBINGRP - Logical Input Device Group Name

JOBINGRP contains the name of the JES3 logical device group used by a Job Entry System to input the job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBINGRP contains the value input from field SMF26IGP of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBINGRP is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

JOBINQTM contains the time between the end of the JCL conversion process and the last successful job start. This time
represents the time spent waiting for initiation in the JES input queue plus the time spent waiting for data set enqueue and
device allocation during all initiation attempts for the job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRQCAN - Job Requeue Cancels

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBINQTM is the difference between the converter end time stamp and the execution start time stamp of the final
execution start for the job.
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The converter end time stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26CPT and SMF26CPD of the JES2 or JES3 Job
Purge Record (type 26). If either the JESx Job Purge Record (type 26) or the converter end time stamp value are missing,
the reader start time stamp (RDRTS) value is used instead.

The execution start time stamp (STARTTS) contains the time the job successfully completed initiation and began
execution. If STARTTS is missing, JOBINQTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBINQTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBINQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When MICS encounters a job that was cancelled and restarted one or more times, the calculation of JOBINQTM uses
the latest start time encountered. If MICS suspends the job and encounters additional cancellations and restarts in
subsequent daily update steps, JOBINQTM is recalculated.

JOBINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

JOBINRSD is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as storage-critical over all steps of the job
represented by the MICS observation. This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA)
file observations created for system address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

Element Derivation:

JOBINRSD is the sum of Incomplete Remote System Data Count (PGMINRSD), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMINRSD contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'08'. Default value for PGMINRSD is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBINRSD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBINRSD contains the sum of all values of JOBINRSD processed in the level of summarization.

JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

JOBINRTE contains the number of the JES2 RJE remote site from which a job is submitted. It appears in the database
only if JES2 was specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

            JOBPRRTE - Print (SYSMSG) Route Code

            JOBPURTE - Punch (SYSMSG) Route Code
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Element Derivation:

JOBINRTE contains the value input from the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26). MICS uses the low-order half word of field
SMF26INR, if present, or else the low-order byte of field SMF26LOC.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

JOBINRTE is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The complete identification of the remote site is the combination of JOBINRTE and NJE Original Node Name
(JOBORGNN), which names the NJE node to which the JOBINRTE RJE site is attached.

JOBINTRD - Job Entered On Internal Reader

JOBINTRD contains 1 if a job enters the system through an internal reader; otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOPY - TYPRUN=COPY Specified

            JOBSCAN - TYPRUN=SCAN Specified

Element Derivation:

JOBINTRD is set to the value of bit 5 ('.....0..'B or '.....1..'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2
or JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBINTRD is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

JOBINVAL indicates the number of steps or intervals that had invalid CPU time data elements in the job. For example,
a JOBINVAL value of six means that invalid CPU time values were encountered in six of the intervals or steps that were
summed to create the BATJOB observation. The Invalid CPU Time Mask (PGMCMASK) data element identifies which
CPU time fields were invalid, the Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask (PGMCFMSK) identifies which zAAP CPU time fields were
invalid, and the Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask (PGMCSMSK) identifies which zIIP CPU time fields were invalid

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

            JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

            JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time
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            JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

            JOBIVATM - Job Initiator Vector Affinity CPU Time

            JOBIVUTM - Job Initiator Vector Usage CPU Time

            JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            JOBZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP cPU Time

            JOBSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSDQTM - Actual zIIP Qual. DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEQTM - Actual zIIP Qual. IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMCMASK - Program CPU Time Invalid Mask

            PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

            PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

            PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

Element Derivation:

JOBINVAL is the sum of all PGMINVAL values in the steps or intervals for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBINVAL contains the sum of all values of JOBINVAL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When the Invalid CPU Time Indicator (PGMINVAL and JOBINVAL) data elements are non-zero, at least one of the
reported CPU time fields for the step or job was zeroed by SMF in the SMF type 30 record. MICS subsequently sets
the data element value to missing. The PGMCMASK data element identifies which of the MICS data elements was
set to missing due to invalid timer calculations. PGMCMASK is only kept in the DETAIL timespan, but PGMINVAL and
JOBINVAL are summarized in the higher MICS timespans and should be checked for non-zero values. If non-zero, the
MVS SMF CPU timer modules may be in error.

JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

JOBIOCDE contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor for a dependent enclave while the
address space was eligible to run on an offload processor for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

Element Derivation:
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JOBIOCDE is the accumulation of Dep Enc Eligible Instructions on CP (PGMIOCDE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBIOCDE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBIOCDE contains the sum of all values of JOBIOCDE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

JOBIOITM is the total CPU time used in processing I/O interrupts for the job. It is not a subset of any other CPU time
variable and is non-repeatable.

JOBIOITM is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP3, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

            JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBIOITM contains the sum of all values of PGMIOITM for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBIOITM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBIOITM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBIOITM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBIOSU - Job IO Service Units

JOBIOSU contains the number of I/O service units accumulated by a job.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSERVU - Service Units

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB Time

            JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

            JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

            PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBSRBSU is the accumulation of Step I/O Service Units (PGMIOSU) from all the steps in a job. PGMIOSU contains the
value input from field SMF30IO_L of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBIOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBIOSU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBIOSU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Service Unit (SU) is a resource utilization measurement that can be transferred between systems. Within the
limitations of the EXCP measurement, the number of I/O SUs absorbed by a benchmark or production application should
be approximately the same for any MVS system.

JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

JOBISCDE contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor for a dependent enclave while the
address space was not eligible to run on an offload processor for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBISCDE is the accumulation of Dep Enc Ineligible Instructions on CP (PGMISCDE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISCDE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISCDE contains the sum of all values of JOBISCDE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

JOBISCPE contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor for an independent enclave while the
address space was not eligible to run on an offload processor for the job.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

Element Derivation:

JOBISCPE is the accumulation of Ind Enc Ineligible Instructions on CP (PGMISCPE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISCPE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISCPE contains the sum of all values of JOBISCPE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

JOBISOCE contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor for an independent enclave while the
address space was eligible to run on an offload processor for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBISOCE is the accumulation of Ind Enc Eligible Instructions on CP (PGMISOCE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISOCE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISOCE contains the sum of all values of JOBISOCE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

JOBISODE contains the number of instructions executed on an offload processor for a dependent enclave for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

            JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

Element Derivation:

JOBISODE is the accumulation of Dep Enc Instructions on Offload Proc (PGMISODE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:
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JOBISODE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISODE contains the sum of all values of JOBISODE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

JOBISOFC contains the number of instructions executed on a standard processor while the address space was eligible to
run on an offload processor when not associated with an enclave during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

Element Derivation:

JOBISOFC is the accumulation of Eligible Instructions on CP (PGMISOFC) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISOFC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISOFC contains the sum of all values of JOBISOFC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

JOBISOFE contains the number of instructions executed on an offload processor for an independent enclave during for
the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

Element Derivation:

JOBISOFE is the accumulation of Ind Enc Instructions on Offload Proc (PGMISOFE) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISOFE ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISOFE contains the sum of all values of JOBISOFE processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

JOBISOFF contains the number of instructions executed on an offload processor when the address space was not
associated with an enclave during the measurement interval.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

            JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

Element Derivation:

JOBISOFF is the accumulation of Instructions on Offload Processor (PGMISOFF) from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBISOFF ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISOFF contains the sum of all values of JOBISOFF processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time

JOBISRTM contains the CPU time that is spent executing system code called by the initiator code in preparation for a job.

JOBISRTM is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces
(JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

            JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

            PGMISRTM - Initiator SRB Time

            JOBSSITM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

            JOBSSTTM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBISRTM is the accumulation of PGMISRTM from all the steps in a job. PGMISRTM contains the value input from field
SMF30ISB of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtype 4).

Range of Value:

JOBISRTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBISRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBISRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The initiator is responsible for preparing the system to execute the application code in a step. Initiator CPU time is spent
in resolving enqueue conflicts, locating files and allocating the corresponding devices, and fetching the requested load
module.
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If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, JOBISRTM is still captured even though SMF does not populate SMF30ISB for
SMF type 30 interval records. MICS captures the PGMISRTM value from each SMF type 30 subtype 4 (step end) record
and places it in the last interval record for the corresponding step.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

JOBITCTM contains the CPU time that is spent executing initiator code in preparation for steps in a job.

JOBITCTM is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces
(JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

            JOBTSITM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

            JOBTSTTM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

            JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time

            PGMITCTM - Initiator TCB Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBITCTM is the accumulation of PGMITCTM from all the steps in a job. PGMITCTM contains the value input from field
SMF30ICU of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtype 4).

Range of Value:

JOBITCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBITCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBITCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The initiator is responsible for preparing the system to execute the application code in a step. Initiator CPU time is spent
in resolving enqueue conflicts, locating files and allocating the corresponding devices, and fetching the called-for load
module.

If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, JOBITCTM is still captured even though SMF does not populate SMF30ICU for
SMF type 30 interval records. MICS captures the PGMITCTM value from each SMF type 30 subtype 4 (step end) record
and places it in the last interval record for the corresponding step.
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All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

JOBIWTTM contains the time the job was eligible for execution, but waiting for an initiator.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

            JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

            JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

Element Derivation:

JOBIWTTM contains the value input from field SMF30SQT in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBIWTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBIWTTM contains the sum of all values of JOBIWTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job delays are categorized into four buckets.

    Category 1: JES processing delays

    Category 2: Operational delays and JES scheduling delays

    Category 3: Resource scheduling delays

    Category 4: Execution delays

When a job is delayed for different reasons, the job delay will be charged to the least restrictive category. The hierarchy
for delays is: Category 2 (most restrictive), Category 3, Category 4 (least restrictive). JOBIWTTM contains time which falls
into Category 4.

JOBJBRST - Job Restarted Count

JOBJBRST is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as restarted over all steps of the job represented by
the MICS observation.
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This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

Element Derivation:

JOBJBRST is the sum of Job Restarted Count (PGMJBRST), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
PGMJBRST contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'10'. Default value for PGMJBRST is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBJBRST ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBJBRST contains the sum of all values of JOBJBRST processed in the level of summarization.

JOBJCLER - JCL Errors

JOBJCLER contains the count of jobs that are flushed with JCL errors. At the DETAIL level, this element contains 1 if a
JCL error occurred, a 0 if a JCL error did not occur, and a missing value if MICS was unable to determine whether or not a
JCL error occurred. At higher timespans, JOBJCLER contains a cumulative count.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

Element Derivation:

Range of Value:

JOBJCLER is determined by examination of field SMF26XST of the Job Purge Record (type 26). If the field does not
contain an execution processor start time and if the job was not submitted for COPY or SCAN, a JCL error exists. If the
Job Purge Record is not available, JOBJCLER is set to a missing value (.).

JOBJCLER's value is either a missing value (.), 0, or 1 in the DETAIL timespan.  In the summarized timespans,
JOBJCLER ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBJCLER contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBJCLER that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

JOBJIFOR is the total number of address spaces that were flagged as job initiation was forced by a system operator, over
all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

Element Derivation:

JOBJIFOR is the sum of Job Initiation Forced Count (PGMJIFOR), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of the job.
PGMJIFOR contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work
record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'20'. Default value for PGMJIFOR is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBJIFOR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBJIFOR contains the sum of all values of JOBJIFOR processed in the level of summarization.

JOBJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

JOBJXWLM is the total number of address spaces that executed in a workload manager batch initiator over all steps of
the job represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch initiator Ind

Element Derivation:

JOBJXWLM is the sum of Job Exec In WLM Batch initiator Ind (PGMJXWLM), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMJXWLM contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'04'. Default value for PGMJXWLM is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBJXWLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBJXWLM contains the sum of all values of JOBJXWLM processed in the level of summarization.

JOBLATE - Late SYSOUT Job Record Count

JOBLATE contains the total number of observations representing "late" SYSOUT. "Late" SYSOUT is SYSOUT that printed
at the same JES node where the creating address space executed, but not until after MICS had discarded the execution
records for the address space because the SUSPENDLIMIT was exceeded. MICS only creates BATJOB observations for
"late" SYSOUT when the LATEJOB option is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). When a BATJOB observation
represents "late" SYSOUT, JOBLATE is set to 1. Otherwise JOBLATE is 0. Note that Job Executions (JOBCOUNT) will be
0 for BATJOB observations where JOBLATE is 1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

            JOBNJESR - NJE SYSOUT Job Record Count

            SPLMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

            SPLLATE  - Late SYSOUT Record Count
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            SPLNJESR - NJE SYSOUT Record Count

Element Derivation:

JOBLATE is set based on the other SMF record types with the same Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) and Job Name (JOB)
that are associated with the SMF type 6 output writer record when processed by MICS. When the only other SMF record
type associated with the output record is a type 26 purge record from the execution node, then JOBLATE is assigned a
value of one. Otherwise JOBLATE is assigned a value of zero.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBLATE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBLATE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

BATJOB observations with JOBLATE set to one are characterized by a JOBMASK value of '...WP', where the 'W' indicates
the presence of an SMF type 6 output writer record, and 'P' represents the presence of the SMF type 26 purge record
from the execution node.

MICS, by default, does not create BATJOB observations for the SMF record sets represented by "late" SYSOUT. You can
force MICS to create BATJOB observations for "late" SYSOUT by adding a LATEJOB options statement to the SMFOPS
member in prefix.MICS.PARMS. Note that this will mean that two BATJOB observations for the same job will be present in
different DETAIL timespan cycles. One will represent the execution of the job while the other will represent the SYSOUT
printed after the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT was exceeded.

The Job Executions (JOBCOUNT) data element is normally set to one for each observation in the BATJOB file. Two
exceptions to this rule are BATJOB observations created for "late" SYSOUT and NJE SYSOUT. JOBCOUNT is not set for
these BATJOB observations to avoid counting the same job execution twice.

For more information on "late" SYSOUT, see Section 6.3.4.3 in the Batch and Operations Analyzer Option. The
prefix.MICS.PARMS(LATEJOB) statement is discussed in Section 7.3.1.6.

JOBLSTNN - NJE Last Node Name

JOBLSTNN contains the NJE node name of the most recent system to transmit a job's input or any part of its
output to a JES2 node. This optional element is included in the database only if the NJE option was selected in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

            JOBNXTNN - NJE Next Node Name

            JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

Element Derivation:

JOBLSTNN is set to the value of field SMF26NLN in the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

JOBLSTNN may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:
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JOBLSTNN is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Job Purge Record is generated at a node whenever that node completely finishes processing the job, whether
for transmitting the input to another system, transmitting the last of the SYSOUT to another system, or processing the
last of its SYSOUT on the node in question. JOBLSTNN contains the name of the node transmitting some part of a job
to the JES2 node that issued the most recent JES2 Job Purge Record for the job. There is no equivalent JES3 data
source. JOBLSTNN is often interpreted the element that contains the name of the last node that is involved with the job.
Accordingly, JOBLSTNN may be misleading in three situations:

• If the most recent node to purge its record of a job is a JES3 node
• If some part of a job's SYSOUT remains on the spool of some member of the NJE network
• If the Job Purge Record from some node has not yet been processed by MICS and its data merged with the rest of the

observation for the job

JOBLTDJ - Job Left System Via Dump Job

JOBLTDJ identifies jobs which leave the system via DJ (Dump Job).  This element contain a 1 if the job leaves the
system via DJ; otherwise it contains 0. This element applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBLTDJ is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'......1.'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBLTDJ is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBLTNJP - Job Left System Via NJP

JOBLTNJP identifies jobs that leave the system via Network Job Processing (NJP). This element contains 1 if the job
leaves the system via Network Job Processing; otherwise it contains 0. This element applies to the JES3 environment
only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:
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JOBLTNJP is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'.....1..'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBLTNJP is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMASK - Record Construction Audit Mask

JOBMASK is five bytes in length, with each byte signifying the presence or absence of a particular record type, as shown
below:

 +----------------Job Init Record - 'I' or '.'

 |   +-----------Step Term Record - 'S' or '.'

 |   |   +--------Job Term Record - 'J' or '.'

 |   |   |   +------Writer Record - 'W' or '.'

 |   |   |   |   +---Purge Record - 'P' or '.'

 |   |   |   |   |

 V   V   V   V   V

  +---+---+---+---+---+

   | I | S | J | W | P |   (===  Value of JOBMASK

   +---+---+---+---+---+

A job record is created from the following SMF record types:

    MASK      RECORD  TYPE        SMF TYPE

     'I'     Job Initiation    30 subtype 1

     'S'    Step Termination   30 subtype 2, 3, or 4

     'J'    Job  Termination   30 subtype 5

     'W'     Output  Writer          6

     'P'       Job  Purge           26

A job having at least one record present of each record type would have a JOBMASK equal to ISJWP. A record type that
is not present is denoted with a period. For example, if no Output Writer Records are used in the construction of a job,
JOBMASK would be equal to ISJ.P.

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 5.

SEE ALSO:  PGMMASK - Step Record Audit Mask

Element Derivation:

JOBMASK is constructed when all of the available SMF records for a job are merged together by the MICS module
DYSMFFMT.

Range of Value:

JOBMASK contains any valid combination of I or '.' in column 1, S or '.' in column 2, J or '.' in column 3, W or '.' in column
4, and P or '.' in column 5.

Summarization Process:
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JOBMASK is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMASK provides you with an audit trail to identify which SMF record types were used to build observations in the MICS
BATJOB and BAT_JS Files. This element can be useful in analyzing the completeness of the job data at the DETAIL
level. As noted throughout the SMF Data Dictionary, the elements depend upon the availability of various record types.
Examining JOBMASK reveals why certain fields may be missing.

For example, if you want to identify jobs that do not have purge records recorded, you could use JOBMASK as shown
below:

    * Select jobs with no job purge record;

     IF SUBSTR(JOBMASK,5,1)='.';

JOBMCLS - JES3 MAIN Job Class

JOBMCLS contains the job class taken from the CLASS= parameter on the //*MAIN card. This element applies to JES3
environments only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBMCLS contains the value input from field SMF26CLN of the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26) or field SMF30CL8 of
the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBMCLS is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMFL - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

JOBMFL contains the number of steps in which a reported device connect time may be invalid. This data element is
available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.1.0, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCNTT - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBTCNT - Total Device Connect Time

            PGMMFL  - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

Element Derivation:

JOBMFL is the accumulation of Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind (PGMMFL) from all the steps in a job. PGMMFL is
determined by examination of bit 0 of field SMF30MFL of the type 30 record (subtypes 2, 3, or 4).
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMFL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBMFL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

As a result of certain hardware or software error conditions, System Resource Manager (SRM) occasionally disables
some or all channel measurement. No accounting of channel connect time is kept until the system is reset. If this occurs
during the execution of a step for which SMF type 30 recording is active, then the event is marked in JOBMFL in the
corresponding MICS database records.

JOBMFL is a single flag that casts doubt on all reported connect times (i.e., Device Connect Time Total (JOBCNTT),
JOBxCNT (all device types and total), and SMF30DCT for individual DDs in the type 30 Record EXCP sections). Note that
a non-zero value in JOBMFL means that a reported connect time MAY be understated. If the application does not request
I/O for the affected device(s) during the period, then the reported time is correct.

JOBMFL at any summarization level is less useful as a counter than as a flag. In SAS processing, any logical expression
with a non-zero value is perceived as TRUE; therefore, a data step containing the statement 'IF JOBMFL THEN DELETE;'
rejects any observation that may understate device connect times.

JOBMISMF - Job Missing SMF Recs--STARTTS Adjusted

JOBMISMF is either set to zero (0) or one (1) in each BATJOB observation. If JOBMISMF has a value of one, then a
specific SMF data loss scenario was detected that resulted in an adjustment to Start Time Stamp (STARTTS) for the
BATJOB file observation. This element will only be set for jobs that were found to be missing one or more SMF type 30
subtype 5 job end records.

JOBMISMF is only set when a BATJOB observation is being written to the MICS database. It is never set for a job that is
written to the BAT_JS job suspend file.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBMISMF is set (value of 1) and STARTTS adjusted only if all of the following specific tests are true:

1. The number of job initiation records (SMF type 30 subtype 1) encountered by MICS exceeds the number of job end
records (SMF type 30 subtype 5).

2. The STARTTS of the first step record encountered for the job is earlier than the STARTTS being used for the BATJOB
observation.

3. The first step record encountered for the job showed CPU time consumption (the step began program execution).
4. The following comparison is true:

Current job STARTTS is greater (later) than:
ENDTS-((JOBEXCTM+JOBALCTM+JOBENQTM) -

              (first step's PGMALCTM+PGMENQTM)

When all of the above conditions are true, STARTTS is set to the STARTTS of the first step encountered for the job, and
JOBMISMF is set to one (1).

Range of Value:
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The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMISMF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBMISMF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

MICS cannot guarantee that a BATJOB observation will reflect all aspects of a job accurately when SMF data records
are missing. The JOBMISMF data element and the corresponding adjustment to STARTTS are meant to deal with a
specific case, where SMF type 30 subtype 5 (job end) records are determined to be missing. This can occur during an
MVS system crash. Jobs running during a system crash do not have SMF type 30 subtypes 3, 4, and 5 written. If the jobs
were canceled and requeued to re-execute as the system was failing, but the SMF subsystem fails to write the step and
job end records for the canceled job, MICS can detect this and adjust the STARTTS accordingly.

JOBMLUSI - Job MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI Exit

PGMMLUSI contains the number of steps for which the requested MEMLIMIT value is altered by an installation's IEFUSI
SMF exit for a job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is

SEE ALSO:  PGMMLUSI   MEMLIMIT Change by IEFUSI Exit

Element Derivation:

JOBMLUSI is the accumulation of PGMMLUSI from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMLUSI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMLUSI contains the sum of all values of JOBMLUSI processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

JOBMSOSU contains the number of Main Storage Occupancy (MSO) service units accumulated by a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

            JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

            JOBSRBSU - Job SRB Service Units

            JOBIOSU  - Job IO Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBMSOSU is the accumulation of Step MSO Service Units (PGMMSOSU) from all the steps in a job. PGMMSOSU
contains the value input from field SMF30MSO_L of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or
4).

Range of Value:

JOBMSOSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBMSOSU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBMSOSU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Service Unit (SU) is a resource utilization measurement that can be transferred between systems. Within the
limitations of the CPU time measurement, the number of MSO SUs absorbed by a benchmark or production application
should be approximately the same on any MVS system.

JOBMSRQ - JES3 MDS Mass Storage Requests

JOBMSRQ contains the total number of mass storage requests. This element applies to JES3 environments only.

JOBMSRQ is an optional element controlled by the JES3 statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). If JES3 is not
specified, this element does not exist in the database.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDKMT - MDS Disk Mounts

            JOBNDF  - MDS GET Disk Messages

            JOBNTF  - MDS GET Tape Messages

            JOBTPMT - MDS Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBMSRQ contains the value input from field SMF25NMV of the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25).  Multiple type
25 records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMSRQ contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBMSRQ that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMTTM - JES3 MDS Mount Time

JOBMTTM contains the time between when the first mount message is issued and the time of JES3 device verification.
This element applies to JES3 environments only.

JOBMTTM is an optional element controlled by the JES3 statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). If JES3 is not
specified, this element does not exist in the database.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:
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JOBMTTM is computed from the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25) as the difference between the SMF25MS date
and time fields and the SMF25VV date and time fields. Multiple type 25 records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBMTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Input Queue Time (JOBINQTM) includes the time reported by JOBMTTM. JOBMTTM contains pre-execution setup
allocation time, even though no mounts are required.

JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

JOBMXACA is the largest number of cartridge tape data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXACA
represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

            PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXACA is the largest value of PGMMXACA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXACA is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of tape and a device type of cartridge (e.g., 3480 or 3490) are counted. The device sections are used
from the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXACA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXACA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXACA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXACA is the largest number of cartridge tape data set allocations from all steps or intervals of a job. JOBMXATA
contains the largest number of all tape data sets (cartridge and round reel) from all steps or intervals of a job.

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.
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JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

JOBMXACO is the largest number of communication data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXACO
represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

            PGMMXACO - Max Communication Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCO - Max Communication Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXACO is the largest value of PGMMXACO in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXACO is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of communication are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work
record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXACO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXACO contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXACO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXADA - Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBMXADA is the largest number of non-MSS, non-VIO, DASD data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job.
JOBMXADA represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

            PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXADA is the largest value of PGMMXADA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXADA is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of non-MSS, non-VIO DASD are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address
Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXADA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBMXADA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXADA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAGR is the largest number of graphics data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXAGR
represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocations

            PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXAGR is the largest value of PGMMXAGR in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXAGR is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of graphics are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXAGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXAGR contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXAGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBMXATA is the largest number of tape data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job (cartridge or round reel).
JOBMXATA represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations
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            PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

            PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXATA is the largest value of PGMMXATA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXATA is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of tape are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXATA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXATA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXATA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXATA is the largest number of all tape data set allocations (cartridge and round reel) from all steps or intervals of a
job. JOBMXACA contains the largest number of cartridge data sets from all steps or intervals of a job.

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

JOBMXAUR is the largest number of unit record data sets allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXAUR
represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

            PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXAUR is the largest value of PGMMXAUR in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXAUR is derived by
accumulating the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections
with a device class of unit record are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work
record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXAUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXAUR contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXAUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAVI is the largest number of data sets allocated on virtual I/O devices in any one interval or step of a job.
JOBMXAVI represents data set allocations only and is not indicative of data set activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

            PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXAVI is the largest value of PGMMXAVI in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXAVI is derived by accumulating
the number of device sections in the SMF records produced at step, session, or interval end. Only sections with a device
class of VIO are counted. The device sections are used from the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes
2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXAVI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXAVI contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXAVI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The MICS data elements dealing with data set allocations are estimates only. There are a number of scenarios that can
affect the accuracy of these estimates.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXCOD - Max Job Return Code (Non-Abend)

JOBMXCOD contains the highest return code encountered over all steps associated with the address space execution.
Steps that experienced a system or user abend are not reflected in JOBMXCOD.

Type:

Maximum - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  TERMCODE - Termination Code

Element Derivation:

JOBMXCOD is determined by examination of the TERMCODE value recorded in the individual steps for the address
space. Only steps that did not abend are examined. The maximum value of TERMCODE from all non-abending steps is
recorded in JOBMXCOD.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBMXCOD contains the maximum value of JOBMXCOD processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Completion codes usually do not cause a job to abend unless they are used to force an user abend or flush a step by
using a conditional code check in JCL. A condition code greater than zero generally indicates that some notable condition
occurred in a step.

When analyzing address space activity for abnormalities, both JOBMXCOD and Termination Code (TERMCODE) should
be examined. TERMCODE is only populated in the BATJOB file when one or more steps experienced a system or user
abend. In the event of an abend, TERMCODE contains the abend code value of the first step that experienced an abend.

JOBMXDAS - Max DASD Devices Allocated

JOBMXDAS contains the maximum number of unique DASD devices allocated (whether allocated dynamically or by JCL
DD) by any step in a job to real DASD devices (not VIO or MSS). This data element should not be used if SMF type 30
interval recording is active. Instead, use Max Job DASD Device Allocations (JOBMXNDA).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

            PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Devices Allocated

            PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan, MICS sets JOBMXDAS to the largest value of PGMNDASD for any step in the job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXDAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXDAS contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXDAS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXDAS is a measure of the greatest number of DASD devices allocated in any step of a job.

JOBMXDAS does not always reflect the highest number of DASD devices allocated if SMF type 30 interval recording is
active and a job step or TSO session generates multiple interval records.

A better measure of device allocations at the job level is found in JOBMXNDA. This data element is the largest number of
DASD data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job. If SMF type 30 interval recording is not active, JOBMXNDA
will equal JOBMXDAS.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXHAS - Max Auxiliary Storage Used

JOBMXHAS is the largest number of auxiliary storage slots used to back 64-bit private storage from all steps of the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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SEE ALSO:  PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

Element Derivation:

JOBMXHAS is the largest value of PGMHWMAS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXHAS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXHAS contains the maximum value of JOBMXHAS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMXHCP - Max Job Highest Task CPU Pct

JOBMXHCP contains the highest percent of CPU time used by any task in the address space for a job, rounded to the
nearest integer. The percent is derived as follows:

(TCB Time / interval time) * 100

For job end records, the value comes from the interval within the job that has the highest CPU percent.

This data element was introduced with IBM APAR OA39629.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBHCPGM - Job Highest Task CPU Program

            PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

            PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

Element Derivation:

JOBMXHCP is the largest value of PGMMXHCP in all the intervals or steps of a job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXHCP contains the maximum value of PGMMXHCP processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXHCP identifies the task that is consuming the largest amount of CPU when multiple tasks are active in a job. If
the total CPU busy for a task is about 50 percent, it may not be served well, particularly if it has a mediocre dispatching
priority or if the system is running in horizontal mode (HiperDispatch not enabled). If the job has CPU busy at 50 percent
and the largest task is at 15 percent, you can expect the task to progress provided that it is properly classified in WLM.

JOBMXHPS - Max Private Storage Used

JOBMXHPS contains the maximum number of usable bytes of 64-bit private storage obtained from all steps of the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used
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Element Derivation:

JOBMXHPS is the largest value of PGMHWMPS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXHPS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMXHRS - Max Real Storage Frames Used

JOBMXHRS contains the maximum number of real storage frames used to back 64-bit private storage from all steps of
the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

Element Derivation:

JOBMXHRS is the largest value of PGMHWMRS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXHRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXHRS contains the maximum value of JOBMXHRS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMXHSS - Max Shared Storage Used

JOBMXHSS contains the maximum number of usable bytes of 64-bit shared storage from all steps of the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

Element Derivation:

JOBMXHSS is the largest value of PGMHWMSS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXHSS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXHSS contains the maximum value of JOBMXHSS processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBMXMEM - Max Job MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

JOBMXMEM contains the largest value of MEMLIMIT requested from all steps of a job.

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGMMEMLM   Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

Element Derivation:

JOBMXMEM contains largest value of PGMMEMLM in all steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXMEM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXMEM contains the last value of JOBMXMEM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

JOBMXNCA is the largest number of unique cartridge tape devices allocated in any one interval or step of a job.
JOBMXNCA represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

            PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNCA is the largest value of PGMMXNCA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNCA is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only
addresses with a device class of tape and a device type of cartridge (e.g., 3480 or 3490) are counted. This information is
collected by examining the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNCA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNCA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNCA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXNCA is the largest number of unique cartridge tape devices allocated in any one step or interval that made up the
job. JOBMXNTA is the largest number of all unique tape devices allocated (cartridge and round reel).
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For more information about device activity refer, to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

JOBMXNCO is the largest number of unique communication devices allocated in any one interval or step of a job.
JOBMXNCO represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

            PGMMXACO - Max Communication Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCO - Max Communication Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNCO is the largest value of PGMMXNCO in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNCO is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end.
Only addresses with a device class of communication are counted. This information is collected by examining the device
sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNCO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNCO contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNCO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

JOBMXNDA is the largest number of unique non-MSS, non-VIO DASD devices allocated in any one interval or step of a
job. JOBMXNDA represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXADA - Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNDA is the largest value of PGMMXNDA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNDA is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only
addresses with a device class of non-MSS, non-VIO DASD are counted. This information is collected by examining the
device sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNDA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBMXNDA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNDA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocations

JOBMXNGR is the largest number of unique graphics devices allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXNGR
represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNGR is the largest value of PGMMXNGR in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNGR is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only
addresses with a device class of graphics are counted. This information is collected by examining the device sections in
the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNGR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNGR contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNGR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

JOBMXNTA is the largest number of unique tape devices (cartridge and round reel) allocated in any one interval or step of
a job. JOBMXNTA represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

            PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations
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Element Derivation:

JOBMXNTA is the largest value of PGMMXNTA in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNTA is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only
addresses with a device class of tape are counted. This information is collected by examining the device sections in the
Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNTA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNTA contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNTA that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXNTA is the largest number of all unique tape devices (cartridge and round reel) allocated in any one step or
interval that made up the job. JOBMXNCA is the largest number of unique cartridge devices allocated.

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

JOBMXNUR is the largest number of unique unit record devices allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXNUR
represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

            PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNUR is the largest value of PGMMXNUR in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNUR is derived by
accumulating the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only
addresses with a device class of unit record are counted. This information is collected by examining the device sections in
the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNUR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNUR contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNUR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

JOBMXNVI is the largest number of unique virtual I/O devices allocated in any one interval or step of a job. JOBMXNVI
represents device allocations only and is not indicative of device usage.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).
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Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

            PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

Element Derivation:

JOBMXNVI is the largest value of PGMMXNVI in all the intervals or steps of a job. PGMMXNVI is derived by accumulating
the number of unique device addresses in the SMF records produced at interval, step, or session end. Only addresses
with a device class of virtual I/O are counted. This information is collected by examining the device sections in the
Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBMXNVI may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXNVI contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXNVI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For more information about device activity, refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXREG - Max Job Virtual Region Requested

JOBMXREG is the largest value of region requested from all steps of the job. Steps that requested real storage are not
considered in the determination of this value.

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

            PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

Element Derivation:

JOBMXREG is the largest value of PGMVIRRG in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXREG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXREG contains the largest value of all occurrences of JOBMXREG that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value of JOBMXREG is the maximum amount of virtual storage requested, rounded up to a 4K boundary from all
steps of the job.

If the region requested is greater than 16 megabytes, then the region established for the address space resides above the
16 megabyte line and the value of JOBMXREG will be a minimum of 32 megabytes.

JOBMXTAP - Max Tape Devices Allocated

JOBMXTAP contains the maximum number of tape devices allocated (whether allocated dynamically or by JCL DD) by
any step in a job. This data element should not be used if SMF type 30 interval recording is active. Instead, use Max Job
Tape Device Allocations (JOBMXNTA).
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This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Maximum -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

            PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

In the DETAIL timespan MICS sets JOBMXTAP to the largest value of PGMNTAPE for any step in the job.

Range of Value:

JOBMXTAP ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXTAP contains the largest of all occurrences of JOBMXTAP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBMXTAP is a measure of the greatest number of tape devices allocated in any step of a job.

JOBMXTAP does not always reflect the highest number of tape devices allocated if SMF type 30 interval recording is
active and a job step or TSO session generates multiple interval records.

A better measure of device allocations at the job level is found in JOBMXNTA. This data element is the largest number of
tape data set allocations in any one step or interval of a job. If SMF type 30 interval recording is not active, JOBMXNTA
will equal JOBMXTAP.

For more information about data set activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBMXWSS - Max Step Working Set Size

JOBMXWSS contains the highest value of maximum working set size found over all step and interval records for the job.
The unit of measurement is page frames, where each page frame represents 4K bytes.

Type:

Maximum data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:   PGMAVWSS - Average Working Set Size

             PGMMXWSS - Maximum Working Set Size

Element Derivation:

JOBMXWSS is the maximum value of Maximum Working Set Size (PGMMXWSS) from all the steps in a job. At the
DETAIL level, PGMMXWSS is set to the calculated value of Average Working Set Size (PGMAVWSS) for the step (or
measurement interval if this observation represents a subtype 2 (Interval) or 3 (Step Termination) Common Address
Space Work Record (type 30)). At higher levels, JOBMXWSS is set to the maximum value of JOBMXWSS encountered
during the summarization process.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMXWSS contains the maximum value encountered for any one step (or interval) within the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBMX64B - Max 64-bit Storage Obtained

JOBMX64B is the largest amount of 64-bit storage in bytes obtained for the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

Element Derivation:

JOBMX64B is the largest value of PGM64BPS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMX64B ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMX64B contains the maximum value of JOBMX64B processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBMX64S - Max 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

JOBMX64S is the largest amount of 64-bit shared storage in bytes that was addressable or accessible for the job.

Type:

Maximum - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

Element Derivation:

JOBMX64S is the largest value of PGM64BSS in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

JOBMX64S ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBMX64S contains the maximum value of JOBMX64S processed for the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

JOBNCOMM is the accumulation of communication devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations
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            JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

            JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

            PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNCOMM is the accumulation of PGMNCOMM from all the steps in a job. PGMNCOMM is the accumulation of the
number of unique communication device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNCOMM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNCOMM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNCOMM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNCOMM includes one count for each unique communication device allocated in each step.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNCO. This data element is the largest number of
unique communication devices allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

JOBNDASD is the accumulation of non-MSS, non-VIO DASD devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

            PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNDASD is the accumulation of PGMNDASD from all the steps in a job. PGMNDASD is the accumulation of the
number of unique non-MSS, non-VIO DASD device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space
Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNDASD ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNDASD contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNDASD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNDASD includes one count for each unique non-MSS, non-VIO DASD device allocated in each step.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNDA. This data element is the largest number of
unique non-MSS, non-VIO DASD devices allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.
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JOBNDF - JES3 MDS GET Disk Messages

JOBNDF contains the total number of IAT5110 GET messages for disk volumes issued for a job. This element applies to
JES3 environments only.

JOBNDF is an optional element controlled by the JES3 statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). If JES3 is not
specified, this element does not exist in the database.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDKMT - MDS Disk Mounts

            JOBMSRQ - MDS Mass Storage Requests

            JOBNTF  - MDS GET Tape Messages

            JOBTPMT - MDS Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBNDF contains the value input from field SMF25NDF of the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25). Multiple type 25
records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNDF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNDF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNDS - Data Sets Processed By Writer

JOBNDS contains the number of spooled data sets that are processed by the output writer (JES2, JES3, Print Services
Facility (PSF), or External Writer (XWTR)) for a job's print work. The term data sets may include implicitly allocated system
data sets, such as JES log and JCL echo, in addition to the explicitly allocated user SYSOUT.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  SPLNDS   - Data Sets Processed by Writer

            SUBSYSID - Subsystem Identifier

Element Derivation:

JOBNDS is the accumulation of Data Sets Processed by Writer (SPLNDS) from all the steps in a job. SPLNDS
contains the value input from field SMF6NDS of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for the JES2, JES3, PSF, and XWTR
subsystems.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBNDS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Each BATSPL observation at the DETAIL level represents the processing of a collection of data sets that share a common
job name, reader time stamp, SYSOUT class, form name, and route code. For JES2 at or above MVS/SP2 Version 1.3,
this collection is called an outgroup and managed under a single control block (i.e., the Job Output Element (JOE)).
JOBNDS contains the number of data sets in all of the job's outgroups.

If multiple copies of a data set are produced, the value of SPLNDS (and therefore JOBNDS) depends upon the subsystem
that produces the type 6 record. For JES3 work, each copy of each data set contributes to the total. For the other three
subsystems (i.e., JES2, PSF, and XWTR), each data set contributes one count, no matter how many copies are produced.

JOBNETAC - NJE Network Account Number

JOBNETAC contains the NJE Network Account Number for a job. This element is valid for JES2 and JES3 systems
running at and above MVS/SP Version 1.2.0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBNETAC contains the value input from field SMF26NAC of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26) or field NJEACCT of
the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

JOBNETAC may contain blanks, or any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNETAC is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The operational definition of Network Account Number is installation-dependent. Choose this name so that system
resource utilization, at any location throughout your network, can be charged back to the entity that caused the
expenditure.

JOBNETID - Dependent Job Network ID

JOBNETID contains the Identification of the dependent job network to which a job belongs, as specified on the //*NET
card. This element applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBNETID contains the value input from field SMF26NET of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26).
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Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNETID is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

JOBNGRAF is the accumulation of graphics devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocations

            PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNGRAF is the accumulation of PGMNGRAF from all the steps in a job. PGMNCOMM is the accumulation of the
number of unique graphics device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type
30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNGRAF ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNGRAF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNGRAF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNGRAF includes one count for each unique graphics device allocated in each step.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNGR. This data element is the largest number of
unique graphics devices allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBNJESR - NJE SYSOUT Job Record Count

JOBNJESR contains the total number of observations representing NJE SYSOUT. MICS only creates BATJOB
observations for NJE SYSOUT when the NJEJOB option is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). When a BATJOB
observation is created for NJE SYSOUT, JOBNJESR is set 1. Otherwise JOBNJESR is 0. Note that Job Executions
(JOBCOUNT) will be 0 for BATJOB observations where JOBNJESR is 1.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBLATE  - Late SYSOUT Job Record Count

            JOBMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask
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            SPLLATE  - Late SYSOUT Record Count

            SPLMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

            SPLNJESR - NJE SYSOUT Record Count

Element Derivation:

JOBNJESR is set based on the other SMF record types with the same Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) and Job Name
(JOB) associated with the SMF type 6 output writer record when processed by MICS. When the only other SMF record
type associated with the output record is a type 26 purge record from a node other than the execution node, then
JOBNJESR is assigned a value of one. Otherwise JOBNJESR is assigned a value of zero.

Range of Value:

At the DETAIL level, the value of this element may be 0 or 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBNJESR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNJESR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

BATJOB observations with JOBNJESR set to one are characterized by a JOBMASK value of '...WP', where 'W' represents
the presence of an SMF type 6 output writer record, and 'P' represents the presence of an SMF type 26 purge record from
a node other than where execution occurred.

MICS, by default, does not create BATJOB observations for the SMF record sets represented by NJE SYSOUT. You can
force MICS to create observations for NJE SYSOUT by adding a NJEJOB option statement to the SMFOPS member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS. Note that two BATJOB observations for the same job may be present in different DETAIL time-span
cycles if the MICS unit processing the NJE SYSOUT also processed the execution records for the job that created the
SYSOUT.

The Job Executions (JOBCOUNT) data element is normally set to 1 for each observation in the BATJOB file. Two
exceptions to this rule are BATJOB observations created for "late" SYSOUT and NJE SYSOUT. JOBCOUNT is set to 0 for
these BATJOB observations to avoid counting the same job execution twice.

For more information about NJE SYSOUT refer to Section 6.3.4.2 in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.
The prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) NJEJOB option statement is discussed in Section 7.3.1.6.

JOBNJPSY - Receiving NJP System Name

JOBNJPSY contains the name of the system to which a job is sent via Network Job Processing (NJP). This variable
applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBNJPSY contains the value input from SMF26NJO field of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNJPSY is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

JOBNJPTR - Local NJP Terminal Name

JOBNJPTR contains the name of the local Network Job Processing (NJP) terminal from which a job enters a system. This
element applies to the JES3 environment only.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBNJPTR contains the value input from field SMF26NJI of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNJPTR is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNLPGE - Total Logical Pages

JOBNLPGE contains the number of logical pages processed (the accumulative number of logical pages per side) for a
job's Print Services Facility (PSF) managed print work.

SPLNLPGE contains the number of logical pages printed for output printed using the Print Services Facility (PSF). This
count reflects the "number of pages printed per sheet of paper using one or both sides of paper".

Type:

Accumulated - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET  - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLFEET  - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLNLR   - Logical Writer Records

            SPLPNLR  - PSF Printer Transmissions

            SPLPPGE  - PSF Page Count

Element Derivation:

JOBNLPGE is the accumulation of PSF Number of Logical Pages Printed (SPLNLPGE) from all the steps in a job.
SPLNLPGE contains the value input from field SMF6LPGE of the type 6 Output Writer Record for PSF. The field is only
present if the all-points addressable subsystem is running the control of the Print Services Facility (PSF).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBNLPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The PSF environment supports N_UP printing that is specified in the form definition. With N_UP printing, multiple pages
can be placed in partitions on a sheet. This enables much more data on a sheet, saving printer-use costs, paper, and
storage space.

JOBNLPGE is a count of the number of partitions (1 to 4) on a single sheet of paper. Up to 4 logical pages on 1 side of a
sheet of paper in simplex mode, and up to 8 logical pages in duplex mode on a sheet of paper can be printed. Therefore,
2-up and 4-up printing will have an effect on JOBNLPGE, it reflects number of logical pages per side per sheets of paper
whether in simplex or duplex mode.

JOBNLR - Logical Writer Records

JOBNLR contains the number of logical records (lines printed or cards punched) written by either the JES2 or JES3 writer
for a job's print work. Records produced due to repeating or restarting the output of a data set contribute to this count.
JOBNLR excludes Print Services Facility (PSF) printer transmissions.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLFEET - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

JOBNLR is the accumulation of Logical Writer Records (SPLNLR) from all the steps in a job. SPLNLR contains the value
input from field SMF6NLR of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for both JES2 and JES3 systems.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For chargeout purposes, JOBNLR is probably the most direct measure of JESx-managed punch or impact printer usage.
It is less accurate for printer subsystems (e.g., 3800-1 or 3800-2) and is of no value for PSF-managed subsystems.

JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRC contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a comm printer. This
value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  DEVNAME - Device Name

            JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRI - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRP - Punched Card Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRU - User Defined Logical Writer Records

            ROUTE   - Route Number
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            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

The MICS User Exit PRINTDEF can contain installation-specific code to provide a device-type designation for each
possible Route Number (ROUTE) and Device Name (DEVNAME) combination. JOBNLRC is the subtotal of a job's
Logical Writer Records (SPLNLR) count (originally the value input from field SMF6NLR of the JES2/JES3 Output Writer
Record) for just those devices that were identified as comm printers.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRC contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If an installation has reason to distinguish between, for example, work processed at a JES2 RJE site and a 3274-attached
printer, the PRINTDEF exit could designate the former as 'remote' and the latter as 'comm'.

JOBNLRI - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRI contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a line printer. This value
includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  DEVNAME - Device Name

           JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records

           JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

           JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

           JOBNLRP - Punched Card Logical Writer Records

           JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

           JOBNLRU - User Defined Logical Writer Records

           ROUTE   - Route Number

           SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

The MICS User Exit PRINTDEF can contain installation-specific code to provide a device-type designation for each
possible Route Number (ROUTE) and Device Name (DEVNAME) combination. JOBNLRI is the subtotal of a job's Logical
Writer Records (SPLNLR) count (originally the value input from field SMF6NLR of the JES2/JES3 Output Writer Record)
for just those devices that were identified as line printers.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRI contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRI that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If an installation has reason to distinguish between high-speed laser printer and line printer utilization, the PRINTDEF exit
could designate the high-speed device as 'laser' and the low-speed device as 'line'.
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JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRL contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a laser printer. This value
includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  DEVNAME - Device Name

            JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRI - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRP - Punched Card Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRU - User Defined Logical Writer Records

            ROUTE   - Route Number

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

The MICS User Exit PRINTDEF can contain installation-specific code to provide a device-type designation for each
possible Route Number (ROUTE) and Device Name (DEVNAME) combination. JOBNLRL is the subtotal of a job's Logical
Writer Records (SPLNLR) count (originally the value input from field SMF6NLR of the JES2/JES3 Output Writer Record)
for just those devices that were identified as laser printers.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If an installation has reason to distinguish between high-speed laser printer and line printer utilization, the PRINTDEF exit
could designate the high-speed device as 'laser' and the low-speed device as 'line'.

JOBNLRP - Punched Cards Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRP contains the total number of logical records processed by a JES writer and printed on a punched cards device.
This value includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  DEVNAME - Device Name

            JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRI - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRU - User Defined Logical Writer Records

            ROUTE   - Route Number

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:
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The MICS User Exit PRINTDEF can contain installation-specific code to provide a device-type designation for each
possible Route Number (ROUTE) and Device Name (DEVNAME) combination. JOBNLRP is the subtotal of a job's Logical
Writer Records (SPLNLR) count (originally the value input from field SMF6NLR of the JES2/JES3 Output Writer Record)
for just those devices that were identified as punched card devices.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRP contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRP that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

SPLNLR and JOBNLR do not distinguish between print and punch output. However, the PRINTDEF exit provides the
information (e.g., SYSOUT class, FORMID, etc.) that allows such a distinction to be made. If an installation finds it
necessary to account separately for card and print output, JOBNLRP provides a convenient mechanism for doing so.

JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRR contains the total number of logical records (lines printed or punched) processed by a writer to a remote work
station. This element includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRI - Impact Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRP - Punched Cards Logical Writer Records

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

JOBNLRR is the accumulation of Logical Writer Records (SPLNLR) for all of the SYSOUT categories. SPLNLR contains
the value input from field SMF6NLR of the Output Writer Record (type 6).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

This element may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNLRU - User-Defined Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRU contains the total number of logical records processed by a writer and printed on a user-defined printer
identification. This element includes repeats, restarts, and copies.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR  - Total Logical Writer Records
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            JOBNLRC - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRI - Impact Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRP - Punched Card Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRR - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

            JOBNLRU - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

Element Derivation:

JOBNLRU is the accumulation of Logical Writer Records (SPLNLR) for all of the SYSOUT categories other
than remote, impact, laser, or COMM printers or punched cards. The definition of SYSOUT categories is set by
prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRINTDEF). JOBNLRU contains 0 unless you provide the necessary identification for this category.
SPLNLR contains the value input from field SMF6NLR of the Output Writer Record (type 6).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNLRU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNLRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNOJOU - No Journal Option

JOBNOJOU indicates whether Checkpoint/Restart journaling is active for a job. JOBNOJOU contains 1 if NO
JOURNAL is in effect; otherwise it contains 0. This data element appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

            JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

Element Derivation:

JOBNOJOU is set to the value of bit 3 ('...0....'B or '...1....'B) of field SMF26IN2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBNOJOU is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The JES job journal contains Checkpoint/Restart information. You cannot automatically restart or warm-start jobs that
are not recorded in the job journal. The RD (restart definition) JCL parameter specifies how the step restart facilities are
used with the CHKPT macro instruction, and whether automatic restart is permitted or suppressed. NO JOURNAL is in
effect for a job if no RD=R or RD=RNC parameters are specified on its JOB card or any EXEC card, and if NOJOURN
was specified as the default for this class of job when JES2 was initialized.
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JOBNOLOG - No Job Log Option

JOBNOLOG indicates whether logging is active for a job. JOBNOLOG contains 1 if NO LOG is in
effect; otherwise it contains 0. This data element appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNOJOU - No Journal Option

            JOBNOOUT - No Output Option

Element Derivation:

JOBNOLOG is set to the value of bit 3 ('...0....'B or '...1....'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBNOLOG is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The JES2 job log is an echo of the system log (SYSLOG) messages that are issued because of a job's activity. The LOG/
NOLOG option is controlled by job class in the JES2 initialization parameter deck.

JOBNOOUT - No Output Option

JOBNOOUT indicates whether JES2 is to manage output from a job. JOBNOOUT contains 1 if NO OUTPUT
is in effect; otherwise it contains 0. This data element appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNOJOU - No Journal Option

            JOBNOLOG - No Log Option

Element Derivation:

JOBNOOUT is set to the value of bit 4 ('....0...'B or '....1...'B) of field SMF26IN2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBNOOUT is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The No Output option is controlled by job class in the JES2 initialization deck.

JOBNOTC2 - Job NOT CATLGD2 Error

JOBNOTC2 indicates whether a job step failed due to a catalog disposition error such as NOT CATLGD 2 or NOT
RECATLGD 2. Because this is a post execution error, the step may run with a completion code of zero without setting any
abend flags in the SMF type 30 record. JOBNOTC2 represents the number of steps in the job that failed with a catalog
disposition error.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMABRC  - Abend Reason Code

            PGMNOTC2 - Job NOT CATLGD2 Error

            PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends

            PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

            TERMCODE - Termination Code

Element Derivation:

JOBNOTC2 is the sum of all values of PGMNOTC2 in all the steps of a job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNOTC2 contains the sum of all values of JOBNOTC2 processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When JOBNOTC2 is non-zero, it indicates that one or more steps failed due to a catalog disposition error such as NOT
CATLGD 2. These post execution catalog errors are troublesome because the job does not abend. You should include
the JOBNOTC2 values when performing abend analysis of jobs run at your data center. Even though the abend data
elements are not set, jobs and steps with non-zero values for PGMNOTC2 and JOBNOTC2 failed.

JOBNSDMT - Non-Specific DASD Mounts

JOBNSDMT contains the total number of non-specific (i.e., no volume serial number given) direct access device mounts,
exclusive of MSS devices satisfied (as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to
systems running at or above MVS/SE2, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

            PGMNSDMT - Non-Specific DASD Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBNSDMT is the accumulation of Non-Specific DASD Mounts (PGMNSDMT) from all the steps in a job. PGMNSDMT
contains the value input from field SMF30PDM of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNSDMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNSDMT that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Mounts satisfied differs from mount requests issued when a job step requests a number of mounts as it begins, but
ABENDs before all the mounts are actually finished. Furthermore, only one count is accumulated if the operator mounts
an incorrect volume and then replaces it with the correct one.

JOBNSDMT is useful in two situations:

• Tracking volume switching in an installation using 3330-type devices, where an application may have exclusive use of
a particular volume.

• Tracking device switching in an installation doing physical as opposed to logical sharing of DASD devices among
multiple processors. For example, an installation uses SYSA as its IMS driver and SYSB for testing and backup. DASD
containing IMS data is physically connected to both processors, but online only to SYSA. The plan is that if SYSA
becomes inoperable, the IMS DASD will be set online to SYSB so that IMS can run there. Occasionally, operational
problems may force one or more SYSA applications to run on SYSB. Such situations generally lead SYSB to issue
specific DASD mount requests. Non-zero values for JOBNSDMT signal such events.

JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

JOBNSETM contains the time spent after job preparation time where the job was unable to initiate because eligible
systems were inactive or the job's scheduling environment was not available.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

            JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

            JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

Element Derivation:

JOBNSETM contains the value input from field SMF30RQT in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNSETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNSETM contains the sum of all values of JOBNSETM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job delays are categorized into four buckets.

• Category 1: JES processing delays
• Category 2: Operational delays and JES scheduling delays
• Category 3: Resource scheduling delays
• Category 4: Execution delays

When a job is delayed for different reasons, the job delay will be charged to the least restrictive category. The hierarchy
for delays is: Category 2 (most restrictive), Category 3, Category 4 (least restrictive). JOBNSETM contains time which falls
into Category 3.
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JOBNSTMT - Non-Specific Tape Mounts

JOBNSTMT contains the total number of non-specific (i.e., no volume serial number given) magnetic tape device mounts
satisfied (as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to systems running at or
above MVS/SE2, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMNSTMT - Non-Specific Tape Mounts

            PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBNSTMT is the accumulation of Non-Specific Tape Mounts (PGMNSTMT) from all the steps in a job. PGMNSTMT
contains the value input from field SMF30PTM of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNSTMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNSTMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Mounts satisfied differs from mount requests issued when a job step requests a number of mounts as it begins, but
ABENDs before all the mounts are actually finished. Furthermore, only one count is accumulated if the operator mounts
an incorrect volume and then replaces it with the correct one.

JOBNSTMT is useful in locating jobs that require a significant number of scratch tapes.

JOBNSYID - JES2 NJE Job Transmitter System ID

JOBNSYID contains the SMF system ID of the NJE node from which the most recent Job Purge Record for a job is
transmitted. JOBNSYID applies to JES2 environments only. It appears in the MICS database only if JES2 and NJE were
specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCVCPU - Converter Processor System ID

            JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

            JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

            JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

            SYSID    - System ID

Element Derivation:

JOBNSYID contains the value input from field SMF26NID of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to four alphameric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNSYID is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

A Job Purge Record is generated any time the last of a job's JCL, SYSIN, or SYSOUT leaves a JES spool. For example,
an NJE network consists of four nodes, and each node n consists of a single CPU whose SMF system ID is SYSn (i.e.,
node 1 contains SYS1, etc.). A job is submitted at node 1 and transmitted through node 2 for execution at node 3. It
passes output to nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4. At least six Job Purge Records are generated:

• The JCL/SYSIN purge from node 1
• The store-and-forward input purge from node 2
• The transmit or output purge from node 3
• The store-and-forward or output purge from node 2
• The output purges from nodes 1 and 4

Each system generates Job Purge Records for its own activity. You can see a job's complete picture only after all of its
Job Purge Records are incorporated into the MICS database.

JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

JOBNTAPE is the accumulation of tape devices allocated (cartridge and round reel) from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBA3480 - Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            JOBN3480 - Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

            PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNTAPE is the accumulation of PGMNTAPE from all the steps in a job. PGMNTAPE is the accumulation of the number
of unique tape device addresses allocated. The device address and type contains the values input from the device
sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNTAPE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNTAPE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNTAPE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNTAPE includes one count for each unique tape device (cartridge and round reel) allocated in each step.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNTA. This data element is the largest number of
unique tape devices (cartridge and round reel) allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.
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JOBNTF - JES3 MDS GET Tape Messages

JOBNTF contains the total number of IAT5110 GET messages for tape volumes issued for a job. This element applies to
JES3 environments only.

JOBNTF is an optional element controlled by the JES3 statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). If JES3 is not
specified, this element does not exist in the database. This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity
(BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDKMT - MDS Disk Mounts

            JOBMSRQ - MDS Mass Storage Requests

            JOBNDF  - MDS GET Disk Messages

            JOBTPMT - MDS Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBNTF contains the value input from field SMF25NTF of the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25).  Multiple type 25
records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNTF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNTF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBNTRTM - JES2 NJE Transmission Time

JOBNTRTM contains the total transmission time for a job submitted on one node to reach the target execution node.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBNTRTM is the difference between the Job Transmitter Start Time Stamp and Job Transmitter End Time Stamp.

The Job Transmitter Start Time Stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26NST and SMF26NSD of the JES2
Job Purge Record (type 26). The Job Transmitter End Time Stamp contains the value input from fields SMF26NPT and
SMF26NPD of the same record. If the difference is negative, JOBNTRTM is reset to a missing value. The final value that
appears in the MICS database is the sum of the JOBNTRTM values from each Job Purge Record encountered for the job.
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Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNTRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNTRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This data element depends on fields appearing in the JES2 Job Purge Record. There is no equivalent JES3 data source.
Accordingly, there are two potential sources of error in reported values of JOBNTRTM:

• No time is accumulated for transmission from a JES3 node.
• No time is accumulated for transmission from a JES2 node whose Job Purge Record is not used in building the MICS

observation.

An SMF type 26 purge record is generated at each node visited by a job routed for execution in the network. When
MICS encounters multiple SMF type 26 records for a single job, the NJE transmission times are summed, so the final
JOBNTRTM value contains the total NJE transmission time for the job.

JOBNTRTM only includes NJE transmission time for job transmissions. Even though a job may generate SYSOUT
that is transmitted over the NJE network, SYSOUT transmission time is not recorded and therefore not included in the
JOBNTRTM value.

JOBNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

JOBNUREC is the accumulation of unit record devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAUREC - Unit Record Device Allocations

            JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

            JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

            PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNUREC is the accumulation of PGMNUREC from all the steps in a job. PGMNUREC is the accumulation of the
number of unique unit record device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNUREC ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNUREC contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNUREC that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNUREC includes one count for each unique unit record device allocated in each step.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNUR. This data element is the largest number of
unique unit record devices allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.
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JOBNVIO - VIO Devices Allocated

JOBNVIO is the accumulation of virtual I/O devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

            PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBNVIO is the accumulation of PGMNVIO from all the steps in a job. PGMNVIO is the accumulation of the number
of unique virtual I/O device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBNVIO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBNVIO contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBNVIO that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBNVIO includes one count for each unique virtual I/O device allocated in each step. Since all VIO devices share a
common address (x'7FF' in MVS/370, x'7FFF' in MVS/SP), JOBNVIO is a count of the number of steps that allocated one
or more VIO data sets.

A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNVI. This data element is the largest number of
unique virtual I/O devices allocated in any one step or interval of a job. Because all virtual I/O devices share the same
device address, JOBMXNVI will always have a value of zero or one in the DETAIL timespan.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBNXTNN - NJE Next Node Name

JOBNXTNN contains the NJE node name of the next system to receive a job's input or any part of its output from a JES2
node. This optional element is included in the database if the NJE option was selected in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB
(SMFGENIN) when MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

            JOBLSTNN - NJE Last Node Name

            JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

Element Derivation:
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JOBNXTNN is set to the value of field SMF26NNM in the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

JOBNXTNN may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBNXTNN is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Job Purge Record is generated at a node whenever that node completely finishes processing the job, whether for
transmitting the input to another system, transmitting the last of the SYSOUT to another system, or processing the last of
its SYSOUT on the node in question. JOBNXTNN contains the name of the node that is to receive some part of the job
from the JES2 node that issued the most recent JES2 Job Purge Record for it. There is no equivalent JES3 data source.
JOBNXTNN is often interpreted as naming the next node to be involved with the job. Accordingly, JOBNXTNN may be
misleading in three situations:

• If the most recent node to purge its record of a job is a JES3 node
• If some part of a job's SYSOUT remains on the spool of some member of the NJE network
• If the Job Purge Record from some node has not yet been processed by MICS and its data merged with the rest of the

observation for the job

JOBN3480 - Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

JOBN3480 is the accumulation of cartridge tape devices allocated from all steps of a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated -- Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBA3480 - Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

            JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

            JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

            JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

            PGMN3480 - Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

Element Derivation:

JOBN3480 is the accumulation of PGMN3480 from all the steps in a job. PGMN3480 is the accumulation of the number
of unique cartridge device allocations from the device sections in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBN3480 ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBN3480 contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBN3480 that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBN3480 includes one count for each unique cartridge device allocated in each step.
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A better measure of device allocation at the job level is found in JOBMXNCA. This data element is the largest number of
unique cartridge devices (e.g., 3480 or 3490) allocated in any one step or interval of a job.

For more information about device activity refer to Section 6.6.5 of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Option.

JOBOCANL - Job Output Cancels

JOBOCANL contains the number of jobs canceled from the JES output queue. At the DETAIL level, JOBOCANL contains
1 if a cancellation is detected, a 0 if the job was not canceled, and a missing value if MICS was unable to make a
determination.

JOBOCANL is accumulated in the other timespans to provide a count of the total number of times that job output was
purged from the JES output queue.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

Element Derivation:

JOBOCANL is determined by testing field SMF26INF in the Job Purge Record (type 26) using the following bit level test:
'.......1'. This test applies to both JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

JOBOCANL's value is either a missing value (.), 0, or 1 in the DETAIL timespan.  In the summarized timespans,
JOBOCANL ranges from a minimum of missing to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOCANL contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBOCANL that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Used to determine cancellations of held output from the JES output queue.

JOBOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

JOBOEDRC contains the count of Open Edition/MVS directory reads by all OE/MVS processes run by the job represented
by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

            OEPDRC   - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

Element Derivation:

JOBOEDRC contains the sum of PGMOEDRC from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEDRC contains the sum of all values of JOBOEDRC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

JOBOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

JOBOEHPR contains the read I/O block count for UNIX System Services pipes and AF_UNIX sockets by all USS
processes run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

            OEPHPR   - USS Pipe Reads

Element Derivation:

JOBOEHPR contains the sum of PGMOEHPR from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBOEHPR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEHPR contains the sum of all values of JOBOEHPR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

JOBOEHPW contains the write I/O block count for UNIX System Services pipes and AF_UNIX sockets by all USS
processes run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

            OEPHPW   - USS Pipe Writes

Element Derivation:

JOBOEHPW contains the sum of PGMOEHPW from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBOEHPW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEHPW contains the sum of all values of JOBOEHPW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

JOBOELFL contains the number of pathname lookup calls to the logical file system by all Open Edition/MVS processes
run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

            OEPLFL   - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

Element Derivation:

JOBOELFL contains the sum of PGMOELFL from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOELFL contains the sum of all values of JOBOELFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

JOBOELPG contains the number of pathname generation calls to the logical file system by all Open Edition/MVS
processes run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

            OEPLPG   - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

Element Derivation:

JOBOELPG contains the sum of PGMOELPG from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOELPG contains the sum of all values of JOBOELPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

JOBOEMQR contains the number of Open Edition/MVS message bytes received by all OE/MVS processes run by the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

            OEPMQR   - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

Element Derivation:

JOBOEMQR contains the sum of PGMOEMQR from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEMQR contains the sum of all values of JOBOEMQR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

JOBOEMQS contains the number of Open Edition/MVS message bytes sent by all OE/MVS processes run by the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

            OEPMQS   - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

Element Derivation:

JOBOEMQS contains the sum of PGMOEMQS from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEMQS contains the sum of all values of JOBOEMQS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

JOBOENSR contains the number of network socket reads by all Open Edition/MVS processes run by the job represented
by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

            OEPNSR   - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

Element Derivation:

JOBOENSR contains the sum of PGMOENSR from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOENSR contains the sum of all values of JOBOENSR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

JOBOENSW contains the number of network socket written by all Open Edition/MVS processes run by the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

            OEPNSW   - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

Element Derivation:

JOBOENSW contains the sum of PGMOENSW from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOENSW contains the sum of all values of JOBOENSW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

JOBOEPFL contains the pathname lookup calls to the physical file system by all Open Edition/MVS processes run by the
job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

            OEPPFL   - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

Element Derivation:

JOBOEPFL contains the sum of PGMOEPFL from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEPFL contains the sum of all values of JOBOEPFL processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

JOBOEPPG contains the number of pathname generation calls to the physical file system by all Open Edition/MVS
processes run by job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

            OEPPPG   - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

Element Derivation:

JOBOEPPG contains the sum of PGMOEPPG from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEPPG contains the sum of all values of JOBOEPPG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

JOBOEPRC contains the count of Open Edition/MVS process segments encountered over all step, substep, and interval
records for the job represented by the MICS observation. This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity
(BATJOB) file observations created for system address spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

            OEPPRC   - OE/MVS Process Count

Element Derivation:

JOBOEPRC contains the sum of PGMOEPRC from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOEPRC contains the sum of all values of JOBOEPRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

JOBOERFR contains the read I/O block count for UNIX System Services regular files by all USS processes run by job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

            OEPRFR   - USS Regular File Reads

Element Derivation:

JOBOERFR contains the sum of PGMOERFR from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBOERFR ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOERFR contains the sum of all values of JOBOERFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

JOBOERFW contains the write I/O block count for UNIX System Services regular files by all USS processes run by job
represented by the MICS observation.
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This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

            OEPRFW   - USS Regular File Writes

Element Derivation:

JOBOERFW contains the sum of PGMOERFW from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBOERFW ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOERFW contains the sum of all values of JOBOERFW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

JOBOESFC contains the number of times the sync( ) function was called by Open Edition/MVS processes run by the job
represented by the MICS observation.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

            OEPSFC   - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

Element Derivation:

JOBOESFC contains the sum of PGMOESFC from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOESFC contains the sum of all values of JOBOESFC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

JOBOESFR contains the number of reads from Open Edition/MVS Hierarchical File System (HFS) special files by all
processes run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.
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 SEE ALSO:  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

            OEPSFR   - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

Element Derivation:

JOBOESFR contains the sum of PGMOESFR from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOESFR contains the sum of all values of JOBOESFR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

JOBOESRW contains the number of writes to Open Edition/MVS Hierarchical File System (HFS) special files by all
processes run by the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOESRW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

            OEPSRW   - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

Element Derivation:

JOBOESRW contains the sum of PGMOESRW from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOESRW contains the sum of all values of JOBOESRW processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

JOBOESRC contains the count of Open Edition/MVS services requested by all OE/MVS processes run by the job
represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

            OEPSRC   - OE/MVS Service Request Count
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Element Derivation:

JOBOESRC contains the sum of PGMOESRC from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOESRC contains the sum of all values of JOBOESRC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBORGID - NJE Original Job Identification

JOBORGID contains the log identifier that is assigned to a job by the JES at the submission node. JOBORGID applies
only to JES2 and JES3 systems running at and above MVS/SP2 Version 1.2.0. JOBORGID appears in the MICS
database only if NJE was specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations
Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOB   - Job Identification

            RDRTS - Reader Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

JOBORGID contains the value input from field SMF26NJB of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26) or field NJEJOBNM of
the JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to four alphameric characters. If the originating node is a JES2 system,
JOBORGID has the form JOB nnnn, where nnnn is a right-justified decimal number between 1 and 9999.

Summarization Process:

JOBORGID is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The combination of Job Identification (JOB) and Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) is necessary and sufficient for uniquely
identifying an execution in a one-node system. In a complex network, however, an additional data element may be
necessary because of the increased possibility of accidental duplication of the first two elements.

JOBORGNN - NJE Original Node Name

JOBORGNN contains the NJE node name of the processor from which a job is submitted. JOBORGNN applies to JES2
environments only. It is one of a group of NJE-related data elements that can be globally activated in the BATJOB file by
specifying the NJE keyword in the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:
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Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution None Name

            JOBINDN  - Job Input Network Node Number

            JOBLSTNN - NJE Last None Name

            JOBNXTNN - NJE Next None Name

Element Derivation:

JOBORGNN contains the value input from field SMF26NON of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

JOBORGNN may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

JOBORGNN is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that JOBINDN provides the NJE node number, whereas JOBORGNN provides the network name that is assigned to
that number.

A SAS DATA step subsetting IF statement, such as:

   IF JOBORGNN =:  'NJ' ;

selects all jobs that are submitted from any node whose name begins with the characters NJ.

JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

JOBOTCPU contains the system identification of the last computing system to purge a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 4.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

            JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

            JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

            JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

            SYSID    - System Identification

Element Derivation:

JOBOTCPU contains the value input from field SMF26OID of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for both JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

JOBOTCPU may contain any combination of one to four alphanumeric characters. It should contain one of the SYSIDs
defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Summarization Process:

JOBOTCPU is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

An NJE system may generate several Job Purge Records for a single job. Each record may represent one or more
transmittal, store-and-forward, execution, or output activities. Each CPU's SMF data contains records only for activity
taking place on that CPU. JOBOTCPU in a given MICS DETAIL.BATJOB observation contains the value input from the
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most recent Job Purge Record encountered during SMF processing for that job. Thus, JOBOTCPU may name the last
CPU to process SYSOUT for the job, or it may instead name the last CPU to transmit the job's SYSOUT to another NJE
node. Complete statistics for a given job can be produced only from complete data for the job.

The complete NJE execution system name is the combination of NJE Execution Node Name (JOBEXCNN) and
JOBOTCPU. Use both together if your NJE network contains CPUs with coincident CPU names. For example, suppose
both the Chicago node and the New York node have CPUs named SYSA. The SAS subsetting IF statement 'IF
JOBOTCPU = 'SYSA';' would select MICS data for jobs executing at either location. If the Chicago node is named
CHICAGO, jobs executing on its SYSA are selected by 'IF JOBEXCNN = 'CHICAGO' AND JOBOTCPU = 'SYSA';'.

JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

JOBOWTTM contains the time spent after job preparation time where the job was unable to initiate for reasons other
than no suitable environment being available. These include job hold, job class hold, job queue hold, duplicate job
name serialization, and job class execution limits. If the job was held because of a TYPRUN=HOLD job card statement,
however, the hold time is not included in this measurement.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

            JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

            JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

Element Derivation:

JOBOWTTM contains the value input from field SMF30HQT in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBOWTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBOWTTM contains the sum of all values of JOBOWTTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Job delays are categorized into four buckets.

• Category 1: JES processing delays
• Category 2: Operational delays and JES scheduling delays
• Category 3: Resource scheduling delays
• Category 4: Execution delays

When a job is delayed for different reasons, the job delay will be charged to the least restrictive category. The hierarchy
for delays is: Category 2 (most restrictive), Category 3, Category 4 (least restrictive). JOBOWTTM contains time which
falls into Category 2.

JOBPCRA - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

JOBPCRA contains the highest resource allocation percent value encountered over all step or interval records for the job.
If resource allocation was not active for any steps or intervals of the job, JOBPCRA is set to 0.

Type:
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Retained - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO: PGMPCRA   - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

           JOBCRATM  - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

           JOBZRATM  - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

           JOBZRFTM  - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

Element Derivation:

JOBPCRA is set to the MAX of its current value:

JOBPCRA=MAX(JOBPCRA,PGMPCRA)

Range of Value:

JOBPCRA ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100.

Summarization Process:

JOBPCRA contains the last value of JOBPCRA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBPCRA represents the highest percentage of general processor CPU time that is entitled to run on zIIP processors for
all steps and intervals of the job.

JOBPCSEX - Pct Jobs Exceeding Target

JOBPCSEX contains the percentage of jobs that exceed (i.e., complete sooner than) their target for turnaround time.

Type:

Percentage data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBGROUP - Job Group

            JOBPCSMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

The following formula is used to compute the value of JOBPCSEX:

    JOBPCSEX = (JOBSRVEX * 100) / JOBCOUNT

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. JOBPCSEX is always 0 at the DETAIL level
of summarization.

Summarization Process:

JOBPCSEX is recomputed at each summarization level.

Usage Notes:

A deadline-group job (see Job Group (JOBGROUP)) meets its service requirement if it turns around, as defined by the
installation (see Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM)), by its deadline time-of-day. A standard-group job meets its service
requirement if its turnaround time is less than its group's limit (see Job Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM)), but more
than the limit of the next fastest group. A standard-group job exceeds its service requirement if its turnaround time is less
than the limit of the next fastest group.
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Note that JOBPCSEX specifically excludes jobs that meet turnaround requirements. The percentage of jobs that meet or
exceed their requested service is equal to the sum of Job Meeting Target (JOBPCSMT) and JOBPCSEX.

JOBPCSMS - Pct Jobs Missing Target

JOBPCSMS contains the percentage of jobs which do not meet (i.e., complete later than) their target for turnaround time.

Type:

Percentage data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

The following formula is used to compute the value of JOBPCSMS:

    JOBPCSMS = (JOBSRVMS * 100) / JOBCOUNT

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. JOBPCSMS is always 0 at the DETAIL level
of summarization.

Summarization Process:

JOBPCSMS is recomputed at each summarization level.

Usage Notes:

A deadline-group job (see Job Group (JOBGROUP)) meets its service requirement if it turns around, as defined by the
installation (see Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM)), by its deadline time-of-day. A standard-group job meets its service
requirement if its turnaround time is less than its group's limit (see Job Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM)), but more
than the limit of the next fastest group. A standard-group job exceeds its service requirement if its turnaround time is less
than the limit of the next fastest group.

JOBPCSMT - Pct Jobs Meeting Target

JOBPCSMT contains the percentage of jobs which meet, but do not exceed their target for turnaround time.

Type:

Percentage data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

            JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

The following formula is used to compute the value of JOBPCSMT:

    JOBPCSMT = (JOBSRVMT * 100) / JOBCOUNT

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 100. JOBPCSMT is always 0 at the DETAIL level
of summarization.
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Summarization Process:

JOBPCSMT is recomputed from the values of its parts at each summarization level.

Usage Notes:

A deadline-group job (see Job Group (JOBGROUP)) meets its service requirement if it turns around, as defined by the
installation (see Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM)), by its deadline time-of-day. A standard-group job meets its service
requirement if its turnaround time is less than its group's limit (see Job Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM)), but more
than the limit of the next fastest group. A standard-group job exceeds its service requirement if its turnaround time is less
than the limit of the next fastest group.

Note that JOBPCSMT specifically excludes jobs that meet turnaround requirements. The percentage of jobs that meet or
exceed their requested service is equal to the sum of Job Meeting Target (JOBPCSMT) and JOBPCSEX.

JOBPGE - Print Page Count Approximation

For JES2 and JES3 printers, JOBPGE contains the approximate page count for a job's print work. For JES3 punches, this
data element contains the number of cards punched. JOBPGE includes pages printed (or cards punched) as a result of
restarts and/or repeats. It does not include counts for output from Print Services Facility (PSF) or External Writer (XWTR)
controlled printers.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET  - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLCPYMD - 3800 Copy Modification Module Name

            SPLFEET  - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLPGE   - Page Count

            SUBSYSID - Output Processing Subsystem ID

Element Derivation:

JOBPGE is the accumulation of Page Count (SPLPGE) from all the steps in a job. SPLPGE contains the value input from
field SMF6PGE of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for both JES2 and JES3 systems.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The precise definition of page is subsystem-and release-dependent. Under JES3, a new page is tallied whenever a skip
to channel 1 carriage control is processed. JES2 uses a more complex algorithm, adding a new page for every skip
to channel 1 and for every time the line count since the last page break exceeds the LINECNT initialization operand.
Production on a 3800-type system adds further complexities due to page-mode data and to possible pagination
specifications within a selected copy modification module.

Under certain circumstances even the JES2-derived JOBPGE significantly under counts page volume. A more accurate
estimate of the page count can be obtained from the following formula:

    RETAIN LPP 66 /* suitable for 11x14" paper

                      printed at 6 lines per inch */;

     PAGES = MAX (JOBPGE, CEIL (JOBNLR / LPP));

The SAS CEIL function is used to convert a fractional page to the next higher integer. The SAS MAX function selects the
larger of the estimates from the skip to channel 1 and the maximum number of lines per page algorithms.
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JOBPNDN - Job Print Network Node Number

JOBPNDN contains the Network Job Entry (NJE) node number at which a job's output is printed.
JOBPNDN applies only to the JES2 environment. It appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBINDN - Job Input Network Node Number

Element Derivation:

JOBPNDN contains the value input from the high-order half-word of field SMF26PRD (if present) or else from the high-
order byte of field SMF26PRR of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 99.

Summarization Process:

JOBPNDN contains the value of the last occurrence of JOBPNDN in the observations processed for the summarization
level.

Usage Notes:

The NJE node name and number are synonyms. The two are connected by the Nn JES2 initialization statement.

JOBPNLR - Total PSF Printer Transmissions

JOBPNLR contains the number of printer transmissions for a job's print work from the host computer to a Print Services
Facility (PSF)-controlled device. SPLPNLR is not valid for non-PSF printing.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLFEET - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

            SPLPNLR - PSF Printer Transmissions

Element Derivation:

JOBPNLR is the accumulation of PSF Printer Transmissions (SPLPNLR) from all the steps in a job. SPLPNLR contains
the value input from field SMF6NLR of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for the PSF printing subsystem.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPNLR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPNLR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBPNLR is not necessarily equal to the number of lines of print processed, since PSF controls printers that can operate
at both the page and printer element (pel) level. A FORMDEF can operate on a relatively small quantity of formatted (field-
specified) data to construct an entire page of text.
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JOBPNLRL - PSF Laser Transmissions

JOBPNLRL contains the number of printer transmissions for a job's print work from the host computer to a Print Services
Facility (PSF)-controlled device that is identified as a Laser Printer. JOBPNLRL is not valid for non-PSF printing.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET - Total Feet of Document Printed

            JOBNLRL - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

            ROUTE   - Route Number

            SPLFEET - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLNLR  - Logical Writer Records

            SPLPNLR - PSF Printer Transmissions

Element Derivation:

The MICS User Exit PRINTDEF can contain installation-specific code to provide a device-type designation for each
possible Route Name (ROUTE) and Device Name (DEVNAME) combination. JOBPNLRL is the subtotal of the job's PSF
Printer Transmissions (SPLPNLR) count (originally the value input from field SMF6NLR of the PSF Output Writer Record)
for only those devices that are identified as Laser Printer.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPNLRL contains the sum of all JOBPNLRL values that were included in the summarization level.

Usage Notes:

JOBPNLRL is not necessarily equal to the number of lines of print processed, since PSF controls printers that can operate
at both the page and printer element (pel) level. A FORMDEF can operate on a relatively small quantity of formatted (field-
specified) data to construct an entire page of text.

If an installation has reason to distinguish between high-speed laser printer and line printer utilization, the PRINTDEF exit
could designate the high-speed device as 'Laser' and the low-speed device as 'Line'.

JOBPPGE - Total PSF Page Count

JOBPPGE contains the approximate page count for a job's Print Services Facility (PSF)-managed print work.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBFEET  - Total Feet of Document Printed

            SPLCPSPR - 3800 Copies Printed

            SPLFEET  - Number of Feet of Document Printed

            SPLIMPS  - Number of Sides of Paper Printed

            SPLNDS   - Data Sets Processed by Writer

            SPLPPGE  - PSF Page Count

Element Derivation:

JOBPPGE is the accumulation of PSF Page Count (SPLPPGE) from all the steps in a job. SPLPPGE contains the value
input from field SMF6PGE of the Output Writer Record (type 6) for PSF.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBPPGE contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPPGE that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a PSF environment, there are important distinctions between the concepts of page, image, and impression. Page is
form without substance: a skeletal description, embodied in a PAGEDEF and one or more FORMDEFs, of how some data
elements might be arranged on a piece of paper. Image is the intersection of the page description with a specific set of
data elements. The image exists only as a set of bits in a buffer or the JES spool. Impression is the visible expression of
the image on a real sheet of paper.

JOBPPGE, despite its long name of PSF Page Count, is a count of images. It represents the number of page-images
transmitted to the buffer in the printing subsystem. The number of impressions are greater than JOBPPGE if multiple copy
groups are printed.

JOBPPRTY - JES PRINT PRIORITY

JOBPPRTY contains the initial output selection priority for a job. This data element applies to the JES2 environment only
and is invalid at JES2 Version 4.3.0 and higher.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBPPRTY contains the value input from field SMF26OPI of the JES 2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 15. When running JES2 Version 4.3.0 or higher,
the value is set to missing (.).

Summarization Process:

JOBPPRTY is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBPRETM - Job Preemptable/Client CPU Time

JOBPRETM is the amount of CPU time that a job accumulates while executing preemptable and client service request
blocks (SRBs). Preemptable SRBs provide the ability to perform work without the overhead of a TCB and without the risk
of tying up the system. Client SRBs are preemptable SRBs that also identify an address space with the CLIENTSTOKEN
parameter of the IEAMSCHD SRB scheduler macro. The specified address space accumulates the processor time used
whenever the SRB is dispatched. Additionally, client SRBs inherit the major priority of the address space specified by the
CLIENTSTOKEN parameter.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

            PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time
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            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBPRETM is the accumulation of Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time (PGMPRETM) from all step or interval records for
the job. JOBPRETM contains the value input from the SMF30ASR field in the Common Address Space Work record (type
30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBPRETM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRETM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPRETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBPRETM is also included in Job TCB CPU Time. To determine TCB time not attributable to preemptable SRBs or client
SRBs, subtract JOBPRETM from JOBTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

JOBPRNTM contains the total elapsed time between the start of a job's first print processing and when the job is purged
from the spool (usually the end of the printing operation).

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBPRNTM is the difference between the last job purge stamp and the first output processor start time stamp.
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The job purge time stamp contains the values input from the SMF buffer time stamp field of the job's last Job Purge
Record (type 26). The output processor start time stamp contains the values input from fields SMF6WST and SMF6WSD
of the earliest Output Writer Record (type 6). If either time stamp is missing or if the difference is negative, JOBPRNTM is
set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRNTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPRNTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBPRNTM is not an accurate measure of how long a printer is busy with a job. JOBPRNTM is inflated by time due to
waits for operator intervention at the hardcopy device, waits resulting from operator interruption of printing (at the device
or by operator JES command), or waits between the printing of different segments of the job's output (e.g., forms changes
or when different segments are routed for processing to different NJE or RJE sites).

JOBPRNTM may underestimate printer busy time if the destination printer is a workstation with its own spool. In that case,
host-measured output processor time is transmission time to the receiving spool. There is no host-based measurement of
how long a workstation takes to do the actual printing.

JOBPROCE - PROCESS Job

JOBPROCE indicates whether a //*PROCESS card is included for a job, indicating a non-standard job. This element
applies to the JES3 environment only. If a //*PROCESS card is read, JOBPROCE contains 1; otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBPROCE is determined by testing field SMF26IN3 of the JES 3 Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test:
'...1....'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBPROCE is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

JOBPRPTM contains the time spent before the job was first queued for execution. It excludes reader time, but includes
JCL conversion time and any time spent waiting for an eligible system to become available for conversion.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

            JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

            JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

            JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

Element Derivation:

JOBPRPTM contains the value input from field SMF30JQT in the Common Address Space Work record (SMF type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBPRPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRPTM contains the sum of all values of JOBPRPTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBPRPTM is similar to the existing data element Converter Interpreter Time (JOBCVTTM).

Job delays are categorized into four buckets.

• Category 1: JES processing delays
• Category 2: Operational delays and JES scheduling delays
• Category 3: Resource scheduling delays
• Category 4: Execution delays

When a job is delayed for different reasons, the job delay will be charged to the least restrictive category. The hierarchy
for delays is: Category 2 (most restrictive), Category 3, Category 4 (least restrictive). JOBPRPTM contains time which falls
into Category 1.

JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

JOBPRQTM contains the total elapsed time between when a job ends and when the first print processing begins.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBPRQTM is the difference between the output processor start time stamp and the execution end time stamp.

The output processor start time stamp contains the values input from fields SMF6WST and SMF6WSD of the earliest
JES2 or JES3 Output Writer Record (type 6) for the job. The execution end time stamp contains the value input from fields
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SMF26XPT and SMF26XPD of the JES2 or JES3 Job Purge Record (type 26). If either time stamp is missing or if the
difference is negative, JOBPRQTM is set to a SAS missing value.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRQTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBPRQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Output Processor Start Time Stamp would be missing if a job were purged before printing had a chance to start. The
difference between the Output Processor Start Time Stamp and the Execution End Time Stamp could be negative for a
job with a SYSOUT data set allocated with FREE=CLOSE if that data set completed and released for processing before
the rest of the job completed.

JOBPRRTE - Print (SYSMSG) Route Code

JOBPRRTE contains the number of the JES2 RJE remote site to which a job's output is routed. It appears in the database
only if JES2 was specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer
was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

            JOBPNDN  - Job Print Network Node Number

            JOBPURTE - Punch Route Code

Element Derivation:

JOBPRRTE contains the value input from the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26). MICS uses the low-order half word of
field SMF26PRD, if present, or else the low-order byte of field SMF26PRR.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRRTE is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The combination of JOBPRRTE and the name of the NJE node to which the JOBPRRTE RJE site is attached forms the
complete identification for the printing remote site. That name is not directly available in the SMF or MICS record for the
job, but Job Print Network Node Number (JOBPNDN) contains the node number.

JOBPRTYO - PRTY Option Or Priority Card Present

JOBPRTYO indicates whether the PRTY parameter on the JOB card or the priority card is specified. JOBPRTYO contains
1 if a user specifies a JES initiation priority (i.e., the PRTY= parameter is specified on the JOB card or, for JES2 only, a /
*PRIORITY card is used); otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).
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Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEPRTY - Job Execution Priority

            JOBPRTY  - Job Initial Priority

Element Derivation:

JOBPRTYO is set to the value of bit 0 ('0.......'B or '1.......'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2
or JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBPRTYO is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Knowledge of user priority specification can be useful in a study of turnaround times.

JOBPURTE - Punch Route Code

JOBPURTE contains the number of the JES2 RJE remote site to which a job's punch output is routed. This element
appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and
Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

            JOBPNDN  - Job Print Network Node Number

            JOBPRRTE - Print (SYSMSG) Route Code

Element Derivation:

JOBPURTE contains the value input from JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26). MICS uses the low-order half word of field
SMF26PUD, if present, or else the low-order byte of field SMF26PUR.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 255.

Summarization Process:

JOBPURTE is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The combination of JOBPURTE and the name of the NJE node to which the JOBPURTE RJE site is attached forms the
complete identification for the printing remote site. That name is not directly available in the SMF or MICS record for the
job.

JOBPURTS - Purge Time Stamp

JOBPURTS contains the date and time that a job is purged from the system.
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Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

            JOBMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

            RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

            STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

JOBPURTS contains the values input from fields SMF26TME and SMF26DTE of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2 and JES3.  If multiple Job Purge Records are present for a job, JOBPURTS represents the most recent Job Purge
Record. In the absence of the type 26 record, JOBPURTS is derived as follows depending on the absence or presence of
the SMF records that construct a BATJOB observation (JOBMASK) in the following order:

            Absent SMF

 JOBMASK     Records           JOBPURTS Derivation

 -------  -------------   ---------------------------------

  ISJW.   26              SMF6TME and SMF6DTE of the last

                          Output Writer Record (SMF type 6)

 ISJW..  6, 26           SMF30TME and SMF30DTE of the last

                          Address Space Job End Record

                          (SMF type 30/5)

 IS....  6, 26, 30/5     SMF30TME and SMF30DTE of the last

                          Address Space Interval or Step End

                          Record (SMF type 30/2,3, or 4)

 I.....  6, 26, 30/5     SMF30TME and SMF30DTE of the last

          30/2,3, and 4   last Job Initiation Record

                          (SMF type 30/1)

Range of Value:

JOBPURTS may contain any valid SAS datetime value.

Summarization Process:

JOBPURTS is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The MICS algorithm for JOBPURTS covers a wide variety of normal and abnormal situations. Record Construction Audit
Mask (JOBMASK) indicates which SMF records contributes data to a given MICS observation. The difference between
JOBPURTS and End Time Stamp (ENDTS), for example, represents the total output turnaround time (i.e., queue time
plus printing time plus NJE transmission time, if any), but only if ENDTS comes from a Job Termination Record and
JOBPURTS comes from a Job Purge Record. The following fragment of SAS code checks JOBMASK before calculating
this turnaround time:

     IF   SUBSTR (JOBMASK,3,1) = 'J'

     AND  SUBSTR (JOBMASK,5,1) = 'P'

     THEN  SOUT_TRN = JOBPURTS - ENDTS;
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JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

JOBRCTTM is the total CPU time used by the Region Control Task for the job. It includes CPU time used to perform
address space swapping as well as any CPU time used for I/O error recovery. It is not a subset of any other CPU time
variable and is non-repeatable.

JOBRCTTM is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP3, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

            JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBRCTTM contains the value of all occurrences of PGMRCTTM for the job.

Range of Value:

JOBRCTTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRCTTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRCTTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBRDRCL - Reader Device Class

JOBRDRCL contains the descriptive name of the device class of the reader used to submit a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBINTRD - Job Entered on Internal Reader

            JOBRDTYP - Reader Device Type

Element Derivation:

JOBRDRCL is set by interpreting field SMF30RDR of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).
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Range of Value:

JOBRDRCL may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters. JOBRDRCL should
contain blanks or a valid device class.

Summarization Process:

JOBRDRCL is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBRDRCL contains blanks if a job is submitted via an internal reader.

JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

JOBRDRTM contains the total elapsed time between when a job is read in and when the JCL conversion process begins.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

            JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            JOBGROUP - Job Group

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBRDRTM is the difference between the reader start time and the converter start time.

The reader start time contains the value input from the standard SMF reader date and time fields (SMFnRSD and
SMFnRST) from the Job Purge Record (type 26) or the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30). The converter
start time contains the value input from fields SMF26CST and SMF26CSD of the JES2 or JES3 Job Purge Record (type
26). If converter start time is missing, JOBRDRTM is set to a missing value.

JOBRDRTM is set to a SAS missing value if its computed value is negative.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRDRTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRDRTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Job Purge Record contains three time stamps that are relevant to JOBRDRTM:

          FIELDS                   CONTENT        CA MICS D.E.

     SMF26RSD and SMF26RST    Reader Start Time      RDRTS

     SMF26RPT and SMF26RPF    Reader Stop Time       JOBRSTTS

     SMF26CSD and SMF26CSD    Converter Start Time   JOBCVTTS
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There is no waiting time between reader completion and converter start. This may not be the case if, for example,
an installation's daily production jobs are submitted in one or two large batches. However, the no waits for converter
assumption simplifies the turnaround time specified in Job Group (JOBGROUP) and is usually close to correct.

JOBRDTYP - Reader Unit Type

JOBRDTYP contains the descriptive name of the device type of the reader used to submit a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

 SEE ALSO:  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

            JOBINTRD - Job Entered On Internal Reader

            JOBRDRCL - Reader Device Class

Element Derivation:

JOBRDTYP is set by interpreting field SMF30RDT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBRDTYP may be blank or may contain any combination of one to eight alphameric characters. JOBRDTYP should
contain either blanks or a valid DEVTYPE entry.

Summarization Process:

JOBRDTYP is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBRDTYP contains blanks if a job is submitted via an internal reader.

JOBRDYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

JOBRDYTM is the accumulation of time the address space was resident in real memory but not executing instructions
because the address space was waiting for system resources.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

            PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

            PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

            PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

            PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

            JOBEDYTM - Job Executing Not Active Delay Time

            JOBADYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

Element Derivation:

JOBRDYTM is the difference between PGMRESTM and the sum of PGMCPUTM, PGMHIPTM, PGMIOITM, and
PGMRCTTM.

JOBRDYTM=PGMRESTM-SUM(PGMCPUTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMIOITM,PGMRCTTM)

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBRDYTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRDYTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBRECNT - Job Multisystem Enclave Count

JOBRECNT contains the count of Multisystem Enclave Remote System Data segments encountered over all step,
substep, and interval records for the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count

            RENRECNT - Multisystem Enclave Count

Element Derivation:

JOBRECNT contains the sum of PGMOEPRC from all step, substep, and interval records encountered for the job.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRECNT contains the sum of all values of JOBRECNT processed in the level of summarization.

JOBRECVS - APPC Receives

JOBRECVS contains the number of Receives issued over all steps of a job that held APPC conversations with other
Transaction Programs (TPs). The receives can be CMRCV, ATBRCVI, or ATBRCVW calls.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

            PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

            PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

Element Derivation:

JOBRECVS is the accumulation of PGMRECVS from all the steps of a job. PGMRECVS contains the value input from
field SMF30REC in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRECVS contains the sum of all values of JOBRECVS processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

Duplicate accounting issues exist with APPC Receives (JOBRECVS) and APPC Sends (JOBSENDS), as well as the
APPC Data Received (JOBDATAR) and APPC Data Sent (JOBDATAS) data elements. The APPC Receives for one TP
are the Sends for the partner TP. If data for both TPs is collected for chargeback purposes, duplicate billing can occur if
the receive and sent data elements are used in the charging algorithm.

JOBRERDS - Total Address Space DIV Re-Read Count

JOBRERDS contains the total number of Data-In-Virtual (DIV) address space re-reads issued on behalf of a job.

When a DIV data set is being used by an application, some 4K blocks (memory pages) may become infrequently
referenced. In order to keep the system page data sets clean, unreferenced memory resident DIV data set pages are not
written back to the system page data sets. If the unreferenced pages need to be accessed later, the operating system
re-reads the pages from the DIV object data set that resides on DASD. Hence, JOBRERDS represents the count of 4K
blocks that were re-read from the DIV object data set.

JOBRERDS is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP2 Version 2.2.0, and then only if SMF type 30
recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPs

            JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPs

            PGMRERDS - Total Address Space DIV Re-read Count

Element Derivation:

JOBRERDS is accumulated from Total Address Space DIV Re-read Count (PGMRERDS) from all the step observations
that make up this job observation. PGMRERDS contains the value input from field SMF30TRR of the Common Address
Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRERDS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRERDS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBRERDS is an address space level metric, which is the total re-read count to DIV object data sets.

Total EXCPs (JOBEXCPS) and DASD EXCPs (JOBEDASD) are DD level measurements of total EXCPs to all devices,
and to DASD devices, respectively. JOBEXCPS and JOBEDASD contain re-read counts to DIV data sets (when re-reads
are performed). If you do not desire DIV data set re-reads in these measurements (e.g., charge-back), you must subtract
JOBRERDS from JOBEXCPS and JOBEDASD.

JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

JOBRERUN identifies a job's JES rerun status. If a job is rerun by JES2 or on an ASP main reader or a JES3 reader, then
JOBRERUN contains 1; otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.
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 SEE ALSO:  JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

            JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

Element Derivation:

JOBRERUN is set to the value of bit 6 ('......0.'B or '......1.'B) of field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2 or JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBRERUN is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBRERUN, as defined by JESx and MICS, is not the same as job rerun, as defined by an installation's production
control department. A JES job rerun is a second (or later) initiation of a single submission (i.e., identical job name and
reader time stamp). A JES rerun occurs when, for example, an operator requeues a job for later execution after it is
claimed by an initiator. A production control job rerun is a resubmission of the job because a prior run failed for some
reason. The new submission has a new reader time stamp, so according to JESx (and MICS), it is a different job and not
a rerun.

JOBRERUN and Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts (JOBRSTRT) differ in two ways. First, JOBRERUN is a flag that carries
a SAS TRUE value if a job experiences any JES reruns. JOBRSTRT is a counter that starts at zero for the first run, then
increases by one for each additional run. The second difference is that JOBRERUN is taken directly from a JES flag
bit. JOBRSTRT contains a count of the number of distinct Job Termination Records (type 30, subtype 5) collected for a
submission during the current MICS daily run.

JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

JOBRESTM contains the total time an address space is on the System Resource Manager (SRM) IN queue.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

            JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

            PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

Element Derivation:

JOBRESTM is the accumulation of Step Residency Time (PGMRESTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMRESTM contains
the value input from field SMF30RES of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRESTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRESTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Despite its long name of Job Residency Time, JOBRESTM does not reflect residency in real storage (RS). Address
spaces on the SRM IN queue are indeed in RS; however, address spaces on the READY and WAIT queues may be
logically swapped out and are thus still RS-resident.

A very low JOBRESTM to Job Execution Time (JOBEXCTM) ratio indicates that the application spends a lot of time doing
nothing.

If the JOBRESTM to Job Active Time (JOBACTTM) ratio is high, then the program is often waiting for access to the CPU.
If this ratio is low, then the program is often swapped out, and the problem then becomes locating the reason for the
swap-outs.

JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

JOBRESTR identifies a job's restart status. If the RESTART=Y parameter is specified on the /*JOBPARM card for a job,
then JOBRESTR contains 1; otherwise it contains 0. JOBRESTR appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

            JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

Element Derivation:

JOBRESTR is set to the value of bit 7 ('.......0'B or '.......1'B) of field SMF26IN2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for
JES2.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBRESTR is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The difference between Job Was Run (JOBRERUN) and JOBRESTR is the difference between demand and supply.
JOBRERUN is a flag that is set to 1 for an ABENDing job requesting JES2 checkpoint/restart protection. JOBRESTR is a
flag that is set to 1 for a job whose JCL requests restart.

JOBRKHRS - Real Kcore Hours

JOBRKHRS is a measure of the real storage resource used by a V=R job. JOBRKHRS does not apply to V=V workloads.
Its value is the product of the number of kilobytes GETMAINed by an address space and the number of hours of pseudo-
elapsed (occupancy) time accumulated by a job.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

            PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V=R)
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            PGMWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

Element Derivation:

JOBRKHRS is the accumulation of Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time (PGMRKHRS) from all the steps in a job.
If the step runs V=V, then PGMRKHRS is set to 0; otherwise, the following formula is used to compute the value of
PGMRKHRS:

    PGMRKHRS = (PGMVIRRL * PGMWPETM) / 3600

Range of Value:

The value for Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time (PGMWPETM) is set by the user in exit _WPECALC. If no value is set,
PGMWPETM contains the value of Step Residency Time (PGMRESTM).

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRKHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRKHRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One unit of PGMRKHRS represents the occupancy of 1K of REAL storage for one hour. The occupancy time is not a
well-defined quantity. The default calculation is the amount of time the address space resides on the Service Resource
Manager's (SRM) IN queue, which is neither the time the step is active nor the time it is ready to do work.

JOBRQCAN - Job Requeue Cancels

JOBRQCAN contains the number of times a job was cancelled during data set enqueue or device allocation time and
returned to the JES input queue for later execution.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

            JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

Element Derivation:

JOBRQCAN is incremented each time that a new initiation is encountered following the detection of an earlier 222 abend
(operator cancel). If this sequence of events is not detected, JOBRQCAN is set to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRQCAN contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRQCAN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If your installation uses automation software to manage its JES input queues, use JOBCANCL in conjunction with
JOBRQCAN to differentiate between jobs that were cancelled terminally (JOBCANCL) and jobs that were cancelled but
returned to the JES input queue for later execution (JOBRQCAN).

Excessive values for JOBRQCAN could indicate a need to better avoid data set enqueue conflicts or a need to reorganize
device configurations to prevent allocation waits. Although JOBRQCAN does not indicate why the cancellations occurred,
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examining Job Enqueue Time (JOBENQTM) and Job Allocation Time (JOBALCTM) should help determine where
excessive waits are occurring.

JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

JOBRSTRT contains the total number of times that a job is restarted after its first submission.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

            JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

            PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts

            RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

Element Derivation:

JOBRSTRT is a cumulative count (minus 1) of Common Address Space Work Records (type 30 subtype 5) that are
present for a job. For example, if there are four Common Address Space Work Records that have the same Job
Identification (JOB) and Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) values, then MICS assumes that the job was requeued and
restarted three times.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBRSTRT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBRSTRT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBRSTRT's descriptor, Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts, summarizes the most likely cause of the condition that this data
element addresses. Restarts are more likely to occur under JES2 than under JES3, which tries to ensure that no job is
initiated unless all the requested resources are available.

In this typical scenario, an initiator claims the job and enters the enqueue-check phase for the first step. During that
process, the initiator discovers one or more contentions for data sets between the job and other work already in process.
Messages are issued to the MVS system console, informing the operator of the problem. The operator can then issue
JES commands to abort that execution and requeue the job for a later try. The initiator's activity during the abort process
includes issuing a nearly-empty type 5 or 30 record, which logs the attempted execution. JOBRSTRT counts records as
null job terminations.

Note that this type of restart can occur only for contentions discovered prior to starting the first step of a job. Data
set enqueue attempts during or after the first step result in waits. If the job is cancelled as part of a recovery from a
critical contention problem, it must be resubmitted. The newly submitted job will have its own RDRTS value and will not
contribute to the JOBRSTRT count of the cancelled job.

A JOBRSTRT-type restart may occur after the end of the current SMF data reduction cycle (e.g., into the period covered
by a new DETAIL.BATJOBnn file). In that case, the data for the job in the earlier file shows only the statistics collected
from the null Job Termination Records. Conversely, data for the job in the later file misses the JOBRSTRT counts in
the earlier file. Similar synchronization problems can occur at higher summarization levels. In a study in which accurate
counts are required (e.g., an audit of executions of a particular job name), make sure that the study data spans the
entire period from original job submission to job completion. Note the difference between JOBRSTRT and Step Restarts
(PGMRSTRT). JOBRSTRT is non-zero for jobs that are submitted as restarts. PGMRSTRT is non-zero for steps that
ABENDed, but requested JES2 checkpoint/restart protection.
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JOBSCAN - TYPRUN=SCAN Specified

JOBSCAN indicates whether TYPRUN=SCAN is specified in a job's JCL. JOBSCAN contains 1 if TYPRUN=SCAN
is specified, a 0 if it was not specified, and a blank if MICS was unable to determine whether or not TYPRUN=SCAN
was specified. This element applies to JES2 environment only. It appears in the database only if JES2 was specified in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) when the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer was installed.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCOPY  - TYPRUN=COPY Specified

            JOBHOLD  - TYPRUN=HOLD Specified

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

Element Derivation:

JOBSCAN is determined by examination of field SMF26IN2 in the SMF type 26 Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2. for
Space Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 for x'04'.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSCAN contains the sum of all values of PGMASCPU processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TYPRUN=SCAN is a JES2 option in which a job's JCL is converted, but not executed. The JES log and any error
messages are copied to SYSOUT. Since there is no execution, no Common Address Space Work Records (type 30) are
generated. An Output Writer Record (type 6) is generated only if the resulting SYSOUT is actually written to an output
device.

JOBSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

JOBSCCDE is the total number of address spaces whose job service class association was changed by a system
operator during job execution over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

Element Derivation:

JOBSCCDE is the sum of Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt (PGMSCCDE), over all intervals, substeps, and steps
of the job. PGMSCCDE contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address
Space Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'40'. Default value for PGMSCCDE is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBSCCDE ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBSCCDE contains the sum of all values of JOBSCCDE processed in the level of summarization.

JOBSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

JOBSCCPI is the total number of address spaces whose job service class association was changed by a system operator
prior to job initiation over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

Element Derivation:

JOBSCCPI is the sum of Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt (PGMSCCPI), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMSCCPI contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal to x'80'. The default value for PGMSCCPI is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBSCCPI ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSCCPI contains the sum of all values of JOBSCCPI processed in the level of summarization.

JOBSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

JOBSCCPU is the total number of address spaces whose job service class was assigned to the address space was
designated CPU-critical in the WLM service definition over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.

This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

Element Derivation:

JOBSCCPU is the sum of Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count (PGMSCCPU), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMSCCPU contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'02'. Default value for PGMSCCPU is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBSCCPU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSCCPU contains the sum of all values of JOBSCCPU processed in the level of summarization.

JOBSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

JOBSCSTO is the total number of address spaces whose job service class was assigned to the address space was
designated storage-critical in the WLM service definition over all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation.
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This data element is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system
address spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

Element Derivation:

JOBSCSTO is the sum of Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count (PGMSCSTO), over all intervals, substeps, and steps of
the job. PGMSCSTO contains a 1 if field SMF30PF1, performance flag byte, in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record, subtype 2, 3, or 4 is equal x'01'. Default value for PGMSCSTO is zero.

Range of Value:

JOBSCSTO ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSCSTO contains the sum of all values of JOBSCSTO processed in the level of summarization.

JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

JOBSDCTM is the amount of zIIP eligible CPU time that is accumulated by dependent enclaves associated with the job
on a standard CP.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSDCTM is the accumulation of zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP (PGMSDCTM) over all steps and intervals for
a job. PGMSDCTM contains the value input from the SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_ON_CP field in the Common
Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBSDCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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The setting of the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IIPHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of
JOBSDCTM. If IIPHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zIIP eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zIIP
processor configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBSDCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSDCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Steps that execute programs that perform data servicing tasks, such as DB2, are considered as SUP or zIIP eligible.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSDCTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSDCTM is included in JOBSUCTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSDMT - Specific DASD Mounts

JOBSDMT contains the total number of specific (i.e., a volume serial number given) direct access device mounts,
exclusive of MSS devices, satisfied (as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to
systems running at or above MVS/SE2, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNSDMT - Non-Specific DASD Mounts

            PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBSDMT is the accumulation of Specific DASD Mounts (PGMSDMT) from all the steps in a job. PGMSDMT contains the
value input from field SMF30PRD of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSDMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSDMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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Mounts satisfied differs from mount requests issued when a job step requests a number of mounts as it begins, but
ABENDs before all the mounts are actually finished. Furthermore, only one count is accumulated if the operator mounts
an incorrect volume and then replaces it with the correct one.

JOBSDMT is useful in two situations:

• Tracking volume switching in an installation using 3330-type devices, where an application may have exclusive use of
a particular volume.

• Tracking device switching in an installation doing physical as opposed to logical sharing of DASD devices among
multiple processors. For example, an installation uses SYSA as its IMS driver and SYSB for testing and backup. DASD
containing IMS data is physically connected to both processors, but online only to SYSA. The plan is that if SYSA
becomes inoperable, the IMS DASD will be set online to SYSB so that IMS can run there. Occasionally, operational
problems may force one or more SYSA applications to run on SYSB. Such situations generally lead SYSB to issue
specific DASD mount requests. Non-zero values for JOBSDMT signal such events.

JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

JOBSDNTM contains the normalized dependent enclave CPU time that is spent performing data serving tasks for a job on
a zIIP processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zIIP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSDNTM is the accumulation of Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time (PGMSDNTM) from all steps in a job. The
following formula is used to compute PGMSDNTM from field SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common
Address Space Work Record (type 30):

PGMSDNTM = PGMSDPTM * PGMSUPNF

Range of Value:

JOBSDNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBSDNTM contains the sum of all values of JOBSDNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSDNTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSDNTM is included in JOBSPNTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

JOBSDPTM is the amount of actual CPU time that is accumulated by dependent enclaves associated with the job
executing on a zIIP processor.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:
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JOBSDPTM is the accumulation of Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time (PGMSDPTM) over all steps and intervals for a
job. PGMSDPTM contains the value input from field SMF30_DEPENC_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common Address Space
Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSDPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSDPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSDPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSDPTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSDPTM is included in JOBSUPTM. All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values
for workloads that execute on CPCs with power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is
reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is
accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

JOBSDQTM contains the time the dependent enclave that is associated with the current dispatchable workunit that was
qualified to run on a ZIIP processor when no zIIP processor is available in all steps for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSEQTM - Qualified IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEQTM - Qualified IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP
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            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSDQTM is the accumulation of Actual zIIP Qual. DEP Enclave CPU Time (PGMSDQTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMSDQTM contains the value input from field SMF30_DEPENC_TIME_ZIIP QUAL of the Common Address Space
Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSDQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSDQTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSDQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBSDQTM is normalized so that it can be determined how much time remains not eligible for a zIIP processor.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSDQTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

JOBSECTM is the amount of SUP or zIIP eligible CPU time that a job accumulates while executing independent enclaves
on a standard CP.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time
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            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSECTM is the accumulation of zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP (PGMSECTM) over all steps and intervals for a
job. PGMSECTM contains the value input from the SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_ON_CP field in the Common Address
Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBSECTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

The setting of the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IIPHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of
JOBSECTM. If IIPHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zIIP eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zIIP
processor configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBSECTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSECTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Steps that execute programs that perform data servicing task, such as DB2, code are considered as SUP or zIIP eligible.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSECTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSECTM is included in JOBSUCTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

JOBSENDS contains the number of Send calls for all steps of a batch job that held APPC conversations with other
Transaction Programs (TPs). The sends can be CMSEND or ATBSEND calls.

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            JOBRECVS - APPC Receives

            PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

            PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

            PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

            PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

Element Derivation:

JOBSENDS is the accumulation of PGMSENDS from all the steps of a job. PGMSENDS contains the value input from
field SMF30SEN in the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSENDS contains the sum of all values of JOBSENDS processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Duplicate accounting issues exist with APPC Receives (PGMRECVS) and APPC Sends (JOBSENDS), as well as the
APPC Data Received (PGMDATAR) and APPC Data Sent (PGMDATAS) data elements. The APPC Receives for one TP
are the Sends for the partner TP. If data for both TPs is collected for chargeback purposes, duplicate billing can occur if
the receive and sent data elements are used in the charging algorithm.

JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

JOBSENTM contains the normalized independent enclave CPU time that is spent performing data servicing tasks for a job
on a zIIP processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zIIP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP
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            PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSENTM is the accumulation of Normalized IND enclave CPU Time on zIIP (PGMSENTM) from all steps in a job. The
following formula is used to compute PGMSENTM from field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common Address
Space Work Record (type 30):

PGMSENTM = PGMSEPTM * PGMSUPNF

Range of Value:

JOBSENTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSENTM contains the sum of all values of JOBSENTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSENTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSENTM is included in JOBSPNTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

JOBSEPTM is the amount of actual CPU time that a job accumulates while executing independent enclaves on a zIIP
processor.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time
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            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSEPTM is the accumulation of Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time (PGMSEPTM) over all steps and intervals for a job.
PGMSEPTM contains the value input from field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common Address Space Work
Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSEPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSEPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSEPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSEPTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSEPTM is included in JOBSUPTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSEQTM - Qualified IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

JOBSEQTM contains the time that the independent enclave is associated with the current dispatchable work unit that is
qualified to run on a ZIIP processor when no zIIP processor is available in all steps for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time
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            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEQTM - Qualified IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSEQTM is the accumulation of Actual zIIP Qual. IND Enclave CPU Time (PGMSEQTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMSEQTM contains the value input from field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_QUAL of the Common Address Space
Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSEQTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSEQTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSEQTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBSEQTM is normalized so that it can be determined how much time remains not eligible for a zIIP processor.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSEQTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value
of one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75). For
accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSERVU - Service Units

JOBSERVU contains the total number of service units (TCB, SRB, I/O, and MSO) consumed by a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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 SEE ALSO:  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

            PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

            PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

            PGMSERVU - Service Units

            PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBSERVU is the accumulation of Service Units (PGMSERVU) from all the steps in a job. PGMSERVU contains the
value input from field SMF30SRV_L of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSERVU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSERVU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSERVU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Service Unit (SU) is a resource utilization measurement that can be transferred between systems. Within the
limitations of CPU time and EXCP measurement, the total number of SUs accumulated by a benchmark or production
application should be approximately the same on any MVS system. Thus, SUs provide the basis for an attractive
chargeback algorithm for installations that are concerned about budget stability across a change of processors.

System Resource Manager (SRM) exploits SU's approximate system-independence in its CPU-management algorithms.
To the extent that systems are well balanced (i.e., CPU power vs. channel capacity vs. real storage size), tuning policies
expressed in terms of SUs retain their usefulness as an installation migrates to larger MVS systems. For example, the
Interval Service Value (ISV) is the minimum amount of service an address space can expect to receive before its next
involuntary swap-out. The active IEAIPSxx member contains an ISV specification for each performance period. If the ISV
is expressed in terms of CPU seconds, then the installation would have to revise its selection of ISV values for each new
system. Because the ISV is expressed in terms of SUs, one set of ISV values suffices to represent installation policy for
any machine.

JOBSETUP - SETUP Card Present

JOBSETUP indicates whether a /*SETUP card is included with a job for JES2 or if the SETUP= parameter is specified on
a //*MAIN card for JES3. In JES3 installations, JOBSETUP is also set for any job that goes through pre-execution setup. If
a job requests SETUP, JOBSETUP contains 1, otherwise it contains 0.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 1.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBSETUP is determined by testing field SMF26INF of the Job Purge Record (type 26) with the following bit test: '.1......'.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Summarization Process:

JOBSETUP is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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None

JOBSMFLM - Job SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

JOBSMFLM contains the count of steps where an action was taken on a step's region or MEMLIMIT due to a rule defined
in SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFLIMxx).

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 See also:  PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT 

            PGMSMFLM - Job SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

Element Derivation:

JOBSMFLM is the accumulation of PGMSMFLM from all the steps of a job. To avoid inflating the value of JOBSMFLM
for long running steps with multiple interval records, JOBSMFLM only includes PGMSMFLM counts from the last interval
record for each step.

PGMSMFLM is populated based on the value of field SMF30SLM in the Storage and Paging Section of the SMF type
30 Common Address Space Work record, subtypes 2, 3, and 4. If any of bits 0-4 of field SMF30SLM are non-zero,
PGMSMFLM is set to one (1). Otherwise PGMSMFLM is set to zero.

Range of Value:

JOBSMFLM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSMFLM contains the sum of all values of JOBSMFLM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

JOBSPNTM contains the normalized CPU time that is spent performing data servicing tasks in a step on a zIIP processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zIIP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

SEE ALSO:   PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP
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            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSPNTM is the accumulation of Normalized zIIP CPU Time (PGMSPNTM) from all steps in a job. The following
formula is used to compute PGMSPNTM from field SMF30_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common Address Space Work Record
(type 30):

PGMSPNTM = PGMSUPTM * PGMSUPNF

Range of Value:

JOBSPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSPNTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

If resource allocation is active, JOBSPNTM may reflect some general processor work that was shifted to execute on zIIP
processors.

If your cost accounting strategy is to charge for normal zIIP processor CPU time, but to not charge for zIIP CPU
time associated with resource allocation, you should subtract Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time (JOBZRFTM) from
JOBSPNTM prior to applying the zIIP processor rate.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSPNTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSPNTM includes JOBSENTM and JOBSDNTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSPOFF - Job Purged Due To Spool Offload

JOBSPOFF indicates that the job was purged from the JES2 spool due to a JES2 spool offload (JOBSPOFF='1'). This
indicator is only available for jobs running in a JES2 Version 4.3.0 or higher environment.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:
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Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBSPOFF is set to a value of one (1) if the second bit of field SMF26IX2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 is
on ('.1......'B). Otherwise JOBSPOFF is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSPOFF contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSPOFF that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBSPOFF is a useful field to examine how many jobs were purged due to spool offload.

JOBSRBSU - Job SRB Service Units

JOBSRBSU contains the total number of CPU service units accumulated by a job while running under the control of
SRBs.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSERVU - Service Units

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB Time

            JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

            JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

            JOBIOSU  - Job IO Service Units

            PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

            PGMSERVU - Service Units

            PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

            PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

Element Derivation:

JOBSRBSU is the accumulation of Step SRB CPU Units (PGMSRBSU) from all the steps in a job. PGMSRBSU contains
the value input from field SMF30SRB_L of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBSRBSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSRBSU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRBSU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Service Unit (SU) is a resource utilization measurement that can be transferred between systems. Within the
limitations of CPU time and EXCP measurement, the total number of SUs accumulated by a benchmark or production
application should be approximately the same on any MVS system. Thus, SUs provide the basis for an attractive
chargeout algorithm for installations that are concerned about budget stability across a change of processors.

JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

JOBSRBTM contains the CPU time that is spent executing system code called by the application code in a job.
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Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMSRBTM - Step SRB Time

            JOBUSSTM - Job USS CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSRBTM is the accumulation of Step SRB Time (PGMSRBTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMSRBTM contains the
value input from field SMF30CPS of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBSRBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSRBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSRBTM also includes Job USS CPU TIme (JOBUSSTM). JOBUSSTM has been included in JOBSRBTM since 1992.

JOBSRSTM - Job SRB CPU Time From Service Units

JOBSRSTM contains the total SRB CPU time calculated from service units that were accumulated over all steps of the job
while under the control of SRBs.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB Time

            PGMSRBSU - SRB CPU Service Units

            PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

            SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

            WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

            JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

            PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

Element Derivation:
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JOBSRSTM is the accumulation of Step SRB CPU Time from Service Units (PGMSRSTM) from all steps in a job. The
following formula is used to compute PGMSRSTM:

PGMSRSTM=PGMSRBSU/SMFSUCPU*WLMSCSRB

Range of Value:

JOBSRSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSRSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The raw data granularity for TCB and SRB CPU times in SMF type 30 step and interval records is 1/100th of a second,
meaning that the smallest value that can be recorded is 0.01 seconds. IBM uses simple rounding when these values are
written to the SMF record:

• Steps or intervals that use less than 0.005 TCB or SRB CPU seconds are rounded down to zero.
• Steps and intervals that use any amount of CPU time between 0.005 to 0.0149 seconds are recorded as having used

exactly 0.01 seconds.

Service units provide finer granularity of CPU time usage. The calculated values for PGMTCSTM and PGMSRSTM, using
the formula above, reveal the actual utilization of steps and intervals that consume very small amounts of CPU time. For
example, a job consisting of many fast-running steps could have a JOB SRB CPU Time value of zero because each step
used less than 0.005 SRB CPU seconds. The derived JOBSRSTM value could reveal, however, that the actual utilization
was several hundredths of SRB CPU seconds.
If the CPC has power-saving and cycle-steering capabilities such as those introduced with the IBM zEnterprise z196,
and if data element PGMCAPUR is non-zero, the value in JOBSRSTM will not be accurate because of multiple valueS of
SMFSUCPU during the interval.
The value used in the calculation of PGMSRSTM could represent the SMFSUCPU value when the record was cut or the
value when the interval started (prior to the capacity change).

JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

JOBSRVEX contains the number of jobs that exceeded (i.e., completed sooner than) the turnaround requirements of their
assigned job groups.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBGROUP - Assigned Job Group

            JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

            JOBPCSEX - Pct Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

            JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, JOBSRVEX is set to 1 if the value of Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM) received for a standard
Assigned Job Group (JOBGROUP) (between 1 and 149) is less than the value of Job Turnaround Target Time
(JOBTARTM) of the next better JOBGROUP. Otherwise, JOBSRVEX is set to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBSRVEX contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRVEX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The installation-defined turnaround requirements are placed in JOBGROUP before the MICS MVS Batch and Operations
Analysis Product is installed. For example, suppose a JOBGROUP member contains the following text:

       ....

 * STANDARD  #   TARTM  SF  DESCRIPTOR

      GROUP   1     10   1  '10 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   3     30   1  '30 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   5     60   1  '1 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   7    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   8    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   9   1440   1  '1 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP  11  10080   1  '7 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

       ....

 * DEADLINE  #   SUBTOD  TURNTOD  DS  SF  DESCRIPTOR

   GROUP    150   0700     1000    1   1  'IN BY 7, OUT BY 10'

       ....

Jobs assigned to each standard GROUP are expected to turn around (according to the installation's definition) in less than
that GROUP's limit, JOBTARTM. If a job does not meet that limit, it is counted in Jobs Missing Target (JOBSRVMS).

If a job meets the limit of the next faster GROUP, it exceeds its own GROUP's service and is counted in JOBSRVEX.

The third possibility is that a job turns around within the upper and lower bounds of its GROUP, meets its service
requirement, and is counted in JOBSRVMT.

For example, suppose an installation decides that turnaround times depend only on execution class, with class A jobs
expected to finish within one hour. In the above table, all class A jobs are assigned to GROUP 5. If a class A job does turn
around in a time between ten minutes and one hour, it contributes one count to JOBSRVMT.

Jobs assigned to each deadline group are rated, not by how long they take to turn around, but by whether or not they turn
around by a certain time of day. In the above sample table, a job in GROUP 150 must turn around before 10:00 a.m. if it
is submitted before 7:00 a.m. on the same day. If the job meets this turnaround requirement, it contributes one count to
JOBSRVMT.

JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

Type:

JOBSRVMS contains the number of jobs that do not meet (i.e., completed later than) the turnaround requirements of their
assigned job groups.

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBGROUP - Assigned Job Group

            JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

            JOBPCSMS - Pct Jobs Missing Target

            JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, JOBSRVMS is set to 1 when the following conditions exist:
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• If the value of a standard Assigned Job Group (JOBGROUP) is between 1 and 149, and if the Job Turnaround Time
(JOBTURTM) received is longer than the Job Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM) expected.

• If the value of a deadline JOBGROUP is between 150 and 179), if the job comes in before the required submit time,
but turns around after the specified completion time.

Otherwise, JOBSRVMS is set to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSRVMS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRVMS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The installation-defined turnaround requirements are placed in JOBGROUP before the MICS MVS Batch and Operations
Analysis Product is installed. For example, suppose a JOBGROUP member contains the following text:

       ....

 * STANDARD  #   TARTM  SF  DESCRIPTOR

      GROUP   1     10   1  '10 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   3     30   1  '30 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   5     60   1  '1 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   7    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   8    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   9   1440   1  '1 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP  11  10080   1  '7 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

       ....

 * DEADLINE  #   SUBTOD  TURNTOD  DS  SF  DESCRIPTOR

   GROUP    150   0700     1000    1   1  'IN BY 7, OUT BY 10'

       ....

Jobs assigned to each standard GROUP are expected to turn around (according to the installation's definition) in less than
that GROUP's limit, JOBTARTM. If a job does not meet that limit, it is counted in Jobs Missing Target (JOBSRVMS).

If a job meets the limit of the next faster GROUP, it exceeds its own GROUP's service and is counted in JOBSRVEX.

The third possibility is that a job turns around within the upper and lower bounds of its GROUP, meets its service
requirement, and is counted in JOBSRVMT.

For example, suppose an installation decides that turnaround times depend only on execution class, with class A jobs
expected to finish within one hour. In the above table, all class A jobs are assigned to GROUP 5. If a class A job does turn
around in a time between ten minutes and one hour, it contributes one count to JOBSRVMT.

Jobs assigned to each deadline group are rated, not by how long they take to turn around, but by whether or not they turn
around by a certain time of day. In the above sample table, a job in GROUP 150 must turn around before 10:00 a.m. if it
is submitted before 7:00 a.m. on the same day. If the job meets this turnaround requirement, it contributes one count to
JOBSRVMT.

JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

JOBSRVMT contains the number of jobs that meet the turnaround requirements of their assigned job groups.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBGROUP - Assigned Job Group

            JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received
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            JOBPCSMT - Pct Jobs Meeting Target

            JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

            JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

At the DETAIL level, JOBSRVMT is set to 1 when the following conditions exist:

• If the value of a standard Assigned Job Group (JOBGROUP) is between 1 and 149, and if the Job Turnaround Time
(JOBTURTM) received is longer than the Job Turnaround Target Time (JOBTARTM) expected.

• If the value of a deadline JOBGROUP is between 150 and 179), if the job comes in before the required submit time,
but turns around after the specified completion time.

• If a job is submitted after the "in" and is turned around after the "out" time as defined in the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP) member, its service commitment was met. JOBSRVMT (Job Meeting Target) is set
to 1. o JOBSRVMT is set to 1 when a job is submitted after the "out" time and is turn around after the "out" time.

Otherwise, JOBSRVMT is set to 0.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSRVMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSRVMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The installation-defined turnaround requirements are placed in JOBGROUP before the MICS MVS Batch and Operations
Analysis Product is installed. For example, suppose a JOBGROUP member contains the following text:

       ....

 * STANDARD  #   TARTM  SF  DESCRIPTOR

      GROUP   1     10   1  '10 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   3     30   1  '30 MIN BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   5     60   1  '1 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   7    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   8    240   1  '4 HOUR BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP   9   1440   1  '1 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

      GROUP  11  10080   1  '7 DAY BATCH TURNAROUND'

       ....

 * DEADLINE  #   SUBTOD  TURNTOD  DS  SF  DESCRIPTOR

   GROUP    150   0700     1000    1   1  'IN BY 7, OUT BY 10'

       ....

Jobs assigned to each standard GROUP are expected to turn around (according to the installation's definition) in less than
that GROUP's limit, JOBTARTM. If a job does not meet that limit, it is counted in Jobs Missing Target (JOBSRVMS).

If a job meets the limit of the next faster GROUP, it exceeds its own GROUP's service and is counted in JOBSRVEX.

The third possibility is that a job turns around within the upper and lower bounds of its GROUP, meets its service
requirement, and is counted in JOBSRVMT.

For example, suppose an installation decides that turnaround times depend only on execution class, with class A jobs
expected to finish within one hour. In the above table, all class A jobs are assigned to GROUP 5. If a class A job does turn
around in a time between ten minutes and one hour, it contributes one count to JOBSRVMT.
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Jobs assigned to each deadline group are rated, not by how long they take to turn around, but by whether or not they turn
around by a certain time of day. In the above sample table, a job in GROUP 150 must turn around before 10:00 a.m. if it
is submitted before 7:00 a.m. on the same day. If the job meets this turnaround requirement, it contributes one count to
JOBSRVMT.

JOBSTEPS - Number of Steps

JOBSTEPS contains the total number of unique job steps encountered for the job. When multiple instances of the
same step number are encountered (for example, a job is restarted several times), each individual step adds to the
JOBSTEPS total.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO: ENDTS - End Time Stamp

           JOBCOUNT - Number of Jobs

           JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

           JOBSTEPX - Number of Steps Executed 

           PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

           PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

Element Derivation:

JOBSTEPS is the sum of Program Steps Encountered (PGMCOUNT) for all steps in a job.  When multiple interval records
are created for a long running step, PGMCOUNT is set to one (1) only for the observation representing the first interval
record.                                         

Range of Value:

JOBSTEPS ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSTEPS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSTEPS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Note that all job steps are included in data element JOBSTEPS, including steps that were flushed and did not execute.
Refer to data element Number of Steps Executed (JOBSTEPX) for the count of steps that actually executed.

MICS processing keeps all JOBxxxxx data elements for each job in the DETAIL.BAT_JS01 file until MICS encounters a
Job Purge Record (type 26) or the SUSPENDLIMIT value is
reached. When either of these two events occurs, a record is written to the DETAIL.BATJOB01 file.

The End Time Stamp (ENDTS) value for the job is the time that the job ended, and the Hour of Day (HOUR) value is
derived from ENDTS.

In any study requiring an accurate allocation of step activity to specific hours or days, you must refer to step-level file
observations.

JOBSTEPX - Number of Steps Executed

JOBSTEPX contains the total number of job steps encountered for the job that executed (were not flushed). When
multiple instances of the same non-flushed step number are encountered
(for example, a job is restarted several times), each individual step adds to the JOBSTEPX total.

Type:

Retained data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: ENDTS - End Time Stamp
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          JOBCOUNT - Number of Jobs

          JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

          JOBSTEPS - Number of Steps 

          PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

          PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

Element Derivation:

JOBSTEPX is the sum of Program Steps Executed (PGMSTEPX) for all steps in a job. PGMSTEPX is derived using the
following formula during SMF component processing:

PGMSTEPX = SUM(PGMCOUNT,-PGMFLUSH) ;   

Range of Value:

JOBSTEPX ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSTEPX contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSTEPX that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBSTEPX provides the count of job steps that actually began execution, while data element Number of Steps
(JOBSTEPS) provides the count of all steps, including steps that were flushed.

JOBSTMT - Specific Tape Mounts

JOBSTMT contains the total number of specific (i.e., a volume serial number given) magnetic tape device mounts satisfied
(as opposed to mount request issued) for a job. This data element is available only to systems running at or above MVS/
SE2, and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNSTMT - Non-Specific Tape Mounts

            PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

Element Derivation:

JOBSTMT is the accumulation of Specific Tape Mounts (PGMSTMT) from all the steps in a job. PGMSTMT contains the
value input from field SMF30TPR of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSTMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSTMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Mounts satisfied differs from mount requests issued when a job step requests a number of mounts as it begins, but
ABENDs before all the mounts are actually finished. Furthermore, only one count is accumulated if the operator mounts
an incorrect volume and then replaces it with the correct one.
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JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

JOBSUCTM contains the CPU time that is spent running eligible SUP or zIIP work on a standard CP for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSUCTM is the accumulation of zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (PGMSUCTM) over all steps and intervals for a job.
PGMSUCTM contains the value input from field SMF30_TIME_ZIIP_ON_CP of the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSUCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

The setting of the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IIPHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of
JOBSUCTM. If IIPHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zIIP-eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zIIP
processor configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBSUCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSUCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Steps that execute programs that contain Java code are considered as SUP or zIIP eligible.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSUCTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. IF SYS1.PARMLIB option PROJECTCPU=YES, all zAAP/zIIP-
eligible work will show up as zIIP eligible, and all zAAP-eligible CPU fields will be zero. There is no way to separate the
part that was zAAP from the part that was zIIP.

JOBSUCTM includes JOBSECTM and JOBSDCTM and is a subset of JOBTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.
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To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

JOBSUPTM contains the actual CPU time that is spent performing data servicing tasks in a step on a zAAP processor.

JOBSUPTM is not normalized and, therefore, can differ from PGMSPNTM (normalized zIIP CPU time) for models where
zIIP and standard CP processors execute at different speeds.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBSUPTM is the accumulation of Actual zIIP CPU Time (PGMSUPTM) over all steps and intervals for a job.
PGMSUPTM contains the value input from field SMF30_TIME_ON_ZIIP of the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSUPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSUPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSUPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBSUPTM includes both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate the part that was zAAP from the
part that was zIIP.

JOBSUPTM includes JOBSEPTM and JOBSDPTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBSUSPN - Job Suspend Status

JOBSUSPN identifies a job's suspend status. This element contains zero for jobs in the Batch Job Activity Files and a
non-zero value for jobs or other address spaces that are still being carried in the Batch Job Suspend File.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  JOBMASK - Record Construction Audit List

Element Derivation:

JOBSUSPN is a cumulative count of the number of MICS daily runs for which a job's data is maintained in the Batch Job
Suspend File. JOBSUSPN is reset to zero when the data is transferred to the Batch Job Activity Files.

Range of Value:

JOBSUSPN has a value of 1 to 99 for observations in the Batch Job Suspend File. It contains zero for observations in the
Batch Job Activity File.

Summarization Process:

JOBSUSPN is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBSUSPN is useful for daily reporting when it is necessary to use both complete job data and data for jobs still held in
suspension.

To report on the batch jobs processed yesterday, input both the Batch Job Activity and Batch Job Suspend Files. Use the
JOBSUSPN element to report either complete jobs (JOBSUSPN=0) or jobs that have been in suspend status for only one
day (JOBSUSPN=1).

      DATA;

      SET DETAIL.BATJOB01 DETAIL.BAT_JS01;

      IF JOBTYPE  EQ 1;

      IF JOBSUSPN LE 1;
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JOBSYSAB - Job System ABENDs

JOBSYSAB contains the number of steps terminated by a system ABEND.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Job Cancels

            JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

            JOBUSRAB - Job User ABENDs

            PGMSYSAB - Step System ABENDs

            TERMCODE - Termination Code

Element Derivation:

JOBSYSAB is the accumulation of Step System ABENDs (PGMSYSAB) from all the steps in a job. PGMSYSAB is
determined by testing the termination indicator (field SMF30STI) and termination code (field SMF30SCC) of the Common
Address Space Work Record (type 30).

PGMSYSAB is set to 1 if the termination code is greater than 16384 (x'4000') and less than or equal to 32768 (x'8000'),
and bit 6 (ABEND indicator) of the termination indicator field is on.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSYSAB contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSYSAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Termination Code (TERMCODE) for a system ABEND contains the value input from the SMF termination code field by
restating it as a three-digit hexadecimal number in character format, right-justified. For instance, a S0C4 ABEND appears
in TERMCODE as ' 0C4'.

Operator cancels (system abend code 122 or 222) that result in a return to the JES input queue and subsequent
reinitiation are not treated as a system abend by MICS.

JOBSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

JOBSYSIN contains the total number of card images read by the reader from DD DATA and DD * data sets for a job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

            PGMSYSIN - Interval Measurement Type

Element Derivation:

JOBSYSIN is the accumulation of PGMSYSIN from all the steps in a job. PGMSYSIN contains the value input from field
SMF30INP of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBSYSIN ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBSYSIN contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBSYSIN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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JOBSYSIN does not count JCL cards and does not differentiate between physical readers and the logical readers used by
TSO and similar online support products.

If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, JOBSYSIN is still captured even though SMF does not populate SMF30INP
for SMF type 30 interval records. MICS captures the PGMSYSIN value from the SMF type 30 subtype 4 (step end) record
and places it in the last interval record for the corresponding step.

JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

JOBTARTM contains the timespan within which a job should complete. JOBTARTM is set to a missing value for deadline,
open, and reserved job groups.

Type:

Retained data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Step Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Time

            JOBENQTM - Step Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Execution Time

            JOBGROUP - Job Group

            JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

Element Derivation:

JOBTARTM is calculated by SAS code in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#JOBGP). MICS builds #JOBGP during
installation, beginning with the installation's specifications in Job Group (prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTARTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTARTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For standard job groups, the definition of turnaround time may be installation-specific. JOBTARTM is compared to the
measured Job Turnaround Time (JOBTURTM). MICS supplies a default option whereby JOBTURTM is computed as the
sum of any or all of the following:

     JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

     JOBCVTTM - Converter Time

     JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

     JOBENQTM - Step Enqueue Time

     JOBALCTM - Step Allocation Time

     JOBEXCTM - Execution Time

     JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

     JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

Update JOBGROUP with your installation's turnaround time specification. You may also compute JOBTURTM
using installation-supplied SAS code, which supersedes the table-driven MICS calculation. Place this code in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE).
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JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

JOBTCBSU contains the total number of CPU service units accumulated by a job while running under the control of TCBs
on both standard and special processors such as zIIPs and zAAPs.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSRBSU - Job SRB Service Units

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB Time

            JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

            JOBIOSU  - Job IO Service Units

            PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

            PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

            PGMSERVU - Service Units

            PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

Element Derivation:

JOBTCBTM is the accumulation of Step TCB Service Units (PGMTCBSU) from all the steps in a job. PGMTCBSU
contains the value input from field SMF30SCU_L of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or
4).

Range of Value:

JOBTCBSU ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTCBSU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTCBSU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The Service Unit (SU) is a resource utilization measurement that can be transferred between systems. Within the
limitations of CPU time and EXCP measurement, the total number of SUs accumulated by a benchmark or production
application should be approximately the same on any z/OS system. Thus, SUs provide the basis for an attractive
chargeout algorithm for data centers that are concerned about budget stability across a change of processors.

JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

JOBTCBTM contains the CPU time that is spent executing the application code in a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

            JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBUSSTM - Job USS CPU Time

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:
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JOBTCBTM is the accumulation of Step TCB Time (PGMTCBTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMTCBTM contains the
value input from field SMF30CPT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBTCBTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTCBTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTCBTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBTCBTM contains CPU time spent executing any IFA or zIIP eligible work on a standard CP when PARMLIB member
IEAOPTxx parameters IFAHONORPRIORITY or IIPHONORPRIORITY are set to YES.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES, and
SYS1.PARMLIB option PROJECTCPU=YES, all zAAP/zIIP eligible work will show up as zIIP eligible. There is no impact
to the value in JOBTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBTCBTM also includes Job USS CPU Time (JOBUSSTM).

JOBTCNT - Total Device Connect Time

JOBTCNT contains the total amount of time that a job's I/O requests to any device are connected to a channel path for
data transfer and device control operations. This data element is available only to systems running at or above MVS/SP2,
and then only if SMF type 30 recording is active.

For systems at or above MVS/SP Version 2.2.0, JOBTCNT includes connect time for Data-In-Virtual (DIV) reads, writes,
and re-reads from/to DIV object data sets.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCCOMM - Communications Device Connect Time

            JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

            JOBCMSS  - MSS Device Connect Time

            JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

            JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

            JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

            JOBCVIO  - VIO Device Connect Time

            PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

            JOBMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time
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Element Derivation:

JOBTCNT is the accumulation of Total Device Connect Time (PGMTCNT) from all the steps in a job. PGMTCNT contains
the value input from field SMF30TCN of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTCNT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTCNT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBTCNT is an address space-level metric that includes connect time due to DD level activity, as well as address space-
related functions, such as LINKLIST library searches and fetches, catalog management activity, physical I/O to the JES2
spool, and open/close I/O other than to/from data buffers.

Device Connect Time Total (JOBCNTT) is the device connect time total for a job, which is a DD level measurement of
device connect time. This element contains the value input from the connect time value from the EXCP sections of certain
SMF records, which include only data set connect time activity.

JOBTCSTM - Job TCB CPU Time From Service Units

JOBTCSTM contains the total of TCB CPU time calculated from service units accumulated over all steps of a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time

            PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

            PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

            PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor

            WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBTCSTM is the accumulation of Step TCB CPU Time from Service Units (PGMTCBTM) from all steps in a job. The
following formula is used to compute PGMTCSTM:

PGMTCSTM=(PGMTCBSU/SMFSUCPU*WLMSCCPU) - SUM(PGMZPNTM,PGMSPNTM)

Range of Value:

JOBTCSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The raw data granularity for TCB and SRB CPU times in SMF type 30 step and interval records is 1/100th of a second,
meaning that the smallest value that can be recorded is 0.01 seconds. IBM uses simple rounding when these values are
written to the SMF record:
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• Steps or intervals that use less than 0.005 TCB or SRB CPU seconds are rounded down to zero.
• Steps and intervals that use any amount of CPU time between 0.005 to 0.0149 seconds are recorded as having used

exactly 0.01 seconds.

Service units provide finer granularity of CPU time usage. The calculated values for PGMTCSTM and PGMSRSTM, using
the formula above, reveal the actual utilization of steps and intervals that consume very small amounts of CPU time. For
example, a job consisting of many fast-running steps could have a JOB TCB CPU Time value of zero because each step
used less than 0.005 TCB CPU seconds. The derived JOBTCSTM value could reveal, however, that the actual utilization
was several hundredths of TCB CPU seconds.

TCB CPU Service Units (PGMTCBSU) includes service units accumulated by a program running under the control of
TCBs on both standard and special processors such as zIIPs and zAAPs.

Because PGMTCBSU is used in the calculation of PGMTCSTM, PGMZPNTM and PGMSPNTM must be subtracted from
PGMTCSTM.

If the CPC has power-saving and cycle-steering capabilities such as those introduced with the IBM zEnterprise z196,
and if data element PGMCAPUR is non-zero, the value in JOBTCSTM will not be accurate because of multiple values of
SMFSUCPU during the interval.

The value used in the calculation of PGMSRSTM could represent the SMFSUCPU value when the record was cut or the
value when the interval started (prior to the capacity change).

JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

JOBTDSTM is the total non-paging DASD I/O service time, for the address space and any dependent enclaves, over all
steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Total Service time is the sum of connect, disconnect, and wait time.
Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time

            JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

            PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

Element Derivation:

JOBTDSTM is calculated as follows:

    JOBTDSTM=SUM(JOBDCTM,JOBDDTM,JOBDWTM)

where JOBDCTM is the DASD connect time, JOBDDTM is the DASD disconnect time, and JOBDWTM is the DASD wait
time.

Range of Value:

JOBTDSTM may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTDSTM is set to the sum of all JOBTDSTM values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBTDVNM - JES2 NJE Transmitter Device Name

JOBTDVNM contains the name of the JES2 transmitter used to send a job on to the next NJE node.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Retained data element - CHARACTER, LENGTH 8.

SEE ALSO:  JOBNXTNN - JES2 NJE Next Node Name

Element Derivation:

JOBTDVNM contains the value input from field SMF26NDV of the JES2 Job Purge Record (type 26).

Range of Value:

This element may contain any combination of one to eight alphanumeric characters.

Summarization Process:

PGMINTVL is meaningful only at the DETAIL level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

For JES2 systems, JOBTDVNM may contain the following data:

     VALUE        Interpretation

     Lnn.JTm      NJE job transmitter 'm'  sending to an NJE

                  site via SNA or BSC line 'nn'

     Lnn.STm      NJE SYSOUT transmitter 'm'  sending to  an

                  NJE site via SNA or BSC line 'nn'

For JES3 systems, JOBTDVNM may contain the following data:

    USERID       TSO userid submitting job

    LINEID       Line name for NJP job

    DEVID        Logical device name

For either JES, a blank value in JOBTDVNM usually indicates that no Job Purge Record was processed for a job.

JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

JOBTEDST is the total non-paging DASD I/O service time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space, over
all steps of the job represented by the MICS observation. Total Service time is the sum of connect, disconnect, and wait
time. Wait time includes both control unit queue time and pending time.

Type:

Accumulated data element - TIME, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

            JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

            JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

            JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

            JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time
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            PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

Element Derivation:

JOBTEDST is calculated as follows:

    JOBTEDST=SUM(JOBEDCTM,JOBEDDTM,JOBEDWTM)

where JOBEDCTM is the enclave DASD connect time, JOBEDDTM is the enclave DASD disconnect time, and
JOBEDWTM is the enclave DASD wait time.

Range of Value:

JOBTEDST may range from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTEDST is set to the sum of all JOBTEDST values included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

JOBTGETS contains the number of lines of terminal input (that is, the number of TGETs) issued by a TSO session.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTs)

            PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

            PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTs)

Element Derivation:

JOBTGETS contains the sum of PGMTGETS from all step or interval records for a TSO session. PGMTGETS contains
the value input from field SMF30TGT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTGETS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTGETS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TGET activity is not recorded for non-TSO address spaces (for example, batch, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs). Because
MICS allows non-batch activity to be summarized in the BATJOB file and also allows job level accounting for TSO
sessions, JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS are available for BATJOB file inclusion.

You should consider activating JOBTPUTS and JOBTGETS in the BATJOB file if all of the following conditions are true:

• Use MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• Charge for TSO sessions at the job level
• Charge for JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS
• Write TSO sessions to the BATJOB file with the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) TSOJOB option

If any of these four conditions are false, then you are wasting space in the BATJOB file because JOBTGETS and
JOBTPUTS are only non-zero for TSO sessions. Because of the unlikely need for JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS in the
BATJOB file, the elements are, by default, turned off in all timespans.
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PGMTGETS and PGMTPUTS are found in the BAT_TS file. This file is restricted to TSO session step and interval activity
and will satisfy any TGET or TPUT analysis requirements you may have.

JOBTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

JOBTIHRS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time taken by a job
requesting I/O or controlling I/O resources.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

            JOBRKHRS - Real Kcore Hours

            JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

            JOBUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

            JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            JOBWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

            PGMTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

Element Derivation:

JOBTIHRS is the accumulation of Total I/O Hours (PGMTIHRS) from all the steps in a job. The value for PGMTIHRS is
set by the user in exit _OCCACT1. If no value is set, this element will contain a value of 0. The exit is called during final
processing of step data after all step-level and job-level SMF data is collected.

Range of Value:

If the default calculation is used, the value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. The range of a site-calculated JOBTIHRS element depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBTIHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTIHRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBTIHRS depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation. See the Usage Notes for
Channel Path Hours (JOBCPHRS) for discussions of several alternative calculations.

JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

Type:

JOBTOHRS is an estimate of the number of hours that tape devices were occupied by this job.

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

            JOBRKHRS - Real Kcore Hours

            JOBTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

            JOBUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

            JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            JOBWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

            PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

            PGMTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

            PGMWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

Element Derivation:
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JOBTOHRS is the accumulation of PGMTOHRS from all the steps in a job. The following formula is used to calculate the
default value of PGMTOHRS:

PGMTOHRS = (PGMMXNTA * PGMWPETM) / 3600

You can override this value by coding an alternate formula in the _OCCACT1 exit, which is called during final processing
of step data after all step-level and job-level SMF data is collected.

Range of Value:

If the default calculation is used, JOBTOHRS ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.
The range of a site-calculated PGMTOHRS element depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBTOHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTOHRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBTOHRS depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation. MICS does not claim that
the supplied default calculation is an accurate representation of the drive resource (drive count * time) that is dedicated to
a job.

The tape device may have been dynamically allocated at some point after a step began execution and dynamically
deallocated prior to step end.

Cartridge tape devices (like 3480) are included in JOBTOHRS.

JOBTPMT - JES3 MDS Tape Mounts

JOBTPMT contains the total number of tape volumes mounted. This element applies to JES3 environments only. You
must collect SMF type 25 JES3 Device Allocation Records to allow MICS to populate this data element.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBDKMT - MDS Disk Mounts

            JOBMSRQ - MDS Mass Storage Requests

            JOBNDF  - MDS GET Disk Messages

            JOBNTF  - MDS GET Tape Messages

Element Derivation:

JOBTPMT contains the value input from field SMF25NTM of the JES3 Device Allocation Record (type 25).  Multiple type
25 records for a single job are accumulated.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. If type 25
records are not processed, JOBTPMT is set to a SAS missing value.

Summarization Process:

JOBTPMT contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTPMT that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None
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JOBTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTs)

JOBTPUTS contains the number of lines of terminal output (that is, the number of TPUTs) issued by a TSO session.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

            PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETs)

            PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTs)

Element Derivation:

JOBTPUTS contains the sum of PGMTPUTS from all step or interval records for a TSO session. PGMTPUTS contains
the value input from field SMF30TPT of the Common Address Space Work Record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTPUTS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTPUTS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

TPUT activity is not recorded for non-TSO address spaces (for example, batch, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs). Because
MICS allows non-batch activity to be summarized in the BATJOB file and also allows job level accounting for TSO
sessions, JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS are available for BATJOB file inclusion.

You should consider activating JOBTPUTS and JOBTGETS in the BATJOB file if all of the following conditions are true:

• Use MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• Charge for TSO sessions at the job level
• Charge for JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS
• Write TSO sessions to the BATJOB file with the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) TSOJOB option

If any of these four conditions are false, then you are wasting space in the BATJOB file because JOBTGETS and
JOBTPUTS are only non-zero for TSO sessions. Because of the unlikely need for JOBTGETS and JOBTPUTS in the
BATJOB file, the elements are, by default, turned off in all timespans.

PGMTGETS and PGMTPUTS are found in the BAT_TS file. This file is restricted to TSO session step and interval activity
and will satisfy any TGET or TPUT analysis requirements you may have.

JOBTRANS - Total Transactions

JOBTRANS contains the total number of transactions for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO:  PGMTRANS - Total Transactions

Element Derivation:

JOBTRANS is the accumulation of Total Transactions (PGMTRANS) from all the steps in a job. PGMTRANS contains the
value input from field SMF30TRS of the SMF type 30 record.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBTRANS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTRANS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

This element is used only for TSO sessions. For all other types of work, JOBTRANS contains 0.

JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

JOBTURTM contains the total amount of time required for a job's turnaround. JOBTURTM is set to a missing value
for deadline, open, and MICS-reserved job groups. For standard job groups, the definition of turnaround time may be
unique to an installation. MICS supplies a default option whereby JOBTURTM is computed as the sum of any or all of the
following:

     JOBALCTM - Step Allocation Time

     JOBCVTTM - Converter Time

     JOBENQTM - Step Enqueue Time

     JOBEXCTM - Execution Time

     JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBALCTM - Step Allocation Time

            JOBCVTTM - Converter Time

            JOBENQTM - Step Enqueue Time

            JOBEXCTM - Execution Time

            JOBESPTM - Job Elapsed Time

            JOBGROUP - Job Group

            JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received

            JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

            JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

            JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

            JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

            JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

Element Derivation:

JOBTURTM is calculated by SAS code in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#JOBGP). MICS builds #JOBGP during
installation, beginning with the installation's specifications in Job Group (prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP)).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBTURTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBTURTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The following SAS code provides average turnaround times for standard jobs. You may wish to delete some of the filters
or add new ones, depending upon your installation's concerns.

     DATA;

 *                           Look at jobs completed yesterday;

        SET DETAIL.BATJOB01;

 *                                         Go easy on storage;

        KEEP JOBGROUP JOBTURTM;
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 *                           Look at standard job groups only;

        IF  JOBTURTM  = .;

 *                                    Skip non-execution jobs;

        IF  JOBJCLER = 0

        AND JOBFLUSH = 0

        AND JOBCOPY = '0'

        AND JOBSCAN = '0';

 *                      Skip jobs volunteering for HOLD delay;

        IF  JOBHOLD = '0';

 *                                Collect job groups together;

      PROC SORT;

        BY JOBGROUP;

 *                                              Obtain totals;

      PROC MEANS  NOPRINT;

        BY JOBGROUP;

        VAR JOBTURTM;

        OUTPUT  SUM = JOBTURTM  N = JOBCOUNT;

 *                                        Build simple report;

      DATA _NULL_;

        SET;

        AVETURTM = JOBTURTM / JOBCOUNT;

        FILE PRINT;

        PUT @10 JOBGROUP= 3.

            @30 JOBCOUNT= 4.

            @50 AVETURTM= COMMA5. ;

JOBTYPE - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE SA)

JOBTYPE identifies whether the program executed was a batch job step, TSO session, started task, APPC/MVS ASCH
scheduled transaction program (TP), or an OpenEdition MVS address space. The following values of JOBTYPE represent
the following MVS workload types:

           JOBTYPE    MVS Workload Type

           -------    -----------------------------------

              1         Batch

              2         TSO

              3         Started Task

              4         APPC/MVS Transaction Program (TP)

              5         OpenEdition MVS Address Space

              6         System Address

Type:

Retained - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER value.

SEE ALSO:  PGMTYPE - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

Element Derivation:

JOBTYPE is set equal to PGMTYPE for the records used in constructing the BATJOB observation.

Range of Value:

1 to 6.

Summarization Process:

JOBTYPE contains the last value of JOBTYPE processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

By default, the BATJOB file only contains batch jobs, so JOBTYPE is always 1. prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) allows
options that allow NJE SYSOUT, "late" SYSOUT, TSO, STC, APPC and OpenEdition MVS workloads to also be included
in the BATJOB file. When one or more of these options is used, JOBTYPE allows you to differentiate between the
workloads that contributed to your BATJOB file.

JOBUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

JOBUIHRS is a reserved data element into which a site may put its estimate of the amount of time a job requests I/O or
controls I/O resources, after making allowances for concurrent activity.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCPHRS - Channel Path Hours

            JOBRKHRS - Real Kcore Hours

            JOBTIHRS - Total I/O Hours

            JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

            JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            JOBWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

            PGMUIHRS - Used I/O Hours

Element Derivation:

JOBUIHRS is the accumulation of Used I/O Hours (PGMUIHRS) from all the steps in a job. You may override this value by
placing code in the _OCCACT1 exit. The exit is called during final processing of step data after all step-level and job-level
SMF data are collected.

Range of Value:

If the default calculation is used, the value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only
by practical bounds. The range of a site-calculated JOBUIHRS element depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBUIHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBUIHRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBUIHRS depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation. See the Usage Notes for
Channel Path Hours (JOBCPHRS) for discussions of several alternative calculations.

JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt

In the DETAIL timespan, JOBUKCAD contains a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has data element
PGMUKCAD set to a value of one (1).

The step level data element PGMUKCAD is set to one if the address space made one or more attempts to create a user
key Common Area Dataspace (CADS). After z/OS V2R3, programs will not be permitted to create user key CADS.

Note that IBM APAR OA53355 must be applied to enable the auditing of programs for user key storage activity that will
not be permitted after z/OS V2R3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.
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SEE ALSO: JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

          JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled

          JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

          PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

Element Derivation:

JOBUKCAD is set to a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has a non-zero value for data element
PGMUKCAD. Otherwise, JOBUKCAD contains a value of zero.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUKCAD contains the sum of all values of JOBUKCAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The descriptive text in IBM APAR OA53355 states that the allocating, obtaining, and changing common areas of virtual
storage, such that the storage is in user key (8-15), will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.

Once IBM APAR OA53355 is applied, information is provided in SMF type 30 address space records that identifies
address spaces that are interacting with user key storage in ways that will not be allowed after z/OS V2R3.

JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt 

In the DETAIL timespan, JOBUKCSA contains a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has data element
  PGMUKCSA set to a value of one (1). The step level data element PGMUKCSA is set to one if the address space made
one or more attempts to obtain user key Common Storage Area (CSA) storage. After z/OS V2R3, programs will not be
permitted to obtain user key CSA storage.

Note that IBM APAR OA53355 must be applied to enable the auditing of programs for user key storage activity that will
not be permitted after z/OS V2R3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt 

          JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled

          JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

          PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

Element Derivation:

JOBUKCSA is set to a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has a non-zero value for data element
PGMUKCSA. Otherwise, JOBUKCSA contains a value of zero.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUKCSA contains the sum of all values of JOBUKCSA processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The descriptive text in IBM APAR OA53355 states that the allocating, obtaining, and changing common areas of virtual
storage, such that the storage is in user key (8-15), will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.

Once IBM APAR OA53355 is applied, information is provided in SMF type 30 address space records that identifies
address spaces that are interacting with user key storage in ways that
will not be allowed after z/OS V2R3.

JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled   

In the DETAIL timespan, JOBUKENB contains a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has data
element PGMUKENB set to a value of one (1).

The step level data element PGMUKENB is set to one if the SMF type 30 address space record has a bit on indicating
that IBM APAR OA53355 is applied, meaning that programs are audited to see if they are making use of user key storage
in ways that will not be permitted after z/OS V2R3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt 

          JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt

          JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

          PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

Element Derivation:

JOBUKENB is set to a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has a non-zero value for data element
PGMUKENB. Otherwise, JOBUKENB contains a value of zero.

Range of Value:

JOBUKENB ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUKENB contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBUKENB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The descriptive text in IBM APAR OA53355 states that the allocating, obtaining, and changing common areas of virtual
storage, such that the storage is in user key (8-15), will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.

Once IBM APAR OA53355 is applied, information is provided in SMF type 30 address space records that identifies
address spaces that are interacting with user key storage in ways that
will not be allowed after z/OS V2R3.

When JOBUKENB is non-zero, it means that the address space is executing in an environment where IBM APAR
OA53355 is applied, and that three different behaviors that will not be
permitted after z/OS V2R3 will be flagged if detected.

Look for non-zero values in the other data elements listed in the SEE ALSO section to identify jobs that require attention if
you want them to run after z/OS V2R3.

JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt 

In the DETAIL timespan, JOBUKESQ contains a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has data
element PGMUKESQ set to a value of one (1).

The step level data element PGMUKESQ is set to one if the address space made one or more attempts to change the key
of a common Extended System Queue Area (ESQA) to a user key
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using the CHANGKEY macro. After z/OS V2R3, programs will not be permitted to change the key of an ESQA to a user
key.

Note that IBM APAR OA53355 must be applied to enable the auditing of programs for user key storage activity that will
not be permitted after z/OS V2R3.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

SEE ALSO: JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

          JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt

          JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled

          PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

Element Derivation:

JOBUKESQ is set to a value of one (1) if any step or interval record for the job has a non-zero value for data element
PGMUKESQ. Otherwise, JOBUKESQ contains a value of zero.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or 1. At higher levels of summarization, its value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUKESQ contains the sum of all values of JOBUKESQ processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The descriptive text in IBM APAR OA53355 states that the allocating, obtaining and changing common areas of virtual
storage, such that the storage is in user key (8-15),
will not be supported after z/OS V2R3.

Once IBM APAR OA53355 is applied, information is provided in SMF type 30 address space records that identifies
address spaces that are interacting with user key storage in ways that
will not be allowed after z/OS V2R3.

JOBUNSPN - Job Went thru UNSPUN During Execution

JOBUNSPN indicates that the job had SYSOUT that could not be spun because the Job Output Table (JOT) was full. If
the JOT is full, spin processing can't proceed, and the SYSOUT is considered 'UNSPUN'. This indicator is only available
for jobs running in a JES2 Version 4.3.0 or higher environment.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBUNSPN is set to a value of one (1) if the third bit of field SMF26IX2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 is on
('..1.....'B). Otherwise JOBUNSPN is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBUNSPN contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBUNSPN that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

When a SYSOUT data set with FREE=CLOSE is closed, an attempt is made to 'SPIN' it off to be eligible for printing
without having to wait for the job to finish execution. This involves building a Job Output Element (JOE). The JOE
represents the SYSOUT data set, for an output device to be selected.

If spin processing cannot obtain a JOE, because the JOT is full, spin processing will stop, and during that time, UNSPUN
has occurred. So when there is a delay in spin processing, because the JOT is unavailable, the SYSOUT is considered
'UNSPUN'.

JOBUNSPN is a useful field to examine how many jobs had SYSOUT that could not be spun because the Job Output
Table (JOT) was full, spin processing could not proceed, and the SYSOUT was considered 'UNSPUN'.

JOBUSIFG - Job IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

JOBUSIFG contains the count of steps where rules in SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFLIMxx) were bypassed because an output flag
was set in the IEFUSI exit.

Type:

Accumulated data element -- NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 See also:  JOBSMFLM - Job SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

            PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count  

Element Derivation:

JOBUSIFG is the accumulation of PGMUSIFG from all the steps of a job. To avoid inflating the value of JOBUSIFG for
long running steps with multiple interval records, JOBUSIFG only includes PGMUSIFG counts from the last interval record
for each step. PGMUSIFG is populated based on the value of field SMF30SLM in the Storage and Paging Section of
the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work record, subtypes 2, 3, and 4. If bit 5 of field SMF30SLM is non-zero,
PGMUSIFG is set to one (1). Otherwise PGMUSIFG is set to zero.

Range of Value:

JOBUSIFG ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUSIFG contains the sum of all values of JOBUSIFG processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBUSRAB - Job User ABENDs

JOBUSRAB contains the number of steps terminated by a user ABEND.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBCANCL - Job Cancels

            JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

            JOBSYSAB - Job System ABENDs

            PGMUSRAB - Step User ABENDs

            TERMCODE - Termination Code

Element Derivation:
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JOBUSRAB is the accumulation of Step User ABENDs (PGMUSRAB) from all the steps in a job. PGMUSRAB is
determined by testing the termination indicator (field SMF30STI) and termination code (field SMF30SCC) of the Common
Address Space Work Record (type 30).

PGMUSRAB is set to 1 if the termination code is greater than 32768 (x'8000') and bit 6 (ABEND indicator) of the
termination indicator field is on.

Range of Value:

In DETAIL, this element has a value of 0 or one. In higher time-spans, the value ranges from a minimum of 0 to a
maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUSRAB contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBUSRAB that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Termination Code (TERMCODE) for a user ABEND contains the value input from the SMF termination code field by
subtracting x'8000' from the SMF value and then restating the result as a hexadecimal number in character format.

JOBUSRxx - User Field x (01 - 30)

The JOBUSRxx series of data elements is available for installation-specific requirements. It is purposely been set up in
SAS array format for your use.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is REAL NUMBER. The SAS length is 4 bytes at the DETAIL
level and 5 at higher levels (if applicable).

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

You may load the JOBUSRxx elements from any user exit.

Range of Value:

These elements may contain any SAS numeric value.

Summarization Process:

If any or all of the JOBUSRxx elements are summarized at higher levels, each contains the sum of all of its own values
encountered during the summarization process.

Usage Notes:

JOBUSR01 through JOBUSR30 are not carried In sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN). If your installation needs to
carry one or more of these elements at the DETAIL level or higher, you must appropriately update SMFGENIN for that
data element, and you must regenerate the MICS MVS Batch and Operations Analysis Product.

JOBUSSTM - Job USS CPU Time

JOBUSSTM is the CPU Time accumulated for OMVS Services by the process under measurement for the step.

JOBUSSTM is not populated for System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) file observations created for system address
spaces (PGMTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time
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            OEPUSSTM - USS CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBUSSTM is the accumulation of Step USS CPU Time (PGMUSSTM) over all steps and intervals for a job. PGMUSSTM
contains the value input from field SMF30OST of the Common Address Space Work record.

Range of Value:

JOBUSSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBUSSTM contains the sum of all values of PGMUSSTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The value in JOBUSSTM is included in Step TCB CPU Time (PGMTCBTM) or Step SRB CPU Time (PGMSRBTM).
PGMUSSTM was always included in PGMTCBTM or PGMSRBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

JOBVKHRS contains a measure of the virtual storage resource used by a job. Its value is the product of the number of
kilobytes GETMAINed by this address space and the number of hours of pseudo-elapsed (occupancy) time accumulated
by the step.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

            PGMVKHRS - Virtual Kcore Hours

            PGMWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

Element Derivation:

JOBVKHRS is the accumulation of Virtual Kcore Hours (PGMVKHRS) from all the steps in a job. If the step runs V=R,
then PGMVKHRS is set to zero; otherwise, the following formula is used to calculate the value of PGMVKHRS:

    PGMVKHRS = ((PGMSTBOT+PGMSTTOP)*PGMWPETM)/3600

The value for Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time (PGMWPETM) is set in the exit, _WPECALC. If no value is set, this
element is set to the value of Step Residency Time (PGMRESTM).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBVKHRS contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBVKHRS that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

One unit of JOBVKHRS represents the occupancy of 1K of VIRTUAL storage for one hour. The measure of VS quantity
is derived from the high water marks of problem program address space (i.e., program code and data areas) and LSQA
space. No attempt is made to account for space that was GETMAINed and then FREEMAINed. On the other hand,
PGMSTTOP and PGMSTBOT measure only VS obtained below the 16M line, so Extended Private VS is ignored in an
MVS/SP system. The effect is to charge the step as though it held only MVS/370 VS, but to charge for the maximum held,
not the average.

The other unit of JOBVKHRS is the occupancy time. The default value (PGMWPETM = PGMRESTM) represents the
amount of time an address space resides on the Service Resource Manager's IN queue, which is neither the time the step
is active nor the time it is ready to do work.

JOBWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

Several software products are available to measure particular aspects of a batch job's or TSO user's activity. A product
may generate SMF data in its own SMF-type record (e.g., TSO/MON) or it may add fields to or alter the meaning of
fields in existing SMF records. Subsystem-specific records probably merit their own component in the MICS database.
Peculiar fields in otherwise standard records, however, are more easily treated as part of an otherwise standard database.
JOBWPETM is a reserved data element for user computation of a time value from such fields. Unless an installation takes
special action, JOBWPETM contains the value of Job Residency Time (JOBRESTM).

Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

SEE ALSO:  JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

            PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

Element Derivation:

JOBWPETM is the accumulation of Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time (PGMWPETM) from all the steps in a job. You
may override this value by placing code in the _WPECALC exit. The exit is called during final processing of step data after
all step- and job-level SMF data are collected.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The range of
an installation-calculated JOBWPETM depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBWPETM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBWPETM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBWPETM depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation.

JOBWSRU - System Resource Units

Several software products are available to measure particular aspects of a batch job's or TSO user's activity. A product
may generate SMF data in its own SMF-type record (e.g., TSO/MON) or it may add fields to or alter the meaning of
fields in existing SMF records. Subsystem-specific records probably merit their own component in the MICS database.
Peculiar fields in otherwise standard records, however, are more easily treated as part of an otherwise standard database.
JOBWSRU is a reserved data element for user computation of a system resource absorption value from such fields.
Unless an installation takes special action, JOBWSRU contain a SAS missing value.
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Type:

Computed data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBSRBTM - Job SRB Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB Time

            PGMWPETM - Pseudo-Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

            PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

Element Derivation:

JOBWSRU is the accumulation of System Resource Units (PGMWSRU) from all the steps in a job. You may override this
value by placing code in the _WPECALC exit. The exit is called during final processing of step data after all step- and job-
level SMF data are collected.

Range of Value:

If the default is used, JOBWSRU should contain a SAS missing value. The range of an installation-calculated JOBWSRU
depends on the details of the calculation used.

Summarization Process:

JOBWSRU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBWSRU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The use and value of JOBWSRU depend on the data used and the validity of the derivation. The most common choice
is probably some variant on the System Resource Manager (SRM) service unit concept, such that JOBWSRU is a linear
combination of Job TCB Time (JOBTCBTM), Job SRB Time (JOBSRBTM), and some set of data elements that measure
utilization of I/O devices and/or memory.

JOBXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

JOBXCSTM contains TCB and SRB CPU time minus all special processor eligible CPU time accumulated for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBXCSTM is the accumulation of TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible (PGMXCSTM) over all steps and intervals
for a job. PGMXCSTM is calculated using the following formula:

PGMXCSTM = PGMCPUTM - SUM(PGMZACTM,PGMSUCTM)
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Range of Value:

JOBXCSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBXCSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXCSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) and z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) are considered specialty
engines. The zAAP processor is designed to run JAVA workloads and the zIIP processor is designed to run data base
servicing workloads such as DB2.

If, at any time, there is no special processor available to execute special processor eligible work, work is then dispatched
to run on a standard CP and any CPU time that is accumulated is included in PGMTCBTM.

JOBXCSTM can be used to charge for CPU time without any accumulated special processor time.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBXPR - Print Records Written To Spool

JOBXPR contains the number of output lines written to the JES spool.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR - Logical Writer Records

            JOBXPU - Punch Records Written To Spool

            JOBXRD - Cards Read From Spool

Element Derivation:

JOBXPR contains the value input from field SMF26XLN of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBXPR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXPR that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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JOBXPR counts lines in all print-directed SYSOUT data sets produced by a job, including JCL echo listings and JES logs
as well as output generated by problem programs. The print or punch character of each data set is determined by its
SYSOUT class and the declaration of that class at JES initialization time.

The difference between JOBXPR and Logical Writer Records (JOBNLR) is the difference between the input and output
sides of a duplicating machine. JOBXPR tallies the number of lines written to the spool, whether or not any or all of the
SYSOUT is eventually printed. JOBNLR tallies the number of lines written out of the spool, including additional counts for
each copy.

JOBXPU - Punch Records Written To Spool

Type:

JOBXPU contains the number of output card images written to the JES spool.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR - Logical Writer Records

            JOBXPR - Print Records Written To Spool

            JOBXRD - Cards Read From Spool

Element Derivation:

JOBXPU contains the value input from field SMF26XPU of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBXPU contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXPU that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBXPU counts card images in all punch-directed SYSOUT data sets produced by a job. The print or punch character of
each data set is determined by its SYSOUT class and the declaration of that class at JES initialization time.

The difference between JOBXPU and Logical Writer Records (JOBNLR) is the difference between the input and output
sides of a duplicating machine. JOBXPU tallies the number of cards written to the spool, whether or not any or all of the
SYSOUT is eventually punched. JOBNLR tallies the number of cards written out of the spool, including additional counts
for each copy.

JOBXRD - Cards Read From Spool

JOBXRD contains the number of card images read from the JES spool, including both JCL and SYSIN images.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is INTEGER.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBNLR - Logical Writer Records

            JOBXPU - Punch Records Written To Spool

            JOBXPR - Print Records Written to Spool

Element Derivation:
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JOBXRD contains the value input from field SMF26ICD of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 and JES3.

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBXRD contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXRD that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The JCL images counted by JOBXRD are those passed through the reader, not the images resulting from expansion of
PROCs.

JOBXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

JOBXTSTM contains TCB CPU time minus all special processor eligible CPU time accumulated for a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time

            JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

            PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

            PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBXTSTM is the accumulation of TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible (PGMXTSTM) over all steps and intervals
for a job. PGMXTSTM is calculated using the following formula:

PGMXTSTM = PGMTCBTM - SUM(PGMZACTM,PGMSUCTM)

Range of Value:

JOBXTSTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBXTSTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXTSTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) and z9 Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) are considered specialty
engines. The zAAP processor is designed to run JAVA workloads and the zIIP processor is designed to run data base
servicing workloads such as DB2.
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If, at any time, there is no special processor available to execute special processor eligible work, work is dispatched to
run on a standard CP and special processor eligible CPU time that is accumulated is included in Job TCB CPU Time
(JOBTCBTM).

JOBXTSTM can be used to charge for CPU time without any accumulated special processor time.

JOBXTSTM may contain a negative value. zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (PGMZACTM) may contain values that
are slightly greater than TCB CPU Time (PGMTCBTM) for programs that are completely zAAP eligible. This is due to a
rounding problem in the raw data metric, SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP of the Common Address Space Work record (type
30).

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBXWRTR - Job Had Sysout Processed by Ext Writer

JOBXWRTR indicates that the job had SYSOUT data that was processed by an external writer rather than JES. An
external writer is an IBM or installation-written program. This indicator is only available for jobs running in a JES2 Version
4.3.0 or higher environment.

This data element is not populated for Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file observations created for system address
spaces (JOBTYPE=6).

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

SEE ALSO:  Not applicable

Element Derivation:

JOBXWRTR is set to a value of one (1) if the fourth bit of field SMF26IX2 of the Job Purge Record (type 26) for JES2 is
on ('...1....'B). Otherwise JOBXWRTR is set to a value of zero (0).

Range of Value:

The value of this element ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Bit  Meaning When Set

--- -----------------------------------------------------

 0    Job delayed due to duplicate job name

 1    Job purged as a result of spool offload

 2    Job went through unspun in its lifetime

 3    Job had at least one JOE purged due to PSO/SAPI

If the job ran in an earlier JES2 environment, or was processed in a JES3 environment, JOBUNSPN=' '.

Summarization Process:

JOBXWRTR contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBXWRTR that were included in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

JOBXWRTR is a useful field to examine how many jobs had at least one Job Output Element (JOE) purged due to
Process SYSOUT / SYSOUT Application Program Interface (PSO/SAPI).

JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

JOBZACTM is the amount of CPU time that is accumulated while running eligible zAAP work on a standard CP in a job.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZACTM is the accumulation of zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (PGMZACTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMZACTM contains the value input from field SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP of the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBZACTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

The setting of the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IFAHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of
JOBZACTM. If IFAHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zAAP-eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zIIP
processor configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBZACTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZACTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Jobs that execute programs that contain Java code are considered as IFA or zAAP eligible.

JOBZACTM may contain values that are slightly greater than JOBTCBTM for jobs that execute programs that are
completely zAAP eligible. This is due to a rounding problem in the raw data metric, SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP of the
Common Address Space Work record (type 30).
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In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZACTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSUCTM.

JOBZACTM includes JOBZECTM and JOBZDCTM and is a subset of JOBTCBTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

Type:

JOBZAPTM is the amount of actual CPU time that is accumulated while executing Java application code in a JOB on a
zAAP processor.

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZTCTM - Total zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZAPTM is the accumulation of CPU Time on zAAP (PGMZAPTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMZAPTM contains
the value input from field SMF30_TIME_ON_IFA of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBZAPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.
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Summarization Process:

JOBZAPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZAPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZAPTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSUPTM.

JOBZAPTM includes JOBZEPTM and JOBZDPTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

JOBZCBAC contains the total number of compressed bytes output from the zEDC feature for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCBAC is the accumulation of PGMZCBAC from all the steps in a job. PGMZCBAC contains the value input from field
SMF30_US_Def_ComprOut of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCBAC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCBAC contains the sum of all values of JOBZCBAC processed in the level of summarization.
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Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

JOBZCBAD contains the total number of decompressed bytes output from the zEDC feature for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCBAD is the accumulation of PGMZCBAD from all the steps in a job. PGMZCBAD contains the value input from field
SMF30_US_Inf_DecomprOut of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCBAD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCBAD contains the sum of all values of JOBZCBAD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

The JOBZCBAD data element is useful for determining the zEDC feature compression efficiency when compared to the
zEDC Bytes Before Decompression (JOBZCBBD) data element.

JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

JOBZCBBC contains the total number of uncompressed bytes input to the zEDC feature for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio
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          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCBBC is the accumulation of PGMZCBBC from all the steps in a job. PGMZCBBC contains the value input from field
SMF30_US_Def_UncomprIn of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCBBC ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCBBC contains the sum of all values of JOBZCBBC processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

JOBZCBBD contains the total number of compressed bytes input to the zEDC feature for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCBBD is the accumulation of PGMZCBBD from all the steps in a job. PGMZCBBD contains the value input from
field SMF30_US_Inf_ComprIn of the zEDC Usage Statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCBBD ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCBBD contains the sum of all values of JOBZCBBD processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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The JOBZCBBD data element is useful for determining the zEDC feature compression efficiency when compared to the
zEDC Bytes After Decompression (JOBZCBAD) data element.

JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

JOBZCCNT is the count of steps or intervals that had at least one zEDC feature compression or decompression request.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCCNT is the accumulation of PGMZCCNT PGMZCCNT is set to one (1) if the value of data element zEDC Total
Comp/Decomp Requests (PGMZCTCR) is greater than zero.

Range of Value:

JOBZCCNT ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCCNT contains the sum of all values of JOBZCCNT processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

JOBZCCRT contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data compressed by the zEDC feature for the job.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is positive real number.

See also: PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time
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          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCCRT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF JOBZCBAC THEN JOBZCCRT=JOBZCBBC/JOBZCBAC ;

 ELSE JOBZCCRT= . ;

For jobs that do not use the zEDC feature, JOBZCCRT is assigned a missing value (.).

Range of Value:

JOBZCCRT can be any real number greater than or equal to 1, or a missing value.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCCRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBZCCRT is useful to determine the data compression efficiency of the zEDC feature for data output from the job. Any
value greater than one (1) indicates that some degree of compression was achieved. Values exceeding two (2) mean that
more than 50% space was saved.

JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

JOBZCDRT contains the ratio of uncompressed to compressed bytes of data decompressed by the zEDC feature for the
job.

Type:

Computed data element - Numeric, measurement unit is positive real number.

See also: PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCDRT is computed using the following algorithm:

 IF JOBZCBBD THEN JOBZCDRT=JOBZCBAD/JOBZCBBD ;

 ELSE JOBZCDRT= . ;

For jobs that do not use the zEDC feature, JOBZCDRT is assigned a missing value (.).

Range of Value:
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JOBZCDRT can be any real number greater than or equal to 1, or a missing value.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCDRT contains the result of the computation described in ELEMENT DERIVATION. The value is recomputed at
each level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBZCDRT is useful to determine the data compression efficiency of the zEDC feature for data input to jobs.

JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

JOBZCPCR contains the total number of problem-state zEDC compression and decompression requests for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCPCR is the accumulation of PGMZCPCR from all the steps in a job. PGMZCPCR contains the value input from
field SMF30_US_ComprReq_Prob of the zEDC Usage Statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record
(type 30, subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCPCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCPCR contains the sum of all values of JOBZCPCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

JOBZCQTM contains the total elapsed queue time, in seconds, that the job waited for the zEDC feature.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression
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          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCQTM is the accumulation of PGMZCQTM from all the steps in a job. PGMZCQTM contains the value input from
field SMF30_US_QueueTime of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCQTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCQTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZCQTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

JOBZCSCR contains the total number of supervisor-state zEDC compression and decompression requests for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCSCR is the accumulation of PGMZCSCR from all the steps in a job. PGMZCSCR value is computed during raw
data read-up by subtracting zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests (PGMZCPCR) from zEDC Total Compression
Requests (PGMZCTCR).

Range of Value:

JOBZCSCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:
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JOBZCSCR contains the sum of all values of JOBZCSCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

JOBZCTCR contains the total number of zEDC compression and decompression requests (both supervisor-state and
problem-state) for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is integer.

See also: PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

Element Derivation:

JOBZCTCR is the accumulation of PGMZCTCR from all the steps in a job. PGMZCTCR contains the value input from
field SMF30_US_ComprReq of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCTCR ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCTCR contains the sum of all values of JOBZCTCR processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

JOBZCXTM contains the total execution time, in seconds, used by the zEDC feature for compression and decompression
actions for the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

See also: PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

          JOBAVZBR - zEDC Avg Non-Comp Bytes per Request

          JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

          JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

          JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression
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          JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

          JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

          JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

          JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

          JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

          JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

          JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

Element Derivation:

JOBZCXTM is the accumulation of PGMZCXTM from all the steps in a job. PGMZCXTM contains the value input from
field SMF30_US_ExecTime of the zEDC usage statistics section in the Common Address Space Work record (type 30,
subtypes 2, 3, 4, or 6).

Range of Value:

JOBZCXTM ranges from a minimum of zero to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZCXTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZCXTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

None

JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on CP

JOBZDCTM is the amount of zAAP-eligible CPU time that is accumulated by dependent enclaves associated with the job
on a standard CP.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:
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JOBZDCTM is the accumulation of zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP (PGMZDCTM) over all steps and intervals for
a job. PGMZDCTM contains the value input from the SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_CP field in the Common
Address Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBZDCTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds. The setting of the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IFAHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of JOBZDCTM. If
IFAHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zAAP-eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zAAP processor
configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBZDCTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZDCTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Jobs that execute programs that contain Java code are considered as IFA or zAAP eligible.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZDCTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSDCTM.

JOBZDCTM is included in JOBZACTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

JOBZDNTM contains the normalized dependent enclave CPU time that is spent executing the Java application code for a
job on a zAAP processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zAAP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time
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            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZDNTM is the accumulation of Normalized DEP enclave CPU Time on zAAP (PGMZDNTM) from all
the steps in a job. PGMZPNTM is calculated using the following formula to compute PGMZDNTM from field
SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30):

PGMZDNTM = PGMZDPTM * PGMZAPNF

Range of Value:

JOBZPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZPNTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZDNTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSDNTM.

JOBZDNTM is included in JOBZPNTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

JOBZDPTM is the amount of actual CPU time that is accumulated by dependent enclaves associated with the job while
executing on a IFA or zAAP processor.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time
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            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZDPTM is the accumulation of DEP Enclave CPU Time on IFA (PGMZDPTM) over all steps and intervals for a job.
PGMZDPTM contains the value input from field SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA of the Common Address Space
Work record (type 30).

Range of Value:

JOBZDPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZDPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZDPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZDPTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSDPTM.

JOBZDPTM is included in JOBZAPTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

JOBZECTM is the amount of zAAP-eligible CPU time that a step accumulates while executing independent enclaves on a
standard CP.

Type:
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Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZECTM is the accumulation of zAAP Enclave CPU Time on a CP (PGMZECTM) from all the steps in a job.
PGMZECTM contains the value input from the SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_CP field in the Common Address
Space Work record (type 30, subtypes 2, 3, or 4).

Range of Value:

JOBZECTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

The setting of the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) IFAHONORPRIORITY=YES|NO parameter will affect the contents of
JOBZACTM. If IFAHONORPRIORITY=NO, any zAAP-eligible work will not run on a standard CP unless there is no zAAP
processor configured in the complex.

Summarization Process:

JOBZECTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZECTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

Jobs that execute programs that contain Java code are considered as IFA or zAAP eligible.

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZECTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSECTM.

JOBZECTM is included in JOBZACTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.
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You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

JOBZENTM contains the normalized independent enclave CPU time that is spent executing the Java application code for
a job on a zAAP processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zAAP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            JOBSENTM - Normalized IND Enclave zIIP CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZENTM is the accumulation of Normalized CPU Time on zAAP (PGMZPNTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMZPNTM
is calculated using the following formula to compute PGMZPNTM from field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA of the
Common Address Space Work record (type 30):

PGMZENTM = PGMZEPTM * PGMZAPNF

Range of Value:

JOBZENTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZENTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZENTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZENTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSENTM.

JOBZENTM is included in JOBZPNTM.
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All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

JOBZEPTM is the amount of actual CPU time that a job accumulates while executing independent enclaves on a zAAP
processor.

Type:

Accumulated data element - NUMERIC, measurement unit is SAS TIME value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized DEP Enclave zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZEPTM is the accumulation of Enclave CPU Time on zAAP (PGMZEPTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMZEPTM
contains the value input from field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA of the Common Address Space Work record (type
30).

Range of Value:

JOBZEPTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZEPTM contains the sum of all occurrences of JOBZEPTM that were included in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZEPTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSEPTM.

JOBZEPTM is included in JOBZAPTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

JOBZPNTM contains the normalized CPU time that is spent executing the Java application code for a job on a zAAP
processor.

Normalization means that, for models where processors execute at different speeds, the time used on zAAP processors is
modified to be close to the equivalent time on a standard CP processor.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

            JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

            JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

            PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

            PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZPNTM is the accumulation of Normalized CPU Time on zAAP (PGMZPNTM) from all the steps in a job. PGMZPNTM
is calculated using the following formula to compute PGMZPNTM from field SMF30_TIME_ON_IFA of the Common
Address Space Work Record (type 30):
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PGMZNPTM = PGMZAPTM * PGMZAPNF

Range of Value:

JOBZPNTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZPNTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZPNTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

In a zIIP-only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
JOBZPNTM will contain zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in the zIIP CPU time field JOBSPNTM.

JOBZPNTM includes JOBZENTM and JOBZDNTM.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZRATM - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

JOBZRATM contains the total normalized zIIP CPU time for all steps and intervals of the job that executed while resource
allocation was active. JOBZRATM is set to 0 if resource allocation was inactive for all steps and intervals of the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBPCRA  - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

            JOBCRATM - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZRATM is the accumulation of PGMZRATM from all the steps in a job. PGMZRATM is set to the value PGMSPNTM
for intervals and steps where resource allocation was active.

Range of Value:

JOBZRATM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZRATM contains the sum of all values of JOBZRATM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:
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JOBZRATM represents the amount of normalized zIIP processor CPU time used for steps and intervals where resource
allocation was active.

Theoretically, JOBZRATM should be greater than or equal to Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time (JOBZRFTM).

JOBZRFTM is calculated from the amount of general purpose processor CPU time consumed by steps or intervals while
resource allocation was active. Based on the Job CP Resource Allocation Percent, (JOBPCRA), a percentage of the
general processor CPU time should have been shifted to execute on zIIP processor engines.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

JOBZRFTM is a calculated data element that represents the theoretical amount of general processor CPU time that
should have been dispatched on zIIP processors for the job due to resource allocation.

JOBZRFTM is set to 0 if resource allocation was inactive for all steps and intervals of the job.

Type:

Accumulated - Numeric, measurement unit is SAS time value.

 SEE ALSO:  JOBPCRA  - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

            PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

            JOBCRATM - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBZRATM - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

            JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

            PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

Element Derivation:

JOBZRFTM is the accumulation of PGMZRFTM from all the steps in a job.

Range of Value:

JOBZRFTM ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum that is limited only by practical bounds.

Summarization Process:

JOBZRFTM contains the sum of all values of JOBZRFTM processed in the level of summarization.

Usage Notes:

JOBZRFTM is provided as a metric to compare with Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time (JOBZRATM).

JOBZRFTM represents the sum of PGMZRFTM over all steps and intervals of the job. The calculation of PGMZRFTM
is based on the amount of general processor CPU time consumed (PGMCRATM) and the resource allocation percent
(PGMPCRA).
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Some workloads have work that is dispatched on zIIP processors regardless of the resource allocation status. When
resource allocation is active, steps with zIIP eligible work will reflect zIIP CPU time that is a combination of normal zIIP
activity and zIIP activity due to resource allocation. Total zIIP processor CPU time is captured in data element Normalized
zIIP CPU Time (JOBSPNTM).

If your cost accounting strategy is to charge for normal zIIP processor CPU time, but to not charge for zIIP CPU time
associated with resource allocation, you should subtract JOBZRFTM from JOBSPNTM prior to applying the zIIP
processor rate.

All step and job level CPU time values are adjusted to reflect consistent values for workloads that execute on CPCs with
power-saving or cycle-steering capabilities. On these CPCs, when power is reduced, a greater quantity of CPU time is
required to accomplish a unit of work, even though the same amount of work is accomplished.

To provide consistent CPU time measurements for steps and jobs, all raw data CPU time values are multiplied by an
adjustment factor before storing them as MICS data elements. This adjustment restores the raw value to the value that
would have been recorded when the CPC was running at full speed. The adjustment factor, PGMADJRT, has a value of
one (1) when the CPC is running at full speed, and a value between 0 and 1 when power is reduced (e.g., 0.75).

For accounting and chargeback algorithms, this automatic adjustment methodology allows you to determine a single set of
CPU time rates for a CPC that applies to workloads executing on the CPC running at full power.

You can determine the original value, as recorded in the raw data of a step-level or job-level CPU time data element, by
dividing the data element value by PGMADJRT.

Step Exit Cancels

BAT_JS - Batch User Job Suspend File

The Batch User Job Suspend File (BAT_JS) file quantifies the resource consumption, status, and execution of jobs
executed in batch for jobs which have not been purged and still have data to be collected for full job accountability.

Use this file to report batch job's for which some data is available, but have not been recorded to the standard Batch User
Job Activity File.

The source for this file is Output Writer (type 6), Job Purge (type 26), and Common Address Space Work (type 30
subtypes 1 through 5).

This table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that
the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |RDRTS     JOB       ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

• TIMESPAN - Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
"XDWMYT" as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA
– . - File is not supported The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

• DATA ELEMENT - The data element name.
• DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION - The data element's long name.

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

The BAT_JS file is a parallel file of the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB) and shares its data dictionary elements.

  Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X.....E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X.....E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBGROUP - Job Group

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ACTFLD1  - Job Card Account Field 1

  X.....E  ACTFLD2  - Job Card Account Field 2

  X.....E  ACTFLD3  - Job Card Account Field 3

  X.....E  ACTFLD4  - Job Card Account Field 4

  X.....E  ACTFLD5  - Job Card Account Field 5
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  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOBCLASS - Job Input Class

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....E  JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X.....   JOBPRTY  - JES Input Priority

  X.....E  MSGCLASS - Job Message Class

  X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X.....E  SMFSUMIX - SU:CPU-Second Conv Factor Mix

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  TERMID   - TSO Terminal ID

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTFLAG - Account Codes Set Flag

  X.....E  FSTSTPTS - First Step Start Time

  X.....E  JOBASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   JOBCVCPU - Conversion Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBDEADL - Deadline Scheduling Specified

  X.....   JOBDEDMT - Deadline Met

  X.....   JOBDEDTY - Deadline Schedule Type

  X.....   JOBDEPND - Dependent Job

  X.....   JOBDLNTS - Deadline Schedule Time Stamp

  X.....   JOBDPRTY - Job Dispatching Priority

  X.....   JOBENDJ  - Job Entered System Via DJ

  X.....   JOBENJLP - Job Entered System Via NJP

  X.....   JOBEPRTY - JES Execution Priority

  X.....   JOBEXBAT - Execution Batching

  X.....   JOBEXCNN - NJE Execution Node Name

  X.....   JOBEXCPU - Execution Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBGRPRC - Job Group Received
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  X.....   JOBHCPGM - Job Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   JOBHOLD  - Typrun Hold Specified

  X.....E  JOBHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   JOBINCPU - Input Processor System ID

  X.....   JOBINDEV - Input Device Name

  X.....   JOBINGRP - Logical Input Device Group Name

  X.....   JOBINRTE - Input Route Code

  X.....   JOBLSTNN - JES2 NJE Last Node Name

  X.....   JOBLTDJ  - Job Left System Via Dump Job

  X.....   JOBLTNJP - Job Left System Via NJP

  X.....E  JOBMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

  X.....E  JOBMCLS  - JES3 Main Job Class

  X.....   JOBNETAC - NJE Network Account Number

  X.....   JOBNETID - Dependent Job Network ID

  X.....   JOBNJPSY - Receiving NJP System Name

  X.....   JOBNJPTR - Local NJP Terminal Name

  X.....   JOBNOJOU - No Journal Option

  X.....   JOBNOLOG - No Job Log Option

  X.....   JOBNOOUT - No Output Option

  X.....   JOBNSYID - JES2 NJE Job Transmitter System ID

  X.....   JOBNXTNN - JES2 NJE Next Node Name

  X.....   JOBORGID - NJE Original Job Identification

  X.....   JOBORGNN - JES2 NJE Original Node Name

  X.....   JOBOTCPU - Output Processor System ID

  X.....E  JOBPCRA  - Job CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   JOBPPRTY - JES Print Priority

  X.....E  JOBPRNTS - Current Print Start Time

  X.....   JOBPROCE - Process Job

  X.....E  JOBPRRTE - Print (SYSMSG) Route Code

  X.....   JOBPRTYO - Prty Option Or Priority Card Present

  X.....   JOBPURTE - Punch Route Code

  X.....   JOBPURTS - Purge Time Stamp

  X.....   JOBRDRCL - Reader Device Class

  X.....   JOBRDTYP - Reader Unit Type

  X.....   JOBRERUN - Job Was Rerun

  X.....   JOBRESTR - Job Restart Status

  X.....   JOBSETUP - Setup Card Present

  X.....E  JOBSUSPN - Job Suspend Flag

  X.....E  JOBTARTM - Job Turnaround Target Time

  X.....   JOBTDVNM - JES2 NJE Transmitter Dev Name

  X.....E  JOBTYPE  - Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE)

  X.....E  JOBUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....E  JOB222   - Operator Cancel Counter

  X.....E  JSAGE    - Suspend Age

  X.....E  JSENDTS  - Current Job End Time

  X.....E  JSICNT   - Job Initiation SMF Record Counter

  X.....E  JSJCNT   - Job End SMF Record Counter

  X.....E  JSPURTS  - Current Purge Time

  X.....E  JSSTARTS - Current Job Start Time

  X.....E  JSSUCPU  - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X.....E  JSTYPE   - Save Program Type

  X.....E  SFHGRID  - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  SFHTERM  - RACF Terminal
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  X.....E  SFHUSID  - RACF User ID

  X.....E  SMF20UIF - Initiation User Field

  X.....E  SYSIDJ   - Job Level Sysid

  X.....E  TEMPCODE - Hold TERMCODE Value

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X.....E  FSTSTPCP - First Step CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBACTTM - Job Active Time

  X.....E  JOBADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBADMFR - Job ADMF Read Pages

  X.....E  JOBADMFW - Job ADMF Write Pages

  X.....E  JOBADYTM - Job Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X.....E  JOBAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBALCTM - Job Allocation Time

  X.....E  JOBASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X.....   JOBASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X.....E  JOBASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X.....E  JOBASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X.....E  JOBASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X.....E  JOBASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X.....E  JOBATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X.....E  JOBBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X.....E  JOBBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X.....   JOBBLKTR - Total Blocks Transferred

  X.....E  JOBBYTES - TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted

  X.....E  JOBCANCL - Operator Cancels

  X.....E  JOBCAPCG - Job Processor Capacity Change

  X.....E  JOBCAPUR - Job Unreported Processor Capacity Chgs

  X.....E  JOBCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X.....E  JOBCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X.....E  JOBCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X.....E  JOBCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X.....E  JOBCOPY  - Typrun COPY Specified

  X.....E  JOBCOST  - Processing Charges

  X.....   JOBCOSTL - Processing Charges Lost

  X.....E  JOBCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X.....E  JOBCOUNT - Job Executions

  X.....   JOBCPSPR - 3800 Printer Copy Count

  X.....E  JOBCPSTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X.....E  JOBCPUNI - Number Job Instructions Executed

  X.....E  JOBCPUTM - Job TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBCRASH - System Failure During Job Execution

  X.....E  JOBCRATM - Job CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X.....E  JOBCRYPT - Job Cryptographic Instruction Count
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  X.....E  JOBCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBCVTTM - Converter Active Time

  X.....E  JOBC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X.....E  JOBDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X.....E  JOBDCNT  - Job DASD I/O Count

  X.....E  JOBDCTM  - Job DASD I/O Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBDDTM  - Job DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X.....E  JOBDELAY - Job Delayed Duplicate Job Name

  X.....E  JOBDENTM - Job Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X.....   JOBDKMT  - JES3 MDS Disk Mounts

  X.....E  JOBDWTM  - Job DASD I/O Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBEACTM - Job Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X.....   JOBECANL - Job Exit Cancels

  X.....E  JOBECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBECPSU - Job Enclave CPU Service Units

  X.....E  JOBEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBEDCNT - Job Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X.....E  JOBEDCTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBEDDTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X.....E  JOBEDWTM - Job Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBEDYTM - Job Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X.....E  JOBEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBENQTM - Job Data Set Enqueue Time

  X.....E  JOBEQPTM - Job Enqueue Promoted Time

  X.....E  JOBESPTM - Job Elapsed Time

  X.....E  JOBETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBETRAN - Job Enclave Transaction Count

  X.....E  JOBEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBEVICT - Job Eviction Count

  X.....E  JOBEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBEVTIR - Job Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X.....E  JOBEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBEXCTM - Job Execution Time

  X.....E  JOBE3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBFEET  - Total Feet of Document Printed

  X.....E  JOBFETTM - JES3 MDS Fetch Time

  X.....   JOBFLUSH - Job Flushes

  X.....E  JOBHIPI  - Job Hiperspace Pageins

  X.....E  JOBHIPO  - Job Hiperspace Pageouts

  X.....E  JOBHIPTM - Job Hiperspace CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X.....   JOBICPNI - Number Initiator Instructions Executed

  X.....E  JOBICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X.....E  JOBINQTM - Input Queue Time

  X.....E  JOBINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X.....   JOBINTRD - Jobs Entered On Internal Reader

  X.....   JOBINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator
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  X.....E  JOBIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBIOITM - Job I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBIOSU  - Job IO Service Units

  X.....E  JOBISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X.....E  JOBISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X.....E  JOBISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X.....E  JOBISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X.....E  JOBISRTM - Job Initiator SRB Time

  X.....E  JOBITCTM - Job Initiator TCB Time

  X.....E  JOBIWTTM - Job Initiator Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X.....E  JOBJCLER - JCL Errors

  X.....E  JOBJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X.....E  JOBJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X.....E  JOBJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X.....E  JOBLATE  - Late Sysout Job Record Count

  X.....   JOBMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X.....E  JOBMISMF - Job Missing SMF Recs--STARTTS Adjusted

  X.....   JOBMLUSI - Job MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X.....E  JOBMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X.....E  JOBMSOSU - Job MSO Service Units

  X.....   JOBMSRQ  - JES3 MDS Mass Storage Requests

  X.....   JOBMTTM  - JES3 MDS Mount Time

  X.....E  JOBNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X.....E  JOBNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBNDF   - JES3 MDS GET Disk Messages

  X.....   JOBNDS   - Data Sets Processed By Writer

  X.....E  JOBNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X.....E  JOBNJESR - NJE Sysout Job Record Count

  X.....E  JOBNLPGE - Total Logical Pages

  X.....E  JOBNLR   - Total Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRC  - Comm Printer Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRI  - Line Printer Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRL  - Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRP  - Punched Cards Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRR  - Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

  X.....E  JOBNLRU  - User Defined Logical Writer Records

  X.....   JOBNOTC2 - Job NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X.....E  JOBNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X.....E  JOBNSETM - Job No Suitable Environment Time

  X.....E  JOBNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X.....E  JOBNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBNTF   - JES3 MDS GET Tape Messages

  X.....   JOBNTRTM - JES2 NJE Transmission Time

  X.....E  JOBNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X.....E  JOBNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X.....E  JOBN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBOCANL - Job Output Cancels

  X.....E  JOBOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count
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  X.....E  JOBOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X.....E  JOBOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X.....E  JOBOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X.....E  JOBOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X.....E  JOBOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X.....E  JOBOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X.....E  JOBOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X.....E  JOBOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X.....E  JOBOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X.....E  JOBOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X.....E  JOBOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X.....E  JOBOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X.....E  JOBOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X.....E  JOBOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X.....E  JOBOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X.....E  JOBOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X.....E  JOBOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X.....E  JOBOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X.....E  JOBOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X.....E  JOBOWTTM - Job Other Reason Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBPGE   - Print Page Count Approximation

  X.....   JOBPNLR  - Total PSF Printer Transmissions

  X.....   JOBPNLRL - Total PSF Laser Transmissions

  X.....   JOBPPGE  - PSF Print Page Count

  X.....E  JOBPRETM - Job Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBPRNTM - Printer Time

  X.....E  JOBPRPTM - Job Preparation Time

  X.....E  JOBPRQTM - Printer Queue Time

  X.....E  JOBRCTTM - Job Region Control Task CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBRDRTM - Reader Active Time

  X.....E  JOBRDYTM - Job Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X.....E  JOBRECNT - Job Multisystem Enclave Count

  X.....E  JOBRECVS - APPC Receives

  X.....E  JOBRERDS - Total Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X.....   JOBRESTM - Job Residency Time

  X.....E  JOBRQCAN - Job Requeue Cancels

  X.....E  JOBRSTRT - Data Set Enqueue Job Restarts

  X.....E  JOBSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X.....E  JOBSCAN  - Typrun SCAN Specified

  X.....E  JOBSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X.....E  JOBSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X.....E  JOBSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X.....E  JOBSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X.....E  JOBSDCTM - Job zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X.....E  JOBSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSECTM - Job zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBSENDS - APPC Sends

  X.....E  JOBSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time
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  X.....E  JOBSERVU - Service Units

  X.....E  JOBSMFLM - Job SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X.....E  JOBSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSPOFF - Job Purged Due To Spool Offload

  X.....E  JOBSRBSU - Job SRB Service Units

  X.....E  JOBSRBTM - Job SRB CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSRSTM - Job SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X.....E  JOBSRVEX - Jobs Exceeding Target

  X.....E  JOBSRVMS - Jobs Missing Target

  X.....E  JOBSRVMT - Jobs Meeting Target

  X.....   JOBSSITM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X.....   JOBSSTTM - Job Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X.....E  JOBSTEPS - Number of Steps

  X.....E  JOBSTEPX - Number of Steps Executed

  X.....E  JOBSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X.....E  JOBSUCTM - Job zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBSYSAB - Job System Abends

  X.....E  JOBSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X.....E  JOBTCBSU - Job TCB CPU Service Units

  X.....E  JOBTCBTM - Job TCB CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBTCSTM - Job TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X.....E  JOBTDSTM - Job Total DASD Service Time

  X.....E  JOBTEDST - Job Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X.....E  JOBTOHRS - Tape Occupancy Hours

  X.....   JOBTPMT  - JES3 MDS Tape Mounts

  X.....   JOBTSITM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X.....   JOBTSTTM - Job Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X.....E  JOBTURTM - Job Turnaround Time

  X.....E  JOBUKCAD - Job UserKey CADS Attempt

  X.....E  JOBUKCSA - Job UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X.....E  JOBUKENB - Job UserKey Audit Enabled

  X.....E  JOBUKESQ - Job UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X.....E  JOBUKRUC - Job UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X.....E  JOBUNSPN - Job Went thru UNSPUN During Execution

  X.....E  JOBUSIFG - Job IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X.....E  JOBUSRAB - Job User Abends

  X.....E  JOBUSSTM - Job USS CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (Occupancy) Time

  X.....E  JOBXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X.....E  JOBXPR   - Print Records Written To Spool

  X.....E  JOBXPU   - Punch Records Written To Spool

  X.....E  JOBXRD   - Cards Read From Spool

  X.....E  JOBXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X.....E  JOBXWRTR - Job Had Sysout Processed by Ext Writer

  X.....E  JOBZACTM - Job zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X.....E  JOBZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X.....E  JOBZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X.....E  JOBZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X.....E  JOBZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression
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  X.....E  JOBZCCNT - zEDC Job Activity Count

  X.....E  JOBZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X.....E  JOBZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X.....E  JOBZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X.....E  JOBZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X.....E  JOBZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X.....E  JOBZDCTM - Job zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZECTM - Job zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X.....E  JOBZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZRATM - Job zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X.....E  JOBZRFTM - Job zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

  X.....E  JSTGETS  - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X.....E  JSTPUTS  - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X.....   JOBMXACA - Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXACO - Max Job Communication Data Set Allocs

  X.....   JOBMXADA - Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXAGR - Max Job Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXATA - Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXAUR - Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocs

  X.....   JOBMXAVI - Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXCOD - Max Job Return Code (Non-Abend)

  X.....   JOBMXDAS - Max DASD Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBMXHAS - Max Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXHCP - Max Job Highest Task CPU Pct

  X.....   JOBMXHPS - Max Private Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXHRS - Max Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   JOBMXHSS - Max Shared Storage Used

  X.....   JOBMXMEM - Max Job MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....E  JOBMXNCA - Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXNCO - Max Job Communication Device Allocs

  X.....   JOBMXNDA - Max Job DASD Device Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXNGR - Max Job Graphics Device Allocations

  X.....E  JOBMXNTA - Max Job Tape Device Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXNUR - Max Job Unit Record Device Allocs

  X.....   JOBMXNVI - Max Job VIO Device Allocations

  X.....   JOBMXREG - Max Job Virtual Region Requested

  X.....E  JOBMXTAP - Max Tape Devices Allocated

  X.....   JOBMXWSS - Max Step Working Set Size

  X.....   JOBMX64B - Max 64-bit Storage Obtained

  X.....   JOBMX64S - Max 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X.....E  JOBAVDCT - Job Average DASD Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBAVDDT - Job Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X.....E  JOBAVDST - Job Average DASD Service Time
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  X.....E  JOBAVDWT - Job Average DASD Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBAVEDC - Job Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X.....E  JOBAVEDD - Job Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X.....E  JOBAVEDS - Job Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X.....E  JOBAVEDW - Job Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X.....E  JOBAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X.....E  JOBPCSEX - Pct Jobs Exceeding Target

  X.....   JOBPCSMS - Pct Jobs Missing Target

  X.....E  JOBPCSMT - Pct Jobs Meeting Target

  X.....E  JOBZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X.....E  JOBZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

 

BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File

The Batch User Program Activity File (BATPGM) quantifies user batch program resources, load, and usage for individual
program (step) executions in the DETAIL timespan, and for cumulative usage in the summary timespans. It contains one
record for every job step completion or step interval completion, and one for any bypassed job steps. This file is derived
from the type 30 record (subtypes 2, 3, and 4).

BATPGM File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATPGM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATPGM Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....   JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name
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  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMBADCT - EXCP Count May Be Wrong Flag

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMEMLM - Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X.....   PGMMLSRC - Source of MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used
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  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

  X..M..E  PGMASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..M..   PGMASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X..M..E  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X..M..E  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..M..E  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X..M..E  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..   PGMCANCL - Step Operator Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time
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  X..M..E  PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..   PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time

  X..M..   PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..M..E  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..   PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..E  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc
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  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time

  X..M..E  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time

  X..M..E  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..M..E  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..   PGMMLUSI - MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..M..E  PGMMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNHU   - NOHONORIEFUSIREGION Set Count

  X.....E  PGMNODDS - Suppressed DD Count

  X..M..   PGMNOTC2 - Step NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..M..E  PGMNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..M..E  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..M..E  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..M..E  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage
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  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count

  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

  X..M..   PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts

  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..   PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends
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  X..M..   PGMSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X..M..E  PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

  X..M..   PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..   PGMUSI   - Region Changed In IEFUSI Exit

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..M..E  PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

  X..M..E  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp
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  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXACO - Max Communcation Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Data Sets Allocated

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..E  PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNCO - Max Communcation Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

  X..M..   PGMMXTIO - Max EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Batch User Program Activity File (BATPGM).

BATPGM Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATPGM file are provided below.

• The identity of the batch job that processed the program accounted for in the BATPGMnn files in the DETAIL timespan
is given by the following:

JOB
Jobname
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RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

PGMWPETM
Pseudo Elapsed Time

PGMWSRU
System Resource Units

PGMCOST
Processing Charges

• The PGMINTVL data element is extremely important when processing the BATPGM file in the DETAIL timespan and
interval accounting is used for batch jobs.
It is important to understand that when a program has generated interval records, the data maintained in the BATPGM
file is a record per interval and not a single record for the program's total execution.

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard batch full program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard batch interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 delta record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
standard batch end interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 interval end record.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the
data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time and ENDTS the highest date and time for
the data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL
timespan versus their role in the MONTHS timespan. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents program initiation time

ENDTS
represents program termination time

• If you only want to report on executed steps, code a SAS WHERE or IF logic similar to that below:
 WHERE PGMEXCTM NE .;

 

BATPGM Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BATPGM retrieval examples.

• Print all executions of program 'SUPERZAP'.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATPGM01;

     IF PROGRAM='SUPERZAP';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB PROGRAM STARTTS ENDTS;

 

• Print out the resource consumption of the programs executed with a job name of 'TMS' and display the measures for
each interval accounting record.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATPGM01;

     IF JOB='TMS';
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     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PROGRAM PGMINTVL STARTTS ENDTS

          PGMSERVU PGMCPUTM PGMEXCPS;

 

• Print all programs executed by department PAY where the department is the second account code number.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATPGM01;

     IF ACCTNO2='PAY';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB PROGRAM STARTTS ENDTS;

 

• Print all programs that abended with a system 001 I/O error.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATPGM01;

     IF PGMSYSAB=1;

     IF TERMCODE=' 001';

     PROC PRINT;

          VAR SYSID JOB PROGRAM STARTTS ENDTS TERMCODE;

 

• Print total resource consumption by program over the last two months for ACCTNO1='PR'.

     %LET BY = PROGRAM ;

     %LET BREAK = PROGRAM ;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATM..BATPGM01

         &pBATM..BATPGM02;

     IF ACCTNO1='PR';

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY:

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PGMSUM;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING PGMSERVU;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ACCTNO1 PGMSERVU PGMCOUNT;

 

• Daily vs. Monthly Measurement Analysis
A useful technique for identifying trends and enforcing standards is to compare a measurement taken in the current
month with similar measurements for the previous month. The following SAS examples: analyzing CPU time, I/O
counts, and service unit counts, illustrate this technique.

CPU Time Analysis

PGMMXCTM contains the maximum CPU time used by a job step. At summarization levels higher than DETAIL,
PGMMXCTM provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions of this program can be measured. For
example, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's job steps that used more CPU time than
the longest run of the same program the previous month.

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BATPGM01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXCTM)

 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT
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 DATA = DETAIL.BATPGM01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMCPUTM JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Ignore programs that weren't run the previous day;

 IF INYSTRDY;

 IF INMONTH THEN DO;

 IF PGMCPUTM > PGMMXCTM;

 END;

 ELSE NOTE = "New Program";

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's CPU Max";

 PROC PRINT L;

 LABEL PGMMXCTM = "Prior Max CPU Time";

 VAR PROGRAM PGMMXCTM JOB RDRTS PGMCPUTM;

 

I/O Count Analysis

PGMMXTIO contains the maximum total EXCP count issued by a job step. At summarization levels higher than DETAIL,
PGMMXTIO provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions of this program can be measured. For
instance, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's job steps that did more I/O than the
heaviest run of the same program the previous month.

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BATPGM01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXTIO)

 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = DETAIL.BATPGM01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMEXCPS JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Ignore programs that weren't run the previous day;

 IF INYSTRDY;

 IF INMONTH THEN DO;

 IF PGMEXCPS > PGMMXTIO;

 END;

 ELSE NOTE = "New Program";

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's EXCP Max";

 PROC PRINT L;

 LABEL PGMMXTIO = "Prior Max EXCP Time";

 VAR PROGRAM NOTE PGMMXTIO JOB RDRTS PGMEXCPS;
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Service Unit Analysis

PGMMXTSU contains the maximum total service units accumulated by a jobs step. The Service Unit (SU) is a
resource utilization measurement that is transferrable between systems. Within the limitations of CPU time and EXCP
measurement, the total number of SUs accumulated by a benchmark or production application should be about the same
on any MVS system.

At summarization levels higher than DETAIL, PGMMXTSU provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions
of this program can be measured. For instance, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's
job steps that used more service units than the heaviest run of the same program the previous month:

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BATPGM01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXTSU)

 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = DETAIL.BATPGM01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMSERVU JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Ignore programs that weren't run the previous day;

 IF INYSTRDY;

 IF INMONTH THEN DO;

 IF PGMSERVU > PGMMXTSU;

 END;

 ELSE NOTE = "New Program";

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's SU Max";

 PROC PRINT L;

 LABEL PGMMXTSU = "Prior Max SU";

 VAR PROGRAM NOTE PGMMXTSU JOB RDRTS PGMSERVU;

 

You can use variations of these examples to analyze many of your site's performance issues. For more information on the
individual data elements, refer to the MICS Data Dictionary for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File

The SMF User TSO Activity File (BAT_TS) quantifies user TSO resources, load, and usage consumed during TSO
sessions in the DETAIL timespans, and total usage in the summary timespans. It contains one record for every TSO step
completion or TSO step interval completion and is derived from the type 30 record (subtypes 2, 3, and 4).

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the BATPGM file.

File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT_TS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Sun, May 31, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....   JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  TERMID   - TSO Terminal ID

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMABRC  - Abend Reason Code

  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio
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  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMBADCT - EXCP Count May Be Wrong Flag

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMEMLM - Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X.....   PGMMLSRC - Source of MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

  X..M..E  PGMASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..M..   PGMASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X..M..E  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X..M..E  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..M..E  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count
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  X..M..E  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..   PGMCANCL - Step Operator Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..   PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time
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  X..M..   PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..M..E  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..   PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..E  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time

  X..M..E  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time

  X..M..E  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..M..E  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..   PGMMLUSI - MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..M..E  PGMMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNHU   - NOHONORIEFUSIREGION Set Count

  X..M..   PGMNOTC2 - Step NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..M..E  PGMNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated
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  X..M..E  PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..M..E  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..M..E  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..M..E  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count

  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

  X..M..   PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts
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  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..   PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends

  X..M..   PGMSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X..M..E  PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

  X..M..   PGMTRANS - Total Transactions

  X..M..   PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..   PGMUSI   - Region Changed In IEFUSI Exit

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..M..E  PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

  X..M..E  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins
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  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp

  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXACO - Max Communcation Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Data Sets Allocated

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..E  PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNCO - Max Communcation Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations
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  X..M..   PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

  X..M..   PGMMXTIO - Max EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the Batch User Program Activity File
(BATPGM).

Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BAT_TS file are provided below.

• The identity of the TSO session accounted for in the BAT_TSnn files in the DETAIL time-span is given by the following:

JOB
Jobname (userid)

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp (logon time-stamp)

• This file is physically identical to the BATPGM file and has the same data element names, labels, and formats.
• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

PGMWPETM
Pseudo Elapsed Time

PGMWSRU
System Resource Units

PGMCOST
Processing Charges

• The PGMINTVL data element is extremely important when processing the BAT_TS file in the DETAIL time-span and
SMF interval accounting is used for TSO sessions. It is important to understand that when a TSO session has been
interval accounted that the data maintained in the BAT_TS file is a record per interval and not a single record for the
total TSO session.

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard batch full program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard batch interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 delta record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
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standard batch end interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 delta record.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS time- spans, bound the span of time over which the data
has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL time-
span versus their role in the MONTHS time-spans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents program initiation time

ENDTS
represents program termination time

Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BAT_TS retrieval examples.

• Print all TSO sessions for user 'PRC033' in the data processed yesterday.

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TS01;

     IF JOB='PRC033';

     %LET BY = JOB RDRTS ;

     %LET BREAK = RDRTS ;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY ;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PGMSUM;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS PGMEXCTM PGMSERVU;

 

• Print out the resource consumption of the TSO session for user 'USR002' and display the measures for each interval
accounting record for the data processed yesterday.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TS01;

     IF JOB='USR002';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS PGMINTVL STARTTS

          ENDTS PGMSERVU PGMCPUTM PGMEXCPS;

 

BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File

The System Task Program Activity File (BAT_ST) quantifies system task resources, load, and usage. It contains one
record for every system task step completion or system task step interval completion, and one for any bypassed job
steps. This file is derived from the type 30 record, subtypes 2, 3, and 4. The BAT_ST file contains data only if system task
recording is turned on in the SMFPRMx parameter in SYS1.PARMLIB.

BAT_ST File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT_ST Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart
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  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BAT_ST Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Sun, May 31, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....   JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMABRC  - Abend Reason Code

  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMBADCT - EXCP Count May Be Wrong Flag

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask
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  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMEMLM - Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X.....   PGMMLSRC - Source of MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

  X..M..E  PGMASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..M..   PGMASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X..M..E  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X..M..E  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..M..E  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X..M..E  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations
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  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..   PGMCANCL - Step Operator Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..   PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time

  X..M..   PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..M..E  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count
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  X..M..E  PGMEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..   PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..E  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time

  X..M..E  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time

  X..M..E  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..M..E  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..   PGMMLUSI - MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNHU   - NOHONORIEFUSIREGION Set Count

  X.....E  PGMNODDS - Suppressed DD Count

  X..M..   PGMNOTC2 - Step NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..M..E  PGMNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes
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  X..M..E  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..M..E  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..M..E  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..M..E  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count

  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

  X..M..   PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts

  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP
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  X..M..E  PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..   PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends

  X..M..   PGMSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X..M..E  PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

  X..M..   PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..   PGMUSI   - Region Changed In IEFUSI Exit

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..M..E  PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

  X..M..E  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP
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  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp

  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXACO - Max Communcation Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Data Sets Allocated

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..E  PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNCO - Max Communcation Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

  X..M..   PGMMXTIO - Max EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size

 

 Derived Data Elements
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  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the Batch User Program Activity File
(BATPGM).

BAT_ST Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BAT_ST file are provided below.

• The identity of the system task that processed the program accounted for in the BAT_STnn files in the DETAIL
timespan is given by the following:

JOB
Jobname

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

• This file is physically identical to the BATPGM file and has the same data element names, labels, and formats.
• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

PGMWPETM
Pseudo Elapsed Time

PGMWSRU
System Resource Units

PGMCOST
Processing Charges

• The PGMINTVL data element is extremely important when processing the BAT_ST file in the DETAIL timespan and
SE2 interval accounting is used for system tasks. It is important to understand that when a system task has been
interval accounted, the data maintained in the BAT_ST file is a record per interval and not a single record for the
system task program's total execution.

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard batch full program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard batch interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 delta record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
standard batch end interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 delta record.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the
data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time and ENDTS the highest date and time for
the data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL
timespan versus their role in the MONTHS timespan. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:
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STARTTS
represents program initiation time

ENDTS
represents program termination time

• If you only want to report on executed steps, code a SAS WHERE or IF logic similar to that below:

           WHERE PGMEXCTM NE .;

 

BAT_ST Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BAT_ST retrieval examples.

• Print all executions of operator task 'MOUNT'.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_ST01;

     IF PROGRAM='MOUNT';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB STARTTS ENDTS;

 

• Print out the resource consumption of the programs executed with system task 'IMS' and display the measures for
each interval accounting record.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_ST01;

     IF JOB=:'IMS';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB PROGRAM PGMINTVL STARTTS

          ENDTS PGMSERVU PGMCPUTM PGMEXCPS;

 

• Print total resource consumption by systems task over the last two months.

     %LET BY = PROGRAM ;

     %LET BREAK = PROGRAM ;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATM..BAT_ST01

         &pBATM..BAT_ST02;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PGMSUM;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING PGMSERVU;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ACCTNO1 PGMSERVU PGMCOUNT;

 

BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File

The APPC/MVS TP Activity File (BAT_TP) provides an address space perspective of ASCH-scheduled transaction
programs (TPs) in the DETAIL timespan, and total usage in the summary timespans. It is derived from the SMF type 30
Common Address Space Work record (subtypes 2, 3, and 4).
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BAT_TP File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT_TP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2013

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BAT_TP Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Sun, May 31, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION
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  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....   JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements
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  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMBADCT - EXCP Count May Be Wrong Flag

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMEMLM - Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X.....   PGMMLSRC - Source of MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

  X..M..E  PGMASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..M..   PGMASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X..M..E  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count
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  X..M..E  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..M..E  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X..M..E  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..   PGMCANCL - Step Operator Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..   PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS
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  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time

  X..M..   PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..M..E  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVIO  - VIO EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..   PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..E  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time

  X..M..E  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time

  X..M..E  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..M..E  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X..M..E  PGMLOCTP - APPC Local ASCH Scheduled TPs

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..   PGMMLUSI - MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..M..E  PGMMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNHU   - NOHONORIEFUSIREGION Set Count

  X.....E  PGMNODDS - Suppressed DD Count
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  X..M..   PGMNOTC2 - Step NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..M..E  PGMNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..M..E  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..M..E  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..M..E  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count
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  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

  X..M..   PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts

  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..   PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends

  X..M..   PGMSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X..M..E  PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

  X..M..   PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..   PGMUSI   - Region Changed In IEFUSI Exit

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count
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  X..M..E  PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

  X..M..E  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp

  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXACO - Max Communcation Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Data Sets Allocated

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..E  PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNCO - Max Communcation Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations
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  X..M..E  PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

  X..M..   PGMMXTIO - Max EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the Batch User Program Activity
File (BATPGM)(with the exception of data element PGMLOCTP - Local ASCH Scheduled TPs, which is found only in the
BAT_TP file).

BAT_TP Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BAT_TP file are provided below.

• Each BAT_TP DETAIL time-span observation represents the resource utilization of an APPC/MVS transaction program
(TP) for the duration of the TP execution in an APPC initiator. APPC/MVS TPs can be of two types, standard and
multi-trans, with standard being the default. An exception to the one BAT_TP DETAIL time-span observation per TP
execution occurs when interval recording is specified for the ASCH subsystem, and the execution time of the TP
exceeds the specified interval amount. When this happens, two or more DETAIL time-span BAT_TP observations will
be present for the TP.

• The PGMINTVL data element determines whether the raw SMF record that generated the DETAIL time-span BAT_TP
observation was an interval or single step end SMF type 30 record. When interval recording is specified for the ASCH
workload, and an ASCH scheduled TP has executed in an APPC initiator for more than the specified interval amount,
two or more interval records will be present, instead of a single step record. Unlike the batch, TSO, and started task
workloads, only SMF type 30 records record ASCH workload activity. The valid values for PGMINTVL in the DETAIL
time-span BAT_TP records are:

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard complete program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard full interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
standard incomplete, last interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 record.

• When interval recording is selected, and a program, TSO session, started task, or APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP
executes for less than the specified interval, both a type 30 subtype 3 (last or partial interval record) and a type 30
subtype 4 (step end) record are generated by SMF. MICS always uses the interval records over step end records
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when both are present in the raw data. So, when interval recording is specified for any workload, you should expect
to see PGMINTVL values of 'SE22' and 'SE23' in the DETAIL time-span records. An exception to this rule is found for
the SMF type 30 records produced for JES and ASCH initiators, the programs that accept and initiate batch jobs and
ASCH scheduled TPs. Even if interval recording is specified for all workloads SMF does not produce interval records
for initiators. Only SMF type 30 subtype 4 records are produced for initiators when the initiators are terminated.

• This file is physically identical to the BATPGM file and has the same data element names, labels, and formats. An
exception is data element PGMLOCTP, Local ASCH Scheduled TPs, which is found only in the BAT_TP file.

• The BAT_TP file provides an address space perspective of APPC/MVS TP execution. In the case of a multi-trans TP,
the resource utilization data of a single BAT_TP DETAIL observation is the summary of all conversations with the TP
by all partner TPs that requested it during its execution. This address space summary also includes the resources
consumed when the TP executes in the multi- trans shell mode between actual conversations with partner TPs.
In the case of a standard scheduled TP, the BAT_TP DETAIL timespan observation does represent the total resource
utilization of a single instance of the TP execution. The BAT_TP file does not provide any information that identifies the
requesting partner TP.

• There is no explicit way to determine whether a BAT_TP DETAIL time-span observation was created from the
execution of a standard or multi-trans TP. This may be inferred, however, from the value of data element Local ASCH
Scheduled TPs (PGMLOCTP). PGMLOCTP represents the number of individual requests for conversations with the
TP plus executions of the multi-trans shell for multi- trans TPs. It is therefore expected that for standard TPs, the value
of PGMLOCTP should be 1 for a DETAIL time- span BAT_TP observation created from a standard scheduled TP, and
greater than 1 for one created from a multi-trans scheduled TP.

• The BAT_TP file is related to the BATATP APPC/MVS Transaction file in that both are created from SMF records
written for ASCH scheduled TP executions. The initial IBM implementation of APPC/MVS, however, provides no
means of tying the two files together. The BATATP file file provides a transaction orientated view of TP execution, while
the BAT_TP file provides an address space view.

• The BAT_TP file is useful for analyzing the performance of ASCH scheduled TPs from an address space perspective.
Performance studies of paging, swapping, memory utilization, and related metrics can be performed from this file. This
file is not useful for for APPC/MVS TP accounting for two reasons.
– The partner TP that requested execution of the APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP is not identified, and therefore

cannot be charged for the resources used.
– For multi-trans scheduled TPs the resource utilization required for many instances of the TPs execution by many

different requesting partner TPs are summarized together in a single SMF type 30 record and therefore summarized
together in the DETAIL time-span BAT_TP observation as well.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS time- spans, bound the span of time over which the data
has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL time-
span versus their role in the MONTHS time-spans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents TP execution start time
In the case of a multi-trans TP, STARTTS is the time the multi-trans shell begins to initialize the TP environment.

ENDTS
represents TP execution end time
In the case of a multi-trans TP, ENDTS is the time the multi-trans shell completes the clean-up phase after the last
requested TP has executed.
For interval records, where PGMINTVL='SE22', STARTTS and ENDTS represent the beginning and end of the recording
interval independently of when the TP actually began execution (except for the first interval record where STARTTS is
also execution start time).

BAT_TP Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BAT_TP retrieval examples.

• Print all APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TPs that executed program 'C011253'.
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     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TP01;

     IF PROGRAM='C011253';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PROGRAM STARTTS ENDTS;

 

• Print out the resource consumption of all APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TPs that executed in performance group 5.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TP01;

     IF PERFGRP=5 ;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PROGRAM PGMINTVL STARTTS ENDTS

          PGMSERVU PGMCPUTM PGMEXCPS;

 

• Print all APPC/MVS TPs that abended with a system 001 I/O error.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TP01;

     IF PGMSYSAB=1;

     IF TERMCODE=' 001';

     PROC PRINT;

          VAR SYSID PROGRAM STARTTS ENDTS TERMCODE;

 

• Print total resource consumption by program over the last two months for APPC/MVS TPs executing in performance
group 2.

  %LET BY = PROGRAM ;

  %LET BREAK = PROGRAM ;

  DATA FILE1;

  SET &pBATM..BAT_TP01

      &pBATM..BAT_TP02;

  IF PERFGRP=2;

  PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY:

  DATA FILE1;

  SET FILE1;

  %_TPSUM;

  PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING PGMSERVU;

  PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PERFGRP JOB PROGRAM PGMSERVU PGMCOUNT;

 

Daily vs. Monthly Measurement Analysis

A useful technique for identifying trends and enforcing standards is to compare a measurement taken in the current month
with similar measurements for the previous month. The following SAS examples: analyzing CPU time, I/O counts, and
service unit counts, illustrate this technique.

CPU Time Analysis

PGMMXCTM contains the maximum CPU time used by a job step. At summarization levels higher than DETAIL,
PGMMXCTM provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions of this program can be measured. For
example, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's job steps that used more CPU time than
the longest run of the same program the previous month.

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BAT_TP01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXCTM)
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 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = DETAIL.BAT_TP01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMCPUTM JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Only compare CPU time for TPs run the previous month ;

 IF INMONTH ;

 IF PGMCPUTM > PGMMXCTM;

 *                                                      ;

 PROC PRINT ;

 LABEL PGMMXCTM = "Prior Max CPU Time";

 VAR PROGRAM PGMMXCTM JOB RDRTS PGMCPUTM;

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's CPU Max";

 

I/O Count Analysis

PGMMXTIO contains the maximum total EXCP count issued by a job step. At summarization levels higher than DETAIL,
PGMMXTIO provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions of this program can be measured. For
instance, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's job steps that did more I/O than the
heaviest run of the same program the previous month.

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BAT_TP01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXTIO)

 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = DETAIL.BAT_TP01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMEXCPS JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Only compare CPU time for TPs run the previous month ;

 IF INYSTRDY;

 IF INMONTH THEN DO;

   IF PGMEXCPS > PGMMXTIO;

 END;

 ELSE DELETE ;

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's EXCP Max";

 PROC PRINT L;

 LABEL PGMMXTIO = "Prior Max EXCP Time";

 VAR PROGRAM NOTE PGMMXTIO JOB RDRTS PGMEXCPS;
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Service Unit Analysis

PGMMXTSU contains the maximum total service units accumulated by a jobs step. The Service Unit (SU) is a
resource utilization measurement that is transferrable between systems. Within the limitations of CPU time and EXCP
measurement, the total number of SUs accumulated by a benchmark or production application should be about the same
on any MVS system.

At summarization levels higher than DETAIL, PGMMXTSU provides a "worst case" standard against which all executions
of this program can be measured. For instance, the following SAS code locates and reports on all of the previous day's
job steps that used more service units than the heaviest run of the same program the previous month:

 * Get the previous month's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = MONTHS.BAT_TP01 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMMXTSU)

 OUT = MONTH;

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

 PROC SORT

 DATA = DETAIL.BAT_TP01

 (KEEP = PROGRAM PGMSERVU JOB RDRTS)

 OUT = YSTRDY;

 BY PROGRAM JOB RDRTS;

 DATA;

 MERGE MONTH (IN = INMONTH)

 YSTRDY (IN = INYSTRDY);

 BY PROGRAM;

 * Only compare CPU time for TPs run the previous month ;

 IF INYSTRDY;

 IF INMONTH THEN DO;

   IF PGMSERVU > PGMMXTSU;

 END;

 ELSE DELETE ;

 TITLE "Program Runs Exceeding Last Month's SU Max";

 PROC PRINT L;

 LABEL PGMMXTSU = "Prior Max SU";

 VAR PROGRAM NOTE PGMMXTSU JOB RDRTS PGMSERVU;

 

You can use variations of these examples to analyze many of your site's performance issues. For more information on the
individual data elements, refer to the MICS Data Dictionary for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

BATATP - APPC/MVS Transaction File

The APPC/MVS Transaction File (BATATP) provides a transaction-oriented perspective of ASCH-scheduled transaction
programs (TPs) in the DETAIL time-span, and total usage in the summary time-spans. It is derived from the SMF type 33
APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

BATATP File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATATP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   ATPAPU   |

|         |ATPTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   ATPAPU   |

|         |ATPTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATATP Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

 X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

 X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

 X..M..E  ATPAPU   - Application Unit Identifier

 X..M..E  ATPTYPE  - TP Schedule Type (STP/MTP/MSH)
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 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ATPCLASS - TP Class

 X.....   ATPNAME  - TP Name

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X..M..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

 X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

 X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

 X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   ATPLLU   - Local LU Name

 X.....   ATPNETID - Partner Network Identifier

 X.....   ATPPLU   - Partner LU Name

 X.....E  ATPPROF  - TP Profile Name

 X.....E  ATPSCHTS - TP Scheduled Time Stamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  ATPAVTTM - Average Response Time

 X..M..E  ATPBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

 X..M..E  ATPCOALC - Conversations Allocated

 X..M..E  ATPCOST  - Processing Charges

 X..M..E  ATPCOTOT - Total Conversations

 X..M..E  ATPCOUNT - TP Count

 X..M..E  ATPCPUNI - Number of TP Instructions

 X..M..E  ATPCPUTM - TP TCB+SRB CPU Time

 X..M..E  ATPDATAR - Data Received (Bytes)

 X..M..E  ATPDATAS - Data Sent (Bytes)

 X..M..E  ATPEXCTM - TP Execution Time

 X..M..E  ATPINQTM - TP Scheduler Queue Time

 X..M..E  ATPRECVS - Receives

 X..M..E  ATPSENDS - Sends

 X..M..E  ATPSRBTM - TP SRB CPU Time

 X..M..E  ATPTCBTM - TP TCB CPU Time

 X..M..E  ATPTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

 X..M..E  ATPTNSTM - APPC Transit Time

 X..M..E  ATPTRSTM - Total Response Time
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 X..M..E  ATPUCNT  - TP Uses By This User

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see APPC/MVS Transaction File (BATATP).

BATATP Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATATP file are provided below.

• Each BATATP DETAIL time-span observation represents the resource utilization of one execution instance of an
APPC/MVS transaction program (TP). One BATATP DETAIL time-span record is produced for each SMF type 33
APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

• APPC/MVS TPs can be of two types, standard and multi- trans, with standard being the default. Data element
ATPTYPE identifies the type of TP execution represented BY each BATATP record as follows:

'STP'
Standard schedule type, Standard user

'MTP'
Multi-trans schedule type, Standard user
2'MSH'
Multi-trans schedule type, Multi-trans shell user

• Each BATATP DETAIL time-span record provides complete identification of the partner TP that requested the
execution of the TP for ATPTYPE='STP' and 'MTP'. In the case of BATATP records of ATPTYPE='MSH', representing
the generic multi-trans shell portion of the TP, there is no partner TP responsible for the execution.

• There is no concept of interval recording for the BATATP file observations. Each DETAIL time-span BATATP record
represents the complete resource utilization of the APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP for the duration of the TP
execution.

• The BATATP file is related to the BAT_TP APPC/MVS TP Activity file in that both are created from SMF records written
for ASCH scheduled TP executions. The initial IBM implementation of APPC/MVS, however, provides no means of
tying the two files together. The BATATP file provides a transaction orientated view of TP execution, while the BAT_TP
file provides an address space view.

• The BATATP file is useful for chargeback and response time performance analysis of APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled
TPs. For chargeback purposes, complete accountability back to the requesting TP is present in the record. For
response time analysis, timestamps and durations are present that quantify the start, stop, and durations of each
important event from the initial request of the TP through the end of execution.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS time- spans, bound the span of time over which the data
has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the
data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL time-
span versus their role in the MONTHS time-spans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents TP execution start time
In the case of a multi-trans shell, when ATPTYPE='MSH', STARTTS is either the time the multi-trans shell begins to
initialize the TP environment, if just initiated, or the time that the TP portion of the multi-trans TP returned control to the
shell.

ENDTS
represents TP execution end time
In the case of a multi-trans shell, when ATPTYPE='MSH', ENDTS is either the time the multi-trans shell returns control
back to the TP portion of the multi-trans TP or, if no requests for conversations with the TP have occurred over a 5 minute
period, the time the multi-trans TP ends execution and frees up the APPC initiator.
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BATATP Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BATATP retrieval examples.

• Print all APPC/MVS TPs that executed class MTRANS2A.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATATP01;

     IF ATPCLASS='MTRANS2A';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ATPCLASS STARTTS ENDTS;

 

• Print out the resource consumption of all APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TPs with ACCTNO1='D1354'.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATATP01;

     IF ACCTNO1='D1354' ;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID ACCTNO1 STARTTS ENDTS ATPCPUTM ATPBLKTR

         ATPTCNT;

 

• Print all APPC/MVS TPs with ATPAPU (TP Application Unit Identifier) = 'A1200L1' requested by a partner TP at
ATPPLU (Partner LU Name) 'PLU00142'.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_TP01;

     IF ATPAPU='A1200L1' AND ATPPLU='PLU00142' ;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR SYSID ATPAPU ATPPLU ATPNAME STARTTS ENDTS

         ATPCPUTM ;

 

• Print total CPU time consumption by ACCTNO1 over the last two months APPC/MVS TPs with ATPAPU (TP
Application Unit Identifier) = 'A1200L1' for .

     %LET BY = ACCTNO1 ;

     %LET BREAK = ACCTNO1 ;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATM..BATATP01

         &pBATM..BATATP02;

     IF ATPAPU='A1200L1';

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY:

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %ATPSUM;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY DESCENDING ATPCPUTM ;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ACCTNO1 ATPAPU ATPCPUTM ;

 

Daily vs. Monthly Measurement Analysis

A useful technique for identifying trends and enforcing standards is to compare a measurement taken in the current
month with similar measurements for the previous month. For example, the average monthly TP response time for each
Application Unit Identifier (ATPAPU) can be compared to the average response time for like TPs run in a single day.

ATPAVTTM contains the average response time for all DETAIL timespan observations included in the summarized record.
The following SAS code compares the previous months average against the previous days average and computes the
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difference. Only standard scheduled TPs are compared. The report shows whether yesterdays average was better or
worse than the previous months average.

 * Set the summary and data element ;

   %LET BY = ATPAPU ;

   %LET BREAK = ATPAPU ;

 * Get the previous month's figures;

   PROC SORT DATA=MONTHS.BATATP01 (KEEP = ATPAPU ATPAVMTM)

        OUT=MONTH

        BY &BY ;

 * Summarize by ATPAPU and set the month elements to unique ;

 *           names ;

   DATA MONTH (DROP=ATPAVTTM ATPCOUNT);

   SET MONTH ;

   %ATPSUM;

   ATPAVMTM=ATPAVTTM ;

   ATPMCONT=ATPCOUNT ;

 * Get the previous day's figures;

   PROC SORT DATA=&pBATX..BATATP01 (KEEP=ATPAPU ATPAVTTM);

        OUT=YSTRDY

        BY &BY ;

 * Summarize by ATPAPU ;

   DATA MONTH ;

   SET MONTH ;

   %ATPSUM;

 * Merge month and yesterdays data by ATPAPU ;

 * Only select ATPAPU's run both yesterday and last month ;

 DATA COMPARE;

 MERGE MONTH (IN=INMONTH)

       YSTRDY (IN=INYSTRDY);

       BY &BY ;

 IF INYSTRDY AND INMONTH ;

   RESPDIF=ABS(ATPAVTTM-ATPAVMTM) ;

   IF ATPAVTTM GT ATPAVMTM THEN DESCRIPT='YESTERDAY WORSE ';

   ELSE IF ATPAVTTM LT ATPAVMTM THEN DESCRIPT='YESTERDAY

   BETTER';

 ELSE DESCRIPT='YESTERDAY SAME ' ;

 END ;

 PROC PRINT DATA=COMPARE;

 LABEL DESCRIPT="Comparison Description";

       RESPDIF ="Response Time Difference";

       ATPMCONT="Monthly TP Count";

 VAR ATPAPU DESCRIPT RESPDIF ATPMCONT ATPCOUNT;

 TITLE1 "Comparison of ATPAPU Response Times" ;

 TITLE2 "Monthly average versus yesterdays average" ;

 

BATSPL - Batch User Spool Activity File

The Batch User Spool Activity File (BATSPL) quantifies user spool usage, forms usage, and RJE line usage. It contains
one record per printed SYSOUT, and is derived from the SMF Output Writer Record (type 6).
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BATSPL File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATSPL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   ROUTE    |

|         |SYSOUT    FORMNUM   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   ROUTE    |

|         |SYSOUT    FORMNUM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   ROUTE    |

|         |SYSOUT    FORMNUM   YEAR      ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATSPL Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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 X..MY.E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

 X..MY.E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

 X..MY.E  ACCTNO3  - USER

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X..MY.E  FORMNUM  - Form Number

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X..MY.E  ROUTE    - Route Number

 X..MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X..MY.E  SYSOUT   - SYSOUT Class

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X..MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X..MY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  DEVNAME  - Device Name (i.e. RD1, PU2, Etc.)

 X..MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

 X..MY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 X..MY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

 X..MY.E  SYSNAME  - System Name

 X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   SPLBIN1  - Bin 1 Used

 X.....   SPLBIN2  - Bin 2 Used

 X.....   SPLBIN3  - Bin 3 Used

 X.....   SPLBIN4  - Bin 4 Used

 X.....E  SPLCDARH - CA-Dispatch Extracted from Archive

 X.....E  SPLCDBUN - CA-Dispatch Bundle Name

 X.....E  SPLCDCPY - CA-Dispatch Number Report Copies

 X.....E  SPLCDDRP - CA-Dispatch Maildrop Name

 X.....E  SPLCDDST - CA-Dispatch Destination

 X.....   SPLCDFRM - CA-Dispatch DJDE Form Number

 X.....E  SPLCDJDC - CA-Dispatch Number DJDE Copies

 X.....E  SPLCDJID - CA-Dispatch JES Job Number

 X.....E  SPLCDJNM - CA-Dispatch Job Name

 X.....E  SPLCDMNR - CA-Dispatch Minor Charge Code

 X.....E  SPLCDNPG - CA-Dispatch Number Report Pages

 X.....E  SPLCDOLV - CA-Dispatch Recipient Flag

 X.....E  SPLCDPHN - CA-Dispatch Recipient Phone Number

 X.....E  SPLCDPLX - CA-Dispatch Duplex Option Flag

 X.....E  SPLCDRCP - CA-Dispatch Recipient Name

 X.....E  SPLCDRDS - CA-Dispatch Recipient Description

 X.....E  SPLCDRNM - CA-Dispatch Report Name
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 X.....E  SPLCDRTD - CA-Dispatch Report Description

 X.....E  SPLCKPRL - PrintWay Data Set Released With CKPT

 X.....E  SPLCKPRS - PrintWay Data Set Restarted With CKPT

 X.....   SPLDSCI  - Data Set Control Indicator

 X.....   SPLDUPLX - Duplex Used

 X.....E  SPLEDBUN - CA-Deliver Bundle Name

 X.....   SPLEDDID - CA-Deliver Distribution Identifier

 X.....   SPLFCBID - FCB Image ID

 X.....E  SPLGRPNM - JES3 Logical Output Device Group Name

 X.....E  SPLIPADR - TCP/IP Trans Destination Address

 X.....E  SPLIPQUE - TCP/IP Dest Print Queue Name

 X.....E  SPLMASK  - Record Construction Audit Mask

 X.....   SPLNTNDN - Output Destination Indicator

 X.....   SPLOCRTE - Special Local Route Code

 X.....E  SPLOMACT - Output Manager Job Accounting Data

 X.....E  SPLOMRID - Output Manager Report Identifier

 X..MY.E  SPLPGLE1 - Paper Length In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGLE2 - Paper Length In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGLE3 - Paper Length In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGLE4 - Paper Length In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGWI1 - Paper Width In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGWI2 - Paper Width In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGWI3 - Paper Width In Millimeters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGWI4 - Paper Width In Millimeters

 X.....E  SPLPRTY  - OUTPUT PRTY Parameter

 X.....E  SPLPWTA  - PrintWay Transmission Attempted

 X.....E  SPLPWTS  - PrintWay Transmission Successful

 X.....   SPLSETUP - Print COMSETUP Parm

 X.....   SPLSMFLV - Record Level Indicator

 X.....   SPLUCSID - UCS Image ID

 X.....E  SPLVWSVJ - CA-View First 8 SYSOUT ID

 X.....E  SPLVWSVU - CA-View Last 4 SYSOUT ID

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X..MY.E  SPLBINC1 - Bin Counter 1

 X..MY.E  SPLBINC2 - Bin Counter 2

 X..MY.E  SPLBINC3 - Bin Counter 3

 X..MY.E  SPLBINC4 - Bin Counter 4

 X..MY.E  SPLBYTES - TCP/IP Bytes Transmitted

 X..MY.E  SPLCOST  - Processing Charges

 X..MY.   SPLCPSPR - 3800 Copies Printed

 X..M..E  SPLFEET  - Number of Feet Printed

 X..M..   SPLFMDFU - Number of FORMDEFs Used

 X..M..   SPLFONTL - Number of Fonts Loaded

 X..M..   SPLFONTU - Number of Fonts Used

 X..M..   SPLIMPS  - Number of Sides of Paper Printed

 X..MY.E  SPLLATE  - Late Sysout Record Count

 X..MY.E  SPLNDS   - Data Sets Processed By Writer

 X..MY.E  SPLNJESR - NJE Sysout Record Count

 X..M..E  SPLNLPGE - Number of Logical Pages Printed

 X..MY.E  SPLNLR   - Logical Writer Records

 X..M..   SPLOVLYL - Number of Overlays Loaded
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 X..M..   SPLOVLYU - Number of Overlays Used

 X..M..   SPLPGDFU - Number of PAGEDEFs Used

 X..MY.E  SPLPGE   - Page Count

 X..M..   SPLPGSGL - Number of Page Segments Loaded

 X..M..   SPLPGSGU - Number of Page Segments Used

 X..MY.E  SPLPGSQ1 - Paper In Square Meters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGSQ2 - Paper In Square Meters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGSQ3 - Paper In Square Meters

 X..MY.E  SPLPGSQ4 - Paper In Square Meters

 X..MY.   SPLPNLR  - PSF Printer Transmissions

 X..MY.   SPLPPGE  - PSF Page Count

 X..MY.E  SPLWTRTM - Time Writer Was Active

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Batch User Spool Activity File (BATSPL).

BATSPL Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATSPL file are provided below.

• The identity of a batch job's execution may be determined through one or more of the following data elements:

JOB
Jobname

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

• The ROUTE data element used in the sequence and summarization processes for this file applies to a JES2
environment only. To use this field for a JES3 environment, define the value for ROUTE.

• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

SPLCOST
Processing Charges

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS or YEARS time-spans, bound the span of time over
which the data has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date
and time for the data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in
the DETAIL time-span versus their role in the MONTHS and YEARS time-spans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described
below:

STARTTS
represents writer start time

ENDTS
represents writer termination time

BATSPL Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BATSPL retrieval examples.

• Print all printing activity on remote 130.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATSPL01;

     IF ROUTE=130;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS STARTTS ENDTS

         SPLNLR SYSOUT;
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• Print all uses of form number '151'.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATSPL01;

     IF FORMNUM='151';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS STARTTS ENDTS

         SPLNLR SYSOUT;

 

• Print all spool activity by department PAY, where the department is the second account code number.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATSPL01;

     IF ACCTNO2='PAY';

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS STARTTS ENDTS

         SPLNLR SYSOUT;

 

• Print total print activity by account code, using ACCTNO1 for last month.

     %LET BY = ACCTNO1 ;

     %LET BREAK = ACCTNO1 ;

     PROC SORT DATA=&pBATM..BATSPL01 OUT=FILE1;

     BY &BY;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %SPLSUM;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID ACCTNO1 SPLNLR;

 

Printer Activity Analysis

A great deal of information about printer activity can be obtained from the BATSPL file. Three elements from this file
(SPLCHARx, SPLDSCI, and SPLWTRTM) are highlighted in this section. The SAS code examples provide basic analytic
tools that can be modified easily to support your individual analysis requirements.

Character Arrangement Table Analysis

SPLCHARx contains the name of the character arrangement tables used in producing the printed output for a data set on
a 3800-type printing subsystem. The SPLCHARx elements apply to PSF, JES2, and JES3 systems.

Your installation can track the usage of specific tables for several reasons. A character arrangement table that is seldom
used can be eliminated from the system as a cost-cutting measure. A table may contain proprietary logos that should not
be used without authorization. The following SAS code can locate users of such tables:

 DATA;

 SET DETAIL.BATSPL01;

 IF SPLCHAR1 = 'target table id'

 OR SPLCHAR2 = 'target table id'

 OR SPLCHAR3 = 'target table id'

 OR SPLCHAR4 = 'target table id';

 PUT JOB= +5 RDRTS= +5 JESJOBNO= +6 (SPLCHAR1-4) ($4.  +1);

 

Print Output Analysis
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SPLDSCI describes the status of print output processing. The eight bits in the SMF source record field (SMF6DCI)
actually represent 11 possible conditions, because bit 0 is "reserved" and three bits have one meaning for JES2 and
another for JES3 and PSF. The conditions are not mutually exclusive, so MICS interprets them in priority order, reporting
only the highest condition encountered in the field. The corresponding MICS strings, in order from high to low, are:

 SMF6DCI     JES2 JES3  PSF  String

  

 '.1......'B   X    X    X   SPIN DATA SETS

 '..1.....'B   X    X    X   OPERATOR TERMINATED

 '....1...'B   X    X    X   OPERATOR RESTARTED

 '.......1'B   X    X    X   3525 PUNCH WAS INTERPRETED

 '...1....'B        X    X   RESTARTED WITH DESTINATION

 '...1....'B   X             OPERATOR INTERRUPTED

 '.....1..'B        X    X   RECEIVED OPERATOR RESTART

 '.....1..'B   X             CONTINUATION OF OUTPUT

 '......1.'B        X    X   STARTED WITH SINGLE SPACE

 '......1.'B   X             OPERATOR OVERRODE CC

 '00000000'B   X    X    X   <blank>

 

With JES2, a new type 6 record is generated each time there is a change in the outgroup's status (the above events and
a few others such as buffer errors and operator overrides of SYSOUT class, copy count, or FCB or UCS image). With
JES3, a new type 6 record is generated each time a data set completes printing copies under a given form name. With
PSF, a new type 6 record is generated for each data set processed. The above prioritization biases SPLDSCI to show
the completion status of the data set at record generation time. The following code displays the status of each job whose
SYSOUT processing was started but stopped short of completion when this day's SMF data collection cut off.

 DATA;

 SET DETAIL.BATSPL01;

 KEEP JOB RDRTS JESJOBNO ROUTE ENDTS SPLDSCI;

 IF SPLDSCI = 'SPIN DATA SETS'

 OR SPLDSCI = 'OPERATOR TERMINATED'

 OR SPLDSCI = 'OPERATOR RESTARTED'

 OR SPLDSCI = '3525 PUNCH WAS INTERPRETED'

 OR SPLDSCI = 'OPERATOR INTERRUPTED'

 OR SPLDSCI = 'RECEIVED OPERATOR RESTART'

 OR SPLDSCI = 'CONTINUATION OF OUTPUT';

 PROC SORT; BY JOB RDRTS ROUTE ENDTS;

 DATA; SET; BY JOB RDRTS ROUTE ENDTS;

 IF LAST.ENDTS;

 PUT @5 JOB +5 RDRTS +5 JESJOBNO +6 ROUTE +5 ENDTS +5 SPLDSCI;

 

Printer Utilization Analysis

SPLWTRTM contains the amount of time the writer was active processing a print output data set. It is useful for studying
the components of job turnaround time and for estimating printer utilization. This element can be biased by configuration-
dependent effects.

SPLWTRTM is most dependable when measuring activity on a local or NJE printer fed directly from the JES spool. The
JES writer is active when the printer is active. However, even here the value may be inflated if the printer stops for a paper
jam or forms reload after printing has started.

More significant bias appears when the printer in question is actually a subsystem, such as a remote workstation with its
own spool or a 3800-type device. In the first case, SPLWTRTM is only a measure of transmittal time and says nothing
about the true delay before hardcopy production has started or completed.
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For a 3800 printing device, the reported writer end time in SMF6TME reflects the time that the last output was stacked,
which can be seconds or minutes after it finished printing. The output is considered stacked when the trailer page is in the
continuous forms stacker or in the burster trimmer stacker, depending on the burster option for that job output element.
There is no time stamp in the type 6 record to tell when the output finished printing, and therefore no way to measure print
time or device utilization.

One possible approach to calculating printer utilization would be to scan the appropriate BATSPL records and eliminate
those that seem to have taken "too long" to print. Starting with a calculated lines-per-second (LPS) for the job at hand,
there are two criteria that could be used. If you use the vendor's advertised printer speed, you could simply drop any job
that seemed to print more slowly than the rated LPS. The following SAS code uses a measured LPS to find those jobs
that print unusually slowly:

 * Select for the device(s) to be studied;

 DATA A;

 SET DETAIL.BATSPLnn;

 IF 'route and printer selection';

 PROC SORT;

 BY ROUTE DEVNAME DESCENDING STARTTS;

 DATA B;

 SET A;

 BY ROUTE DEVNAME;

 * Assume that this job starts printing as soon as

 * the previous one finished;

 NEWENDTS = LAG1 (STARTTS);

 * We don't know when the most recent job finished

 * so drop it;

 IF NOT FIRST.DEVNAME;

 * Calculate an apparent lines per second;

 CALC_LPS = SPLNLR / (NEWENDTS - STARTTS);

 PROC UNIVARIATE NOPRINT; BY ROUTE DEVNAME; VAR CALC_LPS;

 * Assume no more than 10% of jobs were interrupted

 * by forms mount or paper jam situations;

 * EST_LPS is the 50th percentile observed speed;

 OUTPUT OUT = C P10 = LIMIT MEDIAN = EST_LPS;

 DATA B; MERGE B C; BY ROUTE DEVNAME;

 * Drop observations where printer was

 * anomalously "slow";

 IF CALC_LPS >= LIMIT;

 * Calculate and display the "trimmed" average LPS;

 PROC MEANS MEAN; BY ROUTE DEVNAME; ID EST_LPS;

 VAR CALC_LPS; OUTPUT OUT = B MEAN = CALC_LPS;

 * Determine device busy time, duration, and %U;

 DATA _NULL_; MERGE A B; BY ROUTE DEVNAME;

 RETAIN BUSYTIME FINISHTS;

 IF FIRST.DEVNAME THEN DO;

   BUSYTIME = 0;

   FINISHTS = ENDTS;

 END;

 BUSYTIME = SUM (BUSYTIME, SPLNLR / CALC_LPS);

 EST_LPM = 60 * EST_LPS;

 IF LAST.DEVNAME THEN DO;

   DEV_UTIL = 100 * BUSYTIME / (FINISHTS - STARTTS);

   PUT ROUTE= DEVNAME= EST_LPM= COMMA7.

   BUSYTIME= HHMM6.
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   DEV_UTIL= 3.;

 END;

 

For details about the individual data elements, see the MICS Data Dictionary for the MICS Batch and Operations
Analyzer.

BATWDA - Batch Workload Device Activity File

The Batch Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA) quantifies DASD device usage by workload component by hour of
the day. It is derived from the EXCP segments of SMF type 30 records, subtypes 2, 3, and 4. In the DETAIL timespan, the
BATWDA contains one record per EXCP segment. It contains one record per device, per performance group, per hour in
the DAYS timespan.

BATWDA File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATWDA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     PERFGRP   WLMCLASS  WLMRPTCL  DEVCLASS |

|         |DEVADDR   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATWDA Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014
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Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .D....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

 .D....E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

 .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 .D....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .D....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

 .D....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 .D....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

 .D....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

 .D....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 .D....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 ......E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .D....E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

 .D....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 ......E  JOB      - Job Identification

 .D....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 ......E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 .D....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 ......E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

 ......E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

 .D....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 ......E  WDAINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

 ......E  WDASTIME - Step Active or Interval Start Time

 ......E  WDATFLAG - WDASTIME Ident (Act=' ',Int='1')

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .D....E  WDAALOCS - Data Set Allocations

 .D....E  WDADCNT  - Device Connect Time

 .D....E  WDAEXCPS - Device Excps

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Batch Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA).
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BATWDA Usage Considerations

The BATWDA file is optional. If the OPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) specifies the keyword WDA,
data to create and maintain the file will be extracted. If NOWDA is coded in SMFOPS, then the file will not be created.

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATWDA file are provided below.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS data elements in the DAYS time-span bound the span of time over which the data has
been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for the data
summarized.

• Activate the file in each MICS unit that requires device workload I/O activity. BATWDA file activation involves the
specification of the WDA keyword on the OPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) as discussed above.

BATWDA Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical BATWDA retrieval example.

• Print all the SMF measured I/O activity by device address for each performance group by hour of the day for yesterday.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATD..BATWDA01;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID PERFGRP DEVADDR YEAR MONTH

          DAY HOUR WDAEXCPS WDAALOCS WDADATTR;

 

BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File

The Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file is an account field repository. It is accessed during the SMF data merge
process to create the other Batch information area files. It provides accountability back to the creating job for NJE
SYSOUT and "late" SYSOUT. Read the SYSOUT Considerations section for information about NJE and "late" SYSOUT.

The BATSFH file is different from the other batch information area files in many ways.

• The component generator program, (SMFCGEN), ignores the BATSFH file statement. This is because the file only
exists in the 01 cycle of the DETAIL time-span.

• The BATSFH file is always turned on in the DETAIL time- span. It remains inactive, however, unless activated by a
SFHLIMIT option statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

• The file is delivered with only four active data elements. You must customize this file to contain the raw account fields
needed by the ACCTRTE member of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS.

To use the BATSFH file to increase accountability for NJE and "late" SYSOUT, follow these steps.

1. Make sure your sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE) references the ACCTINFO or H_AUDIT data elements as
explained in the ACCTRTE - Batch Account Code Exit Routine section.

2. Customize the BATSFH file to support your ACCTRTE accounting requirements by following the instructions in the File
Customization section below.

3. Activate the file in each MICS unit that requires extended accountability for NJE or "late" SYSOUT. BATSFH file
activation involves the addition of an SFHLIMIT option statement to the SMFOPS member in each MICS unit requiring
the file. Adding an SFHLIMIT option statement is covered in the SFHLIMIT Option section.

4. After two or three weeks, analyze the BATSFH file to determine if your SFHLIMIT should increase or decrease. The
File Usage Notes section below explains how to maximize SYSOUT accountability while minimizing the BATSFH file
DASD space requirements.
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BATSFH File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A indicates that the
file is not supported in a time-span. The BATSFH file only exists at the DETAIL time-span, and is always sequenced by
Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) and job name (JOB).

BATSFH Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |RDRTS     JOB                                    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATSFH Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACTFLD1  - Job Card Account Field 1
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 X.....E  ACTFLD2  - Job Card Account Field 2

 X.....E  ACTFLD3  - Job Card Account Field 3

 X.....E  ACTFLD4  - Job Card Account Field 4

 X.....E  ACTFLD5  - Job Card Account Field 5

 X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

 X.....E  JOBCLASS - Job Input Class

 X.....E  JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

 X.....E  JOBPRTY  - JES Input Priority

 X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

 X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  TERMID   - TSO Terminal ID

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SFHAGE   - Processing Cycles

 X.....E  SFHGRID  - RACF Group ID

 X.....E  SFHHAGE  - Cycle Age Last Used For Accounting

 X.....E  SFHTERM  - RACF Terminal

 X.....E  SFHUSID  - RACF User ID

 X.....E  SMF20UIF - Initiation User Field

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Job Account Derivation Hold File (BATSFH).

BATSFH File Customization

You must customize the BATSFH file to meet your accounting requirements. Your accounting requirements are defined in
the SAS code you wrote in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE), the Batch Account Code Exit Routine. The account
routine is thoroughly explained in ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine. If you are familiar with the I_AUDIT and
J_AUDIT SMF record type flags, but unfamiliar with the ACCTINFO flag, read the ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit
Routine before continuing.

To get started, print a listing of your account routine. All data elements that your account routine uses to assign values to
ACCTNO1-ACCTNO9 need to be turned on in the BATSFH file. For example, consider the following ACCTRTE:

      /*                                         */

      /*     ASSIGN OVERHEAD ACCOUNT NUMBERS     */

      /*                                         */

      ACCTNO1='***'      ; /* DIVISION   */

      ACCTNO2='*****'    ; /* DEPARTMENT */

      ACCTNO3='********' ; /* USER       */

      /*                                         */

      IF ACCTINFO THEN DO ;/* I_AUDIT, J_AUDIT, or H_AUDIT  */

        ACCTNO1=ACTFLD1 ;  /* FIRST JOB CARD ACCOUNT FIELD  */

        ACCTNO2=ACTFLD2 ;  /* SECOND JOB CARD ACCOUNT FIELD */

        ACCTNO3=RACFUSID;  /* RACF USER IDENTIFICATION */

      END ;

 

This trivial account routine assigns ACCTNO1 and ACCTNO2 from the first two account fields from the job card.
ACCTNO3 is set equal to the RACF User ID.

The BATSFH file definition is contained in the SMFGENIN member of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. The file definition is
illustrated below:
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    FILE SFHJOB 50 1 Y N N N N N N N Job Account Derivation ..

    FOPT DEFAULT DEFAULT STD

    CYCLES   01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

    TYPE R 2 . 2 . 2 .

    NAME SFHAGE       00  0 N N N N Processing Cycles

    NAME SFHHAGE      00  0 N N N N Cycle Age Last Used For ..

    * COMMON

    NAME RDRTS        99  1 1 1 1 1 .

    NAME JOB          99  2 2 2 2 2 .

    *

    * Data Elements below this comment may be turned on or off

    * according to ACCTRTE requirements.  Data elements above

    * this comment must NEVER be modified in any way.

    *

    TYPE R $8. . $8. . $8. .

    NAME SMF20UIF     00  N N N N N Initiation User Field

    NAME SFHGRID      00  N N N N N RACF Group ID

    NAME SFHUSID      00  N N N N N RACF User ID

    NAME SFHTERM      00  N N N N N RACF Terminal

    * COMMON

    NAME PGMTYPE      99  N N N N N .

    NAME JOBPRTY      99  N N N N N .

    NAME PERFGRP      99  N N N N N .

    NAME JOBCLASS     99  N N N N N .

    NAME JOBPRGNM     99  N N N N N .

    NAME SYSID        99  N N N N N .

    NAME TERMID       99  N N N N N

    NAME ACTFLD1      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD2      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD3      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD4      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD5      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD6      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD7      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD8      99  N N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD9      99  N N N N N .

 

The BATSFH file customization required to satisfy the sample ACCTRTE shown above is trivial. Simply activate the
following data elements in the DETAIL time-span:

    NAME SFHUSID      00  0 N N N N RACF User ID

    NAME ACTFLD1      99  0 N N N N .

    NAME ACTFLD2      99  0 N N N N .

 

The 'N' in the DETAIL time-span column was changed to a '0' for these three elements. This tells MICS to
include these three elements in each BATSFH file observation. You must execute the component generator,
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN), after customization to generate the internal file macros.

Note: MICS sets the value of the three RACF fields, RACFUSID, RACFGRID, and RACFTERM, from one of several
different SMF records types prior to execution of your ACCTRTE. If your ACCTRTE uses RACF fields to determine
ACCTNOx values, activate the three fields SFHUSID, SFHGRID, and/or SFHTERM in the BATSFH file. When a BATSFH
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observation is present for NJE or "late" sysout, MICS will set the RACF values from these SFH file elements prior to
execution of your ACCTRTE.

Because the BATSFH file exists only in the DETAIL time-span, data element activation in the summarized time-spans is
ignored by the component generator program.

MICS file tailoring is explained in the Tailoring Database Files section. If your ACCTRTE requires data elements other
than those delivered in the BATSFH file, add them to the file. If the required element is not a common data element,
you may need to add a TYPE statement so the MICS component generator uses the appropriate length and format for
the element(s). Make sure you execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN) after activating and/or adding the data
elements you need.

You should customize and generate the BATSFH file before you activate it with an SFHLIMIT option statement. The
BATSFH file remains empty until activated with an SFHLIMIT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

BATSFH File Usage Notes

The BATSFH file only exists to enhance accountability for certain types of SYSOUT. When activated by adding an
SFHLIMIT statement to prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS), this file collects observations from every batch job, started task,
TSO session, or APPC/MVS Transaction Program that MICS has completed processing.

The SFHLIMIT option statement requires an operand telling MICS the number of update cycles for which each BATSFH
file observation will reside in the file. Section 7.3.1.4 explains how to code the SFHLIMIT statement. For example, if you
code:

         SFHLIMIT 10

 

each observation written to the BATSFH file will remain in the file for 10 MICS daily update cycles.

How do you know if ten cycles is a good value for your site?

The BATSFH file has a special data element, Cycle Age Last Used for Accounting (SFHHAGE). This data element retains
the age (number of update cycles since added to the BATSFH file) of the observation when it last provided account
information for "late" or NJE SYSOUT.

You can perform an analysis of the SFHHAGE data element after the file has been active for a number of daily update
cycles.

      PROC FREQ DATA=&BATX..BATSFH01 ;

      TABLES SFHHAGE ;

      TITLE1 'FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF BATSFH SUCCESS AGE' ;

 

This will produce a frequency analysis of each unique value encountered for the SFHHAGE data element:

       FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF BATSFH SUCCESS AGE

  

             Cycle Last Used For Accounting

  

                                  CUMULATIVE   CUMULATIVE

   SFHHAGE  FREQUENCY   PERCENT   FREQUENCY     PERCENT

   ------------------------------------------------------

     0       9924        99.2         9924       99.2

     1         48          .5         9972       99.7

     2         10          .1         9982       99.8

     3         12          .1         9994       99.9

     4          6          .1        10000      100.0
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Nonzero values for SFHHAGE indicate that SYSOUT was encountered that number of daily update cycles after the
observation was first added to the BATSFH file. If SFHHAGE never exceeds 4, for example, then you would want to
change your SFHLIMIT statement to:

      SFHLIMIT 5

 

This analysis enables you to minimize the DASD space requirements of the BATSFH file based on when SYSOUT is
printed and the corresponding SMF type 6 records are encountered by MICS, relative to job end.

BATMUG - Measured Usage Global File

The Measured Usage Global File (BATMUG) quantifies the resource usage measures for software products registered
with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC) subsystem. It is derived from the Usage Data (type 89) record.

BATMUG File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATMUG Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     MUPROD    MUVER     MUPRODID  MUOWNER  |

|         |MUQUAL    YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     MUGRIETS                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     MUPROD    MUVER     MUPRODID  MUOWNER  |

|         |MUQUAL    YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     MUPROD    MUVER     MUPRODID  MUOWNER  |

|         |MUQUAL    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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BATMUG Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

  GENERATION DATE: Mon, Feb 28, 2014

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  MUGRIETS - Interval End Time Stamp

   XD.M..E  MUOWNER  - Owner/Vendor Name

   XD.M..E  MUPROD   - Product Name

   XD.M..E  MUPRODID - Product ID

   XD.M..E  MUQUAL   - Product Qualifier

   XD.M..E  MUVER    - Product Version

   XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XD.M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD.M..   CPCCFGCT - Configured CPU Count

   XD.M..   CPCCPUCB - CPU Capability

   XD.M..   CPCMAF02 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 2 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF03 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 3 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF04 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 4 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF05 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 5 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF06 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 6 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF07 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 7 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF08 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 8 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF09 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 9 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF10 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 10 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF11 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 11 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF12 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 12 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF13 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 13 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF14 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 14 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF15 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 15 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMAF16 - CPU Capability Adj. Factor for 16 CPUs

   XD.M..   CPCMODEL - CPC Model Number

   XD.M..   CPCSBYCT - Standby CPU Count

   XD.M..   CPCSEQ   - CPC Sequence Number

   XD.M..   CPCTYPE  - CPC Type Number
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   XD.M..   CPCV1MAN - V1-CPC System Manufacturer

   XD.M..   CPCV1MOD - V1-CPC System Model

   XD.M..   CPCV1POM - V1-CPC System Plant of Manufacturer

   XD.M..   CPCV1SEQ - V1-CPC System Sequence Number

   XD.M..   CPCV1TYP - V1-CPC System Type

   XD.M..E  CPUMODL  - Processor Model

   XD.M..E  CPUSERAL - CPU Serial Number

   XD.M..E  CPUVERSN - Processor Version

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XD.M..E  MUAUTH   - Unauthorized Entry Flag

   XD.M..   MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

   XD.M..   PRSMLPID - Logical Partition ID of Recording SYSID

   XD.M..   PRSMLPNM - Logical Partition Name

   XD.M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   XD.M..   SYSNAME  - System Name

   XD.M..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  MUGADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

   X.....E  MUGCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

   X.....E  MUGCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   X.....E  MUGCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   X.....E  MUGCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

   XD.M..E  MUGDTOFF - GMT to Local Time Offset

   XD.M..E  MUGHYPOF - Hypervisor Date/Time Offset

   XD.M..E  MUGLPNVD - zNALC LPAR Name is Valid Indicator

   XD.M..E  MUGLZANI - LICENSE=zNALC Indicator

   XD.M..   MUGPTYPE - Product Specific Resource Data Type

   XD.M..E  MUGP001I - P001 is Active Indicator

   X.....E  MUGRISTS - Interval Start Time Stamp

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XD.M..E  MUGCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

   XD.M..E  MUGCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

   XD.M..E  MUGCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

   XD.M..E  MUGCPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time

   XD.M..E  MUGDUR   - Product Usage Data Duration

   XD.M..E  MUGEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

   XD.M..   MUGPDATA - Product Specific Resource Data

   XD.M..E  MUGSRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time

   XD.M..E  MUGTCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XD.M..E  MUGMXCPU - Max Product Total CPU Time

   XD.M..E  MUGMXSRB - Max Product SRB CPU Time

   XD.M..E  MUGMXTCB - Max Product TCB CPU Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Measured Usage Global File (BATMUG).
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BATMUG Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATMUG file are provided below.

• The identity of the software product measured is uniquely determined by the following:
– MUPROD Product
– MUVER Product Version
– MUPRODID Product ID
– MUOWNER Owner/Vendor
– MUQUAL Product Qualifier

• The identity of the system where the measurements were taken is determined by the following:

SYSID
System Identifier

SYSPLEX
Sysplex Name

• Note that SYSPLEX is not a sort/summarization key for the BATMUG file. If your installation has two or more sysplexes
and you use the same SYSID value for two or more different MVS images in separate sysplexes (e.g., 'SYSA' is an
MVS image in SYSPLEX1 and also in SYSPLEX2) you should process the SMF data from each sysplex in separate
MICS units, maintaining the separation of usage data from the two different systems. An easy way to avoid this
problem is to use unique SYSID names for all MVS images.

• Due to variations in how interval recording can be specified, multiple SMF type 89 usage data records can be
produced for the same usage interval. For more information about interval recording specifications for usage data
collection, see IBM documentation.

• The SMF type 89 record contains two separate sets of start and end time stamps, one reporting interval start and end
and the other reporting usage start and end.
The interval start and end values are stored in MUGRISTS (Reporting Interval Start Time Stamp) and MUGRIETS
(Reporting Interval End Time Stamp). When MUGRIETS falls on an hour boundary, one second is subtracted from the
value (e.g., 9:00:00 becomes 8:59:59).
The usage start and end values are stored in STARTTS (Start Time Stamp) and ENDTS (End Time Stamp).
STARTTS is always set equal to the usage start time unless the interval start time falls within the same hour as the
usage start time. In this case, STARTTS is set to the maximum value of the two start times.
Similarly, ENDTS is always set to the usage end time unless the interval end time falls within the same hour as the
usage end time. In this case, ENDTS is set to the minimum value of the two end times. Before the comparison and
setting of ENDTS, both the interval and usage end times are adjusted downward by 1 second if their values fall on an
hour boundary.
The following examples illustrate how STARTTS and ENDTS are populated:

     Example 1:

                            SMF Type 89 Values

  

                INTERVAL START 8:00:00    USAGE START 8:00:00

                INTERVAL END   8:30:00    USAGE END   9:00:00

  

                          Resulting CA MICS Values

  

                MUGRISTS       8:00:00    STARTTS     8:00:00

                MUGRIETS       8:30:00    ENDTS       8:30:00

  

     Example 2:

                            SMF Type 89 Values

  

                INTERVAL START 8:30:00    USAGE START 8:00:00
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                INTERVAL END   9:00:00    USAGE END   9:00:00

  

                          Resulting CA MICS Values

  

                MUGRISTS       8:30:00    STARTTS     8:30:00

                MUGRIETS       8:59:59    ENDTS       8:59:59

  

     Example 3:

                            SMF Type 89 Values

  

                INTERVAL START 8:45:00    USAGE START 8:00:00

                INTERVAL END   9:15:00    USAGE END   9:00:00

  

                          Resulting CA MICS Values

  

                MUGRISTS       8:45:00    STARTTS     8:45:00

                MUGRIETS       9:15:59    ENDTS       8:59:59

  

     Example 4:

                            SMF Type 89 Values

  

                INTERVAL START 8:45:00    USAGE START 9:00:00

                INTERVAL END   9:15:00    USAGE END  10:00:00

  

                          Resulting CA MICS Values

  

                MUGRISTS       8:45:00    STARTTS     9:00:00

                MUGRIETS       9:15:59    ENDTS       9:15:00

  

 

• IBM uses service units to quantify product utilization in the IFAURP usage report program. The service units are
computed during the report generation process as the product of CPU time (taken from SMF type 89 records) and a
CPU time to service unit factor. A table of machine-specific service unit factors is stored in the IFAURP report program.
These factors are not recorded in the SMF type 89 usage records.
The BATMUG file contains the SRB, TCB, and total CPU time values. The IFAURP report program reports the CPU
time to service unit factor used for each system encountered in the SMF type 89 records. You can, therefore, report
on service unit utilization from the BATMUG file if you first pre-process the file to derive service units by multiplying
MUGCPUTM by the appropriate factor reported in the IFAURP report for each system (SYSID).

BATMUG Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BATMUG retrieval examples.

• Print the CPU time consumed by product 'IMS/ESA' from the most current DETAIL time-span cycle, by SYSID.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATX..BATMUG01;

     IF MUPROD='IMS/ESA' ;

     PROC SORT ;

       BY SYSID STARTTS ;

     PROC PRINT;

       BY SYSID STARTTS ;

     VAR SYSID MUPROD MUGSRBTM MUGTCBTM MUGCPUTM ;
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     SUM              MUGSRBTM MUGTCBTM MUGCPUTM ;

 

• Report CPU service units by product SYSID and hour for all products in the current DAYS time-span cycle.

     DATA;

     SET &pBATD..BATMUG01;

     /* Convert CPU time to service units using factors */

     /* displayed in IBM's IFAURP report program output */

     SELECT SYSID ;

       WHEN('CPU1') DO ;

         FACTOR=xxx.xx ;  /* From IFAURP report listing */

         CPUSU=FACTOR*MUGCPUTM ;

        END ;

       WHEN('CPU2') DO ;

         FACTOR=yyy.yy ;  /* from IFAURP report listing */

         CPUSU=FACTOR*MUGCPUTM ;

        END ;

       OTHERWISE DO ;

         PUT 'SYSID ENCOUNTERED WITH NO SELECT/WHEN' ;

         PUT SYSPLEX= SYSID= CPUSERAL= MUPROD= ;

        END ;

     END ;

     PROC SORT ;

       BY MUPROD HOUR SYSID ;

     PROC PRINT;

       BY MUPROD HOUR ;

     VAR SYSID MUPROD MUGCPUTM CPUSU FACTOR ;

     SUM              MUGCPUTM CPUSU ;

  

 

Note: A more efficient method to convert CPU time to service units is to construct a SAS FORMAT that returns the
conversion factor for each SYSID.

BATMUA - Measured Usage Address Space File

The Measured Usage Address Space File (BATMUA) quantifies the resource usage measures for software products
registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC) subsystem. It is derived from the Usage Data segments
in SMF type 30 interval and step termination records.

You can use the BATMUA file to analyze software product use and to support surcharging for software at the address
space level.

BATMUA File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATMUA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   MUPROD   |

|         |MUVER     MUPRODID  MUOWNER   MUQUAL    YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   MUPROD   |

|         |MUVER     MUPRODID  MUOWNER   MUQUAL    YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATMUA Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

 X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

 X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X..M..E  MUOWNER  - Owner/Vendor Name

 X..M..E  MUPROD   - Product Name

 X..M..E  MUPRODID - Product ID

 X..M..E  MUQUAL   - Product Qualifier
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 X..M..E  MUVER    - Product Version

 X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

 X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

 X..M..E  MUAUTH   - Unauthorized Entry Flag

 X.....   MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 X.....   PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

 X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

 X.....E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 X..M..E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

 X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

 X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

 X..M..   SYSNAME  - System Name

 X..M..E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  MUACOST  - Processing Charges

 X..M..E  MUACOUNT - Product Execution Count

 X..M..E  MUACPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time

 X..M..   MUAPDATA - Product Specific Resource Data

 X..M..   MUAPTYPE - Product Specific Resource Data Type

 X..M..E  MUASRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time

 X..M..E  MUATCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Measured Usage Address Space File (BATMUA).

BATMUA Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATMUA file are provided below.

• The identity of the software product measured is uniquely determined by the following:

MUPROD
Product

MUVER
Product Version

MUPRODID
Product ID

MUOWNER
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Owner/Vendor

MUQUAL
Product Qualifier

• Because the source for BATMUA observations is SMF type 30 step or interval records, there is a partner observation
in one of the MICS step-level files (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE). The following data elements allow
you to uniquely identify the MICS step-level partner observation:

ENDTS
End Time Stamp

STARTTS
Start Time Stamp

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

JOB
Job Name

STEPNUM
Step Number

JESJOBNO
JES Job Number

PROGRAM
Program Name

PGMINTVL
Interval Measurement Type

PGMTYPE
Program Execution Type (Batch, TSO, STC, etc.)
PGMTYPE in the BATMUA file directs you to the appropriate MICS step-level data base file:

PGMTYPE=1
BATPGM (Batch)

PGMTYPE=2
BAT_TS (TSO)

PGMTYPE=3
BAT_ST (Started Task)

PGMTYPE=4
BAT_TP (APPC/MVS TP)

PGMTYPE=5
BAT_OE (Open Edition/MVS)

• The BATMUA usage measurements consist of SRB and TCB CPU time as well as a general purpose measurement
field that can be optionally populated by a vendor's software product:

MUATCBTM
Product TCB CPU Time

MUASRBTM
Product SRB CPU Time

MUACPUTM
Product CPU (SRB+TCB) Time
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MUAPDATA
Product Specific Resource Data

MUAPTYPE
Product Specific Resource Data Type

• MICS Accounting and Chargeback support is provided for the BATMUA file. Note that the SRB, TCB, and CPU time
measurements recorded in the BATMUA file represent a subset of the CPU time measurements recorded in data
elements PGMSRBTM, PGMTCBTM, and PGMCPUTM in the partner step-level MICS observation. This makes the
BATMUA file ideal for surcharging for the use of specific software products, but you must be aware that the CPU time
has also been recorded in the step-level file observations.

• An MULC-registered software product can be accessed multiple times within a given step or interval. Each product
use results in a separate usage data segment in the SMF type 30 step or interval records. MICS consolidates multiple
segments representing the same software product to one per step or interval. In a DETAIL time-span data base
observation, data element MUACOUNT (Product Execution Count) contains the number of times the product was
accessed.

• The STARTTS and ENDTS values in DETAIL time-span BATMUA file observations are identical to the same data
element values in the partner step level data base observation. They represent the start and end of the step or interval
record that contained the usage data.

BATMUA Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BATMUA retrieval examples.

• Print address space level access of product 'IMS/ESA' from the most current DETAIL time-span cycle in descending
order of CPU time consumption. Identify program type and primary account value.
 DATA;

 SET &pBATX..BATMUA01;

 IF MUPROD='IMS/ESA' ;

 PROC SORT ;

   BY DESCENDING MUACPUTM ;

 PROC PRINT;

 VAR SYSID MUPROD MUASRBTM MUATCBTM MUACPUTM PGMTYPE ACCTNO1 ;

 SUM              MUASRBTM MUATCBTM MUACPUTM ;

 

BAT_OE - Open Edition/MVS Program File

The Open Edition/MVS Program File (BAT_OE) quantifies the resources, load, and usage consumed by individual Open
Edition/MVS address spaces in the DETAIL timespans, and total usage in the summary timespans. It contains one record
for every Open Edition/MVS step, substep, or interval completion, and one for any bypassed job steps. This file is derived
from the type 30 record (subtypes 2, 3, and 4).

BAT_OE File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT_OE Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BAT_OE Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Sun, May 31, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century
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  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X.....   JOBPRGNM - Programmer Name

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RACFGRID - RACF Group ID

  X.....E  RACFTERM - RACF Terminal

  X.....E  RACFUSID - RACF User ID

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SCHEDLNM - Scheduling Environment Name

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

  X.....E  TERMID   - TSO Terminal ID

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMABRC  - Abend Reason Code

  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMBADCT - EXCP Count May Be Wrong Flag

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator
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  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used

  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMEMLM - Step MEMLIMIT Value in Megabytes

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X.....   PGMMLSRC - Source of MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACOMM - Communication Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADASD - DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMAGRAF - Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMALCTM - Step Allocation Time

  X..M..E  PGMASCPU - Address Space Is CPU-Protected Count

  X..M..   PGMASCRM - Address Space Class Rule Matched

  X..M..E  PGMASNMG - Address Space Not Managed Count

  X..M..E  PGMASPIN - Address Space Has Incomplete Data

  X..M..E  PGMASSPR - Address Space Is Stor-Protected Count

  X..M..E  PGMASSTO - Address Space Is Stor-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMATAPE - Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAUREC - Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMAVIO  - VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMA3480 - 3480 Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL
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  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..   PGMCANCL - Step Operator Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCCOMM - Communication Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDASD - DASD Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCGRAF - Graphics Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCNTT  - Device Connect Time Total

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMCTAPE - Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMCUREC - Unit Record Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMC3480 - 3480 Tape Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..   PGMECANL - Step Exit Cancels

  X..M..E  PGMECOMM - Communications EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDASD - DASD EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMEGRAF - Graphics EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMENQTM - Step Enqueue (DSN) Time

  X..M..   PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promoted Time

  X..M..E  PGMETAPE - Tape EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEUREC - Unit Record EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVIO  - VIO EXCPS
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  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCPS - Total EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGME3480 - 3480 Tape EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMFLUSH - Step Flushes

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..   PGMICPNI - Number of Initiator Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..E  PGMINRSD - Incomplete Remote System Data Count

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time

  X..M..E  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time

  X..M..E  PGMJBRST - Job Restarted Count

  X..M..E  PGMJIFOR - Job Initiation Forced Count

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMJXWLM - Job Exec In WLM Batch Initiator Count

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..   PGMMLUSI - MEMLIMIT Changed by IEFUSI

  X..M..E  PGMMSDCT - Missed Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMMSEXP - Missed EXCPS

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMNCOMM - Communication Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNDASD - DASD Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNGRAF - Graphics Devices Allocated

  X..M..   PGMNHU   - NOHONORIEFUSIREGION Set Count

  X.....E  PGMNODDS - Suppressed DD Count

  X..M..   PGMNOTC2 - Step NOT CATLGD2 Error

  X..M..E  PGMNSDMT - Non Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNSTMT - Non Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMNTAPE - Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNUREC - Unit Record Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMNVIO  - VIO Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMN3480 - 3480 Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMOEDRC - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

  X..M..E  PGMOEHPR - USS Pipe Reads
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  X..M..E  PGMOEHPW - USS Pipe Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOELFL - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOELPG - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQR - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

  X..M..E  PGMOEMQS - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

  X..M..E  PGMOENSR - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOENSW - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOEPFL - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

  X..M..E  PGMOEPPG - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

  X..M..E  PGMOEPRC - OE/MVS Process Count

  X..M..E  PGMOERFR - USS Regular File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOERFW - USS Regular File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESFC - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

  X..M..E  PGMOESFR - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

  X..M..E  PGMOESFW - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

  X..M..E  PGMOESRC - OE/MVS Service Request Count

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out

  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECNT - Step Multisystem Enclave Count

  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMRESTM - Step Residency Time

  X..M..   PGMRSTRT - Step Restarts

  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSCCDE - Service Class Changed During Exec Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPI - Service Class Changed Prior Init Cnt

  X..M..E  PGMSCCPU - Service Class Is CPU-Critical Count

  X..M..E  PGMSCSTO - Service Class Is Stor-Critical Count
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  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSDMT  - Specific DASD Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..   PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSTMT  - Specific Tape Mounts

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMSYSAB - Step System Abends

  X..M..   PGMSYSIN - Card Images Read By Reader

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTGETS - TSO Terminal Reads (TGETS)

  X..M..E  PGMTPUTS - TSO Terminal Writes (TPUTS)

  X..M..   PGMTRANS - Total Transactions

  X..M..   PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init

  X..M..   PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..   PGMUSI   - Region Changed In IEFUSI Exit

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..M..E  PGMUSRAB - Step User Abends

  X..M..E  PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible
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  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp

  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXACA - Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXACO - Max Communcation Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXADA - Max DASD Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAGR - Max Graphics Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXATA - Max Tape Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAUR - Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXAVI - Max VIO Data Set Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X..M..   PGMMXDAS - Max DASD Data Sets Allocated

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..E  PGMMXNCA - Max Cartridge Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNCO - Max Communcation Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNDA - Max DASD Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNGR - Max Graphics Device Allocations

  X..M..E  PGMMXNTA - Max Tape Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNUR - Max Unit Record Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXNVI - Max VIO Device Allocations

  X..M..   PGMMXTAP - Max Tape Data Sets Allocated

  X..M..   PGMMXTIO - Max EXCPS

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size
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 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the Batch User Program Activity File
(BATPGM).

BAT_OE Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BAT_OE file are provided below.

• The identity of the Open Edition/MVS address space accounted for in the BAT_OEnn files in the DETAIL timespan is
given by the following:

JOB
Jobname (userid)

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp (logon time-stamp)

• This file is physically identical to the BATPGM file and has the same data element names, labels, and formats.
• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

PGMWPETM
Pseudo Elapsed Time

PGMWSRU
System Resource Units

PGMCOST
Processing Charges

• The PGMINTVL data element is extremely important when processing the BAT_OE file in the DETAIL timespan and
SMF interval accounting is used for Open Edition/MVS. It is important to understand that when an address space has
been interval accounted that the data maintained in the BAT_OE file is a record per interval and not a single record for
the total step or substep execution.

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard batch full program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard batch interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 delta record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
standard batch end interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 delta record.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the data
has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for
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the data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL
timespan versus their role in the MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents program initiation time

ENDTS
represents program termination time

• If you only want to report on executed steps, code a SAS WHERE or IF logic similar to that below:

           WHERE PGMEXCTM NE .;

 

BAT_OE Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BAT_OE retrieval examples.

• Print all Open Edition/MVS address space executions that were executed under jobname OEMVSSV1.

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_OE01;

     IF JOB='OEMVSSV1' ;

     %LET BY = JOB RDRTS ;

     %LET BREAK = RDRTS ;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY ;

     DATA FILE1;

     SET FILE1;

     %PGMSUM;

     PROC PRINT; VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS PGMEXCTM PGMOEPRC;

 

BATOEP - Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File

The Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File (BATOEP) quantifies the resource utilization of individual Open Edition/
MVS process executions. It is derived from the Open Edition/MVS Process Sections in SMF type 30 interval and step
termination records.

BATOEP File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATOEP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   OEPPID   |

|         |OEPGID    OEPUID    OEPUGID   OEPSID    YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |
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|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATOEP Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

 X.....E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

 X.....E  ACCTNO3  - USER

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  OEPGID   - OE/MVS Process Group ID

 X.....E  OEPPID   - OE/MVS Process ID

 X.....E  OEPSID   - OE/MVS Process Session ID

 X.....E  OEPUGID  - OE/MVS Process User Group ID

 X.....E  OEPUID   - OE/MVS Process User ID

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set
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 X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

 X.....   MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 X.....E  OEPPPID  - OE/MVS Parent Process ID

 X.....   PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

 X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

 X.....E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

 X.....E  PROGRAML - Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

 X.....E  PROGRMLT - Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

 X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

 X.....   SYSNAME  - System Name

 X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

 X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

 X.....E  WLMMODE  - Workload Manager Mode

 X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

 X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

 X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

 X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

 X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

 X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....E  OEPDRC   - OE/MVS Directory Read Count

 X.....E  OEPHPR   - OE/MVS HFS Pipe Reads

 X.....E  OEPHPW   - OE/MVS HFS Pipe Writes

 X.....E  OEPLFL   - OE/MVS Logical File Pathname Lookups

 X.....E  OEPLPGC  - OE/MVS Logical Pathname Gen Calls

 X.....E  OEPMQR   - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

 X.....E  OEPMQS   - OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

 X.....E  OEPNSR   - OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

 X.....E  OEPNSW   - OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

 X.....E  OEPPFL   - OE/MVS Physical File Pathname Lookups

 X.....E  OEPPPGC  - OE/MVS Physical Pathname Gen Calls

 X.....E  OEPPRC   - OE/MVS Process Count

 X.....E  OEPRFR   - OE/MVS HFS Regular File Reads

 X.....E  OEPRFW   - OE/MVS HFS Regular File Writes

 X.....E  OEPSFC   - OE/MVS Sync Function Call Count

 X.....E  OEPSFR   - OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

 X.....E  OEPSFW   - OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

 X.....E  OEPSRC   - OE/MVS Service Request Count

 X.....E  OEPUSSTM - USS Service CPU Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File (BATOEP).
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BATOEP Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATOEP file are provided below.

• The identity of the Open Edition/MVS process is uniquely determined by the following:

OEPPID
OE/MVS Process ID 00406160

OEPGID
OE/MVS Process Group ID 00406170

OEPUID
OE/MVS Process User ID 00406180

OEPUGID
OE/MVS Process User Group ID 00406190

OEPSID
OE/MVS Process Session ID 00406200

OEPPPID
OE/MVS Parent Process ID 00406210

• Because the source for BATOEP observations is SMF type 30 step or interval records, there is a partner observation in
one of the MICS step-level files (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE). The following data elements allow
you to uniquely identify the MICS step-level partner observation:

ENDTS
End Time Stamp

STARTTS
Start Time Stamp

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

JOB
Job Name

STEPNUM
Step Number

SUBSTEP
Substep Number

JESJOBNO
JES Job Number

PROGRAM
Program Name

PROGRAML
Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

PROGRMLT
Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)

PGMINTVL
Interval Measurement Type

PGMTYPE
Program Execution Type (Batch, TSO, STC, etc.)
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• Note that PGMTYPE in the BATOEP file directs you to the appropriate MICS step-level database file:

PGMTYPE=1
BATPGM (Batch)

PGMTYPE=2
BAT_TS (TSO)

PGMTYPE=3
BAT_ST (Started Task)

PGMTYPE=4
BAT_TP (APPC/MVS TP)

PGMTYPE=5
BAT_OE (Open Edition/MVS)

• The BATOEP usage measurements consist of the CPU time used by the Open Edition/MVS process as well as various
Open Edition/MVS resource utilization metrics.

• The STARTTS and ENDTS values in DETAIL timespan BATOEP file observations are identical to the same data
element values in the partner step level database observation. They represent the start and end of the step or interval
record that contained the usage data.

BATOEP Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical BATOEP retrieval examples.

• Print the quantity of pipe, regular, and special writes and reads to and from the Open Edition/MVS Hierarchical File
System (HFS) by process 12143.
 DATA;

 SET &pBATX..BATOEP01;

 IF OEPPID=12143 ;

 PROC PRINT;

 ID OEPPID JOB ENDTS ;

 VAR OEPRFR OEPRFW OEPHPR OEPHPW OEPSFR OEPSFW ;

 SUM OEPRFR OEPRFW OEPHPR OEPHPW OEPSFR OEPSFW ;

 

BAT_SA - System Address Space Activity File

The System Address Space Activity File (BAT_SA) quantifies the resources, load, and usage consumed by individual
system address spaces in the DETAIL timespans, and total usage in the summary timespans. It contains one record for
every system address space interval completion, and is derived from the type 30 subtype 6 record.

BAT_SA File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BAT_SA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PROGRAM  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   PGMTYPE  |

 |         |PROGRAM   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, May 29, 2014  

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BAT_SA Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 

 GENERATION DATE: Sun, May 31, 2020

 

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

  X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

  X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X..M..E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

  X..M..E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

  X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

 

  X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

  X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  X.....E  JOBCORR  - JES Job Correlator

  X..M..E  MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

  X.....E  PERFGRP  - Performance Group Number

  X.....E  PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

  X.....E  PGMMASK  - Step Record Audit Mask

  X.....E  PROTKEY  - Storage Protect Key

  X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

  X.....E  SMFSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

  X..M..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

  X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

  X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  WLMCLASS - Service Class Name

  X.....E  WLMGROUP - Resource Group Name

  X.....E  WLMRPTCL - Report Class Name

  X.....E  WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU

  X.....E  WLMSCIOC - Service Coefficient - I/O

  X.....E  WLMSCMSO - Service Coefficient - Storage

  X.....E  WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB

  X.....E  WLMWRKLD - Workload Name

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

  X.....E  PGMADJNM - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment Factor

  X..M..E  PGMADJRT - CPU Power-save Adjustment Ratio

  X.....   PGMARB   - System Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMASTIO - Size of the TIOT Space Available

  X.....   PGMCFMSK - Invalid zAAP CPU Time Mask

  X.....   PGMCMASK - Invalid CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMCPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

  X.....E  PGMCPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

  X.....E  PGMCPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

  X.....   PGMCSMSK - Invalid zIIP CPU Time Mask

  X.....E  PGMDPRTY - Address Space Dispatching Priority

  X.....E  PGMDSV   - Data Space Storage Used

  X.....   PGMEAR   - Extended System Region

  X.....   PGMERG   - Extended Private Region

  X.....   PGMEUR   - Extended User Region

  X.....   PGMHCPGM - Highest Task CPU Program

  X.....   PGMHWMAS - Auxiliary Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMPS - Private Storage Used

  X.....   PGMHWMRS - Real Storage Frames Used

  X.....   PGMHWMSS - Shared Storage Used
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  X.....E  PGMHWTIO - High Watermark of TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMMLACT - SMFLIMxx Action on Region/MEMLIMIT

  X..M..E  PGMPCRA  - Step CP Resource Allocation Percent

  X.....   PGMPSNAM - Proc Step Name

  X.....   PGMRGB   - Private Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....   PGMSTBOT - Storage Used Bottom of Private Area

  X.....   PGMSTTOP - Storage Used Top of Private Area

  X.....E  PGMSUPNF - zIIP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGMURB   - User Region Below 16 Meg

  X.....E  PGMUSTIO - Current TIOT Space Used

  X.....   PGMVIRRG - Virtual Region Requested

  X.....   PGMVIRRL - Real Memory Used (V Equals R)

  X.....E  PGMZAPNF - zAAP CPU Time Normalization Factor

  X.....   PGM64BPS - 64-bit Private Storage Obtained

  X.....   PGM64BSS - 64-bit Addressable Shared Storage

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMACTTM - Step Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMADMFR - Step ADMF Read Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADMFW - Step ADMF Write Pages

  X..M..E  PGMADYTM - Active Not Resident Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMBCIPL - Boost Class is IPL

  X..M..E  PGMBCSD  - Boost Class is Shutdown

  X..M..   PGMBLKTR - Blocks Transferred

  X..M..E  PGMCAPCG - Processor Capacity Change

  X..M..E  PGMCAPER - Intvls with Processor Capacity Error

  X..M..E  PGMCAPUR - Unreported Processor Capacity Changes

  X..M..E  PGMCDDIS - Counter Data Collection Disruption

  X..M..E  PGMCDINC - Counter Data Collection Incomplete

  X..M..E  PGMCOACT - APPC Active Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOALC - APPC Conversations Allocated

  X..M..E  PGMCOST  - Processing Charges

  X..M..E  PGMCOTOT - APPC Total Conversations

  X..M..E  PGMCOUNT - Program Steps Encountered

  X..M..   PGMCPGIN - Common Area Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMCPUNI - Number of Step Instructions

  X..M..E  PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time

  X..M..E  PGMCRYPT - Step Cryptographic Instruction Count

  X..M..E  PGMDATAR - APPC Data Received (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDATAS - APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

  X..M..E  PGMDCNT  - Step DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMDCTM  - Step DASD I/O Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDDTM  - Step DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMDWTM  - Step DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEACTM - Step Enclave Transaction Active Time

  X..M..E  PGMECPSU - Step Enclave CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMEDCNT - Step Enclave DASD I/O Count

  X..M..E  PGMEDCTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Connect Time
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  X..M..E  PGMEDDTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDWTM - Step Enclave DASD I/O Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMEDYTM - Executing Not Active Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMETRAN - Step Enclave Transaction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVICT - Step Eviction Count

  X..M..E  PGMEVTIR - Event Driven Interval Record Count

  X..M..E  PGMEXCTM - Step Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIPI  - Hiperspace Pageins

  X..M..E  PGMHIPO  - Hiperspace Pageouts

  X..M..E  PGMHIPTM - Step Hiperspace CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMHIRF  - Hiperspace Read Fails

  X..M..E  PGMICNPS - Non-Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPSR - Preemptable SRB Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMICPTK - Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIHP   - Ineligible Honor Priority

  X..M..   PGMINVAL - Invalid CPU Time Indicator

  X..M..E  PGMIOCDE - D-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMIOSU  - IO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMISCDE - D-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISCPE - I-Enclave Ineligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOCE - I-Enclave Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISODE - D-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFC - Eligible Instructions on CP

  X..M..E  PGMISOFE - I-Enclave Instructions on Offload Proc

  X..M..E  PGMISOFF - Instructions on Offload Processor

  X..M..E  PGMJSCBA - JSCBAUTH Enabled

  X..M..   PGMLPAPG - LPA Page Ins

  X..M..   PGMMFL   - Invalid Total Device Connect Time Ind

  X..M..E  PGMMSOSU - MSO Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMOSP   - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect

  X..M..E  PGMOSPTR - OSPROTECT=1 in Effect - Trusted or Not

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIA - Blocked Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBIE - Blocked Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOA - Blocked Page-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGBOE - Blocked Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGIN  - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIA - Block-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKIE - Block-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOA - Block-Outs To Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGKOE - Block-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGOUT - Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

  X..M..E  PGMPGPIE - Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGPOE - Page-Outs To Exp Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCC - Page Seconds: Shared Central Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSCE - Page Res Seconds: Expanded Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSEC - Page Seconds

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIA - Shared Page-Ins From Aux Storage

  X..M..E  PGMPGSIE - Shared Page-Ins From Exp Storage

  X..M..   PGMPGST  - Pages Stolen

  X..M..   PGMPGSWI - Pages Swapped In

  X..M..   PGMPGSWO - Pages Swapped Out
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  X..M..E  PGMPGTIN - Total Page-Ins (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPGTOT - Total Page-Outs (Aux and Exp)

  X..M..E  PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMRDYTM - Resident Not Dispatched Delay Time

  X..M..E  PGMRECVS - APPC Receives

  X..M..E  PGMRERDS - Number of Data-In-Virtual REREADs

  X..M..E  PGMSBST  - Speed Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSDNTM - Normalized zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMSENDS - APPC Sends

  X..M..E  PGMSENTM - Normalized zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEPTM - Actual zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSERVU - Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSKPTM - Interval Record Skipped Time

  X..M..E  PGMSMFLM - Step SMFLIMxx Reg/MEMLIMIT Action Count

  X..M..E  PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRBSU - SRB Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMSTEPX - Program Steps Executed

  X..M..E  PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  X..M..E  PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMSVSUS - Intvls with SMFSUCPU Error

  X..M..E  PGMSWAPS - Address Space Swap Sequences

  X..M..E  PGMTCBSU - TCB CPU Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCNT  - Total Device Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time From Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMTDSTM - Step Total DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMTEDST - Step Total Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMUKCAD - Step UserKey CADS Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKCSA - Step UserKey CSA Storage Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKENB - Step UserKey Audit Enabled

  X..M..E  PGMUKESQ - Step UserKey ESQA Change Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUKRUC - Step UserKey RUCSA Attempt

  X..M..E  PGMUSIFG - Step IEFUSI Exit SMFLIM Bypass Count

  X..M..E  PGMVPGIN - VIO Page Ins

  X..M..E  PGMVPGOT - VIO Page Outs

  X..M..   PGMVRCLM - VIO Reclaims

  X..M..E  PGMWPETM - Pseudo Elapsed (occupancy) Time

  X..M..   PGMWSRU  - System Resource Units

  X..M..E  PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

  X..M..E  PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZBST  - zIIP Boost Active

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAC - zEDC Bytes After Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBAD - zEDC Bytes After Decompression
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  X..M..E  PGMZCBBC - zEDC Bytes Before Compression

  X..M..E  PGMZCBBD - zEDC Bytes Before Decompression

  X..M..E  PGMZCCNT - zEDC Activity Count

  X..M..E  PGMZCPCR - zEDC P-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCQTM - zEDC Queue Time

  X..M..E  PGMZCSCR - zEDC S-State Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCTCR - zEDC Total Comp/Decomp Requests

  X..M..E  PGMZCXTM - zEDC Execution Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

  X..M..E  PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time

  X..M..E  PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Calculated CPU Time

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

  X.....   PGMISTTS - Step Interval Start Time Stamp

  X.....   PGMSSTTS - Step Start Time Stamp

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

  X..M..   PGMMXCTM - Max CPU Time

  X.....   PGMMXHCP - Max Highest Task CPU Pct

  X..M..   PGMMXTSU - Max Service Units

  X..M..E  PGMMXWSS - Max Working Set Size

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

  X..M..E  PGMAVDCT - Step Average DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDDT - Step Average DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDST - Step Average DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVDWT - Step Average DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDC - Step Avg Enclave DASD Connect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDD - Step Avg Enclave DASD Disconnect Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDS - Step Avg Enclave DASD Service Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVEDW - Step Avg Enclave DASD Wait Time

  X..M..E  PGMAVWSS - Avg Working Set Size

  X..M..E  PGMAVZBR - Avg zEDC Non-Comp Bytes per Request

  X..M..E  PGMZCCRT - zEDC Compression Ratio

  X..M..E  PGMZCDRT - zEDC Decompression Ratio

This file is a parallel file of the BATPGM file, so its elements are the same as those of the Batch User Program Activity File
(BATPGM).

BAT_SA Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BAT_SA file are provided below.

• The identity of the system address space accounted for in the BAT_SAnn files in the DETAIL timespan is given by the
following:
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JOB
Jobname (userid)

• This file is structured similarly to the BATPGM file but contains fewer data elements. This is because SMF type 30
subtype 6 records, produced for address spaces that did not go through full function start, are missing several sections
found in type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4. Additionally, sections that are present in the type 30 subtype 6 record contain
blanks or zeros in many of the raw data fields. For example, Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) is not present. To provide
compatibility with other step level files MICS calculates a value for RDRTS that corresponds to the start time of the
system address space.

• The contents of the following data elements depend on the MICS options and exits used at your site.

PGMWPETM
Pseudo Elapsed Time

PGMWSRU
System Resource Units

PGMCOST
Processing Charges

• The PGMINTVL data element is extremely important when processing the BAT_SA. Because only SMF type 30
subtype 6 records are created for system address spaces/MVS. It is important to understand that when an address
space has been interval accounted that the data maintained in the BAT_OE file is a record per interval and not a single
record for the total step or substep execution.

PGMINTVL='SE24'
standard batch full program record built from SMF type 30 subtype 4 step record.

PGMINTVL='SE22'
standard batch interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 2 delta record.

PGMINTVL='SE23'
standard batch end interval record built from SMF type 30 subtype 3 delta record.

• The ENDTS and STARTTS, when appearing in the MONTHS timespans, bound the span of time over which the data
has been summarized, with STARTTS being the lowest date and time, and ENDTS the highest date and time for
the data summarized. The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL
timespan versus their role in the MONTHS timespans. Their purpose in DETAIL is described below:

STARTTS
represents program initiation time

ENDTS
represents program termination time

BAT_SA Retrieval Examples

This section presents typical BAT_SA retrieval examples.

• Print the CPU time consumed yesterday by all all intervals of system address space "CONSOLE" executing on system
"PROD".

     DATA FILE1;

     SET &pBATX..BAT_SA01;

     IF JOB=  'CONSOLE' ;

     IF SYSID='PROD' ;

     %LET BY = JOB RDRTS ENDTS;

     PROC SORT DATA=FILE1; BY &BY ;

     PROC PRINT;
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     VAR SYSID JOB RDRTS ENDTS PGMCPUTM PGMTCBTM PGMSRBTM ;

 

OPS Operations Information Area Files

This section identifies each file in the Operations Information Area and defines its level of summarization and data
sequencing as the file appears in the applicable timespan levels. Also, it presents the list of data elements contained in
each Operations Information Area file.

• OPSOPI - Operations Incident File

• OPSCON - Operations Configuration File

• OPSAVL - System Availability File

• OPSCTF - Operations Change Tracking File

OPSOPI - Operations Incident File

The Operations Incident File (OPSOPI) identifies major operational actions and when they occurred. The OPSOPI file
only exists as one DETAIL timespan cycle, where it contains one record for each SMF record. The SMFOPS parameter's
INCIDENTLIMIT statement controls the contents of this file. For more information, see SMF INCIDENTLIMIT - INCIDENT
Retention Limit.

The OPSOPI file is derived from the following SMF records:

• Start JES Record (type 43)
• Stop JES Record (type 45)
• System Status Record (type 90)
• IPL Record (type 0)
• Data Lost Record (type 7)
• SMF Status Record (type 23)
• TIOC Initialization Record (type 31)

OPSOPI File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

OPSOPI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |
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|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

OPSOPI Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DOMAIN   - Domain Number

   X.....E  EVENT    - SMF Incident Event

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  TERMCODE - Termination Code

   X.....E  WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Time Stamp

   X.....E  WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Sta

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  OPIAINIT - JES2 Auto Initiator Req (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPIAUTHS - AUTHSETSMF Option (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPIBFSZ  - Buffer Size

   X.....E  OPICCGTS - Time When Capacity Last Changed
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   X.....E  OPICMD   - Operator Command

   X.....E  OPICONID - Console ID of Issuer of SETLOAD

   X.....E  OPICPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator

   X.....E  OPICPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   X.....E  OPICPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor

   X.....E  OPICPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason

   X.....E  OPICPRTN - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment

   X.....E  OPICPUSF - CPU Adjustment Scaling Factor

   X.....E  OPICSUF  - Current Service Unit Factor

   X.....E  OPIDETR  - SMF Detail Recording (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPIDMNCG - Min MPL Changed (Y/N)

   X.....   OPIDMOCG - Chg (WT/AOBJ/DOBJ/FWKL)

   X.....E  OPIDMXCG - Max MPL Changed (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPIEDGTS - Incident Time (GMT)

   X.....E  OPIEXT1  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT10 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT11 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT12 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT13 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT14 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT15 - SMF Active Exit

   X.....   OPIEXT2  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT3  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT4  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT5  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT6  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT7  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT8  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIEXT9  - SMF Active Exit

   X.....E  OPIFQBF  - Free Queue Buffers

   X.....E  OPIGRSSY - System Issuing SET GRSRNL Command

   X.....E  OPIIEAST - IEASYM Statement for IEASYMxx Suffixes

   X.....E  OPIINTTM - SMF Recording Interval

   X.....E  OPIIPLTS - IPL Time

   X.....E  OPIJWTM  - JWT In HHMM Format

   X.....E  OPILDSN  - Listdsn Option (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPILDXXN - LOADxx Member Name

   X.....E  OPILGSTN - Logstream Name

   X.....E  OPILREPL - JES2 List Repl Card (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPILSBFA - Logstream Buffer Allocation Amount

   X.....E  OPILSBSM - Logstream Buffer Storage Maximum

   X.....E  OPILSBWL - Logstream Buffer Warning Level

   X.....E  OPILSCPA - Logstream Compression Available

   X.....E  OPILSCPP - Logstream Compression Prepared

   X.....E  OPILSCPR - Logstream Compression Requested

   X.....E  OPILSDSP - Logstream DSPSIZMAX Value is Global

   X.....E  OPILSHWM - Logstream High Water Mark Buffer Alloc

   X.....E  OPILSPFG - Logstream PERMFIX Value is Global

   X.....E  OPILSPFH - Logstream zEDC Storage High Water Mark

   X.....E  OPILSPFM - Logstream Max Storage Allowed for zEDC

   X.....E  OPILSTDS - LASTDS Opt (HALT/MSG)

   X.....E  OPILSWLE - Logstream BUFUSEWARN Value is Global

   X.....E  OPIMEMNM - Member Name for SETCON Command
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   X.....E  OPIMRTM  - MAXDORM In MMSS Format

   X.....E  OPINDTS  - Time After Set Command

   X.....E  OPINM1   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINM2   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINM3   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINM4   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINM5   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINM6   - DSN/Parmlib Member Name

   X.....E  OPINOBUF - NOBUFFS Opt (HALT/MSG)

   X.....E  OPIODTS  - Time Before Set Command

   X.....   OPIOFCTL - New (WT/AOBJ/DOBJ/FWKL) Value

   X.....   OPIOLOC  - JES3 Init Deck Origin (N/M/U)

   X.....   OPIONM   - JES3 Init Origin Name

   X.....E  OPIOTHR  - OWAIT Threshold

   X.....   OPIPNM   - JES3 Procedure Name

   X.....   OPIPROC  - JES3 Processor Started (G/L/I)

   X.....E  OPIPROPT - PROMPT Opt (LIST/ALL/IPLR/NONE)

   X.....   OPIRECDS - Bit Pattern of SMF Recs

   X.....E  OPIRSSZ  - Real Memory Size

   X.....E  OPIRTHR  - Restart Threshold

   X.....E  OPIRTYPE - Dropped by Filter Record Type

   X.....E  OPISCNTS - Time of SETCON Command

   X.....E  OPISLDTS - Time of SETLOAD xx,IEASYM Command

   X.....E  OPISLMTS - Time of SET SMFLIM Command

   X.....   OPISOPNS - Bit Pattern of SMF Options

   X.....E  OPISTTM  - STATUS Interval

   X.....E  OPISTYP  - Type of Start (C/W/H/G)

   X.....E  OPISUBSY - SMF Subsystem Name

   X.....E  OPISYST  - JES2 Syst For Job Proc Reclaim

   X.....E  OPITBFNO - Number of TSO Buffers

   X.....E  OPITREC  - Temporary DS Recording (Y/N)

   X.....E  OPITSBSZ - Terminal Status Block Size

   X.....E  OPIVSSZ  - Virtual Memory Size

   X.....E  OPIZOSRL - z/OS Release of SMF Records

   X.....E  OPI30CNT - SMF30COUNT Option (Y/N)

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   X.....E  OPIBFARQ - Number of Buffer Allocation Requests

   X.....E  OPIBFHWM - High Water Mark of Storage Allocation

   X.....E  OPIBFNM  - Number of SMF Buffers Written

   X.....E  OPIBFSTO - Total Buffer Storage Allocated

   X.....E  OPIBFSUS - Number of SMF Buffer Suspensions

   X.....E  OPIBFWUL - Percent Buffer Usage Warning Level Reqs

   X.....E  OPICAPER - Processor Capacity Data Collection Err

   X.....E  OPIFRREQ - Number Fixed Frames Requested

   X.....E  OPIFXREQ - Number Fix Requests Issued

   X.....E  OPIGMREQ - Number of Getmain Requests

   X.....E  OPIIO    - Total Number I/O's

   X.....E  OPILSBFT - Logstream Total Buffer Storage Used

   X.....E  OPILSCWN - Logstream Compressed Log Block Writes

   X.....E  OPILSNCN - Logstream Uncompressed Log Block Writes

   X.....E  OPILSPFT - Logstream Total zEDC Storage in Use
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   X.....E  OPINFFLT - Number Non-first Reference Faults Taken

   X.....E  OPIPGBKD - Pages Backed During Getmain Requests

   X.....E  OPIRECNM - SMF Records Written

   X.....E  OPIRFFLT - Number First Reference Faults Taken

   X.....E  OPIRLOST - Number of SMF Records Lost

   X.....E  OPISRBDS - Number SRB Dispatches

   X.....E  OPISUERR - OPICSUF Error Indicator

   X.....E  OPITCBDS - Number Unlocked TCB Dispatches

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   X.....E  OPIMNBF  - Minimum SMF Buffers

   X.....E  OPIMNMPL - New Minimum MPL

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   X.....E  OPIMXBF  - Maximum SMF Buffers

   X.....E  OPIMXBFS - Max Buffer Storage Requested

   X.....E  OPIMXLBF - Max Buffers Before LWAIT

   X.....E  OPIMXMPL - New Maximum MPL

   X.....E  OPIMXOBF - Max Buffers Before OWAIT

   X.....E  OPIMXUBF - Maximum SMF Buffers In Use At One Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Operations Incident File (OPSOPI).

OPSOPI Usage Considerations

The following list provides special considerations or techniques that are related to using the OPSOPI file:

• The data elements in this file are set relative to specific events. The following list provides the contents of the data
elements for specific events:
– The data for the 'IPL' event is obtained from the SMF type 0 (IPL) record.

 EVENT='IPL'

 

• ENDTS - IPL Time Stamp
• OPIBFSZ - Buffer Size (SMF)
• OPIJWTM - Maximum Job Wait Time (JWT)
• OPIRSSZ - Real Memory Size
• OPISOPNS - Bit Pattern of SMF Options
• OPITREC - Temporary DS Recording (Y/N)
• OPIVSSZ - Virtual Memory Size

The data for the 'DATA LOST' event is obtained from the SMF type 7 (Data Lost) record.

 EVENT='DATA LOST'

 

• ENDTS - End Of Data Lost Condition
• STARTTS - Start Of Data Lost Condition
• OPIRLOST - SMF Records Lost

The data for the 'SMF STATUS' or 'LOG STRM n' event is obtained from the SMF type 23 (SMF Status) record.
(LOG STRM n is the log stream number)
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 EVENT='SMF STATUS' OR EVENT='LOG STRM n'.

 

• ENDTS - Time Status Record Was Written
• STARTTS - Start of Interval
• OPIBFNM - SMF Buffers Written
• OPIBFSUS - SMF Buffer Suspensions
• OPIFRREQ - Number Fixed Frames Requested
• OPIFXREQ - Number Fix Requests Issued
• OPIGMREQ - Number of Getmain Requests
• OPIINTTM - SMF Recording Interval
• OPIIO - Total Number I/O's
• OPILSBFT - Logstream Total Buffer Storage Used
• OPILSWLE - Buffer Warning Level In Effect
• OPILSDSP - DSPSIZMAX In Effect
• OPILSBFA - Logstream Buffer Allocation Amount
• OPILSHWM - Logstream High Water Mark Buffer Alloc
• OPILSBSM - Logstream Buffer Storage Maximum
• OPILSBWL - Logstream Buffer Warning Level
• OPILSCPR - Compression Requested
• OPILSCPP - Compression Prepared
• OPILSCPA - Compression Available
• OPILSPFG - PERMFIX Value is Global
• OPILSPFT - Total zEDC Storage in Use
• OPILSPFM - Maximum Storage Can be Used for zEDC
• OPILSPFH - zEDC Storage High Water Mark
• OPILSCWN - Compressed Log Block Writes
• OPILSNCN - Uncompressed Log Block Writes
• OPIMXUBF - Maximum SMF Buffers In Use At One Time
• OPINFFLT - Number Non-first Reference Faults Taken
• OPIPGBKD - Pages Backed During Getmain Requests
• OPIRECNM - SMF Records Written
• OPIRFFLT - Number First Reference Faults Taken
• OPISRBDS - Number SRB Dispatches
• OPITCBDS - Number Unlocked TCB Dispatches

The data for the 'TIOC INIT' event is obtained from the SMF type 31 (TIOC Initialization) record.

 EVENT='TIOC INIT'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of TIOC Initialization
• OPIBFSZ - Buffer Size (TIOC)
• OPIFQBF - Free Queue Buffers
• OPIMXLBF - Max Buffers Before LWAIT
• OPIMXOBF - Max Buffers Before OWAIT
• OPIOTHR - OWAIT Threshold Buffers
• OPIRTHR - Restart Threshold Buffers
• OPITBFNO - Number Of TSO Buffers
• OPITSBSZ - Terminal Status Block Size
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The data for the 'JES START' event is obtained from the SMF type 43 (JES Start) record.

 EVENT='JES2'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of JES Start
• OPIAINIT - JES2 Auto Initiator Req (Y/N)
• OPICMD - Operator Command

– = 'S JES2'
– = '$E SYS'

• OPILREPL - JES2 List Repl Card (Y/N)
• OPISTYP - Type Of Start (C/W)
• OPISYST - JES2 Syst For Job Proc Reclaim

 EVENT='JES3'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of JES Start
• OPIOLOC - JES3 Init Deck Origin (N/M/U)
• OPIONM - JES3 Init Origin Name
• OPIPNM - JES3 Procedure Name
• OPIPROC - JES3 Processor Started (G/L/I)
• OPISTYP - Type Of Start (C/W/H/Q)

The data for the 'JES STOP' event is obtained from the SMF type 45 (JES Stop) record.

 EVENT='JES2 STOP'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of JES Stop
• TERMCODE - Completion Code
• OPICMD - Operator Command

– = 'ABEND'
– = '$P JES2'

 EVENT='JES3 STOP'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of JES Stop
• TERMCODE - Completion Code
• OPICMD - Operator Command           

– = 'ABEND'
– = 'P JES3'
– = 'SYS INT'

The data for the 'SET TIME' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 1 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET TIME'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPINDTS - Time After SET Command
• OPIODTS - Time Before SET Command

The data for the 'SET DATE' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 2 (System Status) record.
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 EVENT='SET DATE'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPINDTS - Time After SET Command
• OPIODTS - Time Before SET Command

The data for the 'SETDMN' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 3 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SETDMN'

 

• DOMAIN - Domain Number
• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIDMNCG - Min MPL Changed (Y/N)
• OPIDMXCG - Max MPL Changed (Y/N)
• OPIDMOCG - Chg (WT/AOBJ/DOBJ/FWKL)
• OPIEDGTS - Incident Time (GMT)
• OPIMNMPL - New Minimum MPL
• OPIMXMPL - New Maximum MPL
• OPIOFCTL - New (WT/AOBJ/DOBJ/FWKL) Value

The data for the 'SET IPS' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 4 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET IPS'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Incident Time (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New Parmlib Member Name

The data for the 'SET SMF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 5 (System Status) record.

The data for the 'IPL SMF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 9 (System Status) record.

The data for the 'SETSMF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 13 (System Status) record.

The data for the 'SET SMF (Restart)' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 15 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET SMF'/'IPL SMF'/'SETSMF'/'SET SMF (RESTART)'
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• ENDTS - Time Of EVENT
• OPIAUTHS - AUTHSETSMF Option (Y/N)
• OPIDETR - SMF Detail Recording (Y/N)
• OPIEXT1-15 - SMF Active Exits
• OPIINTTM - SMF Recording Interval
• OPIIPLTS - IPL Time
• OPIJWTM - Maximum Job Wait Time (JWT)
• OPILDSN - LISTDSN Option (Y/N)
• OPILSTDS - LASTDS Opt (HALT/MSG)
• OPIMNBF - Minimum SMF Buffers
• OPIMRTM - Maximum SMF Dormant Time (MAXDORM)
• OPIMXBF - Maximum SMF Buffers
• OPINM1-5 - SYS1.MANx Dataset Names
• OPINOBUF - NOBUFFS Opt (HALT/MSG)
• OPIPROPT - PROMPT Opt (LIST/ALL/IPLR/NONE)
• OPIRECDS - Bit Pattern of SMF Recs
• OPISTTM - STATUS Interval
• OPISUBSY - SMF Subsystem Name
• OPITREC - Temporary DS Recording (Y/N)
• OPI30CNT - SMF30COUNT Option (Y/N)

The data for the 'SWITCH SMF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 6 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SWITCH SMF'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SWITCH Command
• OPIIPLTS - IPL Time
• OPINM1 - Old Recording Data Set Name
• OPINM2 - New Recording Data Set Name

The data for the 'HALT EOD' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 7 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='HALT EOD'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of HALT Command
• OPIIPLTS - IPL Time

With MVS5, the data for the 'IPL WLM' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 10 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='IPL WLM'

 

• OPINM1 - Active Service Policy name
• OPINM2 - Userid of administrator who activated policy
• OPINM3 - Name of the system where initiation occurred
• OPINM4 - Installed Service Definition name
• OPINM5 - Userid of installing administrator
• OPINM6 - Name of the system where installed
• WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Time Stamp
• WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Stamp

The data for the 'IPL SRM' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 10 (System Status) record.
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 EVENT='IPL SRM'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of IPL Command
• OPIIPLTS - IPL Time (TOD)
• OPINM1 - IPS Parmlib Member Name Used
• OPINM2 - OPT Parmlib Member Name Used
• OPINM3 - ICS Parmlib Member Name Used

The data for the 'SET OPT' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 11 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET OPT'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old OPT Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New OPT Parmlib Member Name

The data for the 'SET ICS' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 12 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET ICS'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old ICS Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New ICS Parmlib Member Name

The data for the 'SET MPF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 14 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET MPF'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old MPF Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New MPF Parmlib Member Name for Color
• OPINM3 - Old MPF Parmlib Member Name for Color
• OPINM4 - New MPF Parmlib Member Name for Command
• OPINM5 - Old MPF Parmlib Member Name for Command

The data for the 'SET DAE' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 16 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET DAE'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New Parmlib Member Name

The data for the 'SET PFK' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 17 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET PFK'
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• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1 - Old PFK Parmlib Member Name
• OPINM2 - New PFK Parmlib Member Name

The data for the 'SET GRSRNL' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 18 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='SET GRSRNL'

 

• ENDTS - Time Of SET Command
• OPIEDGTS - Time Of SET Command (GMT)
• OPINM1-5 - Parmlib Member Names (GRSRNLxx)

The data for the 'INSTALL SDEF' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 23 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='INSTALL SDEF'

 

• OPINM1 - Service Definition Name
• OPINM2 - Userid of installing administrator
• OPINM3 - Name of the system where installed
• WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Stamp

The data for the 'ACT SERVPOL' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 24 (System Status) record.

 EVENT='ACT SERVPOL'

 

• OPINM1 - Service Policy Name
• OPINM2 - Userid who activated the service policy
• OPINM3 - Name of system where activation occurred
• OPINM4 - Name of Service Definition from which service policy was extracted
• WLMSDFTS - Service Definition Installation Time Stamp
• WLMPOLTS - Service Policy Activation Time Stamp

The data for the 'Processor Capacity Change' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 34 (Process Capacity
Change).

 EVENT='CAPACITY CHANGE'

 

• OPICAPER - Processor Capacity Data Collection Err
• OPICCGTS - Time When Capacity Last Changed
• OPICPADI - Processor Capacity Adjustment Indicator
• OPICPAFA - Actual Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
• OPICPAFN - Nominal Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
• OPICPCGR - Processor Capacity Change Reason
• OPICPRTN - Nominal CPU Rate Adjustment
• OPICPUSF - CPU Adjustment Scaling Factor
• OPICSUF - Current Service Unit Factor
• OPISUERR - OPICSUF Error Indicator
• OPIZOSRL - z/OS Release of SMF Records

The data for the 'SETLOAD xx,IEASYM' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 35 (SETLOAD xx,IEASYM).
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 EVENT='SETLOAD xx,IEASYM'

 

• OPISLDTS - Time of SETLOAD xx,IEASYM Command
• OPICONID - Console ID of Issuer of SETLOAD
• OPIIEAST - IEASYM Statement for IEASYMxx Suffixes
• OPILDXXN - LOADxx Member Name

The data for the 'SET CON' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 36 (SET CON).

 EVENT='SET CON'

 

• OPISCNTS - Time of SETCON Command
• OPIMEMNM - Member Name for SETCON Command

The data for the 'SET SMFLIM' event is obtained from the SMF type 90 subtype 39 (SET SMFLIM).

 EVENT='SET SMFLIM'

 

• OPISLMTS - Time of SET SMFLIM Command
• OPINM1:5 - Up to 5 SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFLIMxx) member names

• At IPL, the following sequence is normal for SMF records:
a. IPL
b. I/O Configuration
c. Configuration
d. System Status
e. JES Start
f. Vary Offline

• If the OPINM1 and OPINM2 variables are blank for the 'SWITCH SMF' event, a data lost condition occurred.
• Multiple records might be generated for each 'SET SMF', 'IPL SMF', 'SETSMF', and 'SET SMF (RESTART)' event.

MICS creates an observation in the OPI file for each subsystem contained in the System Status record that creates
these events.

• A 'SET DATE' event is only created when a SET DATE command is issued without the CLOCK parameter. If the
CLOCK parameter is present, or a SET RESET command is issued, a 'SET TIME' event is created.

• Consider using the System Incident standard report available for this file. For more information, see the System
Incident Report section.

• For information about how this statement affects the OPSOPI file, see the SMFOPS parameter's INCIDENTLIMIT
statement in the INCIDENTLIMIT - INCIDENT Retention Limit section.

OPSOPI Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical OPSOPI retrieval example.

• Print all OPSOPI observations that are created for system IPLs:

     DATA;

     SET &pOPSD..OPSOPI01;

     IF EVENT='IPL';

     PROC PRINT;  VAR SYSID EVENT

       OPIJWTM  OPIBFSZ  OPIVSSZ

       OPIRSSZ  OPISOPTS IPLTS;
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OPSCON - Operations Configuration File

The Operations Configuration File (OPSCON) identifies configuration changes and when they occurred. The OPSCON file
only exists as one DETAIL time-span cycle.

The OPSCON file is derived from the following SMF records:

• I/O Configuration (type 8)
• Vary Online type 9)
• Allocation Recovery type 10)
• Vary Offline type 11)
• Configuration type 22)

OPSCON File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

OPSCON Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS     EVENT     DEVCLASS  DEVTYPE   CONADDR  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

OPSCON Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"
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       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  CONADDR  - Device Address (Numeric)

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

 X.....E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  EVENT    - SMF Incident Event

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  CONDESC  - Detail Description

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....E  CONCOUNT - Configuration Count

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Operations Configuration File (OPSCON).

OPSCON Usage Considerations

The following list provides special considerations or techniques related to using the OPSCON file :
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• The data for the IPL event is obtained from the SMF record type 8 - I/O Configuration.
• The data for the VARY ONLINE event is obtained from the SMF record type 9 - VARY ONLINE.
• The data for the VARY OFFLINE event is obtained from the SMF record type 11 - VARY OFFLINE.
• The data for the ALLOC RECOV event is obtained from the SMF record type 10 Allocation Recovery. The CONDESC

data element contains the job name and RDRTS of the job causing the allocation recovery.
• The SMF record type 22 - Configuration also causes IPL, VARY ONLINE, and VARY OFFLINE events for the CONFIG

CPU, CONFIG CHP, CONFIG VF, CONFIG STOR, CONFIG PFID, CONFIG ONLINE,S or CONFIG OFFLINE,S
operator commands.

• If the event pertains to STORAGE, DESCR provides the address of the lowest page in real contiguous storage and the
number of pages in real contiguous storage.

• Events relative to CPUs, CHANNEL paths, STORAGE and 3990 controllers sets the following variables accordingly:

          +---------+------------+------------+

          | DEVADDR | DEVCLASS   | DEVTYPE    |

          +---------+------------+------------+

     CPU  | '000n'  | 'CPU     ' | 'CPU     ' |

     CHP  | '    '  | 'CHP     ' | 'CHP     ' |

     PFID | '    '  | 'PCIE    ' | 'PCIE    ' |

     STOR | '    '  | 'STORAGE ' | 'STORAGE ' |

     3990 | 'nnnn'  | 'STORAGE ' | 'STORAGE ' |

          +---------+------------+------------+

  

          +-------------------------------------------------+

          | CONDESC                                         |

          +-------------------------------------------------+

     CPU  |'CPUMODEL=nnnnn, CPUAD=nnn, CPUID=nn'            |

          |'CPUMODEL=nnnnn, CPUAD=nnn, VECTOR FACILITY'     |

     CHP  |'CHPID=nnn, OWNED=yes/no, ONLINE=yes/no'         |

     PFID |'PCIE FUNCTION ID=nn, RECONFIGURED               |

     STOR |'LOWEST PAGE=nnnnnnn, PAGES=nnnnn'               |

     3990 |'SUBSYSTEM=nnnn, MODEL=nn, VOLSER=nnnnnn'        |

          +-------------------------------------------------+

 

• For more information about how this statement affects the OPSCON file, see the SMFOPS parameter's CONFIGLIMIT
statement in the CONFIGLIMIT - CONFIGURATION File Retention Limit section.

OPSCON Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical OPSCON retrieval example.

• Print all the VARY CPU commands that are on the file.

     DATA;

     SET &pOPSD..OPSCON01;

     IF DEVCLASS ='CPU';

     PROC PRINT;  VAR SYSID EVENT STARTTS ENDTS DEVTYPE;

 

OPSAVL - System Availability File

The System Availability File (OPSAVL) quantifies the amount of time that the MVS control program was not active. It is
derived from the SMF System Status Record (type 90 subtype 8) and from manual update.
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OPSAVL File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

OPSAVL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

OPSAVL Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   AVLONM   - Operator Name

 X.....E  AVLORCD  - Operator Reason Code For Down Time

 X.....E  AVLORSN  - Operator Reason For Down Time

 X.....   AVLPNM   - Post Entry Name

 X.....   AVLPRCD  - Post Reason Code For Down Time

 X.....   AVLPRSN  - Post Reason For Down Time

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....E  AVLCOUNT - Down Time Count

 X.....E  AVLODTM  - Operator Reported Down Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see System Availability File (OPSAVL).

OPSAVL Usage Considerations

To facilitate trend analysis, we recommend use of an IPL reason code, whether entered by the console operator at the
time of IPL, after a complete analysis of the cause of IPL, or both. For the list of suggested IPL reason codes, see SMF
Operations Information Area.

The Operations Availability File (OPSAVL) is built during normal SMF daily processing in the DETAIL file if input data
contains the SMF type 90 subtype 8 records. These records document the system operator's reason for IPL, the amount
of time the system was down, the time of the IPL, and the operator's name. SMF Operations Information Area provides
suggestions for automating data entry. Access is made to this file through the MICS data entry process to permit data
center personnel to record post-analysis reason codes and descriptions for the IPL.

Data centers not producing the SMF type 90 subtype 8 record or not permitting operator specification of IPL reason code
via the IPL PROMPT option can use this file to manually enter records of IPLs.

To manually enter data, do the following:

1. Select the SAS With MICS Libraries (MSAS) option from the MICS Workstation Facility menu as discussed in Entering
Data Into MICS.

2. Select the MICS Data Entry option from the SAS With MICS Libraries (MSAS) menu.

The MICS Data Entry menu is then displayed. Specify the mode of operation (B-Browse, D-Data Entry, or S-Screen
Modification) in the Function field and the number of the file to be processed (1 in this case) in the Data Source field. To
update the System Availability File, choose Function D and Data Source 1, and press ENTER.
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The MICF Execution-Time Parameters panel is displayed for you to select a unit database that contains the Batch and
Operations Analyzer with the OPSAVL file that you intend to modify. If you are uncertain which unit databases contain the
OPSAVL file, enter a ? (question mark) for database ID and MICF will display a selection list of just those unit databases
that contain the OPSAVL file. Use the S (Select) line command and press ENTER to select a unit database. Enter the
END command (or press the END PFkey) on the Execution-Time Parameters panel to continue.

Interactive SAS will be invoked and the first observation in the data set will be displayed. If no data exists in the file, an
empty observation will be displayed if you requested Data Entry mode. If you requested Browse mode, SAS/FSP will
display the following message on the second line of the screen:

 Error======> There are no observations to BROWSE

 

When the first observation is displayed, you can modify any field on the screen. If you are adding a new observation to the
file, you must supply TIME OF THE IPL and LOGICAL SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION. If you are updating an existing entry,
you can enter any applicable fields.

There are several methods to view another observation in the file:

• You can view the next observation in the file by pressing PF8.
• You can go directly to an observation by typing the observation number on the command line and pressing ENTER.
• You can search for a specific observation using the F (Find) or L (Locate) commands.

To exit the update or browse process, use the PF3 key. Then issue the BYE command to return to the MICS Data Entry
panel.

OPSAVL Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical OPSAVL retrieval example.

• Print all the downtime occurrences.

     DATA;

     SET &pOPSD..OPSAVL01;

     PROC PRINT;

      VAR STARTTS  ENDTS

          AVLCOUNT AVLODTM  AVLONM  AVLORCD  AVLORSN

          AVLPNM   AVLPRCD  AVLPRSN;

 

OPSCTF - Operations Change Tracking File

The Operations Change Tracking File (OPSCTF) identifies computer center changes or events that are not tracked
automatically by standard SMF recording. It is built from manual update.

OPSCTF File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

OPSCTF Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |SYSID     CTFNUM    ENDTS                        |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

OPSCTF Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .....TE  CTFNUM   - Change Control Number

 .....TE  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .....TE  SYSID    - System Identifier

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .....TE  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 .....TE  CTFDESC1 - Change Description

 .....TE  CTFDESC2 - Change Description

 .....TE  CTFDESC3 - Change Description

 .....TE  CTFDESC4 - Change Description

 .....TE  CTFETS   - Change Entry Time
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 .....TE  CTFRCD   - Change Reason Code

 .....TE  CTFRSP   - Person Assigned To Change

 .....TE  CTFRSPA  - Person Authorizing Change

 .....TE  CTFRSPE  - Person Resp For Change Entry

 .....TE  CTFRSPO  - Organization Responsible

 .....TE  CTFSTS   - Scheduled Change Time

 .....TE  CTFTITLE - Change Title

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Operations Change Tracking File (OPSCTF).

OPSCTF Usage Considerations

You can select Change Tracking Data Entry by using option 2 on the MICS Data Entry panel in MSAS. For more
information about MSAS, see the MICS Administrator Utilities section. The Change Tracking File (OPSCTF) is created in
this process. The purpose of the file is to permit basic change tracking data entry for recording operating system changes,
hardware upgrades, updates to MICS, and other categories of change for which the installation requires recording.

Manual data entry using this option is the only entry source for change tracking information. The following is a description
of how to invoke this process.

To invoke the MICS Data Entry facility for Change Tracking, select the MSAS option from the MICS Workstation Facility
(MWF) menu. From the MSAS panel, select option 4 to request data entry.

The MICS Data Entry menu is then displayed. Specify the mode of operation (B-Browse, D-Data Entry, or S-Screen
Modification) in the Function field and the number of the file to be processed (2 in this case) in the Data Source field. To
update the Change Tracking File, choose Function 'D' and Data Source '2' and press ENTER.

Interactive SAS will be invoked and the first observation in the data set will be displayed. If no data exists in the file, an
empty observation will be displayed if you requested Data Entry mode. If you requested Browse mode, SAS/FSP will
display the following message on the second line of the screen:

 Error======> There are no observations to BROWSE

 

When the first observation is displayed, you may modify any field on the screen. If you are adding a new observation to
the file, you must supply CHANGE TITLE, CHANGE REASON CODE, DATE OF CHANGE, SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
(both original and logical), and DESCRIPTION. Other fields on the screen are optional.

There are several methods to view another observation in the file. You may view the next observation in the file by
pressing PF8. You may go directly to an observation by typing the observation number on the command line and hitting
RETURN (ENTER). You may also search for a specific observation using the F (Find) or L (Locate) commands.

When you want to exit the update or browse process, use the PF3 key to exit. Then issue the BYE command to return to
the MICS Data Entry panel.

BATREN - Multisystem Enclave Activity File

The Multisystem Enclave Activity BATREN file quantifies the resource utilization of Multisystem Enclaves. It is derived
from the Multisystem Enclave Remote System Data Sections in SMF type 30 interval and step termination records.

BATREN File Organization

The following table identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates that the file
is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans, in which a file is supported, are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your data center.

BATREN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   SYSNAME  |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     ACCTNO1   ACCTNO2   ACCTNO3   SYSNAME  |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2014

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

BATREN Data Elements List

This section identifies data elements that are contained in this file. See the Data Element Naming Conventions section for
details.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2014

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  ACCTNO1  - DIVISION

 X..M..E  ACCTNO2  - PROJECT

 X..M..E  ACCTNO3  - USER

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year
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 X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X..M..E  SYSNAME  - System Name

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X..M..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  ACCTMASK - Records Present When ACCTNOx Values Set

 X.....E  ASID     - Address Space Identification

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

 X.....   MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level

 X.....   PGMINTVL - Interval Measurement Type

 X.....E  PGMTYPE  - Program Execution Type (Batch TSO STC)

 X.....E  PROGRAM  - Program Name

 X.....E  RDRTS    - Reader Time Stamp

 X.....E  STEPNUM  - Step Number

 X.....E  SUBSTEP  - Substep Number

 X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  RENLSYID - Using Address Space SYSID

 X.....E  RENSUCPU - SU:CPU-Second Conversion Factor

 X..M..E  RENSYSNM - Using Address Space System Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X..M..E  RENCOST  - Processing Charges

 X..M..E  RENCPDTM - Multisystem Dep Enclave CPU Time

 X..M..E  RENCPITM - Multisystem Ind Enclave CPU Time

 X.....E  RENRECNT - Multisystem Enclave Count

 X..M..E  RENREDSU - Multisystem Dep Enclave Serv Units

 X..M..E  RENREISU - Multisystem Ind Enclave Serv Units

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Multisystem Enclave Activity File (BATREN).

BATREN Usage Considerations

Special considerations or techniques related to using the BATREN file are provided below.

Read the Multisystem Enclaves Overview section for more details.

The most important thing to understand about multisystem enclaves is that they execute on a system different from the
address space that is using them. Because SYSID is the highest or primary key on most MICS files, special attention is
needed for the SYSID on the BATREN file.

IBM does not provide the SYSID on the type 30 record within each Multisystem Enclave Remote Data segment; however,
the system name is provided. The system name can be used to determine the value of the logical SYSID in the BATREN.
This can be done by creating a FORMAT to map/cross-reference the system name to the logical SYSIDs assigned in
your MICS databases. The logical SYSID assignments are set up in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) and
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prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). For more information on logical SYSID, see Complex-Level Computing System Parm
(CPLXSID) and Computing System Parameters (SYSID).

SAS code has been developed for your use to build a format to map the system name from the Multisystem Enclave
Remote Data Segment to the assigned logical SYSID. This code will read one of the step-level files, depending on which
type of program activity is occurring. The step-level files are:

• BATPGM
• BAT_TS
• BAT_ST
• BAT_TP
• BAT_OE
• BAT_SA

These files have both the SYSID and SYSNAME data elements. The SYSID in the above-mentioned files is mapped to
the logical SYSID assigned in either the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) members.
The step-level file is sorted with NODUPKEY to eliminate duplicate SYSIDs. A SAS data set is built using the variables
listed below, which are required for the PROC FORMAT to create your SAS format

FMTNAME
Name of format

START
Low end of range

END
High end of range

LABEL
Value to be set

The PROC FORMAT, using the SAS control CNTLIN, inputs the SAS data set created in the previous data step and writes
the format to the prefix.MICS.MUOLIB library. Another PROC FORMAT reads in the format library to create a SAS data
set to print the format contents.

  //jobcard

  /*JOBPARM LINES=99,COPIES=1

  //PROCS JCLLIB ORDER=(sharedprefix.MICS.PROCLIB)

  //*

  //SASSTEP EXEC MICSSHRn,

  //  SYSPARM=

  //CHECKPT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA

  //DETAIL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=prefix.MICS.DETAIL

  //SYSIN DD *

  OPTIONS DATE LINESIZE=80;

  

  DATA FILE1(KEEP=SYSID SYSNAME);

  SET &BATX..BATxxx01 ;

  

  PROC SORT DATA=FILE1 NODUPKEY;

    BY SYSID;

  

  PROC PRINT;

  

  DATA SYS1(KEEP=SYSNAME SYSID START LABEL END FMTNAME);

      RETAIN FMTNAME '$format';

      LENGTH
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        START $16

        END   $16

        LABEL $40;

  

    SET FILE1 END=FINISH;

        START=SYSNAME;

        END=SYSNAME;

        LABEL=SYSID;

        OUTPUT;

  

    IF FINISH THEN DO;

       START='OTHER';

       END='OTHER';

       LABEL='****';

       OUTPUT;

    END;

  

  LIBNAME FMTS 'prefix.MICS.MUOLIB' DISP=OLD;

  PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=FMTS.MICSFMTS  CNTLIN=SYS1;

  

  LIBNAME UNIT 'prefix.MICS.MUOLIB' DISP=SHR;

  PROC FORMAT CNTLOUT=MAPSYS

      LIBRARY=UNIT.MICSFMTS;

      SELECT $format ;

  

  PROC PRINT;

  RUN ;

 

In user exit, sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) _USRSSRE, the new format can be applied with a PUT statement.

 SYSIDRE=PUT(RENSYSNM, $format.);

 

This PUT statement will format the system name from the multisystem enclave work file, BATREX, to the logical SYSID
assigned in your complex-level or unit-level definitions. The BATREN file is created from the BATREX file in the merge
phase of the daily process.

WARNING
This mapping is done because the data element SYSIDRE in the BATREX file will become SYSID in the
BATREN. SYSID is the primary key in the BATREN file sort key.

BATREN Retrieval Examples

The following presents a typical BATREN retrieval examples:

By printing a list of systems that executed work under a multisystem enclave, you will list the CPU time accumulated for
each remote system as well as provide a total of CPU time by originating the system.

           DATA;

           SET &pBATX..BATRENxx;

           PROC SORT;

            BY RENLSYID;

           PROC PRINT;

           by RENLSYID RENSYSNM;

           ID SYSID;
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           VAR SYSNAME JOB RENCPDTM RENREDSU RENCPITM

           RENREISU;

          SUM RENCPITM RENCPDTM;

          RUN ;

 

SMF Data Sources
The successful creation, maintenance, and longevity of a large database system such as MICS requires a closely
monitored approach to the periodic updating processes. Understanding the data source used in the database update
process is particularly important for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. The intent of this section is to help you
understand the SMF data sources and to aid in the decision-making process used to tailor SMF data recording at your
site.

This section details operational considerations for both the SMF data collection process and the MICS Batch and
Operations Analyzer. General information is given about SMF data and specific information is given about those SMF
records used by the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer.

• SMF Data
• Data Collector and Processing Considerations
• SMF Requirements and Considerations
• SMF CPU Time Measurements
• Batch Turnaround/Response Time
• I/O Measurements and Device Activity
• Memory Measurements
• Print Activity Measurements
• SMF Record Descriptions
• APPC/MVS Overview
• UNIX System Services (USS) Overview
• Multisystem Enclaves Overview
• MICS and SMF Director Interface

SMF Data
This section profiles IBM's System Management Facilities (SMF) data. This complex data source is a repository of
extremely valuable information which can be used in managing and controlling the I/S facility.

IBM's System Management Facilities (SMF) is an integral part of the z/OS operating system. Its primary function in the
operating system is to collect and record information about the activities, events, and resource utilizations that occur
throughout the I/S facility. SMF writes this information, as SMF data records, in system data sets. SMF also performs a
secondary function in that it provides macros that can be used to write customer-developed or vendor product records to
the SMF data sets.

SMF data is the collection of records written to the SMF data sets by the System Management Facilities or by an external
system using SMF write macros. The data is written to the SYS1.MANx data sets (where x can be the letters A-Z and
the numbers 0-9). These data sets act as a temporary repository for the data and they are periodically (usually daily)
unloaded to permanent SMF data sets (usually on tape).

SMF records are identified by a number from 0 to 255, which is referred to as the SMF record type. Record types 0
through 127 (standard records) are reserved for use by IBM. Record types 128 through 255 (non-standard records) are
set aside for vendor products and user routines to create their own SMF records. SMF provides two macros that are
used to write standard or non-standard records to the SYS1.MANx data sets. Non-standard SMF records are typically
generated by vendor products such as TSO/MON PM or ACF2. Much in the same way that z/OS uses SMF to track
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and record systemwide resource consumption and activities, these vendor-generated SMF records show the resource
consumption and activities of the users of their product in more detail than is available from the z/OS standard record
types 0-127.

Some record types, such as the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work Record, have record subtypes that dictate
how the contents of the various record fields should be interpreted. Certain SMF records are fixed length, while others are
variable.

SMF records are written to the SYS1.MANx data sets in response to certain events. For example, the IPL of the system,
the end of a TSO session, or the closing of a data set all constitute events that can trigger the writing of a standard SMF
record. Interval records are also written in response to an event -- the expiration of a timer.

The writing of an SMF record to the SYS1.MANx data sets is usually the culmination of a process that started sometime
earlier. For example, the writing of a type 30 subtype 4 (step end) record occurs after a series of events that began with
the initiation of the job step. When the step was first initiated, control blocks within the step's address space were set to
zeros and blanks. As the step performed I/Os, used TCB and SRB time, etc., counts of each utilization were added to the
appropriate control blocks. As events occurred within the step, time stamps were created and stored. Finally, at step end,
SMF gathered all the relevant control block values and formatted them into a type 30 subtype 4 record. The formatted
record was then written to the SYS1.MANx data set.

SMF Data Categories

The standard record types (0-127) are the vehicle that IBM provides for analysis and measurement of the activities
occurring in the I/S facility environment. Because of the large number of SMF record types, it is helpful to group records
and categorize them according to the nature of the information they contain. One such category is the RMF (Resource
Management Facility) records, SMF record types 70-79. They contain system-wide measures of CPU, I/O, and other
activities.

Standard SMF records (types 0-127) that are used by the Batch and Operations Analyzer Option include the following
record types:

• SMF record types 6, 25, 26, 30, 33, and 89 which are used to analyze batch jobs, TSO sessions, started tasks, APPC/
MVS ASCH scheduled Transaction Programs (TPs), and software products registered with IBM's Measured Usage
License Charging subsystem. (Record type 25 is only valid for JES3 sites.)

• SMF record types 0, 7 through 11, 22, 31, 43, 45, and 90 which contain information about operational events useful in
managing the I/S facility.

These SMF record type categories are discussed in the following subsections:

• SMF for Batch, TSO, and Started Tasks
• SMF for APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs)
• SMF for Operations Management
• SMF for Measured Usage License Charging

SMF for Batch, TSO, and Started Tasks

One of the most common uses of SMF data is to account for the resources used and to study the performance and
capacity aspects of your batch, TSO, or started task (STC) workloads. The SMF record types required depend upon the
version of MVS running at your site and whether you have JES2 or JES3.

SMF generating events

The events in the life cycle of a one-step batch job, TSO session, or started task that caused the generation of SMF
records, are shown in the following Batch JOB, TSO, and STC SMF Recording diagram.

 |<-Job Submission
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 |                               |<-Step Term /

 ||<-Allocation (25-JES3 only)   |        TS Step Term(30-4)

 ||                              |

 |||<-Job Init / Logon (30-1)    ||<-Job Term / Logoff (30-5)

 |||                             ||

 |||                             ||     |<-Output Writer (6)

 |||<--------------------------->||     |  |<-Job Purge (26)

\+++-----------------------------++-----+--+---------------\

 > TIME                                                     >

/--+-------+-------+-------+-----+-------------------------/

   |<----->|<----->|<----->|<--->|<-Last Interval (30-3)

           |       |       |

           |       |       |<-Interval (30-2)

           |       |

           |       |<-Interval (30-2)

           |

           |<-Interval (30-2)

The typical batch job, TSO session, or started task generates a variable number of SMF records during its life cycle.

• An SMF type 25 device allocation record is written for JES3 systems when the job, TSO session, or started task has
completed Converter/Interpreter processing.

• SMF type 30 subtype 1 is written at job initiation or TSO logon. o SMF type 30 subtype 4 is written at each step end or
TSO session end.

• SMF type 30 subtype 5 is written at job end or at TSO logoff.

If INTERVAL RECORDING is specified:

• SMF type 30 subtype 2 is written only if the duration of the step or TSO session exceeds the specified interval amount.
More than one subtype 2 record may be written for a step.

• SMF type 30 subtype 3 is the "incomplete interval" record. It is the only interval record written for short steps that end
before the specified interval time has elapsed. It is also written as the last interval record for long steps and represents
the time between the writing of the last subtype 2 record and the end of the step.

• SMF type 6 is written when SYSOUT is printed by JES2, JES3, PSF, or External Writers.
• SMF type 26 is written when the job, TSO session, or started task is purged from the system.

The quantity of SMF records generated on behalf of a job or session is variable and depends upon the number and
duration of the job steps, as well as the quantity and variety of SYSOUT produced. The type 26 purge record, which is the
indicator that all SMF records for the job have been written, may be generated five minutes or five days after the start of a
job, TSO session, or started task.

Specific information about each of these record types is presented in SMF Record Descriptions section.

SMF for APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs)

APPC/MVS (Advanced Program to Program Communication/MVS), uses the SNA architecture and LU6.2 to
support cooperative processing in an MVS environment. Transaction Programs (TPs) are programs that use APPC
communication calls. APPC/MVS allows an MVS TP to establish a conversation with another LU6.2 TP located anywhere
in an SNA network to perform a task as a single cooperative application.

The implementation of APPC/MVS introduces a new workload to the MVS environment. In addition to batch, TSO,
and started tasks, a new unit of work called the TP is introduced. APPC/MVS TPs are managed by ASCH, the APPC
scheduler address space, and execute in full-function address spaces called subordinate address spaces. APPC initiators
are controlled by ASCH and, in a manner similar to JES initiators, only allow TPs of the appropriate class to execute.
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The SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work records are generated for all TPs executing in the subordinate address
spaces. The type 30 records present an address space perspective of an APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP. TPs can be
of two types (standard and multi-trans) however, and the type 30 records do not provide the granularity necessary for
individual TP analysis of multi-trans TPs.

The SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting are produced for each individual TP execution. A multi-trans TP, once
initiated, may process hundreds of individual transactions before ending execution, and the resource utilization at the
address space level will be reflected in a single SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record. In contrast, each individual
request for the TP from a partner TP results in an SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record that provides
accountability back to the requesting program. APPC/MVS is discussed in detail in the APPC/MVS Overview section.

SMF for Operations Management

MVS provides a number of SMF records that are valuable sources of information on the operational aspects of the I/S
facility. Information about IPLs, software and hardware outages, and system configuration are examples of the type of
data found in this SMF record category.

The operations analysis part of this MICS product requires the following SMF record types:

• SMF Type 0 -  IPL Record
• SMF Type 7 -  SMF Data Lost
• SMF Type 8 -  I/O Configuration
• SMF Type 9 -  Vary Online
• SMF Type 10 - Allocation Recovery
• SMF Type 11 - Vary Offline
• SMF Type 22 - Hardware Configuration
• SMF Type 31 - TIOC Initialization
• SMF Type 43 - JES Start
• SMF Type 45 - JES Stop
• SMF Type 90 - System Status

These SMF records provide system availability measurements and the reasons for outages. Operator actions, device
configurations, and configuration changes are captured. Statistics on SMF data lost, JES reliability, and other operational
concerns constitute the nature of this SMF record category.

Specific information about each of these record types is found in the SMF Record Description section.

SMF for Measured Usage License Charging

Measured usage license charging is an IBM software license charging option.

Products register to be eligible for measured usage charging. Once registered, software usage levels are captured in
SMF type 89 records. An IBM-provided utility program (the IFAURP Usage Report Program) summarizes, archives, and
analyzes the captured data to determine usage levels for specific IBM software products. The usage level determines the
software licensing rate.

z New Application License Charges (zNALC) provides reduced pricing for the z/OS operating system that is installed on
LPARs where a Qualified Application is running such as Java running under WebSphere, SAP, PeopleSoft, Siebel, and
Domino. Software usage on LPARs designated as zNALC LPARS is also captured in SMF type 89 records.

The SMF type 89 data is stored in the Measured Usage Global (BATMUG) file.

For more information, see IBM documentation.

While SMF type 30 (Common Address Space Work) records also contain usage data for registered products, IBM does
not use it to analyze product usage levels. You can, however, use this data (in the BATMUA file) to identify address space
level usage of products registered for measured usage license charging.
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SMF Data Collector and Processing Considerations
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer requires a subset of the MVS-generated SMF records. The SMF record types
and subtypes collected at your site are controlled by parameters and options specified in your system libraries.

There are certain operational considerations that affect the usefulness and integrity of the SMF data collected. These
include CPU clock synchronization and lost SMF data.

These considerations are discussed below.

• SMF Recording Options
• Time of Day (TOD) Clock Synchronization
• Lost SMF Data

SMF Recording Options

This section describes the parameters and options that control the record types collected by SMF. You should take care in
specifying the SMF recording parameters and options at your site. By carefully tailoring the SMF recording to meet your
installation's needs, you will minimize the system overhead and DASD space requirements of SMF.

There are several options available to tailor SMF data measurement, collection, and recording. These options are invoked
by parameters contained in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. They are involved with internal data collection,
record formatting, or SMF writer. The options that specify record type and subtype selection as well as interval recording
and operator prompting are important to the implementation of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. In addition,
there are a number of exits provided by SMF for manipulating SMF data before it is written to the SMF data sets. More
information about these parameters and options can be found in the System Management Facilities (SMF) Manual at:

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/

This section contains the following subsections:

• SMF Record Type Specification
• SMF Record Subtype Specification
• SMF Record Interval Recording Specification
• Operator Prompt Parameter
• DDCONS Specification
• SMF Exits

SMF Record Type Specification

Within the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, the TYPE/NOTYPE option is used to describe the SMF records you
want SMF to collect.

The SYS parameter describes the SMF record options to be used for all subsystems. These include TSO, STC (started
tasks), and JES2 or JES3. The TYPE option of the SYS parameter specifies the record types and subtypes to be
collected. The NOTYPE option specifies which records types are not to be recorded. Use either the TYPE or the
NOTYPE option. Examples of how to code the SYS parameter are found in the System Management Facilities (SMF)
documentation for the z/OS version running at your site.

The SUBSYS parameter can be used to restrict or enhance the SMF recording options for one or more subsystems
running under z/OS. The SUBSYS parameter not only affects collection of SMF records written on behalf of the
subsystem, but by the subsystem as well. Be careful when using the SUBSYS parameter to modify record collection for
started tasks (STC). Some started tasks (JES2, JES3, RMF, VTAM, TCAM, NETVIEW, and so on.) generate their own
SMF records. Turning off SMF type 6 records for started tasks would also prevent the generation of type 6 records by
JES2 or JES3. Examples of using the SUBSYS parameter to tailor SMF record collection can be found in the System
Management Facilities (SMF) documentation for the z/OS version running at your site.
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Note that any options specified in a SUBSYS parameter, override the options specified in the SYS parameter for the
particular subsystem.

SMF Record Subtype Specification

The SYS and SUBSYS parameters provide a means of selecting or rejecting certain subtypes of SMF records. When
an SMF record type is specified in the TYPE option, as described above, SMF will automatically record ALL subtypes
supported by the record. If you want only certain subtypes recorded, specify those subtypes using parentheses
immediately after the SMF record type is specified in the TYPE option. Examples of record subtype specification may be
found in the System Management Facilities (SMF) manual for the MVS version running at your site.

SMF Record Interval Recording Specification

The SMF type 30 record supports interval recording. In SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx), the INTERVAL/NOINTERVAL
option of the SYS or SUBSYS parameter is used to invoke interval recording and to specify the interval time value. If
interval recording is specified in the SYS parameter, then all subsystems that generate type 30 records will use the
interval time value specified, unless overridden by an INTERVAL/NOINTERVAL option specified in a SUBSYS parameter.

With global synchronized interval recording, an interval value may be specified in SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) using
the INTVAL parameter. This recording interval, unlike the INTERVAL value specified as a SYS or SUBSYS parameter, is
available for use by requestors other than SMF, for example RMF.

In conjunction with the INTVAL parameter, the SYNCVAL parameter value is used to synchronize the end time of all
intervals. The SYNCVAL value is specified as a number between 00 and 59 and instructs SMF to generate interval
records at that minute past each hour. If the interval time is less than an hour, SMF generates records at the appropriate
minutes past each hour so that synchronization is maintained. For example, if an INTVAL value is 30 minutes, and the
SYNCVAL value is 59, then intervals for each address space end at 29 and 59 minutes past each hour.

Instructions for customizing SMF interval recording may be found in the System Management Facilities (SMF) manual for
the MVS version running at your site.

More information about interval accounting is presented in the Interval Recording section.

SMF Operator Prompt Parameter

The PROMPT parameter may be specified in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. If coded with option IPLR
or ALL, it will make the system issue a message to the operator when an IPL occurs. The message, IEE956A, prompts
the operator to reply with the time of the system failure, the operator's name, and the reason for the IPL. The operator's
responses will be recorded in SMF record type 90 subtype 8. To assure that record type 90 is collected at your site, make
sure that it is specified in the TYPE option of the SYS parameter as described in the SMF Record Type Specification and
SMF Record Subtype Specification sections.

Examples of how to use the PROMPT parameter may be found in the System Management Facilities (SMF) manual for
the MVS version running at your site.

Invoking operator prompt and using structured reason codes to describe why the IPL occurred is an excellent way to track
system failures over time.

A list of suggested system failure reason codes is given in the SMF Operations Information Area section.

SMF DDCONS Specification

Within the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, the DDCONS option is used to control SMF EXCP section
consolidation. The DDCONS option alleviates long shutdown times experienced by long running tasks that dynamically
allocate and unallocate thousands of data sets.
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Prior to the DDCONS option, EXCP section consolidation was an integral part of the SMF address space record-building
process. This consolidation process saves space in the SMF records by consolidating segments with the same DDNAME
and device address. The process is time consuming, however, especially at step and job end when thousands of dynamic
allocations and unallocations have occurred.

DDCONS(YES) is the default and allows SMF EXCP segment consolidation to occur. DDCONS(NO) completely
inactivates the consolidation process and allows the long-running tasks discussed above to shut down quickly. The down
side of DDCONS(NO) is that SMF type 30 interval, step, and job end records can become significantly larger because of
the increased numbers of EXCP segments recorded. The efficiency realized by the MVS SMF modules is offset by more
space required by SMF dump data sets, longer processing time required by SMF dump routines, and longer processing
times required by SMF post processors such as MICS.

IBM has suggested a technique that gains the benefits of DDCONS(NO) while minimizing the down side of the larger
SMF type 30 records. The technique is to use DDCONS(YES) as the default in SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx), and to use
the SET command to change the value dynamically to DDCONS(NO) when shutdown of long-running tasks is required.
This strategy takes advantage of the fact that the DDCONS option sets a flag that is checked by SMF whenever EXCP
consolidation would typically occur. Since the only time that SMF consolidation is time consuming is at step end, changing
to DDCONS(NO) before shutdown allows EXCP segment consolidation to occur over the life of the step, but avoids the
overhead that is incurred at step end.

SMF Exits

SMF exits give installations the ability to monitor, modify, and validate job-related information, allow leniency for
exceptional violators of job limits, monitor and/or suppress outbound SMF records, and perform action when SMF
recording data sets become full.

The EXITS/NOEXITS option of the SYS or SUBSYS parameter specifies the SMF exits to be taken. Exits specified in the
SYS parameter apply to all subsystems. Exits specified in the SUBSYS parameter apply to a particular subsystem and
override EXIT specifications in the SYS parameter.

The complete list of available SMF exits applicable to your system will be found in the System Management Facilities
(SMF) manual for your version of MVS. Some of the most commonly used SMF exits are shown below.

• SMF exits that give you the ability to monitor and modify information at event occurrence time:

IEFUJV
job validation exit

IEFUJI
job initiation exit

IEFUSI
step initiation exit

• SMF exits that give you the ability to monitor and extend job time and SYSOUT line limits:

IEFUTL
time limit exit

IEFUSO
SYSOUT line limit

• SMF exits IEFU83, IEFU84, and IEFU85 let you examine and suppress SMF records just prior to their being written.
• SMF exit IEFU29 lets action be taken when an SMF data set becomes full.

Two other useful SMF exits are:

• IEFACTRT is used to access job and job step information at termination time.
• IEFUJP is used to modify or add information at job purge time.
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SMF Time of Day (TOD) Clock Synchronization

In a JES2 multi-access spool (MAS) or JES3 environment, all CPUs in the complex must have their time-of-day clock
values synchronized. When this is not done, jobs may appear to have begun or even finished execution before they were
read in. Meaningful turnaround statistics require CPU clock synchronization.

For example, a JES3 complex has four processors defined as SYS1, SYS2, SYS3, and SYS4. SYS1 is the Global
Processor and handles all JES functions. All jobs are read in on SYS1 and receive a reader time stamp from that
machine. Once the jobs are read in and undergo JCL conversion, they may be routed to execute on any of the four
processors. If SYS1's clock shows 8:00:00 a.m. at the same instant that SYS2's clock shows 7:45:00 a.m., then the SMF
records for jobs executing on SYS2 will show that they began execution up to 15 minutes before they were read in.

The above example makes batch turnaround times look great, but the reality is that non-synchronization of the CPU
clocks makes time stamp analysis useless when job activities span processors.

In a JES3 environment where a single processor handles all spool activity, a good rule of thumb is to set that processors's
clock to a value and immediately set the local processors clocks to the same value plus an additional second or two.

In an environment where different processors share JES responsibilities, try to set the clocks so that ALL processors are
exactly synchronized.

The JES2 SYNCTOL parameter and AUTOMATE/MVS are two methods available to facilitate TOD clock synchronization.
The IBM 9037 Sysplex Timer is a tabletop unit that synchronizes the time-of-day (TOD) clocks among multiple processors.

Lost SMF Data

SMF can stop recording or lose records under a number of conditions:

• When all the defined SMF data sets are full or have the "DUMP REQUIRED" status and SMF runs out of buffer space.
• When SMF recording cannot find a usable data set to record on (e.g., I/O errors on the data set, control unit error on

the volume containing all SMF data sets).
• SMF records are being generated at such a high rate that I/O processing cannot keep up.

When the condition has been corrected, a type 7 record will be written identifying the number of records lost.

SMF data lost in the ways described above cannot be recovered. Along with the loss of revenue from data center
chargeback, there is a break in the continuity of the resource consumption history at your site. You can minimize SMF
data losses by following the guidelines in the SMF manual for your MVS operating system.

You should automate the dumping of full SMF data sets. when a full data set message is detected. Consider using the
IEFU29 exit to submit a dump job when a data set becomes full.

SMF Requirements and Considerations
The Batch and Operations Analyzer requires specific SMF record types to be input into the daily database update routine.
The record types come from the SMF record categories discussed n the SMF Record Type Specification and SMF Record
Subtype Specification sections.

This section presents information to help you make considerations that will affect the usefulness and size of your MICS
databases. Interval recording, started task accounting, and environmental concerns are discussed.
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The following table shows the SMF records that source the various Batch and Operations Analyzer files:

File File Name Description Derivation
BATJOB Batch User Job Activity Quantifies user batch service

(turnaround) load, and usage
for an individual job execution
in the DETAIL time-span, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Output Writer (6) Job Purge (26)
Type 30 (Subtypes 1,2,3,4,5)
JES3 Allocation (25)

BAT_JS Batch User Job Suspend Same as BATJOB observation
for jobs still executing or waiting
for sysout

Same as BATJOB file except no
Job Purge (26) record

BATPGM Batch User Program Activity Quantifies user batch program
resources, load, and usage
for individual program (step)
executions in the DETAIL
timespans, and total usage in
the summary timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BAT_TS SMF User TSO Activity Quantifies TSO user resources,
load, and usage consumed
during TSO sessions in the
DETAIL timespans, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BAT_ST System Task Program Activity Quantifies system task
resources, load, and usage in
the DETAIL timespans, and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BAT_TP APPC/MVS TP Activity Quantifies APPC/MVS ASCH
scheduled TP address space
load and usage in the DETAIL
timespans, and total usage in
the summary timespans

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BATATP APPC/MVS TP Transaction Quantifies individual APPC/MVS
ASCH scheduled TP resource
usage in the DETAIL timespan,
and total usage in the summary
timespans

APPC/MVS TP Accounting
(Type 33)

BATSPL Batch User Spool Activity
Activity

Quantifies printer resource
usage for printed sysout in
the DETAIL timespan and
total usage in the summary
timespans

Output Writer (6)

BATWDA Batch Workload Device Activity Quantifies DASD device
usage by workload component
(performance group) by hour of
the day in the DAYS timespan

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

BATSFH Job Account Derivation Hold
File

Contains accounting information
for sysout records processed
after MICS has discarded the
execution records

Customized by User
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BATREN Multisystem Enclave Activity File Quantifies program, task,and
load resource in the DETAIL
timespans and in the summary
timespans for all multisystem
enclaves created by the address
space executed.

Type 30 (Subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

OPSOPI Operations Incident Identifies major operational
incidents by SYSID and when
they occurred

IPL (0) Data Lost (7) SMF
Status (23) TIOC Initialization
(31) Start JES (43) Stop JES
(45) System Status (90)

OPSCON Operations Configuration Identifies configuration changes
by SYSID and when they
occurred

I/O Configuration (8) Vary
Online (9) Allocation Recovery
(10) Vary Offline (11)
Configuration (22)

OPSAVL System Availability Quantifies the amount of time
that the MVS control program
was not active

System Status (90, subtype 8)
Manual Update

OPSCTF Operations Change Tracking Identifies computer center
changes or events that are
not automatically tracked by
standard SMF records

Manual Update

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Batch Information Area
• Interval Recording
• Multi-Access Spool Environments
• SYSOUT Considerations
• Operations Information Area

SMF Batch Information Area

The SMF record types the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer requires for its Batch Information Area are as follows:

    06 - Writer SYSOUT

    26 - Job Purge

    30 - Common Workload Address Space

         subtype 1 - Job Initiation

         subtype 2 - Interval Termination

         subtype 3 - Step Termination (interval recording)

         subtype 4 - Step Termination

         subtype 5 - Job Termination

         subtype 6 - System Address Space Interval Termination

    33 - APPC/MVS TP Accounting

    25 - JES3 Device Allocation (JES3 sites only)

These record types provide the most complete information available for batch, TSO session, started task, USS, APPC/TP,
and system address space workload analysis.
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SMF Interval Recording

Interval recording is an option that is available with the SMF type 30 records. It provides the capability to record step
information prior to the end of a step or session. There are two major benefits realized with interval recording:

• The amount of data lost due to a system crash is minimized.
For example, an organization charges for a long-running VTAM application based upon CPU usage. They specify a
recording interval of 30 minutes, which causes an interval record to be written to SMF every 30 minutes. The system
is typically started Monday morning and brought down Friday night. The system crashes Friday after lunch. Without
interval accounting, an entire week's worth of charges are lost, since the long-running application's step end record is
not written to the SMF data sets due to the crash. With interval accounting, a maximum of 29.99 minutes of charges is
lost.

• The resource utilization of long running address spaces is sliced into many discrete records. This provides a better
determination of exactly when the resources were consumed.
For example, a six-hour step completes execution, but capacity planning requires information on when the resources
were actually consumed. If interval recording of 30 minutes is specified for batch jobs, a record with resource utilization
measures for each 30-minute interval will be written to the SMF data sets.

There are two types of SMF type 30 interval records:

  SMF type 30 subtype 2 - Complete Interval

  SMF type 30 subtype 3 - Last/Partial Interval

Interval recording may be specified with different time limits for each subsystem (Batch, TSO, Started Tasks, APPC/MVS
Transaction Programs (TPs)) in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB (see Section 6.2.1.3). Most data centers use
intervals of anywhere from 10 minutes to one hour, depending on the importance and use of the data.

MICS will use interval type 30 records (subtypes 2 and 3) instead of step end type 30 records (subtype 4) to build the
BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, and BAT_TP files in the MICS database if both types are present. This will expand the size
of the DETAIL timespan files since multiple MICS records will be created for steps and sessions that run longer than the
interval specified.

Synchronizing SMF interval recording

SMF can be instructed to force individual address space intervals to end at specific, synchronized points in time rather
than at times associated with the start of each individual address space.

This feature allows better analysis of system-wide activity at the address-space level. With interval record synchronization,
the start and end time of interval records can be forced to fall neatly between hourly boundaries. This eliminates the
problem of how to distribute the resources of an interval that spans an hour. For example, if an interval began at 9:45 and
ended at 10:15, the best you could do was to assume that half of the measurements occurred in hour 9 and the other half
in hour 10.

One consequence of SMF interval record synchronization is that the first interval record for an address space will not
represent a complete interval. The first record is instead produced when the SYNCH time is reached. At that time,
intervals end for all address spaces. The second through N-1 records will represent complete intervals. The final record
will again be less than a complete interval unless the step ends precisely at the interval expiration time. This is illustrated
in the following example.

     Step                              Step

     Start                             End

      INT-1   INT-2     INT-3      INT-4

     |<---->|<-------->|<-------->|<-->|
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   8:13   8:29       8:59       9:29 9:41

In the example, both intervals 1 and 4 are less than the 30 minute length of complete intervals.

Another consequence of SMF interval record synchronization is that it can cause gaps in the interval record history of an
address space. When interval synchronization is in effect, interval expiration is not a valid reason to swap in an inactive
address space. Instead, interval-end activities and interval record writing occur when the address space is swapped in
due to satisfaction of the condition that originally caused the swap out.

When an address space remains continuously swapped out for one or more intervals, SMF does not write records
for those intervals. This leaves gaps in the SMF interval record history for the address space. The following example
illustrates how this occurs.

                                    SMF

      Interval     Interval        Buffer

       Start         End           Write

         |<---------->|--------------|

       8:29         8:59           9:33

           Address Space Continually Swapped Out

                   |<--------------->|

                 8:52              9:33

                                Interval     Interval

                                 Start         End

                                   |<---------->|

                                 9:29         9:59

In the example, the interval time is 30 minutes, and the SYNCH time is specified at 59 minutes after the hour. This means
that intervals end at 29 and 59 minutes after every hour. During the 8:29 to 8:59 interval, the address space was swapped
out (at 8:52). It remained swapped out for 41 minutes and was swapped in at 9:33. At 9:33, an SMF record is written for
the 8:29-8:59 interval. Statistics begin collecting for the 9:29-9:59 interval, but no record is produced for the 8:59-9:29
interval.

MICS detects these gaps and records the total gap time in data element Interval Skipped Time (PGMSKPTM). This value
is recorded in the first interval record following the gap. In the example above, the MICS database record for the 9:29-9:59
interval would contain PGMSKPTM=1800 (1800 seconds=30 minutes).

Finally, when synchronization is active, you should not rely on the date and time that the interval record is written to the
SMF buffer as a measure of interval expiration date and time. The SMF type 30 interval records contain the actual interval
end timestamp. These fields are used for the STARTTS and ENDTS of MICS step-level observations created from interval
records.

SMF Multi-Access Spool Environments

It is essential that SMF data from a single JES spool be combined in a single MICS unit data base because a single job
could be read in on one machine, executed on another, and printed on a third. All SMF data records for the job must
be combined to obtain valid turnaround times. This is accomplished by using the SMF data from all processors in the
complex as a combined input source for the daily update of a single MICS unit data base.

Scheduling the update job to ensure it is done after the individual SMF dump jobs have been run for all the processors
can be a manual process or an automated one through the use of network-dependent job control in JES3 and through a
pseudo dependent job control in JES2.
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Processor clock synchronization is essential for meaningful turnaround measurements in the multi-spool environment.
See the Time of Day (TOD) Clock Synchronization section for information about clock synchronization.

SMF SYSOUT Considerations

Batch jobs, TSO sessions, started tasks, and APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) are all capable of producing
SYSOUT data sets. The following discussions and examples refer simply to "jobs," but unless specifically stated, apply
equally to any of the above types of z/OS address spaces.

One of the most difficult tasks for an SMF post processor, such as the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer, is
accounting for SYSOUT. Each output data set printed from a JES2 or JES3 spool results in writing an SMF type 6 output
writer record. MICS, in turn, creates a BATSPL observation for each SMF type 6 record that it encounters. These SMF
type 6 records contain information about printing the data set, such as the output device name, lines printed, pages
printed, and other related items. This information is easily transferred to the individual BATSPL observations.

However, accountability means that the consumed printer resources can be attributed to the user responsible for
creating the SYSOUT. In addition, if the creating job or session executed in a z/OS environment, the SYSOUT should be
associated with that execution activity. The basic problem with SYSOUT accountability is that some SMF type 6 output
writer records do not contain the information that most sites use to identify the person or group responsible for the creation
of the output.

IBM IP PrintWay SMF type 6 records contain the account fields specified in the job card to provide accountability for its
output.

Each MICS unit merges its SMF input files so that all SMF record types for a given job are processed together.
Accountability is achieved when MICS can associate the execution records for a job with the SMF type 6 output writer
records from any of its generated SYSOUT.

However, this association is not always possible. Output remaining on the JES spool for long periods of time before
printing, NJE SYSOUT transmitted to z/OS from non-MVS nodes, report distribution products that create their own
nonstandard SMF type 6 output writer records, and the impracticality of feeding a single MICS unit with all SMF data from
every z/OS node in an NJE network are some of the challenges that make SYSOUT accountability difficult.

MICS employs a number of strategies to maximize SYSOUT accountability. Three OPTIONS statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS) allow unit level customization to further improve SYSOUT accountability. These OPTIONS
statements, fully explained in the Parameters section, are:

• SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE option
• SPLLIMIT option
• SFHLIMIT option

To choose the correct MICS option values that will maximize SYSOUT accountability at your site, you need to understand
the various SYSOUT scenarios encountered by MICS. These scenarios are discussed in the following sections.

• Local and Remote SYSOUT
• NJE SYSOUT
• "Late" SYSOUT
• "Lone" Writer Records
• Report Distribution Products

SMF Local and Remote SYSOUT

A node is the description given to a single Job Entry Subsystem (JES) (e.g., MVS JES2, MVS JES3, VM RSCS, VS1
JES, VSE POWER, etc.). Nodes are connected in an NJE network. All input and output in an MVS node is managed and
controlled by either a JES2 or JES3 subsystem in a data area called a spool.
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All printers in an MVS node are defined to JES. They can be defined in two ways, either locally attached or as Remote
Job Entry (RJE) printers owned by an RJE station.

From an accountability perspective, it is not important whether the SYSOUT prints on a local or remote printer. What is
important is where the execution occurred for the activity that created the SYSOUT. This section discusses accountability
for SYSOUT created and printed within a single MVS node.

Accountability for remote and local SYSOUT is relatively simple as long as the SMF data from all SYSIDs sharing the JES
spool is fed into a single MICS unit. This is because MICS will always encounter the execution records for the batch job,
TSO session, started task, or APPC/MVS transaction program that created the SYSOUT. The execution records provide
the accounting information.

The MICS suspend process ensures that the account information found in the execution records remains available for
any SYSOUT waiting to print in the JES spool where the execution occurred. The key to the MICS suspend process is
the SMF type 26 execution node purge record. JES only writes the execution node purge record when an address space
has completed execution and all SYSOUT data sets for the job have been printed, purged, or transmitted to another NJE
node. MICS in turn continues to suspend the records for the job until the execution node purge record is encountered or
the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT value is exceeded.

The MICS SUSPENDLIMIT, discussed in the PGMALL/NOPGMALL Statement section, controls how long MICS will
wait for the execution node purge record. When local or remote SYSOUT remains on the JES spool longer that the
SUSPENDLIMIT value, MICS creates a BATJOB observation and purges the suspend files of all records relating to the
job. This creates an accountability problem for this "late" SYSOUT if eventually printed, but the problem is solvable by
activating the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file. The "Late" SYSOUT section discusses "late" SYSOUT and the
BATSFH file accounting solution in detail.

SMF NJE SYSOUT

This section discusses NJE routed SYSOUT. NJE routed SYSOUT can originate from any other node defined to an NJE
network. The originating node can be as physically close as another spool defined within the same physical processor,
or as distant as a data center on the other side of the Earth. For information on SYSOUT created and printed within the
same MVS node, see SMF Local and Remote SYSOUT.

NJE SYSOUT in your BATSPL file is characterized by observations with a SPLMASK of '...WPx' where:

• ...
indicates the absence of execution records

• W
indicates the presence of one or more SMF type 6 output writer records

• P
indicates the presence of an SMF type 26 non- execution node purge record

• x
can have a value of 'H' or '.' indicating the presence or absence of the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file
observation

You can easily identify BATSPL observations representing NJE SYSOUT by examining the value of the NJE SYSOUT
Record Count (SPLNJESR) data element. SPLNJESR has a value of one when the BATSPL observation represents
NJE SYSOUT. Note that SPLNJESR is not a comprehensive count of NJE routed SYSOUT. When NJE routed SYSOUT
records are associated with the execution records from the originating job, SPLNJESR is not set. SPLNJESR simply
indicates that the execution records from the originating job were not present when MICS created the BATSPL
observation.

Providing accountability for NJE routed SYSOUT is complex and the solutions depend on how you configure MICS and
where the SYSOUT originated.

The following sections explore the accounting problems and solutions for NJE routed SYSOUT accountability.
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NJE SYSOUT and MICS Configurations

This section discusses how to maximize accountability for NJE routed SYSOUT where the SYSOUT both originates and
prints at MVS nodes whose SMF files are input to a single MICS unit.

SYSOUT originating from non-MVS nodes, such as VM, is discussed in the next section. SYSOUT originating at an
MVS node and routed to a non-MVS node for printing does not produce SMF records, and is therefore not captured or
processed by this MICS product.

The easiest way to maximize accountability for NJE routed SYSOUT is to ensure that all SMF data from all the various
interconnected MVS nodes is fed into a single MICS unit. This will ensure that the MICS unit will always encounter the
execution records for the activity that produced the print.

NJE Network: Two Different MVS Nodes Feeding One MICS Unit

                MVS                         MVS

               NODE A                      NODE B

          +-------------+         +----------------------+

          |  JES SPOOL  |         |       JES SPOOL      |

          |   +------+  |         |  +------+  +------+  |

          |   | SYSA |  |<- NJE ->|  | SYSB |  | SYSC |  |

          |   +---|--+  |         |  +---|--+  +---|--+  |

          +-------|-----+         +------|---------|-----+

                  |                      |         |

                  | SMF +---------+  SMF |     SMF |

                  +---->| CA MICS |<-----+---------+

                        |  UNIT   |

                        +---------+

 

NJE  SYSOUT where  MICS processes the execution records

Even when all SMF data from MVS nodes involved in NJE SYSOUT transmission is fed into a single MICS unit, there are
two problems that complicate the association of the execution records with the SYSOUT records.

The most common problem occurs because MICS discards the suspended records for a job when the SMF type 26
execution node purge record is encountered. Any NJE-routed SYSOUT printed after the execution node record is written
and processed by MICS will not be associated with the execution records from the job.

The solution to this accountability problem is to activate the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file. The BATSFH
file is described in the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. To activate the file, use the SFHLIMIT option
statement as discussed in the SFHLIMIT Statement section. The BATSFH file contains the accounting fields used by your
account code exit routine (ACCTRTE). An observation is written to the BATSFH file when MICS is about to discard the
execution records for the job. The BATSFH observations are available for a site-specified number of daily update cycles to
provide accountability for NJE-routed SYSOUT.

The second problem involves the timing of SMF dumps. In the NJE network shown above, consider the case where SMF
is dumped on SYSA. Immediately after SMF dumping is completed, a job runs on SYSA and transmits SYSOUT to SYSB
via NJE. The SYSOUT immediately prints at SYSB and then SMF is dumped at SYSB.

In this scenario, MICS will encounter the SMF type 6 output writer record(s) and SMF type 26 non-execution node purge
record before it encounters the execution records for the creating job. Because SMF was dumped at SYSA before the
job execution that created the SYSOUT, MICS will not encounter the job's execution until the next daily update cycle. The
SMF type 6 records from SYSB will not have the job information available to set ACCTNOx account codes in your account
code exit routine.

The solution to this problem is to specify a NOSUSPENDNJE option statement. The SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE
statement is fully discussed in the SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE Statements section. When MICS encounters NJE
SYSOUT records for the first time and the NOSUSPENDNJE option is in effect, the NJE SYSOUT SMF records are
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immediately suspended for one update cycle without writing any BATSPL observations. This allows an additional daily
update cycle for the execution records from the creating job to be dumped and processed by MICS.

NJE SYSOUT  where MICS  only processes the SYSOUT  records

Accountability is limited for NJE SYSOUT originating from an MVS node that is not included in the SMF input files
because the MICS unit processing the NJE SYSOUT records will never encounter the execution records from the creating
job. The accounting options for this configuration are discussed in the next section.

NJE SYSOUT from Non-MVS Sources (VM)

This section discusses how to provide accountability for NJE-routed SYSOUT where the SYSOUT originates from:

• A non-MVS source, such as VM
NJE Network: SYSOUT Originating from a Non-MVS Node

          VM                           MVS

        NODE A                        NODE B

   +-------------+           +----------------------+

   | RSCS SPOOL  |           |       JES SPOOL      |

   |   +------+  |           |  +------+  +------+  |

   |   | SYS1 |  |<-- NJE -->|  | SYSB |  | SYSC |  |

   |   +------+  |           |  +---|--+  +---|--+  |

   +-------------+           +------|---------|-----+

                                    |         |

                    +-------+       |   SMF   |

                    |CA MICS| <-------+----+----+

                    | UNIT  |

                    +-------+

 

• An MVS node whose SMF data is not input into the same MICS unit that processes the NJE SYSOUT SMF data.
NJE Network: SYSOUT Originating from Two Different MVS Nodes Going to Two Different MICS Units

           MVS                           MVS

          NODE A                        NODE B

     +-------------+           +----------------------+

     |  JES SPOOL  |           |       JES SPOOL      |

     |   +------+  |           |  +------+  +------+  |

     |   | SYSA |  |<-- NJE -->|  | SYSB |  | SYSC |  |

     |   +---|--+  |           |  +---|--+  +---|--+  |

     +-------|-----+           +------|---------|-----+

             |                        |         |

             | SMF +-------+          |   SMF   |   +-------+

             +---->|CA MICS|          +----+----+-->|CA MICS|

                   | UNIT  |                        | UNIT  |

                   |   A   |                        |   B   |

                   +-------+                        +-------+

 

NJE SYSOUT records in both of these configurations have the same accountability problems. In the VM to MVS example,
the only SMF records produced are the SMF type 6 and 26 records written when the VM-originating SYSOUT is printed.
The MVS to MVS example is similar. A job running on SYSA will generate execution records processed by MICS UNIT A.
Any SYSOUT transmitted for printing to NODE B will produce SMF type 6 and 26 records processed by MICS UNIT B.
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Most account code exit routines rely on information found in the execution records produced for a job. In both NJE
SYSOUT cases described above, the execution records will never be available to the MICS unit that processes the NJE
SYSOUT records.

SYSOUT transmitted between NJE nodes consists of two logical parts, the SYSOUT data sets and the NJE header
record. The NJE header record contains the information required by the receiving node to ensure correct processing of
the SYSOUT data set. It also contains fields useful for assigning ownership to the SYSOUT. Some of these fields are
written to the SMF type 26 purge record created when the NJE-routed SYSOUT data sets are printed.

Using the network account number

One field, the Network Account Number (JOBNETAC), is available if specified at the originating node. NJE SYSOUT
originating from an MVS node would use a /*NETACCT JCL statement to specify the network account number. NJE
SYSOUT originating from VM would require that RSCS populate the network account number prior to NJE transmission.

The network account number is found in the SMF type 26 record. It is important, therefore, to avoid writing BATSPL
observations from NJE-routed SYSOUT until the purge record is written. The purge record is only written when all
SYSOUT data sets for a given job are printed or purged. When NJE- routed SYSOUT consists of two or more SYSOUT
data sets, MICS will encounter a "lone" writer record when some, but not all, of the SYSOUT data sets are printed prior
to SMF dumping. "Lone" writer records are discussed in the "Lone" Writer Records section. Use the SPLLIMIT option
statement to delay writing BATSPL observations from "lone" SYSOUT. The SPLLIMIT option statement is fully discussed
in the SPLLIMIT Statement section.

The sample global account code exit routine (ACCTRTE) in the ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine section
shows an example of using the JOBNETAC data element for NJE SYSOUT account code setting. In general, any field in
the SMF type 26 purge record may be used for assigning accountability for NJE-routed SYSOUT.

SMF "Late" SYSOUT

"Late" SYSOUT refers to SMF type 6 records generated for SYSOUT printed after MICS has already created a BATJOB
observation for a job because the SUSPENDLIMIT was exceeded. "Late" SYSOUT is common at sites where SYSOUT is
allowed to remain on the JES spool for more than the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT value (maximum of 10 update cycles).

"Late" SYSOUT is characterized by the SMF record set represented by a SPLMASK of '...WPx' where:

• ...
indicates the absence of execution records

• W
indicates the presence of one or more SMF type 6 output writer records

• P
indicates the presence of an SMF type 26 execution node purge record

• x
can have a value of 'H' or '.' indicating the presence or absence of the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file

The Late SYSOUT Record Count (SPLLATE) data element identifies "late" SYSOUT observations written to the BATSPL
file. SPLLATE only has a value of one when the BATSPL observation represents "late" SYSOUT.

You should try to minimize the occurrence of "late" SYSOUT in your MICS environment. The BATJOB observation written
from the SMF execution records for the job does not include print measurements for any "late" SYSOUT. Accountability
is more difficult because the execution records are not present when MICS processes the "late" SYSOUT records.
The following suggestions enable you to minimize "late" SYSOUT and allow accountability for any "late" SYSOUT
encountered.

Examine the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT value in prefix.PARMS.MICS(SMFOPS). The value specified controls how long
MICS will wait for SYSOUT before creating a BATJOB observation and deleting the job from the MICS suspend files.
If output remains on your JES spool for a maximum of seven days, your MICS SUSPENDLIMIT value should be
greater than seven. MICS starts "aging" a job when the first execution record is encountered. This "age" is compared to
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SUSPENDLIMIT. So, select a SUSPENDLIMIT value large enough to allow job execution and printing to occur. This may
not always possible because sites sometimes require that SYSOUT remain on the JES spool for very long periods of time.

You can still ensure that "late" SYSOUT receives the same account code values used for the creating job by activating
the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file. This file will always be able to provide account information for "late"
SYSOUT, because by definition, MICS has already encountered the execution records from the job that created the "late"
SYSOUT. The BATSFH file is discussed in the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. BATSFH file activation
is discussed in the SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE Statements section.

You can also force MICS to create a second BATJOB observation for the "late" SYSOUT records by specifying a
LATEJOB option statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). The LATEJOB option statement is fully discussed in the
LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB Statement section. The LATEJOB option in not recommended, however. It is preferable that you
account for SYSOUT from the BATSPL file.

SMF "Lone" Writer Records

"Lone" writer records are SMF type 6 output writer records that are associated with no other SMF record types when
processed by MICS. These SYSOUT records are usually assigned overhead account numbers if written to the BATSPL
file because none of the conventional sources of account data are available with the exception of SMF type 6 output writer
records for IP PrintWay.

"Lone" writer records are characterized by BATSPL observations with a SPLMASK of '...W..' where:

• ...
indicates the absence of execution records

• W
indicates the presence of one or more SMF type 6 output writer records

• .
indicates the absence of an SMF type 26 purge record

• .
indicates the absence of the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file

"Lone" writer records may be "late" SYSOUT or NJE SYSOUT. They can also represent the partial printing of output from
a non-execution job (for example TYPRUN=SCAN or a pre-execution JCL error). It is impossible to tell which until the
SMF type 26 purge record is generated.

The most notable thing about "lone" writer records is that the "lone" status is temporary. Eventually, the other SYSOUT
data sets for the job will be printed or purged. You should code an SPLLIMIT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)
to delay the writing of "lone" SYSOUT records until the purge record is encountered. The SPLLIMIT statement is fully
discussed in the SPLLIMIT section.

SMF Report Distribution Products

There are a number of vendor products available, (e.g., BUNDL, RMDS, Delivery, Dispatch, etc.), that facilitate data
center report viewing and distribution. Most of these products remove targeted SYSOUT data sets from the JES spool and
manage the SYSOUT in their own proprietary data areas.

When the SYSOUT data sets are transferred from the JES spool to the proprietary data area, the effect is the same as
canceling or purging the SYSOUT data set. In general, no SMF type 6 output writer records are produced at this time.

These report distribution products usually allow both viewing of the reports and a means to "route" the reports back to
JES for printing. When the report actually prints, JES (or PSF or an external writer) generates an SMF type 6 output writer
record. This SMF type 6 record contains the actual printer utilization statistics, but identifies the report distribution product
as the job responsible for the output.

Most of these report distribution products feature the ability to create a "pseudo" or nonstandard SMF type 6 output writer
record and write it to the SMF files. This "pseudo" SMF type 6 record identifies the original job that created the SYSOUT.
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The basic problem MICS has with these nonstandard SMF type 6 records is that the format is vendor controlled and may
change suddenly with a new release of the report distribution product.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer fully supports all versions and formats of the standard SMF type 6 records.
These are SMF type 6 output writer records generated by JES2, JES3, PSF, and external writers. It also offers complete
support for the nonstandard SMF type 6 records generated by Bundl, Dispatch, Delivery, and View report distribution
products.

The MICS/RDP's interface and guidelines for processing other nonstandard SMF type 6 output writer records are covered
in the following sections.

• BUNDL Generated SMF Type 6 Records
• Delivery Generated SMF Type 6 Records
• Dispatch Generated SMF Type 6 Records
• View Generated SMF Type 6 Records
• Other Nonstandard SMF Type 6 Records

Bundl Generated SMF Type 6 Records

Bundl Report Distribution product can write nonstandard SMF type 6 records that identify the original job that created
the SYSOUT data set(s). MICS recognizes BUNDL- generated SMF type 6 output writer records and assigns a unique
SUBSYSID value of 'BNDL' to any BATSPL observation created from these records. Additionally, the Data Set Control
Indicator (SPLDSCI) data element is set to 'BUNDL GENERATED SMF TYPE 6' in the BATSPL observation.

BUNDL-generated SMF type 6 records are created by a BUNDL utility program that executes as a batch job. This job
returns the selected SYSOUT data sets to JES for actual printing. It also writes nonstandard SMF type 6 output writer
records to the SMF files.

The net result is that the printed SYSOUT data sets are accounted for twice--once by the BUNDL-generated and again by
the JES-, PSF-, or External Writer-generated SMF type 6 records. You should allow both the BUNDL and real SMF type 6
records to create BATSPL observations. Use the BUNDL record for accounting because it will provide accountability back
to the original job. Use the standard SMF type 6 record for printer utilization studies because it identifies the actual output
device name used to print the report.

No action is required for MICS to write BUNDL-generated SMF type 6 records to the BATSPL file. In order to ensure
SYSOUT accountability and to avoid double billing, perform the following steps:

1. Identify the batch BUNDL utility job that transfers SYSOUT data sets from BUNDL's data area back to JES.
2. Add code to the _USRSSPL macro to identify the job name of the BUNDL utility program and assign

the ACCTNOx values to some nonbillable, overhead category. The _USRSSPL macro is found in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT).
     MACRO _USRSSPL

      ...  (existing exit code, if any)

     IF JOB='BNDLUTY' THEN DO;

       ACCTNO1='***' ;

       ACCTNO2='*****' ;

       ACCTNO3='********' ;

     ...  (logic appropriate to your purpose)

     END;

     ...

     %

 

In the above example, the job name of the BUNDL utility program is 'BNDLUTY'. The overhead account numbers
prevent charging for these records, but allow them to populate the BATSPL file for printer resource analysis.

3. Activate the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file.
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When BUNDL originally removes the SYSOUT from the JES spool, MICS typically will encounter the SMF type 26
execution purge record for the job that created the SYSOUT. MICS will subsequently delete the job from the suspend
files. Some time later, the BUNDL utility will send the SYSOUT data sets back to JES for printing. At this point, MICS
will need the BATSFH file to supply accounting information for the BUNDL nonstandard SMF type 6 records.

The BATSFH file is described in the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. The SFHLIMIT option statement
that activates the BATSFH file is discussed in the SFHLIMIT Statement section. Make sure the SFHLIMIT argument value
reflects the amount of time that you expect the SYSOUT data sets to remain in BUNDL's data area before actual printing.

The BUNDL-generated SMF type 6 output writer records will always be written to the BATSPL file by the first daily update
cycle encountering them. A BATSFH file observation will provide accountability if the originating job's execution SMF
records were processed earlier by the same MICS units that encounter the BUNDL type 6 records.

Note: You must be at BUNDL Release 4.5 or later for MICS to recognize the BUNDL-generated SMF type 6 output writer
records.

Deliver Output Management Generated SMF

Deliver Output Management is an automated online report distribution and output tracking system for use on the IBM MVS
operating systems.

The SMF type 6 records produced by Deliver contain standard IBM SMF type 6 record fields and some additional fields
from the Deliver database. These records are nonstandard SMF type 6 records.

Deliver SMF type 6 records are produced for each job that created a report for bundled or non-bundled reports. A "bundle
of reports" is a "package" of previously defined Deliver reports generated by one or more jobs at the same or different
times in a cycle and grouped together by Deliver. Non-bundled reports contain no report identifier in any definition of a
bundle of reports.

These Deliver pseudo type 6 records do not contain a device name, since it is not known where the recipient's report
will be printed at the time the report is created. The job name in these special type 6 records will be the job name of the
application job that created the report.

Standard SMF type 6 records will be created by JES, PSF, or External Writer sub systems. To determine printer activity,
use the standard SMF type 6 records, because they identify the actual output device name used to print a report.

The job name on the SMF standard type 6 record will always have the creating job name in the SMF6JBN field. Non-
bundled reports will have the application job name that created the SYSOUT. Bundled reports will have the job name of
the job that was run to create the bundle. This job name is stored in the Deliver database after the job that created the
bundle has been run.

Bundles that were printed from Deliver, will have the started task job name of RMOSTC.

The printed SYSOUT data sets are accounted for twice, once by Deliver-generated records, and again by the JES, PSF,
or External Writer-generated SMF type 6 records. Both Deliver and standard SMF type 6 records should be allowed to
create BATSPL observations. The Deliver record should be used to provide accountability back to the original job.

Dispatch Generated SMF Type 6 Records

Dispatch is a report distribution management system. Dispatch produces SMF type 6 records to allow users to be charged
for the number of report lines printed. These records contain standard IBM SMF type 6 record fields and some additional
fields from the Dispatch database. These records are non-standard SMF type 6 records.

Dispatch SMF type 6 records are built once for each recipient who receives a report, so end users can be charged for
reports they receive. These Dispatch pseudo type 6 records do not contain a device name, since it is not known where the
recipient's report will be printed at the time the report recipient is processed.
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Standard SMF type 6 records will be created by JES-, PSF, or External Writer sub systems as a started task, with a task
name of 'DISPATCH'. To determine printer activity, use the standard SMF type 6 records, because they identify the actual
output device name used to print a report.

The printed SYSOUT data sets are accounted for twice, once by Dispatch-generated records, and again by the JES-,
PSF-, or External Writer-generated SMF type 6 records. Both Dispatch and standard SMF type 6 records should be
allowed to create BATSPL observations. The Dispatch record should be used to provide accountability back to the original
job.

As with BUNDL, Dispatch requires no action for MICS to write Dispatch-generated SMF type 6 records to the BATSPL file.

To ensure SYSOUT accountability and to avoid double billing, follow these steps:

1. Identify the batch Dispatch utility job that transfers SYSOUT data sets from Dispatch's data area back to JES.
2. Add code to the _USRSSPL macro to identify the job name of the Dispatch utility program and assign

the ACCTNOx values to some nonbillable, overhead category. The _USRSSPL macro is found in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT).
     MACRO _USRSSPL

      ...  (existing exit code, if any)

     IF JOB='DISPATCH' THEN DO;

       ACCTNO1='***' ;

       ACCTNO2='*****' ;

       ACCTNO3='********' ;

     ...  (logic appropriate to your purpose)

     END;

     ...

     %

 

In the above example, the job name of the Dispatch utility program is 'DISPATCH'. The overhead account numbers
prevent charging for these records, but allow them to populate the BATSPL file for printer resource analysis.

3. Activate the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file.
When Dispatch originally removes the SYSOUT from the JES spool, MICS typically will encounter the SMF type 26
execution purge record for the job that created the SYSOUT. MICS will subsequently delete the job from the suspend
files. Some time later, the Dispatch utility will send the SYSOUT data sets back to JES for printing. At this point, MICS
will need the BATSFH file to supply accounting information for the Dispatch nonstandard SMF type 6 records.

The BATSFH file is described in the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. The SFHLIMIT option statement
that activates the BATSFH file is discussed in the SFHLIMIT Statement section. Make sure the SFHLIMIT argument value
reflects the amount of time that you expect the SYSOUT data sets to remain in Dispatch data area before actual printing.

The Dispatch generated SMF type 6 output writer records will always be written to the BATSPL file by the first daily update
cycle encountering them. A BATSFH file observation will provide accountability if the originating job's execution SMF
records were processed earlier by the same MICS units that encounter the Dispatch type 6 records.

View Generated SMF Type 6 Records

View is a facility for archiving and retrieving computer output(SYSOUT). Any SYSOUT can be specified for archiving
including production reports. SYSLOG data can archived within View.

The SMF type 6 records produced by View, contain standard IBM SMF type 6 record fields and some additional fields
from the View database. These records are non-standard SMF type 6 records.

View SMF type 6 records are produced for any SYSOUT sent to View to be archived. These View type 6 records do not
contain a device name, since it is not known where the recipient's report will be printed at the time the report is created.
The job name in these type 6 records will be the job name of the application that created the SYSOUT or report which was
then sent to View.
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Standard SMF type 6 records will be created by JES-, PSF, or External Writer sub systems. To determine printer activity,
use the standard SMF type 6 records, because they identify the actual output device name used to print a report. The
job name in the standard type 6 records could be a batch job name of the job which reprinted the report, or the STC task
name, SARSTC, of the reprint request. Online reprints will have the job name of the TSO user or an XMS task name.

The printed SYSOUT data sets are accounted for twice, once by View-generated records, and again by the JES-, PSF-, or
External Writer-generated SMF type 6 records. Both View and standard SMF type 6 records should be allowed to create
BATSPL observations. The View record should be used to provide accountability back to the original job.

View requires no action for MICS to write View-generated SMF type 6 records to the BATSPL file.

VTAM Printer Support (VPS) SMF Type 6 Records

VTAM Printer Support (VPS) is a product or subsystem that enables print requests generated on MVS to be printed
on network (LAN) connected printers supporting Line Print Deamon (LPD) protocol. The print requests come from IP
Printway when output datasets are transmitted from the JES spool to VTAM-controlled printers that are defined to VTAM.

The SMF type 6 records produced by VPS are similiar to IP Printway. These records contain all the standard IBM SMF
type 6 record fields. The are some exceptions with the contents of some of the fields:

Field SMF6SBS
subsystem identification, contains HEX '0002' identifying the record came from JES2.

Field SMF6UCS
universal character set for the printer, contains a value of 'VPS'.

When MICS processes these SMF type 6 records, data element subsystem Identifier (SUBSYSID) contains 'JES2' which
is derived from SMF6SBS. When SMF6UCS contains a value of 'VPS', MICS changes the value of SUBSYSID to 'VPS'.

Other Nonstandard SMF Type 6 Records

MICS does not provide internal support for nonstandard SMF type 6 records produced by other vendors because the
format of the records may change unexpectedly with a new release, causing failure of the daily update step.

The following guidelines will help you customize MICS to process nonstandard SMF type 6 records produced by report
distribution products other than CAs' BUNDL, Dispatch, Deliver, and View.

1. Obtain a record layout of the output writer records you wish to process and identify the fields you wish to read.
When examining the record layout, you should compare it to the layouts of SMF type 6 output writer records in an IBM
SMF manual. Be aware that MICS will process any SMF type 6 record found in the SMF input files. If the nonstandard
record layout deviates from standards, MICS may not input all raw data fields and may even populate standard
BATSPL data elements with invalid values.
SMF type 6 records are generated by a variety of subsystems and MICS determines the subsystem by examining
the value of the subsystem ID field found at offset 59. This 2-byte field is read as a positive integer binary value. The
following table shows the hexadecimal and decimal values of SUBID that MICS currently recognizes as well as the
corresponding SUBSYSID data element values that appear in the BATSPL file:

     SUBID VALUE FROM      BATSPL

        OFFSET 59          FILE

                           SUBSYSID

      HEX   DECIMAL        VALUE     DESCRIPTION

 

      0000       0  <--->  'XWTR'   (External Writer)

      0002       2  <--->  'JES2'   (JES2)*

      0005       5  <--->  'JES3'   (JES3)

      0007       7  <--->  'PSF '   (Print Services Facility)

      0009       9  <--->  'PWAY'   (IBM PrintWay)
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      0010      16  <--->  'CADS'   (CA Dispatch)

      C2E4   49892  <--->  'BNDL'   (Bundl)

      C5C4   50628  <--->  'CADV'   (CA Deliver)

      C5E2   50658  <--->  'CAVW'   (CA View)

         other      <--->  '    '

 

* Changed to 'VPS ' when UCS Image ID (SPLUCSID) is equal to 'VPS' for VTAM Printer Support.
If your DETAIL time span BATSPL file contains any observations with a blank SUBSYSID, then nonstandard SMF
type 6 records are being processed. Even if you are unable to obtain a manual that gives the nonstandard SMF type
6 record layout, you can add code to the _USRSSFW exit in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) to provide a
record layout as shown below:

       MACRO _USRSSFW

    /* SYSOUT WTR INTERIM SMF FILE EXIT */

       IF SUBSYSID EQ '    ' THEN LIST ;

       %

A hexadecimal dump of each nonstandard SMF type 6 record encountered during the raw SMF data input data step of
your DAY030 daily update step will now be printed to your SAS log.
Note: The above code may generate many thousands of print lines if there are excessive numbers of nonstandard
SMF type 6 records in your SMF input files.

2. Create a LOCALMOD.CNTL member to add any new BATSPL elements to sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN).
For specific directions, see Standard Data Elements.
You must add the new data elements to the BATSFW file for the raw input and suspend process, the BATSPL file, and,
(Optional) JOB level data elements to the BATJOB file if you want the new output-related elements summarized to the
job level.
Execute the job you created to add the elements to the appropriate files.

3. Execute the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN) to cause the new elements to be recognized.
4. You must use the _USRSSFW exit macro found in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) to read data element

values from the nonstandard SMF type 6 record. Restrict your code to only process records with a SUBID value
corresponding to offset 59 in the nonstandard type 6 records. For example, if your nonstandard SMF type 6 records
have a HEX C5C4 at offset 59, your _USRSSFW macro code should begin:

      MACRO _USRSSFW

   /* SYSOUT WTR INTERIM SMF FILE EXIT */

      IF SUBID EQ 50628 THEN DO ; /* HEX C5C4 AT OFFSET 59 */

        ... code to input fields

      END ;

        %

You should also reference the LENGTH data element before reading values. LENGTH contains the record length of
the current SMF record. If you want to read a 4-byte binary field from offset 123, code your _USRSSFW macro like
this:

      MACRO _USRSSFW

   /* SYSOUT WTR INTERIM SMF FILE EXIT */

      IF SUBID EQ 50628 THEN DO ; /* HEX C5C4 AT OFFSET 59 */

        SUBSYSID='ED  ' ;

        IF LENGTH GE 126 THEN

          INPUT @123 SPLxxxx PIB4. @ ;

      END ;

        %
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Remember to end the INPUT statement with an "at" sign (@). For more DOs and DON'Ts of exit implementation, see
MICS Coding.
Note that the above example created a unique value for SUBSYSID of 'ED '. This will allow easy identification of
BATSPL observations created from these nonstandard SMF type 6 records with a SUBID value of 50628.
If the dump of the record produced does not show the presence of the Common Section which contains field
SMF6JBID, then you must assign PGMTYPEW in this _USRSSFW exit. Otherwise a warning message will be issued
to the MICSLOG and the PGMTYPEW will default to 1 (batch). For example, add the following logic:

       IF SMF6UIF =: 'whatever' THEN

          PGMTYPEW = 3;

       ELSE IF JOB=: 'something else' THEN

          PGMTYPEW = 2;

       ELSE PGMTYPEW = 1;

 

5. If you want to summarize the SPL element in the BATJOB file, follow these steps:
a. Add code to the _USRSINT to initialize the JOB level element. This exit is invoked only once when a new Reader

Time Stamp (RDRTS) and Job Name (JOB) are encountered.

           MACRO _USRSINT

        /*   FULL JOB INITIATION EXIT */

           JOBxxxx=0 ;

           %

b. Add code to the _USRSSPL exit to sum the SPL data element to the job level as shown below:

           MACRO _USRSSPL

        /*   BATCH SPOOL FILE OUTPUT EXIT */

           JOBxxxx+SPLxxxx ;

           %

Note that the use of the SAS SUM statement of the form VARIABLE+EXPRESSION. This forces an implied
RETAIN of the JOBxxxx data element over all steps of the job. If you instead coded:

          JOBxxxx=JOBxxxx+PGMxxxx ;

then you would need to add a RETAIN JOBxxxx statement in the _USRSINT exit.
6. Test the modification thoroughly in either a test complex or a test unit.

If a test complex is being used, make certain both test and production complexes are at the same maintenance level;
otherwise, you may have different results when you move to the production complex.
If a test unit is used, override the _USRSSFW exit by coding it after the %INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT).

You should also be aware that, in general, most report distribution products (RDPs) that generate nonstandard SMF type
6 records do so when the sysout data sets are transferred from their own internal data areas back to the JES spool. At the
time of transfer, the RDPs do not know the printer that will actually print the report. The nonstandard SMF type 6 records
therefore do not report the output device name, but they do generally contain the Job Name (JOB) and Reader Time
Stamp (RDRTS) of the original job that created the report. This makes the nonstandard SMF type 6 records useful for
accounting purposes, but not for printer utilization studies.

When the report actually prints, a standard SMF type 6 record is produced. It does identify the actual printer, but generally
contains the JOB and RDRTS of the report distribution product. These standard records are useful for printer utilization
studies, but not for accounting.

You should use the _USRSSPL macro to identify BATSPL observations generated from standard SMF type 6 records with
the Job Name of the report distribution product, and assign them nonbillable or overhead ACCTNOx account code values.
Include these BATSPL observations when analyzing your printer utilizations. Use the BATSPL observations from the
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nonstandard SMF type 6 records for accounting, but exclude them (based on the unique SUBSYSID value you assigned
in the _USRSSFW macro) from printer utilization studies.

SMF Operations Information Area

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer requires the following record types for the Operations Information Area:

• SMF Type 0 - IPL
• SMF Type 7 - SMF Data Lost
• SMF Type 8 - I/O Configuration
• SMF Type 9 - Vary Online
• SMF Type 10 - Allocation Recovery
• SMF Type 11 - Vary Offline
• SMF Type 22 - Configuration
• SMF Type 23 - SMF Status
• SMF Type 31 - TIOC Initialization
• SMF Type 43 - JES Start
• SMF Type 45 - JES Stop
• SMF Type 90 - System Status, subtypes 1-18, 23, 24, 34-36, and 39

MICS builds several files from these SMF records. One of these, the OPSAVL file, quantifies the amount of time that
the z/OS control program was not active. It is built from the SMF type 90 record or from manual update. MICS provides
an online data entry facility to enter downtimes, dates, and reasons; but it is better to allow the SMF data to provide this
information.

The way to automate the data collection for the OPSAVL file is to:

1. Ensure the SMF type 90 subtype 8 record is being collected by using the TYPE option as outlined in the SMF Record
Type Specification and SMF Record Subtype Specification sections.

2. Turn on the PROMPT option in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB as outlined in the Operator Prompts
Parameter section.

Once these two items are implemented, the operator will be prompted for the system downtime, reason for IPL, and
operator's name whenever the system is IPLed. The reason for IPL is allowed to be 65 bytes in length, but analysis of
system downtime is made easier if short reason codes are used instead of long descriptions.

The following list displays suggested system failure reason codes and their descriptions:

1XXX - Processor Hardware Failure

1100
Central Processor Failure

1110
Processor Storage Error

1200
Channel Failure

1300
Control Unit Failure

1400
Tape Drive Failure

1500
DASD Device Failure
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2XXX - Teleprocessing Equipment

2150
Multiplexor Failure

2160
Control Unit Failure

2200
Communications Line Outage

2300
Communications Processor Failure

2400
Local-Area Network Failure

2500
Microwave Transmission Failure

2600
Satellite Transmission Failure

3XXX - Hard-Copy I/O Devices

3100
Mechanical Printer Error

3110
Laser Printer Failure

3120
Card Reader Error

3130
Card Punch Error

3150
OCR Reader Error

3160
Plotter Failure

5XXX - Software

51XX
System Software

5100
Operating System Failure

5200
JES2 Failure

5300
JES3 Failure

5400
Utility Failure

55XX
Application Software

5500
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Application Programming Error

5600
Media Date in Error

5650
IMS Failure

5700
DB2 Failure

5750
Documentation Error

58XXCommunication Software

5800
TCAM Failure

5850
VTAM Failure

5900
NCP Failure

5950
NETVIEW Failure

6XXX - Personnel

6400
Console Operators Error

6410
I/O Personnel Error

6420
Scheduler Error

6430
Data Control Personnel Error

6440
Tape Librarian Error

6450
DASD Manager Error

6500
Data Entry Error

6700
Hardware Installation Error

6800
Clerical Error

8XXX - Facilities

8130
Power Outage

8140
Air Conditioning Failure
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9XXX - Scheduled Outage

9100
Systems Software

9200
Hardware installation

9300
Hardware maintenance

9400
Administrative

Copies of this list or a similar one should be prominently displayed at consoles where IPLs can be performed.

SMF CPU Time Measurements
The CPU is one of the most expensive and constrained resources at the I/S facility. It is important to clearly understand
the various CPU time measurements in order to be able to effectively manage this important resource.

CPU time is the accumulated time a program task executes on a Central Processor (CP) for a given job step.

The complexities of CPU time measurement and reporting arise because MVS is a multi-tasking operating system. Proper
accounting for processor utilization requires that processor time be accurately distributed among many concurrently
running tasks. CPU time is recorded in hundredths of seconds used.

Measurement of CPU time depends on a hardware facility, the CPU timer. This system component is a subtracting
register. In use, it is loaded with some value and then decrements at a steady rate while the processor is running.
Sometimes the value used is the "208-day value," a very large number that requires just over 208 days worth of
decrementing to go to zero. If the task has executed an STIMER macro, then a Timer Queue Element (TQE) will be used
instead. Each time the dispatcher gives control to a task, it sets the CPU timer to one of the values and the decrementing
begins. When the task relinquishes processor control, the difference between the current value of the timer and the value
it had when the task first got control represents the CPU time used.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides a number of CPU time measurement elements in the Batch
Information Area files. This section will help you to understand how they are captured and what they represent.

• Analyzer Files with CPU Time Measurements
• CPU Time That Escapes Measurement
• Variability in CPU Time
• CPU Service Units

Analyzer Files with CPU Time Measurements

On z/OS mainframes, CPU time for z/OS workloads can be accumulated on both standard and specialized processing
units. Specialized processor units are processors such as the Integrated Facility for Applications (IFA), also known as the
zAAP processor.

Primary Analyzer Files with CPU Measurement Data

The primary files listed below contain all CPU time measurements recorded for z/OS workloads at the address space
level.

• Step and interval level z/OS address space workload activity
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–   BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File
–  BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File
–  BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File
–  BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File
–  BAT_OE - Open Edition/MVS Program File
–  BAT_SA - System Address Space Activity File

• Job level z/OS address space workload activity
– BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File
– BAT_JS - Batch User Job Suspend File

• Remote enclave z/OS workload activity
– BATREN - Multisystem Enclave Activity File

Secondary Analyzer Files with CPU Measurement Data

The secondary files, listed below, provide greater granularity or a different perspective for workload activity already
recorded in primary files listed above.

• APPC/MVS ASCH Scheduled Transaction Programs
– BATATP  APPC/MVS Transaction File

• Measured Usage Data
– BATMUA - Measured Usage Address Space File
– BATMUG - Measured Usage Global File

• Unix System Services (USS) process level workload activity
– BATOEP  Open Edition Process Activity File

The following sections describe the following individual CPU time measurements:

• CPU Time in Step and Interval Level Files
• SMF CPU Time in Job Level Files
• CPU Time for Remote Enclaves
• SMF CPU Time for APPC/MVS Transactions
• CPU Time for Measured Usage License Charges
• CPU Time for USS Services
• CPU Time Metrics Overview
• Preemptable SRBs and Client SRBs CPU Time
• Enclave CPU Time
• zAAP CPU Time
• Total CPU Time
• CPU Time on Systems with Power-Save

SMF CPU Time in Step and Interval Level Files

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer creates step/interval level files from SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work step and interval records (subtypes 2, 3, and 4). Each observation in the step/interval files contains CPU time
utilization metrics for the program executing in the interval or step.

The following are the MICS step and interval files:
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• BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File
• BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File
• BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File
• BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File
• BAT_OE - Open Edition/MVS Program File
• BAT_SA - System Address Space Activity File

There are numerous CPU time measurements recorded in the SMF type 30 record. Some CPU time metrics are subsets
of other recorded metrics. It is important to understand which CPU time fields are subsets of others to prevent overstating
the CPU time used by a step or interval.

The remainder of this section lists all of the CPU time measurements found in the step and interval files, along with a brief
description. The metrics are separated into the following three groups:

• Standalone CPU Time Data Elements
• Subset CPU Time Data Elements
• Computed CPU Time Data Elements

Standalone CPU Time Data Elements

The standalone CPU time data elements listed below represent all recorded CPU time used by a step or interval on the
system where the step executed, as well as CPU time spent on special processors, such as the zAAP.

The only CPU time not captured in these standalone data elements is CPU time used by remote enclaves executing
on other systems on behalf of the address space. Remote enclave CPU time is discussed in the CPU time for Remote
Enclaves section.

• PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
PGMTCBTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30CPT.
It is the Task Control Block (TCB) CPU time used by the program executing in the step or interval.

• PGMSRBTM - Step SRB Time
PGMSRBTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30CPS.
It is the System Request Block (SRB) CPU time used by the program executing in the step or interval.

• PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time
PGMITCTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ICU.
It is the Task Control Block (TCB) CPU time used during step initiation. It is only recorded in the SMF type 30 subtype
4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of SMF30ICU is captured from each subtype 4 step end
record and recorded in the observation representing the last interval record for that step.

• PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time
PGMISRTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ISB.
It is the System Request Block (SRB) CPU time used during step initiation. It is only recorded in the SMF type 30
subtype 4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of SMF30ISB is captured from each subtype 4
step end record and recorded in the observation representing the last interval record for that step.

• PGMHIPTM - Step HIPERSPACE CPU Time
PGMHIPTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30HPT.
It is the CPU time spent managing HIPERSPACES for the address space during program execution.

• PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time
PGMRCTTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30RCT.
It is the CPU time the z/OS operating system expended handling swapping and I/O error recovery for the address
space.

• PGMIOITM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time
PGMIOITM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30IIP.
It is the CPU time the z/OS operating system expended in processing I/O interrupts for the address space.

• PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time
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PGMZAPTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_TIME_ON_IFA.
It is the unnormalized CPU time used while the program was dispatched on zAAP (IFA) processors. See PGMZPNTM
under the Computed CPU Time Data Elements discussion below for a discussion of normalized zAAP CPU Time.

• PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time
PGMSUPTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_TIME_ON_SUP.
It is the unnormalized CPU time used while the program was dispatched on zIIP (IIP) processors. For more information
about normalized zIIP CPU Time, see PGMSPNTM under the Computed CPU Time Data Elements discussion below

Subset CPU Time Data Elements

The subset data elements listed below represent CPU time measurements that are subsets of the CPU times listed above
as standalone CPU time data elements.

In general, these subset measurements are useful for analysis, but not for chargeback because their values are already
accounted for in the standalone measurements. An exception might be made if you wanted to charge differently for a
particular subset of a standalone CPU time measurement.

• PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU TimeSUBSET of PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
PGMPRETM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ASR.
Preemptable SRBs are comparable to Task Control Blocks (TCBs) in scheduling and accounting, but maintain
the low overhead advantages of SRBs. Using the IEAMSCHD macro, the preemptable SRB type is determined
by the PRIORITY parameter. When either PRIORITY=PREEMPT or PRIORITY=CLIENT is specified, the SRB is
preemptable.
The primary difference between preemptable and client SRBs is the priority that they inherit.
When PRIORITY=PREEMPT is specified, the preemptable SRB inherits the major priority of the target home address
space.
When PRIORITY=CLIENT SRB is specified, the preemptable SRB inherits the major priority of the address
space named by the CLIENTSTOKEN parameter specified in the IEAMSCHD macro. This named address space
accumulates the CPU time used by the client SRB during execution.

• PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time SUBSET of PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
PGMENCTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ENC.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time used by independent enclaves, executing on the same system (LPAR) as
the address space, while performing work on behalf of the address space.
Independent enclaves are managed by Workload Manager (WLM) goals specific to the enclave, and not those of the
"using" address space.

• PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time SUBSET of PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
PGMDENTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30DET.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time used by dependent enclaves, executing on the same system (LPAR) as
the address space, while performing work on behalf of the address space. Dependent enclaves inherit the Workload
Manager (WLM) goals of the "using" address space.

• PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
SUBSET of PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
– PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on CP

SUBSET of PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
– PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on CP

SUBSET of PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
PGMZACTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP.
PGMZECTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_CP.
PGMZDCTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_CP.
PGMZACTM represents the portion of TCB CPU time that was eligible to execute on a zAAP processor, but actually
executed on a standard processor.
PGMZECTM is the portion of zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP (PGMZACTM) attributable to independent enclaves.
PGMZDCTM is the portion of zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP (PGMZACTM) attributable to dependent enclaves.
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In a zIIP only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES,
all zAAP related CPU measurements will be zero (0). Any zAAP CPU time will be included in all zIIP related CPU
measurements.
Analysis of zAAP eligible CPU time can help determine if it would be cost effective to purchase zAAP processors to
offload JAVA workloads from standard processors to the lower cost zAAP processors.

• PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
SUBSET of PGMTCBTM - Step TCB Time
– PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time on CP

SUBSET of PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
– PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU Time on CP

SUBSET of PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
PGMSUCTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_TIME_SUP_ON_CP.
PGMSECTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_SUP_ON_CP.
PGMSDCTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_SUP_ON_CP.
PGMSUCTM represents the portion of TCB CPU time that was eligible to execute on a zIIP processor, but actually
executed on a standard processor.
PGMSECTM is the portion of zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP (PGMSUCTM) attributable to independent enclaves.
PGMSDCTM is the portion of zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP (PGMSUCTM) attributable to dependent enclaves.
In a zIIP only configuration (no zAAP engines present) and SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYSxx) option ZAAPZIIP=YES, zIIP
related CPU measurements include both JAVA and enclave SRB activity. There is no way to separate what part was
'zAAP' versus the part that was 'zIIP'.
Analysis of zIIP eligible CPU time can help determine if it would be cost effective to purchase zIIP processors to offload
database serving workloads such as DB2, from standard processors to the lower cost zIIP processors.

• PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promotion CPU Time SUBSET of PGMTCBTM/PGMSRBTM - Step TCB Time and
SRB Time
PGMEQPTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30CEPI.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time and SRB CPU time used by the step while "enqueue promoted." Enqueue
promotion is used to speed the completion of address spaces that hold a reserve on resources needed by other
workloads.
While in the "enqueue promotion" status, all TCB and SRB time recorded for the address space is also added to field
SMF30CEPI.

• PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic Contention Time SUBSET of PGMTCBTM/PGMSRBTM - Step TCB
Time and SRB Time
PGMCRPTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30CRP.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time and SRB CPU time used by the step while promoted due to resource
contention. A higher temporary dispatching priority is given to speed the completion of address spaces causing
resource contention.
While in the "chronic resource contention" status, all TCB and SRB time recorded for the address space is also added
to field SMF30CRP.

• PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time
PGMUSSTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30OST.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time and SRB CPU time used by the process under measurement for USS.

• PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Init
PGMTSITM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ICU_Step_Init.
It is the Task Control Block (TCB) CPU time that is spent executing initiator code during job step initialization.
It is only recorded in the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of
SMF30ICU_Step_Init is captured from each subtype 4 step end record and recorded in the observation representing
the last interval record for that step.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time that is spent executing initiator code in preparation for a step.

• PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at Step Term
PGMTSTTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ICU_Step_Term
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It is the Task Control Block (TCB) CPU time that is spent executing initiator code during job step termination.
It is only recorded in the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of
SMF30ICU_Step_Term is captured from each subtype 4 step end record and recorded in the observation representing
the last interval record for that step.
It represents the portion of TCB CPU time that is spent executing initiator code at step termination of the previous step
in preparation for the next step.

• PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Init
PGMTSITM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ISB_Step_Init.
It is the System Resource Block (SRB) CPU time that is spent executing initiator code during job step initialization.
It is only recorded in the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of
SMF30ISB_Step_Init is captured from each subtype 4 step end record and recorded in the observation representing
the last interval record for that step.
It represents the portion of SRB CPU time that is spent executing initiator code in preparation for a step.

• PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at Step Term
PGMTSTTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30ISB_Step_Term
It is the System Resource Block (SRB) CPU time that is spent executing initiator code during job step termination.
It is only recorded in the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record. For sites using interval records, the value of
SMF30ISB_Step_Term is captured from each subtype 4 step end record and recorded in the observation representing
the last interval record for that step.
It represents the portion of SRB CPU time that is spent executing initiator code at step termination of the previous step
in preparation for the next step.

Computed CPU Time Data Elements

MICS provides several computed CPU time data elements described below. In general, the computed CPU time
measurements are provided to simplify common analysis or chargeback tasks.

• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time COMPUTATION: PGMTCBTM + PGMSRBTM
This is the sum of step Task Control Block (TCB) and System Request Block (SRB) CPU time used by the step or
interval.

• PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU TimeCOMPUTATION: PGMITCTM + PGMISRTM
This is the sum of step Task Control Block (TCB) and System Request Block (SRB) CPU time used by the step

• PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU TimeCOMPUTATION: PGMZAPTM * PGMZAPNF
• PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time COMPUTATION: PGMZAPTM * PGMSUPNF

These CPU times contain the normalized CPU special processor CPU time. To normalize, the values of these data
elements are multiplied by the normalization factor to adjust the time to the speed of the standard CEC processors. On
most z/Series processors, the normalization factor is 1, which means that the special processors (zAAP and zIIP) and
standard processors run at the same speed and the values of actual special processor CPU times and the normalized
CPU times are equal.
On some z/Series processors however, the machine can be configured (for pricing reasons) so that the standard
processors run at a slower speed. This "knee-capping" of the standard processors does not affect special processors.
In this situation, the value of the actual CPU time values and the normalized CPU time values will differ by the
normalization factor.

• PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible COMPUTATION: PGMTCBTM - PGMZACTM +
PGMSUCTM
This is the TCB CPU time minus all special processor eligible CP time in an interval. PGMXTSTM represents the
portion of TCB time without zAAP and zIIP eligible CPU time.
PGMXTSTM may contain a negative value. zAAP Eligible CPU Time on a CP (PGMZACTM) may contain values
that are slightly greater than PGMTCBTM for programs that are completely zAAP eligible. This is due to a rounding
problem in the raw data metric, SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP of the Common Address Space Work record (type 30).

• PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible COMPUTATION: PGMCPUTM - PGMZACTM + PGMSUCTM
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This is the total TCB+SRB CPU time minus all special processor eligible CP time in an interval. PGMXCSTM
represents the portion of TCB+SRB time without zAAP and zIIP eligible CPU time.

• PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time from Service Units COMPUTATION: PGMTCSTM=PGMTCBSU/
SMFSUCPU*WLMSCCPU
This is the TCB CPU time that is calculated from service units. PGMTCSTM provides non-zero values for steps and
intervals that use less than 0.005 TCB seconds of CPU time.

• PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time from Service Units COMPUTATION: PGMSRSTM=PGMSRBSU/
SMFSUCPU*WLMSCSRB
This is the SRB CPU time that is calculated from service units. PGMSRSTM provides non-zero values for steps and
intervals that use less than 0.005 SRB seconds of CPU time.

• PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units COMPUTATION:
PGMCPSTM=SUM(PGMSRSTM,PGMCPSTM)
This is the total TCB and SRB CPU time that is calculated from service units. PGMCPSTM provides non-zero values
for steps and intervals that use less than 0.005 SRB seconds of CPU time.

• PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time COMPUTATION:
SUM(PGMITCTM,PGMISRTM,PGMTCBTM,PGMSRBTM,PGMHIPTM,PGMRCTTM,PGMIOITM)
This is the total CPU time that is calculated by adding together all standalone CPU time data elements when resource
allocation was active (Step Resource Allocation Percent, PGMPCRA is greater than zero). PGMCRATM provides the
total general processor CPU time while resource allocation was active.

• PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time COMPUTATION: PGMZRATM=PGMSPNTM
This is the zIIP normalized CPU time that was accumulated for the step or interval while resource allocation was
active. PGMZRATM includes PGMZRFTM.

• PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Refund CPU Time COMPUTATION: PGMCRATM*((1/(1-(PGMPCRA/100))-1))
This is the CPU time that should have been shifted to the zIIP processor from the general processor for the step or
interval while resource allocation was active.

SMF CPU Time in Job Level Files

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer builds the job level files from the step and interval records discussed in the
previous section. Unlike the step and interval level files, each of which contains records for a specific address space type,
the job level files can contain observations for all address space types. The Job Exec Type (Batch TSO STC APPC OE
SA) (JOBTYPE) data element identifies the address space type of each observation.

The following are the MICS job level files:

• BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File
• BAT_JS - Batch User Job Suspend File

The BATJOB file is a summarized view of an address space execution built from all step, interval, and JES records
processed by MICS. For long running jobs whose execution spans multiple MICS daily update runs, the BAT_JS file
represents job-to-date activity.

By default, the BATJOB file only contains observations for batch address spaces. Using prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)
keywords, however, you can instruct MICS to roll up any of the address space interval and step records for inclusion in the
BATJOB file. Refer to the SMFOPS - SMF Processing Options section for SMFOPS keywords that control the contents of
the BATJOB file.

Because the BATJOB file is built from the MICS step and interval level files, it contains the identical CPU time
measurements described in the previous section. The only difference is that the data element names begin with the
characters "JOB" instead of "PGM".

Refer to the previous section for the list of STANDALONE, SUBSET, and COMPUTED CPU time elements available in
the MICS job level address space files. Remember that the element names are identical, except for the prefix of "JOB"
instead of "PGM."
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SMF CPU Time for Remote Enclaves

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer creates remote enclave activity file observations from the Multisystem Enclave
Remote System Data Section(s) of the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work step and interval records (subtypes 2,
3, and 4).

The following MICS file contains remote enclave activity:

• BATREN - Multisystem Enclave Activity File

At the DETAIL time-span, BATREN file may contain several observations representing multisystem enclave activity for a
single step or interval.

The BATREN file is the only MICS file where multisystem remote enclave CPU time is recorded at the address space
level. It is important to include the BATREN file in any address space level CPU time usage analysis or accounting and
chargeback algorithm.

Multisystem enclave CPU time is not included in the step and job level files because it may not be appropriate to
aggregate the CPU time recorded in each data section.

By definition, the CPU time for a multisystem remote enclave was consumed on a system other than where the using
address space executed. These other systems must be part of a SYSPLEX, but do not have to be on the same CEC.

Example: SYSPLEXA

 

         z900 - SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC

         z990 - SYS1, SYS2, SYS3, and SYS4

If all seven systems are part of the same sysplex, a job running on SYSA may register, in its SMF type 30 address space
step or interval record, remote system enclave activity from any or all of the other six systems. The SMF type 30 record
will contain a separate data section for each system where remote enclaves performed work on behalf of the job.

Because a CPU second on a z900 does not represent the same amount of work as a CPU second on a z990, it is not
appropriate to add the CPU times across the separate remote system enclave data sections.

MICS creates a separate observation in the BATREN file for each remote system enclave data section found in an SMF
type 30 step or interval record. The data elements required to exactly associate the BATREN observations with the
associated step or interval file record are included in the BATREN file.

The following CPU time data elements represent the CPU time used by remote enclaves during a step or interval.

• RENCPDTM - Multisystem Dep Enclave CPU Time
RENCPDTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30MRD.
It is the dependent enclave CPU time used on the remote system on behalf of the using program.

• RENCPITM - Multisystem Ind Enclave CPU Time
RENCPITM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30MRI.
It is the independent enclave CPU time used on the remote system on behalf of the using program.

The BATREN file SYSID data element represents the SYSID where the multisystem enclave executed, while data element
Using Address Space SYSID (RENLSYID) represents the SYSID where the using address space executed.

SMF CPU Time for APPC/MVS Transactions

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer creates APPC/MVS ASCH Transaction records from the SMF type 33 APPC/
MVS TP Accounting record.

The following MICS file contains ASCH-scheduled transaction activity:

• BATATP - APPC/MVS ASCH Transaction File
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At the DETAIL time-span, BATATP file may contain several observations representing the resource utilization of one
execution instance of an APPC/MVS transaction program (TP).

APPC/MVS TPs can be of two types, standard and multi-trans, with standard being the default:

• 'STP'
Standard schedule type, Standard user

• 'MTP'
Multi-trans schedule type, Standard user

• 'MSH'
Multi-trans schedule type, Multi-trans shell user

The BATATP file has no concept of interval recording for its file observations. Each observation represents the complete
resource utilization of the APPC/MVS ASCH transaction for the duration of the TP execution.

In comparison to the APPC/MVS TP Activity (BAT_TP) file, the BATATP file provides a transaction oriented view of TP
execution, while the BAT_TP provides an address space view.

The following CPU time data elements represent the CPU time used by APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs):

• ATPSRBTM - TP SRB CPU Time
ATPSRBTM contains the contents of SMF type 33 field SMF33SRB.
It is the CPU time that is spent executing system code called by APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs).

• ATPTCBTM - TP TCB CPU Time
ATPTCBTM contains the contents of SMF type 33 field SMF33SRB.
It contains the CPU time that is spent executing the application code in APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs).

• ATPCPUTM - TP TCB+SRB CPU Time
ATPCPUTM is the sum of ATPSRBTM and ATPTCBTM.
It contains the total TCB and SRB CPU time used by the APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs).

SMF CPU Time for Measured Usage License Charges

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer creates Measured Usage License Charge records from the SMF type 89 Usage
Data record.

The following MICS file contains Measured Usage License Charges activity:

• BATMUG - Measured Usage Global File

At the DETAIL time-span, BATMUG file may contain several observations representing the resource usage for software
products registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC) subsystem.

The following CPU time data elements represent the CPU time used by each subsystem encountered in the SMF type 89
record:

• MUGSRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time
MUGSRBTM contains the contents of SMF type 89 field SMF89USR.
It is the CPU time that is spent executing system code called by a product as recorded by the Measured Usage
License Charging (MULC) subsystem.

• MUGTCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time
MUGTCBTM contains the contents of SMF type 89 field SMF89UCT.
It contains the CPU time that is spent executing the application code by a product as recorded by the Measured Usage
License Charging (MULC) subsystem.

• MUGCPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time
MUGCPUTM is the sum of MUGSRBTM and MUGTCBTM.
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It contains the total TCB and SRB CPU time used by a product as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem.

• MUGPOETM - Product Offload Engine CPU Time

MUGPOETM contains the normalized CPU time used by a product as recorded by the Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) system when the product was offloaded to run on either a zAAP or zIIP special engine.

SMF CPU Time for USS Services

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer creates Unix System Services (USS) individual process activity observations
from the Open Edition/MVS Process Section(s) of the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work step and interval
records (subtypes 2, 3, and 4).

The following MICS file contains USS process activity:

• BATOEP - Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File

At the DETAIL time-span, BATOEP file may contain several observations representing the resource usage for each
individual process utilizing Unix System Services. Additionally, some observations contain resource usage for child
processes that are created by fork() and spawn() functions.

MICS creates a separate observation in the BATOEP file for each Open Edition/MVS Process section found in an SMF
type 30 step or interval record. The data elements required to associate the parent and child processes are included in the
BATOEP file.

The following CPU time data elements represent the CPU time used by USS processes during a step or interval:

• OEPUSSTM - USS CPU Time
OEPUSSTM contains the contents of SMF type 30 field SMF30OST.
It contains the TCB and SRB CPU time used by a process utilizing Unix System Services (USS).

SMF CPU Time Metrics Overview

This section provides an overview of the Batch and Operations Analyzer CPU time metrics.

Batch and Operations Analyzer CPU Time Metrics

Standalone CPU Time Metrics

MICS data element Name and Label SMF Type 30 Metric Name
PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time SMF30CPT
PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time SMF30CPS
PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB Time SMF30ISB
PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB Time SMF30ICU
PGMHIPTM - Step HIPERSPACE CPU Time SMF30HPT
PGMRCTTM - Step Region Control Task CPU Time SMF30CRT
PGMIOITM - Step I/O Interrupt CPU Time SMF30IIP
RENCPDTM - Remote System Dependent Enclave CPU Time  SMF30MRD
RENCPITM - Remote System Independent Enclave CPU Time SMF30MRI
PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time SMF30_TIME_ON_IFA
PGMSUPTM - Actual zIIP CPU Time SMF30_TIME_ON_ZIIP
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CPU Time Subset Metrics

MICS data element Name and Label SMF Type 30 Metric Name Subset of Metric(s)
PGMEQPTM - Step Enqueue Promotion
Time

SMF30CEPI PGMTCBTM, PGMSRBTM

PGMCRPTM - Promoted Due to Chronic
Contention Time

SMF30CRP PGMTCBTM, PGMSRBTM

PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time SMF30ENC PGMTCBTM
PGMDENTM - Step Dependent Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30DET PGMTCBTM

PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client
CPU Time

SMF30ASR PGMTCBTM

PGMUSSTM - Step USS CPU Time SMF30OST PGMTCBTM, PGMSRBTM
PGMZEPTM - Actual IND zAAP Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA PGMZAPTM

PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA PGMZAPTM

PGMZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on
a CP

SMF30_TIME_IFA_ON_CP PGMTCBTM

PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU
Time on a CP

SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_CP PGMZACTM

PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU
Time on a CP

SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_IFA_ON_
CP

PGMZACTM

PGMSEPTM - Actual IND zIIP Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_ZIIP PGMSUPTM

PGMSDPTM - Actual zIIP DEP Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_ZIIP PGMSUPTM

PGMSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a
CP

SMF30_TIME_ZIIP_ON_CP PGMTCBTM

PGMSECTM - zIIP IND Enclave CPU Time
on a CP

SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_ON_CP PGMSUCTM

PGMSDCTM - zIIP DEP Enclave CPU
Time on a CP

SMF30_DEP_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_ON_
CP

PGMSUCTM

PGMSDQTM - zIIP Qualified DEP Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ZIIP_QUAL PGMSUPTM, PGMSUCTM

PGMSEQTM - zIIP Qualified IND Enclave
CPU Time

SMF30_DEPENC_TIME_ZIIP_QUAL PGMSUPTM, PGMSUCTM

PGMTSITM - Step Initiator TCB Time at
Step Init

SMF30ICU_Step_Init PGMITCTM

PGMTSTTM - Step Initiator TCB Time at
Step Term

SMF30ICU_Step_Term PGMITCTM

PGMSSITM - Step Initiator SRB Time at
Step Init

SMF30ISB_Step_Init PGMISRTM

PGMSSTTM - Step Initiator SRB Time at
Step Term

SMF30ISB_Step_Term PGMISRTM
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Computed CPU Time Metrics

MICS data element Name and Label Computation
PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time PGMTCBTM + PGMSRBTM
PGMICPTM - Initiator CPU Time PGMITCTM + PGMISRTM
PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time PGMZAPTM * PGMZAPNF
PGMSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time PGMZAPTM * PGMSUPNF
PGMXTSTM - TCB CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible PGMTCBTM - PGMZACTM + PGMSUCTM
PGMXCSTM - CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible PGMCPUTM - PGMZACTM + PGMSUCTM
PGMSRSTM - Step SRB CPU Time from Service Units PGMSRBSU/SMFSUCPU*WLMSCSRB
PGMTCSTM - Step TCB CPU Time from Service Units PGMTCBSU/SMFSUCPU*WLMSCCPU
PGMCPSTM - TCB+SRB CPU Time from Service Units SUM(PGMTCSTM,PGMSRSTM)
PGMCRATM - Step CP RA Actual CPU Time PGMITCTM + PGMISRTM + PGMTCBTM

PGMSRBTM + PGMHIPTM + PGMRCTTM + PGMIOITM
PGMZRATM - Step zIIP RA Actual CPU Time Set to PGMSPNTM
PGMZRFTM - Step zIIP RA Refund CPU Time PGMCRATM*((1/(1-(PGMPCRA/100))-1))

SMF Preemptable SRBs and Client SRBs CPU Time

Service Request Blocks (SRBs) provide an economical way to perform work in MVS. In general, SRBs allow
asynchronous processing, avoidance of serialization, and low startup overhead. But traditionally, SRBs are non-
preemptable and can therefore tie up the system.

IBM introduced a new set of preemptable SRBs that are comparable to Task Control Blocks (TCBs) in scheduling and
accounting, but maintain the advantages of SRBs. IBM recommends that SRBs be scheduled using the IEAMSCHD
macro. Using the IEAMSCHD macro, the SRB type is determined by the PRIORITY parameter. When either
PRIORITY=PREEMPT or PRIORITY=CLIENT is specified, the SRB is preemptable.

The primary difference between preemptable and client SRBs is the priority that they inherit. PRIORITY=PREEMPT SRBs
inherit the major priority of the target home address space. PRIORITY=CLIENT SRBs inherit the major priority of the
address space named by the CLIENTSTOKEN parameter specified in the IEAMSCHD macro. This named address space
will also accumulate the CPU time used by the client SRB during execution.

Relationship of TCB to preemptable/client CPU times

Preemptable and client CPU time is accumulated as Task Control Block (TCB) time. When your job or step reports non-
zero values for preemptable/client CPU time, this time is also included in TCB CPU time. SMF records preemptable/client
CPU time only to allow analysis of what portion of TCB time was attributable to the execution of preemptable and/or client
SRBs.

The following relationship will always exist:

TCB Time > Preemptable/Client CPU Time

The MICS variable that contains preemptable and client CPU time in the batch step, started task, TSO session, APPC/
MVS TP, and USS Activity files (BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP and BAT_OE) is:

• PGMPRETM - Step Preemptable/Client CPU Time

At the job level, MICS provides the same measure in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files:

• JOBPRETM - Job Preemptable/Client CPU Time
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SMF Enclave CPU Time

Service Request Blocks (SRBs) provide an economical way to perform work in MVS. In general, SRBs allow
asynchronous processing, avoidance of serialization, and low startup overhead. But traditionally, SRBs are non-
preemptable and can therefore tie up the system.

IBM introduced a new set of preemptable SRBs that are comparable to Task Control Blocks (TCBs) in scheduling
and accounting, but maintain the advantages of SRBs. IBM recommends that SRBs be scheduled using the
IEAMSCHD macro. Using the IEAMSCHD macro, the SRB type is determined by the PRIORITY parameter.
When PRIORITY=ENCLAVE is specified, the SRB is preemptable and scheduled into an enclave specified on the
ENCLAVETOKEN parameter.

Enclaves are collections of preemptable SRBs that have the advantage of being managed by a single performance goal.
This performance goal is separate from the performance goal specified for the calling address space. IBM recommends
the use of enclaves for high volume, low resource intensive queries.

Relationship of TCB to enclave CPU times

Enclave CPU time is accumulated as Task Control Block (TCB) time. When your job or step reports non zero values for
enclave CPU time, this time is also included in TCB CPU time. SMF records enclave CPU time only to allow analysis of
what portion of TCB time was attributable to the execution of enclaves. The following relationship will always exist:

TCB Time > Enclave CPU Time

The MICS data element that contains enclave CPU time in the batch step, started task, TSO session, APPC/MVS TP, and
USS Activity files (BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP and BAT_OE) is:

• PGMENCTM - Step Enclave CPU Time

At the job level, MICS provides the same measure in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files:

• JOBENCTM - Job Enclave CPU Time

SMF zAAP CPU Time

The zSeries Application Assist Processor (zAAP) is a specialized processing unit that provides a z/OS Java execution
environment. The zAAP is also known as an Integrated Facility for Application processor (IFA). A zAAP processor is
designed to operate asynchronously with a standard CP to execute Java programs under the control of IBM's Java Virtual
Machine (JVM).

Actual zAAP CPU time

The MICS data elements that contain actual zAAP CPU time that was accumulated when executing Java application
code on a zAAP processor in the batch step, started task, TSO session, APPC/MVS TP, and USS Activity files (BATPGM,
BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP and BAT_OE) are:

• PGMZAPTM - Actual zAAP CPU Time
• PGMZEPTM - Actual zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time
• PGMZDPTM - Actual zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

PGMZEPTM and PGMZDPTM are subsets of PGMZAPTM.

CPU time accumulated by work running on a zAAP processor is not included in Step TCB Time (PGMTCBTM).

Normalized CPU time

A zAAP installed on a z990 runs at the same speed as a general purpose CP. On a z890, a zAAP will run at full speed
although a zAAP processor may run at a different speed (MIPS rating) than the general purpose CP on the same central
processor complex.
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PGMZAPTM contains the actual CPU time on a zAAP processor. To determine the amount of equivalent general purpose
CP capacity used, PGMZAPTM, PGMZEPTM, and PGMZDPTM are normalized to the speed of a general purpose CP
using a normalization factor provided in Raw zAAP Service Time Normalized Factor (PGMZAPNF) divided by 256.

The MICS data elements that contain normalized zAAP CPU time in the batch step, started task, TSO session, APPC/
MVS TP, and USS Activity files (BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP and BAT_OE) are:

• PGMZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time
• PGMZENTM - Normalized zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time
• PGMZDNTM - Normalized zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time

zAAP-eligible CPU time

A parameter in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAOPTxx) member IFACROSSOVER controls the decision to run Java-eligible work on
a general purpose CP. If IFACROSSOVER is set to YES, Java work either can execute on a zAAP or can execute on a
general purpose CP. If IFACROSSOVER is set to NO, a general purpose CP will not run any Java work unless there are
no zAAPs operational in the partition.

The MICS data elements that contain the CPU time that was accumulated for zAAP-eligible work that executed on a
general purpose CP in the batch step, started task, TSO session, APPC/MVS TP, and USS Activity files (BATPGM,
BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP and BAT_OE) are:

• PGMZACTM - zAAP-Eligible CPU Time on a CP
• PGMZDCTM - zAAP DEP Enclave CPU Time on a CP
• PGMZECTM - zAAP IND Enclave CPU Time on a CP

PGMZECTM and PGMZDCTM are subsets of PGMZACTM.

Relationship of TCB to zAAP-Eligible CPU times

zAAP-eligible CPU time is accumulated as Task Control Block (TCB) time. When your job or step reports non-zero
values for zAAP-eligible CPU time, this time is also included in TCB CPU time. SMF records zAAP-eligible CPU time
only to allow analysis of what portion of TCB time was attributable to the execution of zAAP-eligible TCBs. The following
relationship will always exist:

TCB Time > zAAP-Eligible CPU Time

SMF Total CPU Time

The previous sections have described the various CPU time measures found in the address-space-level SMF records.
MICS provides data elements at the step- and job-level for each of these individual measures. MICS also provides two
"total" CPU time values, which are the sum of these individual CPU times.

At the step or session level in the MICS BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP, and BAT_OE files, the total CPU time
elements are:

• PGMCPUTM - Step TCB+SRB CPU Time
• PGMICPTM - Step Initiator TCB+SRB CPU Time

As discussed in the previous sections, CPU time measurements are given for the task initiation process as well as for the
execution of the task itself. PGMICPTM is the sum of TCB and SRB CPU time measures provided for the step initiation
process. It is the sum of:

  PGMITCTM - Step Initiator TCB CPU Time

+ PGMISRTM - Step Initiator SRB CPU Time

PGMCPUTM is the sum of the TCB and SRB CPU time measures recorded at the address-space level, except for TCB
and SRB CPU time used in the initiation process. It is the sum of:
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  PGMTCBTM - Step TCB CPU Time

+ PGMSRBTM - Step SRB CPU Time

MICS provides the same two total measures at the job level in the BAT_JS and BATJOB files. The data element names
are JOBCPUTM and JOBICPTM, and they are the sum of the PGMCPUTM and PGMICPTM elements over all steps of
the job.

The APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP) also provides a total CPU time measure that is the sum of TCB and SRB CPU
times for the Transaction Program (TP):

• ATPCPUTM - TP TCB+SRB CPU Time

SMF CPU Time On Systems with Power-Save

Beginning with the IBM zEnterprise z196, some challenges are introduced for resource management and capacity
planners. CPU time can be a "mixed bag" of time when measuring the amount of CPU time it takes to execute a program
task over long periods of time when power-save mode is active.

The power-save and cycle-steering features offer the ability to 'dial down' the capacity of the CPC to reduce energy
consumption. The 'dialing down' and 'dialing up' of capacity can reflect inconsistent CPU time values stored by the
Systems Management Facilities (SMF). For example:

• Job 'ABC' is running on a CPC with a capacity of 100% and completes with 5 minutes of CPU time.
• The same job 'ABC' runs when power save is active and the capacity is reduced 50%, completes with 10 minutes of

CPU time.

So as seen in the example, the inconsistent CPU time values can present a problem for historical analysis and trending
when capacity is reduced and then increased.

In order to provide more consistent CPU time values over time, all raw data CPU time values must be multiplied by an
adjustment factor before they are stored in the MICS database. This adjustment will restore the raw data values to the
value that would have been recorded, when the CPC is running at full capacity.

The adjustment factor is the calculated difference between the actual capability and the nominal capability. If the
adjustment factor is one (1) the CPC is running at 100% capacity, a value of between zero (0) and one (1), capacity is
reduced. (e.g., 0.75).

SMF CPU Time That Escapes Measurement

As a general rule, MVS does not record CPU times that cannot be reasonably attributed to a particular user. For example,
the MVS dispatcher itself runs in non-captured time. TSO attentions are processed in non-captured time until the user's
address space is active. Program checks are handled in non-captured time.

The Real Storage Manager (RSM) and Auxiliary Storage Manager (ASM) run non-captured while handling page faults
that RSM could not clear with a reclaim operation. The System Resource Manager (SRM) and Resource Management
Function (RMF) run non-captured while doing interval data gathering, as does any other Disabled Interrupt Exit (DIE)
processing.

SMF Variability in CPU Time

The amount of CPU time captured for the "same" work can vary in different environments or at different times in the
same environment, so it is important that you understand how CPU usage is measured and under what conditions the
measures will vary. The following subsections discuss some of the conditions that will interfere with repeatable CPU time
measurements.
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Hardware and Buffer Effects

There are three types of potential delay that depend on special equipment that may or may not be installed on the system
under study.

The translation-lookaside buffer (TLB) is a part of the Dynamic Address Translation (DAT) facility that supports virtual
addressing. The TLB is a special register that facilitates the conversion of virtual to real addresses. The TLB strategy
depends upon the assumption that significant amounts of processing proceed sequentially along a range of instructions
stored in contiguous locations. Large amounts of branching within a task or context switching between tasks will reduce
the effectiveness of the TLB. If the TLB is less effective, then the processor will accomplish less per unit time.

One or more High Speed Buffers (caches) may support the central processor. The cache operates at a higher speed
than the system's addressable main storage and contains a copy of a segment of main storage for rapid reference by the
processor. Cache management algorithms assume that processing will tend to access contiguous locations in storage.
Varying amounts of contention for the cache will lead to varying amounts of work done per unit processor time. Also, be
aware that the hardware may disable the cache if certain errors are detected, and the disablement may or may not be
reported in SYS1.LOGREC.

CPU upgrades can produce variations in the CPU time captured in satisfying I/O requests. The tendency has been to
move the I/O processing responsibilities from the main CPU to the channels. The CPU time captured for I/O activity can
vary with different processor configurations.

I/O Intensity Effects

Variations in system I/O activity produce variations in measured CPU time for a number of reasons.

If the hardware and software support the Test Pending Interrupt (TPI), higher I/O activity may reduce net CPU time due to
reduced average path length through the dispatcher and low-level interrupt handlers.

An application using the sequential access method with chained scheduling will lead to CPU time variations from run to
run, depending on the amount of chained scheduling that was successful. The number of starts for I/O will vary under
different system loads.

The amount of processing required to carry out an I/O request will vary depending on the availability status of the target
device and path.

If the device and primary channel are available, SIO or SSCH preparation and execution are done immediately. If the
IOS's initial check shows a busy device, then the request is requeued. Additional CPU time will result from the requeue
and subsequent retry.

Temporary I/O errors are handled by calling in additional SVCs, such as SVC 15 (ERREXCP), SVC 16 (PURGE), and
SVC 55 (EOV), depending on the problem encountered. SVC execution may be charged against the task in control at
interrupt time or against the TCB that owns the I/O, depending on the circumstances.

DASD Storage Effects

Variation in the placement of data on DASD devices may affect the measured CPU time in a variety of ways.

If the number of extents in a target DASD file is not exactly the same each time, additional end-of-extent processing is
required (i.e., when SPACE=(...,RLSE) is specified on a JCL DD statement).

For VSAM files, internal fragmentation may vary the number of CI and CA splits that occur during file extension. CA splits
are especially expensive, both in direct CPU time and in overhead to carry out the additional I/O.

Processing time for macros such as LINK, LOAD, XCTL, ATTACH, and BLDL is affected by where the requested module
is located. For example, CPU time may be less if the module is in the LPA, and joblibs and steplibs are not used. Also, if
the Linklist Lookaside (LLA) software is in use, changes in the list of supported libraries will affect CPU time.

If the measured activity involves the retrieval of many PDS members, differences in the PDS directory are reflected in
different amounts of processing to search it.
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If the measured activity involves creation or update of a member of a PDS, differences in the PDS directory may also vary
STOW processing time because of the additional I/O operations that may be necessary to expand or contract the directory
while keeping it compact and in order.

Explicit Queueing Effects

Variation in the contention for other system resources can have a strong effect on measured CPU time.

Queue lengths themselves can cause variability. CPU time increases with the number of control blocks in a list to be
scanned. The increased time is non-captured if the list scanner is the dispatcher. Whether captured time is charged to a
TCB or an SRB will depend on the list, the requested function, and even the operating system level.

This effect is pervasive: the most important performance impacting queues in MVS include ASCB chains run by the
dispatcher, QCBs used by ENQ/DEQ (and RESERVE in a shared DASD environment), the FQEs used by GETMAIN/
FREEMAIN to manage virtual storage, the TQEs built by TASK and REAL STIMER macros, and the WQEs and RQEs
used to store console messages and replies. Of course, each active software subsystem (JESx, IMS, CICS, etc.) has its
own set of performance-impacting queues, which may have to be taken into account.

ENQ, RESERVE, and DEQ each require more processing time for a resource in contention. The request block must
be queued up if it is not available at request time. The system must wake the requestor when the resource becomes
available. DEQ time increases if other tasks have subsequently requested the resource that the current task is releasing.

CPU time varies depending on whether or not ECBs have been posted prior to issuance of the WAIT macro instruction.

If a job is run on a processor complex with more than one processor in a tightly coupled configuration, CPU time may vary
due to lock contention and the resulting "spins" encountered while serializing certain supervisor services.

CPU time for WTO, WTOR, and WTL processing will vary, depending on the time required to find a free WQE and/or
RQE, and possibly on whether a GETMAIN is necessary to build a new element. If the WTO or reply elements are at their
limit, additional time is required for enqueuing.

Paging Rate Effects

Increased paging rates increase captured and non-captured CPU times alike.

A rising number of page faults implies a rising quantity of dispatcher time. Further increases of non-captured time will
occur due to additional RSM and ASM page movement and RCT processing of swap-ins and swap-outs (RCT CPU time
is captured for the individual address space, but it still varies proportionately with the number of swaps that occur). SRB
times will increase because of page steal activity and swap coordination. Expect additional time for IOS processing of
page and swap I/O, although ASM does have an "express" path through the IOS code. Finally, both TCBs and SRBs will
be charged for page reclaims.

When a FREEMAIN or a page steal by SRM results in making a real page available to an MP system, the page must
be invalidated and both CPUs translation lookaside buffers must be purged of the entry. The invalidation and purge are
synchronous: one CPU may wait (spin) a variable amount of time until the other CPU is enabled to receive a signal (EMS
interrupt) and perform the synchronizing function.

Miscellaneous Effects

A number of miscellaneous activities can impact measured CPU times.

When GTF (Generalized Trace Facility) is active, CPU time increases, depending on which system functions (SVC, SIO,
IO, PCI, DSP) are selected for current GTF recording. If USR functions are to be recorded and the application contains
GTRACE macros, the CPU time variability is even more pronounced.

CPU times are degraded when the SLIP facility is active, sometimes significantly if SLIP is used to trace or trap instruction
execution or register alteration.
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SRM execution may cause CPU time to vary when it is invoked from supervisor services that issue SYSEVENTS, such as
ENQ, WAIT (LONG=YES option), TPUT, and TGET.

The amount of work that can be accomplished per instruction may vary with the EC level of the microcode executing in the
processor. This is especially true for specialized instructions that are designed to support often-used system functions like
context switching and paging.

In summary, expect duplication of measured CPU times only when "duplicate" runs replicate every circumstance affecting
the system under study.

SMF CPU Service Units

Installation management has three major concerns when migrating from one computer system to another:

• Will the new system produce output that is as correct as the previous system's?
• How much application growth will the new system support?
• What accounting algorithm will yield charges that are consistent with current charges for equivalent workloads?

The Service Unit (SU) concept is an attempt to answer the second and third questions by putting utilization of CPU
resources on a processor-independent basis. It assumes that a benchmark application will require some constant quantity
of some CPU resource (which we leave undefined but call an SU), no matter what system it runs on. Faster systems will
require less CPU time to produce the same number of SUs. One system is selected as a standard and arbitrarily assigned
some number of SUs per CPU second. If a test system runs the benchmark twice as fast as the standard, the test system
is rated at twice as many SUs per CPU second.

Given a consistent set of SU ratings for a series of systems, management can address concerns two and three. If the new
system is rated at, for instance, 140% more SUs per CPU second than the old one, then the installation can expect to be
able to support 140% growth in its workload. If charges are based on SUs rather than CPU seconds, then user charges
will not show drastic variation as the installation migrates between systems.

But is there a consistent set of SU ratings? A set of benchmarks has been developed to represent a variety of "typical"
types of machine utilization (batch commercial, online commercial, online scientific, etc.), but each leads to more or less
different sets of SU ratings for a given set of systems. Even with a single benchmark, each system's SU rating is sensitive
to changes in the hardware and software maintenance levels, as well as all the sources of variability listed above.

Nevertheless, some sort of number is necessary for at least rudimentary system management. To meet that demand, a
set of "SUs per CPU second" numbers has been published. There is no claim that these "SRM constants" are accurate
indices of relative computer "power" in any specific environment. However, they have proven fairly accurate and adequate
for many capacity and chargeback purposes.

SRM exploits SU's approximate system-independence in its CPU- management algorithms. To the extent that systems
are well balanced (CPU "power" versus channel capacity versus real storage size), tuning policies expressed in terms
of SUs will retain their usefulness as the installation migrates to larger MVS systems. For example, the Interval Service
Value (ISV) is the minimum amount of service an address space can expect to receive before its next involuntary swap-
out. The active IEAIPSxx member contains an ISV specification for each performance period. If the ISV were expressed
in terms of CPU seconds, then the installation would have to revise its selection of ISV values for each new system.
Because the ISV is expressed in terms of SUs, one set of ISV values suffices to represent installation policy for any
machine.

The MICS database includes several data elements based on the SU concept. PGMTCBSU, for instance, is intended
for use as an approximately system-independent measure of TCB-level CPU utilization. The values of PGMTCBSU and
PGMTCBTM are related by

  PGMTCBSU=PGMTCBTM * (IPS TCB coefficient) * (SRM constant)
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Within the variability discussed in Section 6.4.4, replicate runs of an application on the same or different systems should
show about the same values of PGMTCBSU even if the PGMTCBTM values are far apart. If capacity calculations are
scaled to projected PGMTCBSU growth rates, then they should transfer well to other systems. If user budgets are
prepared in terms of PGMTCBSU projections and chargeback is calculated in the same units, then the accounting figures
should require only minor revisions at system migration time.

One additional note. The above discussion ignores a general phenomenon, called "latent demand," that is often a source
of surprise to installations that go from a machine-constrained situation to one with excess system capacity. Latent
demand is a sudden increase of utilization that occurs because users respond to reduced turnaround times by submitting
additional work that before had simply taken too long to complete.

SMF Batch Turnaround/Response Time
Batch can be considered as a special case of application response time. An input is received in the form of a job to
process. The job can wait on an input queue. Time is taken to process the job. Output can be produced that can also wait
in a queue. There can be network delays if the job is received from or sent to a remote workstation or system.

For batch jobs, response time is typically referred to as "turnaround time." However, like most response time definitions,
this one can have different meanings. The three most widely used are as follows:

• The classic definition of turnaround time refers to the time between submission of the job and the receipt of its output.
• Some installations that have implemented differential charging based upon turnaround time define it as the time

between job submission and the start of execution. The charging rate varies with the time waiting for execution, not the
time executing.

• A more popular definition has been to define turnaround as the time between job submission and the end of execution,
with the idea that the output is then immediately available for viewing from a TSO terminal. However, the use of tools
such as the QUEUE command, SDSF, and IOF permit the output to be viewed before the job has completed execution.

This section deals with the measurement of application response time in a batch environment. First, a diagram showing
the significant events in the life a batch job is provided. Next, the measured response intervals, which are the elapsed
time between the events are covered. Finally, considerations in the calculation of batch application response time are
discussed.

• Batch Job Events and Measured Intervals
• Batch Response Considerations

SMF Batch Job Events and Measured Intervals

There are a number of events recorded as time stamps in the SMF records generated during the life of a batch job. MICS
data elements for a job or job step are duration oriented; that is, they represent the duration or response time between
significant events. The first event in a job's life, the reader time stamp, is carried as a MICS data element so that the time
and date of the other events can be determined by adding the appropriate duration data elements to it. The diagram below
shows the significant events in the life of a simple batch job and is used in later discussions.

                > > > T I M E > > >

_______________________________________________________

*     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *

*     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *

*  A  *  B  *  C  *  D  *  E  *  F  *  G  *  H  *  I  *

*     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *

*     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *     *

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10
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Events are numbered              Durations are lettered

Events, Sources, and MICS data element Name

1 - Job Submission
The reader start time stamp is found in all SMF records produced for the job. The MICS data element is RDRTS in all
Batch Information Area files.

2 - Converter/Interpreter start time stamp
SMF type 26, field SMF26CST.

3 - Converter/Interpreter stop time stamp
SMF type 26, field SMF26CPT.

WARNING

Events 4 through 7 are repeated for each step.

4 - Step initiation start time stamp

SMF type 30, field SMF30SIT. The MICS data element is STARTTS in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BATJOB, and
BAT_JS files.

5 - Device allocation start time
SMF type 30, field SMF30AST.

6 - Problem program loaded time
SMF type 30, field SMF30PPS.

7 - Problem program end time
SMF type 30, field SMF30TME. The MICS data element is ENDTS in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BATJOB, BAT_TP,
and BAT_JS files.

WARNING

Events 8 and 9 are repeated for each type 6 record.

8 - Output writer start time

SMF type 6, field SMF6WST. The MICS data element is STARTTS in the BATSPL file.

9 - Output writer end time
SMF type 6, field SMF6TME. The MICS data element is ENDTS in the BATSPL file.

10 - Purge time
SMF type 26, field SMF26TME. The MICS data element is JOBPURTS in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files.

Measured Intervals and MICS data element

A - Reader active time
MICS data element JOBRDRTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. This is the duration between reader start time and
converter/interpreter start time.

B - Converter active time
MICS data element JOBCVTTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. This is the duration between converter/interpreter start
time and converter/interpreter end time.

C - Input queue time
MICS data element JOBINQTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. This is the duration between converter/interpreter stop
time and initiation start time. It may be the result of higher priority jobs in the queue, no available initiators, or a job in
HOLD status.
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D - Job data set enqueue time
MICS data element JOBENQTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. MICS data element PGMENQTM in the BATPGM,
BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files. This is the duration between step initiation start time and device allocation start time. It may
be the result of data set enqueue time for the first step of a job or waiting for real memory allocation (V=R) for any step of
the job.

E - Device allocation time
MICS data element JOBALCTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. MICS data element PGMALCTM in the BATPGM,
BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files. This is the duration between device allocation start time and problem program loaded time
waiting for devices and/or mounts.

F - Program execution time
MICS data element JOBEXCTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. MICS data element PGMEXCTM in the BATPGM,
BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files. This is the duration between problem program loaded time and program end time stamp.

G - Output queue time
MICS data element JOBPRQTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. This is the duration between problem program end
time and the start of output printing due to printer delay or because the SYSOUT is in HOLD status.

H - Printer time
MICS data element JOBPRNTM in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files. This is the duration between the start of output printing
and the time of job purging from the spool.

I - Wait to purge time
No MICS data element. This is the duration between the end of the last printout and the time the SMF type 26 purge
record is produced. In the absence of any printing, it is the duration between problem program end time and the time the
SMF type 26 record is produced. This duration is usually the result of output being held on the spool and then purged
without printing.

The sum of the durations A+B+C is the total time spent waiting for execution.

The sum of the durations D+E+F is the residency time.

SMF Batch Response Considerations

If the classic definition of turnaround time is the only measure desired, it can be calculated simply from the type 26 record
by subtracting the job purge time stamp from the job submission time stamp. This assumes that job purge time stamp is
the time when the output is available. However, variations of turnaround time are often desired, as well as the components
of that turnaround time. The calculations can therefore be more complex.

Using the diagram shown in Batch Job Events and Measured Intervals, the determination of meaningful batch response
measurements may be performed using any of the MICS time stamp and duration variables. The following special cases
fail to comply with the normal batch job life cycle.

Jobs that do not execute

Many jobs in an MVS system do not have any initiation, step termination, or job termination records produced. These
include JCL syntax errors, jobs with TYPRUN=SCAN or TYPRUN=COPY, jobs that are transmitted to other NJE systems
for execution, and jobs that execute via an execution batch monitor. These jobs only have a type 26 and possibly a type 6
record produced. More important than missing time stamps is the fact that job accounting information is either missing or
incomplete for jobs without an initiation or job termination record.

Job restarts

A job that is restarted has an additional SMF type 30 subtype 5 job end record produced for each restart. Algorithms for
calculation of input queue time must determine whether or not to add the time spent waiting for re-execution.

Partial time stamps
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The fields for device allocation and problem program load are only given as a time, not a date and time. MICS assumes
that the enqueue and device allocation does not exceed 24 hours. These time stamps are calculated from step initiation
time with due considerations for crossing midnight.

Missing records

There are a number of conditions where not all of the time stamps required for calculating the timings of a job are
available. Besides the condition of the records not being produced as explained in non-execution jobs above, various
records may not be available for any one of the following reasons:

• The job is still executing when the records are being post-processed.
• The job produced output that has either not been processed or is being held for viewing under TSO. In either of these

cases, the job purge record may not be available yet.
• SMF options have been selected or exits established to suppress the recording of the necessary records.
• Data has been lost through procedural error, tape or media failure, SMF terminating recording, or a cold start being

performed on JES.

In all of these circumstances, turnaround time algorithms must take into consideration alternate time stamps if available.
The MICS suspend limit is the number of days MICS will hold SMF records waiting for the SMF type 26 purge record. If
the type 26 record is still not available and the suspend limit has been reached, MICS will construct the duration and time
stamp elements from the available SMF records.

NJE

The unique job identification of reader start time stamp and job name is transmitted with a job throughout an NJE network
and can be used to calculate turnaround time. However, the time zones where the job is read in and where it executes
must be taken into consideration when calculating turnaround time.

Multi-access spool or JES3 global/local complex

In a multi-access spool environment, records for an individual job may be produced by different systems in the complex.
The simplest example is a job executing on one system and the print occurring on the other. The SMF files for multi-
access spool systems must be processed together.

CPU clock synchronization is essential to meaningful batch response measurement in this environment. See Section 6.2.2
for information about clock synchronization.

Dynamic deallocation

The normal calculation for printer queue time is from the termination of the job (assuming it executed) until the start of
print for the first SYSOUT data set. With dynamic deallocation via the FREE=CLOSE JCL keyword or the FREE command
in TSO, print may start before the termination of the job.

Time changes

When the life of a job crosses a change in the system time, either following an IPL with a new time or a SET command
being issued, the timings can be invalid.

Printer time

One of the components of job turnaround may be the time taken to print the job. MICS does not sum the print time
durations from the SMF type 6 records because, in a system with multiple printers, the output can occur simultaneously.
Instead, MICS uses the start of the first printout and the end of the last printout as the JOBPRNTM data element value.

SMF I/O Measurements and Device Activity
I/O is one of the major resources of an I/S facility. Effective management of the I/O resources requires a clear
understanding of what I/Os are and what measurements are available to analyze the use of this resource in the SMF data
records.
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The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides many I/O measurement data elements in the Batch Information
Area files. This section explains what measurements quantify use of the I/O resource and how these measurements are
captured.

• What Is an I/O?
• EXCP and Other Access Methods
• I/O Measurements
• Device Activity and Utilization

SMF What Is an I/O?

During execution, the program, task, or TSO session that constitutes an address space usually performs input and output
operations that involve devices outside the CPU and central storage. Each such operation is really a call to an access
method (AM), which is a set of subroutines that manage the actual transmittal process.

The AM has responsibility for any required restructuring of the data for transmittal (e.g., blocking or segmenting to match
storage or transmittal protocols), high-level error detection and correction, and notification of the calling task when the I/
O process has completed. The AM may be able to respond to the call with a reference to data already present in an in-
storage buffer. If not, the AM will issue one or more calls to the I/O Supervisor (IOS).

I/O activity usually occurs asynchronously with the tasks occupying the CPU. The I/O request represents the beginning of
a complex sequence that may include periods of mechanical action or telecommunications transmission during which the
CPU is effectively disconnected from the target device. The other end of the asynchronous I/O sequence is the interrupt
that is presented to the main processor(s) when data transmission has completed or else when there is an error or other
condition that the subsystem cannot handle by itself. A single I/O request can thus lead to one or more interrupts. The
interrupt leads to reactivation of AM code and, finally, the application code that started the process.

SMF Where Does MICS Obtain Its I/O Counts?

The EXCP counts provided in SMF come from the SMF type 30, Common Address Space Workload Record. The device
segments contained in this record report EXCPs for data sets allocated dynamically and by JCL DD statements.

SMF What Is and Is Not Counted as an I/O?

The I/O activities that are counted in the EXCP measure:

• EXCPs issued via an EXCP macro (SVC 0).
• EXCPs issued via a TCBEXCP macro (SVC 92).
• EXCPs issued via an EXCPVR macro (SVC 114).
• EXCPs issued in a system or user-provided channel-end appendage.
• EXCPs issued in an abnormal-end appendage.
• I/O for VSAM data sets (SVC 121).
• EXCPs for VIO data sets (even though no physical I/O may take place).
• EXCPs issued to the SYSUDUMP, SYSABEND, and SYSMDUMP data sets when these data sets reside on a direct

access or tape device.
• I/O for some system services, for example:

– JOBLIB/STEPLIB processing (i.e., I/O for program fetch)
– JOBCAT/STEPCAT processing (i.e., I/O for program fetch)
– Overlay supervisor processing
– Checkpoint data set processing

The I/O actions that are NOT counted in the EXCP measure:
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• EXCPs to any data set for which the memory has no (JCL or dynamic) DD entry (for instance, I/O to the Master
Catalog or to load libraries in the LNKLST).

• EXCPs issued in a PCI appendage for a memory running V=R (ADDRSPC=REAL).
• EXCPs issued by ASM for paging and swapping.
• EXCPs issued by IOS during error recovery.
• EXCPs issued by OLTEP.
• EXCPs issued on the address spaces' behalf by VTAM.
• TPUTs and TGETs handled by macro instructions. (For TPUTs and TGETs, EXCPs are accumulated on a system basis

in the TCT and are contained in SMF type 30 records.)
• If more data-sets are allocated during the step than are allowed for in the default TIOT, a GETMAIN is issued for a

TIOT extension. Because the TIOT is where the EXCP counts are maintained, if the GETMAIN fails, then only the data
sets in the unextended TIOT contribute to the reported count.

SMF EXCP and Other Access Methods

The MVS IOS (I/O Supervisor) contains several low-level routines, called drivers, which are directly responsible for
passing an I/O request to the external I/O subsystem. The oldest and most commonly used driver is EXCP (for EXecute
Channel Program), but it is just one of many. Some of the most common access methods are:

BDAM
Basic Direct Access Method

BPAM
Basic Partitioned Access Method

BSAM
Basic Sequential Access Method

ISAM
Indexed Sequential Access Method

QSAM
Queued Sequential Access Method

VSAM
Virtual Storage Access Method

OSAM
Overflow Sequential Access Method

Additional access methods are used by the ASM (Auxiliary Storage Manager), JESx, the master scheduler, etc. However,
use of the term EXCP has come to denote an I/O request issued by any program above the IOS level. Depending on
the AM and the mode of access (direct, sequential, indexed, etc.), each problem program I/O request will result in one,
several, or a fraction of an EXCP. EXCPs are also issued on the application's behalf by the paging subsystem, JESx, the
master scheduler, etc.

Each EXCP causes activity involving certain devices and the communications path between them and the CPU. An EXCP
that transmits data to or from devices (unit record devices, communications controllers, local or remote terminals, etc.)
will send between a dozen and a few hundred bytes along the path. Most devices that store data (disk, tape, drum, etc.)
transmit data in blocks whose sizes are typically measured in thousands of bytes.

Channel programs can be constructed to transfer several blocks of data per execution. SAM-E, for example, groups five
or more blocks in each IOS call, depending on the BUFNO parameter specified. The ASM (Auxiliary Storage Manager)
swap routinely transfers dozens of blocks with a single EXCP, and the suspend/resume facility (seldom-ending channel
program) of the ASM can then perform further transfers without redriving IOS code. True block counts can thus be
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substantially higher than the number of EXCPs issued. In a further blurring of the term, EXCP has been transformed to
mean "block count" for the sequential access methods (BSAM, QSAM, and BPAM).

SMF I/O Measurements

How is I/O activity quantified? The answer is partially determined for us by the measurement facilities provided by the
operating system.

The IOS has the responsibility of assigning a path to each I/O request, requeueing the request if all paths are busy,
handling error conditions that could not be corrected by the device controllers, and measuring the subsystem activity level.
There is no direct measure of device busy time or quantity of data transferred. Measurement of device activity must be
done by a sampling technique because the CPU cannot afford to spend time closely monitoring each device.

The IOS's response to an EXCP is limited to passing the I/O request to the channel subsystem and notifying the AM when
the request is complete. The channel subsystem carries out most of the function that was assigned to IOS. Because it is
dedicated to I/O management, the subsystem can keep track, for each locally attached device, of the time spent in each
phase of a request's life (waiting for path, assigned but disconnected, and connected for control or data transfer).

The SMF records generated for a batch job step, started task, or TSO session contain EXCP sections that show I/O
activity by individual device address. The SMF type 30 record consolidates all I/O activity in the EXCP sections and
provides device connect time for each device accessed as well.

The following subsections outline the I/O measurement data elements in the MICS files of the Batch Information Area:

• MICS EXCP Data Elements
• MICS Device Connect Time Data Elements
• APPC/MVS Data Transfer Elements

SMF MICS EXCP Data Elements

The MICS data elements that contain EXCP counts in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files are:

PGMEXCPS
EXCP Count

PGMExxxx
EXCPs by device type, where xxxx is one of the following device classifications:

COMM
Communications

DASD
Non-VIO

GRAF
Graphics

TAPE
Tape Devices

UREC
Unit Record (JESx)

VIO
VIO Disk

3480
3480 Tape

PGMMXTIO
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Max EXCPs

The MICS data elements that contain EXCP counts in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files are:

JOBEXCPS
EXCP Count

JOBExxxx
EXCPs by device type, where xxxx is one of the following device classifications:

COMM
Communications

DASD
Non-VIO

GRAF
Graphics

TAPE
Tape Devices

UREC
Unit Record (JESx)

VIO
VIO Disk

3480
3480 Tape

The MICS data element that contains EXCP counts in the device-oriented BATWDA file is:

WDAEXCPS
Device EXCPs

SMF MICS Device Connect Time Data Elements

The MICS data elements that contain device connect time and blocks transferred measures in the BATPGM, BAT_ST,
BAT_TS, and BAT_TP files are:

PGMBLKTR
Blocks Transferred

PGMTCNT
Total Device Connect Time

PGMCxxxx
Connect time by device type, where xxxx is one of the following device classifications:

COMM
Communications

DASD
Non-VIO

GRAF
Graphics

TAPE
Tape Devices

UREC
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Unit Record (JESx)

VIO
VIO Disk

3480

3480 TapeThe MICS data elements that contain device connect time and blocks transferred measures in the BATJOB and
BAT_JS files are:

JOBBLKTR
Total Blocks Transferred

JOBCNTT
Device Connect Total Time

JOBTCNT
Total Device Connect Time

JOBCxxxx
Connect time by device type, where xxxx is one of the following device classifications:

COMM
Communications

DASD
Non-VIO

GRAF
Graphics

TAPE
Tape Devices

UREC
Unit Record (JESx)

VIO
VIO Disk

3480
3480 Tape

Note that JOBTCNT is the total of all device connect time, including I/O time spent processing DIV (Data in Virtual).
JOBCNTT is the total of all device connect time using channel paths and excludes any DIV connect time.

The MICS data element that contains device connect time measures in the device-oriented BATWDA file is:

WDADCNT
Device Connect Time

The MICS data elements that contain device connect time and blocks transferred in the APPC/MVS Transaction file
(BATATP) are:

ATPBLKTR
Blocks Transferred

ATPTCNT
Total Device Connect Time

This data element represents the total device connect time an individual ASCH scheduled Transaction Program (TP).
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SMF APPC/MVS Data Transfer Elements

APPC/MVS enables program-to-program communication on a "peer- to-peer" basis. This cooperative processing support
allows conversations between transaction programs (TPs) running anywhere in the SNA network. Once a conversation is
established, the TPs can send and receive data using APPC services. Any TP executing in the MVS environment records
the data sent and received, to and from the partner TP. If the TP is a batch job, TSO session, started task, or APPC/MVS
ASCH scheduled TP, the data sent and received is recorded in the BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, or BAT_TP file in the
following data elements:

PGMDATAR
APPC Data Received (Bytes)

PGMDATAS
APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

If the TP is a batch job step, then a job-level observation will also be found in the BATJOB or BAT_JS file. The job- level
data elements that record APPC data sent or received are:

JOBDATAR
APPC Data Received (Bytes)

JOBDATAS
APPC Data Sent (Bytes)

Finally, if the MVS TP is an APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP, the APPC/MVS Transaction File (BATATP) records contain
the amount of data sent and received by the TP. Records appear in both the BAT_TP and BATATP file for the same
execution of an APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP. Each BAT_TP record represents the address space perspective of a TP
execution, while each BATATP record represents one invocation of a given TP.

In the case of multi-trans scheduled TPs, the TP remains in execution between conversations with requesting partner
TPs. This means that a single BAT_TP DETAIL timespan observation can contain the cumulative resource measurements
from many different conversations with various partner TPs. In the BATATP file, on the other hand, each observation
contains the resource utilization of a single conversation with the requesting partner TP.

The APPC data sent and received by an ASCH scheduled TP is captured in the following BATATP file data elements:

ATPDATAR
Data Received (Bytes)

ATPDATAS
Data Sent (Bytes)

Duplicate accounting issues exist with the APPC Data Sent and APPC Data Received data elements. The data sent by
one TP is data received by the partner TP. When both TPs execute in an MVS environment, SMF records document
the sent and received metrics twice: once from the sending perspective, and once from the receiving perspective. This
duplicity occurs in two BATATP observations when the APPC managed conversation was between two ASCH initiated
TPs. It occurs in one BATATP and one BATPGM, BAT_ST, or BAT_TS observation (with the PGMDATAR and PGMDATAS
data elements) when the APPC managed conversation was with an ASCH initiated TP allocated by a batch job, started
task, or TSO session.

Charging only for data received or data sent would avoid the duplicity problem for conversations between two TPs
executing in an MVS environment. When the conversation is between one MVS TP and another TP executing executing
in a non-MVS environment (e.g., a PS/2 workstation or an AS/400), however, it would be valid to charge for both data sent
and received on the MVS side if the partner TP environment did not support chargeback.

The issue is further complicated because a single TP can allocate multiple conversations with several different partner
TPs. The multiple conversations can be spread across a number of different execution platforms: some that record data
traffic and others that do not.
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Careful consideration should be given to these duplicate chargeback issues before deciding to use the Data Received and
Data Sent data elements as costing elements in the Batch Information Area files.

SMF Device Activity And Utilization

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides three views of device activity:

• The BATWDA file provides device activity statistics by device address and performance group.
• Data elements in the program and job level files provide device activity statistics at the device class (ex., TAPE, DASD,

UNIT_REC) level.
• Data elements in the BATSPL file provide printer activity statistics.

The following sections describe how MICS accumulates device activity statistics and the three views of device activity.

• EXCP Segment Processing
• Device Activity By Device Address (BATWDA File)
• Device Allocations By Device Class (Step/Job Files)
• Data Set Allocations By Device Class (Step/Job Files)
• Printing Device Activity (BATSPL File)

SMF EXCP Segment Processing

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer accumulates device and data set allocation statistics by processing the EXCP
segments (or sections) of SMF records generated for batch job steps, TSO sessions, started tasks, USS, and APPC/MVS
ASCH scheduled TPs (at the address space level). The EXCP segments of the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
Work record contain both dynamic and non-dynamic allocations.

The SMF type 30 record has a number of fields at the start of the record that describe the segment types present, the
quantity of each segment type, and the length of each segment type. One of the segment types is the EXCP segment.
The EXCP segment for an SMF type 30 record has the following format:

                         EXCP SEGMENT

                  ---------------------------------

                  | DC UT DA DDN BLK BSZ DCT BLKZ |

                  ---------------------------------

     LENGTH BYTES    1  1  2  8   4   2   4    8

     Where DC   -    Device Class

           UT   -    Unit Type

           DA   -    Device Address

           DDN  -    DD Name used to access the data set

           BLK  -    Count of BLocKs issued for the device

           BSZ  -    Largest BlockSiZe of the data set

           DCT  -    Device Connect Time

           BLKZ -    Largest BLocKsiZe > 32760

Generally, each EXCP segment represents the complete activity for one particular data set. There are several exceptions
to this:

• When a data set spans multiple volumes, there will be an EXCP segment for each unique device address that the data
set occupies.

• The SMF EXCP device activity is summarized by ddname and device address into a single EXCP segment before
writing the segment to the SMF interval, step end, or job end record. This means that repeated dynamic allocation and
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unallocation of different data sets using the same ddname and device address will result in a single EXCP segment
representing multiple data sets.

• The SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) keyword DDCONS may be set to (NO) to prevent EXCP segment consolidation at
the termination of a step. This will cause individual EXCP segments to be written to the SMF record even when the
same ddname and device address are used in multiple dynamic allocations and unallocations.

• The same data set may be allocated with different DDs, resulting in multiple EXCP segments.
• EXCP segments may be suppressed for DB2 started tasks to improve performance.

When the number of EXCP segments causes the record length to exceed 32,756 bytes, SMF writes continuation type 30
records. With continuation records, MICS outputs each EXCP segment to a temporary data set for later summarization
and inclusion into the MICS files.

MICS will process a single SMF type 30 record with an assembly language program that builds a device address table.

The DETAIL timespan BATWDA observations are derived by summarizing the information in the EXCP segments by
unique device address.

The step or interval level Device Allocations data elements are derived by summing the number of unique device
addresses found in the EXCP segments by Device Class.

The step or interval level Data Set Allocations data elements are derived by summing the number of EXCP segments by
Device Class.

SMF Device Activity by Device Address

The MICS BATWDA file provides the capability to analyze the I/O activity of individual devices at the I/S facility. Each
observation in the file represents I/O activity for a particular device address. The device class, EXCPs, and device connect
time are part of each BATWDA observation. The file is summarized by performance group (PERFGRP), SYSID, and
HOUR to allow the study of different workloads at different times.

The BATWDA file accounts for two sets of device classes. One set consists of the true device classes (like DASD and
TAPE). The other set consists of "pseudo" device classes (like VIOPAGE and SWAPSSEQ).

The EXCP segments in the raw SMF session, step, and interval records are the source of the BATWDA observations for
the true device classes. MICS summarizes the EXCP segments by device address as part of the process of building the
PGMAxxxx, PGMNxxxx, PGMMXAxx, and PGMMXNxx program level data elements discussed in the following sections -
Device Allocations By Device Class and Data Set Allocations By Device Class.

As part of this process, MICS checks the SYSID of the step or session record. If the WDA option was specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS), then observations are produced for each device address that had I/O activity. Device
addresses that were allocated but had no I/O activity are not included in the BATWDA file. The following true device
classes are accounted for by this EXCP segment processing:

DEVCLASS Description
TAPE Cartridge and Round Reel Tape Device
DASD DASD Device
COMMGEAR Communications and Teleprocessing Device
CTC Channel to Channel Adapter
GRAPHICS Graphics Device (e.g., a local 3278)
UNIT-REC Unit Record (e.g., a card reader). This is kind of a catch all

category containing many unusual devices, such as the 3838
Vector Processor.

VIO Virtual I/O (DEVADDR always equals "VIO")
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The BATWDA file includes a number of "pseudo" device classes produced from other segments of the session, step, and
interval SMF records. The amount of activity associated with these pseudo device classes is recorded in the WDAEXCPS
data element. Unlike the true device class BATWDA observations, there is no device address to populate the DEVADDR
data element. The DEVADDR data element for these pseudo device classes contains an abbreviated description of the
pseudo device class. The following pseudo device classes are accounted for in the BATWDA file.

PSEUDO DEVCLASS PSEUDO DEVADDR Description
CMNPAGES CMN Common Area Page Ins
DEMPAGE DPG Non VIO, Non-Swap Page Ins + Non VIO,

Non-Swap Page Outs
PAGIN INS Non VIO, Non-Swap Page Ins
SWAPIN SIN Pages Swapped In
SWAPPAGE SPG Pages Swapped In + Pages Swapped Out
SWAPSSEQ SWP Address Space Swap Sequences
VIOPAGE VPG VIO Page Ins + VIO Page Outs

Each DETAIL BATWDA observation contains the start and end timestamp of the SMF step, session, or interval record that
was its source. The device activity is evenly apportioned across each HOUR of the duration. Finally, MICS summarizes
the BATWDA records to the DAYS timespan. The BATWDA file only exists temporarily at the DETAIL timespan during the
MICS DAILY update because of the enormous amount of DASD space required.

The method of device activity apportionment over the step, session, or interval is shown in the following example:

Example:

A batch job step runs for 2 hours. The start time is 9:40 and the end time is 11:40.

   |--------|--------------------|---------------|

   | 16.67% |        50.00%      |     33.33%    |

   | 20 min |        60 min      |     40 min    |

   | HOUR 9 |        HOUR 10     |     HOUR 11   |

   |--------|--------------------|---------------|

   |        |                    |               |

 9:40    10:00                 11:00           11:40

MICS has no way of knowing exactly when each device activity occurred, only that it occurred sometime between the start
and end of the step. Therefore, the activity is apportioned over each hour spanned by the step based on the percentage
of the total step duration. In the example above, each device address has 16.67% of its activities (ex., EXCPs Connect
Time) assigned to HOUR 9, 50% assigned to HOUR 10, and 33.33% assigned to HOUR 11.

It should be clear that as step durations become shorter, the ability to pinpoint the time of device activity increases.
Activation of SMF type 30 interval recording significantly improves the accuracy of the device activity data in the BATWDA
file.

MICS management support applications use the BATWDA file to give a complete picture of device and "pseudo" device
activity at the I/S facility.

SMF Device Allocations By Device Class

MICS provides a number of data elements representing device allocations in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files.
Each observation in these files represents a complete program step, TSO session, or interval if SMF type 30 interval
recording is active. The device allocation data elements are derived by counting the number of UNIQUE device addresses
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encountered in the EXCP segments by device class. The complete set of MICS device allocation data elements in the
program-level files are:

PGMN3480
Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

PGMNCOMM
Communication Devices Allocated

PGMNDASD
DASD Devices Allocated

PGMNMDAS
Mountable DASD Devices Allocated

PGMNGRAF
Graphics Devices Allocated

PGMNTAPE
Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

PGMNUREC
Unit Record Devices Allocated

PGMNVIO
VIO Devices Allocated

and

PGMMXNCA
Max Cartridge Device Allocations

PGMMXNCO
Max Communication Device Allocations

PGMMXNDA
Max DASD Device Allocations

PGMMXNGR
Max Graphic Device Allocations

PGMMXNMD
Max Mountable DASD Device Allocations

PGMMXNTA
Max Tape Device Allocations

PGMMXNUR
Max Unit Record Device Allocations

PGMMXNVI
Max VIO Device Allocations

These data elements represent device allocations by device class. Note that there are two "subclasses" represented:
PGMN3480 and PGMMXNCA represent cartridge tape devices only. PGMNTAPE and PGMMXNTA represent all tape
devices, including cartridge types. The same is true for PGMNMDAS and PGMMXNMD. These data elements represent
mountable DASD only. PGMNDASD and PGMMXNDA represent all DASD devices, including mountable DASD.

The device allocation data elements are grouped into two similar sets. The difference is that the upper set, PGMNxxxx, is
MICS accumulated data elements, while the lower set, PGMMXNxx, is MICS maximum data elements.
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At the DETAIL timespan, there is no difference between the accumulated and maximum data elements, unless SMF
type 30 interval recording is active. When interval recording is active, and a program step, started task, or TSO session
generates more than one interval record, the PGMNxxxx data elements lose much of their value.

If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, PGMNxxxx represents actual device allocations in the first interval of a step
only. In the second and later intervals of a step, PGMNxxxx is set to zero if the number of devices is less than or equal
to the highest count of devices found in a prior interval. If the number of devices in the current interval is greater than
the highest prior number encountered, then PGMNxxxx is set equal to the difference between the current value and the
previous high value. Thus, the sum of each PGMNxxxx data element over all intervals of a step will equal the maximum
number of CLASS xxxx devices found in any one interval of the step.

Why are the values of the PGMNxxxx data elements changed to zero in the second and later intervals? Because they are
accumulated data elements. They are summed to the job-level JOBNxxxx data elements. The algorithm in place to modify
the true values of device allocations in the second and greater interval is there to protect clients that charge based on the
JOBNxxxx data element values. The switch to SMF type 30 interval recording would significantly increase the value of
JOBNxxxx for a job with steps generating multiple interval records per step. This is best described with an example:

A one-step batch job runs for 2 hours and 23 minutes. The job step allocates three 3480 cartridge tape drives and two
3420 round reel tape drives for the duration of the step. SMF type 30 interval recording is not active.

BATPGM file        Accumulated Elements| Maximum Elements

                                       |

                   PGMN3480  PGMNTAPE  | PGMMXNCA  PGMMXNTA

STEP 1 (02:23)         3         5     |     3         5

Note that PGMN3480 equals PGMMXNCA, and PGMNTAPE equals PGMMXNTA. This is because interval recording is
not active.

Now look at the BATPGM observations from the same job with SMF type 30 interval recording active and set for 30-
minute intervals.

BATPGM file        Accumulated Elements| Maximum Elements

                                       |

                   PGMN3480  PGMNTAPE  | PGMMXNCA  PGMMXNTA

INTERVAL 1 (00:30)     3         5     |     3         5

INTERVAL 2 (00:30)     0         0     |     3         5

INTERVAL 3 (00:30)     0         0     |     3         5

INTERVAL 4 (00:30)     0         0     |     3         5

INTERVAL 5 (00:23)     0         0     |     3         5

 

Note that with interval recording active, the values of PGMN3480 and PGMNTAPE have been set to zero in the second
through the fifth intervals. This was done to avoid a dramatic increase in the job-level data elements JOBN3480 and
JOBNTAPE. Without the algorithm that modifies the PGMNxxxx data elements in the second and greater intervals,
JOBN3480 would have changed from 3 to 15, and JOBNTAPE would have changed from 5 to 25.

The PGMMXNxx data elements should be used by all clients that activate SMF type 30 interval recording.

The following limitations are associated with the PGMMXNxx and PGMNxxxx data elements:
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• These data elements represent unique device addresses allocated by a step or interval. The emphasis is on
"allocated." There is no guarantee that the devices were used by the step or session.

• A single device could be dynamically allocated and used, deallocated, dynamically allocated again and used again,
and would only count once in the PGMMXNxx and PGMNxxxx data elements. This is because MICS only counts each
UNIQUE device address once.

• These data elements do not guarantee nor imply parallel allocation of devices. For example, a PGMMXNTA value
of 2 means that two different tape devices were allocated by the step or interval. Both tape devices could have been
allocated at the beginning of the step or interval and remained allocated for the duration. Conversely, tape device 1
could have been dynamically allocated, used, and deallocated at the beginning of the step or interval. Tape device 2
could have been dynamically allocated, used, and deallocated at the end of the step or interval. This means that at any
given time only one tape drive was allocated by the step or interval, yet the value of PGMMXNTA is 2.

• A device that is dynamically allocated or deallocated during an interval will count as a PGMMXNxx value for that
interval. A deallocated device will be noted as absent in the subsequent interval record.

Dynamic allocation and deallocation of non-sharable devices such as tape drives can increase the effective capacity of
the devices at a data center. The ability of MICS to determine when the devices were allocated by a job step is hampered
because there is no indication of wall clock connect time in the EXCP segments. The activation of SMF type 30 interval
records can minimize this uncertainty.

Here is an example:

A one-step batch job runs for 6 hours. The step dynamically allocates six 3480 cartridge tape drives at the beginning of
the step. Fifty-five minutes into the step, it deallocates the drives and does not use tape devices again until the final fifty
minutes of the step. Five hours and ten minutes into the step, it dynamically allocates four 3480 cartridge tape drives. The
device addresses are different from the six devices allocated earlier in the step.

  |-------|                                     |-------|

  |   6   |                                     |   4   |

  | 3480s |----- No Tape Devices Allocated -----| 3480s |

  |-------|                                     |-------|

  |--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|

  |                                                     |

  Start    1HR      2HR      3HR      4HR      5HR      6HR

This is the observation produced in the BATPGM file without SMF type 30 interval recording:

BATPGM file        Accumulated Elements| Maximum Elements

                                       |

                   PGMN3480  PGMNTAPE  | PGMMXNCA  PGMMXNTA

Step 1     (06:00)    10        10     |    10        10

Now look at the BATPGM observations from the same job with SMF type 30 interval recording active and set for 60-
minute intervals.

BATPGM file         Accumulated Elements| Maximum Elements

                                        |

                    PGMN3480  PGMNTAPE  | PGMMXNCA  PGMMXNTA

INTERVAL 1  (01:00)     6         6     |     6         6

INTERVAL 2  (01:00)     0         0     |     0         0

INTERVAL 3  (01:00)     0         0     |     0         0

INTERVAL 4  (01:00)     0         0     |     0         0

INTERVAL 5  (01:00)     0         0     |     0         0

INTERVAL 6  (01:00)     0         0     |     4         4
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The PGMN3480 and PGMNTAPE data elements are zero in the sixth interval because of the algorithm discussed
earlier. Since the four tape drives in the last interval are less than the maximum value in a previous interval, the value of
PGMN3480 and PGMNTAPE are changed from four to zero.

It is clear that the maximum data elements contain superior information to aid in device allocation studies at the DETAIL
timespan if SMF type 30 interval recording is active. Without interval recording, the maximum and accumulated data
elements are identical at the DETAIL timespan.

The data elements representing device allocations in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files are derived from the corresponding
program-level elements. These data elements are:

JOBN3480
Cartridge Tape Devices Allocated

JOBNCOMM
Communication Devices Allocated

JOBNDASD
DASD Devices Allocated

JOBNGRAF
Graphics Devices Allocated

JOBNMDAS
Mountable DASD Devices Allocated

JOBNTAPE
Magnetic Tape Devices Allocated

JOBNUREC
Unit Record Devices Allocated

JOBNVIO
VIO Devices Allocated

and

JOBMXNCA
Max Job Cartridge Device Allocations

JOBMXNCO
Max Job Communication Device Allocations

JOBMXNDA
Max Job DASD Device Allocations

JOBMXNGR
Max Job Graphic Device Allocations

JOBMXNMD
Max Job Mountable DASD Device Allocations

JOBMXNTA
Max Job Tape Device Allocations

JOBMXNUR
Max Job Unit Record Device Allocations

JOBMXNVI
Max Job VIO Device Allocations

These job-level data elements are useful for determining jobs that allocate large numbers of devices. The JOBNxxxx
data elements are MICS accumulated elements. At the DETAIL timespan, they represent the sum of the corresponding
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PGMNxxxx data elements from all steps of the job. At higher timespans, they represent the sum of all occurrences of
JOBNxxxx that were included in the level of summarization.

The JOBMXNxx data elements are MICS maximum data elements. At the DETAIL timespan, they represent the maximum
value of the corresponding PGMMXNxx data elements from all steps or intervals of the job.

The differences in these accumulated and maximum data elements are best described with an example.

A three-step batch job runs for 25 minutes.

• Step one allocates three 3480 cartridge tape drives for the duration of the 10-minute step.
• Step two allocates six 3480 cartridge tape drives for the duration of the 5-minute step.
• Step three allocates five 3480 cartridge tape drives and three 3420 round reel tape drives for the duration of the 10-

minute step.

   |---------------------|----------|--------------------|

   |         3           |    6     |   3    and    5    |

   |       3480s         |  3480s   | 3420s       3480s  |

   |---------------------|----------|--------------------|

   |<---- STEP  1 ------>|<-STEP 2->|<---- STEP  3 ----->|

BATPGM file        Accumulated Elements| Maximum Elements

                                       |

                   PGMN3480  PGMNTAPE  | PGMMXNCA  PGMMXNTA

Step 1    (00:10)      3         3     |     3         3

Step 2    (00:05)      6         6     |     6         6

Step 3    (00:10)      5         8     |     5         8

 

BATJOB file                            |

                   JOBN3480  JOBNTAPE  | JOBMXNCA  JOBMXNTA

Job       (00:25)     14        17     |     6         8

The value of JOBN3480 is 14. It is known that 14 cartridge devices were allocated sometime over the three steps of the
job. The value of JOBNTAPE is 17. It is known that 17 tape devices (cartridge and round reel) were allocated.

The value of JOBMXNCA is 6. It is known that a maximum of 6 different cartridge devices were allocated in any one
interval or step of the job. The value of JOBMXNTA is 8. It is known that a maximum of 8 different tape devices (cartridge
and round reel) were allocated in any one interval or step of the job.

The maximum JOBMXNxx data elements provide superior information about device allocation by the steps of the job. A
ten-step job with a value of 20 for JOBN3480 could have one step that allocated 20 different cartridge drives, or ten steps
that allocated two different cartridge drives each. The value of the JOBMXNCA data element would clear up the mystery.

SMF Data Set Allocations By Device Class

MICS provides a number of data elements estimating data set allocations in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, and BAT_TS files.
Each observation in these files represents a complete program step, TSO session, or interval if SMF type 30 interval
recording is active. These data set allocation data elements are derived by counting the number of SMF EXCP segments
by device class. The complete set of MICS data set allocation data elements in the program-level files are:

PGMA3480
Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

PGMACOMM
Communication Data Set Allocations

PGMADASD
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DASD Data Set Allocations

PGMAMDAS
Mountable DASD Data Set Allocations

PGMAGRAF
Graphics Data Set Allocations

PGMATAPE
Magnetic Tape Data Set Allocations

PGMAUREC
Unit Record Data Set Allocations

PGMAVIO
VIO Data Set Allocations

and

PGMMXACA
Max Cartridge Data Set Allocations

PGMMXACO
Max Communication Data Set Allocations

PGMMXADA
Max DASD Data Set Allocations

PGMMXAGR
Max Graphic Data Set Allocations

PGMMXAMD
Max Mountable DASD Data Set Allocations

PGMMXATA
Max Tape Data Set Allocations

PGMMXAUR
Max Unit Record Data Set Allocations

PGMMXAVI
Max VIO Data Set Allocations

These data elements represent data set allocations by device class. Note that there are two "subclasses" represented:
PGMA3480 and PGMMXACA represent data set allocations to cartridge tape devices only. PGMATAPE and PGMMXATA
represent data set allocations to all tape devices, including cartridge types. The same is true for PGMAMDAS and
PGMMXAMD. These data elements represent data set allocations to mountable DASD only. PGMADASD and
PGMMXADA represent all DASD data set allocations, including mountable DASD.

The data set allocation data elements are grouped into two very similar looking sets. The difference is that the upper set,
PGMAxxxx, is MICS accumulated data elements, while the lower set, PGMMXAxx, is MICS maximum data elements.

At the DETAIL timespan, there is no difference between the sum and max data elements, unless SMF type 30 interval
recording is active. When interval recording is active, and a program step, started task, or TSO session generates more
that one interval record, the PGMAxxxx data elements lose much of their value.

If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, PGMAxxxx represents actual data set allocations in the first interval of a step
only. In the second and later intervals of a step, PGMAxxxx is set to zero if the number of data sets is less than or equal
to the highest count of data sets found in a prior interval. If the number of data sets in the current interval is greater than
the highest prior number encountered, then PGMAxxxx is set equal to the difference between the current value and the
previous high value. Thus, the sum of PGMAxxxx over all intervals of a step will equal the maximum number of CLASS
xxxx data sets found in any one interval of the step.
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Why are the values of the PGMAxxxx data elements changed to zero in the second and later intervals? Because they are
MICS accumulated data elements. They are summed to the job-level JOBAxxxx data elements. The algorithm in place to
modify the true values of data set allocations is there to protect clients that charge based on the JOBAxxxx data element
values. The switch to SMF type 30 interval recording would significantly increase the value of JOBAxxxx for a job with
steps generating multiple interval records per step. This is best explained with an example:

A one-step batch job runs for 2 hours and 23 minutes. The job step allocates 22 data sets, all residing on 3390 DASD
devices. The data sets remain allocated for the duration of the step. SMF type 30 interval recording is not active.

BATPGM file       Accumulated Elements | Maximum Elements

                                       |

                        PGMADASD       |    PGMMXADA

STEP 1 (02:23)             22          |       22

PGMADASD equals PGMMXADA because interval recording is not active.

Now look at the BATPGM observations from the same job with SMF type 30 interval recording active and set for 30-
minute intervals.

BATPGM file       Accumulated Elements | Maximum Elements

                                       |

                        PGMADASD       |    PGMMXADA

INTERVAL 1 (00:30)         22          |       22

INTERVAL 2 (00:30)          0          |       22

INTERVAL 3 (00:30)          0          |       22

INTERVAL 4 (00:30)          0          |       22

INTERVAL 5 (00:23)          0          |       22

With interval recording active, the value of PGMADASD has been set to zero in the second through the fifth intervals. This
was done to avoid a dramatic increase in the job-level data element JOBADASD. Without the algorithm that modifies the
PGMAxxxx data elements in the second and greater intervals, JOBADASD would have changed from 22 to 110 with no
change in the executing job step.

If SMF type 30 interval recording is active, the PGMMXAxx data elements should be used for data set allocation analysis
at the DETAIL timespan. Without interval recording, the maximum and accumulated data elements are identical at the
DETAIL timespan.

The following limitations are associated with the PGMMXAxx and PGMAxxxx data elements:

• These data elements estimate data set allocations by summing the number of EXCP segments by device class. The
fact that a data set was allocated does not imply nor guarantee that it was used.

• There are a number of factors that will cause the PGMAxxxx and PGMMXAxx values to overstate the number of data
sets allocated by device class.
If SMF type 30 interval accounting is active, interval records are produced for every step or session, even if the step or
session executes for less than the specified interval time. If the interval is set for 30 minutes and a job step runs for 2
minutes, an SMF type 30 subtype 3 ("partial" or "last" interval) record is produced for the step. SMF will also produce
an SMF type 30 subtype 4 (step end) record for the step. In theory, these two records should have identical EXCP
segments. A difference in the method used by SMF to consolidate the EXCP segments in interval versus the step-end
records, however, allows up to two EXCP segments with the identical DDNAME and device address to appear in the
interval records while the step-end record will only have a single segment. This difference only occurs when data sets
are dynamically allocated, unallocated, and reallocated to the same DDNAME and device address within the interval.
This lack of agreement in the number of EXCP segments does not affect the numeric quantities in the records, such
as EXCPs and device connect time. It only affects the PGMAxxxx and PGMMXAxx data elements that depend on the
number of EXCP segments present. MICS by default uses the subtype 3 rather than the subtype 4 record when both
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are available. This means that the values of the PGMAxxxx and PGMMXAxx data elements will increase when interval
recording is turned on, even for steps and sessions that execute in less than the specified interval time.
Multi-volume data sets are another factor that exaggerates the value of these data elements. When a data set resides
on several DASD volumes, each volume will have its own EXCP segment in the SMF record. A single tape data set,
spanning multiple tape volumes, will also generate multiple EXCP segments if the tape volumes are mounted on
different devices.
If the same data set is allocated by more than one DDNAME in the JCL, each DDNAME will have its own EXCP
segment in the SMF record.
Finally, if the DDCONS(NO) keyword is specified in the SMF PARMLIB member, EXCP segment consolidation will
not be performed by SMF. This can dramatically increase the number of EXCP segments produced for all SMF type
30 records for long running steps that perform thousands of dynamic allocations and unallocations. A corresponding
increase in the PGMAxxxx and PGMMXAxx values will occur.

• A data set that is dynamically allocated or deallocated during an interval will count as a PGMMXAxx value for that
interval. A deallocated device will be noted as absent in the subsequent interval record.

The ability of MICS to determine when data sets were allocated by a job step is hampered because there is no indication
of wall clock connect time in the EXCP segments. The activation of SMF type 30 interval records can minimize this
uncertainty.

The data elements representing device allocations in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files are derived from the corresponding
program-level elements. These data elements are:

JOBA3480
Cartridge Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBACOMM
Communication Data Set Allocations

JOBADASD
DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBAGRAF
Graphics Data Set Allocations

JOBAMDAS
Mountable DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBATAPE
Magnetic Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBAUREC
Unit Record Data Set Allocations

JOBAVIO
VIO Data Set Allocations

and

JOBMXACA
Max Job Cartridge Data Set Allocations

JOBMXACO
Max Job Communication Data Set Allocations

JOBMXADA
Max Job DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAGR
Max Job Graphic Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAMD
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Max Job Mountable DASD Data Set Allocations

JOBMXATA
Max Job Tape Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAUR
Max Job Unit Record Data Set Allocations

JOBMXAVI
Max Job VIO Data Set Allocations

These job-level data elements are useful for determining jobs that allocate large numbers of data sets. The JOBAxxxx
data elements are MICS accumulated elements. At the DETAIL timespan, they represent the sum of the corresponding
PGMAxxxx data elements from all steps of the job. At higher timespans, they represent the sum of all occurrences of
JOBAxxxx that were included in the level of summarization.

The JOBMXAxx data elements are MICS maximum data elements. At the DETAIL timespan, they represent the maximum
value of the corresponding PGMMXAxx data elements encountered in all steps or intervals of the job.

The differences in these accumulated and maximum data elements are best described with an example:

A three-step batch job runs for 25 minutes.

• Step one allocates 46 DASD data sets for the duration of the 10-minute step.
• Step two allocates 26 DASD data sets for the duration of the 5-minute step.
• Step three allocates 55 DASD data sets for the duration of the 10-minute step.

   |---------------------|----------|--------------------|

   |  46 DASD data sets  | 26  DASD |  55 DASD data sets |

   |                     | data sets|                    |

   |---------------------|----------|--------------------|

   |<---- STEP  1 ------>|<-STEP 2->|<---- STEP  3 ----->|

BATPGM file       Accumulated Elements | Maximum Elements

                                       |

                        PGMADASD       |    PGMMXADA

Step 1    (00:10)          46          |       46

Step 2    (00:05)          26          |       26

Step 3    (00:10)          55          |       55

 

BATJOB file                            |

                        JOBADASD       |    JOBMXADA

Job       (00:25)         127          |       55

 

The value of JOBADASD is 127. It is known that approximately 127 DASD data sets were allocated sometime over the
three steps of the job.

The value of JOBMXADA is 55. It is known that a maximum of 55 DASD data sets were allocated in any one interval or
step of the job.

SMF Printer Device Activity

The BATSPL file contains information about print activity at the I/S facility. The Device Name (DEVNAME) data element
contains the installation-defined logical device name for JES output writers. For local printers, this data element will
contain PRINTERx or PRTxx where xx is an installation-defined printer number. For remote printers, the DEVNAME
data element will contain Rnn.PRxx (.PUxx) where Rnn is the remote terminal number and PRxx (PUxx) is the printer/
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punch number at the remote. When PSF processes the output and the device is a 3820, DEVNAME will contain the VTAM
logical unit name.

A simple SAS PROC FREQ on the DETAIL time-span of the BATSPL file will show how the various printing devices at the
I/S facility are utilized:

                 DATA TEMP ;

                 SET &BATX..BATSPL01 ;

                 PRTLINES=SUM(SPLNLR+SPLPNLR) ;

                 PROC FREQ DATA=TEMP ;

                 TABLES SUBSYSID*DEVNAME ;

                 WEIGHT PRTLINES ;

                 TITLE1 "PRINTER UTILIZATION AT MY CORP";

                 RUN;

by producing a report something like this:

                       PRINTER UTILIZATION AT MY CORP

                        TABLE OF DEVNAME BY SUBSYSID

               FREQUENCY|

                PERCENT |

                ROW PCT |

                COL PCT |JES2    |PSF     |XWRT    |  TOTAL

               ---------+--------+--------+--------+

               PRT1     |      0 |      0 |  24121 |  24121

                        |   0.00 |   0.00 |   4.96 |   4.96

                        |   0.00 |   0.00 | 100.00 |

                        |   0.00 |   0.00 | 100.00 |

               ---------+--------+--------+--------+

               PRT3     |      0 | 230198 |      0 | 230198

                        |   0.00 |  47.33 |   0.00 |  47.33

                        |   0.00 | 100.00 |   0.00 |

                        |   0.00 | 100.00 |   0.00 |

               ---------+--------+--------+--------+

               R22.PR1  |  23739 |      0 |      0 |  23739

                        |   4.88 |   0.00 |   0.00 |   4.88

                        | 100.00 |   0.00 |   0.00 |

                        |  10.23 |   0.00 |   0.00 |

               ---------+--------+--------+--------+

               R38.PR1  | 208333 |      0 |      0 | 208333

                        |  42.83 |   0.00 |   0.00 |  42.83

                        | 100.00 |   0.00 |   0.00 |

                        |  89.77 |   0.00 |   0.00 |

               ---------+--------+--------+--------+

               TOTAL      232072   230198    24121   486391

                           47.71    47.33     4.96   100.00
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SMF Memory Measurements
Real memory is one of the most constrained and expensive resources in the I/S facility. The effective management of
memory requires understanding of how this expensive resource is being used.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides many memory measurement data elements in the Batch Information
Area files. This section explains what measurements quantify use of the memory and what they represent.

• Real and Virtual Memory
• Address Spaces and the Memory Map
• Paging and Swapping
• Page Seconds and Memory Service Units

SMF Real and Virtual Memory

Virtual memory systems appear to have more central storage, or real memory, than they really do. The operating system
uses solid state and mechanical DASD devices as virtual memory, and moves 4K pages from the virtual memory devices
into real central storage when they are needed. Conversely, as the pages in real memory become inactive, they are
migrated from central storage to the virtual memory DASD devices. Using this virtual memory scheme, MVS is able to
support much higher multiprogramming levels than if it had to rely upon central storage alone.

The storage scheme used to support the virtual memory environment on the large mainframes running the MVS operating
systems is hierarchical. There are four levels to this storage hierarchy, which have data access speeds ranging from
nanoseconds to milliseconds.

High speed buffer

The fastest and most expensive storage on the mainframe is the high speed buffer, or cache memory. It contains the
code and data recently, currently, and soon to be needed by the instruction/execution elements for processing. Typical
sizes of cache memory range from 16K to 256K, where K represents one kilobyte or 1024 bytes. Access speed is in the
nanosecond range.

Central storage

Central storage or main storage is the second level in the hierarchy. It supports the storage and retrieval needs for data
and instructions in the processor complex. It is both slower and less expensive than cache. It may be viewed conceptually
as a number of 4K page frames. Typical sizes of main storage range from 16M to 1024M, where M represents one
megabyte or 1,048,576 bytes. Access speed is in the microsecond range.

Expanded storage

Expanded storage is the third level in the hierarchy and acts as a solid state paging device. It is a high-speed, high-
volume repository for 4K pages. It is used to reduce paging and swapping to mechanical DASD, as well as to reduce data
access times to often read or read only data sets. Typical sizes of expanded storage range from 64M to 8192M. Access
speed is in the microsecond range.

Auxiliary storage

Auxiliary storage is the final level in the hierarchy and is the slowest and least expensive. It is made up of high-
performance mechanical DASD devices that have access speeds in the millisecond range. It holds all of the page frames
that make up the currently existing address spaces. MVS moves 4K pages to and from central and auxiliary storage as it
successfully executes many more tasks than it could if it had to depend only upon central storage.

SMF Address Spaces and the Memory Map

A job step, started task, or TSO session exists in z/OS as an address space. The maximum address space size is
determined by the addressing range of the operating system.
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The 16 MB address space is made up of 256 64 KB segments, each of which is made up of 16 4 KB pages. So an
address space is nothing more than a great quantity of 4 KB pages that z/OS moves in and out of central storage,
expanded storage, and auxiliary storage as it manages the memory resources.

Before virtual memory, every byte that constituted a task or job step had to be in real memory during execution. Studies
have shown, however, that most programs tend to have localized activity over the duration of their execution. This means
that the instructions and in-program data activity tend to occur within a localized subset of the complete program. The
concept of virtual memory exploits this by keeping the entire address space in relatively inexpensive DASD and moving
the active pages to central storage as they are needed. This allows the multiprogramming level to increase dramatically
and allows the simultaneous execution of hundreds of TSO sessions, CICS and IMS sessions, started tasks, and batch
jobs.

The virtual storage layout for a single address space is shown below. The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer data
elements found in the step level files are shown in parentheses in the storage area whose value they contain.

--------------------------------------------------------2 GB

Extended | Extended LSQA/SWA/229/230        (PGMEAR)   |

Private  |---------------------------------------------|

(PGMERG) | Extended User Region             (PGMEUR)   |

-------------------------------------------------------|

Extended | Extended CSA                                |

Common   |---------------------------------------------|

         | Extended PLPA/FLPA/MLPA                     |

         |---------------------------------------------|

         | Extended SQA                                |

         |---------------------------------------------|

         | Extended Nucleus                            |

-------------------------------------------------------|16 MB

Common   | Nucleus                                     |

         |---------------------------------------------|

         | SQA                                         |

         |---------------------------------------------|

         | PLPA/FLPA/MLPA                              |

         |---------------------------------------------|

         | CSA                                         |

-------------------------------------------------------|

Private  | LSQA/SWA/229/230                 (PGMARB)   |

(PGMRGB) |---------------------------------------------|

         | User Region                      (PGMURB)   |

         |---------------------------------------------|24 KB

         | System Region (RCT)                         |

-------------------------------------------------------|8 KB

Common   | PSA                                         |

-------------------------------------------------------|0

The common area contains system control programs and control blocks. The segment tables for each address space all
point to the same segments that make up the common area. In this way, each address space appears to have its own
copy of the common area, but there is only one set of pages and segments that make up this shared area.

The common area is made up of the following parts:

 Common Area Parts Below 16MB Above 16MB
Prefixed storage area PSA ----
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Common service area CSA ECSA
Pageable link pack area PLPA EPLPA
Fixed link pack area FLPA EFLPA
Modified link pack area MLPA EMLPA
System queue area SQA ESQA
Nucleus   

The private area is unique to each address space and is made up of the instructions, data buffer areas, control blocks,
and so on that make up the task. The z/OS private area of an address space is partitioned as follows:

 Below 16MB Above 16MB
Local system queue area LSQA ELSQA
Scheduler work area SWA ESWA
Subpools 229/230   
System region area  ----
Private user region   

The MICS variables that are shown in the MVS memory maps above are measures of total storage amounts used by the
various parts that make up the address space of a job step, started task, or TSO session. The next sections discuss the
statistics that provide information about memory management.

SMF Paging and Swapping

The CPU requires that instructions and data be in central storage before it can operate on them. In the MVS environment,
the memory requirements of high multiprogramming levels often significantly exceed the available real memory. MVS
manages the limited real memory resource with paging and swapping. The SMF type 30 records provide a number of
statistics on paging, swapping, and related activity. MICS, in turn, provides a number of data elements in the step level
files that quantify these measurements.

Paging

MVS makes optimum use of limited real memory by keeping only a few pages of an address space in real memory at
any given time. When an address space is created by the initiation of a job step or TSO session, MVS loads all of the
pages unique to the address space in auxiliary storage (unless V=R was specified, in which case the pages are kept in
central storage for the duration of the step). The pages containing the instructions needed to start the program are loaded
into central storage and execution begins. When the next instruction to be executed is not in central storage, a page fault
occurs and the relevant page is copied from auxiliary to real storage so that execution can continue.

Page steals

The Real Storage Manager (RSM) manages the 4 KB page frames that make up central storage. There are control bits
and counters associated with each frame that the RSM uses in memory management. They indicate:

• How long since the page has been referenced (used)?
• Has the data in the page been altered?

The RSM always maintains an Available Frame Queue (AVQ), which is a list of central storage page frames currently
unused and available. As page faults occur and the available frames are used up, RSM examines all the frames in central
storage and "steals" frames from address spaces that have a high Unreferenced Interval Count (UIC). Since all the frames
in central storage have copies in auxiliary storage (except for address spaces that specify V=R and cannot have pages
stolen or paged out), it is better to steal a page that has not been altered. An unaltered page may be overlaid immediately
by a new page, but an altered page must first be written to auxiliary storage.
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Page reclaims

When a page is stolen and placed on the AFQ, there is a chance that the program from which the page was stolen may
reference instructions or data on the page. If this occurs before the page is reassigned to another address space, the
page may be reclaimed. This means that the page is removed from the AFQ and reassigned to the address space from
which it was stolen. This is a page reclaim and it is accomplished in microseconds as opposed to the milliseconds it would
take to move the page from auxiliary storage to central storage.

Swapping

The MVS System Resource Manager (SRM) attempts to maximize the use of the systems resources without
overcommitting them, which would cause overall degradation in throughput and response time. When certain levels of
resource use are exceeded, the SRM reduces the multiprogramming level by address space swapping. A swap involves
moving all the central storage pages associated with an active address space to a swap data set on DASD. While
swapped out, an address space is not executing. The address space is swapped back in after waiting in the swap data
sets for a while, and can continue executing where it left off.

Complex criteria are used by the SRM to determine which address space is swapped out. Domains, performance groups,
performance periods, service levels, and service received are all examined. The selection process is dependent upon how
the work load is defined at each individual MVS site. The main thing to realize about swapping is that it is an indication
that the system is overcommitted. Address space swapping does not take place unless the SRM concludes that the
processing facility has too many tasks competing for the system's resources.

SMF provides a great deal of information about the activities presented above. MICS, in turn, provides a number of data
elements that quantify the memory management measures.

The MICS data elements on paging and swapping activities found in the step level files are shown below:

Paging

PGMPGIN
Non VIO, Non Swap Page Ins

PGMCPGIN
Common Area Page Ins

PGMLPAPG
Link Pack Area Page Ins

PGMVPGIN
VIO Page Ins

PGMHIPI
Hiperspace Page Ins

PGMPGOUT
Non VIO, Non Swap Page Outs

PGMVPGOT
VIO Page Outs

PGMHIPO
Hiperspace Page Outs

Page reclaims

PGMVRCLM
VIO Reclaims

Page stealing

PGMPGST
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Pages Stolen

Address space swapping

PGMPGSWI
Pages Swapped In

PGMPGSWO
Pages Swapped Out

PGMSWAPS
Address Space Swap Sequences

Paging and swapping statistics are useful primarily at the step level, so MICS does not propagate these values to the job-
level MICS files, with two exceptions. JOBHIPI and JOBHIPO (hiperspace page ins and page outs) are carried in the job-
level files. These two data elements are the only measurement available on hiperspace data movement.

SMF Page Seconds and Memory Service Units

The MICS variables shown in the MVS memory maps in the Address Spaces and the Memory Map section are measures
of total virtual storage amounts used by the various parts that make up the address space of a job step, started task, or
TSO session.

There are additional measures of storage used that show real memory used and for how long.

Page seconds

Page seconds are the product of page frames in central storage and TCB CPU time used by an address space. Each time
the MVS dispatcher activates a particular address space, the TCB time is accumulated, and when an interrupt of some
sort occurs, the TCB time is multiplied by the number of active page frames in real memory to produce a value for page
seconds. These page seconds are accumulated over the life of the job step or session and are reported in the SMF type
30 record for the address space. The MICS variable for page seconds is PGMPGSEC in the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS,
and BAT_TP files.

Memory service units

Memory service units are similar to page seconds, but with a twist. In the CPU Service Units section, CPU service units
were discussed as a measure of work done that was repeatable on processors of different speeds. Memory service units
are calculated according to the following formula:

     Memory Service Units = (pages * TCB SU * SDC)/50

 

where:

pages
the real pages in memory.

TCB SU
the TCB CPU service units consumed.

SDC
the Service Definition Coefficient for memory as specified in the IPS (Installation Performance Specifications).

50
a scaling factor to bring memory service in line with TCB, SRB, and I/O service units.

So, where page seconds will change when an application is run on a processor with a different MIPS rating, even though
its execution is identical, MSO (Main Storage Occupancy) service units should not change, as long as the same SDC
values are used on the new processor. The MICS variable for MSO service units is PGMMSOSU in the BATPGM,
BAT_ST, BAT_TS, and BAT_TP files.
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SMF Print Activity Measurements
Printer activity occurs throughout the I/S facility at both the central processing site and at the remote and NJE nodes that
make up a processing network. When a SYSOUT data set is opened by a job step, started task, or TSO session, the JES
subsystem is responsible for the SYSOUT I/O. As the output is generated, it is written to the JES spool. When the job
ends or the SYSOUT data set is closed and the output is freed (by coding FREE=CLOSE in the JCL), a writer may print
the output on a physical printer (unless the STSOUT was generated with a hold specification, in which case it must be
released from the spool before it can print).

SMF provides measurements on printer activity via the SMF type 6 Output Writer Records. There are a variety of different
SMF type 6 records originating from a number of writer subsystems, including:

• JES2
• JES3
• External Writer
• PSF (Print Services Facility)
• IBM PrintWay (TCP/IP transmission)

MICS Print Measurements

The SMF type 6 Output Writer Records are generated when physical printing occurs. The execution of an address space
can produce many SYSOUT data sets, each of which can produce one or more SMF type 6 records when printed.

See the Files section, for summary print statistics at the job level in the BATJOB and BAT_JS files, and detailed print
statistics for each output data set in the BATSPL file.

SMF Record Descriptions
The SMF records used by the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer can be classified into two basic categories: batch and
operations, which correspond to the two information areas. This section describes the creation process for each of the
record types processed by the Batch and Operations Analyzer.

• Batch SMF Record Descriptions
• Operations SMF Record Descriptions

Batch SMF Record Descriptions

Batch SMF records contain information about jobs, programs, TSO sessions, system tasks, APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled
Transaction Programs (TPs), and measured usage license charges. These records are generated when certain events
occur during the life cycle of an address space. The activities of a job from reader input to system purge are made up of
many events that are recorded as separate SMF records. These SMF records are interdependent and must all be used to
completely reconstruct the job, TSO session, started task, or APPC/MVS TP.

The following figure "Job, Started Task, or Session Flow Using Type 30 Records" shows events in the life cycle of a job
and the SMF records that are created for those events.

      * Job Submission

     |

     |

     |    * Job Initiation (Type 30-1)

     |    |

     |    |

     |    |                       * Step Termination (Type 30-4)

     |    |                       |

     |    |                       |
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     |    |                       |                                                * Step Termination (Type

 30-4)

     |    |                       |                                                |

     |    |                       |                                                |

     |    |                       |                                                |                * Job

 Termination (Type 30-5)

     |    |                       |                                                |                |

     |    |                       |                                                |                |

 \\

  > TIME                                                                                                     

          >

 /----------------------+---------+-------------+-------------+-------------+------

+----------------------------------/

                        |         |             |             |             |      |

                        |         |             |             |             |      * Interval Last (Type 30-3)

                        |         |             |             |             |

                        |         |             |             |             * Interval (Type 30-2)

                        |         |             |             |

                        |         |             |             |

                        |         |             |             |

                        |         |             |             * Interval (Type 30-2)

                        |         |             |

                        |         |             |

                        |         |             |

                        |         |             * Interval (Type 30-2)

                        |         |

                        |         |

                        |         |

                        |         |

                        |         |

                        |         * Interval Last (Type 30-3)

                        |

                        |

                        |

                        |

                        |

                        * Interval (Type 30-2)

 

Two views or perspectives of ASCH scheduled Transaction Programs (TPs) are supported by SMF. The address space
perspective of the TP execution is provided by the type 30 records, while the per transaction perspective is provided by
the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

The following two figures show the flow of events in the life of an APPC/MVS ASCH standard scheduled Transaction
Program (TP) and a multi-trans scheduled Transaction Program (TP) respectively.

                          *** APPC/MVS ASCH Standard Scheduled TP SMF Recording ***

  

  

  

  

     * APPC/MVS ASCH Standard TP Request Recognized by APPC

     |

     |
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     |    * ASCH TP Initiation (Type 30-1)

     |    |

     |    |

     |    |                                    * TP Step Termination (Type 30-4)

     |    |                                    |

     |    |                                    |

     |    |                                    |* APPC/MVS TP Accounting (Type 33)

     |    |                                    ||

     |    |                                    ||

     |    |                                    ||* TP Job Termination (Type 30-5)

     |    |                                    |||

     |    |                                    |||

     |    |                                    |||              * JES Output Writer (Type 6)

     |    |                                    |||              |

     |    |                                    |||              |

     |    |                                    |||              | * TP Purge (Type 26)

     |    |                                    |||              | |

     |    |                                    |||              | |

     |    |                                    |||              | |

 \\

  > TIME                                                                   >

 /------------------------+---------------+---+---------------------------/

                          |               |   |

                          |               |   |

                          |               |   |

                          |               |   |

                          |               |   * TP Last Interval (Type 30-3)

                          |               |

                          |               |

                          |               * TP Interval (Type 30-2)

                          |

                          |

                          * TP Interval (Type 30-2)

 

                    *** APPC/MVS ASCH Multi-trans Scheduled TP SMF Recording ***

  

  

 EVENT   * APPC/MVS ASCH Multi-trans TP Request Recognized by APPC

         |

         |    * TP Initiation

         |    |

         |    |     * Get Trans

         |    |     |

         |    |     |     * Get Trans

         |    |     |     |

         |    |     |     |     * Get Trans

         |    |     |     |     |

         |    |     |     |     |     * Ret Trans

         |    |     |     |     |     |

         |    |     |     |     |     |     * Get Trans

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     * Get Trans

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |
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         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     * Ret Trans              * Output Writer (Type 6)

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |                        |

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     * TP End           |   * Purge (Type 26)

         |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |                  |   |

     \\

      > TIME                                                                                             >

     /--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+--+--+-----+-----+-----++++--------------------------------------/

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     ||||

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     |||* TP Job End (Type 30-5)

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     |||

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     ||* TP Step End (Type 30-4)

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     ||

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     |* TP Last Interval (Type 30-3)

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     |

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |     * Type 33 Shell

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     |

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |     * Type 33 TP

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     |

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |     * Type 33 TP 33 TP

              |     |     |     |     |  |  |

              |     |     |     |     |  |  * Type 33 Shell

              |     |     |     |     |  |

              |     |     |     |     |  * Interval (Type 30-2)

              |     |     |     |     |

              |     |     |     |     * Type 33 TP

              |     |     |     |

              |     |     |     * Type 33 TP

              |     |     |

              |     |     * Type 33 TP

              |     |

              |     * Type 33 Shell

              |

              + Job Initiation (Type 30-1)

 

TThe first group of Batch SMF record types is the execution type records. These record types contain measurement data
from the reader start timestamp up to the termination of the job. MVS/SE2 and later versions of MVS should produce and
use SMF type 30 records.

SMF TYPE 30 record

The SMF type 30 record, or Common Address Space Work Record, has six subtypes, the first five of which are used by
MICS.

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 1 - Initiation Record
The SMF type 30 subtype 1 record is written when an initiator selects a batch job, a started task begins, a TSO
user logs on, or an APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TP is selected by an APPC initiator. It contains user identification,
programmer's name, accounting information from the JOB statement, and RACF and ACF2-related information.

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 2 - Interval Record
If interval SMF recording is active (see the SMF Record Interval Recording Specification section) and a step has not
completed within the interval time period (normally 15, 30, or 60 minutes), an SMF type 30 subtype 2 record is written
showing resources consumed over the interval. This SMF record contains all of the same resource measurements as
the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record, except for the initiator CPU time measures, the amount of SYSIN card
images read by the reader, and data space storage.
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The SMF type 30 interval records can be synchronized to be written at any minute of the hour. When synchronization
is in effect, the first interval record for a step may represent less than a complete interval. The first interval record is
written at a time dictated by the SYS1.PARMLIB(SYNCPARM) value. Any subsequent subtype 2 records for the step
will represent complete intervals.

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 3 - Interval End Record
If interval SMF recording is active (see the SMF Record Interval Recording Specification section) and a step ends, a
SMF type 30 subtype 3 interval record is written. It contains measures of resource consumption since either the start of
the step or end of the previous interval. If a step ends before the specified interval duration has elapsed, no SMF type
30 subtype 2 records are produced. A single SMF type 30 subtype 3 interval end record is produced. It contains all of
the same resource measurements as the SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end record, except for a few values (see section
the USRSSF4 exit in the Input Exits section).

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 4 - Step End Record
The SMF type 30 subtype 4 record is written at the end of each job step, TSO session, and started task to record such
resource-related data as elapsed time, CPU time, main storage allocated and used, EXCP count by device address,
paging activity for the step, and usage data for products registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging
(MULC) subsystem. It is written at normal or abnormal termination of the job step or system task.

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 5 - Job Termination Record
The SMF type 30 subtype 5 record is written at the end of each job execution to summarize its resource usage. This
record includes the start and stop time for processing of the job by the Reader/Interpreter, the job initiation time and
date, the number of steps in the job, accounting information, and the completion code of the last step of the job. It is
written at the normal termination of the job.

• SMF Type 30 Subtype 6 - System Address Space Record
The SMF type 30 subtype 6 record is written only at the expiration of an interval; the values are cumulative and
indicate data collected since the initialization of the address space. If a system address space later goes through full
function start, data is not reported for the period between the expiration of the previous interval and the time that the
address space goes through full function start. The subtype 6 record contains data for the APPC/MVS Cumulative
Resource section, but data in the APPC/MVS Resource section is not reported in subtype 6.

• SMF Type 33 - APPC/MVS TP Accounting Record
The SMF type 33 record is produced once for each APPC/MVS ASCH standard scheduled TP and represents the
complete resource utilization for the TP. For multi-trans TPs, the TP remains in execution between conversation
requests from partner TPs. This type of TP is composed of two parts, the TP portion and the multi-trans shell portion.
An SMF type 33 record is produced at the completion of each conversation from a requesting partner TP. It is also
produced at the completion of each execution of the multi-trans shell portion of the TP. Type 33 records produced for
standard TPs and the TP portion of multi-trans TPs contain timestamp information for each event from the moment that
APPC/MVS first became aware of the TP request through TP completion. Resource utilization information is limited,
but complete accountability of the requesting partner TP is provided. This record is similar to the transaction records
provided by applications such as CICS and IMS. The type 33 records produced for the shell portion of a multi-trans
TP provide only generic accounting information and minimal timestamps since the shell execution is not related to any
particular partner TP.

• SMF Type 6 - Output Writer
The SMF type 6 record is written when a writer has finished processing a SYSOUT class or a form within a class. It
includes the date and time the writer began processing this job, the number of records written per form number and
class, an I/O error flag, and the total number of data sets processed by the writer for this job. MICS currently reads
JES2, JES3, External Writer, and PSF generated SMF type 6 records.

• SMF Type 25 - JES3 Device Allocation
The SMF type 25 record is written for each job processed by JES3 main device scheduling and is written after JES3
has scheduled devices for this job. One type 25 record is written for all device allocations required through the user's
DD statements for the job. This record contains allocation-related information such as the number of tape and disk
volumes fetched and mounted, and the time and date of JES3 device verification.

• SMF Type 26 - Job Purge
The SMF type 26 record is written at job purge time after all SYSOUT for the job is processed. This record may be
written much later than the other SMF records on the job because it is not written until all the SYSOUT is processed,
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including held SYSOUT. This record is critical because it indicates the end of a job and it contains timestamp and
network information about the entire job that is not available elsewhere. This record contains operation information
such as JES job class, and the start and stop times and dates for the reader, the converter, the execution processor,
and the output processor.

• SMF Type 89 - Usage Data
SMF type 89 records are generated at specified intervals (maximum one hour) and collect usage information about
software products registered with IBM's Measured Usage License Charging (MULC) subsystem. IBM provides a
utility program (IFAURP) that both manages the archival of SMF type 89 records and analyzes the record contents to
determine IBM software product usage levels and corresponding licensing rates.

Operations SMF Record Descriptions

The operations SMF records contain information about IPLs, outages, hardware, software, and system configuration.
These SMF records are generated when particular events in the system occur and they are not interdependent, as are
the Batch SMF records. Each record gives information about some event. The operations SMF records are outlined below
with a brief explanation of the event recorded and the information contained in the record.

• SMF Type 0 - IPL
The SMF type 0 record is written after every IPL of the system. It includes the virtual and real storage sizes and some
of the SMF options in effect.

• SMF Type 7 - SMF Data Lost
The SMF type 7 record is the first record built when no SMF data sets are available. Data existing in the SMF buffer
is written to the newly available SMF data set before the type 7 record is built in the buffer. This record contains a
count of the SMF records that were not written, and the start and end times of the period during which no records were
written.

• SMF Type 8 - I/O Configuration
The SMF type 8 record is written after the IPL of the system is completed and the SET DATE operator command is
issued. This record identifies each device that is online at IPL by device class, unit type, channel address, and unit
address.

• SMF Type 9 - Vary Online
The SMF type 9 record is written when a VARY ONLINE command is processed. This record identifies the device
being added to the configuration by device class, unit type, channel address, and unit address. With ESCON support,
the reason for the VARY command is given.

• SMF Type 10 - Allocation Recovery
The SMF type 10 record is written after a successful device allocation recovery. This record identifies the device that is
made available by device class, unit type, channel address, and unit address.

• SMF Type 11 - Vary Offline
The SMF type 11 record is written when a VARY OFFLINE command is processed. This record identifies the device
being removed from the configuration by device class, unit type, channel address, and unit address. With ESCON
support, the reason for the VARY command is given.

• SMF Type 22 - Configuration
The SMF type 22 record is written after every IPL of the system when a VARY CPU or VARY CH operator command is
processed, when a VARY STOR operator command is processed, and when a VARY ONLINE,S or VARY OFFLINE,S
operator command is processed. This record describes the CPU, channel, or storage range.

• SMF Type 23 - SMF Status
The SMF type 23 record is written at the interval specified in the STATUS parameter in SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx).
This record contains the time the record was written, the number of buffers written, the number of buffer suspensions,
the recording interval, the maximum number of SMF buffers in use, the number of SMF records written, and the
interval start time.

• SMF Type 31 - TIOC Initialization
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The SMF type 31 record is written when a MODIFY TCAM operation command is issued. This record contains the
number of time-sharing buffers, buffer size, maximum number of output and input buffers allowed per terminal before
wait thresholds, and number of buffers reserved on the free queue.

• SMF Type 43 - JES Start
The SMF type 43 record is written during JES initialization. This record contains an indicator for the type of start, JES
initialization deck origin type and contents, and JES procedure name.

• SMF Type 45 - JES Stop
The SMF type 45 record is written during JES termination. This record contains an indicator for the type of JES stop
and JES completion code.

• SMF Type 90 - System Status
The SMF type 90 record is written whenever certain operator commands are issued. The record is created for
operation and reporting of reliability data and allows the data center to establish availability statistics.
MICS uses the following SMF type 90 record subtypes:
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  1 - SET TIME
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  2 - SET DATE
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  3 - SETDMN
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  4 - SET IPS
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  5 - SET SMF
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  6 - SWITCH SMF
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  7 - HALT EOD
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  8 - IPL PROMPT (see Section 6.3.5)
– SMF Type 90 Subtype  9 - IPL SMF
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 10 - IPL SRM (and WLM)
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 11 - SET OPT
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 12 - SET ICS
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 13 - SETSMF
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 14 - SET MPF
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 15 - SET SMF (Restart)
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 16 - SET DAE
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 17 - SET PFK
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 18 - SET GRSRNL
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 23 - WLM Service Definition Install
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 24 - WLM Service Policy Activation
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 34 - Processor Capacity Change
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 35 - SETLOAD xx, IEASYM
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 36 - SET CON
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 39 - SET SMFLIM
– SMF Type 90 Subtype 40 - IPL and Shutdown Boosts

SMF APPC/MVS Overview
The APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled transaction program (TP) supports cooperative processing across different platforms in
the IBM SNA network.

APPC concepts and terminology

Advanced Program to Program Communication (APPC) uses the LU6.2 protocol to allow programs to communicate over
the Systems Network Architecture (SNA). APPC/MVS extends the support to the z/OS mainframe.
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Programs that communicate using APPC services are called transaction programs (TPs). A TP on one system uses
APPC communication calls to access a TP on another system to perform some task. This communication is called a
conversation. The task is considered a single cooperative application executing on different (or the same) systems.

From the z/OS perspective, the TP residing on the z/OS system is considered the local TP, while the TP it is
communicating with is the partner TP. If both TPs reside on z/OS, the TP initiating the conversation is considered local.

APPC/MVS is implemented primarily with two address spaces: the APPC address space and the ASCH scheduler
address space.

The APPC address space is a VTAM application that intercepts and handles all requests for APPC services. When a
request is for a z/OS TP on the same system, it is considered an inbound request. When a request is for a TP elsewhere
in the SNA network, it is considered an outbound request.

Inbound requests are passed to the APPC/MVS scheduler address space (ASCH). The ASCH scheduler is responsible
for a set of full-function address spaces, called subordinate address spaces, that use APPC initiators to initiate and
execute TPs on the z/OS system.

APPC/MVS is not just a transaction handler, like CICS or IMS. The primary difference is that APPC/MVS ASCH-
scheduled TPs execute in independent, full-function address spaces, and have access to all z/OS services. For example,
an APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP can use hiperspaces and data spaces. The cooperative processing model used with
APPC/MVS supports a true peer-to-peer relationship between partner TPs.

Although TSO sessions, batch programs, started tasks, and even ASCH scheduled TPs can allocate a conversation
with a z/OS ASCH-scheduled TP on the same system, the real power of APPC/MVS is found in the ability of a program
running on a PC workstation to access the resources of the mainframe to accomplish some task. This is the gap that IBM
intends to bridge with APPC/MVS: using the power of the mainframe to access and process information, then sending the
results back to the presentation-rich workstation environment.

Enabling APPC/MVS

Setting up the APPC/MVS environment is not a trivial task.

• One or more profile data sets must be established in the z/OS environment with entries for each local APPC/MVS TP
that will be the target of an inbound allocation request.

• Local TPs (for example, TSO session, batch job, started task, ASCH-scheduled TP) can use symbolic names for the
partner TP with whom they want to establish a conversation. A side information data set must be established that the
APPC address space uses to translate these symbolic names to the true network ID and TP name of the targeted TP.

• The APPCPMxx members of SYS1.PARMLIB must have all local LUs defined and associated with TP profile data sets
and schedulers. The ASCH scheduler is the default, but other schedulers may also be used. These other schedulers
might be used for inbound CICS or IMS transactions and do not generate any of the SMF records used by the MICS
Batch and Operations Analyzer. This discussion is limited to TPs scheduled by the APPC/MVS ASCH scheduler.

• The local APPC/MVS LUs must be defined in SYS1.VTAMLST and the logon mode names in SYS1.VTAMLIB.
• Session characteristics that override VTAM defaults for local and partner LUs must be defined in the APPCPMxx

members of SYS1.PARMLIB.
• The valid APPC initiator classes must be defined in the APPCPMxx members of SYS1.PARMLIB. All local TPs must

be assigned one of these classes in the profile data sets.
• If RACF security is required, LUs and TPs must be defined to the RACF system.

Scheduling methods

The TPs defined in the APPC/MVS profile data sets to be run in the APPC initiators are scheduled by the ASCH
scheduler. They can be of two types: standard and multi-trans.

Standard TPs are the default. They are very similar to one-step batch jobs. The APPC/MVS ASCH scheduler initializes
them for each inbound conversation request and terminates them at conversation end. This method of scheduling assures
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a clean environment for each instance of the TP execution. But the resources required by the TP must be allocated and
deallocated every time the TP executes.

Multi-trans TPs offer some benefits over standard TPs because they remain in execution in the subordinate address
space between allocation requests. Frequently requested TPs are good candidates for multi-trans scheduling because
they avoid the repeated allocation and deallocation of the programs' resources. The multi-trans TP is composed of two
parts: the shell portion and the TP portion. When ASCH first schedules a multi-trans TP, the shell portion allocates the
general resources, then issues a GETTRANS to ASCH to obtain the inbound conversation request. The TP portion
takes over and satisfies the conversation request. When the conversation terminates, the TP can either issue another
GETTRANS to receive the next inbound request or issue a RETTRANS to return to the shell environment if clean-up
actions are required between consecutive conversations.

Both standard and multi-trans TPs run in the ASCH-managed address spaces are reported on by SMF. In fact, unlike
the batch, TSO, and started tasks, APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TPs are supported with two types of SMF records. The
SMF type 30 records provide an address space perspective of the TP execution, while the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP
Accounting record provides a transaction-oriented perspective of TP execution.

Figures 6-3 and 6-4 show the SMF records produced for standard and multi-trans TP executions. A standard scheduled
TP will produce the same SMF record set as a one-step batch job, the SMF type 30 record subtypes 1-5. A single SMF
type 33 record is produced at the end of the standard TP execution.

A multi-trans scheduled TP, while producing exactly the same SMF type 30 record set as a standard TP, will produce
multiple type 33 records. One type 33 record is produced for each conversation request handled by the TP portion and
one type 33 record is produced for each period spent in the shell portion.

MICS support for APPC/MVS

MICS support for APPC/MVS ASCH scheduled TPs is provided with two batch information area files. The APPC/MVS TP
Activity file (BAT_TP) is created from the SMF type 30 records produced for a TP execution. The APPC/MVS Transaction
file (BATATP) is produced from the SMF type 33 records. These files are discussed in detail in Sections 5.2.6 and 5.2.7.
The BAT_TP file provides an address space perspective of an ASCH-scheduled TP, while the BATATP file provides a
transaction-oriented perspective. For multi-trans TPs in particular, the BATATP file provides the only means to examine
the many individual conversations held with different partner TPs while the ASCH-scheduled multi-trans TP remained in
execution.

The following sections describe various aspects of APPC/MVS TP analysis and management.

• APPC/MVS Transaction Events and Measured Intervals
• APPC/MVS Transaction Response Time
• APPC/MVS Transaction Accounting

SMF APPC/MVS Transaction Events and Measured Intervals

APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled Transaction Programs (TPs) are allocated by a partner TP, either from the same local MVS
environment or from another TP somewhere in the SNA network.

APPC/MVS ASCH- scheduled TP  time stamps

The SMF type 33 TP Accounting records contain time stamps that trace the TP request from the first moment that APPC/
MVS becomes aware of the request through the termination of the conversation. The MICS data elements that record
event time and date stamps in the APPC/MVS Transaction file, (BATATP), are shown below:

RDRTS
Reader Time Stamp

ATPSCHTS
Scheduled Time Stamp
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STARTTS
Start Time Stamp

ENDTS
End Time Stamp

For standard TPs and the TP portion of multi-trans TPs:

• Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) is the date and time that the APPC address space first became aware of the inbound TP
allocation request.

• Scheduled Time Stamp (ATPSCHTS) is the date and time that the ASCH scheduler placed the requested TP in the
execution queue.

• Start Time Stamp (STARTTS) is the date and time that the requested TP began execution and the conversation.
• End Time Stamp (ENDTS) is the date and time that the conversation terminated.

For the shell portion of multi-trans TPs:

• Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) is missing.
• Scheduled Time Stamp (ATPSCHTS) is missing.
• Start Time Stamp (STARTTS) is estimated by subtracting the shell's TP TCB+SRB CPU Time (ATPCPUTM) and Total

Device Connect Time (ATPTCNT) from ENDTS.
• End Time Stamp (ENDTS) is the time the SMF type 33 record was written to the SMF buffer.

The SMF type 33 record does not record any date/time stamp values for the shell portion of multi-trans TPs. The shell
portion cannot be attributed to a request for the TP's execution. The TP Type (ATPTYPE) data element identifies the
TP type as 'STP', 'MTP', or 'MSH' for standard TPs, TP portion of multi-trans TPs, or shell portion of multi-trans TPs,
respectively.

APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP measured intervals

The measured intervals for APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TPs are derived from the time stamps mentioned above. They
are:

ATPTNSTM
APPC Transit Time

ATPINQTM
ASCH Queue Time

ATPEXCTM
TP Execution Time

ATPTRSTM
Total Response Time

ATPAVTTM
Average Response Time

For standard TPs and the TP portion of multi-trans TPs:
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• APPC Transit Time (ATPTNSTM) contains the time an inbound request spent in the APPC/MVS address space before
being sent to the ASCH address space for scheduling, that is, ATPSCHTS - RDRTS.

• ASCH Queue Time (ATPINQTM) contains the total elapsed time APPC/MVS Transaction Programs (TPs) spent in the
APPC/MVS Scheduler waiting for an initiator, that is, STARTTS - ATPSCHTS.

• TP Execution Time (ATPEXCTM) contains the total elapsed time the APPC/MVS TP executed; that is, ENDTS -
STARTTS.

• Total Response Time (ATPTRSTM) is the sum of ATPTRSTM, ATPEXCTM, and ATPEXCTM; that is, ENDTS -
RDRTS.

• Average Response Time (ATPAVTTM) is equal to Total Response Time (ATPTRSTM) in the BATATP file DETAIL
time-span. At summarized time-spans, ATPAVTTM is the Total Response Time (ATPTRSTM) divided by TP Count
(ATPCOUNT).

For the shell portion of multi-trans TPs:

• APPC Transit Time (ATPTNSTM) is missing.
• ASCH Queue Time (ATPINQTM) is missing.
• TP Execution Time (ATPEXCTM) is estimated as ENDTS - STARTTS.
• Total Response Time (ATPTRSTM) is equal to ATPEXCTM.
• Average Response Time (ATPAVTTM) is equal to Total Response Time in the BATATP file DETAIL time-span. At

summarized time-spans, ATPAVTTM is the Total Response Time divided by TP Count (ATPCOUNT).

The APPC Transit Time (ATPTRSTM) and ASCH Queue Time (ATPINQTM) data elements represent the time required to
allocate and initiate the conversation. TP Execution Time (ATPEXCTM) is variable and depends on the nature of the TP
executed.

SMF APPC/MVS Transaction Response Time

The response time for an APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP is an important value to measure and study. A number
of factors, many controllable, affect the TP response time and ultimately the perceived value that IBM's cooperative
processing model gives to your processing environment.

The following sections discuss APPC/MVS TP response time considerations:

Detail APPC Transaction Response Time Analysis

The DETAIL time-span APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP) contains measurements that describe both the Total
Response Time (ATPTRSTM) of an APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP and the component parts, listed below:

ATPTNSTM
APPC Transit Time

ATPINQTM
ASCH Queue Time

ATPEXCTM
TP Execution Time

One additional component of TP response time that is not captured is the network delay time incurred between the time
the partner TP issues the allocate request and the time that the APPC/MVS address space receives the request.

APPC Transit Time

APPC Transit Time (ATPTNSTM) should be minimal. This is the duration bounded by the time that APPC/MVS first
receives the allocate request and the time that the request is passed to the ASCH scheduler. During this time, the APPC
address space performs symbolic name translation (only for requests from partner TPs in the local environment), security
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authorization checking, mapping of the TP name to the appropriate profile data set, and extraction of the information
required by the ASCH scheduler.

If this component of Total Response Time is excessive, it is probably due to excessive search time required to find the TP
information in the profile data set. This search time can be minimized by creating more profile data sets and limiting the
number of TPs in each.

ASCH Queue Time

ASCH Queue Time (ATPINQTM) is the easiest to control. Each ASCH-scheduled TP is assigned to a TP Class
(ATPCLASS). The allowable TP Classes are defined in the ASCHPMxx member(s) of SYS1.PROCLIB. Each TP Class
has the following performance specifications:

The MIN and MAX keywords specify the minimum and maximum number of initiators for the TP Class. The allowable
ranges and defaults are:

                         MIN            MAX

                      ----------      ----------

             DEFAULT      0               1

             RANGE    0 - 64,000      1 - 64,000

 

The RESPGOAL (response goal) keyword specifies, in seconds, the acceptable amount of ASCH queue and TP
execution time for the TP Class. The ASCH scheduler uses this value, compared to the real queue and execution times
of TPs of the class, to determine whether to create additional initiators for the TP class. The range and default values for
RESPGOAL are:

                                RESPGOAL

                 ----------------------------------------

   DEFAULT                          1  second

   RANGE         0.000001 - 31,536,000 seconds (365 days)

 

The response goal value should be set to the average run time for TPs of the class. IBM points out that some reasonable
amount of queue delay time should be included to provide for the time required by the ASCH scheduler to create and
terminate initiators.

If excessive ASCH Queue Time values are encountered for TPs of a particular class, the MAX initiator value may be too
low for the quantity of TPs requested. Additionally, if the RESPGOAL value is set too high, ASCH will not be compelled
to create additional initiators and will instead allow requests to wait in the queue, especially if the system is strained and
other TP classes have more stringent response goals.

TP Execution Time

The final component of Total Response Time is TP Execution Time (ATPEXCTM). This is completely dependent upon the
nature of the program executed. This component should be analyzed to ensure that the TP Class used is correct for the
TP. TPs with typically long execution times should not be assigned to a TP Class with a short response goal.

TP Type (STP/MTP/MSH) (ATPTYPE) should be considered when analyzing TP response time. Standard TPs
(ATPTYPE='STP') are initiated for each inbound allocation request while multi-trans TPs (ATPTYPE='MTP' and 'MSH')
remain in execution between requests. The shell portions of multi-trans TPs (ATPTYPE='MTP' and 'MSH') are not good
candidates for response time analysis because the total response time is equal to an estimate of the shell's execution
time.

Summary APPC Transaction Response Time Analysis

For MICS timespans other that DETAIL, the Application Unit Identifier (ATPAPU), TP Type (ATPTYPE), and Average
Response Time (ATPAVTTM) data elements are important for response time analysis.
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The Application Unit Identifier is discussed in the ATPAPU - APPC/MVS Application Unit Definition and APPCAURT -
APPC Application Unit Derivation Routine sections. The TP Class (ATPCLASS) data element is the most reasonable
value to use in assigning a value to ATPAPU, but, because it is possible to set up APPC/MVS so that all TPs run under a
single TP Class, the derivation is left to the user.

TP Type (ATPTYPE) can be either 'STP', 'MTP', or 'MSH', for standard scheduled TPs, multi-trans scheduled TPs, or
multi- trans shells, respectively. The data dictionary description provides detailed information about ATPTYPE, and the
APPC/MVS Overview section explains their execution characteristics.

The summary keys for the BATATP file are shown for the various timespans in the BATATP File Organization section. TP
Type (ATPTYPE) and Application Unit Identifier (ATPAPU) are included in every BATATP timespan. This allows summary
timespan response time analysis to be performed on TPs with similar execution characteristics.

The primary reason ATPTYPE is a BATATP file sort/sequence element is because the response time characteristics of
the three ASCH-scheduled TP types is different. A standard TP must be initiated for each allocate request (conversation),
while a multi-trans TP remains initiated between consecutive conversations with partner TPs. The shell portion of multi-
trans TPs, (ATPTYPE 'MSH') is not associated with any particular allocation request, and the only duration available for
this TP Type is TP Execution Time (ATPEXCTM), which is estimated as explained in the APPC/MVS Transaction Events
and Measured Intervals section.

Average Response Time (ATPAVTTM) is the response time measurement to be used in the MICS BATATP file summary
timespans. Its value is derived by dividing Total Response Time (ATPTRSTM) by TP Count (ATPCOUNT). TP Count is set
to one for each DETAIL BATATP timespan record.

SMF APPC/MVS Accounting

All MVS address spaces can use APPC services

When APPC/MVS is active, all local address spaces can use APPC services to execute cooperative programming
applications with partner TPs. The BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, and BATJOB files all have data elements that
quantify APPC activity. In these batch programs, TSO session, started task, ASCH-scheduled TP, and job-level files, the
APPC-related measurements are derived from the APPC Resource section of the SMF type 30 Common Address Space
records.

The APPC Resource Section includes such measurements as the total number of APPC conversations allocated
(PGMCOALC and JOBCOALC) and the amount of data sent and received during the conversations (PGMDATAS,
JOBDATAS, PGMDATAR, and JOBDATAR). Duplicate accounting issues exist for the data sent and received data
elements, and care should be exercised when using them for data traffic analysis and chargeback purposes. These issues
are thoroughly discussed in the Data Dictionary entries for the elements.

APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled transaction programs

Two Batch Information Area files provide information about the Transaction Programs (TPs) executed in the APPC/MVS
ASCH-managed address spaces.

The BAT_TP file

Like the BAT_ST and BAT_TS files, the APPC/MVS TP Activity file (BAT_TP) is a parallel file to the Batch User Program
Activity file (BATPGM). It is created from the SMF type 30 Common Address Space Work records and provides an
address space perspective of ASCH-scheduled TPs running in the APPC subordinate address spaces. The BAT_TP file
contains all of the paging, memory utilization, CPU times, and other address-space-related measurements, but does not
provide good accountability back to the partner TP that requested the ASCH-scheduled TP represented by the record.
In fact, the BAT_TP observation does not provide such important information as the scheduling type (standard or multi-
trans), TP name, profile, or class. And, when the TP is a multi-trans scheduled TP, the resource utilization data involving
many individual transactions or conversations with partner TPs is summarized together in the type 30 record, and thus the
BAT_TP observation.
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For these reasons, the BAT_TP file is not a good candidate for APPC/MVS transaction accounting, but, if required, step-
level chargeback is supported by MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.

The BATATP file

The APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP), on the other hand, satisfies all of the requirements for accounting. It is created
from the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record and has the following characteristics:

• A single DETAIL timespan observation is created for each transaction (conversation).
• The partner TP that requested the execution is identified by RACF user ID (RACFUSID) and group ID (RACFGRID).
• The accounting information of the requesting partner TP is present (ACTFLD1 - ACTFLDn).
• The requesting partner's Network Identifier (ATPNETID) and LU name (ATPPLU) are provided.
• The TP type (ATPTYPE), class (ATPCLASS), profile (ATPPROF), and name (ATPNAME) are provided.
• Resource utilization measurements are provided.

ATPTCBTM
TP TCB CPU Time

ATPSRBTM
TP SRB CPU Time

ATPCPUTM
TP TCB+SRB CPU Time

ATPTCNT
Total Device Connect Time

ATPBLKTR
Blocks Transferred

ATPDATAR
Data Received (Bytes)*

ATPDATAS
Data Sent (Bytes)*
* Carefully read the Data Dictionary entries for Data Received and Data Sent. Duplicate accounting possibilities exist with
these elements.

APPC/MVS can be implemented with a variety of security requirements. In order to guarantee accountability back to the
requesting TP, it is important that your APPC/MVS administrator fully understand the implications of the various security
options. We recommend that the APPC/MVS environment be implemented so that user IDs and passwords are required
from TPs requesting APPC services.

The BATATP file is the best choice for APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP accounting and chargeback purposes because it
provides transaction level granularity and accountability back to the requesting partner.

The Batch and Operations Analyzer provides an account code derivation exit routine (APPCRTE), discussed in
the APPCRTE - APPC/MVS Account Code Exit Routine section, that is used to set the ACCTNOx variables. MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option provides complete accounting support for the BATATP file.

SMF UNIX System Services (USS) Overview
UNIX System Services (USS) is a fully functional implementation of UNIX on the MVS and z/OS operating systems. Both
the execution of UNIX processes and the UNIX hierarchical file system are supported. The UNIX implementation supports
the cloned address spaces via the fork() command and the creation of program substeps via use of the EXEC function.
Use of the UNIX fork() command results in the creation of a "child" address space that both executes the same program
and inherits identification information from the "parent" address space. Use of the UNIX EXEC function results in current
step termination. A new step is then initialized and maintained as the same step number of the just-terminated step but is
assigned a new substep number.
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Introduction to Unix system services (USS)

UNIX System Services (USS) allows two open systems interfaces on the z/OS operating system: API, application
programming interface, and an optional interactive shell interface. UNIX processors can execute in any environment, for
example batch, TSO/E, started tasks, or any other MVS application platform within the API. These programs can request:

• only z/OS serviceso
• only UNIX System Services
• both z/OS and UNIX System Services

The optional shell interface is a command interface like TSO/E with a programming language shell similar to REXX
(Restructured eXtended eXecutor). The shell supports the following types of work:

• Programs run interactively by shell users
• Shell commands and scripts run interactively by shell users
• Shell commands and scripts run as batch jobs

Support for UNIX System Services (USS) is provided by:

• USS component provides USS services in answer to requests from programs and the shell.
• USS component contains the code supporting full-screen applications, logging in from remote locations, and

automount support.
• USS Shell Utilities feature interprets both MVS requests and interactive shell script commands from users or programs.
• USS Debugger aids in debugging of C code.

The UNIX System Services (USS) component, kernal, must be installed and started before USS can be used.

Hierarchical file system concepts

A unit of stored data is called a data set. In UNIX, however, a unit of stored data is called a file. In UNIX System Services
(USS), files are managed by a hierarchical file system known as HFS.

The hierarchical file system consists of:

• HFS files containing data or programs. These files are kept in directories.
• Directories, which contain files, other directories or both, arranged hierarchically.
• Additional local or remote files within directories of the root file system.

                       HFS

                 Root Directory

                        |

          +-------------+--------------+

          |             ]              |

      Directory        file        Directory

         file          file            |

         file                +---------+---------+

         file                |         |         |

                         Directory    file   Directory

                            file      file      file

                            file      file      file

                            file                file

  

 

The HFS displayed in the figure above appears to the z/OS catalog as a single data set, arranged in a mountable file
system. The first system file mounted is called the root. Subsequent file systems can be mounted within the root file
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system or on a directory within a mounted file system. Each mountable file system data set can reside on direct access
storage.

Within UNIX System Services (USS), information in HFS files is accessed by programs via system calls instead of the
standard access methods and macros. Specific data files are accessed by using a path name to locate them.

POSIX and BFS

POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface) is a convention used to define initial branches (directories) where additional
data is stored. To access a file, it is necessary to know the structure of the file hierarchy. The complete file name is called
the path, which describes the exact location of the file within the file tree.

BFS (Byte File System) for UNIX System Services (USS) has an ordered sequence of bytes rather than records. BFS
allows data to be organized and used in a UNIX-like environment. Within the Language Environment library, C library
routines provide the POSIX interfaces for BFS directories and files. BFS was derived from the file systems that are
present on UNIX operating systems.

UNIX system services (USS) and licensed programs

z/OS USS interacts with other licensed programs:

• APPC
Provides address spaces when a fork(), or spawn(), or USS callable service is issued.

• C/C++ Compiler
Assembler interface for applications that do not use C/C++ runtime libraries.

• Language Environment (LE)
Executes shells and utilizes, or other XPG4-compliant shell applications.

• Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem
• Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• Resource Measurement Facility (RMF)
• System Display and Search Facility (SDSF)
• Time Sharing Option Extensions (TSO/E)
• Transmission Control Program/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
• ISPF dialogs, for OEDIT, or ISPF/PDF for the Open MVS ISPF Shell
• Book Manager READ/MVS, to use the OHELP online help facility

UNIX system services (USS) and application serives

UNIX System Services (USS) Application services interprets commands from interactive users or from programs called
shell scripts. It requests services in response to commands, and provides a DBX debugger for C application programming.

It also provides:

• TSO/E command shell environment
• Application Development and execution shell environment
• Socket application support
• Remote login and inetd (start an application) function

Concept for fork() and spawn()

Fork() is a function that creates child processes that contain map areas. It also allows multiple processes to share a map
area; however, it is not shared memory. The child process is then placed into a new address space called the forked
address space.
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A spawn() will also start a child process in a new address space. Logically, a spawn() replaces a fork() and EXEC
combination. Unlike a fork(), a spawn() calls the parent process while specifying a name of a program in order to start the
child process. The implementation of spawn() avoids system overhead use.

Types of processes can be user processes. The user processes are associated with a specific user and Web server
processes.

Processes may have more than one thread, which is a single flow of control. An application structure with multiple
processes, made up of multiple threads, may be run parallel and in independent sections for efficiency in utilizing system
resources.

Starting Unix system services (USS)

UNIX System Services (USS) runs as a started procedure using parameters defined during initialization. These
parameters can be customized for a specific environment. The USS parameters are in SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).
During the APPLY process, a sample of the started procedure OMVS is installed as member OMVS in SYS1.SAMPLIB,
which requires little or no customization. This procedure also determines which BPXPRMxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB
will be used during initialization. These initialization parameters define processing controls, and the root file system name
to be used.

MICS support for Unix system services (USS)

MICS support for UNIX System Services (USS) is provided with two batch information area files. The USS Program File
(BAT_OE) is created from the SMF type 30 record (subtypes 2,3,and 4). These files are produced for every USS step,
substep, or interval completion. The USS Process Activity FIle (BATOEP) is created from the SMF type 30 interval and
step termination records. These files are discussed in detail in Sections 5.2.13 and 5.2.14.

The following sections describe various aspects of USS available for address space accounting:

• UNIX System Services(USS) - Address Space Accounting
• UNIX System Services(USS) - EXEC Family of Functions
• UNIX System Services(USS) - File System Activity

SMF UNIX System Services (USS) Address Space Accounting

UNIX System Services(USS) address-space-level information is recorded in the common address-space work record,
SMF type 30.

Process accounting data

UNIX System Services(USS) callable services provide a repeating section for process accounting in the SMF type 30
record for the address space executed.

Events that trigger the accounting data collection are:

• Job step termination
• Invoking an EXEC function (substep termination)
• SMF type 30 interval processing
• Invoking process cleanup (undub)

Another repeating section is added to the appropriate SMF type 30 record each time the process accounting data is
collected.
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Accounting for fork()

When a fork() is issued by a program, the activity of the child process is not part of the parent process's accounting data,
meaning the child process will have its own SMF type 30 records. An association can be made between the parent and
child processes by using the following fields:

OEPUID
OE/MVS Process User ID

OEPUGID
OE/MVS Process User Group ID

OEPSID
OE/MVS Process Session ID

OEPPPID
OE/MVS Parent Process ID

Data element PROGRAML (Long Program Name OE/MVS) is a 16- character field containing the name of the program
that was executed. When a fork() is issued, the child process matches the program names with those in the parent
process.

Accounting for ATTACH_EXEC

As part of setting up the UNIX System Services (USS) interactive environment, another process called the shell is started
when the OMVS command is issued. The purpose of this process is to interpret and run USS interactive commands. How
the shell is started and where the shell process runs depends on what options are specified during the setup.

IF the NOSHAREAS parameter is specified, the shell is started using fork() and exec, which will cause the shell process
to run in its own address space. In the address space of the parent process, the process ID and session ID are recorded.
Resource consumption, however, is accumulated for the parent process and all local child processes.

If SHAREAS is specified, the OMVS command starts the shell using the attach_exec, which will start the shell process in
the same address space of the OMVS command. The attach_exec can be used by other applications to start a process
without the overhead of additional address space.

SMF UNIX System Services (USS) EXEC Family of Functions

UNIX System Services (USS) have unique functions that must be considered for address space accounting.

Accounting for EXEC functions

The EXEC family of functions causes step termination and a new substep to be started. This new substep will still have
the same step number, but the substep number is incremented. This new unit of work is not a job step, but a substep.
For accounting purposes, substep number must be used in addition to step number, job name, and job start time. The
following fields are provided to support EXEC processing:

SUBSTEP
Substep Number
Used to put accounting records in sequence

PROGRAML
Long Program Name (OE/MVS)

PROGRMLT
Long Program Name Type (OE/MVS)
Used to determine whether an HFS executable file is a UNIX System Services (USS) object or load module.
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SMF UNIX System Services (USS) File System Activity

UNIX System Services (USS) accounting for USS file I/O activity is summarized in the SMF type 30 record. Different data
elements contain I/O activity to different files:

The following data elements contain I/O activity to regular files, including HFS files:

OEPRFR
OE/MVS HFS Regular File Reads

OEPRFW
OE/MVS HFS Regular File Writes

The following data elements contain I/O activity to pipe files. Because there is no physical I/O activity associated with pipe,
this type of activity is still considered as I/O. These fields also contain I/O activity to pipe files and UNIX domain sockets.

OEPHPR
OE/MVS HFS Pipe Reads

OEPHPW
OE/MVS HFS Pipe Writes

The following data elements contain I/O activity to special files, including I/O activity to terminals.

OEPMQR
OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Received

OEPMQS
OE/MVS Message Queue Bytes Sent

OEPSFR
OE/MVS HFS Special File Reads

OEPSFW
OE/MVS HFS Special File Writes

The following data elements contain I/O activity to network sockets, including I/O activity to network sockets as returned
by the TCP/IP physical file system.

OEPNSR
OE/MVS Network Socket Reads

OEPNSW
OE/MVS Network Socket Writes

SMF Multisystem Enclaves Overview
Multisystem enclaves support multiple address spaces spanning multiple systems within a parallel sysplex. Work is
reported on and managed as a single unit.

Concepts and terminology

Multisystem enclave support allows an address space to be split across multiple systems as the workload manager
(WLM) sees fit.

Large transactions split across multiple systems in a parallel sysplex can improve the transactions response time.
Multisystem enclaves provide consistent management and reporting for these types of transactions.

Benefits of using multisystem enclaves include the following:
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• The same service class is used for all parts of a split transaction. CPU usage of the whole transaction is used to switch
periods if the service class has multiple periods.

• The owner of the enclave SMF type 30 record records CPU time accumulated by all of the multisystem enclave it
owns, for all systems on which they executed. Each remote system service is recorded by individual system in the
SMF type 30 record. Each segment of multisystem enclave activity contains information for each system.

When a multisystem enclave begins on a single system, it begins as the 'original' enclave. The work manager can 'export'
the enclave to other systems in a parallel sysplex if the WLM sees a need due to heavy workload.

The WLM in the supporting address spaces on other systems can 'import' the enclave onto its system. The export token
is passed and a special enclave token is received that is valid for its system only. The new supporting enclave is called a
'foreign' or 'remote' enclave. So, the original enclave and foreign enclaves become one unit called a multisystem enclave.

When work has been completed in the foreign enclave, the supporting work manager 'unimports' the enclave, and the
original work manager receives a signal that work has been completed. When all the supporting work managers have
unimported their enclave, the original enclave is 'unexported' by the original work manager. The original work manager
that created the original enclave deletes it after all work has been completed.

Each work manager must first connect to WLM to enable importing and exporting of enclave tokens. All importing,
exporting, unimporting, and unexporting, must all be invoked from the connecting address space.

WLM will automatically undo a work manager's import/export requests when: o Work manager disconnects from WLM

• Work manager's connecting task or address space ends
• Work manager's system fails

If there is an incomplete export caused by the original work manager's request, or WLM recovery action, before all work
has been completed, outstanding imports are handled as follows:

• Any outstanding imports on the same system of the original enclave is automatically undone. When the original
work manager attempts to import the original enclave, the original enclave is received, meaning there is no export. A
warning is issued when the work manager attempts to unimport the enclave.

• All outstanding imports on foreign will be effective. No notification is provided by the WLM to supporting work
managers that exports have ended. Supporting work managers must terminate work on their own.

• New import requests are rejected.

An enclave can be exported multiple times either by the original work manager or other work managers.

When a work manager on the original system attempts to import the original enclave, the token of the original enclave is
received.

An enclave can be imported multiple times by more supporting work managers.

Foreign enclaves cannot be exported. Once an enclave has been imported to a foreign system, it cannot be exported
again from that system.

The following sections describe various aspects of Multisystem Enclaves:

• Independent vs Dependent Enclaves
• Enabling Multisystem Enclaves
• Accounting for Multisystem Enclaves

Independent vs Dependent Enclaves

A multisystem enclave can begin as either an independent or dependent enclave on a single system.

Independent Enclaves

An independent enclave represents a new transaction, which is classified into a new service class or performance group
when it is created. The home address space is the owner of the independent enclave.
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Independent enclaves can be used in either goal mode or compatibility mode.

Goal Mode

In goal mode, a service class and a goal are defined for work being processed by the subsystem using independent
enclaves. Resource controls are dynamically managed by workload management based on the goal.

Compatibility Mode

In compatibility mode, performance group characteristics are defined in the IEAIPSxx parmlib member. The independent
enclave is then managed according to the performance group definitions.

For a multisystem enclave, each system's enclave performance group assignment, and dispatching priority is based on
the local IEAICSxx and IEAIPSxx parmlib members.

Dependent Enclaves

A dependent enclave is a logical continuation of an active transaction in an address space. It's performance goal is
derived from the owning address space.

Dependent enclaves can be used in either goal mode or compatibility mode.

Goal Mode

Because dependent enclaves are managed to the performance goal of the owning address space, it is not necessary to
classify dependent enclaves, or to define separate service classes or performance groups.

Compatibility Mode

Because dependent enclaves are managed to the dispatching priority of the owning address space, it is not necessary to
classify dependent enclaves, or to define separate groups for them.

For a dependent multisystem enclave, each system's enclave performance group assignment, and dispatching priority is
based on the local IEAICSxx and IEAIPSxx parmlib members.

Enabling Multisystem Enclaves

This section describes what needs to be done to begin using multisystem enclaves.

Define a coupling facility structure

A coupling facility provides common memory for a sysplex partitioned dynamically into lock, cache, and list structures. It
holds status information required for communication and data sharing activity between systems.

The CRFM (Coupling Resource Facility Manager) policy has to have the SYSZWLM_WORKUNIT structure defined to
it. The workload manager (WLM) will automatically connect to the structure when the definition is started, thus allowing
multisystem enclaves to be used.

The CFRM couple data needs to be formatted to support system-managed rebuild.

Accounting for Multisystem Enclaves

Resource accounting for enclaves depends on whether it is an independent, dependent, or foreign enclave.

CPU time consumed by an independent enclave is recorded in the SMF type 30 record of the owning address space in
field SMF30ESU. The MICS representation is:

PGMENCTM
Step Enclave CPU Time

A dependent enclave is a logical continuation of an active transaction in an address space. Its performance goal is derived
from the owning address space. CPU service consumed by the enclave is accumulated in the SMF type 30 record of the
owning address space in field SMF30DET. The MICS representation is:
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PGMDENTM
Step Dependent Enclave CPU Time

A foreign or multisystem enclave is recorded as either an dependent or independent foreign enclave in the SMF type 30
record of the owning address space on the originating system. It is reported separately from local CPU time. The MICS
representation is:

RENCPDTM
Multisystem Dep Enclave CPU Time

RENCPITM
Multisystem Ind Enclave CPU Time

MICS and SMF Director Interface
SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
prior to execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For details about the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

SMF Parameters
Defining the product parameters requires that you gain the necessary understanding of your installation and its needs and
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

In particular, this section requests that you:

• make several policy decisions
• complete various worksheets
• translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries
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These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

The MICS System Administrator should use this SMF Parameters section as a detailed reference when installing or
modifying the product in conjunction with the PIOM. The Planning and Installing sections document the mechanics of the
MICS installation process and include checklists that describe each installation step.

If you have a question at any time during your review of the material presented here, contact Technical Support at https://
support.broadcom.com.

SMF Environmental Considerations
Before coding product parameters, you need to know about the MVS environment(s) at your installation. Before you
specify parameters for the product:

• Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information used on the system. This information helps
you code appropriate values for account codes.

• Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
• Review current MICS parameter specifications:

– Review data base unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include SMF data.
– Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates to the SMF data. Your site's SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each data base unit.
– Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in SMF data. This parameter is located in

the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each data base unit.
– Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS products, if applicable, to ensure that MICS Accounting and

Chargeback aggregates information consistently.

SMF Complex Level Parameters
Complex level parameters describe the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer to the MICS system. These parameters are
discussed in the following subsections:

• ACCOUNT - Batch Accounting Structure
• Batch Account Code Specification Exits
• APPCRTE - APPC/MVS Account Code Exit Routine
• SMFGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements
• SMFDEVS - Device Level I/O Activity Data Elements

SMF ACCOUNT - Account Code Specification

Account code data elements, a part of the file's sort and summarization key, have names of the form ACCTNOx, where x
equals 1 through 9. If you activate account code support, the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer uses these ACCTNOx
elements to associate file records with the responsible individual or group.

The following MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer files support account codes:
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• BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File
• BAT_JS - Batch User Job Suspend File
• BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File
• BAT_OE - Batch Open Edition/MVS Program File
• BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File
• BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File
• BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File
• BAT_SA - System Address Space Activity File
• BATATP - APPC/MVS Transaction File
• BATSPL - Batch User Spool Activity File

The parameters specified in the ACCOUNT member of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS data set define the account
field structure. The definitions specify the number of account fields and the length of each ACCTNOx value in your
Batch information area files. To assign values to the account fields, you must code a job-level account code exit routine,
ACCTRTE. You can, (Optional) add code to perform step-level and spool-level account code setting in the USRSPGM
and USRSSPL exit macros. Job, step, and spool-level accounting are discussed in the Account Code Specification
Exits section. The ACCTRTE member, and optionally the USRSPGM and USRSSPL exits, are available to set ACCTNOx
values for all of the files specified above, with the exception of the BATATP file.

The values for the ACCTNOx elements in the BATATP file are assigned in the APPC account code exit routine,
APPCRTE, described in the APPCRTE - PPC/MVS Account Code Exit Routine section.

Preparation

Each installation has its own method for associating processor activities with the projects, users, or departments within
the organization. Often, written procedures explain the method for identifying the organizational units and completing a
JOB card to associate the job with one of those units. Before defining the account codes, you should investigate your
installation's accounting standards in order to:

• Identify the coding system (for example, your cost center coding system for identifying the division, department,
project, business function, and employee).

• Identify how the codes are specified. For example, the division may be determined by part of the user ID, job name, or
accounting field.

• Identify how the codes are validated. Such validation may be implemented at any time through the use of reader/
interpreter SMF exits (IEFUJI or IEFUJV). This approach validates the job's account codes and flushes the job if the
codes are invalid.

If no account code validation is performed, it is especially important that your account code exit check
for valid account codes and assign jobs with invalid ones to an overhead account (see the description of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE in the Account Code Specification Exits section for more details). This approach
provides two benefits: it filters out invalid codes from inclusion in the database, consequently requiring less DASD space
for storing the data. It also tracks the amount of unidentifiable activity for further examination.

Consider the following when determining the number of account code fields required to meet your installation's reporting
and analysis needs:

• Account code fields are part of the file keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is generated
for each combination of values. (More than one record may be generated, because other fields also make up the file
keys.) A greater number of account code fields means that the database will be larger than if fewer account code fields
are defined, but reporting and analysis can be performed in greater detail.

• A best practice is to anticipate the need to expand the account code structure in the future. Establish all nine account
code now to eliminate the need to retrofit the database later if and when you activate additional codes.
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Coding the account code parameter

The format of the statements is:

     level (mask) length description

 

where:

level
the sort sequence designation of the account code. Up to nine levels may be specified. Level 1 is the highest level and
level 9 is the lowest in sort order.

(mask)
an option for deactivating account code levels in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. For example, the
DETAIL timespan may use account code levels 1, 2, and 3, while the MONTHS timespan may use only level 1. Setting
account code levels by timespan is accomplished by specifying this additional parameter on the account code statements,
using values Y or N to specify whether or not the account code is active.

length
the field length of the specified element. Valid lengths range from 1 to 30.

description
the title that describes the account code level. Valid descriptions range from 1 to 40 characters.

Use the worksheet in Figure 7-1 to collect the information for coding into sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCOUNT).
Observe the following conventions when coding:

• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).
• Account code levels must be specified in ascending order, starting with 1. You can specify up to nine account levels,

with no gaps between the numbers.
• The statements are free-form but positional.

Additional notes on specifying the timespan mask option

The timespan mask option is used to deactivate the account code in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan mask
requires coding the account code statement using the time span mask parameter T(......), as follows:

     level  T(......)  length  'descriptive title'

 

This example shows the placement and syntax of the timespan mask on the account code statement. Each "." position in
the T field represents a timespan, in the following order: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For
each timespan, a Y indicates that the account level should be active and an N indicates that the account level should be
inactive.

This parameter is optional. If it is not coded, the assumed value is T(YYYYYY).

Example:

The sample ACCOUNT member is distributed to contain:

 * SAMPLE ACCOUNT CODE SPECIFICATION

  

      1  3 'DIVISION'

      2  5 'PROJECT'

      3  8 'USER'

      4  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO4'

      5  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO5'

      6  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO6'

      7  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO7'
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      8  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO8'

      9  1 'UNUSED ACCTNO9'

 

This sample uses only three account codes: one for division, one for project, the other for user. Each active account code
is ten bytes long. The other six account codes are defined with a length of one byte to support future expansion without
requiring a database retrofit.

Batch Account Code Specification Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Batch Account Code Specification    |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is ACCOUNT                                          |

| Reference:  Section 7.2.1, CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|  ACCOUNT   TIME SPAN  FIELD                                              |

| CODE LEVEL  MASK-     LENGTH  DESCRIPTION                                |

|   (1-9)    optional                                                      |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   ___   '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

SMF Account Code Specification Exits

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer enables you to set account codes at the step and interval record, job, spool,
or combinations of all three levels. The ACCTNOx account code data elements are the highest level summarization
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keys, after SYSID, in the Batch information area files. You have the flexibility to set the same ACCTNOx values for all file
observations generated for all address space types.

The ACCTNOx values can optionally be set differently for each program step, interval record, or output writer (BATSPL)
observation. Most accounting schemes use the account fields from the job card and/or RACF values to set global
ACCTNOx values.

Account code value specification occurs when all SMF record types for each address space type are merged together.

The transaction records for APPC/MVS TPs are processed in a separate data step. Setting ACCTNOx values for APPC/
MVS TP transaction records is discussed in the APPCRTE - PPC/MVS Account Code Exit Routine section.

MICS merges the different SMF record types for each z/OS address space by Reader Time Stamp (RDRTS) and Job
Name (JOB). Each time a new RDRTS and JOB combination is encountered, the global account code exit routine
(ACCTRTE) is executed. This means ACCTRTE is only invoked once for each RDRTS and JOB combination. The code in
ACCTRTE sets the ACCTNOx account code retained values for every observation.

User exit USRSPGM can be used to override the global ACCTNOx values for one or more individual step or interval
records. USRSPGM is invoked once for each step or interval record encountered. User exit USRSSPL can also be used
to override ACCTNOx values for one or more individual output writer records. USRSSPL is invoked for each output writer
record associated with the address space, meaning the current RDRTS and JOB combination being processed.

As an example, consider a job with three step records (batch) and two output writer records. MICS executes a merge
statement to move the first of each SMF record type encountered for the RDRTS and JOB combination of the current
job into the SAS input buffer. Since this is the first-time records for this job are encountered, ACCTRTE is invoked. After
the global ACCTNOx values are set, a BATJOB observation is written along with three BATPGM observations, and two
BATSPL observations.

The following sections explain global, step level, and spool level account code specification.

• ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine
• Step Level Account Code Specification
• Spool Level Account Code Specification

SMF ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine

You must code the user exit routine ACCTRTE to populate account code values after they have been defined. This exit is
invoked to build the ACCTNOx data elements, where x is the account code level. For example, if the ACCOUNT member
defines three account code levels, the ACCTRTE exit routine is coded to populate data elements ACCTNO1, ACCTNO2,
and ACCTNO3. The values assigned to the ACCTNOx data elements in ACCTRTE are global and, by default, these
values are used in every observation written for every address space type for a particular job.

This routine executes only once for each RDRTS and JOB combination encountered, when MICS first merges the various
SMF record types for each unique address space. The ACCTNOx values set in ACCTRTE will be used in the BATJOB
observation for the job, and in each step or interval observation written to the step-level files. The ACCTNOx values can
be overridden in the USRSPGM user exit for the step-level files, and in USRSSPL for the BATSPL files.

Data element, ACCTMASK, which is kept in all batch information area files, shows which SMF record types were present
when the ACCTRTE routine was executed to assign the ACCTNOx values. ACCTMASK can be used as a debugging tool
if problems occur with your ACCTRTE routine code.

A similar data element found in the BATJOB file, JOBMASK, shows the SMF records that were present when the BATJOB
observation was built. JOBMASK sometimes has more SMF record types present than ACCTMASK, because JOBMASK
is updated daily for jobs suspended in the BAT_JS file when new SMF data is processed.
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Preparation

Use SAS to code the ACCTRTE routine, and ensure there are no syntax errors. A sample ACCTRTE member is provided
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCTRTE) as a template. For more information, see Notes on Coding MICS Parameters.

Data Elements for Account Code Routine

MICS merges the following list of SMF record types for each address space type input from the SMF raw data file. When
ACCTRTE is invoked, it has access to all data elements in the first observation encountered for each unique SMF record
type associated with the address space. At least one of these SMF record types is present when ACCTRTE is invoked.

Useful for the ACCTRTE Exit

• Job Initiation (SMF record type 30 subtype 1)
• Job End (SMF record type 30 subtype 5)
• Job Purge (SMF record type 26)

The job purge record has limited usefulness in the ACCTRTE exit. ACCTRTE is entered only once, when MICS first
encounters records for an address space. The purge record is often not available because it is the last record written
for an address space. The scenarios that make the purge record useful for account code setting generally involve
SYSOUT-only jobs, where no job execution SMF record types are encountered. To guarantee that MICS will wait for
the purge record in these SYSOUT-only jobs, you should code an SPLLIMIT statement as described in SMF SPLLIMIT
Statement.

• BATSFH Job Account Derivation Hold File observation

Useful for Step-Level Accounting

• Step/Interval (SMF record type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4)

Useful for Spool (Output Record) Level Accounting

• Output Writer (SMF record type 6)

Not Useful For Accounting

• MDS Mount (SMF record type 25 - JES3 only)

The Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file is a special file designed to supply accounting information for certain
types of SYSOUT. It is fully described in the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. SYSOUT accountability
is discussed in the SYSOUT Considerations section.

Setting global ACCTNOx values for an address space implicitly excludes dependence on data elements found in step,
interval, and output writer records. A given address space may have numerous steps and SYSOUT data sets. The
ACCTRTE is invoked only once, when the first step or interval record, and the first output writer record, if present, are
in the SAS input data buffer. It does not make sense to set global, job-level account code values from SMF records that
do not represent all aspects of the job. The ACCTNOx account code values set in the ACCTRTE exit are, by default,
used for every MICS database observation written for the address space. Their values represent accountability for all
system resources consumed by executing and printing the job. They should, therefore, be derived from sources that give
information about the entire job, not just one step or output data set.

Most account code schemes rely on information that is auditable during job read-in time or address space initialization
time. JES2, JES3, MVS, and RACF all provide exit points to verify and control certain important value specifications, such
as the job card account fields or RACF user ID. The most common fields used to set ACCTNOx values are shown below.
Additionally, any data element in the Batch User Job Activity (BATJOB) file is available to the account code routine.

• Available from Job Initiation (SMF 30_1), Job End (SMF 30_5), and BATSFH File:
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– ACTFLD1-5 - The first five SMF accounting fields from the JOB card (carried as 20-character fields). A field that
was not specified will be blank.

– JOB - Job Name
– JOBCLASS - Job Input Class
– JOBPRTY - Job Input Priority
– PERFGRP - Performance Group Number
– JOBPRGNM - Job Programmer Name
– SYSID - SYSID where job executed
– PGMTYPE - Variable to define address space type:

• batch - PGMTYPE=1
• TSO - PGMTYPE=2
• started task - PGMTYPE=3
• APPC/MVS TP - PGMTYPE=4
• USS - PGMTYPE=5
• SA - PGMTYPE=6

• Available from Job Purge(SMF 26)
– JOBNETAC  - NJE Network Account Number

The above fields represent the information that most sites use to set account codes and assign responsibility for system
resource consumption. Because any combination of SMF record types may be present for a given address space, MICS
provides a number of internal fields that you may reference within your account routine. These temporary data elements
are populated prior to invoking the ACCTRTE exit and allow you to determine which SMF record types are present.

I_AUDIT
Job Initiation Record Indicator
I_AUDIT='I' specifies record present
I_AUDIT='.' specifies no record present

S_AUDIT
Step Termination Record Indicator
S_AUDIT='S' specifies record present
S_AUDIT='.' specifies no record present

J_AUDIT
Job Termination Record Indicator
J_AUDIT='J' specifies record present
J_AUDIT='.' specifies no record present

W_AUDIT
Writer Record Indicator
W_AUDIT='W' specifies record present
W_AUDIT='.' specifies no record present

P_AUDIT
Job Purge Record Indicator
P_AUDIT='P' specifies record present
P_AUDIT='.' specifies no record present

JOBMASK/ACCTMASK
Five-byte fields defining the records present for this particular job. These fields are the concatenation of the above
five fields and are provided to simplify status testing. For example, a job that has at least one record present for each
record type would have a JOBMASK equal to ISJWP. A job consisting of NJE routed output writer records would have a
JOBMASK equal to ...WP.
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At the point where ACCTRTE is entered, both JOBMASK and ACCTMASK have identical values. Later, when the
BATJOB observation is written to the MICS database, JOBMASK and ACCTMASK may not be equal. This inequality
occurs because JOBMASK reflects all SMF record types that MICS encounters for the job prior to output to the BATJOB
file. These SMF records may be encountered over several MICS daily update runs. ACCTMASK, on the other hand, never
changes. Its value is set once, when MICS encounters the job for the first time and enters ACCTRTE.

H_AUDIT
Job Account Derivation Hold File Indicator -
H_AUDIT='H' specifies observation present -
H_AUDIT='.' specifies no observation present

ACCTINFO
Indicates the presence of job-level accounting information. If one of the following conditions are true then MICS sets
ACCINFO=1 prior to the invocation of the ACCTRTE exit. Otherwise MICS sets ACCTINFO=0.

• Job initiation record (I_AUDIT='I')
• Job end record (J_AUDIT='J'),
• An observation from the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file (H_AUDIT='H')
• An SMF type 26 purge record (P_AUDIT='P') and Job Card Account Fields Flag (SMF26ACT) isset to indicate job card

account fields are present
• An SMF type 6 output writer record (W_AUDIT='W') and Job Card Account Fields Flag (SMF6CT) is set to indicate job

card account fields are present.

FLUSHJOB
Set to 0 upon entry to the exit
If you want to discard the job being processed, set the FLUSHJOB indicator to 1. This setting prevents MICS from
creating a BATJOB observation for the job. Step and interval records for the job still write to the step-level MICS database
files and output writer records still write to the BATSPL file. You should use the FLUSHJOB facility with great caution.

The code written in ACCTRTE must only assign values to the ACCTNOx data elements. In other words, the only SAS
assignment statements in your ACCTRTE should look like either of these:

         ACCTNO1=ACTFLD1 ;

         ACCTNO2=RACFUSID ;

 

WARNING
Never, under any circumstances, assign values to any data elements besides ACCTNOx.

Coding Considerations

In coding the ACCTRTE, consider the following information:

• Common data element Time Zone (ZONE) should not be referenced by your account routine. At the point that
ACCTRTE is invoked, ZONE has not been determined. ZONE is calculated for each individual interval, step, and
output writer record based on ENDTS and is available in the user exits invoked just prior to the output of MICS
database observations.

• Always validate the information in the fields you use to set ACCTNOx values. When invalid information is encountered,
set the ACCTNOx values to values representing your data center's overhead account.
Note: Setting ACCTNOx values to invalid values increases the number of records and, therefore, increases the
DASD space requirements of the MICS summary database files. For example, if the first account field on a job
card (ACTFLD1) represents the division and you know that there are only six divisions in the company, verify that
ACTFLD1 contains one of the six division values before setting ACCTNO1=ACTFLD1. Failure to do so can result
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in unnecessarily large DASD requirements because MICS creates a summary observation for each unique value
encountered in the account codes.

• You must verify that the information required to set account codes is available before assignment. For example, the job
card accounting fields (ACTFLD1-5) are only available if one or more of the following are present when your account
routine is entered:
        Job Initiation Record    (SMF type 30 subtype 1)

        Job End Record           (SMF type 30 subtype 5)

        BATSFH File Observation

        SMF Type 26 Purge Record

 

When the internal data element ACCTINFO=1, at least one of these four sources of job-level account information
is available.Note: The BATSFH file is a special, customized, internal MICS file that can provide accountability for
certain types of SYSOUT that would otherwise be charged to overhead accounts. For information about SYSOUT
accountability, see the SYSOUT Considerations section. For details about the BATSFH file and its customization, see
BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File.

• If you have decided to use either the LATEJOB or NJEJOB option statements to force the creation of BATJOB
observations for SYSOUT, you should write code in ACCTRTE to supply ACCTNOx values for these SMF record
sets. These record sets will never have a job initiation or job end record to provide the ACTFLDx and other job-related
values traditionally used to set ACCTNOx values. If you have activated the BATSFH file, some of these record sets
will be associated with a BATSFH file observation and be handled by your ACCTINFO=1 code. Some, however, will
not. SYSOUT sent from a non-z/OS system such as VM will only produce SMF record sets consisting of one or more
SMF type 6 records and an SMF type 26 purge record. The following ACCTRTE sample code handles these situations
where ACCTINFO=0.

Sample ACCTRTE Exit

This sample account routine exit code is for a company with three account codes. The three account codes are defined in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(ACCOUNT) as follows:

            *

            * ACCOUNT CODE STRUCTURE

            *

               1 3 Division

               2 5 Dept

               3 8 User

               4 1 Unused 4

               5 1 Unused 5

               6 1 Unused 6

               7 1 Unused 7

               8 1 Unused 8

               9 1 Unused 9

 

• ACCTNO1 holds the Division, a three-character field.
• ACCTNO2 holds the Department, a five-character field.
• ACCTNO3 holds the User ID, and eight-character field.
• ACCTNO4-9 are defined but unused.

The Division and Department values are specified in the job card. User ID is set from the RACF User ID field. Started
tasks (PGMTYPE=3), have valid RACF User ID values but no job card account fields.

This site has created two SAS formats, $GOODDIV and $GOODDPT that contain all valid division and department values
for the company. These two formats return a value of YES if the division or department value is valid.
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 /* SAMPLE ACCOUNT ROUTINE EXIT CODE                  */

 /*                                                   */

 /* SET OVERHEAD VALUES                               */

 /*                                                   */

   ACCTNO1='***' ;

   ACCTNO2='*****' ;

   ACCTNO3='********' ;

   ACCTNO4=' ' ;

   ACCTNO5=' ' ;

   ACCTNO6=' ' ;

   ACCTNO7=' ' ;

   ACCTNO8=' ' ;

   ACCTNO9=' ' ;

 /*                                                   */

 /* CHECK IF JOB CARD INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.       */

 /* DATA ELEMENT ACCTINFO EQUALS 1 IF THE INITIATION  */

 /* OR JOB END SMF RECORD, A BATSFH FILE OBS IS       */

 /* AVAILABLE, OR AN SMF TYPE 26 PURGE RECORD IS      */

 /* PRESENT AND CONTAINS JOB CARD ACCOUNT INFORMATION.*/

 /*                                                   */

   IF ACCTINFO THEN DO ; /* INIT, JOB END, BATSFH, OR */

                         /* PURGE REC WITH ACTFLD'S   */

      IF PUT(ACTFLD1,$GOODDIV.)='YES' THEN

       ACCTNO1=ACTFLD1 ;

      IF PUT(ACTFLD2,$GOODDPT.)='YES' THEN

       ACCTNO2=ACTFLD2 ;

      ACCTNO3=RACFUSID ;

   END ;

 /*                                                   */

 /* IF PURGE RECORD PRESENT, SET DIVISION AND DEPT    */

 /* FROM THE NJE NETWORK ACCOUNT FIELD IF POPULATED.  */

 /* ACCTNO3, USER ID, IS ONLY SET IF THE PURGE        */

 /* RECORD USER ID FIELD, SMF26UID, IS NON-BLANK.     */

 /*                                                   */

   IF JOBMASK='...WP' OR JOBMASK='....P' THEN DO ;

      IF JOBNETAC NE ' ' THEN DO ;

         TEMPDIV=SUBSTR(JOBNETAC,1,3) ;

         TEMPDPT=SUBSTR(JOBNETAC,4,5) ;

         IF PUT(TEMPDIV,$GOODDIV.)='YES' THEN

           ACCTNO1=TEMPDIV ;

         IF PUT(TEMPDIV,$GOODDPT.)='YES' THEN

           ACCTNO2=TEMPDPT ;

      END ;

      IF SMF26UIF NE ' ' THEN ACCTNO3=SMF26UIF ;

   END ;

 

The most notable thing about this sample ACCTRTE exit code is that overhead values are assigned first. The
overhead values are only overwritten if valid account code information is encountered. By using this technique you can
systematically identify observations written with overhead account codes, determine why they received overhead values,
and make appropriate adjustments to your ACCTRTE.

Use the following Batch Account Code Exit Routine worksheet to code your account code exit routine (ACCTRTE).
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 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Account Code Routine Definition      |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is ACCTRTE                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

System Address Space Processing Considerations

The first time a new address space is encountered with a unique JOB/RDRTS combination, ACCTRTE executes. At this
time, a job initiation record (SMF type 30 subtype 1) is expected. It contains the job card (ACTFLDx fields) required by
ACCTRTE.

When ACCTRTE is executed, the ACCTNOx variables are populated with the ACTFLDx field values, and a flag
(ACCTFLAG) is set to 1 in the BAT_JS (Batch Job Activity Suspend File) to indicate that this address space has been
through ACCTRTE, and the ACCTNOx field values have been established. When ACCTFLAG equals 1, the address
space will not go through ACCTRTE again. Once the address space has gone through ACCTRTE, and the ACCTNOx
values are established, they are preserved in the BAT_JS file, and merged with new step/interval records in subsequent
executions.
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If ACCTRTE code is updated, address spaces that have already gone through ACCTRTE, and address spaces that
are still executing, would be immune from any ACCTRTE updates. The BAT_JS01 record for the address space will
propagate the ACCTNOx values set using the old ACCTNOx code.

To take advantage of the ACCTRTE updates for system address spaces, there are two options:

1. IPL. This option restarts system address spaces, which would consider them as NEW, and thus go through ACCTRTE.
2. Copy BAT_JS01 from the production complex to a test complex, and run a job to recreate the BAT_JS01 file:

         DATA DETAIL.BAT_JS01;

          SET DETAIL.BAT_JS01;

            (additional code)

 

Additional code can be either of the following:

• The updated ACCTRTE code for system address spaces to reestablish new values in ACCTNOx field. In a test
unit, run an update using the updated BAT_JS01. The updated ACCTNOx values propagate to the BAT_SA file
observations.

• Code to change the value of ACCTFLAG from 1 to 0 in the BAT_JS01 file for system address spaces (JOBTYPE=6).
Run an update using the updated BAT_JS01 file. The updated address spaces are forced to go through ACCTRTE.

SMF Step-Level Account Code Specification

The global account code exit routine, ACCTRTE, described in the previous section, sets account codes (ACCTNOx) for
every MICS database observation written for the job, TSO session, started task, or address space records from an APPC/
MVS Transaction Program (TP).

Some sites allow account code specification in the JCL EXEC statement for individual program steps. Other sites want to
set account codes based on the program executed. The ACCTRTE is only executed once for a given address space. The
account code values set in ACCTRTE rely on job-level information. MICS enables you to override the global ACCTNOx
account code values for each step or interval record prior to output to the MICS step-level files.

Step-level account code modification is performed in the USRSPGM exit. This exit is invoked once for each step or
interval record for a job, task, session, or APPC/MVS TP.

Before invoking the USRSPGM exit, MICS saves the account code (ACCTNOx) values set in the ACCTRTE. You may
change the value of one or more ACCTNOx account codes in the USRSPGM exit and the new values will be used for that
particular BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, or BAT_TP observation. Once the step-level observation is written, MICS restores
the ACCTNOx values back to the original values set in ACCTRTE.

The job card account fields are read from the SMF initiation or job termination records and stored in the ACTFLDx data
elements. Most step-level accounting schemes rely on account fields specified on the JCL EXEC statement for individual
steps. To set step-level ACCTNOx values based on these step-level account fields, make a modification to MICS.

Note: Implementation of any exit or modification should be made through the MICS test database unit or test complex.
If you use the test complex, it must be at the same maintenance level as your production complex. Implement the
change, check the change thoroughly, and then move the change to the production shared libraries. This is a complex
modification. If you have questions about the implementation or effects of this complex modification, contact Broadcom
Support for assistance before you begin.

Modifying MICS to Read and Save Step-level Account Fields

To have account codes from the JCL EXEC statements of individual steps available for the step-level ACCTNOx setting,
follow these steps:

1. Update sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) to add the step accounting fields to the two step record
suspension intermediate files, BATSFS and BATSFC. The data element names used are SACTFLD1-5.
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The addition is accomplished by adding data element descriptions for the new elements in these files in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN).
Perform this step using the IEBUPDTE statements listed below.
The FILE statements for the step suspend files are:

FILE SFS 02 1 Y N N N N N N N Step/Interval Record...15904000

FILE SFC 02 1 Y N N N N N N N Step Continuation Re...16404000

Add TYPE and NAME statements for the SACTFLDx data elements using the IEBUPDTE code shown below. These
additions will be inserted in the User Modification areas for the BATSFS and BATSFC files.                      
Note: Make sure you move the 8 digit sequence numbers to columns 73-80 before executing the IEBUPDTE code:

     //xxx JOB (your job card)

     //STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

     //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

     //SYSUT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB

     //SYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB

     //SYSIN DD *

     ./ CHANGE NAME=SMFGENIN

     TYPE R $20 .  $20 .  $20 .                      16310000

     NAME SACTFLD1 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 1 16310100

     NAME SACTFLD2 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 2 16310120

     NAME SACTFLD3 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 3 16310130

     NAME SACTFLD4 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 4 16310140

     NAME SACTFLD5 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 5 16310150

     TYPE R $20 .  $20 .  $20 .                      16710000

     NAME SACTFLD1 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 1 16710100

     NAME SACTFLD2 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 2 16710120

     NAME SACTFLD3 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 3 16710130

     NAME SACTFLD4 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 4 16710140

     NAME SACTFLD5 00 0 N N N N Step Account Field 5 16710150

     ./ ENDUP

2. Regenerate the product by submitting the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN). This job will construct SMF
support routines that include the data elements on the BATSFS and BATSFC files.

3. Copy sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) to the same named member of sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE.
4. Add the _USRSSFS macro code listed below to the _USRSSFS macro in

sharedprefix.MICS.TEST.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT). The modification links to ACCTBLD, and is inserted through the
standard file manipulation exit (USRSSFS) for the Step Suspension (BATSFS) and the Step Continuation (BATSFC)
files.

5. The new code causes the extraction of account fields from SMF type 30 interval/step end records.
6. ACCTBLD reads the SMF fields into data elements ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5. The inserted logic must reassign these

values into other data elements (SACTFLD1-5) so that the ACTFLD data elements will not overlay step values.

    MACRO _USRSSFS

    ...  (existing exit code, if any)

    * LOGIC TO PROCESS STEP ACCOUNTING INFORMATION;

    IF T30ACOFF AND T30ACSEG THEN DO;

      T30ACOFF = T30ACOFF - 3;

      COL = T30ACOFF;

      NUMACT = T30ACSEG;

    END;

    ELSE NUMACT = 0;
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    IF NUMACT GT 0 THEN DO;

      LINK ACCTBLD;

      SACTFLD1 = ACTFLD1;

      SACTFLD2 = ACTFLD2;

      SACTFLD3 = ACTFLD3;

      SACTFLD4 = ACTFLD4;

      SACTFLD5 = ACTFLD5;

    END;

    ELSE DO;

      SACTFLD1 = ' ';

      SACTFLD2 = ' ';

      SACTFLD3 = ' ';

      SACTFLD4 = ' ';

      SACTFLD5 = ' ';

    END;

    ...

    %

Overriding Global Acctnox Values for Each Step or Interval

To override ACCTNOx values set in the ACCTRTE, follow the steps listed below:

1. Modify the _USRSPGM macro code in #SMFEXIT to add logic to modify the account level data elements ACCTNO1
to ACCTNOx for the step-level files. To do this, use the step accounting fields you have saved or any other step-level
information that identifies ownership of the activity. The SACTFLD1-5 data elements and any other step-level data
elements contained in the BATPGM file are available.
You may only want to set step-level account codes for a particular address space type, such as started tasks. You can
use the data element PGMTYPE to determine the type of step record currently in process.

    PGMTYPE=1 - Batch

    PGMTYPE=2 - TSO Session

    PGMTYPE=3 - Started Task

    PGMTYPE=4 - APPC/MVS Transaction Program

    PGMTYPE=5 - Open Edition/MVS

    PGMTYPE=6 - System Address Space

An example of a step-level accounting routine that only overrides the global account codes for started tasks is shown
below.

    MACRO _USRSPGM

    ...  (existing exit code, if any)

    IF PGMTYPE = '3' THEN DO;

      IF SACTFLD1 NE ' ' THEN ACCTNO1=SACTFLD1 ;

      IF SACTFLD2 NE ' ' THEN ACCTNO2=SACTFLD2 ;

    ...  (logic appropriate to your purpose)

    END;

    ...

    %

Note that the global ACCTNO3 account code is unchanged. Also, ACCTNO1 and ACCTNO2 are only overridden if
step-level account codes (SACTFLDx) are non-blank, and the program type indicates a started task (PGMTYPE=3).

2. Execute a MICS DAILY job on the test database unit. Provide test input data that has a variety of step records on the
SMF log with different step account field contents.

3. Examine the affected areas of the MICS test database completely. For a good comparison, examine data from a
similar run without the modification. Make any corrections needed, and retest until the desired results are obtained.
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4. After testing is complete, move the SMF exit member to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE in your production complex.

SMF Spool Level Account Code Specification

The global account code exit routine, ACCTRTE, described in the CCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine section
sets account codes (ACCTNOx) used for every MICS database observation written for the job, TSO session, started task,
or the address space records from an APPC/MVS Transaction Program (TP).

MICS allows you to override the global account code values set in ACCTRTE for individual SYSOUT records. Each SMF
type 6 output writer record is written to the BATSPL file. Prior to output to the BATSPL file, the global ACCTNOx values
are saved. You may add code to the USRSSPL exit to override the global ACCTNOx values based upon information in
each individual SYSOUT observation. After writing to the BATSPL file, the global ACCTNOx values are restored.

Note: Implementation of any exit or modification should be made through the MICS test database unit or test complex. If
you use the test complex, it must be at the same maintenance level as your production complex. Implement the change,
check the change thoroughly, and then move the change to the production shared libraries.

Overriding Global ACCTNOx Values for Individual BATSPL Observation

To override ACCTNOx values set in the global account code exit routine, ACCTRTE, follow these steps:

1. Modify the _USRSSPL macro code in #SMFEXIT to add logic to modify the account-level data elements ACCTNO1
to ACCTNOx for the output writer record. You may use any data element contained in the BATSPL file to set the
ACCTNOx values.
You may only want to override the global account codes for SYSOUT of a particular SYSOUT class, or that printed on
a particular output device.
An example of a spool-level accounting routine that only overrides the global account codes for SYSOUT printed to
class 'Z' is shown below.
     MACRO _USRSSPL

     ...  (existing exit code, if any)

     IF SYSOUT = 'Z' THEN DO;

       ACCTNO1='ABC' ;

       ACCTNO2='DEFGH' ;

     ...  (logic appropriate to your purpose)

     END;

     ...

     %

 

Note that the global ACCTNO3 account code is unchanged. ACCTNO1 and ACCTNO2 are only overridden if the
SYSOUT class, (SYSOUT), value is 'Z'.

2. Execute a MICS DAILY job on the MICS test database unit. Provide test input data that contains output writer records
with characteristics satisfying your spool-level accounting scheme.

3. Examine the affected areas of the MICS test database completely. For a good comparison, examine data from a
similar run without the modification. Make any corrections needed and retest until the desired results are obtained.

4. After testing is complete, move the SMF exit member to sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE in your production complex.

SMF APPCRTE - APPC/MVS Account Code Exit Routine

The ACCTRTE account code exit routine that you coded as described in the Account Code Specification Exits section is
used to populate the ACCTNOx values for all Batch Information Area Files that support account routines, except one. The
APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP) is built directly from the SMF type 33 TP Accounting records. The other SMF record
types that are merged to produce the BATPGM, BAT_ST, BAT_TS, BAT_TP, BATJOB and BAT_JS files are not present
when the BATATP file is produced.
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If your site supports APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TPs, you need to code an APPC/MVS account code exit routine. You
will be populating the same ACCTNOx values as in your ACCTRTE exit. For example, if the ACCOUNT member defines
three account code levels, and the ACCTRTE exit routine builds the elements ACCTNO1, ACCTNO2, and ACCTNO3,
you will want to populate the same three ACCTNOx values in APPCRTE.

Code the account code exit routine in SAS and verify that it is correct. A sample APPCRTE member is provided in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(APPCRTE). For assistance, see Notes on Coding MICS Parameters. See the APPC Account
Code Exit Routine Worksheet sample for coding your routine.

Preparation

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer provides a sample APPC/MVS account code exit routine.

The APPCRTE routine is invoked by MICS at the point before the creation of each BATATP file DETAIL timespan record.
The only SMF record present when this exit is invoked is the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

Data Elements for PPC/MVS Account Code Routine

APPC/MVS Overview explains APPC/MVS and the information it provides. BATATP observations are only created for
TPs scheduled by the APPC scheduler, ASCH. Any LU6.2 program can use APPC/MVS services to communicate with
other TPs, but only ASCH-scheduled TPs produce the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting records that are used to
create BATATP observations. Each BATATP observation contains the resource utilization consumed by the APPC/MVS
ASCH-scheduled TP. ASCH TPs are not submitted like batch jobs, but are scheduled by ASCH to execute when another
TP requests a conversation with them. The ACCTNOx values should be set so that the requesting transaction program
is held accountable for the resources used. The SMF type 33 record provides good accountability back to the requesting
partner TP.

Each of the data elements in the APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP) is available to the APPC/MVS account code
routine. These elements are documented in the MICS Data Dictionary. In addition, some data elements, such as
ACTFLD1-5, are not in the BATATP file, but exist during the processing of the MICS program that contains the exit. The
data elements most often used to determine the account code values are shown below:

ACTFLD1-5
The first five SMF accounting fields from the partner TP that requested a conversation with the TP represented by this
record.

ATPCLASS
TP Class

ATPLLU
Local LU Name

ATPNAME
TP Name

ATPNETID
Partner LU Network ID

ATPPLU
Partner LU Name

ATPPROF
Profile Name

ATPTYPE
TP Schedule Type (STP/MTP/MSH)

RACFUSID
Partner TP RACF User ID
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RACFGRID
Partner TP RACF Group ID

Note: ATPAPU is already carried as a sort/sequence data element in the BATATP files and should therefore not be used
as an ACCTNOx value.

Internal Fields

There are no internal fields analogous to those used in the ACCTRTE exit to determine the age of the observation or
which SMF record types are present. BATATP observations are not suspended. They are written to the MICS database in
the same update that reads the raw SMF data file containing SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting records.

Coding Considerations

In coding the APPCRTE, you should consider the following:

• Do NOT use statements such as this one in the APPCRTE because these data elements are not defined in the code
that creates the BATATP observations:

       IF I_AUDIT='I' or J_AUDIT='J' ;

 

• When ATPTYPE='MSH', indicating that the current BATATP observation represents execution of the shell portion of a
multi-trans TP, the ACCTNOx values should be set to your data center's overhead account. The execution of the shell
portion of a multi-trans TP cannot be attributed to an individual user. An exception to this would be if the multi-trans
TP was set up exclusively for the use of one group within your enterprise. The ACTFLDx values found in SMF type 33
record for a multi-trans shell come from the TP profile defining the TP and not from a requesting partner.

• Make sure that you assign default data center overhead ACCTNOx values if the appropriate values cannot be set
from the fields available. As with the ACCTRTE exit described the Account Code Specification Exits section, it is very
important to make sure your APPCRTE is coded so that invalid values do not end up in the ACCTNOx data elements.
Note: Allowing invalid account codes into the MICS database will increase the number of records and therefore
the DASD space requirements of the Batch Information Area files. This could result in unnecessarily large DASD
requirements.

Example:

The following example assumes that the data center has three account code levels, and that the only valid division codes
are DEV, PRD, and TST.

ACCTNO1 is set from the ACTFLD1 value passed from the requesting partner TP. The ACTFLD1 value is checked
against the valid division codes, and if invalid, ACCTNO1 is set to '***'.

ACCTNO2 is set from the first three characters of the TP Name. A user-defined SAS format, $TPNCHK, is maintained
with all valid projects. Valid projects return a value of 'OK' when PUT with SAS format $TPNCHK. If not 'OK', then
ACCTNO2 is set to '***'.

ACCTNO3 is set equal to the RACFUSID field of the requesting partner TP. No validation is performed because APPC/
MVS has been implemented with User ID Verification. This means that APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP requests are only
satisfied when the requesting partner TP presents APPC with a valid userid/password.

In all cases, ACCTNO1-3 are set to overhead values when the ATPTYPE is 'MSH', meaning that the record represents
the execution of the shell portion of a multi-trans TP.

The ACCOUNT member for the account definition above is:

     1 3  'DIVISION'

     2 5  'PROJECT'

     3 8  'USER'

     4 1  'Unused 4'
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     5 1  'Unused 5'

     6 1  'Unused 6'

     7 1  'Unused 7'

     8 1  'Unused 8'

     9 1  'Unused 9'

 

The following exit routine implements the above specifications:

 * ABC'S ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT

 *

 *   DIVISION IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-3 OF ACTFLD1.

 *

 *   PROJECT IS TAKEN FROM THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS OF TP

 *           NAME (ATPNAME) AND VERIFIED WITH SAS FORMAT

 *           $TPNCHK.

 *

 *   USER NAME IS SET TO THE RACFUSID OF THE REQUESTING TP

 *

 *   MULTI-TRANS TP SHELLS ARE ASSIGNED TO OVERHEAD ACCOUNT

 *   AS ARE NON-SHELL TPS WITH INVALID DIVISION OR PROJECTS

 * ;

  

    /* SAMPLE APPCRTE ROUTINE EXIT CODE                  */

    /*                                                   */

    /* SET OVERHEAD VALUES                               */

    /*                                                   */

      ACCTNO1='***' ;

      ACCTNO2='*****';

      ACCTNO3='********';

      ACCTNO4=' ' ;

      ACCTNO5=' ' ;

      ACCTNO6=' ' ;

      ACCTNO7=' ' ;

      ACCTNO8=' ' ;

      ACCTNO9=' ' ;

     IF ATPTYPE='MSH' THEN GOTO ACCTRTEX ; /* use defaults */

     ELSE DO ;

       ACCTNO1=SUBSTR(ACTFLD1,1,3) ;

       IF ACCTNO1 NE 'DEV' AND ACCTNO1 NE 'PRD'

                           AND ACCTNO1 NE 'TST' THEN DO ;

          ACCTNO1='***' ;

       END ;

       ACCTNO2=SUBSTR(ATPNAME,1,3) ;

       IF PUT(ACCTNO2,$TPNCHK.) NE 'OK' THEN ACCTNO2='***' ;

       ACCTNO3=RACFUSID ;

       GOTO ACCTRTEX ;

     END;

     ACCTRTEX:

 

Use the following APPC Account Code Exit Routine Worksheet to code your account code exit routine (ACCTRTE).
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APPC Account Code Exit Routine Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: APPC/MVS Account Code Routine        |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is APPCRTE                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

SMFGENIN - Analyzer Definition Statements

Each MICS component has a member that defines component generation statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.
The member's name is cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. The Batch and Operations
generation definition member is SMFGENIN.

MICS Facilities describes the statements that comprise the GENIN members. Statements specific to this component are
described below.

OPTION Statement

The OPTION statement indicates which groups of data elements are to be kept in the database. Check the default
definition and change it as appropriate to meet your needs.
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Note: The SMFGENIN member contains uppercase and lowercase characters. The keywords for the OPTION statement
should be entered in uppercase.

The statement format is:

OPTION keyword keyword ...

where the valid keywords are:

JES2/NOJES2
JES2 data elements

JES3/NOJES3
JES3 data elements

DVCT/NODVCT
Derived device count data elements

ALC /NOALC
JES3 allocation count data elements

ZEDC/NOZEDC
zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) data elements

APPC/NOAPPC
APPC/MVS Transaction Program activity data elements

OE /NOOE
UNIX Systems Services (formerly Open Edition/MVS) data elements

Keywords are described in detail below. You must specify one keyword from each pair. The keywords can be specified in
any order and are separated by one or more blanks.

Examples

The recommended OPTION for SMF in a JES2 shop is:

OPTION JES2 NOJES3 NODVCT NONJE NOAPPC

The recommended OPTION for SMF in a JES3 shop is:

OPTION  NOJES2 JES3 NODVCT NONJE ALC

 

Keyword Descriptions

• JES2/NOJES2 keyword (Data Element Cluster 02) JES3/NOJES3 keyword (Data Element Cluster 03)
The JES2 and JES3 keywords specify whether fields that hold JES2-specific data and/or JES3-specific data should
be kept in the records of the BATJOB, BAT_JS, and BATSPL files. These options were added to save space in the
database, especially for users of JES2. They can also prevent use of data elements that are not meaningful in your
environment.
Depending on the type of JES that you run, you should specify JES2 and NOJES3, or NOJES2 and JES3. You will
only specify both JES2 and JES3 in the unusual circumstance that you are running data from both JES2 and JES3
systems into the same MICS update run.
Note that the presence of fields derived from the type 25 (JES3 Main Device Setup) record in files of the Batch
Information Area is controlled by the JES3/NOJES3 keyword. See the description of the ALC/NOALC keyword below.

• DVCT/NODVCT Keyword (Data Element Cluster 06)
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The DVCT option specifies whether to calculate and maintain I/O device allocation counts for DASD, Magnetic Tape,
VIO, Communications, and Unit Record devices. Due to the large counters that must be maintained for each of these
classes (as well as a total value), a significant amount of DASD storage space is required to carry these fields in the
database.
Specify DVCT to include these fields in the database, or NODVCT to have them excluded. This option allows you to
delete these data elements from the step-level (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE, BAT_SA) and job-
level (BATJOB, BAT_JS) files if you do not have a requirement for them.

• ALC/NOALC Keyword (Data Element Cluster 07)
If the JES3 option is selected, the information from the JES3 Device Allocation Records (type 25) will be included in
the BATJOB file of the database. Specify ALC to cause these fields to exist in the database, or NOALC to have them
excluded. This data may be very useful in the analysis of bottlenecks in setup processing.
Note that if the Device Allocation data is used, it will cause a significant increase in the amount of space required for
the BATJOB files.

WARNING
Note that if option NOJES3 is selected, data elements controlled by ALC/NOALC option will be deactivated
even though ALC is specified.

• ZEDC/NOZEDC Keyword (Data Element Cluster 08)
The ZEDC/NOZEDC keyword is the only SMF component keyword that does not have to be coded on the OPTION
statement because it has a default value:

DEFAULT VALUE:  ZEDC

If ZEDC and NOZEDC are not coded on the OPTION statement, or the value ZEDC is coded on the OPTION
statement, step and job level data elements related to the IBM zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) feature are kept
in the database. zEDC is an optional IBM feature available on zEC12 and later Central Processing Complexes (CPCs).
If the NOZEDC keyword is explicitly coded on the option statement, the zEDC step and job level data elements are not
kept in the database.

• APPC/NOAPPC Keyword (Data Element Cluster 09)
If the APPC option is selected, the data elements that quantify APPC/MVS Transaction Program activity are included in
both the step-level (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE, BAT_SA) and job-level (BATJOB, BAT_JS) files.
Select NOAPPC to exclude the APPC/MVS Transaction file data elements.
Specifying the APPC keyword results in a significant increase in the amount of space required for the Batch
Information Area files named above.

• OE/NOOE Keyword (Data Element Cluster 10)
If the OE option is selected, the data elements that quantify UNIX System Services (formerly Open Edition/MVS)
activity are included in both the step- level (BATPGM, BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE, BAT_SA) and job-level
(BATJOB, BAT_JS) files. The data elements activated with the OE option are primarily associated with Hierarchical File
System (HFS) activity.
Specifying the OE keyword results in a significant increase in the amount of space required for the Batch Information
Area files named above.
Note: Elements that are designated as "cluster code" elements have a common data source. For the Batch and
Operations Analyzer, the cluster codes are as follows:

                      Code Keyword Description

                      ---- ------- -----------

                       02  JES2    JES 2

                       03  JES3    JES 3

                       06  DVCT    Device allocation counts

                       07  ALC     JES3 device alloc. stats

                       09  APPC    APPC elements

                       10  OE      Open Edition/MVS elements
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If you want to change the current designation, modify the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN)
and run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN).

COMPRESS Statement

The SAS system gives you the option to create variable-length or fixed-length observations in a SAS data set. Variable-
length observations differ from fixed-length observations in that the former are usually smaller because the blank spaces
used to pad fixed-length observations are removed.

You instruct SAS to create variable length observations by specifying the COMPRESS= option. SAS data set compression
can be implemented for individual data sets or across the entire SAS system by specifying COMPRESS= on either a
DATA statement (for the individual data set named on the DATA statement) or an OPTIONS statement (for the entire
system).

For more information on the COMPRESS= option, see the SAS Institute documentation.

SMFDEVS - Device Level I/O Activity Data Elements

The sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFDEVS) member permits you to create additional sets of I/O activity data elements for
categories that you define.

For example, you may want to create a set of I/O activity data elements for a particular device type, for example 3390
mod 4 DASD devices. Or you may want to create a set of I/O activity data elements for steps that allocate devices to a
particular DDNAME, such as SYSUT1. The SMFDEVS member allows you to define sets of I/O activity data elements that
meet the reporting needs of your organization.

Refer to the following sections for instructions on how to define and implement your customized I/O activity data elements.

• What are I/O Activity Data Elements?
• SMFDEVS Keyword Definitions
• SMFDEVS Coding Examples
• Generate or Remove Device Activity Data Elements

SMF What are I/O Activity Data Elements?

By default, the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer interval, step, and job-level database records contain I/O activity
data elements summarized to the device class level. These I/O related data elements are derived from the individual SMF
type 30 address space records EXCP segments.

A set of I/O activity metrics are provided for the following device classes:

Device Classes I/O Data Element Structure
COMMUNICATION fff*COMM and fffMX#CO
DASD fff*DASD and fffMX#DA
GRAPHICS fff*GRAF and fffMX#GR
TAPE fff*TAPE and fffMX#TA
UNIT-RECORD fff*UREC and fffMX#UR
VIRTUAL I/O fff*VIO and fffMX#VI
TAPE CARTRIDGE fff*3480 and fffMX#CA (see Note)

where

fff
PGM or JOB for the step/interval and job-level files respectively
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*
E for EXCP Count
A for Data Set Allocations
N for Number of Devices
C for Device Connect Time

#
N for Number of Devices
A for Data Set Allocations

For example, in a BATPGM01 observation, data element PGMCDASD contains the sum of device connect time from all
SMF type 30 record EXCP segments where the device class was DASD (HEX '20' in the raw data).

Note: The above list of device classes has one anomaly. Device Class TAPE CARTRIDGE is a subset of device class
TAPE, rather than a unique device class. Device class TAPE data elements contain both round reel and cartridge I/O
activity. Device Class TAPE CARTRIDGE contains the subset of TAPE activity where the device was a cartridge device.
Refer to the I/O Measurements and Device Activity section for more details about device I/O activity metrics.

SMFDEVS Keyword Definitions

The SMFDEVS member supports the following keywords used in the definition of a set of I/O activity data elements.

Required Keywords

ELEMENTDEF
Keyword to specify last three alphanumeric characters for the new data elements that are to be generated

DEVICECLASS
Keyword to specify the Device Class

DEVICETYPE
Keyword to specify the Device Type

or

DEVICEADDRESS
Keyword to specify the Device Address(es)

SEMI-COLON(;)
Indicates the END of a SET of keyword statements if there is MORE THAN ONE SET of keyword statements

ELEMENTDEF XXX

 Arguments: XXX (1 to 3 alphanumeric characters)

 Default  : None

 Required : Yes

 

The ELEMENTDEF keyword specification will be used to define the last three characters of the data element names.

The following are examples of generated sets of data elements for the various I/O activity files:

    BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File

  

      JOBAZXXX     XXXXXXXX Data Set Allocations

      JOBCZXXX     XXXXXXXX Device Connect Time

      JOBEZXXX     XXXXXXXX EXCPS

      JOBNZXXX     XXXXXXXX Data Set Allocations
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    BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File

    BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File

    BAT_OE - Open Edition/MVS Program File

    BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File

    BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File

  

      PGMAZXXX     XXXXXXXX Data Set Allocations

      PGMCZXXX     XXXXXXXX Device Connect Time

      PGMEZXXX     XXXXXXXX EXCPS

      PGMNZXXX     XXXXXXXX Data Set Allocations

 

DEVICECLASS XXXXXXXX

 Arguments: XXXXXXXX (up to 8 characters)

 Default  : NONE

 Required : Yes

 

This keyword identifies the specific device class of the devices you want to collect I/O statistics for. The value of the
keyword DEVICECLASS may be one of the following: DASD, MASSTOR, TAPE, UNIT-REC, GRAPHICS, COMMGEAR,
or CTC.

The DEVICECLASS keyword must be used in conjunction with either the DEVICETYPE keyword or the
DEVICEADDRESS keyword, not both.

DEVICETYPE XXX

 Arguments: XXX

 Default  : NONE

 Required : Yes

 

This keyword identifies the specific device types of the devices you want to collect I/O statistics for.

The DEVICETYPE keyword must be used in conjuction with the DEVICECLASS keyword and may not be used with the
DEVICEADDRESS keyword.

DEVICEADDRESS XXXX

 Arguments: XXXX (4 alphanumeric characters) OR

            XXXX-XXXX to specify a range

 Default  : NONE

 Required : Yes

 

This keyword identifies the physical addresses of the devices you want to collect I/O statistics for. It is possible to define
more than one device address (up to 13 per DEVICEADDRESS specification). When specifying more than one address,
you must separate the addresses with a comma or space.

When specifying a range of device addresses, the beginning device address specification must be less than the ending
device address specification. The beginning and ending device address specifications must be separated by a hyphen
(-). Multiple range specifications may be used for a DEVICEADDRESS statement but must be separated by a comma or
space. Single device address specifications and range specifications may both be utilized in a single DEVICEADDRESS
statement. Refer to Example 4 in the SMFDEVS Coding Examples section.

Multiple DEVICEADDRESS statements may be used if necessary; however, no more than five are allowed.

If a device address is less than four characters, you must right justify and zero fill to the left for each entry.
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The DEVICEADDRESS keyword must be used in conjunction with the DEVICECLASS keyword and may not be used with
the DEVICETYPE keyword.

SEMI-COLON (;)

 Arguments: NONE (semi-colon symbol)

 Default  : NONE

 Required : Yes*

 

A semi-colon (;) indicates the END of a set of I/O device activity keyword statements.

If there is more than one set of keyword statements, a semi-colon (;) is required.

Optional Keywords

LABEL
Used to add additional meaning to the labels of the new data elements that are being generated

TIMESPANS
Used to specify timespans where I/O activity data elements are active

FILES
Used to specify specific files where I/O activity data elements are populated

MAXDEF
Used to activate the 'max' data elements and specify the last alphanumeric character of the data element name.

LABEL XXXXXXXX

 Arguments: XXXXXXXX (1 to 8 alphanumeric characters)

 Default  : ELEMENTDEF Definition

 Required : No

 

The LABEL keyword can be used to construct a more meaningful data element label. If LABEL is not defined, the
ELEMENTDEF specification will be used as part of the default label.

TIMESPANS X X X X X

 Arguments: X X X X X  (Y OR N)

 Default  : Y Y Y Y Y

 Required : No

 

TIMESPANS keyword is used to specify the timespans where the I/O activity data elements will be active. If TIMESPANS
is not specified, these data elements will default to active at all timespans.

If the DETAIL timespan is defined as N and higher timespans are active (Y), then the SMFCGEN will abort.

The statement format is:

   TIMESPANS X D W M Y

 

where:

       X - (DETAIL)

       D - (DAYS)

       W - (WEEKS)

       M - (MONTHS)
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       Y - (YEARS)

 

FILES XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

 Arguments: XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

 Default  : Data elements in all files

 Required : No

 

The FILES keyword is used to select which file(s) the data elements will populate. More than one file can be specified with
one FILES statement. When specifying more than one file, you must separate the file identifier with one space and no
commas.

If this keyword is specified, only those files listed will have the new data elements. If the FILES keyword is not specified,
the default is for all step and job level program files to be populated with the new data elements.

The statement format is:

   FILES XXX

 or

   FILES XXX XXX XXX XXX

 

where:

XXX
(JOB PGM _OE _ST _TP _TS)

If JOB is specified, JOB must be accompanied with either PGM, _OE, _ST, _TP, or _TS.

Note: Although the files affected can be tailored, certain files are always populated, i.e., SFS, XCS and BAT_JS if JOB is
selected.

 MAXDEF X 

 Arguments: X (1 alphanumeric character)

 Default  : NONE

 Required : No

 

The MAXDEF keyword will be used to activate the fffMX* data elements. The MAXDEF specification defines the last
character of the data element names for the fffMX* data elements.

The following are examples of generated sets of fffMX* data elements for the various I/O activity data elements:

    BATJOB - Batch User Job Activity File

  

      JOBMXZAX     XXXXXXXX Max Data Set Allocations

      JOBMXZNX     XXXXXXXX Max Device Allocations

  

    BATPGM - Batch User Program Activity File

    BAT_ST - System Task Program Activity File

    BAT_OE - Open Edition/MVS Program File

    BAT_TP - APPC/MVS TP Activity File

    BAT_TS - SMF User TSO Activity File

  

      PGMMXZAX     XXXXXXXX Data Set Allocations

      PGMMXZNX     XXXXXXXX Device Allocations
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The statement format is:

   MAXDEF X

 

where:

X
(1-9, A-W, Y,Z NOT X)

SMFDEVS Coding Examples

The following SMFDEVS keyword definitions will show you how to use this feature.

Example 1

  ELEMENTDEF  359

  LABEL 3590

  DEVICECLASS TAPE

  DEVICETYPE 131

  TIMESPAN   Y Y N N N

  FILES JOB PGM

  ;

  ELEMENTDEF  349

  LABEL 3590E

  DEVICECLASS TAPE

  DEVICETYPE 129

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels for the first set of keyword specifications:

• Job Level
– JOBEZ359 - 3590 EXCPS
– JOBCZ359 - 3590 Device Connect Time
– JOBNZ359 - 3590 Devices Allocated
– JOBAZ359 - 3590 Data Set Allocations

• Program or Step Level
– PGMEZ359 - 3590 EXCPS
– PGMCZ359 - 3590 Device Connect Time
– PGMNZ359 - 3590 Devices Allocated
– PGMAZ359 - 3590 Data Set Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active only in DETAIL and DAYS timespans in the BATJOB and BATPGM files.

Generated data elements and their labels for the second set of keyword specifications:

• Job Level
– JOBEZ349 - 3590E EXCPS
– JOBCZ349 - 3590E Device Connect Time
– JOBNZ349 - 3590E Devices Allocated
– JOBAZ349 - 3590E Data Set Allocations

• Program or Step Level
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– PGMEZ349 - 3590E EXCPS
– PGMCZ349 - 3590E Device Connect Time
– PGMNZ349 - 3590E Devices Allocated
– PGMAZ349 - 3590E Data Set Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active for ALL timespans in ALL job and step level files.

Example 2

  ELEMENTDEF   331

  LABEL  3330-11

  DEVICECLASS DASD

  DEVICETYPE 013

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels:

• Job Level
– JOBEZ331 - 3330-11 EXCPS
– JOBCZ331 - 3330-11 Device Connect Time
– JOBNZ331 - 3330-11 Devices Allocated
– JOBAZ331 - 3330-11 Data Set Allocations

• Program or Step Level in all files
– PGMEZ331 - 3330-11 EXCPS
– PGMCZ331 - 3330-11 Device Connect Time
– PGMNZ331 - 3330-11 Devices Allocated
– PGMAZ331 - 3330-11 Data Set Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active for ALL timespans in ALL job and step level files.

Example 3

  ELEMENTDEF  MIC

  DEVICECLASS DASD

  LABEL MICSDASD

  DEVICEADDRESS 2E04 2E51 2E74 2111 212E 2158 26D0 27B1 27C0

  DEVICEADDRESS 27C3,27C4,27C5,27C1,27C2,294F,2E04,2E51,3401

  DEVICEADDRESS 3411 3414 3421,37C4,3431,3439,3404,3408,3428

  TIMESPAN Y N N N N

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels:

• Job Level
– JOBEZMIC - MICSDASD EXCPS
– JOBCZMIC - MICSDASD Device Connect Time
– JOBNZMIC - MICSDASD Devices Allocated
– JOBAZMIC - MICSDASD Data Set Allocations

• Program or Step Level
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– PGMEZMIC - MICSDASD EXCPS
– PGMCZMIC - MICSDASD Device Connect Time
– PGMNZMIC - MICSDASD Devices Allocated
– PGMAZMIC - MICSDASD Data Set Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active only in the DETAIL ALL job and step level files.

Example 4

  ELEMENTDEF  MIC

  DEVICECLASS DASD

  LABEL MICSDASD

  DEVICEADDRESS 2E04-2E51 2E74-2111 212E-2158 26D0 27B1

  DEVICEADDRESS 27C0-27C5,294F,2E04,2E51,3401

  DEVICEADDRESS 3408-3439,37C4

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels:

• Job Level
– JOBEZMIC - MICSDASD EXCPS
– JOBCZMIC - MICSDASD Device Connect Time
– JOBNZMIC - MICSDASD Devices Allocated
– JOBAZMIC - MICSDASD Data Set Allocations

• Program or Step Level
– PGMEZMIC - MICSDASD EXCPS
– PGMCZMIC - MICSDASD Device Connect Time
– PGMNZMIC - MICSDASD Devices Allocated
– PGMAZMIC - MICSDASD Data Set Allocations

Note: This example shows demonstrates how the range specifications and single specification can be used in the
DEVICEADDRESS specification.

Example 5

  ELEMENTDEF   331

  LABEL  3330-11

  DEVICECLASS DASD

  DEVICETYPE 013

  MAXDEF 1

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels:

• Job Level
– JOBEZ331 - 3330-11 EXCPS
– JOBCZ331 - 3330-11 Device Connect Time
– JOBNZ331 - 3330-11 Devices Allocated
– JOBAZ331 - 3330-11 Data Set Allocations
– JOBMXZA1 - Max 3330-11 DSN Allocations
– JOBMXZN1 - Max 3330-11 Device Allocations

• Program or Step Level in all files
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– PGMEZ331 - 3330-11 EXCPS
– PGMCZ331 - 3330-11 Device Connect Time
– PGMNZ331 - 3330-11 Devices Allocated
– PGMAZ331 - 3330-11 Data Set Allocations
– PGMMXZA1 - Max 3330-11 DSN Allocations
– PGMMXZN1 - Max 3330-11 Device Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active for ALL timespans in ALL job and step level files.

Example 6

  ELEMENTDEF   331

  DEVICECLASS DASD

  DEVICETYPE 013

  MAXDEF 1

  ;

Generated data elements and their labels:

• Job Level
– JOBEZ331 - 331 EXCPS
– JOBCZ331 - 331 Device Connect Time
– JOBNZ331 - 331 Devices Allocated
– JOBAZ331 - 331 Data Set Allocations
– JOBMXZA1 - Max 1 DSN Allocations
– JOBMXZN1 - Max 1 Device Allocations

• Program or Step Level in all files
– PGMEZ331 - 331 EXCPS
– PGMCZ331 - 331 Device Connect Time
– PGMNZ331 - 331 Devices Allocated
– PGMAZ331 - 331 Data Set Allocations
– PGMMXZA1 - Max 1 DSN Allocations
– PGMMXZN1 - Max 1 Device Allocations

Note: Data elements will be active for ALL timespans in ALL job and step level files.

SMF Generate or Remove Device Activity Data Elements

Modification of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFDEVS) is required to generate or remove device activity data elements.

To generate new device data elements, follow these steps:

1. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFDEVS).
2. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFDEVS).

To remove device activity data elements, follow these steps:

1. Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFDEVS) by deleting the set of device definition statements for the I/O device
activity data elements to be deleted.

2. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFDEVS).
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SMF Unit Level Parameters
Unit-level parameters control MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer processing. These parameters are stored in the
prefix.MICS.PARMS library associated with each database unit you define. The parameters are incorporated into the
MICS system by the parameter generation process (SMFPGEN). Note that you must run the generation processes for
these options to take effect.

The following table identifies each of the system code generation processes for the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer,
their PARMS member inputs, and the output MACROs (a member may contain the definition of more than one SAS
MACRO) and FORMATs that they generate. The output libraries are at the database unit level (prefix) unless noted
otherwise.

The following MICS system code generation routines are SAS programs executed as part of the job SMFPGEN. The
applicable input PARMS members that must be completed prior to SMFPGEN execution are identified in parentheses for
each process.

• SMF Processing Options Definition (SMFOPS)
• SMF Batch Job Group Generation (JOBGROUP, JOBGPRTE, TURNRTE)

System Code Generator MICS.PARMS Input Member USER.SOURCE Output
Members and SAS MACRO
Names

USER.LOAD Output SAS
FORMATs

SMFPGEN SMFOPS #SMFMSTR _SMFTYPE
JOBGPGEN JOBGROUP #JOBGP   _JOBGPNM

_JOBMSTR
SF_JG
JOBGPNM

The sections that follow show you how to specify the operational parameters that control how input data is processed
by the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. The names in parentheses are the member names within the
prefix.MICS.PARMS data set that contain the parameters described in the section.

• sing-options.dita" scope="local">SMFOPS - SMF Processing Options
• DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling
• JOBGROUP - Batch Workload Classification
• JOBGPRTE - JOBGROUP Exit
• TURNRTE - Turnaround Time Exit
• PRINTDEF - Print Output Definition
• EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options
• INPUTRDR and INPUTSMF PARMS Members
• ATPAPU - APPC/MVS Application Unit Definition
• APPCAURT - APPC Application Unit Derivation Routine

SMFOPS - SMF Processing Options

Each MICS unit containithe MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer relies on information in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS)
to control the processing of SMF data.

You must decide if you want to explicitly control which system's SMF data will be processed. This decision is made using
the SYSLIST and SYSLISTACTION statements.

You must also include at least one OPTION statements that provide additional control information for the analyzer.

Numerous optional statements are supported that provide the means to customize the analyzer's behavior to meet your
data center requirements.

The following sections explain each of the OPTIONS statements specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
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Required Statements

• OPTIONS Statement

Optional Statements

• SYSLIST and SYSLISTACTION Statements
• SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE Statement
• SPLLIMIT Statement
• SFHLIMIT Statement
• LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB Statement
• NJEJOB/NONJEJOB Statement
• APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB Statement
• STCJOB/NOSTCJOB Statement
• TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB Statement
• OEJOB/NOOEJOB Statement
• SAJOB/NOSAJOB Statement
• WORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements
• RESTART Statements
• Incremental Update Statements
• PGMALL/NOPGMALL Statement
• SUSPENDLIMIT Statement
• INCIDENTLIMIT Statement
• CONFIGLIMIT Statement

SMF OPTIONS Statement

The SMF OPTIONS statement is required. You have the choice of specifying an OPTIONS ???? statement that applies to
all system data processed, an OPTIONS statement for specific systems, or a combination of both.

The OPTIONS statement is used to specify:

• Whether or not to process TSO address space records
• Whether or not to create the Workload Device Activity (BATWDA) file

Overview

OPTIONS parameter choices determine how certain fields and SMF record types are processed. You can code a generic
OPTIONS ???? statement, as well as explicit OPTIONS statements for specific systems.

Each SMF record processed by the analyzer contains a four- byte character field that identifies the z/OS system that
wrote the record. This is referred to as the original system name or ORGSYSID.

You should code an OPTIONS ???? statement that reflects the statement choices appropriate for the majority of systems
processed by the unit's daily update job. Then code explicit OPTIONS statements for systems whose requirements are
different.

If you do not code OPTIONS ???? statements, you must code a SYSLIST statement that lists all ORGSYSIDs to be
processed, and additionally code explicit OPTIONS statements for each of the listed systems.

Generic OPTIONS ???? statement
OPTIONS ???? statements are required unless you code both a SYSLIST statement and explicit OPTIONS statements
for all systems in the list. The SYSLIST statement is described in the next section.
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One set of OPTIONS parameter choices is usually appropriate for all systems processed by the analyzer at your site.
To reduce administrator effort, use the OPTIONS ???? statements to reflect these choices, rather than coding explicit
OPTIONS and statements for each ORGSYSID.

Explicit OPTIONS STATEMENTS
Explicit OPTIONS statements are optional. Instead of ????, they specify an ORGSYSID value. Explicit OPTIONS
statements are used to override the parameter settings specified with the OPTIONS ???? statements for specific systems.
As with most MICS PARMS members, the parameters are free-form, but positional. Comments are coded by beginning
the statement with an asterisk (*). Blank statements are allowed. All parameters are required.

???? vs ORGSYSID

The first parameter specified in OPTIONS ???? statements is the generic identifier (????). ???? indicates the keyword
values coded are to be used for all systems unless overridden with an explicit OPTIONS statement.

In explicit OPTIONS statements, the first parameter is the original system identifier (ORGSYSID). ORGSYSID refers to
the four-byte character field that identifies the z/OS system identifier found in each SMF record processed by the analyzer.
For more information on ORGSYSID, see Computing System Parameters (SYSID).

Statement Formats

The OPTIONS statement has the following formats:

• Generic

   OPTIONS ???? NOSMFTSO/SMFTSO NOWDA/WDA

 

• Explicit

   OPTIONS orgsysid NOSMFTSO/SMFTSO NOWDA/WDA

 

The keywords are described as follows:

• SMFTSO/NOSMFTSO (SMF TSO Session Data Handling)
The analyzer processes SMF measurement data for all address spaces, or workloads, that execute on a z/OS
environment, including TSO sessions. Another Broadcom product, TSO/MON PM, creates measurement data for TSO
sessions, and serves as a data feed for another analyzer, the MICS Analyzer for TSO.
The MICS Analyzer for TSO executes as DAY010 in a MICS daily update job, and creates unit-level database files for
TSO sessions. It also can interface with the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option to bill for TSO session usage.
If your data center wants to use the MICS Analyzer for TSO to collect, measure, and charge for TSO session usage,
you can instruct the Batch and Operations Analyzer to ignore SMF records for TSO sessions.
MICS uses TSO measurement data from TSO/MON PM and from SMF type 30 and 26 records. This keyword specifies
whether or not you want the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer to store TSO data from SMF.
Standard SMF data on TSO is stored in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer's BAT_TS file. TSO/MON PM data
is supported by the MICS Analyzer for TSO and not in the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer's files. Coding this
statement does not affect the MICS Analyzer for TSO.
Code either of the following keywords for this statement:

SMFTSO
Use standard SMF TSO records and support the BAT_TS file. Keep TSO measurements from the following record types:
Type 30 Common Address Space Workload subtypes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

NOSMFTSO
Use TSO/MON PM data as the only input data source for TSO sessions; do not support the BAT_TS file. Do not keep
TSO measurements from the following record types:
Type 30 Common Address Space Workload subtypes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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• WDA/NOWDA (Device Workload I/O Activity)
The Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA) organizes I/O- related activity of devices, by WLM Service Class. This
information is used by capacity planners for modeling and forecasting. Be aware that creating and maintaining this file
is expensive in terms of DASD space and processing time. The BATWDA file is supported only in the DAYS timespan.
The keywords for this statement are:

WDA
Extract device workload I/O activity and use it to build the BATWDA file.

NOWDA
Do not create or maintain the BATWDA file.

Modify the sample SMFOPS member distributed in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library rather than coding it from scratch to
avoid syntax errors.

Use the following Installation Preparation Worksheet (SMF Processing Options (SMFOPS)) to collect the data:

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: SMF Processing Options               |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is SMFOPS                                           |

| Reference: Section 7.3.1, CA MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer Guide    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|  PROCESSING OPTIONS  .......POSITIONAL KEYWORDS.........                 |

|                                                                          |

|              ORIGINAL  SMFTSO     WDA                                    |

|               SYSID    NOSMFTSO   NOWDA                                  |

|                                                                          |

|  OPTIONS      _____    _______    _____                                  |

|                                                                          |

|  OPTIONS      _____    _______    _____                                  |

|                                                                          |

|  OPTIONS      _____    _______    _____                                  |

|                                                                          |

|  OPTIONS      _____    _______    _____                                  |

|                                                                          |

|  OPTIONS      ????     _______    _____                                  |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Examples of SMFOPS Definitions and Expected Results

Shown in the examples below is the behavior of the ???? OPTIONS statement when used in combination with the
individual OPTIONS statements.

Example 1

 o OPTIONS SYSA SMFTSO NOWDA

   OPTIONS SYSB SMFTSO NOWDA
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   OPTIONS ???? NOSMFTSO NOWDA

  

 o ORGSYSIDs from input data:

   SYSA, SYSB, SYSC

  

 o SYSA and SYSB:

   - Will use standard SMF TSO records and support the BAT_TS

     file

 

Example 2

 o OPTIONS SYSA SMFTSO NOWDA

   OPTIONS ???? NOSMFTSO NOWDA

  

 o ORGSYSIDs from input data:

   SYSA, SYSB, SYSC

  

 o SYSA and SYSB:

  

   SYSA:

   - Will use standard SMF TSO records and support the BAT_TS

     file, and no BATWDA file will be created.

  

   SYSB:

   - Will use CA TSO/MON PM data as the only input data source

     for TSO sessions and will not create a BAT_TS, and no

     BATWDA will be created.

  

 o SYSC:

   - Will use CA TSO/MON PM data as the only input data source

     for TSO sessions and will not create a BAT_TS, and no

     BATWDA will be created.

 

SMF SYSLIST and SYSLISTACTION Statements

The SYSLIST statement allows you to restrict the systems processed by the DAY030 step, at the analyzer level.
By default, unit-level and complex-level parameters, such as prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID), control the systems
(ORGSYSIDs) that are processed.

For example, if prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) contains entries for five ORGSYSIDs, SYS1 to SYS5, then all MICS
components in the daily update run can accept data from SYS1 to SYS5. You can use the SYSLIST statement to instruct
the daily update DAY030 step for the Batch and Operations Analyzer to only accept data from SYS1 and SYS2.

The SYSLIST statement, if coded, must be accompanied by a SYSLISTACTION statement. The SYSLISTACTION
statement instructs the analyzer on how to deal with data from unlisted systems. The format and rules associated with the
coding of these two statements are described below:

SYSLIST statement

The SYSLIST statement has the following format:

    SYSLIST sys1 sys2 ... sysn
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Default
none

where

sys1 sys2 ... sysn
is the list of systems (ORGSYSID) that will be accepted by the analyzer. Each sysn must be 4 characters or less.
Separate each sysn (ORGSYSID) by one or more spaces. See Computing System Parameters (SYSID).

Use as many SYSLIST statements as required to list the systems to be processed. Each SYSLIST statement must begin
with the keyword SYSLIST.

SYSLISTACTION statement

The SYSLISTACTION statement has the following format:

    SYSLISTACTION action

 

Default
none

where

action
must be either ABORT or REJECT.

ABORT instructs the analyzer to force an abend when the DAY030 step encounters SMF data from non-listed systems.

REJECT instructs the analyzer to continue processing, but ignore data from unlisted systems.

The Batch and Operations Analyzer only processes certain SMF record types. The SYSLISTACTION action is only
invoked for SMF record types used by the analyzer. Other controls recognize and reject unwanted record types earlier in
the SMF record processing logic.

Note: If you use a SYSLIST statement and you code explicit OPTIONS statements for each ORGSYSID in the list, you do
not need to code generic OPTIONS ???? statements.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: SMF Processing Options               |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is SMFOPS                                           |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|  SYSLIST             sys1 sys2 ... sysn                                  |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|  SYSLIST      ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____     |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|  SYSLISTACTION action                                                    |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|  SYSLISTACTION _________                                                 |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

SMF SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE Statements

The SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE statement is optional. This statement determines how NJE SYSOUT is treated by
each MICS unit. MICS units receiving SMF data from two or more JES spools should specify NOSUSPENDNJE. This will
eliminate SYSOUT accountability problems caused by discrepancies in the timing of SMF dumps for each SYSID.

NOSUSPENDNJE can also significantly reduce the size of the BATSFW Writer Suspension file at sites that have large
volumes of NJE SYSOUT originating from either non-MVS sources (for example, VM) or from other MVS nodes whose
SMF data is not input into this MICS unit.

This option statement affects how MICS processes NJE SYSOUT. NJE SYSOUT is explained in detail in the NJE
SYSOUT section.

Your choice of SUSPENDNJE or NOSUSPENDNJE is checked whenever MICS encounters NJE SYSOUT. NJE SYSOUT
is characterized by an SPLMASK of ...WPx, where W represents the presence of at least one SMF type 6 output writer
record and P represents the presence of an SMF type 26 purge record from a spool other than where execution occurred.
The x can be either . or H, meaning the absence or presence of an observation from the Job Account Derivation Hold
(BATSFH) file.

The SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE statement has the following format:

SUSPENDNJE (Default)

or

NOSUSPENDNJE

How MICS processes NJE SYSOUT when SUSPENDNJE is specified

Specifying SUSPENDNJE or leaving the option out of SMFOPS has the following influence when MICS encounters NJE
SYSOUT:

• BATSPL observations are written for each SMF type 6 output writer record when first encountered by MICS.
• The SMF type 26 non-execution spool purge record is discarded.
• The SMF type 6 output writer records are suspended to allow matching with the execution records in a later daily

update cycle.

Subsequent daily updates will again encounter the suspended SMF type 6 output writer records. They have already
been written to the BATSPL file, so their only useful purpose is to contribute to the job-level output-related data elements
if MICS encounters the execution records for the job that created the SYSOUT. If the execution records are not
encountered, the output writer records simply cycle through subsequent daily updates until the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT
value is exceeded. Then they are discarded. This wastes BATSFW writer suspend file DASD space in environments
where the NJE SYSOUT will never be associated with the execution records from the creating address space.

How MICS processes NJE SYSOUT when NOSUSPENDNJE is specified

Specifying NOSUSPENDNJE changes the way that MICS processes NJE SYSOUT. The value of the SPLMASK data
element can be either ...WPH or ...WP:
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• When SPLMASK is ...WPH, MICS has already processed and discarded the execution records for the job that created
the NJE SYSOUT. MICS writes a BATSPL observation and discards the output writer and purge records. No record
suspension occurs.

• When SPLMASK is ...WP, the following happens:
– MICS immediately suspends all SMF type 6 output writer records and the SMF type 26 non-execution node purge

record. Nothing is written to the BATSPL file.
– The next daily update re-inputs the suspended records. If SPLMASK is still ...WP, MICS writes the BATSPL

observations and discards all records. No suspension occurs. If the execution records are now present, SPLMASK
will no longer be ...WP, and the NOSUSPENDNJE statement has no affect.

This is a better strategy than that used with SUSPENDNJE. MICS automatically suspends NJE SYSOUT for one cycle to
allow merging with the execution records if they were missing due to SMF dump timing problems. If the execution records
have already been processed and discarded, as evidenced by an SPLMASK of ...WPH, no suspension occurs. In either
scenario, NJE SYSOUT records only reside in the BATSFW suspend file for a maximum of one update cycle, reducing the
DASD space requirements for this file.

Specifying the SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE option statement

Nothing is required to specify SUSPENDNJE. This is the default value. To specify a NOSUSPENDNJE option statement,
follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

NOSUSPENDNJE

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE option is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE option,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (SUSPENDNJE) was used.

Note: Another optional SMFOPS statement, NJEJOB, discussed in Section 7.3.1.7, is related to the SUSPENDNJE/
NOSUSPENDNJE option. If NJEJOB is specified, NOSUSPENDNJE must also be specified. The reverse is not true. You
may specify NOSUSPENDNJE without adding an NJEJOB statement. If you code an NJEJOB statement in SMFOPS
without specifying NOSUSPENDNJE, SMFPGEN will abend and MICSLOG will contain an error message stating that
NOSUSPENDNJE must be specified with NJEJOB.

Tips and hints

• The first MICS daily update cycle run after you change to NOSUSPENDNJE will write fewer observations to the
BATSPL file than would have been written with SUSPENDNJE. This is normal and is due to the automatic one-day
suspension of NJE SYSOUT with an SPLMASK of ...WP.. The next daily update cycle should show a normal range
of BATSPL observations because any new NJE SYSOUT records that are automatically suspended will be offset by
BATSPL records written for the SYSOUT records automatically suspended in the previous update cycle.

• You can reduce the number of automatically suspended NJE SYSOUT records by activating the BATSFH (Job Account
Derivation Hold) file several MICS update cycles before activating NOSUSPENDNJE. If the SPLMASK for NJE
SYSOUT is ...WPH, the automatic one-day suspension does not occur. The H in SPLMASK means that a BATSFH file
observation was associated with the NJE SYSOUT records.

Note: The BATSFH file can only be associated with NJE SYSOUT that originated from a job whose execution SMF
records were previously encountered in the same MICS unit that processes the NJE SYSOUT records.
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SMF SPLLIMIT Statement

The SPLLIMIT statement is optional. This statement, if specified, prevents the writing of "lone" SYSOUT records to the
BATSPL file. Lone SYSOUT records, characterized by an SPLMASK value of ...W.. are fully discussed in the "Lone"
Writer Records section.

The SPLLIMIT statement directs MICS to wait a specified number of daily updates before writing the record to the
BATSPL file. This is important because most account code setting schemes rely on information either in the execution
records for the job that created the SYSOUT, or the purge record created when all output for a given job is printed or
purged. The presence of a lone output writer record means that additional output data sets for the job are still waiting to
print. At minimum, an SMF type 26 purge record will eventually be written and merged with the lone SYSOUT record.

The SPLLIMIT Statement Format

SPLLIMIT nn

where nn ranges from 0 to 10.

The default is SPLLIMIT 0.

The value of nn tells MICS how many daily update cycles to delay writing the lone SYSOUT record to the BATSPL file.
If you code SPLLIMIT 0 or do not include the SPLLIMIT statement in SMFOPS, MICS will write a BATSPL observation
immediately upon encountering a lone writer record. Because most account code routines rely on other SMF record types
to set ACCTNOx values, lone writer records are generally assigned overhead account codes.

A better strategy for dealing with lone writer records is to add the SPLLIMIT statement with a nonzero value for nn. MICS
will then suspend the record and avoid creating a BATSPL observation until one of the following events occurs:

• Some other SMF record type is associated with the output writer record and the lone designation no longer applies.
• An observation from the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH) file is associated with the output writer record and the

lone designation no longer applies.
• nn daily update cycles pass.
• The MICS SUSPENDLIMIT value is exceeded.

When any of these events occur, a BATSPL observation is created. Lone output writer records are usually lone for only
one daily update cycle. By delaying the writing of a BATSPL observation, you increase the chance to assign accountability
for the printer resources consumed.

Specifying the SPLLIMIT option statement

To specify the SPLLIMIT option statement, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

SPLLIMIT nn

where nn ranges from 1 to 10.
Note: Specifying SPLLIMIT 0 has no effect. SPLLIMIT 0 is the default assumed by MICS if the SPLLIMIT option
statement is not present in SMFOPS.

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the SPLLIMIT option statement is coded incorrectly, the job will
abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes with a condition
code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain an SPLLIMIT option statement, MICSLOG will tell you that
the option is missing and that the default, SPLLIMIT 0, was used.
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SMF SFHLIMIT Statement

The SFHLIMIT statement is optional. This statement, if specified, activates the Job Account Derivation Hold (BATSFH)
file and controls how long observations stay in the file. The BATSFH file provides accountability for "late" SYSOUT. It
also provides accountability for NJE SYSOUT when the MICS unit encountering the NJE SYSOUT SMF type 6 records
has previously encountered and discarded the execution records for the creating job. The BATSFH file is described in
the BATSFH - Job Account Derivation Hold File section. SYSOUT accountability issues are discussed in the SYSOUT
Considerations section.

The BATSFH file must be customized to meet your accounting needs prior to activation with the SFHLIMIT statement.
Customizing the BATSFH file is discussed in the BATSFH File Customization section. You must also make sure your
global account code exit routine (ACCTRTE) is designed to check the value of either the H_AUDIT or the ACCTINFO data
elements. Coding the ACCTRTE exit is discussed in the ACCTRTE - Global Account Code Exit Routine section.

Once you have customized the BATSFH file and modified your ACCTRTE to make use of the BATSFH file observations,
you need to add an SFHLIMIT statement to prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

The SFHLIMIT Statement Format
 SFHLIMIT nn

 

where nn ranges from 0 to 20.

The default is SFHLIMIT 0.

The value of nn tells MICS the number of daily update cycles each BATSFH file observation should remain in the file.
The value you choose for nn will depend on how long SYSOUT tends to remain in the JES spools before printing. An
observation is written to the BATSFH file when MICS is about to discard the various SMF records for a particular job, TSO
session, started task, or the address space records from an APPC/MVS Transaction Program (TP). Each BATSFH file
observation contains the Reader Start Time (RDRTS), Job Name (JOB), and the job-level fields required by your global
account code exit routine (ACCTRTE).

If you are reasonably sure that any NJE SYSOUT for a job will be printed within a week after job end, you should set nn to
7 or 8. The BATSFH File Usage Notes section shows how to fine-tune the SFHLIMIT argument value.

Specifying the SFHLIMIT option statement

To specify an SFHLIMIT option statement, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

 SFHLIMIT nn

 

where nn ranges from 0 to 20.
Note: Specifying SFHLIMIT 0 has no affect. SFHLIMIT 0 is the default assumed by MICS if the SFHLIMIT option
statement is not present in SMFOPS.

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the SFHLIMIT option statement is coded incorrectly, the job will
abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes with a condition
code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain an SFHLIMIT option statement, MICSLOG will tell you that
the option is missing and that the default, SFHLIMIT 0, was used.

Tips and hints

The BATSFH file has only one function: to provide extended accountability for NJE SYSOUT and late SYSOUT. Before
deciding to activate this file, see how much NJE and late SYSOUT is encountered in your environment. The BATSPL
file data elements SPLNJESR and SPLLATE will be non-zero for any NJE and late SYSOUT encountered by MICS. If
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you rarely encounter NJE or late SYSOUT, you may not want to incur the additional processing and space requirements
associated with the BATSFH file.

SMF LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB Statement

The LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB statement is optional.

The LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB Statement Format

NOLATEJOB (Default)

or

LATEJOB

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each job
that executed. Certain non-execution batch jobs also qualify for the BATJOB file:

• Jobs submitted for non-execution, for example, TYPRUN=SCAN (MICS data element JOBSCAN) or TYPRUN=COPY
(MICS data element JOBCOPY))

• JCL errors (MICS data element JOBJCLER)
• Jobs canceled (Operator Cancels (MICS data element JOBCANCL))
• Jobs that incur Job System abends (MICS data element JOBSYSAB) or Job User abends (MICS data element

JOBUSRAB)
• Jobs that are in execution when the system fails (System Failure During Job Execution (MICS data element

JOBCRASH))

MICS does not, by default, create BATJOB observations for NJE SYSOUT or late SYSOUT. You can force MICS to create
a BATJOB observation from the SMF records representing late SYSOUT by coding a LATEJOB option statement in
SMFOPS. For more information about late SYSOUT, refer to the "Late" SYSOUT Sections.

The LATEJOB option is not recommended. Specifying LATEJOB will result in two BATJOB observations for the same job
in different cycles of the DETAIL timespan. The first observation will represent the execution of the job and any SYSOUT
printed before the MICS SUSPENDLIMIT was exceeded. The second observation will represent SYSOUT printed after
MICS had discarded the SMF records for the job because the SUSPENDLIMIT was exceeded. Most of the JOB data
elements in the second observation will contain SAS missing values. The only resource usage data elements containing
information will be print related.

A better strategy is to specify NOLATEJOB or omit the statement and account for SYSOUT from the BATSPL file.

Specifying the LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOLATEJOB. This is the default value. To specify a LATEJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

LATEJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB option statement is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a LATEJOB/NOLATEJOB option statement,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOLATEJOB) was used.
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Tips and hints

We strongly discourage coding a LATEJOB statement. It may be conceptually easier to account for everything from the
BATJOB file, but BATJOB observations created from late SYSOUT with a LATEJOB statement will waste space in your
MICS database. Most of the data elements in the BATJOB file are execution-related. BATJOB observations created
from late SYSOUT will have missing values for all execution-related data elements. Use the BATSPL file for SYSOUT
accounting and printer utilization studies.

SMF NJEJOB/NONJEJOB Statement

This article describes the optional NJEJOB/NONJEJOB statement, and includes information on the format and
specification of the statement, plus tips and hints.

The NJEJOB/NONJEJOB Statement Format
 NONJEJOB (Default)

 

or

 NJEJOB

 

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each job
that executed. Certain non-execution batch jobs also qualify for the BATJOB file:

• Jobs submitted for non-execution, for example, TYPRUN=SCAN (MICS data element JOBSCAN) or TYPRUN=COPY
(MICS data element JOBCOPY))

• JCL Errors (MICS data element JOBJCLER)
• Jobs canceled (Operator Cancels (MICS data element JOBCANCL))
• Jobs that incur Job System abends (MICS data element JOBSYSAB) or Job User abends (MICS data element

JOBUSRAB)
• Jobs that are in execution when the system fails (System Failure During Job Execution (MICS data element

JOBCRASH))

MICS does not, by default, create BATJOB observations for NJE SYSOUT or "late" SYSOUT. You can force MICS to
create a BATJOB observation from the SMF records representing NJE SYSOUT by coding an NJEJOB option statement
in SMFOPS. For more information about NJE SYSOUT, refer to the NJE SYSOUT section.

The NJEJOB option is not recommended. Specifying NJEJOB will result in two BATJOB observations for the same job in
different cycles of the DETAIL timespan if MICS has previously encountered and discarded the execution records from the
job that created the NJE SYSOUT. The first observation will represent the execution of the job and any SYSOUT printed
before the SMF type 26 execution purge record was encountered. The second observation will represent the NJE-routed
SYSOUT that was printed after MICS had discarded the SMF records for the job because the execution purge record
was encountered. Most of the JOB data elements in the second observation will contain SAS missing values. The only
resource usage data elements containing information will be print-related.

A better strategy is to specify NONJEJOB (the default) or omit the statement and account for SYSOUT from the BATSPL
file.

Specifying the NJEJOB/NONJEJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NONJEJOB. This is the default value. To specify a NJEJOB option statement, follow these
steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:
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 NJEJOB

 

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the NJEJOB/NONJEJOB option statement is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a NJEJOB/NONJEJOB option statement,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NONJEJOB) was used.
Note: Another optional SMFOPS statement, SUSPENDNJE/NOSUSPENDNJE, discussed in the SUSPENDNJE/
NOSUSPENDNJE Statements section, is related to the NJEJOB/NONJEJOB option. If NJEJOB is specified,
NOSUSPENDNJE must also be specified. If you code an NJEJOB statement in SMFOPS without specifying
NOSUSPENDNJE, SMFPGEN will abend and MICSLOG will contain an error message stating that NOSUSPENDNJE
must be specified with NJEJOB.

Tips and hints

We strongly discourage coding an NJEJOB statement. It may be conceptually easier to account for everything from the
BATJOB file, but BATJOB observations created from NJE SYSOUT with an NJEJOB statement will waste space in your
MICS database. Most of the data elements in the BATJOB file are execution-related. BATJOB observations created
from NJE SYSOUT will have missing values for all execution-related data elements. Use the BATSPL file for SYSOUT
accounting and printer utilization studies.

SMF APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB Statement

This article describes the APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB statement, and includes information on the format and specification of
the statement, plus tips and hints.

APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB Statement Format

The APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB statement is optional.

NOAPPCJOB (Default)

or

APPCJOB

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each batch
job that executed. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs, and Open Edition/MVS
processes) are represented at the step and interval levels in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, and BAT_OE files, but not at
the job level.

The APPCJOB option statement forces MICS to also create BATJOB observations for APPC/MVS Transaction Programs
(TPs).

Specifying the APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOAPPCJOB. This is the default value. To specify an APPCJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

APPCJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB option statement is coded
incorrectly, the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Verify that the job
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completes with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a APPCJOB/NOAPPCJOB option
statement, MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOAPPCJOB) was used.

Tips and hints

MICS uses the BAT_JS01 file as the "information-to-date" file for all address spaces that are still executing or waiting for
print. Even if you do not require job-level summarization for non-batch activity, an observation is created and maintained
in the BAT_JS01 file for purposes such as supplying the ACCTNOx data elements to additional steps or output. There
are only two reasons that MICS will summarize resource utilization fields (for example, CPU Time, Lines Printed) in the
BAT_JS01 observation.

• You have an accounting requirement.
If you have specified job-level accounting for non-batch work (for example, APPC/MVS TPs, started tasks, Open
Edition/MVS processes), MICS will track and summarize all resource utilization fields for that address space type.
For example, if you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to account for TSO sessions at the job level, then MICS
will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval, step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the
BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting
for output, MICS Accounting and Chargeback will create an ACTJBJ file observation for the session. Output to the
BATJOB file will not occur unless you have also specified TSOJOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

• You have specified one of the xxxxJOB options.
If you have specified TSOJOB, for example, then MICS will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval,
step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the
SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting for output, a BATJOB observation is written with
complete resource utilization.
What happens to an existing record in the BAT_JS01 file when you either specify the xxxxJOB option or choose to
account for that address space type at the job level?
As stated earlier, MICS does not summarize resource fields to the job level in the BAT_JS01 file unless there is
a specific need. When you specify a need, either through MICS Accounting and Chargeback or by specifying an
xxxxJOB option in SMFOPS, MICS will begin summarizing resource data for the specified address space type in
the next daily update. If an address space has previously been suspended and has a BAT_JS01 observation, only
resources used in interval, step, and output writer records encountered after the change are collected. When the
BATJOB or ACTJBJ observation is created, it will not contain the complete resource utilization of the address space if
any step, interval, or writer records were encountered prior to the change.
All new work of the specified address space type will be fully accounted for. The only BATJOB observations that could
reflect partial resource utilization are those that were already in suspension when you added an xxxxJOB statement in
SMFOPS or decided to account for non-batch work at the job level in MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

SMF STCJOB/NOSTCJOB Statement

This article describes the STCJOB/NOSTCJOB statement, and includes information on the format and specification of the
statement, plus tips and hints.

STCJOB/NOSTCJOB Statement Format

The STCJOB/NOSTCJOB statement is optional.

NOSTCJOB (Default)

or

STCJOB
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MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each batch
job that executed. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs, and Open Edition/MVS
processes) are represented at the step and interval levels in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, and BAT_OE files, but not at
the job level.

The STCJOB option statement forces MICS to also create BATJOB observations for started tasks.

Specifying the STCJOB/NOSTCJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOSTCJOB because it is the default value. To specify an STCJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

STCJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the STCJOB/NOSTCJOB option statement is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Verify that the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain an STCJOB/NOSTCJOB option statement,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOSTCJOB) was used.

Tips and hints

MICS uses the BAT_JS01 file as the "information-to-date" file for all address spaces that are still executing or waiting for
print. Even if you do not require job-level summarization for non-batch activity, an observation is created and maintained
in the BAT_JS01 file for purposes such as supplying the ACCTNOx data elements to additional steps or output. There
are only two reasons that MICS will summarize resource utilization fields (for example, CPU Time, Lines Printed) in the
BAT_JS01 observation.

• You have an accounting requirement.
If you have specified job-level accounting for non-batch work (for example, APPC/MVS TPs, started tasks, Open
Edition/MVS processes), MICS will track and summarize all resource utilization fields for that address space type.
For example, if you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to account for TSO sessions at the job level, then MICS
will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval, step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the
BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting
for output, MICS Accounting and Chargeback will create an ACTJBJ file observation for the session. Output to the
BATJOB file will not occur unless you have also specified TSOJOB in the SMFOPS member.

• You have specified one of the xxxxJOB options.
If you have specified TSOJOB, for example, then MICS will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval,
step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the
SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting for output, a BATJOB observation is written with
complete resource utilization.
What happens to an existing record in the BAT_JS01 file when you either specify the xxxxJOB option or choose to
account for that address space type at the job level?
As stated earlier, MICS does not summarize resource fields to the job level in the BAT_JS01 file unless there is
a specific need. When you specify a need, either through MICS Accounting and Chargeback or by specifying an
xxxxJOB option in SMFOPS, MICS will begin summarizing resource data for the specified address space type in
the next daily update. If an address space has previously been suspended and has a BAT_JS01 observation, only
resources used in interval, step, and output writer records encountered after the change are collected. When the
BATJOB or ACTJBJ observation is created, it will not contain the complete resource utilization of the address space if
any step, interval, or writer records were encountered prior to the change.
All new work of the specified address space type will be fully accounted for. The only BATJOB observations that
could reflect partial resource utilization are those that were already in suspension when the change to xxxxJOB or
accounting was made.
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SMF TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB Statement

This article describes the TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB statement, and includes information on the format and specification of the
statement, plus tips and hints.

TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB Statement Format

The TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB statement is optional.

NOTSOJOB (Default)

or

TSOJOB

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each batch
job that executed. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs, and Open Edition/MVS
processes) are represented at the step and interval levels in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, and BAT_OE files, but not at
the job level.

The TSOJOB option statement forces MICS to also create BATJOB observations for TSO sessions.

Specifying the TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOTSOJOB because it is the default value. To specify a TSOJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

TSOJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB option statement is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a TSOJOB/NOTSOJOB option statement,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOTSOJOB) was used.

Tips and hints

MICS uses the BAT_JS01 file as the "information-to-date" file for all address spaces that are still executing or waiting for
print. Even if you do not require job-level summarization for non-batch activity, an observation is created and maintained
in the BAT_JS01 file for purposes such as supplying the ACCTNOx data elements to additional steps or output. There
are only two reasons that MICS will summarize resource utilization fields (for example, CPU Time, Lines Printed) in the
BAT_JS01 observation:

• You have an accounting requirement.
If you have specified job-level accounting for non-batch work (for example, APPC/MVS TPs, started tasks, Open
Edition/MVS processes), MICS will track and summarize all resource utilization fields for that address space type.
For example, if you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to account for TSO sessions at the job level, then MICS
will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval, step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in
the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged, or if the SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is
waiting for output, MICS Accounting and Chargeback will create an ACTJBJ file observation for the session. Output to
the BATJOB file will not occur unless you have also specified TSOJOB in the SMFOPS member.

• You have specified one of the xxxxJOB options.
If you have specified TSOJOB, for example, then MICS will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval,
step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the
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SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting for output, a BATJOB observation is written with
complete resource utilization.
What happens to an existing record in the BAT_JS01 file when you either specify the xxxxJOB option or choose to
account for that address space type at the job level?
As stated earlier, MICS does not summarize resource fields to the job level in the BAT_JS01 file unless there is
a specific need. When you specify a need, either through MICS Accounting and Chargeback or by specifying an
xxxxJOB option in SMFOPS, MICS will begin summarizing resource data for the specified address space type in
the next daily update. If an address space has previously been suspended and has a BAT_JS01 observation, only
resources used in interval, step, and output writer records encountered after the change are collected. When the
BATJOB or ACTJBJ observation is created, it will not contain the complete resource utilization of the address space if
any step, interval, or writer records were encountered prior to the change.
All new work of the specified address space type will be fully accounted for. The only BATJOB observations that
could reflect partial resource utilization are those that were already in suspension when the change to xxxxJOB or
accounting was made.

SMF OEJOB/NOOEJOB Statement

This article describes the OEJOB/NOOEJOB statement, and includes information on the format and specification of the
statement, plus tips and hints.

OEJOB/NOOEJOB Statement Format

The OEJOB/NOOEJOB statement is optional and has the following format:

NOOEJOB (Default)

or

OEJOB

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each batch
job that executed. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs, and Open Edition/MVS
processes) are represented at the step and interval levels in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, and BAT_OE files, but not at
the job level.

The OEJOB option statement forces MICS to also create BATJOB observations for Open Edition/MVS processes.

Specifying the OEJOB/NOOEJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOOEJOB because it is the default value. To specify an OEJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

OEJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the OEJOB/NOOEJOB option statement is coded incorrectly, the
job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes with a
condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a OEJOB/NOOEJOB option statement, MICSLOG
will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOOEJOB) was used.
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Tips and hints

MICS uses the BAT_JS01 file as the "information-to-date" file for all address spaces that are still executing or waiting for
print. Even if you do not require job-level summarization for non-batch activity, an observation is created and maintained
in the BAT_JS01 file for purposes such as supplying the ACCTNOx data elements to additional steps or output. There
are only two reasons that MICS will summarize resource utilization fields (for example, CPU Time, Lines Printed) in the
BAT_JS01 observation:

• You have an accounting requirement.
If you have specified job-level accounting for non-batch work (for example, APPC/MVS TPs, started tasks, Open
Edition/MVS processes), MICS will track and summarize all resource utilization fields for that address space type.
For example, if you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to account for TSO sessions at the job level, then MICS
will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval, step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in
the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged, or if the SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is
waiting for output, MICS Accounting and Chargeback will create an ACTJBJ file observation for the session. Output to
the BATJOB file will not occur unless you have also specified TSOJOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

• You have specified one of the xxxxJOB options.
If you have specified TSOJOB, for example, then MICS will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval,
step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the
SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting for output, a BATJOB observation is written with
complete resource utilization.
What happens to an existing record in the BAT_JS01 file when you either specify the xxxxJOB option or choose to
account for that address space type at the job level?
As stated earlier, MICS does not summarize resource fields to the job level in the BAT_JS01 file unless there is
a specific need. When you specify a need, either through MICS Accounting and Chargeback or by specifying an
xxxxJOB option in SMFOPS, MICS will begin summarizing resource data for the specified address space type in
the next daily update. If an address space has previously been suspended and has a BAT_JS01 observation, only
resources used in interval, step, and output writer records encountered after the change are collected. When the
BATJOB or ACTJBJ observation is created, it will not contain the complete resource utilization of the address space if
any step, interval, or writer records were encountered prior to the change.
All new work of the specified address space type will be fully accounted for. The only BATJOB observations that
could reflect partial resource utilization are those that were already in suspension when the change to xxxxJOB or
accounting was made.

SMF SAJOB/NOSAJOB Statement

This article describes the SAJOB/NOSAJOB statement, and includes information on the format and specification of the
statement, plus tips and hints.

SAJOB/NOSAJOB Statement Format

The SAJOB/NOSAJOB statement is optional.

NOSAJOB (Default)

or

SAJOB

MICS, by default, only writes batch activity to the BATJOB file. An observation is written to the BATJOB file for each
batch job that executed. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks, APPC/MVS TPs, Open Edition/
MVS processes, and System Address Spaces) are represented at the step and interval levels in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST,
BAT_TP, BAT_OE, and BAT_SA files, but not at the job level.
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The SAJOB option statement forces MICS also to create BATJOB observations for System Address Spaces.

Specifying the SAJOB/NOSAJOB option statement

Nothing is required to specify NOSAJOB because it is the default value. To specify an SAJOB option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

SAJOB

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the SAJOB/NOSAJOB option statement is coded incorrectly, the
job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes with a
condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a SAJOB/NOSAJOB option statement, MICSLOG
will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (NOSAJOB) was used.

Tips and hints

MICS uses the BAT_JS01 file as the "information-to-date" file for all address spaces that are still executing or waiting to
print. Even if you do not require job-level summarization for non-batch activity, an observation is created and maintained
in the BAT_JS01 file for purposes such as supplying the ACCTNOx data elements to additional steps or output. There
are only two reasons that MICS will summarize resource utilization fields (for example, CPU Time, Lines Printed) in the
BAT_JS01 observation:

• You have an accounting requirement.
If you have specified job-level accounting for non-batch work (for example, APPC/MVS TPs, started tasks, Open
Edition/MVS processes), MICS will track and summarize all resource utilization fields for that address space type.
For example, if you use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to account for TSO sessions at the job level, then MICS
will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval, step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in
the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged, or if the SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is
waiting for output, MICS Accounting and Chargeback will create an ACTJBJ file observation for the session. Output to
the BATJOB file will not occur unless you have also specified TSOJOB in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

• You have specified one of the xxxxJOB options.
If you have specified TSOJOB, for example, then MICS will summarize all resource utilization fields from all interval,
step, and output writer records for all TSO sessions in the BAT_JS01 file. When a TSO session is purged or if the
SUSPENDLIMIT is exceeded while the TSO session is waiting for output, a BATJOB observation is written with
complete resource utilization.
What happens to an existing record in the BAT_JS01 file when you either specify the xxxxJOB option or choose to
account for that address space type at the job level?
As stated earlier, MICS does not summarize resource fields to the job level in the BAT_JS01 file unless there is
a specific need. When you specify a need, either through MICS Accounting and Chargeback or by specifying an
xxxxJOB option in SMFOPS, MICS will begin summarizing resource data for the specified address space type in
the next daily update. If an address space has previously been suspended and has a BAT_JS01 observation, only
resources used in interval, step, and output writer records encountered after the change are collected. When the
BATJOB or ACTJBJ observation is created, it will not contain the complete resource utilization of the address space if
any step, interval, or writer records were encountered prior to the change.
All new work of the specified address space type will be fully accounted for. The only BATJOB observations that
could reflect partial resource utilization are those that were already in suspension when the change to xxxxJOB or
accounting was made.

SMF WORK, SASWORK MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article describes the WORK, SASWORK MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements, and includes information on the
format and specification of the statements, plus tips and hints.
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WORK

This statement is optional.

The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work space
conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing, to
allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown below:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
the number of WORK data sets
Default: One (0)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one additional SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you will actually get
seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing will fail and can only be
restarted from the beginning.
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If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
the Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING

Important! Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))
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n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number
of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning
from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It will resemble the following sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, code one of the
following:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown above. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain the following space

allocation information
 WORK 5
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then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.To
increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or
9), or increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), or decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This method is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how
multiple WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

simply change the values to meet your needs.If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK
files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK
200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

 Run cccPGEN

 

• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES) and you change WORK and run cccPGEN, then changes take effect
immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the allocated space is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss
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XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values that you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use
the data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides these optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage to only those files having excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK parameter

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY those listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
the unique three character identifier
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If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT parameter

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
the unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

If no MULTWORK or NOMULT parameters are specified, the following files create multiple work files by default:

   AVL CON CO2 MUA MUG MUX OEX OPI OP2 PUR SFT STF PGM STP STQ

   STR WDA WDB WDC WR1 XCP XCQ XCS ST4 STX ST6 _JS JOB _TS _ST

   SPL _OE OEP ATP SF6 _TP _SA REX REN MUB 

 

And the following files do not create multiple work files by default but are still eligible for multiple work support:

   INI IN2 JBB JBC S25 T25 STC TP4 PU2 WRT

 

The implementation of internal restart support in this component requires the creation of a number of temporary files not
defined in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN). Of these files, the following are eligible for multiple work support:

BAT Batch Activity Information Area
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• _JS - Temporary Batch User Suspend File
• _OE - Temporary Open Edition/MVS Program File
• _SA - Temporary System Address Space Activity File
• _ST - Temporary System Task Program Activity File
• _TP - Temporary APPC/MVS/TP Activity File
• ATP - Temporary APPC/MVS Transaction File
• JOB - Temporary Batch User Job Activity FIle
• MUA - Temporary Measured Usage Address Space #1 File
• MUB - Temporary Measured Usage Address Space #2 File
• MUG - Temporary Measured Usage Global File
• MUX - Temporary Measured Usage Segment File
• OEP - Temporary Open Edition Process Activity File
• OEX - Temporary Open Edition Process Segment File
• PGM - Temporary Batch User Program Activity File
• PUR - Temporary Purge Record File
• REN - Temporary Multisystem Enclave Activity File
• REX - Temporary Multisystem Enclave Segment File
• SFT - Temporary APPC/MVS Transaction Interim File
• SF6 - Temporary System Address Space Suspend File
• STF - Temporary Step/Interval Record File
• STP - Temporary Step/Interval Record File
• STQ - Temporary Step/Interval Record File
• STR - Temporary Step/Interval Record File
• ST4 - Temporary Step (Subtype 4) Record File
• ST6 - Temporary Step (Subtype 6) Record File
• WDA - Temporary Workload Device Activity File
• WDB - Temporary Workload Device Activity File
• WDC - Temporary Workload Device Activity File
• WR1 - Temporary Output Writer Record File
• XCP - Temporary EXCP Section File
• XCQ - Temporary EXCP Section File
• XCS - Temporary EXCP Section File

OPS Operations Information Area

• AVL - Temporary Operations Availability File
• CON - Temporary Operations Configuration File
• CO2 - Temporary Operations Configuration File
• OPI - Temporary Operations Incident File
• OP2 - Temporary Operations Incident File

The following temporary files are not eligible for multiple work support:

BAT Batch Activity Information Area
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• INI - Temporary Initiation Record File
• IN2 - Temporary Initiation Record File
• JBB - Temporary Job End Record File
• JBC - Temporary Job End Record File
• PU2 - Temporary Purge Record File
• STC - Temporary Step/Interval Continuation Record File
• S25 - Temporary MDS Mount (JES3) Record File
• TP4 - Temporary Step (Subtype 4) Record File
• T25 - Temporary MDS Mount (JES3) Record File
• WRT - Temporary Output Writer Record File

Change the Number of Work Files

You can change the number of work files used in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer processing in Step DAY051, follow the
checklist provided below for each unit.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

– n
the number of WORK data sets

– STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

– SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

– XXX
TRK or CYL

– pppp
the primary allocation

– ssss
the secondary allocation

Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try to change the
number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time that you implement multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2.If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR) where
– (nnn)

the job step number
– (ccc)

the product ID for this product
to check for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified
this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the

number of work files that is specified in Step 1 (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
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Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation as you use with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you do not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit that
contains this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation that is specified is used for a single
SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that
will yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done.

Otherwise, continue with Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

– ccc
the product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY

 

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

SMF Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article describes the internal step restart statements and includes information on the format and specification of the
statements, plus tips and hints.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.
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• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs four database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SASformat, and output to intermediate workfiles

SORT1
Sort some intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, output OPS area files to DETAIL, and complete
detail processing of BATWDA data.

SORT2
Sort remaining intermediate work files, eliminate duplicate input data, output BATMUG and BATATP/ACTJTP files to
DETAIL, read in suspended files from last DAY030 run, and complete preprocessing of step and interval data.

DBUPDATE
Merge data across optional multiple work files, enhance data content, create the new DETAIL cycles for remaining BAT
information area files, and accounting journal files, and create DETAIL suspend files for the next DAY030 update.

DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYScycles and to update current week-to-dateand month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to productionand "age" existing cycles.This product employs two database update
processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

RESTART Considerations

Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints and
managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a result, costs
can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume, production
units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file
data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart if the
step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters to
direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.
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Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters to
direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and cataloged
according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data set names are:

• SAS work data set
 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

• Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

• Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

(Optional) Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart
checkpoint data set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.
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Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

  

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limit: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

(Optional) Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step restart WORK data
set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.
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Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the PIOM, section
2.3.6.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

    RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND) 

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

(Optional) Specify the following:
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      DYNAMWAIT   minutes

 

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not normally specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

      DYNAMWAIT 0

 

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS MQSeries Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES

 

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.
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SMF Incremental Update Statements

This article describes the format and specification of the incremental update statements.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled.

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.
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When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of
database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental
update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution
into the composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in
the DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of
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this overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job
step. The increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This
increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time
increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive
processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O
processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is
a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to
periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.
Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your
prime shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime
shift) and 6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that
the incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of
this product.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is
during the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk.
Note that the incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data
set and should not be an issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to
miss a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for
end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are
processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
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When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic
unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

//IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

– Incremental update DETAIL

//IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

– Incremental update DAYS

//IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets.
Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
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Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX and DELETE statements cause an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

– Incremental update tape DAYS file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

INCRDB DYNAM

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day's first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 
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Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the PIOM, section
2.3.6.

Example 1:

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
Primary allocation

ss
Secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
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Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the PIOM, Section
2.3.6.

Example 1:

INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters
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SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
Primary allocation

ss
Secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.
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INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
Primary allocation

ss
Secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters
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Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE
When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
Primary allocation

ss
Secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.
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SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS MQS Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

INCRUPDATE  YES

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify the
following:

INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day
and delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:

INCRDB  DYNAM

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:

INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:

INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
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DAILY INCRccc

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

SMF PGMALL/NOPGMALL Statement

This article describes the PGMALL/NOPGMALL statement, and includes information on the format and specification of the
statement, plus tips and hints.

PGMALL/NOPGMALL Statement Format

The PGMALL/NOPGMALL statement is optional.

PGMALL (Default)

or

NOPGMALL

MICS segregates step and interval-record activity into separate files based on address space type. Observations are
written to the BATPGM file for batch address space activity. Other address space types (for example, TSO, started tasks,
APPC/MVS TPs, Open Edition/MVS UNIX System Services, and system address spaces) are represented at the step and
interval-level in the BAT_TS, BAT_ST, and BAT_TP, BAT_OE, and BAT_SA files, respectively.

PGMTYPE identifies the address space type (1= Batch, 2= TSO, 3= STC, 4= APPC/MVS TPs, 5= Open Edition, 6=
System Address Space).

By default, if one or more of the program activity files are deactivated (BAT_TS, BAT_ST, BAT_TP, BAT_OE, BAT_SA) in
SMFGENIN, observations from the deactivated file are written to the BATPGM file.

The PGMALL option enforces this default.

In contrast, the NOPGMALL statement forces MICS to discard records from deactivated step-level files.

Specifying the PGMALL/NOPGMALL Option Statement

Nothing is required to specify PGMALL because it is the default value. To specify a NOPGMALL option statement, follow
these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
2. Insert a line as follows:

NOPGMALL

3. Execute the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN). If the PGMALL/NOPGMALL option statement is coded incorrectly,
the job will abend. Correct the problem as explained in the MICSLOG and resubmit. Make sure the job completes
with a condition code of zero. If your SMFOPS member does not contain a PGMALL/NOPGMALL option statement,
MICSLOG will tell you that the option is missing and that the default (PGMALL) was used.
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TIips and Hints

• Determine if you have address space activity other than batch in your BATPGM file. Execute the following SAS code:

OPTIONS DATE LINESIZE = 80;

PROC FREQ DATA = &BATx..BATPGM01;

TABLES PGMTYPE/NOCOL NOROW NOPERCENT;

TITLE 'List Program Types in BATPGM';

RUN;

Examine the SASLIST output generated.
If there are PGMTYPEs other than 1 in the BATPGM file, you have deactivated one or more non-batch step-level files.
For example, if you see both PGMTYPEs of 1 (batch) and 6 (System Address Space) in your Detail BATPGM File,
you have turned off the BAT_SA (System Address Space) file, but because the option default is PGMALL, the system
Address Space activity is written to the BATPGM file.

• If you decide not to keep System Address Space activity in your MICS database, you need to do the following:
a. Turn off BAT_SA file in all timespans in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN).
b. Execute sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFCGEN).
c. Specify NOPGMALL in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).
d. Execute prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN).

SMF SUSPENDLIMIT - SUSPEND Aging Limit

This article describes the SUSPENDLIMIT statement.

SUSPENDLIMIT Statement Format

The SUSPENDLIMIT statement is optional.

SUSPENDLIMIT nn

(Range from 1 to 10)

The value of nn is specified in days with the SUSPENDLIMIT parameter. The maximum value is 10, but most sites specify
a value from 4 to 7. If an invalid value is specified, a value of 10 is used.

If the SUSPENDLIMIT option statement is omitted, a default of SUSPENDLIMIT 5 will be used.

Suspend File Processing

When SMF data is processed for jobs that have not completed (for example, are waiting to print) or have been in the
system during a system failure, the job-related data is incomplete. Because all of the SMF records associated with the job
are not available, a complete observation cannot be written to the BATJOB file.

To complete the observation, MICS processing retains the data until the remainder of the job information is written to SMF
or until "nn" number of days (the suspend aging limit) passes. When MICS fails to find the SMF data it needs within the
suspend aging limit, the job is taken out of suspension status and written as an incomplete record to the BATJOB file.

In processing SMF address-related data on a daily basis, incomplete data is received on address spaces that are
still in process (for example, waiting on print) or that were executing during a system failure. There are no processing
issues concerning spool, interval, or step-related data for such address spaces. Records are written to the BATSPL and
BATPGM (or other step/interval file) if address space is not batch (for example, BAT_TS for TSO, BAT_ST for started
tasks, BAT_TP for APPC Transaction Programs, BAT_OE for UNIX System Services, or BAT_SA for System Address
Spaces) as soon as the raw SMF data records for them is encountered.
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The job-level file, on the other hand, does present a processing challenge when dealing with incomplete sets of SMF
records. MICS writes a record to the BATJOB file immediately upon encountering the SMF type 26 purge record from the
system where the address space executed.

Note: By default, only batch job address spaces are written to the BATJOB file. MICS provides options that force the
creation of BATJOB file observations for non-batch address space types. The option statements TSOJOB, STCJOB,
APPCJOB, OEJOB, and SAJOB are detailed here.

The SUSPENDLIMIT parameter addresses the problem presented by the two categories of incomplete sets of SMF data
records:

• Jobs with output waiting for print or purge on the JES spool.
• Jobs where the execution system purge (type 26) record is missing due to a system crash or lost SMF records.

It is normal for some address spaces to remain in the system for a number of days. Some address spaces, like TSO
sessions and batch jobs, begin and end (including the printing or purging of job output) within minutes or hours. Others
may execute quickly but leave output on the JES spool for days or weeks after the job has ended. MICS deals with the
long-lived nature of some address spaces with a suspend, or "Job-To-Date" (BAT_JS) file that contains a job-level record
for each address space whose execution node purge record has not yet been encountered. All address space types,
even those that will not be written to the BATJOB file (for example, started tasks when the STCJOB option statement is
not specified) are represented with a BAT_JS file record if suspended. The BAT_JS file is brought into each daily update
run during the DAY030 step. The file provides MICS with to-date information about each suspended address space.
BAT_JS records are updated if new SMF records for suspended address spaces are encountered in the new SMF data
file processed by a daily update run.

When the "nn" number of daily update runs you specify in this parameter passes without MICS finding the purge record for
a suspended address space, and if no step or interval records for it are encountered in this processing cycle, then MICS
takes the address space out of suspend status and writes an incomplete record for the address space to the BATJOB
file. Long running started tasks are protected from premature writing to the BATJOB file because interval records are
encountered in the SMF input file during each daily update run.

What happens if the missing SMF data for an address space appears in the DAY030 SMF data input file after MICS has
already written a BATJOB observation for the same address space (for example, due to the SUSPENDLIMIT parameter
value being exceeded)? It depends on the record types encountered.

• Step or interval (type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4) records cause MICS to treat the address space as a new job. The step
or interval record is written to the step-level file appropriate for the address space type and a "Job-To-Date" BAT_JS
record is created for the address space.

• A Job Termination (type 30 subtype 5) record results in a "Job-To-Date" BAT_JS record that will eventually become
a BATJOB observation (although with no execution resource utilization since MICS only accumulates execution
resources from step and interval records).

• Output Writer (type 6) records are written to the BATSPL file but will not result in a BATJOB observation unless
accompanied by a purge (type 26) record and you have specified either the "LATEJOB" or "NJEJOB" option in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS).

• A Purge (type 26) record with no other records associated with it is checked to see if it represents a job which failed
with a JCL error, or one that never entered execution because of a TYPRUN=SCAN or TYPRUN=COPY specification
on the JOB card. Records are created in the BATJOB file for such jobs because the Purge record is the only one
encountered for them.

Stand-alone purge records associated with a job already taken out of suspension would not be of the types listed above
and are discarded.

Change the Batch Job Suspend Limit

After you have installed the Batch and Operations Analyzer, you can increase the batch job suspend limit to prevent
excessive numbers of records in the BATJOB files.
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To increase the suspend limit, update the SUSPENDLIMIT statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SMFOPS). In order for the
new suspend limit to take effect, you must submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(SMFPGEN) prior to the next DAILY run.

SMF INCIDENTLIMIT - INCIDENT Retention Limit

This article describes the INCIDENTLIMIT statement. The INCIDENTLIMIT statement is optional and has the following
format:

INCIDENTLIMIT nnn

 Range from 0 to 366

The value of nnn is specified in days with the INCIDENTLIMIT parameter. It may be any value in the range of 0 to 366
days. If the statement is invalid, a value of 120 days is used.

If the INCIDENTLIMIT option statement is omitted, a default of INCIDENTLIMIT 30 will be used.

The Operations Incident File (OPSOPI) in the Operations Information Area is only maintained in one cycle at the DETAIL
level. When the file is updated as part of the MICS DAILY run, the existing data and the new data are merged. Data is
dropped if it is older than is specified by the retention limit.

SMF CONFIGLIMIT - CONFIGURATION File Retention Limit

The CONFIGLIMIT statement is optional and has the following format:

CONFIGLIMIT nnn

Range from 0 to 366

The value of nnn is specified in days with the CONFIGLIMIT parameter. It may be any value in the range of 0 to 366 days.
If the statement is invalid, a value of 120 days is used.

If the CONFIGLIMIT option statement is omitted, a default of CONFIGLIMIT 30 will be used.

The Operations Configuration File (OPSCON) in the Operations Information Area is only maintained in one cycle at the
DETAIL level. When the file is updated as part of the MICS DAILY run, the existing data and the new data are merged.
Data is dropped if it is older than is specified by the retention limit. The limit is specified in this parameter.

SMF DETAIL Tape Processing Overview

This article provides an overview of DETAIL tape processing and includes information on
the TAPEfff, DETAILTAPEPARM, DETAILTAPESMSPARM, and TAPEfffSMS statements.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:
 tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

 

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
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Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
the three character MICS information that is associated with the file

fff
the three character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

 TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

 

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

 CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

 

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The Batch and Operations Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following file:

BATWDA - Batch Workload Device Activity File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:
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Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
identifies the specific DETAIL file.

Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were made with DETAILTAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc
represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

                DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

  

 +---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |

|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |

|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit. Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).
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|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff). Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V

  

  // DD statements and GDG generation

 

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

 TAPEfff <optional parameters>

 

fff
the unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

 

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7
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In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

See Installing for unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

 DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

 

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:
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GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
Note: For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately.
Such values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
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virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example,STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). see Installing.
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The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.

Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

     DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

     TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just prior to the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file.
The exits are named _USRTfff, where fff matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

See the SMF Modification section for a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
fff
the three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape

2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 cccGDGGN DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for a details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
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Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section, the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in
the prefix.MICS.DETAIL database.If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

 

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

 

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To deactivate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add the following line:
 INCRccc

 

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statements that you deleted in step 1.
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SMF JOBGROUP - Batch Workload Classification

The JOBGROUP data element in the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB) is used to classify batch job activity according
to service requirements, job resource requirements (e.g., setup vs. non-setup), or any other factor the user deems
appropriate. The definition in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP) sets the values that appear in the JOBGROUP data
element. The values are assigned to each job by the user exit routine in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE).

Use of the JOBGROUP Data Element

Job group definition is extremely important for the data stored in the Batch Information Area files because summarization
at the system and batch user levels is by JOBGROUP. JOBGROUP is also part of the key of the BATJOB file. In other
words, if an installation uses a combination of job class and priority for grouping jobs, it should define a job group for each
unique job class/priority service category (e.g., all class A jobs requesting priority 10). Then all batch user and system
summarization will be performed to aggregate the activity according to the job group classifications.

MICS contains special data base and reporting support that uses JOBGROUP as a specification of expected service
(turnaround) for batch jobs. Once a job is assigned a job group by the user exit, MICS computes its turnaround time
using the specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP). MICS then compares it to the turnaround time objective
for its job group, which is also specified via parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP). Depending on whether
the job's service commitment was met, exceeded, or missed, MICS will increment one of three counters: Jobs Meeting
Target (JOBSRVMT), Jobs Exceeding Target (JOBSRVEX), or Jobs Missing Target (JOBSRVMS), respectively. MICS has
standard reports that show how well your installation is meeting its service objectives.

Classifying Batch Workloads

Methods for classifying batch workloads vary among installations and may be based on any of the following approaches:

• Job classification by estimated resource usage.
Normally this approach utilizes a JES-based Job Stream Manager, which, based on estimates of items such as CPU,
device, and spool usage, classifies the job by assigning it a particular job class, priority, or performance group number.

• Job classification based on service requested.
This approach classifies jobs based on service requested (batch turnaround) by the user, usually through the
specification of a particular job class, priority, performance group, or combination of the three.

• Job classification based on user.
This approach classifies jobs based on the identity of the user who submitted the job. The MICS approach is to use
batch account codes for this purpose rather than the job group.

Generally, written procedures exist that explain the site's job classification scheme. If these are not available, consider
spending time documenting the method of batch job classification or, if none is in use, to define an appropriate scheme for
your site.

The key items that the MICS System Administrator should look for are:

• The coding system (e.g., job class, priority, or performance group).
• If, and how, the items are verified to ensure that they correspond to a valid definition. We recommend that job

classification validation be performed when the job is submitted to the system. It may be implemented through use of
reader/interpreter exits (IEFUJI) provided by SMF. This approach validates the job's classification codes and flushes
the job if the codes are invalid.

• Is the job classification system used for requesting batch service, identifying a type of work, or classifying work
according to resource usage?

The following sections describe the parameters you must supply in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP):
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• JOBGROUP Definition
• TURNTIME Statements
• GROUP Statements
• DEADLINE Statements
• OPEN Statements

SMF JOBGROUP Definition

The JOBGROUP data element is a numeric variable from 1 to 199 that represents different classifications of batch jobs as
described below:

1-149 denotes a "standard" job group. Jobs that have a conventional
service requirement (e.g., ten- minute turnaround) must be
assigned a job group from this range.

150-179 denotes a "deadline" job group. This range is used for jobs whose
service requirement is expressed as a commitment to have them
turned around by a certain wall clock time if they were submitted
before another (earlier) time (e.g., "in by 8PM, out by 8AM the
next morning").

180-195 denotes an "open" job group. These numbers are available for
assignment as the job group of jobs that do not have a turnaround
service requirement.A CICS system run as a batch job is an
example of a job for which your JOBGPRTE exit, discussed below,
should assign a number from this range.

196197 Reserved.
198 Started tasks (reserved; do not assign).
199 TSO sessions (reserved; do not assign).

Certain reports supplied with the MICS system report on the success of your installation in meeting the service
commitments for jobs having a JOBGROUP of less than 180.

MICS increments the data elements JOBSRVMT (Jobs Meeting Target), JOBSRVEX (Jobs Exceeding Target), or
JOBSRVMS (Jobs Missing Target) for both standard and deadline jobs, but only sets data element JOBTURTM (Job
Turnaround Time) for standard jobs. Jobs that are assigned an open JOBGROUP (numbers 180-195) have no turnaround
time calculated for them.

Coding JOBGROUP Statements

The JOBGROUP statements you code in the JOBGROUP member of prefix.MICS.PARMS define the number of groups.
A value is assigned to each group by the JOBGPRTE exit, which is discussed in JOBGPRTE - JOBGROUP Exit.

The JOBGROUP member must contain four TURNTIME statements, one GROUP statement for each job group that is to
be used, and optional DEADLINE and OPEN statements. A sample JOBGROUP definition is shown below:

    *

    * JOB GROUP DEFINITION

    *

     TURNTIME STANDARD LOCAL  1 2 3 7

     TURNTIME STANDARD REMOTE 1 2 3

     TURNTIME DEADLINE LOCAL  1 8

     TURNTIME DEADLINE REMOTE 1 6

     GROUP  1     10 1 '10 MIN BATCH SERVICE'

     GROUP  3     30 1 '30 MIN BATCH SERVICE'

     GROUP  5     60 1 '60 MIN BATCH SERVICE'
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     GROUP  7    240 1 '4 HOUR BATCH SERVICE'

     GROUP  9   1440 1 '24 HOUR BATCH SERVICE'

     GROUP 11  10080 1 '7 DAY BATCH SERVICE'

     DEADLINE 150 08 00 20 00 1 1 'IN BY 8 OUT BY 8 SERVICE'

 

TURNTIME statements define turnaround time classifications. GROUP statements identify the job group number and the
corresponding turnaround target. DEADLINE statements assign a JOBGROUP for jobs that have a service requirement
expressed as a commitment to have them turned around by a certain wall clock time if they were submitted before a
specified earlier time. OPEN statements identify jobs for which standard and deadline turnaround definitions do not apply.

Use the worksheets in the following sections to collect the information for coding the JOBGROUP member:

• TURNTIME Statements
• GROUP Statements
• DEADLINE Statements
• OPEN Statements

SMF TURNTIME Statements

This article describes the TURNTIME statements.

Before MICS can decide if a job has met its turnaround target, the actual turnaround time must be computed. Turnaround
times are calculated as the sum of the durations your site chooses to include in the calculations.

The four TURNTIME statements define how turnaround time is to be computed for standard jobs submitted locally,
standard jobs submitted remotely, deadline jobs submitted locally, and deadline jobs submitted remotely. (Standard jobs
have a JOBGROUP value between 1 and 149; deadline jobs have a JOBGROUP value between 150 and 179.)

Example

The following example illustrates a turnaround time definition.

     TURNTIME STANDARD LOCAL  1 2 3 7

     TURNTIME STANDARD REMOTE 1 2 3

     TURNTIME DEADLINE LOCAL  1 8

     TURNTIME DEADLINE REMOTE 1 6

Coding the TURNTIME Statements

As with most prefix.MICS.PARMS members, the format of statements is free-form, but positional. Blank statements are
allowed. Comments are coded by beginning a statement with an asterisk (*). You should modify the sample JOBGROUP
member's TURNTIME statements distributed with the product rather than coding them from scratch.

Note that all four statements are required, even if you have no deadline job groups or you are running JES3. (MICS can
only tell the difference between local and remote submission for systems with JES2; it treats all jobs as local in systems
with JES3.)

The available parameters meet the needs of almost all sites; if you have a special requirement, it can be met by the
TURNRTE turnaround time calculation exit (see the TURNRTE - Turnaround Time Exit section 7.3.4).

TURNTIME Standard Statements: JOBGROUPS 1-149

The values specified after TURNTIME STANDARD correspond to the duration of phases in the life of the job. Specify the
numbers that designate only those durations you want to be summed in the computation. The values, their definitions, and
the variable names that hold the corresponding times are as follows:
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1 - Reader Active Time
Time required to read the job into the system (JOBRDRTM).

2 - Converter Time
Time required to process the job's JCL and convert it for JES processing (JOBCVTTM).

3 - Input Queue Time
Time that the job resided in the input queue prior to initiator selection (JOBINQTM).

4 - Total Enqueue Time
Time that the job was initiated but idle due to delays related to data set enqueue or time spent waiting for V=R memory
(JOBENQTM).

5 - Total Allocation Time
Time that the job was initiated and idle due to delays related to device allocation and/or volume mounting (JOBALCTM).
Note that JOBALCTM is the summation of step allocation time for all steps in the job.

6 - Execution Time
Time that the job's program steps were loaded and in some phase of execution status (JOBEXCTM).

7 - Printer Queue Time
Time that the job's spooled output resided in the output queue from job termination until the time that the first data set
starts printing (JOBPRQTM).

8 - Printer Time
Time that the job's first spooled output started printing until the time the job was purged from the system (JOBPRNTM).
Note that printing is not necessarily going on all during this interval, especially for jobs with multiple SYSOUT data sets. In
many cases, this value can be hours or even days.

9 - Job Elapsed Time
Time that the job was selected for initiation until job terminated, regardless of any events that may have taken place, such
as contention, duplicate jobs, abends, restarts, and so on.

In the example above, turnaround time is computed as the sum of input read time, conversion time, input queue time, and
printer queue time for STANDARD jobs submitted from a local reader. STANDARD jobs submitted remotely are similar,
except that printer queue time is not counted as part of their turnaround time.

Note: JOBESPTM (9) CANNOT be specified in a TURNTIME STANDARD statement with JOBENQTM (4) or JOBALCTM
(5) or JOBEXCTM (6). They are mutually exclusive.

TURNTIME Deadline Statements: JOBGROUPS 150-179

The values specified in the TURNTIME DEADLINE statements correspond to a starting and an ending timestamp,
respectively. For deadline jobs, MICS is not concerned with the length of time between these two timestamps. Rather, it
wants to compare these timestamps to the "in by" and "out by" times associated with the job group. The allowable starting
timestamps and their meanings are:

1
The time of job submission (RDRTS).

2
The time conversion ended (beginning of wait in the input job queue).

3
The time the job was selected for initiation (end of wait in input queue/beginning of z/OS execution (STARTTS)).
The allowable ending timestamps and their meanings are:

3
The time the job was selected for initiation (end of wait in input queue/beginning of z/OS execution (STARTTS)). Note that
3 cannot be designated as both the start and end timestamp.
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6
The time the job terminated (end of z/OS execution (ENDTS)).

7
The time the first line of output was printed for the job.

8
The time the job was purged (JOBPURTS).

Note: Some of these timestamps are not carried in the MICS database. They are available at the time that deadline
turnaround time is computed, and can be reconstructed, if necessary, from RDRTS and the durations of the variables
listed in the documentation of STANDARD job turnaround.

In the example in the prior section, DEADLINE jobs submitted locally were considered to have become available to the
system when they were read in, and to have ended when they were purged. For DEADLINE jobs submitted remotely, the
start time is the same, but the end time is when the job finished z/OS execution.

Factors to Consider When Defining Turnaround Time

There is no universally acceptable definition of job turnaround time. Generally, users do not hold the computer center
responsible for parts of the job's life over which it has no control, and do hold it responsible for those phases of processing
over which it does have control; turnaround definitions reflect this responsibility.

For example, for standard jobs, turnaround is the sum of the lengths of various phases of the jobs' lives in the system. If
the site has no control over the resource consumption of submitted standard jobs, then it cannot be held responsible for
the z/OS execution phase of those jobs' lives; they may run a minute or they may run an hour. On the other hand, most
shops can, by proper scheduling, control how long a job must wait to begin z/OS execution, and their turnaround time
definitions would include this time.

For deadline jobs, the same considerations apply, but are expressed somewhat differently since such jobs have their
turnaround expressed in terms of just a starting time and an ending time. In this case, the ending time would be set to the
point at which the job entered z/OS execution to exclude the run time.

The source of the job also has a bearing on those phases of job life which can be controlled by the computer center,
and therefore should be included in the turnaround time computation. For example, for jobs submitted from a remote
location that is staffed by a user department, the data center cannot control when the completed jobs will be allowed to
start printing. Thus print queue time would be excluded from the turnaround computation for such jobs.

On the other hand, the data center may decide to include the print queue time for jobs submitted and printed locally. Doing
so would be unwise if many jobs were submitted from TSO with their output held for viewing at the terminal. Such jobs
may stay in what appears to be the print queue for days and then be purged without ever printing when the user cancels
them from the terminal.

TURNTIME Statement Worksheet for JOBGROUP Member

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Turnaround Time Definition           |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is JOBGROUP                                         |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| Use the numerals listed below to designate the components of turnaround  |

| time for STANDARD JOBGROUPs.  The name of the data element in the        |

| BATJOB file that holds the value is listed in parentheses.               |

|                                                                          |

|      1 - Reader Active Time    (JOBRDRTM)                                |
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|      2 - Converter Time        (JOBCVTTM)                                |

|      3 - Input Queue Time      (JOBINQTM)                                |

|      4 - Total Enqueue Time    (JOBENQTM)                                |

|      5 - Total Allocation Time (JOBALCTM)                                |

|      6 - Execution Time        (JOBEXCTM)                                |

|      7 - Printer Queue Time    (JOBPRQTM)                                |

|      8 - Printer Time          (JOBPRNTM)                                |

|      9 - Job Elapsed Time      (JOBESPTM)                                |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| TURNTIME STANDARD LOCAL  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                 |

| TURNTIME STANDARD REMOTE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                 |

|__________________________________________________________________________|

|                                                                          |

| Define DEADLINE JOBGROUPS using the comments below to designate          |

| starting timestamps:                                                     |

|                                                                          |

|      1 - Time of job submission (RDRTS).                                 |

|      2 - Time conversion ended (beginning of wait in                     |

|          the input job queue).                                           |

|      3 - Time the job was selected for initiation (end of wait in the    |

|          input queue/beginning of MVS execution (STARTTS)).              |

|                                                                          |

| Allowable ending timestamp numbers are:                                  |

|                                                                          |

|      3 - Time the job was selected for initiation (end of wait in the    |

|          input queue/beginning of MVS execution (STARTTS)).              |

|      6 - Time the job terminated (end of MVS execution (ENDTS)).         |

|      7 - Time the first line of output was printed for the job.          |

|      8 - Time the job was purged (JOBPURTS).                             |

|                                                                          |

| The specification of "3" as both the start and end timestamp             |

| designation is not allowed.                                              |

|                                                                          |

| TURNTIME DEADLINE LOCAL  _ _                                             |

| TURNTIME DEADLINE REMOTE _ _                                             |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

SMF GROUP Statements

Once you have specified how MICS is to calculate turnaround time, specify parameters that define the batch
JOBGROUPs, their associated service objectives, and the descriptive names by which MICS may refer to them.

Coding the GROUP Statement

The GROUP statement defines the JOBGROUP value for standard job groups (JOBGROUP = 1-149). As with most MICS
PARMS members, the format of statements is free-form, but positional. Blank statements are not allowed. Comments
are coded by beginning a statement with an asterisk (*). You should modify the sample JOBGROUP member's GROUP
statement distributed with the product rather than code it from scratch. A GROUP statement has the following format:
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     GROUP nnn mmmmmm    sf 'descriptive text' or

     GROUP nnn mmmmmm:ss sf 'descriptive text'

where:

nnn
the identifying number of this standard JOBGROUP (1-149). The job groups must be specified sequentially in ascending
order. They do not have to be contiguous, and should, in fact, be defined with open slots for future use. Jobs that have a
conventional service requirement, such as ten-minute turnaround, must be assigned a job group from this range.

mmmmmm or mmmmmm:ss
the target turnaround time for jobs in this JOBGROUP, expressed in minutes or minutes and seconds (e.g., job group 1
target is ten-minute turnaround time). The target turnaround time must be greater than or equal to the turnaround time
defined for the previous JOBGROUP.
To specify seconds (ss), a colon (:) is required to separate minutes (mmmmmmmm) and seconds.
For example, if the target time is ten minutes, a job in this group whose turnaround time is less than ten minutes has
at least met the target. A turnaround time of less than ten minutes means that the target has been met or exceeded,
depending on whether another job group has been defined with a lower target than ten minutes. (By the coding rules for
the JOBGROUP member, the other definition would have to precede the ten-minute one.) If there is no such job group,
the target has been met. If there is a job group defined with a lower target and if the service objective of THAT job group
has been met or exceeded, the target for the job in question has been exceeded. Note that the jobs in the first job group
can meet but never exceed their service objective, since there is no lower service objective.
In the following example, the comment within single quotes describes the turnaround values for which the target will have
been considered MET.

            GROUP  1   0:10 1 '0    <=turnaround-time

                                    <= 0:10'

 

            GROUP  2   0:30 1 '0:10 < turnaround-time

                                    <= 0:30'

 

            GROUP  3   1:30 1 '0:30 <=turnaround-time

                                    <= 1:30'

 

            GROUP  4  10    1 '1:30 < turnaround-time <= 10'

 

            GROUP  5  60    1 '10  < turnaround-time <= 60'

 

            GROUP  7  240   1 '60  < turnaround-time <=  240'

 

            GROUP  9 1440   1 '240 < turnaround-time <= 1440'

 

            GROUP 13 1440 'OTHER'

 

Job group 13 is for all jobs that exceed the longest turnaround target.

If seconds (ss) is specified, minutes (mmmmmmmm) can be zero (o).

'sf'
the service factor, which allows priority accounting by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It allows a discount or surcharge
factor to be specified for particular JOBGROUPs to reflect the level of service requested by the user. The service factor is
only applied if the service request is met or exceeded. The allowable range of values for the service factor is 0.1 through
99.9.
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For more information on the service factor, see Using Accounting and Chargeback. This parameter must be specified
even if MICS Accounting and Chargeback is not installed.

'descriptive text'
a 1- to 30-character title that describes this JOBGROUP. The title must be enclosed in single quotes.

Note: JOBTURTM is the name of the data element in the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB) that holds computed
turnaround time. This value is set only for jobs assigned a standard job group number. JOBTURTM is set to a missing
value for jobs assigned a deadline job group because MICS is only concerned with the setting of the target missed/met/
exceeded variables for deadline jobs.

GROUP Statement Worksheet for JOBGROUP Member

+------------------------------------ --------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Standard JOBGROUP Definition         |

|                                                                           |

| PARMS Library Member is JOBGROUP                                          |

|                                                                           |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                           |

|       STANDARD  TURNAROUND                                                |

|       JOBGROUP     TIME       SERVICE                                     |

|       NUMBER   (MM or MM:SS)  FACTOR        JOBGROUP DESCRIPTIVE TITLE    |

|                                                                           |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| GROUP  ___        _______     ____        '__________________________'    |

|                                                                           |

| MM - MINUTES                                                              |

| SS - SECONDS                                                              |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70... |
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

SMF DEADLINE Statements

In certain environments, such as commercial service bureaus, standard turnaround measures do not adequately describe
all batch service requirements: there are those which have time- of-day deadlines. Use deadline job groups (150-179) for
jobs that have a service requirement expressed as a commitment to have them turned around by a certain wall clock time
if they were submitted before a specified earlier time (e.g., "In by 8PM, out by 8AM the next morning").

Deadline job groups are defined with the DEADLINE statements that follow the GROUP statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP). DEADLINE statements provide the JOBGROUP number that is to be used, the
submission time-of- day target, the job-completed time-of-day target, the number of days spanned between those two
times, and a descriptive name to be used when reporting about the job group.

Coding the DEADLINE Statement

As with most MICS PARMS members, the format of statements is free-form, but positional. Blank statements
are allowed. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*). You should modify the
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGOUP) member distributed with the MICS system rather than code it from scratch. A DEADLINE
statement has the following format:

     DEADLINE nnn hh mm hh mm d sf 'descriptive text'

where:

nnn
the number of this JOBGROUP (150-179). These numbers must be specified in ascending order. Gaps may be left to
allow room for future modification.

hh mm
the submission time-of-day limit. The hour and minute, in the form hh mm, by which the job must have been submitted.
Jobs submitted after this time are not measured as part of the DEADLINE group.

hh mm
the turnaround time-of-day limit. The hour and minute, in the form hh mm, by which the job must have been completed in
order to meet the service objective.

d
the number of days over which the above times span (1-7). A value of 1 specifies that the above times must occur within
the same day. A value of 2 specifies that the two times span two days (e.g., submitted by 5:00 p.m. and turned around by
8:00 a.m. the following morning), and so on, up to a maximum value of 7.

sf
the service factor, which allows priority accounting by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It allows a discount or surcharge
factor to be specified for particular JOBGROUPs to reflect the level of service requested by the user. The service factor is
only applied if the service request is met or exceeded. The allowable range of values for the service factor is 0.1 through
99.9.
For more information on the service factor, see Using Accounting and Chargeback. This parameter must be specified
even if MICS Accounting and Chargeback is not installed.

'descriptive text'
a 1- to 30-character title that describes this JOBGROUP. This title must be enclosed in single quotes.

Turnaround Time for Deadline Jobs

The "in" and "out" time stamps defined above are used as follows.
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When a job is assigned a DEADLINE JOBGROUP by the job group exit, JOBGPRTE, MICS checks to see if the job
entered the system before the "in" time specified. If it did (and it makes no difference how much before the "in" time it
came in), then MICS checks to see if it was turned around by the "out" time specified for the JOBGROUP to which it was
assigned. If it was, then its service commitment was met and MICS sets data element JOBSRVMT (Jobs Meeting Target)
to 1.

If the job was not turned around by the "out" time, then JOBSRVMS (Jobs Missing Target) is set to 1, indicating that the
service commitment was missed. A service commitment is considered to be exceeded by MICS for a job in a DEADLINE
JOBGROUP when the job is submitted AFTER the "in" time and is turned around by the "out" time. In this case, MICS
sets JOBSRVEX (Jobs Exceeding Target) to 1 for the job.

DEADLINE Statement Worksheet for JOBGROUP

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Deadline Job Group Definition       |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is JOBGROUP                                         |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|        DEADLINE   DEADLINE TIMES  NUMBER                                 |

|        JOBGROUP  SUBMIT COMPLETE  OF DAYS  SERVICE       JOBGROUP        |

|         NUMBER   HR  MM   HR  MM  SPANNED  FACTOR    DESCRIPTIVE TITLE   |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

| DEADLINE ___     __  __   __  __     _      ___    '__________________'  |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

SMF OPEN Statements

Certain batch jobs do not have turnaround measures applied to them. An example is the IMS Control Region run as a
batch job. SMF records data for it as it would for any batch job, but standard and deadline turnaround definitions clearly
do not apply. It is important not to report such activity with normal batch activity. The purpose of open JOBGROUPs is to
separate such activity from normal batch work. JOBTURTM (Job Turnaround Time) is set to missing for jobs assigned an
open job group.

Open JOBGROUPs are defined to MICS with OPEN statements that follow the DEADLINE (if present) statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP). OPEN statements provide a JOBGROUP number, service factor, and descriptive
name for each OPEN job group.

As with most MICS PARMS members, the format of statements is free-form, but positional. Blank statements are allowed.
Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*). You should modify the sample JOBGROUP
member supplied with the MICS.PARMS library distributed with the MICS system rather than code it from scratch. An
OPEN statement has the following format:

    OPEN nnn sf 'descriptive text'

where:

nnn
the number of this JOBGROUP (180-195). Numbers must be specified in order from lowest to highest, but gaps should be
left for future expansion.

sf
the service factor, which allows priority accounting by MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It allows a discount or surcharge
factor to be specified for particular JOBGROUPs to reflect the level of service requested by the user. The service factor is
only applied if the service request is met or exceeded. The allowable range of values for the service factor is 0.1 through
99.9.
For more information about service factor, see Using Accounting and Chargeback. This parameter must be specified even
if MICS Accounting and Chargeback is not installed. September

'descriptive text'
a 1- to 30-character title that describes this JOBGROUP. This title must be enclosed in single quotes.

OPEN Statement Worksheet for JOBGROUP

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  Open Job Group Definition           |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is JOBGROUP                                         |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|        OPEN           SERVICE                                            |

|   JOBGROUP NUMBER     FACTOR            JOBGROUP DESCRIPTIVE TITLE       |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |
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|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

|   OPEN   ___           ___           '______________________________'    |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

SMF JOBGPRTE - JOBGROUP Exit

The JOBGROUP exit routine assigns a value to the data element JOBGROUP for each batch job recorded in the
database. The routine DOES NOT have to consider the computation of job turnaround time or the determination of the
JOBGROUP service received, as these tasks are handled automatically by MICS under the control of the parameters in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP).

Code this exit in SAS and place it in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGPRTE). It is important that this routine assign the correct
JOBGROUP to every job passed to it. Testing is the responsibility of the user.

Your JOBGROUP exit routine has available to it all the data elements in the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB). These
elements are documented in the MICS Data Dictionary. The data elements most often used to determine JOBGROUP
classification are shown below:

JOB
Job Identification (job name)

JOBCLASS
Job Input Class

JOBPRTY
Job Input Priority

PERFGRP
Performance Group Number

JOBPRGNM
Job Programmer Name

Note: Your code must not modify the values contained in the fields listed above under any circumstances. The only
field that should be modified is the data element JOBGROUP, which must be set to the correct value for the job that
was executed. No MICS user exit may issue a RETURN statement or exit in any fashion other than execution of the last
statement in the exit.
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Consider the example of an installation that commits to turnaround times based on the job class specified for the service
requested. The following is the relevant portion of this shop's specification in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP):

  GROUP 1     10 ' 10 MIN BATCH SERVICE'      (class A)

  GROUP 3     30 ' 30 MIN BATCH SERVICE'      (class B)

  GROUP 5     60 ' 60 MIN BATCH SERVICE'      (class C)

  GROUP 6     90 ' 90 MIN BATCH SERVICE'      (class PRDTST)

  GROUP 7    240 ' 4 HOUR BATCH SERVICE'      (class D)

  GROUP 9   1440 '24 HOUR BATCH SERVICE'      (class E)

  GROUP 11 10080 ' 7 DAY BATCH SERVICE'       (class F)

  GROUP 13 10080 'OTHER'

Assuming that the above job groups correspond to job classes A through F, the following SAS code would serve as this
site's JOBGPRTE exit:

     IF JOBCLASS='A' THEN JOBGROUP=1 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='B' THEN JOBGROUP=3 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='C' THEN JOBGROUP=5 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='PRDTST' THEN JOBGROUP=6 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='D' THEN JOBGROUP=7 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='E' THEN JOBGROUP=9 ;

     ELSE IF JOBCLASS='F' THEN JOBGROUP=11;

     ELSE JOBGROUP=13;

 

Note that JOBGROUP=13 was used to identify jobs not matching the standard six groups that were defined. This "catch-
all" technique should always be used.

The JOBCLASS 'PRDTST' is an example of job class defined with a greater than one character.

SMF TURNRTE - Turnaround Time Exit

While most installations' specifications for the calculation of batch turnaround time can be met by the parameters
supported in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JOBGROUP), some sites have special requirements. Such sites must code a batch
turnaround time derivation routine in SAS and place it in prefix.MICS.PARMS(TURNRTE). This routine is executed after
MICS has calculated a turnaround time for the job and placed it in data element JOBTURTM. This exit should only modify
the JOBTURTM, SUBMITTS, and PURGETS data elements.

For DEADLINE jobs, JOBTURTM should be set to a missing value. For such jobs, the variables that this routine should
set are SUBMITTS and PURGETS, the time the job is to be considered as being available to the system and out of the
system, respectively.

This exit has available to it all the data elements carried in the BATJOB file. These elements are documented in the MICS
Data Dictionary.

SMF PRINTDEF - Print Output Definition

The PRINTDEF member contains a user exit that processes information on the total number of lines printed from the
spool for a job.

The exit determines which type of output device was used and increases the value of the printer-related data elements
(JOBNLRx) by the number of logical lines printed by the job, as represented by data element JOBNLR (Logical Writer
Records). JOBNLR is the total of the values contained in the SPLNLR data element for each output file in the job.
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Using a set of switches, the routine determines whether a local or a remote printer is used and which device type was
used to produce the job output. It then adds the number of print lines to one of the following variables:

JOBNLRP
Punched Card Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRI
Line (Impact) Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRL
Laser Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRC
Microfiche Com Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRR
Remote Printer Logical Writer Records

JOBNLRU
User-defined Logical Writer Records

PRINTDEF should be coded to perform two tasks. The first is to set the value of the ROUTE data element. The ROUTE
data element contains the routing destination for JES2 remote output. On entry to the PRINTDEF routine, the ROUTE
element will be set to the following values:

    ROUTE   = 0-NNN  (JES2, WHERE 0 IS LOCAL AND N REMOTE)

    ROUTE   = 0      (JES3)

For JES2, ROUTE will be 0 for local print. For remote print, it will have the value of the remote number.

• For JES3, ROUTE will be 0, and the user must provide code to assign a non-zero value to ROUTE for remote print.
• If the value of ROUTE is non-zero, the count contained in JOBNLRR (Remote Printer Logical Writer Records) will be

incremented.
• For special local routing, ROUTE will be 0 and SPLOCRTE will equal the route code.

The second task is to set the switch variable to 1 for the corresponding output device if the print is local. This can be done
using variables such as SYSOUT and DEVNAME. The switch variables are:

XNLRP
Card punch

XNLRI
Impact printer

XNLRL
Laser printer

XNLRC
Microfiche com printer

XNLRU
User-defined device

On entry to the PRINTDEF routine, the switch and data variables will be set as follows:

    SYSOUT  = OUTPUT CLASS USED

    XNLRI   = 0      IMPACT LINE PRINTER NOT USED

    XNLRL   = 0      3800 LASER PRINTER NOT USED

    XNLRC   = 0      MICROFICHE COM PRINTER NOT USED
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    XNLRP   = 0      CARD PUNCH NOT USED

    XNLRU   = 0      USER-DEFINED PRINTER NOT USED

    DEVNAME = OUTPUT DEVICE TYPE (E.G., PRINTER1)

The routine in PRINTDEF is used to determine to which of these data elements the number of lines should be added.

Example

For example, an installation that uses a 3800 laser printer as the major spool output medium and directs the use of
other spool output types by SYSOUT class (where class C is for the impact printer, B is for punched cards, and R is for
microfiche COM output) might use the following:

    IF SYSOUT='C' THEN XNLRI=1;

    ELSE IF SYSOUT='B' THEN XNLRP=1;

    ELSE IF SYSOUT='R' THEN XNLRC=1;

    ELSE XNLRL=1;

The values set for the switch variables and ROUTE in the PRINTDEF routine are used in the routine as follows:

    IF      XNLRP=1 THEN JOBNLRP+SPLNLR;

    ELSE IF XNLRI=1 THEN JOBNLRI+SPLNLR;

    ELSE IF XNLRL=1 THEN JOBNLRL+SPLNLR;

    ELSE IF XNLRC=1 THEN JOBNLRC+SPLNLR;

    ELSE IF ROUTE>0 THEN JOBNLRR+SPLNLR;

    ELSE IF XNLRU=1 THEN JOBNLRU+SPLNLR;

    IF XNLRL=1 THEN JOBPNLRL+SPLPNLR;

Note that this code only adds the number of logical lines to one of the JOBNLRx variables. The local output types are
tested first, then the test for remote print is done, and finally the test for a user-defined output type is performed.

This order allows you to use the JOBNLRU (User-defined Logical Writer Records) data element as a catch-all for output
types you do not want to break down further. Note also that the accumulation of the total number of lines printed and
punched by the job (JOBNLR) is not affected by the assignments made in PRINTDEF.

For the sample code above, if a job punched 250 cards and printed 8000 lines on a laser printer, the variables in the
BATJOB File would be set as follows:

    JOBNLR  = 8250

    JOBNLRP = 250

    JOBNLRI = 0

    JOBNLRL = 8000

    JOBNLRC = 0

    JOBNLRR = 0

    JOBNLRU = 0

SMF EXECDEF - Dynamic Execution Options

Certain parameters that affect the execution of the standard MICS jobs may be altered at any time without regenerating
MICS products. These parameters are specified by changing the EXECDEF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS. A sample
EXECDEF member is listed below.

     *

     * EXECUTION OPTION DEFINITIONS

     *
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      CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES NONE

      REPORT EXCEPTIONS NONE

      REPORT MBODAILY ALL

      REPORT MBOWEEKLY ALL

      REPORT MBOMONTHLY ALL

      SCHEDULE WEEKEND NO

      INPUTLOGLIMIT 99

      EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS T168 T033

      TITLE CA MICS PRIMARY DATA BASE

 

To modify the parameters in EXECDEF, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

EXCLUDE ORIGINAL SYSIDS (EXCLUDEORGSYSIDS Statement)

This statement may be used to exclude data from selected original SYSIDs from MICS processing. Data for any specified
ORGSYSID will not be added to the MICS database, and will not be checked against the table of original SYSIDs defined
to MICS in the SYSID parameter member.

SMF DBMODEL - Database Space Modeling

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

The Database Space Modeling Facility section explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements
of the database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of each file, in each supported timespan, to save,
both online and in archive mode. The Data Retention Specifications Worksheet collects this information.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whethert the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

Example

The FILE statements listed below illustrate how to enter the information.

     FILE SMF BAT_JS 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF BAT_OE 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BAT_SA 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BAT_ST 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BAT_TP 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024
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     FILE SMF BAT_TS 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATATP 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATJOB 10 00 00 06 01 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATMUA 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATMUG 10 30 00 06 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATOEP 10 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF BATPGM 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 006

     FILE SMF BATREN 10 00 00 02 00 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATSFH 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF BATSPL 10 00 00 06 01 00 000 024

     FILE SMF BATWDA 00 01 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF OPSAVL 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF OPSCON 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

     FILE SMF OPSCTF 00 00 00 00 00 01 000 000

     FILE SMF OPSOPI 01 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

 

Note: In all units, the BAT_JS, OPSOPI, OPSCON, OPSAVL, and OPSCTF files must be specified exactly as shown
above.

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cutoff   |

| File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

| Name |                                               |                   |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|BATJOB| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (024)|

|BAT_JS| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|BATPGM| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BAT_TS| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BAT_OE| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BAT_TP| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BAT_SA| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BAT_ST| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BATOEP| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BATREN| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(02)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (006)|

|BATATP| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (024)|

|BATSPL| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (024)|

|BATWDA| 00(00)  __(01)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|BATMUG| __(10)  __(90)  __(00)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

|BATMUA| __(10)  __(30)  __(00)  __(12)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|OPSOPI| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|OPSCON| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|OPSAVL| 01(01)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

|OPSCTF| 00(00)  00(00)  00(00)  00(00)   0(0)  01(01) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+
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DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member using the information collected on the worksheet in the Data Retention Specifications
(FILE Statements) section above. To actually perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in Executing the
Database Space Modeling Facility.

SMF INPUTRDR and INPUTSMF PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

ROW PARAMETER IN JCLDEF INPUTRDR WHERE USED INPUTccc WHERE USED
1 DAYSMF OFF Not Used Each Comp Step
2 DAYSMF FILE(S) DAYSMF Step Not Used
3 Only 1 SMF Comp Comp Step Not Used
4 SMFDIRECTOR Not Used Comp Step
5 DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc Not Used Comp ccc Step
6 SMFRECORDING ccc It depends Comp ccc Step

Row 1
When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2
When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3
If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5
If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF will
automatically be deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6
Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
may optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but will always include the INPUTccc member. See the Product
Analyzers.

For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

For details on deactivating DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.
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INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided below. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using
either JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

     //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

 

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member,
then each component step will read its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements             |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data     |

| which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                             |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

INPUTSMF PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTSMF member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the MICS Batch
and Operations Analyzer. The //INPUTSMF DD and, (Optional) the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY030
step of the DAILY job.

If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF dump
time. For more details on this product feature, see MICS and SMF Director Interface.
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The INPUTSMF member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR SMF is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE SMF is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTSMF member is provided below in the INPUTSMF JCL Definition Worksheet
example.

If you change the contents of the INPUTSMF member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU
or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Note: Previous releases of the MICS product used prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF) to define the SMF input
data for DAYSMF. Now prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTSMF) is used exclusively by the DAY030 component step and
prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) is used by DAYSMF and a unit with only a single SMF component installed.

INPUTSMF JCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTSMF JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTSMF                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTSMF) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

SMF ATPAPU - APPC/MVS Application Unit Definition

The APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP) provides a means to characterize APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled Transaction
Programs (TPs) as application units. The Application Unit Identifier (ATPAPU) is a user-defined data element used to
classify ASCH-scheduled TPs based on common workload characteristics.

Since ASCH-scheduled TPs are transaction-like programs and response time measurements are provided with the
BATATP duration data elements, it is useful to be able to characterize the ASCH TP workload into groups of related
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resource requirements. This is the purpose of the ATPAPU data element. It is used as a sort/sequence data element in
the various BATATP file timespans and is useful for performance analysis studies of large numbers of TPs with similar
workload requirements. Several approaches can be used to define the ATPAPU value and are discussed below:

Classification by TP Class
This approach classifies TPs based on the initiator class where the TP executed. This is probably the best classification
approach available since each ASCH-scheduled TP must be defined to execute in an APPC initiator of a particular class.
Each TP Class is defined in the SYS1.PARMLIB(ASCHPMxx). The class definition includes the class name, minimum and
maximum numbers of initiators allowed for the class, and, most importantly, a response time goal. The response time goal
specifies, in seconds, the acceptable amount of time your installation expects the TP to complete execution. Expected
queue time delay is included in the response time goal.

Classification by Transaction Name
This approach classifies the APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP workload by TP Name (ATPNAME). Because the TP Name
itself can be 64 characters in length, it is a poor candidate for inclusion in the higher timespans due to excessive space
requirements. By using standardized TP naming conventions, ASCH-scheduled TPs can be named so that the first 1 to 12
characters characterize the resource requirements of the TP. A SAS substring function could be used with the TP Name
as the argument to provide the value for the ATPAPU data element. Another approach would be to use a table lookup to
translate each TP Name to the corresponding ATPAPU value.

Classification by TP Type
This approach classifies TPs based on type of TP executed: standard or multi-trans. The multi-trans scheduled TP is
further defined as either the TP part or the shell part. Classification by TP Type is not recommended because ATPTYPE is
already included in all timespans of the BATATP file as a sort/sequence data element.

Classification by User
This approach classifies transaction data according to the user who requested the APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled TP. This
method can use various ways to extract the identity of the requesting partner TP from the data elements found in the
BATATP file.

Defining the Application Unit

The MICS data element ATPAPU contains the application unit identifier, which is used by the APPC/MVS Transaction File
(BATATP) as a part of the file key. Any information from any data element derived from the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP
Accounting record (such as TP Class or TP Name) can be stored in this 12-byte field by the application unit derivation exit
APPCAURT (see Section 7.3.10, Application Unit Derivation Routine (APPCAURT)).

Certain groups of transactions may be of more interest when considered as a group than when considered by individual
TP Name. Examples of such transactions are:

• Trivial, high-volume low-resource consumption routines identified by the TP Class.
• Resource-intensive, low-volume transactions.

Grouping transaction data in the APPCAURT routine greatly decreases the amount of storage needed to represent
application unit data in the MICS database.

• Any data element that could be useful in later reporting from the higher timespan APPC/MVS Transaction File
(BATATP) that is not appropriate for the ACCTNOx user- defined accounting data elements MUST be coded into the
application unit identifier if the data element is not contained in the rest of the record. For example, ATPCLASS (TP
Class) is not carried in the higher timespans of the BATATP file. Because ASCH-managed TP classes are defined with
specific response goals, it may be useful to use the class value for TP performance analysis at the higher timespans.

SMF APPCAURT - APPC Application Unit Derivation Routine

The APPC application unit derivation routine is a user- written routine that assigns a value to the Application Unit Identifier
ATPAPU discussed in the ATPAPU - APPC/MVS Application Unit Definition section. For example, if the ATPAPU data
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element is to be constructed from four different sources, this routine is responsible for building the data value from those
four fields for each transaction processed.

Written in SAS, the routine is stored in prefix.MICS.PARMS(APPCAURT). It is invoked for each SMF type 33 APPC/
MVS TP Accounting record processed. A sample routine is provided in member APPCAURT of the distributed version
of prefix.MICS.PARMS. You are responsible for ensuring the accuracy of the exit, however. A worksheet for coding the
APPC/MVS Application Unit Derivation Routine is shown in the SMF INPUTRDR and INPUTSMF PARMS Members .

The application unit derivation routine can use any of the data elements contained in the APPC/MVS Transaction file
(BATATP). The data elements that are most often used to determine the application unit value are shown below:

ATPCLASS
The class assigned in the APPC/MVS profile data set for the TP. ASCH TP classes are defined with response time goals
expected by the TPs assigned to the class.

ATPNAME
The TP name. This can be a confusing candidate since programs requesting TPs may use a symbolic name that is
translated to the true TP name from the APPC side information file. Because of this, the TP name may not be recognized
by requesting user.

ATPTYPE
The TP type, reported by MICS as 'STP/MTP/MSH' for standard, multi-trans, or multi-trans shell executions, respectively.

The application unit derivation process builds the data element ATPAPU from the various values available from the SMF
type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting record.

Coding Considerations

Follow these guidelines for coding this MICS exit routine:

1. Validate input data where possible. When invalid codes are encountered, they should be assigned to the application
code(s) representing the data center's overhead accumulator.
Note: Allowing invalid or garbage application units into the MICS database significantly increases the number of
records and therefore the DASD space requirements of the Batch Information Area files.

2. Ensure that all of the fields that you require are available for application unit construction.
3. For more information about exit coding, see Notes on Coding MICS Parameters.

A sample user application unit exit is shown below.

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /*      APPC/MVS  APPLICATION  UNIT  DERIVATION  EXIT     */

 /* ****************************************************** */

  

 /* ****************************************************** */

 /* TP CLASS (ATPCLASS) IS USED TO DEFINE THE APPLICATION  */

 /* UNIT IDENTIFIER.  IN ORDER TO SATISFY SERVICE LEVEL    */

 /* AGREEMENTS WITH THE VARIOUS BUSINESS UNITS, APPC/MVS   */

 /* TPS EXECUTED BY ALL USERS OF THE SYSTEM ARE DEFINED    */

 /* MULTIPLE TIMES WITH A TP CLASS UNIQUE TO EACH BUSINESS */

 /* UNIT.  THE STRUCTURE OF THE 8 BYTE TP CLASS DEFINITIONS*/

 /* IS TO HAVE THE FIRST 2 CHARACTERS IDENTIFY THE         */

 /* BUSINESS UNIT ALLOWED TO RUN IN APPC INITIATORS OF THAT*/

 /* CLASS, WHILE THE LAST 6 CHARACTERS ARE A GENERIC CLASS */

 /* DEFINITION FOR THE TYPE OF TP SCHEDULED.     FOR       */

 /* PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PURPOSES, THE FIRST TWO CHARACTERS*/

 /* ARE STRIPPED FROM TP CLASS BEFORE MOVING THE REMAINING */

 /* 6 CHARACTERS TO THE ATPAPU APPLICATION UNIT ELEMENT    */
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 /* ****************************************************** */

  

    ATPAPU=SUBSTR(ATPCLASS,2,6) ;

    IF ATPAPU EQ ' ' THEN ATPAPU='NONE' ;

    AURTRTEX:

 

APPC/MVS Application Unit Derivation Routine Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  APPC/MVS Application Unit           |

|                                      Derivation Routine Definition       |

| PARMS Library Member is APPCAURT                                         |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| * VALIDATE FOR VALID APPLICATION UNITS, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                 |

|     IF application data is not valid assign overhead values ;            |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| * BUILD APPL. UNIT FIELDS;                                               |

|     ATPAPU=field source 1 ||                                             |

|             field source n ;                                             |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|     GOTO AURTRTEX ;                                                      |

| * LINKED ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD APPLICATION UNITS;       |

| AURTOVHD:                                                                |

|     ATPAPU='overhead category' ;                                         |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

|                                                                          |

| ________________________________________________________________________ |

| AURTRTEX:                                                                |
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

SMF Processing
Creating and maintaining a large database system such as MICS requires a closely monitored approach to the periodic
updating processes. The MICS database, just like any other information database (such as inventory control or
personnel), requires a systematic, monitored update process.

It is vital to the system's effectiveness that the database be updated daily to build the required daily, week-to-date, month-
to-date, and year-to-date files accurately. This section discusses operational considerations for both the SMF data
collection process and the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer to assist in daily operation of this product.

Daily Update Processing Flow

Learn about the daily processing flow of the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer and its relation to the locations of MICS
Batch and Operations Analyzer user exit routines.

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer update process is divided into six distinct processing phases:

• Phase 1 - Input Raw SMF Data
• Phase 2 - SMF Interim Data Suspension
• Phase 3 - Batch Information Area Processing
• Phase 4 - Operations Information Area Processing
• Phase 5 - Database Timespan Update Phase
• Phase 6 - File Aging Phas

The linked sections describe the general logic flow in each of the phases and the location of standard user routines or
user exits.

SMF Phase 1 - Input Raw SMF Data
In this phase, the raw SMF data file is read, the required SMF record types are selected, the input data fields are
processed and formatted to create an interim SAS record, and the record is written to an interim SAS work file.

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:

General Exits

USRSEL
SMF File Processing Selection

USRIHL
SMF Checkpoint File Inspection

Product Input Exits

USRSSFA
Input JES3 Allocation Records

USRSSFI
Input Initiation Records

USRSSFJ
Input Job Termination Records
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USRSSFP
Input Purge Records

USRSSFS
Input Step Termination Records

USRSSFT
Input APPC/MVS Transaction Records

USRSSFW
Input Spool Records

Product Special Exits

USRDMAP
Device Address Mapping

Phase 1 - Input Raw SMF Data Phase Diagrams

Part 1

                                               *-------------*

                                               |Read SMF...  |

                                               | record type |

                                               | timestamp   |

                                               | orgsysid    |

                                               *-------------*

                                               ***************

                                               *   _USRSEL   *   Note 1

                                               ***************

                                               ***************

                                               *   _SMFRSEL  *

                                               ***************

                                               *-------------*

                                               | Determine   |

                                               |  SYSID      |

                                               |  Record Type|

                                               |  Common Flds|   Note 2

                                               *-------------*

                                                      |

                                                      |

                                  +-------------------+-------------------+

                                  |                                       |

                                  v                                       v

                                Batch                                 Operations

                             Information                              Information

                                 Area                                    Area

                              Processing                              Processing

 

 

 

 

Note 1 - These exits are used by all products.
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Note 2 - Common Fields are determined at this point:

             HOUR, DAY, DAYNAME, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR, ZONE, SYSID, ZONENAM

 

Note - All logic bounded by ************** indicates a user routine or exit.

Part 2

   SMF33           SMF06           SMF25           SMF30           SMF26

 +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

 |Input     |    |Input     |    |Input     |    |Input     |    |Input     |

 | Type 33  |    | Type 06  |    | Type 25  |    | Type 30  |    | Type 26  |

 | Record   |    | Record   |    | Record   |    | Record   |    | Record   |

 +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

 ************    ************    ************         |          ************

 * _USRSSFT *    * _USRSSFW *    * _USRSSFA *         |          * _USRSSFP *

 ************    ************    ************         |          ************

 +----------+    +----------+    +----------+         |          +----------+

 |Output    |    |Output    |    |Output    |         |          |Output    |

 | Work.    |    | Work.    |    | Work.    |         |          | Work.    |

 | BATSFT   |    | SMFWRT   |    | SMFT25   |         |          | SMFPURG  |

 +----------+    +----------+    +----------+         |          +----------+

                                                      |

                                      +---------------+----------------+---------------+

                                      |               |                |               |

                                      +----------+    +----------+     +----------+    +----------+

                                      |Input     |    |Input     |     |Input     |    |Input     |

                                      | Subtype 1|    | Subtypes |     | Subtype 5|    | Subtype 6|

                                      | Record   |    |  2,3,4   |     | Record   |    | Record   |

                                      |          |    |  Record  |     |          |    |          |

                                      +----------+    +----------+     +----------+    +----------+

                                      ************    +----------+     ************    ************

                                      * _USRSSFI *    |Loop Thru |     * _USRSSFJ *    * _USRSST6 *

                                      ************    | Devices  |     ************    ************

                                      +----------+    +----------+     +----------+    +----------+

                                      |Output    |      +----------+   |Output    |    |Output    |

                                      | Work.    |      |Output    |   | Work.    |    | Work.    |

                                      | SMFINIT  |      | Work.    |   | SMFJOB   |    | BATSFT   |

                                      +----------+      | BATWDA   |   +----------+    +----------+

                                                        +----------+

                                                        ************

                                                        * _USRDMAP *

                                                        ************

                                                        ************

                                                        * _USRSSFS *

                                                        ************

                                                        +----------+

                                                        | Output   |

                                                        |  Work.   |

                                                        |  SMFSTEP |

                                                        +----------+
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SMF Phase 2 - SMF Interim Data Suspension
The interim SAS work data that was suspended as a result of the previous update process is merged with the newly input
data and is sorted and prepared for input to the next phase.

The BATSFT APPC/MVS transaction records produced from the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting records
complete processing in this phase. They are output directly to the MICS database APPC/MVS Transaction file (BATATP).

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:

Product Input Exits

USRSWDA
Batch WDA File Exit

APPCRTE
APPC/MVS Account Code Derivation Routine

APPCAURT
APPC/MVS Application Unit Derivation Routine

_USRSATP
Output DETAIL.BATATP APPC/MVS Transaction File

Phase 2 - SMF Interim Data Suspension Phase Diagram

     BATWDA          SMFJOB          SMFWRT          SMFPURG         SMFT25          SMFINIT         SMFSTEP

  +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

  |Sort with |    |Sort      |    |Sort      |    |Sort      |    |Sort      |    |Sort      |    |Sort      |

  | NODUP    |    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

  +----------+    |Output    |    |Merge with|    |Merge with|    |Merge with|    |Merge with|    |Merge with|

  |Delete    |    | Work.    |    | Detail.  |    | Detail.  |    | Detail   |    | Detail   |    | Detail.  |

  | Invalid  |    | SMFJOB   |    | BATSFW01 |    | BATSFP01 |    | BATSFA01 |    | BATSFI01 |    | BATSFS01 |

  | Record   |    +----------+    |Drop Dupes|    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

  | Combina- |                    +----------+    |Combine   |    |Summarize |    |Output    |    |Drop Dupes|

  |   tions  |                    |Output    |    | Multiple |    +----------+    | Work.    |    +----------+

  +----------+                    | Work     |    | Type 26s |    |Output    |    | SMFINIT  |    |Output    |

  |Loop if   |                    | SMFWRT   |    +----------+    | Work     |    +----------+    | Work.    |

  | Spanning |                    +----------+    |Output    |    | SMFT25   |                    | SMFSTEP  |

  | an Hour  |                                    | Work.    |    +----------+                    +----------+

  +----------+                                    | SMFPURG  |

    +----------+                                  +----------+

    |Common    |

    | Fields   |

    +----------+

    ************         BATSFT        ************      +---------+

    * _USRSWDA *       +--------+      * APPCAURT *      | Output  |

    ************       |Sort    | ==>  * APPCRTE  * ==>  | DETAIL. |

    +----------+       +--------+      * _USRSATP *      | BATATP  |

    | Output   |                       ************      +---------+

    |  Work.   |

    |  BATWDA  |

    +----------+
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SMF Phase 3 - Batch Information Area Processing
The interim SAS work files created in phases 1 and 2 are merged; this brings together all of the job and TSO session
related information. The files for the Batch Information Area are created in the MICS database DETAIL or DAYS
timespans (whichever is the lowest level timespan for the file) as the output from this phase. These files are also sorted
and summarized to represent the specified data ordering for the timespans.

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:

Product Output Exits

USRSATP
APPC/MVS Transaction File Exit

USRSAVL
Systems Availability File Exit

USRSCON
Operations Configuration File Exit

USRSJOB
Output Job File Exit

USRSMUA
Measured Usage Address Space File Exit

USRSMUG
Output Measured Usage Global File Exit

USRSOPI
Operations Incident File Exit

USRSPGM
Output Program File Exit

USRSREN
Output Multisystem Enclave File Exit

USRSSPL
Output Spool File Exit

USRSWDA
Batch WDA File Exit

USRUJBJ
Accounting Job File Exit

USRUJBM
Accounting Measured Usage Charging File Exit

USRUJBP
Accounting Program File Exit

USRUJBS
Accounting Spool File Exit

USRUJTP
Accounting APPC/MVS Transaction Exit

Product Parameter-Related Exits

ACCTRTE
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Batch Job Account Code Assignment Exit

APPCAURT
APPC Application Unit Definition

APPCRTE
APPC/MVS Account Code Assignment Exit

JOBGPRTE
Batch JOBGROUP Assignment Exit

PRINTDEF
Print Output Definition Exit

TURNRTE
Batch Job Turnaround Time Calculation Exit

Product Special Exits

OCCACT1
Override Occupancy Calculations

USRSINT
Initiation of Job Merge

WPECALC
Calculate Pseudo Elapsed Time

Phase 3 - Batch Information Area Processing Phase Diagram

                     *-------------------------------------------------------*

               ..A.. | Merge Work.SMFPURG, SMFT25, SMFWRT, SMFJOB, SMFSTEP,  |

                     | SMFINIT, ACCTHOLD, SMFMUA, and the DETAIL.BAT_JS01    |

                     | files by reader time stamp (RDRTS) and job name (JOB) |

                     *-------------------------------------------------------*

      ..B..                                     |                                                      ..G..

        +---------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------+

 For First Set of                        For Subsequent                                           For Last Set

 of

 Records for a Job                           Records                                              Records of a

 Job

        |                   ..C..            ..D..               ..E..            ..F..                  |

  +-----------+         +-----------+    +-----------+       +-----------+    +----------------+  

 +-----------+

  |Set all    |         |If SMFSTEP |    |If SMFWRT  |       |If SMFMUA  |    |If not last     |   |If

 JOBFLUSH|

  | Job Flds  |         | Present   |    | Present   |       | Present   |    |record for job, |   | or only 

  |

  | To Zero or|         +-----------+    +-----------+       +-----------+    |return to ..A.. |   | SMFWRT  

  |

  | Missing   |           +-----------+    +-----------+       +-----------+  | - otherwise -  |   | or only 

  |

  +-----------+           |Common Flds|    |Add spool  |       |Common Flds|  |proceed to ..G..|   | SMFT25...

 |

  |If only    |           +-----------+    | Totals to |       +-----------+  +----------------+   | Return  

  |
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  | SMFPURG...|           *************    | Job Totals|       *************                      

 +-----------+

  | Output    |           * _WPECALC  *    +-----------+       * _USRSMUA  *                       |Delete

 6/26|

  | Detail.   |           *************    |Common Flds|       *************                       | Combina-

  |

  | BATSFP00  |           +-----------+    +-----------+       * _USRUMUA  *                       |   tions 

  |

  | Return    |           |Compute    |    *************       *************                       |see note 2

 |

  +-----------+           | Occupancy |    *  PRINTDEF *       * _USRUJBM  *                      

 +-----------+

  |Determine  |           | Times     |    *************       *************                       |Calculate

  |

  | Whether to|           +-----------+    +-----------+       +-----------+                       | Job Flds

  |

  | Suspend   |           *************    |Accumulate |       |Output     |                      

 +-----------+

  | see note 1|           * _OCCACT1  *    | JOBNLRx   |       | Detail.   |                       |Common

 Flds|

  +-----------+           *************    | Totals    |       | BATMUA00  |                      

 +-----------+

  *************           *************    +-----------+       +-----------+                      

 *************

  *  ACCTRTE  *           * _USRSPGM  *    *************      Proceed to ..F..                     *  JOBGPRTE

 *

  *************           *************    * _USRSSPL  *                                          

 *************

  *************           * _USRUPGM  *    *************                                          

 +-----------+

  * _USRSINT  *           *************    * _USRUSPL  *                                           |Determine

  |

  *************           * _USRUJBP  *    *************                                           |

 Turnaround|

        |                 *************    * _USRUJBS  *                                           | Times   

  |

    Proceed to            +-----------+    *************                                          

 +-----------+

    Point ..C..           |Add Step   |    +-----------+                                          

 *************

                          | Totals to |    |Add Spool  |                                           *  TURNRTE

  *

                          | Job Totals|    | Totals to |                                          

 *************

                          +-----------+    | Job Totals|                                          

 *************

                          |Output     |    +-----------+                                           *  _USRSJOB

 *

                          | Detail.   |    |Output     |                                          

 *************

                          | BATPGM or |    | Detail.   |                                           *  _USRUJOB

 *
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                          | BAT_TS or |    | BATSPL00  |                                          

 *************

                          | BAT_ST or |    +-----------+                                           *  _USRUJBJ

 *

                          | BAT_TP    |                                                           

 *************

                          +-----------+                                                           

 +-----------+

                                                                                                   |Output   

  |

                                                                                                   | Detail. 

  |

                                                                                                   | BAT_JS01

  |

                                                                                                   |or

 BATJOB00|

                                                                                                  

 +-----------+

SMF Phase 4 - Operations Information Area Processing
The files for the Operations Area are created in the MICS database DETAIL time-span from the interim SAS work files.
These files are also sorted and, if necessary, summarized to represent the specified data ordering for the time-spans.

The following user exits are invoked in this phase:

Product Output Exits

USRSAVL
Systems Availability File Exit

USRSCON
Operations Configuration File Exit

USRSOPI
Operations Incident File Exit

Phase 4 - Operations Information Area Processing Phase Diagram

     SMF00                           SMF08                                           SMF90                   

        

     SMF07                           SMF09                             (subtypes 1-18, 23-24, 34-36, 39)     

        SMF22

     SMF23                           SMF10                                        +----------+               

     +----------+

     SMF31                           SMF11                                        | Input    |               

     |Input     |

     SMF43, subtype 2 & 5         +----------+                                    |  Type 90 |               

     | Type 22  |

     SMF45, subtype 2 & 5         | Input    |                                    |  Record  |               

     | Record   |

  +----------+                    |  Type 08 |                                    +----------+               

     +----------+
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  |Input     |                    |  Type 09 |                                         |                     

           |

  | Type 00  |                    |  Type 10 |                                         |                     

           |

  | Type 07  |                    |  Type 11 |                                         |                     

           |

  | Type 23  |                    +----------+                                         |                     

           |

  | Type 31  |                    ************                                         |                     

           |

  | Type 43  |                    * _USRSCON *                       +-----------------+----------------+    

           |    

  | Type 45  |                    ************                       |                 |                |    

           |

  | Record   |                    +----------+                  subtypes 1-4,          |                |    

     ************

  +----------+                    | Output   |                   6,7,10-12,14      subtype 5,      subtype 8 

     * _USRSCON *

  ************                    |  Detail. |                   16-18,23-24        9,13,15             |    

     ************

  * _USRSOPI *                    | OPSCON00 |                    34-36,39             |                |

  ************                    +----------+                       |                 |                |    

     +----------+

  +----------+                    |  Sort    |                 **************     +----------+    ***********

     | Output   |

  | Output   |                    +----------+                 * _USRSOPI   *     | Loop     |    * _USRSAVL*

     |  Detail. |

  | Detail.  |                    |Merge with|                 **************     +----------+    ***********

     | OPSCON00 |

  | OPSOPI00 |                    |  Detail. |                                                               

     |          |

  |          |                    | OPSCON01 |                 +------------+     ************    +----------

+    +----------+

  +----------+                    |Drop Dupes|                 | Output     |     * _USRSOPI *    | Output   |

    |  Sort    |

  |  Sort    |                    +----------+                 |  Detail.   |     ************    |  Detail. |

    +----------+

  +----------+                    | Output   |                 |  OPSOPI00  |                     | OPSAVL00 |

    |Merge with|

  |Merge with|                    |  Detail. |                 +------------+     +----------+    +----------

+    |  Detail. |

  | Detail.  |                    | OPSCON00 |                 |  Sort      |     | Output   |    |  Sort    |

    | OPSCON01 |

  | OPSOPI01 |                    +----------+                 +------------+     |  Detail. |    +----------

+    |Drop Dupes|

  |Drop Dupes|                                                 |Merge with  |     | OPSOPI00 |    |Merge with|

    +----------+

  +----------+                                                 |  Detail.   |     +----------+    |  Detail. |

    |  Output  |

  | Output   |                                                 | OPSOPI01   |     |  Sort    |    | OPSAVL01 |

    |  Detail. |

  |  Detail. |                                                 |Drop Dupes  |     +----------+    |Drop Dupes|

    | OPSCON00 |
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  |  OPSOPI00|                                                 +------------+     |Merge with|    +----------

+    +----------+

  +----------+                                                 | Output     |     |  Detail. |    |  Output  |

                                                               | Detail.    |     | OPSOPI01 |    |  Detail. |

                                                               | OPSOPI00   |     |Drop Dupes|    | OPSAVL00 |

                                                               +------------+     +----------+    +----------+

                                                                                  |  Output  |

                                                                                  |  Detail. |

                                                                                  | OPSOPI00 |

                                                                                  +----------+

SMF Phase 5 - Database Timespan Update
Using the newly created DETAIL or DAYS files, the DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS time-spans are updated to retain the
latest day, week-to-date, and month-to-date data.

There are no exits provided in this phase.

SMF Phase 6 - File Aging Phase
The files are aged to delete the oldest cycles and rename the work files to current cycles.

There are no exits provided in this phase.

SMF Modifying
The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer is tailored primarily through the use of options and parameters, file and data
element tailoring, and exits. This section provides checklists for changing the product's parameters, and describes the
exits that are available during the DAILY update processing. A set of instructions for implementing step-level accounting is
also included.

Modifying Parameter

Numerous parameters control the operation of the Batch and Operations Analyzer. Often, you can customize the product
by altering the same parameters that you used to install the product. This section provides information and checklists for
modifying the Batch and Operations Analyzer through parameter modification.

Processing Nonstandard Fields or SMF Records

In addition to processing standard SMF records, the Batch and Operations Analyzer can process SMF records that your
data center may have altered through the use of additional products or by entering a user field through the use of an exit
provided by JES or SMF.

If you need to input fields from nonstandard SMF type 6 output writer records generated by some other vendors report
distribution product, refer to the Deliver Output Management Generated SMF section. The non- standard SMF type 6
records produced by the following Broadcom report distribution products are completely supported and discussed in the
Bundl Generated SMF Type 6 Records section:

• Dispatch Output Management
• Deliver Output Management
• Bundl
• View Output Archival and Viewing
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Sometimes information that is contained in user-defined fields on the SMF records needs to be carried in the MICS files.
You must add these elements to the file definition for the appropriate BATSFx files. The BATSFx files are populated
during the data step that processes the raw SMF records as well as during the MICS suspend process. You must also
add the elements to the appropriate database file, for example, BATSPL, BATPGM, BATJOB, and so on. You must add
code to the appropriate USRSSFx exit to read the elements from the SMF records. If the user fields you read need to be
summarized at the job level, you must also add code to the appropriate USRSxxx exit.

Use the following directions to process the user data:

1. Add the new elements to the appropriate file by updating SMFGENIN.
2. Add code to the proper _USRSSFx exit: _USRSSFI for initiation records, _USRSSFS for step end or interval records,

_USRSSFJ for job end records, _USRSSFW for writer records, and _USRSSFP for purge records. The following is
sample code for the _USRSSFP exit:
          MACRO _USRSSFP

       /* READ USER DEFINED SMF26RSV */

          IF LENGTH GT 43 THEN

             INPUT @39 JOBxxx PIB4.  @;

          %

 

Remember to end the INPUT statement with @. For more details on exit implementation, see Types of MICS Exits.
Also note that the LENGTH of the record was checked to make sure that reading the field would not cause SAS to
read beyond the end of the record. The LENGTH data element is always available in the USRSSFx exits.

3. If you are reading a field from a step-level record and want it summarized at the job level, you must do the following:
a. Add code to the _USRSINT to initialize the JOB level element. This exit is invoked only once when a new Reader

Time Stamp (RDRTS) and Job Name (JOB) is encountered.
               MACRO _USRSINT

            /*   FULL JOB INITIATION EXIT */

               JOBxxxx=0 ;

               %

 

b. Add code to the _USRSPGM exit to add the step level element to the job level as shown in the sample below:
               MACRO _USRSPGM

            /*   BATCH PROGRAM FILE OUTPUT EXIT */

               JOBxxxx+PGMxxxx ;

               %

 

Note the use of the SAS SUM statement of the form VARIABLE+EXPRESSION. This forces an implied RETAIN
of the JOBxxxx data element over all steps of the job. If you instead coded the following, you would need to add a
RETAIN JOBxxxx statement in the _USRSINT exit:
           JOBxxxx=JOBxxxx+PGMxxxx ;

 

4. Test the modification thoroughly in either a test complex or a test unit.If a test complex is being used, make certain
both test and production complexes are at the same maintenance level; otherwise, you may have different results
when you move to the production complex.
If a test unit is used, override the _USRSSFx exit by coding it after the %INCLUDE SOURCE(#SMFEXIT) in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT).

Special Notes on Updating SMFGENIN

Modification of sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(SMFGENIN) is required to activate or deactivate a file or element in a
timespan, to change the status of archive or history files, to change specifications on the OPTION statement, or to perform
any complex-level modification to the Batch and Operations Analyzer files.
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SMFGENIN contains file definitions for the MICS production database files and the SMF suspend files. The suspend file
definitions define both the data kept from the raw SMF input and the data kept in suspension for jobs, TSO sessions,
started tasks, and APPC/MVS ASCH-scheduled transaction programs (TPs).

When you decide to activate an element in one of the database files, ensure that the element is also activated in the
DETAIL timespan of the corresponding suspend file. Simply turning it on in the production file, BATPGM for example,
will not work if the element is turned off in the BATSFS step-level suspend file. Each suspend file name begins with the
characters SFx. The MICS production database files and their corresponding suspend files are shown below:

Production Database File Suspend Files
BATPGM BATSFS
BAT_TS BATSFS
BAT_ST BATSFS
BAT_TP BATSFS
BAT_SA BATSF6
BATSPL BATSFW
BATATP BATSFT
BATJOB none*
BAT_JS none*

* Both the BATJOB and BAT_JS files are built from the step-level suspend files.

In addition to the suspend files shown above, three intermediate process files are defined for the Batch Information Area:

• BATSFC
• BATXCS
• BATXCP

WARNING
Never turn any data elements off in these three files! They are created and deleted as part of the DAY030 daily
update step. Turning elements off in these three files will not save you any database space, but will instead
invalidate the processing of SMF type 30 continuation records.

Some additional suspend files hold key fields from the raw SMF records:

Raw SMF Record Suspend File
Job INITIATION (30-1) BATSFI
Job END record (30-5) BATSFJ
Job PURGE record (26) BATSFP
JES3 MDS (25) BATSFA

In general, these files should also be left untailored. They do not consume much space in your database and they hold
important elements like the job card accounting fields, RACF values, and so on.

When you want to turn an element on in one of the Batch Information Area database files, use the TSO find command to
locate each occurrence of the element in SMFGENIN. If the element is found in one of the SF* files, it must be turned on
in the DETAIL timespan. If not, the element in the corresponding production file will receive missing values.

Standard User Exits
A number of user exit points are defined within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic
where user modification:
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• Is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• Is unlikely to compromise MICS database and operational integrity.
• Is relatively easy to document and understand.

Using the MICS exit facilities to modify MICS logic is the safest method of system modification. If you follow the material in
this section, you can perform a substantial amount of system customization without causing any undue ramifications when
you apply standard vendor maintenance to the product.

Before implementing an exit, the system administrator should determine whether the required modification can be
accomplished by means of parameter modification or file tailoring. If an exit must be used, be sure to see Processing for
details of where the exit is called during the DAILY processing. Full details of MICS exit processing are described in User
Exit Facilities.

The following sections identify the user exits available for Batch and Operations Analyzer processing, provide a general
overview of the product's processing logic, and describe in detail each of the user exits.

• Available User Exits
• Additional Fields Available to Exits
• SMF General Exits
• SMF Input Exits
• SMF Output Exits

Available User Exits

The two types of user exits that you can use to modify MICS logic: general exits and product exits.

General Exits

The general exits are used by all installed products. These exits allow the insertion of user exit routines that extend MICS
logic.

USRSEL
SMF File Processing Selection

USRIHL
SMF Checkpoint File Inspection

Product Exits

Product exits apply only to the product for which they are provided. They are classified as to their purpose and are
comprised of input, output, parameter-related, and special exits.

The input exits are used during the input phase of the product update process. The output exits are used when records
are being written to the MICS database.

The parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process and are
typically associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Routine is a user exit routine for
entering the values for account codes that were defined in a separate but related installation.

Special exits are those that are classified as neither input, output, nor parameter-related. The calculation of a user-defined
variable is an example of a type of special exit.

The user exits for the Batch and Operations Analyzer are identified below:

Product Input Exits

USRSMUG
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Input SMF type 89 Usage Data Records

USRSSFA
Input SMF type 25 JES3 Allocation Records

USRSSFI
Input SMF type 30 subtype 1 Initiation Records

USRSSFJ
Input SMF type 30 subtype 5 Job Termination Records

USRSSFM
Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Usage Data Segments

USRSSFO
Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Open Edition/MVS Process Segments

USRSSRE
Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Multisystem Enclave Remote System Segments

USRSSF4
Input SMF type 30 subtype 4 Step Termination Records during short cut processing

USRSSFP
Input SMF type 26 JES2/JES3 Purge Records

USRSSFS
Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2 and 3 Interval Records and SMF type 30 subtype 4 Step Termination Records

USRSST6
Input SMF type 30 subtype 6 System Address Space-  Cumulative Interval Records

USRSSFT
Input SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting Records

USRSSFW
Input SMF type 6 SYSOUT Records

Product Output Exits

USRSATP
APPC/MVS Transaction File Exit

USRSAVL
Systems Availability File Exit

USRSCON
Operations Configuration File Exit

USRSJOB
Output Job File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, APPC, OE)

USRSMUA
Measured Usage Address Space File Exit

USRSMUG
Output Measured Usage Global File Exit

USRSOEP
Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File Exit

USRSOPI
Operations Incident File Exit
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USRSPGM
Output Program File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, APPC, OE, SA)

USRSREN
Multisystem Enclave Activity File Exit

USRSSPL
Output Spool File Exit

USRSWDA
Batch Workload Device Activity File Exit - DAYS and Higher Timespans

USRXWDA
Batch Workload Device Activity File Exit - DETAIL Timespan Only

USRDWDA
Batch Workload Device Activity File Exit - DAYS Timespan Only

USRUJBJ
Accounting Job File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, APPC, OE)

USRUJBM
Accounting Measured Usage Charging File Exit

USRUJBP
Accounting Program File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, APPC, OE)

USRUJBS
Accounting Spool File Exit

USRUJTP
Accounting APPC/MVS Transaction Exit

USRTWDA
DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

Product Parameter-Related Exits

ACCTRTE
Batch Job Account Code Assignment Exit

APPCAURT
APPC Application Unit Definition

APPCRTE
APPC/MVS Account Code Assignment Exit

JOBGPRTE
Batch JOBGROUP Assignment Exit

PRINTDEF
Print Output Definition Exit

TURNRTE
Batch Job Turnaround Time Calculation Exit

Note: For more information about parameter-related exits, see SMF Parameters.

Product Special Exits

USRDMAP
EXCP Segment Exit
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USRSINT
Initiation of Job Merge

WPECALC
Calculate Pseudo Elapsed Time

OCCACT1
Override Occupancy Calculations

Additional Fields Available to Exits

The data elements available for use by the user exits vary according to the processing phase and the particular user exit.
Special data elements that are used in the product update process but are not stored in the MICS database are described
below. The individual user exit descriptions list which of these elements are available for the user exit routine.

SMFxxUIF - SMF User Information Field

Most of the SMF records contain a user information field of eight characters. These fields are normally blank unless
an installation has added user code to fill in the fields. MICS reads the field, but does not store it on the data base. It is
available for use by a user exit. A common example can be found in installations that use ACF2 instead of RACF. User
exit USRSSFI allows MICS to retrieve the ACF2 userid from the SMF20UIF field and override use of the RACFUSID field.

This field is available only to the general exits and product input exits.

ACTFLD1-5 - SMF Job Accounting Fields

Record types 30 (subtypes 1 and 5) and 33 contain a string of information from the accounting field on the job card. MICS
parses this data into five account fields, ACTFLD1 through ACTFLD5, for access by some of the user exits. These fields
are each 20 characters long and are blank if an account code is missing.

These fields are available only at designated product input exits and all of the product output, special, and parameter-
related exits.

PGMTYPE - Program Type Indicator

Whenever possible, the program type field, PGMTYPE, is set for access by the user exits. At some points during
processing, however, it is not possible to determine if a step is from a batch job or a started task. PGMTYPE of 1 indicates
Batch Job, PGMTYPE of 2 indicates TSO, PGMTYPE of 3 indicates a System Task, PGMTYPE of 4 indicates an APPC/
MVS ASCH scheduled transaction program (TP), and PGMTYPE of 5 indicates an Open Edition/MVS address space.

This field is available only at designated product input, special, and parameter-related exits, and at all of the product
output exits.

SKIP_REC - Skip (delete) Record Indicator

During phase 1, the Input Raw SMF Data Phase, the product input exits can be used to determine that a record is to
be dropped from processing. When a record is to be dropped, the exit should set SKIP_REC to ONE. The record will
be bypassed and a count of deleted records will be kept on the Input History Log file, as well as shown in the DAY030
statistics.

This field is used only for the product input exits.

FLUSHJOB - Flush Job Indicator

During the Job Merge, phase 3, jobs may be dropped from the BATJOB and BAT_JS (job suspend) files. This also causes
the job to bypass the standard accounting exit for the BATJOB file. This flag can be set to ONE in any of the exits during
the Job Merge. Obviously, you should take great care with this flag.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

AGEFLAG - Aging Flag
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During the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, a job record can be put into the BATJOB or BAT_JS
(job suspend) file, depending upon its completeness. If the essential records are not there, the job record is put into the
BAT_JS file. This field, AGEFLAG, will be set to ONE if the job is to be suspended (put in the BATJOB file). This field can
be used to determine if the job record is to be suspended.

This field is used only for the product output exits and SHOULD NOT BE ALTERED BY ANY EXIT.

IN_JOB - Interim Job Termination File (SMFJOB) flag

During the job merge subphase of the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, this field indicates the
presence or absence of a record from the SMFJOB file (type 30 subtype 5) for the job being constructed. When the
record is present, this field is set to ONE. This flag field is used to construct the JOBMASK field. This field can be used to
determine whether there is a record from the SMFJOB file for the job being constructed.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

IN_STEP - Interim Step Termination File (SMFSTEP) flag

During the job merge subphase of the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, this field indicates the
presence or absence of a record from the SMFSTEP file (type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4) for the job being constructed. When
the record is present, this field is set to ONE. This flag field is used to construct the JOBMASK field. This field can be used
to determine whether there is a record from the SMFSTEP file for the job being constructed.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

IN_WTR - Interim Sysout Writer File (SMFWTR) flag

During the job merge subphase of the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, this field indicates the
presence or absence of a record from the SMFWTR file (type 6) for the job being constructed. When the record is present,
this field is set to ONE. This flag field is used to construct the JOBMASK field. This field can be used to determine whether
there is a record from the SMFWTR file for the job being constructed.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

IN_PURG - Interim Job Purge File (SMFPURG) flag

During the job merge subphase of the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, this field indicates the
presence or absence of a record from the SMFPURG file (type 26) for the job being constructed. When the record is
present, this field is set to ONE. This flag field is used to construct the JOBMASK field. This field can be used to determine
whether there is a record from the SMFPURG file for the job being constructed.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

IN_INIT - Interim Initiation File (SMFINIT) Flag

During the job merge subphase of the Batch Information Area Processing Phase, phase 3, this field indicates the
presence or absence of a record from the SMFINIT file (type 30 subtype 1) for the job being constructed. When the
record is present, this field is set to ONE. This flag field is used to construct the JOBMASK field. This field can be used to
determine whether there is a record from the SMFINIT file for the job being constructed.

This field is used only for the product output exits.

SMF General Exits

General exits are invoked for all products. They are presented here to identify the special uses available for the Batch and
Operations Analyzer.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has
an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows which data elements are available, and any special
considerations.
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USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSEL allows access to each record processed by any product. It can be used to alter input data formats or to select or
exclude specific records.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control after a detail input record has been read and before the record formats have been defined.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit may be used to delete records before    processing by setting SKIP_REC=1.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE:

ROUTINE
Defines the name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the Batch and Operations Analyzer, test for:

ROUTINE = 'DYSMFFMT'

SMFRTYPE
The record type of the input SMF record

SUBTYP
The subtype of the input SMF record

ORGSYSID
Original SYSID from the SMF record

ENDTS
Time when the record was written to SMF

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Because this exit is used by all products, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source
libraries.

USRIHL
Examine Input History Log

DESCRIPTION
USRIHL permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file immediately following the processing of all input
records in the format routine.

INVOCATION
This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file. This code reads the checkpoint file as an
integrity check on that file, and in the process allows the user to inspect the file's contents.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is normally not of use to the Batch and Operations Analyzer.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the ADMIHL file.
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CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Because this exit is used by all products, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source
libraries.

SMF Input Exits

The MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer standard user exits are invoked during phase 1 of the daily update processing
flow. They have access to the entire SMF record.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a statement of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has
an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows which data elements are available and any special
considerations. The list of exits is organized alphabetically.

USRSMUG

Input SMF type 89 Usage Data Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSMUG allows access to the SMF type 89 Usage Data record to enable a user to input or derive additional data
elements that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of the interim BATMUG00 file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is typically used to add new data elements from variables in this record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 89.

CPUMODL - CPU Model Identification
CPUSERAL - CPU Serial Number
CPUVERSN - CPU Version Number
MUPROD - Software Product Name
MUVER - Software Product Version
MUGCPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time
MUGSRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time
MUGTCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim BATMUG00 file. The USRSMUG
exit serves as both an input exit for the SMF type 89 Usage Data record and the output exit for the Measured Usage
Global (BATMUG) file.
You can use this exit to compute a service unit data element from MUGCPUTM. IBM's IFAURP usage report program
contains an internal table that lists a CPU-time to service-unit factor for each machine that supports measured usage
license charging. These factors, used for each system (SYSID) encountered, are listed in the IFAURP report program.
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USRSSFA

Input SMF type 25 JES3 Allocation Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFA allows access to the SMF type 25 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements that are to
be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFT25 file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is normally used to add new data elements from variables in this record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 25.

SMF25UIF - User Information Field, eight characters

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Only applicable to JES3 environments.

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFT25 file.

USRSSFI

Input SMF type 30 subtype 1 Initiation Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFI allows access to the type 30 subtype 1 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements that
are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFINIT file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Normally this exit is used to access the SMF20UIF field. The most common usage is found when an installation has a
security package other than RACF. The security package may place the user ID in the SMF20UIF field. This exit can be
used to place that field in the RACFUSID field.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input records type 30 subtype 1.

SMF20UIF - User Information Field, eight characters
ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFINIT file.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
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ACF2 is used instead of RACF, and the user wants to input the SMF20UIF field and place it in RACFUSID. This assumes
that the user has specified RACF in the SMF DB Cluster definitions (or else RACFUSID would not be saved in the
database).

MACRO _USRSSFI

/******************************************/

/* Move ACF2 User ID into RACFUSID field  */

/******************************************/

 

RACFUSID = SMF20UIF;

 

%

USRSSFJ

Input SMF type 30 subtype 5 Job Termination Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFJ allows access to the SMF type 30 subtype 5 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements
that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to output of the interim SMFJOB file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to input additional variables.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input records type 30 subtype 5.

ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields
SMF5UIF - User Information Field, eight characters
PGMTYPE - Program type field

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFJOB file.

USRSSFM

Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Usage Data Segments

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFM allows access to Usage Data segments of SMF type 30 subtypes 2 and 3 interval records and SMF type 30
subtype 4 step end records. This exit enables a user to input or derive additional data elements that are to be processed
by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to output of the interim SMFMUX file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.
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USES
This exit can be used to input additional variables, normalize CPU time measurements, or prevent output of Usage Data
segments for specific products.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record Usage Data segments from SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

MUPROD - Software Product Name
MUVER - Software Product Version
MUACPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time
MUASRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time
MUATCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time
PGMTYPE - Program type field

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFMUX file.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
To delete Usage Data segments if the product measured is TSO/E or if the CPU time measures are zero, code the
following:

MACRO _USRSSFM

/******************************************/

/* Delete segment if 0 CPU time           */

/* Delete segment if product is TSO/E     */

/******************************************/

 

IF MUACPUTM=0 OR MUPROD='TSO/E' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

%

USRSSFO

Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Open Edition/MVS Process Segments

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFO allows access to Open Edition/MVS process segments of SMF type 30 subtypes 2 and 3 interval records
and SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end records. This exit enables a user to input or derive additional data elements that
are to be processed by MICS, or to delete unwanted segments preventing output to the BATOEP file and preventing
summarization of the process metrics to the step and job level.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to output of the interim SMFOEX file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to input additional variables, modify data elements, or prevent output of Open Edition/MVS process
segments.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record Usage Data segments from SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

OEPGID - OE/MVS Process Group ID
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OEPPID - OE/MVS Process ID
OEPPPID - OE/MVS Parent Process ID
OEPSID - OE/MVS Process Session ID
OEPUGID - OE/MVS Process User Group ID
OEPUID - OE/MVS Process User ID
PGMTYPE - Program type field

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFOEX file.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
To delete Usage Data segments if the Open Edition/MVS process ID is 12345, code the following:

MACRO _USRSSFO

/******************************************/

/* Delete segment if process ID is 12345  */

/******************************************/

 

IF OEPPID=12345 THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

%

USRSSRE

Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 Multisystem Enclave Remote System Data Segments

DESCRIPTION
USRSSRE allows access to Multisystem Enclave Remote System Data activity segments of SMF type 30 subtypes 2 and
3 interval records and SMF type 30 subtype 4 step end records. This exit enables a user to input or derive additional data
elements that are to be processed by MICS, or to delete unwanted segments preventing output to the BATREN file and
preventing summarization of the activity metrics to the step and job level.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to output of the interim BATREX file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit MUST be used to assign a value to temporary data element SYSIDRE. SYSIDRE later becomes the SYSID data
element in the Multisystem Enclave Activity (BATREN) file. This exit can also be used to input additional variables, modify
data elements, or prevent output of Multisystem Enclave Remote System activity segments.
This exit must be used to assign the logical SYSID value for the system where the multisystem enclave executed. IBM
does not provide the ORGSYSID for multisystem enclave activity. Instead, the system name for the multisystem enclave is
provided. You must provide SAS code in this exit that maps the system name to the SYSID value that you want to appear
in the BATREN file. Also, you must store this logical SYSID name in temporary data element SYSIDRE. See section
5.2.16.3, BATREN Usage Considerations, for information and guidance on how to perform this mapping.
If you do not assign a value to SYSIDRE in this exit, MICS assigns a value of UNKN (unknown), and this UNKN will be the
value that appears for SYSID in the BATREN file.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record Usage Data segments from SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

RENRECNT - Multisystem Enclave Count
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RENSYSNM - Using Address Space System Name
RENREDSU - Multisystem Dep Enclave Serv Units
RENREISU - Multisystem Ind Enclave Serv Units
RENCPDTM - Multisystem Dep Enclave CPU Time
RENCPITM - Multisystem Ind Enclave CPU Time
SYSIDRE - SYSID On Which Multisystem Enclave Executed

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim BATREX file.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
To delete Multisystem Enclave segments if the multisystem enclave system name is missing.

MACRO _USRSSRE

/*******************************************/

/* Delete segment if system name is missing*/

/*******************************************/

 

IF RENSYSNM=.  THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

%

USRSSFP

Input SMF type 26 JES2/JES3 Purge Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFP allows access to the SMF type 26 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements that are
to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFPURG file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is normally used to add new data elements from variables in this record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 26.
SMF26UIF - User Information Field, eight characters
SUBSYSID - Sub-system Identifier (JES2 or JES3)
SMF26JAF - Job Accounting field (JES3 only)
PGMTYPE - Program type field

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFPURG file.

USRSSF4

Input SMF type 30 subtype 4 Step End Records During Short Cut Processing
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DESCRIPTION
USRSSF4 allows access to the data elements listed below during DAY030 short-cut processing of SMF type 30 subtype
4 step end records. When both interval (subtypes 2 and/or 3) and step-end (subtype 4) records are present in the raw
SMF data, MICS always uses the interval records to populate the database files. Certain step-level data elements are only
available from the subtype 4 step end record, however, so all three record subtypes are processed during the input phase.
When MICS encounters a subtype 4 step end record, a check is made to see if the interval records for the step were
previously processed. If so, the subtype 4 record is short-cut processed to extract only those fields unique to the step-end
record. A later data step merges this information with the last subtype 3 record for the step.

• PGMSYSIN (Card Images Read By Reader)
• PGMICPNI (Number Of Initiator Instructions)
• PGMICPTM (Initiator CPU Time)
• PGMISRTM (Step Initiator SRB Time)
• PGMITCTM (Step Initiator TCB Time)
• PGMDSV (Data Space Storage Used)

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFTP4 file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to access the elements listed.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input records type 30 subtype 4.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
The same data elements listed above are available in the USRSSFS exit when the SMF type 30 subtype 4 record
undergoes normal rather than short cut processing.

USRSSFS

USRSSFS - Input SMF type 30 subtypes 2 and 3 Interval and SMF type 30 subtype 4 Step Termination Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFS allows access to the SMF type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4 records to enable a user to input or derive additional
data elements that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of temporary files SMFSTP and SMFSTC that eventually feed the
interim SMFSTP and SMFSTF files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to access step record accounting fields.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input records type 30 subtypes 2, 3, and 4.

SACTFLD1-SACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields
SMF4UIF - User Information Field, eight characters
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PGMTYPE - Program type field
PGMINTVL - Interval record type

when PGMINTVL = SE22 indicates type 30 subtype 2

     PGMINTVL = SE23 indicates type 30 subtype 3

     PGMINTVL = SE24 indicates type 30 subtype 4

NUMDD - Number of DD records

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFSTP file or the interim
SMFSTF file.

USRSST6

Input SMF type 30 subtype 6 system address space cumulative interval records

DESCRIPTION
USRSST6 allows access to the SMF type 30 subtype 6 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements
that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFST6 file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit can be used to delete specific system address spaces during input, or to modify or input addition fields from the
raw SMF type 30 subtype 6 record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input records type 30 subtype 6

PGMTYPE - Program type field (always 6)
PGMINTVL - Interval record type (always SE26)
Job - Job Name

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFST6 file.

USRSSFT

Input SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP Accounting Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFT allows access to the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP accounting records and enables a user to input or derive
additional data elements that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim BATSFT file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.
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USES
This exit can be used to access all fields found in the SMF type 33 APPC/MVS TP accounting record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 33

ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields
ATPTYPE- TP Type (STP/MTP/MSH)

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim BATSFT file.

USRSSFW

Input SMF type 6 Sysout Records

DESCRIPTION
USRSSFW allows access to the SMF type 6 record to enable a user to input or derive additional data elements that are to
be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim SMFWTR file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is normally used to add elements from the type 6 record, such as microfiche counts and additional routing
information.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 6.

SMF6UIF - User Information Field, eight characters
SUBSYSID - Subsystem Identification (JES2, JES3, or PSF)

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim SMFWTR file.

USRDMAP

Input SMF type 30 SMF Records

DESCRIPTION
USRDMAP allows access to the SMF type 30 record EXCP segments to enable a user to input or derive additional data
elements that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of the interim BATXCP and SMFWDC files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
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This exit is normally used to add elements from the type 30 record, EXCP segment such as DDNAME and block size
information.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
SMF input record type 30 EXCP segment

DCLASS - Device class
DEVNAME - Device address
DDNAME - DDNAME in JCL

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will prevent the observation from being output to the interim BATXCP and SMFWDC files,
which will impact the BATWDA in the DETAIL and DAYS timespan.

SMF Output Exits

This section provides an in-depth description of the standard user exits that are invoked during phase 3 of the daily update
processing flow. The exits are organized alphabetically.

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it
has an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The description also shows what data elements are available and
any special considerations.

USRSATP

USRSATP - APPC/MVS Transaction File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSATP allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the APPC/MVS Transaction File (BATATP).

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the APPC/MVS Transaction File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
This exit is used if APPC/MVS transaction billing has been specified.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the APPC/MVS Transaction File.
ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSAVL

USRSAVL - Systems Availability File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSAVL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Operations Availability File.

INVOCATION
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This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Systems Availability File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in type 90 subtype 8 record, which is used to build the record for the
Operations Availability File.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record type 90 subtype 8.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSCON

USRSCON - Operations Configuration File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSCON allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Operations Configuration File.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Operations Configuration File (OPSCON).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in type 8, 9, 10, 11, and 22 records, which are used to build the
Operations Configuration File.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record types 8, 9, 10, 11, and 22.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSINT

USRSINT - Batch Job Initiation Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSINT is designed to allow the initialization of user-defined job-level data elements.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control in the code that initiates the accumulation of program data elements to the job level.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to initialize accumulated job-level user-defined data elements.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB).
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ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTESMICS allows you to add data elements to the SMF files for program-level and job-level retention. You
can accumulate program data up to the job level by adding the program data element into a job-level data element. With
existing program-level exit facilities, there is no convenient way to reset a job-level data accumulator at the beginning of
program data accumulation for the job. This exit is executed at the time the standard MICS BATJOB file data elements
and user counters are reset at the beginning of job data accumulation. If you do not use a MICS user counter element to
contain the added accumulated information, the accumulator must be reset in this exit.

Typical implementation of the exit is:

             MACRO _USRSINT

               USRJOBD1 = 0;

             %

 

USRSJOB

USRSJOB - Output Job File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, and APPC)

DESCRIPTION
USRSJOB allows access to the interim SMF job file to enable the user to add or change data elements on the BATJOB
file.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB) or Batch
User Job Suspend File (BAT_JS). All records for the merge of the job file have been processed and the last records from
each file are available: job, step, writer, initiator, type 25, and purge.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
This exit is used if job costing has been specified.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Batch User Job Activity File (BATJOB).
ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSMUA

USRSMUA - Measured Usage Address Space File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSMUA allows access to the interim Measured Usage Address Space file to enable the user to add or change data
elements on the BATMUA file.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Measured Usage Address Space File (BATMUA).
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ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
This exit is used if measured usage costing has been specified.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Measured Usage Address Space File (BATMUA).

MUPROD - Software Product Name
MUVER - Software Product Version
MUACPUTM - Address Space MU TCB+SRB CPU Time
MUASRBTM - Address Space MU SRB CPU Time
MUATCBTM - Address Space MU TCB CPU Time

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSMUG

USRSMUG - Output Measured Usage Global File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSMUG allows access to the interim Measured Usage Global File to enable the user to add or change data elements
on the BATMUG file.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of the interim BATMUG00 file.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record type 89.

CPUMODL - CPU Model Identification
CPUSERAL - CPU Serial Number
CPUVERSN - CPU Version Number
MUPROD - Software Product Name
MUVER - Software Product Version
MUGCPUTM - Product CPU (TCB+SRB) Time
MUGSRBTM - Product SRB CPU Time
MUGTCBTM - Product TCB CPU Time

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE prevents the observation from being output to the interim BATMUG00 file. The USRSMUG exit
serves as both an input exit for the SMF type 89 Usage Data record and the output exit for the Measured Usage Global
(BATMUG) file.
You can use this exit to compute a service unit data element from MUGCPUTM. IBM's IFAURP usage report program
contains an internal table that lists a CPU-time to a service-unit factor for each machine that supports measured usage
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license charging. These factors, which are used for each system (SYSID) encountered, are listed in the IFAURP report
program.

USRSOEP

USRSOEP - Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSOEP allows access to the Open Edition/MVS Process Activity file to enable the user to add or change data
elements on the BATOEP file.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File (BATOEP).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
None

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Open Edition/MVS Process Activity File (BATOEP).

OEPGID - OE/MVS Process Group ID
OEPPID - OE/MVS Process ID
OEPPPID - OE/MVS Parent Process ID
OEPSID - OE/MVS Process Session ID
OEPUGID - OE/MVS Process User Group ID
OEPUID - OE/MVS Process User ID

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSOPI

USRSOPI - Operations Incident File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSOPI allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Operations Incident File.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Operations Incident File (OPSOPI).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in type 0, 7, 23, 31, 43, 45, and 90 records, which are used to build the
record for the Operations Incident File.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record types 0, 7, 23, 31, 43, 45, and 90.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None
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USRSPGM

USRSPGM - Output Program File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, APPC, Open Edition (UNIX), and System Address Spaces)

DESCRIPTION
USRSPGM allows access to the interim SMF step file to enable the user to add or change data elements on the BATPGM
and parallel step/interval files.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Batch User Program Activity File (BATPGM),
System Task Program Activity File (BAT_ST), SMF User TSO Activity File (BAT_TS), APPC/MVS TP Activity File
(BAT_TP), Open Edition/MVS Program File (BAT_OE), or System Address Space Activity (BAT_SA) File.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
This exit is used if step costing has been specified.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the BATPGM file.

PROGRAM - Program Name
* SACTFLD1-SACTFLD5 - Step Account fields, 20 characters each
* Not available for the BAT_SA file

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSREN

USRSREN - Multisystem Enclave Activity File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSREN allows access to the Multisystem Enclave Activity file to enable the user to add or change data elements on
the BATREN file.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Multisystem Enclave Activity File (BATREN).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
None

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Multisystem Enclave Activity File (BATREN).

RENRECNT - Multisystem Enclave Count
RENSYSNM - Using Address Space System Name
RENREDSU - Multisystem Dep Enclave Serv Units
RENREISU - Multisystem Ind Enclave Serv Units
RENCPDTM - Multisystem Dep Enclave CPU Time
RENCPITM - Multisystem Ind Enclave CPU Time
RENLSYID - Using Address Space SYSID

CODING RESTRICTIONS
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None

SPECIAL NOTES
None

USRSSPL

USRSSPL - Output Spool File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRSSPL allows access to the interim SMF work files and all their variables to enable the user to add or change data
elements that are to be processed by MICS.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Batch User Spool Activity File (BATSPL).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
This exit is used if spool costing has been specified.

USES
This exit is used to add or change data elements in the record.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Elements in the Batch Spool Activity File. In addition, elements from other record types can be available for testing while
in this exit. The element SPLMASK shows you which other record types are associated with the SMF type 6 output writer
record that is being processed in the USRSSPL exit. The following element list represents a few of the data elements that
are available in the USRSSPL exit.
Note : ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 are only available if the output writer record is associated with either an SMF type 30 job
initiation record, SMF type 30 job end record, BATSFH file observation, or an SMF type 26 purge record.

Refer to the data dictionary entry for SPLMASK to determine how to interpret the data element contents.

ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
SPLWTRTS - Spool writer start timestamp
WENDTS - End of Writer timestamp
SMF6UIF - execution timestamp

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting FLUSHJOB=ONE deletes this job from the BATJOB but not from the BATPGM, BATSPL, or BATWDA files.
If your site uses SMF6UIF records in its ACCTRTE,
reset the values of the ACCTNOx variables using this exit. At the time ACCTRTE is entered, you only have access to the
first of what could be many output records for a job.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
This exit can be used to calculate individual print queue times. In this example, file tailoring has been used to add the
element SPLENQTM to the Batch User Spool Activity File.

 MACRO _USRSSPL

 /********************************************/

 /* Calculate Print Queue Time */

 /********************************************/

 IF IN_JOB THEN DO;

 SPLENQTM = SPLWTRTS - JOBENDTS;

 IF SPLENQTM LT 0 THEN SPLENQTM = 0;

 /* NOTE - IF FREE=CLOSE USED THEN

 SYSOUT COULD PRINT PRIOR TO JOB END */
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 END;

 %

 

USRSWDA

USRSWDA - Batch Workload Device Activity File Exit - DAYS and Higher Timespans

DESCRIPTION
USRSWDA allows access to the SMF type 30 subtype 2, 3, or 4 EXCP sections to enable the user to input or derive
additional data elements that are to be processed by MICS in the DAYS timespan only.

INVOCATION
This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the Batch Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add new data elements from variables in these records.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4. Elements in the BATWDA file.

ACTFLD1-ACTFLD5 - Account fields, 20 characters each
NUMACT - Number of Account fields
PGMTYPE - Program Type Field

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE will drop the record from the Batch Workload Device Activity File. The totals from the records,
however, are still added to the step and job records.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
This exit can be used to delete unit record and graphics devices.

 MACRO _USRSWDA;

 /*******************************************/

 /* Delete unit record and graphics         */

 /* devices from BATWDA file in DETAIL      */

 /*******************************************/

 IF DEVCLASS='GRAPHICS' OR DEVCLASS='UNIT-REC'

 THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

 %

 

USRXWDA

USRXWDA - Batch Workload Device Activity File Exit - DETAIL Timespan Only

DESCRIPTION
USRXWDA allows access to the SMF type 30 subtype 2, 3, or 4 EXCP sections to enable the user to input or derive
additional data elements that are to be processed by MICS. The USRXWDA exit, however, only impacts the DETAIL
timespan BATWDA file. You cAN restrict DETAIL BATWDA timespan reporting to include only specific devices or device
types without any effect on higher BATWDA timespan files.

INVOCATION
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This exit is invoked during the initial output to the Batch Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA).

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add new data elements from variables in these records.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4. Elements in the BATWDA file.

DEVCLASS - Device Class
DEVADDR - Device Address

CODING RESTRICTIONS
None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE dropS the record from the Batch Workload Device Activity File. The totals from the records,
however, are still added to the step and job records.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
This exit can be used to delete unit record and graphics devices.

 MACRO _USRXWDA;

 /*******************************************/

 /* Delete unit record and graphics         */

 /* devices from BATWDA file in DETAIL      */

 /*******************************************/

 IF DEVCLASS='GRAPHICS' OR DEVCLASS='UNIT-REC'

 THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

 %

 

USRDWDA

USRDWDA - Batch WDA File Exit - DAYS Timespan Only

DESCRIPTION
USRDWDA allows access to the SMF type 30 subtype 2, 3, or 4 EXCP sections to enable the user to input or derive
additional data elements that are to be processed by MICS. The USRDWDA exit, however, only impacts the DAYS
timespan BATWDA file. You CAN restrict DAYS BATWDA timespan reporting to only include specific devices or device
types without any effect on higher BATWDA timespan files.

INVOCATION
This exit is invoked during the initial output to the Batch Workload Device Activity File (BATWDA) in the DAYS timespan.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
This exit is used to add new data elements from variables in these records.

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
Source record type 30 subtypes 2, 3, or 4. Elements in the BATWDA file.

DEVCLASS - Device Class
DEVADDR - Device Address

CODING RESTRICTIONS
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None

SPECIAL NOTES
Setting SKIP_REC = ONE dropS the record from the Batch Workload Device Activity File. The totals from the records,
however, are still added to the step and job records.

SAMPLE USER EXIT
This exit can be used to delete unit record and graphics devices.

 MACRO _USRDWDA;

 /*******************************************/

 /* Delete unit record and graphics         */

 /* devices from BATWDA file in DAYS        */

 /*******************************************/

 IF DEVCLASS='GRAPHICS' OR DEVCLASS='UNIT-REC'

 THEN SKIP_REC=ONE;

 %

 

USRUJBJ

USRUJBJ - Accounting Job File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, and APPC)

DESCRIPTION
USRUJBJ is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback and is not typically available to the user.

USRUJBM

USRUJBM - Accounting Measured Usage Charging File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRUJBM is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback and is not typically available to the user.

USRUJBP

USRUJBP - Accounting Program File Exit (BAT, TSO, STC, and APPC, OE (UNIX), and System Address Spaces)

DESCRIPTION
USRUJBP is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback and is not typically available to the user.

USRUJBS

USRUJBS - Accounting Spool File Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRUJBS is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USRUJTP

USRUJTP - Accounting APPC/MVS Transaction Exit

DESCRIPTION
USRUJTP is used by MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

USRTfff

USRTfff DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

DESCRIPTION
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The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records before their output to DETAIL tape data sets. See the DETAIL
Tape Processing Overview section for information about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files.

INVOCATION
The USRTfff exit is invoked before output to DETAIL tape files.

ACCOUNTING INTERFACE
No interface is provided.

USES
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data elements
written to DETAIL tape files.

Note: USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file (fff). This exit has no impact on the
normal unit database content for the same file (fff).

ELEMENTS AVAILABLE
All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

ACTIVATION
The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention described in Definition and Methodology. See this section
for a detailed discussion of indirect exit coding.
All of the USRTfff indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($cccEXIT). In $cccEXIT, you will find the
following statement for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape:

     %LET USRTfff = ;

 

The exit is activated by providing a member name to the right of the equal sign:

     %LET USRTfff = exitname ;

 

If you code an exit name, you MUST create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name.
Provide valid SAS code in the member. This code is invoked before the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.
Example:

     sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SMFEXIT):

  

       %LET USRTWDA = WDATEXIT ;

  

     prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(WDATEXIT):

  

       IF DEVADDR EQ 'ADE1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

 

In this example, WDATEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the BATWDA file. Member WDATEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
BATWDA file.
The exit was coded to limit the records that are written to the DETAIL tape file to where device address is ADE1.

Note: The exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

CODING RESTRICTIONS
Ensure that you have activated DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed SMFPGEN before activating and coding
USRTfff exits.
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VCC Space Collector Option
The MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) processes IBM VTOC and catalog information. It collects data pertaining to
DASD storage usage and capacity and feeds that data to the MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA), which stores it in
the MICS database. The MICS Space Analyzer Option provides you with information and reports that help you to better
manage your current storage environment by identifying problem areas in storage utilization, performing capacity planning
and costing, and tracking and charging for storage usage.

The MICS Space Collector Option performs two batch operations that can be used to feed data into the DAILY process of
the MICS Space Analyzer Option for analysis. Along with the standard batch job, a batch job to collect Hierarchical File
System (HFS) and zSeries File System (zFS) information can also be executed.

The following chart displays the MICS Space Collector Option Data Flow.

Space Collector Option Data Flow

                                      DATA SOURCES

+----------+   +-------------+   +-------------+   +----------+   +---------+   +---------+

| Indexed/ |   |     ICF     |   |    VSAM     |   |   DFHSM  |   |  DFSMS  |   | OS/390  |

| Standard |   | Master/User |   | Master/User |   | MCDS and |   | Address |   |  UNIX   |

| OS VTOCs |   |  Catalogs   |   |  Catalogs   |   |   BCDS   |   |  Space  |   | (OMVS)  |

+----------+   +-------------+   +-------------+   +----------+   +---------+   +---------+

     |                |                |                 |              |            |

     +----------------+----------------+-----------------+--------------+------------+

                                                |

                                                |

                                                V

                         **********************************************

                         **        CA MICS Space Collector Option    **

                         **                    (VCC)                 **<----+

                         **                                          **     |

                         **********************************************     |

                                   |        |        |                      |

         +---------------+         |        |        |                      |

       +-+-------------+ |         |        |        |                      |

       | Statistics &  | |         |        |        |               +-----------+

       | Error Reports |-+<--------+        |        |               |  Control  |

       |               |                    |        +-------------->| Data set  |

       +---------------+                    |                        |           |

                                            |                        +-----------+

                                 +---(or)---+---(or)---+

                                 |                     |

                                 |                     |

                                 V                     V

                          +------------+         +----------+

                          | Sequential |         |    SMF   |

                          |    File    |         |          |

                          +------------+         +----------+

                                 |                     |

                                 V                     V

                                 +----------+----------+

                                            |

                                            |

                                            V
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                          +-----------------------------------+

                          |   CA MICS Space Analyzer Option   |

                          |               (VCA)               |

                          +-----------------------------------+

                                            |

                                            V

                                   +------------------+

                                   |                  |

                                   | CA MICS Database |

                                   |                  |

                                   +------------------+

                                            |               +---------+

                   +----------+             |             +-+-------+ |

                   | Terminal |<------------+------------>| Reports |-+

                   +----------+                           +---------+

Primary Areas of Application

The MICS Space Collector Option provides data and reporting capabilities that aid you in managing complex DASD
systems in the following areas:

Performance
You can monitor DASD space usage, including data set allocation, free space fragmentation, and alternate track
assignments.

Capacity Planning
You can extract MVS VTOC and catalog data that the MICS Space Analyzer Option can use to monitor DASD demand.
This facilitates growth-trend projections at both the division and department levels.

Accounting and Chargeback
VCC provides DASD usage data through VCA to MICS Accounting and Chargeback to facilitate accounting for all or
selected system users.

SMS Migration
VCC can optionally identify uncataloged data sets. This facilitates migration to DFSMS because it allows you to identify
data sets that must be either deleted or cataloged priorto volume conversion for SMS.

VCC also contributes to the overall benefits available from the MICS system by:

• Improving day-to-day IS management by allowing managers to track DASD usage and plan corrective actions to
ensure smooth operations

• Reducing risk to the enterprise by providing audit and control capabilities for all DASD use
• Controlling or reducing costs by:

– allowing you to equitably charge users for the amount of DASD they use
– identifying, in conjunction with other operating system management products, unused resources to substantially

reduce the products' associated costs
– eliminating the costs associated with maintaining other, separate DASD reporting products

• Improving return on the IS investment by:
– providing a basis for operating system and hardware resource usage chargeback either through MICS Accounting

and Chargeback or a basic user-developed costing process
– improving your ability to understand, report on, control, and, if necessary, reduce DASD expenses

• Increasing productivity by:
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– allowing less experienced users to interpret report results and use database information
– reducing the task of coordinating information from multiple sources so that you can report or analyze information at

the enterprise rather than the system level
– reducing the large quantities of DASD usage data to a manageable and easily used format

• Improving planning by:
– allowing you to perform trend analysis through the use of summarized historical data
– collecting DFSMS data that can be used to plan or monitor DFSMS implementation
– collecting details on the POSIX files and directories within a Hierarchical File System.

Requirements

The MICS Space Collector Option runs in all of the following operating system environments using these distributed load
modules:

• o OS/390 (OS/390 through V2R10)
• o z/OS (z/OS through V1R13)

The MICS Space Collector Option must run from an APF-authorized library to open and read ICF catalogs, enqueue
VTOCs, optionally write records to SMF, and run as nonswappable. Because it runs multiple subtasks for efficiency, it may
require a larger region size than your standard default. The number of subtasks can be user-controlled to allow flexibility in
environments that are constrained in virtual storage.

The MICS Space Collector Option typically requires less than one MB of memory below the 16 MB line. Therefore, we
recommend running it with the MINIMUM value of REGION=1M or REGION=1024K.

With large DASD configurations, you will want to run with many subtasks (for example, VTOCSUBT=20, VSAMSUBT=10).

Product Prerequisites

The MICS Space Collector Option runs on any operating system from MVS/ESA (OS/390 V2R10) through z/OS V1R13.
Both the standard and the HFS VCC collection programs must run from an APF-authorized library to perform certain
authorized system functions, such as opening system catalogs, writing records to SMF, and running as non-swappable.

Since the MICS Space Collector Option runs multiple subtasks for efficiency, it may require a larger region size than your
standard default. The number of subtasks can be user-controlled to allow flexibility in environments that are virtual storage
constrained.

The VCC HFS collection batch job must be authorized to read all of the files created within a Hierarchical File System.
To do this, VCC uses UID 0. Ensure that your External Security Product allows VCC to switch to UID 0, and has read
access to the Hierarchical File Systems. In order to function properly, VCC HFS collection must have authority to access
the BPX.SUPERUSER resource in the FACILITY class. This will allow the required SETUID(0) to function successfully.

VCC Overview
VCC's capabilities fall into the following categories:

Product Flexibility

• VCC operates on all MICS-supported IBM z/OS systems. Although it is designed to run below the 16-megabyte line
on MVS/XA, it automatically changes its addressing mode to run in 31-bit mode when it references control blocks that
reside above the 16-megabyte line.

• Because VCC has the option to reserve VTOCs, it automatically modifies itself to run as nonswappable. This is
important, particularly in shared DASD environments where an address space swap out can result in several devices
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being held in reserve for long periods of time. Running as nonswappable, VCC ensures that device reserves are short,
which keeps devices available; it also ensures that other possible CPU problems related to swap out do not occur.

• VCC keeps track of the last time it scanned a volume so that you can calculate track-days, etc. This allows you the
flexibility of running VCC once a day on all volumes or once an hour on high-activity volumes.

Data Source Facilities

VCC obtains its information from the following data sources:

• Standard OS VTOCs
• Indexed VTOCs
• Standard VSAM master and user catalogs
• Master and user catalogs (VSAM and ICF)
• VSAM Volume Data Sets (VVDSs)
• The Migration Control Data Set (MCDS) and Backup Control Data Set (BCDS) maintained by DFHSM
• z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) Hierarchical File Systems

VCC reads Direct Access Storage Device volumes (DASD) to obtain information from the following IBM or vendor-
equivalent device types:

• 2105
• 3340
• 3350
• 3375
• 3380 (all models)
• 3390 (all models)
• 9345 (all models)

The DASD volumes scanned must be online when VCC starts running. It does not collect information from mass storage
devices and does not scan OS CVOLs because most users have converted their OS CVOL catalogs to either VSAM or
ICF catalogs.

Using the data sources listed above, VCC gathers the following data:

• Storage class, management class, data class, and storage group names if available and applicable. Storage group and
Management class definition information is available if DFSMS is active on the host running VCC.

• The catalog status for VTOC data sets. This optional check of whether data sets are properly cataloged assists in
storage management and migration to SMS.

• All Format 1 and 3 DSCB information, including data set attributes and detailed extent information, found in indexed
and nonindexed VTOCs for VSAM and VTOC data sets.

• All Format 4 DSCB information that describes the VTOC.
• Format 5 DSCB volume free space extent information. If the VTOC is indexed, the interface to IBM's Common VTOC

Access Facility (CVAF) retrieves this information from the index.
• Catalog information about VSAM data sets, including how the data set was defined, data set extents on each volume

for both data and index components and alternate index information.
• Information taken from the self-describing records at the beginning of each VSAM catalog, which is used to manage

the VSAM catalogs. o Data that VCC generates when it encounters unusual situations (for example, VTOC errors,
broken DSCB chains, and VSAM catalog errors) during the data collection process

• Data set name, SMS class names, and basic space allocated information for data sets migrated and backed up by
DFHSM.

• Capacity planning information from DFHSM for DASD and tape volumes under control of DFHSM.
• Statistics and attributes from USS Hierarchical File Systems residing on z/OS. This includes information about the

individual files within the file systems.
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Support for IBM's Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM)

The VCC interface to DFHSM allows you to create an inventory of DFHSM-related information in a sequential data set
or as SMF records. If you use DFHSM, this inventory collects information about inactive data, that no longer resides on
primary DASD, and about backup versions that reside on DFHSM-managed tapes. This inventory allows you to measure
the growth of resources allocated to DFHSM and to account to end users for this service. The MICS Space Analyzer
Option adds inventory data to the database.

Support for z/OS UNIX Systems Services (USS)

VCC provides the ability to obtain information for each individual file within a mounted file system which resides on z/OS
DASD. Once this information is processed by the MICS Space Analyzer Option and populated into the database, it can be
used to measure the growth of POSIX compliant files and track its utilization over time.

Reporting and Inquiry Facilities

VCC provides reports that summarize the data that it reads. These reports are designed to help you track VCC operation
and verify that it has read the appropriate VTOCs and catalogs.

VCC reports produce the following information:

VTOC Scan Log
Logs the events that occurred during the standard DASD data collection process. If abnormal situations were
encountered, the log may contain additional messages to assist with problem determination and resolution.

Message Log
Logs the events that occurred during the file system data collection process. If abnormal situations were encountered, the
log may contain additional messages to assist with problem determination and resolution.

Catalog Scan
Logs the events that occurred for the standard VCC data collection process while obtaining data for ICF or VSAM
catalogs. If abnormal situations were encountered, the log may contain additional messages to assist with problem
determination and resolution.

VCC Run Status
Contains a list of statistics obtained by the standard VCC data collection, and summary reports on DASD volumes,
DFSMS, Storage groups, and System Catalogs. The statistics include:

• The number of DASD devices in the I/O configuration.
• The number of catalogs processed.
• The elapsed times of the VTOC and catalog scans.
• The count of records written.
• The previous data collection date and time.
• The elapsed time of the current data collection.
• Other information useful in managing volumes, System Catalogs, and DFSMS Storage Groups.

VCC Run Statistics
Contains a summary of the VCC run statistics for the Hierarchical File Systems data collection. The statistics include:

• The count of records written.
• The number of HFS data sets monitored.
• The number of POSIX files processed.
• The previous data collection date and time.
• Collection elapsed and CPU time.
• Other useful statistics.

DFHSM Interface Contains statistics from the DFHSM interface of the standard VCC collection.
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VCC Files Overview

The MICS Space Collector Option records data in a standard SMF-style format that can be written to either the standard
SMF data set or to a user-defined data set. The records have a segmented structure and each segment is identified by an
offset, length, and number of segment occurrences.

The segments created are the following:

• DFSMS configuration segment
• VCC Control information segment
• Non-VSAM data set segment
• The VSAM data set segment
• The VTOC/volume segment
• The Hierarchical File System (HFS) segment
• The HFS Directory entry segment
• The User-defined segment

Each segment may or may not exist on a one-to-one basis for each record generated. See the MICS Space Collector
Option Data Flow chart for a graphical representation of the data flow from VCC.

Data Collection Options and Features

VCC offers a complete set of options and features to control and enhance its high-speed data collection process. You can
specify various options by using parameters that VCC processes prior to its data collection. VCC options and features
include the following:

• The ability to exploit host processors with multiple CPUs by employing subtasking methodology. This feature allows
VCC to perform data collection at high speed.

• An INCLUDE or EXCLUDE list of volumes (selected by volume serial number and/or device address), data sets,
catalogs, and mounted File Systems to be processed or excluded from processing.

• The ability to:
– Specify the master catalog name, type (ICF or VSAM), and location.
– Write data records to SMF or to a user-defined data set.
– Specify a user-defined SMF record number for the output records.
– Specify the number of subtasks used in performing data collection.
– Selectively generate reports.
– Specify weather to collect information from:

• VTOCs
• ICF and VSAM Catalogs
• Mounted File Systems
• Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFSMS)

– Specify internal VCC performance tuning parameters.
– Detect and report both catalog structure errors and VTOCs that are too small.

Most parameters have defaults. If VCC runs without a parameter list, it will record all VTOC data on all online, resident,
and ready DASD devices. It will also scan all supported catalogs on those volumes that are online and ready.

VCC Planning
The Planning section deals with planning issues that you must consider before installing VCC at your site. We recommend
that you read and thoroughly understand both the Planning and the Using sections before you attempt to install and run
VCC.
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Software Dependencies

VCC is designed to have few dependencies on the operating system. However, for VCC to operate correctly, some
dependencies on the operating system do exist and you should be aware of them in case there is a conflict.

The VCC operating system dependencies are the following:

• OS/390 UCB control block. VCC uses the UCBSCAN service to obtain information about all the online DASD volumes.
All UCBs are pinned so that any dynamically added devices are not deleted during VCC execution. Once processing of
the UCB is completed the UCB is unpinned.

• The CAXWA control block chain for all open VSAM/ICF catalog. If a master catalog name (VSAM or ICF) and its
volume serial are not supplied, this information is obtained by scanning the CAXWA control block chain.

• SVC 26 (LOCATE) is used to locate VSAM information. This SVC is used to allocate and open catalogs (VSAM or ICF)
before they are opened as data sets. VCC depends upon the format of the SVC 26 parameter list.

• The STEPCAT flag is turned on in the PCCB that is created when a catalog is opened as a catalog through the use of
SVC 26. This is done so that serialization problems do not arise when multiple subtasks attempt to open and read
catalogs as data sets. After a catalog has been processed by VCC, this bit is reset (turned off). This eliminates the
requirement to have STEPCATs if VSAM catalogs are being processed as data sets.

• VCC optionally records to SMF using the SMFWTM macro.
• To collect data regarding data sets managed by DFHSM, the ARCUTIL interface program is required. This program

was delivered by IBM in Version 2.5 of DFHSM and certain enabling PTFs support this function at Version 2.4 of
DFHSM. Check with IBM Customer Support for the PTF numbers required at the 2.4 level of DFHSM. This ARCUTIL
interface is the same technique used by the DCOLLECT function of IDCAMS available at DFP Version 3.2 and above.

• VCC calls various OS/390 UNIX System Services (USS) Interface modules provided by IBM to obtain information
about Hierarchial File Systems residing on OS/390.

VCC Supported MVS Data Structures
VCC supports several MVS structures as input data sources. They are explained in the following subsections:

• Standard VTOC Support
• Indexed VTOC Support
• VSAM Catalog Support
• Integrated Catalog Facility (ICF) Support
• The SMS Address Space
• DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS)
• DFHSM Backup Control Data Set (BCDS)
• z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) Support

Note: OS CVOLs are not supported.

VCC Standard VTOC Support

VCC supports standard VTOCs. A standard VTOC is defined as being a volume table of contents that does not have an
index associated with it.

VCC scans a VTOC using VSAM chained scheduling, reading DSCBs a track at a time, into an I/O buffer. All details
in the following DSCBs are placed into the VCC record:

Format 1 DSCB
identifies a data set on the device

Format 2 DSCB
ISAM index information
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Format 3 DSCB
data set extent information

Format 4 DSCB
VTOC information

Format 5 DSCB
volume free space extent information

Format 8 DSCB
EAS eligible dataset

Format 9 DSCB
EAS eligible dataset extended attributes

The first DSCB in a standard VTOC is the Format 4 DSCB. It describes the extents of the VTOC, characteristics of the
device on which it resides, and information about the DSCBs in the VTOC (number of free DSCBs and a CCHHR pointer
to the last Format 1 DSCB). It also contains VSAM ownership timestamps (not applicable to ICF catalogs). There is only
one Format 4 DSCB in a standard OS VTOC.

VCC uses the number of available DSCBs to calculate the termination point of its VTOC SCAN (total DSCBs minus
available DSCBs = total used DSCBs).

The next DSCB in a standard VTOC is the Format 5 DSCB. Each Format 5 DSCB describes up to 19 free space extents
on the volume. There is also a CCHHR pointer to the next Format 5 DSCB.

Following the above two DSCBs, the other DSCBs can occur in any order. The Format 1 DSCB can either be self-
contained (if it has fewer than four extents), can point to a Format 3 DSCB (if the data set has more than three extents), or
can point to a Format 2 DSCB (ISAM only) which then can point to a Format 3 DSCB.

The Format 8 DSCB is a variant of Format 1 DSCB used for EAS eligible data sets. Instead of pointing directly to Format
3 DSCB, it can point to Format 9 DSCB containing the extended attributes. The Format 9 DSCB then points to Format 3
DSCBs with information about extents.

VCC Indexed VTOC Support

VCC also scans VTOCs that have an index. This is valid only if the VTOC has been converted to have an index
associated with it.

An indexed VTOC comprises two elements:

• the VTOC itself
• its associated index.

The VTOC is structured in the same way that a standard VTOC is structured with the following exceptions:

• The Format 4 DSCB will no longer contain the CCHHR pointer to the last-used Format 1 DSCB and the number of free
DSCBs. This information is kept in the index and is retrieved using the CVAF interface.

• Volume free space extents are no longer kept in the Format 5 DSCB. There is a record in the index that contains a bit
map of the used tracks on the volume. There is still one Format 5 DSCB in the VTOC. It follows the Format 4 DSCB
and contains no information. Its sole purpose is to provide a means by which an indexed VTOC can be converted back
to a standard VTOC.

VCC VSAM Catalog Support

VCC supports both master and user catalogs. It scans the low key-range portion of a VSAM catalog to collect and records
the following:
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• VSAM catalog self-describing information
• VSAM data set information
• VSAM alternate index information

VSAM Catalog Overview

A VSAM master or user catalog is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) that is divided into two sections: the low key-
range and the high key-range. Each control interval (physical record) in a VSAM catalog is 512 bytes long. Each of the
logical records in the low key-range portion of a catalog are one control interval in length. The low key-range portion of a
catalog contains detailed information about the following:

• VSAM data sets
• VSAM alternate indexes
• VSAM paths
• VSAM data spaces
• DASD volumes owned by VSAM
• VTOC data set volume pointers
• OS/CVOL pointers
• Alias associations with OS/CVOLs or VSAM user catalogs

The logical records in the high key-range portion of a catalog are 47 bytes long and there can be several of these records
in one control interval. These records are referred to as "truename" catalog records. They comprise  the following:

• A 44-byte data set name of a data set, cluster, user catalog, VTOC data set, alternate index, path, alias (blank-filled on
the right), or volume serial number (zero-filled on the right). This is the key.

• A three-byte control interval number of the catalog record in the low key-range portion of the catalog that describes the
object identified above.

A catalog is therefore accessed by doing a keyed read specifying the data set name of the object being located. The
truename record is returned. VSAM then uses the control interval pointer in the truename record to retrieve the remainder
of the information about the object being located.

For more information about VSAM catalog structure, see the IBM Publication SY26-3826, OS/VS2 MVS Catalog
Management Logic.

VCC Integrated Catalog Facility (ICF) Support

VCC supports the Integrated Catalog Facility (ICF). It reads ICF Basic Catalog Structures (BCSs) and VSAM Volume Data
Sets (VVDSs) to collect and record the following information:

• VSAM data set information
• VSAM alternate index information

ICF Catalog Structure Overview

The ICF catalog structure comprises two components: the BCS and the VVDS.

The BCS

A Basic Catalog Structure is a standard VSAM key-sequenced data set with spanned records. It contains the volume, data
set security, ownership, and association information for VSAM data sets and ICF catalogs. For VTOC data sets, the BCS
contains extent information.

The VVDS

A VSAM Volume Data Set is a standard VSAM entry-sequenced data set with 4K control intervals. It physically resides
on the same volume as the VSAM data sets that are defined in it, and contains the dynamic characteristics of these data
sets. Up to 36 BCSs can point to one VVDS; therefore the concept of VSAM volume ownership no longer exists in the
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ICF catalog structure. A VVDS is identified by the reserved data set name SYS1.VVDS.Vvolser. If you use the DFSMS
(System Managed Storage) facility, the VVDS will also contain SMS related information for VTOC data sets residing on
the volume.

Differences Between ICF Catalogs and VSAM Catalogs

In addition to the structural differences between ICF catalogs and VSAM catalogs, the following extra differences should
be noted:

• ICF catalogs can be defined with all attributes that relate to VSAM key-sequenced data sets. This includes tuning
parameters that were not available for VSAM catalogs.

• VSAM data spaces are no longer supported in ICF catalogs.
• As noted previously, the concept of volume ownership no longer exists in the ICF catalog structure.
• Truename records no longer exist, resulting in faster catalog searches.
• Multiple ICF catalogs can reside on the same volume.
• ICF catalogs can coexist with VSAM catalogs and OS CVOLs. The system master catalog can be either a VSAM

catalog or an ICF catalog and can point to either VSAM or ICF user catalogs.

VCC - The SMS Address Space

If DFSMS (or SMS) is active at execution time, VCC will attempt to obtain the storage group name and status for a given
volume by means of a subsystem interface call to SMS. The storage groups found are reported on the VCC Run Status
Report (refer to the VCC Catalog Scan Log sample in VCC Scan Logs) and placed in the volume summary record written
along with the volume serial number. As storage administrators move toward management and reporting at the volume
pool level and away from individual volume reporting, storage group name becomes the preferred organizing principle.

VCC - DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS)

VCC can optionally collect basic accounting and capacity planning information about data sets that have been migrated
from standard VTOCs and moved to compressed locations in the hierarchy of storage that is managed by DFHSM.
Locator information about migrated data sets is stored in the DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS). VCC serves as
a "driver" for the collection of data from the MCDS. The actual data collection from DFHSM data structures is performed
by a DFHSM-supplied utility program named ARCUTIL that was delivered in DFHSM Version 2.5 to protect user-written
utilities from changes in the record layouts in the MCDS and BCDS. VCC "drives" ARCUTIL by ATTACHing it as a subtask
and intercepting its output to squeeze out padding blanks and to add important time-stamp and control information.

Data in a DFHSM environment can be conceptualized as pyramidal in shape. This pyramid is meant to convey a hierarchy
of storage ranging from PRIMARY or migration level 0 to migration levels 1 and 2. For simplicity, we abbreviate "migration
level" to "ML" and thus, it is common practice to describe data as residing on primary, ML1, or ML2 storage. Primary is
the normal location of data directly accessible by applications. When a data set has not been used for some specified
period, HSM migrates it to ML1 storage volumes, where the data is typically stored in a compacted form and is not directly
accessible. It can be recalled quickly to primary storage when needed. Finally, when installation thresholds have been
reached, HSM will migrate data from ML1 DASD to ML2 storage. ML2 storage is usually a densely-packed tape cartridge.

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /  Primary \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /                \
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                    /       ML1        \

                   /                    \

                  /______________________\

                 /                        \

                /                          \

               /            ML2             \

              /                              \

             /________________________________\

In a typical DFHSM environment, the amount of data migrated through the above hierarchy could be presented as the
above pyramid. For example, if 400 gigabytes of primary storage is available for active data, then perhaps a much larger
quantity of data is inactive and has been migrated to less expensive levels of the hierarchy.

The VCC driver for DFHSM data collection anticipates a large quantity of inactive data and is designed for optimum
execution time performance and optimum data compression of the output file it creates.

One of the principal benefits of integrating DFHSM data collection into VCC and subsequently into MICS is that there is
no longer any need for capacity planners or accounting specialists to view DFHSM-controlled data as a special case.
For example, using VCC with MICS products, you can establish different pricing for each level of the storage hierarchy.
Using the pyramid again, you could conceive a rate structure that reflects the relative cost of each layer, as shown in the
following example:

                             /\

                            /  \

                           / $  \

                          / 0.10 \

                         /  per   \

                        /   Mb/hr  \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /     $0.05      \

                    /       per        \

                   /    megabyte hour   \

                  /______________________\

                 /        $0.002          \

                /           per            \

               /       megabyte hour        \

              /                              \

             /________________________________\

VCC - DFHSM Backup Control Data Set (BCDS)

VCC can optionally collect basic accounting and capacity planning information about backup versions of data sets. When
DFHSM performs automatic backup of data sets, the BCDS is updated with information about each backup copy or
backup version created on backup volumes managed by DFHSM.

The pyramid forms a useful analogy for considering the potential amount of information processed by the VCC-DFHSM
interface for backup versions. Consider this pattern of usage for typical TSO users and the backup rules associated with a
"STANDARD" management class:

• 25 percent of a given user's data sets are changed each day.
• An HSM rule states that data sets are only to be backed up if they have been changed.
• A management class definition states that 5 backup versions are to be kept.
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Thus, for an active data set that is changed every day, the BCDS will contain information for 5 backup versions of this data
set in our hypothetical example above.

Expanding this scenario to an entire DASD complex, there might be the following kind of relationship in terms of the
relative number of data sets:

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /  Primary \

                       /____________\

                      /              \

                     /                \

                    /                  \

                   /       Backup       \

                  /       Versions       \

                 /                        \

                /                          \

               /____________________________\

The VCC driver for DFHSM data collection anticipates a large quantity of backup versions. It is designed for optimum
execution-time performance and optimum data compression of the output file it creates. Finally, you can collect data about
migrated data sets without collecting data about backup versions (or vice versa).

Using VCC with other MICS products, you can establish different pricing for storage occupied for backup versions.
Because the backup versions typically exist on high-density tape cartridges, the relative charge for storage occupancy
(that is, amount of space times duration or megabyte-days) is undoubtedly less for backup versions than for primary
DASD storage occupancy. An example follows:

                             /\

                            /  \

                           /    \

                          /      \

                         /        \

                        /          \

                       /            \

                      /              \

                     /     $1.25      \

                    /       per        \

                   /    megabyte day    \

                  /______________________\

                 /                        \

                /          $0.05           \

               /            per             \

              /         megabyte day         \

             /________________________________\

Capacity planners can exploit this data by analyzing the growth in backup versions over time, projecting the trend by
division or department using normal MICS techniques and SAS procedures.
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VCC - UNIX System Services (USS) Support

The MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) can optionally collect information for UNIX System Services (USS) file systems.
This information can be fed into the MICS Space Analyzer Option (VCA). The support allows for the collection and
reporting of statistics, and the tracking of actual space utilization of the USS files compared to the file systems' allocated
DASD space.

VCC provides a separate batch job, located in member sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCCRUNH), to collect file system
information. The data collected from this job can be fed into VCA for further processing and analysis. It collects file
systems information for all the file systems mounted to the z/OS system that the job runs on. If the AUTOMOUNT facility
is in use, the directory designated for automount processing will be scanned. This results in the associated file system
and any file systems under that directory structure to be automatically mounted, if they are not already mounted. The file
systems that are unknown to z/OS or are unmounted will not be scanned. If your site has multiple z/OS images using
various file systems which may not be mounted on all z/OS images, it is recommended that you run VCC on all z/OS
images that have file systems mounted. For a discussion on shared DASD and z/OS file systems considerations, see
Shared DASD Considerations in VCC Special Considerations.

Because of the way USS accesses file systems, plan to monitor how long VCC takes to collect information about these
file systems initially. Usually the root file system takes the longest time to process. Therefore, you may want to weigh the
benefit of multiple scans during the day with the performance cost. (Optional) you may exclude some file systems from
collection.

VCC - SMF Requirements
VCC writes variable length records to either a physical sequential file or to SMF. If DFHSM is implemented and the VCC-
DFHSM data collection interface is selected, the VCC-DFHSM interface will likewise write variable length records to either
a (different) sequential file or as a (different) SMF record.

Finally, for both standard VCC records and VCC-DFHSM records written to their respective output data sets, a hybrid
approach can be effected by copying (DISP=MOD) or concatenating these data sets into the dumped SMF data set.

If direct recording to SMF is chosen:

• User record numbers must be from 128 through 255.
• SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) must allow the user record to be written.
• SMF recording of VCC data is independent of SMF recording of VCC-DFHSM data.
• If both types of data are being logged to SMF, the record numbers specified must be different.

More specific information about SMF requirements is available in the following subsections:

• SMF Requirements (VCC)
• SMF Requirements (VCC-DFHSM)

SMF Requirements (VCC)

VCC supports SMF as a recording medium. It produces a segmented record that follows the SMF record segmentation
conventions (for example, as used by SMF type 30 and RMF type 70-series records) where a segment specifies the
offset, length, and number of occurrences of the next segments.

The choice of using SMF as a recording facility for VCC depends solely on the size of your installation and the amount of
DASD data VCC is expected to collect. VCC generates one SMF record for every:
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• Format 1 DSCB encountered in a VTOC (every data set).
• DASD volume scanned.
• VSAM data set found in a catalog.
• VSAM alternate index found in a catalog.
• VSAM data set found in a VVDS (ICF catalogs only).
• VVDS information for VTOC data sets managed by DFSMS.
• VSAM alternate index found in a VVDS (ICF catalogs only).
• VSAM data set found in a VVDS (ICF catalogs only) and VVDS information for VTOC data sets managed by DFSMS

are repeated if a VSAM Volume Record (VVR) representing a data set fills up due to extents and needs to have a
secondary VVR built.

• If a VSAM data set's index component has the IMBED option specified, a separate record is generated by VCC.
This is because the index's sequence set resides in the first track of each data component control area. That space
is described by a separate record in the VVDS, causing another record to be generated by VCC. This is duplicate
recording of space utilization because the sequence set space is also described in the data component extents, but
is unique in other respects (for example, low RBA, high RBA, etc.). The duplicate recording of space information is
ignored by the MICS Space Analyzer Option.

• VSAM master and user catalog.

Let's assume that you have the following:

     10000 VTOC data sets

       100 VSAM clusters and alternate indexes

        10 ICF BCSs including the master catalog

        60 VVDSs (one on each volume with a VSAM data set)

        85 DASD volumes

VCC will then generate at least:

     10000+(100*3)+10+85=10395

SMF records. Note that VSAM is counted three times for ICF because there is a VSAM data set entry in the BCS,
as well as a VVDS entry and a VTOC entry.

The average size of each SMF record is variable because of the variance in the number of extents for each data set and
the variance in volume free space fragmentation from one site to the next. In testing the product, the average record size
was found to be approximately 235 bytes. Using this number, VCC records generated by the above site will consume
about 2.4 million bytes of DASD space. Using 4K physical SMF records, this is equivalent to approximately 153 tracks on
a 3350, or about five 3350 cylinders.

A consideration that may help you decide between recording VCC data to SMF or to a data set is the speed at which this
data will be sent to SMF. VCC is capable of generating 10,000 SMF records to a data set in a little under 20 seconds of
elapsed time running on a lightly loaded 3033U processor. If this same amount of data is sent to SMF, a period of system-
wide degradation can occur due to SMF buffer shortages, especially during prime shift peak hours.

SMF Requirements (VCC-DFHSM)

The VCC interface for DFHSM data collection generates variable length records that can be written to the VCCHSM data
set or logged to SMF. The records vary in size from 63 to 448 bytes. Variable length fields such as SMS class names and
dsname are stored as variable length strings with no padded blanks.

Due to the high volume of data potentially found for data sets under DFHSM management, we recommend that you do
NOT log data from this interface directly to SMF. Use the VCCHSM data set to receive the records from this interface. One
record will be written for each:
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• Migrated data set on ML1 or ML2 storage as defined in the MCDS at the time of data collection.
• Backup version of any data set as defined in the BCDS at the time of data collection.

The above items represent the vast majority of data written by this interface. In addition, this interface writes one record
(called a DASD planning record) for each:

• Primary volume (migration level 0) for each day there was HSM activity.
• Migration level 1 volume for each day there was DFHSM activity.

Last in terms of number of records (bytes) written by this interface is a series of three tape capacity planning records. The
VCC-DFHSM interface writes one tape capacity planning record for each of the following types of tape:

• Migration level 2 tapes
• Incremental backup tapes
• Full volume backup tapes

In summary, consider the following example as an aid in understanding the number of records put out by this interface:

        100,000 "active" permanent data sets on primary DASD

        volumes

        20 percent of these data sets are NOT backed up using

        DFHSM incremental backup or HBACK commands

        Of the remaining 80,000 data sets on primary DASD,

        DFHSM maintains an average of 5 backup versions

        for each data set

                            (B = 80,000 * 5 = 400,000)

        50,000 data sets are migrated to ML1 volumes

                            (ML1 = 50,000)

        200,000 inactive data sets have been migrated to ML2

        volumes

                            (ML2 = 200,000)

        200 DASD volumes have DFHSM activity each day and

        MIGRATIONCLEANUPDAYS(5) is specified in the DFHSM
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        SETSYS command

                            (C= 200 * 5 = 1000)

        Three tape inventory records are always written

                            (T = 3)

The summation of the above figures provides the number of records that are produced to the VCCHSM data set or to
SMF in a given inventory:

     TOTAL = B + ML1 + ML2 + C + T

     TOTAL = 400,000

            + 50,000

            +200,000

            +  1,000

            +      3

            +      1   (Trailer record)

            --------

             651,004   records written to VCCHSM (or to SMF)

VCC - MICS Considerations
The MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) is intended to be run at least once per day on each SYSID in a shared DASD
configuration with care taken to use EXCLUDEVOL on shared volumes to prevent duplicate data from being introduced.
While there are many operational choices you can make (as discussed in Chapter 3), there are various considerations for
MICS processing of this data collected by VCC. The data VCC creates will be processed by VCA.

The next sections discuss the MICS considerations for each of the above products from the point of view of the collector.

More specific information about MICS considerations is available in the following subsections:

• MICS Considerations (VCC)
• MICS Considerations (VCC-DFHSM)
• MICS Considerations (VCC-HFS)

 

MICS Considerations (VCC)

VCC is intended to be run once per day to collect data for MICS applications. The SMF-like records written to the ddname
VCCDATA (or SMF) will be fed into the MICS DAILY job, in particular, the MICS DAY090 step, which will organize the
VCC data into several different VCA files. These VCA files can later be reported on with the VCA reporting facility and
SAS. These same VCA files will also be used as inputs to the following MICS Management Support Applications:
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• MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• MICS Capacity Planner
• MICS StorageMate

Run-time parameters allow VCC to collect only volume level statistics (DATAINFO=N) or catalog status of VTOC data
sets (CATCHECK=Y). These runs should be distinctly different from the normal production use of VCC. For DATAINFO=N
applications where only one record per VOLSER is produced, the probable audience for any reports produced from this
data is the storage administration staff, because accounting applications are impossible without data set information.
Accordingly, it is important that you set up this type of VCC application with VCCDATA and VCCNTROL files that
are different from the production run. CATCHECK processing, on the other hand, could use the same VCCDATA
and VCCNTROL files as the production use of VCC but should be scheduled infrequently due to processing time
requirements. Chapter 3 discusses these options in greater detail.

VCC must be run well before the MICS DAILY job in order to allow enough time for a rerun in case there are problems.
If VCC data goes to SMF and VCC cannot be rerun before MICS daily processing, only those data sets on volumes that
were COMPLETELY processed by VCC before the problems occurred will be handled by MICS.

If the VCC SMF record number changes (the default is 198), the MICS Space Analyzer Option must be made aware of
this fact at the time the change is made. If this is not done, VCC data will be lost.

To inform MICS about a change in the VCC SMF record number (even if you log records to the VCCDATA file and not
to the SYS1.MANx structures), change the INPUTSOURCE value in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN) and run
VCACGEN.

MICS Considerations (VCC-DFHSM)

The "production" run of VCC that collects data for primary DASD from VTOCs and catalogs can be extended to collect
data for inactive data sets and backup versions through use of the DFHSM Inventory part of the MICS Space Analyzer
Option. This provides a VCC collection module to obtain information about objects under the direct control of DFHSM.

The SMF-like records emanating from the VCC-DFHSM interface are written to either ddname VCCHSM (or SMF) and
will be fed into the MICS DAILY job, in particular, the DAY095 step that will organize the VCC-DFHSM data into several
different DFHSM files. These DFHSM files can later be reported on with the user-written SAS programs, or MICF. These
same DFHSM files will also be used as inputs to these MICS Management Support Applications:

• MICS Accounting and Chargeback
• MICS StorageMate

Run-time parameters allow VCC to collect only HSM data (HSM=Y with VTOCSUBT=0) or everything in the same run.
The important consideration in a shared-DASD environment is to collect DFHSM data only once per day from only one
SYSID. See the IBM publication SH35-0084-4 or above, DFHSM Installation and Customization Guide, for information
about DFHSM operation in a shared-DASD environment. Using details each HSM-related option in greater detail.

The DFHSM data created by VCC must be created before the MICS DAILY run to allow enough time for a rerun in case
there are problems. If the DFHSM data goes to SMF and VCC cannot be rerun before MICS daily processing, this batch
of HSM data would be treated as an incomplete inventory.

If the VCC SMF record number for DFHSM data changes (the default is 197), VCA must be made aware of this fact at the
time the change is made. If this is not done, VCC-DFHSM data will be lost.

To inform MICS about a change in the VCC SMF record number for DFHSM (even if you log records to the VCCHSM file
and not to the SYS1.MANx structures), change the INPUTSOURCE value in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(HSMGENIN)
and run HSMCGEN.
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MICS Considerations (VCC-HFS)

The MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) can collect directory and file information for file systems that reside on z/OS.

If collection of USS file systems information is desired, a separate sample job VCCRUNH is provided in
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL data set.

This batch job can run simultaneously with the standard VCCRUN job. The records produced for the file systems follow
the standards for creating SMF records and can be written to the ddname VCCDATA. This information can be fed into the
MICS DAILY job by concatenating it to the VCCDATA generated by the standard VCCRUN job, if SMF recording is not
specified. If this is not done, VCC HFS scan data will be lost.

The VCC SMF record number for HFS data must match the SMF record number specified for non-VSAM and VSAM VCC
data. If the VCC SMF record number for HFS, VSAM and non-VSAM data changes (the default is 198), VCA must be
made aware of this change. If this is not done, VCC-HFS data will be lost.

To implement a change to the VCC SMF record number for HFS (even if you do not specify SMF recording), follow these
steps:

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN)
2. Add or modify the SMF record number in the INPUTSOURCE statement
3. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCACGEN).

Once processed by the MICS Space Analyzer Option, the information about file systems can be used in the following
MICS Management Support Applications:

• MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option (Not Recommended)
• MICS StorageMate Option

Runtime parameters allow for the reduction of the information provided for the file systems. Specific file systems or
volumes may be excluded from data collection.

Because file systems are logically unavailable to VCC if they are not mounted on any z/OS system, VCC should run on z/
OS images where mounted.

VCC Special Considerations
This article describes the following special considerations that must be planned for before VCC is installed.

Authorization Considerations

Because VCC allocates and opens for input VSAM catalogs, ICF BCSs and VVDSs, and ENQs VTOCs, it must run as an
APF-authorized program. All of the VCC modules are link-edited with an authorization code of 1 and placed in the MICS
LOAD distribution library. To ensure that VCC runs as an authorized program, perform one of the following:

• Add the MICS LOAD distribution library name to the list of authorized libraries. You can do this by adding the MICS
LOAD distribution library name to the IEAAPFxx member in the SYS1.PARMLIB that is used for IPL.

• Copy the VCC modules from the MICS LOAD distribution library to a program products library whose name is already
in the APF.

• Copy the VCC modules from the MICS LOAD distribution library to an authorized link list library. All link
list libraries are automatically authorized unless you change this default using the LNKAUTH parameter in
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEASYS00). SYS1.LPALIB is authorized only during IPL, otherwise it must be specifically placed in
the APF or link list to be authorized.

The copy operations above can be done using the SAS PDSCOPY facility (which is recommended), the IBM IEBCOPY
facility (if the blocking attribute of the two libraries is the same), or the IBM linkage editor.
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Security Package Considerations

VCC allocates and opens ICF and VSAM catalogs, VVDSs, and OS/VTOCs. Enterprise Security packages such as
IBM's RACF, Top Secret, and ACF2 provide open exits that match the name of the data set being opened against a list of
restricted names defined by your security officer. Quite often names of the aforementioned special data sets are in a list of
secured names, which means that normal VSAM password protection functions are bypassed and handled instead by the
security package.

Note: To avoid security violations, you must thoroughly research the security in force for VSAM and ICF catalogs and
VTOCs (if applicable) to ensure that the user ID under which the VCC scan is run has READ access to the names of the
catalogs and VTOCs that VCC will be scanning. The user ID must also have read access to all PDSEs on which it will be
collecting data. If HSM=Y is coded in the runtime parameters, the user ID under which the scan is run must have read
access to the MCDS and BCDS that the scan job is accessing.

VCC uses the Callable Assembler Interface to UNIX System Services to scan the Hierarchial File Systems. In order to
access UNIX System Services, the userid assigned to the batch job must be defined to UNIX System Services security.
The userid must be assigned a UNIX userid, a groupid, and a home directory. See the appropriate security product's
manuals for additional information.

Prior to scanning the mounted Hierarchial File Systems, VCC issues the function SETUID(0) (set USERID to
SUPERUSER) in order to ensure having read access to all the files within the HFS structure. In order to function properly,
VCC must have authority to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource in the FACILITY class. This will allow the SETUID(0) to
function successfully.

For the IBM z/OS Security Server RACF, see the IBM manual "UNIX System Services Planning" Chapter 16,
(Establishing UNIX Security) for additional information. Review the sections of chapter 16 relating to BPX.SUPERUSER,
Assigning Superuser Attributes, Using UNIXPRIV Class Profiles, and Setting up The BPX.* FACILITY Class Profiles
BPX.SUPERUSER. For ACF2, the userid that is assigned to the batch job must be defined to ACF2 Unix System Services
Security. See the ACF2 Administrator Guide, chapter 21 (z/OS UNIX System Services Support) for information about
defining a userid and setting up the ability to execute the setuid(0) function.

For Top Secret, the userid that is assigned to the batch job must be defined to Top Secret Unix System Services Security.
See the Top Secret documentation for information about defining a userid and setting up the ability to execute the
setuid(0) function.

Shared DASD Considerations

In nonshared DASD environments, VCC is typically allowed to process all DASD volumes and catalogs. It is run once a
day at a user-specified time to collect the data that will be used to manage and account for DASD space. In shared DASD
environments, however, VCC must be handled in a different way to account for the following:

• Duplicate DASD volume serial numbers on each CPU that can be accessed by the same unit address, but are
physically different devices (for example, the IPL volume for each CPU). Furthermore, data set names may be
duplicated within each volume such as SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.LPALIB, or SYS1.MANA.

• Devices that are accessible from one CPU but not from another, when all other devices are shared.
• Catalogs that are accessible from one CPU but not from another, when all other devices are shared.
• VSAM data sets on nonshared volumes that are pointed to from catalogs on shared volumes, and vice versa.
• A master catalog from one CPU that is defined as a user catalog in another CPU's master catalog.
• Large online applications (such as IMS) that hold long-term device reserves that may interfere with VCC trying to

process that device from another CPU.

These situations require a site with shared DASD to carefully plan the methodology that will be used to collect DASD
space data. We recommend that you use the following procedure:
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• Create a separate VCC job stream for each CPU within the complex. Each job should be tailored to collect data for
those devices that are accessible only from that CPU (that is, nonshared DASD devices and catalogs). VCC will add
the SYSID to each volume and data set name that is collected, making each name unique.

• Create a VCC job stream to process only those DASD volumes and catalogs that reside on shared devices. Catalogs
on nonshared devices should be excluded. The CPU that is issuing the long-term reserves should be selected to run
this VCC job. The long-term reserve devices can be determined by examining RMF reports for the time period during
which VCC will be run:
– the Direct Access Device Activity Report (the % DEV RESV field)
– the Reserve Activity Report (a Monitor II display)
If the preferred CPU is down, another CPU in the complex can be used; however, the SYSID will be different for this
collection run. You may want to wait until the preferred CPU is fixed.

Failure to use EXCLUDEVOL techniques on "secondary" VCC runs will result in duplicate data collection. If duplicate
data set names or duplicate volume serial numbers are encountered, the SYSID will make each data set name and
volume serial number unique. Thus, shared DASD data sets that are reprocessed again by another VCC will be treated
as different data sets and will be entered into the MICS database twice. This would increase the size of the database and
would lead to overcharging for DASD space. You can solve this with careful use of EXCLUDEVOL lists.

VSAM data sets on shared volumes that are pointed to from catalogs on nonshared volumes (and vice versa) cannot be
collected. You must identify and handle these data sets separately.

Make sure that master catalogs are not processed twice. It is common to have a master catalog from one CPU defined as
a user catalog in another CPU's master catalog. These connected master catalogs should be excluded.

VCC uses the VCCNTROL file to retain information between executions. Information such as timestamps, and device
and data collection statistics are recorded in the VCCNTROL file. This information is then used to adjust VCC processing
according to your particular site. Some of this information is passed to the MICS Space Analyzer Option to properly
compute the DURATION, a key element for accounting.

It is vital that each VCC run associated with a given SYSID DASD configuration be controlled by its own VCCNTROL file.
VCC uses both ENQUEUE and RESERVE processing to ensure data integrity of the VCCNTROL file. The ENQUEUE or
RESERVE of the VCCNTROL file is of short duration.

For a shared DASD environment, the VCCNTROL file cannot be shared between a VCC job to collect VSAM, non-VSAM,
or DFHSM data, and the job to collect file system data.

Additional Considerations  for File Systems:

For HFS scan jobs collecting information about file systems which are shared between z/OS images, it is vital that each
HFS scan job executing on separate systems do not share the same VCCNTROL file.

This situation requires a site with file systems shared between two or more z/OS images to carefully plan the methodology
that is used to collect file systems data. Broadcom recommends that you use the following procedure:

• Create a unique HFS scan job stream for each CPU within the complex. Each job should be tailored to collect data for
those file systems that are accessible only from that CPU. HFS scan adds the SYSID to each volume and file system
that is collected, making each name unique.

• When running HFS scan jobs in multiple images collecting information about file systems, care must be taken to
exclude file systems that are shared among the multiple images to avoid duplicate data and over charging. This can be
accomplished by coding the EXCLUDEDSN parameter to exclude the shared file systems that are already scanned by
another HFS scan job.

For file systems, using EXCLUDEVOL to avoid scanning of shared file systems that reside on shared DASD would result
in dropping File Systems that are local to the system and should be scanned.
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DASD Reserve Considerations

If SERIALIZE=N is specified as a run-time parameter, or is defaulted by the omission of the keyword SERIALIZE, then
VCC will not ENQ on the SYSVTOC resource and will not RESERVE the volume as the VTOC is being read. When
running VCC with SERIALIZE=N, there is a small possibility that the VTOC might be updated by SCRATCH, ALLOCATE,
EXTEND, RENAME, or PARTIAL-RELEASE processes; this chance is very small because VCC reads an entire track
of DSCBs with one I/O operation. Many large enterprises run the production VCC scanning job with SERIALIZE=N to
eliminate the possibility of ENQ/RESERVE problems.

If absolute data integrity is necessary, then SERIALIZE=Y must be specified to cause VCC to issue an ENQ on SYSVTOC
which results in a RESERVE on the volume. This serialization is released as soon as "logical end-of-VTOC" is reached;
typically, this ranges from less than a second to a few seconds depending on many variables.

The remainder of this section describes a series of supplemental parameters that moderate the effect of SERIALIZE=Y.

• The BYPASSRES option allows the specification of DASD volume serial numbers that will be processed without being
reserved first. To reduce the amount of keying required, generic values (prefixes) may be specified.

• The RESRETRY option allows you to specify the number of times VCC should attempt to reserve a volume. Each
attempt actually consists of three reserves, issued one second apart. If the volume still cannot be reserved and the
RESRETRY limit has not been exceeded, the volume will be placed back on the processing queue and will be tried
again later. When the RESRETRY limit is exceeded, the action taken depends on the value of the RESFAILOK option.

• The RESFAILOK option allows you to specify the action to be taken when a volume cannot be reserved. Two
options are available: the volume can be processed without being reserved (message VCCVT21W will be issued), or
processing for the volume can be terminated (message VCCVT22W will be issued).

The Runtime Parameter Specification section in VCC Selecting the Runtime Parameters provides details about these
options.

Multi-Image Manager (MIM) Considerations

The Multi-Image Manager (MIM) product from Broadcom can intercept hardware RESERVEs and translate them into
less restrictive ENQs on other MVS images in a shared environment. This is a normal function of MIM but the default
processing of MIM is to NOT perform this function when the major name associated with the serialization request is
SYSVTOC.

The MIM Integrity System Guide describes why SYSVTOC is typically omitted from the QNAME list (MIM will not change
the RESERVE into a global ENQ). The reasoning is that programs needing to serialize on SYSVTOC do so only for a brief
period (only for few seconds); thus it is better to avoid the overhead of propagating ENQs to all connected system images.

VCC conforms to these guidelines in MIM. Under normal circumstances VCC processing is sufficiently fast that the
SYSVTOC resource is only RESERVEd for a few seconds. Thus, the default setup of MIM is good for VCC when
SERIALIZE=Y is specified (remember that SERIALIZE=N will not ENQ on SYSVTOC, therefore RESERVEs are never an
issue).

The Runtime Parameter Specification section in VCC Selecting the Runtime Parameters provides details about these
options.

Note that if you decide to override the default for MIM and add SYSVTOC to the MIM control file, you must also add
several other major names to the MIM control file:

• SYSZVVDS
• SYSZRACF
• SYSIGGV2
• ARCBACV (if DFHSM is operational)
• ARCMIGV (if DFHSM is operational)
• DSPURI01 (if IMS is operational)
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The above list is supplied as a warning for the considerations regarding SYSVTOC serialization imposed by VCC in a
MIM environment. Always see the MIM documentation for the latest information about other considerations related to
SYSVTOC.

VCC Using
Setting up VCC for operation

There are separate processes for both standard DASD space collection and file systems space collection. This was
done to provide greater flexibility. For example, standard DASD should be collected on a minimum daily basis, while file
systems collection may be performed for special studies only.

Once VCC is installed according to the detailed installation checklist in the Installation section, the following data sets
should have been allocated:

• The VCC control data set (described in the following sections and in the Operation section).
• The VCC recording data set. This data set should be created only if SMF is NOT the VCC recording medium.

The sections that follow describe how to:

• Allocate and build the runtime parameter data set that tailors VCC to suit your needs.
• Create the JCL stream that you will be using to run VCC.

Customizing the VCC JCL
This section summarizes the Job Control Language (JCL) needed to run VCC. The following two members have been
provided in the library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL:

VCCRUN
To run the Standard VCC Collection (see Sample JCL Member VCCRUN).

VCCRUNH
To run the Hierarchical File System Collection (see Sample JCL Member VCCRUNH).

After modifying the JCL, the MICS Space Collector Option is ready for operation. When the MICS Space Analyzer Option
(VCA) is installed and configured to your requirements, the data generated by VCC may be fed to VCA via the MICS Daily
job.

Sample JCL Member VCCRUN

The following JCL is used for collecting DASD VTOC, VSAM, HSM, and System Catalog information.

 //jobname  JOB  (),'',

 //         class="A",

 //         MSGCLASS=A,

 //         NOTIFY=

 //*

 //* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 //*                      - Sample JCL -                     *

 //*               CA MICS DASD Space Collector (VCC)        *

 //*   VTOC, VSAM, HSM, and System Catalog Data Collection   *

 //*                                                         *

 //* Notes:                                                  *

 //*   1. VCC requires a minimum of 4096K to run.            *

 //*                                                         *
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 //*   2. If not included in the system linklist, the STEPLIB*

 //*      must be an authorized library.                     *

 //*                                                         *

 //*   3. Use of this data set is optional. It is used for   *

 //*      recording information from DFHSM.                  *

 //*                                                         *

 //*   4. Use of these data sets is optional.  They are used *

 //*      for collecting information from DFHSM. Specify the *

 //*      data set names for the MCDS and BCDS DFHSM data    *

 //*      sets.  You may remove these DD statements allowing *

 //*      VCC to dynamically allocate them if DFHSM          *

 //*      information is desired.                            *

 //*                                                         *

 //*   5. If DFHSM information is to be collected and your   *

 //*      data center is using a split MCDS or BCDS, you     *

 //*      should code your DD statements as follows:         *

 //*                                                         *

 //*      For a split MCDS:                                  *

 //*      //MCDS     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.MCDS1    *

 //*      //MCDS2    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.MCDS2    *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*                                                         *

 //*      For a split BCDS:                                  *

 //*      //BCDS     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.BCDS1    *

 //*      //BCDS2    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.BCDS2    *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*      .                                                  *

 //*                                                         *

 //*      Note that in both instances the first DD name is   *

 //*      MCDS or BCDS, not MCDS1 or BCDS1.                  *

 //*                                                         *

 //* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 //*

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //*STEP1 - Collect DASD VTOC, VSAM, HSM, System Catalog Data*

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //*

 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=VCCNTRL,REGION=5000K     <== See Note-1

 //*

 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=__________      <== See Note-2

 //VCCSTATS DD   SYSOUT=*

 //VCCVTMSG DD   SYSOUT=*

 //VCCVSMSG DD   SYSOUT=*

 //VCCHSMSG DD   SYSOUT=*

 //VCCSNAP  DD   SYSOUT=*

 //ARCSNAP  DD   SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //VCCNTROL DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=______.VCC.CONTROL

 //*

 //VCCDATA  DD   DSN=______.VCC.VCCDATA1,
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 //         DISP=OLD

 //*

 //*

 //*

 //VCCHSM   DD   DSN=______.VCC.HSMDATA,      <== See Note-3

 //         DISP=OLD

 //*

 //*

 //*

 //MCDS    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.MCDS  <== See Note-4,5

 //**MCDS2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.MCDS2 <== See Note-5

 //**MCDS3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.MCDS3 <== See Note-5

 //BCDS    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.BCDS  <== See Note-4,5

 //**BCDS2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.BCDS2 <== See Note-5

 //**BCDS3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=_____.______.BCDS3 <== See Note-5

 //*

 //VCCPARMS DD   *

 VSAMSUBT=8

 VSAMERR=4

 VTOCSUBT=8

 VTOCERR=4

 /*

 //*

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP2  -  Copy collected data to SMF DAILY GDG          *

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //*

 //STEP2    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(4,LT,STEP1)

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT1   DD   DSN=______.VCC.VCCDATA1,

 //         DISP=OLD

 //SYSUT2   DD   DSN=______.VCC.SMFBKUP(+1),

 //         UNIT=____,

 //         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),LABEL=(1,SL)

 //SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

 //*

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP3  -  Copy collected HSM data to SMF DAILY GDG      *

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //*

 //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(4,LT,STEP1)

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT1   DD   DSN=______.VCC.HSMDATA,

 //         DISP=OLD

 //SYSUT2   DD   DSN=______.VCC.HSMBKUP(+1),

 //         UNIT=____,

 //         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),LABEL=(1,SL)

 //SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

 //*

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP4  -  Flag VCC Data Copied                          *

 //*---------------------------------------------------------*

 //*
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 //STEP4    EXEC PGM=VCCUPDT,REGION=512K,

 //         COND=((4,LT,STEP1),(0,NE,STEP2),(0,NE,STEP3))

 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=__________      <== See Note-2

 //*

 //VCCNTROL DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=______.VCC.CONTROL

 //*

VCCRUN JCL Detail Description

Jobcard

You can run VCC in any job class except a JES3 job class that has JOURNALING specified. You may need to specify a
region size if your default size is not at least 2048 K.

Step 1

This step will execute VCC to collect DASD information.

STEPLIB
This statement is required only if the VCC modules were not placed in an authorized library that is in the system linklist.
Otherwise, it should point to the authorized library to which the VCC modules were moved during installation. (See
Chapter 4, Installation).

VCCSTATS
Used for the VTOC scan message log and for the VCC Run Status Report. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB
attributes should include RECFM=VBA,LRECL=133.

VCCVSMSG
Defines the DD statement that VCC uses for the catalog scan log. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB attributes
should include RECFM=VBA,LRECL=133.

VCCVTMSG
Defines the DD statement that VCC uses for the VTOC scan log. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB attributes should
include RECFM=VBA,LRECL=133.

VCCSNAP
VCC uses this DD statement to SNAP memory for the VCC TEST option. It is also used during abnormal termination of a
subtask to produce a SNAP dump.

VCCPARMS
This DD statement is optional. If present, it defines the VCC parameter data set. This data set can be a member of a PDS,
a physical sequential file, or a DD * and you can code the parameters as part of the JCL stream.

VCCDATA
This DD statement defines the data set that VCC will use as a recording medium if SMF is not going to be used. This data
set must be variable blocked. The LRECL and BLKSIZE are controlled by VCC in order to ensure maximum density of
data per track. At run time, VCC will override any values you code on the VCCDATA DD statement.

    Device   Parameters Enforced by VCC

    -------  -------------------------------------------------

    3390     DCB=(BLKSIZE=27998,LRECL=27994,RECFM=VB)

    3380     DCB=(BLKSIZE=23476,LRECL=23472,RECFM=VB)

    other    DCB=(BLKSIZE=32760,LRECL=32756,RECFM=VB)

VCCNTROL
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Defines the VCC control file. You allocated it during VCC installation and it keeps track of the volumes processed and
VCC processing timestamps.
The control file must be unique for each z/OS system that will run VCC. It must not be shared between z/OS images
within a complex.
Data Sets Used by The VCC Interface to DFHSM (VCC-DFHSM)

VCCHSM
This DD statement defines the data set that VCC uses as a recording medium if SMF is not used. If you are writing HSM
data directly to the VCCHSM data set, you should allocate a large data set. If you are using SMF as the recording source
for HSM data, the file will be used as a work file and you need to allocate only a few tracks. If the data set is omitted, VCC
will not process HSM data and will issue a return code 8 for this step. At run time, VCC will override DCB values on the
VCCHSM DD statement.

  

    Device   Parameters Enforced by VCC

    -------  -------------------------------------------------

    3390     DCB=(BLKSIZE=27998,LRECL=512,RECFM=VB)

    3380     DCB=(BLKSIZE=23476,LRECL=512,RECFM=VB)

    other    DCB=(BLKSIZE=32760,LRECL=512,RECFM=VB)

VCCHSMSG
Defines the DD statement that VCC uses for the DFHSM Interface Report. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB
attributes should include RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137.

MCDS
Defines the DD statement that specifies the data set name of the DFHSM Migration Control Data Set. This is required if
HSMMIGRATE=Y is coded or defaulted.
Note: Consult with your systems programmer or DFHSM administrator on the data set names for the MCDS and BCDS
and decide which z/OS image in a shared DASD environment will be responsible for initiating a VCC inventory of DFHSM
control data sets.

MCDS2, MCDS3, and so on
Define the DD statements that describe additional DFHSM Migration Control Data Sets, if the installation employs a split
MCDS. Note that there is no such DD name as MCDS1.

BCDS
Defines the DD statement that specifies the data set name of the DFHSM Backup Control Data Set. This is required if
HSMBACKUP=Y is coded or defaulted.

BCDS2, BCDS3, and so on
Define the DD statements that describe additional DFHSM Backup Control Data Sets, if the installation employs a split
BCDS. Note that there is no such DD name as BCDS1.

ARCSNAP
Defines a SYSOUT data set that the DFHSM ARCUTIL program opens when LINKed by the VCCXHSM module. VCC-
DFHSM does not use it, but if you omit the DD statement for ARCSNAP, you will get a "ARCSNAP DD STATEMENT
MISSING" message in the JES job log when ARCUTIL tries to OPEN it.

Step 2 and Step 3

You need these steps only if SMF is not going to be used as the VCC recording medium. Step 3 is required if HSM=Y
was specified for VCC parameters. The IBM standard utility IEBGENER is used to copy the data recorded by VCC to
Generation Data Groups (GDGs) used by DAILY processing.

The sample JCL provided and shown above presumes that GDGs named '_____.VCC.SMFBKUP' and
'____.VCC.HSMBKUP' were previously defined. For information about how to define a GDG, see IBM's Access Method
Services Reference manual (GC26-4019).
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Step 4

This step will execute only if Step 2 and Step 3 run successfully. It is required only if SMF is not used as the recording
medium for VCC. This step updates the VCC control file indicating that a backup of the data sets referenced by DD
statements VCCDATA and VCCHSM (if HSM=Y) was done. During initialization processing VCC will check the control
file to determine if a backup was done. If no backup was done, VCC will not record new information to the VCCDATA
data set unless BYPASSBKUP=Y is specified for VCC parameters. This ensures that VCC will only record DASD space
information if the data from the previous VCC run was copied successfully.

Descriptions of the STEPLIB and VCCNTROL data sets are under Step 1.

Sample JCL Member VCCRUNH

The following JCL is used for collecting Hierarchical File Systems data.

//jobname  JOB  (accounting_data),'VCCRUN',

//         CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,

//         NOTIFY=

//*

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//*                      - Sample JCL -                     *

//*           CA MICS Space Collector Option (VCC)          *

//*         Hierarchical File Systems Data Collection       *

//*                                                         *

//* Notes:                                                  *

//*   1. VCC requires a minimum of 4096K to run             *

//*   2. If not included in the System Linklist the STEPLIB *

//*      must be an authorized library                      *

//*                                                         *

//*                                                         *

//*                                                         *

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

//*

//*

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//* STEP1  -  Collect HFS data                              *

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=VCCMAIN,REGION=5000K       <== See Note-1

//*

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=__________        <== See Note-2

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//VCCSTATS DD   SYSOUT=*

//VCCSNAP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//VCCNTROL DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=______.VCC.DCONTROL

//*

//VCCDATA  DD   DSN=______.VCC.VCCDATA2,

//         DISP=OLD

//*

//*

//*
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//VCCPARMS DD   *

HFSSUBT=4

DATALEVEL=(ALL)

/*

//*

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//* STEP2  -  Copy collected data to SMF Daily GDG          *

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(4,LT)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD   DSN=______.VCC.VCCDATA2,

//         DISP=OLD

//SYSUT2   DD   DSN=______.VCC.HFSBKUP(+1),

//         UNIT=____,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),LABEL=(1,SL)

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

//*

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//* STEP3  -  Flag VCC Data Copied                          *

//*---------------------------------------------------------*

//*

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=VCCUTIL,REGION=2048K,

//         COND=(4,LT),PARM='FLAGCOPY'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=__________        <== See Note-2

//*

//VCCSNAP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//VCCNTROL DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=______.VCC.DCONTROL

//*

//

VCCRUNH JCL Detail Description

Jobcard

You can run VCC in any job class except a JES3 job class that has JOURNALING specified. You may need to specify a
region size if your default size is not at least 4096 K.

Step 1

This step will execute VCC to collect DASD data on Hierarchical File Systems.

STEPLIB
This statement is required only if the VCC modules were not placed in an authorized library that is in the System Linklist.
Otherwise, it should point to the authorized library where the VCC modules were moved during installation. (See Chapter
4, VCC Installation).

SYSPRINT
Used for the VCC Message Log. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB attributes should include
RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137.

VCCSTATS
Used for VCC Status and Statistics Reports. If pre-allocated to a disk data set, DCB attributes should include
RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137.
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VCCSNAP
VCC uses this DD statement to dump pertinent storage areas to assist in problem determination.

VCCPARMS
This DD statement is optional. If present, it defines the VCC parameter data set. This data set can be a member of a PDS,
a physical sequential file, or a DD *. You can code the parameters as part of the JCL stream.

VCCDATA
This DD statement defines the data set that VCC uses as a recording medium if SMF is not used. This data set must be
variable blocked. If you do not specify the BLKSIZE, VCC will set it based on the output DASD device type. For maximum
device capacity utilization, you should code the following values on the VCCDATA DD statement.

   Device   Optimum device utilization parameters

   -------  -------------------------------------------------

   3390     DCB=(BLKSIZE=27998,LRECL=4096,RECFM=VB)

   3380     DCB=(BLKSIZE=23476,LRECL=4096,RECFM=VB)

   other    DCB=(BLKSIZE=32760,LRECL=32756,RECFM=VB)

 * To implement LBI, a BLKSIZE value greater that 32760 can be specified, 

   up to the maximum value for the device.

 Before creating LBI files, refer to the PIOM section titled "Large Block Interface (LBI)"

   to ensure that all SAS requirements are met to support LBI processing.

VCCNTROL
Defines the VCC Control File. Allocated during VCC installation, it keeps track of the volumes processed and VCC
processing timestamps.
This Control File must be shared across each OS/390 system that runs VCC to collect Hierarchical File Systems Data
within a shared DASD complex.

Step 2

You need this step only if SMF is not going to be used as the VCC recording medium. It uses the IBM standard utility
IEBGENER to copy the data recorded by VCC to a Generation Data Group (GDG) used by MICS Daily processing.

The sample JCL provided and shown above presumes that a GDG named '_____.VCC.HFSBKUP' was previously
defined. For guidance on how to define a GDG, see IBM's Access Method Services Reference manual (GC26-4019).

Step 3

This step will execute only if Step 2 ran successfully. It is required only if SMF is not used as the recording medium for
VCC. This step updates the VCC Control File indicating that a backup of the data set referenced by the VCCDATA DD
statement was done. During initialization processing VCC will check the Control File to determine if a backup was done. If
no backup was done, VCC will not record new information to the VCCDATA data set unless BYPASSBKUP=Y is specified
for VCC parameters, or a new data set is used. This ensures that VCC will only record DASD space information if the data
from the previous VCC run was copied successfully.

Descriptions of the STEPLIB and VCCNTROL data sets are under Step 1.

Setting Up Hourly Scans with VCC

This section describes how to process data created by DATAINFO=N in VCC (also see Scheduling Considerations with
MICS and DFHSM for details about running VCC at frequent intervals).

You may need to examine public volumes, work storage groups or pools at more frequent time intervals than once per
day. While a DAILY inventory of volumes containing "normal" data sets (those with a permanent DSNAME) is sufficient
and efficient for accounting purposes, you may need an hourly inventory of public volumes to see the change in volume
free-space.
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The VCAARCT routines will not be able to determine "ownership" of the public volumes because of the format. You can
use the DATAINFO run-time parameter to do this. Setting DATAINFO=N will filter out data set information and provide the
basis for the type of volume observations needed to track capacity of special volumes like this.

The following contains some requirements and suggested ideas. We try to convey as much as possible by example for
conciseness. Translate these general ideas into your own requirements. DATAINFO=N is best used with:

• INCLUDEVOL=(WORK*,HSM*) (Scratch pools and/or HSM ML1 vols)
• VSAMSUBT=0 o a separate VCCNTROL file o a separate VCCDATA file

– allocate a small amount of tracks since only one record per volume is recorded
– allocate VCCDATA to a temporary data set on SYSDA
– follow VCCNTRL execution step with IEBGENER which copies VCCDATA to an output data set with DISP=MOD.

Run frequency should be every 30 minutes or 1 hour.

This process reads VTOCs and filters out all data set level information and writes only one VCC record per volume
scanned. Use the following techniques to obtain this information:

1. The hourly inventory must use SMFID=xxx to differentiate the output from the daily inventory. You can use SMFID=194
for the hourly, while the daily defaults to SMFID=198.
The hourly inventory should write to a temporary data set then MOD onto a permanent file for HOURLY data.
Example:
         //S1 EXEC PGM=VCCNTRL

         //VCCDATA DD DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&&HOUR,

         // SPACE=(TRK,(5,1),RLSE)

         ..

         .. .... remainder of VCC JCL .....

         ..

         //S2 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

         //SYSUT1 DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&HOUR

         //SYSUT2 DD DISP=MOD,DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.HOURLY

 

When the daily inventory runs, it should do some cleanup on behalf of the hourly inventory.
– VCC.VCCDATA.HOURLY (in the MOD file above) should be copied into another data set to isolate it from

subsequent hourly scans.
Example:
         //S1 EXEC PGM=VCCNTRL   **for daily inventory**

         ..

         .. .... remainder of VCC JCL .....

         ..

         //S2 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER  **cleanup for hourly data**

         //SYSUT1 DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.HOURLY

         //SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.HOURS

         //S3 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14  **setup a new place to MOD**

         //NEWPLACE DD DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.HOURLY,

         // SPACE=(TRK,(5,5),RLSE)

 

2. Modify SP.GENLIB VCAGENIN to add a special SMF record number for the hourly scan using the INPUTSMF
statement.
 Run VCAGEN.

 

3. Concatenate the hourly inventories for the whole day with a single daily inventory for the same day and run them both
into the same DAY90 step (in the same unit database). Example:
         //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.HOURS
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         //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=VCC.VCCDATA.DAILY

 

4. Code the _USRSEL exit as follows to identify the hourly data and change it in a way that allows for later separation of
the data at reporting time.
For example:
         IF ROUTINE EQ 'DYVCAFMT' AND

           SMFRTYPE EQ 194 THEN DO;

           ORGSYSID='HOUR'; /*variable tested at report time*/

           SMFRTYPE=198;    /*treat the rest of the data*/

                            /*the same*/

         END;

 

5. Running hourly scans by performing the above steps has the following effect on the VCAVOA file:
All volumes will have one observation with the same ENDTS (as each other) as a result of the DAILY scan.
Volumes in the hourly scan domain (via INCLUDEVOL) will have 24 additional observations in the same cycle at
DETAIL timespan.
One of those hourly observations will occur in the same hour of the day as the sole observation from the DAILY scan.
And it has the following effect on reporting (example is PROC CHART):
         DATA EXTRACT;        /* Create hourly-obs only file*/

         SET DETAIL.VCAVOA01;

          IF ORGSYSID='HOUR';

          PROC PLOT DATA=EXTRACT;

           PLOT VOASPACA*HOUR;  /*Now hour has more than one*/

                                /*obs*/

            BY VOLSER;

 

StorageMate has a built-in report to handle this (see STGEJE).

VCC Job Operational Flow
This section describes the operation logic flow of the VCC job with respect to the integrity of the data that VCC generates.

When recording to SMF:

When VCC completes processing for a volume, a volume total record is generated and written. If VTOC processing does
not complete typically, this record is not written. During VCA processing, any data set and catalog records will be ignored
if they represent a volume for which no total record was found. This ensures that data for partially processed volumes is
ignored by VCA.

When recording to a data set:

The VCC job collects DASD space utilization data. The control file is used to time stamp the VCC processing start time,
keep track of previous process start time and volumes processed, and to ensure that backups are done if SMF is not
chosen as the VCC recording medium.

The control file is not updated until the end of the VCC data collection process (this step). Therefore, if this step does
not complete successfully it can be rerun any number of times until a successful step termination occurs. Because the
VCCDATA data set is not used as input to the MICS database, MICS cannot process a partial data collection run. And
because the VCCDATA data set is reusable, MICS will see only the latest data and not data from several VCC runs strung
together.

When the control file is updated, a flag is set that indicates that a backup (STEP2) is needed. If a backup is not
successfully done, then subsequent VCC runs will fail if this flag is still on. The last step (STEP3) resets this flag if the
condition code for STEP2 is 0.
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VCC Scheduling Considerations with MICS and DFHSM
VCC is designed to be run once a day to take a snapshot of the DASD configuration. This snapshot, in the form of SMF
records, is then fed into the MICS Space Analyzer Option and Accounting and Chargeback products during the MICS
daily run.

VCC can be run at any time of the day, but it must be run before the MICS daily run. Do not run it during daily backup and
the restore processing because this type of processing slows the VCC run significantly.

To ensure that VCC is run at least once a day, we advise that you do one of the following:

• Have VCC started automatically through the JES2 automatic command facility at the selected time.
• Have operations run VCC as part of their daily schedule or use a production control package.

Either approach suggests it may be worthwhile to set up VCC as a started task (STC) by creating a PROC in a PROCLIB
data set so the JCL can be invoked with an operator START command. Use of symbolic parameters and a scheduling
package will enable you to present VCC with a different set of run time parameters in the VCCPARMS data set according
to the variables such as:

• day of week (for example, CATCHECK=Y only on Sun.)
• primary MVS image compared to secondary images (shared DASD) (primary MVS scans all online DASD while

secondary MVS images scan with a concatenated VCCPARMS data set containing EXCLUDEVOL lists)

VCC must not be run in a JES3 jobclass that has JOURNALING specified. A system 130 abend will result because of a
conflict in device ownership.

If you have DFHSM implemented and add HSM=Y to collect information about migrated data sets and/or backup versions,
ensure that VCC runs and completes either just BEFORE or just AFTER DFHSM Daily Space Management is run.
Because VCC is so fast, it is probably better to run VCC before HSM daily processing. That way, VCC has finished data
collection; then MICS DAILY processing and DFHSM daily processing can proceed in parallel to each other. The important
point regarding the VCC-DFHSM interface is consistency.

The statistics developed in the DFHSM files in the MICS database will be more useful if the inventory view of DFHSM-
managed storage is always taken simultaneously relative to the data management actions performed by the DFHSM daily
(for example, MIGRATE, DELETE, BACKUP, etc.).

Information on two examples of uses of the VCCPARMS keywords are in the following subsections.

Hourly Collection of Volume Data (DATAINFO)

This option allows you to take an inventory of the volumes on a more frequent basis than the entire inventory you take at
the data set level.

Assuming you would find it useful to collect data about the changes in key volume level statistics on an hourly basis during
prime shift hours you could "clone" your production run setup and make several modifications to support this special type
of data collection:

• Establish VCC as a separate PROC in a PROCLIB so a START command can be automatically issued hourly by JES2
or by a production scheduling package.
The JCL in this PROC must be different from the JCL in the PROC for the "daily" version of VCC. Key differences are
the following:
– The "hourly" PROC must ALWAYS allocate a different VCCNTROL file to preserve the DURATION calculations that

are needed for data set level processing.
– The "hourly" PROC should allocate VCCDATA to a GDS (generation data set).
– The "hourly" PROC should allocate a VCCPARMS data set that specifies:

          DATAINFO=N   (VCC writes only 1 record per VOLSER)

          HSM=N        (only collect DFHSM inventory daily)
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          SERIALIZE=N  (no RESERVEs on VTOCs)

          CATCHECK=N   (no LOCATEs to slow down scanning)

          VSAMSUBT=0   (no reading catalogs or VVDSs)

          VTOCSUBT=16  (specify a high level of multitasking)

INCLUDEVOL or EXCLUDEVOL statements are allowed to subset the data if desired. For example, all volumes
belonging to a storage group in which only temporary data sets are allocated could represent a pool of volumes
you would like to monitor hourly with this method. INCLUDEVOL is a facility for subsetting the scanning accordingly
along with the above list.

Weekly Collection of Catalog Status (CATCHECK)

This approach illustrates another variation in the set of VCCPARMS keywords that fulfills special operational needs and
assists the storage administrator in identifying problem data sets.

Let's assume you would find it useful to choose one VCC run per week to examine the catalog status of VTOC data sets.
The CATCHECK=Y option will perform this check but it is not worth the extra processing incurred to perform this extra
function every day. Therefore, every week or two, perhaps on a weekend night, it is useful to add the CATCHECK function
to your production run.

A "weekly" VCC PROC for catalog check processing should take the following into consideration:

• The "production" VCCDATA and VCCNTROL data sets can be used, because this is essentially the same data
collection process as the "production" run.

• If HSM=Y is requested in "production", it should be retained in this "weekly" run too.
• Serialization of the VTOCs is not allowed during CATCHECK processing. You may want to reduce the level of

VSAM and VTOC subtasking in the "weekly" run too. Expect longer run times for the job but the same magnitude of
records written to VCCDATA.

• Be aware that the LOCATE done by VCC with the CATCHECK option will be subject to the variety of ways enterprises
can connect user catalogs and share DASD in today's complex environments.

For example, you may want to consider the use of carefully selected EXCLUDEVOL lists when running with
CATCHECK=Y. For example, if the IPL volume for SYSB is online and shared with SYSA, all SYS1. data sets cataloged
in the master catalog on SYSB will be accessible by VCC but naturally, LOCATE processing will indicate that these SYS1.
data sets are cataloged to a different volume.

Therefore, if each weekend you presented your production VCC run with a VCCPARMS setup that requested
CATCHECK=Y and EXCLUDEVOL=(RESBRS), you should know that the DURATION for all data sets on that
EXCLUDED volume will be properly adjusted when the next VCC run in production performs the scan of RESBRS. This
is because the control file (VCCNTROL) is not updated if a volume is EXCLUDED. In this way, if the normal span of time
between scans is approximately 24 hours, this will be adjusted on a volume basis to (approximately) 48 hours if a volume
is EXCLUDED for a day.

VCC Selecting the Runtime Parameters

VCC offers a set of parameters that can be used to tailor VCC to your reporting needs. Parameters also have been
provided to tune internal VCC constants that deal with VCC operating speed and the consumption of virtual storage.

These parameters apply to both standard VCC collection and HFS collection. The parameter descriptions are supplied in
Runtime Parameter Specification subsection on this page. To the right of each parameter name, it is specified whether the
parameter is for standard VCC collection, HFS collection, or both.

The choice of parameters depends largely on your research during the VCC planning phase (see the Planning section).
The parameter data set can be a member of a partitioned, sequential, or "DD *" data set. The data set must be fixed
blocked, physical sequential, with a logical record length of 80. This data set is referenced by the VCCPARMS DD
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statement (see the Customizing the VCC JCL section). If the VCCPARMS DD statement is absent, then VCC will run
using parameter defaults.

Runtime Parameter Features

The VCC runtime parameters can be broken down into the following functional areas:

• Scan limiting parameters
• Recording parameters
• VCC internal function parameters
• VCC report generation parameter

Scan Limiting Parameters

Both the standard VCC collection and HFS collection processes enable you to limit the scan to certain DASD volumes,
VSAM or ICF catalogs, and other data sets. This is accomplished through the use of INCLUDE and EXCLUDE parameter
keywords. Both specifications have been provided for ease of use, each being mutually exclusive of the other. For
example, if you have 80 DASD volumes and wish to collect space utilization data for all except five system volumes, it
is easier to build an EXCLUDE list specifying the five system volumes to exclude, rather than building an INCLUDE list
specifying the 75 DASD volumes to be monitored by VCC.

Runtime Parameter Specification

VCC parameter specification follows much the same rules that govern most 80-byte card parameter formats. Every
attempt has been made to simplify the format of the run-time parameters. The rules for the VCC parameter set are the
following:

• Use columns 1 through 72 inclusive to enter VCC parameters.
• Begin parameters in any of the above columns of a card image.
• You cannot continue parameters that do not contain a list of values to another card.
• A parameter list is a series of values enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. Nested parentheses are not

allowed. You can continue a parameter list onto another card image by specifying a comma followed by a blank. The
only limit to the number of continuation cards for a parameter is the maximum number of values that are allowed for
the parameter.

• Specify all data set names, volume serial numbers, and device addresses generically by coding an asterisk (*) as the
terminator for the value.

• Comment statements are recognized by an asterisk (*) in column 1 of a card image.
• Specify comments following each card image parameter statement or list value as long as there is at least one blank

following the parameter specification.
• The VCC run-time parameter formats are divided into the following categories:

– Parameter keywords with one operand.
– Parameter keywords with a list of operands enclosed in parentheses. The parentheses must be coded, even if only

one operand is entered.
• You must separate an operand from the parameter keyword specification by an equal sign (=) with no intervening

blanks.

VCC Run-time Parameters Summary Table

Parameter Specification Default Notes
BYPASSBKUP Y or N N 4,5
BYPASSRES (volser,...,volser) 4,5
CATCHECK Y or N N 3
DATAINFO Y or N Y 1
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DATALEVEL (ALL, HFSDIR, TEMP) ALL 1,6
DIAGDUMP 6,8,9
ENQSYSDSN Y or N Y 3,4,5

EXCLUDECAT (dsn,dsn,...,dsn.*) 3
EXCLUDEDEV (dev,dev,...,dev) 3,H
EXCLUDEDSN (dsn,dsn,...,dsn.*) 3
EXCLUDEDV4 (dev,dev,...,dev) 3,H
EXCLUDEPATH (path,path,...path) 3,6
EXCLUDEVOL (volser,...,volser) 3
EXCLUDVVDS (dsn,dsn,dsn,dsn.*) 3

EXTENDEDPDSE (volser,...,volser) 1,2
FXTHRESHOLD (trk1,trk2,...,trk7) 3
HFSERR numeric value(1-16) 0 4,6
HFSDIRBUFFER numeric value(8-256) 16 4,6
HFSDIRLEVEL numeric value(1-512) 32 4,6
HFSSUBT numeric value(1-16) CPUs*3 4,6
HSM Y or N N 1
HSMBACKUP Y or N Y 1
HSMMIGRATE Y or N Y 1
HSMSMF Y or N N 1
HSMSMFID numeric value 197 1

INCLUDECAT (dsn,dsn,...,dsn.*) 3
INCLUDEDEV (dev,dev,...,dev) 3,H
INCLUDEDSN (dsn,dsn,...,dsn.*) 3
INCLUDEDV4 (dev,dev,...,dev) 3,H
INCLUDEPATH (path,path,...path) 3,6
INCLUDEVOL (volser,...,volser) 3
INCLUDVVDS (dsn,dsn,dsn,dsn.*) 3
LINECOUNT numeric value(30-999) 60 5

NUMWTRBUF numeric value(5-200) 25 4,5
OPERMSGS Y or N Y 5
REMOVEMNT Y or N N 3
RESERVEMNT Y or N N 3
RESFAILOK Y or N Y 4,5
RESRETRY numeric value(1-250) 10 4,5

SERIALIZE Y or N N 4,5
SMF Y or N N 1
SMFID numeric value 198 1
SPACEUSEDEQALLOC Y or N Y 1,2,3
SREPORT Y or N Y 2
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STATUS 6,8

TEMPDSN Y or N N 1
TEST Y or N N 4,9
TRACE Y or N N 4,5,9
UNCATPDSE Y or N N 4,5
USEREXIT Y, Normodule_name N 6,7
USERIDZERO user_id_name BPXROOT 6
VSAMERR numeric value(1-16) 0 4
VSAMSUBT numeric value(1-16) 4 4
VTOCERR numeric value(1-16) 0 4
VTOCSUBT numeric value(1-16) 8 4
WTO Y or N Y 5

Notes Legend:

1 - Keyword affects data recording.

2 - Keyword affects reporting.

3 - Keyword affects scan processing.

4 - Keyword affects performance.

5 - Keyword modifies operational characteristics.

6 - Keyword applies only to USS file system job (VCCRUNH).

7 - Module_name applies only to USS file system job (VCCRUNH).

8 - Parameter is supplied via z/OS Modify Operator command.

9 - Technical Support use only

H - Keyword is not supported in file system job (VCCRUNH).

Parameter Detailed Descriptions

(in alphabetical order)

Note: In the following descriptions, "standard" refers to the VCC collector, and "HFS" refers to the USS file system
collector.

• BYPASSBKUP (standard and HFS)
When specified as Y, VCC will bypass the check of the backup flag in the control file. This flag is set if a previous
VCC run failed to perform a successful backup. All future VCC runs will fail until this flag is cleared. To skip checking
this flag, specify BYPASSBKUP=Y.
Default: BYPASSBKUP=N

• BYPASSRES (standard)
Specifies the volume serial numbers of volumes for which a hardware RESERVE should not be issued before
processing the VTOC. Consider specifying volumes that have a high level of RESERVE activity or tend to conflict with
VCC and cause processing delays. Try to limit the size of this list, because the contents of a VTOC can change during
processing if a RESERVE has not been issued. Specify a list of volume serial numbers. The list can contain generic
specifications to reduce the amount of keying involved. A maximum of 2000 volume serial numbers may be specified in
this list.
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Example: BYPASSRES=(SYSRES,PAG*,TSOWK*)
• CATCHECK (standard)

When specified as Y, VCC issues a LOCATE SVC for each VTOC data set that passes all filter criteria. The catalog
status of the data set is recorded in a flag byte in the non-VSAM segment of the VCC record.
WARNING: CATCHECK processing increases the amount of time it takes VCC to complete the processing of a given
VTOC. Therefore, coding CATCHECK=Y forces VCC to set SERIALIZE=N.
The CATCHECK feature provides an easy way to identify VTOC data sets that are not cataloged or that are cataloged
to a different volume in preparation for SMS migration, specifically volume conversion. Use CATCHECK=Y infrequently
since the LOCATE SVC function adds significant overhead. For example, CPU time will more than double.
One suggestion is to establish two different members of a VCCPARMS data set, and have a job scheduling package or
production control system use a "standard" set of parameters for each VCC run, except for the Sunday of each week.
On Sunday, CATCHECK=Y would lengthen the elapsed time for VCC but provide a cycle in the database that could be
examined for uncataloged "problem" data sets.
The MICS StorageMate Option contains a series of standard reports that exploit the CATCHECK feature by identifying
problem data sets that will inhibit SMS migration.
Default: CATCHECK=N

• DATAINFO (standard)
Specifies whether VCC records data set information or writes only volume information to the VCCDATA file (or SMF).
DATAINFO=N produces the fastest possible scan with one record produced for each volume scanned. Perhaps one
scan per day is run with DATAINFO=Y to collect information for accounting applications and other scans are run every
hour with DATAINFO=N for storage applications.
Default: DATAINFO=Y

• DATALEVEL (HFS)
Specifies the level of information that VCC will record. The operands for this keyword are the following:
– ALL

VCC will record all levels of information.
– HFSDIR

VCC will record file system and directory level information for all Hierarchical File Systems.
– TEMP

VCC will record files stored on the z/OS UNIX Temporary File System (TFS).
Default: DATALEVEL(ALL)
Example: DATALEVEL(TEMP,HFSDIR)

• DDACCOUNTING (standard)
Beginning with z/OS V1R12 a change was introduced which allowed DD level accounting data to be suppressed in
the SMF Type 3X records for data sets allocated using dynamic allocation. This change is classified as a performance
enhancement by IBM. The effect of specifying NODDACCOUNTING is the SMF Type 3X records will no longer contain
DD level accounting information for dynamically allocated data sets. In addition, many user's IEFACTRT routines print
the contents of the DD level accounting entries on the message log for the job. This data will no longer be printed by
the IEFACTRT routine since it is not present in the SMF Type 3X records.
Default:  DDACCOUNTING(Y)
Examples:
– DDACCOUNTING or DDACCOUNTING(Y)

Normal DD level accounting will occur as before.
– NODDACCOUNTING or DDACCOUNTING(N)

Suppress DD level accounting for all data sets dynamically allocated by the VCC collector.
• DIAGDUMP (HFS)

Facilitates problem solving by enabling VCC to produce diagnostic information. To be used at the direction of Technical
Support. For assistance, contact Technical Support at https://www.broadcom.com/support.

• ENQSYSDSN
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Tells the scan process to ENQ on a PDSE when dynamically allocating it for collecting data. Use this parameter when
the MICS Space Collector Option is collecting data on PDSEs that reside on DASD that is shared with one or more
other LPARs.

• EXCLUDECAT/INCLUDECAT (standard)
Specifies the names of the catalogs that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. INCLUDECAT or
EXCLUDECAT is specified as a list of data set names. Up to 200 data set names may be included in the list. You can
reduce the amount of keying involved by listing generic specifications. INCLUDECAT and EXCLUDECAT are mutually
exclusive. By default, VCC scans all catalogs it can find connected to the master catalog.
Example: EXCLUDECAT=(SYS1.XCAT.*,SYS1.USERCAT1, SYS1.USERCAT2)

• EXCLUDEDEV/INCLUDEDEV (standard)
Specifies three-digit device addresses that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. Specify
INCLUDEDEV or EXCLUDEDEV as a list of device addresses. Up to 2000 device addresses might be included in
the list. You can reduce the amount of keying involved by using generic specifications. Only one of the following
parameters might be used for a VCC scan: INCLUDEDEV, EXCLUDEDEV, INCLUDEDV4, or EXCLUDEDV4. By
default VCC scans all DASD volumes that are online, resident, and ready. If you also code the INCLUDEVOL/
EXCLUDEVOL parameter, both the volume serial number and device address tests must be met or VCC will not select
the volume.
Example: EXCLUDEDEV=(480,3B1,8FF,52*,54*,900)

• EXCLUDEDSN/INCLUDEDSN (standard and HFS)
Specifies the data sets that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. INCLUDEDSN or
EXCLUDEDSN is specified as a list of data set names. Up to 200 data set names may be specified in the list. This
list can contain generic specifications to reduce the amount of keying involved. INCLUDEDSN and EXCLUDEDSN
are mutually exclusive. By default, VCC records DASD space utilization data for all data sets it encounters during the
VTOC and catalog scans.
Example: EXCLUDEDSN=(SYS1.*,SYS2.*,SYS3.*)

• EXCLUDEDV4/INCLUDEDV4 (standard)
Specifies four-digit device addresses that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. Specify
INCLUDEDV4 or EXCLUDEDV4 as a list of device addresses. Up to 2000 device addresses may be included in
the list. You can reduce the amount of keying involved by using generic specifications. Only one of the following
parameters may be used for a VCC scan: INCLUDEDV4, EXCLUDEDV4, INCLUDEDEV, or EXCLUDEDEV. By
default, VCC scans all DASD volumes that are online, resident, and ready. If you also code the INCLUDEVOL/
EXCLUDEVOL parameter, both the volume serial number and device address tests must be met or VCC will not select
the volume.
Example: EXCLUDEDV4=(04*,13B1,18FF,252*,254*,29*)

• EXCLUDEPATH/INCLUDEPATH (HFS)
Specifies the HFS paths that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. INCLUDEPATH or
EXCLUDEPATH is specified as a list of HFS paths. Up to 200 paths may be included in the list. This list can contain
generic specifications to reduce the amount of keying involved. INCLUDEPATH and EXCLUDEPATH are mutually
exclusive. By default, VCC scans all HFS paths it can find. If you also code any other INCLUDE or EXCLUDE
parameter, all tests must be met for the HFS path to be scanned.

• EXCLUDEVOL/INCLUDEVOL (standard and HFS)
Specifies the volume serial numbers that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC. INCLUDEVOL or
EXCLUDEVOL is specified as a list of volume serial numbers. Up to 2000 volume serial numbers may be included
in the list. This list can contain generic specifications to reduce the amount of keying involved. INCLUDEVOL and
EXCLUDEVOL are mutually exclusive. By default, VCC scans all DASD volumes that are online, resident, and ready. If
you also code the INCLUDEDEV/EXCLUDEDEV parameter, both the volume serial number and device address tests
must be met or VCC will not select the volume.
Example: INCLUDEVOL=(IPLA01,TSO*,SCR001)

• EXCLUDVVDS/INCLUDVVDS (standard)
Specifies the names of the VSAM volume data sets that are not eligible or that are eligible for processing by VCC.
INCLUDVVDS or EXCLUDVVDS is specified as a list of data set names. Up to 200 data set names may be included
in the list. This list can contain generic specifications to reduce the amount of keying involved. Also, because all VVDS
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names start with the characters 'SYS1.VVDS.V', you can use a dollar sign ('$') in this parameter to replace these
characters. Thus, SYS1.VVDS.VSYSRES and $SYSRES are logically identical. INCLUDVVDS and EXCLUDVVDS
are mutually exclusive. By default, VCC will scan all VVDSs it can find. This parameter is useful in limiting the scope of
a VCC scan for problem-solving purposes, eliminating bad VVDSs from scanning until they are fixed.
Example: EXCLUDVVDS=(SYS1.VVDS.VIPL*,$PAGE*)

• EXTENDEDPDSE (standard)
Specifies how collection of the extended PDS/E attribute data is to be handled. This parameter functions at either the
global or local level. At the global level the parameter controls whether or not the extended PDS/E attribute data is
collected for all DASD volumes that are to be scanned. At the local level, the parameter can be used to specify specific
volumes or groups of volumes that will or will not have the extended PDS/E attribute data collected.
EXTENDEDPDSE or NOEXTENDEDPDSE can be specified as a list of volume serial numbers. Up to 2000 volume
serial numbers may be included in the list. This list can contain generic specifications to reduce the amount of keying
involved. EXTENDEDPDSE and NOEXTENDEDPDSE are mutually exclusive. By default, VCC collects extended
PDS/E attribute data for all DASD volumes that are online, resident, and ready.Examples:
– EXTENDEDPDSE

Specifies collection of extended PDS/E attribute data for all scanned DASD volumes.
– NOEXTENDEDPDSE

Specifies that collection of extended PDS/E attribute data will NOT be performed for any scanned DASD volumes.
– EXTENDEDPDSE(ABC001,XYZ*)

Specifies collection of extended PDS/E attribute data for DASD volume 'ABC001' and all DASD volumes where the
volume serial numbers begin with the characters 'XYZ'.

– NOEXTENDEDPDSE(ABC001,XYZ*)
Specifies that collection of extended PDS/E attribute data will NOT be performed for DASD volume 'ABC001' or any
DASD volumes where the volume serial numbers begin with the characters 'XYZ'.

• FXTHRESHOLD (standard)
Specifies the thresholds to be used in collecting the free-extent buckets count. These counts are populated into the
VOASPF01 through VOASPF08 data elements. This parameter allows the user to specify the threshold, in tracks, for
the first seven free-extent buckets. The eighth free-extent bucket threshold is always set to high value to count any
extent sizes not contained within the first seven defined buckets.
Example: FXTHRESHOLD=(100,200,300,400,600,800,1000)
The values shown in the above example are the default values used in case a threshold statement is not supplied. The
default values will yield the following counts in the free extent buckets:
– VOASPF01

1 to 100 track free extents
– VOASPF02

101 to 200 track free extents
– VOASPF03

201 to 300 track free extents
– VOASPF04

301 to 400 track free extents
– VOASPF05

401 to 600 track free extents
– VOASPF06

601 to 800 track free extents
– VOASPF07

801 to 1000 track free extents
– VOASPF08

1001 and over track free extents
• HFSERR (HFS)

Defines the maximum number of subtasks that VCC uses to scan file systems that are allowed to terminate with a
"critical" error without affecting the entire run (other subtasks).
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Specify this parameter as a number between 0 and 16. The default is 0. The specified value should never exceed the
number of tasks specified in HFSSUBT keyword minus 1.
Example: HFSERR=3 HFSSUBT=4
See Abnormal Termination Processing section, for a discussion of considerations when choosing this value.

• HFSDIRBUFFER (HFS)
Defines the size of individual buffers that are obtained to scan file systems. This value is specified in units of
1024 bytes. (For example, HFSDIRBUFFER=4 equals 4*1024 of 4096 bytes per buffer.) This parameter functions
in conjunction with the HFSDIRLEVEL parameter in that there is one buffer obtained for every directory level specified
by the HFSDIRLEVEL parameter. A larger size can yield better performance, but it will also cause more virtual storage
to be obtained during scanning.
Default: HFSDIRBUFFER=16

• HFSDIRLEVEL (HFS)
Defines the number of file system (HFS) directory levels that can be scanned. Each HFS path name is comprised of
one or more nodes. (For example, /aaaa/bbbb/cccc/ contains three nodes or directory levels.) Complex path names
typically consist of numerous nodes requiring a higher value for the parameter. This value must be set to a value that is
as large as or larger than the maximum number of directory nodes that will be processed.
Default: HFSDIRLEVEL=32
This parameter is no longer of any relevant importance. The HFS scan logic has been improved to dynamically adapt
to increases in the number of directory levels. This eliminates the problem of potential reruns caused by exceeding the
number of directory levels specified by the HFSDIRLEVEL parameter.

• HFSSUBT (HFS)
Defines the number of subtasks that VCC uses to scan Hierarchical File Systems that are mounted and reside on z/
OS. Specify this parameter as a number between 0 and 16. The specified value should never exceed the number of
devices being processed during a particular scan execution.
Default: HFSSUBT=(number_of_processors * 3)
See the VTOCSUBT parameter below for a discussion of considerations when choosing this value.

• HSM (standard)
Specifies whether the VCC-HSM interface should be attached to collect data about data sets under the management
of DFHSM.
This interface runs as a separate subtask creating data records in the VCCHSM data set (or SMF) and creates its own
separate summary report on the VCCHSMSG file.
This parameter value has the effect of establishing defaults for other parameters related to HSM processing. For
example, HSMBACKUP=Y has no effect unless HSM=Y is in effect. If HSM=Y is in effect, HSMBACKUP=Y is the
default.
Default: HSM=N

• HSMBACKUP (standard)
Specifies whether the VCC-HSM interface should collect data from the HSM Backup Control Data Set (BCDS). There
are potentially many records that will be created. If your application does not anticipate using this data, you can save
elapsed time and space on the VCCHSM data set and in the database by disabling the collection of data about backup
versions.
The default is Y whenever HSM=Y is coded.
Default: HSMBACKUP=Y

• HSMMIGRATE (standard)
Specifies whether the VCC-HSM interface collects data from the HSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS). With this
option, the VCC-HSM interface can track data sets across the entire hierarchy of storage managed by HSM.
The default is Y whenever HSM=Y is coded.
Default: HSMMIGRATE=Y

• HSMSMF (standard)
Specifies whether the VCC-HSM interface should write the output data records to SMF or to the VCCHSM data set.
We recommend you write the HSM records to the VCCHSM data set rather than log them directly to SMF. This is
because of the relatively high volume of records this interface creates and the associated probability of overflowing the
SMF buffer.
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If you want to consolidate the data on SMF, you could consider appending the VCCHSM data set to the dumped SMF
data set as an alternative to direct SMF logging.
Default: HSMSMF=N

• HSMSMFID (standard)
Specifies the SMF record number the VCC-HSM interface uses in writing out data records.
You should only change this number if you are actually going to log data to SMF via the HSMSMF=Y parameter
above. If you change this from the default value, you will need to coordinate a LOCAL MODIFICATION to the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB member named HSMGENIN.
If remote data centers have HSM data to be collected and processed by MICS at a central location, the HSMSMFID
value chosen must be the same by the time it is processed by a central MICS. If you cannot synchronize this,
a copy utility could change the byte in the record to the common value coded in the HSMGENIN member of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.
If you want to consolidate the data on SMF, you could consider appending the VCCHSM data set to the dumped SMF
data set.
Default: HSMSMFID=197

• LINECOUNT (standard and HFS)
Specifies the maximum number of lines per page for the message log. While writing messages to the message log,
VCC will skip to a new page and generate the heading lines each time this value is reached. The value specified for
LINECOUNT is also used for VCC Statistics Reports as well.
Default: LINECOUNT=62

• NUMWTRBUF (standard and HFS)
Specifies the number of buffers that VCC should obtain for the output writer subtask. The various VCC subtasks use
these buffers to store output records while the VCC writer subtask is busy writing information to the VCCDATA output
file or to SMF. Specifying too small a value will cause delays while the subtask waits for a buffer to become available.
Specifying too large a value will increase both the region size and CPU usage of VCC. Consider using a larger value if
you are writing scan data to a data set, rather than to SMF. Specify a number between 10 and 100.
Default: NUMWTRBUF=25

• OPERMSGS (standard and HFS)
Specifies whether or not VCC should notify operations if unusual or catastrophic situations occur during a VCC run.
VCC will issue Write-to-Operator messages (WTOs) to the master console in these situations.
Default: WTO=Y

• REMOVEMNT (standard and HFS)
Specifies whether or not DASD devices that are neither permanently resident nor reserved are to be scanned by VCC.
Removable volumes can be dismounted either at the end of the job in which they were last used or when the unit on
which the volume is mounted is needed for another volume.
Default: REMOVEMNT=N

• RESERVEMNT (standard and HFS)
Specifies whether or not DASD devices that are mounted with the PRIVATE, RESERVED attributes are to be scanned
by VCC.
Default: RESERVEMNT=N

• RESFAILOK (standard)
Specifies the action that VCC should take when it cannot RESERVE a volume that it is attempting to process.
You control the number of times that VCC will attempt the RESERVE by the RESRETRY parameter. Specify
RESFAILOK=Y (Yes) if you want VCC to continue processing the volume without reserving it. Use this option with
caution, as VTOCs that are not reserved can have their data changed while being processed by VCC. Specify
RESFAILOK=N (No) if you want VCC to bypass the volume and not process it.
Default: RESFAILOK=Y

• RESRETRY (standard)
Specifies the number of times that VCC attempts to RESERVE a volume before taking the action specified by the
RESFAILOK parameter. A retry consists of three RESERVEs, one second apart. If VCC cannot reserve the volume
in these three attempts and the RESRETRY limit has not been exceeded, VCC places the volume back on the queue
and tries later with another subtask. Thus, specifying RESRETRY=4 causes up to 12 RESERVEs (3 times 4) to be
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issued for a volume before taking the RESFAILOK action. Use this option with caution, as VTOCs that are not reserved
can have their data changed while being processed by VCC. Specify a number between 1 and 250.
Default: RESRETRY=10

• SERIALIZE (standard)
Controls issuing of a cross-system ENQ on the SYSVTOC resource for a given volume. This type of ENQ results
in a hardware RESERVE being issued for the entire device until the SYSVTOC resource is released (DEQueued).
This option preserves the integrity of reading a VTOC to ensure that VCC can obtain the correct data set information.
Specifying a Y causes an ENQ/RESERVE to be issued before the start of each VTOC scan. Specifying an N bypasses
the issuing of the ENQ/RESERVE for ALL VTOCs during the current execution. There is a small possibility that not
reserving the VTOC during the scan can cause data integrity problems. Reserving the VTOC can cause operational
problems with other jobs and online systems, ESPECIALLY when VCC is run during a prime shift or a busy period.
Note: We recommend that you always use SERIALIZE=N to avoid operational bottlenecks due to ENQ waits. Never
use SERIALIZE=Y during peak load. The only time you should use SERIALIZE=Y is when absolute data integrity is
necessary (for example, when you are utilizing Accounting and Chargeback data) and only then when it is an off-peak
time.
You should consider BYPASSRES lists for "system" type volumes such as PAGE, SPOOL, and (DFHSM) ML1
volumes.

• SETNONSWAP (standard and HFS)
Specifies the recording medium VCC uses to record DASD space utilization data. Y (yes) tells VCC to record to SMF.
N (no) tells VCC to record to a data set.
Default: NOSETNONSWAP

• SMF (standard and HFS)
Specifies the recording medium VCC uses to record DASD space utilization data. Y (yes) tells VCC to record to SMF.
N (no) tells VCC to record to a data set.
Default: SMF=N
Note: If you code SMF=Y, ensure z/OS is prepared to write the proper SMF record as coded by SMFID (below). To
verify this, check SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) as discussed in the appropriate IBM documentation.

• SMFID (standard and HFS)
Specifies the SMF record number that VCC places in each record it writes. You can specify SMFID as a number
between 128 and 255 inclusive. If the default conflicts with an SMF record number being produced by another product,
change the record number VCC produces with this parameter.
Note: MICS must also know about any changes to this parameter.
If remote data centers have DASD data to be collected and processed by MICS at a central location, the SMFID
value chosen must be the same by the time it is processed by a central MICS. If this cannot be synchronized,
a copy utility could change the byte in the record to the common value coded in the VCAGENIN member of
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB.
Default: SMFID=198

• SPACEUSEDEQALLOC/NOSPACEUSEDEQALLOC (standard)
This parameter, when specified, causes the VTOC scan tasks to set the value of the space-used field in the collection
record to the space-allocated value for PDS/E and HFS data sets. The default for this parameter is on and may only
be turned off (NOSPACEUSEDEQALLOC) when used in conjunction with the specification of the DATAINFO=N
parameter, which produces only the volume total records for a DASD volume. See also the PDSEUSED/NOPDSEUS
parameter in the MICS Space Analyzer Option guide for additional information regarding the interaction of the
parameters.
Default: SPACEUSEDEQALLOC

• SREPORT (standard)
Determines the sort order of the VCCSTATS report. The default shows the volumes processed in sequence by volume
serial number. Coding SREPORT=N overrides this to list volumes by device address.
Default: SREPORT=Y

• STATUS (HFS)
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This parameter is issued via the z/OS Modify Operator command (F jobname,STATUS) to produce status information
regarding VCC processing. It is only available to the batch job that is used to obtain z/OS UNIX HFS information.

• TEMPDSN (standard)
Provides for the automatic recognition and exclusion of system-generated temporary data sets from the VCC
inventory. The space occupied by a temporary data set is still counted toward the totals kept for the VCAVOA file, but
TEMPDSN=N prevents VCC from writing a record to the VCCDATA file for the temporary data set itself.
You should remove any EXCLUDEDSN=(SYS94*) statements you may have in your VCCPARMS.
Default: TEMPDSN=N

• TEST (standard and HFS)
Facilitates problem solving by enabling VCC to produce diagnostic information. The Y (yes) specification enables this
facility, which may result in voluminous output. Use the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE run-time parameters described in this
section to limit the amount of output.
This parameter is intended to be used at the direction of Technical Support. For assistance, contact Technical Support
at https://www.broadcom.com/support.
Default: TEST=N

• TRACE (standard and HFS)
Facilitates problem solving by enabling VCC to produce diagnostic information. Enabling this facility produces
voluminous output. Use the INCLUDE/EXCLUDE run-time parameters described in this section to limit the amount of
output.
This parameter is intended to be used at the direction of Technical Support. For assistance, contact Technical Support
at https://www.broadcom.com/support.
Default: TRACE=N

• UNCATPDSE (standard)
Specifies whether VCC is to collect extended attribute information for uncataloged PDS/E data sets. Normal VCC
processing only collects extended attribute information for cataloged PDS/E data sets. Since PDS/E data sets are not
required to be cataloged, there could be a considerable number of data sets for which extended attribute information
would not be collected. This information includes the actual space utilization within the PDS/E data sets.
One potential side effect of enabling this parameter is the possibility that there may be corrupted PDS/E data sets
residing on DASD volumes. Certain corrupted PDS/E data sets may cause S0F4 abend conditions to appear while
VCC is processing. These abends occur in a system service and cannot be intercepted by the VCC modules. The
system service recovers from the abend and processing continues. The only loss is the extended attribute data for
the corrupted PDS/E data set; otherwise, normal processing continues. Information about the corrupted data sets is
written to the VTOC Scan Log and may be used to analyze the data sets in question. A possible solution is to delete
the corrupted PDS/E data set. If there are a large number of these data sets, you may want to modify the VCC run JCL
and change the DD statement for the SYSUDUMP output to the following:
 //SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY

 

This will prevent the output queue from filling up as a result of the dumps produced by the S0F4 abends. Once the
corrupted data sets have been identified and corrected or deleted, the normal SYSUDUMP specification can be
returned.
Default: UNCATPDSE=N

• USEREXIT (standard)
Specifies whether VCC invokes a user exit to perform user processing of Format 1 VTOC DSCBs and the VCC output
record. See Chapter 5 for more information. For the batch job used to collect HFS information, this parameter allows
specification of the module name of the user exit that performs additional processing to the VCC output records.
Default: USEREXIT=N or USEREXIT=NONE.

• USERIDZERO (HFS)
Specifies a 1 to 8 character name value as a default user ID to be written to the output records during HFS scan
processing. This parameter has no effect on the security access to HFS file structures required for the scan.
Default: USERIDZERO=BPXROOT

• VSAMERR (standard)
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Defines the number of VSAM/ICF catalog scan subtasks that can terminate with a "critical" error without affecting the
entire run (other subtasks).
Specify this parameter as a number between 0 and 31. The default is 0. The specified value should not exceed the
number of tasks specified in VSAMSUBT keyword minus 1.
Example: VSAMERR=3 VSAMSUBT=4
See Section 5.3, Abnormal Termination Processing, for a discussion of considerations when choosing this value.

• VSAMSUBT (standard)
Defines the number of subtasks that VCC uses to scan VSAM/ICF catalogs and VVDS data sets. Specify this
parameter as a number between 0 and 32. The value you specify should never exceed the number of devices being
processed during a particular scan execution.
Default: VSAMSUBT=4
See the VTOCSUBT parameter for a discussion of considerations when choosing this value.

• VTOCERR (standard)
Defines the number of VCCVTOC subtasks that can terminate with a "critical" error without affecting the entire run (for
example, other subtasks).
Specify this parameter as a number between 0 and 31. The default is 0. The value you specify should not exceed the
number of tasks specified in VTOCSUBT keyword minus 1.
Example: VTOCERR=2 VTOCSUBT=8
See the Abnormal Termination Processing section, for a discussion of considerations when choosing this value.

• VTOCSUBT (standard)
Defines the number of subtasks to be used to scan VTOCs. Specify this parameter as a number between 0 and 32.
The specified value should never exceed the number of devices being processed during a particular scan execution.
Default: VTOCSUBT=8
VCC uses the values of the VTOCSUBT, VSAMSUBT, and HFSSUBT parameters to govern how fast it scans the
DASD configuration. The main purpose is to make the most efficient use of I/O wait time by overlapping VCC I/O
requests between subtasks. (While one subtask is waiting for I/O to complete, others can be processing their data.)
This subtask facility also provides a means by which VCC I/O can be distributed across the I/O configuration.
Use these parameters wisely, especially in the case of the VTOC scan, because a large amount of memory is obtained
for I/O buffers and DSCB chain resolution queues by each VTOC scan subtask.

• WTO (standard)
(Write To Operator) Specifies whether or not VCC should notify operations if unusual or catastrophic situations occur
during a VCC run. VCC will issue WTOs to the master console in these situations. See VCCCN13I.
Default: WTO=Y

VCC Reporting
The section describes the types of reports produced by the MICS Space Collector Option.

For the standard DASD collection, the following ddnames will contain reports:

• VCCVTMSG and VCCVSMSG - VCC Scan Logs
• VCCSTATS - VCC Run Status/Run Statistics
• VCCHSMSG - The DFHSM Interface Report

For the HFS collection the following ddnames will contain reports:

• SYSPRINT - USS File System Message Log
• VCCSTATS - USS File System Run Statistics Reports
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VCC Scan Logs

The VCC Scan Log is generated by VCC as the VTOC and catalog scans are being done. The purpose of this report is
to log unusual situations that may occur during the scans. The message descriptions in the Return Codes and Messages
section for the VCCVTOC, VCCVCNTL, and VCCVSCAN modules list the informational messages that can be generated.

The following figure shows a partial typical standard VTOC Scan Log.

VTOC Scan Log

C CA MICS                                            Space Collector                   Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690

 VTOC Scan Log: DDNAME(VCCVTMSG)                                                      Copyright (C) 2013 CA. All Rights Reserved

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(02) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(0079A088)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(02) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(MIX009) Unit(2040) Device(3390-9)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(04) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(00796088)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(04) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(CAT014) Unit(2160) Device(3390-1)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(01) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(0079C088)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(01) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(SYSD01) Unit(2220) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(03) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007AE2D0)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(03) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(MVP04Q) Unit(2320) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(07) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A9088)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(07) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(R16R02) Unit(2400) Device(3390-9)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(06) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A8CF0)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(06) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(SVC11V) Unit(2500) Device(3390-9)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(05) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A8E88)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(05) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(GSS001) Unit(2620) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT25I TASK(09) VTOC collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(0078B088)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(09) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(UK0002) Unit(2700) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:33.8 VCCVT10I TASK(18) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(TD5500) Unit(5500) Device(3390-9)

 17:23:34.0 VCCVT11I TASK(08) VTOC scan completion - Vol(VMU061)

 17:23:34.0 VCCVT10I TASK(08) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(DEMS02) Unit(2B41) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:34.0 VCCVT11I TASK(01) VTOC scan completion - Vol(SYSD01)

 17:23:34.0 VCCVT10I TASK(01) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(TSU006) Unit(2240) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT11I TASK(14) VTOC scan completion - Vol(DMX9C6)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT10I TASK(14) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(OSI005) Unit(2C20) Device(3380-K)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT11I TASK(06) VTOC scan completion - Vol(SVC11V)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT10I TASK(06) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(DB3107) Unit(2540) Device(3390-9)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT11I TASK(03) VTOC scan completion - Vol(MVP04Q)

 17:23:34.2 VCCVT10I TASK(03) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(MVP04G) Unit(2321) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:34.3 VCCVT11I TASK(04) VTOC scan completion - Vol(CAT014)

 17:23:34.3 VCCVT10I TASK(04) VTOC scan initiation - Vol(LOAN31) Unit(2180) Device(3390-3)

 17:23:34.3 VCCVT11I TASK(18) VTOC scan completion - Vol(TD5500)

 17:23:34.8 VCCVT40W TASK(08) Allocation error     - Vol(DEMS02) Ret(04) Rsn(17080002) DSN(IALC78.DB2.COBOL)

The following figure shows a partial typical standard VCC Catalog Scan Log. From this log, you can determine the
catalogs that are being excluded from processing because they are on mountable volumes.

VCC Catalog Scan Log
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 CA MICS                                            Space Collector                   Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690

 Catalog Scan Log: DDNAME(VCCVSMSG)                                                   Copyright (C) 2013 CA. All Rights Reserved

 17:23:33.7 VCCVC25I VCONTROL Data collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007C9B60)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(02) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007C9550)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC01I TASK(02) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(MVCA31) DSN(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(01) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007C96E8)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(03) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007C92C0)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(10) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007AE968)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(09) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007AEBF8)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(06) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A4088)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(05) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A6088)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(07) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007A0088)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(08) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007AEE88)

 17:23:33.7 VCCSC25I TASK(04) VSAM collector initialization processing is complete; TCB(007C9128)

 17:23:33.9 VCCSC01I TASK(08) VVDS scan initiation - Vol(DEV175) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VDEV175)

 17:23:33.9 VCCSC01I TASK(09) VVDS scan initiation - Vol(CAT014) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VCAT014)

 17:23:33.9 VCCSC01I TASK(10) VVDS scan initiation - Vol(WRKD20) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VWRKD20)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC02I TASK(01) VVDS scan completion - Vol(SVC11V) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VSVC11V)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC01I TASK(01) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(ACF001) DSN(CATALOG.VACF201) CAT(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC02I TASK(04) VVDS scan completion - Vol(UK0002) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VUK0002)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC01I TASK(04) VVDS scan initiation - Vol(DEMS02) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VDEMS02)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC02I TASK(03) VVDS scan completion - Vol(GSS001) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VGSS001)

 17:23:34.6 VCCSC01I TASK(03) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(FDRCT1) DSN(CATALOG.ABRBASE) CAT(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:35.0 VCCSC02I TASK(07) VVDS scan completion - Vol(PRD606) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VPRD606)

 17:23:35.0 VCCSC02I TASK(09) VVDS scan completion - Vol(CAT014) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VCAT014)

 17:23:35.0 VCCSC02I TASK(08) VVDS scan completion - Vol(DEV175) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VDEV175)

 17:23:35.1 VCCSC01I TASK(10) VVDS scan initiation - Vol(TSO30Z) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VTSO30Z)

 17:23:35.1 VCCSC01I TASK(07) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(CAT015) DSN(ICF.ACS.USERCAT) CAT(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:35.1 VCCSC01I TASK(09) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(CAT001) DSN(ICF.ADG.USERCAT) CAT(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:35.1 VCCSC01I TASK(08) ICF  scan initiation - Vol(ASM008) DSN(ICF.ASM.USERCAT) CAT(ICF.MASTER.VMVCA31)

 17:23:35.2 VCCSC02I TASK(05) VVDS scan completion - Vol(DB3069) DSN(SYS1.VVDS.VDB3069)

 17:32:15.5 VCCVC02I TASK(05) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00281) Waits(00004)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(07) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00212) Waits(00002)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(01) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00351) Waits(00071)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(03) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00319) Waits(00007)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(10) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00319) Waits(00002)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(09) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00209) Waits(00002)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(06) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00309) Waits(00003)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(04) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00329) Waits(00006)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(02) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00310) Waits(00025)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC02I TASK(08) VSAM collector termination processing is complete; Catalogs(00255) Waits(00002)

 17:32:15.6 VCCVC01I VCONTROL Data collection termination processing is complete
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VCC Run Status/Run Statistics

This section describes reports generated by the standard DASD collection process and reports generated by the USS File
System Collector.

VCC Initialization and Parameter Message Log

This section of the VCC Run Status Report is produced during standard VCC initialization. VCCNTRL initialization
error messages, an echo of the run-time parameters, and parameter scan error messages appear in this section. See
the VCCNTRL and VCCPARSE message descriptions in the Return Codes and Messages section, for a list of these
messages.

The following figure shows a typical VCC Initialization and Parameter Message Log.

VCC Initialization and Parameter Message Log Sample

 CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690 

          Page:   1

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 Initialization and Parameter Message Log

 ----------------------------------------

   DataInfo=Y

   FXThreshold=(15,150,750,1500,7500,15000,75000)

   HSM=Y

   HSMBackup=N

   HSMMigrate=Y

   Serialize=N

   SReport=Y

   VsamErr=3

   VsamSubt=10

   VtocErr=3

   VtocSubt=20

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN03I DASD Space Collector initialization initiated

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN40I ControlFile data set on: Volume(TSU033) Dataset(MDI.VCC6680.VCCAFD.VCNTL)

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN41I ControlFile attributes: Dsorg(PS) Recfm(VB) Lrecl(6160) Blksize(6164) Bufno(5)

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN42I Collection data set on: Volume(DMP057) Dataset(MDI.VCC6680.VCCAFD.VDATA)

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN43I Collection attributes: Dsorg(PS) Recfm(VB) Lrecl(27994) Blksize(27998) Bufno(30)

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN04I    12,524 DASD devices are defined

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN04I    10,395 PAV  base devices are defined

 18:24:55.5 VCCCN04I     2,128 PAV  alias devices are defined

 18:24:55.6 VCCCN02I     5,507 DASD devices are online

 18:24:55.6 VCCCN05I    3,296K Obtained for Volume Table

 18:24:55.6 VCCCN05I    1,140K Retained for Volume Table

 18:24:55.7 VCCCN48I Load module level information
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 18:24:55.7 VCCCN49I BLDVT: VCC6680 CATQM: VCC6680 CVAF:  VCC6680 ETXR:  VCC6680 FAMS:  VCC6680 NTRL:  VCC6680

 PARSE: VCC6680

 18:24:55.7 VCCCN49I QSCAN: VCC6680 SYMBM: HBB7707 UEXIT: N/A     VBCS:  VCC6680 VCNTL: VCC6680 VSCAN: VCC6680

 VTOC:  VCC6680

 18:24:55.7 VCCCN49I VVDS:  VCC6680 VVSAM: N/A     WRITR: VCC6680 XHSM:  N/A     XSMS:  VCC6680 XSSI:  VCC6680

 18:24:55.7 VCCCN03I DASD Space Collector initialization completed

VCC Processing Summary

This section of the VCC Run Status Report is produced by both the standard and USS File System collection process just
prior to termination.

The following figure contains a typical example of the standard VCC Processing Summary.

VCC Processing Summary Sample

CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690  

         Page:   1

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 Processing Summary

 ------------------

 SYSID:                                        CA31

 System Name:                                  CA31

 Sysplex Name:                               PLEXC1

 Hardware Name:                                MF01

 Sysres Volume:                              MVR1CB

 System Control Program:                    SP7.1.2

 SCP FMID:                                  HBB7770

 SMS Level:                        (z/OS)  01.12.00

 Processor Model Number:        (System z196)  2817

 Processors:                                     10

   CP                                             6

   zAAP                                           0

   zIIP                                           4

 DASD Devices Online:                         6,088

 DASD Devices Scanned:                        6,088

 ICF BCS  Catalogs Scanned:                     689

 ICF VVDS Catalogs Scanned:                   4,201

 VSAM Catalogs Scanned:                           0

 Processing Start Time:    (THU) 2011.174  11:32:04

 Previous Process Time:                     Unknown
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 Forced EndTime Enabled:         2011.174  11:17:16

 VTOC Scan Elapsed Time:                   15:38.06

 Catalog Scan Elapsed Time:                15:38.09

 VCC Records Written:                     3,334,114

   SMS  Configuration                           431

   VTOC Volume                                5,328

   VTOC Dataset                           1,735,178

   VTOC Multi-Volume                          1,012

   ICF  Catalog                             223,620

   VVDS Catalog                           1,368,545

 VCC Records Bypassed:                            0

 VTOC DSCB Records Read:                  2,715,686

 VTOC DSCB Records Processed:             1,834,755

   SMS Datasets                           1,252,662

   NonSMS Datasets                          508,317

   Dataset Extents                           73,809

 ICF BCS  Catalog Records:                8,051,625

 ICF BCS  NonVSAM Records:                5,529,599

 ICF VVDS Catalog Records:                1,373,117

 ICF VVDS NonVSAM Records:                1,099,077

 VSAM Catalog Records:                            0

 DASD Device Type Summary

   3380-E                                         2

   3380-K                                        85

   3390-1                                       285

   3390-2                                        97

   3390-3                                     2,470

   3390-9                                     3,077

   3390-A                                        72

 Free Extent Thresholds

   Distribution 01                              100

   Distribution 02                              200

   Distribution 03                              300

   Distribution 04                              400

   Distribution 05                              600

   Distribution 06                              800

   Distribution 07                            1,000

 PDSE Dataset Statistics

   Detected                                 252,643

     SMS Datasets                           234,865

     NonSMS Datasets                         17,778

   Analyzed                                  67,652

   Excluded                                 184,991
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 HFS  Dataset Statistics

   Detected                                   9,351

     SMS Datasets                             6,700

     NonSMS Datasets                          2,651

   Analyzed                                       0

   Excluded                                   9,351

 zSeries File Systems Detected:               4,130

 Uncataloged NonVSAM Datasets:                    ?

 Temporary Datasets Auto-Excluded:           25,801

 Internal Stack HWM:                              2

 Dataset Resolution Queue

   Maximum Length                             2,018

 Extents Resolution Queue

   Maximum Length                             2,018

 Free    Resolution Queue

   Maximum Length                                22

 Message Severity Counts

   Info                                      22,248

   Warning                                    1,451

   Error                                          2

   Critical                                       0

 Writer Pool Statistics

   Message  Element Pool

     Element Limit                              512

     Element HWM                                 50

     Element Waits                                0

   Standard Element Pool

     Element Limit                            8,192

     Element HWM                              1,059

     Element Waits                                0

   Extended Element Pool

     Element Limit                              256

     Element HWM                                  7

     Element Waits                                0

   Blocksize Element Pool

     Element Limit                              128

     Element HWM                                 10

     Element Waits                                0

The following figure contains a typical example of the Processing Summary for the HFS collection process.
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USS File System Processing Summary Sample

USS File System Collector        -  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6550    SYSID: CA31                            01 SEP

 yyyy   Page:     1

Copyright (C) 2009 CA. All Rights Reserved.

 

Run Statistics: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)

 

 

Processing Summary

------------------

 

System Name:                                            CA31

SMFID:                                                  CA31

Operating System Level:                    SP7.0.8   HBB7730

SMS or DFP Level:                                   01.08.00

Central Processors:                                        8

Total Online DASD Devices:                             4,541

------------------------------------------------------------

USS File Systems Detected:                               123

USS File Systems Monitored:                              116

USS File System Files Detected:                    2,165,491

USS File System Directories:                         548,925

------------------------------------------------------------

Previous Collection Run On System:                      CA31

Previous Collection Date:            03/01/2008 17:08:08.541

Collector Run Number:                                   0042

Collection Duration:                                8:23.637

Collection CPU Time:                                 138.546

------------------------------------------------------------

Collector Records Written                            544,908

Collector Subtasks Started:                               16

Collector Subtask Buffer Wait Count:                       0

------------------------------------------------------------

Collection Warning Messages Issued:                        0

Collection Error Messages Issued:                          0

Collection Highest Completion Code:                        0

------------------------------------------------------------

The following describes the entries produced by both collection processes.

• Catalog Scan Elapsed Time
The total elapsed time, in hh:mm:ss.th format, it took VCC to process the master and all user catalogs on the systems
that were selected to be scanned.

• Central Processors
The number of central processors online and available for use on the z/OS image that VCC was executing.

• Collection CPU Time
The total amount of CPU usage time.

• Collection Duration
The total elapsed time in hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of seconds that VCC took to perform the SCAN
process.

• Collection Error Messages Issued
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The number of error (TYPE=E) messages contained in the VCC Message log.
• Collection Highest Completion Code

The highest condition code passed to z/OS by VCC.
• Collection Warning Messages Issued

The number of warning (TYPE=W) messages contained in the VCC message log.
• Collector Records Written

The number of records that VCC wrote. These records are either written to SMF or to a data set (user-selectable VCC
option).

• Collector Run Number
The internal number generated by VCC for identifying each unique collection execution.

• Collector Subtasks Started
The total number of subtasks started by VCC to perform the scan process.

• Collector Subtask Buffer Wait Count
The total number of times that a VCC subtask had to wait for output buffers. Use this value to determine the value of
the NUMWTRBUF VCC run-time parameter.

• DASD Devices Online
The total number of DASD devices in the I/O configuration of the system on which VCC executed. This is the number
of devices in the volume table built by VCC initialization (see Operating).

• DASD Devices Scanned
The count of the number of DASD devices in the I/O configuration that were eligible to be processed by VCC. This
takes into account INCLUDE/EXCLUDEVOL. It is the number of DASD devices in the VSCT (see Operating).

• Free Extent Thresholds
Displays the distribution threshold values specified by the user or defaulted by the system. These values are used to
provide a distribution analysis of the amount of free space on a DASD volume. Each value represents the maximum
number of DASD tracks for inclusion in the threshold level.

• HFS Data Sets Detected
The number of Hierarchical File System data sets that VCC detected during the VTOC scan process.

• ICF BCS Catalog Records
The number of ICF BCS records VCC read during the catalog scan process.

• ICF BCS Catalogs Scanned
The number of ICF Basic Catalog Structure (BCS) data sets that were scanned by VCC.

• ICF BCS NonVSAM Records
The number of ICF BCS records related to non-VSAM catalog entries VCC read during the catalog scan process.

• ICF VVDS Catalog Records
The number of ICF VVDS records VCC read during the catalog scan process.

• ICF VVDS Catalogs Scanned
The number of ICF VSAM volume data sets (VVDSs) that were scanned by VCC.

• ICF VVDS NonVSAM Records
The number of ICF VVDS records related to non-VSAM entries VCC read during the catalog scan process.

• IPL Volume
The volume serial number of the system resident DASD volume.

• Max DSCB Extent Queue Length
The largest number of VTOC Format 3 DSCB entries in the DSCB resolution queues at any one time.

• Max DSCB Dataset Queue Length
The largest number of VTOC DSCB chain resolution entries in the DSCB resolution queues at any one time.

• Operating System Level
The version level and function modification ID (FMID) of the operating system on which VCC was executed, displayed
primarily to provide information to Technical Support, if needed. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://
ca.com/support.

• PDSE Data Sets Analyzed
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The number of PDS/E type data sets that were successfully processed during the VTOC scan process.
• PDSE Data Sets Detected

The number of PDS/E type data sets that VCC detected during the VTOC scan process.
• Physical Processors Detected

The number of central processors online and available for use on the z/OS image that VCC was executing.
• Previous Collection Run On System

The name of the last z/OS system that ran VCC.
• Previous Collection Date

The date and time of the last successful VCC run. The timestamp shown is placed in the VCC record and is used
by the MICS Space Collector Option to compute the duration to use for DASD space charging in Accounting and
Chargeback. If the VCC control file is new or null at the time of the VCC run, the word "UNKNOWN" is placed on this
line and the MICS Space Collector Option computes a default duration based on VCA parameter generation values.

• Previous Process Time
The VCC processing start time and Julian date for the previous VCC run.
Note: If the last VCC run ended with condition code zero although no records were produced (which may or may not
indicate an error), this timestamp is updated. The timestamp shown is placed in the VCC record and is used by the
MICS Space Collector Option to compute the duration to use for DASD space charging in Accounting and Chargeback.
If the VCC control file is new or null at the time of the VCC run, the word "UNKNOWN" is placed on this line and the
MICS Space Collector Option computes a default duration based on VCA parameter generation values.

• Processing Start Time
The VCC processing start time and Julian date.

• SCP FMID
The function modification ID (FMID) for z/OS is shown for technical support purposes.

• SMFID
The SMF ID of the z/OS image on which VCC executed.

• SMS Level
The version, release, and modification level of the Data Facility Product (DFP) or System Managed Storage (SMS) for
technical support purposes. The SMS level is shown in the format vv.rr.mm.

• SMS or DFP Level
The version, release, and modification level of the Data Facility Product (DFP) or System Managed Storage (SMS)
for technical support purposes. The SMS level is shown in the format vv.rr.mm whereas the DFP level is shown in the
format v.r.m.l.

• SYSID
The SMF ID of the z/OS image on which VCC executed.

• Sysplex Name
The eight-character name of the z/OS sysplex of which this system image is a member.

• System Name
The eight-character name of the z/OS image on which VCC executed.

• System Control Program
The level of z/OS on which VCC was executed, displayed primarily to provide information to Technical Support, if
needed. For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

• Temporary Datasets Auto-Excluded
IF TEMPDSN=N is in effect for the VCC run, the count shown indicates the number of records VCC did not write to its
output data set (VCCDATA).

• Total Online DASD Devices
The total number of DASD devices in the I/O configuration of the system on which VCC executed. This is the number
of devices in the volume table built by VCC initialization (see Operating).

• Uncataloged NonVSAM Datasets
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If CATCHECK=Y is in effect for the VCC run, the count of data sets that were found to be either uncataloged or
invalidly cataloged is shown here. When CATCHECK=N is in effect, a question mark (?) is shown to indicate that this
statistic is not known from this VCC scan.

• USS File Systems Detected
The number of accessible file systems detected by VCC.

• USS File Systems Monitored
The number of accessible file systems that VCC generated data for.

• USS File System Files Detected
The number of files within a file system that VCC found.

• USS File System Directories
The number of directories within a file system that VCC found.

• VCC Records Bypassed
The number of records that were not written due to a validity check on the record length done by VCCWRITR. In
some cases, a bad catalog cell causes a record of excessive length to be constructed and passed to VCCWRITR.
Rather than abend, VCCWRITR will SNAP a portion of the record (up to the maximum LRECL in the DCB) and count
the record as bypassed. Normally, the count that appears here should be zero. If non-zero, you can usually examine
the SNAP output and locate the data set name. Other facilities such as IDCAMS DIAGNOSE or PDF can be used to
determine if a data set or catalog entry is invalid.

• VCC Records Written
The number of records that VCC wrote. These records are either written to SMF or to a data set (user-selectable VCC
option).

• VSAM Catalog Records
The number of VSAM catalog records VCC read during the catalog scan process. This number includes direct reads
that were done to get information from catalog extension records. Therefore, a catalog record can be counted twice.

• VSAM Catalogs Scanned
The number of standard VSAM catalogs that were actually processed by VCC.

• VTOC Dataset Records
The number of VTOC DSCBs that VCC read during the VTOC scan process.

• VTOC Scan Elapsed Time
The total elapsed time, in hh:mm:ss.th format, it took VCC to process the VTOCs on the DASD devices that were
selected to be scanned.

• zSeries File Systems Detected
The number of zFS type data sets that VCC detected during the VTOC scan process.

VTOC Scan Summary

This section of the VCC Run Status Report is a list by DASD device unit address of every DASD volume in the I/O
configuration whose device type VCC supports. This report contains the following information:

• VOLUME
The volume serial number of the DASD device.

• UNIT ADDR
The unit address of the DASD device.

• DEVICE TYPE
The device type of the DASD device.

Figures VCC VTOC Scan Summary Part 1 and Part 2 show an example of the VTOC Scan Summary.

The following information will be present only if the VTOC of the DASD device was scanned by VCC.

• SCAN ELAPSED TIME
The elapsed time in seconds it took VCC to scan the VTOC on the device.

• %TOTAL SPACE USED
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The amount of storage space allocated on the volume expressed as a percentage.
• TOTAL VTOC TRKS

The size of the VTOC in tracks.
• DSCB USE STATISTICS

A set of DSCB counts that are useful in determining:
– VTOC over-/underallocation
– VTOC DSCB spread (how many DSCBs are used in relation to the high used DSCB)

• TOTAL
The total number of preformatted 140-byte DSCBs in the VTOC.

• USED
The number of DSCBs in the VTOC that are in use (not binary zeros).

• F1
The number of Format 1 (data set identifier) DSCBs in the VTOC. The sum of this number and the number of Format 8
DSCBs below represent the number of data sets on the DASD device.

• F3
The number of Format 3 (Format 1 data set extents greater than 3) DSCBs in the VTOC.

• F5
The number of Format 5 (volume free space extents) DSCBs in the VTOC.

• F7
The number of Format 7 (extended free space extents) DSCBs in the VTOC.

• F8
The number of Format 8 (data set identifier) DSCBs in the VTOC. The sum of this number and the number of Format 1
DSCBs above represent the number of data sets on the DASD device. The Format 8 DSCB is used for data sets that
are eligible for placement in cylinder-managed space on an Extended Address Volume (EAV).

• F9
The number of Format 9 (data set attribute information) DSCBs in the VTOC. These DSCBs occur only in conjunction
with Format 8 DSCBs for data sets eligible for placement in cylinder-managed space on an EAV.

• HIGH USED
The DSCB number in the VTOC of the last DSCB in use. This number is equivalent to the number of VSAM READ
macros issued by VCCVTOC to read the VTOC.

The fields in the next set indicate specific attributes of the DASD volume. "Y" indicates that the attribute is available or
true. "N" indicates that it is unavailable. "?" indicates unknown or unable to determine if the specific attribute is available.

• V I X
Specifies whether a VTOC index exists on the DASD volume.

• V V D
Specifies whether an ICF VVDS exists on the DASD volume.

• I C F
Specifies whether an ICF BCS exists on the DASD volume.

• S M S
Indicates the DFSMS ownership status of this volume. If an "I" appears in this field, the volume is in the process of
being converted to SMS. The volume status is "INITIAL," indicating that some data sets are under SMS control.

• S H R
Indicates whether the DASD device is identified to the operating system as a device that is sharable between multiple
systems.

• E A V
Indicates whether the DASD device is identified to the operating system as an Extended Address Volume (EAV). An
EAV volume is one that is configured with more than 65,520 cylinders. Cylinder-managed space exists and extended
attribute DSCBs, format 8 and 9 DSCBs, are permitted in the VTOC.

• STORAGE GROUP
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If SMS is active and the volume is SMS-managed, the storage group name is shown.
• PROCESS STATUS

Indicates error situations (if any) that occurred during the scan of a volume. This report field will be present for all
DASD devices in this section of the VCC Run Status Report.
The possible status values are:
– Device Not Ready

VCC bypassed the processing of this device because the device was not ready at the time the VTOC scan control
table (VSCT) was built.

– DSN Residuals
One or more queue elements for Format 1 DSCBs were found during end of VTOC processing. This condition
can only occur when an error condition is encountered that causes premature termination of scan processing for a
DASD volume.

– EXT Not Found
A locate request for a Format 3 DSCB on the EXT queue resulted in a not-found condition. This may be caused by
an invalid pointer in a Format 1 or 3 DSCB as the result of an interrupted VTOC update process. The scan result
may or may not be in error depending on the condition of the VTOC.

– EXT Residuals
One or more residual Format 3 DSCB extent records were read, but the associated Format 1 DSCB records
for them had not been read by the VCC scan task. This condition will most likely occur when processing DASD
volumes with extremely high activity if the SERIALIZE=N option is in effect for the VCC scanner. This condition
might also occur as a result of a system crash that occurred during an update of the VTOC that has resulted in a
corrupted VTOC.

– Incomplete Scan
A DASD volume being processed encountered an error condition. One or more data records have been written to
the volume record free extent segment, but not all of the VTOC has been successfully processed.

– Lost Tracks
VCC VTOC processing of this volume could not account for all of the tracks on the volume. The sum of the
allocated tracks, free tracks, size of VTOC, and 1 for track 0 did not equal the track capacity of the volume.

– Migration Level 1
The DASD volume being scanned was determined to be a DFHSM migration level 1 storage volume. Only the
VTOC Volume Record will be output for this volume, regardless of the value of the DATAINFO= parameter.

– Mount Attributes
VCC processing of this device was bypassed because the device was not mounted in a manner that satisfied the
requirements of VCC (online and resident).

– No VTOC Found
VCC was unable to process a DASD volume because a valid pointer to the VTOC did not exist in the UCB for the
device.

– Processing Error
An error occurred during the processing of the VTOC on the DASD device. The VTOC scan log will contain a
description of the error.

– PDSE Extended
The DASD volume was explicitly specified on an EXTENDEDPDSE parameter statement causing extended
attribute data for the PDS/Es on the volume to be collected.

– PDSE No Extended
The DASD volume was explicitly specified on an NOEXTENDEDPDSE parameter statement causing extended
attribute data for the PDS/Es on the volume NOT to be collected.

– Record Overflow
A volume contained more free space extents than could be placed into the data record. The VTOC Volume Record
free extent segment will be incomplete.

– Reserve Bypassed
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A hardware RESERVE was not done for this volume before it was processed. This was because either the volume
was specified in a BYPASSRES parameter or because the RESRETRY limit was exceeded and RESFAILOK=Y
was coded or defaulted.

– Scan Abend Sxxx
An abend occurred during scan processing of a DASD volume. The Sxxx value indicates the abend code returned
by the system. Scan processing for the volume is terminated and one of two actions is taken. If the abend code is
determined to be recoverable, such as an S213-04 from an invalid VTOC, processing for the volume is terminated,
the environment is cleaned up, and processing continues with the next DASD volume. If the abend is determined
to be non-recoverable, processing for the volume is terminated and the scan subtask terminates after cleanup
processing.

– Status Bypassed
The UCB status of the DASD volume was found to contain indicators that would prevent successful scan
processing of the volume. If this condition persists for three successive attempts, the volume is permanently
bypassed for this processing execution.

– Volume Excluded
VCC bypassed processing of this device because the device either was not INCLUDEd or was specifically
EXCLUDEd.

– Volume Not Read
A VTOC was not processed because of a critical error.

– Volume Reserved
VCC could not process this volume because it was reserved by another user and VCC could not reserve it. You will
receive this message if the RESRETRY limit was exceeded and RESFAILOK=N was coded.

– VM Volume
Indicates a DASD volume that has been formatted for use by a VM operating system. These volumes either have
no VTOC or a non-standard VTOC that cannot be processed by the VCC scan task.

The following two figures show an example of a VCC Run Status Report.

VCC VTOC Scan Summary Sample Part 1

CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690  

         Page:   1

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 VTOC Scan Summary        (In sort order by VOLUME)

 ----------------------------------------------------

                        SCAN %TOTAL TOTAL ---------------- DSCB USE STATISTICS ---------------- V V I S S E

 VOLUME UNIT DEVICE  ELAPSED  SPACE  VTOC             ----------- FORMAT TYPE -----------  HIGH I V C M H A

 STORAGE

        ADDR  TYPE      TIME   USED  TRKS TOTAL  USED    F1    F3    F5    F7    F8    F9  USED X D F S R V

 GROUP    PROCESS STATUS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DMP035 20F6 3390-9     .010   67.6   150  7500    29    26     1     1     0     0     0    38 Y Y N Y Y N

 DMP036 20F7 3390-9     .011   55.1   449 22450    26    22     2     1     0     0     0    39 Y Y N Y Y N

 DMP037 20F8 3390-9     .013   57.7   449 22450    32    29     1     1     0     0     0    52 Y Y N Y Y N

 DMP038 20F9 3390-9     .010   87.5   449 22450    28    24     2     1     0     0     0    42 Y Y N Y Y N

 EAV002 2200 3390-A     .876   29.3   449 22450   334    76    64     1     0    96    96   451 Y Y N N Y Y

 GSS001 0FAF 3390-3    7.399    9.0    45  2250    49    47     0     1     0     0     0   227 Y Y Y N Y N

 HFSMNA 20A0 3390-9     .058   88.4    44  2200    16    14     0     1     0     0     0    17 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMNB 050F 3390-9     .072   94.2   449 22450    16    14     0     1     0     0     0    17 Y Y N Y Y N
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 HFSMNC 210D 3390-9     .009   87.4   449 22450    13    11     0     1     0     0     0    13 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMND 2128 3390-9     .010   28.1   150  7500     8     6     0     1     0     0     0     9 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMNE 2129 3390-9     .012   60.1   150  7500    12    10     0     1     0     0     0    13 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMNF 2066 3390-9     .010   61.2   150  7500    10     8     0     1     0     0     0    10 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN0 2139 3390-9     .035   57.7   150  7500    10     8     0     1     0     0     0    10 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN1 2832 3390-3     .021   92.7    14   700    22    18     2     1     0     0     0    68 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN2 2168 3390-3     .035   97.0    45  2250    28    26     0     1     0     0     0    29 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN3 2663 3390-3     .013   90.2    45  2250    21    19     0     1     0     0     0    22 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN4 29E5 3390-3     .026   89.4    45  2250    24    22     0     1     0     0     0    24 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN5 2404 3390-9     .009   93.6    44  2200    15    13     0     1     0     0     0    16 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN6 22DA 3390-9     .009   90.1    44  2200    31    29     0     1     0     0     0    31 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN7 25FA 3390-9     .022   88.1   449 22450    26    24     0     1     0     0     0    26 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN8 2420 3390-9     .014   94.9   449 22450    23    21     0     1     0     0     0    24 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFSMN9 2421 3390-9     .023   99.2   449 22450    13    11     0     1     0     0     0    16 Y Y N Y Y N

 HFS240 21F8 3390-2     .014   47.9    14   700    28    26     0     1     0     0     0    28 N Y N Y Y N

 IBM001 2078 3390-9    6.639   82.0    45  2250   481   464    15     1     0     0     0   526 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM002 272A 3390-9    8.790   33.1    45  2250   489   478     9     1     0     0     0   497 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM003 2260 3390-9    4.170   63.9    45  2250   358   345    11     1     0     0     0   374 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM004 2D9B 3390-9    7.680   49.8    45  2250   365   353    10     1     0     0     0   366 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM005 2D3E 3390-9    3.622   91.8    45  2250   270   259     9     1     0     0     0   270 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM006 228B 3390-9    4.038   87.5    44  2200   307   299     6     1     0     0     0   307 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM007 2151 3390-9    9.495   98.6   150  7500   249   233    14     1     0     0     0   412 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM008 292F 3390-9    8.635   93.2   150  7500   194   182    10     1     0     0     0   194 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM009 28CC 3390-9    3.841   98.5   449 22450   147   137     8     1     0     0     0   155 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM010 2109 3390-9    5.532   96.9   449 22450   202   190    10     1     0     0     0   233 Y Y N Y N N

 IBM011 20FA 3390-9    4.329   98.1   449 22450   236   221    13     1     0     0     0   246 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM012 2D84 3390-9    5.270   97.8  1214 60700   217   208     7     1     0     0     0   253 Y Y N Y N N

 IBM013 20FE 3390-9    2.874   98.0   449 22450    61    58     1     1     0     0     0    71 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM014 20FF 3390-9    5.773   98.7   449 22450    79    67    10     1     0     0     0   113 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM015 2102 3390-9    3.141   97.7   449 22450   109   103     4     1     0     0     0   123 Y Y N Y Y N

 IBM016 2103 3390-9    3.749   95.2   449 22450   109   104     2     1     1     0     0   109 N Y N Y Y N

 ----- End of Table -----

VCC VTOC Scan Summary Sample Part 2

 CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690 

          Page:   2

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 VTOC Scan Summary        (In sort order by VOLUME)

 ----------------------------------------------------

 Processing Detail Totals (VTOC Scan)

   Scan Time Minimum (HD032A)                 0.005

   Scan Time Maximum (MOTM10)             26:02.321

   Scan Time Average                         11.403

   DASD Total Volumes                         5,507

   DASD Total Tracks                    643,017,465

   DASD Total Allocated                 275,455,330
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   DASD Percent Used                           42.8%

   VTOC Total Tracks                      1,000,508

   VTOC Total DSCB                       50,027,104

   VTOC Total DSCB Used                   1,251,404

   VTOC Format 1 DSCBs                    1,194,911

   VTOC Format 3 DSCBs                       45,881

   VTOC Format 5 DSCBs                        5,011

   VTOC Format 7 DSCBs                          652

   VTOC Format 8 DSCBs                           71

   VTOC Format 9 DSCBs                           71

 Processing Status Totals (VTOC Scan)

   Normal Completion                          4,710

   Device Not Ready                               0

   DSN Residuals                                  0

   EXT Not Found                                  0

   EXT Residuals                                  1

   Incomplete Scan                                0

   Lost Tracks                                   36

   Migration Lvl 1                                0

   Mount Attributes                               0

   No VTOC Found                                  0

   Processing Error                               0

   PDSE Extended                                  0

   PDSE No Extended                              11

   Record Overflow                                0

   Reserve Bypassed                               0

   Scan Abend(s)                                  0

   Status Bypassed                                0

   Volume Excluded                                0

   Volume Not Read                                0

   Volume Reserved                                0

   VM Volume                                    749

Catalog Scan Summary

This section of the VCC Run Status Report lists the catalogs that were processed by VCC. The following information is
given:

• CATALOG NAME
The name of the catalog that was scanned.

• VOLUME
The volume serial number of the DASD device on which the catalog resides.

• UNIT ADDR
The unit address of the DASD device on which the catalog resides.

• CATALOG TYPE
The type of catalog. This value can be:
– ICF
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for ICF BCS Catalogs
– VVDS

for ICF VVDS Catalogs
– VSAM

for VSAM catalogs
• CATALOG RECORDS READ

The number of records that were read from the catalog by VCC.
• CATALOG ENTRY TYPES

The number of entries in the catalog that were actually processed by VCC. It can be any of the following:
– VSAM CLUSTER

the number of VSAM clusters in the catalog.
– AIX

the number of alternate indexes in the catalog.
– CATALOG

the number of user catalog CONNECTOR connector entries in the catalog that VCC actually processed.
– NONVSAM

the number of non-VSAM entries in the catalog.
• CATALOG PROCESS TIME

The total elapsed time in seconds it took VCC to scan this catalog or VVDS.
• PROCESS STATUS

The error situations that occurred during the scan of the catalog. The possible values are:
– * Not Read *

A BCS, VVDS or VSAM catalog was not processed because of a critical error.
– Allocation Error

The catalog could not be allocated. Check the Catalog Scan Log for the allocation error return and reason codes.
Refer to the applicable IBM publication for information regarding the return and reason codes.

– D/I S-O-F Error
An error occurred during the processing of a VSAM catalog record. The data/index cell sets-of-fields information is
not accurate.

– EXT S-O-F Error
An error occurred during the processing of a VSAM catalog record. An extension record's sets-of-fields information
is not accurate.

– Locate Error
The catalog could not be located via SVC 26 (LOCATE).

– MODCB Error
An error occurred during the execution of a VSAM MODCB macro. Check the Catalog Scan Log for the MODCB
error return and reason codes. Refer to the applicable IBM publication for information regarding the return and
reason codes.

– Open Error
An error occurred during the OPEN of a VSAM catalog. Check the VCC JOBLOG for VSAM error messages. Refer
to the applicable IBM publication for information regarding the return and reason codes.

– Point Error
An error occurred during the execution of a VSAM POINT macro. Check the Catalog Scan Log for the error return
and reason codes. Refer to the applicable IBM publication for information regarding the return and reason codes.

– Processing Error
Scan processing for a BCS, VVDS. or VSAM catalog did not complete. The interruption was probably due to an
abend condition. Refer to the Catalog Scan Log for additional information.

– Read Error
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An error occurred during the execution of a VSAM GET macro. Check the Catalog Scan Log for the error return and
reason codes. Refer to the applicable IBM publication for information regarding the return and reason codes.

– SMF Write Error
An error condition code was returned from the SMFWTM service while attempting to write the VCC Catalog record
to SMF. Refer to the Catalog Scan Log for additional information.

– Unknown Status
An error condition was encountered while processing a BCS, VVDS, or VSAM catalog. The status information
returned was unknown to the scan task. Refer to the Catalog Scan Log for additional information.

The following figures show an example of the Catalog Scan Summary.

VCC Catalog Scan Summary Sample Part 1

 CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690 

          Page:   1

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 Catalog Scan Summary     (In sort order by VOLUME)

 ----------------------------------------------------

                                                                  CATALOG ------ CATALOG ENTRY TYPES ------ 

 CATALOG

                                                     UNIT CATALOG RECORDS    VSAM           CATALOG         

 PROCESS

 CATALOG NAME                                 VOLUME ADDR TYPE       READ CLUSTER     AIX CONNECTOR NONVSAM  

   TIME PROCESS STATUS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ICF.DB2QA.USERCAT                            ACFQA1 25B5 ICF           0       0       0         0       0  

    .87 Open Error

 SYS1.VVDS.VACFQA1                            ACFQA1 25B5 VVDS        173       0       0         0       0  

    .94

 ICF.QADB2.USERCAT                            ACFQA1 25B5 ICF        1610     759       0         5      82  

    .88

 ICF.VACFQA1.USERCAT                          ACFQA1 25B5 ICF        3549     321       4        14    2741  

   1.76

 SYS1.VVDS.VACFQA2                            ACFQA2 527E VVDS          6       0       0         0       0  

    .67

 CATALOG.VACF201                              ACF001 221A ICF        5736    1311       1        67    2920  

   2.70

 SYS1.VVDS.VACF001                            ACF001 221A VVDS        987       0       0         0       0  

    .58

 ICF.TSSFAD                                   ACF001 221A ICF           0       0       0         0       0  

   1.52 Open Error

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG001                            ADG001 2111 VVDS        289       0       0         0     202  

    .46

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG002                            ADG002 2984 VVDS        251       0       0         0     192  

    .59

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG003                            ADG003 2985 VVDS        295       0       0         0     189  

    .94
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 SYS1.VVDS.VADG004                            ADG004 2986 VVDS        302       0       0         0     200  

    .91

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG005                            ADG005 298C VVDS        308       0       0         0     200  

   1.88

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG006                            ADG006 202A VVDS        313       0       0         0     199  

    .82

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG007                            ADG007 298A VVDS        308       0       0         0     194  

   1.27

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG008                            ADG008 298B VVDS        327       0       0         0     216  

    .66

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG009                            ADG009 2113 VVDS        296       0       0         0     203  

    .34

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG010                            ADG010 2012 VVDS        280       0       0         0     187  

    .51

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG011                            ADG011 299A VVDS        277       0       0         0     204  

   1.19

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG012                            ADG012 2D70 VVDS        270       0       0         0     206  

   1.12

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG013                            ADG013 2D71 VVDS        224       0       0         0     161  

   1.49

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG014                            ADG014 2D72 VVDS        294       0       0         0     209  

    .85

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG015                            ADG015 2D73 VVDS        252       0       0         0     179  

    .49

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG016                            ADG016 2D74 VVDS        254       0       0         0     173  

   1.04

 SYS1.VVDS.VADG017                            ADG017 2D87 VVDS        275       0       0         0     198  

    .76

 SYS1.VVDS.VANLS02                            ANLS02 2822 VVDS         56       0       0         0      54  

    .78

 SYS1.VVDS.VANL001                            ANL001 281C VVDS         13       0       0         0       0  

    .98

 SYS1.VVDS.VANL002                            ANL002 2820 VVDS          7       0       0         0       0  

   1.01

 ICF.APCD.USERCAT                             APCD06 23D2 ICF       37441     569       1       319   35371  

   4.81

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD06                            APCD06 23D2 VVDS         21       0       0         0       0  

   1.10

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD07                            APCD07 23D3 VVDS         30       0       0         0       0  

   1.07

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD08                            APCD08 23D4 VVDS         72       0       0         0       0  

   1.05

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD09                            APCD09 23D5 VVDS         26       0       0         0       0  

   1.08

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD10                            APCD10 23D6 VVDS         21       0       0         0       0  

   1.07

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD11                            APCD11 2899 VVDS         16       0       0         0       0  

    .69

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD12                            APCD12 2604 VVDS         36       0       0         0       0  

   1.07

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD13                            APCD13 21CF VVDS         20       0       0         0       0  

    .83
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 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD14                            APCD14 23BC VVDS         12       0       0         0       0  

   1.06

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD15                            APCD15 23BD VVDS         60       0       0         0       0  

   1.11

 SYS1.VVDS.VAPCD16                            APCD16 5170 VVDS         31       0       0         0       0  

    .82

 ----- End of Table ----

VCC Catalog Scan Summary Sample Part 2

 CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690 

          Page:   2

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 Catalog Scan Summary     (In sort order by VOLUME)

 ----------------------------------------------------

 Processing Record Totals (Catalog Scan)

   Catalog Records                        9,234,883

   Cluster Records                          242,474

   AIX Records                                1,393

   Connector Records                         59,618

   Non-VSAM Records                       6,400,870

 Processing Status Totals (Catalog Scan)

   Normal Completion                          4,320

   Allocation Error                               6

   Locate Error                                   0

   MODCB Error                                    0

   Not Processed                                  0

   Open Error                                   189

   Point Error                                    0

   Processing Error                               0

   Read Error                                     2

   Scan Abend(s)                                  0

   SMF Write Error                                0

   Unknown Status                                 0

   VSAMCAT D/I SOF                                0

   VSAMCAT EXT SOF                                0

IBM DFSMS Storage Group Summary

This section of the VCC Run Status Report contains a list of all the DFSMS storage groups found on the system that ran
VCC. This report contains the following information:

• STORAGE GROUP NAME
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The name of the DFSMS storage group.
• STATUS

The status of the storage group at the time of the VCC volume VTOC scan (that is, ENABLED, DISABLED,
QUIESCED, and so on).

• TOTAL SPACE (TRACKS)
The total storage capacity in tracks for the storage group.

• PERCENT USED
The percentage of space used for the storage group.

• VOLUME COUNT
The total number of DASD volumes found that belong to the storage group.

• VOLUME LIST
A list of DASD volumes that belong to the storage group.

The following figure shows an example of the VCC DFSMS Storage Group Summary.

VCC DFSMS Storage Group Summary Sample

CA MICS                                            Space Collector                  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690  

         Page:   1

 Run Status Report: DDNAME(VCCSTATS)                                                 Copyright (C) 2013 CA.

 All Rights Reserved.

 DFSMS Storage Group Summary

 ---------------------------

 STORAGE                      TOTAL SPACE PERCENT  VOLUME

 GROUP NAME ---- STATUS ----     (TRACKS)    USED   COUNT ---------------------------- VOLUME LIST

 -----------------------------

 ADGVOLS    ENABLED             2,555,100    65.7      17

 ADG001,ADG002,ADG003,ADG004,ADG005,ADG006,ADG007,ADG008,ADG009,ADG010,

                                                          ADG011,ADG012,ADG013,ADG014,ADG015,ADG016,ADG017.

 AUTMVOLS   ENABLED               300,600    74.2       6 AUTM01,AUTM02,AUTM03,AUTM04,AUTM05,AUTM06.

 DEMOED     ENABLED             1,202,400    65.8      12

 DEMS01,DEMS02,DEMS03,DEMS04,DEMS05,DEMS06,DEMS07,DEMS08,DEMS09,DEMS10,

                                                          DEMS11,DEMS12.

 DISKEDUC   ENABLED                 1,710     7.7       1 DEMD01.

 DUMPVOLS   ENABLED             6,596,100    63.2      28

 DMP010,DMP011,DMP012,DMP013,DMP014,DMP015,DMP016,DMP017,DMP018,DMP019,

                                                         

 DMP020,DMP021,DMP022,DMP023,DMP024,DMP025,DMP026,DMP027,DMP028,DMP029,

                                                         

 DMP030,DMP031,DMP032,DMP033,DMP034,DMP035,DMP036,DMP037.

 DUMPVOLS   DISABLED NEW          150,300    87.9       1 DMP022.

 GMMPPD     ENABLED                50,100    37.7       1 MMPP01.

 HFSMINIS   ENABLED             1,119,360    88.8      11

 HFSMNA,HFSMN1,HFSMN2,HFSMN3,HFSMN4,HFSMN5,HFSMN6,HFSMN7,HFSMN8,HFSMN9,

                                                          HFS240.

 IDIVOLS    ENABLED               601,200    90.1       8

 IDI001,IDI002,IDI003,IDI004,IDI005,IDI006,IDI007,IDI008.

 ----- End of Table -----
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 (Totals for All Groups)      328,107,555    46.9   2,142

DFHSM Interface Report (DDname VCCHSMSG)

The VCC DFHSM Interface for the standard DASD collection produces a report similar to the one shown in the following
VCC HSM Status Report figure.

VCC HSM Status Report Sample

CA  CA MICS                       Space Collector         Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6690                  Page:   1

 Copyright (C) 2013 CA. All Rights Reserved.

 HSM Status Report: DDNAME(VCCHSMSG)                        DFHSM 1.5.9

 VCCHS02I Previous Data Collection (MIGRATE Data):              Unknown

 VCCHS02I Previous Data Collection (BACKUP  Data):              Unknown

 VCCHS03I Starting Data Collection:                  2007.236  17:23:33

 VCCHS04I Ending   Data Collection:                  2007.236  17:25:12

 VCCHS05I Elapsed Processing Time:                             00:01:39

 VCCHS06I Number of Type "M" Records in --ML2-- Read:           622,635

 VCCHS06I Number of Type "M" Records in --ML1-- Read:             1,086

 VCCHS06I Number of Type "M" Records in -SDSP-- Read:                 0

 VCCHS07I Number of HSM -- MIGRATE -- Records Written:          623,721

 VCCHS07I Number of HSM -- BACKUP  -- Records Written:                0

 VCCHS07I Number of HSM -- DASD-CP -- Records Written:            8,213

 VCCHS07I Number of HSM -- TAPE-CP -- Records Written:                3

 VCCHS28I Number of type "M" records on ML2 skipped:                  0

 VCCHS23I Number of records skipped (Invalid LRECL):                  0

 VCCHS08I Number of Records Written:                            631,938

 

All processing messages and statistics related to HSM are isolated on this file (DD statement is VCCHSMSG) rather than
being added to VCCSTATS.

This SYSOUT type file provides an independent place to log out any error messages related to the VCC-DFHSM
processing and prints record counts by record subtype to show the amount of data written to VCCHSM or to SMF. Also
shown on this report are processing statistics such as the elapsed time of the current run and the time and date of the
previous run.
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VCC USS File System Message Log

The VCC USS File System Message Log is generated by VCC during the HFS collection process. The purpose of this
report is to log messages and information pertaining to unusual situations that may occur during the collection process.
During VCC initialization processing, the runtime parameters specified are listed in this log.

For a description of the messages shown in this report, see the Return Codes and Messages section.

The following figure shows a typical USS File System Message Log.

USS File System Message Log

USS File System Collector        -  Version 3.2.1 @ VCC6550    SYSID: CA31           01 SEP yyyy   Page:     1

Copyright (C) 2009 CA. All Rights Reserved.

 

Message Log: DDNAME(SYSPRINT)

 

17:08:08.508 00 VCC0012I USS File System Collector Initialization In Progress

17:08:08.540 00 VCC0031I Input parameter file VCCPARMS   on volume *JES*

17:08:08.540 00 VCC0002I Parameters specified via VCCPARMS DD statement:

17:08:08.540 00 VCC0002I >>    DATALEVEL=(ALL)

17:08:08.540 00 VCC0002I >>    HFSSUBT=05

17:08:08.541 00 VCC0070I Control Data Set MDI.VCC6490.TST.UFSCNTL is on volume TSU034

17:08:09.055 00 VCC0078I Control Data Set MDI.VCC6490.TST.UFSCNTL has been initialized

17:08:09.095 00 VCC0020I Set VolumeTableLength(1034K)

17:08:09.119 00 VCC0021I 114 Mounted file systems found

17:09:01.027 00 VCC0013I USS File System Collector Initialization Complete

17:09:01.058 02 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 02 Started

17:09:01.058 01 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 01 Started

17:09:01.059 05 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 05 Started

17:09:01.059 04 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 04 Started

17:09:01.059 03 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 03 Started

17:09:01.059 02 VCC0018I Now scanning file system OMVS.CASPOOL.HFS

17:09:01.060 01 VCC0018I Now scanning file system OMVS.CA31.CTG402.HFS

17:09:01.061 05 VCC0018I Now scanning file system OMVS.CA31.CTG500.HFS

17:09:01.061 04 VCC0018I Now scanning file system OMVS.CA31.DEV

17:09:27.122 03 VCC0018I Now scanning file system TEMP

17:09:27.124 03 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 03 Ended

17:09:27.124 03 VCC0100I   File Systems Processed...........16

17:09:28.702 02 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 02 Ended

17:09:28.702 02 VCC0100I   File Systems Processed...........34

17:09:49.675 04 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 04 Ended

17:09:49.675 04 VCC0100I   File Systems Processed...........20

17:10:16.607 01 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 01 Ended

17:10:16.607 01 VCC0100I   File Systems Processed...........26

17:11:25.731 05 VCC0017I Read USS File System Subtask 05 Ended

17:11:25.731 05 VCC0100I   File Systems Processed...........14

17:16:27.609 36 VCC0014I 544,908 records written to MDI.VCC6490.TST.UFSDATA on volume DMP015

17:16:32.643 00 VCC0010I Processing completed, Return Code 0
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VCC USS File System Run Statistics Report

The USS File System Run Statistics Report produces a Processing Summary and a File Systems Summary. The
Processing Summary has already been described in the VCC Run Status/Run Statistics section.

File Systems Summary

This section of the VCC Run Statistics Report contains a list of all the accessible file systems that VCC detected during its
processing. This report contains the following information:

FILE SYSTEM NAME
The data set name of the USS file system.

T
Identifies the USS file system type that is being reported. The following USS file system types are possible:

H
Hierarchical File System (HFS)

T
Temporary File System (TFS)

Z
zSeries File System (zFS)

VOLUME
The DASD Volume serial that contains the file system. If the volume serial starts with 'V@' the DASD is a virtual volume.

DEVICE TYPE
The DASD Device type of the volume where the file system resides.

UNIT ADDR
The unit address of the DASD device.

XPT:
File System is exported to another platform.

MOUNT POINT
The initial directory name that is the starting point of the total file structure available on this z/OS system.

VCC ASTEX Migration Manager and MICS
The ASTEX Migration Manager is an optional component of ASTEX that was released in GA status on July 11, 1994.
It reduces overall CPU and I/O requirements of HSM by selecting data sets for migration based on historical access
patterns and probability of future access.

Previously ASTEX could trigger the daily collection of VTOC, VVDS, and HSM data instead of having an additional
collection for MICS. This is no longer the case. Run a separate collection for ASTEX Migration Manager and for MICS.

VCC Installing
This section presents a general overview of the installation process for the VCC product and lists the detailed tasks
necessary for a successful installation.

WARNING
Review all the material carefully before you perform any installation steps.
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MICS Space Collector Option (VCC) installation process consists of unloading the component distribution tape, allocating
the VCC data sets, making any decisions that require run-time parameter specification, creating the run-time parameter
data set, and copying the VCC modules into an APF-authorized library.

Distribution Materials

If VCC is to be installed at a host site that has the MICS product, VCC is distributed on the complete MICS distribution
tape and is loaded into the MICS libraries before you enter this checklist.

If VCC is to be installed at a remote site where MICS itself is not installed, VCC is distributed on a magnetic tape
containing 22 files that are in IBM IEBCOPY-unload format. This tape is a standard label tape (SL format) with a volume
serial and density marked on the external label.

The VCC modules, JCL, and this document are stored in five of the 22 files on the tape. If you are only installing VCC, the
remaining files will contain dummy entries and can be ignored.

The tape files containing VCC modules, members, and the document are as follows:

File Data Set Description
2 CAI.MICS.ASM VCC Assembler source code. Sample User

Exits are provided here. If a MICS system
or component installation, will also include
MICS Assembler source.

4 CAI.MICS.CNTL VCC allocation, run, and install JCL.If a
MICS system or component installation, will
also include MICS JCL.

6 CAI.MICS.DOC. TEXT Space Collector Option. If a MICS system
or component installation, will also include
MICS text.

11 CAI.MICS.LOAD VCC load modules. If a MICS system or
component installation, will also include
MICS load modules.

12 CAI.MICS.MACLIB VCC Assembler macros. If a MICS system
or component installation, will also include
MICS Assembler macros.

VCC Installation Checklist
This checklist is ONLY for completing the installation of VCC on a host system where MICS is already installed.

Installation Checklist

1. Copy the VCC load modules to an authorized library.
This step involves copying the VCC load modules into an APF-authorized library. This can be done using one of the
following methods:
– Use VCCCOPY in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. This invokes IEBCOPY with a complete list of VCC modules. The

BLKSIZE of the APF-authorized library must be at least as large as the BLKSIZE of sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD.
– Use the SAS PDSCOPY facility to copy the VCC load modules to an authorized library. PDSCOPY will do any

reblocking that is necessary. VCCCOPY contains the complete list of modules

WARNING
If you create your own link-edit to move the VCC load modules, you must remember to ensure that these
modules are:

2. Create the VCC run-time parameter data set.
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We suggest that the VCC run-time parameters be kept in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library. Refer to the Usage
Guidelines section for details on VCC parameter specification before you attempt to create the VCC parameter data
set. The parameters specify the DASD devices and VSAM catalogs that are to be scanned. Other specifications
include:
– SMF record number(s)
– VCC recording medium (SMF or to a data set)
– VCC tuning parameters
– Inclusion or exclusion of data sets

3. Allocate the VCC operational data sets.
If the number of DASD volumes and data sets VCC will be recording is small, you may use SMF recording. Otherwise,
due to the speed at which VCC runs and the amount of data generated at larger sites, it is essential that you record
VCC data in a data set other than SMF. This will eliminate the problem of the z/OS SMF data sets filling up quickly and
causing system-wide degradation due to SMF buffer shortages.
Use member VCCALLOC in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL to allocate the VCC operational data sets.
VCC requires the VCCHSM data set only if HSM=Y is coded in VCC.PARMS. If you are writing HSM data directly to
the VCCHSM data set, you should allocate a large data set as shown in the example below. If you are using SMF as
the recording source for HSM data, the file will be used as a work file and you need to allocate only a few tracks. If the
data set is omitted, VCC will not process HSM data and issue a return code 8 for this step.
See the Planning section for information about the amount of data generated by VCC. This will help you determine the
correct space assignments for the VCC.SMFDATA and VCC.HSMDATA data sets.

4. Set up the VCC operational JCL.
Members VCCRUN and VCCRUNH in library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL contain sample VCC operational JCL. Use this
JCL as a model for constructing your VCC job streams.
VCC is now installed and ready to run. Refer to the Usage Guidelines section to determine the criteria for when to run
VCC and how to determine what data to collect.

Copying VCC Modules to Remote Sites

If you want to run VCC at a remote site, you can copy the VCC load modules to that site. An example of the JCL is
provided in library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL, member VCCCOPY.

VCC Special Installation Considerations
The following items should be examined before  running the VCC:

• The VCC, by default, uses SMF record number 198. If a current user SMF record number conflicts with this number, a
new unique number must be explicitly assigned in the VCC run-time options.

• If you are installing the MICS VTOC/Catalog Activity component (VCA), the new SMF record number must also be
changed in MICS. Specific details may be found in the MICS installation instructions.

VCC Installation Details
The VCC installation process is not difficult when compared with other software products. Because the VCC comes
preassembled and link-edited, no assembly is required. SMP support is not necessary because the VCC makes no
modifications to the operating system.

Installation Checklist for MICS Sites

This checklist is ONLY for completing the installation of VCC on a host system where MICS is already installed.

Installation Checklist

1. Copy the VCC load modules to an authorized library.
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This step involves copying the VCC load modules into an APF-authorized library. The recommended method is this:
– Use VCCCOPY in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. This invokes IEBCOPY with a complete list of VCC modules. The

BLKSIZE of the APF-authorized library must be at least as large as the BLKSIZE of sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD.
Alternatively, you could do this:
– Use the SAS PDSCOPY facility to copy the VCC load modules to an authorized library. PDSCOPY will do any

reblocking that is necessary. VCCCOPY contains the complete list of modules.
2. Create the VCC run-time parameter data set.

We suggest that the VCC run-time parameters be kept in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library. See VCC Using
section for details on VCC parameter specifications before you attempt to create the VCC parameter data set. The
parameters specify the DASD devices and VSAM catalogs that are to be scanned. Other specifications include:
– SMF record number(s)
– VCC recording medium (SMF or to a data set)
– VCC tuning parameters o Inclusion or exclusion of data sets

3. Allocate the VCC operational data sets.
If the number of DASD volumes and data sets VCC will be recording is small, you may use SMF recording. Otherwise,
due to the speed at which VCC runs and the amount of data generated at larger data centers, it is essential that you
record VCC data in a data set other than SMF. This will eliminate the problem of the SMF MAN files filling up quickly
and causing system-wide degradation due to SMF buffer shortages.
Use sample JCL member VCCALLOC in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL as a model in allocating the VCC operational data
sets.
See the Planning section, for information regarding the amount of data generated by VCC. This will help you
determine the correct space assignments for the VCCDATA and VCCHSM data sets.

4. Set up the VCC operational JCL.
Members VCCRUN and VCCRUNH in library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL contain sample VCC operational JCL. Use
these members as models in constructing your VCC job streams.
VCC is now installed and ready to run. To determine the criteria for when to run VCC and how to determine what data
to collect, see the Usage Guidelines section.

Installation Checklist for non-MICS Sites

VCC can be installed at non-MICS (remote) sites. Data collected by VCC running at the remote site must be transported
to the host for processing by VCA.

VCC is a separately licensed product and you are required to pay a license fee for each site that runs it. For further
information, contact your Broadcom sales representative.

To install VCC at a remote site, build a VCC remote tape at the host site and then install it at the remote site. After
installation is complete, arrange to have the data transported to your host site for VCA processing.

To build a VCC remote tape at your host site, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the generation job.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCCBLD). Add a job card and update the data set names with your sharedprefix.

2. Generate the distribution tape.
Run sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCCBLD). Ensure that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

3. Print the VCC documentation.
Use TechDocs web site to view or publish a copy of this document.

4. Ship the tape and the VCC document to the remote site.
Complete the following steps at the remote site.

5. Create the following JCL at the remote site. It will load the remote VCC tape created at your host site.

//jobname  JOB  ...

//COPY     EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=512K
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//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSUT4   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//#CNTL    DD   DSN=CAI.MICS.LIBLOAD.CNTL,

//              DISP=SHR,DCB=DEN=4,

//              UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______,

//              LABEL=(1,SL,EXPDT=_____)

//CNTL     DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=yourprefix.MICS.CNTL

//SYSIN    DD   *

   C I=#CNTL,O=CNTL

   S M=VCCLOAD

/*

UNIT=
the unit name of the tape device on which the tape is to be mounted

VOL=SER=
the volume serial number of the tape

yourprefix.MICS.CNTL
the CNTL library of your choice. Note: If the data set does not exist you must allocate it as a PDS with the following DCB
attributes: RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160

1. Submit the job and ensure it completes with a condition code of zero.
2. Load the VCC modules into the installation libraries.

Edit the VCCLOAD member loaded in step 5 and complete the JCL statements as follows:

//LOAD EXEC LOAD,DSP=NEW,   <-- NEW,LIBRARIES ARE CREATED

//*                         <-- OLD, LIBRARIES MUST EXIST

//      TUNIT='3480',       <-- IS TAPE UNIT OK?

//      TEXPDT=98000,       <-- IS TAPE EXPDT OK?

//      TVOL=______,        <-- REQUIRED --<<

//      LIBUNIT=SYSDA,      <-- IS LIB DASD UNIT OK?

//      LIBVOL=,            <-- DO YOU NEED LIB DASD VOL?

//      WKUNIT=SYSDA,       <-- IS WORK DASD UNIT OK?

//      BLOCK=6160,         <-- LIBRARY BLKSIZE?

//      VPREFIX='______________', <-- REQUIRED --<<

//      VMICS=                    <-- MICSLEVEL?

DSP=
the disposition of the VCC libraries.

TUNIT=, TEXPDT=, and TVOL=
the unit, expiration date, and volume serial number of the distribution tape.

LIBUNIT= and LIBVOL=
the unit and volume serial numbers of the DASD volume for the VCC libraries.

WKUNIT=
the unit for the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 work data sets needed by IEBCOPY.

VPREFIX=
the prefix for the VCC libraries. Note that this is specified with no trailing period (e.g., SYS2.VCC rather than SYS2.VCC.).
Library names are assumed to be of the form vprefix.ASM, vprefix.MACLIB, etc.

VMICS=
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adds the MICS level to your data set names. If you do not want to include the additional level in your data set names
ensure that VMICS is null (that is, VMICS=). If you want the MICS level added to your data set names ensure that VMICS
is set to "MICS." (that is, VMICS='MICS.').
Note:Users must exit the data set yourprefix.MICS.CNTL for the VCCLOAD job to complete.

1. Submit the VCCLOAD job and verify the output of the job.
2. Now the data sets for VCC have been loaded from tape. From here on, the procedure is the same as in a full MICS

site. Continue with the full Installation Checklist for MICS Sites.

VCC Operating
VCC collects and records detailed DASD space utilization information from the following:

• Standard OS VTOCs
• Indexed VTOCs
• Standard VSAM master and user catalogs
• ICF BCSs and VVDSs

VCC schedules a user-selectable number of subtasks that are responsible for reading VTOCs or VSAM/ICF catalogs
in a way that will minimize contention with other subtasks and to maximize the distribution of VCC I/O across the DASD
configuration.

VCC consists of a number of load modules. The basic functions are the following:

• Initialization, subtask scheduling, and termination reporting
• Parameter parsing
• VTOC scan subtask
• VSAM/ICF and VVDS catalog scan control subtask
• Standard VSAM/ICF BCS and VVDS catalog scan subtask
• VCC interface to DFHSM ARCUTIL data collection module
• VCC record writer

The VCC logic flow is shown in the following VCC Operation Overview figure.

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                 +---------+      (CALL)      +----------+      |

 |                                                 | VCCNTRL |------------------| VCCWRIT2 |      |

 |                                                 +---------+                  +----------+      |

 |                                                      |                                         |

 |                                                      |                                         |

 |                                                      |                                         |

 |                                                      |                                         |

 |                     (ATTACH)            (ATTACH)     |  (ATTACH)                               |

 |                 +----------------+-------------------+-------------+                           |

 |                 |                |                                 |                           |

 |            +---------+      +---------+                      +----------+                      |

 | 1 Subtask  | VCCXHSM |   +--| VCCVTOC | Variable #           | VCCVCNTL | 1 Subtask            |

 |            +---------+   |  +---------+ of Subtasks          +----------+                      |

 |                 |        |       |                                 |                           |

 |                 |        |       |-------+                (ATTACH) |                           |

 |                 |        |       |       |                         |                           |

 |            +---------+   |  +---------+  |                   +----------+ Variable #           |

 |            | ARCUTIL |   |  | VCCCVAF |  |                   | VCCVSCAN | of Subtasks          |
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 |            +---------+   |  +---------+  |                   +----------+                      |

 |                          |               |                         |                           |

 |                          |             +-+    +-------------+------+-------+                   |

 |                     +---------+        |      |             |              |                   |

 |                     | VCCXSSI |        | +---------+   +---------+   +----------+              |

 |                     +---------+        | | VCCVVDS |   | VCCVBCS |   | VCCVVSAM |              |

 |                                        | +---------+   +---------+   +----------+              |

 |                                        |      |             |              |                   |

 |                                        +------+------+------+--------------+                   |

 |                                                      |                                         |

 |                                                 +----------+                                   |

 |                                                 | VCCWRITR |                                   |

 |                                                 +----------+                                   |

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

VCCNTRL - Initialization, Control, and Reporting
The VCCNTRL module is responsible for VCC initialization, subtask ATTACH control, and VCC reporting after all
processing has been completed. VCCNTRL performs the following functions:

• Acquires the VCC Common Work Area (CNTWA). This work area is addressable by all of the VCC modules and
contains DCBs, parameter data set specifications, queue anchors, and general storage areas.

• OPENs the VCCVTMSG, VCCVSMSG, VCCSTATS, VCCDATA (if VCC recording to a data set has been requested),
and VCCSNAP data sets. RDJFCBs are issued to ensure that the DD cards are present. In the case of the VCCDATA
data set, the disposition is forced to be DISP=OLD via OPEN TYPE=J.

• LOADs all of the VCC modules that will be called as subroutines by the various VCC tasks.
• Calls VCCPARSE to read in and parse the parameter data set VCCPARMS (if specified).
• Scans the MVS DASD UCBs and builds a volume table that contains entries for every DASD volume on the system.
• Validates and OPENs the VCCNTROL data set. If this data set has not been initialized (is empty), then the previous

VCC process timestamp is calculated to be 24 hours prior to the current VCC run timestamp. Otherwise, the
VCCNTROL data set is read in, the previous VCC run timestamp is set to be equal to the last VCC run timestamp, the
volume table is updated with the previous process timestamp of each volume (as indicated in the VCCNTROL data
set), and the configuration SMF record is written. This SMF record is equivalent in content to the volume table.

• Builds a table called the VTOC Scan Control Table (VSCT). This table consists of up to 16 primary physical channel
headers. Each PCHAN header points to a list of DASD string elements that in turn contains unit elements for each
device to be scanned. The VSCT is created for two reasons:
– To provide a means by which VTOC and catalog I/O generated by VCC can be spread across the DASD

configuration. To do this, VCC must first know what the configuration looks like.
– To provide areas in which to maintain statistics on each device scanned.
The INCLUDEVOL/EXCLUDEVOL, INCLUDEDEV/EXCLUDEDEV, and INCLUDEDV4/EXCLUDEDV4 parameters
control the devices in this table. If you want to include or exclude DASD devices by device address, use
INCLUDEDEV/EXCLUDEDEV if your installation uses 3-digit UCB device addresses, and INCLUDEDV4/
EXCLUDEDV4 if you use 4-digit UCB device addresses. Only one of the following parameters may be specified for a
VCC scan: INCLUDEDEV, EXCLUDEDEV, INCLUDEDV4, or EXCLUDEDV4.

• ATTACHes the VCCVCNTL (VSAM catalog scan control) subtask. VCCVCNTL will in turn ATTACH the number of
VSAM/ICF/VVDS catalog scan subtasks specified by the VSAMSUBT parameter.

• ATTACHes the number of VCCVTOC (VTOC scan) subtasks that were specified by the VTOCSUBT parameter.
• Calls VCCWRITR at entry point VCCWRIT2 to write records queued in the writer buffers to the proper data sets. After

all records have been written and all subtasks have terminated, VCCWRIT2 returns to VCCNTRL.
• VCCNTRL updates the VCCNTROL data set with current VCC run information and writes the VCC Run Status Report.
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VCC VTOC Scan Overview
VTOC scan comprises a variable number of VCCVTOC subtasks. The number of subtasks is based on the number of
DASD paths available for distributing the VCC I/O load. VCC will default to eight subtasks. You can directly specify this
number to a maximum of 32 by using the VTOCSUBT parameter.

VCCVTOC - VTOC Scan Subtask

The VCCVTOC module scans the VTOCs of DASD devices and records the data they contain. VCCVTOC performs the
following functions:

• It continually selects devices whose VTOCs are to be scanned from the VSCT. This selection process is continued until
no more devices remain in the VSCT. It performs device selection as follows:
– On initial entry, this module selects a device from the string that has the most devices to process on either the first

VSCT physical channel that has no active VCCVTOC subtasks operating on it, or the VSCT physical channel that
has the lowest ratio of active VCCVTOC subtasks to devices left to process.

– It then selects a device from a string on the same physical channel that has the most devices left to process. If no
more devices remain to be processed on a physical channel, it selects a device from the physical channel with the
most devices left to process (if there is a string with no active VCCVTOC subtasks operating on it).

• Once it has selected a device, the VTOC is ENQ'd with the RESERVE macro. Parameters such as BYPASSRES,
RESRETRY, and RESFAILOK are used to control the reserve process, and the action to be taken if the RESERVE
fails. After reserve processing completes, the VTOC is allocated and opened for input.

• The Format 4 DSCB is then read separately from the other DSCBs to determine the bounds of the VTOC, the number
of DSCBs per track, and the number of used DSCBs (to terminate the scan). If the VTOC is indexed, it calls the
VCCCVAF module to extract the number of free DSCBs and to build the volume freespace extent record from the
VTOC index, because this information is not present in the main VTOC when an index is used.

• It then scans the VTOC by reading in DSCBs one track at a time. Each DSCB is processed only once. If Format 2 or
Format 3 DSCBs are encountered first, their information will be saved until the Format 1 DSCB is found. At this time, a
complete SMF record can be built and buffered by calling the VCCWRITR module.

• If a data set of the form SYS1.VVDS.Vvolser is found, it is added to the CNQ, chained from the volume table for the
device on which the VVDS is located. The VCCVVDS module will process these entries later.

• After a VTOC scan is complete, the VTOC is CLOSEd, deallocated, and DEQ'd (which removes the reserve), if
necessary.

VCCCVAF - Indexed VTOC Information Retrieval

The VCCVTOC module calls the VCCCVAF module and it retrieves information from the VTOC Index that it needs to
set up the scan of the main VTOC. VCCCVAF uses the Common VTOC Access Facility (CVAF) to obtain the following
information:

• The number of free DSCBs in the VTOC.
• Detailed free space extent information. It uses this information to build the volume free space segments for the VCC

VTOC SMF record. VCCCVAF will return only 255 free space extents in one call (CVAF restriction), and will notify the
caller via a return code if more free space extents exist. The caller will then continue calling VCCCVAF until all the
extents are received.

VCCXSSI - SMS Subsystem Interface

The VCCVTOC module calls the VCCXSSI module which retrieves the storage group for a given volume from the SMS
address space if it is active.
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VCC VSAM/ICF Catalog Scan Overview
VCC performs the catalog scan by using a variable number of subtasks. Catalog scan is composed of a single catalog
scan control subtask (VCCVCNTL) and up to 32 (selectable by the VSAMSUBT parameter) catalog scan (VCCVSCAN)
subtasks of VCCVCNTL.

The VSAM/ICF catalog scan comprises the following modules:

VCCVCNTL - ICF/VSAM Catalog Scan Control

The VCCVCNTL module schedules the VSAM/ICF catalogs that are to be scanned by the VCCVSCAN subtask.
VCCVCNTL's logic is as follows:

• Checks to see if the master catalog name was provided in the parameters. If not, the CAXWA chain (represents open
catalogs) is scanned to determine the name of the master catalog and the device on which it is located. The CAXWA
chain is chained from the CVT; the master catalog is represented by the last CAXWA control block on the chain
(forward pointer = 0).

• GETMAINs work areas for the VCCVSCAN subtasks called Task Activity Areas (TAAs). The VSAMSUBT value is used
to control the number of GETMAIN'd TAAs and the number of VCCVSCAN subtasks to ATTACH.

• The VCCVSCAN subtasks are ATTACHed.
• The first subtask begins scanning the master catalog. As it encounters user catalogs or BCS catalog pointers, the

VCCVSCAN subtask adds them to a list of catalogs called the Catalog Name Queue (CNQ). CNQs are chained from
the volume entry in the volume table that VCCNTRL built during initialization.

• After it has scanned all catalogs, VCCVCNTL will POST VCCNTRL to indicate that catalog scan processing has been
completed.

VCCVSCAN - ICF/VSAM Catalog Allocation and Routing

The VCCVSCAN subtask allocates, opens and closes VSAM/ICF catalogs and VVDSs, maintains the CNQ, and routes
control to VCCVVSAM, VCCVBCS, or VCCVVDS, depending on the catalog type. The following describes the logic of the
VCCVSCAN subtask:

• Obtains a catalog entry from the CNQ. If one cannot be found, VCCVSCAN waits to be posted by a VCCVSCAN
subtask that has encountered a catalog or VVDS pointer during its scan.

• Issues SVC 26 (LOCATE) to have the catalog opened as a catalog by Catalog Management.
• Turns on the STEPCAT bit in the PCCB for the open catalog to eliminate the need to have STEPCATs to process

catalogs as VSAM data sets.
• Allocates and opens catalogs or VVDSs as VSAM data sets.
• Determines the catalog type. If it is a VSAM catalog, VCCVSCAN calls the VCCVVSAM module to process it. If it is an

ICF BCS, VCCVSCAN calls the VCCVBCS module to process it. Otherwise, it calls the VCCVVDS module.
• Closes and deallocates the catalogs and VVDSs.
• Turns off the STEPCAT bit in the PCCB.

Note: If a catalog or VVDS pointer has been found by VCCVVSAM (or VCCVBCS) it will branch to a service routine
located in VCCVSCAN. This routine will add the catalog or VVDS name to the CNQ for the volume in which it is located. If
any other VCCVSCAN subtasks are waiting for work, they will be posted so they may process the new entry.

VCCVVSAM - VSAM Catalog Scan

The VCCVVSAM module scans old style (pre-ICF) VSAM master and user catalogs, formats the VCC SMF record, and
calls the VCCWRITR module, which processes the records for the VCCDATA/SMF file. A more detailed description of the
VCCVVSAM functions follows:

Old style VSAM catalogs are split into two parts: a high-key range and a low-key range. The high-key range contains
a true name record for each data set present in the catalog. The true name records are read sequentially to obtain the
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addresses of the active detail records, which reside in the low-key range area. It sorts the addresses into physical record
sequence to minimize the DASD arm movements within the low-key range area. VCCVVSAM selects the following
records from the low-key range for processing:

C
Catalog record type that describes VSAM data set clusters.

D
Catalog record type that describes the data component of VSAM data sets.

I
Catalog record type that describes the index component of a VSAM data set.

G
Catalog record type that describes alternate indexes.

E
Catalog extension records for the above record types.

U
Catalog record type that describes user catalogs. When it encounters a user catalog in the master catalog scan,
VCCVVSAM determines if the user catalog is excluded or included through the use of the INCLUDECAT or
EXCLUDECAT parameters. If it is excluded, the record is ignored. If it is included, then a test is made to ensure that the
device on which it resides is known to VCC (see Chapter 3, VCC Usage, for further information about defining DASD
devices to VCC). If these tests are passed, then VCCVVSAM will call a VCCVSCAN routine to add the user catalog entry
to the Catalog Name Queue (CNQ) for subsequent processing.

VCCVVSAM records all data contained in these catalog records. Note that this also includes the catalog self-defining
records at the front of the catalog. It does not record catalog recovery area information.

VCCVBCS - ICF Catalog Scan

The VCCVBCS module reads and records information in ICF Basic Catalog Structures (BCSs). An ICF BCS is a VSAM
key-sequenced data set (KSDS) that contains static catalog information (data that is not changed frequently). The ICF
catalog record formats are different in structure from those encountered in VSAM catalogs, but the record types remain
basically the same as those described in the previous section.

This module scans a BCS sequentially in much the same way that a VSAM catalog is scanned by VCCVVSAM. The
data generated is identical in format. The difference lies in the fact that volume, extent, and Access Method Data Statistics
Block (AMDSB) information is kept in a VSAM volume data set on the device that a VSAM data set resides on, and
therefore will not  be generated at the same time as the BCS information for those data sets (see the description of the
VCCVVDS module).

VCCVBCS performs the same logical operations as the VCCVVSAM module.

VCCVVDS - ICF/VSAM Volume Data Set Scan

The VCCVSCAN calls the VCCVVDS module to scan an ICF VSAM Volume Data Set (VVDS). The VVDS contains device
level information about VSAM data sets that reside on the volume that contains the VVDS. The VVDS is pointed to by
up to 36 BCSs that have VSAM data sets on this volume defined in them. The VCCVVDS module performs the following
functions:

• Sequentially reads the VVDS and generates VCC VSAM data set SMF records for every VSAM data set described by
the VVDS. This information includes:
– The VSAM data set name.
– The name of the BCS in which the data set is defined.
– The detailed extents of each data set that is on the device on which the VVDS resides. Note that a VSAM data set

may spread across a number of volumes. This means that there is an SMF record generated for every volume on
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which the data set resides, and another record that is generated when the data set is encountered in a BCS. The
MICS VCA component later combines this information into one observation for the data set.

VCC Miscellaneous Service Routines
The VCC analyzer uses the following miscellaneous service routines:

VCCPARSE - Parameter Parse Routine

The VCCPARSE module handles the parsing of the VCC run parameters. During VCC initialization, the VCCNTRL main
task loads, calls, and deletes this module. The main functions of VCCPARSE are:

• Verify the presence of a VCCPARMS DD JCL statement. If one is not present, assign defaults, and return control to
VCCNTRL.

• Open the VCCPARMS data set.
• Parse each parameter

         - KEYWORD=number

                   character string

                   data set name

         - KEYWORD=(list)

             where list can be a list of characters or data

             set names separated by commas.  The list may

             span VCCPARMS records.

• Close the VCCPARMS data set and set defaults for any unspecified parameters after all VCCPARMS records have
been read.

• Return control to VCCNTRL.

VCCWRITR - Record Writer Routine

The VCCWRITR module is the VCC record writer. While it is distributed as one physical module, it can be thought of as
two logical modules: VCCWRITR and VCCWRIT2.

Any VCC subtask that desires to write a record to a file or to SMF calls VCCWRITR. The following parameters are passed
to it:

• The address of the DCB, if not using SMF.
• The address of the record to be written.
• The address of the VCCNTRL common work area.
• The address of a processing options switch.

For data records, the standard SMF record header is initialized. If SMF recording was requested, it writes the record to
SMF using the SMFWTM macro. If an error occurs, control returns to the caller with an appropriate return code set in
register 15. For messages, it extracts and prefixes the current time to the front of the message.

For records that are to be written to a DCB, the critical information is saved in a writer buffer, and control returns back to
the calling subtask. The VCCWRIT2 routine will process the record at a later time. If the record to be written exceeds 1019
characters, status information will be saved in the buffer and the subtask will wait for VCCWRIT2 to write the record. If
no writer buffers are available, VCCWRITR waits for .2 seconds and then tries again. The format of the writer buffer is as
follows:

For records greater than 1019 characters:

           DS XL1 Processing switch:
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                     1...  ....  This is a message

                     .1..  ....  This is a data record

                     ..1.  ....  Record exceeds 1019 bytes

           DS XL4 Address of the DCB

           DS XL4 Address of the Record

           DS XL3 (unused)

           DS AL4 Address of the ECB to be POSTed

           DS FL4 ECB to be POSTed after write

For records less than 1020 characters:

           DS XL1 Processing switch:

                     1...  ....  This is a message

                     .1..  ....  This is a data record

           DS XL4 Address of the DCB

           DS XL? Record to be written

The VCCNTRL main task calls VCCWRIT2 after all its other work is done. It scans the queue of writer buffers looking for
active ones. When it finds an active buffer, the record is written to the correct DCB and the buffer is freed. For records
longer than 1019 characters, the subtask requesting the write is also POSTed. If VCCWRIT2 can find no records to write,
it will wait .5 seconds and then try again. After all records have been written and all subtasks have ended, VCCWRIT2
returns to VCCNTRL.

VCCQSCAN - Common Parameter Queue Scan Routine

VCCQSCAN is a common routine that scans lists of values that VCCPARSE creates when it encounters KEYWORD=(list)
parameters. VCCQSCAN is passed:

• The address of the list (all lists are chained from the common work area).
• The address of the string that is to be matched against an element on the list.
• The address of a work area used if full string match (non-generic) is to be performed.

If the scan is unsuccessful, VCCQSCAN branches to the return address plus four. For unsuccessful list scans,
VCCQSCAN branches to the return address.

VCC Interface to DFHSM
If you code HSM=Y in VCCPARMS, VCCNTRL will ATTACH the module VCCXHSM as a subtask to perform data
collection about DFHSM- owned data sets and volumes while VCCVTOC and VCCVSCAN subtasks are asynchronously
scanning VTOCs and catalogs.

VCCXHSM serves as a driver and control module for a module called ARCUTIL. IBM provides ARCUTIL in the DFHSM
product starting with DFHSM Version 2.5 and is available at Version 2.4 with proper enabling PTFs from IBM. Chapter
17 of the IBM publication "DFHSM Version 2 Release 5.0 Installation and Customization Guide" (SH35-0084) thoroughly
documents the ARCUTIL feature.

ARCUTIL provides a standard method of collecting data from the DFHSM Migration Control Data Set (MCDS) and the
Backup Control Data Set. An application program provides a parameter list and an OPENed DCB for the output file and
ARCUTIL reads the MCDS/BCDS and writes records to the DD specified in the parameter list. VCCXHSM is the driving
application program VCC uses to communicate with ARCUTIL. DCOLLECT, available in DFP Version 3.2 and above, also
uses ARCUTIL to gather DFHSM data.

When IBM introduced ARCUTIL, they also added warnings that application programs should not read the MCDS and/or
BCDS directly due to the probability of change in format with future releases.
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VCCXHSM uses ARCUTIL as described above and also intercepts records formatted by ARCUTIL before they are
written. During the intercept, they are reformatted as follows for the stated reasons:

• Previous and current collection time stamps are added to the common segment of the record to allow MICS to
compute DURATION, a critical element in an inventory-based measurement system.

• All variable length character strings are changed by stripping the field of blank padding characters and attaching the
data elements as variable length strings. The elements subject to this compaction process are:
– Data set name (DSNAME)
– Management class (MGMTCLAS/STORMGTC)
– Storage class (STORCLAS/STORSTGC)
– Data class (DATACLAS/STORDATC)
This compaction technique of VCCXHSM provides for substantial DASD space savings compared to the unmodified
format of ARCUTIL-generated records (for example, those output by DCOLLECT).

VCC User Exits
At specific points within its processing flow, VCC allows for optional user written exit routines to receive control to add
additional information, modify existing data in the output records, or in some way alter VCC's normal logic flow.

Samples of the user exits are distributed for your convenience. They illustrate coding techniques, register and linkage
conventions, and entry and exit logic. These exits have been tested and work successfully. They are not, however,
certified in the same sense as the rest of VCC and you should review the code in your own environment.

VTOC DSCB Exit (VCCUEXIT)

VCC allows you to extract site-specific information from the Format 1 DSCB and to build a user segment in the VCC
output record that is based on this information. Module VCCUEXIT is called after the record has been built and
immediately before the VCCWRITR routine is called to write it to SMF or to the VCCDATA data set. VCCVTOC expects no
return codes from the VCCUEXIT module.

An example of the VCCUEXIT is provided in the library sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as member VCCAEXIT. The
source provided is in Assembler Language. You may copy VCCAEXIT, modify it to meet your specifications,
assemble and link edit the object deck as VCCUEXIT.

Note: Saving the source code for your modified version of VCCUEXIT into sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as VCCAEXIT is not
recommended as this member may be updated or replaced by future maintenance, thus removing your modifications.
If you have made modifications to the source code, copy your updated member to sharedprefix.LOCALMOD.CNTL and
document it.

In the sample code we distribute, VCCUEXIT retrieves a few bytes from the Format 1 DSCB used by Sterling Software's
DMS/OS and arranges them in a user segment.

For more details regarding linkage conventions, work areas, and general-purpose register usage, see the sample source
member provided in sharedprefix.MICS.ASM(VCCAEXIT).

Review the macro definitions carefully before you start any coding. If you would like some work space, you can add
WORK field definitions under the DSECT labeled SUSRDSCT. Simply define work fields after the EQUATE that
establishes the length of the user segment.

Use fields SBASUSRS (user segment offset), SBASUSRL (user segment length), and
SBASUSR# (number of user segments) as the reference points for the user segment. You
must place the user segment at the end of the VCC record, and update the VCC record RDW (SBASRDW) with the
user segment length that is being added to the value that is already in SBASRDW. Make sure that fields SBASUSRS,
SBASUSRL, and SBASUSR# are set properly when adding a user segment as invalid results may cause VCC and/or
VCA to fail. Do not update the VCCRCORD macro to reflect the user segment field definition layout; rather, create your
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own DSECT in the VCCUEXIT module. This ensures that any maintenance to VCC will not conflict with the user segment
definition. For more information regarding the VCC record layout, see the VCC Data Recording section

After user information has been picked up from the Format 1 DSCB (or elsewhere), you should return control to
VCCVTOC using normal OS return logic as shown in the sample provided. Module VCCVTOC will then write the SMF
record with the user segment added on to it.

Note the following:

• Do not modify existing fields within the VTCWA area mapped by the VCCVTCWA MACRO. This could cause a VCC
failure.

• The Format 4 DSCB is kept in the VTCWA DSECT in field VTCWDSCB. It is 140 bytes in length.
• Certain fields in the base segment are not available to the VCCUEXIT module because they are filled in by the

common VCCWRITR module. Therefore, do not attempt to use the following fields in the VCCUEXIT:
– SBASTYPE
– SBASTIME
– SBASDATE
– SBASYSID
– SBASLEN
– SBASPSTR
– SBASVID
– SBASVERS

• Specifying USEREXIT=Y at execution time in VCCPARMS for the Base VCC Collection process triggers the LOADing
of a load-module called VCCUEXIT.

• You must code VCCUEXIT as reentrant and link-edit it as RENT,REUS because each concurrently executing
VCCVTOC subtask calls this exit.

• Because VCC runs "authorized", this exit obtains information from protected areas by issuing the MODESET macro. If
the protection key is set to zero, ensure that it is reset to nonzero (NZERO) before control is returned to VCCVTOC.

• The Sample source distributed has been tested and works successfully in a DMS/OS Release 1.8.1 environment
using Sterling defaults. For other releases of DMS/OS, review the source code and appropriate Sterling documentation
carefully.

DFHSM User Exit (VCCUHSMX)

The VCC DFHSM interface provides an exit point when module ARCUTIL passes information to VCC but before VCC
writes its output record for DFHSM data. The user exit can add site-dependent data to the output record and/or decide if
the record should be written. Module VCCXHSM will expect a return code to be placed in register 15 by the user exit upon
return.

An example of the VCCUHSMX is provided in the library sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as member VCCUHSMX. The
source provided is in Assembler Language. You may copy VCCUHSMX, modify it to meet your specifications,
assemble and link edit the object deck as VCCUHSMX.

Note: Saving the source code for your modified version of VCCUHSMX into sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as VCCUHSMX is
not recommended as this member may be updated or replaced by future maintenance, thus removing your modifications.
If you have made modifications to the source code, copy your updated member to sharedprefix.LOCALMOD.CNTL and
document it.

In the sample code we distribute, VCCUHSMX notifies VCC not to write migrate records for data sets in ML2, and adds a
user segment containing site-dependent data to the output record.

For more details regarding linkage conventions, work areas, and general-purpose register usage, see the sample source
member provided in sharedprefix.MICS.ASM(VCCUHSMX).
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Use fields SBASUSRS (user segment offset), SBASUSRL (user segment length), and
SBASUSR# (number of user segments) as the reference points for the user segment. You
must place the user segment at the end of the VCC record, and update the VCC record RDW (SBASRDW) with the
user segment length that is being added to the value that is already in SBASRDW. Make sure that fields SBASUSRS,
SBASUSRL, and SBASUSR# are set properly when adding a user segment as invalid results may cause VCC and/
or VCA to fail. Do not update the VCCRCORD macro to reflect the user segment field definition layout; rather, create
your own DSECT in the VCCUHSMX module. This ensures that any maintenance to VCC will not conflict with the user
segment definition. For more information regarding the VCC record layout, see the VCC Data Recording section.

Note the following:

• Certain fields in the base segment are not available to the user exit because they are filled in by the common
VCCWRITR module. Therefore, do not attempt to modify the following fields:

• Certain fields in the base segment are not available to the user exit because they are filled in by the common
VCCWRITR module. Therefore, do not attempt to modify the following fields:
– SBASTYPE
– SBASTIME
– SBASDATE
– SBASYSID
– SBASLEN
– SBASPSTR
– SBASVID
– SBASVERS

• The VCC VTOC Collector loads module VCCUHSMX and passes control to it for this exit point. If use of this exit point
is not needed, ensure that there is no module within the load library with the name VCCUHSMX.

File Systems User exit (VCCUSERX)

The USS File Systems Collector provides an exit point when records are to be written to the VCCDATA file or to SMF. The
user exit may add site-dependent data to the output record and/or decide if the record should be written. VCC will expect
a return code to be placed in register 15 by the user exit upon return.

An example of the VCCUSERX is provided in the library sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as member VCCUSERX. The
source provided is in Assembler Language. You may copy VCCUSERX, modify it to meet your specifications,
assemble and link edit the object deck as any name you choose. The name of the module is then supplied to VCC via the
USEREXIT keyword.

Note: Saving the source code for your modified version of VCCUSERX into sharedprefix.MICS.ASM as VCCUSERX is
not recommended as this member may be updated or replaced by future maintenance, thus removing your modifications.
If you have made modifications to the source code, copy your updated member to sharedprefix.LOCALMOD.CNTL and
document it.

For more details regarding linkage conventions, work areas, and general-purpose register usage, see the sample source
member provided in sharedprefix.MICS.ASM(VCCUSERX).

Use fields SBASOUSG (user segment offset), SBASOUSL (user segment length), as the reference points for the user
segment. You must place the user segment at the end of the VCC record, and update the VCC record RDW (SBASRDW)
with the user segment length that is being added to the value that is already in SBASRDW. Make sure that fields
SBASOUSG and SBASOUSL are set properly when adding a user segment as invalid results may cause VCC and/or
VCA to fail.

Note that certain fields in the base segment are not available to the user exit because they are filled in by VCC later in its
processing flow. Therefore, do not attempt to modify the following fields:
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• SBASTYPE
• SBASTIME
• SBASDATE
• SBASYSID
• SBASLEN
• SBASPSTR
• SBASVID
• SBASVERS

VCC Data Recording
VCC records VTOC and catalog data to a data set. The VCCDATA DD statement references this data set in the JCL that
is used to run VCC. You can define it using sample JCL member VCCALLOC in library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL.

The size of this data set is dependent on the number of DASD devices and number of data sets to be scanned by VCC.
Generally, a z/OS system with about 900 DASD devices online will use approximately 45 cylinders of space on an IBM
3390.

Note that if you run VCC with SERIALIZE=Y you will cause VCC to issue an ENQ on SYSVTOC, which will raise a
hardware RESERVE on the device to all connected systems. This will cause a problem with VCC itself if VCC is in the
process of scanning the volume upon which the VCCDATA file is allocated and output processing requires expansion into
another extent.

Therefore, use a larger primary allocation and no secondary allocation if you plan to operate with SERIALIZE=Y.

Detailed information about record layout can be found in the following subsections:

• VCC Data Record Layout
• VCC-DFHSM Data Record Layout

VCC Data Record Layout

The record that VCC generates is segmented in structure. In this way one record can represent several different types of
data.

The types include the following records:

All VCC-DFHSM records have a standard SMF header section. The VCCRCORD macro, distributed in
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB, maps the records. The record layout is presented segment by segment as a box diagram.
Detailed information at the field level is available by browsing the VCCRCORD macro in the latest release of the product.

VTOC Data Set Record

+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+--+--------------+----+

   | NON-VSAM BASE SEG |

   +-+--------------+--+

     | EXTENT 1 SEG |

     +--------------+

     | EXTENT 2 SEG |

     +--------------+
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     | EXTENT n SEG |

   +-+--------------+--+

   | USER SEG          |

   +-------------------+

VSAM Data Set Record

+-------------------+

| SMF HDR-BASE SEG  |

+-+-----------------+

  | VSAM BASE SEG   |

  +-+---------------+----+

    | DATA COMPONENT SEG |

    +--+--------------+--+-----------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME 1 SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME 2 SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME n SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

If needed:

    +--+--------------+---+

    | INDEX COMPONENT SEG |

    +--+--------------+---+----------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME 1 SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME 2 SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

       | VOLUME n SEG | EXTENT 1 SEG | ... | EXTENT n SEG |

       +--------------+--------------+     +--------------+

VTOC/Volume Record

+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+-+---------------+-+

  | VTOC/VOLUME SEG |

  +----+------------+------------+

       | FREE SPACE EXTENT 1 SEG |

       +-------------------------+

       | FREE SPACE EXTENT 2 SEG |

       +-------------------------+

       | FREE SPACE EXTENT n SEG |

       +-------------------------+
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VCC-DFHSM Data Record Layout

VCCXHSM generates a record that is variable length and designed for optimum data compaction consistent with some
recognition requirements of the DFHSM portion of the MICS Space Analyzer Option. The record structure is much simpler
than the format of the VCC records.

The following record types are written:

All VCC-DFHSM records have a standard SMF header section. The VCCRCORD macro, distributed in
sharedprefix.MICS.MACLIB, maps the records. The record layout is presented segment by segment as a box diagram.
You may browse the VCCRCORD macro in the latest release of the product to see detail information at the field level.

Migrated Data Set Record (type 'M')

The MCDS creates one type 'M' record for each migrated data set managed by DFHSM.

+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+--+--------------+----------+

   | Type 'M' Subtype Header |

   +-+--------------+--+-----+

     | STORCLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | MGMTCLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | DATACLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | DSNAME  (compacted)   |

     +-----------------------+

Backup Version Record (type 'B')

The BCDS creates one type 'B' record for each backup version of a data set managed by DFHSM.

+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+--+--------------+----------+

   | Type 'B' Subtype Segment|

   +-+--------------+--+-----+

     | STORCLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | MGMTCLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | DATACLAS (if present) |

     +-----------------------+

     | DSNAME  (compacted)   |

     +-----------------------+

DASD Inventory Record (type 'C')

One type 'C' record is created for each DASD volume for each day of DFHSM activity retained in VSR records of DFHSM
control data sets.
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+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+--+--------------+----------+

   | Type 'C' Subtype Segment|

   +-+--------------+--+-----+

Tape Inventory Record (type 'T')

One type 'T' record is created for each "type" of tape managed by DFHSM. Currently there are three types:

• incremental backup volumes
• migrate volumes
• full volume dump volumes

+-----------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEG |

+--+--------------+----------+

   | Type 'T' Subtype Segment|

   +-+--------------+--+-----+

Inventory trailer record (type 'Z')

VCC Abnormal Termination Processing
VCC is designed to terminate after most abends. Recovery routines are provided for all VCC tasks. The recovery routines
provide a means by which VTOC/catalog scan subtasks can capture a system dump, close OPEN data sets, unallocate
VTOCs and catalogs, and properly post VCCNTRL to avoid never-ending wait conditions.

In cases where the abend is determined to be non-recoverable, the abending subtask is terminated. Subtask termination
generally results in job step termination unless you request that some number of critical errors can be ignored (see the
Ignoring Critical Errors With VSAMERR or VTOCERR section ).

In those situations where the abend is determined to be recoverable, a subtask abend is treated as a non-critical error. For
example, if a volume does not have a VTOC, an abend S213 will be reported in the VCCVTMSG data set and the subtask
will attempt recovery from the abend. If recovery is successful, the subtask will clean up the processing environment,
release held resources, generate error messages as necessary, and then continue processing with the next DASD volume
to be scanned.

If an abnormal condition has occurred and the WTO(Y) parameter is in effect, VCC termination processing will issue
WTO messages to the master console with a descriptor code of 2, informing the operator that a problem occurred and
requesting a check of the VCC output for further information (see the documentation for message VCCCN13I in the
Return Codes and Messages section).

You should identify and correct problems that may have caused VCC to abend before it is run again. You can do this by
excluding a problem volume or catalog from processing. In all cases, unless the problem is an operator CANCEL, an
abend Sx37, or an abend S213, report the problem to Broadcom Support.

The following sections describe special situations:
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Operator Cancel

When a console operator cancels VCC, all processing is terminated. You may have to restart the VCC job at the backup
step to save what data has already been collected and to turn off the "backup-required" flag in the control file. Rerun VCC
to collect the remaining data before the MICS VCA DAILY processing starts.

System Crash

A system crash is hard to recognize and is beyond the scope of VCC. Therefore, after the system comes back up and
before the MICS VCA DAILY processing starts, you may have to restart the VCC job at the backup step to save the data
that has already been collected and to reset the "backup-required" flag in the control file. You should then run VCC again
to collect the remaining data before the MICS VCA DAILY processing starts. It is the responsibility of the operations staff
or the programmer who is running VCC to ensure that this is done.

S0Cx Abends

VCC itself most likely causes these types of abends. In these cases, the SDUMP macro is invoked to schedule a system
dump capture to a SYS1.DUMPxx data set, and the abending subtask is terminated. The person responsible for VCC
should contact Broadcom Support for problem assistance and a possible fix for the problem.

Sx37 Abends

These abends are caused by the inability to obtain additional DASD extents for the VCCDATA data set. When this
condition occurs, all processing is terminated. You may have to restart the VCC job at the backup step to save the data
that has already been collected and to turn off the "backup-required" flag in the control file. You should re-allocate the
VCC VCCDATA data set and rerun the VCC job to collect the remaining data before the MICS VCA DAILY processing
starts.

SNAP Output

VCC may issue a SNAP macro to the VCCSNAP data set if it detects an invalid output record. This is rare. If this condition
occurs, the output should be saved and sent to Broadcom Support for analysis.

Note that VCC will no longer write snap dumps to the VCCSNAP data set for the affected address space during recovery
processing.

VCC Ignoring Critical Errors With VSAMERR or VTOCERR

A critical error is any non-recoverable abend that occurs during the processing of a VTOC or catalog. After VCC
successfully OPENs either a VTOC or a catalog data set and writes the first record to SMF or to VCCDATA for that
volume or catalog, an "in-progress" switch is set by VCC. Later, during recovery processing of a subtask abend, if the
"in-progress" flag is on, the error is considered critical. This causes recovery processing to set the "critical-error" flag
immediatelly before completing subtask termination.

The "critical-error" flag is significant because it is designed to halt the entire VCC processing run. As the remaining active
subtasks finish scanning a VTOC or catalog, they look for the next unit of work to perform. Before starting a new unit of
work, each subtask checks to see if a critical error has occurred. If the "critical-error" flag has been set, each subtask
terminates and the main task will terminate with a return code of 16.

The VSAMERR=n and VTOCERR=n keyword parameters allow you to specify that "n" number of critical error conditions
should be permitted before forcing termination of the entire VCC processing run. After "n" critical error conditions have
been permitted, recovery processing for a failing task will set the "critical-error" flag that signals all remaining active
subtasks to terminate at the completion of the current unit of work.

For example, assume you coded VSAMERR=1 and VSAMSUBT=4. This causes four subtasks to be created to scan the
BCS and VVDS structures in the system. VCC relies on the structural integrity of the cells in the BCS and VVDS and, if an
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erroneous cell exists, it is highly likely that some VCC module will abend with an S0C4. Since VSAMERR=1 is coded, it
will ignore this critical error. The subtask terminates and the remaining three subtasks continue to look for work to perform
and complete normal processing.

The catalog or VTOC being scanned by the failing subtask is marked in error, and other tasks of the same type will not
attempt to rescan the object.

Continuing the example, if another VSAMSUBT (subtask) abends, the VSAMERR limit of 1 will have been exceeded. In
this case, the "critical-error" flag will be set to signal all remaining active subtasks to terminate at the first opportunity.

The principle behind this function is that it is better to allow the bulk of the data collection to proceed to normal completion
with the understanding that some small percentage of the data is incomplete and will be gathered later after appropriate
diagnostic work has been done on the catalog or VTOC that caused the problem.

It is important to realize that the subtask in error abends and reduces the number of remaining tasks. Therefore,
the VSAMSUBT value must always be at least 1 greater than the value specified for VSAMERR (and the same for
VTOCSUBT and VTOCERR).

VCC Sending SYS1.DUMP Data Sets to Broadcom

VCC issues the SDUMP macro in ESTAE processing to capture the system and address space status for diagnosis with
the IPCS facility.

Unformatted dumps are captured in SYS1.DUMPxx data sets together with a descriptive message to the console and JES
log of the job. A descriptive title is associated with the dump if it was issued by a VCC ESTAE routine.

Follow these procedures to help Broadcom diagnose the problem:

1. Save the dump from being cleared by operations.
There are a limited number of SYS1.DUMPxx data sets in any installation. When all SYS1.DUMPxx data sets are
FULL, operators are prompted and existing dumps are often cleared to make way for the new dumps.
Use Broadcom PREVAIL/COMMAND product with the DUMPDS command to find the dump(s) or you can do the
following
a) Issue PDF 3.4 for SYS1.DUMP* to find the suffixes used in your installation.
b) Locate the dump written to by VCC. The title should contain MICS SPACE COLLECTOR.
Another way of finding exactly which SYS1.DUMPxx data set to save is to match the title information seen in the JES
log for the failing VCC job with the outputs of the following TSO command:

        SYSDSCAN aa:bb

where:
aa and bb are a range of suffixes.
Example:

SYSDSCAN 80:88

This example would show the dump information for SYS1.DUMP80 through SYS1.DUMP88.
c) Having located the dump, copy it to a safe location with IEBGENER. Example:

       //COPYDUMP EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

       //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

       //SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.DUMP18

       //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

       //SYSUT2   DD DSN=userid.SAVEDUMP.MICS.VCC,

       //            SPACE=(CYL,(9,9),RLSE),

       //            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE)

Having copied the dump, the SYS1.DUMPxx data set can be cleared at any time.
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2. Report the problem to Broadcom Support.
a) There might be sufficient information in the JES Log and other VCC outputs (e.g. VCCVTMSG,
VCCVSMSG and so on) to resolve the problem.
     There might be a known symptom for which a fix or bypass is available or there might be certain installation-specific
factors that can help resolve the problem.
b) If Broadcom Support needs the dump to diagnosis the problem, copy the dump to a tape cartridge and mail it to
Broadcom. The support representative can fax you exact mailing directions.
Continuing with the example above:

       //FILE1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

       //SYSUT1   DD DSN=userid.SAVEDUMP.MICS.VCC,DISP=SHR

       //SYSUT2   DD DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=3480,

       //            LABEL=(1,SL,EXPDT=98000),

       //            DSN=VCC.DUMP

       //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

       //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Notes:
- the tape does NOT have to be standard label.
- the DSNAME does not have to be as shown.
- choose a cartridge we will NOT have to return to you.

VCC Maintaining
The following maintenance policies are recommended for timely support of VCC.

• You should apply distributed maintenance within 120 days of receipt.
• We distribute product changes on magnetic tapes. Each product change provides a complete description of the

problem it is fixing, explains how the problem is fixed, gives instructions on how to apply the fix, and lists the fix in
IEBUPDTE format.

• Occasionally, large development efforts will result in a new release. This new release will be distributed as a
COMPLETE REPLACEMENT for the existing VCC product version. It will have incorporated into it all maintenance that
has been made available through the date of the new release.

• Integration of maintenance and user modifications is your responsibility.
• Do not resequence any provided source code, macro, or JCL members. All maintenance is distributed for these

members according to the statement sequence numbers maintained by the Broadcom Support Group.

Applying Maintenance

This section describes how to apply maintenance to VCC.

Applying Maintenance to the Source Code

You should integrate VCC maintenance by using IBM's IEBUPDTE utility. The following example shows how to apply the
maintenance to the VCC source code using IEBUPDTE:

   //jobname  JOB  ...

   //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

   //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

   //SYSUT1   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.ASM

   //SYSUT2   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.ASM

   //SYSIN    DD   DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL(CTF),

   //               DISP=SHR
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Assembling and Link Editing VCC Maintenance

Broadcom Support no longer supplies updates to VCC source code requiring on-site assembly. New load modules or
control statements for the IBM Utility AMASPZAP are provided.

Sample JCL member VCCCOPY in library sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL is used to copy new versions of load modules
provided by a product change. The following example shows how to apply maintenance to VCC load modules using
AMASPZAP:

  //jobname  JOB  ...

  //STEP1    EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP,PARM=IGNIDRFULL

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

  //SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD

  //SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCCnnnnA)

VCA Space Analyzer Option
The MICS Space Analyzer Option (SPC) processes information about structures in MVS DASD subsystems.

• Data set information
• Catalog entry information
• Volume-level statistics
• DFHSM migrated data sets
• FHSM backup versions
• Statistics on DFHSM-managed media

It organizes this information into a several files according to the data model defined by the MICS database.

The information gathered is essentially an inventory of the DASD subsystem at a point in time. While you can schedule
this inventory as frequently as needed, most sites establish a daily inventory to feed MICS production databases.

The MICS Space Analyzer Option is focused on an inventory of space and total capacity without regard for the usage of
data sets. That is, static data sets (those that have not been OPENed) that occupy space are measured according to the
same rules as frequently accessed data sets. The focal point of this product is the occupancy of space on primary DASD
or DFHSM-controlled media over a period of time.

Primary Areas of Application

The MICS Space Analyzer Option provides data integration and reporting capabilities that aid in the management of
complex MVS systems in the following areas:

Space Management

The MICS Space Analyzer Option files provide the basis for a wide variety of analysis based on size of data set and
days on non-usage. For example, some customers examine the date of last use for a data set generating HMIGRATE
commands to move the data to less expensive storage based on size of data set. Smaller data sets are allowed to remain
on primary storage longer than large data sets. This algorithm has been found to be more useful than the use of DFHSM
daily space management in a non-SMS environment.

There are numerous other examples of analysis based on space characteristics. Identifying data sets in an excessive
number of extents or VSAM data sets with an excessive number of control area splits uncovers opportunities for
application-level tuning that improves both performance and (space) availability.

Accounting and Chargeback
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The MICS Space Analyzer Option files contain data in a form that is usable for basic billing of DASD resource occupancy.
A standard interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback permits accounting from DASD measures of space and the
special services implied by SMS class names.

Capacity Planning

The MICS Space Analyzer Option maintains a database of historical DASD occupancy data. This facilitates growth and
trend projections at the system and organizational unit (division or department) levels.

Performance Management

Many of the data elements captured in this information area contain values that are important to performance
management. For example, identifying volumes that do not have an indexed VTOC can offer the potential to improve
performance for the entire DASD configuration. Likewise, knowing which VSAM clusters have an excessive number of
index levels provides the opportunity to boost performance of the applications that use that data.

Operational Issues

DASD volumes tend to become fragmented with many small extents of free space over time. To make these volumes
more usable, periodic jobs compacting this free space are required. Using information organized by the MICS Space
Analyzer Option, you can generate control statements for this data management process only when needed and save the
processing resources required for unnecessary compaction operations.

Migration to DFSMS

Preparing for Systems Managed Storage (SMS) as implemented by DFSMS requires careful planning that the MICS
Space Analyzer Option facilitates. One of the many tasks related to migrating to DFSMS requires you to identify data sets
that are uncataloged or allocated with various attributes that make them unmanageable by DFSMS. You can identify these
problem data sets by examining a file maintained by the MICS Space Analyzer Option and generate a control statement to
either DELETE or catalog the data set.

Management Reporting and Policy Creation

You can extract, group, and summarize information directly from the database to create useful management reporting
measures. Management can establish service objectives for different types of data sets, such as storage group or volume
pool, storage class, management class, or data owner. Reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual
occupancy against the service level objectives create the potential for creating policies that are rational and achievable. In
addition to the standard management reports that are distributed with the system, you can easily create custom reports by
using online facilities. Additional tools allow resummarization when the summarized data in the database does not directly
address reporting needs.

Integration of Data from Catalogs, VTOCs, DFHSM and SMS

Another feature of the MICS Space Analyzer Option is its comprehensive handling of data gathered from diverse and
complex structures such as all forms of MVS catalogs, VTOCs, and the SMS address space. The MICS Space Collector
gathers this data in a high-speed scan of these structures.

Then, the MICS Space Analyzer Option:

• Consolidates data from multiple sources providing a common access method for reporting on data set and volume
occupancy. For example, a record in the VCA database which represents a data set is formed from data that originates
from the VTOC, the VVDS and the SMS address space. All these important attributes are organized into an easily-
handled SAS observation in accordance with the MICS data model.

• Interprets encoded values in the input data so that information is immediately usable in a logical form, without further
conversion and/or translation.

• Supports the classification of cost center information based on organizational structure by allowing each organization
to set its own account codes to link individual data sets with the responsible cost center or organizational unit. You can
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use this structure to report other measured work such as batch, TSO, and printing activity with DASD and DFHSM
resources by user area (engineering, payroll, manufacturing, etc.), or any other applicable section or category.

• Eliminates duplicate data during daily processing.

General Product Flexibility

The MICS Space Analyzer Option also offers a number of flexibility features, such as the following

• A wide range of standard exits to allow you to tailor the product to your specific needs.
• A data dictionary that describes the information found in the three information areas controlled by the MICS Space

Analyzer Option (VCA, HSM, and HSB).
• Usage guidelines for applying DASD and DFHSM management information.

MICS database files are summarized in the same manner across all products. Therefore, you can combine batch, TSO
and operational information with information about DASD occupancy and DFHSM inventories. Combining data from
multiple data sources allows you to compare and correlate batch and system information with other application-specific
data such as that from RMF, CICS, IMS, DB2, etc.

The MICS Space Analyzer Option contributes to the overall benefits provided by the MICS IS Management Support
System in the following areas:

• Improving day-to-day IS management by allowing you to track DASD usage and plan corrective actions to ensure
smooth operations

• Reducing risk to the enterprise by providing audit and control capabilities for all DASD use
• Controls or reduces costs by:

– Allowing you to equitably charge users for the amount of DASD they use
– Identifying, in conjunction with other operating system management products, unused resources to substantially

reduce the products' associated costs
– Eliminating the costs associated with maintaining other, separate DASD reporting products

• Improves return on the IS investment by:
– Providing a basis for operating system and hardware resource usage chargeback either through MICS Accounting

and Chargeback or a basic user-developed costing process
– Improving your ability to understand, report on, control, and, if necessary, reduce DASD expenses

• Increases productivity by:
– Allowing less experienced users to interpret report results and use database information
– Reducing the task of coordinating information from multiple sources so you can report or analyze information at the

enterprise rather than the system level
– Reducing the large quantities of DASD usage data to a manageable and easily used format

• Improves planning by:
– Allowing you to perform trend analysis through the use of summarized historical data
– Collecting DFSMS data that can be used to plan or monitor DFSMS implementation

Reporting and Inquiry Facilities

The MICS Space Analyzer Option provides the following reports:

• Standard Reports provide concise information in the form of detailed or summarized tabular reports. Commands are
available to filter the data to a subset of the data that would normally be presented in a given report (see Reports).

• Exception Reports allow you to define, capture, and report on exceptional conditions encountered in daily processing
(see Exceptions).

• On-demand reporting facilities allow you to access information in the MICS database either interactively or in batch via
the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), a panel-oriented productivity tool (see Usage Guidelines and Files).
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Requirements

The MICS Space Analyzer Option supports DFHSM data collection and processing if DFHSM Version 2.5 is installed.
Version 2.6 is also supported.

VCA Using
The following sections describe some usage considerations and guidelines for the data maintained by the MICS Space
Analyzer Option. Some of the material here is summarized from more detailed discussions in later sections and thus may
appear to be repetitive. Our intent is to survey the "bigger picture" of usage in the following sections leaving certain details
to other sections. For example, while we present some file usage guidelines here, we explain file usage in-depth in the
Files section, including diagrams of file structure and a data elements list.

This section contains the following topics:

• VCA Methods of Using the Data
• VCA Management Support Applications
• VCA Miscellaneous Usage Notes for All Files

VCA Methods of Using the Data
There are a variety of ways you can access and use the data maintained in the Space Collector information areas. The
approach you choose is usually based on several factors:

• The questions you have about your data and the form of answer you need.
• The availability of computed elements already in the database that can answer your question without much data

analysis
• Your experience level with SAS
• The availability of Management Support Applications which provide additional features and reports about the data in

MICS without any programming requirements.

In the following sections, a brief survey of the various methods of using the Space Collector information areas is
presented.

No one approach is best for all applications. There are times when you will want to query the MICS database directly by
coding your request in SAS directly. Other challenges such as planning a migration to DFSMS or implementing DASD
charges as part of an accounting project may be faced with greater assurance by using proven techniques and code
provided by various Management Support Applications.

Using SAS for Retrieval and Reporting

Perhaps the most important value in the MICS Space Analyzer Option product is the transformation of VTOC, catalog,
and DFHSM data into SAS data sets. Once captured and integrated into the MICS database, this data is available for
analysis and reporting by the extremely powerful SAS system. SAS provides a wide variety of facilities for data access
and retrieval. You need not be a SAS expert to exploit the data analysis power of SAS once the data has been properly
organized.

While writing your own SAS programs to access and report the data in these MICS information areas offers great
flexibility, several facilities are provided that offer great advantages in working with SAS even for SAS experts!

These facilities enable you to concentrate more fully on the problems to be solved while providing a variety of built-in
functions and techniques that reduce what you need to know about the organization of the data. These facilities that
lessen what you need to know about the data are described in the sections that follow:

• MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
• MICS Management Support Applications
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Overview of the MICS Information Center Facility

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) provides you with a convenient way to access and manipulate the data
in the MICS database. Whether you are new to MICS or a long-term user of the database, you will find that MICF lets
you rapidly obtain the results you need. With MICF, you do not need to have an in-depth knowledge of MICS or SAS to
effectively use the MICS database for reporting. Using MICF avoids the problem of inadvertently coding syntax errors in
SAS. In addition, MICF's automatic validation procedures keep you from attempting to analyze data elements that do not
exist in the files you have requested.

The MICS Space Analyzer Option includes some standard inquiries that you will find to be immediately useful. You can
readily copy these inquiries to your private MICF catalog and tailor them to your particular needs. Once you have created
an inquiry, you can save and reuse it by simply selecting it from the catalog.

The optional use of color graphics provides you with the means to enhance your presentations and to assist your
audience's comprehension of your results.

A comprehensive, interactive tutorial facility assists you in learning and using MICF. In addition, you have online access to
all of the MICS documentation while you are using MICF.

When using MICF, the following major activities occur:

• You define the input, selection criteria, and report options.
• Then, transparent to you, MICF dynamically builds the inquiry program from your specifications.
• Finally, the inquiry is executed either interactively or in batch, and you can display the results at your terminal or route

them to a printer.

The MICS Space Analyzer Option is distributed with several fixed reports to display information from the VCA files. The
reports are of a fixed format and generally show important attributes of a single file at the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

The MICF inquiries distributed with this product serve as a data subsetting facility that can be controlled by responding
to ISPF panels and table displays. MICF automatically generates all SAS code to point to the proper file and select the
observations fitting the criteria you specified.

Reports describes the distributed MICF inquiries and standard reports in detail.

Major Features of MICF

MICF is a menu based system that operates under IBM's Interactive Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF). Those familiar
with ISPF commands will find that MICF menus behave like ISPF menus. The major features of MICF include:

• Structured inquiry composition
• Logical inquiry modification
• Direct inquiry composition
• Execution-time specifications
• Output replay
• Production interface
• Facilities for expert users
• Distributed inquiries
• User-written reports

Each of these features is described separately below.

Structured Inquiry Composition

MICF provides a comprehensive, full-screen system that enables you to access data in the database and generate reports
interactively in a structured prompt manner without requiring you to code the request in SAS.

MICF operates by automatically translating your panel specifications into an inquiry program which performs the required
operations on the database. As you request data files, operations, and reports from the MICF panels, MICF performs
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numerous validation checks. It helps you to avoid problems by refusing to accept clearly invalid commands and by asking
you to validate the accuracy of your inquiries if you have made changes to them. For example, if you add or delete steps
from an inquiry, MICF will ask you to validate it before saving or executing it.

Logical Inquiry Modification

Once created, an inquiry can be stored in your private catalog, recalled, copied, deleted, or modified. You make changes
to an inquiry using the same MICF panels as you used to create the inquiry originally. You do not, however, need to revisit
panels that do not change.

Direct Inquiry Composition

Direct inquiry composition is a feature that allows you to create an inquiry by completing a single panel. You may select
from a series of pre-defined report formats and graphics templates for direct, express data retrieval and presentation.

Execution-time Specifications

You may define inquiries so that key inquiry parameters can be specified at the time an inquiry is executed. This facility
allows you to report against varying data without changing the inquiry.

You can change the following parameters at execution time:

• MICS database
• MICS file cycles
• Data selection criteria
• Execution parameters

– SAS execution parameters (whether to list SAS source code, output page dimensions, etc.)

Output Replay

MICF allows you to save the output produced when you run an inquiry and replay it at another time. The output is saved
by inquiry name, date, and time, so that the results of running an inquiry against different data can be saved and replayed
at will. The MICS System Administrator can place inquiry outputs into a shared replay catalog that can be used throughout
your site. You also have access to reports and color graphics from production reporting, though access to some reports
may be limited by your site's security procedures.

When you replay an inquiry output, you can either view it on your terminal or send it to a hardcopy device. If you are
replaying color graphics output, you do not need to use the type of device that was specified at the time the inquiry was
originally executed. You can specify the color terminal, color printer, or color plotter type to use at the time you request the
replay.

Production Interface

You can generate and catalog color graphics and printed reports with the regularly scheduled MICS production jobs (the
daily MICS update). You can also control MICS production reporting with your site's batch scheduling facilities. MICF
lets you select shared inquiries for batch execution (either with MICS production jobs or through your own scheduling
process), with printed report and color graphics outputs being saved in a "production catalog" for later online review and
printing.

Each production catalog consists of unique, user-defined printed report and color graphics data sets, so you can use your
site's security facilities to limit access to sensitive reports. For example, your accounting staff may want to share a series
of daily financial graphics. You can define MICF production reporting to generate and save the financial graphics during
the MICS daily update, and you can protect the information with RACF (or another security facility).

Facilities For Expert Users

If you are thoroughly familiar with the MICS database and are accustomed to programming in SAS, two features which
you will find particularly helpful are Direct Inquiry Composition and the ability to include SAS code in your inquiries.

Direct inquiries are designed to allow you to compose a MICF inquiry quickly on a single panel. You are limited to one
report and can only perform limited data manipulation with a direct inquiry. You will find, however, that you can complete a
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direct inquiry panel more quickly than you can write the corresponding SAS code. In addition, because validation functions
are performed automatically by MICF and because it automatically produces error-free SAS code, you can frequently
obtain the results you need with fewer coding attempts.

Facilities that include free-form SAS code as part of their MICF inquiries are available for experienced SAS programmers.
You can insert any valid SAS statement at appropriate points in the SAS code that is generated by MICF. This facility
gives you both the convenience of using MICF to handle routine operations and the freedom to add special coding at just
the points you want it.

Distributed Inquiries

A library of precomposed report inquiries is included with the MICS Space Analyzer Option. You may tailor the output of
these inquiries through execution time data selection.

In addition, you may develop customized reports for your site with a minimum of effort by modifying copies of the
distributed inquiries. We have designed the distributed inquiry names for ease of use, each name identifies the type of
output (color graphics, printer graphics, or printed reports), the component, and the timespan (daily, weekly, monthly)
reported.

In this release of the MICS Space Analyzer Option, the distributed inquiries have the following characteristics:

• They are printed reports rather than color graphics
• They include the VCA information area files only
• They are designed to use the DETAIL or DAYS timespan

As stated above, you can customize MICF inquiries and thereby extend the range and utility of the MICS Space Analyzer
Option reporting function. With the recent addition of support for DFHSM, we now have the opportunity of extending the
reporting functions in future releases by including more distributed inquiries for VCA and HSM files.

User-written Reports

MICF inquiry execution and output processing includes a capability to support user-written reports. With this feature,
you can consolidate on demand reporting under MICF. For example, you can define a MICF inquiry that has two steps.
The first step allocates the MICS file to be analyzed (tells MICF which file or files you want to process) and the second
step refers to a file containing the SAS source statements that create your report. With this facility, you can add existing
reporting routines to your MICF catalog so that the Information Systems staff only needs to go to a single location to
initiate routine reporting.

VCA Management Support Applications
The MICS Space Analyzer Option is classified as a Data Integration Application (DIA). The emphasis is on data reduction
and integration. Recent enhancement activity has concentrated on technology support and improving usability. Relatively
less emphasis is placed on data analysis. While most clients value the flexibility and power of SAS and MICF to produce
their own customized information from data contained in MICS, there is an increasing emphasis being placed on the
"solution" and less emphasis on the "process". Thus, while SAS and MICF provide ultimate control over the "process" -
the "solution" remains the responsibility of the user of the data.

To address this need for more "solution-oriented" products, we supply Management Support Applications to augment all
data integration applications.

Management Support Applications are a collection of optional MICS products that can be used to bring a proven set of
techniques and solutions to bear on problems and challenges common to all IS organizations.

The Space Analyzer interfaces to:
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MICS Accounting and Chargeback

You can use MICS Accounting and Chargeback to apply a rate per megabyte-hour against the space occupied by a data
set or group of data sets. A comprehensive series of ISPF panels directs the accounting administrator through the process
of assigning rates and other setup activities.

The result of this administrative setup is a series of SAS macros that are strategically invoked by the MICS Space
Analyzer Option during the DAILY run. No special pass of the data is required to compute and store the cost; accounting
is, therefore, an optional but seamless extension to the processing involved in updating the MICS database.

The MICS DASD components, VCA and HSM, offer a choice of DETAIL or DAYS level accounting support. DETAIL
accounting allows each individual data set to be priced according to the space occupied over time. DETAIL allows the
customized accounting algorithms access to the DSNAME and VOLSER variables. This could be particularly useful to
any enterprise that maintains different negotiated contracts for service levels by end-users. For example, customer x
is charged the standard rate for all data sets except for all data sets beginning with "B753452.CICS.DATA*". Standard
charges for these data sets are to be discounted by 75% per a negotiated agreement. Similar deals can be created
for dedicated VOLSER billing although that is not recommended with the advent of system managed storage and the
widespread usage of DFHSM and other software which may move data to different volumes.

DAYS level accounting presents summarized observations to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback algorithms. Once
summarized into a single observation according to a set of SORT/SEQUENCE variables, the DSNAME and VOLSER of a
data set are lost. The aggregate of megabyte-hours for multiple data sets under a given organizational entity is presented
to the accounting code.

Specify parameters for a proper implementation of accounting applications. The Accounting and Chargeback Option
discusses various methodologies that can be used with MICS files.

MICS Capacity Planner

The MICS Capacity Planner addresses two key areas in capacity planning: workload characterization and workload
forecasting. Using data that is maintained in the MICS database, you are able to perform key capacity planning studies
and to obtain related reports.

Based on current work activity, workload characterization helps you establish a workload baseline that will make future
analyses more meaningful.

Workload forecasting helps you to estimate growth in existing applications and in resources required by new applications,
and to track and revise these estimates. It uses data from a special capacity planning database that is built using data
elements that you select from the MICS database.

In addition to providing helpful forecasting techniques, the product provides the capability for producing presentation
graphics utilizing the information you obtain using these techniques. You can then develop a capacity planning strategy
that is based on both past history and projections of future resource demand.

In addition to direct support for the MICS Space Analyzer Option within the MICS Capacity Planner, additional extensions
are provided within the Capacity Planner to specifically assist in capacity planning activities within the storage subsystem.
These extensions, known as Standard Applications, provide a predefined set of variables that we consider important for
starting a capacity planning function in the storage arena. The Standard Applications that directly support the MICS Space
Analyzer Option are:

• The SMS Planning Standard Application
• The DASD Planning Standard Application

MICS StorageMate

While the MICS Capacity Planner focuses on the long-term, "big picture" trends and the MONTHS timespan, MICS
StorageMate aims at the short term problems and issues found mostly in the DETAIL and DAYS timespans. It provides
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over 70 reports of interest to storage administrators and their management about the status of DASD resource
consumption.

Some of the reports and graphs available with this product are the following:

• Unmanageable data set report which shows all uncataloged data sets and those with other "problem" attributes.
Whether preparing for SMS implementation or performing periodic clean up on part of the DASD farm, this report
enables you to pinpoint the areas of greatest payoff. Correcting job streams are automatically built for you to submit.

• Wasted space reports which identify and quantify space wasted due to improper BLKSIZEs. Reports are factored by
the amount of space allocated so that your attention is drawn to the data sets where your effort will have the greatest
effect.

• DASD/HSM data movement plot which shows the change in occupancy between active and inactive storage by
application group. The daily inventory of both primary DASD and migration levels 1 and 2 is presented in a useful way
which reveals to managers and end-users the total megabytes under their control across the storage hierarchy and
how the distribution is changing.

• An ACS Test Case Generator which uses a statistically valid subset of all sizes and types of data sets found in VCA
and HSM information areas to build test cases for a developmental ACS routine. It shows the SMS constructs that will
be assigned by the ACS code you have developed.

VCA Miscellaneous Usage Notes for All Files
This section provides a convenient place to organize technical information that pertains to the product as a whole or that
bridges information discussed in more detail in the MICS Space Collector Option. Files is organized to present details that
are unique to each file -- here we will list items that would apply to all files maintained by the product.

Inventory Nature of the Data

As you begin using the data in the various VCA and HSM database files, it is useful to understand the method by which
the information is collected. The MICS Space Collector (VCC) literally takes an "inventory" of the DASD subsystem at a
given point in time. By scanning the various control resources (VTOCs, catalogs, DFHSM control data sets) in this highly-
efficient "snapshot" approach, we are able to produce a reasonably accurate inventory of data about your data.

VCC has a wide variety of recording options. When we refer to the "production" use of VCC and the "production" use of
the MICS VCA and HSM information areas, we make the assumption that the collector has captured data about the entire
DASD configuration. While it is possible and desirable to subset the DASD "farm" for special studies needed by storage
administrators, these special-purpose views of the DASD farm are by their very nature, incomplete. Just as you would not
call the inventory of an auto-parts store complete if you only counted the sections that containing motor oil, coolant, and
floor mats, you would not deem a DASD inventory complete if you only measured a few volume pools or omitted HSM
backups.

Thus, it is important to be always aware of the underlying VCC collection job stream and the options used by VCC at
collection time. Try to relate one set of VCC recording options, VCC JCL (including the data sets output by VCC), and
VCC scheduling frequencies with a MICS database unit. For example, VCA Modifying discusses some exception reports
logged to the MICSLOG SYSOUT data set during DAILY processing. These clusters of messages are closely connected
to the data collection function and frequently, the resolution of an exception is tied back to the data collection job output.
Using describes the VCC output in great detail.

Another example of the inventory nature of the data collection relates to DFHSM. VCC as a "production inventory" should
be run immediately before DFHSM "daily space management" is initiated. Because DFHSM sweeps the volumes under its
management and migrates or deletes data sets according to its wide-range of rules, the inventory VCC takes will reveal
day-to-day trends more clearly if it is consistently positioned relative to these DFHSM actions. Alternatively, you could
schedule production VCC inventories to run immediately after the completion of DFHSM daily processing. You should
avoid inconsistency.
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In contrast, you can perform on-demand data collections with processing into special or test MICS unit databases at any
time of day or at any frequency. Take care to avoid destruction of important VCC data sets used by the "production VCC".

Calculation and Importance of DURATION

When VCC obtains an inventory of the DASD and DFHSM resources on a given day, it stores a timestamp of when data
collection started and places this same timestamp in every record it produces. This timestamp becomes known to MICS
as the data element called ENDTS.

The next time VCC runs, a new value for ENDTS is necessarily created. Each data record produced by VCC will have this
current value of ENDTS and the prior value for ENDTS (this latter data element is known internally as PREV_TS).

The difference between these two timestamps is stored in the MICS common element called DURATION. While
DURATION is an element common to many information areas in MICS, its definition within the VCA, HSM and HSB
information areas is simply the time between successive inventories of the data.

DURATION is a vitally important data element for these information areas because of the characteristics of space
occupancy over time versus space occupancy at a given point in time. The former measurement is worthy of accounting
and chargeback applications since the space occupied is being factored by how long the data set has occupied that
space.

DURATION provides an efficient method of measuring space occupancy without incurring the overhead and complexity of
operation associated with "event-driven" techniques such as capturing every ALLOCATE, EXTEND, PARTIAL-RELEASE,
SCRATCH, and RENAME event from MVS.

DURATION calculations are maintained at the following "levels" by VCC and brought "forward" to the MICS Space
Analyzer Option components VCA and HSM by including the ENDTS and PREV_TS timestamps directly in the data
records:

• At the VOLSER level
• At the DFHSM control data set level

If VCC processes a VOLSER once per day, the ENDTS and PREV_TS values for data sets on that volume will yield a
DURATION that approaches 24 hours and we would expect any variance to be negligible. Yet if, for example, a volume
called DATA01 is EXCLUDED from the production VCC run for one day for some operational reason, when DATA01 is
included again in the scan, the ENDTS and PREV_TS values in the records produced for data sets on that volume will be
approximately 48 hours.

Detail and Summary Data Considerations

In general, files in the DETAIL timespan will contain some identifying name such as data set name (DSNAME). As these
observations are summarized, the identifying name at the detail level is discarded, numeric data elements such as tracks
allocated (DAASPACA) are accumulated, and a new observation is written into the summary level timespan. The values of
the sort/sequence variables determine the granularity (how many observations) at the new timespan.

Thus, at the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans the MICS Space Analyzer Option will store observations
with an accumulation of numeric values. You should know how to adjust these summed variables by the appropriate
factors to interpret an average quantity. Let's use the HSMMIG file as an example to make this point more clear.

DETAIL Timespan

----------------

 

DSNAME             STORMGTC HSMACT1 HSMACT2 MIGALLSP MIGDSNNO

------------------ -------- ------- ------- -------- --------

MVS370.SP13.MACLIB STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG    9.2       1

MVS370.SP13.MODGEN STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG   20.4       1

MVS370.SP13.SMPMTS STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG   10.4       1
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MVS370.SP13.SMPSTS STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG   15.6       1

MVS370.SP13.SMPPTS STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG   25.8       1

DAYS Timespan

----------------

 

STORMGTC HSMACT1 HSMACT2 MIGALLSP MIGDSNNO

-------- ------- ------- -------- --------

STANDARD MIS-DIV SYSPROG   81.4       5

Note: How DSNAME has been discarded and the commonality of the sort/sequence variables has been used to
determine the observation that was created. In this highly simplistic example, our inventory has shown these 5 old data
sets for an obsolete release of MVS that are stored on tape controlled by DFHSM. In the DAYS timespan, we have stored
the sum of the values of MIGALLSP (allocated space in megabytes) and the number of data sets represented in the
observation (MIGDSNNO).

Assuming no HRECALL or HDELETE activity is directed against these data sets, they will be detected by the next
inventory run and a new cycle in the DAYS timespan will be created with similar (if not identical) values.

VCA Files discusses each file structure in detail.

VCA Reports
The MICS Space Analyzer Option provides several reporting facilities that allow you to monitor your DASD environment
using either tabular reports, printer graphs, or color graphics. These reports can be executed in either batch or interactive
mode, and the resulting output can be printed or displayed at your terminal.

The reports we provide are categorized as MICF standard analysis, MICF user inquiry, MICS management objective, and
MICS exception reports.

The MICF standard analysis reports are a series of MICF (MICS Information Center Facility) inquiries provided with the
MICS Space Analyzer Option. We design these reports to provide the information most commonly needed to effectively
manage your DASD resources. This requires little effort on your part to produce these reports, as a large number of
options are available that allow you to tailor the output to meet your needs.

MICF user inquiries are printer reports and color graphics that you compose yourself using MICF. These MICF inquiries
produce meaningful reports using your MICS database and provide you with the flexibility of coding and saving your own
reports. This facility allows you to create reports suited to your own needs with a minimum of effort.

You can produce MICS management reports through normal MICS processing and provide a concise graphic or tabular
representation of your processing objectives and how well they have been met.

You can also produce MICS exception reports part of normal MICS processing. They contain an integrated and itemized
list of the problems impacting your effectiveness in terms of availability, service, workload, standards, and performance.
Exception reports are discussed in more detail in Exceptions.

The remainder of this section describes the operation and function of the MICF Standard Analysis reports provided with
the MICS Space Analyzer Option. The other types of reports mentioned above are described in other sections or in other
MICS documentation.

The MICF standard analysis reports provide the following three levels of analysis of DASD installation data:

• Overview
• Summary
• Detail

Overview reporting provides a short summary of key areas of Space Management. The entire DASD installation is
summarized on a device-type basis. The resulting picture gives the DASD manager a concise view of who is using DASD
space, how much is being used, and how effectively and efficiently it is being used.
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Summary reporting provides a more detailed look at the account code and volume level. The accounts identified in the
Overview Report as the largest consumers of DASD space can be listed to see who has allocated the DASD space. You
can determine how the space is allocated over a set of specified volumes from the Volume Summary Report.

The last level of reporting is detail reporting. The Detail Data Set Reports for non-VSAM and VSAM data sets provide
descriptive information about the data sets you specify. The information includes data set type, location, and space
allocation characteristics. The Volume Track Map Report provides a detailed layout of where data set extents, free areas,
and the VTOC are located on the volume. This information is useful in determining data set placement.

A new report is added to the detail reporting section that provides information about HFS file/directory of your choice. The
information includes file/directory name, userid, groupid, create, access/modify timestamp, and allocation in kilobytes.

MICF standard analysis reports provide information about specific areas of DASD management. You can generate these
reports from the entire database or from a specified subset of the data. This flexibility allows you to isolate particular
volumes or data sets.

The reports and the sections that describe them are:

Overview report

• DASD Installation Overview Report

Summary reports

• Account Summary Report
• Volume Summary Report

Detail reports

• Detail Data Set Report
• Detail VSAM Data Set Report
• Volume Track Map Report
• HFS Detail File/Directory Report

Using reports

• Using the MICF Standard Analysis Reports

This section contains the following topics:

• VCA DASD Installation Overview Report
• VCA Account Summary Report
• VCA Volume Summary Report
• VCA Detail Data Set Report
• VCA Detail VSAM Data Set Report
• VCA Volume Track Map Report
• VCA HFS Detail File/Directory Report
• VCA Using the MICF Standard Analysis Reports

VCA DASD Installation Overview Report
The DASD Installation Overview Report provides the data center manager with a one-page report showing key areas of
DASD space management. The report is a composite of seven sections, each related to DASD space considerations:
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• Configuration Totals
• Data Set Size Analysis
• Data Set Fragmentation Analysis
• Data Set Last Reference Analysis
• Largest Consumers of DASD Space
• Largest Over-Allocated Consumers of DASD Space
• Exception Analysis

DASD Installation Overview Report Sample

                                                  CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

  

                                       DASD INSTALLATION OVERVIEW REPORT FOR SYSID(S) XTRA

  

                                                      DEVICE TYPE(S): 3380-K

        REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIME SPAN: 09JULyy:15:16

 THRU 10JULyy:15:16

 -----+-------------------+---------------------+----------------+-----------------------------

+----------------------------+------

      |                   |                     |    CAPACITY    |   ...SPACE ALLOCATED...     |    .....SPACE

 USED......   |

      |    DEVICE COUNT   |    DATA SET COUNT   |    (TRACKS)    |    TRACKS    % CAPACITY     |     TRACKS  %

 ALLOCATED    |

      +-------------------+---------------------+----------------+-----------------------------

+----------------------------+

 NON-MANAGED:      0                   19                   0             552            .               424 

          .

 MANAGED:          3                  975              119475           97414      81.53 %             70803 

    72.68 %

 TOTAL:            3                  994              119475           97966      81.99 %             71227 

    72.70 %

 ---------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

+------------------------------------------

                                        |                                               |

         DATA SET SIZE ANALYSIS         |        DATA SET FRAGMENTATION ANALYSIS        |     DATA SET LAST

 REFERENCE ANALYSIS

                                        |                                               |

   +------------+--------------------+  |    +------------+------------+-----------+    | +-----------

+------------+-------------+

   |  DATA SET  |      ALLOCATED     |  |    |  DATA SET  |  ALLOCATED | ALLOCATED |    | |  DATA SET | 

 ALLOCATED | LAST REFER. |

   |    COUNT   |        TRACKS      |  |    |    COUNT   |    TRACKS  |  EXTENTS  |    | |    COUNT  |   

 TRACKS  |   (MONTHS)  |

   +-(% TOTAL)--+--------------------+  |    +------------+(% CAPACITY)+-----------+    | +-(% TOTAL)-+(%

 CAPACITY)+-------------+

                                        |                                               |

         6  (1%)      2000 & OVER       |          5  (1%)   5250  (4%)    13-16        |    166 (17%)   6617

  (6%)    13 & OVER

        14  (1%)      1000-1999         |          5  (1%)   4081  (3%)     9-12        |      9  (1%)    356

  (0%)    10-12

        25  (3%)       500- 999         |         24  (2%)  20131 (17%)     5- 8        |      7  (1%)    734

  (1%)     7- 9
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        52  (5%)       250- 499         |         91  (9%)  28780 (24%)     2- 4        |     15  (2%)    610

  (1%)     4- 6

        51  (5%)       100- 249         |                                               |    101 (10%)   9892

  (8%)     1- 3

                                        |        125 (13%)  58242 (49%)   _TOTALS_      |

       148 (15%)       _TOTALS_         |                                               |    298 (30%)  18209

 (15%)     _TOTALS_

 ---------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

+------------------------------------------

                                                                |

                 LARGEST CONSUMERS OF DASD SPACE                |          LARGEST OVER-ALLOCATED CONSUMERS OF

 DASD SPACE

                                                                |

   +---------------------------------+-----------+------------+ | +----------------------------------

+------------+-------------+

   |DIVISION                         |  DATA SET |  ALLOCATED | | |DIVISION                          | 

 ALLOCATED |    UNUSED   |

   |                                 |    COUNT  |    TRACKS  | | |                                  |   

 TRACKS  |    TRACKS   |

   +---------------------------------+-(% TOTAL)-+(% CAPACITY)+ | +----------------------------------+(%

 CAPACITY)+(% ALLOCATED)+

                                                                |

    TSE                                 416 (42%)  47170 (39%)  |  ICC                                   836 

 (1%)     672 (80%)

    CDI                                  37  (4%)   8522  (7%)  |  DTB                                  2047 

 (2%)    1967 (96%)

    BDV                                  64  (6%)   4360  (4%)  |  UPF                                  4075 

 (3%)    1979 (49%)

    UPF                                  23  (2%)   4075  (3%)  |  CDI                                  8522 

 (7%)    4278 (50%)

    DTB                                   7  (1%)   2047  (2%)  |  TSE                                 47170

 (39%)    5459 (12%)

                                                                |

    _TOTALS_                            547 (55%)  66174 (55%)  |  _TOTALS_                            62650

 (52%)   14355 (23%)

                                                                |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------

+------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                        EXCEPTION ANALYSIS

                        (09001) NO EXCEPTIONS

                        (09002) NO EXCEPTIONS

                        (09003) NO EXCEPTIONS

                        (09004) NO EXCEPTIONS

                        (09005)     5 DATA SET(S) WHERE DATA SET HAS TOO MANY EXTENTS.  EXTENT COUNT= 14

                                                                                                             

                     |

 

Configuration Totals Section

This section gives configuration totals for the number of data sets allocated. It also provides totals for the number of DASD
tracks in the system (capacity), tracks allocated, and tracks in use. Data set and volume counts are also reported based
on whether the volume or data set is being managed by System Managed Storage (SMS).
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Data Set Size Analysis Section

This section groups data sets into one of five groups according to data set size. For each group, totals are produced for
the count of data sets in the group. The data set count is also expressed as a percentage of the total data set count, as
reported in the Configuration Totals section.

The data in this section is useful in determining the number of data sets that have a large amount of space allocated.

Data Set Fragmentation Analysis Section

This section groups data sets according to the number of extents they have allocated. The number of extents allocated
is divided into three groups. For each group, totals are produced for the count of data sets and the amount of space
allocated. The space allocated is also listed as a percentage of the total DASD space as reported in the Configuration
Totals section.

The data in this section shows how many data sets are inefficiently allocated.

Data Set Last Reference Analysis Section

This section groups data sets into one of five groups according to the last date referenced. For each group, totals are
produced for the count of data sets and the amount of space allocated. The space allocated is also listed as a percentage
of the total DASD space, as reported in the Configuration Totals section.

The data in this section is useful in determining how much DASD space is allocated to infrequently used data sets.

Largest Consumers of DASD Space Section

This section of the report lists the high-level account code for the five largest users of DASD space. The data is ordered
according to the amount of DASD space allocated. For each account code, totals are produced for data set count
and space allocated. The space allocated is also listed as a percentage of the total DASD space as reported in the
Configuration Totals section. The last line of the section contains totals for the five accounts listed.

The data in this section shows which accounts have the largest impact on DASD space allocation.

Largest Over-Allocated Consumers of DASD Space Section

This section lists the high-level account code for the five users of DASD space who have the most allocated space not
in use. The data is ordered according to the percentage of allocated space not in use. For each account code, totals
are produced for space allocated and space used. The space allocated is also listed as a percentage of the total DASD
space as reported in the Configuration Totals section. Additionally, the space used is listed as a percentage of the space
allocated. The last line of the section contains totals for the five accounts listed.

This data is useful in determining which accounts have the largest amounts of space not in use.

Exception Analysis Section

This section lists the status of the five most critical exceptions that have been defined in the VCA information area. A
count of the number of volumes that have generated each exception is also produced.

The data in this section is useful in obtaining the status of the five areas you think are most critical for your site.

Tailoring Options

To customize the information on the report to better meet your needs, see Macro Variable Override Options.

VCA Account Summary Report
The Account Summary Report provides a listing of DASD space allocation by account codes. Multiple levels of account
codes can be processed. The report sequence is account code level one, account code level two, then device type. For
each level of account code, totals are produced for data set count, space allocated, and space used. The space used is
also listed as a percentage of the space allocated. The listing is subdivided by device type, with a line for each device type
on which the account has allocated data sets.
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For each high-level account code, a subtotal is produced for all of the lower levels of account codes listed. A final total is
produced for all high-level account codes listed.

Use this data to determine the percentage of the DASD resource used by all account codes.

Account Summary Report Sample

                                      CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

 

                                ACCOUNT SUMMARY REPORT FOR SYSID(S) XTRA

 

 REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIME SPAN: 09JULyy THRU 10JULyy

 

+---------------------------------------------------------+--------+----------+-------------+-------------+

|DIVISION                                                 | DEVICE | DATA SET |  ALLOCATED  |     USED    |

|  PROJECT                                                |  TYPE  |   COUNT  |   TRACKS    |    TRACKS   |

+---------------------------------------------------------+--------+----------+-------------+(% ALLOCATED)+

 

  TSE

    AIC                                                    3380-K         12          672       600 (89%)

    ALC                                                    3380-K         22          944       794 (84%)

    AMC                                                    3380-K          1            1         1(100%)

    BDB                                                    3380-K         35        14766     14703(100%)

    BCD                                                    3380-K          4           40        40(100%)

    BD                                                     3380-K         57          597       590 (99%)

    BKD                                                    3380-K          2          382       382(100%)

    BLD                                                    3380-K          2          135       116 (86%)

    CDE                                                    3380-K          1            5         0  (0%)

    CIF                                                    3380-K          4          677       658 (97%)

    CRF                                                    3380-K          5           50        50(100%)

    DLG                                                    3380-K          4         3526      3513(100%)

    EBI                                                    3380-K          3          183       183(100%)

    EOI                                                    3380-K         14         1633      1258 (77%)

    FAL                                                    3380-K          1          153       143 (93%)

    FFM                                                    3380-K         11         1301       877 (67%)

    FMS                                                    3380-K          2           53        53(100%)

    GEN                                                    3380-K          3           65        56 (86%)

    HAP                                                    3380-K         20         5710      5554 (97%)

    HEP                                                    3380-K          1          112       105 (94%)

    HMP                                                    3380-K          2          405       388 (96%)

    HUP                                                    3380-K          3          288       276 (96%)

    IMS                                                    3380-K          1           20        20(100%)

    IS                                                     3380-K         10          657       638 (97%)

    ITS                                                    3380-K          9         1459      1401 (96%)

    JDT                                                    3380-K         41         3808      3276 (86%)

 

   _SUBTOTALS_                                                           416        47170     41711 (88%)

 

  TSM

    ***                                                    3380-K          2           16         1  (6%)

 

   _SUBTOTALS_                                                             2           16         1  (6%)
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 _TOTALS_                                                                994        97966     71227  (73%)

VCA Volume Summary Report
The Volume Summary Report provides information related to the status of free space on DASD volumes and the status of
the volumes' VTOCs. The report sequence is device type, then volume serial. For each volume you select, a detail line is
produced that contains totals for free space, count of free extents, number of tracks unaccounted for (missing), number of
alternate tracks in use, and also a fragmentation index.

Volume Summary Report Sample

                                                  CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

  

 

                                             VOLUME SUMMARY REPORT FOR SYSID(S) XTRA

  

 

        REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIME SPAN: 09JULyy:15:16

 THRU 10JULyy:15:16

  

 

 +-+---------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------

+-----------------------------------+

 |S|    VOLUMES    |                                 SPACE                                   |              

 VTOC                |

 |M+------+--------+--------+--------------+--------------+--------+--------+-------+--------+------

+----------+----------+------+

 |S|VOLUME| DEVICE |CAPACITY|  TOTAL FREE  | LARGEST FREE |FREE EXT|LOST TRK|  USED |FRAGMENT|TOTAL |   USED 

  |   FREE   |SPREAD|

 |*|SERIAL|  TYPE  |(TRACKS)|   (TRACKS)   |   (TRACKS)   |  COUNT |  COUNT |ALT TRK| INDEX  | DSCB |  DSCBS 

  |  DSCBS   | INDEX|

 +-+------+--------+--------+-(% CAPACITY)-+-(% CAPACITY)-+--------+--------+-------+--------+------+(%

 TOTAL)-+(% TOTAL)-+------+

  

 

  C SMS001 3380-K   39825      4118  (10%)     230   (1%)     187         0       0   0.609    3180   324

 (10%) 2856 (90%)   1.0

  C SMS002 3380-K   39825     12778  (32%)    3015   (8%)     150         0       0   0.385    3127   286 

 (9%) 2841 (91%)   1.0

  C SMS003 3380-K   39825      4432  (11%)     316   (1%)     183         0       0   0.555    3127   442

 (14%) 2685 (86%)   1.0

  

 

  

 

   VOLUMES    3

   _TOTALS_        119475     21328  (18%)    3561   (3%)     520         0       0            9434  1052

 (11%) 8382 (89%)

 

An asterisk (*) in the first report column indicates that the DIRF bit is set in the VTOC for that volume. For an explanation
of this indication see Exception 09013. Other possible values for this column include a 'C' (meaning the volume has been
converted to full SMS management), or an 'I' (meaning that conversion to SMS management is in process).
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The fragmentation index gives an indication of how fragmented a volume has become and whether or not it is a candidate
for compaction. The higher the fragmentation value, the more a volume needs to be compacted. Also, for each volume,
totals are produced for number of Data Set Control Blocks (DSCBs) in the VTOC, number of DSCBs in use, and number
of available DSCBs.

A "spread" index is also produced, giving a numeric indication of how spread out the used DSCBs are in the VTOC.
Longer search times will result when a VTOC's used DSCBs are not concentrated at the front of the VTOC. A line showing
totals is also produced.

Use this report for obtaining a concise look at the state of DASD volumes and how efficiently they can meet future
allocation demands.

VCA Detail Data Set Report
The Detail Data Set Report provides detailed information concerning selected data sets. The report sequence is volume
serial, then data set name. For each data set, a detail line is produced that contains volume information, DCB information,
creation and last use dates, and allocation information. The allocation information contains space allocated and space
used. The space used is also produced as a percentage of space allocated. A total for all listed data sets is also
produced.

Use this report to determine the type and allocation characteristics for a specific data set.

Detail Data Set Report Sample

                                                  CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

 

                                            DETAIL DATA SET REPORT FOR SYSID(S) XTRA

 

       REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIME SPAN: 09JULyy:15:16 THRU

 10JULyy:15:16

 

S------------------------------------+------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-------+--------+-------+-----+--

+---------+--------------

M                                    |VOLUME| DEVICE |     |     |     |       | CREATE |LASTUSE|ALLOC|NO|

ALLOCATED|     USED

S            DATA SET NAME           |SERIAL|  TYPE  |DSORG|RECFM|LRECL|BLKSIZE|  DATE  | DATE  | TYPE|EX| 

 TRACKS |    TRACKS

-------------------------------------+------+--------+-----+-----+-----+-------+--------+-------+-----+--

+---------+(% ALLOCATED)

 

*QRG9060.SPFLOG1.LIST                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   VA      125     129  10JULyy 10JULyy BLK    1    

    8        0  (0%)

*QRP8318.PRINT.KEEP                   SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA     121     121  03JULyy 10JULyy TRK    2    

    9        8 (89%)

*QRS.COENDJOB.SRCM0S2F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB       80   23440  03NOVyy 05JULyy TRK    1    

    1        1(100%)

*QRS.CSENDJOB.VARM0S3F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB       80   23440  03NOVyy 16JUNyy TRK    1    

    2        2(100%)

*QRS.INENDJOB.SVAM0S4F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB       80   23440  03NOVyy 07JULyy TRK    1    

    3        3(100%)

*QRS.INFOCNTR.ACTRTS0F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA     133   15428  30JUNyy 06JULyy BLK    1    

    2        2(100%)

*QRS.NEENDJOB.SVAM0S4F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB       80   23440  03NOVyy 16JUNyy TRK    1    

    3        3(100%)
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*QRS.TIENDJOB.MRGM1S0F.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB     1020   23460  06FEByy 07JUNyy TRK    6    

 1255     1255(100%)

*QSB2309.PRD.DSHEX640                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      130   15470  10JULyy 10JULyy TRK    1    

    5        5(100%)

*QSB2309.TEST.XPAMASTR                SMS002  3380-K   PS   VB     8192   23476  10JULyy 10JULyy TRK    4    

   60       60(100%)

*QSL6018.SALINC.FILESIN               SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      116    1160  05JULyy 07JULyy TRK    1    

    1        1(100%)

*QTA8015.SPFLOG1.LIST                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   VA      125     129  10JULyy 10JULyy BLK    1    

    8        1 (13%)

*QTH2757.FROGPCG.JUN20yy.DBEXT001     SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      624   23088  10JULyy 10JULyy CYL    2    

  690      676 (98%)

*QTM4953.SPFLOG1.LIST                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   VA      125     129  10JULyy 10JULyy BLK    1    

    8        0  (0%)

*QUF.ACTIVITY.RPTR0S0F.BJS1GDG.       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA     133     133  10JULyy 10JULyy TRK    1    

    3        3(100%)

   G0446V00

*QUF.DLYLG002.PFFF0S0F.BJS1GDG.       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      168   15456  04JULyy 04JULyy TRK    1    

    1        1(100%)

   G1259V00

*QUF.LNK.TUTORIAL                     SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB       80   19040  19MAYyy 16JUNyy TRK    1    

    1        1(100%)

*QUF.MAINTOPS.PFFI0S0F.BJS1GDG.       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      245     245  05JULyy 05JULyy TRK    1    

   10        1 (10%)

   G0064V00

*QWC5842.SPFLOG1.LIST                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   VA      125     129  10JULyy 10JULyy BLK    1    

    8        0  (0%)

*QWR5571.DORD.PACWW.SCREENS           SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA      81     810  10JULyy .       TRK    1    

    5        0  (0%)

*QWW9982.SPFLOG1.LIST                 SMS002  3380-K   PS   VA      125     129  10JULyy 10JULyy BLK    1    

    8        1 (13%)

*SMF.BKMHCICS.SMFI0S0F.BJS1GDG.       SMS002  3380-K   PS   VBS   32767    4096  10JULyy 10JULyy CYL    1    

  210      204 (97%)

   G0255V00

*SSU.UCC7WLB4.TMSR0S0I.BJS1PERM       SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA     133    3325  02MAYyy 10JULyy CYL    3    

  210      206 (98%)

-SYS1.VTOCIX.VSMS002                  SMS002  3380-K   PS   F      2048    2048  31MARyy .       TRK    1    

   14       14(100%)

-SYS89191.T145820.RA000.PMT2622X.     SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      290    6380  10JULyy 10JULyy CYL    1    

   15        8 (53%)

   PAYPS174

-SYS89191.T151443.RA000.PDJ6438D.     SMS002  3380-K   PS   U         0       0  10JULyy 10JULyy CYL    1    

  300       45 (15%)

   R0000000

*TESTPCH.BACKUP00.PCHE9066.BJS1GDG.   SMS002  3380-K   PS   VB    23472   23476  08JULyy 08JULyy CYL    1    

  600      599(100%)

   G0111V00

*TESTPCH.BACKUP00.PCHE9068.BJS1GDG.   SMS002  3380-K   PS   VB    23472   23476  10JULyy 10JULyy CYL    4    

  105       99 (94%)

   G0112V00

*TESTPCH.BACKUP00.PCHE9099.BJS1GDG.   SMS002  3380-K   PS   VB    23472   23476  08JULyy 08JULyy TRK    1    

    1        1(100%)

   G0111V00
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*TESTSPM.GLTEST.REPORTS               SMS002  3380-K   PS   FBA     133   23408  18MAYyy 10JULyy CYL    1    

   15        6 (40%)

*TESTSPM.RSTGL1D2.SPMM0S0I.BJS1DATA.  SMS002  3380-K   PS   FB      180   23400  08JULyy 08JULyy CYL    1    

   15        6 (40%)

   G0027V00

VCA Detail VSAM Data Set Report
The Detail VSAM Data Set Report provides detailed information concerning selected data sets. The report sequence
is volume serial, then data set name. For each data set, a detail line is produced that contains information pertaining
to specific VSAM allocation considerations. The data set organization, either entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) or key-
sequenced data set (KSDS), is listed, as is the information concerning the configuration of the control intervals and control
areas.

Use this report to monitor VSAM data sets as they change in size and reorganize data sets if space becomes poorly
utilized.

Detail VSAM Data Set Report Sample

                                                  CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

 

                                         DETAIL VSAM DATA SET REPORT FOR SYSID(S) XTRA

 

       REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIME SPAN: 09JULyy:15:16 THRU

 10JULyy:15:16

 

S------------------------------+------+--------+-----+-----+-------+------+-----+------+----+------+-----

+----------+-----+-----+

M                              |VOLUME| DEVICE |     | AVG.|       |TRACKS|TOTAL|% CI'S| CI | CI'S | FREE|FREE

 BYTES|  CI |  CA |

S       DATA SET NAME          |SERIAL|  TYPE  |RECFM|LRECL|BUFSIZE|PER CA| CI'S| USED |SIZE|PER CA|CI/CA|  IN

 CI   |SPLIT|SPLIT|

-------------------------------+------+--------+-----+-----+-------+------+-----+------+----+------+-----

+----------+-----+-----+

 

*RUN32MFS.ONLINE.PEARR008.DATA  SMS001 3380-K   KSDS     48    9728    15    750  (20%) 4096    150     7    

   409      0     0

*RUN32MFS.ONLINE.PEARR008.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     23   (4%) 1536     23     0    

     0      0     0

   INDEX

*RUN32MFS.ONLINE.XXCRT012.DATA  SMS001 3380-K   KSDS    264    9728    15   4500  (20%) 4096    150     7    

   409      0     0

*RUN32MFS.ONLINE.XXCRT012.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     46  (15%) 1536     23     0    

     0      0     0

   INDEX

*RUN32PAY.ONLINE.IEC91988.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS     80    8704     1     10   (0%) 4096     10     0    

     0      0     0

   IEFMCMF.DATA

*RUN32PAY.ONLINE.IEC91988.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     46   (0%)  512     46     0    

     0      0     0

   IEFMCMF.INDEX

*RUN32PMF.ONLINE.NFTAMVTM.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS   1600   17408    14     70 (100%) 8192     70    10    

  1228      0     0
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   MINM0D0G

*RUN32PMF.ONLINE.NFTAMVTM.      SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1      1   (0%) 1024      1     0    

     0      0     0

   MINM0I0G

 RUN32PMF.ONLINE.NFTAMVTM.      SMS001 3380-K   SSET      0       0     1      1 (100%) 1024      1     0    

     0      0     0

   MINM0I0G

*RUN32TDE.ONLINE.DATA.QUBRTI0G  SMS001 3380-K   KSDS    191    6656    15   8100  (57%) 2048    270    13    

   614      0     0

*RUN32TDE.ONLINE.INDEX.         SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     45  (40%) 2560     15     0    

     0      0     0

   QUBRTI0G

*RUN32TOP.ONLINE.VSMDATA.       SMS001 3380-K   KSDS    149   10240     3    390  (15%) 4096     30     1    

     0      0     0

   TOPAS01X

*RUN32TOP.ONLINE.VSMINDX.       SMS001 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     90   (1%) 2048     18     0    

     0      0     0

   TOPAS01X

 RUN32TOP.ONLINE.VSMINDX.       SMS001 3380-K   SSET      0       0     1     13  (89%) 2048      1     0    

     0      0     0

   TOPAS01X

*KIC.CICS.DATA.DFHTEMP          SMS002 3380-K   ESDS   4089    8192    15    300 (100%) 4096    150     0    

     0      0     0

*KIC.ONLINE.REGION3.DFHCSD.     SMS002 3380-K   KSDS    100   45568     9     18 (100%)22528     18     0    

     0      2     0

   DATA.PJK2PERM

*KIC.ONLINE.REGION3.DFHCSD.     SMS002 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     46   (2%)  512     46     0    

     0      0     0

   INDEX.PJK2PERM

 SYS1.VVDS.VSMS002              SMS002 3380-K   ESDS      0       0     1    300 (100%) 4096     10     0    

     0      0     0

*TESTDBA.DBIS.MIG21.VSAMEXT.D   SMS002 3380-K   KSDS    164   17408    15    300   (0%) 8192     75     0    

     0      0     0

*TESTDBA.DBIS.MIG21.VSAMEXT.I   SMS002 3380-K   KSDS      0       0     1     31   (0%) 1024     31     0    

     0      0     0

*TESTWSE.ONLINE.KEYPLAD.V2R1M0. SMS002 3380-K   RRDS   4000   20480    15   4050 (100%) 4096    150     0    

     0      0     0

   FORMAT.D

*TESTWSE.ONLINE.KEYPLAD.V2R1M0. SMS002 3380-K   RRDS   3000   15360    15   1170 (100%) 3072    195     0    

     0      0     0

   KEYED.D

*VLOX.AS.DISTATRN.DATA          SMS002 3380-K   ESDS   4089    8192    15   9600 (100%) 4096    150     0    

     0      0     0

*VLOX.DSNLOX.NBCDT00T.NBCTS132. SMS002 3380-K   LDS       0    8192     2    120  (83%) 4096     20     0    

     0      0     0

   I0001.A001

*VLOX.DSNLOX.DSNDB23.TEMPH5.    SMS002 3380-K   ESDS   4089    8192     1     80 (100%) 4096     10     0    

     0      0     0

   I0001.A001
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VCA Volume Track Map Report
The Volume Track Map Report provides a complete description of how space is being utilized on a DASD volume. A line
is produced for each allocated or free extent on the volume. The extents are ordered by track address. If the extent is
allocated, the detail line will include the data set name, the extent number of this extent and the total number of extents
allocated to the data set, the track start address of the extent, and the size of the extent in tracks. Free extents are also
listed, as is the VTOC.

Use this report to determine the location and size of free space extents. Also use it to determine how well data sets are
allocated with respect to cylinder alignment and numbers of extents, and where clusters of data sets are located with
respect to the beginning of the volume or to the VTOC.

This report may not produce the desired results when used with the MICF Production Reporting facility. This is because,
by default, the report will only select volumes with a serial number prefix of "TSO" for reporting. In most cases this is
not a problem, because this report is normally used for specific problem research, and not as part of regular production
reporting. If you want to use this report in a production reporting environment, you may have to copy the inquiry, edit the
default value to meet your standards, and specify the modified inquiry as input to the MICF Production Reporting facility.

Volume Track Map Report Sample

                                                  CA MICS DASD REPORTING SYSTEM

                                       TRACK MAP REPORT FOR 3380-K DEVICE, VOLUME SMS002

 

       REPORT DATE:        MONDAY, JULY 31, yyyy                          REPORT TIMESPAN: 09JULyy:15:16 THRU

 10JULyy:15:16

--------------------------------------------+------+-----+------+--------------------------------------------

+------+-----+-------

S                                           |EXTENT|TRACK|TRACK |S                                           |

EXTENT|TRACK|TRACK

M               DATA SET NAME               |NUMBER|START|COUNT |M               DATA SET NAME               |

NUMBER|START|COUNT

S-------------------------------------------+------+-----+------+S-------------------------------------------

+------+-----+-------

                                                                |

                ***  L A B E L ***                      0     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   3/16   167     1

 - - - - - - - - - - V T O C - - - - - - - -            1    59 |*PMS.CP000004.PMSM0S1F.WXT1GDG.G3935V00     

   1/ 1   168     6

-SYS1.VTOCIX.VSMS002                           1/ 1    60    14 |*TESTCFS.CHDBS.CFSPR533                     

   1/ 1   174     5

*SYS1.VVDS.VSMS002                             1/ 1    74    30 |*PFU.LNK.TUTORIAL                           

   1/ 1   179     1

*RUN32TOP.ONLINE.VALUEIDX.TOPSPINV             1/ 1   104     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   4/16   180     1

*RPQ1330.LQE                                   1/ 1   105     1 |*PMF7584.OLRJTRN.INDEX                      

   1/ 1   181     1

*TESTFCS.ONLINE.FCSRCCPR                       1/ 1   106     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   5/16   182     1

*TESTDAT.TST.DATEN2W6.RPT@1576.G0163V00        1/ 1   107     2 |*RUN32CMF.ONLINE.MATRX999.MFDM0D0G          

   1/ 1   183     2

*DMV.VWXTLB30.DMSB0S0I.WXT1DATA.G0657V00       1/ 1   109     1 |*PPG3403.TRANS030.CDFE2S0I.WXT1GDG.G0003V00 

   1/ 2   185     1

*TESTPCH.BACKUP00.PCHE9099.WXT1GDG.G0111V00    1/ 1   110     1 |*PMH6825.DSNORUN.CNTL                       

   1/ 1   186     2
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*RUN32OCS.ONLINE.NEW.OCSD008.INDEX             1/ 1   111     1 |*PMS.ALIASPNT.PMSE0S0I.WXT1DATA.G1943V00    

   1/ 1   188     1

*TESTFCS.DACBS.SRTPR447                        1/ 1   112     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   6/16   189     1

*RUN32PAY.ONLINE.IEC91988.IEFMRTE.DATA         1/ 1   113     1 |*ICI.RMDS7774.ICIR0S0G.WXT1PERM             

   3/ 5   190     5

*TESTFCS.DACBS.CFSPR449                        1/ 3   114     1 |*PMS.CP000009.PMSM0S1F.WXT1GDG.G3798V00     

   1/ 1   195    11

*JDBT.DSNOBD.WHTISTBD.ACCTEX03.I0001.A001      1/ 1   115     1 |*PFU.MAINTOPP.PFUI0S0F.WXT1GDG.G0064V00     

   1/ 1   206    10

*RUN32PAY.ONLINE.IEC91988.IEFMRTE.INDEX        1/ 1   116     1 |*PJD8003.PRBLNLFT                           

   1/ 1   216     5

*DCI.PMICS.MAMAIN.USER.LOAD                    1/ 1   117     2 |*PMS.VCICSD10.PMSB0S0F.WXT1GDG.G0340V00     

   1/ 1   221     2

*QFU.ACTIVITY.RPTRSS0F.WXT1GDG.G0446V00        1/ 1   119     3 |*PMS.CP000009.PMSM0S1F.WXT1GDG.G3800V00     

   1/ 1   223    11

*TESTCFS.CADBS.CFSPR413                        1/ 1   122     3 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.DDATN2W6.RPT#5174.G0161V00     

   1/ 1   234     1

*TESTCLN.USERTEST.DBM.FDBSTATS                 1/ 1   125     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   7/16   235     1

*TESTCFS.CADBS.SRTPR449                        1/ 3   126     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   8/16   236     1

*QMN6332.WK.SUPPORT.JUNyy                      1/ 1   127     1 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.RCPST300.DA2E0S2F.G0153V00     

   1/ 1   237     1

*RUN32TDS.VEESOL.SYSOPT.INDEX                  1/ 1   128     1 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.DDATN1W6.RPT#3074.G0169V00     

   2/ 2   238     1

*QMF7458.PRODDATE.FILE                         1/ 1   129     1 |*TESTCFS.CHDBS.RPT@R956                     

   1/ 1   239     5

                *** FREE SPACE ***                    130     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

   9/16   244     1

*QRS.INFOCNTR.BASRTS0F.WXT1PERM                1/ 1   131     2 |*PMH6825.NBC.DBNLYZR.FILELDEL               

   1/ 1   245     1

*TESTCFS.CFSPD556.CNTRYCD                      1/ 1   133     1 |*ICI.RMDS7774.ICIR0S0G.WXT1PERM             

   1/ 5   246     1

*QRP8183.PRINT.KEEP                            2/ 2   134     1 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.CRTCK090.DA2E0S0I.G0260V00     

   1/ 3   247     5

*DCI.MICSP.VMAIN3.CHECKPT.DATA                 1/ 1   135     2 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.CRTCK090.DA2E0S0I.G0260V00     

   2/ 3   252     3

*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                       1/16   137     1 |*EFGI.RT.UZD.CRTCK090.DA2E0S0I.G0260V00     

   3/ 3   255     1

*QJD1358.PN431V.COBOL                          1/ 1   138     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  10/16   256     1

*RUN32TDE.ONLINE.ALTXIDX.PERADI0G              1/ 2   139     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  11/16   257     1

*RUN32TDE.ONLINE.ALTXIDX.PERADI0G              2/ 2   140     1 |*RUN32DDA.JLTRNSTB.INDEX                    

   1/ 1   258     3

*PMS.VTMSD810.PMSB0S0F.WXT1GDG.G0811V00        1/ 1   141     1 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  12/16   261     1

*QLH3551.NEW.KASCO                             1/ 1   142     2 |*PRP8183.PRINT.KEEP                         

   1/ 2   262     8

*TESTTDS.RRS891.CICTX060                       1/ 1   144     5 |*TESTSST.REQUEST.$01852                     

   1/ 1   270     2
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*STS.VIAINS.R32.VIACEN12.PTF                   1/ 1   149     3 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  13/16   272     1

*TESTFRP.EDI80004.RESTONVA                     1/ 1   152     1 |*ICI.RMDS7774.ICIR0S0G.WXT1PERM             

   2/ 5   273     5

*RUN32CMF.ONLINE.MATIX696.MFDM0I0G             1/ 1   153     1 |*PMS.CP000003.PMSM0S1F.WXT1GDG.G4103V00     

   1/ 1   278    16

*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                       2/16   154     1 |*TESTCFS.CNDBS.CFSPU425                     

   3/ 3   294     5

*RUN32LAS.ONLINE.LSOSERR.DATA                  1/ 1   155     5 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  14/16   299     1

*EFGI.RT.UZD.DDATN1W6.RPT#3074.G0169V00        1/ 2   160     1 |*PLH3551.OLD.ADVRATES                       

   1/ 1   300     4

*EFGI.RT.UZD.DDATN2W6.RPT#5170.G0163V00        1/ 1   161     1 |*TESTFCS.CNDBS.RPTPR603                     

   1/ 1   304     5

*QPG3403.TRANS010.CDFE2S0I.WXT1GDG.G0003V00    2/ 2   162     5 |*JOBMLGM.GLMPI021.REPORT                    

  15/16   309     1

                                                                |

VCA HFS Detail File/Directory Report
The HFS Detail File/Directory Report provides detailed information on selected file systems. The report sequence is
system identifier, volume serial, device type, and data set name. For each file/directory entry, a detail line is produced that
contains pathname 1 information, group ID information, user ID information, create-date timestamp, most-recent-access/
modify timestamp, and space allocation information. The allocation information contains space allocated for a file/directory
entry. A total space allocated at each sequence level is reported, as well as a total for the report. The total number of
observations with each sequence group is also reported.

Use this report to determine the space allocation and ownership information for a specific file/directory entry.

HFS Detail File/Directory Report Sample

                       CA MICS File System Report                         20:16 Sunday, August 6, yyyy

 

System Identifier=XE96 Volume Serial Number=XE96S1 Device Type=3390-3 Data Set Name=MVSXE96.USS.GROUP1

 

                                                                                         Amount of

                                                                          Most Recent      Space

                       Group                       Create Date          Access/Modify    Allocated

  Pathname 1            ID      User ID             Timestamp              Timestamp      (KBytes)

 

  /u                            ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:32:50.00    05JULyy:16:18:05.00       8.192

  /u                            ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:32:50.00    06JULyy:21:40:52.00       8.192

  /u/charlie                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:16.00    04JULyy:15:29:01.00       8.192

  /u/charlie                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:16.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

  /u/ellph01                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:47.00    04JULyy:15:29:01.00       8.192

  /u/ellph01                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:47.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

  /u/ellph01/test1              ELLPH01    15JUNyy:19:22:21.00    15JUNyy:19:28:54.00       4.096

  /u/ellph01/test1              ELLPH01    15JUNyy:19:22:21.00    15JUNyy:19:28:54.00       4.096

  /u/group1                     ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:55:06.00    04JULyy:15:29:01.00       8.192

  /u/group1                     ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:55:06.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

  /u/group1/ellph01             ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:55:19.00    04JULyy:15:29:01.00       8.192

  /u/group1/ellph01             ELLPH01    29MARyy:21:55:19.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

  /u/group02                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:06.00    04JULyy:15:29:01.00       8.192
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  /u/group02                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:31:06.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

  /u/tunyu01                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:23:41.00    04JULyy:15:29:00.00       8.192

  /u/tunyu01                    ELLPH01    23SEPyy:15:23:41.00    06JULyy:19:50:57.00       8.192

                                                                                         ---------

    DSNAME                                                                                122.880

   DEVTYPE                                                                                122.880

    VOLSER                                                                                122.880

     SYSID                                                                                122.880

                                                                                         =========

                                                                                          122.880

 

                                              N = 16

                                        Total N = 16

VCA Using the MICF Standard Analysis Reports
This section describes the procedures you should use to execute the MICF standard analysis inquiries and tailor them for
your specific environment. The following sections include the following topics:

• Executing the MICF Standard Analysis Inquiries
• Execution Time Override Options
• Macro Variable Override Options
• Sample Inquiry Execution
• MICF Production Reporting Support

VCA Executing the MICF Standard Analysis Inquiries

The MICF Standard Analysis Reports are accessed through the Database Inquiries option of MICF, which is part of the
MICS Workstation Facility (MWF). Contact your MICS Administrator if you are unsure how to access MWF through your
ISPF system.

If you have not used MICF before, you should select the MICF Options feature of MICF. This allows you to set options
that affect the execution and presentation of your inquiries. This allows you to set environmental options, such as whether
reports should be run in background or interactive mode.

The report inquiries are stored in your Shared MICF catalog in a Catalog Group named STORAGE. The names of the
inquiries, the reports they produce, and the files and timespans used by each inquiry are shown in the following Report
Inquiry Descriptions figure:

Report Inquiry Descriptions

Inquiry Report Name Produced File(s) Used
VCALD1 DASD Installation Overview Report DETAIL.VCADAA

DETAIL.VCA_VS
DETAIL.VCAVOA
DAYS.ADMEXC

VCALD2 Account Summary Report DAYS.VCADAA
DAYS.VCA_VS

VCALD3 Volume Summary Report DETAIL.VCAVOA
VCALD4 Detail Data Set Report DETAIL.VCADAA
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VCALD5 Detail VSAM Data Set Report DETAIL.VCA_VS
VCALD6 Volume Track Map Report DETAIL.VCADAA

DETAIL.VCAVOA

VCA Execution Time Override Options

After you have selected an inquiry for execution, you will be presented with one or more screens of execution-time
override options. While most of these values are optional, or will use default values, they can also be used to tailor the
data that will appear on the final reports. When multiple options are specified, they must all be satisfied before data
is selected. For example, if you requested data sets with a DFSMS Storage Class of NORMAL and an organization
(DSORG) of PS, only those data sets having BOTH a Storage Class of NORMAL and a DSORG of PS would appear in
the resulting report.

This section will describe each of the override options that you might see when you execute an inquiry. The function and
syntax of each option will be described, and examples will be shown.

The general format of each override option is shown in the example below:

  Select by Data Set Name:       EQ/NE - value* ...

EQ                               ____________________________

The first line describes the function of the option and the syntax of the two operands on the second line. The second
line contains two operand areas that you will supply if you want to use this option. In this example, the first line
indicates this option can be used to select only certain data sets to appear on this report. The first line also describes
the syntax of the two operands that can be coded on the second line. In this example, the first operand (the one that
appears in the left column), must have a value of either EQ (EQUAL) or NE (NOT EQUAL). The default value of EQ
already appears in the operand location. This represents the type of comparison that will be done between the data set
name and the value in the second operand. For example, if you code EQ as the first operand, the data set name must
be EQUAL to the value specified in the second operand, or it will not be selected. The second operand specifies the
value the data set name will be compared against. The three periods (...) indicate that multiple values can be present.
The asterisk (*) indicates that a short, or prefixed value can be entered by specifying an asterisk as the last character.
Assume you wanted to include all data sets in your report except a data set named SECRET and all data sets with the
prefix PAY. You could accomplish this by coding the option statement as shown below:

  Select by Data Set Name:       EQ/NE - value* ...

NE                               SECRET PAY*

Line Size and Page Size Options

MICF provides options to allow the specification of default output line size and page size. As all of the standard reports
use up through report column 132, any MICF default line size you establish will be ignored (a value of 132 will forced for
these reports only).

MICF defaults for page size (number of lines per page) will be honored. However, if you choose a page size less than 60,
ensure the value you specify is large enough to account for the heading and title lines that appear on each page.

Each of the possible execution-time override options will now be described. Some options will apply to all inquiries, while
others apply to one or two specific inquiries. These options are listed in alphabetical order, based on the description of the
option in the first line.

Date/Time range for reporting

Function:
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Selects for reporting only that data collected within a specified date and time range. The specified values are compared
against the date and time in a given VCC run. Every VCC run has the same date and time values for each collected data.

Usage:

Required.

Operand 1:

Specify the minimum data collection time to be included in this report in the format ddmonyy:hh:mm:ss. Any data collected
at or after this value will be included. Default value is 01JAN60:00:00:00 (January 01, 1960).

Operand 2:

Specify the maximum data collection time to be included in this report in the format ddmonyy:hh:mm:ss. Any
data collected at or before this value will be included. Default value is 31DEC59:23:59:59 (December 31, 2059).

Example:

Include all data collected between 9 a.m. on March 4th 1991 and March 5th at midnight:

'04MAR91:09:00' - '05MAR91:23:59:59'

Enter the database ID for the database to be processed

Function:

Specifies the MICS Unit Database ID (DBID) from which the data for this report should be extracted. The value coded
must specify a unit containing the VCA information area. You can enter a question mark (?) to obtain a list of the valid
units for your installation. Check with your MICS Administrator if you have further questions or problems.

Usage:

Required:

Operand 1:

Specify the one-character Unit Database ID (DBID) that should be used to obtain data for this report. The default value
can be specified as a MICF option.

Operand 2:

Not used.

Example:

Run a report using data from the San Francisco office. Data from that office resides in Unit Database ID (DBID) S:

S

Enter the range of MICS File Cycles to be processed

Function:

Specifies the cycles of the MICS VCA information area to be used as the input data source for this report request.
Typically, each cycle represents a snapshot of your DASD environment taken on a particular day. Cycle 01 would
represent the most current snapshot, cycle 02 would represent a snapshot taken two days ago, etc.

Usage:

Required.
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Operand 1:

Specify a numeric cycle number 01 through 99 to be used as the beginning cycle number to include in this report. The
default value can be specified as a MICF option.

Operand 2:

Specify a numeric cycle number 01 through 99 to be used as the ending cycle number to include in this report.
If this is not specified, only the beginning cycle number will be used. Specify this operand with caution, as it
can cause duplicate data unless you supply a report date or specify a repetitive data option.

Example:

Run a report using VCA data starting with cycle 01 and ending with cycle 05:

01 - 05

Repetitive data processing option

Function:

The input data in the specified cycle(s) is selected according to the data's VCC run timestamp. Normally, VCC is run once
a day against a specified set of the installation's DASD devices and the data collected is input to the MICS DAILY job. If
your installation follows this procedure, then this option has limited use and can be skipped. This option has meaning only
if each cycle of data in the VCA information area is composed of data from more than one run of VCC. In this case, the
data is grouped in each cycle according to the timestamp, that is kept with the data. This timestamp is the time at which
the VCC collected the data

Usage:

Required.

Operand 1:

Specify LATEST to select the most recent data in the specified cycle(s) (only the data collected during the most recent
VCC run). Specify MERGE to select the most recent data associated with each unique data set or volume serial number.
This allows for the case where the data contains many runs of the VCC data, each run containing data on a subset of the
volumes in the configuration. The use of MERGE solves this problem by merging together several VCC runs and selecting
the most recent occurrence for each unique data set and volume. Specify NONE to bypass testing for repetitive data.
NONE is the default.

Operand 2:

Not used.

Example:

Include only data from the VCC run with the most current timestamp in this report:

LATEST

Report Title (for first title of report)

Function:

Specifies the title that will appear as the first title line on each report page printed by this inquiry.

Usage:

Required.
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Operand 1:

Specify a character value that will appear as the first title line on each report page. Avoid using single quotes ('), double
quotes (") or other special characters in the title value, as these can cause SAS errors or incorrect output. If your alternate
title will not fit into the first operand area, it can be extended into the second area. If this is done, note that a blank space
will always be inserted between the first and second operands. This problem can be minimized by coding leading blanks
before the first operand value, so the break between the operands occurs where a blank is desired. The leading blanks
will not appear in the title. The default title is MICS DASD MANAGEMENT REPORTING SYSTEM.

Operand 2:

See Operand 1 above.

Example:

Use an alternate report title for a 3390 DASD study that is being done: JUNE STUDY OF 3390 ACTIVITY

Select by DASD Device Type

Function:

Allows data sets and volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on device type.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the DASD device type value must be equal to one of the operand 2 values in order to be included in this
report. Specify NE to include only those device types not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.
Operand 2: Specify one or more device type values to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no
selection by device type will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. Refer to
data dictionary element DEVTYPE for a list of possible values.

Example:

Include only 3380-K and 3390 DASD data in this report:

EQ - 3380-K 3390*

Select by Data Set Name

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the data set name. Refer to data dictionary element
DSNAME for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the data set name must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify NE to
include only those data set names types not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more data set name values to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by data
set name will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value.

Example:
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Include only data sets with the prefix IMS and PROD.IMS:

EQ - IMS* PROD.IMS*

Select by Data Set Organization

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on their data set organization.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the data set organization must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify
NE to include only those data set organizations not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more data set organization values to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection
by data set organization will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. Refer to
data dictionary element DSORG for possible values.

Example:

Exclude data set organizations of DA and DAU from processing:

NE - DA*

Select by Date Last Used (ddmonyy)

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the date they were last used. Each time a data set is
opened for input or output, the last reference date for the data set is updated. This is collected by VCC and kept as VCA
element DAAREFDT.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more date values in the format ddmonyy to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear
if operand 1 is EQ or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if
operand 1 is R. If no values are specified, selection by date last used will not occur.

Example:

Include all data sets used in May of 1990:
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R - 01MAY90 31MAY90

Select by Date of Creation (ddmonyy)

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the date they were created. Refer to data dictionary
element CREATEDT for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more date values in the format ddmonyy to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear
if operand 1 is EQ or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if
operand 1 is R. If no values are specified, selection by date of creation will not occur.

Example:

Exclude all data sets created before 2008:

GE - 01JAN08

Select by Free Tracks on Volume

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on the number of free (unallocated) tracks present on the
volume. Refer to data dictionary element VOASPACF for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the number of free tracks will not occur.

Example:

Include all volumes with more than 1000 tracks of unallocated space:

GT - 1000
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Select by Number of Extents

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the number of extents they have allocated. Refer to
data dictionary element DAAEXTNO for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the number of extents will not occur.

Example:

Include only those data sets that have no extents allocated:

EQ - 0

Select by Number of Tracks Allocated

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the number of tracks they have allocated. Refer to
data dictionary element DAASPACA for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the number of allocated tracks will not occur.

Example:

Exclude those data sets occupying less than 500 tracks of DASD space:

GE - 500
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Select by Number of Tracks Used

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the number of tracks actually being used for data
storage. Refer to data dictionary element DAASPACU for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the number of used tracks will not occur.

Example:

Include only those data sets using more than 500 tracks, but less than 1000:

R - 501 999

Select by Percent Volume Free

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on the percentage of space on the volume that remains
available for new data set allocations. Refer to data dictionary element VOAPCSPF for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the percentage of free space will not occur.

Example:

Include only those volumes with less than 10 percent free space:

LT - 10
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Select by Percentage of Space Used

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the percentage of space in the data set actually
being used to store data. If a data set has allocated 100 tracks of space but is only using 25 tracks, the percentage of
space used is 25. Refer to data dictionary element DAAPCSPU for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the percentage used space will not occur.

Example:

Include only those data sets using 50 percent or less of their allocated space:

LE - 50

Select by SMS Data Class

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on their assigned DFSMS data class. Refer to data
dictionary element STORDATC for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the data class name must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify NE
to include only those data sets with data classes not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more data class names to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by data
class name will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. A keyword of NULL
can also be specified to select data sets with no (blank) data class assigned.

Example:

Include data sets with data class names SPECIAL, with the prefix TEST, or with no data class:

EQ - SPECIAL TEST* NULL
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Select by SMS Management Class

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on their assigned DFSMS management class. Refer to
data dictionary element STORMGTC for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the management class name must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report.
Specify NE to include only those data sets with management classes not equal to one of the values specified for operand
2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more management class names to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection
by management class name will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. A
keyword of NULL can also be specified to select data sets with no (blank) management class assigned.

Example:

Exclude data sets with management class names with the prefix NOMIG:

NE - NOMIG*

Select by SMS Storage Class

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on their assigned DFSMS storage class. Refer to data
dictionary element STORSTGC for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the storage class name must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify
NE to include only those data sets with storage classes not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more storage class names to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by
storage class name will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. A keyword of
NULL can also be specified to select data sets with no (blank) storage class assigned.

Example:

Include data sets with storage class names STANDARD and FAST:

EQ - STANDARD FAST

Select by SMS Storage Group

Function:
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Allows data sets and volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on their assigned DFSMS storage group.
Refer to data dictionary element STORNAME for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the storage group name must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify
NE to include only those data sets with storage groups not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more storage group names to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by
storage group name will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value. A keyword of
NULL can also be specified to select data sets with no (blank) storage group class assigned.

Example:

Exclude data sets with any storage group name prefixed by the characters TSO:

NE - TSO*

Select by specific System (SYSID)

Function:

Allows data sets and volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on their System Identifier. Refer to data
dictionary element SYSID for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the system identifier must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify NE
to include only those data sets with system identifiers not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more system identifiers to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by system
identifier will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value.

Example:

Include data sets with system identifier PROD, plus any with the prefix IMS:

EQ - PROD IMS*

Select by VCA Account Field

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on the contents of any of the VCA Account Fields. Up to
9 different account fields can be defined within your VCA data. The contents of these fields are specific to your installation,
but can help summarize your data by location, department, division, user, etc. Contact your MICS Administrator if you are
unsure of the structure and format of your accounting fields. All 9 fields might not be defined at your installation.

Usage:
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Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the account field contents must be equal to one of the operand 2 values in order to be included in this report.
Specify NE to include only those data sets with account field data not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more values to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by account field
contents will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value.

Example:

Include data sets with values of PAY, TEST, or SYSTEM in this account field, or with a prefix of CICS:

EQ - PAY CICS* TEST SYSTEM

Select by Volume Fragmentation Index

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on the value of their fragmentation index. This index is
used as a measure of the fragmentation of the free space on the volume. Refer to data dictionary element VOAFRAGX for
more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the value in the data must be equal to one of the operand 2 values. Specify NE if the data value must not
equal one of the operand 2 values. Other values that can be specified include LT (data less than operand 2), GT (data
greater than operand 2), LE (data less than or equal to operand 2), GE (data greater than or equal to operand 2), or R
(data within the range specified by operand 2).

Operand 2:

Specify one or more numeric values to be used for the comparison. One or more values can appear if operand 1 is EQ
or NE. Only one value should appear if operand 1 is LT, GT, LE, or GE. Two values should appear if operand 1 is R. If no
values are specified, selection based on the fragmentation index will not occur.

Example:

Include only those volumes with fragmentation index values between .500 and .900:

R - .500 .900

Select by Volume Serial Number

Function:

Allows data sets and volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on the serial number of the volume. Refer
to data dictionary element VOLSER for more information.

Usage:

Required for the Volume Track Map Report. Optional for all other reports.

Operand 1:
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Specify EQ if the volume serial number must be equal to one of the operand 2 values in order to be included in this report.
Specify NE to include only those volumes with serial numbers not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify one or more values to be used for the comparison. If this operand is left blank, no selection by volume serial
number will occur. Specify an asterisk (*) as the last character to indicate a prefix or short value.

Example:

Include all volumes in this report with the serial number prefixes TSO, PAY, and SPOOL:

EQ - PAY* TSO* SPOOL*

Select SMS Managed Data Sets

Function:

Allows data sets to be included or excluded from reporting based on their DFSMS management status. Data sets residing
on DFSMS controlled volumes are known as managed data sets, as all future allocation and movement activities for those
data sets are managed by DFSMS. Refer to data dictionary element DAASMSID for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify YES if only DFSMS managed data sets should be included in the reporting. Specify NO if only unmanaged data
sets should be included. Leave this operand blank to cause no selection based on DFSMS management status to occur.

Operand 2:

Not used.

Example:

Include only DFSMS managed data sets in this report:

YES

Select SMS Volume Ownership Status

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on their DFSMS management status.
Volumes fully managed by DFSMS are known as Converted volumes, while volumes in the process of being converted
are said to be in Initial status. Refer to data dictionary element VOASMSFG for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the volume DFSMS status must be equal to one of the operand 2 values in order to be included in this
report. Specify NE to include only those volumes with DFSMS status not equal to one of the values specified for operand
2.

Operand 2:
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Specify INITIAL to select or exclude those volumes that are in DFSMS Initial status. Specify CONVERTED to select or
exclude those volumes that are in DFSMS converted status. Leave this operand blank to cause no selection based on
DFSMS volume status to occur.

Example:

Include only those volumes in this report that are not managed by DFSMS:

NE - INITIAL CONVERTED

Select Volume Mount Attribute

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on their MVS mount attribute. Refer to data dictionary
element VOAMOUNT for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the MVS mount attribute must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify
NE to include only those volumes with mount attributes not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify RESIDENT to select or exclude those volumes mounted as Resident. Specify RESERVED to select or exclude
those volumes mounted as Reserved. Specify REMOVABLE to select or exclude those volumes mounted as Removable.
Leave this operand blank to cause no selection based on MVS mount attribute to occur.

Example:

Include only those volumes in this report that are mounted with a status of Removable.

EQ - REMOVABLE

Select Volume Usage Attribute

Function:

Allows volumes to be included or excluded from reporting based on their MVS usage attribute. Refer to data dictionary
element VOAUSE for more information.

Usage:

Optional.

Operand 1:

Specify EQ if the MVS usage attribute must be equal to one of the operand 2 values to be included in this report. Specify
NE to include only those volumes with usage attributes not equal to one of the values specified for operand 2.

Operand 2:

Specify PRIVATE to select or exclude those volumes with Private usage status. Specify PUBLIC to select or exclude those
volumes with Public usage status. Specify STORAGE to select or exclude those volumes with Storage usage status.
Leave this operand blank to cause no selection based on MVS usage attribute to occur.

Example:
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Exclude those volumes from this report that are mounted with a usage attribute of Public:

NE - PUBLIC

VCA Macro Variable Override Options

The Data Set Size Analysis, the Data Set Fragmentation Analysis, and the Data Set Last Reference Analysis sections of
the Overview report display distributions of data sets within a set of predefined categories. The values associated with
these categories are adjustable by the user. The Exception Analysis section reports on the five most critical exceptions.
The exception numbers can also be specified by the user. A set of macro variables has been defined which specify the
lower bound values for each of the categories and the number of the most significant exceptions. The macro variables are
defined in the VCARPTU1 member of sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE.

The names and descriptions of the macro variables are shown in the following table:

Report User Macro Definitions

Source Member Name Macro Name Default Values Macro Description
VCARPTU1 _EXC1 thru _EXC5 '09001'

'09002'
'09003'
'09004'
'09005'

The five most significant
exception codes contained in
the Exception Report

_EXCPRE1 thru _EXCPRE5 The prefix strings that are
used to make the exception
descriptions more readable on
the Exception Report

_DSALL1 thru _DSALL5 2000
1000
500
250
100

The five lower bound TRACK
values for the allocated tracks
category used in the Data Set
Size Analysis

_REFDT1 thru _REFDT5 13
10
7
4
1

The five lower bound MONTH
values for the last reference
category used in the Data Set
Last Reference Analysis

_DSEXT1 thru _DSEXT4 13
9
5
2

The four lower bound EXTENT
values for the allocated extent
category used in the Data Set
Fragmentation Analysis

VCA Sample Inquiry Execution

This section will illustrate the procedure used to select and execute one of the MICF standard analysis inquiries supplied
with the MICS Space Analyzer Option product.

In this example, the user wishes to execute the Volume Summary Report to list volumes that may have potential space
problems due to volume fragmentation.

The user first establishes a TSO session, invokes ISPF, and selects the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) option.
The exact procedure for doing this will vary for each site, so contact your MICS Administrator if you are unsure of this
procedure.
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From the MWF primary menu, select the MICF option. From the primary MICF menu, select the Database Inquiries option.
At this point, you should see a screen similar to that shown in the following MICF Inquiry Selection Screen figure.

MICF Inquiry Selection Screen

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|  ----------------------------  Database Inquiries   ----------------------------    |

|  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE     |

|                                                                                     |

|  Catalog     ===> SHARED  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group         ===> STORAGE      |

|  Select Mode ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===> ________     |

|                                                                                     |

|  Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete                          |

|                                                                                     |

|  Cmd    Name                    Title                       Date     Time           |

|   -   --------  ----------------------------------------  ---------  -----          |

|   _   VCALD1    DASD Installation Overview Report         yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|   _   VCALD2    Account Summary Report                    yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|   S   VCALD3    Volume Summary Report                     yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|   _   VCALD4    Detail Data Set Report                    yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|   _   VCALD5    Detail VSAM Data Set Report               yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|   _   VCALD6    Volume Track Map Report                   yy/mm/dd   14:48          |

|  ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************    |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

If the screen you see is not similar to the sample above, make sure the Catalog, Catalog Group, and Select Mode are
identical to that shown. Note also that other MICS storage products may have added inquiries to the STORAGE Catalog
Group, so you may see inquiries other than those shown in MICF Inquiry Selection Screen. If this occurs, use the ISPF
scroll keys to locate the inquiries prefixed with VCA.

In the example above, a line command of 'S' (Select), has been placed to the left of the report that is being selected for
execution.

When the Volume Summary Report is selected for execution, you may be shown an additional screen that allows you to
override execution options, such as whether you desire batch or interactive execution, and the format of the Job card(s)
for batch submission. This screen is not shown in this example. If it appears, simply follow the instructions on the screen
and complete the options.

After the Volume Summary Report has been selected for execution, the Execution-Time Parameters screen will appear.
An example of this screen is shown in the following Sample Execution Parameter Screen figure.

Sample Execution Parameter Screen

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|  -------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------  |

|  Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR    |

|                                                                                   |

|  Executing CA MICS Inquiry: VCALD3 - Volume Summary Report                        |

|                                                                                   |

|  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|    Enter the Data Base ID. (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.       |

|  P                                     - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Enter the range of MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.           |

|  01                                    - _____________________________________    |
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|                                                                                   |

|    Report Title (for first title of report):                                      |

|  VOLUME FRAGMENTATION STUDY            - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Date/Time range for reporting:        ddmonyy:hh:mm:ss - ddmonyy:hh:mm:ss      |

|  'ddmonyy:00:00:00'DT                  - 'ddmonyy:23:59:59'DT                     |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by specific System (SYSID):    EQ/NE - value* ...                       |

|  EQ                                    - SYSA IMS*                                |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by Volume Serial Number:       EQ/NE - value* ...                       |

|  EQ                                    - TSO*                                     |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by SMS Storage Group:          EQ/NE - value* ...                       |

|  EQ                                    - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select SMS Volume Ownership Status:   EQ/NE - INITIAL CONVERTED                |

|  NE                                    - INITIAL                                  |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by Volume Fragmentation Index: EQ/NE/LT/GT/LE/GE/R - value ...          |

|  GT                                    - .500                                     |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by Percent Volume Free:        EQ/NE/LT/GT/LE/GE/R - value ...          |

|  EQ                                    - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select by Free Tracks on Volume:      EQ/NE/LT/GT/LE/GE/R - value ...          |

|  EQ                                    - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Select Volume Mount Attribute:        EQ/NE - RESIDENT RESERVED REMOVABLE      |

|  EQ                                    - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|    Repetitive data processing option:    NONE/LATEST/MERGE                        |

|  NONE                                  - _____________________________________    |

|                                                                                   |

|  ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The Execution-Time Parameters screen is then used to enter the parameters that will control the execution of the inquiry
and the resulting output that will be produced. The ISPF scroll keys can be used to scroll up and down through the various
options.

Based on the example shown in Sample Execution Parameter Screen, the following parameters have been entered by
this user:

• Input data should be obtained from Cycle 01 of Data Base Unit P.
• The default title was changed to VOLUME FRAGMENTATION STUDY.
• The default report Date/Time range was not changed.
• Data will only be selected if its System Identifier (SYSID) is SYSA, or has a prefix of IMS.
• Only those volumes will be accepted that have a volume serial number with the prefix TSO.
• Volumes will be excluded if they are in DFSMS Initial status (in the process of being converted to DFSMS

management).
• Only volumes with a fragmentation index greater than .500 will be accepted for reporting. This will only select volumes

that are starting to have space fragmentation problems.
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Once the specified parameters are acceptable, the user should use the ISPF END key to continue report execution. This
should generate a report meeting the specifications requested by the user.

VCA MICF Production Reporting Support

The standard analysis reports supplied with the MICS Space Analyzer Option are fully supported by the MICF Production
Reporting facility. The inquiries may be scheduled to execute automatically as part of normal MICS processing.

This facility makes it easy to schedule the regular production of reports that can be used to monitor your storage
resources. Anomalies detected in these regular reports can then be further investigated using other standard analysis
reports run under MICF.

The Volume Track Map Report may have to be modified when used with the MICF Production Reporting facility. This is
because, by default, the report will only select volumes with a serial number prefix of "TSO" for reporting. In most cases
this is not a problem, as this report is normally used for specific problem research and not as part of regular production
reporting. If you desire to use this report in a production reporting environment, you may have to copy the inquiry, edit the
default value to meet your standards, and then specify the modified inquiry as input to the MICF Production Reporting
facility.

VCA - SAS ODS Graphics
MICF inquiry names follow the cccptn form:

ccc
The three-character component identifier.

p
The type of graphic output. Valid values are C (color graphics), O (SAS ODS graphics), L (printed report), or P (printer
graphics).

t
The report frequency. Valid values are X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M (months), and Y (years).

n
An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry that is named VCAOX1 can be interpreted as:

VCAOX1

---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

|  || from other SAS ODS graphics

|  || inquiries run at the DAYS 

|  || timespan 

|  |+-- can be run daily

|  +-- an SAS ODS graphics inquiry

+-- an VCA Analyzer Option

VCAOX1 - Top 20 CI Splits by DS Type

The VCAOX1 inquiry generates a daily chart that shows the Top 20 VSAM data sets with the largest number of control
interval splits in descending order, left to right. By default, the inquiry shows the Top 20 VSAM data sets but the inquiry
can be easily modified to show a different number of data sets. Data for charting can be also filtered based on user
defined range of CI Splits.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful to identify VSAM data sets that might need REORG maintenance to eliminate the volume of control
interval splits. Control interval splits can degrade read/write performance when accessing and updating the data set.

Charts

Top 20 DSN CI Splits by DS Type

Left Y-axis

• DAANCIS
Number of CI Splits

Right Y-axis

• DAANCAS
Number of CA Splits

X-axis
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• DSN_CIRK
DSN Control Interval Split Rank

Inquiry Defaults

• Derivations:
DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS);

DSN_CIRK

DSN_CIRK = DSNAME ;

/* after input file is sorted by descending DAASCIS the rank is prefixed to the DSNAME and the TOPNN are

 output */

RETAIN TOPNN "&TOPNN"; 

RETAIN COUNT 0 ; 

LABEL COUNT='High CI Rank' ; 

IF FIRST.DAADSTYP THEN COUNT=1 ; 

IF COUNT LE TOPNN THEN DO ; 

DSN_CIRK=PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || LEFT(TRIM(DSN_CIRK)) ;

OUTPUT FILE2 ; 

COUNT+1 ; 

END ; 

ELSE DELETE ; 

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• TopNN
Specify the number of data sets to appear on the report. Default is 20.

• DAANCIS
Define range of CI splits for DSN's to be displayed.
– DAANCISL is used as minimum value and DAANCISH as maximum value
– Default:

DAANCISL=1 (in order to not display DSN's and charts with no CI splits)
• SELECT YESTERDAY

Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

VCAOX2 - Daily Top 20 STORCLAS Space Used

The VCAOX2 inquiry generates a daily chart that identifies the Top 20 Storage Classes that are based on DASD space
that is allocated in descending order, left to right.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful in helping you to identify the largest users of DASD space, which is based on your storage class
definitions.

Charts

Top 20 Storage Classes Ranked by Spaced Used

Left Y-axis

• DAAALLSP
Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

• DAAUSESP
Amount of Space Used (MBytes)

X-axis

• STCRANK
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Top Storage Class

Inquiry Defaults

The inquiry defaults are:

• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS);

STCRANK

STCRANK = STORSTGC ;

IF STCRANK=' ' THEN STCRANK='**blank**';

/* after descending sort by space used, the top 20 are selected for charting */

RETAIN TOPNN "&TOPNN" ;

RETAIN COUNT 0 ;

IF FIRST.DATE THEN COUNT=1 ;

IF COUNT LE TOPNN THEN DO ;

STCRANK=PUT(COUNT,Z2.) || ' - ' || LEFT(TRIM(STCRANK)) ;

OUTPUT FILE2 ;

COUNT+1 ;

END ;

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• TopNN
Specify the number of Storage Classes to appear on the report. Default is 20.

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

VCAOX3 - Volume Capacity and Use

The VCAOX3 inquiry generates a chart that shows the capacity and space that is allocated for DASD volumes that you
specify in the run-time execution parameter overrides.

It may happen that there are too many volumes to display on the chart, which makes the chart unreadable. For those
cases, you can filter by Volume Capacity (VOACAPMB) or by Volume Serial Number (VOLSER) to get to a reasonable
number of volumes to display on the chart.
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Uses

This inquiry is useful for studying the allocation patterns of specific volume subsets. Multiple inquiries can be run with
different filter criteria, allowing you to generate charts for various specific DASD volume subsets.

Charts

VOLSER Capacity Compared to Space Allocated

The example shows the capacity and allocation status of DASD volumes with VOLSER names that begin with the letters
‘MICS’.

Y-axis

• VOAALLSP
Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

• VOACAPMB
Volume Capacity (MBytes)

X-axis
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• VOLSER
Volume Serial Number

Inquiry Defaults

The inquiry defaults are:

• Derivations:
Date

DATEPART(ENDTS);

Modifications

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

• UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each
ID value.

• CYCLE RANGE
Enter range of MICS online file cycles or enter ARCHIVE for archive files.

• VOACAPMB
Specify Range of Volume Capacity in Megabytes (VOACAPMB).
You can select a range i.e. 3000 - 5000 to view only volumes with capacity of 3000 Megabytes to 5000 Megabytes.
You can also select minimum capacity if you fill in only first field (from) i.e. 5000 to filter data to display only volumes
with capacity 5000 MBytes or higher.

• VOLSER
Select by specific VOLSER.
You can choose specific VOLSER or the first letters of VOLSER (i.e. TSOA) to view only volumes that start with those
letters (i.e. volumes TSOA20, TSOA26, ...)

• SELECT YESTERDAY
Specify whether to report only on observations with a time stamp from yesterday.
Available values:
– Y - Yes
– N - No

Default: No

VCA Files
The MICS Space Analyzer Option divides its data logically into the VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area (VCA), the
DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area (HSM), and the DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area (HSB). Primary
DASD volume and data set information (both VSAM and non-VSAM) comprises the VTOC/Catalog Activity Information
Area data files. HSM Level 1 and Level 2 migration information is reflected in the DFHSM Inventory Primary Information
Area files. Finally, Hierarchical Storage Backup activity is in the DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area data files. The
HSF, VCA, HSM, and HSB Files figure lists the product's files and the timespans that are activated for each file.

The following table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they
belong. For each file in an information area the following data is provided:

XDWMYT
Defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period (.) indicates
that the file is not supported. The timespans indicated by XDWMYT are as follows:
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         X - DETAIL

         D - DAYS

         W - WEEKS

         M - MONTHS

         Y - YEARS

         T - TABLES AREA

 

File
The name use to access this file.

File Name
The descriptive label for the file.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HSF, VCA, HSM, and HSB Files

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| USS File System                        | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2009 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| XD.M..  HFSDIR  USS DIRECTORY ENTRY FILE                  |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| VTOC/Catalog Activity                  | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2009 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| XD.M..  VCA_VS  VSAM DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE             |

| XD.M..  VCADAA  DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE                  |

| .D.M..  VCADCS  DATA CLASS SUMMARY FILE                   |

| X..M..  VCAVOA  VOLUME ALLOCATION FILE                    |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| DFHSM Inventory Backup                 | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2009 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

|                                                           |

| XD.M..  HSBBAC  BACKUP DATA FILE                          |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

| DFHSM Inventory Primary                | Date Generated:  |

| Information Area                       |Tue, May 12, 2009 |

+----------------------------------------+------------------+

|                                                           |

| XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |
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|                                                           |

| XD.M..  HSMMIG  MIGRATED DATA FILE                        |

| XDWMY.  HSMTAP  TAPE PLANNING FILE                        |

| XD.MY.  HSMVOL  DASD VOLUME PLANNING FILE                 |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

This section contains the following topics:

• VCA Data Element Naming Conventions
• SPC VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area Files
• DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area Files
• DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area Files
• USS File System Information Area File

VCA Data Element Naming Conventions
MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

VCA Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Data Set Allocation VCADAA DAA
VSAM Data Set Allocation VCA_VS DAA (see Note)
Volume Allocation VCAVOA VOA
Data Class Summary VCADCS DAA (see Note)

DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Migrated Data HSMMIG MIG
Volume Planning HSMVO VOL
Tape Planning HSMTA TAP

DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area

FIle Name File Names Begin With
BACKUP Data HSBBAC BAC

Note: The VCA_VS and VCADCS files are called parallel files because they contain the same elements as another file.
For these files, the first three characters of the data element names are not the same as the last three characters of the
file name.

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. You will find common data elements listed under Sequence/Summary
Data Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.
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Entries for each data element

TIMESPAN
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
&quot;XDWMYT&quot; as follows:

X
DETAIL

D
DAYS

W
WEEKS

M
MONTHS

Y
YEARS

T
TABLES AREA

.
File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

Data Element:
The data element name.

Data Element Description:
The data element's long name.

SPC VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and
data sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The files maintained in the VTOC/Catalog Activity Information Area include:

• VCADAA - Data Set Allocation File
• VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File
• VCAVOA - Volume Allocation File
• VCADCS - Data Class Summary File

VCADAA - Data Set Allocation File

The Data Set Allocation File describes the attributes, allocation, and current status for each data set in the installation.

This file is derived from data collected by the DASD Space Collector (VCC). One observation is built for each data set on
each volume selected for processing. If a data set resides on more than one volume, then that data set will have more
than one observation in the file.

Sources of data for the observations in this file are as follows:
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• The format-1 DSCB in the VTOC provides the data set name and most of the attributes of the data set.
• The SMS cells in the VVDS provide the SMS class name values for DATACLAS, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS

constructs if the data set is SMS-managed.
• The storage group name is obtained by VCC from the SMS address space if available.

The VCA DAA file contains observations for both non-VSAM and VSAM data sets. For non-VSAM observations, the
VCADAA file is sole location of data, having been merged into a complete observation from the above sources.

For VSAM observations, it is important to realize that the data for the VCADAA file comes from the VTOC, not the catalog.
With ICF catalogs, the VTOC is the definitive source of information for the space allocated by a data set (DAASPACA).
For this reason, the VCADAA file is perfectly adequate for accounting applications for both VSAM and non- VSAM. The
utilization of space within an allocated extent is not described in the VTOC for VSAM files; hence, when the data set type
(DAADSTYP) is VS (for VSAM), space used (DAASPACU) is always set equal to space allocated (DAASPACA). Yet, for
accounting purposes, space allocated and its time- oriented derivatives such as DAADURSP and DAAKBHR are always
sufficient.

Another reason why VSAM data is often better observed through the VCADAA file is the maintenance of various fields
by MVS and DFP. For example, the critically important element known as date last-referenced (DAAREFDT) is more
accurate when obtained from the VTOC field known as DS1REFD.

Yet another reason why the VCADAA file should be considered as a source of data about VSAM data sets is simply ease
of programming. It is generally easier to report on data from one SAS file if you are new to SAS programming. Unless you
need detailed attributes unique to VSAM structures (number of control-area splits (DAANCAS)), or you need utilization
statistics within the allocated space, you should consider using the VCADAA file for all data set types due to the simplicity
of this approach.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

VCADAA Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      DSNAME    ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Oct 5, 2015

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD.M..E  DAADSTYP - Data Set Type

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XD.M..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

   XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XD.M..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

   XD.M..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

   XD.M..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

   XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XD.M..E  VCAACT1  - DIVISION

   XD.M..E  VCAACT2  - PROJECT

   XD.M..E  VCAACT3  - USER

   XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

   X.....E  CREATEDT - Creation Date

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

   X.....E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   X.....E  DSORG    - Data Set Organization
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   XD.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  EXPDT    - EXPIRATION DATE

   X.....E  LRECL    - Data Set Logical Record Length

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  RECFM    - Data Set Record Format

   X.....E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

   XD.M..E  VCALVFLG - Large Volume Flag

   X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  DAAALTYP - Allocation Type

   X.....E  DAAARPN  - PDSE High Alloc. Relative Page No.

   X.....   DAAAVGRD - Average Record Allocation Units

   X.....E  DAACMPTY - Data Set Compression Type

   X.....E  DAACREJN - Data Set Creation Job Name

   X.....E  DAACRESN - Data Set Creation Step Name

   X.....E  DAACRETS - Data Set Creation Time Stamp

   X.....E  DAACSTAT - Catalog Status (Non-VSAM only)

   X.....   DAAEXPDT - Data Set Expiration Date (Char. Value)

   X.....E  DAAKEYL  - Key length

   X.....E  DAALBKTS - Managed Data Set Last Backup Time Stamp

   X.....E  DAALSTAR - TTTR of End of Data

   X.....E  DAAMEMCT - PDSE Members Count

   X.....E  DAAOPTCD - Access Method Optional Services

   X.....E  DAAPIUCT - PDSE Pages in Use Count

   X.....E  DAARECNO - Data Set Record Segment Number

   X.....E  DAAREFDT - Data Set Last Reference Date

   X.....E  DAARKP   - Relative Key Position

   X.....E  DAASCALO - Secondary Allocation

   X.....E  DAASECUR - Data Set Security

   X.....E  DAAUPDTE - Data Set Update Indicator

   X.....E  DAAURPN  - PDSE High Used Relative Page No.

   X.....E  DAAVALTY - VSAM Type of Space Allocation

   X.....E  DAAVLSEQ - Volume Sequence Number

   X.....E  DAAXSZ01 - Data Set Extent 01 Track Size

   X.....E  DAAXTK01 - Data Set Extent 01 Track Start

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XD.M..E  DAAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACCU   - Device Attached to CU Flag

   XD.M..E  DAACDSIZ - Compressed Data Set Size   (Bytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACDSKB - Compressed Data Set Size   (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACDSMB - Compressed Data Set Size   (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACMPDS - Number of Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPG  - Number of Generic Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPR  - Number of Rejected Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPT  - Number of Tailored Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPZ  - Number of zEDC Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMSAE - Number of CMS Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAACMSAT - Amount of CMS Space Allocated (Tracks)
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   XD.M..E  DAACMSE  - Number of Data Sets With CMS Extents

   XD.M..E  DAACOST  - Space Charges

   XD.M..E  DAADSNNO - Number of Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAADUALC - Device Uses Dual Copy Flag

   XD.M..E  DAADURSP - Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAAEADS  - Number of Extended Address Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAEASE  - Number of Data Sets EAS Eligible

   XD.M..E  DAAEAV   - Number of Data Sets Allocated on EAV

   XD.M..E  DAAEFDS  - Number of Extended Format Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAEXTNO - Number of Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAAHFS   - Number of HFS Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAKBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (KBytes-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAAKBUSN - Amount of Space Used (KBytes) - VSAM

   XD.M..E  DAAKBYTA - Amount of Space Allocated (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAKBYTU - Amount of Space Used (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAALFDS  - Number of Large Format Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAPDPLX - Primary Duplex Device Flag

   XD.M..E  DAAPDSE  - Number of PDSE Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAARAID  - Device Uses RAID Technology Flag

   XD.M..   DAAREBLK - Number of Reblockable Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAARLSI  - Number of RLS DSNs in Use

   XD.M..E  DAARLSQ  - Number of RLS DSNs VSAM Quiesced

   XD.M..E  DAARLSRR - Number of RLS DSNs Required Recovery

   .D.M..E  DAASAMPL - Count of VCC Sample Runs

   XD.M..E  DAASDPLX - Secondary Duplex Device Flag

   XD.M..E  DAASMSID - Number of System Managed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAASPACA - Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAASPACU - Amount of Space Used (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAASPAUN - Amount of Space Used (Tracks) - VSAM

   XD.M..E  DAATKHR  - Amount of Space-Time (Track-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAATMSAE - Number of TMS Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAATMSAT - Amount of TMS Space Allocated (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAATMSE  - Number of Data Sets With TMS Extents

   .D.M..E  DAATTBLK - Sum of Block (BLKSIZE) Lengths

   .D.M..E  DAATTREC - Sum of Record (LRECL) Lengths

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSIZ - Uncompressed Data Set Size (Bytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSKB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSMB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUNCAT - Number of Uncataloged Managed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUSSPN - Amount of Space Used (MBytes) - VSAM

   XD.M..E  DAAZFS   - Number of ZFS Data Sets

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   .D.M..E  DAAMPSPU - Max Percentage of Space Used

   .D.M..E  DAAMPSUN - Max Percentage of Space Used - VSAM

   .D.M..E  DAAMXEXA - Max Number of Extents Allocated

   .D.M..E  DAAMXSPA - Max Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

   .D.M..E  DAAMXSPU - Max Amount of Space Used (Tracks)

   .D.M..E  DAAMXSUN - Max Amount of Space Used (Tracks) - VSAM

  

  Derived Data Elements
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   .D.M..E  DAAAVBLK - Average BLKSIZE

   .D.M..E  DAAAVREC - Average LRECL

   X.....E  DAAPCPFU - Pct PDSE Pages Formatted For Use

   X.....E  DAAPCPIU - Pct PDSE Pages Used

   XD.M..E  DAAPCSPU - Percentage of Space Used

   XD.M..E  DAAPCSUN - Percentage of Space Used - VSAM

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VCA Data Set Allocation File (VCADAA).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the VCADAA file.

Relationship to Data Sources from VCC

VCADAA is built from the data in the VTOC. As such, it contains observations for all data sets on scanned primary storage
including VSAM and any DFHSM ML1 data sets (present only if ML1 volumes are not EXCLUDED).

While it contains observations for VSAM data sets, none of this data comes from the catalog structures -- only the VTOC.
For details on VSAM data sets, use the VCA_VS file.

While it may contain observations for data sets under DFHSM management, none of this data comes from the DFHSM
MCDS or BCDS -- only the VTOC. For details on inactive data sets or backup versions, use the HSMMIG and HSBBAC
files respectively.

VCADAA Is the Preferred Source For Accounting

We recommend using the VCADAA file when accounting for primary DASD occupancy. The VCADAA file is valid for
accounting for both VSAM and non-VSAM. Because the VTOC is the definitive source of what is allocated, it follows
that space allocated (DAAALLSP) and its DURATION-oriented derivatives (DAADURSP or DAAKBHR) are always most
accurate with the VTOC as a data source.

Note: The above statements only apply to VSAM data sets cataloged in ICF catalogs. Suballocated objects cataloged in
pre-ICF catalogs require the VSAM-only view offered by the VCA_VS file.

Therefore, if you do not have any pre-ICF catalogs still in use (that is, all your catalogs are ICF), then the VCA_VS file
should only be used for accounting if fields in the VCA_VS file and not in the DAA file are required. Use the VCADAA file
instead and consider keeping a few cycles of the VCA_VS at DETAIL only for VSAM studies of performance.

Last-Reference-Date (DAAREFDT) for VSAM and Non-VSAM

VCADAA is the proper source of information for last date referenced (DAAREFDT). While an identically-named variable
exists in the VCA_VS file, only the VCADAA file is accurate because MVS only maintains the date last referenced
information in the VTOC.

Beginning with DFP Version 3, the maintenance of last reference date in the VTOC is automatic. If your DFP level is
below DFP Version 3, you will need to either install DFHSM or several IBM APARs to capture date of last reference for all
access methods.

Significance of DAADSTYP Indicator

DAADSTYP identifies the general type of data set:

• OS for non-VSAM
• VS for VSAM
• HS for a DFHSM-managed object
• HV for a DFHSM-owned VSAM SDSP
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Historically, it has been included as a SORT/SEQUENCE variable causing summarization breaks at the DAYS timespan
and higher.

Try to avoid using DAADSTYP in your VCAACRT routine since this variable will not be available for the HSMMIG and
HSBBAC files.

Observations for VSAM Data Sets

The DETAIL VCADAA file reflects the actual allocated space used by a VSAM Relative Record Data Set (RRDS), Entry
Sequenced Data Set (ESDS), Key Sequenced Data Set (KSDS), or Linear Data Set (LDS). Each VSAM data component
(and each KSDS key range data component) has an observation for every volume occupied by the VSAM data set. In
addition, all KSDS structures have a second set of observations (one per volume) to identify the index component.

Note: There are no observations for CANDIDATE volumes. Candidate volumes are specified when the VSAM data set is
defined. They are used only after the data set fills its primary and secondary allocations on the prime volumes. Candidate
volumes are no longer supported (needed) in a DFSMS environment.

The first thing that you will note about VSAM data sets in the DETAIL timespan of the VCADAA file is that Space Used
(DAASPACU) is equal to Space Allocated (DAASPACA). The second is that there are very few elements describing VSAM
data sets.

One other important thing to remember is that only the data set names for the DATA and INDEX components are present;
you will not find the cluster name in the VCADAA file. Furthermore, for key range defined VSAM data sets, the DATA and
INDEX component names (DSNAME) will be suffixed by a unique four-character qualifier (a letter from A-Z followed by a
three-digit sequence number).

Extra Observations If Greater Than 16 Extents (VSAM)

Because a VSAM data set may have 128 extents and an observation will only hold 16 extents, pseudo observations can
be created to represent this additional level of detail about the data set.

Please refer to Section 5.2.2.3 where this is discussed in detail.

Multi-Volume Effect On Reporting

To report on the whole VSAM data set you will need to sort (and possibly summarize) the VCADAA file by Data Set Name
(DSNAME) followed by Volume Serial Number (VOLSER) to bring the various parts together.

The DAACMPTY (Compression Type) element is only valid for the first volume on which the dataset resides. If you need
to report on multi-volume datasets according to this element, you will have to re-sort the dataset and propagate the value.

See the "Re-sort the VCADAA dataset to propagate the DAACMPTY to all observations for multi-volume datasets"
example in the following subsection.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List all data sets created in the last 30 days with a high level data set name qualifier of 'CMPR'.
  DATA;

  SET &PVCAX..VCADAA01;

  IF DSNAME=:'CMPR';

  IF CREATEDT > DATEPART(ENDTS) - 30;

  PROC PRINT; VAR DSNAME VOLSER CREATEDT DAASPACA DAASPACU;

 

• Show all non-VSAM data sets having greater than 13 extents and the total megabytes they occupy. Report the largest
data sets first.
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  DATA ONE;

       SET &PVCAX..VCADAA01;

       IF DAADSTYP EQ 'OS' AND DAAEXTNO GT 13;

  PROC SORT;

       BY DESCENDING DAAALLSP;

  PROC PRINT NOOBS UNIFORM N;

       VAR DSNAME DAAEXTNO DEVTYPE VOLSER CREATEDT

           DAAREFDT DAAALLSP;

       SUM DAAALLSP;

       TITLE

   'LISTING OF NON-VSAM DATA SETS WITH MORE THAN 13 EXTENTS';

  RUN;

 

• Show all values of BLKSIZE in the form of a graph. Also show the amount of space allocated by data sets using each
BLKSIZE.
  PROC CHART DATA=&PVCAX..VCADAA01;

       HBAR BLKSIZE / TYPE=SUM SUMVAR=DAAALLSP DISCRETE;

       TITLE1

         'SUMMARY OF MEGABYTES ALLOCATED / BY BLOCK SIZE';

  RUN;

 

• Show the frequency distribution of management class name (MGMTCLAS) using the MICS element STORMGTC.
Show how management class is distributed within storage group. The element name for storage group is STORNAME.
  PROC FREQ DATA=&PVCAX..VCADAA01;

  TABLES STORNAME*STORMGTC;

  RUN;

 

• Re-sort the VCADAA dataset to propagate the DAACMPTY to all observations for multi-volume datasets.           
 PROC SORT DATA=&PVCAX..VCADAA01 OUT=DAA1;

      BY DSNAME DAAVLSEQ;                  

  

 DATA DAA2;                                

      SET DAA1;                            

      BY DSNAME DAAVLSEQ;                  

      RETAIN STORE_CMPTY;                  

      IF FIRST.DSNAME THEN DO;             

          STORE_CMPTY = DAACMPTY;          

      END;                                 

      DAACMPTY = STORE_CMPTY;              

 RUN;                                     

  

 

VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File

The VSAM Data Set Allocation File describes the attributes, allocation, and current status for each VSAM data set in the
installation.

This file is derived from data collected by the DASD Space Collector (VCC). One observation is built for each key range
for each VSAM object, data or index, on each volume selected for processing. If a VSAM object, data or index, resides on
more than one volume, or has more than one key range, then that data set will have more than one observation in the file.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

VCA_VS Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      DSNAME    ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DAADSTYP |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Oct 5, 2015

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 

  

 

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   XD.M..E  DAADSTYP - Data Set Type

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XD.M..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

   XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XD.M..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

   XD.M..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

   XD.M..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

   XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XD.M..E  VCAACT1  - DIVISION

   XD.M..E  VCAACT2  - PROJECT

   XD.M..E  VCAACT3  - USER

   XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

   X.....E  CREATEDT - Creation Date

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X.....E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

   X.....E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   X.....E  DSORG    - Data Set Organization

   XD.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  EXPDT    - EXPIRATION DATE

   X.....E  LRECL    - Data Set Logical Record Length

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X.....E  RECFM    - Data Set Record Format

   X.....E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

   XD.M..E  VCALVFLG - Large Volume Flag

   X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  DAAALTYP - Allocation Type

   X.....E  DAAASPA  - Number of Bytes of Free Space

   X.....E  DAAATTRA - AMDSB Data Set Attributes

   X.....E  DAAATTR1 - VSAM Data Set Attributes

   X.....E  DAAATTR3 - AMDSB Attributes
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   X.....E  DAABFNO  - Number of Data or Index Buffers

   X.....E  DAABKTK  - Number of Physical Blocks per Track

   X.....E  DAABNAME - Alternate Index Base Cluster Name

   X.....E  DAABUFSZ - VSAM Minimum Buffer Size

   X.....E  DAABYTCA - Number of Bytes per CA

   X.....E  DAACATNM - Catalog Name

   X.....E  DAACFLAG - VSAM Cluster Flags

   X.....E  DAACINV  - VSAM Control Interval Size

   X.....E  DAACIPCA - Number of CIs in a CA

   X.....E  DAACMPTY - Data Set Compression Type

   X.....E  DAACNAME - Cluster Name

   X.....E  DAACREJN - Data Set Creation Job Name

   X.....E  DAACRESN - Data Set Creation Step Name

   X.....E  DAACRETS - Data Set Creation Time Stamp

   X.....E  DAADELR  - Number of Deleted Records

   X.....E  DAAEXCP  - Number of EXCPs

   X.....E  DAAFSCA  - Number of Free CIs in a CA

   X.....E  DAAFSCI  - Number of Free Bytes in a CI

   X.....E  DAAHARBA - VSAM High Allocated RBA

   X.....   DAAHIKY  - High Key on Volume

   X.....   DAAHLRBA - RBA of High Level Index Record

   X.....E  DAAHURBA - VSAM High Used RBA

   X.....E  DAAIMBED - VSAM IMBED Option Indicator

   X.....E  DAAIREC  - Number of Inserted Records

   X.....E  DAAKEYL  - Key length

   X.....E  DAALBKTS - Managed Data Set Last Backup Time Stamp

   X.....   DAALOWKY - Low Key on Volume

   X.....E  DAAMXLRC - Maximum Record Size

   X.....E  DAANCAS  - Number of CA Splits

   X.....E  DAANCIS  - Number of CI Splits

   X.....E  DAANEST  - Number of Index Entries in Index

   X.....E  DAANEXT  - Number of Extents in Data Set

   X.....E  DAANIL   - Number of Index Levels

   X.....E  DAANLR   - Number of User-supplied Records

   X.....E  DAAOWNER - VSAM Data Set Owner

   X.....E  DAAPCTCA - Percentage of Free CIs in the CA

   X.....E  DAAPCTCI - Percentage of Free Bytes in the CI

   X.....E  DAAPFLAG - VCC Processing Flags

   X.....E  DAAPRIMS - Primary Allocation

   X.....E  DAARECNO - Data Set Record Segment Number

   X.....E  DAAREFDT - Data Set Last Reference Date

   X.....E  DAARETR  - Number of Retrieved Records

   X.....E  DAARKP   - Relative Key Position

   X.....E  DAASCALO - Secondary Allocation

   X.....E  DAASECUR - Data Set Security

   X.....E  DAASHROP - Sharing Options

   X.....   DAASSRBA - RBA of First Sequence Set Record

   X.....   DAASTRNO - Number of Concurrent Requests

   X.....   DAASTSP  - OS/VS System Time Stamp

   X.....E  DAATKCA  - Number of Tracks per CA

   X.....E  DAAUPR   - Number of Updated Records

   X.....E  DAAVCOMP - VSAM Data Set Component Type

   X.....E  DAAXSZ01 - Data Set Extent 01 Track Size
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   X.....E  DAAXTK01 - Data Set Extent 01 Track Start

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   XD.M..E  DAAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACCU   - Device Attached to CU Flag

   XD.M..E  DAACDSIZ - Compressed Data Set Size   (Bytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACDSKB - Compressed Data Set Size   (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACDSMB - Compressed Data Set Size   (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAACMPDS - Number of Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPG  - Number of Generic Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPR  - Number of Rejected Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPT  - Number of Tailored Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMPZ  - Number of zEDC Compressed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAACMSAE - Number of CMS Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAACMSAT - Amount of CMS Space Allocated (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAACMSE  - Number of Data Sets With CMS Extents

   XD.M..E  DAACOST  - Space Charges

   XD.M..E  DAADSNNO - Number of Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAADUALC - Device Uses Dual Copy Flag

   XD.M..E  DAADURSP - Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAAEADS  - Number of Extended Address Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAEASE  - Number of Data Sets EAS Eligible

   XD.M..E  DAAEAV   - Number of Data Sets Allocated on EAV

   XD.M..E  DAAEFDS  - Number of Extended Format Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAAEXTNO - Number of Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAAEXTUS - Number of Extents Used

   XD.M..E  DAAKBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (KBytes-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAAKBYTA - Amount of Space Allocated (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAKBYTU - Amount of Space Used (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAPDPLX - Primary Duplex Device Flag

   XD.M..E  DAARAID  - Device Uses RAID Technology Flag

   XD.M..E  DAARLSI  - Number of RLS DSNs in Use

   XD.M..E  DAARLSQ  - Number of RLS DSNs VSAM Quiesced

   XD.M..E  DAARLSRR - Number of RLS DSNs Required Recovery

   .D.M..E  DAASAMPL - Count of VCC Sample Runs

   XD.M..E  DAASDPLX - Secondary Duplex Device Flag

   XD.M..E  DAASMSID - Number of System Managed Data Sets

   XD.M..E  DAASPACA - Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAASPACU - Amount of Space Used (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAATKHR  - Amount of Space-Time (Track-Hours)

   XD.M..E  DAATMSAE - Number of TMS Extents Allocated

   XD.M..E  DAATMSAT - Amount of TMS Space Allocated (Tracks)

   XD.M..E  DAATMSE  - Number of Data Sets With TMS Extents

   .D.M..E  DAATTBLK - Sum of Block (BLKSIZE) Lengths

   .D.M..E  DAATTREC - Sum of Record (LRECL) Lengths

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSIZ - Uncompressed Data Set Size (Bytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSKB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (KBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUDSMB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (MBytes)

   XD.M..E  DAAZFS   - Number of ZFS Data Sets
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  Maximum Data Elements

  

 

   .D.M..E  DAAMPSPU - Max Percentage of Space Used

   .D.M..E  DAAMXEXA - Max Number of Extents Allocated

   .D.M..E  DAAMXEXU - Max Number of Extents Used

   .D.M..E  DAAMXSPA - Max Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

   .D.M..E  DAAMXSPU - Max Amount of Space Used (Tracks)

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   .D.M..E  DAAAVBLK - Average BLKSIZE

   .D.M..E  DAAAVREC - Average LRECL

   XD.M..E  DAAPCSPU - Percentage of Space Used

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VSAM Data Set Allocation File (VCA_VS).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies special considerations and techniques related to using the VCA_VS file.

Relationship to Catalogs As Data Source

The data for this file is derived from catalog structures. No VTOC data is present in the VCA_VS file. Actual data sources
for the VCA_VS observations are:

• ICF catalog structures
– The BCS component (also known as a user catalog)
– The VVDS component

• VSAM catalog structures

If you are still using pre-ICF catalog structures, then suballocated data sets are possible objects unless the VSAM data set
was allocated with the UNIQUE keyword. Objects suballocated within such an "old-style" catalog can only be identified by
means of the VCA_VS file.

The DETAIL timespan VCA_VS file has the same structure as the VCADAA file, but contains detailed information
describing a VSAM Relative Record Data Set (RRDS), Entry Sequenced Data Set (ESDS), Key Sequenced Data Set
(KSDS), or Linear Data Set (LDS).

A Transformation of LISTCAT Data

In many ways, the VCA_VS file can be viewed as the output of IDCAMS LISTCAT transformed into a SAS file. It is literally
an inventory of the catalog structures at a given point in time. There are several SAS data steps and PROC SORTs
needed to transform raw VCC data into a cycle of the VCA_VS file.

Effect of EXCLUDEVOL During Data Collection

Excluding volumes from VCC data collection can have an impact on the content of the VCA_VS file. If a BCS exists
on a volume that is not scanned, then the BCS will also not be scanned. If a BCS is not scanned, then only the VVDS
component of an ICF catalog structure contributes data toward VCA_VS observations.

You may specify that VSAM data sets are/are not to be saved in the VCA_VS file when there are no matching BCS
records collected. The BCSREQUIRED option is discussed in VCA BCSREQUIRED Statement.
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The default is to accept all VSAM data sets with records from only the VVDS. When this happens, the VCC Processing
Flags (DAAPFLAG) are set to indicate the presence or absence of the BCS record as follows:

     '11......'B - BCS and VVDS elements are present

     '01......'B - BCS elements are not present

 

We process the BCS to obtain the following data elements. When the BCS records are not present, these data elements
are not valid in the VCA_VS file:

• DAAOWNER - VSAM Data Set Owner
• DAABNAME - Alternate Index Base Cluster Name
• DAACFLAG - VSAM Cluster Flags
• DAARLSI - Number of RLS DSNs in Use
• DAARLSQ - Number of RLS DSNs VSAM Quiesced
• DAASECUR - Data Set Security
• CREATEDT - Creation Date
• EXPDT - Expiration Date

Of these, the most important to you might be the Creation Date (CREATEDT) element. It may be used to compute the
DURATION element and could affect some data set charges issued by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback product
(depending on your accounting journal file options).

Extra Observations When Extents Greater Than 16

Because a VSAM data set may have 128 extents and a VCA_VS observation will (by design) only hold 16 extents, extra
(pseudo) observations will be created in both the VCADAA and VCA_VS files to identify the additional VSAM data set
extents. DAARECNO is incremented by 1 for each extra observation required. Consider this simple example:

DSNAME DAARECNO DAAEXTNO DAAXSZ01 DAAXTK01
USERID.VSAMTEST.DA
TA

1 44 15 10025

USERID.VSAMTEST.DA
TA

2 0 15 8085

USERID.VSAMTEST.DA
TA

3 0 15 12375

Each extra (pseudo) observation describes the next set of 16 extents. The extra observations take DASD space and time
to build, and are important only if you run the TRACK MAP standard report or do very detailed extent reporting.

All accumulated elements in these pseudo observations (DAASPACA, DAASPACU, DAACOST, etc.) are set to zero and
will not affect any summarizations. In the example above, DAAEXTNO indicates 44 extents but that is only shown in the
first observation -- the extra observations have had the numeric elements set to zero. Note also, that DAAXSZ01 in the
observation with DAARECNO set to 2 is describing the size of extent 17 not extent 1. Likewise, the next observation
describes extent 33 under DAAXSZ01 rather than extent 1. This data set is fully described in a total of 3 observations
(because 44 is less than 3 times 16). If the data set were in 49 extents, a fourth observation would be written for this data
set.

To save processing time and DASD space, you may specify that the extra observations are to be deleted during
the DAILY DAY090 step. They may be deleted from either or both of the VCADAA and VCA_VS files by coding
EXTENTDETAIL fff NO and running a VCAPGEN. See VCA EXTENTDETAIL Statement for details.

Computation of Space Used For VSAM
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While the VCADAA file is the definitive view of space allocated for both non-VSAM and VSAM files, the VCA_VS file offers
the only accurate view of space used. The algorithm used by VCA to compute space used for VSAM data sets is complex.
Elements involved in the calculations include:

• DAABYTCA - Number of Bytes per CA
• DAATKCA - Number of Tracks per CA
• DAAHURBA - High-Used Relative Block Address (RBA)
• DAACINV - Control Interval Size
• DAACIPCA - Number of Control Intervals in a Control Area

Because system page type data sets (PLPA, Common, Page, etc.) can use a special track overflow option not available
to other types of VSAM data sets, they may have a fractional number of Control Intervals (CI) on a track (for example, n.3,
n.8). When this happens, the method VCA uses to calculate space used is essential for accuracy.

Access Method Data Statistics and Attributes

An old-style VSAM Catalog or a VSAM Volume Data Set (VVDS) on the primary (first used) volume contains the Access
Method Data Statistics Block (AMDSB) cell, which records information pertaining to the whole VSAM data set. This set
of elements (approximately 40) must be propagated from the first volume and/or first key range's AMDSB cell to all other
volume and/or key range observations.

An AMDSB Exception Report is generated on the DAILY step DAY090 MICSLOG output when any AMDSB cell is not
present. This can happen when a VSAM catalog or primary VVDS is not processed or is not excluded from collection.

For VSAM data sets allocated on multiple volumes, Key Sequenced (KSDS) VSAM data sets split into multiple key
ranges, or KSDSs created with the IMBED option, the following data elements are propagated:
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• DAAATTR3 - AMDSB Attributes
• DAAATTRA - AMDSB Data Set Attributes
• DAABFNO - Number of Data or Index Buffers
• DAACINV - VSAM Control Interval Size
• DAACIPCA - Number of CIs in a CA
• DAAFSCA - Number of Free CIs in a CA
• DAAFSCI - Number of Free Bytes in a CI
• DAAHLRBA - RBA of High Level Index Record
• DAAKEYL - Key Length
• DAAMXLRC - Maximum Record Size
• DAANEXT - Number of Extents in Data Set
• DAAPCTCA - Percentage of Free CIs in the CA
• DAAPCTCI - Percentage of Free Bytes in the CI
• DAAREFDT - Data Set Last Reference Date
• DAARKP -  Relative Key Position
• DAASSRBA - RBA of First Sequence Set Record
• DAASTRNO - Number of Concurrent Requests
• DAASTSP - OS/VS System Timestamp
• DAAASPA - Number of Bytes of Free Space
• DAADELR - Number of Deleted Records
• DAAEXCP - Number of EXCPs
• DAAIREC - Number of Inserted Records
• DAANCAS - Number of CA Splits
• DAANCIS - Number of CI Splits
• DAANEXT - Number of Extents in Data Set
• DAANIL -  Number of Index Levels
• DAANLR -  Number of User-supplied Records
• DAARETR - Number of Retrieved Records
• DAAUPR -  Number of Updated Records

These elements are copied from the Access Method Data Statistics Block (AMDSB) information cell, collected from the
VSAM data set's primary volume VVDS, into all observations defining the same VSAM data set. If the AMDSB cell is
missing (for example, the primary volume was excluded from the Space Collector run or the volume processing failed), a
MICSLOG run time exception report is produced. Any VSAM data sets on this report will contain the above elements set
to zero or missing. You should review the VCC run to determine why the AMDSB was not collected.

The following elements are not part of the AMDSB cell but are copied from the primary observation to ensure that all
observations for a VSAM data set are consistent:
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• DAAALTYP - Allocation Type
• DAAATTR1 - VSAM Data Set Attributes
• DAABUFSZ - VSAM Minimum Buffer Size
• DAAPRIMS - Primary Allocation
• DAASCALO - Secondary Allocation
• DAASHROP - Sharing Options
• LRECL - Data Set Logical Record Length
• RECFM - Data Set Record Format
• STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name
• STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name
• STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name
• DAALBKTS - Managed Data Set Last Backup Timestamp
• DAASMSID - Number of System Managed Data Sets
• DAAENCRP - Number of Encrypted Data Sets 

Key Range Qualifier Suffix in DSNAME

Data set names (DSNAME) for VSAM data sets that have been split into multiple key ranges contain the key range
qualifier suffix (.A001, .A002 etc.) for the Data and Index components in the VCA_VS file.

For key range defined VSAM data sets, the DATA, INDEX, and SSET component names (DSNAME) will be suffixed by a
unique four-character qualifier (a letter from A-Z followed by a three-digit sequence number).

The IMBED Option and the DAAVCOMP Element

If a KSDS was defined with the IMBED option, there will be a third set of observations (one per data component volume)
to define the imbedded sequence set (DAAVCOMP='SSET'). This pseudo observation represents that portion of the data
component used to imbed the low level index record in the first track of each control area. Because it is part of the index, it
will have the same data set name as the index component.

Multi-Volume Effect On Reporting

To report on a VSAM data set from the VCA_VS file, you will need to sort (and possibly summarize) by Catalog Name
(DAACATNM), Cluster Name (DAACNAME), Component Type (DAAVCOMP), and Data Set Name (DSNAME) followed
by Volume Serial Number (VOLSER) to bring the component parts together.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List all VSAM data sets created yesterday with a high level data set name qualifier of 'PERDB'.
     DATA;

     SET &PVCAX..VCA_VS01;

     IF DSNAME=:'PERDB';

     IF TODAY() - 1 = CREATEDT;

     PROC PRINT;  VAR DSNAME DAACATNM VOLSER

                      DAASPACA DAASPACU;

     RUN;

 

• List VSAM structures with 50 or more CA splits or 5000 or more CI splits.
    DATA;

      SET DETAIL.VCA_VS01;
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      IF DAANCAS GE 50 OR DAANCIS GE 5000;

    PROC PRINT NOOBS LABEL;

    VAR DSNAME DAAVCOMP VOLSER DAANCAS DAANCIS;

    TITLE1 'CI/CA SPLIT REPORT';

 

An example of the output appears as follows:
Sample CI/CA Split Report
                             CI/CA SPLIT REPORT                         12:04 FRIDAY, mmmddyyyy

  

 

 Data                         VSAM Data Set    Volume    Number    Number

 Set                          Component        Serial    of CA     of CI

 Name                         Type             Number    Splits    Splits

  

 

 CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA          DATA         MVSWXA      44        5819

 CNM.SA08.BNJLGPR.DATA            DATA         LRG008       0       14514

 CNM.SA08.AAUVSPL.DATA            DATA         LRG010     116       40623

 CSS.PROD.LMP.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU060     140        1401

 CSS.PROD.LMP.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU061     140        1401

 CSS.PROD.LMP.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU062     140        1401

 CSS.PROD.LMP.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU067     140        1401

 CSS.PROD.DB5.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU060     150        1408

 CSS.PROD.DB5.SDDS.DATA           DATA         TSU062     150        1408

 KTI004.CED.IPCSDDIR.DATA         DATA         MVS343      32       16460

 ESASMPE.MVSDLIB.CSI.DATA         DATA         S32RS1      33        5332

 ESASMPE.TARGET.CSI.DATA          DATA         S32RS1      32       13112

 INFORAM.TPX.VSAM.DATA            DATA         TSU030       0       13124

 IPOIPCS.RAMJX11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS965      11       16228

 IPOIPCS.RAMRK11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS965      55       12736

 IPOIPCS.RAMAM11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      64       13653

 IPOIPCS.RAMBP11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3       9        5412

 IPOIPCS.RAMGM11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      25       14727

 IPOIPCS.RAMKB22.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      26        5101

 IPOIPCS.RAMLP11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      43        7941

 IPOIPCS.RAMOS11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      10       15829

 IPOIPCS.RAMPL11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      31        5276

 IPOIPCS.RAMRC11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      51       26015

 IPOIPCS.RAMVK11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3       7       13391

 IPOIPCS.RAMPR33.DEBUGD           DATA         LRG008      14       14510

 IPOIPCS.RAMAP11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU028      10        7229

 IPOIPCS.RAMDS11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU036       6        7264

 IPOIPCS.RAMDV11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU029      22        6431

 IPOIPCS.RAMGO11.DDIRD            DATA         TSU033      42       16766

 IPOIPCS.RAMGO11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU028      28       13393

 IPOIPCS.RAMJK11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU059      49        5389

 IPOIPCS.RAMJP11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU027      24       18521

 IPOIPCS.RAMRB11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU059      24       17467

 IPOIPCS.RAMRF11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU063      46        6852

 IPOIPCS.RAMTL11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU027      74       25631

 IPOIPCS.RAMTR11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU033      24       13514

 IPOIPCS.RAMWM11.DEBUGD           DATA         TSU055      17       11823
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 SYS9.HSM.BCDS.DATA               DATA         MVS961      87        2294

 RAMPE22.DDIRD                    DATA         TSU057      14        6754

 RAMKD11.RAMKD11.DEBUGD           DATA         MVS3C3      27       33061

 TUNDX.REL40.DPMFAIF.DATA         DATA         TSU027      98         716

 TUNDX.REL40.DPMFVPF0.DATA        DATA         TSU027     123           2

 RAMCG22.DDIRD                    DATA         TSU027      89       13370

 

• Show the allocated VSAM space in megabytes by storage group.
   PROC CHART DATA=DAYS.VCA_VS01;

   VBAR STORNAME / TYPE=SUM SUMVAR=DAAALLSP;

   TITLE1 'ALLOCATED VSAM SPACE (MB) BY STORAGE GROUP';

 

An example of the output appears as follows:
Sample Allocated VSAM Space by Storage Group Report
                                         ALLOCATED VSAM SPACE (MB) BY STORAGE GROUP             15:21

 FRIDAY, mmmddyyyy

  

 

                                                     BAR CHART OF SUMS

 DAAALLSP SUM

  

 

          |                                                                                               

        *****

          |                                                                                               

        *****

     5000 +                                                                                               

        *****

          |                                                                                               

        *****

          |                                                                                               

        *****

          |                                                                                               

        *****

          |                                                                                               

        *****

     4000 +                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

     3000 +                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****
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          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

     2000 +                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                                       

        *****

          |                   *****                                                       *****           

        *****

          |                   *****                                                       *****           

        *****

     1000 +                   *****       *****                                           *****           

        *****

          |                   *****       *****                                           *****           

        *****

          |                   *****       *****                                           *****           

        *****

          |       *****       *****       *****                                           *****           

        *****

          |       *****       *****       *****                                           *****           

        *****

         

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 BSTGRP      CSSGRP      LRGGRP     MIG3380     MIG3390      PGDGRP      TECGRP      TMPGRP

      TSUGRP

  

 

                                              STORNAME     DFSMS Storage Group Name

 

VCAVOA - SPC Volume Allocation File

The Volume Allocation File describes a variety of attributes for each DASD volume scanned by VCC.

Besides the importance of the volume-level statistics kept in the VCAVOA observations, the VCAVOA file is used in a
match MERGE operation with both the VCADAA file and the VCA_VS file in the DAILY run.

The absence of a VCAVOA observation for a data set on a given VOLSER indicates a problem during data collection.
VCC accumulates volume-level statistics while reading the VTOC of a volume. When "end-of-VTOC" is reached, a volume
level record is written out by VCC. This volume level record (documented in the Space Collector Option) is transformed
into a VCAVOA (SAS) observation. Another data step combines calculated VSAM-related totals from WORK versions of
the VCA_VS file to develop the final DETAIL level observation for the VCAVOA file.

If there is not a matching VCAVOA observation for a set of VCADAA observations with a given VOLSER, then all the
VCADAA observations for that VOLSER are purged (not written to the VCADAA file). The absence of a VCAVOA
observation indicates partial data collection for that scan time (ENDTS) and a report is produced on MICSLOG. See
Messages.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

VCAVOA Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     STORNAME  DEVTYPE   VOLSER    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     STORNAME  DEVTYPE   VOLSER    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Oct 5, 2015

  

 

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

 

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   X..M..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

   X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   X..M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   X..M..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

   X..M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   X..M..E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

   X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   X..M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 

  Common Data Elements

  

 

   X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   X..M..E  DEVADDR  - Device Address

   X..M..E  DEVNUM   - Device Number

   X..M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   X..M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   X..M..E  VCALVFLG - Large Volume Flag

  

 

  Retained Data Elements

  

 

   X.....   VOAADATK - Next Alternate Track Address

   X.....   VOAAMTIM - VSAM Time Stamp

   X.....E  VOABCS   - ICF BCS Data Set on Volume

   X..M..E  VOACAPMB - Volume Capacity in Megabytes (Retained)

   X..M..E  VOACAPTK - Volume Capacity in Tracks (Retained)

   X..M..E  VOACMSFX - CMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOADEVSZ - Number of Tracks per Cylinder

   X..M..E  VOADEVTK - Device Track Length

   X.....E  VOADIRF  - DADSM Interrupt Recording Facility

   X..M..E  VOADSCBR - Number of DSCBs Read to Scan VTOC

   X..M..E  VOADSCBS - Total Number of DSCBs in VTOC

   X.....E  VOADSCB0 - Number of Format 0 DSCBs

   X.....E  VOADSCB2 - Number of Format 2 DSCBs

   X.....E  VOADSCB3 - Number of Format 3 DSCBs

   X.....E  VOADSCB5 - Number of Format 5 DSCBs

   X.....E  VOADSCB9 - Number of Format 9 DSCBs

   X..M..E  VOADVNAM - Hardware Device Name

   X..M..E  VOADVVEN - Hardware Device Manufacturer

   X..M..E  VOAFRAGX - Volume Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAFVIRS - Number of Free VTOC Index Records

   X.....E  VOAFXL01 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 1

   X.....E  VOAFXL02 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 2

   X.....E  VOAFXL03 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 3
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   X.....E  VOAFXL04 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 4

   X.....E  VOAFXL05 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 5

   X.....E  VOAFXL06 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 6

   X.....E  VOAFXL07 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 7

   X.....E  VOAFXL08 - Free Space Extents Threshold Level 8

   X..M..E  VOAINDXD - Indexed VTOC in Use on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAIXDS  - Indexed VTOC Data Set on Volume

   X.....   VOAMCUV  - Allocation Unit for CMS

   X..M..E  VOAMOUNT - Volume Mount Attribute

   X..M..E  VOANOATK - Number of Used Alternate Tracks

   X.....   VOAR2TIM - VSAM Volume/Catalog Match Time Stamp

   X..M..E  VOASGS   - DFSMS Storage Group Status

   X..M..E  VOASMSFG - System Managed Volume Status

   X.....E  VOASPF01 - Number of Free Extents in Size 1

   X.....E  VOASPF02 - Number of Free Extents in Size 2

   X.....E  VOASPF03 - Number of Free Extents in Size 3

   X.....E  VOASPF04 - Number of Free Extents in Size 4

   X.....E  VOASPF05 - Number of Free Extents in Size 5

   X.....E  VOASPF06 - Number of Free Extents in Size 6

   X.....E  VOASPF07 - Number of Free Extents in Size 7

   X.....E  VOASPF08 - Number of Free Extents in Size 8

   X..M..E  VOATKCAP - Published Track Capacity in Bytes

   X..M..E  VOATMSFX - TMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOATOATK - Number of Total Alternate Tracks

   X..M..E  VOAUSE   - Volume Use Attribute

   X.....   VOAVSCRA - Track Address of the VSAM CRA

   X.....   VOAVSIND - VSAM Indicators

   X..M..E  VOAVTBTK - VTOC Begin Track Address

   X..M..E  VOAVTNTK - Number of Tracks in VTOC

   X.....E  VOAVTOCI - VTOC Indicators

   X..M..E  VOAVVDS  - ICF VVDS Data Set on Volume

  

 

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

 

   X..M..E  VOAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

   X..M..E  VOACCU   - Device Attached to CU Flag

   X..M..E  VOACMPG  - Number of Generic Compressed Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOACMPR  - Number of Rejected Compressed Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOACMPT  - Number of Tailored Compressed Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOACMPZ  - Number of zEDC Compressed Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOACMSAT - Amount of CMS Space Allocated (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOACMSDS - Number of CMS Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOACMSFE - Number of Free CMS Extents on Volume

   X..M..E  VOACMSFT - Amount of CMS Space Free (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOACMSTT - Amount of CMS Space Total (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOADSCB1 - Number of Format 1 DSCBs

   X.....E  VOADSCB8 - Number of Format 8 DSCBs

   X..M..E  VOADUALC - Device Uses Dual Copy Flag

   X..M..E  VOAEAV   - Number of EAV Volumes With CMS

   X..M..E  VOAEXTFR - Number of Free Extents on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAEXTNO - Number of Extents Allocated on Volume
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   X..M..E  VOAEXTUS - Number of Extents Used on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAFRESP - Amount of Space Free (MBytes)

   X..M..E  VOAKAPMB - Volume Capacity in Megabytes (Accum.)

   X..M..E  VOAKAPTK - Volume Capacity in Tracks (Accumulated)

   X..M..E  VOAMISSP - Amount of Space Missing (MBytes)

   X..M..E  VOANVMDS - Number of Managed Non-VSAM Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOANVMSA - Amount of Managed Non-VSAM Space Alloc

   X..M..E  VOAPDPLX - Primary Duplex Device Flag

   X..M..E  VOAPRDPX - Device Is PPRC Mirrored Flag

   X..M..E  VOARAID  - Device Uses RAID Technology Flag

   X..M..E  VOASDPLX - Secondary Duplex Device Flag

   X..M..E  VOASPACA - Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOASPACF - Amount of Space Free (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOASPACM - Amount of Space Missing (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOASPACU - Amount of Space Used (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOASPLDS - Number of Split Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOATMSAT - Amount of TMS Space Allocated (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOATMSDS - Number of TMS Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOATMSFE - Number of Free TMS Extents on Volume

   X..M..E  VOATMSFT - Amount of TMS Space Free (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOATMSTT - Amount of TMS Space Total (Tracks)

   X..M..E  VOAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (MBytes)

   X..M..E  VOAVDSET - Number of VSAM Data Sets on Volume

   X..M..   VOAVDSPA - Number of VSAM Data Spaces on Volume

   X..M..   VOAVEXNO - Number of VSAM Extents Allocated on Vol

   X..M..   VOAVEXUS - Number of VSAM Extents Used on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAVOLNO - Number of Volume Samples

   X..M..E  VOAVSMDS - Number of Managed VSAM Data Sets

   X..M..E  VOAVSMSA - Amount of Managed VSAM Space Allocated

   X..M..E  VOAVSPAA - Amount of VSAM Space Allocated on Vol

   X..M..E  VOAVSPAU - Amount of VSAM Space Used on Volume

   X..M..   VOAVSPSA - Amount of VSAM Space Sub-allocated

  

 

  Minimum Data Elements

  

 

   X..M..E  VOAMNCDT - Min (Oldest) Data Set Creation Date

   X..M..E  VOAMNCFX - Min CMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMNCXF - Min CMS Free Space in a Single Extent

   X..M..E  VOAMNEXF - Min Free Space in a Single Extent

   X..M..E  VOAMNFRG - Min Volume Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMNTFX - Min TMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMNTXF - Min TMS Free Space in a Single Extent

  

 

  Maximum Data Elements

  

 

   X..M..E  VOAMPSPU - Max Percentage of Space Used on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAMPVSA - Max Percentage Space Allocated to VSAM

   X..M..E  VOAMXCFX - Max CMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMXCXF - Max CMS Free Space in a Single Extent
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   X..M..E  VOAMXEXA - Max Number of Extents Allocated on Vol

   X..M..E  VOAMXEXF - Max Free Space in a Single Extent

   X..M..E  VOAMXEXU - Max Number of Extents Used on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAMXFRG - Max Volume Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMXRDT - Max Data Set Last Reference Date

   X..M..E  VOAMXSPA - Max Amount of Space Allocated on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAMXSPF - Max Amount of Free Space on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAMXSPU - Max Amount of Space Used on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAMXTFX - Max TMS Fragmentation Index

   X..M..E  VOAMXTXF - Max TMS Free Space in a Single Extent

   X..M..E  VOAMXVSA - Max Amount VSAM Space Allocated on Vol

   X..M..E  VOAMXVSU - Max Amount of VSAM Space Used on Vol

  

 

  Derived Data Elements

  

 

   X..M..E  VOAPCSPF - Percentage of Space Free on Volume

   X..M..E  VOAPCSPU - Percentage of Allocated Space Used

   X..M..E  VOAPCVSA - Percentage of Space Allocated to VSAM

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VCA Volume Allocation File (VCAVOA).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies special considerations and techniques related to using the VCAVOA file.

Storage Group Name (STORNAME)

STORNAME is set to blank unless the actual storage group name is captured by VCC at data collection time. Sites that
have implemented volume pooling without DFSMS could use a PROC FORMAT combined with the _USRSVOA exit point
to associate a VOLSER with a poolname and place it in STORNAME.

Organization of Extent Information

The observations for each volume in the DETAIL timespan of the Volume Allocation File do not contain variables
describing the size and location of each free space extent. Instead, each observation contains an array of eight variables,
VOASPF01 through VOASPF08, that are used as free space buckets. Each variable contains the count of free space
extents whose lengths fall within the range of space defined for that variable. The range for each variable is:

    VOASPF01  -    1 to  100 tracks

    VOASPF02  -  101 to  200 tracks

    VOASPF03  -  201 to  300 tracks

    VOASPF04  -  301 to  400 tracks

    VOASPF05  -  401 to  600 tracks

    VOASPF06  -  601 to  800 tracks

    VOASPF07  -  801 to 1000 tracks

    VOASPF08  - 1001 and over

 

For example, if the value of VOASPF03 is 13, this means that the volume has 13 free extents whose sizes are between
201 and 300 tracks in length.

In sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, member $VCAMSTR defines a SAS macro that assigns the value ranges that determine
the above elements. To change these values, you could construct a local modification to this member, carefully preserving
sequence numbers and following other procedures discussed in System Modification.
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Collecting Only Volume Level Statistics

VCC has a run time parameter called DATAINFO=N which causes VCC to skip writing records at the data set level
(that is, record segments that would eventually become observations in the VCADAA and VCA_VS files). The intent
of DATAINFO=N collection is to provide an easy means of scanning the VTOCs to obtain various totals (and volume
attributes) without incurring the overhead of writing (and then processing into MICS) the much more voluminous quantities
of detail information about data sets.

Moreover, DATAINFO=N collection suggests the very real feasibility of scheduling VCC volume-level data gathering as
frequently as every hour or even every 15 minutes for selected volumes or storage groups for special studies.

With DATAINFO=N data collection, the following elements are set to missing values because they are only attainable
through the summarization of data from the VCA_VS file:

   VOAVSPSA  VSAM Space Allocated

   VOAVSPAU  VSAM Space Used

   VOAVEXNO  VSAM Extents Allocated

   VOAVEXUS  VSAM Extents Used

   VOAVDSET  VSAM Data Set Count

 

Various tradeoffs make this acceptable:

• More important levels of allocation such as VOASPACA and capacity such as VOACAPMB are accurate and always
available.

• Volume-level only data collection by means of DATAINFO=N should be processed in a separate database
unit -- distinctly different in configuration and options from the production unit that contains data set level files
(VCADAA,VCA_VS,HSMMIG,HSBBAC) and Accounting JOURNAL files.

• The audience for this data is probably confined to storage administrators and data center management.

Averages from Summarized Data Using VOAVOLNO

Determining the average value of a numeric (accumulated) data element requires division by a special count data element
called VOAVOLNO.

For example, VOASPACA and other numeric elements are accumulated. Therefore, to show the average space allocated
for a month, VOASPACA must be divided by VOAVOLNO. VOAVOLNO is a count of the number of times VCC scanned
the volume during the month.

In contrast, VOACAPMB (capacity of a volume in megabytes), is a retained data element and treated as a constant.
Therefore it is value at the DETAIL timespan is propagated into the higher timespans during summarization. The capacity
of a VOLSER with a given DEVTYPE is assumed to be constant over time.

This same principle holds true at the DAYS timespan if VCC takes an inventory of the volume more than once per day.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List all volumes that exceeded 90% of space used last month, showing the maximum amount of space allocated and
used.
     DATA;

     SET &PVCAM..VCAVOA01;

     IF VOAMPSPU > 90;

     PROC PRINT; VAR VOLSER STORNAME DEVTYPE VOAMPSPU VOAMXSPA

                     VOAMXSPU;
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     RUN;

 

• Show the total megabytes of capacity available and allocated space in megabytes for each volume with control breaks
and totals by storage group.
     DATA WORK.SUBSET

     (KEEP=VOLSER   VOANOATK VOAFVIRS VOACAPMB

           VOASPACA VOATKCAP STORNAME

           VOAALLMB);

     SET &PVCAX..VCAVOA01;

     VOAALLMB = (VOASPACA*VOATKCAP)/1000000;

     RUN;

     PROC SORT DATA=WORK.SUBSET;

      BY STORNAME VOLSER;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.SUBSET;

      BY STORNAME;

      SUM VOANOATK VOAFVIRS VOACAPMB VOAALLMB;

      VAR STORNAME VOLSER VOACAPMB VOAALLMB;

      SUMBY STORNAME;

     RUN;

 

Note: VOASPACA (carried in tracks) is converted to bytes by multiplying by VOATKCAP (the capacity of the track in
bytes). We divide by one million since that is the basis for the published capacity of volume geometries that is carried
as VOACAPMB. A temporary derived element for allocated space in terms of megabytes is created as VOAALLMB.

VCADCS - SPC Data Class Summary File

The Data Class Summary File is only of interest to sites running MVS/SP Version 3 and above. It shows a summarized
view of the DETAIL data in the VCADAA and VCA_VS files with an emphasis on data class (STORDATC or as known in
IBM terminology, DATACLAS). Data class is a name that can be used to represent the physical attributes of a data set.
Coding or defaulting to a given data class name enables the end-user to reduce the JCL required for allocation of new
data sets.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

VCADCS Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   STORDATC |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   STORDATC |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

  GENERATION DATE:  Mon, Oct 5, 2015

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   .D....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   .D.M..E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

   .D.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   .D.M..E  VCAACT1  - DIVISION

   .D.M..E  VCAACT2  - PROJECT

   .D.M..E  VCAACT3  - USER

   .D....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   .D.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   .D.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   .D.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   ......E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  

  Accumulated Data Elements
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   .D.M..E  DAAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

   .D.M..E  DAACMPG  - Number of Generic Compressed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAACMPR  - Number of Rejected Compressed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAACMPT  - Number of Tailored Compressed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAACMPZ  - Number of zEDC Compressed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAACOST  - Space Charges

   .D.M..E  DAADSNNO - Number of Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAADURSP - Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

   .D.M..   DAAREBLK - Number of Reblockable Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAASAMPL - Count of VCC Sample Runs

   .D.M..E  DAASMSID - Number of System Managed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAATTBLK - Sum of Block (BLKSIZE) Lengths

   .D.M..E  DAATTREC - Sum of Record (LRECL) Lengths

   .D.M..E  DAAUNCAT - Number of Uncataloged Managed Data Sets

   .D.M..E  DAAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (MBytes)

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   .D.M..E  DAAAVBLK - Average BLKSIZE

   .D.M..E  DAAAVREC - Average LRECL

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Data Class Summary File (VCADCS).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the VCADCS file.

• The observations for the VCADCS file are built from the data elements of the VCADAA file at the DETAIL timespan.
• The purpose of the file is to provide an automatic summarized view of the detail data organized around the SMS

construct of DATACLAS (MICS element STORDATC). Since STORDATC is not maintained as a sequence/summary
element in any other VCA file, this file (VCADCS) is the only place in which to view the historical usage of DATACLAS.
For example, you can examine this file to view which accounts in your enterprise are using DATACLAS and by careful
analysis of the VCADCS file, you may be able to gain new insights into what the ACS routine for DATACLAS is
missing. By expanding the boundaries of the DATACLAS ACS routine to include more data allocations or to become
less restrictive, the end-user community is freed from coding JCL and the goals of centralized storage administration
are furthered.

• Note that data element DAACOST is carried forward into the VCADCS file through normal MICS summarization of
numeric elements. If you are charging for DASD at the DAYS level, DAACOST will have missing values. Yet if you
are charging at the DETAIL timespan, DAACOST will be summarized by DATACLAS in this file and it provides simply
another measure of utilization by DATACLAS.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List the number of data sets and amount of space allocated under different Data Class Names.
     %LET BY=STORDATC;

     %LET BREAK=STORDATC;

     PROC SORT DATA=&PVCAD..VCADCS01 OUT=FILE1;

     BY &BY;
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     DATA;

     SET FILE1;

     %DCSSUM;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR STORDATC DAADSNNO DAAALLSP;

     RUN;

 

DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the DFSMS Inventory Primary Information Area and defines its levels of summarization
and data sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The files maintained in the DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area include:

• HSMMIG - Migrated Data File
• HSMVOL - Volume Planning File
• HSMTAP - Tape Planning File

HSMMIG - Migrated Data File

The Migrated Data File describes the SMS Class attributes, HSM level, space and current status for each data set in the
installation that has been migrated from primary DASD.

This file is derived from data collected by VCC. One observation is built for each migrated data set at HSM Level 1 or
Level 2.

File Organization

The Migrated Data File describes the SMS Class attributes, HSM level, space and current status for each data set in the
installation that has been migrated from primary DASD.

This file is derived from data collected by VCC. One observation is built for each migrated data set at HSM Level 1 or
Level 2.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

HSMMIG Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |

 |         |HSMLEVEL  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      DSNAME    ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |

 |         |HSMLEVEL  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |
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 |         |HSMLEVEL  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The following table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD.M..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  HSMACT1  - DIVISION

  XD.M..E  HSMACT2  - PROJECT

  XD.M..E  HSMACT3  - USER

  XD.M..E  HSMLEVEL - DFHSM Migration Level (0, 1 or 2)

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XD.M..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

  XD.M..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

  XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

  X.....E  CREATEDT - Creation Date

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DSORG    - Data Set Organization

  XD.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time
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  XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  EXPDT    - EXPIRATION DATE

  XD.M..E  HSMSAMPL - Count of Sample (Inventory) Runs

  X.....E  LRECL    - Data Set Logical Record Length

  XD.M..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RECFM    - Data Set Record Format

  X.....E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  MIGALLSP - Migration Copy Size       (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGCDSIZ - Compressed Data Set Size   (Bytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGCDSKB - Compressed Data Set Size   (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGCDSMB - Compressed Data Set Size   (MBytes)

  XD.M..   MIGCHANG - Changed Since Last Backup Count

  XD.M..E  MIGCMPDS - Compressed Data Set Count

  XD.M..E  MIGCOST  - Space*Time Charges (Cost)

  XD.M..   MIGDSIZE - Migration Copy Size (IBM Kilobytes)

  XD.M..   MIGDSNMT - Empty Data Set Flag

  XD.M..E  MIGDSNNO - Count of Migrated Data Sets

  XD.M..E  MIGDURSP - Amount of Space*Time      (MBhours)

  XD.M..E  MIGESTSP - RECALL Estimated Space    (KBytes)

  XD.M..   MIGGDS   - Generation Data Set Count

  XD.M..   MIGMIGNO - Number of Times Migrated

  XD.M..E  MIGORGSP - Original Allocated Space  (KBytes)

  XD.M..   MIGPDSE  - PDSE Data Set Count

  XD.M..   MIGRACFD - RACF-Indicated Data Set Count

  XD.M..   MIGREBLK - Reblockable Data Set Count

  XD.M..   MIGSMSID - System Managed Data Set Count

  XD.M..E  MIGUDSIZ - Uncompressed Data Set Size (Bytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGUDSKB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGUDSMB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGUSESP - Original Used Space       (KBytes)

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XD.M..   MIGMNBTS - Min Last Backup Date Time-Stamp

  XD.M..   MIGMNMTS - Min Migration Time-Stamp

  XD.M..   MIGREFDT - Oldest Last Reference Date

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XD.M..   MIGMXASP - Max Migration Copy Size   (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGRATTS - Max Migration Time-Stamp

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  MIGAVASP - Avg Migration Copy Size   (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  MIGAVDSP - Avg Megabyte*Hours        (MBhours)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, Migrated Data File (HSMMIG).
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Usage Considerations

This section identifies one special consideration or technique related to using the HSMMIG file.

An HSM exit, HSMACRT, is available to provide for the mapping of any data element in the Migrated Data File, such as
data set name, to user-defined installation account codes. With this addition to the HSM data and the inclusion of MICS
Accounting and Chargeback, HSM accounting becomes possible.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List all data sets for TSO user TPR030 that have been migrated from primary DASD since the beginning of the year.
     DATA;

     SET &PHSMX..HSMMIG01;

     IF DSNAME=:'TPR030';

     IF YEAR(DATEPART(MIGRATTS)) = YEAR(TODAY());

     PROC PRINT; VAR DSNAME MIGRATTS MIGDSIZE;

 

• Show the amount of data migrated by management class. In this example, we have included the JCL (procedure) you
should use to run the SAS job. In this example, the small "x" in the EXEC statement and the PROC SORT statement
would need to be replaced by the identifier of the unit data base you are accessing (previous examples have used "P"
for the value of "x"). Also note the use of the MIGSUM macro providing summarization for the HSMMIG file.
  //MIG1     JOB ....

  //REPORT  EXEC  MICSSHRx

  //SYSIN    DD  *

      %LET BY = STORMGTC;

      %LET BREAK = STORMGTC;

      PROC SORT DATA=&xVCAD..HSMMIG01 OUT=SUMFILE;

           BY &BY;

      DATA;

           SET SUMFILE;

      %MIGSUM;

      PROC PRINT NOOBS LABEL;

           VAR STORMGTC MIGDSNNO MIGALLSP;

      TITLE1 'MIGRATION SUMMARY BY MANAGEMENT CLASS';

  /*

 

An example of the output produced follows. The first detail line represents 2471 data sets that do not have a value for
MGMTCLAS (STORMGTC = ' ').

Sample Migration Summary Report

Migration Summary By Management Class

DFSMS Management
Class Name

Count of
Migrated
Data Sets

Migration
Copy Size
(MBytes)

2471 1732.0
DUMP 213 2805.9
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LARGE 1213 12635.1
NOMIG 1 0.3
STANDARD 18088 9094.1

HSMVOL - Volume Planning File

The Volume Planning File describes the characteristics of DASD volumes before and after daily HSM space management,
including percentage occupancy, target and trigger occupancy values, and excess eligible data occupancy.

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HSMVOL Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VOLSER    HSMLEVEL  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VOLSER    HSMLEVEL  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VOLSER    HSMLEVEL  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     VOLSER    HSMLEVEL  YEAR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                            Generation Date: Tue, May 12, 2009 

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The following table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009
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 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.MY.E  HSMLEVEL - DFHSM Migration Level (0, 1 or 2)

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XD.MY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XD.MY.E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XD.MY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XD.MY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XD.MY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XD.MY.E  HSMSAMPL - Count of Sample (Inventory) Runs

  XD.MY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XD.MY.E  VOLCAPMB - Total Capacity of Volume in Megabytes

  X.....E  VOLCOLDT - Date HSM Statistics Were Collected

  XD.MY.   VOLTOTAL - Capacity of Volume     (IBM Kilobytes)

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XD.MY.   VOLIMGCT - Count of Interval Migration Runs

  XD.MY.   VOLIMGOK - Count of Interval Migration Successes

  XD.MY.E  VOLPCAFT - Occupancy After Daily Space Management

  XD.MY.E  VOLPCBEF - Occupancy Before Daily Space Management

  XD.MY.E  VOLPCEED - Excess Eligible Data Occupancy

  XD.MY.E  VOLPCHI  - High-Threshold    (Trigger Occupancy)

  XD.MY.E  VOLPCLOW - Low-Threshold     (Target Occupancy)

  XD.MY.E  VOLVOLNO - Count of Days VOLSER Had Activity

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  VOLMNAFT - Occupancy After Daily Space Management

  .D.MY.E  VOLMNBEF - Occupancy Before Daily Space Management

  .D.MY.E  VOLMNEED - Excess Eligible Data Occupancy

  .D.MY.E  VOLMNHI  - High-Threshold    (Trigger Occupancy)

  .D.MY.E  VOLMNLOW - Low-Threshold     (Target Occupancy)
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 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .D.MY.E  VOLMXAFT - Occupancy After Daily Space Management

  .D.MY.E  VOLMXBEF - Occupancy Before Daily Space Management

  .D.MY.E  VOLMXEED - Excess Eligible Data Occupancy

  .D.MY.E  VOLMXHI  - High-Threshold    (Trigger Occupancy)

  .D.MY.E  VOLMXLOW - Low-Threshold     (Target Occupancy)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVAFT - Occupancy After Daily Space Management

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVBEF - Occupancy Before Daily Space Management

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVEED - Excess Eligible Data Occupancy

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVHI  - High-Threshold    (Trigger Occupancy)

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVLOW - Low-Threshold     (Target Occupancy)

  XD.MY.E  VOLAVXED - Average Total Occupancy Requirement

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, Volume Planning File (HSMVOL).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the HSMVOL file.

Granularity at DETAIL Timespan

Data for this file comes from VSR records (volume statistics records) maintained in the DFHSM MCDS.
MIGRATIONCLEANUPDAYS is a DFHSM SETSYS parameter that controls how many days these VSR records are kept
in the MCDS.

When VCC takes an inventory of DFHSM, the ARCUTIL interface provides all the VSR records back to VCC. Thus, if
MIGRATIONCLEANUPDAYS is 5, each inventory will result in 5 observations for VOLSER vvvvvv with VOLCOLDT set to
a different date for each of the 5 prior days of activity by DFHSM.

The next time that VCC takes an inventory, the 5 most recent days are collected and represented in HSMVOL. The oldest
of the 5 days in the prior run has been dropped off. This aging process is similar to GDG limits. The following PROC
PRINT shows a typical set of data for this file at the DETAIL timespan.

Note: These multiple observations for a volume at DETAIL are summarized into a single observation at DAYS.

Sample Detail Timespan View of HSMVOL File

                                               DETAIL TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE               12:14

 TUESDAY, mmmddyyyy

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=04MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  1   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     82.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    82.00 %     82.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=06MAYyy

 ------------------------------
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 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  2   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     79.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    79.00 %     79.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=07MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  3   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     91.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    91.00 %     91.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=08MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  4   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     91.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    91.00 %     91.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=09MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  5   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     85.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    85.00 %     85.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=10MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  6   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     84.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    84.00 %     84.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=11MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  7   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     84.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    84.00 %     84.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=13MAYyy

 ------------------------------
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 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  8   LRG004    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     83.00 %     10.00  %    80.00 %    83.00 %     83.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

 ------                                            --------     -------    --------   --------    --------   

   ------        -

 VOLSER                                            679.00 %     80.00 %    640.00 %   679.00 %    679.00 %   

   0.00 %        8

                                               DETAIL TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE               12:14

 TUESDAY, mmmddyyyy        2

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=04MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

  9   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     79.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    79.00 %     79.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=05MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 10   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     77.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    77.00 %     81.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=06MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 11   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     81.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    81.00 %     81.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=07MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 12   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     83.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    83.00 %     83.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=08MAYyy

 ------------------------------
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 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 13   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     85.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    85.00 %     85.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=09MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 14   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     85.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    85.00 %     86.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=10MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 15   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     82.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    82.00 %     83.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=11MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 16   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     80.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    80.00 %     82.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

  

                                               DETAIL TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE               12:14

 TUESDAY, mmmddyyyy        2

  

 ---------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005 Date HSM Statistics Were Collected=13MAYyy

 ------------------------------

  

 OBS  VOLSER    VOLCOLDT    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF  

  VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

 17   LRG005    ddmmmyy        0        1892.01     85.00 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    85.00 %     85.00 %   

   0.00 %        1

 ------                                            --------     -------   ---------  ---------   ---------   

   ------       --

 VOLSER                                            737.00 %     90.00 %    720.00 %   737.00 %    745.00 %   

   0.00 %        9

                                                  =========    ========   =========  =========   =========   

   ======       ==

                                                  1416.00 %    170.00 %   1360.00 %  1416.00 %   1424.00 %   

   0.00 %       17
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Sample Days Timespan View of HSMVOL File

                                                  DAYS TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE                12:14

 TUESDAY, mmmddyyyy        4

  

 --------------------------------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG004

 ----------------------------------------------------

  

       OBS    VOLSER    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF   

 VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

        1     LRG004       0        1892.01     84.87 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    84.87 %     84.87 %     

 0.00 %        8

  

  

 --------------------------------------------------- Volume Serial Number=LRG005

 ----------------------------------------------------

  

       OBS    VOLSER    HSMLEVEL    VOLCAPMB    VOLAVXED    VOLAVLOW    VOLAVHI    VOLAVAFT    VOLAVBEF   

 VOLAVEED    VOLVOLNO

  

        2     LRG005       0        1892.01     81.88 %     10.00 %     80.00 %    81.88 %     82.77 %    

 0.00 %         9

                                               ========     =======    ========   ========    ========    

 ======        ==

                                               166.76 %     20.00 %    160.00 %   166.76 %    167.65 %    

 0.00 %        17

 

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Show all observations for VOLSERs LRG004 and LGR005 in the DETAIL time-span to illustrate the special granularity
shown in the figure above.
   DATA WORK.VOLUMES;

   SET &PHSMX..HSMVOL01;

   IF VOLSER = 'LRG004' OR VOLSER = 'LRG005';

   RUN;

   PROC SORT DATA=WORK.VOLUMES; BY VOLSER VOLCOLDT;

   PROC PRINT       DATA=WORK.VOLUMES;

    TITLE 'DETAIL TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE';

    BY VOLSER VOLCOLDT;

    SUM VOLVOLNO

        VOLAVXED VOLAVLOW VOLAVHI  VOLAVAFT

        VOLAVBEF VOLAVEED;

    VAR VOLSER   VOLCOLDT

        HSMLEVEL

        VOLCAPMB

        VOLAVXED VOLAVLOW VOLAVHI  VOLAVAFT

        VOLAVBEF VOLAVEED;
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    SUMBY VOLSER;

   RUN;

   DATA WORK.VOLUME;

   SET &PHSMD..HSMVOL01;

   IF VOLSER = 'LRG004' OR VOLSER = 'LRG005';

   RUN;

   PROC SORT DATA=WORK.VOLUME; BY VOLSER;

   PROC PRINT       DATA=WORK.VOLUME;

    TITLE 'DAYS TIME SPAN VIEW OF HSMVOL FILE';

    BY VOLSER;

    SUM VOLVOLNO

        VOLAVXED VOLAVLOW VOLAVHI  VOLAVAFT

        VOLAVBEF VOLAVEED;

    VAR VOLSER

        HSMLEVEL

        VOLCAPMB

        VOLAVXED VOLAVLOW VOLAVHI  VOLAVAFT

        VOLAVBEF VOLAVEED;

    SUMBY VOLSER;

   RUN;

 

• Display the average daily occupancy rate before and after daily space management during the current month for all
volumes beginning with 'TSM'.
     DATA;

     SET &PHSMM..HSMVOL00;

     IF VOLSER=:'TSM';

     PROC PRINT; VAR VOLSER VOLAVBEF VOLAVAFT;

 

• Storage group is not provided by data collector for the HSMVOL file. Combine the data from the VCAVOA file (DETAIL
time-span) with the HSMVOL file (DAYS time-span) for yesterday and print various key totals and averages by
STORNAME (storage group). Both files are in the P unit data base.
      PROC SORT DATA=&PVCAX..VCAVOA01

                OUT=WORK.PRIMARY;

       BY VOLSER;

      PROC SORT DATA=&PHSMD..HSMVOL01

                OUT=WORK.HSM;

       BY VOLSER;

      DATA WORK.VOLUMES;

      MERGE WORK.PRIMARY

            WORK.HSM;

      BY VOLSER;

      VOAALLMB = (VOASPACA*VOATKCAP)/1000000;

      RUN;

      PROC SORT DATA=WORK.VOLUMES; BY STORNAME VOLSER;

      PROC PRINT LABEL DATA=WORK.VOLUMES;

       BY STORNAME;

       SUM VOACAPMB VOAALLMB VOLCAPMB;

       VAR VOLSER

           HSMLEVEL

           VOACAPMB VOAALLMB

           VOLAVXED VOLAVLOW VOLAVHI  VOLAVAFT

           VOLAVBEF VOLAVEED;
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       SUMBY STORNAME;

      RUN;

 

HSMTAP - Tape Planning File

The Tape Planning File quantifies the tapes under control of DFHSM according to 3 types or categories:

• Tapes used for full volume dumps
• Tapes used for incremental backups
• Tapes used for migration level 2

For each of the above 3 categories of tapes managed by DFHSM, the following counts are provided:

• The number of full tapes
• The number of partially full tapes
• The number of empty tapes

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HSMTAP Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     YEAR      WEEK                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     YEAR      MONTH                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     YEAR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                            Generation Date: Tue, May 12, 2009 

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.
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Data Elements List

The following table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  HSMSAMPL - Count of Sample (Inventory) Runs

  XDWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  TAPBFULL - Number of Backup Tapes    (Full)

  XDWMY.E  TAPBNULL - Number of Backup Tapes    (Empty)

  XDWMY.E  TAPBPART - Number of Backup Tapes    (Partial)

  XDWMY.E  TAPDFULL - Number of Dump Tapes      (Full)

  XDWMY.E  TAPDNULL - Number of Dump Tapes      (Empty)

  XDWMY.E  TAPDPART - Number of Dump Tapes      (Partial)

  XDWMY.E  TAPMFULL - Number of Migration Tapes (Full)

  XDWMY.E  TAPMNULL - Number of Migration Tapes (Empty)

  XDWMY.E  TAPMPART - Number of Migration Tapes (Partial)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Tape Planning File (HSMTAP).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the HSMTAP file.

Suggest You Keep Many Cycles
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Generating support for many cycles of the HSMTAP file will enable you to graph the change in tape utilization by DFHSM
over a long period of time.

This file contains only one small observation per inventory of DFHSM. Normally, this inventory will only occur once per
day. Therefore, because of this extremely low resource consumption we recommend you keep many cycles of this file at
either the DETAIL or DAYS time-span. If you choose DAYS for the location of the many cycles, then DETAIL should be set
to only a few cycles (and vice versa).

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display the number of tapes under DFHSM that were either full or partially full of HSM Level 2 migration data as of
yesterday.
     PROC PRINT DATA=&PHSMX..HSMTAP01;

     VAR SYSID YEAR MONTH TAPMFULL TAPMPART;

 

• Plot the change in usage of DFHSM-owned backup tapes over the past 4 days. An output sample follows the code.
   DATA;

     SET &PHSMD..HSMTAP01 &PHSMD..HSMTAP02

         &PHSMD..HSMTAP03 &PHSMD..HSMTAP04;

         DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

         FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   PROC PLOT NOLEGEND;

        PLOT TAPBFULL*DATE = 'F' TAPBNULL*DATE = 'E'

             TAPBPART*DATE = 'P' / OVERLAY;

        LABEL TAPBFULL = 'NUMBER OF TAPES';

        TITLE1 'HSM BACKUP TAPE USAGE';

        FOOTNOTE1 'F = FULL BACKUP VOLUMES   ';

        FOOTNOTE2 'P = PARTIAL BACKUP VOLUMES';

        FOOTNOTE3 'E = EMPTY BACKUP VOLUMES  ';

 

Sample HSM Backup Tape Usage Report

                                                      HSM BACKUP TAPE USAGE                        13:15

 MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1991

  

       |E

       |                                       E

       |                                                                                E

   450 +                                                                                                     

                    E

       |

       |

       |

       |

   400 +

       |

       |

       |
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 N     |

 U 350 +

 M     |

 B     |

 E     |

 R     |

   300 +

 O     |

 F     |

       |

 T     |

 A 250 +

 P     |

 E     |

 S     |

       |                                                                                                     

                    P

   200 +                                       P                                        P

       |P

       |

       |

       |

   150 +                                                                                                     

                    F

       |                                       F                                        F

       |F

       |

       |

   100 +

       -+--------------------------------------+----------------------------------------

+----------------------------------------+-

     10MAY91                                11MAY91                                  12MAY91                 

               13MAY91

  

                                                                 DATE

  

                                                    F = FULL BACKUP VOLUMES

                                                    P = PARTIAL BACKUP VOLUMES

                                                    E = EMPTY BACKUP VOLUMES

 

DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the DFSMS Inventory Backup Information Area and defines its levels of summarization
and data sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The files maintained in the DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area include:

• HSBBAC - BACKUP Data File
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HSBBAC - BACKUP Data File

At the DETAIL timespan, this file describes a variety of information about the DFHSM-managed backup versions for a
given data set at a given point in time.

Records created by VCC are at the backup version level. That is, there is one raw record for each backup version in
the inventory maintained by DFHSM. The DAY095 processing reduces multiple backup versions for a data set into one
observation for that data set. The fact that this summarization is done in the DETAIL timespan is a slight departure from
most MICS DAILY processing. It keeps the size of the DETAIL timespan manageable while still offering full reporting
capability.

The summarization that takes place from DETAIL to DAYS then eliminates DSNAME as a sequence variable and reduces
the data regarding backup resources to the account structure or cost center variables.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HSBBAC Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |

 |         |STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      DSNAME    ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |

 |         |STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HSMACT1   HSMACT2   HSMACT3   DEVCLASS |

 |         |STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                            Generation Date: Tue, May 12, 2009 

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.
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Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD.M..E  DEVCLASS - Device Class

  X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  HSMACT1  - DIVISION

  XD.M..E  HSMACT2  - PROJECT

  XD.M..E  HSMACT3  - USER

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XD.M..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

  XD.M..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

  XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DSORG    - Data Set Organization

  XD.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XD.M..E  HSMSAMPL - Count of Sample (Inventory) Runs

  XD.M..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  RECFM    - Data Set Record Format

  X.....E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  BACALLSP - Total Size of Backup Versions (MBytes)

  XD.M..   BACCATLG - Count of Cataloged When Backup Made

  XD.M..E  BACCDSIZ - Compressed Data Set Size   (Bytes)

  XD.M..E  BACCDSKB - Compressed Data Set Size   (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACCDSMB - Compressed Data Set Size   (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACCMPDS - Compressed Data Set Count

  XD.M..E  BACCOST  - Space*Time Charges (Cost)
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  XD.M..E  BACDSNNO - Number of Data Sets Backed Up

  XD.M..E  BACDURSP - Amount of Space*Time        (MBhours)

  XD.M..E  BACESTSP - RECOVER Estimated Space   (KBytes)

  XD.M..   BACGDS   - Generation Data Set Count

  XD.M..   BACNOENQ - Count of Backups Taken Without ENQ

  XD.M..   BACOPEN  - Count of Backup-While-OPEN Candidates

  XD.M..E  BACORGSP - Original Allocated Space  (KBytes)

  XD.M..   BACPDSE  - PDSE Data Set Count

  XD.M..   BACRACFD - RACF-Indicated Data Set Count

  XD.M..   BACREBLK - Reblockable Data Set Count

  XD.M..   BACSMSID - System Managed Data Set Count

  XD.M..E  BACUDSIZ - Uncompressed Data Set Size (Bytes)

  XD.M..E  BACUDSKB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACUDSMB - Uncompressed Data Set Size (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACUSESP - Original Used Space       (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACVERNO - Number of Backup Versions for DSNAME

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  BACMNASP - Minimum Backup Version Size (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACMNTS  - Timestamp of Oldest Backup

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  BACMXASP - Maximum Backup Version Size (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACMXTS  - Timestamp of Newest Backup

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  BACAVASP - Avg Backup Size           (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  BACAVDSP - Avg Megabyte*Hours        (MBhours)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see BACKUP Data File (HSBBAC).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies one special consideration or technique related to using the HSBBAC file.

Data element BACALLSP at the DETAIL timespan contains the amount of space occupied by all backup versions of a
data set. Unlike most other MICS files at the DETAIL timespan, the HSBBAC file has already gone through a level of
summarization. Rather than an observation for each data set backup version, there is one observation per data set,
containing information relevant to all data set backup versions.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List backup statistics for SMS management class APFLIB reflecting the utilization of incremental backup facilities last
month.
     DATA;

     SET &PHSBM..HSBBAC01;
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     IF STORMGTC=:'APFLIB';

     PROC PRINT;

     VAR BACMNASP BACMXASP BACAVASP BACCOST;

 

• Show department level statistics regarding the number of backup versions being maintained by DFHSM.
     %LET BY = HSMACT3;

     %LET BREAK = HSMACT3;

     PROC SORT DATA=&PHSBD..HSBBAC01 OUT=SUMFILE;

          BY &BY;

     DATA;

          SET SUMFILE;

     %BACSUM;

     PROC PRINT NOOBS LABEL UNIFORM;

          VAR HSMACT3 BACDSNNO BACALLSP BACMNASP

          BACAVASP BACMXASP;

          SUM BACDSNNO BACALLSP;

          LABEL HSMACT3 = 'DEPARTMENT';

     TITLE1 'HSM BACKUP SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT';

 

Sample HSM Backup Summary by Department Report

                           HSM BACKUP SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT                  16:07 MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1991    1

  

 DEPARTMENT       Number of     Total Size of     Minimum Backup      Avg Backup     Maximum Backup

                  Data Sets    Backup Versions      Version Size            Size       Version Size

                  Backed Up          (MBytes)           (MBytes)        (MBytes)           (MBytes)

  

 AA1                    110                3.5            0.01638           0.032              0.573

 ACC                    316              857.7            0.01638           2.714            154.465

 ADM                      7                0.1            0.01638           0.016              0.016

 AD1                      1                0.0            0.01638           0.016              0.016

 AIC                     27                7.3            0.01638           0.272              3.129

 ALL                      2                0.0            0.01638           0.016              0.016

 ASX                     59              630.7            0.01638          10.689             95.926

 ATM                    887             1665.0            0.00000           1.877            124.715

 AXC                      2                0.1            0.03277           0.033              0.033

 BAC                    213               41.2            0.01638           0.194              2.179

 BST                   1983             3422.9            0.01638           1.726            116.113

 BUN                   1707             1621.9            0.00000           0.950             88.766

 CAP                    470             2963.9            0.01638           6.306            414.438

 CAT                      2                5.4            0.16383           2.679              5.194

 CA1                    888             1076.9            0.01638           1.213             39.121

 CA2                     60                1.2            0.01638           0.020              0.066

 CDL                    342              781.7            0.01638           2.286             28.406

 CD1                      5                0.1            0.01638           0.016              0.016

 CJ1                    120                4.1            0.01638           0.034              0.868

 CK1                     21                0.7            0.01638           0.032              0.066

 CMP                    128              278.4            0.01638           2.175             56.262

 CM1                     37                9.5            0.01638           0.255              2.572

 CNM                      3                4.2            1.39258           1.393              1.393

 CSS                    286            12807.1            0.00000          44.777            948.000

 CST                    287              566.4            0.01638           1.973             25.133
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 CSU                    742             3975.1            0.00000           5.357            198.063

 CS1                    188               46.8            0.01638           0.249             14.074

 CT1                    108                8.5            0.01638           0.079              1.311

 DA1                   2093              796.3            0.01638           0.380             38.535

 DA2                    241               30.6            0.01638           0.127              0.934

 DD1                     20                1.1            0.01638           0.053              0.704

 DEM                      3                0.0            0.01638           0.016              0.016

 DOC                      8                0.5            0.01638           0.066              0.131

 DPM                      7               40.1            0.01638           5.729             13.992

 DPO                    309              238.2            0.01638           0.771              8.962

 DPW                     68                8.7            0.01638           0.127              0.639

 DSI                  10047            10267.8            0.01638           1.022            170.605

 DSM                      1                0.2            0.24576           0.246              0.246

 DST                    536             2163.9            0.01638           4.037            236.238

 DSX                      4                0.8            0.01638           0.197              0.360

 DXB                  10239            16368.4            0.01638           1.598            214.270

 EDU                    106               16.2            0.01638           0.153              2.277

 EMG                     29               12.0            0.01638           0.414              3.850

 END                     34               18.6            0.01638           0.546              1.720

 ESA                      2                0.1            0.01638           0.033              0.049

 FDL                    502              327.4            0.01638           0.652             26.395

 HSA                      1                0.0            0.01638           0.016              0.016

  

                          HSM BACKUP SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT                  16:07 MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1991    2

  

 DEPARTMENT       Number of     Total Size of     Minimum Backup      Avg Backup     Maximum Backup

                  Data Sets    Backup Versions      Version Size            Size       Version Size

                  Backed Up          (MBytes)           (MBytes)        (MBytes)           (MBytes)

  

 IAM                    311             3122.7            0.01638          10.041            432.750

 IDP                      7                1.1            0.06552           0.159              0.344

 IIN                    190              234.2            0.01638           1.232             26.902

 INF                      9              977.2            0.96664         108.578            267.750

 IPO                    274              202.1            0.01638           0.738             27.375

 ISP                      5                0.6            0.01638           0.118              0.360

 ISR                     12               12.5             0.0164          1.0376              6.717

 ITS                    209              304.1             0.0164          1.4551             36.402

 JAP                      4                0.1             0.0164          0.0246              0.033

 JOB                    241              366.4             0.0164          1.5200              8.716

 LCM                    114              153.5             0.0164          1.3464             32.129

 LGT                      2                0.0             0.0164          0.0164              0.016

 MA1                    146               24.2             0.0164          0.1657              2.539

 MB1                     21                0.4             0.0164          0.0211              0.033

 MDG                      7                4.9             0.0328          0.7068              2.179

 MD1                      7                0.1             0.0164          0.0164              0.016

 MEI                     28                5.8             0.0164          0.2054              0.754

 MIC                     86               25.3             0.0164          0.2947              1.688

 MIM                    259              921.5             0.0164          3.5579             82.605

 MLG                      3                0.1             0.0164          0.0273              0.033

 MSP                      5                5.2             0.0164          1.0320              2.081

 MSS                    498             1370.4             0.0164          2.7517             49.395

 MS6                    338              774.2             0.0164          2.2903             77.559

 MVS                     36              120.3             0.0164          3.3413             10.715
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 NA1                     81                6.2             0.0164          0.0764              1.507

 NCP                      3               27.0             6.9795          8.9946             10.453

 NET                    680             7130.7             0.0164         10.4861            291.563

 NJL                      3                0.0             0.0164          0.0164              0.016

 NPG                      4                1.7             0.3932          0.4260              0.459

 NPM                      1                0.0             0.0492          0.0492              0.049

 NTC                    161              180.3             0.0164          1.1199             11.501

 OA1                     91               28.0             0.0164          0.3082             14.369

 ONL                    213              656.5             0.0164          3.0818             80.199

 OPR                    234              855.9             0.0164          3.6577             39.977

 OVM                    179               99.8             0.0164          0.5576             10.731

 O1A                      1                0.0             0.0164          0.0164              0.016

 PAS                    116             1083.7             0.0164          9.3420            146.520

 PER                    422             1202.1             0.0000          2.8484            129.660

 POR                      9                3.2             0.0164          0.3549              1.442

 PRO                   1152            20673.3             0.0000         17.9453            649.750

 QCA                   2083             6442.2             0.0164          3.0925            124.777

 QCM                     50               16.5             0.0164          0.3296              2.720

 QMF                     65                2.2             0.0164          0.0335              0.180

 RCS                     67               60.9             0.0164          0.9094              7.029

 SAR                    140              193.7             0.0164          1.3831            120.520

 SAS                      1               26.6            26.6211         26.6211             26.621

 SA1                    179               78.3             0.0164          0.4373              9.568

 SER                      4                0.1             0.0164          0.0164              0.016

  

                                   HSM BACKUP SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT                  16:07 MONDAY, JUNE 17,

 1991    3

  

 DEPARTMENT       Number of     Total Size of     Minimum Backup      Avg Backup     Maximum Backup

                  Data Sets    Backup Versions      Version Size            Size       Version Size

                  Backed Up          (MBytes)           (MBytes)        (MBytes)           (MBytes)

  

 SMD                     83               33.7             0.0164          0.4064              3.064

 SMR                     25               14.9             0.0164          0.5950              4.882

 SMS                     26              117.1             0.0164          4.5049             13.861

 STX                    292              733.9             0.0164          2.5132             91.551

 SYS                   1371             2731.9             0.0164          1.9924             55.195

 TA1                     39                1.9             0.0164          0.0496              0.147

 TD1                     17                8.7             0.0164          0.5127              2.572

 TEC                    152              349.4             0.0164          2.2988             38.008

 TIM                     14                0.9             0.0164          0.0655              0.197

 NSM                    209               17.1             0.0164          0.0818              0.819

 TPX                    344             2406.8             0.0164          6.9963            277.063

 TSO                    373               1034           0.000000         2.77295            64.5820

 UIS                      7                  1           0.016383         0.16383             0.5079

 USE                      8                  4           0.016383         0.54268             3.2766

 VMD                      1                  0           0.229370         0.22937             0.2294

 VOS                     16                  9           0.016383         0.56111             1.5728

 XDC                      3                  3           0.589813         0.99390             1.6055

 XVS                      2                  0           0.016383         0.02458             0.0328

               ============       ============

                      44984             115936
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USS File System Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the USS File System Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data
sequencing. Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

The file contained in the File System Information Area is:

• HFSDIR - USS Directory Entry File

VCA Exceptions

The Space Analyzer provides the necessary detail data to specifically identify DASD exception conditions. These
exceptions are used to assist in the management of the DASD configuration. For details, see VCA Detailed Exception
Descriptions.

The following exception conditions are reported:

MICS Space Analyzer Option Exceptions

Number Severity Management Area Exception Description
09001 Impacting Availability Available VTOC Space

Shortage
09002 Impacting Availability Available Volume Space

Shortage
09003 Warning Performance High Alternate Track Usage
09004 Warning Performance Volume Free Space is

Fragmented
09005 Warning Performance Data Set has too Many Extents
09006 Warning Performance VSAM Data Set has too Many

Extents
09007 Warning Performance Fixed-length PS or PO Data Set

is Unblocked
09008 Warning Performance Multi-extent DSORG=DA Data

Set
09010 Warning Performance Data Set Using Less Than 'n' %

of Allocated Space
09012 Warning Performance VTOC Reorganization

Recommended
09013 Impacting Availability VTOC in Error, Requires

Restructure (DIRF set)
09014 Impacting Availability Tracks not Accounted for in

VTOC
09015 Impacting Performance VTOC Does Not End on

Cylinder Boundary
09016 Warning Performance Large Data Set not Cylinder

Allocated
09017 Impacting Performance VTOC is not in Indexed Format
09018 Critical Reliability Indexed VTOC Potentially in

Error
09019 Warning Availability Invalid DS1LSTAR Value
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Exception Process Overview

The MICS exception process consists of the individual exceptions, a set of standard reports, MICS Information Center
Facility (MICF) inquiries, an exception test routine, and an exception value analysis routine. Each of these is described
below.

Exceptions

An exception is the occurrence of an event which merits visibility and attention. It may be an occurrence that is a distinct
problem (for example, CICS abended at 2:00 p.m.) or one that may be a problem and requires further research (for
example, a TSO user overloaded the system from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.), or it may represent a standard, security, or audit
violation (for example, user XYZ is not authorized to use PDZAP and was detected using it seven times yesterday).

Because the volume of exception occurrences can be quite large, MICS provides means to categorize, aggregate,
consolidate, and prioritize them to meet your needs. Each exception has:

• An exception number for unique definition
• A severity level to signify degree of importance
• A management area to identify area of responsibility

Standard Exception Reports

The standard exception reports provide a concise, integrated method for problem reporting. The following reports can be
produced as part of the MICS DAILY job:

• Exception Management Overview Report
• Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• Management Area Exception Summary Report

You control which reports are produced via the REPORT EXCEPTIONS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF).
For more information, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

Two additional standard reports can be produced as required to provide the necessary background detail to effectively
analyze reported exceptions. The two reports are:

• Full Exception Detail Report
• Short Exception Detail Report

MICF inquiries

The catalog group EXCEPT that is shipped with MICS contains a number of standard MICF inquiries that you can use
to report exception conditions. In the following inquiry list, graphic reports whose value of x is C produce color graphic
reports using SAS/GRAPH. If the value of x is P, printer graphic reports are produced without using SAS/GRAPH.

• BASxM1 - Monthly Exception Summary Report
• BASxM2 - Monthly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxM3 - Monthly Info. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxM4 - Monthly Exception Management Overview Report
• BASxM5 - Monthly Info. Area Exception Overview Report
• BASxW1 - Weekly Exception Summary Report
• BASxW2 - Weekly Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASxW3 - Weekly Info. Area Exception Summary Report

The following inquiries that produce printed reports are also available:
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• BASLD2 - Daily Severity Level Exception Summary Report
• BASLD3 - Daily Mgmt. Area Exception Summary Report
• BASLD4 - Daily Short Exception Detail Report
• BASLD5 - Daily Full Exception Detail Report
• BASLD6 - Daily Exception Ranking Report
• BASLM6 - Monthly Exception Ranking Report

These standard inquiries have execution-time parameter selection that permits you to report on a subset of the
exceptions. For example, inquiry BASLD5 allows selection on SYSID, Information Area, Management Area, Severity
Level, and other criteria.

Exception Test Routine

Each MICS product has an exception test routine that is invoked in the DAY200 step of the MICS DAILY job. You control
which routines are invoked using the CREATE EXCEPTIONFILES statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF). For
more information on EXECDEF, see Dynamic Execution Options (EXECDEF).

An exception test routine written in the SAS language, defines the exception and tests to determine whether or not the
exception condition is present in the data being processed. The distributed exception test routine for each MICS product
is contained in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYcccEXC), where ccc is the product identifier. When the DAY200 step
invokes the test routines, it does so by %INCLUDEing the DYcccEXC member from prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. As
distributed, that member then %INCLUDEs the member from sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. For more information on
DYcccEXC, see Setting Exception Values.

Exception Value Analysis Routine

Each MICS product has an exception value analysis (EVA) routine that you can use to help determine values for the
exception conditions. The EVA routine extracts information from the MICS database. Descriptive statistics for the values
of variables used in exception tests are printed in the Exception Value Analysis Report. The EVA routine for each
product is stored in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(cccEVA). The job control to execute the EVA process is contained in
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccEVA).

Setting Exception Values

Exception test routines contain tests that determine the conditions and definitions that classify the exception for reporting
and analysis. The following is a sample exception test:

 /*---------------------------------------------------------*/

 /*  09001                                                  */

 /*  AVAILABLE VTOC SPACE SHORTAGE                          */

 /*---------------------------------------------------------*/

  

 IF VOADSCB0 LT 25

  

   THEN DO;

   EXCCODE = '09001'; SEVERITY= 'I'; MGMTAREA= 'AVAILABILITY';

   EXCDESC1 = 'AVAILABLE VTOC DSCB SHORTAGE';

   EXCDESC2 = 'AVAILABLE DSCB COUNT=' || PUT(VOADSCB0,3.)

            || ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

   LINK HIT;

 END;

 

This exception test is processed for each observation that is in the latest cycle of the DETAIL Volume Allocation File
(VCAVOA). The test is positive only when the number of Format 0 DSCBs (VOADSCB0) is less than 25.
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When the test is positive, the exception is categorized by providing the appropriate values for EXCCODE, SEVERITY,
and MGMTAREA. EXCDESC1 provides a consistent label for the exception. EXCDESC2 provides variable information
for the conditions that caused the test to be positive. The LINK HIT statement invokes a routine that causes the exception
condition eventually to be written to the Exception Activity File (ADMEXC) for later processing by the standard reports or
MICF inquiries.

For most organizations, the exception limit used here would either cause too many exceptions or too few exceptions to
be reported, which defeats one of the purposes of exception processing: to report on "out of the ordinary" conditions that
warrant attention. Therefore, each organization must determine and set its own exception value.

Furthermore, the values for some exception conditions should be determined uniquely for different environments within
a single organization. For example, a system paging rate that would be excessive during the nightly batch processing
may be normal during the daytime hours, which have heavy interactive usage. Also, different processors can support
different paging rates. Numbers used as exception values should not be defined without some analysis of installation
history, performance, and user requirements.

The MICS database provides the most useful information base for analyzing historical performance. The exception value
analysis routine uses the MICS database to produce a statistical analysis of the values used in the standard exception
tests distributed with the products.

Using the results of this analysis along with your installation's internal political, security, or standards policies, industry
publications, and your own analysis of data element behavior, you can determine how to modify each exception test for
your environment. You can also modify the exception test routine to add your own tests for additional exception conditions
not detected by the standard tests delivered with the product.

VCA Detailed Exception Descriptions

This section describes each of the standard exceptions for the MICS Space Analyzer Option. The exceptions are
organized numerically and appear sequentially starting with exception 09001.

The format provides the title, number, and a statement on the purpose, rationale, and definition for each exception to
give you some insight into the meaning and use of the information. Finally, the description contains the SAS code for the
exception, with an explanation on modifying the exception threshold values.

 

09001 Available VTOC DSCB Shortage

FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

SEVERITY:         Impacting     (SEVERITY='I')

MANAGEMENT AREA:  Availability  (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY')

PURPOSE:  Identifies when the volume's VTOC is short on

available Format 0 DSCBs.

RATIONALE:  It is important that there be a sufficient

number of available DSCBs in the VTOC so that new data sets

can be allocated and old data sets can be extended.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the count of

available DSCBs (VOADSCB0) drops below the specified minimum.
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EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09001                                                  */

/*  AVAILABLE VTOC SPACE SHORTAGE                          */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOADSCB0 LT #dscb0

THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09001'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY';

  EXCDESC1='AVAILABLE VTOC DSCB SHORTAGE';

  EXCDESC2='AVAILABLE DSCB COUNT=' || PUT(VOADSCB0,3.) ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the #dscb0

value according to the following conventions:

    #dscb0 - The minimum acceptable count of available Format

         0 DSCBs.  A minimum count of 25 available Format 0

         DSCBs would appear as :

         VOADSCB0 LT 25

09002 Available Volume Space Shortage

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Impacting     (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Availability  (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY')

    PURPOSE:   Identifies when the volume's space available

for allocation falls below a specified level.

    RATIONALE:  It is important that there be a sufficient

amount of available space on a volume so that new data sets

can be allocated and old data sets can be extended.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the amount

of available space (VOASPACF) drops below the specified

minimum number of tracks.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09002                                                  */

/*  AVAILABLE VOLUME SPACE SHORTAGE                        */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOASPACF LT #freesp

THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09002'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY';

  EXCDESC1='AVAILABLE VOLUME SPACE SHORTAGE';

  EXCDESC2='NUMBER OF FREE TRACKS=' || PUT(VOASPACF,3.) ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

#freesp value according to the following conventions:

    #freesp -  The minimum acceptable amount of space

         available for allocation, specified in tracks.  A

         minimum amount of 500 free tracks would appear as:

         VOASPACF LT 500

09003 High Alternate Track Usage

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the number of assigned

alternate tracks on a volume exceeds a specified level.

    RATIONALE:  DASD performance can be significantly

degraded when data is stored on an alternate track due to a

defective primary track.  The extra disk access along with

the necessity to reposition the access mechanism will result

in increased data access times.  Also, high assignments of

alternate tracks can be an early indication of a failing disk

assembly.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the count of

assigned alternate tracks (VOAALNTK) exceeds the specified

maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored
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in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09003                                                  */

/*  HIGH ALTERNATE TRACK USAGE                             */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOANOATK GT #usedalt

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09003'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='HIGH ASSIGNMENT OF ALTERNATE TRACKS';

  EXCDESC2='ALTERNATE TRACKS USED=' || PUT(VOANOATK,3.) ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

#usedalt value according to the following conventions:

    #usedalt -  The maximum acceptable number of assigned

         alternate tracks.  A maximum count of 5 would appear

         as:

         VOANOATK GT 5

09004 Volume Free Space is Fragmented

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the number of areas of free

space on a volume exceeds a specified level.

    RATIONALE:  Allocation of data sets on a volume can be

impacted by the level of free space fragmentation.  The

probability of allocating large primary requests in a single

extent can be greatly reduced, resulting in the allocation of

data sets over several non-contiguous extents.  This can

result in poorer performance for the data sets affected.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the computed

fragmentation index (VOAFRAGX) exceeds the specified maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09004                                                  */

/*  VOLUME FREE SPACE IS FRAGMENTED                        */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOAFRAGX GE #fragx

 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09004'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='VOLUME FREE SPACE IS FRAGMENTED';

  EXCDESC2='FRAGMENTATION INDEX=' || PUT(VOAFRAGX,5.3) ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

#fragx value according to the following conventions:

    #fragx -  The maximum acceptable index of fragmentation

         on a volume.  Acceptable values are between 0 and 1.

         A maximum count of .700 would appear as:

         VOAFRAGX GE .700

09005 Data Set has Too Many Extents

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the number of data set extents

exceeds a specified level.

    RATIONALE:  Access to a data set that expands into many

extents can be be less efficient than if the data set were

allocated in a single extent because of the increased

overhead required to reposition the data volume to each

different extent.  And because a data set is limited to 16

extents, processing will be aborted if an attempt is made to

expand a data set that already has allocated 16 extents.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number

of data set extents (DAAEXTNO) exceeds the specified maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09005                                                  */

/*  DATA SET HAS TOO MANY EXTENTS                          */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF DAAEXTNO GE extent#

THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09005'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DATA SET HAS TOO MANY EXTENTS.  EXTENT COUNT=' ||

            PUT(DAAEXTNO,3.);

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

extent# value according to the following conventions:

    extent# - The maximum acceptable number of extents for

         a data set.  A maximum value of 14 would appear as:

         DAAEXTNO GE 14

09006 VSAM Data Set has Too Many Extents

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the number of data set extents

exceeds a specified level.

    RATIONALE:  Access to a data set that expands into many

extents can be less efficient than if the data set were

allocated in a single extent due to the increased overhead

required to reposition the data volume to each different

extent.  Also, because a VSAM data set is limited to 128

extents, processing will be aborted if an attempt is made to

expand a data set that already has allocated 128 extents.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number

of data set extents (DAAEXTNO) exceeds the specified maximum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/
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/*                                                         */

/*  09006                                                  */

/*  VSAM DATA SET HAS TOO MANY EXTENTS                     */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF DAAEXTNO GE extent#

THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09006'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DATA SET HAS TOO MANY EXTENTS.  EXTENT COUNT=' ||

            PUT(DAAEXTNO,3.);

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:   The user should modify the

extent# value according to the following conventions:

    extent# - The maximum acceptable number of extents for

         a data set.  A maximum value of 115 would appear as:

         DAAEXTNO GE 115

09007 Fixed Length PO or PS Data Set is Unblocked

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies unblocked data set that are

candidates for a more efficient use of space.

    RATIONALE:  A blocked data set can more efficiently use

the DASD space allocated to it than an unblocked data set

because of the overhead associated with each block of data

stored on a DASD device.  Increasing the block size reduces

the amount of overhead associated with each record in the

data, resulting in more records being stored per track of

DASD space.  Partitioned and sequential data sets that have

fixed length records are likely candidates for blocking.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a data set's

organization (DSORG) is either partitioned (PO) or sequential

(PS), the record format (RECFM) is fixed (F), and the logical

record length (LRECL) equals the block size (BLKSIZE).

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09007                                                  */

/*  FIXED LENGTH PO OR PS DATA SET IS UNBLOCKED            */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF (DSORG = 'PO' OR DSORG = 'PS') AND RECFM = 'F' AND

   BLKSIZE = LRECL THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09007'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='FIXED LENGTH, ' || PUT(DSORG,$2.) ||

           ' DATA SET IS UNBLOCKED';

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09008 DA Data Set is in Multiple Extents

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies direct data sets (DSORG=DA) whose

allocation has expanded beyond a single extent.

    RATIONALE:  Access to a multiple extent data set is

normally less efficient than if the data set were allocated

in a single extent because of the overhead involved in

positioning to the next data set extent.  This is especially

true for a direct data set (DSORG=DA) because of the random

nature of the access to such a data set.  Moving back and

forth among the extents is much easier if the data set is

accessed randomly rather than sequentially.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when a data set's

organization (DSORG) is direct (DA) and the number of data

set extents (DAAEXTNO) is greater than one.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09008                                                  */

/*  DSORG=DA DATA SET IS IN MULTIPLE EXTENTS               */
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/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF DSORG =:  'DA' AND DAAEXTNO GT ONE THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09008'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='DSORG=DA DATA SET IS IN MULTIPLE EXTENTS.  ' ||

           'EXTENT COUNT=' || PUT(DAAEXTNO,3.);

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09010 Data Set Using Less than n% of Allocated Space

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when a large data set is

over-allocated.

    RATIONALE:  Inefficient use of DASD space can impact the

installation's ability to satisfy future DASD space requests.

Large data sets that are static in nature should be

allocated such that most of the space allocated is being

used.  If these data sets are over-allocated, the unused

space is not available for use.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the data

set's allocation exceeds the specified value and the percent

of allocated space in use falls below the specified minimum.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09010                                                  */

/*  DATA SET USING LESS THAN N% OF ALLOCATED SPACE         */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

PERCENT = percent;

SPACA = spaca;

IF DAASPACA GE SPACA AND DAAPCSPU LT PERCENT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09010'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';
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  EXCDESC1='DATA SET USING ONLY' || PUT(DAAPCSPU,3.) ||

           '% OF ALLOCATED SPACE';

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

percent and space values according to the following

conventions:

    percent - The minimum acceptable value of allocated space

         that is in use.  A minimum space utilization of 40

         percent would be specified as:

         PERCENT = 40;

    spaca - The number of allocated tracks that is considered

         a large allocation.  An allocation of 1000 tracks

         would be specified as:

         SPACA = 1000;

09012 VTOC Reorganization Recommended

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when a VTOC's DSCBs are not

localized at the front of the VTOC.

    RATIONALE:  VTOC search lengths are dependent on a DSCB

Format 1 "highwater mark" that is maintained in the Format 4

DSCB.  If the used DSCBs have become spread out within the

VTOC, the search lengths can increase significantly, which

results in poor performance.  This spreading effect becomes

a problem only when a large amount of VTOC space is in use.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is based on the number of

DSCBs that the Collector scanned to read all of the used

DSCBs.  This value divided by the number of used DSCBs is

a good indication of how spread out the used DSCBs are.  A

further check is made to see what percent of VTOC DSCBs are

in use.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:
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/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09012                                                  */

/*  VTOC REORGANIZATION RECOMMENDED                        */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF DSCBU AND VOAINDXD NE 'Y' THEN DO;

  SPREAD=VOADSCBR/DSCBU;

  PCVTU =DSCBU/VOADSCBS;

  IF SPREAD GE #spread PCVTU GE #pcvtu

   THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='09012'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='VTOC REORGANIZATION RECOMMENDED';

    EXCDESC2='VTOC SPREAD INDEX=' || PUT(SPREAD,3.1) ||

             ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the

#spread and #pcvtu values according to the following

conventions:

    #spread - The maximum acceptable spread index value for

         DSCBs within the VTOC.  A value of 2 means that the

         usable VTOC is twice as large as it needs to be

         (i.e., every other DSCB is a free DSCB).  A value of

         2 would be specified as:

         IF SPREAD GE 2

    #pcvtu  - The minimum percent of the VTOC in use.  Spread

         indices will not be checked for VTOCs whose percent

         of space used is below this value.  The value is the

         percent of VTOC DSCBs that are in use.  A value of

         25 percent would be specified as:

         IF PCVTU GE 25

09013 VTOC in Error, Requires Restructuring

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Impacting     (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Availability  (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the DADSM Interrupt Recording

Facility (DIRF) indicator is set in the VTOC.
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    RATIONALE:  The DIRF bit is set whenever the DASDSM

routines attempt to modify the contents of the VTOC.  The

DIRF bit is reset when the modification has completed.  A

system failure during such an update will result in the DIRF

bit remaining set.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the DIRF bit

in the VTOC is set.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09013                                                  */

/*  VTOC IN ERROR; DIRF BIT SET                            */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOADIRF = 'Y' THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09013'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY';

  EXCDESC1='VTOC IN ERROR, REQUIRES RESTRUCTURE';

  EXCDESC2='DIRF BIT SET FOR VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09014 Tracks Not Accounted for in VTOC

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Impacting     (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Availability  (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies those volumes that have tracks

not accounted for in the VTOC.

    RATIONALE:  If due to a system error DASDSM does not

successfully complete a function, the VTOC might not be

updated correctly.  As a result, the VTOC may not account for

all of the tracks defined for the device.  Tracks unaccounted

for cannot be used and are therefore wasted.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the number

of tracks accounted for in the VTOC does not equal the

capacity of the device.
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    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09014                                                  */

/*  TRACKS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR IN VTOC                       */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

MISSING = CAPAC - (VOASPACA+VOASPACF+VOAVTNTK+ONE);

IF MISSING THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09014'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY';

  EXCDESC1='TRACKS NOT ACCOUNTED FOR IN VTOC';

  EXCDESC2='MISSING TRACK COUNT=' || PUT(MISSING,5.) ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09015 VTOC Does Not End on a Cylinder Boundary

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Impacting (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the VTOC's allocation does not

end on a cylinder boundary.

    RATIONALE:  Sequential scanning of the VTOC is sometimes

over several tracks.  Multiple track searching is handled

more efficiently if the data set being scanned is allocated

such that the last track of the allocation is the last track

in a cylinder.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the last

track of the VTOC is not the last track of a cylinder.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */
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/*  09015                                                  */

/*  VTOC DOES NOT END ON A CYLINDER BOUNDARY               */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOAVTNTK GT ONE THEN DO;

  VTETK=VOAVTBTK+VOAVTNTK;

  IF MOD(VTETK,VOADEVSZ) NE ZERO THEN DO;

    VTCB=INT(VOAVTBTK/VOADEVSZ);

    VTHB=MOD(VOAVTBTK,VOADEVSZ);

    VTCE=INT(VTETK/VOADEVSZ);

    VTHE=MOD(VTETK,VOADEVSZ);

    EXCCODE='09015'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1='VTOC DOES NOT END ON A CYLINDER BOUNDARY';

    EXCDESC2='VTOC EXTENT (CCCHH-CCCHH)=' ||

              PUT(VTCB,Z3.) || PUT(VTHB,Z2.) || '-' ||

              PUT(VTCE,Z3.) || PUT(VTHE,Z2.) ||

             ', TRK/CYL=' || PUT(VOADEVSZ,2.) ||

             ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09016 Large Data Set Not Cylinder Allocated

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies large data sets that are not

cylinder allocated.

    RATIONALE:  Because of the implementation of data

security on DASD devices, overhead increases significantly

when multiple-track data processing is performed on data sets

that are track-allocated instead of cylinder-allocated.  For

track-allocated data sets, the system must interrupt

processing each time an attempt is made to access a different

track.  A check is made to see if the new track request falls

within the bounds of the data set.  For cylinder-allocated

data sets this check is performed only when an attempt is

made to access a different cylinder.  If the data set being

accessed is large and is track allocated, this overhead value

can become significant.

    DEFINITION:  The exception is detected when a data set's

allocation exceeds the specified value and the type of
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allocation for the data set is not cylinder.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09016                                                  */

/*  LARGE DATA SET NOT CYLINDER ALLOCATED                  */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

SPACA = spaca;

IF DAASPACA GE SPACA AND DAAALTYP NE 'CYL' THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09016'; SEVERITY='W'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='LARGE DATA SET NOT CYLINDER ALLOCATED';

  EXCDESC2='VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  The user should modify the spaca

value according to the following convention:

    spaca - The number of allocated tracks that is considered

         a large allocation.  An allocation of 1000 tracks

         would be specified as:

         SPACA = 1000;

09017 VTOC is Not in Indexed Format

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Impacting     (SEVERITY='I')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the VTOC contains an Indexed

VTOC data set but is not using it.

    RATIONALE:  Use of Indexed VTOCs improves system

performance by reducing sequential searches of the VTOC and

reducing the number of I/Os necessary to maintain the VTOC.

If a volume has an Indexed VTOC located on it but the VTOC

indicates that normal VTOC processing is being used, then for

some reason the VTOC was converted back to normal OS format

and the benefits of using an Indexed VTOC are lost.
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    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an Indexed

VTOC data set is allocated on the volume but the Indexed VTOC

indicator is not set.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09017                                                  */

/*  VTOC IS NOT IN INDEXED FORMAT                          */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOAIXDS = 'Y' AND VOAINDXD = 'N' THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09017'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1='VTOC IS NOT IN INDEXED FORMAT';

  EXCDESC2='BUT VOL=' || VOLSER ||

           ' CONTAINS A ''SYS1.VTOCIX.'' DATA SET.';

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09018 Indexed VTOC Potentially in Error

    FILE:             VOA Volume Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCAVOA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Critical      (SEVERITY='C')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Reliability   (MGMTAREA='RELIABILITY')

    PURPOSE:  Identifies that a VTOC is using an Indexed VTOC

but the DOS bit is not set.

    RATIONALE:  Use of an Indexed VTOC is indicated in the

VTOC's Format 4 DSCB.  Because an Indexed VTOC changes the

format of a standard VTOC, the DOS convert bit is also set to

indicate that the normal free space computations usually

found in the Format 5 DSCBs are no longer correct.  If

Indexed VTOC support is not available on all systems in a

multiple-system complex, a system that does not have the

support may attempt to convert a VTOC because the DOS bit was

set by another system that has converted the VTOC to use

Indexed VTOC support.  This can result in the VTOC being

incorrectly updated.

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an Indexed
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VTOC data set is being used but the DOS bit has not been set.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are

described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/*  09018                                                  */

/*  INDEXED VTOC POTENTIALLY IN ERROR                      */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF VOAVTOCI = '0......1'B THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='09018'; SEVERITY='C'; MGMTAREA='RELIABILITY';

  EXCDESC1='INDEXED VTOC POTENTIALLY IN ERROR.';

  EXCDESC2='INDEX VTOC INDICATOR SET BUT DOS BIT NOT SET.' ||

           ', VOL=' || VOLSER;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:  No threshold modification is

required.

09019 Data Set Has An Invalid DS1LSTAR Value

    FILE:             DAA Data Set Allocation File

    SAS FILE NAME:    DETAIL.VCADAA01

    SOURCE LOCATION:  prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYVCAEXC)

    SEVERITY:         Warning       (SEVERITY='W')

    MANAGEMENT AREA:  Performance   (MGMTAREA='AVAILABILITY)

    PURPOSE:  Identifies when the data set has an invalid

value for DS1LSTAR (last track and block used in TTR format).

    RATIONALE:  The value for DS1LSTAR is used to set the

value for space used in tracks (DAASPACU) for non-VSAM.

This value sometimes can be corrupted if errors occur during

CLOSE processing.  Data sets with an invalid DS1LSTAR should

be investigated and repaired if possible with the appropriate

utility function (COPY, COMPRESS, EDIT(SAVE), etc.).

    DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the value

for DAALSTAR (read in from format 1 DSCB field called

DS1LSTAR) exceeds its maximum valid value of x'FFFFFF' or

16777215.

    EXCEPTION STATEMENTS:  The SAS statements identifying the

exception situation and describing the condition are stored

in the source member named in SOURCE LOCATION and are
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described below:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*  09019                                                  */

/*  INVALID DS1LSTAR VALUE                                 */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

IF DAALSTAR GE 16777215

  THEN DO;

  EXCCODE = '09019'; SEVERITY = 'W'; MGMTAREA =

             'AVAILABILITY';

  EXCDESC1 = 'INVALID DS1LSTAR VALUE';

  EXCDESC2 = 'VOL=' || VOLSER || ', DSN=' || DSNAME;

  LINK HIT;

END;

    THRESHOLD MODIFICATION:   None is suggested.

HFSDIR - SPC USS Directory Entry File

The USS Directory Entry File describes the attributes, allocation, and current status for each directory in the file system
file.

This file is derived from data collected by the USS File Systems Collector. One observation is built for each directory entry
in a file system selected for processing.

Sources of data for the observations in this file are as follows:

• The format-1 DSCB in the VTOC provides the data set name and most of the attributes of the data set.
• The SMS cells in the VVDS provide the SMS class name values for DATACLAS, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS

constructs if the data set is SMS-managed.
• The storage group name is obtained by VCC from the SMS address space if available.

The HFSDIR file contains observations for directory entries of file system. Each directory entry carries associated file
system name (DSNAME). The file system (subtype 7) records that contain no value for VOLSER are not kept in the MICS
database. This happens when a file system is scanned that only lives in virtual storage. Since this data never resided on
the DASD, its VOLSER value is not assigned.

The DSNAME and DEVTYPE elements in HFSDIR file come from subtype 7 records of raw input.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HFSDIR Time-Span Granularity Chart

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DIRFSTNM |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      DSNAME    ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DIRFSTNM |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VCAACT1   VCAACT2   VCAACT3   DIRFSTNM |

 |         |DEVTYPE   STORSTGC  STORMGTC  YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                            Generation Date: Tue, May 12, 2009 

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. Whether data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary
storage or not is controlled by the complex definition of the DERIVED option.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

The timespans in which a data element is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore,
this table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XD.M..E  DEVTYPE  - Device Type

  XD.M..E  DIRFSTNM - File System Type Name

  X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

  XD....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XD.M..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

  XD.M..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

  XD.M..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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  XD.M..E  VCAACT1  - DIVISION

  XD.M..E  VCAACT2  - PROJECT

  XD.M..E  VCAACT3  - USER

  XD....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XD.M..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XD.M..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XD.M..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XD.M..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name

  X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DIRCRETS - Create Date Time Stamp

  XD.M..E  DIRFMT   - DIR Entry (File) Format

  X.....E  DIRFNAME - File Name

  X.....E  DIRGID   - Group ID

  X.....E  DIRLACTS - Last Access Date Time Stamp

  X.....E  DIRLMOTS - Last Modified Date Time Stamp

  X.....E  DIRNAME1 - Pathname 1

  X.....E  DIRNAME2 - Pathname 2

  X.....E  DIRNAME3 - Pathname 3

  X.....E  DIRNAME4 - Pathname 4

  X.....E  DIRNAME5 - Pathname 5

  X.....E  DIRNAME6 - Pathname 6

  X.....E  DIROID   - Owner ID

  XD.M..E  DIRTKCAP - Published Track Capacity in Bytes

  XD.M..E  DIRTKCBY - Actual Track Capacity in Bytes

  X.....E  DIRUID   - User ID

  X.....E  DIRXSCID - External Security Audit-ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XD.M..E  DIRALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (MBytes)

  XD.M..E  DIRAPFAU - File is APF Authorized Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRAUTOM - File System is Automount Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRBINRY - File is a Binary File Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRBLKSA - Number of Blocks Allocated

  XD.M..E  DIRCMPRS - Data is Compressed

  XD.M..E  DIRCOST  - Space Charges

  XD.M..E  DIRDSNNO - Number of Directory Entries

  XD.M..E  DIRDUALC - Volume Has Dual Copy Active

  XD.M..E  DIRDURSP - Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

  XD.M..E  DIREXPRT - File System Was Exported

  XD.M..E  DIRKBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (KBytes-Hours)

  XD.M..E  DIRKBYTA - Amount of Space Allocated (KBytes)

  XD.M..E  DIRMNTPT - Directory Name is Mount Point Flag
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  XD.M..E  DIRMRO   - File System Mounted Read-Only

  XD.M..E  DIRPGMC  - File is Program Controlled Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRRAID  - Volume Uses RAID Technology

  XD.M..E  DIRRONLY - File is Read-Only Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRSPACA - Amount of Space Allocated (Tracks)

  XD.M..E  DIRSYMBL - File is Symbolic Link Flag

  XD.M..E  DIRXSLNK - File Is External Symbolic Link Flag

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see USS Directory Entry File (HFSDIR).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the HFSDIR file.

Relationship to Data Sources from VCC

HFSDIR is built from the data in the USS catalog and contains observations for all files and directories for the mounted
file systems that are scanned. The HFS scan is different from the VCC scan in which all data sets residing on the selected
volume are scanned. A volume may contain many file systems but HFS scan scans only those file systems that are
mounted at the time the scan is started.

An example of the basic information provided for every file or directory in each observation is the space allocated in blocks
(DIRBLKSA). The space allocated in blocks is the space used by the file or directory. At the file system level, the total
space allocated is reserved when the file system is created but only a portion of that file system may be used. The actual
space is utilized by the individual files or directories that are created in the file system. The allocated but unused space
would not be used for accounting purposes as it is not occupied by any file or directory. For this reason and the fact that
only mounted systems are represented in HFSDIR file, we strongly discourage the use of this file for accounting. The
existing VCADAA file contains a single record for each file system data set (mounted and unmounted) reflecting all space
allocated.

Since all files and directories of the file systems are scanned, the information lends itself to detail analysis of the individual
file and/or directory as well as the entire file system.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• List all scanned file systems created in the last 30 days with a high level data set name qualifier of 'CMPR'.
  DATA;

  SET &PHFSX..HFSDIR01;

  IF DSNAME=:'CMPR';

  IF DATEPART(CREATETS) > DATEPART(ENDTS) - 30;

  PROC PRINT; VAR DSNAME VOLSER CREATEDT DAASPACA DAASPACU;

 

• Show all scanned file systems that reside on VOLSER=OMVS01 and the total megabytes they occupy. Report the
largest data sets first.
  DATA ONE;

       SET &PHFSX..HFSDIR01;

       IF VOLSER='OMVS01';

  PROC SORT;

       BY DESCENDING DAAALLSP;

  PROC PRINT NOOBS UNIFORM N;
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       VAR DSNAME DEVTYPE VOLSER CREATETS

           DAAREFTS DAAALLSP;

       SUM DAAALLSP;

  RUN;

 

VCA Data Sources
The MICS Space Collector (VCC) provides the data processed by the MICS Space Analyzer Option.

For more information about the record format and data sources used, see VCC Data Recording.

Also, for VCA, refer to the INPUT statements used to read the raw data created by VCC. For HSM, refer to the INPUT
statements used to read the raw data created by VCC.

SPC MICS and SMF Director Interface

SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
prior to execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers o Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more information on the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

VCA Parameters
Defining the product parameters requires that you gain the necessary understanding of your installation and its needs and
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

In particular, this section requests that you:

• Make several policy decisions
• Complete various worksheets
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries
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These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

The MICS administrator should use this section as a detailed reference when installing or modifying the product. For more
information, see Planning and Installing.

If you have a question at any time during your review of the material presented here, contact Technical Support.

Environmental Considerations

Before coding product parameters, you need to know about the MVS environment(s) at your installation. Before you
specify parameters for the product:

1. Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information used on the system. This information helps
you code appropriate values for account codes.

2. Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
3. Review current MICS parameter specifications:

a) Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include data from the VCC Space
Collector Option.
b) Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates to the SMF data. Your site's SYSID definition is
located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
c) Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS products, if applicable, to ensure that MICS Accounting and
Chargeback aggregates information consistently.

VCA Complex Level Parameters
Complex level parameters describe the MICS Space Analyzer Option to the MICS system. These parameters are
discussed in the following subsections:

• Define Account Code Structure (VCAACCT)
• Account Code Derivation Exit (VCAACRT)
• Synchronize HSMACCT with VCAACCT
• Synchronize HSMACRT with VCAACRT
• Analyzer Definition Statements (VCAGENIN)

Define Account Code Structure (VCAACCT)

The Space Analyzer provides nine levels of account codes for you to associate users and user groups with data set
ownership. The account codes are used as file (summarization) keys in the following MICS files:

• VCADAA - Data Set Allocation File
• VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File
• VCADCS - Data Class Summary File
• HSMMIG - Migrated Data File
• HSBBAC - SPC Backup Data Set File

To define the account codes to the Space Analyzer, you need to modify the sample member VCAACCT in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. VCAACCT defines the number of account codes that are to be carried in the above files and
the length and the label associated with each account code. Its definitions apply to MICS database units that contain the
Space Analyzer.

For more information, see VCAACTx - VCA Account Level Identifier.
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Preparation

Each installation has its own method for associating data set allocations with the responsible user, projects, or
departments. Before defining VCA account codes, it is important that you investigate your installation's accounting
standards to:

• Identify the current organizational coding system (cost center coding system identifying the division, department,
project, and employee) and determine how the account codes are specified. For example, the division and department
may be determined by a table lookup operation that associates the high-level qualifier of a DSNAME with the owner's
organizational codes.

• Identify if, and how, the codes are verified to ensure that they correspond to a valid definition. We recommend that
account code validation be performed in all cases and that unidentified or invalid account codes be assigned to a
special installation overhead account code. This approach provides you with two benefits. First, it groups all invalid
codes under the same category and therefore requires less DASD space for storing the VCA Information Area files.
Second, it enables you to easily determine how much of this overhead activity is taking place.

Consider the following suggestions in determining the number of account codes required to meet your installation's
reporting and analysis needs:

• Account codes are part of the summarization keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is
generated for each combination of values. Therefore, the higher the number of account codes, the more DASD space
the database will require. But at the same time, a higher number of account codes also supports data analysis at a
greater detail.

• If you anticipate needing to expand the account code structure in the future, establish an extra account code now to
eliminate the need to retrofit the database later to add the new account code.

Defining account codes

You can define up to nine levels of account codes to the Space Analyzer. The account codes are named VCAACT1 to
VCAACT9 (and HSMACT1 to HSMACT2) in the MICS database.

VCA Account Code Specifications Worksheet sample provides a worksheet for defining the account codes. You can fill in
the worksheet as you go through the following explanation on coding VCAACCT.

The VCAACCT member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS contains one statement per account code definition. Each
statement contains several parameters, which are free-form (separated by one or more blanks) but positional. Blank
statements are not permitted. Comments can be coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).

The statement format is:

 level length 'descriptive title'

 

or

 level mask length 'descriptive title'

 

where:

level
The level of importance of each account code, with level 1 being the most important and the highest level number being
the least important. The levels are defined sequentially starting with 1. You can define up to nine levels. This parameter is
required.

mask
An optional parameter that can be used to deactivate the account code in specified time- spans. Specifying a timespan
mask requires coding T(......) as the second parameter in a statement, where each "." represents a file timespan, in the
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order of DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, you can specify a Y to indicate
that the account code is active or an N to indicate that the account code is inactive.
If this parameter is skipped, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
The following rules apply if you code the mask:

• – DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes may not be deactivated in this timespan.
– If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
– If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

length
The length of the account code. The length may range from 1 to 30. This parameter is required.

descriptive
The title describes the account code. The title = length of the title is 1 to 40 characters. The title is embedded in quotes (').
This is a required parameter.

Examples

A sample VCAACCT with three account codes is shown below:

 1 2 'DIVISION'

 2 1 'REGION'

 3 3 'USER'

 

A sample VCAACCT with three account codes, the last two of which are turned off in the MONTHS and YEARS
timespans:

 1            2 'DIVISION'

 2 T(YYYNNN)  8 'DEPARTMENT'

 3 T(YYYNNN)  4 'USERID'

 

VCA Account Code Specifications Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  VCA Account Code Specifications     |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is VCAACCT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 |  ACCOUNT  TIME-SPAN                                                      |

 | CODE LEVEL  MASK     LENGTH  DESCRIPTIVE TITLE                           |

 |   (1-9)                                                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |
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 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Account Code Derivation Exit (VCAACRT)

After you have defined VCAACCT for the number of account codes to be carried in the VCA files, your next step is to
code the VCA Account Code Derivation Exit (VCAACRT) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS to create the SAS routine that
will derive the account code data elements during the DAY090 step. For example, if you have defined four account
codes in VCAACCT, then the VCAACRT exit must contain SAS code to assign the data elements VCAACT1, VCAACT2,
VCAACT3, and VCAACT4 for each detail record processed.

*----------------------------------------------------*

    * IMPORTANT: If you intend to support the HSM        *

    *   component of the CA MICS Space Analyzer,         *

    *   please keep in mind that the objective is the    *

    *   creation of a single routine for your site that  *

    *   is included in DAY090 processing for VCA and in  *

    *   DAY095 processing for HSM. If a coding example   *

    *   shows VCAACRT techniques, it will be important   *

    *   to keep in mind that the VCAACRT code will be    *

    *   included in HSM too and therefore the code       *

    *   should confine itself to common elements.        *

    *----------------------------------------------------*

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine; some sample exit coding techniques are provided here
to give you ideas for adapting your own routine. A worksheet for coding the VCAACRT exit is shown in the VCA Account
Code Derivation Exit Worksheet sample.

To determine the account code value, most sites use the data element DSNAME (data set name), which is kept in the
DETAIL timespan.

For convenience, several "work" variables are assigned for use by your exit. The following example shows the SAS
statements provided by VCA and HSM prior to calling the VCAACRT or HSMACRT exit respectively:

DSNODE1  = SCAN(DSNAME,1,' .');            /* ISOLATE  */

   DSNODE2  = SCAN(DSNAME,2,' .');            /* 1ST FIVE */

   DSNODE3  = SCAN(DSNAME,3,' .');            /* NODES OF */

   DSNODE4  = SCAN(DSNAME,4,' .');            /* DATA SET */

   DSNODE5  = SCAN(DSNAME,5,' .');            /* NAME     */
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                                              /* LAST NODE*/

   DSNODEL = LEFT(REVERSE(SCAN(REVERSE(DSNAME),1,' .')));

 

   SKIP_REC = 0;        /* ALLOW VCAACRT TO SET SKIP_REC  */

   FILEID   = 'VCADAA';  /* ALLOW VCAACRT TO TEST FILEID  */

 

   EXIT='VCAACRT';

   %INCLUDE SHRPARMS(VCAACRT);

   EXIT=BLANKS;

 /*-------------------------------------------------------*/

Notes:

• DSNODE1 through DSNODE5 are not permanent variables in either VCAGENIN or HSMGENIN. They are created
simply for your coding convenience in accessing the qualifiers of the DSNAME of the current observation.

• DSNODEL is the last node of the DSNAME.
• For VSAM files in the VCA-VS file, the DSNODEx work elements are created from the data element Cluster Name

(DAACNAME). In many cases, the DSNODEx values will be the same, however many times, especially with DB2
VSAM files, the value for DSNODE2 will have a 'C' suffix for the cluster name, and a 'D' suffix for the Data portion of
the VSAM entry. For consistency, you may want to reassign the DSNODE2 value from DSNAME for VSAM files when
processing the VCA_VS file in VCAACRT and can be identified using the FILEID variable on Note 5.

• SKIP_REC can be set to 1 by your exit code to DELETE the current observation. This function is also available in the
file exit associated with each file (for example, USRSDAA could set SKIP_REC too).

• FILEID is set by calling module to the following values to give your exit code the opportunity to know for which file it
has been called to assign account codes:

FILEID = 'VCADAA';     /* When called for VCADAA file */

FILEID = 'VCA_VS';     /* When called for VCA_VS file */

FILEID = 'HSMMIG';     /* When called for HSMMIG file */

FILEID = 'HSBBAC';     /* When called for HSBBAC file */

Careful testing of this temporary variable by your VCAACRT routine allows your code to access file-specific variables if
needed (REMEMBER - VCAACRT is %INCLUDEd by HSMACRT !).
The VCAACRT exit may contain any valid SAS statements for a data step except RETURN and DELETE. Coding
either of these two statements may cause unpredictable results in DAILY processing, since the input processing is
performed within a loop and control is not returned to the beginning of the DATA step for each record input.

VCAACRT Coding Example 1

In the following example, assume that you have defined three account code levels in the VCAACCT PARMS member and
that they are derived as follows:

• VCAACT1
The first three characters of the high-level node of the data set name.

• VCAACT2
The second three characters of the high-level node of the data set name.

• VCAACT3
The second node of the data set name if it is three characters in length.

The standard data set naming convention is that the high- level node of the data set name is either three or six characters
in length and the second-level node is three characters in length. An overhead category is defined for each account code
level and the following special case is handled for data sets whose first account code is 'SYS'. If the high-level node of
such a data set is not exactly three characters in length, the second- and third-level account codes are set to the overhead
category.

The VCAACCT member for the account definition would be:
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1 3 'DIVISION'

2 3 'REGION'

3 3 'PROJECT'

The SAS code defined for the user account code exit would be:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

 /*                                                         */

 /* SAMPLE VCA ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT                 */

 /*                                                         */

 /*  DIVISION IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-3 OF NODE ONE OF    */

 /*  THE DATA SET NAME.                                     */

 /*                                                         */

 /*  PROJECT IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 4-6 OF NODE ONE OF     */

 /*  THE DATA SET NAME.                                     */

 /*                                                         */

 /*  USER IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-3 OF NODE TWO OF THE    */

 /*  DATA SET NAME.                                         */

 /*                                                         */

 /*                                                         */

 /*        DSNODE1-DSNODE5 ARE VARIABLES THAT CONTAIN THE   */

 /*        FIRST FIVE NODES OF THE DATA SET NAME            */

 /*        RESPECTIVELY.                                    */

 /*                                                         */

 /*---------------------------------------------------------*/

 

    IF INDEX(DSNODE1,' ') LE 3 THEN VCAACT1 = '***';

    ELSE VCAACT1 = SUBSTR(DSNODE1,1,3);

 

    IF INDEX(DSNODE1,' ') LT 6 THEN VCAACT2 = '***';

    ELSE VCAACT2 = SUBSTR(DSNODE1,4,3);

 

    IF INDEX(DSNODE2,' ') NE 3 THEN VCAACT3 = '***';

    ELSE VCAACT3 = DSNODE2;

 

    IF VCAACT1 EQ 'SYS' AND DSNODE1 NE 'SYS' THEN DO;

      VCAACT2 = '***';

      VCAACT3 = '***';

    END;

ACCTRTEX:         /* a label that the code could GOTO */

VCAACRT Coding Example 2

In the next example, a PROC FORMAT is used to build a single account code, VCAACT1.

The VCAACCT member for the account definition for this example would be:

1 8 'DIVISION'

The FORMAT used to define the data set name to account code mapping would be specified as follows:

PROC FORMAT PRINT ;
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  VALUE $ACTLIST

   'TSOGP1*                                      ' = ACCTGRP1

   'TSOGP2*                                      ' = ACCTGRP2

   'TSOGP3*                                      ' = ACCTGRP3

   'TSOGP4*                                      ' = ACCTGRP4

   'TSO.PRINT.DATA                               ' = ACCTPRNT

   'SYS1.VERY.LONG.DATASET.NAME                  ' = ACCTPRNT

                         .

                         .

                         .

 

    OTHER                                       = ACCTOVRD  ;

For those of you new to SAS, this SAS PROC FORMAT builds a table that when compiled forms a load-module.
References to the value, $ACTLIST, are resolved with a binary search technique by SAS.

The above format could then be used in the VCAACRT exit to map data set names to account codes as follows. Data sets
beginning with TSO whose first level index has a length of six are mapped to their associated account groups. If a data set
name does not conform to this naming convention, then it must have a unique entry in the table. Otherwise, it is mapped
to the overhead account.

The SAS code defined for the user account code exit would be

 as follows: 

 

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/* SAMPLE VCA ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT USING FORMATS   */

/*                                                         */

/*  IN THIS EXAMPLE ONLY ONE ACCOUNT CODE, DIVISION,       */

/*  IS DEFINED.                                            */

/*                                                         */

/*  DIVISION IS BUILT USING THE $ACTLIST FORMAT WHICH WAS  */

/*  PREVIOUSLY BUILT USING PROC FORMAT.                    */

/*                                                         */

/*  $ACTLIST HAS DEFINED AN ACCOUNT CODE FOR ALL DATA SETS */

/*  BELONGING TO THE TSO GROUPS.  ALL DATA SETS OF THIS    */

/*  TYPE HAVE THE TSO ID AS THE FIRST LEVEL INDEX OF THE   */

/*  DATA SET NAME.  ANY DATA SET THAT DOES NOT CONFORM     */

/*  TO THIS CONVENTION HAS A UNIQUE ENTRY IN THE $ACTLIST  */

/*  TABLE.  ANY DATA SET NOT DEFINED IN THE TABLE IS       */

/*  MAPPED TO THE 'ACCTOVRD' ACCOUNT.                      */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

 

    IF (DSNAME=: 'TSO') AND (INDEX(DSNAME,'.') EQ 7) THEN

 

      VCAACT1 = PUT(SUBSTR(DSNAME,1,6) || '*',$ACTLIST.);

 

    ELSE VCAACT1 = PUT(DSNAME,$ACTLIST);

VCA Account Code Derivation Exit Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                            | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  VCA Account Code Routine Definition |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | PARMS Library Member is VCAACRT                                          |

                            | Reference:  Section 7.2.2, CA MICS Space Analyzer Guide                  |

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            |                                                                          |

                            | * VALIDATE FOR VALID ACCOUNT CODES, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                     |

                            |     IF account data is not valid GOTO ACCTOVHD ;                         |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            | * BUILD ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS                                              |

                            |     VCAACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

                            |     VCAACTn=field source n ;                                             |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |     GOTO ACCTRTEX ;                                                      |

                            | * LINKED ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD ACCOUNT CODES ;          |

                            | ACCTOVHD:                                                                |

                            |     VCAACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

                            |     VCAACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            |                                                                          |

                            | ________________________________________________________________________ |

                            | ACCTRTEX:                                                                |

                            |                                                                          |

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                            | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

                            +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Synchronize HSMACCT with VCAACCT

Since the HSM and HSB information areas provide information about inactive and backup data sets, it should be evident
that any methods of determining ownership and account structures for primary (active) data sets should apply in the same
manner to data sets managed by DFHSM.

Data set ownership should not change simply because a data set is migrated due to lack of use -- a data set could be
recalled to primary storage at any time. Similarly, the "owner" of a backup version should surely be the same "owner" as
the active data set on primary storage.

In fact, to properly integrate the data organized in the VCA, HSM, and HSB information areas it is vital to populate the
HSMACTx data elements in the same manner as the VCAACTx elements. Therefore, they must have the same structure.

Modify sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(HSMACCT) changing the distributed sample to mirror your current copy of VCAACCT
in the same complex level library. As an example:

* HSM ACCOUNT CODE SPECIFICATION (SAME AS VCAACCT)

    1 10 'DIVISION'

    2 4  'SUMMARY1'

    3 8  'SUMMARY2'

    4 8  'DETAIL'

This modification to create equivalency between HSMACCT and VCAACCT must be done before HSMCGEN is run. The
following HSM Account Code Specifications Worksheet sample but ISPF/PDF COPY or EDIT is the easiest tool for this
task. Simply copy the content of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAACCT) to replace HSMACCT in the same library.

HSM Account Code Specifications Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  HSM Account Code Specifications     |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is HSMACCT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|  ACCOUNT  TIME-SPAN                                                      |

| CODE LEVEL  MASK     LENGTH  DESCRIPTIVE TITLE                           |

|   (1-9)                                                                  |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |
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|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Synchronize HSMACRT with VCAACRT

The next member needing attention is HSMACRT in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. Like its counterpart, VCAACRT
(discussed with examples in Account Code Derivation Exit (VCAACRT), HSMACRT will assign the actual data values to
the HSMACT1 through HSMACTn variables defined by the HSMACCT member discussed above.

Because HSMACRT is invoked as part of a SAS DATA step by MICS DAILY processing (step DAY095), it can exploit the
%INCLUDE facility and therefore has been delivered as follows:

 LENGTH %VCAACCT(OPTIONS=LEN);

 %INCLUDE SHRPARMS(VCAACRT);

 HSMACT1 = VCAACT1;

 HSMACT2 = VCAACT2;

 HSMACT3 = VCAACT3;

 HSMACT4 = VCAACT4;

 

Note: The series of assignment statements above should reflect the definition of account structures from member
HSMACCT. That is, if four account codes were defined, then four account codes must be assigned.

VCAACRT should normally confine itself to examining the content of MICS common elements particularly DSNAME
and its nodes. HSM will parse the DSNAME into temporary variables DSNODE1, DSNODE2, DSNODE3, DSNODE4,
DSNODE5, and DSNODEL prior to calling the HSMACRT routine.

The HSMACRT routine is called when building both the HSMMIG and the HSBBAC files. Therefore, it is important that
your VCAACRT routine (which is being %INCLUDEd in the example) avoid any references to any VCA-specific elements.
You may want to particularly watch out for any references to DAADSTYP or VOLSER.

If you must access file-specific variables, the temporary element FILEID should be tested to isolate these tests from the
common part of the code that deals with DSNAME and its nodes.

As more and more installations implement volume pooling, ownership determined on the basis of VOLSER becomes more
and more of an anachronism. As always, should you have questions about this vital area, please contact the Broadcom
Support Group to discuss your implementation ideas.

HSM Account Code Derivation Exit Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  HSM Account Code Routine Definition |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is HSMACRT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | * VALIDATE FOR VALID ACCOUNT CODES, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                     |
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 |     IF account data is not valid GOTO ACCTOVHD ;                         |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 | * BUILD ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS                                              |

 |     HSMACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

 |     HSMACTn=field source n ;                                             |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |     GOTO ACCTRTEX ;                                                      |

 | * LINKED ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD ACCOUNT CODES ;          |

 | ACCTOVHD:                                                                |

 |     HSMACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

 |     HSMACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | ________________________________________________________________________ |

 | ACCTRTEX:                                                                |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Analyzer Definition Statements (VCAGENIN)

Each MICS component has a member that defines component generation statements in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB. The
member's name is cccGENIN, where ccc is the three-character component identifier. The MICS Space Analyzer Option
generation definition member is VCAGENIN.

Although each component is delivered with default statements, you are allowed to customize these statements based on
your needs at your particular site. To activate your new definitions, you must submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCACGEN)
to complete the updates.
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MICS Facilities describes the statements that comprise the GENIN members. Statements specific to this component are
described below.

INPUTSOURCE Statement

(Optional)

Lists the data source (SMF) and record types supported by the MICS Space Analyzer Option.

The default statement delivered with this component is:

 INPUTSOURCE SMF 198

 

Indicates that the data source is SMF data, record type 198. Edit this statement if your site does not use this record type
and submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCACGEN) to activate your new definitions.

OPTION Statement

Note: An OPTION statement must be coded to specify the types of data you will provide to MICS.

Indicates which groups of data elements are to be kept in the database. Check the default definition and change it
accordingly to meet your needs.

The default statement delivered with this component is:

 OPTION NOEXTENTDETAIL  HFS  PDSEUSED/NOPDSEUS

 

It indicates that all elements that are cluster-coded for this option will not be kept in the database. If you require
EXTENTDETAIL elements, you must change the option from NOEXTENTDETAIL to EXTENTDETAIL and submit
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCACGEN) to accept your updates.

The HFS/NOHFS option activates or inactivates the VCADIR file in the complex. If you generate data using HFSSCAN,
you must ensure that this option is set to HFS.

Because the MICS Space Analyzer Option utilizes directory names, consider the following:

• DIRNAME elements 2 through 6 are delivered inactive. If you have directory entry names longer than 200 characters,
you must ensure that DIRNAME2 to DIRNAME6 are active, if appropriate.

• If necessary, adjust the timespan indicators on the DIRNAME1 - DIRNAME6 NAME statements in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN).

Note: For more information about timespan indicators, see Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques.

Optional statement PDSEUSED/NOPDSEUS is supported. It controls the way the used space values are assigned for
PDSE and HFS data sets. The PDSEUSED keyword directs the DAILY processing routine to keep the PDSE and HFS
data sets' used space value in the Data Set Allocation (VCADAA) file. These values are present by default in the VCC
records produced by the MICS Space Collector Option.

The NOPDSEUS keyword is assumed when the optional keyword is missing. This default keyword directs the DAILY
processing routine to back out the PDSE and HFS data sets' used space values in the Data Set Allocation (VCADAA) and
Volume Allocation (VCAVOA) files.

VCA Unit Level Parameters
Unit level parameters control the processing of the Space Analyzer within each database unit. These parameters are
stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library associated with each database unit you define. The parameters are incorporated
into the MICS system by the parameter generation process. Note that you must run the generation processes for these
options to take effect
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Separate Units for VCA and HSM

While HSM could be added to the same unit as VCA, we recommend a separate unit for HSM. This is especially true if
you manage a relatively large enterprise with many data sets under the ownership of DFHSM.

A separate unit for HSM will allow for the following:

• Better testing and validation of this newer data source while leaving the VCA unit in production status uncluttered by
the update activity of HSM.

• Concurrent or overlapping execution of the DAILY job for HSM (step DAY095) with the DAILY job for other MICS units
including VCA (step DAY090).

• A database split between the HSM (Migrate data) and the HSB (Backup data) information areas.

If you choose to add HSM to an existing database unit, see Reconfigure the Existing Database Units.

If you choose to add HSM to a new database unit, see Generate the New Database Units.

The following table identifies each of the system code generation processes for the Space Analyzer, their PARMS
member inputs, and the output MACROs (a member may contain the definition of more than one SAS MACRO) and
FORMATs that they generate. The output libraries are at the database unit level (prefix) unless noted otherwise.

cccPGEN Code Generator Cross-Reference List

System Code Generator MICS.PARMS Input Member USER.SOURCE Output
Members and SAS MACRO
Names

USER.LOAD Output SAS
FORMATs

VCAPGEN VCAOPS $VCAMSTR VCADUR (see VCAFMT)
HSMPGEN HSMOPS $HSMMSTR HSMDUR n/a

The sections that follow show you how to specify the operational parameters that control how input data is processed by
the Space Analyzer. The names in parentheses the member names within the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set that contain
the parameters described in the section.

• VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS)
• HSM Processing Options (HSMOPS)
• INPUTRDR, INPUTVCA, and INPUTHSM PARMS Members
• Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS)

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control MICS Space Analyzer Option processing.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take
effect.

In addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as:

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),

requires regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).
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Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

Review the defaults that are provided in VCAOPS. In general, the defaults have been chosen to reduce the size of the
MICS database. If the defaults meet your data center's requirements, you do not need to tailor VCAOPS.

General Syntax Rules

• Comments are accepted and signified by an asterisk (*) in column 1.
• Statement names and values can be entered in either upper case or lower case characters.
• Statements can start anywhere in columns 1-72. Only one statement per card image is supported.
• Statements can appear in any order. If you code multiple OPTIONS statements, they must be grouped together.

VCA ACCOUNTING Statement

ACCOUNTING Timespan

Valid values for timespan are DETAIL and DAYS. The default value is DAYS. This parameter specifies to VCA when it
should invoke the accounting routines generated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option.

DAYS results in VCA presenting a summarized observation to the accounting routine. The sequence/summary elements
of the VCA file at the DAYS timespan are used to create a summarized observation that represents all DASD space
occupied by that control break.

DAYS allows reasonable flexibility in qualification pricing in the accounting routine. For example, assume the sequence/
summary elements at the DAYS level are:

   SYSID    VCAACT1   VCAACT2  DAADSTYP  DEVTYPE

   STORSTGC STORMGTC  YEAR     MONTH     DAY

MICS summarization routines will create a single observation for data sets whose values for these fields form a unique
combination.

To build on this example, it follows that all data sets that have the following will be summarized into one observation:

SYSID='ASYS';

VCAACT1='DIV100';

VCAACT2='DEPT22';

DAADSTYP='VS';

DEVTYPE='3390-2';

STORSTGC='NEVCACHE'

STORMGTC='TESTDATA';

YEAR=90;

MONTH=07;

DAY=24;

Accounting qualification techniques and algorithms allow for pricing of DASD space by applying rates based on the actual
values in these control or sequence elements in the above example.

Note that VOLSER and DSNAME are absent from the list. If you need exception level pricing by having the accounting
routines examine either VOLSER or DSNAME (or any other character data element not in the SORT key of the DAYS
timespan), consider coding ACCOUNTING DETAIL here in VCAOPS.

DETAIL causes VCA to invoke the accounting routine to price a data set at the DETAIL timespan. Each data set can
be examined by the accounting cost algorithms and all data elements carried at the DETAIL timespan are available for
inspection by the accounting code.
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To continue with the example above, VOLSER could be tested and a special rate could be applied to some DSNAMEs if
they appeared on a given VOLSER.

The choice of DETAIL versus DAYS on this parameter should be worked out with the people responsible for the MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option. Since there will naturally be more observations at the DETAIL timespan than at the
DAYS level, it follows that DETAIL will increase the space required for cycles of the accounting journal files (ACTJDA01,
ACTJVS01, etc.). There is a one-for-one correspondence between the number of observations on the VCA file and the
accounting journal file that holds the charges developed from that VCA file.

VCA BCSREQUIRED Statement

BCSREQUIRED operand

Valid operands are YES and NO. The default is NO. The BCSREQUIRED option affects the manner in which observations
for the VCA_VS file (VSAM data sets) are constructed. Specify YES to require the BCS records for VSAM data sets or NO
to allow observations for VSAM data sets to be written to the MICS database with BCS data missing.

Often, when excluding volumes during the Space Collector (VCC) run, a Base Catalog Structure (BCS) (user catalog) is
not available for processing. When this happens, VCC only collects VVDS records describing the VSAM data sets.

The BCSREQUIRED parameter lets you specify that VSAM data set allocation information is or is not to be saved in the
VCA_VS file when matching BCS records are collected.

The VCC Processing Flags (DAAPFLAG) is set to indicate the presence or absence of the BCS record as follows:

 '11......'B - BCS and VVDS elements are present

 '01......'B - BCS elements are not present

 

VCA processes the BCS to obtain the following data elements. When the BCS records are not present, some data
elements are not valid in the VCA_VS file. See VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File for a list of elements affected by
this.

VCA EXTENTDETAIL Statement

EXTENTDETAIL fff record

The EXTENTDETAIL statement has two operands:

• fff is optional and is a file identifier. Valid values are DAA and _VS. If fff is not specified, the value for record applies to
both files.

• record is required.

Valid values are:

• YES - record details for extent.
• NO - do not record details for extents.

If EXTENTDETAIL is not coded, the default is as follows:

 EXTENTDETAIL DAA NO

 EXTENTDETAIL _VS NO

 

VSAM data sets that have more than 16 extents have one or more extra observations in the VCADAA and VCA_VS
DETAIL timespans that describe the 17th through 128th extents. Each extra observation describes the next set of 16
extents. The extra observations take DASD space and time to build and are important only if you run the TRACK MAP
standard report or do very detailed extent reporting.
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To save processing time and DASD space, you can specify that the extra observations are to be deleted during the DAILY
DAY090 step. They can be deleted from either or both of the VCADAA and VCA_VS files by coding the EXTENTDETAIL
parameter accordingly.

For example, to keep all the details for extents 17 through 128 for VSAM on the VCA_VS file but keep none on the
VCADAA file, code two statements as follows:

 EXTENTDETAIL _VS  YES

 EXTENTDETAIL DAA  NO

 

To eliminate all recording of extent data beyond 16 extents in both files, code:

 EXTENTDETAIL NO

 

Note: Saving space in the DETAIL timespan by coding EXTENTDETAIL NO makes the Volume Track Map Report unable
to map the physical locations of the entire volume. For an example of this report, see Volume Track Map Report.

Because the Track Map Report uses the VCADAA file, you could save some space and still produce the report by coding:

 EXTENTDETAIL _VS  NO

 EXTENTDETAIL DAA  YES

 

Certain reports in the MICS StorageMate Option look at extent locations of the VTOC and the VVDS and are not affected
adversely if you code EXTENTDETAIL NO.

VCA OPTIONS Statement

OPTIONS sysid default_duration

The OPTIONS statement is optional. If coded, both operands must be coded.

Valid values for sysid are 4-character SMF SYSIDs of VCA systems at your site or an asterisk, *. The value of sysid must
match an SMF SYSID coded in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Valid values for default_duration are integers, from 1 to 999, representing hours. This value is used to compute DASD
storage occupancy for a data sets if VCC does not generate an indication that a particular data set was processed
previously. For data sets previously processed, the value for default_duration is computed by the VCA input format routine
from the current and previous sample times recorded by VCC.

This operand allows you to specify a different default DURATION for each SYSID being processed by VCA. If your site
allows VCA to accept data from any SMF SYSID and if the duration between VCA runs is a constant, use the statement
format:

OPTIONS * nn

*
any SYSID

nn
duration in hours

If your site restricts the data coming into VCA or if the duration between VCC runs is not a constant, code individual
OPTIONS statements for each SMF SYSID. OPTIONS statements must be grouped together.
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The examples below illustrate valid and invalid VCAOPS coding:

Valid Example Invalid Example
ACCOUNTING DETAIL ACCOUNTING DETAIL
BCSREQUIRED YES OPTIONS SYS1 12
OPTIONS SYS1 12 BCSREQUIRED YES
OPTIONS TST1 24 OPTIONS TST1 24
OPTIONS REMT 12 OPTIONS REMT 12

The example on the right causes improper code to be generated during the VCAPGEN process and unpredictable results
during DAILY processing because the OPTIONS statements are not adjacent to each other.

VCAFMT

VCAFMT

There are no operands for this parameter, which is optional. Adding VCAFMT to VCAOPS and executing VCAPGEN
causes the following to be generated:

%INCLUDE SOURCE(VCAFMT);

This causes VCAPGEN to compile the PROC FORMATs that are distributed in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(VCAFMT).
You only need to do this if directed to by MICS maintenance instructions or if you have made a local modification to
VCAFMT.

VCA SUPDFSMS Statement

SUPDFSMS

There are no operands for this parameter, which is optional. Adding SUPDFSMS to VCAOPS and executing VCAPGEN
suppresses the VCA00602W and VCA00603W messages from printing in the MICSLOG. These messages are printed for
data sets that are not SMS-managed but they reside on a volume that is SMS-managed.

VCA WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in VCA analyzer.

WORK

This statement is optional. It enables sites experiencing either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and/or incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used in conjunction with the single work
data set allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown below:
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 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
number of WORK data sets

Note: The default is three (3). The maximum is nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or SPACE)
separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one additional SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you will actually get
seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing will fail and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING

Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
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specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
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the secondary allocation

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number
of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning
from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It will resemble the following sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, code one of the
following:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown above. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain the following space

allocation information
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the
WORKSPACE parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier
under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files. To increase workspace, you
can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), or increase the space
allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
To decrease workspace, you
can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 4,3,2, or 1), or decrease the
space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This method is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how
multiple WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
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 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

simply change the values to meet your needs. If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK
files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK
200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES) and you change WORK and run cccPGEN, then changes take effect
immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you have the option to override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation
individually for the current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:
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 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORKfiles to ONLY those listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is as follows if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT parameters are specified:

 MULTWORK _VS _VT BCS BCT DAW EDA EVS EVT NVR SMS TAW VOA

 

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:
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 _VS    VSAM DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE (<16 EXTENTS)

 _VT    Internal Work File Parallel to _VS File

 BCS    BCS DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE

 BCT    Internal Work File Parallel to BCS File

 DAW    DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE (<16 EXTENTS)

 EDA    DATA SET ALLOCATION FILE (>16 EXTENTS)

 EVS    VSAM DATA SET ALLOC. FILE (>16 EXTENTS)

 EVT    Internal Work File Parallel to EVS File

 NVR    NON-VSAM RECORDS FILE

 SMS    STORAGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATASET FILE

 TAW    Internal Work File Parallel to DAW File

 VOA    VOLUME ALLOCATION FILE

 DIR    USS Directory Entry File

 DIW    USS Directory Entry Work File (Update Phase)

 FIL    USS File System Work File

 FIW    USS File System Work File (Update Phase)

 

VCA Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the VCA analyzer.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES

If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If an incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the
INCRccc job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily and/or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses a checkpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes
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Processing Phases

This product employs three database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

• FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

• SORT
Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, and prepare for DETAIL cycle creation.

• DBUPDATE
Merge data across optional multiple work files, enhance data content, and create the new DETAIL cycle.

• DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

• DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step -- the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. Since this overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume, you
may find that costs outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high
volume, production units, internal step restart support overhead should be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When internal step restart is enabled, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names so they will be retained for use in restart if the
step abends. These data sets are deleted when the step completes successfully.
Prior to enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were probably allocated on system "scratch" space
with a temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow "permanent" data
sets on DASD volumes used for temporary work space, you may need to use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and
RESTARTWORK parameters to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows
cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation
restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, you may need to use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and
RESTARTWORK parameters to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic
allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

– Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

– Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.
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RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart checkpoint data set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This includes a copy of the SAS WORK format
and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that may be needed to restart DAYnnn
processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing will fail and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):
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 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you may have specified on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing will fail and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment", including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

VCA Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the VCA analyzer.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, you must also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is
the 3 character product ID). Depending on the options you select, you may also need to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
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b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.
• When you activate an incremental update:

a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout
the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.

b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the
database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system supporting up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is just one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex.

All efforts should be made to employ MICS configuration capabilities to minimize issues prior to activating incremental
update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center, thereby reducing

database update processing and resource consumption

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-
date" files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage will be more noticeable with small data
volumes, where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. These parameters have no effect if incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO). For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT USE/IGNORE
data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets, independent of the standard MICS
database files, and independent of any other product's incremental update database files. There is one data set each
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for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for this product in this
unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. (Optional) you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.

After activating incremental update, you will use three incremental update facility jobs found in prefix.MICS.CNTL (note
that ccc is the product ID):

• cccIUALC
You execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed just ONE time.

• cccIUGDG
You execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
This is the job you execute for each incremental update. You will integrate this job into your database update
procedures for execution one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.

Note: The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It will perform the final incremental update for the day's data, and
then roll-up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major
portion of database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective,
incremental update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update
execution into the composite "to-date" DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files, and also adds processing in the
DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this
overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and will vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
In addition, activating incremental update will cause additional compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the
DAYnnn DAILY job step. The increase in compile time is due to additional code included for each file structure in
support of the feature. This increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms
of files. This compile-time increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows
I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, etc.) to be distributed outside of the
DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected
overall impact is a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
By offloading work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are potentially
moving system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is normally executed)
to periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand. You should schedule INCRccc executions
carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your site's "prime shift" is 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM, you might choose to schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (just before "prime shift") and 6:00 PM (just
after "prime shift"), with the DAILY job executing just after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files is in addition to the DASD
space already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are permanently
allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the incremental
update database files will require space equivalent to two cycles of this product's DETAIL and DAYS timespan files.
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Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required just for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
Note that while this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space
required while the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk.
Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set
and should not be an issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. You must ensure that
each incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically; that is, each job must
see data that is newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you have
more opportunities to miss a log file, or to process a log out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the day's measurement data, taking advantage of early availability
of some of the day's data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause
a problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval's data is encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
just prior to the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you may already be
using for end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval
are processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, you must use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a
generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

– Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

– Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.
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INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

 

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statement causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
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– Incremental update tape DETAIL file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify this parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the first
incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM

 

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day's first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job-step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.
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WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters
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Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. You should allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of
this product's DAYS timespan data.

If you specified INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• You will execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including

STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update
checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that has been processed
during the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate
data during incremental update processing. This data set will be exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
(the unit checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter
(100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• You will execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specified
INCRDB PERM, then the cccIUALC job will also allocate the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen
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pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

This statement is optional and defaults to this:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option would be used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The
SPLITSMF job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the
DAYnnn database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:
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 INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

 

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT   minutes

 

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not normally specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
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set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

      DYNAMWAIT 0

 

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

VCA Options Definition Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  VCA Options Definition              |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is VCAOPS                                           |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | VCA PROCESSING OPTIONS:                                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |  ACCOUNTING ________ (DETAIL or DAYS)                                    |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |  BCSREQUIRED _______ (YES or NO)                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 |  EXTENTDETAIL ______ (optional:  DAA, _VS, or blank for both)            |

 |                                                                          |

 |               ______ (YES or NO)                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 |  OPTIONS  __________ (sysid)                                             |

 |                                                                          |

 |           __________ (default duration)                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |  VCAFMT              (no operand)                                        |

 |                                                                          |

 |  WORK     __________ (optional:  n data_set_allocation_parameters)       |

 |                                                                          |

 |  RESTART  __________ (optional:  YES or NO)                              |

 |                                                                          |

 |  INCRUPDATE ________ (optional:  YES or NO)                              |

 |  INCRDB     ________ (optional:  PERM, TAPE, or DYNAM)                   |

 |  INCRDETAIL ________ (optional:  data_set_allocation_parameters)         |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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HSM Processing Options (HSMOPS)

HSMOPS has been patterned after VCAOPS. While it has fewer parameters than VCAOPS, the syntax and functionality
are the same.

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control MICS Space Analyzer Option processing
for HSM component.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Note: CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to
take effect.

In addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as,

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc),

will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

Review the defaults provided in HSMOPS. In general, the defaults have been chosen to reduce the size of the MICS
database. If the defaults meet your installation's requirements, you do not need to tailor HSMOPS.

General Syntax Rules

• Comments are accepted and signified by an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character.
• Statement names and values can be entered in either upper case or lower case characters.
• Statements can start anywhere in columns 1-72. Only one statement per card image is supported.
• Statements can appear in any order. If you code multiple OPTIONS statements, they must be grouped together.

HSM ACCOUNTING Statement

ACCOUNTING Timespan

Valid values for timespan are DETAIL and DAYS. The default value is DAYS. This parameter specifies to the HSM
component (DAY095 step) when it should invoke the accounting routines generated by MICS Accounting and
Chargeback.

DAYS results in MICS (DAY095 step) presenting an observation summarized to the DAYS sequence to the MICS costing
routine. DSNAME will NOT be available at this summary level, but DAYS allows reasonable flexibility in qualification
pricing in the accounting routine.

If you need access to the DSNAME variable, specify DETAIL for this parameter.

ACCOUNTING specifications for VCAOPS and HSMOPS are not required to match. For example, if you  need to access
DSNAME for the VCADAA file you would probably want similar access to DSNAME for the HSMMIG file. In this case,
VCAOPS and HSMOPS would both specify "ACCOUNTING DETAIL".

The choice of ACCOUNTING DETAIL or ACCOUNTING DAYS applies to both the HSMMIG file and the HSBBAC file.
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HSM OPTIONS Statement

OPTIONS sysid default_duration

The OPTIONS statement is optional; if coded, both operands must be coded.

Valid values for sysid are 4-character SMF SYSIDs of HSM systems at your site or an asterisk (*). The value of sysid must
match an SMF SYSID coded in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

Valid values for default_duration are integers from 1 to 999, representing hours. This value is used for the very first
inventory of DFHSM resources performed by VCC. After this first data collection, all records produced for HSM by VCC
will contain the "current" data collection time and the previous data collection time. Hence, the actual DURATION is
computed by MICS and this default duration will be ignored. Since HSM data collection is usually once per day, this
parameter is less important in HSMOPS than its corresponding usage in VCAOPS. In VCA, the default duration will be
used when a new VOLSER is placed into service and there has never been a previous scan time for that volume.

The default is "OPTIONS * 24" where * means any SYSID and 24 is the duration in hours. While the default choice is
highly recommended, managing multiple data centers and MVS images requires flexibility so the following discussion
elaborates on syntactical details.

If your site restricts the data coming into VCA or if the duration between VCC runs is not a constant, code individual
OPTIONS statements for each SMF SYSID. OPTIONS statements must be grouped together.

The examples below illustrate valid and invalid VCAOPS coding:

    Valid Example: Invalid Example:
    ACCOUNTING DETAIL OPTIONS TST1 24
    OPTIONS SYS1 12 ACCOUNTING DETAIL
    OPTIONS TST1 24 *   COMMENT IS OK HERE
    OPTIONS REMT 12 OPTIONS REMT 12

The example on the right causes improper code to be generated during the HSMPGEN process and unpredictable results
during DAILY processing because the OPTIONS statements are not adjacent to each other.

HSM WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the HSM subsection of
the VCA analyzer.

WORK

This statement is optional. It enables sites experiencing either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files for use during the daily and/or incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used in conjunction with the single work
data set allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown below:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters
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n
number of WORK data sets

Note: The default is three (3). The maximum is nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters is one or more data set allocation parameters (for example, STORCLAS or SPACE)
separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter as the following:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Note: When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one additional SAS WORK data set is
automatically allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you will actually get
seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing will fail and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
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Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

RLSE
specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
the number of WORK data sets

STORCLAS
specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
the primary allocation

ssss
the secondary allocation
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Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, you should specify the minimum number
of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning
from the default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It will resemble the following sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets
that will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, code one of the
following:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown above. You can follow either with data set
allocation parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you have previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change
either the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain the following space

allocation information
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the
WORKSPACE parameter of prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier
under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files. To increase workspace, you
can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), or increase the space
allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
To decrease workspace, you
can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 4,3,2, or 1), or decrease the
space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter. Alternativelly, you can do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This method is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how
multiple WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP
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simply change the values to meet your needs. If you need more workspace, you can increase the number of WORK
files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK 6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK
200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

SASWORK

This statement is optional.

The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its temporary data
files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you have the option to override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation
individually for the current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
one or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
primary allocation

ssss
secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORKfiles to ONLY those listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is as follows if neither MULTWORK or NOMULT parameters are specified:

     MULTWORK BAC BAX MIG MIX VOL VOX

 

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

HSM DFHSM Inventory Primary Information Area
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   MIG    Migrated Data File

   MIX    Internal Work File Parallel to MIG File

   TAP    Tape Planning File

   TAX    Internal Work File Parallel to TAP File

   VOL    DASD Volume Planning File

   VOX    Internal Work File Parallel to VOL File

 

HSB DFHSM Inventory Backup Information Area

   BAC    BACKUP Data File

   BAX    Internal Work File Parallel to BAC File

 

HSM Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the HSM subsection of the VCA analyzer.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES

If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If an incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the
INCRccc job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time andresource usage to recover from daily and/or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutesProcessing

Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

• FORMAT
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Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.
• DBUPDATE

Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, merge data across optional multiple work files,
enhance data content, and create the new DETAIL cycle.

• DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

• DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step -- the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. Since this overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume, you
may find that costs outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high
volume, production units, internal step restart support overhead should be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When internal step restart is enabled, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names so they will be retained for use in restart if the
step abends. These data sets are deleted when the step completes successfully.
Prior to enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were probably allocated on system "scratch" space
with a temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow "permanent" data
sets on DASD volumes used for temporary work space, you may need to use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and
RESTARTWORK parameters to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows
cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation
restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, you may need to use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and
RESTARTWORK parameters to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic
allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

– Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

– Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart checkpoint data set:
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 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This includes a copy of the SAS WORK format
and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that may be needed to restart DAYnnn
processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing will fail and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you may have specified on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing will fail and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment", including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
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primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

HSM Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the HSM subsection of the VCA analyzer.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, you must also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is
the 3 character product ID). Depending on the options you select, you may also need to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate an incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
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b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the
database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system supporting up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is just one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex.

All efforts should be made to employ MICS configuration capabilities to minimize issues prior to activating incremental
update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center, thereby reducing

database update processing and resource consumption

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-
date" files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage will be more noticeable with small data
volumes, where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. These parameters have no effect if incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO). For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT USE/IGNORE
data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets, independent of the standard MICS
database files, and independent of any other product's incremental update database files. There is one data set each
for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for this product in this
unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. (Optional) you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.
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After activating incremental update, you will use three incremental update facility jobs found in prefix.MICS.CNTL (Note
that ccc is the product ID):

• cccIUALC
You execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed just ONE time.

• cccIUGDG
You execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
This is the job you execute for each incremental update. You will integrate this job into your database update
procedures for execution one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.

Note: The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It will perform the final incremental update for the day's data, and
then roll-up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

• Overhead
Incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major
portion of database update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective,
incremental update adds processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update
execution into the composite "to-date" DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files, and also adds processing in the
DAILY job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this
overhead and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and will vary based on input data volume and on the
number of times INCRccc is executed each day.
In addition, activating incremental update will cause additional compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the
DAYnnn DAILY job step. The increase in compile time is due to additional code included for each file structure in
support of the feature. This increase should be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms
of files. This compile-time increase does not imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows
I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data inputting, initial MICS transformation, etc.) to be distributed outside of the
DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected
overall impact is a decrease in the actual runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

• Increased "Prime Time" Workload
By offloading work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are potentially
moving system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is normally executed)
to periods of the day where your system resources are in highest demand. You should schedule INCRccc executions
carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your site's "prime shift" is 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM, you might choose to schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (just before "prime shift") and 6:00 PM (just
after "prime shift"), with the DAILY job executing just after midnight.

• Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files is in addition to the DASD
space already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are permanently
allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the incremental
update database files will require space equivalent to two cycles of this product's DETAIL and DAYS timespan files.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and
deleted by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of
time that the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase
through the day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required just for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
Note that while this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space
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required while the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds
processing to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk.
Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set
and should not be an issue.

• Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. You must ensure that
each incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically; that is, each job must
see data that is newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you have
more opportunities to miss a log file, or to process a log out of order.

• Interval End Effects
Each incremental update processes a subset of the day's measurement data, taking advantage of early availability
of some of the day's data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause
a problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval's data is encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
just prior to the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you may already be
using for end-of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval
are processed in the same incremental update.

• Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation
is employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data
sets, you must use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a
generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):
– Incremental update checkpoint file

 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

– Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

– Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.
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INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

 

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statement causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.
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Specify this parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the first
incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM

 

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day's first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job-step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic
Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of these:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. You should allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of
this product's DAYS timespan data.

If you specified INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).
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• You will execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specified INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment, including

STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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INCRCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update
checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that has been processed
during the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate
data during incremental update processing. This data set will be exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA
(the unit checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter
(100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• You will execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specified
INCRDB PERM, then the cccIUALC job will also allocate the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA
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INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

This statement is optional and defaults to this:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option would be used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The
SPLITSMF job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the
DAYnnn database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the disp parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

 INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

 

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
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Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
primary allocation

ss
secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT   minutes

 

to override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not normally specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

      DYNAMWAIT 0
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Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

HSM Options Definition Worksheet
 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  HSM Options Definition              |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is HSMOPS                                           |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | HSM PROCESSING OPTIONS:                                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |  ACCOUNTING ________ (DETAIL or DAYS)                                    |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |  OPTIONS  __________ (sysid)                                             |

 |                                                                          |

 |           __________ (default duration)                                  |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |  WORK     __________ (optional:  n data_set_allocation_parameters        |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |  RESTART  __________ (optional:  YES/NO)                                 |

                                                                            |

 |  INCRUPDATE ________ (optional:  YES or NO)                              |

 |  INCRDB     ________ (optional:  PERM, TAPE, or DYNAM)                   |

 |  INCRDETAIL ________ (optional:  data_set_allocation_parameters)         |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

VCA INPUTRDR, INPUTVCA, and INPUTHSM PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

ROW PARAMETER  IN JCLDEF INPUTRDR
WHERE USED

INPUTccc
WHERE USED

1 DAYSMF OFF Not Used Each Comp Step
2 DAYSMF FILE(S) DAYSMF Step Not Used
3 Only 1 SMF Comp Comp Step Not Used
4 SMFDIRECTOR Not Used Comp Step
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5 DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc Not Used Comp ccc Step
6 SMFRECORDING ccc It depends Comp ccc Step

Row 1
When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2
When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3
If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5
If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF will
automatically be deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6
Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
may optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but will always include the INPUTccc member. See Product
Analyzer..

For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

For details on deactivating DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

The following sections describe how to specify the input data set JCL definitions.

• VCA INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition
• VCA INPUTVCA PARMS Member JCL Definition
• VCA INPUTHSM PARMS Member JCL Definition

VCA INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided below. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using
either JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member,
then each component step will read its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

|                                                                    |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                    |

|This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

|which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

|                                                                    |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|                                                                    |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

VCA INPUTVCA PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTVCA member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the Space
Analyzer. The //INPUTSMF DD and, (Optional) the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY090 step of the
DAILY job.

The INPUTVCA member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR VCA is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE VCA is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTVCA member is provided in the following INPUTVCA JCL Definition Worksheet.

If you change the contents of the INPUTVCA member, you must regenerate the DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The INPUTVCA member can contain JCL definitions for non-SMF input such as data from independent sequential
data sets or it can contain JCL definitions for SMF input if you do not specify 'SMFRECORDING VCA' in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If 'SMFRECORDING VCA' is specified in JCLDEF, then it must be defined in the input JCL
in the INPUTRDR member in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this product feature see MICS and SMF Director Interface.

INPUTVCA JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTVCA JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |
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| PARMS Library Member is INPUTVCA                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTVCA) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

VCA INPUTHSM PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTHSM member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the Space
Analyzer. The //INPUTSMF DD and, (Optional) the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY095 step of the
DAILY job.

The INPUTHSM member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR HSM is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE HSM is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTHSM member is provided in the following INPUTHSM JCL Definition Worksheet.

If you change the contents of the INPUTHSM member, you must regenerate the DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The INPUTHSM member can contain JCL definitions for non-SMF input such as data from independent sequential
data sets or it can contain JCL definitions for SMF input if you do not specify 'SMFRECORDING HSM' in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If 'SMFRECORDING HSM' is specified in JCLDEF, then it must be defined in the input JCL
in the INPUTRDR member in prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this product feature see the SMF Director Interface.

INPUTHSM JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTHSM JCL Definitions            |
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|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTHSM                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTHSM) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

VCA Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

This section covers the following statements:

• VCA Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)
• VCA DBMODEL Input Statements

VCA Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of each file in each supported timespan are to
be saved both in online and archive modes. Data Retention Specifications Worksheet is an example for collecting this
information.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whethert the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).
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The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

Example

The FILE statements listed below illustrate how to enter the information:

 FILE VCA VCADAA 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE VCA VCA_VS 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE VCA VCAVOA 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE VCA VCADCS 00 33 00 00 00 00 000 000

FILE VCA HFSDIR 10 33 00 06 00 00 000 024

  

 FILE HSM HSMMIG 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE HSM HSMVOL 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE HSM HSMTAP 60 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

FILE HSB HSBBAC 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

 

Data Retention Specifications Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cutoff   |

 | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

 | Name |                                               |                   |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |HFSDIR| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |VCADAA| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |VCA_VS| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |VCAVOA| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |VCADCS| 00(00)  __(33)  00(00)  __(00)   0(0)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |HSMMIG| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |HSMVOL| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |HSMTAP| __(60)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) ___ (024)|

 |HSBBAC| __(10)  __(33)  00(00)  __(06)   0(2)  00(00) |000 (000) 000 (000)|

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 

VCA DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member using the information collected on the Data Retention Specifications Worksheet (see VCA
Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)). To actually perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described
in Executing the Database Space Modeling Facility.
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VCA Processing
Creating and maintaining a large database system such as MICS requires a closely monitored approach to the periodic
updating processes. The MICS database, just like any other information database (such as inventory control or
personnel), requires a systematic, monitored update process.

This section describes the daily processing flow of the DASD Space Analyzer, the exit points available during the daily
update, data screening reports written to the MICS log, and considerations for running the daily DAY090 and DAY095
update steps.

This section contains the following topics:

• VCA Processing Overview
• Daily Processing Flow for VCA (DAY090)
• VCA Daily Processing Flow for HSM and HSB (DAY095)ref>

VCA Processing Overview
The MICS Space Analyzer Option processes data captured by the MICS Space Collector (VCC). VCC obtains the data
by sequentially reading the VTOC (volume table of contents) from DASD volumes and by sequentially reading the system
catalog structures (both the BCS and the VVDS). VCC can also obtain the available data from the DFHSM Migration and
Backup Control Data Sets (MCDS and BCDS, respectively) by using the ARCUTIL collection facility.

Because of the probability for a large amount of data from the aforementioned sources, support for the Space Analyzer
has been implemented by means of two separate steps of the MICS DAILY job and three separate information areas. The
DAY090 step processes information into the VCA Information Area, and the DAY095 step processes information into the
HSM and HSB Information Areas. This allows you to overlap processing by defining different unit databases for the VCA,
HSM, and HSB information areas.

The major concepts and processes involved in collecting the input SMF data via VCC and updating the MICS database
are described in the following sections:

Relationship to VCC SMF Record Production

VCC provides the raw input data to the Space Analyzer in SMF format. The records can be written to separate data sets
for direct input into the daily update steps (DAY090 and DAY095), or they can be written to the standard system SMF
data sets. See the Space Collector Option for more information on the creation and format of the records, as well as the
options available for tailoring the collection process.

Two different SMF record types are produced by VCC for input to the Space Analyzer. The defaults are SMF record type
198 for VCA and type 197 for HSM (and HSB).

The type 198 record containing information for building the VCA Information Area is segmented in such a way that
different types of data can be represented by one record. The different segment types contain overall configuration
information, non-VSAM data set information, VSAM data set information, and VTOC/volume information, which is then
used to construct the various MICS files.

The type 197 record is divided into different subtypes, such that each subtype addresses a different DFHSM resource.
There are five different subtype records, identified as:

• Subtype M (a migrated data set)
• Subtype B (a backup version)
• Subtype C (a DASD volume statistics record)
• Subtype T (a record of DFHSM-managed tape volumes)
• Subtype Z (a VCC-generated inventory trailer record)

As with the type 198 record, various MICS files are constructed from the information contained in the different subtypes.
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Updating the VCA Information Area

The Space Analyzer makes use of the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its data
in the online and offline databases. Data is supplied to MICS in the DAY090 step of the DAILY database update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Adds new cycles to the DETAIL timespan
• Summarizes activity by hour for DAYS timespan
• Adds new cycles to the DAYS timespan
• Updates the month-to-date cycles

The following figure VCA DAY090 Processing Flow Diagram shows an overview of the daily update process. For a more
detailed description of DAY090 processing, see Daily Processing Flow for VCA (DAY090).

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK090 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK090 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH090 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH090 step splits the month-
to-date files into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle, and also updates the year-to-date cycles. The
MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

Yearly processing is performed by the YEAR090 step. The YEAR090 step splits the year-to-date files into a new year- to-
date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

VCA DAY090 Processing Flow Diagram

        /---------------\

        |     START     |         +----------------+                +---------------+               

 +---------------+

        \       |                 |                |                |               |                |       

        |

                |                 |                |                |               |                |       

        |

 PREPARATION    |                 |        +---------------+        |       +---------------+        |      

 +---------------+

                |                 |        | Invoke USRUSEG|        |       |  Consolidate  |        |       |

 Invoke VCAACRT|

        +---------------+         |        |      exit     |        |       | VSAM Data Set |        |       |

 exit for DAA  |

        |   Delete old  |         |        +-------+-------+        |       |  Information  |        |      

 +-------+-------+

        |   copies of   |         |                |                |       +-------+-------+        |       

        |

        |    VCAfff00   |         |        +---------------+        |               |                |      

 +---------------+

        +---------------+         |        | Process VTOC/ |        |       +---------------+        |       |

 Invoke USRSDAA|

                |                 |        |Volume Segment,|        |       | Produce VSAM  |        |       |

      exit     |

        +---------------+         |        |  Volume Free  |        |       | Exception Rpt.|        |      

 +-------+-------+

        | DATA statement|         |        |  Space Extent |        |       +-------+-------+        |       

        |
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        |  defines all  |         |        |     Segment,  |        |               |                |

 SUMMARIZATION |

        | output files  |         |        |    VSAM Base  |        |       +---------------+        |  AND

 AGING    |

        +-------+-------+         |        | Segment (Clus-|        |       |  Consolidate  |        |   

 PHASE      |

                |                 |        | ter Component)|        |       | VSAM, Extent  |        |      

 +---------------+

        +---------------+         |        |   VSAM Data   |        |       | and BCS Data  |        |       |

 Delete 00 and |

        | Define and set|         |        | Index Segment,|        |       +-------+-------+        |       |

 highest cycles|

        |   constants   |         |        |   VSAM Volume |        |               |                |      

 +-------+-------+

        | Define and set|         |        |     Segment,  |        |       +---------------+        |       

        |

        | control data  |         |        | and VSAM Data |        |       | Invoke VCAACRT|        |      

 +---------------+

        |   elements    |         |        | Extent Segment|        |       | exit for _VS  |        |       |

 Summarize to  |

        +-------+-------+         |        +---------------+        |       +-------+-------+        |       |

  DAYS for each|

                |                 |   SORT         |                |               |                |       |

  file         |

 INPUT PHASE    |                 |   PHASE        |                |       +---------------+        |       |

 Invoke USRDfff|

        +---------------+         |        +---------------+        |       | Invoke USRS_VS|        |       |

  exit for each|

        |   Read data   |         |        | Sort file with|        |       |      exit     |        |       |

  file from    |

        |    record     |         |        | NODUP option  |        |       +-------+-------+        |       |

  #fffDSUM code|

        +-------+-------+         |        |for next phases|        |               |                |       |

               |

                |                 |        +-------+-------+        |  SUM VSAM TO  |                |      

 +---------------+

        +---------------+         |                |                |   VOA PHASE   |                |       |

  Age cycles   |

        | Invoke USRSEL |         |   MATCH VOA    |                |       +---------------+        |      

 +-------+-------+

        |      exit     |         |   TO CATALOG   |                |       | Add VSAM Space|        |       

        |

        +-------+-------+         |   PHASE        |                |       |  Info. to VOA |        |       

        |

                |                 |        +---------------+        |       +-------+-------+        |     

  /---------------\

        +---------------+         |        | Match VOA with|        |               |                |       |

      END      |

        | Check record  |         |        | VSAM and Base |        |       +---------------+        |      

 \---------------/

        |    length     |         |        | Catalog Struc.|        |       | Invoke USRSVOA|        |

        +-------+-------+         |        +-------+-------+        |       |      exit     |        |

                |                 |                |                |       +-------+-------+        |
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        +---------------+         |        +---------------+        |               |                |

        | Process Base  |         |        | Produce Catlg.|        |   MATCH VOA   |                |

        |    Segment,   |         |        | Restart Report|        |  TO DAA PHASE |                |

        | Non-VSAM Base |         |        +-------+-------+        |       +---------------+        |

        |    Segment,   |         |                |                |       | Merge VOA, DAA|        |

        |Extent Segment,|         |     CATALOG    |                |       | & Extent Data |        |

        |   and User    |         |   MERGE PHASE  |                |       +-------+-------+        |

        |    Segment    |         |        +---------------+        |               |                |

        +-------+-------+         |        | Produce Attr. |        |       +---------------+        |

                |                 |        | and Statistics+--------+       | Produce VTOC  |        |

                |                 |        | Exception Rpt.|                | Exception Rpt.+--------+

                +-----------------+        +---------------+                +---------------+

 

Updating the HSM and HSB Information Areas

The Space Analyzer makes use of the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its
data in the online and offline databases. SMF format data provided by VCC is supplied to MICS in the DAY095 step of the
DAILY database update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data o Adds new cycles to the DETAIL timespan
• Summarizes activity by hour for DAYS timespan
• Adds new cycles to the DAYS timespan o Updates the week-to-date cycles
• Updates the month-to-date cycles

The HSM/HSB DAY095 Processing Flow Diagram shows an overview of the daily update process. For a more detailed
description of DAY095 processing, see Daily Processing Flow for HSM and HSB (DAY095).

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK095 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK095 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH095 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH095 step splits the month-
to-date files into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle, and also updates the year-to-date cycles. The
MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

Yearly processing is performed by the YEAR095 step. The YEAR095 step splits the year-to-date files into a new year- to-
date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

HSM/HSB DAY095 Processing Flow Diagram

        /---------------\

        |     START     |         +----------------+                +---------------+               

 +---------------+

        \---------------/         |                |                |               |                |       

        |

                |                 |        +---------------+        |               |                |       

        |

 PREPARATION    |                 |        |  for MIG file |        |       +---------------+        |      

 +---------------+

                |                 |        | Invoke HSMACRT|        |       | Sort and merge|        |       |

 Summarize to  |

        +---------------+         |        |      exit     |        |       |    MIG file   |        |       |

  DAYS cycles  |
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        |   Delete old  |         |        +-------+-------+        |       | with SNAPSHOT |        |       |

 Update Week-  |

        |   copies of   |         |                |                |       +---------------+        |       |

 to-date and   |

        |    HSMfff00   |         |        +---------------+        |               |                |       |

 Month-to-date |

        +---------------+         |        |  for MIG file |        |       +---------------+        |       |

     cycles    |

                |                 |        | Invoke USRSMIG|        |       | Sort and merge|        |      

 +-------+-------+

        +---------------+         |        |      exit     |        |       |    VOL file   |        |       

        |

        | DATA statement|         |        +-------+-------+        |       | with SNAPSHOT |        |      

 +---------------+

        |  defines all  |         |                |                |       +-------+-------+        |       |

  Age cycles   |

        | output files  |         |        +---------------+        |               |                |      

 +-------+-------+

        +-------+-------+         |        | Process sub-  |        |       +---------------+        |       

        |

                |                 |        | type C records|        |       | Invoke USRSVOL|        |       

        |

        +---------------+         |        | for VOL file  |        |       |      exit     |        |     

  /---------------\

        | Define and set|         |        +-------+-------+        |       +-------+-------+        |       |

      END      |

        |   constants   |         |                |                |               |                |      

 \---------------/ 

        | Define and set|         |        +---------------+        |       +---------------+        |

        | control data  |         |        | Invoke USRSVOL|        |       | Sort and merge|        |

        |   elements    |         |        |      exit     |        |       |    TAP file   |        |

        +-------+-------+         |        +---------------+        |       | with SNAPSHOT |        |

                |                 |                |                |       +-------+-------+        |

 INPUT PHASE    |                 |        +---------------+        |               |                |

        +---------------+         |        | Process sub-  +        |       +---------------+        |

        |   Read data   |         |        | type T records|        |       | Invoke USRSTAP|        |

        |    record     |         |        | for TAP file  |        |       |      exit     |        |

        +-------+-------+         |        +-------+-------+        |       +-------+-------+        |

                |                 |                |                |               |                |

        +---------------+         |        +---------------+        |       +---------------+        |

        | Invoke USRSEL |         |        | Process sub-  |        |       | SORT BAC file |        |

        |      exit     |         |        | type Z trailer|        |       | into final seq|        |

        +-------+-------+         |        | for SNAPSHOT  |        |       +-------+-------+        |

                |                 |        +-------+-------+        |               |                |

        +---------------+         |                |                | SUMMARIZATION |                |

        | Check record  |         |    SORT & SUM- |                |  AND AGING    |                |

        |    length     |         |   MARIZE PHASE |                |    PHASE      |                |

        +-------+-------+         |        +---------------+        |       +---------------+        |

                |                 |        | Sort, merge & |        |       | Delete 00 and |        |

        +---------------+         |        |  sum BAC file |        |       | highest cycles|        |

        | Process Sub-  |         |        | with SNAPSHOT |        |       +-------+-------+        |

        |  type M or B  |         |        +-------+-------+        |               |                |

        |  records for  |         |                |                |               |                |
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        | Migration and |         |        +---------------+        |               +----------------+

        | Backup Files  |         |        | Invoke USRSBAC|        |

        +-------+-------+         |        |      exit     |        |

                |                 |        +-------+-------+        |

                |                 |                |                |

                +-----------------+                +----------------+

 

Daily Processing Flow for VCA (DAY090)
This section describes the daily processing flow for the VCA and HFS Information Area and its relation to the locations of
the VCA user exit routines. For specific questions not discussed in this document, see the source code referenced by the
program module.

The MICS VCA update process (the DAY090 step of the DAILY update job) is divided into seven distinct processing
phases. During several of the phases (phases 3, 4, 5 and 6), data screening performed by the input routine may produce
reports to the MICSLOG describing unusual or exceptional conditions encountered.

The following section describes the MICSLOG reports. To learn about the general logic flow in each of the seven phases
as well as the location of standard user routines or user exits, use the left navigation pane or scroll down to the bottom of
this page.

MICSLOG Reporting

The MICSLOG Sysout data set is used to display information on the input sources and progress of the Daily update step
DAY090. An example of the MICSLOG data set produced by a typical Daily update job is shown in the DAY090 MICSLOG
Standard Output figure. The source of the input for this run was SYSID PRD1, and no records were excluded from the
source file due to invalid record conditions. The progress of each processing phase is indicated by the message time
stamps, and the checkpoint file is updated to reflect the data processed during the run.

Because a number of error conditions can be detected during the processing of the raw input data, several reports can
be produced by different processing phases. The DAY090 MICSLOG DFSMS Exception / VTOC Restart Report figure
contains an extract of a report produced during Phase 6 of the daily update step in which the DAA and VOA files are
matched. The following reports can be produced on the MICSLOG Sysout data set during the DAY090 step of the Daily
Update Job:

• Catalog Restart Report
Produced during Phase 3 of the DAY090 step (Match VOA to Catalog Phase), this report shows volumes that were not
successfully processed by VCC, and indicates the cataloged VSAM data sets residing on such volumes that will not be
added to the _VS file.

• Attributes and Statistics Exceptions Report
When one or more primary volumes for VSAM data sets are not processed by VCC, this report in generated during
Phase 4 of the DAY090 step (Catalog Merge Phase). Since the attributes and statistics elements for the affected
VSAM files are only kept in the primary volume VSAM Volume Data Set (VVDS), many elements in the _VS file will be
zero for these observations. The report indicates the affected volume(s) and data set(s).

• VSAM Exception Report
Produce during Phase 4 of the DAY090 step (Catalog Merge Phase), this report lists those VSAM objects that do not
have VCC records from both the Base Catalog Structure (BCS) and a VVDS, or are duplicated in the BCS, VVDS, and/
or old-style VSAM catalog.

• VSAM Volume Exception Report
When volumes containing VSAM data sets are not processed by VCC, the collected information on the individual
VSAM data sets residing on the volumes is saved the _VS file, but is not summarized to the VOA file. This report is
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generated during Phase 5 of the DAY090 step (Sum VSAM to VOA Phase). It lists the VSAM data sets that were not
summarized into the VOA file.

• DFSMS Exception Report / VTOC Restart Report
This combined report identifies possible error conditions resulting from the VCC collection process, or from
inconsistencies with the DFSMS volume or data set flags encountered during phase 6 of the DAY090 step (Match VOA
to DAA Phase). Examples of types of exceptions processed include the lack of a DFSMS VVDS record, a missing
DFSMS VTOC indicator, or an inconsistency, such a data set that appears in the VVDS, but not in the VTOC.

• USS File Systems Reject Report
Produced during Phase 3 of the DAY090 step, matches VCAFIL work file to VCAHCK file. If a match is not found, then
the observation is rejected and file system DSNAME is listed in the MICSLOG. This report shows all file systems that
were not successfully processed by USS File Systems Collector.

• USS Directory Entry File Reject Report
Produced during Phase 3 of the DAY090 step, matches HFSDIR and VCAHCK file. If a match is not found then the
observation is rejected and SYSID, RSRCEID, HFSRUN, VOLSER, and TASKID information for the rejected entry are
listed in the MICSLOG. This report shows all the USS Directory Entries that were not successfully processed by USS
File Systems Collector.

DAY090 MICSLOG Standard Output

Phase 1 - Input Raw VCC and HFS SMF Data

The Input Phase reads data records from the file defined by the INPUTSMF DD statement. The user exit USRSEL is
executed if defined. The record type is checked and non-VCA records are ignored. The record length is checked to verify
that the record is of the proper format. A check is also made to ensure that the record was produce by VCC at the proper
level. Several levels of collector data are supported by the DAY090 processing enabling you to service the output from
many different sites or collectors with one version of VCA:

Level 1.0.1   pre-VCA4100

Level 1.0.2   VCA4100 (initial DFSMS support)

Level 1.0.3   VCA4200 (support for storage group name)

Level 1.0.4   VCA4225 (support for catalog status check)

The level numbers are contained in the data records. Generally, new data is added to the end of raw data segments and
therefore, will simply not be read up by VCA if not present in a given version level of the record.

During the input phase, the checkpoint file is checked to prevent data which has already been input to MICS from being
input to MICS a second time.

An integral part of this first phase is the creation of a series of work files corresponding to the different segments that
might appear in each record produced by VCC. For example, the NON-VSAM Base Extent segment creates a record
in either the WORK.VCADAA file or the WORK.EXTDAA file, depending on whether there is a data extent segment
indicating a data set with more than 16 extents. Also included in this processing is the handling of any user segment data
that might have been extracted from the Format 1 DSCB via the VCCUEXIT (see Space Collector Option). The user exit
USRUSEG is invoked, if available, to handle the user segment.

Once all of the input data has been processed, control is passed to the next phase for sorting of the created work files.

Phase 2 - Sorts

All of the work files are sorted in order to prepare for the next processing phases. Except for the Base Catalog Structure
work file (WORK.VCABCS) the files are sorted by SYSID, ENDTS, VOLSER and DSNAME. The BCS file contains
records for each VSAM cluster and data component type (DATA, INDEX or SSET). Consequently, the elements containing
these items (DAACNAME and DAAVCOMP respectively), are included in the sort sequence.
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In all cases, the NODUP option for PROC SORT is used to purge duplicate data that may have inadvertently been
combined in the input job stream.

Phase 3 - Match VOA to Catalog

The work files containing VSAM, VSAM extent and Base Catalog data are brought together in this phase along with the
Volume Allocation File (VOA).

The primary purpose of this phase is to match a WORK.VCAVOA observation with the intermediate WORK files involved
in building VCA_VS data. If there is not an observation from the WORK.VCAVOA file that matches on VOLSER with these
other files, then an anomaly exists, most likely traceable to data collection time.

Refer to Appendix A for the explanation of messages issued in Phase 3 processing.

The intent behind this check and the reporting to MICSLOG is that failure to match up on VOLSER indicates the possibility
of data logged to SMF interrupted by a job or system failure but followed later by a successful rerun (or "restart") of the
collector. Hence, the DAY090 processor discards these records without a matching VOA observation under the premise
that the collection was incomplete and a subsequent new inventory is presented to DAY090 in this same run or even the
next day.

A secondary purpose of this phase is to replicate the storage group name for the matching VOLSER to all output
observations destined for the VCA_VS file.

Phase 4 - Merge Catalog Information

This phase is actually composed of two distinct parts. In the first part, elements derived from the Access Method Data
Statistics Block (AMDSB) for VSAM data sets is replicated across observations for different VSAM components/clusters
and or multi-volume data sets. If the AMDSB information from the primary definition is not found for one or more data sets,
the Attributes and Statistics Exception Report is generated to the MICSLOG Sysout data set.

Refer to the DAY090 Attributes and Statistics Exception Report sample for more description of this situation. For the effect
on the VCA_VS file, see VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File.

In the second part of this phase, the detail _VS (VSAM Data Set Allocation) file is created by merging the three work
files VCA_VS, EXT_VS, and VCABCS. DSNODES 1 through 5 and DSNODEL are created for use by the VCAACRT
Accounting routine. The VCA Accounting Routine Exit is invoked once per data set per volume, and the User output exit,
USRS_VS, is also invoked. If EXTENTDETAIL was requested for VSAM data sets having more than 16 extents (see the
the VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS) section), multiple observations are output describing each set of 16 extents. If
there is an error in the merge process such that a VSAM object was not found by VCC in the BCS and the VVDS, or is
duplicated in the BCS, VVDS and/or old-style VSAM catalog, the VSAM Exception Report is written to the MICSLOG
Sysout Data Set, and the observation causing the error condition is dropped from the output file.

Refer to the VSAM Exception Report sample for more description of this situation. For the effect on the VCA_VS file, see
VCA_VS - VSAM Data Set Allocation File.

The final processing done in this phase is to re-sort the _VS file into its final ordering, and write it out to the MICS
database.

DAY090 Attributes and Statistics Exception Report

 ------------------------------------------------------------- MICSLOG ----------------------------------

 10:30 SUNDAY, JUNE 2, 1991

 10.34.10 VCA00401W                             ATTRIBUTES AND STATISTICS EXCEPTION REPORT

 10.34.10 VCA00401W

 10.34.10 VCA00401W

 10.34.10 VCA00401W          THE PRIMARY VOLUME FOR THE FOLLOWING VSAM DATA SETS WAS NOT PROCESSED BY VCC. 

 SINCE
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 10.34.10 VCA00401W          THE ATTRIBUTES AND STATISTICS ELEMENTS ARE ONLY PRESENT IN THE PRIMARY VOLUME

 VVDS,

 10.34.10 VCA00401W          MANY ELEMENTS WILL BE ZERO IN THE VCA_VS FILE.

 10.34.10 VCA00401W

 10.34.10 VCA00401W TYPE   VOLUME  CLUSTER NAME                                    DATA SET NAME

 10.34.10 VCA00401W -----  ------  --------------------------------------------   

 --------------------------------------------

 10.34.10 VCA00403W INDEX  MVS340  BUNDL.V40TEST.VSAM.U9260477                    

 BUNDL.V40TEST.VSAM.KRWFAIF.INDEX

 

VSAM Exception Report

 ------------------------------------------------------------- MICSLOG -----------------------------------

 10:30 SUNDAY, JUNE 2, 1991

 10.34.47 VCA00411I                                     VSAM EXCEPTION REPORT

 10.34.47 VCA00411I

 10.34.47 VCA00411I

 10.34.47 VCA00411I          THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES CONTAIN VSAM OBJECTS THAT DO NOT HAVE VCC RECORDS FROM BOTH

 10.34.47 VCA00411I          A BASE CATALOG STRUCTURE (BCS) AND A VSAM VOLUME DATA SET (VVDS) OR THAT ARE

 10.34.47 VCA00411I          DUPLICATED IN AN OLD-STYLE VSAM CATALOG, BCS, AND/OR VVDS.

 10.34.47 VCA00412I TYPE (CAT) CLUSTER NAME                                  REASON

 10.34.47 VCA00412I            DATA SET NAME                                 CATALOG NAME

 10.34.47 VCA00412I ----- ---  -------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------------------------------------

 10.34.47 VCA00413W >>>>> VOLUME=MVSC1A - SYSID=S008  31MAY91:21:01:50.70 - DATA SETS HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM

 VCA_VS

 10.34.47 VCA00413W

 10.34.47 VCA00415I            DSIJMVA.DUMP.DIR                              NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.47 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSIJMVA.DUMP.DIR.DATA                         CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.47 VCA00415I            DSIJMVA.DUMP.DIR                              NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.47 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSIJMVA.DUMP.DIR.INDEX                        CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.48 VCA00413W >>>>> VOLUME=MVS340 - SYSID=S008  31MAY91:21:01:50.70 - DATA SETS HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM

 VCA_VS

 10.34.48 VCA00413W

 10.34.48 VCA00415I            BUNDL.V40TEST.VSAM.U9260477                   NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.48 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  BUNDL.V40TEST.VSAM.KRWFAIF.E9260479           CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00413W >>>>> VOLUME=MVS344 - SYSID=S008  31MAY91:21:01:50.70 - DATA SETS HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM

 VCA_VS

 10.34.49 VCA00413W

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS                       NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS                       CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS                       NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS.CATINDEX              CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN1                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN1.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN1                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN1.IX                      CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN2.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSICM11.TPX200.ADMIN2.IX                      CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX301.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSICM11.TPX301.ADMIN2.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA
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 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSICM11.TPX301.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSICM11.TPX301.ADMIN2.INDEX                   CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSIRE11.BUNDL.DPMFVIF                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSIRE11.BUNDL.DPMFVIF.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSIRE11.BUNDL.DPMFVIF                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSIRE11.BUNDL.DPMFVIF.INDEX                   CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSIRF11.TPX2.ADMIN2                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DSIRF11.TPX2.ADMIN2.DATA                      CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DSIRF11.TPX2.ADMIN2                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DSIRF11.TPX2.ADMIN2.IX                        CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DXB168.R521.CSI                               NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DXB168.R521.CSI.DATA                          CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DXB168.R521.CSI                               NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DXB168.R521.CSI.INDEX                         CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DXB168.TEST.CSI                               NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  DXB168.TEST.CSI.DATA                          CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            DXB168.TEST.CSI                               NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  DXB168.TEST.CSI.INDEX                         CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN1                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN1.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN1                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN1.INDEX                   CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN2.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  SA1PC78.TPX200.ADMIN2.INDEX                   CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            TPX.TPX30ACL.ADMIN1                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  TPX.TPX30ACL.ADMIN1.DATA                      CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            TPX.TPX30ACL.ADMIN1                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  TPX.TPX30ACL.ADMIN1.INDEX                     CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            TPX.TPX30BT2.ADMIN1                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  TPX.TPX30BT2.ADMIN1.DATA                      CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.49 VCA00415I            TPX.TPX30BT2.ADMIN1                           NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.49 VCA00417I INDEX (B)  TPX.TPX30BT2.ADMIN1.INDEX                     CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.52 VCA00413W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU021 - SYSID=S008  31MAY91:21:01:50.70 - DATA SETS HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM

 VCA_VS

 10.34.52 VCA00413W

 10.34.52 VCA00415I            ATM.DIST.AOI20.ADMIN2                         NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.52 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  ATM.DIST.AOI20.ADMIN2.DATA                    CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.VMVSWXA

 10.34.53 VCA00413W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU025 - SYSID=S008  31MAY91:21:01:50.70 - DATA SETS HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM

 VCA_VS

 10.34.53 VCA00413W

 10.34.53 VCA00415I            SYS1.VVDS.VTSU025                             NO MATCHING VVDS RECORD

 10.34.53 VCA00417I DATA  (B)  SYS1.VVDS.VTSU025                             CATALOG = CATALOG.MVSICF1.BACKUPS

 10.35.02 VCA00418W >>>>>     29 VSAM DATA SETS DELETED FROM      5 VOLUMES.

 

Phase 5 - Merge Data Set Information into VOA

In this phase, the information about data sets that was consolidated into the DAA and _VS files is now used to update the
Volume Activity (VOA) file. Each observation has its data summed into the statistics for a given volume. If any records are
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detected for a volume that is not in the work VOA file that is created in Phase 1 processing, the Dataset/Volume Exception
Report is written to the MICSLOG Sysout Data Set.  

For each observation that will be written to the output VOA file, the user exit USRSVOA is invoked. The final processing in
this phase re-sorts the VOA file into its final order, and writes it to the MICS database.

Phase 6 - Match VOA to DAA

This phase begins by appending SMS data extracted during Phase 1 to that extracted during Phase 3. This SMS data is
then sorted and merged with the VCAVOA, VCADAA, and EXTDAA work files in order to create the detail level of the DAA
file.

DSNODES 1 through 5 and DSNODEL are created for use by the VCAACRT Accounting routine. Various error conditions
are checked, such as a missing DFSMS Information Cell, or a mismatch of VVDS Data to the VTOC. If any such errors
are detected, the DFSMS Exception Report/VTOC Restart Report is written to the MICSLOG Sysout data set (see
DAY090 MICSLOG DFSMS Exception / VTOC Restart Report for an example).

Checks are also made in this phase for DFHSM-owned structures in order to set the element DAADSTYP (data set type)
to 'HS' or 'HV' and element DAACSTAT (Catalog Status) to 'HSM' so that duplicate billing for HSM occupied DASD space
can be avoided. That is, the VCAACRT account routine can ignore this space if it is billed by the HSMACRT account
routine.

The VCAACRT routine is invoked to cost each DAA observation as needed. The DFSMS storage group name obtained
from the VOA file is propagated to each data set observation and the user exit USRSDAA is invoked.

If EXTENTDETAIL was requested for VSAM data sets having more than 16 extents (see the VCA Processing Options
(VCAOPS) section), multiple observations are output describing each set of 16 extents. At the end of this phase, the work
data sets are deleted and the final version of the DAA file is re-sorted and written to the MICS database.

DAY090 MICSLOG DFSMS Exception / VTOC Restart Report

 ------------------------------------------------------------- MICSLOG ------------------------------- 19:00

 SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1991

 19.04.28 VCA00601I                         DFSMS EXCEPTION REPORT / VTOC RESTART REPORT

 19.04.28 VCA00601I

 19.04.28 VCA00601I

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          THIS REPORT IDENTIFIES SEVERAL POSSIBLE ERROR CONDITIONS WHICH STEM FROM PROBLEMS

 IN THE VCC

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          COLLECTION PROCESS --- OR --- DFSMS FLAG INCONSISTENCIES AT THE VOLUME OR THE

 DATA SET LEVEL.

 19.04.28 VCA00601I

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          FOR MESSAGE GROUP VCA00602W, EITHER:

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          (1) SMS MANAGED VOLUME CONTAINS DATA SETS WHICH ARE NOT SMS-MANAGED (MISSING SMS

 CELL), OR,

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          (2) FORMAT-1 DSCB FIELDS RESERVED FOR USE BY DFSMS HAVE BEEN USED BY NON-IBM CODE

 RESULTING

 19.04.28 VCA00601I              IN A FALSE INDICATION OF AN SMS-MANAGED DATA SET.

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          ACTION: OBSERVATION IS WRITTEN WITH SMS DATA ELEMENTS MISSING.

 19.04.28 VCA00601I

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          FOR MESSAGE GROUP VCA00607W:

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          (1) VCC DATA COLLECTION FOR THE SPECIFIED VOLUME DID NOT COMPLETE PROPERLY. THE

 CAUSE IS

 19.04.28 VCA00601I              SHOWN IN THE VCCSTATS REPORT.

 19.04.28 VCA00601I          ACTION: OBSERVATION IS DISCARDED FROM THE VCADAA FILE (SINCE VCAVOA OBSERVATION

 IS MISSING).
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 19.04.28 VCA00601I  --      --------------------------------------------    

 ---------------------------------------------

  

 19.04.28 VCA00602W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU020 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - ERRORS MATCHING VVDS (DFSMS CELL)

 DATA TO VTOC

 19.04.28 VCA00602W

 19.04.28 VCA00603W  OS      TDKPE22.ASXJES3.LNK                              DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.29 VCA00603W  OS      IAM.IAMED.LOGDATA                                DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.29 VCA00603W  OS      SMSTEST.EDITEST                                  DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

  

 19.04.29 VCA00602W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU021 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - ERRORS MATCHING VVDS (DFSMS CELL)

 DATA TO VTOC

 19.04.29 VCA00602W

 19.04.29 VCA00603W  VS      ATM.DIST.AOI20.ADMIN2.DATA                       DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.29 VCA00606W  ??      TDKWFVA.SMPWRK3.T1822070.D91039.OBJ              MANAGED DATA SET IN VVDS BUT NOT

 PRESENT IN VTOC

  

 19.04.30 VCA00602W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU022 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - ERRORS MATCHING VVDS (DFSMS CELL)

 DATA TO VTOC

 19.04.30 VCA00602W

 19.04.30 VCA00603W  OS      DPO.QFS25.LOAD                                   DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.31 VCA00603W  OS      TNG0807.ISPFXA.ISPPROF                           DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

  

 19.04.33 VCA00607W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU026 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - VOL. NOT SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

 19.04.33 VCA00607W

 19.04.33 VCA00606W  ??      TDKDSUK.ISR0002.BACKUP                           MANAGED DATA SET IN VVDS BUT NOT

 PRESENT IN VTOC

  

 19.04.36 VCA00607W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU028 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - VOL. NOT SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

 19.04.36 VCA00607W

 19.04.36 VCA00606W  ??      TDK179.HST9104C.TEMP1.CNTL                       MANAGED DATA SET IN VVDS BUT NOT

 PRESENT IN VTOC

  

 19.04.36 VCA00602W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU029 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - ERRORS MATCHING VVDS (DFSMS CELL)

 DATA TO VTOC

 19.04.36 VCA00602W

 19.04.36 VCA00603W  OS      TDKMG11.SMF.DATA                                 DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.37 VCA00603W  OS      TDK081.JCL.CNTL                                  DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

  

 19.04.37 VCA00602W >>>>> VOLUME=TSU030 - SYSID=PRD1  10MAY91:15:31:52.57 - ERRORS MATCHING VVDS (DFSMS CELL)

 DATA TO VTOC

 19.04.37 VCA00602W

 19.04.37 VCA00603W  OS      BACKUP.DATASETS.SETS1.LIST.G0059V00              DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

 19.04.38 VCA00603W  OS      TDKKR11.BUNTRACE                                 DFSMS INFORMATION CELL MISSING

  

 19.04.55 VCA00608W >>>>>      0 DATA SETS IGNORED FROM      2 VOLUMES.

 

Phase 7 - Summarization and Aging

The final phase of the DAY090 step invokes the source program modules DYVCASUM and DYVCAAGE. DYVCASUM
begins by deleting any 00 cycles in the DAY, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans and also the highest cycle in the DAYS
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timespan. Summarization MACROs are invoked for each file, including the Data Class Summary (DCS) file, which is
derived from the _VS and DAA files. Since this file is not supported in the DETAIL timespan of the MICS database, the
VCADCS00 cycle created during summarization is deleted.

In some cases, a special DAYS summarization routine is needed for special purposes such as:

• Identifying unique ENDTS values enabling DAASAMPL to be set to 1 or to 0 prior to summarization.
• Inserting a macro call to the costing routine generated by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback product when

ACCOUNTING DAYS was specified in the VCA unit.

Therefore, the following routines are %INCLUDEd when their respective files are being summarized from DETAIL to
DAYS:

• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#DAADSUM) for the VCADAA file a call is made to the USRDDAA exit from this module
• sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#0VSDSUM) for the VCA_VS file a call is made to the USRD_VS exit from this module

DYVCAAGE updates the checkpoint file and logs an image of the checkpoint record to the MICSLOG Sysout data set.
PROC DATASETS is invoked to age the DETAIL and DAYS 00 cycles to 01, 01 to 02, etc. For the MONTHS timespan the
most current cycle created by summarization has an M0 suffix. The AGERNOT MACRO ages this cycle to become the
updated month-to-date cycle (00) for each data set supported in that timespan.

Daily Processing Flow for HSM and HSB (DAY095)
This section describes the daily processing flow for the HSM and HSB Information Areas and its relation to the locations of
the HSM user exit routines. For specific questions not discussed in this document, see the source code referenced by the
program module.

The MICS HSM update process (the DAY095 step of the DAILY update job) is divided into three distinct processing
phases.

MICSLOG Reporting (DAY095)

The MICSLOG Sysout data set is used to display information on the input sources and progress of the Daily update step
DAY095. An example of the MICSLOG data set produced by a typical Daily update job is shown in the DAY095 MICSLOG
Standard Output figure. The source of the input for this run was SYSID PRD1, and no records were excluded from the
source file due to invalid record conditions. The progress of each processing phase is indicated by the message time
stamps, and the checkpoint file is updated to reflect the data processed during the run.

Where the DAY090 step relies on the presence of a VCAVOA observation to signify that data collection was "complete"
for a given volume, the DAY095 step processing DFHSM inventory data has to rely on the presence of a special inventory
"trailer" record to signify a complete inventory for a given SYSID at a given collection time (ENDTS).

The DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output figure shows the MICSLOG produced when incomplete data is processed. In
this case, several "orphan" records (that is, records without a matching trailer record) were detected in the input data, and
the system purged these records to avoid duplication that might occur in the processing of a subsequent VCC inventory
run.

DAY095 MICSLOG Standard Output

Phase 1 - Input Raw VCC SMF Data

The Input Phase reads data records from the file defined by the INPUTSMF DD statement. The user exit USRSEL is
executed if defined. The record type is checked and non-HSM records are ignored. The record length is checked to verify
that the record is of the proper format. A check is also made to insure that the record was produce by VCC at the proper
level.
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During the input phase, the checkpoint file is checked to prevent data which has already been input to MICS from being
input to MICS a second time. A check is also performed to ascertain if multiple inventory (VCC) runs are being input.

The main function of this first phase is the creation of a series of work files corresponding to the different subtypes
that might appear in each record produced by VCC. Type 'M' and 'B' (Migration and Backup) records contain similar
information, and are largely processed by the same code, but separate work files HSMMIG00 and HSBBAC00 are
created. Prior to writing the HSMMIG00 work file, the DSNODE 1 through 5 and DSNODEL data elements are built,
and the HSMACRT Account Code Derivation Exit is called to assign account code values for each migrated data set
processed.

Type 'B' records represent backup versions of data sets. Because there are likely multiple backup versions or copies
of a given data set, processing time is saved by deferring the %INCLUDE of HSMACRT until the work version of the
HSBBAC00 file has been sorted and reduced to a single observation per data set name. Therefore, backup version
records are simply written to a work data set in phase 1 in preparation for phase 2 processing.

The subtype 'C' records are used in creating the Volume Planning File (HSMVOL), and the input processing phase simply
creates an observation for each record on the WORK.HSMVOL00 file.

The subtype 'T' records are used in creating the Tape Planning File (HSMTAP). Since separate records are created for
each type of tape under DFHSM control (Backup, Dump and Migration), they get summarized into consolidated records
during phase 2 processing. Consequently, the user output exit is not invoked for this file until that time.

A final record, subtype 'Z', marks the end of a single inventory run. When this record is detected a single record is written
to the WORK.SNAPSHOT file to indicate the SYSID and end timestamp of a complete inventory. Informational messages
are also written to the MICSLOG Sysout data set indicating the number of records processed in the inventory.

Once all of the input data has been processed, control is passed to the next phase for sorting of the created work files and
further processing.

Phase 2 - Sort and Build Files

This phase begins by checking to see if multiple inventories (unique SYSID and ENDTS) were present in the input.

If YES, then a flag is set for passing to the DAYS summarization routines (#fffDSUM) which signals that the data from the
DETAIL timespan will need to be SORTED.

If NO, then the DAYS summarization routines may be able to skip the SORTing of the DETAIL data into the DAYS
timespan sequence. This status check is an indicator of possible performance improvements; refer to Appendix A for an
explanation of message HSM00300I.

In general, phase 2 processing aims to accomplish the following objectives:

1. PROC SORT with the NODUP option on all WORK files
a. Sufficient granularity is introduced by adding such extra fields such as MIGRATTS (time of migrate or time of

backup) to arrange any duplicate observations next to each other so PROC SORT can purge the duplicates
automatically.

2. Final processing prior to updating DETAIL timespan. Each file has slightly different requirements.
a. Backup versions are summarized to the DSNAME level (aggregate all versions of a given data set name using

normal MICS summarization macros).
Once reduced to a single observation per data set, then the following exit points are called:
• DSNODEs are parsed from the full DSNAME
• HSMACRT is %INCLUDEd to assign account codes
• The cost routine generated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback is called to price the current inventory of

backup versions (journal file for backup resources will only be created if ACCOUNTING DETAIL is in effect)
• The USRSBAC exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.
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Once built in this format, the HSBBAC00 file is sorted again into the final sequence dictated by the DETAIL
timespan. If the DETAIL timespan is inactive to save space, it is left on a WORK file for later absorption into the
DAYS timespan.

b. Migrated data set observations have already been assigned account codes in phase 1. Therefore:
• The cost routine generated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback is called to price the migrated data set (again,

only if ACCOUNTING DETAIL is in effect).
• The USRSMIG exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.
The HSMMIG00 file is already sorted into the final sequence dictated by the DETAIL timespan and thus does
not need to be sorted again. If the DETAIL timespan is inactive to save space, it is left on a WORK file for later
absorption into the DAYS timespan.

c. DASD planning observations do not have account codes and are already in their final DETAIL sequence and so:
• The USRSVOL exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.

d. Tape planning observations do not have account codes and are already in their final DETAIL sequence and so:
• The USRSTAP exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.

Phase 3 - Summarization and Aging

The final phase of the DAY095 step invokes the source program modules DYHSMSUM and DYHSMAGE. DYHSMSUM
begins by deleting any 00 cycles in the DAYS, WEEKS, and MONTHS timespans and also the highest cycle in the DAYS
timespan. Summarization MACROs are the invoked for each file.

The FILE statements in HSMGENIN show an E for the DAYS timespan which means a special summarization module is
to be called. The HSMTAP file is the only file with "standard" summarization but the other files get summarized with the
following modules controlling the process:

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BACDSUM)

If possible, DETAIL data is not sorted into the DAYS sequence. Only if multiple inventories are present or if DAYS sort
sequence is not contained as a subset of DETAIL will we need to sort the file again. See message HSM00300 in Appendix
A.

• The cost routine generated by MICS Accounting and Chargeback is called to price the group of backup data sets
summarized to a given account code structure (only if ACCOUNTING DAYS is in effect).

• The USRDBAC exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#MIGDSUM)

• If possible, DETAIL data is not sorted into the DAYS sequence. Only if multiple inventories are present or if DAYS sort
sequence is not contained as a subset of DETAIL will we need to SORT the file again. See message HSM00300 in
Appendix A.

• The cost routine generated by the MICS Accounting and Chargeback product is called to price the group of migrated
data sets summarized to a given account code structure (only if ACCOUNTING DAYS is in effect).

• The USRDMIG exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#VOLDSUM)

• If possible, DETAIL data is not sorted into the DAYS sequence. Only if multiple inventories are present or if DAYS sort
sequence is not contained as a subset of DETAIL will we need to SORT the file again. See message HSM00300 in
Appendix A.

• The USRDVOL exit is called to allow ultimate user control over content and existence of this observation.

DYVCAAGE updates the checkpoint file and logs an image of the checkpoint record to the MICSLOG Sysout data set.
PROC DATASETS is invoked to age the DETAIL and DAYS 00 cycles to 01, 01 to 02, etc. For the WEEKS and MONTHS
timespans the most current cycle created by summarization has a W0 or M0 suffix respectively. The AGERNOT MACRO
ages this cycle to become the updated to-date cycle (00) for each data set supported in the specified timespan.
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Description of Phase 2 Error Handling

The figure DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output illustrates how the DAY095 step logs out error information to the
MICSLOG data set. Fragments of the DAY095 MICSLOG Standard Output figure are repeated here to better show the
context of the error.

1. The first record encountered in the input shows that the inventory was taken on 10 May 91. Message HSM00104I also
shows the DURATION that was computed as a result of the previous inventory being taken at 12:58 on the same day.

  18.44.21 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 10MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION =  0:30:01.43

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

2. Then the subtype 'Z' record is found and the records counts contained within the record are shown under the column
named "COUNT" in message HSM00112I. The column named "INCOMING" shows the result of counting the records
by subtype in this DATA step. The incoming count should always equal the count produced by VCC and placed in
the trailer record and in this example they are equal (this is shown by the equal sign = appearing between the two
columns.

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD << FOUND >> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 10MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00111I    RECORD-TYPE CODE    COUNT                    INCOMING

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- MIGRATE       M     21980         =             21980

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- BACKUP        B     44985         =             44985

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- DASD-CP       C       582         =               582

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- TAPE-CP       T         3         =                 3

3. The next cluster of HSM00104I messages is followed by HSM00116I messages. Here a set of "orphan" records
created on 11 May, 12 May, and 13 May has been found during the reading of the input data set. As HSM00116I
states, these records will be discarded. DAY095 operates on the design principle that a complete inventory of data
must be presented to MICS at one time. Partial inventories are discarded.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 11MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 24:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

 

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD <<MISSING>> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 11MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00116I DATA WITH THIS ENDTS WILL BE PURGED TO AVOID DUPLICATION

  18.44.52 HSM00116I -- BY A LATER RERUN OF A COMPLETED INVENTORY.

 

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 12MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 48:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

 

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD <<MISSING>> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 12MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00116I DATA WITH THIS ENDTS WILL BE PURGED TO AVOID DUPLICATION

  18.44.52 HSM00116I -- BY A LATER RERUN OF A COMPLETED INVENTORY.

 

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)
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  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 13MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 72:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

4. Another possible error is shown below where an inventory trailer record (subtype 'Z') is found to have different internal
record counts than what was encountered in the input data set. Rather than an equal sign, we highlight this mismatch
with the message fragment that states: "WARNING: UNMATCHED" between the columns of count values.

 

  --------------------------------------- MICSLOG ----------------- 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD << FOUND >> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 13MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00111I    RECORD-TYPE CODE    COUNT                    INCOMING

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- MIGRATE       M     21980 WARNING: UNMATCHED        6

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- BACKUP        B     44985 WARNING: UNMATCHED        6

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- DASD-CP       C       582 WARNING: UNMATCHED        0

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- TAPE-CP       T         3 WARNING: UNMATCHED        4

    

5. After the HSM00200I message ("BEGIN PHASE 2"), the next cluster of messages shows what is being discarded.
The message text shows a variable from the observation that best identifies what is being discarded. For example, for
MIGRATE or BACKUP files, the DSNAME is present and that best identifies the data being discarded so that content
is shown in message HSM00207I. The count(s) of observations deleted from the WORK files is shown in message
HSM00209I.

 

  --------------------------------------- MICSLOG ------------------ 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.44.54 HSM00200I --------------- BEGIN PHASE 2 ---------------

  18.45.32 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSBBAC) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.45.32 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 11MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.45.32 HSM00206I D A T A   S E T   N A M E

  18.45.32 HSM00207I ACCUMAX.DB2MSTG1.BASE

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TSX182.MICS.DBD.USER.LOAD

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TEST.MICSL.CPLX.LOCALMOD.CNTL

 

  18.45.32 HSM00209I >>>>>      3 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSBBAC.

 

  18.45.32 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSBBAC) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.45.32 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 12MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.45.32 HSM00206I D A T A   S E T   N A M E

  18.45.32 HSM00207I ACCUMAX.DB2MSTG1.BASE

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TSX182.MICS.DBD.USER.LOAD

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TEST.MICSL.CPLX.LOCALMOD.CNTL

 

  18.45.32 HSM00209I >>>>>      3 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSBBAC.

6. The next section illustrates an aspect of DAY095 processing that is not related to the error processing above. Message
HSM00300I can be produced when errors have been found in the incoming data (as in this example) or when a
perfectly acceptable inventory is found. HSM00300I is an informational message produced at the beginning of the
summarization processing. It signals that the DETAIL data had to be sorted an extra time to prepare it properly for the
summarization routines. If you process multiple inventories in a single DAY095 step, a sort will always be required to
arrange the inventories together rather than interleaved (ENDTS is the rightmost in the SORT sequence). The other
reason why an additional SORT is required is if you have done file tailoring of your HSMGENIN member and caused
the DAYS sequence to no longer be a logical subset of the DETAIL sequence.
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The absence of HSM00300I indicates better performance because the DETAIL sequence was sufficient for summary
processing and the additional sort could be avoided. The distributed version of HSMGENIN should result in the
absence of the HSM00300I message.

DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output (Part 1 of 4)

  18.47.37 HSM00999I ------- BEGIN SUMMARIZATION AND AGING -------

  18.47.44 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- DETAIL.HSBBAC00

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

 

  18.48.05 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- DETAIL.HSMMIG00

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

 

  18.48.35 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- WORK1.HSMVOL00

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

  ------------------------------------ MICSLOG --------------- 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.43.49 BAS00119I AT CHECKPOINT FOR STEP "DAY095" IN JOB "DAILY" FOR DATABASE "VCAUNIT".

  18.43.49 BAS00122I REQUIRED PREDECESSOR STEP IS:

  18.43.49 BAS00122I          PROCESS=DAY

  18.43.49 BAS00122I          STEP   =090

  18.43.49 BAS00125I CHECKPOINT STEPS: D_STEP=090 W_STEP=900 M_STEP=900 Y_STEP=900 B_STEP=900 R_STEP=900

  18.43.49 BAS00125I

 

  18.44.20 BAS00318I ORGSYSID/COMPONENT CHECKPOINT INFORMATION BEFORE PROCESSING

  18.44.20 BAS00318I

 

  18.44.21 HSM00100I --------------- BEGIN PHASE 1 ---------------

  18.44.21 HSM00011I HSMPGEN PARAMETERS IN EFFECT:

  18.44.21 HSM00011I >>>>> ACCOUNTING DETAIL

 

  18.44.21 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 10MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION =  0:30:01.43

  18.44.21 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

 

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD << FOUND >> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 10MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00111I    RECORD-TYPE CODE    COUNT                    INCOMING

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- MIGRATE       M     21980         =             21980

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- BACKUP        B     44985         =             44985

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- DASD-CP       C       582         =               582

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- TAPE-CP       T         3         =                 3

 

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 11MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 24:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38
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  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD <<MISSING>> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 11MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00116I DATA WITH THIS ENDTS WILL BE PURGED TO AVOID DUPLICATION

  18.44.52 HSM00116I -- BY A LATER RERUN OF A COMPLETED INVENTORY.

 

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 12MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 48:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

 

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD <<MISSING>> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 12MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00116I DATA WITH THIS ENDTS WILL BE PURGED TO AVOID DUPLICATION

  18.44.52 HSM00116I -- BY A LATER RERUN OF A COMPLETED INVENTORY.

 

  18.44.52 HSM00104I FIRST INPUT TIMESTAMP IS FROM SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 13MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- COMPUTED DURATION = 72:30:01.43

  18.44.52 HSM00104I -- BASED ON A PREVIOUS COLLECTION ON 10MAY91:12:58:13.38

DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output (Part 2 of 4)

  ----------------------------------- MICSLOG ------------------ 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.44.52 HSM00110I HSM INVENTORY TRAILER RECORD << FOUND >> FOR SYSID (PRD1)

  18.44.52 HSM00110I -- VERSION (1) DATA CREATED ON 13MAY91:13:28:14.81.

  18.44.52 HSM00111I    RECORD-TYPE CODE    COUNT                    INCOMING

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- MIGRATE       M     21980 WARNING: UNMATCHED        6

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- BACKUP        B     44985 WARNING: UNMATCHED        6

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- DASD-CP       C       582 WARNING: UNMATCHED        0

  18.44.52 HSM00112I -- TAPE-CP       T         3 WARNING: UNMATCHED        4

 

 

 

  18.44.52 BAS00326I INPUT FILE(S) CONTAINED 67568 RECORDS FROM 10MAY1991:13:28:14.81 THRU

 10MAY1991:13:28:14.81

  18.44.52 BAS00326I

  18.44.52 BAS00326I

  18.44.52 BAS00331I DATA SELECTION STATISTICS BY SYSTEM/COMPONENT

  18.44.52 BAS00331I

  18.44.52 BAS00331I                                    - - - - - - - - - - - DELETED - - - -

  18.44.52 BAS00331I   SYSTEM COMPONENT        INPUT    DATE RANGE     SHORT RECORDS   OPTION       KEPT

  18.44.52 BAS00331I

  18.44.52 BAS00343I    PRD1  HSM              67568           0              0             0        67568

 

  18.44.52 BAS00337I   TOTAL RECORDS KEPT = 67568

DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output (Part 3 of 4)

  ------------------------------------ MICSLOG ------------------ 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.44.54 HSM00200I --------------- BEGIN PHASE 2 ---------------

  18.45.32 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSBBAC) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)
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  18.45.32 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 11MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.45.32 HSM00206I D A T A   S E T   N A M E

  18.45.32 HSM00207I ACCUMAX.DB2MSTG1.BASE

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TSX182.MICS.DBD.USER.LOAD

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TEST.MICSL.CPLX.LOCALMOD.CNTL

 

  18.45.32 HSM00209I >>>>>      3 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSBBAC.

 

  18.45.32 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSBBAC) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.45.32 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 12MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.45.32 HSM00206I D A T A   S E T   N A M E

  18.45.32 HSM00207I ACCUMAX.DB2MSTG1.BASE

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TSX182.MICS.DBD.USER.LOAD

  18.45.32 HSM00207I TEST.MICSL.CPLX.LOCALMOD.CNTL

 

  18.45.32 HSM00209I >>>>>      3 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSBBAC.

 

  18.45.32 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSBBAC) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.45.32 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 13MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.45.32 HSM00206I D A T A   S E T   N A M E

  18.45.32 HSM00207I

 

  18.45.32 HSM00209I >>>>>      1 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSBBAC.

 

  18.47.10 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSMVOL) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.47.10 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 13MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

  18.47.10 HSM00216I VOLSER  COLLECTION-DATE

  18.47.10 HSM00217I               .

 

  18.47.10 HSM00209I >>>>>      1 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSMVOL.

  18.47.17 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSMTAP) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.47.17 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 11MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

 

  18.47.17 HSM00209I >>>>>      2 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSMTAP.

  18.47.17 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSMTAP) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.47.17 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 12MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

 

  18.47.17 HSM00209I >>>>>      2 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSMTAP.

  18.47.17 HSM00205I FOLLOWING RECORDS PURGED FROM (HSMTAP) FILE - SYSID (PRD1)

  18.47.17 HSM00205I -- INVENTORY FROM 13MAY91:13:28:14.81 IS BEING DISCARDED.

 

  18.47.17 HSM00209I >>>>>      1 RECORDS DELETED FROM HSMTAP.

 

  18.47.37 HSM00999I ------- BEGIN SUMMARIZATION AND AGING -------

  18.47.44 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- DETAIL.HSBBAC00

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.47.44 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

 

  18.48.05 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

DAY095 MICSLOG Error Report Output (Part 4 of 4)
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  --------------------------------- MICSLOG ------------------ 18:43 TUESDAY, MAY 14, 1991

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- DETAIL.HSMMIG00

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.48.05 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

 

  18.48.35 HSM00300I SORTING DETAIL DATA INTO DAYS TIMESPAN SEQUENCE FOR FILE:

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- WORK1.HSMVOL00

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- (EITHER) DAYS SEQUENCE IS NOT A SUBSET OF DETAIL.

  18.48.35 HSM00300I -- (OR) MULTIPLE ENDTS VALUES ARE PRESENT IN THE INPUT DATA.

 

  18.48.48 BAS00339I CHECKPOINT FILE ORGSYSID/COMPONENT UPDATE FOR COMPONENT HSM

  18.48.48 BAS00340I BEFORE UPDATE:

 

  18.48.48 BAS00341I  AFTER UPDATE: PRD1 HSM      10MAY91:13:28:14.81 10MAY91:13:28:14.81

 

  18.48.48 BAS00341I

  18.48.55 BAS00121I AT FINAL POST FOR STEP "DAY095" IN JOB "DAILY"

VCA Modifying
The MICS Space Analyzer Option is tailored primarily through the use of options and parameters, file and data element
tailoring, and exits. This section provides considerations for changing the product's parameters and describes the exits
that are available during the DAILY update processing.

Note: Because this product has two operational components (VCA and HSM), there are aspects in common to each that
are most effectively described in general terms by referring to both components by "ccc". For example, whenever you find
a reference to cccCGEN, you should assume both VCACGEN and HSMCGEN (if applicable in your configuration).

This section contains the following topics:

• VCA Modifying Parameter
• VCA Standard User Exits
• VCA File and Data Element Customization
• VCA Testing Modifications to the Analyzer
• A Case Study Using RACF and DMS/OS Data
• VCA Change the Number of Work Files for DAY090
• VCA Change the Number of Work Files for DAY095
• VCA Enable Internal Step Restart
• VCA Implement Incremental Update

VCA Modifying Parameter
Numerous parameters control the operation of the MICS Space Analyzer Option. Often, you can customize the product
by altering the same parameters that you used to install the product. This section provides guidelines for customizing the
MICS Space Analyzer Option through parameter modification.

The following topics are addressed:

Adding or Deleting a System in a Unit

If you are adding a system (a SYSID with MICS Space Collector data), to a unit, there are certain requirements imposed
by the MICS base architecture that may need to be performed once.

Scenario 1: SMF/RMF Already Defined in Unit
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Let's assume you already have a production unit database that processes SMF and RMF data from two MVS systems
-- that is, from hypothetical SYSIDs defined as S001 and S002. You are planning the implementation of the MICS
DASD products to collect and process data from either S001, or S002, or both. For information about Shared DASD
considerations, see Space Collector Option.

Because you have already defined S001 and S002 as systems to be controlled in the unit, you can proceed directly to the
parameter generation process for VCAPGEN and HSMPGEN as detailed in Parameters.

Scenario 2: DASD Data from Remote SYSID

To build on scenario 1 above, let's now assume you want to process some VCC data that was collected from a new data
center you have acquired. For discussion purposes, let's refer to this "remote" data center by it's SYSID - R003.

Unlike scenario 1 where MICS Base software already "knew" about S001 and S002 as systems to be processed in this
unit, you must define the SYSID called R003 and you must perform some housekeeping steps to satisfy the validation
functions of MICS Base.

1. Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) with the new SYSID.
Computing System Parameters (SYSID) describes this process.

2. Update prefix.MICS.PARMS(PRFGP) with a dummy performance group for the new SYSID.
Performance Group Names (PRFGP) and Service Classes describes this process.

3. Submit the BASPGEN job in prefix.MICS.CNTL.
Generate Parameter-Defined Options (cccPGEN) describes this process.

After you complete these steps, you can proceed to the parameter generation processes for VCA and HSM described in
detail in Unit Level Parameters.

Scenario 3: Deleting a SYSID

To remove a system from the MICS Space Analyzer Option processing within a unit, you must determine if you are
reversing the situation described in scenarios 1 or 2 above. Continuing with our hypothetical SYSIDs, you need to
determine if any MICS product will be processing data with the SYSID value:

If R003 is to be removed, simply delete the lines in members SYSID and PRFGP in prefix.MICS.PARMS that define R003,
and run another BASPGEN job.

You may need to revisit VCA Unit Level Parameters and delete data set references to data from R001 in
prefix.MICS.PARMS member INPUTVCA and/or INPUTHSM.

• If S001 and/or S002 will no longer be generating VCC data (for example, perhaps a third SYSID called S003 has been
added to scan all common DASD only), then you should do nothing because the assumption is S001 and S002 will still
give off SMF and RMF data that needs to be processed and therefore, the SYSID and PRFGP definitions must remain
intact.

Adding or Changing Elements in a File

You can add new elements to an existing file in the MICS Space Analyzer Option by updating:

• sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN), or
• sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(HSMGENIN)

Add NAME or NAMX statements (and TYPE statements, if required) after the FILE and FOPT statements for the file you
are changing. After you make the change to the NAME, NAMX, or TYPE statement, you must run either:

• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VCACGEN), or
• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(HSMCGEN)

For more information about these statements, see MSI Definition Statements.
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Altering Derived Element Support

You can keep derived or computed elements (such as averages and percents) in the data base or computed when the
elements are required. Computing these elements only when they are required can reduce the amount of DASD needed
for the data base. The statements in cccGENIN that affect this option are COMPOPT and FOPT. These override the
defaults set in CPLXDEF. After modifying these options in cccGENIN, you must run cccCGEN.

See Component Statements (COMP and COMPOPT) and File Option Statement (FOPT).

See Complex Option Definition (CPLXDEF).

Changing Active Timespans For An Element

Alter the active timespans for an element by updating the element NAME or NAMX statement in the cccGENIN member of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. You can turn off an element completely and thereby remove it from the MICS Space Analyzer
Option. This can be a useful way to reduce the size of your database.

Be very careful when altering the active timespans for an element, because it is possible to eliminate data from higher
timespans (the element will become a missing value) if only the DETAIL or DAYS timespan is inactivated. After you make
the change to the NAME or NAMX statement, you must run VCACGEN.

For more information about these statements, see MSI Definition Statements.

Example: Turning Off Detailed Extent Information

Parameters details a VCAPGEN parameter called EXTENTDETAIL which defaults to NO. This controls the "vertical"
dimension of the VCADAA and VCA_VS files by eliminating the "extra" observations that would be created by VCA to
represent the detail extent locations for data sets having greater than 16 extents.

Let's assume you are looking for ways to conserve the amount of space taken by VCA and want to affect the "horizontal"
dimension of the observations with regard to detail extent information.

The modification below will save a significant amount of space and the only tradeoff is that you will not be able to run the
TRACKMAP reports (see Reports).

1. Update sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN) by changing the specification for the DETAIL timespan from 0 to N
for everything but the first extent.
As distributed:
  ---------------

  NAME DAAXSZ01 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXSZ02 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXSZ03 00 0 N N N N

  ...(repeat for extents 04 through 16)....

  NAME DAAXTK01 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXTK02 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXTK03 00 0 N N N N

  ...(repeat for extents 04 through 16)....

 

After your modification:
  ------------------------

  NAME DAAXSZ01 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXSZ02 00 N N N N N

  NAME DAAXSZ03 00 N N N N N

  ...(repeat for extents 04 through 16)....

  NAME DAAXTK01 00 0 N N N N

  NAME DAAXTK02 00 N N N N N

  NAME DAAXTK03 00 N N N N N

  ...(repeat for extents 04 through 16)....
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Repeat this process of changing from 0 to N for the same set of elements in the VCA_VS parallel file further down in
VCAGENIN.

2. If you keep DAAXSZ01 and DAAXTK01 active (set to 0), you can still get the benefit of the Volume Problems Report
(STGECA) produced by MICS StorageMate.

3. Submit VCACGEN and ensure it completes without problems.

Altering the Active Timespans for a File

You can alter the active timespans and the status of the audit and history collection for a file by modifying the FILE
statement for that file. You may also want to update the DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS for an estimate of new
space requirements.

See File Statement (FILE) and Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL).

After the change has been made, you must run cccCGEN and CYCLEGEN in each unit that has the MICS Space
Analyzer Option installed. If the status of the audit and history collection for a file has been changed, then the WEEKLY
and MONTHLY JCL will have to be regenerated.

Example 1: Making VCA_VS Inactive at DAYS and Above

Files describes the VCA_VS file in detail and describe VCA_VS and VCADAA.

If your MVS systems are 100% converted to ICF catalogs, then the VCADAA file can represent space allocated
(DAASPACA, DAAALLSP, DAAKBYTA) information in a way perfectly suitable for accounting and capacity planning.

If you are willing to forego the historical data related to space used (DAASPACU, DAAUSESP, DAAKBYTU) kept in
summary levels of the VCA_VS file, then you could change the file statement for VCA_VS to turn off the files at the DAYS
level and higher.

1. Update sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VCAGENIN):
Change the FILE statement for VCA_VS from:
 FILE _VSDAA 50 1 Y E N Y N Y N Y VSAM.....

 

to:
 FILE _VSDAA 50 1 Y N N N N Y N N VSAM.....

 

For more information regarding the values in the FILE statement above, see Tailoring Database Files.
2. Submit VCACGEN and ensure it runs correctly.

Note: By inactivating the VCA_VS file at DAYS and above, some report paths in MICS StorageMate may be affected
by the unavailability of data to produce a report. Check with all users of the data before performing this space-saving
action.

Example 2: Making the VCADCS File Inactive

Files describes how this file is already inactive at DETAIL. If you are not running DFSMS and using DATACLAS, or even if
you are but are not interested in historical views of DATACLAS usage, then you can save space by making the VCADCS
inactive at DAYS (this will eliminate it altogether).

Simply change the positional indicator at DAYS from E to N on the FILE DCS Statement and submit VCACGEN.

Adding a New File

It may be necessary to add a new file to carry information that the MICS Space Analyzer Option does not support.
The addition of a file requires the addition of FILE, FOPT, TYPE, and NAME statements to cccGENIN. To inform MICS
about a possible change in the ccc SMF record number (even if you log records to the ccc DATA file and not to the
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SYS1.MANx structures) and to avoid possible data loss, it is also required to update the INPUTSOURCE value in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN). Run an cccCGEN to activate the new definitions.

When updating cccGENIN, add the new file definition to the end of the member with a series of ascending sequence
numbers that leave a significant gap at the end of the supplied statements. Following this technique satisfies IEBUPDTE
and ensures that your modification can be easily adapted as future maintenance may update cccGENIN.

For more information about this process, see MICS Facilities and Writing Field-developed Applications.

Changing the Number of Work Files for DAYnnn

Note: nnn is 090 for VCA component or 095 for HSM component. ccc is VCA or HSM component.

Follow the checklist below to change the number of work files used in the MICS Space Analyzer Option or its HSM
component:

Checklist 1: Change Number Of Work Files

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) to specify the number of work files that are required.
References:
– VCA Processing options (VCAOPS)
– HSM Processing options (HSMOPS)
Example:
 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n (0-9)
number of SAS WORK data sets
XXX
TRK or CYL
pppp
primary allocation
ssss
secondary allocation
examples:
 1) WORK 6 TRK 800 100 

2) WORK 4 CYL 100 20

 

In example 1, 6 SAS WORK data sets are specified, each with 800 tracks primary and 100 tracks secondary
allocation.
In example 2, 4 SAS WORK data sets are specified, each with 100 cylinders primary and 20 cylinders secondary
allocation.
Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try specifying two
or three work data sets.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files in MICS Space Analyzer Option or the HSM component,
then continue with Step 3. If you are changing only the number currently in use or the space definitions, then proceed
to Step 5 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC
statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.

3. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the
number of work files that are specified earlier (value of n on the WORK statement that is coded in step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation that you have been using with a single SAS
WORK file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the
previous WORK definition.
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4. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing the desired VCA or HSM component. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is
used for a single SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the
quantity that yields the equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet
your needs.

5. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
6. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

7. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

8. The following operational jobs have changed:
 DAILY

 

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the jobs may have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

VCA Standard User Exits
MICS defines a number of user exit points. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user
modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on our experience.
• Is unlikely to compromise MICS database and operational integrity.
• Is relatively easy to document and understand.

Using the MICS exit facilities to modify MICS logic is the safest method of system modification. If you follow the material in
this section, you can perform a substantial amount of system customization without causing any undue ramifications when
you apply standard vendor maintenance to the product.

Before implementing an exit, determine whether you can accomplish the required modification by means of parameter
modification or file tailoring.For more information, see User Exit Facilities.

The following sections identify the user exits available for MICS Space Analyzer Option processing, provide a general
overview of the product's processing logic, and describe in detail each of the user exits.

• VCA Available User Exits
• VCA Additional Fields Available to Exits
• VCA General Exits
• VCA Output Processing Exits

VCA Available User Exits

There are two types of user exits that you can use to modify MICS logic: general exits and product exits.

General Exits
All installed products use the general exits. They allow the insertion of user exit routines that extend MICS logic.

Product Exits
Product exits apply only to the product for which they are provided. They are classified as to their purpose and are
comprised of input, output, parameter-related, and special exits.
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The output exits are used when data is being written to the MICS database.

The parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process and are
normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Routine is a user exit routine for
entering the values for account codes that were defined in a separate but related installation.

Special exits are those that are classified as neither input, output, nor parameter-related. The calculation of a user-
defined variable is an example of a type of special exit.

We have identified the following user exits for the MICS Space Analyzer Option:

General Exits

• USRSEL - File Processing Selection
• USRIHL - Checkpoint File Inspection

Product Output Exits (VCA)

• USRSDAA - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.VCADAA File
• USRS_VS - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.VCA_VS File
• USRSVOA - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.VCAVOA File
• USRSDCS - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.VCADCS File
• USRSDIR - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.HFSDIR File
• USRDDAA - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.VCADAA File
• USRD_VS - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.VCA_VS File
• USRDDCS - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.VCADCS File
• USRDDIR - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.HFSDIR File
• USRUVOA - User Macro included in USRSVOA
• USRUDAA - User Macro included in USRSDAA
• USRU_VS - User Macro included in USRS_VS
• USRUDCS - User Macro included in USRSDCS
• USRUDIR - User Macro included in USRSDIR

Product Output Exits (HSM)

• USRSMIG - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.HSMMIG File
• USRSBAC - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.HSBBAC File
• USRSVOL - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.HSMVOL File
• USRSTAP - Exit prior to Output of DETAIL.HSMTAP File
• USRDMIG - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.HSMMIG File
• USRDBAC - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.HSBBAC File
• USRDVOL - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.HSMVOL File
• USRDTAP - Exit prior to Output of DAYS.HSMTAP File

Product Parameter-Related Exits

• VCAACCT - DASD Account Code Assignment Exit
• HSMACCT - HSM Account Code Assignment Exit

Product Special Exits

• USRUSEG - User segment input Exit for VCADAA file.
• USRHSEG - User segment input Exit for HSMMIG and HSBBAC files.
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VCA Additional Fields Available to Exits

The data elements available for use by the user exits vary according to the processing phase and the particular user exit.
Special data elements that are used in the product update process but are not stored in the MICS database are described
below. The individual user exit descriptions list which of these elements are available for the user exit routine.

SMFRTYPE - SMF Record Type

This element contains the SMF record number that was written by the MICS Space Collector. This element is available to
the USRSEL exit.

DSNODE1-5 - Data Set Node Name Fields

The elements DSNODE1-5 contain the data set name qualifiers. DSNODE1 contains the highest level qualifier,
DSNODE2 contains the next highest level qualifier, etc. These fields are created by parsing the data set name. These
elements are not stored in the database. They are available for use by the user exits. Use these elements for assigning
the DASD Space Analyzer account codes in member VCAACRT of sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The user exits USRSDAA
and USRS_VS also have access to these elements.

DSNODEL - Last Node in Data Set Name

The element DSNODEL contains the lowest level qualifier in a data set name. This field is created by parsing the data set
name. This element is not stored in the database. This field is available to the VCAACRT, USRSDAA and USRS_VS exit
routines.

WRKRSRV1-2 - Reserved fields in Format 1 DSCB

Two elements WRKRSRV1 and WRKRSRV2 contain IBM reserved fields from the Format 1 DSCB in the VTOC.
WRKRSRV1 contains the information read from offset 078-081 of the Format 1 DSCB in the VTOC, and WRKRSRV2
contains the information read from offset 103-104 of the Format 1 DSCB in the VTOC. These elements are not stored in
the database. Certain DASD management products use these fields to store information such as the jobname that created
the data set. These elements are available for use by the VCAACRT and USRSDAA exit routines.

FILEID - Current File Identifier for cccACRT

FILEID is set by calling module to the following values to give your exit code the opportunity to know for which file it
account codes:

  FILEID = 'VCADAA';     /* When called for VCADAA file */

  FILEID = 'VCA_VS';     /* When called for VCA_VS file */

  FILEID = 'HSMMIG';     /* When called for HSMMIG file */

  FILEID = 'HSBBAC';     /* When called for HSBBAC file */

VCA General Exits

All products invoke general exits. They are presented here to identify the special uses available for the MICS Space
Analyzer Option.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has
an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows which data elements are available, and any special
considerations.

USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

Description
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USRSEL allows access to each record processed by any product. You can use it to alter input data formats or to select or
exclude specific records.

Invocation
This exit gains control after a detail input record has been read and before the record formats have been defined.

Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
You may use this exit to delete records before processing or to alter the data, such as SMF SYSID.

Elements Available

ROUTINE
name of the routine this exit invokes.

To use this exit in the MICS Space Analyzer Option for the VCA component, test for:

ROUTINE = 'DYVCAFMT'
SMFRTYPE - the record type of the input record
ORGSYSID - original SYSID from the SMF record
ENDTS - time when the record was written to SMF

To use this exit in the MICS Space Analyzer Option for the HSM component, test for:

ROUTINE = 'DYHSMFMT'
SMFRTYPE - the record type of the input record
ORGSYSID - original SYSID from the SMF record
ENDTS - time when the record was written to SMF

Coding Restrictions
None

Special Notes
Because all products use this exit, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source libraries.

USRIHL

Examine Input History Log

Description
USRIHL permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file immediately following processing of all input records in
the format routine.

Invocation
This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file. This code reads the checkpoint file as an
integrity check on that file, and in the process allows the user to inspect the file's contents.

Accounting interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
This exit is normally not of use to the MICS Space Analyzer Option.

Elements Available
All elements in the ADMIHL file.

Coding Restrictions
None

Special Notes
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Because all products use this exit, the source code is located in member #BASEXIT of the appropriate source libraries.

VCA Output Processing Exits

This section provides an in-depth description of the MICS Space Analyzer Option standard user exits that are invoked
during the output phase of the daily update processing flow.

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also
shows what data elements are available and any special considerations.

Please note that the MICS Space Analyzer Option uses two forms of exits. They are Direct and Indirect exits. The Direct
exits are used by the VCA component of the MICS Space Analyzer Option and the Indirect exits are used by the HSM
component.

Exits must not issue the RETURN nor the DELETE statement since their invocation assumes the entire DATA step will be
executed.

Exits can set SKIP_REC = 1 to cause the current observation to be deleted.

This section is divided into the following subsections:

• Output Processing Exits for VCA
• Output Processing Exits for HSM

Output Processing Exits for VCA

The following exits use the direct form of exit invocation. For more information on how to do this, see Direct Exit Points.

USRSDAA

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.VCADAA File

Description
USRSDAA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.VCADAA file. This file contains
information from the VTOC that is collected by the MICS Space Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.VCADAA file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.VCADAA file. You can also use this exit to set
the value of the element DAACOST.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the DAA file at the DETAIL timespan.

Coding Restrictions
None

Special Notes
If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is active in the unit that contains the MICS Space Analyzer Option, DAACOST will be
set by Accounting and Chargeback.

USRUDAA

Exit included in USRSDAA

Description
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The USRSDAA exit routines calls this user exit. Since it is called within the USRSDAA exit, it has access to the same
information that the USRSDAA has.

Invocation
The USRSDAA exit routine invokes this user exit.

Uses
You can code this exit in the #VCAEXIT member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE instead of the USRSDAA exit. This will
allow the exit logic to be unit dependent thus allowing greater flexibility.

Elements Available
Same as the USRSDAA exit.

USRS_VS

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.VCA_VS File

Description
USRS_VS allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.VCA_VS file. This file contains
VSAM data set information from catalogs read by the MICS Space Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.VCA_VS file.

Uses
You can use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.VCA_VS file. You can also use it to set
the value of the element DAACOST.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the _VS file at the DETAIL timespan.

Special Notes
If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is active in the unit that contains the MICS Space Analyzer Option, DAACOST will be
set by Accounting and Chargeback.

USRU_VS

Exit included in USRS_VS

Description
The USRS_VS exit routine calls this user exit. Since it is called within the USRS_VS exit, it has access to the same
information that the USRS_VS has.

Invocation
The USRS_VS exit routine calls this user exit.

Uses
This exit can be coded in the #VCAEXIT member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE instead of the USRS_VS exit. This will
allow the exit logic to be unit dependent thus allowing greater flexibility.

Elements Available
Same as the USRS_VS exit.

USRSVOA

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.VCAVOA File

Description
USRSVOA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.VCAVOA file. This file contains
Volume information from VTOCs and catalogs read by the MICS Space Collector.
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Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.VCAVOA file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.VCAVOA file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the VOA file at the DETAIL timespan.

USRUVOA

Exit included in USRSVOA

Description
The USRSVOA exit routine calls this user exit. Since it is called within the USRSVOA exit, it has access to the same
information that the USRSVOA has.

Invocation
The USRSVOA exit routine calls this user exit.

Uses
This exit can be coded in the #VCAEXIT member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE instead of the USRSVOA exit. This will
allow the exit logic to be unit dependent thus allowing greater flexibility.

Elements Available
Same as the USRSVOA exit.

USRSDIR

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.HFSDIR File

Description
USRSDIR allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.HFSDIR file. This file contains
UNIX System Service's File System directory entries that are read by the MICS USS file systems Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.HFSDIR file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.HFSDIR file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the DIR file at the DETAIL timespan.

USRUDIR

Exit included in USRSDIR

Description
The USRSDIR exit routine calls this user exit. Since it is called within the USRSDIR exit, it has access to the same
information that the USRSDIR has.

Invocation
The USRSDIR exit routine calls this user exit.

Uses
This exit can be coded in the #VCAEXIT member of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE instead of the USRSDIR exit. This will
allow the exit logic to be unit dependent thus allowing greater flexibility.

Elements Available
Same as the USRSDIR exit.
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USRDDAA

Exit prior to output of DAYS.VCADAA File

Description
USRDDAA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.VCADAA file. This file contains
information from the VTOC that the MICS Space Collector collects.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.VCADAA file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.VCADAA file. Note that the observations being
written have been summarized. You can use this exit to set DAACOST if it is not being set at the DETAIL level.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the DAA file at the DAYS timespan.

Coding Restrictions
None

Special Notes
If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is active in the unit that contains the MICS Space Analyzer Option, DAACOST will be
set by Accounting and Chargeback.

USRD_VS

Exit prior to output of DAYS.VCA_VS File

Description
USRD_VS allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.VCA_VS file. This file contains
VSAM data set information from catalogs read by the MICS Space Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.VCA_VS file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.VCA_VS file. Note that the observations being
written have been summarized. You can use this exit to set DAACOST if it is not being set at the DETAIL level.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the _VS file at the DAYS timespan.

Special Notes
If MICS Accounting and Chargeback is active in the unit that contains the MICS Space Analyzer Option, DAACOST will be
set by Accounting and Chargeback.

USRDVOA

Exit prior to output of DAYS.VCAVOA File

Description
USRDVOA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.VCAVOA file. This file contains
Volume information from VTOCs and catalogs read by the MICS Space Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.VCAVOA file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.VCAVOA file.
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Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the VOA file at the DAYS timespan.

USRDDIR

Exit prior to output of DAYS.HFSDIR File

Description
USRDDIR allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.HFSDIR file. This file contains
Directory entry information that is collected by USS File Systems Collector.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.HFSDIR file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.HFSDIR file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the DIR file at the DAYS timespan.

USRDDCS

Exit prior to output of DAYS.VCADCS File

Description
USRDDCS allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.VCADCS file. This file contains Data
Class information for sites that have SMS implemented. This file is derived from the VCADAA file.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.VCADCS file.

Uses
Use this exit to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.VCADCS file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in VCAGENIN for the DCS file at the DAYS timespan.

USRUSEG

User Segment Processing Exit

Description
USRUSEG is called when a user segment is present in the records written by the MICS Space Collector. The Space
Collector creates the user segments through the use of an exit called VCCUEXIT. This is provided for sites that have
certain site specific information in the VTOC that is not read by the Space Collector. By coding the VCCUEXIT, this
information can be written as part of the Space Collector records.

Invocation
This exit is called if a user segment exists else it is bypassed.

Uses
Use this exit to read the user segment and store the information into user defined elements.

Elements Available
This should be determined by the installation.

Special Notes
When the USRUSEG exit is called, the pointer in SAS is at the user segment. Therefore, it is not necessary to calculate
the offset of the user segment from the start of the record. Use this logic to read the user segment which is as follows:
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      INPUT  DAAXXXXX    PIB2.

             DAAYYYYY    $CHAR3.  @;

 (DAAXXXXX and DAAYYYYY are user defined elements. In this

  example there are 2 fields in the user segment).

 

Output Processing Exits for HSM

The following exits use the indirect form of exit invocation. For more information on how this is done, see Indirect Exit
Points.

                                                     Catalog Group ===> *

                                                     Inquiry Name  ===> _____

 

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  S Select  M Move  E Exec-Time  R Reset Parms

 

 Cmd    Name                  Title                        Exec-Time   Catalog

  -   --------  ----------------------------------------  -----------  --------

  _   RMFED1    MVS CPU and ASID Activity (.CSV)          *Specified*  SHARED

  _   RMFED1    MVS CPU and ASID Activity (.CSV)          *Specified*  SHARED

  _   RMFED5    MVS Top-4 CPU Busy Comparison (.CSV)                   SHARED

  _   RMFLPA    Post Processor CPU Activity Report                     SHARED

      CPUBSY    User Reporting CSV Extract                             PRIVATE

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************

 

 Scrolling RIGHT on an inquiry display shows the following:

 

 

 SCROLL LEFT TO RETURN TO INQUIRY INFO

 

 Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  S Select  M Move  E Exec-Time  R Reset Parms

 

 

     Inquiry

 Cmd   Name    Typ  Prim  2nd  STORCLAS DATACLAS MGMTCLAS

  -  --------  --- ----- ----- -------- -------- --------

      RMFED1   CYL 25    5

      RMFLPA

      RMFCPU   CYL 15    5

      PRTCPU   TRK 10    5

 ******************************** Bottom of data ********************************

USRSVOL

Exit prior to output of DETAIL.HSMVOL

Description
USRSVOL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the WORK.HSMVOL file. This file describes
the characteristics of DASD volumes before and after daily HSM space management, including percentage occupancy,
target and trigger occupancy values, and excess eligible data occupancy.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.HSMVOL file.
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Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the WORK.HSMVOL file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the VOL file at the DETAIL timespan.

Coding Restrictions
None

USRDVOL

Exit prior to output of DAYS.HSMVOL

Description
USRDVOL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.HSMVOL file. This file describes the
characteristics of DASD volumes before and after daily HSM space management, including percentage occupancy, target
and trigger occupancy values, and excess eligible data occupancy.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.HSMVOL file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.HSMVOL file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the VOL file at the DAYS timespan.

Coding Restrictions
None

USRSBAC

Exit prior to output of DETAIL.HSBBAC

Description
USRSBAC allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.HSBBAC file. This file describes
the SMS class attributes, number of backups, total space and current status for the incremental backups performed for
data sets residing on primary DASD and under DFHSM incremental backup control.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.HSBBAC file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.HSBBAC file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the BAC file at the DETAIL timespan.

USRDBAC

Exit prior to output of DAYS.HSBBAC

Description
USRDBAC allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.HSBBAC file. This file describes the
SMS class attributes, number of backups, total space and current status for the incremental backups performed for data
sets residing on primary DASD and under DFHSM incremental backup control.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.HSBBAC file.

Uses
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This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.HSBBAC file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the BAC file at the DAYS timespan.

USRSMIG

Exit prior to output of DETAIL.HSMMIG

Description
USRSMIG allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.HSMMIG00 file. This file describes
the SMS class attributes, HSM level, space and current status for each data set in the installation that has been migrated
from primary DASD.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.HSMMIG00 file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.HSMMIG00 file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the MIG file at the DETAIL timespan.

USRDMIG

Exit prior to output of DAYS.HSMMIG

Description
USRDMIG allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.HSMMIG00 file. This file describes
the SMS class attributes, HSM level, space and current status for each data set in the installation that has been migrated
from primary DASD.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.HSMMIG00 file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.HSMMIG00 file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the MIG file at the DAYS timespan.

USRSTAP

Exit prior to output of DETAIL.HSMTAP

Description
USRSTAP allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DETAIL.HSMTAP file. This file describes
the tapes under control of DFHSM for incremental backup, full volume backup, and HSM Level 2.

Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DETAIL.HSMTAP file.

Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DETAIL.HSMTAP file.

Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the TAP file at the DETAIL timespan.
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USRDTAP

Exit prior to output of DAYS.HSMTAP

• Description
USRDTAP allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the DAYS.HSMTAP file. This file describes
the tapes under control of DFHSM for incremental backup, full volume backup, and HSM Level 2.

• Invocation
This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.HSMTAP file.

• Uses
This exit can be used to add or change data elements being written to the DAYS.HSMTAP file.

• Elements Available
All the elements that are turned on in HSMGENIN for the TAP file at the DAYS timespan.

USRHSEG

User Segment Processing Exit

Description
USRHSEG is called when a user segment is present in the VCCHSM data.

Invocation
This exit is called if a user segment exists else it is bypassed.

Uses
This exit is used to read the user segment and store the information into user defined elements.

Elements Available
This should be determined by the installation.

Special Notes
When the USRHSEG exit is called, the pointer in SAS is at the user segment. Therefore, it is not necessary to calculate
the offset of the user segment from the start of the record. The logic that should be used to read the user segment is as
follows:

INPUT HSMUSRA1 $CHAR8. @;

HSMUSRA1
user defined element

Another feature that has been provided is the ability to carry these user defined elements in the data step by the use of
the macro symbolic USRKEEP. Defining the user defined elements in the USRKEEP list ensures that the elements are
available during the data step. For example, the user element HSMUSRA1 is defined to be in the keep list as follows.

%LET USRKEEP= HSMUSRA1;

VCA File and Data Element Customization
A great amount of product tailoring can be performed by updating the product's parameters as described in Parameters.
That method addresses most of the data selection criteria. For example you can drop observations describing detailed
extent information for VSAM data sets by simply specifying the EXTENTDETAIL option in VCAOPS.

Tailoring the database, as explained in Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques, is at the next level of detail.
For example, deleting certain data elements of a file, adding others, creating a file in timespans that are not normally
supported, and modifying the MICS archive process are not changes that can conveniently be made by the novice user.
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Such changes to MICS are not to be taken lightly. The integrity and usability of the entire MICS database can be
compromised by such changes. Therefore, thorough testing and verification is an absolute must.

VCA Testing Modifications to the Analyzer
When you test modifications to the MICS Space Analyzer Option, you must do so in either a test unit or a test complex.
If the modification requires a component generation (VCACGEN) to implement, use a test complex. Use a test unit if
creating a test complex is not feasible or if the change does not require an VCACGEN to implement.

To test modifications, follow these steps:

1. Make as few changes as possible. The simpler the change, the easier the comparison of "before" and "after" results.
2. Run the proper generation job(s) as required and as described in other sections.
3. Run update job(s) as required and as described in other sections.
4. Validate the data by comparing numbers of observations, relevant elements, and selected observations in the "before"

and "after" runs.

A Case Study Using RACF and DMS/OS Data
One of the most frequent modifications made by clients with the MICS Space Analyzer Option is data capture from the
security database and from the non-IBM fields of the format 1 DSCB. In this case study, we illustrate this extension with a
series of examples of code that can be used at your site with appropriate modification and testing. Exits are always your
responsibility; we provide a series of samples in this section to ease your implementation burden. If you have questions
about these techniques, please call the Broadcom Support Group.

The following sections comprise this case study:

Extract RACF and DMS/OS Data

The first step in this process involves extending the data collection function of VCC to extract data from the RACF
database which can provide the departmental account code associated with a given data set (either non-VSAM or VSAM).

The mechanism for this is the VCCUEXIT, which is called by the VCCVTOC module for each format 1 DSCB found in the
VTOC.

In the following example, we have also included the extraction of some data added to the format 1 DSCB by the Sterling
Software product DMS/OS. The offsets into the format 1 DSCB are the default locations in Release 8.0 of DMS/OS
according to our mutual clients. You must verify that your configuration of DMS/OS matches this; make the appropriate
changes or delete the references pertaining to DMS/OS fields.

RACF examples are based on Release 1.8.1 of RACF. For a full discussion of VCCUEXIT, please refer to the VCC User
Guide.

The aim of this exit is to extract the installation data (INSTDATA) that has been established for a RACF group profile.
RACF and equivalent products set aside INSTDATA for use by the organization implementing the security environment.
Naturally, our example here can only aim at giving you a view of one implementation and you will have to adapt this code
to your own rules.

Sample VCCUEXIT for RACF and DMS/OS

VCCUEXIT TITLE '*---------- SAMPLE VCCUEXIT USER EXIT ----------*'      MICS04

         MACRO                                                          00020000

&LABEL   RACF1                                                          00030000

&LABEL   RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH,                                        X00040000

               RELEASE=1.8.1,                                          X00050000
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               ENTITY=(DUMMY,PRIVATE),                                 X00060000

               CLASS='DATASET',                                        X00070000

               VOLSER=DUMMY,                                           X00080000

               WORKA=DUMMY,                                            X00090000

               RACFIND=NO,                                             X00100000

               ATTR=READ,                                              X00110000

               MF=L                                                     00120000

         MEND                                                           00130000

*                                                                       00140000

         MACRO                                                          00150000

&LABEL   RACF2                                                          00160000

&LABEL   RACROUTE REQUEST=EXTRACT,                                     X00170000

               TYPE=EXTRACT,                                           X00180000

               RELEASE=1.8.1,                                          X00190000

               CLASS='DATASET',                                        X00200000

               FIELDS=FLDLIST,                                         X00210000

               DERIVE=YES,                                             X00220000

               GENERIC=YES,                                            X00230000

               ENTITY=DUMMY,                                           X00240000

               MF=L                                                     00250000

         MEND                                                           00260000

VCCUEXIT VCCINIT FIXLIST=(VCC4300,                                     X00270000

               ),                                                      X00280000

               VERSION=200,                                            X00290000

               GENOPT=GEN                                               00300000

         LR    R11,R7             MOVE DSCB ADDR.                       00310000

         USING IECSDSL1,R11       FORMAT 1 BASE REG.                    00320000

         LR    R10,R1             MOVE VTCWA ADDR.                      00330000

         USING VTCWA,R10          VTOC WORK AREA BASE                   00340000

         SPLEVEL SET=1            SET SPLEVEL TO 370 LEVEL              00350000

*********************************************************               00360000

* IF YOU WANT TO ESTABLISH A NEW SAVE AREA, A SAVE AREA *               00370000

* HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOU IN THE VTCWA.  USE THE      *               00380000

* FOLLOWING CODE AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DO THIS.  DO   *               00390000

* NOT GETMAIN A NEW SAVE AREA.                          *               00400000

*                                                       *               00410000

* FOR A REENTRANT WORKAREA, YOU CAN USE THE AREA        *               00420000

* DEFINED UNDER THE 'SUSRDSCT'. YOU WILL HAVE ADDRESS-  *               00430000

* ABILITY UNDER THE SAME BASE REGISTER USED TO BUILD    *               00440000

* DATA IN THE USER SEGMENT. THE ACTUAL GETMAINED AREA   *               00450000

* IS MAPPED AT THE END OF THE VCCVTOC WORKAREA IN A     *               00460000

* RECORD CONSTRUCTION AREA OF 4096 BYTES. YOU WILL BE   *               00470000

* ABLE TO USE 4096 BYTES MINUS THE SIZE OF THE RECORD   *               00480000

* PASSED TO THIS EXIT FOR MODIFICATION.                 *               00490000

*********************************************************               00500000

         LA    R3,VTCWUSVE        USER EXIT SAVE AREA                   00510000

         ST    R13,4(,R3)         CHAIN SAVE                            00520000

         ST    R3,8(,R13)           AREAS.                              00530000

         LR    R13,R3             NEW SAVE AREA.                        00540000

         LA    R9,VTCWRECD        POINT TO SMF RECORD                   00550000

         USING SBASDSCT,R9        BASE SEGMENT BASE REG.                00560000

         LH    R4,SBASRDW       - CURRENT RECORD LENGTH                 00570000

         N     R4,=X'FFFFFFFC'  - ENSURE FULLWORD ORIGIN                00580000
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         LA    R5,SUSRLEN       - LENGTH OF THE USER SEG.               00590000

         STCM  R5,3,SBASUSRL    - USER SEGMENT LENGTH                   00600000

         AR    R5,R4            - NEW RECORD LENGTH                     00610000

         STH   R5,SBASRDW       - RESET SMF RECORD LENGTH               00620000

         S     R4,=F'4'         - OFFSET OF USER SEGMENT                00630000

*                                 (SEGMENT OFFSETS DO NOT               00640000

*                                 INCLUDE THE FOUR BYTES                00650000

*                                 OF THE RDW FOR SAS).                  00660000

         STCM  R4,3,SBASUSRS    - USER SEGMENT OFFSET                   00670000

         LA    R4,4(R9,R4)      - FIND ADDRESS OF USER                  00680000

*                                 SEGMENT                               00690000

         USING SUSRDSCT,R4      - USER SEG. BASE REG.                   00700000

         MVC   SBASUSR#,=AL2(1) - ONLY ONE USER SEGMENT                 00710000

*                                                                       00720000

* BUILD USER SEGMENT FIELDS                                             00730000

*                                                                       00740000

*                                                                       00750000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    00760000

* EXTRACT FIELDS ADDED TO FORMAT-1 DSCB BY DMS/OS                  *    00770000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    00780000

         MVC   SUSRCJOB(5),IECSDSL1+70  GET CREATING JOBNAME (1ST 5)    00790000

         MVC   SUSRCJOB+5(3),IECSDSL1+45    (LAST 3 BYTES OF JOBNAME)   00800000

         MVC   SUSRUJOB,IECSDSL1+62    GET LAST UPDATING JOB (ALL 8)    00810000

         MVC   SUSRUDAT,IECSDSL1+48    DATE LAST UPDATED                00820000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    00830000

* CALL RACF TO GET THE GENERIC PROFILE BASED ON COMPLETE DSNAME    *    00840000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    00850000

         MVC   RACHECKW(RACHECKL),RACHECKX      LIST FORM TO WORKAREA   00860000

         RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH,                                        X00870000

               RELEASE=1.8.1,                                          X00880000

               ENTITY=(DS1DSNAM,PRIVATE),                              X00890000

               WORKA=RACFWORK,                                         X00900000

               RACFIND=NO,                                             X00910000

               MF=(E,RACHECKW)                                          00920000

         LTR   R15,R15             TEST RETURN CODE                     00930000

         BZ    MORERACF            0 - CONTINUE WITH MORE EXTRACTION    00940000

         CH    R15,=H'8'           Q. GENERIC PROFILE FOUND ?           00950000

         BNE   SETDEF              ..NO. GO SET DEFAULTS AND EXIT       00960000

MORERACF DS    0H                  YES..CONTINUE                        00970000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    00980000

* CALL RACF TO GET INSTALLATION DATA BASED ON THE GENERIC PROFILE  *    00990000

*------------------------------------------------------------------*    01000000

         LA    R8,4(,R1)           -> GENERIC PROFILE                   01010000

         MVC   RACXTRTW(RACXTRTL),RACXTRTX      LIST FORM TO WORKAREA   01020000

         RACROUTE REQUEST=EXTRACT,                                     X01030000

               TYPE=EXTRACT,                                           X01040000

               RELEASE=1.8.1,                                          X01050000

               FIELDS=FLDLIST,                                         X01060000

               DERIVE=YES,                                             X01070000

               GENERIC=YES,                                            X01080000

               WORKA=RACFWORK,                                         X01090000

               ENTITY=(R8),                                            X01100000

               MF=(E,RACXTRTW)                                          01110000
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         LTR   R15,R15             TEST RETURN CODE                     01120000

         BNZ   SETDEF              GO SET DEFAULTS AND EXIT             01130000

         LH    R5,4(,R1)           GET OFFSET LENGTH                    01140000

         AR    R5,R1               -> INSTALLATION DATA                 01150000

         CLI   0(R5),0             Q. TEST FOR NO INSTALLATION DATA     01160000

         BE    EXIT                ..NO INSTALLATION DATA         A     01170000

         MVC   ACCTNO,4(5)         EXTRACT ACCOUNT CODE FROM RACF       01180000

         CLI   ACCTNO,0            Q. SIMPLE TEST FOR VALIDITY          01190000

         BNE   OK1                 ..VALID...CONTINUE                   01200000

         MVC   ACCTNO,=CL8'*RACFERR'    FOR LATER TESTING BY CA MICS    01210000

         B     EXIT                PROCEED TO EXIT                      01220000

OK1      DS    0H                                                       01230000

         CLC   ACCTNO,=8CL1'00'    Q. IS THERE AN ACCOUNT NUMBER        01240000

         BNE   EXIT                ..YES....EXIT                        01250000

SETDEF   DS    0H                  (ALSO) BRANCH ENTER IF NO PROFILE    01260000

EXIT     DS    0H                  (ALSO) BRANCH ENTER IF NO PROFILE    01270000

         MVC   ACCTNO,=8CL1'*'     SET DEFAULT FOR TESTING BY CA MICS   01280000

         L     R13,4(,R13)         -> SAVEAREA PROVIDED AT ENTRY        01290000

         LM    R14,R12,12(R13)     RESTORE REGS AT ENTRY                01300000

         BR    R14                 RETURN TO VCCVTOC                    01310000

         LTORG                                                          01320000

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*     01330000

* CONSTANT AREA USED BY THIS CSECT                                *     01340000

*-----------------------------------------------------------------*     01350000

FLDLIST  DC    A(1)                                                     01360000

         DC    CL8'INSTDATA'                                            01370000

RACHECKX RACF1                                                          01380000

RACHECKL EQU   *-RACHECKX          LIST LENGTH FOR MOVE TO WORKAREA     01390000

DUMMY    DS    0H                  EXECUTE FORM OF MACRO OVERRIDES      01400000

RACXTRTX RACF2                                                          01410000

RACXTRTL EQU   *-RACXTRTX          LIST LENGTH FOR MOVE TO WORKAREA     01420000

         SPACE 3                                                        01430000

SUSRDSCT DSECT                     USER SEGMENT                         01440000

SUSRCJOB DS    CL8                 CREATING JOBNAME                     01450000

SUSRUJOB DS    CL8                 LAST UPDATING JOBNAME                01460000

SUSRUDAT DS    XL3                 DATE OF LAST UPDATE YY.DD.DD         01470000

SUSRACCT DS    CL8                 ACCOUNT NUMBER FROM RACF INSTDATA    01480000

ACCTNO   EQU   SUSRACCT            ALIAS NAME FOR ACCOUNT NUMBER        01490000

SUSRLEN  EQU   *-SUSRDSCT          LENGTH OF USER SEGMENT               01500000

         SPACE 1                                                        01510000

RACHECKW RACF1                     SHELL FOR RACHECK MOVED HERE         01520000

RACXTRTW RACF2                     SHELL FOR RACXTRT MOVED HERE         01530000

         SPACE 2                                                        01540000

         DS    0D                                                       01550000

RACFWORK DS    CL512               WORKA ADDRESS FOR RACROUTE           01560000

         TITLE 'DSECTS NEEDED BY VCCUEXIT'                              01570000

DSCB1    DSECT                                                          01580000

         IECSDSL1 1                FORMAT 1 DSCB                        01590000

         PUSH  PRINT                                                    01600000

         PRINT NOGEN                                                    01610000

         IEZDEB LIST=NO            DEB NEEDED BY VCCVTCWA MACRO         01620000

         POP   PRINT                                                    01630000

         VCCVTCWA                  SAVEAREA/WORKAREA OF VCCVTOC TASK    01640000
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         VCCCNTWA                  GLOBAL WORKAREA OF VCCNTRL           01650000

         VCCRCORD                  LAYOUT OF VCC RECORDS                01660000

         ICHSAFP                                                        01670000

         END   VCCUEXIT                                                 01680000

Modify VCAGENIN

The user elements stored in the VCC user segment need to be defined to the MICS file by updating the member
VCAGENIN in sharedprefix.MICS.USER.GENLIB. Update VCAGENIN by defining the data elements as follows:

/* USER100 | 0791 | ADD LAST UPDATE DATE,JOBNAME,CREATE JOBNAME, RACF  00010050

NAME DAALUPDT  00 0 N N N N        DATE OF LAST UPDATE                 00051100

TYPE R $8 . $8 . $8 .                                                  00141100

NAME DAAUCJOB  00 0 N N N N        CREATING JOBNAME (DMS/OS)           00141200

NAME DAAUUJOB  00 0 N N N N        LAST UPDATE JOB  (DMS/OS)           00141300

Note: The sequence numbers must be typed in as data in member VCAGENIN. Using these sequence numbers will
ensure that the addition of these user fields will not collide with future MICS maintenance and enhancements. DAALUPDT
is added immediately after DAAREFDT; it has the same format of DATE7.

Modify VCAEXIT - Define _USRUSEG Macro

The _USRUSEG macro is defined as a stub in member #VCAEXIT in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE. To properly override
this stub macro with your definition of the user segment, you need to create a local modification (for auditing purposes)
which updates member #VCAEXIT in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE adding code after the %INCLUDE statement. Update
#VCAEXIT by defining the SAS code for _USRUSEG macro to read several user fields from the segment created by
VCCUEXIT:

    MACRO _USRUSEG

    INPUT  DAAUCJOB $CHAR8.

           DAAUUJOB $CHAR8.

           UPDTYEAR PIB1.

           UPDTDAY  PIB2.

           @;

    IF (0 < UPDTYEAR < 100) & (0 < UPDTDAY < 367) THEN

      DAALUPDT = DATEJUL(1000 * UPDTYEAR + UPDTDAY);

 

    %                   /* END OF OLD-STYLE MACRO */

You will also need to make sure that the WRKUSR01 element will be kept on the intermediate files WORK3.VCADAA00
and WORK.EXTDAA00.

A local modification that would work for this example could be stored as member LM0001 in sharedprefix.MICS.
LOCALMOD.CNTL. In the example that follows, the first step saves a copy of the module prior to the application of
LM0001. With this convention, the suffix of the local modification can point back to the module (or element) affected by the
change.

//SM0001   EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

//I1       DD  DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE,DISP=OLD

//O1       DD  DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOCALMOD.CNTL,DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

  C I=((I1,R)),O=O1
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  S M=((DYVCAFMT,SM0001))       CREATE SAVED MODULE

//LM0001   EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE,DISP=OLD

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE,DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  DATA,DLM='++'

./ CHANGE NAME=DYVCAFMT

 /* LM0001 |    | ADD WRKUSR01 TO KEEP LISTS FOR PASSING RACF DATA   */ 00010100

          WRKUSR01                  /* FOR PHASE 6 DATA STEP USAGE   */ 00050510

          WRKUSR01                  /* FOR PHASE 6 DATA STEP USAGE   */ 00054510

++

//

Establish VCAACRT for User Data Elements

The _USRUSEG macro is called during Phase 1 of the DAY090 job step as the routine builds WORK3.VCADAA00 and
WORK.EXTDAA00 from the raw VCC records. The modification to VCAGENIN described in Section 10.5.2 caused MICS
to add the user data elements to the generated macros:

• DAALEN
• DAAKEEP
• DAAFMT

Therefore, now that the user data has had its length and format defined, has been extracted by means of the INPUT
statements in the _USRUSEG macro, and has been kept as a variable on the WORK3.VCADAA00 file, you must now
finalize what you want to do with the accounting information obtained from the RACF installation data.

In the example below, the VCA Account Code variables are populated with data from RACF:

 IF FILEID = 'VCADAA' THEN DO;

   VCAACT3 = 'ZFROMRACF';

   VCAACT2 = WRKUSR01;         /* ACCOUNT CODE FROM RACF */

   IF VCAACT2 = '********' OR

      VCAACT2 = '*RACFERR' THEN DO;

        VCAACT3 = 'W' || DAAUCJOB;

        VCAACT2 = PUT(DAAUCJOB,$USRJOB.);

        IF VCAACT2 = '********' THEN DO;

             /* SEE IF CREATED VIA TSO */

          VCAACT2 = PUT(DAAUCJOB,$USRUSER.);

          IF VCAACT2 = '********' THEN DO;

            VCAACT3 = 'W*NOMATCH';

          END;

        END;

   END;

   VCAACT1 = PUT(VCAACT2,$USRBILL.);

 END;

The following notes may help to explain the above logic. Please bear in mind that this is only one possible implementation.
Like all user exits, you are responsible for developing and testing.

• There are 3 levels of account codes:
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– VCAACT3 represents a USERID or an individual
– VCAACT2 represents the department to which the USERID is assigned
– VCAACT1 represents the division to which the department is assigned.

• VCAACT3 is set to an arbitrary string (ZFROMRACF) to indicate that the department (account code) will be assigned
from RACF data.

• VCAACT2 is assigned from DAAARACF. This is the account code read earlier from the _USRUSEG macro.
• If the RACF administrator had not supplied the department account code as the installation data (INSTDATA) when

setting up the GROUP PROFILE, then the previously discussed exits result in the VCAACT2 value being set to
'********' or '*RACFERR'.

• If that is the case, then:
– VCAACT3 is set to the value of the creating JOBNAME prefixed by an arbitrary character of 'W'.
– A PROC FORMAT table called $USRJOB is searched for a match on the creating JOBNAME. Obviously, this

presumes you validate JOBNAMEs and maintain this table to handle these RACF exceptions. The search returns
the departmental account code or an arbitrary string of all '********'.

– If not found in the $USRJOB table, a search of another table, $USRUSER, is done presuming the creating
JOBNAME is a TSO USERID. If found, then the VCAACT2 variable is set to the departmental account code for
that user. Note that this implies you have a job that can be run periodically or as new users are assigned which
builds the PROC FORMAT which relates USERIDs to departments. If a USERID cannot be found, then we leave
VCAACT2 set to all '*' and set VCAACT3 to an arbitrary string of 'W*NOMATCH'.

– Finally, VCAACT1 (the division) is determined by using the department account number (VCAACT2) as a search
argument into a table (PROC FORMAT) called $USRBILL.

Adapting Techniques for HSM Exits

This section discussed how RACF data can be obtained and integrated by a series of exits in the MICS DASD products:

• VCCUEXIT to capture RACF (and DMS/OS) data
• VCAGENIN modifications to define user fields
• _USRUSEG to read the user data o VCAACRT to translate user data into VCAACTx variables

The VCA Complex Level Parameters section emphasizes the importance of synchronizing the setting of account code
data between VCA and HSM. With the above techniques pertaining to VCA only, how can similar techniques be used for
DFHSM data managed here by the HSM component of the product?

1. VCCUEXIT techniques can be cloned into a batch program which runs as a post-processing step to VCC. This
program would simply:
a. OPEN the VCCHSM data file created by VCC
b. READ each record until EOF
c. For all type 'M' and type 'B' records, the RACF extraction logic shown in the VCCUEXIT could be used virtually

without modification.
d. The account code would be placed in the HSM user segment and the main common segment of the record

updated with the offset to the user segment. e. At end-of-file, the data file is CLOSED.
2. VCAGENIN modification techniques could be similarly applied to HSMGENIN, but there is an alternative for HSM

making this part easier. In shareprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#HSMEXIT):

%LET USRKEEP =;

Can be modified to the element or group of elements to be added to the KEEP lists generated for the HSMMIG file and
the HSBBAC file. For example:

%LET USRKEEP = DEPTNO;

3. The USRHSEG macro plays the same role as the _USRUSEG macro plays for VCA data. For details on USRHSEG,
see VCA File and Data Element Customization.
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4. Finally, the HSMACRT routine is used to for the same purpose as for VCA when called for the HSMMIG file and
the HSBBAC file. The following example is based on the example shown in the Establish VCAACRT for User Data
Elements section:

 IF FILEID =: 'HS' THEN DO;

   HSMACT3 = 'ZFROMRACF';

   HSMACT2 = DEPTNO;           /* ACCOUNT CODE FROM RACF */

   END;

   HSMACT1 = PUT(HSMACT2,$USRBILL.);

 END;

The only substantial difference between this and the example for VCA shown in the Establish VCAACRT for User Data
Elements section is the exception logic invoked if RACF administration had not established a department account
number in the INSTDATA field of the RACF profile.

VCA Change the Number of Work Files for DAY090
To change the number of work files used in the MICS Space Analyzer Option processing in Step DAY090, follow the
checklist provided below for each unit.

For a detailed description of the statement syntax, see VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS).

Follow these steps:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example:
 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

– n
the number of WORK data sets

– STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

– SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

– XXX
TRK or CYL

– pppp
the primary allocation

– ssss
the secondary allocation

Specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your workspace requirements. As a start, try to change the
number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time that you implement multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2.If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR) where
– (nnn)

the job step number
– (ccc)

the product ID for this product
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to check for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified
this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic by the

number of work files that is specified in Step 1 (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values yields the same aggregate space allocation as you use with a single WORK file. To
double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.

b. If you do not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit that
contains this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation that is specified is used for a single
SAS WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that
will yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done.

Otherwise, continue with Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

– ccc
the product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY

 

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)

If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

VCA Change the Number of Work Files for DAY095
To change the number of work files used in the MICS Space Analyzer Option processing in Step DAY095, follow the
checklist provided below for each unit.

For a detailed description of the statement syntax, see VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS).

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required.
Example

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

n
number of WORK data sets
STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.
SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
primary allocation
ssss
secondary allocation
You should specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try
incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
2a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic
by the number of work files specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values will yield the same aggregate space allocation you have been using with a single WORK
file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in the WORK
definition above.
2b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that will yield
equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, you must do Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:

DAILY INCRccc

ccc
product ID

6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:

DAILY

INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL may have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

VCA Enable Internal Step Restart
To enable the internal step restart in the MICS Space Analyzer Option, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES
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For more details, review parameters in VCA WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements to override
default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

ccc
product ID

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– the job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

For a detailed description of the statement syntax, see VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS) and HSM Processing Options
(HSMOPS).

VCA Implement Incremental Update
To implement incremental update in the MICS Space Analyzer Option, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

 INCRUPDATE  YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
 INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

 

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
 INCRDB  DYNAM

 

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
 INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters
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– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

 DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– and that the job completes with a condition code of zero

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

See VCA Processing Options (VCAOPS) and HSM Processing Options (HSMOPS)for a detailed description of the
statement syntax.

TAP Tape Analyzer Option
This section provides an overview of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option (TAP), which provides IT management information
for both tape management systems and virtual tape subsystems in two separate components:

• Tape Library Management Component (TLM)
• Virtual Tape Subsystems Component (VTS)

One or both of these components can be used, based on the needs at your data center. Both components process raw
data and build database files that can be used to analyze and manage specific technologies.

The MICS Tape Analyzer Option provides out-of-the-box reports that format and display important information useful for
managing tape libraries and virtual tape subsystems.
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• Tape Analyzer Reports

Tape Library Management Component (TLM)
This section introduces the Tape Library Management (TLM) component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. The TLM
component provides IT management information for tape volume and tape data set ownership and usage.

Tape management system information is gathered by the TMCC collector job. This information is subsequently processed
by the TLM component, which executes as step DAY091 of the MICS daily update job. The processed data is organized
into the TLM component database files.

Capabilities

The TLM component provides data integration and reporting capabilities that aid in the analysis and reporting of tape
library managed volumes and data sets in these areas

Tape Data Set Management
The TLM component files provide the basis for tape data set analysis. For example, frequency of access, cartridge
utilization, and a variety of other access and usage patterns can be analyzed to determine if tape is the appropriate
storage medium.

Cost Accounting
The TLM component data set file supports chargeback for tape data set media occupancy. An account routine exit is
provided for customized assignment of site-specific account codes to individual tape data sets. A standard interface
to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option permits tape data set accounting using megabyte/hours as the basic
chargeback resource element.

Capacity Planning
The TLM component database files can be used to analyze scratch tape volume availability, percent cartridge utilization,
and other volume and data set related metrics that can serve as the basis for tape library capacity management.

Performance Management
Many of the data elements captured in the TLM component files contain values that are important to performance
management. For example, tape mount duration is a critical component of job turnaround time. Therefore, small,
frequently used data sets are easier to access from DASD than from tape.

Management Reporting and Service Policy Creation
Information extracted directly from the TLM component database files can be grouped and summarized to create useful
tape library management-level reports. Reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual performance
against proposed service level objectives allow the creation of policies that are rational and achievable. Once policies are
established, reports can be created to track actual performance against objectives.

Security
Information in the database supports tracking and reporting on tape data set encryption status, necessary to ensure
compliance with policies that keep critical data safe. Tape volume categorization can be used to ensure that specific data
sets reside on volume groups used for off-site storage and disaster planning.

For more information on the TLM component files, see Chapter 2, Usage Guidelines.

Features

Major features of the TLM component are discussed:

TMCC Collector
The TMCC Collector, provided with the TLM component collects the tape data set and tape volume data processed by the
TLM component.
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The TMCC Collector accesses tape management system catalogs and builds a raw data file that is subsequently
processed by the TLM component daily update step. The TMCC collector maintains a control data set that permits it to
accurately determine megabyte/hour occupancy for individual tape data sets.
All tape management systems share common characteristics and similar measurements. The common format of
the TMCC raw data file allows a single set of TLM component database files to be populated, regardless of the tape
management system providing the data. This permits ease of transition when migrating from one tape management
system to another.

General Product Functionality and Flexibility

User Exits
A wide range of standard user exits support tailoring of individual database file content. User exits are described in section
10.1, TLM User Exits.

VOLGROUP Definition Routine
A tape volume grouping (VOLGPRTE) routine supports the categorization and grouping of volumes by site-defined
criteria using data element Volume Group (VOLGROUP). The VOLGROUP data element is a summarization key for
the TLM component data files. Coding of this routine is discussed section 7.1.3.2, TLM VOLGROUP Definition Routine
(VOLGPRTE).

Organizational Ownership
An account code specification routine (TLMACCT) supports the definition of TLM component account codes, typically
used to describe the organizational structure.
An account code derivation routine (TLMACRT) assigns values to each defined account code for individual tape data set
records based on user-specified criteria. Both the TLMACCT and TLMACRT routines are described in section 7.1.2, TLM
Component Complex Level Parameters.

Scalability and Recoverabilit
The TLM component supports standard MICS scalability and recovery options such as multiple work files, internal step
restart, and incremental update.

Database Tailoring
Standard and TLM component-specific database tailoring features support customization of database content to meet
specific data center requirements.

Data Dictionary
A data dictionary, found in Data Dictionary, describes the content, meaning, and raw data source for each data element in
the TLM component database files.

Data Transformation
Encoded values in tape library catalogs are transformed into easy-to-understand data elements, adding value to database
file content.

Protection Against Duplicate Data
Duplicate data is automatically detected and eliminated during daily processing.

Interface Capabilities

MICS database files are summarized in the same manner across all products. Information from the TLM component
files can be easily combined with other component files to compare and correlate tape data set and volume activity with
workload and device activity created by other MICS components.

Files

Tape library data gathered by the TMCC collector is processed and organized into TLM component database files.

The Tape Management Catalog (TMC) Information Area contains the following database files, providing comprehensive
tape data set, media usage, and overall tape library information:
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• Tape Data Set File TMCTMD
• Tape Volume File TMCTMV

These files are discussed in section 5.1.2, TMC Information Area Files.

Prerequisites

The TLM component processes data collected from any of the following tape management products:

• CA 1 at Release 5.5 or higher
• TLMS at Release 5.5 or higher
• DFSMS/MVS Removable Media Manager (RMM) supported at z/OS 1.4 or higher

TLM Component Usage Guidelines
The TLM component updates and maintains detail and summary database files for tape data sets and tape volumes for
the most commonly used z/OS tape management products.

TLM Component Database Concepts

Raw data for the TLM component is collected by the TMCC collector, described in Tape Management Catalog Collector
(TMCC). The TMCC collector builds a common format raw data file from information in the targeted tape library internal
database. This common format raw data file is subsequently input into the TLM component daily update DAY091 step.
A best practice is to run a TMCC raw data collection once daily to provide a daily snapshot of the tape data sets and
volumes managed by the library.

The TLM component provides the same database file structure and content, regardless of the tape management product
used. This common database structure allows the component files to be used to satisfy similar requirements for any z/OS-
based tape management system. It also minimizes disruption for sites that transition from one tape management system
to another.

Tape management systems provide tools that are designed to support the day-to-day operational requirements of the tape
library. The MICS database file structure and content provide a repository that can help determine if the library is being
used as efficiently as possible. The database can also serve as a basis for capacity planning for tape library resources,
and can meet cost accounting requirements for tape media storage.

TLM Tape Data Set Analysis

The Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file is used to analyze tape data sets. At the DETAIL timespan, the TMCTMD file contains
detailed information about each tape data set managed by the tape management system. At summarized timespans, the
data set name and volser are dropped, but the summarization keys of the TMCTMD file provide enough granularity to
support sophisticated tape data set analysis, even at summarized timespans.

Most data centers use a combination of traditional and virtual tape. Traditional tape satisfies requirements for a variety of
uses such as backup, offsite storage, isolation of important files, and storage of very large data sets. Virtual tape reduces
the problems of inefficient tape media use, contention for real tape drives, and excessive tape volume mount time.

Tape management systems manage all tape data sets, but do not identify whether a tape volume is virtual or real. Tape
libraries support different tape cartridge types: high capacity to optimize storage and lower capacity to optimize speed of
access. In general, tape data sets with particular characteristics are targeted for specific volser groups.

A best practice is to use the user-defined Volume Group (VOLGROUP) summarization key element as a means to add
significant value to summarized TMCTMD file observations.
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TLM VOLGROUP Derivation Routine (VOLGPRTE) explains how to use the VOLGROUP data element to group together
tape volsers with similar characteristics. For example, volsers used for virtual tape data sets could be assigned one
VOLGROUP element value (for example, VIRT TAPE), while traditional tape volsers could be assigned another (for
example, REAL TAPE).

Using this simple example, at summarized timespans, all data sets residing on real tape will be separated from those
residing on virtual tape. Metrics such as average tape data set size can be examined to see that expectations for virtual
tape compared to traditional tape are being met.

Using the TMCTMD file, the analyst can probe numerous tape data related characteristics such as these:

• Percent of data using compression
• Average size of data sets
• Duration between data set access
• Location
• Media type

See TMCTMD - Tape Data Set File for more information.

TLM Component Cost Accounting

The TLM component provides a standard interface to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. The database file
used for cost accounting is the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file. The standard metric used for recovering the cost of tape
media storage is:

TMDDURSP
Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

This value is computed for each tape data set using the following formula:

 TMDDURSP = ((TMDBLKCT*BLKSIZE)*TIME) / 10000000

 

TMDBLKCT
The data set block count

BLKSIZE
The average block size in bytes

TIME
The lesser of these values:

• The number of hours since the data set was created.
• The number of hours since the data set was last scanned.
• The default hours if this is the first scan of the tape library (the default is 24 hours).

Accounting can be invoked at the DETAIL timespan where each TLMTLD file record represents the data set on a specific
volume, or at the DAYS timespan where each TLMTLD record represents a group of tape data sets summarized by
account codes (TLMACT1-TLMACTn), VOLGROUP, and storage management identifiers (STORNAME, STORSTGC,
STORMGTC, STORDATC).

DAYS timespan billing is encouraged because of the potential for a very high volume of daily journal records at a typical
data center, if accounting is performed at the DETAIL timespan level.

If complex accounting rates are used, it is important to ensure that the granularity of observations at the DAYS timespan
level prevents tape data sets with different charging characteristics from being summarized together.

For example, the following tape data set attributes might be considered when deciding on a rate to charge for media
storage:
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• Is the tape data set compressed?
• Is the tape data set on a virtual volume?
• Are multiple media types available, and, if so, is one more cost effective than another?

Even if a complex billing algorithm using variable rates is desired, DAYS timespan billing can be used if one of the
TLMACTn account codes is set to a unique value for each combination of data set characteristics that impact the billing
rate, in combination with a TLM VOLGROUP derivation routine that assigns unique VOLGROUP element values to tape
volumes with different billing characteristics.

The TLMACTn account code values are populated in the TLMACRT exit routine for each DETAIL TMCTMD file
observation. Using one of the TLMACTn data elements to assign unique values reflecting tape data set characteristics
that influence billing rates will result in a DAYS timespan observation for each unique TLMACTn value.

This allows accounting algorithms to select the appropriate rate for each group of tape data sets that share common
characteristics.

Specify Parameters for a successful implementation of accounting applications. For more information about various
methodologies that can be used with MICS TLM component billing, see Accounting and Chargeback Option Concepts and
Overview and Using Accounting and Chargeback.

TLM Capacity Planning

Capacity planning for tape library management systems is essential to ensure that acceptable levels of performance are
sustained over time. The TLM component database files are useful for observing key metric value trends over time.

The Tape Volume (TMCTMV) file is ideal for trending media usage and total library capacity. Most data centers have
a variety of different tape cartridge media types. Also, most data centers use virtual tape subsystems and traditional tape.

The best practice is to use the Volume Group (VOLGROUP) data element to assign unique values to tape volumes
with different characteristics. If adopted, this practice supports useful analysis of the TLM component TMCTMV file at
summarized timespans.

Assigning values to the VOLGROUP data element is described in TLM VOLGROUP Derivation Routine (VOLGPRTE).
VOLGROUP is a summarization key in the tape data set and the tape volume files. For capacity planning, it is important
to use the VOLGPRTE routine to assign unique VOLGROUP data element values that identify virtual tape volumes, and
additional unique values for each physical tape cartridge media type.

When implemented, this best practice ensures that the TMCTMV file will maintain data granularity levels at summarized
timespans sufficient to provide tape media usage and availability information suitable for capacity planning.

TLM Reporting Facilities

Various tools and facilities are available for the performance analyst to use to report on the tape volumes and tape data
sets maintained by the tape library system.

The primary data analysis tool provided by MICS is MICF. MICF is a menu-based system that operates under IBM's
Interactive Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF). MICF menus behave like ISPF menus. The major features of MICF
include:

The TLM component provides two MICF reports: one for tape data set analysis and the other for tape volume analysis.
These two reports are described in TLM Component Reports with instructions on how to generate them.

The major features of MICF are described separately.
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Structured Inquiry Composition

MICF provides a comprehensive, full-screen system that enables you to access data in the database and generate reports
interactively in a structured prompt manner without requiring you to code the request in SAS.

MICF operates by automatically translating your panel specifications into an inquiry program that performs the required
operations on the database. As you request data files, operations, and reports from the MICF panels, MICF performs
numerous validation checks. It helps you to avoid problems by refusing to accept clearly invalid commands and by asking
you to validate the accuracy of your inquiries if you changed  them. For example, if you add or delete steps from an
inquiry, MICF will ask you to validate it before saving or executing it.

Logical Inquiry Modification

Once created, an inquiry can be stored in your private catalog, recalled, copied, deleted, or modified. You make changes
to an inquiry using the same MICF panels you used to create the inquiry originally. You do not, however, have to revisit
panels that do not change.

Direct Inquiry Composition

Direct inquiry composition is a feature that allows you to create an inquiry by completing a single panel. You can select
from a series of predefined report formats and graphics templates for direct, express data retrieval and presentation.

Execution-time Specifications

You can define inquiries so that key inquiry parameters are specified at the time an inquiry is executed. This facility allows
you to report on varying data without changing the inquiry. You can change the following parameters at execution time:

• MICS database
• MICS file cycles
• Data selection criteria
• Execution parameters

SAS execution parameters (whether to list SAS source code, output page dimensions, and so on)

Output Replay

MICF allows you to save the output produced when you run an inquiry and replay it at another time. The output is saved
by inquiry name, date, and time, so that the results of running an inquiry against different data can be saved and replayed
at will. The MICS system administrator can place inquiry outputs into a shared replay catalog that can be used throughout
your site. You also have access to reports and color graphics from production reporting, though access to some reports
might be limited by your site's security procedures.

When you replay an inquiry output, you can either view it on your terminal or send it to a hardcopy device. If you are
replaying color graphics output, you do not need to use the type of device that was specified at the time the inquiry was
originally executed. You can specify the color terminal, color printer, or color plotter type to use at the time you request the
replay.

Production Interface

You can generate and catalog color graphics and printed reports with the regularly scheduled MICS production jobs (the
daily MICS update). You can also control MICS production reporting with your site's batch scheduling facilities. MICF
lets you select shared inquiries for batch execution (either with MICS production jobs or through your own scheduling
process), with printed report and color graphics outputs being saved in a "production catalog" for later online review and
printing.

Each production catalog consists of unique, user-defined printed report and color graphics datasets, so you can use your
site's security facilities to limit access to sensitive reports. For example, your accounting staff might request to share a
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series of daily financial graphics. You can define MICF production reporting to generate and save the financial graphics
during the MICS daily update, and you can protect the information with RACF (or another security facility).

Facilities For Expert Users

If you are thoroughly familiar with the MICS database and are accustomed to programming in SAS, two features that you
will find particularly helpful are Direct Inquiry Composition and the ability to include SAS code in your inquiries.

Direct inquiries are designed to allow you to compose a MICF inquiry quickly on a single panel. You are limited to one
report and can only perform limited data manipulation with a direct inquiry. You will find, however, that you can complete a
direct inquiry panel more quickly than you can write the corresponding SAS code. In addition, because validation functions
are performed automatically by MICF and automatically produce error-free SAS code, you can frequently obtain the
results you need with fewer coding attempts.

Facilities that include free-form SAS code as part of their MICF inquiries are available for experienced SAS programmers.
You can insert any valid SAS statement at appropriate points in the SAS code that is generated by MICF. This facility
gives you both the convenience of using MICF to handle routine operations and the freedom to add special coding
precisely at the points you want it.

Distributed Inquiries

A library of precomposed report inquiries is included with the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. You can tailor the output of
these inquiries through execution-time data selection.

In addition, you can develop customized reports for your site with a minimum of effort by modifying copies of the
distributed inquiries. We have designed the distributed inquiry names for ease of use. Each name identifies the type of
output (color graphics, printer graphics, or printed reports), the component, and the timespan (daily, weekly, monthly)
reported.

The distributed inquiries have the following characteristics:

• They are printed reports rather than color graphics.
• They include the TLM information area files only.
• They are designed to use the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

As stated above, you can customize MICF inquiries and thereby extend the range and utility of the MICS Tape Analyzer
Option reporting function.

User-Written Reports

MICF inquiry execution and output processing includes a capability to support user-written reports. With this feature,
you can consolidate on-demand reporting under MICF. For example, you can define a MICF inquiry that has two steps.
The first step allocates the MICS file to be analyzed (tells MICF which file or files you want to process) and the second
step refers to a file containing the SAS source statements that create your report. With this facility, you can add existing
reporting routines to your MICF catalog so that the Information Systems staff only needs to go to a single location to
initiate routine reporting.

TLM Management Reporting and Policy Creation

Tape is an important data storage media for a variety of data, but not all data is appropriate for tape storage. Within the
tape media storage area, some data is more suitable for virtual tape storage than traditional.

The Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file contains a wealth of information regarding the characteristics (both usage related and
intrinsic) of each tape data set managed by the library. The TLM component adds additional information, such as "last
use" buckets, that add value to the data already kept by tape library management systems.
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Tape data set usage characteristics can be determined using the TMCTMD file. From these usage characteristics, realistic
policies can be created to maximize the effective use of tape media. Management level reports can be created to monitor
compliance with policy.

The MICF facility, described in the previous section, provides automation features that support the creation, automatic
generation, and publication of custom reports.

TLM Security

It is increasingly important to secure critical data using data encryption. Tape management systems record the encryption
status of each tape data set.

The following data element indicates the encryption status of each tape data set in the Tape Data Set (TLMTLD) file:

• Tape Encryption Key Index (TMDKEYIX)

This data element can be examined to ensure compliance with security requirements.

Virtual Tape Subsystems Component (VTS)
This section introduces the Virtual Tape Subsystem (VTS) component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. The VTS
component provides management information for virtual tape subsystem performance and capacity.

The VTS component, which executes as step DAY096 of the daily update job, processes raw performance data generated
by virtual tape subsystems. The processed data is converted into the VTS component database files.

The following sections provide more information about the VTS component:

Capabilities

The VTS component provides data integration and reporting capabilities that aid in the analysis and reporting of virtual
tape subsystems in the following areas:

Virtual Tape Cache Management
Virtual storage subsystems use a DASD cache (buffer) as a high-speed staging area where virtual tape volumes are
created and accessed. Monitoring DASD cache performance is necessary to fine-tune subsystem parameters and virtual
tape policies to ensure optimal performance. The VTS component files provide comprehensive cache performance
statistics that can be used to validate whether parameters and policies maximize cache performance.

Virtual Tape Volume Management
The VTS component files provide information to determine the suitability of virtual tape as a storage medium. Excessively
large data sets might not be appropriate because they can dominate the limited DASD cache. With the VTS component
files, a profile of virtual tape volumes, retrieval patterns, and longevity can be established and monitored.

Virtual Tape Performance Analysis
The VTS component database files contain key measurements that support day to day performance and throughput
analysis, and bottleneck detection.
The ability of the physical tape drives and cartridges to keep pace with virtual tape access is affected by a number of
factors, all of which can be measured and reported on using the VTS component database files.

Capacity Planning
The higher timespan VTS component database files support trending and forecasting of critical measurements such as
mount times, virtual volume size, real tape cartridge usage, and tape drive contention. Monitoring these trends provides a
means to take action before performance levels deteriorate.

Management Reporting and Policy Creation
Information in the VTS component database files can be grouped and summarized to create useful virtual tape subsystem
management-level reports. Reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual performance against
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proposed service level objectives allow the creation of policies that are rational and achievable. Once policies are
established, reports can be created to track actual performance against objectives.

Features

Major features of the VTS component are discussed below:

General Product Functionality and Flexibility

User Exits
A wide range of standard user exits support tailoring of individual database file content. User exits are described in section
10.2, VTS User Exits.

Scalability and Recoverability
The VTS component supports standard MICS scalability and recovery options such as multiple work files, internal step
restart, and incremental update.

Database Tailoring
Standard and VTS component-specific database tailoring features support customization of database content to meet
specific data center requirements.

Data Dictionary
A data dictionary element describes the content, meaning, and raw data source for each data element in the VTS
component database files.

Data Transformation
Encoded values in virtual tape subsystem raw data are transformed into easy-to-understand data elements, adding value
to database file content.

Computed Data Elements
Numerous VTS components computed data elements are added to the VTS component database files, providing value
to the component beyond the basic metrics found in the raw data. Computed data element derivation formulas use
statistically accurate techniques that avoid, where possible, problems such as representing "averages of averages" in
summarized data views.

Protection Against Duplicate Data
Duplicate data is automatically detected and eliminated during daily processing.

Interface Capabilities

MICS database files are summarized in the same manner across all products. Information from the VTS component files
can be easily combined with other component files to compare and correlate virtual tape drive and controller activity with
workload and device activity monitored by other MICS components.

Files

Virtual tape subsystem generated SMF data is processed by the VTS component and organized into information area
files:

• SMF data that is generated by IBM Virtual Tape Systems is processed and organized in the IVT information area.
• SMF data that is generated by StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) Systems is processed and organized in the

SVT information area.
• SMF data generated by IBM TS7700 Hydra Virtual Tape Servers is processed and organized in the HVT information

area.

IBM TS7700 series virtual tape systems no longer provide SMF performance data to attached hosts. Instead the TS7700's
virtual engine writes the statistical records to a database internal to the TS7700. These statistical records are available
to the host through the Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR) facility. For information about using the BVIR facility to
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extract the performance data, see the "IBM Virtualization Engine TS7740 R1.5 and TS7720: New Virtualization Options for
Mainframe Servers" guide.

A listing of the files in each of these information areas is provided below:

VTS Information Area Files (IVT)

• VTS Distributed Library Activity File IVTVDL
• VTS Composite Library Activity File IVTVCL
• VTS VTC Controller Detail File IVTVTC
• VTS Preference Mgmt Cache Usage File IVTVCU
• VTS Physical Drive Activity File IVTPTU
• VTS Volume Pool Statistics File IVTVPS
• VTS Tape Library Config and Activity File IVTTCA
• VTS Import/Export Statistics File IVTIEX

These files are described in section 5.2.2, VTS Component IVT Information Area Files.

SVT Information Area Files (SVT)

• StorageTek VTSS Summary File SVTSVS
• VTSS Subsystem Performance File SVTSSP
• Channel Interface Performance File SVTCIP
• Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity File SVTVMR
• Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Activity File SVTVDR
• Virtual Tape Volume Delete Activity File SVTVXR
• Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity File SVTVGR
• Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity File SVTVRR
• Virtual Tape Volume Movement File SVTVMV
• Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status File SVTVSS
• Real Tape Drive Mount Activity File SVTRMR
• Real Tape Drive Dismount Activity File SVTRDR
• Real Tape Drive Performance File SVTRPR
• Multi-Volume Cartridge Activity File SVTMVC
• VTV - MVC Unlink Activity File SVTVUN

These files are described in section 5.2.3, VTS Component SVT Information Area Files.

HVT Information Area Files (HVT)

• Hydra Vnode Device Activity File HVTVDA
• Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity File HVTVAP
• Hydra Hnode Cache Activity File HVTHHC
• Hnode Cache Partition Activity File HVTHCP
• Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics File HVTHPG
• Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity File HVTHPD
• Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity File HVTHGP
• Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity File HVTHGM
• Hydra Hnode Activity File HVTHHA
• Hydra Cluster Summary File HVTHCA
• Hydra Hnode Export-Import Activity File HVTHEI
• Hnode Grid Activity File HVTGRC
• Hnode Grid Cluster Activity File HVTGCC
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These files are described in section 5.2.4, VTS Component HVT Information Area Files.

Requirements

The VTS component processes SMF data generated by any of the following virtual tape subsystem products:

• IBM Virtual Tape System (VTS) supported at all releases.
• Sun StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) System supported at Release 6.0 or higher.

The VTS component processes BVIR data generated from the following virtual tape subsystem product:

• IBM Virtualization Engine TS77xx supported at all releases.

VTS Component Usage Guidelines
The VTS component creates and maintains detail and summary information about virtual tape subsystem configuration,
activity, and performance.

VTS Component Database Concepts

The VTS component processes SMF data generated by the following virtual tape systems:

• IBM Virtual Tape System (VTS)
• Sun StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) System

For the specific supported releases of these systems, see Requirements in Virtual Tape Subsystems Component (VTS).

While these virtual tape systems provide similar functionality, the architectural implementation and SMF performance data
generated by each system are very different. The VTS component creates and maintains two sets of database files in two
different VTS component information areas: the IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem information area for IBM VTS systems, and
the SVT StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Subsystem information area for StorageTek. The two information areas and their
files are discussed in TAP VTS Component Files.

Virtual Tape Performance Analysis

This article discusses the details of the Virtual Tape Performance Analysis.

Virtual tape subsystems are, in large part, self-managed. The common characteristics of any virtual tape subsystem are
as follows:

• A DASD cache (buffer) where virtual tape volumes are created and accessed by workloads running on the z/OS host.
• Internal software that is similar to traditional tape controllers and tape drives so that the z/OS host appears to be

dealing with real tape devices.
• Actual physical tape drives and physical tape cartridges that back the DASD cache and achieve high cartridge

utilization by stacking the virtual volumes that are created in the DASD cache.

The DASD cache is a key resource affecting the performance of all virtual tape systems. Virtual tape subsystems manage
the DASD cache to meet the following goals:

• Ensure that there is sufficient free space in the cache to accommodate the creation of new virtual tape volumes.
• Ensure that there is sufficient free space in the cache to accommodate the loading of existing volumes from the

stacked real tape cartridges to satisfy mount requests.
• Maximize the cache hit percentage by implementing strategies to keep those volumes in cache that are most likely to

be accessed soon.
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The self-managed nature of virtual tape subsystem cache requires minimal oversight when the user-specified installation
parameters and virtual tape policies maximize performance. If the parameters and policies that are chosen are not
optimal, however, the system might not perform efficiently.

The VTS component database files provide a wealth of information regarding virtual tape subsystem performance.
Reporting on performance metrics allows a data center to monitor the impact of different parameter and policy choices
and select those that maximize performance and throughput.

Because the subsystem architecture and SMF performance data for IBM and Sun StorageTek virtual tape systems are
different, virtual tape system performance analysis detail is divided into the following subsections.

IBM VTS Virtual Tape Performance

IBM VTS employs several strategies to ensure that the VTS-managed DASD cache maintains a sufficient percentage of
free space to support the creation of new virtual tape volumes and to accommodate the loading and access of existing
volumes from the stacked tape cartridges that serve as the real media repository for virtual tape volumes and data sets.

Refer to IBM VTS documentation for specific measurement thresholds that indicate performance degradation. For
example, there might be a specific IBM VTS guideline that specifies that, on an hourly basis, the average time to satisfy
virtual volume mount requests should not exceed 30 seconds.

Vendor-suggested guidelines can be compared to actual performance using the VTS component files as follows:

VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file

The IVTVDL file provides overall VTS-level performance data for each distributed VTS. The type of distributed VTS is
identified with the VTS Type (IVTTYPE) data element, and includes STANDALONE, UI, and SECONDARY. This file
provides the following statistics:

• Physical tape drive and physical mount statistics
• Physical cartridge utilization statistics
• Virtual tape drive and virtual mount statistics
• Virtual volume statistics
• Overall cache utilization statistics
• Throttling and data compression statistics
• z/OS host read and write data blocksize statistics
• Overall cache and physical volume capacity and usage

VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) file

The IVTVCL file provides VTS performance data for the COMPOSITE VTS in a peer-to-peer configuration. This file
provides the following statistics:

• Virtual tape drive and virtual mount statistics
• Virtual volume statistics
• z/OS host data compression statistics
• z/OS host read and write data blocksize statistics

VTS VTC Controller Detail (IVTVTC) file

The IVTVTC file provides information for each virtual tape controller that is used by the COMPOSITE VTS in a peer-to-
peer configuration. For each virtual tape controller, this file provides the following statistics:

• Virtual tape drive and virtual mount statistics
• Virtual volume statistics
• Virtual volume copy statistics
• z/OS host data compression statistics
• Virtual controller management settings
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VTS Cache Usage Preference Level (IVTVCU) file

The IVTVCU file provides information for each cache preference level that is used by the VTS. Cache preference levels
are used to separate virtual volumes into groups with different management objectives. For each preference level, data
element Cache Usage Preference Level ID (IVTCUPL), the file provides:

• Virtual volume migration activity
• Virtual volume age-in-cache statistics
• Cache hit mount statistics
• Cache misses mount statistics
• Fast ready mount statistics

VTS Physical Drive Activity (IVTPTU) file

The IVTPTU file provides information for each individual tape drive type (up to 2) used by a VTS in an IBM self-managed
tape library. For each device type, data element Physical Tape Drive Device Class (IVTDCI), the file provides:

• Physical tape drive and physical mount statistics
• Data volumes that are written to primary and secondary pools

VTS Volume Pool Statistics (IVTVPS) file

The IVTVPS file provides information about physical cartridges at the volume pool level. For each Volume Pool Identifier
(IVTVPN), the file provides:

• Volume pool cartridge media types
• Counts of scratch and active volumes by media type
• Information about volumes that are borrowed from other pools
• Cartridge use percentage buckets
• Ages of logical volumes on cartridges
• Volume pool management policy settings

VTS Tape Library Config and Activity (IVTTCA) file

The IVTTCA file provides information about the physical tape drives and mounts activity in the self-managed tape library
that is used by the VTS. The file provides:

• Physical tape drive configuration information
• Physical tape drive activity statistics by category: Mounts, Demounts, Ejects, Audits, and Inserts

VTS Import/Export Statistics (IVTIEX) file

The IVTIEX file provides information about physical cartridges that are imported and exported from the self-managed tape
library. The file provides:

• Counts of physical cartridges that are imported and exported
• Counts of logical volumes on the physical cartridges
• Data volume that is involved in the imports and exports

STK VSM Virtual Tape Performance

StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) stores the virtual tape volumes (VTVs) on the disk buffer of the Virtual Tape
Storage Subsystem (VTSS). Based on storage class assignments, VSM can keep VTVs in the disk buffer to allow for
quick mount on recall, or migrate (stack) them onto multivolume cartridges (MVCs). VSM ensures that there is sufficient
space in the disk buffer to accommodate the demand for VTV storage.

Refer to StorageTek documentation for specific measurement thresholds that indicate performance degradation. Key
performance selections can include:
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• Frequency of recall mounts
• Batch delay time that is incurred on recalls
• Premature migration and deletions from disk buffer
• I/O link saturation
• Disk buffer usage fluctuation
• Recalls within 24 hours of VTV creation
• Duration between creation and migration

Vendor-suggested guidelines can be compared to actual performance using the VTS component files as follows:

• Subsystem Performance (SVTSSP) file
– Disk buffer statistics
– Percent free and used statistics

• Channel Interface Performance (SVTCIP) file
– I/O link utilization
– Link busy
– Balanced I/O

• Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity (SVTVMR) file
– Batch delay time that is incurred on recalls
– Disk buffer hit percentage
– Disk buffer misses percentage
– Frequency of recall mounts
– Scratch tape mount time distribution
– Specific tape mount time distribution

• Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity (SVTVGR) file
– Duration between creation and migration
– TOD migration management
– Recalls within 24 hours of creation

• Virtual Tape Volume Delete Activity (SVTVXR) file
– Disk buffer VTV residency

• Real Tape Drive Mount Activity (SVTRMR) file
– Real Tape drive mount performance

• Real Tape Drive Mount Activity (SVTRMR) file
– Real Tape drive mount performance

• Real Tape Drive Performance (SVTRPR) file
– Real Tape drive utilization

• StorageTek VTSS Summary (SVTSVS) file
– Trending VTSS usage statistics

IBM TS7700 Hydra Virtual Tape Performance

Like the earlier versions of IBM VTS, the newer virtual tape servers employ several strategies to ensure that the VTS-
managed DASD cache maintains a sufficient percentage of free space to support the creation of new virtual tape volumes
and to accommodate the loading and access of existing volumes from the stacked tape cartridges that serve as the real
media repository for virtual tape volumes and data sets.
Refer to IBM TS7700 series documentation for specific measurement thresholds that indicate performance degradation.
For example, there might be a specific IBM VTS guideline that specifies that, on an hourly basis, the average time to
satisfy virtual volume mount requests should not exceed 30 seconds.
The following list of files contain the collected performance metrics for the IBM TS7700 series virtual tape servers that can
be used to compare actual performance to vendor-suggested performance guidelines:
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Hydra Cluster Summary (HVTHCA) file

The HVTHCA file provides overall cluster-level performance data for each distributed VTS in a grid. This file provides the
following statistics:

• Physical tape drive and physical mount statistics
• Physical cartridge utilization statistics
• Virtual tape drive and virtual mount statistics
• Virtual volume statistics
• Overall cache utilization statistics
• Throttling and data compression statistics
• I/O read and write data blocksize statistics
• HBA and channel throughput
• Overall cache and physical volume capacity and usage

Hydra Hnode Activity (HVTHHA) file

The HVTHHA file provides VTS performance data for the Hnode software stack in the cluster configuration. This file
provides the following statistics:

• Physical tape drive and physical mount statistics
• Physical cartridge utilization statistics
• Virtual tape drive and virtual mount statistics
• Virtual volume statistics
• Overall cache utilization statistics
• Throttling and data compression statistics
• Overall cache and physical volume capacity and usage

Hydra Vnode Device Activity (HVTVDA) file

The HVTVDA file provides VTS performance data for the Vnode software stack in the cluster configuration. This file
provides the following statistics:

• I/O read and write data blocksize statistics
• HBA and channel throughput
• Concurrent virtual tape drive usage statistics

Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity (HVTVAP) file

The HVTVAP file provides information for each HBA in the tape server that is connected to host channels. For each HBA,
this file provides the following statistics:

• Status of each HBA
• Host data that are read and written to cache
• Data compression statistics

Hydra Hnode Cache Activity (HVTHHC) file

The HVTHHC file provides information about cache utilization at the tape server node level. For each Hnode, this file
provides:

• Cache size
• Throttling statistics
• Cache hit mount statistics
• Cache misses mount statistics
• Fast ready mount statistics

Hnode Cache Partition Activity (HVTHCP) file
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The HVTHCP file provides information by cache partition on cache utilization at the tape server node level. For each
Hnode, this file provides:

• Partition cache size and utilization
• Virtual volume statistics
• Cache hit mount statistics
• Cache misses mount statistics
• Fast ready mount statistics

Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics (HVTHPG) file

The HVTHPG file provides information for each preference group within each defined cache partition on virtual volume
age. For each preference group level, the file provides:

• Virtual volume age statistics
• Volume and data resident statistics

Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity (HVTHPD) file

The HVTHPD file provides information about the physical tape drives and mounts activity in the self-managed tape library
that is used by the VTS. The file provides:

• Physical tape drive configuration information
• Physical tape drive activity statistics
• Physical tape mount statistics

Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity (HVTHGP) file

The HVTHGP file provides information about physical cartridge activity with each of the possible 32 general use pools.
The file provides:

• Counts of physical cartridges by status, scratch private, or borrowed
• Counts of logical volumes on the physical cartridges
• Age of physical volumes in use

Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity (HVTHGM) file

The HVTHGM file provides information about physical cartridges by media type within each of the possible 32 general use
pools. The file provides:

• Counts of physical cartridges by status, scratch private, or borrowed

Hnode Grid Activity (HVTGRC) file

The HVTGRC file provides information about the amount of data and volumes that is still scheduled to be copied from
cluster to cluster in the grid at the end of the measurement interval. The file provides:

• Age of data in the immediate copy queue
• Age of data in the deferred copy queue
• Amount of data and volumes that are scheduled to copy

Hnode Grid Cluster Activity (HVTGCC) file

The HVTGCC file provides information about the amount of data and volumes that has been transferred from cluster to
cluster in the grid. The file provides:

• Data volume that is transferred from cluster to cluster
• Number of remote mounts
• Link throughput
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Virtual Tape Capacity Planning

Capacity planning for virtual tape systems primarily involves understanding the current workload, the trending of key
utilization and performance metrics, and understanding future workload requirements. Understanding the current workload
can be accomplished by trending certain key metrics, available from both the IBM VTS and StorageTek VSM systems:

• Average numbers of virtual and physical mounts, by category
Understanding the daily patterns and long-term patterns of virtual volume access is critical in making decisions about
workload shifting and activating new workloads that use virtual tape.

• Average virtual tape mount time
Increases in the average virtual tape mount time can indicate the need for extra DASD cache, an examination of
policies that govern which virtual volumes stay in cache longer relative to others, insufficient physical drives, and other
reasons.

• Cache misses
Virtual tape requests that cannot be satisfied in the DASD cache involve the recall of volumes from a physical
cartridge. This seriously prolongs the time required to satisfy the z/OS host workload request.

• Average virtual volume size
Virtual tape is generally not suitable for extremely large data sets. Too many excessively large data sets can dominate
the DASD cache. Average virtual volume size should be monitored over time to ensure that users of virtual tape are
using the facility appropriately.

Virtual Tape Reporting Facilities

Various tools and facilities are available for the performance analyst to use to report on virtual tape system activity and
performance.

The primary data analysis tool provided by MICS is MICF. MICF is a menu-based system that operates under IBM's
Interactive Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF). MICF menus behave like ISPF menus. The major features of MICF
include:

The VTS component provides 14 MICF reports: six for IBM VTS and eight for StorageTek VSM systems. These reports
are described in section in VTS Component Reports, with instructions on how to generate them.

The major features of MICF are described separately below.

Structured Inquiry Composition

MICF provides a comprehensive, full-screen system that enables you to access data in the database and generate reports
interactively in a structured prompt manner without requiring you to code the request in SAS.

MICF operates by automatically translating your panel specifications into an inquiry program that performs the required
operations on the database. As you request data files, operations, and reports from the MICF panels, MICF performs
numerous validation checks. It helps you to avoid problems by refusing to accept clearly invalid commands and by asking
you to validate the accuracy of your inquiries if you have made changes to them. For example, if you add or delete steps
from an inquiry, MICF will ask you to validate it before saving or executing it.

Logical Inquiry Modification

Once created, an inquiry can be stored in your private catalog, recalled, copied, deleted, or modified. You make changes
to an inquiry using the same MICF panels as you used to create the inquiry originally. You do not, however, need to revisit
panels that do not change.
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Direct Inquiry Composition

Direct inquiry composition is a feature that allows you to create an inquiry by completing a single panel. You can select
from a series of predefined report formats and graphics templates for direct, express data retrieval and presentation.

Execution-time Specifications

You can define inquiries so that key inquiry parameters are specified at the time an inquiry is executed. This facility allows
you to report on varying data without changing the inquiry.

You can change the following parameters at execution time:

• MICS database
• MICS file cycles
• Data selection criteria
• Execution parameters

SAS execution parameters (whether to list SAS source code, output page dimensions, and son on)

Output Replay

MICF allows you to save the output produced when you run an inquiry and replay it at another time. The output is saved
by inquiry name, date, and time, so that the results of running an inquiry against different data can be saved and replayed
at will. The MICS system administrator can place inquiry outputs into a shared replay catalog that can be used throughout
your site. You also have access to reports and color graphics from production reporting, though access to some reports
might be limited by your site's security procedures.

When you replay an inquiry output, you can either view it on your terminal or send it to a hardcopy device. If you are
replaying color graphics output, you do not need to use the type of device that was specified at the time the inquiry was
originally executed. You can specify the color terminal, color printer, or color plotter type to use at the time you request the
replay.

Production Interface

You can generate and catalog color graphics and printed reports with the regularly scheduled MICS production jobs (the
daily MICS update). You can also control MICS production reporting with your site's batch scheduling facilities. MICF
lets you select shared inquiries for batch execution (either with MICS production jobs or through your own scheduling
process), with printed report and color graphics outputs being saved in a "production catalog" for later online review and
printing.

Each production catalog consists of unique, user-defined printed report and color graphics datasets, so you can use your
site's security facilities to limit access to sensitive reports. For example, your accounting staff might want to share a series
of daily financial graphics. You can define MICF production reporting to generate and save the financial graphics during
the MICS daily update, and you can protect the information with RACF (or another security facility).

Facilities For Expert Users

If you are thoroughly familiar with the MICS database and are accustomed to programming in SAS, two features that you
will find particularly helpful are Direct Inquiry Composition and the ability to include SAS code in your inquiries.

Direct inquiries are designed to allow you to compose a MICF inquiry quickly on a single panel. You are limited to one
report and can only perform limited data manipulation with a direct inquiry. You will find, however, that you can complete a
direct inquiry panel more quickly than you can write the corresponding SAS code. In addition, because validation functions
are performed automatically by MICF and automatically produce error-free SAS code, you can frequently obtain the
results you need with fewer coding attempts.

Facilities that include free-form SAS code as part of their MICF inquiries are available for experienced SAS programmers.
You can insert any valid SAS statement at appropriate points in the SAS code that is generated by MICF. This facility
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gives you both the convenience of using MICF to handle routine operations and the freedom to add special coding at just
the points you want it.

Distributed Inquiries

A library of precomposed report inquiries is included with the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. You can tailor the output of
these inquiries through execution time data selection.

In addition, you can develop customized reports for your site with a minimum of effort by modifying copies of the
distributed inquiries. We have designed the distributed inquiry names for ease of use. Each name identifies the type of
output (color graphics, printer graphics, or printed reports), the component, and the timespan (daily, weekly, monthly)
reported.

The distributed inquiries have the following characteristics:

• They are printed reports rather than color graphics.
• They include the VTS information area files only.
• They are designed to use the DETAIL or DAYS timespan.

As stated above, you can customize MICF inquiries and thereby extend the range and utility of the MICS Tape Analyzer
Option reporting function.

User-written Reports

MICF inquiry execution and output processing includes a capability to support user-written reports. With this feature,
you can consolidate on-demand reporting under MICF. For example, you can define a MICF inquiry that has two steps.
The first step allocates the MICS file to be analyzed (tells MICF which file or files you want to process) and the second
step refers to a file containing the SAS source statements that create your report. With this facility, you can add existing
reporting routines to your MICF catalog so that the Information Systems staff only needs to go to a single location to
initiate routine reporting.

VTS Management Reporting and Policy Creation

Information in the VTS component database files can be grouped and summarized to create useful virtual tape subsystem
management-level reports. Reports or one-page management summaries that compare actual performance to proposed
service level objectives allow the creation of policies that are rational and achievable. Once policies are established,
reports can be created to track actual performance against objectives.

Tape Analyzer Reports
This section documents the reports available with the MICS Tape Analyzer Option (TAP), which provides IT management
information for both tape management systems and virtual tape subsystems in two separate components:

• Tape Library Management (TLM)
• Virtual Tape Subsystems (VTS)

One or both of these components can be used, based on data center requirements. Both components provide reports
useful for monitoring and analyzing the technologies supported.

The following sections provide information about the reports provided by each component:

• TLM Component Reports
• VTS Component Reports
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TAP Reports Overview

The MICS Tape Analyzer Option provides out-of-the-box reports that format and display important information useful for
managing tape libraries and virtual tape subsystems. To meet the complex reporting needs of individual organizations,
MICS provides a wide array of facilities to simplify the design, implementation, scheduled generation, and publication of
user-defined reports. These facilities are described below:

MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
MICF is a panel-oriented productivity tool that supports online access to information in the MICS database. From defined
input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF dynamically builds an inquiry program that executes in either interactive
or batch mode. Depending on specifications, MICF either prints the inquiry report, displays the results on the terminal, or
catalogs the results for later viewing. MICF reports provided with the product are described in TLM Component Reports
and VTS Component Reports.

Graphic Displays
Graphic reports can be produced in color or non-color modes using the MICF facility. Line graphics are illustrated in this
document. Data used in the graphic analysis queries can be exported as CSV files for subsequent use with the MICS
Query and Reporting Workstation. Graphic reports are described in TLM Component Reports and VTS Component
Reports.

MICS Query and Reporting Workstation
The Q&R Workstation provides access and reporting facilities on PC workstations for use with MICS or any SAS
database on the mainframe. Query, reporting, graphing, and analysis tools are provided to help meet the challenging
task of enterprise management reporting in today's complex IT environment. Through the ability to create queries and
distribute the results, Q&R Workstation provides a unique and effective desktop reporting tool for resource management,
performance management, capacity management, and accounting and chargeback. Q&R Workstation also supports
automated web publishing and desktop reporting with data collected from MICS and SAS databases. See the Q&R
Workstation documentation for more information.

Exception Analysis
The MICS platform provides an exception interface that works with MICS data integration applications to provide
consolidated reporting of exception conditions across systems and data sources.
An "exception" is any condition that deviates from the expected norm or any missed objective in system performance or
service. Exceptions are detected by testing daily data against user-defined thresholds. Each component has an exception
value analyzer to help determine those thresholds. Each detected exception is assigned a severity level and is associated
with a management area.
While the TLM and VTS components are not delivered with sample exceptions, the exception feature supports the
definition of user-specified exceptions. When combined with exceptions from other MICS applications, automated
exception threshold setting, detection, and reporting comprise a powerful diagnostic tool. The MICS exception interface is
described in Exception Reports.

TLM Component Reports
The Tape Library Management (TLM) reports are generated by inquiries accessed using the MICS Information Center
Facility (MICF), which is part of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

The MICF inquiries distributed with the component produce meaningful reports from the MICS database files. These
distributed inquiries can be copied and modified using the Database Inquiries option on the MICF main menu. The MICF
facility also provides the flexibility to code and save user-designed reports.

Reports for the TLM component are distributed as MICF inquiries and are listed in the MICF Distributed Inquiries for
Tape Library Management diagram.

All of the TLM inquiries generate line-printer reports. Samples of each report are presented in the following sections.

The reports are generated from the DAYS timespan files.
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User Modification

The MICF inquiries provide a user exit in the independent source step that can be used to perform more data element
modification or record selection from the MICS database. To invoke this exit, the shared inquiry must first be copied into
the private MICF catalog, then selected for modification. Finally, the SAS statements must be coded in the SELECT
macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements, which are provided.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. The macro can be used to delete observations from the data as it is processed. For example, for a published study,
you can change the actual VTS Library Sequence Numbers (IVTVLS) and VTS Composite Library ID (IVTCMPID) values
that appear in the report. The following code would accomplish this requirement:

 %MACRO SELECT;

   IF IVTVLS   = 'PROD01' THEN IVTVLS   ='VTS001' ;

   IF IVTCMPID = 'PRDC01' THEN IVTCMPID ='CMP001' ;

   ... additional remapping statements ...

 %MEND  SELECT;

 

Use this macro to exclude systems from the report, for example, exclude all test systems:

 %MACRO SELECT;

   IF SYSID NE: 'T';

 %MEND  SELECT;

 

WARNING
All SAS statements must be coded in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in
the SAS guides. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax errors or the
logic produces syntax errors, the inquiry is either terminated abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Inquiry Naming Conventions

The TLM component MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character product identifier (TAP).

p
The type of report: C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer).

t
The technology reported on is T for Tape Library Management.

n
A character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named TAPLTB would be interpreted as follows:

MICF Distributed Inquiries for Tape Library Management

           TAPLTB

           ---||+= the second list inquiry

            | ||

            | |+= for Tape Library Management

            | |

            | += a list inquiry

            |

            += a Tape Analyzer Option inquiry
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Report Class Report Name Report ID
Storage Tape Data Set Summary Report TAPLTA

Tape Volume Summary Report TAPLTB

These MICF inquiries for the TLM component are accessed through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS Workstation
Facility (MWF).

The next sections discuss each of the TLM reports:

• TLM MICF Inquiry Specification Panels
• Tape Data Set Summary Report (TAPLTA)
• Tape Volume Summary Report (TAPLTB)

TLM MICF Inquiry Specification Panels

The rules for filling in fields on the panels are identical for all Tape Library Management reports.

The following screen shows a sample inquiry specification panel for inquiry TAPLTA. Explanations for field choices follow.

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------  CA MICS Tape Library Management Inquiry  --------------- |

| Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

| Composing Inquiry:  TAPLTA - Tape Data Set Summary Report                     |

| Database ===> _                                                               |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                         |

| Timespan ===> DAYS__ (DAYS)                                                   |

| Data Selection:                                                               |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy             |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __             |

|   Tape Library Id (TAPELIB) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                |

|   Volume Group (VOLGROUP)   ===> ________________ ________________            |

|                                  ________________ ________________            |

|                                                                               |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Composing Inquiry
(Required) No default. The report ID and report title.

Database
(Required) No default. Up to six database unit IDs can be specified (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files
are read). Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To
display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. The cycle of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. A
range of cycles can be specified. The fields can contain any numeric value from 0 through 99. If a single cycle is required
(such as cycle 01), it must be specified in the first entry field, and the second field must be blank. Leading zeros are not
required and are inserted automatically if a single-digit number is entered (for example, 7 becomes 07). If a cycle range is
specified, it can be specified in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
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DAYS is the only timespan supported.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in dd mmm yy format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should
not overlap, but the higher range can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 09 - 31 DEC 09 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 08 - 31 DEC 08. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Tape Library (TAPELIB)
(Optional) No default. A one to four character value identifying a specific tape management system. Up to six tape
management system IDs can be specified. If coded, the observations that are selected for reporting are limited to those
that match the specified system IDs.

Volume Group (VOLGROUP)
(Optional) No default. A one to sixteen character value identifying a specific volume group. Up to four volume groups can
be specified. If coded, the observations that are selected for reporting are limited to those that match the specified volume
groups.

Tape Data Set Summary Report (TAPLTA)

The MICS Tape Data Set Summary Report displays a summary of tape data set information, by volume group
(VOLGROUP) for each tape library system selected.

The report provides average tape data set size and total estimated storage size for each storage group. Also provided are
the average and maximum ages (since creation) of data sets within each volume group.

The remainder of the report provides interesting information about data set usage. For each volume group, the report lists
the number of tape data sets that have been accessed on some date subsequent to the creation date. This number is
expressed as a percentage of the total number of data sets.

In many tape libraries, a large number of tape data sets are never accessed after creation. In addition, the ages of many
of these data sets number in the decades. This type of age and usage analysis can be used to identify tape data sets that
should be deleted, to return volumes to the scratch pool, to reduce volumes managed, and to reduce expenditures for
additional scratch tapes.

The report heading includes the following general information:

Report Label Example
report title MICS Tape Data Set Summary Report
report granularity Data Summarized by Day
Inquiry TAPLTA
Run Date 10SEPyy
Tape Library Name CA1P
Tape Library Type CA 1
Report Start 09SEPyy:10:24
Report End 10SEPyy:10:24

The data elements used to populate the heading data are:

Heading Data Element
Report title MICF generated
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Report granularity MICF generated
Inquiry MICF generated
Run Date MICF generated
Tape Library Name TAPELIB - Tape Library Identifier
Tape Library Type TLMPROD - Tape Management System Name
Report Start MICF generated
Report End MICF generated

The first line of the report body shows the date of the data presented in the report. The remainder of the report body
reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Volume Group

• Volume Group - VOLGROUP

Tape Data Set Overall Statistics:

• Data Set Segments - TMDSEGS
• Data Set Count - TMDDSNCT
• Average Segments per Dataset - TMDAVSEG
• Average Data Set Size (MB) - TMDAVSZM
• Approx. Data Set Size (MB) - TMDDSSZM

Note: TMDDSSZM is divided by 1000 to report in GB.
• Average Data Set Age (Days) - TMDAVAGE
• Maximum Data Set Age (Days) - TMDMXAGENote: Both age fields are manipulated to show the age in a YY DDD

format on the report.

Tape Data Sets Accessed on Date Subsequent to Creation Date:

• Count of Datasets with Last Usage Date - TMDLUSCT
• Percent of data sets w/last Usage Date - Computed

 TMDLUSCT / TMDDSNCT * 100

 

• Days Since Last Use - TMDLUSE
• Maximum Days Since Last Use - TMDMXLUS

Note: Both age fields are manipulated to show the age in a YY DDD format on the report.

At the bottom of the report, a TOTALS line shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or percentages, as
appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data is generated from the DAYS timespan of the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLTA, whose Catalog Group is STORAGE
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see TLM MICF Inquiry Specification

Panels.

Tape Data Set Summary Report (TAPLTA) Report Sample
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The following report sample shows summary tape data set statistics for a site that has used the volume group
(VOLGROUP) data element to classify tape data in three categories:

Media Type 1
Large tape data sets on real cartridges.

Media Type 2
Smaller tape data sets on real cartridges.

Virtual Tape
Data sets stored in the virtual tape system.

The report displays overall characteristics of the data and can be used to track compliance with the management goals
associated with each tape media type.

In this sample, it is clear that virtual tape is widely used for smaller data sets with lower average retention periods. Less
than 1% of virtual tape data is accessed on a date subsequent to creation. An argument could be made to set the default
retention time for virtual tape data sets to a lower value because such a small number of virtual tape data sets are re-
accessed subsequent to their creation.

Tape Data Set Summary Report Sample
  Inquiry : TAPLTA                                 Tape Data Set Summary Report

  Run Date: 11JuLyy                               Information Summarized by Day                              

             Page 001

  Tape Library Name: TLB1                                                                             Report

 Start: 02JULyy:14:05

  Tape Library Type: RMM                                                                              Report

 End  : 03JULyy:14:05

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                           Day: 03JULyy

  

                     ---------------Tape Data Set Overall Statistics---------------     -----Tape Data Sets

 Accessed on Date-----

                                          Avg    Avg                                           Subsequent to

 Creation Date

                                         Segs   DSet     Est        Avg      Max        Subseqnt  Subsq    

 Avg Dur     Max Dur

                     Data Set  Data Set   per   Size   Storage   DSet Age  DSet Age     Accessed  Accss   

 Last Accss  Last Accss

  Volume Group       Segments   Count    DSet   (MB)   Size(GB)  YY / DDD  YY / DDD       Count    Pct     

 YY / DDD    YY / DDD

  ----------------   --------  --------  ----  ------  --------  --------  --------     --------  ------   

 --------    --------

  Media Type 1             32        24  1.33   655.8     15.74   6 / 308  10 /  38            4   16.7%    

 5 / 117     5 / 352

  Media Type 2          10054      9526  1.06   322.1   3068.20   9 / 169  21 /  73         1029   10.8%    

 9 / 275    21 /  66

  Virtual Tape         700801    682001  1.03   110.6  75396.78   0 / 195  11 / 299         3286    0.5%    

 1 / 353     9 / 307

  ----------------   --------  --------  ----  ------  --------  --------  --------     --------  ------   

 --------    --------

  TOTALS               710887    691551  1.03   113.5  78480.72   0 / 240  21 /  73         4319    0.6%    

 3 / 301    21 /  66

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Tape Volume Summary Report (TAPLTB)

The MICS Tape Volume Summary Report displays tape volume information, by volume group (VOLGROUP), for each
tape library system selected.

The primary purpose is to report on overall tape volume usage and availability for each volume group. Counts are
provided for total, used, and available (scratch) volumes. The available scratch tapes are shown as a percentage of the
total, providing a metric value that can be monitored against targeted goals.

The report also provides useful information on the active or used volumes in each volume group, including the number
of files, average files per volume, average storage used on each volume, and total storage across all used volumes. The
average age of used volumes is also reported. This value can be useful in determining optimal tape retention settings.
Finally, a graphic shows the number of used volumes as a percentage of total volumes in each volume group. As the chart
value approaches 100%, the number of available scratch tapes approaches 0.

The report heading includes the following general information:

Report Label Example
report title MICS Tape Volume Summary Report
report granularity Data Summarized by Day
Inquiry TAPLTB
Run Date 10SEPyy
Tape Library Name CA1P
Tape Library Type CA 1
Report Start 09SEPyy:10:24
Report End 10SEPyy:10:24

The data elements used to populate the heading data are:

Heading Data Element
Report title MICF generated
Report granularity MICF generated
Inquiry MICF generated
Run Date MICF generated
Tape Library Name TAPELIB - Tape Library Identifier
Tape Library Type TLMPROD - Tape Management System Name
Report Start MICF generated
Report End MICF generated

The first line of the report body shows the date of the data presented in the report. The remainder of the report body
reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Volume Group

• Volume Group - VOLGROUP

Overall Tape Volume Statistics:
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• Total Volume Count - TMVVOLT
• Non-Scratch Volume Count - TMVVOLN
• Scratch Volume Count - TMVVOLS
• Percent of Scratch Volumes - TMVPCVSC

Active (Used) Volume Statistics:

• Total Files on Non-Scratch Volumes - TMVFILES
• Average Files on Non-Scratch Volumes - TMVAVFIL
• Average Non-Scratch Volume Usage(M) - TMVAVUSM
• Average Non-Scratch Volume Usage(G) - TMVTUSEG
• Average Days Since Last Use - TMVAVLUS

Note: The age field is manipulated to show the value in a YY DDD format on the report.

Percent Volumes Used:

• Percent of Non-Scratch Volumes - TMVPCVNS

A graphic shows the active volumes as a percentage of the total tapes in the volume group.

At the bottom of the report, a TOTALS line shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or percentages, as
appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data is generated from the DAYS timespan of the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLTB, whose Catalog Group is STORAGE
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see TLM MICF Inquiry Specification

Panels.

Tape Volume Scratch Availability Report (TAPLTB) Rpt Sample

The following report sample shows summary tape volume statistics for a site that has used the volume group
(VOLGROUP) data element to classify tape data in three categories:

Media Type 1
Large tape data sets on real cartridges.

Media Type 2
Smaller tape data sets on real cartridges.

Virtual Tape
Data sets stored in the virtual tape system.

Virtual tape is used as the primary tape storage media. The scratch tape availability (17.6%) looks reasonable given the
average age of virtual tape volumes (280 days). There are no scratch tapes available for Media Type 1. At this site, it
might be that these are tape volumes imported from outside the tape library, therefore there is no need or expectation for
requests to create volumes in this volume group.

Tape Volume Summary Report Sample
  Inquiry : TAPLTB                              CA MICS Tape Volume Summary Report

  Run Date: 11Julyy                               Information Summarized by Day                              

             Page 001
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  Tape Library Name: TLB1                                                                             Report

 Start: 02JULyy:14:05

  Tape Library Type: RMM                                                                              Report

 End  : 03JULyy:14:05

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                           Day: 03JULyy

  

                     --Overall Tape Volume Statistics---   -----Active (Used) Volume Statistics------  --

Percent Volumes Used---

                                                                      Avg    Avg     Est       Avg

                                                                     Files   Vol   Storage   Volume

                      Total     Active    Scratch   Pct       File    per   Storg    Size      Age

  Volume Group       Volumes    Volumes   Volumes  Scrch     Count    Vol    (MB)    (GB)   YY / DDD

  ----------------  ---------  ---------  -------  -----   --------  -----  -----  -------  --------  

 0----25----50----75---100

  Media Type 1             27         27        0   0.0%         32    1.2    583       16   6 / 189  

 *************************

  Media Type 2           3555       3261      294   8.3%      10031    3.1    941     3068   8 / 245  

 ***********************

  Virtual Tape          49998      41211     8787  17.6%     681409   16.5   1829    75389   0 / 280  

 *********************

  ----------------  ---------  ---------  -------  -----   --------  -----  -----  -------  --------  

 0----25----50----75---100

  TOTALS                53580      44499     9081  16.9%     691472   12.9   1707    78473   1 / 128  

 **********************

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

VTS Component Reports
The Virtual Tape System (VTS) reports are generated by inquiries accessed using the MICS Information Center Facility
(MICF), which is part of the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).

The MICF inquiries distributed with the component produce meaningful reports from the MICS database files. These
distributed inquiries can be copied and modified using the Database Inquiries option on the MICF main menu. The MICF
facility also provides the flexibility to code and save user- designed reports.

IBM VTS MICF Inquiries

Reports for IBM VTS virtual tape systems are distributed as MICF inquiries and are listed in the MICF Distributed Inquiries
for IBM VTS figure. All of the IBM VTS inquiries generate line-printer reports. Samples of each report are presented in the
following sections.

All reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles are adjusted appropriately based on
the timespan and summarization level chosen for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period, this
summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

For example, production trend reporting can be done at the WEEKS timespan level for the most recent 26 weeks. If the
report from last-week data shows erratic behavior at the weekly level, the same report can be used to drill down to the
DAYS and DAYS BY HOUR level, to determine the specific interval where the abnormal behavior occurred.
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User Modification

The MICF inquiries provide a user exit in the independent source step that can be used to perform more data element
modification or record selection from the MICS database. To invoke this exit, the shared inquiry must first be copied into
the private MICF catalog, then selected for modification. Finally, the SAS statements must be coded in the SELECT
macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements, which are provided.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. The macro can be used to delete observations from the data as it is processed. For example, for a published study,
you can change the actual VTS Library Sequence Numbers (IVTVLS) and VTS Composite Library ID (IVTCMPID) values
that appear in the report. The following code would accomplish this requirement:

%MACRO SELECT;

  IF IVTVLS   = 'PROD01' THEN IVTVLS   ='VTS001' ;

  IF IVTCMPID = 'PRDC01' THEN IVTCMPID ='CMP001' ;

  ... additional remapping statements ...

%MEND  SELECT;

Use this macro to exclude systems from the report, for example, exclude all test systems:

%MACRO SELECT;

  IF SYSID NE: 'T';

%MEND  SELECT;

WARNING
All SAS statements must be coded in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in
the SAS guides. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax errors or the
logic produces syntax errors, the inquiry is either terminated abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Inquiry Naming Conventions

The VTS component MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character product identifier (TAP).

p
The type of report: C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer).

t
The technology reported on: V (IBM VTS) or S (StorageTek VSM).

n
A character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named TAPLVC would be interpreted as follows:

MICF Distributed Inquiries for IBM VTS

          TAPLVC

          ---||+= the third list inquiry

           | ||

           | |+= for IBM VTS

           | |

           | += a list inquiry

           |
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           += a Tape Analyzer Option inquiry

 

Report Class Report Name Report ID
Perform IBM VTS Performance Overview

IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis
IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis
IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis
IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis
IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution

TAPLVA
TAPLVB
TAPLVC
TAPLVD
TAPLVE
TAPLVF

IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information

All IBM VTS MICF inquiries use similar inquiry specification panels. In addition, the report headings have similar content.
The specification panels and report headings are described in the following sections.

IBM VTS MICF Inquiry Specification Panels

The rules for filling in fields on the panels are identical for all IBM VTS reports, with the following exceptions:

• The "Composing Inquiry" line is different for each report. It gives the report ID (for example, TAPLVA) and the report
title (for example, IBM VTS Performance Overview Report).

• The "VTS Type" selection choices vary, depending on the inquiry. For each inquiry, the acceptable choices for that VTS
type are listed.

A sample inquiry specification panel for inquiry TAPLVA is shown below. Explanations for field choices follow.

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | --------------------------  MICS IBM VTS Inquiry  --------------------------- |

 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 | Composing Inquiry:  TAPLVA - IBM VTS Performance Overview Report              |

 | Database ===> _                                                               |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                         |

 | Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                               |

 | Report by hour (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS only)     ===> _ (Y/N)                    |

 | Generate report for each value of ZONE        ===> _ (Y/N)                    

 |                                                                               

 | Data Selection:                                                               |

 |                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy             |

 |   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __             |

 |   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                             |

 |   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                         |

 |   VTS Type - ALL (default), COMPOSITE, or STANDALONE                          |

 |    (IVTTYPE)   ===>                                                           |

 |   VTS ID                                                                      |

 |    (IVTVLS)    ===> _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____                       |

 |                                                                               |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Composing Inquiry
(Required) No default. The report ID and report title.

Database
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(Required) No default. Up to six database unit IDs can be specified (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files
are read). Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To
display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. The cycle of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. A
range of cycles can be specified. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If a single cycle is required
(such as cycle 01), it must be specified in the first entry field, and the second field must be blank. Leading zeros are not
required and are inserted automatically if a single-digit number is entered (for example, 7 becomes 07). If a cycle range is
specified, it can be specified in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Required input
files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour
(Required) Defaults to N. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, daily, or weekly
level. If you specify Y (Yes), the data is summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are produced for each
day or week. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized by day or week, and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

Generate a report for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to N. Reports for each zone can be generated when requested if you specify Y (Yes). The nature and
resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands
versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate
reports for each observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a
single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in dd mmm yy format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should
not overlap, but the higher range can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 09 - 31 DEC 09 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 08 - 31 DEC 08. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0 to 23. Up to three hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges should not overlap, but the higher range
can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. A one-character value from 1 to 9. Up to nine zone values can be specified. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

Sysid
(Optional) No default. A one to four character value. Up to six SYSIDs can be specified. An input observation is selected if
its SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

VTS Type (IVTTYPE)
(Optional) Default is ALL. The specific VTS type to report on. Valid values are ALL, STANDALONE, COMPOSITE, UI, or
SECONDARY. The specific types that can be selected vary by report and are listed on the specification panel for each
report. If a VTS type is specified, the observations that are selected for reporting are limited to those that match that type.
The default value ALL means that all VTS types are selected for reporting.

VTS ID (IVTVLS)
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(Optional) No default. A one to five character value identifying specific VTSs to report on. Specify up to six VTS Library
Sequence Numbers (IVTVLS) to report on. If specific VTS IDs are specified, observations selected for reporting are
limited to those that match the specification.

IBM VTS Report Headers

The report headings for all IBM VTS reports are similar and consist of general information plus customized
information, based on the VTS type reported on. The headings and content are as follows:

General VTS and report information

All IBM VTS report headings include the following general information:

Report Label Example
report title MICS Tape Data Set Summary Report
report granularity Data Summarized by Day
Inquiry TAPLVB
Run Date 10SEPyy
VTS Library ID VTS001
Tape Library Type STANDALONE
Report Start 09SEPyy:10:24
Report End 10SEPyy:10:24
Timespan DAYS
F/C 4001 Status Enabled

Note: The IBM function code F/C 4001 Status (Enabled or Disabled) changes the measurements available in the raw data
used to build the MICS IVT information area files. The F/C 4001 status determines whether some metrics are available for
reporting.

The data elements used to populate the heading data are:

Heading Data Element
Report title MICF generated
Report granularity MICF generated
Inquiry MICF generated
Run Date MICF generated
VTS Library ID IVTVLS - VTS Library Sequence Number
Tape Library Type IVTTYPE - VTS Type
Report Start MICF generated
Report End MICF generated
Timespan MICF generated
F/C 4001 Status IVT4001 - F/C 4001 Indicator

Customized information based on VTS type

The VTS types fall into two categories: composite and distributed. The VTS types that fall into each of these categories
are as follows:

• Composite category
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COMPOSITE
• Distributed category

STANDALONE, UI, and SECONDARY

In the general heading information presented above, one of the values is Library Type. The rest of the header information
is customized for that type.

For the distributed category (VTS types STANDALONE, UI, and SECONDARY) the additional heading information
includes:

Report Label Example
Composite ID VTCC01
Library Make-Model 3584-L22
Lib Maint Level 534.33
VTS Cache Size 1728 GB
VTS Maint Level 7414.00

The data elements used to populate the distributed VTS category heading data are:

Heading Data Elements
Composite ID IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association
Library Make-Model: IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model
Lib Maint Level: VDLLVLM - Library Manager Version and Release
VTS Cache Size: VDLAVCSZ - Avg VTC Cache Size (GB)
VTS Maint Level: VDLLVVTS - VTS Code Modification and Fix Level

For the composite category (VTS type COMPOSITE) the additional heading information includes:

Report Label Example
UI/SEC IDs VTS001/VTS001
VTC Preferred I/O NONE
VTC Preferred Mast VTS0
VTC Maintenance Level 7414.00
Copy Mode Setting Immediate

The data elements used to populate the composite VTS category heading data are:

Heading Data Elements
UI/SEC IDs: VCLUIID - UI IVTVLS ID VCLSECID - SECONDARY IVTVLS ID
VTC Preferred I/O: VCLPIO - Composite VTC Preferred I/O VTS
VTC Preferred Mast: VCLPMST - Composite VTC Preferred Master VTS
VTC Maintenance Level: VCLLVVTC - VTC Code Modification and Fix Level
Copy Mode Setting: VCLOPCPY - Operation Copy Mode

The first column of each report indicates the time period represented by each line of the report and
is dynamically changed based on the report granularity. For example, if the report is by-hour-within-
day, the first column heading will be HOUR, and each line of the report will list the hour value reported (for example, 0, 1, 2, and so on).
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If the report is by-day-within-month, however, the first column heading will be DAY, and each line of the report will list the
day value reported (for example, 01-Mo, 02-Tu, 03-We, and so on).

TAP IBM VTS Performance Overview (TAPLVA)

The MICS IBM VTS Performance Overview Report provides a consolidated view of important VTS metrics. While each
of the other IBM VTS reports focuses on a particular area of the VTS (such as the physical tape drives, cache, or virtual
mounts) this overview report provides a consolidated set of critical performance metrics that quantify the performance,
throughput, and constraining factors such as throttling.

Pay attention to the percentage of VTS DASD cache virtual volume mount misses, and non-zero throttle percentages and
values. Cache misses and throttling degrade the optimal performance of the virtual tape subsystem.

The report uses both the distributed and composite VTS headers, based on the VTS type reported. These headers and
their content are described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right

Interval count:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS

Virtual Mounts (virtual mount counts, by type, scratch and specific, with a further breakdown of specific mounts by hits and
misses. The percentage of cache misses is also provided):

• Total Virtual Mounts - fffTVM
• Virtual Fast-Ready (Scratch) Mounts - fffVFRM
• Total Virtual Specific Mounts - fffVSPM
• Specific Cache-Hit Mounts - fffVCHM
• Specific Cache-Miss Mounts - fffVRM
• Percent of specific mounts that were cache misses - fffPCVMS

Data Transferred (data moved in and out of the VTS DASD cache):

• Channel blocks written to cache (1000s) - fffNUMBS
• Estimated Avg channel block blocksize - fffAVBSZ
• GB Data Read from VTS DASD Cache - fffDRVV
• GB Data Written to VTS DASD Cache - fffDWVV

Note: fffNUMBS is divided by 1000 for reporting. fffDRVV and fffDWVV are divided by 1024 to convert MB to GB for
reporting.

Channel MB/Sec (minimum, average, and maximum MB data per second passing through z/OS host channels to/from the
VTS DASD cache):

• Minimum Channel MB per second - fffMNPSC
• Average Channel MB per second - fffPSCH
• Maximum Channel MB per second - fffMNPSC

Compress Ratios (data compression ratios for data written to cache and data written to physical tape (backstore)):

• Compression ratio writes to VTS DASD Cache - fffAVHAR
• Compression ratio writes to Physical Tape - VDLAVBSR

Note: For a COMPOSITE VTS, the backstore compression ratio reported is the maximum found for either the UI or
SECONDARY VTS in the same time interval.

For the UI and SECONDARY VTSs in a peer-to-peer configuration, the compression ratio for writes to the VTS DASD
cache is not available.
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Throttle Values (write overrun throttle percent and throttle value, and overall throttle value):

• Write overrun throttle percentage - VDLAVWRO
• Write overrun throttle value - VDLAVWOT
• Overall total throttle value - VDLAVTOT

Note: For a COMPOSITE VTS, all three throttle values reported are the maximum found from either the UI or
SECONDARY VTS in the same time interval.

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data for VTS type COMPOSITE is generated from the VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) file. Report data
for VTS types UI, SECONDARY, and STANDALONE is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

The throttle values and backstore compression ratio value reported for the COMPOSITE VTS are determined, during
report code processing, by selecting the maximum value found in either the UI or SECONDARY VTS for the same time
period.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVA, IBM VTS Performance Overview Report, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS Performance Overview (TAPLVA) Report Sample

The following report sample provides a performance overview for a day by hour. The VTS reported is a peer-to-peer
configuration. The three report pages show the Composite VTS statistics followed by statistics for the User Interface (UI)
and Secondary VTSs.

The report shows a highly active and somewhat constrained virtual tape system. The average number of cache misses for
the day is 23%, with a high of 68% at 2:00 PM.

In addition, write overrun throttling is occurring during most hours of the day. Write overrun throttling results in degraded z/
OS workload performance because the VTS slows down each write I/O to the DASD cache as it tries to free up additional
cache space.

IBM VTS Performance Overview Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVA                         CA MICS IBM VTS Performance Overview Report

  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 002

  

  VTS Library ID: K9200             VTC Preferred I/O : NONE           Copy Mode Setting : Mixed      Report

 Start: 31MARyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-COMPOSITE     VTC Preferred Mast: VTS0           VTC Maint Level   : 7414.00    Report

 End  : 31MARyy:23:00

  UI/SEC IDs    : K9229/K9230       F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy
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             ----------- Virtual Mounts ------------  ---- Data Transferred -----  -Channel MB/Sec-   -

Compress--  Throttle Values

                                                      1000's    Avg     GB   GB                         Ratios

           Avg  Avg

       Numb                       Cache  Cache  Pct   Ch Blks  BSize  Cache Cache                            

       Wrt  Wrt  Tot

  HOUR Intv   Total Scrtch Spcfic  Hits   Miss  Miss  Written  (Est)   Read Write   Min   Avg   Max   Cache

 BkStr   Pct  Val  Val

  ---- ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

     0    1     735    323    412    371     41  10%  9597.99  24000  264.8 270.7  152.3 152.3 152.3   2.83 

 0.96   17%  126   20

     1    1     995    430    565    478     87  15%  11768.7  24000  309.7 321.7  179.6 179.6 179.6   4.31 

 0.96    6%   78    5

     2    1    1293    472    821    700    121  15%  14154.8  25000  386.4 402.5  224.4 224.4 224.4   3.93 

 0.96   14%   97   12

     3    1     557    235    322    253     69  21%  12486.4  26000  164.3 295.7  130.9 130.9 130.9   2.86 

 0.96   16%  119   17

     4    1     666    162    504    453     51  10%  5657.33  24000  400.2 135.0  152.2 152.2 152.2   2.29 

 0.96    7%   70    5

     5    1     806    172    634    565     69  11%  8082.00  25000  384.3 208.3  168.6 168.6 168.6   2.59 

 0.96   15%   88   13

     6    1     458    109    349    314     35  10%  7870.23  29000  334.6 233.3  161.5 161.5 161.5   2.39 

 0.96   10%   48    5

     7    1     492    102    390    332     58  15%  6867.42  32000  322.6 222.7  155.1 155.1 155.1   2.73 

 0.96    7%   80    5

     8    1     604    180    424    319    105  25%  8877.53  31000  384.6 286.1  190.8 190.8 190.8   2.66 

 0.96   15%  100   15

     9    1     315    106    209    160     49  23%  6464.37  33000  202.9 204.4  115.8 115.8 115.8   2.67 

 0.96   11%  113   13

    10    1     163     77     86     79      7   8%  5428.42  29000  168.9 166.0   95.3  95.3  95.3   2.63 

 0.96    1%   16    0

    11    1     113     51     62     54      8  13%  5890.89  22000  223.0 141.5  103.7 103.7 103.7   3.64 

 0.96    0%    4    0

    12    1     162     85     77     68      9  12%  8381.00  24000  295.0 243.1  153.1 153.1 153.1   4.45 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    13    1     253     91    162    131     31  19%  5816.76  10000  197.5  65.0   74.7  74.7  74.7   2.54 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    14    1     290     59    231     74    157  68%  1810.21  21000  205.8  43.0   70.8  70.8  70.8   2.16 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    15    1     718    314    404    261    143  35%  6699.79  22000  290.7 164.2  129.4 129.4 129.4   4.08 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    16    1     902    536    366    240    126  34%  14310.8  24000  361.7 349.5  202.3 202.3 202.3   2.97 

 0.96   23%  110   25

    17    1     812    444    368    237    131  36%  23932.3  25000  246.6 493.0  210.4 210.4 210.4   2.65 

 0.96   68%  122   81

    18    1     842    432    410    267    143  35%  24222.4  25000  270.5 473.1  211.5 211.5 211.5   2.77 

 0.96   44%  125   55

    19    1    1061    524    537    397    140  26%  21968.4  24000  470.8 430.6  256.4 256.4 256.4   2.93 

 0.96   40%  125   44

    20    1     947    441    506    359    147  29%  19027.1  25000  402.7 447.6  241.9 241.9 241.9   2.95 

 0.96   31%  139   43
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    21    1     951    429    522    373    149  29%  12136.8  25000  596.2 345.1  267.8 267.8 267.8   3.75 

 0.96   20%   86   18

    22    1     689    293    396    279    117  30%  10418.9  24000  399.3 294.7  197.4 197.4 197.4   3.63 

 0.96   10%   71    7

       ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

  Tots   23   14824   6067   8757   6764   1993  23%   251871  25000   7283  6237   70.8 184.6 267.8   3.12 

 0.96   15%   75   17

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVA                         CA MICS IBM VTS Performance Overview Report

  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 002

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.33       Report

 Start: 31MARyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 31MARyy:23:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy

  

             ----------- Virtual Mounts ------------  ---- Data Transferred -----  -Channel MB/Sec-   -

Compress--  Throttle Values

                                                      1000's    Avg     GB   GB                         Ratios

           Avg  Avg

       Numb                       Cache  Cache  Pct   Ch Blks  BSize  Cache Cache                            

       Wrt  Wrt  Tot

  HOUR Intv   Total Scrtch Spcfic  Hits   Miss  Miss  Written  (Est)   Read Write   Min   Avg   Max   Cache

 BkStr   Pct  Val  Val

  ---- ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

     0    1     737    489    248    223     25  10%  6197.62  10000   36.0  54.9   25.9  25.9  25.9    n/a 

 0.95   17%  118   20

     1    1     997    697    300    247     53  18%  4555.16   8000   40.8  27.7   19.5  19.5  19.5    n/a 

 0.95    4%   56    2

     2    1    1300    885    415    349     66  16%  6534.91   9000   37.6  44.6   23.4  23.4  23.4    n/a 

 0.95   14%   90   12

     3    1     564    411    153    111     42  27%  3909.93  12000   28.0  40.2   19.4  19.4  19.4    n/a 

 0.95   13%  119   15

     4    1     669    432    237    209     28  12%  2630.00  13000   56.2  29.0   24.2  24.2  24.2    n/a 

 0.95    7%   70    5

     5    1     815    484    331    279     52  16%  3471.86  14000   82.1  40.0   34.7  34.7  34.7    n/a 

 0.95   10%   88    9

     6    1     465    281    184    156     28  15%  2884.17  13000   77.1  32.2   31.1  31.1  31.1    n/a 

 0.95   10%   48    5

     7    1     495    283    212    164     48  23%  3180.23  11000   64.9  30.8   27.2  27.2  27.2    n/a 

 0.95    6%   80    5

     8    1     606    385    221    165     56  25%  4921.94  15000   72.0  66.9   39.5  39.5  39.5    n/a 

 0.95   15%  100   15
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     9    1     316    202    114     89     25  22%  3726.05  15000   36.7  47.8   24.0  24.0  24.0    n/a 

 0.95    5%   66    3

    10    1     162    109     53     49      4   8%  3356.84  10000   31.3  31.5   17.9  17.9  17.9    n/a 

 0.95    1%    7    0

    11    1     114     79     35     28      7  20%  2936.40  10000   45.9  22.3   19.4  19.4  19.4    n/a 

 0.95    0%    4    0

    12    1     162    116     46     40      6  13%  1839.08  12000   32.6  17.7   14.3  14.3  14.3    n/a 

 0.95    0%    0    0

    13    1     256    156    100     84     16  16%  3416.38   7000   46.5  17.5   18.2  18.2  18.2    n/a 

 0.95    0%    0    0

    14    1     290    157    133     31    102  77%   935.95   7000   40.8   6.1   13.4  13.4  13.4    n/a 

 0.95    0%    0    0

    15    1     720    510    210    127     83  40%  3483.47   6000   48.3  17.6   18.8  18.8  18.8    n/a 

 0.95    0%    0    0

    16    1     907    721    186    124     62  33%  11387.0   9000   64.0  82.2   41.6  41.6  41.6    n/a 

 0.95   23%  110   25

    17    1     817    617    200    134     66  33%  9818.39  10000   43.3  82.6   35.8  35.8  35.8    n/a 

 0.95   56%  122   69

    18    1     853    626    227    150     77  34%  12722.5   8000   43.0  85.0   36.4  36.4  36.4    n/a 

 0.95   41%  118   49

    19    1    1064    795    269    191     78  29%  12077.6   9000   40.8  85.6   36.0  36.0  36.0    n/a 

 0.95   35%  125   44

    20    1     957    687    270    165    105  39%  8426.56  10000   49.3  70.7   34.1  34.1  34.1    n/a 

 0.95   31%  135   43

    21    1     958    688    270    185     85  31%  5507.64   8000   64.4  36.6   28.7  28.7  28.7    n/a 

 0.95   14%   82   11

    22    1     701    500    201    128     73  36%  5048.19  10000   51.3  36.0   24.8  24.8  24.8    n/a 

 0.95    3%   28    0

       ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

  Tots   23   14925  10310   4615   3428   1187  26%   122968  10000   1133  1006   13.4  28.9  41.6    n/a 

 0.95   13%   68   14

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVA                         CA MICS IBM VTS Performance Overview Report

  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 002

  

  VTS Library ID: K9230             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.33       Report

 Start: 31MARyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-SECONDARY     VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 31MARyy:23:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy

  

             ----------- Virtual Mounts ------------  ---- Data Transferred -----  -Channel MB/Sec-   -

Compress--  Throttle Values

                                                      1000's    Avg     GB   GB                         Ratios

           Avg  Avg
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       Numb                       Cache  Cache  Pct   Ch Blks  BSize  Cache Cache                            

       Wrt  Wrt  Tot

  HOUR Intv   Total Scrtch Spcfic  Hits   Miss  Miss  Written  (Est)   Read Write   Min   Avg   Max   Cache

 BkStr   Pct  Val  Val

  ---- ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

     0    1     783    596    187    149     38  20%  5344.43  12000   32.4  52.9   24.3  24.3  24.3    n/a 

 0.96   14%  126   17

     1    1     878    665    213    171     42  20%  5336.95   9000   32.6  37.2   19.9  19.9  19.9    n/a 

 0.96    6%   78    5

     2    1    1241    857    384    323     61  16%  10451.3   8000   43.9  67.4   31.6  31.6  31.6    n/a 

 0.96   10%   97   10

     3    1     793    539    254    202     52  20%  6298.51  11000   22.4  56.5   22.4  22.4  22.4    n/a 

 0.96   16%  107   17

     4    1     632    383    249    211     38  15%  4025.96  11000   64.4  37.6   29.0  29.0  29.0    n/a 

 0.96    3%   27    0

     5    1     813    497    316    260     56  18%  3624.19  12000   65.4  36.6   29.0  29.0  29.0    n/a 

 0.96   15%   87   13

     6    1     502    322    180    154     26  14%  4391.89  15000   69.4  54.2   35.2  35.2  35.2    n/a 

 0.96   10%   47    4

     7    1     473    299    174    151     23  13%  4943.93  14000   61.4  62.4   35.2  35.2  35.2    n/a 

 0.96    7%   70    5

     8    1     618    402    216    163     53  25%  3953.12  11000   73.0  38.3   31.7  31.7  31.7    n/a 

 0.96    9%   60    5

     9    1     389    265    124     87     37  30%  2665.91  15000   40.4  33.6   21.1  21.1  21.1    n/a 

 0.96   11%  113   13

    10    1     177    138     39     27     12  31%  2776.55  12000   22.2  27.5   14.1  14.1  14.1    n/a 

 0.96    1%   16    0

    11    1     109     85     24     23      1   4%  3120.59   8000   36.6  22.1   16.7  16.7  16.7    n/a 

 0.96    0%    4    0

    12    1     180    142     38     32      6  16%  4494.83   8000   42.3  25.9   19.4  19.4  19.4    n/a 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    13    1     204    159     45     39      6  13%  3481.19   5000   27.9  12.3   11.4  11.4  11.4    n/a 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    14    1     307    205    102     33     69  68%  1185.96  18000   47.8  17.5   18.6  18.6  18.6    n/a 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    15    1     514    378    136     65     71  52%  2008.53   9000   36.5  15.2   14.7  14.7  14.7    n/a 

 0.96    0%    0    0

    16    1     894    684    210    145     65  31%  8738.10   9000   61.5  58.4   34.1  34.1  34.1    n/a 

 0.96    5%   54    3

    17    1     947    755    192    124     68  35%  10299.0  11000   54.2  91.7   41.5  41.5  41.5    n/a 

 0.96   68%  119   81

    18    1     776    600    176    101     75  43%  9893.41   9000   55.4  71.5   36.1  36.1  36.1    n/a 

 0.96   44%  125   55

    19    1     823    650    173    103     70  40%  10817.9   8000   56.8  71.4   36.5  36.5  36.5    n/a 

 0.96   40%  110   44

    20    1    1121    796    325    226     99  30%  9530.00   9000   65.3  68.9   38.2  38.2  38.2    n/a 

 0.96   23%  139   32

    21    1     962    720    242    163     79  33%  7405.04  10000   72.7  63.3   38.7  38.7  38.7    n/a 

 0.96   20%   86   18

    22    1     852    603    249    161     88  35%  4585.70  11000   63.0  41.0   29.6  29.6  29.6    n/a 

 0.96   10%   71    7
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       ----  ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -----

 -----  ----  ---  ---

  Tots   23   14988  10740   4248   3113   1135  27%   129373  10000   1147  1063   11.4  30.2  41.5    n/a 

 0.96   14%   67   14

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

TAP IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis (TAPLVB)

The MICS IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Report displays important VTS DASD cache usage information at an overall
VTS summary level. If IBM function code FC/4001 is enabled and the VTS Cache Usage Preference Level (IVTVCU) file
is active, the summary information is broken down and reported at the individual cache usage preference level.

The report provides an excellent view of the DASD cache utilization, including the average number of virtual volumes
resident, their average size, and total data volume. Several different views of volume age are listed (how long volumes
stay in cache), and the quantity of mounts and average response times are shown by category (total, scratch, cache hits,
and misses).

When FC/4001 is enabled and the IVTVCU file is active, this report provides data useful for evaluating the effectiveness of
preference level setting. Using preference levels for virtual volumes supports the automation of separating virtual volumes
into two groups: those that should remain in cache as long as possible, and those that should be removed from cache as
soon as possible.

The report uses the distributed VTS header described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General
Information 2. Also,  above the report body on the left, the Report Level is listed as either Cache Summary or Cache
Preference Level n.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and general cache volume information:

• Number of Recording Intervals - fffAVVIC
• Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache - fffAVVIC
• Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB) - fffAVVSZ
• Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB) - fffAVDRC

Average age of the virtual volumes in cache:

• 4 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - fffVA4
• 48 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - fffVA48
• 35 Day Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - fffVA35

Total virtual mounts and average mount time:

• Total Virtual Mounts - fffTVM
• Avg Virtual Mount Time - fffAVVMT

Mount counts and mount counts by category:

• Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts - fffVFRM
• Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time - fffAVFMT
• Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts - fffVCHM
• Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time - fffAVHMT
• Virtual Recall Mounts - fffVRM
• Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time - fffAVRMT

Where fff can be either VDL or VCU
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At the bottom of the report, a line shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or percentages, as
appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data for summary cache statistics is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file. Report data
at the Cache Preference Level is generated from the VTS Cache Usage Preference Level (IVTVCU) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVB, IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Report, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis (TAPLVB) Report Sample

The first page of the following report sample shows summary DASD cache statistics for the User Interface (UI) VTS of a
peer-to-peer configuration. The site has taken advantage of advanced cache management, so virtual volumes are stored
and managed in the cache at one of two preference levels.

The second and third pages show the breakdown of statistics for the virtual volumes in cache at each of the two
preference levels.

This report sample shows a finely tuned system where the average size of preference level 0 volumes ("get out fast")
is very large compared to preference level 1 ("stay as long as possible").

Note : The average time in cache for preference level 0 is much less than that for preference level 1.

IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVB                          CA MICS IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 002

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.33       Report

 Start: 31MAYyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 31MAYyy:23:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy

  Report Level: Cache Summary

  

                          Avg    Avg      --Avg Volume Age---     --- ALL ----     -----------MOUNTS BY

 CATEGORY------------

                  Avg     Vol   Cache                             Cache Mounts     -Fast Ready-   Cache Hits-

   -Cache Miss-

        Numb    Vols in   Size   Data      4-HR  48-HR  35-DY             Avg             Avg            Avg 

           Avg

  HOUR  Intv     Cache    (MB)   (GB)     HH:MM  HH:MM  HH:MM      Total MM:SS      Total MM:SS   Total MM:SS

    Total MM:SS

  ----  ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----
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     0     1       5544    392   2122     17:40  17:07  18:00        737  0:04        489  0:02     223  0:02

       25  3:38

     1     1       5699    387   2156     17:04  17:11  18:00        997  0:05        697  0:02     247  0:02

       53  2:34

     2     1       5784    387   2187     17:28  17:06  18:00       1300  0:10        885  0:02     349  0:16

       66  4:23

     3     1       5857    387   2215     18:22  16:54  18:00        564  0:08        411  0:02     111  0:02

       42  2:48

     4     1       5975    388   2261     16:38  16:54  18:00        669  0:04        432  0:02     209  0:02

       28  2:10

     5     1       6225    379   2301     14:48  16:58  18:00        815  0:05        484  0:02     279  0:02

       52  2:04

     6     1       6381    384   2393     13:01  16:57  18:00        465  0:07        281  0:02     156  0:02

       28  3:28

     7     1       6504    388   2465     13:00  16:57  18:00        495  0:10        283  0:02     164  0:02

       48  3:07

     8     1       6606    394   2540     17:26  16:55  18:00        606  0:17        385  0:02     165  0:02

       56  5:54

     9     1       6660    397   2582     20:19  17:18  18:00        316  0:11        202  0:02      89  0:02

       25  4:06

    10     1       6546    406   2596     23:13  17:16  18:00        162  0:02        109  0:02      49  0:02

        4  2:26

    11     1       6514    413   2624     24:18  17:28  18:00        114  0:06         79  0:02      28  0:02

        7  3:00

    12     1       6467    417   2631     24:12  17:29  18:00        162  0:04        116  0:02      40  0:02

        6  3:08

    13     1       6497    419   2660     25:37  17:32  18:00        256  0:06        156  0:02      84  0:02

       16  3:08

    14     1       6623    416   2691     26:00  17:31  18:00        290  0:38        157  0:02      31  0:02

      102  3:32

    15     1       5203    386   1963     19:39  17:34  18:00        720  0:15        510  0:02     127  0:04

       83  4:12

    16     1       5450    376   2001     19:24  17:30  18:00        907  0:13        721  0:03     124  0:04

       62  5:33

    17     1       5659    376   2080     17:47  17:27  18:00        817  0:16        617  0:02     134  0:02

       66  5:58

    18     1       5742    379   2126     17:33  17:33  18:00        853  0:16        626  0:02     150  0:04

       77  5:26

    19     1       5855    382   2183     15:58  17:31  18:00       1064  0:14        795  0:04     191  0:04

       78  5:30

    20     1       5906    385   2221     14:28  17:12  18:00        957  0:13        687  0:02     165  0:02

      105  3:46

    21     1       6110    380   2269     14:30  17:02  18:00        958  0:14        688  0:02     185  0:02

       85  4:48

    22     1       6181    380   2296     13:02  16:32  18:00        701  0:14        500  0:02     128  0:02

       73  4:13

        ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----

  Tots    23       6086    391   2329     18:19  17:13  18:00      14925  0:11      10310  0:02    3428  0:04

     1187  4:12

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVB                          CA MICS IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Report
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  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 004

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.33       Report

 Start: 31MAYyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 31MAYyy:23:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy

  Report Level: Cache Preference Level-0

  

  

                          Avg    Avg      --Avg Volume Age---     --- ALL ----     -----------MOUNTS BY

 CATEGORY------------

                  Avg     Vol   Cache                             Cache Mounts     -Fast Ready-   Cache Hits-

   -Cache Miss-

        Numb    Vols in   Size   Data      4-HR  48-HR  35-DY             Avg             Avg            Avg 

           Avg

  HOUR  Intv     Cache    (MB)   (GB)     HH:MM  HH:MM  HH:MM      Total MM:SS      Total MM:SS   Total MM:SS

    Total MM:SS

  ----  ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----

     0     1        145   1229    174     17:20   8:15   6:40          9  1:29          5  0:01       0  0:00

        4  3:19

     1     1        151   1222    180      1:57   8:13   6:40         12  0:42          8  0:01       0  0:00

        4  2:04

     2     1        155   1222    185      0:23   8:11   6:40         42  0:19         26  0:02      13  0:18

        3  2:45

     3     1        160   1253    196      0:37   8:08   6:40         48  0:04         33  0:01      14  0:01

        1  2:12

     4     1        158   1263    195      0:51   8:08   6:40         11  0:01          8  0:01       3  0:01

        0  0:00

     5     1        159   1205    187      1:08   8:09   6:40          6  0:11          5  0:01       0  0:00

        1  1:01

     6     1        160   1196    187      1:18   8:10   6:40          3  0:01          3  0:01       0  0:00

        0  0:00

     7     1        161   1189    187      1:52   8:09   6:40          2  1:02          1  0:01       0  0:00

        1  2:03

     8     1        167   1195    195      0:49   8:15   6:40         29  2:03         14  0:01       0  0:00

       15  3:56

     9     1        172   1179    198      0:13   7:14   6:40          4  1:54          2  0:01       0  0:00

        2  3:47

    10     1        172   1179    198      0:05   7:29   6:40          0  0:00          0  0:00       0  0:00

        0  0:00

    11     1        173   1176    199      0:05   7:53   6:40          3  0:01          3  0:01       0  0:00

        0  0:00

    12     1        175   1169    200      0:07   8:02   6:40          0  0:00          0  0:00       0  0:00

        0  0:00

    13     1        175   1169    200      0:00   8:11   6:40          0  0:00          0  0:00       0  0:00

        0  0:00
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    14     1        175   1169    200      0:00   8:17   6:40          0  0:00          0  0:00       0  0:00

        0  0:00

    15     1         85   1183     98     30:08  10:15   6:40          0  0:00          0  0:00       0  0:00

        0  0:00

    16     1         87   1206    103     29:48  10:20   6:40         25  0:19         23  0:02       0  0:00

        2  3:36

    17     1         87   1210    103     22:39  10:40   6:40         24  0:08         22  0:01       0  0:00

        2  1:29

    18     1         94   1213    111     18:55  10:50   6:40         54  0:01         40  0:01      12  0:01

        2  0:01

    19     1         95   1184    110      1:00  10:29   6:40         42  0:03         38  0:01       3  0:01

        1  1:08

    20     1         98   1111    106      0:48  10:16   6:40         25  0:18         20  0:01       1  0:02

        4  1:47

    21     1         92   1135    102      0:54  10:17   6:40          4  0:01          2  0:01       2  0:01

        0  0:00

    22     1         90   1133    100      0:18  10:17   6:40          3  0:30          2  0:01       0  0:00

        1  1:29

        ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----

  Tots    23        139   1191    161      5:42   8:53   6:40        346  0:23        255  0:01      48  0:06

       43  2:50

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVB                          CA MICS IBM VTS DASD Cache Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02APRyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 006

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.33       Report

 Start: 31MAYyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 31MAYyy:23:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 31MAYyy

  Report Level: Cache Preference Level-1

  

                          Avg    Avg      --Avg Volume Age---     --- ALL ----     -----------MOUNTS BY

 CATEGORY------------

                  Avg     Vol   Cache                             Cache Mounts     -Fast Ready-   Cache Hits-

   -Cache Miss-

        Numb    Vols in   Size   Data      4-HR  48-HR  35-DY             Avg             Avg            Avg 

           Avg

  HOUR  Intv     Cache    (MB)   (GB)     HH:MM  HH:MM  HH:MM      Total MM:SS      Total MM:SS   Total MM:SS

    Total MM:SS

  ----  ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----

     0     1       5399    369   1948     17:41  17:43  18:36        728  0:04        484  0:01     223  0:01

       21  1:32

     1     1       5548    365   1975     17:24  17:47  18:36        985  0:05        689  0:01     247  0:01

       49  1:13
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     2     1       5629    364   2002     17:43  17:42  18:36       1258  0:09        859  0:01     336  0:08

       63  2:10

     3     1       5697    363   2019     18:42  17:30  18:36        508  0:07        374  0:01      97  0:01

       37  1:24

     4     1       5817    364   2067     16:59  17:30  18:36        658  0:04        424  0:01     206  0:01

       28  1:05

     5     1       6066    357   2114     15:09  17:34  18:36        809  0:05        479  0:01     279  0:01

       51  1:02

     6     1       6221    363   2207     13:23  17:33  18:36        462  0:07        278  0:01     156  0:01

       28  1:44

     7     1       6343    368   2278     13:11  17:33  18:36        493  0:10        282  0:01     164  0:01

       47  1:33

     8     1       6439    373   2346     17:49  17:30  18:36        577  0:12        371  0:01     165  0:01

       41  2:35

     9     1       6488    376   2384     20:55  17:58  18:36        312  0:09        200  0:01      89  0:01

       23  1:54

    10     1       6374    385   2398     23:50  17:54  18:36        162  0:03        109  0:01      49  0:01

        4  1:13

    11     1       6341    392   2425     24:57  18:03  18:36        111  0:07         76  0:01      28  0:01

        7  1:30

    12     1       6292    396   2431     24:36  18:03  18:36        162  0:04        116  0:01      40  0:01

        6  1:34

    13     1       6322    399   2460     25:37  18:05  18:36        256  0:07        156  0:01      84  0:01

       16  1:34

    14     1       6448    396   2491     26:00  18:03  18:36        286  0:38        153  0:01      31  0:01

      102  1:46

    15     1       5118    373   1864     19:13  17:59  18:36        720  0:16        510  0:01     127  0:02

       83  2:06

    16     1       5363    363   1899     19:00  17:54  18:36        882  0:12        698  0:01     124  0:02

       60  2:45

    17     1       5572    363   1977     17:35  17:48  18:36        793  0:16        595  0:01     134  0:01

       64  3:02

    18     1       5648    365   2014     17:29  17:54  18:36        799  0:17        586  0:01     138  0:02

       75  2:47

    19     1       5760    369   2074     16:42  17:53  18:36       1021  0:14        757  0:02     187  0:02

       77  2:46

    20     1       5808    373   2115     15:14  17:34  18:36        932  0:13        667  0:01     164  0:01

      101  1:53

    21     1       6018    369   2167     15:12  17:24  18:36        922  0:14        654  0:01     183  0:01

       85  2:24

    22     1       6091    369   2196     13:33  16:53  18:36        698  0:14        498  0:01     128  0:01

       72  2:07

        ----    -------  -----  -----     -----  -----  -----     ------ -----     ------ -----   ----- -----

   ------ -----

  Tots    23       5948    373   2167     18:36  17:44  18:36      14534  0:11      10015  0:01    3379  0:02

     1140  2:05

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TAP IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis TAPLVC)

The MICS IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis Report displays physical tape drive and tape mount statistics for the real
tape drives attached to the VTS, including cartridge mount statistics broken down by type, such as those for recall (due to
a virtual volume DASD cache miss) or reclamation (because the reclamation threshold has been met).

The report uses the header for IBM VTS distributed libraries, described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF
Inquiry General Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and general tape drive information:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Number of Installed Physical Tape Device. - VDLPDI
• Avg Physical Drives Available - VDLAVPDA

Minimum, average, and maximum number of concurrently mounted physical drives:

• Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted - VDLMNPCM
• Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted - VDLAVPCM
• Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted - VDLMXPCM

Tape mount counts, total and by category:

• Total Physical Mounts - VDLTPM
• Physical Stage (Recall) Mounts - VDLPSTG
• Physical Migrate (Copy) Mounts - VDLPMIG
• Physical Reclaim Mounts - VDLPREC
• Physical Secure Data Erase Mounts - VDLPSDE

Note: Secure data erase mount counts are only available if IBM F/C 4001 is enabled.

Robotic accessor counts:

• Accessor A Mounts - VDLACMA
• Accessor B Mounts - VDLACMB

Note: The accessor mount counts can exceed the total VTS mounts because non-VTS (that is, native) mounts are
included.

Minimum, average, and maximum mount times (mm:ss)

• Min Physical Mount Time - VDLMNPMT
• Avg Physical Mount Time - VDLAVPMT
• Max Physical Mount Time - VDLMXPMT

Number of virtual volumes pre-migrated (copied) and the amount of data transferred to and from physical
cartridges:

• Virtual Volumes Copied to Physical - VDLPCPY
• Data Read from Physical Media (MB) - VDLPDR
• Data Written to Physical Media (MB) - VDLPDW

Note: Data read from physical media is only available if IBM F/C 4001 is disabled.

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.
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To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVC, IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Activity, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis (TAPLVC) Report Sample

The following report sample shows the physical drive activity for a day by hour. Displayed are the User Interface (UI) and
Secondary VTSs that participate in a peer-to-peer configuration.

For these two VTSs, the minimum number of physical drives concurrently mounted are consistently approaching the
number available, except for the hours 10:00 AM through 2:00 PM. Most of the mounts for cartridge reclamation, however,
are occurring from hours 2:00 AM through 10:00 AM. To maximize drives available for z/OS workloads, it might be better if
the reclamation mounts were occurring during the low utilization hours of 10:00 AM through 2:00 PM.

IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVC                         IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9230             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-SECONDARY     VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

              -Tape--  Concurrent    ------VTS Mount Counts-------  Accssr Mnts  ---Mount Times---  Virtual  -

Cartridge MB Data-

        Numb  Drives      Mounts                                     VTS+Native   Min   Avg   Max   Volumes  

    Transferred

  HOUR  Intv  Ins Avl  Min Avg Max   Total Recal  Copy Reclm  SDE    *A*   *B*   MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS  Pre-mig  

   Read     Written

  ----  ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -------  

 --------  --------

     0     1   12  12   10  11  12      36    31     5     0     0     36     0   0:22  0:26  0:35      300  

      n/a    135508

     1     1   12  12    9  11  12      33    26     7     0     0     33     0   0:21  0:25  0:38      369  

      n/a    124638

     2     1   12  12   10  11  12      43    26    11     6     0     43     0   0:21  0:26  0:39      559  

      n/a     99471

     3     1   12  12   12  12  12      42    28     9     5     0     42     0   0:23  0:28  0:47      287  

      n/a    133107

     4     1   12  12   12  12  12      46    30     9     7     0     56     0   0:22  0:26  0:36      134  

      n/a     44168
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     5     1   12  12   12  12  12      32    21     8     3     0     32     0   0:21  0:26  0:36      193  

      n/a     38378

     6     1   12  12   11  11  12      25    15     6     4     0     37     0   0:22  0:26  0:38      190  

      n/a     91743

     7     1   12  12   12  12  12      31    22     6     3     0     31     0   0:23  0:27  0:32      111  

      n/a     61634

     8     1   12  12   12  12  12      76    57    12     7     0     77     0   0:21  0:29  0:49      157  

      n/a     62119

     9     1   12  12   11  11  12      52    46     4     2     0     51     0   0:22  0:26  0:43       84  

      n/a     19312

    10     1   12  12    6  10  12      25    19     3     3     0     25     0   0:23  0:26  0:39       85  

      n/a     22047

    11     1   12  12    6   6   6       3     0     2     1     0      2     0   0:22  0:22  0:23       22  

      n/a      1424

    12     1   12  12    3   3   3       1     0     1     0     0      1     0   0:24  0:24  0:24       38  

      n/a     12049

    13     1   12  12    1   2   4       4     2     2     0     0      4     0   0:21  0:23  0:26       11  

      n/a      3470

    14     1   12  12    4   8  12      41    39     2     0     0     43     0   0:20  0:24  0:33       29  

      n/a      4815

    15     1   12  12   12  12  12      44    42     2     0     0     45     0   0:20  0:24  0:31       51  

      n/a      5930

    16     1   12  12   10  10  12      45    35    10     0     0     44     0   0:21  0:25  0:46      407  

      n/a     60376

    17     1   12  12   10  11  12      42    37     5     0     0     42     0   0:22  0:26  0:35      662  

      n/a    237166

    18     1   12  12   12  12  12      48    42     6     0     0     48     0   0:22  0:32  4:06      421  

      n/a    172615

    19     1   12  12   12  12  12      33    25     8     0     0     33     0   0:22  0:25  0:34      385  

      n/a    164659

    20     1   12  12   12  12  12      37    30     7     0     0     37     0   0:20  0:27  0:42      508  

      n/a    104061

    21     1   12  12   11  11  12      40    32     6     2     0     40     0   0:21  0:25  0:35      371  

      n/a    141658

    22     1   12  12   12  12  12      36    26     7     3     0     36     0   0:21  0:29  0:45      275  

      n/a     98418

    23     1   12  12   12  12  12      39    28     9     2     0     39     0   0:22  0:26  0:40      196  

      n/a    112572

        ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -------  

 --------  --------

  Tots    24   12  12    1  10  12     854   659   147    48     0    877     0   0:20  0:27  4:06     5845  

      n/a   1951338

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVC                         IBM VTS Physical Tape Drive Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00
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  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

              -Tape--  Concurrent    ------VTS Mount Counts-------  Accssr Mnts  ---Mount Times---  Virtual  -

Cartridge MB Data-

        Numb  Drives      Mounts                                     VTS+Native   Min   Avg   Max   Volumes  

    Transferred

  HOUR  Intv  Ins Avl  Min Avg Max   Total Recal  Copy Reclm  SDE    *A*   *B*   MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS  Pre-mig  

   Read     Written

  ----  ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -------  

 --------  --------

     0     1   12  12   12  12  12      34    26     8     0     0     34     0   0:21  0:27  1:02      268  

      n/a    126058

     1     1   12  12   12  12  12      28    25     3     0     0     28     0   0:22  0:26  0:34      355  

      n/a    113131

     2     1   12  12    9  11  12      47    28    16     3     0     47     0   0:23  0:31  0:50      613  

      n/a    115091

     3     1   12  12   12  12  12      34    24     5     5     0     44     0   0:22  0:37  4:16      218  

      n/a    111682

     4     1   12  12   12  12  12      25    19     2     4     0     25     0   0:22  0:33  2:15      151  

      n/a     42245

     5     1   12  12   12  12  12      26    18     5     3     0     30     0   0:21  0:28  0:45      177  

      n/a     42795

     6     1   12  12   11  11  12      24    15     5     4     0     24     0   0:22  0:27  0:34      188  

      n/a    102321

     7     1   12  12   10  11  12      40    31     6     3     0     40     0   0:23  0:29  0:39      131  

      n/a     60123

     8     1   12  12   12  12  12      56    46     6     4     0     56     0   0:24  0:32  1:22      161  

      n/a     45376

     9     1   12  12   10  11  12      40    33     3     4     0     40     0   0:23  0:29  1:04       53  

      n/a     20753

    10     1   12  12    9   9  11      18    14     4     0     0     18     0   0:21  0:25  0:31       61  

      n/a     15345

    11     1   12  12    8   8   8       4     0     3     1     0      4     0   0:23  0:27  0:33       37  

      n/a      2947

    12     1   12  12    2   2   3       4     1     3     0     0      4     0   0:24  0:25  0:26       37  

      n/a     11272

    13     1   12  12    3   3   5       6     4     2     0     0      6     0   0:21  0:24  0:26       13  

      n/a      4733

    14     1   12  12    1  10  12      55    53     2     0     0     59     0   0:20  0:32  5:02       20  

      n/a      2007

    15     1   12  12    9  11  12      47    43     4     0     0     47     0   0:21  0:27  0:39      187  

      n/a     20132

    16     1   12  12   11  11  12      55    44    11     0     0     55     0   0:21  0:29  0:50      447  

      n/a     92645

    17     1   12  12   12  12  12      43    38     5     0     0     44     0   0:23  0:34  1:20      567  

      n/a    229907

    18     1   12  12   11  11  12      43    36     7     0     0     43     0   0:22  0:30  1:14      411  

      n/a    173674
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    19     1   12  12   11  11  12      35    25    10     0     0     34     0   0:21  0:26  0:46      460  

      n/a    139604

    20     1   12  12    7  10  12      31    20    11     0     0     31     0   0:21  0:31  1:07      441  

      n/a    121025

    21     1   12  12   12  12  12      34    33     1     0     0     34     0   0:22  0:28  0:42      358  

      n/a    127840

    22     1   12  12   11  11  12      41    34     7     0     0     41     0   0:21  0:28  0:56      248  

      n/a    104660

    23     1   12  12   10  11  12      42    35     7     0     0     42     0   0:22  0:26  0:35      214  

      n/a    115835

        ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  -------  

 --------  --------

  Tots    24   12  12    1  10  12     812   645   136    31     0    830     0   0:20  0:29  5:02     5816  

      n/a   1941201

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

TAP IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis (TAPLVD)

The MICS IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis Report displays statistics for the virtual tape drives assigned to the VTS.
The report provides mount durations, counts of mounts by type (scratch vs. specific), and concurrent mount information. A
graphic shows the maximum concurrent mounts as a percent of those available. At a glance the graphic shows if peak z/
OS workload activity is approaching the limit of available virtual tape drives.

Pay attention to  the concurrent mount statistics (minimum, average, and maximum). Time periods where the number of
drives concurrently mounted are consistently at or near the available count indicate periods where z/OS workloads might
experience delays waiting for a tape mount.

The report uses both the distributed and composite VTS headers, based on the VTS type reported. These headers and
their content are described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and average number of configured virtual drives:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted - fffAVVCM

Durations of virtual tape mounts; total, minimum, average, and maximum:

• Total Virtual Mount Duration computed in report code: fffTVM * fffAVVMD
• Min Virtual Mount Duration - fffMMVMD
• Avg Virtual Mount Duration - fffAVVMD
• Max Virtual Mount Duration - fffMXVMD

Virtual tape mount counts; total and by category, followed by the percent of mounts that were specific (non-
scratch):

• Virtual mounts by category
– Total Virtual Mounts - fffTVM
– Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts - fffVFRM
– Total Virtual Specific Mounts - fffVSPM
– Percent of mounts that were specific computed in report code: fffVSPM/fffTVM*100

Minimum, average, and maximum number of concurrently mounted virtual drives:
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• Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted - fffMNVCM
• Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted - fffAVVCM
• Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted - fffMXVCM

Finally, a graph shows the maximum concurrently mounted drives as a percentage of the configured (available) virtual
drives.

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data for VTS type COMPOSITE is generated from the VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) file. Report data
for VTS types UI, SECONDARY, and STANDALONE is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVD, IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis (TAPLVD) Report Sample

The following report sample shows the virtual tape drive activity for a day by hour. The VTS reported is a peer-to-peer
configuration. The three report pages show the Composite VTS statistics followed by statistics for the User Interface (UI)
and Secondary VTSs.

The graphical representation of the percentage of available virtual drives concurrently mounted clearly shows that the
early hours (00:00 AM through 3:00 AM) and the late hours (16:00 PM through 22:00 PM) are the times when z/OS
workloads are most heavily requesting virtual tapes.

IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVD                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9200             VTC Preferred I/O : NONE           Copy Mode Setting: Mixed       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-COMPOSITE     VTC Preferred Mast: VTS0           VTC Maint Level  : 7414.00     Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  UI/SEC IDs    : K9229/K9230       F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

                     ---Virtual Mount Durations---  --Total Virtual Mounts---                -----Maximum

 Concurrent Mounts------

              Vir                                                               Concurrent          Percent of

 Configured

        Numb  Drv     Total    Min   Avg     Max                          Pct     Mounts                     

                   1

  HOUR  Intv  Cfg    HH:MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS HH:MM:SS   Total Scrtch Spcfic Spfc   Min Avg Max         2      4 

     6      8      0
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  ----  ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- --- 

 0------0------0------0------0------0

     0     1  128    49:17:02  0:03  5:22  1:11:22     551    239    312  57%    20  48  86 

 ************************

     1     1  128    53:28:13  0:04  4:17  1:19:29     749    345    404  54%    24  54  90 

 *************************

     2     1  128    72:34:12  0:03  2:57  1:31:16    1476    592    884  60%    24  76 123 

 ***********************************

     3     1  128    41:02:10  0:04  6:35  1:40:22     374    168    206  55%    19  46  82 

 ***********************

     4     1  128    34:45:00  0:01  5:00  2:09:07     417    153    264  63%    13  34  58  ****************

     5     1  128    20:22:00  0:02  2:10  2:05:39     564    206    358  63%    11  26  58  ****************

     6     1  128    35:00:40  0:01  3:04  2:50:11     685    119    566  83%     7  18  37  **********

     7     1  128    31:57:00  0:01  2:42  2:43:36     710    149    561  79%    11  23  47  *************

     8     1  128    18:12:20  0:01  1:53  1:01:34     580    148    432  74%     6  20  42  ************

     9     1  128    15:23:39  0:01  3:23  1:29:18     273     55    218  80%     7  18  40  ***********

    10     1  128    11:26:12  0:02  4:42  1:03:20     146     65     81  55%     7  15  28  ********

    11     1  128     5:18:36  0:03 11:48  0:31:09      27      5     22  81%     1   4   9  ***

    12     1  128     1:40:30  0:11  2:14  0:23:11      45     23     22  49%     0   5  14  ****

    13     1  128     2:10:50  0:05  2:37  0:16:41      50     26     24  48%     1   6  15  ****

    14     1  128     5:49:27  0:01  1:27  0:08:36     241     16    225  93%     3   8  16  *****

    15     1  128     9:03:16  0:01  0:58  0:12:56     562    267    295  52%     8  20  47  *************

    16     1  128    32:02:48  0:01  2:32  0:59:30     759    507    252  33%     9  58 126 

 ***********************************

    17     1  128    65:09:48  0:04  5:39  1:06:55     692    472    220  32%    17  58 110 

 *******************************

    18     1  128    28:50:42  0:01  2:42  1:03:56     641    359    282  44%     8  28  66 

 *******************

    19     1  128    47:58:12  0:02  2:42  1:21:50    1066    503    563  53%    11  52 112 

 ********************************

    20     1  128    42:50:24  0:03  2:48  1:25:42     918    395    523  57%    16  52 100 

 ****************************

    21     1  128    68:36:14  0:03  4:59  2:13:58     826    370    456  55%    15  59 111 

 *******************************

    22     1  128    30:55:40  0:01  3:10  1:12:38     586    215    371  63%    10  37  72 

 ********************

    23     1  128    32:05:14  0:03  3:43  1:41:24     518    181    337  65%     9  29  59  *****************

        ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- ---

  Tots    24  128   756:00:09  0:01  3:22  2:50:11   13456   5578   7878  59%     0  33 126

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVD                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

                     ---Virtual Mount Durations---  --Total Virtual Mounts---                -----Maximum

 Concurrent Mounts------

              Vir                                                               Concurrent          Percent of

 Configured

        Numb  Drv     Total    Min   Avg     Max                          Pct     Mounts                     

                   1

  HOUR  Intv  Cfg    HH:MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS HH:MM:SS   Total Scrtch Spcfic Spfc   Min Avg Max         2      4 

     6      8      0

  ----  ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- --- 

 0------0------0------0------0------0

     0     1  128    46:59:22  0:02  5:01  1:23:57     562    394    168  30%    33  48  61  *****************

     1     1  128    53:48:52  0:04  4:19  1:17:26     748    535    213  28%    38  53  77 

 **********************

     2     1  128    72:18:24  0:03  2:56  1:29:22    1479    961    518  35%    40  74  97 

 ***************************

     3     1  128    39:02:41  0:01  6:07  1:37:31     383    267    116  30%    31  45  71 

 ********************

     4     1  128    34:46:48  0:01  4:56  2:09:05     423    297    126  30%    23  31  40  ***********

     5     1  128    20:03:18  0:01  2:06  2:04:42     573    384    189  33%    16  25  46  *************

     6     1  128    30:48:49  0:03  2:41  2:50:01     689    384    305  44%    12  20  35  **********

     7     1  128    31:46:40  0:02  2:40  3:31:54     715    408    307  43%    11  22  36  **********

     8     1  128    17:24:00  0:04  1:48  1:01:33     580    359    221  38%    12  18  32  *********

     9     1  128    15:27:02  0:03  3:23  1:27:58     274    179     95  35%    11  15  22  ******

    10     1  128    10:50:05  0:03  4:29  1:02:06     145    100     45  31%     6  13  20  ******

    11     1  128     4:59:15  0:03 11:05  1:28:21      27     15     12  44%     4   6  14  ****

    12     1  128     6:37:30  0:05  8:50  2:34:19      45     30     15  33%     4   4   7  **

    13     1  128     3:35:50  0:04  4:19  1:33:45      50     29     21  42%     4   5  10  ***

    14     1  128    10:05:00  0:03  2:30  3:53:34     242    115    127  52%     4   6  11  ***

    15     1  128    15:30:00  0:03  1:40  3:26:27     558    371    187  34%     4  12  32  *********

    16     1  128    29:37:54  0:01  2:18  0:59:07     773    618    155  20%     6  43 116 

 *********************************

    17     1  128    59:27:40  0:01  5:08  1:18:08     695    585    110  16%    25  50  99 

 ****************************

    18     1  128    37:27:25  0:03  3:01  1:42:38     745    589    156  21%    19  35  66 

 *******************

    19     1  128    47:02:56  0:03  2:38  1:21:18    1072    831    241  22%    26  48 109 

 *******************************

    20     1  128    42:54:00  0:01  2:45  1:25:22     936    658    278  30%    28  48  76 

 *********************

    21     1  128    67:56:48  0:01  4:54  2:13:30     832    590    242  29%    23  58  89 

 *************************

    22     1  128    31:10:36  0:01  3:08  1:11:56     597    374    223  37%    21  34  66 

 *******************

    23     1  128    33:43:13  0:03  3:53  1:41:17     521    332    189  36%    17  29  43  ************

        ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- ---

  Tots    24  128   763:24:08  0:01  3:21  3:53:34   13664   9405   4259  31%     4  31 116

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVD                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Drive Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001
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  VTS Library ID: K9230             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-SECONDARY     VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

                     ---Virtual Mount Durations---  --Total Virtual Mounts---                -----Maximum

 Concurrent Mounts------

              Vir                                                               Concurrent          Percent of

 Configured

        Numb  Drv     Total    Min   Avg     Max                          Pct     Mounts                     

                   1

  HOUR  Intv  Cfg    HH:MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS HH:MM:SS   Total Scrtch Spcfic Spfc   Min Avg Max         2      4 

     6      8      0

  ----  ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- --- 

 0------0------0------0------0------0

     0     1  128    30:16:40  0:03  3:20  0:59:18     545    399    146  27%    24  44  59  *****************

     1     1  128    57:36:39  0:02  4:17  1:23:57     807    600    207  26%    32  50  77 

 **********************

     2     1  128    70:24:24  0:02  2:59  1:29:22    1416   1074    342  24%    38  69  93 

 **************************

     3     1  128    49:29:10  0:02  5:50  1:37:30     509    387    122  24%    30  51  74 

 *********************

     4     1  128    27:38:04  0:02  4:26  2:09:03     374    247    127  34%    25  32  38  ***********

     5     1  128    25:35:50  0:03  3:14  2:04:40     475    342    133  28%    16  24  45  *************

     6     1  128    31:54:44  0:02  2:34  2:50:00     746    458    288  39%    13  22  35  **********

     7     1  128    27:01:10  0:02  2:22  3:31:52     685    436    249  36%    10  18  30  ********

     8     1  128    15:48:18  0:02  1:27  0:58:50     654    414    240  37%     9  18  33  *********

     9     1  128    13:43:20  0:02  3:20  1:27:57     247    150     97  39%     9  13  19  *****

    10     1  128    12:57:36  0:02  3:12  1:08:46     243    154     89  37%     6  13  19  *****

    11     1  128     5:23:57  0:03 10:27  1:28:20      31     20     11  35%     4   8  14  ****

    12     1  128     6:44:48  0:04  8:48  2:34:18      46     39      7  15%     4   5   7  **

    13     1  128     1:45:55  0:04  2:35  0:16:39      41     38      3   7%     4   5  10  ***

    14     1  128     9:51:05  0:02  2:53  3:53:33     205    120     85  41%     4   5  10  ***

    15     1  128    10:32:56  0:03  1:41  3:26:25     376    299     77  20%     4   7  27  ********

    16     1  128    20:43:06  0:02  1:33  0:59:06     802    670    132  16%     5  28 115 

 ********************************

    17     1  128    62:54:49  0:03  4:53  1:17:57     773    674     99  13%    25  60 111 

 *******************************

    18     1  128    33:22:40  0:03  2:40  1:42:37     751    596    155  21%    16  30  65 

 ******************

    19     1  128    42:53:13  0:03  3:01  1:21:17     853    641    212  25%    24  44 108 

 ******************************

    20     1  128    45:35:37  0:01  2:31  1:25:19    1087    722    365  34%    28  45  76 

 *********************

    21     1  128    60:13:10  0:03  4:26  1:43:05     815    613    202  25%    22  58  86 

 ************************
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    22     1  128    35:23:20  0:01  3:16  2:13:25     650    476    174  27%    24  37  67 

 *******************

    23     1  128    34:19:45  0:02  3:51  1:41:15     535    384    151  28%    16  27  43  ************

        ----  ---   --------- ----- ----- --------  ------ ------ ------ ----   --- --- ---

  Tots    24  128   732:10:16  0:01  3:13  3:53:33   13666   9953   3713  27%     4  30 115

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

TAP IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis (TAPLVE)

The MICS IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report displays statistics for the virtual tape mounts satisfied by the
VTS. The report provides the total number of virtual tape mounts with three sets of statistics for each mount type; scratch
(fast-ready), cache hit, and cache miss (recall). The final two report columns show the percent of specific virtual mount
requests that were cache misses, both as a number and a graphic. At a glance, this graphic shows periods where
excessive cache misses occur. Cache misses result in degraded virtual tape performance.

The report uses both the distributed and composite VTS headers, based on the VTS type reported. These headers and
their content are described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and total number of virtual mounts:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Total Virtual Mounts - fffTVM

Virtual scratch (fast-ready) mount statistics:

• Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts - fffVFRM
• Min Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time - fffMNFRT
• Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time - fffAVFMT
• Max Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time - fffMXFRT

Virtual cache hit mount statistics:

• Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts - fffVCHM
• Min Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time - fffMNCHT
• Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time - fffAVHMT
• Max Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time - fffMXCHT

Virtual cache miss (recall) mount statistics:

• Virtual Recall Mounts - fffVRM
• Min Virtual Recall Mount Time - fffMNRMT
• Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time - fffAVRMT
• Max Virtual Recall Mount Time - fffMXRMT

Percentage of specific mounts that were cache misses, resulting in the recall of a virtual tape from a physical cartridge.
This value is displayed as both a percentage and a graphic:

• Pct Virtual Specific Mount Cache Misses - fffPCVMS

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

Report data for VTS type COMPOSITE is generated from the VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) file. Report data
for VTS types UI, SECONDARY, and STANDALONE is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.
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To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVE, IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis (TAPLVE) Report Sample

The following report sample shows the virtual tape mount activity for a day by hour. The VTS reported is a peer-to-peer
configuration. The three report pages show the Composite VTS statistics followed by statistics for the User Interface (UI)
and Secondary VTSs.

It is interesting that immediately following the low utilization hours of 11:00 AM to 12:00 noon, the percentage of specific
mount requests that result in DASD cache misses increases dramatically. By 2:00 PM, both the peak workload and peak
percent misses is reached. The time required to satisfy a mount that requires a recall is significantly longer than a mount
satisfied in cache.

This report sample provides data that should encourage an examination of the z/OS workloads using virtual tape that
launch after noon. An effort should be made to increase the probability that the virtual volumes requested are found in the
cache.

IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVE                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9200             VTC Preferred I/O : NONE           Copy Mode Setting : Mixed      Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-COMPOSITE     VTC Preferred Mast: VTS0           VTC Maint Level   : 7414.00    Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  UI/SEC IDs    : K9229/K9230       F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

                      ----Scratch Mounts----  ------Cache Hit--------  -------Cache Miss-------   ------

Percent Cache Misses------

                            (Fast Ready)                                   (Recalls/Stage)                   

                    1

        Numb   Total    Scr   Min  Avg  Max     Hit   Min  Avg   Max    Miss   Min   Avg   Max     Pct       2

    4    6    8    0

  HOUR  Intv  Mounts   Total M:SS M:SS MM:SS   Total M:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Total MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Miss 

 0----0----0----0----0----0

  ----  ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----

     0     1     551     239 0:01 0:02  0:08     258 0:01  0:02  0:06      54  0:46  2:25  5:20    17%  *****

     1     1     749     345 0:01 0:02  0:06     353 0:01  0:03  1:30      51  0:22  2:38  6:15    13%  ***

     2     1    1476     592 0:01 0:04  0:11     831 0:01  0:03  1:32      53  0:56  3:07  6:04     6%  **

     3     1     374     168 0:01 0:03  0:10     160 0:01  0:02  1:31      46  1:32  2:39  7:37    22%  ******

     4     1     417     153 0:01 0:02  0:05     212 0:01  0:02  0:36      52  0:01  2:31  5:53    20%  *****
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     5     1     564     206 0:01 0:02  0:05     327 0:01  0:02  1:42      31  0:06  2:01  4:23     9%  **

     6     1     685     119 0:01 0:02  0:06     527 0:01  0:02  0:06      39  0:15  2:00  6:42     7%  **

     7     1     710     149 0:01 0:02  0:06     485 0:01  0:02  0:05      76  0:05  2:32  5:35    14%  ****

     8     1     580     148 0:01 0:02  0:07     327 0:01  0:02  0:15     105  0:24  3:04  9:26    24%  ******

     9     1     273      55 0:01 0:02  0:04     140 0:01  0:02  0:04      78  1:26  3:11  7:12    36% 

 *********

    10     1     146      65 0:01 0:02  0:04      54 0:01  0:02  0:03      27  0:51  2:35  5:11    33% 

 *********

    11     1      27       5 0:01 0:02  0:03      21 0:01  0:01  0:03       1  3:03  3:03  3:03     5%  *

    12     1      45      23 0:01 0:01  0:03      21 0:01  0:01  0:03       1  3:03  3:03  3:03     5%  *

    13     1      50      26 0:01 0:01  0:03      18 0:01  0:02  0:03       6  0:53  1:22  2:07    25% 

 *******

    14     1     241      16 0:01 0:01  0:04      55 0:01  0:02  0:03     170  0:02  1:17  6:22    76% 

 ********************

    15     1     562     267 0:01 0:03  0:08     182 0:01  0:03  0:38     113  0:03  1:21  5:16    38% 

 **********

    16     1     759     507 0:01 0:05  0:19     166 0:01  0:03  1:33      86  0:03  2:23  5:14    34% 

 *********

    17     1     692     472 0:01 0:04  0:11     139 0:01  0:03  0:10      81  0:07  2:59  8:58    37% 

 **********

    18     1     641     359 0:01 0:03  0:10     215 0:01  0:03  0:16      67  0:58  2:38  5:12    24%  ******

    19     1    1066     503 0:01 0:03  0:19     512 0:01  0:02  0:36      51  0:46  2:05  4:58     9%  **

    20     1     918     395 0:01 0:03  1:01     481 0:01  0:03  1:13      42  0:48  2:00  6:19     8%  **

    21     1     826     370 0:01 0:03  0:07     394 0:01  0:03  1:30      62  0:10  2:14  4:19    14%  ****

    22     1     586     215 0:01 0:02  0:24     308 0:01  0:02  0:38      63  0:27  2:23  5:11    17%  ****

    23     1     518     181 0:01 0:02  0:06     268 0:01  0:02  1:30      69  0:44  1:58  4:37    20%  *****

        ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----

  Tots    24   13456    5578 0:01 0:03  1:01    6454 0:01  0:02  1:42    1424  0:01  2:18  9:26    18%

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVE                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

                      ----Scratch Mounts----  ------Cache Hit--------  -------Cache Miss-------   ------

Percent Cache Misses------

                            (Fast Ready)                                   (Recalls/Stage)                   

                    1

        Numb   Total    Scr   Min  Avg  Max     Hit   Min  Avg   Max    Miss   Min   Avg   Max     Pct       2

    4    6    8    0

  HOUR  Intv  Mounts   Total M:SS M:SS MM:SS   Total M:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Total MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Miss 

 0----0----0----0----0----0

  ----  ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----
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     0     1     562     394 0:01 0:01  0:05     141 0:01  0:01  0:04      27  0:02  2:18  5:17    16%  ****

     1     1     748     535 0:01 0:01  0:03     181 0:01  0:01  0:04      32  0:01  2:09  6:15    15%  ****

     2     1    1479     961 0:01 0:01  0:07     474 0:01  0:01  1:10      44  0:01  1:42  5:59     8%  **

     3     1     383     267 0:01 0:01  0:06      93 0:01  0:02  1:29      23  0:02  2:49  7:36    20%  *****

     4     1     423     297 0:01 0:01  0:03     100 0:01  0:01  0:02      26  0:01  2:11  4:26    21%  *****

     5     1     573     384 0:01 0:01  0:03     170 0:01  0:01  1:28      19  0:03  1:49  4:22    10%  ***

     6     1     689     384 0:01 0:01  0:03     256 0:01  0:01  0:03      49  0:01  0:56  6:40    16%  ****

     7     1     715     408 0:01 0:01  0:03     252 0:01  0:01  0:03      55  0:01  1:32  4:26    18%  *****

     8     1     580     359 0:01 0:01  0:04     162 0:01  0:01  0:14      59  0:01  2:42  9:25    27% 

 *******

     9     1     274     179 0:01 0:01  0:02      59 0:01  0:01  0:03      36  1:25  3:21  7:11    38% 

 **********

    10     1     145     100 0:01 0:01  0:03      30 0:01  0:01  0:02      15  0:01  2:39  5:10    33% 

 *********

    11     1      27      15 0:01 0:01  0:02       6 0:01  0:01  0:02       6  0:01  0:31  3:02    50% 

 *************

    12     1      45      30 0:01 0:01  0:02      14 0:01  0:01  0:02       1  3:01  3:01  3:01     7%  **

    13     1      50      29 0:01 0:01  0:01      17 0:01  0:01  0:02       4  0:53  1:11  1:30    19%  *****

    14     1     242     115 0:01 0:01  0:02      17 0:01  0:01  0:02     110  0:01  1:07  6:21    87% 

 ***********************

    15     1     558     371 0:01 0:01  0:05     111 0:01  0:01  0:04      76  0:01  1:06  5:14    41% 

 ***********

    16     1     773     618 0:01 0:02  0:10     103 0:01  0:02  1:30      52  0:01  1:50  5:14    34% 

 *********

    17     1     695     585 0:01 0:01  0:05      66 0:01  0:01  0:05      44  0:01  3:06  8:57    40% 

 **********

    18     1     745     589 0:01 0:01  0:06     112 0:01  0:01  0:16      44  0:01  2:25  6:16    28% 

 *******

    19     1    1072     831 0:01 0:01  0:08     216 0:01  0:01  0:07      25  0:01  2:00  4:57    10%  ***

    20     1     936     658 0:01 0:01  0:58     244 0:01  0:02  1:12      34  0:01  1:25  6:18    12%  ***

    21     1     832     590 0:01 0:01  1:29     195 0:01  0:01  0:03      47  0:01  1:28  4:05    19%  *****

    22     1     597     374 0:01 0:01  0:22     164 0:01  0:01  0:37      59  0:01  1:22  5:11    26% 

 *******

    23     1     521     332 0:01 0:01  0:04     148 0:01  0:01  0:51      41  0:01  1:40  4:03    22%  ******

        ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----

  Tots    24   13664    9405 0:01 0:01  1:29    3331 0:01  0:01  1:30     928  0:01  1:49  9:25    22%

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVE                          IBM VTS Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9230             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-SECONDARY     VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy
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                      ----Scratch Mounts----  ------Cache Hit--------  -------Cache Miss-------   ------

Percent Cache Misses------

                            (Fast Ready)                                   (Recalls/Stage)                   

                    1

        Numb   Total    Scr   Min  Avg  Max     Hit   Min  Avg   Max    Miss   Min   Avg   Max     Pct       2

    4    6    8    0

  HOUR  Intv  Mounts   Total M:SS M:SS MM:SS   Total M:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Total MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS   Miss 

 0----0----0----0----0----0

  ----  ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----

     0     1     545     399 0:01 0:01  0:03     116 0:01  0:01  0:04      30  0:46  2:32  4:32    21%  *****

     1     1     807     600 0:01 0:01  1:29     179 0:01  0:01  0:05      28  0:02  2:35  4:29    14%  ****

     2     1    1416    1074 0:01 0:01  0:04     309 0:01  0:01  0:05      33  0:01  2:22  6:03    10%  ***

     3     1     509     387 0:01 0:01  1:27      94 0:01  0:02  1:30      28  1:05  2:46  5:16    23%  ******

     4     1     374     247 0:01 0:01  0:02      98 0:01  0:01  0:03      29  0:01  2:08  5:53    23%  ******

     5     1     475     342 0:01 0:01  0:03     111 0:01  0:01  0:03      22  0:33  1:59  3:54    17%  ****

     6     1     746     458 0:01 0:01  0:03     255 0:01  0:01  0:03      33  0:01  1:19  4:23    11%  ***

     7     1     685     436 0:01 0:01  0:03     207 0:01  0:01  0:04      42  0:01  1:36  5:34    17%  ****

     8     1     654     414 0:01 0:01  0:03     169 0:01  0:01  0:03      71  0:01  2:18  5:28    30% 

 ********

     9     1     247     150 0:01 0:01  0:02      52 0:01  0:01  0:03      45  1:38  2:49  4:30    46% 

 ************

    10     1     243     154 0:01 0:01  0:02      67 0:01  0:01  0:03      22  0:50  2:35  3:54    25%  ******

    11     1      31      20 0:01 0:01  0:02      11 0:01  0:01  0:01       0  0:00     .  0:00     0%

    12     1      46      39 0:01 0:01  0:01       7 0:01  0:01  0:02       0  0:00     .  0:00     0%

    13     1      41      38 0:01 0:01  0:01       1 0:01  0:01  0:01       2  1:19  1:42  2:06    67% 

 *****************

    14     1     205     120 0:01 0:01  0:02       8 0:01  0:01  0:02      77  0:01  1:02  3:18    91% 

 ************************

    15     1     376     299 0:01 0:01  0:05      23 0:01  0:01  0:04      54  0:02  1:17  3:03    70% 

 ******************

    16     1     802     670 0:01 0:01  0:05      80 0:01  0:01  0:03      52  0:01  1:14  3:14    39% 

 **********

    17     1     773     674 0:01 0:01  0:06      59 0:01  0:01  0:06      40  0:01  2:49  5:01    40% 

 ***********

    18     1     751     596 0:01 0:01  0:04     105 0:01  0:01  0:03      50  0:01  2:17  5:11    32% 

 ********

    19     1     853     641 0:01 0:01  0:25     181 0:01  0:01  0:03      31  0:01  1:52  3:31    15%  ****

    20     1    1087     722 0:01 0:01  0:04     318 0:01  0:01  0:04      47  0:01  0:53  3:03    13%  ***

    21     1     815     613 0:01 0:01  0:04     173 0:01  0:01  0:03      29  0:01  2:13  4:18    14%  ****

    22     1     650     476 0:01 0:01  0:04     136 0:01  0:01  0:03      38  0:01  2:01  5:09    22%  ******

    23     1     535     384 0:01 0:01  1:29     121 0:01  0:01  0:04      30  0:01  1:56  4:36    20%  *****

        ----  ------  ------ ---- ---- -----  ------ ---- ----- -----  ------ ----- ----- -----   ----

  Tots    24   13666    9953 0:01 0:01  1:29    2880 0:01  0:01  1:30     833  0:00  1:56  6:03    22%

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

TAP IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution(TAPLVF)

The MICS IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Report shows the count of physical cartridges in each of 20 ranges. The
ranges (that is, 0 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15, and so on) represent the percent of active virtual volume data. For example,
a value of 3 under the <=05 heading indicates that three cartridges had 5 percent or less active data. The report also
displays the total number of active cartridges and the reclamation threshold, if available.
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Over time, the virtual volumes written to physical cartridges expire or become invalid (that is, a z/OS job added records
to a virtual tape data set making the original copy invalid). An essential function of a VTS system is to reclaim the wasted
tape media used by these expired or invalid virtual tape volumes by copying the valid volumes from a fragmented
cartridge to a non-fragmented cartridge.

The report uses the header for IBM VTS distributed libraries, described in IBM VTS Report Headers in IBM VTS MICF
Inquiry General Information.

The report body includes the following measurements:

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and number of active cartridges containing the indicated percentage of active data:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Avg Vols With 0% to 5% Active Data - VDLAVA00
• Avg Vols With > 5% to 10% Active Data - VDLAVA05
• Avg Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data - VDLAVA10
• Avg Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data - VDLAVA15
• Avg Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data - VDLAVA20
• Avg Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data - VDLAVA25
• Avg Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data - VDLAVA30
• Avg Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data - VDLAVA35
• Avg Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data - VDLAVA40
• Avg Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data - VDLAVA45
• Avg Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data - VDLAVA50
• Avg Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data - VDLAVA55
• Avg Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data - VDLAVA60
• Avg Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data - VDLAVA65
• Avg Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data - VDLAVA70
• Avg Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data - VDLAVA75
• Avg Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data - VDLAVA80
• Avg Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data - VDLAVA85
• Avg Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data - VDLAVA85
• Avg Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data - VDLAVA85

Average number of active tape cartridges and the reclamation threshold percentage:

• Avg Total Volumes with Active Data - VDLAVATO
• Avg Reclaim Threshold Percentage - VDLAVTPC

Note: The reclamation threshold percentage is only available if IBM Function Code F/C 4001 is disabled. The value
can be inferred, however, by examining the distribution counts. A significant drop-off in the count of active cartridges
will appear under the distribution range that includes the reclamation threshold value.

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLVF, IBM VTS Cartridge Utilization Analysis Report, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
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5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM VTS MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM VTS MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM VTS Cartridge Utilization Analysis (TAPLVF) Report Sample

The following report sample shows the active physical cartridge utilization distribution for a day by hour. The report
first shows the utilization distribution for a standalone VTS. The following two pages show the distribution for the active
cartridges belonging to the User Interface (UI) and Secondary VTSs that participate in a peer-to-peer configuration.

Because the IBM Function Code FC/4001 is enabled, the actual reclamation threshold value is not available in the raw
data. From an examination of the report data, however, you can assume that the threshold is somewhere around 20% and
25% because the number of tapes in that range, (<=25), drops dramatically from the number in the range 25% to 30%
(<=30).

IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Samples
  Inquiry : TAPLVF                          IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 002

  

  VTS Library ID: 71846             Library Make-Model: 3494-L10       Lib Maint Level:  534.01       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : STANDALONE        VTS Cache Size    :  864 GB        VTS Maint Level: 7414.00       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : n/a               F/C 4001 Status   : Disabled                                      Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 28MARyy

  

             +------------- Number of Cartridges Containing the Indicated Percentage of Active Data

 -----------+    Avg

        Numb |                                                                                              <

  |  Active   Reclaim

  HOUR  Intv <=05 <=10 <=15 <=20 <=25 <=30 <=35 <=40 <=45 <=50 <=55 <=60 <=65 <=70 <=75 <=80 <=85 <=90 <=95

 =100   Carts   Thrsh %

  ----  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

     0     1    0    1    1    2   16  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 70    1140   25.00 %

     1     1    0    0    0    1   13  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 71    1135   25.00 %

     2     1    0    0    0    2    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 73    1134   25.00 %

     3     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 73    1133   25.00 %

     4     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 74    1134   25.00 %

     5     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 74    1134   25.00 %

     6     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 74    1134   25.00 %

     7     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 74    1134   25.00 %
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     8     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 75    1135   25.00 %

     9     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 75    1135   25.00 %

    10     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 75    1135   25.00 %

    11     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 76    1136   25.00 %

    12     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 76    1136   25.00 %

    13     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 77    1137   25.00 %

    14     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 77    1137   25.00 %

    15     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 78    1138   25.00 %

    16     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 78    1138   25.00 %

    17     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  211  149  113   62   56   32   29   14   18   16   16   14    9  

 78    1138   25.00 %

    18     1    0    0    0    1   11  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   11  

 70    1136   25.00 %

    19     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   12  

 72    1137   25.00 %

    20     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   12  

 72    1137   25.00 %

    21     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   12  

 75    1140   25.00 %

    22     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   12  

 76    1141   25.00 %

    23     1    0    0    0    1    9  311  212  148  116   60   63   33   32   13   17   17   13    8   12  

 79    1144   25.00 %

        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

  Avgs     1    0    0    0    1   10  311  211  149  114   62   58   32   30   14   18   16   15   13   10  

 75    1137   25.00 %

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVF                          IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9230             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-SECONDARY     VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy
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             +------------- Number of Cartridges Containing the Indicated Percentage of Active Data

 -----------+    Avg

        Numb |                                                                                              <

  |  Active   Reclaim

  HOUR  Intv <=05 <=10 <=15 <=20 <=25 <=30 <=35 <=40 <=45 <=50 <=55 <=60 <=65 <=70 <=75 <=80 <=85 <=90 <=95

 =100   Carts   Thrsh %

  ----  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

     0     1    0    0    0    0    0    5   18  237  172  113   73   56   50   47   40   23    9   23   20  

 33     919     n/a

     1     1    0    0    0    0    0    5   18  237  172  113   73   56   50   47   40   23    9   23   20  

 33     919     n/a

     2     1    0    1    2    0    2    1   20  237  170  114   75   55   49   48   40   21   12   20   23  

 29     919     n/a

     3     1    0    1    2    0    1    1   19  237  170  114   75   55   49   48   40   21   12   20   23  

 30     918     n/a

     4     1    0    1    0    3    0    1   17  237  170  114   75   55   49   48   40   21   12   20   23  

 30     916     n/a

     5     1    1    2    0    0    1    0   18  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 27     918     n/a

     6     1    1    0    1    0    1    2   14  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 27     915     n/a

     7     1    2    0    1    0    0    0   14  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 28     914     n/a

     8     1    0    0    0    0    3    1   10  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 28     911     n/a

     9     1    1    1    0    1    0    0   10  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 29     911     n/a

    10     1    0    0    0    0    1    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     909     n/a

    11     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    12     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    13     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    14     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    15     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    16     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 30     908     n/a

    17     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 31     909     n/a

    18     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 32     910     n/a

    19     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 32     910     n/a

    20     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    9  239  171  112   74   55   49   51   38   19   14   21   26  

 33     911     n/a

    21     1    0    0    0    1    2    0   10  238  171  114   72   58   53   46   37   17   16   18   26  

 32     911     n/a
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    22     1    1    0    0    0    1    0    9  238  171  114   72   58   53   46   37   17   16   18   26  

 34     911     n/a

    23     1    0    0    0    0    1    0    8  238  171  114   72   58   53   46   37   17   16   18   26  

 34     909     n/a

        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

  Avgs     1    0    0    0    0    1    1   12  238  171  113   74   55   50   50   38   19   14   21   25  

 31     912     n/a

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Inquiry : TAPLVF                          IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

             +------------- Number of Cartridges Containing the Indicated Percentage of Active Data

 -----------+    Avg

        Numb |                                                                                              <

  |  Active   Reclaim

  HOUR  Intv <=05 <=10 <=15 <=20 <=25 <=30 <=35 <=40 <=45 <=50 <=55 <=60 <=65 <=70 <=75 <=80 <=85 <=90 <=95

 =100   Carts   Thrsh %

  ----  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

     0     1    1    0    2    0    0    1   16  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 29     930     n/a

     1     1    1    0    2    0    0    1   16  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 30     931     n/a

     2     1    1    0    2    0    0    2   14  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 31     931     n/a

     3     1    1    1    0    0    1    1   13  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 32     930     n/a

     4     1    0    1    2    0    1    0   11  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 32     928     n/a

     5     1    1    0    1    1    1    1    8  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 33     927     n/a

     6     1    1    1    0    2    0    0    7  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 34     926     n/a

     7     1    0    1    2    0    1    0    5  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 35     925     n/a

     8     1    1    0    1    0    2    0    5  246  165  114   80   66   54   39   26   19   23   22   29  

 33     925     n/a

     9     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    7  250  161  119   76   66   56   34   28   22   21   21   28  

 32     921     n/a
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    10     1    0    0    1    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 30     921     n/a

    11     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 31     921     n/a

    12     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    13     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    14     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    15     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    16     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    17     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    18     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    19     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    20     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    21     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    22     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    23     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

  Avgs     1    0    0    1    0    0    0    8  248  164  119   76   66   55   36   28   20   21   23   28  

 32     925     n/a

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiries

The MICF inquiries for StorageTek VSM virtual tape systems distributed with the VTS component are listed in the MICF
Distributed Inquiries for StorageTek VSM figure.

All of the StorageTek VSM inquiries generate line-printer reports. Samples of each report are presented in the following
sections.

Most reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles are adjusted appropriately based on
the timespan and summarization level chosen for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period, this
summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

For example, production trend reporting can be done at the WEEKS timespan level for the most recent 26 weeks. If the
report from last week's data showed erratic behavior at the weekly level, the same report can be used to drill down to the
DAYS and DAYS by HOUR level, to determine the specific interval where the abnormal behavior occurred.

User Modification

The MICF inquiries provide a user exit in the independent source step that can be used to perform more data element
modification or record selection from the MICS database. To invoke this exit, the shared inquiry must first be copied into
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the private MICF catalog, then selected for modification. Finally, the SAS statements must be coded in the SELECT
macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements, which are provided.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. The macro can be used to delete observations from the data as it is processed. For example, for a published study,
you can change the actual VTS Library Sequence Numbers (IVTVLS) and VTS Composite Library ID (IVTCMPID) values
that appear in the report. The following code would accomplish this requirement:

      %MACRO SELECT;

        IF IVTVLS   = 'PROD01' THEN IVTVLS   ='VTS001' ;

        IF IVTCMPID = 'PRDC01' THEN IVTCMPID ='CMP001' ;

        ... additional remapping statements ...

      %MEND  SELECT;

Use this macro to exclude systems from the report, for example, exclude all test systems:

      %MACRO SELECT;

        IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;

WARNING
All SAS statements must be coded in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in
the SAS guides. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax errors or the
logic produces syntax errors, the inquiry is either terminated abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Inquiry Naming Conventions

The VTS component MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character product identifier (TAP).

p
The type of report: C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer).

t
The technology reported on: V for IBM VTS or S for StorageTek VSM.

n
A character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named TAPLSA would be interpreted as follows:

          TAPLSA

          ---||+= the first list inquiry

           | ||

           | |+= for StorageTek VSM

           | |

           | += a list inquiry

           |

           += a Tape Analyzer Option inquiry

Report Class Report Name Report ID
Perform StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Mount Repo

rt
TAPLSA
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StorageTek VSM Disk Buffer Usage Chart TAPPSB
StorageTek VSM VTSS System Capacity S
ummary

TAPLSC

StorageTek VSM VTD Usage Summary TAPLSD
StorageTek VSM RTD Usage Summary TAPLSE
StorageTek VSM VTD Mount Time Distribu
tion

TAPPSF

StorageTek VSM RTD Mount Time Distribu
tion

TAPPSG

StorageTek VSM Recalled VTV Age Distrib
ution

TAPLSH

These MICF inquiries for StorageTek VSM are accessed through the MICF Inquiries panel of the MICS Workstation
Facility (MWF).

StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry Specification Panels

The MICF layout and rules for populating field choices are identical for most StorageTek VSM reports with the following
exception:

• The "Composing Inquiry" line is different for each report. It identifies the inquiry name (for example, TAPLVA), and the
report title (for example, STK VSM Virtual Tape Mount Report).

• Not all reporting options are available for each inquiry.

A sample inquiry specification panel for inquiry TAPLSA is shown below. Explanations for field choices follow.

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ---------------------  CA MICS StorageTek VSM Inquiry  ---------------------- |

 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 | Composing Inquiry:  TAPLSA - STK VSM Virtual Tape Mount Report                |

 | Database ===> _                                                               |

 | Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                         |

 | Timespan ===> ______ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                                      |

 | Report by hour if Timespan is Days or Weeks   ===> _ (Y/N)                    |

 | Generate report for each value of ZONE        ===> _ (Y/N)                    |

 | Data Selection:                                                               |

 |                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy             |

 |   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __             |

 |   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                             |

 |   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                         |

 |   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                             |

 |   VTSS ID (VTSSID)  ===> ________ ________ ________ ________                  |

 |                                                                               |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Database
(Required) No default. Up to six database unit IDs can be specified (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files
are read). Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To
display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
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(Required) Defaults to 01. The cycle of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. A
range of cycles can be specified. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If a single cycle is required
(such as cycle 01), it must be specified in the first entry field, and the second field must be blank. Leading zeros are not
required and are inserted automatically if a single-digit number is entered (for example, 7 becomes 07). If a cycle range is
specified, it can be specified in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Required input
files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour...
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, daily, or weekly
level. If you specify Y (Yes), the data is summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are produced for each
day or week. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized by day or week, and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced. Note that this option is only available for a subset of the StorageTek inquiries.

Generate a report for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to N. Reports for each zone can be generated when requested if you specify Y (Yes). The nature and
resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands
compared to production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display
separate reports for each observed zone.

If you specify N (No), the data is summarized to the appropriate level and displayed on a single report. Note that this
option is only available for a subset of the StorageTek inquiries.

Generate color graphic plots
(Required) Defaults to N (No). Specify Y (Yes) if you want to generate color graphics plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a
prerequisite for color graphics. When set to No standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

Note: This option is only available for a subset of the StorageTek inquiries.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in the dd mmm yy format. The first value in each date range is the starting
date and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should
not overlap, but the higher range can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 09 - 31 DEC 09 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 08 - 31 DEC 08. An input
observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0 to 23. Up to 3 hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges should not overlap, but the higher range
can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. A one-character value from 1 to 9. Up to nine zone values can be specified. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

Sysid
(Optional) No default. A one to four character value. Up to six SYSIDs can be specified. An input observation is selected if
its SYSID value is equal to any of the specified values.

VTSS ID (VTSSID)
(Optional) Default is ALL. A one to eight character value. Specify up to 4 VTSSIDs. An input observation is selected if its
VTSSID values are equal to any of the specified values.
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STK VSM Virtual Tape Mount Report (TAPLSA)

The MICS StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Mount Report is created from measurements in the Virtual Tape Volume Mount
Activity (SVTVMR) file. The report displays the number of scratch and specific mounts requested by the systems attached
to the StorageTek VSM. Most importantly, the report displays the buffer hit percentage for specific mounts and the delay in
satisfying the mount when a VTV has to be recalled from a physical cartridge.

The report body displays the following measurements:

• Total virtual mounts (VMRCOUNT)
• Total virtual scratch Mounts (VMRSMT)
• Total virtual specific Mounts (VMREXT)
• Percentage of mounts that were specific (VMRPCEXT)
• Total time to satisfy virtual mounts (VMRMTM)
• Minimum time to satisfy a virtual mount (VMRMNMTM)
• Average time to satisfy a virtual mount (VMRAVMTM)
• Maximum time to satisfy a virtual mount (VMRMXMTM)

Metrics for specific virtual mounts contain statistics on those that were still found in the disk buffer (buffer hit)and those
that needed to be recalled from real tape (buffer miss):

• Total specific mounts still found in the disk buffer (derived during report generation, VMREXT-VMRMRC)
• Minimum mount time of buffer hit specific mounts (VMRMNHTM)
• Average mount time of buffer hit specific mounts (VMRAVHTM)
• Maximum mount time of buffer hit specific mounts (VMRMXHTM)
• Total specific mounts not found in the disk buffer (VMRMRC)
• Total mount time of specific mounts requiring recall (VMRXTM)
• Minimum mount time of buffer miss specific mounts (VMRMNXTM)
• Average mount time of buffer miss specific mounts (VMRAVXTM)
• Maximum mount time of buffer miss specific mounts (VMRMXXTM)
• Percentage of specific mounts requiring recall (VMRPCMIS)

Usage Considerations:

Virtual tape volumes that are resident in the disk buffer can be mounted practically instantaneously. This provides the
maximum serviceability to the production jobs with no delay. When virtual tape volumes are not resident in the disk buffer,
the volume must be recalled from real tape to the disk buffer. The delay here might be significant. The tape robot needs to
retrieve the cartridge containing the virtual volume, mount it in a drive, and copy all the data back to the disk buffer before
the virtual mount is satisfied. Robot arm contention, drive contention, and amount of data to copy back to the disk buffer
are all delay factors.

The user will be able to notice the periods of time in this report where the buffer miss counts are getting close to
unacceptable limits. Monitoring this report over time will show trends that will allow the user to drill into the database at
those specific times to retrieve additional information about the affected jobs.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLSA, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows virtual tape mount metrics by hour within a week.
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StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Mount Report Sample
  Inquiry : TAPLVF                          IBM VTS Cartridge Use Distribution Report

  Run Date: 02OCTyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  VTS Library ID: K9229             Library Make-Model: 3584-L22       Lib Maint Level:  534.13       Report

 Start: 29SEPyy:00:00

  Library Type  : PtP-UI            VTS Cache Size    : 1728 GB        VTS Maint Level:  749.05       Report

 End  : 29SEPyy:24:00

  Composite ID  : K9200             F/C 4001 Status   : Enabled                                       Timespan

    : DAYS

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 29SEPyy

  

             +------------- Number of Cartridges Containing the Indicated Percentage of Active Data

 -----------+    Avg

        Numb |                                                                                              <

  |  Active   Reclaim

  HOUR  Intv <=05 <=10 <=15 <=20 <=25 <=30 <=35 <=40 <=45 <=50 <=55 <=60 <=65 <=70 <=75 <=80 <=85 <=90 <=95

 =100   Carts   Thrsh %

  ----  ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

     0     1    1    0    2    0    0    1   16  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 29     930     n/a

     1     1    1    0    2    0    0    1   16  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 30     931     n/a

     2     1    1    0    2    0    0    2   14  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 31     931     n/a

     3     1    1    1    0    0    1    1   13  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 32     930     n/a

     4     1    0    1    2    0    1    0   11  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 32     928     n/a

     5     1    1    0    1    1    1    1    8  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 33     927     n/a

     6     1    1    1    0    2    0    0    7  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 34     926     n/a

     7     1    0    1    2    0    1    0    5  243  169  113   80   66   53   40   25   19   21   22   30  

 35     925     n/a

     8     1    1    0    1    0    2    0    5  246  165  114   80   66   54   39   26   19   23   22   29  

 33     925     n/a

     9     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    7  250  161  119   76   66   56   34   28   22   21   21   28  

 32     921     n/a

    10     1    0    0    1    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 30     921     n/a

    11     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 31     921     n/a

    12     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    13     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    14     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a
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    15     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    16     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 32     922     n/a

    17     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    18     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    19     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 33     923     n/a

    20     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    21     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    22     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

    23     1    0    0    0    0    0    0    6  250  161  122   74   66   56   34   29   21   20   24   27  

 34     924     n/a

        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

 ----  ------   -------

  Avgs     1    0    0    1    0    0    0    8  248  164  119   76   66   55   36   28   20   21   23   28  

 32     925     n/a

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

STK VSM Disk Buffer Usage Chart (TAPPSB)

The MICS STK VSM Disk Buffer Usage Chart is created from measurements in the Subsystem Performance Request
(SVTSSP) file. The report charts the disk buffer usage in the VTSS.

The report body displays the following measurements:

• Total Disk Buffer Capacity (GB) (SSPAVTCP)
• Used Disk Buffer (GB) (SSPAVUCP)
• Free Disk Buffer (GB) (SSPAVFCP)

Usage Considerations:

If several systems are sharing the VTSS resource, consider selecting only a primary SYSID to report on. The same data
is reported to all systems that are sharing the resource. Without specifying a primary SYSID to report on, the charts for all
systems sharing the VTSS will look similar.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPPSB, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the hour changes in disk buffer capacity by hour throughout the day for each SYSID/
VTSSID combination.
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StorageTek VSM Disk Buffer Usage Chart Sample
                                                 DAYS STK VSM Disk Buffer Usage Chart

  

 --------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1 VTSS ID=VTSS1

 -------------------------------------------------

  

                                             Plot of SSPAVTCP*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                             Plot of SSPAVUCP*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'U'.

                                             Plot of SSPAVFCP*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'F'.

  

   3,500.00 +  T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T    T   

 T    T    T    T    T

            |

            |

            |

            |

 A          |

 v 3,000.00 +

 g          |

            |

 D          |

 i          |

 s          |                 U

 k 2,500.00 +  U    U    U         U    U

            |                                U    U    U    U    U    U

 B          |                                                              U    U    U    U    U    U    U   

 U    U    U    U    U

 u          |

 f          |

 f          |

 e          |

 r 2,000.00 +

            |

 C          |

 a          |

 p          |

 a          |

 c          |

 i 1,500.00 +

 t          |

 y          |

            |

 (          |

 G          |                                                                   F    F    F                  

                     F

 B          |                                F    F    F    F    F    F    F                   F    F    F   

 F    F    F    F

 ) 1,000.00 +  F                        F

            |       F    F    F    F

            |

            |

            |

            |
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     500.00 +

            ---+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

+----+----+----+----+--

               0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18  

 19   20   21   22   23

  

                                                                   Hour of Day

  

                                     CA MICS VTS TAPPSB BASED ON Data Presented by Hour within Day

 

STK VSM VTSS System Capacity Summary(TAPLSC)

The MICS STK VSM VTSS System Capacity Summary report is created from measurements in the Subsystem
Performance Request (SVTSSP) and Channel Interface Performance (SVTCIP) files. The report displays the disk buffer
usage in the VTSS and the IO activity on the channel links between the VTSS and the host, and between the VTSS and
the real tape drives.

The report body displays the following measurements:

• Total disk buffer capacity (GB) (SSPAVTCP)
• Used disk buffer (GB) (SSPAVUCP)
• Free disk buffer (GB) (SSPAVFCP)
• Percentage of the disk buffer used (SSPPCUCP)
• Average number of IOs per link type, per interval, per link. Link types are HOST and RTD (real tape drives). Intervals

are 15 minutes, and number of links depends on the configuration of the site's virtual tape systems. (CIPAVNIO)
• Maximum number of IOs per link type, per interval, per link. (CIPMXNIO)
• Average control unit busy in seconds, per link type, per interval, per link. (CIPAVCUB)
• Maximum control unit busy in seconds, per link type, per interval, per link. Should not exceed 15 minutes, the duration

of an interval. (CIPMXCUB)
• Overall percentage control unit busy of all channels, per link type. CIPPCCUB)
• Total IOs per link type. (CIPNIO)

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLSC, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the hourly capacity of the disk buffer and the throughput of the IO changes from the
host to the VTSS and the VTSS to the real tape drives for a day.

STK VSM VTSS System Capacity Summary Sample
  INQUIRY: TAPLSC                         CA MICS STK VSM VTSS System Capacity Summary

  RUN DATE: 18AUGyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  VTSS Library ID:VTSS1                                                                               Report

 Start: 27MAYyy:23:47
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                                                                                                      Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:01:21

                                                                                                      Timespan

    : DAYS

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 28MAYyy

  

        ---Disk Buffer Summary----+-----------Host Links--------------------------+-----------RTD

 Links--------------------------+

        -----------Capacity-------|    Per Interval / Per Link---+-----Totals-----|----Per Interval / Per

 Link---+----Totals---- |

        Total  Used   Free   %    | Avg I0   Max IO   Av CU Mx CU| %     Total    | Avg IO   Max IO   Av CU Mx

 CU| %     Total   |

  HOUR  (GB)   (GB)   (GB)   Used |                   Busy  Busy |Busy    IOs     |                   Busy 

 Busy |Busy    IOs    |

  ----  -----  -----  -----  ----   -------- -------- ----- ----- ---- ----------   -------- -------- -----

 ----- ---- ----------

     0  3,481  1,855  1,626   53%      49733   209661  2:42 10:04  18%    4774369     135076   463031  3:33 

 9:43  24%    4322425

     1  3,481  1,813  1,668   52%      68377   230851  3:40 12:15  24%    6564195     173268   443137  4:23 

 9:55  29%    5544577

     2  3,481  1,852  1,629   53%      56681   199266  3:25 10:52  23%    5441341     140737   378517  3:24 

 7:52  23%    4503571

     3  3,481  1,870  1,610   54%      66578   270513  2:55  9:56  19%    6391471      78744   234737  1:58 

 4:57  13%    2519799

     4  3,481  1,835  1,645   53%      57021   198558  2:41  9:09  18%    5474028     153239   412134  4:35

 10:55  31%    4903641

     5  3,481  1,838  1,643   53%      60968   208075  3:23 10:52  23%    5852882     149002   365479  3:47 

 8:38  25%    4768063

     6  3,481  1,864  1,617   54%      61570   235963  3:33 11:24  24%    5910763     196036   568586  5:50

 12:58  39%    6273145

     7  3,481  1,827  1,654   52%      63609   209064  3:24 11:30  23%    6106503     234893   572075  7:16

 12:51  48%    7516567

     8  3,481  1,794  1,687   52%      61872   199899  3:20 10:59  22%    5939667     253966   605433  7:52

 13:25  52%    8126909

     9  3,481  1,791  1,689   51%      61616   209684  2:37  9:08  17%    5915172     169352   472365  7:06

 11:52  47%    5419251

    10  3,481  1,829  1,652   53%      53602   213541  2:26  8:33  16%    5145797     132931   212386  6:08

 11:43  41%    4253786

    11  3,481  1,867  1,614   54%      47454   195411  1:43  6:50  11%    4555629     203886   362883  9:14

 13:14  62%    6524366

    12  3,481  1,816  1,665   52%      41546   199712  1:41  5:40  11%    3988450     238642   420800  9:55

 13:47  66%    7636544

    13  3,481  1,780  1,701   51%      31987   121239  2:10  8:20  14%    3070726     220149   414812  8:54

 14:13  59%    7044759

    14  3,481  1,805  1,676   52%      34643   136273  1:40  6:08  11%    3325719     192073   495373  7:59

 14:34  53%    6146343

    15  3,481  1,832  1,648   53%      35707   127115  1:30  5:50  10%    3427884      97646   424607  4:08

 14:36  28%    3124678

    16  3,481  1,863  1,618   54%      30998   126288  0:57  3:48   6%    2975812     128142   501556  5:53

 14:40  39%    4100549

    17  3,481  1,818  1,663   52%      25495   100602  1:20  5:20   9%    2447526     168482   406792  6:51

 13:34  46%    5391410
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    18  3,481  1,774  1,707   51%      14242    60405  1:05  5:26   7%    1367222     205305   463514  7:46

 14:29  52%    6569752

    19  3,481  1,758  1,723   51%       9901    52627  0:40  3:08   4%     950528     151802   376472  6:08

 14:41  41%    4857665

    20  3,481  1,739  1,741   50%      28034   159918  1:37  7:47  11%    2691257     193020   452482  6:48

 14:50  45%    6176643

    21  3,481  1,774  1,706   51%      55534   299780  2:15  9:08  15%    5331278      80151   278290  2:05 

 5:29  14%    2564826

    22  3,481  1,815  1,666   52%      15786    58673  1:34  6:02  10%    1515494      67822   303456  1:42 

 6:01  11%    2170304

    23  3,481  1,849  1,631   53%      55699   211758  2:22  8:39  16%    5347142     120716   344082  2:48 

 7:02  19%    3862923

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

STK VSM VTD Usage Summary (TAPLSD)

The MICS STK VSM VTD Usage Summary report is created from measurements in the VTV Mount Request (SVTVMR)
and VTV Dismount Request (SVTVDR) files. The report displays the usage patterns of the virtual tape drives by hour.
Important information in this report is the maximum number of concurrent tape drives in use at any point in the hour.

The report body displays the following measurements derived by combining the VTV Mount file (SVTVMR) and the VTV
Dismount file (SVTVDR).

• Minimum virtual tape drives allocated concurrently
• Average virtual tape drives allocated concurrently
• Maximum virtual tape drives allocated concurrently
• Number of unique virtual tape drive addresses used
• Number of virtual tape volumes mounted during the reporting period
• Average duration a virtual tape drive was allocated to a job
• Maximum duration in time a virtual tape drive was allocated
• Graphic of maximum concurrent VTD usage

Usage Considerations:

Number of tape drives is a fixed resource. The number of virtual drives available to a system can be quite high. Still, this
resource must be monitored and tracked. Typically several host systems will share the resources of a VTSS. If a VTSS
has the capacity for 1024 virtual tape drives, and four systems are sharing the resource, each host might be allocated
256 virtual tape drives. This might seem like a lot, but during peak production tape usage, they might all be consumed. By
monitoring and tracking the virtual tape drive usage patterns, the storage administrator might be able to alert production
control staffs of potential periods of resource shortages in advance, allowing time for possible schedule shifts.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLSD, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the usage of the virtual tape drive by hour by day for each host system using the VTSS
resource.
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StorageTek VSM VTD Usage Summary Report Sample
  INQUIRY: TAPLSD                               CA MICS STK VSM VTD Usage Summary

  RUN DATE: 18AUGyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  VTSS Library ID:VTSS1                                                                               Report

 Start: 28MAYyy:00:02

                                                                                                      Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:01:25

                                                                                                      Timespan

    : DETAIL

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 28MAYyy

  

        -----Concurrent VTD Usage------------------------------ --VTD Occupancy

 Times--------------------------------------------+

         Minimum    Average    Maximum  | Unique VTD   Total   |                              |              

                    |

          VTDs       VTDs        VTDs   | Addresses     VTVs   |                              |  Concurrent

 VTD Usage            |

  HOUR  Allocated  Allocated  Allocated |   Used      Mounted  | Average   Maximum   TotaL    |              

                    |

  ----  ---------  ---------  ---------   ----------  -------    --------  --------  -------- |

0---10---20---30---40---50---60---|

     0      1         13         29           97        164       0:02:45   0:00:02   9:02:41  ***************

     1     15         23         33          101        250       0:03:53   0:00:29  18:31:11 

 *****************

     2     23         29         42          126        325       0:04:16   0:04:00  22:46:53 

 *********************

     3     14         20         37           96        201       0:06:04   0:00:00  15:57:44 

 *******************

     4     10         19         30          141        362       0:03:22   0:00:10  11:59:34  ***************

     5     13         20         38          113        324       0:03:14   0:00:04  14:50:12 

 *******************

     6     20         27         38          135        426       0:02:55   0:02:07  19:27:40 

 *******************

     7     16         23         28          120        378       0:03:04   0:01:15  16:45:52  **************

     8     15         23         30           98        387       0:03:30   0:02:15  17:10:00  ***************

     9      9         17         27          108        257       0:03:21   0:02:54  12:27:46  **************

    10     11         18         23           96        227       0:03:24   0:00:31  13:37:44  ************

    11      9         14         20           73        165       0:05:26   0:06:50  10:19:57  **********

    12      5         11         20           72        168       0:03:15   0:01:15   7:48:10  **********

    13      6         12         23           89        190       0:02:42   0:00:00   8:36:05  ************

    14      8         13         17           87        168       0:03:32   0:02:16   9:06:22  *********

    15      8         15         25           83        142       0:03:58   0:10:01  11:21:06  *************

    16      8         17         28          119        235       0:03:29   0:03:52  11:25:22  **************

    17      4         11         21           85        184       0:02:26   0:00:00   7:20:43  ***********

    18      3          8         24           73        136       0:02:14   0:00:01   4:40:31  ************

    19      5          9         23           77        108       0:04:20   0:00:13   5:58:47  ************

    20      9         14         26          114        222       0:04:26   0:04:09   9:31:29  *************

    21      7         14         27           95        235       0:03:11   0:06:49   9:15:19  **************

    22      2          8         24          103        176       0:01:27   0:00:52   3:32:38  ************

    23     11         18         32          155        383       0:01:36   0:00:02   8:54:09 

 ****************
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 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

STK VSM RTD Usage Summary (TAPLSE)

The MICS STK VSM RTD Usage Summary report is created from measurements in the Real Tape Drive Mount Activity
(SVTRMR) AND Real Tape Drive Dismount Activity (SVTRDR) files. The report displays the usage patterns of the real
tape drives by hour. Important information in this report is the maximum number of concurrent tape drives in use at any
point in the hour.

The report body displays the following measurements derived by combining the RTD Mount file (SVTRMR) and RTD
Dismount file (SVTRDR).

• Minimum real tape drives allocated concurrently
• Average real tape drives allocated concurrently
• Maximum real tape drives allocated concurrently
• Number of unique real tape drive addresses used
• Number of real tape volumes mounted during the reporting period
• Average duration a real tape drive was allocated
• Maximum duration in time a real tape drive was allocated
• Graphic of maximum concurrent RTD usage

Usage Considerations:

Number of tape drives is a fixed resource and must  be monitored and tracked. During production batch cycles,
tape drives need to be available for recalling needed virtual tape volumes back to the disk buffer. Multivolume tape
maintenance can be scheduled during off-peak production batch cycles.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLSE, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the usage of the real tape drives by hour by day for each host system using the VTSS
resource.

StorageTek VSM RTD Usage Summary Report Sample
                                                CA MICS STK VSM RTD Usage Summary

                                                Data Presented by Day within Month

  INQUIRY : TAPLSE                                                                                           

              Page 004

  RUN DATE: 05NOVYY                                                                                    Report

 Start: 04FEB08:00:00

  VTSS Library ID:VTSS1                                                                                Report

 End  : 04FEB08:23:56

  System ID      :ALL                                                                                 

 Timespan    : DETAIL

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 04NOVYY
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        ---------------------------RTD Occupancy Times----------Concurrent RTD

 Allocation----------------------------------------+

        Unique RTD   Total  |                               |  Minimum    Average    Maximum  |              

                    |

        Addresses    MVC's  |                               |   RTD's      RTD's      RTD's   |  Maximum

 Concurrent RTD Usage    |

  HOUR    Used      Mounted | Minimum   Average   Maximum   | Allocated  Allocated  Allocated |              

                    |

  ----- ----------  -------   --------  --------  --------    ---------  ---------  --------- |

1---10---20---30---40---50---60---|

     0       4          6      0:16:57   0:26:38   1:21:33      1          2          3        ***

     2       8         14      0:22:25   0:06:04   4:42:38      2          5          7        *******

     3       7          6      0:40:21   0:59:10   1:43:49      1          2          4        ****

     4       7          9      1:00:19   0:12:28   3:36:54      2          4          6        ******

     5       6         19      0:45:14   0:05:52   4:41:28      2          4          5        *****

     6       8         20      0:56:12   0:11:59   6:50:59      5          6          7        *******

     7       8         31      1:50:31   0:12:49  10:59:42      6          7          7        *******

     8       8         16      0:20:25   0:55:12  10:38:29      5          7          8        ********

     9       8         12      0:57:08   8:23:14   8:42:33      5          6          8        ********

    10       8         10      1:08:32   0:15:18   7:47:19      5          6          7        *******

    11       8         13      0:19:15   1:08:04  10:09:28      6          6          8        ********

    12       8         10      0:59:16   0:44:43   9:07:53      5          6          7        *******

    13       8         24      0:30:09   4:38:39   9:55:24      5          7          8        ********

    14       8         57      0:12:25   0:03:42  13:28:14      6          7          8        ********

    15       8         63      0:17:03   9:18:01  12:28:11      6          7          8        ********

    16       8         64      0:05:12   0:08:12  10:41:40      6          7          8        ********

    17       8         52      0:09:30   0:04:00  10:11:24      7          8          8        ********

    18       8         43      0:08:14   0:06:29   9:22:26      5          7          8        ********

    19       8         16      0:32:59   0:09:58   6:46:16      5          6          7        *******

    20       8         26      1:10:09   0:06:02   8:04:07      5          7          8        ********

    21       8         13      0:13:08   0:01:05   5:51:22      3          5          8        ********

    22       5          2      0:38:03   1:10:51   3:57:41      2          3          5        *****

    23       5         27      0:25:56   1:11:15   2:13:09      1          2          4        ****

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

STK VSM VTD Mount Time Distribution (TAPPSF)

The MICS STK VSM VTD Mount Time Distribution report is created from the VTV Mount Activity (SVTVMR) file. The
values on the X axis are the VTV mount times specified in VTSOPS by the MICS administrator on the VTVMOUNTTIME
parameter.

Most virtual mounts should occur very quickly, which will be obvious from the tallest bars on the left. The bars in the
middle or right of the chart should appear to be very low. If they do not, that might indicate excessive recalls from real tape
or tape drive contention. This might require more detailed analysis to focus in on the offending mounts.

The chart body displays the following measurements from the VTV Mount file (SVTVMR):
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• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 0 and less than half a second
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between .5 seconds and less than 1 second
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 1 second and less than 2 seconds
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 5 seconds and less than 30 seconds
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 30 seconds and less than 60 seconds.
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied between 1 minute and less than 2 minutes
• Number of virtual tape mounts that were satisfied in a time greater than 2 minutes

The metrics from the database used to create this chart were as follows:

• SVTVVALx - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limits
• SVTVDSTx - VTV Mount Time Distribution Counts

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPPSF, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the distribution of virtual tape mounts based on the time values defined in the
VTVMOUNTTIME parameter set in prefix.parms(VTSOPS).

StorageTek VSM VTD Mount Time Distribution Sample
                                              DAYS STK VSM VTD Mount Time Distribution

  

 ---------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1 VTSS ID=VTSS4

 ----------------------------------------------

  

            VTV Mounts Sum

  

            330 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            300 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            270 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            240 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            210 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            180 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****
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            150 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            120 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             90 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             60 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             30 +       *****                                                                              

 *****

                |       *****                                                                              

 *****

                |       *****       *****                   *****       *****                              

 *****

                |       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****                              

 *****

               

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0.5         1.0         2.0         5.0         30.0        60.0       120.0     

 3600.0

  

                                                   Mount Time Distribution in Seconds

  

                                     TAPPSF 18AUGyy BASED ON Data Presented by Day

 

STK VSM RTD Mount Time Distribution (TAPPSG)

The MICS STK VSM RTD Mount Time Distribution report is created from the Real Tape Mount Activity (SVTRMR)
file. The values on the X axis are the real tape mount times specified in VTSOPS by the MICS administrator on the
RTDMOUNTTIME parameter.

Real tape mounts take longer by nature than virtual tape mounts. The tape needs to be retrieved from a slot in the library
by the robot arm. Then the tape is inserted into a drive and spun down to the point on the tape where the virtual volume
is located, so it can be copied back to the disk buffer. Still, the chart will show the distribution in mount times. Depending
on the values set in the RTDMOUNTTIME parameter, the bars will probably be in the middle of the chart. If any bars
appear to be excessive on the right side of the chart, they might have taken a long time to satisfy. Extra reporting might be
needed to determine the cause of the excessive mount times.

The chart body displays the following measurements from the RTD Mount file (SVTRMR):
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• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 0 and less than 5 seconds
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 5 seconds and less than 10 seconds
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 10 seconds and less than 30 seconds
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 30 seconds and less than 60 seconds
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 1 minute and less than 2 minutes
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 2 minutes and less than 3 minutes
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied between 3 minutes and less than 4 minutes
• Number of real tape mounts that were satisfied in a time greater than 4 minutes

The metrics from the database used to create this chart were as follows:

• SVTRVALx - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limits
• SVTRDSTx - RTD Mount Time Distribution Counts

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPPSG, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the distribution of real tape mounts by system by day based on the time values defined
in the RTDMOUNTTIME parameter set in prefix.parms(VTSOPS).

StorageTek VSM VSM RTD Mount Time Distribution Sample
                                              DAYS STK VSM VTD Mount Time Distribution

  

 ---------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1 VTSS ID=VTSS4

 ----------------------------------------------

  

            VTV Mounts Sum

  

            330 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            300 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            270 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            240 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            210 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            180 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****
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            150 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

            120 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             90 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             60 +       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

                |       *****

             30 +       *****                                                                              

 *****

                |       *****                                                                              

 *****

                |       *****       *****                   *****       *****                              

 *****

                |       *****       *****       *****       *****       *****                              

 *****

               

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0.5         1.0         2.0         5.0         30.0        60.0       120.0     

 3600.0

  

                                                   Mount Time Distribution in Seconds

  

                                     TAPPSF 18AUGyy BASED ON Data Presented by Day

 

STK VSM Age Distribution of Recalled VTV (TAPLSH)

The MICS STK VSM Age Distribution of Recalled VTV report is created from the Recall VTV Request (SVTVRR) file. This
report shows the elapsed time between the time the VTV was last accessed and when it was recalled back to the disk
buffer.

Counts on the left side of the report indicate that the VTV was migrated and then recalled in a very short time. If these
numbers are excessive, further detailed analysis of these recalls are necessary to determine the reason for the fast recall.
The reason might indicate that particular volumes should be created with a storage class that will keep the volume in the
disk buffer longer to avoid recall delays.

The report body displays the following measurements from the VTV Recall file (SVTVRR):

• Number of virtual tape volume recalls from a multivolume cartridge based on the age since the VTV was last used in:
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– 0 seconds to less than 1 minute
– 1 minute to less than 5 minutes
– 5 minutes to less than 10 minutes
– 10 minutes to less than 30 minutes
– 30 minutes to less than 60 minutes
– 1 hour to less than 2 hours
– 2 hours to less than 5 hours
– 5 hours to less than 12 hours
– 12 hours to less than 24 hours
– 1 day to less than 2 days
– 2 days to less than 3 days
– Greater than 3 days

The metrics from the database used to create this chart were as follows:

• VRRMTA.-.Total VTV Recalls (Auto)
• VRRLTM - Age Since Last Mounted

Usage Considerations:

This report can be surprising, especially if there are significant counts in the columns on the left side of the report. This
means that the virtual tape volumes are being migrated out of the disk buffer, only to be recalled a very short time later. If
these numbers are significant, further analysis can help you determine the data usage requirements. This may lead to a
change in the storage class assignments, so these virtual volumes stay in the disk buffer longer to be readily available to
the next job that needs the data.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLSH, whose Catalog Group is PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see StorageTek VSM MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels.

The following report sample shows the recall distribution by host system within each VTSS.

StorageTek VSM Age Distribution of Recalled VTV Sample
  INQUIRY: TAPLSH                         CA MICS STK VSM Recall Age Distribution Report

  RUN DATE: 18AUGyy                                 Activity Summarized by Day                               

             Page 001

  VTSS Library ID:VTSS1                                                                               Report

 Start: 04MAYyy:02:16

                                                                                                      Report

 End  : 04MAYyy:23:59

                                                                                                      Timespan

    : Daily

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 04MAYyy

  

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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              <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <    

     <         >    |

  System  00:01:00  00:05:00  00:10:00  00:30:00  01:00:00  02:00:00  05:00:00  12:00:00  24:00:00  48:00:00 

 72:00:00  72:00:00 |

    ID     Minute    Minutes   Minutes   Minutes    Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours  

   Hours     Hours  |

  ------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------  --------

   SYS1         4         1         0         1         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0       167

   SYS2         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0         5

   SYS3         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0         0

   SYS4         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0        10

   SYS5         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0       144

  ------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------  --------

  Totals        4         1         0         1         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0       326

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

  

  INQUIRY: TAPLSH                             STK VSM Recall Age Distribution Report

  RUN DATE: 18AUGyy                                 Activity Summarized by Day                               

             Page 002

  VTSS Library ID:VTSS2                                                                               Report

 Start: 04MAYyy:02:16

                                                                                                      Report

 End  : 04MAYyy:23:59

                                                                                                      Timespan

    : Daily

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 04MAYyy

  

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

              <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <         <    

     <         >    |

  System  00:01:00  00:05:00  00:10:00  00:30:00  01:00:00  02:00:00  05:00:00  12:00:00  24:00:00  48:00:00 

 72:00:00  72:00:00 |

    ID     Minute    Minutes   Minutes   Minutes    Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours     Hours  

   Hours     Hours  |

  ------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------  --------

   SYS1         3         1         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0       188

   SYS2         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0         0
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   SYS3         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0         6

   SYS4         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0        11

   SYS5         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0        98

  ------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- 

 --------  --------

  Totals        3         1         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0  

       0       303

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

IBM Hydra MICF Inquiries

Reports for IBM Hydra TS7700 series virtual tape servers are distributed as MICF inquiries and are listed in the MICF
Distributed Inquiries for IBM Hydra figure.

All of the IBM Hydra inquiries generate line-printer reports. Samples of each report are presented in the following sections.

All reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles are adjusted appropriately based on the
timespan and summarization level that is selected for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period, this
summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame.

For example, production trend reporting can be done at the WEEKS timespan level for the most recent 26 weeks. If the
report from last week's data shows erratic behavior at the weekly level, the same report can be used to drill down to the
DAYS and DAYS BY HOUR level to determine the specific interval where the abnormal behavior occurred.

User Modification

The MICF inquiries provide a user exit in the independent source step that can be used to perform more data element
modification or record selection from the MICS database. To invoke this exit, the shared inquiry must first be copied into
the private MICF catalog, then selected for modification. Finally, the SAS statements must be coded in the SELECT
macro, bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements, which are provided.

The default for the SELECT macro is null. This macro is invoked when the observations are read from the specified MICS
files. The macro can be used to delete observations from the data as it is processed. For example, for a published study,
you can change the actual VTS Library Sequence Numbers (IVTVLS) and VTS Composite Library ID (IVTCMPID) values
that appear in the report. The following code would accomplish this requirement:

      %MACRO SELECT;

        IF IVTVLS   = 'PROD01' THEN IVTVLS   ='VTS001' ;

        IF IVTCMPID = 'PRDC01' THEN IVTCMPID ='CMP001' ;

        ... additional remapping statements ...

      %MEND  SELECT;

Use this macro to exclude systems from the report, for example, exclude all test systems:

       %MACRO SELECT;

        IF SYSID NE: 'T';

      %MEND  SELECT;
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WARNING
All SAS statements must be coded in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in
the SAS guides. No validity checking is done on the defined code. If the user code contains syntax errors or the
logic produces syntax errors, the inquiry is either terminated abnormally or produces unpredictable results.

Inquiry Naming Conventions

The VTS component MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character product identifier (TAP).

p
The type of report: C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer).

t
The technology reported on: V (IBM VTS) or S (StorageTek VSM).

n
A character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named TAPLVC would be interpreted as follows:

MICF Distributed Inquiries for IBM Hydra

          TAPLHC

          ---||+= the third list inquiry

           | ||

           | |+= for IBM Hydra TS7700 Series Servers

           | |

           | += a list inquiry

           |

           += a Tape Analyzer Option inquiry

Report Class Report Name Report ID
Perform IBM HYDRA Performance Overview

IBM HYDRA Preference Group Analysis
IBM HYDRA Physical Tape Drive Analysis
IBM HYDRA Virtual Tape Mount Analysis

TAPLHA
TAPLHB
TAPLHC
TAPLHD

IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General Information

All IBM Hydra MICF inquiries use similar inquiry specification panels. In addition, the report headings have similar content.
The specification panels and report headings are described in the following sections.

IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry Specification Panels

The rules for filling in fields on the panels are identical for all IBM Hydra reports, with the following exceptions:

The "Composing Inquiry" line is different for each report. It gives the report ID (for example, TAPLHA) and the report title
(for example, IBM Hydra Performance Overview Report).

A sample inquiry specification panel for inquiry TAPLHA is shown below. Explanations for field choices follow.

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| -------------------------  MICS IBM Hydra Inquiry  -------------------------- |

| Command ===>                                                                  |
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|                                                                               |

| Composing Inquiry:  TAPLHA - IBM Hydra Performance Overview                   |

| Database ===> _                                                               |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                         |

| Timespan ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                               |

| Report by hour (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS only)     ===> _ (Y/N)                    |

| Generate report for each value of ZONE        ===> _ (Y/N)                    |

|                                                                               |

| Data Selection:                                                               |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy             |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __             |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                             |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                         |

|   Cluster ID Selection - ALL (default)                                        |

|    (HVTCLID)   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (blank/0-7)                                 |

|                                                                               |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Composing Inquiry
(Required) No default. The report ID and report title.
Database
(Required) No default. Up to six database unit IDs can be specified (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files
are read). Duplicates are not allowed. If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically. To
display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).

Cycle(s)
(Required) Defaults to 01. The cycle of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. A
range of cycles can be specified. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If a single cycle is required
(such as cycle 01), it must be specified in the first entry field, and the second field must be blank. Leading zeros are not
required and are inserted automatically if a single-digit number is entered (for example, 7 becomes 07). If a cycle range is
specified, it can be specified in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

Timespan
(Required) Default varies by report. The timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Required input
files must be available at the specified timespan.

Report by hour
(Required) Defaults to Y. At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, daily, or weekly
level. If you specify Y (Yes), the data is summarized and displayed by hour, and separate reports are produced for each
day or week. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized by day or week, and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

Generate report for each value of Zone
(Required) Defaults to N. Reports for each zone can be generated when requested if you specify Y (Yes). The nature and
resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift online demands
as opposed to production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to display
separate reports for each observed zone. If you specify N (No), the data is summarized to the appropriate level and
displayed on a single report.

Date Ranges
(Optional) No default. Up to two date ranges in dd mmm yy format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should
not overlap, but the higher range can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification
is specifying date range 1 as 01 JAN 09 - 31 DEC 09 and specifying date range 2 as 01 JAN 08 - 31 DEC 08. An input
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observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to the ending
date of any specified date range.

Hour
(Optional) No default. 0 to 23. Up to 3  hour ranges. The first value is the starting hour and the last value is the ending
hour. The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour. The hour ranges should not overlap, but the higher range
can be specified before the lower range. For example, a valid hour range specification is 18 - 23 and 09 - 17. An input
observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and is less than or equal to the ending
hour of any specified hour range.

Zone
(Optional) No default. A one-character value from 1 to 9. Up to nine zone values can be specified. An input observation is
selected if its zone value is equal to any of the specified values.

Cluster ID (HVTCLID)
(Optional) Default is blank. The specific Cluster ID's on which to report. Valid values are blank or any numbers 0 through
7. If specific Cluster ID's are specified, the observations that are selected for reporting are limited to those that match the
ID's. The default value (blank) means that all Cluster ID's are selected for reporting.

IBM Hydra Report Headers

The report headings for all IBM Hydra reports are similar and consist of general information. The headings and content
are as follows:

General Hydra and report information
All IBM Hydra report headings include the following general information:

Report Label Example
report title MICS IBM Hydra Cache Preference Group Report
report granularity Data Presented by Hour within DAY
Inquiry TAPLHB
Run Date 10SEPyy
Cluster Identification # 0
Node Identification # 0
Node Serial Number 78-AB123
Grid Composite Identification 10000
Distributed Library Sequence # 00001
Virtual Engine Code Level 5.4.2.132
Report Start 08SEPyyyy
Report End 10SEPyyyy
Timespan DAYS

The data elements used to populate the heading data are:

heading data data elements
Report title MICF generated
Report granularity MICF generated
Inquiry MICF generated
Run Date MICF generated
Cluster Id HVTCLID - Cluster ID
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Node Identification HVTNODE - Node ID
Node Serial # HVTSN - Node Serial Number
Grid Composite Identification HVTGRID - Grid Composite ID
Distributed Library Sequence # HVTDLSN - Distributed Library Sequence Number
Virtual Engine Code Level HVTVECD - VE Code Level
Report Start MICF generated
Report End MICF generated
Timespan MICF generated

The first column of each report indicates the time period represented by each line of the report and
is dynamically changed based on the report granularity. For example, if the report is by-hour-within-
day, the first column heading will be HOUR, and each line of the report will list the hour value reported (for example, 0, 1, 2, and so on).
If the report is by-day-within-month, however, the first column heading will be DAY, and each line of the report will list the
day value reported (for example, 01-Mo, 02-Tu, 03-We, and so on).

IBM Hydra Performance Overview (TAPLHA)

The MICS IBM Hydra Performance Overview Report provides a consolidated view of important virtual tape server metrics.
While each of the other IBM VTS reports focuses on a particular area of the VTS (such as the physical tape drives,
cache, or virtual mounts) this overview report provides a consolidated set of critical performance metrics that quantify the
performance, throughput, and constraining factors such as throttling.

Of particular interest are the percentage of VTS DASD cache virtual volume mount misses, and non-zero throttle
percentages. Cache misses and throttling degrade the optimal performance of the virtual tape subsystem.

The report uses the report header described in IBM Hydra Report Headers in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General
Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS

Virtual Mounts (virtual mount counts, by type, scratch and specific, with a further breakdown of specific mounts by hits and
misses. The percentage of cache misses is also provided):

• Total Virtual Mounts - HCATVM
• Virtual Fast-Ready (Scratch) Mounts - HCAFRM
• Total Virtual Specific Mounts - HCACHM+HCACMM
• Specific Cache-Hit Mounts - HCACHM
• Specific Cache-Miss Mounts - HCACMM
• Percent of specific mounts that were cache misses - HCAPCVCM

Data Transferred (data moved in and out of the VTS DASD cache):

• Channel blocks written to cache (1000s) - HCANUMBS
• Estimated Avg channel block blocksize - HCAAVBSZ
• GB Data Read from VTS DASD Cache - HCAVDR
• GB Data Written to VTS DASD Cache - HCAVDW

Note: HCANUMBS is divided by 1000 for reporting. HCAVDR and HCAVDW are divided by 1024 to convert MB to GB for
reporting.
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Channel MB/Sec (minimum, average, and maximum MB data per second passing through z/OS host channels to/from
the VTS DASD cache):

• Minimum Channel MB per second - HCAMNCDS
• Average Channel MB per second - HCAAVCDS
• Maximum Channel MB per second - HCAMXCDS

Compress Ratios (data compression ratios for data written to cache:

• Compression ratio writes to VTS DASD Cache - HCAAVCWC

Throttle percentages:

• Write-overrun throttle percentage - HCAPCWOT
• Copy-predominant percentage - HCAPCCPT
• Deferred-copy percentage - HCAPCDCT

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the Hydra Cluster Summary (HVTHCA) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLHA, IBM HYDRA Performance Overview, in Catalog Group PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM HYDRA MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General Information.

MICS IBM Hydra Performance Overview Sample
  Inquiry : TAPLHA                        CA MICS IBM Hydra Performance Overview Report

  Run Date: 29MAYyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  Cluster Identification #: 0                    Grid Composite Identification:   10000                Report

 Start: 28MAYyy:00:00

  Node Identification #:    N/A                  Distributed Library Sequence #:  10001                Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:00:00

  Node Serial Number:       78-42FG3             Virtual Engine Code Level:       8.5.0.154           

 Timespan    : DAYS

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 28MAYyy

  

             ----------- Virtual Mounts ------------  ---- Data Transferred -----  -Channel MB/Sec-   

 Compress   Throttle Values

                                                      1000's    Avg     GB   GB                         Ratio

                Defr

        Numb                      Cache  Cache  Pct   Ch Blks  BSize  Cache Cache                       Wrt to

    Wrt  Copy  Copy

  HOUR  Intv  Total Scrtch Spcfic  Hits   Miss  Miss  Written  (Est)   Read Write   Min   Avg   Max     Cache

     Pct   Pct   Pct
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  ----  ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----    -----

    ----  ----  ----

     0     4    137     73     64     64      0   0%  6940.87  28000    0.0  81.1   28.6  51.2  61.6     2.22

      3%    0%    0%

     1     4    443    303    140    139      1   1%  23869.7  26000    2.0 225.8  142.8 211.6 271.3     3.26

      0%    0%    0%

     2     4    311    203    108    107      1   1%  26503.6  40000    1.5 251.2  229.8 288.2 329.2     4.02

      0%    0%    0%

     3     4    218    119     99     99      0   0%  14052.6  39000    5.6 164.8  137.4 153.8 171.5     3.10

      0%    0%    0%

     4     4    198    127     71     71      0   0%  9551.71  35000   15.0 131.2   30.9 112.3 203.7     2.60

      0%    0%    0%

     5     4    144    109     35     35      0   0%  9387.68  33000    0.0 177.3   50.3  89.0 112.3     1.76

      0%    0%    0%

     6     4    153    100     53     53      0   0%  5880.13  37000    0.6 146.5   52.3  60.6  75.6     1.45

      0%    0%    0%

     7     4    159     96     63     59      4   6%  6496.04  32000    0.1 131.9   40.6  62.7  84.5     1.67

      0%    0%    0%

     8     4    177     71    106     99      7   7%  3491.27  25000    1.2  64.2   20.0  25.9  30.4     1.40

      0%    0%    0%

     9     4    116     39     77     64     13  17%  1955.04  23000    9.1  28.7    4.8  16.5  25.8     1.51

      0%    0%    0%

    10     4    173     71    102     97      5   5%  4375.45  25000   31.3  46.0   14.7  60.1  98.2     2.64

      0%    0%    0%

    11     4    219     66    153    147      6   4%  5224.22  23000    7.2  62.6   16.0  39.6  61.9     1.98

      0%    0%    0%

    12     4    145     62     83     83      0   0%  4415.21  24000    2.5  66.3   21.6  33.4  49.3     1.70

      0%    0%    0%

    13     4    163     49    114    105      9   8%  2304.81  24000    0.5  33.3   12.5  15.8  23.6     1.65

      0%    0%    0%

    14     4    178    122     56     56      0   0%  5661.48  24000    0.3  77.0   29.2  42.3  55.9     1.92

      0%    0%    0%

    15     4    122     89     33     33      0   0%  6278.13  25000    0.1  92.2   44.0  47.5  57.0     1.80

      0%    0%    0%

    16     4    153     88     65     58      7  11%  6594.72  29000   10.1  92.0   25.2  65.8 117.3     2.15

      0%    0%    0%

    17     4    143    114     29     28      1   3%  10415.0  25000    0.1  83.5    6.1  73.0 172.9     3.07

      0%    0%    0%

    18     4    174     89     85     84      1   1%  5593.18  24000    1.1  71.3   15.6  40.3  68.0     1.95

      0%    0%    0%

    19     4    125     83     42     41      1   2%  5646.15  25000    0.1  76.4   20.7  45.4  88.0     2.08

      0%    0%    0%

    20     4    160    105     55     49      6  11%  5325.32  25000    6.4  64.7   18.0  45.9  71.6     2.30

      0%    0%    0%

    21     4    120     83     37     33      4  11%  4850.14  27000    0.2  66.7   23.6  42.2  64.0     2.22

      0%    0%    0%

    22     4    293    214     79     60     19  24%  22502.5  24000   14.0 226.1  107.4 144.3 201.1     2.06

      0%    0%    0%

    23     4    149    116     33     33      0   0%  19926.2  27000   15.8 251.5  105.6 148.0 195.6     1.90

     22%    0%    0%

        ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----  -------  -----  ----- -----  ----- ----- -----    -----

    ----  ----  ----
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  Tots    96   4373   2591   1782   1697     85   5%   217241  29000  124.7  2712    4.8 113.0 329.2     2.35

      1%    0%    0%

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

IBM Hydra Cache Preference Group Analysis (TAPLHB)

The MICS IBM Hydra Cache Preference Group Report displays important virtual tape server cache usage information for
each preference group within a cache partition.

The report provides an excellent view of the DASD cache utilization, including the average number of virtual volumes
resident, their average size, and total data volume. Several different views of volume age are listed (how long volumes
stay in cache), and frequency of volumes migrated out of cache.

This report provides data useful for evaluating the effectiveness of preference level setting. Using preference levels for
virtual volumes supports the automation of separating virtual volumes into two groups: those that should remain in cache
as long as possible, and those that should be removed from cache as soon as possible.

The report uses the report header described in IBM Hydra Report Headers in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General
Information. Also, in the upper left of the main report body, the cache partition reported is listed.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and general cache volume information:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache - HPGAVVVC
• Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB) - HPGAVVSZ
• Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB) - HPGAVDRC

Average age of the virtual volumes in cache:

• 4 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - HPGVA4
• 48 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - HPGVA48
• 35 Day Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age - HPGVA35

Number of volumes migrated last 4 and 48 hours, and 35 days:

• Virt Vols Migrated Last 4 Hrs - HPGVM4
• Virt Vols Migrated Last 48 Hrs - HPGVM48
• Virt Vols Migrated Last 35 Days - HPGVM35

At the bottom of the report, a line shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or percentages, as
appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics (HVTHPG) file.

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLHB, IBM HYDRA Preference Group Analysis, in Catalog Group PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM HYDRA MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General Information.
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IBM Hydra Cache Preference Group Analysis Sample
  Inquiry : TAPLHB                       CA MICS IBM Hydra Cache Preference Group Report

  Run Date: 29MAYyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                            

             Page 001

  

  Cluster Identification #: 0                    Grid Composite Identification:   10000                Report

 Start: 28MAYyy:00:00

  Node Identification #:    0                    Distributed Library Sequence #:  10001                Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:00:00

  Node Serial Number:       78-42FG3             Virtual Engine Code Level:       8.5.0.154           

 Timespan    : DAYS

  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                             Day: 28MAYyy

  Cache Partition # 1

  

             --------- Preference Group 0 (Remove from Cache) -------- + ----------- Preference Group 1 (Keep

 in Cache) ----------

                      Avg   Avg  --  Rolling   ---  ---  Volumes  ---- |          Avg   Avg  --  Rolling   ---

  ---  Volumes  ----

               Avg    Vol  Cache    Volume Age           Migrated      |   Avg    Vol  Cache    Volume Age   

        Migrated

        Numb Vols in  Size  Data  4-HR 48-HR 35-DY         Last        | Vols in  Size  Data  4-HR 48-HR 35-DY

         Last

  HOUR  Intv  Cache   (MB)  (GB) HH:MM HH:MM HH:MM   4-HR 48-HR 35-DY  |  Cache   (MB)  (GB) (---- HOURS ----)

   4-HR 48-HR 35-DY

  ----  ---- ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ----- ------ + ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

  ----- ----- ------

     0     4     253   764   194 52:22 13:47 11:38    593  8927 134176      4542  1098  4988   341   344   318

    219  1073  14319

     1     4     359   618   221  1:46 13:47 11:38    682  8890 134176      4551  1104  5026   338   343   318

    219  1073  14319

     2     4     559   812   454  1:58 13:46 11:38    823  8933 134176      4496  1108  4983   334   343   318

    312  1084  14319

     3     4     591   906   535  2:22 13:46 11:38   1152  9043 134176      4386  1110  4870   330   343   318

    171  1091  14319

     4     4     547   744   407  2:47 13:45 11:38   1101  9034 134176      4411  1109  4893   327   342   318

    171  1048  14319

     5     4     213   806   172  4:00 13:52 11:38   1298  8702 134176      4435  1108  4912   324   342   318

    171  1048  14319

     6     4     108   980   106  3:36 13:52 11:38   1337  8892 134176      4456  1105  4925   322   341   318

     78  1048  14319

     7     4      15  1071    16  2:42 13:52 11:38   1175  8981 134176      4474  1106  4947   325   341   318

      0  1048  14319

     8     4      35   767    27  1:45 13:52 11:38   1133  8986 134176      4511  1117  5038   327   340   318

      0  1048  14319

     9     4      20   661    13 36:05 16:51 11:38    766  8995 134176      4529  1123  5088   329   340   318

      0  1048  14319

    10     4      26   573    15 36:46 16:55 11:38    529  8995 134176      4561  1125  5132   329   340   318

      0  1048  14319

    11     4      25   584    14 37:43 16:59 11:38    411  8939 134176      4586  1124  5155   330   339   318

      0  1048  14319
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    12     4      25   846    21 38:43 17:05 11:38    386  8953 134176      4610  1123  5175   330   339   318

      0  1048  14319

    13     4      22   738    16  4:26 17:12 11:38    397  8917 134176      4621  1124  5195   330   338   318

      0  1048  14319

    14     4      34   740    25  5:26 17:21 11:38    487  8893 134176      4659  1123  5233   331   338   318

      0  1048  14319

    15     4      30  1002    30  6:26 17:30 11:38    543  8901 134176      4665  1122  5232   332   337   318

      0  1048  14319

    16     4      30  1001    30  7:26 17:41 11:38    586  8922 134176      4697  1119  5254   334   337   318

      0  1048  14319

    17     4      37   783    29  8:26 17:53 11:38    712  8916 134176      4709  1118  5265   337   336   318

      0  1048  14319

    18     4      31   766    24  9:26 18:06 11:38    690  8921 134176      4717  1119  5279   340   336   318

      0  1048  14319

    19     4      28   782    22 10:26 18:21 11:38    677  8908 134176      4730  1123  5310   342   336   318

      0  1048  14319

    20     4      30   656    20 11:26 18:37 11:38    689  8892 134176      4737  1126  5332   343   335   318

      0  1048  14319

    21     4      29   742    21 12:26 18:54 11:38    648  8914 134176      4736  1127  5338   345   335   318

      0  1048  14319

    22     4      78  1114    87  9:58 18:54 11:38    706  8958 134176      4767  1123  5352   346   334   318

     63  1024  14319

    23     4     183  1834   335  7:23 18:53 11:55    643  9020 134325      4540  1128  5123   341   334   320

    294   684  14241

        ---- ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ----- ------   ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

  ----- ----- ------

  Tots    96     138   845   118 13:10 16:19 11:39    757  8935 134182      4589  1117  5127   334   339   318

     71  1037  14316

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

IBM Hydra Physical Tape Drive Analysis (TAPLHC)

The MICS IBM Hydra Physical Tape Drive Analysis Report displays physical tape drive and tape mount statistics for the
real tape drives attached to the virtual tape server, including cartridge mount statistics broken down by type, such as those
for recall (due to a virtual volume DASD cache miss) or reclamation (because the reclamation threshold has been met).

The report uses the report header described in IBM Hydra Report Headers in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General
Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count and general tape drive information:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Number of Installed Physical Tape Device - HHAAVIPD
• Avg Physical Drives Available - HHAAVAPD

Minimum, average, and maximum number of concurrently mounted physical drives:

• Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted - HHAMNPDM
• Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted - HHAAVPDM
• Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted - HHAMXPDM

Tape mount counts, total and by category:
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• Total Physical Mounts - HHATPM
• Physical Stage (Recall) Mounts - HHAPRM
• Physical Migrate (Copy) Mounts - HHAPPM
• Physical Reclaim Mounts - HHARCM
• Physical Secure Data Erase Mounts - HHAPSM

Minimum, average, and maximum mount times (mm:ss)

• Min Physical Mount Time - HHAMNMTM
• Avg Physical Mount Time - HHAAVMTM
• Max Physical Mount Time - HHAMXMTM

Amount of data transferred to and from physical cartridges:

• Data Read from Physical Media (MB) - HHADRP
• Data Written to Physical Media (MB) - HHADWP

Number of logical volumes, and borrowed private and scratch stacked volumes:

• Number of Active Logical Volumes - HHAAVALV
• Borrowed Stacked Private Cartridges - HHAAVBPV
• Borrowed Stacked Scratch Cartridges - HHAAVBSV

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages, as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the Hydra Hnode Activity (HVTHHA) file

To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLHC, IBM HYDRA Physical Tape Drive Analysis, in Catalog Group PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM HYDRA MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM Hydra Physical Tape Drive Analysis Sample
   Inquiry : TAPLHC                      CA MICS Hydra Physical Tape Drive Analysis Report

   Run Date: 29MAYyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                           

              Page 001

  

   Cluster Identification #: 0                    Grid Composite Identification:   10000                Report

 Start: 28MAYyy:00:00

   Node Identification #:    0                    Distributed Library Sequence #:  10001                Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:00:00

   Node Serial Number:       78-42FG3             Virtual Engine Code Level:       8.5.0.154           

 Timespan    : DAYS

  

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                              Day: 28MAYyy

  

               -Tape--  Concurrent    ------VTS Mount Counts-------  ---Mount Times---  Cartridge MB Data- 

 Active    Borrowed
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         Numb  Drives      Mounts                                     Min   Avg   Max      Transferred     

 Logical  Stacked Vols

   HOUR  Intv  Ins Avl  Min Avg Max   Total Recal  Copy Reclm  SDE   MM:SS MM:SS MM:SS    Read     Written 

 Volumes   Priv   Scr

   ----  ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  --------  -------- 

 -------  -----  -----

      0     4    8   8    3   5   9       6     2     4     0     0   0:00  0:30  0:45      7478    688925  

 181222   1459     20

      1     4    8   8    0   2   7       3     0     3     0     0   0:00  0:21  0:24         0    189025  

 181196   1465     20

      2     4    8   8    0   2   5       3     1     2     0     0   0:00  0:36  1:01      4186    136453  

 180966   1465     20

      3     4    8   8    1   7   9      11     1    10     0     0   0:00  0:26  0:38      7738    556542  

 180905   1467     20

      4     4    8   8    2   6   9      13     0    11     2     0   0:19  0:24  0:39       940    427563  

 180979   1474     20

      5     4    8   8    1   6   9       8     1     7     0     0   0:00  0:23  0:32      1153    429266  

 181006   1474     20

      6     4    8   8    1   8   9      21     6    14     1     0   0:20  0:26  0:44      4952    593089  

 181316   1476     20

      7     4    8   8    4   7   9      11     7     4     0     0   0:20  0:36  2:09     21933    251546  

 181520   1481     20

      8     4    8   8    3   7   9      26    19     7     0     0   0:19  0:25  0:50     63414    174058  

 181566   1478     20

      9     4    8   8    2   4   9       8     6     2     0     0   0:19  0:22  0:34     18766     74721  

 181581   1478     20

     10     4    8   8    2   6   9      12     5     6     1     0   0:00  0:23  0:32     18332    137832  

 181583   1478     20

     11     4    8   8    2   5   9      15     6     8     1     0   0:18  0:21  0:30     14001     88829  

 181574   1478     20

     12     4    8   8    3   5   8      10     4     6     0     0   0:00  0:22  0:38     10212    185775  

 181570   1477     20

     13     4    8   8    2   6   9      20    17     3     0     0   0:18  0:21  0:31     55815    110434  

 181572   1474     20

     14     4    8   8    2   4   8       4     0     4     0     0   0:00  0:19  0:21      3208    184446  

 181578   1474     20

     15     4    8   8    3   4   8       6     1     5     0     0   0:00  0:26  0:33      3441    184843  

 181571   1474     20

     16     4    8   8    2   4   8       9     3     6     0     0   0:18  0:26  0:48        62    248070  

 181563   1474     20

     17     4    8   8    1   3   5       6     0     6     0     0   0:18  0:19  0:21         0    176157  

 181565   1474     20

     18     4    8   8    2   5   9       9     0     8     1     0   0:00  0:23  0:34         0    220819  

 181567   1475     20

     19     4    8   8    2   5   6       6     0     4     2     0   0:00  0:20  0:24         0    156907  

 181570   1477     20

     20     4    8   8    4   6   8       6     0     6     0     0   0:00  0:20  0:22         0    184722  

 181574   1474     20

     21     4    8   8    2   4   7       6     0     6     0     0   0:18  0:20  0:26      2049    178973  

 181566   1473     20

     22     4    8   8    2   4   7       6     2     4     0     0   0:00  0:22  0:27      6407    202022  

 181555   1470     20
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     23     4    8   8    0   5   9      10     0     8     2     0   0:00  0:33  0:50      1566    274582  

 181458   1473     20

         ----  --- ---  --- --- ---   ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  ----- ----- -----  --------  -------- 

 -------  -----  -----

   Tots    96    8   8    0   5   9     235    81   144    10     0   0:00  0:24  0:39    245653   6055599  

 181422   1473     20

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

IBM Hydra Virtual Tape Mount Analysis (TAPLHD)

The MICS Hydra Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report displays statistics for the virtual tape mounts satisfied by the virtual
tape server. The report provides the total cache size and cache usage in addition to the total number of virtual tape
mounts with three sets of statistics for each mount type: scratch (fast-ready), cache hit, and cache miss (recall). The final
two report columns show the percent of specific virtual mount requests that were cache misses, both as a number and a
graphic. At a glance, this graphic shows periods where excessive cache misses occur. Cache misses result in degraded
virtual tape performance.

The report uses the report header described in IBM Hydra Report Headers in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General
Information.

The report body reports on the following measurements from left to right:

Interval count, cache usage, and total number of virtual mounts:

• Number of Recording Intervals - INTERVLS
• Total Cache Size (GB) - HHCAVTVC
• Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB) - HHCAVDRC
• Percent Cache Utilization - HHCPCCUT
• Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache - HHCAVVVC
• Avg Virtual Volume Size - HHCAVVSZ
• Total Virtual Mounts - HHCTVM

Virtual scratch (fast-ready) mount statistics:

• Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts - HHCFRM
• Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time - HHCAVFTM

Virtual cache hit mount statistics:

• Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts - HHCCHM
• Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time - HHCAVHTM

Virtual cache miss (recall) mount statistics:

• Virtual Recall Mounts - HHCCMM
• Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time - HHCAVRTM

Percentage of specific mounts that were cache misses, resulting in the recall of a virtual tape from a physical
cartridge. This value is displayed as both a percentage and a graphic:

• Pct Virtual Specific Mount Cache Misses - HHCPCVCM

At the bottom of the report, a line is generated that shows summary totals, minimums, maximums, averages, or
percentages as appropriate for the detailed data in each column.

All report data is generated from the Hydra Hnode Cache Activity (HVTHHA) file.
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To produce the report:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Select option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select TAPLHD, IBM HYDRA Virtual Tape Mount Analysis, in Catalog Group PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel. For information about modifiable panel fields, see IBM HYDRA MICF Inquiry

Specification Panels in IBM Hydra MICF Inquiry General Information.

IBM Hydra Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Sample
   Inquiry : TAPLHD                       CA MICS Hydra Virtual Tape Mount Analysis Report

   Run Date: 29MAYyy                             Data Presented by Hour within Day                           

              Page 001

  

   Cluster Identification #: 0                    Grid Composite Identification:   10000                Report

 Start: 28MAYyy:00:00

   Node Identification #:    0                    Distributed Library Sequence #:  10001                Report

 End  : 29MAYyy:00:00

   Node Serial Number:       78-42FG3             Virtual Engine Code Level:       8.5.0.154           

 Timespan    : DAYS

  

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                              Day: 28MAYyy

  

                      Data          Avg    Avg           --Scratch---  -Cache Hit--  -Cache Miss-  ------

Percent Cache Misses------

               Cache   in    Pct   Vols    Vol            (Fast Ready                 (Recalls)              

                     1

         Numb  Size   Cache  Cache  in     Size   Total    Scr   Avg     Hit   Avg    Miss   Avg    Pct      

 2    4    6    8    0

   HOUR  Intv  (GB)   (GB)   Util  Cache   (MB)   Mounts  Total MM:SS   Total MM:SS   Total MM:SS  Miss 

 0----0----0----0----0----0

   ----  ----  -----  -----  ----  ------  -----  ------ ------ -----  ------ -----  ------ -----  ----

      0     4   6000   5181   86%    4795   1081     137     73  0:01      64  0:01       0  0:00    0%

      1     4   6000   5248   87%    4910   1069     443    303  0:01     139  0:01       1  1:06    1%  *

      2     4   6000   5437   91%    5055   1076     311    203  0:01     107  0:01       1  1:22    1%  *

      3     4   6000   5405   90%    4977   1086     218    119  0:01      99  0:01       0  0:00    0%

      4     4   6000   5300   88%    4958   1069     198    127  0:01      71  0:01       0  0:00    0%

      5     4   6000   5083   85%    4647   1094     144    109  0:01      35  0:01       0  0:00    0%

      6     4   6000   5030   84%    4564   1102     153    100  0:01      53  0:01       0  0:00    0%

      7     4   6000   4963   83%    4489   1106     159     96  0:01      59  0:01       4  1:48    6%  **

      8     4   6000   5065   84%    4546   1114     177     71  0:01      99  0:01       7  1:52    7%  **

      9     4   6000   5101   85%    4549   1121     116     39  0:00      64  0:00      13  1:05   17%  ****

     10     4   6000   5147   86%    4587   1122     173     71  0:01      97  0:01       5  1:01    5%  *

     11     4   6000   5169   86%    4610   1121     219     66  0:01     147  0:01       6  1:26    4%  *

     12     4   6000   5196   87%    4635   1121     145     62  0:01      83  0:00       0  0:00    0%

     13     4   6000   5211   87%    4643   1122     163     49  0:01     105  0:00       9  1:18    8%  **

     14     4   6000   5258   88%    4693   1121     178    122  0:01      56  0:00       0  0:00    0%

     15     4   6000   5262   88%    4694   1121     122     89  0:01      33  0:00       0  0:00    0%

     16     4   6000   5284   88%    4727   1118     153     88  0:01      58  0:01       7  0:36   11%  ***
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     17     4   6000   5294   88%    4746   1116     143    114  0:01      28  0:00       1  0:54    3%  *

     18     4   6000   5303   88%    4748   1117     174     89  0:01      84  0:01       1  1:24    1%  *

     19     4   6000   5332   89%    4758   1121     125     83  0:01      41  0:00       1  0:38    2%  *

     20     4   6000   5352   89%    4767   1123     160    105  0:01      49  0:01       6  0:39   11%  ***

     21     4   6000   5359   89%    4765   1125     120     83  0:00      33  0:00       4  1:06   11%  ***

     22     4   6000   5439   91%    4846   1123     293    214  0:01      60  0:01      19  0:48   24% 

 ******

     23     4   6000   5457   91%    4722   1156     149    116  0:01      33  0:01       0  0:00    0%

         ----  -----  -----  ----  ------  -----  ------ ------ -----  ------ -----  ------ -----  ----

   Tots    96   6000   5245   87%    4726   1110    4373   2591  0:01    1697  0:01      85  1:06    5%  *

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

TAP Files
The MICS Tape Analyzer Option (TAP) is comprised of two separately deployable MICS components:

• Tape Library Management (TLM) component
• Virtual Tape Subsystems (VTS) component

This section contains the following topics:

• TLM Component Files
• VTS Component Files

TAP TLM Component Files
The Tape Library Management (TLM) Component organizes files into a single information area:

TMC
Tape Management Catalog Information Area

TLM Component Data Element Naming Conventions

MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

TCM - Tape Management Catalog Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
Tape Data Set TMCTMD TMD
Tape Volume TMCTMV TMV

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area.

MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined.

The entries for each data element are:

Timespan
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Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
&quot;XDWMYT&quot; as follows:

X - DETAIL

D - DAYS

W - WEEKS

M - MONTHS

Y - YEARS

T - TABLES AREA

. - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

Data Element
The data element name.

Data Element Description
The data element's long name.

You will find Common data elements are listed under Sequence/Summary Data Elements and Common Data Elements in
the Data Elements List sections that follow.

• TMCTMD - Tape Data Set File
• TMCTMV - Tape Volume File

TMCTMD - Tape Data Set File

The Tape Data Set file contains information about individual tape data sets managed by the tape management system.

At the DETAIL timespan, the TMCTMD file contains one record for each active tape data set. For tape data sets that
reside on a single volume, there is one record in the DETAIL timespan TMCTMD file. For multivolume tape data sets,
there are multiple records, one for each data set segment on each of the tape volumes spanned.

Tape data sets created during the TMCC scan process are deemed 'Future' data sets. When the TMCC scan starts, it sets
the ENDTS (End timestamp) to base all duration calculations on. Tape data sets created during the TMCC scan process
will have a later create date than the ENDTS which would result in negative durations and invalid calculations based off
timestamp durations. To preserve data integrity, these 'Future' data sets are discarded during DAY091 input processing
and the count of 'Future' data sets dropped is displayed in a MICSLOG message.

At summarized timespans, Data Set Name (DSNAME) and VOLSER are dropped. Tape Library Identifier (TAPELIB), TMS
Product Name (TLMPROD), TLMACTn account codes, Volume Group (VOLGROUP), and Storage Class related data
elements serve as summarization keys. This significantly reduces the volume of summarized TMCTMD timespan files. It
is important that due consideration is given in setting the TLMACTn and VOLGROUP summarization key values so that
summarized timespans meet organizational reporting, chargeback, and analysis requirements.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

TMCTMD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity
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+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   TLMACT1   TLMACT2   TLMACT3  |

|         |VOLGROUP  STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  STORDATC |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   TLMACT1   TLMACT2   TLMACT3  |

|         |VOLGROUP  STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  STORDATC |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   TLMACT1   TLMACT2   TLMACT3  |

|         |VOLGROUP  STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  STORDATC |

|         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   TLMACT1   TLMACT2   TLMACT3  |

|         |VOLGROUP  STORNAME  STORSTGC  STORMGTC  STORDATC |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                       Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  STORDATC - DFSMS Data Class Name
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 XDWM..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

 XDWM..E  STORNAME - DFSMS Storage Group Name

 XDWM..E  STORSTGC - DFSMS Storage Class Name

 XDWM..E  TAPELIB  - Tape Library Identifier

 XDWM..E  TLMACT1  - DIVISION

 XDWM..E  TLMACT2  - PROJECT

 XDWM..E  TLMACT3  - USER

 XDWM..E  TLMPROD  - Tape Management System Name

 XDWM..E  VOLGROUP - Volume Group

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  BASEVOL  - Base Volume of Set (CA 1)

 X.....E  BLKSIZE  - Data Set Physical Block Size

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  FIRSTVOL - First Volume of Set

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  LRECL    - Data Set Logical Record Length

 X.....E  MVMDSID  - Multi-Volume, Multi-Dataset ID

 XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  RECFM    - Data Set Record Format

 X.....E  SCRATCH  - Scratch Status

 X.....E  SERVICE  - Service Status

 XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....   TLMFSEG  - First Segment of Data Set Flag

 X.....   TLMFSET  - First Volume of Volume Set Flag

 X.....   TLMFVOL  - First File of Volume Flag

 X.....   TLMLSEG  - Last Segment of Data Set Flag

 X.....   TLMLSET  - Last Volume of Volume Set Flag

 X.....   TLMLVOL  - Last File of Volume Flag

 X.....E  TLMPRODC - Tape Management System Id Code

 X.....E  TLMRLSE  - Tape Management System Release

 XDWM..E  TLMSCAN  - TMCC Scan Count

 X.....   TMCLAST  - TMCC Previous Scan Timestamp

 X.....   TMCSCAN  - TMCC Scan Timestamp

 X.....E  VOLCNT   - Volumes in Volume Set

 X.....E  VOLSEQ   - Volume Sequence in Volume Set

 X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   TMDAUBLK - Exception Codes

 X.....   TMDAUDCD - Audit Code

 X.....   TMDAUDID - Audit User ID

 X.....E  TMDAUDIT - Audit Timestamp

 X.....E  TMDCDDN  - Creation DDname
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 X.....E  TMDCJOB  - Creation Job

 XDWM..E  TMDCLOSE - Close Indicator

 X.....E  TMDCOMPR - Compression Rate

 X.....E  TMDCPGM  - Creating Program

 X.....E  TMDCPUID - Creation System ID

 X.....E  TMDCREAT - Creation Timestamp

 X.....E  TMDCRSID - Create System ID Data Set Record

 X.....E  TMDCSTEP - Creation Step

 X.....E  TMDCUNIT - Creation Device Address

 X.....E  TMDDEN   - Recording Density

 X.....E  TMDDKPDT - Data Set Keep Date

 X.....E  TMDDSNSQ - Data Set Sequence Number

 X.....   TMDDSSEQ - Data Set Sequence Number on Volume

 X.....E  TMDEXPDO - Original Data Set Expiration Date

 X.....E  TMDEXPDT - Data Set Expiration Date

 X.....E  TMDFILCT - File Count

 X.....E  TMDFPERC - Percent of Volume Used by File

 X.....E  TMDJXPDT - Expiration Date(Julian)

 X.....E  TMDKEYIX - Tape Encryption Key Index

 X.....E  TMDLAST  - Last Use Timestamp

 X.....E  TMDLBTYP - Tape Label Type

 X.....   TMDLCDAT - Last Change Date of Data Set Record

 X.....E  TMDLCSID - Last Change System of Data Set Record

 X.....   TMDLCTIM - Last Change Time of Data Set Record

 X.....E  TMDLCUID - Last Change Userid of Data Set Record

 X.....E  TMDLDDNM - Last Use DD Name

 X.....E  TMDLJOB  - Last Use Jobname

 X.....E  TMDLPGM  - Last Use Program

 X.....   TMDLRDDT - Date Data Set Last Read

 X.....E  TMDLSTEP - Last Use Step Name

 X.....E  TMDLUNIT - Last Use Device Address

 X.....   TMDLWTDT - Date Data Set Last Written

 X.....E  TMDOUTLO - Out of Area Location Code

 X.....E  TMDOWNDS - Data Set Owner

 X.....   TMDRETDT - Retention Date

 X.....   TMDSECLG - Security Level - Long

 X.....   TMDSECLV - Security Level - Short

 X.....   TMDTBLKS - Cumulative Total Block Count

 X.....E  TMDTMPDS - Temporary Data Set Indicator

 X.....E  TMDTRTCH - Data Set Recording Technique

 X.....E  TMDUSER  - User Data

 X.....E  TMDUSRID - User ID (Transactions)

 X.....E  TMDVOWNR - Volume Owner/EDM ID

 X.....   TMDVRSDT - Primary VRS Subchain Start Date

 X.....   TMDVRSJB - Matching VRS Job Name Mask

 X.....   TMDVRSNM - Matching VRS Name

 X.....   TMDVRSR  - Retained by VRS Count

 X.....   TMDVRSSC - Primary VRS Subchain Name

 X.....   TMDVRSTP - Matching VRS Type

 X.....   TMDVRSV  - VRS Management Value

 X.....   TMD2VJBN - Secondary VRS Jobname Mask

 X.....   TMD2VNME - Secondary VRS Name Mask

 X.....   TMD2VSCH - Secondary VRS Subchain Name
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 X.....   TMD2VXDS - Secondary VRS Subchain Startdate

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMDAGE   - Data Set Age (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMDAGECT - Count of Datasets With Creation Date

 XDWM..E  TMDBLKCT - Block Count

 XDWM..   TMDCOMP  - Compaction Used Count

 XDWM..E  TMDCOST  - Space Charges

 XDWM..   TMDCPYCT - Copycat Created Tape

 XDWM..E  TMDDEFRT - Default RETPD Used

 XDWM..E  TMDDSDUR - Data Set Duration

 XDWM..E  TMDDSNCT - Data Set Count

 XDWM..E  TMDDSSZK - Approx. Data Set Size (KB)

 XDWM..E  TMDDSSZM - Approx. Data Set Size (MB)

 XDWM..E  TMDDURSP - Amount of Space-Time (Megabyte Hours)

 XDWM..E  TMDFCAT  - File is on OS Catalog

 XDWM..E  TMDKBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (Kilobyte Hours)

 XDWM..E  TMDLUSCT - Count of Datasets with Last Usage Date

 XDWM..E  TMDLUSE  - Days Since Last Use

 XDWM..E  TMDNCRYP - Encrypted Data Set Count

 XDWM..   TMDNOBLK - Invalid Blksize Count

 X.....   TMDRDCAT - Read Via Catalog Indicator

 X.....   TMDRECRE - Recreated Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMDSEGS  - Data Set Segments

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMDMXAGE - Max Data Set Age (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMDMXDSD - Max Data Set Duration

 XDWM..E  TMDMXLUS - Max Days Since Last Use

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMDAVAGE - Avg Data Set Age (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMDAVDSD - Avg Data Set Duration

 XDWM..E  TMDAVLUS - Avg Days Since Last Use

 XDWM..E  TMDAVSEG - Avg Data Set Segments

 XDWM..E  TMDAVSZK - Avg Approx. Data Set Size (KB)

 XDWM..E  TMDAVSZM - Avg Approx. Data Set Size (MB)

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Tape Data Set File (TMCTMD).

Usage Considerations

This file does not require special considerations and techniques.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.
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• Using the most current DETAIL timespan TMCTMD file, list all tape data sets created in the last 30 days with a high-
level data set name qualifier of 'CMPR'. Display the data set name, volser, creation date, space used, and the job
name, job step, and JCL DDNAME used to create the data set.

  DATA;

  SET &PTMCX..TMCTMD01;

  IF DSNAME=:'CMPR';

  CDATE=DATEPART(TMDCREAT) ;

  IF CDATE > DATEPART(ENDTS) - 30;

  FORMAT CDATE DATE8. ;

  * ;

  PROC PRINT LABEL ;

  VAR DSNAME VOLSER CDATE TMDDSSZM TMDCJOB TMDCSTEP TMDCDDN ;

  FORMAT CDATE DATE8. ;

  TITLE1 'CMPR* Data Sets Created in Last Month' ;

• When CA 1 is the the input data source, the data element VOLCNT is always zero. The code below will compute
VOLCNT for reporting purposes.

 

  PROC SQL;

    CREATE VIEW WORK.TEMP1 AS

      SELECT *

        FROM &TMCX..TMCTMD01

        ORDER BY MVMDSID DESC, TLMLSET DESC, TMDDSNSQ DESC ;

    QUIT;

    DATA TEMP2 / VIEW=TEMP2 ; SET TEMP1;

      RETAIN XCNT ;

      LENGTH XSEQ 2 XBASE $6  ;

        XSEQ  = INPUT(SUBSTR(MVMDSID,9,2),PIB2.);

        XBASE = INPUT(SUBSTR(MVMDSID,1,6),$CHAR6.);

      IF TLMFSET AND TLMLSET THEN DO;

           VOLCNT = 1;

      END;

      ELSE DO;

        IF TLMLSET THEN DO;

           XCNT = XSEQ;

           VOLCNT = XCNT;

        END;

        IF (TLMFSET = 0 AND TLMLSET = 0) OR TLMFSET THEN DO;

           VOLCNT = XCNT;

        END;

      END;

    RUN;

    /* user report code using VOLCNT would follow  */

    /* using work.temp2 as the input               */

TMCTMV - Tape Volume File

The Tape Volume File contains information about each in-service tape volume in the tape library catalog. In-service tape
volumes are defined as follows:
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• For CA 1, any volume that is not in DELETE status.
• For TLMS, any volume that is not in Out-of-Service status.
• For DFSMS/MVS Removable Media Manager (RMM), all volumes in the catalog are considered in-service.

Scratch volumes are considered in-service in the TMC. Data element SCRATCH (Scratch Status) indicates whether the
tape is scratch or not.

For CA 1 and TLMS, volumes in the DELETE and Out-of-Service status, respectively either do not exist, are physically
damaged, or are otherwise inaccessible. These volume records are discarded by the TLM component DAY091 step. A
MICSLOG message displays how many out-of-service volumes were discarded during the DAY091 daily update step.

While the Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC) is running to read and extract the tape data from your tape
management catalog, tape volumes and tape datasets continue to be created. As a result, the extracted TMCC records
might include the tape volumes created after the TMCC starts. These are deemed 'future' records. When the TMCC starts,
it first sets the End Timestamp (ENDTS) value for all extracted records, on which all duration calculations are based.
These records will have a create datetime after the End Timestamp, which would result in negative durations and invalid
calculations based off of timestamp durations. To preserve data integrity, these 'future' volumes are written to the Tape
Volume (TMCTMV) file as a scratch volume, and the count displayed in a MICSLOG message. These 'future' volumes and
datasets will be picked up on the next TMCC run and the appropriate durations will be applied.

At the DETAIL timespan, the TMCTMV file contains one record for each in-service tape volume managed by the tape
library.

At summarized timespans, the Volume Serial Number (VOLSER) is dropped. Tape Library Identifier (TAPELIB),
TMS Product Name Volume Group (VOLGROUP) and DFSMS Management Class Name (STORMGTC) serve as
summarization keys. This significantly reduces the volume of summarized TMCTMV timespans files. It is important that
due consideration is given in setting the VOLGROUP summarization key values so that the summarized timespans meet
organizational reporting and analysis requirements.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

TMCTMV Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   STORMGTC  VOLGROUP  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   STORMGTC  VOLGROUP  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   STORMGTC  VOLGROUP  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |TAPELIB   TLMPROD   STORMGTC  VOLGROUP  YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |
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|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are:

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

      under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  STORMGTC - DFSMS Management Class Name

 XDWM..E  TAPELIB  - Tape Library Identifier

 XDWM..E  TLMPROD  - Tape Management System Name

 XDWM..E  VOLGROUP - Volume Group

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  BASEVOL  - Base Volume of Set (CA 1)

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  FIRSTVOL - First Volume of Set

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MVMDSID  - Multi-Volume, Multi-Dataset ID

 XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  SCRATCH  - Scratch Status

 X.....E  SERVICE  - Service Status

 XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier
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 X.....   TLMFRMT  - CTM Record Format

 X.....   TLMFSEG  - First Segment of Data Set Flag

 X.....   TLMFSET  - First Volume of Volume Set Flag

 X.....   TLMFVOL  - First File of Volume Flag

 X.....   TLMLSEG  - Last Segment of Data Set Flag

 X.....   TLMLSET  - Last Volume of Volume Set Flag

 X.....   TLMLVOL  - Last File of Volume Flag

 X.....   TLMPRODC - Tape Management System Id Code

 X.....   TLMRLSE  - Tape Management System Release

 X.....   TLMRTYPE - CTM Record Type

 XDWM..E  TLMSCAN  - TMCC Scan Count

 X.....   TMCLAST  - TMCC Previous Scan Timestamp

 X.....   TMCSCAN  - TMCC Scan Timestamp

 X.....E  VOLCNT   - Volumes in Volume Set

 X.....E  VOLSEQ   - Volume Sequence in Volume Set

 X.....E  VOLSER   - Volume Serial Number

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   TMVACLST - Number of Access List Entries

 X.....   TMVACTFL - Active Files

 X.....E  TMVACTUL - Actual Volser In Use Indicator

 X.....E  TMVACTVL - Actual Volser of Tape

 X.....E  TMVAGENT - Tape Agent

 X.....   TMVALVER - ANSI Label Versions

 X.....   TMVASTS  - Assigned Timestamp

 X.....   TMVAUBLK - Exception Codes

 X.....E  TMVAUDCD - Audit Code

 X.....E  TMVAUDID - Audit User ID

 X.....E  TMVAUDIT - Audit Timestamp

 X.....   TMVAUTID - Authorized User Ids Area

 X.....E  TMVBLP   - Volume Last Written BLP

 X.....   TMVBMEDN - Bin Media Name

 X.....E  TMVCAP   - Volume Capacity In Mbytes

 X.....   TMVCDS   - CDS File Sequence

 X.....E  TMVCLOC  - Current Location Name

 X.....E  TMVCPUID - Creation System ID

 X.....E  TMVCREAT - Volume Creation Timestamp

 X.....   TMVCRSID - Create System ID of Volume Record

 X.....   TMVDATCR - Date Certified

 X.....E  TMVDATSC - Date Volume Scratched

 X.....E  TMVDBIN  - Destination Bin Number

 X.....E  TMVDBINM - Destination Bin Media Name

 X.....E  TMVDEFRT - Parmlib Default Retention Used

 X.....E  TMVDEN   - Recording Density

 X.....E  TMVDEST  - Destination Name

 X.....E  TMVDESTP - Destination Type

 X.....   TMVDSNBA - Active DSNB Indicator

 X.....E  TMVDSNNO - Number of Datasets On Volume

 X.....   TMVDSNRC - DS Recording

 X.....   TMVDSN1  - First File Data Set Name

 X.....E  TMVDTECL - Date Cleaned

 X.....E  TMVDTEMV - Date Moved to Location
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 X.....E  TMVEXPDO - Expiration Date - Original

 X.....E  TMVEXPDT - Expiration Date - Current

 X.....   TMVFEAT  - Program Product Feature Code

 X.....E  TMVHLOC  - Home Location Name

 X.....E  TMVHOMTP - Home Location Type

 X.....   TMVINCON - In Container Name

 X.....   TMVINIT  - Reinitialize

 X.....E  TMVINTDT - Initial Date

 X.....E  TMVINUSE - Stacking Volume In-Use Indicator

 X.....   TMVKYEN1 - Encrypt Key Encoding Method 1

 X.....   TMVKYEN2 - Encrypt Key Encoding Method 2

 X.....   TMVKYLB1 - Encryption Key Label 1

 X.....   TMVKYLB2 - Encryption Key Label 2

 X.....E  TMVLAST  - Volume Last Use Timestamp

 X.....E  TMVLBL1  - Label No of First File On Volume

 X.....E  TMVLBTYP - Label Type

 X.....   TMVLCHTS - Last Volume Record Change Timestamp

 X.....   TMVLCSID - Last Change System ID of Volume Record

 X.....   TMVLCUID - Last Change User ID of Volume Record

 X.....   TMVLNLOC - Loan Location

 X.....E  TMVLOAN  - Volume On Loan

 X.....E  TMVLOCTP - Location Type

 X.....E  TMVLUDEV - Last Used Drive

 X.....E  TMVMEDAT - Special Attributes

 X.....E  TMVMEDCT - Compaction Technique

 X.....   TMVMEDIN - Media Information

 X.....E  TMVMEDRF - Volume Recording Format

 X.....E  TMVMEDTY - Volume Media Type

 X.....E  TMVMMVID - Multi-Dataset, Multi-Volume ID

 X.....E  TMVMVDS1 - First Dsname of a Volume Set

 X.....   TMVMVMOD - Move Mode

 X.....E  TMVNAME  - Media Name

 X.....E  TMVNEXTP - Next Location Type

 X.....   TMVNLOC  - Required Location Name

 X.....E  TMVNOSTK - Volume Not Stackable Indicator

 X.....E  TMVNRS   - Tape is Non-Resident

 X.....   TMVNTFY  - Notify Owner

 X.....E  TMVNXTVL - Next Volume

 X.....E  TMVOBIN  - Previous Bin Number

 X.....   TMVOBMED - Previous Bin Media Name

 X.....E  TMVOCER  - Volume Recorded By O/C/EOV

 X.....   TMVOLNLO - Previous Loan Location

 X.....E  TMVOLOC  - Previous Location Name

 X.....E  TMVOPEN  - Volume is Opened

 X.....   TMVOUTCD - Out-of-Service Codes

 X.....   TMVOUTDT - Out-of-Service Date

 X.....E  TMVOUTLO - Location Id

 X.....E  TMVOUTSL - Location Slot ID

 X.....E  TMVOWNAC - Owner Access - R/U/A

 X.....E  TMVOWNID - Volume Owner Id

 X.....E  TMVPNDRS - Volume Pending Release

 X.....   TMVPPNUM - Program Product Number

 X.....E  TMVPPTAP - Program Product Tape
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 X.....E  TMVPREVL - Previous Volume

 X.....E  TMVRACK  - Rack Number

 X.....   TMVRBYST - Volume Retained By Set

 X.....   TMVRELIX - Ignore Expdt

 X.....   TMVREPL  - Replace On Release

 X.....   TMVRETDT - Retention Date Calculated By VRS

 X.....   TMVRETS  - Return Action - OWNER/SCRATCH

 X.....E  TMVROBID - Robot Device Number

 X.....E  TMVROBTY - Robot Device Type

 X.....   TMVRQPTY - Movement Priority

 X.....E  TMVRTNDT - TLMS Retention Data

 X.....E  TMVSCRFG - Scratch Flag

 X.....E  TMVSCRS  - Scratch Source

 X.....   TMVSECLG - Security Level - Long

 X.....   TMVSECLV - Security Level - Short

 X.....   TMVSERAS - Security Erase

 X.....E  TMVSGNAM - Storage Group Name

 X.....E  TMVSRVIN - Service Status

 X.....E  TMVSTACK - Files Dynamically Stacked

 X.....E  TMVSTBIN - Bin Number

 X.....   TMVSTDAT - Movement Tracking Date

 X.....   TMVSTKVL - Stacked Volume Record Enabled

 X.....E  TMVSTVLS - Logical Vols on Physical Volume

 X.....   TMVTAPLN - Tape Length

 X.....   TMVTAPTP - Tape Type

 X.....E  TMVTMSCL - Times Cleaned

 X.....E  TMVTRANS - Volume In Transit

 X.....E  TMVTRTCH - Recording Technique

 X.....E  TMVUSECL - Uses Since Cleaned

 X.....E  TMVUSEFL - User Description

 X.....E  TMVUSER  - User Data

 X.....E  TMVUSRAC - User Access - R/U

 X.....E  TMVVDGAU - Volume Has Been Degaussed

 X.....E  TMVVENDR - Media Vendor

 X.....   TMVVER   - Program Product Ver/Rel/Mod Number

 X.....E  TMVVEXDT - Volume Expiration Date

 X.....E  TMVVKPDT - Volume Keep Date

 X.....E  TMVVLRDT - Volume Last Read Date

 X.....E  TMVVLWDT - Volume Last Write Date

 X.....E  TMVVOLTP - Volume Type

 X.....E  TMVVOWNR - Volume Owner/EDM ID

 X.....E  TMVVPERC - Percent of Volume In Use

 X.....E  TMVVRS   - Volume Retained By VRS

 X.....E  TMVVSR   - Tape Vaulted Due to Spec Req

 X.....   TMVWWWID - World Wide WORM Id

 X.....   TMVXTOKN - Export Token

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMVACERA - Pending Action: Erase

 XDWM..E  TMVACINI - Pending Action: Initialize

 XDWM..E  TMVACNOT - Pending Action: Notify

 XDWM..E  TMVACREP - Pending Action: Replace Volume
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 XDWM..E  TMVACRET - Pending Action: Return to Owner

 XDWM..E  TMVACSCR - Pending Action: Return to Scratch

 XDWM..E  TMVACTOT - Total Pending Actions

 XDWM..E  TMVAGE   - Volume Age from Creation (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMVAGECT - Count of Volumes With Creation Date

 X.....E  TMVBADTP - Bad Tape Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMVBAGCT - Count of Volumes with Birth Date

 XDWM..E  TMVBAGE  - Volume Age from Birth (Days)

 X.....E  TMVBYCAT - Expired By Catalog

 X.....E  TMVBYCYC - Expired By Cycle

 X.....E  TMVBYJUL - Expired By Julian

 X.....E  TMVBYLDT - Expired By Last Date

 X.....E  TMVBYSMS - Expired By SMS

 X.....E  TMVBYTMS - Expired By TMS Interface

 X.....E  TMVCLEAN - Clean Indicator

 X.....E  TMVCOMP  - Compaction Use Count

 XDWM..E  TMVCPYCT - Copycat Created Tape

 X.....E  TMVDEFEX - Default Expdt Used At Open

 X.....E  TMVDELET - Delete Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMVDURSP - Amount of Space-Time (Megabyte Hours)

 X.....E  TMVDYNAM - DYNAM/TLMS Controlled Indicator

 X.....E  TMVEDM   - EDM Controlled Indicator

 X.....E  TMVERASE - Data Set Erase Required

 XDWM..E  TMVFILES - Total Files on Non-Scratch Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVGBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (Gigabyte Hours)

 X.....E  TMVINTCH - Internal Change Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMVKBHR  - Amount of Space-Time (Kilobyte Hours)

 XDWM..E  TMVLUSCT - Count of Volumes with Last Usage Date

 XDWM..E  TMVLUSE  - Days Since Last Use

 X.....E  TMVMULTF - Additional Files Exist On Tape

 XDWM..E  TMVMVSUS - z/OS Use Count

 X.....E  TMVOPOUT - Opened For Output Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMVPRDCL - Perm Read Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVPRDIN - Perm Read Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVPWTCL - Perm Write Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVPWTIN - Perm Write Errs Since Init

 X.....E  TMVRDSOV - RDS Override Indicator

 X.....E  TMVRLEVM - Released By External Vault Mgr

 XDWM..   TMVTIMCR - Times Certified

 XDWM..E  TMVTRDCL - Temp Read Errs since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVTRDIN - Temp Read Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVTUSEG - Non-Scratch Volume Usage(G)

 XDWM..E  TMVTUSEK - Non-Scratch Volume Usage(K)

 XDWM..E  TMVTUSEM - Non-Scratch Volume Usage(M)

 XDWM..E  TMVTWTCL - Temp Write Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVTWTIN - Temp Write Errs Since Init

 XDWM..   TMVUSECR - Uses Since Certification

 X.....E  TMVUSES  - Total Uses

 X.....E  TMVUUSER - Updated User Indicator

 XDWM..E  TMVVDUR  - Volume Duration

 XDWM..E  TMVVMUSE - z/VM Use Count

 XDWM..E  TMVVOLN  - Non-Scratch Volume Count

 XDWM..E  TMVVOLS  - Scratch Volume Count
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 XDWM..E  TMVVOLT  - Total Volume Count

 XDWM..E  TMVWORM  - WORM Volume Count

 XDWM..E  TMVWWWMC - Write Mount Count

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMVMXAGE - Max Volume Age from Creation (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMVMXBAG - Max Volume Age from Birth (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMVMXLUS - Max Days Since Last Use

 XDWM..E  TMVMXVDU - Max Volume Duration

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  TMVAVAGE - Avg Age from Creation (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMVAVBAG - Avg Age from Birth (Days)

 XDWM..E  TMVAVFIL - Avg Files on Non-Scratch Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVAVLUS - Avg Days Since Last Use

 XDWM..E  TMVAVOLN - Avg Non-Scratch Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVAVOLS - Avg Scratch Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVAVOLT - Avg Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVAVPRC - Avg Perm Read Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVAVPRI - Avg Perm Read Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVAVPWC - Avg Perm Write Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVAVPWI - Avg Perm Write Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVAVTRC - Avg Temp Read Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVAVTRI - Avg Temp Read Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVAVTWC - Avg Temp Write Errs Since Last Clean

 XDWM..E  TMVAVTWI - Avg Temp Write Errs Since Init

 XDWM..E  TMVAVUSG - Avg Non-Scratch Volume Usage(G)

 XDWM..E  TMVAVUSK - Avg Non-Scratch Volume Usage(K)

 XDWM..E  TMVAVUSM - Avg Non-Scratch Volume Usage(M)

 XDWM..E  TMVAVVUR - Avg Volume Duration

 XDWM..E  TMVPCERA - Percent Erase

 XDWM..E  TMVPCINI - Percent Initialize

 XDWM..E  TMVPCMVS - Percent z/OS Use

 XDWM..E  TMVPCNOT - Percent Notify

 XDWM..E  TMVPCREP - Percent Replace Volume

 XDWM..E  TMVPCRET - Percent Return to Owner

 XDWM..E  TMVPCSCR - Percent Return to Scratch

 XDWM..E  TMVPCVM  - Percent z/VM Use

 XDWM..E  TMVPCVNS - Percent of Non-Scratch Volumes

 XDWM..E  TMVPCVSC - Percent of Scratch Volumes

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Tape Volume File (TMCTMV).

Usage Considerations

This file does not require special considerations and techniques.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
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database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Display the number of scratch, non-scratch, total, and percent scratch volumes for each Volume Group (VOLGROUP)
and DFSMS Management Class Name (STORMGTC) using the most recent DAYS timespan observation.

    DATA ;

    SET &PTMCD..TMCTMV01 ;

    DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

    FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

    *;

    PROC SORT ;

      BY TAPELIB TLMPROD DATE VOLGROUP STORMGTC;

    *;

    PROC PRINT LABEL ;

      BY TAPELIB TLMPROD DATE ;

      PAGEBY TAPELIB ;

    ID VOLGROUP STORMGTC ;

    VAR TMVVOLT TMVVOLN TMVVOLS TMVPCVSC ;

    TITLE1 'Tape Volume Availability Report' ;

TAP VTS Component Files
The Virtual Tape System (VTS) Component organizes files into three information areas:

IVT
IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area

SVT
StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area

HVT
IBM TS7700 Hydra Information Area

TAP VTS Component Data Element Naming Conventions

MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their name to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (IVT)

File Name File Names Begin With:
VTS Distributed Library Activity IVTVDL VDL
VTS Composite Library Activity IVTVCL VCL
VTS VTC Controller Detail IVTVTC VTC
VTS Cache Usage Preference Level IVTVCU VCU
VTS Physical Drive Activity IVTPTU PTU
VTS Volume Pool Statistics IVTVPS VPS
VTS Tape Library Config and Activity IVTTCA TCA
VTS Import/Export Statistics IVTIEX IEX
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StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (SVT)

File Name File Names Begin With:
StorageTek VTSS Summary SVTSVS SVS
VTSS Subsystem Performance SVTSSP SSP
Channel Interface Performance SVTCIP CIP
Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity SVTVMR VMR
Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Activity SVTVDR VDR
Virtual Tape Volume Delete Activity SVTVXR VXR
Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity SVTVGR VGR
Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity SVTVRR VRR
Virtual Tape Volume Movement SVTVMV VMV
Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status SVTVSS VSS
Real Tape Drive Mount Activity SVTRMR RMR
Real Tape Drive Dismount Activity SVTRDR RDR
Real Tape Drive Performance SVTRPR RPR
Multi-Volume Cartridge Activity SVTMVC MVC

IBM TS7700 Hydra Virtual Tape Server Information Area (HVT)

File Name File Names Begin With:
Hydra Vnode Device Activity HVTVDA VDA
Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity HVTVAP VAP
Hydra Hnode Cache Activity HVTHHC HHC
Hydra Hnode Cache Partition Activity HVTHCP HCP
Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics HVTHPG HPG
Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity HVTHPD HPD
Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity HVTHGP HGP
Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity HVTHGM HGM
Hydra Hnode Activity HVTHHA HHA
Hydra Cluster Summary HVTHCA HCA
Hydra Hnode Grid Activity HVTGRC GRC
Hydra Hnode Grid Cluster Activity HVTGCC GCC

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. The common data elements are listed under Sequence/Summary Data
Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.

The entries for each data element are:

Timespan
Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the letters
&quot;XDWMYT&quot; as follows:

X - DETAIL

D - DAYS
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W - WEEKS

M - MONTHS

Y - YEARS

T - TABLES AREA

. - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

Data Element
The data element name.

Data Element Description
The data element's long name.

VTS Component IVT Information Area Files

This section identifies each file in the IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem (IVT) information Area and defines its levels of
summarization and data sequencing. The active data elements for each file are also listed.

WARNING

• The SMF type 94 records used to create all IVT information area files are produced at hourly intervals. This
is the timespan granularity associated with the MICS DAYS timespan. The IVT information area files are all
turned off by default in the DETAIL timespan. If DETAIL is activated for any IVT information area files, the file
content is identical to that in the DAYS timespan.

• The SMF type 94 records used to create all IVT information area files contain information collected from the
VTS perspective. The z/OS system collecting SMF type 94 records is irrelevant, and if collected from multiple
systems, is redundant. The VTS component filters all SMF type 94 data to select a representative hour for
each VTS, and stores a user specified SYSID value in the IVT information area files. The SYSID value used
is specified with the VTSSYSID statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS). If not specified, a default value
of 'SYS1' is assigned to the SYSID data element. For more information, see VTSSYSID Statement.

IVTVDL - VTS Distributed Library Activity File

The VTS Distributed Library Activity file provides information for distributed VTSs (standalone, UI, and secondary). The
IVTVDL file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly statistics for each VTS distributed library.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTVDL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VDLCVMPL - Copy Volume Mgmt Preference Level

  .DWM..E  VDLESCON - Number of ESCON Channels

  .DWM..E  VDLLVLM  - Library Manager Version and Release

  .DWM..E  VDLLVVTS - VTS Code Modification and Fix Level

  .DWM..E  VDLPDI   - Number of Installed Physical Tape Device

  .DWM..E  VDLRVMPL - Recall Volume Mgmt Preference Level

  .DWM..E  VDLSCSI  - Number of SCSI Channels

  .DWM..E  VDLVA35  - 35 Day Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VDLVA4   - 4 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VDLVA48  - 48 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VDLVM35  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 35 Days

  .DWM..E  VDLVM4   - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 4 Hours

  .DWM..E  VDLVM48  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 48 Hours

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VDLACMA  - Accessor A Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLACMB  - Accessor B Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLBSRAT - Sum of Backstore Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VDLCSIZ  - Sum of VTS Cache Size (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLDRIC  - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLDRVV  - Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLDTVV  - Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLDWVV  - Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLHARAT - Sum of Host Adapter Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VDLLVD   - Sum of Active Logical Volume Data (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLLVS   - Sum of Active Logical Volumes

  .DWM..E  VDLNUMBS - Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPCPY  - Virtual Volumes Copied to Physical

  .DWM..E  VDLPDR   - Data Read from Physical Media (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLPDW   - Data Written to Physical Media (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLPDWP  - Data Written to Primary Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLPDWS  - Data Written to Secondary Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLPHYSZ - Sum Est Available Physical Storage (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLPMIG  - Physical Migrate (Copy) Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLPMTM  - Total Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLPREC  - Physical Reclaim Mounts
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  .DWM..E  VDLPSDE  - Physical Secure Data Erase Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLPSTG  - Physical Stage (Recall) Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLPSVC  - Private Stacked Volume Count

  .DWM..E  VDLRCPRT - Sum of Recall Predominate Throttle Pct

  .DWM..E  VDLSARCT - Sum of Avg Recall Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLSAWOT - Sum of Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLSDVTO - Sum Total Volumes With Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV00 - Sum Vols With  0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV05 - Sum Vols With > 5% to 10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV10 - Sum Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV15 - Sum Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV20 - Sum Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV25 - Sum Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV30 - Sum Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV35 - Sum Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV40 - Sum Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV45 - Sum Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV50 - Sum Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV55 - Sum Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV60 - Sum Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV65 - Sum Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV70 - Sum Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV75 - Sum Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV80 - Sum Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV85 - Sum Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV90 - Sum Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSDV95 - Sum Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLSPCM  - Sum of Avg Phys Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLSPDA  - Sum of Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  VDLSSVC  - Scratch Stacked Volume Count

  .DWM..E  VDLSTOAT - Sum of Overall Average Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLSVCA  - Sum of Avg Cache Last Reference Time

  .DWM..E  VDLSVCM  - Sum of Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLSVDC  - Sum of Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VDLSVMD  - Total Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VDLTHRES - Sum of Reclaim Threshold Percentage

  .DWM..E  VDLTPM   - Total Physical Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLTVM   - Total Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLVCHM  - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLVFMTM - Total Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLVFRM  - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLVHMTM - Total Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLVMTM  - Total Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLVRM   - Virtual Recall Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLVRMTM - Total Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLVSPM  - Total Virtual Specific Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLVVIC  - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

  .DWM..E  VDLWROVT - Sum W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Pct

  .DWM..E  VDL00KB  - 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDL02KB  - > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDL04KB  - > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDL08KB  - > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDL16KB  - > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written
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  .DWM..E  VDL32KB  - > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDL64KB  - > 64K Channel Blocks Written

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VDLMNCHT - Min Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMNFRT - Min Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMNPCM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLMNPDA - Min Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  VDLMNPMT - Min Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMNPSC - Min Channel Data per Second (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLMNRMT - Min Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMNVCM - Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLMNVDC - Min Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VDLMNVMD - Min Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VDLMNVMT - Min Virtual Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VDLMXCHT - Max Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMXFRT - Max Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMXPCM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLMXPDA - Max Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  VDLMXPMT - Max Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMXPSC - Max Channel Data per Second (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLMXRMT - Max Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLMXVCA - Max Virtual Volume Cache Age

  .DWM..E  VDLMXVCM - Max Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLMXVDC - Max Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VDLMXVMD - Max Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VDLMXVMT - Max Virtual Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VDLAVATO - Avg Total Volumes with Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA00 - Avg Vols With   0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA05 - Avg Vols With > 5% to  10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA10 - Avg Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA15 - Avg Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA20 - Avg Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA25 - Avg Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA30 - Avg Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA35 - Avg Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA40 - Avg Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA45 - Avg Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA50 - Avg Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA55 - Avg Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA60 - Avg Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA65 - Avg Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA70 - Avg Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA75 - Avg Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA80 - Avg Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA85 - Avg Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVA90 - Avg Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data
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  .DWM..E  VDLAVA95 - Avg Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLAVBSR - Avg Backstore Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VDLAVBSZ - Avg Channel Blocksize (Est)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVCSZ - Avg VTS Cache Size (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVDRV - Avg Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVDTV - Avg Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVDWV - Avg Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVFMT - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVHAR - Avg Host Adapter Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VDLAVHMT - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVLVD - Avg Active Logical Volume Data (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVLVS - Avg Active Logical Volumes

  .DWM..E  VDLAVLVZ - Avg Active Logical Volume Size (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPCM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPDA - Avg Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPM  - Avg Physical Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPMT - Avg Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPSV - Avg Private Stacked Volume Count

  .DWM..E  VDLAVPSZ - Avg Est Available Physical Storage (GB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVRCP - Avg Recall Predominate Throttle Pct

  .DWM..E  VDLAVRCT - Avg Recall Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLAVRMT - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVSSV - Avg Scratch Stacked Volume Count

  .DWM..E  VDLAVTOT - Overall Avg Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLAVTPC - Avg Reclaim Threshold Percentage

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVCA - Avg Cache Last Reference Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVCM - Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVDC - Avg Virtual Devices Configured

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVIC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVM  - Avg Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVMD - Avg Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVMT - Avg Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VDLAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

  .DWM..E  VDLAVWOT - Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

  .DWM..E  VDLAVWRO - Avg W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Pct

  .DWM..E  VDLPCCSU - Pct VTS Cache Capacity Used

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD00 - Pct Vols With   0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD05 - Pct Vols With > 5% to  10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD10 - Pct Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD15 - Pct Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD20 - Pct Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD25 - Pct Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD30 - Pct Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD35 - Pct Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD40 - Pct Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD45 - Pct Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD50 - Pct Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD55 - Pct Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD60 - Pct Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD65 - Pct Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD70 - Pct Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD75 - Pct Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data
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  .DWM..E  VDLPCD80 - Pct Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD85 - Pct Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD90 - Pct Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCD95 - Pct Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VDLPCPSU - Pct Physical Storage Capacity Used

  .DWM..E  VDLPCSTG - Pct Physical Stage (Recall) Mounts

  .DWM..E  VDLPCVMS - Pct Virtual Specific Mount Cache Misses

  .DWM..E  VDLPC00K - Pct 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC02K - Pct > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC04K - Pct > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC08K - Pct > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC16K - Pct > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC32K - Pct > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPC64K - Pct > 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VDLPSCH  - Avg Channel Data per Second (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Distributed Library Activity File (IVTVDL).

Usage Considerations

For reporting purposes, it is important to examine data element VTS Type (IVTTYPE). IVTTYPE can take on up to three
values in the IVTVDL file; 'STANDALONE', 'UI', and 'SECONDARY'.

For IVTVDL observations where the IVTTYPE='STANDALONE', the VTS is an autonomous virtual tape server.

For IVTVDL observations where the IVTTYPE='UI' or 'SECONDARY', however, the VTS is a participant in a peer-to-peer
configuration. All peer-to-peer VTS configurations have two IVTVDL observations and one VTS Composite Library Activity
(IVTVCL) file observation for each hour in the DETAIL and DAYS timespans.

Data element Composite Library Association (IVTCMPID) contains the same value for all three observations and is used
to identify all participating VTSs in a peer-to-peer configuration.

In general, the two hourly IVTVDL observations ('UI' and 'SECONDARY') for a peer-to-peer configuration, contain the
statistics related to the virtual volume, DASD cache, and physical cartridge activity related to their half of the configuration.

The hourly IVTVCL observation contains the composite, or logical view of the peer-to-peer VTS and provides overall z/OS
throughput and virtual volume activity statistics.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTVDL file, display the total blocks of data moved between DASD cache and
z/OS for each VTS, per HOUR. Display the percent buckets for each blocksize range and the estimated average
blocksize. Generate a separate page for each VTS.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTVDL01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY IVTVLS ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE ;
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     ID HOUR ;

     VAR VDLNUMBS VDLPC00K VDLPC02K VDLPC04K VDLPC08K VDLPC16K

         VDLPC32K VDLPC64K VDLAVBSZ ;

     TITLE1

     'Daily VTS System I/O Block Size Analysis by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

IVTVCL - VTS Composite Library Activity File

The VTS Composite Library Activity file provides information for the composite, or logical view of a peer-to-peer VTS
configuration. Information included in the file represents overall VTS activity achieved by both the User Interface (UI) VTS
and secondary VTS components of the peer-to-peer configuration. The IVTVCL file is created from statistics in SMF type
94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly statistics for each VTS composite library.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTVCL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

    

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCLESCON - Number of ESCON Channels

  .DWM..E  VCLLVVTC - VTC Code Modification and Fix Level

  .DWM..E  VCLOPCPY - Operation Copy Mode

  .DWM..E  VCLPIO   - Composite VTC Preferred I/O VTS

  .DWM..E  VCLPMST  - Composite VTC Preferred Master VTS

  .DWM..E  VCLSECID - SECONDARY IVTVLS ID

  .DWM..E  VCLUIID  - UI IVTVLS ID
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCLCLCR  - Sum of Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  .DWM..E  VCLCVMT0 - Completed Mounts VTS-0

  .DWM..E  VCLCVMT1 - Completed Mounts VTS-1

  .DWM..E  VCLDCPY  - Virtual Volume Data Copied (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLDRVV  - Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLDTCPY - Virtual Volume Data to be Copied (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLDTVV  - Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLDWVV  - Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLHARAT - Sum of Host Adapter Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VCLNUMBS - Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLSVCM  - Sum of Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VCLSVDC  - Sum of Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VCLSVMD  - Total Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VCLTVM   - Total Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLVCHM  - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLVCPY  - Virtual Volumes Copied

  .DWM..E  VCLVFMTM - Total Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLVFRM  - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLVHMTM - Total Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLVMTM  - Total Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLVRM   - Virtual Recall Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLVRMTM - Total Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLVSPM  - Total Virtual Specific Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLVTCPY - Virtual Volumes to be Copied

  .DWM..E  VCL00KB  - 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL02KB  - > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL04KB  - > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL08KB  - > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL16KB  - > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL32KB  - > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCL64KB  - > 64K Channel Blocks Written

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCLMNCHT - Min Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMNFRT - Min Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMNPSC - Min Channel Data per Second (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLMNRMT - Min Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMNVCM - Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VCLMNVDC - Min Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VCLMNVMD - Min Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VCLMNVMT - Min Virtual Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCLMXCHT - Max Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMXFRT - Max Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMXPSC - Max Channel Data per Second (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLMXRMT - Max Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLMXVCM - Max Virtual Drives Concur Mounted
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  .DWM..E  VCLMXVDC - Max Virtual Drives Configured

  .DWM..E  VCLMXVMD - Max Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VCLMXVMT - Max Virtual Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCLAVBSZ - Avg Channel Blocksize (Est)

  .DWM..E  VCLAVCLC - Avg Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  .DWM..E  VCLAVDRV - Avg Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLAVDTV - Avg Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLAVDWV - Avg Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VCLAVFMT - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLAVHAR - Avg Host Adapter Compression Ratio

  .DWM..E  VCLAVHMT - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLAVRMT - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLAVVCM - Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  VCLAVVDC - Avg Virtual Devices Configured

  .DWM..E  VCLAVVM  - Avg Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCLAVVMD - Avg Virtual Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  VCLAVVMT - Avg Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCLPCVMS - Pct Virtual Specific Mount Cache Misses

  .DWM..E  VCLPC00K - Pct 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC02K - Pct > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC04K - Pct > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC08K - Pct > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC16K - Pct > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC32K - Pct > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPC64K - Pct > 64K Channel Blocks Written

  .DWM..E  VCLPSCH  - Avg Channel Data per Second (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Composite Library Activity File (IVTVCL).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTVCL file.

The IVTVCL observations contain statistics relating to the logical view of a peer-to-peer VTS. For IVTVCL observations,
both the Composite Library Association (IVTCMPID) and Library Sequence Number (IVTVLS) will contain the same value.
The User Interface (UI) and secondary VTSs that participate in the peer-to-peer configuration are identified with data
elements UI IVTVLS ID (VCLUIID) and SECONDARY IVTVLS ID (VCLSECID).

Statistics for the UI and Secondary VTS activity are found in the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

IVTVCL file observations primarily contain statistics related to overall virtual volume activity and are useful for determining
z/OS throughput of a peer-to-peer VTS configuration. In addition, IVTVCL file observations are useful for monitoring the
virtual volume copy function and overall virtual volume controller activity of each peer-to-peer VTS.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.
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• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTVCL file, display the total number of virtual volumes accessed in the DASD
cache of the UI and secondary VTSs.
Break the total down by category: Fast ready, recall, and cache-hit. Show the average overall virtual mount time
as well as the mount times for the various categories.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTVCL01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY IVTVLS ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR VCLTVM VCLAVVMT VCLVFRM VCLAVFMT VCLVCHM VCLAVHMT

     VCLVRM VCLAVRMT ;

     TITLE1 'Daily Composite Virtual Mounts/Times by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

IVTVTC - VTC Statistics Detail File

The VTC Statistics Detail file provides detailed virtual tape controller activity and usage statistics for peer-to-peer VTSs.
The IVTVTC file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly statistics for each virtual tape controller.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTVTC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVTCNO |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVTCNO |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVTCNO |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .DWM..E  IVTVTCNO - VTS VTC Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID
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 Retained Data Elements

  

  .D....E  VTCCLCS  - Configured Settings

  .D....E  VTCCLPF  - IO VTS and Mast VTS Pref. for VTS

  .D....E  VTCDFCPY - Default Copy Mode

  .D....E  VTCFSCR  - Force Scratch to Preferred VTS Indicator

  .DWM..E  VTCLVVTC - VTC Code Modification and Fix Level

  .D....E  VTCOPCPY - Operation Copy Mode

  .D....E  VTCPIO   - Preferred I/O VTS

  .D....E  VTCPMST  - Preferred Master VTS

  .D....E  VTCPRIM  - Primary I/O Indicator

  .DWM..E  VTCSPD0  - VTC to VTS0 Link Speed

  .DWM..E  VTCSPD1  - VTC to VTS1 Link Speed

  .D....E  VTCWPM   - Write Protect Mode Indicator

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VTCCLCR  - Sum of Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  .DWM..E  VTCDCPY  - Virtual Volume Data Copied

  .DWM..E  VTCDRVV  - Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCDTVV  - Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCDWVV  - Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCTVM   - Total Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VTCVCHM  - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

  .DWM..E  VTCVCPY  - Virtual Volumes Copied

  .DWM..E  VTCVFRM  - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

  .DWM..E  VTCVRM   - Virtual Recall Mounts

  .DWM..E  VTCVSPM  - Total Virtual Specific Mounts

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VTCAVCLC - Avg Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  .DWM..E  VTCAVDRV - Avg Data Read from Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCAVDTV - Avg Total Data R/W Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCAVDWV - Avg Data Written to Virtual Volumes (MB)

  .DWM..E  VTCPSCH  - Avg Channel Data per Second (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTC Statistics Detail File (IVTVTC).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTVTC file.

The IVTVTC file contains an observation for each virtual tape controller associated with a peer-to-peer VTS configuration.

In a peer-to-peer VTS configuration, the virtual controllers (up to eight) handle the virtual tape I/O reads and writes
between workloads on z/OS and the DASD cache of the participating UI and Secondary VTSs.

An important function of a peer-to-peer VTS is making copies of each virtual volume. If a virtual volume is created in the
DASD cache of the UI VTS, a copy is made in the DASD cache of the secondary VTS and the other way around.

In addition to managing the z/OS I/O, the virtual controllers also manage the I/O associated with making copies of virtual
volumes in the DASD cache of the UI or secondary VTSs.
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Data element Composite Library Association (IVTCMPID) identifies the peer-to-peer composite VTS served by the virtual
tape controllers. VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) file observations with the same IVTCMPID value contain data
elements summarizing the virtual tape controller activity captured in the individual IVTVTC file observations.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTVTC file, show the virtual tape mounts (total, fast ready, cache-hit, and recall)
data transferred (total, read and write), write compression ratio and average channel MB/sec rate for each VTC controller.

Summarize the data by VTC Controller (IVTVTCNO) to show the totals for each controller over all 24 hours of the day.

     %LET BY=%VTCSEQ(TS=DAYS) ;

     %LET SUMBY=IVTVTCNO ;

     %LET BREAK=IVTVTCNO ;

     * ;

     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTVCL01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     %VTCSUM ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY IVTVLS ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE ;

     ID IVTVTCNO ;

     VAR VTCTVM VTCVFRM VTCVCHM VTCVRM VTCDTVV VTCDRVV VTCDWVV

         VTCAVCLC VTCPSCH ;

     TITLE1

     'Overall Daily Composite VTC Controller Statistics' ;

 

IVTVCU - VTS Cache Usage File

The VTS Cache Usage file contains detailed VTS DASD cache utilization and activity information for distributed VTSs
(standalone, UI, and secondary). The IVTVCU file is created from the VTS Cache Usage Information Array sections in
SMF type 94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly cache statistics for each Cache Usage Preference Level
Identifier (IVTCUPL) level.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTVCU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTCUPL  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTCUPL  |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTCUPL  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

IVTVCU Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTCUPL  - Cache Usage Preference Level ID

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .D....E  VCUPMC   - Preference Management Control

  .DWM..E  VCUVA35  - 35 Day Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VCUVA4   - 4 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VCUVA48  - 48 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

  .DWM..E  VCUVM35  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 35 Days

  .DWM..E  VCUVM4   - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 4 Hours

  .DWM..E  VCUVM48  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 48 Hours

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCUCSIZ  - Sum of VTS Cache Size (GB)

  .DWM..E  VCUDRIC  - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

  .DWM..E  VCUTVM   - Total Virtual Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCUVCHM  - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCUVFMTM - Total Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUVFRM  - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCUVHMTM - Total Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUVMTM  - Total Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUVRM   - Virtual Recall Mounts

  .DWM..E  VCUVRMTM - Total Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUVVIC  - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VCUAVCSZ - Avg VTS Cache Size (GB)

  .DWM..E  VCUAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

  .DWM..E  VCUAVFMT - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUAVHMT - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUAVRMT - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUAVVIC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

  .DWM..E  VCUAVVMT - Avg Virtual Mount Time

  .DWM..E  VCUAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Cache Usage File (IVTVCU).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTVCU file.

The overall DASD cache utilization for distributed VTSs (STANDALONE, UI, and SECONDARY) is contained in the VTS
Distributed Library Activity file.

The IVTVCU file contains a further breakdown of DASD cache activity by Cache Usage Preference Level Identifier
(IVTCUPL). This file is only created for VTS's that are operating at the IBM function code F/C 4001 level.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTVCU file, generate cache utilization statistics for each distributed VTS (UI,
secondary, and standalone). Display the number of virtual volumes, total cache utilization, average virtual volume size,
and the 4 hour, 48 hour, and 35 day rolling virtual volume ages by cache preference level for each hour of the DAY.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTVCU01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

     PAGEBY IVTCUPL ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE IVTCUPL ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR VCUVVIC VCUDRIC VCUAVVSZ VCUVA4 VCUVA48 VCUVA35

     VCUVM4 VCUVM48 VCUVM35 ;

     TITLE1 'Daily Cache Report by Preference Level and HOUR';

     RUN ;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTMDE01;

 

IVTPTU - Physical Tape Usage File

The Physical Tape Usage file contains detailed physical tape drive activity and usage statistics for distributed VTSs
(standalone, UI, and secondary). The IVTPTU file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly physical tape drive statistics at the Physical Tape Drive Type
(IVTDCI) level.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTPTU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTDCI   - Physical Tape Drive Device Class

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .D....E  PTUPDI   - Physical Drives Installed

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  PTUPDW   - Data Written to Physical Media (MB)

  .DWM..E  PTUPDWP  - Data Written to Primary Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  PTUPDWS  - Data Written to Secondary Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  PTUPMIG  - Physical Migrate (Copy) Mounts

  .DWM..E  PTUPMTM  - Total Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  PTUPREC  - Physical Reclaim Mounts

  .DWM..E  PTUPSDE  - Physical Secure Data Erase Mounts

  .DWM..E  PTUPSTG  - Physical Stage (Recall) Mounts

  .DWM..E  PTUSPCM  - Sum of Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounte

  .DWM..E  PTUSPDA  - Sum of Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  PTUTPM   - Total Physical Mounts

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  PTUMNPCM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  PTUMNPDA - Min Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  PTUMNPMT - Min Physical Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  PTUMXPCM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  PTUMXPDA - Max Physical Drives Available

  .DWM..E  PTUMXPMT - Max Physical Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPCM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPDA - Avg Physical Drives Available
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  .DWM..E  PTUAVPM  - Avg Physical Mounts

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPMT - Avg Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPW  - Avg Data Written to Physical Media (MB)

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPWP - Avg Data Written to Primary Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  PTUAVPWS - Avg Data Written to Secondary Pool (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Physical Drive Activity File (IVTPTU).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTPTU file.

The overall physical tape drive statistics for distributed VTSs (standalone, UI, and secondary) are contained in the VTS
Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

The IVTPTU file contains a further breakdown of physical tape usage by Physical Tape Drive Type (IVTDCI). This file is
only created for VTSs that are operating at the IBM function code F/C 4001 level.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTPTU file, show the quantity of physical mounts (total and by type), and the
total, MIN, MAX, and AVG mount times for each hour of the day.
Generate a single page for each distributed VTS (UI, secondary, and standalone).
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTPTU01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

     PAGEBY IVTVLS ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR PTUTPM PTUPSTG PTUPMIG PTUPREC PTUPSDE PTUPMTM

     PTUMXPMT PTUMNPMT PTUAVPMT ;

     TITLE1 'Daily Physical Mounts and Times by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

IVTVPS - Volume Pool Statistics File

The Volume Pool Statistics file contains detailed cartridge utilization and volume count statistics for distributed VTSs
(standalone, UI, and secondary). The IVTVPS file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 2 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly cartridge statistics at the Volume Pool Identifier (IVTVPN)
level.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTVPS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVPN   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVPN   |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    IVTVPN   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .DWM..E  IVTVPN   - Volume Pool Identifier

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year
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  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .D....E  VPSBPMI0 - Scratch Pool Media ID 0

  .D....E  VPSBPMI1 - Scratch Pool Media ID 1

  .D....E  VPSBPMI2 - Scratch Pool Media ID 2

  .D....E  VPSBPMI3 - Scratch Pool Media ID 3

  .D....E  VPSLRTS  - Last Reconcile Timestamp

  .DWM..E  VPSMI0   - Media Identifier 0

  .DWM..E  VPSMI1   - Media Identifier 1

  .D....E  VPSMNVP  - Maximum Number of Volume Pools

  .DWM..E  VPSPDCI  - Pool Tape Drive Device Class

  .DWM..E  VPSPPP   - Physical Pool Properties

  .DWM..E  VPSPPPB1 - Physical Props (1st Media to Borrow)

  .DWM..E  VPSPPPB2 - Physical Props (2nd Media to Borrow)

  .DWM..E  VPSPPPRA - Physical Props (Returns Allowed)

  .DWM..E  VPSRPLA  - Days Since Last Access (Policy Value)

  .DWM..E  VPSRPLDI - Days Since Last Inval (Policy Value)

  .DWM..E  VPSRPLW  - Days Since Last Written (Policy Value)

  .DWM..E  VPSRPMAD - Min Active Data Percent (Policy Value)

  .DWM..E  VPSRPN   - Reclamation Pool

  .DWM..E  VPSVPRTP - Volume Pool Reclaim Threshold Percentage

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VPSAAOFP - Sum Avg Age Full Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSAAORD - Sum Avg Age Residual Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSADIVP - Active Data in Volume Pool (GB)

  .DWM..E  VPSALVIP - Active Logical Volumes in Pool

  .DWM..E  VPSBPSC0 - Scratch Stacked Vols - Media 0

  .DWM..E  VPSBPSC1 - Scratch Stacked Vols - Media 1
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  .DWM..E  VPSBPSC2 - Scratch Stacked Vols - Media 2

  .DWM..E  VPSBPSC3 - Scratch Stacked Vols - Media 3

  .DWM..E  VPSDWTP  - Data Written to the Pool (MB)

  .DWM..E  VPSPBPS0 - Borrowed Private Stacked Vols Media 0

  .DWM..E  VPSPBPS1 - Borrowed Private Stacked Vols Media 1

  .DWM..E  VPSPBSS0 - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Vols Media 0

  .DWM..E  VPSPBSS1 - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Vols Media 1

  .DWM..E  VPSPSPS0 - Static Private Stacked Vols Media 0

  .DWM..E  VPSPSPS1 - Static Private Stacked Vols Media 1

  .DWM..E  VPSPSSS0 - Static Scratch Stacked Vols Media 0

  .DWM..E  VPSPSSS1 - Static Scratch Stacked Vols Media 1

  .DWM..E  VPSSDVTO - Sum Total Volumes With Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV00 - Sum Vols With  0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV05 - Sum Vols With > 5% to 10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV10 - Sum Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV15 - Sum Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV20 - Sum Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV25 - Sum Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV30 - Sum Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV35 - Sum Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV40 - Sum Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV45 - Sum Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV50 - Sum Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV55 - Sum Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV60 - Sum Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV65 - Sum Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV70 - Sum Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV75 - Sum Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV80 - Sum Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV85 - Sum Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV90 - Sum Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSSDV95 - Sum Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSTOBPS - Scratch Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSTOPBP - Total Borrowed Private Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSTOPBS - Total Borrowed Scratch Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSTOPSP - Total Static Private Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSTOPSS - Total Static Scratch Stacked Vols

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VPSMXOFP - Max Age of Full Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSMXORD - Max Age of Residual Stacked Vols

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  VPSAVATO - Avg Total Volumes with Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA00 - Avg Vols With   0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA05 - Avg Vols With > 5% to  10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA10 - Avg Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA15 - Avg Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA20 - Avg Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA25 - Avg Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA30 - Avg Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data
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  .DWM..E  VPSAVA35 - Avg Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA40 - Avg Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA45 - Avg Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA50 - Avg Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA55 - Avg Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA60 - Avg Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA65 - Avg Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA70 - Avg Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA75 - Avg Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA80 - Avg Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA85 - Avg Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA90 - Avg Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVA95 - Avg Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSAVOFP - Avg Age of Full Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSAVORD - Avg Age of Residual Stacked Vols

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD00 - Pct Vols With   0% to   5% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD05 - Pct Vols With > 5% to  10% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD10 - Pct Vols With > 10% to 15% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD15 - Pct Vols With > 15% to 20% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD20 - Pct Vols With > 20% to 25% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD25 - Pct Vols With > 25% to 30% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD30 - Pct Vols With > 30% to 35% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD35 - Pct Vols With > 35% to 40% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD40 - Pct Vols With > 40% to 45% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD45 - Pct Vols With > 45% to 50% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD50 - Pct Vols With > 50% to 55% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD55 - Pct Vols With > 55% to 60% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD60 - Pct Vols With > 60% to 65% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD65 - Pct Vols With > 65% to 70% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD70 - Pct Vols With > 70% to 75% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD75 - Pct Vols With > 75% to 80% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD80 - Pct Vols With > 80% to 85% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD85 - Pct Vols With > 85% to 90% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD90 - Pct Vols With > 90% to 95% Active Data

  .DWM..E  VPSPCD95 - Pct Vols With > 95% to 100% Active Data

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Volume Pool Statistics File (IVTVPS).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTVPS file.

The overall physical cartridge usage and availability statistics for distributed VTSs (standalone, UI, and secondary) are
contained in the VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) file.

The IVTVPS file contains a further breakdown of physical cartridge usage and availability by by Volume Pool Identifier
(IVTVPN). This file is only created for VTSs that are operating at the IBM function code F/C 4001 level and have activated
IBM Outboard Policy Management.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
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database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a plot showing the quantity of physical cartridges at each of 20 bracketed percent utilization levels for each
volume pool with active cartridges.
Use the data from the last hour of the most recent DAYS timespan data. Only include volume pools with active
cartridges.
Use an array and a DO loop with 20 iterations to access the 20 VPSSDVnn data elements. An equation is used to
convert the DO loop variable (I) to grab every 5th element in array, which corresponds to the VPSSDVnn data element
names.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTVPS01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     LABEL VOLCOUNT="Cartridge Count" ;

     LABEL AVAL="Percent Cartridge Utilization" ;

     ARRAY BUCKETS {96} VPSSDV00-VPSSDV95 ;

     IF HOUR=23 ;

     IF VPSSDVTO GT 0 ;

     DO I=1 TO 20  ;

      VOLCOUNT=BUCKETS(((I-1)*5)+1); /*1st, 5th, 10th, etc.*/

      AVAL=PUT((I*5-5),2.) ;         /*00, 05, 10, 20, etc.*/

      OUTPUT ;

     END ;

     * ;

     PROC SORT ;

       BY IVTVLS IVTTYPE IVTVPN ;

     * ;

     PROC CHART ;

       BY IVTVLS IVTTYPE IVTVPN ;

     VBAR AVAL / SUMVAR=VOLCOUNT DISCRETE;

     TITLE1 'Physical Cartridge PCT Utilization Distribution';

     RUN;

 

IVTTCA - VTS Tape Library Config and Activity File

The VTS Tape Library Config and Activity file contains physical tape device configuration, activity, and usage statistics
for the drives in the Self Managed 34xx tape library assigned to distributed VTSs (standalone, UI, and secondary). The
IVTTCA file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 1 records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly tape library statistics for each distributed VTS.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately eeflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTTCA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements
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  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  .D....E  TCAPAR   - Physical Audit Requests Pending EOI

  .D....E  TCAPDI   - Physical Drives Installed

  .D....E  TCAPDM   - Physical Drives Mounted EOI

  .D....E  TCAPDR   - Physical Demount Requests Pending EOI

  .D....E  TCAPER   - Physical Eject Requests Pending EOI

  .D....E  TCAPMR   - Physical Mount Requests Pending EOI

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  TCAACMA  - Accessor A Mounts

  .DWM..E  TCAACMB  - Accessor B Mounts

  .DWM..E  TCAPATM  - Total Physical Audit Time

  .DWM..E  TCAPDTM  - Total Physical Demount Time

  .DWM..E  TCAPETM  - Total Physical Eject Time

  .DWM..E  TCAPIDXD - Total Physical Index Demounts

  .DWM..E  TCAPIDXM - Total Physical Index Mounts

  .DWM..E  TCAPMTM  - Total Physical Mount Time

  .DWM..E  TCAPPOSD - Total Physical Post-Demounts

  .DWM..E  TCAPPREM - Total Physical Pre-Mounts

  .DWM..E  TCASPAR  - Sum of Avg Physical Audit Requests Pend

  .DWM..E  TCASPCM  - Sum of Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounte

  .DWM..E  TCASPDR  - Sum of Avg Physical Demount Requests Pen

  .DWM..E  TCASPER  - Sum of Avg Physical Eject Requests Pend

  .DWM..E  TCASPMD  - Sum of Avg Physical Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  TCASPMR  - Sum of Avg Physical Mount Requests Pend

  .DWM..E  TCATPA   - Total Physical Audits

  .DWM..E  TCATPD   - Total Physical Demounts

  .DWM..E  TCATPE   - Total Physical Ejects

  .DWM..E  TCATPI   - Total Physical Inserts

  .DWM..E  TCATPM   - Total Physical Mounts

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPAR - Min Physical Audit Requests Pending
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  .DWM..E  TCAMNPAT - Min Physical Audit Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPCM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPDR - Min Physical Demount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPDT - Min Physical Demount Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPER - Min Physical Eject Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPET - Min Physical Eject Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPMD - Min Physical Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPMR - Min Physical Mount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMNPMT - Min Physical Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPAR - Max Physical Audit Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPAT - Max Physical Audit Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPCM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPDR - Max Physical Demount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPDT - Max Physical Demount Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPER - Max Physical Eject Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPET - Max Physical Eject Time

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPMD - Max Physical Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPMR - Max Physical Mount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAMXPMT - Max Physical Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPA  - Avg Physical Audits

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPAR - Avg Physical Audit Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPAT - Avg Physical Audit Time

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPCM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPD  - Avg Physical Demounts

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPDR - Avg Physical Demount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPDT - Avg Physical Demount Time

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPE  - Avg Physical Ejects

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPER - Avg Physical Eject Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPET - Avg Physical Eject Time

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPM  - Avg Physical Mounts

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPMD - Avg Physical Mount Duration

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPMR - Avg Physical Mount Requests Pending

  .DWM..E  TCAAVPMT - Avg Physical Mount Time

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Tape Library Config and Activity File (IVTTCA).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTTCA file.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.
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• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTTCA file, display the quantity of physical mounts and the counts for each
robotic accessor. Display the total and average physical mount time and duration. Finally, display the number of
available physical drives and the maximum number concurrently mounted during the hour.
Generate a single page for each IBM Self Managed 34xx library assigned to each distributed VTS (UI, secondary, and
standalone).
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTTCA01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

     PAGEBY IVTVLS ;

       BY IVTCMPID IVTTYPE IVTVLS DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR TCATPM TCAACMA TCAACMB TCAPMTM TCAAVPMT TCAAVPMD

     TCAPDI TCAMXPCM ;

     TITLE1 'Daily Tape Library Statistics by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

IVTIEX - VTS Import/Export File

The VTS Import/Export file contains statistics relating to the import and export of physical cartridges and logical volumes
for distributed VTSs (standalone, UI, and secondary). The IVTIEX file is created from statistics in SMF type 94 subtype 1
records.

At the DETAIL and DAYS timespans, the file provides hourly import and export statistics for each distributed VTS.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

IVTIEX Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     IVTCMPID  IVTTYPE   IVTVLS    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  .DWM..E  IVTCMPID - Composite Library Association

  .DWM..E  IVTTYPE  - VTS Type

  .DWM..E  IVTVLS   - VTS Library Sequence Number

  .D.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  .DWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  .DWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  .DWM..E  IVTLMAN  - System-Managed Tape Library Manufacturer

  .DWM..E  IVTLMODL - System-Managed Tape Library Model

  .DWM..E  IVTLPLNT - System-Managed Tape Library Plant

  .DWM..E  IVTLTYPE - System-Managed Tape Library Type

  .DWM..E  IVTPNM   - Product Name

  .D....E  IVTRVN   - Version Number

  .D....E  IVTSMFTM - Write to SMF Timestamp

  .DWM..E  IVTSNO   - System-Managed Tape Library Seq Number

  .DWM..E  IVT4001  - F/C 4001 Indicator

  .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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  .D....E  SUBSYSID - JES Execution Subsystem ID

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  IEXDE    - Data Exported (MB)

  .DWM..E  IEXDI    - Data Imported (MB)

  .DWM..E  IEXDME   - Data Moved During Export (MB)

  .DWM..E  IEXDMI   - Data Moved During Import (MB)

  .DWM..E  IEXLVE   - Logical Volumes Successfully Exported

  .DWM..E  IEXLVI   - Logical Volumes Successfully Imported

  .DWM..E  IEXPVE   - Phys Volumes w/Exported Logical Vols

  .DWM..E  IEXPVI   - Phys Volumes Processed During Import

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  .DWM..E  IEXAVLVE - Avg Size Logical Volume Exported (MB)

  .DWM..E  IEXAVLVI - Avg Size Logical Volume Imported (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTS Import/Export Statistics File (IVTIEX).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the IVTIEX file.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan IVTIEX display physical and logical volume import and export activity for each
distributed VTS (UI, secondary, and standalone).
Summarize the data by date, and generate a single page per DATE, with one line for each distributed VTS (UI,
secondary, and standalone).
     DATA;

     %LET BY=%IEXSEQ(TS=DAYS) ;

     %LET SUMBY=DAY ;

     %LET BREAK=DAY ;

     * ;

     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..IVTTCA01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     %IEXSUM ;

     * ;

     PROC SORT ;

       BY DATE ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

     BY DATE ;

     PAGEBY DATE ;

     ID IVTCMPID IVTVLS IVTTYPE ;
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     VAR IEXPVI IEXLVI IEXDI IEXDMI IEXPVE IEXLVE IEXDE

         IEXDME ;

     TITLE1 'Overall Daily Import/Export Stats per VTS' ;

     RUN ;

 

VTS Component SVT Information Area Files

This section identifies each file in the StorageTek VSM (SVT) Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and
data sequencing. The active data elements for each file are also listed.

SVTSVS - StorageTek VTSS Summary File

The StorageTek VTSS Summary File is a combination of several files dividing the data into 15 minute intervals. It provides
a central repository for the most common system summary reporting needs. It is derived by a merge of the following detail
level work files:

• SVTVMR - Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity
• SVTVDR - Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Activity
• SVTVGR - Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity
• SVTVRR - Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity
• SVTRMR - Real Tape Drive Mount Activity

During this merge of event and interval driven data, the observations are placed or summarized into one of the following
intervals based on the value of their end timestamp (ENDTS): 00:00 - 14:59, 15:00 - 29.59, 30:00 - 44.59, 45:00 - 59.59.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTSVS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      SVTIETS                                |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SVTIETS  - Interval End Timestamp

  XDWM..E  SVTISTS  - Interval Start Timestamp

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST1 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST2 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST3 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST4 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST5 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST6 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST7 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST8 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 8

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL1 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL2 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 2
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  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL3 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL4 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL5 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL6 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL7 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST1 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST2 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST3 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST4 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST5 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST6 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST7 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST8 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 8

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL1 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL2 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL3 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL4 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL5 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL6 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL7 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 7

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XD....E  SVSMASK  - Input Record Mask

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVSBCM   - Virtual Tape Page Bytes Migrated

  XDWM..E  SVSDISCT - Total VTVs Dismounted

  XDWM..E  SVSEXT   - Mount Existing VTV Count

  XDWM..E  SVSMECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  SVSMIGCT - Total VTVs Migrated

  XDWM..E  SVSMMTM  - Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMNR   - VTV Mount Without Recall Count

  XDWM..E  SVSMNTCT - Total VTVs Mounted

  XDWM..E  SVSMRC   - VTV Mount After Recall Count

  XDWM..E  SVSMSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  SVSMSZ   - VTV Page Bytes for Migration

  XDWM..E  SVSMSZU  - VTV Uncompressed Size for Migration

  XDWM..E  SVSMTA   - Migrate Request Count (Auto)

  XDWM..E  SVSMTC   - Migrate Request Count (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  SVSMTD   - Migrate Request Count (Demand)

  XDWM..E  SVSMTI   - Migrate Request Count (Immediate)

  XDWM..E  SVSMTM   - VTV Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMTR   - Migrate Request Count (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  SVSMTX   - Migrate Request Count (Export)

  XDWM..E  SVSM2GB  - 2000MB Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  SVSM4GB  - 4000MB Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  SVSRBCM  - Total Bytes Recalled

  XDWM..E  SVSRCLCT - Total VTVs Recalled

  XDWM..E  SVSRCMA  - Recall Request Count (Auto)

  XDWM..E  SVSRCMC  - Recall Request Count (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  SVSRCMD  - Recall Request Count (Demand)
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  XDWM..E  SVSRCMN  - Recall Request Count (Drain)

  XDWM..E  SVSRCMR  - Recall Request Count (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  SVSRCMX  - Recall Request Count (Export)

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTA  - RTD Mounts for Audit

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTC  - RTD Mounts for Consolidate

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTD  - RTD Mounts for Drain

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTL  - RTD Mounts for Reclaim

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTM  - RTD Mounts for Migrate

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTR  - RTD Mounts for Recall

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTTM - RTD Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSRMTX  - RTD Mounts for Export

  XDWM..E  SVSRRO   - VTV Mounted Read Only Count

  XDWM..E  SVSRRTM  - Recall Time

  XDWM..E  SVSRRW   - VTV Mounted Read/Write Count

  XDWM..E  SVSRTDCT - Total RTD Mounts

  XDWM..E  SVSRTRO  - RTD Mounts for Read Only

  XDWM..E  SVSRTRW  - RTD Mounts for Read/Write

  XDWM..E  SVSSAL   - Mount ANSI Label Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  SVSSNL   - Mount Exist as Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  SVSSSL   - Mount SL Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  SVSVSZ   - Uncompressed Byte Size of VTV

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVSMNGTM - Min Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMNMTM - VTV Min Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMNRMT - RTD Min Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMNRTM - Min Recall Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMNVSZ - Min VTV MB Size on Dismount

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVSMXGTM - Max Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMXMTM - VTV Max Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMXRMT - RTD Max Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMXRTM - Max Recall Time

  XDWM..E  SVSMXVSZ - Max VTV MB Size on Dismount

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SVSAVGTM - Avg Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  SVSAVMTM - VTV Avg Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSAVRMT - RTD Avg Mount Time

  XDWM..E  SVSAVRTM - Avg Recall Time

  XDWM..E  SVSAVVSZ - Avg VTV Uncompressed Size on Dismount

  XDWM..E  SVSCPRTO - Approx. VTV Compression Ratio (x:1)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCCMP - Approx. VTV Percent Compressed

  XDWM..E  SVSPCEXT - Pct Mount Existing VTV

  XDWM..E  SVSPCHIT - VTV Recall Disk Buffer Hit Pct

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMIS - VTV Recall Disk Buffer Miss Pct

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTA - Pct Migrate Request (Auto)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTC - Pct Migrate Request (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTD - Pct Migrate Request (Demand)
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  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTI - Pct Migrate Request (Immediate)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTR - Pct Migrate Request (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCMTX - Pct Migrate Request (Export)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM1 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM2 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM3 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM4 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM5 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM6 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM7 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRM8 - Pct RTDs Mounted Within Limit 8

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRA - Pct Recall Request (Auto)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRC - Pct Recall Request (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRD - Pct Recall Request (Demand)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRN - Pct Recall Request (Drain)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRR - Pct Recall Request (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCRRX - Pct Recall Request (Export)

  XDWM..E  SVSPCSAL - Pct Mount ANSI Label Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  SVSPCSNL - Pct Mount Existing as Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  SVSPCSSL - Pct Mount SL Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM1 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM2 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM3 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM4 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM5 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM6 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM7 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVSPCVM8 - Pct VTVs Mounted Within Limit 8

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see StorageTek VTSS Summary File (SVTSVS).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the SVTSVS file.

The SVTSVS file is generated from a mix of files representing both interval level statistics and event data. For data
elements associated with events, missing values will result if no events occurred during the interval.

If the values for particular metrics are always missing, it might be that the source SMF record subtypes are not being
recorded. Consult with the VSM Storage Administrator and review the SMF parameters for VTCS in SYS1.PARMLIB to
verify which records are recorded.

In addition, data element SVSMASK, in the DETAIL timespan indicates the SVTfff records that contributed to the
observation. Each byte of SVSMASK represents whether a particular SVTfff file contributed to the SVS file observation.
See the data dictionary description for SVSMASK for the mapping of SVTfff file pertains to each SVSMASK byte.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying virtual cache mount statistics and recall statistics, by hour, from the DAYS timespan.
This report shows the total virtual mounts, number of scratch, cache hit, cache miss mounts, percentage relationships
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and minimum, maximum, and average mount times. It also shows specific metrics on the time to mount a recalled
volume.
        PROC PRINT DATA=&pSVTd..SVTSVS01 NOOBS LABEL;

          ID SYSID VTSSID;

          VAR SVSMNTCT SVSSSL SVSMNR SVSMRC SVSPCHIT SVSPCMIS

              SVSMNMTM SVSAVMTM SVSMXMTM SVSMNRTM SVSAVRTM

              SVSMXRTM;

          TITLE 'VTSS TAPE MOUNT AND RECALL ACTIVITY';

        RUN;

 

SVTSSP - Subsystem Performance Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Subsystem Performance Request File provides statistics on VTSS performance. It is derived
from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 10, 'VTSS Subsystem Performance'. This record is produced on an interval
basis, typically every 15 minutes. VTSS disk buffer usage statistics are contained this file.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTSSP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SSPBCH   - Base Cache Size (MB)

  XDWM..E  SSPBRP   - GB Read for Free Space Collection (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPCCH   - Customer Cache Size (MB)

  XDWM..E  SSPCDP   - Standard Capacity Defined (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPCFP   - Collected Free Disk Buf. Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPCOUNT - Subsystem Performance Record Count

  XDWM..E  SSPEBC   - ECAM-T Msgs. Bypassed (Config Busy)

  XDWM..E  SSPEBS   - ECAM-T Msgs. Bypassed (No Buffer)

  XDWM..E  SSPECP   - Total ECAM-T Channel Programs

  XDWM..E  SSPEMP   - Total ECAM-T Messages Processed

  XDWM..E  SSPFCP   - Total Free Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPNSZ   - NVS Size (MB)

  XDWM..E  SSPOCH   - Offline Cache Size

  XDWM..E  SSPPCH   - Pinned Cache Size

  XDWM..E  SSPRGC   - Redundancy Group Count

  XDWM..E  SSPSCP   - Total Free Space Collection (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPTCP   - Total Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPUCP   - Total Used Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)
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 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  SSPAVBRP - Avg Bytes Read for Free Space (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVCDP - Avg Defined Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVCFP - Avg Collected Free Disk Buffer (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVFCP - Avg Free Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVSCP - Avg Free Space Collected (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVTCP - Avg Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPAVUCP - Avg Used Disk Buffer Capacity (GB)

  XDWM..E  SSPPCFCP - Pct Free Disk Buffer Capacity

  XDWM..E  SSPPCUCP - Pct Used Disk Buffer Capacity

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTSS Subsystem Performance File (SVTSSP).

Usage Considerations

The disk buffer capacity metrics are accumulated at higher timespans. The values must be divided by the intervals to
obtain the real values. Average elements have already been provided in the file for this reason. For example, using
SSPTCP, Total Disk Buffer Capacity reporting on disk buffer usage with SSPTCP (Total Disk Buffer Capacity) and
SSPUCP (Used Disk Buffer Capacity), at higher timespans will display highly inflated numbers. Using the SSPAVTCP and
SSPAVUCP will display the average total and average used disk buffer capacity, and will reflect reality.

When multiple z/OS hosts share a VTSS, reporting can be done by subsetting to one of the hosts to get an accurate
picture of VTSS capacity usage. Because this file is created from interval records, the statistics are as of the time
the SMF record was produced for the VTSS. If 4 hosts share a VTSS, the timestamps on the StorageTek User SMF
record, subtype 10, will vary from host to host, sometimes minutes apart. Thus this record is a global view of the VTSS
at that point in time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a plot chart of virtual tape disk buffer usage throughout the previous day for each SYSID/VTSSID
combination. The chart displays the total disk buffer capacity in the VTSS, and the amount used throughout the day.
         PROC PLOT DATA=&pSVTd..SVTSSP01;

           PLOT SSPAVTCP*HOUR='*' SSPAVUCP*HOUR='='

             / OVERLAY;

           BY SYSID VTSSID;

           LABEL SSPAVTCP='Total Disk Buffer Capacity';

           LABEL SSPAVUCP='Used Disk Buffer Capacity';

           TITLE 'Virtual Tape Storage Subsystem';

           TITLE2 'Total Capacity vs Usage';

 

Note: For VTSSs that are shared among various SYSIDs, the plot will have a similar pattern for the same VTSS,
because the subtype 10 interval record for each SYSID will have a snapshot view of the VTSS cache status
at that point in time. Pick one SYSID as the reporting SYSID for each VTSS. Summarizing data across SYSIDs for the
same VTSS will result in inflated values.

• Generate a plot chart of virtual tape disk buffer usage throughout the previous day by hour, summarized for each
VTSSID. The chart displays the total disk buffer capacity in the VTSS, and the amount used throughout the day by
hour. No matter how many SYSIDs have the VTSS as a shared resource, this provides the view from the VTSS.
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         PROC MEANS DATA=&PSVTX..SVTSSP01 NONOBS NWAY NOPRINT;

           CLASS VTSSID HOUR;

           VAR  SSPTCP SSPFCP SSPUCP;

           OUTPUT OUT=TEMP

             MEAN = TOTAL FREE USED;

         RUN;

  

         PROC PLOT DATA=TEMP;

           PLOT TOTAL*HOUR='*' FREE*HOUR='=' USED*HOUR='@'

             / OVERLAY;

           BY VTSSID;

           TITLE1 'VIRTUAL TAPE STORAGE SUBSYSTEM';

           TITLE2 'Capacity vs Usage by hour';

         RUN;

  

         PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

         BY VTSSID HOUR;

         RUN;

  

         PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP NOOBS SPLIT='*';

         VAR   VTSSID HOUR TOTAL USED FREE;

  

         LABEL VTSSID = 'VTSS*NAME'

               TOTAL = 'Backend*Capacity(GB)'

               FREE = 'Free*Backend*Capacity(GB)'

               USED = 'Used*Backend*Capacity(GB)'

               ;

         FORMAT TOTAL  COMMA9.;

         FORMAT FREE  COMMA9.;

         FORMAT USED  COMMA9.;

  

         TITLE1 "Virtual Tape Storage Subsystem";

         TITLE2 "Backend Capacity Usage";

         RUN;

 

SVTCIP - Channel Interface Performance File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Channel Interface Performance File contains statistics related to channel activity associated
to the VTSS. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 11, 'VTSS Channel Interface Performance'. This
record is produced on an interval basis, typically every 15 minutes. The SVTCIP file contains statistics on I/O throughput
and channel capacity between the host and the VTSS, and the VTSS to the RTD's (Real Tape Devices).

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTCIP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    CIPINM    CIPTOL    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    CIPINM    CIPTOL    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    CIPINM    CIPTOL    YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    CIPINM    CIPTOL    YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPINM   - Channel Interface Name

  XDWM..E  CIPTOL   - Type of Link

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPCSP   - Channel Speed

  X.....E  CIPNAT   - Number of Addresses Trapped

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPCE    - Channel Interface Enabled

  XDWM..E  CIPCI    - Channel Interface Installed

  XDWM..E  CIPCOUNT - Channel Interface Performance Count

  XDWM..E  CIPCUB   - Control Unit Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CIPNIO   - Number of IOs

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPMNCUB - Min Control Unit Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CIPMNNIO - Min Number of IOs

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPMXCUB - Max Control Unit Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CIPMXNIO - Max Number of IOs

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  CIPAVCUB - Avg Control Unit Busy Time

  XDWM..E  CIPAVNIO - Avg Number of IOs

  XDWM..E  CIPPCCUB - Pct Control Unit Busy

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Channel Interface Performance File (SVTCIP).

Usage Considerations

Up to 32 channels can be defined. Channels can be defined or installed but not actually enabled. Data element Channel
Interface Enabled, CICPE, can be used to determine channel status.

If channel was enabled during the interval, CICPE has a value of one (1). At higher timespans, CICPE indicates the
number of intervals the channel was enabled. In addition, data element Type of Link (CIPTOL) indicates the type of
channel, whether it services the host or the real tape drives.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
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database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a chart displaying the total channel I/O activity on HOST and RTD channels by hour.
        %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID CIPTOL HOUR;

        %LET BREAK = HOUR;

        PROC SORT DATA=&pSVTd..SVTCIP01 OUT=CIP;

          BY &BY;

        RUN;

        DATA CIP2; SET CIP;

          WHERE CIPCE GE 1;

            %CIPSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

        RUN;

        PROC CHART DATA=CIP2;

          BY SYSID VTSSID;

          VBAR CIPTOL / GROUP=HOUR SUMVAR=CIPNIO DISCRETE;

          TITLE 'HOST and RTD Channel I/O Activity';

        RUN;

 

SVTVMR - Virtual Tape Volume Mount Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Mount Request File provides information for virtual tape volume mounts.
It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 13. This record is produced at the time the virtual tape mount is
satisfied, i.e.: ready state. This is a key file for analysis of virtual tape mount times, delays in mounts, and buffer hit/miss
ratios.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVMR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column..

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSHST  - Originating Host Name

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST1 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST2 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST3 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST4 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST5 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST6 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST7 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVTVDST8 - Total VTV Mounts within Limit 8

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL1 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL2 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL3 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL4 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 4
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  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL5 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL6 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTVVAL7 - VTV Mount Time Distribution Limit 7

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSDID  - VTD Device ID

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VMRMET   - Mount End Timestamp

  X.....E  VMRMST   - Mount Start Timestamp

  X.....E  VMRRCI   - Recall Indicator

  X.....E  VMRRWS   - Read/Write Status

  X.....E  VMRTIM   - VTV Timestamp

  X.....E  VMRVMT   - Virtual Mount Type

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMRCOUNT - Total VTV Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRETM   - VTV Specific Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMREXT   - Mount Existing VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VMRHTM   - VTV Buffer Hit Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMNR   - VTV Mount Without Recall Count

  XDWM..E  VMRMRC   - VTV Mount After Recall Count

  XDWM..E  VMRMTM   - VTV Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRRRO   - Mounted Read Only Count

  XDWM..E  VMRRRW   - Mounted Read/Write Count

  XDWM..E  VMRSAL   - Mount ANSI Label Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VMRSCTPO - Other cartridge Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRSMT   - Total VTV Scratch Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRSNL   - Mount Existing as Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VMRSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRSSL   - Mount SL Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VMRSTM   - VTV Scratch Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRS2GB  - 2GB Cartridge Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRS4GB  - 4GB Cartridge Mounts

  XDWM..E  VMRVMTOT - Mount Other Count

  XDWM..E  VMRXTM   - VTV Buffer Miss Mount Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMRMNETM - Min VTV Specific Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMNHTM - Min VTV Buffer Hit Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMNMTM - Min VTV Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMNSTM - Min VTV Scratch Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMNXTM - Min VTV Buffer Miss Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMRMXETM - Max VTV Specific Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMXHTM - Max VTV Buffer Hit Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMXMTM - Max Mount Time
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  XDWM..E  VMRMXSTM - Max VTV Scratch Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRMXXTM - Max VTV Buffer Miss Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMRAVETM - Avg VTV Specific Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRAVHTM - Avg VTV Buffer Hit Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRAVMTM - Avg VTV Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRAVSTM - Avg VTV Scratch Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRAVXTM - Avg VTV Buffer Miss Mount Time

  XDWM..E  VMRPCEXT - Pct Mount Existing VTV

  XDWM..E  VMRPCHIT - VTV Recall Disk Buffer Hit Pct

  XDWM..E  VMRPCMIS - VTV Recall Disk Buffer Miss Pct

  XDWM..E  VMRPCSAL - Pct Mount ANSI Label Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  VMRPCSNL - Pct Mount Existing as Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  VMRPCSSL - Pct Mount SL Scratch VTV

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM1 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM2 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM3 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM4 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM5 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM6 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM7 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  VMRPCVM8 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 8

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity File (SVTVMR).

Usage Considerations

A primary performance goal for virtual tape subsystems is to satisfy virtual tape accesses in the disk buffer. When virtual
tapes must be recalled from physical tape cartridges, performance suffers dramatically. While totally eliminating virtual
volume recalls is impossible, recalls should be minimized.

Data in the SVTVMR file can provide insight to assist the storage administrator in adjusting management classes to
either keep virtual volumes in the disk buffer longer, or to predict when volumes might be needed; thus forcing them to be
recalled in advance so they are resident in the disk buffer when required. Any improvement in minimizing virtual volume
recalls increases virtual tape subsystem throughput.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying virtual tape mount activity and mount response time by hour.
           %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID VTSSMCL HOUR;

           %LET BREAK = HOUR;

           PROC SORT DATA=&psvtx..SVTVMR01 OUT=VMR;

             BY &BY;

           RUN;

           DATA VMR2; SET VMR;

               %VMRSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

           RUN;
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           PROC PRINT DATA=VMR2 LABEL NOOBS;

             BY SYSID VTSSID;

             VAR SYSID VTSSID VTSSMCL HOUR VMRCOUNT

                 VMRMNR VMRMRC VMRAVMTM VMRMNMTM VMRMXMTM;

             TITLE 'Virtual Tape Mount Activity';

           RUN;

 

Note: Drop management class from the BY and VAR statements to get gross mounts by SYSID and VTSSID.

SVTVDR - Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Request File provides information about virtual tape volume
dismounts. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 14. The subtype 14 record is produced when a VTV
dismount event occurs, and contains metrics on number of bytes written to the virtual volume and the compression ratio
achieved.

File Organization

The following table identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVDR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSHST   VTSSMCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column..

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSHST  - Originating Host Name

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  DSNAME   - Data Set Name

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  JOB      - Job Identification

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  STEPNAME - Program Step Name

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSDID  - VTD Device ID

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VDRSTA   - VTV State

  X.....E  VDRTIM   - Last VTV Mount on VTD

  X.....E  VDRVMT   - Virtual Mount Type

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VDRCOUNT - Total VTV Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRDSM   - VTV Dismount Count

  XDWM..E  VDREXT   - Dismount Existing VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VDRMIG   - VTV Migrated Count

  XDWM..E  VDRMNT   - VTV Mounted Count

  XDWM..E  VDRMSZ   - VTV Page Bytes for Migration

  XDWM..E  VDRNON   - VTV Does Not Exist Count
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  XDWM..E  VDRREC   - VTV Recalled Count

  XDWM..E  VDRSCTPO - Other Cartridge Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRSSL   - Dismount SL Scratch VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VDRSTAOT - Other State Count

  XDWM..E  VDRS2GB  - 2GB Cartridge Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRS4GB  - 4GB Cartridge Dismounts

  XDWM..E  VDRULNUM - Number of MVCs To Unlink

  XDWM..E  VDRVMTOT - Other Dismount VTV Count

  XDWM..E  VDRVSZ   - Uncompressed Size of VTV (MB)

  XDWM..E  VDRVTM   - Total VTVMAINT Dismounts

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VDRCPRTO - Approx. VTV Compression Ratio (x:1)

  XDWM..E  VDRPCCMP - Approx. VTV Pct Compressed

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Activity File
(SVTVDR).

Usage Considerations

The SVTVDR and Virtual Tape Volume Mount Request (SVTVMR) files can be merged to determine tape drive occupancy
time.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report suggestions at this time from this file.

SVTVXR - Virtual Tape Volume Delete Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Delete Request File provides information about virtual tape volume
delete requests. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 15. This record is produced for each virtual tape
volume that is deleted from the disk buffer.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVXR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp
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  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VXRLRI   - Last Residency Indicator

  X.....E  VXRLTR   - Time VTV Last Referenced

  X.....E  VXRRSN   - VTV Delete Reason Code

  X.....E  VXRTIM   - VTV Creation Time

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VXRAGE   - Age of VTV Since Creation

  XDWM..E  VXRCON   - VTV Consolidated Count

  XDWM..E  VXRCOUNT - Total VTVs Deleted

  XDWM..E  VXRDSC   - VTV Deleted on Scratch Count

  XDWM..E  VXRDSU   - VTV Deleted by DELETSCR Count

  XDWM..E  VXRIMP   - VTV Deleted by Import Count

  XDWM..E  VXRLAGE  - Age of VTV Since Last Used

  XDWM..E  VXRLRC   - Last Residency Create Count

  XDWM..E  VXRLRR   - Last Residency Recall Count

  XDWM..E  VXRMPR   - VTV Previously Migrated Count

  XDWM..E  VXRNMM   - VTV Migrated then Deleted Count

  XDWM..E  VXROLD   - VTV Invalid VTV Version Count

  XDWM..E  VXRSCTPO - Other Cartridge Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  VXRSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  VXRSPR   - VTV Reclaimed Count

  XDWM..E  VXRSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  VXRS2GB  - 2GB Cartridge Delete Requests

  XDWM..E  VXRS4GB  - 4GB Cartridge Delete Requests

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VXRMNAGE - Min Age of VTV Since Creation

  XDWM..E  VXRMNLAG - Min Age of VTV Since Last Used

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VXRMXAGE - Max Age of VTV Since Creation

  XDWM..E  VXRMXLAG - Max Age of VTV Since Last Used

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VXRAVAGE - Avg Age of VTV Since Creation

  XDWM..E  VXRAVLGE - Avg Age of VTV Since Last Used

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Delete Activity File (SVTVXR).
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Usage Considerations

The SVTVXR file contains interesting metrics regarding the reason for deletion, to the delete reasons, age of the deleted
virtual tape volume, and whether the deleted volume was in the disk buffer since creation, or had been recalled.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying virtual tape deletion activity, average age of the VTV and the reason for deletion.
           %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID VTSSMCL HOUR;

           %LET BREAK = HOUR;

           PROC SORT DATA=&psvtd..SVTVXR01 OUT=VXR;

             BY &BY;

           RUN;

           DATA VXR2; SET VXR;

               %VXRSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

           RUN;

           PROC PRINT DATA=VXR2 LABEL NOOBS;

             BY SYSID VTSSID;

             VAR SYSID VTSSID VTSSMCL HOUR VXRCOUNT

                 VXRAVAGE VXRNMM VXRMPR VXRSPR VXRCON

                 VXROLD VXRDSC VXRIMP VXRDSU;

             TITLE 'VTV Deletion Activity';

 

Note: Drop management class from the BY and VAR statements to get gross mounts by SYSID and VTSSID.

SVTVGR - Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Request File describes the event where a virtual tape volume
is requested to be migrated to a multivolume cartridge. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 18. This
record is produced for every virtual tape volume that is migrated to real tape.

The SVTVGR file contains interesting metrics pertaining to the migration reason and the elapsed time since the virtual
volume was last mounted on a virtual tape drive (ie; disk buffer residency time). Also, the file can be used to determine
migration durations, frequency of migrations, and migrated data volume.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVGR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |
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 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDWM..E  VTSSSCL  - MVC Storage Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification
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  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSAID  - Actual Volser from Vol1 Label

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VTSSRID  - RTD Device ID

  X.....   VTSSSNS  - RTD Sense Data

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VGRMET   - Migrate End Timestamp

  X.....E  VGRMST   - Migrate Start Timestamp

  X.....E  VGRMTP   - Migrate Request Type

  X.....E  VGRNPO   - Next MVC Position (Block Id)

  X.....E  VGRTIM   - Last Time VTV Mount on VTD

  X.....E  VGRVPO   - VTV Position on the MVC (Block Id)

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VGRBCM   - Virtual Tape Page Bytes Migrated

  XDWM..E  VGRCOUNT - Total VTVs Migrated

  XDWM..E  VGRMSZ   - Uncompressed Size of the VTV (Bytes)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTA   - Total Migrate Requests (Auto)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTC   - Total Migrate Requests (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTD   - Total Migrate Requests (Demand)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTI   - Total Migrate Requests (Immediate)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTM   - Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  VGRMTOTH - Total Migrate Requests (Other)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTR   - Total Migrate Requests (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  VGRMTX   - Total Migrate Requests (Export)

  XDWM..E  VGRPBU   - MVC Blocks Used

  XDWM..E  VGRRTDER - RTD Error count

  XDWM..E  VGRSCTPO - Other Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  VGRSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  VGRSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  VGRS2GB  - 2000MB Cartridge Migrate Requests

  XDWM..E  VGRS4GB  - 4000MB Cartridge Migrate Requests

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VGRMNMTM - Min Migrate Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VGRMXMTM - Max Migrate Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VGRAVMTM - Avg Migrate Time

  XDWM..E  VGRPCERR - Pct RTD Migrate Errors

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTA - Pct Migrate Request (Auto)

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTC - Pct Migrate Request (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTD - Pct Migrate Request (Demand)
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  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTI - Pct Migrate Request (Immediate)

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTO - Pct Migrate Request (Other)

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTR - Pct Migrate Request (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  VGRPCMTX - Pct Migrate Request (Export)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity File (SVTVGR).

Usage Considerations

The SVTVGR file and Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity (SVTVRR) file contain data useful for hourly trend analysis.

Sometimes, migrations occur immediately after VTV is created. In other cases, policies delay migration until certain
criteria are met. For example, delaying migrations during peak batch activity times or until the disk buffer approaches full
capacity.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying VTV migration activity by hour.
           %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL HOUR;

           %LET BREAK = HOUR;

           PROC SORT DATA=&psvtd..SVTVGR01 OUT=VGR;

             BY &BY;

           RUN;

           DATA VGR2; SET VGR;

                VGRMSZ=VGRMSZ/(1024*1024);

               %VGRSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

           RUN;

           PROC PRINT DATA=VGR2 LABEL NOOBS;

             BY SYSID VTSSID;

             VAR SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL HOUR VGRCOUNT

                 VGRAVMTM VGRMXMTM VGRMTA VGRMTI VGRMTD

                 VGRMTR VGRMTC VGRMTX VGRMSZ;

             FORMAT VGRMSZ COMMA12.2;

             LABEL VGRMSZ='Uncompressed Size of VTV (MB)';

             TITLE 'VTV Migration Activity';

           RUN;

 

Note: Drop storage class from the BY and VAR statements to get gross mounts by SYSID and VTSSID.

SVTVRR - Virtual Tape Volume Recall Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Recall Request File contains information related to virtual tape volume
recalls. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 19. DETAIL level records contain metrics covering the time
frame from the point where the real tape cartridge was mounted and ready, to the point where data transfer back to the
VTSS disk buffer is complete.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVRR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   VTSSSCL   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDWM..E  VTSSSCL  - MVC Storage Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSAID  - Actual Volser from Vol1 Label

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VTSSRID  - RTD Device ID

  X.....   VTSSSNS  - RTD Sense Data

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VRRMTP   - Recall Request Type

  X.....E  VRRRET   - Recall End Timestamp

  X.....E  VRRRST   - Recall Start Timestamp

  X.....E  VRRTIM   - Last Time VTV Successfully Mounted

  X.....E  VRRVPO   - VTV Position on this MVC (Block ID)

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VRRBCM   - Total Bytes Recalled

  XDWM..E  VRRCOUNT - Total VTV Recalls

  XDWM..E  VRRLTM   - Age Since Last Mounted

  XDWM..E  VRRMSZ   - VTV Media Size

  XDWM..E  VRRMTA   - Total VTV Recalls (Auto)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTC   - Total VTV Recalls (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTD   - Total VTV Recalls (Demand)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTN   - Total VTV Recalls (Drain)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTOTH - Total VTV Recalls (Other)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTR   - Total VTV Recalls (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  VRRMTX   - Total VTV Recalls (Export)

  XDWM..E  VRRRECNT - Recall Error Count

  XDWM..E  VRRRTDER - RTD Error count

  XDWM..E  VRRRTM   - Recall Time

  XDWM..E  VRRSCTPO - Other Cartridge Recall Requests

  XDWM..E  VRRSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Recall Requests

  XDWM..E  VRRSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Recall Requests

  XDWM..E  VRRS2GB  - 2000MB Cartridge Recall Requests

  XDWM..E  VRRS4GB  - 4000MB Cartridge Recall Requests

  

 Minimum Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  VRRMNRTM - Min Recall Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VRRMXRTM - Max Recall Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VRRAVLTM - Avg Age Since Last Mounted

  XDWM..E  VRRAVRTM - Avg Recall Time

  XDWM..E  VRRPCERR - Pct Recall RTD Errors

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTA - Pct Recall Request (Auto)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTC - Pct Recall Request (Consolidate)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTD - Pct Recall Request (Demand)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTN - Pct Recall Request (Drain)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTO - Pct Recall Request (Other)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTR - Pct Recall Request (Reclaim)

  XDWM..E  VRRPCMTX - Pct Recall Request (Export)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity File (SVTVRR).

Usage Considerations

A primary performance goal for virtual tape subsystems is to satisfy virtual tape accesses in the disk buffer. When virtual
tapes must be recalled from physical tape cartridges, performance suffers dramatically. While totally eliminating virtual
volume recalls is impossible, recalls should be minimized.

Data in both the SVTVRR and the Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity (SVTVMR) files can provide insights to assist the
storage administrator in adjusting management classes to either keep virtual volumes in the disk buffer longer, or to
predict when volumes might be needed; thus forcing them to be recalled in advance so they are resident in the disk buffer
when required. Any improvement in minimizing virtual volume recalls increases virtual tape subsystem throughput.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying VTV recall activity by hour.
           %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL HOUR;

           %LET BREAK = HOUR;

           PROC SORT DATA=&psvtd..SVTVRR01 OUT=VRR;

             BY &BY;

           RUN;

           DATA VRR2; SET VRR;

               %VRRSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

           RUN;

           PROC PRINT DATA=VRR2 LABEL NOOBS;

             BY SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL;

             VAR HOUR VRRCOUNT

                 VRRAVRTM VRRMXRTM VRRMNRTM VRRMTA VRRMTN

                 VRRMTD VRRMTR VRRMTC VRRMTX VRRBCM;
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             TITLE 'VTV Recall Activity';

           RUN;

 

Note: Drop storage class from the BY and VAR statements to get gross mounts by SYSID and VTSSID.

SVTVMV - Virtual Tape Volume Movement File

At the DETAIL timespan, this file records the movement of a Virtual Tape Volume from one multivolume cartridge to
another. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 26, 'VTV Movement'. This record is produced on an event
basis every time a virtual tape volume is moved from one MVC to another.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVMV Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSMCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009
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 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column..

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VMVMET   - Move End Timestamp

  X.....E  VMVMST   - Move Start Timestamp

  X.....E  VMVNMI   - New MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VMVOMI   - Old MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VMVVPO   - VTV Position on New MVC

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMVCOUNT - VTV Movement Count

  XDWM..E  VMVMTM   - VTV Move Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMVMNMTM - Min VTV Move Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMVMXMTM - Max VTV Move Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VMVAVMTM - Avg VTV Move Time
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Movement File (SVTVMV).

Usage Considerations

The SVTVMV file contains statistics useful in determining the amount of time and resources spent moving virtual tape
volumes from one multivolume cartridge to another. This activity is generally automated by the VSM when consolidating or
reclaiming MVC's to make the best use of the resource (similar to defragmenting a hard drive).

This activity uses real tape drives and should be monitored to ensure it is not occurring during heavy virtual volume recall
times. If so, it might be degrading workload performance.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report examples are available at this time for this file.

SVTVSS - Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status File records the scratch of a virtual tape volume from a
multivolume cartridge. It is derived from the VTSS user record, subtype 26, 'VTV Scratch Status'. This record is produced
for every scratch event.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVSS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      SVTIETS                                |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSMCL  - VTV Management Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSCTP  - Cartridge Type

  X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  VSSLUS   - Last Time VTV Used

  X.....E  VSSMV1   - Volser of MVC 1 Containing VTV

  X.....E  VSSMV2   - Volser of MVC 2 Containing VTV

  X.....E  VSSMV3   - Volser of MVC 3 Containing VTV

  X.....E  VSSMV4   - Volser of MVC 4 Containing VTV

  X.....E  VSSRES   - VTV Last Resident Indicator

  X.....E  VSSSTP   - VTV Scratch Type

  X.....E  VSSTIM   - Last Time VTV Updated

  

 Accumulated Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  VSSCOUNT - VTV Scratch Count

  XDWM..E  VSSMSZ   - VTV Media Size

  XDWM..E  VSSRESOT - VTV Last Resident Other Count

  XDWM..E  VSSRM1   - VTV Last Resident on MVC1 Count

  XDWM..E  VSSRM2   - VTV Last Resident on MVC2 Count

  XDWM..E  VSSRM3   - VTV Last Resident on MVC3 Count

  XDWM..E  VSSRM4   - VTV Last Resident on MVC4 Count

  XDWM..E  VSSRVT   - VTV Last Resident on VTSS Count

  XDWM..E  VSSSCTPO - Other Cartridge Scratch Events

  XDWM..E  VSSSECT  - 800MB (E) Cartridge Scratch Events

  XDWM..E  VSSSSCT  - 400MB (S) Cartridge Scratch Events

  XDWM..E  VSSSTD   - VTV Scratch Count (Delete)

  XDWM..E  VSSSTN   - VTV Scratch Count (No Delete)

  XDWM..E  VSSSTPOT - VTV Scratch Count (other)

  XDWM..E  VSSS2GB  - 2000MB Cartridge Scratch Events

  XDWM..E  VSSS4GB  - 4000MB Cartridge Scratch Events

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status File (SVTVSS).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation. No report
examples are available at this time for this file.

SVTRMR - Real Tape Drive Mount Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Real Tape Drive Mount Request File provides information about a mount request for
a multivolume cartridge on a real tape drive. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 16. This record
is produced for every mount request event and contains metrics covering the time from mount request until mount
satisfaction (ready status).

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTRMR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |
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 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSSCL  - MVC Storage Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification
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  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST1 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST2 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST3 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST4 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST5 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST6 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST7 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  SVTRDST8 - Total RTD Mounts within Limit 8

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL1 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 1

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL2 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 2

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL3 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 3

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL4 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 4

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL5 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 5

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL6 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 6

  XDWM..E  SVTRVAL7 - RTD Mount Time Distribution Limit 7

  X.....E  VTSSAID  - Actual Volser from Vol1 Label

  X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VTSSRID  - RTD Device ID

  X.....   VTSSSNS  - RTD Sense Data

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  RMRMET   - Mount End Timestamp

  X.....E  RMRMST   - Mount Start Timestamp

  X.....E  RMRMTP   - Mount Request Type

  X.....E  RMRRWS   - Read/Write Status

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RMRCOUNT - Total RTD Mounts

  XDWM..E  RMRMNTTM - Mount Time

  XDWM..E  RMRMTA   - Audit Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTC   - Consolidate Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTD   - Drain Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTL   - Reclaim Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTM   - Migrate Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTOTH - Other Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTR   - Recall Count

  XDWM..E  RMRMTX   - Export Count

  XDWM..E  RMRRRO   - Read Only Count

  XDWM..E  RMRRRW   - Read/Write Count

  XDWM..E  RMRRTDER - RTD Error Count

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RMRMNMTM - Min Mount Time

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RMRMXMTM - Max Mount Time

  

 Derived Data Elements
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  XDWM..E  RMRAVMTM - Avg Mount Time

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM1 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 1

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM2 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 2

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM3 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 3

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM4 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 4

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM5 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 5

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM6 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 6

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM7 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 7

  XDWM..E  RMRPCRM8 - Pct Mounted Within Limit 8

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Real Tape Drive Mount Activity File (SVTRMR).

Usage Considerations

Mount time and the mount request type are key statistics to track in this file. Monitoring mount time trends and mount
characteristics can provide the Storage Administrator with information useful in making performance and tuning
recommendations.

Trending the eight RTD mount time distribution buckets supports identification of possible performance issues. If a
significant number of mounts are falling into the higher distribution bucket elements, meaning they are excessively long, a
detailed analysis should be performed to determine the reason for the excessive mount time. It might be due to tape drive
contention, robot contention, library maintenance conflicting with production batch, and so on.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Generate a report displaying real tape mount activity and mount response time by hour.
            %LET BY    = SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL HOUR;

            %LET BREAK = HOUR;

            PROC SORT DATA=&psvtd..SVTRMR01 OUT=RMR;

              BY &BY;

            RUN;

            DATA RMR2; SET RMR;

                %RMRSUM(SUMBY=&BY, SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

            RUN;

            PROC PRINT DATA=RMR2 LABEL NOOBS;

              BY SYSID VTSSID;

              VAR SYSID VTSSID VTSSSCL HOUR RMRCOUNT

                  RMRAVMTM RMRMXMTM RMRMTM RMRMTR RMRMTL

                  RMRMTD RMRMTA RMRMTC RMRMTX;

              TITLE 'RTD Mount Activity';

            RUN;

 

Note: Drop storage class from the BY and VAR statements to get gross mounts by SYSID and VTSSID.
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SVTRDR - Real Tape Drive Dismount Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, Real Tape Drive Dismount Request File contains data regarding the dismount of a multivolume
cartridge from a real tape drive. It is derived from the VTSS user SMF record, subtype 17. This record is produced for
every tape dismount.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTRDR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSSCL  - MVC Storage Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

  X.....E  VTSSRID  - RTD Device ID

  X.....   VTSSSNS  - RTD Sense Data

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RDRCOUNT - Total RTD Dismounts

  XDWM..E  RDRRTDER - RTD Error count

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RDRPCERR - Pct RTD Dismount Errors

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Real Tape Drive Dismount Activity File (SVTRDR).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

There are no sample reports for this file at this time.

SVTRPR - Real Tape Drive Performance Request File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Real Tape Drive Performance Request File contains performance information for real tape
drives. It is derived from the StorageTek user SMF record, subtype 20 interval record, 'RTD Performance Request'. This
record is produced at 15 minute intervals and contains utilization statistics for each real tape drive, including the volume of
data read and written.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTRPR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSRNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSRNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSRNM   YEAR      WEEK     |

 |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    VTSSRNM   YEAR      MONTH    |

 |         |ZONE                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

  XDWM..E  VTSSRNM  - RTD Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  RPRST    - RTD State

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RPRACT   - RTD Initial Selects

  XDWM..E  RPRATM   - Duration MVC Mounted on RTD

  XDWM..E  RPRBTR   - RTD MB Transferred - Read

  XDWM..E  RPRBTT   - Total RTD MB Transferred

  XDWM..E  RPRBTW   - RTD MB Transferred - Write

  XDWM..E  RPRCOUNT - RTD Performance Request Counts

  XDWM..E  RPRDCT   - RTD Device Connect Time

  XDWM..E  RPRSTC   - RTD Configured Count

  XDWM..E  RPRSTOTH - RTD Other Count

  XDWM..E  RPRSTU   - RTD Unconfigured Count

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  RPRAVATM - Avg Duration MVC Mounted on RTD

  XDWM..E  RPRAVBTR - Avg RTD MB Transferred - Read

  XDWM..E  RPRAVBTT - Avg RTD MB Transferred

  XDWM..E  RPRAVBTW - Avg RTD MB Transferred - Write

  XDWM..E  RPRAVDCT - Avg Device Connect Time

  XDWM..E  RPRBPS   - RTD MB Transfered Per Second

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Real Tape Drive Performance File (SVTRPR).

Usage Considerations

The SVTRPR file can be used to monitor trends for the real tape drives assigned to the VTSS. An interesting analysis is to
determine if the I/O is balanced across all the assigned tape drives.
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report examples are available at this time for this file.

SVTMVC - Multivolume Cartridge Status File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Multivolume Cartridge Status File contains information about multivolume (MVC) cartridges.
It is derived from the VTSS user record, subtype 25, 'MVC Status'. This record is produced for every MVC event activity.
For example, if four virtual tape volumes are migrated to a particular MVC, four records are produced. The data is not
associated with any particular VTSS.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTMVC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSSCL   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSSCL   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.
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 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWM..E  VTSSSCL  - MVC Storage Class

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  MVCLUT   - MVC Was Last Used

  X.....E  MVCLWT   - MVC Was Last Updated

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MVCCOUNT - MVC Status Count

  XDWM..E  MVCNAV   - Number of Active VTVs

  XDWM..E  MVCNDV   - Number of Holes

  XDWM..E  MVCTFS   - Total MVC Free Space (KB)

  XDWM..E  MVCTUS   - Total MVC Space Used by VTVs (KB)

  XDWM..E  MVCUFS   - Usable MVC Free Space (KB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  MVCAVNAV - Avg Number of Active VTVs

  XDWM..E  MVCAVNDV - Avg Number of Holes

  XDWM..E  MVCAVTFS - Avg MVC Free Space (KB)

  XDWM..E  MVCAVTUS - Avg MVC Space Used by VTVs (KB)

  XDWM..E  MVCAVUFS - Avg Usable MVC Free Space (KB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Multivolume Cartridge Activity File (SVTMVC).
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Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report examples are available at this time for this file.

SVTVUN - VTV - MVC Unlink Activity File

At the DETAIL timespan, the VTV - MVC Unlink Activity File contains information about the VTV / MVC unlink activity. It is
derived from the VTSS user record, subtype 29, 'VTV/MVC Unlink'. This record is produced for every unlink event where
a VTV is unlinked (deleted) from an MVC. VTV's can exist on multiple MVC's. For each MVC the VTV is unlinked and a
record is produced.

This file is mostly useful at the detail timespan to research specific events where a VTV was unlinked from the MVC.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

SVTVUN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

  |         |HOUR                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |SYSID     VTSSID    YEAR      ZONE               |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Jan 16, 2013

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The table below identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDWMY.E  VTSSID   - VTSS ID

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

   X.....E  VTSSMID  - MVC Volser ID

   XDWMY.E  VTSSTPX  - TapePlex Name

   X.....E  VTSSVID  - VTV Volser ID

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   X.....E  VUNMVCS  - Remaining MVCs

   X.....E  VUNRSN   - Unlink Reason

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWMY.E  VUNCOUNT - Total VTV-MVC Unlinks

   XDWMY.E  VUNDOS   - Unlink Delete on Scratch

   XDWMY.E  VUNDRN   - Unlink MVC Drain or Reclaim

   XDWMY.E  VUNDSU   - Unlink DELETSCR Utility

   XDWMY.E  VUNIMP   - Unlink VTV Import

   XDWMY.E  VUNMVC   - Unlink MVC Inventory

   XDWMY.E  VUNNLC   - Unlink VTV No Longer Current

   XDWMY.E  VUNVAD   - Unlink VTV Audit

   XDWMY.E  VUNVMN   - Unlink VTVMAINT Utility
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   XDWMY.E  VUNVTS   - Unlink VTSS Inventory

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see VTV - MVC Unlink Activity File (SVTVUN).

Usage Considerations

This section identifies any special considerations or techniques related to using the SVTVUN file.

This file is delivered by default with only the DETAIL timespan active. The file is mostly useful in researching when a VTV
was unlinked from the MVC and the reason.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report examples are available at this time for this file.

VTS Component HVT Information Area Files

This section identifies each file in the IBM TS7700 Hydra Virtual Tape Servers (HVT) information Area and defines its
levels of summarization and data sequencing. The active data elements for each file are also listed.

WARNING

• The performance statistics for the TS7700 are not written to SMF. They are stored in a database on the
TS7700 itself and are retrieved using the Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR) facility. See the IBM
Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Bulk Volume Information Retrieval Function Users Guide for information
on extracting the Historical Performance records.

• There is no host identification in the Historical Performance records. The statistics pertain to the activity of
the TS7700 Virtual Tape System itself. MICS components require a SYSID value. The SYSID value used
is specified with the VTSSYSID statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS). If it is not specified, a default
value of 'SYS1' is assigned to the SYSID data element. For more information, see VTSSYSID Statement.

HVTVDA - Hydra Vnode Device Activity File

The Hydra Vnode Device Activity file contains statistics on concurrent virtual device mount activity and channel blocksize
distribution. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, type 20, Vnode Virtual Device
Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes. In addition, this file also contains a roll-up of the statistics
from the HVTVAP file to the Vnode level.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTVDA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Nov 21, 2013

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements
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   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCT  - Configured Max Channel Throughput

   XDWM..E  VDAVDM   - Virtual Device Model

   XDWM..E  VDAVDT   - Virtual Device Type

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VDACR    - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDACRW   - Total Data R/W Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDACW    - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDALPR   - Selective Port Resets

   XDWM..E  VDANUMBS - Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDASAFCT - Sum of Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDASBFCT - Sum of Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDASDLY  - Sum of Avg Throughput Delay Time

   XDWM..E  VDASPCD  - Sum of Host Throttle Delay Percentage

   XDWM..E  VDASPR   - System Port Resets

   XDWM..E  VDASVCM  - Sum of Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

   XDWM..E  VDASVDC  - Sum of Virtual Drives Configured

   XDWM..E  VDAVDR   - Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAVDW   - Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAVRW   - Total Data R/W to Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDA00KB  - 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA02KB  - > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA04KB  - > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA08KB  - > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA16KB  - > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA32KB  - > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDA64KB  - > 64K Channel Blocks Written

  

  Minimum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VDAMNCDS - Min Channel Data per Second (MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMNCR  - Min Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMNCRC - Min Compression Ratio Read from Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAMNCW  - Min Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMNCWC - Min Compression Ratio Write to Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAMNVCM - Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted
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   XDWM..E  VDAMNVDR - Min Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMNVDW - Min Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  

  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VDAMXACT - Max Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDAMXBCT - Max Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCDS - Max Channel Data per Second (MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCR  - Max Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCRC - Max Compression Ratio Read from Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCW  - Max Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMXCWC - Max Compression Ratio Write to Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAMXDLY - Max Throughput Delay Time

   XDWM..E  VDAMXDTR - Max Data Rate (G-bits)

   XDWM..E  VDAMXLPR - Max Selective Port Resets

   XDWM..E  VDAMXPCD - Max Percent Delay Due to Host Throttle

   XDWM..E  VDAMXSPR - Max System Port Resets

   XDWM..E  VDAMXVCM - Max Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

   XDWM..E  VDAMXVDR - Max Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAMXVDW - Max Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  VDAAVACT - Avg Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDAAVBCT - Avg Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

   XDWM..E  VDAAVBSZ - Avg Estimated Channel Blocksize

   XDWM..E  VDAAVCDS - Avg Channel Data per Second (MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAAVCR  - Avg Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAAVCRC - Avg Compression Ratio Read from Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAAVCW  - Avg Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAAVCWC - Avg Compression Ratio Write to Cache

   XDWM..E  VDAAVDLY - Avg Throughput Delay Time

   XDWM..E  VDAAVPCD - Avg Percent Delay Due to Host Throttle

   XDWM..E  VDAAVVCM - Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

   XDWM..E  VDAAVVDC - Avg Virtual Drives Configured

   XDWM..E  VDAAVVDR - Avg Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAAVVDW - Avg Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

   XDWM..E  VDAPC00K - Pct 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC02K - Pct > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC04K - Pct > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC08K - Pct > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC16K - Pct > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC32K - Pct > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPC64K - Pct > 64K Channel Blocks Written

   XDWM..E  VDAPSCR  - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB/s)

   XDWM..E  VDAPSCW  - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB/s)

   XDWM..E  VDAPSVDR - Data Read from Cache (comp MB/s)

   XDWM..E  VDAPSVDW - Data Written to Cache (comp MB/s)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Vnode Device Activity (HVTVDA).
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Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTVDA file, display the total blocks of data moved between DASD cache and
z/OS for each cluster, per HOUR. Display the percent buckets for each blocksize range and the estimated average
blocksize. Generate a separate page for each cluster.
     DATA;

     SET &pHVTd..HVTVDA01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY HVTCLID ;

       BY HVTCLID DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR VDANUMBS VDAPC00K VDAPC02K VDAPC04K VDAPC08K VDAPC16K

         VDAPC32K VDAPC64K VDAAVBSZ ;

     TITLE1

     'Daily Tape Server I/O Block Size Analysis by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

HVTVAP - Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity File

The Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity file contains statistics on the volume of data processed through each of the Host
Bus Adapters (HBAs). It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, type 21, Vnode
Adapter Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTVAP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHBAID |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHBAID |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |
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  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHBAID |

  |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHBAID |

  |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Mon, Apr 23, 2012

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Apr 1, 2010

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

  XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

  XDWM..E  HVTHBAID - HBA Port Internal ID

  XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

  XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type
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  XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

  XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

  XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VAPHBADR - HBA Drawer

  XDWM..E  VAPHBASL - HBA Slot Number

  XD....E  VAPSTATE - HBA State

  XDWM..E  VAPTYPE  - HBA Type

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VAPCR    - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPCRW   - Total Data R/W to Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPCW    - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPDTR   - Actual Data Rate (G-bits)

  XDWM..E  VAPHBAC1 - No. Intervals HBA was in Check 1 State

  XDWM..E  VAPHBANW - No. Intervals HBA was Not Working

  XDWM..E  VAPHBAOF - No. Intervals HBA was in Offline State

  XDWM..E  VAPHBAON - No. Intervals HBA was in Online State

  XDWM..E  VAPHBAOT - No. Intervals HBA was in Unknown State

  XDWM..E  VAPHBARL - No. Intervals HBA was in Reloading State

  XDWM..E  VAPLPR   - Selective Port Resets

  XDWM..E  VAPSPR   - System Port Resets

  XDWM..E  VAPVDR   - Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPVDW   - Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPVRW   - Total Data R/W to Cache (comp MB)

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VAPMNCDS - Min Channel Data per Second (MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMNCR  - Min Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMNCRC - Min Compression Ratio Read from Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPMNCW  - Min Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMNCWC - Min Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPMNVDR - Min Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMNVDW - Min Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VAPMXCDS - Max Channel Data per Second (MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMXCR  - Max Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMXCRC - Max Compression Ratio Read from Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPMXCW  - Max Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPMXCWC - Max Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPMXDTR - Max Data Rate (G-bits)

  XDWM..E  VAPMXLPR - Max Selective Port Resets

  XDWM..E  VAPMXSPR - Max System Port Resets

  XDWM..E  VAPMXVDR - Max Data Read from Cache (comp MB)
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  XDWM..E  VAPMXVDW - Max Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  VAPAVCR  - Avg Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPAVCRC - Avg Compression Ratio Read from Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPAVCRW - Avg Channel Data (MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPAVCW  - Avg Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPAVCWC - Avg Compression Ratio Write to Cache

  XDWM..E  VAPAVDTR - Avg Data Rate EOI (G-bits)

  XDWM..E  VAPAVVDR - Avg Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPAVVDW - Avg Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPPSCR  - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB/s)

  XDWM..E  VAPPSCRW - Channel Data per Second (MB)

  XDWM..E  VAPPSCW  - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB/s)

  XDWM..E  VAPPSVDR - Data Read from Cache (comp MB/s)

  XDWM..E  VAPPSVDW - Data Written to Cache (comp MB/s)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity (HVTVAP).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTVAP file, display channel I/O through each Host Bus Adapter (HBA), per
HOUR. Observe the balance of I/O through each HBA. For finer 15-minute granularity, change HOUR to ENDTS and
point to the DETAIL HVTVAP file.
     PROC TABULATE DATA=&pHVTd.HVTVAP01;

       BY HVTCLID;

       CLASS HVTHBAID HOUR ;

       VAR VAPCRW ;

       TABLE HOUR, HVTHBAID*VAPCRW /

             RTS=20;

       TITLE 'HBA I/O Distribution';

     RUN;

 

HVTHHC - Hydra Hnode Cache Activity File

At the DETAIL timespan, the Hydra Hnode Cache Activity File contains statistics on the Tape Volume Cache (TVC) size
and throttle activity. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, Hnode HSM Historical
Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes. In addition, this file also contains a summarization of the statistics for
each cache partition and preference groups from the HVTHCP and HVTHPG work files to the Hnode level.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHHC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Tue, Nov 6, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month
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 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E HVTCLID - Cluster ID

 XDWM..E HVTGRID - Grid Composite ID

 XDWM..E HVTNODE - Node ID

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E HVTDLSN - Distributed Library Sequence Number

 XDWM..E HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

 XDWM..E HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

 XD....E HVTRVN - Record Version Number

 XDWM..E HVTSN - Node Serial Number

 XDWM..E HVTVECD - VE Code Level

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XD....E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHCAN - Active Node

 XDWM..E HHCBDCT - Base Deferred Copy Throttle Value (Sec)

 X.....E HHCCTR - Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHCDCTR - Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 XDWM..E HHCDRV - Disaster Recovery Volume

 X.....E HHCHWTR - Host Write Throttle Reason

 XDWM..E HHCPMT - Pre-migration Throttle Threshold (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCTBDCT - TA Base Deferred Copy Throttle (Sec)

 X.....E HHCTCTR - TA Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHCTDCTR - TA Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHCTHWTR - TA Host Write Throttle Reason

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHCCHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCCMM - Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCCPLFS - CT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHCCPNOT - CT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCCPPSS - CT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCCPTCT - Copy Predominate Throttle count

 XDWM..E HHCDCCRU - DCT - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HHCDCHIO - DCT - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HHCDCIMC - DCT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCDCNOT - DCT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCDCTCT - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHCDRIC - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)
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 XDWM..E HHCFICCR - Compressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCFICCW - Compressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCFICUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCFICUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCFTM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCHTM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCHWECC - HWT - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HHCHWGPS - HWT - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCHWIMC - HWT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCHWLFS - HWT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHCHWNOT - HWT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCHWPSS - HWT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCLZ4CR - Compressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCLZ4CW - Compressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCLZ4UR - Uncompressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCLZ4UW - Uncompressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCRTM - Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCSACT - Sum of Avg Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSATCT - Sum of Avg TA Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSATDT - Sum of Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSATOT - Sum of Overall Average TA Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSATWT - Sum of Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSAWOT - Sum of Avg Write Overrun Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSCP - Sum of Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HHCSCPB - Sum of Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HHCSDCT - Sum of Avg Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSLM - Sync Mode Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCSMD - Sum of Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCSMDU - Sum of Average Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHCSTM - Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCSTOAT - Sum of Overall Average Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCSTUC - Sum of Total Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCSTUFC - Sum of Total Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCTCPLF - CT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHCTCPNO - CT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCTCPPS - CT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCTCPTC - TA - Copy Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHCTDCCR - DCT/TA - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HHCTDCHI - DCT/TA - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HHCTDCIM - DCT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCTDCNO - DCT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCTDCTC - TA - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHCTHWEC - HWT/TA - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HHCTHWGP - HWT/TA - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCTHWIM - HWT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCTHWLF - HWT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHCTHWNO - HWT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHCTHWPS - HWT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHCTVC - Sum of Total Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCTVM - Total Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCTWRTC - TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Cnt

 XDWM..E HHCVVIC - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache
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 XDWM..E HHCWROCT - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHCZSTCR - Compressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCZSTCW - Compressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCZSTUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCZSTUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHCMXCPB - Max CPU Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHCMXMDU - Max Disk Usage Percentage

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHCAVACP - Avg Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HHCAVCHM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCAVCMM - Avg Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCAVCPU - Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HHCAVCTV - Avg Copy Predominate Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVDCT - Avg Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVFRM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCAVFTM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCAVHTM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCAVMDU - Avg Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHCAVOAT - Avg Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVRTM - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCAVSMD - Avg Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVSTM - Avg Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHCAVTCT - Avg TA Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVTDT - Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVTOT - Avg TA Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVTUC - Avg Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVTVC - Avg Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVTVM - Avg Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCAVTWT - Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCAVUFC - Avg Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

 XDWM..E HHCAVVVC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

 XDWM..E HHCAVWOT - Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHCPCCHM - Pct Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCPCCMM - Pct Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCPCCPT - Pct Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPCCUT - Pct Cache Utilization

 XDWM..E HHCPCDCT - Pct Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPCFRM - Pct Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCPCTCT - Pct TA - Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPCTDT - Pct TA - Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPCTWT - Pct TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPCVCM - Pct Virtual Cache-Miss Mounts

 XDWM..E HHCPCWOT - Pct W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHCPSCHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HHCPSCMM - Virtual Recall Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HHCPSFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts (per/sec)
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 XDWM..E HHCPSTVM - Total Virtual Mounts (per/sec)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Cache Activity (HVTHHC).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the example, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHHC file, display the throttling statistics on the tape server, per hour.
Display the throttle percent buckets and throttle values for write-overrun, copy-predominant, and deferred-copy
activities. A report with all zeros is good. If any throttle values are significantly large or continue for extended periods of
time, further investigation might be required.
     DATA;

     SET &pHVTd..HVTHHC01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL

     PAGEBY HVTCLID;

     ID DATE HOUR ;

     VAR HHCPCWOT HHCAVWOT HHCPCDCT HHCAVDCT

         HHCPCCPT HHCAVCTV;

     TITLE 'Throttle Activty';

     RUN;

 

HVTHCP - Hnode Cache Partition Activity File

The Hydra Cache Partition Activity file contains statistics on virtual tape mounts, scratch, cache hit, and cache miss
activity for each cache partition. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, Hnode
HSM Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes. In addition, this file also contains a roll-up of the
statistics for preference groups from the HVTHPG work file to the partition level.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHCP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |
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 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 27, 2015

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XDWM..E  HVTHCPC  - HSM Cache Partition Number

   XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week
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   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HCPCHM   - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPCMM   - Virtual Recall Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPDRIC  - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPFRM   - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPFTM   - Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPHTM   - Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPPTS   - Sum of Cache Partition Size (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPRTM   - Virtual Recall Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPSLM   - Sync Mode Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPSMD   - Sum of Size of Migrated Data (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPSTM   - Sync Mode Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPTVM   - Total Virtual Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPVVIC  - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HCPAVCHM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPAVCMM - Avg Virtual Recall Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPAVFRM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPAVFTM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPAVHTM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPAVPTS - Avg Cache Partition Size (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPAVRTM - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPAVSMD - Avg Size of Migrated Data (GB)

   XDWM..E  HCPAVSTM - Avg Sync Mode Mount Time

   XDWM..E  HCPAVTVM - Avg Virtual Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

   XDWM..E  HCPAVVVC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

   XDWM..E  HCPPCCHM - Pct Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPPCCMM - Pct Virtual Recall Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPPCCUT - Pct Cache Utilization

   XDWM..E  HCPPCFRM - Pct Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPPCVCM - Pct Virtual Cache-Miss Mounts

   XDWM..E  HCPPSCHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts (per/sec)

   XDWM..E  HCPPSCMM - Virtual Recall Mounts (per/sec)

   XDWM..E  HCPPSFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts (per/sec)

   XDWM..E  HCPPSTVM - Total Virtual Mounts (per/sec)
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Cache Partition Activity (HVTHCP).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHCP file, display the total virtual tape mounts by type and the associated
average mount times per HOUR.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..HVTHCP01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY HVTHCPC;

       BY HVTCLID HVTHCPC DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR HCPTVM HCPFRM HCPAVFTM HCPCHM HCPAVHTM

         HCPCMM HCPAVRTM;

     FORMAT HCPAVFTM HHSS.;

     FORMAT HCPAVHTM HHSS.;

     FORMAT HCPAVRTM HHSS.;

     TITLE1

     'Daily Virtual Tape Mount Analysis by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

HVTHPG - Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics File

The Hydra Cache Preference Group Statistics file contains metrics on virtual volume totals, and data in cache age
for each preference group with a cache partition. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series
Statistical Data, Hnode HSM Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHPG Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |
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 |         |HVTCPPG   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |HVTCPPG   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |HVTCPPG   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTHCPC  |

 |         |HVTCPPG   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Wed, May 27, 2015

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

   Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTCPPG  - HSM Cache Partition Preference Group

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XDWM..E  HVTHCPC  - HSM Cache Partition Number

   XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements
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   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HPGAVATD - Avg Age Time Delayed Copy Volumes Remove

   XDWM..E  HPGCTD   - Time Delayed Copy Volumes Removed

   XDWM..E  HPGPVA35 - 35 Day DPM Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGPVA4  - 4 HR DPM Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGPVA48 - 48 HR DPM Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGPVM35 - DPM Virtual Vols Migrated Last 35 Days

   XDWM..E  HPGPVM4  - DPM Virtual Vols Migrated Last 4 Hours

   XDWM..E  HPGPVM48 - DPM Virtual Vols Migrated Last 48 Hours

   XDWM..E  HPGVA35  - 35 Day Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGVA4   - 4 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGVA48  - 48 HR Rolling Avg Virt Vol Age

   XDWM..E  HPGVM35  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 35 Days

   XDWM..E  HPGVM4   - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 4 Hours

   XDWM..E  HPGVM48  - Virtual Vols Migrated Last 48 Hours

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HPGARC   - Sum of Data Awaiting Replication (MB)

   XDWM..E  HPGDRIC  - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

   XDWM..E  HPGPAWT  - Sum of Avg Wait Time Delay Premig Vols

   XDWM..E  HPGPIN   - Sum of Pinned Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGPKV   - Sum of Prefer Keep Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGPRV   - Sum of Prefer Remove Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGPRVW  - Sum of Volumes Wait Delayed Premigrate

   XDWM..E  HPGPTSR  - Sum of Size of Res Vols Wait Delay Pmig

   XDWM..E  HPGSPK   - Sum of Size of Prefer Keep Volumes (GB)

   XDWM..E  HPGSPN   - Sum of Size of Pinned Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGSPR   - Sum of Size of Prefer Remove Volumes(G)

   XDWM..E  HPGUMD   - Sum of Unmigrated Data (MB)

   XDWM..E  HPGUNM   - Sum of Unmigrated Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGVVIC  - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HPGAVARC - Avg Data Awaiting Replication (MB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVPIN - Avg Pinned Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGAVPKV - Avg Prefer Keep Volumes
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   XDWM..E  HPGAVPRV - Avg Prefer Remove Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGAVPSR - Avg Size of Res Vols Wait Delay Pmig

   XDWM..E  HPGAVPVW - Avg Volumes Wait Delayed Premigration

   XDWM..E  HPGAVPWT - Avg Wait Time Delay Premig Vols

   XDWM..E  HPGAVSPK - Avg Size of Prefer Keep Volumes (GB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVSPN - Avg Size of Pinned Volumes (GB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVSPR - Avg Size of Prefer Remove Volumes(G)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVUMD - Avg Unmigrated Data (MB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVUNM - Avg Unmigrated Volumes

   XDWM..E  HPGAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

   XDWM..E  HPGAVVVC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics (HVTHPG).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHPG file, display the cache preference group activity per hour. Display the
cache age metrics for virtual volumes; volumes in cache for 4 hours, 48 hours, and 35 days; in addition to the volume
count migrated for each of these time metrics. Typically, Preference Group 0 is defined to migrate volumes as soon as
possible and remove from cache, so the age and number of volumes in cache will be smaller than Preference Group
1. Preference Group 1 is defined to keep virtual volumes in cache as long as possible if they are likely to be recalled or
have short retention periods.
     DATA;

     SET &pIVTd..HVTHPG01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY HVTCPPG;

       BY HVTCLID HVTHCPC HVTCPPG DATE ;

     ID HOUR ;

     VAR HPGAVVVC HPGAVDRC HPGVM4 HPGVM48 HPGVM35

         HPGVA4 HPGVA48 HPGVA35;

     TITLE1

     'Daily Cache Preference Group Analysis by HOUR' ;

     RUN ;

 

HVTHPD - Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity File

The Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity file contains statistics on the number of physical drives available and mount
type activity for each device class. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, Hnode
Library Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHPD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCI   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Apr 1, 2010

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month
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  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

  XDWM..E  HVTDCI   - Device Class ID

  XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

  XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

  X.....   HVTLMA   - Library Manufacturer

  X.....   HVTLMN   - Library Model Number

  X.....   HVTLMT   - Library Machine Type

  X.....   HVTLPM   - Library Plant of Manufacture

  X.....   HVTLSN   - Library Sequence Number

  X.....E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

  X.....E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

  X.....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

  XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

  X.....E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  HPDPPM   - Physical Pre-Migrate Mounts

  XDWM..E  HPDPRM   - Physical Recall Mounts

  XDWM..E  HPDPSM   - Physical Security Data Erase Mounts

  XDWM..E  HPDRCM   - Physical Reclaim Mounts

  XDWM..E  HPDSAPD  - Sum of Available Physical Devices

  XDWM..E  HPDSIPD  - Sum of Installed Physical Devices

  XDWM..E  HPDSPDM  - Sum of Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounte

  XDWM..E  HPDTPM   - Total Physical Mounts

  XDWM..E  HPDTTM   - Total Physical Mount Time

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  HPDMNMTM - Min Physical Mount Time

  XDWM..E  HPDMNPDM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  HPDMXMTM - Max Physical Mount Time

  XDWM..E  HPDMXPDM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted
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 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  HPDAVAPD - Avg Physical Drives Available

  XDWM..E  HPDAVIPD - Avg Physical Drives Installed

  XDWM..E  HPDAVMTM - Avg Physical Mount Time

  XDWM..E  HPDAVPDM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity (HVTHPD).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHPD file, display the total physical tape mount counts by type, and average
and maximum tape mount times by cluster.
     DATA;

     SET &pHVTd..HVTGCC01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC PRINT LABEL ;

       PAGEBY HVTCLID ;

       ID DATE HOUR ;

       VAR HPDTPM HPDPRM HPDPPM HPDRCM HPDPSM

           HPDAVMTM HPDMXMTM;

       TITLE 'Physical Tape Mount Statistics';

     RUN;

 

HVTHGP - Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity File

The Hydra Hnode General Use Pool Activity file contains statistics on the physical tape and logical volume activity for
each of the 32 general use pools. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, Hnode
Library Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes. In addition, this file contains a roll-up of the tape
media statistics from the HVTHGM file.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHGP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

 |         |HVTDCI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |ENDTS                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

 |         |HVTDCI    YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

 |         |HVTDCI    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

 |         |HVTDCI    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, February 10, 2016

  

  Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

         under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTDCI   - Device Class ID

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

   XDWM..E  HVTPOOL  - Library GUP Number

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year
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   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   X.....   HVTLMA   - Library Manufacturer

   X.....   HVTLMN   - Library Model Number

   X.....   HVTLMT   - Library Machine Type

   X.....   HVTLPM   - Library Plant of Manufacture

   X.....   HVTLSN   - Library Sequence Number

   X.....E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   X.....E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Retained Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HGPFEP   - Force Erasure Policy Value (Days)

   XDWM..E  HGPFMBF  - 1st Media to Borrow Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPLAP   - Last Access Policy Value (Days)

   XDWM..E  HGPLIP   - Last Data Invalidation Policy Value(Days

   XDWM..E  HGPLPW   - Last Written Policy Value (Days)

   XDWM..E  HGPMAP   - Min Active Data Pct Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPPTPF  - Pool Type Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPRBVF  - Returns Allowed Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPRCT   - Reclaim Threshold Pct Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPRPL   - Reclaim Pool Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPSMBF  - 2nd Media to Borrow Policy Value

   XDWM..E  HGPSMRT  - Sunset media Reclaim Thrshold Pct Value

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HGPALV   - Sum of Active Logical Volumes

   XDWM..E  HGPBPV   - Borrowed Private Stacked Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPBSV   - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPDRP   - Data Read from the Pool (MB)

   XDWM..E  HGPDWP   - Data Written to the Pool (MB)

   XDWM..E  HGPMAD   - Sum of Active Logical Volume Data (MB)

   XDWM..E  HGPPVC   - Private Stacked Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPRRV   - Read Only Recovery Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPSETM  - Sum of Avg Age of Residual Stacked Vols

   XDWM..E  HGPSFPV  - Sum of Avg Age of Full Stacked Vols

   XDWM..E  HGPSVC   - Scratch Stacked Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPUVC   - Volumes in Unavailable Status

   XDWM..E  HGPWSE   - Stacked Volumes Waiting Security Data
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  Maximum Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HGPMXETM - Max Age of Residual Stacked Vols

   XDWM..E  HGPMXFPV - Max Age of Full Stacked Vols

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HGPAVALV - Avg Active Logical Volumes

   XDWM..E  HGPAVBPV - Avg Borrowed Private Stacked Volumes

   XDWM..E  HGPAVBSV - Avg Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volumes

   XDWM..E  HGPAVETM - Avg Age of Residual Stacked Vols

   XDWM..E  HGPAVFPV - Avg Age of Full Stacked Volumes

   XDWM..E  HGPAVMAD - Avg Active Logical Volume Data (MB)

   XDWM..E  HGPAVPVC - Avg Private Stacked Volume Count

   XDWM..E  HGPAVSVC - Avg Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity (HVTHGP).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHGP file, display the data read and written to the general use pools,
including the number of logical volumes in each pool.
     PROC SUMMARY DATA=DAYS.HVTHGP01 NWAY;

       CLASS HVTCLID HVTPOOL;

       VAR HGPDRP HGPDWP HGPAVALV;

       OUTPUT OUT=STATS SUM=HGPDRP HGPDWP MEAN=HGPAVALV;

     RUN;

     PROC PRINT DATA=STATS LABEL ;

       VAR HVTCLID HVTPOOL HGPDRP HGPDWP HGPAVALV;

     TITLE1

     'Daily General Use Pool Statistics' ;

     RUN ;

 

HVTHGM - Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity File

The Hydra Hnode General Use Pool Media Activity file contains statistics on the eight possible sets of physical media
type for each of the 32 general use pools. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data,
Hnode Library Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHGM Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

|         |HVTDCI    HVTPMG    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

|         |HVTDCI    HVTPMG    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

|         |HVTDCI    HVTPMG    YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTPOOL  |

|         |HVTDCI    HVTPMG    YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

 XDWM..E  HVTDCI   - Device Class ID

 XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

 XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

 XDWM..E  HVTPMG   - Physical Media Group

 XDWM..E  HVTPOOL  - Library GUP Number

 XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

 X.....   HVTLMA   - Library Manufacturer

 X.....   HVTLMN   - Library Model Number

 X.....   HVTLMT   - Library Machine Type

 X.....   HVTLPM   - Library Plant of Manufacture

 X.....   HVTLSN   - Library Sequence Number

 X.....E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

 X.....E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

 XDWM..E  HVTPMI   - Physical Media Identifier

 X.....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

 XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

 X.....E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  HGMBPV   - Borrowed Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMBSV   - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMPVC   - Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMRRV   - Read Only Recovery Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMSVC   - Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMUVC   - Volumes in Unavailable Status

 XDWM..E  HGMWSE   - Stacked Volumes Waiting Security Data

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  HGMAVBPV - Avg Borrowed Private Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E  HGMAVBSV - Avg Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E  HGMAVPVC - Avg Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E  HGMAVSVC - Avg Scratch Stacked Volume Count
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity (HVTHGM).

Usage Considerations

None.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

No report examples are available at this time for this file.

HVTHHA - Hydra Hnode Activity File

The Hydra Hnode Activity file contains a summarized roll-up of statistics from all the previous Hnode files to provide a
view of all virtual and physical tape activity within the Hnode. This record is produced for every 15-minute measurement
interval.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHHA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

|         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, Nov 6, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E HVTCLID - Cluster ID

 XDWM..E HVTGRID - Grid Composite ID

 XDWM..E HVTNODE - Node ID

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E HVTDLSN - Distributed Library Sequence Number

 X..... HVTLMA - Library Manufacturer

 X..... HVTLMN - Library Model Number

 X..... HVTLMT - Library Machine Type

 X..... HVTLPM - Library Plant of Manufacture

 X..... HVTLSN - Library Sequence Number

 X.....E HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

 X.....E HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

 X.....E HVTRVN - Record Version Number

 XDWM..E HVTSN - Node Serial Number

 XDWM..E HVTVECD - VE Code Level

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XD....E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements
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 XDWM..E HHAAN - Active Node

 XDWM..E HHABDCT - Base Deferred Copy Throttle Value (Sec)

 X.....E HHACTR - Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHADCTR - Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHAHWTR - Host Write Throttle Reason

 XDWM..E HHAPMT - Pre-migration Throttle Threshold (GB)

 X.....E HHASM1 - Media Type 1 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM2 - Media Type 2 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM3 - Media Type 3 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM4 - Media Type 4 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM5 - Media Type 5 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM6 - Media Type 6 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM7 - Media Type 7 CSP Volume

 X.....E HHASM8 - Media Type 8 CSP Volume

 XDWM..E HHATBDCT - TA Base Deferred Copy Throttle (Sec)

 X.....E HHATCTR - TA Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHATDCTR - TA Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HHATHWTR - TA Host Write Throttle Reason

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHAALV - Sum of Active Logical Volumes

 XDWM..E HHABPV - Borrowed Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHABSV - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHACHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHACMM - Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHACPLFS - CT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHACPNOT - CT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHACPPSS - CT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHACPTCT - Copy Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHADCCRU - DCT - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HHADCHIO - DCT - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HHADCIMC - DCT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHADCNOT - DCT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHADCTCT - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHADRIC - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHADRP - Total Data Read from Pool (MB)

 XDWM..E HHADWP - Total Data Written to Pool (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAFICCR - Compressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAFICCW - Compressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAFICUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAFICUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAFTM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAHTM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAHWECC - HWT - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HHAHWGPS - HWT - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHAHWIMC - HWT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHAHWLFS - HWT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHAHWNOT - HWT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHAHWPSS - HWT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHALZ4CR - Compressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHALZ4CW - Compressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)
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 XDWM..E HHALZ4UR - Uncompressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHALZ4UW - Uncompressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAMAD - Sum of Active Logical Volume Data (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAPPM - Physical Pre-Migrate Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPRM - Physical Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPSM - Physical Security Data Erase Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPVC - Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHARCM - Physical Reclaim Mounts

 XDWM..E HHARRV - Read Only Recovery Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHARTM - Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHASACT - Sum of Avg Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHASAPD - Sum of Available Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HHASATCT - Sum of Avg TA Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHASATDT - Sum of Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHASATOT - Sum of Overall Average TA Throttle

 XDWM..E HHASATWT - Sum of Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle

 XDWM..E HHASAWOT - Sum of Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHASCP - Sum of Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HHASCPB - Sum of Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HHASDCT - Sum of Avg Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHASIPD - Sum of Installed Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HHASLM - Sync Mode Mounts

 XDWM..E HHASMD - Sum of Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HHASMDU - Sum of Average Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHASPDM - Sum of Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounte

 XDWM..E HHASSV - Sum of Common Scratch Pool Volumes

 XDWM..E HHASTM - Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHASTOAT - Sum of Overall Average Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHASTUC - Sum of Total Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHASTUFC - Sum of Total Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHASVC - Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV1 - Media Type 1 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV2 - Media Type 2 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV3 - Media Type 3 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV4 - Media Type 4 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV5 - Media Type 5 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV6 - Media Type 6 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV7 - Media Type 7 CSP Volume Count

 X.....E HHASV8 - Media Type 8 CSP Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHATCPLF - CT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHATCPNO - CT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHATCPPS - CT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHATCPTC - TA - Copy Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHATDCCR - DCT/TA - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HHATDCHI - DCT/TA - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HHATDCIM - DCT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHATDCNO - DCT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HHATDCTC - TA - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHATHWEC - HWT/TA - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HHATHWGP - HWT/TA - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHATHWIM - HWT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HHATHWLF - HWT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HHATHWNO - HWT/TA - No Throttling
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 XDWM..E HHATHWPS - HWT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HHATPM - Total Physical Mounts

 XDWM..E HHATTM - Total Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHATVC - Sum of Total Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HHATVM - Total Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HHATWRTC - TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Cnt

 XDWM..E HHAUVC - Volumes in Unavailable Status

 XDWM..E HHAVVIC - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

 XDWM..E HHAWROCT - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HHAWSE - Stacked Volumes Waiting Security Data

 XDWM..E HHAZSTCR - Compressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAZSTCW - Compressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAZSTUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAZSTUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHAMNMTM - Min Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAMNPDM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHAMXCPB - Max CPU Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHAMXMDU - Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHAMXMTM - Max Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAMXPDM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HHAAVACP - Avg Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HHAAVALV - Avg Active Logical Volumes

 XDWM..E HHAAVAPD - Avg Available Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HHAAVBPV - Avg Borrowed Private Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E HHAAVBSV - Avg Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E HHAAVCHM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAAVCMM - Avg Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAAVCPU - Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HHAAVCTV - Avg Copy Predominate Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVDCT - Avg Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVFRM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAAVFTM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAAVHTM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAAVIPD - Avg Installed Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HHAAVMAD - Avg Active Logical Volume Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVMDU - Avg Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HHAAVMTM - Avg Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAAVOAT - Avg Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVPDM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HHAAVPVC - Avg Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHAAVRTM - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAAVSMD - Avg Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVSSV - Avg Common Scratch Pool Volumes
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 XDWM..E HHAAVSTM - Avg Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HHAAVSVC - Avg Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HHAAVTCT - Avg TA Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVTDT - Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVTOT - Avg TA Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVTUC - Avg Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVTVC - Avg Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVTVM - Avg Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAAVTWT - Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAAVUFC - Avg Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

 XDWM..E HHAAVVVC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

 XDWM..E HHAAVWOT - Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HHAPCCHM - Pct Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPCCMM - Pct Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPCCPT - Pct Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPCCUT - Pct Cache Utilization

 XDWM..E HHAPCDCT - Pct Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPCFRM - Pct Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPCTCT - Pct TA - Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPCTDT - Pct TA - Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPCTWT - Pct TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPCVCM - Pct Virtual Cache-Miss Mounts

 XDWM..E HHAPCWOT - Pct W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HHAPSCHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HHAPSCMM - Virtual Recall Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HHAPSFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HHAPSTVM - Total Virtual Mounts (per/sec)

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Activity (HVTHHA).

Usage Considerations

None.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHHA file, display a comparison between the amount of data and volumes in
cache and the amount of data and volumes on physical tape.

    DATA;

    SET &pIVTd..HVTHHA01;

    DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

    FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

    * ;

    PROC PRINT LABEL ;

      PAGEBY HVTCLID ;

      BY HVTCLID DATE ;

    ID HOUR ;
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    VAR HHAAVDRC HHAAVVVC HHAAVMAD HHAAVALV

        HHAAVBPV HHAAVPVC;

    TITLE1

    'Data in Cache Compared to Data on Physical Tape' ;

    RUN ;

HVTHCA - Hydra Cluster Summary File

The Hydra Cluster Summary file contains a summarized roll-up of statistics from all the Vnode and Hnode work files to
provide a view of all I/O, cache usage, and virtual and physical tape activity at a tape server cluster level. This record is
produced for every 15-minute measurement interval.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHCA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.
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GENERATION DATE: Tue, Nov 6, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XDW...E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E HVTCLID - Cluster ID

 XDWM..E HVTGRID - Grid Composite ID

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XDWM..E SYSID - System Identifier

 XDW...E WEEK - Week of Year

 XDWM..E YEAR - Year of Century

 XDWM..E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E HVTDLSN - Distributed Library Sequence Number

 XDWM..E HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

 XDWM..E HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

 XD....E HVTRVN - Record Version Number

 XDWM..E HVTSN - Node Serial Number

 XDWM..E HVTVECD - VE Code Level

 XDWM..E INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XD....E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XDWM..E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HCABDCT - Base Deferred Copy Throttle Value (Sec)

 X.....E HCACTR - Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HCADCTR - Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HCAHWTR - Host Write Throttle Reason

 XDWM..E HCAMXCT - Configured Max Channel Throughput

 XDWM..E HCAPMT - Pre-migration Throttle Threshold (GB)

 XDWM..E HCATBDCT - TA Base Deferred Copy Throttle (Sec)

 X.....E HCATCTR - TA Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HCATDCTR - TA Deferred Copy Throttle Reason

 X.....E HCATHWTR - TA Host Write Throttle Reason

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HCAALV - Sum of Active Logical Volumes
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 XDWM..E HCABPV - Borrowed Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCABSV - Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCACHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HCACMM - Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HCACPLFS - CT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HCACPNOT - CT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCACPPSS - CT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCACPTCT - Copy Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HCACR - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCACRW - Total Data R/W Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCACW - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCADCCRU - DCT - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HCADCHIO - DCT - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HCADCIMC - DCT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HCADCNOT - DCT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCADCTCT - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HCADRIC - Sum of Data Resident in Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCADRP - Total Data Read from Pool (MB)

 XDWM..E HCADWP - Total Data Written to Pool (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAFICCR - Compressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAFICCW - Compressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAFICUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAFICUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written FICON (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAFTM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAHTM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAHWECC - HWT - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HCAHWGPS - HWT - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCAHWIMC - HWT - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HCAHWLFS - HWT - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HCAHWNOT - HWT - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCAHWPSS - HWT - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCALPR - Selective Port Resets

 XDWM..E HCALZ4CR - Compressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HCALZ4CW - Compressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HCALZ4UR - Uncompressed Bytes Read LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HCALZ4UW - Uncompressed Bytes Written LZ4 (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMAD - Sum of Active Logical Volume Data (MB)

 XDWM..E HCANUMBS - Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPPM - Physical Pre-Migrate Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPRM - Physical Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPSM - Physical Security Data Erase Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPVC - Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCARCM - Physical Reclaim Mounts

 XDWM..E HCARRV - Read Only Recovery Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCARTM - Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCASACT - Sum of Avg Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCASAFCT - Sum of Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCASAPD - Sum of Available Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HCASATCT - Sum of Avg TA Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HCASATDT - Sum of Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HCASATOT - Sum of Overall Average TA Throttle

 XDWM..E HCASATWT - Sum of Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle
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 XDWM..E HCASAWOT - Sum of Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCASBFCT - Sum of Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCASCP - Sum of Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HCASCPB - Sum of Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HCASDCT - Sum of Avg Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HCASDLY - Sum of Avg Throughput Delay Time

 XDWM..E HCASIPD - Sum of Installed Physical Devices

 XDWM..E HCASLM - Sync Mode Mounts

 XDWM..E HCASMD - Sum of Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HCASMDU - Sum of Average Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HCASPCD - Sum of Host Throttle Delay Percentage

 XDWM..E HCASPDM - Sum of Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounte

 XDWM..E HCASPR - System Port Resets

 XDWM..E HCASSV - Total Common Scratch Pool Volumes

 XDWM..E HCASTM - Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCASTOAT - Sum of Overall Average Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCASTUC - Sum of Total Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCASTUFC - Sum of Total Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCASVC - Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCASVCM - Sum of Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCASVDC - Sum of Virtual Drives Configured

 XDWM..E HCATCPLF - CT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HCATCPNO - CT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCATCPPS - CT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCATCPTC - TA - Copy Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HCATDCCR - DCT/TA - Cluster Resource Usage

 XDWM..E HCATDCHI - DCT/TA - Preferring Host IO

 XDWM..E HCATDCIM - DCT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HCATDCNO - DCT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCATDCTC - TA - Deferred Copy Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HCATHWEC - HWT/TA - Excess Cached Content for Copy

 XDWM..E HCATHWGP - HWT/TA - Grid Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCATHWIM - HWT/TA - Immediate Copy Throttling

 XDWM..E HCATHWLF - HWT/TA - Low on Cache Free Space

 XDWM..E HCATHWNO - HWT/TA - No Throttling

 XDWM..E HCATHWPS - HWT/TA - Pre-migrate Steady State

 XDWM..E HCATPM - Total Physical Mounts

 XDWM..E HCATTM - Total Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCATVC - Sum of Total Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HCATVM - Total Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HCATWRTC - TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Cnt

 XDWM..E HCAUVC - Volumes in Unavailable Status

 XDWM..E HCAVDR - Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAVDW - Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAVRW - Total Data R/W to Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAVVIC - Sum of Virtual Volumes in Cache

 XDWM..E HCAWROCT - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle Count

 XDWM..E HCAWSE - Stacked Volumes Waiting Security Data

 XDWM..E HCAZSTCR - Compressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAZSTCW - Compressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAZSTUR - Uncompressed Bytes Read ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAZSTUW - Uncompressed Bytes Written ZSTD (MB)

 XDWM..E HCA00KB - 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written
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 XDWM..E HCA02KB - > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCA04KB - > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCA08KB - > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCA16KB - > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCA32KB - > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCA64KB - > 64K Channel Blocks Written

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HCAMNCDS - Min Channel Data per Second (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMNCR - Min Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMNCRC - Min Compression Ratio Read from Cache

 XDWM..E HCAMNCW - Min Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMNCWC - Min Compression Ratio Write to Cache

 XDWM..E HCAMNMTM - Min Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAMNPDM - Min Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAMNVCM - Min Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAMNVDR - Min Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMNVDW - Min Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HCAMXACT - Max Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCAMXBCT - Max Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCAMXCDS - Max Channel Data per Second (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMXCPB - Max CPU Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HCAMXCR - Max Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMXCRC - Max Compression Ratio Read from Cache

 XDWM..E HCAMXCW - Max Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMXCWC - Max Compression Ratio Write to Cache

 XDWM..E HCAMXDLY - Max Throughput Delay Time

 XDWM..E HCAMXDTR - Max Data Rate (G-bits)

 XDWM..E HCAMXLPR - Max Selective Port Resets

 XDWM..E HCAMXMDU - Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HCAMXMTM - Max Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAMXPCD - Max Percent Delay Due to Host Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAMXPDM - Max Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAMXSPR - Max System Port Resets

 XDWM..E HCAMXVCM - Max Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAMXVDR - Max Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAMXVDW - Max Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E HCAAVACP - Avg Active Cache Partitions

 XDWM..E HCAAVACT - Avg Times Cluster Ahead of FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCAAVALV - Avg Active Logical Volumes

 XDWM..E HCAAVAPD - Avg Physical Drives Available

 XDWM..E HCAAVBCT - Avg Times Cluster Behind FICON Chnl

 XDWM..E HCAAVBPV - Avg Borrowed Private Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E HCAAVBSV - Avg Borrowed Scratch Stacked Volumes

 XDWM..E HCAAVBSZ - Avg Estimated Channel Blocksize

 XDWM..E HCAAVCDS - Avg Channel Data per Second (MB)
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 XDWM..E HCAAVCHM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAAVCMM - Avg Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAAVCPU - Avg CPU Percent Busy

 XDWM..E HCAAVCR - Avg Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVCRC - Avg Compression Ratio Read from Cache

 XDWM..E HCAAVCTV - Avg Copy Predominate Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVCW - Avg Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVCWC - Avg Compression Ratio Write to Cache

 XDWM..E HCAAVDCT - Avg Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVDLY - Avg Throughput Delay Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVDRC - Avg Data Resident in Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVFRM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAAVFTM - Avg Virtual Fast-Ready Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVHTM - Avg Virtual Cache-Hit Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVIPD - Avg Physical Drives Installed

 XDWM..E HCAAVMAD - Avg Active Logical Volume Data (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVMDU - Avg Max Disk Usage Percentage

 XDWM..E HCAAVMTM - Avg Physical Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVOAT - Avg Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVPCD - Avg Percent Delay due to Host Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAAVPDM - Avg Physical Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAAVPVC - Avg Private Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCAAVRTM - Avg Virtual Recall Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVSMD - Avg Size of Migrated Data (GB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVSTM - Avg Sync Mode Mount Time

 XDWM..E HCAAVSVC - Avg Scratch Stacked Volume Count

 XDWM..E HCAAVTCT - Avg TA Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVTDT - Avg TA Deferred Copy Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVTOT - Avg TA Overall Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVTUC - Avg Used Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVTVC - Avg Cache Size (GB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVTVM - Avg Virtual Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAAVTWT - Avg TA Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAAVUFC - Avg Used Flash Cache (GB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVVCM - Avg Virtual Drives Concur Mounted

 XDWM..E HCAAVVDC - Avg Virtual Drives Configured

 XDWM..E HCAAVVDR - Avg Data Read from Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVVDW - Avg Data Written to Cache (comp MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVVSZ - Avg Virtual Volume Size (MB)

 XDWM..E HCAAVVVC - Avg Virtual Volumes in Cache

 XDWM..E HCAAVWOT - Avg Write Overrun Throttle Value

 XDWM..E HCAPCCHM - Pct Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPCCMM - Pct Virtual Recall Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPCCPT - Pct Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPCCUT - Pct Cache Utilization

 XDWM..E HCAPCDCT - Pct Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPCFRM - Pct Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPCTCT - Pct TA - Copy Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPCTDT - Pct TA - Deferred Copy Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPCTWT - Pct TA - W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPCVCM - Pct Virtual Cache-Miss Mounts

 XDWM..E HCAPCWOT - Pct W/Overrun Predominate Throttle

 XDWM..E HCAPC00K - Pct 0 to 2K Channel Blocks Written
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 XDWM..E HCAPC02K - Pct > 2K to 4K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPC04K - Pct > 4K to 8K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPC08K - Pct > 8K to 16K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPC16K - Pct > 16K to 32K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPC32K - Pct > 32K to 64K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPC64K - Pct > 64K Channel Blocks Written

 XDWM..E HCAPSCHM - Virtual Cache-Hit Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HCAPSCMM - Virtual Recall Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HCAPSCR - Data Read from Cache (uncomp MB/s)

 XDWM..E HCAPSCW - Data Written to Cache (uncomp MB/s)

 XDWM..E HCAPSFRM - Virtual Fast-Ready Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HCAPSTVM - Total Virtual Mounts (per/sec)

 XDWM..E HCAPSVDR - Data Read from Cache (comp MB/s)

 XDWM..E HCAPSVDW - Data Written to Cache (comp MB/s)

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Cluster Summary (HVTHCA).

Usage Considerations

None.

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHCA file, display the total megabytes of data written to cache from the
attached z/OS hosts, compression ratios, and virtual and physical tape mount counts. Displayed by HOUR by cluster.

    DATA;

    SET &pHVTd..HVTHCA01;

    DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

    FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

    * ;

    PROC PRINT LABEL ;

      PAGEBY HVTCLID ;

      BY HVTCLID DATE ;

    ID HOUR ;

    VAR HCACRW HCAVRW HCAAVCWC HCAMXCWC HCATVM HCAFRM HCACHM

        HCACMM HCATPM HCADWP ;

    TITLE1

    'Daily System Activity Summary HOUR' ;

    RUN ;

HVTGRC - Hnode Grid Activity File

The Hydra Grid Activity file contains statistics at the grid level on the number of clusters in the grid,and  data scheduled
to be copied to another cluster in the grid. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data,
Hnode Grid Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.
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File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTGRC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |WEEK      ZONE      HOUR                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   YEAR     |

 |         |MONTH     ZONE                                   |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Nov 21, 2013

  

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day
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   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  GRCDFCC  - Deferred Copies Completed

   XDWM..E  GRCDTC   - Sum of Scheduled Data to Copy (MB)

   XDWM..E  GRCDTIDF - Data Trans from Cluster Deferred Copy (M

   XDWM..E  GRCDTIIM - Data Trans from Cluster IMMED Copy (MB)

   XDWM..E  GRCDTISC - Data Trans from Cluster Sync Copy (MB)

   XDWM..E  GRCIMCC  - Immediate Copies Completed

   XDWM..E  GRCLVC   - Scheduled Logical Volumes for Copy

   XDWM..E  GRCSCCC  - Sync Copies Completed

   XDWM..E  GRCSDQA  - Sum of Avg Deferred Copy Queue Age (sec)

   XDWM..E  GRCSIQA  - Sum of Avg Immediate Copy Queue Age (sec

   XDWM..E  GRCTDCQ  - Copies in Time Delay State

  

  Derived Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  GRCAVDCQ - Avg Copies in Time Delay State

   XDWM..E  GRCAVDQA - Avg Deferred Copy Queue Age (sec)

   XDWM..E  GRCAVDTC - Avg Scheduled Data to Copy (MB)

   XDWM..E  GRCAVIQA - Avg Immediate Copy Queue Age (sec)

   XDWM..E  GRCAVLVC - Avg Logical Volumes to Copy

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Grid Activity (HVTGRC).

Usage Considerations

None
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Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the examples, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTGRC file, display the queue status for data and volumes to be transferred
to another cluster, per hour.
     PROC SUMMARY DATA=&pHVTd.HVTGRC01 NWAY;

       CLASS HVTCLID HOUR ;

       VAR GRCAVDQA GRCAVIQA GRCAVDTC GRCAVLVC;

       OUTPUT OUT=STATS MEAN=;

     RUN;

       PROC PRINT DATA=STATS LABEL;

       ID HOUR;

       VAR HVTCLID GRCAVDQA GRCAVIQA GRCAVDTC GRCAVLVC;

       TITLE 'Cluster Transfer Queue Status';

     run;

 

HVTGCC - Hnode Grid Cluster Activity File

The Hydra Grid Cluster Activity file contains statistics on the volume of data copied to and read from another cluster's
cache, and tape mounts in the remote cluster on behalf of the current cluster. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization
Engine TS7700 Series Statistical Data, Hnode Grid Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTGCC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCL   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCL   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCL   |

 |         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   HVTNODE   HVTDCL   |

 |         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:   Thu, Apr 1, 2010

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

 GENERATION DATE: Thu, Apr 1, 2010

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

  XDWM..E  HVTDCL   - Distributed Cluster Number

  XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

  XDWM..E  HVTNODE  - Node ID

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

  XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

  XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

  XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

  XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

  XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

  XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  GCCDCP   - Total I/O Data Copied (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCDTI   - Data Trans from Other Cluster (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCDTR   - Data Trans to Other Cluster (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCLMC   - Logical Mounts to Other Cluster

  XDWM..E  GCCRRO   - Data Trans Remote Read Operation (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCRWO   - Data Trans Remote Write Operation (MB)

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  GCCMXDCP - Max Data Copied (MB)

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWM..E  GCCAVDCP - Avg Data Copied per Interval (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCAVDTI - Avg Data Trans from Other Cluster (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCAVDTR - Avg Data Trans to Other Cluster (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCAVLMC - Avg Logical Mounts to Other Cluster

  XDWM..E  GCCAVRRO - Avg Data Trans Remote Read Opr (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCAVRWO - Avg Data Trans Remote Write Opr (MB)

  XDWM..E  GCCPSDCP - Data Copied per Second (MB)

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Grid Cluster Activity (HVTGCC).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

In the examples, a SAS macro variable is used to specify the DDname part of the MICS file name. These macro variables
are a standard part of MICS and are available for all files. The macro variable name has the form &diiit, where d is the
database identifier, iii is the information area name, and t is the timespan. For the example, a database identifier of P is
used. The identifier is installation-dependent, so you should find out what the identifiers are at your installation.

• Using the most recent DAYS timespan HVTGCC file, display the total megabytes of data transferred between clusters
in the grid.
     DATA;

     SET &pHVTd..HVTGCC01;

     DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;

     FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

     * ;

     PROC TABULATE ;

       BY DATE;

       CLASS HVTCLID HVTDCL HOUR ;

       VAR GCCDCP ;

       TABLE HVTCLID, HVTDCL*GCCDCP /

             RTS=20;

       TITLE 'Total I/O Between Clusters in Grid';

     RUN;
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HVTHEI - Hydra Hnode Export/Import Activity File

The Hydra Hnode Export/Import Activity file contains statistics on the the number of physical and logical volumes and
amount of data that was either exported or input in the cluster. It is derived from the IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700
Series Statistical Data, type 31, Hnode Export/Import Historical Record. This record is produced every 15 minutes.

File Organization

The table below identifies data elements by which the file is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

HVTHEI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DETAIL |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  DAYS   |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  WEEKS  |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      WEEK     |

  |         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  MONTHS |SYSID     HVTGRID   HVTCLID   YEAR      MONTH    |

  |         |ZONE                                             |

  |         |                                                 |

  |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

  |         |                                                 |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

  |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

  +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                          Generation Date:  Wed, Jan 16, 2013

 

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements that are contained in this file.

  GENERATION DATE: Wed, Jan 16, 2013

  

  Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

    Time-    Data      Data Element

    Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

   -------  --------   ----------------------------------------
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  Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

   XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

   XDWM..E  HVTCLID  - Cluster ID

   XDWM..E  HVTGRID  - Grid Composite ID

   XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

   XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

   XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

   XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

   XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

  Common Data Elements

  

   XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

   XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

   XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

   XDWM..E  HVTDLSN  - Distributed Library Sequence Number

   XDWM..E  HVTMODEL - Node Machine Model

   XDWM..E  HVTMTYPE - Node Machine Type

   XD....E  HVTRVN   - Record Version Number

   XDWM..E  HVTSN    - Node Serial Number

   XDWM..E  HVTVECD  - VE Code Level

   XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

   XD....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

   XDWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

  Accumulated Data Elements

  

   XDWM..E  HEIDE    - Data Exported (MB)

   XDWM..E  HEIDI    - Data Imported (MB)

   XDWM..E  HEILVE   - Logical Volumes Exported

   XDWM..E  HEILVI   - Logical Volumes Imported

   XDWM..E  HEIPVE   - Physical Volumes Exported

   XDWM..E  HEIPVI   - Physical Volumes Imported

 

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see Hydra Hnode Export Import Activity (HVTHEI).

Usage Considerations

None

Retrieval Examples

Use the most recent DAYS timespan HVTHEI file and display the number of volumes (physical and logical) and the
megabytes of data that were exported and imported.

• The display is by HOUR by cluster. This might be a routine activity. If not, this data can be trended using longer term
data from the weeks or months timespans.
      DATA;

      SET &pHVTd..HVTHEI01;

      DATE=DATEPART(ENDTS) ;
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      FORMAT DATE DATE8. ;

      * ;

      PROC PRINT LABEL ;

        PAGEBY HVTCLID ;

        BY HVTCLID DATE ;

      ID HOUR ;

      VAR HEIPVE HEILVE HEIDE HEIPVI HEILVI HEIDE;

      TITLE1

      'Daily Export-Import Activity by HOUR' ;

      RUN ;

 

TAP Data Sources
This section provides information about the raw input data sources used by the two separate components of the MICS
Tape Analyzer Option.

• Tape Library Management (TLM Component)
• Virtual Tape Subsystems (VTS Component)

The following sections explain raw data collection requirements and provide information regarding raw data content by
record type:

• TLM Component Data Sources
• VTS Component Data Sources

TLM Component Data Sources
The Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC) provides the data processed by the TLM component DAY091 daily
update step.

The TMCC scans the targeted CA 1, TLMS, or RMM tape management catalog and creates an extract record with a
common layout that contains both tape volume and tape data set information. Following the common layout section are
data elements specific to the tape management data source.

For information about the setup and execution of the TMCC data collection job, see Tape Management Catalog Collector
(TMCC).

VTS Component Data Sources
The VTS component DAY096 daily update step inputs SMF data generated for IBM VTS and StorageTek VSM virtual tape
and BVIR data generated from IBM TS77xx systems. The architectural implementation of these three virtual tape systems
is different, as are the considerations regarding the collection of SMF and BVIR data for input to the VTS component.

IBM VTS SMF Data

The VTS component uses IBM Tape Library Statistics (SMF type 94) records to produce database files that show IBM
VTS virtual tape system activity.

SMF Type 94 Record Creation

The Library Manager component of each IBM 34xx Self Managed Tape Library creates hourly interval records containing
statistics for each VTS attached to the tape library and broadcasts them to all attached z/OS hosts. A z/OS tape error-
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recovery program reads each statistics record, creates an SMF type 94 record, and writes it to an SMF MANx file or SMF
logstream.

In the case of a peer-to-peer VTS, a total of three SMF type 94 records are created each hour:

• One for the user-interface (UI) VTS
• One for the secondary VTS o one for the composite VTS

To ensure that the Library Manager is creating the statistical records used to create SMF type 94 records, statistics must
be enabled on the Library Manager console. Refer to IBM Library Manager documentation for specific instructions on
activating statistics for the tape library.

In addition, the SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMnn) member must specify SMF type 94 records for each z/OS system where
record collection is desired.

The following sections describe the SMF type 94 record and strategies for collecting the data.

SMF Type 94 Record Description

The SMF Type 94 IBM Tape Library Dataserver Statistics record predated IBM VTS virtual tape systems. Originally, the
hourly record statistics generated by IBM 34xx Self Managed tape libraries contained 128 bytes of data with information
about real tape drive activity in the tape library.

With the introduction of the IBM VTS, the record was expanded to include an additional 128 bytes of data containing
VTS- related information. Over time, the record was further expanded to accommodate the peer-to-peer VTS and then to
provide improved DASD cache, physical drive, and physical cartridge pool information.

Each SMF type 94 record subtype shows an hour's worth of VTS activity and status information. The statistics summarize
the interaction of all z/OS systems with the VTS. There is no breakdown of information at the individual z/OS system level.

The SMF type 94 record comprises two subtypes:

• Subtype 1 The subtype 1 record is always generated. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Physical tape drive availability and activity. Statistics for physical mounts, dismounts, ejects, audits, inserts, and
imports/exports.

• VTS data movement to and from z/OS systems and DASD cache. VTS data movement to and from DASD cache and
physical cartridges. Statistics for physical and virtual mounts, DASD cache and physical cartridge utilization buckets.
Statistical buckets with counts of data block movement by blocksize ranges. Statistics on various throttle values and
compression ratios.

• For peer-to-peer VTSs, statistics are provided for each virtual tape controller (AXn, up to eight) showing the copy
mode, data volume, virtual mounts, compression ratios, and virtual volume copies achieved.
When IBM F/C 4001 is installed and available, the subtype 1 record contains additional VTS information:

• A breakdown on physical tape device activity by device type, for up to two device types if multiple device types are
assigned to the VTS.

• A breakdown on VTS DASD cache utilization by preference group, if preference groups are used to prioritize one
group of virtual volumes over another.

Subtype 2 The subtype 2 record is only generated if IBM F/C 4001 is installed and Outboard Policy Management is
enabled.

It provides information about each volume pool associated with the VTS physical cartridges. For each volume pool, counts
are provided for scratch and used cartridges. Media types assigned to the pool are identified. For active cartridges, 20
buckets are provided showing how many cartridges are filled at each 5% range.
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Collecting SMF Type 94 Records

SMF Type 94 records reflect activity from the IBM VTS perspective and do not provide information at the z/OS system
level. Complete hourly statistics for a particular VTS are available from the SMF type 94 records sent to any attached z/
OS system.

Because of the "VTS perspective" of the SMF data, the MICS processing of SMF type 94 records filters the data to select
one representative hour for each VTS from all z/OS systems reporting on the VTS.

This design simplifies VTS reporting and, when data from multiple z/OS systems is included in the input stream (which is
recommended), reduces the chance that intervals will be missed due to downtime for a particular z/OS system.

The SYSID value stored in the MICS IVT Information Area database files defaults to SYS1, but might be overridden with
a VTSSYSID statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS). For more information about the VTSSYSID statement, see
VTSSYSID Statement.

A best practice is to collect SMF type 94 records from as many z/OS systems as practical and input all the data to the
VTS component daily update step. The primary reason to feed data from multiple z/OS systems is to minimize potential
data loss in the MICS database files. If only one z/OS system is used as input, any downtime for that system will result in
missing data for the VTS in the MICS database.

If data from multiple z/OS systems is included in the input, the only time database data will be missing is when all the z/
OS systems are down simultaneously.

SMF type 94 record data volume is minimal, so inputting data from multiple systems does not significantly affect the VTS
component daily update step execution time.

VTSUTIL Utility Job

The prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSUTIL) utility job can be executed to determine which z/OS hosts are attached to each VTS.
The primary function of the utility is to determine the association of UI and secondary VTSs with their composite VTS for
peer-to-peer VTS implementations. This association must be registered in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID), as described
in VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries - VTSCMPID, if a peer-to-peer VTS is present in the input data.

A secondary use of the utility job is to show which z/OS systems are reporting on each VTS. Using the utility program for
this purpose can assist in determining which z/OS systems should be used to collect SMF data for input into the DAY096
daily update step.

To run the utility job update the //INPUTSMF DD statement to include a days worth of SMF type 94 data collected from all
z/OS systems.

After execution, examine the //REPORT output. The first report generated, the IBM VTS Overview Report, lists each VTS,
the VTS type, and each z/OS system collecting data for the VTS. Here is an example of the overview report:

VTSUTIL Sample VTS Overview Report
 +--------------------------------------------------+

 |                    | SYSID LISTING               |

 | VTS     VTS        |----+----+----+----+----+----+

 | ID      Type       |SYS1|SYS2|PRDA|PRDB|TST1|TST2|

 | -----   ---------- |----+----+----+----+----+----+

 | CMP01   COMPOSITE  |    |    |    |    | XX | XX |

 | V9401   -UI        |    |    |    |    | XX | XX |

 | V9402   -SECONDARY |    |    |    |    | XX | XX |

 | CP100   COMPOSITE  |    |    | XX | XX |    |    |

 | TND11   -UI        |    |    | XX | XX |    |    |

 | TND22   -SECONDARY |    |    | XX | XX |    |    |

 | AAAAA   COMPOSITE  | XX | XX |    |    |    |    |

 | A0002   -UI        | XX | XX |    |    |    |    |
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 | A0002   -SECONDARY | XX | XX |    |    |    |    |

 | 89834   STANDALONE | XX | XX |    |    |    |    |

 | 89835   STANDALONE | XX | XX |    |    |    |    |

 +--------------------+-----------------------------+

 

In the above sample, there are three peer-to-peer VTS configurations and two standalone VTS configurations. Each peer-
to-peer consists of a UI, a secondary, and a composite. The report shows that the SMF data processed provides exactly
two sets of data per VTS configuration. The z/OS systems listed would be reasonable choices to use as input for the
DAY096 step. With this data, if any single z/OS system was down, SMF data from the second z/OS system would be used
to update the MICS database for any of the VTS configurations.

Note: Be careful to select z/OS systems that are not likely to be down for maintenance simultaneously.

StorageTek VSM SMF Data

The VTS Component uses SMF records generated by StorageTek to produce database files that show StorageTek VSM
virtual tape system activity.

The default SMF record type for StorageTek VSM records is type 255, but the StorageTek administrator can change the
record type to any number in the range 128 to 255.

SMF Type 255 Record Creation

The StorageTek Host Software Component (HSC) produces a variety of SMF record subtypes for VTCS events, mounts,
dismounts, migrates, recalls, and so on.

The SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMnn) member must specify SMF type xxx records for each z/OS system where record
collection is desired, where xxx is the record type specified by the StorageTek administrator.

The following sections describe the StorageTek SMF records and strategies for collecting the data.

StorageTek VSM SMF Record Description

Note: In this section, the StorageTek SMF record type is assumed to be type 255. The actual record type generated is
specified by the StorageTek administrator.

The SMF Type 255 StorageTek tape library statistics record predated StorageTek VSM virtual tape systems. Originally, the
record contained subtypes that only applied to the host and real tape drive activity in the StorageTek tape silo. With the
introduction of StorageTek VSM, additional subtypes were added over time to collect performance and event data for the
virtual tape system.

Each SMF type 255 record subtype represents specific events in the virtual tape system or performance
statistics collected over an interval. The storage system administrator can selectively specify a subset of the following
subtypes. The StorageTek Virtual Tape Control System Installing and Configuring VTCS guide recommends subtypes to
collect. There are 17 SMF type 255 record subtypes pertaining to VSM:

Subtype 10 (SVTSSP)
The subtype 10 record is the VTSS subsystem performance record. This subtype is generated at 15-minute intervals. It
provides information about the back-end (disk buffer) capacity and usage.

Subtype 11 (SVTCIP)
The subtype 11 record is the VTSS channel interface performance record. This subtype is generated at 15-minute
intervals. It provides usage information about the channels defined between the host to the VTSS, and the VTSS to the
Real Tape Drives (RTD).

Subtype 13 (SVTVMR)
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The subtype 13 record is the Virtual Tape Volume (VTV) Mount record. This subtype is generated for every VTV mount
event. It provides information about the virtual drive, VTV volser, mount types, mount durations, and the job that requested
the mount.

Subtype 14 (SVTVDR)
The subtype 14 record is the VTV Dismount record. This subtype is generated for every VTV dismount event. It provides
information about the virtual drive, VTV volser, VTV size, and the job that requested the mount.

Subtype 15 (SVTVXR)
The subtype 15 record is the VTV Delete record. This subtype is generated for every VTV delete event. It provides
information about the VTV volser and VTV age.

Subtype 16 (SVTRMR)
The subtype 16 record is the RTD Mount record. This subtype is generated for every RTD mount event. It provides
information about the reason for the mount and the elapsed time for the mount to complete.

Subtype 17 (SVTRDR)
The subtype 17 record is the RTD Dismount record. This subtype is generated for every RTD dismount event. It provides
information about the multivolume cartridge (MVC), RTD device, and error sense codes.

Subtype 18 (SVTVGR)
The subtype 18 record is the VTV Migrate record. This subtype is generated for every VTV migrate event. It provides
information about the MVC volser, RTD device, VTV volser, the amount of data migrated and the migration duration.

Subtype 19 (SVRVRR)
The subtype 19 record is the VTV Recall record. This subtype is generated for every VTV recall event. It provides
information about the MVC volser, RTD device, VTV volser, the amount of data migrated and the migrate duration.

Subtype 20 (SVTRPR)
The subtype 20 record is the RTD Performance record. This subtype is generated at 15 minute intervals. It provides
information about the RTD device, data transfered, and connect times.

Subtype 21 (not supported)
The subtype 21 record is the RTD Vary record. This subtype is generated for every RTD Vary command event. It provides
information about the RTD device and its status after a Vary command was issued. This subtype is not processed by the
VTS Analyzer.

Subtype 25 (SVTMVC)
The subtype 25 record is the MVC Status record. This subtype is generated for every change to a multivolume cartridge.
It provides information about MVC free space, how much is usable, and how many holes have been created as a result of
VTVs that were deleted or expired.

Subtype 26 (SVTVVR)
The subtype 26 record is the VTV Movement record. This subtype is generated for every VTV movement event. It
provides information about the the MVC where the VTV was originally, the MVC where it currently resides, and the reason
for the movement.

Subtype 27 (SVTVSS)
The subtype 27 record is the VTV Scratch Status record. This subtype is generated for every VTV scratch event. It
provides information about the reason for scratch. This record is currently not processed by the VTS Analyzer.

Subtype 28 (not supported)
The subtype 28 record is the VTV Replication record. This subtype is generated for every VTV replication event. It
provides information about the VTV replicated, how much data was replicated, how long replication took, and the
secondary VTSS where the replication took place. This subtype is currently not processed by the VTS Analyzer.

Subtype 29 (not supported)
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The subtype 29 record is the VTV and MVC Unlink record. This subtype is generated for every VTV and MVC unlink
event. It provides information about the VTV volser, the MVC volser, and the reason for the unlink. This subtype
is currently not processed by the VTS Analyzer.

Subtype 30 (not supported)
The subtype 30 record is the Vary Cluster Link (CLINK) record. This subtype is generated for every Vary CLINK event.
It provides information about the primary and partner CLINK names and whether they were varied on or offline. This
subtype is currently not processed by the VTS Analyzer.

Collecting StorageTek VSM SMF Records

StorageTek VSM records provide data at the z/OS system level. SMF data from all z/OS systems accessing StorageTek
VSMs must be collected to account for all virtual tape activity.

For each z/OS system accessing the StorageTek VSM, the StorageTek system administrator updates the SMFPRMxx
member in SYS1.PARMLIB with the record type and subtypes that are to be collected. As stated in the StorageTek
Installation and Configuration Guide, the administrator should supply parameters similar to the following:

SUBSYS(SLS0,INTERVAL(001500),TYPE(255))

SUBPARM(SLS0(SUBTYPE,(1-8,10,11,13,14-21,25-29)))

We recommend that you synchronize the record collection with SMF on the SUBSYS statement, as follows:

SUBSYS(SLS0,INTERVAL(SMF,SYNC),TYPE(255))

Detailed information about the SMFPRMxx members SUBSYS and SUBPARM parameters can be found in the IBM
Systems Management Facilities (SMF) documentation.

TAP MICS and SMF Director Interface

SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product provided your site
is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
before execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job might no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more information about the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.
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A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

IBM Hydra Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR)

With the new generation of IBM virtual tape servers--the TS77xx series--the statistics are no longer sent to the attached
hosts as SMF records. They are written to an internal database within the TS77xx itself. Both point-in-time and historical
records are stored. Point-in-time records contain the operations activity over the last 15 seconds for real-time dashboard
reporting at the device itself. Historical records contain the operational statistics at 15-minute intervals and are stored for
90 days.

The MICS Tape Analyzer Option processes the historical records. The historical data is obtained by a BVIR request to the
server to extract the data.

The following sections describe the historical record and strategies for collecting the data.

IBM TS7700 BVIR Record Description

The historical BVIR records are produced at 15-minute intervals and stored in an internal database on the tape server for
a rolling 90-day period. The historical data contains 6 record types that focus on performance statistics for various aspects
of the tape server.

Each record contains a snapshot of the activity in that 15- minute interval. The statistics summarize the interaction of all z/
OS systems with the tape server. There is no breakdown of information at the individual z/OS system level.

In addition, the records do not contain any z/OS originating system identification. The ORGSYSID value stored in the
MICS HVT Information Area database files defaults to SYS1, but might be overridden with a VTSSYSID statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS). For more information about the VTSSYSID statement, see VTSSYSID Statement.

The BVIR historical record types are:

Type 20
Vnode Virtual Device Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Channel blocks written, concurrent virtual tape drive statistics.
Contributes to the following files:

HVTVDA
Hydra Vnode Device Activity

HVTHCA
Hydra Cluster Summary

Type 21
Vnode Adapter Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Type and status of each Host Bus Adapter (HBA).
• I/O throughput of each HBA. Compression ratios are derived from this data.

Contributes to the following files:

HVTVAP
Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity

HVTVDA
Hydra Vnode Device Activity
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HVTHCA
Hydra Cluster Summary

Type 30
Hnode HSM Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Total cache size.
• I/O throttling activity.
• Total virtual volumes in cache and average volume size.
• Mount statistics by cache partition: scratch mounts, cache hit, cache miss, and mount times.
• Virtual volume age statistics by preference groups.

Contributes to the following files:

HVTHHC
Hydra Hnode Cache Activity

HVTHCP
Hydra Hnode Cache Partition Activity

HVTHPG
Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics

HVTHHA
Hydra Hnode Activity

HVTHCA
Hydra Cluster Summary

Type 31
Hnode Export/Import Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Statistics on the number of physical and logical volumes either exported or imported along with the volume of data.
Contributes to the following files:

HVTHHC
Hydra Hnode Export-Import Activity

HVTHHA
Hydra Hnode Activity

HVTHCA
Hydra Cluster Summary

Type 32
Hnode Library Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Physical tape drive statistics: mount times, mount types, data volumes written, active logical volumes, and policy
settings.
Contributes to the following files:

HVTHPD
Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity

HVTHGP
Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity

HVTHGM
Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Stats

HVTHHA
Hydra Hnode Activity
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HVTHCA
Hydra Cluster Summary

Type 33
Hnode Grid Historical Record. The basic record contains detailed information about:

• Statistics for the amount of data copied from one cluster to another cluster, remote mounts on behalf of another cluster.
Contributes to the following files:

HVTGRC
Hydra Hnode Grid Activity

HVTGCC
Hydra Hnode Grid Cluster Activity

Collecting Historical BVIR Records

In a multi-cluster grid configuration, historical statistics for all the clusters can be obtained from any cluster. You only need
to run the BVIR facility on one cluster, usually the primary cluster.

The BVIR facility uses a standard label tape to both initiate the request for the statistics and return the results. See "IBM
Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series Bulk Volume Information Retrieval Function User's Guide" for the BVIR usage
procedures. Also involve your storage administrator in automating the retrieval of this data on a daily basis.

The control statement to extract the Historical Statistics is:

HISTORICAL STATISTICS FOR xxx (xxx is the Julian date) or

HISTORICAL STATISTICS FOR xxx-xxx (for a Julian date range)

Note: The data is not written to the database on synchronized 15-minute intervals. It is usually written a minute or two
after the normal 15-minute boundaries. When automating the retrieval of the BVIR data, it is advisable to schedule the job
after the first interval of the day has completed, for example at 12:15 AM.

TAP Parameters
To define control parameters, you must understand your site configuration and your data analysis objectives. Then you
can translate that understanding into parameters.

In this section, you must:

• Make several policy decisions
• Review the available parameters
• Update members to meet your site requirements

See Installing describe the mechanics of the MICS installation process and include checklists that describe each
installation step.

If you have any questions, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

The TAP Parameters section contains information about the following topics:

• TAP TLM Component Parameters
• VTS Component Parameters

TAP TLM Component Parameters
The parameters that are needed to define the Tape Library Management (TLM) component are discussed in the following
subsections:
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• TLM Component Complex Level Parameters
• TLM Component Unit Level Parameters

TLM Component Environmental Considerations

In preparation for defining TLM component complex and unit level parameters, do the following:

• Review the tape library management products used at your site and determine those that will provide input for this
component.

• Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should process data from the Tape Management
Catalog Collector (TMCC).

• To install, see the Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC). The output file of the TMCC will be specified as the
input in prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM).

• Review the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) member to ensure it contains an entry representing the tape library scanned
by each TMCC job. See Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC) for more information about SYSID specification
in the setup of the TMCC collector.

• Before you run the component generation job, sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TLMCGEN), edit
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(TLMGENIN) and update the following statements to reflect the virtual tape system(s)
providing input to the component:

OPTION <keywords>

This statement customizes the database file content to match the tape library system(s) processed.
Reference: Analyzer Definition Statements (TLMGENIN)

• Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS components, if applicable, to ensure that the MICS Accounting
and Chargeback Option aggregates information consistently.

TLM Component Complex Level Parameters

Complex level parameters describe the TLM component to the MICS system. These parameters are discussed in the
following subsections:

Account Code Structure - TLMACCT

Nine levels of account codes are provided to associate users, user groups, or any other groups with tape data set and
tape volume ownership. The account codes are used as summarization keys in the following MICS files:

TMCTMD
Tape Management Data Sets

TMCTMV
Tape Management Volumes

To define TLM component account codes, you must modify the sample member sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMACCT).
TLMACCT defines the number of account codes that are to be carried in the above files, and the length and the
label associated with each account code. Its definitions apply to these files in all database units that contain TLM
components.

Preparation

Each site determines its own method of associating tape data set allocations and tape volumes with the responsible
users, projects, or departments. Before defining TLM component account codes, investigate your site's accounting
standards to:
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• Identify the current organizational coding system. For example, your standards might require that billable entities are
identified by:
– Division
– Department
– Project
– User
With these requirements, at least four of your nine available TLMACTn account codes would be defined to hold these
values.

• Determine how account codes will be assigned:
– For the Tape Management Volumes file, you can use ranges of tape volume serial numbers to assign specific

ownership or overhead account code values.
– For the Tape Management Data Sets file, the data set name qualifiers (nodes) or the job name of the creating job

are often used to assign account codes.

Consider the following suggestions to determine the number of account codes you will need to meet your site's reporting
and analysis needs:

• Account codes are part of the summarization keys for the files that support them. One record is generated for each
unique combination of values of the summarization keys.

• It is a good idea to define all nine account codes even if you currently need fewer. If future requirements call for
additional account codes, they are already defined.

Defining Account Codes

You can define up to nine levels of account codes. For the TLM component, the account codes are named TLMACT1 to
TLMACT9.

The TLMACCT member in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS contains one statement per account code definition. Each
statement contains several parameters, which are free-form (separated by one or more blanks) but positional. Blank
statements are not permitted. Comments can be coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).

The statement format is:

level  length  'descriptive title'

or

level  mask  length  'descriptive title'

level
The hierarchical level of the account code, where level 1 represents the top of the hierarchy, and the largest number (for
example, level 9) represents the most granular level of organizational identity. The levels are defined sequentially, starting
with 1 and going up to 9. This parameter is required.

mask
An optional parameter that can be used to deactivate the account code in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan
mask requires coding T(......) as the second parameter in a statement, where each "." represents a file timespan in this
order: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, you can specify a Y to indicate that
the account code is active or an N to indicate that the account code is inactive.
If this parameter is skipped, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
The following rules apply if you code the mask:
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• – DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes might not be deactivated in this timespan.
– If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
– If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

length
The length of the account code. The length might range from 1 to 30. This parameter is required.

descriptive
The title that describes the account code. The title length of the title is 1 to 40 characters. The title is embedded in quotes
('). This is a required parameter.

The following two examples show how all nine account codes can be coded to allow for future expansion with minimal
impact on database space utilization. In both examples, the six currently unused account codes use only six bytes of
space per database observation, but make it much easier to implement additional account codes if required in the future.

Examples:

This sample TLMACCT has three used and six unused account codes:

1 3 'DIVISION'

2 6 'DEPARTMENT'

3 8 'USER'

4 1 'UNUSED TLMACT4'

5 1 'UNUSED TLMACT5'

6 1 'UNUSED TLMACT6'

7 1 'UNUSED TLMACT7'

8 1 'UNUSED TLMACT8'

9 1 'UNUSED TLMACT9'

This sample TLMACCT with timespan controls has three used and six unused account codes:

1            3 'DIVISION'

2 T(YYYNNN)  6 'DEPARTMENT'

3 T(YYYNNN)  8 'USER'

4 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT4'

5 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT5'

6 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT6'

7 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT7'

8 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT8'

9 T(YYYYYY)  1 'UNUSED TLMACT9'

Account Code Derivation Exit - TLMACRT

After you use TLMACCT to define the account codes, your next step is to code the Account Code Derivation Exit member
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMACRT).

TLMACRT assigns values to the account code data elements during the DAY091 step. For example, if you have defined
four account codes in TLMACCT, the TLMACRT exit must contain SAS code to assign values to the data elements
TLMACT1, TLMACT2, TLMACT3, and TLMACT4 -- for each DETAIL record processed.

Some sample exit coding techniques are provided here to give you ideas for adapting your own routine, but you are
responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine.
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Each data element in the DETAIL timespan of the TLMTLD file can be referenced by the TLMACRT code to assign
account code values. Most sites use data set name qualifiers (nodes) to determine organizational ownership, but
additional information such as the job name that created the data set and the tape volume serial number are available for
account code assignment.

If you currently use the MICS Space Analyzer Option to manage DASD data sets, you might already have
determined methods to assign organizational ownership based on data set naming conventions. If so, review the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(VCAACRT) account routine for techniques and conventions that might be applicable to tape
data set ownership determination.

For convenience, several temporary variables are created that can be referenced by your routine:

DSNODE1
First node of the tape data set name (often referred to as the high level qualifier)

DSNODE2
Second node of the tape data set name

DSNODE3
Third node of the tape data set name

DSNODE4
Fourth node of the tape data set name

DSNODE5
Fifth node of the tape data set name

DSNODEL
Last node of the tape data set name

DSNODE1 to DSNODE5 and DSNODEL are not permanent data elements. They are created for your coding convenience
to examine the various nodes of the data set name (DSNAME) for the current observation. DSNODE1 to DSNODE5
contain the first five nodes of the DSNAME. DSNODEL contains the last node of the DSNAME.

A sample DSNAME would be coded as follows:

SYS1.DATA.TELPIN.G0001V00

Where:

• DSNODE1='SYS1'
• DSNODE2='DATA'
• DSNODE3='TELPIN'
• DSNODE4='G0001V00'
• DSNODE5=' '
• DSNODEL='G0001V00'

The TLMACRT exit might contain any valid SAS statements for a data step except RETURN and DELETE. Coding
either of these two statements might cause unpredictable results in DAILY processing, because the input processing is
performed within a loop, and control is not returned to the beginning of the DATA step for each record input.

A best practice is to assign default account code values to all account code data elements at the start of the routine.
These default values will be over-written with correct values according to your account routine logic. This approach
provides you with two benefits.

It groups observations where proper account codes cannot be determined under the same default category and,
therefore, requires less DASD space for storing the TLM component files.
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It enables you to determine the quantity of uncategorized activity. This quantity can be tracked over time as you refine and
update your TLMACRT to correctly categorize all tape data set records.

TLMACRT Coding Example 1

A site has established the following data set naming conventions:

• The three characters of the first node of a data set name represent the company division (TLMACT1).
• The first six characters of the second node of a data set name represent the company department (TLMACT2).
• The third node of the data set name tells how to derive the userid (TLMACT3).

– If the third node begins with 'X' or 'Z,' the USERID is the fourth node.
– Otherwise, the USERID is populated with the overhead value of '*******'.

In Example 1, assume that you have defined all nine account code levels in TLMACCT, but are only populating three
at this time. You intend to populate TLMACT1-TLMACT3 as follows:

• TLMACT1 is set to the value of the first three characters of the high-level node of the data set name.
• TLMACT2 is set to the first six characters of the second node of the data set name.
• TLMACT3 is set to the value of the fourth node of the data set name if the third node begins with the characters 'X' or

'Z'.

The TLMACCT member for the account definition is as follows:

1 3 'DIVISION'

2 6 'DEPARTMENT'

3 8 'USERID'

The SAS code defined for the user account code exit is as follows:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/* SAMPLE TLM ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT                 */

/*                                                         */

/*  DIVISION IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-3 OF NODE ONE OF    */

/*  THE DATA SET NAME.                                     */

/*                                                         */

/*  DEPARTMENT IS BUILT FROM POSITIONS 1-6 OF NODE TWO OF  */

/*  THE DATA SET NAME.                                     */

/*                                                         */

/*  USER IS BUILT FROM THE FOURTH NODE IF THE THIRD NODE   */

/*  OF THE DATA SET NAME BEGINS WITH 'X' or 'Z'.           */

/*                                                         */

/*  DSNODE1-DSNODE5 ARE VARIABLES THAT CONTAIN THE FIRST   */

/*  FIVE NODES OF THE DATA SET NAME RESPECTIVELY.          */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/* SET DEFAULT VALUES                                      */

/*                                                         */

    TLMACT1 = '***' ;

    TLMACT2 = '******' ;

    TLMACT3 = '********' ;

/*                                                         */

/*  GET DIVISION                                           */
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/*                                                         */

    TLMACT1 = SUBSTR(DSNODE1,1,3) ;

/*                                                         */

/*  GET DEPARTMENT  (MAKE SURE DATA SET HAS A 2ND NODE)    */

/*                                                         */

    IF DSNODE2 NE ' ' THEN TLMACT2 = SUBSTR(DSNODE2,1,6);

/*                                                         */

/*  GET USERID IF 3RD NODE BEGINS WITH 'X' OR 'Z'          */

/*                                                         */

    IF DSNODE3 NE ' ' THEN DO ;

      IF DSNODE3 EQ: 'X' OR DSNODE3 EQ: 'Z' THEN DO ;

        IF DSNODE4 NE ' ' THEN TLMACT3 EQ DSNODE4 ;

      END ;

    END ;

/*                                                         */

TLMACRT Coding Example 2

In the next example, a PROC FORMAT is used to build a single account code, TLMACT1. This simple example shows
how SAS PROC FORMATS can be used to represent a complex mapping scheme, where various different data set
naming patterns are associated with the appropriate organizational entity.

The TLMACCT member for the account definition for this example is as follows:

1 8 'DIVISION'

A FORMAT used to define the data set name to account code mapping could be specified as follows:

PROC FORMAT PRINT ;

 

 VALUE $ACTLIST

  'TSOGP1*                                      ' = ACCTGRP1

  'TSOGP2*                                      ' = ACCTGRP2

  'TSOGP3*                                      ' = ACCTGRP3

  'TSOGP4*                                      ' = ACCTGRP4

  'TSO.PRINT.DATA                               ' = ACCTPRNT

  'SYS1.VERY.LONG.DATA.SET.NAME                 ' = ACCTPRNT

    ...

    ...

    ...

    ...

   OTHER                                       = ACCTOVRD  ;

Once the $ACTLIST FORMAT is defined, it can be referenced in the TLMACRT. The SAS code defined for the user
account code exit would be as follows:

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/* SAMPLE TLM ACCOUNT CODE DERIVATION EXIT USING FORMATS   */

/*                                                         */

/*  IN THIS EXAMPLE ONLY ONE ACCOUNT CODE, DIVISION,       */

/*  IS DEFINED.                                            */

/*                                                         */
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/*  DIVISION IS BUILT USING THE $ACTLIST FORMAT THAT WAS   */

/*  PREVIOUSLY BUILT USING PROC FORMAT.                    */

/*                                                         */

/*  $ACTLIST HAS DEFINED AN ACCOUNT CODE FOR ALL DATA SETS */

/*  BELONGING TO THE TSO GROUPS.  ALL DATA SETS OF THIS    */

/*  TYPE HAVE THE TSO ID AS THE FIRST LEVEL INDEX OF THE   */

/*  DATA SET NAME.   ANY DATA SET THAT DOES NOT CONFORM    */

/*  TO THIS CONVENTION HAS A UNIQUE ENTRY IN THE $ACTLIST  */

/*  TABLE.  ANY DATA SET NOT DEFINED IN THE TABLE IS       */

/*  MAPPED TO THE 'ACCTOVRD' ACCOUNT.                      */

/*                                                         */

/*---------------------------------------------------------*/

/*                                                         */

/* SET DEFAULT VALUES                                      */

/*                                                         */

    TLMACT1 = '*******' ;

/*                                                         */

/*  GET DIVISION                                           */

/*                                                         */

    IF (DSNAME=: 'TSO') AND (INDEX(DSNAME,'.') EQ 7) THEN

      TLMACT1 = PUT(SUBSTR(DSNAME,1,6) || '*',$ACTLIST.);

    ELSE TLMACT1 = PUT(DSNAME,$ACTLIST);

/*                                                         */

Notes:

• Data sets beginning with TSO, whose first-level index has a length of six, are mapped to their associated account
groups.

• Data sets that do not conform to this naming convention are assigned unique entries in the $ACTLIST FORMAT.
• Data sets that are not covered by the FORMAT definitions are mapped to the overhead account.

Analyzer Definition Statements - TLMGENIN

Each component's generation statements is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), where ccc is the three-
character component identifier. The TLM component generation definition member is TLMGENIN.

Although each component is delivered with default statements, you are allowed to customize these statements that are
based on your needs at your site. In order to activate your new definitions, submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TLMCGEN)
to complete the updates.

For more information about cccGENIN member statements, see SAS Functions and Call Routines.

OPTION Statement

The TLMGENIN OPTION statement allows you to control the database inclusion or exclusion of specific groups of related
data elements. Examine the default definition and change it as appropriate to meet your needs.

Note: The TLMGENIN member contains uppercase and lowercase characters. The keywords for the OPTION statement
should be entered in uppercase.

The statement format is:

 OPTION keyword keyword ...

 

The valid keywords are:
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CA1/NOCA1
CA1 data elements

RMM/NORMM
RMM data elements

TLMS/NOTLMS
TLMS data elements

The default is:

 OPTION CA1   RMM   TLMS

 

Specify at least one keyword. If two or more keywords are specified, they might be in any order, separated by one or more
blanks.

Keyword Descriptions

CA1/NOCA1
The CA1 keyword activates data elements unique to data collected from CA 1 in the component files. If you are
processing data collected from CA 1, code CA1. Otherwise, code NOCA1 to deactivate these data elements.

RMM/NORMM
The RMM keyword activates data elements unique to data collected from IBM DFSMS/MVS Removable Media Manager
in the component files. If you are processing data collected from IBM DFSMS/MVS Removable Media Manager, code
RMM. Otherwise, code NORMM to deactivate these data elements.

TLMS/NOTLMS
The TLMS keyword activates data elements unique to data collected from TLMS Tape Management in the component
files. If you are processing data collected from TLMS, code TLMS. Otherwise, code NOTLMS to deactivate these data
elements.

TLM Component Unit Level Parameters

Unit level parameters control the processing of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option TLM component within each database
unit. These parameters are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library associated with each database unit you define. The
parameters are incorporated into the MICS system by the parameter generation process.

Note: You must run the generation processes for these options to take effect.

TLM Processing Options - TLMOPS

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control unit level processing of the TLM
component.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Note: CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to
take effect.

In addition, any change to parameters that affect the DAILY operational job JCL such as,
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• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc), will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing

prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs

Review the defaults provided in TLMOPS. If the defaults meet your site's requirements, you do not need to tailor
TLMOPS.

General Syntax Rules

• Comments are accepted and signified by an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character.
• Statement names and values can be entered in either uppercase or lowercase characters.
• Statements can start anywhere in columns 1-72. Only one statement per line is supported.

The following sections explain each of the option statements that can be specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMOPS).

Required Statements

None

TLM DURATIONS Statement

The DURATIONS statement is optional. It is used to override the default values used by the TLM component to compute
tape data set space-time metrics (for example, megabyte-hours) for both of the following scenarios:

• The first scan of a tape library by the Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC).
• A TMCC scan of a library where more than nn days have elapsed since the previous TMCC library scan.

Scenario 1

First Scan of the TMCC

The TLM component provides a way to charge each tape data set for tape media occupancy. This is accomplished by
computing space-time data elements in the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file:

TMDKBHR
Amount of Space-Time (KBytes-Hours)

TMDMBHR
Amount of Space-Time (MByte-Hours)

During a TMCC scan, these metrics are computed by multiplying the size of the data set by the lesser of these two:

• The number of hours since the last scan.
• The number of hours since the data set was created.

If this is the first TMCC scan of a tape library, potentially enormous values could be generated for TMDKBHR and
TMDMBHR because there was no previous scan and many data sets could have been created years earlier. Therefore,
during the first scan, the TMCC uses the default value of 24 hours for all tape data sets that were created more than
24 hours before the current TMCC scan date and time. Subsequent scans use the difference between the current and
previous scan dates and times to compute space-time metrics.
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Note: The default value is 24 hours because the expectation is that you will typically schedule daily TMCC scans.

The DURATIONS statement allows you to override the 24-hour default value used in the data set space-time
computations for the initial TMCC tape library scan.

Scenario 2

Time Between TMCC Scans

If the TLM component has been active in the past, but, for some reason, has not been used for a long time and then is
reactivated, a situation similar to the first TMCC scan will occur. Because the component was used previously, the TMCC
scan job will be aware of the last scan date and time, which could have been months or years earlier.

Using the difference between the current TMCC scan time and the previous TMCC scan time would again result in
excessively large space-time metrics for older tape data sets.

By default, the TMC component allows a maximum value of seven days between TMCC scans. If more than seven days
elapse between TMCC scans, the component reverts back to the first scan scenario and uses 24 hours in the computation
of the space-time metrics for older tape data sets.

The DURATIONS statement allows you to override the maximum value allowed between TMCC scans to a value other
than the default value of seven days.

The DURATIONS statement has the following format:

DURATIONS sysid hh dd

sysid
This parameter is * or any valid SYSID value
Limits: 4 charactersNote: The TLM component the SYSID data element contains the user-specified tape library name.
For more information about SYSID specification in the setup of the TMCC collector, see Tape Management Catalog
Collector (TMCC).

hh
This parameter is any integer number of hours from 1 to 24.

dd
This parameter is any integer number of days from 2 to 99.

The default is:

DURATIONS * 24 7

*
Means all SYSIDs (tape libraries)

24
The number of hours to use in the calculation of the space-time metrics for the first scan.

7
The maximum number of days allowed between scans before the calculation of the space-time metrics revert back to the
initial hours (default 24) value.

If no DURATIONS statement is specified, the default values are used.

Example:

DURATIONS * 24 30

DURATIONS TLM1 24 3
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In this example, TMCC scan data from all tape libraries will use 24 hours in the calculation of space-time metrics for the
first scan. For subsequent scans, the space-time metrics will use the lesser of the two durations (the time since the last
scan or the time since data set creation) unless the last scan was more than 30 days ago. If the time between scans
exceeds 30 days, the space-time metric calculations will revert to 24 hours for data sets more than 24 hours old.

For tape library TLM1, the same 24 hours will be used to compute the space-time metrics for the first scan. Subsequent
scans, however, must occur within 3 days for calculation of the space-time metrics to use the previous scan date and time.

TLM ACCOUNTING Statement

The ACCOUNTING statement is optional. It controls whether tape data set accounting will be invoked at the DETAIL or
DAYS timespan level.

The ACCOUNTING statement has the following format:

ACCOUNTING timespan

Timespan
DETAIL or DAYS.

The default is:

ACCOUNTING DAYS

Using ACCOUNTING DAYS

The ACCOUNTING DAYS parameter causes the TLM component to account for tape data sets at the DAYS
summarization level. At the DAYS summarization level, tape data set name, VOLSER, and other detailed information
is not available. Instead, each observation represents the total tape/megabyte hours used by a group of tape data sets,
aggregated together, using the sequence/summary keys for the TMCTMD file at the DAYS timespan.

DAYS allows reasonable flexibility in qualification pricing in the accounting routine. For example, assume the sequence/
summary elements at the DAYS level are as follows:

SYSID

TLMACT1

TLMACT2

VOLGROUP

YEAR

MONTH

DAY

All data sets that have these values are summarized into one observation.

SYSID='TLM1'

TLMACT1='MKT'

TLMACT2='DP12'

VOLGROUP='STANDARD'

YEAR=08;

MONTH=07;

DAY=24;

Accounting qualification techniques and algorithms allow for pricing of tape data set space by applying rates based on the
actual values in these control or sequence elements in the above example.
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Note: VOLSER and DSNAME are absent from the list. If you need exception level pricing based on either VOLSER or
DSNAME (or any other character data element not in the SORT key of the DAYS timespan), code ACCOUNTING DETAIL
instead of ACCOUNTING DAYS.

Using ACCOUNTING DETAIL

DETAIL
This parameter causes the TLM component to account for each tape data set at the DETAIL timespan. Each data set
is examined by the accounting cost algorithms, and all data elements carried at the DETAIL timespan are available for
inspection by the accounting code.

VOLSER
This parameter could be added to the example above, and a special rate could be applied to some DSNAMEs if they
appear on a given VOLSER.

The choice between DETAIL and DAYS on this parameter should be negotiated with those responsible for MICS
Accounting and Chargeback. Because there will naturally be more observations at the DETAIL timespan than at the DAYS
level, using DETAIL will increase the space required for cycles of the accounting journal files.

TLM WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the TLM Component of
the TAP analyzer, and lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.

WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files forSa use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown in the following example:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
The number of WORK data sets
Default: One (0)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
The number of WORK data sets
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XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

RLSE
Specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed.

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss
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n
The number of WORK data sets.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK
data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the
default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
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To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.
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By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc
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MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff

 

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

If you select multiple work files by specifying a WORK statement and do not code a MULTWORK statement, the following
files use multiple workfiles by default:

 TMD

 TMV

 

There are no files defined that avoid use of multiple work files.

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

• TMD - Data Set File
• TMV - Tape Volume File

Change the Number of Work Files

To change the number of work files used in the TLM component DAY091 step, follow the checklist provided below for
each unit:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required. Below is an example:
WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))
Where:
n
The number of WORK data sets.
STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.
SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.
You should specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try
incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic

by the number of work files specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values will yield the same aggregate space allocation you have been using with a single
WORK file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in
the WORK definition above.

b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that will
yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, you must do Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

Or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

Where ccc is the product ID.
6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
- DAILY
- INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

TLM Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the TLM component of the TAP analyzer, and lists the
procedure for enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:
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RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses acheckpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases. The phase
with it descriptions follows.

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

DBUPDATE
Sort intermediate work files, create new DETAIL cycles for data set and volume files, create accounting journal files.

DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
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Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

– Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

– Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal
step restart checkpoint data set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.
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RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
LImits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.
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By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT minutes

 

To override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation
will be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT 0

 

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the MICS Tape Analyzer Option, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES

 

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– There are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– The MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– The job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
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– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

TLM Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the TLM component of the TAP analyzer, and lists the
procedure for enabling incremental update.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:
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• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
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The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

Overhead
Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of database
update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental update adds
processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution into the
composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in the DAILY
job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this overhead
and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the number of times
INCRccc is executed each day.
Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job step. The
increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This increase should
be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time increase does not
imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data
inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest
contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is a decrease in the actual
runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

Increased "Prime Time" Workload
When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to periods
of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.
Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your prime
shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime shift) and
6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

Increased DASD Usage
The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the
incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of this
product.
Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and deleted
by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of time that
the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase through the
day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is during
the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds processing
to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental update
checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an issue.

Operational Complexity
Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to miss
a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

Interval End Effects
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Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).
Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for end-
of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are processed in
the same incremental update.

Dynamic Allocation
When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation is
employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets,
use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic unit or
storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

Data Set Names
The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):

• Incremental update checkpoint file
 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

• Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

• Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name
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With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM
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• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.
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• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters
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Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
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Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

 INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

 

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
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the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the Incremental Update
Considerations before activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

 INCRUPDATE  YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
 INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

 

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
 INCRDB  DYNAM

 

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
 INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:
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 DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– and that the job completes with a condition code of zero

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

TLM DETAIL Tape Processing

This article discusses the role of DETAIL Tape processing in the TLM component of the TAP analyzer and describes
related statements. It also lists the procedures for activating and deactivating DETAIL Tape.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:
 tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

 

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
The three character MICS information that is associated with the file
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fff
The three character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

 TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

 

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

 CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

 

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

TLM DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The TLM component supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• TMCTMD - Tape Data Set File
• TMCTMV - Tape Volume File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
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Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
Identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

 +---------------------------+

 | prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

 +---------------------------+

 |                           |

 | +----------------+        |

 | |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

 | |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

 | +-------+--------+        |

 |         |                 |

 |         +--+              |

 |            |              |

 |            V              |   Defaults for all

 |    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

 |    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

 |    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

 |    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

 |            |              |

 +------------|--------------+

              |

              |

              V

 +---------------------------+

 | prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

 +---------------------------+

 |                           |   Defaults for all

 | +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

 | | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

 | |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

 | +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

 |          |                |

 |          +--+             |

 |             |             |

 |             V             |    Individual data set

 |     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file
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 |     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

 |     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

 |     +----------------+    |    specifications.

 |                           |

 +---------------------------+

               |

               V

  

  // DD statements and GDG generation

 

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

 TAPEfff <optional parameters>

 

fff
The unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

 

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

 TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.
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DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

 DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

 

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

 

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
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The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
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Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For more information about unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

 DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
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In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

 TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

 

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just before the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where fff
matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

For more information about a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits, see TAP Modifying.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

The three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

 cccGDGGN DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:
 INCRccc

 

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data Group
Catalog Index Creation section in Generate and Allocate the Database.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section,  the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.
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As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

 

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
 //DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

 

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

         DAILY

 

If Incremental Update is active, add this:
         INCRccc

 

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statement deleted in step.

TLM VOLGROUP Derivation Routine (VOLGPRTE)

The VOLGPRTE routine is used to assign values to data element Volume Group (VOLGROUP). The assigned values
represent user-defined groups for tape volumes (real or virtual) that have similar characteristics.

The VOLGROUP data element is included as a summarization key in both the Tape Volume (TMCTMV) and Tape Data
Set (TMCTMD) files. Assigning meaningful group names to ranges of tape volume serial numbers (VOLSER) can improve
the usability of both files at higher timespans because each summarized record will contain metrics for each unique value
of VOLGROUP. VOLGROUP can be assigned any character value up to sixteen bytes in length.

VOLGPRTE is found in prefix.MICS.PARMS. If the TLM component is installed in multiple units, a VOLGPRTE routine
must be coded for each unit.
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Blanks are initially assigned to data element VOLGROUP. After this initial assignment, the VOLGPRTE routine is invoked.

Coding Tips

• If no user code is added to VOLGPRTE, all tape data sets and volumes in the MICS database will have a blank value
in the VOLGROUP data element.

• If user code is added to VOLGPRTE but any observations still contain blanks in the VOLGROUP data element, the
logic and assignment statements in VOLGPRTE did not override the initial value.

• The VOLGPRTE routine is entered once per tape data file. For tape volumes containing multiple data sets, the
VOLGPRTE routine is invoked multiple times.

• The best practice is to assign the VOLGROUP data element value based on tape volume level information. Tape
volume level metrics are the data elements found in the Tape Volume (TMCTMV) file, and might also exist in the Tape
Data set (TMCTMD) file.
Follow this best practice to be certain that all data sets on a tape volume are assigned to the same VOLGROUP. There
are cases where the corresponding volume level data element is not yet assigned from the TMD data element, so the
TMD data element must be used in the logic to assign VOLGROUP.
If data set level metrics are used to assign the value of VOLGROUP, the potential exists to assign different
VOLGROUP values to each data set on tape volumes containing multiple data sets. Tape data set level metrics are
the data elements found in the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file. If TMCTMD file data elements are used to determine the
VOLGROUP data element value, the VOLGROUP data element value on the volume level observation (TMCTMV file)
will be derived from the last data set on the volume.

• The following are some suggested elements that can be used to derive VOLGROUP:
– ALL

• STORMGTC - SMS Management Class
• TMDUSER - User Data
• TMVACTVL - Actual Volser of Tape
• ACTUAL - Actual Volser In Use Indicator (TMVACTUL)
• TMVVENDR - Media Vendor
• VOLSER - Volume Serial Number
• TMVWORM - WORM Volume Count
• TMDDEN - Recording Density
• TMDTRTCH - Data Set Recording Technique

– CA 1
• TMVSRVIN - Service Status
• TMDCPUID - Creation System ID
• TMDVOWNR - Volume Owner/EDM ID
• TMVROBTY - Robot Device Type
• TMVROBID - Robot Device Number
• TMVAGENT - Tape Agent
• TMDOUTLO - Location Id

– TLMS
• TMVSRVIN - Service Status
• STORSTGC - SMS Storage Class
• STORDATC - SMS Data Class
• TMDOUTLO - Location Id

– RMM
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• TMVCLOC - Current Location Name
• TMVMEDTY - Volume Media Type
• STORNAME - SMS Storage Group
• STORSTGC - SMS Storage Class
• STORDATC - SMS Data Class
• TMVLUDEV - Last Used Drive
• TMVMEDIN - Media Information

• The flag variables CA1, TLMS, and RMM, are available to allow you to provide unique code for each tape
management system processed. Here is an example:

   IF CA1 OR TLMS THEN DO;

      VOLGROUP = TMDOUTLO; /* OUT LOCATION */

   END;

   ELSE IF RMM THEN DO;

      VOLGROUP = TMVCLOC; /* CURRENT LOCATION */

   END;

VOLGPRTE Coding Example

This example demonstrates the benefit of using VOLGPRTE.

 IF VOLSER eq: 'E' then VOLGROUP='EXTERNAL' ;

 ELSE IF 000001 LE VOLSER LE 018000 THEN VOLGROUP='SILO' ;

 ELSE IF VOLSER GE '018001' THEN VOLGROUP='VIRTUAL' ;

 ELSE VOLGROUP='OTHER';

This code specifies the following:

• All tape volumes with volume serial numbers beginning with "E" belong to the EXTERNAL group.
• Volume serial numbers not starting with "E" that are less than 018001 belong to the SILO group.
• Volume serial numbers greater than 018001 are for virtual tape volumes and are assigned to the VIRTUAL group.
• Volume serial numbers not meeting the above criteria are assigned to the OTHER group.

With this update to VOLGPRTE, the VOLGROUP summarization key will ensure that external, SILO, and virtual volumes
are separated in the database files at summarized timespans.

Input Specification (INPUTTLM)

The prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTTLM) parameter contains the JCL for the input to be included in the daily update
processing.

Note: The DAILY job must be regenerated for changes to this member to become effective. Regenerate the DAILY JCL by
specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and submitting prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

The following is an example of a coded INPUTTLM PARMS member for a site that processes data collected from three
separate tape library management systems:

Example:

//INPUTTLM DD DSN=SYS.PROD.CA1.TLMP(+0),DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=SYS.TEST.CA1.TLMD(+0),DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=SYS.ALPHA.TLMS.FILE(+0),DISP=SHR
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TLM Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of each file in each supported timespan are to be
saved, both in online and archive modes.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have been activated (MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number might never be zero if the file has been defined to be active
in the timespan.

Example:

The FILE statements listed below illustrate how to enter the information:

 FILE TLM TMCTMD 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

 FILE TLM TMCTMV 10 33 00 06 00 02 000 024

 

DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member to customize the cycle retention values for each file in units containing the TLM
component. To perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in Executing the Database Space Modeling
Facility.

VTS Component Parameters
The parameters that are required to define the Virtual Tape Subsystem (VTS) component are discussed in the following
subsections:

• VTS Component Complex Level Parameters
• VTS Component Unit Level Parameters

VTS Component Environmental Considerations

In preparation for defining VTS component complex and unit level parameters, do the following:
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• Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should process data from virtual tape subsystems.
• Review the SYSID parameter to ensure that it correlates to the systems where you plan to collect SMF data for your

virtual tape systems. Your site's SYSID definition is located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each
database unit.

Reference:

• IBM VTS SMF Data for IBM VTS
• StorageTek VSM SMF Data for StorageTek VSM

Note: If the VTSUTIL job report, described in IBM VTS SMF Data, shows the presence of IBM peer-to-peer VTSs, review
VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries - VTSCMPID.

VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries (VTSCMPID) in this chapter to familiarize yourself with the required
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) member update.

• Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
• Before running the component generation job, sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSCGEN), edit

sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN) and update the following statements to reflect the virtual tape system(s)
providing input to the component:
   OPTION <keywords>

   INPUTSOURCE SMF <SMF record types>

 

Failure to update these statements will result in inefficient daily update processing.

Reference: Analyzer Definition Statements - VTSGENIN

VTS Component Complex Level Parameters

Complex level parameters describe the VTS component to the MICS system. These parameters are discussed here:

• Analyzer Definition Statements - VTSGENIN

Analyzer Definition Statements - VTSGENIN

Each MICS component's generation statements are defined in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN), where ccc is the
three-character component identifier. The VTS Component generation definition member is VTSGENIN.

Although each component is delivered with default statements, you are allowed to customize these statements
that are based on your needs at your particular site. In order to activate your new definitions, submit
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSCGEN) to complete the updates.

For more information about the cccGENIN member statements described here, see MICS Facilities.

INPUTSOURCE Statement

The INPUTSOURCE statement lists the data source (SMF) and record types that are supported by the VTS component.
In the event that the unit processing virtual tape data contains a DAYSMF step, the SMF record types that are listed after
the INPUTSOURCE statement are used by DAYSMF to subset a raw data file for the VTS component daily update step.

The default statement that is delivered with this component is:

INPUTSOURCE SMF 94 255

SMF indicates that the data source is SMF data. The SMF record types that are used by the component follow:
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• SMF record type 94 is used by the IBM Virtual Tape System (VTS). If IBM VTS virtual tape system data is not to be
processed, remove 94 from the INPUTSOURCE SMF statement.

• SMF record type 255 is the default SMF record type that is used by the Sun StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager
(VSM). Although 255 is the default record type, it can be changed to any number from 128 through 255 inclusive. If the
StorageTek VSM system generates a record type other than 255, update the INPUTSOURCE statement accordingly.

If StorageTek virtual tape systems data is not targeted for processing, remove 255 from the INPUTSOURCE SMF
statement.

Example for IBM VTS:

INPUTSOURCE SMF 94

Example for StorageTek VSM:

INPUTSOURCE SMF 255 (or other record type that is produced by STK)

If no SMF input data is to be read by a VTS component, omit the INPUTSOURCE statement or specify this statement as
follows:

INPUTSOURCE NONSMF

When changing the record types specified on the INPUTSOURCE statement, submit the following jobs in the order
presented. Ensure each job completes successfully.

    sharedprefix.mics.CNTL(VTSCGEN)

    prefix.mics.CNTL(JCLGENx)  <= any JCLGEN job in the unit

                                  where VTS is installed

    prefix.mics.CNTL(VTSPGEN)

OPTION Statement

The OPTION statement is used to indicate global file tailoring preferences. For the VTS component, the OPTION
statement indicates the specific types of virtual tape data to be processed in the MICS Complex. Check the default
definition and change it as needed.

Note: The VTSGENIN member contains uppercase and lowercase characters. Enter the keywords for the OPTION
statement in uppercase.

The default statement is:

OPTION IBMVTS STK HYDRA

Valid keywords are:

IBMVTS/NOIBMVTS - IBM Virtual Tape System (VTS)

STK/NOSTK - Sun StorageTek Virtual Storage Manager (VSM)

HYDRA/NOHYDRA - IBM TS7700 Series Virtual Tape Servers

Specify at least one keyword. If two or more keywords are specified, they can be in any order, separated by one or more
blanks.

Keyword description

IBMVTS/NOIBMVTS
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The IBMVTS keyword activates the IVT Information Area files. This information area contains all files relating to IBM VTS
virtual tape systems.
To process IBM VTS data, code IBMVTS. Otherwise, code NOIBMVTS to deactivate the IVT information area files.

STK/NOSTK
The STK keyword activates the files in the SVT information area. This information area contains all files relating to
StorageTek VSM virtual tape systems.
To process StorageTek VSM data, code STK. Otherwise, code NOSTK to deactivate the SVT information area files.

HYDRA/NOHYDRA
The HYDRA keyword activates the HVT Information Area files. This information area contains all files relating to IBM
TS7700 series virtual tape servers.
To process IBM TS7700 data, code HYDRA. Otherwise, code NOHYDRA to deactivate the HVT information area files.

Example for IBM VTS:

   OPTION IBMVTS NOSTK

Example for StorageTek VSM:

   OPTION NOIBMVTS STK

Example for IBM TS7700 virtual tape servers:

   OPTION NOIBMVTS NOSTK HYDRA

VTS Component Unit Level Parameters

Unit level parameters control the processing of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option VTS component within each database
unit. These parameters are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS library associated with each database unit you define. The
parameters are incorporated into the MICS system by the parameter generation process.

Note: Run the prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSPGEN) generation process for these options to take effect.

VTS Processing Options - VTSOPS

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control unit level processing of the VTS
component.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Note: CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to
take effect. In addition, any change to parameters that affect the DAILY operational job JCL such as,

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is ineffect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc), will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing

prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running
required generation jobs.

Review the defaults provided in VTSOPS. In general, the defaults have been chosen to provide out-of-the-box operation
for most customer environments. If the defaults meet your site's requirements, you do not need to tailor VTSOPS.
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General Syntax Rules

• Comments are accepted and signified by an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character.
• Statement names and values can be entered in either uppercase or lowercase characters.
• Statements can start anywhere in columns 1-72. Only one statement per line is supported.
• Statements can appear in any order.

The following sections explain each of the option statements that can be specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS).

Note: The SMFTYPE, WORK, RESTART, and Incremental Update statements are applicable for all VTS component units
regardless of data source.

The UNKNOWNVTSID and VTSSYSID statements are applicable only for units processing IBM VTS data.

The RTDMOUNTTIME and VTVMOUNTTIME statements are applicable only for units processing StorageTek VSM data.

Required Statements

None

SMFTYPE Statement

The SMFTYPE statement is optional. This statement is used to restrict the SMF record types accepted by a unit to a
subset of the record types specified on the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN) INPUTSOURCE statement. For more
information about the INPUTSOURCE statement, see Analyzer Definition Statements - VTSGENIN.

By default, any unit containing the VTS component will accept and process all SMF record types in the input data file that
match the SMF record types specified by the complex level VTSGENIN INPUTSOURCE statement.

If you need to implement the VTS component in two or more units, use the SMFTYPE statement to ensure that each unit
processes a specific set of SMF record types.

The SMFTYPE statement has the following format:

 SMFTYPE nnn1 nnn2 ... nnn7

 

nnn1-nnn7
These parameters are any subset of the SMF record types specified on the VTSGENIN INPUTSOURCE statement.

There is no default. If an SMFTYPE statement is not coded, all SMF record types specified on the INPUTSOURCE
statement will be accepted and processed.

The SMF record types coded with the SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS) must be a subset of
the SMF record types specified on the INPUTSOURCE statement in VTSGENIN. A maximum of seven record types
can be coded. Coding or changing SMF record types on the SMFTYPE statement in VTSOPS requires execution of
prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSPGEN).

Example:

A data center has recently consolidated three sites: one with an IBM VTS (SMF type 94), and two with StorageTek VSM
systems. One of the sites with StorageTek is creating SMF record type 253 and the other is creating SMF record type 254.

The site has created three separate units for processing data from the consolidated sites, each with a VTS component
step:

• Unit A will process the IBM VTS data.
• Unit B will process the StorageTek SMF type 253 records.
• Unit C processes the StorageTek SMF type 254 records.
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The complex-level INPUTSOURCE statement must specify ALL record types. The unit level subsetting is achieved using
the following SMFTYPE statements.

    COMPLEX LEVEL

    sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN)

      ...

      ...

      INPUTSOURCE  SMF  94 253 254

      ...

      ...

  

    UNIT LEVEL

    prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS)

  

      UNIT A

      ...

      SMFTYPE 94

      ...

  

      UNIT B

      ...

      SMFTYPE 253

      ...

  

      UNIT C

      ...

      SMFTYPE 254

      ...

 

If SMF data is proactively filtered so that the records presented to a VTS component are already restricted to the record
types that you want, no SMFTYPE statement is required. The coding of an SMFTYPE statement, however, can act as
an insurance policy to protect against the accidental inclusion of unwanted virtual tape SMF record types in the raw
data presented to a unit.

UNKNOWNVTSID Statement

The UNKNOWNVTSID statement is optional. This statement is used to control the behavior of the VTS component if an
IBM VTS peer-to-peer, composite, UI, or secondary library ID is encountered in the raw SMF data that is not defined in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID).

By default, the daily update DAY096 step will abend when undefined peer-to-peer, composite, UI, or secondary libraries
are encountered.

See VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries - VTSCMPID for information about updating the prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) and the
VTSUTIL utility job that determines peer-to-peer/composite/UI/secondary library relationships.

The UNKNOWNVTSID statement has the following format:

 UNKNOWNVTSID ABORT/REJECT

 

ABORT
Forces the DAY096 to abend if any peer-to-peer, composite, UI, or secondary library ID is encountered that
is not defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID). This is the default if UNKNOWNVTSID is not included in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS).
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REJECT
Forces the DAY096 to reject SMF type 94 records from any peer-to-peer, composite, UI, or secondary library ID
encountered that is not defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID).

VTSSYSID Statement

The VTSSYSID statement is optional. This statement is used to assign a specific ORGSYSID value to database
observations created when IBM VTS or IBM TS7700 BVIR data is input.

By default, the value assigned to the ORGSYSID data element for all database observations created from IBM VTS data
is SYS1.

As explained in the Collecting SMF Type 94 Records section in IBM VTS SMF Data, SMF type 94 records reflect activity
from the IBM VTS perspective but do not provide information at the z/OS system level. Complete hourly statistics for a
particular VTS are available from the SMF type 94 records sent to any attached z/OS system. The VTS component filters
all SMF type 94 records processed, and selects one representative hourly record from each IBM VTS represented in the
raw data.

The IBM TS7700 BVIR input does not contain an ORGSYSID field in the raw data. The ORGSYSID will be assigned from
this VTSSYSID statement. If VTSSYSID is not defined, the following default value will be used.

The VTSSYSID statement has the following format:

VTSSYSID xxxx

xxxx
This parameter is the value to be assigned to the ORGSYSID data element for all IVT Information Area files created from
IBM VTS SMF type 94 records and HVT Information Area files created from the IBM TS7700 BVIR records.

The default is SYS1. If a VTSSYSID statement is not included in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS), DAY096 will assign
SYS1 to the ORGSYSID data element for all IVT and HVT Information area files.

RTDMOUNTTIME and VTVMOUNTTIME Statements

The RTDMOUNTTIME and VTVMOUNTTIME statements are optional and only apply to units processing StorageTek
VSM data. These statements define seven mount time threshold limits that are used for real tape (RTDMOUNTTIME) and
virtual tape (VTVMOUNTTIME) mount time distribution calculations.

RTDMOUNTTIME Statement

The RTDMOUNTTIME statement format is:

RTDMOUNTTIME limit1 limit2 limit3 limit4 limit5 limit6 limit7

limit1-limit7
Each mount time threshold limit is defined in seconds. It can be one to four digits, with a maximum value of 3600.
Subsecond mount time limits are coded in the form .nnn , although subsecond mount times do not generally apply to real
tape drives. The limits can be separated by one or more blanks.

Default RTDMOUNTTIME statement:

RTDMOUNTTIME 5 10 30 60 120 180 240

With the above real tape drive mount time limits, the TLM component accumulates mount distribution counters for each
real tape drive mount, as illustrated in the following table:
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   (SVTRDSTx)                    (RMRMTM)

mount counter 1:           0 <    mount      <=   5

mount counter 2:           5 <    mount      <=  10

mount counter 3:          10 <    mount      <=  30

mount counter 4:          30 <    mount      <=  60

mount counter 5:          60 <    mount      <=  120

mount counter 6:         120 <    mount      <=  180

mount counter 7:         180 <    mount      <=  240

mount counter 8:         240 <    mount

Note: The VTS component creates an eighth counter to capture all mount events that are greater than limit7 as defined by
the RTDMOUNTTIME statement.

VTVMOUNTTIME Statement

The VTVMOUNTTIME statement format is:

VTVMOUNTTIME limit1 limit2 limit3 limit4 limit5 limit6 limit7

limit1-limit7
Each mount time threshold limit is defined in seconds. It can be one to four digits, with a maximum value of 3600.
Subsecond mount time limits are coded in the form .nnn . The limits can be separated by one or more blanks.

Default VTVMOUNTTIME statement:

VTVMOUNTTIME .5 1 2 5 30 60 120

With the above virtual tape drive mount time limits, the VTS component accumulates mount distribution counters for each
virtual mount, as illustrated in the following table:

   (SVTVDSTx)                    (VMRMTM)

mount counter 1:           0 <    mount      <=   0.50

mount counter 2:        0.50 <    mount      <=   1

mount counter 3:        1    <    mount      <=   5

mount counter 4:        5    <    mount      <=  10

mount counter 5:       10    <    mount      <=  30

mount counter 6:       30    <    mount      <=  60

mount counter 7:       60    <    mount      <= 120

mount counter 8:      120    <    mount

Note: The VTS component creates an eighth counter to capture all mount events that are greater than limit7 as defined by
the VTVMOUNTTIME statement.

Tracking mount time distributions can be very useful. The majority of both real and virtual tape mount times tend to be
clustered in one to three buckets that represent normal performance. If the count of mounts in the higher buckets is
greater during certain hours, there might be an opportunity for workload shifting to alleviate resource contention.

Shifting of the general distribution of mount times toward the higher buckets might signify that the general workload has
exceeded the capacity of the existing virtual tape systems.

VTS WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the VTS Component of
the TAP analyzer, and lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.
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WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files forSa use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown in the following example:

 WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

 

n
The number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
The number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).
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Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

 

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

RLSE
Specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed.

Example 2:

 WORK n XXX pppp ssss

 

n
The number of WORK data sets.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

Example 3 (multiple lines):

 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

 

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
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Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK
data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the
default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:
 WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

 

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:
 WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

 

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:
 WORK 5

 

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
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To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:
 WORK 5 TRK 200 100

 

or
 WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

 

change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

 SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

 

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

 SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

 

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation
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ssss
The secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

 SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

 MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

 

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

 NOMULT fff fff ... fff
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fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

If you select multiple work files by specifying a WORK statement and do not code a MULTWORK statement, the following
files use multiple workfiles by default:

• SSP
• CIP
• VMR
• VDR
• VXR
• RMR
• RDR
• VGR
• RVR
• RPR
• VVR
• MVC
• VMV
• VSS
• VRP
• VUN
• VCE

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

• IVT Tape Library Dataserver Information Area files:
• None
• SVT STK Virtual Tape Control System (VTCS) Information Area files:

• SSP - Subsystem Performance Request
• CIP - Channel Interface Performance
• VMR - VTV Mount Request
• VDR - VTV Dismount Request
• VXR - VTV Delete Request
• RMR - RTD Mount Request
• RDR - RTD Dismount Request
• VGR - VTV Migrate Request
• RVR - Recall VTV Request
• RPR - RTD Performance Request
• VVR - Vary RTD
• MVC - MVC Status
• VMV - VTV Movement
• VSS - VTV Scratch Status
• VRP - VTV Replication
• VUN - VTV And MVC Unlink
• VCE - Vary Clink Event
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Change the Number of Work Files

To change the number of work files used in the VTS component processing DAY096, follow the checklist provided below
for each unit:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required. Below is an example:
 WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

 

Where:
n
The number of WORK data sets.
STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.
SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.
You should specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try
incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic

by the number of work files specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values will yield the same aggregate space allocation you have been using with a single
WORK file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in
the WORK definition above.

b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that will
yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, you must do Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

Or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

Where ccc is the product ID.
6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.
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7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
- DAILY
- INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

VTS Internal Step RESTART Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the TLM component of the VTS analyzer, and lists the
procedure for enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses a checkpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs two database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases. The phase
with it descriptions follows.

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

DBUPDATE
Sort intermediate work files, create new DETAIL cycles for data set and volume files, create accounting journal files.
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DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

 //cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

 

– Internal step restart control data set
 //cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

 

– Multiple work file data sets
 //WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal
step restart checkpoint data set:

 RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
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WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
LImits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

 RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
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Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

 RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
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Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

   RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

   RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT minutes

 

To override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation
will be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

 DYNAMWAIT 0

 

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Enable Internal Step Restart

To enable the internal step restart in the VTS component, follow these steps:

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:
 RESTART YES
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For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

 DAILY

 

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– There are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– The MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– The job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

VTS Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the VTS component of the TAP analyzer, and lists the
procedure for enabling incremental update.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YESIf you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and
incremental update is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
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b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the
database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:
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Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

Overhead

Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of database
update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental update adds
processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution into the
composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in the DAILY
job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this overhead
and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the number of times
INCRccc is executed each day.

Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job step. The
increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This increase should
be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time increase does not
imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data
inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest
contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is a decrease in the actual
runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

Increased "Prime Time" Workload

When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to periods
of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.

Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your prime
shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime shift) and
6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

Increased DASD Usage

The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the
incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of this
product.

Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and deleted
by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of time that
the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase through the
day as you execute each incremental update.
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A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is during
the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds processing
to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental update
checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an issue.

Operational Complexity

Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to miss
a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

Interval End Effects

Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).

Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for end-
of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are processed in
the same incremental update.

Dynamic Allocation

When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation is
employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets,
use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic unit or
storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

Data Set Names

The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):

• Incremental update checkpoint file
 //IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

 

• Incremental update DETAIL
 //IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

 

• Incremental update DAYS
 //IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

 

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.
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INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

 INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

 

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
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– Incremental update tape DETAIL file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

 

– Incremental update tape DAYS file
 tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

 INCRDB DYNAM

 

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

 INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.
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WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

 INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters
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Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

 INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)
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STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

 INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation
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ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

 INCRSPLIT IGNORE

 

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

 INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

 

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

 INCRSPLIT  IGNORE
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When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

 INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

 INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

 

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the Incremental Update
Considerations before activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

 INCRUPDATE  YES

 

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
 INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs
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– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:
 INCRDB  DYNAM

 

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:
 INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:
 INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

 

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

 DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

 

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– and that the job completes with a condition code of zero

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
 DAILY INCRccc

 

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.
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Input Specification - INPUTVTS and INPUTRDR

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Consider the following table and comments for the row:

ROW PARAMETER IN JCLDEF INPUTRDR WHERE USED INPUTccc WHERE USED
1 DAYSMF OFF Not Used Each Comp Step
2 DAYSMF FILE(S) ... DAYSMF Step Not Used
3 Only 1 SMF Comp Comp Step Not Used
4 SMFDIRECTOR Not Used Comp Step
5 DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc Not Used Comp ccc Step
6 SMFRECORDING ccc It depends Comp ccc Step

Row 1
When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

Row 2
When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

Row 3
If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

Row 5
If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF will
automatically be deactivated, and row 1 applies.

Row 6
Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
may optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but will always include the INPUTccc member. see the Product
Analyzer.

For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF).

For details on deactivating DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided below. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using
either JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:
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 //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

 

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member,
then each component step will read its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements             |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                         |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data     |

 | which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                             |

 |                                                                          |

 |   //@                                                                    |

 |   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT            |

 |   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

 |   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

 |   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

 |   //@                                                                    |

 |   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

 |   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

INPUTVTS PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTVTS member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the VTS
component. It contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR VTS is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE VTS is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this feature, see TAP MICS and SMF Director Interface.

If you change the contents of the INPUTVTS member, you must regenerate the DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The INPUTVTS member can contain JCL definitions for non-SMF input such as data from the new generation of
IBM VTS systems, the Tape Server TS77xx series, or data from independent sequential data sets. Instead it can
contain JCL definitions for SMF input if you do not specify SMFRECORDING VTS in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).
If SMFRECORDING VTS is specified in JCLDEF, it must be defined in the input JCL in the INPUTRDR member in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.
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• If you specified HYDRA on the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN), supply the data
sets extracted from the TS77xx using the Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR) facility in INPUTVTS using the
INPUTBVR ddname.

 //@  IBM BVIR Input

 //INPUTBVR  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.BVIR.data(0)

 

VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries - VTSCMPID

This section is applicable for sites that have IBM VTS peer-to-peer systems. It explains how to populate
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) and how to use the VTSUTIL utility job to assist in updating VTSCMPID.

If you use any IBM composite peer-to-peer VTS libraries, you must explicitly define the relationship between each
composite library and the corresponding UI and secondary distributed VTS libraries.

• A utility job, prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSUTIL) is provided that processes SMF type 94 records, determines the composite/
UI/secondary library relationships, and updates a temporary member: prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID).

• The MICS administrator reviews VTSTMPID, and can copy the composite/UI/secondary library ID values to the
working member: prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID).

• After updating prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID), the component generation job, prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSPGEN) must
be executed to create the SAS FORMATS used during daily update processing to update data elements related to
peer-to-peer VTS associations.

By default, the VTS Component DAY096 daily update step will abend if an IBM composite, UI, or secondary library is
encountered in the raw data that is not listed in the VTSCMPID member. Alternatively, if an UNKNOWNVTSID REJECT
statement is specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS), data from unknown IBM VTS composite/UI/secondary libraries
will be rejected rather than forcing an abend.

Units that only process StorageTek data or only process data from IBM standalone distributed VTS libraries can execute
without updating the sample VTSCMPID member found in prefix.MICS.PARMS. It is not necessary to execute the
VTSUTIL utility job if IBM peer-to-peer composite VTS libraries are not used at your site.

Executing the VTSUTIL Utility Job

The VTSUTIL utility job processes raw SMF data containing SMF type 94 IBM Tape Library Dataserver Statistics records.
From these records, the job does the following:

• Determines the five-digit serial number (data element Library Sequence Number (VTSVLS)) of any composite peer-to-
peer VTS libraries represented in the data.

• Determines the most likely associated UI and secondary libraries.
• Generates a //REPORT output listing that shows:

- All VTSs encountered and the recording SMF SYSIDs
- Composite/UI/secondary VTSVLS associations

• Updates temporary member prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID) with the composite/UI/secondary VTSVLS associations.

To execute the VTSUTIL utility job, do the following:

• Update the //INPUTSMF DD with SMF data files from at least one z/OS system that interacts with each IBM VTS
library.

• Submit the job

Examine the //REPORT DD output. The final report shows the VTS composite/UI/secondary VTSVLS associations if any
composite libraries are found in the raw data.

Examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID). This member records the date and time that the VTSUTIL utility job executed.
The VTSVLS composite library associations, if any, will be found at the bottom of the member.
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Notes:

• Execute the VTSUTIL utility job prior to running the first daily update if IBM SMF type 94 records containing data
from composite peer-to-peer VTS libraries are to be processed. Even if no composite peer-to-peer VTS libraries are
encountered, the first report will show which z/OS systems are collecting data for each standalone library.

• When executed, the VTSUTIL utility job updates the temporary member prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID). If
the VTSUTIL job //INPUTSMF datasets do not contain SMF type 94 records from all IBM VTS libraries that
will be present during actual DAY096 daily update processing, the composite/UI/secondary library associations in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID) will only represent a partial list.

• The VTSUTIL utility job should be executed whenever a new peer-to-peer composite library is added to a site, or
in the event that a reconfiguration causes the VTS serial numbers of the composite, UI, or secondary libraries to
change.

Customizing the VTSCMPID Member

Prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) is created when the VTS component is installed in a unit.
The distributed member is shown below:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE VTSCMPID MEMBER                              *

*                                                                 *

* TO GENERATE VTSTMPID MEMBER, EXECUTE prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSUTIL). *

*                ---                                              *

* REVIEW VTSTMPID.  UPDATE COMP/UI/SEC LIBRARY ID'S AT BOTTOM OF  *

* THIS VTSCMPID MEMBER.                                           *

*         ---                                                     *

* NOTE: ACTUAL LIBRARY ID'S MUST NOT BE COMMENTED                 *

*                                                                 *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Composite    UI    Secondary

*  Library   Library  Library

*    ID        ID       ID

*   -----     -----    -----

*   CMP01     UI001    SEC01

*   CMP02     UI002    SEC02

*   CMP03     UI003    SEC03

The component generation job, prefix.MICS.CNTL(VTSPGEN) parses prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) and creates a
SAS FORMAT used to populate data element composite Library Association (VTSCMPID) in the IVT Information Area
data base files.

Notes:

• Use the VTSUTIL job to build temporary member prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID). If any composite/UI/secondary
relationships are found, copy the library ID lines from VTSTMPID to the bottom of VTSCMPID.

• All lines in prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSCMPID) must start with an '*' except for the lines containing the five digit
composite, UI, and secondary VTS library serial numbers.

• In the event that the VTSUTIL utility job fails to correctly associate composite libraries with their related UI and
secondary libraries, the VTSCMPID member must be manually updated to show the correct association.

• Each run of the VTSUTIL utility job replaces prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSTMPID). In the utility job is executed several
times against partial sets of SMF data, copy the composite/UI/secondary entries to VTSCMPID after each run until
VTSCMPID contains the entire list of composite/UI/secondary associations.
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VTS Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

Data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of each file in each supported timespan are to be
saved, both in online and archive modes.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have been activated (MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database.

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

Example:

The FILE statements listed below illustrate how to enter the information:

 FILE VTS IVTTCA 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTVDL 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTVTC 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTVCL 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTIEX 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTVCU 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTPTU 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 FILE VTS IVTVPS 00 33 52 24 00 02 000 024

 

DBMODEL Input Statements

The DBMODEL member of prefix.MICS.PARMS provides the input to the Database Space Modeling Facility.

Update the DBMODEL member to customize the cycle retention values for each file in units containing the TLM
component. To perform the space modeling, submit the jobs as described in Executing the Database Space Modeling
Facility.

TAP Processing
This section provides a processing overview for the MICS Tape Analyzer Option (TAP), which provides IT management
information for both tape library management systems and virtual tape subsystems in two separate components:
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• Tape Library Management Systems (TLM)
• Virtual Tape Subsystems (VTS)

One or both of these components can be used, based on data center requirements.

The following sections provide processing overviews for each component:

• TLM Component Processing
• VTS Component Processing

TLM Component Processing
The processing information in this section provides an overview of how raw data input to the TLM component becomes an
integrated part of the MICS database.

TLM Component Processing Overview

The TLM component makes use of the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its
data in the online and offline databases. The TLM component processes tape library data that was collected using the
TMCC Collector.

The Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC) extracts tape library data set and volume information from tape
management catalogs for TLMS, CA 1, and IBM DFSMS/rmm systems.

While the TMCC is extracting the tape information from your Tape Management Catalog, new tape volumes and tape
data sets are being created. These new tape volumes and datasets are deemed 'Future' activity. Tape volumes created
after the TMCC Collector starts are flagged as scratch volumes in the Tape Volume (TLMTMV) file, and the data set
records targeted for the Tape Data Set (TLMTMD) file are deleted. These newly created volumes and datasets will be
selected on the next run of TMCC.

The data collected by TMCC is input into the DAY091 step of a DAILY database update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data o Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data o Summarizes activity o Adds
new cycles to the DETAIL and DAYS timespans o Updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles
A more detailed description of DAY091 processing of TMCC extracted data is presented in the next section.
Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK091 and WEEK300 steps:

• The WEEK091 step splits the week-to-date files into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle.
• The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH091 and MONTH300 steps:

• The MONTH091 step splits the month-to-date file into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. It also
appends the data to the year-to-date file.

• The MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.
• The optional yearly processing is performed by the YEAR091 step, which splits the year-to-date files into a new year-

to- date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

TLM Component Processing

        /---------------\

        |     START     |       +------------------+

        \---------------/       |                  |

                |               |          +---------------+                    +------------------+

 PREPARATION    |               |          | Invoke USRSEL |                    |                  |

 PHASE          |               |          |     macro     |                    |                  |

        +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |
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        |               |       |                  |                            |          +---------------+

        |   Delete old  |       |                  |                            |          |    Create     |

        |   copies of   |       |          +---------------+                    |          |    DAYS 00    |

        |   TMCfff00    |       |          | Invoke file   |                    |          |     file      |

        |               |       |          |   exits and   |                    |          |    cycles     |

        +-------+-------+       |          |   output to   |                    |          +---------------+

                |               |          |  temporary    |                    |                  |

                |               |          |  WORK files   |                    |                  |

        +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |

        | DATA statement|       |                  |                            |          +---------------+

        |  defines all  |       |                  |                            |          |  Delete work  |

        | output files  |       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |     files     |

        +-------+-------+       |          | Update DAY091 |                    |          +---------------+

                |               |          |    MICSLOG    |                    |                  |

                |               |          | with record   |                    |                  |

        +---------------+       |          |  processed    |                    |                  |

        | Define and set|       |          |    counts     |                    |          +---------------+

        |   constants   |       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |    Update     |

        | Define and set|       |                  |                            |          | Week-to-date  |

        | control data  |       |                  |                            |          | Month-to-date |

        |   elements    |       |   DECODING PHASE |                            |          | Year-to-date  |

        +-------+-------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |   00 cycles   |

                |               |          |               |                    |          +---------------+

 INPUT PHASE    |               |          |    Delete     |                    |                  |

        +---------------+       |          |   duplicate   |                    |                  |

        |   Read TMCC   |       |          |     data      |                    |                  |

        | data records  |       |          |               |                    |    AGING PHASE   |

        +-------+-------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          +----------------+

                |               |                  |                            |          |    Delete      |

                |               |                  |                            |          |    oldest      |

        +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |    cycles      |

        | Check record  |       |          |   Refine and  |                    |          +----------------+

        |    length     |       |          |   manipulate  |                    |                  |

        +-------+-------+       |          |  WORK file    |                    |                  |

                |               |          |     data      |                    |          +----------------+

                |               |          +-------+-------+                    |          |   Age cycles   |

        +---------------+       |                  |    DATA SUMMARIZATION      |          +----------------+

        | Checkpoint 1  |       |                  |    PHASE                   |                  |

        |  Processing   |       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |

        +-------+-------+       |          |    Create     |                    |          /----------------\

                |               |          |   DETAIL 00   |                    |          |      END       |

                |               |          |  file cycles  |                    |          \----------------/

                |               |          +-------+-------+                    |  

                |               |                  |                            |

                +---------------+                  +----------------------------+

 

TLM Component Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY091 step of the DAILY job processes the data file created by the Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC).

The specific record types and contents are discussed in TLM Component Data Sources.

Step DAY091 consists of these phases:
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Preparation Phase

During the preparation phase, the TLM component defines its output files with a DATA statement. Data elements, formats,
and constants are defined and set to their initial values.

Input Phase

During the input phase, the TLM component reads the TMCC data records and produces work files that are further
processed in the decoding phase.

At the end of the TMCC data input, a count of statistics is printed. The counts indicate the total records kept from each
tape library processed.

The input phase also provides counts of the number of short records deleted, records that were "option-deleted," and
records that were deleted because of an invalid date range.

Decoding Phase

During the decoding phase, the TLM component performs numerous manipulations and refinements of the work
files created from the raw data.

Data Summarization Phase

In this phase, the DAY091 outputs 00 cycles for active DETAIL and DAYS timespan files. It also appends data to the 00
"to-date" cycles for active WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespan files. In addition, if accounting and chargeback is
active for tape data set accounting, the accounting journal files are produced during this phase

File Aging Phase

At the end of DAY091 step processing, an aging process is invoked to delete the oldest cycle for files that have reached
their cycle limit, and the just-created 00 cycle DETAIL and DAYS files become the most current 01 cycles.

TAP VTS Component Processing
The processing information in this section provides an overview of how raw data input to the VTS component becomes an
integrated part of the MICS database.

VTS Component Processing Overview

The VTS component uses the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its data in
the online and offline databases. The VTS component processes SMF data from IBM VTS and StorageTek VSM virtual
tape systems, and BVIR extract data from the IBM TS7700 systems which are input into the DAY096 step of the DAILY
database update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Summarizes activity
• Adds new cycles to the DETAIL and DAYS timespans o Updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles

A more detailed description of DAY096 processing of IBM VTS data is presented in the next section.

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK096 and WEEK300 steps:

• The WEEK096 step splits the week-to-date files into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle.
• The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.
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Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH096 and MONTH300 steps:

• The MONTH096 step splits the month-to-date file into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. It also
appends the data to the year-to-date file.

• The MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

The optional yearly processing is performed by the YEAR096 step, which splits the year-to-date files into a new year-to-
date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

VTS Component Processing

        /---------------\

        |      START    |      +------------------+

        \-------+-------/      |                  |

               |               |          +---------------+                    +------------------+

PREPARATION    |               |          | Invoke USRSEL |                    |                  |

PHASE          |               |          |     macro     |                    |                  |

       +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |

       |               |       |                  |                            |          +---------------+

       |   Delete old  |       |                  |                            |          |    Create     |

       |   copies of   |       |          +---------------+                    |          |    DAYS 00    |

       |   IVTfff00 &  |       |          | Invoke file   |                    |          |     file      |

       |   SVTfff00    |       |          |   exits and   |                    |          |    cycles     |

       +-------+-------+       |          |   output to   |                    |          +---------------+

               |               |          |  temporary    |                    |                  |

               |               |          |  WORK files   |                    |                  |

       +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |

       | DATA statement|       |                  |                            |          +---------------+

       |  defines all  |       |                  |                            |          |  Delete work  |

       | output files  |       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |     files     |

       +-------+-------+       |          | Update DAY096 |                    |          +---------------+

               |               |          |    MICSLOG    |                    |                  |

               |               |          | with record   |                    |                  |

       +---------------+       |          |  processed    |                    |                  |

       | Define and set|       |          |    counts     |                    |          +---------------+

       |   constants   |       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |    Update     |

       | Define and set|       |                  |                            |          | Week-to-date  |

       | control data  |       |                  |                            |          | Month-to-date |

       |   elements    |       |   DECODING PHASE |                            |          | Year-to-date  |

       +-------+-------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |   00 cycles   |

               |               |          |               |                    |          +---------------+

INPUT PHASE    |               |          |    Delete     |                    |                  |

       +---------------+       |          |   duplicate   |                    |                  |

       |   Read input  |       |          |     data      |                    |                  |

       | data records  |       |          |               |                    |    AGING PHASE   |

       +-------+-------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          +----------------+

               |               |                  |                            |          |    Delete      |

               |               |                  |                            |          |    oldest      |

       +---------------+       |          +-------+-------+                    |          |    cycles      |

       | Check record  |       |          |   Refine and  |                    |          +----------------+

       |    length     |       |          |   manipulate  |                    |                  |

       +-------+-------+       |          |  WORK file    |                    |                  |

               |               |          |     data      |                    |          +----------------+

               |               |          +-------+-------+                    |          |   Age cycles   |
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       +---------------+       |                  |    DATA SUMMARIZATION      |          +----------------+

       | Checkpoint 1  |       |                  |    PHASE                   |                  |

       |  Processing   |       |          +-------+-------+                    |                  |

       +-------+-------+       |          |    Create     |                    |          /----------------\

               |               |          |   DETAIL 00   |                    |          |      END       |

               |               |          |  file cycles  |                    |          \-------+-------/ 

               |               |          +-------+-------+                    |

               |               |                  |                            |

               +---------------+                  +----------------------------+

VTS Component Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY096 step of the DAILY job processes SMF type 94 records from IBM VTS, the user-specified record type (default
255) from StorageTek VSM virtual tape systems, and records from IBM TS77xx systems extracted with the Bulk Volume
Information Retrieval (BVIR) facility.

The specific record types and contents are discussed in section 6.2, VTS Component Data Sources.

Step DAY096 consists of the following phases:

Preparation Phase

During the preparation phase, the VTS component defines its output files with a DATA statement. Data elements, formats,
and constants are defined and set to their initial values.

Input Phase

During the input phase, the VTS component reads the SMF data and produces work files that are further processed in the
decoding phase.

At the end of the data input, a count of record type statistics is printed in the MICSLOG. The counts indicate the total
records kept from IBM VTS, StorageTek VSM, and IBM TS77xx BVIR raw data.

The input phase also provides counts of the number of short records deleted, records that were "option-deleted," and
records that were deleted because of an invalid date range.

Decoding Phase

During the decoding phase, the VTS component performs numerous manipulations and refinements of the work
files created from the raw data. For example, if data for a particular IBM VTS system was provided from the SMF data files
from multiple z/OS hosts, the data is reduced to a single representative record, per interval, to prevent redundant data
from populating the database files.

Data Summarization Phase

In this phase, the DAY096 outputs 00 cycles for active DETAIL and DAYS timespan files. It also appends data to the 00
"to-date" cycles for active WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespan files.

File Aging Phase

At the end of DAY096 step processing, an aging process is invoked to delete the oldest cycle for files that have reached
their cycle limit, and the just-created 00 cycle DETAIL and DAYS files become the most current 01 cycles.

TAP Modifying
There are four ways MICS can be augmented, changed, and enhanced:
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• MICS Standard Option and Parameter Definitions
The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

• Modification through User Exits
If there are site-specific requirements that are not adequately addressed through the standard options, one or more of
the user exits might be used to code user-written routines that satisfy these requirements.

• Extension through Field Developed Applications
The development of field-developed applications might be the most sensible method of addressing the need to modify
a MICS product. For example, it might be better to write an application to handle additional SMF record types than to
attempt to modify the logic of the VTS component.

• System Code Modification
If component options and user exits cannot be used to meet a requirement, the component source code can be
modified. Source code modifications are not recommended, but if made, you must be sure that the changes are
documented.

This section describes the user exits available for the MICS Tape Analyzer Option (TAP). Each of these exits is
strategically located at a processing point where user modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on experience
• Is relatively easy to document and understand
• Presents minimal possibility of compromising MICS database or operational integrity

Note: Before coding user exits, determine if the component requirements can be satisfied through standard parameter
options or database tailoring. The design, coding, testing, and implementation of MICS user exit routines should be
approached with caution as errors might result, resulting in data corruption. Exits should be extensively validated to
ensure that system integrity and performance have not been adversely affected.

Before attempting to activate an exit, review the information in User Exit Facilities. The information in this section is
intended to supplement, not replace, that discussion.

This section contains the following topics:

• TLM Component User Exits
• VTS Component User Exits

TLM Component User Exits
The following sections identify the user exits available for the Tape Library Management component of the MICS Tape
Analyzer Option. Guidelines for the use of each exit are provided.

Available User Exits

Two types of user exits are provided for use in modifying MICS processing logic:

• General Exits
• Product Component Exits

General Exists

All installed product components can invoke the general exits. They support the insertion of user code that extends MICS
processing logic.

USRSEL
File Processing Selection

USRIHL
Checkpoint File Inspection
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Product Component Exits

These exits apply only to specific components. They are classified as to their purpose:

• Output exits are used when data is being written to either temporary work files or MICS database files.
• Parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are coded as part of the standard MICS installation process and are

normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation Routine is a user exit
where values for component account codes are assigned.

• Special exits are those that are classified as neither general, output, nor parameter-related. The calculation of a user-
defined variable is an example of a special exit.

Component Output Exits

USRSTMD
Exit prior to output of WORK.TMCTMD

USRSTMV
Exit prior to output of WORK.TMCTMV

USRXTMD
Exit prior to output of DETAIL.TMCTMD

USRXTMV
Exit prior to output of DETAIL.TMCTMV

USRTTMD
Exit prior to output of DETAIL tape TMCTMD

USRTTMV
Exit prior to output of DETAIL tape TMCTMV

USRDTMD
Exit prior to output of DAYS.TMCTMD

USRDTMV
Exit prior to output of DAYS.TMCTMV

TLM Component Parameter-Related Exits

TLMACRT
Account Code Derivation Routine
For more information, see Account Code Derivation Exit (TLMACRT).

TLM Component Special Exits

VOLGPRTE
VOLGROUP Derivation Routine
For more information, see TLM VOLGROUP Derivation Routine (VOLGPRTE).

Additional Fields Available to Exits

Data elements available for use by the user exits vary according to the processing phase and the particular user exit.
Useful temporary data elements created in the component update process but not stored in the MICS database are
described below. Exits where these temporary data elements are available are listed below. They are also identified in the
individual user exit descriptions.

DSNODE1 to DSNODE5 - Data Set Node Name Fields

The elements DSNODE1 to DSNODE5 contain the tape data set name qualifiers. DSNODE1 contains the highest level
qualifier, DSNODE2 contains the next highest level qualifier, and so on. These fields are created by parsing the data set
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name and are not stored in the database. They are available for use by the Account Derivation Exit Routine (TLMACRT)
as well as the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file USRSTMD exit.

LLQ - Low Level Qualifier

The element LLQ contains the lowest level qualifier in a data set name. This field is created by parsing the data set name
and is not stored in the database. It is available for use by the Account Derivation Exit Routine (TLMACRT) as well as the
Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file USRSTMD exit.

HLQ - High Level Qualifier

The element HLQ contains the highest level qualifier in a data set name and is equivalent to temporary element
DSNODE1. This field is created by parsing the data set name and is not stored in the database. It is available for use by
the Account Derivation Exit Routine (TLMACRT) as well as the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file USRSTMD exit.

Example

Data Set Name: SYS1.PROD.CONTROL.TEST.DATA.G0001V00

  DSNODE1 = 'SYS1'

  DSNODE2 = 'PROD'

  DSNODE3 = 'CONTROL'

  DSNODE4 = 'TEST'

  DSNODE5 = 'DATA'

  LLQ     = 'G0001V00'

  HLQ     = 'SYS1'

 

TLM General Exits

All product components invoke general exits. They are presented here to identify potential uses available for the TLM
component.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. It also shows which data elements are available, and any
special considerations.

USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

Description

The _USRSEL exit allows access to each raw data record processed by any component. The primary use of the
_USRSEL exit is to select or exclude specific records.

Invocation

This exit gains control after a raw data input record has been read, but before significant parsing of the record has
occurred.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is generally used to delete records before processing or to alter the content of data elements that have already
been populated, such as ORGSYSID.

Elements Available
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ROUTINE

The name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the TLM component, test for ROUTINE = 'DYTLMFMT'.

• ORGSYSID
Tape library name from the TMCC tape_library_name execution parameter.

• TLMPROD
The tape management system name: 'CA1', 'TLMS', or 'RMM'.

• ENDTS
Timestamp when the TMCC scan started.

• COMPT
The 8-character value representing the TLM component ID 'TLM', concatenated with the specific tape management
system name; 'TLM CA1', 'TLM TLMS', or 'TLM RMM'.

• SKIP_REC
A temporary data element always set to zero (0) prior to invocation of the exit. To drop a record, set SKIP_REC to one
(1) using exit code.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes

• This exit is part of the MICS base platform and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However, if unit
specific code is required, _USRSEL in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) should be modified. A more detailed
description of this routine is provided in Standard File and Accounting Exits.

• Because this exit is invoked by all components, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by using the name of
the routine in which the exit was invoked. Data element ROUTINE exists for this purpose and is used in the example
below.

Sample User Exit

In this example, the user wants to drop all TLMS data from the input stream. This data is generated in a test system and is
not ready for inclusion in the MICS database files.

 MACRO _USRSEL

   IF ROUTINE = 'DYTLMFMT' THEN DO;

     IF TLMPROD = 'TLMS' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

   END;

   %

 

USRIHL

Examine Input History Log

Description

The _USRIHL exit permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file immediately following processing of all input
records in the format routine.

Invocation

This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file. This code reads the checkpoint file as an
integrity check on that file, and in the process allows user inspection of the file's contents.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.
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Uses

This exit is normally not useful for TLM component processing.

Elements Available

All elements in the ADMIHL file.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes

None

TLM Output Exits

This section provides descriptions of the TLM component standard user output exits that are invoked during the output
phase of daily update processing.

General Information for Output Exits

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also
shows which data elements are available and any special considerations.

Exit code must not issue either RETURN or DELETE statements since their invocation assumes the entire DATA step will
be executed.

Exit code can set SKIP_REC = 1 to prevent the current observation from being written to the output file.

All TLM component output exits use the indirect form of exit invocation. For general information on indirect exits, see
Indirect Exit Points.

Output Exits for the TLM Component

Four forms of output exits are available for the TLM component files:

• USRSfff WORK file exits
• USRXfff DETAIL timespan exits
• USRTfff DETAIL tape exits
• USRDfff DAYS timespan exits

USRSfff WORK File Exits

The USRSfff exits for the TLM component are invoked while the TMCC raw data record is still in the input buffer, and just
before being output to the TMCfff WORK file.

The USRSfff exits generally have access to DETAIL timespan data elements for their respective files, regardless of
the element activation status (on or off). Data elements turned off in the DETAIL timespan are not kept in the file, but
in most cases have been populated during the input record parsing. The exception is data elements unique to specific
tape management systems. Refer to the data dictionary entries to determine if an element is populated for the tape
management system data processed.

To minimize WORK space requirements, derived data elements are not computed prior to output to the WORK files. If
USRSfff exit code must examine derived data element values, the %fffDERV(TS=DETAIL) macro can be used to compute
the derived data element values within the USRSfff exits. If the %fffDERV macro is invoked, the derived data elements will
be computed, but not kept in the WORK file.

All modifications made in the USRSfff exits are propagated from the WORK files to the MICS database files.
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USRSTMD

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.TMCTMD

Description

The USRSTMD exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) WORK file
observations. This file contains an observation for each tape data set segment, where a data set segment is the portion of
a data set that resides on a specific VOLSER. Only multivolume tape data sets have multiple data set segments.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the record is output to the WORK.TMCTMD file, and just after the invocation
of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(TLMACRT) Account Code Derivation exit. At the point where this exit is invoked, the
TMCC raw data record is still in the input buffer.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.TMCTMD file. In addition, individual TMCTMD observations can be prevented from being output by setting
element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan TMCTMD file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(TLMGENIN). Additionally,
temporary data elements are available, such as DSNODE1, described in section Additional Fields Available to Exits in
TLM Component User Exits.

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSTMV

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.TMCTMV

Description

The USRSTMV exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Volume (TMCTMV) WORK file observations.
This file contains an observation for each tape volume.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.TMCTMV file. At the point where this exit is
invoked, the raw TMCC data record is still in the input buffer.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.TMCTMV file. In addition, individual TMCTMV observations can be prevented from being output by setting
element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan TMCTMV file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(TLMGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRXfff DETAIL Timespan Exits

USRXfff exits are provided for certain high volume files that are turned off, by default, in the DETAIL timespan. For the
TLM component, USRXfff exits are available for the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) and Tape Volume (TMCTMV) files.
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User code in the USRXTMD and USRXTMV exits only modifies observations that are output to the DETAIL timespans for
the TMCTMD and TMCTMV files. Data element modifications and record deletions are not propagated to the DAYS and
higher timespans.

The USRXfff exits can be used to exclude observations from these high volume files, reducing the data written to the
DETAIL timespan to a manageable size without affecting the DAYS and higher timespans.

Unlike the USRSfff exits, in the USRXfff exits, only data elements active (turned on) in the DETAIL timespan file are
available.

If derived data elements are kept in the database, they are available for examination in the USRXfff exit.

USRXfff Exits for the TLM Component

USRXTMD

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.TMCTMD

Description

The USRXTMD exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) DETAIL file
observations. This file contains an observation for each tape data set segment, where a data set segment is the portion of
a data set that resides on a specific VOLSER. Only multivolume tape data sets have multiple data set segments.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the record is output to the DETAIL.TMCTMD file. Exit code only affects
observations written to the DETAIL level file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DETAIL.TMCTMD file.
Setting data element SKIP_REC = 1 in this exit will prevent the current observation from being output to the DETAIL
timespan, but will not affect the DAYS and higher timespans.

Elements Available

All TMCTMD file data elements turned on in the DETAIL timespan.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes

To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT).

Sample User Exit

The user wants to restrict output to the DETAIL TMCTMD file to those observations where the tape data set name begins
with SYS1. The USRXTMD exit is used to restrict output to the targeted tape data sets:

• In prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT):

%LET USRXTMD = TMDXXIT ;

• In prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(TMDXXIT):

IF DSNAME NE: 'SYS1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;
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USRDfff DAYS Timespan Exits

USRDfff exits are provided for the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) file and the Tape Volume (TMCTMV) files. These exits are
invoked immediately prior to output to the DAYS timespan files.

Any changes made in the USRDfff exits impact observations in the DAYS and higher timespan database files.

USRXTMV

Exit Prior to Output of DETAIL.TMCTMV

Description

The USRXTMV exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Volume (TMCTMV) DETAIL timespan file
observations. This file contains an observation for each tape volume.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the record is output to the DETAIL.TMCTMV file. Exit code only affects
observations written to the DETAIL level file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DETAIL.TMCTMV file.
Setting data element SKIP_REC = 1 in this exit will prevent the current observation from being output to the DETAIL
timespan, but will not affect the DAYS and higher timespans.

Elements Available

All TMCTMV file data elements turned on in the DETAIL timespan.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT).

Sample User Exit

The user wants to create a DETAIL TMCTMV file, but only requires observations for active tape volumes. Scratch tape
volumes are not wanted on the DETAIL timespan TMCTMV file.

• In prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT):

%LET USRXTMV = TMVXXIT ;

• In prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(TMVXXIT):

IF SCRATCH THEN SKIP_REC=1 ; /* exclude */

Note: This sample code only deletes observations from the standard DETAIL timespan TMCTMV file. If it is also creating
a DETAIL tape TMCTMV file, a USRTTMV exit must be coded to eliminate the same observations from the DETAIL tape
file. Otherwise the DETAIL tape file will contain all volume records, including those in scratch and delete status.

USRTfff DETAIL Tape Exits

USRTfff exits are provided for high volume files eligible for DETAIL tape output. The activation of DETAIL tape files is
discussed in TLM DETAIL Tape Processing. TLM component USRTfff exits are available for the Tape Data Set (TMCTMD)
file and the Tape Volume (TMCTMV) files.
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The same restrictions and usage considerations discussed previously for USRXfff exits apply to the USRTfff exits. The
only difference is that a USRTfff exit is invoked prior to output to a DETAIL tape file, while the USRXfff exit is invoked prior
to output to a standard DETAIL database file. Refer to the previous USRXfff exit discussion for guidelines regarding the
coding of USRTfff exits for the TMCTMD and TMCTMV files.

Note: The USRXfff and USRTfff exits for the TLM component files are invoked in the same processing routine. If both
DETAIL and DETAIL tape are active for a particular file, modifications to data element values made in the USRXfff exit
impact observations written to the USRTfff exit because the USRXfff exit code is entered prior to the USRTfff exit code.

Preventing records from being output using SKIP_REC, however, is evaluated separately in each exit. For example, exit
code in USRXTMD could use SKIP_REC=1 to prevent records from being output to the DETAIL.TMCTMD file without
having any impact on records written to the DETAIL tape TMCTMD file.

USRDTMD

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.TMCTMD

Description

The USRDTMD exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Data Set (TMCTMD) DAY timespan file
observations. In this exit, file observations are summarized according to the DAYS timespan summarization keys.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to output of a record to the DAYS.TMCTMD file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to being output to the DAYS.TMCTMD
file. Setting data element SKIP_REC = 1 in this exit will prevent the current observation from being output to the DAYS
timespan, and also prevent the observations from contributing to the WEEKS and higher timespans.

Elements Available

All TMCTMD file data elements turned on in the DAYS timespan.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes

None

USRDTMV

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.TMCTMV

Description

The USRDTMV exit allows access to the data elements used to create Tape Volume (TMCTMV) DAY timespan file
observations. In this exit, file observations are summarized according to the DAYS timespan summarization keys.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before a record is output to the DAYS.TMCTMV file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the DAYS.TMCTMV
file. Setting data element SKIP_REC = 1 in this exit will prevent the current observation from being output to the DAYS
timespan, and also prevent the observations from contributing to the WEEKS and higher timespans.

Elements Available
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All TMCTMV file data elements turned on in the DAYS timespan.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes

None

Overriding Default BLKSIZE

The count of bytes used by a tape data set are computed by multiplying data blocks by block size. In some cases, the
tape management system records an invalid block size of zero for particular tape data sets.

For these data sets, if a zero block size value was accepted by MICS, the TMCTMD Tape Data Set file observations
would show zero for the bytes used and space-time data elements. If cost accounting was active, these data sets would
not be charged.

To deal with this problem, the TLM component uses a default BLKSIZE value of 32760 when the raw data block size value
is zero. This default value is specified in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($TLMMSTR).

The default value can be overridden at the complex or unit level as described below:

Changing the default BLKSIZE at the complex level

To change the default BLKSIZE value at the complex level, update sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($TLMEXIT). Insert a line
with a valid sequence number in columns 73-80 as follows:

%LET DEFBLKSZ = nnnnn ;

where nnnnn is the value desired for the default block size.

This statement, inserted in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE($TLMEXIT) will override the TLM component default value of
32760 and be used by all units running the TLM component.

Changing the default BLKSIZE at the unit level

To change the default BLKSIZE value at the unit level, update prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT). Insert a line with
a valid sequence number in columns 73-80 as follows:

%LET DEFBLKSZ = nnnnn ;

where nnnnn is the value desired for the default block size.

This statement, inserted in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($TLMEXIT) will override the TLM component default value of
32760 only for the unit associated with the prefix value.

TMCTMD observations where the raw data block size value was initially zero, and subsequently overridden by the default
or user specified DEFBLKSZ value can be identified by examining data element Invalid Blocksize Count (TMDNOBLK).
TMDNOBLK is set to 1 for each observation where the raw data blocksize value was zero.

TAP VTS Component User Exits
The following sections identify the user exits available for the Virtual Tape Subsystem component of the MICS Tape
Analyzer Option. Guidelines for the use of each exit are provided.
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Available User Exits

Two types of user exits are provided for use in modifying MICS processing logic:

• General Exits
• Product Component Exits

General Exits

All installed product components can invoke the general exits. They support the insertion of user code that extends MICS
processing logic.

USRSEL
File Processing Selection

USRIHL
Checkpoint File Inspection

Product Component Exits

These exits apply only to specific components. They are classified as to their purpose:

• Output exits are used when data is being written to either temporary work files or MICS database files.
• Parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are coded as part of the standard MICS installation process and are

normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation Routine is a user exit
where values for component account codes are assigned.

• Special exits are those that are classified as neither general, output, nor parameter-related. The calculation of a user-
defined variable is an example of a special exit. User exits available for the VTS component are listed below:

VTS Component Output Exits

• IVT Information Area Files (IBM VTS)
USRSIEX
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTIEX
USRSPTU
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTPTU
USRSTCA
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTTCA
USRSVCL
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTVCL
USRSVCU
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTVCU
USRSVDL
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTVDL
USRSVPS
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTVPS
USRSVTC
Exit prior to output of WORK.IVTVTC
USRDIEX
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTIEX
USRDPTU
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTPTU
USRDTCA
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTTCA
USRDVCL
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Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTVCL
USRDVCU
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTVCU
USRDVDL
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTVDL
USRDVPS
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTVPS
USRDVTC
Exit prior to output of DAYS.IVTVTC

• SVT Information Area Files (StorageTek VSM)
USRSCIP
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTCIP
USRSMVC
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTMVC
USRSRDR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTRDR
USRSRMR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTRMR
USRSRPR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTRPR
USRSSSP
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTSSP
USRSSVS
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTSVS
USRSVDR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVDR
USRSVGR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVGR
USRSVMR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVMR
USRSVMV
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVMV
USRSVRR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVRR
USRSVSS
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVSS
USRSVUN
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVUN
USRSVXR
Exit prior to output of WORK.SVTVXR

• HVT Information Area Files (IBM Hydra)
USRSVDA
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTVDA
USRSVAP
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTVAP
USRSHEI
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHEI
USRSHHC
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHHC
USRSHCP
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Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHCP
USRSHPG
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHPG
USRSHPD
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHPD
USRSHGP
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHGP
USRSHGM
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHGM
USRSHHA
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTHHA
USRSGRC
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTGRC
USRSGCC
Exit prior to output of WORK.HVTGCC

• VTS Component Parameter-Related Exits
None

• VTS Component Special ExitsVTSCMPID
VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries
(see VTS Peer-to-peer Libraries - VTSCMPID)

Additional Fields Available to Exits

There are no additional data elements available for use in the VTS component exit routines. All data elements available
for use are those defined for the file associated with the exit routine.

VTS General Exits

All product components invoke general exits. They are presented here to identify potential uses available for the VTS
component.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to the MICS Accounting and Chargeback Option. It also shows which data elements are available, and any
special considerations.

USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

Description

The _USRSEL exit allows access to each raw data record processed by any component. The primary use of the
_USRSEL exit is to select or exclude specific records.

Invocation

This exit gains control after a raw data input record has been read, but before significant parsing of the record has
occurred.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses
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This exit is generally used to delete records before processing or to alter the content of data elements that have already
been populated, such as ORGSYSID.

Elements Available

ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the VTS component, test for ROUTINE = 'DYVTSFMT'.

ORGSYSID
The original four character SYSID value found in bytes 11-14 of the SMF record.

SMFRTYPE
The record type of the current SMF record.

ENDTS
For IBM VTS data, a constructed timestamp where the time is set to xx:59:59.99 for the hour (xx) represented by data.
For StorageTek VSM data, the timestamp when the SMF record was written to the SMF buffer.

COMPT
The 8-character value representing the VTS component ID "VTS".

SKIP_REC
A temporary data element always set to zero (0) prior to invocation of the exit. To drop a record, set SKIP_REC to (1) one
using exit code.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes

• This exit is part of the MICS base platform and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However, if unit
specific code is required, _USRSEL in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT) should be modified. For a detailed
description of this routine see Standard File and Accounting Exits.

• Because this exit is invoked by all components, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by using the name of
the routine in which the exit was invoked. Data element ROUTINE exists for this purpose and is used in the example
below.

Sample User Exit

In this example, the user wants to drop all IBM VTS data for hours 0 through 6, inclusive.

   MACRO _USRSEL

   IF ROUTINE = 'DYVTSFMT' THEN DO;

     IF 0 LE HOUR(TIMEPART(ENDTS)) LE 6 THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

   END;

   %

 

USRIHL

Examine Input History Log

Description

The _USRIHL exit permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file immediately following processing of all input
records in the format routine.

Invocation

This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint file. This code reads the checkpoint file as an
integrity check on that file, and in the process allows user inspection of the file's contents.
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Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is normally not useful for VTS component processing.

Elements Available

All elements in the ADMIHL file.

Coding Restrictions

None

Special Notes

None

VTS Output Exits

The output exits for the different VTS component information areas are discussed in the following sections:

• IBM IVT Information Area Output Exits
• StorageTek SVT Information Area Output Exits
• IBM Hydra HVT Information Area Output Exits

IBM IVT Information Area Output Exits

This section provides descriptions of the VTS component standard user output exits that are invoked during the output
phase of daily update processing for the IBM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (IVT) files.

General Information For Output Exits

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also
shows which data elements are available and any special considerations.

Exit code must not issue either RETURN or DELETE statements since their invocation assumes the entire DATA step will
be executed.

Exit code can set SKIP_REC = 1 to prevent the current observation from being written to the output file.

All VTS component output exits use the indirect form of exit invocation. For general information on indirect exits, see
Indirect Exit Points.

Output Exits For The IVT Information Area Files

Two types of output exits are available for each IVT Information Area file:

• USRSfff exits - invoked before output to WORK.IVTfff
• USRDfff exits - invoked before output to DAYS.IVTfff

IVT Information Area USRSfff Exits

All IVT Information Area USRSfff exits are invoked when the raw data record is still in the input buffer. They generally have
access to DETAIL timespan data elements for their respective files, regardless of the element activation status (on or off).
Data elements turned off in the DETAIL timespan are not kept in the file, but in most cases were populated during the
input record parsing. The exception is data elements for IBM VTS data associated with IBM microcode level F/C 4001 and
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Outboard Policy Management. Refer to the data dictionary entries to determine if an element is dependent on microcode
levels or Outboard Policy Management.

For IBM VTS data, the VTS component processing logic selects a representative hour for each VTS from all z/OS
systems reporting on the VTS. This is not done, however, until after the initial IVTfff WORK files have been created. If
data elements are modified, changed, or added, the USRSfff exit code must not rely on SYSID as a criteria for selecting
elements to update.

For example, the following USRSfff exit code would yield unpredictable results because the VTS observation generated
by z/OS system 'SYSA' may not be the representative record chosen for VTSID 'VTS01' by the component processing
logic:

IF SYSID='SYSA' and VTSID='VTS01' THEN ELEMENT=ELEMENT*2 ;

The next example would work correctly because all observations for VTSID 'VTS01' would be updated without regard
to the z/OS system ID. The representative hourly record for VTSID 'VTS01' chosen by the component processing logic
would not matter because all records are updated by the exit code:

IF VTSID='VTS01' THEN ELEMENT=ELEMENT*2 ;

To minimize WORK space requirements, derived data elements are not computed prior to output to the WORK files. If
USRSfff exit code must examine derived data element values, the %fffDERV(TS=DETAIL) macro can be used to compute
the derived data element values within the USRSfff exits. If the %fffDERV macro is invoked, the derived data elements will
be computed, but not kept in the WORK file.

All modifications made in the USRSfff exits are propagated from the WORK files to the MICS database files.

USRSIEX

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTIEX

Description

The USRSIEX exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Import/Export Statistics (IVTIEX) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly import/export statistics for a VTS
distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTIEX file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTIEX file. In
addition, individual IVTIEX observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTIEX file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSPTU

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTPTU

Description
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The USRSPTU exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Physical Drive Activity (IVTPTU) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly physical tape drive statistics for
the device type indicated by data element Physical Tape Drive Type (IVTDCI) for a VTS distributed library (UI, secondary,
or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTPTU file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTPTU file. In
addition, individual IVTPTU observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTPTU file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSTCA

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTTCA

Description

The USRSTCA exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Tape Library Config and Activity (IVTTCA)
WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly physical tape drive
statistics for a VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTTCA file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTTCA file. In
addition, individual IVTTCA observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTTCA file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

coding restrictions

None

USRSVCL

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTVCL

Description

The USRSVCL exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly activity statistics for a peer-to-
peer composite VTS library.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTVCL file.

Uses
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This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTVCL file. In
addition, individual IVTVCL observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTVCL file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVCU

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTVCU

Description

The USRSVCU exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Cache Usage Preference Level (IVTVCU)
WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly cache usage statistics
for the preference ID represented by data element Cache Usage Preference Level Identifier (IVTCUPL) for a VTS
distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTVCU file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTVCU file. In
addition, individual IVTVCU observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTVCU file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVDL

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTVDL

Description

The USRSVDL exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics for the hourly activity for a VTS
distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTVDL file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTVDL file. In
addition, individual IVTVDL observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTVDL file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None
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USRSVPS

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTVPS

Description

The USRSVPS exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Volume Pool Statistics (IVTVPS) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly volume pool statistics for the
volume pool represented by data element Volume Pool Identifier (IVTVPN) for a VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or
standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTVPS file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTVPS file. In
addition, individual IVTVPS observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTVPS file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVTC

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.IVTVTC

Description

The USRSVTC exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS VTC Controller Detail (IVTVTC) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the hourly controller statistics for the VTC
controller represented by data element VTS VTC Number (IVTVTCNO) for a VTS peer-to-peer composite library.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the WORK.IVTVTC file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the WORK.IVTVTC file. In
addition, individual IVTVTC observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan IVTVTC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

IVT Information Area USRDfff Exits

All IVT Information Area USRDfff exits are invoked prior to output to the DAYS.IVTfff database file. Data elements active
(turned on) in the DAYS timespan for the file (fff) are available for exit code manipulation. If derived data elements are kept
on the file, they are also available in the exit.

The exception is data elements for IBM VTS data associated with IBM microcode level F/C 4001 and Outboard Policy
Management. Refer to the data dictionary entries to determine if an element is dependent on microcode levels or
Outboard Policy Management.
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For IBM VTS data, the VTS component processing logic selects a representative hour for each VTS from all z/OS
systems reporting on the VTS. At the point where the USRDfff exit is invoked, the representative hour has been
selected. The SYSID of each observation is either 'SYS1' or the value specified using the VTSSYSID statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(VTSOPS). For more information, see VTSSYSID Statement.

All modifications made in the USRDfff exits are propagated from the DAYS files to the WEEKS and higher summarization
level files.

USRDIEX

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTIEX

Description

The USRDIEX exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Import/Export Statistics (IVTIEX) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with import/export statistics
for a VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTIEX file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTIEX file. In
addition, individual IVTIEX observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTIEX file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDPTU

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTPTU

Description

The USRDPTU exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Physical Drive Activity (IVTPTU) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with physical tape drive
statistics, for the device type indicated by data element Physical Tape Drive Type (IVTDCI), for a VTS distributed library
(UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTPTU file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTPTU file. In
addition, individual IVTPTU observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTPTU file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None
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USRDTCA

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTTCA

Description

The USRDTCA exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Tape Library Config and Activity (IVTTCA)
DAYS file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with physical tape
drive statistics for a VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTTCA file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTTCA file. In
addition, individual IVTTCA observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTTCA file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDVCL

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTVCL

Description

The USRDVCL exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Composite Library Activity (IVTVCL) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with activity statistics for a
peer-to-peer composite VTS library.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTVCL file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTVCL file. In
addition, individual IVTVCL observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTVCL file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDVCU

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTVCU

Description

The USRDVCU exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Cache Usage Preference Level (IVTVCU)
DAYS file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with cache usage
statistics, for the preference ID represented by data element Cache Usage Preference Level Identifier (IVTCUPL), for a
VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).
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Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTVCU file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTVCU file. In
addition, individual IVTVCU observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTVCU file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDVDL

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTVDL

Description

The USRDVDL exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Distributed Library Activity (IVTVDL) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with activity statistics for a
VTS distributed library (UI, secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTVDL file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTVDL file. In
addition, individual IVTVDL observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTVDL file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDVPS

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTVPS

Description

The USRDVPS exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS Volume Pool Statistics (IVTVPS) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with volume pool statistics,
for the volume pool represented by data element Volume Pool Identifier (IVTVPN), for a VTS distributed library (UI,
secondary, or standalone).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTVPS file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTVPS file. In
addition, individual IVTVPS observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available
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All DAYS timespan IVTVPS file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRDVTC

Exit Prior to Output of DAYS.IVTVTC

Description

The USRDVTC exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTS VTC Controller Detail (IVTVTC) DAYS file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation is a representative hour with controller statistics, for
the VTC controller represented by data element VTS VTC Number (IVTVTCNO), for a VTS peer-to-peer composite library.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of a record to the DAYS.IVTVTC file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements prior to output to the DAYS.IVTVTC file. In
addition, individual IVTVTC observations can be prevented from output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DAYS timespan IVTVTC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

StorageTek SVT Information Area Output Exits

This section provides descriptions of the VTS component standard user output exits that are invoked during the output
phase of daily update processing for the StorageTek VSM Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (IVT) files.

General Information for Output Exits

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also
shows which data elements are available and any special considerations.

Exit code must not issue either RETURN or DELETE statements since their invocation assumes the entire DATA step will
be executed.

Exit code can set SKIP_REC = 1 to prevent the current observation from being written to the output file.

All VTS component output exits use the indirect form of exit invocation. For general information on indirect exits, refer to
Section 4.3.1.2, Indirect Exit Points, of the System Modification Guide.

Output Exits for the SVT Information Area Files

One type of output exit is available for each SVT Information Area file:

• USRSfff exits - invoked before output to WORK.SVTfff

SVT Information Area USRSfff Exits

All SVT Information Area file USRSfff exits, except USRSSVS, are invoked when the raw data record is still in the input
buffer. They generally have access to DETAIL timespan data elements for their respective files, regardless of the element
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activation status (on or off). Data elements turned off in the DETAIL timespan are not kept in the file, but in most cases
were populated during the input record parsing.

To minimize WORK space requirements, derived data elements are not computed prior to output to the WORK files. If
USRSfff exit code must examine derived data element values, the %fffDERV(TS=DETAIL) macro can be used to compute
the derived data element values within the USRSfff exits. If the %fffDERV macro is invoked, the derived data elements will
be computed, but not kept in the WORK file.

All modifications made in the USRSfff exits are propagated from the WORK files to the MICS database files.

USRSCIP

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTCIP

Description

The USRSCIP exit allows access to the data elements used to create Channel Interface Performance (SVTCIP) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval channel statistics
for a VTSS ID (VTSSID). The specific channel is identified by Channel Interface Name (CIPINM) and Type of Link
(CIPTOL).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTCIP file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.SVTCIP
file. In addition, individual SVTCIP observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTCIP file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSMVC

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTMVC

Description

The USRSMVC exit allows access to the data elements used to create multivolume Cartridge Activity (SVTMVC) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics relating to an event where
there was VTV movement on a multivolume cartridge. The specific cartridge is identified by MVC ID (VTSSMID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTMVC file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before being output to the WORK.SVTMVC
file. In addition, individual SVTMVC observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTMVC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None
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USRSRDR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTRDR

Description

The USRSRDR exit allows access to the data elements used to create Real Tape Drive Dismount Activity (SVTRDR)
WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics relating to the dismount
of a multivolume cartridge with current status of space used and free space on the cartridge. The specific cartridge is
identified by MVC ID (VTSSMID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTRDR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTRDR file. In addition, individual SVTRDR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTRDR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSRMR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTRMR

Description

The USRSRMR exit allows access to the data elements used to create Real Tape Drive Mount Activity (SVTRMR) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics relating to the mount of a
multivolume cartridge on a real tape drive. The specific cartridge is identified by data element MVC ID (VTSSMID) and the
tape drive by data element RDT ID (VTSSRID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTRMR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTRMR file. In addition, individual SVTRMR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTRMR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSRPR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTRPR

Description
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The exit allows access to the data elements used to create Real Tape Drive Performance (SVTRPR) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics for a real
tape drive attached to a VTSS (VTSSID). The tape drive id identified by data element RTD ID (VTSSRID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTRPR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTRPR file. In addition, individual SVTRPR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTRPR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSSSP

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTSSP

Description

The USRSSSP exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTSS Subsystem Performance (SVTSSP) WORK
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics for a
virtual tape subsystem identified by data element VTSS ID (VTSSID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTSSP file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.SVTSSP
file. In addition, individual SVTSSP observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTSSP file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSSVS

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTSVS

Description

The USRSSVS exit allows access to the data elements used to create StorageTek VTSS Summary (SVTSVS) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains a 15-minute interval summary for the overall
activity of a virtual tape subsystem, identified by data element VTSS ID (VTSSID) for a specific z/OS system (SYSID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTSVS file.

Uses
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This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.SVTSVS
file. In addition, individual SVTSVS observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTSVS file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVDR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVDR

Description

The USRSVDR exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Dismount Activity (SVTVDR)
WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics relating to the dismount
of a virtual tape volume. The specific volume and virtual tape drive are identified by data elements VTV VOLSER ID
(VTSSVID) and VTD Device ID (VTSSDID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVDR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVDR file. In addition, individual SVTVDR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVDR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVGR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVGR

Description

The USRSVGR exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Migrate Activity (SVTVGR)
WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics for a virtual tape
volume migration event. The virtual tape volume is identified by data element VTV Volser ID (VTSSVID). The real tape
drive and the multivolume cartridge used for the migration are identified by data elements RTD ID (VTSSRID) and MVC ID
(VTSSMID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVGR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVGR file. In addition, individual SVTVGR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available
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All DETAIL timespan SVTVGR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVMR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVMR

Description

The USRSVMR exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Mount Activity (SVTVMR)
WORK file observations. At the point where the exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics relating to the mount
of a virtual tape volume. The specific volume and virtual tape drive are identified by data elements VTV VOLSER ID
(VTSSVID) and VTD Device ID (VTSSDID). The job and step name of the address space requesting the mount are
identified by data elements Job Identification (JOB) and Program Step Name (STEPNAME).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVMR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVMR file. In addition, individual SVTVMR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVMR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVMV

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVMV

Description

The exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Movement (SVTVMV) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics related to an event where a virtual
tape volume was moved from one multivolume cartridge to another. The specific virtual volume is identified by data
element VTV VOLSER ID. The old and new multivolume cartridges are identified by data elements Old MVC Volser ID
(VMVOMI) and New MVC Volser ID (VMVNMI).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVMV file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVMV file. In addition, individual SVTVMV observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVMV file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions
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None

USRSVRR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVRR

Description

The exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Recall Activity (SVTVRR) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics for a virtual tape volume recall.
The specific virtual volume is identified by data element VTV VOLSER ID. The real tape drive and the multivolume
cartridge used for the recall are identified by data elements RTD ID (VTSSRID) and MVC ID (VTSSMID).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVRR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVRR file. In addition, individual SVTVRR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVRR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVSS

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVSS

Description

The exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Scratch Status (SVTVSS) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics for a scratched virtual tape volume.
The specific virtual volume is identified by data element VTV VOLSER ID.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVSS file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.SVTVSS
file. In addition, individual SVTVSS observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVSS file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVUN

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVUN

Description

The USRSVUN exit allows access to the data elements used to create VTV
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MVC Unlink Activity (SVTVUN) WORK file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains
reason a specific virtual tape volume (VTV) is unlinked from a Multi-Volume Cartridge (MVC).

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVUN file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.SVTVUN file. In addition, individual SVTVUN observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVUN file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVXR

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.SVTVXR

Description

The exit allows access to the data elements used to create Virtual Tape Volume Delete Activity (SVTVXR) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains statistics for a deleted virtual tape volume.
The specific virtual volume is identified by data element VTV VOLSER ID.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.SVTVXR file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.SVTVXR
file. In addition, individual SVTVXR observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan SVTVXR file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

IBM Hydra HVT Information Area Output Exits

This section provides descriptions of the VTS component standard user output exits that are invoked during the output
phase of daily update processing for the IBM TS7700 Hydra Virtual Tape Subsystem Information Area (HVT) files.

General Information for Output Exits

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, and when it is invoked. It also
shows which data elements are available and any special considerations.

Exit code must not issue either RETURN or DELETE statements since their invocation assumes the entire DATA step will
be executed.

Exit code can set SKIP_REC = 1 to prevent the current observation from being written to the output file.
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All VTS component output exits use the indirect form of exit invocation. For general information about indirect exits, see
Indirect Exit Points, of the System Modification Guide.

Output Exits for the HVT Information Area Files

Two types of output exits are available for each HVT Information Area file:

• USRSfff exits - invoked prior to output to WORK.HVTfff

HVT Information Area USRSfff Exits

All HVT Information Area USRSfff exits are invoked when the raw data record is still in the input buffer. They generally
have access to DETAIL timespan data elements for their respective files, regardless of the element activation status (on or
off). Data elements turned off in the DETAIL timespan are not kept in the file, but in most cases were populated during the
input record parsing.

Note: The HVTHCA file is the only file not produced directly from reading raw data and, as a result, has no user exit. It is
created by merging the HVTVDA and HVTHHA files. Any user exit processing in the HVTVDA or HVTHHA files will also
affect the HVTHCA file.

To minimize work space requirements, derived data elements are not computed before being output to the work files. If
USRSfff exit code must examine derived data element values, the %fffDERV(TS=DETAIL) macro can be used to compute
the derived data element values within the USRSfff exits. If the %fffDERV macro is invoked, the derived data elements will
be computed, but not kept in the work file.

All modifications made in the USRSfff exits are propagated from the work files to the MICS database files.

USRSVDA

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTVDA

Description

The USRSVDA exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Vnode Device Activity (HVTVDA) work file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval channel I/O statistics
and concurrent virtual drive activity for the cluster's Vnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTVDA file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTVDA file. In addition, individual HVTVDA observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTVDA file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSVAP

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTVAP

Description
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The USRSVAP exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Vnode Adapter Port Activity (HVTVAP) work
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval I/O statistics for
each Host Bus Adapter (HBA) at the port level for this cluster's Vnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTVAP file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.HVTVAP
file. In addition, individual HVTVAP observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTVAP file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHHC

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHHC

Description

The USRSHHC exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode Cache Activity (HVTHHC) WORK file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval disk cache utilization
and virtual tape mount activity for this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHHC file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHHC file. In addition, individual HVTHHC observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHHC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHCP

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHCP

Description

The USRSHCP exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hnode Cache Partition Activity (HVTHCP) work file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval disk cache utilization
and virtual tape mount activity within each cache partition for this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHCP file.

Uses
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This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHCP file. In addition, individual HVTHCP observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHCP file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHPG

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHPG

Description

The USRSHPG exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode Cache Pref Grp Statistics (HVTHPG)
work file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval age statistics
of virtual volumes in each preference group within each cache partition for this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHPG file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHPG file. In addition, individual HVTHPG observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHPG file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHPD

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHPD

Description

The USRSHPD exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode Physical Drive Activity (HVTHPD)
work file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics on
physical tape drive activity by device class for this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHPD file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHPD file. In addition, individual HVTHPD observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements

Available All DETAIL timespan HVTHPD file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions
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None

USRSHGP

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHGP

Description

The USRSHGP exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Activity (HVTHGP) work
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics for each
of the possible 32 general use pools that can be defined in this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHGP file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHGP file. In addition, individual HVTHGP observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHGP file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHGM

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHGM

Description

The USRSHGM exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode G-Use Pool Media Activity
(HVTHGM) work file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval
statistics for each of the 8 possible media types in each of the general use pools defined in this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHGM file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHGM file. In addition, individual HVTHGM observations can be prevented from being output by setting
element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHGM file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHHA

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHHA

Description
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The USRSHHA exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode Activity (HVTHHA) work file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics on all node
level statistics in this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHHA file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTHHA file. In addition, individual HVTHHA observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHHA file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSHEI

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTHEI

Description

The USRSHEI exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hydra Hnode Export/Import Activity (HVTHEI) work
file observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics on the
export/import activity in this cluster's Hnode.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTHEI file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the WORK.HVTHEI
file. In addition, individual HVTHEI observations can be prevented from being output by setting element SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTHEI file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSGRC

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTGRC

Description

The USRSGRC exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hnode Grid Activity (HVTGRC) work file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics on end-of-
interval snapshot statistics on the queue depth for data and virtual volumes that are still scheduled to be copied to another
cluster in the grid from this cluster.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTGRC file.

Uses
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This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTGRC file. In addition, individual HVTGRC observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements

Available All DETAIL timespan HVTGRC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

USRSGCC

Exit Prior to Output of WORK.HVTGCC

Description

The USRSGCC exit allows access to the data elements used to create Hnode Grid Cluster Activity (HVTGCC) work file
observations. At the point where this exit is invoked, the observation contains the 15-minute interval statistics on the
amount of data transferred to other clusters in the grid during the interval from this cluster.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately before the output of a record to the WORK.HVTGCC file.

Uses

This exit can be used to examine, modify, or assign values to data elements before they are output to the
WORK.HVTGCC file. In addition, individual HVTGCC observations can be prevented from being output by setting element
SKIP_REC=1 ;

Elements Available

All DETAIL timespan HVTGCC file data elements specified in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(VTSGENIN).

Coding Restrictions

None

Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC)
The Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC) is the raw data collection feature for the Tape Library Management
(TLM) component of the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. It processes the tape volume and data set information from
supported tape management systems.

The output of TMCC is a file of SMF-formatted records containing information for each volume and data set for a specific
tape management system. This file is input to the daily update DAY091 step for a MICS unit.

In order to provide precise calculations of megabyte-hours for each tape data set, TMCC maintains a record of the last
time it scanned a tape management system. Although the best practice is to execute TMCC once a day, it can be run
multiple times a day or you can skip days between executions.

TMCC obtains its data from the following data sources:

• CA 1 Catalog
• TLMS Volume Master File
• Extract file created by the EDGHSKP utility of the DFSMSrmm Control Data Set

The records that TMCC generates are segmented in structure. All TMCC records have a standard SMF header section.
The record layout is presented below, segment by segment, as a box diagram.
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TMCC Record Structure:

+---------------------+

|SMF HDR-BASE SEGMENT |

+--+------------------+-----+

   | TMCC SCAN INFO SEGMENT |

   +-+----------------------+---------------+

     | CA 1 / TLMS / RMM                    |

     | COMMON TAPE MANAGEMENT (CMT) SEGMENT |

     +-+----------------------+-------------+

       | CA 1 ONLY SEGMENT    |

       +----------------------+

   OR  | TLMS ONLY SEGMENT    |

       +----------------------+

   OR  | RMM  ONLY SEGMENT    |

       +----------------------+

TMCC Tape Library Definition
Within MICS and the Tape Analyzer Option, a tape library is defined as the inventory tracked by a tape management
system (TMS). Multiple z/OS systems may share a single tape library, and a data center may have multiple tape libraries.
Each tape library is given a unique name by the installation when the TMCC is run.

Each execution of TMCC scans a single tape library for a tape management system. However, TMCC can execute on any
z/OS system sharing a tape library.

For example, here is a sample configuration:

TMS TAPE Library ID Connected systems
TLMS TAP1 SYS1, SYS1, SYS3
RMM TAP2 SYS4
CA 1 TAP3 SYS5, SYS6

Three unique tape libraries (TAP1, TAP2, and TAP3) are defined.

Additionally:

• For TAP1, TMCC can execute on SYS1, SYS2, or SYS3.
• For TAP2, TMCC can execute on SYS4.
• For TAP3, TMCC can execute on SYS5 or SYS6.

TMCC Software Requirements
TMCC runs as a non-authorized program on z/OS 1.4 and above, and supports the following tape management systems:

• CA 1 release 5.5 or higher
• TLMS Tape Management release 5.5 or higher
• DFSMS/MVS Removable Media Manager (RMM) at z/OS 1.4 or higher

The TMCC must execute on a system where the targeted tape management system and its catalog reside. This is
illustrated in TMCC Tape Library Definition.

If the TMC resides on an LPAR that does not have access to sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD, you must copy three TMCC-
related programs to a load library accessible to that LPAR. Then after running the TMCC on that LPAR, you must send
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the TMCC output data set to the LPAR with access to the MICS complex. The three load library members to be copied
are TMCC, TMCMSG and RMMEARL. You must also define a TMCC control data set on that LPAR (see step 1 of the
checklist in TMCC Installation Checklist).

TMCC JCL Samples
The following sections provide samples of JCL for various data center configurations and instructions for updating the
various TMCC JCL execution parameters.

JCL Sample for CA 1
   // ... JOB ...

   //TMCCCA1  EXEC PGM=TMCC,PARM='execution_parameters'

   //*

   //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD

   //TAPEDB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=ca1.tmc.data.set

   //TMCCCNTL DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=tmcc.control.dataset

   //TMCCOUT  DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

   //              UNIT=?????, <---(tape or disk)

   //              DSN=tmcc.output.dataset(+1)

   //*             SPACE=(CYL,(1000,1000),RLSE) <--(if disk)

   //MICSLOG  DD   SYSOUT=*

 

JCL statements

'execution_parameters': See the TMC Execution Parameters section below.

STEPLIB
(Required) Defines the data set containing the TMCC program.

TAPEDB
(Required) Provides the data set name of the targeted CA 1 catalog.

TMCCCNTL
(Required) The TMCC control data set is used to retain the last execution date and time of TMCC. This information is
stored in the output record and is used by the TLM component to determine the age and duration of tape volumes and
data sets.
The DCB attributes of the control data set must be as follows:

 RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80

 

Note: This dataset is created in Step 1 of the TMCC Installation Checklist.

TMCCOUT:
(Required) specifies the output of TMCC. The data set can reside on disk or tape.
The recommended DCB attributes are as follows:

 RECFM=VB,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=optimal

 

Note: The block size should be optimized for the particular device. If no DCB is specified in the JCL, TMCC will use the
attributes listed above and set the block size to an optimal size for the storage device.

The data extracted from the tape library catalog can be voluminous. If the TMCCOUT file is written to DASD, specify a
large JCL SPACE parameter value such as shown below:

 SPACE=(CYL,(1000,1000),RLSE)
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After the initial file is written, check the actual space used and adjust the SPACE parameter accordingly. Allow for some
growth, but as a practical matter, the amount of data collected should be relatively constant from day to day.

MICSLOG
(Required) Provides information about execution, and logs diagnostic messages.

JCL Sample for TLMS
   // ... JOB ...

   //TMCCTLMS EXEC PGM=TMCC,PARM='execution_parameters'

   //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD

   //TMCCCNTL DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=tmcc.control.dataset

   //TMCCOUT  DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

   //              UNIT=?????, <---(tape or disk)

   //              DSN=tmcc.output.dataset(+1)

   //*             SPACE=(CYL,(1000,1000),RLSE) <--(if disk)

   //MICSLOG  DD   SYSOUT=*

 

JCL statements

'execution_parameters': See the TMC Execution Parameters section below.

STEPLIB (Required)
Defines the data set containing the TMCC program.

TMCCCNTL (Required)
The TMCC control data set is used to retain the last execution date and time of TMCC. This information is stored in the
output record and is used by the TLM component to determine the age and duration of tape volumes and data sets.
The DCB attributes of the control data set must be as follows:

 RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80

 

Note: This dataset is created in Step 1 of the TMCC Installation Checklist.

TMCCOUT:
(Required) specifies the output of TMCC. The data set can reside on disk or tape.
The recommended DCB attributes are as follows:

 RECFM=VB,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=optimal

 

Note: The block size should be optimized for the particular device. If no DCB is specified in the JCL, TMCC will use the
attributes listed above and set the block size to an optimal size for the storage device.

The data extracted from the tape library catalog can be voluminous. If the TMCCOUT file is written to DASD, specify a
large JCL SPACE parameter value such as shown below:

 SPACE=(CYL,(1000,1000),RLSE)

 

After the initial file is written, check the actual space used and adjust the SPACE parameter accordingly. Allow for some
growth, but as a practical matter, the amount of data collected should be relatively constant from day to day.

MICSLOG
(Required) Provides information about execution, and logs diagnostic messages.
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JCL Sample for RMM

For DFSMSrmm installations, the EDGHSKP utility must be run to extract data from the control data set (CDS).
DATEFORM(J) must be specified in the PARM= field. If any other value is used or if it is not specified, TMCC will reject
the data.

   // ... JOB ...

   //EXTRACT  EXEC PGM=EDGHSKP,

   //              PARM='DATEFORM(J) RPTEXT'

   //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

   //MESSAGE  DD   SYSOUT=*

   //XREPTEXT DD   DSN=extract.data.set.name,

   //              DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),AVGREC=U,

   //              SPACE=(CYL,(1000,500)),

   //              UNIT=unit

   //*

   //TMCCRMM  EXEC PGM=TMCC,PARM='execution_parameters'

   //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.LOAD

   //INPUTRMM DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=extract.data.set.name

   //TMCCCNTL DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=tmcc.control.dataset

   //TMCCOUT  DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

   //              UNIT=unit, <------------tape or disk)

   //              DSN=tmcc.output.dataset(+1)

   //*             SPACE=(CYL,(1000,500),RLSE) <--(if disk)

   //MICSLOG  DD   SYSOUT=*

   //*

   //DELETE   EXEC IEFBR14,COND=(4,LT,TMCCTLMS)

   //INPUTRMM DD DISP=(SHR,DELETE),DSN=extract.dataset.name

 

JCL statements

EXTRACT Step

XREPTEXT
(Required) Specifies the data set name for the EDGHSKP utility output.

TMCCRMM STEP

execution_parameters': TMC Execution Parameters section below.

STEPLIB (Required)
Defines the data set containing the TMCC program.

INPUTRMM:
(Required) extract.data.set.nam e must match the value specified on the XREPTEXT DD.

TMCCCNTL
(Required) The TMCC control data set retains the last execution date and time of TMCC. This information is stored in the
output record and is used by the TLM component to determine the age and duration of tape volumes and data sets.
The DCB attributes of the control data set must be as follows:

 RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80

 

Note: This data set is created in Step 1 of the TMCC Installation Checklist.

TMCCOUT:
(Required) Specifies the output of TMCC. The data set can reside on disk or tape.
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The recommended DCB attributes are as follows:

 RECFM=VB,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=optimal

 

Note: The block size should be optimized for the particular device. If no DCB is specified in the JCL, TMCC will use the
attributes listed above and set the block size to an optimal size for the storage device.

The data extracted from the tape library catalog can be voluminous. If the TMCCOUT file is written to DASD, specify a
large JCL SPACE parameter value such as shown below:

 SPACE=(CYL,(1000,1000),RLSE)

 

After the initial file is written, check the actual space used and adjust the SPACE parameter accordingly. Allow for some
growth, but as a practical matter, the amount of data collected should be relatively constant from day to day.

MICSLOG:
(Required) Provides information about execution, and logs diagnostic messages.

DELETE STEP

INPUTRMM:
(Required) extract.data.set.name must match the value specified on the XREPTEXT DD.
Note: The data set created by the EXTRACT step could be defined as a GDG if you want to keep a number of raw data
extract files. If this is done, the //DELETE step should be removed from the job to allow IDCAMS management of the
GDG.

TMCC Execution Parameters

All execution parameters for TMCC are specified on the PARM= keyword of the EXEC statement.

For example:

 //TMCC     EXEC PGM=TMCC,PARM='CA-1 SYS1'

 

The format for the execution parameter is:

    'AAAA BBBB'

     |    |

     |    +------- tape_library_name (4 bytes)

     +------------ tms_name (4 bytes)

 

tms_name:
(Required) The tape management system name.

TMCC supports the following values:

CA 1
CA 1

RMM
DFSMSrmm

TLMS
TLMS Tape Management

tape_library_name:
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(Required) This parameter is used to assign a unique name to a specific tape library. The value chosen is user specified,
and should be a name that easily identifies the specific tape library. The name specified here is stored in the database
files in data element TAPELIB, the highest sort/summary key in the TLM component database files. TAPELIB will be used
frequently in reporting to identify the tape library, and in analysis code to select observations for a particular tape library.
The tape library name is also used as the value for ORGSYSID during the DAILY job step DAY091 processing. The
tape library name must be defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(CPLXSID) or prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID). For more
information on the CPLXSID and SYSID members, see Complex-Level Computing System Parm (CPLXSID)
Sites with multiple tape management systems must specify a different tape_library_name for each TMCC scan job. This
value is not only used by the TLM component during checkpoint processing; it also serves to keep data for each tape
library separated in the summarized timespans if multiple TMCC scan files are input into the same TLM component step.

TMCC Considerations
TMCC Output Data Set

The output from TMCC is a data set with the following recommended DCB attributes:

LRECL=4096, BLKSIZE=multiple of LRECL, RECFM=VB, DSORG=PS

If no DCB information is specified, TMCC will assign the above information and set the block size to an optimal size for the
device.

The TMCC output data set can reside on DASD or TAPE. This data set can be voluminous and the space requirements
are proportional to the number of volumes and data sets managed by the tape library. A tape library with a million tape
data sets requires approximately 1000 cylinders of DASD storage.

It is recommended that the TMCC output data set is created as a GDG (Generation Data Set Group) to simplify the daily
update step DAY091 JCL.

Sample JCL for creating a GDG can be found in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMCCGDG). See Step 2 in the TMCC
Installation Checklist.

DFSMSrmm Collection

The EDGHSKP utility is first used to extract data from the DFSMSrmm control data set. The data set is then processed by
TMCC. In the JCL examples provided, EDGHSKP and TMCC execute in a single job.

By splitting the EDGHSKP and TMCC into separate jobs, additional flexibility in restart and scheduling can be achieved.

Collection Intervals

We recommend that TMCC be run once per day, but it is up to you to determine the collection frequency. Daily collection
provides a day-to-day picture of tape library usage metrics for performance, capacity planning, and accounting and
chargeback.

TMCC Installation Checklist
The TMCC is automatically installed into an existing MICS Complex as part of the installation of the MICS Tape Analyzer
Option.

This checklist is used to create required data sets and execution JCL.

1. Create the TMCC Control Data Set
The TMCC control data set maintains a record of the last execution of TMCC for a given tape library. This information
is used by MICS to compute space-time metrics for tape data sets.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMCCCNTL) and modify the JCL to data center standards.
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– Supply a valid JOB card
– Specify the UNIT parameter
– Update the DSN
Submit the JCL and review the output. The job should complete with a return code of 0.

2. Create TMCC GDGs
It is recommended that the TMCC output be written to a GDG for simplified management.
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMCCDEFG) and modify the JCL to meet data center standards.
– Supply a valid JOB card
– Update the IDCAMS parameters

• NAME (TMCC output data set name)
• LIMIT(xx) Number of GDG's to keep

Submit the JCL and review the output. The job should complete with a return code of 0.
3. Create the TMCC operational JCL

MICS provides example JCL that can be modified to meet data center requirements.
Create member sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMCC) and copy one of the following sample members:
– TMCCCA1 if using CA 1
– TMCCTLMS if using TLMS
– TMCCRMM if using IBM DFSMSrmm
Edit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(TMCC)
– Supply a valid JOB statement.
– Update the execution parameter on the EXEC PGM=TMCC that matches your environment (see TMCC JCL

Samples).
– Update the data set name for the //TMCCCNTL DD to match the data set created with the TMCCCNTL job in Step

1.
– Update the //TMCCOUT DD:

• Update the DSN to match the data set created with the TMCCDEFG job in Step 2.
• Specify the UNIT parameter.
• Optionally supply DCB and SPACE parameters depending on data center standards.

For RMM, modify the JCL specification for the XREPTEXT DD and the TMCCOUT DD to meet data center
requirements. See TMCC JCL Samples.
For CA 1 and TLMS, review JCL Samples for specific JCL requirements in TMCC JCL Samples.

4. Schedule the TMCC job to run daily (best practice), or at another time. The TMCC scan must complete before
execution of the daily update routine DAY091 step.

CAP Capacity Planner Option
Capacity Planner addresses two key areas in capacity planning: workload characterization and workload forecasting. With
the MICS Capacity Planner, you are able to perform key capacity planning studies and produce related reports using data
that is maintained in the MICS database.

The Capacity Planner Option discusses analytic techniques and uses tutorials, reports, and case studies to explain the
workload characterization and workload forecasting.

Workload characterization helps you establish a workload baseline, based on current work activities, that will make future
analyses more meaningful. Workload characterization uses data directly from the MICS database.

Workload forecasting helps you estimate growth in existing and new applications, and track and revise these estimates.
Workload forecasting uses data from a special capacity planning database built using data elements that you select from
the MICS database.
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In addition to providing helpful forecasting techniques, the MICS Capacity Planner enables you to produce presentation
graphics using the information that you obtain. You can then develop a capacity planning strategy that is based on both
history and projections of future resource demand.

The MICS Capacity Planner enables you to maintain capacity history and projections information in both private and
shared files.

The private files are accessible only to the planner who defines and maintains the data. This data are useful if you perform
capacity planning functions alone, if you are developing on-demand analyses, or if you are in the early phases of planning
and you are making frequent changes.

The shared files are useful if you share the capacity planning responsibilities among several planners and each might
need to develop forecasts that are based on one set of shared files.

Capacity Planner Overview
The objective of any capacity planning study is to ensure that resources are available to provide the quality of service that
an organization  requires . Capacity planning studies help to prevent resource shortages and save organizations from
expensive slowdowns and down time.

The capacity planning process is divided into five functions: workload characterization, workload analysis, and forecasting,
performance prediction, financial analysis, and presenting the findings to management.

A successful capacity planning process includes the following primary areas of application:

Workload Characterization

Workload characterization is the ongoing analysis of the workload structure, resource consumption by each application,
service levels, and system component utilization.

Your organization has already characterized your workloads; if not, use the workload characterization functions of the
MICS Capacity Planner as described in CAP Workload Characterization.

Workload Analysis and Forecasting

Workload analysis and forecasting is predicting growth in existing applications and estimating the resource requirements
of new applications, and tracking and revising these predictions, as appropriate.

The first step in analyzing and forecasting your resource consumption is to gather data about your system. You can use
the facilities of the MICS Capacity Planner to build a data base of the elements you want to use as the basis of your
studies. The process of defining files to build the database is described in the sections Sample Planning Applications and
Capacity Planning Database.

The Standard Applications files, described in Sample Planning Applications, are predefined files that collect data
contained in the MICS database and build a Capacity Planner database.

Resource Element, Meta, and Business Element files, described in Capacity Planning Database, enable you to define the
files to collect and/or augment the data contained in the Capacity Planner database.

Once you have defined your files and built your database, the next step is to analyze and forecast the data.

The analysis and forecasting tools of the MICS Capacity Planner fall into two categories: trend analysis and what-
if analysis. The trend analysis tools, Profile and Trending and Simple Regression are described in sections Profile
And Trending Analysis and Simple Regression Analysis. The what-if analysis tools, Univariate Modeling, Multivariate
Regression and Business Element Forecasting are described in the following sections: Univariate Model Forecasting,
Multivariate Regression Forecasting and Business Element Forecasting.
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Financial Analysis

Financial analysis is reviewing different financial alternatives, once you have arrived at a set of configurations, to find
those that provide the best return to the enterprise.

The MICS Capacity Planner can be used to analyze the data contained in MICS Accounting and Chargeback to assist in
the financial analysis phase of capacity planning.

Presentation Graphics

Presentation graphics enable you to present the set of configurations to management for further evaluation and, after the
plan has been implemented, produce regular reports to compare the actual consumption levels against the plan.

With MICF access to MICS Capacity Planner files, you can produce high-quality graphic reports as part of your capacity
plan and present the results to management. This is described in section Placing Analysis Inquiries in the SHARED
Catalog section and Presenting Forecasted Data

The first two functions, Workload Characterization and Workload Analysis and Forecasting, require processing vast
quantities of data to identify and track current and new applications, monitor service and system component utilization
levels, further refine the forecasting process, and build models of applications. (For further information see SAR79).

Although you can build models for predicting service and component utilization levels from small samples of data, you
may have to analyze large quantities of data to ensure that the samples are representative of the population. The MICS
database provides an ideal source for the quantities of data required for the capacity planning process.

The MICS Capacity Planner provides a set of facilities that use the data in the MICS database and other business element
data for capacity planning purposes. These facilities include: the private and shared capacity planning databases, analytic
functions, and extensions to existing MICF functions.

The following diagram shows the data process using the facilities of the MICS Capacity Planner.

                                   ********************

                                   * Capacity Data    *       Business Element

                                   * from the CA MICS *       Files; such as

                                   *   Database       *       orders and market

                                   ********************       forecasts.

                                                |                 |

                                                |                 |

                                                |                 |

                                                V                 V

 *************     Meta Files               ___________________________

 * Capacity  *  <------------------------->|                           |

 * Planner   *                             | CA MICS Workstation       |

 * Database  *  <--------------------------| Facility (MWF),           |

 *************     Standard Applications   | CA MICS Capacity Planner  |

       /\          Business Element Files  |                           |

       |           Resource Element Files  |                           |

       |                                   |  - - - - - - - - - - - -  |

       |                                   |                           |

       +---------------------------------->|  Analysis and Forecasting |

                                           |                           |

                                           |___________________________|

                                                         |

                                                         |

                                                         |

                                                         V

                                           Profile and Trending Analysis
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                                           Simple Regression Analysis

                                           Univariate Model Forecasting

                                           Multivariate Regression Forecasting

                                           Business Element Forecasting

                                           Worksheet Facility

                                           Presentation Graphics

 

Capacity Planning Database
The MICS Capacity Planner provides facilities to maintain capacity planning information in databases that can be either
shared (among all authorized users) or private (under your control). These SAS databases can be made up of four
different types of files: Sample Application files, Resource Element files, Meta files, and Business Element files.

• Sample Application Files are Broadcom-defined views of data in the MICS database that can be used to do capacity
planning in a number of different computing environments. For more information, see Sample Planning Applications.
Sample Applications are designed to be a 'fast-path' approach to building a capacity planning database and do not
require you to enter many parameters to start collecting MICS information in your capacity planning database.

• Resource element files are user-defined files that extract information from the MICS database and store it in your
capacity planning database. In contrast to the Sample Applications, resource element files let you choose the MICS
files from which to extract data, decide the level to which the data is summarized, and create new data elements. The
MICF facilities enable you to select files and data elements and provide a regular interface for you to use. For more
information, see Resource Element Files.

• Meta files are user-defined files, similar to Resource Element files, however, rather than using MICS files as input,
Meta files use data that reside in either the Private (or Shared) Capacity Planner database. Meta files can summarize
this data according to your specifications. Using Meta files, you can summarize the data from one Sample application
in different ways to provide multiple views of the same information (for example, by department, by division, by
company, and by the organization). For more information, see Meta Files.

Business Element files are user-defined and contain information from data sources outside the MICS architecture.
Business Element files are used to store business elements such as last year's total orders, or number of units sold, or
future projected sales into the MICS Capacity Planner so you can perform Business Element Forecasting (BEF). Business
Element Forecasting (also know as Natural Forecasting Units (NFU) or Natural Business Unit (NBU) Forecasting) is a
workload forecasting technique that uses business metrics (for example, Units Sold, Claims Processed) to forecast future
computing resource needs. See the Business Element Files for more details.

The MICS Capacity Planner uses the information contained in the Capacity Planner database as input to the workload
forecasting facilities. You can use this to predict future consumption levels. The forecasting facilities of the MICS Capacity
Planner can store your forecasts in the Capacity Planner database so you can use them in Presentation Graphics or as
input to the presentation facilities of MICF.

Finally, with the MICF Production Reporting facility, you can automatically update the shared Capacity Planning database
as the prerequisite MICS operational job completes.

CAP Analysis Capabilities
The MICS Capacity Planner provides an extensive set of analysis functions to perform workload characterization,
workload forecasting, and presentation graphics. The facilities use the information contained in the MICS database, and in
the Capacity Planner database, as the input to the analytic functions provided.

These functions include:
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Profile and Trending (PFT)

Facility that reads the data in the Capacity Planner database and generates compound growth rates for the data elements
that you select. PFT interfaces with the Capacity Planner database definitions to provide an easy menu-driven dialog that
allows you to select the files and data elements that you would like to analyze. (See the Profile And Trending Analysis for
more information.)

Simple Regression (SMR)

Performs linear regression on a user-selected data element in the Capacity Planner database and displays results in
either a color or printer graphic format. This facility can be very useful for quick analysis and understanding the growth of a
particular data element. For more information, see Simple Regression Analysis.

Univariate Modeling (UVM)

Easy-to-use facility that allows you to perform complex statistical analysis against information in your Capacity Planner
database that results in forecasts that can be saved back into the Capacity Planner database. These forecasts can use
any of the Capacity Planner file types (See Capacity Planning Database ). When a forecast is saved, a forecast file is built
that can be used as input to either Presentation Graphics or to MICF's presentation facilities. For more information see
Univariate Model Forecasting.

Multivariate Regression (MVR)

Statistical analysis facility that generates savable forecasts. In contrast to Univariate Modeling, MVR can use the activity
of data elements in different (or the same) Capacity Planner files to forecast the activity of another data element. These
forecasts can be made available to Presentation Graphics or MICF. For more information, see Multivariate Regression
Forecasting.

Business Element Forecasting (BEF)

Uses the information provided by a user-defined Business Element File as the basis for forecasting the activity of a
computer resource metric contained in the Capacity Planner database. BEF allows you to discover relationships that
may exist between business activity and computer resource consumption and use that as the basis of your workload
forecasting studies. These forecasts can be saved for further analysis or as input to Presentation Graphics or MICF. (See
the Business Element Forecasting section for more information.)

Workload Characterization

Method by which computer resource consumers can be grouped into like categories. This facility uses data contained in
the MICS database to find relationships that are made apparent through the application of statistical clustering techniques.
These clusters (or groupings) can then serve as the basis for workload forecasting studies so you can plan the capacity
needs of your enterprise. (See the Workload Characterization section for more information.)

Presentation Graphics (PGR)

Screen driven interface to a set of plotting routines that produce printer and color plots of information in the Capacity
Planner database. These plots can include current and previous forecasts, confidence limits, and reference lines. These
analyses can be tied into MICF Production Reporting so that they are generated as part of the update process for a
capacity planning file. (See the Presenting Forecasted Data section for more information.)

Worksheet Facility

Method by which users can communicate their forecasted system resource needs to you. The Worksheets use files
and data elements you select from the Capacity Planner database and format them into a report that you can distribute
to your user base. The users then fill in their anticipated resource needs and return these to you. A data entry facility
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enables you to input this information and update the Capacity Planner database with the forecasts. The Worksheet Effect
Report processes the information from the worksheets and combines it with actuals data and generated forecasts into
a consolidated report that reflects anticipated and actual resource activity. (See the Worksheet Facility section for more
information.)

Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using SMR, UVM, MVR, BEF, and Workload Characterization. SAS/GRAPH is a
prerequisite for using the graphics capabilities of PGR.

Resource Component Analysis using Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents Technology (NCA)

Statistical analysis tool that permits the quantification of effects of a series of resource components against a specified
analysis element. For example, processor busy is a function of the resources used by a series of workloads. The
Resource Component Analysis application can determine which of the workloads has the greatest impact on processor
busy and provide a weighted measure of the impact. This facility can be used to prepare for workload forecasting
operations or as a general data analysis tool. (See Resource Component Analysis.)

Workload Forecasting Analysis using Neugents Technology (NWF)

Statistical analysis facility that generates savable forecasts. This facility works in a similar fashion to the Multivariate
Forecasting facility mentioned above but uses a set of Broadcom patented techniques to permit you to develop nonlinear
models that relate different resource consumption data elements from one or more capacity planning database files. This
forecasting capability provides for the investigation of possible relationships among different resource variables, and the
forecasting of future requirements of a resource variable based on estimates of the future requirements of one or more
different resource variables. (See Workload Forecasting.)

Workload Characterization using Neugents Technology (NWC)

Method by which computer resource consumers can be grouped into like categories. This facility uses data contained in
the MICS database to find relationships that are made apparent through the application of statistical clustering techniques.
These clusters (or groupings) can then serve as the basis for workload forecasting studies or can be used as input for
additional analyses. This facility is similar in functionality to the Workload Characterization mentioned above but utilizes a
set of Broadcom patented techniques to perform the clustering operation. (See Workload Characterization.)

Note: Neugents Technologies, provided at no additional cost, is a prerequisite for using NCA, NWF, or NWC.

All of these analytic facilities are implemented through a set of similar dialog interfaces, reducing the time to productive
usage. They also have extensive tutorial support to assist you in their usage and the case studies and provide practical
examples of using these facilities with actual data.

CAP Online Facility Tutorial
The online facility provides the means for using the MICS Capacity Planner. This section introduces the online facility and
explains how to use it. Additional online tutorials provide extensive guidance in using the features of the MICS Capacity
Planner.

If you are familiar with the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), you may notice many similarities between it and the
MICS Capacity Planner's online facility. The online facility uses many of the MICF features. Any experience that you have
with MICF will benefit you as you begin using the MICS Capacity Planner's online facility.

Overview of the Online Facility

The online facility provides a convenient way to use the MICS Capacity Planner to rapidly obtain the results you need.
With the online facility, you do not need an in-depth knowledge of MICS or SAS to effectively use the MICS Capacity
Planner for building, maintaining, and analyzing capacity planning database files. The online facility's automatic validation
procedures prevent you from making invalid requests, such as trying to use data elements that are not contained in the
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MICS files to build your capacity planning resource element files. Automatic validation also prevents syntax errors during
subsequent analysis of capacity planning database files.

Following MICF's format, the online facility allows you to produce programs called file definition inquiries and analysis
inquiries. You can design these inquiries either to collect capacity planning data or to analyze that data and produce
tabular and graphics reports.

The MICS Capacity Planner includes a number of standard capacity planning applications that you will find immediately
useful through the online facility. You can easily generate file definition inquiries based on these standard applications and
save them in your private MICF catalog, possibly further tailoring them to your particular requirements if necessary. Once
a file definition inquiry has been created, it can be saved and reused simply by selecting it from the MICF catalog.

Online screens are provided for each of the data gathering, analytical, and reporting features of the MICS Capacity
Planner.

A comprehensive, interactive tutorial facility assists you in learning and using the online facility. In addition, you have
online access to all MICS documentation while you are using the online facility.

The following steps briefly describe how the online facility works:

• The input, selection criteria, analysis, and report options are defined.
• Transparent to you, the online facility dynamically builds the file definition inquiry or analysis inquiry program from your

specifications.
• The inquiry is executed interactively or in batch, and the results either create or update a capacity planning file or

perform an analysis upon the data in your capacity planning database files. The reports and diagnostic output that are
produced during the inquiry execution are displayed at your terminal or routed to a printer.

Major Features of the Online Facility

The online facility is a menu-based system that operates under IBM's Interactive Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF) and
uses many of the features of the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). If you are familiar with ISPF commands, you
will find that the online facility menus behave like ISPF menus. The major features of the online facility include:

• Inquiry composition o Inquiry modification
• Execution-time specifications
• Output replay
• Facilities for advanced users

Each of these features is generally applicable to both file definition inquiries and analysis inquiries.

Inquiry Composition

By completing one or a few online screens, you can create any number of special capacity planning inquiries. These
inquiries allow you to do the following:

• Create pre-designed capacity planning database files
• Create custom capacity planning database files
• Update and maintain these database files
• Perform analyses and forecasting based upon the contents of these database files
• Graphically present the results of forecasts

Inquiry Modification

Once created, an inquiry may be stored in your private catalog, recalled, copied, deleted, or modified. You make changes
to an inquiry using the same online facility screens that you originally used to create the inquiry. You do not, however,
need to redisplay screens that did not change.

Execution-Time Specifications
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You may define analysis inquiries so that key inquiry parameters can be specified at the time the analysis inquiry is
executed. This facility allows you to report against varying data without changing the analysis inquiry. File definition
inquiries do not support the execution-time specifications feature.

Output Replay

You can save the output produced when you execute a file definition or analysis inquiry and replay it later. The output is
saved by inquiry name, date, and time. Your MICS System Administrator can place inquiry outputs into a shared replay
catalog that can be used throughout your installation.

When you replay an inquiry output, you can either view it on your terminal or send it to a hardcopy device. If you are
replaying color graphics output, you do not need to use the type of device that was specified at the time the inquiry was
originally executed. You can specify the color terminal, color printer, or color plotter type to use at the time you request the
replay.

Facilities For Advanced Users

If you are familiar with the MICS database and are accustomed to programming in SAS, a feature that you will find
particularly helpful is the ability to include your own data selection and data manipulation SAS statements in your
file definition inquiries. Through the exits provided, you can specify any valid SAS statement for inclusion in the SAS
statements that are generated by the online facility to create and update capacity planning resource element files. This
facility allows you to define sophisticated data selection logic and to generate new data elements to be included in your
capacity planning resource element files.

The following sections contain detailed descriptions of each of the MICS Capacity Planner features and their operation
using the online facility:

• Getting Started with the Online Facility
• Capacity Planning Database File Definition Inquiries
• Capacity Planning Analysis Inquiries
• Replaying Cataloged Output
• Capacity Planning Facilities Administration
• Production Reporting Administration
• Worksheet Facility
• Selecting Files for MICF Analysis
• Placing Analysis Inquiries in the SHARED Catalog

CAP Getting Started with the Online Facility

After you read this section, you will be able to start the online facility and know how to use its menus, commands, and help
screens. In addition, you will be able to customize the online facility to meet your needs.

The online facility contains extensive online tutorials (help screens) that you can request at any point in an online facility
session. These screens provide detailed information about the operation you are specifying at the time you request help.

When you leave the tutorials, the online facility returns you to the place in your work session from which you requested
help. Ask for help by typing HELP after the Command prompt (or the Option prompt on some screens) at the top of the
screen. Your PF1 key is usually set to do this for you. When you request help in this manner, you are immediately shown
a tutorial that is relevant to the screen on which you are working. To leave a tutorial, type END after the Command (or
Option) prompt at the top of your screen. Your PF3 key is usually set to do this for you.

For information about BACKUP and RESTORE, see the CAP Installing.
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Operating Conventions of the Online Facility

The MICS Capacity Planner online facility follows the same format and operating conventions as the MICS Information
Center Facility (MICF).

Both the online facility and ISPF are very easy to use. Even if you have little data processing experience, you will be
able to learn the basics very quickly simply by using the terminal and signing on (though we recommend that you keep
an experienced MICF or ISPF user handy for the first few minutes). For more information about ISPF, consult IBM
documentation on ISPF: Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF) Reference Summary, No. SC34-4445, and
Interactive System Productivity Facility Getting Started, No. SC34-4440.

Starting the Online Facility

Start the online facility by selecting it from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) menu. The method of reaching the MICS
Workstation Facility varies from installation to installation.

There are two common ways to start MWF. Your MICS System Administrator may have installed MICS so that you can
reach MWF by selecting an option on your installation's ISPF primary option menu or another ISPF menu.

If you cannot start MWF from a standard ISPF menu, ask your MICS System Administrator for the name of the MWF
CLIST.

If neither of these methods works, ask your MICS System Administrator to tell you how to start MWF.

For more information, see the MICS Workstation Facility.

Regardless of how you start MWF, once you select the options that bring you to the Capacity Planner Management
Support Application, you will see the screen shown in the following Capacity Planner Menu figure.

Figure 1-2 Capacity Planner Menu

 /-----------------------------  Capacity Planner  -----------------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |        0 - MICF Options                                                      |

 |            Review/modify MICF parameters and default options.                |

 |        1 - Capacity Planning Data Base Files                                 |

 |            Define, modify, or update capacity planning data base files.      |

 |        2 - Capacity Planning Analysis                                        |

 |            Define, modify, or update capacity planning analyses.             |

 |        3 - Capacity Planner Worksheet Facility                               |

 |            Create, input, and produce capacity planning worksheets.          |

 |        4 - Capacity Planning Facilities Administration                       |

 |            Maintain shared capacity planning data base files.                |

 |        5 - Reports and Graphics                                              |

 |            Review reports and graphics from inquiries and production jobs.   |

 |        6 - Production Reporting Administration                               |

 |            Add, modify, execute, or delete MICF inquiry production jobs      |

 |            or Capacity Planner production update jobs.                       |

 |        T - Tutorial                                                          |

 |        X - Exit                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

For more detailed discussions on the Capacity Planner screen options, refer to the following sections:

• For Option 0, MICF Options, see Customizing the Online Facility and Selecting Files for MICF Analysis.
• For Option 1, See Capacity Planning Database File Definition Inquiries.
• For Option 2, See Capacity Planning Analysis Inquiries.
• Option 3, Capacity Planner Worksheet Facility, refer to the Worksheet section.
• Option 4, Capacity Planning Facilities Administration, refer to the Worksheet section.
• For Option 5, Reports and Graphics, see Replaying Cataloged Output section or MICF Reference.
• For Option 6, See Production Reporting Administration section or MICF Reference.

Customizing the Online Facility

This section provides a general description of how to customize the default parameters governing your online facility
sessions. Parameters that are used by the MICS Capacity Planner online facility are shared with those used by MICF.
Therefore, changes you make using Option 0 of the Capacity Planning menu are reflected when you use MICF, and vice
versa. You can find details on each parameter in MICF Reference.

When you use the online facility, specify how to allocate data sets, what printer formats to use, what color graphics
devices you are using, what ISPF profile you want to use with the online facility, and what defaults you would like to
have when executing a capacity planning file definition or analysis inquiry. Defaults for each of the parameters in these
categories were included with MICF when it was shipped to your installation. Your MICS System Administrator has further
tailored these defaults for your site. In addition, the online facility often gives you the opportunity to revise parameters
temporarily for a particular inquiry.

For these reasons, we recommend that you start using the online facility with the default options unchanged. As you
become more familiar with the online facility, reset some of these defaults. To do so, select Option 0, MICF Options, on the
primary Capacity Planning menu.

Capacity Planning Database File Definition Inquiries

The purpose of this section is to introduce the online facilities that are available for creating, modifying, deleting, and
executing file definition inquiries. Subsequent sections provide direction on the specifications you must make to address
various capacity planning requirements.

The following sections address these topics:

• Creating a File Definition Inquiry
• Modifying a File Definition Inquiry
• Repeating or Copying a File Definition Inquiry
• Deleting a File Definition Inquiry
• Executing a File Definition Inquiry

CAP Creating a File Definition Inquiry

Creating a capacity planning database file is easy:

• You tell the online facility that you are about to create a file definition inquiry.
• You give the file definition inquiry a name and assign it to a catalog group.
• You specify the file definition process you plan to use.
• You decide to save, execute, or cancel the file definition inquiry.

Note: If you decide to execute the inquiry, save it first.
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As a user of the online facility, you will have your own private catalog of file definition inquiries. Before you create your first
file definition inquiry, there is no PRIVATE capacity planning database for your user ID, but the first time you try to store
data for a file definition inquiry, a PRIVATE capacity database is allocated automatically. This is illustrated below.

This database is a SAS Data Library with your user ID as the high-level prefix. The historical data and forecasts for
the first and for all future inquiries will be stored in this PRIVATE capacity database. The Backups, Restores, and
Compression section provides backup and restore procedures that should be applied to your PRIVATE database.

To create a file definition inquiry, select Option 1, Capacity Planning Data Base Files, from the primary Capacity Planner
menu (see Figure 1-2 in CAP Getting Started with the Online Facility ). The Capacity Planning Data Base Files screen that
is shown in the following Figure 1-3 is displayed. You can use this screen to create, modify, and delete capacity planning
database files.

Figure 1-3, Capacity Planning Data Base Files Screen - PRIVATE Catalog

 /---------------------  Capacity Planning Data Base Files  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ---------Line Commands-----------|

 |Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |A Add Notes B Browse  S Select ||

 |Select mode   ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |M Modify    E Execute I Insert ||

 |Name (subset) ===> ___                        |R Repeat    C Copy    D Delete ||

 |                                              ---------------------------------|

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

 | _   DAS       DASD Sample Application                    S   Updated  05/11/30|

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

When you enter the Capacity Planning Data Base Files screen, the default specification for Catalog is PRIVATE. The
SHARED catalog facility permits you to copy inquiries that exist in the shared catalog into your private catalog.

Each catalog is divided into catalog groups. These groups contain the actual database file definition inquiries. When
the Catalog group field contains no specification, the lower part of the screen displays the names of the various catalog
groups that have been defined.

When you select a catalog group, either by typing an S (Select) in the Cmd column or by typing a catalog group name
after the Catalog group prompt, the display portion of the screen shows the database file definition inquiries that are
contained in that catalog group. To see the list of all file definition inquiries in your catalog, place an asterisk (*) after the
Catalog group prompt. To see the list of all inquiries in all catalog groups starting with the same sequence of characters,
code the sequence, followed by an asterisk, after the Catalog group prompt. For example,

 Catalog Group ====> S*
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If you type S*, as shown in the example, you will see all the definitions in all catalog groups starting with the letter S.

If the list of inquiries is long, you can scroll through it using the standard ISPF DOWN and UP commands. You can subset
the list of inquiries by entering the beginning characters of the names you are interested in after the Name prompt. Only
inquiries with names starting with these characters are shown.

The Select mode controls the action of the S (Select) line command and the SELECT primary command. The two possible
values are EXECUTE or MODIFY, which default to the last value specified for this parameter:

• Specify MODIFY to modify an existing file definition.
• Specify EXECUTE to update a capacity planning database file (that is, execute the file definition inquiry).

The information about each file definition inquiry is displayed on a single line and includes the inquiry name, title, type of
inquiry process (discussed below), and current status of the inquiry.

To create a new database file definition inquiry, type an I (Insert) on any line in the Cmd column. The Insert Capacity
Planning Data Base File screen that is shown in the following Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4, Insert Capacity Planning Data Base File Screen

 /------------------  Insert Capacity Planning Data Base File  ------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |         File Name   ===> ___                                                  |

 |              Title  ===> _______________________________________              |

 |              Author ===> CA                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog Group Name  ===> SAMPLES                                               |

 |              Title ===> Sample Application Files                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |        1 - Sample Applications                                                |

 |            Specify file definition parameters for one of the                  |

 |            capacity planning sample applications.                             |

 |        2 - Business Element File                                              |

 |            Specify file definition parameters for a file of user              |

 |            specified business element data.                                   |

 |        3 - Resource Element File                                              |

 |            Specify file definition parameters for a file of actuals           |

 |            from the CA MICS database.                                         |

 |        4 - Meta File                                                          |

 |            Specify file definition parameters for a file of actuals           |

 |            from the Capacity Planner database.                                |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

On the Insert Capacity Planning Data Base File screen, you can specify the inquiry name (one to three characters), title,
and author. The catalog group name and title are copied from the information that applies to the line on which you entered
the I. If you want to change either of them, you can do so here. If  you want to change any of the information about this
screen later, first make a copy of the inquiry.

As shown in the previous Insert Capacity Planning Data Base File Screen figure, there are four different types of capacity
planning processes that you can use to create a file definition inquiry: For more information, see Sample Planning
Applications and Capacity Planning Database.
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• Choosing Option 1 allows you to use one of the Capacity Planner sample applications for capacity planning.
• Choosing Option 2 allows you to create capacity planning business element files that contain business activity-related

data elements defined by you.
• Choosing Option 3 allows you to create a user-defined capacity planning database file using historical data from the

MICS database. However, unlike the sample applications, you must specify ALL file definition parameters.
• Choosing Option 4 allows you to create a user-defined meta capacity planning database file. Meta files are similar to

Resource Element files; however, rather than using data from the MICS database, meta files use the shared or private
Capacity Planner database.

Depending on the option that you specify on this screen, pressing ENTER will give you a series of screens that allow you
to complete the specifications for your file definition inquiry.

CAP Modifying a File Definition Inquiry

Sometimes you may want to change an existing inquiry, thereby replacing the original. You can do this from the Capacity
Planning Data Base Files screen (see the Figure 1-4 Insert Capacity Planning Data Base File Screen in CAP Creating
a File Definition Inquiry) either by typing an M line command next to the inquiry to be modified, or by specifying a Select
mode of MODIFY, typing an S (Select) in the Cmd column on the line of the inquiry to be modified, and pressing ENTER.
The screens you originally used to construct the existing inquiry are displayed. You may modify the parameters on these
screens to conform to your new requirements. When you save the modified inquiry, it replaces the original inquiry in your
catalog.

CAP Repeating or Copying a File Definition Inquiry

This section describes how to use an existing file definition inquiry as a model for a new inquiry without changing the
original inquiry. The following Repeating an Inquiry figure shows a typical display of the contents of a private catalog.

Figure 1-5 Repeating an Inquiry

/---------------------  Capacity Planning Data Base Files  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ---------Line Commands-----------|

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |A Add Notes B Browse  S Select ||

|Select mode   ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |M Modify    E Execute I Insert ||

|Name (subset) ===> ___                        |R Repeat    C Copy    D Delete ||

|                                              ---------------------------------|

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| R   CPU       CPU Sample Application                     S   Copied   98/11/01|

| _   DAS       DASD Sample Application                    S   Updated  98/11/02|

| _   WKL       Track Major Workloads                      F   Forecast Only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To repeat a copy of a file definition inquiry in your private catalog, type an R (REPEAT) in the Cmd column on the line of
the inquiry that you want to copy and press ENTER. The following Repeat File Definition screen appears.

To copy an existing file definition from the shared catalog into your private catalog, you first need to view the shared
catalog by changing PRIVATE to SHARED in the Catalog field on the Repeating an Inquiry Sample. Then type a C
(COPY) in the Cmd column on the line of the inquiry that you want to copy and press ENTER. A Copy File Definition
screen similar to the Repeat File Definition screen shown in the File Definition Inquiry Repeat Screen figure displays.

Figure 1-6 File Definition Inquiry Repeat Screen

/--------------------------  Repeat File Definition  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Catalog:  PRIVATE                                                              |

|                                                                               |

|        File name   ===> xxx                                                   |

|             Title  ===> CPU Sample Application                                |

|             Author ===> CA                                                    |

|              Type:      Sample Application                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Catalog group name  ===> CAPACITY                                              |

|              Title ===> Capacity Planning                                     |

|                                                                               |

|Invoke SAS to copy history to your private catalog    ===> YES (YES/NO)        |

|Invoke SAS to copy forecasts to your private catalog  ===> NO  (YES/NO)        |

|Convert Sample application to resource element file ===> NO    (YES/NO)        |

|                                                                               |

|Press ENTER to add the new file definition to your private catalog.            |

|or                                                                             |

|Press END to cancel.                                                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enter the name that this copied inquiry will use in the File name field. The values for the Title and Author fields are copied
from the original inquiry. You may change them if you want.

You also have an opportunity to choose whether to copy any existing history or forecast SAS files at this time. The
screen entries for these choices will default to YES only if such data exists. This copying will be done by invoking SAS in
foreground.

If the file definition being repeated or copied is a Sample application, you can choose to convert the newly created copy to
a resource element file. You would do this if you want to make subsequent modifications to the new definition by adding
other input files or data elements, or by altering some of its calculations.

When you are satisfied with the entries, press ENTER.

CAP Deleting a File Definition Inquiry

The following Deleting an Inquiry figure shows a typical display of the contents of a private catalog.

Figure 1-7 Deleting an Inquiry
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/---------------------  Capacity Planning Data Base Files  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ---------Line Commands-----------|

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |A Add Notes B Browse  S Select ||

|Select mode   ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |M Modify    E Execute I Insert ||

|Name (subset) ===> ___                        |R Repeat    C Copy    D Delete ||

|                                              ---------------------------------|

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| D   CPU       CPU Planning Application                   S   Copied   05/11/01|

| _   DAS       DASD Planning Application                  S   Updated  05/11/30|

| _   WKL       Track Major Workloads                      F   Forecast Only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To delete one of these file definition inquiries in your private catalog, type a D for delete in the Cmd column on the line of
the inquiry which you want to delete and press ENTER. The figure 1-8 Capacity Planning Database Files Confirm Delete
screen appears.

Figure 1-8 Capacity Planning Database Files Confirm Delete Screen

/--------------------  Capacity Planning Data Base Files  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|                **********************************************                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                *              Confirm Delete                *                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                *   Press ENTER to DELETE or END to bypass   *                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                **********************************************                 |

|         File name:  CPU                                                       |

|             Title:  CPU Planning Application                                  |

|            Author:  CA                                                        |

|              Type:  Sample Application                                        |

|            Status:  Initial  98/11/01                                         |

|     Update status:  Batch initialization job submitted                        |

|       Last update:  05/11/01:09:34                                            |

|           Catalog:  PRIVATE                                                   |

|Catalog group name:  CAPACITY                                                  |
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|             Title:  Capacity Planning                                         |

|                                                                               |

|Invoke SAS to delete the private catalog SAS files ===> YES (YES/NO)           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Press ENTER to confirm the delete request or type END to cancel the delete request.

Specifying YES to delete SAS files on this confirmation screen will invoke SAS in the foreground to delete the files that are
associated with the file definition. Specifying NO will delete the file definition without deleting the SAS files. If you delete
the file definition but do not delete the associated SAS files, these files will no longer be accessible by the MICS Capacity
Planner. If SAS files exist for this definition, this option will default to YES; otherwise, the option will default to NO. You
would ordinarily allow this option to remain as it defaults, unless your installation does not permit even brief execution of
SAS functions in foreground. If you change this option to NO, submit a batch job at some time in the future to delete these
SAS files.

CAP Executing a File Definition Inquiry

This section describes the aspects of executing a file definition inquiry.

To execute a file definition inquiry, either enter an E line command next to the inquiry on the Capacity Planning Database
Files screen (Capacity Planning Data Base Files Screen - PRIVATE Catalog figure in the Creating a File Definition Inquiry
section), or specify a Select mode of EXECUTE, type an S (Select) in the Cmd column on the line of the inquiry you want
to execute, and press ENTER.

The following screen (Update Capacity Planning File Screen) appears. You will have the opportunity to specify several
execution options. The type of file definition inquiry you are executing will determine the screens that are displayed.

Update Capacity Planning File Screen

 /-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Executing CAP DB File def.:  XXC - CPU Standard Appl,03/10/93                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

 |Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Input data source                 ===> ARCHIVE    (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

 |CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> __ - __    (0 - 99)                     |

 |Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

 |Number of months to select        ===> ____       (1 to 9999)                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

 |                                                                               |

 |List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

 |Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you are executing a resource element file definition inquiry, the Update Capacity Planning File screen shown in the
previous figure displays. This screen and its control parameters are discussed in detail in the Modifying a Database
Specification section. When you type END in the Command field and press ENTER, or when you press the END PF key
(usually PF3), the following screen (MICS database Inquiry Execution Screen) displays.

MICS database Inquiry Execution Screen

 /----------------------  Business Element File Data Entry ----------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Executing CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |        1 - Initialize Business Element File                                   |

 |            Prime business element file with null entries in preparation       |

 |            for online data entry.                                             |

 |        2 - Online Data Entry                                                  |

 |            Update the business element file using SAS/FSP.  The file must     |

 |            have been previously initialized.                                  |

 |        3 - Batch Data Entry                                                   |

 |            Update the business element file using external card images.       |

 |            The card image update can be executed in foreground or batch.      |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |    Starting date  ===> _______ (ddmonyy)    Number of months ===> ____(1-9999)|

 |    Card image DSN ===> _________________________________________              |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you are executing a business element file definition inquiry, the Business Element File Data Entry screen displays. This
screen and its control parameters are discussed in detail in the Business Element File Data Entry section. When you
specify an option and press ENTER, the MICS database Inquiry Execution screen shown in the following figure appears.

MICS database Inquiry Execution Screen

 CA MICS Data Base Inquiry Execution Screen

  

 /----------------------------  MICF Execution  ---------------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Executing CA MICS Inquiry: XXC   - CPU Standard Application                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Execution Mode     ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND/DMS)              |

 |Override Execution Options ===> N          (Y/N)                               |

 |SAS/DMS Options:  Resume   ===> Y          (Y/N)    Output Replay ===> Y (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Press ENTER to execute the inquiry, or press END to cancel execution.          |
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 |                                                                               |

 |----------------------  Batch Job Submission Parameters  ----------------------|

 |Edit Generated Jobstream%===> Y (Y/N)  Hold Inq. Output for Replay ===> N (Y/N)|

 |                                                                               |

 |SYSOUT Class  ===> A                               SYSOUT Form  %===> ____     |

 |Destination  %===> ____                            SYSOUT Writer%===> ________ |

 |SYSOUT Parms.%===> ___________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Job Card Information:                                                          |

 |   ===> //jobname  JOB (accounting information),                               |

 |   ===> // MSGLEVEL=(1,1),MSGCLASS=A,PRTY=5                                    |

 |   ===> //*                                                                    |

 |   ===> //*                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The MICS database Inquiry Execution screen shown in the MICS database Inquiry Execution Screen offers you the
following execution options:

• Selecting the Execution Mode
• Overriding the Default Execution Options
• Overriding the Default Job Submission Parameters

Selecting the Execution Mode

Three possible execution modes exist: batch, foreground, and DMS (SAS Display Manager). In batch mode, the online
facility creates and submits a batch job that executes the inquiry. In foreground mode, the online facility executes the
inquiry interactively and lets you review the results immediately. DMS mode is like foreground except MICF executes your
inquiry under the SAS Display Manager (SAS/DMS). With DMS mode execution, you get control after inquiry execution
completes and can use SAS/DMS facilities to analyze intermediate work file contents, revise color graphics, etc.

To select the execution mode, type either BATCH (or B), FOREGROUND (or F), or DMS (or D) after the Inquiry Execution
Mode prompt.

If you select foreground, the inquiry executes interactively and gives you the ability to browse your output online, print it,
and save it. The disadvantages of foreground execution are that you cannot use your terminal for anything else while a file
definition inquiry is executing and you cannot use archive tape input.

The following Comparison of Batch and Foreground Execution table shows a comparison of the features available in the
batch and foreground execution modes.

Feature Batch Foreground
Ability to use archive tape input Yes No
Ability to catalog output Yes Yes
Ability to replay color graphics Yes Yes
Ability to print reports Yes Yes
Ability to print color graphics Yes Yes
Terminal available for use during inquiry
execution

Yes No
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Overriding the Default Execution Options

You may not need to override the default execution options very often, but you should familiarize yourself with the
available options by typing Y after the Override Execution Options prompt. The Execution Options screen appears and
lets you specify the color graphics format set, the color graphics device, and the SAS execution parameters for the current
inquiry.

Most of the parameters that you can set on this screen are self-explanatory; however, the Execution Options tutorial
screens provide more detail if you should need it. You can reach these screens from the Execution Options screen by
typing HELP at the Command prompt or (usually) by pressing your PF1 key.

There are two sets of execution parameters. One set is for batch job submissions. The other set is for inquiries run in
foreground. These options are set originally by your MICS System Administrator, although you may personalize them by
using Option 0, MICF Options, on the Capacity Planner menu shown in the Capacity Planner Menu figure in CAP Getting
Started with the Online Facility. The online facility uses the set of options that corresponds to your choice of execution
mode: batch or foreground.

Overriding the Default Job Submission Parameters

When you instruct the online facility to execute an inquiry as a batch job, it automatically uses your default job control
specifications. These include your job statement and the SYSOUT specifications for the printed report and the SAS log.

You can override the default specifications for the current inquiry execution and may modify batch job submission
parameters and job card information from the MICS database Inquiry Execution screen (see the Executing a File
Definition Inquiry section). If you want to edit the generated job stream and inquiry program before you submit the job,
type Y at the Edit Generated Jobstream Before Submitting Batch Job prompt.

CAP Adding and Browsing Notes

Once you have created a file in the MICS Capacity Planner, you can attach notes describing this file.

The MICS Capacity Planner provides the capability of annotating your files with text comments that are automatically
attached to the capacity file. You may want to add descriptive text, for example, "This file is from the New York data center,
and contains information about System A and System B."

Once created, you can browse and print these notes. You can control whether notes are printed automatically when the
capacity file update is executed.

Adding or Updating Notes

On the Capacity Planning Database Files screen, to add or update notes for a file, use the "A" line command next to the
file name. A screen for entering text appears. You can input up to 80 characters across and as many lines as you need.
The MICS Capacity Planner uses PDF/EDIT against a special member that is attached to the file, so you have all the
capabilities of your PDF/EDIT environment. The note is actually attached when you "save" or "end" (PF3) from the screen.

Browsing Notes

On the Capacity Planning Database Files screen, to view notes, use the "B" line command next to the appropriate file
name. A text screen containing the notes entered earlier appears. The MICS Capacity Planner uses PDF/BROWSE
against the special annotation member that is attached to the file, so you can use all the capabilities of your PDF/
BROWSE environment.

Printing Notes

To print the notes that are attached to a capacity file, specify "Yes" in the Enable: Notes report option of the file definition.
For the standard applications, this option is located on the extended options screen for each standard application. For
Resource Element, Business Element, and Meta Files this option is on the main file definition screen for that type of file.
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The notes appear in the SASLIST SYSOUT data set in the same format as you typed. To disable printing of the notes,
specify "No" in the Enable: Notes report option.

CAP Capacity Planning Analysis Inquiries

This section explains how to use the online facilities to create, modify, delete, and execute capacity planning analysis
inquiries. Subsequent sections provide direction on the parameters necessary to perform a particular type of analysis. For
example, Simple Regression Analysis or Multivariate Regression Forecasting.

The remainder of this section addresses the following topics:

• Creating an Analysis Inquiry
• Modifying an Existing Analysis Inquiry
• Repeating or Copying an Existing Analysis Inquiry
• Deleting an Analysis Inquiry
• Executing an Analysis Inquiry

CAP Creating an Analysis Inquiry

As with creating a capacity planning database file definition inquiry, the process of creating an analysis inquiry is
straightforward. You tell the online facility that you are about to create an inquiry. Then you name the inquiry and assign it
to a catalog group. Next, you define the analysis technique you plan to use. At this point, you can decided to cancel, save,
or execute the inquiry. If you decide to execute the inquiry before saving it, you will have an opportunity to cancel, save, or
modify it after execution.

To create an analysis inquiry, select Option 2, Capacity Planning Analysis, from the primary Capacity Planning menu (refer
to Figure 1-2 in CAP Getting Started with the Online Facility). The Capacity Planning Analysis screen shown the following
figure 1-13 Capacity Planning Analysis Screen - PRIVATE Catalog. You can initiate all manipulations (that is, creating,
modifying, and deleting) of analysis inquiries from this screen. You can create an inquiry by inserting an entirely new one,
by repeating an existing one found in your private catalog, or by copying an existing one from the shared inquiry catalog.
Line commands exist for each of these functions.

Figure 1-13 Capacity Planning Analysis Screen - PRIVATE Catalog

 /-------------------------  Capacity Planning Analysis  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                |

 |Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ----------Line Commands --------  |

 |Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |S Select  M Modify  E Execute |  |

 |Select mode   ===> MODIFY  (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy    |  |

 |Name (subset) ===> ________                   |D Delete                      |  |

 |                                              --------------------------------  |

 |                                                                                |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                       Date    Time   Type  |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------ |

 | _   BEFM1     Business Element Forecast - BEF File      98/05/03  18:16 CAPBEF |

 | _   CLUC1     Workload Characterization                 98/05/03  17:27 CAPCLU |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************** |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |
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 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

As a user of the online facility, you have your own private catalog of analysis inquiries. The SHARED Catalog inquiry
catalog can be displayed by replacing PRIVATE with SHARED in the Catalog field. This permits you to copy inquiries from
the shared catalog to your own private inquiry catalog. When you enter the Capacity Planning Analysis screen, the default
specification for Catalog is whatever you specified the last time you accessed either catalog.

The methods for working with the SHARED and PRIVATE catalogs are similar to those described for file definition
inquiries. For more information about working with SHARED or PRIVATE catalogs, see the Creating a File Definition
Inquiry section .

To create a new analysis inquiry, type an I (Insert) on any line in the Cmd column or use the CREATE primary command.
The Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen that is shown in the following figure.

Figure 1-14 Insert Capacity Planning Analysis Screen

 /---------------------  Insert Capacity Planning Analysis  ---------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                     |

 |                                                                                |

 |     Inquiry Name   ===> BEFMI                                                  |

 |             Title  ===> Business Element Forecast - BEF File                   |

 |             Author ===> Charles Frost                                          |

 |                                                                                |

 |Catalog Group Name  ===> CAPACITY                                               |

 |              Title ===> Capacity Planning                                      |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |        1 - Workload Characterization                                           |

 |            Identify groupings or clusters within a workload.                   |

 |        2 - Workload Forecasting                                                |

 |            Review workload trends, forecast future workloads, and              |

 |            generate graphic reports.                                           |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

On the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen, you can specify the inquiry name (one to six characters), title, and
author. The catalog group name and title are copied from the information that applies to the line on which you entered the
I. If you want to change either of them, you can do so here. If you want to change any of the information about this screen
later, make a copy of the definition to do so.

As shown in Figure 1-14, there are two different types of capacity planning processes that you can use to create an
analysis inquiry.

Choosing Option 1 allows you to perform workload characterization inquiries using the SAS FASTCLUS procedure. This
option, and the subsequent screens and menus, is detailed in Workload Characterization.
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Choosing Option 2 displays the Workload Forecasting menu that is shown in Figure 1-15. This menu allows you to specify
which of the workload forecasting techniques you plan to use. When you select an option from this menu and press
ENTER, the control screens associated with each of the workload forecasting techniques available in the MICS Capacity
Planner are displayed.

Figure 1-15 Workload Forecasting Menu

 /----------------------------  Workload Forecasting  --------------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: BEFMI Business Element Forecast - BEF File         |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |        1 - Profile and Trending Analysis                                     |

 |            Report history, growth rates, and trends for multiple measures.   |

 |        2 - Simple Regression Analysis                                        |

 |            Graph historical values with a linear regression forecast.        |

 |        3 - Multivariate Regression Forecasting                               |

 |            Forecast based on projected future values of other measures.      |

 |        4 - Univariate Model Forecasting                                      |

 |            Forecast using time-related regression with smoothing.            |

 |        5 - Business Element Forecasting                                      |

 |            Forecast based on the business plan.                              |

 |        6 - Presentation Graphics                                             |

 |            Graph history and forecasts for presentation to management.       |

 |        7 - Worksheet Effect Reports                                          |

 |            Produce reports showing effect of user forecast from worksheets.  |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CAP Modifying an Existing Analysis Inquiry

You may sometimes want to change an existing analysis inquiry. This will replace the original. You can do this from the
Capacity Planning Analysis screen (see Figure 1-13 in CAP Creating an Analysis Inquiry) by typing M next to the inquiry
name, or specifying MODIFY for Select mode, typing an S (Select) in the Cmd column corresponding to the inquiry you
want to modify, and pressing ENTER. The screens that were originally used to construct the existing inquiry are displayed.
You can modify these screens as the need arises to change the analysis inquiry and re-execute it. When you save the
modified analysis inquiry, it replaces the original inquiry in your catalog.

CAP Repeating or Copying an Existing Analysis Inquiry

This section describes how to use an existing analysis inquiry as a model for a new inquiry without changing the original
inquiry. The following Figure 1-16 Repeating an Analysis Inquiry shows a typical display of the contents of a private
catalog.

Figure 1-16 Repeating an Analysis Inquiry

 /-------------------------  Capacity Planning Analysis  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                                |

 |Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ----------Line Commands --------  |

 |Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |S Select  M Modify  E Execute |  |
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 |Select mode   ===> MODIFY  (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy    |  |

 |Name (subset) ===> ________                   |D Delete                      |  |

 |                                              --------------------------------  |

 |                                                                                |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                       Date    Time   Type  |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------ |

 | R   BEFM1     Business Element Forecast - BEF File      98/05/03  18:16 CAPBEF |

 | _   CLUC1     Workload Characterization                 98/05/03  17:27 CAPCLU |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************** |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

To repeat a copy of one of these definitions in your private catalog, type R (Repeat) in the Cmd column on the line of the
inquiry you want to repeat and press ENTER. The Inquiry Repeat/Copy screen that is shown in figure 1-17 File Definition
Repeat/Copy Screen displays.

A similar procedure can be used to copy any existing capacity planning analysis inquiry from the shared catalog. Simply
change the Catalog field from PRIVATE to SHARED on this same screen and type C (Copy) in the Cmd column on the
line of the inquiry you want to copy, then press ENTER.

Figure 1-17 File Definition Repeat/Copy Screen

 /---------------------------  Inquiry Repeat/Copy  --------------Repeat Inquiry\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Catalog:  PRIVATE                                                             |

 |                                                                              |

 |     Inquiry Name   ===> ___                                                  |

 |             Title  ===> Business Element Forecast - BEF File                 |

 |             Author ===> Charles Frost                                        |

 |                                                                              |

 |Catalog Group Name  ===> CAPACITY                                             |

 |              Title ===> Capacity Planning                                    |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |Press ENTER to add the new file definition to your private catalog.           |

 |or                                                                            |

 |Press END to cancel.                                                          |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Enter the Inquiry Name by which this repeated or copied capacity planning analysis inquiry will be known after the Inquiry
Name prompt. The values for Title, Author, Catalog Group Name, and Title are copied from the inquiry being repeated;
however, you can change them if you want . When you are satisfied with the entries, press ENTER. The Capacity
Planning Analysis screen is redisplayed to allow you to select the repeated inquiry for modification, as discussed in the
Modifying an Existing Analysis Inquiry section.

CAP Deleting an Analysis Inquiry

The following figure 1-18 shows a typical display of the contents of a private catalog.

Figure 1-18 Using the Capacity Planning Analysis Files Screen to DELETE an Inquiry

/-------------------------  Capacity Planning Analysis  -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE  |

|                                                                                |

|Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ----------Line Commands --------  |

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                   |S Select  M Modify  E Execute |  |

|Select mode   ===> MODIFY  (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |I Insert  R Repeat  C Copy    |  |

|Name (subset) ===> ________                   |D Delete                      |  |

|                                              --------------------------------  |

|                                                                                |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                       Date    Time   Type  |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------  --------  ----- ------ |

| D   BEFM1     Business Element Forecast - BEF File      98/05/03  18:16 CAPBEF |

| _   CLUC1     Workload Characterization                 98/05/03  17:27 CAPCLU |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ******************************** |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

|                                                                                |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To delete one of these inquiries from your private catalog, type D (Delete) in the Cmd column of the analysis inquiry to
be deleted and press ENTER. The Database Inquiries Confirm Delete screen that is shown in Figure 1-19 displays. (For
information about how to delete Shared inquiries, see CAP Deleting a File Definition.)

Figure 1-19 Database Inquiries Confirm Delete Screen

/---------------------------  Database Inquiries   -------------Confirm Delete\

| Command ===>                                                                |

|                                                                             |

|               **********************************************                |

|               *                                            *                |

|               *              Confirm Delete                *                |

|               *                                            *                |
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|               *   Press ENTER to DELETE or END to bypass   *                |

|               *                                            *                |

|               **********************************************                |

|                                                                             |

|      Inquiry Name:  BEFM1                                                   |

|             Title:  Business Element Forecast - BEF File                    |

|            Author:  Charles Frost                                           |

|                                                                             |

|           Catalog:  PRIVATE                                                 |

|Catalog group name:  CAPACITY                                                |

|             Title:  Capacity Planning                                       |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Press ENTER to confirm the delete request or type END to cancel the delete request.

CAP Executing an Analysis Inquiry

To select an analysis inquiry for execution from the Capacity Planning Analysis screen that is shown in Figure 1-13 in CAP
Creating an Analysis Inquiry, either type an E line command next to the inquiry, or type the EXECUTE primary command
and an S line command, and press ENTER.

When you select an analysis inquiry for execution, the MICS database Inquiry Execution screen that is shown in Figure
1-11 in CAP Executing a File Definition Inquiry displays.

The MICS database Inquiry Execution screen offers you the following execution options:

Selecting the Execution Mode

Three possible execution modes exist: batch, foreground, and DMS (SAS Display Manager). In batch mode, the online
facility creates and submits a batch job that executes the inquiry. In foreground mode, the online facility executes the
inquiry interactively and lets you review the results immediately. DMS mode is like foreground except MICF executes your
inquiry under the SAS Display Manager (SAS/DMS). With DMS mode execution, you get control after inquiry execution
completes and can use SAS/DMS facilities to analyze intermediate work file contents, revise color graphics, and so on.

To select the execution mode, type either BATCH (or B), FOREGROUND (or F), or DMS (or D) after the Inquiry Execution
Mode prompt.

If you select foreground, the inquiry executes interactively and gives you the ability to browse your output online, print it,
and save it. The disadvantage of foreground execution is that you cannot use your terminal for anything else while a file
definition inquiry is executing.

Figure 1-20 shows a comparison of the features available in the batch and foreground execution modes.

Figure 1-20 Comparison of Batch and Foreground Execution

Feature Batch Foreground
Ability to catalog output Yes Yes
Ability to replay color graphics Yes Yes
Ability to print reports Yes Yes
Ability to print color graphics Yes Yes
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Terminal available for use during
inquiry execution

Yes No

Overriding the Default Execution Options

You may not need to override the default execution options very often, but you should familiarize yourself with the
available options by entering Y after the Override Execution Options prompt. The Execution Options screen appears and
lets you specify the color graphics format set, the color graphics device, and the SAS execution parameters for the current
inquiry.

Most of the parameters that you can set on this screen are self-explanatory; however, the Execution Options tutorial
screens provide more detail if you should need it. You can reach these screens from the Execution Options screen by
typing HELP at the Command prompt or (usually) by pressing your PF1 key.

There are two sets of execution parameters. One set is for batch job submissions. The other set is for inquiries that run
in foreground. These options are set originally by your MICS System Administrator, although you can personalize them
by using Option 0, MICF Options, on the Capacity Planning menu that is shown in Figure 1-2 in CAP Getting Started with
the Online Facility. The online facility uses the set of options that corresponds to your choice of execution mode: batch,
foreground, or DMS.

Overriding the Default Job Submission Parameters

When you instruct the online facility to execute an inquiry as a batch job, it automatically uses your default job control
specifications. These include your job statement and the SYSOUT specifications for the printed report and the SAS log.

You can override the default specifications for the current inquiry execution and modify batch job submission parameters
and job card information from the MICS database Inquiry Execution screen (see Figure 1-11 in CAP Executing a File
Definition Inquiry). If you want to edit the generated job stream and inquiry program before you submit the job, type Y at
the Edit Generated Jobstream Before Submitting Batch Job prompt.

Selecting Execution-Time Data

The online facility analysis inquiries are made more general in that they allow you to specify information such as the range
of MICS file cycles or the system identifier (SYSID) to be reported on at execution time. When you select an analysis
inquiry for execution, the online facility presents you with the Execution-Time Parameters screen. Figure 1-21 shows an
example of this screen after the Database ID and MICS File Cycles have been entered. The content of the Execution-
Time Parameters screen changes depending on the type of analysis you are executing, but the format is the same as that
in Figure 1-21. To execute the analysis inquiry, type END after the Command prompt and press ENTER, or press (usually)
your PF3 key.

Figure 1-21 Execution-Time Parameters Screen

 /-------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Press END to execute the inquiry.  Enter CANCEL to cancel inquiry execution.   |

 |Executing CA MICS Inquiry: CLUC1 - Workload Characterization                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  Enter the Data Base ID.  (1 character) for the Data Base to be processed.    |

 |A                                      - ___________________________________   |

 |                                                                               |

 |  Enter the range of CA MICS File Cycles (e.g., 01 - 04) to be processed.      |

 |01                                     - 02                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CAP Replaying Cataloged Output

The online facility uses the MICF facilities for replaying, printing, and deleting cataloged output. These are described fully
in the Using MICF and the MICF Reference.

CAP Capacity Planning Facilities Administration

The Capacity Planning Facilities Administration process is used to maintain the shared capacity planning file catalog and
its corresponding history files and forecast files. A private file catalog is maintained for each user, and a single shared
file catalog is maintained for access by all users. This Capacity Planning Facilities Administration process is used to add
capacity planning files to the shared catalog making them available to all users. Files can be copied to the shared catalog
from any user private catalog. Capacity Planning Facilities Administration can also be used to delete shared capacity
planning files that are no longer required.

The Capacity Planning Facilities Administration process is also used to update shared capacity planning files. Shared files
are updated through the same process as private files, except that access to this process must be done through Capacity
Planning Facilities Administration.

To ensure control of any changes to this shared facility, only those who have been authorized are permitted to make
changes to the shared catalog and its associated history files and forecast files. Changes requiring this authorization
include additions to the shared catalog, deletions from it, and updates to files in the shared catalog. All such changes must
be made using Capacity Planning Facilities Administration. The authorization procedure is described in the Authorization
Assignment section.

All users of the MICS Capacity Planner can use shared capacity files in their own analyses because such use will not
change the shared files. Any forecast saved as a result of such analyses will be saved in the user's private catalog and
marked as a "Forecast only" file.

CAP Using the Facilities Administration Screen

To reach the Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen, select option 4, Capacity Planning Facilities
Administration, from the Capacity Planning menu (see Figure 1-2 in CAP Getting Started with the Online Facility).
The Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen figure 1-22 is used to copy file definitions and optionally the
corresponding history files and forecast files from any user's private catalog (including the System Administrator's private
file catalog) to the shared file catalog. The screen is also used to delete shared file definitions that are no longer required.

Note that file definitions are only composed in private file catalogs and then copied to the shared file catalog. When a file
definition is copied from a private catalog to the shared catalog, the version in the private catalog remains in the private
catalog and is not altered in any way.

Figure 1-22 Capacity Planning Facilities Administration Screen

 /----------------  Capacity Planning Facilities Administration  ----------------\
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 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Userid        ===> TSOUSR1       (For insert)     ------Line Commands------    |

 |Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                       |A Add Notes  B Browse  |    |

 |Prefix        ===> _________________ (Optional)   |S Select     E Execute |    |

 |Name (subset) ===> __                             |I Insert     D Delete  |    |

 |                                                  -------------------------    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

 | _   CPU       CPU Analysis Standard Application          S   Updated  98/11/05|

 | S   DSD       DASD Analysis Standard Application         S   Updated  98/11/05|

 | _   SNA       SNA Network Analysis Standard Appl.        S   Modified 98/11/05|

 | _   WKL       System Workload by Performance Group       F   Forecast only    |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The contents of the Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen vary depending upon the specifications that are
entered in the data entry fields at the top of the screen. These specifications control the subset of the shared capacity
planning file catalog to be displayed. A catalog structure is provided to simplify retrieval. File definitions are stored in
groups of related files. This screen can display the list of defined catalog groups or the list of file definitions that are
cataloged under a specific catalog group.

There are five data entry fields on this screen:

• Userid
• Prefix
• Catalog group
• Name
• Cmd

The data entry considerations for each of the fields are listed below.

Userid
Required for insert processing. Defaults to the last value specified for this parameter. Enter a 1-7 character TSO user
identification (or logon-id). This is used to allocate the specified user's private capacity planning file catalog.

Prefix
Optional for insert processing. Defaults to the optional high-level qualifier for private data sets that are defined by the
MICS Administrator. If your installation uses high-level qualifiers for private data sets other than TSO userid, enter the
qualifier for the specific user's catalog from which you intend to insert file definitions.

Catalog group
Optional. Defaults to the last value specified: for this parameter. Enter a 1-8 character catalog group name or *. This is the
catalog group to be displayed. Leave this parameter blank to display the list of defined catalog groups. Use the S (Select)
line command or enter the group name in this field to select a catalog group and display a list of file definitions that are
cataloged under that group. Specify * to list all file definitions.
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Name
Optional. Defaults to the last value specified for this parameter. It can be one or two characters and is used to subset
the list of file definitions that are displayed on the screen. The Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen
will be limited to file definitions with names having the same leading characters as specified in this parameter. For
example, specifying CP will limit the display to file definitions with names beginning with CP.

Cmd
Optional. This is the line command data entry field.

• A to add notes to this file definition
• B to browse the notes
• S to select a file definition for update
• E to execute a file definition update
• I for insert a new definition
• D to delete a file definition

When Catalog group is blank, each line of the display represents a catalog group and lists the name and title for the
catalog group. When Catalog group is not blank, each line of the display represents a file definition and lists the name,
title, type, and status of the file definition.

CAP Inserting a File Definition

This section describes how to insert a file definition from a user private file catalog into the shared file catalog. Figure 1-23
shows a typical display of the Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen. When you insert a file definition into
the shared file catalog, you will be able to optionally copy the SAS files associated with this file definition from the user's
private SAS capacity planning file to the shared capacity planning file.

The insert command also gives you the capability of inserting forecast results into an existing shared capacity planning
file.

Figure 1-23 Inserting a File Definition

/----------------  Capacity Planning Facilities Administration  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Userid        ===> TSOUSR1       (For insert)     ------Line Commands------    |

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                       |A Add Notes  B Browse  |    |

|Prefix        ===> _________________ (Optional)   |S Select     E Execute |    |

|Name (subset) ===> __                             |I Insert     D Delete  |    |

|                                                  -------------------------    |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| I   CPU       CPU Analysis Standard Application          S   Updated  98/11/05|

| _   DSD       DASD Analysis Standard Application         S   Updated  98/11/05|

| _   SNA       SNA Network Analysis Standard Appl.        S   Modified 98/11/05|

| _   WKL       System Workload by Performance Group       F   Forecast only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To insert a file definition into the shared file catalog, specify the Userid for the private capacity planning file from which the
file definition will be copied.

Specify I in the Cmd column (can be specified on any line). The Private File Definition Selection screen (Figure 1-24)
will be displayed for the specified Userid. Select the desired file definition and press ENTER.

This screen is similar to the Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen, except that it displays the private file
definitions for the specified Userid. When you select an entry on this screen, you can change the file definition name, title,
author, catalog group, and catalog group title, unless you select a "Forecast only" file.

The Private File Definition Selection screen includes an option to allow or disallow merging of such private forecast
results into an existing shared file. This merging can only be done from a private "Forecast only" file which has the same
name as an existing shared file. For files other than "Forecast only" files, you are also given the option of copying any
corresponding private history or forecast data to the shared SAS file. An additional screen, not presented here, provides
you with the capability of specifying these options.

To prevent the inadvertent destruction of critical planning data, en sure that any new file definition you insert in the shared
file catalog does not have the same name as any existing shared file.

Figure 1-24 Private File Definition Selection Screen

/---------------------  Private File Definition Selection  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Userid:  TSOUSR1                           Catalog group         ===> CAPACITY |

|Prefix:                                    Name (subset display) ===> __       |

|Merge private forecast file ===> N (Y/N)                                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select                                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| _   CPU       CPU Analysis Standard Application          S   Updated  98/10/15|

| S   DSD       DASD Analysis Standard Application         S   Updated  98/10/15|

| _   SNA       SNA Network Analysis Standard Appl.        S   Modified 98/10/13|

| _   WKL       System Workload by Performance Group       F   Forecast only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAP Deleting a File Definition

This section describes how to delete a file definition from the shared file catalog. Figure 1-25 shows a typical display of the
Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen.

Figure 1-25 Capacity Planning Facilities Administration
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/----------------  Capacity Planning Facilities Administration  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Userid        ===> TSOUSR1       (For insert)     ------Line Commands------    |

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                       |A Add Notes  B Browse  |    |

|Prefix        ===> _________________ (Optional)   |S Select     E Execute |    |

|Name (subset) ===> __                             |I Insert     D Delete  |    |

|                                                  -------------------------    |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| D   CPU       CPU Analysis Planning Application          S   Updated  05/11/30|

| _   DSD       DASD Analysis Planning Application         S   Updated  05/12/28|

| _   SNA       SNA Network Analysis Planning Appl.        S   Modified 05/12/30|

| _   WKL       System Workload by Performance Group       F   Forecast only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To delete a file definition, select the appropriate Catalog group and scroll the display until the desired file definition
appears on the screen.

Specify D in the Cmd column for the desired file. The confirm delete screen will be displayed. When you press ENTER to
confirm (figure 1-26), the file is deleted. It CANNOT be recovered.

Figure 1-26 Confirming Deletion of a File Definition

/----------------  Capacity Planning Facilities Administration  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|                **********************************************                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                *              Confirm Delete                *                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                *   Press ENTER to DELETE or END to bypass   *                 |

|                *                                            *                 |

|                **********************************************                 |

|         File name:  DSD                                                       |

|             Title:  DASD Analysis Planning Application                        |

|            Author:  CA                                                        |

|              Type:  Sample Application                                        |

|            Status:  Updated  98/11/05                                         |

|     Update status:  Batch initialization job submitted                        |

|       Last update:  05/11/30:09:34                                            |

|           Catalog:  SHARED                                                    |

|Catalog group name:  CAPACITY                                                  |

|             Title:  Capacity Planning                                         |
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|                                                                               |

|Invoke SAS to delete the shared catalog SAS files ===> YES (YES/NO)            |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Specifying YES to delete SAS files on this confirmation screen will invoke SAS in the foreground to delete the files that are
associated with the file definition. Specifying NO will delete the file definition without deleting the SAS files. If you delete
the file definition but do not delete the associated SAS files, these files will no longer be accessible by the MICS Capacity
Planner. If SAS files exist for this definition, this option will default to YES; otherwise, it will default to NO.

You would ordinarily allow this option to remain as it defaults, unless your installation does not permit even brief execution
of SAS functions in foreground. If you change this option to NO, submit a batch job at some time in the future to delete
these SAS files.

CAP Updating a Shared Capacity Planning File

This section describes how to Update (execute) a file in the shared file catalog. Figure 1-27 shows a typical display of the
Capacity Planning Facilities Administration screen.

Figure 1-27 Updating a Shared Capacity Planning File

/----------------  Capacity Planning Facilities Administration  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|Userid        ===> TSOUSR1       (For insert)     ------Line Commands------    |

|Catalog group ===> CAPACITY                       |A Add Notes  B Browse  |    |

|Prefix        ===> _________________ (Optional)   |S Select     E Execute |    |

|Name (subset) ===> __                             |I Insert     D Delete  |    |

|                                                  -------------------------    |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

| _   CPU       CPU Analysis Standard Application          S   Updated  98/11/05|

| S   DSD       DASD Analysis Standard Application         S   Updated  98/11/05|

| _   SNA       SNA Network Analysis Standard Appl.        S   Modified 98/11/05|

| _   WKL       System Workload by Performance Group       F   Forecast only    |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To update a shared capacity planning file, select the appropriate catalog group and scroll the display until the desired file
definition appears on the screen.

When you specify S in the Cmd column for the desired file, the selected file update will be executed. At this time the
Update Capacity Planning screen, which is described in the Figure 3-108 in Executing a Database Specification, appears,
giving you the opportunity to override or alter execution parameters.
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CAP Production Reporting Administration

Production Reporting Administration allows you to define and maintain production updating jobstreams of your shared
Capacity Planning database files.

You can define one jobstream to control updates for several month-based Capacity Planning files, and another to control
updates for several week-based Capacity Planning files. These jobstreams could be scheduled to run after the relevant
MICS updates have completed, thus consolidating your capacity file updates into convenient packets or jobstreams.

The following sections cover the use and input specifications of Production Reporting Administration for defining and
maintaining jobstreams for updating your shared Capacity Planning database files:

• Using Production Reporting
• Inserting Capacity Planning File Definitions

CAP Using Production Reporting

To reach Production Reporting Administration, select option 5, Production Reporting Administration, from the Capacity
Planner main menu. Selecting this option will lead you through a series of MICF screens to build and maintain a reporting
jobstream. This sequence of screens is more fully described in Using MICF.

You can access this same sequence of screens not only from the Capacity Planner main menu but also from the MICF
Administration menu.

Production Reporting Administration provides you the ability to define and maintain production updating jobstreams
of your shared Capacity Planning database files. It also permits you to define and maintain MICF inquiry production
reporting. Consult the Using MICF description of this capability and for a description of the overall function of Production
Reporting Administration.

Before implementing the production updating of any Capacity Planner files, you must categorize the files. Create a
worksheet of files, timespan dependencies, and unit dependencies, as shown in the following example.

Capacity File Time Dependencies Unit Dependencies
File Name    Primary CICS VCA
 Daily Weekly Monthly P V V
CPD X   X   
CPW  X  X   
CPM   X X   
WKM   X X   
SMM   X   X
TRM   X X X  

In this example, creation of five production updating job streams will manage updating the six capacity files.

The updates for CPD, CPW, and SMM can be defined in appropriate DAILY, WEEKLY, and MONTHLY production job
streams and automatically submitted. When the primary (P) MICS unit completes its MONTHLY processing, capacity files
CPM and WKM can be updated in a single production job stream. The update for the TRM capacity file, however, requires
that MONTHLY processing be complete for both primary (P) and CICS (C) units and cannot be scheduled automatically.

The job stream categories are summarized as follows:

Category Files Criteria for the Category Automatically Submitted
Daily CPD Daily, Unit: P Yes
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Weekly CPW Weekly, Unit: P Yes
Monthly CPM, WKM Monthly, Unit: P Yes
Monthly SMM Monthly, Unit: V Yes
Monthly TRM Monthly, Unit: P and C No

Jobs can be scheduled to be automatically submitted during the DAILY, WEEKLY, or MONTHLY processing for the unit.

CAP Inserting Capacity Planning File Definitions

The Reports and Graphics Jobstream screen has an option that states either "Specify MICF Inquiries for Reporting
Jobstream" or "Specify Capacity Planning Files to Update". For new jobstreams, this option always displays the first of
these two messages. For jobstreams that have been previously defined, this option displays whichever of these two
statements is appropriate for the contents of the jobstream. If, when you are initially building the jobstream, you answer Y
to this option, you will next see the Reports and Graphics Jobstream screen shown in the following figure.

Figure 1-28 Reports and Graphics Jobstream Screen

/---------------------  Reports and Graphics Jobstream  -----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|Select the type of reporting jobstream being defined or press END to cancel.  |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|        1 - Select Shared MICF Inquiries                                      |

|            Select the shared MICF data base inquiries to be included in the  |

|            reporting jobstream.                                              |

|        2 - Select Shared Capacity Planning File Definitions                  |

|            Select the shared capacity planning files to be updated by the    |

|            production jobstream.                                             |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The second option on this screen, the one for selecting shared capacity planning file definitions, permits you to insert
one or more shared capacity planning file processes into a production reporting jobstream. Once you choose one of the
options on this screen, the entire jobstream you are defining will consist of either shared MICF inquiries or shared capacity
planning file definitions.

The following description shows you the sequence of actions you need to take to add a shared capacity file definition to a
production reporting jobstream. Use a series of three screens (as shown in Figures 1-29, 1-30, and 1-31) to manage the
content of these jobstreams:

Figure 1-29 Capacity Planning File Definitions Screen
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/---------------------  Capacity Planning File Definitions  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Reporting Jobstream:  CAP001   - CAP UPDATE 001                               |

|                                                                              |

|                                                   Catalog Group ===> CAPACITY|

|                                                   File Name     ===> __      |

|                                                                              |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  S Select  M Move                               |

|                                                                              |

|Cmd    Name                  Title                       Cycles   Periods     |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------  -------    ---       |

| _   CPU       CPU STD APPL -- Weeks                                          |

| _   WK0       WKL STD APPL -- Weeks                                          |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This screen shows the capacity planning database file updates you currently have included in the production reporting
jobstream and permits you to delete any of these file updates from the jobstream, rearrange the sequence of these
entries, or add new file update entries. When you run the jobstream containing these capacity file update processes
shown on this screen, the files will be updated in the same sequence that they are listed on this screen.

Specify D in the Cmd column to delete a capacity file update from the jobstream.

Specify M in this same column to move a capacity file update to before or after another update in the list. Specify B or A to
indicate the position before or after which you want to move the capacity file update.

Specify I in the Cmd column to insert another shared capacity file update in the jobstream. If you do this, you will see the
next screen in the sequence, the Shared File Definition Selection screen shown in Figure 1-30.

Figure 1-30  Shared File Definition Selection Screen

/----------------------  Shared File Definition Selection  --------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Reporting Jobstream:  CAP001   - CAP UPDATE 001                               |

|                                                                              |

|                                                    Catalog Group ===> *      |

|                                                    File Name     ===> __     |

|                                                                              |

|Line Cmds: S Select                                                           |

|                                                                              |

|Cmd    Name                  Title                      Type       Status     |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -  -----------------|

| s   CI0       CICS - Weeks                               S  Initial  98/05/04|

| _   CPU       CPU STD APPL -- Weeks                      S  Initial  98/04/30|
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| _   CP0       CPU STD APPL -- Months                     S  Initial  98/04/30|

| _   WK0       WKL STD APPL -- Weeks                      S  Initial  97/07/11|

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This screen displays the shared file definitions available for insertion in the jobstream. You can select one or more of
these shared capacity file definitions into the jobstream by entering an S in the Cmd column. If you do so, you will next
see the Select Shared File Definition screen shown in Figure 1-31.

Figure 1-31 Select Shared File Definition Screen

/----------------------  Select Shared File Definition  -----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Reporting Jobstream:  CAP001   - CAP UPDATE 001                               |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|            File Name:     CI0                                                |

|                 Title:    CICS - Weeks                                       |

|                 Author:   CA                                                 |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Catalog Group Name    ===> CAPACITY                                           |

|              Title   ===> Capacity Planning                                  |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Default Cycle(s)      ===> __ - __   (00-99)                                  |

|        No. Weeks     ===> ___       (1-999)                                  |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Press END to add the file definition to the reporting jobstream.              |

|or                                                                            |

|Enter CANCEL to return to the catalog display without adding the file.        |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Select Shared File Definition screen is displayed in response to any S you enter on the preceding screen. This screen
displays the shared file definition selected on the previous screen and allows you to specify a new catalog group and
override the MICS cycles or number of weeks or months for the update process. The update process for the capacity
planning file that is described by this screen will be entered into the production job stream.

CAP Worksheet Facility Overview

The Worksheet Facility allows you to create, modify, produce, enter, and apply Capacity Planning worksheets. These
worksheets are fill-in-the-blank reports that are suitable for gathering user forecasts.
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These user forecasts can then be used as part of the capacity planning process to better understand your environment
and size your configurations. An analytic report, the Worksheet Effect Report, is part of the Analytic Functions of the MICS
Capacity Planner. Presentation Graphics can display the effect of these user forecasts along with any statistical forecasts
that you produce.

For more information about the production and maintenance of worksheets and on the new Worksheet Effect Report, refer
to the Worksheet Facility section. For information about Presentation Graphics, refer to the Presenting Forecasted Data
section.

CAP Selecting Files for MICF Analysis

Once you have built some capacity planning files, you can use the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) to generate
other reports or graphics. Using MICF, you can create ad hoc reports, analyses, or graphs based on information stored in
your capacity planning database or the shared capacity planning database.

• To access MICF, select option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
Select option 2, Database Inquiries on the MICF main menu.

• To create a new inquiry, use the insert line command (that is, type an I in the Cmd column). Fill in the fields for inquiry
name, title, author, catalog group name and title.

• You are creating a structured inquiry, so select option 2, Structured Inquiry.
• To select the capacity planning file you want to use as input to this analysis, select option 7, Data Manipulation, and

then option 6, Save File Facilities. On the Saved File Facilities main screen, select option 3, Capacity Planning File
Selection.

The Capacity Planning File Selection screen enables you to locate and retrieve information from the capacity planning
database.

• Type the name of the file you want to use as input to the inquiry in the Input File field (or use the scrollable, bottom half
of the screen to locate the file name and select it.)

• Type the File Type of the file (that is, actuals, forecast, or worksheet). The file type default is Actuals. For a full
description of the different file types, see the Capacity Planning Database.

When you select your file, MICF automatically sets up the necessary SAS and JCL to allocate and read that file into the
inquiry you are building.

You can use any of the MICF functions to manipulate the data in this file. For more information about MICF, see Using
MICF.

CAP Placing Analysis Inquiries in the SHARED Catalog

You can place the Capacity Planner Analysis Inquiries into the SHARED MICF catalog . Once in the SHARED catalog all
Capacity Planner users can then share these inquiries or copy them to their own private catalog for further modification.

As anyone with authorization to use the Capacity Planner can execute these  inquires , they must reference files that exist
in the SHARED Capacity Planner File Catalog and Database. During migration of these inquires from the private to the
SHARED catalogs, the SHARED catalog will be checked to ensure that the required files have been previous defined
and migrated. If the required files are not present in the SHARED catalog, the migration process will be terminated and
appropriate error messages issued.

By adhering to this standard you avoid possible conflicts with your security system, particularly if you want to place these
inquiries into Production Reporting. Any query that is to be executed by the Production Reporting facility must reside in the
SHARED catalog.

To promote user defined inquires to the Capacity Planning SHARED catalog, you must first cause all required files to be
defined in the CAP SHARED catalog. If the required file(s) were created by a Capacity Planning Standard application,
promote that application, along with its files, or alternatively promote the application and then execute the application
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from the SHARED catalog to generate its files. If the required file(s) were created by a Capacity Planner Resource File
definition, first promote the Resource Definition, and then execute the Resource Definition from the CAP SHARED
catalog.

The basic rule regarding query promotion and execution is this: the file(s) must be defined in whatever catalog is used to
contain and execute the query itself.

The Forecasting Analyses (Univariate Modeling, Multivariate Regression, and Business Element Forecasting) all have the
capability to generate a forecast file that is then saved in the Capacity Planner database. For more information about the
naming/structure of these files, see the Capacity Planning Database section.

The default target of these forecast analysis operations is the same as the database used for maintaining the history files.
If you want to share this data, use the Capacity Planner Administration Facility to migrate these file(s) to the SHARED
catalog and database before attempting to migrate any database analysis inquires that require these files.

You can override this default by using a new Execution-Time Option, Forecast Target, which enables you to specify that
the Forecast File should be written to the SHARED Capacity Planner database directly. You then must have the necessary
authorization from your security administrator to update the SHARED Capacity Planner database.

When a Forecast Inquiry is placed into Production Reporting the target of the forecast will always be the SHARED
Capacity Planner database.

CAP Sample Planning Applications
The design and implementation of a capacity planning database can be time-consuming for a data center beginning a
capacity planning methodology. The MICS Capacity Planner Option sample applications minimize the time that is required
to build the capacity planning database.

Sample applications are predefined views of capacity planning information that are contained in the MICS database. For
each sample application, most of the design decisions have already been made, including which MICS files are accessed,
which elements are loaded into the database, and how the elements are summarized. Only a few design decisions remain
for the person implementing the sample application.

The following Sample Planning Application Overview figure shows an overview of the sample application specification and
execution process. In the first phase, you specify the site-specific control parameters. In the process phase, you save and
execute the control parameters, creating the data files and printed output. You can perform these tasks together, or store
the specifications for later execution.

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|  CONTROL PARAMETERS                        PROCESS        |

| ----------------------   |   ---------------------------  |

|                          |                                |

| +----------------+       |      +---------------------+   |

| |    Specify     |       |      |      Save the       |   |

| |    Control     |------------->|       Control       |   |

| |   Parameters   |       |      |      Parameters     |   |

| +----------------+       |      |    in the Catalog   |   |

|                          |      +----------+----------+   |

|                          |                 |              |

|                          |                 |              |

|                          |                 V              |

|                          |      +---------------------+   |

|                          |      |    Execute the      |   |

|                          |      |       Control       |   |

|                          |      |     Parameters      |   |
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|                          |      +----------+----------+   |

|                          |                 |              |

| +-------------------+    |                 |              |

| |   User-Defined    |<---------------------+              |

| | Capacity Component|    |                 |              |

| |    Data Files     |    |                 |              |

| +-------------------+    |                 |              |

|                          |                 |              |

| +-------------------+    |                 |              |

| | Printed Output    |<---------------------+              |

| +-------------------+    |                                |

|                          |                                |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 

Although the sample applications are designed based on techniques and methodologies that are used by a wide spectrum
of capacity planners, no single capacity planning methodology can satisfy the requirements of all data centers. For this
reason, it is important for you to be aware of the following:

• Using the sample applications is entirely optional. While they provide a productive and useful set of data files, you can
also define your own user-variable files using other facilities of the MICS Capacity Planner Option.

• A sample application that initially satisfies your capacity planning requirements can need future modifications to
continue to meet your needs. When you become familiar with the MICS Capacity Planner Option, you will be able to
modify the generated sample application statements as needed.

The MICS Capacity Planner Option sample applications require that specific MICS files be active at either the DETAIL,
DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan. A matrix of the requirements is shown next:

WARNING
In the following tables, R = Required O = Optional.

The first group of applications is known as Mainframe Platform Planning.

MICS FILES

Mainframe
Platform
Applications

HARCPU HARLPC WLMSEC SCPPAG VMXSGP SCPXCM HARCFP VCAVOA VCADAA

z/OS
Processor
Plan.

R O

WLM
Workload
Planning

R R R

WLC
Implementation

R R

IRD
Implementation

R R

XCF
Resource
Mgmt.

R

Coupling
Facility

R

Manageme
nt
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z/VM
Processor
Fore.

R

SMS
Resource
Fore.

R R

The next group of applications is known as Mainframe Platform Subsystems Planning.

z/OS
Subsystems
Sample
Applications

CICCSU IMSISU IMSISY SNTNCL DB2DSU DB2DSD DB2DSY MQRMMA WEBWPR TCPAPI

CICS
Resource
Plan.

R

IMS
Resource
Planning

R R

DB2
Resource
Planning

R R R

WebSphere
MQSeries

R

Web
Server
Resource

R

TCP/IP
Network
Mgnt.

R R

The last group of applications is known as Distributed Platform Planning.

Distributed
Systems
Sample
Applications

TDMCPE TDMSYP DEMMOD DEMSPR AUMGPR AUMAPP TMCTMD

Tandem CPU
Management

R O

VAX/VMS CPU
Mgnt.

R R

HP Openview
UNIX Mgt.

R R

Tape Data Set
Mgt.

R

The sample applications use DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS as input. The applications are summarized to DAYS
(DETAIL is summarized to DAYS), WEEKS, or MONTHS. The following sections discuss the sample applications:

Mainframe Platform Planning:
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• z/OS Processor Planning
• WLM Workload Planning
• WLC (Workload License Charging) Implementation Planning
• IRD (Intelligent Resource Director) Implementation Planning
• XCF Resource Planning
• Coupling Facility Planning
• z/VM Processor Planning
• SMS Resource Planning

Mainframe Platform Subsystem Planning:

• CICS Resource Planning
• IMS Resource Planning
• DB2 Resource Planning
• WebSphere MQSeries Planning
• Web Server Resource Planning
• TCP/IP Network Resource Planning
• Tape Data Set Resource Planning

Distributed Platform Planning:

• Tandem CPU Resource Planning
• VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning
• HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning

CAP z/OS Processor Planning
The z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for processor tracking and usage reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the processor workload. The information for this application is
derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the MICS CPU Processor Activity (HARCPU)
File.

Note: If you select the CPU Time Adjustment option, some additional data is used from the MICS Service Class Resource
Consumption (WLMSEC) File.

Therefore, the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application permits your data center to track and forecast processor
usage at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME level). Because the data
is derived from the HARCPU File, this sample application provides information about system-wide processor use, rather
than individual workload use.

In addition to providing basic information about processor utilization, the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application
also stores data concerning average batch, started task, and active TSO users in the system. You can  find these
elements useful in tracking and reporting. Also, you can sometimes make certain correlations between these elements
and total processor utilization, thereby providing a technique for forecasting processor utilization based on average batch,
started task, and TSO user growth. For more details about this technique, see the Workload Forecasting section.

Normalization

Another useful feature that the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application provides is the ability to normalize processor
utilization to a base CPU. Processor busy time is an indicator that is commonly used in capacity planning for reporting and
forecasting. However, as systems are saturated and upgraded to more powerful processors, a graph of processor busy
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looks more like a "saw-tooth" function than a smoothly increasing function. This is because more powerful processors
can process the same amount of work in less time than their slower predecessors could, and therefore spend less time
processing. This contradicts the fact that the data center has really increased its processing capability with the upgrade.

You can circumvent this situation by normalizing all processor busy time to the equivalent of a base CPU. You can
optionally request that the processor busy time and processor percent busy elements be adjusted to a base CPU of your
specification. To use this feature, supply the following information:

• The base CPU model type or name
• The number of internal CPUs contained in the processor
• The base CPU service unit to CPU second conversion factor

If the CPU Time Adjustment option is chosen, both the normalized and the unnormalized processor busy and percent
utilization elements are still stored in the database and are available for reporting and analysis.

We recommend that you use this option to normalize workloads, because trending and forecasting CPU utilization without
normalization is extremely difficult and often misleading.

Normalization Example

Assume that a data center installed the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application. They chose the optional CPU
Time Adjustment and specified an IBM 2064-2C1 as the base CPU. The number of processors is 1 and the service unit
coefficient is 14692.3.

These parameters, entered on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters control screen, are then used to normalize CPU
time values for any processor appearing in the MICS HARCPU File as the equivalent of an IBM 2064-2C1 processor.

Assume that one of the processors in the HARCPU File for this data center is an IBM 2084-302. During one week, this
processor had a CPU busy time of 48 hours in 40 hours of operation. Since the 2084-302 has two internal processors, we
can calculate the average percent busy for the 2084-302 for the week as:

100*(48/(2*40)) = 60%.

The vendor has stated that the 2084-302 processor has a service unit to CPU second conversion factor of 20752.2, and
we have chosen to use this factor for our normalization. Therefore, the normalized CPU busy time is:

48 * (20752.2 / 14692.3) = 67.79 hours

In other words, this technique estimates that a workload requiring approximately 48 hours of CPU time on an IBM
2084-302 requires approximately 67.79 CPU hours on an IBM 2064-2C1. Since the 2064-2C1 has only one internal
processor, the adjusted CPU percent utilization would be:

100 * ( 67.79 / ( 40 * 1 ) ) = 169.47 %

While it is impossible for a processor to run at 169% utilized, the calculation shows what the estimated utilization would
be if the workload were running on the IBM 2064-2C1 processor. That is, we would need a minimum of two 2064-2C1
processors to process the work being done currently by the 2084-302.

The use of an actual, commercially available processor as the base CPU is not required, and may not even be desirable
for the data center. It would be perfectly acceptable to specify a hypothetical processor. For example:

• Base CPU Model = MY_CPU
• Number of Processors = 1
• Service Unit Coefficient = 100

These parameters adjust all processor busy elements to the equivalent of a hypothetical processor having one internal
CPU with a performance rating of 100 service units per CPU second. The fact that such a processor may not actually
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exist is not important, but rather that all processor time is being converted to a common unit that can have trends and be
examined smoothly and consistently over time.

These calculations make no attempt to apply any analytic queuing formulas or benchmark estimates to compare one
processor to another. The basic comparison of processors is calculated as the ratio of the service unit to CPU second
conversion factors for the respective processors. These numbers can either be supplied by mainframe manufacturers or
established by the data center through benchmark testing.

Control Parameters

You need relatively few parameters to implement the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application. The control screens
that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

The z/OS Processor Planning Control Screen shows the z/OS Processor Planning screen, which is the main control
screen for the figure 2-1.01 z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application.

Figure 2-1.01 z/OS Processor Planning Control Screen

/--------------------------  z/OS Processor Planning  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CPU - z/OS Processor Sample Application           |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the HARCPU File that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file. If you plan to select the CPU Time Adjustment option, the WLMSEC File
must also be present at this timespan.

Amount of data retained
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The number of days, weeks, or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks, or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than
what you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycles
The number of cycles or versions of the historical data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is
updated and the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02, and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycles
The number of cycles or versions of the forecast data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify
forecast aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged
to Cycle 02, and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Data base ID(s)
The database unit identifiers (up to fourteen units) that contain the HARCPU and WLMSEC Files to be used with this
sample application. If you are uncertain in which database unit the HARCPU and WLMSEC Files reside, type a question
mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this sample application.

Specify Extended Options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu that is shown in Figure 2-1.02 is displayed.

Figure 2-1.02 z/OS Processor Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application                      |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter a Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to
be summarized into a single observation with the Composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
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You can combine zones, hours and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones, hours, or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter a Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, hours or daynames to use for data selection in the MICS input files. Enter Y (YES) to
display the Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 2-1.03. Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour, or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from the MICS input files. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen that is shown in Figure 2-1.04. Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications you previously made to the
default of no user-specified data selection.

Specify CPU time adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to use for CPU time adjustment (normalization), if you want this optional feature. Enter Y (YES)
to display the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that is shown in Figure 2-1.05. Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to CPU time adjustment.
This option is not available if you specify the composite SYSID option on the CPU Planning screen that is shown in
Figure 2-1.01. If you select CPU time adjustment, also provide database units that contain the WLMSEC File on the CPU
Planning screen.

Notes report enabled
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning database file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-1.03. Common Data Selection Screen-z/OS Processor Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID  ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                  |

|            ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Zone   ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)   |

|                                                                               |

|Hour   ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)  |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Common Data Selection screen, shown in the Common Data Selection Screen-z/OS Processor Planning Figure
2-1.03, allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can enter a maximum of 15 one- to four-
character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to be included in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to
include data for all zones.

Hour
Enter the five hours or hour ranges to be included in the capacity planning database file. Specification of this parameter is
valid only if you specify the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the z/OS Processor Planning screen that is shown in
Figure 2-1.01. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
Enter up to five daynames to be included in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input the
first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Specification of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-1.04 SAS System Statements Screen-z/OS Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.|

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen that is shown in Figure 2-1.04 allows you to define your own data selection logic.
You can code any valid SAS statements, as described in the SAS guides. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT
statements are already provided, and are field-protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Figure 2-1.05. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen

/-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |
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|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Base CPU model                         ===> 2094-722                           |

|Number of processors in base CPU model ===> 22       (1-99)                    |

|Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> 19777.5  (per processor)           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The information about the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that is shown in Figure 2-1.05 is required only if you
choose CPU time normalization for the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application.

Base CPU model
The 10-character identifier for the base processor. Any name is acceptable in this field. Do not use embedded blanks or
equal signs (=) in this value. For example, if you want to normalize your actual CPU time values to the equivalent of a
2094-722, you would code 2094-722 in this field.

Number of processors in the base CPU model
The number of internal CPUs in the base processor. This value must be an integer (that is, do not use a decimal point),
and it must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 99. For example, if you specify a 2094-722 as the base CPU
model, then you would code a 22 in this field since a 2094-722 has 22 internal CPUs.

Base CPU service unit coefficient
The service-units-to-CPU-seconds conversion factor for the base processor. The value must be a real number greater
than 0. You can compute a relative performance rating by dividing this value by the corresponding service-unit-to-CPU-
second factor for the processor that is represented by the SYSID (see Section 2.1.1 for an example of this calculation).
You can use vendor-supplied values for the factor, or a factor based on your own evaluations. For example, if you specify
a 2094-722 as the base CPU model, you would code 19777.5 in this field.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application contains the
following information.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• HOUR or ZONE or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MNTHDAY or WEEK or MONTH
• DATE
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Data elements that are unique to the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CPUMODEL - CPU Model Type
• MVSLEVEL - MVS Release
• CPUMOD   - Processor Model Family
• CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Numeric format data elements

• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• CPUNOCPU - Number of Internal Processors
• CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Processors
• CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Processors
• CPUAVONL - Avg Online CP Processors
• CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Processors
• CPUAVOZP - Avg Online zAAP Processors
• CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors
• CPUAVOSU - Avg Online zIIP Processors
• CPUAVB - Avg Batch Users
• CPUAVT - Avg TSO Users
• CPUAVS - Avg Started Users
• CPUAVR - Avg In & Ready Users
• PRSMACP - Avg CP Processors in Complex
• PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Processors
• PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Processors
• CPUBTT - Total Batch Users
• CPUTTT - Total TSO Users
• CPUSTT - Total Started Users
• CPURTT - Total In & Ready Users
• CPURSMP - Total Number of Samples
• PRSMTCP - Total CP Processors in Complex
• PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Processors
• PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Processors
• WLMSUCPU - SU:CPU-second Conversion Factor
• SHR_CPS - Number of Shared CPs Defined in CEC

Time format data elements
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• DURATION - Interval Duration
• CPUTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time
• CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy
• CPUTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Time
• CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy
• CPUZPDTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time
• CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Processors Up Time
• CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy
• CPUSUDTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time
• CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time
• PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective

Percentage format data elements

• CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy (unadjusted)
• CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy (unadjusted)
• CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Processors Busy (unadjusted)

Additional data elements if CPU time adjustment is specified:

Character format data element

• BASECPU - Base Adjustment CPU Model Type

Numeric format data elements

• ADJSERV - Base Adjustment Service Units/Second
• ADJPRC - Base Adjustment Number of Processors

Time format data element

• CPUADBTM - Base CPU Busy Time

Percentage format data elements

• CPUADPCB - Base CPU Percent Busy

Many of the data elements that are used in the z/OS Processor Planning Sample Application database file have the same
meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS HARCPU File. These data elements are
CPUMODEL, MVSLEVEL, CPUNOCPU, CPUAVB, CPUAVT, CPUAVS, and DURATION.

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the z/OS Processor Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• CPUPCBSY
The percent busy for CP processors for the interval. It is calculated using the following formula:

             IF CPUTOOTM THEN SELECT;

               WHEN (CPUTOBTM>0)

                 CPUPCBSY=(CPUTOBTM*100)/CPUTOOTM;

               WHEN (CPUTOBTM=0) CPUPCBSY=0;

               OTHERWISE         CPUPCBSY=.;

             END;

This element must have values from 0 through 100.
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• CPUPCBZP
The percent busy for zAAP processors for the interval. It is calculated using the following formula:

             IF CPUZPOTM THEN SELECT;

               WHEN (CPUZPBTM>0)

                 CPUPCBZP=(CPUZPBTM*100)/CPUZPOTM;

               WHEN (CPUZPBTM=0) CPUPCBZP=0;

               OTHERWISE         CPUPCBZP=.;

             END;

This element must have values from 0 through 100.

• CPUPCBSU:
The percent busy for zIIP processors for the interval. It is calculated using the following formula:

             IF CPUZPOTM THEN SELECT;

               WHEN (CPUSUBTM>0)

                 CPUPCBSU=(CPUSUBTM*100)/CPUSUOTM;

               WHEN (CPUSUBTM=0) CPUPCBSU=0;

               OTHERWISE         CPUPCBSU=.;

             END;

This element must have values from 0 through 100.

The additional data elements that are present if CPU time adjustment is specified are derived as follows:

• BASECPU
The value that was specified for the base CPU model parameter on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that
is shown in Figure 2-6.

• CPUADBTM
The derivation of this value has two parts:
– The SRM service unit to CPU time conversion factor WLMSUCPU is obtained from your WLMSEC File.
– The value that you specify for the base CPU model parameter is used in the following formula:

CPUADBTM = WLMSUCPU * CPUTOBTM / ADJSERV;

For example, if you specify a base CPU service model unit coefficient of 19777.5, then the following calculation is
performed:

CPUADBTM = WLMSUCPU * CPUTOBTM / 19777.5;

• CPUADPCB
This value is calculated using the value that you specify for the number of processors in base CPU model parameter
as follows:

CPUADPCB = 100 * (CPUADBTM * CPUNOCPU) /

           (CPUTOOTM * ADJPRC);

For example, if you specify 22 processors in your base CPU model, then the following calculation is performed:

CPUADPCB = 100 * (CPUADBTM * CPUNOCPU) /

           CPUTOOTM * 22);
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CAP WLM Workload Planning
The WLM Workload Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for workload tracking and reporting when utilizing WLM Goal mode.

Usage Guidelines

The WLM Workload Planning Sample application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
you need for tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the workloads on your system. The information for this application is
primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the MICS Service Class Resource
Consumption (WLMSEC) file. The WLM Workload Planning Sample application also acquires additional planning
elements from the CPU Activity (HARCPU) and the Paging Activity file (SCPPAG).

The WLM Workload Planning Sample application permits your installation to track and forecast resource consumption
and transaction activity at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level)
for workloads. Because the data is derived from the WLMSEC file, this sample application provides information about
individual workloads based on Service Classes.

In addition to providing basic information about workload processor utilization, the WLM Workload Planning Sample
Application also stores data concerning application busy time, storage occupancy, I/O rates, and paging activity. You might
find these elements useful in tracking and reporting. Also, you can sometimes make certain correlations between these
elements and total processor utilization, thereby providing a technique for forecasting processor utilization on the basis of
average workload growth. For more information about on this technique, see CAP Workload Forecasting.

Service Class Workloads

The WLM Workload Planning Sample Application allows you to divide your service classes into groups, or workloads. For
each defined workload, the application stores measures such as the number of ended transactions, CPU time consumed
by the workload, total service units that are consumed by the workload, and DASD I/O statistics into the capacity planning
database file.

You define Service Class Workloads by using one of two methods. The first method is to create a Workload Mapping
Table in an 80-byte, fixed block data set or PDS member. The second method for creating Service Class Workloads is to
write a CAPAPU exit using SAS code to specify the workloads to which each Service Class belongs.

Once defined, you can modify the workload definitions as often as necessary without having to respecify other Goal Mode
Planning parameters.

Normalization

The WLM Workload Planning Sample Application provides the ability to normalize processor utilization to a base CPU.
Processor busy time is an indicator commonly used in capacity planning for reporting and forecasting. However, as
systems are saturated and upgraded to more powerful processors, a graph of processor busy time looks more like a saw-
tooth function rather than a smooth, monotonically increasing function. This is because more powerful processors process
the same amount of work in less time than their slower predecessors and therefore spend less time processing. This
contradicts the fact that the installation has really increased its processing capability with the upgrade.

You can circumvent this situation by normalizing all processor busy time to the equivalent of a base CPU. You can
optionally request that the Goal Mode busy time be adjusted to a base CPU of your specification. To use this feature, you
must supply the following information:

• The base CPU model type or name
• The number of internal CPUs contained in the processor
• The base CPU service unit to CPU second conversion factor (service unit coefficient)

If the CPU Time Adjustment option is chosen, both the normalized and the unnormalized Goal Mode busy elements are
still stored in the database and are available for reporting and analysis.
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It is recommended you use this option to normalize workloads, because trending and forecasting workload CPU utilization
without normalization is extremely difficult and often misleading.

Normalization Example

Assume an installation installed the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application. They chose the optional CPU time
adjustment and specified an IBM 9121-742 as the base CPU. The number of processors is 4 and the service unit
coefficient is 1351.68.

These parameters, entered on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters control screen, are then used to normalize CPU
time values for any processor appearing in the MICS WLMSEC file to the equivalent of an IBM 9121-742 processor.
Assume that one of the processors in the WLMSEC file for this installation is an IBM 9672-RY5 (4 engines). During one
week, one workload had a busy time of 50 hours in 100 hours of operation.

The vendor has stated that the 9672-RY5 (4 engines) processor has a service unit to CPU second conversion factor of
2902.76, and we have chosen to use this factor for our normalization. Therefore, the normalized Goal Mode busy time is:

50 * (2902.76 / 1351.68) = 107.38 hours

In other words, this technique estimates that a workload requiring approximately 50 hours of CPU time on an IBM 9672-
RY5 requires approximately 107.38 CPU hours on an IBM 9121-742.

Note that the use of an actual, commercially available processor as the base CPU is not required, and might not be
desirable for the installation. It is acceptable to specify a hypothetical processor. For example:

• Base CPU Model = MY_CPU
• Number of Processors = 1
• Service Unit Coefficient = 100

These parameters adjust all processor busy elements to the equivalent of a hypothetical processor having one internal
CPU with a performance rating of 100 service units per CPU second. The fact that such a processor might not actually
exist is not important, but rather that all processor time is being converted to a common unit that can be trended and
examined smoothly and consistently over time.

These calculations make no attempt to apply any analytic queuing formulas or benchmark estimates to compare one
processor to another. The basic comparison of processors is calculated as the ratio of the service unit to CPU second
conversion factors for the respective processors. These numbers can be supplied by the mainframe manufacturers or can
be established by the installation through benchmark testing.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the Goal Mode Planning Sample Application. The control screens that
are included in the online facility allow you to quickly enter the required information.

Figure 2-2.01. WLM Workload Planning Screen

/-----------------------------  WLM Workload Planning --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  GM1 - WLM Workload Planning Sample Application    |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |
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|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> P                                                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-2.01 shows the WLM Workload Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the WLM Workload
Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These levels control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planner database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the HARCPU, WLMSEC and WLMSEM files that you want
to use as input when creating the Capacity Planner database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the Capacity Planner
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
The number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated
and the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
The number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Data base ID(s)
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the WLMSEC and WLMSEM files to be used with this
sample application. If you are uncertain in which database unit these files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field to
display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, specify Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-2.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-2.02. WLM Workload Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Workload mapping definition      ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Workload mapping (CAPAPU) exit   ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-2.02) are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter a Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to
be summarized into a single observation with the Composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter a Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s). Enter
Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-2.03.) Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you
previously made to SYSID and zone, and hour or daynames.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from the MICS input file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen (Figure 2-2.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of
no user- specified data selection.

Specify workload mapping definition
You can define a Workload mapping table. Enter Y (YES) to display the Workload Mapping Definition screen (Figure
2-2.05), which provides you with the options for defining a workload mapping table.

Specify workload mapping (CAPAPU) exit
You can use your own SAS statements to split Service Classes into workload (CAPAPU) groups. Enter Y (YES) to display
the SAS System Statements screen.

Specify CPU time for adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to be used CPU time adjustment (normalization). Enter Y (YES) to display the CPU Time
Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-2.07). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to CPU
time adjustment.
This option is not available if you select the composite SYSID option on this screen.
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Select either the Workload mapping definition extended option or the Workload mapping (CAPAPU) exit to complete the
Workload Planning Sample Application definition.

Notes report enabled
If you have entered notes associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints the note
as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning database file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-2.03. Common Data Selection Screen - WLM Workload Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-2.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can enter a maximum of 15 one- to four-
character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to be included in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to
include data for all zones.

Hour
Specify the five hours or hour ranges to be included in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the WLM Workload Planning screen (Figure 2-2.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to be included in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days.
Input the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the
input timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.
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Figure 2-2.04. SAS System Statements Screen - WLM Workload Planning

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-2.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided, and are field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Figure 2-2.05. Workload Mapping Definition Screen

/------------------------  Workload Mapping Definition  ------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Workload mapping table data set name                                           |

|   ===> ________________________________________________________               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Edit workload mapping table          ===> NO  (YES/NO)                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Workload Mapping Definition screen (Figure 2-2.05) offers two options for defining a Workload Mapping Table:

• you can name an externally created data set containing valid workload mapping statements or
• you can define the workload mapping statements online.

The following fields are included on this screen:

• Workload mapping table data set name
The name of an externally created data set that contains valid workload mapping statements. This parameter can be
either a sequential data set or the member of a partitioned data set.
Code this parameter as you would any other data set name. If the data is in a member of a partitioned data set, include
the member name as part of this parameter. If the data set name is cataloged under your userid, do not enter your
userid as part of the data set name. If you code a fully qualified data set name (that is, including a userid), enclose this
data set name in single quotes.

• Edit workload mapping table
The specification that allows you to edit the workload mapping table. Enter Y (YES) if you want to invoke the online
editor to modify workload mapping statements in the data set that is named on the workload mapping table data set
name parameter.

Workload Mapping Table

The Workload Mapping Table is specified using the ISPF/PDF Editor, which will be invoked if you specify Y (YES) for the
Edit workload mapping table option. The table contains two types of entries, the first of which defines the workload group
names and titles. The format of the entry is

WORKLOAD group-name group-title

where group name is a 1-to-12-character workload group name and group-title is a one- to 40-character name of the
group. Group-title is used to build the DESCRIPT data element for each workload group.

The second entry type specifies which Service Classes are included in each group. The format is

srvclass group-name

where srvclass is the one- to eight-byte service class name and group-name matches a group-name given in a
WORKLOAD statement. Any service class that you do not specify on a workload mapping statement defaults to a
workload group of OTHER.

An example of a very simple workload mapping table follows. Note how the descriptions are coded. There is ample use of
non-text characters and embedded blanks. Do not use quotation marks to surround the descriptions.

   WORKLOAD IMSPROD PRODUCTION IMS REGIONS

   WORKLOAD BATCH ALL PRODUCTION BATCH

   WORKLOAD TBATCH ALL TEST BATCH

   WORKLOAD TSO ALL TSO

   TSODEV   TSO

   PRODCNTL TSO

   IMSAPPL1 IMSPROD

   IMSAPPL2 IMSPROD

   HOTBATCH BATCH

   REGBATCH BATCH
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   DEVBATCH TBATCH

Specifying this workload mapping would cause WLMSEC and WLMSEM data for both the IMSAPPL1 and IMSAPPL2
Service Classes to be combined into a workload entry named IMSPROD. Likewise, specifying this workload mapping
would cause the DEVBATCH service class to be left isolated in its own workload called TBATCH.

Figure 2-2.06. Workload Mapping (CAPAPU) Exit Screen - WLM Workload Planning

/-----------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS    001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the CAPAURT Macro                                           |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002 SELECT(WLMCLASS);                                                       |

|000003    WHEN(HOTBATCH) CAPAPU = 'BATCH';                                     |

|000004    WHEN(SLOBATCH) CAPAPU = 'BATCH';                                     |

|000005    WHEN(TSO) D0;                                                        |

|000006       IF SYSID = 'PROD'                                                 |

|000007          THEN CAPAPU = 'PROD TSO';                                      |

|000008          ELSE CAPAPU = 'TEST TSO';                                      |

|000009       END;                                                              |

|000010    OTHERWISE   CAPAPU = 'OTHERSTF';                                     |

|000011 END;                                                                    |

|000012                                                                         |

|000013                                                                         |

|000014                                                                         |

|000015                                                                         |

|000016                                                                         |

|000017                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Workload Mapping (CAPAPU) Exit screen (Figure 2-2.06) lets you specify the values for the CAPAPU elements
directly with SAS code. This SAS code can reference MICS elements SYSID, SYSPLEX, WLMCLASS, and WLMCLSPD
in determining what to specify for the CAPAPU. The CAPAURT exit is invoked during the initial data extraction for the
WLMSEC file. Any valid SAS code is allowed in the exit.

Note that when you use the exit, element DESCRIPT is not available in the resulting capacity planning database.

Figure 2-2.07. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen - WLM Workload Planning

/-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Base CPU model                         ===> ____________                       |
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|Number of processors in base CPU model ===> __     (1-16)                      |

|Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> ______ (per processor)             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The information about the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-2.07) is required only if you choose CPU
time normalization for the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application.

Base CPU model
The 10-character identifier for the base processor. Do not use embedded blanks or equal signs (=) in this value. For
example, if you want to normalize your actual CPU time values to the equivalent of a 1000 ZZ, then code 1000ZZ in this
field.

Number of processors in base CPU model
The number of internal CPUs in the base processor. This value must be an integer greater than 0 and less than or equal
to 16.

Base CPU service unit coefficient
The service-units-to-CPU-seconds conversion factor for the base processor. The value must be a real number greater
than 0. You can compute a relative performance rating by dividing this value by the corresponding service-unit-to-CPU-
second factor for the processor that is represented by the SYSID (see Section 2.2.1 for an example of this calculation).
You can use vendor-supplied values for the factor, or a factor based on your own evaluations.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements
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• CAPAPU - Workload Group
• MVSLEVEL - MVS Software Level
• RMFVER - RMF Version Number
• CPUMOD - Processor Model Family
• CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier

Numeric format data elements
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• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• CPUNOCPU - Number of Internal Processors
• CPUAVCPU - Avg Number of Assigned CP Processors
• CPUTOONL - Total Online CP Processors
• CPUAVONL - Avg Online CP Processors
• CPUTOOZP - Total Online zAAP Processors
• CPUAVOZP - Avg Online zAAP Processors
• CPUTOOSU - Total Online zIIP Processors
• CPUAVOSU - Avg Online zIIP Processors
• CPUAVR - Avg In & Ready Users
• PRSMACP - Avg CP Processors in Complex
• PRSMACDP - Avg CP Dedicated Processors
• PRSMACVP - Avg CP Shared Logical Processors
• CPURTT - Total In & Ready Users
• CPURSMP - Total Number of Samples
• PRSMTCP - Total CP Processors in Complex
• PRSMTCDP - Total CP Dedicated Processors
• PRSMTCVP - Total CP Shared Logical Processors
• PAGPIN - Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins
• RMFSYNCH - Intvls with RMF Synchronized to SMF
• SECAVMPL - Avg Multiprogramming Level
• SECAVPRS - Avg Storage Used - CS+ES
• SECAVRTE - Avg Transaction Service Rate
• SECAVSRS - Avg Storage Used - Shared Pages
• SECAVTRN - Avg Transactions Active
• SECDCNT - DASD I/O Count
• SECPSHPI - Page-Ins per Second - Hiperspace
• SECPSINS - SUs per Res Sec (Absorption Rate)
• SECPSPIE - Page-Ins per Second - Expanded
• SECPSPIN - Page-Ins per Second - Total
• SECPSRCP - Transactions per Second
• SECPSSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary per Sec
• SECPSSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES per Sec
• SECPSSRV - Service Units per Elapsed Second
• SECTOARC - Transactions Completed Abnormal
• SECTOBKA - Blocks Paged In - Auxiliary
• SECTOBKE - Blocks Paged In - Expanded
• SECTOBPE - Block Page-Ins - Exp
• SECTOBPI - Block Page-Ins - Auxiliary
• SECTOCPU - CPU Service Units
• SECTOCRM - ESO Hiperspace Read Misses
• SECTOCRS - Page Residency - CS
• SECTOCUS - Samples - Using CPU
• SECTOERS - Page Residency - ES
• SECTOHPI - Page-Ins - Hiperspace
• SECTOIOC - I/O Service Units
• SECTOMSO - Storage Service Units
• SECTONDD - Non-Dasd I/O Using or Delay
• SECTOPIE - Page-Ins - Expanded
• SECTOPIN - Page-Ins - Total
• SECTOPRS - Page Residency - CS+ES
• SECTORCP - Transactions Completed
• SECTOSAM - Total Delay Samples
• SECTOSPA - Shared Page-Ins from Auxiliary
• SECTOSPE - Shared Page-Ins from ES
• SECTOSRB - SRB CPU Service Units
• SECTOSRS - Page Residency - Shared Pages
• SECTOSRV - Total Service Units
• SECTOSWC - Swaps
• SECTOUSE - Total WLM Usings
• SECTOZAP - CPU Service Units on zAAP
• SECTZAPC - zAAP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP
• SECZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)
• SECZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time
• SECTOSUP - CPU Service Units on zIIP
• SECTSUPC - zIIP Eligible CPU Service Units on CP
• SECSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)
• SECSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time
• WLMSCCPU - Service Coefficient - CPU
• WLMSCSRB - Service Coefficient - SRB
• WLMZAPNF - zAAP Service Time Normalization Factor
• WLMSUPNF - zIIP Service Time Normalization Factor
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• SHR_CPS - Number of Shared CPs Defined in CEC

Time format data elements
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• ALLSRBTM - Total SRB CPU Time for MVS system
• ALLTCBTM - Total TCB CPU Time for MVS system
• ALLTCPTM - Total SRB & TCB Time for MVS system
• CPUDUR - Recording Interval Time (HARCPU)
• CPUTOOTM - Total CP Processors Online Time
• CPUTOUTM - Total Processor Up Time
• CPUTOBTM - Total Time CP Processors Busy
• CPUTODTM - Total CP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUTOVBT - Total CP Processors PR/SM MVS Busy Time
• CPUZPBTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Busy
• CPUZPDTM - Total Time zAAP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUZPOTM - Total zAAP Processors Online Time
• CPUZPUTM - Total zAAP Processors Up Time
• CPUSUBTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Busy
• CPUSUDTM - Total Time zIIP Processors Dispatch Time
• CPUSUOTM - Total zIIP Processors Online Time
• CPUSUUTM - Total zIIP Processors Up Time
• PRSMTEDT - Total Dispatch Time - Effective
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• SECAVQUE - Avg Transaction Queue Time
• SECAVTET - Avg Transaction Elapse Time
• SECAVXET - Avg Transaction Execution Time
• SECCPUTM - TCB CPU Time
• SECDCTM - DASD I/O Connect Time
• SECDDTM - DASD I/O Disconnect Time
• SECDWTM - DASD I/O Wait Time
• SECSRBTM - SRB CPU Time
• SECTCPTM - Total TCB and SRB CPU Time
• SECTDSTM - Total DASD Service Time
• SECTOHST - Hiperspace Service Time
• SECTOIIT - I/O Interrupt Time
• SECTOQUE - Total Transaction Queue Time
• SECTORCT - Region Control Task Time
• SECTOTAT - Transaction Active Time
• SECTOTET - Transaction Elapsed Time
• SECTOTRR - In-Storage Residency Time
• SECTOXET - Transaction Execution Time
• SECZAPCT - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECZAPTM - CPU Time on zAAP (Normalized)
• SECZAPUT - Un-normalized zAAP CPU Time
• SECSUPCT - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP
• SECSUPTM - CPU Time on zIIP (Normalized)
• SECSUPUT - Un-normalized zIIP CPU Time
• TOTCPUTM - Total CPU Time attributed to Workload
• Percentage format data elements
• CPUPCBSY - Pct CP Processors Busy (unadjusted)
• CPUPCBZP - Pct zAAP Processors Busy (unadjusted)
• CPUPCBSU - Pct zIIP Processors Busy (unadjusted)
• PCATRCPU - Percent of CPU attributable to TCB and SRB time by all workloads, (i.e., the Capture Ratio)
• PCTOTSRB - Percentage of total SRB time recorded by RMF, attributed to this workload
• PCTOTTCB - Percentage of total TCB time recorded by RMF, attributed to this workload
• PCTOTTCP - Percentage of total SRB & TCB time recorded by RMF, attributed to this workload
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Additional data elements if CPU Time Adjustment is specified:

Character format data element

• – BASECPU - Base CPU Model

Numeric format data elements

• – ADJPRC - Base Adjustment Number of CPUs
– ADJSERV - Base Adjustment Service Units/Second
– WLMSUCPU - SU:CPU-Sec. Conv. Factor

Time format data element

• – WKLDASRB - Adjusted Workload SRB Time
– WKLDATCB - Adjusted Workload TCB Time
– WKLDACPU - Adjusted Workload SRB & TCB Time
– WKLDATCP - Adjusted Total CPU Time

Many of the data elements that are used in the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application database file have the same
meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS database. For more information about the
derivation of these elements, see the Hardware and SCP Analyzer Option.

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the WLM Workload Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• CAPAPU
The name of the workload. You specify this in either the Workload Mapping Table or the CAPAPU exit.

• ALLSRBTM
The total SRB time that is consumed by all workloads on a system during the interval. This is the sum of SECSRBTM
across the workloads.

• ALLTCBTM
The total TCB time that is consumed by all workloads on a system during the interval. This is the sum of SECCPUTM
across the workloads.

• ALLTCPTM
The total SRB & TCB time that is consumed by all workloads on a system during the interval. This is the sum of
SECTCPTM across the workloads.

• PCATRCPU
The percent of SRB & TCB time attributable to workloads. This represents the sum of all SRB & TCB time that is
measured by RMF for the represented workloads as a percentage of the hardware CPU busy time as measured by
RMF. It is calculated using the formula:

PCATRCPU = 100 * ALLTCPTM / CPUTOBTM

This element should have values from 0 through 100.
• PCTOTSRB

The percentage of total SRB time that is consumed by a workload. It is calculated using the formula:

PCTOTSRB = 100 * (SECSRBTM / ALLSRBTM)

This element should have values from 0 through 100.
• PCTOTTCB

The percentage of total TCB time that is consumed by a workload. It is calculated using the formula:

PCTOTTCB = 100 * (SECCPUTM / ALLTCBTM)

This element should have values from 0 through 100.
• PCTOTTCP
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The percentage of total SRB & TCP time that is consumed by a workload. It is calculated using the formula:

PCTOTTCP = 100 * (SECTCPTM / ALLTCPTM)

This element should have values from 0 through 100.
• TOTCPUTM

This is the sum of all attributed CPU times as recorded by RMF. It is calculated using the formula:

TOTCPUTM = SUM(SECSRBTM,SECCPUTM,SECTOIIT, SECTORCT,SECTOHST)

The additional data elements that are present if CPU time adjustment is specified are derived as follows:
• BASECPU

The value that was specified for the Base CPU model parameter on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen
(Figure 2-2.07).

• WKLDACPU
The adjusted workload SRB & TCB time. The derivation of this value has two parts:
– The SRM service unit to CPU time conversion factor WLMSUCPU, as recorded by RMF.
– The value that you specify for the Base CPU service unit coefficient parameter is used in the formula:

WKLDACPU = WLMSUCPU * SECTCPTM / your value

For example, if you specify a base CPU service unit coefficient of 1351.68, then the following calculation is performed:

WKLDACPU = WLMSUCPU * SECTCPTM / 1351.68

• WKLDASRB
The adjusted workload SRB time. The derivation of this value has two parts:
– The SRM service unit to CPU time conversion factor WLMSUCPU, as recorded by RMF.
– The value that you specify for the Base CPU service unit coefficient parameter is used in the formula:

WKLDASRB = WLMSUCPU * SECSRBTM / your value

For example, if you specify a base CPU service unit coefficient of 1351.68, then the following calculation is performed:

WKLDASRB = WLMSUCPU * SECSRBTM / 1351.68

• WKLDATCB
The adjusted workload TCB time. The derivation of this value has two parts:
– The SRM service unit to CPU time conversion factor WLMSUCPU, as recorded by RMF.
– The value that you specify for the Base CPU service unit coefficient parameter is used in the formula:

WKLDATCB = WLMSUCPU * SECCPUTM / your value

For example, if you specify a base CPU service unit coefficient of 1351.68, then the following calculation is performed:

WKLDATCB = WLMSUCPU * SECCPUTM / 1351.68

• WKLDATCP
The adjusted workload total CPU time. The derivation of this value has two parts:
– The SRM service unit to CPU time conversion factor WLMSUCPU, as recorded by RMF.
– The value that you specify for the Base CPU service unit coefficient parameter is used in the formula:

WKLDATCP = WLMSUCPU * TOTCPUTM / your value

For example, if you specify a base CPU service unit coefficient of 1351.68, then the following calculation is performed:

WKLDATCP = WLMSUCPU * TOTCPUTM / 1351.68 
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WLM Workload Planning Example

You can use the WLM Workload Planning Sample Application to build a Capacity Planning database file to track workload
activity and resource consumption as reported by the MICS Hardware and SCP Analyzer.

Figures 2-2.08 through 2-2.12 show sample parameter specifications for a WLM Workload Planning Sample Application.

Figure 2-2.08. WLM Workload Planning Screen - Example

/-----------------------------  WLM Workload Planning --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  GM1 - WLM Workload Planning Sample Application    |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DAYS    (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> P                                                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Figure 2-2.08, the primary summarization level parameter specifies that the application is to be summarized to using
the MONTHS timespan. The Summary level parameter specifies that the data will be summarized in the ZONE level. The
DETAIL timespan will be used as input. The P specified for the Database parameter indicates that the MICS WLMSEC
and WLMSEM files are located in a database unit that carries an identifier of P.

In this example neither SYSIDs nor zones are aggregated into composites.

The information that is specified for the Maximum amount of data available for analysis and the Age of oldest forecast
parameters indicates that historical data up to 60 months old and forecasts up to 24 months old are available for analysis.
The History and Forecast parameters specify that three cycles of data will be retained.

The extended options should be requested to specify the Workload Mapping Table or CAPAPU exit at a minimum.

Figure 2-2.09. Extended Options Menu - Example

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |
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|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Workload mapping definition      ===> Y (Y/N/R)                             |

|   Workload mapping (CAPAPU) exit   ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

|   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On the Extended Options Menu shown in Figure 2-2.09, the Specify common data selection, Specify CPU time
adjustment, and Specify workload mapping definition options are selected.

Figure 2-2.10. Common Data Selection Screen - Example

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> SYS1 SYS2 SYS3 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> 1 2 3 4 _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Figure 2-2.10, the SYSIDs SYS1, SYS2 and SYS3 are selected for inclusion in the generated database files. Zones 1,
2, 3, and 4 will also be included. Data for all hours will be generated.

Figure 2-2.11. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen - Example

/-----------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                |
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|                                                                            |

|Inquiry step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                     |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|Base CPU model                         ===> 3081-KX                         |

|Number of processors in base CPU model ===> 2      (1-16)                   |

|Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> 396.4  (per processor)          |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

|                                                                            |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-2.11 shows that an IBM 3081-KX processor is chosen as the base CPU model for this example. The number
of internal processors and the service-unit-to-CPU-second factor are determined from vendor information about the
processor.

Figure 2-2.12. WLM Workload Mapping Definition Screen - Example

/----------------------  Workload Mapping Definition  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  WLM Workload Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Workload mapping table data set name                                           |

|   ===> MYWKLMAP.DATA                                                          |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Edit workload mapping table          ===> NO  (YES/NO)                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In Figure 2-2.12, a workload-mapping table is built externally using the ISPF Editor. The data set name of the volume
mapping table is specified as MYWKLMAP.DATA.

CAP WLC Implementation Planning
The WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for tracking and forecasting LPAR resource usage in MSUs. Both actual MSU usage and the 4 hour
rolling average metrics are maintained along with changes in the computing environment. Additional elements that are
associated to the usage and definition of defined capacity limit, capacity on demand, and Defined Group Capacity are also
available with the sample application.

The following sections cover the use, input specifications, and output of the sample application.

Usage Guidelines

The WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of LPAR resource usage.

The information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of
the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) File.

The CPCMODID and CPUMOD elements, which identify the processor type of the Central Processor Complex in use are
obtained from the MICS CPU Activity (HARCPU) File.

Additional measurement metrics such as Physical CPU Adjustment Factor (CPUSUSEC), Service Units Available to MVS
Image (CPUSUAVL), and Accumulated Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs (CPUTOLAC) are included too.

In addition to providing basic information about LPAR resource utilization, the WLC Implementation Planning Sample
Application provides measurement data concerning overall CPC utilization and capacity that can be tracked and
forecasted too.

With the introduction of Defined Group Capacity users will need the ability to summarize and forecast the MSU usage and
the MSU 4-hr rolling average within a given Defined Capacity Group. The user can achieve this summarization by building
a WLC planning file using the data selection feature to process only SYSIDs which belong to the Defined Capacity Group
along with the Composite SYSID feature to summarize the groups MSU consumption and 4-hour rolling average.

Note: To accurately summarize a Capacity Group's MSU consumption and 4-hour rolling average all SYSID's belonging to
the Capacity Group must be present within the input data.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are required to implement the WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to quickly enter the required information.

Figure 2-3.01. WLC Planning Control Screen

/--------------------WLC Implementation Planner--------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  WLC - WLC Implementation Planning                 |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |
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|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-3.01 shows the WLC Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the WLC Implementation Planning
Sample Application. It contains the following fields

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the HARCPU and HARLPU Files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the HARCPU and HARLPU Files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are uncertain in which database unit the HARCPU and HARLPU Files reside, type a question
mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-3.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-3.02. WLC Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application                  |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-3.02) are:

Combine all HSYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/ daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-3.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-3.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CPU time adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to use for CPU time adjustment (normalization). Enter Y (YES) to display the CPU Time
Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-3.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to CPU
time adjustment.
This option is not available if you select the composite SYSID option on this screen.

Notes reports enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-3.03. Common Data Selection Screen - WLC Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\
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|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-3.03) lets you define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the WLC Planning screen (Figure 2-3.03). Leave this
parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-3.04. SAS System Statements Screen - WLC Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |
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|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-3.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided, and are field-protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Figure 2-3.05. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen

/-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Base CPU model                         ===> 3081-KX_____                       |

|Number of processors in base CPU model ===> 2_     (1-16)                      |

|Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> 396.4_ (per processor)             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The information about the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen, shown in Figure 2-3.05, is required only if you
choose CPU time normalization for the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application.

Base CPU model
The 10-character identifier for the base processor. Any name is acceptable in this field. Do not use embedded blanks or
equal signs (=) in this value. For example, if you want to normalize your actual CPU time values to the equivalent of a
3081-KX, then code 3081-KX in this field.
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Number of processors in base CPU model
The number of internal CPUs in the base processor. This value must be an integer (that is, do not use a decimal point),
and it must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 16. For example, if you specify a 3081-K as the base CPU model,
then code a 2 in this field as a 3081-K has two internal CPUs.

Base CPU service unit coefficient
The service-units-to-CPU-seconds conversion factor for the base processor. The value must be a real number greater
than 0. You can compute a relative performance rating by dividing this value by the corresponding service-unit-to-CPU-
second factor for the processor that is represented by the SYSID (see Section 2.1.1 for an example of this calculation).
You may want to use vendor-supplied values for the factor, or a factor based on your own evaluations. For example, if you
specify a 3081-K as the base CPU model, then code 396.4 in this field.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file generated by the WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the WLC Implementation Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - LPAR Group Name (internal)
• CPUMOD - Processor Model (from RMF)
• CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
• MVSLEVEL - MVS Release
• PRSMCEC - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex
• PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name
• RMFVER - RMF Version Number

Numeric format data elements
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• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd
• CPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd
• CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image
• CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
• CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs
• CPUTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs
• LPCTOMSU - Actual Number of Consumed MSUs
• LP_TOMSU - Total LPAR Processor Busy in MSUs
• LPCBPS - Processor Relative Share
• LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd
• LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit
• LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit
• LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples
• LPCNOCPU - Number of Logical Processors
• LPCTONSW - Samples when WLM Capped Partition
• PRSMLPNM - PR/SM Partition Name
• PRSMLPNO - PR/SM Partition Number
• PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit
• PRSMNOPP - PR/SM No. of Phys. Processors Assigned
• PRSMTDP - PR/SM Dedicated Logical Processors
• PRSMTLPA - PR/SM Active Logical Partitions
• PRSMTLPS - PR/SM Total Defined Logical Partitions
• PRSMTPP - PR/SM Total Processors in Complex
• PRSMTVP - PR/SM Shared Logical Processors
• PRSMUSCT - PR/SM Intvls Using PR/SM Feature
• CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp
• CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed
• CPUMXLAC - Maximum Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs
• CPUMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs
• LPCMXMSU - Maximum Number of Consumed MSUs

Date and Time format data elements

• CPCAVLTM - Total Available Processor Time in CPC
• CPCUSETM - Total Processor Time Used in CPC
• DATE - Interval End Date
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• LPCTODTM - Total Logical Processor Dispatch Time
• PRSMTDTM - PR/SM Total Dispatch Time

Percentage format data elements

• CPCPCLPR - Percent Busy of CPC for this LPAR
• CPCPCUSE - Percent Busy of Total CPC
• LPCPCNSW - Partition WLM Capping Percentage

All of the MICS standard data elements used in the IBM License Manager Planning Sample Application database file have
the same meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS HARLPC and HARCPU files.
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The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the WLC Implementation Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• CAPAPU
The CAPAPU element is developed internally by the application and consists of a logical concatenation of the
PRSMENV & PRSMLPNO data values. This is done to cause separate observations to be created for each LPAR
within each Central Processing Complex. This value will also ensure that historical observations are summarized
correctly whenever a change is made within the computing environment. For example, adding a processor with the
"Capacity on Demand" feature will be reflected within the PRSMENV value and then cause a new observation to be
created within the CAP Planning file.

• CPCUSETM
The total processor time that the CPC was either dedicated or used in shared mode. It is calculated by the formula:

CPCUSETM = (PRSMTDP*DURATION)/INTERVLS+ PRSMTDTM

where DURATION is the interval duration that is obtained from the HARLPC file.
• CPCAVLTM

The total available processor time across the CPC including both dedicated and shared processors. It is calculated
using the formula:

CPCAVLTM = (PRSMTPP*DURATION)/INTERVLS

where DURATION is the interval duration that is obtained from the HARLPC file.
• CPCPCUSE

The percent of the total CPC consumed by all work. It is calculated using the following formula:

CPCPCUSE = 100 * (CPCUSETM / CPCAVLTM)

This element must have values from 0 through 100.
• CPCPCLPC

The percent of the total CPC consumed by this LPAR. It is calculated using the following formula:

CPCPCLPC = 100 * (LPCTODTM / CPCAVLTM)

This element must have values from 0 through 100.

CAP IRD Implementation Planning
The IRD (Intelligent Resource Director) Implementation Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning
database file that contains the necessary elements for tracking and forecasting processor resource usage at both the
LPAR Cluster and LPAR level. Additionally, LPAR weighting and weight adjustments can be tracked at the LPAR level
in the same manner as the changes in the computing environment, such as the defined capacity limit, defined group
capacity, and the use of capacity on demand.

Usage Guidelines

The IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of processor resource usage at both the LPAR Cluster
and LPAR levels.

The information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of
the PR/SM LPAR Config/Activity (HARLPC) File.

The CPCMODID and CPUMOD elements, which identify the processor type of the Central Processor Complex in use, are
obtained from the MICS CPU Activity (HARCPU) File.
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Additional measurement metrics, such as Physical CPU Adjustment Factor (CPUSUSEC), Service Units Available to MVS
Image (CPUSUAVL), and Accumulated Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs (CPUTOLAC) are included too.

In addition to providing basic information about processor resource utilization, the IRD Implementation Planning Sample
Application provides measurement data concerning overall CPC utilization and capacity that can be tracked and
forecasted too .

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-4.01. IRD Implementation Planning Control Screen

 /----------------------IRD Implementation Planning------------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CAP DB File def.:  IRD - IRD Implementation Planning                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |Summarization Level                                                            |

 |          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

 |          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

 |Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

 |History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

 |Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-4.01 shows the IRD Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the IRD Implementation Planning
Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the HARCPU and HARLPU Files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.
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History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the HARCPU and HARLPU Files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are uncertain in which database unit the HARCPU and HARLPU Files reside, type a question
mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-4.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-4.02. IRD Planning Extended Options Menu

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  IRD Implementation Planning                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

 |   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

 |   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify:                                                                       |

 |   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

 |   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 \

 

The extended options available with the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-4.02) are:

Combine all HSYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/ daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
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Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-4.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-4.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CPU time adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to use for CPU time adjustment (normalization). Enter Y (YES) to display the CPU Time
Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-4.05). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to CPU
time adjustment.
This option is not available if you select the composite SYSID option on this screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-4.03. Common Data Selection Screen - IRD Planning

 /---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  IRD Implementation Planning                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

 |           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-4.03) lets you define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
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You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter
is valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the IRD Implementation Planning screen (Figure
2-4.01). Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the
dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-4.04. SAS System Statements Screen - IRD Planning Global Data Selection

 /--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

 |==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

 |=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

 |000001                                                                         |

 |000002                                                                         |

 |000003                                                                         |

 |000004                                                                         |

 |000005                                                                         |

 |000006                                                                         |

 |000007                                                                         |

 |000008                                                                         |

 |000009                                                                         |

 |000010                                                                         |

 |=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

 |****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-4.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Figure 2-4.05. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen

 /-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry step:  IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Base CPU model                         ===> 3081-KX_____                       |

 |Number of processors in base CPU model ===> 2_     (1-16)                      |

 |Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> 396.4_ (per processor)             |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The information about the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-4.05) is required only if you choose CPU
time normalization for the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application.

Base CPU model
The 10-character identifier for the base processor. Any name is acceptable in this field. Do not use embedded blanks or
equal signs (=) in this value. For example, if you want to normalize your actual CPU time values to the equivalent of a
3081-KX, then code 3081-KX in this field.

Number of processors in base CPU model
The number of internal CPUs in the base processor. This value must be an integer (that is, do not use a decimal point),
and it must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 16. For example, if you specify a 3081-K as the base CPU model,
then code a 2 in this field as a 3081-K has two internal CPUs.

Base CPU service unit coefficient
The service-units-to-CPU-seconds conversion factor for the base processor. The value must be a real number greater
than 0. You can compute a relative performance rating by dividing this value by the corresponding service-unit-to-CPU-
second factor for the processor that is represented by the SYSID (see the z/OS Usage Guidelines section for an example
of this calculation). You may want to use vendor-supplied values for the factor, or a factor based on your own evaluations.
For example, if you specify a 3081-K as the base CPU model, then code 396.4 in this field.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file generated by the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the IRD Implementation Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements
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• CAPAPU - Resource Summarization Group (internal)
• CPUMOD - Processor Model (from RMF)
• CPCMODID - CPC Model Identifier
• LPCCLUST - Cluster Name
• PRSMCGNM - Capacity Group Name
• MVSLEVEL - MVS Release
• PRSMCEC - PR/SM LPAR Central Complex
• RMFVER - RMF Version Number

Numeric format data elements

• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• CPUADJCH - Intvls with CPU Adjustment Factor Chgd
• CPUSUACH - Intvls with Service Units Available Chgd
• CPUSUAVL - Service Units Available to MVS Image
• CPUSUSEC - Physical CPU Adjustment Factor
• CPUTOLAC - Accum. Long-Term Average of CPU MSUs
• CPUCGJCT - Intvls with Capacity Group Changed
• LP_TOMSU - Total LPAR Processor Busy in MSUs
• LPCACS - Processor Actual Weighting
• LPCBPS - Processor Relative Share
• LPCCAPCH - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit Chgd
• LPCCAPDF - Intvls with Defined Capacity Limit
• LPCDEFLM - Partition Defined Capacity Limit
• LPCDIAGS - Number of Diagnose Samples
• LPCNOCPU - Number of Logical Processors
• LPCTONSA - Samples at Maximum Weighting
• LPCTONSW - Samples when WLM Capped Partition
• PRSMCGLI - Capacity Group Limit
• PRSMLPNM - PR/SM Partition Name
• PRSMLPNO - PR/SM Partition Number
• PRSMNOPP - PR/SM No. of Phys. Processors Assigned
• PRSMTDP - PR/SM Dedicated Logical Processors
• PRSMTLPA - PR/SM Active Logical Partitions
• PRSMTLPS - PR/SM Total Defined Logical Partitions
• PRSMTPP - PR/SM Total Processors in Complex
• PRSMTVP - PR/SM Shared Logical Processors
• PRSMUSCT - PR/SM Intvls Using PR/SM Feature

Date and Time format data elements

• CPCAVLTM - Total Available Processor Time in CPC
• CPCUSETM - Total Processor Time Used in CPC
• CPUCGJTS - Capacity Group Join Time Stamp
• DATE - Interval End Date
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• LPCTODTM - Total Logical Processor Dispatch Time
• PRSMTDTM - PR/SM Total Dispatch Time

Percentage format data elements
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• CPCPCLPR - Percent Busy of CPC for this LPAR
• CPCPCUSE - Percent Busy of Total CPC
• LPCPCNSA - Maximum Weighting Percentage
• LPCPCNSW - Partition WLM Capping Percentage

All of the MICS standard data elements that are used in the IRD Implementation Planning Sample Application database
file have the same meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS HARLPC and HARCPU
files.
The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the IRD Implementation Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• CAPAPU
The CAPAPU element is developed internally by the application and consists of a logical concatenation of the
PRSMENV & LPCCLUST or PRSMENV, LPCCLUST & PRSMLPNO data values, depending on the client specified
option. This is done to cause separate observations to be created for each LPAR within each Central Processing
Complex. This value will also ensure that historical observations are summarized correctly whenever a change is
made within the computing environment. For example, adding a processor with the "Capacity on Demand" feature
will be reflected within the PRSMENV value and then cause a new observation to be created within the CAP Planning
file.

• CPCUSETM
The total processor time that the CPC was either dedicated or used in shared mode. It is calculated by the formula:
 CPCUSETM = (PRSMTDP*DURATION)/INTERVLS+ PRSMTDTM

 

where DURATION is the interval duration that is obtained from the HARLPC file.
• CPCAVLTM

The total available processor time across the CPC including both dedicated and shared processors. It is calculated
using the formula:
 CPCAVLTM = (PRSMTPP*DURATION)/INTERVLS

 

where DURATION is the interval duration that is obtained from the HARLPC file.
• CPCPCUSE

The percent of the total CPC consumed by all work. It is calculated using the following formula:
 CPCPCUSE = 100 * (CPCUSETM / CPCAVLTM)

 

This element must have values from 0 through 100.
• CPCPCLPC

The percent of the total CPC consumed by this LPAR. It is calculated using the following formula:
 CPCPCLPC = 100 * (LPCTODTM / CPCAVLTM)

 

This element must have values from 0 through 100.

CAP XCF Resource Planning
The XCF Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for the tracking and reporting of cross-system communication that uses the XCF facility of MVS.

Usage Guidelines

The XCF Resource Planning Sample application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of XCF usage on your MVS systems. The information for this
application is derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the MICS Cross-System Coupling
Facility (SCPXCM) file.
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The XCF Resource Planning Sample application permits your installation to track and forecast XCF signalling between
MVS images at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level) for XCF
members. Because the data is derived from the SCPXCM file, this sample application provides information about
individual XCF member signalling.

XCF WORKLOADS

The XCF Resource Planning Sample Application uses five CAPAPU elements to keep the granularity of the capacity
database at the XCF member level. These five CAPAPU elements are defined below. In addition to these five keys, the
file is also summarized by the SYSID that did the RMF recording.

• CAPAPU - SYSPLEX Identifier (SYSPLEX)
• CAPAPU2 - XCF System Name (XCFSYSNM)
• CAPAPU3 - XCF Group Name (XCMGROUP)
• CAPAPU4 - XCF Member Name (XCMEMBER)
• CAPAPU5 - Member Residency (XCMMBRES)

The XCF Resource Planning Sample Application allows you to modify the setting of these CAPAPU fields by using the
CAPAPU exit. Using this exit is optional, and only needed if you want to modify the level of granularity of the XCF capacity
planning database.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application. The control screens
that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-5.01. XCF Planning Control Screen

/----------------------------  XCF Resource Planning ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  XCF - XCF Resource Planning Sample Application    |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-5.01 shows the XCF Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the XCF Resource Planning Sample
Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
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The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the SCPXCM file that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the SCPXCM file to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where these files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid
database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-5.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-5.02. XCF Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  XCF Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-5.02) are:

Combine all HSYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-5.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-5.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements to override the setting of the CAPAPU elements. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-5.03. Common Data Selection Screen - XCF Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  XCF Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-5.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the XCF Resource Planning screen (Figure 2-5.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-5.04. SAS System Statements Screen - XCF Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-5.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected from modification.
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Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - SYSPLEX Identifier
• CAPAPU2 - XCF System Name
• CAPAPU3 - XCF Group Name
• CAPAPU4 - XCF Member Name
• CAPAPU5 - XCF Member Residency

Numeric format data elements

• XCMTORCV - Signals Received
• XCMTOSNT - Signals Sent
• TOTSGNLS - Total signals sent & received by that instance of the MEMBER
• ALLSGNLS - Total signals sent & received for the SYSPLEX, as recorded by that RMF

Percentage format data elements

• PCTSGNLS - Percentage of all signals that this instance of the MEMBER sent and received

Some of the data elements used in the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application database file have the same meaning
as their identically named counterparts in the MICS database.

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the XCF Resource Planning Sample Application
are calculated as follows:

• TOTSGNLS
The total number of signals sent & received by this instance of the MEMBER. Members typically reside on multiple
MVS images within the Enhanced SYSPLEX. Typically, there will be one instance of the MEMBER for each MVS
image that is part of the Enhanced SYSPLEX. The formula used to derive this element is:

TOTSGNLS = SUM(XCMTORCV,XCMTOSNT)

• ALLSGNLS
The total number of signals sent & received by all members within the Enhanced SYSPLEX. This element is derived by
summarizing TOTSGNLS by recording SYSID.

• PCTSGNLS
The amount of signalling done by this instance of the member as a percentage of all messaging being done in the
Enhanced SYSPLEX.

PCTSGNLS = 100 * TOTSGNLS / ALLSNGNLS
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CAP Coupling Facility Planning
The Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
necessary for tracking, reporting, and forecasting usage and activity of the Enhanced SYSPLEX Coupling Facility.

Usage Guidelines

The Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
necessary for tracking, reporting, and forecasting the usage and activity associated with the Enhanced SYSPLEX
Coupling Facility. The information for this sample application is derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or
MONTHS timespan of the MICS CF/XES Configuration and Activity file (HARCFP).

The Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application permits your installation to track and forecast Coupling Facility usage
and activity at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level) for Coupling
Facilities. Because the data is derived from the HARCFP file, this sample application provides information about each
unique Coupling Facility from each recording RMF's point of view.

Coupling Facility Groups

Three CAPAPU elements, which are defined below, are used to keep the granularity of the capacity database at the
Coupling Facility level. In addition to these three keys, the file is also summarized by the SYSID that did the RMF
recording.

• CAPAPU - SYSPLEX Identifier (SYSPLEX)
• CAPAPU2 - Coupling Facility Name (CFYCFNM)
• CAPAPU3 - System using CF (CFYSYSNM)

The Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application allows you to modify the setting of these CAPAPU fields by using the
CAPAPU exit. Using this exit is optional, and only needed if you want to modify the level of granularity of the Coupling
Facility capacity planning database.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-6.01. Coupling Facility Planning Screen

/-------------------------  Coupling Facility Planning  ------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CF1 - Coupling Facility Planning                  |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Coupling Facility Planning screen (Figure 2-6.01), the main control screen for the Coupling Facility Sample
Application, contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the HARCFP file that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the HARCFP file to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where these files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid
database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-6.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-6.02. Coupling Facility Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Coupling Facility Planning                                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |
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|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-6.02) are:

Combine all HSYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-6.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-6.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements to override the setting of the CAPAPU elements. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-6.03. Common Data Selection Screen - Coupling Facility Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Coupling Facility Planning                                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |
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|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-6.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the Coupling Facility Planning screen (Figure 2-6.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-6.04. SAS System Statements Screen - Coupling Facility Planning

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |
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|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-6.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application contains the
data following elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU   - SYSPLEX
• CAPAPU2  - Coupling Facility Name
• CAPAPU3  - System using Coupling Facility

Numeric format data elements

• CFPTOCPU - Total Processors
• CFPTOTSD - Total Storage Defined (KB)
• CFPTOTSF - Total Storage Free (KB)
• CFPTOCSD - Total Control Storage Defined (KB)
• CFPTOCSF - Total Control Storage Free (KB)
• CFPTODSA - Total Dump Storage Allocated (KB)
• CFPTODSF - Total Dump Storage Free (KB)
• CFPTOPTH - Total Paths Available
• CFPTOREQ - Total Requests Made by this System
• CFPTOURQ - Total Unsuccessful Requests
• CFPTOSCG - Total Subchannels in IOGEN
• CFPTOSCU - Total Subchannels in use
• ALLTOREQ - Total Requests Made in SYSPLEX
• ALLTOURQ - Total Unsuccessful Requests in SYSPLEX

Time format data elements

• CFPTOBTM - Processor Busy Time
• CFPTOWTM - Processor Wait Time

Percentage format data elements
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• PCTTOREQ - Percentage of total requests made by this system
• PCTTOURQ - Percentage of total unsuccessful requests made by this system

Many of the data elements that are used in the Coupling Facility Planning Sample Application database file have the same
meaning as their identically named counterparts in the MICS database.

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the Coupling Facility Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• ALLTOREQ
The total number of requests that are made in the Enhanced SYSPLEX.

• ALLTOURQ
The total number of unsuccessful requests that are made in the Enhanced SYSPLEX.

• PCTTOREQ
The percentage of signals that are made by this system in context of the entire Enhanced SYSPLEX.

PCTTOREQ = 100 * CFPTOREQ / ALLTOREQ

• PCTTOURQ
The percentage of unsuccessful signals that are made by this system in context of the entire Enhanced SYSPLEX.

PCTTOURQ = 100 * CFPTOURQ / ALLTOURQ

CAP z/VM Processor Planning
The z/VM Processor Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for z/VM processor tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The z/VM Processor Usage Planning Standard Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of z/VM activity. The information for this application is
derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the z/VM System Global Data (VMXSGP) File.

The z/VM Processor Usage Planning Standard Application permits your installation to track and forecast z/VM activity
at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level). This standard application
provides information about system-wide z/VM processor use, rather than individual workload use.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to quickly enter the required information.

Figure 2-7.01. z/VM Planning Screen

/-------------------------  z/VM Processor Usage Planning ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  ZVM - z/VM Processor Usage Plan. Sample Appl.     |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |
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|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-7.01 shows the z/VM Processor Usage Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the z/VM Processor
Usage Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the VMXSGP file that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the VMXSGP file to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where the VMXSGP files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the
valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-7.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-7.02. z/VM Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application                |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-7.02) are:

Combine all HSYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-7.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-7.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-7.03. Common Data Selection Screen - z/VM Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-7.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the z/VM Planning screen (Figure 2-7.01). Leave this
parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-7.04. SAS System Statements Screen-z/VM Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY Processor Usage Planning  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |
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|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-7.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application contains
the following:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH, WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the z/VM Processor Usage Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

Numeric format data elements
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• AVGACTU - Average Number of Active Users
• AVGLOGU - Average Number of Logged Users
• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals
• Q1EUSER - E1 Users in Eligible List
• Q2EUSER - E2 Users in Eligible List
• Q1LDUSR - Count of Loading Users in Q1
• SGPXPGIN - Number of Fast Path Pagins Performed
• SGPPGFCT - Count of Page Faults on this CPU
• SGPPGRIO - Count of Read Operations for Paging
• SGPTVRAT - Total to Virtual Ratio (System)
• SGPTVRVM - Total to Virtual Ratio (Users)
• SGPPGRTA - Page Rate to Auxiliary Storage
• SGPPGRTE - Page Rate
• SGPPGRTX - Page Rate to Expanded Storage
• SGPSTGUT - Storage Utilization
• SGPACTVF - Active Vector Facility Users
• SGPVFLOD - Count of Vector Facility Loads
• SGPVRFRE - System V=R Free Storage Area Size
• SGPXTCCP - Expanded Storage Configured to CP
• SGPXTSIZ - Expanded Storage Installed
• SGPCDLDG - Count of Loading Users in Dispatch Lst
• SGPCTXAV - Expanded Stor. Available but Not Used
• SGPC1DLD - Count of Loading Users in Q1, Q2, & Q3
• SGPC1DSP - Q1, Q2, and Q3 Users in Dispatch List
• SGPC1ELD - Count of Loading Users in E1, E2, & E3
• SGPC1ELG - E1, E2, and E3 Users in Eligible List
• SGPC2DLD - Count of Loading Users in Q2, and Q3
• SGPC2DSP - Q2 and Q3 Users in Dispatch List
• SGPC2ELD - Count of Loading Users in E2, and E3
• SGPC2ELG - E2, and E3 Users in Eligible List
• SGPC3DLD - Count of Loading Users in Q3
• SGPC3DSP - Q3 Users in Dispatch List
• SGPC3ELD - Count of Loading Users in E3
• SGPC3ELG - E3 Users in Eligible List
• SGPPGOUT - Number of PAGOUTs Performed
• SGPPGWIO - Count of Write Operations for Paging
• SGPSPGIN - Number of Long Path PAGINs Performed
• SGPCTXAV - Expanded Storage Available but Not Used
• SGPCPPAR - CP Expanded Storage Partition Size
• SGPNTCUP - Non-Trivial Trans. Run in Virtual UP
• SGPNTCMP - Non-Trivial Trans. Run in Virtual MP
• SGPFVRUD - Size of V=R Free Storage in Use
• SGPFSYUD - Size of System Free Storage in Use
• SGPFSTOR - Free Storage Available and In Use
• SGPESWSS - Sum Of Estimated WSS for In Queue Users

Time format data elements
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• DURATION - Duration of the Interval Reported
• NTRRSPUP - Non-Triv. Trans. Response Virtual UP
• NTRRSPMP - Non-Triv. Trans. Response Virtual MP
• SGPCPUTM - Total CPU Time Charged to Users
• SGPPRBTM - Total CPU Time Spent in Emulation Mode
• SGPSYSTM - Total CPU Time Charged to the System
• SGPSUPTM - Total CP CPU Time Charged to Users
• SGPTOTTM - Total CPU Time Consumed
• SGPVFOTM - Vector CP Time Used to Switch Users
• SGPVFVTM - Vec. User Time Used while in SIE Mode
• SGPSYSTM - Total CPU Time Charged to the System
• SGP002TM - Total Elapsed time for All 0/02 Records
• SGPNTRUP - Time for Non-Trivial Trans in Virtual UP
• SGPNTRMP - Time for Non-Trivial Trans in Virtual MP
• SGPWATTM - Total System Wait Time
• TRVRSPUP - Triv. Trans. Response Time Virtual UP
• TRVRSPMP - Triv. Trans. Response Time Virtual MP

Percentage format data elements

• SGPPCFSU - CP Free Storage Utilization
• SGPPCPIX - Percent Page-Ins From Expanded Storage
• SGPPCPOX - Percent Page-Outs to Expanded Storage
• SGPPCPRB - Percent CPU Virtual Time
• SGPPCSUP - Percent CPU Supervisor Time
• SGPPCSYS - Percent CPU System Time
• SGPPCTOT - Percent CPU Total Time
• SGPPCVRF - V=R Free Storage Utilization
• SGPPCWAT - Percent CPU Wait Time
• SGPPCXTU - Percent CP Expanded Storage in Use

Most of the previous data elements have the same meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the
MICS VMXSGP file.

• AVGACTU
Average number of active users. It is calculated using the following formula:

AVGACTU = SGPACTIV / INTERVLS

where SGPACTIV is the accumulated number of active users during all recording intervals.
• AVGLOGU

Average number of logged users. It is calculated using the following formula:

AVGLOGU = SGPUSRLG / INTERVLS

where SGPUSRLG is the accumulated number of logged on users during the recording intervals.
• Q1EUSER

E1 users in eligible list. It is calculated using the following formula:

Q1EUSER = SGPC1ELG - SGPC2ELG

• Q2EUSER
E2 users in eligible list. It is calculated using the following formula:
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Q2EUSER = SGPC2ELG - SGPC3ELG

• Q1LDUSR
Count of loading users in Q1. It is calculated using the following formula:

Q1LDUSR = SGPC1DLD - SGPC2DLD

• NTRRSPUP
Non-Trivial transaction response time in a Virtual UP. It is calculated using the following formula:

NTRRSPUP = SGPNTRUP / SGPNTCUP

where SGPNTRUP is the total CPU time for non- trivial transactions in a Virtual UP, and SGPNTCUP is the count of
non-trivial transactions executed in a Virtual UP.

• NTRRSPMP
Non-Trivial transaction response time in a Virtual MP. It is calculated using the following formula:

NTRRSPMP = SGPNTRMP / SGPNTCMP

where SGPNTRMP is the total CPU time for non- trivial transactions in a Virtual MP, and SGPNTCMP is the count of
non-trivial transactions executed in a Virtual MP.

• TRVRSPUP
Trivial transaction response time Virtual UP. It is calculated using the following formula:

TRVRSPUP = SGPTRVUP / SGPTCTUP

where SGPTRVUP is the total CPU time for trivial transactions in a Virtual UP, and SGPTCTUP is the count of trivial
transactions executed in a Virtual UP.

• TRVRSPMP
Trivial transaction response time Virtual MP. It is calculated using the following formula:

TRVRSPMP = SGPTRVMP / SGPTCTMP

where SGPTRVMP is the total CPU time for trivial transactions is a Virtual MP, and SGPTCTMP is the count of trivial
transactions executed in a Virtual MP.

CAP SMS Resource Planning
The SMS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for tracking and reporting storage in an SMS environment.

Usage Guidelines

The SMS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a Capacity Planning database file with the database elements
you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the SMS-managed storage usage on your system. The
information for this application is derived from the MICS VOA Volume Allocation (VCAVOA) and Data Set Allocation
(VCADAA) files.

Storage Categories

In the SMS Resource Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element allows you to
identify your individual SMS storage categories as workload groups for more meaningful tracking and reporting. For each
SMS storage group, storage class, or management class, the application stores in the capacity planning database file
measures such as megabytes allocated and used, and megabytes allocated, used, and available for the entire measured
system.
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The SMS Resource Planning Sample Application has four methods for specifying the manner in which the SMS-managed
systems are grouped:

• Defining each SMS storage group as its own storage category (CAPAPU = STORNAME).
• Defining each SMS storage class as its own storage category (CAPAPU = STORSTGC).
• Defining each SMS management class as its own storage category (CAPAPU = STORMGTC).
• Ddefining your own SAS statements to create the storage category groups and set the CAPAPU values accordingly.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the SMS Planning Sample Application. The control screens that are
included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information quickly.

Figure 2-8.01. SMS Planning Screen

 /---------------------------  SMS Resource Planning ----------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CAP DB File def.:  SM1 - SMS Resource Planning Sample Application    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Summarization Level                                                            |

 |          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

 |          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

 |Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

 |History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

 |Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |SMS storage category (CAPAPU) ===> GROUP (GROUP/STGCLASS/MGTCLASS/EXIT)        |

 |           Application unit title ===> Storage Group___________________________|

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 2-8.01 shows the SMS Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the SMS Resource Planning Sample
Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the VCAVOA and VCADAA Files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.
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Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the VCAVOA and VCADAA Files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are not sure where the VCAVOA and VCADAA Files reside, type a question mark (?) in this
field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

SMS storage category (CAPAPU):
The four options for defining workload groups (see the SMS Usage Guidelines section).

Application unit title
The 1- to- 40-character name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to document how your workload
groupings have been defined. This parameter is only available for entry if you specify EXIT for the SMS workload
definition (CAPAPU) parameter. If you select any of the three SMS-related categorizations, this parameter will be specified
for you as follows:

           GROUP    -- Storage Group

          STGCLASS -- Storage Class

          MGTCLASS -- Management Class

 

Specify options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-8.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-8.02. SMS Planning Extended Options Menu

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  SMS Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

 |   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

 |   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify:                                                                       |

 |   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

 |   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

 |   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The extended options available with the SMS Resource Planning Sample Application are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-8.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-8.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your SMS storage categories. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified
workload groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the SMS workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter
on the SMS Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-8.03. Common Data Selection Screen - SMS Planning

 /---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  SMS Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

 |           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

 |                                                                               |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-8.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the z/VM Planning screen (Figure 2-8.01). Leave this
parameter blank to include data for all hours. Singular hour values must be entered to the left of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-8.04. SAS System Statements Screen - SMS Planning Global Data Selection

 /--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

 |==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

 |=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

 |000001                                                                         |

 |000002                                                                         |

 |000003                                                                         |

 |000004                                                                         |

 |000005                                                                         |

 |000006                                                                         |

 |000007                                                                         |

 |000008                                                                         |

 |000009                                                                         |

 |000010                                                                         |

 |=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

 |****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-8.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the SMS Planning Sample Application contains the following data
elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE (Always equal to "A") - see Note)
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Note: The VCA Information Area database files do not use the ZONE variable. The SMS Resource Planning Sample
Application automatically sets the ZONE variable to A. Code an A where a ZONE value is required when using the
component's trending programs.

Data elements unique to the SMS Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU   - SMS  Storage Category

Numeric format data elements

• DAAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (Mbytes) (for each Storage Category)
• DAAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (Mbytes) (for each Storage Category)
• MBALOC   - Megabytes Allocated for system
• MBTOTL   - Megabytes Total for measured system
• MBUSED   - Megabytes Used for system
• PCATRAL  - Percent of Total Allocation for CAPAPU (for each Storage Category)
• PCATRUS  - Percent of Total Usage for CAPAPU (for each Storage Category)
• PCTALOC  - Percent Allocated for System
• PCTUSED  - Percent Used for System
• STGVOLNO - Total Volumes for Storage Group (Present only if CAPAPU=GROUP)

DERIVATION OF THE SMS PLANNING DATA FILE ELEMENTS

The following paragraphs discuss the DASD Planning database file elements.

• CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found either in STORNAME, STORSTGC, STORMGTC, or values derived
within the user's exit. In the capacity planning database, there is a separate observation for each value of CAPAPU for
each MONTH, WEEK or DAY. In addition to the groups defined, there will be an observation for a CAPAPU value of
"**OTHER**" that represents all the storage space having blank values for CAPAPU from STORNAME, STORSTGC,
or STORMGTC. It is recommended, but not required, that, if you write an exit, this exit provide a catchall category like
"**OTHER**".

• STGVOLNO
This is obtained from VCAVOA, if CAPAPU is set to storage group (STORNAME). Its creation is skipped if any
CAPAPU other than storage group is selected.
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In the calculation of the numeric data elements, the elements that are used from the MICS VCAVOA and VCADAA Files
are the following:

• DAAALLSP - Amount of Space Allocated (Mbytes)
• DAAUSESP - Amount of Space Used (Mbytes)
• VOACAPMB - Total Capacity of Volume in Megabytes

The data elements DAAALLSP, DAAUSESP, MBALOC, MBUSED, and MBTOTL all represent average usage statistics for
the timespan being considered (that is, MONTH). Over the span of a month, actual use may vary considerably as SMS
volumes are installed or discontinued, and data sets are allocated, extended, released, or scratched.

During the summarization process, VOAVOLNO is used to weigh the individual observations from the VCAVOA File and
DAASAMPL is used to weigh the individual observations from the VCADAA File. This allows the numeric data elements
that are contained in the capacity planning database file to be calculated correctly, even if a volume resided on more than
one device type during a month, or a particular category of data sets was present during only a part of a month.

The data elements from the VCAVOA and VCCDAA Files that are used to compute the DASD Planning file elements are
themselves derived from the MICS VTOC Catalog Collector (VCC) Component. This product performs a periodic scan on
all volumes that are defined to it. The elements defined next represent averages over all scans taken during the month.

DAAALLSP
The amount of space allocated for each CAPAPU. This value is computed as the sum of DAAALLSP for each unique
value of CAPAPU.

DAAUSESP
The amount of space used for each CAPAPU. This value is computed as the sum of DAAUSESP for each unique value of
CAPAPU.

MBALOC
The total allocated space in the measured system. This value is computed as the sum of DAAALLSP for the entire
measured system.

MBUSED
The total used space in the measured system. This value is computed as the sum of DAAUSESP for the entire measured
system. It represents productively used space as this space always contains some sort of data, either user or system
defined. Because used space must be allocated, MBALOC is always greater than MBUSED. This space is allocated for
the growth of existing data sets and therefore is not available for the addition of new data sets. The difference between
MBALOC and MBUSED is the space that is allocated, but unused. A large amount of unused space indicates that a
considerable amount of space has been reserved by current users, but is not being used.

MBTOTL
The total space in the measured system. This value is computed as the sum of VOACAPMB for each VOLSER measured.

Note that the above data element definitions have all been expressed in units of megabytes. For purposes of the SMS
Planning Sample Application, a megabyte is defined as 1,000,000 bytes. This is consistent with published specifications
for storage devices and with other SMS-related calculations performed for files in the VCA information area.

Percentage values have these definitions and derivations:

• PCTUSED
Percent used for measured System. The percent of total space for the measured system which is used.
 PCTUSED = 100 * (MBUSED / MBTOTL)

 

• PCTALOC
Percent allocated for measured system. The percent of total space for the measured system which is allocated.
 PCTALOC = 100 * (MBALOC / MBTOTL)

 

• PCATRAL
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Percent of total allocation for CAPAPU. The percent of total allocated space for the measured system which is
allocated for a particular CAPAPU category.
 PCATRAL = 100 * (DAAALLSP / MBALOC)

 

• PCATRUS
Percent of total usage for CAPAPU. The percent of total used space for the measured system which is used for a
particular CAPAPU category.
 PCATRUS = 100 * (DAAALLSP / MBUSED)

 

CAP CICS Resource Planning
The CICS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for CICS resource tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The CICS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the data elements you
need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the CICS workload.

In the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element allows you
to group your individual CICS systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful tracking and reporting.
Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the CICS systems are grouped:

• Defining each CICS system as its own workload group (CAPAPU = CICSID).
• Combining all CICS systems (no workload group).
• Defining your own SAS statements to create the workload groupings and setting the CAPAPU values accordingly.

Control Parameters

You need relatively few parameters to implement the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application. The control screens
that are included on the online facility allow you to enter the  required information .

Figure 2-9.01. CICS Planning Screen

/---------------------------  CICS Resource Planning  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CIC - CICS Resource Planning Sample Application   |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |
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|CICS workload definition (CAPAPU) ===> CICSID (CICSID/NONE/EXIT)               |

|           Application unit title ===> ________________________________________|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-9.01 shows the CICS Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the CICS Resource Planning Sample
Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the CICCSU File that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the CICCSU File to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where the CICCSU File resides, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the
valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

CICS workload definition (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining workload groups (see Section 2.9.1, Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1- to-40-character long name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to provide a level of
documentation for the manner in which your workload groupings have been defined. This parameter is only available if
you specify EXIT for the CICS workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-9.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-9.02. Extended Options Menu - CICS Planning

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |
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|Inquiry Step:  CICS Resource Planning Sample Application                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seven extended options are available with the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application, as shown in Figure 2-9.02.
These options are described next.

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value. Figure 2-9.03
illustrates specifying zones, hours, and daynames for inclusion in the database.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input file(s).
Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-9.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-9.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your SMS storage categories. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified
workload groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the SMS workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter
on the SMS Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
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If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-9.03. Common Data Selection Screen - CICS Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  CICS Resource Planning Sample Application                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the CICS Planning screen (Figure 2-9.01). Leave this
parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Specification of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-9.04. SAS System Statements Screen - CICS Planning Global Data Select on

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |
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|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen shown in Figure 2-9.04 lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code
any valid SAS statements, as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements
are already provided and are field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All have PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application contains the
following information:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements that are unique to the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU   - CICS Workload Group

Numeric format data elements
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• CSUCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• CSULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• CSUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• CSUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• CSUFCOPS - Number of CICS File Control Calls
• CSUJCOPS - Number of CICS Journal Control Calls
• CSUTDOPS - Number of CICS Transient Data Calls
• CSUTSOPS - Number of CICS Temporary Storage Calls
• CSUTRANS - Number of Ended Transactions
• CSUSIOCT - Access Method Calls

Time format data elements

• * CSUAVCTM - Average Conversational Response Time
• * CSUAVLTM - Average Long Response Time
• * CSUAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• * CSUAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• CSUAVTTM - Average Response Time for all transactions
• CSUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• CSUFCWAT - Wait Time for CICS File Control
• CSUTSWAT - Wait Time for CICS Temporary Storage
• CSUJCWAT - Wait Time for CICS Journal Control
• DURATION - Interval Duration

* Note: These data elements are non-essential on the MICS database. These data elements contain missing values in
your capacity planning database file unless you specify ESSENTIAL = ALL when the CGEN is run for your MICS CICS
Analyzer.

Many of the data elements that are used in the CICS Resource Planning Sample Application database file have the same
meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS CICCSU File.

CAP IMS Resource Planning
The IMS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for IMS resource tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The IMS Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the IMS workloads on your system. The information for this
application is derived from the MICS IMS User Activity

Full Function (IMSISU) and IMS System Activity (IMSISY) files.

Workload Groups

In the IMS Resource Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element allows you to
group your individual IMS systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful tracking and reporting. For
each defined workload, the application stores in the capacity planning database file, measures such as transaction counts,
CPU time, database calls, and various quantifications of response time.

Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the IMS systems are grouped:
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• Defining each IMS system as its own workload group (CAPAPU = IMSID).
• Combining all IMS systems (CAPAPU = NONE, no workload group).
• Defining your own SAS statements to create the workload group and set the CAPAPU values accordingly.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the IMS Resource Planning Sample Application. The control screens
that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-10.01. IMS Resource Planning Screen

/---------------------------  IMS Resource Planning  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  IM1 - IMS Planning Standard Application           |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|IMS workload definition (CAPAPU) ===> IMSID (IMSID/NONE/EXIT)                  |

|            Application unit title ===> _______________________________________|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-10.01 shows the IMS Resource Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the IMS Resource Planning
Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the IMSISU and IMSISY Files that you want to use as input
when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.
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History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the IMSISU and IMSISY Files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are not sure where the IMSISU and IMSISY Files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field to
display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this standard application.

IMS workload definition (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining workload groups (see the Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1- to-40-character name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to document how your workload
groupings have been defined. This parameter is only available if you specify EXIT for the IMS workload definition
(CAPAPU) parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-10.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-10.02. IMS Resource Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  IMS Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the IMS Resource Planning Sample Application are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
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You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes
to zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you
want all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value. Figure
2-10.02 illustrates specifying zones, hours, and daynames for inclusion in the database.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-10.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-10.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your IMS workloads. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified workload
groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the IMS workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter on the
IMS Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-10.03. Common Data Selection Screen - IMS Resource Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  IMS Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-10.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the IMS Planning screen (Figure 2-10.01). Leave this
parameter blank to include data for all hours. You must enter singular hour values on the left side of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-10.04. SAS System Statements Screen - IMS Planning Global Data Select

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-10.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and are field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.
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Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the IMS Resource Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the IMS Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - IMS Workload Group

Numeric format data elements

• ISUCTRN - Conversational Transactions Processed
• ISULTRN - Long Transactions Processed
• ISUMTRN - Medium Transactions Processed
• ISUSTRN - Short Transactions Processed
• ISUETRN - Excessive Transactions Processed
• ISUDBDLT - Database Deletes
• ISUDBGN - Database Get Nexts
• ISUDBGU - Database Get Uniques
• ISUDBIST - DataBase Inserts
• ISUDBOTH - Other Database Calls (System Service)
• ISUDBREP - Database Replaces
• ISUDBTOT - Total Number of Database Calls
• ISUTRANS - Number of Ended Transactions
• ISUUOWCT - Total Units of Work Executed

Time format data elements
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• DURATION - Interval Duration
• ISUMRSTM - Medium Transaction Response Time
• ISUSRSTM - Short Transaction Response Time
• ISUTRSTM - Transaction Response Time
• ISUCRSTM - Conv. Transaction Response Time
• ISUERSTM - Excessive Transaction Response Time
• ISULRSTM - Long Transaction Response Time
• ISUAVCTM - Average Conversational Response Time
• ISUAVLTM - Average Long Response Time
• ISUAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• ISUAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• ISUAVETM - Average Excessive Response Time
• ISUAVTTM - Average Response for All Transactions
• ISUCPUTM - Task CPU Time
• ISUTMCBF - Control Region Buffer CPU Time
• ISUTMCDL - Control Region DL/I Time
• ISUTMCRO - Control Region Overhead CPU Time
• ISUTMDBF - Dependent Region Buffer Hdlr CPU Time
• ISUTMDCP - Dependent Region Processing CPU Time
• ISUTMDDL - Dependent Region DL/I Time
• ISUTMDOC - Database Open and Close Time
• ISUTMDRO - Dependent Region Overhead CPU Time
• ISUTMSCH - Dependent Region Sched/Term CPU Time

CAP DB2 Resource Planning
The DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the necessary
elements for DB2 resource tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database elements
you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the DB2 workloads on your system. The information for this
application is derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the following MICS files: the DB2
System Activity (DB2DSY) file, the DB2 Database Activity (DB2DSD) file, and the DB2 User Activity (DB2DSU) file.

The DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application permits your installation to track and forecast DB2 usage at a high level
of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level). Because the data is derived from the
DB2DSY and DB2DSD files, this Sample application provides information about system-wide DB2 usage.

Note: If DB2 interacts with WAS using a type-2 connection but without using a DB2 stored procedure, then the respective
DB2 work will execute under the TCB in the WAS servant region. The CPU time for the work that is consumed by DB2
will be reported in WAS SMF 120 type 9 records and in DB2 SMF 101 records so that duplicate CPU time resource usage
might occur between DB2 and WAS.

Workload Groups

The DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application allows you to divide your DB2 workloads into groups based on DB2
System Identifier (DB2ID) or to aggregate all DB2 systems (NONE). For each defined workload, the application stores
measures such as CPU time, lock escalations, and synchronous I/O activity in the capacity planning database file.
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A workload group, represented by the application unit (CAPAPU) data element, allows each DB2 system to be tracked as
an entity for capacity planning purposes. If you choose not to utilize workload groups, all individual DB2 systems will have
their information summarized into the capacity planning database file.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the DB2 Planning Sample Application. The control screens that are
included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-11.01. DB2 Resource Planning Screen

/---------------------------  DB2 Resource Planning ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DB2 - DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application    |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|DB2 workload definition (CAPAPU) ===> DB2ID (DB2ID/NONE)                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-11.01 shows the DB2 Resource Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the DB2 Resource
Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the DB2DSU, DB2DSD, and DB2DSY files that you want to
use as input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
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Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the DB2DSU, DB2DSD, and DB2DSY files to be used
with this Sample application. If you are not sure where the DB2DSU, DB2DSD, and DB2DSY files reside, type a question
mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

DB2 workload definition (CAPAPU)
The options for defining workload groups (see Usage Guidelines).

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-11.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-11.02. DB2 Resource Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application are as follows:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.
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Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-11.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-11.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CPU time adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to use for CPU time adjustment (normalization). Enter Y (YES) to display the CPU Time
Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-9.05). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to CPU
time adjustment.
This option is not available if you select the composite SYSID option on this screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-11.03. Common Data Selection Screen - DB2 Resource Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application                        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-11.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.
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Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the DB2 Resource Planning screen (Figure 2-11.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours. Enter singular hour values on the left side of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-11.04. SAS System Statements Screen - DB2 Resource Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PlanNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-11.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected from modification.
Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application contains the
following data elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:
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• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the DB2 Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - DB2 Workload Group

Numeric format data elements

• ALLBFEXP - Total Getpage Caused Buffer Expansions
• ALLGETPG - Total Getpage Requests
• ALLPRFET - Total Prefetch Read Requests
• ALLSYCIO - Total Synchronous Read I/Os
• ALLWRKUP - Total Units of Work Updated
• CPUOVRHD - Ratio of DB2 CPU Time to Attributable
• DSDSABBP - Active Buffers In Buffer Pool
• DSDMNRPG - Min Free Pages in Free Chain
• DSDMXCTU - Max Pages Used for Cursor Table
• DSDMXDBD - Max Pages Used for DBD
• DSDMXDSO - Max Data Sets Open Concurrently
• DSDMXPGE - Max Pages in EDM Pool
• DSDMXRPG - Max Free Pages in Free Chain
• DSDMXSKC - Max Pages Used for SKCT Table
• DSDPAGE - No. Pages in EDM Pool
• DSDSRFXS - Read Pagefixed W/O Real Storage
• DSDSWFXS - Write Pagefixed W/O Real Storage
• DSULEEM - No. Lock Escalations to Exclusive Mode
• DSULESM - No. Lock Escalations to Shared Mode
• DSUMXPL - Max. No. Page Locks Held
• DSUSUSP - Suspend Count
• DSUTIMO - Timeout Count
• DSUWATTR - NO. Wait Trace Events Processed
• TOTSTMTS - Total Statements Executed

Time format data elements
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• CPUINDB2 - Total Attributable DB2 TCB
• DURATION - Recording Interval Time
• DSUALLTM - Lock & Latch Time
• DSUCPUTM - Accumulated CPU Time
• DSUELPTM - Elapsed Time
• DSUET2TM - Class 2 Accum. Elapsed Time in DB2
• DSUIOETM - DB2 I/O Time
• DSUTCBTM - TCB Time
• DSUTC2TM - Class 2 Accumulated TCB Time in DB2
• DSYSRTM0 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr0
• DSYSRTM1 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr1
• DSYSRTM2 - Accumulated SRB Time Addr2
• DSYTCTM0 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr0
• DSYTCTM1 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr1
• DSYTCTM2 - Accumulated TCB Time Addr2
• TOTCPSTM - Total DB2 System CPU Time
• TOTTCSTM - Total DB2 System TCB Time
• TOTSRSTM - Total DB2 System SRB Time

The following data elements used in the DB2 Planning Resource Sample Application database file have the same
meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS files from which they are obtained.

DB2DSD

• DSDSABBP
• DSDMNRPG
• DSDMXCTU
• DSDMXDBD
• DSDMXDSO
• DSDMXPGE
• DSDMXRPG
• DSDMXSKC
• DSDPAGE
• DSDSRFXS
• DSDSWFXS

DB2DSU
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• DSUALLTM
• DSUCPUTM
• DSUELPTM
• DSUET2TM
• DSUIOETM
• DSULEEM
• DSULESM
• DSUMXPL
• DSUSUSP
• DSUTCBTM
• DSUTC2TM
• DSUTIMO
• DSUWATTR

DB2DSY

• DSYSRTM0
• DSYSRTM1
• DSYSRTM2
• DSYTCTM0
• DSYTCTM1
• DSYTCTM2

The following data elements are derived from the MICS database and used by the DB2 Resource Planning Sample
Application:

• ALLGETPG
The total number of GETPAGE requests issued by users to all buffer pools. It is calculated using the following formula:

ALLGETPG = DSUSGPGR

where DSUSGPGR is a summarized data element from the DB2DSU file quantifying the number of GETPAGE
requests issued for all buffer pools.

• ALLPRFET
The total number of Media Manager pre-fetch read requests to all buffer pools. It is calculated using the following
formula:

ALLPRFET = DSUSPRFH

where DSUSPRFH is a summarized data element from the DB2DSU file quantifying the number of pre-fetch read
requests issued for all buffer pools.

• ALLSYCIO
The total number of DB2 Media Manager synchronous read requests performed for all users by all buffer pools. It is
calculated using the following formula:

ALLSYCIO = DSUSSRIO

where DSUSSRIO is a summarized data element from the DB2DSU file quantifying the number of synchronous read
requests performed by all buffer pools.

• CPUINDB2
The total CPU time attributable to users of DB2. It is the Class 2 TCB time that is obtained from the DSUTC2TM data
elements.

• CPUOVRHD
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The ratio of total DB2 system CPU time to the CPU time that is attributable to users of DB2. It is calculated using the
following formula:

CPUOVRHD = TOTCPSTM / CPUINDB2

• TOTCPSTM
The total DB2 system CPU time. It is the sum of the CPU time that is recorded for each address space
0, 1, and 2, representing the Systems Service, Database Services, and the IMS Resource Lock Manager address
spaces respectively. It is calculated using the following formula:

TOTCPSTM = SUM(TOTTCSTM, TOTSRSTM)

• TOTSRSTM
The total DB2 system SRB time. It is the sum of the SRB time that is recorded for each address space
0, 1, and 2, representing the Systems Service, Database Services, and the IMS Resource Lock Manager address
spaces respectively. It is calculated using the following formula:

TOTSRSTM = SUM(DSYSRTM0, DSYSRTM1, DSYSRTM2

• TOTTCSTM
The total DB2 system TCB time. It is the sum of the TCB time that is recorded for each address space
0, 1, and 2, representing the Systems Service, Database Services, and the IMS Resource Lock Manager address
spaces respectively. It is calculated using the following formula:

TOTTCSTM = SUM(DSYTCTM0, DSYTCTM1, DSYTCTM2)

• TOTSTMTS
The total number of DB2 statements executed. It is the sum of the data elements in the DSU file containing statement
counts (for example, DSUALTIX - Alter Index Statements, DSUALTST - Alter Stogroup Statements, and so on.) It is
calculated using the following formula

TOTSTMTS = SUM(DSUINSRT, DSUUPDTE, DSUDELET,

               DSUDESC,  DSUPREP,  DSUOPEN,

               DSUCLOSE, DSUCRTAB, DSUCRINX,

               DSUCTABS, DSUCRSYN, DSUCRDAB,

               DSUCRSTG, DSUDEFVU, DSUDRPIX,

               DSUDRPTA, DSUDRPTS, DSUDRPDB,

               DSUDRPSY, DSUDRPST, DSUDRPVU,

               DSUALTST, DSUALTTS, DSUALTTA,

               DSUALTIX, DSUCMTON, DSULOCK,

               DSUFETCH, DSULABEL, DSUSELCT,

               DSUGRANT, DSUREVOK);

CAP WebSphere MQSeries Planning
The WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for MQSeries workload tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the MQSeries workloads on your system. The
information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the
MICS WEBSphere MQSeries Message Manager Accounting File (MQAMMA).
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In the WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element
enables you to group your individual MQSeries systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful
tracking and reporting.
Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the MQSeries applications are grouped:

1. Defining each MQSeries application as its own workload group (CAPAPU = MQMSSI).
2. Combining all MQSeries applications (no workload group).
3. Defining your own SAS statements to create the workload groupings by setting the CAPAPU values.

Note: If DB2 interacts with WAS using a type-2 connection but without using a DB2 stored procedure, then the respective
DB2 work will execute under the TCB in the WAS servant region. The CPU time for the work that is consumed by DB2
will be reported in WAS SMF 120 type 9 records and in DB2 SMF 101 records so that duplicate CPU time resource usage
might occur between DB2 and WAS.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the WEBSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-12.01. MQSeries Planning Screen

/----------------------- WebSphere MQSeries Planning ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MQ1 - WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Appl.    |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary                 ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)             |

|          Secondary               ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span              ===> MONTHS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained           ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                 |

|Age of oldest forecast            ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                 |

|History cycles                    ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|Forecast cycles                   ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|                                                                               |

|database ID (s)                   ===> ___________________________             |

|                                                                               |

|MQSeries Workload Definition (CAPAPU) ===>   MQMSSI (MQMSSI/NONE/EXIT)         |

|          Application unit title ===> ___________________________________      |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options          ===> N       (Y/N)                           |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-12.01 shows the MQSeries Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the WebSphere MQSeries
Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the MQAMMA Files that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.
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Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the MQAMMA File to be used with this Sample
application. If you are not sure where the MQAMMA file resides, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message
listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

MQSeries Workload Definition (CAPAPU):
The three options for defining workload groups (see Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1- to 40-character long name for the CAPAPU data element. Use this parameter to describe your workload
groupings This parameter is only available if you specify EXIT for the MQSeries workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-12.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-12.02. MQSeries Planning Extended Options Menu

/--------------------------- Extended Options Menu ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-12.02) are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-12.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-12.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your MQSeries workloads. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified workload
groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the MQSeries workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter on
the MQSerues Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-12.03. Common Data Selection Screen - MQSeries Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Planning Sample Application                            |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-12.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the MQSeries Planning screen (Figure 2-12.01). Leave
this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-12.04. SAS System Statements Screen - MQSeries Planning Global Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-12.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
provided and are field protected from modification.
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Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application contains
the following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample Application database file:

Note: For a detailed description of the data elements available for MQSeries platforms that are supported by MICS, see
the MICS Analyzer Option for MQSeries Guide.

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - MQMSSI - Workload Group

Numeric format data elements

• ALLGETA - Total MQGET Messages 0-99 Bytes
• ALLGETB - Total MQGET Messages 100-999 Bytes
• ALLGETC - Total MQGET Messages 1000-9999
• ALLGETD - Total MQGET For Messages >= 10000
• ALLPUTA - Total MQPUT For Messages 0-99 Bytes
• ALLPUTB - Total MQPUT For Messages 100-999 Bytes
• ALLPUTC - Total MQPUT For Messages 1000-9999
• ALLPUTD - Total MQPUT For Messages >= 10000
• MMACPUNI - Job instructions executed
• MMAGETA - MGET Req. for messages 0-99 bytes
• MMAGETB - MGET Req. for messages 100-999 bytes
• MMAGETC - MGET Req. for messages 1000-9999 bytes
• MMAGETD - MGET Req. for messages >= 10000 bytes
• MMAPUTA - MPUT Req. for messages 0-99 bytes
• MMAPUTB - MPUT Req. for messages 100-999 bytes
• MMAPUTC - MPUT Req. for messages 1000-9999 bytes
• MMAPUTD - MPUT Req. for messages >= 10000 bytes
• MMATMGET - Total number of MQGET messages
• MMATMPUT - Total number of MQPUT messages

Time format data elements

• MMACPUTM - TCB/SRB CPU Time used

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the WebSphere MQSeries Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found, which will be either MQMSSI, values derived within the user's exit, or no
CAPAPU value.
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ALLGETA
Total MQGET Req. messages of size 0-99 bytes for this interval.

ALLGETB
Total MQGET Req. messages of size 100-999 bytes for this interval.

ALLGETC
Total MQGET Req. messages of size 1000-9999 bytes for this interval.

ALLGETD
Total MQGET Req. messages of size >= 10000 bytes for this interval.

ALLMQCPU
Total MQSeries CPU time (TCB/SRB) for this interval.

ALLPUTA
Total MQPUT Req. messages of size 0-99 bytes for this interval.

ALLPUTB
Total MQPUT Req. messages of size 100-999 bytes for this interval.

ALLPUTC
Total MQPUT Req. messages of size 1000-9999 bytes for this interval.

ALLPUTD
Total MQPUT Req. messages of size >= 10000 bytes for this interval.

CAP WEB Server Resource Planning
The WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for WEB Server workload tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the WEB Server workloads on your system. The
information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the
MICS WebSphere Performance file (WEBWPR).

In the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element
enables you to group your individual WEB Server systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful
tracking and reporting. Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the WEB Server applications are
grouped:

• Defining each WEB Server application as its own workload group (CAPAPU = WEBNAME).
• Combining all WEB Server applications (no workload group).
• Defining your own SAS statements to create the workload groupings by specifying CAPAPU values.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-13.01. WEB Server Planning Screen

/--------------------------- WEB Server Resource Planning -------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |
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|Composing CAP DB File def.:WS1-WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary                 ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)             |

|          Secondary               ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span              ===> MONTHS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained           ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                 |

|Age of oldest forecast            ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                 |

|History cycles                    ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|Forecast cycles                   ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|                                                                               |

|database ID (s)                   ===> ___________________________             |

|                                                                               |

|WEB Server Workload Definition (CAPAPU) ===> WEBNAME (WEBNAME/NONE/EXIT)       |

|          Application unit title ===> ___________________________________      |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options          ===> N       (Y/N)                           |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-13.01 shows the WEB Server Planning screen. This is the main control screen for the WEB Server Resource
Planning Sample Application, and contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the WEBWPR Files that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the WEBWPR File to be used with this Sample
application. If you are not sure where the WEBWPR file resides, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message
listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

WEB Server Workload Definition (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining workload groups (see Usage Guidelines).
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Application unit title:
The 1- to- 40-character name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to describe your workload
groupings. This parameter is only available if you specify EXIT for the WEB Server workload definition (CAPAPU)
parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-13.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-13.02. WEB Server Planning Extended Options Menu

/--------------------------- Extended Options Menu -----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-13.02) are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-13.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-13.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.
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Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your WEB Server workloads. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified
workload groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the WEB Server Workload Definition (CAPAPU)
parameter on the WEB Server Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-13.03. Common Data Selection Screen - WEB Server Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-13.03) lets you define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the WEB Server Planning screen (Figure 2-13.03).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
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You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-13.04. SAS System Statements Screen - WEB Server Planning Global Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-13.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statement as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO
SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are already provided and are field protected from modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application contains
the following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planning database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Note: For a detailed description of the data elements available for WEB Server platforms that are supported by MICS, see
the MICS Web Analyzer Option.

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - WEBNAME - Workload Group
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Numeric format data elements

• WPRREQR  - No. Requests Received
• WPRRSPS  - No. Responses Sent
• WPRBYTR  - No. Bytes Received
• WPRBYTS  - No. Bytes Sent

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the WEB Server Resource Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found will be either WEBNAME, values derived within the user's exit, or no
CAPAPU value.

CAP TCP/IP Network Resource Planning
The TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for TCP/IP resource tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Standard Application provides a capacity planning database file with the
database elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the TCP/IP Network workloads on your
system. The information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS
timespan of the MICS TCP/IP API Calls for Sockets File (TCPAPI).

In the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Standard Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data element
lets you group your individual TCP/IP systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful tracking and
reporting. Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the TCP/IP applications are grouped:

• Defining each TCP/IP application as its own workload group (CAPAPU = NETNAME).
• Combining all TCP/IP applications (no workload group).
• Defining your own SAS statements to create the workload groupings by specifying CAPAPU values.

It can be important to identify specific remote addresses (TCPRADDR) within your TCP/IP network. The TCP/IP remote
address can be used to subset your TCP/IP volume to further delineate your TCP/IP volume statistics for planning
purposes.

The TCP/IP TCPAPI file contains an  NETWRKID element. This element is populated from the SNTNIDRT exit that is
contained within unit prefix.parms.

Consider the following MICS exit example:

/*                                                       */

/*  Sample unit prefix.parms(SNTNIDRT) exit              */

/*                                                       */

/* DCAHRND1 listed below can potentially have TCP/IP     */

/*  addresses from 141.202.195.0 to 141.202.195.255.     */

/*                                                       */

/* TCPRADDR is stored as a character.                    */

/*                                                       */

IF TCPRADDR =: '141.202.195.' and ORGSYSID='PRD1'

 THEN

   NETWRKID='DCAHRND1';      /* Herndon Activity DCA1    */

 ELSE

IF ORGSYSID='PRD1'
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 THEN

NETWRKID='DCAPROD1';         /* All other SYSID DCAPROD1 */

 ELSE

IF TCPRADDR =: '141.202.255.' AND ORGSYSID='TST3'

 THEN

   NETWRKID='NYCNJ1';        /* New Jersey Activity      */

 ELSE

IF ORGSYSID='TST3'

 THEN

   NETWRKID='NYCPROD1';      /* All other SYSID NYCPROD1 */

 ELSE

   NETWRKID='*UNKNOWN';

/*                                                       */

The above exit example subsets the TCP/IP volume sent to the remote addresses for New Jersey and Herndon. If
necessary, the data can also be easily recombined during subsequent reporting for all of the SYSID by adding the
statement:

"If NETWRKID=: 'DCA' then NETWRKID='DCAPROD1' ".

The NETWRKID provides a method for identifying the volume of traffic within a given TCP/IP system.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application. The
control screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-14.01. TCP/IP Network Planning Screen

/--------------------------- TCP/IP Network Resource Planning ------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  TP1 - TCP/IP Network Resource Plan. Sample Appl.  |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary                 ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)             |

|          Secondary               ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span              ===> MONTHS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained           ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                 |

|Age of oldest forecast            ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                 |

|History cycles                    ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|Forecast cycles                   ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|                                                                               |

|database ID (s)                   ===> ___________________________             |

|                                                                               |

|TCP/IP Workload Definition (CAPAPU) ===>     NETNAME (NETNAME/NONE/EXIT)       |

|          Application unit title ===> ___________________________________      |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options          ===> N       (Y/N)                           |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 2-14.01 shows the TCP/IP Network Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the TCP/IP Network
Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the TCPAPI Files that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the TCPAPI File to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where the TCPAPI file resides, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the
valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

TCP/IP Workload Definition (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining workload groups (see section 2.14.1, Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1-to-40-character name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to describe your workload
groupings. This parameter is only available if you specify EXIT for the TCP/IP Network workload definition (CAPAPU)
parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-14.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-14.02. TCP/IP Network Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |
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|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample NApplication (Figure 2-14.02) are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-14.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-14.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your TCP/IP workloads. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified workload
groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the TCP/IP Workload Definition (CAPAPU) parameter on
the TCP/IP Network Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-14.03. Common Data Selection Screen - TCP/IP Network Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |
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|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-14.03) lets you define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the TCP/IP Network Planning screen (Figure 2-14.03).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-14.04. SAS System Statements Screen - TCP/IP Network Plan. Global Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |
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|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-14.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statement as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO
SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are already provided, and are field protected to prevent modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application
contains the following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Note: For a detailed description of the data elements available for TCP/IP Network platforms that are supported by MICS,
see the MICS SNA Analyzer Guide.

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - NETNAME - Workload Group
• PRODUCT - SNA Network Product (Source) Name

Numeric format data elements

• ALLBYTES - Total Bytes
• APIBYTEI - Bytes In
• APIBYTEO - Bytes Out

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the TCP/IP Network Resource Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found will be either NETNAME (NETWRKID), values derived within the user's
exit, or no CAPAPU value.

ALLBYTES
Total of bytes in (APIBYTEI) and bytes out (APIBYTEO).

CAP Tandem CPU Resource Planning
The Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for tracking and reporting CPU utilization in a Tandem environment.
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Usage Guidelines

The Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of Tandem systems. The information for this application is
derived from the MICS Tandem Analyzer's CPU Entity File (TDMCPE) and, (Optional) the System Profile File (TDMSYP).

The Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application allows you to plan by CPU number within the Tandem System
by using the Capacity Planning Application Unit (CAPAPU) feature. There are three options available for CAPAPU value:

• CPUNUM assigns each CPU Number to a CAPAPU value
• NONE does not assign a CAPAPU value
• EXIT assigns a CAPAPU value that you specify in the CAPAURT exit.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information quickly.

Figure 2-15.01. Tandem CPU Planning Screen

/------------------------ Tandem CPU Resource Planning -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  TD1 - Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Appl.   |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> WEEKS   (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|Tandem System Category (CAPAPU) ===> CPUNUM (CPUNUM/NONE/EXIT)                 |

|                                                                               |

|           Application unit title ===> CPU Number _____________________________|

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-15.01 shows the Tandem CPU Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the Tandem CPU Resource
Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the TDMCPE and TDMSYP Files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.
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Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the TDMCPE and TDMSYP files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are not sure where the TDMCPE and TDMSYP files reside, type a question mark (?) in this field
to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this sample application.

Tandem System Category (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining Tandem System Category (see Section 2.15.1, Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1- to- 40-character name for the CAPAPU data element. This parameter is only available for entry if you specify
EXIT for the Tandem System Category. If you specify CPUNUM as the Tandem System Category, the title will be "CPU
Number". You cannot specify a value for title if CAPAPU is NONE.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-15.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-15.02. Tandem CPU Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-15.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-15.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection. The field defaults to N (NO) specifying that you are not coding a data selection exit.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can assign a CAPAPU value when Tandem System Category is set to EXIT on the Tandem CPU Planning Screen
(Figure 2-15.01). Enter Y (Yes) to display the SAS System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS
Statements you previously entered for CAPAPU assignment. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for CAPAPU
parameter on the Tandem CPU Planning screen. The field defaults to N (NO) specifying that Tandem System Category is
not set to EXIT.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-15.03. Common Data Selection Screen - Tandem CPU Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-15.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the TCP/IP Network Planning screen (Figure 2-15.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours. Enter singular hour values on the left side of the dash.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-15.04. SAS System Statement-Tandem CPU Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-15.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS Statement as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and field protected to prevent modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application
contains the following data elements:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• WEEK, MONTH or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the Tandem CPU Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - Tandem System Category
• CPETYPE - Tandem CPU type

Numeric format data elements

From the CPU Entity File (TDMCPE):

• CPECAHIT - Number of Cache Hits
• CPECBSTM - CPU Busy Time
• CPEDIOS  - Disk I/Os
• CPEDISP  - Number of Process Dispatches
• CPEIBSTM - Interrupt Busy Time
• CPEOVHTM - Process Overhead Time
• CPEPCBSY - Percent CPU Busy
• CPEPCIBS - Percent CPU Interrupt Busy
• CPEPCOBS - Percent CPU Process Overhead Busy
• CPEPCSBS - Percent CPU Send Busy
• CPEPSCAH - Cache Hits Per Second
• CPEPSDIO - Disk I/Os Per Second
• CPEPSDSP - Dispatches Per Second
• CPEPSSWP - Swaps Per Second
• CPEPSSTM - Send Busy Time
• CPESWAPS - CPU Swaps
• DURATION - Recording Interval

If Tandem System Category (CAPAPU) is NONE or EXIT, the following numeric format elements from the System
Profile File (TDMSYP) are also kept on the capacity planning database file.

• SYPNOCPU - Maximum number of CPU processors
• SYPTOUTM - Total system uptime

Derivation of the Tandem CPU Planning Data File Elements

The following paragraphs discuss the Tandem CPU Resource Planning data base file derived elements.
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CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found; either TDMCPUNO, values derived within the user's exit; or no CAPAPU
value. In the capacity planning database, there is a separate observation for each value of CAPAPU for each WEEK,
MONTH or MNTHDAY.

When the Tandem System Category is the default value, CPUNUM, the MICS Tandem CPU Entity File (TDMCPE), is the
only file read and CAPAPU is the only derived element. The utilization and rate elements in the final capacity database are
calculated using the standard MICS derivation macros. The duration, or uptime, is based on the time during the interval
that a processor is online. If a CPU processor is available for half the week, the utilizations and rates are based on the
time that the processor was available, and not the total available hours in a week.

When the Tandem System Category is NONE or EXIT, the MICS Tandem Analyzer System Profile File (TDMSYP) is
read in addition to the Tandem Analyzer CPU Entity File (TDMCPE). Data elements from the TDMSYP file are used to
determine the uptime across CPUs.

The following derived elements are created:

• CPUCOUNT
Number of CPU processors that are found in the TDMCPE file. CPUCOUNT is assigned a value of 1 for each
observation that is read from the TDMCPE file.

• SYSDUR
The system duration, or system uptime, for the timespan being processed.

SYSDUR = DURATION

One new element, SYPTOUTM, is derived and the utilization and rates are recalculated using SYPTOUTM for the uptime
of the summarized data.

For example, if CAPAPU is NONE, the timespan is weeks, summarization is hour, and zone selection is zone 1 (08:00 -
17:00, Monday-Friday), SYSDUR would be 45 hours. This is the available time, per processor. The available time for the
system (CAPAPU=NONE), or other system category (CAPAPU=EXIT), is SYSDUR multiplied by CPUCOUNT.

The time and count data elements are summarized to the specified summarization level and the percent and rate per
second calculations are calculated by dividing the total times and counts by the NEW duration value.

The derived elements and recalculated elements are:

• SYPUPTM
The total up time for the Tandem system (CAPAPU = NONE) or the subset of the Tandem system (CAPAPU=EXIT).

SYSUPTM = SYSDUR * CPUCOUNT

• CPEPCBSY
Percent CPU busy time. This is the percent of total CPU busy time.

CPEPCBSY = (CPECBSTM/SYPTOUTM)*100

• CPEPCIBS
Percent interrupt busy time. This is the percent of time the CPU was busy handling interrupts.

CPEPCIBS = (CPEIBSTM/SYPTOUTM)*100

• CPEPCOBS
Percent overhead busy time. This is the percent of time reported by the CPU MEASURE Entity File as system
overhead.

CPEPCOBS = (CPEOVHTM/SYPTOUTM)*100

• CPEPCSBS
Percent send busy time. This is the percent of time the CPU was busy sending data to other CPUs.
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CPEPCSBS = (CPESBSTM/SYPTOUTM)*100

• CPEPSCAH
Cache hit rate per second. This is the number of cache hits per second.

CPEPSCAH = (CPECAHIT/SYPTOUTM)

• CPEPSDIO
Disk I/Os per second. This is the number of disk I/Os per second.

CPEPSDIO = (CPEDIOS/SYPTOUTM)

• CPEPSDSP
Dispatch rate per second. This is the number of PROCESS dispatches per second.

CPEPSDSP = (CPEDISP/SYPTOUTM)

• CPEPSSWP
Swaps per second. This is the number of swaps per second.

CPEPSSWP = (CPESWAPS/SYPTOUTM)

You will probably only use the CPEPCBSY element for forecasting, however, other utilization and rates are included in the
capacity planning database file for your convenience should you have a need to use these values for forecasting.

The utilizations and rates may also be used for performance trending reports. The capacity planning database may be
accessed through MICF for creating long term printer and graphics reports. See the Structural Description section for
more information about the structure of the capacity planning database file.

Data Elements Overview

The intent of this section is to provide the capacity planner with an understanding of the information chosen for the
Tandem CPU Resource Sample Application and how these variables can be applied to capacity planning situations in a
Tandem environment.

CPETYPE - Tandem CPU Type
The CPU type of the Tandem processor on which MEASURE data was recorded. It is alphanumeric. Although not directly
useful for capacity planning, CPETYPE provides an audit trail of changes that may have occurred in your Tandem
systems.

CPECBSTM - CPU Busy Time
The amount of time that the CPU was executing instructions. CPECBSTM is maintained as a TIME14.2 SAS variable.
Unlike Percent CPU Busy (CPEPCBSY), this is a direct measurement of the amount of time that the CPU was active.
Because CPU is the most critical resource, and CPECBSTM determines the amount being used, this is one of the most
important variables in capacity planning, regardless of the operating environment.
The capacity planner should watch this value closely and be aware of any unusual fluctuations in its size (either up or
down). This variable can be used as a forecast element in univariate modeling, however, be wary of changes in Tandem
CPU Type (CPETYPE) that may affect the rate at which instructions are executed.

CPEPCBSY - Percent CPU Busy
A numeric variable that reflects the percentage of uptime that the CPU was busy executing instructions. The value ranges
from 0 to 100% (see the Standard Output for the derivation) and is a relative indicator of how much CPU resource is
consumed (or remaining). Like CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM), this value can be used to compare the activity of one
system (or CPU) to another.
CPEPCBSY provides a simple indicator of processor resources and can also be used for forecasting purposes. Although
it provides the same information as CPECBSTM, it is more helpful because you do not need to examine uptime to see
how much CPU time is available. It is also useful for presenting a capacity plan to management.
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CPEPCBSY is the most commonly used value for capacity planning. Other elements from the CPU file are included in
the capacity database file because they may be of some interest to the capacity planner, however, CPEPCBSY is the
recommended element for forecasting CPU capacity needs.

CPEDIOS - Disk I/Os
The number of disk I/Os processed in the CPU. It is an accumulated numeric variable and is limited only by practical
bounds. CPEDIOS is a relative indicator of I/O activity on the system.
I/O is second only to CPU utilization when evaluating the capacity of a computer system. Increases in I/O indicate growth
in workloads on the system. Use CPEDIOS to forecast when the I/O counts may cause system saturation.

CPEPSDIO - Disk I/Os Per Second
The rate of disk I/Os per second of uptime for the processor. See the Standard Output for the derivation. It is numeric and
limited only by practical bounds. Like CPEDIOS, CPEPSDIO is a relative indicator of I/O activity on the system.
Because CPEPSDIO is in rate per second rather than total count, it is more suitable for trending and forecasting than
CPEDIOS. Monitor the trend of I/Os per second to determine when your system will reach its I/O processing saturation
limit.

CPEDISP - Number of Process Dispatches
The number of processes that are dispatched by the CPU. It is an accumulated numeric variable and is limited only by
practical bounds. The number of dispatches is an indicator of the amount of work being completed on the system.
Temporary increases in CPEDISP indicate periods of heavy work on the system, while a constant increase in this value
indicates steady growth in workloads.

CPEIBSTM - Interrupt Busy Time
The amount of time the CPU was busy handling interrupts. CPEIBSTM is maintained as a time variable. The interrupts are
usually for processing of messages and I/O operations. Monitor the changes CPEIBSTM in comparison to I/O rates and
messages sent or received for indications of performance problems.
Disproportional increases in CPEIBSTM to the total CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM) may indicate problems with I/O or
message processes. You may want to report CPEIBSTM as a percentage of CPECBSTM.

CPEOVHTM - Process Overhead Time
The CPU time spent on overhead that cannot be identified with a particular process. It is maintained as a time variable.
It is limited only by practical bounds, however, it is usually a small percentage of the total CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM).
Like CPEIBSTM, you may want to report CPEOVHTM as a percentage of CPECBSTM.

CPEPCOBS - Percent CPU Process Overhead Busy
The percentage of uptime that the CPU was busy with overhead processing. See Standard Output for the derivation.
The value of CPEPCOBS ranges from 0 to 100%, however, it is usually only a fraction of a percent of the total processor
uptime.
CPEPCOBS is most useful when shown as a percentage of the total CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM). Low overhead busy
time indicates efficient use of the processor. You may want to use this element to measure the trend of overhead busy
time over an extended period of time. Disproportional increases in the element should be cause for concern.

CPEPSSTM - Send Busy Time
The amount of time the CPU was busy sending data to another system. CPEPSSTM is maintained as a time variable and
is limited only by practical bounds. There may be a slight overlap in CPEPSSTM and Interrupt Busy Time (CPEIBSTM).
Like CPEIBSTM, CPEPSSTM is most useful when shown as a percentage of Total CPU Busy (CPECBSTM). You may
want to look at this element for trends over a long period of time.

CPEPCSBS - Percent CPU Send Busy
The percentage of uptime the processor is busy sending data to another system. It is maintained as a numeric variable
and ranges from 0% to 100%. See Standard Output for the derivation. Like other percent variables, you can determine
how much of the available time is being used without examining other variables.
CPEPCSBS is most meaningful when compared to the total CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM). Monitor the trend of this
element to see what percentage of processor time is used for interaction between systems.

CPEPCIBS - Percent CPU Interrupt Busy
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The percentage of uptime the processor is busy handling system interrupts. CPEPCIBS is maintained as a numeric
element and ranges from 0% to 100%. See the Standard Output for the derivation. Like other percent variables, you can
determine how much of the available time is being used without examining other variables.
CPEPCIBS is most meaningful when compared to the total CPU Busy Time (CPECBSTM). Monitor the trend of this
element to see what percentage of processor time is used for handling interrupts.

CPECAHIT - Number of Cache Hits
The number of times the required data was found in cache and resulted in a reduced disk I/O count. It is numeric and
limited only by practical bounds.
The capacity planner should monitor this value. Decreased cache hits may indicate a need for more cache.

CPEPSCAH - Cache Hits Per Second
CPEPSCAH measures the rate of cache hits per second and is numeric. See Standard Output for the derivation. Higher
rates indicate better performance and a sufficient capacity of cache resources.
The capacity planner should watch for decreases in this rate as an indication the system is approaching its capacity limit.
Decreases in the cache hits per second will result in increased disk I/Os.

CPEPSDSP - Dispatches Per Second
The rate of dispatches per second for the processor. It is numeric and is limited only by practical bounds. See Standard
Output for the derivation. Because CPEPSDSP factors in the uptime, this number is more useful for forecasting
dispatches.
The capacity planner will use this number to determine the throughput rate of the processor. An increase in the dispatch
rate may indicate an increase in the work being done or a change in the mix of work. When the dispatch rate is a constant
value, review system use carefully to determine whether the rate is constant because all necessary work is being
completed or because the system is saturated.

CPEPSSWP - Swaps Per Second
The swap rate per second for the processor. It is a numeric value and is limited only by practical bounds. See Standard
Output for the derivation.
CPEPSSWP is an indicator of memory usage. Low rates indicate adequate memory, while higher rates indicate contention
for the available memory on the system. Monitor this value to forecast memory requirements.

CPESWAPS - CPU Swaps
CPESWAPS is an accumulated numeric counter of swaps in and out of the system by the memory manager. It is limited
only by practical bounds. The swap count is a count of the number of swaps, not the number of pages swapped.
The capacity planner will monitor this value to determine when more memory is required. Because this is a counter and
not a rate, be aware of the interval duration when using this variable.

DURATION - Recording Interval
DURATION is a time variable indicating the duration for the interval used for this observation in the capacity database file.
The duration value is taken from the TDMCPE file and may be less than the system duration, SYSDUR, if the processor
was not active for the full interval. DURATION is used in rate and utilization calculations when the CAPAPU value is
CPUNUM.
This value is included on the capacity database file for informational purposes. It may serve as an indicator of missing
processor data.
Note: If Tandem System Category (CAPAPU) is NONE or EXIT, the System Profile File (TDMSYP) is merged
with the CPU Entity File (TDMCPE) to determine the duration of the intervals for the complete system. Only in this
circumstance the remaining elements are kept on the capacity database file.

SYPNOCPU - Maximum Number of CPU Processors
The maximum number of CPU processors in use for the entire system during this interval. It is numeric from 1 to 16.
SYPNOCPU is kept on the capacity database file for informational purposes and is not recommended as a forecast
element.

SYPTOUTM - Total System Uptime
The total time the system is active. SYPTOUTM is stored as a time element. It is derived, as shown in See Standard
Output, by the Tandem CPU Resource Sample Application.
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SYPTOUTM is used as the denominator for calculating rates and percent utilization when data is summarized across CPU
processors.
SYPTOUTM is kept in the capacity database file because it is used to derive other elements. It is not recommended as a
forecast element.

CPUCOUNT - Number of CPU Processors Found in the TDMCPE File
The number of CPU processors in the TDMCPE file. It is numeric and accumulated. Because data is summarized
across CPU processors when NONE or EXIT is specified, you need to know how many CPU processors are included
in the system or subsystem represented in the capacity planning database file. CPUCOUNT is used in the derivation of
SYSTOUTM.
CPUCOUNT is included in the capacity database file because it is used to derive other values. It is not recommended as a
forecasting element.

SYSDUR - System Duration or System Uptime
The duration or uptime of the entire system for an interval. It is stored as a time element. The derivation is shown in
Standard Output. SYSDUR is used when CAPAPU is EXIT or NONE, rather than using the duration from the individual
processors in the TDMCPE file, because it gives the duration of the entire system. For example, for the WEEKS timespan,
for hour 10, for the prime shift (Monday through Friday), SYSDUR would be 5 hours.

CAP VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning
The VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for CPU resource tracking and reporting in a VAX/VMS environment.

Usage Guidelines

The VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the database
elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the VAX/VMS CPU workload. The information for this
application is derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the MICS VMS MONITOR Modes
(DEMMOD) file and the MICS VMS System Profile (DEMSPR) file. This sample application provides information about
system-wide processor use. Data for individual CPU IDs in the DEMMOD file are summarized to the SYSID (system
node) level. Consequently, the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application permits your installation to track
and forecast CPU use at a high level of summarization (that is, at the SYSID and ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME level).

In addition to providing basic information about processor utilization, the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample
Application also stores data concerning direct and buffered I/O, page faulting, and Inswaps. You can find these elements
useful in tracking and reporting. For more information about the data contained in the VAX/VMS files see the VAX/VMS
Analyzer Option.

Normalization

Another useful feature that the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application provides is the ability to normalize
processor utilization to a base CPU. Processor busy time is an indicator that is commonly used in capacity planning
for reporting and forecasting. However, as systems are saturated and upgraded to more powerful systems, a graph of
processor busy looks more like a "saw-tooth" function than a smooth, monotonically increasing function. This is because
more powerful systems can process the same amount of work in less time than their slower predecessors could, and
therefore spend less time processing. This hides the fact that the installation has really increased its processing capability
with the upgrade.

You can circumvent this situation by normalizing all processor busy time to the equivalent of a base CPU. You can
optionally request that the processor busy time and processor percent busy elements be adjusted to a base CPU of your
specification. To use this feature,supply the following information:

• The base CPU model type, or name
• The base CPU Vax Units of Performance (VUP) rating
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If the CPU Time Adjustment option is chosen, both the normalized and the unnormalized CPU busy and percent utilization
elements are still stored in the database and are available for reporting and analysis.

We recommend that you use this option to normalize workloads, because trending and forecasting CPU utilization without
normalization is difficult and often misleading.

WARNING
You must also be certain that the VUPs ratings for your VAX/VMS systems are stated correctly in the MICS
SYSID parameter. These values are used to rate the CPU information as it is input into the MICS database by
the MICS VAX/VMS Analyzer Option.

Normalization Example

The concept of normalization can be made clearer through an example. Suppose that an installation installed the VAX/
VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application. They chose the optional CPU time adjustment and specified a VAX
8350 as the base CPU, with a relative performance rating of 2.3 (VUP).

These parameters, entered on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters control screen, are then used to normalize CPU
time values for any processor appearing in the MICS VMS MONITOR Modes (DEMMOD) file to the equivalent of a VAX
8350 processor. Assume that one of the CPUs in the DEMMOD file for this installation is a VAX 11/780, with a relative
performance rating of 1 (VUP). During one week, this CPU had an average processor busy time of 35 hours in 40 hours of
operation. We can calculate the average percent busy for the VAX 11/780 for the week as:

100*(35/40)) = 87.5%.

Given that the VAX 11/780 has a VUP rating of 1, by convention, we have chosen to use this factor for our normalization.
Therefore, the normalized average CPU busy time is:

35 * (1 / 2.3) = 15.2 hours

In other words, this technique estimates that a workload requiring approximately 35 hours of CPU time on a VAX 11/780
requires approximately 15.2 CPU hours on a VAX 8350. The adjusted CPU percent utilization would be:

100 * ( 15.2 / 40 ) = 38.0%

While normalization can calculate that a CPU runs at over 100% utilized, this type of calculation shows what the estimated
utilization would be if the workload were running on a different type of VAX System. That is, we would need multiple
systems of a given type if the workload exceeds the capacity of the system.

Note first that the use of an actual, commercially available VAX system as the base CPU is not required, and may not
even be desirable for the installation. It would be perfectly acceptable to specify a hypothetical system. For example:

Base CPU Model = MY_CPU 

CPU VUP rating = 10

These parameters adjust all processor busy elements to the equivalent of a hypothetical CPU having a relative
performance rating of 10 VUPs. The fact that such a CPU may not actually exist is not important, but rather that all CPU
time is being converted to a common unit that can be trended and examined smoothly and consistently over time.

These parameters are not dependent on the number of processors in the VAX system under study, because both the VUP
rating and the summarized data represent the VAX system as a whole rather than individual processors in the CPU.

These calculations make no attempt to apply any analytic queuing formulas or benchmark estimates to compare one
processor to another. The basic comparison of systems is calculated as the ratio of relative performance ratings for the
respective processors. These numbers can be supplied by the manufacturer or can be established by the installation
through benchmark testing.
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Control Parameters

You need relatively few parameters to implement the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application. The control
screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-16.01 VAX/VMS CPU Planning Control Screen

/-------------------------  VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  VAU - VAX/VMS Planning Sample Application         |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|          Secondary      ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span     ===> DETAIL  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)               |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)         ===> ___________________________                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                          |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-16.01 shows the VAX/VMS CPU Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the VAX/VMS CPU
Resource Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the DEMMOD and DEMSPR files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).
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Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the DEMMOD and DEMSPR files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are not sure where the DEMMOD and DEMSPR files reside, type a question mark (?) in this
field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-16.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-16.02. VAX/VMS CPU Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CPU time adjustment parameters   ===> Y         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the VAX/VMS CPU Planning Sample Application are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-16.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-16.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.
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Specify CPU time adjustment parameters
Specify the parameters to use for CPU time adjustment (normalization). Enter Y (YES) to display the CPU Time
Adjustment Parameters screen (Figure 2-16.05). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to CPU
time adjustment.
This option is not available if you select the composite SYSID option on this screen shown in Figure 2-16.02.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-16.03. Common Data Selection Screen - VAX/VMS CPU Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  VAX/VMS Planning Sample Application                             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 2-16.03 allows you to define the following data selection
criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the VAX/VMS CPU Planning screen that is shown in
Figure 2-16.01. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.
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Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-16.04. SAS System Statements Screen - VAX/VMS CPU Planning Global Data Selection

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen that is shown in Figure 2-16.04 lets you define your own data selection logic. You
can code any valid SAS statements, as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT
statements are already provided and are field protected to prevent modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Figure 2-16.05. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen

/-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry step:  VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Base CPU model                         ===> VAX-8350____                       |

|Base CPU VUP rating                    ===> 2.3___                             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The information about the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that is shown in Figure 2-16.05 is required only if you
choose CPU time normalization for the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application.

Base CPU model
The 10-character identifier for the base VAX system. Any name is acceptable in this field. Do not use embedded blanks or
equal signs (=) in this value. For example, if you want to normalize your actual CPU time values to the equivalent of a VAX
8350, then type VAX-8350 in this field.

Base CPU VUP rating
The relative performance (VUP) rating for the base processor. The value must be a real number greater than 0 (zero). You
can use vendor-supplied values for the factor, or use a factor based on your own evaluations. For example, if you specify
a VAX-8350 as the base CPU model, then type 2.3 in this field.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application
contains the following information:

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements that are unique to the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• None

Numeric format data elements
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• INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals (MODES)
• SPRBIOS - Buffered I/Os
• SPRCPUNI - Number of Instructions Executed
• SPRDIOS - Direct I/Os
• SPRFPGFL - Free List Page Faults
• SPRINSWP - Inswaps
• SPRMPGFL - Modified List Page Faults
• SPRPGFLT - Page Faults
• SPRPSBIO - Buffered I/O Rate
• SPRPSDIO - Direct I/O Rate
• SPRPSFLT - Page Fault Rate
• SPRPSFPL - Free List Page Fault Rate
• SPRPSINS - Inswap Rate
• SPRPSMPL - Modified List Page Fault Rate
• SPRPSRIO - Read I/O Rate
• SPRPSSYS - System Page Fault Rate
• SPRRDIOS - Page Read I/Os
• SPRSYSFL - System Page Faults
• SPRSYTCT - SYT SYSTEM Record Count (Type 17)
• VUPS - VAX Units of Performance

Time format data elements

• DURATION - Recording Interval Time (MODES sum)
• MODCOMTM - Compatibility Mode Time
• MODCPUTM - Total CPU Time
• MODEXETM - Executive Mode Time
• MODIDLTM - Idle Time
• MODINTTM - Interrupt Stack Time
• MODKERTM - Kernel Mode Time
• MODMPSTM - Multi-Processor Sync Time
• MODSUPTM - Supervisor Mode Time
• MODUSRTM - User Mode Time
• MODVECTM - CPU Time of Vector Consumers
• SPRCPUTM - System CPU Busy Time
• SPRIOVDR - IOV IO Record Duration (Type 4)
• SPRPGEDR - PGE PAGE Record Duration (Type 3)
• SPRSYTDR - SYT SYSTEM Record Duration (Type 17)

Percentage format data elements
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• MODPCCOM - Compatibility Mode Percent
• MODPCCPU - Total CPU Percent
• MODPCEXE - Executive Mode Percent
• MODPCIDL - Idle Percent
• MODPCINT - Interrupt Stack Percent
• MODPCKER - Kernel Mode Percent
• MODPCMPS - Multi-Processor Sync Percent
• MODPCSUP - Supervisor Mode Percent
• MODPCUSR - User Mode Percent
• USRPCTOT - User Mode as Percent of Total CPU

Additional data elements if CPU time adjustment is specified:

Character format data element

• BASECPU - Base CPU Model

Numeric format data elements

• VUPSA - VAX Units of Performance Adjusted
• VUPS - VAX Units of Power

Time format data element

• ADJCOMTM - Adjusted Compatibility Mode Time
• ADJCPUTM - Adjusted Total CPU Time
• ADJEXETM - Adjusted Executive Mode Time
• ADJINTTM - Adjusted Interrupt Stack Time
• ADJKERTM - Adjusted Kernel Mode Time
• ADJMPSTM - Adjusted Multi-Processor Sync Time
• ADJSUPTM - Adjusted Supervisor Mode Time
• ADJUSRTM - Adjusted User Mode Time

Percentage format data elements

• ADJPCCOM - Adjusted Compatibility Mode Percent
• ADJPCCPU - Adjusted Total CPU Percent
• ADJPCEXE - Adjusted Executive Mode Percent
• ADJPCINT - Adjusted Interrupt Stack Percent
• ADJPCKER - Adjusted Kernel Mode Percent
• ADJPCMPS - Adjusted Multi-Processor Sync Percent
• ADJPCSUP - Adjusted Supervisor Mode Percent
• ADJPCUSR - Adjusted User Mode Percent

Many of the data elements used in the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample Application database file have the
same meaning and derivation as their identically named counterparts in the MICS DEMMOD and DEMSPR Files. These
data elements are named MODnnnnn and SPRnnnnn respectively, plus the DURATION and INTERVLS elements.

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the VAX/VMS CPU Resource Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

• USRPCTOT
The percentage of CPU busy time that is spent in USER Mode. It is calculated by the formula:

IF MODCPUTM GT 0 THEN 
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USRPCTOT=MODUSRTM*100/MODCPUTM;

• VUPS
The relative performance (VUP) rating for the CPU, before adjustment, as specified to the MICS SYSID parameter for
each SYSID (node). It is calculated by the formula:

IF (SPRCPUTM GT 0) 

THEN VUPS=SPRCPUNI/SPRCPUTM;

This formula extracts the VUPS value component from the SPRCPUNI element on the MICS database.

The additional data elements that are present if CPU time adjustment is specified are derived as follows:

• BASECPU
The value that was specified for the Base CPU model parameter on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that
is shown in Figure 2-16.05.

• VUPSA
The value that was specified for the Base CPU VUP rating on the CPU Time Adjustment Parameters screen that is
shown in Figure 2-16.05.

• ADJnnnnn
The adjusted value data elements are named ADJnnnnn and where the nnnnn corresponds to the name of the
unadjusted element from the DEMMOD file. The adjustment is performed as follows:

IF (SPRCPUTM GT 0) AND (VUPSA GT 0) THEN DO;

 ADJCOMTM=MODCOMTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Compatibility Mode Time

 ADJPCCOM=MODPCCOM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Compatibility Mode Pct

 ADJCPUTM=MODCPUTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Total CPU Time

 ADJPCCPU=MODPCCPU*(VUPS/VUPSA); Total CPU Pct

 ADJEXETM=MODEXETM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Executive Mode Time

 ADJPCEXE=MODPCEXE*(VUPS/VUPSA); Executive Mode Pct

 ADJINTTM=MODINTTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Interrupt Stack Time

 ADJPCINT=MODPCINT*(VUPS/VUPSA); Interrupt Stack Pct

 ADJKERTM=MODKERTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Kernel Mode Time

 ADJPCKER=MODPCKER*(VUPS/VUPSA); Kernel Mode Pct

 ADJMPSTM=MODMPSTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Multi-Processor Sync Time

 ADJPCMPS=MODPCMPS*(VUPS/VUPSA); Multi-Processor Sync Pct

 ADJSUPTM=MODSUPTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); Supervisor Mode Time

 ADJPCSUP=MODPCSUP*(VUPS/VUPSA); Supervisor Mode Pct

 ADJUSRTM=MODUSRTM*(VUPS/VUPSA); User Mode Time

 ADJPCUSR=MODPCUSR*(VUPS/VUPSA); User Mode Pct

END;

CAP HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning
The HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains
the necessary elements for HP UNIX resource tracking and reporting.

Usage Guidelines

The HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file with the
database elements you need for basic tracking, reporting, and forecasting of the UNIX workloads on your system. The
information for this application is primarily derived from either the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS timespan of the
MICS Global Performance File (AUMGPR) and the MICS Application Performance File (AUMAPP).
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In the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application, the application workload group (CAPAPU) data
element enables you to group your individual UNIX systems into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful
tracking and reporting. Three methods are provided for specifying the manner in which the UNIX applications are grouped:
1) defining each UNIX application as its own workload group (CAPAPU = AUMAPU), 2) combining all UNIX applications
(no workload group), 3) defining your own SAS statements to create the workload groupings by setting the CAPAPU
values.

Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are needed to implement the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application. The
control screens that are included in the online facility allow you to enter the required information.

Figure 2-17.01. HP Openview UNIX Planning Screen

/---------------------- HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MW1 - HP Openview UNIX Resource Plan. Sample Appl.|

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary                 ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)             |

|          Secondary               ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Time-Span              ===> MONTHS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained           ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                 |

|Age of oldest forecast            ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                 |

|History cycles                    ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|Forecast cycles                   ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Data base ID (s)                  ===> ___________________________             |

|                                                                               |

|UNIX Workload Definition (CAPAPU) ===> AUMAPU  (APPLNM/NONE/EXIT)              |

|           Application unit title ===> ____________________________            |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options          ===> Y       (Y/N)                           |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-17.01 shows the HP Openview UNIX Planning screen, which is the main control screen for the HP Openview
UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the AUMGPR and AUMAPP Files that you want to use as
input when creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
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The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the AUMGPR and AUMAPP Files to be used with this
Sample application. If you are not sure where the AUMGPR and AUMAPP Files reside, type a question mark (?) in this
field to display a message listing of the valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

UNIX Workload Definition (CAPAPU)
The three options for defining workload groups (see section 2.16.1, Usage Guidelines).

Application unit title
The 1- to- 40-character  name for the CAPAPU data element. You can use this parameter to define your workload
groupings. This parameter is only available if you specify EXIT for the UNIX workload definition (CAPAPU) parameter.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-17.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-17.02. HP Openview UNIX Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all SYSIDs into a composite ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite SYSID                  ===> ____                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                       |

|   Composite zone                   ===> _________                             |

|                                                                               |

|Specify:                                                                       |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                     |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extended options available with the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-17.02) are:

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
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You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to be
summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-17.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-17.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your SMS storage categories. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified
workload groupings. This option is available only if you specify EXIT for the UNIX Workload Definition (CAPAPU)
parameter on the HP Openview UNIX Planning screen.

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-17.03. Common Data Selection Screen - HP Openview UNIX Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Planning Sample Application                            |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-17.03) allows you to define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the VAX/VMS CPU Planning screen that is shown in
Figure 2-17.01. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-17.04. SAS System Statements Screen - HP Openview UNIX Planning Global Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-17.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and
are field protected to prevent modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.
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Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application
contains the following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Note: The availability of some of these data elements depends on your operating environment. For a description of the
data elements available for various UNIX platforms supported by MICS, see the MICS Analyzer Option for MeasureWare
Guide.

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - CAPAPU9 - Workload Group

Numeric format data elements

• AUMSAMPL - Number of data samples
• AUMCPMDL - System model identification
• GPRAPRCT - Sum of average processes active
• GPRLCOLS - LAN collisions
• GPRDSKIO - Physical disk I/Os
• GPRPFLCT - Number of memory page faults during the interval
• GPRSWPCT - Number of process swaps during the interval
• GPRLDKCT - Number of logical disk I/Os during the interval
• APPDSKIO - Number of physical disk I/Os

Time format data elements

• DURATION - Time in the measurement interval
• GPRCPUTM - CPU use during the interval
• GPRSYSTM - System CPU use during the interval
• GPRUSRTM - User CPU use during the interval
• APPCPUTM - Application's CPU use during the interval
• APPUSRTM - User CPU use during the interval
• APPSYSTM - CPU use for system processing

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the HP Openview UNIX Resource Planning
Sample Application are calculated as follows:

• CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found which will be either AUMAPU, values derived within the user's exit, or
no CAPAPU value.

• TOTCPUTM
Total Workload application's CPU time consumed. The total CPU time that is consumed by all workload applications on
the system. This is the sum of APPCPUTM across the workloads.

• TOTDSKIO
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Total Workload disk transfers. The total number of disk transfers by all workloads on the system. This is the sum of
APPDSKIO across the workloads.

• PCTOTCPU
Workload percentage of total application CPU. The percentage of total application CPU time that is consumed by the
workload. It is calculated using the following formula:

PCTOTCPU = 100 * (APPCPUTM / TOTCPUTM)

• PCTOTDSK
Workload percentage of total disk transfers. The percentage of total disk transfers consumed by the workload. It is
calculated using the following formula:

PCTOTDSK = 100 * (APPDSKIO / TOTDSKIO) 

 

CAP Tape Data Set Resource Planning
The Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application provides a capacity planning database file that contains the
necessary elements for tracking, forecasting, and reporting on tape data sets.

Usage Guidelines

Data Source

The Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application processes data from the MICS Tape Analyzer Option. The
TLM component provides IT management information for tape data set ownership and usage. The TMCTMD file provides
a daily snapshot of tape data set characteristics and is used as input into the sample application. This file contains
detailed information about each tape data set managed by the tape management system. At summarized timespans, the
data set name and volser are dropped, but the summarization key provides enough granularity to track and forecast tape
data sets at the Tape Library Management (TAPELIB) and Volume Group (VOLGROUP) levels.

The capacity planner sample application creates a capacity database containing a subset of MICS elements that reside in
the TMCTLM file. With this database, an analyst can track, forecast, and report on tape-related characteristics like these:

• Tape Data Set Size
• Tape Data Set Age
• Last Used in Days
• Encryption
• Space Charges

CAPAPUs

The application workload group (CAPAPU) data elements let you group your individual tape library systems or volume
groups into logically similar workloads for meaningful tracking and forecasting. By default, CAPAPU is set to TAPELIB,
and CAPAPU2 is set to VOLGROUP. You can  redefine all CAPAPUs using the CAPAPU Derivation SAS Statements
option on the Extended Options Menu.

Composite HOUR

Raw data for the TLM component is collected by the TMCC collector. The best practice is to run a TMCC raw data
collection once daily to provide a daily snapshot of the tape data sets managed by the library. Because of this, the
Composite Zone/hour/day option defaults to Y. This summarizes all zones, hours, or day names into a single observation,
masking the time at which the TMCC collector ran.
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Control Parameters

Relatively few parameters are required to implement the Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application. The
control screens that are included in the online facility let you quickly enter the required information.

Figure 2-18.01. Tape Data Set Planning Screen

/---------------------------  Tape Data Set Planning  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  TLM - Physical Tape Data Set vs Virtual           |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|          Primary                ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)              |

|          Secondary              ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME)              |

|                                                                               |

|Input File Timespan              ===> MONTHS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)       |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained          ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                  |

|Age of oldest forecast           ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                  |

|History cycles                   ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                    |

|Forecast cycles                  ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                    |

|Database ID (s)                  ===> T                                        |

|                                                                               |

|    First Application Unit (CAPAPU ) ===> TAPELIB  ( Use Extended Options )    |

|   Second Application Unit (CAPAPU2) ===> VOLGROUP ( to re-define CAPAPUs )    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options         ===> N       (Y/N)  ** Specified **           |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2-18.01 shows the Tape Data Set Planning screen, which is the main control screen for this sample application. It
contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.

Input file timespan
The timespan (either DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS) of the TMCTMD file that you want to use as input when
creating the capacity planning database file.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the capacity planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
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Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Database (ID)s
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the TMCTMD file to be used with this Sample application.
If you are not sure where the TMCTMD file resides, type a question mark (?) in this field to display a message listing of the
valid database unit identifiers for this Sample application.

Specify extended options
If you want extended options, enter Y (YES), and the Extended Options Menu (Figure 2-18.02) is displayed.

Figure 2-18.02. Tape Data Set Planning Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                 |

|                                                                             |

|Inquiry Step:  Tape Data Set Planning                                        |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|Combine all zones into a composite  ===> Y         (Y/N)                     |

|   Composite zone                   ===> A                                   |

|                                                                             |

|Specify:                                                                     |

|   Common data selection parameters ===> N         (Y/N/R)                   |

|   Global data selection exit       ===> N         (Y/N/R)                   |

|   CAPAPU derivation SAS statements ===> N         (Y/N/R)                   |

|   Notes report enabled             ===> YES       (YES/NO)                  |

|   Contents reports enabled         ===> YES       (YES/NO)                  |

|                                                                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The extended options available with the Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application (Figure 2-18.02) are the following:

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite value. By default
this option is set to Y.

Specify common data selection parameters
Specify the SYSIDs and zones, and data hours or daynames to be used for data selection from the MICS input
file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-17.03). Enter R (RESET) to reset any
specifications you previously made to SYSID and zone, hour or dayname.

Specify global data selection exit
You can use your own SAS statements to select data from MICS file(s). Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS System
Statements screen (Figure 2-17.04). Enter R (RESET) to reset any selections you previously made to the default of no
user-specified data selection.

Specify CAPAPU derivation SAS statements
You can use your own SAS statements for defining your SMS storage categories. Enter Y (YES) to display the SAS
System Statements screen. Enter R (RESET) to reset any SAS Statements you previously made to user-specified
workload groupings.

Notes report enabled:
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If you have entered notes that are associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints
the note as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Figure 2-18.03. Common Data Selection Screen - Tape Data Set Planning

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Planning Sample Application                            |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                   |

|           ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                            |

|                                                                               |

|Zone  ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour  ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen (Figure 2-17.03) lets you define the following data selection criteria:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your capacity planning database file. You can specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs.

Zone
You can specify up to nine zones to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave this parameter blank to include
data for all zones.

Hour
Specify up to five hours or hour ranges to include in the capacity planning database file. Selection of this parameter is
valid only if you enter the DETAIL, DAYS, or WEEKS timespan on the Tape Data Set Resource screen (Figure 2-18.01).
Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
You can enter up to five daynames to include in the capacity planning database file. Leave blank to include all days. Input
the first unique characters and the application will fill in the rest. Selection of this parameter is only valid when the input
timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Figure 2-18.04. SAS System Statements Screen - Tape Data Set Planning Global Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\
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|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT Macro                                            |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS System Statements screen (Figure 2-17.04) lets you define your own data selection logic. You can code any
valid SAS statements as described in the SAS manuals. The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are
already provided and are field-protected to prevent modification.

Note: This is a PDF/EDIT screen. All the PDF/EDIT commands are available.

Standard Output

The capacity planning database file that is generated by the Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application
contains the following data elements.

Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner Option database files:

• SYSID
• ZONE or HOUR or DAYNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH or WEEK or MNTHDAY
• DATE

Data elements unique to the Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample Application database file:

Character format data elements

• CAPAPU - CAPAPU9 - Tape Workload Group

Numeric format data elements
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• TMDDURSP - Amount of Space-Time MB per Hour
• TMDDSSZM - Approx. Data Set Size MB
• TMDAVSZM - Avg. Approx.Data Set Size
• TMDBLKCT - Block Count
• TMDDSNCT - Data Set Count
• TMDSEGS  - Data Set Segments
• TMDAVSEG - Avg. Data Set Segments
• TMDCOST  - Space Charges
• TMDAGE   - Data Set Age (Days)
• TMDMXAGE - Max Data Set Age (Days)
• TMDAVAGE - Avg. Data Set Age (Days)
• TMDLUSE  - Days Since Last Used
• TMDMXLUS - Max Days Since Last Used
• TMDAVLUS - Avg. Days Since Last Used
• TMDNCRYP - Encrypted Data Set Count

The data elements that are derived from the MICS database and used by the Tape Data Set Resource Planning Sample
Application are calculated as follows:

CAPAPU
The data element that contains the values found, which will be either TAPELIB or values derived within the user's exit.

CAPAPU2
The data element that contains the values found, which will be either VOLGROUP or values derived within the user's exit.

CAP Capacity Planning Database
The MICS Capacity Planner enables analysts to create a capacity planning database that is derived from, but independent
of, the MICS database. This database satisfies the long-term historical requirements for forecasting workloads and
resource utilization without retaining unnecessary data.

The most fundamental technique that is employed by capacity planners is the analysis of historical data describing
workload resource consumption, system service levels, and system component utilizations. Although the MICS database
contains a wealth of these data elements, the collection of such historical series from multiple cycles of the MICS
database (while operationally trivial) requires significant CPU resources. Moreover, it may be infeasible to retain a
significant number of cycles of the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, and/or MONTHS timespans for capacity planning because
of the DASD space required. To minimize these resource requirements, the concept of a specialized capacity planning
database was developed.

We supply interactive screens with the MICS Capacity Planner that allow you to define any number of capacity planning
files within the capacity planning database. These files contain the various data elements that the capacity planner finds
useful and has selected and/or computed from a variety of files in the MICS database. These files are then used as input
to Presentation Graphics, Profile and Trending Analysis, Simple Regression Analysis, Univariate Model Forecasting,
Capacity Planning Worksheet, Multivariate Regression Forecasting, and Business Element Forecasting facilities of the
MICS Capacity Planner.

The following sections describe the operation and reporting facilities of the MICS Capacity Planner Products's database
system.

CAP Structural Description
Typically, Capacity Planning requires you to retain far fewer data elements than what MICS database maintains; however,
it requires many more cycles of the data elements than MICS normally maintains. The MICS Capacity Planner lets
you develop composite files, known as resource element files and business element files, that merge the necessary
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data elements from many MICS files into a single Capacity Planning file. A resource element file is a SAS data set that
contains data elements you select from MICS files or from user-defined data elements that are computed from MICS data
elements. A business element file is a SAS data set that contains user-specified and supplied data elements from sources
other than MICS files.

The MICS Capacity Planner provides a bridge between the capacity planner and the MICS database. The files you
produce require a minimum of DASD space for retaining a great number of historical observations. Moreover, the
resources required to process these files are minimal.

With the application of CAP6480 first delivered with r12 SP3 (PSP0804), the Capacity Planner began implementing SAS
compression on newly created historical Capacity Planner database cycles.

An internal SAS macro variable CAPCMPRS set to YES has been added to shared.prefix.SOURCE($CAPMSTR). With
this variable set to yes, any capacity database cycle created either during an initialization of a new database, or during
an update to an existing database, is created with SAS compression active. This method will compress the new 01 cycle
of the historical database. During subsequent database updates the database aging routine will copy the compressed
01 cycle to the 02 cycles deleting the highest cycle in retention, gradually over time compressing all files of the capacity
database.

In some cases, a compressed SAS file may take more space than if it were not compressed. To determine your
compression savings for each newly created database file, review your SASLOG from either the initial capacity database
create or the subsequent database update jobs.

In your review, consider that capacity database compression is active for all historical files in the entire capacity database,
so the best way to determine if compressing your capacity database saves you space is to compress the entire capacity
database. Performing this function will provide compression statistics for the entire capacity file.

If you prefer to compress all previously created private capacity database history files use the JCL provided in the Backup,
Restore and Compression section of this guide.

When you create a resource element or business element file, you supply a three-character file identifier as one of the
parameters. This identifier generates unique SAS data set names for the SAS data sets that you need to support a
particular study (using the analysis programs documented in Chapters 4 through 10). Moreover, the presence of this
identifier in the SAS data set names lets you conduct multiple studies simultaneously.

When you create resource element, meta, or business element files, three groups of data sets are generated in the MICS
Capacity Planning database:

• A file or set of files containing the historical observations called CAPxxxnn, where xxx is the file identifier and nn
denotes a cycle number. For business element files, the CAPxxxnn files will contain all of the observations that you
provide.

• A file or set of files containing the forecasted observations called CPFxxxnn, where xxx is the file identifier and
nn denotes a cycle number. These observations are generated by the Univariate Modeling, Business Element
Forecasting, and Multivariate Regression Forecasting routines of the MICS Capacity Planner. These files do not exist
until you run one of these routines and specify that forecasts are to be saved and/or aged.

• A file or set of files containing worksheet observations called CPWxxxnn, where xxx is the file identifier and nn denotes
a cycle number. These observations are generated by the Worksheet Facility that is part of the MICS Capacity
Planner. These files do not exist until you run a Worksheet Apply routine.

The following diagram provides a schematic diagram of the data sets generated by the MICS Capacity Planner. You
specify the number of cycles (nn) when the files are defined.

Resource, Meta, and Business Element File Creation Diagram

+------------+

                             |   Screen   |

                             | Definition |

                             |  for File  |
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                             |    xxx     |

                             +------------+

                                    |

                   +----------------+---------------+

                   |                |               |

   Creates         V                V               V

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Resource   | CAPxxx01 |    | CPFxxx01 |    | CPWxxx01 |

   Element    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Files      |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

     or            |               |               |

                   V               V               V

   Meta       +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Files      | CAPxxx02 |    | CPFxxx02 |    | CPWxxx02 |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

     or       |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Business        |               |               |

   Element         V               V               V

   Files           .               .               .

                   .               .               .

                   .               .               .

 

                   |               |               |

                   V               V               V

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

              | CAPxxxnn |    | CPFxxxnn |    | CPWxxxnn |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

              |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

 

               These files     These files     These files

               contain         contain         contain user

               actual data     forecasts       forecast data

                               from the        from the

                               forecasting     Worksheet

                               routines        Facility

CAP Database Usage Guidelines
This article provides the overview of the capacity planning database usage.

Overview

Resource element files contain data elements you select from MICS files or user-defined data elements computed from
MICS data elements. For example, you might construct a hardware utilization profile of the system that contains CPU,
LCU, expanded storage, and device activity data. Since an important issue in workload forecasting is the tracking and
verification of previous forecasts, you could obtain a similar set of observations some weeks or months later to use in
evaluating the previous forecast.

Meta files contain data elements you select from already defined Capacity Planner files or user-defined data elements
computed from other data elements. For example, you might create a meta file that combines information from two
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different standard application files, containing information from the MVS/ESA Standard Application in conjunction with
data from the VAX/VMS CPU Planning Standard Application.

Business element files contain user-specified and supplied data elements from sources other than MICS files. For
example, you might construct a workload profile of the system containing the number of general ledger accounts, the
number of accounts updated, the number of reports generated, etc. You can directly specify forecasts of future workloads
or they can be generated by the MICS Capacity Planner's forecasting tools.

Since different versions of each of these files can be created over a period of time, the product creates a file definition
from the parameters you supply on the control screens. This definition is stored as a file definition inquiry in a standard
MICF catalog. You can create additional copies or variations of the file by repeating, modifying, and executing the
cataloged inquiry. This eliminates the need to retype all of the control parameters each time you create another file.

The Capacity Planning Database Creation Flow Chart presents a schematic representation of the creation of a capacity
planning database resource element file. You can specify any number of standard MICS files to use as input in creating
and updating the capacity planning database through parameters you specify on the online screens. You can identify the
data elements that you wish to extract from each file, along with data selection criteria and the level of summarization of
the data.

Each capacity planning database file can have, as part of the summarization sequence, up to nine, user-defined data
elements, CAPAPUs, which are the application workload units. You can use these data elements to provide installation-
specific summarization of the data. The selected data elements from each of the specified MICS files are then merged
together. You can also have user-defined data elements which are computed from the MICS data elements. The capacity
planning database files serve as input to the various forecasting and analysis programs which are a part of this product.

Input File TimeSpan Primary Summarization Level Secondary Summarization Level
DETAIL DAY ENDTS/DAYNAME/HOUR/ZONE
DETAIL WEEK HOUR/ZONE
DETAIL MONTH HOUR/ZONE
DAYS DAY DAYNAME/HOUR/ZONE
DAYS WEEK HOUR/ZONE
DAYS MONTH HOUR/ZONE
WEEKS WEEK HOUR/ZONE
MONTH MONTH HOUR (if available)/ZONE

Note: When the secondary summarization level is END TIME STAMP, the files in which the data elements reside cannot
be merged. For example, if you select DETAIL data with a summarization of ENDTS, you can only select one MICS file as
input. Also note, ENDTS ia a required data element.

Capacity Planning Database Creation Flow Chart

                                                           +--------------+

                                                           |              |

                                                           |   CONTROL    |

                                                           |  PARAMETERS  |

                                                           |     FROM     |

                                                           |    SCREENS   |

                                                           +--------------+

                                                                 |  |

                                      G E N E R A T E D          |  |       S A S   C O D E

           +-----------------------------------------------------+ 

 +--------------------------------------------------+
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           |                                                                                                 

          |

           |         ***********       ***********       ***********                               

 ***********        |

           V         * CA MICS *       * CA MICS *       * CA MICS *                                * CA MICS

 *        V

                     *Database *       *Database *       *Database *  ...for each file you define   *Database

 *

                     ***********       ***********       ***********                               

 ***********

                         |                 |                 |                                          |

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

        User    ==>| Selection |     | Selection |     | Selection |                              | Selection

 |

   Specifications  +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                         |                 |                 |                                          |

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                   |    Sort   |     |    Sort   |     |    Sort   |                              |    Sort  

 |

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                         |                 |                 |                                          |

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

        User    ==>|  Summary  |     |  Summary  |     |  Summary  |                              |  Summary 

 |

   Specifications  +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                         |                 |                 |                                          |

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                   | Merge Sort|     | Merge Sort|     | Merge Sort|                              | Merge

 Sort|

                   +-----------+     +-----------+     +-----------+                              +-----------

+

                         |                 |                 |                                          |

                         +----------------------------------------+ +-----------------------------------+

                                                                  | |

                                                                  V V

                                                            +-------------+

                                                 User    ==>|    Merge    |

                                            Specifications  +-------------+

                                                                   |

                                                                   V

                                                              ***********

                                                             *           *

                                                            *  CAPACITY   *

                                                            *  PLANNING   *

                                                             * DATABASE  *

                                                              ***********
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The MICS Capacity Planner's online facility introduces the concepts of application workload unit and forecast age. These
are important concepts to understand if you wish to take full advantage of the product's capabilities.

Application Workload Unit (CAPAPU)

In many capacity planning applications you may find it useful to group observations from the input MICS files into logically
similar application or workload groups. For instance, in tracking DASD use at your installation you might find it more
meaningful to track the use of groups of volumes (for example, SYSDA volumes or TSO online volumes) rather than to
track the use of each separate volume. You can perform this task through the application workload unit feature.

You can implement the application workload unit feature by adding up to nine, optional, 64-byte character data elements
(CAPAPUs) to the capacity planning database historical and forecast files. This feature is implemented in your individual
capacity planning database files only if you specify it. If you specify CAPAPUs, you are responsible for specifying the SAS
statements to perform the application workload groupings and for defining the corresponding values of the CAPAPU data
elements.

Forecast Age

For any numeric data element in your capacity planning database files, it is possible to generate and track multiple
forecasts that are each based on a different historical range of data. The method that the capacity planning forecast
files uses for identifying the separate forecasts is the inclusion of two data elements: FORYEAR, and FORMNDY,
FORMONTH, or FORWEEK (depending on the primary summarization level of the historical data used to generate
the forecast). These data elements identify the most recent historical observation used to generate the forecast. Each
observation forecasted during a single execution of a workload forecasting routine will contain the same values for these
two data elements.

For example, if, when using the DASD Planning Standard Application, you generate a six-month forecast for the
BDPTOTL data element (total space used) that is based on historical data ranging from January 1997 through June 1998,
the value of FORYEAR would be 98 and the value of FORMONTH would be 6 for each of the six forecasted observations.

If you then produce a second set of six-month forecasts that are based on historical data ranging from January 1998
through January 1999, the value of FORYEAR would be 99 and the value of FORMONTH would be 1 for each of these
six forecasted observations. Both sets of forecasted observations are available in the CPFxxx01 cycle for tracking and
reporting through the Presentation Graphics routines of the MICS Capacity Planner.

Whenever you save new forecasts, the CPFxxx01 cycle of your forecast files is scanned to determine if any forecasts
existing in the file are older than the forecast retention value that you specified when creating the capacity planning
database. If so, they are dropped from the file. If you specified that forecast aging was to occur, then these forecasted
observations still exist in your older cycles of the forecast files. Aging of the 01 cycle into the 02 cycle occurs prior to this
scanning and only the 01 cycle of your forecast files is scanned for forecast deletion.

CAP Resource Element Files
The Resource Element Files section describes how to operate the MICS Capacity Planner with user-defined resource
element files. The user-defined database files differ from the standard applications in that you are responsible for selecting
the data elements that you want to extract from the MICS database and also for supplying the SAS statements that are
necessary to derive any non-MICS data elements that you want to include in the file.

Resource Element Files Usage Guidelines

The resource element files hold subsets of MICS file data element values extracted from either the DETAIL, DAYS,
WEEKS or MONTHS timespan. You select the data elements for your resource element file. Like business element files,
there can be any number of resource element files. A three-character user-supplied name identifies each of the resource
element file definitions.
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See the Resource, Meta, and Business Element File Creation diagram in Structural Description to see the relationship
between resource element and business element files. The number of cycles (or copies) of the files maintained is
represented by nn. These cycles have the following values:

• Cycle 01
Data from the last file load or update plus any data from the previous Cycle 01 that is not older than allowed by
the parameter Amount of data retained on the Resource Element file Definition screen shown in Figure 3-7). The
CAPxxx01 file contains user-supplied observations while the CPFxxx01 file contains the forecasted observations from
the workload forecasting routines. The CPFxxx01 file is not created until you generate and save a forecast for the first
time.

• Cycle 02
Data that is contained in the Cycle 01 file when it is aged. Aging occurs before the Cycle 01 file is loaded or updated.
The Cycle 02 file acts as a backup copy of the Cycle 01 file as it existed before the last file update. This cycle and all
succeeding cycles may contain data older than allowed in the Cycle 01 file because of the Amount of data retained
parameter. Aging of the CPFxxxnn files (forecast data files) does not occur until you explicitly specify forecast file aging
in one of the workload forecasting routines.

• Cycle 03 through Cycle nn
Data from the Cycle xx-1 file just before it was through aged. This occurs each time the Cycle 01 file Cycle nn: is
updated.

The Cycle 01 file is the input file for the analysis and forecasting programs. It is created the first time you execute the
file definition inquiry. Reexecuting the file definition inquiry causes it to be updated. This update extracts the specified
database elements from the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS timespans of the MICS database and merges them to
produce user-defined records.

Consider the schematic shown in Figure 3-3. In this example, data elements (not shown in the figure) are extracted
from the four prior monthly cycles of the MICS database. For this example, assume that the program is executed in May
1997. Hence the four monthly records produced by the database load represent the time period from January to April of
1997. The result of executing the user-supplied parameters is that four observations are written into the first cycle of the
resource element file. Also assume that three cycles are specified to be maintained in the file.

Files after the Initial Loading of Data chart

                    +------------+

                   |   Screen   |

                   | Definition |

                   |  for File  |

                   |    xxx     |

                   +------------+

                         |

          +--------------+--------------+-------------+

          |           Creates           |             |

          V                             V             V

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

     | CAPxxx01 |     Resource     | CPFxxx01 |  | CPWxxx01 |

     +----------+     Element      +----------+  +----------+

     |  Apr 97  |     Files        |Does not  |  |Does not  |

     |  Mar 97  |                  |exist     |  |exist     |

     |  Feb 97  |                  |until     |  |until     |

     |  Jan 97  |                  |forecasts |  |worksheet |

     +----------+                  |are saved |  |is applied|

                                   +----------+  +----------+
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If, in September 1997, another load of four months of MICS data is requested, the sequence of execution would be as
follows: First, the data in the Cycle 01 file is aged (copied) into the Cycle 02 file. Next, the existing Cycle 01 file is updated
with the additional four months of data and any observations in the new Cycle 01 file that are older than the maximum
data retention value you specified are dropped. The following diagram shows the status of the files:

Files after the Second Loading of Data

  

                   +------------+

                   |   Screen   |

                   | Definition |

                   |  for File  |

                   |    xxx     |

                   +------------+

                         |

          +--------------+--------------+-------------+

          |           Creates           |             |

          V                             V             V

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

     | CAPxxx01 |     Resource     | CPFxxx01 |  | CPWxxx01 |

     +----------+     Element      +----------+  +----------+

     |  Aug 97  |     Files        |Does not  |  |Does not  |

     |  Jul 97  |                  |exist     |  |exist     |

     |  Jun 97  |                  |until     |  |until     |

     |  May 97  |                  |forecasts |  |worksheet |

     |  Apr 97  |                  |are saved |  |is applied|

     |  Mar 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Feb 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Jan 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

           |

           V

     +----------+

     | CAPxxx02 |

     +----------+

     |  Apr 97  |

     |  Mar 97  |

     |  Feb 97  |

     |  Jan 97  |

     +----------+

  

 

In addition to specifying the number of cycles you want to maintain, you must also specify the number of months, weeks
or days of data that you want to retain within each cycle. For example, if you specify that nine months of data should be
available for analysis, and, if in January 1998, you load another four months data into the file, any data older than nine
months prior to January 1998 is dropped from the Cycle 01 file, although it still exists in the older cycles. This example is
illustrated in the following diagram:

Files after the Third Loading of Data

                    +------------+

                   |   Screen   |

                   | Definition |

                   |  for File  |
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                   |    xxx     |

                   +------------+

                         |

          +--------------+--------------+-------------+

          |           Creates           |             |

          V                             V             V

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

     | CAPxxx01 |     Resource     | CPFxxx01 |  | CPWxxx01 |

     +----------+     Element      +----------+  +----------+

     |  Dec 97  |     Files        |Does not  |  |Does not  |

     |  Nov 97  |                  |exist     |  |exist     |

     |  Oct 97  |                  |until     |  |until     |

     |  Sep 97  |                  |forecasts |  |worksheet |

     |  Aug 97  |                  |are saved |  |is applied|

     |  Jul 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Jun 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  May 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Apr 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

           |

           V

     +----------+

     | CAPxxx02 |

     +----------+

     |  Aug 97  |

     |  Jul 97  |

     |  Jun 97  |

     |  May 97  |

     |  Apr 97  |

     |  Mar 97  |

     |  Feb 97  |

     |  Jan 97  |

     +----------+

           |

           V

     +----------+

     | CAPxxx03 |

     +----------+

     |  Apr 97  |

     |  Mar 97  |

     |  Feb 97  |

     |  Jan 97  |

     +----------+

 

If you load data a fourth time in May 1998, the old Cycle 03 file is dropped from the Capacity Planning database file
because of the user-specified limit. Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Resource Element Files) describes how to
specify this limit.

Files after the Fourth Loading of Data

                    +------------+

                   |   Screen   |

                   | Definition |
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                   |for File xxx|

                   +------------+

                         V

          +--------------+--------------+-------------+

          V           Creates           V             V

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

     | CAPxxx01 |     Resource     | CPFxxx01 |  | CPWxxx01 |

     +----------+     Element      +----------+  +----------+

     |  Apr 98  |     Files        |Does not  |  |Does not  |

     |  Mar 98  |                  |exist     |  |exist     |

     |  Feb 98  |                  |until     |  |until     |

     |  Jan 98  |                  |forecasts |  |worksheet |

     |  Dec 97  |                  |are saved |  |is applied|

     |  Nov 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Oct 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Sep 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     |  Aug 97  |                  |          |  |          |

     +----------+                  +----------+  +----------+

           V

     +----------+

     | CAPxxx02 |

     +----------+

     |  Dec 97  |

     |  Nov 97  |

     |  Oct 97  |

     |  Sep 97  |

     |  Aug 97  |

     |  Jul 97  |

     |  Jun 97  |

     |  May 97  |

     |  Apr 97  |

     |  Mar 97  |

     |  Feb 97  |

     |  Jan 97  |

     +----------+

           V

     +----------+

     | CAPxxx03 |

     +----------+

     |  Aug 97  |

     |  Jul 97  |

     |  Jun 97  |

     |  May 97  |

     |  Apr 97  |

     |  Mar 97  |

     |  Feb 97  |

     |  Jan 97  |

     +----------+

  

 

Note throughout this example that forecast files do not exist until you save forecasts. Forecast data is created and aged
in the same way as actual data. Note that the historical files (CAP files) and the forecast files (CPF files) are not aged
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together. The CAP files are aged whenever you perform a file update. You can age the CPF files only when you request
aging through a parameter on the workload forecast routine control screens.

Throughout this example that worksheet files do not exist until you applied one. Worksheet data is created and aged in
the same way as actual data. Note that the historical files (CAP files) and the worksheet files (CPW files) are not aged
together. The CAP files are aged whenever you perform a file update. You can age the CPW files when you apply the
worksheet to the database.

In addition to the data elements defined for the resource element files containing the derived from MICS files (the
CAPxxxnn files), the forecast files (CPFxxxnn files) contain three additional data elements:

• FILE_NO
The types of forecast data from the workload forecasting routines. If FILE_NO is 11, the data values are point
estimates. If FILE_NO is 12, the data values are confidence limits.

• FORYEAR
The year value of the most recent historical observation used to derive the forecast. For example, if you specify to
Univariate Model Forecasting that a forecast is to be generated based on data from June 1997 through October
1998, the value of FORYEAR would be 98. This data element containing this value would be present on each of the
observations that are forecasted during that execution of Univariate Model Forecasting.

• FORMONTH/FORWEEK/FORMNDY
The month, week, or day value of the most recent FORWEEK/ historical observation used to derive the FORMNDY:
forecast. For example, if you specify to Univariate Model Forecasting that a monthly forecast is to be generated based
on data from June 1997 through October 1998, the value of FORMONTH would be 10. This data element containing
this value would be present on each of the observations that are forecasted during that execution of Univariate Model
Forecasting.

CAP Screen Operation

The various online screens that the MICS Capacity Planner uses to create, modify, and load user-defined resource
element files are described in the following sections:

• Creating a Database Specification
• Modifying a Database Specification
• Executing a Database Specification

Screen Operation - Creating a Database Specification

The online screens that the MICS Capacity Planner uses to create user-defined resource element files are described in
the following sections:

• Screen Operation - File Definition
• Screen Operation - Element Selection
• Screen Operation - Specification Processing

Screen Operation - File Definition

The following Figure 3-7 shows the first step for creating a user-defined resource element file.

Figure 3-7. Resource Element File Definition Screen

 /----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |
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|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y       (Y/N)                                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-7 is the main control screen for defining resource
element files. It contains the following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These levels control how the output file is summarized in your capacity planning database.
Note: When you choose a secondary summarization level of ENDTS, you can only select one MICS file as input. This is
due to the difficulty in merging ENDTS values across multiple files.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the Capacity Planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than what
you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the historical data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is updated and
the existing cycles aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycle
Number of cycles or versions of the forecast data you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify forecast
aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (for example, Cycle 01 is aged to Cycle
02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Notes report enabled:
If you have entered notes associated with the capacity planning database file definition, a Yes in this field prints the note
as part of file updating.

Contents reports enabled:
A Yes in this field prints the contents of the capacity planning file as part of file updating.

Specify Extended Options
The specification for selecting extended options. If you specify Y (YES), the Extended Options Menu shown in Figure 3-8
displays.

Figure 3-8. Resource Element Extended Options Menu
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 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Combine SYSIDs into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                          |

|                 Composite SYSID ===> ____                                     |

|Combine zones  into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                          |

|                 Composite zone  ===> _________                                |

|                                                                               |

|Number of CAPAPUS                ===> 0         (0 through 9)                  |

|CAPAPU title (First APU)         ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU2 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU3 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU4 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU5 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU6 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU7 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU8 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|CAPAPU9 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

|                                                                               |

|Specify                                                                        |

|   SAS Statements to set CAPAPUs ===> N    (Y/N/R)                             |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

  

  

 

Combine all SYSIDs into a composite
You can combine SYSIDs in the capacity planning database file. Enter Y (YES) if you want data for all of the SYSIDs to
be summarized into a single observation with the composite SYSID value. Figure 3-28 illustrates specifying SYSIDs for
inclusion in the database.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
You can combine zones, hours, and daynames in the capacity planning database file. The prompt for this field changes to
zones or hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Enter Y (YES) if you want
all of the zones, hours, and daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the composite zone/hour/dayname
value. Figure 3-28 illustrates specifying zones/hours for inclusion in the database.

Number of CAPAPUs
Specify the number (0 to 9) of application units: (CAPAPUs) you are defining for this file. This activates the optional
CAPAPU feature so that these data elements are present in the Capacity Planning database file, and are included in
the summarization sequence during file summarization and merging. If you specify that CAPAPUs are to be active, you
will be prompted to specify the SAS statements needed to derive the CAPAPU groupings and corresponding CAPAPU
values.

CAPAPU titles
Specify the 1-40 character title for each CAPAPU titles: you are defining for this data element.

Specify SAS Statements to set CAPAPUs
The specification that allows you to use your own SAS Statements for defining your resource element file. Specify Y
(YES) to display the: SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-9. This option is only available if you specify
CAPAPUs.
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Figure 3-9. SAS Statements Screen - Defining CAPAPU

 /------------------------  SAS System Statements  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the CAPAURT  Macro                                          |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SET CAPAPU VALUES.                            |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-9 allows you to define the SAS statements that are required to
group MICS input observations into application workload groups that are appropriate for your installation. All statements
that you specify must conform with the syntax specified in the SAS manuals. The CAPAPU(s) value is a maximum of 64
characters.

Note that the %MACRO CAPAURT and %MEND CAPAURT statements are provided for you and that they are field-
protected from modification.

A special data element, CAPIFILE, is available to you for use in defining your CAPAPU values. This three-character data
element contains the MICS file suffix that corresponds to the MICS file that you choose for processing after you select
the Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection option on the Resource Element File menu (see the Element Selection
section). For example, if you specify the Insert File and Data Element Selection option twice, once for the SCPPGA File
and again for the SCPPPA File, the value of CAPIFILE will be PGA during the processing of the SCPPGA File and PPA
during the processing of the SCPPPA File. The following example illustrates the use of the CAPIFILE data element in
defining CAPAPU values.

You can rewrite the Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking example in the Performance Group/Period Workload
Tracking section to use the CAPAPU feature by defining the following statements in the CAPAPU exit:

 %MACRO CAPAURT;

  IF CAPIFILE EQ 'PPA' AND PERFGRP EQ 2 THEN DO;

    IF PERFPER EQ 1 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD1';

    ELSE IF PERFPER EQ 2 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD2';

    ELSE IF PERFPER EQ 3 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD3';

    ELSE IF PERFPER EQ 4 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD4';

    ELSE IF PERFPER EQ 5 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD5';

  END;

  ELSE IF CAPIFILE EQ 'PGA' THEN DO;

    IF PERFGRP EQ 7 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD6';

    ELSE IF PERFGRP EQ 62 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD7';

    ELSE IF PERFGRP NE 2  THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD8';
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  END;

%MEND CAPAURT;

 

Screen Operation - Element Selection

After you complete specifying the resource element file definition control parameters, you are ready to define the steps to
build your Capacity Planning database file. (Refer to Figure 3-2 to see how these steps correspond to user specifications
for the selection, summary, and merge phases of data base creation.) The Resource Element File menu provides you with
the opportunity to define selection criteria that you want to apply to each MICS file that you define as an input data source
for your Capacity Planning database file.

Figure 3-10 Resource Element File menu, shows the next step in creating a user-defined resource element file definition.

Resource Element File Menu

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CAP DB file def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

 |            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

 |        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

 |            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

 |        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

 |            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 \-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

After you complete specifying the resource element file definition control parameters, you are ready to define the steps to
build your Capacity Planning database file. (Refer to Figure 3-2 to see how these steps correspond to user specifications
for the selection, summary, and merge phases of data base creation.) The Resource Element File menu provides you with
the opportunity to define selection criteria that you wish to apply to each MICS file that you define as an input data source
for your Capacity Planning database file.

Choose from the following options on the Resource Element File menu:

• Insert Common Data Selection
Specify Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, Common Data to specify the data selection criteria that you
Selection: wish to apply to every MICS file that provides input data in building your Capacity Planning database file.
The Common Data Selection screen shown in Figure 3-11 is displayed.
You may specify only one common data selection step for each database definition inquiry. You must complete this
before proceeding with the succeeding steps.

• Insert MICS File & Data Element Selection
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Specify Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection, to define a MICS file and data element selection step
for each MICS file that provides input data for your Capacity Planning database file. The MICS File and data Element
Selection screen shown in Figure 3-13 is displayed. (Both the file-unique selection and summary phases that are
shown in Figure 3-16 occur during this step.)
Using this screen and its associated exit screens, you can define both the MICS and the non-MICS data elements that
will comprise your Capacity Planning database file, along with any file-unique data selection and/or summarization
logic.
If you wish to define any non-MICS data elements that are derived from MICS data elements from a single MICS file,
you can usually specify the data element derivation SAS statements through one of the exit screens associated with
this screen. If you are defining non-MICS data elements that are derived from MICS data elements from multiple MICS
files, you can specify the data element derivation SAS statements in the cross-file data element definition step.

• Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition
Specify Option 3, Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition, to define any non-MICS data elements that you want to
derive from MICS data elements from multiple MICS files. The Cross-File Data Element Definition screen shown in
Figure 3-21 is displayed. (This step corresponds to the merge phase shown in Figure 3-2.) You must also specify the
data element derivation SAS statements that will be used to derive these non-MICS data elements.
Since the specifications associated with this step apply to the merging of data from multiple MICS files, you may
specify a cross-file data element definition step only if you specify multiple MICS file and data element selection steps.
In this case, the cross-file data element definition step is required to create a valid file definition inquiry.
Each time you complete the specifications for an individual step and type END at the Command prompt, then press
ENTER or (usually) the PF3 key. The Resource Element File Menu shown in Figure 3-10 is redisplayed to allow you to
insert another step in your file definition inquiry. Repeat this process until you define all of the steps necessary to build
your Capacity Planning database file.

The three options are further discussed in the following sections:

• Insert Common Data Selection
• Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection
• Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition

Insert Common Data Selection

If you select Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, on the Resource Element File menu, the Common Data Selection
screen that is shown in Figure 3-11 is displayed.

Figure 3-11. Common Data Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The data selection criteria that you specify using this screen is applied to each MICS file that provides input data in
creating and updating your Capacity Planning database file.

The parameters for the Common Data Selection screen are defined below:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You may specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs. The standard method is to create one
record for each SYSID that is created for each day, week, or month processed.
Alternatively, you can summarize multiple SYSIDs into a single record. You can do this by using the Composite SYSID
parameter on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-7.

Zone
The zones that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You may specify a maximum of nine one-
character zones. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all zones. The standard method is to create one record
for each zone that is created for each week or month processed. Alternatively, you can summarize multiple zones into a
single record. You can do this by using the Composite zone parameters on the Resource Element File Definition screen
that is shown in Figure 3-7.

Hour
The hours that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You can specify a maximum of five hours or
hour ranges. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
The specification of up to five daynames to be included in the Capacity Planner database file. Leave blank to include all
days. Input the first unique characters and the MICS Capacity Planner will fill in the rest. Specification of this parameter is
only valid when the input timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Specify common data selection SAS statements
Put a Y in this field to specify your own SAS statements to subset the MICS input files. The SAS Statements screen that is
shown in Figure 3-12 displays. Specify R (Reset) to reset any SAS statements you previously made.

Figure 3-12. SAS Statements Screen - Selecting Common Data

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:  Common Data Selection                                          |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT   Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE. |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |

|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |
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|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the SAS Statements screen that is shown in the figure 3-12, you can specify your own data selection logic to apply
to each MICS file that provides input data to your Capacity Planning database file.

The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are provided for you and that they are field-protected from
modification.

Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection

If you select Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection, on the Resource Element File menu, the MICS File
and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-13 is displayed.

Figure 3-13. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  R03 - sample resource element file               |

|CA MICS file       ===> CPU    (fff) -  CPU ACTIVITY FILE                     |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> A                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                            RET  D    000   7   DATE9.        |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                            RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                            RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  TEST     test                                                             |

|                                            COMP N    000   5   _____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                            RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                            RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The parameters for the MICS File and Data Element Selection screen are defined below:

MICS file
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The MICS file that contains the data elements that you want to include in your resource element file or that you want to
use in deriving non-MICS data elements. If you are uncertain of the file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to
obtain a complete selection list for your installation.

Input File Time-Span:
The timespan (DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) of the file you are using as input.

Data base
The database unit identifier(s) (up to fourteen units) that contain the specified MICS file. If you are uncertain of which
database unit the MICS file resides in, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your
installation.

Include CAPAPUs
The specification for whether the Application unit (CAPAPU) data elements are to be included in the summarization
sequence for this file. This parameter defaults to Y (YES) if CAPAPUs are defined for this resource element file.
The CAPAPU derivation exit is invoked for each input file observation. If you do not want to include CAPAPUs in the
summarization sequence, type an N (NO) in this field.

Summarize file by
The specification that allows you to add a data element to the intermediate file summarization sequence of this
resource element file. This can be either a MICS or a non-MICS data element. Any data element that you specify as a
summarization data element is dropped from the database file following the summarization phase. If you want to include
a data element in the summarization sequence and retain it on the file, use the CAPAPU feature to hold the values of the
data element.

Specify file exits
The specification for MICS file processing exits. Specify a Y (YES) if you intend to code MICS file-unique data selection,
summary, or data derivation logic. If you specify a Y, the MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-16 is
displayed.

The display portion of this screen contains a scrollable list of the MICS and non-MICS data elements that you can either
include in your capacity planning database file or use to derive other data elements. It contains the following fields:

Cmd
The line commands are:

I
(insert) to insert a new data element.

R
(repeat) to repeat a data element.

S
(depend clauses and label) to specify independent data elements upon which this data element depends. See Figure
3-14.

C
(copy) to copy a data element.

E
(expression) to create SAS code to calculate the value of this specific data element. See Figure 3-15.

D
(delete) to delete a data element.

Name
The name of the data element. This may be either the name of a MICS data element that exists in the input MICS file or
any valid SAS name, as described in the SAS manuals. If you want to define non-MICS data elements, choose variable
names that are descriptive of the values they represent.
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When you first see this screen, it displays only the control data elements that are always present in your capacity planning
database file. If you attempt to modify these data elements, an error will occur. Define an additional row for each data
element that you want to include in your capacity planning database file by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd column of any
existing row.
If you are uncertain of the correct spelling of a MICS data element or if you would like to see a complete list of the MICS
data elements available in the MICS input file, type a question mark (?) in the name field to display the screen that is
shown in Figure 3-20.

Data Element Label (long name)
The data element label that is displayed on the Label CAP File and Data Element Selection screen and on many reports.
This label is supplied automatically for input data elements.

D
The data element drop flag. Typing a D in this field makes the corresponding data element available for use in calculations
through the cross-file data element definition step of the capacity planning database file update, but drops the data
element from the resulting capacity planning database file. Leave the field blank to keep the corresponding data element
on the capacity planning database file.

Sum Type
The summarization type of the data element
RET (retain), ACCM (accumulate), MIN (minimum), MAX (maximum), and COMP (compute).

Data type
The type of data element. This is used to validate data values and usage for the data element. Valid types are
Alphanumeric (A), Numeric (N), Money (M), Time (T), Hex (H), Date (D), Time-of-day (TD), and Date-Time (DT). This
value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Order
Define the execution order of the data elements you defined by entering ordinal numeric values greater than 100.
Note: This is required if you are going to use this Resource Element file as input to a Meta file.
The order value is automatically defined for MICS data elements and Capacity Planner Control elements. Data elements
that require other data elements are automatically included in the Capacity Planner database file. In particular, two
variables could appear that will not show up in the output file: @@FIRST and @@LAST.

Len
The length of the data element. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Output Format
The SAS format that is used to print data element values. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Figure 3-14. Defining Resource Element File Dependencies and Labels

/-----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Data Element                                                                  |

|       Name:      MYVAR    From File: CPU  CPU ACTIVITY FILE                  |

|       Label ===> MY VARIABLE                                                 |

|       Type  ===> COMPUTE                                                     |

|                                                                              |

|------------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------  |

|DEPEND 01===> CPUPCBSY ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 02===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 03===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 04===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 05===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |
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|DEPEND 06===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 07===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 08===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 09===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|DEPEND 10===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Depend Clause and Label screen is used to define variables in the input file that are required by the SAS statements
(either in the CAPSMRY or in Expression Statements) to calculate the value of the data element being selected. For
example, if you had a data element MYVAR that required the presence of CPUPCBSY to calculate its value, you would
place CPUPCBSY on this screen, as shown in Figure 3-14. Once specified, the MICS Capacity Planner will carry forward
these independent elements as required to recalculate the value of MYVAR.

Figure 3-15. Setting Expression Statements

/----------------------------  Expression Statements   ------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Expression statements for variable: MYVAR                                     |

|----------------------------------------------------------------------------- |

|*********************************** TOP OF DATA ***************************** |

|=NOTE= SET THE EXPRESSION STATEMENTS FOR THIS DATA ELEMENT.                   |

|000001 IF CPUPCBSY LT 70.0                                                    |

|000002 THEN MYVAR = 'OK';                                                     |

|000003 ELSE IF CPUPCBSY GT 70.0                                               |

|000004      THEN MYVAR = 'WARN';                                              |

|000005      ELSE IF CPUPCBSY GT 85.0                                          |

|000006           THEN MYVAR = 'INVESTIGATE';                                  |

|000007           ELSE IF CPUPCBSY GT 95.0                                     |

|000008                THEN MYVAR = 'CONSTRAINED';                             |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|000011                                                                        |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************** |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You use this screen (Figure 3-15) to set the Expression Statements for a particular variable name (in this case MYVAR).
The MICS Capacity Planner will then use these SAS Statements to calculate the value for MYVAR. If you have already
coded statements in a MACRO (either CAPSMRY or CAPMERG) you can use the Converting Macros to Expression
Statements to perform this association.

Figure 3-16. MICS File Processing Exits Menu

/---------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - Batch User Job Activity File   |

|                                                                              |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                   |
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|                                                                              |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                          |

|                                                                              |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                  |

|   (convert SAS stmts to Expression stmts.)                                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-16 shows the MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is displayed if you specify a Y (YES) for the Specify MICS
file processing exits parameter on the MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-13.

The following options are available:

• Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts
The specification for assigning SAS statements to select file-unique data. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to supply the
SAS statements necessary to implement a special observation selection method.

• Specify new data element derication SAS stmts
The specification for assigning SAS statements to derive new data elements. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to supply
the SAS statements necessary to define new data elements that are not part of the standard MICS file. Use this exit
to initialize your data elements, also. If you are creating a new computed data element, you set the initial value of the
data element here. Specify expression statements that would be used to recalculate the value of the data element if
used in a meta file.

• Set expression statements for data elements
Set to Y (YES) to convert existing Resource Element File SAS statements (CAP Summary) to expression statements
or calculations.

Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show how you can use the SAS Statements screen to enter these SAS statements.

Figure 3-17. SAS Statements Screen - Selecting File Unique Data

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - Batch User Job Activity File  |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSLCT  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THIS PARTICULAR FILE.                 |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |
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|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Use the SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-17 to code valid SAS statements that conform to the syntax
described in the SAS manuals to define MICS file-unique data selection logic.

Figure 3-18. SAS Statements Screen - Deriving New Data Elements

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - Batch User Job Activity File  |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |

|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Use the SAS Statements screen shown in Figure 3-18 to code valid SAS statements that conform to the syntax described
in the SAS manuals to derive non-MICS data elements or summarization logic.

The CAPSMRY macro is used for several different purposes by the MICS Capacity Planner and it is very important to
understand how this relates to the overall creation of a Capacity Planner file and, particularly, the creation of your own
data elements.

You can specify user-created data elements and the type of data element you are creating. The data element types
available are: Maximum, Minimum, Accumulated, Retained, and Computed. This type designation defaults to Retained
for your data elements unless you override the setting, which can be any of these values. The data element type is used
by the MICS Capacity Planner to determine how to process a particular user data element. To determine how to use the
CAPSMRY for a particular data element, review the following criteria and take the appropriate action accordingly.

If you want to use the Meta File Facility:
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For data elements that have a data element type of computed you do not need to use the CAPSMRY exit. You should use
Expression Statements to contain the SAS code needed to calculate the value of the data element. If you currently have
files that were created with a release of the MICS Capacity Planner prior to CAP6100 and wish to convert a data element
from the default of RETained to COMputed, there is an option on the extended options menu that is provided for this
migration. Make sure that you change the Data Element Type for these variables (from RETained) because Expression
Statements are only valid for COMputed variables.

For data elements that are not COMputed, you would specify the necessary SAS statements in the CAPSMRY Macro to
set the initial value of the variable. If you are transposing the file, you should specify the SAS statements to perform this
transformation here in the CAPSMRY. The data element type takes effect for non-computed variables only in the Meta File
Facility.

If you do not want to use the Meta File Facility:

If you do not want to use the Meta File Facility, the data data element type is less important (the default of RETained is
sufficient) and all variables should be set via the CAPSMRY exit. This is true whether or not you are transposing the file.

The following Data Element Type table describes the relationship between the CAPSMRY macro and expression
statements.

Data Element Type Used in Meta File? Need SAS Code in
CAPSMRY?

Need Expression Statements?

Maximum No Yes, to set the value No
Maximum Yes Yes, to set initial value No, handled in Meta Files

automatically
Minimum No Yes, to set the value No
Minimum Yes Yes, to set initial value No, handled in Meta files

automatically
Accumulated No Yes, to set the value No
Accumulated Yes Yes, to set initial value No, handled in Meta files

automatically
Retained No Yes, to set the value No
Retained Yes Yes, to set initial value No, handled in Meta files

automatically
Computed No Yes, to set the value No
Computed Yes No Yes, Expression

statements used by both
Resource Element File creation
and in Meta files

Figure 3-19. Converting Macros to Expression Statements

/----------------  Converting Macros to Expression Statements  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                              |

|Enter the variable names that are associated with the SAS statements shown    |

|below.                                                                        |

|                                                                              |

|Variable  SAS Statements in Macro                                             |

|-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|MYVAR2__ IF CPUAVB GT 10  /* IF THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF BATCH JOBS */           |

|MYVAR2__ THEN MYVAR2 = 'CHECK'; /* IS GREATER THAN 10 WE SHOULD  */           |
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|MYVAR2__ ELSE MYVAR2 = 'OK'; /* CHECK IT OUT */                               |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You use this screen (see Figure 3-19) to convert existing MACRO statements into Expression Statements that calculate
the value of a particular variable. In the example shown in Figure 3-19, the variable MYVAR2 is a user-created data
element that is used to warn the user of this file whenever CPUAVB is larger than 10. This variable was originally created
using the CAPSMRY MACRO. By placing "MYVAR2" in the Variable Column of this screen, the MICS Capacity Planner
will automatically associate these SAS Statements with MYVAR2. When you End from this display, the MICS Capacity
Planner will remove the statements from the MACRO and move them into the Expression Statement table for the variable
MYVAR2.

Figure 3-20. Data Element Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Data Element Selection  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Common Data Selection                                           |

|Input File:    MONTHS JOB - BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  H Data Dictionary Display                                 |

|                                                                               |

|               Select Data Elements                                            |

|Cmd  Element        Data Element Label (long name)                             |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------                        |

| _   ACCTNO1   DIVISION                                                        |

| _   ACCTNO2   PROJECT                                                         |

| _   ACCTNO3   USER                                                            |

| _   ENDTS     End Time Stamp                                                  |

| _   JOBACOMM  Communication Data Set Allocations                              |

| _   JOBACTTM  Job Active Time                                                 |

| _   JOBADASD  DASD Data Set Allocations                                       |

| _   JOBAGRAF  Graphics Data Set Allocations                                   |

| _   JOBALCTM  Job Allocation Time                                             |

| _   JOBAMSS   MSS Data Set Allocations                                        |

| _   JOBATAPE  Tape Data Set Allocations                                       |

| _   JOBAUREC  Unit Record Data Set Allocations                                |

| _   JOBAVIO   VIO Data Set Allocations                                        |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you enter a question mark (?) in the "name" field of the MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in
Figure 3-13, the Data Element Selection screen (Figure 3-20), which is the final screen in this series, is displayed.

This screen presents a full list of data elements within the MICS file that you specified. You can select data elements to
include in the resource element file by placing an S (SELECT) in the Cmd column that corresponds to the data element
you want to include in your capacity planning database file.

Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition

If you specify data selection from more than one MICS file through Option 2 on the Resource Element File menu that is
shown in Figure 3-10, also insert a cross-file data element definition step in your file definition. Select Option 3, Cross-File
Data Element Definition, to define data elements that are calculated from MICS or user-defined data elements from more
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than one file. This screen displays all the data elements, including the control data elements, that you selected from all
MICS files.

Figure 3-21. Cross-File Data Element Definition Screen

/---------------------  Cross-File Data Element Definition  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  R03 - sample resource element file               |

|                                                                              |

|Specify:                                          -------Line Commands--------|

| SAS exit stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                 | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|                                                  | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

| Expression stmts. ===> N (Y/N/R)                 | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                             RET  N    000   2   _____________|

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                             RET  N    000   2   _____________|

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                             RET  A    000   4   _____________|

| _  CPUPCBSY Pct Processor Bus                                                |

|                                             COMP N    050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                             RET  D    000   7   DATE9.       |

| ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The parameters for the Cross-File Data Element Definition screen are defined below:

Specify SAS exit stmts
The specification for assigning SAS statements to derive cross-file elements. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to define
cross-file data elements. (See Figure 3-22.)

Specify Expression stmts
The specification for defining Expression statements. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to define expression statements.

Cmd
The line commands are:

I
(insert) to insert a new data element.

R
(repeat) to repeat a data element.

S
(depend clauses and label) to specify independent data elements upon which this data element depends. See Figure
3-14.

C
(copy) to copy a data element.
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E
(expression) to create SAS code to calculate the value of this specific data element. See Figure 3-15.

D
(delete) to delete a data element.

Name
The name of the data element. This may be either the name of a MICS data element that exists in the input MICS file or
any valid SAS name, as described in the SAS manuals. If you want to define non-MICS data elements, choose variable
names that are descriptive of the values they represent.
When you first see this screen, it displays only the control data elements that are always present in your capacity planning
database file. If you attempt to modify these data elements, an error will occur. Define an additional row for each data
element that you want to include in your capacity planning database file by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd column of any
existing row.
If you are uncertain of the correct spelling of a MICS data element or if you would like to see a complete list of the MICS
data elements available in the MICS input file, type a question mark (?) in the name field to display the screen that is
shown in Figure 3-20.

Data Element Label (long name)
The data element label that is displayed on the Label CAP File and Data Element Selection screen and on many reports.
This label is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

D
The data element drop flag. Typing a D in this field makes the corresponding data element available for use in calculations
through the cross-file data element definition step of the capacity planning database file update, but drops the data
element from the resulting capacity planning database file. Leave the field blank to keep the corresponding data element
on the capacity planning database file.

Sum Type
The summarization type of the data element. Summarization types are:
RET (retain), ACCM (accumulate), MIN (minimum), MAX (maximum), and COMP (compute).

Data type
The type of data element. This is used to validate data values and usage for the data element. Valid types are
Alphanumeric (A), Numeric (N), Money (M), Time (T), Hex (H), Date (D), Time-of-day (TD), and Date-Time (DT). This
value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Order
Define the execution order of the data elements you defined by entering ordinal numeric values greater than 30.
Note: This is required if you are going to use this Resource Element file as input to a Meta file.
The order value is automatically defined for MICS data elements and Capacity Planner Control elements. Data elements
that require other data elements are automatically included in the Capacity Planner database file. In particular, two
variables could appear that will not show up in the output file: @@FIRST and @@LAST.

Len
The length of the data element. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Output Format
The SAS format that is used to print data element values. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Figure 3-22. SAS Statements Screen - Deriving Cross-file Data Elements

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   Cross-file data element derivation                            |

|                                                                              |
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|SAS Statements for the CAPMERG  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SET VARIABLES IN THE CROSS-FILE MERGE.       |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |

|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-22, you can code any valid SAS statements that conform to
the syntax described in the SAS manuals to derive non-MICS data elements.

The %MACRO CAPMERG and %MEND CAPMERG statements are provided for you and that they are field protected
from modification.

Figure 3-23. Converting Macros to Expression Statements

/----------------  Converting Macros to Expression Statements  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                              |

|Enter the variable names that are associated with the SAS statements shown    |

|below.                                                                        |

|                                                                              |

|Variable  SAS Statements in Macro                                             |

|-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|RATIO___ IF CPUTOBTM GT 0                                                     |

|RATIO___ THEN RATIO = PGACPUTM / CPUTOBTM;                                    |

|RATIO___ ELSE RATIO = .;                                                      |

|________                                                                      |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You use this screen (see Figure 3-23) to convert existing MACRO statements into Expression Statements that calculate
the value of a particular variable. In the example shown in Figure 3-23, the variable RATIO is a user-created data element
that corresponds to the ratio of Performance Group Activity (PGA) file CPU time that is consumed and the total Busy time
of the processor. By placing "RATIO" in the Variable Column of this screen the MICS Capacity Planner will automatically
associate these SAS Statements with RATIO. When you End from this display the MICS Capacity Planner will remove the
statements from the MACRO and move them into the Expression Statement table for the variable RATIO.

Screen Operation - Specification Processing

After you specify all of the parameters that are necessary to build your Capacity Planning database file, type END at the
Command prompt of the Resource Element File menu shown in Figure 3-10, and press ENTER or (usually) press the PF3
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key to display the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure 3-24. This screen lists the file definition steps
that you defined. You can change specifications for any step by typing an S on the Cmd column of the step you want to
change. In the same way, you can delete or repeat a step by typing D or R, respectively.

Figure 3-24. Resource Element File Screen

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ------Validation Required.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|File definition must be validated.  Enter VALIDATE to validate the file def.   |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE              |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE               |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Before you execute your resource element file definition inquiry, first validate it to ensure that you have defined all of the
necessary steps. For instance, if you specify more than one file and data element selection step, then the online facility
ensures that you also specify a cross-file data element definition step to cause the data from each of the file and data
element selection steps to be merged.

You can request validation of your resource element file definition inquiry by typing a V (or VALIDATE) at the Command
prompt of the Resource Element File screen and pressing ENTER. Diagnostic messages inform you that the inquiry has
been validated or why it cannot be validated so you can correct the inquiry step specifications and request validation
again.

If you are unable to validate your inquiry and want to defer correcting the problems until a later time, type END at the
Command prompt and press ENTER or (usually) press the PF3 key to save your unvalidated inquiry. The Capacity
Planning Data Base Files screen, which displays the resource element file definition inquiries in your catalog, is displayed.

After you validate your resource element file definition inquiry, you have an opportunity to execute the inquiry and update
the Capacity Planning database file by typing a Y at the Update Capacity Planning database file prompt and pressing
ENTER. The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-26 is displayed. After execution processing
is completed, the Resource Element File screen is redisplayed. After you are satisfied with all the specifications, type END
at the Command prompt to save your resource element file definition. The Capacity Planning Database File screen is then
redisplayed.
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Screen Operation - Modifying a Database Specification

After you define a resource element file definition, you can then modify it. The Resource Element File screen that is shown
in Figure 3-25 shows all of the specifications that you can use to manipulate resource element file definitions. You can
select a definition by typing an S (SELECT) in the Cmd column of the desired definition. You can also add a new definition
by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd column of any existing row or by specifying an R (REPEAT) in the Cmd column of a
specific row, causing that definition to be duplicated. You can then select the new definition and modify it to conform to
your requirements.

Figure 3-25. Resource Element File Screen

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE              |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE               |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Screen Operation - Executing a Database Specification

When you select a resource element file definition, including standard applications, for execution, the Update Capacity
Planning screen that is shown in Figure 3-26 is displayed.

Figure 3-26. Update Capacity Planning File Screen

 /----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  R03 - sample resource element file                |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ARCHIVE    (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> __ - __    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> 0          (0 to -99)                   |
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|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> ____       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the Update Capacity Planning File screen are described below:

Type of update
The specification for initializing or updating the Capacity Planning database file. If the resource element file does not exist
or if you plan to overwrite the current file, specify INITIALIZE. If you want to add to an existing file, specify UPDATE.
If you specify INITIALIZE and the file already exists, all historical and forecasted observations that you previously placed
in the file will be lost.

Replace existing file?
The specification for deleting an old file and replacing it with a new file. If you specify INITIALIZE and the file already
exists, set this parameter to Y (YES) to delete the old version and confirm your intent to initialize and replace. Otherwise,
specify N (NO).

Input data source
The specification for extracting online or archived data. Specify ONLINE if the data that you want to extract from the MICS
files is in the online portion of the MICS database. Specify ARCHIVE if you want the data to be read from a MICS history
archive tape.
Note: If any of the input files have an input timespan of DETAIL or DAYS, you might only use ONLINE as your input data
source.

MICS file cycle(s)
The MICS file cycles to be used as input to loading the resource element file if you specify ONLINE for Data source.

Archive generation number
The archive generations that you want to use as input if you specify ARCHIVE for data source.

Update starting date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis. The discussion of the following control parameter describes the options for controlling
date range selection.

Number of days/weeks/months to select
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations to be included in the analysis. Note that once
you specify the input file, the field name changes to reflect the timespan of the input file. When used along with the Start
date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:
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• If you specify only Update start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Update start
date is selected.

• If you specify both Update start date and Number of days/weeks/months, the date range for data selection begins with
the specified value for Start date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only Number of days/weeks/ months, the date range for data selection includes that number of days,
weeks, or months prior to the submit date.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations are selected when Update type is INITIALIZE. When
Update type is UPDATE, the default of 1 for Number of days/weeks/months updates the Capacity Planning database
file with data for the last day/week/month, based on the MICS calendar.

Mode of execution
The specification for executing the resource element file update. Specify BATCH to submit the resource element file
update as a batch job. Specify FOREGROUND to execute it immediately as an online SAS program.

List updated file contents?
The specification to execute a PROC CONTENTS and a PROC PRINT of the resource element file to be executed after
the database is updated. To do so, specify a Y (YES).

The MICS database Inquiry Execution screen appears showing the execution parameters that are available before the
dataBASE update job is submitted for processing. This screen and its control parameters and options are discussed in
detail in the Executing a File Definition Inquiry section.

CAP Resource Element File Case Studies

The Resource Element File case studies illustrate the use of the Capacity Planning resource element files.

These five case studies are presented in the sections that follow:

• Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis
• Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking
• JES Spool Activity
• Tracking Applications
• System Workload and Performance Profile

Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Resource Element Files)

This extended example of I/O workload analysis illustrates how to apply the capacity planning resource element files in
analyzing the I/O workload of an IBM 4381-2. You can also apply this study to track channel loadings on any MVS/370
system. The I/O subsystem of an XA processor does not uniquely identify a single channel path for a single I/O, so this
type of study does not apply to an MVS/XA system.

Problem Description

You can use the capacity planning resource element file to collect monthly historical data to analyze the growth in the
utilization of the base group of selector and block multiplexor channels on an IBM 9021-711. The scope of this study is to
determine if load growth requires the acquisition of the optional channel group.

The base channel group of a 9021-711 consists of one-byte multiplexor channel (channel 0) and five block multiplexor
channels (channels 1 though 5). Therefore, data is collected for channels 1 through 5 of the system. Two values
characterize the workload of each of these channels:

• The number of successful start I/Os (SIOs) issued by the channel. This value is provided by the MICS data element
PCASIO in the HARPCA File.

• The utilization (that is, percent busy) of the channel. This value is provided by the MICS data element PCAPCBSY in
the HARPCA File.
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The following section describes the design of the control stream that generates these values.

Control Stream Design

When you select a MICS file, such as the HARPCA file, as input to the resource element files, always consult the file
description in Database Structure and Content to ensure that the required data elements are not lost when the file is
sorted and summarized by the default sequence that is used by the capacity planning database generator. This sequence
is

 SYSID ZONE YEAR timespan

 

For the HARPCA File, the summary sequence for the MONTHS timespan is:

 SYSID CHANNEL CPUID YEAR MONTH ZONE

 

If the HARPCA file is summarized by the default sequence, the data for the individual channels is summarized into
one meaningless observation unless you add CHANNEL to the summary sequence of the file. Since the system is a
uniprocessor, the CPUID is unimportant.

The program initially selects the data elements that you specify from the MICS file. In the data selection step, the program
invokes the user-defined selection exits. These exit macros perform two functions:

• Deleting unnecessary observations to reduce the processing requirements of the program
• Calculating user-defined data elements

For this extended example, the selection exit is used to delete the observations for the channels that are not involved in
the study. While in this example deleting the unnecessary channel observations represents only a small potential savings,
the exit macros are introduced to remind you of the potential resource savings when files like the BATJOB or BATPGM
files are processed.

After the HARPCA data is summarized, one record for each unique SYSID ZONE YEAR MONTH CHANNEL sequence
exists in the file. This data set is processed by a data step that invokes the user-supplied summary logic that is coded in
the summary exit macro. The user-supplied summary logic is used to assign the PCASIO and PCAPCBSY values to the
user-defined data elements for the individual channels.

For this example, the user-defined data elements are the following:

• CHAN1BS & CHAN1CNT - the  utilization and SIO values for channel 1
• CHAN2BS & CHAN2CNT - the  utilization and SIO values for channel 2
• CHAN3BS & CHAN3CNT - the  utilization and SIO values for channel 3
• CHAN4BS & CHAN4CNT - the  utilization and SIO values for channel 4
• CHAN5BS & CHAN5CNT - the  utilization and SIO values for channel 5

These values are assigned by testing the value of the CHANNEL data element and then assigning the PCASIO and
PCAPCBSY values to the user-defined data elements.

After the data step in which the user summary exit is invoked, the observations are sorted into the default summary
sequence for the final merge step. This summary sequence is

 SYSID ZONE YEAR timespan

 

The records are then merged with the default sequence key. After the records are merged, the program drops the
summary and drop variables, resulting in a single record produced for each month that contains the five channel
utilizations (CHAN1BS through CHAN5BS) and the five SIO counts (CHAN1CNT through CHAN5CNT).
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Control Parameters

Figures 3-27 through 3-38 show the control screens that were used to create and execute this resource element file
definition example.

Figure 3-27. Specifying Parameters for the Resource Element File

 /----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> Y       (Y/N)                                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The specifications on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-27 do the following:

1. Set the timespan to MONTHS.
2. Set the summary level to ZONE.

Figure 3-28. Specifying Common Data Selection

 /---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 1                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure 3-27.

Figure 3-29. Common Data Selection Screen

 /---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> TSO1 TSO2 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> 1 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-29 specifies that observations with SYSIDs that are equal
to TSO1 or TSO2, and with ZONEs 1 or 2 are to be included in the resource element data file. No user-defined common
data selection statements are to be specified.

Figure 3-30. Selecting MICS Files and Data Elements

 /---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure
3-30.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen shown in Figures 3-31 and 3-32 specifies that the MICS PCA file in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file are listed. A Y specified for
the Specify MICS file processing exits parameter indicates that user-defined logic for selecting specific channels is to be
used.

Figure 3-31. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

 /--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                        |

|CA MICS file       ===> PCA    (fff) -  PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> CHANNEL_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  CHANNEL  Physical Channel                                                 |

|                                          D RET  A    050   2   _____________ |

| _  CHAN1BS  Channel 1 Busy                                                   |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   PERCENT______ |

| _  CHAN1CNT Channel 1 Start                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  CHAN2BS  Channel 2 Busy                                                   |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   PERCENT______ |

| _  CHAN2CNT Channel 2 Start                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  CHAN3BS  Channel 3 Busy                                                   |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   PERCENT______ |

| _  CHAN3CNT Channel 3 Start                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 3-31. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

 /--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                        |

|CA MICS file       ===> PCA    (fff) -  PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> CHANNEL_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  CHAN4BS  Channel 4 Busy                                                   |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   PERCENT       |

| _  CHAN4CNT Channel 4 Start                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  CHAN5BS  Channel 5 Busy                                                   |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   PERCENT______ |

| _  CHAN5CNT Channel 5 Start                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  PCAPCBSY                                                                  |

|                                          D COMP N    050   5   PERCENT______ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 3-32. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 3

 /--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                        |

|CA MICS file       ===> PCA    (fff) -  PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> CHANNEL_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |
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| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  PCASIO   Successful I/Os                                                  |

|                                          D ACCM N    050  13   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Cent                                                     |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 3-33. MICS File Processing Exits Menu

 /----------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: PCA - PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                   |

|   (convert SAS stmts to expression stmts)                                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-33 indicates that both data selection and data element
derivation logic are to be defined by the user.

Figure 3-34. Selecting File-Unique Data

 /---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PCA - PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE|

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSLCT  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THIS PARTICULAR FILE.                 |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF CHANNEL = '1' OR CHANNEL = '2' OR CHANNEL = '3' OR                  |

|000002    CHANNEL = '4' OR CHANNEL = '5';                                     |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-34 shows the SAS statements that are to be used to subset the input data to
observations for channels 1 through 5 only.

Figure 3-35. Deriving New Data Elements

 /--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PCS - PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE|

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF CHANNEL = '1' THEN CHAN1BS + PCAPCBSY;                              |

|000002 IF CHANNEL = '1' THEN CHAN1CNT + PCASIO;                               |

|000003 IF CHANNEL = '2' THEN CHAN2BS + PCAPCBSY;                              |

|000004 IF CHANNEL = '2' THEN CHAN2CNT + PCASIO;                               |

|000005 IF CHANNEL = '3' THEN CHAN3BS + PCAPCBSY;                              |

|000006 IF CHANNEL = '3' THEN CHAN3CNT + PCASIO;                               |

|000007 IF CHANNEL = '4' THEN CHAN4BS + PCAPCBSY;                              |

|000008 IF CHANNEL = '4' THEN CHAN4CNT + PCASIO;                               |

|000009 IF CHANNEL = '5' THEN CHAN5BS + PCAPCBSY;                              |

|000010 IF CHANNEL = '5' THEN CHAN5CNT + PCASIO;                               |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-35 shows the SAS statements that are to be used to define the new data
elements. CHANxBS is the Channel Busy percentage for channel x while CHANxCNT is the SIO count for the same
channel.

Figure 3-36. Validating the Inquiry

 /---------------------------  Resource Element File  --------Inquiry Validated.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |
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|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   Common Data Selection                                                     |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: PCA - PHYSICAL CHANNEL ACTIVITY FILE            |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

After the resource element file definition parameters are specified, the Resource Element File screen is used to validate
the inquiry. Figure 3-36 shows this screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

 Figure 3-37. Saving the Inquiry 

 /-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.-\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the    |

|file.                                                                          |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO) |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.            |

|                                                                               |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-37 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-38. Executing the Inquiry

 /----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\
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|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  CHN - I/O Channel Example                         |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ONLINE     (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> 01 - 12    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> 12__       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Cycles 1 through 12 are specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File
screen shown in Figure 3-38. The updated resource element file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

The following Figure 3-39 Resource Element File Contents Report shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT
of the updated data set.

Figure 3-39 Resource Element File Contents Report

                                              CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

  

 OBS  DATE   MONTH SYSID YEAR ZONE CHAN1BS CHAN1CNT CHAN2BS CHAN2CNT CHAN3BS CHAN3CNT CHAN4BS CHAN4CNT CHAN5BS

 CHAN5CNT

  

  1 30SEP97   9   TSO1   97   1    5.3569 10283160 18.9219 12621388 18.8242 16971048  7.2551  3640411 15.7917

 11882418

  2 30OCT97  10   TSO1   97   1    5.5168 11306966 19.4883 13861055 19.6445 18385386  7.3911  3822387 14.7969

 12860633

  3 30NOV97  11   TSO1   97   1    6.3586 11414859 19.7500 11717108 20.2109 16663774  9.9683  4338143 15.9124

 11743581

  4 31DEC97  12   TSO1   97   1    5.3074  9976870 18.0391 12327566 18.5586 16800745  8.8547  5247391 14.6099

 12510012

  5 29JAN98   1   TSO1   98   1    6.0647 10611907 18.9922 11156555 19.3750 16185623  8.9697  4257223 15.6548

 12071368

  6 26FEB98   2   TSO1   98   1    6.3376 10960937 23.0977 12830799 18.8438 15257229 11.1433  5641456 16.2344

 12076524
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  7 31MAR98   3   TSO1   98   1    5.4783 10025924 19.6797 12843967 16.9063 13669835  9.5486  5318293 14.8582

 12186976

  8 30APR98   4   TSO1   98   1    4.7642  9870709 17.9570 13093325 15.2307 14904987  7.6726  5033416 14.3140

 14355185

  9 28MAY98   5   TSO1   98   1    4.5576  8851487 17.7852 11399322 15.6868 13645679  8.2495  4494512 14.5493

 15011392

 10 30JUN98   6   TSO1   98   1    4.9968 10545954 17.5703 12099310 15.7957 14443173  9.2905  5437664 15.1023

 17176448

 11 30JUL98   7   TSO1   98   1    6.9377 14139601 21.0313 13436249 18.6172 15858031 11.7161  6582489 17.7891

 17421158

 12 31AUG98   8   TSO1   98   1    8.5986 14220067 30.9336 17448773 15.0393 14690555 10.7354  6879567 15.3848

 18042957

 13 30SEP97   9   TSO1   97   2    3.6626  3844805 21.0391  9137237 25.5938 12868504  9.1514  4359236 16.0000

 10247086

 14 30OCT97  10   TSO1   97   2    3.6033  4058408 21.1641  9761257 23.7773 12025920  8.2043  3752326 14.9243

 10098182

 15 30NOV97  11   TSO1   97   2    3.5081  3559998 21.0078  8160196 26.0352 11506972  9.4600  3786755 15.9133

  9260268

 16 31DEC97  12   TSO1   97   2    2.6174  3018221 22.1406 10373391 30.1250 12866071 11.2361  4973300 16.9727

 11058613

 17 29JAN98   1   TSO1   98   2    2.0652  2197819 18.7461  8134965 24.0313 10484711  8.0525  3572788 15.1262

  8586867

 18 26FEB98   2   TSO1   98   2    2.4753  2669361 21.7070  8721177 24.9844 11027921 10.0513  4014299 16.1367

  9080303

 19 31MAR98   3   TSO1   98   2    1.9980  2196140 18.5313  7999537 22.3164 11310782  9.1003  3852128 13.9209

  8682421

 20 30APR98   4   TSO1   98   2    1.5474  1753226 17.7422  7390090 20.3477  9696053  7.9121  3435097 14.7136

  9351902

 21 28MAY98   5   TSO1   98   2    1.5369  1670242 16.2227  6574310 18.8555  9463561  8.3237  3304728 13.3713

  8148197

 22 30JUN98   6   TSO1   98   2    2.0928  2596361 17.6797  7756252 21.4180 11278067  9.4841  3893271 15.0049

  9578109

 23 30JUL98   7   TSO1   98   2    3.1802  3551786 20.6289  7575368 26.1992 13215648 11.2686  3863744 14.9900

  8710056

 24 31AUG98   8   TSO1   98   2    3.3550  3475517 30.0859 10478833 23.7578 10705401 11.3088  4154695 13.9648

  8859281

 25 30SEP97   9   TSO2   97   1    5.8586  4117146 19.7070 19625621 20.8047 22304391 12.7476  9302529 10.8057

 12295717

 26 30OCT97  10   TSO2   97   1   14.7346  2722390 19.8320 20338573 19.9375 22521512 15.4590 11686631 10.7395

 12889200

 27 30NOV97  11   TSO2   97   1   13.7773  3809002 14.9670 15289886 18.5938 19254275 12.3804  8388867  8.9019

 10402395

 28 31DEC97  12   TSO2   97   1   10.0374  4721964 13.4104 13712714 16.6367 17817953 15.4211 10188718  9.0366

 12847178

 29 29JAN98   1   TSO2   98   1   12.7666  5548874 16.8281 13845993 17.6797 18586811 12.6563  8258431  9.9780

 15816183

 30 26FEB98   2   TSO2   98   1   10.8706  7771787 16.3789 13405987 15.9539 17237412 13.2949 10653306 10.2646

 17803695

 31 31MAR98   3   TSO2   98   1   13.4224  9735884 15.5269 14151218 15.9382 17819024 14.6516 10932092  9.5662

 17208264

 32 30APR98   4   TSO2   98   1   11.6868  5365007 13.5408 13405430 13.8350 17208020 13.9941 10965281  8.9309

 18366040
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 33 28MAY98   5   TSO2   98   1    8.6855  6873986 14.3179 13105377 13.7134 15188405 13.4080  9084066 10.0325

 18941408

 34 30JUN98   6   TSO2   98   1   10.0339  7030206 15.9690 14749902 14.5276 16348721 16.5117 10999226 10.6196

 20710472

 35 30JUL98   7   TSO2   98   1    8.2434  7093482 14.4727 13043652 13.4624 14116174 15.6594 10289280  8.7729

 17823803

 36 31AUG98   8   TSO2   98   1   13.1682  9970887 24.8711 17365170 13.7458 13949379 12.1421  9414241  8.8535

 15638684

 37 30SEP97   9   TSO2   97   2    2.7336   880241 18.6016  9049081 25.0039 10550887 10.5205  3584787 11.0811

  6455642

 38 30OCT97  10   TSO2   97   2    7.3264   679033 21.8281  9497450 24.7461 10452369 14.0229  4612623 10.7666

  6382688

 39 30NOV97  11   TSO2   97   2    6.6284   784134 17.5781  7030350 21.5352  8291186  8.3538  2943352 11.3120

  5859400

 40 31DEC97  12   TSO2   97   2    4.1448   858595 13.8445  5741095 16.3867  6745006  9.0964  3310562  8.4487

  5035398

 41 29JAN98   1   TSO2   98   2    4.4250   956579 18.9531  7723973 21.4648  8545945 10.4185  3550842 11.7129

  6831805

 42 26FEB98   2   TSO2   98   2    3.6133  1217462 20.1680  7515701 20.2422  7863046 13.5088  4195880 13.0649

  7158157

 43 31MAR98   3   TSO2   98   2    6.2932  2400223 23.8320  9675267 25.9297 11585347 15.1511  5334095 14.5879

  8925649

 44 30APR98   4   TSO2   98   2    4.4189  1045310 22.6758  8853916 22.8203 10761397 15.0293  4769231 12.6448

  7748332

 45 28MAY98   5   TSO2   98   2    3.0962  1307297 20.6953  7138379 22.4414  9365947 14.7139  3981306 13.8040

  7103022

 46 30JUN98   6   TSO2   98   2    3.2813  1239208 22.0625  8164637 20.7148  9408193 14.6201  4561230 12.8960

  7367164

 47 30JUL98   7   TSO2   98   2    2.0996   896128 18.2734  5934381 16.2227  6571253 14.1196  3805317  8.7349

  5075665

 48 31AUG98   8   TSO2   98   2    3.4624  1362194 26.0430  7640659 17.9375  5866009 14.2581  3940249  9.8955

  4596676

 

Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element Files)

In this performance group/period workload tracking example, an analytic model was developed using the MICS MVS
Model Generator to represent the peak morning and afternoon hours workload (that is, 8 AM to 9AM and 2PM to 3PM) of
a 3083 CPU, SYSID TSO1.

Problem Description

The following chart represents the workloads that were defined to the model:

WORKLOAD PERFORMANCE GROUPS AND/OR PERIODS
1 - Period 1 TSO Performance Group 2 Period 1
2 - Period 2 TSO Performance Group 2 Period 2
3 - Period 3 TSO Performance Group 2 Period 3
4 - Period 4 TSO Performance Group 2 Period 4
5 - Period 5 TSO Performance Group 2 Period 5
6 - Development TSO Performance Group 7
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7 - JES Performance Group 62
8 - Overhead All Other Performance Groups

Although the analytic model was validated for the selected period, there are still two other questions that must be
answered:

• Is the selected day representative of the same time periods on other days?
• How can the workload transaction arrival rates be expected to grow in the future?

A resource element file was used to collect 12 weeks of data from ZONE 1 (Monday through Friday prime shift) for the
workload. You can compare these values to the transaction counts reported for the modeled interval to see if the modeled
interval is similar to the historical data. (Later in this document, we show how you can use the workload forecasting
program to estimate the future values of the workload transaction arrival rates.) These values are assigned by testing
the value of the CHANNEL data element and then assigning the PCASIO and PCAPCBSY values to the user-defined
data elements. After the data step in which the user summary exit is invoked, the observations are sorted into the default
summary sequence for the final merge step. This summary sequence is SYSID ZONE YEAR timespan The records
are then merged with the default sequence key. After the records are merged, the program drops the summary and
drop variables, resulting in a single record that is produced for each month that contains the five channel utilizations
(CHAN1BS through CHAN5BS) and the five SIO counts (CHAN1CNT through CHAN5CNT).

Control Parameters

Figures 3-40 through 3-55 show the control screens that we used to create and execute this resource element file
example.

Figure 3-40. Specifying Parameters for the Resource Element File

/----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> WEEKS   (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 weeks)                           |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 weeks)                           |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> N       (Y/N)                                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The specifications on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-40 do the following:

• Set the timespan to WEEKS
• Set the summary level to ZONE

Figure 3-41. Specifying Common Data Selection
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/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 1                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure 3-41.

Figure 3-42. Common Data Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> TSO1 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> 08 - 09   14 - 15   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-42 specifies that observations with SYSIDs that are equal
to TSO1, ZONE 1, and HOURs 8 and 14 are to be included in the resource element file.

Figure 3-43. Selecting MICS Files and Data Elements

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure
3-43.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-44 specifies that the MICS PPA file in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file or to be used to derive
non-MICS data elements are listed.

Figure 3-44. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

|CA MICS file       ===> PPA    (fff) -  MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD ACTIVITY FILE  |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> PERFPER_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |
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|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  PERFPER  Perf Group Period                                                |

|                                          D RET  N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  PPATTX   Trans Terminated                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050  13   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  WEEK     Week of Year                                                     |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  WKL01    Period 1 TSO                                                     |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120  13   _____________ |

| _  WKL02    Period 2 TSO                                                     |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120  13   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-44. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

|CA MICS file       ===> PPA    (fff) -  MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD ACTIVITY FILE  |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> PERFPER_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  WKL03    Period 3 TSO                                                     |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   13   ____________ |

| _  WKL04    Period 4 TSO                                                     |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   13   ____________ |

| _  WKL05    Period 5 TSO                                                     |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   13   ____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000    2   ____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000    1   ____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-45. MICS File Processing Exits Menu
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/----------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD ACTIVITY |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                   |

|   (convert SAS stmts to expression stmts.)                                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-45 indicates that both data selection and data element
derivation logic are to be defined by the user.

Figure 3-46. Selecting File-Unique Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD        |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSLCT  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THIS PARTICULAR FILE.                 |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF PERFGRP = 2;                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSLCT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-46 shows the SAS statements that are used to subset the input data to
observations for performance group 2 only.

Figure 3-47. Deriving New Data Elements

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\
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|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD        |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF PERFPER = 1 THEN WKL01 + PPATTX ;                                   |

|000002 IF PERFPER = 2 THEN WKL02 + PPATTX ;                                   |

|000003 IF PERFPER = 3 THEN WKL03 + PPATTX ;                                   |

|000004 IF PERFPER = 4 THEN WKL04 + PPATTX ;                                   |

|000005 IF PERFPER = 5 THEN WKL05 + PPATTX ;                                   |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-47 shows the SAS statements that are used to define the new data elements.
WRK0x is the transaction count for workload x.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-48 specifies that the MICS PGA file in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file or to be used to derive
non-MICS data elements are listed.

Figure 3-48. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

|CA MICS file       ===> PGA    (fff) -  MVS PERFORMANCE GROUP ACTIVITY FILE   |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> PERFGRP_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  PERFGRP  Perf Group Number                                                |

|                                          D RET  N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  PPATTX   Trans Terminated                                                 |

|                                          D ACCM N    050   13   ____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  WEEK     Week of Year                                                     |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  WKL06    Development TSO                                                  |
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|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  WKL07    JES                                                              |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-48. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

|CA MICS file       ===> PGA    (fff) -  MVS PERFORMANCE GROUP ACTIVITY FILE   |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> PERFGRP_                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  WKL08    Overhead                                                         |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-49. MICS File Processing Exits Menu

/----------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: PGA - MVS PERFORMANCE GROUP ACTIVITY  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                   |

|   (convert SAS stmts to expression stmts.)                                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-49 indicates that the data element derivation logic is to be
defined by the user.

Figure 3-50. Deriving New Data Elements

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD        |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF PERFGRP EQ 7 THEN WKL06 + PGATTX ;                                  |

|000002 ELSE IF PERFGRP EQ 62 THEN WKL07 + PGATTX ;                            |

|000003 ELSE IF PERFGRP NE 2 THEN WKL08 + PGATTX ;                             |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-50 shows the SAS statements that are used to define the new data elements.
WRK0x is the transaction count for workload x.

Figure 3-51. Specifying a Cross-File Data Element Definition

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 3                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 3, Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in
Figure 3-51.

Figure 3-52. Deriving Cross-File Data Elements

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD        |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPMERG Macro                                          |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SET VARIABLES IN THE CROSS-FILE MERGE.       |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 WKL01 = WKL01 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000002 WKL02 = WKL02 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000003 WKL03 = WKL03 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000004 WKL04 = WKL04 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000005 WKL05 = WKL05 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000006 WKL06 = WKL06 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000007 WKL07 = WKL07 / 10 ;                                                   |

|000008 WKL08 = WKL08 / 10 ;                                                   |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-52 specifies the SAS statements for performing calculations on
data elements from more than one MICS input file.

Figure 3-53. Executing the Inquiry

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  --------Inquiry Validated.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |
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| _   Common Data Selection                                                     |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: PPA - MVS PERFORMANCE PERIOD ACTIVITY FILE      |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: PGA - MVS PERFORMANCE GROUP ACTIVITY FILE       |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the resource element file definition parameters are specified, the Resource Element File screen is used to validate
the inquiry. Figure 3-53 shows this screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-54. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  ------- Confirm Save.-\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the   |

|file.                                                                         |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO)|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Instructions:                                                                 |

|                                                                              |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.           |

|                                                                              |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Update Capacity Planning File that is shown in Figure 3-54 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be executed.

Figure 3-55. Executing the Inquiry

/----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PRF - Performance Group Example                   |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |
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|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ONLINE     (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> 01 - 09    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> 9___       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cycles 1 through 9 are specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen
that is shown in Figure 3-55. The updated resource element file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

The following figure shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT of the updated data set.

Figure 3-56 Resource Element File Contents Report

                                         CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

 

OBS    DATE     SYSID   WEEK   YEAR   ZONE   WKL06    WKL07   WKL08     WKL01    WKL02    WKL03   WKL04  

 WKL05

 

  1   25JUL98   TSO1     30     98     1     2565.9    0.0    1301.3   11102.5   1270.9   45.0     0.4     1.4

  2   31JUL98   TSO1     31     98     1     2155.1    0.0    1352.6   11026.7   1251.8   49.3     0.6     0.8

  3   07AUG98   TSO1     32     98     1     2148.7    0.0    1387.4   11232.2   1247.4   47.3     0.6     1.6

  4   14AUG98   TSO1     33     98     1     2297.2    0.2     753.6   10096.8   1201.9   45.5     0.3     1.1

  5   21AUG98   TSO1     34     98     1     2254.0    0.0     615.7   10604.8   1361.2   66.9     0.1     0.6

  6   28AUG98   TSO1     35     98     1     2169.1    0.0     573.3   10192.3   1226.0   41.5     0.4     0.8

  7   04SEP98   TSO1     36     98     1     2960.0    0.0     760.1   11505.6   1230.3   63.8     0.1     1.8

  8   11SEP98   TSO1     37     98     1     1743.2    0.0     431.1    8881.0   1263.0   50.0     0.4     3.6

  9   18SEP98   TSO1     38     98     1     2283.9    0.0     484.5   11927.8   1123.4   38.8     0.2     1.7

JES Spool Activity (Resource Element Files)

The JES spool activity case study illustrates how to use the MICS Capacity Planner to create a resource element file for
tracking the print load of remote printers.

Problem Description

For this case study, a resource element file was created to track the print load of seven remote printers for a shared spool
JES2 installation.
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The remote printers that are used in this study are listed below:

Remote Number Location
0 Computer Center, JES LOCAL
12 Engineering
34 Systems Programming
80 Tech Services
91 Production Control
93 Refinery
96 Application Development

The case study addresses the following areas:

• Summarizing multiple ZONEs and SYSIDs
• Using a selection macro to limit the volume of data processed by the program. Rather than summarizing the data

for all the remote printers, a selection macro excludes observations for remote printers other than the seven being
considered in the study.

Control Parameters

Figures 3-57 through 3-68 show the control screens that we used to create and execute this resource element file
example.

Figure 3-57. Specifying Parameters for the Resource Element File

/----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> N       (Y/N)                                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The specifications on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-57 do the following:

• Set the primary summarization to MONTHS
• Set the secondary summarization to ZONE

Figure 3-58. Specifying Common Data Selection
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/--------------------------  Resource Element File  ----------------------------\

|Option ===> 1                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File that is shown in Figure 3-58.

Figure 3-59. Common Data Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> TSO1 TSO2 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> Y (Y/N/R)                    |
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-59 specifies that observations with SYSIDs that are equal
to TSO1 or TSO2 are to be included in the resource element file. SAS statements are specified to further control data
selection.

Figure 3-60. Selecting Common Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements   --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: JES - JES SPOOL                     |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT   Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE. |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001 IF ROUTE = 000 OR ROUTE = 012 OR ROUTE = 034 OR                        |

|000002    ROUTE = 080 OR ROUTE = 091 OR ROUTE = 093 OR                        |

|000003    ROUTE = 096 ;                                                       |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-60 shows the route code values that were selected to be included in the resource
element file.

Figure 3-61. Selecting MICS Files and Data Elements

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in
Figure 3-61.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figures 3-62 and 3-63 specifies that the MICS SPL
file in database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file or to be used to derive
non-MICS data elements are listed. User-defined logic is to be supplied via one of the MICS file processing exits.

 Figure 3-62. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                          |

|CA MICS file       ===> SPL    (fff) -  BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ROUTE___                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  ROUTE    Route Number                                                     |

|                                          D RET  N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7________ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  RMTLOCLR Local Print Lines                                                |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  RMT012LR Remote 012 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  RMT034LR Remote 034 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

Figure 3-62. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                          |

|CA MICS file       ===> SPL    (fff) -  BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ROUTE___                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||
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|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  RMT080LR Remote 080 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  RMT091LR Remote 091 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  RMT093LR Remote 093 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  RMT096LR Remote 096 Lines                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM N    120   7   _____________ |

| _  SPLNLR   Logical Writer                                                   |

|                                          D ACCM N    050  13   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-63. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 3

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                          |

|CA MICS file       ===> SPL    (fff) -  BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE        |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ROUTE___                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-64. MICS File Processing Exits Menu

/----------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: SPL - BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE  |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                   |

|   (convert SAS stmts to expression stmts)                                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-64 indicates that the data element derivation logic is to be
defined by the user.

Figure 3-65. Selecting File-Unique Data

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: JES - JES SPOOL                     |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF ROUTE = 000 THEN RMTLOCLR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000002 IF ROUTE = 012 THEN RMT012LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000003 IF ROUTE = 034 THEN RMT034LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000004 IF ROUTE = 080 THEN RMT080LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000005 IF ROUTE = 091 THEN RMT091LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000006 IF ROUTE = 093 THEN RMT093LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|000007 IF ROUTE = 096 THEN RMT096LR + SPNLR ;                                 |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-65 shows the SAS statements that are used to subset the input data to ROUTEs
under consideration only, and to derive new data elements to hold the values for the number of print lines for each of the
remote printers of interest.

Figure 3-66. Validating the Inquiry
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/---------------------------  Resource Element File  --------Inquiry Validated.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   Common Data Selection                                                     |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: SPL - BATCH USER SPOOL ACTIVITY FILE            |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the resource element file definition parameters are specified, the Resource Element File is used to validate the
inquiry. Figure 3-66 shows this screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-67. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.-\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the    |

|file.                                                                          |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO) |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.            |

|                                                                               |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-67 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-68. Executing the Inquiry

/----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  JES - JES Spool Example                           |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ONLINE     (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> 01 - 05    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> 5___       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

Cycles 1 through 5 are specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen
that is shown in Figure 3-68. The updated resource element file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

The following figure 3-69 Resource Element File Contents Report shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT of
the updated data set.

                                                   CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

 

 OBS   DATE     MONTH   SYSID   YEAR   ZONE   RMTLOCLR    RMT012LR    RMT034LR   RMT080LR   RMT091LR  

 RMT093LR   RMT096LR

 

  1   31MAY98     5     SPOL     98     A     170892378   1878785      257370     120771    17080144   

 9607193   3464558

  2   30JUN98     6     SPOL     98     A     181624570   1803782      440657     126215    13941631   

 9232379   2415886

  3   31JUL98     7     SPOL     98     A     178294112   1637214      418027     101766    15656930  

 10687353   1799042
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  4   31AUG98     8     SPOL     98     A     183922396   1828908      541960     117295     7790766   

 8053527    392477

  5   30SEP98     9     SPOL     98     A     174622520    502184       62965       3468     2071539   

 1723890    109273

CAP Tracking Applications

The tracking applications case study illustrates how to create a resource element file that describes the resource
requirements of a payroll application from the MONTHS timespan of the BATJOB File.

Problem Description

The tracking applications case study addresses the following areas:

• Summarizing multiple SYSIDs and ZONEs into a composite SYSID and ZONE. Although you may typically expect
an application to run during a specific zone or on a specific processor, summarizing data from all zones and systems
prevents the loss of data when the application runs in an unexpected manner.

• Using a selection exit to limit the volume of data that is processed by the program. Rather than summarizing the data
for all jobs, the selection exit retains data for the application being studied and excludes data for all of the other jobs.

Identifying applications in the MONTHS timespan of the BATJOB File depends on the way that you define the BATJOB
File accounting fields. In the test installation, applications are identified by two three-character account codes (ACCTNO1
and ACCTNO2). The payroll application is identified by the account codes P39 and 028. We chose the following data
elements to characterize the application for this case study:

Data Element Description
JOBTCBTM Total TCB CPU time used by the application
JOBSRBTM Total SRB CPU time used by the application
JOBNLR Total lines printed by the application
JOBMXWSS The maximum working set size of the application
JOBCOUNT The total number of jobs executed during the month
JOBSTEPS The total number of job steps executed during the month
JOBSYSAB The total number of system ABENDs experienced by the

application during the month
JOBUSRAB The total number of user ABENDs experienced by the application

during the month

Although these data elements do not provide a complete characterization of all resources that are used by the application,
they are examples of key indicators that capacity planners would find interesting. The MICS BATJOB File contains many
other data elements which you could select to augment this capacity database file, based on your own interest.

Control Parameters

Figures 3-70 through 3-78 show the control screens that we used to create and execute this resource element file
example.

Figure 3-70. Resource Element File Definition Screen

/----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |
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|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 months)                          |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 months)                          |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> N       (Y/N)                                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The specifications on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-70 do the following:

• Set the timespan to MONTHS
• Set the summary level to ZONE

Figure 3-71. Selecting Common Data

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 1                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure 3-71.

Figure 3-72. Common Data Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\
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|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> TSO1 TSO2 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> Y (Y/N/R)                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-72 specifies that observations with SYSIDs that are equal
to TSO1 or TSO2 are to be included in the resource element data file. SAS statements are specified to further control data
selection.

Figure 3-73. Common Data Selection Screen

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: PAY - PAYROLL APPLICATION           |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT   Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE. |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001 IF ACCTN01 = 'P39' AND ACCTN02 = '028' ;                               |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-73 is specified to further subset the input file by selecting
observations for a particular pair of account numbers only.

Figure 3-74. Selecting MICS Files and Data Elements

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |
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|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in
Figure 3-74.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-75 specifies that the MICS JOB file in
database complex P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file are listed.

Figure 3-75. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                |

|CA MICS file       ===> JOB    (fff) -  BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE          |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7________ |

| _  JOBCOUNT Job Executions                                                   |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  JOBMXWSS Max Step Work Set                                                |

|                                          _ MAX  N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  JOBNLR   Total Log. Writer                                                |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   13  _____________ |
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| _  JOBSRBTM Job SRB CPU Time                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM T    050   10  TIME14.2_____ |

| _  JOBSTEPS Number of Steps                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   10  _____________ |

| _  JOBSYSAB Job System Abends                                                |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   5   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-75. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                |

|CA MICS file       ===> JOB    (fff) -  BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE          |

|Input Time-Span    ===> MONTHS (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  JOBTCBTM Job TCB CPU Time                                                 |

|                                          _ ACCM T    050   10  TIME14.2_____ |

| _  JOBUSRAB Job User Abends                                                  |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   5   _____________ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-76. Validating the Inquiry

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  --------Inquiry Validated.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |
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|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   Common Data Selection                                                     |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: JOB - BATCH USER JOB ACTIVITY FILE              |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the resource element file definition parameters are specified, the Resource Element File screen is used to validate
the inquiry. Figure 3-76 shows this screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-77. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.-\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the    |

|file.                                                                          |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO) |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.            |

|                                                                               |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Update Capacity Planning file screen that is shown in Figure 3-77 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-78. Executing the Inquiry

/----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |
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|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  PAY - Payroll Application Example                 |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ONLINE     (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> 01 - 05    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> 5___       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cycles 1 through 5 are specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen
that is shown in Figure 3-78. The updated resource element file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

The following figure 3-79 shows the output that is created by the PROCPRINT of the updated data set.

3-79 Resource Element File Contents Report

                                               CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

 

 

 OBS   DATE    JOBCOUNT  JOBNLR   JOBSRBTM   JOBSTEPS  JOBSYSAB   JOBTCBTM    JOBUSRAB  JOBMXWSS  MONTH  SYSID

  YEAR  ZONE

 

  1   31MAY98    470      69572  0:49:06.09    1725       10     16:56:39.10      9        280      5    TSOA

    98    A

  2   30JUN98    682      44740  1:09:51.00    2190       46     21:30:41.10     20        491      6    TSOA

    98    A

  3   31JUL98    556      78848  1:04:02.63    1439       33     19:55:22.87     13        724      7    TSOA

    98    A

  4   31AUG98    718     153084  1:04:57.95    1618       57     20:01:14.77     26        608      8    TSOA

    98    A

  5   30SEP98    559      57062  0:56:43.29    1495       24     17:10:10.31     32       1599      9    TSOA

    98    A
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System Workload and Performance Profile (Resource Element Files)

The system workload and performance profile case study illustrates how to combine data elements from multiple MICS
files into a single capacity planning database file to allow you to track system workload and performance levels.

Problem Description

For this example, we selected the following seven data elements from three MICS files:

Data Element MICS File Comments
CPUMPBS HARCPU Average CPU multi-processor busy. This

user defined data element is computed
from CPUPC0BS and CPUPC1BS, which
are the percent busy values for CPUs 0 and
1, respectively.

CPUMXT HARCPU The maximum number of TSO users
PAGPSSPG SCPPAG Average pages per second for the system.
TSONOLOG TSOTSO Total number of TSO logons.
TSOUPTM TSOTSO TSO up time.
TSOAVSTM TSOTSO TSO average short response time.
TSOAVTTM TSOTSO Average response time for all TSO

commands.

Although these data elements do not provide a complete performance and workload report for the system, they provide an
overview of the system's activities and illustrate how you can use the capacity planning database generator to assemble
data elements from a variety of MICS files.

Control Parameters

Figures 3-80 through 3-91 show the control screens used to create and execute this resource element file example.

Figure 3-80. Resource Element File Definition Screen

/----------------------  Resource Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|          CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|               Primary   ===> WEEKS   (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                      |

|               Secondary ===> ZONE    (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)                |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained  ===> 60      (1-9999 weeks)                           |

|Age of oldest forecast   ===> 24      (1-9999 weeks)                           |

|History cycles           ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|Forecast cycles          ===> 3       (1-99 cycles)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report          ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|   Contents reports      ===> N       (YES/NO)                                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===> N       (Y/N)                                    |
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The specifications on the Resource Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-80 do the following:

• Set the timespan to WEEKS
• Set the summary level to ZONE

Figure 3-81. Specifying Common Data

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 1                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in Figure 3-81.

Figure 3-82. Common Data Selection Screen

/---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> TSO1 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                      (1 - 9)    |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __        (0 - 23)   |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Common Data Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-82 specifies that observations with SYSIDs equal to TSO1
and with ZONE 1 are to be included in the resource element data file.

Figure 3-83. Specifying MICS Files and Data Elements

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  ---------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CA MICS File and Data Element Selection                     |

|            Select a CA MICS file and data elements.                           |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 2, Insert MICS File and Data Element Selection, is chosen on the Resource Element File screen that is shown in
Figure 3-83.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-84 specifies that the MICS CPU file in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file or to be used to derive
non-MICS data elements are listed.

Figure 3-84. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                    |

|CA MICS file       ===> CPU    (fff) -  CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE           |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |
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|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  CPUMPBS  Avg Pct Busy 0-1                                                 |

|                                          _ COMP N    120   7   MAPCT._______ |

| _  CPUMXT   Max TSO Users                                                    |

|                                          _ MAX  N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  CPUPCOBS Pct Busy CPU 0                                                   |

|                                          D COMP N    050   7   MAPCT._______ |

| _  CPUPC1BS Pct Busy CPU 1                                                   |

|                                          D COMP N    050   7   MAPCT._______ |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-84. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                    |

|CA MICS file       ===> CPU    (fff) -  CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE           |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-85. MICS File Processing Exits Menu
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/----------------------  CA MICS File Processing Exits Menu  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> Y (Y/N/R)                 |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                           |

|                                                                               |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                   |

|   (convert SAS stmts to expression stmts)                                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS File Processing Exits Menu that is shown in Figure 3-85 indicates that the data element derivation logic is to be
defined by the user.

Figure 3-86. Creating a User-defined Data Element

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:   File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE   |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPSMRY  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS FOR TRANSPOSING THE FILE OR TO SET VARIABLES.   |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 CPUMPBS = (CPUPCOBS + CPUPC1BS) /2 ;                                   |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPSMRY; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-86 shows the SAS statement that is used to compute the user-defined data
element, CPUMBPS.

Figure 3-87. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\
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|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                    |

|CA MICS file       ===> PAG    (fff) -  MVS PAGING ACTIVITY FILE              |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  PAGPSSPG Sys Paging/Second                                                |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-87 specifies that the MICS PAG File in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file are listed.

The MICS File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-88 specifies that the MICS TSO file in
database unit P is to be used. The data elements to be included in the resource element file are listed.

Figure 3-88. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 1

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                    |

|CA MICS file       ===> TSO    (fff) -  TSO SYSTEM ACTIVITY FILE              |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                          _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______ |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |
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|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   4   _____________ |

| _  TSOAVSTM Avg Short Response                                               |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   TIME.________ |

| _  TSOAVTTM Avg Response All                                                 |

|                                          _ COMP N    050   7   TIME.________ |

| _  TSONOLOG User Logons                                                      |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   _____________ |

| _  TSOUPTM  TSO Avail Time                                                   |

|                                          _ ACCM N    050   7   TIME.________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-88. MICS File and Data Element Selection Screen - Screen 2

/--------------------  CA MICS File and Data Element Selection  ---------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                    |

|CA MICS file       ===> TSO    (fff) -  TSO SYSTEM ACTIVITY FILE              |

|Input Time-Span    ===> WEEKS  (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

|Data base (s)      ===> P                                                     |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   -------Line Commands--------|

|Summarize file by  ===> ________                  | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                            Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name   Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output-Format |

| - -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                          _ RET  N    000   2   _____________ |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                          _ RET  A    000   1   _____________ |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-89. Validating the Inquiry

/---------------------------  Resource Element File  --------Inquiry Validated.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Resource Element File Definition                                          |

| _   Common Data Selection                                                     |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE               |
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| _   File & Data Element Sel.: PAG - MVS PAGING ACTIVITY FILE                  |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: TSO - TSO SYSTEM ACTIVITY FILE                  |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the resource element file definition parameters are specified, the Resource Element File screen is used to validate
the inquiry. Figure 3-89 shows this screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-90. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.-\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the    |

|file.                                                                          |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO) |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.            |

|                                                                               |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-90 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-91. Executing the Inquiry

/----------------------- Update Capacity Planning File -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  WKL - System Workload Example                     |

|                                                                               |

|Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

|Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |
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|                                                                               |

|Input data source                 ===> ONLINE     (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

|CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> 01 - 26    (0 - 99)                     |

|Archive generation number         ===> ___        (0 to -99)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

|Number of months to select        ===> 26__       (1 to 9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

|                                                                               |

|List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cycles 1 through 26 are specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen
that is shown in Figure 3-91. The updated resource element file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

Figure 3-92 Resource Element File Contents Report shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT of the updated
data set.

Figure 3-92. Resource Element File Contents Report

                                            CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

 

OBS   DATE    CPUMXT  SYSID  WEEK  YEAR  ZONE  CPUMPBS  PAGPSSPG  TSONOLOG    TSOUPTM      TSOAVSTM   

 TSOAVTTM

 

  1  23APR98   129    TSO1    17    98    1    61.4238  33.2198    14592    246:41:13.63  0:00:00.37 

 0:00:00.79

  2  30APR98   167    TSO1    18    98    1    58.6719  32.8897    14406    247:26:18.19  0:00:00.56 

 0:00:00.89

  3  07MAY98   138    TSO1    19    98    1    64.3906  35.1352    15830    245:41:18.13  0:00:00.38 

 0:00:00.78

  4  14MAY98   146    TSO1    20    98    1    63.8496  34.2255    15348    247:06:19.88  0:00:00.44 

 0:00:00.86

  5  21MAY98   148    TSO1    21    98    1    63.3184  36.5478    15486    247:51:21.15  0:00:00.36 

 0:00:00.85

  6  28MAY98   133    TSO1    22    98    1    59.0957  31.8148    14422    247:56:19.52  0:00:00.36 

 0:00:00.73

  7  04JUN98   125    TSO1    23    98    1    59.9043  30.9136    11020    197:55:55.96  0:00:00.39 

 0:00:00.79

  8  11JUN98   148    TSO1    24    98    1    57.8789  34.2631    15092    247:51:23.49  0:00:00.39 

 0:00:00.76

  9  18JUN98   208    TSO1    25    98    1    59.2773  36.3417    15040    244:21:18.72  0:00:00.43 

 0:00:00.88
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 10  25JUN98   159    TSO1    26    98    1    59.1797  33.9071    14786    238:22:05.21  0:00:00.41 

 0:00:00.78

 11  02JUL98   139    TSO1    27    98    1    66.5547  47.0149    15744    242:06:34.54  0:00:00.55 

 0:00:00.98

 12  09JUL98   136    TSO1    28    98    1    53.3340  33.6379    11890    236:46:54.05  0:00:00.50 

 0:00:00.89

 13  16JUL98   182    TSO1    29    98    1    69.8828  63.7973    16778    247:42:56.80  0:00:00.78 

 0:00:01.26

 14  23JUL98   149    TSO1    30    98    1    67.2285  53.0309    15504    246:19:56.86  0:00:00.66 

 0:00:01.13

 15  30JUL98   196    TSO1    31    98    1    71.9414  64.2385    14598    246:56:42.68  0:00:00.74 

 0:00:01.22

 16  06AUG98   133    TSO1    32    98    1    64.1016  42.4233    14620    247:51:18.95  0:00:00.40 

 0:00:00.76

 17  13AUG98   242    TSO1    33    98    1    63.3496  46.0162    14476    242:50:34.61  0:00:00.50 

 0:00:01.07

 18  20AUG98   132    TSO1    34    98    1    64.4785  45.5301    14484    242:11:34.16  0:00:00.47 

 0:00:00.96

 19  27AUG98   115    TSO1    35    98    1    63.3281  46.4081    14020    247:36:16.22  0:00:00.44 

 0:00:00.88

 20  03SEP98   150    TSO1    36    98    1    65.8555  46.0491    14532    245:41:21.55  0:00:00.47 

 0:00:00.92

 21  08SEP98   122    TSO1    37    98    1    76.2949  47.3450    11130    187:51:25.56  0:00:01.01 

 0:00:01.86

 22  16SEP98   123    TSO1    38    98    1    60.0039  47.9458    12872    230:56:22.15  0:00:00.65 

 0:00:01.46

 23  20SEP98   136    TSO1    39    98    1    66.7480  48.3453    14008    246:01:32.37  0:00:00.80 

 0:00:01.45

 24  28SEP98   119    TSO1    40    98    1    67.2891  45.1462    11718    194:41:15.07  0:00:00.80 

 0:00:01.42

 25  04OCT98   136    TSO1    41    98    1    69.3281  49.2254    15534    249:46:46.15  0:00:00.72 

 0:00:01.47

 26  12OCT98   123    TSO1    42    98    1    64.3730  44.5164    11774    200:31:19.81  0:00:00.66 

 0:00:01.33

CAP Meta Files
This section describes how to operate the MICS Capacity Planner to create user-defined meta capacity planning files.
Meta files are similar to resource element files in format, however rather than using the data in the MICS database,
meta files use either a user's private Capacity Planning database or the shared Capacity Planning database for its input.
Extensions have been added to the Meta file facility to resummarize MICS data elements. Furthermore, the user can
specify the SAS statements to derive new elements based on the file being read or on the relationship among several
files.

By using the Meta File Facility of the MICS Capacity Planner, you can create new capacity planning files that can
summarize existing files in the capacity planning database or consolidate capacity planner files into unified consistent
database files.

Meta Files Usage Guidelines

Meta files hold subsets of MICS Capacity Planner data element values at either the DAYS, WEEKS or MONTHS
timespan. You select the data elements for your meta file. Like business element files, there can be any number of meta
files. A three-character user-supplied name identifies each of the meta file definitions.
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The structure and format of the meta files is the same as that found for resource element files (see >CAP Resource
Element Files), however, there is one major difference between a resource element file and a meta file. Meta files can be
chained together so that the output of one meta file update can be used as input to another meta file. With this, the user
can create summarized files that only depend on one extract from the MICS database. A brief example illustrates this
summarization feature (see the meta file case studies for an example):

Given a capacity planner file based on the Workload Standard Application and the Workload Mapping Definition has a
one-to-one mapping between the performance group number and the CAPAPU value. The resulting capacity planner file
has one observation for each unique performance group in MICS. If there was a need to see this information summarized
at the workgroup level (say a group of performance groups) and also summarized for the entire system, two meta files
would address this need. Before the introduction of the Meta File facility, the user would have had to create two more
standard application files with the necessary Mapping definitions to provide the desired summarization.

By using the Meta File facility, the user could create a meta file with a CAPAPU that corresponded to the workgroup level
and then create another meta file that used the previous file as input and summarized up to the SYSID level. Graphically
this looks like this:

 +-------------+

 |Workload S.A.|  CAPAPU = PERFGRP (PGA)

 +-------------+

        |

        v

 +-------------+

 |Meta File One|  CAPAPU = WORKGROUP

 +-------------+

        |

        v

 +-------------+

 |Meta File Two|  No CAPAPU (SYSID)

 +-------------+

 

CAP Meta Files Screen Operation

The various online screens that the MICS Capacity Planner uses to create, modify, and load user-defined resource
element files are described in the following sections:

• Creating a Database Specification
• Modifying a Database Specification
• Executing a Database Specification

Creating a Database Specification

The online screens that the MICS Capacity Planner uses to create user-defined resource element files are described in
the following sections:

File Definition

The following figure 3-93 shows the first step for creating a user-defined meta file.

Figure 3-93. Meta File Definition Screen

 /----------------------------  Meta File Definition  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |
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|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|                 Primary   ===> MONTHS   (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)            |

|                 Secondary ===> ZONE     (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Capacity Planner Data Base ===> PRIVATE  (Private/Shared)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained    ===> 60       (1-9999 months)                       |

|Age of oldest forecast     ===> 24       (1-9999 months)                       |

|History cycles             ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|Forecast cycles            ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report            ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|   Contents reports        ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options   ===> N        (Y/N/R)                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Meta File Definition screen shown in Figure 3-93 is the main control screen for defining meta files. It contains the
following fields:

Summarization level
The output summarization corresponds to the combination of the primary and secondary summarization levels.
These levels control how the output file is summarized in your Capacity Planner database.
Note: When you choose a secondary summarization level of ENDTS, you can only select one MICS file as input. This is
due to the difficulty in merging ENDTS values across multiple files.

Capacity Planner Database
The specification that tells where ALL input files that make up this Meta file reside. Choose
PRIVATE (the default) if you want the meta file to be made up of information in your own Capacity Planning database.
Choose SHARED if you want to process information in the Shared Capacity Planning database.
Note: If this meta file will ever be executed using the Production Updating Feature of MICS, this field must be set to
SHARED, because you will not be able to copy the file definition from your private catalog to the shared catalog.

Amount of data retained
The number of days, weeks, or months of historical data to be retained in the CAPxxx01 cycle of the Capacity Planning
database file. Any historical observations older than what you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during
the file update.

Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks, or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than
what you specify for this parameter is dropped when a new forecast is generated and saved.

History cycles
The number of cycles or versions of the historical data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is
updated and the existing cycles are aged (that is, Cycle 01 becomes Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Forecast cycles
The number of cycles or versions of the forecast data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when you specify
forecast aging in one of the workload forecasting routines and the existing cycles are aged (that is, Cycle 01 becomes
Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

Specify Extended Options
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The specification for selecting extended options. If you specify Y (YES), the Extended Options Menu that is shown in
Figure 3-94 displays.

Figure 3-94. Meta File Extended Options Menu

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Combine SYSIDs into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                          |

 |                 Composite SYSID ===> ____                                     |

 |Combine zones  into a composite  ===> N         (Y/N)                          |

 |                 Composite zone  ===> _________                                |

 |                                                                               |

 |Number of CAPAPUS                ===> 0         (0 through 9)                  |

 |CAPAPU title (First APU)         ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU2 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU3 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU4 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU5 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU6 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU7 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU8 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU9 title                    ===> ________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify                                                                        |

 |   SAS Statements to set CAPAPUs ===> N    (Y/N/R)                             |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Combine all SYSIDs into into a composite
The specification for combining SYSIDs in the Capacity Planning database file. Specify a Y (YES) if you want data for
all of the SYSIDs to be summarized into a single observation with the Composite SYSID value.

Combine all zones/hours/daynames into a composite
The specification for combining zones/hours in the Capacity Planning database file. The prompt for this field changes
to zones, hours or daynames depending on what you specify for the summary level parameter. Specify a Y (YES) if you
want all of the zones/hours/daynames to be summarized into a single observation with the Composite zone/hour/dayname
value.

Number of CAPAPUs
Specify the number (0 to 9) of application units (CAPAPUs) you are defining for this element. This activates the optional
CAPAPU feature so that these data elements are present in the Capacity Planning database file, and are included in
the summarization sequence during file summarization and merging. If you specify that CAPAPUs are to be active, you
will be prompted to specify the SAS statements needed to derive the CAPAPU groupings and corresponding CAPAPU
values.

CAPAPU titles
Specify the 1-40 character title for each CAPAPU you are defining for this data element.

Specify SAS Statements to set CAPAPUs
The specification that allows you to use your own SAS Statements for defining your resource element file. Specify Y
(YES) to display the SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-95. This option is only available if you specify
CAPAPUs.
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Figure 3-95. SAS Statements Screen - Defining CAPAPU

 /---------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |SAS Statements for the CAPAURT  Macro                                          |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

 |==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SET CAPAPU VALUES.                            |

 |=NOTE= %MACRO CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

 |000001                                                                         |

 |000002                                                                         |

 |000003                                                                         |

 |000004                                                                         |

 |000005                                                                         |

 |000006                                                                         |

 |000007                                                                         |

 |000008                                                                         |

 |000009                                                                         |

 |000010                                                                         |

 |=NOTE= %MEND CAPAURT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

 |****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-95 allows you to define the SAS statements that are required to
group CAP input observations into application workload groups that are appropriate for your installation. All statements
that you specify must conform with the syntax specified in the SAS manuals.

Two special data elements are available to you for use in defining your CAPAPU values. The first, CAPIFILE, is a three-
character data element that contains the CAP file name that corresponds to the CAP file that you chose for processing
after you selected the Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection option on the Meta File menu (see the Element
Selection below). The second, CAPIAPU (including CAPIAPU2 to CAPIAPU9), corresponds to the CAPAPU value found
for the current observation being read from the input CAP file that you chose. For example, if you specify the Insert CAP
File and Data Element Selection twice, once for CAP file: CPG, which has one observation for each Performance Group
and again for CAP file

CPA, which has one observation for each Performance Group/Performance Period combination. CAPIFILE would be
'CPG' when reading the CPG file and 'CPA' when reading the CPA file. The following example illustrates the use of the
CAPIFILE and CAPIAPU data elements in defining new CAPAPU values for the output meta file:

 %MACRO CAPAURT;

 IF CAPIFILE EQ 'CPA' AND SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,1,1) EQ 2 THEN DO;

   IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,2,1) EQ 1 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD1';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,2,1) EQ 2 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD2';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,2,1) EQ 3 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD3';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,2,1) EQ 4 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD4';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,2,1) EQ 5 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD5';

 END;

 ELSE IF CAPIFILE EQ 'CGA' THEN DO;

   IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,1,1) EQ 7 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD6';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,1,2) EQ 62 THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD7';

   ELSE IF SUBSTR(CAPIAPU,1,1) NE 2  THEN CAPAPU='WORKLOAD8';

 END;

%MEND CAPAURT;
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Element Selection

Figure 3-96, Meta File menu, shows the next step in creating a user-defined meta file definition.

Figure 3-96. Meta File Menu

 /-------------------------------  Meta File  -----------------------------------\

 |Option ===>                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CAP DB file def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

 |            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

 |        2 - Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection                         |

 |            Select a Capacity Planner file and data elements.                  |

 |        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

 |            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

After you complete specifying the meta file definition control parameters, you are ready to define the steps to build your
Capacity Planning database file. (Refer to Figure 3-2 to see how these steps correspond to user specifications for the
selection, summary, and merge phases of database creation.) The Meta File menu provides you with the opportunity to
define selection criteria that you wish to apply to each CAP file that you define as an input data source for your meta file.

You may choose from the following options on the Meta File menu:

• Insert Common Data Selection
Specify Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, to specify the data selection criteria that you want to apply to every
CAP file that provides input data in building your meta file. The Common Data Selection screen shown in Figure 3-97
is displayed.
You can specify only one common data selection step for each meta file. You must complete this before proceeding
with the succeeding steps.

• Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection
Specify Option 2, Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection, to define a CAP file and data element selection step for
each CAP file that provides input data for your meta file. The CAP File and Data Element Selection screen shown in
Figure 3-99 is displayed. (Both the file-unique selection and summary phases shown in Figure 3-100 occur during this
step.) You may select this option more than once.
Using this screen and its associated exit screens, you can define the CAP data elements that will comprise your meta
file, along with any file-unique data selection and/or summarization logic.
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If you can to define any data elements that are derived from data elements from a single CAP file, you can usually
specify the data element derivation SAS statements through one of the exit screens associated with this screen. If
you are defining data elements that are derived from data elements from multiple CAP files, you can specify the data
element derivation SAS statements in the cross-file data element definition step.

• Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition
Specify Option 3, Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition, to define any data elements that you want to derive from
data elements from multiple CAP files. The Cross-File Data Element Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-102 is
displayed. (This step corresponds to the merge phase shown in Figure 3-2.) Also specify the data element derivation
SAS statements that will be used to derive these data elements.
Since the specifications associated with this step apply to the merging of data from multiple CAP files, you may specify
a cross-file data element definition step only if you specify multiple CAP file and data element selection steps. In this
case, the cross-file data element definition step is required to create a valid file definition inquiry.

Each time that you complete the specifications for an individual step, END from the screen to redisplay the Meta File
Menu that is shown in Figure 3-104. You can then insert another step in your meta file definition. Repeat this process until
you define all of the steps necessary to build your meta file.

The three options are further discussed in the following sections:

• Insert Common Data Selection
• Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection
• Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition

Insert Common Data Selection

If you select Option 1, Insert Common Data Selection, on the Meta File menu, the Common Data Selection screen that is
shown in Figure 3-97 is displayed.

Figure 3-97. Common Data Selection Screen

 /---------------------------  Common Data Selection  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SYSID   ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 |

|             ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Zone    ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                        (1 - 9)  |

|                                                                               |

|Hour    ===> __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __   __ - __          (0 - 23) |

|                                                                               |

|Dayname ===> _________ _________ _________ _________ _________                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify common data selection SAS statements ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The data selection criteria that you specify using this screen is applied to each CAP file that provides input data in creating
and updating your Capacity Planning database file.

The parameters for the Common Data Selection screen are defined below:

SYSID
The SYSIDs that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You may specify a maximum of 15 one- to
four-character SYSIDs. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all SYSIDs. The standard method is to create one
record for each SYSID that is created for each day, week, or month processed. Alternatively, you can summarize multiple
SYSIDs into a single record.

Zone
The zones that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You may specify a maximum of nine one-
character zones. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all zones. The standard method is to create one record
for each zone that is created for each week or month processed. Alternatively, you may wish to summarize multiple zones
into a single record.

Hour
The hours that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file. You may specify a maximum of five hours or
hour ranges. Leave this parameter blank to include data for all hours.

Dayname
The specification of up to five daynames to be included in the Capacity Planner database file. Leave blank to include all
days. Input the first unique characters and the Capacity Planner will fill in the rest. Specification of this parameter is only
valid when the input timespan is DETAIL or DAYS.

Specify common data selection SAS statements
The specification for the SYSIDs and zones or hours to be used for data selection from the CAP input file(s). Specify Y
(YES) to display the SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-98. Specify R (Reset) to reset any specifications
you previously made to SYSID and zone or hour.

Figure 3-98. SAS Statements Screen - Selecting Common Data

 /---------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the SELECT  Macro                                          |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|************************************ TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> ENTER THE SAS STATEMENTS TO SET CAPAPU VALUES.                         |

|=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |

|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|*********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Using the SAS Statements screen that is shown above, you can specify your own data selection logic to apply to each
CAP file that provides input data to your Capacity Planning database file. The special data element, CAPIFILE, is
available to the SELECT MACRO and can be used in subsetting the input file.

The %MACRO SELECT and %MEND SELECT statements are provided for you and that they are field-protected from
modification.

Insert Capacity File and Data Element Selection

If you select Option 2, Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection, on the Meta File menu, the CAP File and Data
Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-99 is displayed.

Figure 3-99. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen

 /-------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  -------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File              |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file          ===> WK1 (fff) - Workload Standard Application             |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                           _ RET  D    _____ 7   DATE7.       |

| _  MONTH    Month of Year                                                    |

|                                           _ RET  N    _____ 2   _____________|

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                           _ RET  A    _____ 4   _____________|

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                           _ RET  N    _____ 2   _____________|

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                           _ RET  A    _____ 1   _____________|

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************|

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the CAP File and Data Element Selection screen are defined as follow:

CAP file
The Capacity Planner file that contains the data elements that you want to include in your meta file or that you want to use
in deriving data elements. If you are uncertain of the file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete
selection list for your site.

Include CAPAPUs
The specification for whether the application unit (CAPAPU) data element is to be included in the summarization
sequence for this file. This parameter defaults to Y (YES) if CAPAPU is defined for this meta file. The CAPAPU derivation
exit is invoked for each input file observation. If you do not want to include CAPAPU in the summarization sequence, type
an N (NO) in this field.
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Specify file exits
The specification for CAP file processing exits. Specify a Y (YES) if you intend to code CAP file-unique data selection, or
data derivation logic. If you specify a Y, the CAP File Processing Exits Menu shown in Figure 3-100 is displayed.

The display portion of this screen contains a scrollable list of the data elements that you can either include in your
Capacity Planning database file or use to derive other data elements. It contains the following fields:

Cmd
The line commands are:

I (insert)
to insert a new data element.

R (repeat)
to repeat a data element.

S (depend clauses and label)
to specify independent data elements upon which this data element depends. See Figure 3-14.

C (copy)
to copy a data element.

E (expression)
to create SAS code to calculate the value of this specific data element. See Figure 3-15.

D (delete)
to delete a data element.

Name
The name of the data element. This can be either the name of a data element that exists in the input CAP file or any valid
SAS name, as described in the SAS manuals. If you want to define new data elements, choose variable names that are
descriptive of the values they represent.
Note that when you first see this screen, it displays only the control data elements that are always present in your
Capacity Planning database file. If you attempt to modify these data elements, an error will occur. Define an additional row
for each data element that you want to include in your Capacity Planning database file by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd
column of any existing row.
If you are uncertain of the correct spelling of a CAP data element or if you would like to see a complete list of the CAP
data elements available in the Capacity Planner input file, type a question mark (?) in the name field to display the screen
that is shown in Figure 3-101.

Data Element Label (long name)
The data element label that is displayed on the CAP File and Data Element Selection screen and on many reports. This
label is supplied automatically for input data elements.

D
The data element drop flag. Typing a D in this field makes the corresponding data element available for use in calculations
through the cross-file data element definition step of the Capacity Planning database file update, but drops the data
element from the resulting Capacity Planning database file. Leave the field blank to keep the corresponding data element
on the Capacity Planning database file.

Sum Type
The summarization type of the data element. Summarization types are RET (retain), ACCM (accumulate), MIN
(minimum), MAX (maximum), and COMP (compute).

Date type
The type of data element. This is used to validate data values and usage for the data element. Valid types are
Alphanumeric (A), Numeric (N), Money (M), Time (T), Hex (H), Date (D), Time-of-day (TD), and Date-Time (DT). This
value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Order
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Define the execution order of the data elements you defined by entering ordinal numeric values greater than 1000.
Note: This is required if you are going to use this Resource Element file as input to a Meta file.
The order value is automatically defined for MICS data elements and Capacity Planner Control elements. Data elements
that require other data elements are automatically included in the Capacity Planner database file. In particular, two
variables that will not show up in the output file: @@FIRST and @@LAST.

Len
The length of the data element. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Output Format
The SAS format that is used to print data element values. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Figure 3-100. CAP File Processing Exits Menu

 /---------------  Capacity Planner File Processing Exits Menu  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: WK1 -  Workload Standard Application |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

|   (file level SELECT exit)                                                   |

|                                                                              |

|Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts.  ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

|   (file transpose and summary exit)                                          |

|                                                                              |

|Set expression statements for data elements.    ===> N (Y/N)                  |

|   (convert SAS stmts to Expression stmts)                                    |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 3-100 shows the CAP File Processing Exits Menu that is displayed if you specify a Y (YES) for the Specify CAP file
processing exits parameter on the CAP File and Data Element Selection screen that is shown in Figure 3-99.

The following options are available:

• Specify file unique data selection SAS stmts
Specify a Y (YES) to supply SAS statements in the CAPSLCT macro, used to implement a special observation
selection method.

• Specify new data element derivation SAS stmts
Specify a Y (YES) to supply SAS statements in the CAPSMRY macro, used to define new data elements for the meta
file and to calculate values for MICS derived data elements.

• Set expression statements for data elements
Set to Y (YES) to convert existing Meta file SAS statements to expression statements or calculations.

The CAPSMRY exit should only be used for the setting the initial value of non-Computed variables or to transpose the
CAP file. The SAS Statements necessary to set the value for a Computed variable should be placed in Expression
Statements.
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The following illustration describes the CAPSMRY exit.

Data Element Type Need SAS Code in CAPSMRY? Need Expression Statement?
Maximum Yes, to set initial value No, handled automatically in Meta files
Minimum Yes, to set initial value No, handled automatically in Meta files
Accumulated Yes, to set initial value No, handled automatically in Meta files
Retained Yes, to set initial value No, handled automatically in Meta files
Computed No Yes, Expression statements used in Meta

files when variable is created and in
subsequent Meta Files.

Figure 3-101. Converting Macros to Expression Statements

 /----------------  Converting Macros to Expression Statements  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                              |

|Enter the variable names that are associated with the SAS statements shown    |

|below.                                                                        |

|                                                                              |

|Variable  SAS Statements in Macro                                             |

|-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|MYVAR2__ IF CPUAVB GT 10  /* IF THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF BATCH JOBS */           |

|MYVAR2__ THEN MYVAR2 = 'CHECK'; /* IS GREATER THAN 10 WE SHOULD  */           |

|MYVAR2__ ELSE MYVAR2 = 'OK'; /* CHECK IT OUT */                               |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

You use this screen (see Figure 3-101) to convert existing MACRO statements into Expression Statements that calculate
the value of a particular variable. In the example that is shown in Figure 3-101, the variable MYVAR2 is a user-created
data element that is used to warn the user of this file whenever CPUAVB is larger than 10. This variable was originally
created using the CAPSMRY MACRO. By placing "MYVAR2" in the Variable Column of this screen the Capacity Planner
will automatically associate these SAS Statements with MYVAR2. When you End from this display the Capacity Planner
will remove the statements from the MACRO and move them into the Expression Statement table for the variable
MYVAR2.

Figure 3-102. Data Element Selection Screen

 /---------------------------  Data Element Selection  --------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Common Data Selection                                           |

|Input File:    WK1 -  Workload Standard Application                            |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  H Data Dictionary Display                                 |

|                                                                               |

|               Select Data Elements                                            |

|Cmd  Element        Data Element Label (long name)                             |

| -   --------  ----------------------------------------                        |

| _   CAPAPU    Workload Group                                                  |

| _   CPUDUR    Recording Interval Time                                         |

| _   CPUTOBTM  Total Time Processor Busy                                       |

| _   CPUTOUTM  Total Processor Up Time                                         |
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| _   DATE      Interval End Date                                               |

| _   DESCRIPT  Workload Group Long Name                                        |

| _   HOUR      Hour of Day                                                     |

| _   MVSLEVEL  MVS Software Level                                              |

| _   PAGPIN    Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins                                       |

| _   PCATRCPU  Percent of CPU Attributable to Workload                         |

| _   PCTOTCPU  Percent Total CPU Time Consumed                                 |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you enter a question mark (?) in the Data Element Label field of the CAP File and Data Element Selection screen that
is shown in Figure 3-99, the Data Element Selection screen (Figure 3-102), which is the final screen in this series, is
displayed. This screen lists the data elements in the CAP file that you specified. To include data elements in the meta file,
place an S (SELECT) in the Cmd column to the left of the data element you want to include in your meta file.

Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition

If you specify data selection from more than one CAP file (using Option 2 on the Meta File menu that is shown in Figure
3-96), also insert a cross-file data element definition step in your meta file definition. Select Option 3, Insert Cross-File
Data Element Definition from the Meta File Menu, to define data elements that are calculated from data elements that are
contained in more than one file. This screen displays all the data elements, including the control data elements, that you
selected from all CAP files.

Figure 3-103. Cross-File Data Element Definition Screen

  

  

/---------------------  Cross-File Data Element Definition  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File              |

|                                                                              |

|Specify:                                          -------Line Commands--------|

| SAS exit stmts.   ===> N (Y/N/R)                 | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|                                                  | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

| Expression stmts. ===> N (Y/N)                   | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  CPUAVT   Workload Group                                                   |

|                                           _ RET  N    000   5   _____________|

| _  DATE     Workload Group 2                                                 |

|                                           _ RET  D    000   7   DATE7._______|

| _  JOBCPUTM Workload Group 3                                                 |

|                                           _ RET  T    000   10  TIME14.2_____|

| _  MONTH    Workload Group 4                                                 |

|                                           _ RET  N    000   2   _____________|

| _  SYSID    Workload Group 5                                                 |

|                                           _ RET  A    000   4   _____________|

| _  YEAR     Workload Group 6                                                 |

|                                           _ RET  N    000   2   _____________|

| _  ZONE     Workload Group 7                                                 |
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|                                           _ RET  A    000   1   _____________|

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 

The parameters for the Cross-File Data Element Definition screen are defined below:

Specify SAS exit stmts
The specification for assigning SAS statements to derive cross-file elements. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to define
cross-file data elements. (See Figure 3-103.)

Specify Expression stmts
The specification for defining Expression statements. Specify a Y (YES) if you want to define expression statements.

Cmd
The line commands are:

I (insert)
to insert a new data element.

R (repeat)
to repeat a data element.

S (depend clauses and label)
to specify independent data elements upon which this data element depends. See Figure 3-14.

C (copy)
to copy a data element.

E (expression)
to create SAS code to calculate the value of this specific data element. See Figure 3-15.

D (delete)
to delete a data element.

Name
The name of the data element. This can be either the name of a MICS data element that exists in the input CAP file or any
valid SAS name, as described in the SAS manuals. If you want to define new data elements, choose variable names that
are descriptive of the values they represent.
Note that the screen displays the MICS control data elements that are always present in your meta file. If you attempt to
modify these data elements, an error will occur. Define an additional row for each data element that you want to include in
your meta file by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd column of any existing row.

Data Element Label (long name):
The data element label that is displayed on the CAP File and Data Element Selection screen and on many reports. This
label is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

D
The data element drop flag. Typing a D in this field makes the corresponding data element available for use in calculations
through the cross-file data element definition step of the Capacity Planning database file update, but drops the data
element from the resulting Capacity Planning database file. Leave the field blank to keep the corresponding data element
on the Capacity Planning database file.

Sum Type
The summarization type of the data element
RET (retain), ACCM (accumulate), MIN (minimum), MAX (maximum), and COMP (compute).

Date type
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The type of data element. This is used to validate data values and usage for the data element. Valid types are
Alphanumeric (A), Numeric (N), Money (M), Time (T), Hex (H), Date (D), Time-of-day (TD), and Date-Time (DT). This
value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Order
Define the execution order of the data elements you defined by entering ordinal numeric values greater than 3000.

Note
This is required if you are going to use this Resource Element file as input to a Meta file.
The order value is automatically defined for MICS data elements and Capacity Planner Control elements. Data elements
that require other data elements are automatically included in the Capacity Planner database file. In particular, two
variables could appear that will not show up in the output file: @@FIRST and @@LAST.

Len
The length of the data element. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Output Format
The SAS format that is used to print data element values. This value is supplied automatically for MICS data elements.

Figure 3-104. SAS Statements Screen - Deriving Cross-file Data Elements

 /--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Inquiry Step: Cross-file data element derivation                              |

|                                                                              |

|SAS Statements for the CAPMERG  Macro                                         |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************|

|==MSG> ENTER THE SAS STATEMENTS TO SET VARIABLES IN THE CROSS-FILE MERGE.     |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001                                                                        |

|000002                                                                        |

|000003                                                                        |

|000004                                                                        |

|000005                                                                        |

|000006                                                                        |

|000007                                                                        |

|000008                                                                        |

|000009                                                                        |

|000010                                                                        |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPMERG; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 

Using the SAS Statements screen that is shown in Figure 3-104 above, you can code any valid SAS statements that
conform to the syntax described in the SAS manuals to derive new data elements.

The %MACRO CAPMERG and %MEND CAPMERG statements are provided for you and that they are field protected
from modification.

Figure 3-105. Converting Macros to Expression Statements

 /----------------  Converting Macros to Expression Statements  ----------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                              |
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|Enter the variable names that are associated with the SAS statements shown    |

|below.                                                                        |

|                                                                              |

|Variable  SAS Statements in Macro                                             |

|-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------   |

|RATIO___ IF CPUTOBTM GT 0                                                     |

|RATIO___ THEN RATIO = PGACPUTM / CPUTOBTM;                                    |

|RATIO___ ELSE RATIO = .;                                                      |

|________                                                                      |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 

You use this screen (see Figure 3-105) to convert existing MACRO statements into Expression Statements that calculate
the value of a particular variable. In the example that is shown in Figure 3-105, the variable RATIO is a user-created
data element that corresponds to the ratio of Performance Group Activity (PGA) file CPU time that is consumed and
the total Busy time of the processor. By placing "RATIO" in the Variable Column of this screen the Capacity Planner
will automatically associate these SAS Statements with RATIO. When you End from this display the Capacity Planner
will remove the statements from the MACRO and move them into the Expression Statement table for the variable RATIO.

Specification Processing

After you specify all of the parameters that are necessary to build your meta file, END from the Meta File menu shown in
Figure 3-96 to display the Meta File screen shown in Figure 3-106.

This screen lists the file definition steps that you defined. You can change specifications for any step by typing an S on the
Cmd column of the step you want to change. In the same way, you can delete, insert, or repeat a step by typing D, I, or R,
respectively.

Figure 3-106. Meta File Screen

 /-------------------------------  Meta File  --------------Validation Required.-\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|File definition must be validated.  Enter VALIDATE to validate the file def.   |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Meta File Definition                                                      |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: VM1 - VM/XA Standard Application                |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: ES1 - MVS/ESA Standard Application              |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Before you execute your meta file definition inquiry, first validate it to ensure that you have defined all of the necessary
steps. For instance, if you specify more than one file and data element selection step, then the online facility ensures that
you also specify a cross-file data element definition step to cause the data from each of the file and data element selection
steps to be merged.

You may request validation of your meta file definition inquiry by typing a V (or VALIDATE) at the Command prompt of
the Meta File screen and pressing ENTER. Diagnostic messages inform you that the inquiry has been validated or why it
cannot be validated so you can correct the inquiry step specifications and request validation again.

If you are unable to validate your inquiry and want to defer correcting the problems until a later time, END from this screen
to save your unvalidated inquiry. The Capacity Planning Database Files screen, which displays the meta file definition
inquiries in your catalog, is displayed.

After you validate your meta file definition inquiry, you have an opportunity to execute the inquiry and update the Capacity
Planning database file by typing a Y at the Update Capacity Planning database file prompt and pressing ENTER. The
Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-101 is displayed. After execution processing is completed,
the Meta File screen is redisplayed. After you are satisfied with all the specifications, type END at the Command prompt to
save your meta file definition. The Capacity Planning database File screen is then redisplayed.

Modifying a Database Specification

After you define a meta file definition, you can then modify it. The Meta File screen that is shown in Figure 3-107 shows
all specifications that you can use to manipulate meta file definitions. You can select a definition by typing an S (SELECT)
in the Cmd column of the desired definition. You can also add a new definition by typing an I (INSERT) in the Cmd column
of any existing row or by specifying an R (REPEAT) in the Cmd column of a specific row, causing that definition to be
duplicated. You can then select the new definition and modify it to conform to your requirements.

Figure 3-107. Meta File Screen

/-------------------------------  Meta File  -----------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                              |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                             |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------        |

| _   Meta File Definition                                                      |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: VM1 - VM/ESA Standard Application               |

| _   File & Data Element Sel.: ES1 - MVS/ESA Standard Application              |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Executing a Database Specification

When you select a meta file definition a special Update Capacity Planning Meta File screen is displayed (an example is
shown in Figure 3-108).

Figure 3-108. Update Capacity Planning Meta File Screen

 /-------------------  Update Capacity Planning Meta File  ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  SYS - System Activity Tracking File               |

|                                                                               |

|Update type                               ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)  |

|Replace existing                          ===> N (Y/N)                         |

|Private Capacity Planner data base cycle  ===> 01                              |

|Update start date                         ===> _______ (ddmonyy)               |

|Number of months                          ===> ____ (1-9999)                   |

|Execution mode                            ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)   |

|                                                                               |

|List updated CAP DB file contents         ===> YES (YES/NO)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the meta file.            |

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the meta file update.                                |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 

The following section describes parameters for the Update Capacity Planning File screen:

Update type
The specification for initializing or updating the Capacity Planning database file. If the meta file does not exist or if you
plan to overwrite the current file, specify INITIALIZE. If you want to add to an existing file, specify UPDATE.
Note that if you specify INITIALIZE and the file already exists, all historical and forecasted observations that you
previously placed in the file will be lost.

Replace existing
The specification for deleting an old file and replacing it with a new file. If you specify INITIALIZE and the file already
exists, you must set this parameter to Y (YES) to delete the old version and confirm your intent to initialize and replace.
Otherwise, specify N (NO).

Capacity Planner Database Cycle
The Private (or Shared) Capacity Planner database file cycle you want to use as input into the meta file update run.

Update start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis. The discussion of the following control parameter describes the options for controlling
date range selection.

Number of days/weeks/months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations to be included in the analysis. Note that once
you specify the input file, the field name changes to reflect the time-span of the input file. When used along with the Start
date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:
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• If you specify only Update start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Update start
date is selected.

• If you specify both Update start date and Number days/weeks/months, the date range for data selection begins with
the specified value for Start date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only Number of days/weeks/ months, the date range for data selection includes that number of days,
weeks or months before  the submit date.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations are selected when Update type is INITIALIZE. When
Update type is UPDATE, the default is 1 for Number of days/weeks/months, based on the MICS calendar.

Execution mode
The specification for executing the meta file update. Specify BATCH to submit the meta file update as a batch job. Specify
FOREGROUND to execute it immediately as an online SAS program.

List updated CAP DB file contents
The specification to execute a PROC CONTENTS and a PROC PRINT of the meta file to be executed after the database
is updated. To do so, specify a Y (YES).

The MICS database Inquiry Execution screen shows the execution parameters that are available before the database
update job is submitted for processing. This screen and its control parameters and options are discussed in detail in the
Executing a File Definition Inquiry section.

CAP Meta File Case Studies

The Meta File case studies illustrate the use of Capacity Planning meta files.

The case studies presented in the sections that follow are:

• Combining Standard Applications
• >Multi-Level Application Summarization

Combining Standard Applications

The combining standard applications case study illustrates using the MICS Capacity Planner to create a meta file that
combines the VAX/VMS Standard Application with the Tandem Standard Application into a distributed systems tracking
file.

Problem Description

For this case study, a meta file was created to track the activity of two distributed systems, one a Tandem system used for
ATM processing, the other, a VAX cluster used for a stock trading system.

The systems that are used in this study are as follows:

TDM1
Tandem System Supporting ATM Activity

STK1
Stock Trading System Running on a VAX 8350

This case study addresses the following areas:

• Combining SYSIDs
• How to use the Meta File Facility to combine two standard application files.
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Control Parameters

Figures 3-109 through 3-115 show the control screens that were used to create and execute this meta file definition
example.

Figure 3-109. Specifying Parameters for the Meta File

/---------------------------  Meta File Definition  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                      |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|                 Primary   ===> WEEKS    (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)            |

|                 Secondary ===> ZONE     (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Capacity Planner Data Base ===> PRIVATE  (Private/Shared)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained    ===> 60       (1-9999 weeks)                        |

|Age of oldest forecast     ===> 24       (1-9999 weeks)                        |

|History cycles             ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|Forecast cycles            ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|                                                                               |

|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report            ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|   Contents reports        ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options   ===> N        (Y/N/R)                               |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

The specifications on the Meta File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-109 do the following:

• Set the primary summarization level to WEEKS
• Set the secondary summarization level to ZONE
• Indicate that the input standard applications are in the private Capacity Planner database
• Indicate that extended options are not to be included in the meta file

Figure 3-110. Selecting CAP Files and Data Elements

/------------------------------  Meta File  ------------------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                      |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection                         |

|            Select a Capacity Planner file and data elements.                  |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Option 2, Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection, is chosen on the Meta File screen that is shown in Figure 3-110.

The CAP File and Data Element Selection screens shown in Figure 3-111 specify that the CAP File VX1 is being used.
The data elements to be included in the meta file are listed. As there will no summarization of this file, you do not have to
specify a processing exit for derived data elements.

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 1 (Part 1 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  ADJCOMTM Adjusted Compatibility Mode Time                                 |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJCPUTM Adjusted Total CPU Time                                          |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJEXETM Adjusted Executive Mode Time                                     |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJINTTM Adjusted Interrupt Stack Time                                    |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJKERTM Adjusted Kernel Mode Time                                        |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJMPSTM Adjusted Multi-Processor Sync Time                               |

|                                             COMP    T 120    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  ADJPCCOM Adjusted Compatibility Mode Percent                              |

|                                             COMP    N 120    5   MAPCT.      |

| _  ADJPCCPU Adjusted Total CPU Percent                                       |

|                                             COMP    N 120    5   MAPCT.      |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 2 (Part 2 of 7)
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/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  -------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values         |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                      |

|                                                                               |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                  -------Line Commands-------- |

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete | |

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  | |

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label | |

|                                                  ---------------------------- |

|                                             Sum  Data                         |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format |

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- ------------- |

| _  ADJPCEXE Adjusted Executive Mode Percent                                   |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJPCINT Adjusted Interrupt Stack Percent                                  |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJPCKER Adjusted Kernel Mode Percent                                      |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJPCMPS Adjusted Multi-Processor Sync Percent                             |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJPCSUP Adjusted Supervisor Mode Percent                                  |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJPCUSR Adjusted User Mode Percent                                        |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.       |

| _  ADJSUPTM Adjusted Supervisor Mode Time                                     |

|                                             COMP  T   120    13  TIME14.2     |

| _  ADJUSRTM Adjusted User Mode Time                                           |

|                                             COMP  T   120    13  TIME14.2     |

| _  BASECPU  Base CPU                                                          |

|                                             RET   A   000    10  _____________|

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                 |

|                                             RET   D   000    7   DATE7.       |

| _  DURATION Recording Interval Time (MODES sum)                               |

|                                             ACCM  T   050    13  TIME15.2     |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 3 (Part 3 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||
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|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  INTERVLS Number of Recording Intervals (MODES)                            |

|                                             ACCM   N  050    8  _____________|

| _  MODCOMTM Compatibility Mode Time                                          |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODCPUTM Total CPU Time                                                   |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODEXETM Executive Mode Time                                              |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODIDLTM Idle Time                                                        |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODINTTM Interrupt Stack Time                                             |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODKERTM Kernel Mode Time                                                 |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODMPSTM Multi-Processor Sync Time                                        |

|                                             ACCM   T  050    13  TIME14.2    |

| _  MODPCCOM Compatibility Mode Percent                                       |

|                                             COMP   N  050    5   MAPCT.      |

| _  MODPCCPU Total CPU Percent                                                |

|                                             COMP   N  050    5   MAPCT.      |

| _  MODPCEXE Executive Mode Percent                                           |

|                                             COMP   N  050    5   MAPCT.      |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 4 (Part 4 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  MODPCIDL Idle Percent                                                     |

|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODPCINT Interrupt Stack Percent                                          |

|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODPCKER Kernel Mode Percent                                              |
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|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODPCMPS Multi-Processor Sync Percent                                     |

|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODPCSUP Supervisor Mode Percent                                          |

|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODPCUSR User Mode Percent                                                |

|                                             COMP  N   050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  MODSUPTM Supervisor Mode Time                                             |

|                                             ACCM  T   050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  MODUSRTM User Mode Time                                                   |

|                                             ACCM  T   050   13  TIME14.2     |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 5 (Part 5 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  MODVECTM CPU Time of Vector Consumers                                     |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  SPRBIOS  Buffered I/Os                                                    |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRCPUNI Number of Instructions Executed                                  |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRCPUTM System CPU Busy Time                                             |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  SPRDIOS  Direct I/Os                                                      |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRFPGFL Free List Page Faults                                            |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRINSWP Inswaps                                                          |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRIOVDR IOV IO Record Duration (Type 4)                                  |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME15.2     |

| _  SPRMPGFL Modified List Page Faults                                        |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPGEDR PGE PAGE Record Duration (Type 3)                                |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME15.2     |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 6 (Part 6 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  SPRPGFLT Page Faults                                                      |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSBIO Buffered I/O Rate                                                |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSDIO Direct I/O Rate                                                  |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSFLT Page Fault Rate                                                  |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSFPL Free List Page Fault Rate                                        |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSINS Inswap Rate                                                      |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSMPL Modified List Page Fault Rate                                    |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

| _  SPRPSRIO Read I/O Rate                                                    |

|                                             COMP N    050   13               |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-111. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 7 (Part 7 of 7)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> VX1 (fff) -  VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System                   |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |
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|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  SPRPSSYS System Page Fault Rate                                           |

|                                             COMP  N   050    13              |

| _  SPRRDIOS Page Read I/Os                                                   |

|                                             ACCM  N   050    13              |

| _  SPRSYSFL System Page Faults                                               |

|                                             ACCM  N   050    13              |

| _  SPRSYTCT SYT SYSTEM Record Count (Type 17)                                |

|                                             ACCM  N   050    8               |

| _  SPRSYTDR SYT SYSTEM Record Duration (Type 17)                             |

|                                             ACCM  T   050    13  TIME15.2    |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                             RET   A   050    4               |

| _  USRPCTOT User Mode as Percent of Total CPU                                |

|                                             COMP  N   120    5   MAPCT.      |

| _  VUPS     VAX Units of Power                                               |

|                                             RET   N   050    13              |

| _  VUPSA    VAX Units of Power Adjusted                                      |

|                                             RET   N   120    13              |

| _  WEEK     Week of Year                                                     |

|                                             RET   N   000    2               |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                             RET   N   000    2               |

| _  ZONE     Time Zone                                                        |

|                                             RET   A   000    1               |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

The CAP File and Data Element Selection screens shown in Figure 3-112 specify that the CAP File TD1 is being used.
The data elements to be included in the meta file are listed.

Figure 3-112. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 1 (Part 1 of 3)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> TD1 (fff) -  Tandem SA - ATM System                            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  TDMCPUNO CPU Number                                                       |

|                                           D RET  N    050   3                |

| _  CAPAPU   CPU Number                                                       |
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|                                             RET  A    000   12               |

| _  CPECAHIT Cache Hits                                                       |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  CPECBSTM CPU Busy Time                                                    |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  CPEDIOS  Disk IOs                                                         |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  CPEDISP  Process Dispatches                                               |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  CPEIBSTM Interrupt Busy Time                                              |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  CPEOVHTM Process Overhead Time                                            |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-112. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 2 (Part 2 of 3)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> TD1 (fff) -  Tandem SA - ATM System                            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  CPEPCBSY Percent CPU Busy                                                 |

|                                             COMP N    050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  CPEPCIBS Percent CPU Interrupt Busy                                       |

|                                             COMP N    050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  CPEPCOBS Percent CPU Process Overhead Busy                                |

|                                             COMP N    050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  CPEPCSBS Percent CPU Send Busy                                            |

|                                             COMP N    050   5   MAPCT.       |

| _  CPEPSCAH Cache Hits Per Second                                            |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  CPEPSDIO Disk IO Per Second                                               |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  CPEPSDSP Dispatches per Second                                            |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  CPEPSSWP Swap Rate Per Second                                             |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Figure 3-112. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 3 (Part 3 of 3)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|CAP  file ===> TD1 (fff) -  Tandem SA - ATM System                            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> N (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> N (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  CPESBSTM Send Busy Time                                                   |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME14.2     |

| _  CPESWAPS CPU Swaps                                                        |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  CPETYPE  CPU Type                                                         |

|                                             RET  A    050   8                |

| _  CPUCOUNT CPU Count                                                        |

|                                             ACCM N    050   2                |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                             RET  D    000   7   DATE7.       |

| _  DURATION Recording Interval Time                                          |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME15.2     |

| _  ZONE     Zone                                                             |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                             RET  A    000   4                |

| _  WEEK     Week of Year                                                     |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Figure 3-113. Validating the Inquiry

/---------------------------------  Meta File  --------------Inquiry Validated.\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                      |

|                                                                              |

|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                             |

|                                                                              |
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|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                            |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------       |

| _   Meta File Definition                                                     |

| _   CAP File & Data Element Sel.: VX1 - VAX/VMS SA - Stock Quote System      |

| _   CAP File & Data Element Sel.: TD1 - Tandem SA - ATM System               |

| _   Cross-File Data Element Definition                                       |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

After the meta file definition parameters are specified, the meta file is used to validate the inquiry. Figure 3-113 shows this
screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-114. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Modifying CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                     |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the   |

|file.                                                                         |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO)|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Instructions:                                                                 |

|                                                                              |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.           |

|                                                                              |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-114 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-115. Executing the Inquiry

 /-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  ----------  DST Saved.-\
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|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  DST - Distributed System Ex.                      |

|                                                                               |

|Update type                                 ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)|

|Replace existing                            ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|PRIVATE Capacity Planner data base cycle(s) ===> 01 - __                       |

|Update start date                           ===> _________ (ddmonyy)           |

|Number of weeks                             ===> 5__ (1-9999)                  |

|                                                                               |

|Execution mode                              ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND) |

|                                                                               |

|List updated CAP DB file contents           ===> YES (YES/NO)                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the meta file.            |

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the meta file update.                                |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Cycle 1 is specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in
Figure 3-115. As we are doing an INITIALIZE all data in the PRIVATE Capacity Planning database for these two standard
applications will be copied to our new meta file. The updated meta file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

Figure 3-116 Meta File Contents Report (three parts) shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT of the updated
data set.

Meta File Contents Report (Part 1 of 3)

                            M I C S   C A P A C I T Y   P L A N N E R   P R O D U C T

 

 OBS ZONE SYSID WEEK YEAR INTERVLS  DURATION    MODCOMTM    MODEXETM     MODIDLTM

 

  1   1   DST1   24   91    240    60:06:15.56  0:00:00.00  0:23:02.77   52:22:32.05

  2   1   DST1   25   91    360    90:06:15.82  0:00:00.00  0:03:58.46   89:18:05.41

  3   1   DST1   26   91    360    90:06:35.40  0:00:00.00  0:02:54.75   89:17:53.64

  4   2   DST1   24   91    416   104:08:28.62  0:00:00.00  0:11:21.97   99:56:42.70

  5   2   DST1   25   91    600   150:10:01.50  0:00:00.00  0:05:07.69  149:05:14.73

  6   2   DST1   26   91    598   149:40:09.96  0:00:00.00  0:04:02.55  148:27:32.36

  7   2   DST1   27   91      2     0:30:01.70  0:00:00.00  0:00:18.73    0:26:50.88

  8   3   DST1   24   91    190    47:32:42.96  0:00:00.00  0:00:41.46   47:21:25.12

  9   3   DST1   25   91    384    96:05:40.28  0:00:00.00  0:01:36.01   95:39:40.21

 

  MODINTTM    MODKERTM    MODMPSTM    MODSUPTM    MODUSRTM    MODVECTM

 

 0:54:40.71  3:48:33.88  0:15:02.08  0:06:19.10  2:16:04.96  0:00:00.00

 0:05:59.19  0:26:52.85  0:00:13.60  0:01:57.88  0:09:08.43  0:00:00.00
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 0:07:11.56  0:27:49.06  0:00:20.06  0:00:18.59  0:10:07.74  0:00:00.00

 0:31:13.75  2:03:51.33  0:07:30.48  0:01:50.44  1:15:57.88  0:00:00.00

 0:07:22.48  0:36:04.73  0:00:08.14  0:03:28.75  0:12:34.85  0:00:00.00

 0:05:58.46  0:45:44.24  0:00:35.04  0:01:50.55  0:14:26.70  0:00:00.00

 0:00:08.58  0:01:07.94  0:00:00.19  0:00:20.59  0:01:14.79  0:00:00.00

 0:01:33.54  0:08:15.51  0:00:02.06  0:00:00.53  0:00:44.71  0:00:00.00

 0:03:21.33  0:17:41.91  0:00:04.66  0:00:22.10  0:02:54.03  0:00:00.00

 

 MODPCCOM MODPCCPU MODPCEXE MODPCIDL MODPCINT MODPCKER  MODPCMPS MODPCSUP MODPCUSR

 

   0.00 %  12.85 %  0.63 %   87.14 %  1.51 %   6.33 %    0.41 %   0.17 %   3.77 %

   0.00 %   0.89 %  0.07 %   99.10 %  0.11 %   0.49 %    0.00 %   0.03 %   0.16 %

   0.00 %   0.90 %  0.05 %   99.09 %  0.13 %   0.51 %    0.00 %   0.00 %   0.18 %

   0.00 %   4.02 %  0.18 %   95.96 %  0.49 %   1.98 %    0.12 %   0.02 %   1.21 %

   0.00 %   0.71 %  0.05 %   99.27 %  0.08 %   0.40 %    0.00 %   0.03 %   0.13 %

   0.00 %   0.80 %  0.04 %   99.18 %  0.06 %   0.50 %    0.00 %   0.02 %   0.16 %

   0.00 %  10.59 %  1.03 %   89.40 %  0.47 %   3.77 %    0.01 %   1.14 %   4.15 %

   0.00 %   0.39 %  0.02 %   99.60 %  0.05 %   0.28 %    0.00 %   0.00 %   0.02 %

   0.00 %   0.45 %  0.02 %   99.54 %  0.05 %   0.30 %    0.00 %   0.00 %   0.05 %

Meta File Contents Report (Part 2 of 3)

  MODCPUTM  SPRSYTCT SPRBIOS SPRCPUNI   SPRCPUTM  SPRDIOS SPRFPGFL SPRINSWP  SPRIOUDR

 

 7:43:43.50    120   1211327  61211.7  7:43:43.50  27400   282873     0     30:03:07.78

 0:48:10.41    180     72554   6358.9  0:48:10.41  25472   109592     0     45:03:07.91

 0:48:41.76    180     97965   6427.9  0:48:41.76  20357   105844     0     45:03:17.70

 4:11:45.85    208    659178  33232.9  4:11:45.85  30640   116817     0     52:04:14.31

 1:04:46.64    300     85869   8550.6  1:04:46.64  36046   109779     0     75:05:00.75

 1:12:37.54    299     81629   9586.6  1:12:37.54  34027   206687     0     74:50:04.98

 0:03:10.82      1      2140    419.8  0:03:10.82   2958     2064     0      0:15:00.85

 0:11:17.81     95     18829   1491.2  0:11:17.81   5063    25714     0     23:46:21.48

 0:26:00.04    192     40497   3432.1  0:26:00.04  13289    54246     0     48:02:50.14

 

 SPRMPGFL  SPRPGEDR   SPRPGFLT  SPRRDIOS  SPRSYSFL     SPRSYTDR    SPRPSBIO  SPRPSDIO  SPRPSFLT

 

  209018  30:03:07.78  1360478     69048      41     30:03:07.78    11.1965   0.25326   12.5752

  102132  45:03:07.91   320588      3975       6     45:03:07.91     0.4473   0.15705    1.9766

   86172  45:03:17.70   295780      4066       9     45:03:17.70     0.6040   0.12551    1.8236

  137667  52:04:14.31   687385     30054      17     52:04:14.31     3.5165   0.16345    3.6669

  158687  75:05:00.75   389956      4123       7     75:05:00.75     0.3177   0.13336    1.4427

  133803  74:50:04.98   586023      4694       3     74:50:04.98     0.3030   0.12630    2.1752

    1921   0:15:00.85     9990       331       0      0:15:00.85     2.3755   3.28357   11.0895

   46036  23:46:21.48    87601         0       0     23:46:21.48     0.2200   0.05916    1.0236

   94412  48:02:50.14   188272       398       0     48:02:50.14     0.2341   0.07683    1.0885

 

 SPRPSFPL  SPRPSINS  SPRPSMPL  SPRPSRIO   SPRPSSYS    BASECPU   ADJCOMTM    ADJCPUTM

 

  2.61465      0      1.93199  0.638224  0.000378971  TESTING  0:00:00.00  3:24:02.34

  0.67571      0      0.62971  0.024509  0.000036994  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:21:11.78

  0.65256      0      0.53128  0.025068  0.000055488  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:21:25.57

  0.62318      0      0.73440  0.160327  0.000090689  TESTING  0:00:00.00  1:50:46.57

  0.40614      0      0.58708  0.015253  0.000025897  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:28:30.12
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  0.76720      0      0.49666  0.017424  0.000011136  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:31:57.32

  2.29117      0      2.13243  0.367431  0.000000000  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:01:23.96

  0.30046      0      0.53792  0.000000  0.000000000  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:04:58.24

  0.31361      0      0.54583  0.002301  0.000000000  TESTING  0:00:00.00  0:11:26.42

 

  ADJEXETM    ADJINTTM    ADJKERTM    ADJMPSTM  ADJPCCOM   ADJPCCPU  ADJPCEXE  ADJPCINT

 0:10:08.42  0:24:03.51  1:40:34.11  0:06:36.92   0.00 %     5.65 %    0.28 %    0.66 %

 0:01:44.92  0:02:38.04  0:11:49.65  0:00:05.98   0.00 %     0.39 %    0.03 %    0.04 %

 0:01:16.89  0:03:09.89  0:12:14.39  0:00:08.83   0.00 %     0.39 %    0.02 %    0.05 %

 0:05:00.07  0:13:44.45  0:54:29.79  0:03:18.21   0.00 %     1.77 %    0.08 %    0.21 %

 0:02:15.38  0:03:14.69  0:15:52.48  0:00:03.58   0.00 %     0.31 %    0.02 %    0.03 %

 0:01:46.72  0:02:37.72  0:20:07.47  0:00:15.42   0.00 %     0.35 %    0.01 %    0.02 %

 0:00:08.24  0:00:03.78  0:00:29.89  0:00:00.08   0.00 %     4.66 %    0.45 %    0.20 %

 0:00:18.24  0:00:41.16  0:03:38.02  0:00:00.91   0.00 %     0.17 %    0.01 %    0.02 %

 0:00:42.24  0:01:28.59  0:07:47.24  0:00:02.05   0.00 %     0.19 %    0.01 %    0.02 %

Meta File Contents Report (Part 3 of 3)

 ADJPCKER  ADJPCMPS  ADJPCSUP  ADJPCUSR    ADJSUPTM    ADJUSRTM   USRPCTOT  VUPS  VUPSA  DATE

 

   2.78 %    0.18 %    0.07 %     1.66 %  0:02:46.80  0:59:52.58   29.34 %  2.2     5   15JUN91

   0.21 %    0.00 %    0.01 %     0.07 %  0:00:51.87  0:04:01.31   18.97 %  2.2     5   22JUN91

   0.22 %    0.00 %    0.00 %     0.08 %  0:00:08.18  0:04:27.41   20.80 %  2.2     5   29JUN91

   0.87 %    0.05 %    0.01 %     0.53 %  0:00:48.59  0:33:25.47   30.17 %  2.2     5   15JUN91

   0.17 %    0.00 %    0.01 %     0.06 %  0:01:31.85  0:05:32.13   19.42 %  2.2     5   22JUN91

   0.22 %    0.00 %    0.00 %     0.07 %  0:00:48.64  0:06:21.35   19.88 %  2.2     5   29JUN91

   1.65 %    0.00 %    0.50 %     1.82 %  0:00:09.06  0:00:32.91   39.19 %  2.2     5   06JUL91

   0.12 %    0.00 %    0.00 %     0.01 %  0:00:00.23  0:00:19.67    6.59 %  2.2     5   15JUN91

   0.13 %    0.00 %    0.00 %     0.02 %  0:00:09.72  0:01:16.57   11.15 %  2.2     5   22JUN91

 

  CPETYPE  CPECBSTM    CPEIBSTM   CPEOVHTM      CPESBSTM  CPESWAPS CPECAHIT CPEDIOS  CPEDISP CPEPCBSY CPEPCIBS

 

    TXP   4:24:27.20  0:45:34.09  0:00:06.30   0:04:21.72   2471     737887  685026  7652570   48.97 %   8.43

 %

    TXP   5:44:08.37  1:06:16.71  0:00:05.58   0:08:31.50   1504     978760  701681 10539838   38.28 %   7.37

 %

    TXP   3:29:59.26  0:47:24.84  0:00:04.11   0:15:07.79   1767          0       0  4666824   38.88 %   8.78

 %

    TXP   3:44:32.00  0:50:50.98  0:00:14.26   0:12:29.07   4743          0       0  5546717   24.97 %   5.65

 %

    TXP   4:10:52.66  0:53:38.76  0:00:11.03   0:13:04.64   4982     436988  568179  5845211   46.45 %   9.93

 %

    TXP   4:48:29.62  1:04:14.21  0:00:10.64   0:12:05.04   3305    1082554 1032595  7391847   32.08 %   7.14

 %

    TXP   3:30:01.63  0:45:58.43  0:00:01.67   0:08:06.85    243     173195  456849  5926072   38.89 %   8.51

 %

    TXP   2:59:54.19  0:39:15.37  0:00:03.64   0:08:11.61    541     200435  402456  4629368   20.01 %   4.36

 %

    TXP   3:08:39.80  0:37:32.29  0:00:01.44   0:03:48.30   7200     320532  359570  4753180   34.93 %   6.95

 %

 

  CPEPCOBS CPEPCSBS CPEPSCAH CPEPSDIO CPEPSDSP CPEPSSWP CPUCOUNT
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   0.01 %   0.80 %  22.7734  21.1406  236.188  0.07626     1

   0.01 %   0.94 %  18.1445  13.0088  195.402  0.02788     1

   0.01 %   2.80 %   0.0000   0.0000  144.035  0.05454     1

   0.02 %   1.38 %   0.0000   0.0000  102.832  0.08792     1

   0.03 %   2.42 %  13.4871  17.5352  180.406  0.15376     1

   0.01 %   1.34 %  20.0664  19.1406  137.039  0.06127     1

   0.00 %   1.50 %   5.3455  14.1001  182.902  0.00750     1

   0.00 %   0.91 %   3.7158   7.4612   85.824  0.01003     1

   0.00 %   0.70 %   9.8928  11.0977  146.699  0.22221     1

Multilevel Application Summarization

The multilevel application summarization case study shows how to use the MICS Capacity Planner to create a meta file
that takes information from the Workload Standard Application and summarizes it into broader categories (for example,
Department).

Problem Description

For this case study, a single meta file was created to summarize the activity from the workload standard application into
workgroups.

The systems that are used in this study are as follows:

SYSA
Production System W/Claims & Insurance Adjustors

This case study addresses the following areas:

• Recalculating Data Elements
• The use of the CAPIAPU internal variable
• How to use the Meta File Facility to summarize an input Capacity Planner file to a higher level of summarization

Control Parameters

Figures 3-117 through 3-123 show the control screens that were used to create and execute this meta file definition
example.

Figure 3-117. Specifying Parameters for the Meta File

/---------------------------  Meta File Definition  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                        |

|                                                                               |

|Summarization Level                                                            |

|                 Primary   ===> WEEKS    (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)            |

|                 Secondary ===> HOUR     (ZONE/HOUR/ENDTS/DAYNAME)             |

|                                                                               |

|Capacity Planner Data Base ===> PRIVATE  (Private/Shared)                      |

|                                                                               |

|Amount of data retained    ===> 60       (1-9999 weeks)                        |

|Age of oldest forecast     ===> 24       (1-9999 weeks)                        |

|History cycles             ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|Forecast cycles            ===> 3        (1-99 cycles)                         |

|                                                                               |
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|Enable:                                                                        |

|   Notes report            ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|   Contents reports        ===> YES      (YES/NO)                              |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options   ===> Y        (Y/N/R)                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The specifications on the Meta File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-117 do the following:

• Set the timespan to WEEKS.
• Set the summary level to HOUR.
• Indicate that the input standard applications are in the Private Capacity Planner database.
• Indicate that the optional data element CAPAPU is to be included in the meta file using the extended options (shown in

Figure 3-94).
• Indicate extended options (shown in Figure 3-94) are to be included in the meta file.

Figure 3-118. Setting the CAPAPU

/---------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  File & Data Element Sel.: CPU - CPU PROCESSOR ACTIVITY FILE     |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the CAPAURT Macro                                           |

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

|*********************************** TOP OF DATA *******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SET CAPAPU VALUES.                            |

|=NOTE= %MACRO CAPAURT;  <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 IF CAPIAPU EQ 'TSO1' THEN CAPAPU = 'CLAIMS';                            |

|000002 ELSE IF CAPIAPU EQ 'TSO2' THEN CAPAPU = 'ADJUST';                       |

|000003 ELSE IF CAPIAPU EQ 'PROD1' THEN CAPAPU = 'CLAIMS';                      |

|000004 ELSE IF CAPIAPU EQ 'PROD2' THEN CAPAPU = 'ADJUST';                      |

|000005 ELSE IF CAPIAPU EQ 'SYSTEMS' THEN CAPAPU = 'SYSTEMS';                   |

|000006 ELSE CAPAPU = 'OTHER';                                                  |

|=NOTE= %MEND CAPAURT;   <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The SAS code on the SAS Statements screen in Figure 3-118 set the CAPAPU for the first meta file as follows:

• Workloads belonging to the claims department are all set to a CAPAPU of CLAIMS
• Workloads belonging to the adjustors are all set to a CAPAPU of ADJUST

Figure 3-119. Selecting CAP Files and Data Elements

/------------------------------  Meta File  ------------------------------------\

|Option ===> 2                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB file def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                        |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|        1 - Insert Common Data Selection                                       |

|            Specify data selection criteria to apply to ALL files.             |

|        2 - Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection                         |

|            Select a Capacity Planner file and data elements.                  |

|        3 - Insert Cross-File Data Element Definition                          |

|            Specify cross-file data element derivations.                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Option 2, Insert CAP File and Data Element Selection, is chosen on the Meta File screen that is shown in Figure 3-113.

The CAP File and Data Element Selection screens shown in Figure 3-120 specify that the CAP File WK1 is being used.
The data elements to be included in the meta file are listed. As you are doing summarization, set an exit for those data
elements that must be recalculated.

Figure 3-120. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 1 (Part 1 of 5)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|CAP file ===> WK1 (fff) -  Workload SA - Prod. Workloads                      |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> Y (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  CAPAPU   Workload Group                                                   |

|                                             RET  A    000   12               |

| _  CPUDUR   Recording Interval Time                                          |

|                                             ACCM T    120   13  TIME13.2     |

| _  CPUTOBTM Total Time Processor Busy                                        |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  CPUTOUTM Total Processor Up Time                                          |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                                                |

|                                             RET  D    000   7   DATE7.       |

| _  DESCRIPT Workload Group Long Name                                         |
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|                                             RET  A    120   40               |

| _  HOUR     Hour of Day                                                      |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

| _  MVSLEVEL MVS Software Level                                               |

|                                             RET  A    050   8                |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 3-120. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 2 (Part 2 of 5)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|CAP file ===> WK1 (fff) -  Workload SA - Prod. Workloads                      |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> Y (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  PAGPIN   Non-VIO Non-Swap Page-Ins                                        |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PCATRCPU Percent of CPU Attributable to Workload                          |

|                                             COMP N    120   3   MAPCT.       |

| _  PCTOTCPU Percent Total CPU Time Consumed                                  |

|                                             COMP N    120   3   MAPCT.       |

| _  PCTOTSRB Percent Total SRB Time Consumed                                  |

|                                             COMP N    120   3   MAPCT.       |

| _  PCTOTTCB Percent Total TCB Time Consumed                                  |

|                                             COMP N    120   3   MAPCT.       |

| _  PCTTOTPG Percent Total Pagein Rate Consumed                               |

|                                             COMP N    120   3   MAPCT.       |

| _  PGAAVAFT Average Real+Expanded Frames                                     |

|                                             COMP N    050   10               |

| _  PGAAVETM Avg Time of Ended Transactions                                   |

|                                             COMP T    050   10  TIME9.3      |

| _  PGAAVSTM Avg Transaction Service Time                                     |

|                                             COMP T    050   10  TIME9.3      |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-120. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 3 (Part 3 of 5)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |
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|CAP file ===> WK1 (fff) -  Workload SA - Prod. Workloads                      |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> Y (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  PGAAVWTM Avg Transaction Wait for Service Time                            |

|                                             COMP T    050   10  TIME9.3      |

| _  PGACPUTM Total CPU Time                                                   |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  PGAHIN   Hiperspace Page-Ins                                              |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PGAHMS   ESO Hiperspace Read Misses                                       |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PGAITS   I/O Service Units                                                |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PGAMPL   Multi-Programming Level                                          |

|                                             RET  N    050   5                |

| _  PGAMTS   Main Storage Service Units                                       |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-120. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 4 (Part 4 of 5)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|CAP file ===> WK1 (fff) -  Workload SA - Prod. Workloads                      |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> Y (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  PGAPIN   Number of Page-Ins                                               |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PGAPSHIN Hiperspace Page-Ins per Second                                   |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  PGAPSHMS ESO Hiperspace Read Misses per Second                            |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  PGAPSINS Interval Service Rate                                            |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  PGAPSPIN Page-Ins per Second                                              |

|                                             COMP N    050   5                |

| _  PGASER   Total Service Units                                              |
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|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  PGASPP   Swap Sequences                                                   |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-120. CAP File and Data Element Selection Screen--Screen 5 (Part 5 of 5)

/--------------  Capacity Planner File and Data Element Selection  ------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values        |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|CAP file ===> WK1 (fff) -  Workload SA - Prod. Workloads                      |

|                                                                              |

|                                                  -------Line Commands--------|

|Include CAPAPUs    ===> Y (Y/N)                   | I Insert C Copy D Delete ||

|Specify file exits ===> Y (Y/N)                   | R Repeat E Calculations  ||

|                                                  | S Depend Clauses & Label ||

|                                                  ----------------------------|

|                                             Sum  Data                        |

|Cmd  Name    Label (long name)             D Type Type Order Len Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------- - ---- ---- ----- --- -------------|

| _  PGASRBTM SRB CPU Time                                                     |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  PGATAT   Residency Time                                                   |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME9.3      |

| _  PGATCBTM TCB CPU Time                                                     |

|                                             ACCM T    050   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  PGATTX   Transactions Terminated                                          |

|                                             ACCM N    050   13               |

| _  SYSID    System Identifier                                                |

|                                             RET  A    050   4                |

| _  TOTSRBTM Total SRB Time Consumed This System                              |

|                                             ACCM T    120   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  TOTTCBTM Total TCB Time Consumed This System                              |

|                                             ACCM T    120   13  TIME12.2     |

| _  WEEK     Week of Year                                                     |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

| _  YEAR     Year of Century                                                  |

|                                             RET  N    000   2                |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-121. Validating the Inquiry

/---------------------------------  Meta File  --------------Inquiry Validated.\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|Update the capacity planning data base file ===> Y (Y/N)                      |

|                                                                              |
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|Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat                             |

|                                                                              |

|Cmd                 Data Base File Definition Step                            |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------       |

| _   Meta File Definition                                                     |

| _   CAP File & Data Element Sel.: WK1 - Workload SA - Prod. Workloads        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the meta file definition parameters are specified, the meta file is used to validate the inquiry. Figure 3-121 shows this
screen after VALIDATE is typed at the Command prompt.

Figure 3-122. Saving the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -------- Confirm Save.\

|Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                              |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multi-Level Meta Ex.                       |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|This file definition has been changed and must be saved before updating the   |

|file.                                                                         |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Do you wish to save the file definition and update the file? ===> YES (YES/NO)|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|Instructions:                                                                 |

|                                                                              |

|   Press ENTER key to save the file definition and update the file.           |

|                                                                              |

|   Reply NO and press enter key to cancel the file update request.            |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown in Figure 3-122 is used to save the inquiry so that it can be
executed.

Figure 3-123. Executing the Inquiry

/-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  ----------  DST Saved.-\
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|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  MT1 - Multilevel Meta Ex.                         |

|                                                                               |

|Update type                                 ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)|

|Replace existing                            ===> N (Y/N)                       |

|                                                                               |

|PRIVATE Capacity Planner data base cycle(s) ===> 01 - __                       |

|                                                                               |

|Update start date                           ===> _______ (ddmonyy)             |

|Number of weeks                             ===> ____ (1-9999)                 |

|                                                                               |

|Execution mode                              ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND) |

|                                                                               |

|List updated CAP DB file contents           ===> YES (YES/NO)                  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the meta file.            |

|Enter CANCEL to terminate the meta file update.                                |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cycle 1 is specified as input to the database loading process on the Update Capacity Planning File screen that is shown
in Figure 3-123. As  you are doing an INITIALIZE, all data in the PRIVATE Capacity Planning database for this standard
application will be copied to the new meta file. The updated meta file will be printed after the update is complete.

Output Report

The following figure 3-124 Meta File Contents Report shows the output that is created by the PROC PRINT of the updated
data set.

Figure 3-124. Meta File Contents Report

OBS ZONE SYSID WEEK YEAR  TOTSRBTM    TOTTCBTM     PAGPIN MVSLEVEL  CPUTOBTM        CPUTOUTM     CPUDUR     

 PGACPUTM    PGASRBTM

 

 1    1  S008  22    98  3:59:35.36  27:30:38.31   906574 SP3.1.3  67:29:12.21    72:00:00.46  36:00:00.23 

 0:55:19.74  0:02:22.93

 2    1  S008  23    98  5:10:17.51  33:56:44.00  1019275 SP3.1.3  79:56:41.09    85:56:58.52  42:58:29.26 

 1:35:43.93  0:02:09.00

 3    1  S008  24    98  4:57:04.90  35:55:17.02  1240731 SP3.1.3  86:40:29.48    89:59:58.83  44:59:59.42 

 1:00:20.99  0:02:10.33

 4    1  S008  25    98  5:07:26.89  34:19:17.26  1011178 SP3.1.3  79:36:11.11    87:45:45.03  43:52:52.51 

 1:10:19.13  0:03:49.15

 5    1  S008  26    98  5:00:42.75  31:27:56.51  1032329 SP3.1.3  77:34:18.14    87:10:11.38  43:35:05.69 

 1:41:37.26  0:02:25.11

 6    1  S008  27    98  4:20:26.15  23:51:01.77   685754 SP3.1.3  54:49:03.94    68:55:44.56  34:27:52.28 

 0:40:42.06  0:02:08.89

 7    1  S008  28    98  5:26:01.29  38:24:19.89   804749 SP3.1.3  65:58:42.67    93:43:22.54  34:04:26.55 

 0:36:46.46  0:01:46.11
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 8    1  S008  29    98  6:57:12.86  50:57:28.49  1242727 SP3.1.3  90:05:32.84   128:41:02.73  42:53:40.91 

 0:42:25.66  0:02:14.69

 

  PGATAT     PGATCBTM  PGAHIN  PGAHMS PGAITS    PGAMTS  PGAPIN   PGASER PGASPP PGATTX   PGAMPL PGAPSHIN

 PGAPSHMS PGAPSINS  PGAPSPIN

 

12:16:08.  0:52:56.81      0        0 1750522  55223196  35154  93633125 44620  43187  0.31660 0.00000      0

      671.2       0.3

12:02:43.  1:33:34.93      0        0 3130124  69569898  26425 136129461 23333  22501  0.28067 0.00000      0

      881.1       0.2

13:36:36.  0:58:10.67      0        0 2554919  39096333  31459  81637362 19068  18274  0.26604 0.00000      0

      443.3       0.2

18:54:52.  1:06:29.98      0        0 2416498  80720366  46920 129728096 57476  53864  0.43361 0.00000      0

      826.1       0.3

17:13:26.  1:39:12.15   5776        0 1982346 131697964  41152 201011453 34966  31419  0.40919 0.03812      0

     1326.5       0.3

7:08:01.4  0:38:33.18      0        0 2183431  59773809  17443  87455660 12763  12363  0.23659 0.00000      0

      805.7       0.2

11:33:07.  0:35:00.35      0        0 1307131  35971094  18012  58719809 17742  17719  0.33751 0.00000      0

      476.5       0.1

7:13:15.2  0:40:10.98    385        0 1746471  44277734  24456  70615541 20919  21716  0.16478 0.00244      0

      447.6       0.2

 

 PGAAVAFT  PGAAVETM   PGAAVSTM PGAAVTRN  PGAAVWTM CAPAPU      DESCRIPT    PCATRCPU  PCTOTCPU  PCTOTSRB 

 PCTOTTCB  PCTTOTPG   DATE

 

  480.71 0:00:01.3  0:33:43.4   0.3317 0:00:00.0 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    46.68 %    1.36 %    0.99 %    3.20

 %    3.87 %  29MAY98

  453.99 0:00:02.5  0:49:08.8   0.2988 0:00:00.1 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    48.93 %    1.99 %    0.69 %    4.59

 %    2.59 %  05JUN98

  388.16 0:00:03.4  0:27:01.7   0.2733 0:00:00.0 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    47.15 %    1.16 %    0.73 %    2.69

 %    2.53 %  12JUN98

  445.13 0:00:01.8  0:28:21.1   0.4856 0:00:00.1 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    49.55 %    1.47 %    1.24 %    3.22

 %    4.64 %  19JUN98

  480.59 0:00:03.3  0:48:56.4   0.4517 0:00:00.3 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    47.02 %    2.18 %    0.80 %    5.25

 %    3.98 %  26JUN98

  514.21 0:00:03.5  0:51:19.1   0.2617 0:00:00.3 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    51.42 %    1.23 %    0.82 %    2.69

 %    2.54 %  03JUL98

  370.03 0:00:02.7  0:20:02.7   0.3962 0:00:00.4 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    66.44 %    0.92 %    0.54 %    1.51

 %    2.23 %  10JUL98

  388.88 0:00:01.6  0:42:22.2   0.1761 0:00:00.1 ADJUST  ALL Adjustors    64.28 %    0.78 %    0.53 %    1.31

 %    1.96 %  24JUL98

CAP Business Element Files
Historically, one of the most difficult problems that the Capacity Planner encounters is the forecasting of the resource
requirements of specific applications. A popular approach has been to use business element data (sometimes called
natural forecast units or key volume indicators) to develop relationships between the volume of business activity in the
sector using the application and the amount of resource consumption.

The MICS Capacity Planner supports both the collection and maintenance of business element data and the analysis of
business activity and resource consumption relationships between these indicators.
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This section describes how to use the MICS Capacity Planner to create user-defined business element files. You are
responsible for defining the data elements that you want to include in your database file and for executing the data base
load job whenever appropriate.

Business Element Files Usage Guidelines

The term "business element" is used to represent a measurement unit that characterizes activity in any specified division
of an organization. The objective of a business element forecast is to investigate possible statistical relationships between
such measurements and the demand for computer resources.

The business element files represent business element values for your installation at either the DAYS, WEEKS or
MONTHS timespan. Because interest in specific business elements varies from installation to installation, all but one of
the data elements that are contained in a business element file must be user-defined.

The DATE data element is the exception. This data element must always be present in a business element file. It is the
end date of the interval (that is, day, week, or month) represented by the record. The business element file database
generation routines automatically calculate and maintains two additional data elements for you:

YEAR and MNTHDAY/WEEK/MONTH (depending on the timespan that you define). You can define the remainder of the
data elements in the business element file using the Business Element File Definition screen (see Figure 3-122).

As with the resource element files, you can define any number of business element files. You supply a three-character
that identifies each business element file definition. This name must be unique.

The Capacity Planning database file contains two types of business element files. The first type contains observed values
of historical data. The second type stores forecasts generated by the univariate or multivariate software. Each type of file
is also defined using multiple cycles.

• Cycle 01:
Data from the last file load or update plus any data from the existing 01 cycle that is not older than allowed by the
Maximum data available for analysis parameter on the Business Element File Definition screen that is shown in
Figure 3-122. The CAPxxx01 File contains user-supplied observations, while the CPFxxx01 File contains forecasted
observations from the workload forecasting routines. As with the resource element files, the CPFxxxnn File is not
created until you generate and save a forecast for the first time.

• Cycle 02:
Data that is contained in the Cycle 01 File when it is aged. Aging occurs before the Cycle 01 File is loaded or updated.
The Cycle 02 File acts as a backup copy of the Cycle 01 File as it existed before the last file update.

• Cycle 03 through Cycle nn:
A copy of the data from the Cycle xx-1 File immediately before it is aged. This occurs each time the Cycle 01 File is
updated.

The Cycle 01 File is the input file for the analysis and forecasting programs. It is created the first time that you execute the
file definition inquiry. This process reads the business elements that you define either from an externally created data set
or from a SAS/FSP session.

The historical files (CAP files) and the forecast files (CPF files) are not aged together. The CAP files are aged whenever
you perform a file update. You can age the CPF files only when you request aging through a parameter on the workload
forecast control screen.

In addition to the data elements defined for the business element files containing the observations that you provide (the
CAPxxxnn files), the forecast files (CPFxxxnn files) contain three additional data elements:

• FILE_NO:
The types of forecast data from the workload forecasting routines. If FILE_NO is 11, the data values are point
estimates. If FILE_NO is 12, the data values are confidence limits.

• FORYEAR:
The year value of the most recent historical observation that is used to derive the forecast. For example, if you specify
to Univariate Model Forecasting that a forecast is to be generated based on data from June 1998 through October
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1999, the value of FORYEAR would be 99. This data element containing this value would be present on each of the
observations that are forecasted during that execution of Univariate Model Forecasting.

• FORMNDY/FORWEEK/FORMONTH
The day, week, or month value of the most recent historical observation that is used to derive the forecast. For
example, if you specify to Univariate Model Forecasting that a monthly forecast is to be generated based on data
from June 1998 through October 1999, the value of FORMONTH would be 10. This data element containing this
value would be present on each of the observations that are forecasted during that execution of Univariate Model
Forecasting.

Two methods are supported for entering your business element observations into the business element file. These
methods are identified on the Business Element File Data Entry screen shown in Figure 3-125.

With the first method, you enter the observations directly into the business element file via a SAS/FSP session invoked
for you by the business element file database generation routines. If you select this method, first initialize the business
element file by selecting Option 1 on the Business Element File Data Entry screen.

The initialization process places a number of entries into the file that contains values for the DATE and YEAR and
MNTHDAY/WEEK/MONTH data elements, and leaves your remaining business data elements with missing values. You
specify the number of initialized entries and the starting date for the first initialized entry. Once you initialize the file, you
can enter data values as often as you want into the initialized entries by selecting Option 2 on the Business Element File
Data Entry screen. If you eventually need more entries than you first initialized, you can add them using the normal SAS/
FSP commands that are available for this function.

The second method of entering your business element observations is to build an external file (not a SAS file) containing
the values for the business elements. An easy method of doing this is to invoke the ISPF Editor and enter the data values
directly into a sequential file or into a member of a partitioned data set. Then select Option 3 on the Business Element File
Data Entry screen to read the data directly into your business element file from the input file you specify. If you use this
method, you do not have to initialize the file.

Business Element Files Screen OperationCAP Business Element Files

The following sections describe the online screens that the MICS Capacity Planner uses to define business element files.

File Definition

The first step in creating a business element file definition is to identify the timespan of the data that will be maintained in
the file and to specify the data retention control parameters. You may specify these parameters on the Business Element
File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-125.

Figure 3-125. Business Element File Definition Screen

/----------------------  Business Element File Definition  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Time-span        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                              |

|Starting date    ===> _______ (ddmonyy)                                        |

|Number of months ===> ___     (for pre-formatting records)                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Maximum amount of data available for analysis ===> 60  (1-9999 months)         |

|Age of oldest forecast                        ===> 24  (1-9999 months)         |
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|Number of cycles retained:      History file  ===> 3   (1-99 cycles)           |

|                                Forecast file ===> 3   (1-99 cycles)           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify business element file data elements ===> N (Y/N)                       |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Business Element File Definition screen that is shown in Figure 3-125 is the main control screen for defining business
element files. It contains the following fields:

• Timespan
The timespan (either DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS) of the MICS file(s) that you want to use as input for processing
when the business element file is loaded. This timespan must match that of the resource element or standard
application files against which business-related measures are analyzed.

• Starting date
An optional parameter that provides the starting date for the initialized entries in your business element file if file
initialization is to be performed. For more information about the initialization process, see the Business Element Files
Usage Guidelines section in CAP Business Element Files.

• Number of months
The number of initialized observations that are placed in your business element file if file initialization is performed.
Maximum amount of data available for analysis:
The number of months or weeks of historical data to be retained in the database. Any observations older than what
you specify for this parameter are dropped from the file during update processing.

• Age of oldest forecast
The number of days, weeks, or months that you want to retain a forecast after it is generated. Any forecast older than
what you specify for this parameter is dropped whenever a new forecast is generated. The values of the FORYEAR
and FORMNDY/FORWEEK/FORMONTH are used to determine the age of the forecast.

• Number of history cycles retained
The number of cycles or versions of the historical data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file is
updated and the existing cycles are aged (that is, Cycle 01 becomes Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

• Number of forecast cycles retained
The number of cycles or versions of the forecast data that you want to retain. A new cycle is created when the file
aging is specified on one of the workload forecasting routine control screens and the existing cycles are aged (that is,
Cycle 01 becomes Cycle 02 and Cycle 02 becomes Cycle 03).

• Specify business element data elemetns
The specification for the business element file data elements. If you specify a Y (YES), the Business Element File Data
Elements screen that is shown in Figure 3-126 is displayed.

File Data Elements

The second step in creating a business element file definition is specifying the business element that you want to include
in the file using the Business Element File Data Elements screen shown in Figure 3-126.

Figure 3-126. Business Element File Data Elements Screen

/--------------------  Business Element File Data Elements  -------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                              |
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|Composing CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                      |

|                                                                              |

|Note:  If file updating is from external card images, data elements will be   |

|       read in ascending order of data element name for each value of DATE.   |

|                                                                              |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                       |

|                                                                              |

|Cmd   Name        Data Element Label (long name)       Tp  Len   Output Format|

| -  -------- ----------------------------------------  --  ---  --------------|

| _  DATE     Interval End Date                         D   9    DATE9.        |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The parameters for the Business Element File Data Elements screen are defined below:

• Name
The name of a business element. This may be any valid SAS name as described in the SAS manuals. The
data elements YEAR, MONTH, WEEK, and MNTHDAY are exceptions. Do not specify them because these are
automatically supplied for you based on the data value that you supply for the DATE data element. Choose variable
names that are descriptive of the values they represent.

• Data Element Label (long name)
The data element label that is displayed on the data element selection screen and on many reports.

• Tp
The type of data element. This is used to validate the data values and usage for this data element. Valid types are
Alphanumeric (A), Numeric (N), Money (M), Time (T), Hex (H), Date (D), Time-of-day (TD), and Date-Time (DT).

• Length
The length of the data element.

• Output format
The SAS format that is used to print the data element values.

Inquiry Processing

After you complete the previous steps, you can process the business element file definition inquiry that you specified
using the Inquiry Processing screen that is shown in Figure 3-127.

Figure 3-127. Inquiry Processing Screen

/-----------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Active MICF Inquiry:  BEF    - Business Element File                        |

|                Author:           Charles Frost                                |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|   Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)        |

|     EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.                                            |

|     MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.                         |

|     SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.             |

|     CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Specify desired option and press ENTER key.                                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Inquiry Processing screen displays the name and author of the business element file definition inquiry and allows you
to specify the type of processing you require. You can execute the inquiry immediately, redisplay it for modification (saved
as defined), or cancel it.

Business Element File Data Entry

If you select the EXECUTE option on the Inquiry Processing screen, the Business Element File Data Entry screen that is
shown in Figure 3-128 appears.

Figure 3-128. Business Element File Data Entry Screen

/--------------------- Business Element File Data Entry ------------------------\

|Option ===>                                                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|        1 - Initialize Business Element File                                   |

|            Prime business element file with null entries in preparation       |

|            for online data entry.                                             |

|        2 - Online Data Entry                                                  |

|            Update the business element file using SAS/FSP.  The file must     |

|            have been previously initialized.                                  |

|        3 - Batch Data Entry                                                   |

|            Update the business element file using external card images.       |

|            The card image update can be executed in foreground or batch.      |

|                                                                               |

|    Starting date  ===> _______ (ddmonyy)    Number of months ===> ___ (1-9999)|

|    Card image DSN ===> _______________________________________________________|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Business Element File Data Entry screen provides you with the options for initializing (only required if you intend to
use the SAS/FSP method of data entry), and for loading business element data into your business element file.

Choosing Option 1, Initialize Business Element File, causes any previous data that you entered in your business element
file to be discarded. A new file is created with initialized entries based on the following parameters:

• Starting date
The execution-time override for the Starting date parameter on the Business Element File Definition screen that is
shown in Figure 3-125. Specify this parameter to define the starting date for file initialization.

• Number of months
The execution-time override for the Number of months parameter on the Business Element File Definition screen that
is shown in Figure 3-125. Specify this parameter to initialize the number of days, weeks, or months in your business
element file.

Choosing Option 2, Online Data Entry, provides direct, interactive access to your business element file for data entry.
You can use the SAS Full Screen Product (SAS/FSP), which is a prerequisite, to implement this option. When you select
this option, SAS/FSP is invoked in the foreground through MICF. To use this method, first initialize the file by selecting
Option 1. If you use all of the previously initialized entries, DO NOT reinitialize the file unless you want to discard all of
your previously entered data. Instead, use the SAS/FSP commands for adding observations to a SAS data set.

Choosing Option 3, Batch Data Entry, invokes a batch job that reads your business element observations from the data
set that you identified in the following parameter:

• Card image DSN
The data set name of the card image. This parameter points either to a sequential data set or a member of a
partitioned data set that contains business element data that you create external to the MICS Capacity Planner.
Code this parameter as you would any other data set name. If the data is a member of a partitioned data set, include
the member name as part of this parameter. If the data set name is cataloged under your userid, then do not enter
your userid as part of the data set name. If you code a fully qualified data set name (that is, including a user ID), then
enclose this data set name in single quotes.

The following figure 3-129 Business Element File Data Entry Screen shows a typical example of a SAS/FSP data entry
screen for a business element file.

Figure 3-129. Business Element File Data Entry Screen

  1...5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80

 /--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

1|                      Edit SAS data set: CAPACITY.CAPBEF01          | Screen 1  |

2| Command ===>                                                       ----------  |

3|                                                                    | Obs    1  |

4| _____________________________________________________________________________  |

5|                                                                                |

6|                              YEAR:       98                                    |

7|                                                                                |

8|                              MONTH:       1                                    |

9|                                                                                |

0|                              DATE:     31JAN98                                 |

1|                                                                                |

2|                              INVOICES: __________                              |

3|                                                                                |

4|                              UPDATES:  __________                              |

5|                                                                                |

6|                              OPN_ITEM: __________                              |

7|                                                                                |

8|                                                                                |
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9|                                                                                |

0|                                                                                |

1|                                                                                |

2|                                                                                |

3|                                                                                |

 \                                                                                /

CAP Presenting Forecasted Data
Presentation Graphics allows you to produce color or line printer graphics suitable for presenting analysis results and
forecasts that are generated with Univariate Modeling, Multivariate Regression, and Business Element Forecasting. It also
produces plots displaying the results of applying any worksheets studies, if appropriate.

This facility is designed to address the following requirements:

• High-quality graphic presentations of the historical data observations and forecasts for output either to a line printer or
a color graphics device

• Tracking of previous forecasts to determine if the statistical models developed during the forecasting process are
reliable

Optional parameters allow you to control colors and print fonts. You can also add capacity lines to the graph. Line printer
graphics are always available; however, SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for the color graphics option.

Usage Guidelines

Forecasting for capacity planning is typically a quarterly, semiannual, or annual activity. Regularly produced management
reports track the accuracy of these forecasts against actual values. The reports display historical data, the most recent
forecast, and a previous forecast, if it is available. For example, you have a capacity planning database file that is updated
during a regular monthly execution and you routinely prepare three-month projections. You want to produce a quarterly
report for management showing the results of the last forecast and next quarter's projection. You can produce this
management report with Presentation Graphics.

Presenting Forecasted Data - Standard Output
Presentation Graphics produce plots that depict the forecasts generated using Univariate Modeling, Business Element
Forecasting, Multivariate Regression, and worksheets. These plots show the historical data series, previous forecasts,
current forecasts, and confidence limits on each forecasted point.

The following Presentation Graphics Report (Figure 4-1) shows a sample printer graphics report for a TSO response
study. The title line of the report lists the SYSID, ZONE, and report title that you specify on the Presentation Graphics
screen.

The body of the report displays the plot of the specified data element. The Y-axis label shown in the plot is specified for
the Y-axis label control parameter. The values on the Y-axis are scaled so that the numerical values shown are less than
1,000. If the Y-axis values are scaled by the program, then a scale block is generated at the base of the Y-axis.

The scaling of the Y-Axis is not performed for variables that represent time, such as the response variable, in this plot.
Time variables are recognized through the MICS convention of ending the variable name with the characters TM. For
example, PGACPUTM represents the amount of MVS TCB time accumulated for a performance group. These variables
are carried as SAS time values in the MICS database in units of seconds.

Time variables are printed using a TIMEw.d format (HH:MM:SS.DDD) for hours, minutes, seconds, and a decimal portion
of seconds. Scaling of time values presents a readability problem, because hours and minutes do not accumulate
on a decimal basis. To aid in readability of time values, the precision of the output format is designed to float with the
magnitude of the time value to be printed, from a maximum of HHHHH:MM:SS. down to H:MM:SS.DDDD. This allows
printing of time values from 100 microseconds up to 10,000 hours with no loss of precision.
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For printer plots, seven characters are used to denote the points in the body of the plot:

*
historical observations

+
current forecasted values

W
worksheet applied forecasts

P
previously forecasted values

U
the upper 95 percentile confidence limit

L
the lower 95 percentile confidence limit

=
a user-specified limit

|
line marking where history ends and future begins

A legend of these characters appears in the lower left corner of the report. The example that is shown in the
following Presentation Graphics Report sample includes both a previous forecast and user-specified limits.

For color graphics plots, you can specify the symbols, line types, and colors to use to plot the points in the body of the
plot. Figure 4-12 shows the Color Graphics Format Parameters control screen that provides you with these options and
others.

The X-axis values correspond to the dates of the observations. Depending on the timespan of the historical observations
and your MICS calendar, you will see one of three X-axis formats: days, weeks, or months. For printer or color graphics
plots, all days, weeks, or months are shown on a single plot.

Presentation Graphics automatically selects the proper report format.

Presentation Graphics also enables you to specify up to six 60-character lines of information that are printed as footnotes
on both the printer and the color graphics plots.

Figure 4-1. Presentation Graphics Report

   SYSID: STSO  ZONE: 1                        HISTORY OF TSO AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

   0:00:02.0000-|                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   | HISTORY/     U

                |                                                   |  FUTURE    U

                |                                                   |

====================================================

                |                                                   |          U

 R              |                                                   |        U

 E              |                                                   |      U

 S 0:00:01.5000-|===================================================|               +
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 P              |                                                   |    U        +

 O              | *                                                 |  U      + +

 N              |         *                                         |U      +

 S              |   *   *                               *          P|     +

 E              |                                           *    P  | + +

                |                                         *    P    |          L L L

 T              |     *     * *                     *           * * |  L L L L

 I 0:00:01.0000-|                           *         *             |L

 M              |                   * *         * *                 |

 E              |               * *     * *   *               *     |

                |                                                   |

 (              |                                                   |

 S              |                                                   |

 E              |                                                   |

 C              |                                                   |

 ) 0:00:00.5000-|                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

                |                                                   |

  

 0:00:00.0000-|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                    1   2   1   2   0   2   0   2   0   1   0   1   2   1   2   1   2   0   2   0   1   0   1

   3   1   2

                    4   8   1   5   9   3   6   0   4   8   1   5   9   2   6   0   4   7   1   5   9   2   6

   0   3   7

                    M   M   A   A   M   M   J   J   J   J   A   A   A   S   S   O   O   N   N   D   D   J   J

   J   F   F

                    A   A   P   P   A   A   U   U   U   U   U   U   U   E   E   C   C   O   O   E   E   A   A

   A   E   E

                    R   R   R   R   Y   Y   N   N   L   L   G   G   G   P   P   T   T   V   V   C   C   N   N

   N   B   B

                    9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9   9

   9   9   9

                    8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   9   9

   9   9   9

                                                            WEEK ENDING

   +---------LEGEND---------+

   |* HISTORY               |

   |+ FORECAST              |

   |W WORKSHEET FORECAST    |   -------------------------USER DESCRIPTION-------------------------

   |P PREVIOUS FORECAST     |   THE FORECAST OF TSO RESPONSE TIME SHOWN IN THIS PLOT WAS DEVELOPED

   |U UPPER CONF LIMIT      |   USING A QUADRATIC MODEL.

   |L LOWER CONF LIMIT      |

   |= USER LIMIT            |

   || HISTORY/FUTURE LINE   |

   +------------------------+
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Presentation Technique Tutorial
Presentation Graphics uses the historical observations and forecasts that reside in the Capacity Planning database
files. (The creation and use of these data sets is discussed in the Sample Planning Applications and Capacity Planning
Database sections). The following figure 4-2 shows an example of a set of these files.

Figure 4-2. Typical Capacity Planning Database Files

                             +------------+

                             |   Screen   |

                             | Definition |

                             |  for File  |

                             |    xxx     |

                             +------------+

                                    |

                   +----------------+---------------+

                   |                |               |

   Creates         V                V               V

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Resource   | CAPxxx01 |    | CPFxxx01 |    | CPWxxx01 |

   Element    +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Files      |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

     or            |               |               |

                   V               V               V

   Meta       +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Files      | CAPxxx02 |    | CPFxxx02 |    | CPWxxx02 |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

     or       |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

   Business        |               |               |

   Element         V               V               V

   Files           .               .               .

                   .               .               .

                   .               .               .

  

                   |               |               |

                   V               V               V

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

              | CAPxxxnn |    | CPFxxxnn |    | CPWxxxnn |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

              |          |    |          |    |          |

              +----------+    +----------+    +----------+

  

               These files     These files     These files

               contain         contain         contain user

               actual data     forecasts       forecast data

                               from the        from the

                               forecasting     Worksheet

                               routines        Facility

  

 

For more details about this file structure, see the Structural Description section.
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It is important to remember that Capacity Planning forecast files can contain more than one forecast for a single data
element. This typically occurs when forecasts are produced regularly. Hence, after the second time a forecast is produced,
the forecast file contains the forecasted observations for both the current (most recent) forecast and the previous forecast.
Presentation Graphics automatically plots the observations for both the current and the previous forecast. If more than
one previous forecast exists in the forecast file, then you can specify which of these previous forecasts is to be plotted.

Presenting Forecasted Data - Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes the control parameters that you can use to operate Presentation Graphics.

Presentation Graphics Control Screen

To get to the Presentation Graphics Screen (shown in figure 4-3) on your terminal, follow a short set of menus which are
more fully described Online Facility Tutorial section. The Presentation Graphics Screen appears after you indicate that
you want to graph history and forecasts for presentation to management. Two fields on this screen are filled in on the
fourth line when you first see it: the inquiry name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash. You entered these two
fields on the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis Screen when you requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 4-3. Presentation Graphics Control Screen

 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ----------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ______ - _________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> ____________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria                                                             |

 |              Input file ===> _________________________________                |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> ____                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> __                                               |

 |             No.  months ===> ____      (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data element             ===> CHAN5CNT                                         |

 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> ______________________________                   |

 |Plot type                ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                        |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> _         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters on the Presentation Graphics Screen shown in Figure 4-3 are required, while others are optional.
The following section describes various parameters as they appear in this figure.

Report Title
The 60-character title field for the Presentation Graphics plot. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might appear within
the body of the title.

Input file
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The resource element, business element, or meta Capacity Planning database file containing the historical observations
to be used as input to the analysis. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your Capacity Planning
database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If the start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis. The No. months section describes the options for controlling the date range selection.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is produced. If the Capacity Planning database file was defined as having a composite
SYSID, this value is automatically supplied on the screen.

Zone
The Zone, Hour, or Dayname to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you defined the Capacity Planning
database file at the Zone, Hour, or Dayname secondary summarization level. If you defined the file as having a composite
Zone, Hour, or Dayname this value is supplied automatically on the screen. The field name will be changed automatically
to either Zone, Hour, or Dayname once you specify the input file to reflect the input file summarization level.

No. months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis. Once you
specify the input file, the field name will change to reflect the time-span of the Input file. When used along with the Start
date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:

• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. months, the date range for data selection begins with the value specified for Start
date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only No. months, the date range for data selection will include only this number of the most recent days,
weeks, or months.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations will be selected.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 4-4, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You might specify it only
if the Capacity Planning database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data element.

Data element
The input file data element that is to be plotted. If you are uncertain as to the correct name of the data elements on the
input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements will be presented.

Previous forecast date
The specific previous forecast to be plotted. In addition to the previous forecast, the current forecast (the one
corresponding to the most recent historical observation to be plotted) is plotted automatically.

Y-Axis label
The 30-character label for the Y-axis for the Presentation Graphics plot. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might
appear within the body of the label.

Plot type
The specification for the type of plot. You might specify COLOR for a color graphics plot or PRINTER for a line printer plot.
Printer graphics are always available, however SAS/GRAPH is a prerequisite for color graphics.

Include Worksheets
Include any user forecasts that are generated for this data element through the use of the Capacity Planner Worksheet
Facility. If present, this will produce an additional line on the output generated by Presentation Graphics.

Specify extended options:
A Y in this field displays the Extended Options Menu screen, which is shown in Figure 4-5.
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If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU values field on the Presentation Graphics Control Screen, the CAPAPU
Selection Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 4-4. On the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you might specify
the CAPAPU values (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. You might specify CAPAPUs only if the Capacity Planning
database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. (Note that Presentation Graphics does not support wild
cards.)

Figure 4-4. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 --------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ______ ________________________________            |

 |                                                                              |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----|

 |CAPAPU   ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 4-5. Presentation Graphics Extended Options Menu

 ---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |Description text:                                                            |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                Color graphics format set       ===> PENPLOT                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters on the Extended Options Menu shown in Figure 4-5 are required, while others are optional. The
following section describes various parameters as they appear in this figure.
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Description text
Up to six 60-character lines of descriptive text to appear as footnotes to the plot.

Override color graphics format parameters
Specify Y for yes, N for no, or R to reset and return to previous value.

Color graphics format set
Enter the format type that you specified in MICF.

Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines
Specify Y for yes, N for no, or R to reset and return to previous value.

Color Graphics Format Parameters

You can use the Color Graphics Format Parameters extended option to override parameter defaults which control color
graphics format and appearance. These default values are specified through the MICF Color Graphics Format Parameters
process. You can customize these defaults to match your most common reporting requirements; you must override color
graphics format defaults only for exceptional reporting requirements.

Figure 4-6 illustrates the Color Graphics Format Parameters screen.

Figure 4-6. Color Graphics Format Parameters

 /----------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                              Format set: PENPLOT  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry step:  Presentation Graphics                                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Title print font        ===> XSWISSBE   Title color             ===> BLUE      |

 |Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)  Background color        ===> ________  |

 |Axis color              ===> BLACK      Area inside axis color  ===> ________  |

 |Text color              ===> BLACK                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |History:           Sym ===> STAR      Line ===> SOLID     Color  ===> RED      |

 |Forecast:          Sym ===> PLUS      Line ===> DOTTED    Color  ===> BLUE     |

 |Previous forecast: Sym ===> PLUS      Line ===> DASHED    Color  ===> GREEN    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Upper confidence:  Sym ===> TRIANGLE  Line ===> SOLID     Color  ===> YELLOW   |

 |Lower confidence:  Sym ===> TRIANGLE  Line ===> SOLID     Color  ===> YELLOW   |

 |Reference limits:  Sym ===> NONE      Line ===> SOLID     Color  ===> BLACK    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Symbol (NONE,PLUS,STAR,TRIANGLE,DIAMOND,HASH,SQUARE,A-Z,0-9,or SAS/GRAPH value)|

 |Line   (SOLID,DASHED,DOTTED,1-32)                                              |

 |Color  (May be any color available on your graphics device.)                   |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the Color Graphics Format Parameters shown in Figure 4-6 screen are defined below:

Title print font
The character format (font) for the title line(s). Character font names are one to nine characters in length. See  the SAS/
GRAPH User's Guide for a list of valid character fonts.

Title color
The color of the title line(s).
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Draw border around plot
The specification to frame the graph with a border (that is, draw a line around the outside of the display).

Background color
The specification to generate the graph on a colored background (that is, fill the entire graph with a color).

Axis color
The color of the x-axis and y-axis.

Area inside axis color
The specification to draw the plot lines on a colored background (that is, only the area inside the axis is filled.

Text color
The color of all text words except the titles and labels.

Symbol
The symbol for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for the available symbols.

Line type
The line type for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for the available line types.

Color
The color for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH User's Guide for the available colors.

Y-Axis Reference Lines

You might specify horizontal reference lines on the plots produced by Presentation Graphics to indicate control limits or
objective values for the data element being plotted. For example, if a two-hour objective has been set for Class B job
turnaround times, you might want to show this value as a limit or objective in a report produced for the data element. You
might specify a maximum of 99 limits per plot.

The following figure 4-7 Y-Axis Reference Lines Screen shows a sample Y-Axis Reference Lines screen.

Figure 4-7. Y-Axis Reference Lines Screen

 /---------------------  Y-Axis Reference (Capacity) Lines  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete                                                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd    Date          Value                                                     |

 | -    -------    ---------------                                               |

 | -    _______    _______________                                               |

 | _    _______    _______________                                               |

 | _    _______    _______________                                               |

 | _    _______    _______________                                               |

 | _    _______    _______________                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the Y-Axis Reference Lines screen are defined below:

Date
The date on which this limit should begin to appear in the output plot. The dates do not have to be week-ending or month-
ending dates as Presentation Graphics uses greater than or equal logic to select the proper limits.

Value
The numeric value of the limit. Note that SAS time formats are not supported for input and must be specified as numeric
fields. For example, to place a reference line at the two-hour vertical point on the Y-axis, specify 7200 for the Value
parameter.

Presenting Forecasted Data - Case Studies
The following case studies illustrate the use of Presentation Graphics with historical and forecasted data.

• Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Presenting Forecasted Data)
• Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Presenting Forecasted Data)
• System Workload and Performance Profile (Presenting Forecasted Data)
• Tracking Previous Forecasts of Resource Utilization

The first case study, Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Presenting Forecasted Data), uses the 9021-711 I/
O workload study introduced in the Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis section (Resource Element Files) and
forecasted in the Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Simple Regression) section. This study shows a simple case
of plotting historical data and the forecast generated by Univariate Model Forecasting.

The next case study, Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking, continues the performance group workload
tracking study introduced in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element Files) and continued
in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Univariate Model Forecasting). This study shows you how to use
Presentation Graphics to track growth in TSO transaction rates. Following this is a similar study, System Workload
and Performance Profile, using the system profile resource element file from the Capacity Planning database
file originally developed in System Workload and Performance Profile (Resource Element Files) and continued in
Application Tracking (Simple Regression).

The final case study, Tracking Previous Forecasts of Resource Utilization, shows you how to prepare a quarterly reporting
system. This study shows how you can use multiple forecasts that are maintained in the same Capacity Planning
database file in a single report, allowing you to project future trends and track the effectiveness of your earlier forecasts
simultaneously.

Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Presenting Forecasted Data)

This extended example applies Presentation Graphics to the univariate modeling forecast that was produced for the
channel 5 SIO count in Extended Example Univariate Model Forecasting.

The purpose of this study is to prepare a Presentation Graphics printer plot report for the forecast of channel 5 SIO counts
that we prepared in Extended Example Univariate Model Forecasting. In that extended example, we developed a linear
model to forecast the SIO counts for the channel based on a geometrically smoothed historical data series.

Control Parameters

Figure 4-8 shows the Presentation Graphics screen that contains the control parameters used in this case study.

Figure 4-8. SIO Count Study Control Parameters
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 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.      |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CHNPLT - Channel 5 Workload Study                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Report title ===> HISTORY OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |Selection criteria                                                           |

 |              Input file ===> CHN - I/O Channel Example,03/10/93             |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                           |

 |                    Zone ===> 1                                              |

 |             No.  months ===>           (1-9999)                             |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Data element             ===> CHAN5CNT                                       |

 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> SIO COUNT                                      |

 |Plot type                ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                      |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the Presentation Graphics screen shown in Figure 4-8 are defined below:

Report title
The title that appears on the Presentation Graphics reports.

Input file
The CHN resource element file that was originally defined in the extended example in Extended Example I/O Workload
Analysis.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. Since neither start date nor number of months is specified for this analysis, no
date range selection is applied to the historical observations from the CHN resource element file.

SYSID
The historical observations for SYSID TSO1 only.

Zone
The Zone, Hour, or Dayname to be included in the analysis.

No. months
The maximum number of months that will be included in the analysis.

Specify CAPAPU value
The specification for CAPAPU. The CHN resource element file was not defined as containing the CAPAPU data element,
so no CAPAPU value can  be specified on the CAPAPU Selection Values screen.

Data element
The name of the data element (CHAN5CNT) in the capacity planning resource file which contains SIO counts for channel
5.

Previous forecast date
The date of any previous forecast. In this case, there are no previous forecasts, so the entry is left blank.
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Y-Axis label
The label for the Y-axis. For this example, the label is SIO COUNT.

Plot type
The specification for the type of plot. PRINTER is selected for the line printer plot.

Include Worksheets
The specification to include information produced through the use of the Capacity Planner Worksheet Facility.

Specify extended options
Type a Y in this field to enter the extended options menu, shown in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9. SIO Count Study Extended Options

 ---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |Description text:                                                            |

 | ===> LINEAR MODEL OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT DEVELOPED WITH__________           |

 | ===> GMA SMOOTHED DATA___________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                Color graphics format set       ===> PENPLOT                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The parameters for the Presentation Graphics Extended Options Menu shown in Figure 4-9 are defined below:

Description text
The descriptive text to appear as footnotes to the plot.

Override color graphics format parameters
Specify Y for yes, N for no, or R to reset and return to previous value.

Color graphics format set
Enter the format type that you specified in MICF.

Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines
Specify Y for yes, N for no, or R to reset and return to previous value.

Output Report

Figure 4-10 provides the Presentation Graphics printer plot for the extended example. The X-axis of this plot is scaled by
months, with two years shown. This scale is selected based on the definition of the resource element file.

Note that the Y-axis is scaled so that the maximum Y-axis label is less than 1,000. In this case, each value on the Y-axis
is scaled by 100,000, as indicated in the scale block to the lower left of the origin on the plot. Because we did not specify
user-defined references, and no previous forecasts were available, neither appear in the printer plot.

Figure 4-10. Extended Example Presentation Graphics Report
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     SYSID: TSO1  ZONE: 1                           HISTORY OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT

   

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             400-|                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               | HISTORY/

                 |                                               |  FUTURE

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

             300-|                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

  S              |                                               |

  I              |                                               |                          U   U

  O              |                                               |                      U

                 |                                               |              U   U            +

  C              |                                               |          U            +   +

  O          200-|                                               |  U   U        +   +

  U              |                                               |       +   +          L   L   L

  N              |                                       *   *   |   +      L   L   L

  T              |                                   *           |  L   L

                 |                               *               |

                 |       *       *                               |

                 |   *       *       *   *   *                   |

                 |                                               |

             100-|                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

                 |                                               |

              

 0-|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     S   O   N   D   J   F   M   A   M   J   J   A   S   O   N   D   J   F   M   A   M   J   J

   A

      --SCALE--      E   C   O   E   A   E   A   P   A   U   U   U   E   C   O   E   A   E   A   P   A   U   U

   U

      X  100000      P   T   V   C   N   B   R   R   Y   N   L   G   P   T   V   C   N   B   R   R   Y   N   L

   G
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   9

                     7   7   7   7   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   8   9   9   9   9   9   9   9

   9

 

                                                            MONTH  ENDING

 

   +---------LEGEND---------+

   |* HISTORY               |

   |+ FORECAST              |
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   |W WORKSHEET FORECAST    |   -------------------------USER DESCRIPTION-------------------------

   |P PREVIOUS FORECAST     |   LINEAR MODEL OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT DEVELOPED WITH

   |U UPPER CONF LIMIT      |   GMA SMOOTHED DATA

   |L LOWER CONF LIMIT      |

   |= USER LIMIT            |

   || HISTORY/FUTURE LINE   |

   +------------------------+

 

Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Presenting Forecasted Data)

Continuing the Performance Group/Workload Tracking study introduced in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking
(Resource Element Files) and continued in CAP JES Spool, Figures 4-11 and 4-12 illustrates the parameters that were
entered on the Presentation Graphics control screen. Figure 4-13 shows the printer plot that is produced by Presentation
Graphics.

Figure 4-11. Performance Group Study Control Parameters

 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.      |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  PRFPLT - TSO Period 1 Transactions               |

 |                                                                             |

 |Report title ===> HISTORY OF TSO PERIOD 1 TRANSACTIONS                       |

 |                                                                             |

 |Selection criteria                                                           |

 |              Input file ===> PRF - TSO Period 1 Transactions,09/11/98       |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                           |

 |                    Zone ===> 1                                              |

 |             No.  months ===>           (1-9999)                             |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Data element             ===> WKL01                                          |

 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> TRAN PER HOUR                                  |

 |Plot type                ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                      |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 4-12. Performance Group Study Extended Options

 ---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |Description text:                                                            |

 | ===> UNIVARIATE MODEL DEVELOPED IN SECTION 7.6.2_________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |
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 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                Color graphics format set       ===> PENPLOT                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 4-13. Presentation Graphics Report for the Performance Group Study

       SYSID: TSO1  ZONE: 1                  HISTORY OF TSO PERIOD 1 TRANSACTIONS

     

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               200-|                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 | HISTORY/

                   |                 |  FUTURE

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

               150-|                 |

    T              |                 |

    R              |                 |    U U

    A              |                 |U U

    N              |                 |

                   |             *   | + + + +

    P              | * * *           |

    E              |       * * *     |L

    R          100-|                 |  L L L

                   |               * |

    H              |                 |

    O              |                 |

    U              |                 |

    R              |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                50-|                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                

 0-|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       3   1   2   1   2   0   2   0   2   0   1   0   1   2   1   2   1   2   0   2   0   2 

  0   1   0   1
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        --SCALE--      1   4   8   1   5   9   3   6   0   4   8   1   5   9   2   6   2   6   9   3   7   1 

  4   8   2   6

        X     100      J   A   A   S   S   O   O   N   N   D   D   J   J   J   F   F   M   M   A   A   M   M 
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  9   9   9   9

 

                                                               WEEK ENDING

 

   +---------LEGEND---------+

   |* HISTORY               |

   |+ FORECAST              |

   |W WORKSHEET FORECAST    |   -------------------------USER DESCRIPTION-------------------------

   |P PREVIOUS FORECAST     |   UNIVARIATE MODEL DEVELOPED IN SECTION 7.6.2

   |U UPPER CONF LIMIT      |

   |L LOWER CONF LIMIT      |

   |= USER LIMIT            |

   || HISTORY/FUTURE LINE   |

   +------------------------+

 

System Workload and Performance Profile (Presenting Forecasted Data)

Continuing the System Workload and Performance Profile case study introduced in System Workload and Performance
Profile (Resource Element Files) and continued in Application Tracking (Simple Regression), Presentation Graphics was
used to produce a printer plot of the forecast of multiprocessor CPU busy that was developed. Figures 4-14 and 4-15
show the control parameters used to produce the report. Figure 4-16 shows the printer plot produced by Presentation
Graphics.

Figure 4-14. System Workload Study Control Parameters

 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.      |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: WKLPLT - CPU Utilization Plot                     |

 |                                                                             |

 |Report title ===> HISTORY OF MULTIPROCESSOR CPU UTILIZATION FOR SYSID TS01   |

 |                                                                             |

 |Selection criteria                                                           |

 |              Input file ===> WKL - System Workload Example                  |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                           |

 |                    Zone ===> 1                                              |

 |             No.  months ===>           (1-9999)                             |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Data element             ===> CPUMPBS                                        |
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 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> PCT CPU BUSY                                   |

 |Plot type                ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                      |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 4-15. System Workload Study Extended Options

 ---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |Description text:                                                            |

 | ===> PLOT OF MODEL DEVELOPED IN SECTION 7.6.3____________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                Color graphics format set       ===> PENPLOT                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 4-16. Presentation Graphics Report for the System Workload Case Study

      SYSID: TSO1  ZONE: 1             HISTORY OF MULTI-PROCESSOR CPU UTILIZATION FOR SYSID TSO1

    

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

              100-|                                                 |

                  |                                                 |

                  |                                                 | HISTORY/

                  |                                                 |  FUTURE

                  |                                                 |

                  |                                                 |

                  |                                                 |

                  |                                       *         |

               75-|                           *                     |      U U U U U

   P              |                       *                     *   |U U U+ + + + + +

   C              |                   *     *           *   * *     |L+L+L L L L L L

   T              |   * * *                     * * * *           * |

                  |           *                             *       |

   C              | *       *   * * *                               |

   P              |                     *                           |

   U              |                                                 |

               50-|                                                 |
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   B              |                                                 |

   U              |                                                 |
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                                                              WEEK ENDING

 

   +---------LEGEND---------+

   |* HISTORY               |

   |+ FORECAST              |

   |W WORKSHEET FORECAST    |   -------------------------USER DESCRIPTION-------------------------

   |P PREVIOUS FORECAST     |   PLOT OF MODEL DEVELOPED IN SECTION 7.6.3

   |U UPPER CONF LIMIT      |

   |L LOWER CONF LIMIT      |

   |= USER LIMIT            |

   || HISTORY/FUTURE LINE   |

   +------------------------+

 

Tracking Previous Forecasts of Resource Utilization

In this example, you use channel 5 SIO count data from the 9021-711 I/O study in the Extended Example I/O Workload
Analysis section to produce the required quarterly management report.
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Problem Description

Data for channel 5 SIO counts was collected monthly, beginning in September 1985. As part of a regular capacity
management program, projections are made quarterly, beginning in March 1986. Each projection is based on the previous
six months' historical values. By the time we are ready to produce the June 1986 quarterly report, the capacity planning
forecast file contains multiple forecasts (one for each quarter since March 1985), each representing a forecast that is
based on the previous six months of data.

The object of the June 1986 quarterly report is to show the current projection for channel 5 SIO counts and to track the
projection from the previous quarter against the more recent actual observations.

Control Parameters

Figures 4-17 and 4-18 show Presentation Graphics screens that contain the control parameters that we used to produce
the quarterly management report.

Because multiple forecasts, each based on different data, are maintained in the Capacity Planning database files, it is
easy to plot one of the previous forecasts using the forecast date as the Previous forecast date parameter. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter, Presentations Graphics automatically selects the most recent prior forecast for plotting.

In this example, the current forecast is based on data through June 1998 (and is thus the June 1998 forecast). The most
recent prior forecast is the March 1998 forecast (the one based on data through March 1998). Leaving the previous
forecast parameter blank has the same result as the specification shown in Figure 4-19 (that is, the specified previous
forecast, March 1998, is also the default previous forecast).

Figure 4-17. I/O Channel Study Control Parameters

 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.      |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CHNQPL - Quarterly Channel 5 Plot                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Report title ===> HISTORY OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |Selection criteria                                                           |

 |              Input file ===> CHN - I/O Channel Example,03/10/98             |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                           |

 |                    Zone ===> 1                                              |

 |             No.  months ===>           (1-9999)                             |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Data element             ===> CHAN5CNT                                       |

 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                          |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> SIO COUNT                                      |

 |Plot type                ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                      |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> N         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y         (Y/N)                                |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 4-18. I/O Channel Study Extended Options

 ---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                 |
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 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Presentation Graphics                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |Description text:                                                            |

 | ===> LINEAR MODEL DEVELOPED WITH GMA SMOOTHED DATA_______________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 | ===> ____________________________________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |Override color graphics format parameters       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                Color graphics format set       ===> PENPLOT                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Specify Y-axis reference (capacity) lines       ===> N (Y/N/R)               |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Quarterly Reports

Figure 4-19 shows the quarterly management report that is produced by the parameters entered on the Presentation
Graphics screen shown in Figures 4-17 and 4-18.

Figure 4-19. Extended Example Quarterly Management Report

    SYSID: TSO1  ZONE: 1                           HISTORY OF CHANNEL 5 SIO COUNT

  

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                |                               *   |   +   +

                |                                   |

 S              |       *       *                   |  L   L   L

 I              |   *               *   *  P*  P   P|

 O              |           *                       |

                |                                   |

 C              |                                   |

 O           10-|                                   |

 U              |                                   |

 N              |                                   |

 T              |                                   |

                |                                   |

                |                                   |

                |                                   |

                |                                   |

              5-|                                   |
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                                                           MONTH  ENDING

 

   +---------LEGEND---------+

   |* HISTORY               |

   |+ FORECAST              |

   |W WORKSHEET FORECAST    |   -------------------------USER DESCRIPTION-------------------------

   |P PREVIOUS FORECAST     |   LINEAR MODEL DEVELOPED WITH GMA SMOOTHED DATA

   |U UPPER CONF LIMIT      |

   |L LOWER CONF LIMIT      |

   |= USER LIMIT            |

   || HISTORY/FUTURE LINE   |

   +------------------------+

 

CAP Profile and Trending Analysis
The Profile and Trending Analysis software provides a convenient method for presenting historical data, calculating
growth rates, and estimating future values of the data elements that are contained in your Capacity Planning database.

The facility is designed to address two requirements:

• Tabular reporting of historical data observations
• Provision of simple "sense of direction" estimates of future values.

The reports can be produced at either the WEEKS, MONTHS, or DAYS timespan.

Functional Description

Profile and Trending Analysis allows you to tailor and generate reports that list historical data observations and estimate
future observations using a compound rate of growth methodology. Optionally, apply the facility to any of the files in your
Capacity Planning database.

Profile and Trending Analysis calculates the compound growth rate between the first and the last observation (the
long- term rate of growth) and between the last two observations (the short-term rate of growth). Based on the control
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parameters you provide, the program estimates a specified number of future observations for each data element, using
either the long- or short-term rate of growth.

The program produces three primary reports:

• Historical Observations Report. This report lists the historical values for each of the data elements you specify.
• Growth Rate Report. This report details the short- and long-term growth rates that are calculated for each of the data

elements you specify.
• Estimates of Future Observations Report. This report details the future estimates for each of the data elements you

specify. These estimates are calculated using the specified growth rate.

Usage Guidelines

The principal items to consider when you use Profile and Trending Analysis are the number of future intervals you want to
estimate and whether you want the future estimates based on the long- or short-term rate of change.

The number of intervals that can be forecast based on a historical data series is a function of two variables:

• The length (that is, number of observations) of the historical data series
• The behavior of the historical data series

As a rule, the number of forecast intervals that you specify should never exceed the length of the historical data series.
Limiting the length of the forecast to a maximum of one-third or one-half the length of the historical data series is often a
far more judicious choice.

Also consider the qualitative behavior of the historical data series when you select the number of intervals to be forecast.
If the historical data series appears to represent a smooth trend, then you can specify a forecast period one-half to two-
thirds the length of the data. If the historical data series exhibits high variability or apparent randomness, specify a very
short period.

Quantitative techniques for determining the behavior of the historical data series and the length of forecast are included in
Univariate Model Forecasting.

Also specify whether the future estimates will be based on the short- or long-term growth rates. Each of these two options
has both advantages and disadvantages.

• If you specify the short-term growth rate, the future estimates are based on the rate of change that is exhibited
between the final two observations. You can use this option, which is extremely sensitive to the system's most recent
behavior, to identify changes in long-term behavior patterns (that is, when the signs of the short- and long-term growth
rates are different).

• The short-term growth rate can produce deceptive results for data elements that you report as totals, such as total
TSO LOGONs, when the MONTH level of detail is specified. This problem is caused by the varying number of days
that is represented by any month. Whenever possible, convert such variables to percents or rates to avoid the
problems that are introduced by dissimilar measurement intervals.

• The long-term growth rate produces much more conservative estimates, because the significant variations that
can occur between any two time periods are dampened when more intermediate time periods are included. This is
dampening results as the long-term rate of growth is the n-th root (see Equation 1 in the Analytic Technique Tutorial
section) of the growth rate between the two observations.

For extended forecasts, the long-term growth rate often represents a better choice, as the likelihood of significant
growth rates is small. However, be careful to avoid the long-term growth rate if there was some significant change to the
hardware or software that produced one or more steps in the historical data series.

Profile And Trending Analysis - Standard Output
Profile and Trending Analysis produces three primary reports which describe the historical data, show the compounded
growth rates, and give estimates of future growth. These reports are described in the following sections:
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Historical Observations Report

The Historical Observations Report provides a summary of the historical values that are contained in the Capacity
Planning database file. You define the structure of this report using the Profile and Trending Analysis control
screen shown in Figure 5-6 in Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Profile and Trending).

While the principal application of these reports is intended to be the presentation of historical data, you can also use them
to examine the behavior of the data before applying the more detailed statistical analysis procedures provided in the
remaining sections.

Figure 5-1 shows a sample Historical Observations Report. The following information is shown:

SYSID
The SYSID specified by the SYSID control parameter.

ZONE
The ZONE specified by the LVL control parameter.

For each historical observation, the following data elements appear in the report columns:

MONTH
The MONTH and YEAR of the historical observation. If you specify the WEEKS timespan when the Capacity Planning
database file is created, then the title for this column is WEEK ENDING and the week ending dates appear in the report. If
you specify the DAYS timespan when the Capacity Planning database file is created, then the title for this column is DAY
ENDING and the day ending dates appear in the report.
You specify the remaining columns of the report through parameters on the Profile and Trending Analysis control screen.
For example, the first column of the report that is shown in Figure 5-1 is:

CHANNEL 1 BUSY (%)
The historical observations for the average monthly channel 1 busy values computed for ZONE 1.

Figure 5-1. Historical Observations Report

  

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                 EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- MONTHLY HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS           

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  SEP 97   |            5.4 |           18.9 |           18.8 |            7.3 |           15.8 |           

     |                |

|  OCT 97   |            5.5 |           19.5 |           19.6 |            7.4 |           14.8 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 97   |            6.4 |           19.8 |           20.2 |           10.0 |           15.9 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 97   |            5.3 |           18.0 |           18.6 |            8.9 |           14.6 |           

     |                |
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|  JAN 98   |            6.1 |           19.0 |           19.4 |            9.0 |           15.7 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 98   |            6.3 |           23.1 |           18.8 |           11.1 |           16.2 |           

     |                |

|  MAR 98   |            5.5 |           19.7 |           16.9 |            9.5 |           14.9 |           

     |                |

|  APR 98   |            4.8 |           18.0 |           15.2 |            7.7 |           14.3 |           

     |                |

|  MAY 98   |            4.6 |           17.8 |           15.7 |            8.2 |           14.5 |           

     |                |

|  JUN 98   |            5.0 |           17.6 |           15.8 |            9.3 |           15.1 |           

     |                |

|  JUL 98   |            6.9 |           21.0 |           18.6 |           11.7 |           17.8 |           

     |                |

|  AUG 98   |            8.6 |           30.9 |           15.0 |           10.7 |           15.4 |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

Growth Rate Report

The Growth Rate Report provides the values of the long- and short-term compound growth rates for the variables that you
specify on the Profile and Trending Analysis control screen (see Figure 5-6 in Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis
(Profile and Trending)). Figure 5-2 shows a sample Growth Rate Report.

Figure 5-2. Growth Rate Report

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                      EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- GROWTH RATE PER MONTH                

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|  INTERVAL |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|   11 MOS  |         4.40 % |         4.57 % |        -2.02 % |         3.63 % |        -0.24 % |           

     |                |

|  LAST MO  |        23.94 % |        47.08 % |       -19.22 % |        -8.37 % |       -13.52 % |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

The following information is shown:

SYSID
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The SYSID specified by the SYSID control parameter.

ZONE
The ZONE specified by the LVL control parameter.

INTERVAL
Two interval values are shown in the report. The first interval identifies the number of intervals that are used to compute
the long-term rate of growth. The second interval specifies either LAST WK, LAST MO, or LAST DY depending on the
time-span you specified for the Capacity Planning database file.

You can specify the remaining columns of the report using the control parameters on the Profile and Trending Analysis
control screen. For example, the first column of the report shown in Figure 5-2 contains the following information:

CHANNEL 1 BUSY (%)
The two rates of growth that are shown for channel 1 utilization. The long-term growth rate (that is, for the last 11 months)
for utilization is 4.40%. Simply stated, the August 1998 value of 8.6% busy represents a 4.40% compound increase
per month from the value recorded for September 1997. The short- term rate of growth (that is, 23.94%) is the percent
difference between the values for July and August 1998.

These growth rates provide a sense of direction for the variables you specify. In general, the long-term growth rate is a
much more reliable estimator, because it is less susceptible to step function changes that occur when a new workload is
introduced. The short-term growth rate value is useful for determining when a long-term trend has been reversed.

For example, the channel utilization values for channel 4 (see Figure 5-2) were growing at a long-term rate of growth of
3.63%. However, the differences between July and August 1998 result in a short-term rate of growth of -8.37%. The sign
difference between the long- and short-term rates represents a trend reversal.

A positive long-term growth rate does not imply that each of the observations in the historical series has been steadily
increasing, but only that the long-term trend between the first and last observation is positive (see Figure 5-1 for channel
1).

Estimates of Future Observations Report

The Estimates of Future Observations Report provides estimates of future observations for specified data elements. As
with the Historical Observation and the Growth Rate Reports, you define the structure of this report using the Profile and
Trending Analysis control screen (see Figure 5-6 in  Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Profile and Trending)).

Figure 5-3 shows a sample Estimates of Future Observations Report.

Figure 5-3. Estimates of Future Observations Report

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                            EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- ESTIMATES OF FUTURE MONTHLY OBSERVATIONS       

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+
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|  SEP 98   |            9.0 |           32.3 |           14.7 |           11.1 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  OCT 98   |            9.4 |           33.8 |           14.4 |           11.5 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 98   |            9.8 |           35.4 |           14.1 |           11.9 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 98   |           10.2 |           37.0 |           13.9 |           12.4 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

|  JAN 99   |           10.7 |           38.7 |           13.6 |           12.8 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 99   |           11.1 |           40.4 |           13.3 |           13.3 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

The following information is shown:

SYSID
The SYSID specified by the SYSID control parameter.

ZONE
The ZONE specified by the LVL control parameter.

The number of estimated future observations is determined by a control parameter you specify on the Profile and
Trending Analysis control screen. For each estimated future observation, the following data elements appear in the report
columns:

MONTH
The MONTH and YEAR of the historical observation. If you specify the WEEKS time- span when the Capacity Planning
database file is created, the title of this column is WEEK ENDING and the week ending dates appear in the report. If you
specify the DAYS timespan when the Capacity Planning database file is created, the title of this column is DAY ENDING
and the day ending dates appear in the report.

Note: If you specified DAYNAME as the secondary summarization level then these dates will be seven days apart.
Otherwise, the Capacity Planner will generate one observation per day.

You can specify the remaining columns of the report through the control parameters on the Profile and Trending Analysis
control screen. For example, the first column of the report that is shown in Figure 5-3 contains the following information:

CHANNEL 1 BUSY (%)
The future estimates of the average monthly values for channel 1 utilization. To calculate these values, repetitively apply
the growth rate that you specified to the final observation for the variable. For channel 1 busy, the estimated value of 9.0%
for September 1998 corresponds to a 4.4% growth of the August 1998 value, 8.6% (taken from the historical report shown
in Figure 5-1).

These reports are intended to provide simple sense of direction estimates for future values. These estimates are not
statistically based forecasts, but provide estimates that are based on historical growth rates.

Analytic Technique Tutorial
Profile and Trending Analysis analyzes historical series of observations of data elements that are contained in the
Capacity Planning database. Each historical data series is analyzed to determine two compound growth rates:

Long-term Growth Rate
The compound growth rate which, if applied to the first observation n times (where n is the number of time intervals
between the first and last historical observations), yields the final observation in the series.
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Short-term Growth Rate
The compound growth rate which, if applied to the next to last observation n times (where n is the number of time intervals
between the last two historical observations), yields the final observation in the series. This value is defined as the short-
term growth rate. These growth rates provide a sense of direction for estimating future resource requirements (MOR81).

The formula for the compound rate of growth is shown in Equation 1:

              _                  _

             |     (X(n) -  X(m)) |** (1/(n-m))

         g = | 1 + ______________ |            - 1    (Eqn 1)

             |_         X(m)     _|

X(i)
i-th observation of user-specified variable X

g
compound rate of growth

n
number of the last time interval being used for the rate of growth calculations. (The time intervals are
numbered starting with the oldest observations.)

m
number of the previous time interval being used for the calculations.

The formula calculates the j-th root of the percent change between any two observations of X. Therefore, if the growth rate
is multiplied by the first observation j times, the result is equal to the final observation.

You can then develop a forecast on the next k observations using either the long-term or short-term growth rate. The
number of intervals to be forecast (k), and which growth rate should be used for the calculations are specified via control
parameters on the Profile and Trending Analysis control screen (see Figure 5-4). The rationale for these selections is
discussed in Section 5.2, Usage Guidelines.

The formula used to calculate the future estimates is shown in Equation 2:

                X(j+1) = X(j) * (1 + g)               (Eqn 2)

X(i)
i-th observation of user-specified variable X

g
compound rate of growth.

j
the last known or estimated time interval.

j+1
time interval being estimated from the previous time interval using the compound rate of growth g

The formula calculates each new observation by multiplying the growth rate by the previous observation. Although the
growth rate for any variable will not remain a constant, this technique is valuable for determining a sense of direction for
the variables you specify.

The following example illustrates the application of the compound growth rate methodology. Typical data for monthly CPU
utilization values are shown below:

                       INTERVAL          CPU

              MONTH     NUMBER       UTILIZATION
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             =======   ========      ===========

              JAN 97       1             54.3

              FEB 97       2             56.7

              MAR 97       3             55.8

              APR 97       4             58.0

              MAY 97       5             59.1

              JUN 97       6             60.9

Using Equation 1, The values for the first and last time intervals (January and June 1997) were substituted to get the
following:

              _                  _

             |     (60.9 -  54.3) |** (1/(6-1))

         g = | 1 + ______________ |            - 1

             |_         54.3     _|

 

 

         g = 1.12 ** 0.2 - 1.0 = 1.02 - 1.0 = 0.02

Solving for the short-term rate of growth, you get the following:

              _                  _

             |     (60.9 -  59.1) |** (1/(6-5))

         g = | 1 + ______________ |            - 1

             |_         59.1     _|

 

 

         g = 1.03 ** 1.0 - 1.0 = 1.03 - 1.0 = 0.03

Assuming that you want to estimate the future observation using the long-term rate of growth, use Equation 2 to estimate
the value for July 1997:

                X(7) = 60.9 * (1 + 0.02) = 62.1

To estimate successive observations based on the previous estimate and the rate of growth, reapply the equation.

Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes the screen and parameters that are used to control Profile and Trending
Analysis. The control parameters allow you to define the Capacity Planning database file to be used as input, the time
periods, and the variables to be used in the forecasting process. In addition, you may tailor the contents of the reports
produced.

To get to the Profile and Trending Analysis screen (shown in Figure 5-4) on your terminal,follow a short set of menus
which are more fully described in Online Facility Tutorial. The Profile and Trending Analysis control screen appears after
you indicate that you want to insert a new Profile and Trending Analysis inquiry into your catalog of analysis inquiries. Two
fields on this screen are filled when you first see it: the inquiry name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash.
You entered these two fields on the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen when you requested that a new inquiry be
added.

Figure 5-4. Profile and Trending Analysis Control Screen

 /-----------------------  Profile and Trending Analysis  ---------  ROW 1 OF 63 \

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |
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 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:     -                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |              Input file ===> ___ - ______________________________             |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> ____                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> _________                                        |

 |              No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Forecast length (weeks)  ===> ____      (1-999)                                |

 |Forecast type            ===> _____     (LONG/SHORT)                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |     Name    Page  Col.   Col. Heading 1  Col. Heading 2   Output Format       |

 |   --------    -     -    --------------  --------------  ---------------      |

 |   ___________ 1     1    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     2    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     3    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     4    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     5    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     6    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     7    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 2     1    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 2     2    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters in Figure 5-4 are required, while others are optional. The following is a description of the various
parameters as they appear in this figure.

Input file
The resource element or business element Capacity Planning database file that contains the historical observations to be
used as input to the analysis. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your Capacity Planning database,
type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. If the Capacity Planning database file was defined as having a
composite SYSID, this value is automatically supplied on the screen.

Zone
The Zone, Hour, or Dayname to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you defined the Capacity Planning
database file at the Zone, Hour, or Dayname summarization level. If you defined the file as having a composite
Zone, Hour, or Dayname, this value is supplied automatically on the screen. Note that the field name will be changed
automatically to Zone, Hour, or Dayname once you specify the input file to reflect the input file summarization level.

No. months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis. Note that
once you specify the input file, the field name will change to reflect the timespan of the input file. When used along  with
the Start date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:
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• If you specify only Update start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Update start
date are selected.

• If you specify both Update start date and Number months/weeks/days, the date range for data selection begins with
the specified value for Start date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only Number of months/weeks /days, the date range for data selection includes only the number of the
most recent months, weeks, or days.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations are selected.

Note: If the file uses the secondary summarization level of DAYNAME, then these dates will be seven days apart;
otherwise you will receive one observation per day.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU values to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 5-5. You may specify it only if the Capacity Planning database file is
defined as containing at least one CAPAPU.

Report title
The 60-character title field for the profile and trending reports. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) may appear within
the body of the title.

Forecast length dy/wk/mn.
The length of forecast period in days, weeks, or months. Note that the field name changes once you specify the input file
to reflect the timespan of the input file.

Forecast type
The growth rate (long-term or short-term) used to estimate future values.

The lower portion of the control screen contains a scrollable data entry display in which you may specify the data
elements to be included in the analysis and on the reports. One entry is provided for each of seven columns on nine
pages. Blank entries represent blank columns. Trailing blank pages are not printed. The following fields are available for
each row in the display area:

Name
The name of the data element to be included in the analysis. If you are uncertain as to the correct name of the
data elements on the input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be presented.

Page
The page of the report on which the data element appears. You cannot change this field.

Column
The column in which the data element appears. You cannot change this field.

Col. Heading 1 and Col. Heading 2
The first and second lines of the column heading. The maximum permissible length for the column headings is 14
characters. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) may appear within the body of the headings.

Output format
The output format that is used to print the values for this data element in the reports. The report field is 14 columns wide,
so any value that you enter here should specify a field width of 14, or the values will not be right-justified. If you specify
a format value on the MICS File and Data Element Selection screen when the Input file is defined, this value is supplied
automatically as a default. If you do not specify any value here, then the Profile and Trending Analysis uses one of two
default output formats. For any data element name that ends in the characters TM, a SAS format of TIME14.2 is used. All
other data elements default to a SAS format of 14.2.

If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU values field on the Profile and Trending Analysis screen, the CAPAPU Selection
Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 5-5. On the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you may specify the CAPAPU
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values (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. You may specify CAPAPUs only if the Capacity Planning database file is
defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. (Note that Profile and Trending Analysis does not support wild cards.)

Figure 5-5. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ______ ________________________________            |

 |                                                                              |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----|

 |CAPAPU   ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Profile And Trending Analysis - Case Studies
This section presents three case studies that show you how to apply Profile and Trending Analysis to solve capacity
planning problems that many data processing installations commonly encounter.

The first case study, Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis, is an extended example that shows a profile and trending
analysis of I/O growth on a small MVS system. This study is typical of studies that are performed to determine if a
machine upgrade is required to support the future demands of the current workload. A complete set of reports, along with
interpretative commentary, is presented with this study.

The second study, Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking, is an analysis of the number of transactions that are
processed by a TSO performance group, divided by periods. This study is used to determine if the character of the TSO
workload is changing over time.

The third study, JES Spool, views the loading of various printers on a JES2 system. This study contrasts the load on the
local printer in the data center with six different departmental remote printers.

The case studies are presented in the following sections:

• Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis - Case Study
• Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking - Case Study
• JES Spool

Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Profile and Trending)

This I/O workload analysis extended example details the application of Profile and Trending Analysis to the I/O workload
data collected in the extended example introduced in the Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis section (Resource
Element Files).
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To illustrate the use of the reports, monthly data was collected for the selector and block multiplexor channels on the base
channel group of a 9021-711 to study the growth of the system's I/O workload. Each channel is characterized by average
percent busy and the number of SIOs completed during the month.

Problem Description

The purpose of this study is to develop simple estimates of the future I/O load that would be experienced by the selector
and multiplexor channels on a 9021-711. The example shows 12 months of historical data collected for channels 1
through 5 for the system SYSID TSO1 for ZONE 1, and a report designed to present the historical data and estimates.

Figure 5-6. Extended Example Control Parameters - Screen 1

 /----------------------  Profile and Trending Analysis  ---------  ROW 1 OF 63--\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CHNPFT - Channel SIO Profile and Trending           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Extended Example                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |              Input file ===> CHN - I/O Channel Example                        |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> 1________                                        |

 |              No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Forecast length (months) ===> 6         (1-999)                                |

 |Forecast type            ===> LONG      (LONG/SHORT)                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |     Name    Page  Col.   Col. Heading 1  Col. Heading 2   Output Format       |

 |   --------    -     -    --------------  --------------  ---------------      |

 |   CHAN1BS     1     1    CHANNEL 1       BUSY (%)        14.1                 |

 |   CHAN2BS     1     2    CHANNEL 2       BUSY (%)        14.1                 |

 |   CHAN3BS     1     3    CHANNEL 3       BUSY (%)        14.1                 |

 |   CHAN4BS     1     4    CHANNEL 4       BUSY (%)        14.1                 |

 |   CHAN5BS     1     5    CHANNEL 5       BUSY (%)        14.1                 |

 |   ___________ 1     6    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 1     7    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   CHAN1CNT    2     1    CHANNEL 1       SIO COUNT       14.1                 |

 |   CHAN2CNT    2     2    CHANNEL 2       SIO COUNT       14.1                 |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 5-6. Extended Example Control Parameters - Screen 2

 /-----------------------  Profile and Trending Analysis  ---------  ROW 1 OF 63 \

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CHNPFT - Channel SIO Profile and Trending           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Extended Example                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |              Input file ===> CHN - I/O Channel Example                        |
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 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> 1________                                        |

 |              No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Forecast length (weeks)  ===> 6         (1-999)                                |

 |Forecast type            ===> LONG      (LONG/SHORT)                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |     Name    Page  Col.   Col. Heading 1  Col. Heading 2   Output Format       |

 |   --------    -     -    --------------  --------------  ---------------      |

 |   CHAN3CNT    2     3    CHANNEL 3       SIO COUNT       14.1                 |

 |   CHAN4CNT    2     4    CHANNEL 4       SIO COUNT       14.1                 |

 |   CHAN5CNT    2     5    CHANNEL 5       SIO COUNT       14.1                 |

 |   ___________ 2     6    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 2     7    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 3     1    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 3     2    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 3     3    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 3     4    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Control Parameters

The Profile and Trending Analysis screen shown in Figure 5-6 shows the control parameters that are provided for Profile
and Trending Analysis.

Report title
The title that appears on the reports.

Input file
The CHN resource element file that was originally defined in the extended example in Extended Example I/O Workload
Analysis.
Start date The start date for date range selection. As neither a start date nor a number of days, weeks, or months is
specified for this analysis, no date range selection is applied to the historical observations from the CHN resource element
file.

SYSID
Historical observations only for SYSID TSO1.

Zone
The summary level selection criteria for the analysis. As the CHN resource element file was defined in Combining
Standard Applications at the ZONE summary level, this parameter specifies that only historical observations for ZONE 1
are included in the analysis.

No. months
The number of days, weeks, or months that will be included in the analysis.

Specify CAPAPU Values
Specify Y or N. The CHN resource element file was not defined as containing the CAPAPU data element, therefore no
CAPAPU value might be specified on this screen.

Forecast length
The length of the forecast observation. Six is selected as a conservative number of estimates to be made from the 12
historical observations that are contained in the CHN resource element file.
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Forecast type
The type of forecast observation. The six future observations to be forecast are calculated based on the long-term rate of
growth.

Name, Page, Col., Heading, Output Format
These parameters define the contents of the Column reports. These parameters specify which and variables are
tracked and provide column headings, report formats, and the page and column sequence of variables on the reports.
Note that the five channel percent busy data elements are specified to appear on the first page of the report and that the
five channel I/O count data elements are specified to appear on the second page.

Output Reports

Executing Profile and Trending Analysis using the control parameters on the Profile and Trending Analysis
screen discussed in the previous Control Parameters section produces three reports, which are discussed in the following
sections:

Channel Utilization Reports

The Historical Observations and Growth Rate Reports for channel utilization are shown in Figure 5-7. By studying the
detail of the historical observations and looking at the growth rates, you can conclude that the I/O load on the system is
increasing slightly in the long term. The short- term growth rates show a very high degree of change.

The high variability in the short term, where channel 2 shows an increase of 47.08% in a single month, might indicate
some instability in the workload. Looking at actual data, you can see that the load on channel 2 generally runs in the high
teens, with an occasional jump into the low 20s, until the final observation, which shows a sudden increase to 30.9%.

A sudden, unexplained change is cause for concern when you are trying to forecast from this data because many
forecasting methodologies place heavy emphasis on the most recent value of the observed data when estimating the
forecast. If the additional load on channel 2 is due to a transient condition, the forecast values will be much too high.
Investigate the reason for the change in channel 2 utilization before you undertake a more detailed study.

These reports present historical data with the growth rates, allowing you to examine the behavior of the data before
proceeding with the more detailed statistical analysis procedures provided in the remaining sections. This gives you a
chance to judge whether the data provides a good basis for further study.

Figure 5-7. Extended Example Historical Observations and Growth Rate Reports: Channel Utilizations

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                 EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- MONTHLY HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS           

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  SEP 97   |            5.4 |           18.9 |           18.8 |            7.3 |           15.8 |           

     |                |
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|  OCT 97   |            5.5 |           19.5 |           19.6 |            7.4 |           14.8 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 97   |            6.4 |           19.8 |           20.2 |           10.0 |           15.9 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 97   |            5.3 |           18.0 |           18.6 |            8.9 |           14.6 |           

     |                |

|  JAN 98   |            6.1 |           19.0 |           19.4 |            9.0 |           15.7 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 98   |            6.3 |           23.1 |           18.8 |           11.1 |           16.2 |           

     |                |

|  MAR 98   |            5.5 |           19.7 |           16.9 |            9.5 |           14.9 |           

     |                |

|  APR 98   |            4.8 |           18.0 |           15.2 |            7.7 |           14.3 |           

     |                |

|  MAY 98   |            4.6 |           17.8 |           15.7 |            8.2 |           14.5 |           

     |                |

|  JUN 98   |            5.0 |           17.6 |           15.8 |            9.3 |           15.1 |           

     |                |

|  JUL 98   |            6.9 |           21.0 |           18.6 |           11.7 |           17.8 |           

     |                |

|  AUG 98   |            8.6 |           30.9 |           15.0 |           10.7 |           15.4 |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                      EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- GROWTH RATE PER MONTH                

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

 

|  INTERVAL |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|   11 MOS  |         4.40 % |         4.57 % |        -2.02 % |         3.63 % |        -0.24 % |           

     |                |

|  LAST MO  |        23.94 % |        47.08 % |       -19.22 % |        -8.37 % |       -13.52 % |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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SIO Count Reports

The Historical Observations and Growth Rate Reports for SIO counts are shown in Figure 5-8. Like the Channel Utilization
Reports, these reports show that the I/O load is increasing slightly over the long term, but with a large amount of recent
variability.

By comparing long- and short-term trends between related variables, you can often see changes in the fundamental
behavior of the workload. The growth rates shown in the SIO Count Report are generally smaller than the corresponding
growth rates in channel utilization. This might mean that the average amount of data transferred by an I/O is increasing
over time. Does this indicate that larger block sizes are being used? A change in the character of the workload certainly
affects the interpretation of the forecasts.

A positive long-term growth rate does not necessarily imply that each of the observations in the historical series has been
steadily increasing, but only that the long term-trend between the first and last observation is positive (see channel 1 in
Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8. Extended Example Historical Observations and Growth Rate Reports: SIO Counts

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                 EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- MONTHLY HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS           

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  SEP 97   |     10283160.0 |     12621388.0 |     16971048.0 |      3640411.0 |     11882418.0 |           

     |                |

|  OCT 97   |     11306966.0 |     13861055.0 |     18385386.0 |      3822387.0 |     12860633.0 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 97   |     11414859.0 |     11717108.0 |     16663774.0 |      4338143.0 |     11743581.0 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 97   |      9976870.0 |     12327566.0 |     16800745.0 |      5247391.0 |     12510012.0 |           

     |                |

|  JAN 98   |     10611907.0 |     11156555.0 |     16185623.0 |      4257223.0 |     12071368.0 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 98   |     10960937.0 |     12830799.0 |     15257229.0 |      5641456.0 |     12076524.0 |           

     |                |

|  MAR 98   |     10025924.0 |     12843967.0 |     13669835.0 |      5318293.0 |     12186976.0 |           

     |                |

|  APR 98   |      9870709.0 |     13093325.0 |     14904987.0 |      5033416.0 |     14355185.0 |           

     |                |

|  MAY 98   |      8851487.0 |     11399322.0 |     13645679.0 |      4494512.0 |     15011392.0 |           

     |                |

|  JUN 98   |     10545954.0 |     12099310.0 |     14443173.0 |      5437664.0 |     17176448.0 |           

     |                |
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|  JUL 98   |     14139601.0 |     13436249.0 |     15858031.0 |      6582489.0 |     17421158.0 |           

     |                |

|  AUG 98   |     14220067.0 |     17448773.0 |     14690555.0 |      6879567.0 |     18042957.0 |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                      EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- GROWTH RATE PER MONTH                

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|  INTERVAL |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|   11 MOS  |         2.99 % |         2.99 % |        -1.30 % |         5.96 % |         3.87 % |           

     |                |

|  LAST MO  |         0.57 % |        29.86 % |        -7.36 % |         4.51 % |         3.57 % |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

Estimates of Future Observations Report

The Estimates of Future Observations Report, shown in Figure 5-9, provides estimates of the future observations of
the specified variables. Because a LONG forecast type was specified on the Profile and Trending Analysis control
screen shown in Figure 5-6, the future estimates are based on the compound growth rates shown on the 11 MOS row of
the reports shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8. Like the Historical Observations and the Growth Rate Reports, the headings
and page and column sequence of the reported data elements are defined with the Profile and Trending Analysis control
screen.

These reports are intended to provide simple sense of direction estimates for future values. These estimates are in no
way statistically based forecasts, but rather provide estimates based on historical growth rates.

Figure 5-9. Extended Example Estimates of Future Observations Report

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                            EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- ESTIMATES OF FUTURE MONTHLY OBSERVATIONS       

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |
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|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |    BUSY (%)    |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  SEP 98   |            9.0 |           32.3 |           14.7 |           11.1 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  OCT 88   |            9.4 |           33.8 |           14.4 |           11.5 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 98   |            9.8 |           35.4 |           14.1 |           11.9 |           15.3 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 98   |           10.2 |           37.0 |           13.9 |           12.4 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

|  JAN 99   |           10.7 |           38.7 |           13.6 |           12.8 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 99   |           11.1 |           40.4 |           13.3 |           13.3 |           15.2 |           

     |                |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                            EXTENDED EXAMPLE --- ESTIMATES OF FUTURE MONTHLY OBSERVATIONS       

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    CHANNEL 1   |    CHANNEL 2   |    CHANNEL 3   |    CHANNEL 4   |    CHANNEL 5   |           

     |                |

|   MONTH   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |    SIO COUNT   |           

     |                |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  SEP 98   |     14645337.2 |     17970160.8 |     14499094.8 |      7289359.2 |     18741264.3 |           

     |                |

|  OCT 98   |     15083325.6 |     18507128.2 |     14310129.9 |      7723561.2 |     19466597.9 |           

     |                |

|  NOV 98   |     15534412.7 |     19060140.8 |     14123627.7 |      8183627.2 |     20220003.6 |           

     |                |

|  DEC 98   |     15998990.1 |     19629678.0 |     13939556.2 |      8671097.7 |     21002568.1 |           

     |                |

|  JAN 99   |     16477461.3 |     20216233.5 |     13757883.6 |      9187605.2 |     21815419.7 |           

     |                |

|  FEB 99   |     16970241.9 |     20820315.9 |     13578578.8 |      9734879.3 |     22659730.7 |           

     |                |
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+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Profile and Trending)

Profile and Trending Analysis was used to track the performance group/period workload data introduced in the
Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element Files) section. Using the long-term rate of change,
a three-month estimate of the arrival rates for each of the workloads is developed. Figure 5-10 shows the control
parameters that are used to define the study. Figure 5-11 provides the Historical Observations, Growth Rate, and Future
Estimates Reports.

Figure 5-10. Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking

 /-----------------------  Profile and Trending Analysis  ---------  ROW 1 OF 63 \

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PRFPFT - Performance Group Profile and Trending     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> PERFORMANCE GROUP/PERIOD WORKLOAD TRACKING                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |              Input file ===> PRF - Performance Group Example                  |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> TSO1                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> 1________                                        |

 |              No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Forecast length (weeks)  ===> 3         (1-999)                                |

 |Forecast type            ===> LONG      (LONG/SHORT)                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |     Name    Page  Col.   Col. Heading 1  Col. Heading 2   Output Format       |

 |   --------    -     -    --------------  --------------  ---------------      |

 |   WKLO1       1     1    PERIOD 1        TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO2       1     2    PERIOD 2        TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO3       1     3    PERIOD 3        TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO4       1     4    PERIOD 4        TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO5       1     5    PERIOD 5        TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO6       1     6    DEVELOPMENT     TSO             14.1                 |

 |   WKLO8       1     7    ______________  OVERHEAD        14.1                 |

 |   ___________ 2     1    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 |   ___________ 2     2    ______________  ______________  _______________      |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 5-11. Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking Report

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |
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|           |                    PERFORMANCE GROUP/PERIOD WORKLOAD TRACKING  --- WEEKLY HISTORICAL

 OBSERVATIONS                    |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    PERIOD 1    |    PERIOD 2    |    PERIOD 3    |    PERIOD 4    |    PERIOD 5    |  

 DEVELOPMENT  |                |

|WEEK ENDING|       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO 

     |    OVERHEAD    |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

| 24JUL1998 |        11102.5 |         1270.9 |           45.0 |            0.4 |            1.4 |        

 2565.9 |         1301.3 |

| 31JUL1998 |        11026.7 |         1251.8 |           49.3 |            0.6 |            0.8 |        

 2155.1 |         1352.6 |

| 07AUG1998 |        11232.2 |         1247.4 |           47.3 |            0.6 |            1.6 |        

 2148.7 |         1387.4 |

| 14AUG1998 |        10096.8 |         1201.9 |           45.5 |            0.3 |            1.1 |        

 2297.2 |          753.6 |

| 21AUG1998 |        10604.8 |         1361.2 |           66.9 |            0.1 |            0.6 |        

 2254.0 |          615.7 |

| 28AUG1998 |        10192.3 |         1226.0 |           41.5 |            0.4 |            0.8 |        

 2169.1 |          573.3 |

| 04SEP1998 |        11505.6 |         1230.3 |           63.8 |            0.1 |            1.8 |        

 2960.0 |          760.1 |

| 11SEP1998 |         8881.0 |         1263.0 |           50.0 |            0.4 |            3.6 |        

 1743.2 |          431.1 |

| 18SEP1998 |        11927.8 |         1123.4 |           38.8 |            0.2 |            1.7 |        

 2283.9 |          484.5 |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                         PERFORMANCE GROUP/PERIOD WORKLOAD TRACKING --- GROWTH RATE PER WEEK    

                      |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    PERIOD 1    |    PERIOD 2    |    PERIOD 3    |    PERIOD 4    |    PERIOD 5    |  

 DEVELOPMENT  |                |

|  INTERVAL |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO 

     |    OVERHEAD    |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|   07 WKS  |         1.03 % |        -1.75 % |        -2.10 % |        -9.43 % |         2.81 % |       

 -1.65 % |       -13.16 % |
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|  LAST WK  |        34.31 % |       -11.05 % |       -22.40 % |       -50.00 % |       -52.78 % |       

 31.02 % |        12.39 % |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: TSO1|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                  PERFORMANCE GROUP/PERIOD WORKLOAD TRACKING --- ESTIMATES OF FUTURE WEEKLY

 OBSERVATIONS              |

|ZONE:  1   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |    PERIOD 1    |    PERIOD 2    |    PERIOD 3    |    PERIOD 4    |    PERIOD 5    |  

 DEVELOPMENT  |                |

|WEEK ENDING|       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO      |       TSO 

     |    OVERHEAD    |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

| 26SEP1998 |        12050.6 |         1103.8 |           38.0 |            0.2 |            1.7 |        

 2246.2 |          420.7 |

| 03OCT1998 |        12174.7 |         1084.5 |           37.2 |            0.2 |            1.8 |        

 2209.2 |          365.3 |

| 10OCT1998 |        12300.0 |         1065.5 |           36.4 |            0.1 |            1.8 |        

 2172.7 |          317.2 |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

JES Spool (Profile and Trending)

Profile and Trending Analysis was used to estimate three future monthly observations of the print load for the JES work
stations introduced in the JES Spool Activity (Resource Element Files) section. The long-term rate of change is used to
develop these estimates. Figure 5-12 shows the control parameters that are used to define the study and Figure 5-13
provides the Historical Observations, Growth Rate, and Future Estimates Reports.

This case study shows how significantly the final monthly, weekly or daily value can influence growth rate estimates. As
shown in Figure 5-13, the final monthly observations for all of the remote stations are significantly lower in September than
in any previous month. This resulted in calculations of significant negative long- and short-term growth rates for each of
these remotes.

Figure 5-12. JES Workload Profile and Trending

 /----------------------  Profile and Trending Analysis  ---------  ROW 1 OF 63 \

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.       |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: JESPFT - JES Spool Profile and Trending            |

 |                                                                              |

 |Report title ===> JES WORKLOAD STUDY                                          |

 |                                                                              |

 |Selection criteria:                                                           |
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 |              Input file ===> JES - JES Spool Example                         |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                           |

 |                   SYSID ===> SPOL                                            |

 |                    Zone ===> A________                                       |

 |              No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                              |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                 |

 |                                                                              |

 |Forecast length (weeks)  ===> 3         (1-999)                               |

 |Forecast type            ===> LONG      (LONG/SHORT)                          |

 |                                                                              |

 |     Name    Page  Col.   Col. Heading 1  Col. Heading 2   Output Format      |

 |   --------    -     -    --------------  --------------  ---------------     |

 |   RMTLOCLR___ 1     1    LOCAL           PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT012LR___ 1     2    REMOTE 012      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT034LR___ 1     3    REMOTE 034      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT080LR___ 1     4    REMOTE 080      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT091LR___ 1     5    REMOTE 091      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT093LR___ 1     6    REMOTE 093      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   RMT096LR___ 1     7    REMOTE 096      PRINT LINES     14.____________     |

 |   ___________ 2     1    ______________  ______________  _______________     |

 |   ___________ 2     2    ______________  ______________  _______________     |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 5-13. JES Workload Profile and Trending Report

  

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: SPOL|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                JES WORKLOAD STUDY --- MONTHLY HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS          

                      |

|ZONE:  A   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |      LOCAL     |   REMOTE 012   |   REMOTE 034   |   REMOTE 080   |   REMOTE 091   |   REMOTE

 093   |   REMOTE 096   |

|   MONTH   |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT

 LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  MAY 98   |      170892378 |        1878785 |         257370 |         120771 |       17080144 |       

 9607193 |        3464558 |

|  JUN 98   |      181624570 |        1803782 |         440657 |         126215 |       13941631 |       

 9232379 |        2415886 |

|  JUL 98   |      178294112 |        1637214 |         418027 |         101766 |       15656930 |      

 10687353 |        1799042 |

|  AUG 98   |      183922396 |        1828908 |         541960 |         117295 |        7790766 |       

 8053527 |         392477 |

|  SEP 98   |      174622520 |         502184 |          62965 |           3468 |        2071539 |       

 1723890 |         109273 |
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+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: SPOL|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                                     JES WORKLOAD STUDY --- GROWTH RATE PER MONTH               

                      |

|ZONE:  A   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |      LOCAL     |   REMOTE 012   |   REMOTE 034   |   REMOTE 080   |   REMOTE 091   |   REMOTE

 093   |   REMOTE 096   |

|  INTERVAL |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT

 LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|   04 MOS  |         0.54 % |       -28.10 % |       -29.67 % |       -58.83 % |       -40.99 % |      

 -34.92 % |       -57.86 % |

|  LAST MO  |        -5.06 % |       -72.54 % |       -88.38 % |       -97.04 % |       -73.41 % |      

 -78.59 % |       -72.16 % |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 

 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|SYSID: SPOL|                                                                                                

                      |

|           |                           JES WORKLOAD STUDY --- ESTIMATES OF FUTURE MONTHLY OBSERVATIONS      

                      |

|ZONE:  A   |                                                                                                

                      |

|-----------

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|           |      LOCAL     |   REMOTE 012   |   REMOTE 034   |   REMOTE 080   |   REMOTE 091   |   REMOTE

 093   |   REMOTE 096   |

|   MONTH   |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |   PRINT

 LINES  |   PRINT LINES  |

|-----------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------

+----------------+----------------+

|  OCT 98   |      175567709 |         361085 |          44283 |           1428 |        1222485 |       

 1121987 |          46050 |

|  NOV 98   |      176518013 |         259631 |          31144 |            588 |         721430 |        

 730241 |          19406 |

|  DEC 98   |      177473461 |         186682 |          21903 |            242 |         425740 |        

 475274 |           8178 |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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CAP Simple Regression Analysis
The Simple Regression Analysis software provides a convenient method for producing linear regression-based forecasts
of MICS or user-computed data elements from capacity planning database files. This facility is designed to address two
requirements:

• Graphic presentations of historical data
• Simple regression-based forecasts of future values
• Optional Q&R formatted CSV files of forecast data

The plots can be produced either at the WEEKS, MONTHS, or DAYS timespan, depending on the specifications that you
made in the File Definition Inquiry. The plots can either be formatted for a printer or for a color graphics device. Printer
graphics are always available, however, SAS/GRAPH is a prerequisite for the color graphics option.

The Q&R-formatted CSV files contain both the historical (actual) and forecasted values of the data element that is
chosen for analysis. This data can be subsequently downloaded to a PC workstation and used for additional analysis and
presentation using the MICS Q&R product.

Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using Simple Regression Analysis.

Functional Description

Simple Regression Analysis generates simple linear regression-based forecasts of the data elements that are contained
in the Capacity Planning database files. Simple Regression Analysis produces plots, either for a line printer or for a color
graphics device, that include historical data observations and the forecasts of future values. These forecasts are based on
least squares linear regression models.

Simple Regression Analysis uses the SAS REG procedure to fit a least squares trend line to the historical data
observations. You can then use the model that is developed to estimate future observations.

Usage Guidelines

The main factor you must assess for Simple Regression Analysis is the number of future intervals that you want to
estimate using the linear regression model. As with Profile and Trending Analysis, discussed in Profile And Trending
Analysis section, the number of intervals that you forecast based on a historical data series is dependent on two
characteristics of the historical data series:

• The length (that is, the number of observations) of the historical data series
• The behavior of the historical data series

The number of forecast intervals that you specify should never exceed the length of the historical data series used to
produce the model. In fact, the probable error associated with each future value increases as a function of the number
of the future values estimated. Quantitative techniques for determining these confidence limits for regression-based
forecasts are detailed in Univariate Model Forecasting. Since the probability of error increases with forecast length, we
recommend a maximum forecast length of one-third to one-half the length of the historical data series.

Also consider the qualitative behavior of the historical data series when you select the number of intervals to be forecast.
If the differences between the regression line and the historical data series are small, then you can specify a longer
forecast. If the differences are large (that is, greater than 10 to 15 percent of the actual value), then specify a very short
period.

Simple Regression Analysis - Standard Output
Simple Regression Analysis produces plots that track both the historical data and the least squares trend line over time.
Forecasted future values of the trend line are represented. Using Simple Regression Analysis screens, you can control
the number of forecast intervals, the axis titles, and the plot title.
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Additionally, Q&R formatted CSV files can be optionally produced for later use by the MICS Q&R product. The optional
CSV file creation is discussed in Univariate Model Forecasting section.

Figure 6-1 is a sample simple regression forecast plot that shows the historical data, trend, and forecast for the SIO count
on channel 1. The data is taken from the 4381- 2 I/O workload analysis case study, which was originally developed in
Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis section. The contents of this graph are defined using the Simple Regression
Analysis screen (see Figure 6-3 in Simple Regression Analysis - Component Operation).

The following is a description of the title information:

• A user-specified title. In this example, EXTENDED EXAMPLE.
• A second user-specified title. In this example, CHANNEL 1 SIO COUNT VS MONTH.
• A title line generated by the program. This line contains the SYSID and ZONE that you selected for inclusion in the

analysis.
• A blank line.
• The next three lines of the title are generated by the SAS PROC PLOT for printer plots. They are not included on color

graphics plots. These lines are:
– Designation of the historical observations
– Designation of the regression values that correspond to the historical observation
– Designation of the forecasted values

• Y-axis title line. The Y-axis of the plot shows the range of values associated with the historical observations and the
predicted values. You can specify the label for this axis.

• X-axis title line. The X-axis of the plot shows the range of dates that correspond to the historical data and the predicted
values. The program generates the label for this axis.

Figure 6-1. Simple Regression Forecast Plot

                                                           EXTENDED EXAMPLE

                                            CHANNEL 1 SIO COUNT VS MONTH

                                               SYSID: TSO1   ZONE: 1

  

                            PLOT OF CHAN1CNT*DATE    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                            PLOT OF PX*DATE          SYMBOL USED IS *

                            PLOT OF EST*DATE         SYMBOL USED IS +

  

    15000000 +

  

  

  

                                                                     A     A

    14000000 +

  

  

  

                                                                                                           +

  C 13000000 +                                                                                        +

  H                                                                                              +

  A                                                                                        +

  N                                                                                   +

                                                                                +

  1 12000000 +                                                             *

                                                                     *

  S                                                             *

  I                A     A                           *    *
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  O                                            *

    11000000 +                           A

  C                                 *    *

  O                            *    A                           A

  U                      *

  N           A    *

  T 10000000 +*                A               A

                                                     A

  

  

  

     9000000 +

                                                          A

  

  

  

     8000000 +

  

  

             -+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+

           30SEP97    30NOV97    31JAN98    31MAR98    31MAY98    31JUL98    30SEP98    30NOV98    31JAN99   

 31MAR99

  

                                                         MONTH ENDING

 

CSV Creation for MICS Q&R Reporting

A CSV (comma-separated value) can be created for use by the MICS Q&R product by specifying "Y" on the Create CSV
Output option of the query panel. This file can be downloaded and used by the MICS Q&R product to generate high-
resolution graphs of the capacity planning data used in Simple Regression Analysis. The file will contain all of the Actual
and Forecasted model data values that are used in the analysis. This provides the analyst a complete set of data to use
for subsequent analysis and presentation with the MICS Q&R product.

Simple Regression Analysis - Analytic Technique Tutorial
Historically, linear regression has been one of the most commonly applied techniques for forecasting computer
requirements (ART79). Simple Regression Analysis uses linear regression to analyze a series of observations of user-
selected variables from any of the files in the MICS database or user-defined variables that are computed from data
elements that are contained in the MICS database. This series of historical observations can be developed from either
the WEEKS, MONTHS, or DAYS timespans. The historical series is analyzed using SAS PROC REG to develop a linear
model that relates the user-specified variable to the independent variable time. This section provides an introduction to the
regression analysis technique that the facility uses.

The fundamental concept of linear regression (MIL65) is that the curve of some dependent variable y is linear as a
function of x. That is, for any given x, the mean distribution of y can be computed as:

                    y = b + m * x                      (Eqn 1)

 

b
constant that defines the mean value of y when x is zero
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m
the slope of the line

The estimated y values exhibit differences from the actual y values that are used to produce the linear model. These
differences are denoted by an error term, e. Therefore, we must expand Equation 1 to include an error term as shown in
Equation 2:

                    y = b + m * x + e                  (Eqn 2)

 

The error term represents small random variations about the expected mean value of y. The value of e for any given
observation depends on possible measurement errors and variables other than x that might influence y.

To give an example of linear regression, consider the following data which describes CPU utilization (% CPU) as a
function of the number of active address spaces (ASIDs):

 obs          1      2      3      4      5      6      7

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

 ASIDs       10     15     20     25     30     35     40

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

 % CPU       50     59     62     69     75     78     83

  

 

As the SAS plot in Figure 6-2 indicates, a linear relationship exists between percent CPU busy and the number of active
address units for the data presented in the previous table.

If you hypothesize that a linear relationship exists between the number of active address spaces and percent CPU busy,
you are faced with the problem of how to estimate the parameters m and b that are introduced in Equations 1 and 2. The
statistical technique that we used to estimate these parameters is known as the method of least squares. The method of
least squares produces estimates of the parameters m and b such that the error term, e, for each of the observations is as
small as possible.

Since SAS PROC REG is used to estimate the values of the parameters m and b, you need not understand the details of
the least squares technique to use the software. However, a brief description of the least squares method is presented to
provide you with an overview of the technique.

The technique for estimating the values of m and b initially requires the computation of five parameters:

SX
sum of the x observations

SY
sum of the y observations

SSX
sum of the squares of the x observations

SXY
sum of x times y for all of the observations

n
number of observations

These parameters are used in the following equations to determine the values of m and b. The equations are called the
"normal equations."

     SY  =  b * n  +  m * SX                           (Eqn 3)

  

     SXY =  b * SX +  m * SSX                          (Eqn 4)
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The normal equations are a set of two linear equations which can be solved simultaneously to determine the values of the
parameters m and b.

For the sample problem previously discussed, we determined the values of the SX, SY, SSX, SXY, and n to be:

     SX   =     175             SXY  =  12,650

     SY   =     476             n    =       7

     SSX  =   5,075

 

Substituting these values into the normal equations, Equations 3 and 4, we produce the following:

                  476  =   7b   +    175m

  

               12,650  = 175b   +  5,075m

 

In solving these equations, you will find that b = 41.21 and m = 1.07. Using these values, you can expand the table of data
that presents the actual CPU utilization and ASID count observations to include the estimated value of percent CPU busy
(denoted by y est) and the value of the error term, e.

 obs          1      2      3      4      5      6      7

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

 ASIDs       10     15     20     25     30     35     40

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

 % CPU       50     59     62     69     75     78     83

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

 y est       52.0   57.4   62.7   68.1   73.4   78.8   84.1

 ------ ------------------------------------------------------

   e         -2.0   +1.6   -0.7   +0.9   +1.6   -0.8   -1.1

 

Although the regression of percent CPU busy as a function of number of active address spaces achieved good results, the
same data analysis repeated with data from a different system could achieve much more suspect results. We alluded to
the reason for this potential variation when we introduced the concept of the error term in an earlier paragraph. The error
term represents potential measurement errors and/or influences on the y variable from independent variables other than x.

In the case of percent CPU busy, this analysis is also influenced by the CPU absorption rate of each of the address
spaces. For the example presented above, the rates are apparently similar. However, for systems processing a wide
variety of workload types, differences in CPU absorption rates for the individual address spaces could result in significant
differences between the actual and estimated observations. Statistical estimators for determining the goodness of fit of
regression models is discussed in Univariate Model Forecasting section.

Figure 6-2. Percent CPU Busy vs. ASIDs

                                  PLOT OF CPU BUSY VERSUS NUMBER OF ACTIVE ASIDS

  

                             PLOT OF CPUBUSY*ASIDS    SYMBOL USED IS *

  

  

  

    85 +

  

                                                                                                         *
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    80 +

  

                                                                                         *

  

  

  P 75 +                                                                 *

  E

  R

  C

  E

  N 70 +

  T                                                      *

  

  C

  P

  U 65 +

  

  B

  U                                      *

  S

  Y 60 +

                         *

  

  

  

    55 +

  

  

  

  

    50 + *

  

  

       --+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+--

        10              15              20              25              30              35              40

                                                          NUMBER OF ACTIVE ASIDS

 

Simple Regression Analysis - Component Operation
This section describes the control parameters for Simple Regression Analysis inquiries. These parameters allow you to
define analyses that are based on simple linear regression, controlling titles, labels, and the presentation media. You can
present your analysis on a line printer or on a color graphics device, however, SAS/GRAPH is a prerequisite for the color
graphics option.

To get to the Simple Regression screen (shown in Figure 6-3), follow a short set of menus that are more fully described
in Online Facility Tutorial. The Simple Regression screen appears after you indicate that you want to insert a new Simple
Regression Analysis inquiry into your catalog of analysis inquiries. Two fields on this screen are filled in on the fourth line
when you first see it: inquiry name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash. You entered data in these fields on
the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen when you requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 6-3. Simple Regression Control Screen

 /------------------------  Simple Regression Analysis  -------------------------\
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 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ______ - ___________________________________       |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> ___________________________________________________          |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                 Input file ===> ____                                          |

 |                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

 |                      SYSID ===> ____                                          |

 |                       Zone ===> _________                                     |

 |                 No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                            |

 |      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> _         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Plot title                  ===> ________________________________________      |

 |Forecast data element       ===> __________                                    |

 |Axis label                  ===> _________                                     |

 |Forecast length (weeks)     ===> ____      (1-9999)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Plot type                   ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                     |

 |Specify color graphics parms===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

 |  Color graphics format set ===> PENPLOT                                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |          Create CSV Output ===> N         (Y/N)                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters on the Simple Regression control screen shown in Figure 6-3 are required, while others are
optional. A description of the parameters as they appear in this figure follows.

Report title
The 60-character title field for the Simple Regression Analysis reports. Double quotes or semicolons (;) cannot appear
within the body of the title.

Input file
The capacity planning database file containing the historical observations to use as input to the analysis. If you are
uncertain of the files or file names available in your capacity planning database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a
selection list will appear.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report will be produced. If the Capacity Planning database file was defined as having a
composite SYSID, this value is automatically supplied.

No. months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis. Note that
once you specify the input file, the field name will change to reflect the timespan of the input file. When used along  with
the Start date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:
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• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. months, the date range for data selection begins with the value specified for Start
date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks or months.

• If you specify only No. months, the date range for data selection will include only the number of the most recent days,
weeks or months.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations are selected.

Zone
The Zone, Hour, or Dayname to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you defined the capacity planning
database file at the Zone, Hour, or Dayname summarization level. If you defined the file as having a composite Zone,
Hour or Dayname, this value is supplied automatically on the screen. The field name will be changed automatically to
either Zone, Hour or Dayname once you specify the input file to reflect the input file summarization level.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 6-4, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You can specify it only if
the Capacity Planning database file is defined as containing CAPAPU(s).

Plot Title
An optional second title line for the reports if needed. This is a 40-character field and no double quotes (") or semicolons
(;) can appear within the body of the title.

Forecast data elements
The data element will be the subject of the Simple Regression Analysis. If you are uncertain of the correct data
element names in the input title, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be presented.

Axis label
The label for the vertical axis on the simple regression plot. You can specify up to 40 characters for the label and no
double quotes (") or semicolons(;) can appear within the body of the label. If you do not specify a label, this parameter is
automatically filled with the forecast data element label that you specified when the input file was created.

Forecast length (weeks)
The length of forecast period in days, weeks, or months. The field name changes once you specify the input file to reflect
the timespan of the Input file. If the file is a days level file, the Capacity Planner generates a forecast observation every
seven days if the file uses DAYNAME summarization; otherwise an observation is generated for each day.

Plot type
The specification for the type of plot. You can specify COLOR for a color graphics plot or PRINTER for a line printer plot.
Printer graphics are always available, however, SAS/GRAPH is a prerequisite for color graphics. The default is a non-
graphics printer. If you indicate that the results are to be presented on a color graphics device, you can also indicate
whether you want to override the default color graphics format parameters. If you specify that you do, an additional screen
appears to give you an opportunity to do this.

Create CSV Output
Default value is "N" for NO. Specify "Y" for YES to create a Q&R formatted CSV that contains the data elements that are
used in the analysis. Specify "N" for NO to bypass CSV creation.

If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU values field on the Profile and Trending Analysis screen, the CAPAPU Selection
Values screen appears, as shown in Figure 6-4. On the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you can specify the CAPAPU
values (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. You may specify CAPAPUs only if the Capacity Planning database file is
defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. (Note that Simple Regression Analysis does not support wild cards.)

Figure 6-4. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |
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 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ______   ________________________________          |

 |                                                                               |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---- |

 |CAPAPU   ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> ________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 6-5. Color Graphics Format Parameters Screen

 /----------------------  Color Graphics Format Parameters  ----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                              Format set: PENPLOT   |

 |                                                                                |

 |Inquiry step:  Simple Regression Analysis                                       |

 |                                                                                |

 |Title print font        ===> SWISSB     Title color             ===> BLUE       |

 |Draw border around plot ===> N   (Y/N)  Background color        ===> ________   |

 |Axis color              ===> BLACK      Area inside axis color  ===> ________   |

 |Text color              ===> BLACK                                              |

 |                                                                                |

 |Actual values:      Symbol ===> STAR      Line type ===> SOLID                  |

 |                    Color  ===> BLUE                                            |

 |                                                                                |

 |Regression values:  Symbol ===> PLUS      Line type ===> DASHED                 |

 |                    Color  ===> GREEN                                           |

 |                                                                                |

 |Forecast values:    Symbol ===> DIAMOND   Line type ===> DOTTED                 |

 |                    Color  ===> RED                                             |

 |                                                                                |

 |                                                                                |

 |Symbol (NONE,PLUS,STAR,TRIANGLE,DIAMOND,HASH,SQUARE,A-Z,0-9,or SAS/GRAPH value) |

 |Line   (SOLID,DASHED,DOTTED,1-32)                                               |

 |Color  (May be any color available on your graphics device.)                    |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The screen shown in Figure 6-5 allows you to define the color graphics parameters that will determine the appearance of
your Simple Regression Analysis color plot. The following parameters are available:

Title print font
The character format (font) for the title line(s). Character font names are one to nine characters in length. Refer to the
SAS/GRAPH Software Volume 1 for a list of valid character fonts.

Title color
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The color of the title line(s).

Draw border around plot
The specification to frame the graph with a border (that is, draw a line around the outside of the display).

Background color
The specification to generate the graph on a colored background (that is, fill the entire graph with a color).

Axis color
The color of the x-axis and y-axis.

Area inside axis color
The specification to draw the plot lines on a colored background (only the area inside the axis is filled.

Text color
The color of all text words except the titles and labels.

Symbol
The symbol for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Software Volume 1 for the available symbols.

Line type
The line type for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Software Volume 1 for the available line types.

Color
The color for plotting the data values. See the SAS/GRAPH Software Volume 1 for the available colors.

Simple Regression Analysis Case Studies
This section presents three case studies that illustrate how to use simple regression plots for resource forecasting.

• Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Simple Regression)
• JES Spool (Simple Regression)
• Application Tracking (Simple Regression)

Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Simple Regression)

To illustrate the use of the simple regression forecast plot, monthly data was collected for the channels on a 9021-711 to
study the growth of the system's I/O workload. Each of the channels was characterized by average percent busy and the
number of SIOs completed during the month.

The generation of the resource element file used in this study is discussed in Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis
(Resource Element Files) section. In this example, the following topics are addressed:

Problem Description

The purpose of this study is to produce linear regression-based forecasts of the future I/O load that would be experienced
by the channels on a 9021-711. Twelve-month period of historical data was collected for channels 1 through 5 for the
system SYSIDs TSO1 and TSO2 for ZONEs 1 and 2.

Control Parameters

Figure 6-6 shows the screen containing the control parameters that are provided to Simple Regression Analysis.

Figure 6-6. Extended Example Control Parameters

 /------------------------  Simple Regression Analysis  -------------------------\

 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |
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 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  CHNSMR - Simple Regression of Channel Util.        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> EXTENDED EXAMPLE                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                 Input file ===> CHN                                           |

 |                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

 |                      SYSID ===> TSO1                                          |

 |                       Zone ===> _________                                     |

 |                 No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                            |

 |      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> _         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Plot title                  ===> CHANNEL 1SIO COUNT VS MONTH_____________      |

 |Forecast data element       ===> CHAN1CNT                                      |

 |Axis label                  ===> CHANNEL 1 SIO COUNT                           |

 |Forecast length (weeks)     ===>  6        (1-9999)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Plot type                   ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                     |

 |Specify color graphics parms===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

 |  Color graphics format set ===> PENPLOT                                       |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Report title
The title that appears on the resulting graph.

Input file
The CHN resource element file that was originally defined in the extended example in Extended Example I/O Workload
Analysis.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. Since neither a start date nor a number of days, weeks or months are specified for
this analysis, no date range selection is applied to the historical observations from the CHN resource element file.

SYSID
Historical observations only for SYSID TSO1.

Zone
The summary level selection criteria for the analysis. Since the CHN resource element file was defined in Extended
Example I/O Workload Analysis at the ZONE summary level, this parameter specifies that only historical observations for
ZONE 1 are included in the analysis.

No. months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months that will be included in the analysis.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 6-4, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You may specify it only if
the capacity planning database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data element.

Plot Title
An optional second title line for the reports if needed. This is a 40-character field and no double quotes (") may appear
within the body of the title.

Forecast data element
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The name of the data element (CHAN1CNT) in the capacity planning resource file which contains SIO counts for channel
1.

Axis label
The label for the X-axis. Since the axis label was left blank, the online facility automatically filled it with the label of the
data element, CHANNEL 1 SIO COUNT.

Forecast length
The length of the forecast observation. Six is selected as a conservative number of estimates to be made from the 12
historical observations that are contained in the CHN resource element file.

Plot type
The specification for the type of plot to be used. For this example, PRINTER is selected for a line printer plot.

Executing the analysis produces the plot report for the Channel 1 SIO counts shown in the following Output Report
section.

By modifying screen entries, then executing each modification, it is possible to quickly request forecasts of SIO counts
and channel busy for each of the channels. These forecasts produce reports similar in format to the one shown, so they
will not be presented here.

Output Report

Simple Regression Analysis produces the plot shown in Figure 6-7. This plot illustrates some of the problems you may
encounter with historical data. (These types of data behavior problems are discussed in the Usage Guidelines section
in CAP Simple Regression Analysis). Although the historical observations from September 1997 through April 1998 are
reasonably well behaved, the six monthly values recorded from May 1998 through August 1998 illustrate a great deal of
variability. If the program had executed with a historical data series ending in May or June 1998, the resulting trend would
have been negative. Therefore, you should be hesitant to base an extended forecast on this data series.

Investigation of the historical data might reveal some reasons for the variations in their values. For example, a week of
data might have been lost in May or a new workload might have been added to the system starting in June. Univariate
Model Forecasting, which is discussed Univariate Model Forecasting, allows you to apply the results of this type of
investigation by deleting or adjusting historical data points.

Figure 6-7. Extended Example Simple Regression Forecast Plot

                                                  EXTENDED EXAMPLE

                                             CHANNEL 1 SIO COUNT VS MONTH

                                                SYSID: TSO1   ZONE: 1

  

                             PLOT OF CHAN1CNT*DATE    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                             PLOT OF PX*DATE          SYMBOL USED IS *

                             PLOT OF EST*DATE         SYMBOL USED IS +

  

  

     15000000 +

  

  

  

                                                                      A     A

     14000000 +

  

  

  

                                                                                                            +

   C 13000000 +                                                                                        +
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   H                                                                                              +

   A                                                                                        +

   N                                                                                   +

                                                                                 +

   1 12000000 +                                                             *

                                                                      *

   S                                                             *

   I                A     A                           *    *

   O                                            *

  

     11000000 +                           A

   C                                 *    *

   O                            *    A                           A

   U                      *

   N           A    *

   T 10000000 +*                A               A

                                                      A

  

  

  

      9000000 +

                                                           A

  

  

  

      8000000 +

  

  

              -+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------+

            30SEP97    30NOV97    31JAN98    31MAR98    31MAY98    31JUL98    30SEP98    30NOV98    31JAN99  

  31MAR99

  

                                                          MONTH ENDING

 

JES Spool (Simple Regression)

Simple Regression Analysis was used to develop a four-month projection of the number of lines printed by local JES
printers. Figure 6-8 shows the control parameters used for the study while Figure 6-9 shows the plot that was produced for
the specified model.

Figure 6-8. JES Workload Control Parameters

/------------------------  Simple Regression Analysis  -------------------------\

| Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  JESSMR - Simple Regression of Local Print Load     |

|                                                                               |

|Report title ===> LOCAL PRINT WORKLOAD                                         |

|                                                                               |

|Selection criteria:                                                            |
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|                 Input file ===> JES                                           |

|                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

|                      SYSID ===> SPOL                                          |

|                       Zone ===> _________                                     |

|                 No.  weeks ===> ____      (1-9999)                            |

|      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> _         (Y/N)                               |

|                                                                               |

|Plot title                  ===> ________________________________________      |

|Forecast data element       ===> RMTLOCLR                                      |

|Axis label                  ===> PRINT LINES                                   |

|Forecast length (weeks)     ===>  4        (1-9999)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Plot type                   ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                     |

|Specify color graphics parms===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

|  Color graphics format set ===> PENPLOT                                       |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 6-9. Simple Regression Model of Local Print Lines

                                                 LOCAL PRINT WORKLOAD

 

                                               SYSID: SPOL   ZONE: A

 

                            PLOT OF RMTLOCLR*DATE    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                            PLOT OF PX*DATE          SYMBOL USED IS *

                            PLOT OF EST*DATE         SYMBOL USED IS +

 

 

 

   184000000 +                                     A

                                                                                                             

  +

 

                                                                                                   +

 

   182000000 +

                           A                                                           +

 

                                                                           +

 

   180000000 +                                                 *

 

 P

 R                                                 *

 I                                     A

 N 178000000 +                         *

 T

 

 L                         *

 I

 N 176000000 + *

 E
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 S

                                                               A

 

   174000000 +

 

 

 

 

   172000000 +

 

 

               A

 

   170000000 +

 

 

             --+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

+-----------+--

            31MAY97     30JUN97     31JUL97     31AUG97     30SEP97     31OCT97     30NOV97     31DEC97    

 31JAN98

 

                                                         MONTH ENDING

Application Tracking (Simple Regression)

Simple Regression Analysis was used to develop a four-month, time-based linear regression model of the CPU time that
is consumed by the payroll application. Figure 6-10 provides the control parameters that we used for the study and Figure
6-11 shows the plot that was produced for the specified model.

Figure 6-10. Application Tracking Control Parameters

/------------------------  Simple Regression Analysis  -------------------------\

| Command ===>                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  PAYSMR - Simple Regression of Payroll Appl.        |

|                                                                               |

|Report title ===> Payroll CPU requirements                                     |

|                                                                               |

|Selection criteria:                                                            |

|                 Input file ===> PAY                                           |

|                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

|                      SYSID ===> TSOA                                          |

|                       Zone ===> _________                                     |

|                 No.  weeks ===> ____      (1-9999)                            |

|      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> _         (Y/N)                               |

|                                                                               |

|Plot title                  ===> ________________________________________      |

|Forecast data element       ===> JOBTCBTM                                      |

|Axis label                  ===> CPU TIME                                      |

|Forecast length (weeks)     ===>  4        (1-9999)                            |

|                                                                               |

|Plot type                   ===> PRINTER   (COLOR/PRINTER)                     |
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|Specify color graphics parms===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

|  Color graphics format set ===> PENPLOT                                       |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 6-11. Simple Regression Payroll CPU Time Forecast

                                                PAYROLL CPU REQUIREMENTS                21:51 WEDNESDAY,

 OCTOBER 27, 1982   72

 

                                                 SYSID: TSOA   ZONE: A

 

                              PLOT OF JOBTCBTM*DATE    LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS, ETC.

                              PLOT OF PX*DATE          SYMBOL USED IS *

                              PLOT OF EST*DATE         SYMBOL USED IS +

 

 

 

      21:31:40.00 +             A

 

 

 

 

      20:50:00.00 +

 

 

 

 

      20:08:20.00 +

                                                        A

                                            A

 

 C

 P    19:26:40.00 +

 U                  *

                                *           *

 T                                                      *

 I                                                                  *

 M    18:45:00.00 +                                                             +           +

 E                                                                                                      +

                                                                                                             

       +

 

 

      18:03:20.00 +

 

 

 

 

      17:21:40.00 +

                                                                    A

 

                    A
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      16:40:00.00 +

 

 

                  --+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------

+-----------+--

                 31MAY97     30JUN97     31JUL97     31AUG97     30SEP97     31OCT97     30NOV97     31DEC97 

    31JAN98

 

                                                              MONTH ENDING

CAP Univariate Model Forecasting
The Univariate Model Forecasting software allows you to investigate the behavior of historical data series and forecast
future observations with a univariate model. This facility is designed to address three requirements:

• Fitting linear, quadratic, and cubic models to historical data series.
• Smoothing historical data series to minimize problems that are introduced by random variations in the historical data

observations.
• Allowing you to modify and/or delete historical data points to deal with errant data.

Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using Univariate Model Forecasting.

Functional Description

Univariate Model Forecasting allows you to develop forecasts based on regression using linear, quadratic, or cubic
models of data elements contained in the Capacity Planning database files. These files can be either resource element
files based on data from one or more MICS files, meta files or business element files based on data obtained from any
other source (see CAP Capacity Planning Database).

These forecasts are based on "least squares" regression models. Univariate modeling uses the SAS REG procedure to
fit a line of least squares to the historical data. The model developed for the historical data is then used to estimate future
observations for the number of periods which you specify. Optionally, it can store the forecast values in special Capacity
Planning forecast files.

Univariate Model Forecasting offers several additional features to assist you in fitting a least squares line to the data.
Computer system data often exhibits a high degree of variability, and is sometimes a non-linear function. Both high
variability and functional form make fitting a least squares line very difficult.

To overcome problems with variability and functional form, Univariate Model Forecasting offers you smoothing
functions based on geometric moving averages, logarithmic transformation, and user-defined transformations. You can
use geometric moving averages to dampen a series which exhibits a high degree of variability (both positive and negative)
around a central trend. Logarithmic transformations allow you to analyze exponential relationships using linear models.
You can also code a user exit to define any other type of transformation which might apply to your installation. An example
of a user-defined transformation is the normalization of CPU time to the speed of a base CPU.

Usage Guidelines

This section discusses three methods for evaluating the fit of regression models:
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• The coefficient of determination. This value, which is commonly called "r-squared," indicates the percent of the
variability in the historical data that is explained by the model.

• The F value for testing that all of the parameters of the model are zero except for the intercept.
• The development of confidence limits for the model. Confidence limits which are based on the standard error for the

model allow you to determine confidence bounds (that is, upper and lower limits) for the forecasts that are produced
with a model.

Each of these methods is based on statistical tests of certainty using the regression model. For more details, see
Univariate Model Forecasting - Analytic Technique Tutorial. If you are not familiar with regression models, we recommend
that you review the tutorial with this section on usage guidelines.

Coefficient of Detarmination

Perhaps the best technique for evaluating the fit of a proposed model is the value of r-squared. This parameter, called the
coefficient of determination, is calculated using the following equation:

                                      _

               b * SY + m * SXY - n * Y ** 2

        2

       r  =  ---------------------------------         (Eqn 1)

                                _

                      SXY - n * Y ** 2

 

Basically, r-squared indicates the percentage of the variability in the historical data that is explained by the model
(SAS82). If the model is evaluated and the resulting r-squared is 0.98, the proposed model explains 98% of the variability
of the historical data. For most forecasting applications, an r-squared value of 0.70 or greater is more than suitable for
evaluating models (SAR79).

Null Hypothesis

The second method for evaluating models is to test the "null hypothesis" using the F value for the model. The null
hypothesis states that the historical data is also represented by the mean value (that is, the Y intercept) as by the
proposed model. The F value is computed using the ratio of the sum of the squares values calculated for the model.
(Details of this calculation are beyond the scope of this tutorial.) You might compare the F value to standard statistical
tables to determine the probability that the proposed model would have arisen under the null hypothesis. This probability
is given by the value of p.

A "good model" is indicated by a large F value and a very small p probability. Although most statistics texts recommend
testing the null hypothesis to a level of 0.001, a value of 0.01, investigators studying short series of computer
measurement data (SAR79) suggest a value of 0.01. An F statistic can be misleading when there are too few degrees
of freedom (that is, less than 15 or 20). Therefore, the F statistic should not be your primary consideration in evaluating
models developed for short series of historical observations.

Calculation of Confidence Limits

The third method for evaluating regression models is the calculation of confidence limits. If the proposed linear model
does not fit the historical data perfectly, you can expect that errors will also be present in the values predicted by the
model. You can bound these errors by confidence limits. You can determine the average confidence limit for a regression
model using the standard error value calculated for the model. Equation 2 shows the equation for calculating the standard
error.

                 _                          _

                |                            | ** 1/2

                |   SSY - b * SY - m * SXY   |

           s  = |  ------------------------  |         (Eqn 2)
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            e   |            n-2             |

                |_                          _|

 

By solving the equation, you can determine the standard error, and using this value, you can estimate the confidence
limits for the forecast. For example, if a 99% confidence limit is calculated for a forecast, then you can be 99% sure that all
future values will fall between the upper and lower confidence limits.

For large samples (that is, n greater than 30), a 68% confidence limit is approximated by plus or minus one times the
standard error; a 95.5% confidence limit is approximated by two times the standard error; and a 99.7% confidence limit
(that is, 99.7% of actual future values should fall within plus or minus three standard errors of their predicted value)
is approximated by three times the standard error. For smaller samples, the number of standard errors required to
approximate the confidence limits is determined using a "t statistic". (The details of this calculation are beyond the
scope of this tutorial.) Note that the width of the confidence interval (that is, the difference between the exact upper and
lower confidence limits) increases with the length of the forecast. That is, the width of the confidence limit increases
monotonically with the length of the forecast.

The SAS REG procedure calculates an exact 95% confidence limit for each point in the historical data series and for each
point estimated by the model (SAS81). These calculations are based on the standard error and are similar in nature to the
equations presented in this section. (The details of these calculations are beyond the scope of this tutorial.) Confidence
limits allow you to evaluate the range of potential errors that might exist in the forecasts produced by the program.

Univariate Model Forecasting - Standard Output
Univariate Model Forecasting produces analysis reports and, optionally, an update to a Capacity Planning forecast file.

The Model Analysis Report gives a summary of the regression analysis. This report includes key regression statistics,
such as the r-squared, F, and p. It also includes estimates for the coefficients of the least squares line.

The Residual Analysis Report analyzes the residuals which occur when the model is fit to the historical data, and
shows the future predicted values of the series. This report includes a printed graph of the residuals to allow for quick
visual judgment of the fit of the model.

Optionally, Q&R formatted CSV files can be created that contain both the historical (actual) and forecasted values of the
data element chosen for analysis. This data can be subsequently downloaded to a PC workstation and used for additional
analysis and presentation using the MICS Q&R product.

Univariate Model Forecasting - Model Analysis Report

The Model Analysis Report provides a summary of the regression analysis that was conducted for the particular model
that you specified. Figure 7-1 illustrates the Model Analysis Report for a study that relates channel SIO counts to the
passage of time. You can use this report to evaluate whether or not the model that is produced by Univariate Model
Forecasting acceptably represents the historical data series. This decision is based on the r-squared and F values that are
described in Usage Guidelines in the Univariate Model Forecasting section.

Figure 7-1. Model Analysis Report

                                           CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

                                   ANALYSIS OF UNIVARIATE FORECASTING MODEL

 

               MODEL OF: CHAN5CNT

               BASED ON: LINEAR

                                                        ------------TIME ELEMENTS------------

                 R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     T       P

               --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----
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                 0.75      30.84    .0004    9736797    LINEAR        587938     5.55   .0004

 

The Model Analysis Report shown in Figure 7-1 presents the following information:

MODEL OF
The data element name to be forecast.

BASED ON
The time elements (linear, quadratic and/or cubic) that you used to develop the model.

The first four columns of the report are discussed below:

R**2
The r-squared value for the model. We recommend R-squared values of 0.70 and above for accepting models that are
produced using Univariate Model Forecasting.

F
The F statistic for the model. The F statistic is calculated from the ratio of sums of squares of the model. Basically, larger
F values indicate a more reliable model. The F statistics can be unreliable for models developed with a small number of
points (that is, less than 30).

P
The probability that the model proposed is significant (that is, more reliable than simply forecasting the average value of
the historical observations). Although most statistics texts recommend testing the null hypothesis to a 0.001 level, 0.01
has been recommended for models that are based on computer measurement data (SAR79).

INTERCEPT
The mean value of y when x is zero.

The next four columns are produced for each time variable that is used in the model. (For example, if a model specified
that CPUHRS is to be forecast based upon linear, quadratic and cubic, time elements, then three lines would appear
under the heading TIME ELEMENTS.) These columns contain the following information:

NAME
The name of the time element to be analyzed. This name can be either LINEAR, QUADRATIC, or CUBIC.

COEFFICIENT
The coefficient for the time element in the regression equation.

T
The T statistic. The T statistic is similar in nature to the F statistic. Larger values indicate "goodness." The value is
potentially misleading for models that are based on small samples.

P
The probability that the time element you specified makes a significant contribution to the model to be developed. Once
again, we recommend a 0.01 acceptance value.

Univariate Model Forecasting - Residual Analysis Report

The Residual Analysis Report shows how the model proposed by the analyst fits the historical data series. Figure 7-2
shows an example of a Residual Analysis Report for the channel SIO count.

Figure 7-2. Residual Analysis Report

                                                  CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                                            UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

  UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: CHAN5CNT
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  BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR

  

                          TRANSFORMED*  PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------PLOT OF RESIDUALS-------------

   CONFIDENCE

    DATE     CHAN5CNT      CHAN5CNT      CHAN5CNT     CHAN5CNT    -195E4              0.0              +195E4

   LIMITS +/-

  -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   -------------------------------------------

   ----------

  30SEP97     11882418            .       10324734   1557683.74   |                    0+++++++++++++++     |

   1624240.54

  31OCT97     12860633    12371525.50     10912672   1947961.05   |                    0++++++++++++++++++++|

   1416789.90

  28NOV97     11743581    12302107.00     11500610    242971.35   |                    0++                  |

   1221119.32

  31DEC97     12510012    12126796.50     12088547    421464.66   |                    0++++                |

   1043874.36

  30JAN98     12071368    12290690.00     12676485   -605117.03   |              ------0                    |

    896056.61

  27FEB98     12076524    12073946.00     13264423     -1187899   |        ------------0                    |

    794269.29

  31MAR98     12186976    12131750.00     13852360     -1665384   |   -----------------0                    |

    757306.06

  30APR98     14355185    13271080.50     14440298    -85113.10   |                    0                    |

    794269.29

  29MAY98     15011392    14683288.50     15028236    -16843.79   |                    0                    |

    896056.61

  30JUN98     17176448    16093920.00     15616173   1560274.52   |                    0++++++++++++++++    |

   1043874.36

  31JUL98     17421158    17298803.00     16204111   1217046.83   |                    0++++++++++++        |

   1221119.32

  31AUG98     18042957    17732057.50     16792049   1250908.14   |                    0++++++++++++        |

   1416789.90

  31SEP98          .              .       17379987          .     |                    0                    |

   1624240.54

  31OCT98          .              .       17967924          .     |                    0                    |

   1839490.02

  31NOV98          .              .       18555862          .     |                    0                    |

   2060095.20

  31DEC98          .              .       19143800          .     |                    0                    |

   2284505.07

  31JAN99          .              .       19731737          .     |                    0                    |

   2511700.04

  31FEB99          .              .       20319675          .     |                    0                    |

   2740987.65

  31MAR99          .              .       20907613          .     |                    0                    |

   2971883.57

  31APR99          .              .       21495550          .     |                    0                    |

   3204040.12

  

  

  * - DATA SMOOTHED USING A GEOMETRIC MOVING AVERAGE.  ALPHA = 0.50
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The Residual Analysis Report shown in Figure 7-2 presents the following information:

UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF
The name of the data element to be forecast.

BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS
The time elements (LINEAR, QUADRATIC, and/or CUBIC) that you are using to develop the model.

The columns of the report are discussed below:

DATE
The ending date of the week or month that is represented by the observation.

CHAN5CNT
The actual historical observations for the data element being modeled (in this case, CHAN5CNT). If the last two
characters of the data element name are TM, the facility assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1
format for the report.

TRANSFORMED (CHAN5CNT)
The transformed value. If you do not specify that historical observations are to be transformed by one of the options
available on the Transform Historical Observations screen that is shown in Figure 7-12 (see Transform Historical
Observations Screen), the TRANSFORMED value will be identical to the historical value. If you do specify that historical
observations are to be transformed, then a footnote is generated to indicate the type of processing that is performed on
the historical data series. The presence of a footnote is indicated by an asterisk (*) following the word TRANSFORMED.
If the last two characters of the data element name are TM, the facility assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a
SAS TIME10.1 format for the report.

PREDICTED
The y value predicted for the interval using the regression equation fit to the historical data. If the last two characters of
the data element name are TM, the facility assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1 format for the
report.

RESIDUAL (CHAN5CNT)
The error term, e, in the regression equation. The residual is equal to the difference between the actual historical
observation and the predicted value. The residual value for a point deleted from the modeling process is of no concern
because the model was not developed to account for the observation. If the last two characters of the data element name
are TM, the facility assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1 format for the report.

PLOT OF RESIDUALS
The residual values that are plotted over the range from minus to plus the maximum residual value.

CONFIDENCE LIMITS
The 95% confidence limits for the forecast. As discussed in Usage Guidelines in the Univariate Model Forecasting section,
the confidence limits bound the potential error that might exist in the forecasts produced by the model. If the last two
characters of the data element name are TM, the facility assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1
format for the report.

Univariate Model Forecasting - R-Square Ranking Report

The R-Square Ranking report provides you with an overview of the results of all forecasts that are performed during
this forecasting run. The report is presented in ascending R- Square sequence and gives the r-square, f-statistic, and p-
values for the statistical model generated.

If either the r-square or p-value for the run exceeds the thresholds set for the report, the Warning Flag column will be set
to show which threshold was exceeded. If the flag is set to RS-WARN, then the r-square for this particular forecast was
below the threshold; if the flag is set to P-WARN then one of the p-values for one of the variables in the model was
exceeded. If both thresholds are exceeded then the RS-WARN takes precedence.
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The other fields on this report correspond to the equivalent values found on the other reports that are associated with the
forecasting process.

You can use the R-Square Ranking report to review the results of all your forecasts and to indicate whether you need take
to take further action. For example, you can optionally review the Model Analysis report or the Residual Analysis report to
see what is affecting these results. We recommend that for critical workloads you review these other reports regardless of
whether or not they are flagged on this report.

Figure 7-3. R-Square Ranking Report

                           CA MICS Capacity Planner

                           R-SQUARE RANKING REPORT

                                 Testing MVR

  MODEL OF: CHAN5CNT

  BASED ON: LINEAR

  WARNING   R**2     P     SYSID

   FLAG

  -------  ------  -----  ------                                                                             

      --

            0.75   .0004   S008

R-SQUARE WARNING VALUE : 0.50  P-VALUE WARNING THRESHOLD : 0.05

Updating the Capacity Planning Database

You can optionally store the forecasted values of the dependent variable that is shown on the Residual Analysis Report in
Figure 7-2 (Univariate Model Forecasting - Residual Analysis Report) in the forecast file (CPFxxx01) corresponding to the
historical file (CAPxxx01) that contains the historical data series. The Save forecast parameter on the Univariate Model
Forecasting screen that is shown in Figure 7-7 (User-Defined Data Transformations) allows you to specify whether to save
the forecasted observations.

In the forecast file, future observations are stored in a special way that is used by other functions of the MICS Capacity
Planner to produce comparative graphs and charts. The FILE_NO data element is used to distinguish between the various
types of observations within the forecast files. A future value is stored with a FILE_NO of 11, and a confidence range with
a FILE_NO of 12. In addition, each forecasted observation contains the variables FORYEAR and FORMNDY, FORWEEK,
or FORMONTH, which contain the year and month/week/day values for the most recent historical data used in making the
forecast.

In the example that is shown in Figure 7-2 in Univariate Model Forecasting - Residual Analysis Report, data for
September 1997 through August 1998 is available in the historical file. After performing Univariate Model Forecasting, the
corresponding forecast file contains observations from September 1998 through April 1999.

You can use Presentation Graphics, which is described in CAP Presenting Forecasted Data, to present both the historical
input to Univariate Model Forecasting and the results of forecasting studies such as these.
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CSV Creation for MICS Q&amp;R Reporting

A CSV (comma separated value) can be created for use by the MICS Q&R product by specifying "Y" on the Create
CSV Output option of the query panel. This file can be downloaded and used by the MICS Q&R product to generate
high-resolution graphs of the capacity planning data used in Simple Regression Analysis. The file will contain all of the
Actual and Forecasted model data values used in the analysis. This provides the analyst a complete set of data to use for
subsequent analysis and presentation with the MICS Q&R product.

Univariate Model Forecasting - Analytic Technique Tutorial
Regression is one of the most popular techniques that are used to forecast computer requirements (ART79). Univariate
Model Forecasting uses regression to analyze historical observations from either of two sources:

• Capacity planning resource element files based on data from any of the files in the MICS database
• Capacity planning business element files

You can develop a series of historical observations in a resource element file either from the DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS
timespans in the MICS database. You can extract each data element in such a resource file directly from a MICS file or
calculate it from one or more MICS data elements that are obtained from one or more MICS files.

The historical series in a business element file can represent various volume indicators related to your organization's
business or any other non-MICS data source.

Either type of historical series is analyzed during Univariate Model Forecasting by using SAS PROC REG (SAS81) to
develop models (linear, quadratic, or cubic) that relate user-specified variables to time as the independent variable. Thus,
Univariate Model Forecasting is based upon the hypothesis that there is a trend in the historical series of data that can aid
in predicting the future.

Simple Regression

To review the concepts of simple regression (MIL65), hypothesize that the curve of some dependent variable y is linear as
a function of x. That is, for any given x, the mean distribution of the y can be computed as

                    y = b + m * x                      (Eqn 3)

 

b
constant that defines the mean value of y when x is zero

m
slope of the line

The estimated y values exhibit differences from the actual y values that are used to produce the linear model. These
differences are denoted by an error term, e. Therefore, we can expand Equation 3 to include an error term as shown in
Equation 4:

                    y = b + m * x + e                  (Eqn 4)

 

Basically, the error term represents small random variations about the expected mean value of y. The value of e for any
given observation depends on possible measurement errors and variables other than x that might influence y.

To see an example of linear regression, consider the following data, which describes CPU utilization (% CPU) as a
function of the number of active address spaces (ASIDs):

 obs   |      1      2      3      4      5      6      7

 ------|------------------------------------------------------

 ASIDs |     10     15     20     25     30     35     40
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 ------|------------------------------------------------------

 % CPU |     50     59     62     69     75     78     83

 

As the SAS plot shown in Figure 6-2 indicates, a linear relationship exists between percent CPU busy and the number of
active address spaces for the data presented in the previous table.

Method of Least Squares

Thus, if you hypothesize that a linear relationship exists between the number of active address spaces and % CPU busy,
you have the problem of how to estimate the parameters m and b, which we introduced previously in Equations 3 and 4.
The statistical technique that we used to estimate these parameters is called the method of least squares. The method of
least squares produces estimates of the parameters m and b such that the error term, e, for each of the observations is as
small as possible.

Since you can use SAS PROC REG to estimate the values of the parameters m and b, you need not understand the
details of the least squares technique to use the facility. However, a brief description of the least squares method is
presented below to provide you with an overview of the technique. The technique for estimating the value of m and b
initially requires computing five parameters:

SX
sum of the x observations

SY
sum of the y observations

SSX
sum of the squares of the x observations

SXY
sum of x times y for all of the observations

n
number of observations

The next two parameters are not required to calculate the values of m and b, however they are used to calculate two other
values that will be used later to evaluate the fit of the model. These values are the following:

     SSY      The sum of the squares of the y observations

     _

     Y        The average of the y observations

 

The first set of parameters are used in the following equations to determine the values of m and b. These equations are
called the "normal equations":

     SY  =  b * n  +  m * SX                           (Eqn 5)

  

     SXY =  b * SX +  m * SSX                          (Eqn 6)

 

The normal equations are a set of two linear equations that can be solved simultaneously to determine the values of the
parameters m and b.

For the sample problem previously discussed, we determined the values of SX, SY, SSX, SXY, and n to be

     SX   =     175             SXY  =  12,650

                                _

     SY   =     476             Y    =      68
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     SSX  =   5,075             n    =       7

  

     SSY  =  33,184

 

Substituting these values into the normal equations (Equations 5 and 6) produces the following:

      476  =   7b   +    175m

  

      12,650  = 175b   +  5,075m

 

In solving these equations, you find that b = 41.21 and that m = 1.07. Using these values, you can expand the table of
data that presented the actual CPU utilization and ASID count observations to include the estimated value of percent CPU
busy (denoted by y est) and the value of the error term, e.

 obs   |      1      2      3      4      5      6      7

 ------|------------------------------------------------------

 ASIDs |     10     15     20     25     30     35     40

 ------|------------------------------------------------------

 % CPU |     50     59     62     69     75     78     83

 ------|------------------------------------------------------

 y est |     52.0   57.4   62.7   68.1   73.4   78.8   84.1

 ------|------------------------------------------------------

   e   |     -2.0   +1.6   -0.7   +0.9   +1.6   -0.8   -1.1

 

Although this regression of percent CPU busy as a function of the number of active address spaces achieves good
results, the same data analysis repeated with data from a different system could achieve much more suspect results. We
alluded to the reason for this potential variation when we introduced the concept of the error term in an earlier paragraph.
The error term represents potential measurement errors and/or influences on the y variable from other independent
variables than x.

In the case of percent CPU busy, this analysis is also influenced by the CPU absorption rate of each of the address
spaces. For the example presented above, the rates are similar among the various address spaces. However, for systems
processing a wide variety of workload types, differences in CPU absorption rates for the individual address spaces could
result in significant differences between the actual and estimated observations.

The following sections discuss statistical estimators for evaluating the fit of regression models:

• Linear, Quadratic, and Cubic Models
• Processing Historical Observations

Linear, Quadratic, and Cubic Models

Univariate Model Forecasting allows you to evaluate models that involve linear, quadratic, and cubic functions of time.

Linear Model

A linear model proposes that the data element can be modeled based on the interval number (that is, time period). Linear
models are considered to be the most reliable for the short series of historical observations that you typically encounter.
The general form of a linear model is shown in the following equation:

      y = m * x + b                              (Eqn 7)

y
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data element

x
interval number

m
coefficient of x (that is, the slope)

b
intercept

Quadratic Model

A quadratic model proposes that the data element can be modeled based on the interval number squared. The general
form of the quadratic model is shown in the following equation.

                 2

      y = m1 * x  + m2 * x + b                    (Eqn 8)

y
data element

x
interval number

m1, m2
coefficients of the interval numbers

b
intercept

Cubic Model

A cubic model proposes that the data element can be modeled based on the interval number cubed. The general form of
the cubic model is shown in the following equation.

                 3         2

      y = m1 * x  + m2 * x  + m3 * x + b          (Eqn 9)

y
data element

x
interval number

m1, m2, m3
coefficients of the interval numbers

b
intercept

Avoid higher-order models (that is, quadratic and cubic) for historical data series that include less than 30 historical
observations because these models are often unreliable when they are based on a small number of observations. With
shorter series, these models have a propensity to select coefficients for their equations that almost ideally represent the
historical data points but rapidly diverge beyond the range of the historical observations.
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Processing Historical Observations

The series of historical observations, is present in a capacity planning database file, often poses several problems to the
analyst attempting to develop forecasting models:

• The presence of errant observations in the historical data series. These observations result from holidays, missing
data, and other anomalies.

• Apparent random variations around a central trend. This type of variation is common in random arrival workloads, such
as testing or in a service bureau's workload.

• Exponential trends that are associated with service level measurements. Rather than being linear, the trends that
are associated with service measurements are often exponential because they result from an underlying queuing
relationship.

• Step functions and other changes that are introduced by the addition of new workloads to the system.

Deleting Errant Observations

The following table shows average CPU utilizations that are collected for a 3090-200J processor, and illustrates the
problems that often occur with historical observations:

              Week     Observation     %  CPU

             Ending      Number         BUSY

            =======    ===========     ======

            31OCT97         1           71.0

            07NOV97         2           72.0

            14NOV97         3           72.2

            21NOV97         4           73.8

            28NOV97         5           62.5

            05DEC97         6           74.0

            12DEC97         7           75.2

            19DEC97         8           75.0

            26DEC97         9           53.7

            02JAN98        10           61.0

            09JAN98        11           76.4

            16JAN98        12           78.0

Figure 7-4 shows a scatter plot of the data. A linear regression model that is developed for this historical CPU utilization
data has the following parameters:

    n  =     12, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =  62.70, the y intercept

 

    m  =   1.17, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.25, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =   0.02, the F value

 

    p  =   0.90, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis
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    s  =   6.68, the standard error

     e

The predicted and residual values for the historical data series are shown in the following table:

      Week     Observation     %  CPU      Est      Residual

     Ending      Number         BUSY      % CPU     (error)

    =======    ===========     ======     =====     ========

    31OCT97         1           71.0       63.9        7.1

    07NOV97         2           72.0       65.1        9.9

    14NOV97         3           72.2       66.2        6.0

    21NOV97         4           73.8       67.4        6.4

    28NOV97         5           62.5       68.6       -6.1

    05DEC97         6           74.0       69.8        4.2

    12DEC97         7           75.2       70.9        4.3

    19DEC97         8           75.0       72.1        2.9

    26DEC97         9           53.7       73.3      -19.6

    02JAN98        10           61.0       74.5      -13.5

    09JAN98        11           76.4       75.6        0.8

    16JAN98        12           78.0       76.8        1.2

As you can see in the model parameters and residual values in this table, the proposed model fits the historical data very
poorly. Often, these problems are introduced by poorly behaved historical data rather than by the type of model that is
selected by the analyst. In this example, three observations in the historical data (28NOV97, 26DEC97, and 02JAN98)
are significantly different from the remainder of the historical data points. Investigation reveals that these three weeks
represent holidays, presenting two alternatives:

• Compensating the historical data points. For example, you could attempt to compensate for the missing data by
multiplying by some constant. Unfortunately, such constants are guesses made by the analyst. Therefore, we do not
recommend that you compensate historical data.

• Deleting the errant historical data points. Although this reduces the number of points available for developing the
model, it does not introduce any of the analyst's biases into the modeling process and is statistically defensible,
because these weeks really do represent a different category of work for the processor.

Deleting the historical observations for the holiday weeks results in a substantially better model, giving significantly
improved parameters. The parameters of the model are shown below:

    n  =      9, the number of observations

 

    b  =  70.78, the y intercept

 

    m  =   0.57, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.93, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =    162, the F value

 

    p  = 0.0001, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =   0.64, the standard error

     e
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The predicted and residual values for the model that is developed from the historical series with the three holiday
weeks deleted are shown in the following table.

      Week     Observation     %  CPU      Est      Residual

     Ending      Number         BUSY      % CPU     (error)

    =======    ===========     ======     =====     ========

    31OCT97         1           71.0       71.4       -0.4

    07NOV97         2           72.0       71.9       -0.1

    14NOV97         3           72.2       72.5        0.3

    21NOV97         4           73.8       73.0       -0.8

    28NOV97         5            .         73.6        .

    05DEC97         6           74.0       74.2       -0.2

    12DEC97         7           75.2       74.7        0.5

    19DEC97         8           75.0       75.3       -0.3

    26DEC97         9            .         75.9        .

    02JAN98        10            .         76.4        .

    09JAN98        11           76.4       77.0        0.6

    16JAN98        12           78.0       77.6       -0.4

The model developed from the historical data series after the three holiday weeks were deleted is significantly better than
the model developed before this deletion. This example shows the value of deleting errant historical data points.

Note: The WEEKS timespan is probably more attractive for building models as there are often too few monthly
observations for deletion to be an attractive alternative if the MONTHS timespan is used.

Figure 7-4. Weekly CPU Utilizations
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Data Smoothing Using a Geometric Moving Average

One problem that analysts often encounter when attempting to forecast computer requirements is the high degree
of variability that is shown by the observations in a historical data series. These variations are typically caused by
random elements (for example, test jobs) that often exist in a system's workload. The following table shows the monthly
observations of test jobs that are processed by a moderately sized MVS system, illustrates this problem.

                       Observation      Test

             Month       Number         Jobs

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1           2900

             FEB98          2           3070

             MAR98          3           2950

             APR98          4           3080

             MAY98          5           3200

             JUN98          6           3150

Figure 7-5 shows a scatter plot of the data. A linear regression model developed for this historical data series has the
following parameters:

    n  =      6, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   2881, the y intercept

 

    m  =   50.6, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.68, the coefficient of determination
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    F  =   8.47, the F value

 

    p  =   0.04, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =   72.6, the standard error

     e

The predicted and residual values for the historical data series are shown in the following table:

             Observation      Test       Est.      Residual

   Month       Number         Jobs       Jobs      (error)

  =======    ===========     ======     ======     ========

   JAN98          1           2900       2932         -32

   FEB98          2           3070       2982          88

   MAR98          3           2950       3033         -88

   APR98          4           3080       3084          -4

   MAY98          5           3200       3134          66

   JUN98          6           3150       3185          35

Although one could argue that the model produced is marginally acceptable, only 68% of the variability in the historical
data is accounted for by the model. You can treat this type of apparent randomness in historical data by using data
smoothing techniques. Although a wide variety of techniques are available, perhaps the simplest is the geometric moving
average (BAR77). A geometric moving average (GMA) is attractive in that you only need to sacrifice one historical data
observation to calculate the smoothed series. (Other techniques require you to sacrifice many more historical data
observations. For example, a five-point moving average requires you to sacrifice the first five observations.) You can
calculate a geometric moving average using the following equation.

    x(j) = alpha * x(j) + beta * x(j-1),

           for all j>=2 (Eqn 10)

 

           where alpha + beta = 1.0

Thus, you can use the first and second observation to calculate a new value for the second observation, and so on .
Another feature of the geometric moving average is that you can select the degree of smoothing. If you select a large
value for alpha (that is, 0.5 <= alpha < 1.0), the smoothed series is less sensitive to variations between observations.
Conversely, if you select a small value for alpha (that is, 0.0 < alpha < 0.5), the smoothed series is more responsive to
variations in the historical data series.

For example, you can apply a geometric moving average to the historical data observations shown in the previous table.
For this example, alpha equals 0.5. Hence, beta is equal to 0.5. The observation for January would be lost and the
observation for February would be computed as

    FEB98 = 0.5 * 2900 + 0.5 * 3070 = 2985

The value for March would be computed based on the smoothed observation for February and the actual value for March.
This procedure would be continued for the remainder of the observations, resulting in the following table:

                       Observation    GMA Test

             Month       Number         Jobs

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1             .

             FEB98          2           2985
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             MAR98          3           2968

             APR98          4           3024

             MAY98          5           3112

             JUN98          6           3131

Using the smoothed observations, a second linear model was developed. The parameters for this model are shown
below:

    n  =      5, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   2869, the y intercept

 

    m  =   43.6, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.88, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =  23.36, the F value

 

    p  =   0.02, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =   29.6, the standard error

     e

The following table shows the predicted and residual values developed using this model:

             Obs   GMA Test    Test      Est.     Residual

   Month      #      Jobs      Jobs      Jobs     (error)

  =======    ===    ======    ======    ======    ========

   JAN98      1        .       2900      2914         .

   FEB98      2      2985      3070      2957         28

   MAR98      3      2968      2950      3000        -32

   APR98      4      3024      3080      3043        -19

   MAR98      5      3112      3200      3087         25

   JUN98      6      3131      3150      3131          0

The forecast developed using the smoothed data series is much better behaved than the first forecast that was based on
the untreated historical data series. Data smoothing is a powerful technique that you can use to minimize the effects of
apparently random variations in historical data.

Figure 7-5. Monthly Job Counts
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                                                 OBSERVATION NUMBER

Data Smoothing Using a LOG10 Function

Fitting trend lines to service-oriented measurements is another problem that you can encounter. While trend-based
estimates of future service levels can be inferior to the results that you can obtain using analytic queuing models, you can
often fit regression models to service-oriented measurements to obtain a sense of direction for the values. Consider the
following table of total pages per second collected for a 3090-200J processor:

                       Observation      Page

             Month       Number         /Sec

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1             75

             FEB98          2             77

             MAR98          3             80
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             APR98          4             86

             MAY98          5             97

             JUN98          6            113

Figure 7-6 shows a scatter plot of the data. A linear regression model that was developed for this historical data series has
the following parameters:

    n  =      6, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   83.1, the y intercept

 

    m  =   1.41, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.17, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =   29.3, the F value

 

    p  =   0.01, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =   14.8, the standard error

     e

The predicted and residual values for the historical data series are shown in the following table:

             Observation      Page       Est.      Residual

   Month       Number         /Sec       Pages     (error)

  =======    ===========     ======     ======     ========

   JAN98          1             75       84.5         9.5

   FEB98          2             77       85.9         8.9

   MAR98          3             80       87.3         7.3

   APR98          4             86       88.7         2.7

   MAY98          5             97       90.1        -6.9

   JUN98          6            113       91.5       -21.5

The model poorly represents the historical data collected for paging. This is indicated by the small value of r-squared.
To understand why this model fails, consider the underlying mechanism that produced the observations. Paging is an
example of a service-oriented measurement that results from an underlying queuing relationship. That is, rather than
expecting a linear increase in paging to a linear increase in load, you can expect an exponential increase. A standard
technique (KEL74) for modeling exponential data is to use a logarithmic function to transform the data into a linear form.
Univariate Model Forecasting employs a log base 10 function, as shown in the following equation:

    x(j) = LOG10(x(j)+1.0), for all j                (Eqn 11)

The 1.0 is added to the historical observation before the transformation to avoid the undefined result of the LOG10
function at zero. To interpret the forecasted values, we must reverse the transformation performed in Equation 11. The
following equation shows this reverse transformation:

              x(j)

    x(j) = 10     - 1.0, for all j                   (Eqn 12)
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The 1.0 that is subtracted in Equation 12 corresponds to the 1.0 that was added in Equation 11. A LOG10 function was
applied to the historical paging data presented in the previous table to "linearize" the observations. The result of this
transformation is shown in the following table:

                       Observation      LOG10

             Month       Number         Pages

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1           1.88

             FEB98          2           1.89

             MAR98          3           1.90

             APR98          4           1.93

             MAY98          5           1.99

             JUN98          6           2.05

Using the smoothed observations, a second linear model was developed. The parameters of this model are shown below:

    n  =      6, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   1.84, the y intercept

 

    m  =   0.03, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.96, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =  31.82, the F value

 

    p  =   .005, the probability that you should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =  -0.06, the standard error.  (Note that you must

     e           transform this value using Equation 11 to

                 obtain the actual standard error,

                 10**-.06 = 0.88.)

The future observations predicted by the model must be transformed back from the logarithmic scale in the same manner
as the standard error value (described above). The predicted and residual values developed from model are shown in the
following table:

                                     Est

            Obs    Page     LOG10   LOG10   Trans   Residual

   Month     #     /Sec     Page    Pages    Est    (error)

  =======   ===   ======   ======   =====   =====   ========

   JAN98     1      75       1.88    1.87    74.1      0.9

   FEB98     2      77       1.89    1.90    79.4     -2.4

   MAR98     3      80       1.90    1.93    86.1     -6.1

   APR98     4      86       1.93    1.96    91.2     -5.2

   MAY98     5      97       1.99    1.99    97.7     -0.7

   JUN98     6     113       2.05    2.02   104.7      8.3
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Forecasts developed using the transformed paging observations are superior to the forecast based on the original values.
Consider logarithmic transformation any time you are modeling service-related values like device utilizations, turnaround
times, or response times.

Figure 7-6. Monthly Page/Sec Values
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User-Defined Data Transformations

Step function changes in the workload or other known changes can often introduce problems into linear regression
forecasts. The following table illustrates this type of problem by presenting monthly observations of the average number
of jobs per hour submitted by an engineering group. In April, three more engineers were added to the group, resulting in a
step function increase of approximately 10 jobs per hour.

                        Observation      Jobs

             Month       Number         Hour

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1             19

             FEB98          2             25

             MAR98          3             23

             APR98          4             34

             MAY98          5             37

             JUN98          6             40

Figure 7-7 shows a scatter plot of the data. A linear regression model developed for this historical data series has the
following parameters:

    n  =      6, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   14.5, the y intercept

 

    m  =    4.3, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.92, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =    5.1, the F value

 

    p  =   .003, the probability that we should reject the

                 hypothesis

 

    s  =    2.7, the standard error

     e

The following table shows the predicted and residual values for the historical data series:

             Observation      Jobs       Est.      Residual

   Month       Number         Hour       Jobs      (Error)

  =======    ===========     ======     ======     ========

   JAN98          1             19       18.8         0.2

   FEB98          2             25       23.2         1.8

   MAR98          3             23       27.5         4.5

   APR98          4             34       31.8         2.7

   MAY98          5             37       36.2        -6.9

   JUN98          6             40       40.5       -21.5

Although the r-squared of 0.92 for the model is very good, the results are suspicious due to the step function increase that
occurred in the workload. You can modify the historical series to account for the step function increase of 10 jobs per hour
in April. There are two ways to approach the problem:
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• Subtracting 10 from the April through June observations.
• Adding 10 to the January through March observations.

You would probably want to modify the January through March observations as you would expect the future observations
to be more like the April through June sales. Therefore, you would transform the historical observations using the following
equation:

    x(j) = x(j)+10, for j<=3                         (Eqn 13)

 

    x(j) = x(j),    for j>3

Univariate Model Forecasting allows you to specify SAS statements to accomplish these transformations. The following
table shows the result of this transformation:

                       Observation   Transformed

             Month       Number         Jobs

            =======    ===========     ======

             JAN98          1            29

             FEB98          2            35

             MAR98          3            33

             APR98          4            34

             MAY98          5            37

             JUN98          6            40

Using the transformed observations, a second linear model was developed. The parameters of this model are shown
below:

    n  =      6, the number of historical observations

 

    b  =   28.5, the y intercept

 

    m  =   1.77, the slope of the line

 

     2

    r  =   0.79, the coefficient of determination

 

    F  =  15.23, the F value

 

    p  =   0.01, the probability that the hypothesis should

                 be  rejected

 

    s  =   1.92, the standard error

     e

The following table shows the predicted and residual values developed using this model:

                                        Est

               Obs    Jobs    Trans.   Jobs    Residual

      Month     #     Hour     Jobs     Hour   (error)

     =======   ===   ======   ======   =====   ========

      JAN98     1      19       29      30.2     -1.2

      FEB98     2      25       35      32.0      3.0
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      MAR98     3      23       33      33.8     -0.8

      APR98     4      34       34      35.6     -1.6

      MAY98     5      37       37      37.3     -0.3

      JUN98     6      40       40      39.1      0.9

Note that the r-squared and F values for the resulting model, while acceptable, are poorer than the values calculated for
the original historical data series. However, the statistical model proposed is much more reasonable because it accounts
for a significant step that occurred in the data. Always examine each model to determine whether the proposed model is
reasonable for the data being modeled.

Figure 7-7. Engineering Jobs Per Hour

                                            ENGINEERING JOBS PER HOUR
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      17.5 +

           |

           ---+------------------+------------------+------------------+------------------+------------------

+--

              1                  2                  3                  4                  5                  6

 

                                                 OBSERVATION NUMBER

Univariate Model Forecasting - Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes the control parameters that we used to build Univariate Model Forecasting
inquiries. These parameters allow you to define forecasts based on linear, quadratic, and cubic regression, using
a variety of techniques for data smoothing.

Because of the variety of optional features that are associated with Univariate Model Forecasting, you can be required to
use several screens to develop a forecast. The following sections discuss the use of each of these screens.

• Univariate Model Forecasting Control Screen
• Delete Selected Historical Observations Screen
• Transform Historical Data Observations Screen
• SAS Statements Screens

Univariate Model Forecasting Control Screen

Univariate Model Forecasting control parameters allow you to develop regression-based forecast models. You can save
the forecasts that are produced by the program in a forecast file that corresponds to the resource or business element file
you specify as input to the model.

Before you see the Univariate Model Forecasting screen shown in Figure 7-8, follow a short set of menus which are more
fully described in Online Facility Tutorial. The Univariate Model Forecasting control screen is displayed after you indicate
that you want to insert a new Univariate Model Forecast inquiry into your catalog of inquiries. Two fields are filled in on the
fourth line when you first see this screen: inquiry name and inquiry description, separated by a dash. You entered these
two fields on the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen when you requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 7-8.  Univariate Model Forecasting Control Parameters

 /------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  TSTUVM - Univariate Modeling Inquiry               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                   Input file ===> R02 - RESOURCE ELEM FILE WITH CAPAPU        |

 |                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

 |                        SYSID ===> ____                                        |

 |                         Hour ===> _________                                   |

 |                   No.  weeks ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

 |                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

 |        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Forecast data element         ===> PPATCBTM                                    |

 |Forecast length (weeks)       ===> 10        (1-9999)                          |

 |Confidence limits (percent)   ===> 70        (70/90/95)                        |
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 |                                                                               |

 |Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Quadratic ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Cubic     ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |            Create CSV Output ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Specify extended options      ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters in the Univariate Model Forecasting screen that is shown in Figure 7-8 are required and some
are optional:

Report title
The 60-character title field for the Univariate Model Forecasting reports. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might
appear within the body of the title.

Input file
The resource element or business element Capacity Planning database file containing the historical observations to be
used as input to the analysis. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your Capacity Planning database,
type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. If the Capacity Planning database file was defined as having a
composite SYSID, this value is automatically supplied on the screen.

Hour
The Zone, Hour, or Dayname to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you defined the Capacity Planning
database file at the Zone, Hour, or Dayname summarization level. If you defined the file as having a composite
Zone, Hour, or Dayname, this value is supplied automatically on the screen. Note that the field name will be changed
automatically to either Zone, Hour, or Dayname once you specify the input file to reflect the input file summarization level.

No. days/weeks/months
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis. Once you
specify the input file, the field name will change to reflect the timespan of the Input file. When used along with the Start
date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:

• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. dy/wk/mn, the date range for data selection begins with the value specified for
Start date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only No. dy/wk/mn, the date range for data selection will include only this number of the most recent
days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations will be selected.

Save Forecast
Three options for saving the forecasted observations:

• Specifying YES causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the Capacity Planning database forecast file
(CPFxxx01) without aging the file, as described in the CAP Capacity Planning Database section.

• Specifying NO results in the forecasted observations not being saved in the forecast file. If you select this option, the
forecast file will not be aged.

• Specifying AGE causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the forecast file and causes the forecast files to be
aged, as described in the CAP Capacity Planning Database section.
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Specify CAPAPU Values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on
the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 7-9, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You might specify
CAPAPUs only is the Capacity Planning database file is defined as containing CAPAPU(s).

Forecast data element
The data element that is to be the subject of Univariate Model Forecasting. If you are uncertain of the correct name of
the data elements in the input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be presented.

Forecast length day/week/month
The length of forecast period in days, weeks, or months. The field name changes, once you have specified the Input file,
to reflect the timespan of the Input file. (Generally, you should not specify a forecast length greater than the length of your
historical data series. See Section 6.2 for guidelines on choosing this value.)\

Confidence limits (percent)
The degree of confidence to be used in calculating the upper and lower confidence limits for the forecasted values of the
forecast data element. The default is 95%.

Time element terms
The time elements to be used in the regression process. Specify at least one of the following terms: LINEAR,
QUADRATIC, or CUBIC.

You can specify models of the forms shown in Equations 7, 8, and 9 (see >Linear, Quadratic, and Cubic Models section).
For example, you could develop a model of CPUHRS based on linear and quadratic time terms by specifying LINEAR and
QUADRATIC. The model you can develop using these terms corresponds to Equation 8.

You could also develop a model of CPUHR based on a cubic time term, corresponding to a special case of Equation 9,
where m1 and m2 are zero.

Create CSV Output
Default value is "N" for NO. Specify "Y" for YES to cause a Q&R formatted CSV to be created that contains those data
elements that are used in the analysis. Specify "N" for NO to bypass CSV creation.

Specify extended options
The specification for extended options. Specify a Y for the opportunity to specify the options on the Extended Options
Menu (Figure 7-10).

If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU Values field on the Univariate Model Forecasting screen, the CAPAPU
Selection Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 7-9. One the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you might specify
the CAPAPU values (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. You can specify CAPAPUs only if the Capacity Planning
database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. You can use wild cards (? and *) when specifying
CAPAPUs. A question mark (?) replaces one character; an asterisk (*) replaces all the characters after that point.

Figure 7-9.  CAPAPU Selection Values

 /--------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: TSTUVM Univariate Modeling Inquiry                 |

 |                                                                              |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----|

 |CAPAPU   ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> ________________________________________________________________|
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 |CAPAPU 7 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you entered a Y in the Specify Extended Options field on
the Univariate Model Forecasting screen, the Extended Options Menu appears, as shown in Figure 7-10.

Figure 7-10.  Extended Options Menu

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                  |

 |                                                                             |

 |Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                      |

 |Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                   |

 |P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                           |

 |Transform historical observations   ===> N (Y/N/R)                           |

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Print Reports
The Print Reports parameter controls the printing of the Analysis of the Model and Residual Analysis reports. If you type
YES, these reports are produced. If you type NO and the forecasted file is NOT a Business Element File, these reports
are suppressed. These reports will always be produced for Business Element Files; however, the R-Square Ranking
Report is not produced.

Maximum R-Square for report
The Maximum R-Square for report parameter is used during the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to control the
flagging of particular forecasts. If the R-Square of a generated model is less than this value, it will be flagged with an RS-
WARN flag. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the RS-WARN flag in the R-Square Ranking Report.

P-Value flag
The P-Value Flag is also used in the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to determine if any of the P-values of
the model variables should be flagged with the P-WARN flag. If any P-value in the model is greater than this value, it
will be flagged in the report. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the P-WARN flag in the R-Square
Ranking Report.

Note: The RS-WARN flag takes precedence over the P-WARN flag. This means that if a model exceeds both of these
warning criteria, the RS_WARN flag will be printed.

Delete Selected Historical Data Observations Screen

If you specify YES for extended options on the Univariate Model Forecasting screen, you can delete selected historical
observations from the modeling process. If you select this option, the Delete Historical Data Observations screen that is
shown in Figure 7-11 is displayed.

Figure 7-11.  Delete Selected Historical Observations Screen
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/--------------------  Delete Historical Data Observations  --------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                       |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd   ---------  Dates to be dropped (specify in ddmonyy format)  ----------   |

| -    -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: The dates that you specify on this screen must exactly match the DATE value of the historical observations to be
excluded from the analysis. Although deleted observations still appear in the reports, they will not be used to develop
the regression model.

Transform Historical Observations Screen

If you specify YES for extended options on the Univariate Model Forecasting screen, you can specify the transformation
of historical observations. Using this option, you can specify either GMA smoothing, a LOG10 transformation, or a user-
defined transformation. Specify NONE if you do not want smoothing or transformation. NONE is the default.

If you specify USER for this option, then you are required to provide the SAS statements to perform the transformation
and/or the reverse transformation by specifying a Y for at least one of the last two options on this screen.

Figure 7-12.  Transform Historical Observations Screen

/---------------------  Transform Historical Observations  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Smoothing technique ===> NONE  (GMA/LOG10/USER/NONE)                           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Geometric moving average data smoothing parameters:                            |

|  Equation alpha value  ===> ____      (.01 - .99)                             |

|  Initial value         ===> ________                                          |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|User defined data transformation SAS statements:                               |

|  Statements to transform historical data    ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

|  Stmts. to reverse history transformations  ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Transform Historical Observations screen allows you to modify the historical data series before the modeling process.
(The processing of historical data observations is discussed in the Processing Historical Observations section) You can
choose from three different types of optional processing:

• Data smoothing using a geometric moving average
• A log base 10 transformation of the historical observations
• A user-specified exit to process the historical observations and possibly a corresponding exit to reverse the

transformation process after the forecasting process

If you specify that the data is to be smoothed using a geometric moving average, then one other parameter is required
and one more is optional. Specify the value of alpha (0 < alpha < 1) to be used in the geometric moving average equation
(Equation 10). We recommend that you initially try a value of 0.5.

In addition, you might optionally specify an alternative value for the initial historical observation. This value is used to
replace the first value when you do not believe that the first point of the historical data series is representative. If you do
not want to have an alternative value, leave this parameter blank.

If you specify that the historical observations are to be transformed using a LOG10 function, no other parameters are
required or allowed on this screen.

If you specify that the historical observations are to be transformed using your own SAS code, indicate on this screen
which type of transformation you want to include:

• Statements to transform historical data
• Statements to reverse the transformation after the analysis

If you select either of these transformations, the appropriate screen is displayed to allow you to enter your own SAS code.
These screens are discussed in SAS Statements Screens section.

SAS Statements Screens

You can use the first SAS Statements screen, shown in Figure 7-13, for coding SAS statements to transform historical
data before the regression analysis performed by Univariate Model Forecasting.

You can use the second screen, shown in Figure 7-14, to reverse this transformation process after the regression is done,
so that the reports show the untransformed values.

Figure 7-13.  SAS Statements Screen - ASGN_TRN Macro

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the ASGN_TRN Macro                                          |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> ENTER SAS STATEMENTS TO PERFORM A USER TRANSFORMATION.                  |

|=NOTE= %MACRO ASGN_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND ASGN_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Figure 7-14.  SAS Statements Screen - RET_TRN Macro

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the RET_TRN Macro                                           |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO REVERSE A USER TRANSFORMATION.                |

|=NOTE= %MACRO RET_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.        |

|000001                                                                         |

|000002                                                                         |

|000003                                                                         |

|000004                                                                         |

|000005                                                                         |

|000006                                                                         |

|000007                                                                         |

|000008                                                                         |

|000009                                                                         |

|000010                                                                         |

|=NOTE= %MEND RET_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.          |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The remainder of this section describes how to code these macros.

The %MACRO statements appearing on each of these screens are already provided for you and are field-protected from
modification.

Univariate Model Forecasting does not work directly with the variable names on the input SAS file, but rather uses SAS
macro variables to pass the names that are taken from the control parameters into the program's code. This allows
Univariate Model Forecasting to be sufficiently generalized to handle all incoming SAS files without imposing naming
conventions on you. If you are writing SAS statements to transform the original historical data using the first screen that is
shown in Figure 7-13, refer to the following symbolic names for variables:
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    &VNAME:  The original dependent variable

 

    _TRAN_V_:  The transformed dependent variable

In some instances, you can optionally code a reverse transformation macro that returns the predicted variables to the
original dependent variable units. When the reverse transformation macro is invoked, the SAS variable names that contain
the critical data are as follows:

___ESTS
The predicted value of the transformed dependent variable (three leading underscores)

_____UCL
The upper confidence limit of the transformed predicted variable (five leading underscores)

_____LCL
The lower confidence limit of the transformed predicted variable (five leading underscores)

To illustrate this concept, assume there is a resource element file that contains CPU utilization data. Further, assume
that on March 8, 1998, a new CPU was installed that is approximately 30% more powerful than its predecessor. A CPU
utilization trend over time would probably show a sudden decline in CPU utilization on or around March 8, 1998. This
discontinuity in the trend would result in a very poor fit by a linear, quadratic, or cubic equation.

To provide a set of historical points that can result in a better fit to a standard equation, you can transform all the historical
data after March 8, 1998, by multiplying it by 1.3 (representing the 30% increase provided by the new processor).
Following the curve fitting, the projected trend is transformed back into units of the current processor by dividing the
forecast values by 1.3. (This adjustment for relative processor speeds can be done for you automatically if you use the
CPU Planning Standard Application described in CAP Capacity Planning Database section. The process described is for
illustrative purposes only.)

On the first screen, shown in Figure 7-13, you would enter the following SAS statements:

    IF DATE GE '08MAR98'D THEN _TRAN_V_ = 1.3 * &VNAME;

    ELSE _TRAN_V_ = &VNAME;

On the second screen, you would enter the following SAS statements:

    IF DATE GE '08MAR98'D THEN DO;

      ___ESTS = ___ESTS / 1.3;

      _____LCL = _____LCL / 1.3;

      _____UCL = _____UCL / 1.3;

    END;

Univariate Model Forecasting - Case Studies
The first case study, Extended Example Univariate Model Forecasting, is an extended example that applies Univariate
Model Forecasting to the study of the I/O workload of a 9021-711 and illustrates how to use a geometric moving average.
This study is a continuation of the study started in Extended Example I/O Workload Analysis (Resource Element Files).

The second study, Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking, shows how you can use Univariate Model Forecasting
to track the growth of a workload that is defined by a performance group. This example shows how to use the data
deletion facility to discard an observation that is unusually low due to an unexpected event, such as a system outage.
This case study is a continuation of the study started in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element
Files).
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The third study, System Workload and Performance Profile, looks at trends in CPU utilization and uses the geometric
moving average to dampen the variability in the original data. This case study is a continuation of the study started in
System Workload and Performance Profile (Resource Element Files).

The final study, Forecasting New Application Transaction Values, uses a user-defined transformation to forecast the
new volume of an online workload that you expect to add work to. This type of analysis is useful for estimating future
transaction loads, which you can then enter into an analytic model to measure whether sufficient capacity is available to
meet the demand.

Extended Example Univariate Model Forecasting

This extended example shows how to apply Univariate Model Forecasting to the I/O workload data collected in the
extended example that we introduced in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element Files).

Problem Description

The purpose of this study is to develop a model to forecast the start I/O counts and the utilization loads that would be
experienced by the channels on a 9021-711. The collecting historical data to support this example was discussed in the
extended example in Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element Files). Twelve-month period
of historical data was collected for channels 1 through 5 for the system SYSIDs TSO1 and TSO2 for ZONEs 1 and 2.

This extended example concentrates on the start I/O counts for channel 5 on SYSID TSO1 during ZONE 1. Although
the development of the remaining forecasts (utilizations and the SIO counts for the other channels) are not shown in this
example, they are similar to the forecast discussed in the following sections.

The first step in the modeling process is to obtain a listing of the historical data observations. To do this, specify YES for
the List updated CAP DB file contents parameter on the Figure 3-26, Update Capacity Planning File screen, in Screen
Operation - Executing a Database Specification, when a database update inquiry is executed. Figure 7-15 shows a
sample report from the update of the CHN Capacity Planning database file. Note that while the CHN database file
contains observations for TSO1 and TSO2 for Zones 1 and 2, this extended example focuses only on the observations for
TSO1 for Zone 1. A cursory investigation of the channel 5 SIO counts (data element CHAN5CNT) reveals an increasing
trend with a significant amount of random variations. (These random variations are not surprising because the system
being analyzed processes a random arrival batch and TSO workload in a service bureau.)

Therefore, the initial approach to developing a model for this system was to fit a linear trend to the historical values after
they were smoothed using a geometric moving average.

Figure 7-15. CHN Resource Element File Contents Report

                                              CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

 OBS  DATE   MONTH SYSID YEAR ZONE CHAN1BS CHAN1CNT CHAN2BS CHAN2CNT CHAN3BS CHAN3CNT CHAN4BS CHAN4CNT CHAN5BS

 CHAN5CNT

  

   1 30SEP97   9   TSO1   97   1    5.3569 10283160 18.9219 12621388 18.8242 16971048  7.2551  3640411 15.7917

 11882418

   2 30OCT97  10   TSO1   97   1    5.5168 11306966 19.4883 13861055 19.6445 18385386  7.3911  3822387 14.7969

 12860633

   3 30NOV97  11   TSO1   97   1    6.3586 11414859 19.7500 11717108 20.2109 16663774  9.9683  4338143 15.9124

 11743581

   4 31DEC97  12   TSO1   97   1    5.3074  9976870 18.0391 12327566 18.5586 16800745  8.8547  5247391 14.6099

 12510012

   5 29JAN98   1   TSO1   98   1    6.0647 10611907 18.9922 11156555 19.3750 16185623  8.9697  4257223 15.6548

 12071368
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   6 26FEB98   2   TSO1   98   1    6.3376 10960937 23.0977 12830799 18.8438 15257229 11.1433  5641456 16.2344

 12076524

   7 31MAR98   3   TSO1   98   1    5.4783 10025924 19.6797 12843967 16.9063 13669835  9.5486  5318293 14.8582

 12186976

   8 30APR98   4   TSO1   98   1    4.7642  9870709 17.9570 13093325 15.2307 14904987  7.6726  5033416 14.3140

 14355185

   9 28MAY98   5   TSO1   98   1    4.5576  8851487 17.7852 11399322 15.6868 13645679  8.2495  4494512 14.5493

 15011392

  10 30JUN98   6   TSO1   98   1    4.9968 10545954 17.5703 12099310 15.7957 14443173  9.2905  5437664 15.1023

 17176448

  11 30JUL98   7   TSO1   98   1    6.9377 14139601 21.0313 13436249 18.6172 15858031 11.7161  6582489 17.7891

 17421158

  12 31AUG98   8   TSO1   98   1    8.5986 14220067 30.9336 17448773 15.0393 14690555 10.7354  6879567 15.3848

 18042957

  13 30SEP97   9   TSO1   97   2    3.6626  3844805 21.0391  9137237 25.5938 12868504  9.1514  4359236 16.0000

 10247086

  14 30OCT97  10   TSO1   97   2    3.6033  4058408 21.1641  9761257 23.7773 12025920  8.2043  3752326 14.9243

 10098182

  15 30NOV97  11   TSO1   97   2    3.5081  3559998 21.0078  8160196 26.0352 11506972  9.4600  3786755 15.9133

  9260268

  16 31DEC97  12   TSO1   97   2    2.6174  3018221 22.1406 10373391 30.1250 12866071 11.2361  4973300 16.9727

 11058613

  17 29JAN98   1   TSO1   98   2    2.0652  2197819 18.7461  8134965 24.0313 10484711  8.0525  3572788 15.1262

  8586867

  18 26FEB98   2   TSO1   98   2    2.4753  2669361 21.7070  8721177 24.9844 11027921 10.0513  4014299 16.1367

  9080303

  19 31MAR98   3   TSO1   98   2    1.9980  2196140 18.5313  7999537 22.3164 11310782  9.1003  3852128 13.9209

  8682421

  20 30APR98   4   TSO1   98   2    1.5474  1753226 17.7422  7390090 20.3477  9696053  7.9121  3435097 14.7136

  9351902

  21 28MAY98   5   TSO1   98   2    1.5369  1670242 16.2227  6574310 18.8555  9463561  8.3237  3304728 13.3713

  8148197

  22 30JUN98   6   TSO1   98   2    2.0928  2596361 17.6797  7756252 21.4180 11278067  9.4841  3893271 15.0049

  9578109

  23 30JUL98   7   TSO1   98   2    3.1802  3551786 20.6289  7575368 26.1992 13215648 11.2686  3863744 14.9900

  8710056

  24 31AUG98   8   TSO1   98   2    3.3550  3475517 30.0859 10478833 23.7578 10705401 11.3088  4154695 13.9648

  8859281

  25 30SEP97   9   TSO2   97   1    5.8586  4117146 19.7070 19625621 20.8047 22304391 12.7476  9302529 10.8057

 12295717

  26 30OCT97  10   TSO2   97   1   14.7346  2722390 19.8320 20338573 19.9375 22521512 15.4590 11686631 10.7395

 12889200

  27 30NOV97  11   TSO2   97   1   13.7773  3809002 14.9670 15289886 18.5938 19254275 12.3804  8388867  8.9019

 10402395

  28 31DEC97  12   TSO2   97   1   10.0374  4721964 13.4104 13712714 16.6367 17817953 15.4211 10188718  9.0366

 12847178

  29 29JAN98   1   TSO2   98   1   12.7666  5548874 16.8281 13845993 17.6797 18586811 12.6563  8258431  9.9780

 15816183

  30 26FEB98   2   TSO2   98   1   10.8706  7771787 16.3789 13405987 15.9539 17237412 13.2949 10653306 10.2646

 17803695

  31 31MAR98   3   TSO2   98   1   13.4224  9735884 15.5269 14151218 15.9382 17819024 14.6516 10932092  9.5662

 17208264
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  32 30APR98   4   TSO2   98   1   11.6868  5365007 13.5408 13405430 13.8350 17208020 13.9941 10965281  8.9309

 18366040

  33 28MAY98   5   TSO2   98   1    8.6855  6873986 14.3179 13105377 13.7134 15188405 13.4080  9084066 10.0325

 18941408

  34 30JUN98   6   TSO2   98   1   10.0339  7030206 15.9690 14749902 14.5276 16348721 16.5117 10999226 10.6196

 20710472

  35 30JUL98   7   TSO2   98   1    8.2434  7093482 14.4727 13043652 13.4624 14116174 15.6594 10289280  8.7729

 17823803

  36 31AUG98   8   TSO2   98   1   13.1682  9970887 24.8711 17365170 13.7458 13949379 12.1421  9414241  8.8535

 15638684

  37 30SEP97   9   TSO2   97   2    2.7336   880241 18.6016  9049081 25.0039 10550887 10.5205  3584787 11.0811

  6455642

  38 30OCT97  10   TSO2   97   2    7.3264   679033 21.8281  9497450 24.7461 10452369 14.0229  4612623 10.7666

  6382688

  39 30NOV97  11   TSO2   97   2    6.6284   784134 17.5781  7030350 21.5352  8291186  8.3538  2943352 11.3120

  5859400

  40 31DEC97  12   TSO2   97   2    4.1448   858595 13.8445  5741095 16.3867  6745006  9.0964  3310562  8.4487

  5035398

  41 29JAN97   1   TSO2   98   2    4.4250   956579 18.9531  7723973 21.4648  8545945 10.4185  3550842 11.7129

  6831805

  42 26FEB98   2   TSO2   98   2    3.6133  1217462 20.1680  7515701 20.2422  7863046 13.5088  4195880 13.0649

  7158157

  43 31MAR98   3   TSO2   98   2    6.2932  2400223 23.8320  9675267 25.9297 11585347 15.1511  5334095 14.5879

  8925649

  44 30APR98   4   TSO2   98   2    4.4189  1045310 22.6758  8853916 22.8203 10761397 15.0293  4769231 12.6448

  7748332

  45 28MAY98   5   TSO2   98   2    3.0962  1307297 20.6953  7138379 22.4414  9365947 14.7139  3981306 13.8040

  7103022

  46 30JUN98   6   TSO2   98   2    3.2813  1239208 22.0625  8164637 20.7148  9408193 14.6201  4561230 12.8960

  7367164

  47 30JUL98   7   TSO2   98   2    2.0996   896128 18.2734  5934381 16.2227  6571253 14.1196  3805317  8.7349

  5075665

  48 31AUG98   8   TSO2   98   2    3.4624  1362194 26.0430  7640659 17.9375  5866009 14.2581  3940249  9.8955

  4596676

 

Control Parameters

Figure 7-16 shows the Univariate Model Forecasting, Extended Options, and Transform Historical Observations screens
that contain the control parameters that are used to perform univariate modeling on the channel 5 SIO count.

Figure 7-16. Extended Example Control Parameters (Screen 1 of 3)

 /------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  CHNUVM - Univariate Modeling Inquiry               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                   Input file ===> CHN - I/O Channel Example                   |

 |                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

 |                        SYSID ===> TSO1                                        |
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 |                         Zone ===> 1________                                   |

 |                   No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

 |                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

 |        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Forecast data element         ===> CHAN5CNT                                    |

 |Forecast length (months)      ===> 8         (1-9999)                          |

 |Confidence limits (percent)   ===> 95        (70/90/95)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Quadratic ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Cubic     ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |Specify extended options      ===> Y         (Y/N)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-16. Extended Example Control Parameters (Screen 2 of 3)

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                        |

 |Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                     |

 |P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

 |Transform historical observations   ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-16. Extended Example Control Parameters (Screen 3 of 3)

 /---------------------  Transform Historical Observations  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Smoothing technique                          ===> GMA   (GMA/LOG10/USER/NONE)  |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Geometric moving average data smoothing parameters:                            |

 |                       Equation alpha value  ===> .5        (.01 - .99)        |

 |                            Initial value    ===> ________                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |User defined data transformation SAS statements:                               |

 |  Statements to transform historical data    ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

 |  Stmts. to reverse history transformations  ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Univariate Model Forecasting screen that is shown in Figure 7-16 contains the following parameters.

Report title
The title that appears on the reports.

Input file
The CHN resource element file that was originally defined in the extended example in Extended Example I/O Workload
Analysis.

Start date and No. months
The start date for date range selection and the maximum number of days, weeks, or months included in the analysis.
Since neither Start date nor No. months is specified for this analysis, no date range selection is applied to the historical
observations from the CHN resource element file.

SYSID
Historical observations only for SYSID TSO1.

Zone
The summary level selection criteria for the analysis. Since the CHN resource element file was defined in Extended
Example I/O Workload Analysis (Resource Element Files) at the ZONE summary level, this parameter specifies that only
historical observations for ZONE 1 are included in the analysis.

Save Forecast
The specification to save the results of the analysis in the forecast file. For this example, YES is specified so that the
forecast file will not be age before saving (that is, earlier values are overwritten).

Specify CAPAPU Values
The specification for CAPAPU. The CHN resource element file was not defined as containing the CAPAPU data element,
therefore no CAPAPU value can be specified on this screen.

Forecast Data Limit
The name of the data element (CHAN5CNT) in the Capacity Planning resource file that contains SIO counts for channel 5.

Forecast length
The length of the forecast observation. Eight is selected as a conservative number of estimates to be made from the 12
historical observations that are contained in the CHN resource element file. (Never specify a forecast longer than the
historical data series.)

Confidence limits (percent)
The degree of confidence to be used in calculating the upper and lower confidence limits for the forecasted values of the
forecast data element. The default is 95 %.

Time element terms
The time elements to be used in the regression process. LINEAR is specified for this example.

Specify extended options
The specification for selecting extended options. Specifying extended options causes the Transform Historical
Observations screen to display. In this example, GMA (geometric moving average) is chosen for the Smoothing technique
parameter, with 0.5 for the alpha value.

Output Reports

We used the control parameters discussed in the Control Parameters section.
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Model Analysis Report

Figure 7-17 shows the Model Analysis Report for the channel 5 I/O data. Note that the value of r-squared is a reasonable
0.75. The F value of 30.84 appears to be large and the p-value associated with this F is 0.0004, which is very small. You
can interpret this p-value as the probability that you would have estimated this model, given that the data was purely
random, and that no linear relationship truly exists. The p-value says that there are no more than four chances in 10,000
that these estimates would arise due to random error.

The model that is shown in the report is in the following form:

     CHAN5CNT = 9736797 + 587938 * T1

 

In this model, T1 is the number of the month and CHAN5CNT is the monthly total I/O count for channel 5. This model
indicates that you can expect I/O loads to rise by about 588,000 I/Os each month.

Figure 7-17. Extended Example Model Analysis Report

                             CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                     ANALYSIS OF UNIVARIATE FORECASTING MODEL

  

 MODEL OF: CHAN5CNT

 BASED ON: LINEAR

                                          ------------TIME ELEMENTS------------

   R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     T       P

 --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----

   0.75      30.84    .0004    9736797    LINEAR        587938     5.55   .0004

 

Residual Analysis Report

Figure 7-18 shows a sample Residual Analysis Report for the channel I/O study. The regression model that was
developed using the smoothed data has a maximum of approximately 10 to 12% difference from the actual historical
observations. You must expect this magnitude of residuals, while non-trivial, from a model that uses smoothing to
eliminate apparent random variations from the historical data series.

When viewing a Residual Analysis Report, look for obvious patterns in the unexplained data. For example, in Figure 7-18,
you can see large positive residuals in the oldest and newest historical observations and large negative residuals in the
middle observations. This pattern indicates that the data forms an arc around the regression line. The data is above the
line initially, slides down below the line in the winter months, then rises again in April.

If a pattern is identified in the residuals,reconsider your choice of model. In this example, a quadratic model can provide
more predictive power. When more data is available, try the quadratic model and compare it to the linear model by
contrasting the r-squared, F, and p values, as illustrated in the Processing Historical Observations section, to determine
which model is better for a limited number of data points.

A quadratic model may fit the data quite well but may fail to provide useful predictions for future elements, especially if
relatively few historical observations are available. Therefore, it is not recommended that you use quadratic models when
less than 30 historical observations are available.

Figure 7-18. Extended Example Residual Analysis Report

                                                  CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                                           UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: CHAN5CNT
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 BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR

  

                         TRANSFORMED*  PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------PLOT OF RESIDUALS------------- 

  CONFIDENCE

   DATE     CHAN5CNT      CHAN5CNT      CHAN5CNT     CHAN5CNT    -195E4              0.0              +195E4 

  LIMITS +/-

 -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   ------------------------------------------- 

  ----------

 30SEP97     11882418            .       10324734   1557683.74   |                    0+++++++++++++++     | 

  1624240.54

 30OCT97     12860633    12371525.50     10912672   1947961.05   |                    0++++++++++++++++++++| 

  1416789.90

 30NOV97     11743581    12302107.00     11500610    242971.35   |                    0++                  | 

  1221119.32

 31DEC97     12510012    12126796.50     12088547    421464.66   |                    0++++                | 

  1043874.36

 29JAN98     12071368    12290690.00     12676485   -605117.03   |              ------0                    | 

   896056.61

 26FEB98     12076524    12073946.00     13264423     -1187899   |        ------------0                    | 

   794269.29

 31MAR98     12186976    12131750.00     13852360     -1665384   |   -----------------0                    | 

   757306.06

 30APR96     14355185    13271080.50     14440298    -85113.10   |                    0                    | 

   794269.29

 28MAY98     15011392    14683288.50     15028236    -16843.79   |                    0                    | 

   896056.61

 30JUN98     17176448    16093920.00     15616173   1560274.52   |                    0++++++++++++++++    | 

  1043874.36

 30JUL98     17421158    17298803.00     16204111   1217046.83   |                    0++++++++++++        | 

  1221119.32

 31AUG98     18042957    17732057.50     16792049   1250908.14   |                    0++++++++++++        | 

  1416789.90

 31SEP98          .              .       17379987          .     |                    0                    | 

  1624240.54

 31OCT98          .              .       17967924          .     |                    0                    | 

  1839490.02

 31NOV98          .              .       18555862          .     |                    0                    | 

  2060095.20

 31DEC98          .              .       19143800          .     |                    0                    | 

  2284505.07

 31JAN99          .              .       19731737          .     |                    0                    | 

  2511700.04

 31FEB99          .              .       20319675          .     |                    0                    | 

  2740987.65

 31MAR99          .              .       20907613          .     |                    0                    | 

  2971883.57

 31APR99          .              .       21495550          .     |                    0                    | 

  3204040.12

  

  

 * - DATA SMOOTHED USING A GEOMETRIC MOVING AVERAGE.  ALPHA = 0.50
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Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Univariate Model Forecasting)

Univariate Model Forecasting was used to develop a forecast of transaction arrival rates by performance groups/periods
that were identified in the case study discussed in the Performance Group/Period Workload Tracking (Resource Element
Files) section - refer to Figure 3-56 to consider the historical observations for Workload 01 (denoted by WKL01).

There is a significant decrease in the transaction arrival rate for the workload in the week of September 11th. The week
contains a one-day holiday, thus you can reasonably expect a decrease in the volume of the workloads for the week.
Therefore, a linear model was proposed for the workload and deleted the observation for the week of September 11th.
Figure 7-19 shows the control parameters that were supplied to produce the model.

Figure 7-19. Univariate Model Forecasting Control Parameters (Screen 1 of 2)

 /------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  PRFUVM - Univariate Modeling Inquiry               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                   Input file ===> PRF - Performance Group Example             |

 |                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

 |                        SYSID ===> TSO1                                        |

 |                         Zone ===> 1________                                   |

 |                   No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

 |                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

 |        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Forecast data element         ===> WKL01                                       |

 |Forecast length (months)      ===> 4         (1-9999)                          |

 |Confidence limits (percent)   ===> 95        (70/90/95)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Quadratic ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Cubic     ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |Specify extended options      ===> Y         (Y/N)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-19. Univariate Model Forecasting Control Parameters (Screen 2 of 2)

 /--------------------  Delete Historical Data Observations  --------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   ---------  Dates to be dropped (specify in ddmonyy format)  ----------   |

 | -    -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------   |

 | _    11SEP98  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |
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 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 | _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

 

Figure 7-20 shows the Residual Analysis Report for the model. As you can see, all of the predicted values are within
5 to 7% of the actual values except for the observation recorded for the 11th of September. Since this week was not
included in the development of the model, the residual value for this week does not exist.

Figure 7-20. Univariate Forecast of Performance Group/Period Workloads

                                                     CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

                                              UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 

 UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: WKL01

 

 BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR

 

                         TRANSFORMED   PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------PLOT OF RESIDUALS------------- 

  CONFIDENCE

   DATE      WKL01         WKL01         WKL01        WKL01      -2334               0.0               +2334 

  LIMITS +/-

 -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   ------------------------------------------- 

  ----------

 24JUL98     11102.50       11102.50     10688.77       413.73   |                    0+++                 | 

      986.87

 31JUL98     11026.70       11026.70     10763.89       262.81   |                    0++                  | 

      812.25

 07AUG98     11232.20       11232.20     10839.02       393.18   |                    0+++                 | 

      667.92

 14AUG98     10096.80       10096.80     10914.14      -817.34   |             -------0                    | 

      577.08

 21AUG98     10604.80       10604.80     10989.26      -384.46   |                 ---0                    | 

      566.08

 28AUG98     10192.30       10192.30     11064.38      -872.08   |             -------0                    | 

      639.08

 04SEP98     11505.60       11505.60     11139.50       366.10   |                    0+++                 | 

      772.61

 11SEP98      8881.00            .       11214.62          .     |                    0                    | 

      941.25

 18SEP98     11927.80       11927.80     11289.74       638.06   |                    0+++++               | 

     1129.39

 26SEP98          .              .       11364.86          .     |                    0                    | 

     1328.77
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 03OCT98          .              .       11439.98          .     |                    0                    | 

     1535.01

 10OCT98          .              .       11515.11          .     |                    0                    | 

     1745.69

 17OCT98          .              .       11590.23          .     |                    0                    | 

     1959.37

 

System Workload and Performance Profile (Univariate Model Forecasting)

Univariate Model Forecasting was used to develop a forecast of the multiprocessor CPU busy value that was collected
for system TSO1 in the system workload and performance profile case study that was introduced in the System Workload
and Performance Profile (Resource Element Files) section - refer to the Figure 3-92, Resource Element File Contents
Report, to consider the historical observations for the CPUMPBS data element. Since the system being studied processes
a random arrival testing workload, significant week to week variations around the central trend represented in the data
were observed. Therefore, a geometric moving average to smooth the historical data was used so that a linear model for
the observations could be developed. Figure 7-21 shows the control parameters that are used to produce the model.

Figure 7-21. System Univariate Model Forecasting (Screen 1 of 3)

 /------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  WKLUVM - Univariate Modeling Inquiry               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                   Input file ===> WKL - System Workload Example               |

 |                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

 |                        SYSID ===> TSO1                                        |

 |                         Zone ===> 1________                                   |

 |                   No. weeks  ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

 |                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

 |        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Forecast data element         ===> CPUMPBS                                     |

 |Forecast length (weeks)       ===> 8         (1-9999)                          |

 |Confidence limits (percent)   ===> __        (70/90/95)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Quadratic ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Cubic     ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

 |Specify extended options      ===> Y         (Y/N)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-21. System Univariate Model Forecasting (Screen 2 of 3)

 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                        |
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 |Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                     |

 |P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

 |Transform historical observations   ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-21. System Univariate Model Forecasting (Screen 3 of 3)

 /---------------------  Transform Historical Observations  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Smoothing technique                          ===> GMA   (GMA/LOG10/USER/NONE)  |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Geometric moving average data smoothing parameters:                            |

 |                       Equation alpha value  ===> .5        (.01 - .99)        |

 |                            Initial value    ===> ________                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |User defined data transformation SAS statements:                               |

 |  Statements to transform historical data    ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

 |  Stmts. to reverse history transformations  ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 7-22 shows the Residual Analysis Report for the model. As you can see, all of the residual values are within 10
percent of the observed values except for the weeks of July 4th and September 5th. Since these two weeks represent
holidays, you can reasonably expect to encounter significant residual values for these weeks.

Figure 7-22. Univariate Model of System CPU Utilization

                                            UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 

 UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: CPUMPBS

 BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR

 

                         TRANSFORMED*  PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------PLOT OF RESIDUALS------------- 

  CONFIDENCE

   DATE     CPUMPBS       CPUMPBS       CPUMPBS      CPUMPBS     -10                 0.0                 +10 

  LIMITS +/-

 -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   ------------------------------------------- 

  ----------
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 24APR98        58.67            .          59.92        -1.25   |                  --0                    | 

        2.44

 02MAY98        64.39          61.53        60.26         4.13   |                    0++++++++            | 

        2.30

 09MAY98        63.85          64.12        60.59         3.26   |                    0++++++              | 

        2.15

 16MAY98        63.32          63.58        60.93         2.39   |                    0++++                | 

        2.01

 23MAY98        59.10          61.21        61.26        -2.17   |                ----0                    | 

        1.88

 30MAY98        59.90          59.50        61.60        -1.69   |                 ---0                    | 

        1.75

 06JUN98        57.88          58.89        61.93        -4.06   |            --------0                    | 

        1.63

 13JUN98        59.28          58.58        62.27        -2.99   |               -----0                    | 

        1.52

 20JUN98        59.18          59.23        62.61        -3.43   |              ------0                    | 

        1.42

 27JUN98        66.55          62.87        62.94         3.61   |                    0+++++++             | 

        1.33

 04JUL98        53.33          59.94        63.28        -9.94   | -------------------0                    | 

        1.26

 11JUL98        69.88          61.61        63.61         6.27   |                    0++++++++++++        | 

        1.20

 18JUL98        67.23          68.56        63.95         3.28   |                    0++++++              | 

        1.17

 25JUL98        71.94          69.58        64.28         7.66   |                    0+++++++++++++++     | 

        1.16

 01AUG98        64.10          68.02        64.62        -0.52   |                   -0                    | 

        1.18

 08AUG98        63.35          63.73        64.95        -1.60   |                 ---0                    | 

        1.22

 15AUG98        64.48          63.91        65.29        -0.81   |                   -0                    | 

        1.28

 22AUG98        63.33          63.90        65.62        -2.30   |                ----0                    | 

        1.36

 29AUG98        65.86          64.59        65.96        -0.10   |                    0                    | 

        1.45

 05SEP98        76.29          71.08        66.30        10.00   |                    0+++++++++++++++++++ | 

        1.56

 12SEP98        60.00          68.15        66.63        -6.63   |       -------------0                    | 

        1.68

 19SEP98        66.75          63.38        66.63         0.12   |                    0                    | 

        1.68

 26SEP98        67.29          67.02        66.97         0.32   |                    0                    | 

        1.80

 03OCT98        69.33          68.31        67.30         2.03   |                    0++++                | 

        1.93

 10OCT98        64.37          66.85        67.64        -3.26   |              ------0                    | 

        2.07

 17OCT98        70.13          67.25        67.97         2.15   |                    0++++                | 

        2.21
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 24OCT98          .              .          68.31          .     |                    0                    | 

        2.35

 31OCT98          .              .          68.64          .     |                    0                    | 

        2.50

 07NOV98          .              .          68.98          .     |                    0                    | 

        2.65

 14NOV98          .              .          69.31          .     |                    0                    | 

        2.80

 21NOV98          .              .          69.65          .     |                    0                    | 

        2.96

 28NOV98          .              .          69.98          .     |                    0                    | 

        3.11

 05DEC98          .              .          70.32          .     |                    0                    | 

        3.27

 12DEC98          .              .          70.66          .     |                    0                    | 

        3.42

  

  * - DATA SMOOTHED USING A GEOMETRIC MOVING AVERAGE.  ALPHA = 0.50

 

Forecasting New Application Transaction Volumes

Capacity planners are frequently asked to forecast the potential impact of applications that are still in development.
System designers and targeted end users can supply estimated workload characteristics or transaction volumes based on
comparisons to existing systems. You can develop early projections based upon estimates of this type using Univariate
Model Forecasting.

In this case study, an existing, inquiry-only online application is to be replaced by a system with both inquiry and update
capabilities. It was estimated that during peak hour, inquiry transactions would account for 60% of the new system's
transaction volume. It was further estimated that inquiry transactions would increase 15% with installation of the new
system, but that overall transaction volume growth would not change. The purpose of this study is to provide an initial
projection of the transaction volumes to be expected for the new application during the first three months following its
installation.

The estimates indicate that transaction growth should be modeled as a step function, with the step occurring in January
1999. The magnitude of the step is estimated as a function of the transaction volume expected in December 1998. Since
no data are available beyond June 1998, two models were developed.

The first model was developed to project transaction volumes for the existing system through December 1998. Figure
7-23 shows the contents of the resource element file that contains monthly peak hour transaction volumes for the existing
application. A linear model, which uses all 18 months of historical data was proposed. Figure 7-24 shows the control
parameters that we used to produce the model. Figure 7-25 shows the resulting Residual Analysis Report.

Figure 7-23. Contents of Transaction Volume Resource Element File

                  CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

 

  OBS     DATE      MONTH    CISTRANS    SYSID    ZONE     YEAR

 

    1    31JAN97      1        4043.0    IMS1      1        97

    2    28FEB97      2        3890.0    IMS1      1        97

    3    31MAR97      3        4037.0    IMS1      1        97

    4    30APR97      4        4128.0    IMS1      1        97
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    5    31MAY97      5        4037.0    IMS1      1        97

    6    30JUN97      6        4314.0    IMS1      1        97

    7    31JUL97      7        4373.0    IMS1      1        97

    8    31AUG97      8        4740.0    IMS1      1        97

    9    30SEP97      9        4759.0    IMS1      1        97

   10    31OCT97     10        4856.0    IMS1      1        97

   11    30NOV97     11        4741.0    IMS1      1        97

   12    31DEC98     12        5099.0    IMS1      1        98

   13    31JAN98      1        5149.0    IMS1      1        98

   14    28FEB98      2        4857.0    IMS1      1        98

   15    31MAR98      3        5506.0    IMS1      1        98

   16    30APR98      4        5196.0    IMS1      1        98

   17    31MAY98      5        5194.0    IMS1      1        98

   18    30JUN98      6        5477.0    IMS1      1        98

Figure 7-24. Control Parameters for Existing System Model

/------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  UVMW2  - Univariate Modeling Inquiry               |

|                                                                               |

|Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry - CICS                           |

|                                                                               |

|Selection criteria:                                                            |

|                   Input file ===> CIS - CPU Analysis w/Composite SYSID/ZONE   |

|                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

|                        SYSID ===> IMS1                                        |

|                         Zone ===> 1________                                   |

|                   No. weeks  ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

|                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

|        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

|Forecast data element         ===> CISTRANS                                    |

|Forecast length (weeks)       ===> 6         (1-9999)                          |

|Confidence limits (percent)   ===> __        (70/90/95)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

|                    Quadratic ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

|                    Cubic     ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

|Specify extended options      ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 7-25. Univariate Model of Existing Application

                                    C A  M I C S    C A P A C I T Y  P L A N N E R

                                        UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: CISTRANS

 BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR
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                                                                                                                     95%

                         TRANSFORMED   PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------

PLOT OF RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

  

 DATE     CISTRANS      CISTRANS      CISTRANS     CISTRANS    -301                0.0                +301   LIMITS +/-

 -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   -------------------------------------------   ----------

 31JAN97      4043.00        4043.00      3889.39       153.61   |                    0+++++++++

+          |       156.05

 28FEB97      3890.00        3890.00      3983.42       -93.42   |              ------0                    |       142.91

 31MAR97      4037.00        4037.00      4077.45       -40.45   |                  --0                    |       130.33

 30APR97      4128.00        4128.00      4171.49       -43.49   |                  --0                    |       118.48

 31MAY97      4037.00        4037.00      4265.52      -228.52   |     ---------------0                    |       107.62

 30JUN97      4314.00        4314.00      4359.55       -45.55   |                 ---0                    |        98.07

 31JUL97      4373.00        4373.00      4453.58       -80.58   |               -----0                    |        90.25

 31AUG97      4740.00        4740.00      4547.62       192.38   |                    0+++++++++++

+        |        84.63

 30SEP97      4759.00        4759.00      4641.65       117.35   |                    0++++++

+             |        81.68

 31OCT97      4856.00        4856.00      4735.68       120.32   |                    0++++++

+             |        81.68

 30NOV97      4741.00        4741.00      4829.72       -88.72   |               -----0                    |        84.63

 31DEC97      5099.00        5099.00      4923.75       175.25   |                    0++++++++++

+         |        90.25

 31JAN98      5149.00        5149.00      5017.78       131.22   |                    0+++++++

+            |        98.07

 28FEB98      4857.00        4857.00      5111.82      -254.82   |    ----------------0                    |       107.62

 31MAR98      5506.00        5506.00      5205.85       300.15   |                    0++++++++++++++++++

+ |       118.48

 30APR98      5196.00        5196.00      5299.88      -103.88   |              ------0                    |       130.33

 31MAY98      5194.00        5194.00      5393.91      -199.91   |       -------------0                    |       142.91

 30JUN98      5477.00        5477.00      5487.95       -10.95   |                    0                    |       156.05

 31JUL98          .              .        5581.98          .     |                    0                    |       169.62

 31AUG98          .              .        5676.01          .     |                    0                    |       183.53

 30SEP98          .              .        5770.05          .     |                    0                    |       197.70

 31OCT98          .              .        5864.08          .     |                    0                    |       212.08

 30NOV98          .              .        5958.11          .     |                    0                    |       226.64

 31DEC98          .              .        6052.15          .     |                    0                    |       241.33

The second model was developed to project transaction volumes for the new application. Again, a linear model was
proposed, with a user transformation defined to account for the anticipated step function. The magnitude of the step
was calculated from the percentage estimates provided and the predicted transaction volume for December 1998 was
obtained from the first model. Figure 7-26 shows the control parameters that are used to produce the model.

Figure 7-26. Forecasting for New Application Model (Screen 1 of 4)

/------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  UVMW3  - Univariate Modeling Inquiry - CICS2       |

|                                                                               |

|Report title ===> Univariate Modeling Inquiry                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Selection criteria:                                                            |
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|                   Input file ===> CIS - CPU Analysis w/Composite SYSID/ZONE   |

|                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

|                        SYSID ===> IMS1                                        |

|                         Zone ===> 1________                                   |

|                   No. months ===> ____      (1-9999)                          |

|                Save forecast ===> YES       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

|        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

|Forecast data element         ===> CISTRANS                                    |

|Forecast length (weeks)       ===> 9         (1-9999)                          |

|Confidence limits (percent)   ===> __        (70/90/95)                        |

|                                                                               |

|Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

|                    Quadratic ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

|                    Cubic     ===> ___       (YES/NO)                          |

|Specify extended options      ===> Y         (Y/N)                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 7-26. Forecasting for New Application Model (Screen 2 of 4)

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                        |

|Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                     |

|P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                   |

|                                                                               |

|Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

|Transform historical observations   ===> N (Y/N/R)                             |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 7-26. Forecasting for New Application Model (Screen 3 of 4)

/---------------------  Transform Historical Observations  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Univariate Model Forecasting                                    |

|                                                                               |

|Smoothing technique                          ===> USER  (GMA/LOG10/USER/NONE)  |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Geometric moving average data smoothing parameters:                            |

|                       Equation alpha value  ===> ___       (.01 - .99)        |

|                            Initial value    ===> ________                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|User defined data transformation SAS statements:                               |

|  Statements to transform historical data    ===> Y (Y/N/R)                    |
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|  Stmts. to reverse history transformations  ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Figure 7-26. Forecasting for New Application Model (Screen 4 of 4)

/--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Statements for the ASGN_TRN Macro                                          |

|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************|

|==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO PERFORM A USER TRANSFORMATION.                |

|=NOTE= %MACRO ASGN_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.       |

|000001 _TRAN_V_=&VNAME+5569;                                                   |

|=NOTE= %MEND ASGN_TRN; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.         |

|****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The special variable name _TRAN_V_ in the SAS statement on the Univariate Model Forecasting screen that is shown
in Figure 7-26 refers to the transformed historical value of the dependent variable, CISTRANS, and the special variable
name, &VNAME, refers to the value of CISTRANS before transformation. SAS Statements Screens describes these
special variable names in more detail.

Figure 7-27 shows the Residual Analysis Report for the model. The residuals shown are identical to those in Figure 7-25.
This is to be expected because all historical data is transformed by adding the same constant value. Figure 7-28 shows a
plot of the resulting composite forecast.

Figure 7-27. Univariate Model of New Application

                                    C A  M I C S    C A P A C I T Y   P L A N N E R

                                         UNIVARIATE MODELING RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 UNIVARIATE FORECAST OF: CISTRANS

 BASED ON TIME ELEMENTS: LINEAR

                                                                                                                      95%

                         TRANSFORMED   PREDICTED     RESIDUAL    -------------

PLOT OF RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

  

 DATE     CISTRANS      CISTRANS      CISTRANS     CISTRANS    -301                0.0                +301   LIMITS +/-

 -------   ----------    ------------  ----------   ----------   -------------------------------------------   ----------

 31JAN97      4043.00        9612.00      9458.39       153.61   |                    0+++++++++

+          |       156.05

 28FEB97      3890.00        9459.00      9552.42       -93.42   |              ------0                    |       142.91
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 31MAR97      4037.00        9606.00      9646.45       -40.45   |                  --0                    |       130.33

 30APR97      4128.00        9697.00      9740.49       -43.49   |                  --0                    |       118.48

 31MAY97      4037.00        9606.00      9834.52      -228.52   |     ---------------0                    |       107.62

 30JUN97      4314.00        9883.00      9928.55       -45.55   |                 ---0                    |        98.07

 31JUL97      4373.00        9942.00     10022.58       -80.58   |               -----0                    |        90.25

 31AUG97      4740.00       10309.00     10116.62       192.38   |                    0+++++++++++

+        |        84.63

 30SEP97      4759.00       10328.00     10210.65       117.35   |                    0++++++

+             |        81.68

 31OCT97      4856.00       10425.00     10304.68       120.32   |                    0++++++

+             |        81.68

 30NOV97      4741.00       10310.00     10398.72       -88.72   |               -----0                    |        84.63

 31DEC97      5099.00       10668.00     10492.75       175.25   |                    0++++++++++

+         |        90.25

 31JAN98      5149.00       10718.00     10586.78       131.22   |                    0+++++++

+            |        98.07

 28FEB98      4857.00       10426.00     10680.82      -254.82   |    ----------------0                    |       107.62

 31MAR98      5506.00       11075.00     10774.85       300.15   |                    0++++++++++++++++++

+ |       118.48

 30APR98      5196.00       10765.00     10868.88      -103.88   |              ------0                    |       130.33

 31MAY98      5194.00       10763.00     10962.91      -199.91   |       -------------0                    |       142.91

 30JUN98      5477.00       11046.00     11056.95       -10.95   |                    0                    |       156.05

 31JUL98          .              .       11150.98          .     |                    0                    |       169.62

 31AUG98          .              .       11245.01          .     |                    0                    |       183.53

 30SEP98          .              .       11339.05          .     |                    0                    |       197.70

 31OCT98          .              .       11433.08          .     |                    0                    |       212.08

 30NOV98          .              .       11527.11          .     |                    0                    |       226.64

 31DEC98          .              .       11621.15          .     |                    0                    |       241.33

 31JAN99          .              .       11715.18          .     |                    0                    |       256.14

 28FEB99          .              .       11809.21          .     |                    0                    |       271.05

 31MAR99          .              .       11903.24                |                    0                    |       286.03

 * - DATA SMOOTHED USING USER DEFINED MACRO

Figure 7-28. Transaction Volume Forecast

                                             PEAK HOUR FORECAST OF ONLINE APPLICATION

                                      EXISTING APPLICATION FORECAST THROUGH DECEMBER, 1998

                                          NEW APPLICATION FORECAST AS OF JANUARY, 1999

 13000 +

       |                                         ACTUAL VALUES     SYMBOL IS *

       |                                         FORECAST VALUES   SYMBOL IS +

       |

 12000

 +                                                                                                           

  +

       |                                                                                                     

 +  +

       |

       |

 11000 +

       |
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       |

       |

 10000 +

       |

       |

       |

  9000 +

       |

       |

       |

  8000 +

       |

CISTRANS

       |

  7000 +

       |

       |

       |

  6000 +                                                                                             +   +

       |                                                                                 +   +   +

       |                                                             *           *   +

       |                                                     *           *   *

  5000 +                                                 *

       |                                *   *    *   *           *

       |

       |                *       *   *

  4000 +    *   *   *       *

       |

       |

       |

  3000 +

       |

       |

       |

  2000 +

       -+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------

+-------+-------+-------+-

      JAN97   MAR97   MAY97   JUN97   AUG97   OCT97   DEC97   FEB98   APR98   JUN98   AUG98   OCT98   DEC98  

 FEB99   APR99  JUN99

 

                                                                  DATE

CAP Worksheet Facility
The Worksheet Facility allows you to generate reports suitable for distribution to your users so they can fill in
their projections of future consumption levels. Once these reports have been returned (or filled in by you), you
can consolidate the forecasts by entering the data into the Worksheet Entry screen and apply them to your Capacity
Planning database. Once applied, facilities are provided to show the effects of these projections on your Capacity
Planning actuals data.

The Worksheet Facility enables you to perform these forecasting functions using the following Capacity Planner options.
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• Menu option (3) on the Capacity Planner Main Menu takes you into Worksheet Creation, Modification, Production
(Execution), Worksheet Enter, and Database Apply.

• An extension to the Presentation Graphics Facility places the results of the user forecast on generated graphics.
• An analytic report, Worksheet Effect Report, shows the effect of applying the Worksheet values to the Capacity

Planning database.

The following sections describe the operation and reporting facilities of the Capacity Planner Worksheet Facility.

For information about Presentation Graphics, see Presenting Forecasted Data.

Functional Description

The Worksheet Facility allows you to tailor and generate reports that list historical data on a Worksheet suitable for
distribution to users for their input. These worksheets can optionally reflect forecasts that have been created using other
analysis facilities of the MICS Capacity Planner. Once these worksheets have been filled in, you can enter the information
into the Capacity Planner and then apply these forecasts to the Capacity Planning database. You can create worksheets
based on any standard application, resource element, meta, or business element file in your Capacity Planning database.

Usage Guidelines

Often when doing a capacity plan you find yourself having to gather information from your user base on their plans.
These user forecasts are then aggregated into a whole which is used to formulate the consumption numbers upon which
the capacity plan is based. These consumption values are then compared to current levels to ascertain the need for an
upgrade. The Worksheet Facility provides an automated method of generating the reports that are distributed to your user
base (or used for your own work) and then showing the effect of these projections on your capacity planning actuals data
in the Capacity Planner database. The Worksheet Effect Reports can be placed into the Production Reporting Facility of
MICF to produce these reports regularly so you can track how well the actual values match the projected values.

Worksheet Facility Standard Output
The Worksheet Facility produces two different output reports, the worksheet itself and the Worksheet Effect Report.

Worksheet Report

The Worksheet Report displays information from a MICS Capacity Planner file in a suitable format for use as a fill- in-
the-blank worksheet and can optionally display forecast information that is generated by the Forecasting Facilities of the
Capacity Planner. The content of this report is defined using the Worksheet Definition Screen that is shown in Figure 8-5
in Creating a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility).

Figure 8-1 shows a sample Worksheet generated from the Workload Standard Application. The title lines of the report list
the SYSID, ZONE, CAPAPU(s), and the report title you specify on the Worksheet Definition screen.

The body of the report consists of columns that correspond to the time periods you select with the rows showing the data
elements that you selected. Each data element row consists of the actual value selected, the optionally selected forecast
lines, and a blank line for filling in a forecast value. A footer section has an Instructions block for any text you want to
place there and a User Comments block for your user to fill in, if they require so.

Figure 8-1. Worksheet Report

  

                                                            Capacity Planning Worksheet

                                                       Workload Consumption by Customer Area

                                                                Payroll Department

 

                         DEC97       JAN98       FEB98       MAR98       APR98       MAY98       JUN98      

 JUL98       AUG98
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

|Batch Jobs          |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Actuals           |    7895   |    6665   |   34664   |     .     |     .     |     .     |     .     |   

  .     |     .     |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecast Batch      |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Jobs              |    7666   |    8909   |    9886   |   10200   |   11849   |   14004   |   15794   |  

 18865   |   21786   |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Batch Jobs        | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Address Updates   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecasted Address  |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Updates           |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Address Updates   | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Employee Adds     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Employee Adds     | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|
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|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Employee Change   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|   of Status        |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecasted Change   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  of Status Trans   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Change Of Status  | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 INSTRUCTIONS:                                                               USER COMMENTS:

 ______________________________________

 Please update these forecasted values with your anticipated                

 _____________________________________________________

 usage values. If you wish to specify a percentage growth                   

 _____________________________________________________

 rate, place in the first blank space, if you wish to modify                

 _____________________________________________________

 each month, place modification in corresponding column of                  

 _____________________________________________________

 report. If you have any questions, call the Capacity                       

 _____________________________________________________

 Planning Department at X5000.  If you have any comments,                   

 _____________________________________________________

 please use the space at the left. Thank you.

 

Worksheet Effect Report

The Worksheet Effect Report displays information from MICS Capacity Planner Files and Forecasts and shows the results
of entered worksheet information.

Figure 8-2 shows a sample Worksheet Effect Report that is generated from the Workload Standard Application. The title
lines of the report list the SYSID, ZONE, CAPAPU(s), and the report title you specify on the worksheet screen.

The body of the report consists of columns that correspond to the time periods you select with the rows showing the data
elements that you selected. Each data element row consists of the actual value selected, the optionally selected forecast
lines, and a line corresponding to the worksheet values you enter (if present). A footer section has a Comment block for
any text you want to place there.
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Figure 8-2. Worksheet Effect Report

                                                      Capacity Planning Worksheet Effect Report

                                                       Workload Consumption by Customer Area

 

                                                                Payroll Department

 

                         DEC97       JAN98       FEB98       MAR98       APR98       MAY98       JUN98      

 JUL98       AUG98

____________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________

|Batch Jobs          |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Actuals           |    7895   |    6665   |   34664   |     .     |     .     |     .     |     .     |   

  .     |     .     |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecast Batch      |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Jobs              |    7666   |    8909   |    9886   |   10200   |   11849   |   14004   |   15794   |  

 18865   |   21786   |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Batch Jobs        |    9000   |    9300   |   10000   |   11000   |   13000   |   15500   |   17000   |  

 23000   |   25000   |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Address Updates   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecasted Address  |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Updates           |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Address Updates   | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |
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|  Employee Adds     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Employee Adds     | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|CICS Transactions   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Employee Change   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|   of Status        |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|Forecasted Change   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  of Status Trans   |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|                    |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|User Projection     |           |           |           |           |           |           |           |   

        |           |

|  Change Of Status  | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ | _________ |

 _________ | _________ |

|--------------------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------

+----------|

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 INSTRUCTIONS:                                                               USER

 COMMENTS:_______________________________________

 Please update these forecasted values with your anticipated                

 _____________________________________________________

 usage values. If you wish to specify a percentage growth                   

 _____________________________________________________

 rate, place in the first blank space, if you wish to modify                

 _____________________________________________________

 each month, place modification in corresponding column of                  

 _____________________________________________________

 report. If you have any questions, call the Capacity                       

 _____________________________________________________

 Planning Department at X5000.  If you have any comments,                   

 _____________________________________________________

 please use the space at the left. Thank you.
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Worksheet Facility Forecasting Technique Tutorial
The Worksheet Facility provides a method of generating documents that can be used as part of the overall information
gathering process that leads to the creation of the Capacity Plan. Used along  with the other forecasting facilities of the
Capacity Planner, worksheets provide insight into the plans of your users and assist in understanding how workloads
behave on your systems.

The Worksheet Forecasting process follows these steps:

1. Step one - Worksheet Creation, involves the defining a worksheet that is based upon a file you choose in the MICS
Capacity Planning database. This file could be a resource element file, a standard application file, a meta file, or a
business element file. Once you have selected a file for input, you can choose the data elements you want to appear
on the report. You can specify any instructions you would like to appear on the report and build subsetting logic if
desired.

2. Step two involves producing (executing) a worksheet. Production of the worksheet generates the Worksheet Report
(see Figure 8-1 in Worksheet Facility Standard Output) and creates/updates a member in the MICS Capacity Planner
data set that contains the data you selected (see step four).

3. Step three takes place outside the MICS Capacity Planner and involves filling in the worksheets with the information
you want. This process can be done by yourself, through user interviews, or by directly distributing the worksheets to
your users. Once the worksheets are completed, you can proceed to step four.

4. Step four involves using the ENTER function of the Worksheet Facility to enter the values from a filled in worksheet
into the Capacity Planning data set. Once entered, you can proceed to step five.

5. Once the values have been entered into the Capacity Planning Data Set, you need to APPLY this information to the
Capacity Planner database file you specified in the step one. The APPLY function is part of the Worksheet Facility and
invokes SAS to take the information in the Capacity Planner Data Set and create the Capacity Planner Worksheet
Forecast File (see CAP Capacity Planning Database).

6. After the worksheet information has been applied, you can see the effect of your worksheet through the creation and
execution of a Worksheet Effect Report. The Effect Report is similar in layout and creation to the worksheet itself,
however, you will use the Capacity Planning Analysis option of the Capacity Planner to create/modify a Worksheet
Effect Report. This new report is option 7 on the Workload Forecasting main menu.

Worksheet Facility Product Operation
This section describes the screens and parameters that are used to control the Worksheet Facility. It covers the creation
of worksheets and the creation of Worksheet Effect Reports.

Creating a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility)

The Capacity Planner Worksheet Function Menu, shown in Figure 8-3, is displayed the first time that you enter the
Worksheet Facility of the Capacity Planner or whenever you issue the MENU Primary Command. This scrollable display
allows you to perform any of the functions that are described in the Forecasting Technique Tutorial section. The command
list displayed is the same whether you use the Primary Command Field (the top of the screen) or the Line Command
Fields (in front of each row of the scrollable display).

Figure 8-3. Worksheet Function Menu

  /--------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Functions --------------------\

  |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

  |                                                                               |

  | Commands: Apply, Catalog, Create, End, Enter, Help, Modify, Produce, Return,  |

  |           Select                                                              |

  | Command   Num  Short   Function                                               |

  | Name           Name    Name                                                   |
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  |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  | _________  1    WRK    WORKSHEET                                              |

  |                        Create a new capacity planning worksheet               |

  |                                                                               |

  | _________  2    ENT    ENTER                                                  |

  |                        Enter values from a worksheet into the apply data set  |

  |                                                                               |

  | _________  3    APP    APPLY                                                  |

  |                        Apply entered values to capacity planning actuals      |

  |                                                                               |

  | _________  4    MDW    MODWORK                                                |

  |                        Modify an existing capacity planning worksheet         |

  |                                                                               |

  | _________  5    PRW    PROWORK                                                |

  |                        (Re)Produce an existing capacity planning worksheet    |

  |                                                                               |

  |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

A short description of each option available and the alias follows. Commands available from the Primary Command Line
are shown in uppercase (for example, CREATE); Line Commands are shown with an initial capital (for example, Insert):

CREATE (1, WRK, WORKSHEET, Insert; or Select on line 1)
This command allows you to create a new Capacity Planner Worksheet and takes to you the screen shown in Figure 8-4.
You might specify the name of the worksheet when entering the CREATE command on the Primary Command Line (for
example, CREATE TEST01).

ENTER (2, ENT, ENTER; or Select on line 2)
Once a worksheet has been filled out, enter the information back into the Capacity Planner. After which, you apply this
data to the Capacity Planner database file. See the Entering a Worksheet section for more information about ENTERing
worksheet values.

APPLY (3, APP, APPLY; or Select on line 3)
After the values have been ENTERed from a worksheet, APPLY this information to the Capacity Planner database for
further analysis and for the creation of Worksheet Effect Reports.

MODIFY (4, MDW, MODIFY; or Select on line 4)
If you want to make changes to an existing worksheet, you can use this command to modify an existing worksheet. For
more information about the MODIFY process, see the Modifying a Worksheet section.

PRODUCE (5, PRO, PROWORK; or Select on line 5)
This option takes you into worksheet production. Worksheet production will execute a SAS job that will use the worksheet
definition you defined to PRODUCE the Worksheet Report (see the Worksheet Facility Standard Output section for a
description of the Worksheet Report). For more information about worksheet production, see the Producing a Worksheet
section.

Besides the previous options, there are several other commands that you can use on this screen. They are:

HELP
The HELP command will bring up the tutorial screens that describe this screen. Help as a Line Command will provide a
Help screen describing the individual option.

END
The END command returns you to the Capacity Planner Main Menu.

RETURN
The RETURN command also returns you to the Capacity Planner Main Menu.
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CATALOG
If you have created at least one worksheet, this command will display the Worksheet Catalog screen. For an example of
this screen, see Figure 8-9 in the Modifying a Worksheet section.

Figure 8-4. Creating A New Worksheet

 /------------------  Adding A New Capacity Planner Worksheet  ------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Press END to continue. Enter CANCEL to return.                                 |

 |     Worksheet Name ===> TEST01                                                |

 |              Title ===> Testing Worksheets                                    |

 |             Author ===> ABC COMPANY                                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

If, on the previous screen, you chose option 1 (or one of its aliases), you would see the screen in Figure 8-4. This is where
you specify the name of the worksheet, the title displayed on the Worksheet Catalog Display, and the author's name.
Once you have filled out all the fields to your satisfaction, enter END to continue with the Worksheet Definition (see Figure
8-5). You can enter CANCEL to cancel this worksheet definition.

Figure 8-5. Worksheet Definition

 /----------------------------  Worksheet Definition  ---------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                               |

 |  Creating Worksheet Inquiry:  TEST01 - Testing Worksheets                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report Title ===> _______________________________________                      |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                  Input file ===> ____      (fff) -  RESOURC ELEM FILE WITH CA |

 |                       SYSID ===> ____                                         |

 |                        HOUR ===> __                                           |

 |       Specify CAPAPU values ===> _         (Y/N)                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Number of previous weeks     ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |Number of future weeks       ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |Specify Extended Options     ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |    Name    Label Line One  Label Line Two   Output Format  Include Forecast   |

 |  --------  --------------  --------------  --------------- ----------------   |

 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       NO           |
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 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       NO           |

 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       ___          |

 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       ___          |

 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       ___          |

 |  ________  ______________  ______________  _______________       ___          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

This is the main definition screen for a worksheet. Here you enter such items as the input file, selection criteria, the
amount of data to be displayed, the report title, any extended options, and the data elements you would like to appear on
the Worksheet Report.

The following is a description of the parameters on this screen and how they can be used to tailor the worksheet to your
requirements:

Report Title
The title that will appear on the worksheet.

Input File
Required. This is the Capacity Planner file to be used as input to your worksheet. It can be any file type in the MICS
Capacity Planner. If you do not know the name of the file you want to use, enter a '?' mark in this field to get a list of files
to choose from.

SYSID
Required if the input is not a business element file. This is the SYSID that you would like on the worksheet.

Hour
The Zone, Hour or Dayname from the input file you would like on the worksheet. This is a required field for all input files
except for a business element file, in which case it is not used.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 8-6, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You can specify it only if
the Capacity Planning database file is defined as containing CAPAPU(s).

Number of previous weeks
The number of days, weeks, or months (depending on the specification of the input file) of actuals data you would like on
the Worksheet.

Number of future weeks
The number of days, weeks, or months (depending on the specification of the input file) of user forecast fields you would
like on the worksheet.

Specify Extended Options
A Y in this field will take you to the Extended Options Menu (see Figure 8-7 for an example of this screen). The Extended
Options allow you to optionally add a list of instructions to the worksheet and/or write your own SAS code to further subset
the input file.

The lower portion of the control screen contains a scrollable data entry display in which you might specify the data
elements to be included in the worksheet. One line represents one line on the report, blank lines will not appear on the
report. The following fields are available for each row in the display area:

Name
The name of the data element from the input file. You might specify a question mark '?' in this field to get a scrollable list of
data elements on the file. You can then select the data elements you wish to have on the worksheet.

Label Line One
The first line of label information to appear on the worksheet (see Section Worksheet Facility
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Standard Output 8.3.1). This defaults to the data element name. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might appear in
this field.

Label Line Two
The second line of label information to appear on the worksheet (see Section Worksheet Facility
Standard Output 8.3.1). This defaults to blank. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might appear in this field.

Output Format
The output format that is used to print the values for this data element on the worksheet. The report field is 12 columns
wide, so any value that you enter here should specify a field width of 12, or the values will not be right-justified. If you did
specify a format value for the data element when the file was created, this value is supplied as the default. If you do not
specify a value, then the Worksheet Facility will default to a value of 12 for numeric values, and TIME12.2 for time values.
Character values are not allowed.

Include Forecast
If you have used the analytic facilities of the Capacity Planner on this file (Univariate Modeling, Multivariate Regression,
and Business Element Forecasting) and would like those forecasted values to appear on this report, specify Yes to include
them in the worksheet. Otherwise use No, the default, to block these values from the worksheet.

Once you have defined all of the fields to your satisfaction, you can END from this screen and the Worksheet Definition
will be saved in your Worksheet Catalog. If you would like to quit Worksheet Definition without actually creating a
worksheet, the CANCEL Primary Command will return you to either the Worksheet Catalog or the Worksheet Function
Menu. There you might PRODUCE the newly created worksheet, CREATE a new worksheet, or leave the Worksheet
Facility.

If you specified Y on the Worksheet Definition screen indicating that you want to specify CAPAPU values, the CAPAPU
Selection Value screen appears as shown in Figure 8-6. You can specify it only if the Capacity Planning database file is
defined as containing the CAPAPU data element. This value can be made up of the following when your input file contains
a CAPAPU:

• *
Select all values of CAPAPU for this ZONE/HOUR/DAYNAME. Can be the only character that is specified, but must be
at the end of any other values specified.

• ?
Select all characters that fall in this position of the CAPAPU.

• a
An explicit character other than ? and *.

Figure 8-6. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ______ ________________________________           |

 |                                                                             |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6-- |

 |CAPAPU   ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> _______________________________________________________________|
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 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Figure 8-7. CAP File Processing Extended Options

 /-------------------  CAP File Processing Extended Options Menu  ---------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Worksheet Name:  WORKSHEET CREATION                                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify instructions for the worksheets.        ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify file selection criteria.                ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

 |   (file subsetting exit)                                                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Figure 8-7 shows the CAP File Processing Extended Options Menu that is displayed if you specify a Y (YES) for the
Specify Extended Options parameter on the Worksheet Definition screen shown in Figure 8-5.

The following options are available:

• Specify instructions for the worksheets
The specification for placing instruction lines at the bottom of the worksheet reports. See Figure 8-8 to see the screen
that is displayed. Specify 'Y' to place instructions on the worksheet; specify 'R' to reset (clear) any instructions that are
already defined.

• Specify file selection criteria
The specification for building a SAS Macro to subset the input Capacity Planner file. See Figure 8-9 to see the screen
that is displayed. Specify a 'Y' to create/update the macro. Specify an 'R' to reset (clear) any macro that can be there.

When you are finished with this screen, END to return to the Worksheet Definition screen (see Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-8. Worksheet Instructions

 /---------------------------  Worksheet Instructions  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify instructions that will appear at the bottom of the worksheet page.     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Instructions                                                              |

 | -   --------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 | 1   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 2   _________________________________________________________________________ |
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 | 3   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 4   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 5   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 6   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 7   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Figure 8-8 shows the Worksheet Instructions screen. You can specify up to seven lines of instructions for the worksheet.
To save your instructions without leaving this screen, enter the SAVE command. To void any changes made to this screen,
enter the CANCEL command. To leave this screen and save any changes that you made, enter the END command.

Figure 8-9. Worksheet Subsetting SAS Statements

 /--------------------------  SAS System Statements  ---------- COLUMNS 001 072--\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |SAS Statements for the SELECT   Macro                                          |

 |************************************ TOP OF DATA ******************************|

 |==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

 |=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

 |000001                                                                         |

 |000002                                                                         |

 |000003                                                                         |

 |000004                                                                         |

 |000005                                                                         |

 |000006                                                                         |

 |000007                                                                         |

 |000008                                                                         |

 |000009                                                                         |

 |000010                                                                         |

 |000011                                                                         |

 |000012                                                                         |

 |000013                                                                         |

 |000014                                                                         |

 |=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

 |*********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Figure 8-9 shows the SAS System Statements screen that you use to code a SELECT macro that will be used to subset
the input Capacity Planner file. This is a PDF Edit screen, so you can use any of the standard ISPF commands. To leave
this screen and save any changes that you made, enter the END command.
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Modifying a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility)

This section of the Product Operation section describes how to use the Worksheet Catalog and modify an existing
Worksheet definition.

Figure 8-10. Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog

 /---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

 |           Select                                                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

 |-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

 |________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 08AUG97  |

 |MODIFY   TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Modified 25JUL97  |

 |________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 19SEP97   |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog appears after you have created worksheet definition and any time you enter
the CATALOG Primary Command when displaying the Worksheet Function screen (see Figure 8-3). In this case, you are
going to modify the worksheet definition for TEST01.

The Worksheet Catalog is a scrollable display showing the names of created worksheets, the title of the worksheet
definition, the input Capacity Planner file, and worksheet status. Similar to the Worksheet Function Menu many
commands can be entered either on the Primary Command Line or as line commands.

The commands available on this screen have some characteristics in common: when used on the Primary Command
Line you can specify the worksheet name at the same time, for example, CREATE TEST02; all commands entered as
line commands, except Insert, operate on the worksheet catalog line the cursor is on. A short description of the worksheet
commands follows:

MODIFY (or Modify)
Used to update an existing worksheet.

CREATE
Used to create a new worksheet definition.

PRODUCE (or Produce)
Used to produce a worksheet (that is, run a job to create the Worksheet Report).

ENTER
Used to enter the values on a worksheet into the Capacity Planner in anticipation of applying them to the Capacity Planner
database.

APPLY
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Takes the information you entered for the worksheet and creates a SAS file that will be placed in your Capacity Planner
database (see Section 3.1 for a description of this file).

INSERT
An alias for CREATE.

DELETE
Used to delete a worksheet definition from the Worksheet Catalog.

The following commands are also available on this screen:

HELP
Used to see the HELP screen associated with this screen.

MENU
Used to display the Worksheet Function Menu. See the Creating a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility) for a description of this
menu.

END
Used to return to the Capacity Planner Main Menu.

RETURN
An alias for END.

Figure 8-11. Modifying a Worksheet Definition

 /---------------------------  Worksheet Definition  ----------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE  |

 |                                                                               |

 | Modifying Worksheet Inquiry:  TEST01 - Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report Title ===> Testing the Worksheet Facility - CPU Activity Tracking       |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                 Input file ===> C10       (fff) -  RESOURCE ELEM FILE WITH CA |

 |                      SYSID ===> SYS1                                          |

 |                       ZONE ===> 1                                             |

 |      Specify CAPAPU values ===> N         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Number of previous weeks    ===> 12        (1-9999)                            |

 |Number of future weeks      ===> 24        (1-9999)                            |

 |Specify Extended Options    ===> Y         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Name    Label Line One  Label Line Two   Output Format   Include Forecast   |

 | --------  --------------  --------------  ---------------  ----------------   |

 | CPUPCBSY  CPU Percent     Busy            MAPCT.                 NO           |

 | CPUADJPC  CPU Adjusted    PCBUSY  600S    MAPCT.                 NO           |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-11 shows the Worksheet Definition screen with the values filled in from the created worksheet. Once you make
the desired changes, you can enter END to save the worksheet or, if you make a mistake, you can enter CANCEL to lose
the modifications.

Figure 8-12. Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog after Modification
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 /---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

 |           Select                                                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

 |-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

 |________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 10AUG91  |

 |________ TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Modified 27JUL91  |

 |________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 21SEP91   |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

After the modifications are complete and END is entered on the Worksheet Definition screen, you again see the
Worksheet Catalog with worksheet TEST01 showing a new modified date.

Producing a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility)

This section describes how to produce a worksheet. The PRODUCE function will invoke MICF execution facilities to
generate an inquiry that can be executed. This process creates the Worksheet Report and member in the Capacity
Planner data set that contains the data you requested. Once the worksheets have been filled in, you can use the ENTER
function of the Worksheet Facility to enter these values into the Capacity Planner data set for later APPLY processing.

Figure 8-13. Worksheet Catalog.

 /---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

 |           Select                                                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

 |-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

 |________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 08AUG97  |

 |PRODUCE  TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Modified 25JUL97  |

 |________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 19SEP97   |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-13 shows the Worksheet Catalog with 'PRODUCE' entered in front of the Worksheet Definition TEST01. Entering
'PRODUCE TEST01' on the Command Line has the same effect. The Capacity Planner verifies that the worksheet
definition can be produced (that is, is executable) and then invokes the MICF Execution Facility to produce the worksheets
and update the Capacity Planner Data Set.

Figure 8-14. MICS Worksheet Inquiry Execution Screen

 /----------------------------  MICF Execution  ---------------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Executing CA MICS Inquiry: TEST01 - Testing Worksheets - CPUStnd. Appl.        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Execution Mode     ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)                  |

 |Override Execution Options ===> N          (Y/N)                               |

 |SAS/DMS Options:  Resume   ===> Y          (Y/N)    Output Replay ===> Y (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Press ENTER to execute the inquiry, or press END to cancel execution.          |

 |                                                                               |

 |----------------------  Batch Job Submission Parameters  ----------------------|

 |Edit Generated Jobstream%===> N (Y/N)  Hold Inq. Output for Replay ===> N (Y/N)|

 |                                                                               |

 |SYSOUT Class  ===> A                               SYSOUT Form  %===> ____     |

 |Destination  %===> ____                            SYSOUT Writer%===> ________ |

 |SYSOUT Parms.%===> ___________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Job Card Information:                                                          |

 |   ===> //jobname  JOB (accounting information),                               |

 |   ===> // MSGLEVEL=(1,1),MSGCLASS=A,PRTY=5                                    |

 |   ===> //*                                                                    |

 |   ===> //*                                                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

For more information about the MICS Worksheet Inquiry Execution Screen shown in Figure 8-14, see the Online Facility
Tutorial section.

Figure 8-15. Worksheet Catalog. After Worksheet Production.

 /---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

 |           Select                                                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

 |-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

 |________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 08AUG97  |

 |________ TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Produced 25JUL97  |

 |________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 19SEP97   |
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 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Once the worksheet is produced, you are returned to the Worksheet Catalog and the Status Field is updated to reflect the
change.

Entering a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility)

This section describes how to enter the values from a worksheet into the Capacity Planner data set.

Figure 8-16. Entering Worksheet Values Catalog Display

/---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

|           Select                                                              |

|                                                                               |

|Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

|-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

|________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 08AUG97  |

|ENTER___ TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Modified 25JUL97  |

|________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 19SEP97   |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-16 shows the Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog screen, displaying all the available worksheets.

Figure 8-17. Selecting Nine CAPAPU Values

/----------------------- Select CAPAPU Values for Entry -----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                              |

|Worksheet Name: WK1R01 - WORKSHEET WITH 9 CAPAPUS                             |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|CMD Select CAPAPUS 1-8 to display the available CAPAPU9s          Entered  APU|
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|--- ------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ---|

| S  0                                                                       1 |

|    1                                                                       2 |

|    PG000000                                                                3 |

|    CAPAPU4                                                                 4 |

|    CAPAPU5                                                                 5 |

|    CAPAPU6                                                                 6 |

|    CAPAPU7                                                                 7 |

|    CAPAPU8                                                                 8 |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

Figures 8-17 and 8-18 shows the screen sequence when you are selecting nine CAPAPUs.

Figure 8-18. Worksheet Inquiry With Nine CAPAPUs

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------ \

|        Entering Worksheet Inquiry : WK1R01 - WORKSHEET WITH 9 CAPAPUS         |

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE  |

|                                                                               |

|Capacity Planner File: R01 - RESOURCE ELEM FILE WITH CAPAPU                    |

|                                                                               |

|Selected                                                                       |

|  CAPAPU  : 0                                                                  |

|  CAPAPU2 : 1                                                                  |

|  CAPAPU3 : PG000000                                                           |

|  CAPAPU4 : CAPAPU4                                                            |

|  CAPAPU5 : CAPAPU5                                                            |

|  CAPAPU6 : CAPAPU6                                                            |

|  CAPAPU7 : CAPAPU7                                                            |

|  CAPAPU8 : CAPAPU8                                                            |

|  CAPAPU9 : CAPAPU9                                                            |

|                                                                               |

|                                      VARIABLE     ACTUAL       WORKSHEET      |

|    SYSID    HOUR           DATE        NAME        VALUE         VALUE        |

|    -----    ---------    ---------   --------   -----------   ------------    |

|    S008     10           06FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:16:29.68    ____________    |

|    S008     10           13FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:14:15.31    ____________    |

|    S008     10           20FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:14:05.62    ____________    |

|    S008     10           27FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:15:57.92    ____________    |

|    S008     10           06MAR1998   PPATCBTM   0:12:45.77    ____________    |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-19. Selecting Eight CAPAPU Values

/------------------------ Select CAPAPU Values for Entry ----------------------\

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                              |

|Worksheet Name: WK1R02 - WORKSHEET WITH 8 CAPAPUS                             |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|                                                                              |

|CMD Select the CAPAPU(S) to which you wish to enter worksheets    Entered  APU|

|--- ------------------------------------------------------------ --------- ---|
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| S  0                                                                       1 |

|    1                                                                       2 |

|    PG000000                                                                3 |

|    CAPAPU4                                                                 4 |

|    CAPAPU5                                                                 5 |

|    CAPAPU6                                                                 6 |

|    CAPAPU7                                                                 7 |

|    CAPAPU8                                                                 8 |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figures 8-19 and 8-20 show the screen sequence when you are selecting 8 CAPAPUs.

Figure 8-20. Worksheet Inquiry With Eight CAPAPUs

/------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

|        Entering Worksheet Inquiry : WK1R02 - WORKSHEET WITH 8 CAPAPUS        |

|Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE |

|                                                                              |

|Capacity Planner File: R02 - RESOURCE ELEM FILE WITH CAPAPU                   |

|                                                                              |

|Selected                                                                      |

|  CAPAPU  : 0                                                                 |

|  CAPAPU2 : 1                                                                 |

|  CAPAPU3 : PG000000                                                          |

|  CAPAPU4 : CAPAPU4                                                           |

|  CAPAPU5 : CAPAPU5                                                           |

|  CAPAPU6 : CAPAPU6                                                           |

|  CAPAPU7 : CAPAPU7                                                           |

|  CAPAPU8 : CAPAPU8                                                           |

|                                                                              |

|                                      VARIABLE     ACTUAL       WORKSHEET     |

|    SYSID    HOUR           DATE        NAME        VALUE         VALUE       |

|    -----    ---------    ---------   --------   -----------   ------------   |

|    S008     10           13FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:14:15.31    ____________   |

|    S008     10           20FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:14:05.62    ____________   |

|    S008     10           27FEB1998   PPATCBTM   0:15:57.92    ____________   |

|    S008     10           06MAR1998   PPATCBTM   0:12:45.77    ____________   |

|    S008     10           13MAR1998   PPATCBTM   0:14:22.87    ____________   |

|    S008     10           20MAR1998   PPATCBTM   0:13:23.37    ____________   |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-21 shows the Worksheet Entry screen for Resource Element files.

Figure 8-21. Entering Worksheet Values - Resource Element File

/------------------------------  Worksheet Entry  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|  Entering Worksheet Inquiry:  TEST02 - Further Batch Activity Projections     |

|                                                                               |

|  Capacity Planner File: BA2 - Batch Activity File - System Level              |

|                                                                               |

|                           VARIABLE     ACTUAL       WORKSHEET                 |
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|Cmd SYSID  HOUR    DATE      NAME       VALUE         VALUE                    |

| -  -----  ----  -------    --------  ------------  ------------               |

| _  S008    10   31JAN1998  AVRAGBAT          2360  ____________               |

| _  S008    10   28FEB1998  AVRAGBAT          3465  ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31MAR1998  AVRAGBAT          5665  ____________               |

| _  S008    10   30APR1998  AVRAGBAT          7571  ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31MAY1998  AVRAGBAT          8774  ____________               |

| _  S008    10   30JUN1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31JUL1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31AUG1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   30SEP1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31OCT1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   30NOV1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31DEC1998  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   31JAN1999  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

| _  S008    10   28FEB1999  AVRAGBAT                ____________               |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-22. Entering Worksheet Values - Business Element File

/------------------------------  Worksheet Entry  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|  Entering Worksheet Inquiry:  TEST03 - Process INV BEF File                   |

|                                                                               |

|  Business Element File: INV - Invoice Files                                   |

|                                                                               |

|               VARIABLE     ACTUAL       WORKSHEET                             |

|Cmd  DATE        NAME       VALUE         VALUE                                |

| -  -------    --------  ------------  ------------                            |

| _  31JAN1998  ORDERS          859839  ____________                            |

| _  28FEB1998  ORDERS         1087935  ____________                            |

| _  31MAR1998  ORDERS         1349796  ____________                            |

| _  30APR1998  ORDERS         1589798  ____________                            |

| _  31MAY1998  ORDERS         1770987  ____________                            |

| _  30JUN1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  31JUL1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  31AUG1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  30SEP1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  31OCT1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  30NOV1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  31DEC1998  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  31JAN1999  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

| _  28FEB1999  ORDERS                  ____________                            |

|******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-22 shows the Worksheet Entry screen for Business Element files.
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Applying a Worksheet (Worksheet Facility)

This section describes how to apply the entered worksheet values to the Capacity Planner database.

Figure 8-23. Applying Worksheet Values Catalog Display.

/---------------------  Capacity Planner Worksheet Catalog  --------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Commands:  Apply, Create, End, Enter, Help, Menu, Modify, Produce, Return,     |

|           Select                                                              |

|                                                                               |

|Command   Name                   Title                  File    Status         |

|-------- ------ --------------------------------------- ---- ----------------  |

|________ BEF001 Business Element File - Invoice File    BF1  Produced 08AUG97  |

|APPLY___ TEST01 Testing Worksheets - CPU Stnd. Appl.    C10  Modified 25JUL97  |

|________ WRK001 Worksheet Built From WKL Stnd. Appl.    Wk1  Entered 19SEP97   |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-24. Applying Worksheet Values Foreground SAS Invocation.

/-------------------------------  MICF SAS Invocation  -------------------------\

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|      +*************************************************************           |

|      +**                                                         **           |

|      +**         SAS is being invoked in Foreground              **           |

|      +**                                                         **           |

|      +**         Please wait for service to complete.            **           |

|      +**                                                         **           |

|      +*************************************************************           |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Worksheet Effect Reports (Worksheet Facility)

This section describes the screen and parameters that are used to control the production of Worksheet Effect Reports.
The control parameters allow you to define the Capacity Planning database file to be used as input, the time periods, and
the variables to be placed on the report. In addition, you may subset the input data or tailor the contents of the reports
produced.
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To get to the Worksheet Effect Report screen (shown in Figure 8-25) on your terminal, you must follow a short set of
menus that are more fully described in Online Facility Tutorial. The Worksheet Effect Report control screen appears after
you indicate that you want to insert a new Worksheet Effect Report inquiry into your catalog of analysis inquiries. Two
fields are filled on the fourth line when you first see it: the inquiry name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash.
You enter these two fields on the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen when you request that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 8-25. Worksheet Effect Report Control Screen

 /---------------------------  Worksheet Report --------------------- Row 1 of 63\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  WRKREP - Worksheet Testing - Effect Report         |

 |                                                                               |

 |Creating Worksheet Inquiry:  WK1R01 - WORKSHEET WITH 9 CAPAPUS                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report Title ===> Worksheet Testing - Effect Report                            |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                  Input file ===> ___       (fff) -                            |

 |                       SYSID ===> ____                                         |

 |                        HOUR ===> __                                           |

 |       Specify CAPAPU values ===> _         (Y/N)                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Number of previous weeks     ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |Number of future weeks       ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |Specify Extended Options     ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Name    Label Line One  Label Line Two   Output Format   Include Forecast   |

 | --------  --------------  --------------  ---------------  ----------------   |

 | PPASRBTM  PPASRBTM        ______________  TIME12.2               NO           |

 | PPATCBTM  PPATCBTM        ______________  TIME12.2               NO           |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 | ________  ______________  ______________  _______________        ___          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters in Figure 8-25 are required, while others are optional. The following is a discussion of the various
parameters as they appear in this figure.

Report title
The 60-character title field for the Worksheet Effect Report. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) may appear within the
body of the title.

Input file
The resource element or business element Capacity Planning database file that contains the historical observations to
be used as input to the report. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your Capacity Planning database,
type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. If the Capacity Planning database file was defined as having a
composite SYSID, this value is automatically supplied on the screen.

Hour
The Zone, Hour or Dayname from the input file you would like on the worksheet. This is a required field for all input files
except for a business element file, in which case it is not used.
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Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 8-26, that appears if you enter a Y in this field. You may specify it only
if the Capacity Planning database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data element.

Number of previous weeks
The number of days, weeks, or months (depending on the specification of the input file) of actual data you would like on
the Worksheet.

Number of future weeks
The number of days, weeks, or months (depending on the specification of the input file) of user forecast fields you would
like on the worksheet.

Specify Extended Options
A Y in this field will take you to the Extended Options Menu (see Figure 8-27 for an example of this screen). The Extended
Options Menu allows you to optionally add a list of comments to the generated report and/or write your own SAS code to
subset the input file.

The lower portion of the control screen contains a scrollable data entry display in which you may specify the data
elements to be included on the report. Blank entries represent blank columns. The following fields are available for each
row in the display area:

Name
The name of the data element to be included on the report. If you are uncertain as to the correct name of the data
elements on the input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements will be
presented.

Col. Heading 1 and Col. Heading 2
The first and second lines of the column heading. The maximum permissible length for the column headings is 12
characters. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) may appear within the body of the headings.

Output format
The output format that is used to print the values for this data element in the reports. The report field is 12 columns wide,
so any value that you enter here should specify a field width of 12, or the values will not be right-justified. If you specify
a format value on the MICS File and Data Element Selection screen when the Input file is defined, this value is supplied
automatically as a default. If you do not specify any value here, then the Profile and Trending Analysis uses one of two
default output formats. For any data element name that ends in the characters TM, a SAS format of TIME12.2 is used. All
other data elements default to a SAS format of 12.2.

Figure 8-26. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /--------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: ______ _______________________________              |

 |                                                                               |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+---5----+----6---   |

 |CAPAPU   ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> _______________________________________________________________  |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-27. CAP File Processing Extended Options Menu

 /-------------------  CAP File Processing Extended Options Menu  ---------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step: WRKREP - Worksheet Testing - Effect Report                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify file selection criteria.                ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

 |   (file subsetting exit)                                                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify footnotes for the reports.              ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-27 shows the CAP File Processing Extended Options Menu that is displayed if you specify a Y (YES) for the
Specify Extended Options parameter on the Worksheet Effect Report screen shown in Figure 8-25.

The following options are available:

Specify file selection criteria
The specification for building a SAS Macro to subset the input Capacity Planner File. See Figure 8-29 to see the screen
that is displayed. Specify a 'Y' to create/update the macro. Specify an 'R' to reset (clear) any macro that may be there.

Specify footnotes for the worksheets
The specification for placing footnotes at the bottom of the effect reports. See Figure 8-28 to see the screen that is
displayed. Specify 'Y' to place footnotes on the worksheet; specify 'R' to reset (clear) any footnotes that are already
defined.

When you are finished with this screen, END to return to the Worksheet Effect Reports Control screen (see Figure 8-25).

Figure 8-28. SAS Statements to Subset the Input File

 /----------------------------  SAS System Statements  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step: WRKREP - Worksheet Testing - Effect Report                       |

 |************************************ TOP OF DATA ******************************|

 |==MSG> SPECIFY SAS STATEMENTS TO SUBSET THE CAPACITY PLANNING DATA BASE FILE.  |

 |=NOTE= %MACRO SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES BEFORE THIS LINE.         |

 |000001                                                                         |

 |000002                                                                         |

 |000003                                                                         |

 |000004                                                                         |
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 |000005                                                                         |

 |000006                                                                         |

 |000007                                                                         |

 |000008                                                                         |

 |000009                                                                         |

 |000010                                                                         |

 |000011                                                                         |

 |000012                                                                         |

 |000013                                                                         |

 |000014                                                                         |

 |=NOTE= %MEND SELECT; <=== PLEASE DO NOT PLACE LINES AFTER THIS LINE.           |

 |*********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************|

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-28 shows the SAS System Statements screen that you use to code a SELECT macro that will be used to subset
the input Capacity Planner file. This is a table display screen. See Online Facility Tutorial for more information on how to
use this type of screen. Save any changes you made. Enter the END command.

Figure 8-29. Worksheet Effect Report Footnotes Screen.

 /----------------------  Worksheet Effect Report Footnotes ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |SAS statements for the specified exit (SELECT macro) have been deleted.        |

 |Specify footnotes that will appear at the bottom of the report page.           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Comments                                                                  |

 | -   --------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 | 1   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 2   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 3   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 4   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 5   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 6   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 | 7   _________________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Figure 8-29 shows the Worksheet Effect Report Footnotes screen. You can specify up to seven lines of footnotes for the
report. To save your footnotes without leaving this screen, enter the SAVE command. To void any changes made to this
screen, enter the CANCEL command. To leave this screen and save any changes you made, enter the END command.

CAP Multivariate Regression Forecasting
The Multivariate Regression Forecasting software allows you to develop regression models that relate different resource
consumption data elements or business-related data elements from one or more capacity planning database files. This
forecasting capability addresses the following requirements:

• The investigation of possible relationships among different resource variables
• The investigation of possible relationships among different business element variables
• The investigation of possible relationships between a resource variable and a group of business-related variables
• The forecasting of future requirements of a resource variable based on estimates of the future requirements of one or

more different resource variables or business-related variables
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Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using Multivariate Regression Forecasting.

Functional Description

Multivariate Regression Forecasting produces regression models that relate different resource consumption data
elements or business-related data elements from one or more capacity planning database files. These forecasts are
based on stepwise multiple regression models using any of the resource element or business element files produced
by the MICS Capacity Planner. You can use the same or different files as the source for dependent and independent
variables in the model.

The process implements the multivariate forecasting methodology in a two-step procedure. The first step uses the
SAS REG procedure with the stepwise option to investigate the relationships among the historical observations of the
variables. This step determines which of several historical variables have the most predictive power on the variable to
be forecast. In the second step, the SAS REG procedure builds a predictive model using the variables selected in the
previous step, estimates future values of the forecast variable, and generates confidence intervals on the forecasts.

The operation and usage of Multivariate Regression Forecasting is nearly identical to that of the Business Element
Forecasting, described in Business Element Forecasting. In Business Element Forecasting, the control screens ensure
you are forecasting a resource consumption variable based on its possible relationship to one or more business-based
variables.

Multivariate Regression Forecasting allows you to investigate relationships among variables from any two capacity
planning database files, or among variables from a single file. Any of these files can be resource element files or business
element files. Thus, although Multivariate Regression Forecasting and Business Element Forecasting use the same
statistical techniques, the first type of forecasting is potentially much more general.

To illustrate the use of Multivariate Regression Forecasting, we have developed a multivariate regression model that
estimates long-range capture ratios. This model relates the historical use of specified processor workload categories to
overall processor use. A complete description and interpretation of the capture ratio model is presented in Capture Ratio
Case Study.

Multivariate Regression Forecasting Usage Guidelines
Multivariate Regression Forecasting is a technique for investigating the mathematical relationships between one or more
resource variables contained in capacity planning data base files. The mathematical relationships which might exist
between variables with a high degree of correlation can be expressed as models. You can use these models to forecast
future values of the resource variables.

There are three broad steps in the development of a multivariate regression model:

• Choosing model parameters
• Evaluating the model
• Forecasting future values from the model

These topics are discussed after a brief review of stepwise multiple regression models. This introduction presents some of
the basic terminology used in the evaluation of regression models. A more detailed development of the multiple regression
technique is presented in the Analytic Technique Tutorial section.

Stepwise Multiple Regression Models

Within the context of the MICS Capacity Planning component, the term "multivariate regression" refers to multivariate
linear regression.

A multivariate regression model is a linear model which explains one variable, known as the dependent variable, in terms
of a linear combination of several other variables, known as independent variables. The general form of the model can be
written as follows:
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     y = b + m1 * x1 + m2 * x2 + m3 * x3 + ... mj * xj (Eqn 1)

 

In this form the dependent variable, denoted by y, is shown as a combination of a constant term, b, added to a group of j
independent variables, denoted by x1, x2, ... xj.

Each of the x variables is multiplied by an m coefficient which represents the directional slope of a regression surface in a
j-dimensional space. When only one independent variable is used, the equation for the model is:

     y = b + m1 * x1                                   (Eqn 2)

 

This is the equation for a univariate regression model, which is described in Section 7.4. The m coefficient is the slope of a
line in a two-dimensional space, defined by a y-axis and an x-axis.

If the model is extended to two independent variables, it expands to:

     y = b + m1 * x1 + m2 * x2                         (Eqn 3)

 

This is a three-dimensional space, defined by a y-axis, an x1-axis, and an x2-axis. The m1 and m2 coefficients represent
the slopes of a plane, or flat surface, within the space. It becomes very difficult to visualize the physical appearance of the
regression surface for models with more than two independent variables.

In the case study presented in Section Capture Ratio Case Study 9.6.1, we construct a multivariate regression model
which relates total CPU time to the TCB CPU time used by key system workloads. For this model the y and xj terms are:

                         x1 - TSOCPUTM      x2 - BATCPUTM

       y  - TOTCPUTM

                         x3 - IMSCPUTM      x4 - CICCPUTM

 

To use Multivariate Regression Forecasting, you must supply observed values of the dependent and independent
variables. The procedure generates estimates of m1, m2, ... mj, and various test statistics, such as r-squared, F, and p,
which are the multivariate analogs to the statistics for univariate modeling described in Univariate Model Forecasting -
Analytic Technique Tutorial.

In a general multivariate model, you determine the number of independent variables, assuming that you know what the
independent variables should be and how many there are. At the start of an exploratory analysis, however, you do not
know which variables are related, and how many variables should be analyzed.

To solve this problem, Multivariate Regression Forecasting uses what is known as a stepwise process to determine
which independent variables have the most predictive power on the dependent variable. This process, which is based on
the SAS REG procedure with the stepwise option, attempts to find which subset of a group of variables forms the best
predictive model. For example, you might supply ten variable names. The process chooses the best predictor, then the
second best, then the third best, and so on, by trying out each of the ten variables individually and retaining the best.
Once the first is known, the process tries this one with each of the remaining nine to select the best two- element model.
The process continues the testing, finding the best three-element model, four-element model, and so on. It stops when it
finds no more variables to test or no greater statistical quality in the models.

Choosing Multivariate Regression Model Parameters

The first step in the development of a multivariate regression model is to determine the appropriate model parameters
(that is, the dependent and independent variables to be evaluated).

Not all possible combinations of independent and dependent resource variables within the capacity planning database
provide usable or even sensible models in the capacity planning process. Exploring every possibility in searching for the
right models would be an enormously time-consuming and time-wasting enterprise. And even though the technique of
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stepwise multiple regression is useful in eliminating certain models, there are still too many combinations to evaluate.
Throughout the modeling and forecasting process, your own knowledge and experience are the best possible guidelines
for finding the correct applications for Multivariate Regression Forecasting and for discarding inappropriate ones.

Certain applications will never provide suitable models for Multivariate Regression Forecasting because they do not
fit such a model on the basis of purely theoretical reasons. For example, a model that consists of the response time
as the dependent variable, and the transaction rate and transaction service time (and possibly other variables) as the
independent variables do not usually provide a suitable multivariate regression model. This is because analytic queuing
theory demonstrates that the most appropriate models for these variables are non-linear.

On the other hand, certain processor overhead functions can provide reasonable multivariate regression models. Even
though the hypothetically correct model might not necessarily be linear, it might be close enough to allow very good
approximation by a linear model.

The following are some examples of situations where multivariate regression can provide reasonable models:

• Uncaptured processor utilization. This is the amount of processor busy time used for unrecorded overhead functions.
This example is discussed in more detail in Capture Ratio Case Study.

• IMS Control Region overhead analysis. You can correlate the amount of time used by an IMS control region to the
amount of processor time used by its dependent regions. This example is discussed in more detail in IMS Control
Region Case Study.

• System address spaces. Certain system address spaces and tasks provide services for all users of the system.
Examples of these services include the master scheduler, JES, VTAM, TCAS, monitors, global enqueue propagators,
and others. You can frequently correlate use of these systems to processor use of the other non-system address
spaces, such as batch and TSO address spaces. Such a model could be helpful, because future resource
consumption estimates for the batch and/or TSO address spaces might then be used to produce future estimates of
resource consumption by this group of system address spaces.

• Recorded processor utilization. You can generally relate processor use to the average number of batches, TSO, and
started tasks that are running on the processor. This application of Multivariate Regression Forecasting enables you to
predict future processor use on the basis of the anticipated number of users.

When you choose the applications for Multivariate Regression Forecasting analysis, ensure that the desired resource
variables are present in capacity planning database files. All independent variables in the model must exist within a single
capacity planning database file. The dependent variable might exist in the same or a different capacity planning database
file.

In addition, you must ensure that the capacity planning data base file containing the dependent variable and the file
containing the independent variables are of the same time-span (either DAYS, WEEKS, or MONTHS), and that they both
cover a concurrent period of historical data.

Evaluating the Multivariate Regression Model

The second step in developing a Multivariate Regression Forecasting model is evaluating how well the model fits
the data. For this purpose, you can use the same basic statistics that you use in univariate linear regression with
multivariate regression analysis. The most commonly used statistics are the r-squared, F, and p statistics. The statistics
for Multivariate Regression Forecasting and univariate linear regression are similar, although the formula for calculating
multivariate regression statistics is more involved.

As we discussed in the Univariate Model Forecasting section, r-squared, F, and p are interpreted as follows:
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• r-squared is the coefficient of determination (also referred to as the coefficient of multiple correlation). This value
indicates what percent of the variability in the historical data is explained by the proposed model. You would typically
be seeking r-squared values greater than or equal to 0.7.

• F is a parameter calculated from the ratio of sums of squares terms for the models. In general, larger F values indicate
more reliable models. However, the F value has very little significance when less than 30 historical data points are
used to develop the model.

• p is the probability that the F value is significant. A value less than or equal to 0.01 has been recommended for
computer measurement applications (SAR79). You can discount the p value if you use a small number of historical
observations to build the model.

There are countless numbers of tests and statistics that aid the sophisticated statistician in the evaluation of models.
However, there are three basic tests that you can employ. Used in concert, these tests should enable you to evaluate how
well the models fit the data relatively quickly and with relatively little prerequisite mathematical knowledge.

TEST 1 - Examine the r-squared, F, and p Statistics

We recommend an r-squared value greater than 0.7. The p statistic should be small (we recommend a value of 0.01 or
less). Like most rules of thumb, these rules cannot be considered inviolate.

The F value should also be large, although the size is relative and depends upon, among other things, the number of
independent variables. The F-value is used to calculate the p statistic, so it is probably better to rely upon the p statistic
until you gain familiarity with models and their statistics.

The r-squared, F, and p values are printed on the Model Analysis Report.

TEST 2 - Visually Examine the Data

Visual examination of the actual and predicted data is very important and can sometimes show that a model whose r-
square, F, and p statistics look bad might be significantly improved by the exclusion of a small number of outliers from the
data.

The Multivariate Residual Analysis Report can help you visually examine the actual, predicted, and residual values. Ideally
the residuals should appear totally random. If you notice a pattern in the residuals, you might want to reconsider your
choice of independent variables.

TEST 3 - Apply the Common Sense Test

The common sense test asks, "Does this model make any sense?" To illustrate this point, consider the following example.
You decide to analyze a model whose dependent variable is CPU utilization, measured in CPU hours per zone per week.
The three independent variables are the average number of started tasks (STC), the average number of batch jobs (BAT),
and the average number of TSO users (TSO) during the week.

Suppose that a stepwise regression shows that the best r-squared model is

          CPU_HRS = (1.5*TSO) + (.89*BAT) + (-.23*STC) + 2.45

 

For this model, the r-squared value is 0.82, the F-value is 323.26, and the p statistic is .0012.

Based on these values, the model passes TEST 1 with flying colors. Furthermore, as visual analysis of the actual and
predicted data indicates that there appear to be no serious outliers, you can consider TEST 2 a success.

However, this model fails TEST 3 because the coefficient for the STC variable is negative. If this model were truly valid,
then you would want to run as many started tasks as possible on this processor, for each additional running started task
reduces CPU utilization by 0.23 hours of CPU time per week. Such a notion violates common sense, so we must discard
this model.
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Generally, situations like the above (in which TESTs 1 and 2 pass and TEST 3 fails miserably) most often occur when
there is insufficient historical data included in the evaluation of the model. This situation can also occur if there is
duplication among the variables you use in the analysis. For example, predicting total CPU utilization based on batch job,
TSO session, and IMS transaction CPU times can yield negative coefficients if the IMS message region batch jobs are not
excluded from the historical data. In summary, always apply TEST 3.

Atypical Behavior

When TEST 3 fails, look for atypical behavior on the system during the measurement interval. For example, this
model shows a negative relationship between started tasks and overall CPU time. Perhaps the system programmers
were testing some new online systems, and they were allowed to test only during non-peak periods. Because
of this, they started several online systems whenever the load on the system dropped off. In this case, you
could isolate the test online systems as a separate independent variable, and repeat the analysis.

Not all problems with data are the result of atypical workloads. A more serious problem which causes TEST 3 to fail is a
violation of the basic assumptions of regression. In the theoretical formation of a regression model, we assume that the
independent variables are truly independent of each other. This assumption is often violated by computer system data.
In our example we use the number of TSO users, batch jobs, and started tasks. If TSO is used for development and test,
you would expect that increased TSO use would lead to increased batch usage as the programmers submit more jobs.

This violation of the regression assumptions, where the independent variables are correlated with each other, is known
as multicolinearity. The only way to recover from data which represents multicolinearity is to change the data to prevent
the problem. If the TSO and batch activity are correlated, remove the correlation by creating a new variable which
represents batch jobs not due to TSO. This variable is independent of TSO, so you might repeat this analysis with your
basic independence assumption satisfied.

Forecasting Future Values from the Multivariate Regression Model

The final step in developing the multivariate regression model is to use the model to predict future values of the dependent
resource variable. This is easily accomplished using Multivariate Regression Forecasting.

To predict future values for the dependent resource variable, assume that forecast values for all independent resource
variables used in the model are stored in the forecast file, which corresponds to the resource file containing these
independent resource variables. You can supply these predicted values for the independent resource variables by using
any of the forecasting methods available with the MICS Capacity Planning Component: Univariate Model Forecasting,
Business Element Forecasting, or by using a different model generated by Multivariate Regression Forecasting.

It is possible to keep multiple forecasts for different time periods in a forecast file. The future data observations of the
independent variables must come from a forecast period that corresponds to the period for which you are forecasting
the dependent variable via Multivariate Regression Forecasting. For example, assume that a resource file named ABC
contains data representing 24 months of resource use extracted from the MICS database. You intend to use variables
from this file as independent variables for Multivariate Regression Forecasting. You want to forecast ahead 12 months.
You have another resource file named XYZ containing data for the same time period. You intend to use one of its
variables as the dependent variable in this forecast process:

    ABC file:  historical data for Jan97-Dec98

    XYZ file:  historical data for Jan97-Dec98

The first step is to use some forecasting process, perhaps Univariate Model Forecasting, to produce a forecast for Jan99-
Dec99 for the independent variables in the ABC file and save this forecast in its corresponding ABC forecast file:

    ABC forecast file: forecast data for Jan99-Dec99
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Next, use Multivariate Regression Forecasting to produce a forecast of the dependent variable in the XYZ historical
file, based on your forecasts of the independent variables in the ABC file. You might direct Multivariate Regression
Forecasting to use all the data from the ABC file and the XYZ file to calculate the parameters for the model. These
parameters and the data from the ABC forecast file are used to produce a forecast for the dependent variable, optionally
saving it in an XYZ forecast file:

    XYZ forecast file: forecast data for Jan99-Dec99

Make one test upon the data in the ABC forecast file before using it to produce the forecast for the XYZ file. Any
forecast file can contain multiple forecasts. Thus, you might also have saved a forecast in the ABC file several months
ago, perhaps based only on actual historical data through July, 1998. Each forecast observation is stamped with the year
and month or week of the latest historical data used to produce it. Multivariate Regression Forecasting guards against
using any forecast data as input except data which has a forecast stamp equal to the latest historical data used during
the multivariate regression analysis. This ensures that you do not use forecast data which does not correspond to the
historical data used in the multivariate regression analysis.

Multivariate Regression Standard Output
Output from Multivariate Regression Forecasting consists of printed reports and, optionally, data values stored in a
forecast file.

Update to the Forecast File

You can use the Save forecast option on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting control screen shown in Figure 9-10
(see Capture Ratio - Model Analysis Report) to save forecasted values of the dependent variable in the forecast file that
corresponds to the file containing the dependent variable.

Typically, as a user of Multivariate Regression Forecasting, you can develop a model using the three steps outlined in
Multivariate Regression Forecasting Usage Guidelines. This is almost always an iterative process, for the first few choices
of model parameters might not be the best choices. Formulate the model and then review the results of that model using
the three tests described in Evaluating the Multivariate Regression Model. Should the tests fail, make corrections and
adjustments to the proposed model and rerun the forecast.

Finally, you develop a model that satisfies your requirements. At this point, you can use the model to generate future
values for the dependent variable. To do this, future values of ALL the independent variables must exist. By rerunning the
same model with the Save forecast option mentioned above, the forecasting process generates the future values of the
dependent variable and stores them in the appropriate file.

In the forecast file, future values are stored in a special way that is used by other functions of the MICS Capacity Planner
to produce comparative graphs and charts. The FILE_NO variable is used to distinguish between the various types of
observations within forecast files. The Multivariate Regression, Univariate Model Forecasting, and Business Element
Forecasting facilities store a future value with a FILE_NO of 11, and a confidence range with a FILE_NO value of 12. In
addition, each observation of a forecast contains the variables FORYEAR and FORMNDY, FORWEEK or FORMONTH,
which contain the date for the most recent historical data used in making the forecast. These concepts are discussed in
more detail in CAP Database Usage Guidelines.

Multivariate Regression Standard Reports

Multivariate Regression Forecasting produces three reports, which are discussed in the following sections:
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Multivariate Regression Model Analysis Report

Figure 9-1 presents a sample Model Analysis Report for Multivariate Regression Forecasting. The Model Analysis Report
provides a summary of the regression analysis that was conducted for the specified multivariate regression model.

Figure 9-1. Model Analysis Report

                              CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                   ANALYSIS OF MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION MODELS

  

  MODEL OF: TOTCPUTM

  BASED ON: TSOCPUTM IMSCPUTM CICCPUTM

                                           --------INDEPENDENT--ELEMENTS--------

    R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     F       P

  --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----

    0.97    1127.97    .0001  10:57:58.3   TSOCPUTM     1.77499    71.77   .0001

                                           IMSCPUTM     1.14392    77.90   .0001

                                           CICCPUTM     1.13065    31.88   .0001

 

The Model Analysis Report contains the following information:

MODEL OF
The dependent data element that you want to forecast.

BASED ON
The independent data elements on which the analysis is based.
The first four columns of the report are discussed below.

R**2
The r-squared value for the model. Although the SAS REG procedure attempts to use every one of the independent
elements suggested by the analyst, the procedure excludes any term that does not result in a minimum improvement in
the r-squared value as specified on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting screen. We recommend an r-squared value
of 0.70 and above for the acceptance of models produced with Multivariate Modeling Forecasting.

F
The F statistic for the model. As discussed in Evaluating the Multivariate Regression Model, the F statistic is calculated
from the ratio of sums of squares of the model. Larger F values indicate a more reliable model. The F statistics might
be unreliable for models developed with a small number of points (that is, less than 30). An F value is provided for each
step made by the regression procedure.

P
The probability that the model proposed is significant (that is, more reliable than forecasting the average value of the
historical observations). Although most statistics texts recommend testing the null hypothesis to a 0.001 level, we
recommend 0.01 for models based on computer measurement data. A p value is provided for each step made by the
regression procedure.

INTERCEPT
The b value for the regression equation.

The next four columns are produced for each independent element that you specify. These columns contain the following
information:

NAME
The name of the independent element being analyzed.

COEFF
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The coefficient for the independent element in the regression equation. Negative coefficients indicate that you can expect
resource consumption to decrease with increases in the independent element value. This situation is usually not normal in
resource consumption models.

F
The F statistics calculated for the business element. This F value indicates the significance of the independent element
in the model that was developed. Once again, larger values indicate a more reliable model and the value might be
misleading for models based on small samples.

P
The probability that the specified business element makes a significant contribution to the model developed. We
recommend a 0.01 acceptance value.

This report is used to evaluate whether the model that is produced adequately models an application. Although the values
of r-squared, F, and p indicate the statistical significance of the proposed model, remember that a proper evaluation
includes all three tests enumerated in Evaluating the Multivariate Regression Model: statistical interpretation, visual
inspection, and the common sense test.

Multivariate Regression Residual Analysis Report

The Residual Analysis Report shows how the multivariate regression model fits the historical data series. Figure 9-2
shows a sample Residual Analysis Report.

Figure 9-2. Residual Analysis Report

                                      CA MICS Capacity Planner

                         MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FORECAST AND RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION BASED FORECAST OF: TOTCPUTM

 MODEL BASED ON INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS: TSOCPUTM  BATCPUTM  IMSCPUTM  CICCPUTM

                                                                                                             

            95%

                        INDEPENDENT-ELEMENT  PREDICTED      RESIDUAL   -------------PLOT OF

 RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

   DATE    TOTCPUTM       NAME      VALUE     TOTCPUTM      TOTCPUTM   -18723              0.0              #

   LIMITS

 -------  ----------    --------  ---------  ----------    ---------- 

 -------------------------------------------   ----------

 04JAN97  95:34:40.7    TSOCPUTM      47321  91:47:15.0     3:47:25.7  |                    0###   |      #

1:26:03.7 

                        BATCPUTM      37461                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     118575                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      60716                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 11JAN97  91:11:54.9    TSOCPUTM      47779  90:36:08.0     0:35:46.9  |                    0                

  |    1:20:01.3
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                        BATCPUTM      37663                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     115851                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      59529                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 18JAN97  93:57:10.4    TSOCPUTM      49732  92:14:06.2     1:43:04.2  |                    0|              #

1:04:26.9    

                        BATCPUTM      36463                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     119521                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      59195                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 25JAN97  92:25:59.9    TSOCPUTM      52382  93:46:39.6    -1:20:39.6  |               -----0                

    |    1:02:14.1

                        BATCPUTM      35767                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     121372                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      59275                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 01FEB97  94:15:30.1    TSOCPUTM      52535  94:58:53.1    -0:43:22.9  |                  --0                

    |    1:03:10.5

                        BATCPUTM      36859                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     122859                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      59992                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 08FEB97  96:10:44.4    TSOCPUTM      54022  97:40:15.2    -1:29:30.8  |               -----0                

    |    1:08:11.3

                        BATCPUTM      36984                            |                    0                

    |

                        IMSCPUTM     126560                            |                    0                

    |

                        CICCPUTM      61944                            |                    0                

    |

The Residual Analysis Report includes the following information:

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION BASED FORECAST OF:
The dependent data element name that you specify on the entry screen.

MODEL BASED ON INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS:
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The independent elements that you use to develop the model. This list might differ from the list of independent
elements specified in the Model Analysis Report shown in Figure 9-1. This difference results from deleting proposed
independent elements based on the minimum r-squared improvement criterion.

The columns of the report are discussed below:

DATE
The date ending value for the week or month represented by the observation.

Independent Element Name (TOTCPUTM)
The actual historical observations for the data element being modeled. Note that if the last two characters of the data
element name are TM, the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1 format for the report.

Two columns appear under the heading INDEPENDENT-ELEMENT for each independent element used in the model.

NAME
The name of the independent element.

VALUE
The value of the independent element for the interval.

The remaining columns of the report are described as follows:

PREDICTED (TOTCPUTM)
The predicted value for the dependent variable for the interval using the regression equation fit to the historical data. If the
last two characters of the data element name are TM, the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS
TIME10.1 format for the report.

RESIDUAL (TOTCPUTM)
The error term in the regression equation. The residual is equal to the difference between the actual historical observation
and the predicted value. The residual value for a point deleted from the modeling process is of no concern because the
model was not developed to account for the observation. If the last two characters of the data element name are TM, then
the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS TIME10.1 format for the report.

PLOT OF RESIDUALS
The residual values plotted over the range from minus to plus the maximum residual value.

CONFIDENCE LIMITS
The confidence limits for the forecast. The confidence limits bound the potential error that might exist in the
forecasts produced by the model. The confidence limits are a function of the independent element estimates provided,
rather than monotonically increased as was the case with models developed by the Univariate Model Forecasting. If the
last two characters of the data element name are TM, the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS
TIME10.1 format for the report.

Multivariate Regression R-Square Ranking Report

The R-Square Ranking report provides you with an overview of the results of all of the forecasts performed during this
forecasting run. The report is presented in ascending R- Square sequence and gives the r-square, f-statistic, and p-
values for the statistical model generated. The r-squares and p-values for the individual variables in the best model are
also provided.

If either the r-square or p-value for the run exceeds the thresholds set for the report, the Warning Flag column will be set
to show which threshold was exceeded. If the flag is set to RS-WARN then the r-square for this particular forecast was
below the threshold; if the flag is set to P-WARN then one of the p-values for one of the variables in the model was
exceeded. If both thresholds are exceeded then the RS-WARN takes precedence.

The other fields on this report correspond to the equivalent values found on the other reports associated with the
forecasting process.
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You can use the R-Square Ranking report to review the results of all your forecasts and to indicate whether you have
to  take further action. For example, review the Model Analysis report or the Residual Analysis report to see what
might be affecting these results. We recommend that for critical workloads you review these other reports regardless of
whether they are flagged on this report.

Figure 9-3. R-Square Ranking Report

                           CA MICS Capacity Planner

                           R-SQUARE RANKING REPORT

                                 Testing MVR

  MODEL OF: MBALOC

  BASED ON: MBTOTL STGVOLNO DATE

  WARNING   R**2     P     SYSID  VARIABLE    P

   FLAG

  -------  ------  -----  ------  --------  -----

  RS-WARN   0.431  .0001   S008   MBTOTL    0.004

                                  STGVOLNO  0.003

                                  DATE      0.048

  P-WARN    0.71   .0031   S008   MBTOTL    0.003

                                  STGVOLNO  0.040

                                  DATE      0.741

            0.71   .0001   S008   MBTOTL    0.043

                                  STGVOLNO  0.023

                                  DATE      0.044

R-SQUARE WARNING VALUE : 0.50  P-VALUE WARNING THRESHOLD : 0.05

* - CAPACITY PLANNING INQUIRY: MVRSMS

  - THIS FORECAST HAS BEEN SAVED

Multivariate Regression Analytic Technique Tutorial
Within the context of the MICS Capacity Planner, the term multivariate regression refers to multivariate linear regression.
Non-linear techniques of multivariate regression exist, but the scope of these techniques goes beyond the scope of this
text. In data processing, non-linear models are primarily useful in formulating analytical queuing models and studying
response time as the dependent variable. If necessary, you can evaluate non-linear models by changing the functional
form of the independent variables, using a multivariate analog to the quadratic and cubic regression models described in
Univariate Model Forecasting - Analytic Technique Tutorial.

The technique of multivariate regression is identical to that of univariate linear regression, except that more variables are
involved than the x and y variables (a tutorial on univariate linear regression is presented in Univariate Model Forecasting
- Analytic Technique Tutorial). In multivariate regression, the hypothesis is that the dependent variable y is a linear
function of several independent variables: x1, x2, ...., xn.

If you recall the introduction to linear regression in Univariate Model Forecasting - Analytic Technique Tutorial, you know
that the equation for a simple linear regression model is:

               y= b + m * x                            (Eqn 4)
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b
a constant that defines the mean value of y when x is zero

m
the slope of the line that relates y and x

y
the value to be predicted (dependent variable)

x
the value on which the prediction is based (independent variable)

You can expand this equation to be a multiple regression equation by replacing the m and x terms in the previous
equation by a set of terms as shown in the following equation:

                            _         _

                          n |           |

               y = b + SUM  |  mj * xj  |              (Eqn 5)

                        j=1 |_         _|

 

b
a constant that defines the mean value of y when all xj are zero

mj
the slope of the line that relates y and xj

xj
the j-th independent variable

Recall the example shown in Figure 9-1 in which the y and xj terms of Equation 5 are:

                         x1 - TSOCPUTM      x2 - BATCPUTM

  

       y  - TOTCPUTM

                         x3 - IMSCPUTM      x4 - CICCPUTM

 

You can solve multiple regression equations for any number of x terms, but you must select some subset of these terms
to build models for each of the resource consumption values. While you can make these selections arbitrarily, stepwise
multiple regression provides an ideal technique for investigating potential relationships between resource variables.

Although numerous stepwise multiple regression algorithms are available, this program uses Goodnight's MAXR
algorithm, which is implemented in the SAS REG procedure using the stepwise option.

For example, consider the development of a statistical model that attempts to relate the CPU utilization of a processor to
three potential resource elements named A, B, and C. In this example, A, B, and C are the independent (or x) resource
variables, while CPU utilization is the dependent (y) resource variable. The name stepwise multiple regression describes
the function of the algorithm. For our small example, the algorithm attempts to solve the problem using three steps:

• The algorithm evaluates three linear one-term models (that is, one based on A, one on B, and one on C) to determine
which of the three potential elements had the greatest correlation to the resource being modeled. This correlation is
judged based on the r-squared value for each of the models. The algorithm attempts to maximize r-squared. For the
purposes of this example, assume that the B element has the highest correlation.

• The algorithm would then evaluate two linear two-term models based on B and the remaining two elements (that is, B
and A, and B and C). Once again, the algorithm chooses the best model based on the maximum r-squared. For the
purposes of this example, assume that the pair of elements that resulted in the maximum r-squared value is B and C.

• Finally, the algorithm would evaluate one linear model based on A, B, and C.
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The algorithm stops at any step where the addition of a term to the model does not result in an increase of the r-squared
value by a certain amount. Thus, you can employ stepwise multiple regression to investigate the relationship between
several resource consumption variables, letting the algorithm choose the most likely combinations and eliminate the least
likely.

Multivariate Regression - Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes the control parameters which are used to build Multivariate Regression
Forecasting inquiries. These parameters allow you to define forecasts based on stepwise multivariate regression,
optionally making use of selective data deletion.

Because of the optional feature of selective data deletion, you may need to use two screens to develop a multivariate
regression forecast. The following sections discuss the use of each of these screens.

• Multivariate Regression Forecasting Control Screen
• Delete Historical Data Observations Screen

Multivariate Regression Forecasting Control Screen

The Multivariate Regression Forecasting control parameters allow you to develop forecast models based on stepwise
multivariate regression. You can save the forecasts produced by the program in a forecast file corresponding to the file
you specify as the source of the dependent variable for the model.

Using a short set of menus that are described in Online Facility Tutorial, you will arrive at the Multivariate Regression
Forecasting screen shown in Figure 9-4. The Multivariate Regression Forecasting control screen appears after
you indicate that you want to insert a new Multivariate Regression Forecasting analysis inquiry into your catalog of
inquiries. Two fields on this screen are filled in on the fourth line when you first see it: the inquiry name and the inquiry
description, separated by a dash. You entered these two fields on the Insert Capacity Planning Analysis screen when you
requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 9-4. Multivariate Regression Forecasting Control Screen

 /--------------------  Multivariate Regression Forecasting  --------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ADHOC  - Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved         |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |             Dependent file  ===> ___ -                                        |

 |           Dependent element ===> ________                                     |

 |                  Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                        |

 |                       SYSID ===> ____                                         |

 |                         LVL ===> ________                                     |

 |                   No. wk/mn ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |       Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

 |Save forecast                ===> ___       (YES/NO/AGE)                       |

 |Independent file             ===> ___ -                                        |

 |Independent elements         ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ |

 |                                  ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Confidence limits (percent)  ===> __        (70/90/95)                         |

 |Min R-square improvement     ===> _____     (0.000-0.100)                      |
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 |Delete observations          ===> N         (Y/N/R)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting screen shown in Figure 9-4 are required, while others
are optional. The following section describes various parameters as they appear in this figure.

Report title
The 60-character title for Multivariate Regression Forecasting reports. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might appear
within the body of the title.

Dependent file
The resource element or business element capacity planning database file containing the historical observations for
the dependent variable of the regression model. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your capacity
planning database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Dependent element
The name of the dependent variable in the regression model. If you are uncertain of the correct name of the
data elements in the input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be presented.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value will be included in the analysis. The description of the following control parameter describes the options for
controlling date range selection.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. If the Dependent file is a resource element file and is defined as having
a composite SYSID, this value is supplied automatically on the screen. Note that if the Independent file is a resource
element file, it must also contain historical observations for this SYSID. If the Independent file is a business element file,
this requirement does not apply, because business element files are not defined as containing the SYSID data element.

LVL
The Zone, Hour or Dayname to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you define the Dependent file at
the ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME summarization level. If the Dependent File is a resource element file and you define
it as having a composite ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME this value is automatically supplied on the screen. Note that if
the Independent file is a resource element file, it must also contain historical observations for this ZONE, HOUR or
DAYNAME. If the Independent file is a business element file, this requirement does not apply, because business
element files are not defined as containing the ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME data element. Note that the field name will
automatically be changed from LVL to either ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME to reflect the Input file summarization level once
you specify the Input file.

No. wk/mn
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis.
Note that the field name will change once you specify the Dependent file to reflect the time-span of the Dependent file.
When used with the Start date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:

• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection will begin with the value specified for
Start date and will extend for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection will include only this number of the most recent days,
weeks, or months.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations will be selected.

Specify CAPAPU values
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Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU values are
specified on the CAPAPU Selection Values screen shown in Figure 9-5. You can specify CAPAPUs only if the Dependent
file is a resource element file and is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. Note that if the Independent file is
a resource element file, it must also contain historical observations for the specified CAPAPU values. If the Independent
file is a business element file, this requirement does not apply, because business element files are not defined as
containing the CAPAPU data element.

Save forecast
Three options for saving the forecasted observations in the forecast file corresponding to the Dependent file.

Specifying YES causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the capacity planning database forecast file
(CPFxxx01) without aging the file as described in the CAP Capacity Planning Database section.

Specifying NO results in the forecasted observations not being saved in the forecast file. If you select this option, the
forecast file will not be aged.

Specifying AGE causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the forecast file and the forecast files to be aged as
described in the CAP Capacity Planning Database section.

Independent file
The resource element or business element capacity planning database file containing the historical observations for the
independent variable of the regression model. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your capacity
planning database file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Independent elements
The names of up to ten independent variables for the regression model. If you are uncertain of the correct name of
the data elements in the Input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be displayed. The number of Independent elements that you can specify is limited by the number of historical
observations in the capacity planning database files. This restriction is best explained by the following logical relationship:

                n - ie - 1 >= 3

 

n
number of historical observations
ie
number of Independent elements
For example, you must have 14 historical observations to specify 10 independent elements (14-10-1) > 3. This restriction
is enforced to provide a minimum of three degrees of freedom for the statistical models developed by the program.

Confidence limits (percent)
The degree of confidence to be used in calculating the upper and lower confidence limits for the forecasted values of the
Dependent element. The default is 95%.

Minimum R-squared improvement
The r-squared improvement criterion for the regression model. This value excludes any independent element from the
regression model whose inclusion does not increase the overall r-squared value by at least this amount. The default is
0.01.

Delete observations
Enter a Y to obtain the screen shown in Figure 9-7. Enter an R to reset (nullify) any previous date deletion specifications.

If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU values filed on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting screen, the CAPAPU
Selection Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 9-5. On the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you can specify
the CAPAPU values (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. You can specify CAPAPUs only if the capacity planning
data base file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. You can use wild cards (? and *) when specifying
CAPAPUs. A question mark (?) replaces one character; an asterisk (*) replaces all the characters after that point.

Figure 9-5. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen
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 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: PGRR01 PRESENTATION GRAPHICS FOR CAPAPU           |

 |                                                                             |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---|

 |CAPAPU   ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |                                                                             |

 /-----------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 

Delete Historical Data Observations Screen

If you entered a Y in the Delete observations field on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting screen, the Extended
Options Menu appears, as shown in Figure 9-6.

Figure 9-6. Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                 |

|                                                                             |

|Inquiry Step:  Multivariate Regression Analysis                              |

|                                                                             |

|Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                      |

|Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                   |

|P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                 |

|                                                                             |

|Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                           |

|                                                                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Print Reports
The Print Reports parameter controls the printing of the Analysis of the Model and Residual Analysis reports. If you type
YES, these reports are produced. If you type NO and the forecasted file is NOT a Business Element File, these reports
are suppressed. These reports will always be produced for Business Element Files; however, the R-Square Ranking
Report is not produced.

Maximum R-Square for report
The Maximum R-Square for report parameter is used during the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to control the
flagging of particular forecasts. If the R-Square of a generated model is less than this value, it will be flagged with an RS-
WARN flag. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the RS-WARN flag in the R-Square Ranking Report.

P-Value flag
The P-Value Flag is also used in the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to determine if any of the P-values of the
model variables should be flagged with the P-WARN flag. If any P-value in the model is greater than this value, it will be
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flagged in the report. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the P-WARN flag in the R-Square Ranking
Report.

Note: The RS-WARN flag takes precedence over the P-WARN flag. This means that if a model exceeds both of these
warning criteria, the RS_WARN flag will be printed.

If you specify historical data observations for deletion on the Multivariate Regression Forecasting control screen, you may
specify the deletion of selected historical observations from the modeling process. Figure 9-7 shows the Delete Historical
Data Observations screen used to specify the observations to be deleted from the analysis.

Figure 9-7. Delete Historical Data Observations Control Screen

/--------------------  Delete Historical Data Observations  --------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Multivariate Regression Forecasting                             |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                       |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd   ---------  Dates to be dropped (specify in ddmonyy format)  ----------   |

| -    -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: The dates you specify on this screen must exactly match the DATE value of the historical observations to be
excluded from the analysis.

Multivariate Regression Case Studies
The following case studies are examples involving the use of multivariate regression.

• Capture Ratio Case Study
• IMS Control Region Case Study

Capture Ratio Case Study - Multivariate Regression

This case study presents one of several methods for examining CPU capture ratios. The method presented here probably
does not produce exactly the same results as another method, largely because capture ratio determination is an inexact
science.
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In performance analysis and capacity planning, the basis of any study is the examination of measured data. In this
discussion, assume that the system being measured is a processor running the z/OS operating system (although the
underlying theory is independent of the type of operating system). In a z/OS system, basic measurement data is usually
derived from SMF and RMF data, which you store in the MICS Batch and Operation Analyzer (SMF) and Hardware and
SCP Analyzer (RMF) areas respectively. For this case study we will narrow our discussion to RMF data and consider
the differences between data stored in the Performance Group Activity (SCPPGA) File and the CPU Processor Activity
(HARCPU) File.

Development of Conceptual Model

If you sum all the processor busy time elements (as stored in the CPUxBTM variables of the MICS CPU Processor Activity
(HARCPU) File) for a specific processor over a specific time interval, you would arrive at a value of CPU seconds which
you could call T - for total CPU time. And if you add all the CPU time (as stored in the MICS data element PGACPUTM
in the MICS Performance Group Activity (SCPPGA) File) for all performance groups over the same interval on the same
processor, this amount would add up to a second number of CPU seconds which you could call A - for accountable CPU
time.

In capacity planning and performance analysis, the value T is desirable, for it represents every second of the interval
during which the processor is busy performing some function. Therefore, this number represents the utilized capacity of
the processor. Unfortunately, the number T is a very gross value in that it simply measures how often the processor is
busy, but not what or whose work is being processed. This is a function of the input data for the HARCPU File (the RMF
Type 70 record), which contains no detailed analysis of the workload.

On the other hand, the value A, which is derived from the SCPPGA File, contains a substantial amount of detail
concerning what workload is being processed and how much resource is required to process it. This detail is provided
by performance group, which is one of the principle methods for subdividing workloads in z/OS systems, and which is
provided as input to the MICS system through the RMF Type 72 records. The value A is also very desirable in capacity
planning and performance analysis studies, for this data can pinpoint who is doing the work, not just how much work is
being done.

If the values of A and T are equal over the exact same time intervals, there would be no problem or need for further
analysis. The numbers are, in fact, not equal. This inequality is the basis for all the mystery surrounding the analysis
of capture ratios. It is always the case that A is less than T, and usually by a substantial margin. You can formulate this
situation using the equation below:

                T  =  A  +  U                          (Eqn 6)

In Equation 6, you can think of the variable U as the uncaptured CPU time. That is, this is the number of CPU seconds
during the interval that were unaccounted for in any performance group that is active on the system. Nevertheless, these
CPU seconds are expended doing services for active tasks. Examples of such unaccounted services would be certain
paging and swapping operations, a certain amount of SVC processing, a certain amount of I/O operations, etc. See the
data element $SMFCPU for a more detailed discussion of accountable CPU time.

Application of Conceptual Model

The analysis is more complicated than Equation 6 leads you to believe. The accountable time (A) is not viewed as a single
number, but as separate accountable CPU times for a certain number of workloads that subdivide the entire processor
workload. Consider the following example.

The system being examined is SYS1 (this is the MICS SYSID value). This system processes a varied workload, which
can be divided by performance group. The workloads are a TSO subsystem, an IMS subsystem, a CICS subsystem, and
a BATCH subsystem. There are also system-related tasks that must execute to provide an array of common services,
such as GRS, JES2, VTAM, TCAS, and RMF.

The following performance group assignments are made in the IEAIPS01 member of SYS1.PARMLIB:

     TSO: 2, 40
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     BATCH: 1, 3, 16, 23

  

     CICS: 9

  

     IMS: 6, 11, 14, 18

  

     SYSTEM TASKS: 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12

 

(The fact that these performance groups do not define a contiguous group is of no concern. The performance groups
listed above constitute ALL performance groups currently running on SYS1--not including performance group 0.)

Previously, the capacity planner established two resource element files to contain CPU time information concerning these
groups and processor use as a whole. These files are called:

TOT
Total Usage File

WKL
Workload Usage File

In our example, the total CPU time (which we called T above) is represented in the TOT file by the data element
TOTCPUTM. The accountable CPU time is broken into several subsystem CPU times. These are represented in the WKL
file UVWKLC01 by the elements TSOCPUTM, BATCPUTM, IMSCPUTM, CICCPUTM, and SYSCPUTM. The sum of
these five elements is the accountable CPU time (which we called A above).

The formula is not the simple one of Equation 6, but the slightly more complex one of Equation 7:

 TOTCPUTM  =  TSOCPUTM  +  BATCPUTM  +  IMSCPUTM  + CICCPUTM +

  

                       SYSCPUTM + U                    (Eqn 7)

 

Impact  of Uncaptured System Time

As we noted previously, U, the uncaptured CPU time, is due to system functions such as paging, swapping, SVC
processing, etc. Such functions are not used in equal proportions by all z/OS subsystems. For example, TSO tends to use
paging/swapping services more heavily than do batch or IMS. And TSO, IMS, and CICS tend to be heavier SVC users
than batch. On the other hand, batch tends to use I/O more heavily than online systems.

Consequently, the proportion of the value U that is contributed by the TSO subsystem may be much different from that
contributed by the IMS system and this is similarly true of all the subsystems. Furthermore, the amounts of U contributed
by each subsystem are also completely dependent upon the configuration of the individual z/OS system. For example,
subsystems that are heavily storage-fenced contribute much less to the amount U than unfenced subsystems do;
processors with expanded storage contribute different amounts to the U value than the same subsystem on a comparable
processor using DASD paging/swapping systems; and the z/OS release can cause differences in the apportionment.

Thus, even Equation 7 does not adequately describe the situation, and so we need to formulate Equation 8:

    TOTCPUTM = m1 * TSOCPUTM + m2 * BATCPUTM + m3 * IMSCPUTM

  

         + m4 * CICCPUTM + m5 * SYSCPUTM + b           (Eqn 8)

 

The values m1 ... m5 are multipliers that are applied to the various CPU times. The difference (for example, (m1 *
TSOCPUTM) - TSOCPUTM) is the amount of uncaptured CPU time that has been contributed by the subsystem. One
can see that this capture ratio problem has now been stated in the form of a multilinear equation, which will therefore lend
itself to solution by multilinear regression.
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The values m1 through m5 are sometimes called the multipliers. Their inverses are called capture ratios, that is, the value
1/m1 is the TSO capture ratio for the TSO system, while 1/m4 is the CICS capture ratio, and so on. The reason that 1/m1
(for example) is referred to as the capture ratio is that it can be interpreted as the proportion of total TSO CPU utilization
accounted for in the MICS Performance Group Activity (SCPPGA) File.

From the above discussion, you can draw some conclusions about the values m1, ..., m5 and b. First, the values m1, ...,
m5 should all be positive values. Furthermore, from our discussion in the previous two paragraphs, you can see that the
values m1, ..., m5 must be greater than 1. These are important observations, for if a model that we are evaluating results
in m values that are less than 1, this model will fail our third test - the common sense test.

Interpretation of Model

Sections Control Parameters, Model Analysis Report, Residual Analysis Report explain each of the reports in our case
study. These reports represent the final model that is evaluated after several preliminary attempts are discarded. In the
preliminary models, the variable SYSCPUTM is retained as an independent variable in the model, which always results in
an m value for SYSCPUTM less than 1. Finally, SYSCPUTM was eliminated as an independent variable, which resolves
that problem.

Why did this situation happen? SYSCPUTM represents the CPU utilization of all the common system services on the
processor. As it turns out, the values of SYSCPUTM are related to the values of the other independent variables in a
linear fashion. This situation, in which one or more of the independent variables are related to each other by a basically
linear relationship, is termed colinearity, and invariably has a bad effect on multilinear regression models. It usually reveals
itself as a model that fails test 3 - the common sense test. You must be cautious of hidden linear relationships between
the independent variables. When you delete such relationships, either combine related workloads into a single "lump"
workload, or drop one of the workloads altogether, which is the method we use in our example.

Problems of Interpretation

Think of value b as a "noise" factor (that is, the amount of idle CPU time within the interval in the operating system). The
situation when the value of b is rather large for certain operating system releases is sometimes referred to as the low
utilization effect. This means that at low CPU utilization rates, the operating system tends to consume a large amount of
CPU cycles, although its task is only to search for more work to do.

Because the value of b represents the amount of CPU busy time consumed in a system with no load upon it, this value
can sometimes be unreliable when determined by multilinear regression techniques. This is because most production
systems rarely, if ever, experience periods with no load upon them (systems with no load for substantial periods of time
are usually halted for economic reasons). Therefore, it is unlikely that there will be many, if any, historical data points
representing a no-load period. At low utilization, total CPU busy time tends to be a non-linear function of the subsystem
CPU times (for example, BATCPUTM, TSOCPUTM), and therefore a linear model may badly estimate the value b while
providing very good predicted values for total CPU use at higher utilization levels. In short, do not blindly trust the value b
determined in a multilinear regression model without more investigation.

Figure 9-8 illustrates a typical case of low utilization effects. The asterisks (*) illustrate the placement of historical data
-- mostly in the upper utilization areas -- while the plus signs (+) illustrate the points of the linear regression model. The
point labeled b shows where the regression predicts the intercept to be, while the point labeled true b shows where the
real utilization curve intersects the Y axis. The true utilization curve departs from the predicted linear model at around 20%
utilization in our illustration, and runs along the curve depicted with minus signs (-).

Figure 9-8. The Low Utilization Effect

    100 +                              *     +

        |                          *      +  *    *

        |                    *   *   *+  *  *   *

        |                          +    *  *

     T  |                    *  +   *    *   *  *

        |             *  *   +  *      *
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Predictions Outside the Range of Measurement Data

The problem introduced by low utilization effects is really a specific instance of a more widespread problem in multivariate
regression analysis. This is the problem of predicting values of the dependent variable outside the range of the
independent variables. The most basic underlying assumption in the use of multilinear regression analysis is that the
relationship exhibited between the dependent and independent variables is linear. While this may be essentially true in
the range of the independent variables, it may not be true outside of that range. The technique of multivariate regression
has no way of predicting, or even warning, of potential non-linearity outside of the range of the variables. It is your own
experience and knowledge that must provide the guidelines in these situations.

Now that we have expanded on some of the theory of capture ratios, and have defined the case study, the next sections
explore the results of the reports that are generated from the multilinear regression model we developed for our capture
ratio study:

• Control Parameters
• Model Analysis Report
• Residual Analysis Report

Capture Ratio - Control Parameters

Using a short set of menus that are described in Online Facility Tutorial section, you will arrive at the Multivariate
Regression Forecasting screen shown in Figure 9-9.

Figure 9-9 shows the control parameters that we used to generate the final multivariate regression model in this case
study.

Figure 9-9. Capture Ratio Case Study Control Parameters

 /--------------------  Multivariate Regression Forecasting  --------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  CAPRAT - Capture ratios on test workload           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Capture Ratios on test workload                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |             Dependent file  ===> TOT -                                        |

 |           Dependent element ===> TOTCPUTM                                     |

 |                  Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                        |

 |                       SYSID ===> SYS1                                         |

 |                        Zone ===> 1_______                                     |

 |                   No. weeks ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

 |       Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

 |Save forecast                ===> ___       (YES/NO/AGE)                       |
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 |Independent file             ===> WKL - WORKLOAD USAGE FILE                    |

 |Independent elements         ===> BATCPUTM CICCPUTM IMSCPUTM TSOCPUTM ________ |

 |                                  ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Confidence limits (percent)  ===> __        (70/90/95)                         |

 |Min R-square improvement     ===> 0.001     (0.000-0.100)                      |

 |Delete observations          ===> N         (Y/N/R)                            |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note that in this case study the analyst previously generated two resource element files. The first, TOT, contains a data
element, TOTCPUTM, which represents the total systemwide CPU time. This file and this data element are specified on
the control screen as the Dependent file and the Dependent element. The second file, WKL, contains the data elements
that represent the CPU time consumed by each of the workloads running on the system. This file and the corresponding
data elements are specified as the Independent file and Independent elements for this case study. Note also that the
analyst previously generated and saved forecasts for each of the independent data elements, using one of the forecasting
routines of this component. These forecasts are required for Multivariate Regression Forecasting to produce forecasts of
the dependent variable.

The analyst also specified that the study would focus on SYSID SYS1 and Zone 1. Because no value is specified for the
Confidence limits parameter, we will use the default value of 95%.

In this case study, a Minimum R-squared improvement value of .001 is used for the final model. Sometimes in the
evaluation of multilinear models, you may feel that the default value of .05 does not quite provide a fine enough distinction
between models to produce the best multilinear regression model. Normally, a value of .01 should be sufficient to make
this distinction.

In this particular case study, the first evaluation of the model using the default Minimum R-squared improvement value
resulted in values for m of Equation 8 in the Capture Ratio Case Study section that appeared to be somewhat high (for
example, greater than 2). The analyst therefore attempted the same regression model, but with a Minimum R-squared
improvement value of 0.001. This time the stepwise regression process produced a different model that provided m values
which were closer to the true values. The regression process may provide different models with the same list of potential
dependent variables, and the same input data, but with different Minimum R-squared improvement values. This is due to
there being a model of marginally higher r-squared value that fits the data but which the regression process discarded as
being irrelevant due to the default Minimum R-squared improvement value, but which it will not discard with a lower value.

There can be a significant amount of subjective judgment involved in the evaluation of regression models. It is
highly unlikely that two analysts working independently with the same set of data would produce the same capture
ratio coefficients. This does not mean that either of them is necessarily incorrect, since this method of capture ratio
determination claims only to be an estimation technique. There is no generally accepted technique for determining what
the exact capture ratios are on a specific processor. Since the uncaptured processor time is by definition not distributed to
the various workloads by the operating system, there can be no method of independently checking the results. Thus, the
results of any capture ratio analysis are only an estimate.

Capture Ratio - Model Analysis Report

Figure 9-10 shows the Model Analysis Report for this case study. The model that was chosen by the stepwise regression
process is the last one listed. It has an r-squared value of .97 and acceptable F and p values, so that the first test is
passed.

The only variable that gives some concern is the BATCPUTM independent variable, which has a somewhat high value for
the p statistic. You can interpret the p statistic for each of the independent variables as the probability that the coefficient
(in this case 1.11713) is 0. While a 3.45% probability is not really very large, it is considerably higher than its neighboring
independent variables. In this case, the cause of this somewhat higher p statistic can be explained by the fact that the
batch workload is a much smaller workload than the others, and therefore variances in the workload might be harder to
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account for in a linear model. In any event, you should not be very concerned with this p statistic, because the capture
ratio for batch that results in this model seems very reasonable.

As mentioned in the Capture Ratio Case Study - the capture ratio is equal to the inverse of the regression coefficient, m.
The capture ratio values resulting from this model are:

        TSO   :  1 / 1.42295 = 0.70

  

        BATCH :  1 / 1.11713 = 0.90

  

        IMS   :  1 / 1.32701 = 0.75

  

        CICS  :  1 / 1.28791 = 0.77

 

The b value for this model is negative, violating the common sense test. So why do we consider this final model an
acceptable one?

As mentioned in the introduction in the Capture Ratio Case Study concerning low utilization effects. Examination of
the input historical data series (see Figure 9-11 in Capture Ratio - Residual Analysis Report) reveals that all of the
historical data points occur at moderately high to very high CPU utilization rates. Consequently, the predicted value for b is
meaningless, because there are no historical data points to direct the regression when the load is light. Therefore, you can
determine that the value of b in this case, even though it is negative, is unimportant and uninteresting.

Figure 9-10. Capture Ratio Case Study Model Analysis Report

                             CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                    ANALYSIS OF MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION MODELS

  

   MODEL OF: TOTCPUTM

   BASED ON: TSOCPUTM BATCPUTM IMSCPUTM CICCPUTM

                                            --------INDEPENDENT--ELEMENTS--------

     R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     F       P

   --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----

     0.94    1684.11    .0001  44:16:57.0   CICCPUTM     2.96864  1684.11   .0001

  

     0.95     977.72    .0001  29:12:42.3   IMSCPUTM    0.594775    16.58   .0001

                                            CICCPUTM     2.72044   895.89   .0001

  

     0.96    1286.48    .0001  -2:19:38.6   TSOCPUTM     2.88379  1195.40   .0001

                                            IMSCPUTM     1.63519   222.39   .0001

  

     0.97    1127.97    .0001 10:57:58.3    TSOCPUTM     1.77499    71.77   .0001

                                            IMSCPUTM     1.14392    77.90   .0001

                                            CICCPUTM     1.13065    31.88   .0001

  

     0.97     877.25    .0001 -3:58:16.7    TSOCPUTM     1.42295    29.20   .0001

                                            BATCPUTM     1.11713     4.60   .0345

                                            IMSCPUTM     1.32701    74.89   .0001

                                            CICCPUTM     1.28791    37.62   .0001
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Capture Ratio - Residual Analysis Report

The first page of the Residual Analysis Report for this case study is shown in Figure 9-11. Examination of this report
confirms that TEST 2 (visual inspection of the predicted versus the actual data) passed acceptably. Comparison of
TOTCPUTM and PREDICTED TOTCPUTM shows little difference between the actual and predicted values.

Figure 9-11. Capture Ratio Case Study Residual Analysis Report

                                         CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

                         MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FORECAST AND RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

 

 MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION BASED FORECAST OF: TOTCPUTM

 

 MODEL BASED ON INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS : TSOCPUTM  BATCPUTM  IMSCPUTM  CICCPUTM

                                                                                                                       

  95%

                        INDEPENDENT-ELEMENT  PREDICTED      RESIDUAL   -------------PLOT OF

 RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

   DATE    TOTCPUTM       NAME      VALUE     TOTCPUTM      TOTCPUTM   -18723              0.0             

 +18723   LIMITS +/-

 -------  ----------    --------  ---------  ----------    ---------- 

 -------------------------------------------   ----------

 04JAN97  95:34:40.7    TSOCPUTM      47321  91:47:15.0     3:47:25.7  |                    0+++++++++++++

+      |    1:26:03.7

                        BATCPUTM      37461                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     118575                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      60716                            |                   

 0                    |

                                                                       |                   

 0                    |

 11JAN97  91:11:54.9    TSOCPUTM      47779  90:36:08.0     0:35:46.9  |                    0+

+                  |    1:20:01.3

                        BATCPUTM      37663                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     115851                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      59529                            |                   

 0                    |

                                                                       |                   

 0                    |

 18JAN97  93:57:10.4    TSOCPUTM      49732  92:14:06.2     1:43:04.2  |                    0+++++

+              |    1:04:26.9

                        BATCPUTM      36463                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     119521                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      59195                            |                   

 0                    |

                                                                       |                   

 0                    |
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 25JAN97  92:25:59.9    TSOCPUTM      52382  93:46:39.6    -1:20:39.6  |              

 -----0                    |    1:02:14.1

                        BATCPUTM      35767                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     121372                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      59275                            |                   

 0                    |

                                                                       |                   

 0                    |

 01FEB97  94:15:30.1    TSOCPUTM      52535  94:58:53.1    -0:43:22.9  |                 

 --0                    |    1:03:10.5

                        BATCPUTM      36859                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     122859                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      59992                            |                   

 0                    |

                                                                       |                   

 0                    |

 08FEB97  96:10:44.4    TSOCPUTM      54022  97:40:15.2    -1:29:30.8  |              

 -----0                    |    1:08:11.3

                        BATCPUTM      36984                            |                   

 0                    |

                        IMSCPUTM     126560                            |                   

 0                    |

                        CICCPUTM      61944                            |                   

 0                    |

IMS Control Region Case Study - Multivariate Regression

The IMS control region case study examines the IMS subsystem, but the application is very similar in aim and execution
to the capture ratio case study.

Think of an IMS system as a collection of address spaces (at least two) that function together to process certain
types of batch and/or transaction-oriented workloads. The address spaces fall mainly into two categories:
a control region and dependent regions. There is only one control region for an IMS system (although with
IMS Version 2, this distinction becomes somewhat murky, because the DL/I and DBRC functions previously
contained within the control region have been moved outboard to separate "dependent" address spaces. We
can ignore this exception for the moment and assume that all IMS control functions are contained in one place).

The control region provides the control functions necessary to keep the IMS system running as a unified database/
data communications system: integrity, recovery, data sharing, dispatching, queuing, etc. The dependent regions are
the address spaces that process the user-generated workload, both batch job and transaction. Dependent regions
execute under the control and guidance of the IMS control region in much the same way that all executing tasks within a
processor run under the control and guidance of the operating system.

For our case study, we are looking at two types of dependent regions: the BMP (Batch Message Processing region), and
the MPP (or Message Processing Program). The BMP can be described as a batch job that runs under the guidance
and control of the IMS control region, while an MPP is a task (job or started task) that processes transactions typically
originating at terminals and returns output to terminals.

Just as all executing tasks within a processor incur overhead due to the control functions exercised on their
behalf by the operating system, so do all IMS BMP and IMS transactions incur control region overhead. The more
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transactions processed, or BMPs run, the more CPU time that is consumed by the control region on their behalf. In
large IMS systems, the amount of CPU time used by the control region alone can be quite significant (30 to 50% of a
processor), and this utilization must be taken into account in the capacity planning process.

If, for example, the capacity planner of the XYZ Corporation knows that the IMS transaction load will increase by a certain
amount, and the IMS BMP workload will increase by a certain amount, then the capacity planner still must determine how
much increase will occur in control region utilization before adequately predicting the growth requirements for the IMS
system.

To do this, the capacity planner guesses that the problem of determining the control region utilization from the MPP and
BMP region utilizations could probably be estimated by a multilinear regression model. Assume that the control region has
been established in its own performance group in the IEAIPS01 member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Furthermore, assume that
the MPP regions have been established in one (or more) separate performance groups, and that the BMPs also execute
in their own performance group(s). The key point is that the control, MPP, and BMP regions' utilization might all be isolated
from one another by performance group assignments.

The capacity planner can then establish a single capacity planning database resource element file to archive utilization
statistics from the MICS SCPPGA File. This resource element file is called IMS. The CPU time variables in this file are
called CTLCPUTM, MPPCPUTM, and BMPCPUTM (denoting aggregated CPU time for all control regions, message
processing regions, and batch message regions, respectively).

The capacity planner reasons that if MPP processor use increases, there is a strong likelihood that control region use
will increase by a proportional amount. The same is also true of BMP use. Therefore, a model of control region use would
be:

     CTLCPUTM = m1 * MPPCPUTM + m2 * BMPCPUTM + b      (Eqn 9)

 

You could interpret this formula by saying that each additional CPU second of MPP processor use incurs m1 CPU
seconds of control region use, while each additional second of BMP use incurs an additional m2 seconds of control region
use.

The interpretation of the value b is similar to that of the capture ratio case study (section Capture Ratio Case Study).
This is a "noise" factor, or the amount of processor busy time used by the control region during a no-load period. In other
words, the control region uses this amount of CPU time just searching for work to do. However, as in the case of the
capture ratio example, you must take care in evaluating the value of b. See the Capture Ratio Case Study section for a
discussion on the caution needed when predicting outside the range of historical data.

The next sections explore the results of this model:

• Control Parameters
• Model Analysis Report
• Residual Analysis Report

IMS Control Region - Control Parameters

Figure 9-12 shows the control parameters used to generate the final multilinear regression model of this case study.

Figure 9-12. IMS Control Region Case Study Control Screen

/--------------------  Multivariate Regression Forecasting  --------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  IMSOVH - IMS Control Region Overhead Study         |

|                                                                               |

|Report title ===> Capture ratios on test workload                              |

|                                                                               |
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|Selection criteria:                                                            |

|             Dependent file  ===> IMS - IMS Analysis File                      |

|           Dependent element ===> CTLCPUTM                                     |

|                  Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                        |

|                       SYSID ===> SYS2                                         |

|                        Zone ===> 1_______                                     |

|                   No. weeks ===> ____      (1-9999)                           |

|       Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

|Save forecast                ===> ___       (YES/NO/AGE)                       |

|Independent file             ===> IMS - IMS Analysis File                      |

|Independent elements         ===> MPPCPUTM BMPCPUTM ________ ________ ________ |

|                                  ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ |

|                                                                               |

|Confidence limits (percent)  ===> __        (70/90/95)                         |

|Min R-square improvement     ===> 0.001     (0.000-0.100)                      |

|Delete observations          ===> N         (Y/N/R)                            |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note that the same resource file (IMS) was used for both the dependent variable (CTLCPUTM) and the two independent
variables (MPPCPUTM and BMPCPUTM). Note also that the analyst previously generated and saved forecasts for each
of the independent variables, using one of the forecasting routines of this component. This is required for Multivariate
Regression Forecasting to produce forecasts of the dependent variable.

In this case study, a Minimum R-squared improvement value of .001 is used for the final model. Sometimes in the
evaluation of multilinear models you may feel that the default value of .05 does not quite provide a fine enough distinction
between models to produce the best multilinear regression model. Normally, a value of .01 should be sufficient to make
this distinction.

In this study, the first execution of the program uses the default value for Minimum R-squared improvement. However,
this value is not fine enough to distinguish between the two models listed in the Model Analysis Report, shown in Figure
9-13 in IMS Control Region - Model Analysis Report. When this type of situation occurs, the algorithm chooses the first
model, because the second model failed to provide the Minimum R-squared improvement you specified. The model that
the stepwise regression process chooses is therefore the one which uses only MPPCPUTM as the independent variable.
In the example, the analyst decided to see the results of a model that chose both MPPCPUTM and BMPCPUTM as
independent variables before committing to one or the other. Therefore the program was rerun with a lower Minimum R-
squared improvement value to force the choice of the second model.

IMS Control Region - Model Analysis Report

The Model Analysis Report in Figure 9-13 shows two models for evaluation. The best one-variable model includes only
MPPCPUTM as the independent variable, while there is only one two-variable model to evaluate.

Figure 9-13. IMS Control Region Case Study Model Analysis Report

                       CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

               ANALYSIS OF MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION MODELS

 

  MODEL OF: CTLCPUTM

  BASED ON: MPPCPUTM BMPCPUTM

                                           --------INDEPENDENT--ELEMENTS--------

    R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     F       P

  --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----
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    0.98    5806.11    .0001   3:06:54.3   MPPCPUTM    0.293982  5806.11   .0001

 

    0.98    3286.01    .0001   1:14:09.0   MPPCPUTM    0.277912  2763.89   .0001

                                           BMPCPUTM    0.170892    17.50   .0001

As we noted previously, on the first execution of the model the analyst used the default Minimum R-squared improvement
value of 0.05, which resulted in a choice of the first model (the one-variable model). The re-execution of the analysis with
a Minimum R-squared improvement value of 0.001 resulted in the two-variable model. Both models show excellent values
of r-squared, F, and p, with the r-squared values for both models less than 1% apart.

In a situation like this, it is hard to defend the choice of one model over the other on the basis of statistical evidence alone.
The analyst decided to use the two-variable model because it takes into account both types of dependent regions and
therefore (in the analyst's opinion) passes the common sense test with a marginally better score than does the one-
variable model.

The two-variable model indicates that the value of m1 is 0.277912 and the value of m2 is 0.170892. This means that
each additional CPU second of MPP processor utilization will generate an additional 0.277912 CPU seconds of control
region overhead. Similarly, each additional CPU second of BMP processor workload will generate an additional 0.17 CPU
seconds of control region overhead.

IMS Control Region - Residual Analysis Report

The first page of the Residual Analysis Report for this case study is shown in Figure 9-14. Examining this report confirms
that TEST 2 (visual inspection of the predicted versus the actual data) passed acceptably. Comparison of CTLCPUTM
and PREDICTED CTLCPUTM shows a very close agreement between the actual and predicted values.

The independent variable names for this model are listed under the column INDEPENDENT-ELEMENT NAME, which
indicates that this model is the two-variable model.

Figure 9-14. IMS Control Region Case Study Residual Analysis Report

                                          CA MICS Capacity

 Planner                                                            

                                                                                                                           

   

                               MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FORECAST AND RESIDUAL

 ANALYSIS                                         

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION BASED FORECAST OF:

 CTLCPUTM                                                                           

                                                                                                                           

   

MODEL BASED ON INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS : MPPCPUTM 

 BMPCPUTM                                                                      

                                                                                                                     

  95%%   

                       INDEPENDENT-ELEMENT  PREDICTED      RESIDUAL   -------------PLOT OF

 RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

  DATE    CTLCPUTM       NAME      VALUE     CTLCPUTM      CTLCPUTM   -8111               0.0              

 +8111   LIMITS +/-

-------  ----------    --------  ---------  ----------    ---------- 

 -------------------------------------------   ----------

03JAN98  11:05:54.2    MPPCPUTM      94201  11:13:28.4    -0:07:34.2  |                   -0                  

  |    0:19:20.9

                       BMPCPUTM      57228                            |                    0                  

  |             
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                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

10JAN98  11:56:38.0    MPPCPUTM      90148  11:03:29.5     0:53:08.4  |                    0+++++++           

  |    0:22:46.0

                       BMPCPUTM      60315                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

17JAN98  10:25:08.5    MPPCPUTM      91410  11:10:32.4    -0:45:23.9  |              ------0                  

  |    0:22:59.2

                       BMPCPUTM      60737                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

24JAN98  10:48:24.3    MPPCPUTM      83932  10:43:06.5     0:05:17.8  |                    0                  

  |    0:26:46.6

                       BMPCPUTM      63266                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

31JAN98  11:55:52.8    MPPCPUTM      90346  11:04:00.0     0:51:52.8  |                    0+++++++           

  |    0:22:35.8

                       BMPCPUTM      60171                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

07FEB98  11:07:44.0    MPPCPUTM      87145  10:45:01.8     0:22:42.2  |                    0+++               

  |    0:21:43.3

                       BMPCPUTM      58716                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

14FEB98  11:44:51.8    MPPCPUTM      95966  11:20:54.8     0:23:57.1  |                    0+++               

  |    0:18:52.5

                       BMPCPUTM      56970                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

21FEB98  10:57:17.1    MPPCPUTM      94796  11:17:09.4    -0:19:52.3  |                  --0                  

  |    0:19:31.7

                       BMPCPUTM      57553                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

28FEB98  11:42:45.9    MPPCPUTM      94842  11:24:42.0     0:18:03.8  |                    0++                

  |    0:21:51.3

                       BMPCPUTM      60127                            |                    0                  

  |             

                                                                      |                    0                  

  |             

07MAR98  11:26:49.1    MPPCPUTM      97073  11:37:16.9    -0:10:27.8  |                   -0                  

  |    0:22:17.1
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                       BMPCPUTM      60916                            |                    0                  

  |

CAP Business Element Forecasting
The Business Element Forecasting software employs a methodology that uses business factors derived from sources
outside of the data processing installation to forecast capacity requirements. This differs from the other forecasting
methods implemented in the MICS Capacity Planner because the future requirements are not estimated from historical
patterns of computer resource consumption. Instead, you assume that the demand for computer services is directly
related to the amount of activity occurring in other departments or divisions of the organization. The methodology provides
tools for determining if such a relationship exists, and for forecasting from this relationship.

The Capacity Planning Database section discusses the structure of business element history files and the structure of
resource element history files. It also presents the structure and content of the forecast files which contain forecasts
resulting from Business Element Forecasting.

Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using Business Element Forecasting.

Functional Description

The term "business element" refers to a unit of measurement used to characterize activity in some division of the
organization. The objective of Business Element Forecasting is to investigate possible statistical relationships between
such measurements and the demand for computer resources. If you can establish such a relationship, you can build a
statistical model which relates the level of one or more business elements to the amount of computer resources needed to
service that level of business.

Many types of organizations use the values of business elements as a part of business planning. For example, a
company which underwrites life insurance has an actuarial department to study demographic factors such as age,
health, occupation, and geographic location to determine the expected size of future insurance claims. In addition, most
organizations attempt to forecast future sales volumes and production costs as part of their budgetary planning.

Business Element Forecasting allows you to develop forecasts that relate application resource consumption to business
elements that you have identified in your installation. These forecasts are based on stepwise multiple regression models.
You can apply the program to any of the resource element history files that are produced by the capacity planning
database generator the Capacity Planning Database section.

Once you establish a relationship between business elements and capacity requirements, you can use the forecast data
for the business elements to drive the capacity planning process. This allows you to base the data processing capacity
plan on the expected future workload of the organization as a whole, rather than attempt to estimate future use only from
the perspective of historical use of the data processing resource.

The program uses the SAS REG with the stepwise option to fit a multiple regression model to the historical resource use
and historical business element values, perhaps suggested by the users of the application. The model is then used to
estimate the future resource requirements of the application, using estimates of the business elements provided by the
application's users. The SAS REG procedure is used to determine the confidence limits for the forecasts.

Usage Guidelines

In addition to analyzing the values of r-squared, F, and p statistics of the regression model (discussed in Analytic
Technique Tutorial), there are three other techniques for evaluating business element models:

• Determining when business factors can be excluded from the model
• Calculating confidence limits for the business element based forecasts
• Inspecting the model
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Excluding Business Elements

In the development of multiple regression models, each of the independent variables used to create the model represents
a source of potential error. Because of this, one of the objectives of most multiple regression studies is to attempt to
identify the smallest set of independent variables that produces a model that accurately represents the historical data.

For example, consider the development of a model that relates the disk EXCPs consumed by a life insurance application
to the number of policies in effect, new policies issued, claims processed, and the number of cash value loans in effect.
When we used stepwise multiple regression to evaluate these potential business elements, we produced four models. (In
the example in the Analytic Technique Tutorial section, we show every potential set of combinations to illustrate how the
algorithm decides the order in which the business elements are added to the model. In the following table, we only show
the model that results from each step.) The four steps of the regression modeling process are shown as follows:

     # of Variables/

         Step          Business Elements        R**2

       ==========    =======================  ==========

           1            New Policies             0.72

  

           2            New Policies             0.81

                        Claims

  

           3            New Policies             0.87

                        Claims

                        Policies in Effect

  

           4            New Policies             0.89

                        Claims

                        Policies in Effect

                        Cash Value Loans

 

Since each business element introduces another potential source of error into the model, you must weigh the
contribution each new term makes to the accuracy of the model relative to the potential error that it introduces. Previous
investigators have recommended that, for a new business element to be included in the model, the addition of the term
should result in an improvement of r-squared of 0.05 (ART78, SAR79). Some stepwise regression algorithms allow you
to specify a minimum r-squared improvement parameter. In these algorithms, the regression stops when adding another
term to the model does not result in the specified minimum improvement.

Since such a parameter is not available in the current version of the SAS REG stepwise option, stepwise attempts to
use every business element you propose as long as a non-zero increase in the r-squared value results. However, the
program post processes the output from the stepwise option to provide you with the ability to specify a minimum r-squared
improvement for each business element added to the model. The default for this parameter is 0.05.

In the example shown in the table, each of the first three steps of the regression result in an improvement of r-squared of
at least 0.05. However, the addition of the cash value loan term to the model only improves the r-squared value by 0.02.
Because of this, Business Element Forecasting would develop a forecast based only on new policies, claims, and policies
in effect, unless the parameter was overridden.

Calculating Confidence Limits

You can calculate confidence limits for multiple regression models to measure the statistical significance of the forecasted
values. The width of the confidence limits is influenced by three factors:

• The amount of measurement data collected
• The variability seen in the measurement data
• The distance between forecasted values and the measurement data
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Since a smaller confidence interval implies a better, more reliable forecast, it is desirable to control these factors as much
as possible. The amount of data processed is a function of the cost of data collection, so you should collect as much
as you can afford. You cannot usually influence the amount of variability in the measurement data. The third factor, the
distance between the forecast and the measurement data, provides the best leverage in a business element based
forecast.

In other sections of the Capacity Planner Option documentation, you worked with forecasts based on historical data.
The forecast observations estimate future resource demand. As more observations are forecast, the forecasts move
progressively farther away from the measured data. With time-based forecasting this is inevitable, because we can never
measure the future.

In business element forecasting, this is not necessarily the case. The width of the confidence limits depends on the
estimated values of the business elements. As long as the estimates of the future business elements fall within the ranges
of the volumes used to build the forecasting model, you can expect the predictions made by the model to have relatively
small confidence limits. However, the farther the estimates of the future business elements are from these ranges, the
wider you can expect the resulting confidence interval to be.

Thus, if an application is currently being tested with relatively small volumes of input data, forecasts based on the
relationship of recorded business elements to actual resource consumption are probably not applicable for predicting
resource consumption when the application is in production, processing significantly larger volumes (that is, higher
business element values) of input data.

The use of confidence limits assumes that the business element estimates being used are error-free. If you are not able to
obtain accurate estimates of the future business, it might not be worthwhile to attempt to develop a model.

Bowie reported this type of problem in her GUIDE presentation in 1980 (BOW80). Bowie developed a multiple regression
model of the resources consumed by a CICS-based automobile reservation system. However, the company's business
forecasting group did not attempt to develop firm estimates of future rentals but, instead, continually adjusted the size
of the rental car fleet to meet demand. Because of this, Bowie reported that her business element based forecasts of
future resource consumption for the application were no better than simple regression models developed with smoothed
historical resource consumption data.

Inspecting the Model

Perhaps the most important step in evaluating business element-based forecasting is the inspection of the model.
Regardless of how well the proposed model fits the historical data, the most important question that can be asked is:
"Does this model seem reasonable?"

Viewed from a statistical level, many business element models might look like an excellent representation of the
application, but these models might also fail to satisfy your intuitive understanding of the system. In Business Element
Forecasting - Case Study, we present an example of this type of model. Our example relates the CPU hours consumed by
the accounts receivable application to invoices, updates, and open items.

The statistical tests, using the r-squared and the F statistic, show that the model is statistically valid. However, inspection
of the results reveals that two of the three model coefficients are negative and that the intercept value is greater than
any of the historical observations. Therefore, the model predicts that if no input data is supplied to the application during
a month, 544 CPU minutes would be consumed. Moreover, as the input volumes increase, you can be expect the
resources consumed by the application to decrease. This model does not make sense as a forecasting tool.

Although you might initially expect the intercept value to be zero, you should expect a positive value, because there are
a number of functions (like database backups, control card processing, etc.) that consume resources every time the
application runs, regardless of the input volumes. There are several reasons why quirks might sometimes occur when you
apply the business element methodology. A few common examples are listed below:
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• Duplicate or erroneous SMF data might be used to determine the monthly resource consumption values. You can
expect the MICS data validation process to eliminate such errors from models built using the MICS database.

• During low volume weeks there might be extensive reruns of the application. Since MICS carries ABEND counts, you
can identify these types of problems.

• The application might be in a state of change. If a more efficient program is implemented during the period in which the
data is being collected, you might expect to see a drop in resources, even though volumes are increased.

• The business elements that are used to develop the model might not be related to computer resource use, even
though they are directly related to the volume of work processed by the application. This problem occurs when there
are other business elements (not considered in the model) which have a greater effect on the application.

There are any number of other factors that can influence the modeling process. By inspecting the model, you can identify
such problems before errant forecasts are produced.

Business Element Forecasting - Standard Output
Output from Business Element Forecasting consists of printed reports - Model Analysis Report and Residual Analysis
Report.

Optionally, data values stored in a forecast file.

Update to the Forecast File

You can use the Save forecast optional parameter on the Business Element Forecasting control screen to save forecasted
values of the dependent variable in the forecast file that corresponds to the file containing the dependent variable.

Typically, as a user of Business Element Forecasting, you can develop a model using the steps outlined in CAP Business
Element Forecasting. This is almost always an iterative process, for the first few choices of model parameters may not
be the best choices. Formulate the model and then review the results of that model using the tests described in the CAP
Business Element Forecasting and Analytic Technique Tutorial sections. Should the tests fail, you must make corrections
and adjustments to the proposed model and rerun the forecast.

Finally, you develop a model that satisfies your requirements. At this point, you can use the model to generate future
values for the dependent variable. To do this, future values of ALL the independent variables must exist. By rerunning the
same model using the Save forecast option mentioned above, the forecasting process generates the future values of the
dependent variable and stores them in the appropriate file. You may obtain the future values of the independent business
elements in either of two ways: (1) obtaining estimates from the users of the applications, or, (2) generating forecasts by
using one of the forecasting routines. If both types of future value estimates are present, Business Element Forecasting
uses those provided by you or the users of the applications.

In the forecast file, future values are stored in a special way that is used by other functions of the MICS Capacity Planner
to produce comparative graphs and charts. The FILE_NO variable is used to distinguish between the various types of
observations within forecast files. The Multivariate Regression, Univariate Model, and Business Element Forecasting
facilities store a future value with a FILE_NO of 11, and a confidence range with a FILE_NO value of 12. In addition, each
observation of a forecast contains the variables FORYEAR and FORMNDY, FORWEEK, or FORMONTH, which contain
the date for the most recent historical data used in making the forecast. These concepts are discussed in more detail in
CAP Database Usage Guidelines.

Business Element Forecasting - Standard Reports

This articles discribes the types of standard reports that are used in the business element forecasting.

Model Analysis Report

The Model Analysis Report provides a summary of the business element regression analysis. This report is used to
evaluate whether the model acceptably represents the application. Although the values of r-squared, F, and p indicate
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the statistical significance of the proposed model,   inspect the intercept value and coefficients to see if the model is
reasonable.

A sample Model Analysis Report is shown in Figure 10-1. The report includes the following information:

MODEL OF
Dependent data element named as the element on the Business Element Forecasting control screen (shown in Figure
10-3).

BASED ON
Business elements proposed by the analyst for the model.

The first four columns of the report are discussed below.

R**2
The r-squared value for the model. Although the SAS REG stepwise option procedure attempts to use every one of the
business elements that you suggest, Business Element Forecasting excludes any term that does not result in a minimum
improvement in the r-squared value (default 0.05, which might be altered by the DELRSQ control statement). For this
example, each subsequent r-squared represents at least an increase of 0.05. Hence, all of the terms are included in the
model developed by the program. We recommend an r-squared value of 0.70 and above for the acceptance of models
produced using this software.

F
The F statistic for the model. The F statistic is calculated from the ratio of sums of squares of the model. Larger F values
indicate a more reliable model. Note that the F statistics might be unreliable for models developed with less than 30
historical data points. An F value is provided for each step made by the regression procedure.

P
The probability that the model proposed is significant, that is, more reliable than forecasting the average value of the
historical observations. Although most statistics texts recommend testing the null hypothesis to a 0.001 level, 0.01 is
recommended for models based on computer measurement data. A p value is provided for each step made by the
regression procedure.

INTERCEPT
The y intercept (b value) for the regression equation. The intercept value should be smaller than the actual historical data
observations. Otherwise, a model has been developed that indicates that resource consumption decreases with increases
to input.

The next four columns are produced for each business element you specify as independent elements on the Business
Element Forecasting control screen (Figure 10-3). In this example, the business elements are invoices, updates, and open
items. (These four columns appear under the heading BUSINESS ELEMENTS.) These columns contain the following:

NAME
The name of the business element being analyzed.

COEFFICIENT
The coefficient for the business element in the regression equation. The coefficient is the m value in the regression
equation. Negative coefficients indicate that you can expect resource consumption to decrease with increases in the
business element value.

F
The F statistics calculated for the business element. This F value indicates the significance of the business element in the
model that was developed. Once again, larger values indicate a more reliable model and the value might be misleading
for models based on small samples.

P
The probability that the specified business element makes a significant contribution to the model developed. We
recommend a 0.01 acceptance value.

Figure 10-1. Model Analysis Report
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                            CA MICS Capacity Planner

 

                      ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS ELEMENT MODELS

 

 MODEL OF: BILEXCPS

 

BASED ON: INVOICES UPDATES OPN_ITEM

                                         ----------BUSINESS-ELEMENTS----------

  R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     F       P

--------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----

  0.78      17.26    .0089    7768.21    INVOICES   -0.159782    17.26   .0089

 

  0.91      20.86    .0077    9091.08    INVOICES    -0.14591    28.35   .0060

                                         OPN_ITEM   -.0328758     6.27   .0665

 

  0.98      44.36    .0055    7938.98    INVOICES   -0.122026    47.07   .0063

                                         UPDATES     0.196209     8.91   .0584

                                         OPN_ITEM   -.0309463    16.42   .0271

Residual Analysis Report

The Residual Analysis Report details how the business element based model you propose fits the historical data series. A
Residual Analysis Report for the BILEXCPS data element is shown in Figure 10-2. The following information is shown:

BUSINESS ELEMENT BASED FORECAST OF
The data element that is named as the dependent element on the Business Element Forecasting control screen (Figure
10-3).

MODEL BASED ON BUSINESS ELEMENTS
The business elements that are used to develop the model. This list might differ from the list of business
elements specified in the Model Analysis Report. This difference results from the deletion of proposed business
elements based on the minimum r-squared improvement criterion.

The columns of the report are discussed below:

DATE
The date ending value for the week or month represented by the observation.

Resource Usage Elements (BILEXCPS)
The actual historical observations for the data element (in this case, BILEXCPS) being modeled. Note that if the last
two characters of the data element name are TM, the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS
TIME10.1 format for the report.

Two columns appear under the heading BUSINESS ELEMENTS for each independent element used in the model.

NAME
The name of the business element.

VALUE
The user-supplied business element value.

The remaining columns of the report are as follows:

PREDICTED (BILEXCPS)
The y value predicted for the interval using the regression equation fit to the historical data. Note that if the last two
characters of the data element name are TM, the program assumes that the value is in seconds and uses a SAS
TIME10.1 format for the report.
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RESIDUAL (BILEXCPS)
The error term, e, in the regression equation. The residual is equal to the difference between the actual historical
observation and the predicted value. The residual value for a point deleted from the modeling process is of no concern
because the model was not developed to account for the observation. A SAS TIME10.1 format is used if the variable
name ends in TM.

PLOT OF RESIDUALS
The residual values plotted over the range from minus to plus the maximum residual value.

CONFIDENCE LIMITS
The confidence limits for the forecast. The confidence limits bound the potential error (e) that might exist in the
forecasts produced by the model.

Figure 10-2. Extended Example Residual Analysis Report

                                                  CA MICS Capacity Planner

                                        BUSINESS ELEMENT FORECAST AND RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

BUSINESS ELEMENT BASED FORECAST OF: BILEXCPS

MODEL BASED ON BUSINESS ELEMENTS  : INVOICES  UPDATES  OPN_ITEM

                       -BUSINESS-ELEMENTS-  PREDICTED      RESIDUAL   -------------PLOT OF

 RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

  DATE    BILEXCPS       NAME      VALUE     BILEXCPS      BILEXCPS   -58                 0.0                

 +58   LIMITS +/-

-------  ----------    --------  ---------  ----------    ---------- 

 -------------------------------------------   ----------

31JAN98     4205.00    INVOICES      24017     4147.62         57.38  |                    0+++++++++++++++++

++ |       172.66

                       UPDATES        3145                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      47752                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

28FEB98     4268.00    INVOICES      21570     4292.32        -24.32  |            --------0                 

   |       145.01

                       UPDATES        2960                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      51552                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

31MAR98     3970.00    INVOICES      23411     3932.92         37.08  |                    0++++++++++++     

   |       133.57

                       UPDATES        2012                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      49896                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |
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30APR98     4384.00    INVOICES      21644     4391.34         -7.34  |                  --0                 

   |       171.87

                       UPDATES        2500                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      45144                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

31MAY98     3908.00    INVOICES      23476     3961.48        -53.48  |  ------------------0                 

   |       115.22

                       UPDATES        2709                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      53136                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

30JUN98     3595.00    INVOICES      26311     3644.67        -49.67  |   -----------------0                 

   |       171.37

                       UPDATES        2108                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      48384                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

31JUL98     3651.00    INVOICES      24774     3610.66         40.34  |                    0+++++++++++++    

   |       157.48

                       UPDATES        2103                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      55512                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

31AUG98         .      INVOICES      25000     3764.39           .    |                    0                 

   |       133.61

                       UPDATES        2000                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      49000                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

30SEP98         .      INVOICES      27000     3483.33           .    |                    0                 

   |       224.90

                       UPDATES        2600                            |                    0                 

   |

                       OPN_ITEM      54000                            |                    0                 

   |

                                                                      |                    0                 

   |

31OCT98         .      INVOICES      23000     3893.67           .    |                    0                 

   |       292.69

                       UPDATES        3150                            |                    0                 

   |
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                       OPN_ITEM      60000                            |                    0                 

   |

R-Square Ranking

The R-Square Ranking report provides you with an overview of the results of all of the forecasts performed during this
forecasting run. The report is presented in ascending r- square sequence and gives the r-square, f-statistic, and p- values
for the statistical model generated. The r-squares and p-values for the individual variables in the best model are also
provided.

If either the r-square or p-value for the run exceeds the thresholds set for the report, the Warning Flag column will be set
to show which threshold was exceeded. If the flag is set to RS-WARN then the R-square for this particular forecast was
below the threshold; if the flag is set to P-WARN then one of the p-values for one of the variables in the model was
exceeded. If both thresholds are exceeded then the RS-WARN takes precedence.

The other fields on this report correspond to the equivalent values found on the other reports associated with the
forecasting process.

You can use the R-Square Ranking report to review the results of all your forecasts and to indicate whether you need
to take further action. For example, review the Model Analysis report or the Residual Analysis report to see what might
be affecting these results. We recommend that for critical workloads you review these other reports regardless of
whether they are flagged on this report.

Figure 10-3. R-Square Ranking Report

                          CA MICS Capacity Planner

                          R-SQUARE RANKING REPORT

                                Testing MVR

 MODEL OF: BILEXCPS

 BASED ON: INVOICES UPDATES OPN_ITEM

 

 WARNING   R**2     P    VARIABLE   P

  FLAG

 -------  ------  -----  --------  -----

           0.98   .0055  INVOICES  .063

                         UPDATES   .0584

                         OPN_ITEM  .0271

 

R-SQUARE WARNING VALUE : 0.50  P-VALUE WARNING THRESHOLD : 0.05

Business Element Forecasting - Analytic Technique Tutorial
Historically, one of the most difficult problems encountered by the analyst was the forecasting of the resource
requirements of specific applications (ART79). Perhaps the most common approach to this problem is the use of periodic
user surveys to elicit estimates of future resource requirements like EXCPs or CPU seconds. Unfortunately, the results of
such surveys have been subject to significant error because application users typically have little feel for the relationship
of their business activities to resource consumption. Therefore, investigators have proposed the use of multiple regression
techniques to build statistical models that relate business activities to resource consumption (ART79, SAR79, GOL79,
BOW80).

For example, rather than asking the users of the payroll application to estimate CPU consumption or other resource
requirements, you could attempt to build statistical models based on factors like total employees, pay checks produced,
and/or other breakdowns of total employees such as salary/hourly or weekly/bi-weekly/monthly pay periods. These factors
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have been given names such as natural forecasting units, key volume indicators, and natural business units (KOL76,
SAR79, BRO78). The MICS Capacity Planning Component calls these factors business elements.

This section is an overview of the steps required to establish a Business Element Forecasting model using MICS. The
primary analytical technique used in this process is stepwise multiple regression. The overview includes the basic
statistical concepts and terminology used in the construction of the forecast.

Developing Business Element Models

You can develop forecasting models based on business elements using a seven-step process. Because of the significant
amount of time required to interview the users and developers of each application that you want to model, we recommend
that you reserve business element-based forecasting for significant applications where Univariate Model Forecasting has
proved unsuccessful (that is, one or more forecasts failed to track the actual values). The seven development steps are:

1. Interview the developers of the application to determine what they believe are the most significant influences on the
execution characteristics of the application (that is, data volume associated with various input record types or input
volume of various files).
While this interview probably will not identify actual business elements, you must have a good understanding of the
application's characteristics before you interview the application's users.

2. Interview the users of the application to determine the principal volume characteristics of their function. For example,
the principal volume characteristics of a department in an insurance company might be new policies, renewals, and
claims. You can use the knowledge of the application that you obtained from the developers to make initial guesses as
to which of these business elements has the greatest correlation to the resource consumption of the application you
are modeling.

3. Obtain historical observations for the business elements identified in the interview. In the insurance example discussed
above, you would want to obtain monthly or weekly historical values (depending on the timespan for which you wanted
to model the application) for the number of new policies, renewals, and claims. You would also obtain future estimates
of these business volumes from the users.

4. Create a business element history file in the capacity planning database that contains the historical and future
estimates of the business elements provided by the users.

5. Identify a resource element history file that tracks the computer resources used by the application. Create such a file if
it does not already exist. Depending upon the way the installation defines performance groups, reporting performance
groups, job names, and program names, you might decide to build this file from the MICS SCPPGA, SCP_RG,
BATJOB, and/or BATPGM Files.

6. Use Business Element Forecasting to select business elements that have a high correlation to the resource
consumption of the application. Use the future estimates of the selected business elements to develop forecasts of
the future resource consumption values.   Future estimates might  be provided by you or generated by one of the
forecasting routines of this component.

7. Continue to track the forecast of the application's resource consumption and the estimates of the business
elements provided by the application's users. Be aware that accuracy of this methodology is dependent not only on the
characteristics of the statistical model proposed, but the accuracy of the business element estimates provided by the
application's users.

Stepwise Multiple Regression Concepts

The stepwise multiple regression procedures used by Business Element Forecasting are an extension of the linear
regression models presented in the CAP Simple Regression Analysis and CAP Univariate Model Forecasting sections. In
the introduction to linear regression provided in Simple Regression Analysis - Analytic Technique Tutorial, we presented
the equation for a simple linear regression model as:

               y= b + m * x                            (Eqn 1)
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b
constant that defines the mean value of y when x is zero

m
slope of the line that relates y and x

y
value to be predicted

x
value on which the prediction is based

You can expand this simple equation to be a multiple regression equation by replacing the m and x terms in the previous
equation by a set of terms as shown in the following equation:

                             _         _

                          n |           |

               y = b + SUM  |  m  * x   |              (Eqn 2)

                        j=1 |_  j    j _|

 

b
constant that defines the mean value of y when x is zero

m
slope of the line that relates y and x
j                                              j

x
the j-th business element
j

Although you can easily solve multiple regression equations of this type for any set of x terms (that is, business elements),
you are often presented with numerous potential business elements by your application's users. Therefore, you must
select some subset of these business factors to build models for each of your application's resource consumption
values. While you could make these selections arbitrarily, stepwise multiple regression provides an ideal technique for
investigating potential relationships between business elements and resource consumption.

Although numerous stepwise multiple regression algorithms are available, this program uses Goodnight's MAXR
algorithm, which is implemented in the SAS REG procedure with the stepwise option. For example, consider the
development of a statistical model that attempts to relate the CPU consumption of an application to three potential
business elements called A, B, and C. The name, stepwise multiple regression, describes the function of the algorithm.
For our example, the algorithm would attempt to solve the problem using three steps:

1. The algorithm would evaluate three linear one-term models (that is, one based on A, one on B, and one on C) to
determine which of the three business elements had the greatest correlation to the resource being modeled. This
correlation is judged based on the r-squared value for each of the models. The algorithm attempts to maximize r-
squared. For the purposes of this example, assume that the B business element had the highest correlation.

2. The algorithm would evaluate two linear two-term models based on B and the remaining two business elements (that
is, B and A, and B and C). Once again, the algorithm chooses the best model based on the maximum r-squared. For
the purposes of this example, assume that the pair of business elements that resulted in the maximum r-squared value
was B and C.

3. The algorithm would evaluate one linear model based on A, B, and C.

The algorithm stops at the step in which it finds the best r-square value. After this point, adding a term to the model
does not result in an increase of the r-squared value. Thus, you can employ stepwise multiple regression to investigate
the relationship between application resource consumption and a potential business element. Although the scope
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of Goodnight's MAXR algorithm is far beyond the scope of this document, we can illustrate the function of the algorithm by
considering the following example.

This procedure was used to predict the CPU and EXCP resource requirements of an accounts receivable application
(SAR79). The application is characterized by monthly volumes of invoices, updates, and open items which were
processed by the installation. In this example the model to be investigated is:

      y  - BILCPUTM            x  - UPDATES

                                2

  

      x  - INVOICES            x  - OPN_ITEM

       1                        3

 

A stepwise multiple regression is used to evaluate a model of CPU time consumption. First, the software evaluates three
models of CPU time consumption based on invoices, updates, and open items. The results of these models are shown in
the following table:

  Model    Business            Intercept

  Number   Elements    Coef.   CPU  Mins   R**2     F      p

  ======  ==========  =======  =========  ======  =====  =====

     1    Invoices     -0.011    520.2     0.72    12.7   0.02

  

     2    Updates       0.030    180.2     0.36     2.9   0.15

  

     3    Open Items   -0.003    419.0     0.26     1.8   0.24

 

The coefficient and intercept terms shown in the table correspond to the m and b values discussed in Equation 1. The
values of r-squared, F, and p are interpreted below:

• r-squared is the coefficient of determination. This value indicates what percent of the variability in the historical data is
explained by the proposed model. Typically, we are seeking r-squared values greater than or equal to 0.7.

• F is a measure of statistical quality calculated from the ratio of sums of squares terms for the models. In general,
larger F values indicate more reliable models. The F value has little significance when less than 30 historical data
points are used to develop the model.p is the probability that the F is significant. A value less than or equal to 0.01 is
recommended for computer measurement applications (SAR79). You can discount the p value if you use only a few
historical observations to build the model.

Since the maximum value of r-squared resulted from a model based on invoices, you would select it as the best one-term
model that could be developed from the proposed business elements.

The second step of the process is evaluating potential two-term models that you develop from the one-term
model developed above. The possible models in this case are based on invoices and updates, and invoices and open
items. The results for these models are shown in the following table:

  Model    Business            Intercept

  Number   Elements    Coef.   CPU  Mins   R**2     F      p

  ======  ==========  =======  =========  ======  =====  =====

     1    Invoices     -0.010    448.5     0.77     6.8   0.05

          Updates       0.013

  

     2    Invoices     -0.010    611.7     0.84    10.6   0.03

          Open Items   -0.002
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Since the maximum value of r-squared resulted from a model based on invoices and open items, it would be selected as
the best two-term model that could be selected from the proposed business elements.

The final step of the process is evaluating a three-term model based on all of the business elements supplied by the user.
This model is shown in the following table.

  Model    Business            Intercept

  Number   Elements    Coef.   CPU  Mins   R**2     F      p

  ======  ==========  =======  =========  ======  =====  =====

     1    Invoices    -0.009     544.1     0.88     7.6   0.07

          Updates      0.012

          Open Items  -0.002

 

Since the maximum value of r-squared resulted from a model based on invoices, updates, and open items, you would
select the best model that you could develop from the proposed business elements.

Business Element Forecasting - Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes control parameters that you can use to build the Business Element
Forecasting analysis inquiries. These parameters allow you to create regression models that relate the resource
consumption of an application to user-supplied business elements using stepwise multivariate regression, optionally
using selective data deletion.

You can produce forecasts with these models using estimates of future business element volumes which you
have obtained either from internal business sources or by using one of the forecasting routines of this component.
Estimates you enter in the business element history file are recognized by Business Element Forecasting as future
estimates by the fact that the DATE data element contains date values greater than the current date when you execute
the analysis.

Estimates produced by one of the component forecasting routines are stored in the forecast files (CPFxxx01) and are
recognized by the FILE_NO data element, which is 11 if the observation is a future estimate and 12 if the observation
is confidence range. Business Element Forecasting always uses the future estimates you provide rather than those
produced by the forecasting routines of this component if both are present.

You can optionally store the forecasts produced by Business Element Forecasting in the resource element forecast file
corresponding to the dependent file.

Capacity Planning Database contains detailed descriptions of the screens and procedures necessary to build a business
element file, along with descriptions of the methods available for building and updating resource element files.

Because of the optional feature of selective data deletion, you might need to use two screens to develop a business
element forecast. The following sections discuss the use of each of these screens.

• Business Element Forecasting Control Screen
• Delete Historical Data Observations Screen

Business Element Forecasting Control Screen

Before you  arrive at the Business Element Forecasting screen (shown in Figure 10-4) on your terminal, you will follow
a short set of menus which are more fully described in the Online Facility Tutorial section. You will see this Business
Element Forecasting screen after you indicate that you want to insert a new Business Element Forecast analysis inquiry
into your catalog of inquiries. Two fields on this screen will be filled in on the fourth line when you first see it: the inquiry
name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash. You entered these two fields on the Insert Capacity Planning
Analysis screen when you requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 10-4. Business Element Forecasting Control Screen
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 /------------------------  Business Element Forecasting  -----------------------\

 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  ADHOC  - Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved         |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Adhoc Inquiry - Will Not Be Saved                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |             Dependent file ===> ___ -                                         |

 |          Dependent element ===> ________                                      |

 |                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

 |                      SYSID ===> ____                                          |

 |                        LVL ===> _________                                     |

 |                No.   wk/mn ===> ___       (1-9999)                            |

 |              Save forecast ===> ___       (YES/NO/AGE)                        |

 |      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Independent Bus. file       ===> ___ -                                         |

 |Independent elements        ===> ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

 |                                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

 |Confidence limits (percent) ===> __        (70/90/95)                          |

 |Min R-squared improvement   ===> _____     (0.000-0.100)                       |

 |Delete observations         ===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Business Element Forecasting screen shown in Figure 10-4 presents the control parameters that allow you to
develop forecast models based on stepwise multivariate regression. The forecasts produced by the program can be saved
in a forecast file corresponding to the file you specify as the source of the dependent variable for the model.

Some of these parameters in Figure 10-4 are required, while others are optional. The following section describes the
parameters that appear in this figure.

Report title
The 60-character title field for the Business Element Forecasting reports. No double quotes (") or semicolons (;) might
appear within the body of the title.

Dependent file
The resource element or business element capacity planning database file containing the historical observations to be
used for the dependent variable of the regression model. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your
capacity planning database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Dependent element
The name of the dependent variable in the regression model. If you are uncertain of the correct name of the data
elements in the Input file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list will be displayed.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value are included in the analysis. The definition of the following control parameter describes the options for controlling
date range selection.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. If the capacity planning database file is defined as having a composite
SYSID, this value is automatically supplied on the screen.

LVL
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The ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME to be included in the analysis, depending on whether you defined the Dependent file at
the ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME summarization level. If the Dependent file is a resource element file and you defined it
as having a composite ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME this value is supplied automatically on the screen. The Independent
file is a resource element file, this requirement does not apply, because business element files are not defined containing
the ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME data element. The field name will automatically be changed from LVL to either ZONE,
HOUR, or DAYNAME to reflect the input file summarization level once you specify the input file.

No. wk/mn
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations that will be included in the analysis. Note that
once you specify the input file, the field name will change to reflect the timespan of the Input file. When used along  with
the Start date parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:

• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection begins with the value specified for Start
date and extends for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection will include only this number of the most recent days,
weeks, or months.

• If you specify neither parameter, then all historical observations will be selected.

Save forecast
Offers you three options for saving the forecasted observations in the forecast file corresponding to the Dependent file.

Specifying YES causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the capacity planning database forecast file
(CPFxxx01), without aging the file as described in Capacity Planning Database.

Specifying NO will result in the forecasted observations not being saved in the forecast file. If this option is selected, the
forecast file will not be aged.

AGE will cause the forecasted observations to be saved in the forecast file, and will cause the forecast files to be aged as
described in Capacity Planning Database.

Specify CAPAPU values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU value is specified on the
CAPAPU Selection Values screen, shown in Figure 10-5 (which appears if you put a Y in this field). You can specify up
to nine CAPAPUs on this screen only if the capacity planning database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data
elements.

Independent file
The resource element or business element capacity planning database file containing the historical observations for the
independent variable of the regression model. If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your capacity
planning database file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Independent elements
The names of up to ten independent variables for the regression model. If you are uncertain of the correct name of the
data elements in the Independent file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements
will be displayed. The number of Independent elements that you can specify is limited by the number of historical
observations in the capacity planning database files. This restriction is best explained by the following logical relationship:

                n - ie - 1 >= 3

 

Where n is the number of historical observations and ie is the number of Independent elements that you specify. For
example, you must have 14 historical observations in order to specify 10 independent elements (14-10-1)>=3. This
restriction is enforced to provide a minimum of three degrees of freedom for the statistical models developed by the
program.

Confidence limits (percent)
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The degree of confidence to be used in calculating the upper and lower confidence limits for the forecasted values of the
Dependent element. The default is 95%.

Minimum R-squared improvement
The r-squared improvement criterion for the regression model. This value excludes any independent element from the
regression model whose inclusion does not increase the overall r-squared value by at least this amount. If you do not
enter any value for this parameter, Business Element Forecasting uses a value of 0.01.

Specify historical data observations to delete
The dates of specific observations to be excluded from the analysis. Enter a Y for this parameter to obtain the
screen shown in Figure 10-7 in Delete Selected Historical Observations Screen. Enter an R to reset (nullify) any previous
date deletion specifications.

If you entered a Y in the Specify CAPAPU values field on the Business Element Forecasting Control Screen, the CAPAPU
Selection Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 10-5. On the CAPAPU Selection Values screen, you can specify up
to nine CAPAPU values to be included in the analysis. You can specify CAPAPUs only if the capacity planning database
file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. You can use wild cards (? and *) when specifying CAPAPUs. A
question mark (?) replaces one character; an asterisk (*) replaces all the characters after that point.

Figure 10-5. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry:  BEFR01 - FORECASTING USING BUSINESS DATA          |

 |                                                                              |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----|

 |CAPAPU   ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> ________________________________________________________________|

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Delete Selected Historical Observations Screen

If you entered a Y in the Specify historical data observations to delete on the Business Element Forecasting screen, the
Extended Options Menu appears, as shown in Figure 10-6.

Figure 10-6. Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  -------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                 |

|                                                                             |

|Inquiry Step:  Business Element Forecasting                                  |

|                                                                             |

|Print Reports                       ===> YES   (YES/NO)                      |

|Maximum R-Square for report         ===> 0.55  (0.00-1.00)                   |

|P-Value flag                        ===> 0.05  (0.000-1.000)                 |
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|                                                                             |

|Delete historical data observations ===> N (Y/N/R)                           |

|Transform historical observations   ===> N (Y/N/R)                           |

|                                                                             |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Print Reports
The Print Reports parameter controls the printing of the Analysis of the Model and Residual Analysis reports. If you type
YES, these reports are produced. If you type NO and the forecasted file is NOT a Business Element File, these reports
are suppressed. These reports will always be produced for Business Element Files; however, the R-Square Ranking
Report is not produced.

Maximum R-Square for report
The Maximum R-Square for report parameter is used during the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to control the
flagging of particular forecasts. If the R-Square of a generated model is less than this value, it will be flagged with an RS-
WARN flag. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the RS-WARN flag in the R-Square Ranking Report.

P-Value flag
The P-Value Flag is also used in the production of the R-Square Ranking Report to determine if any of the P-values of the
model variables should be flagged with the P-WARN flag. If any P-value in the model is greater than this value, it will be
flagged in the report. A value of 1.0 in this field will disable the production of the P-WARN flag in the R-Square Ranking
Report.

Note: The RS-WARN flag takes precedence over the P-WARN flag. This means that if a model exceeds both of these
warning criteria, the RS_WARN flag will be printed.

If you specify historical data observations for deletion on the Business Element Forecasting screen, you may specify the
deletion of selected historical observations from the modeling process. Although deleted observations still appear in the
reports, they are not used to develop the regression model. Use the Delete Historical Data Observations screen shown in
Figure 10-7 to delete observations.

Figure 10-7. Delete Selected Historical Observations Screen

/--------------------  Delete Historical Data Observations  --------------------\

| Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

|                                                                               |

| Inquiry Step:  Business Element Forecasting                                   |

|                                                                               |

| Line Cmds:  I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                      |

|                                                                               |

| Cmd   ---------  Dates to be dropped (specify in ddmonyy format)  ----------  |

| -    -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------  -------   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

| _    _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: The date values you specify on this screen must exactly match the DATE value of the historical observations in the
Dependent and Independent files to be excluded from the analysis.

Business Element Forecasting - Case Study
The Case Studies Section provides a case study using Business Element Forecasting, the control parameters used to
conduct the analysis, and the resulting analysis reports. The development and maintenance of business element history
files and forecast files is discussed in detail in the Capacity Planning Database section. However, we will discuss the
creation of the particular business element database files that we used in the case study analyses in some detail to help
you better understand the overall process of Business Element Forecasting.

Problem Description

In this case study, assume that the system is an online application that is processing transactions against a central
database used for accounts receivable. The transactions perform three basic functions: processing invoices, logging
credit updates, and making inquiries against open items. The organization tracks the volumes of each of these business
elements for management reporting in several divisions.

The objective of this case study is to investigate whether a relationship exists between the three business elements and
the number of EXCPs required by the application. If such a relationship can be established, a business element model
can be generated and used to forecast future application resource requirements.

This case study is based on a paper published by Sarna which described an early effort at Business Element Forecasting
(SAR79).

Creating a Business Element File

There are three primary business elements to be used in the study: invoices, updates, and open items. Assume that this
data is available from sources within the organization and has been collected from these sources. The identification and
collection of this data comprises the first three steps of the methodology described in Section the Analytic Technique
Tutorial - Developing Business Element Models section.

The following table shows the data from the study that we are using for our example:

                                 Open        CPU       EXCPs

 Month   Invoices    Updates     Items       Mins      (1000)

 =====   ========   ========   ========    ========   ========

   1       24017      3145       49752        273       4205

   2       21570      2960       51552        268       4268

   3       23411      2012       49896        262       3970

   4       21664      2500       45144        280       4384

   5       23476      2709       53156        250       3908

   6       26311      2108       48384        221       3595

   7       24744      2013       55512        230       3651

 

Following Step 4 in the methodology, you need to create a business element history file in the capacity planning database.
You may use one of two methods: a batch update or an online process using the SAS/FSP product. In this case, since
the data is already tabulated, the batch update is more appropriate. This allows creation of the business element file
containing all the historical data in one process. If the forecasting model is successful, you can use the SAS/FSP update
to add new business element data to the file on a monthly basis to continue the forecast tracking process.
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The historical observation for invoices, updates, open items, CPU minutes, and EXCPs are shown in the following table.
Since dates are required by the software, an arbitrary date was assigned to each observation. To illustrate the use of
forecasting, estimates of the business element values for August through October are also included in the table.

                                 Open       CPU      EXCPs

   Date    Invoices   Updates    Items      Mins     (1000)

 =======   ========  ========  ========   ========  ========

 31JAN98     24017     3145      49752       273      4205

 28FEB98     21570     2960      51552       268      4268

 31MAR98     23411     2012      49896       262      3970

 30APR98     21664     2500      45144       280      4384

 31MAY98     23476     2709      53156       250      3908

 30JUN98     26311     2108      48384       221      3595

 31JUl98     24744     2013      55512       230      3651

 31AUG98     25000     2000      49000

 30SEP98     27000     2600      54000

 31OCT98     23000     3150      60000

 

The Business Element File definition screen shown in Figure 10-8 is used to define the business element file.

Figure 10-8. Business Element File Definition Screen

 /----------------------  Business Element File Definition  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Modifying CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Time-span        ===> MONTHS  (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                              |

 |Starting date    ===> _______ (ddmonyy)                                        |

 |Number of months ===> 24      (for pre-formatting records)                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Maximum amount of data available for analysis ===> 60  (1-9999 months)         |

 |Age of oldest forecast                        ===> 24  (1-9999 months)         |

 |Number of cycles retained:      History file  ===> 3   (1-99 cycles)           |

 |                                Forecast file ===> 3   (1-99 cycles)           |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify business element file data elements ===> Y (Y/N)                       |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Using the Business Element File Definition screen shown in Figure 10-8, indicate that you want the Business Element file
to contain data based on months. You also specify a variety of details about the quantity of data to be kept in the file. use
the Specify business element file data elements field to indicate that data elements are to be specified for this file. Specify
Y to display the Business Element File Data Elements screen shown in Figure 10-9.

Figure 10-9. Business Element File Data Elements
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 /------------------  Business Element File Data Elements  ------- ROW 1 OF 4 ---\

 | Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> CSR   |

 |                                                                               |

 | Modifying CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                      |

 |                                                                               |

 | Note:  If file updating is from external card images, data elements will be   |

 |        read in ascending order of data element name for each value of DATE.   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   Name        Data Element Label (long name)      Tp  Len   Output Format  |

 | -  -------- ---------------------------------------  --  ---  ----------------|

 | _  DATE     Interval End Date                        D   7    DATE7.          |

 | _  INVOICES Number of Invoices Processed             N   5    ________________|

 | _  OPN_ITEM Number of Inquiries Against Open Items   N   5    ________________|

 | _  UPDATES  Number of Credit Updates Logged          N   5    ________________|

 |***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Use the Business Element File Data Elements screen shown in Figure 10-9 to define the data elements INVOICES,
OPN_ITEM, and UPDATES. The data element DATE is provided automatically.

Figure 10-10. Business Element File Data Entry

 /----------------------  Business Element File Data Entry ----------------------\

 | Option ===> 3                                                                 |

 |                                                                               |

 | Modifying CAP DB File def.:  BEF - Business Element File                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |        1 - Initialize Business Element File                                   |

 |            Prime business element file with null entries in preparation       |

 |            for online data entry.                                             |

 |        2 - Online Data Entry                                                  |

 |            Update the business element file using SAS/FSP.  The file must     |

 |            have been previously initialized.                                  |

 |        3 - Batch Data Entry                                                   |

 |            Update the business element file using external card images.       |

 |            The card image update can be executed in foreground or batch.      |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |    Starting date  ===> _______ (ddmonyy)    Number of months ===> 24 (1-9999) |

 |    Card image DSN ===> USER.CNTL(BEFDATA)                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Use the Business Element File Data Entry screen shown in Figure 10-10 to read data into the business element file.
You select batch data entry instead of preparing the file for online entry or performing the actual online data entry. We
also specify the name of the data set, USER.CNTL(BEFDATA) and indicate the name of the file from which the business
element data is to be read.

On the MICS database Inquiry Execution screen, specify that you plan to execute this file update inquiry in foreground.

A generated file update program reads the business elements from the specified card image data set. Each record must
contain a date of the form DDMONYY followed by the business element values in the order that they are specified as
shown in the Business Element File Data Elements screen (Figure 10-9). For this example, the following SAS input
statement is generated to read the business element data:

Figure 10-11. Business Element Data Input File

     INPUT DATE DATE7. INVOICES UPDATES OPN_ITEM;

 Hence, the following records are supplied in the

 USER.CNTL(BEFPARM) file:

  

  

                31JAN98  24017  3145  49752

                28FEB98  21570  2960  51552

                31MAR98  23411  2012  49896

                30APR98  21664  2500  45144

                31MAY98  23476  2709  53156

                30JUN98  26311  2108  48384

                31JUl98  24744  2013  55512

                31AUG98  25000  2000  49000

                30SEP98  27000  2600  54000

                31OCT98  23000  3150  60000

 

The business element file update includes a report of the contents of the business element file so that successful job
completion can be verified. The Business Element File Contents Report shown in Figure 10-12 is generated for this
example.

Figure 10-12. Business Element File Contents Report

                     CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

 OBS    YEAR    MONTH     DATE      INVOICES    UPDATES    OPN_ITEM

   1     98       1      31JAN98    24017.00    3145.00    47752.00

   2     98       2      28FEB98    21570.00    2960.00    51552.00

   3     98       3      31MAR98    23411.00    2012.00    49896.00

   4     98       4      30APR98    21644.00    2500.00    45144.00

   5     98       5      31MAY98    23476.00    2709.00    53136.00

   6     98       6      30JUN98    26311.00    2108.00    48384.00

   7     98       7      31JUL98    24774.00    2103.00    55512.00

   8     98       8      31AUG98    25000.00    2000.00    49000.00

   9     98       9      30SEP98    27000.00    2600.00    54000.00

  10     98      10      31OCT98    23000.00    3150.00    60000.00
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Developing a Business Element Model

Once the business element file is created, perform step 5 in the procedure listed in the Analytic Technique Tutorial
- Developing Business Element Models section to identify or create a resource element file in the capacity planning
database file. You would create such a file using the capacity planning database generator, described in the Capacity
Planning Database section. For this case study, assume that this file has already been created, and that it contains data
for the time period under study.

At this point, all the data that you need to perform the study is available in the capacity planning database file, either
in a business element file or in a resource element file. The next step in the methodology is to run a stepwise multiple
regression to identify the best model for the number of EXCPs performed by the application. Since the business element
file contains estimates of the values of business elements in the future as well as the corresponding historical values,
this analysis also generates forecasts for the application EXCPs. Figure 10-13 shows the Business Element Forecasting
screen with the parameters that we entered to invoke the stepwise procedures.

Figure 10-13. Business Element Forecasting

 /------------------------  Business Element Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: BEFM1 - Business Element Forecasting - BEF FILE     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Business Element Forecasting - BEF File                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |             Dependent file ===> SYS - System Planning - MONTH/ZONE/SYSID/APU  |

 |          Dependent element ===> BILEXCPS                                      |

 |                 Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                         |

 |                      SYSID ===> CMPX                                          |

 |                       Zone ===> A________                                     |

 |                No.  months ===> ___       (1-9999)                            |

 |              Save forecast ===> ___       (YES/NO/AGE)                        |

 |      Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Independent Bus. file       ===> BEF - Business Element File                   |

 |Independent elements        ===> INVOICES UPDATES  OPN_ITEM ________ ________  |

 |                                 ________ ________ ________ ________ ________  |

 |Confidence limits (percent) ===> __        (70/90/95)                          |

 |Min R-squared improvement   ===> _____     (0.000-0.100)                       |

 |Delete observations         ===> N         (Y/N/R)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

On the Business Element Forecasting screen shown in Figure 10-13, we specify the three-character names of the
resource element file and the business element file for Business Element Forecasting. For business element-based
forecasting studies, you may want to analyze a resource element file that summarizes all of the SYSIDs and ZONEs.
Although you may normally schedule the application on a particular SYSID during some particular ZONE, you would not
want to exclude the resources consumed by the application when it is late or when it executes on some other SYSID due
to hardware outages.

The screen indicates that a business element-based model of the data element BILEXCPS will be developed based on
invoices, updates, and open items. Since we provide no minimum r-squared improvement criterion, the incremental r-
squared improvement value for this study defaults to 0.05. Since we specify no confidence limits, 95 % confidence limits
is the default. Since this execution of Business Element Forecasting generates forecasts of the application EXCPs, we
specify on this screen that we want to save the forecast. The forecast will be saved in the resource element forecast file
corresponding to the SYS resource element file (the dependent file).
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Analyzing a Business Element Model

The Model Analysis Report corresponding to this case study is presented in Figure 10-14. The Model Analysis Report
section (Business Element Forecasting - Standard Reports) contains a detailed discussion of each of the fields appearing
on this report.

Several points should be noted in this case study. At first glance the values of r-squared, F, and p all suggest that this is a
solid model of the relationship between EXCPs and the specified business elements. In fact, the r-squared value indicates
that the proposed model explains 98% of the variability in the historical data.

However, there are negative coefficients associated with the business elements included in the model. If the model is truly
valid, these would suggest that, as the business element volumes increase, the expected resource consumption of the
application decreases. This does not make sense and you should reject the proposed model for this reason. You should
investigate the historical data to determine if reruns or other factors caused anomalies in the historical data.

Figure 10-14. Model Analysis Report

                             CA MICS Capacity Planner

  

                       ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS ELEMENT MODELS

  

 MODEL OF: BILEXCPS

  

 BASED ON: INVOICES UPDATES OPN_ITEM

                                          ----------BUSINESS-ELEMENTS----------

   R**2        F        P     INTERCEPT     NAME    COEFFICIENT     F       P

 --------   -------   -----   ---------   --------  -----------  -------  -----

   0.78      17.26    .0089    7768.21    INVOICES   -0.159782    17.26   .0089

  

   0.91      20.86    .0077    9091.08    INVOICES    -0.14591    28.35   .0060

                                          OPN_ITEM   -.0328758     6.27   .0665

  

   0.98      44.36    .0055    7938.98    INVOICES   -0.122026    47.07   .0063

                                          UPDATES     0.196209     8.91   .0584

                                          OPN_ITEM   -.0309463    16.42   .0271

 

The Residual Analysis Report details how the business element-based model proposed by the analyst fits the historical
data series. The Residual Analysis Report corresponding to the case study is presented in Figure 10-15. The Residual
Analysis Report section (Model Analysis Report and Residual Analysis Report) contains a detailed discussion of each of
the fields appearing on the standard report.

Generally, a good model has no pattern in the plot of the residual values. The presence of a pattern in the residuals
often suggests that there is some systematic pattern to the historical data that is not being accounted for by the model.
For this example, the residuals are very small (the residuals are plotted on a scale from -58 to +58, while the observed
values range from 3595 to 4268), so the errors in the predicted values are on the order of 1%. Also, there seems to be no
systematic pattern to the residuals. These observations support the conclusion drawn from the model analysis report that,
on a purely statistical basis, the model appears valid.

Confidence limits are reported on the right side of the Residual Analysis Report. For a business element model, these
limits are a function of the estimates for future business elements rather than simply increasing monotonically as was
the case with models developed by Univariate Model Forecasting. Note that the confidence limits for the August forecast
are small since the business element estimates provided to the model were in the minimum to maximum range observed
in the historical data. However, the confidence limits for September and October are larger since the business element
estimates are outside of the range of observed historical values.

Figure 10-15. Residual Analysis Report
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                                         C A  M I C S    C A P A C I T Y   P L A N N E R

  

                                         BUSINESS ELEMENT FORECAST AND RESIDUAL ANALYSIS

  

 BUSINESS ELEMENT BASED FORECAST OF: BILEXCPS

  

 MODEL BASED ON BUSINESS ELEMENTS  : INVOICES  UPDATES  OPN_ITEM

  

                        -BUSINESS-ELEMENTS-  PREDICTED      RESIDUAL   -------------PLOT OF

 RESIDUALS-------------   CONFIDENCE

   DATE    BILEXCPS       NAME      VALUE     BILEXCPS      BILEXCPS   -58                 0.0               

  +58   LIMITS +/-

 -------  ----------    --------  ---------  ----------    ---------- 

 -------------------------------------------   ----------

 31JAN98     4205.00    INVOICES      24017     4147.62         57.38  |                    0++++++++++++++++

+++ |       172.66

                        UPDATES        3145                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      47752                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 28FEB98     4268.00    INVOICES      21570     4292.32        -24.32  |            --------0                

    |       145.01

                        UPDATES        2960                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      51552                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 31MAR98     3970.00    INVOICES      23411     3932.92         37.08  |                    0++++++++++++    

    |       133.57

                        UPDATES        2012                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      49896                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 30APR98     4384.00    INVOICES      21644     4391.34         -7.34  |                  --0                

    |       171.87

                        UPDATES        2500                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      45144                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 31MAY98     3908.00    INVOICES      23476     3961.48        -53.48  |  ------------------0                

    |       115.22

                        UPDATES        2709                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      53136                            |                    0                

    |
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                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 30JUN98     3595.00    INVOICES      26311     3644.67        -49.67  |   -----------------0                

    |       171.37

                        UPDATES        2108                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      48384                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 31JUL98     3651.00    INVOICES      24774     3610.66         40.34  |                    0+++++++++++++   

    |       157.48

                        UPDATES        2103                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      55512                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 31AUG98         .      INVOICES      25000     3764.39           .    |                    0                

    |       133.61

                        UPDATES        2000                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      49000                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 30SEP98         .      INVOICES      27000     3483.33           .    |                    0                

    |       224.90

                        UPDATES        2600                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      54000                            |                    0                

    |

                                                                       |                    0                

    |

 31OCT98         .      INVOICES      23000     3893.67           .    |                    0                

    |       292.69

                        UPDATES        3150                            |                    0                

    |

                        OPN_ITEM      60000                            |                    0                

    |

 

Automating the Collection of Business Elements

The business element data was already tabulated at the beginning of this case study, so we chose a batch update to
create the business element file. This type of update is appropriate when the business element data is readily available
and the study is of short duration.

Once you establish a business element model, you will want to set up procedures for continuing to use the model to
track forecasts and predict future capacity requirements. To do so, you must collect business element data from other
departments and add it to the capacity planning database on a weekly or monthly basis.

For installations that have the SAS/FSP Product, we have provided a technique to help you collect this data in a regular
manner. The technique creates a business element file within the capacity planning database file, which contains only
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the dates for which planning will be done. All values of the business elements are set to a missing value. This provides
a formatted file which you can access using the SAS/FSP interface provided by the Business Element File Data Entry
screen.

The same screens shown in the Creating a Business Element File section above are used for defining this file. When
the Business Element File Data Entry screen was displayed, we chose to initialize the business element file instead of
selecting batch data entry. This primed the file with null entries in preparation for online entry.

After the file was primed, we once more chose the execute option for the file, but selected the option for online data entry,
which updated the file using SAS/FSP.

CAP Workload Characterization
The Workload Characterization software, provided in the MICS Capacity Planner, enables you to apply a clustering
methodology to the analysis of your installation's workload. Workload characterization is an attractive approach to capacity
planning and performance management problems because it allows the number of workload elements that need be
considered in a study to be reduced from tens of thousands to only a few.

Clustering methods are a statistical extension of scatter plots to identify similarities and differences between workloads.
Scatter plots are often difficult to prepare and heavily depend on visual interpretation of the data. The need for visual
interpretation limits the use of scatter plots to two or perhaps three axes. Clustering overcomes these disadvantages
through its ability to recognize patterns in multiple dimensions. Using the MICS database as an input data source for
clustering simplifies and extends the application of the technique.

Note: SAS/STAT is a prerequisite for using Workload Characterization.

Functional Description

During the early 1970s, Domenico Ferrari introduced the concept of workload characterization (FER72). The basic
premise of the concept was that studies of computer systems could be facilitated by the identification of a number of
"resource patterns" that could be used to statistically represent a system's workload. Since capacity planning and
performance management studies often encompass tens of thousands of jobs or hundreds of thousands of transactions,
the ability to represent the workload by a limited number of resource patterns can significantly simplify a study. (Typical
studies result in the identification of from 10 to 30 patterns.)

Ferrari identified these resource patterns, which he called clusters, by visual inspection of two-dimensional scatter plots.
For example, Ferrari reported studies where he examined scatter plots of print lines and CPU seconds representing the
resource usage patterns of student jobs. Unfortunately, the dependence on visual inspection limited the technique to
two or perhaps three dimensions, as graphic representations become extremely complex for higher dimensions. Also,
the technique depended upon the visual skill of the interpreter as some analysts could "see" patterns better than others.
These problems limited the applications of what was otherwise a valid concept.

In 1976, however, two papers were published that detailed the application of statistical pattern recognition (clustering)
techniques to the workload characterization problem. They allowed problems of higher dimensions to be solved and
eliminated the dependence on the analyst's interpretive skill and judgment. Agrawala and Mohr reported on their initial
studies of Univac workloads at the University of Maryland (AGR76) and Artis reported on studies of IBM workloads at
Bell Laboratories (ART76). Since that time, these and a number of other authors have published numerous papers on the
subject in various publications, such as the Computer Measurement Group (CMG) proceedings.

Workload Characterization allows you to apply cluster-based workload characterization techniques to the MICS database.
The software can be applied to any of the unsummarized files that are supported in the DETAIL timespan. The program
identifies clusters (that is, similar patterns of activity) in the workload using the SAS FASTCLUS procedure.

The use of clustering techniques introduces other statistical issues. Among these are scaling and the treatment of outliers.
Improper scaling and failure to account for the influence of abnormally large observations are the most common reasons
for invalid workload characterization studies. These issues are discussed in detail in the Data Selection and Outliers
section bellow.
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Usage Guidelines

Before the introduction of cluster-based workload characterization, a number of other workload characterization
techniques were utilized. These approaches provide valuable insight into potential errors in the workload characterization
process.

The equivalent job approach fails to provide an adequate characterization because it lacks the important property of
robustness. Relatively small changes in the workloads can cause large changes in the definition of an equivalent job.
This means that the results of the equivalent job approach are too closely associated with the data used in the analysis to
provide general insight into the workloads on the system. Cluster-based workload characterization can replace commonly
practiced ad hoc techniques.

The most important issues regarding implementation concern the type of data elements that are used to characterize the
clusters and the treatment of unusual points which cannot be represented by clusters. These points, known as outliers,
can have a profound effect on the clustering study.

These topics and the use of certain MICS database files for clustering analysis are discussed in the following sections.

Historical Approaches

One early approach presented to capacity planning was the equivalent job methodology presented by Jenkins in 1977
(JEN77). Most simply described, the resources consumed by all of the workload elements (for example, job, steps,
transactions) over some number of weeks or months are divided by the number of workload elements that were executed
during the period. The result of this division is called an equivalent workload element.

An equivalent workload concept initially appears to be very attractive because you can estimate future resource
requirements by simply estimating the number of equivalent workload elements. This value is multiplied by the equivalent
workload description to calculate the future resource requirements.

Basic Hypotheses

The problems associated with the equivalent workload element approach can best be introduced by stating the two
hypotheses that were introduced by Artis for testing proposed workload characterizations (ART76). These hypotheses are
the "representative hypothesis" and the "stationary hypothesis."

The representative hypothesis tests how well the proposed characterization represents each element of the workload.
Rather than testing the proximity of the mean value of the workload to the proposed characterization, you must evaluate
the differences between the proposed characterization and each element of the workload.

For example, consider the pathological example of a system that runs 100 testing jobs using less than 5 CPU seconds
and 100 production jobs using about 10 CPU minutes each day. (Of course, real workloads are much more complex.) This
would result in an equivalent job that required about 5 CPU minutes. Unfortunately, no job in the workload has resource
requirements similar to this equivalent job. Therefore, rather than simplifying the problem by reducing the number of
workload elements to be considered, we have changed the nature of the problem.

The characteristics of a system that runs 200 equivalent (that is, average) jobs per day would be much different from
those of the hypothetical system discussed above.

Note: The equivalent workload element can only hope to pass the representative hypothesis for systems where all of
the workload elements are approximately equal. To be valid, any proposed workload characterization must pass the
representative hypothesis test.

The stationary hypothesis evaluates the likelihood that the proposed workload characterization is valid for future
workloads. To test this hypothesis, you must wait and test the characterization's applicability over a number of weeks or
months. (Alternatively, you may produce the characterization on older historical data and compare it to more recent history
that is not being used to do the characterization.)

You should never consider a workload characterization as a tool for forecasting unless this hypothesis has been tested.
Using the hypothetical system discussed above, the smallest change in the ratio of test jobs to production jobs would
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significantly change the workload characterization. Moreover, even small changes in the average resource consumptions
for testing or production jobs would have the same effect. Therefore, it is unlikely that any equivalent workload element
approach would ever pass the stationary hypothesis test.

In general, very few proposed workload characterizations will ever pass the stationary hypothesis test. This does not
mean that most workload characterizations are invalid; it does mean that most are unsuitable for use as forecasting units.

Application of Workload Characterization

Perhaps one of the most common workload characterization studies is the determination of job classes. Typically, the
analyst guesses at a solution and then evaluates how well it fits the system's workload. This is known as the ad hoc
approach. For example, consider a hypothetical system where the following job class structure has been proposed.

         JOB CLASS    CPU MINS    PRINT LINES

         =========    ========    ===========

             A            2           5,000

 

             B            5          20,000

 

             C          unlim        unlim

If 60% of the jobs are assigned to class A, 25% to class B, and 15% to class C, the analyst might assume that the classes
provide a good representation of the workload.

Applying the representative hypothesis test could reveal problems. For example, if 30% of the jobs use less than 5 CPU
seconds and print less than 2,000 lines, then they would be poorly represented by the class A limits. Moreover, their
service characteristics could be much poorer when they are randomly mixed with the larger jobs in class A than they could
be if they are assigned to a class by themselves.

Another problem that can result from arbitrarily established job classes is the specification of a job class limit that bisects
a natural structure in the data. For example, if 15% of the jobs typically require between 110 and 130 CPU seconds,
imposing a two-minute limit could force the users of jobs into class B to ensure that they are not canceled at the two-
minute limit. This problem can also be identified by the representative hypothesis test as the approximate two CPU minute
jobs would be poorly represented by the class B limits.

The characteristics of an installation's job mix are continually evolving. As a result, it is probably unreasonable to apply the
stationary hypothesis test to a job class structure. However, you should examine the job class structure on a quarterly or
semiannual basis.

Both the equivalent job and ad hoc batch approaches to workload characterization that we have discussed show the
problems that result from using mean values of arbitrarily selected limits. To meet the requirements of the first hypothesis,
we must exploit the natural structure of the workload. Statistical pattern recognition techniques (clustering) offer a powerful
tool for determining whether a natural structure exists in an installation's workload data.

Data Selection and Outliers

Selecting data elements for the clustering procedure is one of the most important steps in the workload characterization
process. In clustering terminology, these data elements are known as features. The result of the clustering process is a
ranking of similar types of workloads, based on the mean values of these features.

The objective is to select the minimum number of features that can be used to accurately describe the characteristics of
the workload to be analyzed. A small number of features is desirable, because it greatly reduces the number sources of
variability in the characterization, thus making the results more robust and easier to understand. Each time an additional
feature is added, splits might occur in as many as half of the existing clusters.

Another consideration in the feature selection process is the representation of outliers. Outliers are data elements which
cannot be generalized as similar to other data elements in any of the chosen features. One example of an outlier is a
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batch job which falls into a CPU-bound loop due to a programming error. Another example is a periodic process, such as
a monthly close of a financial application, which is run rarely but requires a large number of resources. Outliers have the
highest probability of being poorly represented by the developed workload characterization.

There are two classes of features that are typically used in workload characterization studies:

• Rate-based features, such as EXCPs per CPU second
• Total features, such as CPU minutes

Rate-based features are desirable because they allow you to control the content of the outliers. For example, consider the
use of CPU minutes and EXCPs as total features for characterizing the resource consumption of a workload. Because the
largest jobs would be outliers, the resulting characterization would poorly represent them. Unfortunately, these jobs might
represent a significant percentage of the resources that are consumed.

To avoid this problem, you could use rate-based features. When you divide EXCPs by CPU seconds, you change the
content of the outliers. Rather than representing jobs that consume significant resources, they represent jobs with
exceptional EXCP/CPU second rates. The probability that these jobs would consume significant resources is very small
because  the ratio of elapsed time to CPU resource consumption for I/O-bound jobs is very high.

Such rate-based features have been called instantaneous workload descriptions becausee they characterize the activities
of a workload element for an instant of CPU time (ART76, ART78).

Although using total features introduces concerns about representing outliers, they have many applications to capacity
planning and performance problems. For example, using total features for job and transaction class structures treats the
occasional massive workload element as an exception. By handling the occasional element as an exception, the system
can concentrate on exploiting the characteristics of the majority of the workload elements to simplify scheduling. Be aware
of the content of the outliers and pay particular attention to the marginally assigned resource vectors to verify that the
objectives of the study are not compromised.

Suggested MICS Input Files

Although you can analyze any of the unsummarized MICS files in the DETAIL timespan, a number of files might
particularly interest you. In the Batch Information Area, these are the following:

BATJOB
Contains one record for each job

BATPGM
Contains one record for each job step, that is, program

BAT_TS
Contains one record for each TSO session

BAT_ST
Contains one record for each started task

In the TSO Information Area, the following files might interest you:

TSOTSU
Contains one record for each TSO/MON PM interval in which a user was active

TSOTSI
Contains one record for each command or program executed interactively

In the CICS Information Area, you can create files in the DETAIL timespan that contain one record for each transaction
using the _USRXfff macros. These macros are detailed in CICS Modifying. In the event that you use this option, the
following files might interest you:

CICCSU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by user
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CICCAU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by application

You can also create IMS transaction files in the DETAIL time- span that contain one record for each transaction using the
_USRXfff macros. These macros are detail in IMS Modifying. In the event that you choose this option, the following files
might interest you:

IMSISU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by user

IMSIAU
Contains one record for each transaction sorted by application

Although you can analyze other MICS information areas and files using Workload Characterization, no results have been
published that detail the application of clustering algorithms to other than workload element data.

Workload Characterization - Standard Output
Workload Characterization produces reports that describe the original data, show the clusters which are identified from
this data, and analyze the degree of fit with which these clusters characterize the data.

The four primary reports are:

• Descriptive Statistics Report
This report details the characteristics of the variables that are specified as criteria for the clustering analysis. Scaling
is an ancillary issue introduced by numerical clustering algorithms. Scaling considerations will be discussed in the
Analytic Technique Tutorial section.

• Cluster Centroids Report
This report details the characteristics of the patterns that were identified in the workload. Each of these patterns
statistically represents a subset of the installation's workload.

• Cluster Assignment Report
This report provides the resource consumption characteristics of each of the clusters. For example, you can use this
report to identify resource consumption patterns that may be resulting in performance or capacity problems. Like the
Cluster Centroids Report, this report is based on a statistical sample of your installation's workload.

• Population Cluster Assignment Report
This report provides the same information as the Cluster Assignment Report, except that the entire input data set,
rather than the statistical subset, is included. This report allows you to judge how well the characterization fits the
entire workload.

Workload Characterization - Descriptive Statistics Report

The Descriptive Statistics Report provides a summary of the descriptive statistics that are calculated for the cluster
features. This report is used to evaluate the effects of trimming 2.5% (or the specified value) of the right-hand tails of
the distributions on the sample averages and standard deviations. Figure 11-1 illustrates a sample Descriptive Statistics
Report.

Figure 11-1. Descriptive Statistics Report

                             DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS:  2000

                                ----------SAMPLE----------  ------TRIMMED 97.50%------

FEATURE      MIN        MAX      AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV    AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV

--------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----  ---------  ---------  ----
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JOBMXNTA          0          6     0.2135    0.54687   2.6   0.154951   0.391913   2.5

JOBTCBTM       0.01    7115.71    16.6509    175.139  10.5    5.80658    11.0867   1.9

JOBNLR            0     334275    2327.42    12277.9   5.3    1019.77    2339.31   2.3

The Descriptive Statistics Report lists the following fields:

OBSERVATIONS
The number of observations used for the scaling procedure. The default value is 2,000. The value shown in this report
differs from 2,000 in only two cases. The first case results when the population you select from the MICS database
contains less than 2,000 observations. The second case occurs when you override the default value on the Workload
Characterization screen.

FEATURE
The feature name. The feature names that are listed in the report correspond to the features that are specified on the
Workload Characterization screen.

MIN
The minimum value observed for the feature in the sample.

MAX
The maximum value observed for the feature in the sample.

For the randomly selected SAMPLE, the following values are calculated:

AVERAGE
The average calculated for the feature observations in the sample.

STD DEV
The standard deviation calculated for the feature observations in the sample.

CV
The coefficient of variation. The CV is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average.

For the trimmed SAMPLE, the percentage of the distribution used for calculating the trimmed mean statistics is shown. In
Figure 11-1, 97.5% of the observations were included in the calculation of the trimmed mean statistics.

AVERAGE
The mean calculated for the feature observations in the trimmed sample.

STD DEV
The standard deviation calculated for the feature observations in the trimmed sample.

CV
The coefficient of variation. The CV is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average.

Workload Characterization - Cluster Centroids Report

The Cluster Centroids Report provides a summary of the patterns that are identified by the clustering procedure. This
report allows you to determine the characteristics of the patterns that are identified. Figure 11-2 illustrates a sample
Cluster Centroids Report.

Figure 11-2. Cluster Assignment - Randomly Selected Sample Report

                                  CLUSTER CENTROIDS

 

 CLUSTER  JOBMXNTA  JOBTCBTM  JOBNLR    RADIUS  NO ASSIGN  PCT

 -------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ---------  ---

    1          0.0   0:00:05    3450.7    2.00      145      7

    2          1.0   0:00:03     277.8    1.00      163      8

    3          0.0   0:00:57      90.9    3.00       68      3
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    4          1.0   0:00:23      64.4    2.50       56      3

    5          0.0   0:00:14     181.8    1.00      156      8

    6          2.0   0:00:03     209.3    3.00       58      3

    7          0.0   0:00:01     267.7    1.00     1172     59

    8          0.0   0:00:07    8165.7    3.00       54      3

    9          1.0   0:00:03    3950.7    2.50       20      1

   10          0.0   0:00:11   12211.6    3.00       81      4

   11          0.0   0:00:36     261.4    2.00       27      1

 

The Cluster Centroids Report lists the following fields:

CLUSTER
The cluster number. Cluster numbers are assigned sequentially to the patterns that are identified by the algorithm. Note
that the order in which the clusters are identified is not an indicator of merit.

A column is included in the report for each of the features that are specified using the Workload Characterization screen
(see Workload Characterization - Component Operation). In the report shown in Figure 11-8, the columns that are
generated are JOBMXNTA, JOBTCBTM, and JOBNLR.

JOBMXNTA
The average number of tapes allocated by jobs assigned to the cluster. Note that this variable is included in the MICS
database only if the DVCT option is specified to the MICS Batch and Operations Analyzer. In the distributed MICS system,
this option is not activated.

JOBTCBTM
The average CPU time consumed by jobs assigned to the cluster.

JOBNLR
The average number of lines printed by jobs assigned to the cluster.

RADIUS
The radius of the cluster in standard deviations. Cluster radii vary from a minimum of 1.0 to a maximum of 3.0 standard
deviations.

NO ASSIGN
The number of resource vectors that were assigned to the cluster. As a rule, the radius of a cluster is inversely
proportional to the number of resource vectors assigned. More simply stated, clusters that represent the highest
percentages of the resource vectors are most likely to be those with the smallest radii.

PCT
The percent of the resource vectors in the sample that are represented by the cluster.

Random Sample Cluster Assignment Report

The Cluster Assignment Report for the randomly selected sample indicates how well the clusters represent the resource
vectors in the sample. The report also provides an analysis of the resources that are consumed by the clusters. The
resources detailed in this report are specified on the Workload Characterization screen (see the Component Operation
section).

A sample Cluster Assignment Report for the randomly selected sample is shown in Figure 11-3. It lists the following fields:

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS
The total number of resource vectors summarized by the report.

OBS WITHIN RADIUS
The number of resource vectors that are assigned within the radius of one of the clusters. These observations are well
represented by the clusters.
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MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS
The number and percent of resource vectors that are not within the radius of any of the clusters. The marginal
assignments should represent no more than 5 to 7% of the sample.

The columns of the report are the following:

CLUS
The cluster number.

WITHIN
The number of resource vectors assigned to the cluster that are within the radius of the cluster.

MARGIN
The number of resource vectors assigned to the cluster that are outside of the cluster's radius. A resource vector is
marginally assigned to a cluster when it is farther away from the cluster's centroid than the radius of the cluster.

The last four report columns are the resource names that are specified on the Workload Characterization screen (see
Section 11.5). The fields are as follows:

JOBTCBTM
The total TCB CPU time consumed by the job assigned to the cluster.

JOBEDASD
The total number of DASD EXCPs issued by jobs assigned to the cluster.

INITMIN
The total number of initiator minutes consumed by jobs assigned to the cluster.

JOBNLR
The total print lines generated by jobs assigned to the cluster.

The second line for each cluster provides the percent of the specified resource consumed by the cluster.

Figure 11-3. Resource Consumption by Cluster - Randomly Selected Sample

 RESOURCE CONSUMPTION BY CLUSTER -- RANDOMLY SELECTED SAMPLE

  

 TOTAL OBSERVATIONS  :     2000

 OBS WITHIN RADIUS   :     1892

 MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS:      108    5.4%

  

 CLUS  WITHIN  MARGIN   JOBTCBTM   JOBEDASD   INITMIN    JOBNLR

 ----  ------  ------  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

   1     145       0      0:11:19     188270    321.142     461175

            7.25%           2.04%      3.15%      2.12%      9.91%

  

   2     163       0      0:08:51     184617    1329.24      46110

            8.15%           1.59%      3.09%      8.78%      0.99%

  

   3      25      43      5:55:41    2646216    5432.45     157324

            3.40%          64.09%     44.26%     35.86%      3.38%

  

   4      51       5      0:25:14     356752    1644.46      27583

            2.80%           4.55%      5.97%     10.86%      0.59%

  

   5     156       0      0:35:38     212340    848.633      27388

            7.80%           6.42%      3.55%      5.60%      0.59%

  

   6      52       6      0:07:58     182933    1081.27      43144
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            2.90%           1.43%      3.06%      7.14%      0.93%

  

   7    1172       0      0:22:04     390123    1383.77     298355

           58.60%           3.97%      6.52%      9.14%      6.41%

  

   8      52       2      0:09:56     146459    208.562     417324

            2.70%           1.79%      2.45%      1.38%      8.97%

  

   9      20       0      0:02:03      54634    176.678     110967

            1.00%           0.37%      0.91%      1.17%      2.38%

  

  10      30      51      1:01:05    1221149    1433.75    3037632

            4.05%          11.01%     20.42%      9.47%     65.26%

  

  11      26       1      0:15:13     395459    1287.72      27829

            1.35%           2.74%      6.61%      8.50%      0.60%

  

 **TOTALS**               9:15:02    5978952    15147.7    4654831

 

Population Cluster Assignment Report

The Population Cluster Assignment Report indicates how well the clusters represent all of the resource vectors in the
population. The report also provides an analysis of the resources that are consumed by the clusters. The resources that
are detailed in this report are specified on the Workload Characterization screen (see the >Component Operation section).

Perhaps the best way to discuss the application of this report is to review the representative hypothesis that was
introduced in CAP Workload Characterization. The representative hypothesis tests how close the resource vectors are to
the characterization that was proposed for the workload. You can test this hypothesis by assigning the resource vectors
for the full population to the clusters developed for the sample.

Test this hypothesis by comparing the marginal assignment percentage for the sample of resource vectors, shown
previously in Figure 11-3 in Random Sample Cluster Assignment Report, to the marginal assignment percentage for the
full population shown in Figure 11-4. If these two values are not significantly different (+ or - 2%), then the conditions of
the representative hypothesis have been met. If the test is not met, you should repeat the procedure with a larger sample
size.

Figure 11-4. Cluster Assignment - Total Population Report

 RESOURCE CONSUMPTION BY CLUSTER -- TOTAL POPULATION

  

 TOTAL OBSERVATIONS  :    18633

 OBS WITHIN RADIUS   :    17576

 MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS:     1057   5.7%

  

 CLUS  WITHIN  MARGIN   JOBTCBTM   JOBEDASD   INITMIN    JOBNLR

 ----  ------  ------  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

   1    1296       1      1:31:42    1667621    2830.38    4247705

            6.96%           1.99%      3.15%      1.99%     11.14%

  

   2    1556       2      1:14:19    1578031    13008.4     396291

            8.36%           1.61%      2.98%      9.13%      1.04%

  

   3     280     463     48:34:27   23590139    60822.1    1696906
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            3.99%          63.26%     44.60%     42.68%      4.45%

  

   4     432      80      4:06:36    5403274    15489.5     291784

            2.75%           5.35%     10.22%     10.87%      0.77%

  

   5    1517      11      5:53:01    3952170    8446.99     323429

            8.20%           7.66%      7.47%      5.93%      0.85%

  

   6     476      86      1:55:07    2155617    10764.1     620991

            3.02%           2.50%      4.08%      7.55%      1.63%

  

   7   11064       0      3:29:46    3489342    11599.6    2825604

           59.38%           4.55%      6.60%      8.14%      7.41%

  

   8     411       6      1:08:52    1178249     1611.2    3173915

            2.24%           1.49%      2.23%      1.13%      8.33%

  

   9     131      13      0:15:07     319366    1888.09     795981

            0.77%           0.33%      0.60%      1.32%      2.09%

  

  10     186     372      6:18:10    6998863    9600.94   23412139

            2.99%           8.21%     13.23%      6.74%     61.42%

  

  11     227      23      2:19:40    2554131    6444.38     335516

            1.34%           3.03%      4.83%      4.52%      0.88%

  

 **TOTALS**              76:46:46   52886803     142506   38120261

 

Workload Characterization - Analytic Technique Tutorial
This section discusses Workload Characterization methodology. Although we do not attempt to provide a complete
coverage of the topic of workload characterization, we do provide an introduction to the statistical techniques employed by
the MICS Capacity Planning. The tutorials that are presented in this section concentrate on the following topics:

• Clustering Algorithms
• Scaling
• Algorithm Implementation

Analytic Technique - Clustering Algorithms

Although there are a wide variety of statistical algorithms that you can use to develop clusters, one of the simplest and
most popular algorithms is the K-means algorithm (MAC67). A variation of the K-means algorithm is employed in the SAS
FASTCLUS procedure used by the MICS Capacity Planner (SAS82b). To understand how clustering algorithms work, you
must understand some additional definitions:

Resource Vector
An n-tuple of measurements selected to describe a workload element. For example, you might choose to describe jobs in
terms of the three distinct measurements: CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts. Each job would then be represented by
a 3-tuple (CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts).

Feature
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A component of a resource vector. In the above example, CPU time, print lines, and tape mounts are the three features of
resource vectors describing the workload element, job.

Space
The n-dimensional coordinate system in which resource vectors are defined.

Feature Mean
The mean of all values of a given feature taken over a set of resources.

Feature Variance
The variance (that is, the standard deviations squared) associated with the distribution of values of a given feature, taken
over a set of resource vectors. Note that the feature with the greatest variance defines the longest coordinate axis of the
space.

Centroid
The geometric center of the set of all resource vectors contained in a space. The location of the centroid is defined by an
n-feature vector. Its component values are the feature means of the resource vectors in the space.

Cluster
A set of resource vectors in a given space plus their centroid. The centroid of a set of vectors does not have to  be one of
the original vectors in the space.

Geometric Distance
The distance between any two points (that is, resource vectors) in a given space. It is calculated by squaring the
difference between the points (that is, the feature values) for each feature, summing the squares over all features, and
taking the square root of the resulting sum. The formula for a two-dimension geometric distance is better known as the
Pythagorean theorem. A formula for calculating geometric distance is presented in Equation 1 below.

Radius
The greatest geometric distance between a centroid and any of its associated resource vectors.

Objective Radius
An externally defined parameter which specifies a maximum desired radius for clusters identified by a clustering algorithm.

Splitting
The partitioning of a space into two smaller spaces. A space is split in half along the axis of greatest variance. A clustering
algorithm will continue to split resource vector spaces as long as the radius of any cluster in the partition is greater than
the specified objective radius.

Consider the following two-dimensional clustering example. Fifteen resource vectors were selected for the example. They
are shown in the following table

              VECTOR NUM.       X       Y

              ===========     =====   =====

                   1            1       1

                   2            2       1

                   3            3       1

                   4            3       8

                   5            4       7

                   6            4       8

                   7            4       9

                   8            5       8

                   9            8       4

                  10            9       3

                  11            9       4

                  12            9       5

                  13           10       4
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                  14           10       8

                  15           11       8

Note: The range of values selected for the two features in this example are similar to avoid the problems that are
introduced by scaling considerations. Scaling is discussed in the Analytic Technique Tutorial - Scaling section. The
objective radius for this example is 1.

A plot of the resource vectors is shown in Figure 11-5. The resource vectors are represented by asterisks (*) and the
centroid of the space is represented by a pound sign (#).

Figure 11-5. Initial Space
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The first step in the solution process is to calculate the feature means, variances, and radius for the space. (The centroid
is defined by the feature means.) The calculated values are as follows:

                          CENTROID

      SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

      =====   =========   ========   ========   ======

       all        X         6.13       11.41      6.67

                  Y         5.27        8.50

As mentioned in the definitions above, the radius of the space is calculated using the geometric distance equation. This
equation states that the distance, D, between the centroid of the k-th cluster, C(k), and the i-th resource vector, R(i), is
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of their feature differences. The general form of the geometric distance
equation is shown in Equation 1, where j is the feature number index.

              _                             _

             |       _                    _  | 1/2
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             |    n |                    2 | |

         D = | SUM  | ( C(k,j) - R(i,j) )  | |        (Eqn 1)

             |  j=1 |_                    _| |

             |_                             _|

For example, the farthest resource vector from the centroid of the space shown in Figure 11-5 is the resource vector at
(1,1). The calculation of the distance between the resource vector and the centroid is shown in Equation 2.

              _                         _

             |           2             2 | 1/2

         D = | (6.13-1.0)  + (5.27-1.0)  |            (Eqn 2)

             |_                         _|

              _             _

             |               | 1/2

         D = | 26.32 + 18.23 |      =  6.67

             |_             _|

As shown in the previous table, the variance in the X direction is 11.4 and the variance in the Y direction is 8.50. Since
the radius of the space is greater than the objective radius, the space is split at the centroid along the axis of greatest
variance. This results in two spaces, A and B, as is shown in Figure 11-6.

Figure 11-6. First Split
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The characteristics of the two spaces resulting from the split are shown in the table below:

                          CENTROID

      SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

      =====   =========   ========   ========   ======
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        A         X         3.25        2.70      4.92

                  Y         5.38       13.41

 

        B         X         9.33        1.07      3.31

                  Y         5.14        4.14

Once again, the radii of the spaces are greater than the objective radius. Hence, each of the spaces is split along the axis
of greatest variance. This results in four spaces, A, B, C, and D, as shown in Figure 11-7. Note that in spaces A, C, and D
the centroids happen to coincide with a resource vector.

Figure 11-7. Second Split
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The characteristics of the four spaces resulting from the split are shown in the following table :

                          CENTROID

      SPACE    FEATURE     (MEAN)    VARIANCE   RADIUS

      =====   =========   ========   ========   ======

        A         X          4.0        0.50      1.0

                  Y          8.0        0.50

 

        B         X         10.5        0.50      0.5

                  Y          8.0        0.00

 

        C         X          2.0        1.00      1.0

                  Y          1.0        0.00

 

        D         X          9.0        0.50      1.0

                  Y          4.0        0.50
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Since all of the radii are less than or equal to the objective radii, a solution for the space introduced in Figure 11-7 has
been developed. Although this problem is very simplistic, it illustrates the concepts of the K-mean algorithm.

Thus, four clusters have been identified that represent the 15 resource vectors in the space. Although the actual
implementation of the clustering algorithm is somewhat more complex, the same principles apply when thousands of
workload elements are analyzed with the program.

Analytic Technique - Scaling

One problem that is introduced by the use of statistical clustering algorithms is scaling. In the clustering
example discussed in the previous section, we were careful to select a similar numerical range for the X and Y variables.
Unfortunately, actual workload data presents a much wider range of values.

Consider the problem of developing job classes. The job classes in this example are based on CPU minutes and print
lines. The maximum value observed for CPU minutes would be far less than 1,000 minutes, while the likelihood of printing
more than 1,000 lines is very high. If the differences in these features are squared in the geometric distance equation, the
number of CPU minutes used by a job would appear to be insignificant. Therefore, the variables must be scaled prior to
the clustering process so that relative differences between the features have a similar influence on the geometric distance
calculation.

A number of different scaling techniques can be employed. Two of the most popular are unit scaling and Z statistic
scaling.

Unit Scaling

Unit scaling is a simple technique for solving the problems introduced by the different range of values associated with
each of the resource vector's features. Most simply stated, unit scaling maps the range of values associated with each
feature into the range 0 to 1. Equation 3 details this mapping:

                   x  - x

                    i    min

           s  = ---------------                        (Eqn 3)

            i     x    - x

                   max    min

  

           where: s     is the scaled value of x

                   i                            i

  

                  x     is i-th observation of the x feature

                   i

  

                  x     is the minimum of all x

                   min                         i

  

                  x     is the maximum of all x

                   max                         i

 

Although this transformation solves the problems introduced by the different ranges of values associated with the
features, it does not provide any assistance in estimating a value for the objective radius.

Z Statistic Scaling

Z statistic scaling is another technique that has been employed in workload characterization studies.

Equation 4 details Z statistic scaling:
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                   x  - x

                    i    bar

           z  = ---------------                        (Eqn 4)

            i        x

                      std

  

       where:  z      is the Z statistic for x .

                i                             i

  

               x      is i-th observation of the x feature.

                i

  

               x      is the mean value of the x

                bar      distribution.

  

               x      is the standard deviation of the x

                std      distribution.

 

The Z statistic transforms the range of values to the range -3.5 to +3.5. In other words, the Z statistic transforms each
x observation into the number of standard deviations that it lies from the mean value. Since a standard deviation can
be considered as a measure of a "significant difference" with a distribution, you can establish the value for the objective
radius in terms of standard deviations. Since the Z statistic solves both the problem of scaling the features and selecting a
meaningful value for the objective radius, it was selected for use in the workload characterization approach implemented
in the MICS Capacity Planner.

One other complication related to scaling is the presence of outliers in the feature distributions. With workload
measurement data, it is not uncommon to find that one or two observations out of every 10,000 are an order of magnitude
different than any of the other observations in the distribution. Although the presence of these few observations changes
the mean value by only a few percentage points, they have a profound effect on the standard deviation. If such an
exaggerated standard deviation value is used in the scaling process, then the body of the data would be crunched so that
the outliers could be properly scaled.

To correct the problem introduced by outliers, it is necessary to exclude the outliers from the calculation of the population
statistics, that is, the mean and standard deviation. Previous investigators have trimmed from 1 to 5 percent of the
observations from the right-hand tail of the distribution. By default, the workload characterization program trims 2.5
percent of the observations from the right-hand side of the distribution prior to the calculation of the population statistics.

WARNING

These observations are not excluded from the workload characterization study, but are simply excluded from the
calculation of the population statistics.

When the feature observations are scaled using the trimmed mean and standard deviation values, 97.5 percent of the
values are scaled between -3.5 and +3.5. The values that are excluded from the calculation of the population statistics
are scaled to values greater than +3.5. It is very likely that if any of the resource vectors are poorly represented by the
characterization of the workload developed, it will be one of the resource vectors that contains a feature that is excluded
from the calculation of the population statistics.

The potentially poor representation of outliers is one of the primary concerns in the selection of features for the clustering
process. Criteria for selecting features for clustering are discussed in CAP Workload Characterization.
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Analytic Technique - Algorithm Implementation

The workload characterization program follows the following major steps:

1. Selecting data elements (features) from the MICS file based on user input.
2. Randomly selecting 2,000 resource vectors from the population selected from the MICS database.
3. Calculating the trimmed mean and standard deviation values for the 2,000 resource vector sample.
4. Scaling the resource vector sample using the trimmed population statistics.
5. Clustering the sample of scaled resource vectors.
6. Scaling the population of resource vectors using the trimmed population statistics.

Assigning the full population to the clusters developed for the sample of resource vectors. This final step evaluates how
well the population is represented by the clusters developed for the randomly selected sample. If the population fits the
proposed characterization, then the requirements of the first hypothesis have been satisfied.

The first step in the program is the selection of the user-specified elements from a MICS database file. The MICS file
and database elements (features) are specified with parameters on the Workload Characterization screen. The control
parameters are discussed in the Component Operation section.

The second step is the random selection of 2,000 resource vectors from the population selected from the MICS database.
Experience has shown that a sample size of 2,000 is suitable for analyzing populations as large as 500,000 workload
elements. The selection process involves sorting the resource vectors into order by arrival time. The samples are then
selected from the time-ordered population using a uniform sampling rate. You can specify alternative sample sizes if the
default sample size proves unsuitable.

The third step in the process is the calculation of the trimmed mean and standard deviations for each of the features.
This involves the sorting of the observations for each feature into order so that the tail of the distribution can be excluded.
Although 2.5% is the default value for trimming the observations, you can override this value.

In the fourth step, the sample resource vectors are scaled using the trimmed mean statistics.

In the fifth step, the SAS FASTCLUS procedure is used to identify clusters in the sample resource vectors. One
problem introduced by FASTCLUS is the way it treats outliers. When FASTCLUS encounters an outlier, it assigns the
point to a cluster by itself to meet the objective radius criteria. Other clustering algorithms, like ISODATA (HAL73),
selectively expand the radii of some clusters to avoid forming clusters that represent less than a specified percentage of
the sample.

To implement a similar feature in the workload characterization program, the results of the FASTCLUS procedure
are post-processed to remove clusters that do not represent a minimum percent (0.5%) of the sample. Ball and Hall
introduced the concept of a minimum cluster size in the ISODATA points algorithm in 1965 (BAL65). Within limits,
selected cluster radii are expanded to include the majority of the points that were represented by the deleted clusters. The
remaining resource vectors that do not fit within the radii of any of the expanded clusters are "marginally assigned" to the
nearest cluster centroid.

Marginal assignment percentages of one or two are common. The marginal assignment percentage, the percent of the
sample observations represented by each cluster, and the percent of the resources represented by each cluster are also
calculated and reported.

In the sixth step, all of the resource vectors in the population are scaled using the trimmed mean statistics.

In the final step, the marginal assignment percentage, the percentage of the observations represented by each cluster,
and the percent of the resources represented by each of the clusters are calculated and reported for the population. If
the marginal assignment rate and the percent of the resource vectors represented by each cluster agree with the values
calculated for the sample, then the first hypothesis has been successfully tested. You can request that the data set that is
created by the population assignment DATA step be copied to a user-defined SAS file for later analysis.
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Workload Characterization - Component Operation
The Component Operation Section describes the screens and parameters you can use to control workload
characterization. The control parameters allow you to define the MICS file you wish to use as input, the time periods you
wish to specify, and the variables you wish to use in the clustering process. Each of the control screens is discussed in the
following sections.

Workload Characterization Screen

Figure 11-8. Workload Characterization Screen

 /-------------------------  Workload Characterization  -------------------------\

 | Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CLUCIO - Workload Characterization                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |CA MICS file ===>  -                                                           |

 |Time-span:     DETAIL                                    Cycle(s) ===> __ - __ |

 |Data base ===> _            _            _            _            _           |

 |Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |Analysis based on       ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  |

 |                             ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  |

 |Report for each cluster ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  |

 |                             ________  ________  ________  ________  ________  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override |

 |  Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  SYSID        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)                                          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Workload Characterization screen lists the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file that contains the data elements that you want to include in your workload characterization analysis. If you
are uncertain of the correct file name, type a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your
installation.

Cycle(s)
The cycle or cycles of the MICS input file that are used in the analysis. For most installations, there is one cycle of DETAIL
MICS data for each day. You can specify a maximum of 21 cycles.

Database
The database unit identifier(s) (up to five units) that contain the specified MICS file. An eight-character database unit
name is displayed after you specify this identifier. If you are uncertain of which database unit the MICS file resides in, type
a question mark (?) in this field to obtain a complete selection list for your installation.

Analysis based on
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The features (data elements) that are analyzed by the clustering procedure. You can define a maximum of ten features.
Cluster variables must be numeric. These data elements might either be MICS data elements or non-MICS data elements.
If you specify non-MICS data elements, you must provide the SAS code to derive them via the exit available on the
Extended Options Menu, Figure 11-9 in Workload Characterization Extended Options Menu.

Report for each cluster
The data elements that will be detailed in the Resource Consumption by Cluster Reports (see the Random Sample
Cluster Assignment Report). At a minimum, you will generally want to specify all of the data elements specified for the
Analysis based on parameter. In addition, you can specify other numeric data elements that you might find informative
in the reports. For example, clusters for a job class study might be developed using CPU time, tape mounts, and print
lines as features. You can also consider to report on tape EXCPs, tape drive occupied hours, disk EXCPS, and average
elapsed time of the jobs assigned to the clusters.
A maximum of ten report variable names can be specified. Report variables must be numeric. These data elements
might be either MICS data elements or non-MICS data elements. If non- MICS data elements are specified, you must
provide the SAS code to derive them via the exit available on the Extended Options Menu, shown in Figure 11-9 Workload
Characterization Extended Options Menu.

Date selection
The selection criteria for Date, Hour, Zone, and SYSID to subset the data you are examining. You must enter date values
in the ddmonyy format.

Specify extended options
The specification for selecting extended options. Select this option if you want to specify additional parameters.

Workload Characterization Extended Options Menu

Typing a Y at the Specify extended options prompt on the Workload Characterization screen displays the Extended
Options Menu shown in Figure 11-9.

Figure 11-9. Extended Options Menu

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Save cluster output observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|                                                                               |

|Specify statistical analysis parameters         ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Define report description element names         ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You may select any of the options available on this screen by typing a Y (YES) at any of the prompts. Typing an R
(RESET) resets the option and nullifies any specifications you made for that option.

Global Data Selection Screen - Workload Characterization

Workload characterization provides a user-exit that you can use to control data selection from the MICS database. To
invoke this exit, code SAS statements in the SELEOF macro. This macro is bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND
statements which are provided for you and are field protected to prevent accidental modification.

Figure 11-10. Global Data Selection Macro Definition Screen

/-------------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                        |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection                     |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

| _ - %MACRO SELEOF;                                                            |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _ - %MEND SELEOF;                                                             |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The default for the SELEOF macro is null. This macro is invoked when the workload observations are read from the
specified MICS file. You may use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a job class study,
you might wish to exclude production job classes from the analysis. If production jobs are designated by job class P, then
you would code the following:

     %MACRO SELEOF;

     IF JOBCLASS='P' THEN GO TO T_EOF;

     %MEND SELEOF;

Note: You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements because they are already provided for you.

The IF statement should specify branching to T_EOF rather than acting as a subsetting IF or specifying DELETE. A
subsetting IF or a DELETE statement may cause the program to function incorrectly.
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Data Element Derivation Screen - Workload Characterization

If you require user-defined data elements, use the Data Element Derivation Macro Definition screen shown in Figure 11-11
to specify their derivation.

Figure 11-11. Data Element Derivation Macro Definition Screen

/-------------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                        |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation                   |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

| _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;                                                            |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _ - %MEND DRVMAC;                                                             |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Workload characterization provides a user-exit for defining the procedures for computing data elements that are not part
of the MICS database. This exit is invoked by coding SAS statements in the DRVMAC macro. This macro is bracketed by
the %MACRO and %MEND statements which are provided for you and are field protected from modification. The default
for the DRVMAC macro is null.

You must code each data element derivation SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language,
as described into the SAS manuals.

Alternate Input File Screen - Workload Characterization

Figure 11-12. Alternate Input File Screen

/-------------------------  Alternate Input File  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |
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|SAS Data set allocation instructions:                                          |

|   Data set name   ===> ____________________________________________           |

|   Disposition     ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)                                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Workload characterization has the ability to read data either from MICS files or from non-MICS external SAS files. The
Alternate Input File screen allows you to specify that the input data for the workload characterization is to be a non- MICS
SAS file or files, and allows you to specify the SAS data set name and up to five SAS files that are to be used as input to
the analysis. Note that the SAS data must already be created.

Save Selected Input Observations Screen - Workload Characterization

Figure 11-13. Save Selected Input Observations Screen

/----------------------  Save Selected Input Observations  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|SAS file name         ===> ________                                            |

|                                                                               |

|SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Workload characterization has the ability to write the observations that your workload characterization analysis inquiry
selected to an external SAS file for further processing by independent SAS programs or for future processing by the
workload characterization software. The Save Selected Input Observations screen allows you to specify that the selected
observations are to be written to an external SAS file, and to specify the SAS data set name and the name of the SAS file
to which they are to be written. Note that the SAS data set must already be created.

Save Cluster Output Observations Screen - Workload Characterization

Figure 11-14. Save Cluster Output Observations Screen

/----------------------  Save Cluster Output Observations  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|SAS file name         ===> ________                                            |

|                                                                               |

|SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Workload Characterization has the ability to write the SAS cluster observations from the SAS clustering program to
external files for additional processing. The Save Cluster Output Observations screen allows you to specify the SAS data
set and the name of the SAS file to which the cluster observations are to be written. Note that the SAS data set must
already be created.

Statistical Analysis Parameters Screen

Figure 11-15. Statistical Analysis Parameters Screen

/---------------------  Statistical Analysis Parameters  ----------  ROW 1 OF 5 \

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                       |

|                                                                               |

|Sample size                    ===> 2000   (nnnnnn)                            |

|Observation trimming (percent) ===> 97.5   (nn.n)                              |
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|Objective radius               ===> 1.5    (1.0-2.0)                           |

|                                                                               |

|Delete observations if the following elements contain SAS missing values or 0: |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)              Warning             |

| -  --------   ----------------------------------------    --------            |

| _  ________                                                                   |

| _  ________                                                                   |

| _  ________                                                                   |

| _  ________                                                                   |

| _  ________                                                                   |

|****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Statistical Analysis Parameters screen allows you to specify the statistical parameters that will be used in the
workload characterization analysis. The available parameters are described below.

Sample size
The sample size to be used for the clustering procedure. The default sample size, which is 2,000, should prove suitable
for populations as large as 500,000.

Observation trimming (percent)
The percent of the distribution to be included when the trimmed mean and standard deviation are calculated. The default
value is 97.5%.

Objective radius
The objective radius for the clusters to be created. The default value is 1.5 standard deviations.

This screen also allows you to specify deletion for any input observation that has a zero or missing value for a specified
data element name when it is read from the MICS database. For example, in a job class study you might wish to delete
the observations for any jobs whose TCB CPU time is zero or missing. To do so, you would code JOBTCBTM in the
Element field of the display table at the bottom of the screen. You can specify only numeric variables. To obtain additional
lines, enter an I in the Cmd column of any of the rows in the display portion of the screen.

Report Description Elements Screen

Figure 11-16. Report Description Elements Screen

 /------------------------  Report Description Elements  -----------  ROW 1 OF 5\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move                                         |

 |                                                                              |

 |Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)               Warning           |

 | -  --------   ----------------------------------------     --------          |

 | _  ________                                                                  |

 | _  ________                                                                  |

 | _  ________                                                                  |

 | _  ________                                                                  |
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 | _  ________                                                                  |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Report Description Elements screen allows you to specify additional descriptive data elements to be included in the
optional SAS file that can be created by workload characterization (see the Save Cluster Output Observations Screen
section). Unlike the cluster, zero deletion, and report variables, the descriptive variables do not to have be numeric. For
example, in a job class study you can include additional data elements like JOBCLASS (job class), JOB (job name), and
RDRTS (reader time stamp) for use in your SAS programs that process the optional SAS File.

Inquiry Processing Screen

Figure 11-17. Inquiry Processing Screen

/-----------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Active MICF Inquiry:  CLUCI  - Workload Characterization                    |

|                Author:           Charles Frost                                |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)        |

|     EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.                                            |

|     MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.                         |

|     SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.             |

|     CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Specify desired option and press ENTER key.                                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Typing END at the Command prompt or pressing the END PF key (usually PF3) while on the Workload Characterization
screen causes the Inquiry Processing screen to be displayed. Your available options are described in the text of the
screen. Note that you may save a partially composed inquiry for later modification (completion) and execution.
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Workload Charecterization Case Studies
The Case Studies Section presents case studies to illustrate how you can apply the clustering methodology to solve
capacity planning and performance management problems that many data processing installations commonly encounter.

The batch job classes case study shows how you can use clustering to investigate patterns in the batch jobs being
processed. You can use information to develop workload classes which can then form a reasonable basis for service
objectives. The statistical uniformity of the classes enables you to assess the degree to which the service objective can be
met. You can use the same information to define a job class structure for establishing an initiator scheme that is consistent
with the service objectives. A full set of reports and an explanation for each report is provided with this study.

The TSO response study shows how you can apply clustering to a TSO workload to establish a characterization, which
you can used to develop a benchmark system. The basic objectives of the study are presented through Descriptive
Statistics, Cluster Centroids, and Cluster Assignment Reports.

The IMS transaction study looks at an IMS workload to determine a transaction class strategy. The study includes a
description of the input data and the centroid report.

The case studies are shown in the following sections:

• Batch Job Class
• TSO Response
• IMS Transaction

Batch Job Class - Workload Characterization

The Batch Job Class case study applies the workload characterization program to identify job classes for an installation.

Problem Description

This problem asks you to determine a new set of resource-limited job classes for an installation. Job class structures
are generally established to meet two objectives (FER78, ART79a):

• Provide operational controls
• Facilitate scheduling and implement service policies

You usually establish job classes that you define to meet the first objective for reasons other than resource requirements.
For example, online systems like IMS and CICS are often run in unique job classes to avoid interference with other
workloads. Also, many computer centers use one or two job classes to segregate production jobs from the remainder of
their workload.

Job classes that you establish to meet the second objective provide your users with alternative classes to which they
can assign their jobs based on resource requirements. Typically, the service objective of a job class decreases (that is,
jobs have longer turnaround times) as its resource requirements increase. Using a job class structure that focuses on
scheduling and service has a number of potential benefits:

• Many jobs can be completed in a short time (assuming demand) because the job classes representing smaller jobs
can be expedited.

• The availability of better turnaround time for the smaller classes might encourage users to conserve resources.
• Job scheduling is simplified because each job class represents a homogeneous set of jobs.

Clustering is an ideal approach to this problem because we want to exploit the natural characteristics of the workload. If
we arbitrarily select job classes, we might select classes that split normal resource consumption patterns or choose some
that are too large or small to be useful.

For this sample installation, we investigated job classes based on CPU time, print lines, and tape drives. We selected
these resources to quantify the system, output, and operator requirements presented by the jobs. Although a number of
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other features could have been selected, only three were chosen to keep the resulting job class structure as simple as
possible.

Control Parameters

Figure 11-18. Workload Characterization Screen Control Parameters

 /-------------------------  Workload Characterization  ------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CLASS - Batch Job Class Case Study                 |

 |                                                                              |

 |CA MICS file ===> JOB -                                                       |

 |Time-span:      DETAIL                                   Cycle(s) ===> 01 - 07|

 |Data base ===> A            _            _            _            _          |

 |Allow Run-Time Override of Data Base ===> Y (Y/N) and/or Cycle(s) ===> Y (Y/N)|

 |                                                                              |

 |Analysis based on       ===> JOBMXNTA  JOBTCBTM  JOBNLR__  ________  ________ |

 |                             ________  ________  ________  ________  ________ |

 |Report for each cluster ===> JOBTCBTM  JOBEDASD  INITMIN   JOBNLR    ________ |

 |                             ________  ________  ________  ________  ________ |

 |                                                                              |

 |Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override|

 |  Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N)|

 |  Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N)|

 |  Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N)|

 |  SYSID        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N)|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |Specify extended options ===> Y (Y/N)                                         |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The Workload Characterization screen lists the following fields:

MICS file
The MICS file to be used for workload characterization. (For this example, we specified the MICS BATJOB File for a job
class study.)

Cycles
The number of cycles to be specified. (For example, we specified seven cycles to analyze a full week of data. In an actual
study, analyze as much data as possible before you initiate a new job class structure.)

Database
The single-character database identifier for this file at your site.

Analysis based on
The MICS data element feature names (that is, tape drives, CPU time, and print lines) to be used in the clustering
procedure. (As discussed in the Data Selection and Outliers section in CAP Workload Characterization, you should
specify as few features as possible.)

CPU time, DASD EXCPs, initiator-occupied minutes (that is, elapsed time), and print lines are specified for reporting
purposes. (Because initiator-occupied minutes are not a standard element in the MICS database, it is calculated using the
user-defined macro DRVMAC that is specified on another screen).

Figure 11-19. Workload Characterization Extended Options Menu
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 /---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

 |Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit===> Y (Y/N/R)                |

 |                                                                              |

 |Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

 |Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)                |

 |Save cluster output observations                ===> Y (Y/N/R)                |

 |                                                                              |

 |Specify statistical analysis parameters         ===> Y (Y/N/R)                |

 |Define report description element names         ===> Y (Y/N/R)                |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

You may select additional option specifications on the Extended Options Menu. Figure 11-19 shows an example in which
we specified four of the extended options.

Figure 11-20. Report Description Elements Screen

 /------------------------  Report Description Elements  -----------  ROW 1 OF 2\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |Line cmds: I Insert  D Delete  M Move                                         |

 |                                                                              |

 |Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)               Warning           |

 | -  --------   ----------------------------------------     --------          |

 | _  JOB                                                                       |

 | _  JOBCLASS                                                                  |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Since we wished to create an optional external report data set during the study, we also specified two descriptive
variables. We selected these variables, JOB (job name) and JOBCLASS (job class), so that the results of the cluster
analysis could be compared with the current job class structure and the assignment of particular jobs could be
determined. These data elements are specified on the Report Description Elements screen shown in Figure 11-20.

Figure 11-21. User-Defined Data Element Derivation Macro

 /-------------------------------  SAS Statements  -----------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                       |

 |                                                                              |

 |Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation                  |

 | -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 | _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;                                                           |

 | _   INITMIN=(ENDTS-STARTTS)/60;                                              |

 | _ - %MEND DRVMAC;                                                            |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The SAS statements that compute the user-defined data elements are placed in the DRVMAC macro shown in Figure
11-21.

Figure 11-22. Delete Observations

 /----------------------  Statistical Analysis Parameters  ---------  ROW 1 OF 1\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |Sample size                    ===> 2000   (nnnnnn)                           |

 |Observation trimming (percent) ===> 97.5   (nn.n)                             |

 |Objective radius               ===> 1.5    (1.0-2.0)                          |

 |                                                                              |

 |Delete observations if the following elements contain SAS missing values or 0:|

 |                                                                              |

 |Cmd Element    Data element label (long name)              Warning            |

 | -  --------   ----------------------------------------    --------           |

 | _  JOBTCBTM                                                                  |
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 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  *******************************|

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

We excluded jobs that used no CPU time from the study, because they did not execute due to a JCL error, or some other
abnormal condition. To exclude jobs with no CPU usage, specify the data element name, JOBTCBTM, on the Statistical
Analysis Parameters screen shown in Figure 11-22.

Figure 11-23. External Report Output File Definition

 /---------------------  Save Cluster Output Observations  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                  |

 |                                                                              |

 |Inquiry Step:  Workload Characterization                                      |

 |                                                                              |

 |SAS file name         ===> ALLOBS                                             |

 |                                                                              |

 |SAS data set name     ===> 'your.dataset.name'                                |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 |                                                                              |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

In this case study we wanted to create the SAS data set name, ALLOBS, that contains the cluster analysis output. To do
this, we specified ALLOBS on the External Report Output File Definition screen shown in Figure 11-23.

Figure 11-24. Inquiry Processing

 /-----------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Active MICF Inquiry:  CLASS  - Batch Job Class Case Study                   |
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 |                Author:           Charles Frost                                |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)        |

 |     EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.                                            |

 |     MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.                         |

 |     SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.             |

 |     CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.       |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Instructions:                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Specify desired option and press ENTER key.                                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

After a workload characterization analysis inquiry is created, the Inquiry Processing screen shown in Figure 11-24 is
displayed. From this screen, you can execute the newly created inquiry, modify it, save it without executing it, or cancel
the parameter specifications you just entered.

Report Interpretation

Descriptive Statistics Report - Batch Job Class

The Descriptive Statistics Report provides a summary of the descriptive statistics calculated for the cluster features. This
report is used to evaluate the effects of trimming 2.5% (or the specified value) off the right-hand tails of the distributions on
the sample averages and standard deviations. A sample report is shown in Figure 11-25.

In the Algorithm Implementation section, we discussed trimming a small percentage of the right-hand tail from the
distribution to minimize the estimate of the standard deviation that was made for the population. For example, if the
average value for CPU time in the full sample is 16.6 with a standard deviation of 175.1 seconds, then the coefficient of
variation (that is, the standard deviation divided by the mean) is 10.55. As a rule, a high coefficient of variation (that is,
greater than 2.5) indicates that the outliers are still present in the trimmed distribution.

If, for example, 2.5% of the observations are excluded from the calculation of the sample statistics, the average and the
standard deviation would be 5.8 and 11.1 seconds, respectively. These values result in a coefficient of variation of 1.9. In
this batch job class study, the statistical behavior of the observations would be significantly improved by excluding 2.5% of
the observations.

If the coefficient of variation for one of the features exceeds the recommended range, decrease the percent of the
distribution to be included in the trimmed statistics by adjusting Observation trimming (percent) on the Statistical Analysis
Parameters screen shown in Figure 11-22 in Batch Job Class - Workload Characterization.

Figure 11-25. Descriptive Statistics Report

                                SCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

 

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS:  2000

                                ----------SAMPLE----------  ------TRIMMED 97.50%------

 

FEATURE      MIN        MAX      AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV    AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV
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--------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----  ---------  ---------  ----

JOBMXNTA          0          6     0.2135    0.54687   2.6   0.154951   0.391913   2.5

JOBTCBTM       0.01    7115.71    16.6509    175.139  10.5    5.80658    11.0867   1.9

JOBNLR            0     334275    2327.42    12277.9   5.3    1019.77    2339.31   2.3

 

Cluster Centroids Report - Batch Job Class

The Cluster Centroids Report provides a summary of the patterns that are identified by the clustering procedure. A sample
Cluster Centroids Report is shown in Figure 11-26. This report allows you to determine the characteristics of the patterns
that are identified.

Figure 11-26. Cluster Centroids Report

                       CLUSTER CENTROIDS

  

 CLUSTER  JOBMXNTA  JOBTCBTM  JOBNLR    RADIUS  NO ASSIGN  PCT

 -------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ---------  ---

    1          0.0   0:00:05    3450.7    2.00      145      7

    2          1.0   0:00:03     277.8    1.00      163      8

    3          0.0   0:00:57      90.9    3.00       68      3

    4          1.0   0:00:23      64.4    2.50       56      3

    5          0.0   0:00:14     181.8    1.00      156      8

    6          2.0   0:00:03     209.3    3.00       58      3

    7          0.0   0:00:01     267.7    1.00     1172     59

    8          0.0   0:00:07    8165.7    3.00       54      3

    9          1.0   0:00:03    3950.7    2.50       20      1

   10          0.0   0:00:11   12211.6    3.00       81      4

   11          0.0   0:00:36     261.4    2.00       27      1

 

On the sample, consider the values shown for CLUSTER in the report. Cluster 7 represents approximately 59% of all
jobs that executed during the seven-day period. The cluster centroid represents a job that uses no tape drives, uses one
second of CPU time, and prints approximately 270 lines. The radius of the cluster is 1.0 standard deviations. Using the
trimmed standard deviation values from the example in Figure 11-15 in Statistical Analysis Parameters Screen, we can
determine the bounds of the jobs assigned to the cluster. Consider the following table for cluster 7:

                                         LOWER    UPPER

      FEATURE     CENTROID    STD DEV    BOUND    BOUND

      ========    ========    =======    =====    =====

      JOBTCBTM        0:01       0:11    -0:10    +0:12

      JOBMXNTA           0       0.39    -0.39    +0.39

      JOBNLR           267       2339    -2072    +2606

 

By multiplying the positive and negative values of the cluster's radius times by the standard deviation for each of the
features, you can determine the possible bounds of the cluster. You can allocate tapes only in integer values and that jobs
cannot consume negative resource. The minimum value of CPU time observed in the distribution was .01 second. This
simplification yields the following table:

                                         LOWER    UPPER

      FEATURE     CENTROID    STD DEV    BOUND    BOUND

      ========    ========    =======    =====    =====

      JOBTCBTM        0:01       0:11     0:01    +0:12

      JOBMXNTA           0       0.39        0        0
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      JOBNLR           267       2339        0    +2606

 

Although the second table still indicates that the resulting cluster has some positive variability, the closeness of the
cluster's mean values to the minimum values (from the Descriptive Statistics Report, Figure 11-27 in Random Sample
Cluster Assignment Report - Batch Job Class) for the distribution indicates that the number of extreme values is small.

Random Sample Cluster Assignment Report - Batch Job Class

The Cluster Assignment Report for the randomly selected sample indicates how well the clusters represent the resource
vectors in the sample. The report also provides an analysis of the resources that are consumed by the clusters. A
sample Cluster Assignment Report for the randomly selected sample is shown in Figure 11-27. The resources detailed
in this report are specified on the Workload Characterization screen (see Figure 11-18 in Batch Job Class - Workload
Characterization).

This report demonstrates the potential benefits of job classes that you developed using the clusters. For example,
consider cluster 7. This cluster represents approximately 59% of all the jobs processed by the system. These jobs use
less than 10% of the resources consumed by all jobs that execute on the system. By exploiting the characteristics of
cluster 7, you could establish a job class and an initiator structure that would isolate jobs in this cluster. By prioritizing
the initiators which process these jobs, you can ensure excellent service to more than half of the jobs while minimally
impacting resources on the system as a whole.

Figure 11-27. Random Sample Cluster Assignment Report

      RESOURCE CONSUMPTION BY CLUSTER -- RANDOMLY SELECTED SAMPLE

  

 TOTAL OBSERVATIONS  :     2000

 OBS WITHIN RADIUS   :     1892

 MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS:      108    5.4%

  

 CLUS  WITHIN  MARGIN   JOBTCBTM   JOBEDASD   INITMIN    JOBNLR

 ----  ------  ------  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

   1     145       0      0:11:19     188270    321.142     461175

            7.25%           2.04%      3.15%      2.12%      9.91%

  

   2     163       0      0:08:51     184617    1329.24      46110

            8.15%           1.59%      3.09%      8.78%      0.99%

  

   3      25      43      5:55:41    2646216    5432.45     157324

            3.40%          64.09%     44.26%     35.86%      3.38%

  

   4      51       5      0:25:14     356752    1644.46      27583

            2.80%           4.55%      5.97%     10.86%      0.59%

  

   5     156       0      0:35:38     212340    848.633      27388

            7.80%           6.42%      3.55%      5.60%      0.59%

  

   6      52       6      0:07:58     182933    1081.27      43144

            2.90%           1.43%      3.06%      7.14%      0.93%

  

   7    1172       0      0:22:04     390123    1383.77     298355

           58.60%           3.97%      6.52%      9.14%      6.41%

  

   8      52       2      0:09:56     146459    208.562     417324

            2.70%           1.79%      2.45%      1.38%      8.97%
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   9      20       0      0:02:03      54634    176.678     110967

            1.00%           0.37%      0.91%      1.17%      2.38%

  

  10      30      51      1:01:05    1221149    1433.75    3037632

            4.05%          11.01%     20.42%      9.47%     65.26%

  

  11      26       1      0:15:13     395459    1287.72      27829

            1.35%           2.74%      6.61%      8.50%      0.60%

  

 **TOTALS**               9:15:02    5978952    15147.7    4654831

 

Population Cluster Assignment Report - Batch Job Class

The Cluster Assignment Report for the population indicates how well the clusters represent all of the resource vectors.
The report also provides an analysis of the resources that are consumed by the clusters. The resources detailed in
this report are specified on the Workload Characterization screen (see Figure 11-18 in Batch Job Class - Workload
Characterization).

The representative hypothesis that was introduced in CAP Workload Characterization tests how close the resource
vectors are to the characterization proposed for the workload. We propose to test this hypothesis by assigning the
resource vectors for the full population to the clusters developed for the sample.

You can test this hypothesis by comparing the marginal assignment percentage for the sample of resource vectors, shown
previously in Figure 11-17 in Inquiry Processing Screen, to the marginal assignment percentage for the full population
shown in Figure 11-28. Since these two values are nearly the same (5.4% vs. 5.7%), you can consider the conditions of
the representative hypothesis met. If the test had not been met, you would have repeated the procedure with a larger
sample size.

Figure 11-28. Population Cluster Assignment Report

           RESOURCE CONSUMPTION BY CLUSTER -- TOTAL POPULATION

  

 TOTAL OBSERVATIONS  :    18633

 OBS WITHIN RADIUS   :    17576

 MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS:     1057   5.7%

  

 CLUS  WITHIN  MARGIN   JOBTCBTM   JOBEDASD   INITMIN    JOBNLR

 ----  ------  ------  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

   1    1296       1      1:31:42    1667621    2830.38    4247705

            6.96%           1.99%      3.15%      1.99%     11.14%

  

   2    1556       2      1:14:19    1578031    13008.4     396291

            8.36%           1.61%      2.98%      9.13%      1.04%

  

   3     280     463     48:34:27   23590139    60822.1    1696906

            3.99%          63.26%     44.60%     42.68%      4.45%

  

   4     432      80      4:06:36    5403274    15489.5     291784

            2.75%           5.35%     10.22%     10.87%      0.77%

  

   5    1517      11      5:53:01    3952170    8446.99     323429

            8.20%           7.66%      7.47%      5.93%      0.85%
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   6     476      86      1:55:07    2155617    10764.1     620991

            3.02%           2.50%      4.08%      7.55%      1.63%

  

   7   11064       0      3:29:46    3489342    11599.6    2825604

           59.38%           4.55%      6.60%      8.14%      7.41%

  

   8     411       6      1:08:52    1178249     1611.2    3173915

            2.24%           1.49%      2.23%      1.13%      8.33%

  

   9     131      13      0:15:07     319366    1888.09     795981

            0.77%           0.33%      0.60%      1.32%      2.09%

  

  10     186     372      6:18:10    6998863    9600.94   23412139

            2.99%           8.21%     13.23%      6.74%     61.42%

  

  11     227      23      2:19:40    2554131    6444.38     335516

            1.34%           3.03%      4.83%      4.52%      0.88%

  

 **TOTALS**              76:46:46   52886803     142506   38120261

 

Analysis of the ALL_OBS SAS Data Set

The final step of the job class identification process involves some decisions based on the cluster descriptions and the
analyst's experience. Although the clusters developed in the example provide an excellent representation of the system's
workload, there are too many clusters to define a job class structure with a class for each structure. Providing a minimum
number of alternative job classes would simplify the job class selection process. Therefore, after analyzing the data from
the cluster centroids and the population statistics reports (see Figures 11-26 and 11-28 in Cluster Centroids Report -
Batch Job Class), we proposed four job classes. These classes are shown in the following table.

                                                CLUSTERS

     CLASS   JOBMXNTA   JOBTCBTM    JOBNLR     REPRESENTED

     =====   ========   ========   ========   =============

       1        0           5        2000          7

       2        0          60        5000       2,4,9,6

       3     >=1, <=2      60       20000     1,3,5,8,10,11

       4      unlim       unlim     unlim       outliers

 

A SAS program was written to evaluate the proposed classes. The program attempts to assign each job to the classes
(tested in ascending order of size) until a match is found. The results from the execution of this program are shown in
Figure 11-29.

As you can see in the figure, 10,722, 4,155, 1,489, and 2,267 jobs fell into the four classes. These values correspond
to 58, 22, 8, and 12%, respectively, of the system's workload. To test the sensitivity of these job class limits, we should
repeat the analysis varying the job class limits by + or -5%. If the results of these analyses do not significantly change the
percentage of the workload represented by each of the classes (that is, more than 2 or 3% of the jobs change classes),
then you can be confident that none of the job classes bisect a resource consumption pattern in the workload.

Figure 11-29. Sample ALL_OBS Analysis Program

 1          DATA _NULL_;

 2          SET JOBFILE.ALL_OBS END=EOF_SW;

 3          RETAIN C1 C2 C3 C4 0;

 4
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 5            IF JOBMXNTA<=0 & JOBTCBTM<=05 & JOBNLR<=02000 THEN DO;

 6              C1+1;

 7              GO TO T_EOF;

 8            END;

 9            IF JOBMXNTA<=0 & JOBTCBTM<=60 & JOBNLR<=05000 THEN DO;

 10             C2+1;

 11             GO TO T_EOF;

 12           END;

 13           IF JOBMXNTA>=1 & JOBMXTAP<=2 & JOBTCBTM<=60 & JOBNLR<=20000 THEN DO;

 14             C3+1;

 15             GO TO T_EOF;

 16           END;

 17           C4+1;

 18         T_EOF:

 19           IF EOF_SW THEN DO;

 20             PUT C1= / C2=/ C3=/ C4=;

 21             P1=C1/(C1+C2+C3+C4)*100;

 22             PUT P1=;

 23             P2=C2/(C1+C2+C3+C4)*100;

 24             PUT P2=;

 25             P3=C3/(C1+C2+C3+C4)*100;

 26             PUT P3=;

 27             P4=C4/(C1+C2+C3+C4)*100;

 28             PUT P4=;

 29           END;

 

 C1=10722

 C2=4155

 C3=1489

 C4=2267

 P1=57.45

 P2=22.30

 P3=7.99

 P4=12.17

 

 NOTE: THE DATA STATEMENT USED 1.76 SECONDS AND 384K.

 30         RUN;

 NOTE: SAS USED 384K MEMORY.

 

 NOTE: SAS INSTITUTE INC.

       SAS CIRCLE

       BOX 8000

       CARY, N.C. 27511-8000

 

TSO Response - Workload Characterization

In this example, as part of a benchmark study, an installation wants to prepare TPNS scripts to represent TSO user
activity. In particular, they want to identify patterns of think time and short, medium, and long TSO response events to
specify the TPNS scripts.

To identify the TSO activity patterns, the TSOTSU File was analyzed. Four features were specified on the Workload
Characterization screen:
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AVGTHINK
Average think time. This value is computed by dividing the total think time (TSUTHKTM) by the number of think time
events (TSUTHCNT).

SREVPCT
The ratio of short response events to total response events for the user during the TSO/MON PM measurement interval.
This value is calculated by dividing the short response event count (TSUSRESC) by the total response event count
(TSUTRESC).

MREVPCT
The ratio of medium response events to total response events for the user during the TSO/MON PM measurement
interval. This value is calculated using the TSUMRESC and TSUTRESC values.

LREVPCT
The ratio of long response events to total response events for the user during the TSO/MON PM measurement interval.
This value is calculated using the TSULRESC and TSUTRESC values.

You might be interested in the reason we used ratios rather than counts to characterize the response event. Although
we could have calculated the arrival rate using the total response event values, we could also have calculated the arrival
rate based on the average think time. Therefore, you need only the ratio of the response event sizes rather than response
event counts, because you can use the average think time to calculate the arrival rate. As we discussed in the Data
Selection and Outliers section in CAP Workload Characterization, such rated features offer significantly fewer problems in
the control of outliers.

We selected five data elements as reporting variables:

TSUTGETS
number of terminal TGETS issued

TSUTPUTS
number of terminal TPUTS issued

TSUTCBTM
TCB CPU time consumed by the commands

TSUSRBTM
SRB CPU time consumed by the commands

TSUSWPSZ
number of 1K blocks swapped for the user

Sample statistics, cluster centroids, and cluster assignments for the total population are shown in Figures 11-30, 11-31,
and 11-32.

Figure 11-30 provides the sample statistics for the TSO data. The maximum and minimum values for the ratios of short,
medium, and long commands are all 0 and 1. The 0 values correspond to intervals when none of a user's response
events were of a specified duration. Conversely, the 1 values correspond to intervals during which all of a user's response
events were of a specified duration.

Since all of the ratios were bounded by 0 and 1, outliers were not a consideration. The minimal differences between the
sample and trimmed statistics demonstrate this fact. However, examining the statistics for average think time reveals
some unexpected values. At first, the maximum value (14,627 seconds) of the average think time appears to be invalid.
However, these long think times correspond to sessions where the terminal was simply left logged on for several hours
without any activity. Therefore, the outliers represent only inactive terminals. Because of this, the representation of the
outliers is of little or no concern for this study.

The centroids of the 15 clusters that were developed are shown in Figure 11-31, TSO Cluster Centroids Report. Consider
the characteristics shown for cluster 6. Cluster 6 represents approximately 21% of all of the TSO user measurement
interval records. The users represented by this cluster have an average think time of 21.2 seconds and experience short
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and medium response events in a ratio of 9 to 1. These characteristics are the typical input requirements for system
drivers like TPNS.

The final report for the TSO study, shown in Figure 11-32, is the Cluster Assignment Report. In a benchmark study, you
would use this report to verify that the percent of the resources that are consumed in the benchmark by the synthetic
workloads correspond to the distributions for the actual system.

Figure 11-30. TSO Descriptive Statistics Report

                                    DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

  

 NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS:  2000

                                  ----------SAMPLE----------  ------TRIMMED 95.00%------

 FEATURE      MIN        MAX      AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV    AVERAGE    STD DEV    CV

 --------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ----  ---------  ---------  ----

 AVGTHINK       0.87      14627    107.463    555.687   5.2    42.0253    63.6419   1.5

 SREVPCT           0          1    0.38403   0.388045   1.0   0.351269   0.370578   1.0

 MREVPCT           0          1   0.358206   0.375055   1.0   0.324072   0.353648   1.1

 LREVPCT           0          1   0.257764   0.403596   1.6   0.218288   0.375076   1.7

 

Figure 11-31. TSO Cluster Centroids Report

                                CLUSTER CENTROIDS

  

       CLUSTER  AVGTHINK  SREVPCT   MREVPCT   LREVPCT   RADIUS  NO ASSIGN  PCT

       -------  --------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ---------  ---

          1         19.7       0.0       0.0       1.0    1.50      339     17

          2         25.0       0.1       0.9       0.0    1.50      347     17

          3        127.9       0.5       0.5       0.0    2.00       33      2

          4        147.8       0.0       1.0       0.0    1.50       49      2

          5         20.0       0.5       0.5       0.0    1.50      395     20

          6         21.2       0.9       0.1       0.0    1.00      411     21

          7         19.6       0.5       0.1       0.4    1.50       55      3

          8        233.1       0.0       0.0       1.0    3.00       28      1

          9        427.0       0.0       1.0       0.0    2.50       18      1

         10         20.8       0.1       0.4       0.5    2.00       85      4

         11        540.5       0.0       1.0       0.0    2.00       81      4

         12        267.1       1.0       0.0       0.0    3.00       34      2

         13        296.9       0.0       1.0       0.0    2.00       21      1

         14        103.6       1.0       0.0       0.0    1.50       61      3

         15        122.0       0.0       0.0       1.0    2.00       43      2

 

Figure 11-32. TSO Cluster Assignment Report

            CLUSTER ASSIGNMENT -- TOTAL POPULATION

  

 TOTAL OBSERVATIONS  :    15104

 OBS WITHIN RADIUS   :    14568

 MARGINAL ASSIGNMENTS:      536   3.5%

  

 CLUS  WITHIN  MARGIN   TSUTGETS   TSUTPUTS   TSUTCBTM   TSUSRBTM   TSUSWPSZ

 ----  ------  ------  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

   1    2652       0        42742     179645    1:30:01    0:06:54    2534180

           17.56%          22.42%     24.99%     27.99%     19.76%     22.84%
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   2    2715       0        27731     133719    0:54:28    0:06:07    1844684

           17.98%          14.54%     18.60%     16.94%     17.52%     16.62%

  

   3     247       0         1327       5877    0:02:38    0:00:20     110092

            1.64%           0.70%      0.82%      0.82%      0.95%      0.99%

  

   4     365       4         1188       9135    0:02:24    0:00:16     122952

            2.44%           0.62%      1.27%      0.75%      0.77%      1.11%

  

   5    2888       0        45130     162621    1:11:16    0:08:11    2440348

           19.12%          23.67%     22.62%     22.16%     23.48%     21.99%

  

   6    3114       0        53320     125302    0:41:40    0:07:25    2508048

           20.62%          27.96%     17.43%     12.96%     21.28%     22.60%

  

   7     367       3         5450      26948    0:15:30    0:01:30     315648

            2.45%           2.86%      3.75%      4.82%      4.30%      2.84%

  

   8     179      16          578       3790    0:01:55    0:00:13      75240

            1.29%           0.30%      0.53%      0.59%      0.61%      0.68%

  

   9      98       4          203       1176    0:00:26    0:00:03      20740

            0.68%           0.11%      0.16%      0.14%      0.14%      0.19%

  

   .

   .

  

  15     293       0         1269       8928    0:05:42    0:00:31     166184

            1.94%           0.67%      1.24%      1.77%      1.49%      1.50%

  

 **TOTALS**                190681     718918    5:21:38    0:34:53   11097664

 

IMS Transaction - Workload Characterization

To investigate potential IMS transaction classes, we used Workload Characterization to analyze DETAIL IMS transaction
data collected with the optional _USRXISU exit in the IMS Component. In particular, we analyzed the IMS transaction data
to determine patterns based on CPU time, message queue calls, and database calls.

To identify potential IMS transaction classes, we analyzed the DETAIL timespan IMSISU File. (The IMSISU File is not
typically supported in the DETAIL timespan, but was included through the use of an optional exit.)

We specified three data elements on the Workload Characterization screen:

ISUCPUTM
CPU time consumed by the transaction

ISUDBTOT
total number of database calls issued by the transaction

ISUMSTOT
total number of message queue calls issued by the transaction

We selected four data elements as reporting variables:
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ISUDBGU
number of database GET UNIQUEs issued by the transaction

ISUDBGN
number of database GET NEXTs issued by the transaction

ISUMSGET
number of message queue GET UNIQUE and GET NEXTs issued by the transaction. This value is computed from
ISUMSGGU and ISUMSGGN.

ISUCPUTM
CPU time consumed by the transaction

The centroids of the six clusters that we developed are shown in Figure 11-33. Cluster 2 represents 71% of the
transactions that were processed. We could potentially use the transactions in this cluster to define an IMS transaction
class. However, we would have to perform further analysis on the ALL_OBS SAS data set to verify that the DBD
requirements of the transactions do not conflict (ART78, LEE83).

Figure 11-33. IMS Cluster Centroids Report

                              CLUSTER CENTROIDS

 

CLUSTER  ISUCPUTM  ISUDBTOT  ISUMSTOT  RADIUS  NO ASSIGN  PCT

-------  --------  --------  --------  ------  ---------  ---

   1         0.13      11.9      1.23    1.00      219     11

   2         0.21       9.8      2.99    1.00     1423     71

   3         0.17      17.8       0.5    1.00       77      4

   4         1.13     150.3       1.0    2.00       41      2

   5         0.85       1.3      61.2    1.50      137      7

   6         0.53       0.9       0.1    1.00      103      5

CAP Installing
The Installation section describes installation, backup, restore, and compression procedures for the MICS Capacity
Planner and how to enable Neugents technology.

Installation Procedure

Instructions for loading the MICS Capacity Planner were included with the MICS product distribution tape. In the second
step of these instructions, you ran the product load job to copy all required product modules and members into your MICS
libraries. Use the following checklist to complete the installation of the MICS Capacity Planner.

1. Using the JCL shown in Figure 12-1, allocate a shared capacity planning database for your installation. The
MICSNDBx cataloged procedure is used to execute the program, where x is the database identifier of the
primary MICS unit database. If you are unfamiliar with your MICS database identifiers, consult your MICS System
Administrator.
Figure 12-1. Capacity Planning Database Allocation JCL
 //ALLOCATE   EXEC MICSNDBx

 //*

 //* SHARED CAPACITY PLANNING DATABASE ALLOCATION

 //* SPECIFY VOLSER AND UNIT TYPE

 //*

 //CAPACITY   DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY,

 //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

 //           DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS),

 //           SPACE=(TRK,(300,50)),UNIT=____,VOL=SER=______
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 //SYSIN      DD *

 DATA CAPACITY.DUMMY; DUMMY=1; RUN;

 //

 

The 300-tracks specification is an estimate of initial requirements. Monitor the space utilization of the capacity planning
database to optimize DASD utilization.

2. Update the product statement in JCLDEF in the primary unit to include the character string 'CAP' to
indicate the product is installed.
Reference(s): Database Unit Control Definitions

3. Generate jobs GDGSGEN, BACKUP, BACKUPM, and MONTHLY using the JCLGENU job.
Reference(s): Generate JCL, CLISTs, and Procedures

4. Run the GDGSGEN job.
Reference(s): Generate and Allocate the Database

5. Run a CGEN for all the products you have installed in your complex. The CGEN jobs exist in your
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL library.
Reference(s):Define and Generate Components
If you do not run a CGEN for all of your installed products, you will experience errors when using the Capacity Planner
Online Facilities.

You have now completed the product installation.

CAP Backups, Restores, and Compression
This article discusses backups, restores, and compression options for private and shared databases.

Private Capacity Planning Database Backup

Your private capacity planning database is NOT backed up as part of the MICS primary unit database backup. For this
reason you must run your own backup job periodically to back up both your private capacity planning database SAS data
set and the ISPF tables that are essential to the operation of the MICS Capacity Planner. The frequency with which you
run the backup job depends on how often you update your capacity planning database files and how often you create
and save analysis inquiries. In general, if you update your capacity planning database files weekly, run your backup job
weekly. If you run your updates monthly, also run your backup job monthly.

Several methods are possible for backing up your private capacity planning database SAS data set and the corresponding
ISPF tables. The checklist and sample JCL below provide one method for accomplishing the backup to a generation data
set.

1. You must know the data set name of your private capacity planning database file. If you already know the data set
name, proceed to Step 7 of this checklist. Otherwise, access the main MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) screen as
described in Capacity Planner Overview. Select Option 4, Management Support Applications (APPL)

2. From the Management Support Applications screen, select Option 3, Capacity Planning.
3. From the Capacity Planning screen, select Option 0, MICF Options.
4. From the MICF Options screen, select Option 6, Data Set Allocation Parameters.
5. From the Data Set Allocation screen, select the row identified as CAPACITY by placing an S in the Cmd column of this

row. The resulting screen displays the data set name and the allocation parameters that you will use to allocate your
private capacity planning database file.

6. Record the data set name for use in the JCL shown in Figures 12-2 and 12-3.
7. If you have not already defined the generation data sets for backing up your private capacity planning SAS data set

and the corresponding ISPF tables, do so now. You only have to execute this step the first time you back up your
capacity planning database file. Figure 12-2 shows one method of doing so for a VSAM catalog structure.
Figure 12-2. JCL to Define Backup GDGs for Private Files
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  //DEFINGDG   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

  //*

  //* DEFINE VSAM BACKUP GDG FOR PRIVATE CAPACITY FILE

  //*

  //SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSIN      DD *

    DEFINE GDG -

          (NAME(userid.MICS.BACKUP.CAPACITY) -

           SCRATCH -

           LIMIT(3) )

    DEFINE GDG -

          (NAME(userid.MICS.BACKUP.TABLES) -

           SCRATCH -

           LIMIT(3) )

8. You are now ready to execute the JCL to back up your private capacity planning database file and the corresponding
ISPF tables. You can use the JCL shown in Figure 12-3 for this purpose. This is a two-step job and you can make
several assumptions.
Refer to the first step, BKUPSAS, in Figure 12-3. If the name of the SAS PROC at your installation is not SAS, change
the JCL to reflect the correct name. Also, if the name of the private capacity planning SAS data set that you identified
in Step 6 of this checklist does not match the format shown below for the CAPACITY DD statement, then change
the JCL to reflect the correct name. The data set named on the BKUPCAP DD statement refers to a generation data
set that you either defined previously or that you defined by executing the JCL in Step 7 of this checklist. As with the
CAPACITY DD statement, ensure that the data set name on the BKUPCAP DD statement reflects the correct name at
your installation.
Refer to the second step, BKUPTBL, in Figure 12-3. If the name of your private ISPF table library does not follow the
format shown on the SYSUT1 DD statement, change the JCL to reflect the correct name. The data set name on the
SYSUT2 DD statement refers to a generation data set that you either defined previously or you defined by executing
the JCL in Step 7. As with the SYSUT1 DD statement, ensure that the data set name on the SYSUT2 DD statement
reflects the correct name at your installation.
Figure 12-3. Private Capacity Planning Backup JCL

  //BKUPSAS    EXEC MICSNDBx

  //*

  //* PRIVATE CAPACITY PLANNING DATABASE SAS DATA SET BACKUP

  //*

  //CAPACITY   DD DSN=userid.MICS.USER.CAPACITY,DISP=SHR

  //*

  //BKUPCAP    DD DSN=userid.MICS.BACKUP.CAPACITY(+1),

  //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=unit,

  //           DCB=(userid.MICS.USER.CAPACITY),

  //           LABEL=(1,RETPD=360)

  //SYSIN      DD *

  PROC COPY IN=CAPACITY OUT=BKUPCAP; RUN;

  /*

  //BKUPTBL    EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

  //*

  //* PRIVATE CAPACITY PLANNING ISPF TABLE BACKUP

  //*

  //SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSUT1     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.MICS.USER.TABLES

  //SYSUT2     DD DSN=userid.MICS.BACKUP.TABLES(+1),

  //           DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=unit,
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  //           DCB=(userid.MICS.USER.TABLES),

  //           LABEL=(1,RETPD=360)

  //SYSUT3     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSUT4     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSIN      DD *

               COPY INDD=SYSUT1,OUTDD=SYSUT2

9. You have now backed up your private capacity planning database file SAS data set and the corresponding ISPF
tables.

Private Capacity Planning Database Restore

If you find it necessary to restore your private capacity planning database file, you may do so by executing the sample
JCL shown in Figure 12-4. As with the backup job described above, you can make a number of assumptions about data
set and PROC names at your installation. Review the discussion above and ensure that the PROC and data set names at
your installation are correctly reflected in the following JCL before submitting the job.

Figure 12-4. Private Capacity Planning Restore JCL

  //RSTRSAS    EXEC MICSNDBx

  //*

  //*PRIVATE CAPACITY PLANNING DATABASE SAS DATA SET RESTORE

  //*

  //CAPACITY   DD DSN=userid.MICS.USER.CAPACITY,DISP=OLD

  //*

  //BKUPCAP    DD DSN=userid.MICS.BACKUP.CAPACITY(0),

  //           DISP=OLD

  //SYSIN      DD *

  PROC COPY IN=BKUPCAP OUT=CAPACITY; RUN;

  /*

  //RSTRTBL    EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

  //*

  //*PRIVATE CAPACITY PLANNING ISPF TABLE RESTORE

  //*

  //SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSUT1     DD DSN=userid.MICS.BACKUP.TABLES(0),

  //           DISP=OLD

  //SYSUT2     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.MICS.USER.TABLES

  //SYSUT3     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSUT4     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSIN      DD *

               COPY INDD=SYSUT1,OUTDD=SYSUT2

Private Capacity Planning Database Compression

If you find it necessary to compress your private capacity database files containing the historical observations
(CAPxxxnn), where xxx is the file identifier and nn denotes a cycle number, you can do so by executing sample JCL
shown in Figure 12-5.

This JCL first creates a temporary SAS data set. The first PROC COPY will copy all historical files from your private
capacity database into the temporary data set. The second PROC COPY will copy and compress all files back into your
private capacity database.

Review your SASLOG to determine your compression savings for the entire capacity database. In some cases, a
compressed SAS file might take more space than if it were not compressed. If you determine that compression is
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not a good option for your private capacity database, rerun the compression JCL, setting the COMPRESS option to
COMPRESS=NO. Running this job will uncompress all your private capacity historical database files.

As with the backup & restore jobs described above, you can make a number of assumptions about data set and PROC
names at your installation. Review the previous section on this page and ensure that the PROC and data set names at
your installation are correctly reflected in the following JCL before submitting the job.

Figure 12-5. Private Capacity Planning Compression JCL

  //CMPRSPR    EXEC MICSNDBx

  //*

  //*PRIVATE CAPACITY PLANNING DATABASE COMPRESSION

  //*

  //CAPACITY   DD DSN=userid.MICS.USER.CAPACITY,DISP=OLD

  //*

  //TEMPCAP    DD DSN=userid.MICS.TEMP.CAPACITY,

  //           DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),UNIT=unit,

  //           DCB=(userid.MICS.USER.CAPACITY),

  //           SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

  //SYSIN      DD *

  PROC COPY IN=CAPACITY OUT=TEMPCAP;

    SELECT CAP: ;  RUN;

  OPTIONS COMPRESS=YES;

  PROC COPY IN=TEMPCAP OUT=CAPACITY NOCLONE;

    SELECT CAP: ;  RUN;

  /*

Note: To turn off compression during a capacity database initialization or subsequent database update, modify the SAS
macro variable CAPCMPRS=YES in shared.prefix.SOURCE($CAPMSTR) to CAPCMPRS=NO;

Shared Capacity Planning Database Backup and Restore

The MICS shared capacity planning database and its associated tables are backed up whenever the MICS primary unit
database backup job is executed. The JCL required to restore the shared capacity planning database and the tables is
shown in Figure 12-6.

WARNING
This restore process will also restore tables which are used in controlling and maintaining the entire MICS
system. Do not perform this yourself and ask the MICS system administrator to perform it for you after
confirming that this restore process will not destroy any recent maintenance, shared MICF inquiries, or shared
MICF-cataloged reports that the administrator has applied to the system. If you must restore only a few tables
describing shared files or shared inquiries, call Broadcom Support.

Use the MICSNDBx cataloged procedure to execute the program, where x is the database identifier of the primary MICS
unit database.

Figure 12-6. Shared Capacity Planning Restore JCL

  //RSTRSAS    EXEC MICSNDBx

  //*

  //* SHARED CAPACITY PLANNING DATABASE RESTORE

  //*

  //CAPACITY   DD DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY,DISP=OLD

  //*

  //BKUPCAP    DD DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.CAPACITY(0),
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  //           DISP=OLD

  //SYSIN      DD *

  PROC COPY OUT=CAPACITY IN=BKUPCAP; RUN;

  /*

  //RSTRTLIB   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

  //*

  //*SHARED CAPACITY PLANNING ISPF TABLE RESTORE

  //*

  //SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSUT1     DD DSN=tapeprefix.MICS.BACKUP.ISPTLIB(0),

  //           DISP=OLD

  //SYSUT2     DD DISP=OLD,DSN=sharedprefix.MICS.ISPTLIB

  //SYSUT3     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSUT4     DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3))

  //SYSIN      DD *

               COPY INDD=SYSUT1,OUTDD=SYSUT2

  //

CAP How to Enable Neugents technology in MICS
The MICS Performance Manager Option, Capacity Planner, and StorageMate products include features that use
Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology.

Before you use Neugents, ensure that your environment is ready.

Requirements

MICS delivers mainframe-based Neugents technology that requires C/C++ runtime features available in the language
environment delivered with z/OS 1.3 and above. If you plan to use MICS product features that rely on Neugents
technology, then MICS must be installed on a z/OS system at level 1.3 or above.

Activate the MICS Root Directory

To activate the MICS root directory, review Activating MICS USS and HFS Support and complete the Activation Checklist.

Note: If the MICS root directory has been enabled during the installation of another MICS product, you do not have to do it
again.

Enable Neugents Technology

Once you have activated the MICS root directory on USS, you can enable Neugents technology. By following the steps in
this procedure, you will enable Neugents technology by delivering the Neugents technology DLLs to the correct directory
under the MICS root directory.

To enable Neugents technology, complete the following steps:

1. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following:
 MQRHFSU

 

Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

2. Unload Neugents technology HFS files to the MICS Root Directory.
Submit the following job:
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 'sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(MQRHFSU)'

 

Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT, and that the job completes with a condition code
of zero.

CAP Resource Component Analysis
A new facility has been added to the MICS Capacity Planner that will analyze the effects of a series of numeric data
values upon a client specified Analysis or dependent element, and then quantify those effects. This is an exploratory data
analysis tool and can be used in selecting data elements for later use in resource forecasting operations.

This new facility can be executed in two different modes: one using any MICS file as input, and the other, using a
CAP database as input. Although there are differences in how the facility is invoked between each mode, the internal
processing is the same in both cases.

Resource Component Analysis using MICS files
A new facility, Resource Component Analysis, using MICS files has been added to the MICS MVS Capacity Planner that
will analyze the effects of a series of numeric data values (independent elements) upon a client specified dependent
element, and then quantify those effects. This exploratory data analysis tool can be used in selecting appropriate data
elements for use in populating future capacity planning databases.

Functional Description

The Resource Component Analysis application uses the Relative Importance facility (Broadcom's U.S. patented
Neugents(R) technology) and utilizes proprietary analytical methods to understand and quantify the effect of a list of data
values (independent elements) against a client specified dependent element. While a similar analysis can be performed
using standard statistical means such as correspondence matrix, the Relative Importance facility cannot only determine
linear relationships among data values but non-linear relationships too. This is important when exploring data that might
not be well understood and can result in a more accurate understanding of the relationships among the data values. Any
files to be analyzed using this option of the Resource Component Analysis application must reside in the MICS database.

The process itself is straightforward. First, determine the dependent data element to use for analysis. The MICS Capacity
Planner will then accept a list of quantitative independent data elements defined on the input screen. The client can enter
a '?' in the input area of the scrollable portion of the input panel and obtain a list of all data elements for the file specified
as the input file. Any numerical quantitative data element(s) can be selected, and multiple elements can be chosen
concurrently. Note that a minimum of two elements must be defined or an error message will be displayed.

The application will validate all chosen independent elements for "missing" values. These values are not valid for
performing Relative Importance and Neugents will ignore them during processing. Input observations containing "missing"
values will be bypassed and listed on an error report.

Additionally, all independent values will be analyzed to determine if they are totally co-related with the
dependent value. For example, in the HARCPU file, CPUTOBTM and CPUPCBSY would be totally co-
related and as such, CPUPCBSY values would bias the Relative Importance process and cause the Importance Index
(Weight) values to be distorted. The application will compute co-relation weights for all independent elements and
will cause any totally co-related values to be dropped from analysis and flagged on the Descriptive Statistics report.

During execution, the Relative Importance facility
will analyze the values of each selected independent element and develop a weight that quantifies the effect of the data
value against the dependent element. The sum of the weights for all selected elements will be 100 and will quantify the
impact of each selected independent data element against the dependent variable. Those data values with a greater
weight have a more significant impact on the dependent element than those with a lesser weight, and will likely be of more
interest in any future analysis.
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The MICS Capacity Planner Option includes features that use Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology.

To exploit this technology, the MICS Root Directory under Unix System Services must be initialized and the Neugents
technology infrastructure enabled.

For detail instructions on how to initialize the MICS root directory and enable Neugents technology review, see CAP
Installing.

Usage Guidelines

Use of the Resource Component Analysis application is easy and the operation is straightforward. You can typically
execute a complete analysis with a single panel and a few key strokes. Once the analysis has completed, you can
examine the output report produced, quickly identify those independent elements that have minimal effect on the
dependent element values, remove those elements, and reexecute the analysis query again. This process can be
executed as often as necessary until the best set of independent elements remains. Once an optimum set of independent
elements has been determined, they can be used in future studies.

Standard Output

The Resource Component Analysis facility currently produces a single printed output: The Relative Importance Analysis
Report. This report contains a set of simple descriptive statistics for the dependent elements and their associated values
and the relative importance weight assigned to each independent individual element. A sample of this report is shown
next.

                                               Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/27/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______    _________

CPUTOBTM Total Time Processor Busy                  0:08:15.73     0:27:00.70     0:19:23.79     0:03:23.89  

  17.52

CPUAVB   Avg Batch Users                                  3.16          10.23           5.16           1.83  

  35.50       0.2265

CPUAVE   Avg OMVS Users                                  12.00          12.10          12.03           0.02  

   0.15       0.2834

CPUAVS   Avg Started Users                              196.47         221.82         206.65           7.42  

   3.59       0.2333

CPUAVT   Avg TSO Users                                    2.04          16.72           9.96           4.15  

  41.71       0.2568

CPUTODTM Total Dispatch Time                        0:08:15.73     0:27:00.70     0:19:23.79     0:03:23.89  

  17.52       0.0000***

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                           

              1.0000

*** - This Field(s) is 100% Correlated to the CPUTOBTM Value and was Dropped from Analysis.

The Relative Importance Analysis report contains the following information:

ELEMENT
The name of the independent and dependent elements being analyzed.

DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition or supplied by the user.
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MIN. VALUE
The minimum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MAX. VALUE
The maximum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MEAN VALUE
The mean of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

STD
The standard deviation of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

CV
The coefficient of variance of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data. This is a standard
statistic and is a ratio of the mean and standard deviation measurements.

REL. IMP.
The relative importance of this particular independent element as a function of the dependent element value. Neugents
technology computes this value internally using a mixture of both linear and nonlinear techniques and expresses this as a
ratio or weight factor, relative to 100.

Component Operation

This section describes the control parameters that are used in the execution of the Resource Component Analysis inquiry.
The control parameters allow you to define the MICS file you want to use as input, the time periods you want to analyze,
the dependent elements, and the associated independent elements you want to use in the analysis process.

Component Analysis Control Panel

Resource Component Analysis is one of the capacity planning application options available through the MICS Workstation
Facility (MWF). The Capacity Planner Overview explains how to use MWF to reach the Capacity Planner options and
subsequently the Relative Importance control panel shown in Figure 13-1.01.

Figure 13-1.01. Resource Component Analysis

/---------------------- Resource Component Analysis -----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                          Scroll ===> CSR          |

|                                                                               |

|Composing CA MICS Inquiry:    IOISC   -  Adhoc Inquiry -                       |

|CA MICS file ===> CPU - CPU ACTIVITY FILE                 Time-span DETAIL     |

|Data base ===> P               Allow Run-time Override of DB(s)  => Y (Y/N)    |

|Cycle(s) ===> 01  -  02        Allow Run-time Override of Cycles => Y (Y/N)    |

|                                                                               |

|Data Selection:                                    Allow runtime override      |

|  Date          ===>          -              -                ===> N (Y/N)     |

|  Hour          ===>  -         -          -                  ===> N (Y/N)     |

|  Zone          ===>                                          ===> N (Y/N)     |

|  SYSID         ===>                                          ===> N (Y/N)     |

|                                                                               |

|Specify extended options ===>   (Y/N)                                          |

|                                                                               |

|Specify Dependent Element ==> CPUTOMSU ( Use a ? to select from list   )       |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|Specify Two or More Independent Elements Below ( Use a ? to select from list ) |
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|                                                                               |

| X  Element                Description                                         |

| -  --------  --------------------------------------                           |

|    CPUAVB    Average Batch Users                                              |

|    CPUAVT    Average TSO Users                                                |

|    CPUAVS    Average Started Tasks                                            |

|    CPUAVE    Average OMVS Users                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Some of the parameters on this panel are required, while others are optional. Each parameter is discussed next.

MICS file
The MICS database file containing the historical observations for the Analysis file used in the Relative Importance
Analysis application.
If you are uncertain of the files or file names available in your MICS database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a
selection list will be displayed.

Data base
The single-character database identifier for this file at your site.

Cycle(s)
The number of cycles to be specified. For example, we specified two cycles to analyze two days worth of data.

Data Selection
The selection criteria for Date, Hour, Zone, and SYSID to subset the data you are examining. Enter date values in the
ddmonyy format.

Specify extended options
Select this option if you want to specify additional parameters. Enter Y (YES) to display the Extended Options panel.

Specify Dependent Element:
The name of the dependent element used in the Relative Importance Analysis application.
If you are uncertain of the elements available in your MICS file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will
be displayed.

Specify TWO or More Independent Elements
The independent elements that you select for the analysis.
If you are uncertain of the elements available in your MICS file, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will
be displayed.

Resource Component Analysis

Entering Y (YES) at the Specify extended options prompt on the Relative Importance panel displays the Extended Options
Panel shown in Figure 13-1.02.

Figure 13-1.02. Extended Options Panel

/---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance                                             |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Specify global data selection exit              ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Specify non-CA MICS data element derivation exit===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|                                                                               |
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|Specify alternate input file                    ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|Save selected input observations                ===> N (Y/N/R)                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You can select any of the options available on this panel by entering Y (YES) at any of the prompts. Entering R (RESET)
nullifies any specifications you made for that option.

Global Data Selection Panel

Figure 13-1.03. Global Data Selection Macro Definition Panel

/-------------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying global data selection                     |

 | -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

 | _ - %MACRO SELEOF;                                                            |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

 | _ - %MEND SELEOF;                                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 \-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/

Relative Importance provides a user-exit that you can use to control data selection from the MICS database. To invoke
this exit, code SAS statements in the SELEOF macro. This macro is bracketed by the %MACRO and %MEND statements
that are field protected to prevent accidental modification.

The default for the SELEOF macro is null. This macro is invoked when the Relative Importance observations are read
from the specified MICS file. You can use it to delete observations from the data as it is selected. For example, in a job
class study, you might want to exclude production job classes from the analysis. If production jobs are designated by job
class P, code the following:

     %MACRO SELEOF;

     IF JOBCLASS='P' THEN GO TO T_EOF;

     %MEND SELEOF;

Note: You do not have to code the %MACRO and %MEND statements, as they are already provided for you.
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The IF statement should specify branching to T_EOF rather than acting as a subsetting IF or specifying DELETE. A
subsetting IF or a DELETE statement may cause the program to function incorrectly.

Code each specified SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as described in the SAS
Language Reference: Dictionary (Version 8).

Data Element Derivation Panel

If you require user-defined data elements, use the Data Element Derivation Macro Definition panel shown in Figure
13-1.04 to specify their derivation.

Figure 13-1.04. Data Element Derivation Macro Definition Panel

/-------------------------------  SAS Statements  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance                                             |

|                                                                               |

|Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete  R Repeat  M Move  C Copy                        |

|                                                                               |

|Cmd  SAS Statements for:  Specifying data element derivation                   |

| -   ------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

| _ - %MACRO DRVMAC;                                                            |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _   ________________________________________________________________________  |

| _ - %MEND DRVMAC;                                                             |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Relative Importance provides a user-exit for defining the procedures for computing data elements that are not part of
the MICS database. This exit is invoked by coding SAS statements in the DRVMAC macro. This macro is bracketed by
the %MACRO and %MEND statements that are field protected to prevent accidental modification. The default for the
DRVMAC macro is null.

Code each data element derivation SAS statement in accordance with the syntax of the SAS Macro Language, as
described in the SAS Language Reference: Dictionary (Version 8).

Alternate Input File Panel

Figure 13-1.05. Alternate Input File Panel

/-------------------------  Alternate Input File  ------------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance                                             |

|                                                                               |
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|SAS file name(s) ===> ________  ________  ________  ________  ________         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|SAS Data set allocation instructions:                                          |

|   Data set name   ===> ____________________________________________           |

|   Disposition     ===> SHR  (SHR/OLD)                                         |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Resource Component Analysis has the ability to read data from MICS files, or from non-MICS external SAS files. The
Alternate Input File panel lets you specify non-MICS SAS files as input data for the analysis. You can specify the SAS data
set name and up to five SAS files to be used as input. Note that the SAS data must already be created.

Save Selected Input Observations Screen

Figure 13-1.06. Save Selected Input Observations Screen0

/----------------------  Save Selected Input Observations  ---------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|Inquiry Step:  Relative Importance                                             |

|                                                                               |

|SAS file name         ===> ________                                            |

|                                                                               |

|SAS data set name     ===> ____________________________________________        |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Resource Component Analysis has as the ability to save the observations that your analysis inquiry selected to an
external SAS file for further processing by independent SAS programs, or for future processing by MICS Capacity
Planner. The Save Selected Input Observations screen allows you to save the selected observations to an external SAS
file and specify the SAS data set name and the name of the SAS file in which they should be saved. Note that the SAS
data set must already be created.

Inquiry Processing Panel

Figure 13-1.07. Inquiry Processing Panel

/-----------------------------  Inquiry Processing  ----------------------------\

|Command ===>                                                                   |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Active MICF Inquiry:  RICPU - Relative Importance                           |

|                Author:          Your Name                                     |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|   Specify Inquiry processing ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY/SAVE/CANCEL)        |

|     EXECUTE - Execute the inquiry.                                            |

|     MODIFY  - Redisplay the inquiry for modification.                         |

|     SAVE    - Exit from inquiry composition and save the inquiry.             |

|     CANCEL  - Exit from inquiry composition without saving the inquiry.       |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|Instructions:                                                                  |

|                                                                               |

|   Specify desired option and press ENTER key.                                 |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

|                                                                               |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Entering END at the Command prompt or pressing the END PF key (usually PF3) while on the Relative Importance
Analysis panel displays the Inquiry Processing panel. The available options are described in the text of the panel.
Note that you can save a partially composed inquiry for later modification and execution.

Case Study - Analysis using MICS files

The following case study involves the use of Relative Importance Analysis used in preparation of a processor resource
forecast.

Processor Resource Usage

The case study illustrates how you can perform a preliminary analysis of processor usage data and better understand
which general workloads appear to influence the overall system usage. This is a simple exploratory data step that can
help direct other, more detailed analyses. Since capacity planning is often done in a very individualized fashion and the
actuals metrics vary among sites, it is important to have tools that are flexible and permit you to choose among a variety of
metrics, measurements and methods to achieve the best outcome.
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Development of Conceptual Study

Knowledge gained from this and similar limited analyses can help you choose which metrics to employ in more detailed
studies. For example, you might decide that simple usage data as depicted here is too limited to be reliable and that data
from the WLMSECxx or related files would be required. But for quick studies and simple "back of the envelope" analyses,
the method employed here might be sufficient.

Application of Conceptual Study

The systems being examined are SYS1 and SYS2 (the MICS SYSID values). These systems process varied workloads,
which can be loosely grouped together as BATCH, TSO, STC and USS. They are also used for both system development
and non-scheduled production and serve a number of remotely located groups. The hardware platforms have changed
over time and both LPARs reside on a z-900 based CEC executing z-OS version 1.4.

The DETAIL HARCPU data from a typical day was chosen and the analyses performed. The analysis report was reviewed
and the decision made to drop the 'average' data elements (CPUAVx) in favor of the 'maximum' values (CPUMXx). The
query was then reexecuted and the results noted.

Control Parameters

Using the short set of menus that are described in the Online Facility Tutorial section, you will arrive at the Resource
Component Analysis screen shown in Figure 13-1.08. This figure shows the control parameters that were used to
generate the Resource Component Analysis query in this case study.

Figure 13-1.08. Resource Component Analysis Case Study Control Parameters

 /------------------------  Resource Component Analysis  ------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===>       |

 |                                                                               |

 |Modifying CA MICS Inquiry:  CPUBSY - Analyze Processor Busy by Workload        |

 |CA MICS file ===> CPU - CPU ACTIVITY FILE                    Time-span: DETAIL |

 |Data base ===> P                  Allow Run-Time Override of DB(s)  => N (Y/N) |

 |Cycle(s)  ===> 01 - 01            Allow Run-Time Override of Cycles => N (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data Selection:                                        Allow run-time override |

 |  Date         ===> _______ - _______   _______ - _______         ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                 ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  Zone         ===> 1 2 3 _ _ _ _ _ _                             ===> N (Y/N) |

 |  SYSID        ===> SYS1 SYS2 ____ ____ ____ ____                 ===> N (Y/N) |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> N (Y/N)                                          |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify Dependent Element ==> CPUTOBTM  ( Use a ? to select from list )        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: I Insert  D Delete                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify Two or More Independent Elements Below ( Use a ? to select from list ) |

 |                                                                               |

 | X  Element                Description                                         |

 | -  --------  --------------------------------------                           |

 | __ CPUAVB    Avg Batch Users                                                  |

 | __ CPUAVE    Avg OMVS Users                                                   |

 | __ CPUAVS    Avg Started Users                                                |

 | __ CPUAVT    Avg TSO Users                                                    |

 | __ CPUMXB    Max Batch Users                                                  |
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 | __ CPUMXE    Max OMVS Users                                                   |

 | __ CPUMXS    Max Started Users                                                |

 | __ CPUMXT    Max TSO Users                                                    |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This sample study is conducted using a "typical" days activity and the entire days usage will be selected as input. Two
systems, SYS1 and SYS2, are incorporated in the study; together they are used for a variety of developement and
production purposes.

The data elements used to analyze the CPUTOBTM value are specified in the "Specify Two or More Independent
Elements Below" list. For the first execution, we have included both the 'average' and 'maximum' values for each of the
basic workloads: batch; TSO, STC and USS. This decision was made to determine if there were significant differences
among these values and which set would be better used for the final analysis.

Relative Importance Analysis Report

The following figures show the Relative Importance Analysis Reports for this case study.

As this report shows, there is no significant difference between the 'average' and 'maximum' data element values and
in both groups, BATCH (CPUxxB) is the least relevant. The other workloads are about even in terms of effect on the
CPUTOBTM value. The BATCH workload value was retained, and the 'maximum' data values were used in the second
execution.

Figure 13-1.09. Relative Importance Analysis Report - first execution

  

                                               Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/28/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______    _________

CPUTOBTM Total Time Processor Busy                  0:08:15.73     0:27:00.70     0:19:23.79     0:03:23.89  

  17.52

CPUAVB   Avg Batch Users                                  3.16          10.23           5.16           1.83  

  35.50       0.1465

CPUAVE   Avg OMVS Users                                  12.00          12.10          12.03           0.02  

   0.15       0.2229

CPUAVS   Avg Started Users                              196.47         221.82         206.65           7.42  

   3.59       0.1482

CPUAVT   Avg TSO Users                                    2.04          16.72           9.96           4.15  

  41.71       0.1537

CPUMXB   Max Batch Users                                  5.00          17.00           8.76           2.85  

  32.50       0.0846

CPUMXE   Max OMVS Users                                  13.00          13.00          13.00           0.00  

   0.00       0.0000***

CPUMXS   Max Started Users                              199.00         224.00         208.87           7.73  

   3.70       0.1126

CPUMXT   Max TSO Users                                    3.00          19.00          11.73           4.55  

  38.78       0.1315

 

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                           

              1.0000
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*** - This Field(s) is 100% Correlated to the CPUTOBTM Value and was Dropped from Analysis.

 

For the second execution, only the 'average' (CPUAVx) data values was used. Not surprisingly, the approximate
ratios of the Relative Importance Index value did not change much between executions. In a real-life study, the actual
processor times for the workloads must be considered along with the simple number of users, and a detailed workload
characterization study would be required before using the metrics for any forecasting operation.

Figure 13-1.10. Relative Importance Analysis Report - second execution

  

                                               Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/27/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______    _________

CPUTOBTM Total Time Processor Busy                  0:08:15.73     0:27:00.70     0:19:23.79     0:03:23.89  

  17.52

CPUAVB   Avg Batch Users                                  3.16          10.23           5.16           1.83  

  35.50       0.2265

CPUAVE   Avg OMVS Users                                  12.00          12.10          12.03           0.02  

   0.15       0.2834

CPUAVS   Avg Started Users                              196.47         221.82         206.65           7.42  

   3.59       0.2333

CPUAVT   Avg TSO Users                                    2.04          16.72           9.96           4.15  

  41.71       0.2568

 

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                           

              1.0000

 

Resource Component Analysis using CAP Database files
A new facility has been added to the MICS Capacity Planner that will analyze the effects of a series of numeric data
values upon a client specified analysis element, and then quantify those effects. This is an exploratory data analysis tool
and can be used in selecting data elements for later use in resource forecasting operations.

Contents

Functional Description

Resource Component Analysis utilizes Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents technology facility known as Relative
Importance. The Relative Importance facility utilizes proprietary analytical technology to understand and quantify the effect
of a list of data values against the client specified analysis data element. While a similar analysis can be performed using
standard statistical means such as correspondence matrix, the Relative Importance facility cannot only determine linear
relationships among data values, but non-linear relationships too. This is important when exploring data that might not be
well understood and can result in a more accurate understanding of the relationships among the data values.

As with other MICS Capacity Planner facilities, any files to be analyzed using the Resource Component Analyzer must
reside in the capacity planning database. The analysis can be performed using either one or two database files, but both
files must be summarized in the same timespan and maintain the same key structure.
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Determine the data element to use for analysis and the MICS Capacity Planner will produce a default list of all quantitative
data elements contained in the file defined under "Select Elements from." Edit this list as appropriate by either selecting or
unselecting data elements before executing the application.

The application will validate all chosen independent elements for 'missing' values. Such values are not valid for performing
Relative Importance and Neugents will ignore such values during processing. Input observations containing 'missing'
values will be bypassed and listed on an error report.

Additionally, all training values will be analyzed to determine if they are totally co-related with the forecast value. For
example, in a database built from HARCPU data, CPUTOBTM and CPUPCBSY would be totally co-related and as such,
CPUPCBSY values would bias the Relative Importance process and cause the Importance Index (Weight) values to be
distorted. The application will compute co-relation weights for all training elements and will cause any totally co-related
values to be dropped from analysis and flagged on the Descriptive Statistics report.

During execution, the Relative Importance facility will analyze the values of each selected element from the "Select
Elements from" list and develop a weight that quantifies the effect of the data value against the Analysis element. The sum
of the weights for all selected elements will be 100 and will quantify the impact of each selected data element against the
analysis variable. Those data values with a greater weight have a more significant impact against the analysis element
than those with a lesser weight, and will likely be of more interest in any future forecasting operations.

Usage Guidelines

Usage of the Resource Component Analysis facility is easy and the component operation is straightforward. Since the
facility creates a default list of data elements for later analysis, you can quickly execute a complete analysis with a single
panel and a few key strokes. Once the analysis has completed, you can examine the output report produced, quickly
determine those components that have minimal effect on the analysis element values, unselect those elements and
reexecute the component analysis again. This is frequently an iterative process and can be executed as often as
necessary until the best list of component elements remains. Once an optimum set of component elements has been
determined, selected elements can be used as input to the workload forecasting process, discussed in the Workload
Forecasting section.

Standard Output

The Resource Component Analyzer currently produces a single printed output: The Resource Component Analysis
Report. This report contains a set of simple descriptive statistics for the Analysis element and each of the component
definition values and the relative importance weight assigned to the individual components. A sample of this report is
shown next.

Figure 13-2.01. Resource Component Analysis Report

                                               Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/27/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.       CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________   ______    _________

CPUADBTM Adjusted Processor Busy Time              19:48:03.06   177:30:19.63   150:24:18.49    28:23:26.31    18.88

BATCH    Batch Processor Usage Time                 1:34:22.97    23:54:35.96    12:30:32.64     4:29:03.99    35.85       0.1261

DATABASE Database Processor Usage Time              6:32:51.97    76:14:35.50    57:31:46.57    13:15:40.67    23.05       0.4012

ONLINE   Online Systems Processor Usage Time        4:03:04.13    39:19:11.42    33:07:25.75     6:37:24.04    20.00       0.3231

TSO      TSO Processor Usage Time                   0:02:28.15     0:54:55.72     0:17:59.79     0:07:52.44    43.75       0.1496

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                                         1.0000
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The Resource Component Analysis report contains the following information:

ELEMENT
The name of the Analysis or Training element being analyzed.

DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition or supplied by the user.

MIN. VALUE
The minimum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MAX. VALUE
The maximum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MEAN VALUE
The mean of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

STD
The standard deviation of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

CV
The coefficient of variance of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data. This is a standard
statistic and is a ratio of the mean and standard deviation measurements.

REL. IMP.
The Relative Importance of this particular component as a function of the Analysis element value. Neugents technology
computes this value internally using a mixture of both linear and nonlinear techniques and expresses this as a ratio or
weight factor, relative to 100.

Component Operation

The Component Operation Section describes the control parameters that are used to execute the Resource Component
Analysis inquiry.

These parameters allow you to specify which files and elements to analyze, using selective data deletion.

The Resource Component Analysis query is invoked entirely within a single screen, which is described in the next section.

Case Study - Analysis using CAP Database files

The following case study involves the use of Resource Component Analysis used in preparation of a processor resource
forecast.

Processor Resource Usage

This case study shows how you can query a set of workloads and determine which workloads most significantly affect the
processor resource usage.

In preparing for a capacity planning forecast, it is important for you to understand which workloads have the greatest
impact on processor utilization. While you might want to simply look at workload CPU time, there may well be
relationships among workloads that are not readily apparent. A better approach is to use Neugents technology Relative
Importance, which is a nonlinear process and is therefore more aware of such relationships.

This case study assumes that two files exist in the capacity planning database, one built with the CPU Planning Standard
application using the CPU Processor Activity (HARCPU) data as input, and another built as a Resource Element file. The
Resource Element is derived from the Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC) data. Both files in this sample
reside in the MICS Hardware and CSP Analyzer (RMF) area and are summarized at the "Weeks" timespan. The WLM
workload usage data has been mapped to a series of client defined workload names and the file contains one set of
workload data for each observation.
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Development of Conceptual Study

This study is being conducted as a prelude to performing a capacity study of a single system using 53 weeks of input
data. The workload measurement data will be analyzed with respect to the processor resource usage in an effort to
identify those workloads that are most relevant to future forecasting efforts. This study will be performed initially using all
of the workloads, and then executed again after removing (unselecting) those workloads that appear to be less relevant.

Application of Conceptual Study

The system being examined is SYS1 (this is the MICS SYSID value). This system processes a varied workload, which
can be divided by WLM Service Class and summarized by Workload Name. The workloads are a TSO subsystem, a
Database subsystem, an Online subsystem, a BATCH subsystem and a small USS based workload. There are also
system-related tasks that must execute to provide an array of common services, such as GRS, JES2, VTAM, TCAS, and
RMF.

Two files contain CPU time information concerning these workloads and processor use as a whole. These files are:

APU
Processor Usage File

WKL
Workload Usage File

In our example, the processor usage for each workload is analyzed against the total processor usage and the effect
quantified into a weight factor.

Control Parameters

Using a short set of menus that are described in Online Facility Tutorial section, you will arrive at the Resource
Component Analysis screen shown in Figure 13-2.02.

This figure shows the control parameters that we used to generate the Resource Component Analysis query in this case
study.

Figure 13-2.02. Resource Component Analysis Case Study Control Parameters

 /-----------------  Resource Component Analysis Using Neugents -----------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |            Analysis Inquiry:  APU   - Analysis CPU Usage                      |

 |                                                                               |

 |            Primary CAP file ===> APU - Adjusted Processor Usage File          |

 |            Analysis element ===> CPUADBTM                                     |

 |                  Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                        |

 |                       SYSID ===> SYS1                                         |

 |                        Zone ===> 1                                            |

 |                   No. wk/mn ===> 53        (1-9999)                           |

 |       Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                              |

 |        Select Elements from ===> WKL - Workload Usage File                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Show ===> ALL        (Selected/All)  Line Cmds: S Select  U Unselect           |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   Name              Element Description              Selected ?            |

 | - ---------  ----------------------------------------  -------------          |

 |   Batch      Batch Workload Usage                                             |

 |   Database   Database Regions Usage                                           |

 |   OMVS       USS Application Usage                                            |
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 |   Online     Online Applications Usage                                        |

 |   Other      Misc. Applications Usage                                         |

 |   STC        All Started tasks Usage                                          |

 |   SYSTEM     System task Usage                                                |

 |   TSO        TSO Workload Usage                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note that in this case study the analyst previously generated two capacity planning files. The first, APU, contains a data
element, CPUADBTM, which represents the total systemwide CPU time, normalized to an IBM 9672-R95. This file and
data element are specified on the control screen as the Primary CAP file and Analysis element respectively. The second
file, WKL, contains the data elements that represent the CPU time consumed by each of the workloads running on the
system. This file and the corresponding data elements are specified in the "Select Elements from" list and contain the
elements for this case study. Note that the CPU times contained in the Workload definition file have been normalized as
well.

The focus of this study is on a SYSID of SYS1 and a Zone of 1.

For the first execution of this case study, all of the elements (workloads) listed under "Select Elements from" will be
selected by the analyst. Subsequent executions will be made with just those workloads that demonstrate a significant
Relative Importance score.

Resource Component Analysis Report

The figures below show the Resource Component Analysis Reports for this case study.

As this report shows, the DATABASE and ONLINE workloads are the largest contributors to the overall processor usage.
The next most relevant workloads are BATCH and TSO. Of these, TSO is interesting in that while it ranks fourth in terms
of relative importance, its average CPU usage value is rather small, less than 18 minutes per week. Other workloads that
are much higher in CPU usage rank less, perhaps indicating a relationship between the TSO workload and others, the
DATABASE workload being the likely candidate. The analyst should do additional research regarding this result to better
understand the overall affect TSO may have on the capacity planning effort.

Figure 13-2.03 Resource Component Analysis Report - first execution

  

 

                                               Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/27/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______    _________

CPUADBTM Adjusted Processor Busy Time              19:48:03.06   177:30:19.63   150:24:18.49    28:23:26.31  

  18.88

 

BATCH    Batch Processor Usage Time                 1:34:22.97    23:54:35.96    12:30:32.64     4:29:03.99  

  35.85       0.0965

DATABASE Database Processor Usage Time              6:32:51.97    76:14:35.50    57:31:46.57    13:15:40.67  

  23.05       0.2836

OMVS     USS Processor Usage Time                   0:03:04.02     2:15:20.94     0:42:05.17     0:35:42.67  

  84.85       0.0588

ONLINE   Online Systems Processor Usage Time        4:03:04.13    39:19:11.42    33:07:25.75     6:37:24.04  

  20.00       0.2648
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OTHER    Misc. Processor Usage Time                 0:00:00.37     0:08:29.81     0:00:45.17     0:01:35.03  

 210.39       0.0417

STC      Started Tasks Processor Usage Time         0:17:04.28    16:20:51.37     2:41:52.34     3:36:16.00  

 133.60       0.0732

SYSTEM   System Tasks Processor Usage Time          0:51:09.92    15:39:31.50     5:39:10.84     2:54:14.42  

  51.37       0.0867

TSO      TSO Processor Usage Time                   0:02:28.15     0:54:55.72     0:17:59.79     0:07:52.44  

  43.75       0.0947

 

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                           

              1.0000

 

For a second execution, only the DATABASE, ONLINE, BATCH and TSO workloads are used. The report produced is
shown next. Notice that the Importance weight values have changed as one would expect, but that the weight for the TSO
workload has increased, indicating a stronger relationship with the other workloads. Again, additional analysis may be
indicated before making any final conclusions regarding the workloads and their makeup.

Figure 13-2.04. Resource Component Analysis Report - second execution

                                                Resource Component Analysis Report

Report For: 01/27/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV      Rel. Imp.

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______    _________

CPUADBTM Adjusted Processor Busy Time              19:48:03.06   177:30:19.63   150:24:18.49    28:23:26.31  

  18.88

 

BATCH    Batch Processor Usage Time                 1:34:22.97    23:54:35.96    12:30:32.64     4:29:03.99  

  35.85       0.1261

DATABASE Database Processor Usage Time              6:32:51.97    76:14:35.50    57:31:46.57    13:15:40.67  

  23.05       0.4012

ONLINE   Online Systems Processor Usage Time        4:03:04.13    39:19:11.42    33:07:25.75     6:37:24.04  

  20.00       0.3231

TSO      TSO Processor Usage Time                   0:02:28.15     0:54:55.72     0:17:59.79     0:07:52.44  

  43.75       0.1496

 

Total Relative Importance Weights:                                                                           

              1.0000

 

CAP Workload Forecasting
Workload Forecasting using Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents technology software allows you to develop nonlinear
models that relate different resource consumption data elements from one or more capacity planning database files. This
forecasting capability addresses the following requirements:

• The investigation of possible relationships among different resource variables
• The forecasting of future requirements of a resource variable based on estimates of the future requirements of one or

more different resource variables.

The following sections describe how Workload Forecasting operates and the reports it produces.
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Functional Description

Workload Forecasting using Neugents technology produces nonlinear models that relate different resource consumption
data elements from one or more capacity planning database files. These forecasts are based on models generated using
Neugents technology, and can use any of the resource element files produced by MICS Capacity Planner. You can use
the same or different files as the source for the Forecast and Analysis variables in the model. The Forecast element is the
data value being modeled and the Analysis elements are used to "train" the model before actual forecasting begins.

Upon execution, MICS Capacity Planner will read up the Primary CAP file, select those observations that meet the filtering
criteria specified on panel CAPG700, and sort the data in preparation for modeling. Likewise, the Analysis file elements
are first selected using panel CAPG710, observations are selected using the same filtering criteria used for the Primary
CAP file, and validated to ensure that no missing or zero values exist. If invalid values are detected, a report is produced
and execution is terminated. If the input data has been determined to be valid, a set of descriptive statistics of the input
values is created and a report produced accordingly.

The modeling process uses a two-fold approach. First, a set of data elements is selected from the file specified under
Select Elements from, and the training phase is executed. The training process enables the model to understand the
relationship(s) between the Analysis element values and both the actual and predicted values of the Forecast element.
Once the model is trained, a report is generated that contains statistics used to evaluate the output of the training phase.
These include: the ANOVA R**2 value for the model, produced by Neugents technology itself; the Model Error value,
which is the average value of the differences between the predicted and actual values within the forecast data and the
Model RMS Error value, which is the average of the Model Error values, squared. Examination of these values will help
the analyst determine how effective the model has been in predicting the Forecast element values.

Once the model has been trained, the forecasting phase is then executed. In Neugents technology parlance, forecasting
is done by a process called "consulting." Basically, the trained model is "consulted" internally so that the relationships
established between the Analysis (training) elements and the Forecast element can be used to determine future values of
the Forecast element. The forecasting phase is actually executed in two parts. First, the values of the Analysis elements
are extrapolated for the specified number of cycles. The extrapolation can use either a MANUAL or AUTOMATIC
adjustment option specified by the analyst. If the MANUAL option is chosen, the analyst supplies an adjustment
percentage for each selected Analysis element. If the AUTOMATIC option is chosen, MICS Capacity Planner examines
the historical data values for each selected Analysis element and determines an appropriate adjustment factor. In either
case, the adjustment factors are used to generate extrapolated Analysis element values, and in turn, these are used to
predict new Forecast element values during modeling. The forecasted values can be optionally saved in a new file, as can
be done with other forecasting methods.

The following reports and printer graphs are automatically generated by the Workload Forecast Analysis application:

• Model Input Descriptive Statistics
• Model Training Phase Summary
• Model Forecasting Phase Summary report
• Model Forecasting Phase Analysis graph
• Forecast Check report

An optionally requested report called the Model Forecasting Phase Analysis report can also be produced and used
for a more detailed analysis of the model processing. The graphic output is produced as simple "printer graphics" for
convenience, and can be produced as either high-resolution color graphics, or generated as an MQR compatible Tab
delimited file suitable for downloading to a PC workstation and used for additional analysis and presentation.

Support is available for setting a threshold value alert and raising a condition if the threshold is exceeded. This information
is shown in the Forecast Check report. The threshold percentage value you set is first applied against the baseline
forecasted values of the data element chosen to generate the model. This then sets the upper and lower threshold limit
values. Each observation selected for processing is compared against these limits. Those observations found to exceed
the limits are flagged as exceptions and an alert is raised. The alerting process causes attention to those observations
that might affect the validity or accuracy of the forecast so that the analyst can take appropriate action. The alerts are
summarized on the MICSLOG and a report is produced detailing all selected observations and their alert status.
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If the ServicePlus Service Desk product is installed and the MICF global Service Desk option is activated, you can also
create a service desk alert. For more information about using the ServicePlus Service Desk alert facility, see MICS
Service Desk Interface.

To illustrate the use of Workload Forecasting using Neugents technology, we have developed a Workload forecasting
model that estimates future processor usage based on workload consumption. This model relates the historical use of
specified processor workload categories to overall processor use. A complete description and interpretation of the model
is presented in the Workload Forecasting Usage Guidelines.

The MICS Capacity Planner Option includes features that use Broadcom's U.S. patented Neugents(R) technology.

To exploit this technology the MICS Root Directory under Unix System Services must be initialized and the Neugents
technology infrastructure enabled.

For detailed instructions on how to initialize the MICS root directory and enable Neugents technology, review and
complete the steps presented in the CAP Installing section.

Workload Forecasting Usage Guidelines
Workload Forecasting using Neugents technology is a technique for investigating the mathematical relationships between
one or more resource variables contained in capacity planning database files. The mathematical relationships that might
exist between variables with a high degree of relative importance can be expressed as models. You can then use these
models to forecast future values of the resource variables.

Neugents Technology Models

Neugents technology models use a nonlinear methodology to first train using a set of client specified data elements
and then predict future values of the specified Forecast element. The techniques employed are internally complex, but
presented in a simple, straight-forward manner, eliminating any knowledge requirement of those processes. This is in
contrast to normal statistical methods, which often deliver satisfactory results, but generally require a considerable amount
of knowledge on the part of the client regarding specific methods, measurements and output information. Neugents
technology provides accurate forecasting while permitting the analyst to focus on the problem at hand, not the underlying
methodologies.

Aside from simplified use, Neugents technology is nonlinear in nature, are generally less sensitive to "outliers" and other
data variability issues, and will typically produce more accurate predictions using the types of data commonly found in
capacity planning applications.

The Resource Component Analysis application can be used to evaluate the data elements being considered for training
the model. Training element values that show a Relative Importance ranking (weight) value of less than 0.05 should
probably be dropped from training usage. Of course, the analyst should always make such decisions based on his
personal knowledge of the resources and workloads, and the business objectives of the data center.

Choosing Model Parameters

Choosing the model parameters for the Workload Forecasting application using Neugents technology is reasonably
simple. Aside from the Primary CAP file and Analysis element specifications, the MICS Capacity Planner software
provides a set of default values that will permit a valid model to be obtained with minimal effort.

Building a Neugents technology model can be and often is an iterative process. The model is always trained first and
a forecast produced according to the Forecast Length specification. Descriptive statistics of the input data, and model
performance statistics from both the training and forecasting phases are produced. Additionally, a graph depicting the
results of the training and forecasting phases is generated.

Using the default Forecasting Method of AUTOMATIC will cause a model to be based on the historical growth of the
values of the Training elements, and should provide a good starting point for capacity planning. Once better information
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concerning growth rates is available, then the Forecasting Method can be set to MANUAL and specific adjustment
factors used for each selected workload.

When specifying a Forecast Length value, use something reasonable that relates to the business requirements. Neugents
technology is quite adept at forecasting, but any forecast begins to lose validity when the period is exaggerated.
Depending on the quantity and granularity of the input data, a forecast period of 90-180 days is probably a good place
to start. Save your forecasts and compare them to the actual data when it becomes available. As with any forecasting
technique, the validity of the forecast is a function of length of time covered by the input history data. For example, we
would never suggest using six months of monthly summarized data and then attempting to forecast 18 months into the
future. The Neugents technology model would produce a forecast, but it would be of no practical value.

Evaluating the Model

The second step in developing a Workload Forecasting Analysis model is evaluating how well the data fits the model. For
this purpose, you can use the model summary report produced after the training phase. The statistics are the ANOVA R-
squared, Average Model Error and the Average Model RMS Error.

The statistics produced by the model are interpreted as follows:

• ANOVA R-squared is the coefficient of determination and termed the "goodness of fit". This value indicates what
percent of the variability in the historical (training) data is explained by the proposed model. You would typically be
seeking r-squared values greater than or equal to 0.70.

• Average Model Error is the mean value of the differences between the predicted and actual data values occurring
within the Forecast data and observed by the model, expressed as a ratio of the Forecast data values. A value of less
than .10 should be considered acceptable.

• Average RMS Error is the mean value of squared differences between the predicted and actual data values occurring
within the Forecast data and observed by the model. This value is expressed in the same units as the Forecast
element value.

As with statistical modeling methods, the analyst should review the Neugents technology modeling output statistics to
determine how effective the model trained and how accurately it represents the historical data values before proceeding
with any forecasting operations.

The following steps should be taken to ensure model accuracy and provide confidence in modeled results.

1. Step 1 - Examine the ANOVA R-squared, Model Error and RMS Model Error statistics.
We recommend an ANOVA R-squared value greater than 0.70. This value is an estimate of how many of the actual
Forecast element values were accurately predicted during the training phase. Thus, an ANOVA value of .70 indicates
that 70 percent of the Forecast element values were accurately predicted by the model. A value less than .70 would
indicate that the input data for the training phase did not properly define the forecasting problem and the modeling
data needs to be revised. A well-defined model should produce an ANOVA R-squared value of at least .85, with higher
values typically observed.
The Model Error calculated by the Workload Forecasting application is expressed as a ratio, and as such should
be less than .10. Many models can produce model error measurements of less than .05, so an error value of more
than .10 would likely indicate that improper choices were made when selecting training elements and that the model
requires revision.
The RMS Error is the square root of the mean of the squared actual model errors. While no specific recommendation
is currently available, the value here should be "small" with respect to the Forecast element values and should track
the average model error.
The ANOVA R-squared, Model Error and RMS Error values are printed on the Model Error Summary Report.

2. Step 2 - Visually examine the data.
Visual examination of the actual and predicted data is very important and can sometimes show that a model whose
ANOVA R-square, or other statistics look bad can be significantly improved by the exclusion of a small number of
outliers from the data. While models built using Neugents technology are generally less affected by "outliers" and
other "noise" in the input data, they are not completely immune, and the Workload Forecasting Analysis application
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generates both descriptive statistics and reports and graphs to help evaluate model performance and to identify
problem data values.

3. Step 3 - Apply the common sense test.
The common sense test asks, "Does this model make any sense?"
To execute and depend on various forecasting models you should understand the data well. For example, you can
load up a year's worth of resource usage data, construct and train a model, check the statistics and decide the
model is valid and can be used for forecasting, when actually it is not valid. If you are using weekly data for planning
purposes and you are a bank that does a lot of credit card processing, examining the data visualization graphs and
reports might erroneously cause you to decide the fourth week of November is an outlier. In fact, it is probably the
single most important week of the year. The reason is that Thanksgiving week and the Friday after Thanksgiving is
typically the single largest shopping day of the year, with credit cards melting down all over the country. The obvious
motto is: know your business and know your data.
Any forecasting technique needs validation, and Neugents technology is no different. Execute your models and save
the forecasts. Once the new planning data is available, compare your previous forecasts to the actual planning data.
Are you tracking well? If not, investigate and find out why. You might need to include more workloads into your model,
or switch to the MANUAL option and "grow" your workloads more aggressively. Or you might need to get creative and
define a special workload that represents planned new business and use this "dummy" workload to document the
need for additional capacity. A good deal of an analysts work is in understanding the business and ensuring that his
plans properly address these needs. Tools such as Neugents technology can help create better forecasts, but no tool
can substitute for the knowledge the analyst possesses.

Forecasting Future Values with the Model

The final step in developing the Workload Forecasting Analysis model is to use the model to predict future values of the
Forecast resource variable. This is easily accomplished using the Workload Forecasting Analysis model and  Neugents
technology.

Predicting future values of the Forecast element value requires the analyst to first extrapolate the values of the selected
Analysis element values and then to use those values as input to the model prediction process. Workload Forecasting
Analysis provides assistance in this process with internal options for extrapolating the Analysis data values, so that you
do not need to rely on external means. You can choose to adjust the Analysis data values using either the MANUAL
option, where an adjustment value (as a percentage) is applied against each selected Analysis element (workload), or the
AUTOMATIC option where the application examines the Analysis element values to determine the growth rate of each
workload, and then assigns each respective growth rate internally. Once the growth rate has been assigned, the Workload
Forecasting Analysis application extrapolates the data values for each selected Analysis element for the number of
cycles specified in the Forecast Length. Neugents technology is then invoked to predict future values of the Forecast
variable using the newly extrapolated data values as input. The output of the forecasting execution is a file containing the
original input values, including the Forecast and selected Analysis element values, and all output values. This file is used
to generate a variety of reports and graphs.

One consideration in any forecasting operation is "where to start". That is to say, what point in time is appropriate to use
as a starting data value for the forecasting operation. Conventional wisdom says to use the last known set of Analysis
element values (workloads) to begin forecasting, but this can result in misleading results. Suppose, for example that
the most recent set of data points occurred in a time period of reduced usage. Starting forecasting from that point
might well result in a forecast that is too low in magnitude. The opposite could certainly occur if the starting set of
data points were higher than what typically occurred in operation of the system. To address that issue, the Workload
Forecasting Analysis application first reviews the historical data values for each of the Analysis elements independently,
determines an adjustment factor for each value and creates a starting set of data points from the adjusted set. While this
set of data points might mimic a real point in time, it is only a base line estimate but will generally provide better results
when the input history data is not well behaved.

The newly predicted values of the Forecast element, along with the extrapolated values of the Analysis elements, can be
optionally saved in a MICS Capacity Planner Forecast file for additional analysis or presentation purposes.
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Workload Forecasting Standard Output
Output from Workload Forecasting Analysis consists of printed reports and/or graphs, color graphic output, an MQR
compatible Tab delimited file suitable for downloading to a PC workstation, and, optionally, data values stored in a MICS
Capacity Planner Forecast file.

Update to the Forecast File

You can use the Save forecast option on the Workload Forecasting Analysis control screen shown below to save
predicted values of the Analysis variable in the Capacity Planner Forecast file.

In the Forecast file, future values are stored in a special way that is used by other functions of the MICS Capacity Planner
to produce comparative graphs and charts. The FILE_NO variable is used to distinguish between the various types
of observations within Forecast files. The Workload Forecasting Analysis, Multivariate Regression, Univariate Model
Forecasting, and Business Element Forecasting facilities store a future value with a FILE_NO of 11, and a confidence
range with a FILE_NO value of 12. In addition, each observation of a forecast contains the variables FORYEAR and
FORMNDY, FORWEEK or FORMONTH, which contain the dates for the most recent historical data used in making the
forecast. These concepts are discussed in more detail in the Capacity Planning Database - Usage Guidelines section.

 /--------------------  Workload Forecasting Analysis  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |            CA MICS Inquiry: CPW - Sample Workload Forecasting Query           |

 |Report title ===> Processor Usage Forecast                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Model Data Selection:                                                          |

 |Primary CAP file ===> APU          Forecast length ===> 13                     |

 |Forecast element ===> CPUADBTM  Forecasting Method ===> AUTOMATIC (Manual/Auto |

 |      Start date ===> 01JUN200   Adjustment Option ===> INTERVAL  (Int./Annual |

 |           SYSID ===> SYSB        Specify elements ===> YES       (YES/NO)     |

 |            ZONE ===> 1       Select Elements from ===> APU       (CAP file)   |

 |       No. Weeks ===> 53             Save forecast ===> YES    (YES/NO/AGE/CHK)|

 |   CAPAPU Values ===> NO        Alerting Threshold ===> NO     (00-99 Percent) |

 |                                 Activate Alerting ===> NO     (YES/NO)        |

 |                                                                               |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |Output Generation Options:                                                     |

 |Forecasting Report            ===> YES       Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |Regression Residuals Report   ===> NO        Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |    Color graphics format set ===> TERMINAL                                    |

 |Output Formatting Options:                                                     |

 |Format for Predicted Values   ===> HOUR                                        |

 |HAXIS Interval Values         ===> QTR      Format ===> MONYY                  |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Standard Reports and Graphs

Workload Forecasting Analysis produces a series of printer reports and graphs, color graphics and MICS Q&R
WorkStation compatible Tab delimited files which are discussed in the following sections:

Model Input Descriptive Statistics Report

Figure 14-1 shows a sample of the Input Descriptive Statistics Report. These statistics can be used to gauge the validity
and robustness of the input data values.
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Figure 14-1. Model Input Descriptive Statistics Report

                                            Model Input Descriptive Statistics

Report For: 01/28/04

 Feature               Description                   Minimum        Maximum        Average      Std. Dev.    

   CV

________ ________________________________________ ____________   ____________   ____________   ____________  

 ______

CPUTOBTM Total Time Processor Busy                  7:38:18.77    56:58:16.02    42:54:27.52     9:15:55.30  

  21.59

CPUAVB   Avg Batch Users                                  4.84          43.81          25.30          13.77  

  54.42

CPUAVS   Avg Started Users                              119.27         199.50         152.56          29.11  

  19.08

CPUAVT   Avg Tso Users                                    9.76          16.20          12.81           1.61  

  12.56

 

The Model Input Descriptive Statistics report contains the following information:

ELEMENT
The name of the Forecast or training element being analyzed.

DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition or supplied by the user.

DESCRIPTION
The SAS label of the selected data element, from either the MICS GENLIB definition or supplied by the user.

MIN. VALUE
The minimum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MAX. VALUE
The maximum value of the selected data element observed in the input data.

MEAN VALUE
The mean of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

STD
The standard deviation of the values of the selected data element observed in the input data.

CV
The coefficient of variation. The CV is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average.

Training Phase Statistics Summary Report

This report displays the model statistics from the training phase and is used to evaluate the success and performance of
the model training.

Figure 14-2. Training Phase Statistics Summary Report

   SUMMARY OF NEUGENT'S TRAINING PHASE

 NUMBER OF CASES USED FOR TRAINING: 000040

      AVERAGE MODEL ERROR MEASURED: 0.0092

  AVERAGE MODEL RMS ERROR MEASURED: 0.0001

       'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

The Model Training Phase Summary report contains the following information:
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NUMBER OF CASES USED FOR TRAINING
The number of observations (cases) actually selected by the model for training purposes.

AVERAGE MODEL ERROR
The mean of all error values detected during the Training phase, expressed as a percentage of the Analysis element
values. Error values are the difference between the predicted and original Analysis element values.

AVERAGE MODEL RMS
The Root-Mean-Square value of the total model error. This is an estimate of the standard deviation of model errors and
serves as an estimate of the distribution of error values.

GOODNESS OF FIT
The ANOVA R**2 value produced by Neugents Technology that represents the percentage of predicted values addressed
by the model. This is a general measure of how effective the model is performing.

Forecasting Phase Analysis Report

This report displays all of the observations from the Forecasting file, including the training, the actual and predicted
Forecast data values,  with individual delta values and model errors. Additionally, the predicted future values of the
Forecast element is displayed. The model statistical summary is displayed on each page of the report for reference. This
report can be used to document the model for a better understanding of the various data values.

Figure 14-5. Forecasting Phase Analysis Report

                             NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS                          1

                              REPORT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                              'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

                                                       ORIGINAL

                                                        INPUT      PREDICTED     DELTA     MODEL

     DATE     BATCH    DATABASE    ONLINE       TSO     VALUE        VALUE       VALUE     ERROR

 

 15SEP2001      2.67      45.54      29.12      0.23     144.27      142.87        1.40    0.0097

 22SEP2001      2.75      41.29      31.21      0.35     136.17      137.78        1.62    0.0119

 29SEP2001      3.06      53.18      34.63      0.39     162.61      162.11        0.49    0.0030

 06OCT2001      7.93      63.50      31.33      0.38     159.36      158.31        1.04    0.0065

 13OCT2001     13.99      71.30      32.69      0.29     165.47      162.30        3.17    0.0191

 20OCT2001     12.99      66.66      34.37      0.32     160.39      165.71        5.32    0.0331

 27OCT2001     13.88      52.05      29.12      0.32     133.68      134.29        0.61    0.0045

 03NOV2001     14.19      70.01      35.56      0.30     167.47      169.48        2.02    0.0120

 10NOV2001     14.69      50.32      32.00      0.29     141.49      142.92        1.42    0.0101

 17NOV2001     13.91      51.62      35.40      0.34     147.46      146.03        1.43    0.0097

 24NOV2001     15.50      38.81      25.59      0.23     115.67      115.47        0.20    0.0017

 01DEC2001     17.20      58.84      37.84      0.30     163.94      163.48        0.46    0.0028

 08DEC2001     13.75      60.88      36.40      0.24     159.86      158.93        0.94    0.0059

 15DEC2001     15.15      60.09      37.31      0.31     163.05      161.10        1.95    0.0120

 22DEC2001     17.44      56.54      33.22      0.18     154.92      154.17        0.75    0.0048

 29DEC2001     10.33      31.49      16.82      0.14      86.25       86.11        0.14    0.0016

 31DEC2001      1.57       6.55       4.05      0.04      19.80       19.94        0.14    0.0069

 05JAN2002     11.88      34.93      21.15      0.17      99.09       99.41        0.32    0.0032

 12JAN2002     16.31      60.84      37.65      0.38     167.67      166.42        1.25    0.0075

 19JAN2002     15.24      61.11      38.68      0.20     166.61      166.93        0.32    0.0019

 26JAN2002     15.85      55.85      37.19      0.29     157.22      159.74        2.52    0.0161

 02FEB2002     14.77      63.80      39.32      0.36     169.00      172.13        3.13    0.0185

 09FEB2002     11.24      60.06      34.22      0.35     152.11      154.39        2.28    0.0150
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 16FEB2002     12.15      59.74      36.37      0.23     158.76      160.74        1.98    0.0125

 23FEB2002     10.47      53.77      33.49      0.20     142.05      143.95        1.91    0.0134

 02MAR2002      9.15      57.73      36.66      0.31     150.36      148.77        1.59    0.0106

 09MAR2002     12.67      61.95      39.14      0.34     165.46      164.99        0.47    0.0028

 16MAR2002     11.95      67.60      39.30      0.38     173.09      170.94        2.15    0.0124

 23MAR2002      9.11      59.23      37.02      0.55     154.08      155.29        1.21    0.0078

 30MAR2002     13.53      61.93      37.49      0.31     163.67      160.67        3.00    0.0183

 06APR2002     19.47      75.42      34.47      0.21     177.51      178.54        1.03    0.0058

 13APR2002      9.74      76.24      34.57      0.23     164.34      165.44        1.10    0.0067

 20APR2002     12.89      75.06      36.22      0.25     168.64      165.82        2.82    0.0167

 27APR2002     10.31      74.04      37.12      0.25     166.66      167.80        1.14    0.0068

 04MAY2002     14.57      55.43      29.77      0.25     142.77      141.59        1.17    0.0082

 11MAY2002     12.67      64.10      31.22      0.36     155.23      154.30        0.93    0.0060

 18MAY2002     15.78      55.85      35.58      0.28     157.35      157.38        0.03    0.0002

 25MAY2002     11.24      55.38      33.01      0.27     145.13      142.69        2.44    0.0168

 01JUN2002     14.46      66.30      33.47      0.24     160.80      161.15        0.35    0.0022

 08JUN2002     23.91      66.17      35.16      0.92     176.78      176.05        0.72    0.0041

 15JUN2002     15.35      65.61      35.57      0.34                 167.29

 22JUN2002     15.49      66.01      35.69      0.34                 168.18

 29JUN2002     15.63      66.41      35.82      0.34                 168.87

 06JUL2002     15.78      66.81      35.94      0.35                 169.34

 13JUL2002     15.92      67.21      36.06      0.35                 169.55

 20JUL2002     16.06      67.62      36.18      0.35                 169.51

 27JUL2002     16.20      68.02      36.30      0.35                 169.22

 03AUG2002     16.34      68.42      36.43      0.35                 168.67

 10AUG2002     16.48      68.82      36.55      0.36                 167.88

 

                             LEGEND: ACTUAL VALUES (CPUADBTM) - 'A'

                                     PREDICTED VALUES         - 'P'

 

 

                            NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS

                              REPORT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                              'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

                                                       ORIGINAL

                                                        INPUT      PREDICTED     DELTA     MODEL

     DATE     BATCH    DATABASE    ONLINE       TSO     VALUE        VALUE       VALUE     ERROR

 

  7AUG2002     16.62      69.22      36.67      0.36                 166.88

  4AUG2002     16.77      69.63      36.79      0.36                 165.69

  1AUG2002     16.91      70.03      36.91      0.36                 164.36

  7SEP2002     17.05      70.43      37.04      0.36                 162.94

 

The Model Forecasting Phase Analysis Report contains the following information:

GOODNESS OF FIT
The ANOVA R**2 value produced by Neugents technology that represents the percentage of predicted values addressed
by the model. This is a general measure of how effective the model is performing.

DATE
The ending date of the observations. For example, if the capacity planning file used for forecasting is summarized at the
WEEKS timespan, then the DATE value will be the date at the end of the week's data being processed.
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Training Elements
The next "n" fields are the training elements specified by the client.

ORIGINAL INPUT VALUE
The value of the Forecast element for the observation being reported.

PREDICTED VALUE
The value of the Forecast element as predicted by the model.

DELTA VALUE
The difference between the model predicted and original (Forecast) element values.

MODEL ERROR
The absolute DELTA value expressed as a percentage of the original Forecast element value.

Forecasting Phase Analysis Graph

This graph displays all of the observations from the Forecasting file, including the actual and predicted values of the
Forecast element. The model "goodness of fit" statistic is displayed on each page of the report for reference. This graph
can be used to evaluate the success of the model forecasting phase and to demonstrate the forecasted values of the
Forecast data element.

Figure 14-6. Forecasting Phase Analysis Graph

                     NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS                  1

                       PLOT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                      'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

         -------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+--------

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

  194.44 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                        P                            |

         |                                        A      A                     |

         |                     P          A    A             PPP               |

  166.67 +                   A A        A     A   PAA     PPP   PPPP           +

         |                 A A    AAA    P  P    AA     A           P          |

         |                  A      P     A  A   P     AA                       |

         |                           A     A    A     P                        |

         |                       A           A                                 |

         |               A      A            A       A  A                      |

A 138.89 +                P                                                    +

d        |                A   A                                                |

j        |                                                                     |

u        |                                                                     |

s        |                                                                     |

t        |                        A                                            |

e 111.11 +                                                                     +

d        |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

C        |                             A                                       |

P        |                                                                     |

U        |                            A                                        |

   83.33 +                                                                     +
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T        |                                                                     |

i        |                                                                     |

m        |                                                                     |

e        |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

   55.56 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

   27.78 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                            A                                        |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

    0.00 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         -------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+--------

             07:2001    10:2001    01:2002    04:2002    07:2002    10:2002

 

                                    Interval End Date

 

 NOTE: 13 obs had missing values.  34 obs hidden.

 

                     LEGEND: ACTUAL VALUES (CPUADBTM) - 'A'

                             PREDICTED VALUES         - 'P'

 

This graph provides an easy visual evaluation of model effectiveness by displaying the actual and predicted values of
the Forecast element. This display, with the model "goodness of fit" statistic repeated here, allow the analyst to make a
quick and accurate assessment of model performance during Forecasting and determine whether the model should be
considered as trustworthy. Future Forecast element values predicted by the model actually can increase and decrease
over time, owing to the non-linear methodology employed by Neugents technology. This is a strength of this particular
approach and provides for more accurate results.

Regression Model Output Graph

This graph displays all of the observations from the Forecast file, including the actual and predicted values of the Forecast
element. The linear regression statistics are displayed on each page of the report for reference. This graph can be used to
evaluate the success of the model Forecast phase and to demonstrate the predicted values of the Forecast data element.

Figure 14-7. Regression Model Output Graph

                                         REGRESSION MODEL OUTPUT GRAPH

                                     PLOT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                           MODEL STATISTICS: M= 101.764500 B= -1447836 R2= 0.1694

 

     -------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--------

     |                                                                                                    |

  44 +                                                                                                    +

     |                                                                                                    |

     |                                                                                            A       |
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     |                                                                                                    |

     |                                                                                                    |
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                                                      Interval End Date

 

 NOTE: 4 obs hidden.

 

                                          LEGEND: ACTUAL VALUES (CPUADBTM) - 'A'

                                                  PREDICTED VALUES         - 'P'
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This graph provides an easy visual evaluation of model effectiveness by displaying the actual and predicted values of the
Forecast element. This display, with the regression model statistics repeated here allow the analyst to make a quick and
accurate assessment of model performance during prediction and to then determine whether the model is representative
of the input data. Simple linear regression techniques are used primarily as a data exploration tool and have limited
capability in capacity planning applications, as evidenced by the extremely poor R**2 value in the above example.

Regression Model Residuals Graph

This graph displays residual values from the regression model operation. Residual values are differences observed
between the actual and predicted values of the dependent (Forecast) variable. The linear regression statistics are
displayed on each page of the report for reference. This graph can be used to help evaluate the success of the model by
ensuring that the model is functioning properly.

Figure 14-8. Regression Model Residuals Graph

                                             REGRESSION MODEL RESIDUALS GRAPH                                

           1

                                             PLOT RESIDUAL VS ACTUAL VALUES

  

                                MODEL STATISTICS: M= 101.764500 B= -1447836 R2= 0.1694
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     |                                                                                                       

          |
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          |
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      0             6            11            17            22            28            33            39    

        44

 

                                                      Adjusted CPU Time

 

 NOTE: 5 obs hidden.

 

 

                                             LEGEND: RESIDUAL VALUES - 'R'

 

Anytime a linear regression model is used, the residual values should be plotted against the actual values of the
dependent (Forecast) variable and examined for statistical abnormalities. The residual values should cluster around zero
and should be present in a somewhat "random" pattern. Residuals that track the original data values or form other specific
patterns can indicate problems within the model. Consult any basic statistics book for additional details.

Forecasting Check Report

This report is produced only when the Forecasting Alerting option is chosen. The report displays those observations
that occur in common between the Baseline Forecast (original) file, the updated Actual (observed values) file, and the
Current (temporary) Forecast file, as ordered by the Sysid and time span values. Additionally, the upper and lower alerting
limits used to generate alerts and the percentage of variation observed from the Forecast Baseline Values.

This report is used to understand what alerts were raised during the forecast operation, if any, and which limits were
exceeded. Appropriate MICSLOG messages will be issued to summarize the alerting operation too.

Figure 14-8A Forecasting Check Report

 Analysis of Neugents Forecasting Model: Forecast Check

 Forecast Data Verification for: CPUADBTM - Adjusted CPU Time

 Actual File Input Date Range: 04DEC2004 - 10SEP2005

 Baseline Forecast Date Range: 13AUG2005 - 15OCT2005

 Forecast Level: WEEK  Forecast Length: 10  Forecast Threshold: 10 %

 Observations Selected from Sysid: PROD for HOUR 22

 

                    Actual        Baseline         Current                                    Percent

                 Observed      Forecasted      Forecasted        Lower           Upper         From      ALERT

     Date          Values          Values          Values     Alert Limit     Alert Limit    Baseline     Flag

 

13AUG2005     70:21:05.92     96:04:01.54                     86:27:37.39    105:40:25.69     -26.77     <====

20AUG2005    101:49:03.12     97:30:39.02                     87:45:35.12    107:15:42.93       4.42

27AUG2005    123:22:45.59     98:57:35.50                     89:03:49.95    108:51:21.05      24.68     <====

03SEP2005    107:35:46.14    100:24:29.04                     90:22:02.14    110:26:55.95       7.16

10SEP2005     85:20:15.03    101:50:55.80                     91:39:50.22    112:02:01.38     -16.21     <====

17SEP2005                    103:16:30.34     72:20:35.55     92:56:51.31    113:36:09.37     -29.95     <====
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24SEP2005                    104:40:46.12    103:21:33.33     94:12:41.50    115:08:50.73      -1.26

01OCT2005                    106:03:15.96    134:24:46.87     95:26:56.36    116:39:35.55      26.74     <====

08OCT2005                    107:23:32.64    105:30:18.81     96:39:11.38    118:07:53.91      -1.76

15OCT2005                    108:41:09.54    106:38:11.24     97:49:02.59    119:33:16.50      -1.89

 

The Forecast Check Report contains the following information:

DATE
The ending date of the observations. For example, if the capacity planning file used for forecasting is summarized at the
WEEKS timespan, then the DATE value will be the date at the end of the week's data being processed.

Actual Observed Values
The values of the data element used for forecasting and found in the CAP Planning file used as input for the Neugents
Forecasting Model query.

Baseline Forecasted Values
The values of the data element used for forecasting and found in the Forecast file created when during the Neugents
Forecasting Model query. For the Forecast Check operation to complete successfully, a standard forecast query must
have been previously executed and the resultant Forecast file saved.

Current Forecasted Values
The values of the data element used for forecasting and found in the temporary Forecast file created during the Neugents
Forecasting Check query.

Lower Alert Limit
The lower threshold limit used for alert processing. This value is derived from the Baseline Forecasted Values, minus the
Forecast Threshold percentage. Any Actual Observed or Current Forecasted values that are less than this value raise an
alert condition.

Upper Alert Limit
The upper threshold limit used for alert processing. This value is derived from the Baseline Forecasted Values, plus the
Forecast Threshold percentage. Any Actual Observed or Current Forecasted values that are greater than this value raise
an alert condition.

Percent From Baseline
The variation of either then Actual Observed Values or the Current Forecasted Values form: the Baseline Forecasted
Values, expressed as a percentage.

ALERT Flag
An indicator, if present which flags a given observation as having a data value that caused an alert condition to be raised.

Workload Forecasting Component Operation
This section describes the control parameters that are used to execute the Workload Forecasting Analysis inquiry.

These parameters allow you to specify the files and elements to be analyzed.

The Workload Forecast Analysis Query is invoked using either one or two screens, depending on the options selected.
The screens are described in the following sections:

Workload Forecasting Analysis Control Screen

The Workload Forecasting Analysis control parameters allow you to develop forecast models based on Neugents
technology. You can optionally save the forecasts produced by the program in a Capacity Planning Forecast file for
additional analysis or presentation.

Using a short set of menus that are described in the Online Facility Tutorial, takes you to the Workload Forecasting
Analysis Control Screen shown in Figure 14-9. This screen appears after you indicate that you want to insert a new
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Workload Forecasting Analysis Query. Two fields on this screen are filled in on the third line when you first see it: the
inquiry name and the inquiry description, separated by a dash. You entered these two fields on the Insert Capacity
Planning Analysis screen when you requested that a new inquiry be added.

Figure 14-9. Workload Forecasting Analysis Control Screen

 /--------------------  Workload Forecasting Analysis  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |            CA MICS Inquiry: CPW - Sample Workload Forecasting Query           |

 |Report title ===> Processor Usage Forecast                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Model Data Selection:                                                          |

 |Primary CAP file ===> APU          Forecast length ===> 13                     |

 |Forecast element ===> CPUADBTM  Forecasting Method ===> AUTOMATIC (Manual/Auto |

 |      Start date ===> 01JUN200   Adjustment Option ===> INTERVAL  (Int./Annual |

 |           SYSID ===> SYSB        Specify elements ===> YES       (YES/NO)     |

 |            ZONE ===> 1       Select Elements from ===> APU       (CAP file)   |

 |       No. Weeks ===> 53             Save forecast ===> CHK    (YES/NO/AGE/CHK)|

 |   CAPAPU Values ===> NO        Alerting Threshold ===> NO     (00-99 Percent) |

 |                                 Activate Alerting ===> NO     (YES/NO)        |

 |                                                                               |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |Output Generation Options:                                                     |

 |Forecasting Report            ===> YES       Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |Regression Residuals Report   ===> NO        Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |    Color graphics format set ===> TERMINAL                                    |

 |Output Formatting Options:                                                     |

 |Format for Predicted Values   ===> HOUR                                        |

 |HAXIS Interval Values         ===> QTR      Format ===> MONYY                  |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Some of the parameters on the Workload Forecasting Analysis screen shown in Figure 14-9 are required, while others are
optional. The following section describes various parameters as they appear in this figure.

Report title
The 60-character title for Workload Forecasting Analysis using Neugents technology reports. No double quotes (") or
semicolons (;) may appear within the body of the title.

Primary CAP file
The capacity planning database file containing the historical observations for the forecast variable of the model. This file
might be either a Sample Application or user-defined Resource Element file, but must reside in the Capacity Planning
database. If you are not sure of the files or file names available in your capacity planning database, type a question mark
(?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Forecast
The name of the Forecast variable in the model. If you are not sure of the correct name of the data elements in the input
file, type a question mark (?) in this field and a selection list of available data elements will be displayed.

Start date
The start date for date range selection. If Start date is specified, only historical observations at least as recent as this
value will be included in the analysis.

SYSID
The SYSID for which the report is to be produced. The Secondary CAP file (specified under "Select Elements from" on the
screen) must also contain historical observations for this SYSID.
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LVL
The LVL field was reset to Zone because the data was summarized by Zone. The Zone, Hour or Dayname to be included
in the analysis, depending on whether you define the Primary CAP file at the ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME summarization
level. The Secondary CAP file must also contain historical observations for this ZONE, HOUR or DAYNAME. The field
name will automatically be changed from LVL to either ZONE, HOUR, or DAYNAME to reflect the Input file summarization
level once you specify the Input file.

No. wk/mn
The maximum number of days, weeks, or months of historical observations included in the analysis. The field name
will change once you specify the file to reflect the timespan of the Primary CAP File. When used along w  ith the Start date
parameter, several options are available for date range selection control:

• If you specify only Start date, all historical observations at least as recent as the value specified for Start date
will be selected.

• If you specify both Start date and No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection will begin with the value specified for
Start date and will extend for the specified number of days, weeks, or months.

• If you specify only No. wk/mn, the date range for data selection will include only this number of the most recent days,
weeks, or months.

• If you do not specify a parameter, then all historical observations will be selected.

Specify CAPAPU Values
Put a Y in this field to specify the CAPAPU value(s) (up to nine) to be included in the analysis. The CAPAPU values are
specified on the CAPAPU Selection Values screen shown in Figure 14-10. You may specify CAPAPUs only if the Primary
CAP file is a resource element file and is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements. Note that the Secondary CAP
file must also contain historical observations for the specified CAPAPU values.

Forecast the Length
The length of a forecast period, in terms of timespan assumed by the Primary CAP file. In other words, a Forecast Length
of 13 when the Primary CAP file is summarized at the WEEKS timespan would be 13 WEEKS. A non-zero value is
required; the current default value is 1.

Forecasting Method
AUTOMATIC (default) indicates that the Workload Forecasting application will determine the adjustment values for each
selected training element. MANUAL indicates that the analyst will specify the adjustment values on panel CAPG710.
Changing this value from AUTOMATIC to MANUAL forces the Specify Elements value to be set to YES.

Adjustment Option
INTERVAL (default) causes the Adjustment value to be applied equally across the Forecast Length period. ANNUAL
causes the Adjustment value to be annualized before application. For example, an Adjustment value of 20 percent for a
particular workload (training element) would be applied evenly across a 13-week Forecast Length if MANUAL is specified,
resulting in a 20 percent increase in workload processor time by the end of the forecast period. Specifying ANNUAL would
cause the 20 percent increase to be taken across one year, and the resulting increase then applied across the forecasting
period. In this case, the workload processor time would be increased by 5 percent by the end of the forecasting period.

Specify Elements
YES (default) forces the display of panel CAPG710 when panel CAPG700 is "ended". Panel CAPG710 is used to select a
set of elements to be used for training, and to specify an adjustment percentage when using MANUAL adjustments.

Select Elements from
The file that contains the data elements used for the training phase. This will default to the same file specified for the
Primary CAP file, but might be any Sample Application, user-defined Resource Element or Business Element Forecasting
file that resides in the Capacity Planning database. If you are not sure of the files or file names available in your capacity
planning database, type a question mark (?) in the field and a selection list will be displayed.

Save Forecast
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YES/NO/AGE/CHK determines if a file containing the forecasted future values of the Analysis element should be saved by
itself (YES), saved and aged across three cycles (AGE), used only for ALERT detection and processing (CHK) or ignored
(NO, the default) value.

• Specifying YES causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the Capacity Planning database Forecast file
(CPFxxx01) without aging the file as described in Chapter Capacity Planning Database 3.

• Specifying AGE causes the forecasted observations to be saved in the Primary CAP file and be aged as described in
Chapter Capacity Planning Database 3.

• Specifying NO results in the forecasted observations not being saved in the Forecast file. If you select this option, the
Forecast file will not be aged.

• Specifying CHK results in the forecasted observations being used to detect and process ALERTS. If you select this
option, no new Forecast file will be created but a Forecast file must exist.

Alerting Threshold
A value from 01 to 99 percent, or "NO," if the the Save Forecast option does not specify 'CHK'. This value is used to
determine the threshold values used for evaluating whether an Alert should be raised. The default value is 10 percent.
Using the default for example, an Alert would be raised if the current Actual or Forecasted value deviated from the
Baseline Forecast value by 10 percent.

Activate Alerting
YES / NO specifies whether the Service Desk facility is available and used for Alert processing (YES) or that Alert
processing is handled internally only (NO).

Output Generation Options:

Forecasting Report
YES / NO specifies whether a printer report of the training and forecasted values, along with the model evaluation
statistics should be printed (YES) or ignored (NO).

Regression Residuals Report
YES / NO specifies whether a printed report of linear regression residual values should be printed (YES) or ignored (NO).
This is a special case where the client wants to perform an exploratory data analysis on the Forecast element values. A
linear regression procedure is executed against Forecast element values. The regression residual values are presented
so that their values can be observed and verified.
Note : This report is not currently available, but a graph of residuals is produced automatically.

Color
YES / NO (Default is NO). Specifies whether a high-resolution graphics should be generated.

CSV
YES / NO (Default is NO). Specifies whether a MICS Q&R WorkStation compatible comma-separated value (CSV) file
should be generated (YES) or ignored (NO). This file can be downloaded to a PC and used to generate graphs using the
MICS Q&R WorkStation.

Output Formatting Options:

Format for Predicted Values
TIME / HOUR / MINUTE specifies how predicted values will be formatted in output operations. The default value of null
causes the predicted values to assume the same format as the original Analysis element. A value of TIME causes a SAS
format of TIME10.0 to be used. A value of HOUR causes a SAS format of HOUR6.4 to be used. A value of MINUTE
causes time values to be first converted to minutes and then displayed using a SAS format of 5.0.

HAXIS Interval Values
DAY / WEEK / MONTH / QTR specifies the units used for HAXIS values for printer graphs. The default value of null
causes the HAXIS values to be assigned using the timespan of the Analysis file.

HAXIS Interval Format
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DATE / DDMMYY / MMDDYY / YYMMDD / MMYY / MONYY causes various SAS formats to be used for the HAXIS
values for printer graphs. The SAS formats used are as follows:

               DATE      DATE9.

               DDMMYY    DDMMYY10.

               MMDDYY    MMDDYY10.

               YYMMDD    YYMMDD10.

               MMYY      MMYYC7.

               MONYY     MONYY7.

 

The default value of null causes a SAS format of DATE9.

If you entered a "Y" in the CAPAPU Values field on the Workload Forecasting Analysis screen, the CAPAPU Selection
Values screen displays, as shown in Figure 14-10. On this screen, you can specify the CAPAPU values (up to nine) to be
included in the analysis, only if the capacity planning database file is defined as containing the CAPAPU data elements.

Figure 14-10. CAPAPU Selection Values Screen

 /-------------------------  CAPAPU Selection Values  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: Neugents Workload Forecasting with CAPAPU         |

 |                                                                             |

 |         Rule ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6---|

 |CAPAPU   ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 2 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 3 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 4 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 5 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 6 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 7 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 8 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |CAPAPU 9 ===> _______________________________________________________________|

 |                                                                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Analysis File Data Elements Selection Screen

If you entered "YES" for the Specify Elements option, panel CAPG710 depicted in figure 14-11 is automatically
displayed after exiting the Workload Forecasting Analysis main panel, CAPG700. This panel is used to select those
workloads chosen for analysis. In this sample case, this panel would have been displayed and filled out by the analyst.
The BATCH, ONLINE, DATABASE and TSO workloads mentioned initially were selected for training.

Figure 14-11. Analysis File Element Selection

 /--------------------------Analysis File Data Elements------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> CSR |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |            CAP DB File def.: WLM - Workload Resource Usage Data             |

 |                                                                             |

 |          Forecasting Method: AUTOMATIC                                      |

 |           Adjustment Option: INTERVAL                                       |

 |                                                                             |
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 |                    Show ===> SELECTED (Selected/All)                        |

 |                                                                             |

 |  Line Cmds: S Select  U Unselect                                            |

 |                                                                             |

 |  Cmd   Name              Description                     Adj.  Selected?    |

 |   _  BATCH     Batch Workload Usage                      N/A     YES        |

 |   _  ONLINE    Online Workload Usage                     N/A     YES        |

 |   _  DATABASE  Database Workload Usage                   N/A     YES        |

 |   _  TSO       TSO Workload Usage                        N/A     YES        |

 |                                                                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note that because the SHOW option was set to "SELECTED", only those workloads that had been previously selected are
displayed. This helps avoid panel "clutter" and focuses more on the problem being addressed.

Once data entry on this panel has been completed, exiting the panel will result in the model being executed.

Workload Forecasting Processor Usage Study
The Processor Usage Study is an example involving the use of Workload Forecasting Analysis.

This case study presents an analysis of processor busy time using a set of primary workloads to drive the study. It
assumes that a preliminary analysis using the Resource Component Analysis application has been performed using
the same Forecast and Analysis files as are input to this study, and that a subset of workloads that best represent the
processor usage has been identified.

In performance analysis and capacity planning, the basis of any study is the examination of measurement data. In
this section, assume that the system being measured is a processor running the MVS operating system (although the
underlying theory is independent of the type of operating system). In an MVS system, basic measurement data is typically
derived from SMF and RMF data, which you store in the MICS Batch and Operation Analyzer (SMF) and Hardware and
SCP Analyzer (RMF) areas respectively. For this case study we will narrow our discussion to RMF data and consider
the relationships between data stored in the WLM Service Class Resource Consumption (WLMSEC) File and the CPU
Processor Activity (HARCPU) File.

Development of Conceptual Model

Although a typical system executes many transactions across a number of workloads, generally speaking, there will be a
subset of workloads. For example, some small number of workloads that tend to drive the processor busy. Some systems
might even be devoted primarily to a single workload such as a dedicated IMS or CICS system, but that is not the normal
situation. Although you could perform capacity planning using all workloads, such an approach requires more effort on the
part of the analyst and would likely not yield more accurate results. Generally, it is better to plan on the primary workloads
and ignore smaller components.

In our case study, four workloads have been determined to be the most "important", statistically speaking: BATCH,
ONLINE, DATABASE and TSO. There were actually eight workloads represented in the input Analysis file, but four
were discarded for the purposes of this case study. One interesting point was noted while preparing this case study.
The TSO workload was ultimately included even though it was a minor user of processor resources, considerably less
than some of the workloads that were discarded. The preliminary analysis using the Resource Component Analysis
application assigned a higher Importance value to this workload than the other minor players. While the exact reason for
this observation is unknown, Neugents technology employed by this application uses a nonlinear process to analyze data
and therefore can discover relationships among data that are not as apparent when using other statistical methods of
analysis. It is quite possible that the small TSO workload is employed mainly to "drive" one of the other larger workloads,
such as the DATABASE workload. This demonstrates that there might be an indirect relationship between the TSO and
DATABASE workloads, despite the rather low resource usage.
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Application of Conceptual Model

The model was developed and the training phase executed. The Training Phase Summary statistics showed that out of
53 weeks of input history data, the application selected 40 cases for training, yielding a model "goodness of fit" of 0.9960,
meaning that the model prediction could account for over 99 percent of the forecasted values. Additionally, the average
model error was less than 1 percent, indicating that the model was performing well.

A period of 13 weeks was chosen for the Forecast Length and the model output again demonstrated some interesting
characteristics. In particular, the model predicted a nearly "flat" growth rate, not especially surprising given the nature of
the input data. But the predicted values actually first curve upwards slightly and then curve downwards toward the end of
the forecast. This clearly shows the nonlinear nature of the processor data and ability of Neugents technology to establish
relationships among such data.

Control Parameters

Using a short set of menus that are described in the Online Facility Tutorial section, you will arrive at the Workload
Forecasting Analysis screen shown in Figure 14-12.

Figure 14-12 shows the control parameters that were used to generate the final Workload Forecasting Analysis model in
this case study.

Figure 14-12. Processor Usage Study Control Parameters

 /--------------------  Workload Forecasting Analysis  --------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |            CA MICS Inquiry: CPW - Sample Workload Forecasting Query           |

 |Report title ===> Processor Usage Forecast                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Model Data Selection:                                                          |

 |Primary CAP file ===> APU          Forecast length ===> 13                     |

 |Forecast element ===> CPUADBTM  Forecasting Method ===> AUTOMATIC (Manual/Auto |

 |      Start date ===> 01JUN200   Adjustment Option ===> INTERVAL  (Int./Annual |

 |           SYSID ===> SYS1        Specify elements ===> YES       (YES/NO)     |

 |            ZONE ===> 1       Select Elements from ===> APU       (CAP file)   |

 |       No. Weeks ===> 53             Save forecast ===> YES    (YES/NO/AGE/CHK)|

 |   CAPAPU Values ===> NO        Alerting Threshold ===> NO     (00-99 Percent) |

 |                                 Activate Alerting ===> NO     (YES/NO)        |

 |                                                                               |

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------ |

 |Output Generation Options:                                                     |

 |Forecasting Report            ===> YES       Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |Regression Residuals Report   ===> N/A       Color ===> NO   CSV ===> NO       |

 |    Color graphics format set ===> TERMINAL                                    |

 |Output Formatting Options:                                                     |

 |Format for Predicted Values   ===> HOUR                                        |

 |HAXIS Interval Values         ===> QTR      Format ===> MONYY                  |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note that in this case study the analyst previously generated two resource element files. The first, APU, contains a
data element, CPUADBTM, which represents the processor resource usage time, adjusted to an IBM 9672-r95 system.
This adjustment was done to accommodate the fact that the LPAR being analyzed has been moved over time to
different hardware platforms. This file and data element are specified on the control screen as the Primary CAP file
and the Forecast element respectively. The second file, WLM, contains the data elements that represent the processor
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resources consumed by each of the workloads running on the system, and is used to train the model. This file is specified
as the "Select Elements from" file and the corresponding data elements are specified on panel CAPG710.

The analyst also specified that the study would focus on SYSID SYS1 and Zone 1, and will initially use 53 weeks of
planning data taken beginning in June of 2001.

For this study, we selected the Forecast report, in addition to the typically produced reports and graphs for output. If many
observations are used in a given study, it might be advantageous to exclude the Forecasting report to reduce the volume
of printed output.

Model Input Descriptive Statistics Report

Figure 14-13 shows the Input Descriptive Statistics Report for this case study. These statistics can be used to gauge the
validity and robustness of the input data values.

Figure 14-13. Processor Usage Case Study Input Descriptive Statistics Report

                     MODEL INPUT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

 

 

 REPORT FOR: 09/17/02

 

 ELEMENT    MIN. VALUE     MAX. VALUE     MEAN VALUE         STD             CV

 

 CPUADBTM        19.80         177.51         150.41         28.39          18.88

 

 BATCH            1.57          23.91          12.51          4.48          35.85

 DATABASE         6.55          76.24          57.53         13.26          23.05

 ONLINE           4.05          39.32          33.12          6.62          20.00

 TSO              0.04           0.92           0.30          0.13          43.75

 

Training Phase Statistics Summary Report

This report displays the model statistics from the training phase and is used to evaluate the success and performance of
the model training.

Figure 14-14. Training Phase Statistics Summary

   SUMMARY OF NEUGENT'S TRAINING PHASE

  NUMBER OF CASES USED FOR TRAINING: 000040

       AVERAGE MODEL ERROR MEASURED: 0.0092

   AVERAGE MODEL RMS ERROR MEASURED: 0.0001

        'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

For this case study, 40 cases were actually selected by the Workload Forecasting Analysis application for the training
phase. The Average Model Error value of 0.0092 indicates that a model error rate of less than 1 percent was observed
and the "Goodness of Fit" value of 0.9960 indicates that the model predicted accurate values of the Forecast element 99.6
percent of the time during training.

Forecasting Phase Analysis Report

This report displays all of the observations from the Forecasting file, including the Analysis elements used for training,
the actual and predicted Forecast data values, with individual delta values and model errors. The predicted future values
of the Forecast element are also displayed. The model statistical summary is displayed on each page of the report for
reference. This report can be used to document the model for a better understanding of the various data values.
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Figure 14-17. Forecasting Phase Analysis Report

                             NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS                          1

                              REPORT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                              'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

                                                       ORIGINAL

                                                        INPUT      PREDICTED     DELTA     MODEL

     DATE     BATCH    DATABASE    ONLINE       TSO     VALUE        VALUE       VALUE     ERROR

 

 15SEP2001      2.67      45.54      29.12      0.23     144.27      142.87        1.40    0.0097

 22SEP2001      2.75      41.29      31.21      0.35     136.17      137.78        1.62    0.0119

 29SEP2001      3.06      53.18      34.63      0.39     162.61      162.11        0.49    0.0030

 06OCT2001      7.93      63.50      31.33      0.38     159.36      158.31        1.04    0.0065

 13OCT2001     13.99      71.30      32.69      0.29     165.47      162.30        3.17    0.0191

 20OCT2001     12.99      66.66      34.37      0.32     160.39      165.71        5.32    0.0331

 27OCT2001     13.88      52.05      29.12      0.32     133.68      134.29        0.61    0.0045

 03NOV2001     14.19      70.01      35.56      0.30     167.47      169.48        2.02    0.0120

 10NOV2001     14.69      50.32      32.00      0.29     141.49      142.92        1.42    0.0101

 17NOV2001     13.91      51.62      35.40      0.34     147.46      146.03        1.43    0.0097

 24NOV2001     15.50      38.81      25.59      0.23     115.67      115.47        0.20    0.0017

 01DEC2001     17.20      58.84      37.84      0.30     163.94      163.48        0.46    0.0028

 08DEC2001     13.75      60.88      36.40      0.24     159.86      158.93        0.94    0.0059

 15DEC2001     15.15      60.09      37.31      0.31     163.05      161.10        1.95    0.0120

 22DEC2001     17.44      56.54      33.22      0.18     154.92      154.17        0.75    0.0048

 29DEC2001     10.33      31.49      16.82      0.14      86.25       86.11        0.14    0.0016

 31DEC2001      1.57       6.55       4.05      0.04      19.80       19.94        0.14    0.0069

 05JAN2002     11.88      34.93      21.15      0.17      99.09       99.41        0.32    0.0032

 12JAN2002     16.31      60.84      37.65      0.38     167.67      166.42        1.25    0.0075

 19JAN2002     15.24      61.11      38.68      0.20     166.61      166.93        0.32    0.0019

 26JAN2002     15.85      55.85      37.19      0.29     157.22      159.74        2.52    0.0161

 02FEB2002     14.77      63.80      39.32      0.36     169.00      172.13        3.13    0.0185

 09FEB2002     11.24      60.06      34.22      0.35     152.11      154.39        2.28    0.0150

 16FEB2002     12.15      59.74      36.37      0.23     158.76      160.74        1.98    0.0125

 23FEB2002     10.47      53.77      33.49      0.20     142.05      143.95        1.91    0.0134

 02MAR2002      9.15      57.73      36.66      0.31     150.36      148.77        1.59    0.0106

 09MAR2002     12.67      61.95      39.14      0.34     165.46      164.99        0.47    0.0028

 16MAR2002     11.95      67.60      39.30      0.38     173.09      170.94        2.15    0.0124

 23MAR2002      9.11      59.23      37.02      0.55     154.08      155.29        1.21    0.0078

 30MAR2002     13.53      61.93      37.49      0.31     163.67      160.67        3.00    0.0183

 06APR2002     19.47      75.42      34.47      0.21     177.51      178.54        1.03    0.0058

 13APR2002      9.74      76.24      34.57      0.23     164.34      165.44        1.10    0.0067

 20APR2002     12.89      75.06      36.22      0.25     168.64      165.82        2.82    0.0167

 27APR2002     10.31      74.04      37.12      0.25     166.66      167.80        1.14    0.0068

 04MAY2002     14.57      55.43      29.77      0.25     142.77      141.59        1.17    0.0082

 11MAY2002     12.67      64.10      31.22      0.36     155.23      154.30        0.93    0.0060

 18MAY2002     15.78      55.85      35.58      0.28     157.35      157.38        0.03    0.0002

 25MAY2002     11.24      55.38      33.01      0.27     145.13      142.69        2.44    0.0168

 01JUN2002     14.46      66.30      33.47      0.24     160.80      161.15        0.35    0.0022

 08JUN2002     23.91      66.17      35.16      0.92     176.78      176.05        0.72    0.0041

 15JUN2002     15.35      65.61      35.57      0.34                 167.29

 22JUN2002     15.49      66.01      35.69      0.34                 168.18

 29JUN2002     15.63      66.41      35.82      0.34                 168.87
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 06JUL2002     15.78      66.81      35.94      0.35                 169.34

 13JUL2002     15.92      67.21      36.06      0.35                 169.55

 20JUL2002     16.06      67.62      36.18      0.35                 169.51

 27JUL2002     16.20      68.02      36.30      0.35                 169.22

 03AUG2002     16.34      68.42      36.43      0.35                 168.67

 10AUG2002     16.48      68.82      36.55      0.36                 167.88

 

                             LEGEND: ACTUAL VALUES (CPUADBTM) - 'A'

                                     PREDICTED VALUES         - 'P'

 

 

 

                            NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS

                              REPORT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                              'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

                                                       ORIGINAL

                                                        INPUT      PREDICTED     DELTA     MODEL

     DATE     BATCH    DATABASE    ONLINE       TSO     VALUE        VALUE       VALUE     ERROR

 

 17AUG2002     16.62      69.22      36.67      0.36                 166.88

 24AUG2002     16.77      69.63      36.79      0.36                 165.69

 31AUG2002     16.91      70.03      36.91      0.36                 164.36

 07SEP2002     17.05      70.43      37.04      0.36                 162.94

 

This report displays one line per observation period; weekly in this case study. This sample report uses the "HOURS"
option for formatting the resource element values and shows a sample of the modeled input. Since this information is also
available in a more concise form as a printer graph, a typical model execution will probably generate the graph(s) and
reexecute, generating the reports if more detail is required.

For this case study, the entire report has been made available to demonstrate the prediction of future values of the
Forecast element, CPUADBTM.

Forecasting Phase Analysis Graph

This graph displays all of the observations from the Primary CAP file, including the actual and predicted values of the
Analysis element. The model "goodness of fit" statistic is displayed on each page of the report for reference. This graph
can be used to evaluate the success of the model forecasting phase.

Figure 14-18. Forecasting Phase Analysis Graph

                     NEUGENTS MODEL FORECASTING PHASE ANALYSIS                  1

                       PLOT OF FORECASTED CPUADBTM VALUES

                      'GOODNESS OF FIT' FOR MODEL: 0.9960

 

         -------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+--------

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

  194.44 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                        P                            |

         |                                        A      A                     |

         |                     P          A    A             PPP               |
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  166.67 +                   A A        A     A   PAA     PPP   PPPP           +

         |                 A A    AAA    P  P    AA     A           P          |

         |                  A      P     A  A   P     AA                       |

         |                           A     A    A     P                        |

         |                       A           A                                 |

         |               A      A            A       A  A                      |

A 138.89 +                P                                                    +

d        |                A   A                                                |

j        |                                                                     |

u        |                                                                     |

s        |                                                                     |

t        |                        A                                            |

e 111.11 +                                                                     +

d        |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

C        |                             A                                       |

P        |                                                                     |

U        |                            A                                        |

   83.33 +                                                                     +

T        |                                                                     |

i        |                                                                     |

m        |                                                                     |

e        |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

   55.56 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

   27.78 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         |                            A                                        |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

         |                                                                     |

    0.00 +                                                                     +

         |                                                                     |

         -------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+--------

             07:2001    10:2001    01:2002    04:2002    07:2002    10:2002

 

                                    Interval End Date

 

  NOTE: 13 obs had missing values.  34 obs hidden.

 

                     LEGEND: ACTUAL VALUES (CPUADBTM) - 'A'

                             PREDICTED VALUES         - 'P'

 

This graph provides an easy visual evaluation of model effectiveness by displaying the actual and predicted values of
the Forecast element. This display, with the model "goodness of fit" statistic repeated here allow the analyst to make a
quick and accurate assessment of model performance during forecasting and determine whether the model should be
considered as trustworthy. In this case study, in spite of the odd pattern of the usage data, the model has performed very
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well in predicting the Forecast element values and is considered to be reliable. Note that the future values predicted by
the model actually increase initially and then decrease, owing to the non-linear methodology employed by Neugents
technology. This is a strength of this particular approach and provides for more accurate results.

CAP Quick Start Tutorial
This section provides a step-by-step tutorial to help you through a typical setup of a CPU capacity plan from building and
collecting data for the capacity database to generating and presenting the forecast in presentation graphics.

The tutorial uses the sample z/OS Processor Planning application, one of the many predefined views of resource
consumption delivered by the MICS Capacity Planner, to assist you in collecting capacity planning data. However, your
main capacity issue might require a different sample application, such as the one for DB2, CICS, or goal mode. In any
case, this tutorial uses the CPU Planning application as an example to show you how to work with a typical sample
Application.

Before you begin, it is recommended that you review Sample Planning Applications and z/OS Processor Planning. These
sections describe the sample z/OS Processor Planning application and the types of data it collects for processor usage
planning. z/OS Processor Planning helps you understand the example that is used in this tutorial. However, if you need to
use a different sample application, read another section Sample Planning Applications. For example, read HP Openview
UNIX Resource Planning if you use the Goal Mode sample Application.

While not required, a basic knowledge of the MWF (MICS Workstation Facility) and the MICF (MICS Information Control
Facility) is helpful. This tutorial helps you through the Capacity Planner's online facility using MWF and discusses
reporting interfaces in MICF.

The z/OS Processor Planning sample Application that is described in this tutorial uses the MONTHS timespan of the
HARCPU and WLMSEC files in the MICS database and archive tapes. You can substitute a different timespan in the
actual planning process based on your requirements and database configuration.

Assumptions

• You have a basic knowledge of MICF.
• You have reviewed the Sample Planning Applications section.
• If you are going to use the z/OS Processor Planning sample application, the HARCPU and WLMSEC files must be

available online or on MICS archive tapes. The MONTHS timespan is preferred for this example.
• If you need to use another sample application, see the Sample Planning Applications, find the application that you

need and navigate to the Usage Guidelines section for that application to find out what MICS files are required.

Introduction to the Exercise

This z/OS Processor sample application exercise provides CPU utilization statistics for performance analysis and
can serve as input for future capacity planning forecasts. This procedure does not discuss option parameters such as
Common Data Selection (Figure 2-3). These parameters can also be specified to subset the data further.

Quick Start Tutorial for CPU Planning
This z/OS Processor Planning sample exercise provides processor utilization statistics for performance analysis and
can serve as input for future forecasts for capacity planning This procedure does not discuss option parameters such as
Common Data Selection (Figure 2-3). These parameters can also be specified to further subset the data.

Assumptions

Multiple months of HARCPU and WLMSEC. Omit CPU adjustment if the WLMSEC file is not available. Data must be
available online or on MICS archive tapes.
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Build the Capacity Database for Processor Planning

The MICS capacity database for an application will be stored in a SAS Data Library as members that contain the historical
data and the forecasts that are based on the historical data. As a user, you will store your capacity database files on a
SAS data library that has your TSO userid as the high-level prefix. This user SAS data library is called a Private capacity
database. Once you are satisfied that the files for a capacity application are correct, they can be copied to a common SAS
Data Library called the Shared Capacity Database, which has the MICS sharedprefix as its high level qualifier.

If you have never created an application under the MICS Capacity Planner, the SAS Data Library for your private capacity
database will not yet exist. This SAS Data Library will be allocated automatically as you follow a procedure such as the
one described in this section. If you have already built an application sometime in the past, then the SAS Data Library for
your private capacity database should exist already. It might be archived on your system or it might have been deleted. If
it was deleted and you have followed the backup procedure described in CAP Backups, Restores, and Compression, then
you could restore your private capacity database by using the "Private Capacity Planning Database Restore" procedure
which is also described in CAP Backups, Restores, and Compression.

When you decide to build a capacity database, you must determine what data to collect and the timespan at which the
data should be summarized.

This exercise uses the MONTHS timespan for input and summarization because exceptions or unique system behavior
will not be a concern at this higher timespan. However, if there are certain days or certain hours of a day that usually
have high CPU utilization, the ZONE element could be defined so that these peak periods can be isolated. In building the
Capacity Database, peak periods could be eliminated from the capacity application.

To start the exercise:

1. If this is the first time that you are using the Capacity Planner, the SAS Data Library that will contain your capacity
database has not yet been allocated. Go into the MWF 4;3;0;6 panel ("Data Set Allocation Parameters"). Under the
"Data Set" column are entries for CAPACITY and for CAPPDS. You will see something similar to these lines:
    _ CAPACITY  MICS6.USER.CAPACITY      TRK 20  10      3390

    _ CAPPDS    MICS6.USER.CAPPDS        TRK 20  10  20  3390

 

The names under "Data Set Name Suffix" will be concatenated after TSO userid to form the names of these datasets
when they are allocated. Thus your private capacity database will reside in
      userid.MICS6.USER.CAPACITY

 

Note that the names here have 'MICS6.USER' as part of the suffix. This is purely arbitrary and could be different in
your MICS Complex.
If you need to change either of these names, you can do so on this panel. Also, you should change the allocation
space allocation parameters and the "DASD unit" if other values are appropriate.

2. Proceed to MWF 4;3;1 and INSERT a new Capacity Query (see Capacity Planning Database File Definition Inquiries).
Code values that you want for the "File Name" and "Title". Record the File Name here: ________.
Select 1 for "Sample Applications" and press ENTER.

3. A list of available Sample Applications will appear. For our example here, we will select 1 for "z/OS Processor
Planning" (see z/OS Processor Planning) and press ENTER.

4. Keep the Summarization Level defaults where MONTHS is the Primary and ZONE is the secondary.
Specify at least one unit data base ID. If you are doing a Processor Planning application, then the data base ID must
be for an RMF unit.
You can code Y after "Specify extended options" and press ENTER.

5. Go to the Extended Options Menu (see z/OS Processor Planning).
Specify CPU time adjustment parameters as described in Figure B-1.
Note: WLMSEC is required if the CPU time adjustment is specified.
Figure B-1. CPU Time Adjustment Parameters Screen
 /-----------------------  CPU Time Adjustment Parameters  ----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |
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 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry step:  z/OS Processor Planning Application                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Base CPU model                         ===> MYCPU_______                       |

 |Number of processors in base CPU model ===> 1_     (1-16)                      |

 |Base CPU service unit coefficient      ===> 100___ (per processor)             |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

6. After completing the entries in these definition screens, exit out of them until you arrive at the "Inquiry Processing"
panel. Code EXCUTE after "Specify Inquiry Processing" and press ENTER. The "Update Capacity Planning File"
screen will appear. See Figure B-2.
Figure B-2. Update Capacity Planning File Screen
 /-----------------------  Update Capacity Planning File  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Executing CAP DB File def.:  QC1 - Quick Start CPU Example                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Type of update                    ===> INITIALIZE (INITIALIZE/UPDATE)          |

 |Replace existing file?            ===> N          (Y/N)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Input data source                 ===> ARCHIVE    (ARCHIVE/ONLINE)             |

 |CA MICS file cycle(s)             ===> __ - __    (0 - 99)                     |

 |Archive generation number         ===> -6_        (0 to -99)                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Starting date of update           ===> _______    (ddmonyy)                    |

 |Number of months to select        ===> ____       (1 to 9999)                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Mode of execution                 ===> BATCH      (BATCH/FOREGROUND)           |

 |                                                                               |

 |List updated file contents?       ===> YES        (YES/NO)                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Press END to invoke MICF inquiry execution to update the resource element file.|

 |Enter CANCEL to terminate the resource element file update.                    |
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

7. Complete the entries on this panel. Since this is the first time the capacity database will be updated for this application,
the "Type of update" should be INITIALIZE and "Replace existing file" should be N.
The "Input data source" can be ARCHIVE or ONLINE. If ARCHIVE is chosen, then the "Archive generation number"
must also be chosen. On the other hand, if ONLINE is chosen, then the input will come directly from an existing MICS
timespan. In this case, the "MICS file cycle(s)" must be specified and the "Archive generation number" must be blank.
The Starting date and the number of months to select should be coded.
You may select BATCH or FOREGROUND as the "Mode of execution". You might find the BATCH option to be better
as a learning tool, since you can study a listing of the batch job before it is submitted for execution.
Note: It is best to bring in as much data as possible. It is recommended that you specify ARCHIVE (the relative GDG
can be specified on the execute, such as 0, -1, -2, -3, etc.) to use the monthly archive tapes. Rerun a second time
using the online files to have as much history as possible for analysis. Remember, you must change the "Number of
Months to select" to bring in more than one month's data.

8. Press END and follow the panels until you reach the MICF Execution screen. Code Y for "Override Execution Options"
and for "Edit Generated Jobstream". Press ENTER.
Review the "Execution Options" and press END to generate the batch update job.
Note that in the JCL portion of this job is a DD statement for CAPCOMDS. The DSN should refer to the SAS Data
Library that will contain the capacity database members for this job. By the time this batch job has been generated,
this SAS Data Library should have been allocated.

9. Submit the job and track its progress. The output should have a PROC CONTENTS listing of all the variables in the
member that has been created. It should also contain a listing of the MICS performance data that were input to the job.

10. You will need to run the query you just built on a regular basis. The execution interval depends on the timespan
selected; ie., days, weeks, months. This can be accomplished by one of the following methods:
a. Production Reporting. The private query will need to be copied to the SHARED inquiry catalog (MWF 4;3;4).
b. Run the JCL from the inquiry within a production scheduling system such as CA 7.
c. Run the PRIVATE inquiry each day (MWF 4;3;1).

11. For this exercise, copy this query to the SHARED capacity database.
This enables the scheduling of this query and makes it available for all three of the scheduling options listed in Step
10.
a. Go to MWF 4;3;4 to copy the PRIVATE query to the SHARED capacity database.
b. Go to MWF 4;3;1 and delete the original Private query (you can always copy the SHARED copy back if the need

arises) to eliminate duplicate data.
12. You should now have one copy of capacity history in your sharedprefix.CAPACITY. This copy will be backed up by

your DAILY or MONTHLY MICS backup job for your primary unit.
Note that you will need to set up your own backup and restore jobs for your private capacity database by following the
directions in the Backups, Restores, and Compression section.

Generate the CPU Forecast

You can use the following procedure to create a forecast using the MICS Capacity Planner database as input.

Assumptions:

• The input data are stored within the shareprefix.CAPACITY database.
• Linear Univariate Modeling will be used in this exercise.
• The forecast might fail if there are not enough historical data.
• Go to Capacity Planning Analysis or Option 2 on the Capacity Planner main screen to create a forecast.
• Insert a new inquiry. Code an Inquiry Name and Title. Write the Inquiry Name here: ____________.

Choose Workload Forecasting (option 2) and press ENTER.
• Choose 4 for Univariate Model Forecasting and press ENTER.
• Enter the parameters necessary for Univariate modeling. See Figure B-3.
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Use the same database that you used in the Section C.1.1. (Build Capacity Database). You recorded information in
Step 2 in the Build Capacity Database section.
Figure B-3. Univariate Model Forecasting Control Parameters
 /------------------------  Univariate Model Forecasting  -----------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: QC1F1 - Quick Start Forecast for CPU                |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> Quick Start Forecast for CPU                                 |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria:                                                            |

 |                   Input file ===> QC1 - Quick Start Exercise                  |

 |                   Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                       |

 |                        SYSID ===> XAD1                                        |

 |                         Zone ===> 1                                           |

 |                   No. months ===> 8         (1-9999)                          |

 |                Save forecast ===> AGE       (YES/NO/AGE)                      |

 |        Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 |Forecast data element         ===> CPUPCBSY                                    |

 |Forecast length (months)      ===> 18        (1-9999)                          |

 |Confidence limits (percent)   ===> 90        (70/90/95)                        |

 |                                                                               |

 |Time element terms: Linear    ===> YES       (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Quadratic ===> NO        (YES/NO)                          |

 |                    Cubic     ===> NO        (YES/NO)                          |

 |Specify extended options      ===> N         (Y/N)                             |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

If you code Y after "Specify extended options", then an "Extended Options Menu" will appear. The last line of this menu
has the option "Transform historical observations". If you code Y for this, another panel will appear. This panel provides
the following options for the user to enter SAS code that will modify the historical data:
– Statements to transform historical data
– Statements to reverse history transformations
These options allow you to modify the historical data to fit changes in your hardware environment as in these
examples:
When the first option is chosen, the original data could be transformed to show a 30% faster CPU processor on June
9.
       IF DATE GE '09JUN02'D

        THEN _TRAN_ = 1.3  * &VNAME;

       ELSE _TRAN_V_ = &VNAME;

 

Note that the symbolic variable names used here are
        &VNAME   = the original dependent variable

  

        _TRAN_V_ = the transformed dependent variable

 

When the second option is chosen, the transformation from the first option could be reversed by these statements:
       IF DATE GE '09JUN02'D  THEN DO:

          _ESTS       =   _ESTS /   1.3;

          _LCL        =   _LCL  /   1.3;

          _UCL        =   _UCL  /   1.3;
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       END;

 

You can END out of the "Transform Historical Observations" screen to go back to the "Extended Options Menu".
If there are specific data points that you would like to delete from the historical data, you can choose the "Delete
historical data observations" screen. This screen allows you to enter the dates for those observations that need to be
deleted. Press END twice to go back to the "Univariate Model Forecasting" screen.

• Press END again to bring up the "Inquiry Processing" screen. Choose EXECUTE and press ENTER.
Go to MWF 2;4;2 to copy this PRIVATE query to SHARED MICF query catalog.

Note:

• If necessary, ask the MICS Administrator to copy this query to the MICS Complex SHARED MICF catalog. Only
inquires in the SHARED MICF catalog can update data within sharedprefix.CAPACITY.

Go to MWF 4;3;2 and execute this query (as recorded in Step 2 of this section). Ensure that the query you are running is
from the SHARED MICF catalog. On the execution, specify update SHARED database forecast:
Figure B-4. Execution-Time Parameters Screen

 /-------------------------  Execution-Time Parameters  -------------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |Press END to execute the inquiry.  Enter CANCEL to cancel inquiry execution.   |

 |Executing CA MICS Inquiry: QC1F1 - Quick Start Forecast for CPU                |

 |                                                                               |

 |-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  Update forecast file (YES/NO/AGE)? Save forecast to Private or Shared DB.    |

 |AGE                                    - SHARED ____________________________   |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The shareprefix.CAPACITY should now contain a FORECAST and HISTORY.

Create the CPU Worksheet

Use the following procedure to create a worksheet using forecast and history from the MICS Capacity Planner database
as input.

Choose Option 3 or the Capacity Planner Worksheet Facility from the Capacity Planner main screen.
The history and the forecast data created in previous steps in this section will be used as input.

Enter CREATE on the command line to create a new worksheet.

Enter the following:

1. Use the file recorded in Section C.1.1, Step 2 as the Input File.
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2. Specify Zone 1 (or the Zone that you selected).
3. Specify your site-dependent SYSID.
4. Specify CPUPCBSY and Y to include Forecast.

Press ENTER and then PF3 or END

Type PRODUCE to generate the Worksheet creation job.

After the job is complete, TYPE the word ENTER on the same line where you typed PRODUCE.

Enter worksheet forecast in the worksheet forecast column. Press PF3 or END when complete.

Type the word APPLY on the same line to generate a job that applies the worksheet forecast.

The worksheet file is now stored in your Private capacity file.
You can verify the worksheet's existence using MWF 4;3;1 (see figure B-5).
Figure B-5. Repeating an Inquiry

 /---------------------  Capacity Planning Data Base Files  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog       ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)   ---------Line Commands-----------|

 |Catalog group ===> QUICKS                     |A Add Notes B Browse  S Select ||

 |Select mode   ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)   |M Modify    E Execute I Insert ||

 |Name (subset) ===> ___                        |R Repeat    C Copy    D Delete ||

 |                                              ---------------------------------|

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

 | _   QC1       Quick Start Monthly CPU Data               F   Forecast Only    |

 | _   QC2       Quick Start (QC1)                          F   Forecst/WorkSheet|

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Note: It should say Forecst/Worksheet

Go to MWF 4;3;4 to copy your WorkSheet to sharedprefix.CAPACITY database.
Specify Merge Forecast = Y
Figure B-6. Private File Definition Selection Screen

 /---------------------  Private File Definition Selection  ---------------------\

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Userid:  RUEDA02                           Catalog group         ===> QUICKS   |

 |Prefix:                                    Name (subset display) ===> __       |

 |Merge private forecast file ===> Y (Y/N)                                       |
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 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select                                                            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd    Name                    Title                    Type       Status      |

 | -   --------  ----------------------------------------   -   -----------------|

 | _   QC1       Quick Start Monthly CPU Data               F   Forecast Only    |

 | S   QC2       Quick Start (QC1)                          F   Forecst/Worksheet|

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA  ********************************|

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

A SAS PROC CONTENTS executed on your sharedprefix.CAPACITY will report the existence of history, forecast, and
worksheet files.

Build Presentation Graphics

The following procedure documents the required steps for creating charts from MICS Capacity Planner database history,
forecast and worksheets.

Choose Option 2 or Capacity Planning Analysis from the Capacity Planner main screen.

Insert a new inquiry and choose Workload Forecasting. Enter the name of the analysis here: ____________.

Choose 6 for Presentation Graphics.

Specify the following:

1. Specify the Original file used in the previous sections of this Quick Start Tutorial.
2. Specify Y for Worksheets.
3. Use Color only if you have host graphic support available on your system.

Execute the inquiry (See Figure B-7).
Figure B-7. Presentation Graphics Control Screen

 ---------------------------  Presentation Graphics  ----------------------------

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Composing CA MICS Inquiry: CPUM1 - Actual vs. Forecast CPU                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Report title ===> CPU: Actual vs. Forecast (by Month)                          |

 |                                                                               |

 |Selection criteria                                                             |

 |              Input file ===> QC1  -  Quick Start                              |

 |              Start date ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |                   SYSID ===> XAD1                                             |

 |                    Zone ===> 1                                                |

 |             No.  months ===> 12        (1-9999)                               |

 |   Specify CAPAPU Values ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Data element             ===> CPUPCBSY                                         |
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 |Previous forecast date   ===> _________ (ddmonyyyy)                            |

 |Y-Axis label             ===> Pct Processor Busy                               |

 |Plot type                ===> COLOR     (COLOR/PRINTER)                        |

 |Include Worksheets       ===> Y         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify extended options ===> N         (Y/N)                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CAP Interface with MICS Q&amp;R Workstation
The MICS Capacity Planner provides an interface to the MICS Q&R WorkStation, a windows-based product that provides
advanced graphics and reporting facilities on your PC.

Once you enable the interface, you can use the MICS Q&R WorkStation product to generate presentation graphics and
perform further analysis of the data using various tools and facilities provided by the product, including:

• Build queries to extract data from the shared capacity database to your PC.
• Build presentation graphics in Microsoft Excel - the MICS Q&R WorkStation delivers a reporting facility that

automatically generates charts using MICS-provided Excel macros. For advanced Excel users, the reporting facility
allows you to further analyze and enhance the presentation of the data using the extensive features and functions in
Excel.

• Publish your reports on the intranet for fast, one-time delivery to your users across the enterprise. MICS Q&R
WorkStation enables you to view the data in graphical and tabular format via a web browser.

Implementation

Perform the following steps to implement the interface between the MICS Capacity Planner and MICS Q&R WorkStation.

Note the interface allows you to access data in the shared capacity database only. Therefore, you must move data from
the private database to the shared database if you want to access the private files.

1. Locate the member CAPMDB in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL. If the job exists, proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, perform
Step 2 to generate the job.

2. Edit sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENUC) so that it contains the following:

CAPMDB

Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENUC). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

3. Submit the job in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(CAPMDB). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or
ISPLOG and that the job completes with a condition code of zero.

The CAPMDB job builds a meta file that describes the content of the shared capacity database. As such, the CAPMDB
job must be rerun whenever the content of the shared capacity database has been altered. Otherwise, the information in
MICS Q&R WorkStation will be inaccurate.

The meta file built by CAPMDB is stored in sharedprefix.MICS.CAPACITY. It is used as input to the meta database build
process in MICS Q&R WorkStation.

IDM IDMS Analyzer Option
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS is a data integration application that collects and stores, in the MICS database, IDMS
database management system data from IDMS Performance Monitor.
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IDMS Performance Monitor provides the data necessary to manage the day-to-day operation of the IDMS database/
data communication system and to respond to user problems, complaints, and questions. It reports workload, resource
utilization, and performance data at the daily operational level.

MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS addresses longer term management issues by providing the following:

• A common database to support the variety of information provided by IDMS Performance Monitor.
• Informative management reports, including graphic displays, standard analysis, and exception reports.
• A comprehensive data dictionary describing the data elements in the database.
• Detection of erroneous input data and its exclusion from the database. This data verification increases the reliability

and usability of the data.
• Inclusion of a wide range of standard exits allowing you to readily examine, alter, extract, or delete data as required.

Files

IDMS Performance Monitor provides raw data that is manipulated in the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS information
management process to create the IDMS Information Area (IDM).

The IDM supports the following files. They provide application activity, system incident, system activity, and user activity
information:

• IDMSAC - IDMS Application Unit Counts File
• IDMSAU - IDMS Application Unit Activity File
• IDMSCL - IDMS System Calendar File
• IDMSIN - IDMS System Incident File
• IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File
• IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File

The files are described in IDMS Files.

Reports

MICS Analyzer for IDMS reporting facilities provide you with a base from which you can develop your own reports, thus
giving value and utility to what is reported.

Three types of reports are provided: graphic displays, standard analysis reports, and exception reports.

Graphic Displays

Graphic displays are color plots, charts, and other screen and plotter displays. They are useful for illustrating trends and
comparisons and for quickly identifying potential problem areas.

Code is provided for several graphic display reports. You can tailor this code to produce graphic displays to meet your
data center's requirements.

Graphic displays are described in Chapter 3, Reports.

Standard Analysis Reports

Standard analysis reports provide a structured approach to IDMS analysis. There are four categories of these reports:
workload, response, resource consumption, and incident analysis.

Standard analysis reports are described in Chapter 3, Reports.

Exception Reports

The exception process provides management and technical personnel with a means to identify problems or problem
areas, organize and report the problems in terms of their severity, integrate the problem reporting for all system
components, and associate the problems with their respective management areas.
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Exception reports are listed and described in Chapter 4, Exceptions.

Prerequisites

The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS runs in a MICS environment operating under z/OS.

To use the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS, you must have installed IDMS/DB, IDMS Performance Monitor, and the MICS
database.

IDM Using
The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS, using data from the IDMS Performance Monitor, helps you manage operation of the
IDMS database system by providing data related to:

• IDMS application activity
• IDMS system incident information
• IDMS system activity
• IDMS user activity

The following sections describe how data is analyzed and how the data is used by other MICS products.

Data Analysis

The following identifies methods of analyzing the data from the MICS Analyzer for IDMS.

Capacity
The data facilitates capacity planning, particularly in the areas of workload characterization, forecasting, and performance
prediction for the database.

Performance
The data can be used to evaluate the performance of system resources. Performance measurements that quantify the
load, utilization, and response of IDMS systems can be evaluated.

Workload Characterization
A necessary task in any capacity evaluation effort is workload characterization. Data such as CPU and DASD utilization
can be used to track the IDMS workload and to determine the resources required to support future workloads.

Trends
IDMS workload, resource consumption, and response times are archived automatically so that growth trends and patterns
can be easily obtained and evaluated once the data is in the database.

Problem Resolution
IDMS system information can be evaluated with information about other host applications such as CICS, IMS, and TSO so
that a complete picture of usage and problems can be obtained and evaluated. This is particularly useful when attempting
to analyze system problems.

MICS Product Interfaces

The MICS Analyzer for IDMS processes, validates, and organizes raw data into meaningful information areas and files
on a daily basis. This data repository is integrated with other MICS products to provide a comprehensive management
solution.

Accounting and Chargeback Interface

The MICS Analyzer for IDMS provides data elements that MICS Accounting and Chargeback uses to bill for database
management system usage.
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From an accounting standpoint, it is always preferable to recover costs based on direct measurements rather than using
a procedure or formula because the latter are always estimates. Direct measurements eliminate guesswork and have the
additional virtue of varying immediately when system or environmental changes cause the utilization of a resource to vary.

MICS Accounting and Chargeback obtains the information necessary to create journal entries by interfaces into the output
exits of the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA) and the IDMS Application Unit Counts File (IDMSAC). The exit point occurs
immediately before the creation of each DAYS timespan observation for the IDMSUA and IDMSAC files. If you activate
any of these files at the DETAIL timespan, accounting will continue to operate as before at the DAYS level.

The standard data elements that are available for use in chargeback for the IDMS Analyzer can be found in Table of
Default Charging Elements.

Additional Interfaces

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), accessible from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF), lets you create, view,
and modify inquiries using data from the MICS Analyzer for IDMS.

In addition, a standard set of inquiries is provided. These consist of Service Level Analysis, Workload Analysis, System
Performance Analysis, and Reliability Analysis inquiries.

These MICF reports can be produced daily, weekly, and monthly as a standard output of the MICS reporting process
or they can be submitted on demand. Detailed information on MICF inquiries is described in MICF Inquiries. For more
information, Using MICF,

IDM Reports
The MICS IDMS Analyzer provides standard data displays that enable you to rapidly and effectively use the data provided
by the component. These displays are divided into the general categories of standard analysis reports, MICF inquiries,
and exception reports. Exception reporting is discussed in IDMS Detailed Exception Descriptions.

IDM Standard Analysis Reports
MICS standard analysis reports are a concise representation of an installation's workload, resource use, and response to
the workload.

IDMS Standard Analysis Reports

The IDMS Analyzer provides basic analysis reports that show the key elements necessary to judge the utilization of
the IDMS system on a daily basis. In addition to the standard reports available with the component, you can develop
additional reports to analyze elements of specific importance to your own environment.

IDM reports can be produced daily, weekly, and monthly by information area (e.g., TSO, Batch, IDMS) as a standard
output of the MICS reporting process or they can be submitted ad hoc. A separate set of reports is produced for each
computer system in each information area. In addition, you can produce reports that aggregate system information. In this
way, multiprocessors, loosely coupled systems, or other combinations of systems can be reported upon.

Using the standard analysis reports as a framework, you can create code to produce reports tailored to your installation's
needs.

The MICS IDMS Analyzer produces the following daily standard analysis reports:
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• The IDMS Selection Criteria Report (IDM001) shows the contents of prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS), which provides a
record of the user-defined options for the IDMS Activity and IDMS Response Time Reports.

• The IDMS Activity Report (IDM002) shows IDMS system activity for the times and dates selected by the System
Administrator.

• The IDMS Response Time Report (IDM003) shows response times provided by IDMS in various categories as
selected by the System Administrator.

• The IDMS Calendar Report (IDM004) shows selected IDMS system parameters for each preceding day of the month.
• The IDMS Online Transactions Report shows the number of online IDMS transactions for each hour of a selected day.
• The IDMS Online Response Time Report (IDM006) shows the response time of IDMS transactions by type for each

hour of a selected day.
• The IDMS Online Percentage of Responses Report (IDM007) shows the percentage of IDMS responses by type that

are under 10 seconds for each hour of a selected day.
• The IDMS CICS Transactions Report (IDM008) shows the number of online IDMS transactions for each hour of a

selected day.
• The >IDMS CICS Response Time Report (IDM009) shows the response time of IDMS transactions by type for each

hour of a selected day.
• The IDMS CICS Percentage of Responses Report (IDM010) shows the percentage of IDMS responses by type that

are under 10 seconds for each hour of a selected day.
• The IDMS CPU Time Usage Report (IDM011) shows the number of CPU seconds used by IDMS during each hour of a

selected day.

Weekly and monthly IDMS standard analysis reports are not currently defined. These can be added to meet your
installation's particular needs.

Setting Report Options

The standard analysis reports produced by the MICS IDMS Analyzer are generalized, allowing you to specify options that
customize the reports to your installation's individual needs.

The MICS System Administrator specifies selection options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS). These selection options
include the time-span and cycle of data included in the report, sequencing data, summarization elements used, and, if
specific MICS database observations are being included, the criteria for choosing the observations (e.g., specific SYSIDs,
dates, times, zones, etc.).

When DYIDMMBO starts executing, the IDMRPTS member is read and its contents are analyzed. The routine IRST
creates SAS macros to select, sort, and summarize data from the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA). These macros are
stored in the IDMRPTP and IDMBYLS members of prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE and are used in the report generation
process to customize the standard analysis reports.

The following sections describe the specific capabilities and syntax of the selection criteria:

• Report Options Description
• Report Options Examples

Report Options Description (IDMRPTS)

The MICS system administrator can code options in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS), to customize the standard analysis
reports produced by the MICS IDMS Analyzer. The following keywords can be coded in IDMRPTS:

TIMESPAN
The MICS timespan to be used. Acceptable values are DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS.

CYCLE
The MICS cycle to be used. The CYCLE value must be a two-position numeric cycle number. Multiple CYCLE statements
can be specified.
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SYSID
Only observations with the given SYSID will be included in the report. Multiple SYSID statements can be specified.

IDMSID
Only observations with the given IDMSID will be included in the report. Multiple IDMSID statements can be specified.

ACCT1 - ACCT9
Observations with the given value for the x IDMS account code will be included in the report. The values of x are integers
from 1 through 9. The ACCT1 through ACCT9 options correspond to the IDMS account code elements, IDMACTx. You
define IDMACTx fields in the account parm specification process detailed in Account Code Definition (IDMACCT). Multiple
ACCTx statements are permissible. For example:

• ACCT1 MFG223
Transactions begun by manufacturing's division 223 will be reported as ACCT1 on the IDMS standard analysis reports.

• ACCT4 FIN87
Transactions associated with finance's department 87 are reported as ACCT4.

• ACCT9 MKT1
Transactions associated with the marketing department's division 1 are reported as ACCT9.

ZONE
Only observations with a specified value for ZONE will be included in the report. The ZONE value must be a single
numeric value 1 to 9. Multiple ZONE statements can be specified.

SDATE
Only observations with the starting date equal to or greater than the given value will be included in the report.

EDATE
Only observations with the ending date less than or equal to the given value will be included in the report.

DATE
Only observations with the given value for the date will be included in the report. Multiple DATE statements can be
specified.

STIME
Only observations with the starting time equal to or greater than the given value will be included in the report.

ETIME
Only observations with the ending time less than or equal to the given value will be included in the report.

SAS
The given SAS statement will be included in the data selection macro. This can be used to select observations based on
criteria not available with the standard selection statements.

BY
Specifies the data elements used to summarize the data. Each distinct value of the BY variable will produce an individual
report for the observations with that BY value.

Notes:

• The SDATE and STIME selection options will be compared against the starting time, STARTTS, of each observation.
The DATE, EDATE, and ETIME will be compared against the ending time, ENDTS, of each observation.

• The IDMSID is generated, where the constant CV is followed by a two-digit number or the constant C is followed by a
three-digit number that represents the Central Version number of the IDMS system.

Report Options Examples

The following examples are possible report parameter specifications coded by the MICS System Administrator:

Example 1
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     TIMESPAN   DETAIL

     CYCLE      01

     IDMSID     CV09

 

Select observations from the DETAIL 01 time-span where the IDMSID is CV09.

Example 2

     TIMESPAN   DETAIL

     CYCLE      01

     SYSID      MYPC

     ACCT1      ABC123

     ZONE       1

     ZONE       2

     DATE       01JUN86

 

Select observations from the DETAIL 01 time-
span where the SYSID is MYPC, the first IDMS account code is ABC123, the ZONE is either 1 or 2, and the date is 01JUN86.

Example 3

     TIMESPAN   DAYS

     CYCLE      01

     STIME      08:00:00

     ETIME      16:59:59

     BY         ACCT1

 

Select observations from the DAYS 01 time-span where the TIME of the observation is between 8 a.m. and 4:59:59 p.m.,
summarize by the first IDMS account code, and create a separate report for each summarization.

Example 4

     TIMESPAN   DAYS

     CYCLE      01

     CYCLE      02

     CYCLE      03

     CYCLE      04

     CYCLE      05

     CYCLE      06

     SDATE      01JAN86

     EDATE      05JAN86

     SAS        IF IDMTYPE='B';

     BY         ACCT1

     BY         ACCT3

 

Select observations from the DAYS time-span for cycles 01 through 06 with dates between the first and fifth of January
1986 inclusive, which represent IDMS transactions submitted through Batch. Then summarize the observations by the first
and third IDMS account codes and create a report for transactions with ACCT1 and a report for transactions with ACCT3.
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IDMS Selection Criteria Report (IDM001)

The IDMS Selection Criteria Report lists, for verification by the MICS System Administrator, the selection and
summarization parameters specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS). These criteria specify the MICS timespan, cycle,
SYSID, IDMSID, range of dates, range of times, zone, and other parameters described in the Report Options Description
(IDMRPTS) section in IDM Standard Analysis Reports.

Format

The IDMS Selection Criteria Report has two columns. The left column contains the selection criteria you have specified;
the right column lists the BY groupings specified. This selection will affect the contents of the subsequent standard
analysis reports produced. Only data which meets the selection criteria is passed along to the report generation phase of
the DAY400 process.

A sample of the IDMS Selection Criteria Report is presented in Figure 3-1.

Database File Used

IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File

Data Elements Used

All elements available in the selected timespan for the IDMSUA File are passed to the report generation phase if the
observation meets the selection criteria. However, only a subset of elements are used to produce each report. As users of
future reports are added to this report generation process, they may require different elements.

Report Labels Used

ACCTx
The values chosen for each of the IDMACTx fields chosen

CYCLE
Which cycles of the timespan are included on the report

DATE
The specific date selected for data selection

EDATE
The ending date for selection when using date range checking

ETIME
The ending time for selection when using time range checking

IDMSID
The selected IDMS Central Versions which have been selected

SAS
The user-defined SAS statement that is included in the data selection criteria definitions

SDATE
The starting date for selection when using date range checking

STIME
The starting time for selection when using time range checking

SYSID
The selected logical SYSIDs which you have chosen

TIMESPAN
The reporting timespan selected

ZONE
The selected zones defined to MICS via the standard ZONE definition process
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Calculations Used

Not applicable. This report produces a listing of the parameters as specified by the System Administrator.

Usage Considerations

This report helps the System Administrator verify the data selection options that are specified for the reporting phase.

Figure 3-1 - IDMS Selection Criteria Report Sample
 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                          CA                                              

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

          PAGE    1 |

  | CA MICS/IDMS                                         IDMS REPORT                      RUN DATE:    FRIDAY,

 SEPTEMBER 9, 1988 |

  | IDM001                                                                                                   

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |

==============================================================================================================================|

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                      SELECTION CRITERIA                      |                           REPORT BY       

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                   CYCLE              01                      |                           IDMSID          

                    |

  |                   TIMESPAN           DAYS                    |                                           

                    |

  |                   SYSID              MVSA                    |                                           

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

  |                                                              |                                           

                    |

 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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IDMS Activity Report (IDM002)

The IDMS Activity Report displays parameters important for high-level performance tuning in the areas of database
services and data communications services.

Format

The report has three sections:

• report heading section
• DATABASE SERVICES section
• DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES section

The report heading indicates the date the report was produced and the time period that it reports. It also lists the values
of the summarization variables previously set by the system administrator as BY variables in the IDMRPTS member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS that control the selection, sequencing, and summarization of the reports.

The DATABASE SERVICES section contains key elements related to database activity for the specified period and BY
element selection criteria. The section is grouped to report on elements related to records, calls, pages, aborts, and locks
issued against the IDMS database subsystem.

The DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES section contains elements vital to tracking the interactive responsiveness of the
IDMS Universal Communication Facility. This section groups related elements for easier viewing. The subsections indicate
the various usage areas you should monitor to help determine queue, pool, and storage requirements.

A sample of the IDMS Activity Report is presented in Figure 3-2.

Database File Used

IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File

Data Elements Used

DATABASE SERVICES - RECORDS subsection

• SUARECR
• SUARECU
• SUAFRAG
• SUARELOC
• SUACREC
• SUACRECO
• SUAVREC
• SUAVRECO

DATABASE SERVICES - PAGES subsection

• SUAPREQ
• SUAPREAD
• SUAPWRIT

DATABASE SERVICES - LOCKS subsection

• SUATLKS
• SUASLKS
• SUAULKS

DATABASE SERVICES - CALLS subsection

• SUADBCLS

DATABASE SERVICES - SERVICE subsection
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• SUADBSRV

DATABASE SERVICES - ABORTS subsection

• SUAABNDS

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - TIME subsection

• SUATRSTM
• SUASYSTM
• SUAUSRTM
• SUAWTTM
• SUASPNTM

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - PROGRAMS subsection

• SUAPCALL
• SUAPLOAD

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - REQUESTS subsection

• SUAGETTM
• SUASETTM

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - TERMINAL subsection

• SUATREAD
• SUATWRIT
• SUATERRS
• SUATRLEN
• SUATWLEN

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - STORAGE subsection

• SUASGET
• SUASFREE
• SUAUSDS
• SUAKPTS
• SUAUSDP

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - SCRATCH subsection

• SUAXGET
• SUAXPUT
• SUAXDEL

DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES - QUEUE subsection

• SUAQGET
• SUAQPUT
• SUAQDEL

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed within the specific section or subsection.

Calculations Used

All elements have been summed based upon the BY variables specified in the general section at the top of the page. The
AVERAGE time elements are computed based upon the data selection performed.
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Usage Considerations

This report provides most of the elements necessary to accomplish high-level performance tuning of the IDMS reporting
group as specified in the BY variables. This report will be very useful in the initial stages of a tuning effort or as visual input
for trending studies since you may specify the grouping that interests you. This report narrows the scope of any detail
analysis down to a small subset of the total system load, thereby eliminating many hours of effort to view detail-level data.

Figure 3-2 - IDMS Activity Report

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|                              COMPLEX REPORT                                                                

                  |

|                                                                                                            

        PAGE    1 |

| MICS/IDMS                                               IDMS REPORT                RUN DATE:     Friday,

 December 14, 2012   |

| IDM002                                                                                                     

                  |

|                      REPORTING PERIOD      October 9, 2012  14:08:13   TO    October 9, 2012  16:59:57     

                  |

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|

==============================================================================================================================|

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|                               |     SYSID :    SYSA          |                               |             

                  |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|

==============================================================================================================================|

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|                                                      DATABASE SERVICES                                     

                  |

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                                              |                               |             

                  |
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|                            RECORDS                           |             PAGES             |            

 LOCKS             |

|                                                              |                               |             

                  |

| RECORDS REQUESTED   43,354,252   CALC-NO OVERFLOW     16,754 |    REQUESTED    28,734,777    |      TOTAL  

   83,307,498     |

| CURRENT OF RUN UNIT 19,263,728   CALC-OVERFLOW         2,741 |    READ          1,170,031    |      SELECT 

            0     |

| FRAGMENTS STORED           140   VIA-NO OVERFLOW     111,680 |    WRITTEN         164,782    |      UPDATE 

            0     |

| RECORDS RELOCATED            0   VIA-OVERFLOW         31,282 |                               |             

                  |

|                                                              |                               |             

                  |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                          |                                           |                     

                  |

|        DATA BASE CALLS   64,513,877      |       DATA BASE SERVICE     64,513,877    |       ABORTS        

      26          |

|                                          |                                           |                     

                  |

|

==============================================================================================================================|

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|                                                 DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES                                

                  |

|                                                                                                            

                  |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                                              |                               |             

                  |

|                             TIME                             |          PROGRAMS             |          

 REQUESTS            |

|          ACCUMULATED                       AVERAGE           |                               |             

                  |

|     TOTAL     17:48:33.90           TOTAL      0:00:00.16    |    CALLED     6,270,832       |     GETTIME 

   4,595,638      |

|     SYSTEM     0:15:58.87           SYSTEM     0:00:00.00    |    LOADED           254       |     SETTIME 

           2      |

|     USER       0:06:03.36           USER       0:00:00.00    |                               |             

                  |

|     WAIT      17:27:50.63           WAIT       0:00:00.15    |                               |             

                  |

|     ZIIP       0:26:01.47           ZIIP       0:00:00.00    |                               |             

                  |

|                                                              |                               |             

                  |

|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |
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|           TERMINAL            |           STORAGE            |            SCRATCH            |            

 QUEUE             |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

|  READS                 7,388  |  GETS            16,156,233  |     GETS          293,499     |     GETS    

        1,895     |

|  WRITES               24,408  |  FREES           15,499,550  |     PUTS          201,119     |     PUTS    

        1,204     |

|  ERRORS                  274  |  USED-STORAGE    2.53947E10  |     DELETES       200,593     |     DELETES 

          684     |

|  READ LENGTH      12,937,555  |  KEPT-STORAGE    2074804992  |                               |             

                  |

|  WRITE LENGTH     39,261,396  |  USED-PROGRAM    2.09503E10  |                               |             

                  |

|                               |                              |                               |             

                  |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

IDMS Response Time Report (IDM003)

The IDMS Response Time Report displays response times provided by IDMS broken down by the response distribution
categories you defined with the prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS) RESP parameter, described in IDMS Processing Options
(IDMOPS), and in the IDMS Transaction Type Exit (prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT), described in the IDMS Transaction
Type Exit (IDMRLRT) section in IDM Complex-Level Parameters.

Format

The report has two sections: the report heading section and the RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTION section.

The report heading shows the date the report was produced, the time period that it encompasses, and the values of the
summarization variables set by the system administrator in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRPTS).

The RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTION section is divided into subsections that represent the various response
time categories kept within the database by the MICS IDMS Analyzer. This includes the brackets for USER,
CONVERSATIONAL, EXCESSIVE, SHORT, MEDIUM, and LONG response times.

A sample of the IDMS Response Time Report is presented in Figure 3-3.

Database File Used

IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File

Data Elements Used

RESPONSE TIME - All subsections

• SUARVAL1
• SUARVAL2
• SUARVAL3
• SUARVAL4
• SUARVAL5
• SUARVAL6
• SUARVAL7

RESPONSE TIME - USER subsections
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• SUAUDST1
• SUAUDST2
• SUAUDST3
• SUAUDST4
• SUAUDST5
• SUAUDST6
• SUAUDST7
• SUAUDST8
• SUAPCUR1
• SUAPCUR2
• SUAPCUR3
• SUAPCUR4
• SUAPCUR5
• SUAPCUR6
• SUAPCUR7

RESPONSE TIME - CONVERSATIONAL subsections

• SUACDST1
• SUACDST2
• SUACDST3
• SUACDST4
• SUACDST5
• SUACDST6
• SUACDST7
• SUACDST8
• SUAPCCR1
• SUAPCCR2
• SUAPCCR3
• SUAPCCR4
• SUAPCCR5
• SUAPCCR6
• SUAPCCR7

RESPONSE TIME - EXCESSIVE subsections
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• SUAEDST1
• SUAEDST2
• SUAEDST3
• SUAEDST4
• SUAEDST5
• SUAEDST6
• SUAEDST7
• SUAEDST8
• SUAPCER1
• SUAPCER2
• SUAPCER3
• SUAPCER4
• SUAPCER5
• SUAPCER6
• SUAPCER7

RESPONSE TIME - SHORT subsections

• SUASDST1
• SUASDST2
• SUASDST3
• SUASDST4
• SUASDST5
• SUASDST6
• SUASDST7
• SUASDST8
• SUAPCSR1
• SUAPCSR2
• SUAPCSR3
• SUAPCSR4
• SUAPCSR5
• SUAPCSR6
• SUAPCSR7

RESPONSE TIME - MEDIUM subsections
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• SUAMDST1
• SUAMDST2
• SUAMDST3
• SUAMDST4
• SUAMDST5
• SUAMDST6
• SUAMDST7
• SUAMDST8
• SUAPCMR1
• SUAPCMR2
• SUAPCMR3
• SUAPCMR4
• SUAPCMR5
• SUAPCMR6
• SUAPCMR7

RESPONSE TIME - LONG subsections

• SUALDST1
• SUALDST2
• SUALDST3
• SUALDST4
• SUALDST5
• SUALDST6
• SUALDST7
• SUALDST8
• SUAPCLR1
• SUAPCLR2
• SUAPCLR3
• SUAPCLR4
• SUAPCLR5
• SUAPCLR6
• SUAPCLR7

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed within the specific section or subsection.

Calculations Used

All elements have been computed based upon the BY variables specified in the general section at the top of the report.

Usage Considerations

This report provides most of the elements necessary to accomplish high-level performance tuning of the IDMS reporting
group as specified in the BY variables. This report will be very useful in the initial stages of a tuning effort or as visual input
for service level expectation studies since you may specify the grouping that interests you.

Figure 3-3 - IDMS Response Time Report Sample
 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                             CA                                           

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

          PAGE    2 |

  | CA MICS/IDMS                                            IDMS REPORT                RUN DATE:     FRIDAY,

 SEPTEMBER 9, 1988   |

  | IDM003                                                                                                   

                    |

  |                      REPORTING PERIOD      AUGUST 24, 1988   1:25:28   TO    AUGUST 25, 1988   2:42:00   

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |

==============================================================================================================================|

  |                               |                              |                               |           

                    |

  |                               |     IDMSID :   CV00          |                               |           

                    |

  |                               |                              |                               |           

                    |

  |                               |                              |                               |           

                    |

  |

==============================================================================================================================|

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                  RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS                             

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                      USER                             CONVERSATIONAL                            EXCESSIVE

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |        +----------------------------+         +----------------------------+         

 +----------------------------+         |

  |        |   SEC  |   COUNT    | PCT  |         |   SEC  |   COUNT    | PCT  |          |   SEC  |   COUNT 

   | PCT  |         |

  |        |        |            |      |         |        |            |      |          |        |         

   |      |         |

  |        |   1.00 |     70,561 |  96% |         |   1.00 |          . |   .% |          |   1.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   2.00 |        502 |  96% |         |   2.00 |          . |   .% |          |   2.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |
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  |        |   4.00 |        536 |  97% |         |   4.00 |          . |   .% |          |   4.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   6.00 |        259 |  97% |         |   6.00 |          . |   .% |          |   6.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   8.00 |        263 |  98% |         |   8.00 |          . |   .% |          |   8.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |  10.00 |        199 |  98% |         |  10.00 |          . |   .% |          |  10.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |  15.00 |        261 |  98% |         |  15.00 |          . |   .% |          |  15.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   OVER |      1,145 | 100% |         |   OVER |          . | 100% |          |   OVER |        

  . | 100% |         |

  |        +----------------------------+         +----------------------------+         

 +----------------------------+         |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                     SHORT                                 MEDIUM                                   LONG  

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |        +----------------------------+         +----------------------------+         

 +----------------------------+         |

  |        |   SEC  |   COUNT    | PCT  |         |   SEC  |   COUNT    | PCT  |          |   SEC  |   COUNT 

   | PCT  |         |

  |        |        |            |      |         |        |            |      |          |        |         

   |      |         |

  |        |   1.00 |      1,512 | 100% |         |   1.00 |      2,943 |  86% |          |   1.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   2.00 |          0 | 100% |         |   2.00 |        223 |  92% |          |   2.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   4.00 |          0 | 100% |         |   4.00 |        124 |  96% |          |   4.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   6.00 |          0 | 100% |         |   6.00 |         52 |  98% |          |   6.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   8.00 |          0 | 100% |         |   8.00 |         29 |  98% |          |   8.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |  10.00 |          0 | 100% |         |  10.00 |         12 |  99% |          |  10.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |  15.00 |          0 | 100% |         |  15.00 |         20 |  99% |          |  15.00 |        

  . |   0% |         |

  |        |   OVER |          0 | 100% |         |   OVER |         24 | 100% |          |   OVER |        

  . | 100% |         |

  |        +----------------------------+         +----------------------------+         

 +----------------------------+         |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

  |                                                                                                          

                    |

 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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IDMS Calendar Report (IDM004)

The IDMS Calendar Report provides, on a daily basis, an updated view of key elements which are factors in judging the
performance and effectiveness of the IDMS systems currently in use. From this report you can track the current month's
utilization of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS Calendar procedure. A report will be produced for each IDMSID processed month-to-
date within this unit. Since the current daily cycle is updated, the calendar will reflect up to one full month's activity. This
report makes key indicators available to assist you in simple daily tracking of IDMS performance.

A sample of the IDMS Calendar Report is presented in Figure 3-4.

Database File Used

IDMSCL01 at the DAYS timespan.

This is the special data set which is updated to contain month-to-date information.

Data Elements Used

• SCLTTRAN - Total transactions for a given day
• SCLABNDS - Total transactions ABENDed for a given day
• SCLDBCLS - Total database calls issued for a given day
• SCLCPUTM - Calculated total of system and user CPU time, in seconds
• SCLAVTTM - Overall average response time for a given day
• SCLAVPIO - Average physical I/O issued per task for a given day
• SCLAVDBC - Average database calls issued per task for a given day
• SCLAVTIO - Average terminal I/O issued per task for a given day

Report Labels Used

SCLTTRAN
Shown as TRANS in each day's block

SCLABNDS
Shown as ABENDS in each day's block

SCLDBCLS
Shown as DB CLS in each day's block

SCLCPUTM
Shown as CPU SEC in each day's block

SCLAVTTM
Shown as RSP SEC in each day's block

SCLAVPIO
Shown as AVG PIO in each day's block

SCLAVDBC
Shown as AVG DBC in each day's block

SCLAVTIO
Shown as AVG TIO in each day's block

Calculations Used
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Total CPU time used expressed in seconds, CPU SEC, is maintained in the element SCLCPUTM and is the sum of
system and user CPU times:

SCLCPUTM = SCLSYSTM + SCLUSRTM

Average physical I/O requests per task, AVG PIO, is maintained in the element SCLAVPIO as the sum of pages read plus
pages written divided by the total number of transactions executed:

SCLAVPIO = (SCLPREAD + SCLPWRIT) / SCLTTRAN

Average database calls per task, AVG DBC, is maintained in the element SCLAVDBC as the number of database calls
issued per day divided by the total number of transactions executed:

SCLAVDBC = SCLDBCLS / SCLTTRAN

Average terminal I/O requests per task, AVG TIO, is maintained in the element SCLAVTIO as the sum of terminal read
plus terminal write requests divided by the total number of transactions executed:

SCLAVTIO = (SCLTREAD + SCLTWRIT) / SCLTTRAN

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

The calendar report provides key indicators for daily performance evaluation and short-term trending analysis. By viewing
the calendar produced for each Central Version system defined, you can judge the major resource utilization factors that
are essential to the performance of the IDMS system.

These are the more critical factors which need to be reviewed to obtain a clear picture of what might be happening within
each Central Version; they are not all of the factors. The elements shown typically change during growth times or heavy-
degradation periods. By keeping a month-to-date running file, you can perform short-term trending of the IDMS systems
showing peaks, valleys, and possible growth times. Although the calendar is only showing the current month's data, the
file contains data from the past three months.

Figure 3-4 - IDMS Calendar Report Sample

(Page 1 of 2)

                                                   I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                                       DAILY IDMS SUMMARY

 

                                     System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV00

 

                                                          AUGUST 1988

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|     SUNDAY      |     MONDAY      |     TUESDAY     |    WEDNESDAY    |    THURSDAY     |     FRIDAY      |

    SATURDAY    |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|
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|                 |                 |                 |                 |        1        |        2        |

        3       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|        4        |        5        |        6        |        7        |        8        |        9        |

       10       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       11        |       12        |       13        |       14        |       15        |       16        |

       17       |

|                 |    1,970 TRANS  |    3,010 TRANS  |    2,681 TRANS  |    1,820 TRANS  |    3,564 TRANS  |

                |

|                 |        6 ABENDS |        6 ABENDS |       12 ABENDS |        8 ABENDS |       10 ABENDS |

                |

|                 |  444,223 DB CLS |  520,935 DB CLS |1,002,406 DB CLS |  350,152 DB CLS |  948,435 DB CLS |

                |

|                 |   642.9 CPU SEC |   743.3 CPU SEC | 1,250.6 CPU SEC |   610.9 CPU SEC | 1,098.3 CPU SEC |

                |

|                 |    18.9 RSP SEC |     7.5 RSP SEC |     3.8 RSP SEC |     2.3 RSP SEC |     5.3 RSP SEC |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       18        |       19        |       20        |       21        |       22        |       23        |

       24       |

|                 |    4,280 TRANS  |    1,114 TRANS  |      326 TRANS  |    3,574 TRANS  |      164 TRANS  |

                |

|                 |       29 ABENDS |        1 ABENDS |        0 ABENDS |       20 ABENDS |        0 ABENDS |

                |

|                 |1,745,203 DB CLS |  113,396 DB CLS |   38,192 DB CLS |  693,933 DB CLS |    1,607 DB CLS |

                |

|                 | 2,226.7 CPU SEC |   189.4 CPU SEC |    75.7 CPU SEC | 1,116.0 CPU SEC |     2.5 CPU SEC |

                |
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|                 |    13.8 RSP SEC |     1.3 RSP SEC |     2.4 RSP SEC |     6.4 RSP SEC |     0.6 RSP SEC |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       25        |       26        |       27        |       28        |       29        |       30        |

       31       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                               ---------------------------------

                                               |           |        SUM        |

                                               | TRANS     |             22503 |

                                               | ABENDS    |                92 |

                                               | DB CLS    |           5858482 |

                                               | CPU SEC   |     7956.72319481 |

                                               ---------------------------------

(Page 2 of 2)

                                                  I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                                       DAILY IDMS SUMMARY

 

                                     System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV00

 

                                                          AUGUST 1988

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|     SUNDAY      |     MONDAY      |     TUESDAY     |    WEDNESDAY    |    THURSDAY     |     FRIDAY      |

    SATURDAY    |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|                 |                 |                 |                 |        1        |        2        |

        3       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |
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|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|        4        |        5        |        6        |        7        |        8        |        9        |

       10       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       11        |       12        |       13        |       14        |       15        |       16        |

       17       |

|                 |  633,032 TOT IO |  543,945 TOT IO |  763,341 TOT IO |  522,648 TOT IO |  511,846 TOT IO |

                |

|                 |     14  AVG PIO |     95  AVG PIO |     67  AVG PIO |     34  AVG PIO |     55  AVG PIO |

                |

|                 |    563  AVG LIO |    524  AVG LIO |    347  AVG LIO |    562  AVG LIO |    563  AVG LIO |

                |

|                 |     74  AVG DBC |     81  AVG DBC |     98  AVG DBC |     76  AVG DBC |     56  AVG DBC |

                |

|                 |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |     0   AVG TIO |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       18        |       19        |       20        |       21        |       22        |       23        |

       24       |

|                 |  533,032 TOT IO |  743,345 TOT IO |  863,241 TOT IO |  542,648 TOT IO |  611,876 TOT IO |

                |

|                 |     34  AVG PIO |     45  AVG PIO |     47  AVG PIO |     44  AVG PIO |     56  AVG PIO |

                |

|                 |    553  AVG LIO |    564  AVG LIO |    447  AVG LIO |    542  AVG LIO |    573  AVG LIO |

                |

|                 |     84  AVG DBC |     91  AVG DBC |    108  AVG DBC |     66  AVG DBC |     66  AVG DBC |

                |

|                 |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |      0  AVG TIO |     0   AVG TIO |

                |

|-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------

+----------------|

|       25        |       26        |       27        |       28        |       29        |       30        |

       31       |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |
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|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

|                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 |

                |

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                                               ---------------------------------

                                               |           |        SUM        |

                                               | TOT IO    |          63852453 |

                                               ---------------------------------

IDMS Online Transactions Report (IDM005)

The IDMS Online Transactions Report displays, on a daily basis, the number of online transactions per hour. From this
report you can track the daily utilization of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS usage indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of IDMS use.

A sample of the IDMS Online Transactions Report is presented in Figure 3-5.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.
Only ONLINE transactions (IDMTYPE = O) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions

Report Labels Used

IDMTYPEShown as IDMTYPE

SSYTTRAN
Shown as Total Transactions

Calculations Used:

None

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays the total number of online IDMS transactions. This IDMS usage indicator can assist you in tracking
IDMS use.

Figure 3-5 - IDMS Online Transaction Report Sample

 

 

                                                   I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                           CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM005
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                                               IDMS/DC ONLINE TRANSACTIONS PER HOUR

 

                                      System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV00

 

                                                      BAR CHART OF SSYTTRAN

 

          HOUR   IDMTYPE   IDMS Task Type                                                                    

   SSYTTRAN

                           |

             1   O         |                                                                     |           

      6.000

                           |                                                                     |

             6   O         |*                                                                    |           

     72.000

                           |                                                                     |

             7   O         |*******                                                              |           

    368.000

                           |                                                                     |

             8   O         |******                                                               |           

    296.000

                           |                                                                     |

             9   O         |*********                                                            |           

    456.000

                           |                                                                     |

            10   O         |************                                                         |           

    590.000

                           |                                                                     |

            11   O         |*******                                                              |           

    365.000

                           |                                                                     |

            12   O         |*************                                                        |           

    634.000

                           |                                                                     |

            13   O         |******************                                                   |           

    886.000

                           |                                                                     |

            14   O         |**********                                                           |           

    484.000

                           |                                                                     |

            15   O         |***********                                                          |           

    556.000

                           |                                                                     |

            16   O         |**                                                                   |           

    114.000

                           |                                                                     |

            17   O         |                                                                     |           

      9.000

                           |                                                                     |

            18   O         |                                                                     |           

      4.000

                           |                                                                     |

            19   O         |                                                                     |           

     11.000
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                           |                                                                     |

            20   O         |*                                                                    |           

     56.000

                           |                                                                     |

            21   O         |*                                                                    |           

     28.000

                           |                                                                     |

            23   O         |                                                                     |           

      8.000

                           |                                                                     |

                           --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

                                  400     800    1200    1600    2000    2400    2800    3200    3600    4000

 

                                                           Total Transactions

 

 

IDMS Online Response Time Report (IDM006)

The IDMS Online Response Time Report displays, on a daily basis, the response time of online transactions per hour by
transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS performance indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of
IDMS.

A sample of the IDMS Online Response Time Report is presented in Figure 3-6.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.
Only ONLINE transactions (IDMTYPE = O) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
• SSYAVCTM - Conversational Trans Average Response Time
• SSYAVSTM - Short Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Medium Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVLTM - Long Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVUTM - User Defined Trans Average Response Time
• SSYAVETM - Excessive Transactions Average Response Time

Report Labels Used

TRANTYPE

Shown as:

C for Conversational
X for Excessive
L for Long
M for Medium
S for Short
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U for User Defined

SSYAVxTM

Shown as value in Seconds

Calculations Used

The average response time for each transaction type is computed by the following:

      IF SSYxTRAN GT ZERO THEN

         SSYAVxTM = SSYxRSTM / SSYxTRAN;

         ELSE SSYAVxTM = ZERO;

 

   where x = C, X, L , M, S, or U.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays, on a daily basis, the response time of online transactions per hour by transaction type. From this
report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Figure 3-6 - IDMS Online Response Time Report Sample

                                                   I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                           CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM006

                                              IDMS/DC ONLINE RESPONSE TIMES BY TYPE

 

                                      System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV00

 

                                                        BAR CHART OF VALUE

 

HOUR  TRANTYPE                                                                                               

                VALUE

                 |

 13   C          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      L          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      M          |***************                                  |                                         

              1.45423

      S          |*                                                |                                         

              0.06639

      U          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      X          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

                 |                                                 |

 14   C          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      L          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000
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      M          |****************                                 |                                         

              1.61232

      S          |                                                 |                                         

              0.03957

      U          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      X          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

                 |                                                 |

 15   C          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      L          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      M          |********                                         |                                         

              0.76918

      S          |                                                 |                                         

              0.03827

      U          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      X          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

                 |                                                 |

 16   C          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      L          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      M          |*********                                        |                                         

              0.92660

      S          |                                                 |                                         

              0.01060

      U          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      X          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

                 |                                                 |

 17   C          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      L          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      M          |****************************************************                                       

              5.23314

      S          |                                                 |                                         

              0.01763

      U          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

      X          |                                                 |                                         

              0.00000

                 |                                                 |

                 ----------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+---------+

                           1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9 

       10
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                                                                 VALUE

IDMS Online Percentage of Responses Report (IDM007)

The IDMS Online Percentage of Responses Report displays, on a daily basis, the percentage of online transactions
completing within 10 seconds per hour by transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS performance indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of
IDMS.

A sample of the IDMS Online Percentage of Responses Report is presented in Figure 3-7.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.
Only ONLINE transactions (IDMTYPE = O) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
• SSYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage x
• SSYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage x
• SSYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage x
• SSYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage x
• SSYPCURX - User Defined Response Percentage x
• SSYPCERX - Excessive Response Percentage x

Report Labels Used

TRANTYPE

Shown as:

C for Conversational
X for Excessive
L for Long
M for Medium
S for Short
U for User Defined

SSYPCxRx

Shown as value

Calculations Used

Not applicable.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays, on a daily basis, the percentage of online transactions completing within 10 seconds per hour by
transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.
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Figure 3-7 - IDMS Online Percentage of Response Report Sample

                                                   I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                           CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM007

                                     IDMS/DC ONLINE PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES WITHIN 10 SECONDS

 

                                      System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV00

 

                                                        BAR CHART OF VALUE

 

HOUR  TRANTYPE                                                                                               

                VALUE

                 |                                                                                         |

  7   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

***************************************************************************************************     

 99.1189

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |

  8   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |

  9   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

****************************************************************************************************    

 99.6815

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |
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 10   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

****************************************************************************************************    

 99.7389

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |

 11   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

****************************************************************************************************    

 99.6063

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |

 12   C          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      L          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

      M          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      S          |

****************************************************************************************************   

 100.0000

      U          |                                                                                         | 

               0.0000

                 |                                                                                         |

                 -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----

+----+----+

                      5   10   15   20   25   30   35   40   45   50   55   60   65   70   75   80   85   90 

  95   100

 

                                                                 VALUE

IDMS CICS Transactions Report (IDM008)

The IDMS CICS Transactions Report displays, on a daily basis, the number of CICS transactions per hour. From this
report you can track the daily utilization of IDMS.

Format
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The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS usage indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of IDMS use.

A sample of the IDMS CICS Transactions Report is presented in Figure 3-8.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.
Only CICS transactions (IDMTYPE = C) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions

Report Labels Used

IDMTYPE
Shown as IDMTYPE

SSYTTRAN
Shown as Total Transactions

Calculations Used

Not applicable.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays the total number of CICS IDMS transactions. This IDMS usage indicator can assist you in tracking
IDMS use.

Figure 3-8 - IDMS CICS Transaction Report Sample

                                           I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                                   CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM008

                                      CICS-IDMS ONLINE TRANSACTIONS PER HOUR

                              System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV04

                                                BAR CHART OF SUMS

HOUR   IDMTYPE   IDMS Task Type                                                                   FREQ   

 SSYTTRAN

                                                                                                             

  SUM

                 |

   7   C         |********                                                             |             1    

 402.000

                 |                                                                     |

   8   C         |************************                                             |             1   

 1198.000

                 |                                                                     |

   9   C         |*******************************************                          |             1   

 2137.000

                 |                                                                     |

  10   C         |***********************************************************          |             1   

 2941.000
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                 |                                                                     |

  11   C         |****************************************************************     |             1   

 3214.000

                 |                                                                     |

  13   C         |***********************************************************          |             1   

 2934.000

                 |                                                                     |

  14   C         |*****************************************************                |             1   

 2665.500

                 |                                                                     |

                 --------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+

                        400     800    1200    1600    2000    2400    2800    3200    3600    4000

                                                 Total Transactions

IDMS CICS Response Time Report (IDM009)

The IDMS CICS Response Time Report displays, on a daily basis, the response time of CICS transactions per hour by
transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS performance indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of
IDMS.

A sample of the IDMS CICS Response Time Report is presented in Figure 3-9.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.
Only CICS transactions (IDMTYPE = C) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
• SSYAVCTM - Conversational Trans Average Response Time
• SSYAVSTM - Short Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Medium Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVLTM - Long Transactions Average Response Time
• SSYAVUTM - User Defined Trans Average Response Time
• SSYAVETM - Excessive Transactions Average Response Time

Report Labels Used

TRANTYPE

Shown as:

C for Conversational
X for Excessive
L for Long
M for Medium
S for Short
U for User Defined

SSYAVxTM
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Shown as value in Seconds

Calculations Used

The average response time for each transaction type is computed by the following:

      IF SSYxTRAN GT ZERO THEN

         SSYAVxTM = SSYxRSTM / SSYxTRAN;

         ELSE SSYAVxTM = ZERO;

where x = C, X, L , M, S, or U.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays, on a daily basis, the response time of CICS transactions per hour by transaction type. From this
report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Figure 3-9 - IDMS CICS Response Time Report Sample

                            I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                      CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM009

                        CICS-IDMS ONLINE RESPONSE TIMES BY TYPE

                 System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV04

                                   BAR CHART OF SUMS

 HOUR   TRANTYPE                                                       FREQ   VALUE SUM

                   |

    9   C          |*****************************************             1     8.14000

        L          |********************    |                             1     4.07000

        M          |***********             |                             1     2.19000

        S          |******                  |                             1     1.13000

        U          |****************        |                             1     3.17000

        X          |****************************************              1     7.98000

                   |                        |

   10   C          |************************************************      1     9.67000

        L          |*************************                             1     4.98000

        M          |***************         |                             1     2.98000

        S          |********                |                             1     1.67000

        U          |******************      |                             1     3.67000

        X          |******************************************            1     8.43000

                   |                        |

   11   C          |***************************************************   1    10.23000

        L          |**************************                            1     5.23000

        M          |****************        |                             1     3.14000

        S          |**********              |                             1     1.98000

        U          |********************    |                             1     3.98000

        X          |********************************************          1     8.87000

                   |                        |

   13   C          |**********************************************        1     9.25500

        L          |******************************                        1     5.98500

        M          |**************          |                             1     2.75250

        S          |********                |                             1     1.52250
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        U          |***************         |                             1     3.02250

        X          |***********************************                   1     6.99000

                   |                        |

   14   C          |*************************************                 1     7.32000

        L          |*********************** |                             1     4.67250

        M          |**********              |                             1     2.00250

        S          |******                  |                             1     1.28250

        U          |************            |                             1     2.32500

        X          |**********************************                    1     6.75750

                   |                        |

                   -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-

                        1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10

                                         VALUE SUM

IDMS CICS Percentage of Responses Report (IDM010)

The IDMS CICS Percentage of Responses Report displays, on a daily basis, the percentage of CICS transactions
completing within 10 seconds per hour by transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS performance indicator to assist you in simple daily tracking of
IDMS.

A sample of the IDMS CICS Percentage of Responses Report is found in Figure 3-10.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS time-span.
Only CICS transactions (IDMTYPE = C) are graphed.

Data Elements Used

• IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type
• TRANTYPE - Transaction Type
• SSYPCCRX - Conversational Response Percentage x
• SSYPCSRX - Short Response Percentage x
• SSYPCMRX - Medium Response Percentage x
• SSYPCLRX - Long Response Percentage x
• SSYPCURX - User Defined Response Percentage x
• SSYPCERX - Excessive Response Percentage x

Report Labels Used

TRANTYPE

Shown as:

C for Conversational
X for Excessive
L for Long
M for Medium
S for Short
U for User Defined

SSYPCxRx
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Shown as value

Calculations Used

Not applicable.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays, on a daily basis, the percentage of of CICS transactions completing within 10 seconds per hour by
transaction type. From this report you can track the daily performance of IDMS.

Figure 3-10 - IDMS CICS Percentage of Response Report Sample

                             I D M S   C O M P O N E N T

                      CA MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM010

               CICS-IDMS ONLINE PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES WITHIN 10 SECONDS

                 System Identifier=MVSA IDMS System Identification=CV04

                                   BAR CHART OF SUMS

 HOUR   TRANTYPE                                                      FREQ   VALUE SUM

                   |

    9   C          |*******************************             |        1     62.0000

        L          |***********************                     |        1     45.0000

        M          |********************************************|        1     88.0000

        S          |***********************************************      1     94.0000

        U          |*******************************             |        1     62.0000

        X          |****                                        |        1      8.0000

                   |                                            |

   10   C          |***************************                 |        1     53.0000

        L          |*********************                       |        1     41.0000

        M          |******************************************* |        1     86.0000

        S          |**********************************************       1     92.0000

        U          |******************************              |        1     59.0000

        X          |****                                        |        1      7.0000

                   |                                            |

   11   C          |*********************                       |        1     42.0000

        L          |********************                        |        1     39.0000

        M          |******************************************* |        1     85.0000

        S          |*********************************************        1     90.0000

        U          |****************************                |        1     56.0000

        X          |****                                        |        1      7.0000

                   |                                            |

   13   C          |***************                             |        1     31.0000

        L          |******************                          |        1     36.0000

        M          |****************************************    |        1     79.0000

        S          |********************************************|        1     88.0000

        U          |*************************                   |        1     50.0000

        X          |*                                           |        1      2.0000

                   |                                            |

   14   C          |************************                    |        1     47.0000

        L          |*********************                       |        1     41.0000

        M          |******************************************  |        1     84.0000
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        S          |**********************************************       1     91.0000

        U          |**************************                  |        1     53.0000

        X          |***                                         |        1      5.0000

                   |                                            |

                   -----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

                       10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   90   100

                                        VALUE SUM

IDMS CPU Time Usage Report (IDM011)

The IDMS CPU Time Usage Report displays, on a daily basis, the System CPU time and User CPU time per hour. From
this report you can track the daily usage of CPU resources by IDMS.

Format

The report is produced by the SAS CHART procedure. A report will be produced for each SYSID and IDMSID processed
within this unit. This report makes available a key IDMS indicator to assist you in daily tracking of IDMS resource usage.

A sample of the IDMS CPU Time Usage Report is presented in Figure 3-11.

Database File Used

IDMSSY01 at the DAYS timespan.

Data Elements Used

• SSYSYSTM - System CPU Time
• SSYUSRTM - User CPU Time
• SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Report Labels Used

TIME
Shown as Time

System time
Shown as SSS bars.

User time
Shown as UUU bars.

zIIP time
Shown as ZZZ bars.

Calculations Used

Not applicable.

Usage Considerations

This report is produced as part of the execution of the normal daily update job standard report step DAY400. No special
options are necessary to produce this report. IDMS Standard Report Options have no impact on the generation or
selection criteria used to produce this report.

This report displays, on a daily basis, the System CPU time and User CPU time per hour. From this report you can track
the daily usage of CPU resources by IDMS.

Figure 3-11 - IDMS CPU Time Usage Report Sample

                                                    MICS/IDMS REPORT IDENTIFICATION IDM011
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                                               SYSTEM AND USER CPU TIME USAGE PER HOUR

-------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYSD IDMS System Identification=CVAB

 --------------------------------------

 

                                           TIME Sum

 

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                             1 +                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                           0.9 +                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                           0.8 +                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                           0.7 +                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                           0.6 +                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                               |                   ZZZZZ

                                           0.5 +                   UUUUU

                                               |                   UUUUU

                                               |                   UUUUU

                                               |                   UUUUU

                                           0.4 +                   UUUUU

                                               |                   UUUUU

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                           0.3 +                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                           0.2 +                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       ZZZZZ

                                               |                   SSSSS       UUUUU

                                               |                   SSSSS       UUUUU

                                           0.1 +                   SSSSS       SSSSS

                                               |                   SSSSS       SSSSS

                                               |                   SSSSS       SSSSS

                                               |                   SSSSS       SSSSS

                                               --------------------------------------------

                                                         14          15          16

 

                                                                Hour of Day
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                                             Symbol TYPE     Symbol TYPE     Symbol TYPE

 

                                                S   S           U   U           Z   Z

IDM MICF Inquiries
MICS Analyzer for IDMS provides a comprehensive set of reports and color graphic inquiries that are implemented using
the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). The reports are categorized as general workload, service, performance, and
reliability.

These inquiries are an immediate source of useful reporting, which you can modify to meet your needs. You can use
Execution Time Data Selection panels to tailor the output from these inquiries. In addition, you can develop customized
reports by modifying copies of the distributed inquiries.

MICF inquiry names follow the form cccptn, where:

ccc
The three-character product identifier. The value of this field is IDM for MICS Analyzer for IDMS.

p
The type of graphic. The value of this field is either C (color graphic), L (list), or P (printer graphic).

t
The frequency with which the report may be executed. The value of this field is X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M
(months), and Y (years).

n
An integer or character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry named IDMLDA corresponds to the following key:

                  IDMLDA

                  ---|||

                   | ||+= the first list inquiry at the

                   | ||   DAYS timespan delivered with the

                   | ||   IDMS Analyzer

                   | |+= may be run daily

                   | += a list inquiry

                   += an IDMS inquiry

MICF Distributed Inquiries

Report Class Report Name MICF Catalog Group Color Graphics Printer Graphics Tabular List
Service Daily IDMS Service

Reports
SERVICE IDMCD2 IDMPD2 n/a

Weekly IDMS
Service Reports

SERVICE IDMCW2 IDMPW2 n/a

Monthly IDMS
Service Reports

SERVICE IDMCM2 IDMPM2 n/a

Workload Daily IDMS
Workload Report

WORKLOAD IDMCD1 IDMPD1 n/a

Weekly IDMS
Workload Report

WORKLOAD IDMCW1 IDMPW1 n/a

Monthly IDMS
Workload Report

WORKLOAD IDMCM1 IDMPM1 n/a
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Performance Daily IDMS CPU
Utilization

PERFORM IDMCD3 IDMPD3 n/a

Weekly IDMS
Average Response
Time Trend

PERFORM IDMCW3 IDMPW3 n/a

Reliability Daily IDMS Abend
Details

RELIABLE n/a n/a IDMLDA

Weekly IDMS
Transaction
Reliability Trend

RELIABLE IDMCWA n/a IDMLWA

IDM Service Analysis Inquiries

MICF Distributed Inquiries

Catalog Group Inquiry ID Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters

User exits

SERVICE IDMCD2 Daily IDMS Service
Reports

color graphic

IDMCW2 Weekly IDMS
Service Reports

color graphic

IDMCM2 Monthly IDMS
Service Reports

color graphic

IDMPD2 Daily IDMS Service
Reports

printer graphic

IDMPW2 Weekly IDMS
Service Reports

printer graphic

IDMPM2 Monthly IDMS
Service Reports

printer graphic

To provide report flexibility, the IDMS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters as well as user exits for most
of the service analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

Each inquiry will produce two sets of graphs for each unique SYSID and IDMS Region. The two sets of graphs produced
are the percentage of transactions which respond within one second, five seconds and the percentage of total response
within five seconds. The second set of graphs produced are the average number of transactions which respond within one
second, five seconds and the total average response time.

An example of the printer graphic inquiry, Daily IDMS Service Reports (IDMPD2) is listed at the end of this page.

Example of the printer graphic inquiry

Figure 3-14 (1 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry

                                      Daily IDMS Service - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.                

                     12

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97
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--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

           Percent Sum

 

            200.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            180.00 % +                                              **  **

                     |                                              **  **

                     |                                              **  **

                     |                                              **  **                  **

            160.00 % +                                              **  **                  **

                     |                                              **  **                  **

                     |                                              **  **                  **

                     |                                              **  **                  **

            140.00 % +                                  **          **  **                  **

                     |                                  **          **  **                  **

                     |                                  **          **  **                  **

                     |                                  **          **  **              **  **

            120.00 % +                                  **          **  **              **  **

                     |                                  **          **  **  **      **  **  **

                     |                                  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

            100.00 % +                                  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **          **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                    

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     |                                  **      **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             80.00 % +                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             60.00 % +                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             40.00 % +                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

             20.00 % +                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                     |                                  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **  **

                    

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21

  22  23

 

                                                                Hour of Day
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Figure 3-14 (2 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry

 

                                           Daily IDMS Service - Avg. Medium Response Time                    

                     18

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97

 

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

 

 Seconds Sum

 

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  1.20 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  1.00 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.80 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.60 +                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.40 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.20 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

Figure 3-14 (3 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry
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                                      Daily IDMS Service - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.               

                     24

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97

 

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

           Percent Sum

 

            400.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            350.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            300.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            250.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            200.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

            150.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

            100.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                    

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

             50.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **
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 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21

  22  23

 

                                                                Hour of Day

Figure 3-14 (4 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry

                                           Daily IDMS Service - Avg. Total Response Time                     

                     30

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

 Seconds Sum

  1.10 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  1.00 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.90 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.80 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.70 +                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

       |                                                              ***

  0.60 +                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

  0.50 +                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                              ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.40 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.30 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***
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       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.20 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

  0.10 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

       |                                                         ***  ***  ***

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

                                                              Hour Of Day

Figure 3-14 (5 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry

                                      Daily IDMS Service - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.                

                     36

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

 

           Percent Sum

 

            400.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            350.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            300.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            250.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            200.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **
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            150.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

            100.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                    

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

             50.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                    

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21

  22  23

 

                                                                Hour of Day

Figure 3-14 (6 of 6). Daily IDMS Service Inquiry

 

                                      Daily IDMS Service - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.                

                     36

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                        FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD2                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  16JUN97

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU7 IDMS Region=CV75

 ----------------------------------------------------

 

 

           Percent Sum

 

            400.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            350.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            300.00 % +                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **
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                     |                                                  **

            250.00 % +                                                  **

 

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

                     |                                                  **

            200.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

            150.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

            100.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                    

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     |                                              **  **  **

 

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

             50.00 % +                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                     |                                              **  **  **

                    

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                         0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21

  22  23

 

                                                                Hour of Day

IDMCD2 Daily IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMCD2 Daily IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

IDMCD2
Daily IDMS Service Reports (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The Daily IDMS Service graphic display monitors IDMS response time and identify hours during the day when service falls
below a user-defined management objective.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used
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• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included

IDMCW2 Weekly IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMCW2 Weekly IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

DMCW2
Weekly IDMS Service Reports (color graphics)

Intended Usage

The Weekly IDMS Service Reports monitor IDMS response time trends in a seven-day period (excluding weekends) and
identifies any hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. when service falls below a user-defined management objective.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used
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Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMCM2 Monthly IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMCM2 Monthly IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

IDMCM2
Monthly IDMS Service Reports (color graphics)

Intended Usage

The Monthly IDMS Service Reports identify MICS ZONEs during which IDMS service falls below a user-defined
management objective and monitors the service trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed n relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:
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• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Zone values

IDMPD2 Daily IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMPD2 Daily IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

IDMPD2
Daily IDMS Service Reports (printer graphics)

Intended Usage

The Daily IDMS Service graphic display monitors IDMS Response time and identifies hours during the day when service
falls below a user-defined management objective.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included

IDMPW2 Weekly IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMPW2 Weekly IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

IDMPW2
Weekly IDMS Service Reports (printer graphics)
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Intended Usage

The Weekly IDMS Service Reports monitor IDMS response time trends in a seven-day period (excluding weekends) and
identifies any hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. whenservice falls below a user-defined management objective.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters.

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMPM2 Monthly IDMS Service Reports

This article describes the IDMPM2 Monthly IDMS Service Reports.

Inquiry ID

IDMPM2
Monthly IDMS Service Reports (printer graphics)

Intended Usage

The Monthly IDMS Service Reports identify MICS ZONEs during which IDMS service falls below a user-defined
management objective and monitors the service trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used
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• SSYPCSR - Pct. Short Responses Within 1 Sec.
• SSYPCMR - Pct. Medium Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYPCTR - Pct. Total Responses Within 5 Sec.
• SSYAVSTM - Average Short Response Time
• SSYAVMTM - Average Medium Response Time
• SSYAVTTM - Average Response Time
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Zone values

IDM Workload Analysis Inquiries

Distributed Workload Analysis Inquiries

Catalog Group Inquiry ID Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters

User exits

WORKLOAD IDMCD1 Daily IDMS
Workload Report

color graphic

IDMCW1 Weekly IDMS
Workload Report

color graphic

IDMCM1 Monthly IDMS
Workload Report

color graphic

IDMPD1 Daily IDMS
Workload Report

printer graphic

IDMPW1 Weekly IDMS
Workload Report

printer graphic

IDMPM1 Monthly IDMS
Workload Report

printer graphic

To provide report flexibility, the IDMS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters as well as user exits for most
of the workload analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

An example of the printer graphic inquiry, Daily IDMS Workload Report (IDMPD1) is listed at the end of this page.

The workload analysis inquiries are described individually in the following sections.
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Example of the printer graphic inquiry

Daily IDMS Workload Inquiry

                                                             Hour Of Day

                                         Daily IDMS Workload Report - Transactions by Hour                   

                    3

                                                       CA MICS Sample Reports

                                                         FOR:  June 12, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMPD1                                                                                            

   RUN DATE:  13JUN97

 

--------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU6 IDMS Region=CV42

 --------------------------------------------------

 

   Total Transactions Sum

 

      |

      |

   16 +

      |

      |

      |

   14 +                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

   12 +                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

   10 +                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***

      |                                                              ***  ***

      |                                                              ***  ***

    8 +                                                         ***  ***  ***

      |                                                         ***  ***  ***

      |                                                    ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                                    ***  ***  ***  ***

    6 +                                                    ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                                    ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

    4 +                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

    2 +                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      |                                              ***   ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

                                                             Hour Of Day

IDMCD1 Daily IDMS Workload Reports

Inquiry ID

IDMCD1 - Daily IDMS Workload Reports (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The Daily IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume on a daily basis and identify peak hour workload for
each IDMS system.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included

IDMCW1 Weekly IDMS Workload Report

Inquiry ID

IDMCW1 - Weekly IDMS Workload Reports (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The Weekly IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume trend in a five-day period and identify peak hour
workload between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each IDMS system.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used
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• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMCM1 Monthly IDMS Workload Report

Inquiry ID

IDMCM1 - Monthly IDMS Workload Reports (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The Monthly IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identifcation
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:
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• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Zone values

IDMPD1 Daily IDMS Workload Reports

Inquiry ID

IDMPD1 - Daily IDMS Workload Reports (printer graphics)

Intended Usage

The Daily IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume on a daily basis and identify peak hour workload for
each IDMS system.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identifcation
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included

IDMPW1 Weekly IDMS Workload Report

Inquiry ID

IDMPW1 - Weekly IDMS Workload Reports (printer graphics)

Intended Usage

The Weekly IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume trend in a five-day period and identify peak hour
workload between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for each IDMS system.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used
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• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identifcation
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMPM1 Monthly IDMS Workload Report

Inquiry ID

IDMPM1 - Monthly IDMS Workload Reports (printer graphics)

Intended Usage

The Monthly IDMS Workload Reports monitor IDMS transaction volume trend by ZONE in a six-month period.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYTTRAN - Total Number of Transactions Processed
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identifcation
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

None

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:
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• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Zone values

IDM Performance Analysis Inquiries

Distributed Performance Analysis Inquiries

Catalog Group Inquiry ID Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters

User exits

PERFORM IDMCD3 Daily IDMS CPU
Utilization

color graphics

IDMPD3 Daily IDMS CPU
Utilization

printer graphics

IDMCW3 Weekly IDMS
Average Response
Time Trend

color graphics

IDMPW3 Weekly IDMS
Average Response
Time Trend

printer graphics

To provide report flexibility, the IDMS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters as well as user exits for most
of the reliability analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

An example of the Daily IDMS CPU Utilization and the Weekly IDMS Average Response Time Trend reports is listed at
the end of this page.

Example of the Printer Graphic Enquiry

Figure 3-18. Daily IDMS CPU Utilization Inquiry

IDMS CPU UTILIZATION                        HH:MM Day, Month dd, YYYY

 

 -------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS6 IDMS System Identification=CVAB

 --------------------------------------

 

                                          CPU UTILIZATION MIN. Sum

 

                                           2.20 +                   DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           2.00 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           1.80 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD
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                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           1.60 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           1.40 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           1.20 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           1.00 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           0.80 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           0.60 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           0.40 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                           0.20 +                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   DDDDD       DDDDD

                                                |                   CCCCC       CCCCC

                                                |       DDDDD       AAAAA       AAAAA

                                                --------------------------------------------

                                                          14          15          16

 

                                                                 HOUR OF DAY

 

 

                         Symbol TYPE           Symbol TYPE           Symbol TYPE           Symbol TYPE

 

                            A   CPU SYSTEM        B   CPU USER          C   CPU ZIIP          D   WAIT

Figure 3-19. Weekly IDMS Average Response Time Trend Inquiry

                                                  IDMS Average Response Time Trend                           

                    1

                                                      CA MICS Sample Reports

 

 INQUIRY:  IDMPW3                                                                                            

   RUN DATE:  16JUN97
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-------------------------------- System Identifier=CPU6 IDMS System Identification=CV21 Time Zone=1

 ------------------------------

 

                                             Average Response Time Mean

 

                                                      |       *****

                                                      |       *****

                                              0:01.60 +       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:01.40 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:01.20 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:01.00 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:00.80 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:00.60 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:00.40 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                              0:00.20 +       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      |       *****       *****

                                                      --------------------------------

                                                             21OCT91     20NOV91

 

                                                           Start Date of Each Week

IDMCD3 Daily IDMS CPU Utilization

Inquiry ID

IDMCD3 - IDMS CPU Utilization (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The IDMS CPU Utilization graphic display reports on the breakdown of time spent processing IDMS transactions for each
hour on the previous day. This allows for quick visual analysis based on the peak hours of activity for that day.
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Format

The display is a stacked bar chart that plots the aggregate of the time values upon each other for a given hour of the
day. The bars were created in contrasting colors to help illustrate the different parts that make up the total time value, as
captured by IDMS Performance Monitor for the given hour of the day.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYSYSTM - Total System CPU Time for the Interval
• SSYUSRTM - Total User CPU Time the Interval
• SSYWTTM - Total Wait Time the Interval
• SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• HOUR - Hour in Which the Interval Occurred

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based on the sum of total time values for the hour.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following runtime parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSIDs to be included
• IDMSIDs to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMPD3 Daily IDMS CPU Utilization

Inquiry ID

IDMPD3 - IDMS CPU Utilization (Printer Graphics)

Intended Usage

The IDMS CPU Utilization graphic display reports on the breakdown of time spent processing IDMS transactions for each
hour on the previous day. This allows for quick visual analysis based on the peak hours of activity for that day.

Format

The display is a stacked bar chart that plots the aggregate of the time values upon each other for a given hour of the day.
The bars were created in contrasting characters to help illustrate the different parts that make up the total time value as
captured by the IDMS Performance Monitor for the given hour of the day.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used
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• SSYSYSTM - Total System CPU Time for the Interval
• SSYUSRTM - Total User CPU Time the Interval
• SSYWTTM - Total Wait Time the Interval
• SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time
• HOUR - Hour in Which the Interval Occurred

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based on the sum of total time values for the hour.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following runtime parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSIDs to be included
• IDMSIDs to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMCW3 Weekly IDMS Average Response Time Trend

Inquiry ID

IDMCW3 - IDMS Average Response Time Trend (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The IDMS Average Response Time Trend graphic display reports on the breakdown of average response time for the
IDMS transactions over a period of weeks. This allows for visual analysis based upon the activity for the historical period
being covered.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYAVTTM - Average Total Response Time for That Week
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification
• ZONE - Time Zone

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based upon the average time values computed during the database update process for
the time indicated.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:
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• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSIDs to be included
• IDMSIDs to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMPW3 Weekly IDMS Average Response Time Trend

Inquiry ID

IDMPW3 - IDMS Average Response Time Trend (Printer Graphics)

Intended Usage

The IDMS Average Response Time Trend graphic display reports on the breakdown of average response time for the
IDMS transactions over a period of weeks. This allows for visual analysis based upon the activity for the historical period
being covered.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYAVTTM - Average Total Response Time for That Week
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification
• ZONE - Time Zone

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based upon the average time values computed during the database update process for
the time indicated.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSIDs to be included
• IDMSIDs to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded
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IDM Reliability Analysis Inquiries

Distributed Reliability Analysis Inquiries

Catalog Group Inquiry ID Inquiry Name Report format Run-time execution
parameters

User exits

RELIABLE IDMLDA Daily IDMS Abend
Details

tabular list

IDMCWA Weekly IDMS
Transaction
Reliability Trend

color graphic

IDMLWA Weekly IDMS
Transaction
Reliability Trend

tabular list

To provide report flexibility, the IDMS Analyzer supplies MICF execution run time parameters as well as user exits for most
of the reliability analysis inquiries. You can use either method to tailor the inquiries to suit your reporting needs.

An example of the Daily IDMS Abend Details report is shown at the end of this page.

Example of the Printer Graphic Enquiry

Figure 3-21. Daily Transaction Abend Details Inquiry

                                                  Daily Transaction Abend Details                            

                    1

                                                      CA MICS Sample Report

                                                      FOR:  June 16, 1997

 INQUIRY:  IDMLDA                                                                                            

   RUN DATE:  16JUN97

 

------------------------------------------------------- SYSID=CPU6 IDMSID=CV21

 ---------------------------------------------------

 

                                                                Abend      CICS       CICS/DC      DC

                                      Date / Time    Program    Code     Tran Code    Terminal    User

 

                              16JUN97:12:34:30.00   MNGSTRAT    U312       KS02       TERMMNG1    PATMI03A20

                              16JUN97:13:25:44.00   MNGSTRAT    U444       IS11       TERMMNGC    KEATI04BB3

                              16JUN97:13:25:44.00   SUPSTRAT    U322       PF45       TERMSTR4    JEOMI01G21

IDMLDA Daily IDMS Abend Details

Inquiry ID

IDMLDA - Daily IDMS Abend Details (List)

Intended Usage

The Daily IDMS Abend Details list report, reports on the breakdown of the number of ABENDs for IDMS transactions for a
day. This allows for visual analysis based upon the activity for the historical period being covered.

Database File Used

IDMSIN - IDMS System Incident File
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Data Elements Used

• SSYABNDS - Total number of Transaction ABENDs by each week
• SINPGM - Program Name
• SINTERM - Logical Terminal Name
• SINABNDC - Abend Code
• SINCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code
• SINDCUSR - IDMS/R-DC User ID
• ENDTS - End Time Stamp
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based upon the sum of the values computed during the database update process for the
time indicated.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMCWA Weekly IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend

Inquiry ID

IDMCWA - IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend (Color Graphics)

Intended Usage

The IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend graphic display reports on the breakdown of the number of ABENDs for the IDMS
transactions over an extended period of weeks. This allows for visual analysis based upon the activity for the historical
period being covered.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYABNDS - Total number of Transaction ABENDs by each week
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.
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Calculations Used

All points have been computed based upon the sum of the values computed during the database update process for the
time indicated.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded

IDMLWA Weekly IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend

Inquiry ID

IDMLWA - IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend (List)

Intended Usage

The IDMS Transaction Reliability Trend list reports on the breakdown of the number of ABENDs for the IDMS transactions
over an extended period of weeks. This allows for visual analysis based upon the activity for the historical period being
covered.

Database File Used

IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

Data Elements Used

• SSYABNDS - Total number of Transaction ABENDs by Each Week
• HOUR - Hour of Day
• SYSID - System Identification
• IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

Report Labels Used

Not applicable. The labels are self-explanatory as viewed in relation to the graph being displayed.

Calculations Used

All points have been computed based upon the sum of the values computed during the database update process for the
time indicated.

Running The Report

Run this report under MICF, selecting the following run-time parameters:

• Database ID to be processed
• Range of MICS file cycles to be processed
• SYSID values to be included
• IDMSID values to be included
• Time range to be processed
• Zone values
• Days to be excluded
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IDM - SAS ODS Graphics
SAS ODS inquiry names follow the cccptn form:

ccc
The three-character component identifier.

p
The type of graphic output. Valid values are C (color graphics), O (SAS ODS graphics), L (printed report), or P (printer
graphics).

t
The report frequency. Valid values are X (detail), D (days), W (weeks), M (months), and Y (years).

n
An alphanumeric character that differentiates this inquiry from others.

For example, an inquiry that is named IDMOD1 can be interpreted as:

IDMOD1

---||+-- differentiates this inquiry

| || from other SAS ODS graphics

| || inquiries run at the DAYS 

| || timespan 

| |+-- can be run daily

| +-- an SAS ODS graphics inquiry

+-- an IDMS Analyzer Option

IDMOD1 - IDMS Daily Top Ten Programs Executed

The IDMOD1 inquiry produces charts that identify the programs that are the most frequently executed by IDMS
transactions. The following charts display resource and performance-related metrics for these highly used programs.

Note: You can define how many programs you want to target by specifying the value of nn. The default is 10.

Overview

The inquiry generates charts on two levels of summarization:

• The top nn programs that are executed at the IDMS region level
• The top nn programs that are executed at the z/OS SYSID level where the transaction data from multiple IDMS regions

is consolidated

The following three chart views are generated on each summarization level:                                                              

• Top nn Programs Transaction Count
• Top nn Programs CPU Time
• Top nn Programs Response Time

By default, the inquiry is executed against DAYS timespan IDMSUA file to obtain the IDMS transaction information.

Each X axis value represents one of the top nn program names. Data for the entire day is summarized to determine the
most frequently executed program.

Notes:
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• By default, the SUAPGM (Batch/CICS/DC Program Name) data element is not located in the DAYS timespan IDMSUA
file. However, by convention, the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACRT) routine typically assigns SUAPGM to one of
the IDMACTn Account Code summarization keys.

• You might see ‘*BLANKS*’ as the name of one of the nn most-executed programs. The IDMS transaction records
sometimes contain blanks or binary zeros in the program name field. During the inquiry execution, the inquiry code
replaces any blank or binary zero program names with the value ‘*BLANKS*’ before it determines the nn most-
executed programs.

Chart View #1 - IDMOD1 Daily Top 10 IDMS Programs Executed, Transaction Count by IDMS Region

View #1 uses pie charts to show the nn most frequently executed programs. The number of transactions that executed the
program determines the size of each pie slice.

The following sample shows an example of the charts that are produced by View #1 from the "by Region" summarized
data.

The chart sample shows IDMS region C209 which is executing on System ID CA11. Notice that the two most frequently
executed programs were RHDCMSTR and RHDCMT00. The two programs represent over 60 percent of the programs
that were executed by transactions for this IDMS region (37.09 percent RHDCMSTR and 23.77 percent for RHDCMT00).

X-axis
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SUAPGM
Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

Notes:

• Each pie slice shows the percentage of the total of all the program executions, which is calculated as a sum of
SUATTRAN and SUAETRAN.

• The legend shows the program name and execution count for each of the top nn programs.

Chart View #2 - IDMOD1 Daily Top 10 IDMS Programs Executed, CPU Time Used by IDMS Region

View #2 uses stacked vertical bars to show:

• CP processor CPU time
• CP processor CPU time that was eligible to run on a zIIP engine (but did not)
• Normalized zIIP processor CPU time that is used by each of the top 10 programs

Also, a horizontal line displays the transaction count for each of the programs.

The sample shows an example of the charts that are produced by View #2 from the "by Region" data summarization.

The vertical bars are ranked in descending order based on the combined total of the following three factors:
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• CP processor CPU time
• CP processor CPU time that was eligible to run on a zIIP engine (but did not)
• Normalized zIIP processor CPU time that is used by each of the top 10 programs

The chart sample shows the top 10 programs that are executed by IDMS region C120 at the given DATE. From this chart
sample you can see:

• About 95 percent of the CPU time consumed by the most frequently executed program, RHDCMSTR (the leftmost
program on the X axis), was executed on standard CP processor engines (dark blue bar segments).

• Only a small amount, about 5 percent, of the CPU time was consumed on a zIIP processor engines (light blue bar
segment).

• No zIIP-eligible CPU time was processed on standard CP engines (red bar segment).

Note: The second most frequently executed program, RHDCMT00, used much less CPU time than program
RHDCMSTR, even though there was about 30 percent fewer transactions executed for RHDCMT00 than for RHDCMSTR.
This means that the average CPU time expended for each execution of RHDCMSTR was much greater than for
RHDCMT00.

Left Y-axis

SUAXCSTM
CPU Time without zIIP Eligible

SUASUCTM
zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SUASPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Right Y-axis

Sum of SUATTRAN and SUAETRAN:

SUATTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SUAETRN
Excessive Transaction Count

X-axis

SUAPGM
Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

Chart View #3 - IDMOD1 Daily Top 10 IDMS Programs Executed, Average Response Time by IDMS Region

View #3 uses stacked vertical bars to show the number SHORT, MEDIUM, LONG, USER, CONVERSATIONAL, and
EXCESSIVE transactions that executed each of the top nn programs. In addition, the average SHORT and MEDIUM
transaction response times are displayed using horizontal lines.

The sample shows an example of the charts that are produced by View #3 from the "by Region" data summarization.
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The third chart sample (shown previously) shows the transaction counts and response times for the same IDMS region
that is displayed in the first chart.

Examining RHDCMSTR, the most frequently executed program, you can see about 90 percent of the transactions that
executed this program were SHORT (blue bar segment) and 10 percent of the transactions were MEDIUM.

Left Y-axis

SUASTRAN
Short Transactions

SUAMTRAN
Medium Transactions

SUALTRAN
Long Transactions

SUAUTRAN

User Transactions

SUACTRAN
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Conversational Transactions

SUAETRAN

Excessive Transactions

Right Y-axis

SUAAVSTM
Short Average Response Time

SUAAVMTM
Medium Average Response Time

X-axis

SUAPGM
Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

WARNING

Read the Inquiry Defaults topic for information about the updates you might have to make to execute this inquiry
successfully in your environment.

Uses

This inquiry is useful for identifying the programs that are most frequently executed by your IDMS transactions. Because
these programs are frequently executed, tuning efforts should significantly reduce overall resource consumption and
response time.

See the data extract described previously.

The charted information that is provided in this "by SYSID" level data extract is identical. The only difference is that charts
are produced from data where information from multiple IDMS regions is aggregated to the SYSID level.

Therefore, instead of chart key values looking like this:

Inquiry Defaults

• IDMSUA DAYS timespan file

Derivations

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS);

SUAPGM

Examine your sp.PARMS(IDMACRT) to determine which IDMACTn element you populate with SUAPGM. Enter this
element as an execution time parameter before executing IDMOD1 inquiry.

WARNING

If you do not save SUAPGM to an IDMACTn element, or you have not added SUAPGM to the DAYS timespan
as a summarization key, this inquiry can only be executed against the DETAIL timespan. If SUAPGM exists in
the file, at the timespan you run with, remove this SUAPGM derivation task.

Modifications

You can make the following modifications to the IDMOD1 inquiry:
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• Unless your sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACRT) member assigns SUAPGM to IDMACT2, you must modify the
DERIVATION task for SUAPGM found in the inquiry step that inputs the IDMSUA file.

• See the SUAPGM derivation notes in the Inquiry Defaults section for more information.
• If the DAYS timespan IDMSUA file is not active, remove the DERIVATION task for SUAPGM and run the

inquiry against the DETAIL timespan.

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

TOPnn
Specify the number of programs to appear on the report. Default is 10.

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
(Optional) define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, all SYSIDs found in the input file will be summarized
together.

IDMSID
(Optional) specify the IDMSID to be reported. If no value is specified, all IDMSIDs found in the input file will be
summarized together.

IDMACTx
Enter the IDMACTx Data Element that represents the IDMS program name. The data element assignment is done
in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACRT).

Select YESTERDAY
Specify whether to restrict the input data to YESTERDAY timestamp only.

Available values
Y and N
Default is N.

IDMOD2 - IDMS Daily Transaction Type Analysis

This inquiry enables you to monitor the daily transaction volume, response times, and resource usage of the various IDMS
transaction types that are run on your IDMS regions.

The IDMOD2 inquiry generates charts on two levels of summarization:                                     

• Daily IDMS Region Tran Type by HOUR
• Daily IDMS Region Tran Type Resp Dist

Overview

The first set of charts displays the hourly values of several resource and performance-related measurements for the
multiple types of transactions that are executed by IDMS regions. The IDMS transaction type is stored in the MICS data
element IDMTYPE.

The IDMTYPEs and their meanings are:

O
IDMS/DC Online

B
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Batch external run units

C
CICS external run units

I
IDMS/DC/UCF external run units

S
IDMS/DC system task

The transaction type is determined from the raw data transaction records, and is included as a summarization key in the
MICS database file that is used to generate these charts.

The second set of charts show the daily transaction response time distribution for each IDMS transaction type. The
charts from this second output file rely on the transaction response time classifications (SHORT, MEDIUM, LONG, USER,
CONVERSATIONAL, and EXCESSIVE), and response time distribution buckets that are defined using MICS-provided
user interfaces. The IDMS Transaction Type Exit in prefix.MISC.PARMS(IDMRLRT) is used to assign a response time
classification for each transaction. Response time bucket distribution values are specified with the RESP keyword in the
IDMS Processing Options member, prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). The value of these charts is enhanced significantly
when these members are updated to reflect your IDMS environment.

Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type Hourly CPU Time Use by SYSID, IDMS Region, and IDMS Transaction Type
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Daily IDMS Response Time Distributions by SYSID, IDMS Region, and Transaction Type Chart
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Daily IDMS Region Tran Type by HOUR

The Daily IDMS Region Tran Type by HOUR data extract generates the following six chart views:

#1 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly CPU Time Use

This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly CPU time that is used by the transaction type displayed in the
chart title area. A horizontal line shows the hourly transaction count.
The first chart sample (previously shown) is an example of the charts that are produced by view #1. This chart was
produced from two cycles of the DAYS timespan IDMSSY file and shows:

• The hourly CPU time used and transaction count for IDMS transaction type ‘IDMS/DC Online’ executed by IDMS
Region CV69 running on z/OS LPAR CA31.

• This IDMS transaction type was executing constantly until 11:00PM.
• The CPU time that was used by this transaction type was mostly used by standard CP while zIIP processors were

used in about 10% of the time.

#2 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Response Time Analysis
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This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly number of SHORT, MEDIUM, and LONG transactions executed
for the transaction type. The average SHORT and MEDIUM transaction response times are displayed using horizontal
lines.

#3 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Database Activity

This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly count of database calls, and pages requested, read, and written
for the transaction type. A horizontal line shows the hourly transaction count.

#4 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Queue Activity

This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly count of queue DELETES, GETS, and PUTS for the transaction
type. A horizontal line shows the hourly transaction count.

#5 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Storage Pool Use

This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly count of storage FREES and GETS for the transaction type. A
horizontal line shows the hourly transaction count.

#6 - Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Scratch Activity

This view uses stacked vertical bars to show the hourly quantity of scratch DELETES, GETS, and PUTS for the
transaction type. A horizontal line shows the hourly transaction count.

Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type Response Distribution

The Daily IDMS Region Response Distribution data extract generates a single chart view:

#1 - Daily IDMS Transaction Type Response Time Distributions

This view uses vertical stacked bars to display the count of SHORT, MEDIUM, LONG, USER, CONVERSATIONAL, and
EXCESSIVE transactions that completed in each of the eight user-defined response time distribution ranges for each
transaction type where the transactions have been categorized.

Note: The inquiry does not produce charts for transaction types where the MICS IDMS Transaction Type exit code did not
assign response time categorizations.

The second chart sample (previously shown) is an example of a response time distribution chart that is produced by this
view. The chart shows:

• All SHORT transactions (about 900) completed in less than 1 second.
• Approximately half of MEDIUM transaction completed in less than 1 second.
• Virtually all of the MEDIUM transactions are completed in less than 6 seconds.
• All LONG transactions finished between 8 and 10 seconds.

Uses

Execute this transaction on a daily basis to detect abnormal transaction volume or resource usage spikes (or valleys) by
regularly viewing the charts generated by the first output file.

The second data extract presents an ideal means to help you fine-tune both the response time values (specified
with the RESP statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS), and the transaction classification code (for example,
SHORT, MEDIUM, LONG, USER, etc.) found in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT). Once these user specifications are
tuned to reflect the behavior of your IDMS transactions, the response time distribution charts can be used to help you
validate tuning efforts and to provide the transaction response time information you require to set realistic service level
agreements.
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Charts

Daily IDMS Region Tran Type by HOUR

VIEW 1 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly CPU Time Use

Left Y axis

SSYXCSTM
CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

SSYSUCTM
zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

SSYSPNTM
Normalized zIIP CPU Time

Right Y axis

Sum of SSYTTRAN and SSYETRAN:

SSYTTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

VIEW 2 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Response Time Analysis

Left Y axis

SSYSTRAN
Short Transactions

SSYMTRAN
Medium Transactions

SSYLTRAN
Long Transactions

SSYUTRAN
User Transactions

SSYCTRAN
Conversational Transactions

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transactions

Right Y axis

SSYAVSTM
Short Average Response Time

SSYAVMTM
Medium Average Response Time

X axis

HOUR
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Hour of Day

VIEW 3 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Database Activity

Left Y axis

SSYDBCLS
Database Calls

SSYPREAD
Database Pages Read

SSYPREQ
Database Pages Requested

SSYPWRIT
Database Pages Written

Right Y axis

Sum of SSYTTRAN and SSYETRAN:

SSYTTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

VIEW 4 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Queue Activity

Left Y axis

SSYQDEL
Queue Deletes

SSYQGET
Queue Gets

SSYQPUT
Queue Puts

Right Y axis

Sum of SSYTTRAN and SSYETRAN:

SSYTTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

VIEW 5 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Storage Pool Use

Left Y axis

SSYUSDP
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Storage Used from Program Pool

SSYUSDS
Storage Used from Storage Pool

Right Y axis

Sum of SSYTTRAN and SSYETRAN:

SSYTTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

VIEW 6 of 6: Daily IDMS Region Transaction Type: Hourly Scratch Activity

Left Y axis

SSYXDEL
Scratch Deletes

SSYXGET
Scratch Gets

SSYXPUT
Scratch Puts

Right Y axis

Sum of SSYTTRAN and SSYETRAN:

SSYTTRAN
Total Transactions Processed

SSYETRAN
Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

HOUR
Hour of Day

Daily IDMS Region Tran Type Resp Dist

VIEW 1 of 1: Daily IDMS Transaction Type Response Time Distributions

Left Y axis

SHORT
Short Transaction Count

MEDIUM
Medium Transaction Count

LONG
Long Transaction Count

USER
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User Transaction Count

CONVTC

Conversational Transaction Count

EXCESTC

Excessive Transaction Count

X axis

BUCKET
Response Time Distribution Buckets

Inquiry Defaults

• IDMSSY DAYS timespan file.
• A User Code task selects data from yesterday only.
• Derivations:

DATE

DATEPART(ENDTS);

SHORT
SSYSDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

MEDIUM
SSYMDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

LONG
SSYLDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

USER

SSYUDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

CONVERSATIONAL

SSYCDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

EXCESSIVE

SSYEDSTn – where n corresponds to the Bucket value (1-8)

BUCKET
Text string constructed in inquiry user step using the response distribution values found in data elements SSYRVAL1 –
SSYRVAL7.

IDMTYPED

IDMTYPED = PUT(IDMTYPE,$IDMTYPE.);

Run-Time Execution Parameter Overrides

UNIT
Select one or more MICS database units by entering the data base IDs. Enter multiple IDs with a blank following each ID
value.

CYCLE
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(Optional) Define MICS input file cycle range.

SYSID
(Optional) Specify the SYSID to be reported. If no value is specified, all SYSIDs found in the input file will be displayed.

IDMSID
(Optional) Specify the IDMSID to be reported. If no value is specified, all IDMSIDs found in the input file will be
summarized together.

IDMTYPE     -
Enter an IDMTYPE value or leave blank to select all IDMTYPEs.

• Available values are
– O - IDMS/DC Online
– B - Batch external run units
– C - CICS external run units
– I - IDMS/DC/UCF external run units
– S - IDMS/DC system task

Select YESTERDAY
Specify whether to restrict the input data to YESTERDAY timestamp only.

• Available values
Y and N Default is N.

IDM Exceptions
Management and technical personnel need to be able to identify problems or problem areas in data center performance.
MICS provides exception reporting as a way of organizing and reporting problems relative to their severity. Exception
reporting is organized by areas of management responsibility, such as service levels and security.

For more information about individual exceptions, see IDMS Detailed Exception Descriptions.

MICS exception processing compares daily operations against user-defined norms and reports on those variables that do
not fall within the norms.

Changes to exception processing should be controlled by the MICS system administrator.

Using the Exception Reports for Problem Analysis

Standard reports and online inquiries are available for reporting exception information. These reports detail the exceptions
encountered, listing the threshold value that was set and the value that was encountered. They are used to diagnose
individual exceptions that occur.

Exception Management Overview

First, MICS provides management with a concise summary of the frequency of problems in the Exception Management
Overview. This is a count of the number of critical, impacting, and warning conditions.

Severity Level Summary Report

The Severity Level Summary Report provides performance analysts and the systems team with a summary of exceptions
by degree of severity and hour of day.

Exception Full Detail Report

Based on the exceptions reported and the known problems, the performance analyst can produce the Exception Full
Detail Report. This report helps the analyst assess quickly, in greater depth, the detail exceptions and the MICS data from
which they were derived to complete the research and resolution of the reported items.
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Modifying the IDMS Standard Exceptions

Modifying standard exceptions to reflect the concerns of your installation is a two-step process: selecting the exceptions
that are significant in your environment and establishing and coding norms for the chosen exceptions.

Selecting MICS Exceptions

MICS provides a variety of exception tests in order to meet the needs of its user base.

The exception tests are organized in the following ways:

• By exception number for unique identification. The range of exception numbers is listed by file name in the following
IDMS Analyzer Exception Members figure.

• By severity level to signify degree of importance. There are three levels: warning, impacting, and critical.
• By management area to identify responsibility. These include availability, performance, productivity, security, service,

standards, and workload.

IDMS Analyzer Exception Members

DYIDMEXC Standard IDMS Exceptions
Exception Number Range Database File Name
13001-13013 DAYS.IDMSUA01
13020 DETAIL.IDMSIN01

Modifying The Code

The exception tests are organized by exception number within sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYIDMEXC). This code sets
the severity level, management area, and selection criteria for each exception test. Each exception test condition lists its
name and number so that it can be located easily within the DYIDMEXC member. If you need to modify the code, copy
it to prefix.MICS.SOURCE(DYIDMEXC) and change it there. Code modifications should only be made by the System
Administrator.

The following table lists the standard exceptions provided with the IDMS Analyzer, including the exception number,
severity level, management area, and descriptive title.

IDMS Analyzer Exception List

Number Severity Management Area Exception Description
13001 Impacting Performance Terminal Errors
13002 Impacting Performance Storage Kept Exceeds Limit
13003 Impacting Performance Database Calls Exceed Limit
13004 Impacting Performance Active Storage Exceeds Limit
13005 Impacting Performance ADS/O Levels Exceed Limit
13006 Impacting Performance Average System CPU Time

Exceeds Limit
13007 Impacting Performance Average User CPU Time

Exceeds Limit
13008 Impacting Performance Maximum Total Response Time

Exceeds Limit
13009 Impacting Performance Maximum Short Response Time

Exceeds Limit
13010 Impacting Performance Maximum Medium Response

Time Exceeds Limit
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13011 Impacting Performance Maximum Long Response Time
Exceeds Limit

13012 Impacting Performance Maximum Conversational
Response Time Exceeds Limit

13013 Impacting Performance Maximum User Response Time
Exceeds Limit

13020 Impacting Performance Task ABENDs

IDMS Detailed Exception Descriptions
This section provides a description of each standard IDMS exception. They are listed by number, starting at 13001.

The description provides the title, number, and a statement about the purpose, rationale, and definition of each exception
to give the user some insight as to the meaning and use of the information.

 

IDM exc13001

13001 Terminal Errors

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 1 |  Terminal Errors

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Identifies terminal transmission errors.

RATIONALE:   Transmission errors affect the reliability and

performance of the IDMS system.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when an IDMS task

reports terminal errors have occurred.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13001  --  TERMINAL ERRORS                          **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF SUATERRS GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13001'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'TERMINAL ERRORS' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'NUMBER OF ERRORS=' || PUT(SUATERRS,4.) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13002

13002 Storage Kept Exceeds Limit
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+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 2 |  Storage Kept Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates that storage retained by tasks exceeds a

user-defined limit.

RATIONALE:  As more storage is retained by current IDMS

tasks, fewer tasks will be able to execute or the performance

of the existing tasks will be degraded.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when SUAKPTS exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13002  --  STORAGE KEPT EXCEEDS LIMIT               **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _SKPT NE .  AND SUATTRAN GT 0 THEN DO;

  XXX=SUAKPTS/SUATTRAN;

  IF XXX GE _SKPT THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='13002'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1= 'STORAGE KEPT EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

    EXCDESC2= 'STORAGE KEPT=' || PUT(XXX,6.) ||

              ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

              ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

IDM exc13003

13003 Data Base Calls Exceed Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 3 |  Data Base Calls Exceed Limit

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:   Indicates tasks which perform an excessive amount

of data base activity.

RATIONALE:  Tasks which issue many data base calls may not be

able to perform within user-prescribed service levels and may

also have an adverse effect on other tasks executing in the
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same time period.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUADBCLS exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13003  --  DATA BASE CALLS EXCEEDS LIMIT            **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _DBCLS NE .  AND SUATTRAN GT 0 THEN DO;

  XXX=SUADBCLS/SUATTRAN;

  IF XXX GE _DBCLS THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='13003'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1= 'DATA BASE CALLS EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

    EXCDESC2= 'DB CALLS=' || PUT(XXX,6.) ||

              ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

              ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

IDM exc13004

13004 Active Storage Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 4 |  Active Storage Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:   Indicates tasks which may exceed storage

utilization guidelines as defined by the user.

RATIONALE:  As given tasks use more storage to accomplish

their work, other tasks in the system will be degraded or may

not be able to execute at all due to lack of adequate storage

to obtain the necessary control blocks or buffers for their

execution.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when SUAUSDS exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13004  --  ACTIVE STORAGE EXCEEDS LIMIT             **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _ACSTG NE .  AND SUATTRAN GT 0 THEN DO;

  XXX=SUAUSDS/SUATTRAN;

  IF XXX GE _ACSTG THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='13004'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1= 'ACTIVE STORAGE EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;
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    EXCDESC2= 'ACTIVE STORAGE=' || PUT(XXX,6.) ||

              ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

              ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

    LINK HIT;

  END;

END;

IDM exc13005

13005 ADS/O Levels Exceed Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 5 |  ADS/O Levels Exceed Limit

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:   Indicates tasks which exceed a defined level of

ADS/O dialogs as defined by the user.

RATIONALE:  With each increase in the program level of an

ADS/O task, the storage and time required to process the task

will increase.  This prohibits other tasks from being

executed due to lack of available resources and may elongate

user response times.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when SUAPLVS exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13005  --  ADS/O LEVELS EXCEED LIMIT                **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _ADSOL NE .  AND SUAPLVS GE _ADSOL THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13005'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'ADS/O LEVELS EXCEED LIMIT ' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'ADS/O LEVELS=' || PUT(SUAPLVS,4.) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13006

13006 Average System CPU Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 6 |  Average System CPU Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+
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FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates tasks which may require an excessive

amount of system services or cause the overhead CPU time for

data manipulation to increase due to fragmented or poorly

organized data bases.

RATIONALE:  As the amount of time required by the IDMS system

to process a task increases, the ability of the system to

process concurrent tasks decreases.  The effect of this may

be realized in longer response times, fewer tasks processed

per given time frame, and the inability of the system to

provide service to users at predefined service levels.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when the value of

(SUASYSTM/SUATTRAN) exceeds the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13006  --  AVERAGE SYSTEM CPU TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT    **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF SUATTRAN THEN DO;

  XXX=SUASYSTM/SUATTRAN;

  IF _AVSYS NE .  AND XXX GE _AVSYS THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='13006'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1= 'AVERAGE SYSTEM CPU TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

    EXCDESC2= 'AVERAGE SYSTEM CPU TIME=' || PUT(XXX,5.2) ||

              ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

              ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

    LINK HIT;

    END;

  END;

IDM exc13007

13007 Average User CPU Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 7 |  Average User CPU Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates tasks which require large amounts of CPU

time to complete their work.

RATIONALE:   When a given task monopolizes the CPU, it

eliminates the ability of other tasks to obtain the time

required for their execution because only one task may

utilize CPU resources at any given instant of time.

Overutilization of IDMS increases average user response times
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because other tasks will have to wait for the availability of

the CPU.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when the value of

(SUAUSRTM/SUATTRAN) exceeds the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13007  --  AVERAGE USER CPU TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT      **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF SUATTRAN THEN DO;

  XXX=SUAUSRTM/SUATTRAN;

  IF _AVUSR NE .  AND XXX GE _AVUSR THEN DO;

    EXCCODE='13007'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

    EXCDESC1= 'AVERAGE USER CPU TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

    EXCDESC2= 'AVERAGE USER CPU TIME=' || PUT(XXX,5.2) ||

              ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

              ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

    LINK HIT;

    END;

  END;

IDM exc13008

13008 Maximum Total Response Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 8 |  Maximum Total Response Time Exceeds

+-----------------+ Limit

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates the longest executing tasks within the

particular IDMS system.

RATIONALE:  This helps to identify transactions which require

excessive resources or are unable to process due to some

constraint within the system.  It also indicates tasks which

have justifiably large processing requirements whose use

should be restricted or be run other than on line.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXTRT exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13008  --  MAX.  TOTAL RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT  **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXTRT NE .  AND SUAMXTTM GE _MXTRT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13008'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAXIMUM TOTAL RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXTTM,5.2) ||
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            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13009

13009 Maximum Short Response Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 0 9 |  Maximum Short Response Time Exceeds

+-----------------+ Limit

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:   Indicates tasks which exceed user-defined limits

for quick, low resource usage tasks.

RATIONALE:   These types of tasks are normally simple, low

overhead transactions.  When the time required to process

these tasks increases beyond the limits defined for your

system, this indicates overutilization of the available

resources or some unexpected growth in the user's application

systems.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXSTM exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13009  --  MAX.  SHORT RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT  **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXSRT NE .  AND SUAMXSTM GE _MXSRT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13009'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAXIMUM SHORT RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXSTM,5.2) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13010

13010 Maximum Medium Response Time Exceeds

        Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 1 0 |  Maximum Medium Response Time Exceeds

+-----------------+ Limit
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FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates tasks which exceed user-defined limits

for average, normal resource-intensive transactions.

RATIONALE:  Most transactions in the system are classified as

medium response time transactions.  When this exception is

reported, it indicates that the majority of resources are

being used by IDMS.  This also indicates that the IDMS system

may have been operating at peak throughput when this

threshold was reached.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXMTM exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13010  --  MAX.  MEDIUM RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXMRT NE .  AND SUAMXMTM GE _MXMRT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13010'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAXIMUM MEDIUM RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXMTM,5.2) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13011

13011 Maximum Long Response Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 1 1 |  Maximum Long Response Time Exceeds

+-----------------+ Limit

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:    Indicates tasks which have exceeded the

user-defined limit for long, extensive resource usage

transactions.

RATIONALE:  Long transactions that exceed the user-defined

limit indicate that the system may be operating in a degraded

mode because these IDMS tasks are utilizing resources

required by other tasks.  Another possibility is that the

task is waiting for an extended period of time for a

particular resource to become available.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXLTM exceeds

the user-specified threshold.
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/* **************************************************** **

**  13011  --  MAX.  LONG RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT   **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXLRT NE .  AND SUAMXLTM GE _MXLRT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13011'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAXIMUM LONG RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXLTM,5.2) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13012

13012 Maximum Conversational Response Time

        Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 1 2 |  Maximum Conversational Response Time

+-----------------+ Exceeds Limit

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:   Indicates tasks which exceed the limits for user-

defined conversations.

RATIONALE:   Conversational tasks typically require more

system resources to process because they require these

resources for long periods of time.  As the duration of

conversational tasks within the system increases, system

degradation occurs because more of the system's available

resources are being utilized by fewer transactions.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXCTM exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13012  --  MAX.  CONV.  RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXCRT NE .  AND SUAMXCTM GE _MXCRT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13012'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAX CONVERSATIONAL RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT';

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXCTM,5.2) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;
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IDM exc13013

13013 Maximum User Response Time Exceeds Limit

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 1 3 |  Maximum User Response Time

+-----------------+ Exceeds Limit

FILE:  IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA)

PURPOSE:  Indicates that special user-defined transactions

have exceeded the predefined limit for acceptable response

times.

RATIONALE:  As the limits for user-defined transactions are

exceeded, service levels for the system may not be met.

DEFINITION:  This exception is detected when SUAMXUTM exceeds

the user-specified threshold.

/* **************************************************** **

**  13013  --  MAX.  USER RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT   **

**  FILE:  DAYS.IDMSUA01                                **

** **************************************************** */

IF _MXURT NE .  AND SUAMXUTM GE _MXURT THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13013'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'MAXIMUM USER RESPONSE TIME EXCEEDS LIMIT' ;

  EXCDESC2= 'RESPONSE TIME=' || PUT(SUAMXUTM,5.2) ||

            ' IDMSID=' || PUT(IDMSID,$4.) ||

            ' IDMTYPE=' || PUT(IDMTYPE,$1.);

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDM exc13020

13020 Task ABENDs

+-----------------+

| E X C 1 3 0 2 0 |  Task ABENDs

+-----------------+

FILE:  IDMS System Incident File (IDMSIN)

PURPOSE:  Identifies task ABENDs.

RATIONALE:  It is important to identify the occurrence of

task ABENDs because they affect the reliability and

performance of the IDMS system.

DEFINITION:   This exception is detected when an IDMS task

reports a task ABEND.
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/* **************************************************** **

**  13020  --  IDMS TASK ABENDS                         **

**  FILE:  DETAIL.IDMSIN01                              **

** **************************************************** */

IF SINABNDI GT 0 THEN DO;

  EXCCODE='13020'; SEVERITY='I'; MGMTAREA='PERFORMANCE';

  EXCDESC1= 'IDMS TASK ABENDS';

  IF IDMTYPE EQ 'O' THEN

  EXCDESC2= 'ABEND CODE = '  || SINABNDC ||

            ' TASK CODE = ' || SINDCTSK ||

            ' TERM NAME = ' ||  SINTERM ;

  IF IDMTYPE EQ 'B' THEN

  EXCDESC2= 'ABEND CODE = '  || SINABNDC ||

            ' JOB NAME = ' || SINJOB     ||

            ' PROG NAME = ' ||  SINPGM ;

  IF IDMTYPE EQ 'C' THEN

  EXCDESC2= 'ABEND CODE = '  || SINABNDC ||

            ' TRAN CODE = ' || SINCTRNC ||

            ' TERM NAME = ' ||  SINTERM ;

  LINK HIT;

  END;

IDMS Files
The MICS Analyzer for IDMS organizes its data into the IDMS Information Area.

The IDMS Analyzer consists of a single information area (IDM) maintaining six files. The following table lists the files
provides a short description of each file and identifies the data source and record type from which each file is produced.

A full review of the MICS database structure is in Database Structure and Content and is recommended reading prior
to accessing any MICS file. Installing, and Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statement) provide specifications for the
number of cycles of each file kept in the online database, whether the file is available in audit and history archives, and
other retention information.

IDMS Analyzer File Descriptions

File File Name Description Derivation
IDMSAC IDMS Application Unit Counts

File
Quantifies basic resources
consumed by users for
each IDMS transaction type.
Summarized by the Analyzer's
account fields (IDMACTn),
application unit (IDMAPU), and
type of IDMS run unit.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.

IDMSAU IDMS Application Unit Activity
File

Quantifies load, response,
and use of IDMS systems.
Summarized by the Analyzer's
application unit (IDMAPU) and
type of IDMS run unit.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.

IDMSCL IDMS System Calendar File Contains performance tuning
elements essential to daily
tracking. Provides month-to-date
statistics.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.
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IDMSIN IDMS System Incident File Quantifies the IDMS tasks
that abended. Summarized by
abend code.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.

IDMSSY IDMS System Activity File Quantifies load, response,
and use of IDMS systems.
Summarized by your user-
defined interval and type of
IDMS run unit.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.

IDMSUA IDMS User Activity File Quantifies load, response,
and use of IDMS systems.
Summarized by the Analyzer's
account fields(IDMACTn) and
type of IDMS run unit.

SMF record type 230 or the
user-defined type specified.

IDMS Data Elements Naming Convention
The data elements for MICS database components follow naming conventions that indicate whether they are standard or
common data elements. The first three characters of a standard data element's name identify the file in which it is defined.
The following chart gives the three-character prefix with which standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

IDMS Information Area

File Name File Names Begin With
IDMS Application Unit Counts File IDMSAC SAC
IDMS Application Unit Activity File IDMSAU SAU
IDMS System Calendar File IDMSCL SCL
IDMS System Incident File IDMSIN SIN
IDMS System Activity File IDMSSY SSY
IDMS User Activity File IDMSUA SUA

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. The following chart shows the common data elements which occur in
multiple files in the IDMS Analyzer and the files in which they are used.

Multiple File Data Elements Table (IDM)

Element SAC SAU SCL SIN SSY SUA
CPUMODEL * X X X X X X
DAY * X X X X X X
DAYNAME * X X X X X X
DURATION * X X X X X X
ENDTS * X X X X X X
HOUR * X X X X X X
IDMACTx X X
IDMAPU X X
IDMSID X X X X X X
IDMTYPE X X X X X X
INTERVLS * X
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MONTH * X X X X X X
ORGSYSID * X X X X X X
STARTTS * X X X X X X
SYSID * X X X X X X
TRANTYPE * X X X
WEEK * X X X X X X
YEAR * X X X X X X
ZONE * X X X X X X

* - This element is used in multiple components. See Database Structure and Content.

The entries for each data element are as follows:

TIME-SPAN
Defines the time-spans in which the data element is supported. A "." indicates that the data element is not supported. The
time-spans in which the data element is supported are indicated by the letters "XDWMY" which represent the following
time-spans:

X
DETAIL

D
DAYS

W
WEEKS

M
MONTHS

Y
YEARS

Data Element
The data element name.

Data Element Description
The long name of the data element.

Note: You define the time-spans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of
the installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMS Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the IDMS Information Area, defines its level of summarization and the data sequencing
as the files appear in the applicable time-span levels, and presents a list of data elements contained in each file.

IDMSAC - IDMS Application Unit Counts File

This article describes the organization of the IDMS Application Unit Counts File, lists the data elements maintained, and
provides usage hints and retrieval examples.
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File Organization

The IDMSAC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS Application Unit
Counts File (IDMSAC) is sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in that
timespan.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSAC Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.

Elements List

The following table identifies the data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 ......E  DAY      - Day of Month

 ......E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 ......E  IDMACT1  - DC BILLING GROUP

 ......E  IDMACT2  - PROGRAM NAME
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 ......E  IDMACT3  - PROGRAM TYPE

 ......E  IDMAPU   - IDMS Application Unit Name

 ......E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

 ......E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

 ......E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 ......E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 ......E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 ......E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 ......E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Common Data Elements

 

 ......E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

 ......E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 ......E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 ......E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 ......E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 ......E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 ......E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 ......E  SACCOST  - Processing Charges

 ......   SACDBCLS - Database Calls

 ......   SACDBSRV - Database Service Requests

 ......   SACDCSRV - DC Service Requests

 ......   SACKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 ......   SACPCALL - Programs Called

 ......   SACPLOAD - Programs Loaded

 ......   SACPREAD - Database Pages Read

 ......   SACPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

 ......   SACPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 ......   SACRECR  - Records Requested

 ......   SACSFREE - Storage Frees

 ......   SACSGET  - Storage Gets

 ......E  SACTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 ......   SACUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

 ......   SACUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS Application Unit Counts File
(IDMSAC).

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The IDMSAC file is supplemental. It is identical in structure and content to the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA) with one
exception. The IDMSAC file contains an additional level of granularity provided by the user defined IDMS Application Unit
Code (IDMAPU) data element.
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As you can see in the following table of default summarization keys for the IDMSAC and IDMSUA files, the IDMAPU data
element adds granularity to the IDMSAC file.

        IDMSAC File                    IDMSUA File

----------------------------     ---------------------------

SYSID       1                    SYSID         1

IDMSID      2                    IDMSID        2

@@ACCT      3                    @@ACCT        3

IDMAPU      4                    IDMTYPE       4

IDMTYPE     5                    YEAR          5

YEAR        6                    ... other time related keys

Note: The @@ACCT placeholder represents the user-defined IDMACT1-IDMACTn account code data elements.

Deactivation of the IDMSAC supplemental file can save significant DASD space. If the IDMSAC file is active, and DASD
space is a concern at your site, you should consider deactivation of this file. The same information contained in the
IDMSAC file can be represented in the IDMSUA file by using the IDMS account code derivation routine. To accomplish
this, enhance your IDMS account code derivation routine to populate an additional IDMACTn summarization key data
element with the value of the IDMS Application Unit Code (IDMAPU) data element. See Account Code Definition
(IDMACCT).

If you make this modification (deactivating the IDMSAC file and adding an IDMACTn data element that contains the value
of the IDMAPU data element), your IDMSUA file will increase in the number of observations at the DAYS and higher
timespans. It will, in fact, become as granular as the deactivated IDMSAC file. For reports and analysis that depend on the
summarization granularity of the IDMSUA file without the influence of IDMAPU, you can simply resummarize the IDMSUA
file. Use the %SUASUM macro with a SAS BY statement that contains all of the summarization keys except the IDMACTn
data element containing the value of IDMAPU. For information on resummarizing files using the %fffSUM macros, see
Value Change With Order and Granularity Changes.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSAC
file. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents retrieval examples for the IDMS Application Unit Counts File.

In the examples, several MICS macros are used to specify the files used and the summarization done. Further information
on summarization is found in MICF Tutorial.

Print the number of programs called, programs loaded, database calls, pages requested, and pages read for each program.

    %INCLUDE INCLLIB(#IDMMACS);

    MACRO _BY IDMACT2 %

    MACRO _BREAK IDMACT2 %

    PROC SORT DATA=DETAIL.IDMSAC01 OUT=WORK1; BY _BY;

    DATA;

    SET WORK1;

    _SACSUM;

    PROC PRINT;
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    VAR HOUR SACPCALL SACPLOAD SACDBCLS SACPREQ SACPREAD;

IDMSAU - IDMS Application Unit Activity File

The IDMS Application Unit Activity (IDMSAU) File contains data quantifying the load, utilization, and response of IDMS
systems. Individual task executions are contained in the work file and summarized in the higher timespans. Information in
this file can be used for analyzing user trends, user productivity under IDMS, and managing the use of IDMS resources at
the user level. This file is sequenced and summarized by the IDMS application unit field defined by the installation.

By default, the IDMSAU file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type(s) specified by the
INPUTSOURCE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN), unless overridden at the unit level by a SMFTYPE
statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

If you choose to activate the IDMSAU supplemental file, which is shipped inactive, follow the instructions in Database
Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques for tailoring database files. If this file is active and DASD space is a concern,
see Usage Considerations to understand on how the IDMS User Activity (IDMSUA) File can be customized to provide the
same information contained in the IDMSAU file.

File Organization

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints and
retrieval examples.

The following granularity chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS Application Unit Activity File (IDMSAU) is
sequenced and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in that timespan.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSAU Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Elements List

The following chart identifies the data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Dec 13, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E DAY - Day of Month

 X.....E HOUR - Hour of Day

 X.....E IDMAPU - IDMS Application Unit Name

 X.....E IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

 X.....E IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type

 X.....E MONTH - Month of Year

 X.....E SYSID - System Identifier

 X.....E WEEK - Week of Year

 X.....E YEAR - Year of Century

 X.....E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

 X.....E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 X.....E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 X.....E IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

 X.....E IDMNETNM - CICS Network Name

 X.....E IDMUCFNT - UCF CICS Network Name

 X.....E IDMUOWID - CICS Unit of Work ID

 X.....E JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E TRANETS - Transaction End Time Stamp

 X.....E TRANSTS - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 X.....E UOWID - Unit of Work Id

 X.....E UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....  SAUABNDC - Abend Code

 X.....  SAUABNDN - Abend Number

 X.....  SAUADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

 X.....  SAUADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

 X.....  SAUAMNM - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

 X.....  SAUBAF1 - Batch Accounting Field 1
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 X.....  SAUBAF2 - Batch Accounting Field 2

 X.....  SAUBAF3 - Batch Accounting Field 3

 X.....  SAUBAF4 - Batch Accounting Field 4

 X.....  SAUBAF5 - Batch Accounting Field 5

 X.....  SAUCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

 X.....  SAUCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

 X.....  SAUCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

 X.....  SAUCVER - Central Version Number

 X.....  SAUDBLVL - Performing Database Activities

 X.....  SAUDCBGP - DC Billing Group

 X.....  SAUDCTSK - DC Task Code

 X.....  SAUDCUSR - DC User ID

 X.....  SAUFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

 X.....  SAUIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

 X.....  SAUITRNC - IDMS Task Code

 X.....  SAUITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

 X.....  SAUITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

 X.....  SAUJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name

 X.....  SAULTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

 X.....E SAUNODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

 X.....  SAUOPRID - CICS Operator ID

 X.....  SAUPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

 X.....  SAUPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

 X.....  SAUPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

 X.....  SAUPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 X.....  SAUPLVL - Program Level Number

 X.....  SAUPLVS - ADS/Online Application Levels

 X.....  SAUPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

 X.....  SAUPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 X.....  SAUPTYP - Program Type

 X.....  SAUPVER - Program Version Number

 X.....E SAURVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

 X.....E SAURVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

 X.....E SAURVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

 X.....E SAURVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

 X.....E SAURVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

 X.....E SAURVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

 X.....E SAURVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

 X.....  SAUSTKW - Stack Words Used

 X.....  SAUTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

 X.....  SAUTERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

 X.....  SAUTPRTY - Task Priority

 X.....  SAUTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

 X.....  SAUTSKID - Task ID Number

 X.....  SAUUFLD1 - User Field 1

 X.....  SAUUFLD2 - User Field 2

 X.....  SAUUFLD3 - User Field 3

 X.....  SAUUSRID - Identifying User ID

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....  SAUABNDS - Number of Abends

 X.....E SAUCDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1
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 X.....E SAUCDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUCDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUCDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUCDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUCDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUCDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUCDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

 X.....E SAUCOST - Processing Charges

 X.....  SAUCPUNI - Instructions Executed

 X.....  SAUCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

 X.....  SAUCREC - Calc Recs With No Overflow

 X.....E SAUCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

 X.....E SAUCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

 X.....E SAUCTRAN - Conv Transactions

 X.....E SAUDBCLS - Database Calls

 X.....E SAUDBSRV - Database Service Requests

 X.....E SAUDCSRV - DC Service Requests

 X.....E SAUEDST1 - Excessive Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAUEDST2 - Excessive Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUEDST3 - Excessive Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUEDST4 - Excessive Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUEDST5 - Excessive Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUEDST6 - Excessive Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUEDST7 - Excessive Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUEDST8 - Excessive Response Distribution 8

 X.....E SAUERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

 X.....E SAUETRAN - Excessive Transactions

 X.....E SAUFRAG - Fragments Stored

 X.....  SAUGETTM - Gettime Requests

 X.....E SAUKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 X.....E SAULDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAULDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAULDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAULDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAULDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAULDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAULDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAULDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

 X.....E SAULRSTM - Long Total Response Time

 X.....E SAULTRAN - Long Transactions

 X.....E SAUMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAUMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

 X.....E SAUMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

 X.....E SAUMTRAN - Medium Transactions

 X.....  SAUPCALL - Programs Called

 X.....  SAUPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

 X.....  SAUPLOAD - Programs Loaded
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 X.....E SAUPREAD - Database Pages Read

 X.....E SAUPREQ - Database Pages Requested

 X.....E SAUPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 X.....  SAUQDEL - Queue Deletes

 X.....  SAUQGET - Queue Gets

 X.....  SAUQPUT - Queue Puts

 X.....  SAURBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

 X.....E SAURECR - Records Requested

 X.....  SAURECU - Records Current Of Run Unit

 X.....  SAURELOC - Records Relocated

 X.....E SAUSDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAUSDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUSDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUSDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUSDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUSDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUSDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUSDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

 X.....  SAUSETTM - Settime Requests

 X.....  SAUSFREE - Storage Frees

 X.....  SAUSGET - Storage Gets

 X.....  SAUSLKS - Select Locks For Run Unit

 X.....  SAUSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

 X.....E SAUSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

 X.....  SAUSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

 X.....E SAUSTRAN - Short Transactions

 X.....  SAUSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

 X.....  SAUSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

 X.....E SAUTDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAUTDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUTDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUTDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUTDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUTDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUTDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUTDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

 X.....  SAUTERRS - Terminal Errors

 X.....E SAUTLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

 X.....  SAUTREAD - Terminal Reads

 X.....  SAUTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

 X.....E SAUTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

 X.....E SAUTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 X.....  SAUTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

 X.....  SAUTWRIT - Terminal Writes

 X.....E SAUUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

 X.....E SAUUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

 X.....E SAUUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

 X.....E SAUUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

 X.....E SAUUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

 X.....E SAUUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6

 X.....E SAUUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7

 X.....E SAUUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

 X.....  SAUULKS - Update Locks For Run Unit
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 X.....E SAUURSTM - User Total Response Time

 X.....  SAUUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

 X.....  SAUUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

 X.....  SAUUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

 X.....E SAUUTRAN - User Transactions

 X.....  SAUVREC - Via Recs With No Overflow

 X.....E SAUVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

 X.....  SAUWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

 X.....  SAUXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 X.....  SAUXDEL - Scratch Deletes

 X.....  SAUXGET - Scratch Gets

 X.....  SAUXPUT - Scratch Puts

 

 Minimum Data Elements

 

 X.....E SAUMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

 X.....E SAUMNDBC - Minimum Database Calls Issued

 X.....E SAUMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

 X.....E SAUMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

 X.....E SAUMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

 X.....E SAUMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

 X.....  SAUMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

 X.....E SAUMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

 X.....E SAUMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

 X.....E SAUMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

 X.....  SAUMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

 X.....E SAUMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

 X.....E SAUMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

 X.....E SAUMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 X.....E SAUMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

 X.....E SAUMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXDBC - Maximum Database Calls Issued

 X.....E SAUMXDBL - Max Levels Performing DB Work

 X.....E SAUMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

 X.....E SAUMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

 X.....  SAUMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

 X.....E SAUMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

 X.....E SAUMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

 X.....E SAUMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

 X.....  SAUMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

 X.....E SAUMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

 X.....  SAUMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

 X.....  SAUMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

 X.....E SAUMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

 X.....E SAUMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

 X.....  SAUMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

 X.....E SAUMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used
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 X.....E SAUMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

 X.....E SAUMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

 X.....E SAUMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 X..... SAUAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

 X..... SAUAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVDBC - Average Database Calls

 X..... SAUAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

 X..... SAUAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

 X..... SAUAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

 X..... SAUAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

 X..... SAUAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

 X..... SAUAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

 X..... SAUAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

 X..... SAUAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

 X..... SAUAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVUTM - User Average Response Time

 X..... SAUAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

 X..... SAUPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6
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 X..... SAUPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

 X..... SAUPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

 X..... SAUPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

 X..... SAUPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

 X..... SAUPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

 X..... SAUPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

 X..... SAUPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

 X..... SAUPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS Application Unit Activity File
(IDMSAU).

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The IDMSAU file is supplemental. It is identical in structure to the IDMS User Activity (IDMSUA) file with two exceptions:

• The IDMSAU file contains one additional level of granularity provided by the user-defined IDMS Application Unit Code
(IDMAPU) data element.

• The IDMSAU file does not have the granularity provided by the IDMACTn account code data elements. The absence
of the @@ACCT (IDMACT1-n) data elements reduces its granularity when compared to the IDMSUA file.

This table shows the default summarization keys for the IDMSAU and IDMSUA files:

     IDMSAU File                     IDMSUA File

------------------------       ------------------------

SYSID       1                  SYSID         1

IDMSID      2                  IDMSID        2

IDMAPU      3                  @@ACCT        3

IDMTYPE     4                  IDMTYPE       4

YEAR        5                  YEAR          5

... other time-related keys    ... other time-related keys

Note: The @@ACCT placeholder represents the user-defined IDMACT1 to IDMACTn account code data elements.
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Deactivation of the IDMSAU supplemental file can save significant DASD space. If the IDMSAU file is active and DASD
space is a concern at your site, you should consider deactivation of this file. The same information contained in the
supplemental IDMSAU file can be captured by using the IDMS account code derivation routine to customize the IDMSUA
file. To accomplish this, update the IDMS account code derivation routine to populate an IDMACTn summarization key
data element with the value of the IDMS Application Unit Code (IDMAPU) data element. For information about defining
IDMS account codes, see Account Code Definition (IDMACCT).

If you make this modification (deactivating the IDMSAU file and adding an IDMACTn data element that contains the
value of the IDMAPU data element), your IDMSUA file will increase in the number of observations at the DAYS and
higher timespans. For reports and analysis that depend on the summarization granularity of the IDMSUA file without the
influence of IDMAPU, you can simply resummarize the IDMSUA file. Use the %SUASUM macro with a SAS BY statement
that contains all of the summarization keys except the IDMACTn data element containing the value of IDMAPU.

For reports or analysis requiring the level of summarization provided by the supplemental IDMSAU file, you can
resummarize the IDMSUA file to remove the influence of the IDMACTn account code data elements (except the one that
contains the IDMAPU value). To resummarize, use the %SUASUM macro with a SAS BY statement that contains all of the
summarization keys appropriate for the timespan, except the IDMACTn data elements that serve as account codes. You
do want to include the IDMACTn data element that contains the IDMAPU value. For information on resummarizing files
using the %fffSUM macros, see Value Change With Order and Granularity Changes.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSAU
file. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents several retrieval examples for the IDMS Application Unit Activity File.

In the examples, several MICS macros are used to specify the files used and the summarization done. Further information
on summarization is found in the MICF Tutorial.

• Generate a list of all IDMS program names.

    DATA;

    SET DETAIL.IDMSAU01;

    IF IDMTYPE='C';

    PROC FREQ;

    TABLES SAUPGM;

• Print the average and maximum IDMS short response time for application unit APU001 each hour between 8 am and 5
pm yesterday for IDMS system IDM1.

    DATA;

    SET DAYS.IDMSAU01;

    IF IDMSID='IDM1';

    IF HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 17;

    IF IDMAPU='APU001';

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR HOUR SAUAVSTM SAUMXSTM;

• Print the number of terminal errors for each hour of the day.
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    DATA;

    SET DAYS.IDMSAU01;

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR IDMSID HOUR SAUTERRS;

IDMSCL - IDMS System Calendar File

This section describes IDMSCL, the IDMS System Calendar File.

The IDMS System Calendar File contains data quantifying the major IDMS elements that are important for quickly
validating IDMS system performance. These performance tuning measurements are gathered on a daily basis in a
calendar report for the entire month and contain data useful for a quick look at IDMS system performance. The data within
the file reflects the last 100 days of IDMS activity, based upon the current date.

By default, the IDMSCL file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints.

File Organization

The following chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS System Calendar File (IDMSCL) is sequenced and
summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in that timespan.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSCL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage or not.
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Elements List

The table below identifies the data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are as follows:

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .D....E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

 .D....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .D....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .D....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .D....E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .D....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 .D....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .D....E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

 .D....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 .D....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 .D....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .D....E  SCLABNDS - Number of Abends

 .D....E  SCLCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

 .D....E  SCLDBCLS - Data Base Calls

 .D....E  SCLDBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

 .D....E  SCLDCSRV - DC Service Requests

 .D....E  SCLPREAD - Database Pages Read

 .D....E  SCLPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

 .D....E  SCLPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 .D....E  SCLSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

 .D....E  SCLTREAD - Terminal Reads

 .D....E  SCLTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

 .D....E  SCLTTRAN - Number of Transactions

 .D....E  SCLTWRIT - Terminal Writes

 .D....E  SCLUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

 .D....E  SCLWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time
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Derived Data Elements

 

 .D....E  SCLAVDBC - Average Data Base Calls

 .D....E  SCLAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

 .D....E  SCLAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

 .D....E  SCLAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

 .D....E  SCLAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

 .D....E  SCLAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

 .D....E  SCLAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

 .D....E  SCLPIO   - Page I/O (Read+Written)

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS System Calendar File (IDMSCL).

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

This file is designed to contain the most important data elements for quickly evaluating IDMS general performance tuning.
Reports produced from these data are best viewed in the format provided, the SAS Calendar procedure. Although you
can perform some of your own reporting by accessing this file, note that the DAYS timespan contains only one cycle. The
DAYS level cycle is updated with each database update run so that the IDMSCL01 file will eventually contain an entire
month's information.

This file is delivered with only the DAYS timespan turned on. If you attempt to turn on any timespan higher than DAYS, the
IDMCGEN will automatically turn that timespan off. This was done because this file does not contain valuable information
at any timespan higher than DAYS.

If this file is turned on in the DAYS timespan and you have the DAYS timespan of the IDMSSY file turned off, your
IDMCGEN will fail. This will occur because this file is dependent upon the DAYS timespan of the IDMSSY file. In order
to correct the problem, you must either turn this file off in the DAYS timespan or turn on the IDMSSY file in the DAYS
timespan. If changes were made, you must rerun the IDMCGEN job.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSCL
file. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed.

IDMSIN - IDMS System Incident File

The IDMS System Incident File contains data quantifying the IDMS tasks that have abended. This file is sequenced and
summarized by the incident code.

By default, the IDMSIN file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints and
retrieval examples.
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File Organization

The following granularity chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS System Incident File (IDMSIN) is sequenced
and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in that timespan. At the DETAIL level, data
are sequenced but not summarized.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSIN Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   SINCODE   YEAR     |

|         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Elements List

The following chart identifies the data elements contained in this file. The entries for each data element are as follows:

GENERATION DATE: Fri, Feb 23, 2018

 

Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

       under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification
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 X.....E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SINCODE  - Incident Code

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

 X.....E  JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SINABNDC - Abend Code

 X.....   SINADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

 X.....E  SINADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

 X.....   SINAMNM  - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

 X.....   SINBAF1  - Batch Accounting Field 1

 X.....   SINBAF2  - Batch Accounting Field 2

 X.....   SINBAF3  - Batch Accounting Field 3

 X.....   SINBAF4  - Batch Accounting Field 4

 X.....   SINBAF5  - Batch Accounting Field 5

 X.....E  SINCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

 X.....E  SINCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

 X.....   SINCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

 X.....   SINCVER  - Central Version Number

 X.....   SINDCBGP - DC Billing Group

 X.....E  SINDCTSK - DC Task Code

 X.....E  SINDCUSR - DC User ID

 X.....   SINFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code

 X.....   SINIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

 X.....E  SINITRNC - IDMS Task Code

 X.....E  SINITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

 X.....   SINITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

 X.....E  SINJOB   - Batch/CICS Job Name

 X.....   SINLTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

 X.....   SINOPRID - CICS Operator ID

 X.....   SINPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

 X.....   SINPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

 X.....E  SINPGM   - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

 X.....E  SINPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 X.....   SINPLVL  - Program Level Number

 X.....   SINPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

 X.....   SINPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 X.....   SINPTYP  - Program Type
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 X.....   SINPVER  - Program Version Number

 X.....E  SINTCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

 X.....E  SINTERM  - CICS/DC Terminal Name

 X.....   SINTRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

 X.....   SINTSKID - Task ID Number

 X.....   SINUFLD1 - User Field 1

 X.....   SINUFLD2 - User Field 2

 X.....   SINUFLD3 - User Field 3

 X.....E  SINUSRID - Identifying User ID

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SINABNDS - Number of Abends

 X.....   SINTERRS - Terminal Errors

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS System Incident File (IDMSIN).

Retained elements, as identified in the element list, are only accurate in the DETAIL timespan. They may be of value in
summarized timespans, but the user should be aware that they lose significance after summarization.

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus their
meanings in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. In the DETAIL timespan, STARTTS indicates the
earliest date and time, while ENDTS indicates the latest date and time, for the summarized data. In the DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, both STARTTS and ENDTS denote the span of time over which data have been
summarized.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSIN file.
In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed. In the IDMSIN file, however, STARTTS and ENDTS are equal to
the start and end times of the individual transaction records.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents retrieval examples for the IDMSIN file.

Print the ABEND codes for each ONLINE task which ABENDed yesterday.

    DATA;

    SET DETAIL.IDMSIN01;

    IF IDMTYPE='O';

    PROC FREQ;

    TABLES SINABNDC;
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IDMSSY - IDMS System Activity File

The IDMS System Activity File contains resource consumption; service (short, medium, long, user, excessive, and
conversational response); availability; and performance measurements that quantify the load, utilization, and response of
IDMS systems. The DETAIL time-span contains observations based upon the time intervals specified by the INTERVAL
statement in the IDMOPS member you created during component installation or tailoring.

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY).

By default, the IDMSSY file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints and
retrieval examples.

File Organization

The following granularity chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY) is sequenced
and summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in the timespan. At the DETAIL level, data
are sequenced but not summarized.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSSY Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMTYPE   YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Elements List

The following table identifies the data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Wed, Oct 17, 2012

  

 Note:  Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

        under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWMY.E  IDMSID   - IDMS System Identification

  XDWMY.E  IDMTYPE  - IDMS Task Type

  XD.M..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

  XDWMY.E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

  XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   SSYCVER  - Central Version Number

  X.....   SSYDBLVL - Levels Performing DB Activity

  XDWMY.E  SSYNODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

  X.....   SSYPLVS  - Levels In Application Structure

  XD....   SSYPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYRVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

  X.....   SSYSTKW  - Stack Words Used
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  SSYABNDS - Number of Abends

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYCDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   SSYCPUNI - Instructions Executed

  XDWMY.E  SSYCPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

  XDWMY.   SSYCREC  - Calc Recs With No Overflow

  XDWMY.   SSYCRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

  XDWMY.E  SSYCRSTM - Conv Total Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYCTRAN - Conv Transactions

  XDWMY.E  SSYDBCLS - Database Calls

  XDWMY.E  SSYDBSRV - Database Service Requests

  XDWMY.E  SSYDCSRV - DC Service Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST1 - Excessive Response Dist. 1

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST2 - Excessive Response Dist. 2

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST3 - Excessive Response Dist. 3

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST4 - Excessive Response Dist. 4

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST5 - Excessive Response Dist. 5

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST6 - Excessive Response Dist. 6

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST7 - Excessive Response Dist. 7

  XDWMY.   SSYEDST8 - Excessive Response Dist. 8

  XDWMY.E  SSYERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYETRAN - Excessive Transactions

  XDWMY.   SSYFRAG  - Fragments Stored

  XDWMY.   SSYGETTM - Gettime Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYKPTS  - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYLDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.E  SSYLRSTM - Long Total Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYLTRAN - Long Transactions

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.E  SSYMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYMTRAN - Medium Transactions
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  XDWMY.   SSYPCALL - Programs Called

  XDWMY.   SSYPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

  XDWMY.   SSYPLOAD - Programs Loaded

  XDWMY.E  SSYPREAD - Database Pages Read

  XDWMY.E  SSYPREQ  - Database Pages Requested

  XDWMY.E  SSYPWRIT - Database Pages Written

  XDWMY.   SSYQDEL  - Queue Deletes

  XDWMY.   SSYQGET  - Queue Gets

  XDWMY.   SSYQPUT  - Queue Puts

  XDWMY.   SSYRBFB  - Record Buffer Blocks

  XDWMY.   SSYRECR  - Records Requested

  XDWMY.   SSYRECU  - Records Current Of Run Unit

  XDWMY.   SSYRELOC - Records Relocated

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYSDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   SSYSETTM - Settime Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYSFREE - Storage Frees

  XDWMY.   SSYSGET  - Storage Gets

  XDWMY.   SSYSLKS  - Select Locks For Run Unit

  XDWMY.E  SSYSPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYSRSTM - Short Total Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYSTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

  XDWMY.E  SSYSTRAN - Short Transactions

  XDWMY.E  SSYSUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

  XDWMY.E  SSYSYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYTDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   SSYTERRS - Terminal Errors

  XDWMY.   SSYTLKS  - Total Locks For Run Unit

  XDWMY.E  SSYTREAD - Terminal Reads

  XDWMY.   SSYTRLEN - Terminal Read Length

  XDWMY.E  SSYTRSTM - Total Task Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYTTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

  XDWMY.   SSYTWLEN - Terminal Write Length

  XDWMY.E  SSYTWRIT - Terminal Writes

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6
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  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

  XDWMY.   SSYULKS  - Update Locks For Run Unit

  XDWMY.E  SSYURSTM - User Total Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYUSDP  - Storage Used From Program Pool

  XDWMY.   SSYUSDS  - Storage Used From Storage Pool

  XDWMY.E  SSYUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYUTRAN - User Transactions

  XDWMY.   SSYVREC  - Via Recs With No Overflow

  XDWMY.   SSYVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

  XDWMY.E  SSYWTTM  - Total Task CPU Wait Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

  XDWMY.   SSYXDEL  - Scratch Deletes

  XDWMY.   SSYXGET  - Scratch Gets

  XDWMY.   SSYXPUT  - Scratch Puts

  

 Minimum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   SSYMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

  XDWMY.   SSYMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

  XDWMY.E  SSYMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

  XDWMY.E  SSYMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

  XDWMY.   SSYMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

  XDWMY.   SSYMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

  XDWMY.   SSYMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

  XDWMY.   SSYMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

  XDWMY.   SSYMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

  XDWMY.   SSYMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

  XDWMY.   SSYMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

  

 Maximum Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   SSYMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

  XDWMY.   SSYMXDBL - Maximum Levels Doing DB Work

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

  XDWMY.   SSYMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

  XDWMY.   SSYMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

  XDWMY.   SSYMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

  XDWMY.   SSYMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

  XDWMY.   SSYMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested
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  XDWMY.   SSYMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

  XDWMY.   SSYMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

  XDWMY.   SSYMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.   SSYAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYAVDBC - Average Database Calls

  XDWMY.   SSYAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

  XDWMY.   SSYAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

  XDWMY.   SSYAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

  XDWMY.   SSYAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

  XDWMY.   SSYAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

  XDWMY.E  SSYAVUTM - User Average Response Time

  XDWMY.   SSYAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.   SSYPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3
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  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

  XDWMY.E  SSYPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS System Activity File (IDMSSY).

Retained elements, as identified in the element list, are only accurate in the DETAIL timespan. They may be of value in
summarized timespans, but the user should be aware that they lose significance after summarization.

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The data elements STARTTS and ENDTS have different meanings when used in the DETAIL timespan versus their
meanings in the DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. In the DETAIL timespan, STARTTS indicates the
earliest date and time, while ENDTS indicates the latest date and time, for the summarized data. In the DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans, both STARTTS and ENDTS denote the span of time over which data have been
summarized.

In the DETAIL timespan, timestamps are calculated based on the value you code in the INTERVAL statement of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). This value determines the cut-off point for each timespan. The start time is synchronized
each hour to provide continuity in timing, similar to the way that IBM's Resource Management Facility (RMF) synchronizes
time.

For example, if the interval specified is 600 seconds (10 minutes), the first and last intervals might be short but the
intervals in between will fall on even 10 minute boundaries within the hour.

If the IDMSSY file is turned off in the DAYS timespan and you have the DAYS timespan of the IDMSCL file turned on, your
IDMCGEN will fail. This will occur because the IDMSCL file is dependent upon the DAYS timespan of this file. In order to
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correct the problem, you must either turn the IDMSSY file back on in the DAYS timespan or turn off the IDMSCL file in the
DAYS timespan. If changes were made, you will need to rerun the IDMCGEN job.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSSY
file. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents several retrieval examples for this file.

In the examples, several MICS macros are used to specify the files used and the summarization done. Further information
about summarization is found in the MICF Tutorial.

• Print the average IDMS conversational response time for each hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. yesterday for IDMS
system IDM1.

    DATA;

    SET DAYS.IDMSSY01;

    IF IDMSID='IDM1';

    IF HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 17;

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR HOUR SSYAVCTM;

• Print the ratio of pages read to pages requested for each IDMS system yesterday by hour.

    DATA;

    SET DAYS.IDMSSY01;

    RATIO=SSYPREAD/SSYPREQ;

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR IDMSID HOUR RATIO;

IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File

The IDMS User Activity File contains resource consumption; service (short, medium, long, user, excessive, and
conversational response); availability; and performance measurements that quantify the load, utilization, and response of
IDMS systems. These measurements can be used for analyzing user trends, user productivity under IDMS, and managing
the use of IDMS resources at the user level. Individual task executions are contained in the DETAIL time-span and
summarized in the higher time spans. This file is sequenced and summarized by the IDMS Component account fields as
defined by the installation.

By default, the IDMSUA file is derived from SMF record type 230. If the IDMS Performance Monitor at your installation
writes its output data to a different SMF record type, the file is derived from the SMF record type specified by the
SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

The following sections describe the file's organization, list the data elements maintained, and provide usage hints and
retrieval examples.
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File Organization

The following granularity chart shows the data elements by which the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA) is sequenced and
summarized in each timespan. N/A indicates that the file is not supported in that timespan. At the DETAIL level, data are
sequenced but not summarized.

You define the timespans in which each file is supported when MICS is installed. This table is generated as part of the
installation process and accurately reflects the structure of your MICS system.

IDMSUA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

|         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

|         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     IDMSID    IDMACT1   IDMACT2   IDMACT3  |

|         |IDMTYPE   YEAR      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Elements List

The table below identifies the data elements contained in this file.

 

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Dec 13, 2018

 

 Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E"

 under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

 Time- Data Data Element

 Span * Element Description (LABEL)

 ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

 

 

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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 XD....E DAY - Day of Month

 XD....E HOUR - Hour of Day

 XD.MY.E IDMACT1 - DC BILLING GROUP

 XD.MY.E IDMACT2 - PROGRAM NAME

 XD.MY.E IDMACT3 - PROGRAM TYPE

 XD.MY.E IDMSID - IDMS System Identification

 XD.MY.E IDMTYPE - IDMS Task Type

 XD.M..E MONTH - Month of Year

 XD.MY.E SYSID - System Identifier

 XD....E WEEK - Week of Year

 XD.MY.E YEAR - Year of Century

 XD.MY.E ZONE - Time Zone

 

 Common Data Elements

 

 XD.MY.E CPUMODEL - CPU Model Identification

 XD.MY.E DAYNAME - Name of Day of Week

 XD.MY.E DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XD.MY.E ENDTS - End Time Stamp

 XD.MY.E IDMJBNAM - IDMS Job Name for CV Region

 X.....E IDMNETNM - CICS Network Name

 X.....E IDMUCFNT - UCF CICS Network Name

 X.....E IDMUOWID - CICS Unit of Work ID

 X.....E JESJOBNO - JES Job Number

 XD.MY.E ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 XD.MY.E STARTTS - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E TRANETS - Transaction End Time Stamp

 X.....E TRANSTS - Transaction Start Time Stamp

 X.....E UOWID - Unit of Work Id

 X.....E UOWIDSEQ - Unit of Work Id Sequence Number

 

 Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....  SUAABNDC - Abend Code

 X.....  SUAABNDN - Abend Number

 X.....  SUAADSOA - ADS/O Application Name

 X.....  SUAADSOD - ADS/O Dialog Name

 X.....  SUAAMNM - DC ACCMETH Terminal ID

 X.....  SUABAF1 - Batch Accounting Field 1

 X.....  SUABAF2 - Batch Accounting Field 2

 X.....  SUABAF3 - Batch Accounting Field 3

 X.....  SUABAF4 - Batch Accounting Field 4

 X.....  SUABAF5 - Batch Accounting Field 5

 X.....  SUACTRNC - CICS Transaction Code

 X.....  SUACTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1

 X.....  SUACTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2

 XD.MY.  SUACVER - Central Version Number

 X.....E SUADBLVL - Levels Performing DB Work

 X.....  SUADCBGP - DC Billing Group

 X.....  SUADCTSK - DC Task Code

 X.....  SUADCUSR - DC User ID

 X.....  SUAFACTC - DC FACTOTUM Code
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 X.....  SUAIOPID - IDMS Operator ID

 X.....  SUAITRNC - IDMS Task Code

 X.....  SUAITRN1 - IDMS LRE Local ID1

 X.....  SUAITRN2 - IDMS LRE Local ID2

 X.....  SUAJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name

 X.....  SUALTLST - DC LTERM Loadlist Name

 XD.MY.E SUANODST - Number Of Distribution Limits

 X.....  SUAOPRID - CICS Operator ID

 X.....  SUAPDIND - DC Program Dictionary Node

 X.....  SUAPDINM - DC Program Dictionary Name

 X.....  SUAPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name

 X.....  SUAPGMID - Identifying Program Name

 X.....  SUAPLVL - Program Level Number

 X.....E SUAPLVS - Levels In Application Structure

 X.....  SUAPMVER - IDMS/R PM Version

 X.....  SUAPTERM - Physical Terminal Name

 X.....  SUAPTYP - Program Type

 X.....  SUAPVER - Program Version Number

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL1 - Response Distribution Limit 1

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL2 - Response Distribution Limit 2

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL3 - Response Distribution Limit 3

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL4 - Response Distribution Limit 4

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL5 - Response Distribution Limit 5

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL6 - Response Distribution Limit 6

 XD.MY.E SUARVAL7 - Response Distribution Limit 7

 X.....  SUASTKW - Stack Words Used

 X.....  SUATCDID - Identifying DC Task Code

 X.....  SUATERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name

 X.....  SUATPRTY - Task Priority

 X.....  SUATRMID - Identifying LTERM Name

 X.....  SUATSKID - Task ID Number

 X.....  SUAUFLD1 - User Field 1

 X.....  SUAUFLD2 - User Field 2

 X.....  SUAUFLD3 - User Field 3

 X.....  SUAUSRID - Identifying User ID

 

 Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XD.MY.E SUAABNDS - Number of Abends

 XD.MY.E SUACDST1 - Conv Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUACDST2 - Conv Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUACDST3 - Conv Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUACDST4 - Conv Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUACDST5 - Conv Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUACDST6 - Conv Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUACDST7 - Conv Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUACDST8 - Conv Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUACOST - Processing Charges

 XD.MY.E SUACPUNI - Instructions Executed

 XD.MY.E SUACPUTM - Total Task CPU Time

 XD.MY.E SUACREC - Calc Recs With No Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUACRECO - Calc Recs With Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUACRSTM - Conv Total Response Time
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 XD.MY.E SUACTRAN - Conv Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUADBCLS - Data Base Calls

 XD.MY.E SUADBSRV - Data Base Service Requests

 XD.MY.E SUADCSRV - DC Service Requests

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST1 - Excessive Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST2 - Excessive Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST3 - Excessive Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST4 - Excessive Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST5 - Excessive Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST6 - Excessive Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST7 - Excessive Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUAEDST8 - Excessive Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUAERSTM - Excessive Total Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUAETRAN - Excessive Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUAFRAG - Fragments Stored

 XD.MY.E SUAGETTM - Gettime Requests

 XD.MY.E SUAKPTS - Storage Kept From Storage Pool

 XD.MY.E SUALDST1 - Long Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUALDST2 - Long Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUALDST3 - Long Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUALDST4 - Long Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUALDST5 - Long Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUALDST6 - Long Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUALDST7 - Long Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUALDST8 - Long Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUALRSTM - Long Total Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUALTRAN - Long Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST1 - Medium Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST2 - Medium Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST3 - Medium Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST4 - Medium Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST5 - Medium Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST6 - Medium Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST7 - Medium Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUAMDST8 - Medium Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUAMRSTM - Medium Total Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUAMTRAN - Medium Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUAPCALL - Programs Called

 XD.MY.  SUAPGMIU - Program Pool In Use At Task Term

 XD.MY.E SUAPLOAD - Programs Loaded

 XD.MY.E SUAPREAD - Database Pages Read

 XD.MY.E SUAPREQ - Database Pages Requested

 XD.MY.E SUAPWRIT - Database Pages Written

 XD.MY.E SUAQDEL - Queue Deletes

 XD.MY.E SUAQGET - Queue Gets

 XD.MY.E SUAQPUT - Queue Puts

 XD.MY.E SUARBFB - Record Buffer Blocks

 XD.MY.E SUARECR - Records Requested

 XD.MY.E SUARECU - Records Current Of Run Unit

 XD.MY.E SUARELOC - Records Relocated

 XD.MY.E SUASDST1 - Short Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUASDST2 - Short Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUASDST3 - Short Response Distribution 3
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 XD.MY.E SUASDST4 - Short Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUASDST5 - Short Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUASDST6 - Short Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUASDST7 - Short Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUASDST8 - Short Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUASETTM - Settime Requests

 XD.MY.E SUASFREE - Storage Frees

 XD.MY.E SUASGET - Storage Gets

 XD.MY.E SUASLKS - Select Locks For Run Unit

 XD.MY.E SUASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

 XD.MY.E SUASRSTM - Short Total Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUASTGRL - Storage Relocated to Scratch

 XD.MY.E SUASTRAN - Short Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on a CP

 XD.MY.E SUASYSTM - Total Task CPU System Time

 XD.MY.E SUATDST1 - Total Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUATDST2 - Total Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUATDST3 - Total Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUATDST4 - Total Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUATDST5 - Total Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUATDST6 - Total Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUATDST7 - Total Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUATDST8 - Total Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUATERRS - Terminal Errors

 XD.MY.E SUATLKS - Total Locks For Run Unit

 XD.MY.E SUATREAD - Terminal Reads

 XD.MY.E SUATRLEN - Terminal Read Length

 XD.MY.E SUATRSTM - Total Task Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUATTRAN - Total Transactions Processed

 XD.MY.E SUATWLEN - Terminal Write Length

 XD.MY.E SUATWRIT - Terminal Writes

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST1 - User Response Distribution 1

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST2 - User Response Distribution 2

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST3 - User Response Distribution 3

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST4 - User Response Distribution 4

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST5 - User Response Distribution 5

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST6 - User Response Distribution 6

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST7 - User Response Distribution 7

 XD.MY.E SUAUDST8 - User Response Distribution 8

 XD.MY.E SUAULKS - Update Locks For Run Unit

 XD.MY.E SUAURSTM - User Total Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUAUSDP - Storage Used From Program Pool

 XD.MY.E SUAUSDS - Storage Used From Storage Pool

 XD.MY.E SUAUSRTM - Total Task CPU User Time

 XD.MY.E SUAUTRAN - User Transactions

 XD.MY.E SUAVREC - Via Recs With No Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUAVRECO - Via Recs With Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUAWTTM - Total Task CPU Wait Time

 XD.MY.E SUAXCSTM - CPU Time Without zIIP Eligible

 XD.MY.E SUAXDEL - Scratch Deletes

 XD.MY.E SUAXGET - Scratch Gets

 XD.MY.E SUAXPUT - Scratch Puts
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 Minimum Data Elements

 

 XD.MY.  SUAMNCRO - Minimum Calc Recs with Overflow

 XD.MY.  SUAMNDBC - Minimum Data Base Calls Issued

 XD.MY.E SUAMNDBS - Minimum DB Service Requests

 XD.MY.E SUAMNDCS - Minimum DC Service Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAMNFST - Minimum Fragments Stored

 XD.MY.  SUAMNPIO - Minimum Physical I/O Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAMNPPU - Minimum Program Pool In Use

 XD.MY.  SUAMNPRQ - Minimum Database Pages Requested

 XD.MY.  SUAMNRRQ - Minimum Records Requested

 XD.MY.  SUAMNSKP - Minimum Storage Kept From Pool

 XD.MY.  SUAMNSRS - Minimum Storage Relo. To Scratch

 XD.MY.  SUAMNTLK - Minimum Total Locks for Run Unit

 XD.MY.  SUAMNTTM - Minimum Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMNVRO - Minimum Via Recs with Overflow

 

 Maximum Data Elements

 

 XD.MY.  SUAMXCRO - Maximum Calc Recs with Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUAMXCTM - Maximum Conv Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMXDBC - Maximum Data Base Calls Issued

 XD.MY.  SUAMXDBL - Maximum Levels Performing DB Work

 XD.MY.E SUAMXDBS - Maximum DB Service Requests

 XD.MY.E SUAMXDCS - Maximum DC Service Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAMXDPE - Maximum Number Of DPEs Used

 XD.MY.  SUAMXETM - Maximum Excessive Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMXFST - Maximum Fragments Stored

 XD.MY.E SUAMXLTM - Maximum Long Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUAMXMTM - Maximum Medium Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMXPIO - Maximum Physical I/O Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAMXPLS - Maximum Levels In Appl Structure

 XD.MY.  SUAMXPPU - Maximum Program Pool In Use

 XD.MY.  SUAMXPRQ - Maximum Database Pages Requested

 XD.MY.  SUAMXRCE - Maximum Number Of RCEs Used

 XD.MY.  SUAMXRLE - Maximum Number Of RLEs Used

 XD.MY.  SUAMXRRQ - Maximum Records Requested

 XD.MY.  SUAMXSKP - Maximum Storage Kept From Pool

 XD.MY.  SUAMXSRS - Maximum Storage Relo. To Scratch

 XD.MY.  SUAMXSTK - Maximum Stack Words Used

 XD.MY.E SUAMXSTM - Maximum Short Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMXTLK - Maximum Total Locks for Run Unit

 XD.MY.E SUAMXTTM - Maximum Response Time

 XD.MY.E SUAMXUTM - Maximum User Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAMXVRO - Maximum Via Recs with Overflow

 

 Derived Data Elements

 

 XD.MY.  SUAAVCRO - Average Calc Recs with Overflow

 XD.MY.  SUAAVCTM - Conv Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVDBC - Average Data Base Calls

 XD.MY.  SUAAVDBS - Average DB Service Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAAVDCS - Average DC Service Requests
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 XD.MY.  SUAAVETM - Excessive Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVLTM - Long Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVMTM - Medium Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVPIO - Average Physical I/O Requests

 XD.MY.  SUAAVPPU - Average Program Pool In Use

 XD.MY.  SUAAVPRQ - Average Pages Requested

 XD.MY.  SUAAVSKP - Average Storage Kept At Term.

 XD.MY.  SUAAVSRS - Average Storage Relo. To Scratch

 XD.MY.  SUAAVSTM - Short Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVTIO - Average Terminal I/O Requests

 XD.MY.E SUAAVTTM - Total Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVUTM - User Average Response Time

 XD.MY.  SUAAVVRO - Average Via Recs with Overflow

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR1 - Conv Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR2 - Conv Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR3 - Conv Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR4 - Conv Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR5 - Conv Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR6 - Conv Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCCR7 - Conv Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER1 - Excessive Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER2 - Excessive Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER3 - Excessive Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER4 - Excessive Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER5 - Excessive Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER6 - Excessive Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCER7 - Excessive Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR1 - Long Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR2 - Long Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR3 - Long Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR4 - Long Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR5 - Long Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR6 - Long Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCLR7 - Long Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR1 - Medium Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR2 - Medium Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR3 - Medium Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR4 - Medium Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR5 - Medium Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR6 - Medium Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCMR7 - Medium Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR1 - Short Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR2 - Short Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR3 - Short Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR4 - Short Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR5 - Short Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR6 - Short Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCSR7 - Short Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR1 - Total Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR2 - Total Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR3 - Total Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR4 - Total Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR5 - Total Response Percentage 5
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 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR6 - Total Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCTR7 - Total Response Percentage 7

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR1 - User Response Percentage 1

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR2 - User Response Percentage 2

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR3 - User Response Percentage 3

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR4 - User Response Percentage 4

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR5 - User Response Percentage 5

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR6 - User Response Percentage 6

 XD.MY.E SUAPCUR7 - User Response Percentage 7

Usage Considerations

This section identifies usage considerations and techniques for accessing the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA).

Using the special date and time data elements requires special care. As the file's granularity increases in higher
timespans, certain fields lose significance and should not be used, namely:

• HOUR should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• DAY and DAYNAME should not be used in MONTHS or YEARS.
• WEEK should not be used in MONTHS.

The DURATION data element represents the elapsed time of the individual transaction records in the IDMSUA
file. In summarized timespans, DURATION represents the sum of DURATION of the individual transaction records
that contributed to the summarized observation. DURATION is calculated as the difference between the End Time
(PMHETIME) and the Start Time (PMHSTIME) fields from the IDMS Performance Monitor header record.

In all IDMS Analyzer files except the IDMSIN file, the STARTTS and ENDTS data elements do not reflect the Start Time
and End Time of the individual transactions. Instead, STARTTS and ENDTS are adjusted to represent the start and end of
the time interval within which the transactions executed.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents several retrieval examples for the IDMS User Activity File.

In the examples, several MICS macros are used to specify the files used and the summarization done. Further information
about summarization is found in the MICF Tutorial.

• Print the average IDMS conversational response time for program UPDT01 each hour between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
yesterday for IDMS system IDM1.

    DATA;

    SET DAYS.IDMSUA01;

    IF IDMSID='IDM1';

    IF HOUR GE 8 AND HOUR LE 17;

    IF IDMACT2='UPDT01';

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR HOUR SUAAVCTM;

• Print the ratio of pages read to pages requested for each IDMS system yesterday by hour for each program.

    %INCLUDE INCLLIB(#IDMMACS);

    MACRO _BY IDMSID IDMACT2 HOUR %

    MACRO _BREAK HOUR %

    PROC SORT DATA=DAYS.IDMSUA01 OUT=WORK1; BY _BY;

    DATA WORK1;

    SET WORK1;

    _SUASUM;
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    DATA;

    SET WORK1;

    RATIO=SUAPREAD/SUAPREQ;

    PROC PRINT;

    VAR IDMSID IDMACT2 HOUR RATIO;

IDMS Data Sources
The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS processes database management system data from the IDMS Performance Monitor.

SMF records are generated by the IDMS Performance Monitor. These records contain user identification, database and
data communication workload information, and utilization and performance information.

Data Collector Consideration

This section presents several retrieval examples for the IDMS User Activity File. In the examples, several MICS macros
are used to specify the files used and the summarization done. Further information on summarization is found in the MICF
Tutorial. 1. Print the average IDMS conversational response time for program UPDT01 each hour between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. yesterday for IDMS system IDM1.

Before installing the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS, the data collection considerations must be addressed. These
include identifying record types and ensuring the availability of IDMS Performance Monitor data.

SMF records are directly generated by IDMS Performance Monitor with a default of type 230. You can control the SMF
record type that is generated by the monitor and the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS, to avoid conflict with other vendor
products that generate SMF records. For information on how to change the SMF record type created, see the IDMS
Performance Monitor documentation.

If you change the record type created by the monitor, you must specify the new type for the MICS Analyzer Option for
IDMS. Details about changing the record type are described in the SMFTYPE Statement.

Record Descriptions

The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS uses data from the IDMS Performance Monitor. This data can be generated in SMF
data format with a default record type of 230 or in the DC/UCF system log area

Type 230 - PMAM Task

The PMAM Task section is produced by IDMS task termination routines, thereby providing a detailed level of one
statistical image per transaction. The record contains unique information about a particular transaction execution.

This record contains user identification, database and data communication workload information, and utilization and
performance information.

Information on record layout can be found in the appendix entitled Performance Monitor Record Descriptions in the IDMS
Performance Monitor System Administration guide.

Figure 6-1 lists the IDMS Performance Monitor field names corresponding to each MICS element.

The fff notation in the MICS data element name stands for the MICS file name: SSW, SUA, SAU, SAC, SCL, SIN, or SSY.
Under the column headings for the MICS file names, an X identifies the files that contain each data element.

Figure 6-1 (page 1 of 3). MICS data element IDMS PM Fields

IDMS Performance Monitor
14.0 & Higher MICS

Element
SSW SUA SAU SAC SCL SIN SSY

TASABCDE fffABNDC X X X X
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TASABMSG fffABNDN X X X
TASDLGNM fffADSOD X X X X
TASAPLNM fffADSOA X X X X
TAS#AMC fffAMCCT X X X X
TASAMNAM fffAMNM X X X X
TASBFLDS fffBAFx X X X X
TASCACHE fffCACHE X X X X
TAS#CMD fffCMDCT X X X X
TASABMSG fffCODE X
TASCALNO fffCREC X X X X
TASCALOF fffCRECO X X X X
TASCTI fffCTRNC X X X X
TASCTI fffITRNC X X X X
TASCLID1 fffCTRN1 X X X X
TASCLID1 fffITRN1 X X X X
TASCLID2 fffCTRN2 X X X X
TASCLID2 fffITRN2 X X X X
SMFHCV# fffCVER X X X X X
TASDBCLS fffDBCLS X X X X X X
TAS#DBLV fffDBLVL X X X X
TASDBRQS fffDBSRV X X X X X X
TASBLGRP fffDCBGP X X X X
TASSVRQS fffDCSRV X X X X X X
TASTSKCD fffDCTSK X X X X
TASUSER fffDCUSR X X X X
TAS#DEL fffDELCT X X X X
TASFACCD fffFACTC X X X
TAS#FET fffFETCT X X X X
TASFRAGS fffFRAG X X X X
TASGETIM fffGETTM X X X X
TAS#INS fffINSCT X X X X
TASBJBNM fffJOB X X X X
TASSTGKP fffKPTS X X X X X
TASLDLST fffLTLST X X X X
TASHIDPE fffMXDPE X X X X
TASHIRCE fffMXRCE X X X X
TASHIRLE fffMXRLE X X X X
TASCTEOI fffOPRID X X X X
TASCTEOI fffIOPID X X X X
TASPGMCL fffPCALL X X X X X
TASPGDBN fffPDINM X X X X
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TASPGNOD fffPDIND X X X X
TASCPGNM fffPGM X X X X

Figure 6-1 (page 2 of 3). MICS data element IDMS PM Fields

IDMS Performance Monitor
14.0 & Higher MICS

Element
SSW SUA SAU SAC SCL SIN SSY

TASPGMNM fffPGM X X X X
TASBPGNM fffPGM X X X X
TASPGMID fffPGMID X X X X
TASPGMUS fffPGMIU X X X X
TASPGMLD fffPLOAD X X X X X
TASMXLVL fffPLVL X X X X
TAS#DBLV fffPLVS X X X X
SMFHVER fffPMVER X X X X X
TASPAGRD fffPREAD X X X X X X
TASPAGRQ fffPREQ X X X X X X
TASPRFET fffPRFET X X X X
TASPTEID fffPTERM X X X X
TASPTYPE fffPTYP X X X X
TASPGVER fffPVER X X X X
TASPAGWR fffPWRIT X X X X X X
TASQUEDL fffQDEL X X X X
TASQUEGT fffQGET X X X X
TASQUEPT fffQPUT X X X X
TASMXRBB fffRBFB X X X X
TASRECRQ fffRECR X X X X X
TASRECCU fffRECU X X X X
TASRELO fffRELOC X X X X
TASSETIM fffSETTM X X X X
TASSTGFR fffSFREE X X X X X
TASSTGGT fffSGET X X X X X
TASSLOCK fffSLKS X X X X
TAS#SMI fffSMICT X X X X
TAS#SMx fffSMXCT X X X X
TAS#SRR fffSRRCT X X X X
TAS#SRT fffSRTCT X X X X
TASSTGRL fffSTGRL X X X X
TASHISTK fffSTKW X X X X
TASTIMSY fffSYSTM X X X X X
TASTCDID fffTCDID X X X X
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TASLTEID fffTERM X X X X
TASCTETI fffTERM X X X X
TASTRMER fffTERRS X X X X X
TASTLOCK fffTLKS X X X X
TASPRTY fffTPRTY X X X
TASTRMRD fffTREAD X X X X X
TASDCTRL fffTRLEN X X X X
TASTRMID fffTRMID X X X X
TASTSKID fffTSKID X X X X
TASDCTWL fffTWLEN X X X X
TASTRMWR fffTWRIT X X X X X

Figure 6-1 (page 3 of 3). MICS data element IDMS PM Fields

IDMS Performance Monitor
14.0 & Higher MICS

Element
SSW SUA SAU SAC SCL SIN SSY

TASUFLD1 fffUFLD1 X X X X
TASUFLD2 fffUFLD2 X X X X
TASUFLD3 fffUFLD3 X X X X
TASULOCK fffULKS X X X X
TASUPCNT fffUPCNT X X X X
TAS#UPD fffUPDCT X X X X
TASPGMHW fffUSDP X X X X
TASSTGHW fffUSDS X X X X
TASUSRID fffUSRID X X X X
TASTIMUS fffUSRTM X X X X X
TASVIANO fffVREC X X X X
TASVIAOF fffVRECO X X X X
TASTIMWT fffWTTM X X X X X
TASSCRDL fffXDEL X X X X
TASSCRGT fffXGET X X X X
TASSCRPT fff XPUT X X X X

18.0 & Higher MICS
Element

SSW SUA SAU SAC SCL SIN SSY

TASSYTI fffSYSTM X X X X X
TASCPTI fffSUCTM X X X X X
TASZPTI fffSPNTM X X X X X
TASUSTI fffUSRTM X X X X X
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SMFHJBN IDMJBNAM X X X X X X X

19.0 & Higher MICS
Element

SSW SUA SAU SAC SCL SIN SSY

TASBJBID JESJOBNO X X X X
TASCNETN IDMNETNM X X X
TASCUOW IDMUOWID X X X
TASCUOWI UOWID X X X
TASCUOWS UOWIDSEQ X X X
TASDNETN IDMUCFNT X X X

The following data elements do not appear in the MICS files but are used during interim processing. The STARTTS and
ENDTS data elements are derived from SSWSDATE/SSWSTIME and SSWTDATE/SSWTTIME pairs respectively.

• TASTTYPE
• TTYPE
• TASSTIME
• SSWSTIME
• TASSDATE
• SSWSDATE
• TASETIME
• SSWTTIME
• TASEDATE
• SSWTDATE

MICS and SMF Director Interface

SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
prior to execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers o Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more information on the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guide.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
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the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

IDM Parameters
Defining product parameters requires that you gain an understanding of your data center and its needs, and that you
translate that understanding into MICS parameters.

This section requests that you:

• Make several policy decisions o Complete various worksheets
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library entries

These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process.

The MICS system administrator can use this chapter, along with the PIOM, as a detailed reference when installing or
modifying the product. Installing documents the mechanics of the MICS installation process and include checklists that
describe each installation step.

If you have a question at any time during your review of the material presented here, contact Broadcom Support.

Environmental Considerations

Before you code product parameters, you need to know about the environment at your data center. Before you specify
parameters for the product:

• Examine existing user groups, account codes, and job control information used on the system. This information helps
to code appropriate values for account codes.

• Review the default options for the parameters to determine their applicability to your site.
• Review current MICS parameter specifications:

– Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include SMF data.
– Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it correlates with the SMF data. Your site's SYSID definition is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
• Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in SMF data. This parameter is located in

the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set associated with each database unit.
– Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS products, if applicable, to ensure that MICS Accounting and

Chargeback aggregates information consistently.

The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS uses data from the IDMS Performance Monitor. This data can be generated in SMF
data format with a default record type of 230, or in the DC/UCF system log area. MICS only processes data generated in
the SMF data format. It is assumed that the SMF records will be processed daily.

The SMF record types used by the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS are specified with the INPUTSOURCE statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN).

By default, each IDMS unit will accept and process the SMF record types specified with the INPUTSOURCE statement.
If your data center has multiple IDMS units, and you want a unit to process a subset of the records specified with the
INPUTSOURCE statement, you can use the SMFTYPE parameter in the unit level prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS). Details
on SMF record type specifications are described in IDM SMFTYPE Statement.

IDM Complex-Level Parameters
Complex-level parameters describe the MICS Analyzer for IDMS to the MICS system.
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Account Code Definition (IDMACCT)

One of the powerful features of the MICS system is the multiple timespan organization into which data are summarized. In
each timespan, user-defined account codes are a part of the file's sort and summarization key.

For the MICS Analyzer for IDMS, the IDMS User Activity File (IDMSUA) and the IDMS Application Unit Counts File
(IDMSAC) support account codes.

Preparing to Define Account Codes

The IDMS account code structure is designed to ease retrieval and reporting of data from the IDMS Information Area in
the MICS database. You have the flexibility to define this structure to meet the needs of your data center.

In defining an account code structure, consider the following:

• How can the data be organized to make them significant for retrieval and reporting?
• What values of the IDMS account codes, IDMACTn, will be readily recognized and remembered by MICS users?
• How much DASD space will be used by the database as a result of the account code organization?

At least one record will exist for each unique value of the account codes in the summarized timespans because the
account codes are part of the file keys.

The structure of the IDMS account codes is specified in the IDMACCT and IDMACRT members of
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. The sample IDMACCT field definitions provided with this component contain the following key
data elements:

1 12 'DC BILLING GROUP'

2 8 'PROGRAM NAME'

3 9 'PROGRAM TYPE'

Each unique DC Billing Group/Program Name/Program Type combination represents an individual observation.

Defining Account Codes

Account codes must be defined before the file macros are generated by the sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(IDMCGEN) job.
The purpose of account codes is to allow each data center to tailor the granularity (level of detail) of files to its individual
needs. The sample IDMS account codes may or may not bear a resemblance to the financial chart of accounts in use at
your data center. It is important that you retain sufficient detail in order to display data in whatever groupings you require.

The parameters you specify in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACCT) define the number of account codes. The account
code parameters include the length of each code and the descriptive name that is associated with each code. Once you
have defined these codes, you provide a routine that assigns them values (the IDMACRT routine in Account Code Exit
Routine Definition (IDMACRT)).

The IDMS account codes are named IDMACTn, where n is the sequential number of the account code. You can define
up to nine levels of account codes (IDMACT1 through IDMACT9). The sequential number is called the account code level
number. A sample account code structure is delivered with the component.

Use the following IDMS Account Code Level Definition Worksheet for collecting the data needed to define the levels.
When you complete the worksheet, use it to code sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACCT). These general rules apply
when coding IDMACCT:

• Code a separate statement for each account code level.
• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an '*'.
• Account levels are provided in order, starting with '1'.
• Up to nine levels are permitted, with no gaps between the numbers permitted.
• The format of the statement is free-form but positional. The statement format is one of these:
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level length 'descriptive title'

level (optional)mask length 'descriptive title'

IDMS Account Code Level Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  IDMS Account Code Level Definition  |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is IDMACCT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 |  ACCOUNT     TIME                                                        |

 | CODE LEVEL   SPAN   LENGTH  DESCRIPTIVE TITLE                            |

 |   (1-9)      MASK                                                        |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |     _     T(______)  __     '_________________________________________'  |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The fields on the worksheet are:

LEVEL
The level of importance of each account code, with level 1 the most important, and the highest level number the least
important. The levels are defined sequentially starting with 1. You can define up to nine levels. This parameter is required.

MASK
An optional parameter that can be used to deactivate the account code in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan
mask requires coding T(......) as the second parameter in a statement, where each "." represents a file timespan, in the
order of DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For each timespan, specify a Y to indicate that the
account code is active, or an N to indicate that it is inactive.
If you do not code the mask, it has a default value of T(YYYYYY).
The following rules apply if you code the mask:

• – DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes cannot be deactivated in this timespan.
– If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
– If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

LENGTH
The length of the account code. The length can range from 1 to 30. This parameter is required.

TITLE
The title that describes the account code. The length of the title is 1 to 40 characters. The title is embedded in quotes (').
This is a required parameter.

Account Code Exit Routine Definition (IDMACRT)

The IDMS Account Code Derivation Exit is a user-written SAS routine invoked for each transaction processed. The
object of the account code derivation routine is to build the data elements IDMACT1 to IDMACT9 (as many as have been
defined in IDMACCT) from the data made available in the IDMS transaction input data. For example, if the IDMACCT
member in the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS library defines four account code levels, the user routine builds the data values
of those four codes for each transaction processed.

The account code derivation routine makes available for use each of the data elements in the IDMS User Activity File
(IDMSUA) and the IDMS Application Unit Counts File (IDMSAC). The names of the elements begin with SSW since
the data are first read into a common work file. For example, SUAPGM would be referenced as SSWPGM. For your
convenience, the list below includes most of the elements that you should need to construct the account code, IDMACTn,
and application unit, IDMAPU, data elements:

Elements that are 4 characters:

• SSWCTRN1 - CICS LRE Local ID1
• SSWCTRN2 - CICS LRE Local ID2
• SSWIVER - IDMS Version

Elements that are 7 characters:

• SSWOPSYS - Operating System

Elements that are 8 characters:
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• SSWJOB - Batch/CICS Job Name
• SSWPGM - Batch/CICS/DC Program Name
• SSWTERM - CICS/DC Terminal Name
• SSWPTERM - Physical Terminal Name
• SSWCTRNC - CICS Transaction Code
• SSWOPRID - CICS Operator ID
• SSWDCTSK - DC Task Code

Elements that are 9 characters:

• SSWPTYP - Program Type

Elements that are 12 characters:

• SSWDCBGP - DC Billing Group

Elements that are 30 characters:

• SSWBAF1 - Batch Accounting Field 1
• SSWBAF2 - Batch Accounting Field 2
• SSWBAF3 - Batch Accounting Field 3
• SSWBAF4 - Batch Accounting Field 4
• SSWBAF5 - Batch Accounting Field 5

Elements that are 32 characters:

• SSWDCUSR - DC User ID

The MICS Analyzer for IDMS provides the following sample account code derivation routine to help verify the accuracy
of the user modification to the routine. Do not use the sample account codes without first verifying their compatibility
with your data center's needs and other installed MICS components. The complexity of the algorithm varies for each
installation.

The sample account code derivation routine supplied with the component sets IDMACT1 equal to the billing
group for IDMS/DC online tasks and to a constant for other types of tasks. The exit sets IDMACT2 equal
to program name and IDMACT3 to program type for all IDMS tasks. The sample exit code can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACRT) and is shown below:

    IF IDMTYPE = 'O'   THEN IDMACT1 = SSWDCBGP;

      ELSE IDMACT1 = '************';

    IDMACT2 = SSWPGM;

    IDMACT3 = SSWPTYP;

Use the following worksheet for structuring the IDMS Account Code Derivation Routine.

IDMS Account Code Routine Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: IDMS Account Code Routine Definition |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is IDMACRT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | * VALIDATE FOR VALID ACCOUNT CODES, WHERE POSSIBLE ;                     |

 |                                                                          |
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 | IF { account data is valid } THEN DO;                                    |

 |                                                                          |

 | * BUILD ACCOUNT CODE FIELDS AS IN THE WORKSHEET 7-2                      |

 |                                                                          |

 |     IDMACT1=field source 1 ;                                             |

 |     IDMACTn=field source n ;                                             |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | END;                                                                     |

 | ELSE DO;                                                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 | * ROUTINE TO BUILD INSTALLATION OVERHEAD ACCOUNT CODES ;                 |

 |                                                                          |

 |     IDMACT1='overhead category' ;                                        |

 |     IDMACTn='overhead category' ;                                        |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | END;                                                                     |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Analyzer Definition Statements (IDMGENIN)

A generation definition statement member is provided for the MICS Analyzer for IDMS in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). MICS Facilities describes the contents of GENIN members.

IDMCGEN (in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL) must be run after tailoring IDMGENIN.

The Option Statement

IDMGENIN provides the OPTION statement to indicate which groups of data elements are to be kept in the database. The
MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS provides a default OPTION statement that specifies that response distribution elements
such as count and percent distributions are kept. You should change the default definition to match your organization's
requirements.

NOTE
IDMGENIN contains both uppercase and lowercase characters. The keywords for the OPTION statement should
be entered in uppercase.

The statement format is:
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OPTION keyword

      

The valid keywords are:

RESP

Keep response distribution elements (RESPONSE is also valid)

NORESP

Do not keep response distribution elements (NORESPONSE is also valid)

The above keywords control the activation of data elements that are associated with a cluster code. The following table
describes the cluster codes used in the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS:

        CA MICS Analyzer Option for CA IDMS Cluster Codes

 

          Code Keyword  Description

          ---- -------- --------------------------

           20  RESPONSE Response distribution

      

Examples:

The OPTION statement deactivating all the response distribution data elements is:

       OPTION NORESP  or NORESPONSE

      

In addition to controlling the content of your database through the OPTION statement, you can also manually activate or
deactivate data elements by modifying sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN).

The Compress Statement

Files that should not be compressed are:

• IDMSSW, the IDMS System Work File

IDMS Application Unit Exit (IDMAURT)

The IDMS Application Unit Derivation Exit is a user-written SAS routine invoked for each transaction processed. The
object of the Application Unit Derivation Routine is to build the data element IDMAPU from the data made available in the
IDMS transaction detail data. This element will be used as one of the summarization variables for the IDMS Application
Unit Activity File (IDMSAU) and the IDMS Application Unit Counts File (IDMSAC).

The sample exit code supplied with the MICS Analyzer for IDMS sets IDMAPU equal to the IDMS/DC task code suffixed
by "****" for IDMS/DC online tasks or to the job name suffixed by "****" for all other tasks. DO NOT use the sample exit
code without first verifying its compatibility with your data center's needs and other installed MICS components. The
sample exit is provided in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMAURT) and is given below for quick reference:

    IF IDMTYPE = 'O'  THEN IDMAPU = SSWDCTSK || '****';

      ELSE IDMAPU = SSWJOB || '****';

    IF IDMAPU = :'00'X  THEN IDMAPU = '************';
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Use the following worksheet to code the Application Unit Derivation Routine.

IDMS Application Unit Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  IDMS Application Unit Definition    |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is IDMAURT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | * DEFINE APPLICATION UNIT;                                               |

 |                                                                          |

 |     IDMAPU = code to set application unit;                               |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

IDMS Transaction Type Exit (IDMRLRT)

The MICS Analyzer for IDMS categorizes each transaction into one of six different types: long, medium, short,
conversational, excessive, or user-defined. The values associated with these terms are L, M, S, C, X, and U, respectively.

The IDMRLRT exit sets the transaction type data element TRANTYPE for each transaction processed. The system
administrator must code the IDMRLRT exit in SAS and copy it into prefix.MICS.PARMS. Follow the exit coding guidelines
in Notes on Coding MICS Parameters. You are responsible for ensuring that transactions in your system are classified
correctly by coding the exit to meet your definition for each category. If you do not properly set the TRANTYPE element,
the component will default to U, the user-defined category.

The sample exit code supplied with the MICS Analyzer for IDMS will set TRANTYPE to U for all batch external run units
(ERUS), to S for IDMS/DC online tasks whose transaction code begins with an F, to L for IDMS/DC online tasks whose
transaction code begins with a G, and to M for all other tasks. Do not use the sample exit code without first verifying
its compatibility with your data center's needs and other installed MICS components. The sample exit, provided in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMRLRT), is shown below:

    IF IDMTYPE = 'B'  THEN DO;

      TRANTYPE = 'U';

      END;

    ELSE IF IDMTYPE = 'O' AND SSWDCTSK = :'F'  THEN DO;

        TRANTYPE = 'S';

        END;

      ELSE IF IDMTYPE = 'O' AND SSWDCTSK = :'G'  THEN DO;

        TRANTYPE = 'L';

        END;
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        ELSE DO;

          TRANTYPE = 'M';

          END;

Use the following worksheet to code the transaction type exit.

IDMS Transaction Type Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  IDMS Transaction Type Definition    |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is IDMRLRT                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | * DEFINE TRANSACTION TYPE;                                               |

 |                                                                          |

 |     TRANTYPE= code to set transaction type;                              |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

IDM Unit-Level Parameters
This section shows you how to define the unit-level parameters for the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. These parameter
definitions exist for each MICS database unit in which the IDMS Analyzer is installed.

IDMS Parameter Generation (IDMPGEN)

The IDMS Parameter Generation (IDMPGEN) inputs the unit-level parameter IDMOPS and generates SAS macros that
are stored in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMMSTR). Skeleton JCL is in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WORKIDM).

Currently, only the number of SAS work files is controlled by this process. The JCL for IDMPGEN resides in
prefix.MICS.CNTL.

IDMS Processing Options (IDMOPS)

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control processing of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

CHANGES to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members REQUIRE EXECUTION of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take
effect. In addition, any change to parameters that impact the DAILY operational job JCL such as:
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• changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES, o WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect, o Specifying
TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),

• or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc), will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

To define the IDMS Analyzer to the MICS system, specify the following parameters in the component options member
prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS):

    RESP         L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7

    INTERVAL     nnn

    SMFTYPE      nnn nnn nnn ... nnn

    EXCL1        Skpt Dbcls Acstg Adsol

    EXCL2        Avsys Avusr

    EXCL3        Mxtrt Mxsrt Mxmrt Mxlrt Mxcrt Mxert Mxurt

    WORK         n data_set_allocation_parameters

    MULTWORK     fff fff ... fff

    RESTART      YES/NO

    INCRUPDATE   YES/NO

    INCRDB       PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

    INCRDETAIL   data_set_allocation_parameters

An example of a typical IDMOPS member is listed below:

    RESP 0.2  0.5  0.8  1.0  2.0  5.0  10.0

    WORK   2

    INTERVAL 600

    EXCL1  100  200  .  2

    EXCL2  0.5  0.5

    EXCL3  1.0  0.5  1.0

Note: Not all values need to be specified. The IDMPGEN process will set those values not defined to "missing" and the
corresponding exception test will not be executed.

The following sections explain each of the option statements specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS).

Required Statements

• RESP and INTERVAL Statements

Optional Statements

• SMFTYPE Statement
• EXCLn Statements
• WORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements
• Internal Step RESTART Statements
• Incremental Update Statements
• DETAIL Tape Processing Statements

IDMS Analyzer Option Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: IDMS Analyzer Options Definition     |
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 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is IDMOPS                                           |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                          |

 | IDMS PROCESSING OPTIONS:                                                 |

 |                                                                          |

 | RESP  L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7                                               |

 |                                                                          |

 | INTERVAL xxxx                                                            |

 |                                                                          |

 | SMFTYPE  xxx                                                             |

 |                                                                          |

 | EXCL1    xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxx                                        |

 | EXCL2    xxxxxx xxxxxx                                                   |

 | EXCL3    xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx                             |

 |                                                                          |

 | WORK        n data_set_allocation_parameters                             |

 | MULTWORK    fff fff ... fff                                              |

 | RESTART     YES/NO                                                       |

 | INCRUPDATE  YES/NO                                                       |

 | INCRDB      PERM/TAPE/DYNAM                                              |

 | INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters                               |

 |                                                                          |

 | TAPEfff     activate DETAIL tape for file fff, JCL overrides             |

 | TAPEfffSMS  file level SMS parameter override                            |

 |                                                                          |

 | DETAILTAPEPARM     component level JCL overrides                         |

 | DETAILTAPESMSPARM  component level JCL SMS overrides                     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

IDM RESP and INTERVAL Statements

RESP Statement

The RESP statement allows the system administrator to specify the response-time limits (L1 to L7) used to define the
seven response-time categories. The MICS Analyzer for IDMS tabulates the number of responses, which fall into the
categories defined by these response time (measured in seconds) limits. The categories are:

Response Time

Category 1

0 <= response < L1

Category 2

L1 <= response < L2

Category 3

L2 <= response < L3

Category 4
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L3 <= response < L4

Category 5

L4 <= response < L5

Category 6

L5 <= response < L6

Category 7

L6 <= response < L7

INTERVAL nnn Statement

The INTERVAL nnn statement defines the time interval (in seconds) to be used in summarizing the IDMS System Activity
File (IDMSSY). This file is maintained at the DETAIL level; however, individual IDMS transactions are not maintained
separately because of the volume of such transactions. The transactions are summarized together in the interval you
choose. The interval should be less than one hour and should be divisible into 3600 (the number of seconds in an hour).

IDM SMFTYPE Statement

The IDMOPS SMFTYPE statement enables the system administrator to subset (at the unit level) the SMF record types
specified with the INPUTSOURCE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). By default, the component will
accept and process all SMF records in the input data file that match the SMF record types specified by INPUTSOURCE.
As delivered, the INPUTSOURCE statement specifies SMF record type 230.

Coding or changing SMF record types in the SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS) requires execution of
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) before submitting prefix.MICS.CNTL(IDMPGEN).

Note: The SMF record types coded with the SMFTYPE statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS) must be a subset of
the SMF record types in the INPUTSOURCE statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN). A maximum of seven
record types can be coded.

Example 1:

A site has recently consolidated several data centers, all running IDMS Performance Monitor. One of the data centers was
creating record type 231 and the others were creating record type 230.

The site has created two separate units for IDMS Performance Monitor, units A and B, and wants to process record type
230 in unit A and record type 231 in unit B.

The complex-level INPUTSOURCE statement must specify BOTH record types. The unit control is achieved using the
following SMFTYPE statement:

  COMPLEX LEVEL

  sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN)

    ...

    ...

    INPUTSOURCE  SMF  230 231

    ...

    ...

 

  UNIT LEVEL

  prefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMOPS)

 

    UNIT A

    ...
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    SMFTYPE 230

    ...

 

    UNIT B

    ...

    SMFTYPE 231

    ...

Example 2

The IDMS Performance Monitor at a site produces SMF record type 232 due to a SMF record type conflict with another
vendor product. The site has only one unit with the MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS.

In this case, no unit-level SMFTYPE statement is necessary. The only requirement is that the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN) INPUTSOURCE statement be coded as follows:

  COMPLEX LEVEL

  sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(IDMGENIN)

    ...

    ...

    INPUTSOURCE  SMF  232

    ...

    ...

IDM EXCLn Statements

Three parameter statements are available to supply exception threshold data to the MICS exception processor. If your
data center does not process exceptions, do not code any exception statements.

For example, an exception is created if the Average Response Time exceeds a user-defined limit. The limit is provided in
a EXCLn statement, where n is an integer from one to three.

The following section lists the three examples of the format of the statements:

EXCL1 Skpt Dbcls Acstg Adsol

Skpt
Storage Kept threshold

Dbcls
Database Calls threshold

Acstg
Active Storage threshold

Adsol
ADS/O Levels threshold.

These should all be based upon an expected average value per transaction basis.

EXCL2 Avsys Avusr

Avsys
Average System CPU Time

Avusr
Average User CPU Time.
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EXCL3 Mxtrt Mxsrt Mxmrt Mxlrt Mxcrt Mxert Mxurt

Mxtrt
Maximum Total Response Time threshold

Mxsrt
Maximum Short Response Time threshold

Mxmrt
Maximum Medium Response Time threshold

Mxlrt
Maximum Long Response Time threshold

Mxcrt
Maximum Conversational Response Time threshold

Mxert
Maximum Excessive Response Time threshold

Mxurt
Maximum User Response Time threshold

IDM WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the IDMS analyzer, and
lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.

WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files forSa use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown in the following example:

WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

n
The number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:
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WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
The number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.

If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

RLSE
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Specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed.

Example 2:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
The number of WORK data sets.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

Example 3 (multiple lines):

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK
data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the
default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:

WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250
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The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:

WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:

WORK 5

then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:

WORK 5 TRK 200 100

or

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.
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SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation
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If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.

NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

NOMULT fff fff ... fff

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is MULTWORK SSW if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT parameters are specified.

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

SSW
IDMS System Work File

Change the Number of Work Files

To change the number of work files used in the VTS component processing DAY096, follow the checklist provided below
for each unit:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required. Below is an example:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

Where:
n
The number of WORK data sets.
STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.
SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.
You should specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try
incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic

by the number of work files specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values will yield the same aggregate space allocation you have been using with a single
WORK file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in
the WORK definition above.

b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that will
yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, you must do Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

Or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:

DAILY INCRccc

Where ccc is the product ID.
6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
- DAILY
- INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

IDM Internal Step Restart Statement

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the IDMS analyzer, and lists the procedure for
enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:
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RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO

Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses a checkpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases

This product employs three database update processing phases followed by the two common roll-up phases.

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

SORT
Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, and prepare for DETAIL cycle creation.

DBUPDATE
Merge data across optional multiple work files, enhance data content, and create the new DETAIL cycle.

DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
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When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

//cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

– Internal step restart control data set

//cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

– Multiple work file data sets

//WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal
step restart checkpoint data set:

RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).
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Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
LImits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.
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The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

  RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
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Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

Enable Internal Step Restart

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:

RESTART YES

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:

DAILY INCRccc

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– There are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– The MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– The job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

IDM Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the IDMS analyzer, and lists the procedure for
enabling incremental update.

INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YES
If you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and incremental update
is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.
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Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.
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• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

Overhead

Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of database
update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental update adds
processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution into the
composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in the DAILY
job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this overhead
and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the number of times
INCRccc is executed each day.

Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job step. The
increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This increase should
be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time increase does not
imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data
inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest
contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is a decrease in the actual
runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

Increased "Prime Time" Workload

When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to periods
of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.

Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your prime
shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime shift) and
6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.
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Increased DASD Usage

The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the
incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of this
product.

Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and deleted
by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of time that
the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase through the
day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is during
the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds processing
to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk. Note: The incremental update
checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and should not be an issue.

Operational Complexity

Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to miss
a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

Interval End Effects

Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).

Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for end-
of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are processed in
the same incremental update.

Dynamic Allocation

When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation is
employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets,
use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic unit or
storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

Data Set Names

The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):

• Incremental update checkpoint file

//IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

• Incremental update DETAIL
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//IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

• Incremental update DAYS

//IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
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– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.
This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.

– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or
IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

– Incremental update tape DAYS file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

INCRDB DYNAM

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).
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• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
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the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
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Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.
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• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
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DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT minutes

To override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT 0

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

An example of a typical IDMOPS member is listed below:

    RESP 0.2  0.5  0.8  1.0  2.0  5.0  10.0

    WORK   2

    INTERVAL 600

    EXCL1  100  200  .  2

    EXCL2  0.5  0.5

    EXCL3  1.0  0.5  1.0

Note: Not all values need to be specified. The IDMPGEN process will set those values not defined to "missing" and the
corresponding exception test will not be executed.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the Incremental Update
Considerations before activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
– Specify the following:

INCRUPDATE  YES

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:
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INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:

INCRDB  DYNAM

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:

INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:

INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– and that the job completes with a condition code of zero

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example, if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:

DAILY INCRccc

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.
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IDM DETAIL Tape Processing Overview

This article discusses the role of DETAIL Tape processing in the IDMS analyzer and describes related statements. It also
lists the procedures for activating and deactivating DETAIL Tape.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:

tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
The three character MICS information that is associated with the file

fff
The three character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).
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DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The MICS IDMS Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• IDMSUA - IDMS User Activity File
• IDMSAU - IDMS Application Unit Activity File
• IDMSAC - IDMS Application Unit Counts File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
Identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |

|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |
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|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V

 

 // DD statements and GDG generation

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

TAPEfff <optional parameters>

fff
The unique 3-character file identifier

The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.
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The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.

The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).
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DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
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Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
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Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For more information about unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just befre the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where fff
matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.

For more information about a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits, IDM Modifying.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

The three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
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2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

cccGDGGN DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:

INCRccc

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for  details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section in Generate and Allocate the Database.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section,  the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)

//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:

//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

        DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add this:

        INCRccc

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statement deleted in step.

IDM INPUTRDR and INPUTIDM PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

                    INPUTRDR            INPUTccc

 

DAYSMF OFF            NO                 YES

DAYSMF FILE(S) ...    YES                NO

SMFDIRECTOR           NO                 YES

DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc    NO - See Note 1    YES

SMFRECORDING ccc      YES                See Note 2

When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF will
automatically be deactivated. In this case, INPUTRDR will be used as stated above.

Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
may optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but will always include the INPUTccc member.

Note: For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF). For details on deactivating
DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step, which reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.
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An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. A worksheet for preparing the INPUTRDR member
is provided below. If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using
either JCLGENU or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, you would change the
INPUTRDR member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

//INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF has been deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member,
then each component step will read its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements             |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data     |

| which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                             |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=____________________________    |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

INPUTIDM PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTIDM member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the MICS
Analyzer for IDMS. The //INPUTSMF DD and, (Optional) the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY045 step
of the DAILY job.

The INPUTIDM member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:

• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR IDM is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE IDM is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTIDM member is provided below in the INPUTIDM JCL Definition Worksheet.
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If you change the contents of the INPUTIDM member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

The INPUTIDM PARMS member can contain JCL definitions for non-SMF input, such as data from log records or it can
contain JCL definitions for SMF input if you do not specify 'SMFRECORDING IDM' in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). If
'SMFRECORDING IDM' is specified in JCLDEF, then it must be defined in the input JCL in the INPUTRDR member in
prefix.MICS.PARMS.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more details on this product feature see MICS and SMF Director Interface.

INPUTIDM JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTIDM JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTIDM                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTIDM) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

IDM Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.

Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

The unit-level prefix.MICS.PARM(DBMODEL) data retention specifications tell the MICS database how many cycles of
each file, in each active timespan, to save both online and in archive mode for each database unit. The Database Data
Retention Worksheet is used for collecting this information for the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. Use the worksheet to define
your retention specifications, which in turn will allow you to determine the appropriate values for the modeling process.
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Each file in the IDMS information area is listed by name. For each file, you can modify the default number of cycles of data
to be maintained in the six online database files and the two archive database files.

• The values you enter for the online database files define the number of cycles of data to be maintained in the DETAIL,
DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The values you enter for the archive database files define the number of cycles of data to be retained in the WEEKS
and MONTHS archive history files.

Note: The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whether or not the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have been activated in the component's generation definition member
(sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(cccGENIN)).

The worksheet provides underscored areas for your definitions. The underscored areas are followed by the default
retention values that initially appear in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(DBMODEL) FILE statements.

In the DETAIL timespan, a value of '00' in the underscored area indicates that the file is not normally supported in
the DETAIL timespan. To activate the file in the DETAIL timespan, refer to the standard database tailoring techniques
described in Database Tailoring and Retrofitting Techniques.

In the YEARS timespan, a value of '0' indicates that to activate the file in the YEARS timespan you must set parameters
in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE), as described in Site Characteristics (SITE), in addition to the standard database tailoring
techniques.

In the Archive database, a value of '000' indicates that activating the WEEKS or MONTHS archive timespans is
meaningless.

If a file has been activated in a timespan, you must specify a cycle retention limit greater than zero. If a file is inactive in a
timespan, you must specify a cycle retention limit of 0.

A typical set of IDMS FILE statements follows:

FILE IDM IDMSAC 00 07 00 13 01 00 000 024

FILE IDM IDMSAU 00 02 00 06 01 00 000 024

FILE IDM IDMSCL 00 01 00 06 00 00 000 000

FILE IDM IDMSIN 07 00 00 00 00 00 000 000

FILE IDM IDMSSY 07 31 13 13 01 00 053 024

FILE IDM IDMSUA 00 02 00 06 01 00 000 024

Database Data Retention Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

| File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

| Name |                                               |                   |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

|IDMSAC| 00(00)   __(07) __(00)  __(13)  0(1)   __(00) | ___(000) ___(024) |

|IDMSAU| 00(00)   __(02) __(00)  __(06)  _(1)   __(00) | ___(000) ___(024) |

|IDMSCL| 00(00)   __(01) __(00)  __(06)  0(0)   __(00) | 000(000) 000(000) |

|IDMSIN| __(07)   __(00) __(00)  __(00)  0(0)   __(00) | 000(000) 000(000) |

|IDMSSY| __(07)   __(31) __(13)  __(13)  0(1)   __(00) | ___(053) ___(024) |
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|IDMSUA| 00(00)   __(02) __(00)  __(06)  0(1)   __(00) | ___(000) ___(024) |

+------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

IDM Processing
This section discusses the processing phases for the MICS Analyzer for IDMS.

Processing Overview

The MICS Analyzer Option for IDMS uses the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain
its data in the online and offline databases. IDMS Performance Monitor data is supplied to MICS in the DAY045 step of
the DAILY database update job.

The daily update step:

• Reads and formats the raw data
• Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Summarizes activity
• Adds new cycles to the DETAIL and DAYS timespans
• Updates the week-to-date and month-to-date cycles

A more detailed description of DAY045 processing is presented in the next section.

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK045 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK045 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH045 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH045 step splits the month-
to-date files into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. It also appends data to the year-to-date file. The
MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

The optional yearly processing is performed by the YEAR045 step that splits the year-to-date files into a new year-to- date
and a new '01' cycle.

Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY045 step of the DAILY job processes SMF records with a default of type 230.

Step DAY045 consists of the following phases:

1. Preparation Phase
2. Input Phase
3. Decoding Phase
4. Create Detail Files Phase
5. Data Summarization Phase
6. File Aging

Preparation Phase

During the preparation phase, the MICS Analyzer for IDMS defines its output files with a DATA statement. Constants are
defined and set to their initial values along with data elements and formats.
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Input Phase

During input phase processing, the MICS Analyzer for IDMS reads in the SMF data. The record length is checked to verify
that the record is in the proper format. The record version is checked, and invalid records are not processed. At end-of-
file, a count of statistics is printed to the Daily update step MICSLOG. The counts indicate the total records read, kept, and
deleted.

Decoding Phase

During the decoding phase, the MICS Analyzer for IDMS checks the type and version number of the record and transfers
control to the appropriate processing code.

Create Detail Files Phase

In the create detail files phase, intermediate work files are sorted and duplicate input data is eliminated. The data is then
merged across optional multiple work files and the new DETAIL cycle is created.

Data Summarization Phase

In the data summarization phase, the DAY045 step summarizes the intermediate work files to create the new DAYS file
and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date files.

File Aging

During the file aging phase, MICS Analyzer for IDMS files are aged to delete the oldest cycles and rename work files to
current cycles. There are no exit points provided in this phase.

IDM Modifying
This section explains the user exits that are provided with the MICS Analyzer for IDMS. You must carefully explore
whether it is necessary to develop any user exit routines. To this end, first ensure that the requirement cannot be satisfied
through one of the standard options or definitions. This process can be greatly facilitated by discussing the requirement
with Broadcom Support.

At times, additional system customizing is needed to tailor MICS to meet your data center's needs. There are many
user exit points provided within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user
modification:

• Is likely to occur, based on our experience
• Presents only a slight possibility of compromising MICS database or operational integrity
• Is relatively easy to document and understand

Using the MICS exit facilities to augment MICS processing logic is the safest method of system modification. Generally,
we consider that the MICS system administrator has four levels or methods by which MICS can be augmented, changed,
or enhanced:

• MICS Standard Option and Parameter Definitions
The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

• Modification Through User Exits
There may be site-dependent requirements that are not adequately addressed through the standard options and
parameters of MICS. In these cases, one or more of the user exit points available to you can be used to code user-
written routines that would satisfy these extended requirements.

• Extension Through Field Developed Applications
Although most users do not initially consider this a way of modifying MICS, the development of field-developed
applications can be the most advantageous method of addressing the need to modify a MICS product. For example,
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it may be better to write an application to handle additional SMF data than to attempt to modify the logic of the MICS
Analyzer for IDMS.

• System Code Modification
As a last resort, you may be able to satisfy your data center's requirements by implementing a source code change.

Before attempting to activate an exit, read and understand the information contained in User Exit Facilities. The following
material is intended to supplement, not replace, that discussion.

The design, coding, testing, and implementation of MICS user exit routines should be approached with caution, as errors
can result, causing corruption of data. You should be meticulous in the definition and validation of the exit routines to
ensure that system integrity and performance have not been adversely affected.

Available User Exits

There are two types of user exits that can be used to modify MICS logic: general exits, which apply to all the installed
products, and product exits, which apply only to the product for which they are provided.

General exits allow user routines to be used for all products that process the raw SMF data. General exits are briefly
described here. For more information, see MICS Facilities.

Product exits are classified according to their purpose and include input, output, and parameter-related exits.

• Input exits are invoked as the raw input records are read. Output exits are invoked just before MICS writes an
observation to the MICS database.

• The MICS Analyzer for IDMS provides the general input exit, _USRSEL, which can be used to select or exclude data
meeting special site-defined criteria, to add data elements, or to modify record fields as they are read. In addition, the
general input exit, _USRIHL, is provided at the end of input processing to permit examination of the MICS Input History
Log SAS file so that the user can terminate the DAILY run if critical data is missing.

• An output exit routine is provided for each file and can be used to selectively block the writing of specified records, alter
data elements in the records, or produce additional records for the target file or a user-defined file.

• Parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process. They are
normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation Routine is a user
exit routine for completing values for account codes that were defined in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(IDMACRT), the
Account Code Definition parameter member. These exits are identified and described in IDM Parameters.

The IDMS user exits are identified below:

General Input Exits

• _USRSEL - File Processing Selection
• _USRIHL - Examine Input History Log

Product Input Exits

There are no unique IDMS input exit routines.

Product Output Exits

• USRSSAC - IDMS Application Unit Counts File Exit
• USRSSAU - IDMS Application Unit Activity File Exit
• USRSSUA - IDMS User Activity File Exit
• USRSSIN - IDMS System Incident File Exit
• USRSSCL - IDMS System Calendar File Exit
• USRSSSY - IDMS System Activity File Exit
• USRTfff - DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

Product Parameter-Related Exits
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• IDMACRT - IDMS Account Code Derivation Exit
• IDMAURT - IDMS Application Unit Derivation Exit
• IDMRLRT - IDMS Transaction Type Exit

Exit Routine Considerations

There are data elements available for use by the user exits that vary according to the processing phase and the particular
user exit point. Special data elements that are used in the MICS IDMS Analyzer update process but are not stored in the
MICS database are available in the user exit routines. These data elements, which are identified below, do not have not
have corresponding Data Dictionary descriptions because they are not retained in the MICS database. The individual user
exit descriptions list which of these special data elements is available in the user exit routine.

ROUTINE
Name of the Invoking Routine

SMFRTYPE
SMF Record Type of the Record Being Processed

For the USRSSCL exit, care must be taken if you decide to drop records. There is only one observation written for each
day within the month. If you delete just one element, you have lost that day's calendar information.

IDM Input Exits
This section provides a description of the general user exits that are invoked during MICS Analyzer for IDMS DAILY
update processing. The exits are listed alphabetically.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. In addition, it shows the data elements that are available, the special
considerations to note, and a sample user exit.

USRSEL

File Processing Selection Exit

Description
This exit allows access to each record processed.

Invocation
The exit gains control after a detail input record has been read.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit can be used to delete records before processing.

Elements Available

• ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit.
To use this exit in the IDMS Analyzer process, test for

ROUTINE = 'DYIDMFMT'

• SMFRTYPE
The record type of the input record:

230
IDMS Performance Monitor record ORGSYSID - Original SYSID defined by the system administrator.
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• IDMSID
Created, unique IDMS identification for each Central Version. The IDMSID will be a four-byte field consisting of a
constant "CV" concatenated with the two-byte Central Version number (01-99).

• STARTTS
The time when the task was initiated.

• ENDTS
The time when the record was written to SMF.

Coding Restrictions
See General Operational Exits.

Special Notes

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT).
• You must qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the routine in which the exit was invoked because this

exit is invoked in many places. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose.
• No time offset has been applied to ENDTS when this exit gains control.

USRIHL

Examine Input History Log

Description
This exit permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file immediately following processing of all input
records.

Invocation
This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file. This code reads
_ADMX.CKPTDATA as an integrity check on that file, and in the process allows the user to inspect the file's contents.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit can be used to abort DAILY update processing based on an extended checkpoint examination algorithm.

Elements Available
All elements in the ADMIHL File.

• ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit. To use this exit in the IDMS Analyzer process, test for

ROUTINE = 'DYIDMFMT'

Coding Restrictions
See General Operational Exits.

Special Notes

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However,
it is recommended that the user modify prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). A more detailed description of this
routine is provided in General Operational Exits.

• Because this exit is used in many places, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the
routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose.
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IDM Output Exits
This section provides an in-depth description of the MICS Analyzer for IDMS standard output processing exits that are
invoked during the DAILY update processing flow.

Each exit description includes the user exit name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether
it has an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows what data elements are available, any special
considerations to be aware of, and a sample user exit.

USRSSAC

IDMS Application Unit Counts File Exit

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS Application Unit Counts File.

Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS Application Unit Counts File.

Accounting Interface
The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of the user exit. If you decide to eliminate data,
you may affect the content of the IDMSAC file and the accounting information for your system by loss of information about
transactions executed.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS Application Unit Counts File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS Application Unit Counts File are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• The USRSSAC user exit can now be employed at either the DAYS and/or DETAIL levels. A new internal variable,

TSFLAG, has been added to indicate the timespan level on which the exit is operating.

USRSSAC Example

   USRSSAC Example:  MACRO _USRSSAC

                       IF TSFLAG="DAYS" THEN DO;

                         IF IDMSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=1;

                       END;

                       %

In this example, the SKIP_REC variable is used to prevent output to the DAYS.IDMSAC file unless the System
Identification (IDMSID) value is equal to SYS1. If this user exit is invoked, a MICSLOG message will be seen with a count
of the number of observations skipped.

USRSSAU

IDMS Application Unit Activity File Exit

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS Application Unit Activity File.
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Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS Application Unit Activity File.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS Application Unit Activity File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS Application Unit Activity File are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• The USRSSAU user exit can now be employed at either the DAYS and/or DETAIL levels. A new internal variable,

TSFLAG, has been added to indicate the timespan level on which the exit is operating.

USRSSAU Example

  MACRO _USRSSAU

                       IF TSFLAG="DETAIL" THEN DO;

                         IF IDMSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=1;

                       END;

                       %

In this example, the SKIP_REC variable is used to prevent output to the DETAIL.IDMSAU file unless the System
Identification (IDMSID) value is equal to SYS1. If this user exit is invoked, a MICSLOG message will be seen with a count
of the number of observations skipped.

USRSSIN

IDMS System Incident File

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS System Incident File.

Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS System Incident File.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS System Incident File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS System Incident File are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
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USRSSSY

IDMS System Activity File

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS System Activity File.

Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS System Activity File.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS System Activity File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS System Activity File are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• The USRSSSY user exit can now be employed at either the DAYS and/or DETAIL levels. A new internal variable,

TSFLAG, has been added to indicate the timespan level on which the exit is operating.

USRSSSY Example

                        MACRO _USRSSSY

                       IF TSFLAG="DETAIL" THEN DO;

                         IF IDMSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=1;

                       END;

                       %

In this example, the SKIP_REC variable is used to prevent output to the DETAIL.IDMSSY file unless the System
Identification (IDMSID) value is equal to SYS1. If this user exit is invoked, a MICSLOG message will be seen with a count
of the number of observations skipped.

USRSSCL

IDMS System Calendar File

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS System Calendar File.

Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS System Calendar File.

Accounting Interface
No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS System Calendar File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS System Calendar File are available.

Coding Restrictions
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See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).

USRSSUA

IDMS User Activity File

Description
This exit allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the IDMS User Activity File.

Invocation
The exit gains control just prior to the writing of output records to the IDMS User Activity File.

Accounting Interface
The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of the user exit. If you decide to eliminate data,
you may affect the content of the IDMSUA file and the accounting information for your system.

Uses
This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the IDMS User Activity File.

Elements Available
All elements in the IDMS User Activity File are available.

Coding Restrictions
See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

Special Notes:

• To implement this exit at the complex level, code it in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT).
• The USRSSUA user exit can now be employed at either the DAYS and/or DETAIL levels. A new internal variable,

TSFLAG, has been added to indicate the timespan level on which the exit is operating.

USRSSUA Example

                       MACRO _USRSSUA

                       IF TSFLAG="DETAIL" THEN DO;

                         IF IDMSID NE "SYS1" THEN SKIP_REC=1;

                       END;

                       %

In this example, the SKIP_REC variable is used to prevent output to the DETAIL.IDMSUA file unless the System
Identification (IDMSID) value is equal to SYS1. If this user exit is invoked, a MICSLOG message will be seen with a count
of the number of observations skipped.

USRTfff

DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

Description
The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records prior to their output to DETAIL tape data sets. For information
about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files, see Parameters.

Invocation
The USRTfff exit is invoked prior to output to DETAIL tape files.
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Accounting Interface
No interface is provided.

Uses
Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data elements
written to DETAIL tape files. Note that USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file (fff). It
has no impact on the normal unit database content for the same file (fff).

Elements Available
All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

Activation
The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention described in Indirect Exit Points. Please refer to this
section for a detailed discussion of indirect exit coding.
All of the USRTfff indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). In #cccEXIT, you will find the
following statement for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape:

%LET USRTfff = ;

The exit is activated by providing a member name to the right of the equal sign:

%LET USRTfff = exitname ;

If you code an exitname, you must create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name.
Provide valid SAS code in the member. This code will be invoked prior to the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.

Example:

   sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#IDMEXIT):

     %LET USRTSAC = SACTEXIT ;

   prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(SACTEXIT):

     IF IDMSID NE 'SYS1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

In this example, SACTEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the IDMSAC file. Member SACTEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
IDMSAC file.

The exit was coded to limit the records written to the DETAIL tape file to those from a particular IDMS system, SYS1.

Note: The exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

Coding Restrictions
Ensure that you have activated DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed IDMPGEN prior to activating and coding
USRTfff exits.

IDM Incremental Update Considerations
If you are using the TAPEfff option to collect detail-level data and incremental update is active, you may need to make
a few simple but very important adjustments to your exits or options to accommodate the way that incremental update
processes data.

TAPEfff OPTION Considerations with Incremental Update

The TAPEfff option allows the creation of DETAIL timespan tape files for certain high volume files.
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Without incremental update, a single DETAIL timespan tape file is created for TAPEfff activated files during the DAILY run.
The general practice is to use GDGs so that the (+0) tape volume contains yesterday's data, (-1) contains the prior day's
data, and so on.

With incremental update activated, a tape is created with each execution of an incremental update as well as a final tape
during the DAILY update run. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run result in a total
of four tapes created, one for each TAPEfff activated file. Each tape contains only the detail data encountered during the
individual incremental update or daily run. If you are employing GDGs you will want to consider increasing the number
of generations to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if previously 7 "daily" generations were
maintained and you run 4 increments per day, you may wish to expand the generations kept to 28 (7 times 4 updates per
day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, due to the
"special study" nature of the data, separation into multiple pieces representing period time slices should allow usage to be
more direct. That is, the data is already subset to the period contained within the update.

You also may consider creating a standalone job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job
completes if you prefer to have a single tape data set contain all transactions for the time range.

USRXfff EXIT Consideration with Incremental Update

The USRXfff exits allow client supplied code to force the creation of SAS files containing DETAIL level data. These exits
were provided for specific high volume transaction based data that are populated at the DAYS and higher timespans in a
summarized form in MICS. Due to the high volume of data involved, these exits may be used to create tape files, although
nothing other than space considerations precludes creation of files on DASD with these exits.

Many of the products that provide USRXfff exits have implemented standardized approaches to collect DETAIL level data,
thus removing the need for USRXfff exit coding. Any user code employed in USRXfff exits should be examined to ensure
that the data and the approach are still required. Generally, transaction data at this level is employed for specific tuning
projects or special studies centered on subsystem or application related issues and is needed only for occasional and
isolated time periods.

If you are using incremental update and find that the USRXfff exits you have coded are still required for your operation, be
sure to review the considerations below.

DETAIL TAPE Files created in USRXfff Exits

When using the exits to write to tape without incremental update activated, a single tape file is created from the user
written code in each activated USRXfff exit. The general practice is to use generation data groups (GDGs) to retain
history. In this case, it is assumed that MICS units are updated once a day with yesterday's data. Without incremental
update the generation 0 (+0) tape data set would contain data from the previous MICS update (yesterday), (-1) contains
the prior run (two days ago), and so on.

With incremental update, a tape file is again created from the user written code in each activated USRXfff exit with each
execution of an update. However, rather than running MICS updates once per day, incremental update implies multiple
update runs daily. For example, three incremental updates followed by a final daily update run result in a total of four tapes
in one day, one created from each activated USRXfff exit. Each tape contains only the detail data encountered during the
individual incremental update or daily run. If you are employing GDGs you will want to evaluate increasing the number
of generations to encompass the desired time range of history. For example, if previously 7 "daily" generations were
maintained and you ran 4 increments per day, you may wish to expand the generations kept to 28 (7 times 4 updates per
day).

The use of fewer tapes in a single update under the incremental feature expedites processing. In addition, in keeping with
the "special study" nature of the data, separation of the data into multiple pieces representing the narrower period slices
should simplify usage. That is, the data is already subset to the period contained within the update.
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You also may consider creating a standalone job to consolidate these individual tapes into a single one after the DAILY job
completes if you prefer to have a single tape data set contain all transactions for the time range.

DASD Files Created in USRXfff Exits

Either of two basic approaches may be employed when using the exits to write to DASD files. Data can be written to detail
data set(s) of MICS units. Or it can be written to data sets allocated externally to the MICS units (such as a user data set
that has been added to the Daily JCL stream). In either scenario the SAS file written by the exit will be replaced by new
data with each execution of the update step.

If the exit is writing to the MICS Detail data set and the recommended approach has been taken with the exit then no
change to outputs will occur under incremental update. The recommended approach employs indirect coding to reference
the database (uses "&iiit" not "DETAIL" in the data step) and an active detail status (file status of "Y" at the detail timespan
in cccGENIN and cccCGEN has been executed). When these conditions are in place the file created by the exit will
be treated as other MICS files in incremental update mode and at the conclusion of the Daily job stream a single file
containing data from all increments will be available in the detail unit database. If the file status is not active, only data
from the last incremental execution will be present.

An alternative to selective exit coding is to employ a generation data set (GDG) structure for the external DASD file. In this
scenario GDG entries to cover the incremental updates would be defined and each incremental run would write to a new
GDG entry which would contain data for the increment. Each series of incremental runs followed by a DAILY job execution
would create a new series of GDG data sets. While this approach allows you to capture all data on an ongoing basis, use
of the unit detail data set as described above is more efficient and is the recommended approach.

WEB Analyzer Option
The MICS Web Analyzer processes data collected by standard IBM SMF record type 103 and 120, as well as from the
IBM HTTP Server for z/OS log files. Data from these sources can provide information (all sources do not have to be
available) that helps you manage this critical web hosting IT service.

MICS automatically integrates Web Analyzer data with any other data that MICS maintains. This is possible because
MICS stores data in a format that is common to all MICS products.

The MICS Web Analyzer processes SMF record type 103 Performance and Configuration data, SMF record type 120 IBM
WebSphere Application Server (WAS) data, and IBM HTTP Server for z/OS log files containing: Server Access, FRCA
(Cache Access), Proxy (Server and Cache), Agent (web browser) logs, Referer logs, and the Server Error logs.

The MICS Web Analyzer is one of the many Data Integration Analyzers of the MICS I/S Management Support System.
Like the other Data Integration Analyzers, it processes raw data for analyzing and managing specific technologies.

The MICS I/S Management Support System

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         |        MANAGEMENT SUPPORT APPLICATIONS        |

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

         |              |  |          |  |               |

         |    DATA      |  | CA MICS  |  |     DATA      |

         | INTEGRATION  |  | DATABASE |  |  INTEGRATION  |

         |  ANALYZERS   |  |          |  |   ANALYZERS   |

         |              |  |          |  |               |

         +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

         +-----------------------------------------------+

         |                CA MICS PLATFORM               |

         +-----------------------------------------------+
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The MICS I/S Management Support System is a comprehensive, flexible application system that applies standard
management practices to the management of the I/S organization. The MICS I/S Management Support System, designed
with a formal architecture, uses integrated applications that together provide a comprehensive tool for the effective
management of your entire IT infrastructure resources.

The following diagram illustrates the Web Analyzer data flow.

MICS Web Analyzer Data Flow

                    CA MICS             CA MICS           CA MICS

       Data          Data              Database          Management

      Source      Integration                             Support

                    Product                             Applications         Output

    +-------+

    |  SMF  |                      +---------------+    +-----------+

    |103/120|                      |               |    | Acctg and |     +-----------+

    |Record |                      |               |--->|Chargeback |---> |           |

    | Type  |    +-------------+   |               |    +-----------+     |  Reports  |

    |       |--->|             |   |               |                      |           |

    +-------+    |   CA MICS   |   | +-----------+ |                      |           |

  +---------+    |  WebSphere  |-->| |    WEB    | |                      |-----------|

  |   Web   |--->|   Analyzer  |   | +-----------+ |    +-----------+     |           |

  |   Log   |    |             |   |               |--->| Capacity  |---> | Inquiries |

  |Extractor|    +-------------+   |               |    |  Planner  |     |           |

  |         |                      |               |    +-----------+     +-----------+

  +---------+                      +---------------+

 

The MICS Web Analyzer integrates the SMF records generated by IBM HTTP Server for z/OS (SMF type 103), IBM
WebSphere Application Server for z/OS (SMF type 120), and IBM HTTP Server Logs, into the MICS database. This
process creates files in WEB and WLG Information Areas that can be accessed by other MICS products. For more
information, see the following sections.

• MICS Q&R WorkStation in WEB Reports
• Accounting and Chargeback Interface in Using WEB Analyzer
• MICS Capacity Planner Interface in Using WEB Analyzer

Using WEB Analyzer
Data from the Web Analyzer lends significant value to the use of other MICS products. These uses are described briefly in
the following sections. For more detailed information see the individual Product Analyzers.

Product Prerequisites

The MICS Web Analyzer runs in a MICS environment operating under OS/390 or z/OS.

The MICS Web Analyzer supports the WebSphere Application Server and the IBM HTTP Server.

To ensure MICS Web Analyzer functionality, you must provide at least one of the following types of data:

• SMF type 103
• SMF type 120
• WLE generated records built from HTTP log files

Procedures for log collection are found in, Web Log Extractor (WLE) Overview. Instructions for SMF type 103 record
activation are detailed in Data Sources. Additional information is also available in the IBM documentation for HTTP Server
for OS/390.
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The following sections describe methods for using the Analyzer's data and the interfaces between the MICS Web
Analyzer and other MICS products.

Data Analysis

Following are resource management functions that can be pursued using the MICS Web Analyzer's data:

Capacity

The MICS Web Analyzer database files provides utilization information that can be used for determining current and future
capacity requirements.

Performance

The MICS Web Analyzer can be used to evaluate the performance of IBM's WebSphere web servers. Cache utilization
and error analysis are two important performance issues to consider. The relationship between cache performance and
response time can be tracked historically to assist in ensuring better response time. In addition, rich error metrics allow the
discovery and addressing of internal problems.

Workload Characterization

A necessary task in any capacity evaluation effort is workload characterization. The MICS Web Analyzer can provide data
to determine a system's primary application and usage patterns.

Trends

The MICS database structure is ideal for trending analysis--identifying behavior patterns over time.

MICS Product Interfaces

The MICS Web Analyzer processes, validates, and organizes raw data into meaningful information areas and files on a
daily basis. This data repository is integrated with other MICS products to provide a comprehensive management solution.

MICS Capacity Planner Interface

The MICS Capacity Planner provides an interface to assist clients in performing effective workload forecasting of the
WebSphere Application Server.

The WEB Planning Standard Application uses a capacity planning database file with the data elements required for usage
reporting and forecasting of the WebSphere Application Server workload. It uses the Application Unit (CAPAPU) feature of
the MICS Capacity Planner to group the individual WEB servers into logically similar workload groups for more meaningful
analysis and reporting. The three methods for grouping WEB servers together are:

• Defining each WEB server as its own workload group o combining all WEB servers (no workload group) o defining
customized workload groupings.
Each WEB server is uniquely identified by a combination of its TCP/IP address and port number. The MICS Web
Analyzer includes this information in the key structure for all timespans of the WebSphere Performance file. The
MICS Web Analyzer also provides additional data elements that can be used to categorize and identify individual web
servers, or groups of web servers, by their association with workloads, applications, or other meaningful business or
installation related names. These data elements can be used to populate keys in the Capacity Planning database,
such as the Capacity Planning Application Unit (CAPAPU), allowing studies and forecasts that focus on the business
views of the web servers deployed in your environment. The following data elements provided by the MICS Web
Analyzer should be considered as candidates for development of keys in a Capacity Planning database:
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– WEBSTYPE - Web Server Type
– WEBSYSNM - System Name
– WEBSRVVR - Server Version
– WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name (User Defined)
– WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name (User Defined)
– WEBGROUP - Web Group Name (User Defined)

The MICS Web Analyzer provides the following additional data elements from the MICS WebSphere Performance file for
the MICS Capacity Planner:

• Data elements common to all MICS Capacity Planner database files:
SYSID
ZONE or HOUR
YEAR
MONTH or WEEK
DATE

• Data elements unique to the WEB Planning Standard Application database file:
WPRREQR - Requests Received
WPRREQS - Requests Sent
WPRBYTR - Bytes Received
WPRBYTS - Bytes Sent

Overall, the integration of the MICS Web Analyzer and the MICS Capacity Planner provides a set of tools for addressing
capacity management in the WEB application environment.

Accounting and Chargeback Interface

The MICS Web Analyzer provides data elements that MICS Accounting and Chargeback uses to bill internet traffic. Data
provided to MICS Accounting and Chargeback supports accounting for consumed resources (e.g., bytes transferred) and
almost any other measure of resource utilization. The elements that can be charged for are:
CHARGING ELEMENT     CHARGING ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

 ----------------     -----------------------------------

     SAFBYTET         Total Bytes Transferred

     SAFKBYTT         Total Bytes Transferred (Kilobytes)

     SAFMBYTT         Total Bytes Transferred (Megabytes)

 

     WRASUPTM         zIIP CPU Time

     WRASPNTM         Normalized zIIP CPU Time

     WRASUCTM         zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

     WRAZAPTM         zAAP CPU Time

     WRAZPNTM         Normalized zAAP CPU Time

     WRAZACTM         zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

     WRAXCSTM         CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

     WRACPUTM         CP CPU Time

 

     SALBYTET         Bytes Transferred

     SALKBYTT         Kilobytes Transferred

     SALMBYTT         Megabytes Transferred

The WRAxxxxx elements in the preceding list might contain some DB2 time for WAS type 2-requests to DB2 that do not
use stored procedures.
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Additional Interfaces

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), accessible from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF), is a powerful tool
that enables you to create, view, and modify inquiries using data from the MICS Web Analyzer. In addition, a standard set
of inquiries pertaining to the MICS Web Analyzer are provided. They are organized under the reporting group PERFORM.

Using the Production Reporting feature of MICF, you can schedule MICF inquiries to run as part of the MICS processing
job streams (e.g., DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY). These same queries can interface to MICS Q&R WorkStation, and are
documented in Reports.

General Ad Hoc Management Reporting

Both the MICS Information Facility (MICF) and the MICS Q&R WorkStation Facility are ideally suited to satisfy any ad hoc
data analysis requests.

WEB Reports
The MICS Web Analyzer produces reports using the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), which is part of the MICS
Workstation Facility (MWF).

MICF inquiries produce meaningful reports from the MICS database and provide you with the flexibility to code and save
your own reports. You can execute and modify distributed MICF inquiries using the Database Inquiries option from the
MICF main menu.

Reporting and Inquiry Facilities

The MICS Web Analyzer's standard reports are produced by online inquiries and provide concise and comprehensive
information to help manage the Web environment. The MICS Web Analyzer provides performance and usage reports that
can either be used as delivered or tailored to your specific requirements. In addition to MICS Query and Reporting (see
Usage Guidelines), the MICS platform provides interactive capabilities that allow quick responses to complex requests.
These capabilities are provided by:

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)

MICF is a panel-oriented productivity tool that allows you to access information in the MICS database. MICF dynamically
builds an inquiry program that executes in either interactive or batch mode. Depending on your specific requirements,
MICF supports the ability to print the inquiry report, display the results at your terminal, catalog the results for later
viewing, or generate a Comma Separated Variable (CSV) file that can be used for loading in the applications and as MICS
Q&R Workstation.

The standard SAS language interface

The MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment that supports the standard SAS language interface
in both interactive and batch modes. SAS allows easy data manipulation, statistical analysis, and provides coding facilities
for programmers who are conducting extensive analysis or designing new I/S business reports. MICS uses SAS as a data
manager and as an advanced analysis language.

MICS Q&R WorkStation

The MICS Q&R WorkStation is an optional MICS product that provides desktop client server based access to all data
stored in the MICS mainframe repository. The product uses a wizard interface providing for the rapid development of
charting queries with little effort and provides for automated publishing of the reports on your corporate intranet. MICS
Q&R WorkStation also interfaces with the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), which is a panel-oriented and
mainframe based reporting tool included with the MICS platform.
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Management Control Reports

MWF production reporting provides you with the ability to select any MICF inquiries, including those distributed with the
MICS Web Analyzer, in a production mode.

Exception Analyzer Reports

The Exception Analyzer Reports are not available for the MICS Web Analyzer.

MICF Inquiries for the MICS Web Analyzer
The following table lists the MICF inquiries distributed with the MICS Web Analyzer. The remainder of this section follows
this category listing. Each section contains a brief description of the inquiry and the panels used to generate it.

The MICS Web Analyzer reports are initially delivered with defaults. These defaults will change based on the settings
of the last execution of the query. For example, WEBCSA is delivered with a hard-coded default value of DAYS for the
timespan. If the user changes the timespan so that WEBCSA will run at the WEEKS timespan, then the next execution of
WEBCSA will default to the WEEKS timespan.

The MICS Web Analyzer's graphic reports can be produced in color or non-color modes. The line graphics are illustrated
in this document. Data used in the graphic analysis queries can also generate CSV (Comma Separated Value) files for
subsequent use in the MICS Q&R WorkStation product.

Graphs and reports can be produced at multiple summarization levels. Dates and titles will be adjusted appropriately
based on the timespan and summarization level chosen for the execution. After data has been collected for a time period,
this summarization capability can be used to "drill down" to a specific time frame. For example, you may wish to analyze
trends at a weekly level for the last 6 weeks as a starting point. If last week's data showed erratic behavior at this level you
may drill down to the days level, days by hour and/or detail levels, to pinpoint potential causes of the behavior.

MICS MICF Category Report Name Inquiry ID Use For additional
information, use ...

Perfor- mance Analysis Performance Summary WEBSL1 General overview of
WebSphere utilization
and activity

WEBCSA-WEBCSE

Top Ten Pages Hit WEBSL2 Overview of Top Ten
Pages Hit

WEBCSE

Bytes Sent and Received WEBCSA Graph of Bytes Sent and
Received (HTTP Server)

WEBSL1

Error Level Response
Messages

WEBCSB Graph of Error Level
Response Messages

WEBSL1

Caching Overview WEBCSC Graph of Responses
Rec. compared to Cache
Hits

WEBSL1

Average Response
Times

WEBCSD Graph of Average
Response Times

WEBSL1

Method Utilization WEBCSE Graph of Total Hits per
specific Request Method

WEBSL2

Bytes Sent and Received WEBCSF Graph of Bytes Sent and
Received (WAS server)

WAS Server HTTP
Sessions Statistics

WEBCSG Graph of Created, Active,
Invalidated, Finalized,
and Live Sessions

The following sections describe the individual inquiries:
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• WEB Tabular Inquiries
• WEB Graphic Inquiries

WEB Tabular Inquiries

The MICS Web Analyzer provides the following tabular report inquiries:

• WEBSL1 - WEB Performance Summary
• WEBSL2 - WEB Top Ten Pages Hit

WEBSL1 - WEB Performance Summary

The WEB Performance Summary uses measurements from the WebSphere Performance File (WEBWPR). It displays an
overall view of the utilization and activity for each of the selected Web Names for the date and/or time ranges you select.

Each report produced displays categorized information on utilization, caching, and errors. The report categories and
element labels are listed on the left side of the report pages. Individual columns on the report represent the element's
value for the selected granularity level (hour, interval, or date) as denoted above the columns. The last column on the
report represents the percent increase or decrease over the time periods represented on the report page.

The following table displays the relationship between report labels, originating file, and MICS database source elements
for each performance category.

Report Label File Element
AVG BYTES PER CACHE HIT WEBWPR WPRAVBCH
% OF TOT REQ MET BY CACHE WEBWPR WPRPCCAH
AVG BYTES SENT PER SECOND WEBWPR WPRBYSPS
MAX BYTES SENT PER SECOND WEBWPR WPRMXBSS
AVG BYTES REC. PER SECOND WEBWPR WPRBYRPS
MAX BYTES REC. PER SECOND WEBWPR WPRMXBRS
MAX THREADS DEFINED WEBWPR WPRMXTRD
MAX THREADS USED WEBWPR WPRMXTRU
THREADS USED WEBWPR WPRTRDCT
REQUESTS RECEIVED WEBWPR WPRREQR
REQUESTS DISCARDED WEBWPR WPRREQDC
RESPONSES SENT WEBWPR WPRRSPS
RESPONSES DISCARDED WEBWPR WPRRSPD
BYTES RECEIVED WEBWPR WPRBYTR
BYTES SENT WEBWPR WPRBYTS
KBYTES READ FROM CACHE WEBWPR WPRKBCAC
CACHE HITS WEBWPR WPRCACHT
BYTES OF CACHE RAM IN USE WEBWPR WPRCACRM
ERROR LEVEL 200 RESPONSES WEBWPR WPRL200R
ERROR LEVEL 300 RESPONSES WEBWPR WPRL300R
ERROR LEVEL 400 RESPONSES WEBWPR WPRL400R
ERROR LEVEL 500 RESPONSES WEBWPR WPRL500R
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TOTAL ERROR RESPONSES WEBWPR WPRERRCT

Note: The label associated to the field DATE in the column titles will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBSL1, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result displays on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------------WEB Performance Summary ----------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBSL1 - WEB Performance Summary                  |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Report by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE.
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S).
Default: 01
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This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN.
Default: Varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

Report By Hour.
Default: Y At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A REPORT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE.
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods).
Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each observed zone.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES.
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1: 01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01
date range 2: 01 JAN 99 -  31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR.
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hou

nn
range ending hour
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The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE.
Default: None Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID.
Default: None Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME).
Default: None Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB G ROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.

Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                 CA

                        CA MICS WebSphere Analyzer

                      DETAIL WEB PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

                              FOR ZONE  = 1

        SYSTEM = XAL1  WEB NAME = HELP DESK  RUNDATE =  Sep 10, 2005

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 |                                                                          |

 | INTVL-DAY (HR:MM-DD):     11:16-26 12:58-26 16:11-26 16:58-26 CHANGE %   |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | WEBSPHERE ACTIVITY                                                       |

 | ------------------                                                       |

 |                                                                          |

 | BYTES SENT                  42730    78002    18145    94083    120.18 % |
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 | AVG BYTES SENT PER SECOND       1       13        2       34   3300.00 % |

 | MAX BYTES SENT PER SECOND       1       13        2       34   3300.00 % |

 | BYTES RECEIVED               3334     6107     1762     5525     65.72 % |

 | AVG BYTES REC. PER SECOND       0        1        0        2    N.A.     |

 | MAX BYTES REC. PER SECOND       0        1        0        2    N.A.     |

 | THREADS USED                    2        2        1        1    -50.00 % |

 | MAX THREADS DEFINED            50       50       50       50    ---      |

 | MAX THREADS USED                2        2        1        1    -50.00 % |

 | REQUESTS RECEIVED               8       15        4       13     62.50 % |

 | REQUESTS DISCARDED              0        0        0        0    N.A.     |

 | RESPONSES SENT                 10       15        4       13     30.00 % |

 | RESPONSES DISCARDED             0        0        0        0    N.A.     |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | WEBSPHERE CACHE STATS                                                    |

 | ---------------------                                                    |

 |                                                                          |

 | CACHE HITS                      5        8        2        6     20.00 % |

 | % TOTAL REQ MET BY CACHE   62.50%   53.33%   50.00%   46.15%    -26.16 % |

 | AVG BYTES PER CACHE HIT       175       81      348       79    -54.86 % |

 | KBYTES READ FROM CACHE         19       26        5       26     36.84 % |

 | BYTES OF CACHE RAM IN USE   42090    42090    42090    42090    ---      |

 |                                                                          |

 |--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |                                                                          |

 | WEBSPHERE ERRORS                                                         |

 | ----------------                                                         |

 |                                                                          |

 | ERROR LEVEL 200 RESPONSES       7       12        3       13     85.71 % |

 | ERROR LEVEL 300 RESPONSES       1        3        1        0    N.A.     |

 | ERROR LEVEL 400 RESPONSES       2        0        0        0    N.A.     |

 | ERROR LEVEL 500 RESPONSES       0        0        0        0    N.A.     |

 | TOTAL ERROR RESPONSES          10       15        4       13     30.00 % |

 |                                                                          |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

WEBSL2 - WEB Top Ten Pages Hit

The WEB Top Ten Pages Hit uses measurements from the WebSphere Access Path Summary File (WLGAPS). It displays
a report that ranks top ten most hit web pages for each of the selected Web Names for the date and/or time ranges you
select.

Each report produced displays categorized information on the top ten pages hit, broken down by hit category. At the DAYS
timespan you should only see hits by either Server or Proxy categories, but not both. At higher (WEEKS, MONTHS)
summarized timespans it will be possible to see total hits spread throughout the two access categories. The report
categories and element labels are listed on the top of the report page. Individual columns on the report represent the
element's value for the appropriate granularity level (hour, interval or date) as denoted above the columns. The last
column on the report represents the percent increase or decrease over the time periods represented on the report page.
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The following table displays the relationship between report labels, originating file, and MICS database source elements
for each performance element category.

Report Label File Element
SERVER ACCESS LOG COUNT WLGAPS APSACNT
FRCA (CACHE) ACCESS LOG COUNT WLGAPS APSACCNT
PROXY ACCESS LOG COUNT WLGAPS APSPCNT
PROXY CACHE ACCESS LOG COUNT WLGAPS APSPCCNT
TOTAL HITS WLGAPS APSTOTHT

Note: The label associated to the field DATE in the column titles will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBSL2, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below

(Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------------- WEB Top Ten Pages Hit ----------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBSL2 - WEB Top Ten Pages Hit                    |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                            |

| Report by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a report for each value of Zone     ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

|                                                                      |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE.
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN.
Default: varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

REPORT BY HOUR.
Default: Y At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A REPORT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE.
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods).
Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each observed zone.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:
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date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 -  31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR.
Default: None Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and
23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE.
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID.
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME).
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME).
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP).
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
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Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                                    Daily WEB Top Ten Pages Hit

                                                             CA

 

---------- SYSID=XAL1 ZONE=1 WEBNAME=141.202.198.1/4080 Year of Century=04 Month of Year=11 Day of Month=13

 Hour Of Day=8 ---------

 

                                                                                            FRCA             

   Proxy

                                                                                Server    (Cache)     Proxy  

   Cache

                                                                  |             Access     Access    Access  

  Access

                                                                  |    Total      Log       Log        Log   

    Log

              Path to File                                        |     Hits     Count     Count      Count  

   Count

 

              /bookmgr-cgi/bookmgr.exe/Shelves/DCFP               |      17        17        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr-cgi/bookmgr.exe/BOOKS/DCFP                 |       5         5        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr/ftfc.gif                                   |       5         5        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr/ftfo.gif                                   |       5         5        0          0    

     0

              /s390cs/share/images/template2/nav_off.gif          |       4         4        0          0    

     0

              /s390cs/share/images/template2/nav_on.gif           |       4         4        0          0    

     0

              /                                                   |       3         3        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr-cgi/bookmgr.exe/cases/IBMMANX              |       2         2        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr-cgi/bookmgr.exe/cases/VENDMANX             |       2         2        0          0    

     0

              /bookmgr-cgi/bookmgr.exe/BOOKS/EPHM2M00/CONTENTS    |       2         2        0          0    

     0

 

 

                           CA MICS WEB WEBSL2 30NOV05 BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Day

WEB Graphic Inquiries

The MICS Web Analyzer provides the following graph generating inquiries:
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WEBCSA - WEB Bytes Sent and Received

The WEB Bytes Sent and Received Report uses measurements from the WEBSPHERE Performance (WEBWPR) file to
contrast the total bytes sent compared to the total bytes received over the date and/or time intervals you request.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name
• WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name
• WEBGROUP - Web Group Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data Elements

• WPRBYTS - Bytes Sent

WPRBYTR Bytes Received

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSA, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result will be displayed on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------------  WEB Bytes Sent and Received ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSA - WEB Bytes Sent and Received              |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |
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|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

PLOT BY HOUR
Default: Y
At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE.
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.
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N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING.
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when the
MICS Query and Reporting is installed. Elements available for CSV extract are WPRBYTS and WPRBYTR.

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES
Default: None Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date
and the last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not
overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1: 01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01
date range 2: 01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.

The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid
hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.
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WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                               Daily WEB Bytes Sent and Received

                                                              CA

------------------------------------ ZONE=1 SYSID=XAL1 WEBNAME=HUMAN RESOURCES DATE=04-04-24

 ---------------------------------------

 

                                             Plot of WPRBYTR*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'R'.

                                             Plot of WPRBYTS*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'S'.
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                                                                 Hour Of Day

                           CA MICS WEB WEBCSA 07DEC05 BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Day

WEBCSB - WEB Error Level Responses

The WEB Error Level Responses Report uses measurements from the Performance File (WEBWPR) to display an overall
view of the various error response levels over the date and/or time ranges you select. The plot displays each Web Name
based on the report summarization options you specify.

The following MICS WEB Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name
• WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name
• WEBGROUP - Web Group Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data Elements

• WPRERRCT - Total Error Responses
• WPRL200R - Error Level 200 Response Count
• WPRL300R - Error Level 300 Response Count
• WPRL400R - Error Level 400 Response Count
• WPRL500R - Error Level 500 Response Count

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSB, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
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6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result displays on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------  WEB Error Level Responses  ----------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSB - WEB Error Level Responses                |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read).
If MICS files exist in only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark).
Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01 This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis.
Two data entry fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value
between 0 and 99. If you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and
leave the second field blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit
number (7 becomes 07). If you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for
example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required
input file(s) must be available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

PLOT BY HOUR
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Default: Y At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE.
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING.
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when
the MICS Query and Reporting is installed. The elements available for CSV extract are WPRERRCT, WPRL200R,
WPRL300R, WPRL400R, and WPRL500R.

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES.
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.
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HOUR
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified

                                               Daily WEB Error Level Responses

                                                          CA
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------------------------------------ ZONE=1 SYSID=XAL1 WEBNAME=HUMAN RESOURCES DATE=00-04-26

 --------------------------------------

 

                                            Plot of WPRERRCT*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'T'.

                                            Plot of WPRL200R*HOUR.  Symbol used is '2'.

                                            Plot of WPRL300R*HOUR.  Symbol used is '3'.

                                            Plot of WPRL400R*HOUR.  Symbol used is '4'.

                                            Plot of WPRL500R*HOUR.  Symbol used is '5'.
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                                                                Hour Of Day

                          CA MICS WEB WEBCSB 18SEP05 BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Day

WEBCSC - WEB Caching Overview

The WEB Caching Overview Report uses measurements from the Performance File (WEBWPR) to display an overall view
of the total requests received compared with the number of cache hits over the date and/or time ranges you select. The
plot displays each Web Name based on the report summarization options you specify.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name
• WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name
• WEBGROUP - Web Group Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data Elements

• WPRREQR - Requests Received
• WPRCACHT - Cache Hits

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSC, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result displays on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|---------------------------- WEB Caching Overview --------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSC - WEB Caching Overview                     |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |
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|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

PLOT BY HOUR
Default: Y
At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.
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GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING.
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when the
MICS Query and Reporting is installed. The elements available for CSV extract are WPRREQR and WPRCACHT.

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES
Default:
None Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the
last value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap,
but you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR.
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
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Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                                     Daily WEB Caching Overview

                                                                CA

-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=XAL1 WEBNAME=CA TOP SECRET DATE=04-04-24

 ---------------------------------------

 

                                            Plot of WPRREQR*HOUR.   Symbol used is 'R'.

                                            Plot of WPRCACHT*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'C'.
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                          CA MICS WEB WEBCSC 07DEC05 BASED ON Information Summarized by Hour Within Day

WEBCSD - Web Average Response Times

The Web Average Response Times Report uses measurements from the Performance File (WEBWPR) to display an
overall view of various average response times, at the detail timespan, over the date and/or time ranges you select. The
plot displays each web name based on the report summarization options you specify.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name
• WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name
• WEBGROUP - Web Group Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data Elements
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• WPRAVDNS - Avg DNS Lookup Response Time
• WPRAVSPL - Avg Service Plugins Response Time
• WPRAVCGI - Avg CGI Response Time
• WPRAVSSH - Avg SSL Handshake Response Time
• WPRAVPRX - Avg Proxy Response Time

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF).
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF).
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries.
4. Select WEBCSD, Catalog Group: PERFORM.
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel. Note that the timespan has been preset. (See Using MICF.)
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below. (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel.)

The result displays on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|-------------------------Web Average Response Times-------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSD - Web Average Response Times               |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Timespan ===> DETAIL                                                 |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   Web Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   Web Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   Web Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters must be specified for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.
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CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE
Default: Y

Y
Yes generates reports for each ZONE.

N
No does NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS.
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING.
Default: N

Y
Yes generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when MICS
Query and Reporting is installed. The elements available for CSV extract are WPRAVDNS, WPRAVSPL, WPRAVCGI,
WPRABSSH, and WPRAVPRX.

N
No does not generate a CSV file.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters need not be specified for the inquiry to execute.

DATE RANGES
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR
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Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                                 Detail WEB Average Response Times

                                                             CA
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-------------------------------------- ZONE=1 SYSID=P210 WEBNAME=16.0.0.0/5013 DATE=04-02-01

 ---------------------------------------

 

                                            Plot of WPRAVDNS*ENDTM.  Symbol used is 'D'.

                                            Plot of WPRAVSPL*ENDTM.  Symbol used is 'P'.

                                            Plot of WPRAVCGI*ENDTM.  Symbol used is 'C'.

                                            Plot of WPRAVSSH*ENDTM.  Symbol used is 'S'.

                                            Plot of WPRAVPRX*ENDTM.  Symbol used is 'X'.
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                      10:00         10:33         11:07         11:40         12:13         12:47        
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                                                                       ENDTM

 

 

                                  CA MICS WEB WEBCSD 06AUG05 BASED ON Detail Level Information

WEBCSE - WEB Method Utilization

The WEB Method Utilization Report uses measurements from the Access Method Summary File (WLGAMS) to display an
overall view of page hits categorized by request methods over the date and/or time ranges you select. Each plot displays
one separate request method based on the report summarization options you specify.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name
• WEBNAME - Web Server Long Name
• WEBGROUP - Web Group Name
• HOUR - Hour Of Day

Data Elements

• WLGREQME - Request Method (GET, POST, etc.)

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSE, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result displays on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|----------------------------WEB Method Utilization--------------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSE - WEB Method Utilization                   |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ____ (DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                              |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS of WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |
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|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WEB Short Names(WEBSNAME) ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____       |

|   WEB Name  ===> _____________________ _____________________         |

|                  _____________________ _____________________         |

|   WEB Group(WEBGROUP) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________       |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).
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GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when the
MICS Query and Reporting is installed. The elements available for CSV extract are AMSREQME and AMSTOTHT

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
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Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WEB SHORT NAMES (WEBSNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to six Web Short Names.
Each Web Short Name is a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSNAME values specified.

WEB NAME (WEBNAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Names.
Each Web Name is a 1-20 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBNAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBNAME values specified.

WEB GROUP (WEBGROUP)
Default: None
Specify up to four Web Groups.
Each Web Group is a 1-8 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBGROUPs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBGROUP values specified.

                                                    Daily WEB Method Utilization

                                                            CA
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WEBCSF - WAS Bytes Sent and Received

The WAS Bytes Sent and Received Report uses measurements from the WebSphere Server Activity (WEBSAF) file to
contrast the total bytes sent compared with the total bytes received over the date and/or time intervals you request.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:

Key Elements

• HOUR - Hour Of Day
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSRVNM - WAS Server Name
• WEBINAME - Web Server Instance Name

Data Elements

• SAFBYTES - Bytes Received by the Server
• SAFBYTER - Bytes Sent by the Server

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSF, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result will be displayed on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------------  WAS Bytes Sent and Received ----------------|
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| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSF - WAS Bytes Sent and Received              |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WAS Server Names(WEBSRVNM) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________|

|   WAS Server Instance                                                |

|              Name (WEBINAME) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________|

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report
The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required input file(s) must be
available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

PLOT BY HOUR
Default: Y
At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.
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N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods).
Zone reporting gives you the ability to display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when
MICS Query and Reporting is installed. Elements available for CSV extract are SAFBYTES and SAFBYTER.

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour
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nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WAS SERVER NAME (WEBSRVNM)
Default: None
Specify up to four WAS Server Names.
Each Server Name is a 1-8 character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSRVNM you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSRVNM values specified.

WAS SERVER INSTANCE NAME (WEBINAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four WAS Server Instance Names.
Each Instance Name is a 1-8 character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBINAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBINAME values specified.

                                                  Daily WAS Bytes Sent and Received

                                                             CA
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WEBCSG - WAS HTTP Sessions Statistics

The WAS HTTP Sessions Statistics uses data from the HTTP Session Manager Interval File (WEBHTP) to display the
Active Sessions Count, Invalidated Sessions Count, Finalized Sessions Count, and Total Live Sessions Count number
over the date and/or time ranges you select.

The following MICS Web Analyzer elements will be selected:
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Key Elements

• HOUR - Hour Of Day
• ZONE - Time Zone
• SYSID - System Identifier
• WEBSRVNM - WAS Server Name
• WEBINAME - Web Server Instance Name

Data Elements

• HTPASESS - Active Sessions Count
• HTPCSESS - Created Sessions Count
• HTPFSESS - Finalized Sessions Count
• HTPISESS - Invalidated Sessions Count
• HTPLSESS - Total Live Sessions Count

Note: The label associated to the field DATE will vary based on timespan used.

To produce the report, follow these steps:

1. Enter the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF)
2. Choose option 2, MICS Information Center Facility (MICF)
3. Choose option 2, Database Inquiries
4. Select WEBCSG, Catalog Group: PERFORM
5. Complete the MICF Execution panel
6. Complete the specification panel illustrated below (Descriptions of the fields follow the panel)

The result will be displayed on your terminal.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|------------------------ WAS HTTP Sessions Statistics ----------------|

| Command ===>                                                         |

|                                                                      |

| Composing Inquiry: WEBCSG - WAS HTTP Sessions Statistics             |

|                                                                      |

| Database ===> _________________________________________              |

| Cycle(s) ===> __ - __                                                |

| Time-span ===> ______ (DETAIL/DAYS/WEEKS/MONTHS)                     |

| Plot by hour if time-span is DAYS or WEEKS   ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate a plot for each value of Zone       ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate color graphic plots                 ===> _ (Y/N)            |

| Generate CSV Extract for Query and Reporting ===> _ (Y/N)            |

|                                                                      |

| Data Selection:                                                      |

|                     dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy   dd mmm yy    |

|   Date Ranges  ===> __ ___ __ - __ ___ __   __ ___ __ - __ ___ __    |

|   Hour         ===> __ - __    __ - __    __ - __                    |

|   Zone         ===> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                |

|   Sysid        ===> ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____                    |

|   WAS Server Names(WEBSRVNM) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________|

|   WAS Server Instance                                                |

|              Name (WEBINAME) ===> ________ ________ ________ ________|

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Parameter Specifications

Required Parameters

The following parameters require specification for the inquiry to execute.

DATABASE
Default: None
Specify up to six database unit IDs (the IDs of the MICS database units from which files are read). If MICS files exist in
only one database unit, this parameter is set automatically.
To display a selection list of valid database unit IDs, specify ? (question mark). Duplicates IDs are not allowed.

CYCLE(S)
Default: 01
This is the cycle or cycles of the specified timespan of the MICS files that are used as input to the analysis. Two data entry
fields are provided so you can specify a range of cycles. The fields can contain any numeric value between 0 and 99. If
you want only a single cycle (such as cycle 01), specify the selected cycle in the first entry field and leave the second field
blank. Leading zeros are not required and are inserted automatically if you supply a single-digit number (7 becomes 07). If
you specify a cycle range, you may specify it in either ascending or descending order (for example, 01-05 or 05-01).

TIMESPAN
Default: varies by report The timespan of the MICS database from which the primary input files are selected. Required
input file(s) must be available at the specified timespan. (e.g., DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS)

PLOT BY HOUR
Default: Y At the DAYS and WEEKS timespans, reports can be produced at an hourly, DAILY, or WEEKLY level.

Y
(Yes) to Report by HOUR. The data is summarized and displayed by hour and separate reports are produced for each day
or week.

N
(No) to NOT report by HOUR. The data is summarized by day or week and a single report listing all days or weeks is
produced.

GENERATE A PLOT FOR EACH VALUE OF ZONE
Default: Y

Y
(Yes) to generate reports for each ZONE.

N
(No) to NOT generate reports for each ZONE.

The nature and resource requirements of processing often change from one zone to another (for example, prime shift
online demands versus production batch requirements at non-prime shift periods). Zone reporting gives you the ability to
display separate reports for each observed zone.

GENERATE COLOR GRAPHIC PLOTS
Default: N

Y
(Yes) generates color graphic plots. SAS/GRAPH software is a prerequisite for color graphics.

N
(No) Standard SAS plots and graphs will be produced (non-color, line formats).

GENERATE CSV EXTRACT FOR QUERY AND REPORTING
Default: N

Y
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(Yes) generates an extract CSV file for subsequent use in MICS Query and Reporting. This option is only valid when
MICS Query and Reporting is installed. Elements available for CSV extract are SAFBYTES and SAFBYTER.

N
(No) CSV file not produced.

Optional Parameters

The following parameters do not require specification for the inquiry to execute, they are optional.

DATE RANGES.
Default: None
Specify up to two date ranges in DD MMM YY format. The first value in each date range is the starting date and the last
value is the ending date. The ending date must be higher than the starting date. The date ranges should not overlap, but
you can specify the higher range before the lower range. For example, a valid date range specification is:

date range 1
01 JAN 01 - 31 DEC 01

date range 2
01 JAN 99 - 31 DEC 99

An input observation is selected if its date value is greater than or equal to the starting date and is less than or equal to
the ending date of any specified date range.

HOUR
Default: None
Specify up to hour ranges of the form mm - nn, where mm and nn are two digit numbers between 00 and 23, inclusive.

mm
range starting hour

nn
range ending hour

The ending hour must be higher than the starting hour.
The hour ranges should not overlap, but you can specify the higher range before the lower range.
For example, a valid hour range specification is:

18-23 09-17 02-04

An input observation is selected if its hour value is greater than or equal to the starting hour and less than or equal to the
ending hour of any specified hour range.

ZONE
Default: None
Specify up to six ZONE values.
Each ZONE a 1 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using ZONEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those ZONE values specified.

SYSID
Default: None
Specify up to six SYSIDs.
Each SYSID a 1-4 byte character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using SYSIDs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those SYSID values specified.

WAS SERVER NAME (WEBSRVNM)
Default: None
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Specify up to four WAS Server Names.
Each Server Name is a 1-8 character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBSRVNM you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBSRVNM values specified.

WAS SERVER INSTANCE NAME (WEBINAME)
Default: None
Specify up to four WAS Server Instance Names.
Each Instance Name is a 1-8 character field.
Duplicates are not allowed.
Using WEBINAMEs you can restrict the inquiry analysis to only those WEBINAME values specified.

                                                   Daily WAS Http Sessions Statistics

                                                               CA
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WEB Files
The MICS Web Analyzer divides its data logically into the WebSphere Information Area (WEB) and the HTTP Log Files
Information Area (WLG).

Overview

The WEB Information Area consists of the following files:

• HTTP Server Configuration File (WEBWCF)
• HTTP Server Performance File (WEBWPR)
• HTTP Server Performance Suspend File (_WPWPR)
• WAS Server Activity File (WEBSAF)
• WAS Server Interval File (WEBSIF)
• J2EE Method Interval File (WEBMIJ)
• HTTP Session Manager Interval File (WEBHTP)
• WebContainer Servlet Interval File (WEBSRV)
• JVM Heap Interval File (WEBHPI)
• Web Request Activity File (WEBWRA)
• WRA CPU Delta Suspend File (WEBWRS)
• Web CPU Usage Breakdown File (WEBWCB)
• Web User Data File (WEBWUD)
• Web Asynch Activity File (WEBWAA)

The WLG Information Area consists of the following files:

• Server Access Log File (WLGSAL)
• Agent Log File (WLGAGL)
• Referer Log File (WLGRFL)
• Error Messages Log File (WLGERL)
• WLE Configuration File (WLGCFG)
• Access Method Summary File (WLGAMS)
• Access Path Summary File (WLGAPS)
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The files and data elements that comprise the WEB and WLG information areas are described in Files.

The following chart Performance & Log Files Information Area Structure illustrates the data sources and files of the MICS
Web Analyzer's Web Information Area and the Log Files Information Area.

lists the product's files and the timespans that are activated for each file. The table identifies the individual database files
and categorizes them by the information area to which they belong. For each file in an information area, the following data
is provided:

• XDWMYT - This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is
supported. A period (.) indicates that the file is not supported. The timespans indicated by XDWMYT are as follows:
– X - DETAIL
– D - DAYS
– W - WEEKS
– M - MONTHS
– Y - YEARS
– T - TABLES AREA

• File - The name used to access this file.
• File Name - The descriptive label for the file.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

Performance & Log Files Information Area Structure

 +----------+ +-----------+ +-------------+ +------------+ +-------------+ +--------------+ +-----------+

 +-----------+

 |WebSphere | | WebSphere | | WebSphere   | | WebSphere  | | WebSphere   | |  WebSphere   | | WebSphere | |

 WebSphere |

 |  Proxy   | |  Access   | | FRCA Access | |   Error    | | FRCA Proxy  | |Server Config | |  Agent    | | 

 Referer  |

 |Log Record| |Log Record | | Log Record  | | Log Record | | Log Record  | |   Record     | |  Record   | | 

 Record   |

 +-----+----+ +-----+-----+ +------+------+ +------+-----+ +-------+-----+ +------+-------+ +-----+-----+

 +-----+-----+

       |            |              |               |               |              |               |          

   |

       +------------+--------------+---------------+--------+------+--------------+---------------

+-------------+

                                                            |                                                

    +---------------+

                                                      +-----+-----+                                          

    |    WAS        |

                                                      |  Web Log  |                                          

    |  Web Request  |

                                                      | Extractor |                                          

    |Activity Record|

                                                      |  Utility  |                                          

    |  SMF Type 120 |

                                                      +-----+-----+                                          

    |    Subtype 9  |

 INPUT                                                      |                                                

    +--------+------+
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 DATA    +-------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----+-------+ +---------------+ +--------------+

 +--------------+ |

 SOURCES |  WebSphere  | |  WebSphere | | WebSphere | |  Web Log    | |  WAS Server   | |  WAS Java    | |  

 WAS        | |

         |Configuration| |Performance | |Performance| |  Extractor  | |Activity/Intrvl| | Container    | |

 WebContainer | |

         |   Record    | |   Record   | |  Suspend  | |   Record    | |    Record     | |Intrval Record| |

Intrval Record| |

         |SMF Type 103 | |SMF Type 103| |  Record   | +------+------+ | SMF Type 120  | |SMF Type 120  | | SMF

 Type 120 | |

         | Subtype 1   | | Subtype 2  | +------+----+        |        |   Subtype 1,3 | |  Subtype 6   | |  

 Subtype 8  | |

         +-------+-----+ +-------+----+        |             |        +-------+-------+ +------+-------+

 +-------+------+ |

                  |              |             |             |                |                 |            

     |       |

                  +--------------+-------------+------+------+----------------+-----------------

+-----------------+-------+

                                                      |

 PRODUCT                                   +----------+------------+

 PROCESSING                                |     CA MICS WEB       |

                                           |       Analyzer        |

                                           +----------+------------+

                                                      |

          +----------------+----------------+---------|----------+-----------------+---------------+

          |                |                |         |          |                 |               |

   +------+-------+   +----+-------+  +-----+------+  |  +-------+-------+  +------+------+  +------+------+

   | Server Access|   |  Agent     |  |  Referer   |  |  | Error Messages|  |     WLE     |  |Access Method|

   |  Log (WLGSAL)|   |Log (WLGAGL)|  |Log (WLGAGL)|  |  | Log (WLGERL)  |  |Configuration|  |  Summary    |

   |    File      |   |  File      |  |   File     |  |  |   File        |  |  (WLGCFG)   |  |  (WLGAMS)   |

   +--------------+   +------------+  +------------+  |  +---------------+  |    File     |  |   File      |

                                                      |                     +-------------+  +-------------+

 PRODUCT                                              |

 FILES  +----------------+---------------+------------+--+--------+------+------------+------------

+--------------+

        |                |               |               |               |            |            |         

     |

  +-----+-------+ +------+------+ +------+---------+     |          +----+-----+ +----+-----+ +----+------+

 +-----+------+

  | HTTP Server | |HTTP Server  | |HTTP Server Per-|     |          |WAS Server| |WAS Server| |J2EE Method| |

WebContainer|

  |Configuration| |Performance  | |formance Suspend|     |          | Activity | | Interval | | Interval  | |

Servlet Intv|

  |(WEBWCF) File| |(WEBWPR) File| |(_WPWPR) File   |     |          | (WEBSAF) | | (WEBSIF) | | (WEBMIJ)  | |

 (WEBSRV)   |

  +-------------+ +-------------+ +----------------+     |          |   File   | |   File   | |   File    | |

   File     |

                                                         |          +----+-----+ +----------+ +-----------+

 +-----+------+

         +---------------+---------------+---------------+                            |                      

     |

         |               |               |               |                       +----+-----+              

 +-----+------+
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  +-------------+ +-------------+ +-------------+ +-------------+                | JVM Heap |               |

HTTP Session|

  |WEB Request  | |WRA CPU Delta| |WEB CPU Usage| |WEB User     |                | Interval |               |

Manager Intv|

  |Activity     | |Suspend      | |Breakdown    | |Data         |                | (WEBHPI) |               |

 (WEBHTP)   |

  |(WEBWRA) File| |(WEBWRS) File| |(WEBWCB) File| |(WEBWUD) File|                |   File   |               |

   File     |

  +-------------+ +-------------+ +-------------+ +-------------+                +----------+              

 +------------+

 

The following table describes the files supported by the MICS Web Analyzer and their data sources.

Supported Files and Their Data Sources

         +---------+-------------------+---------------------------------------------

+--------------------------------+

         |  File   |    File Name      |               Description                   |            Derivation 

         |

         +---------+-------------------+---------------------------------------------

+--------------------------------+

         | WEBWCF  |   HTTP            |  HTTP Configuration File                    |  Type 103 (Subtype 1) 

         |

         |         |   Configuration   |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBWPR  |   WebSphere       |  HTTP Performance File                      |  Type 103 (Subtype 2) 

         |

         |         |   Performance     |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEB_WP  |   WebSphere       |  HTTP Performance Suspend File              |  Type 103 (Subtype 2) 

         |

         |         |   Suspend         |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBSAF  |   WebSphere Server|  WAS Server Activity File                   |  Type 120 (Subtype 1) 

         |

         |         |   Activity        |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBSIF  |   WebSphere Server|  WAS Server Interval File                   |  Type 120 (Subtype 3) 

         |

         |         |   Interval        |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBMIJ  |   J2EE Method     |  J2EE Method Interval File                  |  Type 120 (Subtype 1) 

         |
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         |         |   Interval        |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBHTP  |   HTTP Session    |  HTTP Session Manager Interval              |  Type 120 (Subtype 1) 

         |

         |         |   Manager Interval|  File                                       |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBSRV  |   WebContainer    |  WebContainer Servlet Interval              |  Type 120 (Subtype 1) 

         |

         |         |   Servlet Interval|  File                                       |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBHPI  |   Heap Interval   |  JVM Heap Interval File                     |  Type 120 (Subtype 3) 

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBWRA  |   Web Request     |  Web Request Activity File                  |  Type 120 (Subtype 9) 

         |

         |         |   Activity        |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBWCB  |   Web CPU Usage   |  Web CPU Usage Breakdown File               |  Type 120 (Subtype 9) 

         |

         |         |   Breakdown       |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBWUD  |   Web User Data   |  Web User Data File                         |  Type 120 (Subtype 9) 

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WEBWAA  |   Web Asynch      |  Web Asynch Activity File                   |  Type 120 (Subtype 9) 

         |

         |         |   Activity        |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGSAL  |   Server Access   |  HTTP Server Access Log File                |  WLE Utility Record   

         |

         |         |   Log             |                                             |    (Subtype 1-4)      

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGAGL  |   Agent Log       |  HTTP Agent Log File                        |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 5)|

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |
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         | WLGRFL  |   Referer Log     |  HTTP Referer Log File                      |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 6)|

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGERL  |   Error Log       |  HTTP Error Messages Log File               |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 7)|

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGCFG  |   WLE             |  WLE Configuration File                     |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 9)|

         |         |   Configuration   |                                             |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGAMS  |   Access Method   |  HTTP Access Method Summary                 |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 1)|

         |         |   Summary         |  File                                       |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         | WLGAPS  |   Access Path     |  HTTP Access Path Summary                   |  WLE Utility Record

 (Subtype 1)|

         |         |   Summary         |  File                                       |                       

         |

         |         |                   |                                             |                       

         |

         +---------+-------------------+---------------------------------------------

+--------------------------------+

This chapter presents the MICS Web Analyzer data files as they are seen in the online database structure. The files may
also be located offline in either audit or history archive files. The PIOM and the Database Structure and Content Guide
discuss these other structures.

This chapter is divided into the following sections:

• Data Element Naming Conventions
• Web Information Area (WEB) Files
• Web Log Information Area (WLG) Files

WEB Data Element Naming Conventions
The following Information Areas and Files table lists the product's files and the timespans that are activated for each file.
The table identifies the individual database files and categorizes them by the information area to which they belong. For
each file in an information area, the following data is provided:

XDWMYT
This entry defines the timespans in which the file is supported. A nonblank indicates that the file is supported. A period (.)
indicates that the file is not supported. The timespans indicated by XDWMYT are as follows:

X
DETAIL

D
DAYS

W
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WEEKS

M
MONTHS

Y
YEARS

T
TABLES AREA

File
The name used to access this file.

File Name
The descriptive label for the file.

Note: The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each data center when MICS is installed. Therefore, this
table has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your data center.

Information Areas and Files

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | WEB                                    | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Thu, Feb 14, 2013 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | X.....  WEB_WP  HTTP SERVER PERFORMANCE SUSPEND FILE      |

 | XDWM..  WEBHPI  JVM HEAP INTERVAL FILE                    |

 | XDWMY.  WEBHTP  HTTP SESSION MANAGER INTERVAL FILE        |

 | XDWMY.  WEBMIJ  J2EE METHOD INTERVAL FILE                 |

 | XDWMY.  WEBSAF  WAS SERVER ACTIVITY FILE                  |

 | XDWMY.  WEBSIF  WAS SERVER INTERVAL FILE                  |

 | XDWMY.  WEBSRV  WEBCONTAINER SERVLET INTERVAL FILE        |

 | XDWMY.  WEBWAA  WEB ASYNCH ACTIVITY FILE                  |

 | X.....  WEBWCB  WEB CPU USAGE BREAKDOWN FILE              |

 | X.....  WEBWCF  HTTP SERVER CONFIGURATION FILE            |

 | XDWMY.  WEBWPR  HTTP SERVER PERFORMANCE FILE              |

 | XDWMY.  WEBWRA  WEB REQUEST ACTIVITY FILE                 |

 | X.....  WEBWRS  WRA CPU DELTA SUSPEND FILE                |

 | X.....  WEBWUD  WEB USER DATA FILE                        |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 | WEB Log Files                          | Date Generated:  |

 | Information Area                       |Thu, Feb 14, 2013 |

 +----------------------------------------+------------------+

 |                                                           |

 | XDWMYT  File    File Name                                 |

 |                                                           |

 | .DWM..  WLGAGL  HTTP AGENT LOG FILE                       |

 | .DWMY.  WLGAMS  HTTP ACCESS METHOD SUMMARY FILE           |

 | .DWMY.  WLGAPS  HTTP ACCESS PATH SUMMARY FILE             |

 | X.....  WLGCFG  WLE CONFIGURATION FILE                    |

 | XDWMY.  WLGERL  HTTP ERROR MESSAGES LOG FILE              |

 | .DWM..  WLGRFL  HTTP REFERER LOG FILE                     |
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 | XDWMY.  WLGSAL  HTTP ACCESS LOG FILE                      |

 |                                                           |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------+

MICS data elements follow naming conventions that depend on whether they are standard or common data elements.
Standard data elements use the first three characters of their names to identify the file in which they are defined. The
following charts list the three-character prefixes with which the standard data element names begin and the files in which
they are contained.

WEB Information Area (WEB)

+---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

 | File Name                             |  File  | Names Begin With |

 +---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

 |                                       |        |                  |

 | HTTP Server Configuration File        | WEBWCF |  WCF             |

 | HTTP Server Performance File          | WEBWPR |  WPR             |

 | HTTP Server Performance Suspend File  | WEB_WP |  _WP *           |

 | WAS Server Activity File              | WEBSAF |  SAF             |

 | WAS Server Interval File              | WEBSIF |  SIF             |

 | J2EE Method Interval File             | WEBMIJ |  MIJ             |

 | HTTP Session Manager Interval File    | WEBHTP |  HTP             |

 | WebContainer Servlet Interval File    | WEBSRV |  SRV             |

 | JVM Heap Interval File                | WEBHPI |  HPI             |

 | Web Request Activity File             | WEBWRA |  WRA             |

 | WRA CPU Delta Suspend File            | WEBWRS |  WRS *           |

 | Web CPU Usage Breakdown File          | WEBWCB |  WCB             |

 | Web User Data File                    | WEBWUD |  WUD             |

 | Web Asynch Activity File              | WEBWAA |  WAA             |

 +---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

WLG Files Information Area (WLG)

+---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

 | File Name                             |  File  | Names Begin With |

 +---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

 |                                       |        |                  |

 | HTTP Access Log File                  | WLGSAL |  SAL             |

 | HTTP Agent Log File                   | WLGAGL |  AGL             |

 | HTTP Referer Log File                 | WLGRFL |  RFL             |

 | HTTP Error Messages Log File          | WLGERL |  ERL             |

 | WLE Configuration File                | WLGCFG |  CFG             |

 | HTTP Access Method Summary File       | WLGAMS |  AMS             |

 | HTTP Access Path Summary File         | WLGAPS |  APS             |

 +---------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

*Note: The "suspend" file (denoted with the asterisk) is used to provide continuity of data from one DAILY execution to the
next. These files generally contain the same three letter prefix as the xxx file they are associated with.

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. You will find common data elements listed under Sequence/Summary
Data Elements and Common Data Elements in the Data Elements List sections that follow.
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WEB Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the WEB Information Area and defines its levels of summarization and data sequencing.
Also, it presents the list of available data elements for each file.

 

WEBWCF - HTTP Server Configuration File

The HTTP Server Configuration (WEBWCF) File is derived from the SMF type 103 subtype 1 record. The information in
the SMF configuration record data segment is taken from the HTTPD.CONF server configuration file. The configuration
record is written each time the IBM WebSphere server is restarted and fully initialized.

The WEBWCF file exists as a single cycle only at the DETAIL timespan, where it contains one record for each SMF
configuration record. The WEBWCF is known as a 'spin' file, unlike most other files there is only one DETAIL cycle (01).

This single file contains observations representing the last 'nn' SMF type 103 subtype 1 configuration records,
where 'nn' defaults to seven (7). You can specify a different value for 'nn' using the "WCFLIMIT nn" parameter in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS). For more information about the WCFLIMIT parameter, see Web Processing Options
(WEBOPS).

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

WEBWCF Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.
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GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 X.....E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 X.....E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 X.....E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 X.....E  WEBSRVRT - Directory for Server Root

 X.....E  WEBSRVVR - Server Version

 X.....E  WEBSTYPE - Web Server Type

 X.....E  WEBSYSNM - System Name

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Retained Data Elements

 X.....E  WCFACL   - ACL Settings

 X.....E  WCFCACFL - Cache Flag

 X.....E  WCFCACL1 - Cache Limit 1 (Kbytes)

 X.....E  WCFCACL2 - Cache Limit 2 (Kbytes)

 X.....E  WCFCALTO - Cache Lock Timeout

 X.....E  WCFCAMTM - Cache Time Margin

 X.....E  WCFCONFL - Cache Connect Flag

 X.....E  WCFDIRAC - Directory Access Flag

 X.....E  WCFDNSFL - DNS Lookup Flag

 X.....E  WCFGCFL  - Garbage Collection Flag

 X.....E  WCFGCINT - Garbage Collection Interval (long)

 X.....E  WCFGCMEM - Garbage Collection Memory Use

 X.....E  WCFGMTFL - GMT Flag

 X.....E  WCFIDLTO - Timeout for Idle Threads

 X.....E  WCFINTO  - Input Timeout

 X.....E  WCFKEXFL - Keep Expired Flag

 X.....E  WCFMETFL - Meta File Flag

 X.....E  WCFMNTRD - Min Number of Threads

 X.....E  WCFMODFL - Normal Mode Flag

 X.....E  WCFMXCBF - Max Size of Content Buffer

 X.....E  WCFMXFCA - Max File to Cache
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 X.....E  WCFMXKCA - Max k Cache

 X.....E  WCFMXTRD - Max Number of Threads

 X.....E  WCFOUTTO - Output Timeout

 X.....E  WCFPXYFL - Proxy Flag

 X.....E  WCFSCRTO - Script Timeout

 X.....E  WCFSECPT - Security Port

 X.....E  WCFSECTP - Security Type

 X.....E  WCFSIHFL - Server Imbeds HTML Flag

Usage Considerations

As documented in the WebSphere Application Server for OS/390 HTTP Server Guide, the subtype 01 record is generated
only at the server start-up time.

The WEBWCF file is only available at the DETAIL time-span. An SMF type 103 subtype 01 record is generated only at
WebSphere server initialization, so there might be multiple records for a specific server for a particular day, if that server is
restarted multiple times on that date. Conversely, if a server is up for a long duration without restarting, there will be long
time-spans between WEBWCF observations for that server. This file contains the configuration information, defined in the
HTTPD.CONF file, which does not lend itself to summarization at higher time-spans.

By default, the file contains the most recent seven observations for each web server. The observation count for web
server is controlled with the "WCFLIMIT nn" parameter value specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS). For more
information about the WCFLIMIT parameter, see Web Processing Options (WEBOPS).

The WEBWCF file contains the HTTP Server Configuration Directive values contained in the SMF type 103 subtype
1 record. Configuration directive values not contained in the WEBWCF file might be found in the WebSphere server's
HTTPD.CONF file.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWCF retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the web server working directory name and the end time stamp to see when and how many
times the working directory name changed.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBWCF01;

     ID WEBIP WEBPORT;

     VAR ENDTS WEBSRVRT;

WEBWPR - HTTP Server Performance File

The HTTP Server Performance (WEBWPR) File contains WebSphere HTTP server performance data. This file is derived
from the SMF type 103 record (subtype 2). The performance data in the SMF performance record data segment is
provided by the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) MIB (Management Information Block). The data is
accumulated continuously and written at intervals defined in the HTTP.CONF file by the SMFRecordingInterval directive.
For more information, see SMF Type Record.

The HTTP performance data, along with the HTTP Server Configuration data, help you to monitor the health, throughput,
and activity of your Web Server.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.
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The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

WEBWPR Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 XDWMY.E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number
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 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 XDWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVVR - Server Version

 XDWMY.E  WEBSTYPE - Web Server Type

 XDWMY.E  WEBSYSNM - System Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  WPRAVCGI - Avg CGI Response Time

 X.....E  WPRAVDNS - Avg DNS Lookup Response Time

 X.....E  WPRAVPRX - Avg Proxy Response Time

 X.....E  WPRAVSPL - Avg Service Plugins Response Time

 X.....E  WPRAVSSH - Avg SSL Handshake Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRVRRL  - Server Version/Release Number

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  WPRAPICT - GWAPI Requests

 XDWMY.E  WPRBCAC  - Bytes Read from Cache

 XDWMY.E  WPRBYTR  - Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRBYTS  - Bytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRCACFC - Cached Files

 XDWMY.E  WPRCACHT - Cache Hits

 XDWMY.E  WPRCACRM - Bytes of Cache Ram in Use

 XDWMY.E  WPRCGICT - CGI Requests

 XDWMY.E  WPRCONN  - Connection Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRERRCT - Total Error Responses

 XDWMY.E  WPRGETCT - GET Requests

 XDWMY.E  WPRHEDCT - HEAD Requests

 XDWMY.E  WPRKBCAC - KBytes Read from Cache

 XDWMY.E  WPRKBR   - Kilobytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRKBS   - Kilobytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRL200R - Error Level 200 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRL300R - Error Level 300 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRL400R - Error Level 400 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRL500R - Error Level 500 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRMBR   - Megabytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRMBS   - Megabytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRREQDC - Requests Discarded

 XDWMY.E  WPRREQER - Request Errors Received
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 XDWMY.E  WPRREQR  - Requests Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRRSPD  - Responses Discarded

 XDWMY.E  WPRRSPS  - Responses Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRTIMOT - Timeouts

 XDWMY.E  WPRTRDCT - Threads Used

 XDWMY.E  WPRUBYTR - Unknown Type Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPR200CT - Error200 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR302CT - Error302 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR401CT - Error401 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR403CT - Error403 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR404CT - Error404 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR407CT - Error407 Response Count

 XDWMY.E  WPR500CT - Error500 Response Count

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNBRS - Min Bytes Received Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNBSS - Min Bytes Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNBYR - Min Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNBYS - Min Bytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNCGI - Min CGI Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNCON - Min Connection Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNDNS - Min DNS Lookup Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNPRX - Min Proxy Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNRR  - Min Request Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNRRS - Min Request Received Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNRS  - Min Response Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNRSS - Min Response Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNSPL - Min Service Plugins Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNSSH - Min SSL Handshake Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMNTRU - Min Threads Used

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXBRS - Max Bytes Received Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXBSS - Max Bytes Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXBYR - Max Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXBYS - Max Bytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXCGI - Max CGI Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXCON - Max Connection Count

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXDNS - Max DNS Lookup Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXPRX - Max Proxy Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXRR  - Max Requests Received

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXRRS - Max Request Received Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXRS  - Max Responses Sent

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXRSS - Max Response Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXSPL - Max Service Plugins Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXSSH - Max SSL Handshake Response Time

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXTRD - Max Threads Defined

 XDWMY.E  WPRMXTRU - Max Threads Used

 

Derived Data Elements
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 XDWMY.E  WPRAVBCH - Average Bytes Per Cache Hit

 .DWMY.E  WPRAVCON - Avg No. of Connections

 XDWMY.E  WPRBYRPS - Average Bytes Received Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRBYSPS - Average Bytes Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRCACPS - Average Cache Hit Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRPCCAH - Percent CACHE Hits

 XDWMY.E  WPRRPSPS - Average Responses Sent Rate

 XDWMY.E  WPRRQRPS - Average Requests Received Rate

Usage Considerations

The WEBWPR file is derived from the SMF type 103 subtype 02 record. Provided that the logging queue is full, the
records for subtype 2 are written at the defined SMF interval. A low activity level on the server results in:

• The logging queue filling more slowly
• The SMF records are written less frequently than the interval specified.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWPR retrieval example.

• Print yesterdays error counts for errors 302, 401, 403, 404, 407, and 500 by hour for each server.

PROC SORT DATA=&PWEBD..WEBWPR01 OUT=DAYSWPR;

 BY WEBNAME HOUR;

 

PROC PRINT DATA=DAYSWPR LABEL;

 BY WEBNAME HOUR;

 ID WEBNAME HOUR;

 VAR WPR302CT WPR401CT WPR403CT WPR404CT WPR407CT WPR500CT;

RUN;

• Produce a report showing hourly hits and bytes sent for each server.

PROC SORT DATA=&PWEBD..WEBWPR01 OUT=DAYSWPR;

 BY WEBNAME HOUR;

 

PROC PRINT DATA=DAYSWPR LABEL;

 BY WEBNAME HOUR;

 ID WEBNAME HOUR;

 VAR WPRREQR WPRBYTS;

RUN;

WEB_WP - HTTP Server Performance Suspend File

The WEB_WP Suspend File maintains information from the last SMF type 103 subtype 2 interval record for each
WebSphere server. Because SMF type 103 subtype 2 interval records contain cumulative, rather than true interval, field
values, MICS must compare the previous interval record values with current interval record values in order to compute
true interval metrics.

The WEB_WP suspend file records are used to maintain continuity between successive executions of the MICS Web
Analyzer daily update runs. This allows MICS to always provide true interval metrics in each WebSphere Performance
(WEBWPR) file record.
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The WEB_WP File is a permanent file of the MICS Web Analyzer. It is strictly for internal use and exists only at the
DETAIL timespan.

FILENAME = WEB_WP01

WEBSAF - WAS Server Activity File

The WAS Server Activity (WEBSAF) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 1 records. The server activity record
is written each time an activity occurs in J2EE (Java II Enterprise Edition) servant (server region). It contains information
about the communication between the client and the servant. There can be one or more communication sections in each
server activity record. The values for bytes received and bytes sent represent total values summed for all communication
sections before an observation is written to the file.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

WEBSAF Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBSRVNM |

|         |WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBSRVNM |

|         |WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBSRVNM |

|         |WEBINAME  YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBSRVNM |

|         |WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBSRVNM |

|         |WEBINAME  YEAR      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT1  - DIVISION

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT2  - DEPARTMENT

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT3  - SERVER APPLICATION

 XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 X.....E  WEBIDENT - Identity of the Activity

 XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SAFATYPE - Type of Activity

 XDWMY.E  SAFCRED  - User Credentials Activity Ran Under

 XDWMY.E  SAFREGN1 - Server Instance Region 1

 XDWMY.E  SAFREGN2 - Server Instance Region 2

 XDWMY.E  SAFREGN3 - Server Instance Region 3

 XDWMY.E  SAFREGN4 - Server Instance Region 4

 XDWMY.E  SAFREGN5 - Server Instance Region 5

 X.....E  SAFSADDR - Communication Session Address

 X.....E  SAFSHNDL - Communication Session Handle

 X.....E  SAFSOPTM - Communication Session Optimization
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 X.....E  SAFWASTY - WebSphere Server Type

 X.....E  SAFWLMET - WLM Enclave Token

 

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SAFBYTER - Bytes Received by the Server

 XDWMY.E  SAFBYTES - Bytes Sent by the Server

 XDWMY.E  SAFCMCNT - Communication Session Count

 XDWMY.E  SAFCOST  - Processing Charges

 XDWMY.E  SAFENCTM - WLM Enclave: Total CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SAFEXCTM - Server Activity Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  SAFGTCNT - Global Transactions in Region Count

 XDWMY.E  SAFIMCNT - Input Methods Count

 XDWMY.E  SAFLTCNT - Local Transactions in Region Count

 XDWMY.E  SAFRGCNT - Server Regions for this Activity Count

 

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVBYR - Avg Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVBYS - Avg Bytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVKBR - Avg Bytes Received (Kbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVKBS - Avg Bytes Sent (Kbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVMBR - Avg Bytes Received (Mbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFAVMBS - Avg Bytes Sent (Mbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFBYTET - Total Bytes Transferred

 XDWMY.E  SAFBYTTR - Bytes Transferred Rate

 XDWMY.E  SAFKBYTR - Bytes Received (Kbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFKBYTS - Bytes Sent (Kbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFKBYTT - Total Bytes Transferred (Kilobytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFMBYTR - Bytes Received (Mbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFMBYTS - Bytes Sent (Mbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFMBYTT - Total Bytes Transferred (Megabytes)

 XDWMY.E  SAFPCBYR - Percent Bytes Received

 XDWMY.E  SAFPCBYS - Percent Bytes Sent

 XDWMY.E  SAFPCGT  - Percent Global Transaction

 XDWMY.E  SAFPCLT  - Percent Local Transaction

 XDWMY.E  SAFTTCNT - Total Transaction Count

Usage Considerations

The WEBSAF file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 01 records. Each record contains a server record and one or
more communication records. Each observation in this file contains complete detail for every communication record.
Multiple communication records in one subtype 01 record will result in multiple observations in this file. When interpreting
elements, SAFIMCNT, SAFGTCNT, SAFLTCNT, and SAFEXCTM, keep in mind that these values are repeating for
different communication handles. These elements contain values that are aggregate of the work that ran inside the server
instance.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBSAF retrieval example.
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Produce a report showing the web server working directory name and the end time stamp to see when and how many
times the working directory name changed.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBSAF01;

     ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME;

     VAR SAFIMCNT SAFGTCNT SAFLTCNT SAFBYTER SAFBYTES;

WEBSIF - WAS Server Interval File

The WAS Server Interval File (WEBSIF) is derived from the SMF type 120 subtype 3 records. The server interval record
is written at the installation-specified interval. The purpose of this record is to record the activity that is running inside a
WebSphere Application Server. It contains aggregate information about each activity that ran inside the server instance
during the interval.

If a server has more than one server instance, then a record for each server instance is written and the records must be
merged to get a complete picture of the work that ran inside the server.

File Organization

The following granularitu chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WEBSIF Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SIFWASTY - WebSphere Server Type

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SIFABYTR - Bytes Rcvd From All Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFABYTS - Bytes Sent to All Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFCSACT - Communications Session Active Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFCSEXS - Communications Session Existed Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFENCTM - WLM Enclave: Total CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SIFGTCNT - Global Transaction Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFHBYTR - Bytes Received From HTTP Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFHBYTS - Bytes Sent to HTTP Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFHSAA  - HTTP Comm. Sessions Active Count
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 XDWMY.E  SIFHSEXS - HTTP Session Existed Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFLBYTR - Bytes Rcvd From Local Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFLBYTS - Bytes Sent to Local Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFLCSAA - Local Comm. Session Active Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFLCSEX - Local Comm. Session Existed Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFLTCNT - Local Transaction Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFRBYTR - Bytes Rcvd From Remote Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFRBYTS - Bytes Sent to Remote Attached Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFRCSAA - Remote Comm. Session Active Count

 XDWMY.E  SIFRCSEX - Remote Comm. Session Existed Count

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SIFBYTET - Tot Bytes Transferred - All Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFBYTTR - Bytes Transferred Rate

 XDWMY.E  SIFKBYTT - Tot Bytes Transferred - All (Kbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SIFMBYTT - Tot Bytes Transferred - All (Mbytes)

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCGTC - Percent Global Transaction

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCLBR - Percent Bytes Rcvd from Local Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCLBS - Percent Bytes Sent to Local Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCLSA - Percent Local Comm. Session Active

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCLSE - Percent Local Comm. Session Existed

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCLTC - Percent Local Transaction

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCRBR - Percent Bytes Rcvd from Remote Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCRBS - Percent Bytes Sent to Remote Clients

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCRSA - Percent Remote Comm. Session Active

 XDWMY.E  SIFPCRSE - Percent Remote Comm. Session Existed

 XDWMY.E  SIFTTCNT - Total Transaction Count

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see WAS Server Interval File (WEBSIF).

Usage Considerations

This WEBSIF file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 03 records. Each record contains activity that is running inside
the WebSphere for z/OS application server. Each observation in this file is produced from one subtype 03 record. The
observation represents data created at regular intervals and contains information that is an aggregate of the work that ran
inside the server instance during the interval.

A single observation is present for each server instance that has interval recording active during the interval. If a server
has multiple server instances, then an observation for each server instance will be present in the file. The observations
from these multiple instances must be merged to get a complete view of the work that ran inside the server.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBSIF retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the web server and its instances and the count of local and global transactions along with bytes
sent and bytes received by all attached clients.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBSIF01;

     ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME;

     VAR SIFGTCNT SIFLTCNT SIFABYTR SIFABYTS;
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WEBMIJ - J2EE Method Interval File

The J2EE Method Interval File (WEBMIJ) is derived from the SMF type 120 subtype 6 records. The J2EE Container
Interval record is written at the installation-specified interval. It contains aggregate information about each activity that ran
inside a Java (J2EE) container during the interval.

If a server has more than one server instance, then a record for the container will exist for each server instance. To get
a complete view of the work running in the Java container during the interval, you must merge records from all server
instances.

This file is populated with the SAS releases that support $UCS2Xw informat. No observation will be saved when running
with an unsupported SAS release.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WEBMIJ Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  MIJCONT   MIJBEAN  |

|         |MIJBTYPE  MIJMETH   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  MIJCONT   MIJBEAN  |

|         |MIJBTYPE  MIJMETH   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  MIJCONT   MIJBEAN  |

|         |MIJBTYPE  MIJMETH   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

|         |HOUR                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  MIJCONT   MIJBEAN  |

|         |MIJBTYPE  MIJMETH   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  MIJCONT   MIJBEAN  |

|         |MIJBTYPE  MIJMETH   YEAR      ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.
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Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWMY.E  MIJBEAN  - Bean Name

 XDWMY.E  MIJBTYPE - Bean Type

 XDWMY.E  MIJCONT  - Container Name

 XDWMY.E  MIJMETH  - Method Name

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  MIJBMTP  - Bean Method Transaction Policy

 X.....E  MIJBRENT - Bean Reentrance Policy

 X.....E  MIJEJBRA - ejbRoles Associated With Method

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  MIJEJBAI - ejbActivate: Invocation Count

 XDWMY.E  MIJEJBLI - ejbLoad: Invocation Count

 XDWMY.E  MIJEJBPI - ejbPassive: Invocation Count

 XDWMY.E  MIJEJBSI - ejbStore: Invocation Count
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 XDWMY.E  MIJMICNT - Times Method Invoked in Activity

 XDWMY.E  MIJTOCPU - Total CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJTOJBA - ejbActivate: Total Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJTOJBL - ejbLoad: Total Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJTOJBP - ejbPassive: Total Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJTOJBS - ejbStore: Total Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJTORTM - Total Response Time

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  MIJMNCPU - Min CPU Time

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXCPU - Max CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXJBA - ejbActivate: Max Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXJBL - ejbLoad: Max Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXJBP - ejbPassive: Max Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXJBS - ejbStore: Max Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJMXRTM - Max Response Time

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVCPU - Avg CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVJBA - ejbActivate: Avg Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVJBL - ejbLoad: Avg Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVJBP - ejbPassive: Avg Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVJBS - ejbStore: Avg Execution Time

 XDWMY.E  MIJAVRTM - Avg Response Time

Usage Considerations

The WEBMIJ file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 6 records. Each record contains activity that is running inside the
WebSphere for z/OS application server's J2EE container. Multiple observations in this file are produced from one subtype
6 record. There can be one or more observations within a bean, within a container, which contain information that is an
aggregate of the work that ran inside the server instance during the interval.

Many observations may be present for each server instance that has interval recording active during the interval. If a
server has multiple server instances, then many observations for each server instance may be present in the file. The
observations from these multiple instances must be merged to obtain a complete view of the work that ran inside the
server.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBMIJ retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the web server, instances, containers, beans, and method with maximum response time
exceeding 100 milliseconds.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBMIJ01;

     ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME MIJCONT MIJBEAN;

     VAR MIJMXRTM;

     WHERE MIJMXRTM GT 100;
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WEBHTP - HTTP Session Manager Interval File

The HTTP Session Manager Interval File (WEBHTP) is derived from the SMF type 120 subtype 8 records. The Web
container Interval record that also contains HTTP Session Manager information is written at the installation-specified
interval. It contains information about HTTP sessions within one Web container.

This file is populated with the SAS releases that support $UCS2Xw informat. No observation will be saved when running
with an unsupported SAS release.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each installation when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table
has been generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your installation.

WEBHTP Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR                                   |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE                                             |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.
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  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  HTPASESS - Active Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPCSESS - Created Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPFSESS - Finalized Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPISESS - Invalidated Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPLSESS - Total Live Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPTOILT - Total Lifetime of Invalidated Sessions

 XDWMY.E  HTPTOIRT - Total Invalidation Required Time

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  HTPMNAS  - Min Active Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPMNLS  - Min Live Sessions Count

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  HTPMXAS  - Max Active Sessions Count

 XDWMY.E  HTPMXLS  - Max Live Sessions Count

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  HTPAVILT - Avg Lifetime of Invalidated Sessions

 XDWMY.E  HTPAVIRT - Avg Invalidation Required Time
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For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see HTTP Session Manager Interval File (WEBHTP).

Usage Considerations

The WEBHTP file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 8 records. Each record contains activity that is running inside
the WebSphere for z/OS application server's WebContainer. One observation is produced from one subtype 8 record.
There is only one (or no) HttpSessionManager interval section in one physical record, which contains information that is
an aggregate of the work that ran inside the server instance during the interval. It provides various statistics about HTTP
sessions within a WebContainer.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBHTP retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the observations where more than 10 Http sessions were invalidated.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBHTP01;

     ID WEBCELL WEBNODE WEBSRVNM WEBINAME;

     VAR HTPISESS;

     WHERE HTPISESS GT 10;

WEBSRV - WebContainer Servlet Interval File

The WebContainer Servlet Interval File (WEBSRV) is derived from the SMF type 120 subtype 8 records. The Web
container execution environment is inside an EJB container. The Web container acts as a Web Server handling
HttpSessions and servlet. The EJB container is not aware of the purpose of the activity running inside the WebContainer
and only notes that the EJB has been dispatched. A single WebContainer record is created for each Web container.

Some additional work is performed that is outside the scope of individual requests that ran inside a Web container. For
example, finalization of HTTP instances, invalidation of HTTP sessions, and so on.

This file is populated with the SAS releases that support $UCS2Xw informat. No observation will be saved when running
with an unsupported SAS release.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WEBSRV Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBAPPL   SRVSNAME |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBAPPL   SRVSNAME |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |
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|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBAPPL   SRVSNAME |

|         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBAPPL   SRVSNAME |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBAPPL   SRVSNAME |

|         |YEAR      ZONE                                   |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SRVSNAME - Servlet Name

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBAPPL  - WebApplication Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp
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 XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....   SRVLSTS  - LoadedSince Timestamp

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SRVERRTO - Errors Encountered During Execution

 XDWMY.E  SRVLSERV - Servlet Loaded Count

 XDWMY.E  SRVREQTO - Servlet Service Requested Count

 XDWMY.E  SRVTOCPU - Total CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SRVTORTM - Total Response Time

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SRVMNCPU - Min CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SRVMNRTM - Min Response Time

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SRVMXCPU - Max CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SRVMXRTM - Max Response Time

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SRVAVCPU - Avg CPU Time

 XDWMY.E  SRVAVRTM - Avg Response Time

Usage Considerations

The WEBSRV file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 8 records. Each record contains activity that is running inside the
WebSphere for z/OS application server's WebContainer. There can be multiple observations per WebApplication within a
WebContainer, and each WebApplication can contain multiple servlet information. The file provides statistics about every
servlet that is referenced by the WebApplication.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBSRV retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the observations where the servlet response time exceeds 7 seconds.

   PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBSRV01;

     ID WEBCELL WEBNODE WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBAPPL SRVSNAME;

     VAR SRVMNRTM SRVMXRTM;

     WHERE SRVMXRTM GT 7;
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WEBHPI - JVM Heap Interval File

The JVM Heap Interval (WEBHPI) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 3 records. The heap interval data is
logged with subtype 3, which is written each time an activity occurs in the J2EE (Java II Enterprise Edition) servant (server
region) at the site-specified interval. It contains information about the specific heap and its size.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WEBHPI Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  HPIREGN   HPIHEAPI |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS    |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  HPIREGN   HPIHEAPI |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  HPIREGN   HPIHEAPI |

|         |YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR               |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  HPIREGN   HPIHEAPI |

|         |YEAR      MONTH     ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)
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 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  HPIHEAPI - Heap ID

 XDWM..E  HPIREGN  - Server Instance Region

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWM..E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

 XDWM..E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XDW...E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWM..E  DURATION - Recording Interval Time

 XDWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  INTERVLS - Number of Recording Intervals

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWM..E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWM..E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

 XDWM..E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

 XDWM..E  WEBSHOST - WebSphere Host Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  HPIALOCF - Heap Allocation Failures Count

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  HPIMNHIF - Min Free Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIMNHIT - Min Heap Size Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIMNKBF - Min Free Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMNKBT - Min Heap Size Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMNMBF - Min Free Bytes (Mbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMNMBT - Min Heap Size Bytes (Mbytes)

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 XDWM..E  HPIMXHIF - Max Free Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIMXHIT - Max Heap Size Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIMXKBF - Max Free Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMXKBT - Max Heap Size Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMXMBF - Max Free Bytes (Mbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIMXMBT - Max Heap Size Bytes (Mbytes)

 

Derived Data Elements
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 XDWM..E  HPIAVHIF - Avg Free Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIAVHIT - Avg Heap Size Bytes

 XDWM..E  HPIAVKBF - Avg Free Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIAVKBT - Avg Heap Size Bytes (Kbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIAVMBF - Avg Free Bytes (Mbytes)

 XDWM..E  HPIAVMBT - Avg Heap Size Bytes (Mbytes)

Usage Considerations

The WEBHPI file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 3 records. Each record contains information from the server
interval record and one or more heap records. Each observation in this file contains detail information that is aggregated
at the interval level. Multiple heap records in one subtype 3 heap section result in multiple observations in this file. The
average, minimum, and maximum value elements are taken from the raw data.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBHPI retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the observations where allocation failures to the heap exceed 0.

PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WEBHPI01;

  ID WEBCELL WEBNODE WEBSRVNM WEBINAME HEAPID;

  VAR HPIAVHIT;

  WHERE HPIALOCF GT 0;

WEBWRA - Web Request Activity File

The Web Request Activity (WEBWRA) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 9 records. The request activity data
is written each time a request is received by the WebSphere Application Server (WAS). The file provides detail information
about the type of request, servant where the request ran, the CPU time consumed by the request, etc.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your site.

WEBWRA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Feb 14, 2013

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Feb 14, 2013

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWMY.E  WEBACT1  - DIVISION

  XDWMY.E  WEBACT2  - DEPARTMENT

  XDWMY.E  WEBACT3  - SERVER APPLICATION

  XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

  XDWMY.E  WEBRTYPE - Web Request Type

  XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week
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  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWMY.E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

  X.....E  WEBCY    - Enclave Token

  XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  WRABL    - Server PID

  X.....E  WRABT    - Controller Jobname

  X.....E  WRABU    - Controller Job ID

  X.....E  WRABV    - Controller STOKEN

  X.....E  WRABW    - Controller ASID

  X.....   WRABX    - Controller UUID

  X.....   WRABY    - Server UUID

  X.....E  WRABZ    - Daemon Group Name

  X.....E  WRACG    - Dispatched Servant PID

  X.....E  WRACH    - Dispatched Servant ID

  X.....E  WRACJ    - Completion Code

  X.....E  WRACM    - Time Request Received

  X.....E  WRACN    - Time Request Queued

  X.....E  WRACO    - Time Request Dispatched

  X.....E  WRACP    - Time Dispatch Completed

  X.....E  WRACQ    - Time Controller Finished Request

  XD....   WRACR    - Job Name for Dispatch Servant

  XD....   WRACS    - Job ID for Dispatch Servant

  X.....   WRACT    - Dispatch Servant STOKEN

  X.....   WRACU    - ASID for Dispatch Servant

  X.....   WRACV    - Address of the Dispatch TCB

  X.....   WRACW    - TTOKEN for Dispatch TCB

  X.....E  WRADG    - zAAP CPU Normalization Factor IWMEQTME

  X.....E  WRADJ    - zAAP CPU Normalization Factor IWM4EDEL

  X.....E  WRADO    - Enclave Delete Response Time Ratio

  X.....   WRADQ    - Global Transaction ID

  X.....   WRADR    - Dispatch Timeout Value

  XD....E  WRADS    - Transaction Class

  X.....E  WRAEI    - Target Port of Request

  X.....E  WRAEK    - Request Origin

  X.....E  WRAEOAPP - IIOP Application Name

  X.....E  WRAEOCIC - CICS Imported Transaction Name

  X.....E  WRAEOCLS - IIOP Class Name

  X.....E  WRAEOCOM - IIOP Component Name

  X.....E  WRAEOMLP - MDB Message Listener Port

  X.....E  WRAEOMOD - IIOP Module Name

  X.....E  WRAEOMTH - IIOP Method Name

  X.....E  WRAEOOLA - OLA Name

  X.....E  WRAEOSEL - MDB Selector Name

  X.....E  WRAEOTGH - HTTP Target Host

  X.....E  WRAEOTGP - HTTP Target Port

  X.....E  WRAEOURI - HTTP URI
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  X.....   WRAESII  - Invocation Identity

  X.....   WRAESRI  - Received Identity

  X.....   WRAESSI  - Server Identity

  X.....   WRAFR    - Stalled Thread Dump Action

  X.....   WRAFS    - CPU Time Used Dump Action

  X.....   WRAFT    - DPM Dump Action

  X.....   WRAFU    - Timeout Recovery

  X.....   WRAFV    - Dispatch Timeout

  X.....   WRAFW    - Queue Timeout

  X.....   WRAFX    - Request Timeout

  X.....   WRAFY    - CPU Time Used Limit

  X.....   WRAFZ    - DPM Interval

  X.....   WRAGA    - Message Tag

  X.....   WRAGI    - Obtained Affinity RName

  X.....   WRAGK    - Routing Affinity RName

  XDWMY.E  WRAGMTOF - GMT Offset

  X.....E  WRAHV    - Service Level

  X.....E  WRAPVER  - WAS Product Version

  X.....E  WRASMFTS - SMF Record Timestamp

  XDWM..E  WRASPCNF - Specialty Engine Normalization Factor

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  WRACI    - CPU Time TIMEUSED Macro

  .DWMY.E  WRACOST  - Processing Cost

  XDWMY.E  WRACPUTM - CP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  WRACX    - Specialty CPU Time TIMEUSED Macro

  X.....E  WRADA    - CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADA2   - CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro Delta

  X.....E  WRADB    - zAAP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADB2   - zAAP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro Delta

  X.....E  WRADC    - zAAP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADC2   - zAAP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro Dlt

  X.....E  WRADD    - zIIP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADD2   - zIIP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro Dlt

  X.....E  WRADE    - zIIP CPU Qualified Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADE2   - zIIP CPU Qual Time IWMEQTME Macro Dlt

  X.....E  WRADF    - zIIP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WRADF2   - zIIP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro Delta

  XDWMY.E  WRADH    - CPU Time IWM4EDEL Macro

  XDWMY.E  WRADI    - zAAP CPU Time IWM4EDEL Macro

  XDWMY.E  WRADK    - zIIP CPU Time IWM4EDEL Macro

  XDWMY.E  WRADL    - Enclave Delete zIIP Service Units

  XDWMY.E  WRADM    - Enclave Delete zAAP Service Units

  XDWMY.E  WRADN    - Enclave Delete CPU Service Units

  XDWMY.E  WRADSPTM - Web Request Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  WRADU    - Times Enclave created by Server

  XDWMY.E  WRADX    - Times One Way IIOP Requests

  XDWMY.E  WRADZ    - Times Queued to Specific Server

  XDWMY.E  WRAEG    - Bytes Received

  XDWMY.E  WRAEH    - Bytes Sent

  XDWMY.E  WRAFQ    - Times Transaction Name Propagated

  XDWMY.E  WRANZRC  - Times Request End With Non-Zero RC
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  XDWMY.E  WRAPRQTM - Web Request Pre-Queue Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAQTM   - Web Request Queue Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAREQST - Total Web Requests Processed

  XDWMY.E  WRARGMS  - Times WLM Response Goal Missed

  XDWMY.E  WRARGMT  - Times WLM Response Goal Met

  XDWMY.E  WRASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  WRASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWMY.E  WRASUPTM - zIIP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  WRATRSTM - Total Web Request Response Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAXCSTM - CP CPU Time Minus zIIP/zAAP Eligible

  XDWMY.E  WRAZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

  XDWMY.E  WRAZAPTM - zAAP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  WRAAVDTM - Avg Request Dispatch Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAAVQTM - Avg Request Queue Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAAVTTM - Avg Request Response Time

  XDWMY.E  WRAPCGMS - Pct WLM Response Goal Missed

  XDWMY.E  WRAPCGMT - Pct WLM Response Goal Met

 

Usage Considerations

The WEBWRA file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 09 records. Each record contains ten triplet sections (v7) or
11 triplet sections (v8) with platform and z/OS specific details for every web request. Each observation in the MICS file
contains complete details for the web request activity.

The WEBWRA file interfaces with Accounting and Chargeback to support charging for CPU consumption and network I/O
if desired.

Understanding the WEBWRA File CPU Time Data Elements

The following discussion explains how the WEBWRA file CPU time measurements are calculated from the various
raw metrics found in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record. The raw metrics include values that are redundant, contain a
combination of normalized and unnormalized values, and in the case of requests where enclaves are re-used, contain
values that include CPU consumption from previous uses of the enclave.

Most data elements in the WEBWRA file are named WRAxx, where xx correlates to the raw data metric naming
convention adopted by IBM when designing the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record. For example:

IBM metric Name WEBWRA file data element name
SMF1209BG WRABG
SMF1209BH WRABH
and so on.

This convention allows users familiar with the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record metrics to easily identify the corresponding
MICS WEBWRA file data elements.

The raw data CPU time related metrics found in the SMF type 120 record are kept in the WEBWRA file, using the same
convention shown above, but additional, more traditionally named CPU time related data elements are added that simplify
CPU resource use analysis and chargeback. These additional data elements are listed below:
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 WRACPUTM - CP CPU Time

 WRAXCSTM - CP CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible

 

 WRASUPTM - zIIP CPU Time

 WRASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time

 WRASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP

 

 WRAZAPTM - zAAP CPU Time

 WRAZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time

 WRAZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP

The MICS WEBWRA file data elements previously listed are derived from the following raw CPU time-related metrics
found in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record. These various CPU time-related metrics are obtained by WebSphere issuing
3 different IBM Macro calls, TIMEUSED, IWMEQTME, and IWM4EDEL. The values returned from the macro calls might
or might not be populated. For example, if the enclave servicing the just-completed request is immediately re-used by
a different request, the values returned by the IWM4EDEL macro contain zeros. And in this same multi-use enclave
scenario, the values returned by the IWMEQTME macro are cumulative as each request re-uses the same enclave:

 

 --Obtained by WebSphere using the--     --Obtained by WebSphere using the--     --Obtained by WebSphere using

 the--

           TIMEUSED Macro                          IWMEQTME Macro                          IWM4EDEL Macro

 

 IBM Metric  CA MICS                     IBM Metric  CA MICS                     IBM Metric  CA MICS

 Name        Name     Description        Name        Name     Description        Name        Name    

 Description

 ---------  -------   --------------     ---------  -------   --------------     ---------  -------  

 --------------

 SMF1209CI  (WRACI) - Total CPU Time     SMF1209DA (WRADA) - Total CPU Time      SMF1209DH (WRADH) - Total CPU

 Time

                                         SMF1209DB (WRADB) - zAAP CPU Time       SMF1209DI (WRADI) - zAAP CPU

 Time

 SMF1209CX  (WRACX) - Specialty Eng      SMF1209DC (WRADC) - zAAP Time on CP     SMF1209DK (WRADK) - zIIP CPU

 Time

                      CPU Time           SMF1209DD (WRADD) - zIIP Time on CP

                                         SMF1209DE (WRADE) - zIIP Eligible (Note 3)

                                         SMF1209DF (WRADF) - zIIP CPU Time

                                         SMF1209DG (WRADG) - zAAP Factor

                                                             Normalization

 

For requests where the enclave was used once, and then deleted, the CPU time metrics are populated from the values returned by the IWM4EDEL macro as follows:

 

 WRACPUTM - CP CPU Time                            = WRADH - (WRADI + WRADK) ;

 WRAXCSTM - CP CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible = WRACPUTM - (WRADD + WRADC) ;

 

 WRASUPTM - zIIP CPU Time                          = WRADK / WRADG ;   (Note 1)

 WRASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time               = WRADK ;

 WRASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP           = WRADD / WRADG ;   (Note 1)

 

 WRAZAPTM - zAAP CPU Time                          = WRADI ;
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 WRAZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time               = WRADI * WRADG ;   (Note 2)

 WRAZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP           = WRADC / WRADG ;   (Note 2)

For requests where the enclave was used multiple times, the process involved in determining CPU time values is
complicated. In these cases, the values associated with the IWME4DEL macro contain zeros, except for the final use
of the enclave, so for requests 1 through n-1 in a multi-use enclave scenario, the values returned by the IWMEQTME
macro are used. For the final use of the enclave, the values returned by the IWME4DEL macro are populated, and are
used for the CP, zIIP, and zAAP CPU time derivations. An additional complication arises because the values returned
by the IWMEQTME macro are cumulative over each use of the enclave. For the first use of an enclave, the raw metrics
represent the actual CPU usage. For subsequent requests using the same enclave, however, the metric values from
the previous request are subtracted from the values in the current request record to determine the CPU time used by
the current request. This delta processing is performed during raw data read-up, and the delta results are stored in the
following data elements:

 

 WRADA2 - Total CPU Time Delta

 WRADB2 - zAAP CPU Time Delta

 WRADC2 - zAAP Time on CP Delta

 WRADD2 - zIIP Time on CP Delta

 WRADE2 - zIIP Eligible Delta     (Note 3)

 WRADF2 - zIIP CPU Time Delta

After the correct CPU time values are determined for SMF type 120 records involving multiple uses of an enclave, the following formulas are used to populate the CPU time related data elements as shown below:

 

 WRACPUTM - CP CPU Time                            = WRADA2 - (WRADB2 + WRADF2) ;

 WRAXCSTM - CP CPU Time Without zAAP/zIIP Eligible = WRACPUTM - (WRADD2 + WRADC2) ;

 

 WRASUPTM - zIIP CPU Time                          = WRADF2 / WRADG;  (Note 1)

 WRASPNTM - Normalized zIIP CPU Time               = WRADF2;

 WRASUCTM - zIIP Eligible CPU Time on CP           = WRADD2 / WRADG;  (Note 1)

 

 WRAZAPTM - zAAP CPU Time                          = WRADB2;

 WRAZPNTM - Normalized zAAP CPU Time               = WRADB2 * WRADG;  (Note 2)

 WRAZACTM - zAAP Eligible CPU Time on CP           = WRADC2 / WRADG;  (Note 2)

Note 1: zIIP CPU times, as recorded in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record are normalized. To determine actual zIIP
processor CPU time, the normalized value must be divided by the specialty engine normalization factor. The factor
provided in the raw data is for zAAP processors, but in current IBM mainframe design, zAAP and zIIP processors always
run at the same cycle speed, so the zAAP normalization factor is also the zIIP normalization factor.

Note 2: zAAP CPU times, as recorded in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record are not normalized. To determine
normalized zAAP processor CPU time, the zAAP CPU time value must be multiplied by the zAAP engine normalization
factor.

Note 3: SMF type 120 subtype 9 records consistently record binary zeros in raw data field SMF1209DE, corresponding to
MICS data elements WRADE and WRADE2, which should show the zIIP processor eligible CPU time.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWRA retrieval example.

Produce summary reports showing the web request activity for applications running in a server of a cluster by request
type.
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    PROC SORT DATA=&WEBD..WEBWRA01 OUT=TEMP;

      BY WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBRTYPE;

    RUN;

 

    DATA TEMP;

      SET TEMP;

        BY WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBRTYPE;

        %WRASUM;

    END;

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL;

      ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBRTYPE;

      VAR WRAREQST WRAPRQTM WRAQTM WRADSPTM WRATRSTM WRAVTTM

          WRAPCGMT;

      TITLE 'Web Request Response Time Report';

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL;

      ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBRTYPE;

      VAR WRAREQST WRACPUTM WRAXCSTM WRASUPTM WRASPNTM

          WRASUCTM WRAZAPTM WRAZPNTM WRAZACTM;

      TITLE 'Web Request CPU Usage Report';

    RUN; 

WEBWCB - Web Request CPU Breakdown File

The Web CPU Usage Breakdown (WEBWCB) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 9 record, CPU Usage
Breakdown section. The section is optional, and may only contain data for certain web request activity of interest. There
is some overhead in collecting the data for this section, so it may be populated for select web activity for short periods of
time that are of particular interest to study in more detail.

When the CPU Usage Breakdown section is populated, it may produce 1 to 30 records per web request. Each time the
web request calls a web or EJB container, Websphere can capture the metrics contained in this file for deeper study into
where the request is spending its time within the application.

File Organization

This following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your site.

WEBWCB Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

  

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  YEAR     |
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 |         |MONTH     DAY       HOUR      ENDTS              |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Feb 14, 2013

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Feb 14, 2013

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

  

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

  X.....E  WEBRTYPE - Web Request Type

  X.....E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name
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  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

  X.....E  WEBCY    - Enclave Token

  X.....E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  WCBBT    - Controller Jobname

  X.....E  WCBBU    - Controller Job ID

  X.....E  WCBBV    - Controller STOKEN

  X.....E  WCBBW    - Controller ASID

  X.....   WCBBX    - Controller UUID

  X.....   WCBBY    - Server UUID

  X.....E  WCBBZ    - Daemon Group Name

  X.....E  WCBCG    - Dispatched Servant PID

  X.....E  WCBCH    - Dispatched Servant ID

  X.....E  WCBEU    - Container Type

  X.....E  WCBEY    - AMC/Web Application Name

  X.....E  WCBFA    - Method/Servlet Name

  

 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  X.....E  WCBEV    - Object CPU Time

  X.....E  WCBEW    - Number of Object Executions

  X.....E  WCBFI    - Object Elapsed Time

Usage Considerations

The WEBWCB file is derived from SMF type 120 subtype 09 records, CPU usage breakdown section. The CPU usage
breakdown section is not activated by default. Typically the breakdown section is activated for a sort time and focused on
web request activity that required special study, as there is some overhead in collecting the information.

When the web request application calls another web part that requires the web container or EJB container, Websphere
can gather the usage metrics for each of these parts. Usage on up to 30 of these called parts can be recorded for the web
request.

If you study the WCB file for particular web requests, you will be able to determine which parts of the application are
consuming the most CPU. You will also be able to identify the AMC (Application/Module/Component) or web application
name, and the method or servlet name used by each part of the web request.

Most of the information needed for analysis is in the WCB file. However, if you need other information from the other
files populated from the SMF 120 subtype 9 record, you can merge the files by SYSID and WEBCY (enclave token) to
correlate the data.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWCB retrieval example.

Produce a detail report showing the web request CPU breakdown for a particular time period. Substitute any subsetting
logic to extract the desired data for a study.

    DATA TEMP;

      SET &WEBX..WEBWCB01;

        IF WEBCY    = '000000E000622D85'X;  /* <-- Any   */

    /*  IF HOUR=10;              /*  subsetting criteria */
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    RUN;                         /*  to focus the report */

 

    PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

      BY SYSID WEBCY ENDTS;

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL;

      BY SYSID WEBCY;

      PAGEBY WEBCY;

      SUMBY WEBCY;

      SUM WCBEV WCBFI WCBEW;

      VAR WEBSRVNM WEBINAME WEBRTYPE

          WCBBT WCBBT WCBEU WCBEV WCBFI WCBEW

          WCBEY WCBFA ENDTS;

      TITLE 'Web Request CPU Breakdown Study';

    RUN;

WEBWUD - Web User Data File

The Web User Data (WEBWUD) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 9 records, User Data section. Through
a Websphere API, the application can record any information deemed appropriate to further identify the application and
functions being performed by the Web Request into the SMF record.

This file is optional, and can be configured to be stored on disk in the Detail database, on Tape only, or both.

It is possible for the application to populate up to five 2048 byte user fields that are formatted according to the users
choice. As the User Areas are found in the SMF record, they are written to the WEBWUD file. This file can be used to
merge back into other WEB files when this application data is required.

Note: The information in these user fields is available during the processing of the SMF data to populate user account
code fields in the Web Request Activity (WEBWRA) and WEB Request Asynch Activity (WEBWAA) files.

File Organization

This following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your site.

WEBWUD Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  ENDTS    |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |
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 |  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Feb 14, 2013

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Feb 14, 2013

  

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  X.....E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

  X.....E  WEBRTYPE - Web Request Type

  X.....E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  X.....E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  X.....E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  X.....E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  X.....E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

  X.....E  WEBCY    - Enclave Token

  X.....E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

  X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  WUDFF    - User Data Type
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  X.....E  WUDFH    - User Data

For a detailed description of individual data dictionary elements, see WEB User Data File (WEBWUD).

Usage Considerations

The WEBWUD file contains the contents of the user data sections in the SMF 120 subtype 9 records. There can be up to
five 2K byte free-form user sections. It was not practical to put this information into the WEB Request Activity (WEBWRA)
file. However this information might be needed for special studies.

The WEBWUD file is typically merged with another file like the WEB Request Activity (WEBWRA) file typically by SYSID
and Enclave Token (WEBCY) to associate the user data to its associated web request record.

The user data field (WUDFH) contains information passed to the SMF record from the application through an API that
might identify the following about the application: what the request asked for, what was retrieved, the business purpose,
and so on.

This information is only valid at the Detail level, and merged with other files at the Detail level.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWUD retrieval example.

Produce a summary report showing the web request activity with the application and application function extracted from
the user data field.

Note: The information below is assuming for example sake that the application name and application function performed
are in the second and third positions in the user date field and the fields are separated by colons.

    /* extract desired data from WEBWRA Detail file and

       sort it by SYSID and Enclave Token  */

    DATA WRA;

      SET &WEBX..WEBWRA01;

        IF WEBSVRNM = 'myserver';

    RUN;

    PROC SORT DATA=WRA;

      BY SYSID WEBCY;

    RUN;

 

    /* extract desired data from WEBWUD Detail file and   */

    /* sort it by SYSID and Enclave Token                 */

 

    DATA WUD;

      SET &WEBX..WEBWUD01;

        IF WEBSVRNM = 'myserver';

    RUN;

    PROC SORT DATA=WUD;

      BY SYSID WEBCY;

    RUN;

 

    /* merge the WRA and WUD files and extract from the   */

    /* user data field WUDFH the application and function */

    /* performed                                          */

 

    DATA TEMP;

      MERGE WRA  (IN=WRA)
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            WUD  (IN=WUD);

        BY SYSID WEBCY;

     IF WUD THEN DO;

       APPL = SCAN(WUDFH,2,':'); /* get application  */

       FUNC = SCAN(WUDFH,3,':'); /* get function     */

     END;

     IF WUD THEN OUTPUT TEMP;

     ELSE RETURN;

    RUN;

 

    /* Summarize the merged file  /*

 

    %LET BY= SYSID WEBSVRNM APPL FUNC;

    %LET BREAK = FUNC;

    PROC SORT DATA=TEMP;

      BY &BY

    RUN;

 

    DATA TEMP2;

      SET TEMP;

      %WRASUM(SUMBY=&BY,SUMBREAK=&BREAK);

    RUN;

 

    /* Print the report */

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP2 LABEL;

      ID SYSID APPL FUNC;

      VAR WRACPUTM WRASUPTM WRAZAPTM WRAPRQTM WRADSPTM WRAQTM

          WRATRSTM;

      LABEL APPL='Application Name'

            FUNC='Application Function';

      TITLE 'Web Request Application Report';

    RUN;

 

WEBWAA - Web Asynch Activity File

The Web Request Asynch Activity (WEBWAA) file is derived from the SMF type 120, subtype 9 records, Asynchronous
Data section. The Asynchronous request activity data is written each time an Asynch request is received by the
WebSphere Application Server (WAS). The file provides detailed information about the type of request, the servant where
the request ran, and the CPU time consumed by the request.

In addition, information about the execution context of the web request that created the asynchronous work is available for
use in correlating with the normal web request that created it.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your site.

WEBWAA Sort Sequence and Data Granularity
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 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR      ENDTS                                  |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     DAY      |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE     |

 |         |HOUR                                             |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE     |

 |         |                                                 |

 |  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBSRVNM  WEBINAME  WEBRTYPE  WEBACT1  |

 |         |WEBACT2   WEBACT3   YEAR      ZONE               |

 |         |                                                 |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

 |  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                         Generation Date:  Thu, Feb 14, 2013

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Thu, Feb 14, 2013  

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

   Time-    Data      Data Element

   Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

  -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

  

 Sequence/Summary Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

  XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

  XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

  XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

  XDWMY.E  WEBACT1  - DIVISION

  XDWMY.E  WEBACT2  - DEPARTMENT
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  XDWMY.E  WEBACT3  - SERVER APPLICATION

  XDWMY.E  WEBINAME - WebSphere Server Instance Name

  XDWMY.E  WEBRTYPE - Web Request Type

  XDWMY.E  WEBSRVNM - WebSphere Server Name

  XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

  XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

  XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

  

 Common Data Elements

  

  XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

  XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  ORGSYSID - Originating System Identification

  X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

  XDWMY.E  SYSNAME  - System Name

  XDWMY.E  SYSPLEX  - Sysplex Name

  XDWMY.E  WEBCELL  - WebSphere Cell Name

  X.....E  WEBCY    - Enclave Token

  XDWMY.E  WEBNODE  - WebSphere Node Name

  

 Retained Data Elements

  

  X.....E  WAABT    - Controller Jobname

  X.....E  WAABU    - Controller Job ID

  X.....E  WAABV    - Controller STOKEN

  X.....E  WAABW    - Controller ASID

  X.....   WAABX    - Controller UUID

  X.....   WAABY    - Server UUID

  X.....E  WAABZ    - Daemon Group Name

  X.....E  WAAGL    - Time Request Received

  X.....E  WAAGN    - Time Request Dispatched

  X.....E  WAAGO    - Time Dispatch Completed

  X.....E  WAAGP    - Dispatched Servant PID

  X.....E  WAAGQ    - Job Name for Dispatch Servant

  X.....E  WAAGR    - Job ID for Dispatch Servant

  X.....E  WAAGS    - Dispatched Servant Token

  X.....E  WAAGT    - ASID for Dispatch Servant

  X.....E  WAAGU    - Execution Context Task ID

  X.....E  WAAGV    - Execution Context TCB Address

  X.....E  WAAGW    - Execution Context TCB TTOKEN

  X.....E  WAAGX    - Dispatch Task ID

  X.....E  WAAGY    - Address of the Dispatch TCB

  X.....E  WAAGZ    - TTOKEN for Dispatch TCB

  X.....E  WAAHA    - Execution Context Enclave Token

  X.....E  WAAHB    - Dispatch Enclave Token

  X.....E  WAAHC    - WLM Tran Class Used to Create Enclave

  X.....E  WAAHM    - zAAP CPU Normalization Factor IWMEQTME

  X.....E  WAAHQ    - Work Package / Class Name

  X.....E  WAAHS    - Work Manager Name

  X.....E  WAAHU    - User Identity

  X.....E  WAASMFTS - SMF Record Timestamp

  XDWM..E  WAASPCNF - Specialty Engine Normalization Factor
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 Accumulated Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  WAAASYNC - Total Asynch Web Requests

  XDWMY.E  WAAAZZTM - zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

  .DWMY.E  WAACOST  - Processing Cost

  XDWMY.E  WAACPUTM - CP CPU Time

  XDWMY.E  WAAELPTM - Total Asynch Request Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  WAAEXCTM - Total Asynch Request Execution Time

  XDWMY.E  WAAHE    - Times Enclave Created

  XDWMY.E  WAAHEJ   - Times Enclave Joined

  XDWMY.E  WAAHF    - Times Enclave was Scheduled

  X.....E  WAAHG    - CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHH    - zAAP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHI    - zAAP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHJ    - zIIP CPU Time on CP IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHK    - zIIP CPU Qualified Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHL    - zIIP CPU Time IWMEQTME Macro

  X.....E  WAAHN    - CPU Time TIMEUSED Macro

  X.....E  WAAHO    - Specialty CPU Time TIMEUSED Macro

  XDWMY.E  WAANZZTM - Normalized zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

  

 Derived Data Elements

  

  XDWMY.E  WAAAVETM - Avg Asynch Request Elapsed Time

  XDWMY.E  WAAAVXTM - Avg Asynch Request Execution Time

Usage Considerations

The WEBWAA file contains the contents of the Asynchronous data section in the SMF 120 subtype 9 records. This
section became available with Websphere Application Server version 8.

Most data elements in the WEBWAA file are named WAAxx, where xx correlates to the raw data metric naming
convention adopted by IBM when designing the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record. For example:

IBM metric Name WEBWAA file data element name
SMF1209GV WAAGV
SMF1209GW WAAGW
and so on.

This convention allows users familiar with the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record metrics to easily identify the corresponding
MICS WEBWAA file data elements.

A normal web request can spawn or create asynchronous work that does not require a response back to the original web
requestor. Also, an asynchronous transaction can create another asynchronous piece of work. A number of elements are
available to trace back to the execution context of the creating web request, whether it is a normal web request, or another
asynchronous piece of work. If the asynchronous work executed on the same enclave, use the common enclave token
date element (WEBCY) to identify the related web requests. If the work was not done on the same enclave, use WAAHA
to match with WEBCY of the creating request. Several other execution context elements are also available to help identify
the creating web request:

WAAHA
Execution Context Enclave Token

WAAGU
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Execution Context Task ID

WAAGV
Execution Context TCB Address

WAAGW
Execution Context TCB TTOKEN

Understanding the WEBWAA File CPU Time Data Elements

The following discussion explains how the WEBWAA file CPU time measurements are calculated from the various raw
metrics found in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record Asynchronous data section. The Asynchronous work can run on the
same enclave as the web request that submitted it, or from another asynchronous request that submitted it. The CPU
metrics acquired from the IWMEQTME macro will contain accumulated CPU time from the prior request using the same
enclave. Due to the disconnect between the web request and asynchronous request, the CPU times acquired from the
TIMEUSED macro, which provide just the CPU time used for individual asynchronous work are used. This includes CPU
time on the CP engine and CPU time on a specialty engine.

The raw data CPU time-related metrics found in the SMF type 120 record Asynchronous section are kept in the WEBWAA
file, using the convention previously described, but additional, more traditionally named CPU time-related data elements
are added. These elements simplify CPU resource use analysis and chargeback; they are listed below:

WAACPUTM
CP CPU Time

WAAAZZTM
zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

WAANZZTM
Normalized zIIP/zAAP CPU Time

The MICS WEBWAA file data elements listed previously are derived from the following raw CPU time related metrics
found in the SMF type 120 subtype 9 record. These various CPU time related metrics are obtained by WebSphere issuing
two different IBM Macro calls, TIMEUSED and IWMEQTME. The enclave CPU metrics from the IWMEQTME macro might
contain CPU time from threads or processes. As a result, we rely solely on the CPU times from the TIMEUSED macro for
Asynchronous work.

 --Obtained by WebSphere using the--     --Obtained by WebSphere using the--

           TIMEUSED Macro                          IWMEQTME Macro

 

 IBM Metric  CA MICS                     IBM Metric  CA MICS

 Name        Name     Description        Name        Name     Description

 ---------  -------   --------------     ---------  -------   --------------

 SMF1209HN  (WAAHO) - Total CPU Time     SMF1209HG (WAAHG) - Total CPU Time

                                         SMF1209HH (WAAHH) - zAAP CPU Time

 SMF1209HO  (WAAHO) - Specialty Eng      SMF1209HI (WAAHI) - zAAP Time on CP

                      CPU Time           SMF1209HJ (WAAHJ) - zIIP Time on CP

                                         SMF1209HK (WAAHK) - zIIP Eligible

                                         SMF1209HL (WAAHL) - zIIP CPU Time

                                         SMF1209HM (WAAHM) - zAAP Factor

                                                             Normalization

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WEBWAA retrieval example.

Produce a summary report showing the asynchronous activity for applications running in a server of a cluster by hour.
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    PROC SORT DATA=&WEBD..WEBWAA01 OUT=TEMP;

      BY WEBSRVNM WEBINAME HOUR;

    RUN;

 

    DATA TEMP;

      SET TEMP;

        BY WEBSRVNM WEBINAME HOUR;

        %WAASUM;

    END;

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL;

      ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME HOUR;

      VAR WAAASYNC WAAELPTM WAAEXCTM WAAAVETM WAAAVXTM;

      TITLE 'Web Asynchronous Response Time Report';

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT DATA=TEMP LABEL;

      ID WEBSRVNM WEBINAME HOUR;

      VAR WAAASYNC WAACPUTM WAAAZZTM WAANZZTM;

      TITLE 'Web Asynchronous CPU Usage Report';

    RUN;

WLG Web Log Information Area Files
This section identifies each file in the WLG Information Area and defines its level of summarization and data sequencing
as the file appears in the applicable time-span levels. In addition, it presents the list of data elements contained in each
WLG Information Area file.

WLGAGL - HTTP Agent Log File

The HTTP Agent Log (WLGAGL) File provides information about the web browser used to access the HTTP Server
web page. The file is derived from the HTTP Agent Log data. This file allows you to identify what browser type is most
often used to access web pages on the web server. Once the most commonly used browser type for your web server is
identified, you can specifically tailor your server for that browser.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGAGL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

 +---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |
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|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      AGLBRWSR                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      AGLBRWSR                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      AGLBRWSR                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .DWM..E  AGLBRWSR - Browser Used to Access

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .DWM..E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 .DWM..E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .DWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number
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 .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 .DWM..E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 .DWM..E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 .DWM..E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 .DWM..E  WLGLTYPE - Log File Type

 .DWM..E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 .DWM..E  AGLGMTOF - GMT Offset

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .DWM..E  AGLCNT   - Agent Log Count

Usage Considerations

By default, the WLGAGL file is only available at the DAYS and higher timespans. This file is used to quantify hits by
browser type. Knowing the most commonly used browser(s) to access server web pages will allow you to target these
when modifying or creating applications.

Special considerations or techniques related to using the WLGAGL file are provided below.

The WLGAGL file is turned off at the DETAIL timespan in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(WEBGENIN) member. The file
line in WEBGENIN appears as:

FILE AGL   00  1   N E Y Y N Y Y Y Agent Log file

In order to turn on the file at the DETAIL timespan, it will be necessary to change the "N" in the DETAIL timespan to a "Y".
The "E" in the DAYS timespan must be retained, as the file requires special processing. The new file line in WEBGENIN
appears as:

FILE AGL   00  1   Y E Y Y N Y Y Y Agent Log file

After making these change you must submit the following jobs:

• sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBCGEN)
• prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)
• prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN)

As demonstrated above, this file can be activated at the detail level by modifying the FILE statement in
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(WEBGENIN), however the detail information will be of limited value.

Retrieval Examples

This section present a typical WLGAGL retrieval example.

Print a report listing each server's top 5 browsers.

     PROC SORT DATA=&PWEBD..WLGAGL01 OUT=WLGAGL01;

     BY WEBNAME AGLBRWSR;

 

     PROC SUMMARY DATA=WLGAGL01 NWAY;

       CLASS WEBNAME AGLBRWSR;

       VAR AGLCNT;
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       OUTPUT OUT=NEW SUM=AGLCNT;

     RUN;

 

     OPTIONS OBS=5;

 

     PROC PRINT;

WLGRFL - HTTP Referer Log File

The HTTP Referer Log (WLGRFL) File is derived from the HTTP Referer Log. It provides information about web pages
that referred (linked to) the requested web page. The file contains event data that is logged every time an entry is logged
in the Access Log. The information contained in the file are who referred the web page, what web page was requested,
and when the web page request was made.

The WLGRFL file, by default, is turned off at the DETAIL time-span. The majority of the links to the web pages could be
made from the local server where the web pages are stored, thus making the file more voluminous with information that
may not be desirable.

The HTTP Referer Log data, along with the data from the other logs, help you rank specific web sites based on their
referral frequency.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGRFL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      RFLHSTIP  RFLLPORT           |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      RFLHSTIP  RFLLPORT           |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      RFLHSTIP  RFLLPORT                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.
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This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .DWM..E  RFLHSTIP - Host Name or IP Address

 .DWM..E  RFLLPORT - Client Port

 .DWM..E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .DWM..E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 .DWM..E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 .DWM..E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 .DWM..E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .DWM..E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .DWM..E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 .DWM..E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 .DWM..E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 .DWM..E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 .DWM..E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 ......E  WEBSRVRT - Directory for Server Root

 .DWM..E  WLGLTYPE - Log File Type

 .DWM..E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 .DWM..E  RFLGMTOF - GMT Offset

 ......E  RFLPATH  - Path to File

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .DWM..E  RFLCNT   - Referer Log Count
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Usage Considerations

The WLGRFL file defines who referred a request for the resources that were accessed. Information contained in this file is
similar to information contained in the WLGSAL file. (For information on the WLGSAL file, see WLGSAL - Server Access
Log File.) Due to the information being of a similar nature, the DETAIL time-span in this file is not kept, rather only time-
spans at the higher levels.

Special considerations or techniques related to using the WLGRFL file are provided below:

• The WLGRFL file is turned off at the DETAIL time-span in the sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(WEBGENIN) member. The
file line in WEBGENIN appears as:

FILE RFL   00  1   N E Y Y N Y Y Y Referer Log file

In order to turn on the file at the DETAIL time-span, it will be necessary to change the "N" in the DETAIL time-span
to a "Y". The "E" in the DAYS time-span must be retained, as the file requires special processing. The new file line in
WEBGENIN appears as:

FILE RFL   00  1   Y E Y Y N Y Y Y Referer Log file

After making these change you must submit the following jobs:
– sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBCGEN)
– prefix.MICS.CNTL(COPYLIBU)
– prefix.MICS.CNTL(CYCLEGEN)

• The "Host Name or IP Address" can be up to 254 bytes, if the DNS resolver is active at your site. The data for this
field is divided into two MICS elements, RFLHSTIP (first 200 bytes) and RFLHSTI2 (remaining 54 bytes). RFLHSTI2
is turned off by default in the file. If you have a "Host Name or IP Address" field longer than 200 bytes, the MICS Web
Analyzer daily processing will issue warning messages in MICSLOG. If you want to activate
The following checklist must be completed in order to activate the element and to retrofit databases:
a. Change the time-span flags as shown below for RFLHSTI2 and the two elements that must follow in sort sequence,

RFLLPORT, ENDTS.

      NAME RFLHSTI2   00  9 9 9 8 7 Host Name or IP Address 2

      NAME RFLLPORT   00  10 10 10 9 8 Client Port

      NAME ENDTS      99  11 0 0 0 0

b. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBCGEN)
c. Retrofit all your WLGRFL files in online databases where this file is active. You only need to add the RFLHSTI2

element.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGRFL retrieval example.

Show activity of a specific referer for a day.

     PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBD..WLGRFL01;

      WHERE RFLHSTIP = '123.45.678.9';

     RUN;

WLGERL - HTTP Error Messages Log File

The HTTP Error Messages Log (WLGERL) File is derived from the HTTP Server Error Log. This file records information
about the error message and the message description in the text. Complete details of HTTP error messages can be found
in the WebSphere HTTP Server documentation.
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File Organization

The table below (Figure 5-18) identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGERL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS     ERLMSGNO           |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ERLMSGNO                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      ERLMSGNO                     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      ERLMSGNO                               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |ERLMSGNO                                         |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month
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 XDWMY.E  ERLMSGNO - Error Message Number

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 XDWMY.E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 

Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 XDWMY.E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  ERLGMTOF - GMT Offset

 XDWMY.E  ERLMSGTX - Error Message Description Text

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  ERLCNT   - Error Log Count

Usage Considerations

The WLGERL file provides a description of WebSphere server error messages with complete message text and the
time the error occurred. Data in the SMF type 103 record, as recorded in the WEBWPR file, summarizes errors by level
and provides some specific error response counts (i.e, 200, 302, 401, 403, 404, 407 and 500). Data in the WLGERL file
records all logged errors and allows complete analysis of both system and application level errors.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGERL retrieval example.

Produce a report showing the count of the top ten error messages with message text.

   PROC FREQ DATA=&PWEBX.WLGERL01 ORDER=FREQ; TABLES

    ERLMSGNO*ERLMSGTX / OUT=TOP10(DROP=PERCENT) NOCUM NOPRINT

    NOPERCENT;

   RUN;

 

   OPTIONS OBS=10;

 

   PROC PRINT DATA=TOP10;
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   RUN;

WLGCFG - WLE Configuration File

The WLE Configuration (WLGCFG) File is derived from the WLE utility configuration file. The key information shows the
complete file path for each log file that is defined in the WLE configuration file for processing.

The source of these records is the Web Log Extractor utility configuration file. The configuration record is generated each
time the WLE utility is run and is recorded as subtype 9.

The WLGCFG file is known as a 'spin' file. Unlike, most other files, there is only one DETAIL cycle. The WLGCFG file
will contain information on the last 'n' different configuration observed for each web server. The CFG limit parameter as
specified in WEBOPS (see Web Processing Options (WEBOPS)) controls the number 'n' of configuration observations
that will be stored in the DETAIL timespan of the WLGCFG file

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGCFG Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      ENDTS                        |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.
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GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 X.....E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 X.....E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 X.....E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 X.....E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 X.....E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 X.....E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 X.....E  YEAR     - Year of Century

Common Data Elements

 

 X.....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 X.....E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 X.....E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 X.....E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 X.....E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 X.....E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 X.....E  WEBSRVRT - Directory for Server Root

 X.....E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 X.....E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 X.....E  ZONE     - Time Zone

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  CFGACPTH - Access Log Path

 X.....E  CFGAFPTH - FRCA (Cache) Log Path

 X.....E  CFGAGENT - Agent Log Path

 X.....E  CFGERROR - Error Log Path

 X.....E  CFGFPROX - Proxy Cache Log Path

 X.....E  CFGPROXY - Proxy Log Path

 X.....E  CFGREFER - Referer Log Path

Usage Considerations

The WLGCFG file is only available at the DETAIL timespan, thereby limiting the number of observations and assisting
in managing the size of your database(s). This file provides information on the location of log inputs, as specified to the
MICS Web Log Extractor. The primary benefit of WLGCFG is to analyze a web server's path name changes that may
have occur over time.

This files contains only one record for every web server whose data was passed to Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility.
The only time you will see another record for a web server is when any one of its log file path name is changed. The file
can contain, by default, maximum of seven most recent observation for a web server. During the DAY052 processing of
subtype 09 observations, a comparison of the log file path name is made. If the path names are identical to already known
path name for a web server, the observation is dropped from further processing. The benefit of dropping the most recent
as oppose to the oldest observation is that you can determine when a specific configuration was set.
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To keep an observation only when configuration changes are detected allows to keep the file volume very low even when
you increase the default for CFGLIMIT parameter from seven to some higher number.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGCFG retrieval example.

Print server configuration change activity.

    PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WLGCFG01;

    RUN;

WLGAMS - HTTP Access Method Summary File

The HTTP Access Method Summary (WLGAMS) File is derived from the HTTP Server Access Log (WLGSAL) File,
making it event driven data. This file is only generated at DAYS and higher timespans. It contains summarized data at the
access method and status code level.

The HTTP Access Method Summary data can be useful to track occurrences of status codes (302, 402, etc.) for specific
access methods. Large values of particular status codes can reflect a problem with the accessed web page. This file helps
to monitor the health, throughput, and activity of your Web Server.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in a time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGAMS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WLGLTYPE  AMSREQME  AMSREQST |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WLGLTYPE  AMSREQME  AMSREQST |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WLGLTYPE  AMSREQME  AMSREQST           |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |WLGLTYPE  AMSREQME  AMSREQST                     |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+
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                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  AMSREQME - Request Method (GET, POST, etc.)

 .DWMY.E  AMSREQST - Request Status

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .DWMY.E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 .DWMY.E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 .DWMY.E  WLGLTYPE - Log File Type

 .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .DWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 .DWMY.E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 .DWMY.E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 .DWMY.E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 .DWMY.E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  AMSACCNT - FRCA (Cache) Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  AMSACNT  - Server Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  AMSBYTET - Bytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  AMSKBYTT - KiloBytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  AMSMBYTT - MegaBytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  AMSPCCNT - Proxy Cache Access Log Count
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 .DWMY.E  AMSPCNT  - Proxy Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  AMSTOCHT - Total Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  AMSTOPHT - Total Proxy Hits

 .DWMY.E  AMSTOTHT - Total HitsMinimum Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  AMSMNBTT - Min Bytes Transferred

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  AMSMXBTT - Max Bytes Transferred

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  AMSAVABT - Average Bytes Transferred Per Access

 .DWMY.E  AMSAVCBT - Avg Bytes Transferred Per Cache Access

 .DWMY.E  AMSAVPBT - Avg Bytes Transferred Per Proxy Access

 .DWMY.E  AMSAVPCT - Avg Bytes Transferred Per Proxy Cache

 .DWMY.E  AMSPCCHT - Percent Total Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  AMSPCPCH - Percent Proxy Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  AMSPCTPH - Percent Total Proxy Hits

Usage Considerations

The WLGAMS file can be used to classify applications by the methods employed. This file can be used to track errors
(status code). The WLGAMS file is derived from the WLGSAL DETAIL observations. The WLGAMS file is not available,
nor can it be obtained, at the DETAIL timespan.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGAMS file retrieval example.

List server access method summary by the hour;

PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBD..WLGAMS01;

 ID WEBIP WEBPORT;

 VAR MONTH DAY HOUR AMSREQME AMSACNT AMSACCNT AMSPCNT

     AMSPCCNT;

 

RUN;

WLGAPS - HTTP Access Path Summary File

The HTTP Access Path Summary (WLGAPS) File is derived from the HTTP Access Log (WLGSAL) File, thus is event
driven. This file is only generated at the DAYS and higher time-spans. It contains summarized data at the access path
level.

The HTTP Access Path Summary data can be useful in tracking most frequently accessed resources. You can determine
the frequency of requests satisfied in cache and determine whether HTTP Server resources should be reconfigured to
support high activity web pages. The HTTP Access Path Summary File helps you to monitor the health, throughput, and
activity of your Web Server.

The path name can contain symbolic variables and parameter values passed by the client to the invoked application.
These symbolic variables and parameter values, if present, immediately follow the actual path name.
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File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each timespan. N/A indicates
that the file is not supported in a timespan. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The timespans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGAPS Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |  N/A                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |DAY       HOUR      WEBSRVRT  APSPATH            |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK     |

|         |ZONE      HOUR      WEBSRVRT  APSPATH            |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH    |

|         |ZONE      WEBSRVRT  APSPATH                      |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBIP     WEBPORT   YEAR      ZONE     |

|         |WEBSRVRT  APSPATH                                |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

 

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements
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 .DWMY.E  APSPATH  - Path to File

 .D....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 .DW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 .DWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 .DWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 .DWMY.E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 .DWMY.E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 .DWMY.E  WEBSRVRT - Directory for Server Root

 .DW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 .DWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 .DWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone

 

 

Common Data Elements

 

 .D....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 .DWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 .DWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 .DWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 .DWMY.E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 .DWMY.E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 .DWMY.E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 .DWMY.E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  APSACCNT - FRCA (Cache) Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  APSACNT  - Server Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  APSBYTET - Bytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  APSKBYTT - KiloBytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  APSMBYTT - MegaBytes Transferred

 .DWMY.E  APSPCCNT - Proxy Cache Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  APSPCNT  - Proxy Access Log Count

 .DWMY.E  APSTOCHT - Total Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  APSTOPHT - Total Proxy Hits

 .DWMY.E  APSTOTHT - Total Hits

 

 

Minimum Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  APSMNBTT - Min Bytes Transferred

 

 

Maximum Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  APSMXBTT - Max Bytes Transferred

 

Derived Data Elements

 

 .DWMY.E  APSPCCHT - Percent Total Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  APSPCPCH - Percent Proxy Cache Hits

 .DWMY.E  APSPCTPH - Percent Total Proxy Hits
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Usage Considerations

The WLGAPS file is used to find the most popular or commonly hit web pages and is derived from the WLGSAL file. The
WLGAPS file is not available at the DETAIL timespan.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGAPS retrieval example.

List the top twenty web pages accessed for each server.

  PROC SORT DATA=&PWEBD..WLGAPS01 OUT=WLGAPS01;

   BY WEBIP WEBPORT APSPATH;

 

  PROC SUMMARY DATA=WLGAPS01 NWAY;

    CLASS WEBNAME APSPATH ;

    VAR APSACNT APSACCNT APSPCNT APSPCCNT;

    OUTPUT OUT=NEW SUM=APSACNT APSACCNT APSPCNT APSPCCNT;

  RUN;

  OPTIONS OBS=20;

 

  PROC PRINT;

    ID WEBNAME APSPATH ;

    VAR APSACNT APSACCNT APSPCNT APSPCCNT;

  RUN;

WLGSAL - Server Access Log File

The HTTP Access Log (WLGSAL) File is derived from the HTTP Access, FRCA Access, Proxy, and Proxy Cache log
data. The data contained in the logs provides information about who accesses WEB server pages, when the access took
place, what the access was, whether the access completed successfully or encountered errors, and the amount of data
transferred.

This log file contains event data and is collected and reported each time a designated system event occurs. It represents
the status of the system at the time the event occurred.Finally, the data in the logs determines the quantity of data
transmitted.The HTTP Access Log data, along with the data from the otherlogs, help you to monitor individual access
activity, cache usage, and errors.The following sections describe the file's organization, list data elements maintained, and
provide usage hints.

File Organization

The following granularity chart identifies the sequence and summarization data elements for each time-span. N/A
indicates that the file is not supported in that time-span. At the DETAIL level, data is sequenced but not summarized.

The time-spans in which a file is supported are defined by each site when MICS is installed. Therefore, this table has been
generated as part of the installation process to accurately reflect the MICS system at your organization.

WLGSAL Sort Sequence and Data Granularity

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|Timespan | Level of Data Granularity                       |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|         |                                                 |

|  DETAIL |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBIP    |
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|         |WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |ENDTS                                            |

|         |                                                 |

|  DAYS   |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBIP    |

|         |WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH     DAY       HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  WEEKS  |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBIP    |

|         |WEBPORT   YEAR      WEEK      ZONE      HOUR     |

|         |                                                 |

|  MONTHS |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBIP    |

|         |WEBPORT   YEAR      MONTH     ZONE               |

|         |                                                 |

|  YEARS  |SYSID     WEBACT1   WEBACT2   WEBACT3   WEBIP    |

|         |WEBPORT   YEAR      ZONE                         |

|         |                                                 |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

|  TABLES |  N/A                                            |

+---------+-------------------------------------------------+

                        Generation Date:  Tue, May 12, 2009

This file was generated with ESSENTIAL=ALL option in effect. All data elements that are defined in the file are generated.

This file was generated with DERIVED=DEFault option in effect. The complex definition of the DERIVED option controls
whether the data elements are kept on the file on auxiliary storage.

Data Elements List

The following table identifies data elements contained in this file.

GENERATION DATE: Tue, May 12, 2009

 

Note: Essential data elements are identified by an "E" under the Timespan asterisk (*) column.

 

  Time-    Data      Data Element

  Span *  Element    Description (LABEL)

 -------  --------   ----------------------------------------

 

Sequence/Summary Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAY      - Day of Month

 XDW...E  HOUR     - Hour of Day

 XDWM..E  MONTH    - Month of Year

 XDWMY.E  SYSID    - System Identifier

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT1  - DIVISION

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT2  - DEPARTMENT

 XDWMY.E  WEBACT3  - SERVER APPLICATION

 XDWMY.E  WEBIP    - Web IP Address

 XDWMY.E  WEBPORT  - Web Server Port Number

 XDW...E  WEEK     - Week of Year

 XDWMY.E  YEAR     - Year of Century

 XDWMY.E  ZONE     - Time Zone
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Common Data Elements

 

 XD....E  DAYNAME  - Name of Day of Week

 XDWMY.E  ENDTS    - End Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  MICSVER  - CA MICS Version Number

 XDWMY.E  STARTTS  - Start Time Stamp

 XDWMY.E  WEBGROUP - Web Group Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBNAME  - Web Server Name

 XDWMY.E  WEBSNAME - Web Server Short Name

 X.....E  WEBSRVRT - Directory for Server Root

 XDWMY.E  WLGLTYPE - Log File Type

 XDWMY.E  WLGSRVNM - WLE Assigned Server Name

 

 

Retained Data Elements

 

 X.....E  SALAUTHI - AUTH Id if Present

 XDWMY.E  SALGMTOF - GMT Offset

 X.....E  SALHSTIP - Host Name or IP Address

 X.....E  SALPATH  - Path to File

 X.....E  SALREQME - Request Method (GET, POST, etc.)

 X.....E  SALREQST - Request Status

 XDWMY.E  SALSRVNM - Server Name

 XDWMY.E  SALSRVRL - Server Release

 

 

Accumulated Data Elements

 

 XDWMY.E  SALACCNT - FRCA (Cache) Access Log Count

 XDWMY.E  SALACNT  - Server Access Log Count

 XDWMY.E  SALBYTET - Bytes Transferred

 XDWMY.E  SALCOST  - Processing Charges

 XDWMY.E  SALKBYTT - KiloBytes Transferred

 XDWMY.E  SALMBYTT - MegaBytes Transferred

 XDWMY.E  SALPCCNT - Proxy Cache Access Log Count

 XDWMY.E  SALPCNT  - Proxy Access Log Count

Usage Considerations

The WLGSAL file records detail auditing of events as they occur. This file provides information such as who accessed the
web page, what web page was accessed, when the web page was accessed, and the quantity of data transferred.

The "Host Name or IP Address" can be up to 254 bytes, if the DNS resolver is active at your site. The data for this field is
divided into two MICS elements, SALHSTIP (first 200 bytes) and SALHSTI2 (remaining 54 bytes). SALHSTI2 is turned off
by default in the file. If you have a "Host Name or IP Address" field longer than 200 bytes, the MICS Web Analyzer daily
processing will issue warning messages in MICSLOG.

The following checklist must be completed in order to activate the element (SALHSTI2) and to retrofit databases:

1. Change the DETAIL time-span flag from N to 0 (zero) as shown below:

   NAME SALHSTI2    00  0 N N N N   Host Name or IP Address 2

2. Submit sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBCGEN)
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3. Retrofit all your WLGSAL files in online databases where this file is active. You only need to add the SALHSTI2
element.

Retrieval Examples

This section presents a typical WLGSAL retrieval example.

Produce a report that provides detail about a specific user's web page access activity.

PROC PRINT DATA=&PWEBX..WLGSAL01;

 WHERE SALHSTIP = '123.45.678.9';

RUN; 

WEB Data Sources
IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS or OS/390 is not a product; it is a family of products that is comprised of the
IBM Web Application environment. The IBM WebSphere Application Server operates across multiple platforms, including
NT, AIX, HP, AS/400, z/OS, and OS/390. Operating under a z/OS or OS/390 platform, the MICS Web Analyzer uses data
collected from the WebSphere Application Server for z/OS or OS/390 to monitor and improve performance.

The MICS Web Analyzer supports the following data sources that can be used together or separately:

• SMF type 103 records (generated by IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390, HTTP Server)
• SMF type 120 records (generated by IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390)
• WebSphere Server logs (that is, Server Access Log, FRCA Access Log, Proxy Access Log, FRCA Proxy Log, Error

Log, Agent Log, Referer Log, and Server Configuration Log)

Note: For information about how to activate configuration and  performance record logging for IBM's WebSphere
Application Server for z/OS and OS/390, see the SMF Type 103 Record section in WEB Record Descriptions. Refer to
IBM's WebSphere Application Server for OS/390 HTTP Server Planning, Installing, and Using Guide for additional details
about SMF record type 103 and IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390 Operations and Administration
Guide for additional details about SMF record type 120.

The MICS Web Analyzer uses information logged by IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390 and its
HTTP Server to monitor your WEB activity. It uses the SMF 103 and SMF 120 records and HTTP Server Log records
measurement data to produce files in the Web Information Area (WEB) and Web Log Information Area (WLG) of the MICS
database. Ask your system administrator if these records are available from your WebSphere Application Server.

The records used by the MICS Web Analyzer are discussed later in this chapter. For additional information about data
sources, refer to the WebSphere documentation and IBM's "HTTP Server Planning, Installing, and Using" guide.

WEB Data Collector Considerations
Before installing the MICS Web Analyzer, the MICS System Administrator must address the data collection
considerations. These include record type identification, configuring your Web Server to collect data, and ensuring
availability of WebSphere HTTP Server log data sets. Types of Web Server Configuration modes are discussed here.

WLM Interaction with WebSphere Servers

There are three modes that can be used in configuring the WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390. These
configurations are identified as standalone, scalable, and/or multiple servers.
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• Standalone mode involves the use of an HTTP or web server address space (a/s) that interfaces with TCP/IP and
serves up HTML web pages. Application code, in the form of GWAPI or CGI programs, execute as processes or
threads in the same address space. The Workload Manager (WLM) views the web server as a single address space.

• Scalable mode involves an HTTP or web server, known by WLM as the Queue Manager, and one or more Application
servers, known to WLM as queue servers. WLM will start and maintain one or more queue server address spaces,
based on unique workload definition goal objectives. This mode permits large scale web-based applications to be
managed according to client defined business objectives.

• Multiple server mode is a variation of both cases above, whereby multiple web servers are created and utilized by a
process known as TCP/IP port sharing. The port- sharing option permits multiple servers to listen on a common IP port
for incoming traffic. This option can be applied to both the standalone and scalable cases, depending on need, and
could even be combined into a complex case involving multiple solutions for a number of discrete workloads, such as
an Internet Service Provider (ISP) environment.

WEB Record Descriptions
MICS Web Analyzer uses the records that are shown in the following Web Record Descriptions and SMF Type 120
Record Descriptions tables as input. These tables show when each record is written and the content of the records.

The WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390 generates the SMF type 120 record. The HTTP Server
generates SMF type 103 records, and is also capable of generating HTTP Server Log Records. These records are pre-
processed through the MICS Web Log Extractor utility.

The type 103 records provide configuration (subtype 01) and performance (subtype 02) information for IBM's WebSphere
Application Server for z/OS and OS/390, HTTP Server. These records are written on a user-defined interval with a default
value of 15 minutes, which is initially set in the configuration file.

Additional detailed information about SMF type 103 records can be found in IBM's documentation for the WebSphere
Application Server.

The type 120 record provides Server Activity (subtype 01) and Server Interval (subtype 03) information for IBM's
WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390. Server activity records are written as each activity within a server
is completed. Server interval records are written at user-defined intervals, with a default value of 60 minutes (one hour).
Additional records supported by the MICS Web Analyzer Option are the subtype 6 (J2EE Container Interval) and subtype
8 (WebContainer Interval) records.

The SMF type 120 subtype 9 record provides a consolidated set of server activity statistics. Generated for each
transaction request, this subtype 9 record contains most of the information provided by the other record type 120
subtypes, as well as additional information not found in the other subtypes. For example, the SMF type 120 subtype 9
record contains information about the use of IBM specialty CPU engines.

One subtype 9 record is created for every external web application request, or internal request, when a controller
communicates with a servant region.

SMF Type Record

Two types of SMF records are generated by WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390. WebSphere Application
Server generates SMF type 120 records and the HTTP Server generates SMF type 103 records. The following sections
discuss these types of SMF records in detail:

• SMF Type 103 Record
• SMF Type 120 Record

SMF Type 103 Record

The record shown in the following Web Record Descriptions table is used by the MICS Web Analyzer to build the files in
the Web Information Area. The figure shows when each record is written and what each record contains.
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This type of record is generated by the WebSphere Application Server for z/OS and OS/390. The SMF Type 103 record
contains two subtypes. Below is a brief description of the SMF Type 103 record contents and when the record is written.

Web Record Descriptions

Record Type Subtype Written Contents
SMF 103 1 When the server is initialized. Configuration
SMF 103 2 For every interval

defined through the
SMFrecordinginterval directive
in the server configuration file

Performance

In order to enable IBMs WebSphere Application Server for OS/390 to log SMF type 103 records, you must code the
following directives in the HTTPD.CONF configuration file:

SMF                   all/config/perf/none

all
Log both subtype 01 and 02 records.

config
Log subtype 01 records.

perf
Log subtype 02 records.

none
DEFAULT - no SMF record logging

SMFRecordingInterval  hh:mm

hh:mm
The SMF recording interval time in hour and minutes. DEFAULT time is 00:15 unless changed in the HTTPD.CONF. The
SMFRecordingInterval should be evenly divisible into an hour and be less than 1 hour (i.e, 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 minutes).

Further details on this and other directives are available in the WebSphere HTTP Server guide.

SMF Type 120 Record

The record shown in the SMF Type 120 Record Descriptions table is used by the MICS Web Analyzer to build the files in
the Web Information Area. The figure shows when each record is written and what each record contains.

This type of record is generated by the WebSphere Application Server for z/OS. Below is a brief description of the SMF
Type 120 record contents.

SMF Type 120 Record Descriptions

Record Type Subtype Written Contents
SMF 120 1 When an activity within a server

completes.
Server activity

SMF 120 3 For every installation-defined
SMF interval.

Server activity in an interval

SMF 120 6 For every installation-defined
SMF interval.

EJB Container activity in an
interval
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SMF 120 8 For every installation-defined
SMF interval.

Web Container activity in an
interval

SMF 120 9* For every external or internal
request activity.

Web Request activity

For information on how to enable IBM's WebSphere Application Server for z/OS to log SMF type 120 records, refer to the
IBM documentation for WebSphere Application Server.

IBM introduced the SMF type 120 subtype 9 Web Request Activity record with WAS v7. This record was designed to unify
the performance metrics for each web request. Previously, users found it difficult to correlate and piece together request
performance metrics using the other SMF type 120 record subtypes. The Subtype 9 record also contains additional
performance metrics not found in the other subtypes.

The Subtype 9 record contains many sections, some of which are user configurable. User configuration was provided
to allow users to strike a balance between the collection of detailed performance metrics, and the overhead required for
collection. Users may activate some sections for short periods of time to study performance or characteristics of web
requests.

The following chart list the sections, and identifies which sections are configurable, (meaning they may or may not be
present in the raw data), and the target MICS file(s) where some or all of the metrics will be found.

Subtype 9 section Occurrences Configurable File(s)
Platform neutral Server
Information

1 No WEBWRA, WCB

z/OS Server Information 1 No WEBWRA, WCB
Platform Neutral Request Info 1 No WEBWRA, WCB
z/OS Request Information 1 No WEBWRA
z/OS formatted timestamps 0-1 Yes None
Network Data 0-1 No WEBWRA
Classification data 0-5 No WEBWRA
Security data 0-3 Yes WEBWRA
CPU Usage Breakdown 0-30 Yes WEBWCB
User Data 0-5 Yes WEBWUD
Asynchronous Activity 1 No WEBWAA

Note: Request identification data elements are found in multiple files. For merging files together at the detail level, use the
Enclave Token (WEBCY) value to match observations for a particular request.

HTTP Server Log Records

The record shown in Figure 6-3 is used by the MICS Web Analyzer Option. The figure shows when the record is written
and what each record contains.

HTTP Server Log records are generated by the HTTP Web Server. The server records activity in various log files each
time a web page is accessed. This makes the data in log files event driven. The Web Server can be configured to log
many different types of activities. A maximum of eight log files can be activated and generated. Each night at midnight the
server closes the current logs and creates new logs for the new day. Following is a list of the log files:

Server Access Log Contains an activity of requests made to the server. FRCA Access Log Contains activity of requests
served by the Fast Response Cache Accelerator (FRCA).

Proxy Access Log Contains activity of requests processed by the proxy server.
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FRCA Proxy Log Contains activity of requests processed by the proxy server's cache. Agent Log Contains the browser
name used to access the requested resource.

Referer Log Identifies the web page that referred (linked to) the requested resource. Error Log Contains errors
encountered by the server's client.

CGI Error Log Contains standard error output (stderr) from CGI programs. The MICS Web Analyzer Option provides a
WEB Log Extractor (WLE) utility to preprocess and reformat the log files. As many as seven log files from each server are
accepted for processing in the DAY052 step.

The Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility uses its config file to determine the specific log files for specified servers to process
and reformat. You must specify each server and the path name for its log files. The log files and their corresponding SMF-
like records generated by the WLE utility are shown in the following table.

HTTP Server Log Record

Record name Written Record contents
WLE Record For every log file that is processed through

the WLE utility and for every server
processed.

Server Access Log (Subtype 1)

FRCA Cache Access Log (Subtype 2)
Proxy Access Log (Subtype 3)
Proxy Cache Log (Subtype 4)
Agent Log (Subtype 5)
Referer Log (Subtype 6)
Error Log (Subtype 7)
WLE Configuration (Subtype 9)

Note: The data will be logged to the Proxy logs (access and cache) or the FRCA and Server Access logs, never to both.

WEB MICS and SMF Director Interface
SMF Director is an SMF management product with special features that can be used to optimize MICS processing. SMF
Director can significantly reduce operational overhead by creating content specific files while simultaneously creating an
SMF historical archive during the SMF dump process.

MICS DAILY and incremental update operational jobs can be modified to take advantage of this product, provided your
site is licensed for and has SMF Director installed in your environment.

SMF Director provides functions that extract SMF data at dump time or from previously archived SMF files. These
functions eliminate the need for any external utilities used for preprocessing of the SMF dump tape for data extraction
prior to execution of the DAILY job. In addition, the DAYSMF step of the MICS DAILY job may no longer be required. For
details on how to eliminate the DAYSMF step, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.

SMF Director SPLIT and EXTRACT statement operands provide a way for you to create content specific files to meet your
requirements. The main functions of the operands include the ability to:

• Select system identifiers
• Select or exclude SMF record types and subtypes
• Use conditional statements for granularity
• Define time boundaries for SMF data

To use the SPLIT function of SMF Director for MICS components, one or more SPLIT statements must be coded. The split
is performed at SMF dump time and the files can then be used as input to products in one or more units. The same results
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can be accomplished by using the EXTRACT function of SMF Director, which retrieves data from the previously created
history files. For more information on the SPLIT and EXTRACT functions, see the SMF Director User Guidet.

A complete set of SMF record types and subtypes, for each MICS component that inputs SMF data, can be found in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD), where ccc is the three-character product identifier. Each PARMS member lists
the available SMF record types and subtypes for that component in a format suitable for use in SMF Director SPLIT and
EXTRACT statements. These members are provided as examples only; the SMF Director JCL should not reference
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(cccSMFD).

WEB Parameters
This section describes how to define the parameters required to install the MICS Web Analyzer. Use this chapter as a
detailed reference along with Installing documentation.

Defining MICS parameters requires an understanding of your site requirements and the ability to translate that
understanding into the appropriate MICS parameters. You must do the following:

• Arrive at several policy decisions.
• Fill out several worksheets.
• Translate the worksheet entries into the corresponding MICS parameter library member entries.

These activities represent the major portion of the product installation process. While worksheets are provided, they are
optional; it is mandatory however to ensure that product parameters are coded.

This section focuses on considerations that are unique to the MICS Web Analyzer. Installing documents the mechanics of
the MICS installation process and include checklists that describe each installation step.

If you have any questions, contact Broadcom Support.

This section contains the following topics:

• WEB Parameters Environmental Considerations
• WEB Complex Level Parameters
• WEB Unit Level Parameters

WEB Parameters Environmental Considerations
Before coding product parameters, you need to know about the Web Server environment(s) at your installation. Before
you specify parameters for the product:

• Examine existing web server applications, and internal ownership rules at your site. You may want to define ownership
based on file path or other criteria.

• Review current MICS parameter specifications:
– Review database unit specifications to determine which unit or units should include Web server data.
– Review the SYSID parameter to determine whether it conflicts with the Web server data. Your site's SYSID

definition is located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set for each database unit.
– Review the MICS ZONE parameter to ensure that it reflects the variations in Web server data. This parameter is

located in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set for each database unit.
– Examine existing accounting standards for other MICS components, if applicable, to ensure that the MICS

Accounting and Chargeback Product aggregates information consistently.

The MICS Web Analyzer processes input data from the SMF type 103 record and optionally from the WebSphere
Application Server for OS/390 log data. All input data is processed by the DAY052 step in the MICS DAILY job as part
of the same process. By reviewing the MICSLOG output of the DAY052 step of the MICS DAILY job, you can determine
exactly what SMF records and what WLE utility records were present in the input data stream for each Web Server.
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Following the MICS standards, if an installation fails to provide input from ANY source, the DAY052 step will fail with a
U300 ABEND. When you expect this problem, but must run the DAILY job anyway, code SYSPARM=NODATA on the
EXEC statement of the DAY052 step to prevent the ABEND.

There is no parameterized provision in MICS to cause a similar ABEND when data from one of the required sources
(SMF or Log) is missing but data from the other source is present. If this occurs at your installation, consider coding the
_USRIHL exit to examine the Input History Log File from the DETAIL timespan at the end of DAILY processing. This
routine, and a sample exit which provides this function, are documented in Modifying.

WEB Complex Level Parameters
Complex level parameters describe the MICS Web Analyzer to the MICS system. These parameters are described in the
following subsections:

Analyzer Definition Statements (WEBGENIN)

A Generation Definition Statement member is provided for the MICS Web Analyzer in the WEBGENIN member of the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB library. WEBGENIN contains the component definition input to the component generation job
in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBCGEN). Review this member to check the component definitions and make any desired
changes as described below. For more information, see Generation Definition Statements.

Activating Account Codes

By default, the COMP statement keyword is set to ACCT. Accounting changes should be coded in the
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBACCT and WEBACRT) parameter members discussed later in this chapter. Finally, you
must run the WEBCGEN job to make these changes effective.

OPTION Statement

The OPTION statement indicates which groups of data elements are going to be kept in the database.

The valid keywords are:

WLG
WLE Log Utility Data

NOWLG
No WLE Log Utility Data

You must specify one keyword from the pair. In order to improve performance, the code to process log data will not be
executed when NOWLG is specified.

Account Code Specification (WEBACCT)

Account code data elements, a part of the file's sort and summarization key, have names in the form WEBACTx, where
x is a number from 1 through 9. If you activate the account code support, the MICS Web Analyzer uses these WEBACTx
elements to associate monitor data with the responsible individual or group.

The Server Access Log File (WLGSAL) in the MICS Web Analyzer supports account codes.

The account code parameter, sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBACCT), defines how many account code fields are
maintained in the MICS Web Analyzer's files. (MICS supports from one through nine account codes). In addition to
defining the number of fields, the WEBACCT parameter defines the length of each field and its contents (label).
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The parameters specified in the WEBACCT member of the sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS data set define the account field
structure. To assign values to the account fields, you need to code an account code exit routine, WEBACRT, described in
Account Code Exit Routine (WEBACRT).

Once you have defined the account codes and their derivation, you need to activate them by setting an option in the
sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(WEBGENIN) member. Analyzer Definition Statements (WEBGENIN) describes how to
activate the account codes.

Preparation

Each installation has its own method for associating commands and users with the projects or departments within the
organization. Before defining the account codes, you should investigate your installation's accounting standards, in order
to:

• Identify the coding system (e.g., your cost center coding system for identifying the division, department, project and
employee).

• Identify how the codes are specified. For example, the division may be determined by part of the user ID.
• Identify if and how the codes are verified to ensure that they correspond to a valid definition. We recommend that you

validate all account codes and assign unidentified or invalid account codes to a special installation overhead account
code (see the documentation of the WEBACRT exit). This approach provides two benefits: it will filter out invalid codes
from inclusion in the database, requiring less DASD space for storing the data in the WEB and WLG Information Area
files; and you can easily see how much of this unidentifiable activity is taking place.
Consider the following in determining the number of account fields required to meet your installation's reporting and
analysis needs:

• Account fields are part of the file keys for the files that support them. As such, at least one record is generated for each
combination of values. (More than one record may be generated because other fields also make up the file keys.) A
greater number of account fields means that the database will be larger than if fewer account fields are defined, but
reporting and analysis can be performed in greater detail.

• If you anticipate a future need to expand the account code structure, establish an extra account code now to eliminate
the need to retrofit the database later.

Defining The Web Account Code Parameter

Once prepared, code the contents of the worksheet in the data set sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBACCT). Observe the
following conventions when coding:

• Blank statements are permitted. Comments are coded by beginning the statement with an asterisk (*).
• Account levels must be specified in ascending order, starting with 1. You can specify up to nine account levels, with no

gaps between the numbers.
• The statements are free-form but positional.

Sample WEBACCT Member

The sample WEBACCT member is distributed to contain:

* SAMPLE ACCOUNT CODE SPECIFICATION

     1 10 'DIVISION'

     2 10 'DEPARTMENT'

     3 10 'SERVER APPLICATION'

This sample uses only three account codes: DIVISION, DEPARTMENT, and SERVER APPLICATION. Each account code
is ten bytes long.
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Specifying The TIMESPAN Mask Option

The timespan mask option is used to deactivate the account code in specified timespans. Specifying a timespan mask
requires coding the account code statement using the timespan mask parameter T(......), as follows:

          level  T(......)  length  'descriptive title'

This example shows the placement and syntax of the timespan mask on the account code statement. Each "." position
in the T position represents a timespan, in the order: DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, and TABLES. For
each timespan, a Y indicates that the account level should be active and an N indicates that the account level should be
inactive.

This parameter is optional. If it is not coded, the assumed value is T(YYYYYY).

The following rules apply if you code this parameter:

• DETAIL must always be Y. Account codes may not be deactivated in this timespan.
• If DAYS is N, then WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS must also be N. If the account code level is inactive in the DAYS

timespan, it cannot be active in higher timespans.
• If MONTHS is N, then YEARS must be N. If the account code level is inactive in the MONTHS timespan, it cannot be

active in the YEARS timespan.

Collecting Data To Specify Account Codes

Use the following worksheet to organize the information needed to code WEBACCT.

WEB Account Code Specification Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  WEB Account Code Specification      |

| PARMS Library Member is WEBACCT                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|  ACCOUNT  TIMESPAN  FIELD                                                |

| CODE LEVEL  MASK     LENGTH  DESCRIPTION                                 |

|   (1-9)                                                                  |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |

|                                                                          |

|     _     T(______)   __    '________________________________________'   |
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|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70.. |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

ACCOUNT
The level of importance of the element. Level 1 CODE is the most important field, and level 9 is the LEVEL least
important.

TIMESPAN
Account code levels can be deactivated in the MASK DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS timespans. For example,
the DETAIL timespan may have account code levels 1, 2, and 3, while the MONTHS timespan has only level 1. Setting
account code levels by timespan is accomplished by specifying this additional parameter on the account code statements,
as described below.

FIELD
The length of the specified element. Valid LENGTH lengths range from 1 to 30.

DESCRIPTION
The title that describes the account code level. Valid descriptions range from 1 to 40 characters.

Account Code Exit Routine (WEBACRT)

This section explains how to code an account code exit for the MICS Web Analyzer. These definitions will be used for
every database unit that contains this analyzer.

There are 4 files that contain an account code structure. The Data elements from the raw data are:

File File Name Source
WLGSAL HTTP Access Log File HTTP Server Log
WEBSAF WAS Server Activity File SMF 120 Subtype 1
WEBWRA Web Request Activity File SMF 120 Subtype 9
WEBWAA Web Asynch Activity File SMF 120 Subtype 9

After you define WEBACCT for the number of account codes you want to carry in the above listed files, code the Account
Code Derivation Routine (WEBACRT) in sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS. WEBACRT is a SAS routine that derives the
account code data elements during the DAY052 step. For example, if you define three account codes in WEBACCT, then
your WEBACRT exit must contain SAS code to derive the data elements WEBACT1, WEBACT2, and WEBACT3. If you
do not process the HTTP Server log or the SMF 120 Subtype 1 data, you do not need to include checks for those in the
routine.

Every element read from the raw input record is available to the WEBACRT routine whether it is written to the database or
not.

Possible elements from the SMF 120 subtype 9 record to base the account code derivations on might include (but not
limited to):

WRABT
Controller Jobname

WRACR
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Job Name for Dispatch Servant

WEBRTYPE
Web Request Type

WRAEK
Request Origin

USER1-5*
User Data (temporary element)

USERNO1-5
User Data Type (temporary element)

* Temporary elements USER1 through USER5 contain the user data written to the SMF 120 subtype 9 record by a WAS
API that possibly identifies some details on what the application is and the type or function of the web request being done
by the application, which might be useful in assigning the account code fields. This is a free form field and might require
complex code to pick out the specific information needed. There can be up to 5 of these user data sections in the record.
USER1 contains the value from the first user data section, USER2, the second, and so forth. Each user data section is
identified by a User Data Type which is in the corresponding data elements USER1-USER5.

You are responsible for testing the accuracy of the exit routine. The worksheet for coding the WEBACRT exit is shown in
the following worksheet.

WEB Account Code Routine Definition Worksheet

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  WEB Account Code Routine Definition |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is WEBACRT                                          |

 | Reference Sections: 7.2.3  CA MICS WebSphere Analyzer Guide              |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | * CHECK INPUT SOURCE                                                     |

 | IF FILEID = 'WEBWRA' THEN DO;           /* check the input source  */    |

 |                                                                          |

 |   IF { account data is valid } THEN DO; /* validate account codes  */    |

 |                                                                          |

 |     WEBACT1=field source 1 ;            /* populate the account    */    |

 |     WEBACTn=field source n ;            /* code fields             */    |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |   END;                                                                   |

 | END;  /* end if waa fileid  */                                           |

 | ELSE IF FILEID = 'WEBSAF' THEN DO;      /* check the input source  */    |

 |                                                                          |

 |   IF { account data is valid } THEN DO; /* validate account codes  */    |

 |                                                                          |

 |     WEBACT1=field source 1 ;            /* populate the account    */    |

 |     WEBACTn=field source n ;            /* code fields             */    |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |   END;                                                                   |

 | END;  /* end if saf fileid  */                                           |

 | ELSE DO;                                                                 |

 |                                                                          |
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 |     WEBACT1='overhead category' ;    /* Nothing qualifies, assign  */    |

 |     WEBACTn='overhead category' ;    /* to overhead                */    |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |     ____________________________________________________________________ |

 |                                                                          |

 | END;                                                                     |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

WEB Unit Level Parameters
This section contains information about the following unit level parameters for the MICS Web Analyzer:

Web Parameter Generation (WEBPGEN)

The Web Parameter Generation (WEBPGEN) process activates database unit level options. The WEBPGEN
also generates SAS macros which are stored in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE($WEBMSTR) and skeleton JCL in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(WORKWEB). The job contained in prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBPGEN) must be run when changes are
made to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS) member, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST) member, as defined in the next
section.

Web Processing Options (WEBOPS)

This section shows you how to specify the operational statements that control MICS Web Analyzer processing.

Operational statements are stored in the prefix.MICS.PARMS cccOPS member, where ccc is the component identifier,
and are incorporated into the MICS system by running the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) job.

Changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) members require execution of prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN) to take effect. In
addition, any change to parameters that affect the DAILY operational job JCL such as,

• Changing RESTART NO to RESTART YES,
• WORK parameter changes when RESTART NO is in effect,
• Specifying TAPEfff (if this product supports a DETAIL level TAPE option),
• Or changes to prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc), will require regeneration of the DAILY job by executing

prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing
prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

Refer to the checklist (if provided) for updating cccOPS parameters and running required generation jobs.

The following sections explain each of the statements and parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBOPS). Once they are defined and coded, implementation of the specified parameter values
occur with the successful execution of the parameter generation routine, prefix.MICS.CNTL(WEBPGEN), in each unit
containing the MICS Web Analyzer product.

WEB SUSPEND Statement

The SUSPEND statement is optional and signifies that a specific number of suspended observations in the WebSphere
Performance Suspend (WEB_WP) will be kept.

Once the suspend limit is exceeded for an observation's data in days, it is discarded. Records (observations) in the
WEB_WP file are used to provide continuity between the end of one day's server data, and the beginning of the next day's
data. In general, specific records in the WEB_WP file should only remain in the file for one day.
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The SUSPEND statement has the following format:

SUSPEND n

n
The number of days (daily executions) that suspended observations will be kept.
DEFAULT: 7

WEB CFGLIMIT Statement

The CFGLIMIT statement is optional. A config record is generated by the Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility every time the
utility is executed. If the config record has not changed, the new observation is kept and the old one is discarded. Up to
seven observations are kept in the WLGCFG file.

The CFGLIMIT statement has the following format:

CFGLIMIT n

n
The number of unique observations in the WLE Configuration (WLGCFG) file that is kept for each server.
DEFAULT: 7

WEB WCFLIMIT Statement

The WCFLIMIT statement is optional. A config record (SMF type 103 subtype 01) is generated by the WebSphere
Application Server for OS/390 only when the web server is initialized. Thus, if the server is active for days or weeks, SMF
type 103 subtype 01 records will be processed over that time.

Once the limit has been reached, the oldest observations are discarded.

The WCFLIMIT statement has the following format:

WCFLIMIT n

n
The number of the most recent observations in the WebSphere Configuration (WEBWCF) file that is kept for each server.
DEFAULT: 7

WEB DELTA Statement

The DELTA statement is optional. This statement is used to increase the delta array size if needed. This array is used to
calculate the delta values of various CPU time values from the SMF 120 subtype 9 records, where they were processed
on the same enclave.

Check the MICSLOG message WEB00259I for the array usage during the DAILY update. If the used value is close to the
allocated size, the array size should be increased to avoid overflowing the array.

The DELTA statement has the following format:

DELTA nnn

nnn
The number of array slots the system will allocate during the Daily update processing.
DEFAULT: 500
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WEB WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT Statements

This article discusses the role of WORK, SASWORK, MULTWORK, and NOMULT statements in the WEB analyzer, and
lists the procedure for changing the number of WORK files.

WORK

(Optional) The Work statement enables sites that experience either SAS WORK space allocation problems or out of work
space conditions during DAYnnn or INCRnnn (where nnn is the job step number), daily or incremental update processing,
to allocate multiple WORK files.

You can allocate multiple WORK files forSa use during the daily and incremental update job step. The maximum number
of WORK files you can allocate varies by product. These additional work files are used along the single work data set
allocated by default using the JCLDEF parameters WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE.

Because the individual space allocation requirement for each WORK file is typically much smaller, it is more likely to be
satisfied.

To take advantage of multiple WORK files support, edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and insert a WORK statement as
shown in the following example:

WORK n data_set_allocation_parameters

n
The number of WORK data sets
Default: One (1)
Maximum: Nine (9).

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE separated by spaces.

You can also specify the WORK parameter in the following way:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
The number of WORK data sets

XXX
TRK or CYL

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

When allocating any number of SAS WORK data sets, be aware that one extra SAS WORK data set is automatically
allocated to facilitate sorting. For example, if you allocate six SAS WORK data sets, you actually get seven.

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the WORK parameter, the work data sets are allocated according to
the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

If you allocate insufficient space for the WORK data sets, DAYnnn and/or INCRnnn processing fails and can only be
restarted from the beginning.
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If internal step restart is active, you can override the WORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //
PARMOVRD facility. For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see
Dynamic Allocation Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the WORK keyword on the continuation line.

WORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss),RLSE)

n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

RLSE
Specifies that free-space should be released when the data set is closed.

Example 2:

WORK n XXX pppp ssss

n
The number of WORK data sets.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation.

ssss
The secondary allocation.

Example 3 (multiple lines):

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

WORK SPACE=(xxxx,(pppp,ssss),,,ROUND))
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n
The number of WORK data sets.

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.

Note: Since there is some performance impact when using multiple WORK files, specify the minimum number of WORK
data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try incrementing the number gradually beginning from the
default.

WORK Considerations

How Much Space Should You Allocate?

• First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files
If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product in this unit, review
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and find the WORKSPACE parameter. It resembles this sample statement:

WORKSPACE      TRK 500 250

The value shows the current SAS WORK space allocation for the unit as a single data set. It also serves as the default
value used in the unit's DAYnnn daily update (and/or INCRnnn incremental update) step unless you provide a WORK
parameter.
To achieve the equivalent work space allocation of WORKSPACE TRK 500 250 using multiple WORK data sets, that
will collectively share the work space requirements of the daily and/or incremental update step, you could code one of
these:

WORK 2 SPACE=(TRK,(250,125))

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(100,50))

To determine the total work space, multiply the number of WORK files (n) by the primary (pppp) and secondary (ssss)
values specified.
Note: To simplify the example, only the SPACE parameter is shown. You can follow either with data set allocation
parameters like UNIT or STORCLAS as required for your site.

• Adjusting Allocation for Existing Multiple WORK Files
If you previously implemented multiple WORK file support for this product in this unit, and you want to change either
the number of WORK files or the space allocations, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) and find the existing
WORK statement.
– If the existing WORK statement only specifies the number of WORK files but does not contain space allocation

information as shown in the following exampe:

WORK 5
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then each of the multiple WORK files is allocated using the values from the WORKSPACE parameter of
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), as described earlier under First Time Implementation of Multiple Work Files.
To increase workspace, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
To decrease workspace, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation in the WORKSPACE parameter, or do both.
You can also specify the multiple WORK file space allocation by adding the space allocation values directly to the
WORK statement. This removes the link to the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) WORKSPACE parameter for multiple
WORK file space allocation. This is recommended as it serves to clearly document, in one place, how multiple
WORK files are allocated.

– If the existing WORK statement does include space allocation as shown in the following examples:

WORK 5 TRK 200 100

or

WORK 5 SPACE=(TRK,(200,100)) STORCLAS=MICSTEMP

change the values to meet your needs.
If you need more work space, you can increase the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
6,7,8, or 9), increase the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 250 120), or do both.
To decrease work space, you can decrease the number of WORK files (for example, change WORK 5 to WORK
4,3,2, or 1), decrease the space allocation (for example, change TRK 200 100 to TRK 150 80), or do both.

If internal step restart is NOT active (RESTART NO) and you change the WORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

When internal step restart is active, (RESTART YES), then, when you change WORK and run cccPGEN, changes take
effect immediately. There is no need to run JCLGENU.

SASWORK

(Optional) The WORK DD statement in the MICS procedures allocates a temporary data set where SAS keeps its
temporary data files and other items that SAS uses during processing of the current job.

By default, the space allocated is defined in the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) with the WORKSPACE and
WORKUNIT parameters, then generated into all the JCL procedures for a given unit.

With the SASWORK statement you can override this unit-wide definition to specify the space allocation individually for the
current step.

The format of the SASWORK statement is:

SASWORK data_set_allocation_parameters

data_set_allocation_parameters
One or more data set allocation parameters
Example: STORCLAS or SPACE (separated by spaces)

You can also specify the SASWORK parameter as the following:

SASWORK XXX pppp ssss

XXX
TRK or CYL
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pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you omit the data_set_allocation_parameters or the SASWORK statement, the WORK data set is allocated according
to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Use the
data_set_allocation_parameters to override this default, either to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed
Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and characteristics.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the SASWORK keyword on the continuation line.

Example:

SASWORK STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

XXX
TRK or CYL.

pppp
The primary allocation

ssss
The secondary allocation

If you change the SASWORK parameter, you must:

• Run cccPGEN
• Run JCLGENU for DAILY (to regenerate DAILY) and, if incremental update is enabled, INCRccc

MULTWORK and NOMULT

Multiple work files usage impacts performance. This product provides the following optional parameters so you can restrict
multiple work files usage only to files with excessive space requirements.

Note: You can only use one of these optional parameters with the WORK statement, NOT both.

MULTWORK

Restricts the use of multiple WORK files to ONLY the files listed after the MULTWORK keyword.

MULTWORK fff fff ... fff

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the MULTWORK on the continuation line.
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NOMULT

Forces the use of multiple WORK files for all files EXCEPT specified after the NOMULT keyword.

NOMULT fff fff ... fff

fff
The unique three character identifier

If you need multiple lines, repeat the NOMULT on the continuation line.

The default is MULTWORK AGL RFL ERL SAL AMS APS WPR SAF SIF MIJ SRV if neither MULTWORK nor NOMULT
parameters are specified.

The following files are eligible for multiple WORK support:

• AGL HTTP Agent Log File
• ERL HTTP Error Messages Log File
• RFL HTTP Referer Log File
• SAL HTTP Server Access Log File
• AMS HTTP Access Method Summary File
• APS HTTP Access Path Summary File
• WPR HTTP Performance File
• SAF WAS Server Activity File
• SIF WAS Server Interval File
• MIJ J2EE Method Interval File
• SRV Servlet Interval File o WRA Web Request Activity File
• WCB Web CPU Usage Breakdown File
• WUD Web User Data File

Change the Number of Work Files

To change the number of work files used in the VTS component processing DAY096, follow the checklist provided below
for each unit:

1. Update the WORK statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, to specify the
number of work data sets required. Below is an example:

WORK n STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(XXX,(pppp,ssss))

Where:
n
The number of WORK data sets.
STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set. The name can have up to eight characters.
SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.
XXX
TRK or CYL.
pppp
The primary allocation.
ssss
The secondary allocation.
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You should specify the minimum number of WORK data sets to meet your work space requirements. As a start, try
incrementing the number gradually beginning from the default.

2. If this is the first time you are implementing multiple work files for this product, then continue with Step 2. If you are just
changing the number currently in use, or simply the space definitions, then proceed to Step 3 of this checklist.
Browse sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYcccnnn) and sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(cccINCR), where (nnn) is the
job step number and (ccc) is the product ID for this product, checking for the presence of the WORK symbolic on the
EXEC statement to determine if you have previously modified this product to increase the allocation of SAS WORK
space.
a. If you find a WORK symbolic, simply divide the primary and secondary allocation values from the WORK symbolic

by the number of work files specified above (value of n on the WORK statement coded in Step 1).
Coding the resulting values will yield the same aggregate space allocation you have been using with a single
WORK file. To double your available WORK space, carry out the division, double the results and use the values in
the WORK definition above.

b. If you did not find a WORK symbolic in PROTOLIB, examine prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) for each MICS unit
containing this product. Find the WORKSPACE keyword. The space allocation specified is used for a single SAS
WORK file. Perform the same division as described in the previous paragraph to determine the quantity that will
yield equivalent total allocation with multiple WORK files. Then adjust the values upward to meet your needs.

3. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. If you specified RESTART YES in the product's cccOPS, you are done. Otherwise, you must do Steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

Or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:

DAILY INCRccc

Where ccc is the product ID.
6. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or

SYSTSPRT, that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:
- DAILY
- INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site has implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, the JCL might have to be
refreshed in that product. See the scheduling product's administrator for the exact processes involved in updating that
product's representation of the MICS jobs.

WEB Internal Step Restart Statements

This article discusses the role of Internal Step Restart statements in the WEB analyzer, and lists the procedure for
enabling Internal Step restart.

RESTART

RESTART YES/NO
(Optional) Specify this value to activate internal step restart for DAILY and/or INCRccc database update job steps:

RESTART YES
If you do not specify or enable the RESTART parameter, then this option defaults to the following and internal step restart
is disabled:

RESTART NO
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Note: Changing the RESTART parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires regeneration of the DAILY
operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU)
and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). If incremental update is active for this product, also regenerate the INCRccc
job.

Internal step restart can significantly reduce time and resource usage to recover from daily or incremental update
processing failures. MICS uses a checkpoint/restart technique.

• When internal step restart is activated, the database update job step "checkpoints" (or saves) intermediate results
(work file contents) and the operational environment at the end of each processing phase.

• Then, if required, the database update step can resume execution at the beginning of the processing phase in which
the failure occurred.

• Restart is accomplished by restoring the operational environment from the last checkpoint, bypassing completed
processing phases, and resuming execution using intermediate results (work files) from the last checkpoint.

Note: When you activate internal step restart (RESTART YES), the following optional restart parameters are enabled.
These parameters have no effect if restart is disabled (RESTART NO). For more details, see the individual parameter
descriptions later in this section.

• RESTARTCKPT data_set_allocation_parameters
• RESTARTWORK data_set_allocation_parameters
• DYNAMWAIT minutes

Processing Phases:

This product employs two database update processing phases, followed by the two common roll-up phases with
descriptions:

FORMAT
Read raw input data, convert to SAS format, and output to intermediate work files.

DBUPDATE
Sort intermediate work file contents, eliminate duplicate input data, merge data across optional multiple work files,
enhance data content, and create the new DETAIL cycle.

DYSUM
Summarize DETAIL data to create new DAYS cycles and to update current week-to-date and month-to-date cycles.

DYAGE
Cutover new database cycles to production and "age" existing cycles.

RESTART Considerations

• Overhead
Enabling internal step restart adds some overhead to the database update job step - the cost of taking checkpoints
and managing saved materials. This overhead is relatively constant and independent of input data volume. As a
result, costs can outweigh potential savings when input data volume is low, for example in a test unit. For high volume,
production units, internal step restart support overhead must be a minor portion of total resource usage.

• Cataloged Work Files
When you enable internal step restart, the SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work
file data sets are allocated and cataloged with permanent dataset names. The data sets are retained for use in restart
if the step abends. When the step completes successfully, the data sets are deleted.
Before enabling internal step restart support, these data sets were allocated on the system "scratch" space with a
temporary, system assigned data set names. If your installation standards do not allow permanent data sets on DASD
volumes that are used for temporary work space, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct the internal step restart data sets to a generic unit or storage class that allows cataloged data sets.

• Dynamic Allocation
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When internal step restart is active, dynamic allocation is employed for the work data sets. If your installation restricts
dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets, use the WORK, RESTARTCKPT, and RESTARTWORK parameters
to direct work data set allocation to a generic unit or storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

• Data Set Names
The SAS work data set, internal step restart control data set, and multiple work file data sets are allocated and
cataloged according to the standard MICS unit database data set name conventions. The default DDNAME and data
set names are:
– SAS work data set

//cccXWORK DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXWORK,.....

– Internal step restart control data set

//cccXCKPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccXCKPT,.....

– Multiple work file data sets

//WORKnn   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.cccWRKnn,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes
data-set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Broadcom
Support for assistance if you must change data set names.

RESTARTCKPT

This statement is optional. Specify the following code to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal
step restart checkpoint data set:

RESTARTCKPT   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTCKPT is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart checkpoint data set (or cccXCKPT data set) contains processing status, control, and SAS
environmental information for internal step restart processing checkpoints. This data set includes a copy of the SAS
WORK format and macro catalogs, current macro variable values, and a description of work files that are required to
restart DAYnnn processing.

By default, the cccXCKPT data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTCKPT to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXCKPT data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.

You can override the RESTARTCKPT data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Example 1:
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RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
LImits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

RESTARTCKPT  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

RESTARTCKPT  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

RESTARTWORK

This statement is optional. Specify the following to override default data set allocation parameters for the internal step
restart WORK data set:

RESTARTWORK   data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: RESTARTWORK is ignored when you specify RESTART NO.

The internal step restart WORK data set (or cccXWORK data set) contains the intermediate work files that are not
enabled to multiple work file support, including those files you could specify on the optional NOMULT statement.

By default, the cccXWORK data set is allocated according to the values you specified for the WORKUNIT and
WORKSPACE parameters in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). Specify RESTARTWORK to override this default, either
to alter the space allocation or to use System Managed Storage (SMS) parameters to control data set placement and
characteristics.

Note: If you allocate insufficient space for the cccXWORK data set, DAYnnn processing fails and can only be restarted
from the beginning.
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You can override the RESTARTWORK data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the RESTARTWORK keyword on the continuation line.

RESTARTWORK accepts the engine/host options that are documented in "SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment",
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
The primary allocation

ss
The secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

  RESTARTWORK  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

  RESTARTWORK  SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT minutes
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to override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not normally specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT 0

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Enable Internal Step Restart

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier, and specify:

RESTART YES

For more details, review the documentation for this product on WORK, RESTARTWORK, and RESTARTCKPT
parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains a single line that reads:

DAILY

or, if incremental update is enabled for this product in this unit database, specify:

DAILY INCRccc

where ccc is the product ID
4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:

– There are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT.
– The MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I.
– The job completes with a condition code of zero.

5. The following operational job(s) have changed:
– DAILY
– INCRccc (if incremental update is enabled)
If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product. See
the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product representation
of the MICS jobs.

WEB Incremental Update Statements

This article discusses the role of Incremental Update statements in the WEB analyzer, and lists the procedure for enabling
incremental update.
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INCRUPDATE

(Optional) Specify the following value to enable incremental update for this product:

INCRUPDATE YES
If you do not specify or enable the INCRUPDATE parameter, then it defaults to the following value and incremental update
is disabled:

INCRUPDATE NO

Note: Changing the INCRUPDATE parameter (either from NO to YES or from YES to NO) requires
regeneration of the DAILY operational job by executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEND) or by specifying DAILY in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) and executing prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU).

If you specify INCRUPDATE YES, also generate the INCRccc, cccIUALC, and cccIUGDG jobs (where ccc is the 3
character product ID). Depending on the options that you select, you can be required to execute the cccIUALC and/or
cccIUGDG jobs.

Incremental update can significantly reduce time and resource usage in the DAILY job. It allows you to split out a major
portion of daily database update processing into multiple, smaller, incremental updates that are executed throughout the
day.

• Standard MICS database update processing involves to following processes:
a. Reading and processing raw input data to generate DETAIL and DAYS level MICS database files.
b. Summarization of DETAIL/DAYS level data to update week-to-date and month-to-date database files.

• When you activate incremental update:
a. You can execute the first-stage processing (raw data input to create DETAIL/DAYS files) multiple times throughout

the day, each time processing a subset of the total day input data.
b. Then, during the final update of the day (in the DAILY job), the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files are "rolled-up" to the

database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. Then they are summarized to update the week-to-date and month-to-date
files.

• Incremental update is independent of your internal step restart or DBSPLIT specifications. You can perform
incremental updates with or without internal step restart support.

• Incremental update is activated and operates independently by product. The incremental update job for this product,
INCRccc (where ccc is the product ID), can execute concurrently with the incremental update job for another product in
the same unit database.

• The MICS database remains available for reporting and analysis during INCRccc job execution.

MICS is a highly configurable system that supports up to 36 unit databases, each of which can be configured and updated
independently. Incremental update is only one of the options you can use to configure your MICS Complex. Employ MICS
configuration capabilities to minimize issues before activating incremental update. For example:

• Splitting work to multiple units is an effective way to enable parallel database update processing.
• Adjusting account code definitions to ensure adequate data granularity while minimizing total database space and

processing time.
• Tailoring the database to drop measurements and metrics of lesser value to your data center. This reduces database

update processing and resource consumption.

While incremental update is intended to reduce DAILY job elapsed time, total resource usage of the combined INCRccc
and DAILY jobs steps can increase due to the additional processing required to maintain the incremental update "to-date"
files and for roll-up to the unit database. The increased total resource usage is more noticeable with small data volumes,
where processing code compile time is a greater percentage of total processing cost.

When you activate incremental update (INCRUPDATE YES), the following optional incremental update parameters are
enabled. If incremental update is disabled (INCRUPDATE NO), these parameters have no effect. For more details, see
the individual parameter descriptions later in this section.

INCRDB
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PERM/TAPE/DYNAM

INCRDETAIL
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRCKPT
data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRSPLIT
USE/IGNORE data_set_allocation_parameters

Incremental update processing reads and processes raw measurement data to create and maintain DETAIL and DAYS
level "to-date" files for the current day.

• These incremental update database files are maintained on unique z/OS data sets. The files are independent of the
standard MICS database files, and independent of incremental update database files of any other product. There is
one data set each for DETAIL and DAYS level "to-date" data and a single incremental update checkpoint data set for
this product in this unit.

• The incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files can be permanent DASD data sets, or they can be allocated
dynamically as needed and deleted after DAILY job processing completes. Optionally, you can keep the incremental
update DETAIL and DAYS files on tape, with the data being loaded onto temporary DASD space as needed for
incremental update or DAILY job processing. See the INCRDB PERM/TAPE/DYNAM option for more information.

After you activate incremental update, use the following three incremental update facility jobs that are found in
prefix.MICS.CNTL:

Note that ccc is the product ID in the following list.

• cccIUALC
Execute this job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file, and optionally the incremental update
DETAIL and DAYS database files. cccIUALC is generally executed once.

• cccIUGDG
Execute this job to add generation data group (GDG) index definitions to your system catalog in support of the
INCRDB TAPE option. cccIUGDG is generally executed just ONE time.

• INCRccc
Execute this job for each incremental update. Integrate this job into your database update procedures for execution
one or more times per day to process portions of the total day's measurement data.
The DAILY job is run once at the end of the day. It performs the final incremental update for the day data, and then roll-
up the incremental DETAIL/DAYS files to the database DETAIL and DAYS timespans and update the week-to-date and
month-to-date files.

INCRUPDATE Considerations

Overhead

Incremental update reduces DAILY job resource consumption and elapsed time by offloading a major portion of database
update processing to one or more executions of the INCRccc job. In meeting this objective, incremental update adds
processing in the INCRccc and DAILY jobs to accumulate data from each incremental update execution into the
composite to-date DETAIL and DAYS incremental update files. Incremental updates also add processing in the DAILY
job to copy the incremental update files to the unit database DETAIL and DAYS timespans. The amount of this overhead
and the savings in the DAILY job are site-dependent, and vary based on input data volume and on the number of times
INCRccc is executed each day.

Activating incremental update causes extra compile-based CPU time to be consumed in the DAYnnn DAILY job step. The
increase in compile time is due to extra code included for each file structure in support of the feature. This increase should
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be static based on the scope of the MICS data integration product in terms of files. This compile-time increase does not
imply an increase in elapsed or execution time. Incremental update allows I/O bound, intensive processing (raw data
inputting, initial MICS transformation, and so on.) to be distributed outside of the DAILY job. I/O processing is the largest
contributor to elapsed time in large volume applications. Thus, the expected overall impact is a decrease in the actual
runtime of the DAYnnn job step.

Increased "Prime Time" Workload

When you offload work from the DAILY job to one or more INCRccc executions throughout the day, you are moving
system workload and DASD work space usage from the "off-hours," (when the DAILY job is typically executed) to periods
of the day where your system resources are in highest demand.

Schedule INCRccc executions carefully to avoid adverse impact to batch or online workloads. For example, if your prime
shift on your site is 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, you can schedule incremental updates for 7:00 AM (before the prime shift) and
6:00 PM (after the prime shift), with the DAILY job executing after midnight.

Increased DASD Usage

The DASD space, that is required for the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files, is an addition to the
DASD space that is already reserved for the MICS database. By default, the incremental update database files are
permanently allocated, making this DASD space unavailable for other applications. In general, you can assume that the
incremental update database files require space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL and DAYS timespan files of this
product.

Alternatively, the incremental update database files can be allocated in the first incremental update of the day and deleted
by the DAILY job (see the INCRDB DYNAM option later in this section). This approach reduces the amount of time that
the DASD space is dedicated to incremental update, and lets the amount of DASD space consumed increase through the
day as you execute each incremental update.
A third option is to store the incremental update database files on tape (see the INCRDB TAPE option). With this
approach, the DASD space is required only for the time that each incremental update or DAILY job step is executing.
While this alternative reduces the "permanent" DASD space requirement, the total amount of DASD space, that is during
the time the incremental update or DAILY jobs are executing, is unchanged. In addition, the TAPE option adds processing
to copy the incremental update files to tape, and to reload the files from tape to disk.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated disk data set. This is a small data set and
should not be an issue.

Operational Complexity

Incremental update expands your measurement data management and job scheduling issues. Ensure that each
incremental update and the DAILY job processes your measurement data chronologically - each job must see data that
are newer than the data processed by the prior job. By incrementally updating the database, you increase the risk to miss
a log file, or to process a log that is out of order.

Interval End Effects

Each incremental update processes a subset of the daily measurement data, taking advantage of early availability of
some of the day data, for example, when a measurement log fills and switches to a new volume. This can cause a
problem if the measurement log split occurs while the data source is logging records for the end of a measurement
interval, thus splitting the data for a single measurement interval across two log files. When an incremental update
processes the first log file, the checkpoint high end timestamp is set to indicate that this split measurement interval has
been processed. Then, when the rest of the measurement interval data are encountered in a later update, it can be
dropped as duplicate data (because data for this measurement interval end timestamp has already been processed).

Appropriate scheduling of log dumps and incremental updates can avoid this problem. For example, if you plan to run
incremental updates at 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM, you could force a log dump in the middle of the measurement interval
before the scheduled incremental update executions. This is an extension of the procedure you can already use for end-
of-day measurement log processing. The objective is to ensure that all records for each monitor interval are processed in
the same incremental update.
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Dynamic Allocation

When you activate incremental update and specify TAPE or DYNAM for the INCRDB parameter, dynamic allocation is
employed for the incremental update database files. If your site restricts dynamic allocation of large, cataloged data sets,
use the INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters to direct incremental update data set allocation to a generic unit or
storage class where dynamic allocation is allowed.

Data Set Names

The incremental update database files are allocated and cataloged according to standard MICS unit database data set
name conventions. The DDNAME and default data set names are (where ccc is the product ID):

• Incremental update checkpoint file

//IUCKPT   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUCKPT,.....

• Incremental update DETAIL

//IUDETAIL DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDETAIL,.....

• Incremental update DAYS

//IUDAYS   DD DSN=prefix.MICS.ccc.IUDAYS,.....

These data sets conform to the same data set name conventions as your existing MICS data sets. This minimizes data-
set-name-related allocation issues. However, you can override the data set names if required. Contact Technical Support
for assistance if you must change data set names.

INCRDB

(Optional) The default is the following value:

INCRDB PERM

Specify this statement, or use the default, to keep the incremental update database DETAIL and DAYS files on
permanently allocated DASD data sets:
Note: INCRDB is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

INCRDB PERM

Execute the prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job to allocate the incremental update database files.

Note: The incremental update checkpoint file is always a permanently allocated DASD data set.

Specify the following value to offload the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS files to tape between incremental update
executions:

INCRDB TAPE #gdgs UNIT=name

With the TAPE option, the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets are dynamically allocated at the
beginning of the incremental update job or DAILY job step, and then are deleted after the job step completes.

• The first incremental update job of the day allocates and initializes the incremental update database files. At the end
of the job, the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets.
Then the DASD files are deleted.

• Subsequent incremental update jobs restore the DASD incremental update database files from the current, (0)
generation, incremental update tape data sets before processing the input measurement data. At the end of the job,
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the DETAIL and DAYS files are copied to a new (+1) generation of the incremental update tape data sets. Then the
DASD files are deleted.

• The DAILY job step also restores the DASD incremental update database files from the (0) generation tape files before
processing the input data, but does NOT copy the incremental update database files to tape. Thus, the DAILY job
actually creates a new, null (+1) generation.

• Use the #gdgs parameter to specify the maximum number of incremental update tape generations. The minimum is 2
and the maximum is 99, with a default of 5.
Set the number of generations equal to or greater than the number of incremental updates, including the DAILY job
that you plan to execute each day. This facilitates restart and recovery if you encounter problems requiring you to
reprocess portions of the daily measurement data.

• Use the optional UNIT=name parameter to specify a tape unit name for the incremental update database output tapes.
The default is to use the same tape unit as the input tapes.

• A special index must be created in your system catalog for each of the incremental update tape data set generation
data groups. The prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) job generates the statements to create the incremental update GDG
index definitions.
– Before each index is built, it is deleted. DLTX (or DELETE) statements causes an error message if no entry exists.

This allows you to change the number of entries without having to delete each of the index entries.
– DLTX and BLDG (or DELETE and DEFINE) fail if there is a cataloged data set with the same index. IDCAMS (or

IEHPROGM) issues a message and gives a return code of 8. This issue is not a problem for non-GDG entries or if
the GDG already has the desired number of entries.

– If you want to change the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets, follow these steps:
1. Uncatalog any existing entries in the GDG.
2. Delete the index with a DLTX (or DELETE).
3. Create the index with a BLDG (or DEFINE).
4. Catalog any entries that are uncataloged in step 1.

• The incremental update tape data set names are as follows, where ccc is the product ID:
– Incremental update tape DETAIL file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUXTAPE.GnnnnV00

– Incremental update tape DAYS file

tapeprefix.MICS.ccc.IUDTAPE.GnnnnV00 

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB TAPE.

Specify the following parameter to allocate dynamically the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS DASD data sets in the
first incremental update of the day, and then delete these data sets at the end of the DAILY job step:

INCRDB DYNAM

• With this option, no space is used for the incremental update database files during the time between the end of the
DAILY job step and the beginning of the next day first incremental update.

• With this approach, you can set the data set allocation parameters so that the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS
data sets start out with a minimum allocation and then grow through secondary allocations as more space is required
for subsequent incremental updates. For example, enough space for one incremental update.

Note: The INCRDETAIL and INCRDAYS parameters are required when you specify INCRDB DYNAM.

INCRDETAIL

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:
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• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify the following to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL):

INCRDETAIL    data_set_allocation_parameters 

Note: INCRDETAIL is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DETAIL data set (IUDETAIL) contains the current incremental update detail-level database files,
and the DETAIL "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of DETAIL
timespan data this product.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDETAIL parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDETAIL parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DETAIL data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDETAIL parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDETAIL keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDETAIL accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
DO NOT SPECIFY THE DISP PARAMETER.

• You can override the INCRDETAIL data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility.
For more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
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Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDETAIL   STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDETAIL   SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRDAYS

This statement is required if you specify either of the following values:

• INCRDB TAPE
• INCRDB DYNAM

Otherwise, this statement is optional. There is no default.

Specify this to define data set allocation parameters for the incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS):

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameter

Note: INCRDAYS is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update DAYS data set (IUDAYS) contains the current incremental update days-level database files, and
the DAYS "to-date" data for the current daily update cycle. Allocate DASD space equivalent to two cycles of this product's
DAYS timespan data.

If you specify INCRDB PERM (the default), your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in generating the
cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update database and checkpoint files.
• Omit the INCRDAYS parameter if you prefer to specify data set allocation parameters directly in the generated

prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, your INCRDAYS parameter specifications are used in incremental
update DAYS data set dynamic allocation during incremental update or DAILY job step execution.

• The INCRDAYS parameter is required for the TAPE or DYNAM option.
• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you

need multiple lines, repeat the INCRDAYS keyword on the continuation line.
• INCRDAYS accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the z/OS Environment,

including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.
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WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

• You can override the INCRDAYS data set allocation parameters at execution time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For
more information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD).

Example 1:

INCRDAYS      STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRDAYS    STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRDAYS    SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRCKPT

(Optional) Specify this to override default data set allocation parameters for the incremental update checkpoint data set:

INCRCKPT      data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRCKPT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

The incremental update checkpoint data set tracks incremental update job status and the data that were processed during
the current daily update cycle. The incremental update checkpoint is used to detect and block the input of duplicate data
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during incremental update processing. This data set is exactly the same size as prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA (the unit
checkpoint data set), usually 20K to 200K depending on the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SITE) CKPTCNT parameter (100-9999).

Your INCRCKPT parameter specifications are used in generating the cccIUALC job (where ccc is the product ID).

• Execute the cccIUALC job to allocate and initialize the incremental update checkpoint file. If you specify INCRDB
PERM, then the cccIUALC job also allocates the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS database files.

• By default, the incremental update checkpoint data set is allocated as SPACE=(TRK,(5,2)) using the value that you
specified for the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) DASDUNIT parameter.

• Omit the INCRCKPT parameter if you prefer to override data set allocation parameters directly in the generated
prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC) job.

Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you need
multiple lines, repeat the INCRCKPT keyword on the continuation line.

INCRCKPT accepts the engine/host options that are documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment,
including STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP Parameter.

Example 1:

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation

ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block length.
ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRCKPT     STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRCKPT     SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters

SPACE
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Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

INCRSPLIT

(Optional) Defaults to the following value:

INCRSPLIT IGNORE

Specify the following if you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output
of the SPLITSMF job. The optional data_set_allocation_parameters are used by the SPLITSMF job when creating the
measurement data file for this product.

INCRSPLIT USE data_set_allocation_parameters

Note: INCRSPLIT is ignored when you specify INCRUPDATE NO.

This option is used when multiple products in a single unit database are enabled to incremental update. The SPLITSMF
job performs the same function for incremental update jobs as the DAILY job DAYSMF step performs for the DAYnnn
database update steps.

• The SPLITSMF job dynamically allocates, catalogs, and populates prefix.MICS.ccc.IUSPLTDS data sets for each
product in the unit database for which you specified both the INCRUPDATE YES and INCRSPLIT USE parameters.
These data sets are then deleted after processing by the appropriate INCRccc job.

• Specify data set allocation parameters, separated by blanks, according to SAS LIBNAME statement syntax. If you
need multiple lines, repeat the INCRSPLIT keyword on each continuation line.

• INCRSPLIT accepts the engine/host options documented in the SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, including
STORCLAS, UNIT, SPACE, BLKSIZE, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and VOLSER.

WARNING
Do not specify the DISP parameter.

Specify the following or accept the default if you want the incremental update jobs for this product to get their input
measurement data from the data sets specified in the INPUTccc (or INPUTSMF) member of prefix.MICS.PARMS:

INCRSPLIT  IGNORE

When you specify INCRSPLIT IGNORE, this product will NOT participate in SPLITSMF job processing.

Example 1:

INCRSPLIT USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated, where:

xxxx
TRK, CYL, or blklen

pp
the primary allocation

ss
the secondary allocation
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ROUND
Specifies that the allocated space must be "rounded" to a cylinder boundary when the unit specified was a block
length.ROUND is ignored with the TRK or CYL options.

Example 2 (multiple lines):

INCRSPLIT  USE  STORCLAS=MICSTEMP UNIT=SYSDA

INCRSPLIT       SPACE=(xxxx,(pp,ss),,,ROUND)

STORCLAS
Specifies a storage class for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

UNIT
Specifies the generic unit for a new data set.
Limits: 8 characters.

SPACE
Specifies how much disk space to provide for a new data set being allocated.

DYNAMWAIT

This statement is optional. Specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT minutes

To override the default amount of time, in minutes, the DAILY and/or INCRccc job will wait for an unavailable data set.

Note: This optional parameter is not typically specified. The system default is adequate for most data centers.

Internal Step Restart and Incremental Update facilities use z/OS dynamic allocation services to create new data sets and
to access existing data sets. Data set naming conventions and internal program structure are designed to minimize data
set contention. However, if data set allocation does fail because another batch job or online user is already using a data
set, DAILY and/or INCRccc processing will wait 15 seconds and then try the allocation again. By default, the allocation will
be attempted every 15 seconds for up to 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, the DAILY or INCRccc job will abort.

If data set contention in your data center does cause frequent DAILY or INCRccc job failures, and you are unable to
resolve the contention through scheduling changes, you may want to use the DYNAMWAIT parameter to increase the
maximum number of minutes the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs will wait for the data set to become available.

On the other hand, if your data center standards require that the DAILY and/or INCRccc jobs fail immediately if required
data sets are unavailable, specify the following:

DYNAMWAIT 0

Note: You can override the DYNAMWAIT parameter at execution-time using the //PARMOVRD facility. For more
information about execution-time override of dynamic data set allocation parameters, see the Dynamic Allocation
Parameter Overrides (//PARMOVRD) section.

Implement Incremental Update

To implement incremental update in the MICS CICS Analyzer, follow these steps:

Note: If you are using USRXfff exits, be sure to review the important considerations in the Incremental Update
Considerations before activating incremental update.

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where (ccc) is the component identifier:
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– Specify the following:

INCRUPDATE  YES

– If you want to store the incremental update database files on tape between incremental updates, specify this:

INCRDB  TAPE  #gdgs

– If you want to allocate the incremental update database files during the first incremental update of the day and
delete the incremental update data sets at the end of the DAILY job step, specify the following:

INCRDB  DYNAM

– If you specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, then also specify the following:

INCRDETAIL  data_set_allocation_parameters

INCRDAYS    data_set_allocation_parameters

– If you want the incremental update job for this product to get input measurement data from the output of the
SPLITSMF job, specify this:

INCRSPLIT  USE  data_set_allocation_parameters

– For additional details about related topics, review the documentation for INCRCKPT, INCRDETAIL, INCRDAYS,
and INCRSPLIT parameters to override default data set allocation parameters.

2. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it contains two or more lines that read:

DAILY

INCRccc cccIUALC cccIUGDG

4. Submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). Ensure that:
– there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SYSTSPRT
– that the MICSLOG contains the normal termination message, BAS10999I
– and that the job completes with a condition code of zero

5. Edit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUALC).
– Inspect or specify data set allocation parameters for the incremental update database and checkpoint files. If you

specify INCRDB TAPE or INCRDB DYNAM, the cccIUALC job only allocates the incremental update checkpoint
data set.

– Submit the job. Ensure that there are no error messages in MICSLOG or SASLOG, and that the job completes with
a condition code of zero.

6. If you specify INCRDB TAPE, submit the job in prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccIUGDG) to define generation group indexes for
the incremental update DETAIL and DAYS tape data sets. To verify that the generation group indexes were correctly
defined, examine SASLOG, MICSLOG, and SYSPRINT.
Note: Error messages for the DLTX (or DELETE) statements are not a cause for concern. cccIUGDG deletes each
index before defining it, and an error message is issued if the index does not yet exist, for example if you run the
cccIUGDG job for the first time.

7. The following operational job(s) have changed:

DAILY INCRccc

If your site implemented the operational MICS processes in a scheduling product, refresh the JCL in that product.
Consult the scheduling product administrator for the exact processes that are involved in updating that product's
representation of the MICS jobs.

8. Implement operational procedures for gathering input measurement data and executing incremental updates
(INCRccc) during the day.
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Modify operational procedures for the DAILY job to ensure that processing is limited to input measurement data that
were not input to one of the daily incremental update executions.

WEB DETAIL Tape Processing Overview

This article discusses the role of DETAIL Tape processing in the WEB analyzer and describes related statements. It also
lists the procedures for activating and deactivating DETAIL Tape.

For certain high volume files, the MICS architecture enables you to create optional DETAIL timespan data sets. These
optional data sets are separate from the normal MICS database and have the following characteristics:

• They are created during the component step execution: during either an incremental update or the DAILY update run.
Each DETAIL tape file has a separate DD statement in the DAILY or incremental update job that specifies the data set
name and other data set characteristics.

• The data set name (DSN) for each DETAIL tape in a component step is:

tapeprefix.tmics.DETAIL.iiifff(+1)

tapeprefix
The tape prefix value that is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

tmics
Null when NOMICSLEVEL is specified, or MICS if MICSLEVEL is specified with the TAPEPREFIX statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

iii
The three character MICS information that is associated with the file

fff
The three character MICS file identifier

Example: For the MICS Db2 Analyzer, if DETAIL tape processing were activated for the DB2DSU file, the following
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) statement:

TAPEPREFIX CPLXA.U1T NOMICSLEVEL

yields the following DETAIL tape DSN:

CPLXA.U1T.DETAIL.DB2DSU(+1)

• There is no cycle aging associated with these data sets. Instead, each DETAIL tape data set created is an 01 cycle (for
example, DB2DSU01), and multiple instances are managed using Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

• The creation of DETAIL tape data sets is independent of any sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB customization choices. You
can have one or more cycles of a file that is written to and managed in the unit DETAIL timespan database, and also
use the DETAIL tape feature to create independent data sets for that same file.

• The decision to create DETAIL tape data sets is made at the unit level. Choose to create DETAIL tape data sets for a
component file in unit A, but not in unit B.

• While the expectation is that these files will be written to tape, you can make JCL choices to target other media such
as DASD. The SAS sequential tape engine will be used to write these files for both DASD and tape data sets.

• Unique output exits are provided to permit manipulation and subsetting of the records that are written to the DETAIL
tape data sets. This manipulation and subsetting, however, has no impact on files written to the standard MICS
database.

The activation of DETAIL tape data sets is accomplished by specifying a TAPEfff statement in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
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Customization of the JCL used to create each data set is accomplished using a cascading hierarchy of parameters
beginning with choices made with the TAPEPARM statement in prefix.PARMS(JCLDEF).

WEB DETAIL Tape Supported Files

The MICS WEB Analyzer supports DETAIL tape processing for the following files:

• WEBWRA - Web Request Activity File
• WEBWUD - Web User Data File
• WEBWAA - Web Asynch Activity File

Overview of JCL Customization Parameters

The JCL for DETAIL tape data sets is constructed using tape-related parameters that are specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

Each DETAIL tape data set has a unique DD in the component step. The JCL for each DETAIL tape data set is
customized according to user-specified JCL parameters such as the number of generation data group (GDG) entries
that are maintained, unit names, volume count, retention, and expiration dates, and System Managed Storage (SMS)
keywords. For example, STORCLAS=storclas.

MICS provides a hierarchical means to specify tape-related JCL parameters suitable for each data center.

The hierarchy, as it applies to DETAIL tape specification, is described:

Unit Level - TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM
Used for all tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)

Unit DETAIL Tape Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by all components in the unit. Overrides the choices that were made in
TAPEPARM and TAPESMSPARM.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

Component Level - DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM
Used for all DETAIL tape data sets created by a particular component. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF.
Specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

File Level - TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS
Used for a particular DETAIL tape data set.

fff
Identifies the specific DETAIL file. Overrides all choices that were made in JCLDEF and the choices that were
made with DETAILTAPEPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). Specified in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), where ccc represents the component.

The JCL parameter specification hierarchy that is used for DETAIL tape customization is shown graphically in the
following diagram:

DETAIL Tape JCL Parameter Hierarchy

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |

| +----------------+        |

| |    TAPEPARM    |----------> Defaults for all tape

| |   TAPESMSPARM  |        |   data sets in unit

| +-------+--------+        |
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|         |                 |

|         +--+              |

|            |              |

|            V              |   Defaults for all

|    +-------+---------+    |   DETAIL tape data sets

|    | DETAILTAPEPARM  |------> in unit.  Overrides

|    |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|    |   TAPEPARM and

|    +-------+---------+    |   TAPESMSPARM choices.

|            |              |

+------------|--------------+

             |

             |

             V

+---------------------------+

| prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) |

+---------------------------+

|                           |   Defaults for all

| +-----------------+       |   DETAIL tape data sets

| | DETAILTAPEPARM  |---------> for the component.

| |DETAILTAPESMSPARM|       |   Overrides all choices

| +-----------------+       |   made in (JCLDEF).

|          |                |

|          +--+             |

|             |             |

|             V             |    Individual data set

|     +-------+--------+    |    choices for one file

|     |    TAPEfff     |-------> (fff).  Overrides

|     |   TAPEfffSMS   |    |    all other tape

|     +----------------+    |    specifications.

|                           |

+---------------------------+

              |

              V

 

 // DD statements and GDG generation

TAPEfff Statement

The TAPEfff statement is used to:

• Activate DETAIL tape data set creation for the file indicated by fff. The component files that are eligible for DETAIL tape
processing are listed in a previous section.

• Override, for the indicated file, any JCL-related tape specifications that were made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPEPARM or DETAILTAPEPARM statements.

The syntax is as follows:

TAPEfff <optional parameters>

fff
The unique 3-character file identifier
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The optional parameters include both keyword parameters and keyword=value specifications. You can include multiple
TAPEfff statements if required to specify the desired optional parameters. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the
last instance defines the value in effect.

You can specify as many parameters as you want on each statement, but each TAPEfff statement must end by column
72. You have the option to specify only one parameter per TAPEfff statement. Either approach is acceptable.

The following are the optional parameters that are available for the TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

TAPEfff EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

TAPEfff COMP/NOCOMP

TAPEfff STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

TAPEfff MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

TAPEfff DISK / TAPE  SPACE=spacedef

TAPEfff VOLSER=volser

The following is a sample TAPEfff statement:

TAPEfff GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this sample, only the number of generation data groups (GDGs) and VOLCOUNT parameters are explicitly specified for
the file fff. All other JCL-related parameters for the data set are set according to specifications made with TAPEPARM and
DETAILTAPEPARM statements according to the hierarchy described in a previous section.

The optional parameters for the TAPEfff statement are identical to the parameters that are supported by the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement. A detailed description of the optional parameters is presented immediately following the
DETAILTAPEPARM statement description.

DETAILTAPEPARM Statement

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPEPARM statement is used to specify parameters defining
processing options for MICS DETAIL tape data sets at the component (ccc) level.

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPEPARM parameter specifications override
unit level tape data set defaults that are established by TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For unit level TAPEPARM and DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPEPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique tape volume
pool, or to a tape device type such as a virtual tape unit, or to a DASD pool backed by an archive facility. If so, you can
accomplish this by including the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).

DETAILTAPEPARM <parameters>

Note: In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), all DETAILTAPEPARM statements must precede any TAPEfff or TAPEfffSMS
statements.

The general form of the DETAILTAPEPARM statement is the keyword DETAILTAPEPARM, followed by one or
more DETAILTAPEPARM parameters. The DETAILTAPEPARM parameters include both keyword parameters and
keyword=value specifications. You can specify the DETAILTAPEPARM statement as many times as you want to specify
all of the tape data set definitions that you require. If you specify a parameter multiple times, the last instance defines the
value in effect.
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The following examples summarize the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters and describe them in detail.

Note: While the following syntax sample shows only one or two parameters per statement (line), you can specify as many
parameters as you want on each statement (limited only by the 72-character maximum line length).

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=nnn UNIT=unitname VOLCOUNT=n

DETAILTAPEPARM EXPDT=expdt / RETPD=nnn / NOEXPDT

DETAILTAPEPARM COMP/NOCOMP

DETAILTAPEPARM STACK/NOSTACK AFF/NOAFF

DETAILTAPEPARM MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL

DETAILTAPEPARM DISK / TAPE SPACE=spacedef

DETAILTAPEPARM VOLSER=volser 

The following is a sample DETAILTAPEPARM statement:

DETAILTAPEPARM GDG=3 VOLCOUNT=7

In this example, the default parameter values are used for most of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters.

The following definitions describe each of the DETAILTAPEPARM parameters:

GDG=nnn
Defaults to 7.
The number of entries to be created in the GDG for each DETAIL tape data set.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement GDG=nnn.

UNIT=unitname
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to UNIT=3490 if UNIT=unitname is not specified on the
TAPEPARM statement.
The generic unit name for tape file allocation. The parameter value (unitname) must be a valid 1 through 8 character
generic unit name for your installation. The value is used in generated tape data set JCL DD statement UNIT parameters.
MICS does not validate the unitname value except to verify that it is non-blank and no more than 8 characters in length.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement UNIT=unitname Value, the old-style TAPEUNIT statement, or both.

VOLCOUNT=n
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no VOLCOUNT is specified, the z/OS default volume
count of 5 applies.
The volume count JCL parameter for MICS tape data sets. Specify a decimal number from 1 to 255.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLCOUNT=nnn parameter or the old-style VOLCOUNT statement.

EXPDT=expdt
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If no expiration date or retention period is specified, a
default retention period that equals the GDG=nnn value is used.
Specify an expiration date definition that replaces the derived default retention period (RETPD) specifications. This facility
is specifically intended for use by installations with tape management systems which require specific EXPDT definitions.
For some tape management systems, certain EXPDT values make the tape available for scratching immediately. Such
values are NOT suitable for MICS tapes. The EXPDT=expdt parameter is optional. If the parameter is omitted, MICS
derives a RETPD=nnn specification as appropriate for the specific MICS tape data set being created and the number of
GDG entries defined.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameter, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The EXPDT=expdt, RETPD=nnn, and NOEXPDT parameters are mutually exclusive.

NOEXPDT
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
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Specify NOEXPDT if you want MICS to omit both the EXPDT=date and RETPD=days JCL parameters from generated
JCL statements for new tape data set creation. This option is provided for those installations where the tape management
system or SMS specifications automatically control tape expiration dates, retention periods, or both.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement EXPDT=expdt or NOEXPDT parameters, or the old-style EXPDT statement.
Note: The NOEXPDT, EXPDT=expdt, and RETPD=nnn parameters are mutually exclusive.

COMP / NOCOMP
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement. If COMP or NOCOMP is not specified, the z/OS default for
the selected tape unit type applies.
This parameter specifies data compaction (COMP) or no data compaction (NOCOMP) for a tape device that is enabled for
hardware compaction. Data compaction is only supported for IBM standard labels. If specified, the value is coded in the
TRTCH subparameter of the DCB JCL parameter. If the value is not specified, no TRTCH subparameter is generated.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement COMP/NOCOMP parameter or the old-style IDRC statement.

STACK / NOSTACK
Defaults to NOSTACK for DETAIL tapes.
Specify STACK to place multiple MICS tape files on a single tape volume. This mode of operation uses a minimum
number of tape volumes and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
VOL=REF=ddname construct and unit affinity is enforced (that is, STACK also means AFF).
Specify NOSTACK (the default) to place exactly one MICS tape file on a tape volume. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements do NOT contain the VOL=REF=ddname construct. This option is useful if your implementation of a
virtual tape system prohibits "stacked" tape volumes, or if you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with
an archival facility.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement STACK/NOSTACK parameter.

AFF / NOAFF
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement or to AFF.
Specify AFF to use a single tape unit for all related tape files. This is the normal mode of operation where a minimum
number of tape units are used and tape mounts are minimized. The MICS JCL statements are generated with the
UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. AFF is required for the STACK option.
Specify NOAFF to enable allocation of different tape units for each MICS tape data set. With this option, the generated
MICS JCL statements will NOT contain the UNIT=AFF=ddname construct. This option is useful with certain virtual tape
system implementations, or where you are directing MICS tape files to a DASD pool backed with an archival facility.
Note: If you specify NOAFF, then NOSTACK is automatically set.

Overrides the TAPEPARM statement AFF/NOAFF parameter.

MODEL='modeldsn' / MODEL=NOMODEL
Defaults to the value specified on the TAPEPARM statement.
The fully qualified name of a cataloged data set to be used when defining or extending GDG entries. Ensure that the
data set DCB characteristics are LRECL=0 and BLKSIZE=0. Coding BLKSIZE=0 causes SAS to use the blocksize that is
defined by the BLKSIZE(TAPE) option. BLKSIZE(TAPE) is defined in the configuration members that are referenced by
the CONFIG DD statement. If this parameter is omitted, a MICS generation job allocates a default model GDG data set.
If NOMODEL is specified as the model dataset name, the use of the model dataset in the DCB specification is bypassed.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement MODEL='modeldsn' parameter or the old-style SYSTEMMODEL statement.

DISK / TAPE
Defaults to TAPE.
Specify DISK if you want to write the dataset to a disk instead of a tape. Specify TAPE to write the dataset to a tape.
When you specify DISK, ensure that you have both a UNIT parameter with a generic unit name of a disk device and a
SPACE parameter defining disk space. You can also define a VOLSER parameter to direct the data to a specific disk.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement DISK/TAPE parameter.

SPACE=spacedef
No default.
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Defines the space allocation parameter for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter according
to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement SPACE= parameter.

VOLSER=volser
No default.
Defines the volume serial number of a disk for a data set defined with the DISK parameter. Specify this parameter
according to JCL language syntax.
Overrides the TAPEPARM statement VOLSER= parameter.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS Statements

In prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the optional DETAILTAPESMSPARM and TAPEfffSMS statements allow you to specify
System Managed Storage (SMS) keywords (for example, STORCLAS=storclass) for DETAIL tape data sets at the
component and individual file level, respectively.

DETAILTAPESMSPARM

When specified in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), the DETAILTAPESMSPARM parameter specifications override unit
level tape data set SMS defaults that are established by TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

For more information about unit level TAPESMSPARM and DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF), see Installing.

The primary reason to include a DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify unique
SMS parameters for the DETAIL tapes that are created for a particular component (ccc).

For example, your site can direct the MICS DETAIL tapes for a particular component (ccc) to a unique storage class.
Sample DETAILTAPESMSPARM statement:

DETAILTAPESMSPARM STORCLAS=DTPCLASS

In this example, the JCL for all DETAIL tape data sets for the component will include the SMS STORCLAS=DTPCLASS
assignment.

TAPEfffSMS

The TAPEfffSMS statement is only permitted in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS). It is not supported in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF). TAPEfffSMS keyword specifications override, for the indicated file, any SMS-related tape
specifications that are made in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) and prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) with TAPESMSPARM or
DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.

The primary reason to include a TAPEfffSMS statement in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) is to specify the unique SMS
parameters for a specific DETAIL tape file (fff).
Sample TAPEfffSMS statement:

TAPEfffSMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS

In this example, the JCL for the DETAIL tape data set for file ffft includes the SMS STORCLAS=fffCLASS assignment.

DETAIL Tape User Exits

A user exit is invoked just befre the output of each record to a DETAIL tape file. The exits are named _USRTfff, where fff
matches the file identifier for the DETAIL tape file.
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For more information about a complete description of the DETAIL tape user exits, WEB Modifying.

Activating DETAIL Tape Checklist

To activate the DETAIL tape checklist, follow these steps:

1. Add or modify the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
– fff

The three-character file identifier for the file to be written to tape
2. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
3. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

cccGDGGN DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add the following:

INCRccc

4. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for DAILY and cccGDGGN.
Note: If you want to use specific JCL and SMS parameter values for your DETAIL tape data sets, ensure that you
coded the appropriate DETAILTAPEPARM or DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
for unit level, or prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS) for component level DETAIL tape JCL parameters. See the previous
sections for  details about JCL parameters available for DETAIL tape data sets.

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccGDGGN) to define the tape GDG.
Note: If you want to override the number of entries that are kept in a GDG with cataloged data sets for a TAPEfff file,
you must delete and redefine the index with the new limit for GDG entries. Follow the checklist in the Generation Data
Group Catalog Index Creation section in Generate and Allocate the Database.
You have just activated DETAIL tape for one or more database files.

As mentioned in the DETAIL Tape Processing Overview section,  the choice to create DETAIL tape files is independent of,
and does not affect the creation of DETAIL files in the unit database.

When you create one or more cycles of the files that you activated for DETAIL tape in your unit prefix.MICS.DETAIL
timespan, your DAILY update job will continue to do so.

As you create DETAIL tape cycles for the files, you can deactivate or limit the number of DETAIL cycles written to the unit
DETAIL timespan database.

System Modification contains instructions to change the number of cycles of a file and instructions to deactivate the
DETAIL timespan of a file.

If you deactivate the files in the DETAIL timespan, ensure that you delete the existing cycles to free up space in the
prefix.MICS.DETAIL database. If you reduce the number of cycles, ensure that you delete any existing cycles in
prefix.MICS.DETAIL beyond the new cycle limit.

The following JCL can be used to delete specific cycles of a file from the DETAIL timespan. Ensure that you replace 'x'
with the unit identifier:

1. Delete all cycles for file fff (01-nn)

//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

  DELETE cccfff01 cccfff02 ... cccfffnn ;

  RUN;

2. Delete cycles 02, 03, and 04 for file fff:
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//DELETE  EXEC MICSDBx

//SYSIN   DD *

 PROC DATASETS DDNAME=%DDNx(TS=DETAIL);

   DELETE cccfff02 cccfff03 cccfff04 ;

   RUN;

Deactivating DETAIL Tape Checklist

1. Delete the desired TAPEfff and TAPEfffSMS statements from prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS).
2. If there are no longer any TAPEfff statements in prefix.MICS.PARMS(cccOPS), delete any DETAILTAPEPARM and

DETAILTAPESMSPARM statements.
3. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(cccPGEN).
4. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU) so that it reads:

        DAILY

If Incremental Update is active, add this:

        INCRccc

5. Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU) to regenerate the JCL for the DAILY job.
6. (Optional) Delete the index and the cataloged datasets for each TAPEfff statement deleted in step.

WEB Global and System Level GMT Time Offsets

The raw data time and datetime fields in the SMF type 120 records are recorded in GMT time. The raw data time and
datetime fields in the SMF type 103 and the USS generated WEB log files are recorded in local time.

In order to allow you to store all WEB related data in local time, regardless of the data source, two optional statements are
provided:

These statements, if coded, only affect the date and time related data elements in the files created from the SMF type 120
records. The SMF type 120 record subtypes processed by this analyzer are described in WEB Record Description.

The files created from the SMF 120 subtype 9 do not require this GMT parameter to be set. The GMT offset is present in
the record and used to adjust the date time fields.

The following Web Analyzer files created from the SMF type 120 records are affected by use of the GMT time offset
statements:

• WEBHPI - JVM Heap Interval File
• WEBSAF - WAS Server Activity File
• WEBSIF - WAS Server Interval File
• WEBMIJ - J2EE Method Interval File
• WEBHTP - HTTP Session Manager Interval File
• WEBSRV - WebContainer Servlet Interval File

For more information about these files, see WEB Information Area Files.

Note: The time offset only affects the date and time fields in the MICS database records, but does not affect the datetime
stamp in the prefix.MICS.CHECKPT.DATA data set. That time stamp represents the time and date that SMF data was
written to the SMF buffer and is already in local time.

The GMT time offset statements are described in the following sections:

• GLOBAL GMTOFF +/-nn.nn Statement
• GMTOFF orgsysid +/-nn.nn Statement
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GLOBAL GMTOFF +/-nn.nn Statement

This statement is optional and lets you define a global time offset value for every system. This default time offset can be
overridden at the original (ORGSYSID) level by coding a GMTOFF orgsysid +/-nn.nn statement.

This statement has the following format:

GLOBAL GMTOFF +/-nn.nn

+/-
Indicates whether the offset value should be added to (+) or subtracted from (-) the raw data time values. If not coded, a
plus sign (+) is assumed.

nn.nn
The adjustment time in hours and fractions of hours that will be added to, or subtracted from, the raw data time values.
The range supported is any value from -13.00 through 13.00 hours. The fractional portion is provided to accommodate
countries with non-hour boundary timezones.

Note: The fractional part represents fractions of an hour, not minutes. This means that .5 equals 30 minutes and .25
equals 15 minutes.

Examples:

GLOBAL GMTOFF -5

5 hours (18000 seconds) will be subtracted from raw data time values for all systems.

GLOBAL GMTOFF 2.5

2 hours 30 minutes (9000 seconds) will be added to raw data time values for all systems.

GMTOFF orgsysid +/-nn.nn Statement

This statement is optional and lets you define a time offset value for a specific system. The time offset value defined with
this statement affects only the system whose original sysid value is coded on the statement. It overrides, for the system
specified, the value specified in the GLOBAL GMTOFF statement.

Note: It is not necessary to have a GLOBAL GMTOFF statement coded in order to use the GMTOFF statement.

This statement has the following format:

GMTOFF orgsysid +/-nn.nn

orgsysid
The original system identifier (ORGSYSID) found in raw data. It can be up to 4 EBCDIC characters and is input from offset
11 in the SMF type 120 record.

+/-
Indicates whether the offset value should be added to (+) or subtracted from (-) the raw data time values. If not coded, a
plus sign (+) is assumed.

nn.nn
The adjustment time in hours and fractions of hours that will be added to, or subtracted from, the raw data time values.
The range supported is any value from -13.00 through 13.00 hours. The fractional portion is provided to accommodate
countries with non-hour boundary timezones.
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Note: The fractional part represents fractions of an hour, not minutes. This means that .5 equals 30 minutes and .25
equals 15 minutes.

Examples:

GMTOFF TSO1 -5

5 hours (18000 seconds) will be subtracted from raw data time values for system TSO1.

GMTOFF SYS1 2.5

2 hours 30 minutes (9000 seconds) will be added to raw data time values for system SYS1.

WEB IP/PORT Associated Parameters (WEBSLIST)

Member WEBSLIST, in the prefix.MICS.PARMS data set, can be used to associate meaningful, user-defined names with
each web server. If you do not use the WEBSLIST member, web servers in your database files are represented by their
numeric WEB IP Address (WEBIP) and numeric Web Server Port Number (WEBPORT).

WEBSNAME and WEBNAME

You can define both a Web Server Short Name (WEBSNAME) and a Web Server Name (WEBNAME) that are stored as
data elements in the database files.

The short name, (WEBSNAME), can be up to 4 characters in length.

The long name, (WEBNAME), can be up to 25 characters in length.

WEBGROUP

Additionally, web servers can be associated with each other using a Web Group Name (WEBGROUP). A Web Group
Name can be up to 8 characters in length. Any number of web servers can be assigned to a Web Group Name.

The following table shows how the WEBSLIST values are specified:

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+

 |IP ADDRESS               |SHRT|GROUP   |WEB SERVER               |

 |PORT NUMBER              |NAME|NAME    |NAME                     |

 |-------------------------|----|--------|-------------------------|

 |>>    25 CHARACTERS    <<|4 CH| 8 CHAR.|>>    25 CHARACTERS    <<|

 |                         |    |        |                         |

 |111.222.333.444/1080     |SALE|B2B     |ATLANTIC DIVISIONS       |

 |222.333.444.111/2080     |HR  |B2B     |CORPORATE PAYROLL        |

 |333.444.111.222/3080     |SALE|C2B     |PACIFIC DIVISIONS        |

 |444.111.222.333/4080     |HR  |B2B     |CORPORATE BENEFITS       |

 |444.333.222.111/6080     |DEV |C2B     |APPLICATION DEVELOP.     |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+

The following rules apply when coding this member:

Required

IP Address/Port (WEBIP/WEBPORT)
COLS 4 - 28

Optional
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Short Name (WEBSNAME)
COLS 30 - 33

Group Name (WEBGROUP)
COLS 35 - 42

Web Server Name (WEBNAME)
COLS 44 - 68

An entry is valid if the WEBIP/WEBPORT is entered along with at least one of three optional entries:

• WEBSNAME
• WEBGROUP
• WEBNAME

Any values you specify for WEBSNAME, WEBGROUP, or WEBNAME are used to populate the data elements of those
names in the database files. Optional values not specified result in blanks in the corresponding file data elements.

The exception is the long name, Web Server Name (WEBNAME). If Web Server Name is not specified in the WEBSLIST
member, then the WEBNAME data element is automatically populated with the concatenation of Web IP Address
(WEBIP) and Web Server Port Number (WEBPORT).

WEB INPUTRDR and INPUTWEB PARMS Members

The prefix.MICS.PARMS members INPUTRDR and INPUTccc are used to specify the input data for the Data Integration
Application component step.

To determine whether INPUTccc or INPUTRDR or both are used, review the DAYSMF, SMFRECORDING, and
SMFDRCTR specifications in prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF).

                    INPUTRDR            INPUTccc

 

DAYSMF OFF            NO                 YES

DAYSMF FILE(S) ...    YES                NO

SMFDIRECTOR           NO                 YES

DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc    NO - See Note 1    YES

 

SMFRECORDING ccc      YES                See Note 2

When DAYSMF OFF is specified in JCLDEF, then the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member is used for each
component step.

When DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is specified in JCLDEF, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR)
member is used in DAYSMF.

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF will not be generated and the component step with
SMF input data will use the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member.

If the use of DAYSMF EXCLUDE ccc results in only one component remaining as DAYSMF eligible, DAYSMF will
automatically be deactivated. In this case, INPUTRDR will be used as stated above.

Some components accept data from both SMF and non-SMF sources, such as CIC and VCA. In this case, the component
may optionally input data from the INPUTRDR member, but will always include the INPUTccc member.

Note: For details on the DAYSMF parameters, see JCL Option Definitions (JCLDEF). For details on deactivating
DAYSMF, see Removing the DAYSMF Step from the DAILY Job.
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INPUTRDR PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTRDR member of prefix.MICS.PARMS defines the DD statements that specify the SMF input data for all
products in the units that use SMF data. The INPUTSMF DD statements are used by the DAYSMF step that reads and
splits the SMF data into separate files, one for each MICS product.

The INPUTRDR member defines the input SMF data sets when DAYSMF FILES PERMANENT or TEMPORARY is
specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF) member.

An INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source. The following figure shows a worksheet for preparing
the INPUTRDR member:

INPUTRDR JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  SMF Input DD Statements       |

|                                                                    |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTRDR                                   |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                    |

|This definition is required to specify the DD statement for SMF data|

|which will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                        |

|                                                                    |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTRDR) AND NOT      |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                       |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                        |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.      |

|   //@                                                              |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=3,DSN=______________________    |

|                                                                    |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

If you change the contents of the INPUTRDR member, regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU or
JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

For example, if you want to read your SMF data from a data set named SMF.DAILY.DATA, change the INPUTRDR
member to contain the name of the SMF data set as follows:

    //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.DAILY.DATA

If there is only one SMF recording component in this unit, DAYSMF is not generated, and the component step with SMF
input data uses the prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTRDR) member directly.

If DAYSMF was deactivated by the DAYSMF OFF statement that is specified in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLDEF)
member, then each component step reads its input from their corresponding prefix.MICS.PARMS(INPUTccc) member.

INPUTWEB PARMS Member JCL Definition

The INPUTWEB member of prefix.MICS.PARMS contains the DD statements to specify the input data for the MICS Web
Analyzer. The //INPUTSMF DD and, (Optional) the //SMFDRCTR DD statements are used by the DAY052 step of the
DAILY job.

The INPUTWEB member contains the input SMF data sets when ANY of the following JCLDEF options is used:
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• DAYSMF OFF is specified
• SMFDRCTR/SMFDIRECTOR WEB is specified
• DAYSMF EXCLUDE WEB is specified

A //INPUTSMF DD statement is required for each SMF data source.

A //SMFDRCTR DD statement is only required when SMF Director split indices are used.

A worksheet for preparing the INPUTWEB member is provided in the INPUTWEB JCL Definition Worksheet.

If you change the contents of the INPUTWEB member, you must regenerate the MICS DAILY job using either JCLGENU
or JCLGEND in prefix.MICS.CNTL.

Note: If your site has SMF Director installed, you can use it to extract specific SMF record types and subtypes at SMF
dump time. For more information about this product feature, see MICS and SMF Director Interface.

INPUTWEB JCL Definition Worksheet

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET:  INPUTWEB JCL Definitions            |

|                                                                          |

| PARMS Library Member is INPUTWEB                                         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

| This definition is required to specify the DD statement for data         |

| that will be read by the DAILY CA MICS job.                              |

|                                                                          |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //@ WARNING: ALWAYS MAKE CHANGES IN PARMS(INPUTWEB) AND NOT            |

|   //@          &CNTL(DAILY).                                             |

|   //@          CHANGES MADE TO &CNTL(DAILY)                              |

|   //@          WILL BE GONE WHEN DAILY REGENERATED BY JCLGEN.            |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //INPUTSMF DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //@                                                                    |

|   //SMFDRCTR DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|   //         DD DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=5,DSN=___________ ____________        |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

|                                                                          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

WEB Database Space Modeling (DBMODEL)

This section describes the information required to define the Analyzer to the Database Space Modeling Facility.
Specifically, the user must provide values for the cycle (data retention) definitions. The special considerations for defining
the FILE input statements to the Database Space Modeling facility are discussed.

Database Space Modeling Facility, explains how these values are used in estimating the DASD requirements of the
database, and how the user can input these values to the modeling facility.
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Data Retention Specifications (FILE Statements)

This section describes cycle (data retention) definitions required for the MICS Web Analyzer, discusses how to determine
the Web data cycles required, and provides instructions for completing the FILE statements in the PARMS member
DBMODEL. The following Data Retention Specifications Worksheet will help you collect this information.

The worksheet is organized by information area. Each file in the area is listed by name. For each file, a line is formatted to
allow six definitions in the online database and two in the archive database:

• The online database files quantify the number of cycles of data that is maintained in the DETAIL, DAYS, WEEKS,
MONTHS, and YEARS timespans and the TABLES data area.

• The two definitions for the archive database files quantify the number of cycles of data to be retained, up to the cutoff
limit defined. The archive definitions have no impact on the size of the database and can be specified whethert the
weekly and/or monthly archive history files have actually been activated (see MICS JCL Planning and Parameters).

The worksheet formats provide an underscored area for the user's definition, followed by the recommended value, shown
within parentheses. If the underscored area contains a value of 00, the file is not supported for the indicated timespan. To
add support, perform database tailoring as described in Tailoring the Database).

When specifying a retention limit, remember that the number may never be zero if the file has been defined to be active in
the timespan.

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | INSTALLATION PREPARATION WORKSHEET: Database Data Retention Definitions  |

 |                                                                          |

 | PARMS Library Member is DBMODEL                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |      |           Online Database Retention           |  Archive Cut-Off  |

 | File |DETAIL    DAYS   WEEKS   MONTHS  YEARS  TABLES | WEEKS    MONTHS   |

 | Name | __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)  __(NA)   _(NA)  __(NA)|___ (NA)  ___ (NA) |

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

 |WEBSAF| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBSIF| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBMIJ| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBHTP| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBSRV| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBHPI| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWRA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWCB| __(10)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)| 

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWUD| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWAA| __(01)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWPR| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |
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 |WEB_WP| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WEBWCF| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGSAL| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAMS| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAPS| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (053) ___ (024)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGAGL| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGRFL| __(00)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGERL| __(07)  __(33)  __(09)  __(06)   _(1)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 |      |                                               |                   |

 |WLGCFG| __(01)  __(00)  __(00)  __(00)   _(0)  00(00) |___ (000) ___ (000)|

 +------+-----------------------------------------------+-------------------+

WEB Installing
After specifying the parameters documented in Parameters, you can install the MICS Web Analyzer using Installation
Checklists.

Be sure to review Data Sources and Parameters before proceeding to the installation checklists. These sections provide
helpful information about the data sources and the input parameters you will need to supply for proper operation of the
MICS Web Analyzer.

In order to collect WebSphere HTTP Server Logs data, you must install the WebSphere Log Extractor in your UNIX
System Services environment.

Installing the Web Log Extractor

The Web Log Extractor is delivered in library sharedprefix.MICS.BIN(WLETAR) file. To install this routine, you must run
the job sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WLEINST). This job inflates the WLETAR file in the defined Unix System Services
directory. Three files are created: WLELOAD.EXE, WLELOAD.CONF, and WLELOAD.SCP. For more information about
complete usage and installation instructions, see Tape Management Catalog Collector (TMCC).

A sample job to execute the Web Log Extractor on a daily basis is delivered with the MICS Web Analyzer. This job is
located in prefix.MICS.CNTL(WLERUN) and can be run from an OS/390 system.

WEB Processing
The processing information in this SECTION provides an overview of how data from the MICS Web Analyzer becomes an
integrated part of the MICS database.

Processing Overview

The MICS Web Analyzer makes use of the standard database update and summarization facilities of MICS to maintain its
data in the online and offline databases. The SMF data and log data is supplied to MICS in the DAY052 step of the DAILY
database update job.

The daily update step:
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• Reads and formats the raw data o Maintains data integrity by eliminating duplicate data
• Summarizes activity o Adds new cycles to the DETAIL and DAYS timespans o Updates the week-to-date and month-

to-date cycles

A more detailed description of DAY052 processing is presented in the next section.

Weekly processing is performed by the WEEK052 and WEEK300 steps. The WEEK052 step splits the week-to-date files
into a new week-to-date and a new weekly '01' cycle. The WEEK300 step creates the weekly offline database files.

Monthly processing is performed by the MONTH052 and MONTH300 steps. The MONTH052 step splits the month-to-
date file into a new month-to-date and a new monthly '01' cycle. It also appends the data to the year-to-date file. The
MONTH300 step creates the monthly offline database files.

The optional yearly processing is performed by the YEAR052 step which splits the year-to-date files into a new year-to-
date and a new yearly '01' cycle.

Processing Flow Diagram

       /---------------\

             START     |       +-------------------+

       \      |                   |

               |               |    DERIVE COMMON  |

PREPARATION    |               |    DATA ELEMENTS  |                           +------------------+

PHASE          |               |    PHASE          |                           |                  |

       +---------------+       |           +---------------+                   |                  |

       |               |       |           | Invoke macros |                   |          +---------------+

       |   Delete old  |       |           |   to derive   |                   |          | Invoke "input |

       |   copies of   |       |           | common fields |                   |          |  history log" |

       |   WEBfff00    |       |           +---------------+                   |          |     macro     |

       |               |       |                   |                           |          +---------------+

       +-------+-------+       |                   |                           |                  |

               |               |                   |                           |                  |

               |               |                   |                           |          +---------------+

       +---------------+       |                   |                           |          |   Sort work   |

       | DATA statement|       |                   |                           |          |     files     |

       |  defines all  |       |                   |                           |          |   Eliminate   |

       | output files  |       |    PROCESS        |                           |          |   duplicates  |

       +-------+-------+       |    INDIVIDUAL     |                           |          |  Create DAYS  |

               |               |    RECORDS        |                           |          |     files     |

               |               |    PHASE          |                           |          +---------------+

       +---------------+       |           +---------------+                   |                  |

       | Define and set|       |           |    Process    |                   |                  |

       |   constants   |       |           |    SMF/WLE    |                   |          +---------------+

       | Define and set|       |           |    Utility    |                   |          |  Delete work  |

       | control data  |       |           |    Records    |                   |          |     files     |

       |   elements    |       |           |_______________|                   |          +---------------+

       +-------+-------+       |                   |                           |                  |

               |               |    DELETE DETAIL  |                           |    UPDATE DATA-  |

INPUT PHASE    |               |    AND DAYS HIGH  |                           |    BASE PHASE    |

       +---------------+       |    CYCLE  +---------------+                   |           +---------------+

       |   Read data   |       |           |               |                   |           |    Update     |

       |    record     |       |           |   Delete old  |                   |           | Week-to-date  |

       +-------+-------+       |           |   copies of   |                   |           |      and      |

               |               |           |   WEBfff00    |                   |           | Month-to-date |

               |               |           |               |                   |           |     cycle     |
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       +---------------+       |           +-------+-------+                   |           +---------------+

       | Check record  |       |                   |                           |                   |

       |    length     |       |                   |                           |     AGE DATABASE  |

       +-------+-------+       |     MANIPULATE    |                           |     FILES PHASE   |

               |               |     CREATE DETAIL |                           |           +----------------+

               |               |     FILES PHASE   |                           |           |    Delete      |

       +---------------+       |           -----------------                   |           |    oldest      |

       | Checkpoint 1  |       |           | Report dropped|                   |           |    cycles      |

       |               |       |           | observations  |                   |           +----------------+

       +-------+-------+       |           |   by file     |                   |                   |

               |               |           |               |                   |           +----------------+

               |               |           -----------------                   |           |   Age cycles   |

       +---------------+       |                   |                           |           +----------------+

       | Invoke USRSEL |       |                   |                           |                   |

       |     macro     |       |                   +---------------------------+           /----------------\

       +-------+-------+       |                                                           |      END       |

               |               |                                                           \

               +---------------+

Daily Update Processing Flow

The DAY052 step of the DAILY job processes SMF type 103 and type 120 records and WLE utility generated log records.

The SMF type 103 records contain web server configuration and performance information. The SMF records are cut on
a predefined interval through the HTTPD.CONF configuration file of IBM's WebSphere Application Server for OS/390
(defaulting to 15 minutes).

The SMF type 120 records contain WebSphere Application Server (WAS) activity information. The server activity is
recorded at detail as well as interval level. The interval records are cut at the installation defined interval

Step DAY052 consists of the following phases:

Preparation Phase

During the Preparation Phase the MICS Web Analyzer defines its output files with a DATA statement. Data elements,
formats and constants are defined and set to their initial values.

Input Phase

During the Input Phase, the MICS Web Analyzer reads the SMF and log data. At End-of-File, a count of statistics is
printed. The counts will indicate the total records kept for the WEB and WLG Information Areas. The input phase will also
give the total short records deleted, total records options deleted, and total records date ranges deleted. In addition, a
count of records processed for each type of log file is printed.

Decoding Phase

During the Decoding Phase, the MICS Web Analyzer checks the record type , record subtype and transfers control to the
appropriate processing code.

Process begins with SMF data and follows through to log data once the end of SMF data is reached.

By default, the Web Information Area (WEB) files are always created but the Web Log Information Area (WLG) files are
created only if the WLG option is coded on the OPTION statement in sharedprefix.MICS.GENLIB(WEBGENIN).
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Data Input Phase

During the Data Input Phase, the MICS Web Analyzer reads the data elements from the various record types and
performs computations to scale and accumulate data.

Data Summarization Phase

The DAY052 step creates current cycles for both the DETAIL and DAYS files. It also appends data to both the week-to-
date and month-to-date files.

File Aging

MICS Web Analyzer files are aged to delete the oldest cycles and rename work files to current cycles. There are no exit
points provided in this phase.

WEB Modifying
This section explains the user exit points that are provided with the MICS Web Analyzer. You must carefully explore
whether it is necessary to develop any user exit routines. To this end, first ensure that the requirement cannot be satisfied
through one of the standard options or definitions. This process can be greatly facilitated by discussing the requirement
with Broadcom Support.

At times, additional system customizing is needed to tailor MICS to meet your site's needs. There are many user exit
points provided within MICS. Each of these points corresponds to a position in the MICS logic where user modification:

Is likely to occur, based on our experience o Presents only a slight possibility of compromising MICS database or
operational integrity o Is relatively easy to document and understand

Using the MICS exit facilities to augment MICS processing logic is the safest method of system modification. Generally,
we consider that the MICS system administrator has four levels or methods by which MICS can be augmented, changed,
and enhanced:

MICS Standard Option and Parameter Definitions

The diverse installation and definition options provide most users with adequate provisions for customizing MICS.

Modification through User Exit Points

There may be site-dependent requirements that are not adequately addressed through the standard options and
parameters of MICS. In these cases, one or more of the user exit points available to you may be used to code user written
routines that would satisfy these extended requirements.

Extension through Field Developed Applications

Although most users do not initially consider this a way of modifying MICS, the development of field-developed
applications may be the most advantageous method of addressing the need to modify a MICS product. For example, it
may be better to write an application to handle additional SMF data than to attempt to modify the logic of the MICS Web
Analyzer.

System Code Modification

As a last resort, you may be able to satisfy your requirements by implementing a source code change.

Before attempting to activate an exit, read and understand the information contained in, User Exit Facilities. The following
material is intended to supplement, not replace, that discussion.

The design, coding, testing, and implementation of MICS user exit routines should be approached with caution as errors
may result, causing the corruption of data. You should be meticulous in the definition and validation of the exit routines to
ensure that system integrity and performance have not been adversely affected.
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The following sections identify the user exit points that are available for MICS Web Analyzer processing and describe in
detail each of the user exit points:

Available User Exits

There are two types of user exits that can be used to modify MICS logic: general exits, which apply to all the installed
products, and product exits, which apply only to the product for which they are provided.

General exits allow user routines to be used for all products that process the raw SMF data. General exits are briefly
described here, and a more detailed description can be found in MICS Facilities.

Product exits are classified according to their purpose and include input, work file, output, parameter-related, and
accounting exits.

• Input exits are invoked as the raw input records are read. Output exits are invoked just before MICS writes an
observation to the MICS database.

• The MICS Web Analyzer provides the general input exit _USRSEL, which may be used to select or exclude data
meeting special site-defined criteria, to add data elements, or to modify record fields as they are read. In addition, the
general exit, _USRIHL, is provided at the end of input processing to permit examination of the MICS Input History Log
SAS file so that the user can terminate the DAILY run if critical data is missing.

• An output exit routine is provided for each file and may be used to selectively block the writing of specified records,
alter data elements in the records, or produce additional records for the target file or a user-defined file.

• Parameter-related exits are also user exits, but are defined as part of the standard MICS installation process. They
are normally associated with other parameters or options. For example, the Account Code Derivation Routine is
a user exit routine for completing values for account codes that were defined in a separate but related member of
prefix.MICS.PARMS, WEBACRT, the Account Code Definition parameter member. These exits are identified in both
this chapter and in WEB Parameters.

• Accounting exits are described in the Using Accounting and Chargeback.

The user exits for the MICS Web Analyzer are identified below:

Product Input Exits

• _USRSEL - File Processing Selection
• _USRIHL - Examine Input History Log

Product Output Exits

• USRSWPR - HTTP Performance File
• USRSSAF - WAS Server Activity File
• USRSSIF - WAS Server Interval File
• USRSMIJ - J2EE Method Interval File
• USRSHTP - HTTP Session Manager Interval File
• USRSSRV - WebContainer Servlet Interval File
• USRSHPI - JVM Heap Interval File
• USRSWCB - Web CPU Usage Breakdown File
• USRSWRA - Web Request Activity File
• USRSWUD - Web User Data File
• USRSWAA - Web Asynch Activity File
• USRSAGL - Agent Log File
• USRSERL - Error Messages Log File
• USRSRFL - Referer Log File
• USRSSAL - Server Access Log File

Product Parameter-Related Exits
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• WEBACRT - Web Account Code Derivation Exit

Exit Routine Considerations

There are data elements available for use by the user exits that vary according to the processing phase and the particular
user exit point. Special data elements that are used in the MICS Web Analyzer update process but are not stored in the
MICS database (and therefore have no corresponding Data Dictionary description) are identified below. The individual
user exit descriptions list which of these elements are available for the user exit routine.

ROUTINE
Name of the Invoking Routine

FILEID
Identifier of the File Being Processed

SMFRTYPE
SMF Record Type of the Record Being Processed

COMPT
8-Character Product and Data Source Identifier

WEB Input Exits
This section provides a description of the user exits that are invoked during the first phase of the MICS Web Analyzer
DAILY update processing. The exits are listed alphabetically.

Each exit description includes the name and title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it has an
interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. In addition, it also shows which data elements are available, the special
considerations to note, and a sample user exit.

_USRSEL - File Processing Selection Exit

Description

This exit allows access to each record processed by the MICS Web Analyzer input format routine.

Invocation

The exit gains control after a detail input record has been read.

Accounting Interface

No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses

This exit can be used to exclude records from being processed by the MICS Web Analyzer during the daily input step. To
exclude a record, set SKIP_REC to one. Refer to the example later in this section for help on coding.

Elements Available

• ROUTINE
The name of the routine that invoked this exit.
To use this exit in the MICS Web Analyzer process, test for

ROUTINE = 'DYWEBFMT'

• SMFRTYPE
The record type of the input record:

103
HTTP Server Performance Statistics
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120
WebSphere Application Server Statistics

• ORGSYSID
Original SYSID from SMF record.

• ENDTS
End Timestamp
ENDTS is set to the value input from field SM1209CQ of the SMF type 120 record subtype 9 at offset 68 (x'44') of the
z/OS Request Information section.

• COMPT
Component ID
The 8-character value representing MICS Web Analyzer product ID, either 'WEB SMF ' for SMF data or 'WEB WLG '
for HTTP Web Server Log data. It identifies the product data source.

Coding Restrictions

See General Operational Exits.

Special Notes:

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However,
it is recommended that the user modify prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). A more detailed description of this
routine is provided in General Operational Exits. Standard MICS Exits.

• Because this exit is used in many places, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the
routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose. See the example below.

Sample User Exit

In this exit, the data logged by WebSphere Web Server CSQ2 is dropped from further processing. This data may be
coming from a test system that does not need to be kept in the production database.

  MACRO _USRSEL

 

  IF ROUTINE = 'DYWEBFMT' THEN DO;

    IF SYSID = 'CSQ2' THEN

       SKIP_REC = 1;

  END;

  %

_USRIHL - Examine Input History Log Exit

Description

This exit permits inspection of the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file immediately following processing of all input
records in the input format routine.

Invocation

This exit is referenced in code that passes the DETAIL timespan checkpoint SAS file. The code reads _ADMX.CKPTDATA
as an integrity check on that file, and in the process allows the user to inspect the file's contents.

Accounting Interface

No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses
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This exit can be used to abort daily update processing based on an extended checkpoint examination algorithm. For
example, the daily process will end normally if data from the SMF or WLE log file is provided. However, it may be critical
that data from at least one specific system is provided for a successful update. This routine can be used to examine
all entries in _ADMX.CKPTDATA to test for the required condition. If the appropriate data is not found, the MICS Web
Analyzer DAILY step could be terminated with an ABORT ABEND statement.

Elements Available

All elements in the ADMIHL File

Coding Restrictions

See General Operational Exits.

Special Notes:

• This exit is part of the MICS Base component and is located in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). However, it
is highly recommended that the user modify prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#BASEXIT). A more detailed description of
this routine is provided in General Operational Exits., Standard MICS Exits.

• Because this exit is used in many places, it is necessary to qualify all coding in this exit by examining the name of the
routine in which the exit was invoked. The program variable ROUTINE exists for this purpose. Refer to the following
example.

• The COMPT has a special meaning to the MICS Web Analyzer, since it not only identifies the product but also the
source of data (SMF or log data), as follows:
– 'WEB SMF ' - The data is from SMF
– 'WEB WLG ' - The data is from the log file.

Sample User Exit

In this sample exit, the Input History Log is examined to determine if input data was received for the production SYSID
TST1. When End of File (EOF) is reached for the DAILY update run, a check is done to determine if TST1 data was
provided. If TST1 data was not provided, then further DAILY processing is aborted and a message is written specifying the
reason for abort.

MACRO _USRIHL

 IF ROUTINE = 'DYWEBFMT' THEN DO;

 RETAIN TST1FLAG 0;

 IF SYSID = 'TST1' THEN

    TST1FLAG = 1;

 IF EOF THEN DO;

   IF TST1FLAG THEN GOTO ENDCHECK;

   PUT 'Data from Production System TST1 missing';

   ABORT ABEND;

 END;

 ENDCHECK:

 END;

%

WEB Output Exits
This section provides an in-depth description of the MICS Web Analyzer standard output processing exits that are invoked
during phase 2 of the DAILY update processing flow. The exits are organized by information area.

Each exit description includes the user exit name, title, a description of its purpose, when it is invoked, and whether it
has an interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback. It also shows what data elements are available and any special
considerations to be aware of.
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USRSWPR

WebSphere Performance File Exit

Description

USRSWPR allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the WebSphere Performance File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Web Performance File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the WebSphere Performance File.
This file is built from the SMF Type 103 Records (subtype 2). The location of the self-defining section of the WebSphere
Performance data is found at offset 24 ('18'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the WebSphere Performance File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSSAF

WAS Server Activity File

Description

USRSSAF allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the WAS Server Activity File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the WAS Server Activity File.

Accounting Interface

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of this user exit in a later step while creating the
WEBSAF file in the DETAIL database. If you decide to eliminate data, you may affect the content of the WEBSAF file and
the accounting information for your system.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the WAS Server Activity File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 Records (subtype 1). The location of the self-defining section of the WAS Server Activity File
is found at offset 40 ('28'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the WAS Server Activity File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSSIF

WAS Server Interval File
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Description

USRSSIF allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the WAS Server Interval File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the WAS Server Interval File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the WAS Server Interval File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 Records (subtype 3). The location of the self-defining section of the WAS Server Interval File
is found at offset 40 ('28'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the WAS Server Interval File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSMIJ

J2EE Method Interval File

Description

USRSMIJ allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the J2EE Method Interval File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the J2EE Method Interval File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the J2EE Method Interval File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 6 records. The location of the self-defining section of the J2EE Method Interval File
is found at offset 40 ('28'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the J2EE Method Interval File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSHTP

HTTP Session Manager Interval File

Description

USRSHTP allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the J2EE Method Interval File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the HTTP Session Manager Interval File.
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Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the HTTP Session Manager Interval
File. This file is built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 8 records. The location of the self-defining section of the
HttpSessionManager section is found at offset 52 ('28'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the HTTP Session Manager Interval File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSSRV

WebContainer Servlet Interval File

Description

USRSSRV allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the WebContainer Servlet Interval File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the WebContainer Servlet Interval File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the WebContainer Servlet Interval File.
This file is built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 8 records. The location of the self-defining section of the Servlet section is
found at offset 264 ('108'X) inside the WebApplication interval section that is found at offset 64 ('40'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the WebContainer Servlet Interval File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSHPI

JVM Heap Interval File

Description

USRSHPI allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the JVM Heap Interval File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the JVM Heap Interval File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses
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This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the JVM Heap Interval File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 3 records. The location of the self-defining section of the JVM heap section is found
at offset 8 ('8'X) inside the Server region section that is found at offset 52 ('34'X).

Elements Available

All elements in the WebContainer Servlet Interval File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSWCB

Web Request Activity File

Description

USRSWCB allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Web CPU Usage Breakdown (WEBWCB)
file.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Web CPU Usage Breakdown File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Web CPU Usage Breakdown File.
This file is built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 9 records.

Elements Available

All elements in the Web CPU Usage Breakdown File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSWRA

Web Request Activity File

Description

USRSWRA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Web Request Activity (WEBWRA) file.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Web Request Activity File.

Accounting Interface

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of this user exit in a later step while creating the
WEBWRA file in the DAYS database.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Web Request Activity File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 9 records.

Elements Available
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All elements in the Web Request Activity File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSWUD

Web User Data File

Description

USRSWUD allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Web User Data (WEBWUD) file.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Web User Data File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Web User Data File. This file is built
from the SMF Type 120 subtype 9 records.

Elements Available

All elements in the Web User Data File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSWAA

Web Asynch Activity File

Description

USRSWAA allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Web Asynch Activity (WEBWAA) file.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Web Asynch Activity File.

Accounting Interface

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of this user exit in a later step while creating the
WEBWAA file in the DAYS database.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Web Asynch Activity File. This file is
built from the SMF Type 120 subtype 9 records.

Elements Available

All elements in the Web Asynch Activity File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.
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USRSAGL

Agent Log File Exit

Description

USRSAGL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Agent Log File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Agent Log File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Agent Log File Exit. This file is built
from the WebSphere Agent Log data.

Elements Available

All elements in the Agent Log File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSERL

Error Messages Log File Exit

Description

USRSERL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Error Messages Log File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Error Messages Log File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Error Messages Log File Exit. This
file is built from the WebSphere Error Log data.

Elements Available

All elements in the Error Messages Log File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSRFL

Referer Log File Exit

Description

USRSRFL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Referer Log File.

Invocation
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This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Referer Log File.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Referer Log File Exit. This file is built
from the WebSphere Referer Log data.

Elements Available

All elements in the Referer Log File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRSSAL

Server Access Log File Exit

Description

USRSSAL allows access to the data elements used to build the records in the Server Access Log File.

Invocation

This exit gains control immediately prior to the output of records to the Server Access Log File.

Accounting Interface

The MICS Accounting and Chargeback interface follows the invocation of this user exit in a later step while creating the
WLGSAL file in the DETAIL database. If you decide to eliminate data, you may affect the content of the WLGSAL file and
the accounting information for your system.

Uses

This exit is used to add or change data elements, or to delete observations from the Server Access Log File Exit. This file
is built from the WebSphere Server Access Log, FRCA Access Log, Proxy Access Log, and Proxy (Cache) Log data.

Elements Available

All elements in the Server Access Log File.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

USRDfff

DB2 User-written Cost Derivation Exit

Description

The USRDfff exit lets you provide the derivation of the fffCOST data element. The files available (fff) are the WEBWRA
and WEBWAA files.

Invocation

These exits are invoked in the information area processing phase immediately before output of the file.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.
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Uses

The exit allows elements to be passed to the routine computing the value of fffCOST.

Elements Available

All elements in the file are available.

USRXfff

DETAIL Only File Exits

Description

USRXfff exit is available for the Web Request Activity (WEBWRA), Web CPU Usage Breakdown (WEBWCB), WEB User
Data (WEBWUD), and the Web Asynch Activity (WEBWAA) files.

• The USRXWRA exit is invoked during the final output of the Web Request Activity (WEBWRA) File.
• The USRXWCB exit is invoked during the final output of the Web CPU Usage Breakdown (WEBWCB) File.
• The USRXWUD exit is invoked during the final output of the Web User Data (WEBWUD) File.
• The USRXWAA exit is invoked during the final output of the Web Asynch Activity (WEBWRA) File.

User code in the USRXWRA, USRXWCB, USRXWUD, and USRXWAA exits only modifies observations that are output
to the DETAIL timespans for the WEBWRA, WEBWCB, WEBWUD, and WEBWAA files. These modifications are not
propagated to the DAYS and higher timespans.

For example, using the USRXQAA exit to restrict output of queue level records, where the queue name begins with
"customer," to the DETAIL MQAQAA01 Queue Activity File has no impact on the observations summarized in the DAYS
and higher timespan MQAQAA files.

Invocation

Exit gains control in the SAS data step that creates the DETAIL timespan WEBfff00 file in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(WEB1204).

Accounting Interface

No interface to MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses

The USRXfff exits allow subsetting and data element modification that is restricted to the DETAIL timespan WEBWRA,
WEBWCB, WEBWUD, and WEBWAA files. Due to data volume considerations, the WEBWRA, WEBWUD, and WEBWAA
files are not active by default in the DETAIL timespan. Observations can be excluded by setting SKIP_REC=1.

If you choose to create a DETAIL timespan file for the WEBWRA, WEBWUD, and WEBWAA files on tape rather than on
DASD, use the USRTfff exit.

Elements Available

All elements in the respective file.

Coding Restrictions

See Standard File and Accounting Exits.

To implement this exit at the unit level, code it in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#WEBEXIT).

SAMPLE USER EXIT - USRXWRA:

Description

This sample exit lists individual, DETAIL-level queue segments for all queues associated with the XYZ application.
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 /*                                                  */

 /* Limit output of Detail Web Request Activity to   */

 /* a particular Websphere Application Server        */

 /*                                                  */

 IF WEBSVRNM NE: 'WSVR42X9' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;

USRTfff

DETAIL Tape Data Selection Exit

Description

The USRTfff exits provide access to DETAIL file records prior to their output to DETAIL tape data sets. For information
about DETAIL tape processing and a list of eligible component files, see Writing Field-developed Applications.

Invocation

The USRTfff exit is invoked prior to output to DETAIL tape files.

Accounting Interface

No interface is provided.

Uses

Use this exit to limit the amount of data that is written to DETAIL tape files, or to modify the contents of data elements
written to DETAIL tape files.

Note: USRTfff exit code only affects the DETAIL tape file content for a particular file (fff). It has no impact on the normal
unit database content for the same file (fff).

Elements Available

All elements in the DETAIL timespan of the file.

Activation

The USRTfff exits are invoked using the indirect exit convention described in Indirect Exit Points.

All of the USRTfff indirect exits are activated in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#cccEXIT). In #cccEXIT, you will find the
following statement for each file (fff) eligible for DETAIL tape:

%LET USRTfff = ;

The exit is activated by providing a member name to the right of the equal sign:

%LET USRTfff = exitname ;

If you code an exitname, you MUST create a member in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library with that name.
Provide valid SAS code in the member. This code will be invoked prior to the output of records to the DETAIL tape file.

Example:

sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#WEBEXIT):

  %LET USRTWRA = WRATEXIT ;

prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(WRATEXIT):

IF WEBSRVNM NE 'WSVR42X1' THEN SKIP_REC=1 ;
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In this example, WRATEXIT was chosen as the name for the DETAIL tape exit for the WEBWRA file. Member WRATEXIT
was created in the unit level prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library for each unit where DETAIL tape was activated for the
WEBWRA file.

The exit was coded to limit the records written to the DETAIL tape file to those from a particular Websphere application
server, WSRV42X1.

Note: The exit member name must be identical in each unit's prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE library, but the contents of
each member can be different (or identical) for each unit.

Coding Restrictions

Ensure that you have activated DETAIL tape processing for a file, and executed cccPGEN prior to activating and coding
USRTfff exits.

USRUJff and WEBJfff

Accounting & Chargeback Exits

Description

These exits provide the linkage into MICS Accounting and Chargeback. The files available (fff) are the WEBWRA and
WEBWAA files.

Invocation

These exits are invoked in the daily summarization #fffDSUM routines, where fff is WRA or WAA as the data is
summarized at the DAYS timespan.

Accounting Interface

These exits provide the interface to Accounting and Chargeback.

Uses

The exit allows elements to be passed to Accounting and Chargeback.

Elements Available

All elements in the file are available.

Coding Restrictions

See Direct Exit Points.

WEB Log Extractor (WLE) Overview
The Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility accesses IBM WebSphere server log files in their UNIX System Services Hierarchical
File System (HFS) data sets. The utility reformats and writes selected log file records to a standard z/OS or OS/390
dataset for input processing by the MICS Web Analyzer.

Consult with your WebSphere System Programmer for the directory and file paths to complete many configuration
parameters and JCL symbolics that are described throughout this section.

WLE Utility Requirements

The Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility requires the user to have access to UNIX System Services and for WebSphere
server logs to be created using the COMMON format.

The COMMON format is specified with the HTTP server configuration directive:
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"LogFormat Common"

If a format other than COMMON is specified, the WLE utility abends.

Not all logs are required or necessarily contain data, but at least one must be present.

WLE Utility Install Job
The WLEINST and WLEINSTM jobs are generated in sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL after the
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGEN0) job ends successfully.

The WLEINST job creates three files in a user-defined HFS directory that are required for the WLE utility extract job,
prefix.MICS.CNTL(WLERUN): wleload.exe, wleload.conf, and wleload.scp, which are extracted from the WLETAR tar file.

The WLEINSTM job is similar to the WLEINST job with one exception. WLEINSTM extracts only one file, wleload.exe,
from the WLETAR tar file, and it is used to update the WLE utility executable code as necessary.

Once the three files are in your HFS directory they are used to create SMF-like data sets from web server log files. Below
is a detail checklist that will help you to configure the necessary JCL.

1. Customize Installation JCL.
Note: This program is case sensitive. JCL must be uppercase and UNIX System Services path names must * * be
lowercase.
The WLE Utility JCL is found in:
sharedprefix.MICS.CNTL(WLEINST).
On the next page, you will find sample JCL for the WLEINST job. The lines are numbered and then referred to later in
the checklist for detailed instructions on both how to tailor the individual lines and what they are used for.

 

  1  //WLEINST PROC HFSPATH='HFS.path.to.WLE'

  2  //*

  3  //STEP1   EXEC PGM=BPXCOPY,REGION=8M,

  4  // PARM='ELEMENT(WLETAR) TYPE(BINARY) MODE(0,6,6,6)'

  5  //SYSUT1   DD DSN=&SPREFIX..&SMICS.BIN(WLETAR),DISP=SHR

  6  //SYSUT2   DD PATH='/tmp/',

  7  //          PATHOPTS=(OCREAT,OWRONLY,OAPPEND),

  8  //          PATHMODE=(SIRWXU,SIRWXG,SIRWXO),

  9  //          PATHDISP=(KEEP,KEEP)

 10  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

 11  //*

 12  //STEP2   EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=8M,COND=(0,NE,STEP1),

 13  // PARM='sh cd ?HFSPATH/;tar -xvof /tmp/WLETAR'

 14  //STDOUT DD PATH='/tmp/wleinst.stdout.dat',

 15  //          PATHOPTS=(OCREAT,OWRONLY,OAPPEND),

 16  //          PATHMODE=(SIRWXU,SIRWXG,SIRWXO),

 17  //          PATHDISP=(KEEP,KEEP)

 18  //* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 19  //* Print USS messages and command processing log

 20  //* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 21  //*

 22  //COPYSTDO EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,COND=EVEN,

 23  // PARM='OCOPY I(SYSUT1) O(SYSUT2) TEXT PATHOPTS(OVERRIDE)'

 24  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=(*)

 25  //SYSUT1   DD PATH='/tmp/wleinst.stdout.dat',

 26  //            PATHDISP=(DELETE,DELETE)

 27  //SYSUT2   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=255,RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=2560)
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 28  //SYSUT3   DD PATH='/tmp/WLETAR',

 29  //          PATHDISP=(DELETE,DELETE)

 30  //SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY

 31  //*

 32  //     PEND

 33  //STEP EXEC WLEINST

2. The HFSPATH symbolic parameter is assigned the value of path name that is defined in JCLDEFC with the keyword
HFSROOT.
WLEINST job stores the WLE files in a subdirectory of the MICS Root Directory (&HFSROOT./wle).
Do not change the HFSPATH symbolic value in the JCL since this member is generated. Any changes made here will
be lost when regenerated.
You can override the default HFSPATH symbolic value by coding the desired value for WLEDIR symbol in
sharedprefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).

WARNING
The &HFSROOT./wle must exist and you must have read, write, and execute permissions to this path name.
If the HFSPATH name is not found, the job completes with condition code zero and message EDC5129I, "No
such file or directory," in SYSUT2 DD.

If the directory path is too long to fit on one line, the following example shows how to continue an apostrophe-enclosed
parameter on another line (maximum length 255).

                Leave column 72 blank  ---------------------+

                                                            |

                Enter characters up to column 71   --------+|

                                                           ||

     INST PROC MICSHLQ='SHAREDPREFIX.MICS',                vv

          HFSPATH='/u/users/servers/systems/group/test/platf

          orm/http/logs'

          Y            Y

          |            +--- End with closing apostrophe

          |

          +---  Resume with next character column 16

3. Submit WLEINST and ensure that it completes successfully with a condition code of zero.
Step two (line 12) ensures that step one completed with a condition code of zero, and the WLETAR archive file was
successfully copied to the specified directory. If step one was successful:
– A change directory command is issued to point to the location where the WLE files are stored.
– A tar command is issued to inflate the tar files.
– Using the WLEINSTM job, the tar command extracts wleload.exe only from the WLETAR file.

Executing the WLE Utility

The WLE utility must execute before the normal MICS daily update jobs. It extracts IBM WebSphere log data and creates
a z/OS or OS/390 dataset for input processing into the DAY052 step for a MICS unit containing the MICS Web Analyzer.

In order to collect log file data, you must run the Web Log Extractor. The WLE Utility can be run from batch or UNIX
System Services. If you choose to use batch, do not switch to UNIX System Services or your batch job will be overwritten.
It is recommended that all jobs and parameter tailoring be performed through batch.

Executing WLE Utility in Batch

1. Edit prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF).
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WLECONF is where you configure necessary parameters. This is where you decide what log files you want to collect
data from, space allocations, data set names, etc. See Configuration File Global Information and Configuration File
Server Information for all parameter specifications.

2. The following numbered JCL example and correlating steps help to execute the log extract program (WLELOAD.EXE)
from the z/OS or OS/390 environment. After the JCL has been updated:
Submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(WLERUN).
Ensure there are no error messages in the SYSUT2 DD of the WLEERROR step, and the job completes with a return
code of zero.
Below is an EXEC step with three parameters that must be updated. This procedure and their descriptions follow.

  1  //WLERUN  PROC HFSPATH='HFS.path.to.WLE',

  2  //             HFSHELL='wleload.scp',        /* Script File Name  */

  3  //             WLECONF='wleload.conf',       /* WLE Config File   */

  4  //             WLEREPRT='wleload.rpt',       /* WLE Output Report */

  5  //             WLEERROR='wleload.err'        /*  WLE Error Log    */

  6  //*

  7  //*  Copy the script contents

  8  //*

  9  //OCOPYS1  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01

 10  //INSCP    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SPREFIX..&SMICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)

 11  //OUTSCP   DD PATH='&HFSPATH/&HFSHELL',

 12  //        PATHDISP=(KEEP,KEEP)

 13  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

 14  //SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY

 15  //*

 16  //*  Copy the WLE config file

 17  //*

 18  //OCOPYS2  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01

 19  //INCONF   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PREFIX.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF)

 20  //OUTCONF  DD PATH='&HFSPATH/&WLECONF',

 21  //        PATHDISP=(KEEP,KEEP)

 22  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

 23  //SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY

 24  //*

 25  //*************************************

 26  //*   Execute the script file

 27  //*************************************

 28  //*

 29  //RUNSCRPT EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=8M,

 30  // PARM='sh cd &HFSPATH/;&HFSHELL'

 31  //*

 32  //*************************************

 33  //* Copy HFS error.file to MVS dataset

 34  //*************************************

 35  //*

 36  //OCOPYS3  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01

 37  //INERROR  DD PATH='&HFSPATH/&WLEERROR',

 38  //        PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)

 39  //OUTERROR DD DSN=&&OUTERROR,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 40  //            SPACE=(TRK,(5,5),RLSE),

 41  //            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=137)

 42  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

 43  //*
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 44  //* Copy HFS error.file to MVS dataset

 45  //*

 46  //WLEREPRT  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

 47  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 48  //SYSUT1   DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&OUTERROR

 49  //SYSUT2   DD SYSOUT=*

 50  //SYSUT3   DD PATH='?HFSPATH/?WLEERROR',

 51  //          PATHDISP=(DELETE,DELETE)

 52  //SYSIN DD DUMMY

 53  //*************************************

 54  //* Copy HFS report.file to MVS dataset

 55  //*************************************

 56  //*

 57  //OCOPYS4  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01

 58  //INREPRT  DD PATH='&HFSPATH/&WLEREPRT',

 59  //        PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)

 60  //OUTREPRT DD DSN=&&OUTREPRT,DISP=(NEW,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 61  //            SPACE=(TRK,(5,5),RLSE),

 62  //            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=137)

 63  //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

 64  //*

 65  //* Copy HFS report.file to MVS dataset

 66  //*

 67  //WLEREPRT  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

 68  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 69  //SYSUT1   DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&OUTREPRT

 70  //SYSUT2   DD SYSOUT=*

 71  //SYSUT3   DD PATH='?HFSPATH/?WLEREPRT',

 72  //          PATHDISP=(DELETE,DELETE)

 73  //SYSIN DD DUMMY

 74  //     PEND

 75  //STEP     EXEC WLERUN,

 76  //*                                                                  */

 77  //*************************************************************

 78  //OCOPYS1.SYSTSIN  DD *

 79  OCOPY INDD(INSCP) OUTDD(OUTSCP) TEXT CONVERT(YES) PATHOPTS(USE)

 80  /*

 81  //OCOPYS2.SYSTSIN  DD *

 82  OCOPY INDD(INCONF) OUTDD(OUTCONF) TEXT CONVERT(YES) PATHOPTS(USE)

 83  /*

 84  //OCOPYS3.SYSTSIN  DD *

 85  OCOPY INDD(INERROR) OUTDD(OUTERROR) TEXT CONVERT(YES) PATHOPTS(USE)

 86  /*

 87  //OCOPYS4.SYSTSIN  DD *

 88  OCOPY INDD(INREPRT) OUTDD(OUTREPRT) TEXT CONVERT(YES) PATHOPTS(USE)

 89  /*

This job executes the BPXBATCH utility program to run a shell script that executes the wleload.exe program to
process HTTP server log files. This JCL may be submitted directly or can be submitted by a scheduling product.
The HFSPATH symbolic parameter is assigned the value of path name that is defined in JCLDEFC with the keyword
HFSROOT.
WLERUN job copies wleload.conf and wleload.scp files in the subdirectory of the MICS Root Directory (&HFSROOT./
wle). The wleload.scp is a script file that executes wleload.exe program. The wleload.exe program redirects the stderr
(wleload.err) and stdout (wleload.rpt) output to this directory.
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Do not change the HFSPATH symbolic value in the JCL since this member is generated. Any changes made here are
lost when regenerated.
You can override the default HFSPATH symbolic value by coding the desired value for WLEDIR symbol in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLNAMES).
Note: The &HFSROOT./wle must exist, contain the WLE utility executable code, and you must have read, write, and
execute permissions to this path name or the job will fail.
The following parameters are optional and can be added to the EXEC statement, located at the bottom of this JCL job,
to override the default file names.

• Change "HFSHELL" to point to the script file that must be in the directory, as defined by step 1 (above). The default file
name is wleload.scp. If you would like to specify a specific date for the HFSHELL, you can tailor this member to meet
your site's needs in:
prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)
See Tailoring WLESCRPT for further information about date manipulation and redirection, pertaining to the
WLESCRPT member.

• Change "WLECONF" to point to the WLE configuration file. This is where you define what log files you want to collect
data from, the OS data set name, space allocations, etc. See Configuration File Global Information for all parameter
specifications.
Updates can be made to the configuration in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF).

• Change "WLEREPRT" to match the name of the report file set in the wleload.scp file, using redirection. To retrieve
the report from UNIX System Services when running the wleload program from a z/OS or OS/390 address space, the
wleload.scp file must use redirection for stdout to create an HFS file that can be sent to JES output.

• Change "WLEERROR." This is where all the non-utility related errors are.

Tailoring WLESCRPT

The WLESCRPT member provides you with the ability to specify date parameters and whether or not output is written to
an HFS file. If you would like to specify a specific date for the HFSHELL, you can tailor this member to meet your site's
needs in:

prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLESCRPT)

WLESCRPT requires one parameter, the path and name of the configuration file that was created. An example follows:

wleload.exe ./wleload.conf

This command executes the wleload program and directs it to look for the configuration file in the same directory as the
wleload program is executing from, with the file name wleload.conf. The user can name the configuration file anything,
as long as it conforms to UNIX System Services HFS file naming conventions. In addition, the configuration file does not
have to be in the same directory as the executing program. For example, if the user created a configuration file called
my.config and placed it in a different directory called /u/users/command, the following command would be used:

wleload.exe /u/users/command/my.config

The HTTPD server creates log files with a suffix in the format of Mmmddyyyy and "rolls" the log files at midnight. For
example, on June 6th, 2001 from midnight until 11:59:59 log records are written to selected log files with a suffix of
Jun062001. On June 7th, 2001 at midnight, the HTTPD server would stop writing records to the Jun062001 suffixed file. It
would open and start writing to a new file with a suffix of Jun072001. Therefore, the wleload extract program should be run
shortly after midnight each day. If wleload is executed without a date parameter, it takes the current date, subtracts one
day from it, and tries to process log files with a file suffix from the previous day. For normal operations, wleload would be
run without any date parameters. If there is a need to process a previous day's log file records, the -d date parameter can
be used to specify which log files you want to process. For example, it is June 12th, 2001 and you want to process data
for log files with a suffix of Jun052001, to do this follow the example below:
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wleload.exe -d Jun052001 ./wleload.conf

The above example would cause wleload to execute and use the wleload.conf configuration file found in the same
directory that the wleload program is running from. It would also use a file suffix for the log files to process as Jun052001,
instead of Jun112001 (yesterday's date).

Finally, the execution time messages, diagnostic information, and the configuration report are written to stdout. This
defaults to the display device. By using UNIX redirection, you can cause the output to be written to an HFS file that can be
viewed later. Listed below is an example command to use in order to write output to an HFS file:

wleload.exe ./wleload.conf >wleload.rpt

When wleload.exe is executed with the redirection symbol for stdout with an >, the output is directed to the HFS file
specified following the redirection symbol.

WLE Utility Return Codes

The prefix.MICS.CNTL(WLERUN) job designed to run in batch can complete with many different return codes. The
description of these return codes is given below:

00
Normal Completion

08
Error messages issued for invalid data type. This can be caused by non-numeric values found where numeric values are
expected, and so on.
or
An empty log file found.

12
Open failed for log file

16
Errors occurred that are caused by discrepancies in script file, wleload.scp, config file, or wleload.conf. The only other
time this message is issued is when the number of errors counted during WLE execution exceeds the error limit set by the
"ErrorLimit" keyword in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF).
For a detail description of the WLEnnn error message, see WLE Load Utility Messages. Below is a list of some of the
common errors:

• Invalid command line arg in wleload.scp
• Open failed for input configuration file pointed to in wleload.scp
• Invalid keyword parameter encountered
• Fopen failed for WLEDATA, MVS data set referred to by this ddname
• Dynalloc failed, error code = 970C, info code = 0, S99ERSN = 42CC.

127
Catastrophic errors

• wleload.exe file name not found in the directory.

WEB Defining the Configuration Parameters
Configurations pertaining to the Web Log Extractor set up what and where output is written. This section describes how to
define the parameters that are required for configuring WLE. The MICS System Administrator should use this section as a
detailed.
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Defining Web Log Extractor parameters requires you to gain the necessary understanding of your site and its needs, and
translate that understanding into meaningful parameters.

This section focuses on considerations that are unique to the Web Log Extractor. If you have a question at any time during
your review of the material presented here, contact Broadcom Support.

Web Log Extractor Configuration File

The Web Log Extractor configuration file contains configuration directives that are used by the wleload.exe program to
create OS/390 SMF like records. Various segments exist in which the Global and Server parameters must be specified
before processing begins. The following subsections describe the various parameters and other pertinent information that
relates to them.

Configuration File Global Information

When preparing to configure the Web Log Extractor, certain parameters must be defined. This section explains the global
parameters and their function.

Note: The following parameters keywords are case-sensitive, and errors can occur if they are not entered correctly. Every
attempt is made by the utility program to correct case-sensitive errors before the program aborts. Only the DataSetName
parameter is required. All other parameters are optional, but must be specified if the parameter defaults do not meet your
site requirements.

An example of a WLE Configuration File Global Information parameter specification is shown below. A detailed
explanation of each parameter follows.

DataSetName    SERVER2.OS390.HTTP.LOGRECS

DSmodelDSCB    no

RecType        241

DSprimary      5

DSsecondary    2

DSunit         3390

DSvolser       MICS01

DSstorClas     no

DSdataClas     no

DSmgmtClas     no

DSdisp         OLD

CompanyName    CA

ConfigReport   yes

ErrorLimit     100

DataSetName - Data Set Name
Required: Yes
Default : None
The data set name, created or written to by the WLE Extract Utility job, must be no more than 44 characters and follow
standard MVS data set naming conventions. This is the data set input by the DAY052 step in the MICS daily update job.
It is recommended that this data set be created as a GDG data set by adding a (+1) to the end of data set name in order
to minimize changing of the DISP parameter. If a GDG type data set is indicated, the DSmodelDSCB parameter may be
required.

DSmodelDSCB - Model DSCB name
Required: No
Default : no
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The model DSCB name may be required when creating GDG output data sets with the WLE Extract Utility job. It must be
no more than 44 characters, and follow standard MVS data set naming conventions. This parameter should reference the
model DSCB used for GDG data sets on the system that the WLE utility is being executed on.

RecType - Record Type / Number
Required: No
Default: 241
The records created from the server log files by the WLE Extract Utility job are "SMF like", and contain the record type
or number, in byte 2 of each record. You can specify a numeric value other than 241, as long as it falls between 128 and
241.

DSprimary - Data Set Primary Space Allocation
Required: No
Default: 9
Primary space allocation, in cylinders, for the output data set name. The default value is 9 cylinders.

DSsecondary - Data Set Secondary Space Allocation
Required: No
Default: 5
Secondary space allocation, in cylinders, for the output data set name. The default value is 5 cylinders.

DSunit - Data Set Unit Name
Required: No
Default: SYSALLDA
Unit for the output data set name (e.g., SYSALLDA, SYSDA, 3390, etc.).

DSvolser - Data Set Volume Serial Number
Required: No
Default: None
Volume Serial number for the output data set name. No default is available.

DSstorClas - Storage Class
Required: No
Default: no
SMS Storage class name for output data set name. The default value is "no".

DSdataClas - Data Class
Required: No
Default: no
SMS Data class name for output data set name. The default value is "no".

DSmgmtClas - Management Class
Required: No
Default: no
SMS Management class name for output data set name. The default value is "no".

DSdisp - Data Set Disposition
Required: No
Default: NEW
The disposition of the output data set name at open time. Possible values for this parameter are either NEW or OLD.

CompanyName - Company Name
Required: No
Default: CA
Company name used for web log extract report headings. This field can be up to 44 characters.

ConfigReport - Configuration Report
Required: No
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Default: yes
The ConfigReport parameter allows you to suppress generation of the GLOBAL and SERVER extract reports by the WLE
Extract Utility job.
Possible values for this parameter are yes or no. If ConfigReport no is specified, processing statistics for the selected
log files and error messages are produced. If ConfigReport yes is specified, in addition to processing statistics and error
messages (generated by ConfigReport no), a formatted report of the configuration file is printed.

ErrorLimit - Error Limit
Required: No
Default: 100
Number of errors allowed per log file before termination. The WLE Utility job expects the various server log files to
be formatted according to industry defined specifications. Occasionally, fields in the log records are not formatted
correctly, and must be skipped. This parameter allows for a reasonable amount of malformatted data without rejecting the
processing of an entire log file.

Configuration File Server Information

Before running the Web Log Extractor certain parameters must be defined. This section describes the server parameters
that must be defined and those that are optional.

Note: The following parameters are case sensitive and errors may occur if they are not entered correctly. Every attempt is
made by the utility program to correct CASE sensitive errors before the program aborts. A site may have more than one
server. Certain parameters must be specified for each server targeted by the Web Log Extractor.

An example of a Configuration File Server Information parameter specification is shown below. A detailed explanation of
each parameter follows.

ServerName ABCD

ServerRoot /u/users/webserver/pathname

HostName user_defined_name

PortNo 1234

AccessLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/httpd-log

FRCAaccessLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/httpd-logfrca

ProxyLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/httpd-proxy

FRCAproxyLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/httpd-frcaproxy

AgentLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/Agent

RefererLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/referer-log

ErrorLog /u/users/mics/humresc/logs/httpd-errors

ServerName: Server Name
Required: Yes
Default: None
The name you want to assign to this Server's log file records. This name must be coded in upper case since this is
eventually assigned to part of the COMPT field used in checkpoint file during DAY051 processing.
The length can be a maximum of four characters. There is no default name. The ServerName 4-byte value defined here is
assigned to WEBSNAME (Web Server Short Name) if one is not assigned in prefix.MICS.PARMS(WEBSLIST).

WARNING
The following words must not be used for ServerName. They are reserved for MICS use only: WAS WebSphere
Application Server HTTP HTTP Web Server WLG HTTP Web Server Log Data Information Area WEB SMF Data
Information Area WLE HTTP Web Server Log Extractor Utility SMF System Management Facility

Orgsysid: Original System Identification
Required: Yes. Must contain upper case letters only.
Default: None
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The ORGSYSID value corresponds to a default system where the Web Server executes. The actual system where the
server executed is not provided in the measurement log data, thus the specified value you provide is required. MICS
employs the ORGSYSID value to set SYSID (Logical System) a common key sequence element. The value can be a
maximum of four characters. There is no default name. The WLE utility will not execute successfully if Orgsysid is left
blank. All Orgsysids in the input stream are required in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).
Additionally, if the system where the WLE utility executes is different from any of the systems whose Web Servers are
coded in the prefix.MICS.PARMS(WLECONF) file, then an entry for this system in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) is required
as well.

Important Considerations

Since the log records do not identify the executing system, your specification represents a "static" map of the "expected"
or "normal" relationship. In some sites, certain servers have a definitive and accurate relationship (server x always runs on
TSO2). In other situations the relationship cannot be accurate as the server executes on different systems over time.
A unique value for ORGSYSID can be specified for each server. This will result in each server having a unique SYSID
value.
You can, however, specify the same ORGSYSID value for two or more servers. This allows the log data for multiple
servers to represent a "business entity" without attempting to define a relationship to an execution system where
execution location is dynamic.
Because SYSID is present in virtually all MICS files, and analysts typically merge files from multiple MICS components to
generate reports and graphs, it is important to avoid misrepresentation of metrics in cases where the executing SYSID is
not explicitly known.
One method to avoid misrepresentation of metrics is to map servers to a single ORGSYSID such as "ANYW". ANYW then
can be mapped to a unique SYSID such as a PWEB (an imaginary system).

WARNING
The Orgsysid value is assigned to ORGSYSID, and then used to lookup logical SYSID. You must
define each Orgsysid value (including the Orgsysid of the system where the WLE utility executes) in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID) member Your DAILY job step DAY052 will abend with U310 error code if the any of
the Orgsysid mentioned above in not defined in prefix.MICS.PARMS(SYSID).

ServerRoot - Server Root Directory Name
Required: No
Default: No
The name you want to assign to this Server's Root Directory. This can be found in web server's HTTPD.CONF file. If this
field is left blank, the MICS element WEBSRVRT in files (WLGSAL, WLGAPS, and WLGCFG) also reflects blank values.
This information is helpful to determine the path for resources accessed on the web server. The length can be up to 48
characters long. There is no default name.

HostName -  Host Name
Required: Yes
Default: None
A user-defined name assigned to this web server. You should use a meaningful name that can easily identify the web
server in reports and MICS Web Analyzer WEB Log Files Information Area (WLG) files. The length can be a maximum of
20 characters. There is no default name.

PortNo - Port Number
Required: Yes
Default: no
The Port Number this server listens on for requests. There is no default value.
Note: To turn on the log file processing, enter the path and first node of the filename for the server's log file. The
WLELOAD program appends the appropriate file name suffix. This applies for all of the log files listed below.

AccessLog - Access Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
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This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the Access Log file. The default value is NO.

FRCAaccessLog - FRCA Access Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the FRCA Access Log file. The default value is NO.

ProxyLog - Proxy Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the Proxy Log File. The default value is NO.

FRCAproxyLog - FRCA Proxy Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the FRCA Proxy Log File. The default value is NO.

AgentLog - Agent Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the Agent Log File. The default value is NO.

RefererLog - Referer Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the Referer Log File. The default value is NO.

ErrorLog - Error Log
Required: Yes
Default: no
This parameter specifies whether or not you want to turn on the Error Log File. The default value is NO.

WLE Remote Setup
The Web Log Extractor (WLE) utility can be installed and executed on systems where MICS is not installed. This may be
desirable when you want to process log data from Web servers that cannot be accessed from the system where MICS is
installed. This is a two-step process.

Installing WLE Utility in a Remote Site

This procedure is ONLY for installing WLE at a remote site (a site that is not running MICS). If you are installing WLE in a
MICS system, use the checklist in WLE Utility Install Job.

The primary purpose of installing this utility in a remote site is to provide a way to collect the data generated by servers
that are not accessible to the MICS system.

Data generated by running WLE utility at the remote site must be transported to the host for processing by MICS Web
Analyzer.

The WLETAR tar file can be transmitted to another site using a utility such as FTP and uncompressed (inflated),
using the tar command at the remote location where the WLETAR is transmitted and stored. The file is found in
sharedprefix.MICS.BIN(WLETAR).

The tar command syntax shown below to uncompress WLETAR must be executed in a UNIX System Services shell
session:

tar -xvof WLETAR
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There are three files that are extracted from the WLETAR tar file by the above command: wleload.exe, wleload.conf, and
wleload.scp.

This completes the WLE utility remote installation.

Executing WLE Utility in the Remote Site

The WLE utility must execute before the normal MICS daily update jobs. It extracts IBM HTTP server log data and creates
a standard z/OS or OS/390 dataset for input processing into the DAY052 step for a MICS unit containing the MICS Web
Analyzer.

In order to extract log file data, you must run the Web Log Extractor (WLE). This section describes how to run WLE utility
in UNIX System Services. If you are executing WLE in a MICS system, use the checklist in the Executing the WLE Utility
section in WLE Utility Install Job.

Tailoring Configuration File

Before you can run the script file to generate the desired OS dataset, you must tailor the WLE configuration file,
wleload.conf. This is where you define, web servers, their input log files, the output OS data set name and allocation
parameters, and so on. For more information about all parameter specifications, see WEB Defining the Configuration
Parameters.

You can edit wleload.conf file from the UNIX System Services (USS) session prompt:

1. Ensure that the directory where the WLE utility is installed is your current directory.
2. Enter the command below:

OEDIT wleload.conf
3. Save the file.

Tailoring WLESCRPT File

See the Tailoring WLESCRPT section in WLE Utility Install Job.

Executing WLE Utility in Unix System Services

You can execute the script file from the Unix System Services (USS) session prompt. Executing the utility is a very simple
and quick process once the wleload.conf file is correctly tailored.

Type wleload.scp in the command prompt and press Enter. The script file runs.

The execution of the script file generates two output files:

• wleload.err contains any errors generated during the execution of the wleload.exe program.
• wleload.rpt contains a summary report that informs you about the log files processed, their record count, output dataset

name and output record count, and so on.

Note: Data generated by running WLE utility at the remote site must be transported to the host for processing by MICS
Web Analyzer.

SNT Network Analyzer Option
The MICS Network Analyzer processes data from operational and network management tools that operate in IBM's
System Network Architecture (SNA). Additionally, it processes data generated by IBM TCP/IP for z/OS stacks. MICS
automatically integrates Network Analyzer information with other information that it maintains. This is possible because
the MICS Network Analyzer stores information in a format that is common to all MICS products.
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Because failure or inadequate performance of data communications facilities can adversely affect business operations,
large computer installations require sophisticated data communications capabilities such as those provided by IBM TCP/
IP and SNA. Products that support IBM TCP/IP and SNA permit you to manage day-to-day network operations and to
respond to user problems, complaints, and questions, but they do not provide an effective way to address long-term
management control issues.

Overview

The MICS Network Analyzer lets you manage your communications networks systematically. It provides a single overall
network perspective by offering easy access to large amounts of data taken from many sources and displaying it in a
meaningful way.

The MICS Network Analyzer is one of the many Data Integration Applications of MICS. Like the other Data Integration
Applications, it processes raw data for analyzing and managing specific technologies.

       +-----------------------------------------------+

       |        MANAGEMENT SUPPORT APPLICATIONS        |

       +-----------------------------------------------+

       +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

       |              |  |          |  |               |

       |    DATA      |  | CA MICS  |  |     DATA      |

       | INTEGRATION  |  | DATABASE |  |  INTEGRATION  |

       | APPLICATIONS |  |          |  |  APPLICATIONS |

       |              |  |          |  |               |

       +--------------+  +----------+  +---------------+

       +-----------------------------------------------+

       |               CA MICS PLATFORM                |

       +-----------------------------------------------+

MICS is a comprehensive, flexible application system that applies standard management practices to the I/S organization.
Designed with a formal architecture, MICS uses integrated applications similar to the integrated financial applications that
are now indispensable to corporate financial management.

Primary Areas of Application

The MICS Network Analyzer provides analysis and reporting capabilities that help you to manage complex IBM TCP/IP
and SNA networks in the following areas:

• Network Service
The MICS Network Analyzer provides network, host, and total response time information, including average, peak, and
response distribution percentages to allow you to evaluate actual service against established service levels.

• Network Reliability
The MICS Network Analyzer information concerning temporary and permanent errors in the network's logical and
physical components allows you to identify patterns and trends so that you can focus on the specific components that
are degrading network reliability.

• Network Performance
As network resources become overloaded, network performance deteriorates. MICS Network Analyzer information
allows you to anticipate, identify, and correct the conditions that can cause this deterioration.

• Network Activity
The MICS Network Analyzer provides information about network activity patterns and workloads that allows you to
track and understand current activity and plan for future requirements.

• Network Charges
The MICS Network Analyzer provides information (including connect time and characters transmitted) suitable for
billing network resource users. The integration of MICS Network Analyzer data and MICS Accounting and Chargeback
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permits you to perform accounting functions using SNA network information from NetSpy Network Performance, the
NetView Performance Monitor (NPM), the NetView Session Monitor (NLDM), and NetMaster Network Performance.

In addition, the MICS Network Analyzer provides TCP/IP analysis and reporting capabilities that help you to manage your
TCP/IP activity across an enterprise-wide network.

Major Features

The major features of MICS Network Analyzer can be grouped into four categories:

• Report facilities
• Use of IBM TCP/IP, Connect:Direct (fka NDM) for z/OS, and SNA network data
• General product flexibility
• Interface capabilities

Report Facilities

The MICS Network Analyzer provides the following reports:

• Exception Reports allow you to define, capture, and report on network conditions that deviate from the expected norm.
• Standard Analysis Reports include:

– Service Reports that quantify response data and allow you to analyze the service being provided to end users.
– Workload Reports that display workload and utilization levels for network nodes, including physical and logical

network resources.
– Data Collection Reports that provide an overview of the response time, service, and network load associated with

end users.
– Network Incident Reports that provide network error information by resource and incident type.

• Graphics Analysis Reports help you to communicate how well your network is serving the end user. Available through
the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF), these inquiries include:
– Service Level Graphic Inquiries that display response information from NPM, NetSpy, NetView, and NetMaster data

sources.
– Resource Utilization and Consumption Inquiries that display information about network component utilization.
– Reliability Inquiries that show error counts or rates for those system resources that are the most critical and that fail

most often.

Use of IBM TCP/IP, Connect:Direct for z/OS, and SNA network data

An important feature of the MICS Network Analyzer is its comprehensive handling of TCP and SNA data.

• It provides a common database to support a variety of information across many SNA network monitor data sources as
well as data source from IBM TCP/IP and Connect:Direct
for z/OS.

• It integrates network monitor data with application monitor data.
• It combines monitor-generated exceptions from the NPM Network Subsystem with user-defined exceptions from the

NPM Session Subsystem, NetView Session Monitor, NetView Hardware Monitor, NetSpy, and NetMaster.
• It excludes erroneous and redundant monitor data from the MICS database, increasing both data reliability and

usability.
• It eliminates duplicate data for cross-domain sessions when NetView is running on multiple hosts.

General Product Flexibility

The MICS Network Analyzer offers several flexibility features:
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• Information in a form suitable for basic network accounting, and the necessary structure to support chargeback through
MICS Accounting and Chargeback.

• Usage guidelines for analyzing and reporting network management information.
• A Data Dictionary that describes the information found in the MICS Network Analyzer database.
• Time zone translation to simplify combining data from geographically dispersed network nodes into the same MICS

files.
• A wide range of standard exits that allow you to examine, alter, extract, or delete data as required.

Interface Capabilities

The MICS Network Analyzer integrates the data collected by IBM TCP/IP for z/OS, Connect:Direct for z/OS, NPM
(NetView Performance Monitor), NetView Session Monitor/NLDM, NetSpy, and NetMaster into the MICS database. This
process creates the MICS Network, the NetView Session, and TCP/IP Information Areas, all of which interface with the
following MICS products:

• MICS Accounting and ChargebackThe MICS Network Analyzer provides network data to MICS Accounting and
Chargeback that supports accounting for consumed resources through a variety of resource utilization measures (for
example, characters transmitted, session connect time, and so forth).

• MICS Capacity PlannerThe MICS Network Analyzer maintains a database of detailed and summarized network data
that the MICS Capacity Planner can use to make growth/trend projections at the system, organizational, application,
and end-user levels.

Benefits

MICS Network Analyzer contributes to the overall benefits that MICS provides. Those benefits fall into the following broad
categories:

• Improves day-to-day management.
• Reduces risk to the enterprise.
• Controls and/or helps reduce costs.
• Improves return on the I/S investment.
• Increases productivity.
• Improves planning.

The material below explains how the MICS Network Analyzer contributes to these benefits.

Improves Day-to-day I/S Management

• Tracks problem symptoms and supplies information so that you can take corrective action
• Highlights recurring, persistent performance and response issues that require further analysis, tuning, or planning
• Helps to identify reliability issues and trends to allow you to focus on vendors or products that are providing poor

performance

Reduces Risk to the Enterprise

• Provides more accurate and complete information than is available from any single network monitor application.
• Ensures complete and non-redundant configuration data for cross-domain sessions when NetView is active and

producing data in both domains.
• Improves insight into problems that can affect important users.
• Provides the flexibility and open-ended architecture to adapt to technological change.

Controls and/or Helps Reduce Costs

• Permits you to charge back all resources.
• Provides flexibility in chargeback.
• Educates users about resource costs and usage patterns.
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Improves Return on the I/S Investment

• Provides you with the ability to equitably charge users for resources.
• Provides better information with which to justify decisions, and to more effectively present positions and proposals.

Increases Productivity

• Incorporates data from multiple networks into the same database, while retaining the ability to analyze each network
separately.

• Standardizes reporting, thus reducing problem analysis time.
• Provides the potential to combine data from two or more domains in different time zones, thus simplifying analysis.
• Allows you to use resources more effectively and efficiently.

Improves Planning

• Helps you to identify and perform basic analysis on utilization trends that point toward eventual saturation of network
components.

• Supplies you with the means for evaluating hardware and software prior to making a commitment for acquisition.

Product Prerequisites

MICS Network Analyzer runs in a MICS environment operating under z/OS.

In addition, you will need at least one of the MICS supported network monitors listed in SNT Database Files.

SNT Using
This section describes guidelines for the presentation, interpretation, and application of the data made available by the
MICS Network Analyzer. An overview of the scope and general areas of application of the Analyzer's data is presented,
followed by a more detailed outline of terminology, concepts, components, and data flow as they relate to the available
data.

An introduction to the generalized MICS Information Structure will acquaint you with the relationships among MICS data
sources. Subsequent sections target the specific data archived by MICS within this overall structure.

Finally, specialized analyses, sample SAS code, and data manipulation guidelines are provided.

SNT Introduction to the Use of Network Data
Today, almost no large installation can function without sophisticated data communications capabilities. Those
requirements pervade the organization so completely that inadequate performance of the communications facilities can
adversely affect the profitable operation of the business. Because of this dependence, it has become mandatory for
organizations to make a conscious effort to manage their communications networks systematically.

The management of large-scale communications networks is a difficult task because communications is an integral part of
so many divergent activities. The scope of resources, vendors, applications, hardware types, tools, problems, and users,
exceeds that of any other group in the data center.

This management effort is further hampered by the lack of an established methodology (such as exists within the
mainframe environment) for performance evaluation, tuning, and capacity planning. Until recently, there existed a
shortage of comprehensive network measurement tools capable of producing usable network management information.

IBM and other vendors have addressed this lack of data with a series of network management products. However,
these products are not integrated, which can result in redundant network data.

MICS addresses this problem by:
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• Providing a common database to support the multitude of data sources
• Integrating network monitor data with application monitor data
• Supporting a network management methodology that is integrated with an overall installation management

methodology
• Supplementing the existing monitor data with calculated and user-specified characterization data to increase its

usability
• Producing various tabular management reports which are not available from the network monitor products
• Providing analysis of network data using MICS exception monitoring and reporting.

The network monitor products produce three broad categories of data:

• Network Load and Utilization Data
• Network Response Time Data
• Network Reliability Data

Network load and utilization data consists of command, path information unit (PIU), and character counts by logical unit
(LU), physical unit (PU), link, application, and so on. This data can be summarized to indicate the amount of network
load that is supported or generated by a given network element. Link workload may be expressed as a function of link
bandwidth (speed), thus yielding a percentage utilization figure. Percentage of link utilization reported over time for key
network links can be used to anticipate the development of bottlenecks and estimate the magnitude of required upgrades.

Network response time data consists of host, network, and total response times by LU, PU, link, application, and
performance class. These network service statistics can be analyzed in light of installation standards and industry
accepted values to indicate the adequacy of end-user service. Service degradation can be identified as residing in the
network or in the host processor. In many cases, service problems can be isolated to a given network application, path, or
component, thus limiting the scope of activity in formulating a solution.

Network reliability data consists of error statistics, events, and alerts resulting from hardware component malfunctions.
Error statistics are made up of temporary error counts and network traffic information. Events are recorded when the
ratio of temporary errors to traffic exceeds an installation-defined threshold or when a permanent error occurs. Alerts are
recorded for installation-defined error conditions of extreme concern. Additional reliability data is provided in the form of
errors which result in premature UNBIND conditions between primary and secondary logical units.

SNT General Analysis Considerations
This section is a functional overview of IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) and an overview of TCP/IP (Transport
Communication Protocol/Internet Protocol). It provides you with a framework for the application of the MICS data. This
overview is presented from a data analysis viewpoint and is not intended to be a comprehensive primer on the SNA
architecture or product line.

The following sections discuss specific aspects of SNA:

• Pre-SNA Communications
• SNA Overview
• Comparison of SNA and the OSI Model
• TCP/IP Overview

SNT Pre-SNA Communications

SNA-based communications networks are made up of elements that combine hardware and software to perform a
single logical function. Before SNA development, IBM networks were made up solely of hardware elements. Because
much of the terminology of the pre-SNA environment (e.g., terminal, line control unit, etc.) is still commonly (and often
preferentially) used to refer to SNA network elements (e.g., logical units, links, physical units, etc.), confusion exists as
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to the actual meaning of the SNA terms. This section briefly reviews the evolution of data communications in the IBM
environment in an attempt to relate SNA concepts to common experience.

Unlike some other mainframe architectures, the System 360 architecture did not inherently provide for terminal
communication within its basic design. Thus, when terminal communications were desired, IBM engineers were faced with
the problem of interfacing the IBM channel, a high bandwidth (data carrying capacity), low addressability, data transfer
mechanism, to a potentially large number of independent terminals which randomly generated small bursts of traffic.

To accomplish this, IBM engineers developed a device, the 2701 Transmission Control Unit (TCU), consisting of three
hardware elements:

• Channel Interface - communicates with the IBM channel
• Transmission Interface Converter - handles internal communication between the Channel Interface and the

Transmission Adapter.
• Transmission Adapter - handles terminal-dependent and line activities

2701 Transmission Control Unit

          +--------------------------------------------+  C

 --- I ---|   C    I    |   T   I   C   |    T    A    |  O

 --- B ---|   H    N    |   R   N   O   |    R    D    |  M

 --- M ---|   A    T    |   N   T   N   |    N    A    |---

 ---   ---|   N    R    |   S   R   V   |    S    P    |  /

 --- C ---|   N    F    |   M   F   E   |    M    T    |  ---

 --- H ---|   E    A    |   I   A   R   |    I    E    |  L

 --- A ---|   L    C    |   S   C   T   |    S    R    |  I

 --- N ---|        E    |   N   E   R   |    N         |  N

          +--------------------------------------------+  E

The 2701 TCU was the forerunner of current 37xx Communication Control Units. It performed five basic functions which
are still central to data communications in an SNA environment:

• Decoded IBM channel commands
• Performed conversion from the channel (parallel data stream) to the communications line (serial data stream)
• Recognized line control characters
• Provided transmission error checking
• Provided status and sense information to the IBM channel

The development of multiple terminal types, each with special transmission control requirements, necessitated the design
of several specialized transmission adapters. The goal to reduce the required inventory of hardware and increase the
number of terminal types which could be supported resulted in the design of the programmable 3705 Communications
Control Unit.

The 3705 performed essentially the same functions as its predecessor, but the transmission adapter function was
implemented in software modules called Emulators because they performed the function of the 270x transmission adapter
hardware. The transmission interface converter function was also implemented in software. The software executed on a
specialized processor called the central control unit, which accessed both a parallel data path (IBM channel) and a serial
data path (communications line) via peripheral devices. The addition of software components to the transmission control
unit function and the resultant flexibility prompted the proliferation of the hardware-software element philosophy evident in
SNA.

3705 Communications Control Unit

          +--------------------------------------------+  C

 --- I ---|   C    A    |   C   C   U   |  C C  S      |  O
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 --- B ---|   H    D    |   E   O   N   |  O A  C   +--|  M

 --- M ---|   A    A    |   N   N   I   |  M T  A   |L |---

 ---   ---|   N    P    |   T   T   T   |  M I  N   |I |  /

 --- C ---|   N    T    |   R   R       |  U O  N   |B |  ---

 --- H ---|   E    E    |   A   O       |  N N  E   +--|  L

 --- A ---|   L    R    |   L   L       |  I S  R      |  I

 --- N ---|             |  (PROCESSOR)  |  -           |  N

          +--------------------------------------------+  E

The programmable communications control unit reduced the effort and cost of supporting new terminal types, but major
changes in terminal hardware still affected the entire network. The designers of SNA worked to reduce the scope of a
given change by isolating the logical functions of communications into layers joined by well-defined interfaces. These
interfaces could only be maintained through the use of combined hardware-software elements.

Thus, at its basic level, SNA can be viewed as simply the application of structured design techniques to the task of data
communication. The confusion between SNA and pre-SNA terminology results from the lack of distinction between a
given piece of hardware and the logical SNA functions it implements. The following sections details these logical functions
in detail.

SNA Overview

IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) is a collection of standards which define in detail the requirements for
communications within an IBM network. SNA is not a product in itself, although many of the standards which comprise
SNA are implemented in hardware and software products that are marketed by IBM and other vendors. Not all the
features and facilities defined by SNA are currently implemented in products; also, additions to the architecture are made
frequently (usually with the implementation of a new product). Thus any description of SNA is limited by the necessity to
describe a "snapshot" of an evolving entity in terms of the products that are currently implemented. Such a description is
presented, without further apology, herein.

In the most general terms, SNA is a hierarchy consisting of seven layers. Each layer performs a specific function
consisting of one or more services for the next higher layer. In turn, each layer requests services from the next lowest
layer and communicates with peer layers throughout the network. Because the layers are functionally self-contained, most
changes to a layer are restricted to that layer. Only changes to the interface between layers can affect another layer and
then only the next higher layer is affected. The following figure, The Seven SNA Layers, shows a diagram of the seven
SNA layers.

The Seven SNA Layers

                              /\

                             /  \

                            /    \

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                   TRANSACTION SERVICES                    |

|Implements service transaction programs.                   |

|Provides configuration, session, and management services.  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                   PRESENTATION SERVICES                   |

|Defines protocols for program-to-program communication.    |

|Controls communications between transaction programs.      |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |
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+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                 DATA FLOW CONTROL SERVICES                |

|Assigns sequence numbers, correlates requests and responses|

|builds chains and brackets, coordinates send/receive modes.|

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                TRANSMISSION CONTROL SERVICES              |

|Verifies received sequence numbers, enciphers/deciphers,   |

|manages session-level pacing, provides boundary support.   |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                    PATH CONTROL SERVICES                  |

|Selects paths, routes data, segments/reassembles data,     |

|controls virtual and explicit routes (including VR pacing).|

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                  DATA LINK CONTROL SERVICES               |

|Transmits message units across links, manages link-level   |

|flow, performs link-level error recovery.                  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                  PHYSICAL CONTROL SERVICES                |

|Defines the electrical and transmission characteristics    |

|required to establish, maintain, and terminate links.      |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

The functions of the seven architectural layers of SNA are implemented by combinations of hardware and software
components. Hardware components include the following:

• Host Processors (mainframes)
• Communications Controllers (37XX and equivalents)
• Cluster Controllers (3274, etc.)
• Workstations (3278, etc.)
• Printers (3287, etc.)

Software components include the following:

• Telecommunication Access Methods (ACF/VTAM, etc.)
• Application Subsystems (TSO, IMS, CICS, etc.)
• Network Control Programs (ACF/NCP, etc.)

SNA Terminology

Some special terms are used to refer to the hardware and components that implement the SNA architecture. This section
presents several key terms and their definitions.

In general, entities in an SNA network represent functions rather than things. Therefore, most of the terms defined below
identify combinations of hardware and software. In some cases, the software or hardware component of a specific
network element has not been explicitly mentioned to make the definition more readable.

The Network Nodes, Links, and Subareas diagram illustrates a sample relationship among nodes, links, and subareas.
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Nodes

An SNA network is made up of NODES which are connected to one another by one or more LINKS. An SNA node is that
portion of a hardware component and its associated software components that implement the functions of the seven SNA
layers. The architecture currently defines three types of nodes: host subarea nodes, communications controller subarea
nodes, and peripheral nodes.

Host Subarea Nodes

A host subarea node consists of a processor containing a telecommunications access method such as VTAM. These
nodes provide the control and management functions for the network.

Communications Controller Subarea Nodes

A communications controller running a network control program such as ACF/NCP makes up a communications controller
subarea node. These nodes provide data routing and flow control for the network.

Peripheral Nodes

Numerous devices including cluster controllers (3274s, etc.), distributed processors (8100s, etc.), workstations (3178s,
PCs, etc.), and printers (3287s, etc.) are peripheral nodes. They provide network access and services for the end-user.

Subareas

A subarea consists of one host or communication controller node and the peripheral nodes that are attached to it.
Subareas are the major breakdown of the network for routing. Messages originating in a peripheral node in one subarea
and bound for a peripheral node in another subarea are routed first to the destination subarea and from there to the
appropriate peripheral node.

MICS Network Analyzer identifies the subarea number associated with the session partners in files created from NPM
data as follows:

• Primary Logical Unit Subarea - PLUSA
• Secondary Logical Unit Subarea - SLUSA

Network Nodes, Links, and Subareas

                                                      H

        +-----------------------------------------+   O

        |             HOST PROCESSOR              |   S

        |                 (3084)                  |   T

        |           (HOST SUBAREA NODE)           |

        |-----------------------------------------|

        |               APPLICATION               |

        |                  (TSO)                  |   S

        |          (PRIMARY LOGICAL UNIT)         |   U

        |-----------------------------------------|   B

        |     SYSTEMS SERVICES CONTROL POINT      |   A

        |               (ACF/VTAM)                |   R

        +-----------------------------------------+   E

                            ||                        A

============================||=============================

                            ||                        C

               +---------------------------+          C

               |COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL UNIT|          U

               |           (3725)          |

               |          ACF/NCP          |          S

               |    (CCU SUBAREA NODE)     |          U
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               +---------------------------+          B

                           |                          A

                           |                          R

                           | /|                       E

                     LINK  |/ |                       A

                              |

                              |

                    +------------------+

                    |CLUSTER CONTROLLER|

                    |      (3274)      |

                    |(PERIPHERAL NODE) |

                    +------------------+

                              |

                              |

 

                            3178

                  (SECONDARY LOGICAL UNIT)

Links

Links are the media through which adjacent nodes are connected. A link consists of a link connection and two or more link
stations.

Link Connections

The physical medium of transmission between two nodes is called the link connection. These may be telephone wires,
fiber optic cables, microwave beams, System 370 channel cables, etc.

Link Stations

The combination of hardware and software that allows a node to attach to, and provide control for, a link is a link station.
Link stations transmit data over a link using data link control protocols.

Transmission Groups

Transmission groups (TGs) are groups of one or more links connecting adjacent nodes that are defined logically to
the path control network as a single link. Use of transmission groups allows an installation to match the bandwidth
(capacity) of a path to the requirements (i.e., as traffic increases, additional lines can be added to the transmission group).
Transmission groups also tend to exhibit higher availability than individual links because if one link of a multi-link TG fails,
the connection is not lost.

Peripheral Links

Peripheral links connect a subarea node and a peripheral node. Since peripheral nodes are placed at the logic extremities
of the network, these links are sometimes called boundary links. MICS Network Analyzer retains the peripheral link name
in the data element SLULINK in many files.

Network Addressable Units (NAUs)

Network addressable units are sources, destinations, or elements in the path of network traffic. Network addressable units
provide end-user access to the network and aid network operators in management and control functions. Each NAU has
an associated address that the path control network uses to route data to it. There are three types of NAUs:

• Logical Units (LUs)
• Physical Units (PUs)
• System Services Control Points (SSCPs)

Logical Units (LUs)
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Logical units are the access points to the network. End-user communication over the network is possible only when the
respective end-user's LUs establish a mutual relationship called a session. Not all LUs support the same set of SNA
functions; the architecture uses LU type to identify the supported functions. Currently seven LU types exist:

• LU Types 2, 3, 4 and 7 support communications between application programs and various types of workstations.
• LU Types 1, 4, 6.1, and 6.2 support communications between two programs.

MICS Network Analyzer classifies logical units into one of two types:

• Primary Logical Units (PLUs)
• Secondary Logical Units (SLUs)

The primary logical unit is responsible for activating the LU-LU session. The secondary logical unit receives the BIND
Session Request. Generally, PLU names identify host applications (TSO, CICS, IMS, etc.) and SLU names identify
terminals.

Physical Units (PUs)

Physical units are the hardware elements of the network. Every SNA node contains one physical unit to manage the links
connecting the node to other nodes. MICS Network Analyzer identifies several types of physical units:

o Secondary Logical Unit Physical Unit (SLUPU) o Primary Logical Unit Subarea Physical Unit (PLUSAPU) o Secondary
Logical Unit Subarea Physical Unit (SLUSAPU)

Secondary logical unit physical unit (SLUPU) names typically identify terminal control units. Primary logical unit subarea
physical unit (PLUSAPU) names usually specify the host processor in which the application resides. The secondary
logical unit subarea physical unit (SLUSAPU) names the host processor or communications controller node in which the
SLU resides.

Systems Services Control Points (SSCPs)

Systems services control points are the functions within host subarea nodes which activate, control, and deactivate
network resources. The physical location of the SSCP is a host processor, but the SSCP itself is a logical entity.

Domains

The span of control of an SSCP is called its domain. A domain consists of one SSCP and the network resources (LUs,
PUs, links, and link stations) that it controls. In some cases, network resources are shared by multiple SSCPs and thus
reside in multiple domains. Resource sharing increases overall network availability by reducing the dependence on a
single SSCP.

The following Network Addressable Units diagram illustrates the relationships among domains, subareas, and logical and
physical units.

Network Addressable Units

+-----------------------------------------+        |      |

|            HOST PROCESSOR A             |        |      |

|                                         |          S    |

|           (HOST SUBAREA NODE)           |       H  U    |

|                                         |       O  B    |

|   PRIMARY LOGICAL UNIT PHYSICAL UNIT    |       S  A    |

|-----------------------------------------|       T  R

|     SYSTEMS SERVICES CONTROL POINT      |          E    D

|               (ACF/VTAM)                |          A    O

+-----------------------------------------+        |      M

                    ||                             |      A

--------------------||----------------------------------  I

                    ||                               C    A
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       +---------------------------+                 C

       |COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL UNIT|                 U    A

       |           (PU)            |

       |          ACF/NCP          |                 S    |

       |    (CCU SUBAREA NODE)     |                 U    |

       +---------------------------+                 B    |

                   |                                 A    |

                   |                                 R    |

                   |                                 E    |

                   |                                 A    |

-------------------|-/|-------------------------------    |

===================|/=|====================================

----------------------|-------------------------------    |

                      |   +----------+                    |

                      |   |   3274   |__ 3279             |

                      |   |    PU    |    LU         C    |

                      |   +----------+               C    |

                      |      /\ /                    U    |

                      |     /                             |

       +---------------------------+                 S    |

       |COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL UNIT|                 U    |

       |            (PU)           |                 B    |

       |          ACF/NCP          |                 A

       |    (CCU SUBAREA NODE)     |                 R    D

       +---------------------------+                 E    O

                     ||                              A    M

---------------------||---------------------------------  A

                     ||                            |      I

+-----------------------------------------+        |      N

|            HOST PROCESSOR B             |          S

|                                         |       H  U    B

|           (HOST SUBAREA NODE)           |       O  B

|                                         |       S  A    |

|   PRIMARY LOGICAL UNIT PHYSICAL UNIT    |       T  R    |

|-----------------------------------------|          E    |

|     SYSTEMS SERVICES CONTROL POINT      |          A    |

|               (ACF/VTAM)                |        |      |

+-----------------------------------------+        |      |

 

The following sections discuss the addressing scheme used by SNA to refer to the various components discussed above,
the protocols used to control the exchange of data at the seven SNA functional levels, and the message formats used to
pass data between them.

• SNA Network Addressing
• SNA Data Formats
• SNA Protocols

SNA Network Addressing

Names and addresses are assigned during system generation to identify network resources to end users and the path
control network. Two levels of addressing are used by the path control network:
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• Network Addresses - used to route messages between subareas and between NAUs in subarea nodes
• Local Addresses - used to route messages between subareas and peripheral nodes, and between NAUs in peripheral

node
• SNA Network Interconnection (SNI)

Network Addresses

Network addresses uniquely identify NAUs (SSCPs, LUs, PUs, links, and so on). Network addresses are made up of two
parts: the subarea address and the element address.

Subarea addresses contain the subarea number of the subarea Node. The subarea number is user-assigned at system
definition.

Element addresses are unique only within a subarea. They are assigned during system generation, network
reconfiguration, activation of switched resources, or initiation of parallel LU-LU sessions.

Extended addressing uses a 23-bit address field for the network address. The extended address is divided into 8 bits for
the subarea address and 15 bits for the element address. Previous addressing schemes used a total of 16 bits for the
network address with a user-selected length for the subarea portion.

Local Addresses

Local addresses uniquely identify NAUs within a peripheral node. These addresses are used only to identify resources
within a peripheral node and are not the same as the element addresses discussed above.

Network addresses are translated to local addresses by the boundary function, which resides in the subarea node. Thus,
the boundary function insulates the peripheral node from network address changes resulting from reconfigurations.

Network Names

End users avoid having to know network addresses by referring to NAUs by symbolic names. These names are translated
into addresses for the path control network by directory services in the SSCP. The use of network names insulates the
end user from address changes in the network.

SNA Network Interconnection (SNI)

SNA network interconnection allows end users in two separate SNA networks to communicate with each other without
requiring unique addresses of network names in both networks. The interconnection is effected by a gateway consisting
of a gateway node and at least one gateway SSCP. Network addresses are translated by the gateway node and network
names are translated by the gateway SSCP. To ensure that addresses and names are unique among interconnected
networks, gateways prefix them with a network identifier. The network identifiers are uniquely assigned during system
generation.

The MICS Network Analyzer Option distinguishes between interconnected networks by retaining the network name in a
common data element, NETWRKID. For the MICS files derived from NPM data, NETWRKID may be set to the value of
the NPM data field PLUNETID. An additional network identifier, SLUNETID, is carried in the MICS NPM User Activity File.
The Network Identifier Exit Routine, SNTNIDRT, is explained in the Network Identifier Exit (SNTNIDRT) section.

SNA Data Formats

Network elements use several different message-unit formats to exchange data among themselves. These formats are
often referred to in the following sections.

Basic Information Unit (BIU)

Network addressable units (NAUs) communicate via basic information units (BIUs). BIUs are either requests or
responses. Requests initiate an exchange; responses acknowledge the receipt of a request. Request BIUs are made
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up of a request header (RH) and a request unit (RU). Response BIUs are made up of a response header (RH) and a
response unit (RU).

Request and response headers are three-byte fields which identify the type of data in the associated request or response
unit. The request/response indicator bit distinguishes a response header from a request header.

Request units are variable length fields which contain either end-user data or an SNA command.

Response units are either positive or negative and contain information about the request. Positive acknowledgements
to commands generally identify the command request. Positive acknowledgements to data requests contain no RU.
Negative response units are four to seven bytes long and indicate why the request was not accepted.

Path Information Unit (PIU)

Path control elements exchange information via path information units (PIUs). PIUs are basic information units with a
transmission header (TH) prefixing them. The transmission header contains the origin and destination NAU addresses,
the explicit route number, and the virtual route number.

Transmission header formats vary depending on the type of nodes to which data is routed. The differences are indicated
by the format identifier (FID) type.

• FID 0 is used to route data between adjacent subarea nodes for non-SNA devices. This format is not now commonly
used.

• FID 1 is used to route data between adjacent subarea nodes if one or both do not support explicit and virtual route
protocols.

• FID 2 is used to route data between a subarea node and an adjacent type 2.0 or 2.1 peripheral node or between
directly connected type 2.1 nodes.

• FID 3 was used to route data between a subarea node and a type 1 node.
• FID 4 is used to route data between adjacent subarea nodes which support explicit and virtual route protocols.

Basic Link Unit

Data link control uses basic link units (BLUs) to transmit data across links. A BLU consists of a PIU with a link header (LH)
as a prefix and a link trailer (LT) as a suffix.

The various prefixes and suffixes are added and deleted as necessary as the message passes through the various SNA
layers. The SNA Data Formats diagram shows the relationship between basic information units, path information units,
and basic link units.

SNA Data Formats

             +----+----------------------------+

             | RH |            RU              |

             +----+----------------------------+

 

             |---- BASIC TRANSMISSION UNIT ----|

 

 

        +----+----+----------------------------+

        | TH | RH |            RU              |

        +----+----+----------------------------+

 

        |-------- PATH INFORMATION UNIT -------|
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   +----+----+----+----------------------------+----+

   | LH | TH | RH |            RU              | LT |

   +----+----+----+----------------------------+----+

 

   |--------------- BASIC LINK UNIT ----------------|

 

It is these data formats that are exchanged within the SNA seven-layer hierarchy:

• Presentation services (SNA Layer 6) in one node communicates with presentation services in another node by
exchanging basic information units.

• Path control services (SNA Layer 3) in the originating node communicates with path control services in the destination
node by exchanging transmission headers which have been appended to the BIU to form a path information unit.

• Data link control services (SNA Layer 2) in both nodes communicate via link headers and link trailers with which they
frame the PIU to form a basic link unit.

SNA Protocols

Protocols are predetermined pairs of actions which are performed by two network elements to effect the exchange of data
between them. For instance, when data transmission is initiated across an RS232 (EIA) interface, the sender raises DTR
(data terminal ready) and RTS (request to send). When ready, the receiver responds with DSR (data set ready) and CTS
(clear to send). RTS (request to send) is then toggled--high to send, low to receive--as messages are exchanged. The
relationship between these four conditions and the exchange of data is a portion of the start/stop (asynchronous) data link
control protocol.

The term protocol, when used alone, commonly refers to data link control protocols, but SNA networks also use path
control network transmission protocols and BIND protocols. Common protocols within each of these groups are listed
below.

Data Link Control Protocols

Data link control protocols allow for the actual transmission of data bits across the physical medium. Common SNA DLC
protocols include:

• Synchronous Data Link Control Protocol (SDLC)
• CCITT X.25 Protocol
• Binary Synchronous Protocol (Bisync)
• Start/Stop Protocol (Async)

Path Control Network Transmission Protocols

Path control network transmission protocols allow the transmission rate to be maximized consistent with the capabilities of
the NAUs being addressed. The three types of transmission protocols are:

• Sequencing
• Blocking
• Segmenting

Sequencing ensures that message units arrive at their destination in the same order they were sent. Order may be
lost during transmission when the message units which make up a complete message are transmitted simultaneously
on several links of a multi-link transmission group. Transmission group sequence numbers are used to reestablish the
original order at the receiving end.

Blocking is used to combine PIUs into a single basic transmission unit (BTU). Blocking makes efficient use of a high-
speed data channel. The following Blocked PIUs figure illustrates blocking.
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Blocked PIUs

  +----+----+---------+----+----+----------+----+----+----+

  | TH | RH |    RU   | TH | RH |    RU    | TH | RH | RU |

  +----+----+---------+----+----+----------+----+----+----+

 

  |------- PIU -------|------- PIU --------|----- PIU ----|

 

  |--------------- BASIC TRANSMISSION UNIT ---------------|

Segmenting is used to divide a PIU into multiple shorter PIUs when the receiving node is not capable of processing
the entire original PIU as a single unit. PIUs and BTUs are discussed in detail in the SNA Data Formats section. The
Segmented PIUs figure illustrates the segmenting function.

Segmented PIUs

  Original PIU

  +----+----+---------------------------------------------+

  | TH | RH |                     RU                      |

  +----+----+---------------------------------------------+

       |\    TH and RH Repeated                      |

       | \_________________ ____________________     |

       |                   |                    |    |

       |                   |                    |    |

       |                   |   RU Segmented     |    |

       |           ________|____________________|____|

       |          /        |         |          |     \

       |         /         |         |          |      \

  +----+----+---------+----+----+----------+----+----+----+

  | TH | RH |    RU   | TH | RH |    RU    | TH | RH | RU |

  +----+----+---------+----+----+----------+----+----+----+

 

  |------- BTU -------|------- BTU --------|----- BTU ----|

Bind Protocols

BIND protocols define how logical units transmit data to one another and/or how that data is presented to the end user.
Various classes and types of BIND protocols are listed below:

• Response Protocols
Response protocols indicate how a receiver will acknowledge a sender's request. Three types of response protocols
are defined:
– Definite Response

The sender sets either a DR1I or DR2I in the request header to identify the response protocol. The receiver must
then return either a positive or negative response to accept or reject the request. Definite response causes extra
link traffic. NPM uses the definite response to measure network response time.

– Exception Response
The sender sets an ERI in the request header. The receiver then returns a negative response for any unacceptable
requests; no positive responses are returned.

– No Response
The receiver does not return a response regardless of the acceptability of the request.

• Chaining Protocols
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Chaining protocols allow a sender to initiate multiple transmissions in a single direction, which the receiver then treats
as a single data transfer. This set of transmissions is called a chain. Chaining protocols may also require a response
from the receiver, thus there are three types:
– Definite Response Chain

The sender sets ERI in the RH of all but the last request in the chain, where it sets DRxI. The receiver must then
return either a positive or negative response to accept or reject the entire chain.

– Exception Response Chain
The sender set an ERI in the request header of all requests in the chain. The receiver then returns a negative
response if there was an unacceptable request in the chain; no positive responses are returned.

– No Response Chain
The receiver does not return a response regardless of the acceptability of the chain.

• Bracket Protocols
Bracket protocols are used to separate groups of related chains from other groups of related chains. This facility is
necessary to allow transaction programs to serially share a session between type 6.2 LUs.

• Sequencing Protocols
Sequencing protocols are used between session partners to ensure that related requests and responses are received
in the same order that they are sent. Senders assign a sequence number of one to the first request sent following
session activation. The sequence number is incremented by one for subsequent requests. The receiving LU assigns its
responses the same sequence number as the corresponding request. Without sequencing protocols, out-of-sequence
conditions could develop if intervening network delays fluctuated.

• Request and Response Mode Protocols
Request and response mode protocols control the number of requests which can be outstanding for an LU-LU session.
Four types of request and response mode protocols exist:
– Immediate Request Mode

The sending LU must wait for a response before sending additional requests. This applies only to requests
specifying definite response. (Thus, an entire chain can be sent.)

– Delayed Request Mode
The sending LU does not have to wait for a response prior to sending additional requests.

– Immediate Response Mode
The receiving LU must return responses in the same order that it received the requests.

– Delayed Response Mode
The receiving LU can return responses in any order.

• Send and Receive Mode Protocols
Send and receive mode protocols determine when session partners can send requests. Three types are defined:
– Full Duplex

LUs can send and receive simultaneously.
– Half-Duplex Contention

Both LUs can send requests to each other, but not simultaneously. Contention (and lost data) occurs if both LUs
attempt to send at the same time. The BIND parameters identify a contention winner who is allowed to send its
request first in this event (typically the terminal rather than the application is designated contention winner).

– Half-Duplex Flip-Flop
LUs alternate sending requests. BIND parameters designate one LU as first speaker. It sends the initial requests
with a change direction indicator (CDI) in the last request header transmitted. The receiving LU becomes the sender
upon receipt of the CDI. The LUs toggle between send and receive states by subsequent exchange of the CDI.

Note: These are not transmission medium protocols. LUs can operate in full duplex (i.e., sending and receiving)
simultaneously even though some or all of the intervening transmission media can transmit data in only one direction at a
time.

• Data Security Protocols
Data security protocols are implemented by logical units to prevent unauthorized access to end-user data. Three types
of data security protocols currently exist:
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– Passwords and User-IDs
A request carries a password and user-ID in an attach function management header. Verification of the password is
implementation-defined.

– Session Cryptography
LUs can use the data encryption standard (DES) algorithm to encrypt and decrypt data. DES employs a randomly
generated key methodology.

– LU-LU Session Passwords
Both the primary and secondary LUs can verify passwords prior to activating an LU-LU session. Each LU sends the
other a random data string. The LUs then use their respective session passwords to encipher this data and return it
to the other LU. The LU then enciphers the random data field it transmitted to the other LU using its own password.
If the two enciphered fields match, both LUs are using the same password.

SNA Network Design Fundamentals

There are three objectives which must be satisfied in any network design:

• Service
• Availability
• Efficiency

The relative importance of each of these factors determines (or at least should determine) the design of the network.

Service is usually measured by response time. Response time may be loosely defined as the interval between an end
user dispatching a request and the arrival of the corresponding response from the session partner. Minor differences in
this definition revolve around the interpretation of when the response has actually arrived.

Availability is the state of a given network facility being functional at a given time. Availability is generally measured as
the ratio of the actual functional amount of time to the committed functional amount of time, expressed as a percentage.
Availability is the most difficult network attribute to measure because the availability of a given network element
is dependent on the availability of other network elements in the path to it. Thus, the availability of a given network
element may vary with the point of access to the network.

Efficiency is the quality of meeting service and availability objectives for the minimum cost. Because there are so many
differences in the resource requirements, efficiency is generally measured on an application-by-application basis and
frequently by user group too.

Network Topology

Network topology is the general name given to the physical layout of network nodes and links most often represented as
"ball-and-stick" diagrams on network managers' office walls. As complex as these diagrams often appear at first glance,
virtually all networks use one of three basic designs or topologies:

• Bus
• Ring
• Star

The majority of network traffic is routed to or from applications that reside in the network's mainframe processors (host
subarea nodes). The communications processor subarea nodes which are channel-attached to these processors and the
links which interconnect them are subject to the highest traffic loads and are of the highest concern in network design.
These nodes and links together are referred to as the network backbone. Defining the structure of the network backbone
in terms of the three basic architectures clarify much of any network structure being examined.

Bus Topology

Bus topologies are the simplest form of network design. Bus structures result when there are only two nodes in the
network backbone. In practice, this usually results when an organization has two operational centers (one or both of which
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may have mainframe processors) which are fairly widely separated geographically. The following diagram, Bus Topology,
is a schematic representation of a network employing bus topology.

Bus Topology Diagram

                                           +--------------+

                                           |     HOST     |

                                           |   PROCESSOR  |

                                           |       B      |

                                           |              |

                                           +--------------+

                                                  ||

+-------------------------------------------------||--------+

|                                                 ||        |

| +--------------+                         +--------------+ |

| |              |---------------          |              | |

| |     CCU      |------------- /          |     CCU      | |

| |   NODE A     |           / ------------|    NODE B    | |

| |              |           --------------|              | |

| +--------------+   TRANSMISSION GROUP    +--------------+ |

|       ||                                                  |

+-------||--------------------------------------------------+

        ||                            BUS BACKBONE

  +--------------+

  |              |

  |    HOST      |

  | PROCESSOR    |

  |     A        |

  |              |

  +--------------+

Ring Topology

Ring topologies result when each node in the backbone is connected to two adjacent backbone nodes. This is typically
done to reduce the dependence on the availability of an intermediate or "through" node by providing an alternate path.
Ring structures are common in organizations with decentralized operational centers. The following Ring Topology diagram
is a schematic representation of a network employing ring topology.

Ring Topology Diagram

 

                 |      PROCESSOR     |

                 |          A         |

                 +--------------------+

                           ||             RING BACKBONE

+--------------------------||-----------------------------+

|                          ||                             |

|                      +---------+                        |

|                      |   CCU   |                        |

|                      |         |                        |

|                      | NODE A  |                        |

|                      +---------+                        |

|                     /           \                       |
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|           TG AB    /             \     TG AC            |

|                   /               \                     |

|            /\    /                 \    /\              |

|           /  \  /                   \  /  \             |

|          /    \/                     \/    \            |

|         /                                   \           |

|        /                                     \          |

|       /                                       \         |

|  +---------+                              +---------+   |

|  |   CCU   |---------------               |   CCU   |   |

|  |         |              /               |         |   |

|  | NODE B  |              ----------------| NODE C  |   |

|  +---------+            TG BC             +---------+   |

|      ||                                       ||        |

+------||---------------------------------------||--------+

       ||                                       ||

+---------------+                        +---------------+

|   PROCESSOR   |                        |   PROCESSOR   |

|       B       |                        |       C       |

Star Topology

Star topologies are used when the operational centers of an organization are geographically separated but the mainframe
processing capabilities are centralized. The star design reduces communications line costs by multiplexing multiple
sessions across the transmission group(s) linking the remote node to the central node. The following Star Topology
diagram is a schematic representation of a network employing star topology.

Star Topology Diagram

                                      STAR BACKBONE

+---------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                         |

|                      +---------+                        |

|                      |   CCU   |                        |

|                      |         |                        |

|                      | NODE A  |                        |

|                      +---------+                        |

|                         |                               |

|                         | /|                            |

| +-----------------+     |/ | TG DA                      |

| |                 |        |                            |

| |                 |  +---------+                        |

| |                 |  |   CCU   |                        |

| |   PROCESSOR D   |==|         |                        |

| |                 |  | NODE D  |                        |

| |                 |  +---------+                        |

| |                 |   /      \                          |

| +-----------------+  /        \                         |

|              TG DB  /          \  TG DC                 |

|                    /            \                       |

|             /\    /              \    /\                |

|            /  \  /                \  /  \               |

|           /    \/                  \/    \              |
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|          /                                \             |

|         /                                  \            |

|  +---------+                              +---------+   |

|  |   CCU   |                              |   CCU   |   |

|  |         |                              |         |   |

|  | NODE B  |                              | NODE C  |   |

|  +---------+                              +---------+   |

|                                                         |

+---------------------------------------------------------+

While the network backbone is not an SNA concept, it is nonetheless a functional entity. Its utility is twofold: it makes it
easier to visualize the network structure and it identifies the nodes and links that are most vital to network performance
and availability. Once the backbone structure has been designed, it must be defined using the SNA routing techniques,
which are briefly outlined below.

Network Link Configuration and Data Flow

SNA network links are organized into several different logical and physical configurations based on the complexity of the
network and the type of sessions supported.

Adjacent communications controllers can be connected by multiple links operating concurrently. These are called parallel
links. Each parallel link must be assigned to a logical entity called a transmission group (TG). A transmission group
appears as a single link to the path control network. Software within the CCU acts to evenly distribute the load across the
links which make up a TG.

To allow data to flow in the network, one or more paths must be defined between each pair of network addressable units
(NAUs). Paths are defined by specifying an explicit route (ER) and, if necessary, a peripheral link. The explicit route is the
portion of the path between two subarea nodes. The peripheral link is the portion of the path between a subarea node and
a peripheral node.

Path definitions are distributed among all the nodes along the path and stored in routing tables. A routing table entry exists
for each path and consists of the destination node, explicit route number, next subarea node, and applicable transmission
group number. Thus each node retains only enough information to route the message to the next node.

Session traffic is assigned to a logical connection called a virtual route. Virtual routes are then mapped to an explicit route.
Virtual routes can have up to three different transmission priorities. Messages are queued and selected for transmission
on a TG based on these transmission priorities.

Virtual routes are assigned to a session when it is initiated. A session-initiation request contains a class of service. The
SSCP looks up this class of service in its class of service table, which contains pairs of virtual routes and transmission
priorities, to assign a particular virtual route to the session.

Flow Control

Because of the relatively autonomous and asynchronous nature of session traffic throughout the network, the amount of
data to be sent to a given node at any time may exceed that node's ability to accept data. Since any network element's
ability to buffer data is limited, some method of preventing overload is required; this technique is called flow control. SNA
flow control is implemented through pacing. Pacing allows a receiving node to limit the rate at which traffic is sent to it.
SNA defines two types of pacing:

• Session-level pacing
• Virtual-route pacing

Both session-level and virtual-route pacing are based on a pacing window whose size is the number of message units that
can be outstanding between origin and destination. When this limit is reached, the sender stops sending until the receiver
acknowledges readiness by sending a pacing response.
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Specifying explicit routes defines the network topology in an SNA environment. The specification of virtual routes,
transmission priorities, and pacing parameters controls service levels and throughput for network services.

SNA Session Activation and Termination

Data can only flow in an SNA network when a logical relationship, called a session, has been established. This section
discusses the basic requirements for activating and terminating sessions. Logical data management facilities of SNA such
as routing and pacing are also outlined.

Activating Network Resources

One of the major functions of system services control points (SSCPs) is to activate network resources. An SSCP activates
SSCP-PU and SSCP-LU sessions with the physical (PU) and logical (LU) units which were defined to it at system
generation. These sessions remain active until network deactivation. The SSCP uses the SSCP-PU session to monitor
and control the resources in that node. A logical unit requests LU-LU session initiation from the SSCP via the SSCP-LU
session.

During network start-up, an SSCP must activate the link to an adjacent node before it can activate SSCP-PU and SSCP-
LU sessions with that node. The SSCP sends commands, over the existing SSCP-PU session with the PU at one end of
the link, to issue link-level commands to the adjacent link stations which complete the link activation procedure. Because
a link must be activated from both ends, the control point in the node at the other end of the link must also request link
activation.

Initiating LU-LU Sessions

The purpose of an SNA network is to allow communications between end users, either individuals or application
programs. End users communicate via an LU-LU session. An LU-LU session is initiated when an LU sends a session-
initiation request to its SSCP via the SSCP-LU session. The SSCP performs three functions upon receipt of the request:

• Verifies that a path is available between the two LUs.
• Verifies that the LUs are authorized to communicate with each other.
• Verifies that the LUs can agree on a set of session protocols.

Activating LU-LU Sessions

When the verifications are completed, the SSCP returns a control initiate (CINIT) request to the LU that will activate the
session; this LU is designated the primary LU (PLU). This request contains a set of parameters (called the BIND image)
that the requesting LU can support.

The PLU uses the BIND image to format a BIND session request which is sent to the secondary logical unit (SLU), its
intended session partner. The BIND specifies the protocols that the LU will use when communicating. There are two types
of BIND requests: negotiable and non-negotiable.

The SLU can either accept or reject a non-negotiable BIND. If it accepts the parameters, it returns a positive response
to the PLU and the session becomes active. In this case the PLU returns a session started request to the SSCP. If the
parameters are unacceptable, the SLU returns a negative response thus rejecting the BIND. In this case, the PLU sends a
BIND session failure request to the SSCP.

When an SLU receives a negotiable BIND request, it can return an alternate set of parameters to the PLU if the original
set is unacceptable. If the alternate parameters are acceptable to the PLU, the session becomes active. In either case, the
SSCP is notified of the resolution of the BIND request in the same manner as for non-negotiable BINDs.
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Terminating LU-LU Sessions

An LU-LU session remains active until one of the session partners sends a session-termination request to its SSCP. Only
the primary logical unit can actually deactivate a session (except in the case of session between type 6.2 LUs where
either the PLU or SLU can terminate the session), but either LU can request session termination.

Usually, the SLU requests session termination by sending a terminate-self (TERM-SELF) request to its SSCP. The SSCP
sends a control terminate (CTERM) request to the PLU to notify it that the SLU has requested termination. If the PLU has
finished communicating with the SLU, it sends an UNBIND request to the SLU to terminate the session. If the PLU has not
finished communicating with the SLU, it ignores the CTERM until it is finished.

When the PLU initiates session termination, it sends a shutdown (SHUTD) request to the SLU. When all outstanding
communication has been completed, the SLU returns a shutdown complete (SHUTC) to the PLU. Upon receipt of the
SHUTC, the PLU sends an UNBIND request to terminate the session.

Type 6.2 LUs do not use shutdown requests for session termination. Instead, the PLU sends a bracket initiation stopped
(BIS) request to the SLU, which returns a BIS reply when all outstanding work is complete. The PLU then sends an
UNBIND request to terminate the session.

Comparison of SNA and the OSI Model

SNA is the IBM data communication network architecture. Other organizations and vendors have developed their own
architectures. Often, data communications architectures are compared to the generalized structure developed by the
International Standards Organization (ISO). The ISO architecture is know as Open Systems Interconnection or OSI. Since
the OSI model is commonly referred to, its fundamentals are briefly presented here.

The OSI model consists of seven functional layers organized similarly to the seven SNA layers. The The OSI Model
diagram shows the hierarchical arrangement of the layers in the OSI model.

Confusion sometimes exists due to comparisons between SNA and OSI because, while the structures are similar, the
design objectives are different. SNA defines the characteristics required for exchanges among nodes made up of products
which conform to a single architecture (i.e., IBM and compatible products). OSI is designed to standardize protocols, thus
allowing communications between nodes adhering to dissimilar architectures.

The OSI Model Diagram

                              /\

                             /  \

                            /    \

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                     APPLICATION LAYER                     |

|Provides Common and Specific Application Services.         |

|Contains the user interface.                               |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                     PRESENTATION LAYER                    |

|Defines protocols that allow systems to control the        |

|representation of the user data stream.                    |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                       SESSION LAYER                       |

|Establishes, maintains, and terminates sessions.           |
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|Manages normal and expedited data exchange.                |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                      TRANSPORT LAYER                      |

|                                                           |

|Provides end-to-end control between two user nodes.        |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                       NETWORK LAYER                       |

|Provides control between two adjacent nodes such as:       |

|addressing, flow control, and error detection/recovery.    |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                      DATA LINK LAYER                      |

|                                                           |

|Provides for transmission over a single data link.         |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

                             |  |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                       PHYSICAL LAYER                      |

|Defines the electrical and signaling characteristics used  |

|to establish, maintain, and terminate physical connections.|

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

SNT - TCP/IP Overview

Transport Communication Protocol/Internet Protocol is a set of industry standard protocols and applications that allow
you to share data and computing resources with other computers. By using TCP/IP commands at your workstation, you
can perform tasks and communicate easily with a variety of other systems and workstations. TCP/IP allows you to perform
tasks independent of the computer types involved in the communication.

The TCP/IP protocols connect equipment from different vendors. It is capable of running over many different types of
media and data links. It combines a set of networks into a single network.

TCP/IP provides several common services across multiple platforms. These services are:

• Electronic Mail (Email)
• File Transfer
• Telnet or Remote Logon

The specific structure selected for TCP/IP protocols was dictated by requirements that evolved in academic and defense
communities. IP does what is needed to glue different networks into an internet. TCP provides reliable data transfer. In a
layered model, IP protocol follows Physical Layer (The physical layer deals with physical media, connectors, and signals
that represent 0s and 1s.) and Data Link Layer (At this layer data is organized into units called frames. Each frame has a
header that includes address and control information and a trailer that is used for error detection.). IP protocols perform
network layer functions. It routes data between systems. TCP layer follows IP layer. It performs transport layer functions.
It provides reliable data connection services to applications that were lacking at the IP layer. It contains mechanisms that
ensure that data is delivered error-free, without omission, and in sequence.
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SNT Connect:Direct

This product was originally designed for IBM mainframe computers and named as Network Data Mover (NDM).  It is a
computer software product that transfers files between mainframe computers and/or non-mainframe computers. Originally,
Connect:Direct used IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) to transfer the data.  In the 90s, the support for TCP/IP
was added to expand its capabilities to distributed environments.

The main advantage of Connect:Direct is its ability to transfer large amounts of data faster and more reliably than
traditional methods like FTP.  It is used by financial institutions, government agencies, and other large businesses where
they have many computing environments like mainframe, midrange computer, Linux, and Windows deployed throughout
the organization.

Connect:Direct also supports encryption and compression of data to ensure secure and fast transmission.

Another major feature of the product is assured delivery of data using its unique capability of scheduling, restart check
point, and automatic recovery.

SNT Use Within the Information Structure
The maximum value of data, such as that made available by the MICS Network Analyzer, is realized when the data is
analyzed and presented within a comprehensive information organization or structure. The organization of this section is
based on an information structure by which Information Systems (I/S) management can define and classify the various
users of information within the I/S group, and understand what information is required for their responsibilities to be
effectively managed.

The following sections provide many suggestions, recommended reports, techniques, and other considerations to help
you in your analysis and use of the data contained in the MICS files.

• Introduction to the Information Structure
• Index into the Information Structure
• Service Level Analysis
• Installation Environment Analysis

SNT Introduction to the Information Structure

The Information Structure diagram provides the means for identifying and organizing information about the processes
that comprise the business operations of an I/S organization. The information structure is hierarchical and contains three
distinct levels:

Management Areas

Management areas are at the top level of the structure. Five broad areas of Information Systems (I/S) management
concern make up this group: service levels, installation environment, development, administration, and planning.

Activity Areas

Activity areas, the second level, consist of the individual activities that are related to each of the five management areas.
For example, under the service level area, there are performance, throughput, availability, and effectiveness activities.

Responsibility Areas

Responsibility areas are the third level of the structure, representing detailed subdivisions of the activity areas. By
separating activities into areas of common responsibility, these items identify the numerous management responsibilities
in a definitive and manageable form. Often, a responsibility area represents a service to the end-user (e.g., TSO Time
Sharing Services) or a specific internal I/S management process (for example, Vendor Contract Administration).
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The information structure presented in this document serves as the method by which a multitude of management
indicators are reported for all levels of I/S management, and provides a vital unifying role in establishing a common format
for information presentation to all levels of management.

Information Structure Diagram

                                       +------------------------------------------+

                                        |                                          |

                                        |             MVS  INSTALLATION            |

                                        |                                          |

                                        +------------------------------------------+

                                                              |

                                                              |

           

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

            |                        |         I.  MANAGEMENT | AREAS                  |                     

   |

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

 |                     |  |    Installation     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 |   Service Levels    |  |                     |  |     Development     |  |   Administration    |  |     

 Planning       |

 |                     |  |     Environment     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

            |                        |          II.  ACTIVITY | AREAS                  |                     

   |

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 | Performance         |  | Reliability/        |  | Requirements        |  | Financial           |  |

 Strategic Planning  |

 | Throughput          |  |  Availability       |  |  Control            |  | Personnel           |  | Service

 Planning    |

 | Availability        |  | Change Control      |  | Project Management  |  | Contract            |  |

 Development         |

 | Effectiveness       |  | Problem Control     |  |                     |  |  Administration     |  | 

 Planning           |

 |                     |  | Capacity Management |  |                     |  | Documentation       |  |

 Resource Planning   |

 |                     |  | Performance         |  |                     |  | Security Program    |  |

 Management Planning |
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 |                     |  |  Management         |  |                     |  | Disaster            |  |

 Constraint          |

 |                     |  | Storage Management  |  |                     |  |  Preparedness       |  | 

 Evaluation         |

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  | Audit Program       |  |       

              |

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

            |                        |  III.  RESPONSIBILITY  | AREAS                  |                     

   |

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 |      21 AREAS       |  |      37 AREAS       |  |       7 AREAS       |  |      23 AREAS       |  |      20

 AREAS       |

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

            |                        |        IV.  MANAGEMENT | INDICATORS             |                     

   |

            |                        |                        |                        |                     

   |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 |MANAGEMENT INDICATORS|  |MANAGEMENT INDICATORS|  |MANAGEMENT INDICATORS|  |MANAGEMENT INDICATORS|  |

MANAGEMENT INDICATORS|

 |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |                     |  |       

              |

 +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+  +---------------------+ 

 +---------------------+

SNT Index into the Information Structure

Using the information structure, you can identify the areas of interest and applicable activity, and locate their usage
considerations.

The structure is a two-level tier, organized first by management area and then by activity area.

Service Levels Area
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The service levels area consists of activities that are related to the management of service levels (service). It includes
items that are necessary for providing daily data processing services in the most efficient manner and for meeting service
objectives and agreements. The primary activities are the following:

• Performance
• Availability
• Throughput
• Effectiveness

Installation Environment Area

The installation environment area is represented by the activities that are related to operation of the I/S business -- plant
management. It includes those items which monitor the I/S production environment  to maintain operational readiness of
hardware, software, network, and facilities. The primary activities are the following:

• Reliability
• Problem Control
• Performance Management
• Change Control
• Capacity Management
• Storage Management

Development Area

The development area consists of activities that are related to the creation, procurement, and modification of applications,
hardware, networks, software, management systems, facilities, and other resources used in the information production
and distribution processes. The primary activities are the following:

• Requirements Control
• Project Management

Administration Area

The administration area is represented by activities related to the administrative responsibilities and includes security,
financial, personnel, education, and training needed to support the total I/S operation. The primary activities are the
following:

• Financial
• Personnel
• Contracts Administration
• Documentation
• Security Program
• Disaster Preparedness

PLANNING AREA

The planning area consists of activities that are involved in setting the direction and the objectives for I/S in terms of what
services are to be provided, when and how they will be provided . The primary activities are the following:

• Strategic Planning
• Development Planning
• Management Planning
• Service Planning
• Resource Planning
• Constraint Evaluation
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MICS provides data and information analysis capabilities in the service level and installation environment areas. The
Activity Area Index for Network Data table presents the activity area index for the MICS Network Analyzer.

Activity Area Index for Network Data table

Service Levels Area
Performance Service Levels: Performance
Throughput Service Levels: Throughput
Availability n/a
Effectiveness n/a

Installation Environment
Reliability Environment: Reliability
Change Control n/a
Problem Control n/a
Capacity Management Environment: Capacity Management
Performance Management Environment: Performance Management
Storage Management n/a

Development
Requirements Control n/a
Project Management n/a

Administration
Financial n/a
Personnel n/a
Contracts Administration n/a
Documentation n/a
Security Program n/a
Disaster Preparedness n/a

Planning
Strategic Planning n/a
Service Planning n/a
Development Planning n/a
Resource Planning n/a
Management Planning n/a
Constraint Evaluation n/a

SNT Service Level Analysis

Service level analysis consists of activities that are related to the management of performance, throughput, availability,
and effectiveness in the delivery of communications facilities. The MICS Network Analyzer addresses two of these areas
as explained in the following sections:

• Service Levels: Performance
• Service Levels: Throughput
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SNT Service Levels Performance

Network service levels are areas of prime concern to the management of the installation as a whole, and particularly to the
network management staff, because service levels measure how efficiently and effectively network facilities are delivered
to the end user. Service levels are best analyzed in relation to an installation-defined set of service level objectives.

Service level objectives may be set in different ways based on criteria that are often unique to the installation and depend
on its organization, management objectives, and financial considerations. Several types of objective strategies are
discussed below.

Host Service Objectives

Before the availability of end-user response time measurements, host service objectives were the only available
management indicators of communications effectiveness. Tivoli's NetView Performance Monitor and NetSpy make it
possible to measure host response time separately from network response time, thus allowing host response objectives
to be retained. The advantage of defining separate host service objectives is that they can identify developing host service
problems even when end-user response time is within the overall objectives. Generally, host service objectives are set on
an application-by-application basis because each application has different host processing resource requirements.

Network Service Objectives

Network service objectives define the requirements for delivery of service outboard of the host processor. These
objectives are of considerable interest because, until recently, this information was largely unavailable. Network service
objectives must be set regarding network considerations rather than existing host-processor considerations.

Two general classifications of network service are reasonable

Topology Based

• Communications path design constraints
• Media type constraints

– local versus remote
– link speed
– multi-drop versus dedicated link
– satellite versus land line

Resource Based

• Class of service as defined by network tuning parameters
• Volume of data transmitted

End-user (total) Service Objectives

In general, total service objectives should be close to the sum of the applicable network and host service objectives
for each breakdown of network traffic. Neither Tivoli's NetView Session Monitor nor NetMaster NTS measures host
and network response time independently. They each allow all of the variations mentioned above to be accommodated
through the use of installation-defined performance classes. NetView performance class definitions and NetMaster NTS
RTM class definitions should be carefully evaluated based on the considerations mentioned above.

The following sections suggest key data elements, exception conditions, component reports, and sample analyses which
may be helpful in the management of performance levels:

• Performance Level Indicators
• Performance Level Exceptions
• Performance Level Reports
• Performance Level Analysis
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SNT Performance Level Indicators

In preparing reports for dissemination to Information Systems and user management, it is important that the measures
reported are understandable and pertinent to the subject being reported. The data elements that are listed in the following
table  best represent the data elements that you can  use to report network service levels. These elements are discussed
in detail in the Data Dictionary, which contains the Network (SNT) and NetView Session (NVS) Information Areas.

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|   MANAGEMENT AREA:  Service Levels                        |

|     ACTIVITY AREA:  Performance                           |

|       RESPONSIBILITY AREA:  Network                       |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTPSU   PSUAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTPSU   PSUMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSU   PSUMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTPSU   PSUERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTPSU   PSUHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUNNHTM  Net Resp Time

  SNTPSU   PSUNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Net)

  SNTPSU   PSUNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSU   PSUORQTM  Net Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUMXNNH  Maximum Net Resp Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTPSY   PSYAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTPSY   PSYAVHTM  Average Host Response Time
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  SNTPSY   PSYAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTPSY   PSYBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSY   PSYMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTPSY   PSYHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYNNHTM  Net Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYNRHO   Number of Host Only Transactions

  SNTPSY   PSYNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Host)

  SNTPSY   PSYNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSY   PSYORQTM  Net Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYMXNNH  Maximum Net Resp Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNPL   NPLAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
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  SNTNPL   NPLTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time w/ Host Tx

  SNTNPL   NPLMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTNPL   NPLHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLNNHTM  Net Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLNRHO   Number of Host Only Transactions

  SNTNPL   NPLNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Net)

  SNTNPL   NPLNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTNPL   NPLORQTM  Net Resp Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLMXNNH  Maximum Net Resp Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSV   NSVAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNSV   NSVCOS    Class of Service

  SNTNSV   NSVPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  SNTNSV   NSVPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  SNTNSV   NSVROBTM  Objective Response Time

  SNTNSV   NSVTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 1

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 2

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 3

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSLSY   LSYAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSLSY   LSYCOS    Class of Service

  NVSLSY   LSYPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSLSY   LSYPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSLSY   LSYROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NSVLSY   LSYTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSNLL   NLLAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSNLL   NLLCOS    Class of Service

  NVSNLL   NLLPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSNLL   NLLPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSNLL   NLLROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NSVNLL   NLLTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
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  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSRTM   RTMAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSRTM   RTMPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSRTM   RTMPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSRTM   RTMROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NSVRTM   RTMTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSP   NSPLHRTM  Last Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPLNRTM  Last Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL1  Response Distribution Limit 1

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL2  Response Distribution Limit 2

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL3  Response Distribution Limit 3

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL4  Response Distribution Limit 4

  SNTNSP   NSPHRSTM  Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPNRESC  Network Responses

  SNTNSP   NSPNRSTM  Network Response Time (Measured)

  SNTNSP   NSPNRURM  Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

  SNTNSP   NSPNRTRI  Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST1  Response Distribution Count 1

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST2  Response Distribution Count 2

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST3  Response Distribution Count 3

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST4  Response Distribution Count 4

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST5  Response Distribution Count 5

  SNTNSP   NSPTRESC  Number of Responses

  SNTNSP   NSPMXHTM  Maximum Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPMXNTM  Maximum Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPCNRTM  Network Response Time (Computed)

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR4  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNSP   NSPTRSTM  Total Response Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSS   NSSLHRTM  Last Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSLNRTM  Last Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL1  Response Distribution Limit 1

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL2  Response Distribution Limit 2

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL3  Response Distribution Limit 3
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  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL4  Response Distribution Limit 4

  SNTNSS   NSSHRSTM  Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSNRESC  Network Responses

  SNTNSS   NSSNRSTM  Network Response Time (Measured)

  SNTNSS   NSSNRURM  Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

  SNTNSS   NSSNRTRI  Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST1  Response Distribution Count 1

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST2  Response Distribution Count 2

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST3  Response Distribution Count 3

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST4  Response Distribution Count 4

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST5  Response Distribution Count 5

  SNTNSS   NSSTRESC  Number of Responses

  SNTNSS   NSSMXHTM  Maximum Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSMXNTM  Maximum Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSCNRTM  Network Response Time (Computed)

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR4  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNSS   NSSTRSTM  Total Response Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNVR   NVRNRESC  Network Responses (Measured)

  SNTNVR   NVRNRSTM  Network Response Time (Measured)

  SNTNVR   NVRAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

SNT Performance Level Exceptions

The following standard exceptions can have applicability when analyzing network performance. These exceptions alert the
installation to missed service objectives. The exception reporting provided with the MICS Network Analyzer is discussed in
the Exceptions Reporting section and detailed descriptions are provided for each of the exceptions.

• 2301
Response Objective Missed For Performance Class

• 12661
Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU

• 12662
Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU

• 12663
Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU

• 12780
Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link

• 12781
Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link

• 12782
Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link

• 12801
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Response Objective Missed for APPL/PCLASS
• 12802

Response Objective Missed for LINK/PCLASS
• 12852

Invalid Session Parameters Threshold Exceeded
• 12853

Virtual Route Inoperative Threshold Exceeded
• 12854

Route Extension Inoperative Threshold Exceeded
• 12855

Hierarchical Reset Threshold Exceeded
• 12856

SSCP Gone Threshold Exceeded
• 12857

Virtual Route Deactivated Threshold Exceeded
• 12858

LU Failure - Unrecoverable Threshold Exceeded
• 12859

LU Failure - Recoverable Threshold Exceeded
• 12862

Session Failure Threshold Exceeded

SNT Performance Level Reports

The standard reports listed below canbe useful for analyzing network performance. These reports are described in the
Tabular Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries section.

Tabular Reports

• SNT101
NPM Service by Application Report

• SNT103
NPM Service by Link Report

• SNT105
NLDM Service by Performance Class Report

• SNT111
NLDM Service by Application

• SNT112
NLDM Service by Link

• SNT113
NLDM Service by Control Unit

• SNT114
NLDM Service by Terminal

• SNT121
NetSpy Service by Application

• SNT122
NetSpy Service by Terminal

• SNT403
NPM Session Data Collection Report
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Graphic Inquiries

• SNTG101
Average Response by Performance Class

• SNTG102
Application Service Analysis

• SNTG103
Application Service Analysis by Hour

• SNTG104
Response Objective Results by Performance Class

MICF Inquiries

• SNTCD1
NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS

• SNTCD4
NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj. by PCLASS

• SNTCDI
NetView Daily Avg Response by Link

• SNTCDN
NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj. by Link

• SNTCDS
NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components

• SNTCDT
NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components

• SNTLDA
NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking

• SNTLD0
NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking

• SNTLD2
NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

Note that any report listed above that begins with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NPDA can
also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

SNT Performance Level Analysis

Reporting Response Time Differences For Virtual Routes

While the nodes in the network are physically connected by real links known as explicit routes, network traffic flows over
logical connections called virtual routes. These virtual routes assume the physical characteristics (media type, reliability,
bandwidth, etc.) of the underlying explicit routes to which they are assigned, but the path control network schedules
message units on a virtual route based on its transmission priority.

When a logical unit to logical unit (LU-LU) session is established, the session-initiation request identifies a desired class of
service. The system services control point (SSCP) looks-up this class of service in the class of service (COS) table. The
COS table lists virtual route and transmission priority pairs. Using the table entry for the requested class of service, the
SSCP assigns a virtual route and transmission priority for the session.

Since the virtual routes and transmission priorities are the primary means the network analyst has to regulate traffic flow
through the network, knowledge of the service provided to the end users communicating over a particular virtual route at
a specific priority is extremely valuable when maintaining the class of service table. This information is available in the
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MICS Network Analyzer's NLDM Service File by summarizing DETAIL data from the SNTNSV File by virtual route and
transmission priority as follows:

    %INCLUDE INCLLIB(%SNTMACS);

    MACRO _BY NSVVRRTE NSVTRPTY %

    MACRO _BREAK NSVTRPTY %

    PROC SORT DATA=_dSNTX.SNTNSV01 OUT=VRSERV;  BY _BY;

    RUN;

 

    DATA VRSERV;  SET VRSERV;  BY _BY;

        _NSVSUM

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT LABELS;

    ID  NSVVRRTE;

    VAR NSVTRPTY NSVAVTTM NSVPCTR1 NSVPCTR2 NSVPCTR3

        NSVPCTR4 NSVPCOBM;

    RUN;

By determining the actual effect of specifying different transmission priorities for different virtual routes, the class of service
table can be made to reflect the organization's business needs more accurately.

SNT Service Levels Throughput

Throughput constraints and capabilities are of primary concern to the network analyst. As in mainframe capacity planning,
the network analyst must consider the various workloads that affect the data center. Workload can conveniently be divided
into two broad classes:

Logical Workloads

Logical workloads are directly related to the end user. Planning for new systems or major configuration changes is usually
concerned initially with logical workloads. Logical workloads can be subdivided into two categories: application workloads
and organization (business) unit workloads.

Application workloads are identified in the following files:

• SNTPSY - NPM System Activity File
• NVSLSY - NLDM System Activity File
• SNTNSP - NetSpy Application File

Organizational unit workloads can be identified via the use of account code data elements in the following files:

• SNTNAC - NCP Network Accounting File
• SNTNSS - NetSpy Terminal File
• SNTPSU - NPM User Activity File
• NVSNSA - NLDM Session Accounting File
• NVSNSC - NLDM Session Connectivity File
• NVSRTM  -NLDM Response Time File
• NVSRTE - NLDM Route File

Sample account code definition members are included with this product, and the use of account codes is discussed in
the Complex-level Parameters section. However, it is your responsibility to verify that the account code structure meets
the requirements of your data center, and, if not, to make any necessary modifications. In this way, you are assured the
greatest flexibility in defining an account code structure that will satisfy your network analysis and reporting requirements.
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Physical Workloads

Physical workloads are directly related to network topology and may only incidentally be related to the end user. Localized
network performance considerations such as load balancing and NCP parameter selection are most often concerned with
physical workloads. Physical workloads can be divided into two categories: boundary workloads and backbone workloads.

The sequence/summary variable SLULINK in the NPM Link Activity (SNTNPL) File and the NLDM Link Activity (NVSNLL)
File contains the name of the peripheral link to which the secondary logical unit's physical unit is attached. Network
boundary (peripheral link) workloads may thus be identified directly. Coincidentally, they may also be identified in the
NetSpy Terminal (SNTNSS) File, and in the NLDM Service (SNTNSV) and the NLDM System Activity (NVSLSY) Files,
depending on the definition of performance classes for NetView/NLDM and RTM classes for NetMaster NTS.

Performance problems related to boundary workloads are limited in scope because they are localized to a specific
peripheral link. However, if the link attaches a distributed processor, a significant number of end users may be affected.

Backbone workloads may be identified by summarizing utilization data to the level of the primary and secondary logical
unit's subareas (note that the MICS summarization facility, explained in Standard Reporting, should always be utilized for
any summarization of MICS files). This yields the traffic load between subarea "x" and subarea "y".

If you are processing NetSpy Virtual Route Activity data, you will find information about both SNA backbone virtual route
traffic volumes and response times in the NetSpy Virtual Route Activity (SNTNVR) File.

Performance problems that are related to backbone workload constraints can have far-reaching effects in the network and
should be closely tracked. Relatively small changes in the traffic mix (message lengths, chaining characteristics, etc.) can
cause significant increases in the utilization level of the backbone communications control units.

The following sections suggest key data elements, exception conditions, reports, and sample analysis that may be helpful
in the management of network throughput levels:

• Throughput Level Indicators
• Throughput Level Exceptions
• Throughput Level Reports
• Throughput Level Analysis

SNT Throughput Level Indicators

In preparing reports for dissemination to Information Systems and user management, it is important that the measures
reported are understandable and pertinent to the subject being reported. The following data elements best represent the
data elements that you can use to report network service levels. These elements are discussed in detail in the SNT Data
Dictionary section, which contains the Network (SNT) and the NetView Session (NVS) Information Areas.

MANAGEMENT AREA: Service Levels

ACTIVITY AREA: Throughput

RESPONSIBILITY AREA: Network

SNTNCL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNCL NCLNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTNCL NCLNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
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SNTNCL NCLNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTNCL NCLNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRERR Error Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRIF Retransmit I-Frame Count
SNTNCL NCLNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLNRRRR Total RNR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRRS Total RNR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFR Total RR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRFS Total RR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFD Number of Receive Frames Discarded
SNTNCL NCLNRRFM Number of Receive Frames Misaddressed
SNTNCL NCLNRRFU Number of Receive Frames Unrecognized
SNTNCL NCLMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLPCELB Percent Link Busy Retransmission
SNTNCL NCLPCLBS Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMXLBS Max. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMNLBS Min. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLPCRLB Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMXRLB Max. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMNRLB Min. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLPCSLB Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMXSLB Max. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMNSLB Min. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFR Number of I-Frames Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFS Number of I-Frames Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute

SNTCAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTCAF CAFNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTCAF CAFNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTCAF CAFNRPKS Number of Packets Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRPKR Number of Packets Received
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SNTCAF CAFNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRERR Error Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTCAF CAFNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRIF Retransmitted I-Frame Count
SNTCAF CAFNRFRS Number of Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRFRR Number of Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRTO Reply Timeouts
SNTCAF CAFNRLBO Local Busy Occurrences
SNTCAF CAFNRSFS Rejected Supervisor Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRSFR Rejected Supervisor Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKS Number of Packets Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKR Number of Packets Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute

SNTPSU

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSU PSUBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSU PSUNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
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SNTPSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSY PSYBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSY PSYNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent

SNTNPL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNPL NPLBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTNPL NPLNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLNRMBS No. of Message Message Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
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NVSLSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSLSY LSYNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYTRESC Response Event Count

NVSNLL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNLL NLLNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSNLL NLLTRESC Response Event Count

NVSNSA

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNSA NSANRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNSA NSANRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNSA NSANRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSNSA NSANRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSNSA NSANRTBY Total Number of Bytes Transmitted
NVSNSA NSANRTPI Total Number of PIUs Transmitted
NVSNSA NSANRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSNSA NSANRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent

NVSNSC

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNSC NSCNRTCH Total Characters Transmitted
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NVSRTE

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSRTE RTENRTCH Total Characters Transmitted

SNTNSP

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSP NSPNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
SNTNSP NSPNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSP NSPNRESC Network Responses
SNTNSP NSPNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSP NSPNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSP NSPTRESC Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

SNTNSS

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSS NSSNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
SNTNSS NSSNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSS NSSNRBYT Cumulative Bytes Transmitted
SNTNSS NSSNRESC Network Responses
SNTNSS NSSNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSS NSSNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSS NSSTRESC Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

SNTNVR

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNVR NVRNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNVR NVRNRMOP Measured Outbound PIUs
SNTNVR NVRNRTOP Total Outbound PIUs
SNTNVR NVRAVPL Average Outbound PIU Length
SNTNVR NVRNRESC Network Responses (Measured)

SNTNAC

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNAC NACNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBY Total Number of Bytes Transmitted
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SNTNAC NACNRTPI Total Number of PIUs Transmitted
SNTNAC NACNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent

 

 

SNT Throughput Level Exceptions

The following standard exceptions may have applicability when analyzing network throughput. These exceptions
indicate that throughput thresholds were exceeded. The exception reporting provided with the MICS Network Analyzer is
discussed in the Exception Reporting section. Detail descriptions are provided for each of the exceptions.

• 12001
Link Average Utilization Threshold Exceeded

• 12002
Link Error Count Threshold Exceeded

• 12003
Link Resource Outbound Queue Length Exceeded

• 12061
Network Component Error Threshold Exceeded

• 12124
Avg NCP Channel Hold Q Length Threshold Exceeded

• 12181
Network Component Traffic Exceeds Limit

• 12182
Network Component Traffic Below Minimum

• 12183
Network Component Error Rate Exceeds Limit

• 12184
NCP Processor Overloaded

• 12185
NCP Processor Underutilized

• 12188
Messages Per Minute Exceeds Limit

• 12189
Bytes Per Second Exceeds Limit

• 12193
Percentage of Bytes Retransmitted Exceeds Limit

• 12194
Percentage of NCP Buffers Used Exceeds Limit

SNT Throughput Level Reports

The following standard reports may be applicable when analyzing network throughput. These reports are described in the
Tabular Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries section.

Tabular Reports

• SNT201
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NPM Workload by Application Report
• SNT203

NPM Workload by Link Report
• SNT208

NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP Report
• SNT209

NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report
• SNT211

NLDM Workload by Application
• SNT212

NLDM Workload by Link
• SNT213

NLDM Workload by Control Unit
• SNT214

NLDM Workload by Terminal
• SNT215

NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report
• SNT216

NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report
• SNT221

NetSpy Workload by Application
• SNT222

NetSpy Workload by Terminal
• SNT401

NPM NCP Data Collection Report
• SNT401

NetSpy NCP Data Collection Report
• SNT403

NPM Session Data Collection Report

Graphic Inquiries

• SNTG201
Traffic Profile Report for Link

• SNTG204
Percent Link Utilization by Zone

MICF Inquiries

• SNTCD6
NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

• SNTCD7
NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

• SNTCD8
NPM Daily Link Utilization

• SNTCDP
NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

• SNTCDQ
NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

• SNTCDR
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NetSpy Daily Link Utilization
• SNTCDC

NetView Daily Connect Time By SNTACT1
• SNTCDD

NetView Daily Chars/1000 By SNTACT1
• SNTCDE

NetView Daily Chars/1000 By VR
• SNTCDF

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 By SNTACT1
• SNTCDG

NetView Daily Cntl Chars/1000 By SNTACT1
• SNTCWH

NetView Weekly Cntl PIU Traffic By PLU
• SNTCWK

NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic By PLU
• SNTLD4

NPM Link Service/Workload Ranking
• SNTLD8

NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking
• SNTLDE

NCP Utilization Ranking
• SNTPDU

NCP Utilization Chart
• SNTPDV

NCP Utilization Plot
• SNTCDX

NSA/NGA Daily Chars/1000 By SNTACT1
• SNTCDY

NSA/NGA Daily PIU Traffic By SNTACT1

Note that any report listed above that begins with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NPDA can
also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

SNT Throughput Level Analysis

Calculating the Amount of Cross-Domain Traffic

Sometimes the network analyst is faced with the question of which of the network's host processors is the optimum
location for a given application. If users in several domains have access to the application, it is advantageous to have the
application reside in the domain which generates the greatest load. With a new application, this location is often obvious.
But, when an application has been widely used over a long period of time, some analysis may be necessary to determine
which domain produces the most transactions.

This analysis can be accomplished fairly easily using the data in the DETAIL timespan cycles of the NLDM Service
(SNTNSV) File as follows:

1. Summarize the data to the PLU, PLDOMAIN and SLDOMAIN

%INCLUDE INCLLIB(#SNTMACS);

MACRO _BY PLU PLDOMAIN SLDOMAIN %

MACRO _BREAK SLDOMAIN %

PROC SORT DATA=_dSNTX.SNTNSV01 OUT=DOMAINS; BY _BY;
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RUN;

 

DATA DOMAINS; SET DOMAINS; BY _BY;

     _NSVSUM

RUN; 

2. Report the total response event count (NSVTRESC) by secondary logical unit domain (SLDOMAIN)

PROC PRINT LABELS DATA=DOMAINS; BY PLU;

ID PLUDOMAIN;

VAR SLDOMAIN NSVAVTTM NSVPCOBM;

SNT Installation Environment Analysis

Installation environment analysis consists of activities that are related to the operation of the communications network.
These include reliability, change control, problem control, capacity management, performance management, and storage
management. The MICS Network Analyzer addresses three of these areas as explained in the following sections:

• Environment: Reliability
• Environment: Capacity Management
• Environment: Performance Management

SNT Environment Reliability

The reliability information retained by the MICS Network Analyzer is written to SMF by Tivoli NetView Hardware Monitor/
NPDA and NPM, NetMaster NEWS, and NetSpy. The NetView Hardware Monitor and NetMaster NEWS reliability data
consists of statistics, events, and alerts. Statistics are temporary errors and traffic data. Events include permanent errors
and statistics whose error-to-traffic ratios exceed installation-defined thresholds. Alerts are any conditions that require
immediate operator attention. NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA and NetMaster recording filters determine which network
occurrences are classified as events or alerts. The reliability information from NPM network data and NetSpy NCP
interface data consists of counts for network errors (for example, time-out-to-poll), and the number of characters and PIUs
that are retransmitted by the NCP.

Note that reliability information is NOT availability information. While permanent errors resulting in outages of many of the
hardware and software components of the network are recorded in the SNTNEF File, there is no corresponding notation
of normal activation or deactivation. Thus, availability reporting can be done only by accessing information, such as
network logs, which are outside the scope of the MICS Network.

The following sections suggest key data elements, exception conditions, reports, and sample analysis which may be
helpful in the management of reliability:

• Reliability Indicators
• Reliability Exceptions
• Reliability Reports
• Reliability Analysis

SNT Reliability Indicators

In preparing reports for dissemination to Information Systems and user management, it is important that the measures
reported are understandable and pertinent to the subject being reported. The following data elements best represent the
data elements that you can use to report network service levels. These elements are discussed in detail in the SNT Data
Dictionary section, which contains the Network (SNT) and the NetView Session (NVS) Information Areas.

MANAGEMENT AREA: Environment

ACTIVITY AREA: Reliability
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RESPONSIBILITY AREA: Networ

SNTNCL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNCL NCLNRERR Error Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRIF Retransmit I-Frame Count
SNTNCL NCLNRPIU Retransmit PIU Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRRR Total RNR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRRS Total RNR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFD Number of Receive Frames Discarded
SNTNCL NCLNRRFM Number of Receive Frames Misaddressed
SNTNCL NCLNRRFU Number of Receive Frames Unrecognized
SNTNCL NCLPCELB Percent Link Busy Retransmission

SNTCAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTCAF CAFNRERR Error Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTCAF CAFNRPIU Retransmit PIU Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRRR Total RNR Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRRS Total RNR Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRIF Retransmitted I-Frame Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRTO Reply Timeouts
SNTCAF CAFNRLBO Local Busy Occurrences
SNTCAF CAFNRSFS Rejected Supervisor Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRSFR Rejected Supervisor Frames Received

SNTNEF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNEF NEFFRNAM Failing Resource Name
SNTNEF NEFFRTYP Failing Resource Type
SNTNEF NEFERRDS Error Description: Probable Cause
SNTNEF NEFNRALT Number of Alerts
SNTNEF NEFNREVT Number of Events

SNTNSF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSF NSFFRNAM Failing Resource Name
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SNTNSF NSFFRTYP Failing Resource Type
SNTNSF NSFERRDS Error Description: Probable Cause
SNTNSF NSFNRALT Number of Alerts
SNTNSF NSFTTERR Total Temporary Errors
SNTNSF NSFPCERR Pct of Total Traffic w/Temp Errors
SNTNSF NSFTTRFC Total Traffic

NVSVBF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSVBF VBFCAUSE BIND Failure/UNBIND Reason
NVSVBF VBFFTYPE VTAM Failure Type
NVSVBF VBFNRBF Number of BIND Failures
NVSVBF VBFRCODE UNBIND/BIND Failure Code

SNT Reliability Exceptions

The following standard exceptions can be applicable when analyzing network reliability. These exceptions indicate that
installation-defined error thresholds have been exceeded. The exception reporting provided with the MICS Network
Analyzer is discussed in the Exception Reporting section. Detailed descriptions are provided for each of the exceptions.

• 12002
Link Error Count Threshold Exceeded

• 12061
Network Component Error Threshold Exceeded

• 12183
Network Component Error Rate Exceeds Limit

• 12193
Percentage of Bytes Retransmitted Exceeds Limit

• 12541
NPDA Event

• 12542
NPDA Event Alert

• 12601
NPDA Statistical Alert

• 12852
Invalid Session Parameters Threshold Exceeded

• 12853
Virtual Route Inoperative Threshold Exceeded

• 12854
Route Extension Inoperative Threshold Exceeded

• 12855
Hierarchical Reset Threshold Exceeded

• 12856
SSCP Gone Threshold Exceeded

• 12857
Virtual Route Deactivated Threshold Exceeded

• 12858
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LU Failure - Unrecoverable Threshold Exceeded
• 12859

LU Failure - Recoverable Threshold Exceeded
• 12862

Session Failure Threshold Exceeded

SNT Reliability Reports

The standard reports listed below may be applicable when analyzing network reliability. These reports are described in the
Tabular Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries section.

Tabular Reports

• SNT209
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT215
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT216
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT401
NPM NCP Data Collection Report

• SNT401
NetSpy NCP Data Collection Report

• SNT601
NPDA Event Analysis Report

• SNT602
NPDA Statistics Analysis Report

Graphic Inquiries

• SNTG301
Error Count for Link

• SNTG302
Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic

• SNTG303
NPDA Events for Cluster Controller

MICF Inquiries

• SNTCD9
NPM Daily Link Error Count

• SNTCDA
NetView Daily % Link Errors to Traffic

• SNTCDB
NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary

• SNTCWJ
NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBINDs by PLU

• SNTPD9
NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Error Count By Hour

• SNTPWO
NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report
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Note that any report listed above that begins with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NPDA can
also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

SNT Reliability Analysis

Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) is one of the most widely used measures of device reliability. MTBF figures are
used to schedule routine maintenance, determine the requirements for backup equipment, compare the reliability of a
given device to industry or installation standards, or aid in the selection of competing equipment models.

Tracking the rate of change of MTBF statistics over time can also yield valuable results. Decreasing MTBF values
can foreshadow the end of the practical useful life of a device. Conversely, increasing MTBF values are sometimes
encountered in installations which utilize heavily microcoded, "intelligent" devices such as point-of-sale or financial
controllers. These devices may experience random hard failures due to undiscovered microcode errors. A significant
increase in MTBF following a microcode update may indicate that such a "bug" was fixed.

MTBF statistics are easily reported using the data retained by MICS in the NPDA Event (SNTNEF) File. Each entry in this
file in the DETAIL time-span records the occurrence of a permanent error on a specific device. In the higher timespans
(DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, and YEARS), the number of failures of a given type are summarized for each device in the
variable Number of Events (NEFNREVT). Since basic MTBF statistics are based on the total number of failures, the
data must be summarized across all types of failures. This can easily be done using the MICS Summarization Facility as
follows:

    %INCLUDE INCLLIB(#SNTSUM);

    MACRO _BY NEFFRNAM %

    MACRO _BREAK NEFFRNAM %

    PROC SORT DATA=_dSNTM.SNTNEF01 OUT=MTBF; BY _BY;

    RUN;

 

    DATA MTBF;  SET MTBF;  BY _BY;

        _NEFSUM

    RUN;

 

    DATA MTBF (KEEP=NEFFRNAM MTBF);

    FORMAT MTBF TIME.;

    LABEL MTBF=MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURES;

    MTBF = (ENDTS-STARTTS) / NEFNREVT;

    RUN;

 

    PROC PRINT LABEL;

    VAR NEFFRNAM MTBF;

    TITLE1 'MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN-FAILURE STATISTICS';

    RUN;

SNT Environment Capacity Management

Capacity management in the data communications environment can be approached in two ways:

• Workload Growth Analysis
• Service Degradation Analysis

Workload growth analysis is an extension of the traditional utilization-centered, capacity management strategy which has
been successfully employed in the mainframe environment. Workload growth analysis is particularly effective in the early
life of a given network configuration where load balancing may be a key performance improvement strategy.
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Service degradation analysis interprets network capacity in terms of the ability to deliver network services in a timely
manner. In some cases, service levels vary in inverse proportion to network load. In these cases, poor service may limit
network utilization ("...response is so bad we don't use it...") well below the threshold of utilization overload as indicated by
a workload growth study.

The trend format of both the workload and utilization reports provided with the MICS Network Analyzer are designed to
help you implement either of these strategies.

One area of particular concern is the group of communications control units (and their associated NCPs) which make up
the network backbone. Over-utilization and its associated service degradation tend to occur first in the backbone because
the traffic is concentrated there. Close attention should be paid to the percentage utilization and time in slowdown on
these CCUs.

The following sections suggest key data elements, exception conditions, reports, and sample analysis which may be
helpful in network capacity management:

• Capacity Management Indicators
• Capacity Management Exceptions
• Capacity Management Reports
• Capacity Analysis

SNT Capacity Management Indicators

In preparing reports for dissemination to Information Systems and user management, it is important that the measures
reported are understandable and pertinent to the subject being reported. The following data elements  best represent the
data elements that you can use to report network service levels. These elements are discussed in detail in the SNT Data
Dictionary section, that contains the Network (SNT) and the NetView Session (NVS) Information Areas.

MANAGEMENT AREA: Environment

ACTIVITY AREA: Capacity

RESPONSIBILITY AREA: Netwok

SNTNCL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNCL NCLNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTNCL NCLNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTNCL NCLNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRERR Error Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRIF Retransmit I-Frame Count
SNTNCL NCLNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLNRRRR Total RNR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRRS Total RNR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFR Total RR Frames Received
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SNTNCL NCLNRRFS Total RR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFD Number of Receive Frames Discarded
SNTNCL NCLNRRFM Number of Receive Frames Misaddressed
SNTNCL NCLNRRFU Number of Receive Frames Unrecognized
SNTNCL NCLMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLPCELB Percent Link Busy Retransmission
SNTNCL NCLPCLBS Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMXLBS Max. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMNLBS Min. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLPCRLB Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMXRLB Max. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMNRLB Min. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLPCSLB Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMXSLB Max. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMNSLB Min. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFR Number of I-Frames Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFS Number of I-Frames Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute

SNTCAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTCAF CAFNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTCAF CAFNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTCAF CAFNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRPKR Number of Packets Received
SNTCAF CAFNRPKS Number of Packets Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRERR Error Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTCAF CAFNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRIF Retransmitted I-Frame Count
SNTCAF CAFNRFRS Number of Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRFRR Number of Frames Received
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SNTCAF CAFNRRTO Reply Timeouts
SNTCAF CAFNRLBO Local Busy Occurrences
SNTCAF CAFNRSFS Rejected Supervisor Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRSFR Rejected Supervisor Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKR Number of Packets Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKS Number of Packets Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute
SNTCAF CAFIDITM Idle Interval Time

SNTNAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNAF NAFMNFBL Free Buffer Low Water Mark
SNTNAF NAFMNFBQ Minimum Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNHQL Minimum Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNIQL Minimum Channel Intermed. Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNSFB Minimum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFMXANP Max Available NCP Buffers
SNTNAF NAFMXFBH Free Buffer High Water Mark
SNTNAF NAFMXFBQ Maximum Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXHQL Maximum Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXIQL Maximum Channel Intermed. Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXSFB Maximum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFAVFBQ Average Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFAVHQL Average NCP Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFAVIQL Average NCP Channel Intermed. Queue

Len.
SNTNAF NAFAVSFB Average Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFPCCCU Percent Communications Controller Util.
SNTNAF NAFMXCCU Maximum Percent CCU Utilization
SNTNAF NAFMNCCU Minimum Percent CCU Utilization
SNTNAF NAFPCNBU Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFMXNBU Max. Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFMNNBU Min. Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFPCTIS Percent Time in Slowdown
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SNTPSU

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSU PSUBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSU PSUNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMSR Number of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMSS Number of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTPSU PSUAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTPSU PSUAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTPSU PSUAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTPSU PSUBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSU PSUPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSU PSUPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSU PSUPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTPSU PSUTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
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SNTPSU PSUMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSU PSUMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTPSU PSUERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTPSU PSUERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTPSU PSUHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUNNHTM Net Resp Time
SNTPSU PSUNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
SNTPSU PSUNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTPSU PSUNRQTM Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSU PSUORQTM Net Response Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUMXNNH Maximum Network Resp Time

SNTPSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSY PSYBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSY PSYNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
SNTPSY PSYNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTPSY PSYAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTPSY PSYAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTPSY PSYAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTPSY PSYBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSY PSYPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSY PSYPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
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SNTPSY PSYPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSY PSYPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSY PSYPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSY PSYPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTPSY PSYTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSY PSYMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTPSY PSYERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTPSY PSYHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYNNHTM Net Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYNRHO No. of Host Only Transactions
SNTPSY PSYNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTPSY PSYNRQTM Net Resp Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSY PSYORQTM Net Resp Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYMXNNH Maximum Network Resp Time

SNTNPL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNPL NPLBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTNPL NPLNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
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SNTNPL NPLNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTNPL NPLAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTNPL NPLAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTNPL NPLAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTNPL NPLBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTNPL NPLPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNPL NPLPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNPL NPLPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTNPL NPLTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTNPL NPLMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTNPL NPLERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTNPL NPLHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLNNHTM Net Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
SNTNPL NPLNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTNPL NPLNRQTM Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTNPL NPLORQTM Net Resp Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLMXNNH Maximum Network Resp Time
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SNTNSV

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSV NSVCOS Class of Service
SNTNSV NSVPCOBJ Objective Percentage
SNTNSV NSVROBTM Objective Response Time
SNTNSV NSVTRESC Total Response Event Count
SNTNSV NSVAVTTM Average Total Response TIme
SNTNSV NSVPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
SNTNSV NSVPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 1
SNTNSV NSVPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 2
SNTNSV NSVPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 3
SNTNSV NSVPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 4

NVSLSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSLSY LSYCOS Class of Service
NVSLSY LSYNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYPCOBJ Objective Percentage
NVSLSY LSYPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
NVSLSY LSYPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1
NVSLSY LSYPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
NVSLSY LSYPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3
NVSLSY LSYPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4
NVSLSY LSYROBTM Objective Response Time
NVSLSY LSYTRESC Response Event Count

NVSNLL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNLL NLLCOS Class of Service
NVSNLL NLLNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
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NVSNLL NLLNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSNLL NLLPCOBJ Objective Percentage
NVSNLL NLLPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
NVSNLL NLLPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1
NVSNLL NLLPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
NVSNLL NLLPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3
NVSNLL NLLPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4
NVSNLL NLLROBTM Objective Response Time

NVSNSA

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNSA NSACONTM Connect Time
NVSNSA NSANRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNSA NSANRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNSA NSANRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSNSA NSANRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSNSA NSANRTBY Total Number of Bytes Transmitted
NVSNSA NSANRTPI Total Number of PIUs Transmitted
NVSNSA NSANRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSNSA NSANRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent

NVSNSC

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNSC NSCCONTM Connect Time
NVSNSC NSCNMSES Number of Sessions
NVSNSC NSCNRTCH Total Characters Transmitted

NVSRTE

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSRTE RTECONTM Connect Time
NVSRTE RTENRTCH Total Characters Transmitted

SNTNSP

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSP NSPNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
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SNTNSP NSPNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSP NSPNRESC Network Responses
SNTNSP NSPNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSP NSPNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSP NSPTRESC Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

SNTNSS

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSS NSSNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
SNTNSS NSSNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSS NSSNRBYT Cumulative Bytes Transmitted
SNTNSS NSSNRESC Network Responses
SNTNSS NSSNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSS NSSNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSS NSSTRESC Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

SNTNVR

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNVR NVRNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNVR NVRNRMOP Measured Outbound PIUs
SNTNVR NVRNRTOP Total Outbound PIUs
SNTNVR NVRAVPL Average Outbound PIU Length
SNTNVR NVRNRESC Network Responses (Measured)

SNTNAC

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNAC NACCONTM Connect Time
SNTNAC NACNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBY Total Number of Bytes Transmitted
SNTNAC NACNRTPI Total Number of PIUs Transmitted
SNTNAC NACNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent

SNT Capacity Management Exceptions

The following standard exceptions may have applicability when analyzing network capacity. These exceptions pinpoint
events that can indicate insufficient capacity in one or more network resources. The exception reporting that is provided
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with this product is discussed in the Exception Reporting section. Detailed descriptions are provided for each of the
exceptions.

• 12001
Link Average Utilization Threshold Exceeded

• 12003
Link Resource Outbound Queue Length Exceeded

• 12004
Link Polling Rate Below Threshold

• 12005
Link Positive Polling Percentage Threshold Exceeded

• 12062
Component Resource Outbound Q Length Exceeded

• 12121
37XX Utilization Threshold Exceed

• 12122
Percentage CCU Time in Slowdown Threshold Exceeded

• 12123
Average Free Buffer Queue Length Below Limit

• 12124
Avg NCP Channel Hold Q Length Threshold Exceeded

• 12181
Network Component Traffic Exceeds Limit

• 12182
Network Component Traffic Below Minimum

• 12184
NCP Processor Overloaded

• 12185
NCP Processor Under-utilized

• 12186
Negative Poll Rate Exceeds Limit

• 12187
Positive Poll Rate Below Limit

• 12188
Messages Per Minute Exceeds Limit

• 12189
Bytes Per Second Exceeds Limit

• 12190
Percentage of Free Buffers Below Minimum

• 12191
Outbound Queue Length Exceeds Limit

• 12192
Percentage of Time in Slowdown Exceeds Limit

• 12194
Percentage of NCP Buffers Used Exceeds Limit

• 12301
Response Objective Missed For Performance Class

• 12541
NPDA Event

• 12542
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NPDA Event Alert
• 12601

NPDA Statistical Alert
• 12661

Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12662

Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12663

Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12780

Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link
• 12781

Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link
• 12782

Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link

SNT Capacity Management Reports

The following standard reports are useful for analyzing network capacity. These reports are described in the Tabular
Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries section.

Tabular Reports

• SNT101
NPM Service by Application Report

• SNT103
NPM Service by Link Report

• SNT121
NetSpy Service by Application

• SNT122
NetSpy Service by Terminal

• SNT201
NPM Workload by Application Report

• SNT203
NPM Workload by Link Report

• SNT208
NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP Report

• SNT209
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT211
NLDM Workload by Application

• SNT212
NLDM Workload by Link

• SNT213
NLDM Workload by Control Unit

• SNT214
NLDM Workload by Terminal

• SNT215
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT216
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NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report
• SNT221

NetSpy Workload by Application
• SNT222

NetSpy Workload by Terminal
• SNT401

NPM NCP Data Collection Report
• SNT401

NetSpy NCP Data Collection Report
• SNT403

NPM Session Data Collection Report

Graphic Inquiries

• SNTG101
Average Response by Performance Class

• SNTG102
Application Service Analysis

• SNTG103
Application Service Analysis by Hour

• SNTG201
Traffic Profile Report for Link

• SNTG202
Communications Controller Utilization Profile

• SNTG203
NCP Buffer Utilization Trend

• SNTG204
Percent Link Utilization by Zone

MICF Inquiries

• SNTCD6
NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

• SNTCD7
NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

• SNTCD8
NPM Daily Link Utilization

• SNTCDP
NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

• SNTCDQ
NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

• SNTCDR
NetSpy Daily Link Utilization

• SNTCDC
NetView Daily Connect Time by SNTACT1

• SNTCDD
NetView Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

• SNTCDE
NetView Daily Chars/1000 by VR

• SNTCDF
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NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCDG

NetView Daily Cntl Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCWH

NetView Weekly Cntl PIU Traffic by PLU
• SNTCWK

NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic by PLU
• SNTCDX

NSA/NGA Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCDY

NSA/NGA Daily Data PIU Traffic by SNTACT1

Note that any report listed above that begins with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NPDA can
also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

SNT Capacity Analysis

Capacity management is the process of apportioning limited resources among different workloads that are based on the
time allotted to process each workload. In most systems, the instantaneous arrival rate of work exceeds the instantaneous
processing capacity at certain times, thus some work must wait while other work is performed.

The longer the acceptable window of processing (response time, in communication terms) for each transaction relative
to the actual time required to process, the fewer processing resources are required to support the workload. Conversely,
the shorter the processing window, the greater the resource requirement. In other words, workloads with infinitely long
processing times can be satisfied by systems with very small processing capabilities per unit time (on a mainframe these
are background tasks). However, workloads with infinitely short processing times require an infinite amount of resources
to satisfy (these are all the applications for which you are responsible).

In a network, available resources include:

• Processor power - both mainframe and communications control units
• Storage - both mainframe and CCU memory and mainframe peripheral storage (databases)
• Link bandwidth - most critical in the network backbone

It is the interrelationship of these resources that makes the projection of network capacity difficult. Some of these
interrelations are the following:

• Insufficient processor power increases queuing, thus increasing the demand for storage and reducing the ability to
utilize link bandwidth.

• Insufficient storage in one node increases its processor requirements and increases queuing in adjacent nodes,
increasing their storage requirements. It also reduces the ability of all nodes to support increased link bandwidth.

• Insufficient link bandwidth increases storage requirements through increased queuing.

The network analyst must remember that a change to any node or link, either in capacity or workload, affects all adjacent
nodes and the links attached to them.

SNT Environment Performance Management

Performance management is difficult to distinguish as a discrete activity within the scope of network management. In
general, the majority of work in the network area can be categorized as either looking for areas where problems exist or
looking for ways to solve them. These tasks are, of course, at the heart of performance management.

Within the network, performance is defined in terms of the service levels provided to the end user. Therefore, it is
mandatory that an installation defines comprehensive service objectives as a basis for the performance management
effort.
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Once the objectives have been defined, the network performance group should track the actual service relative to the
objectives on a daily basis. Service must be measured over small increments of time to prevent averaging from obscuring
the peaks which constitute the problems.

The following sections suggest key data elements, exception conditions, component reports, and sample analyses which
may be helpful in network performance management:

• Performance Management Indicators
• Performance Management Exceptions
• Performance Management Reports
• Performance Analysis

SNT Performance Management Indicators

In preparing reports for dissemination, it is important that the measures reported are understandable and relevant to the
subject being reported. The data following elements best represent the data elements that you can  use to report network
service levels. These elements are discussed in detail in the SNT Data Dictionary section, which contains the Network
(SNT) and NetView Session (NVS) Information Areas.

MANAGEMENT AREA: Environment

ACTIVITY AREA: Performance

RESPONSIBILITY AREA: Network

SNTNCL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNCL NCLNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTNCL NCLNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTNCL NCLNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTNCL NCLNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRERR Error Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTNCL NCLNRRIF Retransmit I-Frame Count
SNTNCL NCLNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLNRRRR Total RNR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRRS Total RNR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFR Total RR Frames Received
SNTNCL NCLNRRFS Total RR Frames Sent
SNTNCL NCLNRRFD Number of Receive Frames Discarded
SNTNCL NCLNRRFM Number of Receive Frames Misaddressed
SNTNCL NCLNRRFU Number of Receive Frames Unrecognized
SNTNCL NCLMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTNCL NCLPCELB Percent Link Busy Retransmission
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SNTNCL NCLPCLBS Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMXLBS Max. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLMNLBS Min. Percent Link Busy
SNTNCL NCLPCRLB Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMXRLB Max. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLMNRLB Min. Percent Link Busy Receiving
SNTNCL NCLPCSLB Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMXSLB Max. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLMNSLB Min. Percent Link Busy Sending
SNTNCL NCLPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFR Number of I-Frames Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMIFS Number of I-Frames Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTNCL NCLPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute

SNTCAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTCAF CAFNRRLS Receiving Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRSLS Sending Link Speed
SNTCAF CAFNRCHR Number of Bytes Received
SNTCAF CAFNRCHS Number of Bytes Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRPKR Number of Packets Received
SNTCAF CAFNRPKS Number of Packets Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRMSR Number of Messages Received
SNTCAF CAFNRMSS Number of Messages Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRERR Error Count
SNTCAF CAFNRRBY Retransmit Byte Count
SNTCAF CAFNRROQ Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFNRIFS Number of I-Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRIFR Number of I-Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRIF Retransmitted I-Frame Count
SNTCAF CAFNRFRS Number of Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRFRR Number of Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFNRRTO Reply Timeouts
SNTCAF CAFNRLBO Local Busy Occurrences
SNTCAF CAFNRSFS Rejected Supervisor Frames Sent
SNTCAF CAFNRSFR Rejected Supervisor Frames Received
SNTCAF CAFMXROQ Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length
SNTCAF CAFPMCHR Number of Bytes Received per Minute
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SNTCAF CAFPMCHS Number of Bytes Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKR Number of Packets Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMPKS Number of Packets Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSR Number of Messages Received per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMMSS Number of Messages Sent per Minute
SNTCAF CAFPMTPL Number of Total Polls per Minute
SNTCAF CAFIDITM Idle Interval Time

SNTNAF

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNAF NAFMNFBL Free Buffer Low Water Mark
SNTNAF NAFMNFBQ Minimum Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNHQL Minimum Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNIQL Minimum Channel Intermed. Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMNSFB Minimum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFMXANP Max Available NCP Buffers
SNTNAF NAFMXFBH Free Buffer High Water Mark
SNTNAF NAFMXFBQ Maximum Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXHQL Maximum Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXIQL Maximum Channel Intermed. Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFMXSFB Maximum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFAVFBQ Average Free Buffer Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFAVHQL Average NCP Channel Hold Queue Length
SNTNAF NAFAVIQL Average NCP Channel Intermed. Queue

Len.
SNTNAF NAFAVSFB Average Free Buffer Count at Slowdown
SNTNAF NAFPCCCU Percent Communications Controller Util.
SNTNAF NAFMXCCU Maximum Percent CCU Utilization
SNTNAF NAFMNCCU Minimum Percent CCU Utilization
SNTNAF NAFPCNBU Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFMXNBU Max. Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFMNNBU Min. Percent NCP Buffer Util.
SNTNAF NAFPCTIS Percent Time in Slowdown

SNTPSU

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSU PSUBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSU PSUNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSU PSUNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
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SNTPSU PSUNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSU PSUNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSU PSUNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSU PSUMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSU PSUMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTPSU PSUAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTPSU PSUAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTPSU PSUAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTPSU PSUBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSU PSUPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSU PSUPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSU PSUPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSU PSUPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSU PSUPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSU PSUPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTPSU PSUTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTPSU PSUMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
SNTPSU PSUMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSU PSUMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTPSU PSUERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTPSU PSUERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTPSU PSUHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUNNHTM Network Response Time
SNTPSU PSUNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
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SNTPSU PSUNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTPSU PSUNRQTM Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSU PSUORQTM Net Resp Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTPSU PSUMXNNH Maximum Network Resp Time

SNTPSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTPSY PSYBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSY PSYNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTPSY PSYNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTPSY PSYNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
SNTPSY PSYNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTPSY PSYNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTPSY PSYMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTPSY PSYMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTPSY PSYAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTPSY PSYAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTPSY PSYAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTPSY PSYBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTPSY PSYPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSY PSYPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSY PSYPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTPSY PSYPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTPSY PSYPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTPSY PSYPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTPSY PSYPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
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SNTPSY PSYPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTPSY PSYTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTPSY PSYMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSY PSYMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTPSY PSYERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTPSY PSYHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYNNHTM Net Resp Time
SNTPSY PSYNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTPSY PSYNRQTM Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTPSY PSYORQTM Net Response Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTPSY PSYMXNNH Maximum Network Resp Time

SNTNPL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNPL NPLBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTNPL NPLNRFMR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRFMS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRNFR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNPL NPLNRMFS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPFR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPFS Number Text PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRPNR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNPL NPLNRPNS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMBR No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLNRMBS No. of Text Message Bytes Sent
SNTNPL NPLNRMSR No. of Text Messages Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLNRMSS No. of Text Messages Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXMBR Max Text Message Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXMBS Max Text Message Sent
SNTNPL NPLMXTBR Max Text PIU Rec'd
SNTNPL NPLMXTBS Max Text PIU Sent
SNTNPL NPLAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTNPL NPLAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTNPL NPLAVTTM Average Total Response Time
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SNTNPL NPLBRESC Response Event Count (Both)
SNTNPL NPLPCBR1 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCBR2 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCBR3 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCBR4 Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNPL NPLPCHR1 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCHR2 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCHR3 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCHR4 Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNPL NPLPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNPL NPLPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNPL NPLPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNPL NPLPCNON Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp
SNTNPL NPLTDST1 Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST2 Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST3 Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST4 Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLTDST5 Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)
SNTNPL NPLMXHTM Maximum Host Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLMXNTM Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)
SNTNPL NPLMXTTM Maximum Total Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLERQTM Total Time Exceeded Squared
SNTNPL NPLERTTM Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded
SNTNPL NPLHRQTM Host Response Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLNNHTM Net Resp Time
SNTNPL NPLNRHO Number of Host Only Transactions
SNTNPL NPLNRNNH Resp Event Count (Net)
SNTNPL NPLNRQTM Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)
SNTNPL NPLORQTM Net Resp Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLTRQTM Total Resp Time Squared
SNTNPL NPLMXNNH Maximum Net Resp Time

SNTNSV

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSV NSVCOS Class of Service
SNTNSV NSVPCOBJ Objective Percentage
SNTNSV NSVROBTM Objective Response Time
SNTNSV NSVTRESC Total Response Event Count
SNTNSV NSVAVTTM Average Total Response TIme
SNTNSV NSVPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
SNTNSV NSVPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 1
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SNTNSV NSVPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 2
SNTNSV NSVPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 3
SNTNSV NSVPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 4

NVSLSY

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSLSY LSYNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRROM Number of Times Resp Obj Met
NVSLSY LSYNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSLSY LSYNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSLSY LSYNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSLSY LSYAVTTM Average Total Response Time
NVSLSY LSYCOS Class of Service
NVSLSY LSYPCOBJ Objective Percentage
NVSLSY LSYROBTM Objective Response Time
NVSLSY LSYPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
NVSLSY LSYPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1
NVSLSY LSYPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
NVSLSY LSYPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3
NVSLSY LSYPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

NVSNLL

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNLL NLLNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRROM Number of Times Resp Obj Met
NVSNLL NLLNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
NVSNLL NLLNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
NVSNLL NLLNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
NVSNLL NLLAVTTM Average Total Response Time
NVSNLL NLLCOS Class of Service
NVSNLL NLLPCOBJ Objective Percentage
NVSNLL NLLROBTM Objective Response Time
NVSNLL NLLPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
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NVSNLL NLLPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1
NVSNLL NLLPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
NVSNLL NLLPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3
NVSNLL NLLPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

NVSNSA

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSNSA NSANRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
NVSNSA NSANRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
NVSNSA NSANRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
NVSNSA NSANRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
NVSNSA NSANRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent

NVSRTE

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSRTE RTENRTCH Total Characters Transmitted

NVSRTM

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
NVSRTM RTMAVTTM Average Total Response Time
NVSRTM RTMCNTR Objective Counter Number
NVSRTM RTMPCOBJ Objective Percentage
NVSRTM RTMROBTM Objective Response Time
NVSRTM RTMTRESC Total Response Event Count
NVSRTM RTMPCOBM Pct of Times Response Obj Met
NVSRTM RTMPCTR1 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1
NVSRTM RTMPCTR2 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
NVSRTM RTMPCTR3 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3
NVSRTM RTMPCTR4 Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

SNTNSP

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSP NSPAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTNSP NSPAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTNSP NSPAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTNSP NSPCNRTM Network Response Time (Computed)
SNTNSP NSPHRSTM Host Response Time
SNTNSP NSPLHRTM Last Host Response Time
SNTNSP NSPLNRTM Last Network Response Time
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SNTNSP NSPMXHTM Maximum Host Response Time
SNTNSP NSPMXNTM Maximum Network Response Time
SNTNSP NSPNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
SNTNSP NSPNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSP NSPNRESC Network Responses
SNTNSP NSPNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSP NSPNRSTM Network Response Time (Measured)
SNTNSP NSPPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNSP NSPPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNSP NSPPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNSP NSPPCTR4 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNSP NSPRDST1 Response Distribution Count 1
SNTNSP NSPRDST2 Response Distribution Count 2
SNTNSP NSPRDST3 Response Distribution Count 3
SNTNSP NSPRDST4 Response Distribution Count 4
SNTNSP NSPRDST5 Response Distribution Count 5
SNTNSP NSPRVAL1 Response Distribution Limit 1
SNTNSP NSPRVAL2 Response Distribution Limit 2
SNTNSP NSPRVAL3 Response Distribution Limit 3
SNTNSP NSPRVAL4 Response Distribution Limit 4
SNTNSP NSPTRESC Number of Responses
SNTNSP NSPNRTXS Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)
SNTNSP NSPTRSTM Total Response Time
SNTNSP NSPNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSP NSPNRURM Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

SNTNSS

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNSS NSSAVHTM Average Host Response Time
SNTNSS NSSAVNTM Average Network Response Time
SNTNSS NSSAVTTM Average Total Response Time
SNTNSS NSSCNRTM Network Response Time (Computed)
SNTNSS NSSHRSTM Host Response Time
SNTNSS NSSLHRTM Last Host Response Time
SNTNSS NSSLNRTM Last Network Response Time
SNTNSS NSSMXHTM Maximum Host Response Time
SNTNSS NSSMXNTM Maximum Network Response Time
SNTNSS NSSNRBYR Cumulative Bytes Received
SNTNSS NSSNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNSS NSSNRBYT Cumulative Bytes Transmitted
SNTNSS NSSNRESC Network Responses
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SNTNSS NSSNROUT Number of Outputs
SNTNSS NSSNRSTM Network Response Time (Measured)
SNTNSS NSSPCTR1 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1
SNTNSS NSSPCTR2 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2
SNTNSS NSSPCTR3 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3
SNTNSS NSSPCTR4 Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4
SNTNSS NSSRDST1 Response Distribution Count 1
SNTNSS NSSRDST2 Response Distribution Count 2
SNTNSS NSSRDST3 Response Distribution Count 3
SNTNSS NSSRDST4 Response Distribution Count 4
SNTNSS NSSRDST5 Response Distribution Count 5
SNTNSS NSSRVAL1 Response Distribution Limit 1
SNTNSS NSSRVAL2 Response Distribution Limit 2
SNTNSS NSSRVAL3 Response Distribution Limit 3
SNTNSS NSSRVAL4 Response Distribution Limit 4
SNTNSS NSSTRESC Number of Responses
SNTNSS NSSNRTXS Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)
SNTNSS NSSTRSTM Total Response Time
SNTNSS NSSNRTRI Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)
SNTNSS NSSNRURM Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

SNTNVR

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNVR NVRNRBYS Cumulative Bytes Sent
SNTNVR NVRNRMOP Measured Outbound PIU's
SNTNVR NVRNRTOP Total Outbound PIU's
SNTNVR NVRAVPL Average Outbound PIU Length
SNTNVR NVRNRESC Network Responses (Measured)

SNTNAC

FILE ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
SNTNAC NACNRCBR Number Control Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRCBS Number Control Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRCPR Number Control PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRCPS Number Control PIUs Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBR Number Text Bytes Received
SNTNAC NACNRTBS Number Text Bytes Sent
SNTNAC NACNRTBY Total Number of Bytes Transmitted
SNTNAC NACNRTPI Total Number of PIUs Transmitted
SNTNAC NACNRTPR Number Text PIUs Received
SNTNAC NACNRTPS Number Text PIUs Sent
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 -----------------------------------------------------------

|   MANAGEMENT AREA:  Environment                           |

|     ACTIVITY AREA:  Performance                           |

|       RESPONSIBILITY AREA:  Network                       |

 -----------------------------------------------------------

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRLS  Receiving Link Speed

  SNTNCL   NCLNRSLS  Sending Link Speed

  SNTNCL   NCLNRCHR  Number of Bytes Received

  SNTNCL   NCLNRCHS  Number of Bytes Sent

  SNTNCL   NCLNRIFR  Number of I-Frames Received

  SNTNCL   NCLNRIFS  Number of I-Frames Sent

  SNTNCL   NCLNRMSR  Number of Messages Received

  SNTNCL   NCLNRMSS  Number of Messages Sent

  SNTNCL   NCLNRERR  Error Count

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRBY  Retransmit Byte Count

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRIF  Retransmit I-Frame Count

  SNTNCL   NCLNRROQ  Resource Outbound Queue Length

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRRR  Total RNR Frames Received

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRRS  Total RNR Frames Sent

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRFR  Total RR Frames Received

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRFS  Total RR Frames Sent

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRFD  Number of Receive Frames Discarded

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRFM  Number of Receive Frames Misaddressed

  SNTNCL   NCLNRRFU  Number of Receive Frames Unrecognized

  SNTNCL   NCLMXROQ  Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length

  SNTNCL   NCLPCELB  Percent Link Busy Retransmission

  SNTNCL   NCLPCLBS  Percent Link Busy

  SNTNCL   NCLMXLBS  Max. Percent Link Busy

  SNTNCL   NCLMNLBS  Min. Percent Link Busy

  SNTNCL   NCLPCRLB  Percent Link Busy Receiving

  SNTNCL   NCLMXRLB  Max. Percent Link Busy Receiving

  SNTNCL   NCLMNRLB  Min. Percent Link Busy Receiving

  SNTNCL   NCLPCSLB  Percent Link Busy Sending

  SNTNCL   NCLMXSLB  Max. Percent Link Busy Sending

  SNTNCL   NCLMNSLB  Min. Percent Link Busy Sending

  SNTNCL   NCLPMCHR  Number of Bytes Received per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMCHS  Number of Bytes Sent per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMIFR  Number of I-Frames Received per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMIFS  Number of I-Frames Sent per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMMSR  Number of Messages Received per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMMSS  Number of Messages Sent per Minute

  SNTNCL   NCLPMTPL  Number of Total Polls per Minute

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTCAF   CAFNRRLS  Receiving Link Speed

  SNTCAF   CAFNRSLS  Sending Link Speed

  SNTCAF   CAFNRCHR  Number of Bytes Received

  SNTCAF   CAFNRCHS  Number of Bytes Sent
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  SNTCAF   CAFNRPKR  Number of Packets Received

  SNTCAF   CAFNRPKS  Number of Packets Sent

  SNTCAF   CAFNRMSR  Number of Messages Received

  SNTCAF   CAFNRMSS  Number of Messages Sent

  SNTCAF   CAFNRERR  Error Count

  SNTCAF   CAFNRRBY  Retransmit Byte Count

  SNTCAF   CAFNRROQ  Resource Outbound Queue Length

  SNTCAF   CAFNRIFS  Number of I-Frames Sent

  SNTCAF   CAFNRIFR  Number of I-Frames Received

  SNTCAF   CAFNRRIF  Retransmitted I-Frame Count

  SNTCAF   CAFNRFRS  Number of Frames Sent

  SNTCAF   CAFNRFRR  Number of Frames Received

  SNTCAF   CAFNRRTO  Reply Timeouts

  SNTCAF   CAFNRLBO  Local Busy Occurrences

  SNTCAF   CAFNRSFS  Rejected Supervisor Frames Sent

  SNTCAF   CAFNRSFR  Rejected Supervisor Frames Received

  SNTCAF   CAFMXROQ  Max. Resource Outbound Queue Length

  SNTCAF   CAFPMCHR  Number of Bytes Received per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMCHS  Number of Bytes Sent per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMPKR  Number of Packets Received per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMPKS  Number of Packets Sent per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMMSR  Number of Messages Received per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMMSS  Number of Messages Sent per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFPMTPL  Number of Total Polls per Minute

  SNTCAF   CAFIDITM  Idle Interval Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNAF   NAFMNFBL  Free Buffer Low Water Mark

  SNTNAF   NAFMNFBQ  Minimum Free Buffer Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMNHQL  Minimum Channel Hold Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMNIQL  Minimum Channel Intermed. Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMNSFB  Minimum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown

  SNTNAF   NAFMXANP  Max Available NCP Buffers

  SNTNAF   NAFMXFBH  Free Buffer High Water Mark

  SNTNAF   NAFMXFBQ  Maximum Free Buffer Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMXHQL  Maximum Channel Hold Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMXIQL  Maximum Channel Intermed. Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFMXSFB  Maximum Free Buffer Count at Slowdown

  SNTNAF   NAFAVFBQ  Average Free Buffer Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFAVHQL  Average NCP Channel Hold Queue Length

  SNTNAF   NAFAVIQL  Average NCP Channel Intermed. Queue Len.

  SNTNAF   NAFAVSFB  Average Free Buffer Count at Slowdown

  SNTNAF   NAFPCCCU  Percent Communications Controller Util.

  SNTNAF   NAFMXCCU  Maximum Percent CCU Utilization

  SNTNAF   NAFMNCCU  Minimum Percent CCU Utilization

  SNTNAF   NAFPCNBU  Percent NCP Buffer Util.

  SNTNAF   NAFMXNBU  Max. Percent NCP Buffer Util.

  SNTNAF   NAFMNNBU  Min. Percent NCP Buffer Util.

  SNTNAF   NAFPCTIS  Percent Time in Slowdown

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------
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  SNTPSU   PSUBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSU   PSUNRFMR  Number Text Bytes Received

  SNTPSU   PSUNRFMS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUNRNFR  Number Control Bytes Received

  SNTPSU   PSUNRMFS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUNRPFR  Number Text PIUs Received

  SNTPSU   PSUNRPFS  Number Text PIUs Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUNRPNR  Number Control PIUs Received

  SNTPSU   PSUNRPNS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUNRMBR  No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd

  SNTPSU   PSUNRMBS  No. of Text Message Bytes Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUNRMSR  No. of Text Messages Rec'd

  SNTPSU   PSUNRMSS  No. of Text Messages Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUMXMBR  Max Text Message Rec'd

  SNTPSU   PSUMXMBS  Max Text Message Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUMXTBR  Max Text PIU Rec'd

  SNTPSU   PSUMXTBS  Max Text PIU Sent

  SNTPSU   PSUAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSU   PSUPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSU   PSUPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTPSU   PSUMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTPSU   PSUMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSU   PSUMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTPSU   PSUERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTPSU   PSUHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUNNHTM  Network Response Time

  SNTPSU   PSUNRHO   Number of Host Only Transactions

  SNTPSU   PSUNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Net)

  SNTPSU   PSUNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSU   PSUORQTM  Net Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSU   PSUMXNNH  Maximum Network Resp Time

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION
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  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTPSY   PSYBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSY   PSYNRFMR  Number Text Bytes Received

  SNTPSY   PSYNRFMS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYNRNFR  Number Control Bytes Received

  SNTPSY   PSYNRMFS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYNRPFR  Number Text PIUs Received

  SNTPSY   PSYNRPFS  Number Text PIUs Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYNRPNR  Number Control PIUs Received

  SNTPSY   PSYNRPNS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYNRHO   Number of Host Only Transactions

  SNTPSY   PSYNRMBR  No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd

  SNTPSY   PSYNRMBS  No. of Text Message Bytes Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYNRMSR  No. of Text Messages Rec'd

  SNTPSY   PSYNRMSS  No. of Text Messages Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYMXMBR  Max Text Message Rec'd

  SNTPSY   PSYMXMBS  Max Text Message Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYMXTBR  Max Text PIU Rec'd

  SNTPSY   PSYMXTBS  Max Text PIU Sent

  SNTPSY   PSYAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTPSY   PSYAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTPSY   PSYAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTPSY   PSYBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTPSY   PSYPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTPSY   PSYPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTPSY   PSYMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSY   PSYMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTPSY   PSYHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYNNHTM  Net Resp Time

  SNTPSY   PSYNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Net)

  SNTPSY   PSYNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTPSY   PSYORQTM  Net Response Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTPSY   PSYMXNNH  Maximum Network Resp Time
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  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNPL   NPLBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTNPL   NPLNRFMR  Number Text Bytes Received

  SNTNPL   NPLNRFMS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLNRNFR  Number Control Bytes Received

  SNTNPL   NPLNRMFS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLNRPFR  Number Text PIUs Received

  SNTNPL   NPLNRPFS  Number Text PIUs Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLNRPNR  Number Control PIUs Received

  SNTNPL   NPLNRPNS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLNRMBR  No. of Text Message Bytes Rec'd

  SNTNPL   NPLNRMBS  No. of Text Message Bytes Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLNRMSR  No. of Text Messages Rec'd

  SNTNPL   NPLNRMSS  No. of Text Messages Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLMXMBR  Max Text Message Rec'd

  SNTNPL   NPLMXMBS  Max Text Message Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLMXTBR  Max Text PIU Rec'd

  SNTNPL   NPLMXTBS  Max Text PIU Sent

  SNTNPL   NPLAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNPL   NPLBRESC  Response Event Count (Both)

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR1  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR2  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR3  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCBR4  Cum. Pct Both Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR1  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR2  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR3  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCHR4  Cum. Pct Host Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNPL   NPLPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNPL   NPLPCNON  Pct of Total Events W/out Netwk Resp

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST1  Response Distribution Count 1 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST2  Response Distribution Count 2 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST3  Response Distribution Count 3 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST4  Response Distribution Count 4 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLTDST5  Response Distribution Count 5 (Total)

  SNTNPL   NPLMXHTM  Maximum Host Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLMXNTM  Maximum Net Resp Time (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTNPL   NPLMXTTM  Maximum Total Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLERQTM  Total Time Exceeded Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLERTTM  Total Time Oper Threshold Exceeded

  SNTNPL   NPLHRQTM  Host Response Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLNNHTM  Net Resp Time

  SNTNPL   NPLNRHO   Number of Host Only Transactions

  SNTNPL   NPLNRNNH  Resp Event Count (Net)

  SNTNPL   NPLNRQTM  Net Response Time Squared (w/ Host Tx)

  SNTNPL   NPLORQTM  Net Resp Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLTRQTM  Total Resp Time Squared

  SNTNPL   NPLMXNNH  Maximum Net Resp Time
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  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSV   NSVCOS    Class of Service

  SNTNSV   NSVPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  SNTNSV   NSVROBTM  Objective Response Time

  SNTNSV   NSVTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  SNTNSV   NSVAVTTM  Average Total Response TIme

  SNTNSV   NSVPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 1

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 2

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 3

  SNTNSV   NSVPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Response Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSLSY   LSYNRCBR  Number Control Bytes Received

  NVSLSY   LSYNRCBS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  NVSLSY   LSYNRCPR  Number Control PIUs Received

  NVSLSY   LSYNRCPS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  NVSLSY   LSYNRROM  Number of Times Resp Obj Met

  NVSLSY   LSYNRTBR  Number Text Bytes Received

  NVSLSY   LSYNRTBS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  NVSLSY   LSYNRTPR  Number Text PIUs Received

  NVSLSY   LSYNRTPS  Number Text PIUs Sent

  NVSLSY   LSYAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSLSY   LSYCOS    Class of Service

  NVSLSY   LSYPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSLSY   LSYROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NVSLSY   LSYPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSLSY   LSYPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSNLL   NLLNRCBR  Number Control Bytes Received

  NVSNLL   NLLNRCBS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  NVSNLL   NLLNRCPR  Number Control PIUs Received

  NVSNLL   NLLNRCPS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  NVSNLL   NLLNRROM  Number of Times Resp Obj Met

  NVSNLL   NLLNRTBR  Number Text Bytes Received

  NVSNLL   NLLNRTBS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  NVSNLL   NLLNRTPR  Number Text PIUs Received

  NVSNLL   NLLNRTPS  Number Text PIUs Sent

  NVSNLL   NLLAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSNLL   NLLCOS    Class of Service

  NVSNLL   NLLPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSNLL   NLLROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NVSNLL   NLLPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2
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  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSNLL   NLLPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSNSA   NSANRCBR  Number Control Bytes Received

  NVSNSA   NSANRCBS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  NVSNSA   NSANRCPR  Number Control PIUs Received

  NVSNSA   NSANRCPS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  NVSNSA   NSANRTBR  Number Text Bytes Received

  NVSNSA   NSANRTBS  Number Text Bytes Sent

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSRTE   RTENRTCH  Total Characters Transmitted

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  NVSRTM   RTMAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  NVSRTM   RTMCNTR   Objective Counter Number

  NVSRTM   RTMPCOBJ  Objective Percentage

  NVSRTM   RTMROBTM  Objective Response Time

  NVSRTM   RTMTRESC  Total Response Event Count

  NVSRTM   RTMPCOBM  Pct of Times Response Obj Met

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR1  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 1

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR2  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 2

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR3  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 3

  NVSRTM   RTMPCTR4  Cum. Pct All Resp Within Limit 4

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSP   NSPAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPCNRTM  Network Response Time (Computed)

  SNTNSP   NSPHRSTM  Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPLHRTM  Last Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPLNRTM  Last Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPMXHTM  Maximum Host Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPMXNTM  Maximum Network Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPNRBYR  Cumulative Bytes Received

  SNTNSP   NSPNRBYS  Cumulative Bytes Sent

  SNTNSP   NSPNRESC  Network Responses

  SNTNSP   NSPNROUT  Number of Outputs

  SNTNSP   NSPNRSTM  Network Response Time (Measured)

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNSP   NSPPCTR4  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST1  Response Distribution Count 1

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST2  Response Distribution Count 2

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST3  Response Distribution Count 3

  SNTNSP   NSPRDST4  Response Distribution Count 4
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  SNTNSP   NSPRDST5  Response Distribution Count 5

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL1  Response Distribution Limit 1

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL2  Response Distribution Limit 2

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL3  Response Distribution Limit 3

  SNTNSP   NSPRVAL4  Response Distribution Limit 4

  SNTNSP   NSPTRESC  Number of Responses

  SNTNSP   NSPNRTXS  Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

  SNTNSP   NSPTRSTM  Total Response Time

  SNTNSP   NSPNRTRI  Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)

  SNTNSP   NSPNRURM  Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNSS   NSSAVHTM  Average Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSAVNTM  Average Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSAVTTM  Average Total Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSCNRTM  Network Response Time (Computed)

  SNTNSS   NSSHRSTM  Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSLHRTM  Last Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSLNRTM  Last Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSMXHTM  Maximum Host Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSMXNTM  Maximum Network Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSNRBYR  Cumulative Bytes Received

  SNTNSS   NSSNRBYS  Cumulative Bytes Sent

  SNTNSS   NSSNRBYT  Cumulative Bytes Transmitted

  SNTNSS   NSSNRESC  Network Responses

  SNTNSS   NSSNROUT  Number of Outputs

  SNTNSS   NSSNRSTM  Network Response Time (Measured)

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR1  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 1

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR2  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 2

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR3  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 3

  SNTNSS   NSSPCTR4  Cum. Pct Total Resp Within Limit 4

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST1  Response Distribution Count 1

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST2  Response Distribution Count 2

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST3  Response Distribution Count 3

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST4  Response Distribution Count 4

  SNTNSS   NSSRDST5  Response Distribution Count 5

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL1  Response Distribution Limit 1

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL2  Response Distribution Limit 2

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL3  Response Distribution Limit 3

  SNTNSS   NSSRVAL4  Response Distribution Limit 4

  SNTNSS   NSSTRESC  Number of Responses

  SNTNSS   NSSNRTXS  Number of Transactions (# of Inputs)

  SNTNSS   NSSTRSTM  Total Response Time

  SNTNSS   NSSNRTRI  Number of Transactions (LU62 Sessions)

  SNTNSS   NSSNRURM  Total User Responses Measured (LU62)

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNVR   NVRNRBYS  Cumulative Bytes Sent

  SNTNVR   NVRNRMOP  Measured Outbound PIU's

  SNTNVR   NVRNRTOP  Total Outbound PIU's

  SNTNVR   NVRAVPL   Average Outbound PIU Length
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  SNTNVR   NVRNRESC  Network Responses (Measured)

 

  FILE     ELEMENT   DESCRIPTION

  ------   --------  ----------------------------------------

  SNTNAC   NACNRCBR  Number Control Bytes Received

  SNTNAC   NACNRCBS  Number Control Bytes Sent

  SNTNAC   NACNRCPR  Number Control PIUs Received

  SNTNAC   NACNRCPS  Number Control PIUs Sent

  SNTNAC   NACNRTBR  Number Text Bytes Received

  SNTNAC   NACNRTBS  Number Text Bytes Sent

  SNTNAC   NACNRTBY  Total Number of Bytes Transmitted

  SNTNAC   NACNRTPI  Total Number of PIUs Transmitted

  SNTNAC   NACNRTPR  Number Text PIUs Received

  SNTNAC   NACNRTPS  Number Text PIUs Sent

SNT Performance Management Exceptions

The following standard exceptions may be used for analyzing network performance. The objectives indicate that
performance objectives have been missed or that conditions have occurred that may contribute to missed performance
objectives. The exception reporting provided with this product is discussed in the Exception Reporting section. Detailed
descriptions are provided for each exception.

• 12001
Link Average Utilization Threshold Exceeded

• 12002
Link Error Count Threshold Exceeded

• 12003
Link Resource Outbound Queue Length Exceeded

• 12004
Link Polling Rate Below Threshold

• 12005
Link Positive Polling Percentage Threshold Exceeded

• 12061
Network Component Error Threshold Exceeded

• 12062
Component Resource Outbound Q Length Exceeded

• 12121
37XX Utilization Threshold Exceed

• 12122
Percentage CCU Time in Slowdown Threshold Exceeded

• 12123
Average Free Buffer Queue Length Below Limit

• 12124
Avg NCP Channel Hold Q Length Threshold Exceeded

• 12181
Network Component Traffic Exceeds Limit

• 12182
Network Component Traffic Below Minimum

• 12183
Network Component Error Rate Exceeds Limit

• 12184
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NCP Processor Overloaded
• 12185

NCP Processor Under-utilized
• 12186

Negative Poll Rate Exceeds Limit
• 12187

Positive Poll Rate Below Limit
• 12188

Messages Per Minute Exceeds Limit
• 12189

Bytes Per Second Exceeds Limit
• 12190

Percentage of Free Buffers Below Minimum
• 12191

Outbound Queue Length Exceeds Limit
• 12192

Percentage of Time in Slowdown Exceeds Limit
• 12193

Percentage of Bytes Retransmitted Exceeds Limit
• 12194

Percentage of NCP Buffers Used Exceeds Limit
• 12301

Response Objective Missed For Performance Cls
• 12541

NPDA Event
• 12542

NPDA Event Alert
• 12601

NPDA Statistical Alert
• 12661

Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12662

Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12663

Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for SLU
• 12780

Host Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link
• 12781

Net Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link
• 12782

Total Response Outside Bounds-Count Exceeded for Link
• 12801

Response Objective Missed for APPL/PCLASS
• 12802

Response Objective Missed for LINK/PCLASS

SNT Performance Management Reports

The following standard reports can be used when managing network performance. These reports are described in the
Tabular Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries section.
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Tabular Reports

• SNT101
NPM Service by Application Report

• SNT103
NPM Service by Link Report

• SNT105
NLDM Service by Performance Class Report

• SNT111
NLDM Service by Application

• SNT112
NLDM Service by Link

• SNT113
NLDM Service by Control Unit

• SNT114
NLDM Service by Terminal

• SNT115
NLDM Service by Performance Class

• SNT121
NetSpy Service by Application

• SNT122
NetSpy Service by Terminal

• SNT201
NPM Workload by Application Report

• SNT203
NPM Workload by Link Report

• SNT208
NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP Report

• SNT209
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT211
NLDM Workload by Application

• SNT212
NLDM Workload by Link

• SNT213
NLDM Workload by Control Unit

• SNT214
NLDM Workload by Terminal

• SNT215
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT216
NPM/NetSpy NCP Workload by Link Report

• SNT221
NetSpy Workload by Application

• SNT222
NetSpy Workload by Terminal

• SNT401
NPM NCP Data Collection Report

• SNT401
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NetSpy NCP Data Collection Report
• SNT403

NPM Session Data Collection Report
• SNT601

NPDA Event Analysis Report
• SNT602

NPDA Statistics Analysis Report

Graphic Inquiries

• SNTG101
Average Response by Performance Class

• SNTG102
Application Service Analysis

• SNTG103
Application Service Analysis by Hour

• SNTG201
Traffic Profile Report for Link

• SNTG202
Communications Controller Utilization Profile

• SNTG203
NCP Buffer Utilization Trend

• SNTG204
Percent Link Utilization by Zone

• SNTG301
Error Count for Link

• SNTG302
Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic

• SNTG303
NPDA Events for Cluster Controller

MICF Inquiries

• SNTCD1
NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS

• SNTCD4
NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by PCLASS

• SNTCDI
NetView Daily Avg Response by Link

• SNTCDN
NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj. by Link

• SNTCDS
NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components

• SNTCDT
NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components

• SNTCD6
NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

• SNTCD7
NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

• SNTCD8
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NPM Daily Link Utilization
• SNTCDP

NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.
• SNTCDQ

NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization
• SNTCDR

NetSpy Daily Link Utilization
• SNTCDZ

NetSpy Daily % Time VR Held/Blocked
• SNTCD5

NetSpy Daily Avg VR Response Time
• SNTCDD

NetView Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCDE

NetView Daily Chars/1000 by VR
• SNTCDF

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCDG

NetView Daily Cntl Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTLDA

NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking
• SNTLD0

NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking
• SNTLD2

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking
• SNTLDX

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Ranking by Zone
• SNTLDY

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Ranking by Hour
• SNTCDX

NSA/NGA Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
• SNTCDY

NSA/NGA Daily Data PIU Traffic by SNTACT1

Note that any report listed above that begins with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NPDA can also be
produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

SNT Performance Analysis

One of the most significant components of network response time is the delay between the time you press ENTER on the
terminal and polling of the terminal. This delay is called "wait for poll." The length of the wait for a poll is a function of the
polling rate of the line and the number of terminals that have outstanding requests for service.

These effects can be seen in the following example:

Assume that there are two cluster controllers (SNA PUs) on a peripheral link. Each controller has fifteen 3270 devices
that are attached to it. The link polling rate is twenty polls per second. If, on the average, two-thirds of the terminals
have outstanding requests at any one time, each terminal will be polled approximately once a second (ignoring any data
transmission time). In this case, network response time would always be greater than one second.

From this example, it is clear that a low polling rate can significantly affect response time, but a high polling rate also
affects negatively on response time. High polling rates cause communications control unit utilizations to increase out of
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proportion to the amount of data transferred. It requires many more CCU instructions to generate a given level of link
utilization through polling than to generate the same utilization level through data transmission.

Neither NetView Session Monitor/NLDM nor NPM nor NetSpy measures the response delay incurred by wait for poll;
therefore, the choice of a polling rate for a line must be made somewhat by trial and error. As a rule of thumb, a link
should be polled at least once per second per active device. The adequacy of the polling rate can then be judged based
on the percentage of positive and negative polls. The optimum positive and negative poll percentages can be judged
based on the average time between end-user commands (user think time). If there are 20 terminals on a link that is being
polled 20 times a second and the average user think time is 20 seconds, there should be at least one outstanding request
every second; so that one poll, or five percent of the total, would be positively acknowledged.

Polling statistics are displayed on the NCP Utilization by Link report that is described in the NPM Session Data Collection
(SNT403) section.

SNT Specialized Analysis
This section describes analyses that you can perform using the data from the MICS Network Analyzer Option files.

Estimating Backbone Network Communications Capacity

Background

The communications controller subarea nodes that are channel-attached to host processors and the links that
interconnect them make up what is loosely termed the "backbone" of a network. It is through these communications
controllers and their associated links that the bulk of the network traffic (to and from the mainframe applications) ultimately
flows. This concentration of load means that inadequate capacity in the network usually occurs first in the backbone.

Obviously, any significant increase in overall network load will affect the backbone elements, but normal network
maintenance can significantly affect the backbone's load carrying capacity. Sometimes, relatively minor NCP generation
parameter changes can have drastic effects on the utilization level of communications control units (CCUs). This is
because small changes to buffer lengths or negative poll delays can greatly increase the average number of CCU
processor instructions required to transmit a byte of data.

Methodology

One way to quantify the effects of NCP gen changes is to track the mean instruction path length-per-byte of data passed
through each CCU. The mean instruction path length varies with the traffic mix but is relatively invariant under load.
Therefore it is unnecessary to ensure that exactly the same load exists on the processor as long as the traffic mix is the
same. To ensure that the mix is homogeneous, observe the following rules of thumb:

• Always compare path length measurements from the same times in the processing day.
• Always compare the same days in the processing cycle (for example, month-end to month-end).
• Avoid comparisons where new applications have been added unless you have verified that the new applications do not

change the traffic mix. (Refer to Application below.)

Determine the total amount of traffic passing through a CCU during the period of interest. This can be done by
summarizing the Number of Bytes Sent (CAFNRCHS) and Number of Bytes Received (CAFNRCHR) fields from the
SNTCAF File for the particular CCU and time period of interest.

Determine the number of instructions executed by the processor in the CCU during that time period by multiplying the
processor instruction rate by the length of the time period of interest.

Divide the total number of instructions available by the number of characters passed to obtain the mean instruction path
length per byte. This number is the approximate number of processor instructions required to move a byte of data through
the CCU and is generally on the order of 100 instructions per byte.
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To be rigorous, the number of instructions lost due to cycle stealing should be calculated. These cycles cannot be used
by the processor because Type 2 and 3 channel adapters preempt it to transfer data to and from storage. The number
of stolen cycles can be calculated by estimating the number of bytes transferred to and from the channel adapter (CA)
and multiplying them by the number of cycles the Broadcom requires to transfer a byte of data. The total number of stolen
cycles are then subtracted from the total number available before dividing by the total traffic. In practice, this adjustment
is generally very small.

Application

Because the mean path length-per-byte is largely sensitive to traffic mix only (for a given set of NCP gen parameters) it
can be used to estimate the capacity of a CCU handling that traffic mix. That is, the data handling capacity of a CCU per
unit time will be approximately the CCU's processor instruction capacity-per-unit-time divided by the mean instruction path
length-per-byte. This estimate has been shown to be surprisingly robust in widely varying environments.

Often estimates of capacity are made by assuming that traffic generated by a new application will place much the same
load on the network backbone that existing traffic does. That is, that the mix of the new application's traffic is the same as
the mix of the existing applications' traffic. By isolating the new application in a test environment and computing the mean
instruction path length-per-byte, the validity of this assumption can be tested.

Before and after comparisons of the mean instruction path, length-per-byte should be made for each new NCPGEN. This
comparison will quantify the cost in backbone capacity of supporting new facilities or, conversely, the benefits derived from
NCP tuning. Most importantly, it will prevent the network analyst, who is removed from the day-to-day NCP gen process,
from being surprised by an unexpected reduction in backbone capacity.

Basic Network Accounting Background

Historically, billing for network resources has been largely relegated to the few adventurous organizations that dared to
experiment. Now, the information in the MICS Network Analyzer Option and the billing facilities of the MICS Accounting
and Chargeback Option can be combined to offer a network accounting approach that will satisfy the basic requirements
of many enterprises.

Basic network accounting is supported for multiple information sources: NetSpy terminal data, and network session
accounting data/network gateway accounting data, Tivoli NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) session data, NPM
network session accounting/network gateway accounting data, NetView Session Monitor Response Time Monitor (RTM)
data, NetView Session Monitor accounting and availability data, NetMaster RTM data and accounting data. Since there is
an overlap in information provided by these sources, the decision on which sources to use is governed by the needs of the
enterprise, the specific information available from each source, and the operational costs that are associated with each
network monitor.

Since more than one network monitor can collect data for the same session, it is possible for you to develop a billing
scheme that causes duplicate billing for some sessions. For example, if you are billing for session connect time or
characters transmitted based on information from both NPM and NetView, you can end up billing some users twice for the
same session activity. Evaluate these considerations when constructing a billing scheme based on network monitor data
from more than one source.

Billing is supported for connectivity to specific network resources, session duration, and character traffic for terminals or
groups of terminals in session with specific applications. A differential charge can be assessed for different classes of
service, local or remote attachment, transmission priority, explicit route, virtual route, or any of several other service or
configuration-related factors.

Accounting Information Sources

The basic network accounting approach supported by the MICS Network Analyzer Option and the MICS Accounting and
Chargeback Option uses data from the following information sources:
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• NetSpy Network Session Accounting
• NetSpy Network Gateway Accounting
• NetSpy VTAM Interface: Terminal Activity
• Network Performance Monitor (NPM) Session
• NPM Network Session Accounting
• NPM Network Gateway Accounting
• NetView Session Monitor Response Time Monitor
• NetView Session Monitor Accounting and Availability
• NetMaster NTS Response Time Monitor
• NetMaster NTS Accounting

These sources provide different views of the data and permit different ways of performing network accounting. There are
six MICS files that contain data from these sources, and which can be used for accounting:

• SNTNAC) - NCP Network Accounting File
• SNTNSS - NetSpy Terminal File
• SNTPSU - NPM User Activity File
• NVSNSA - NLDM Session Accounting File
• NVSNSC - NLDM Session Connectivity File
• NVSRTM - NLDM Response Time File

Each of these files is described in the Database Files section, along with a list of the data elements associated with each
file. This overview should help you to select the information appropriate to your billing needs.

Differential Billing

A standard requirement for resource billing is differential charging based on service or configuration.

The user with a locally attached terminal can be charged a premium as opposed to the user with a remotely attached
device because the locally attached terminal provides faster response time. Or, based on the additional cost of the
facilities for a remotely attached user, the differential can be applied in exactly the opposite way.

To accommodate this requirement, logical unit-to-logical unit (LU-LU) sessions are distinguished as local, remote, or
application-to-application (APPL-APPL) by the MICS Network Analyzer Option. Other session types (for example, system
services control point to system services control point (SSCP to SSCP)) are designated as "other." Users of the MICS
Accounting and Chargeback Option can, through a special feature called XMITTYPE, set different rates for each billable
element depending on whether the session is local, remote, or APPL-APPL. For example, the cost for locally attached
devices could be set at $.04 per thousand characters, while the cost for remotely attached devices could be set at $.02
per thousand characters.

The method used by MICS to distinguish local, remote, and APPL-APPL sessions is described later in this section. If you
choose this billing approach, be sure to read this section before you finish installing the MICS Network Analyzer Option.

In addition to this facility, MICS provides for differential billing based on other service and configuration considerations. For
example, this capability could be useful for an enterprise that assigns a surcharge to network traffic with a higher priority,
and therefore faster service.

One way to assign different priorities to different types of work in a network is to use transmission priorities. Transmission
priorities can be assigned to different classes of work so that, for example, interactive traffic receives a higher priority than
batch traffic. Transmission priority values of 0, 1, and 2 can be assigned, with 2 representing the highest priority.

In the example where interactive and batch are assigned different priorities, you can assign to interactive the highest
priority of 2, and to batch the lowest priority of 0. You can apply a factor to charges for interactive traffic that result
in their cost per thousand characters being 1.5 times the standard cost, which is applied to batch traffic. The way to
implement such a billing strategy using the MICS Network Analyzer Option is through the Network Service Group facility
(NETGROUP) described in the Unit-level Parameters section.
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Identifying Local Versus Remote Sessions (fffLDEV)

Because most MICS Network Analyzer Option data sources (excluding NPM) do not identify sessions as local or remote,
MICS determines this information from the data available. The approach taken is to compare primary to secondary
subarea identifiers (NPM) and primary and secondary subarea physical unit identifiers (NetView and NetMaster). When
the identifiers are equal, the session is considered to be a local session. When the identifiers are unequal, the session is
considered to be a remote session.

As an exception, to account for logical unit-to-logical unit (LU-LU) sessions in which the secondary logical unit (SLU) is an
application, you can designate a list of applications that can participate in APPL-APPL sessions by coding the application
names in prefix.MICS.PARMS(NETAPPL). The MICS Network Analyzer Option identifies any session whose SLU is found
in the NETAPPL table as an APPL-APPL session. NETAPPL is described in Parameters section. Sessions that are not
LU-LU, such as system services control point to physical unit (SSCP-PU) sessions, are identified as "other" sessions.

A local device flag data element is set to indicate local (L), remote (R), APPL-APPL (A), or other (O) in these files:

• SNTNAC file (NACLDEV)
• SNTPSU file (PSULDEV)
• SNTNSS file (NSSLDEV)
• NVSNSC file (NSCLDEV)

SNT Data Manipulation Guidelines
This section describes different interpretations of the data collected by Tivoli NPM, NetView Session Monitor/NLDM,
NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA, NetMaster, and NetSpy that may affect the usability of the data.

Tivoli NPM and NetSpy

Comparison of application monitor (for example, TSO/MON PM), NPM, and NetSpy host response times.

Tivoli NPM and NetSpy include VTAM processing time and operating system time as part of host response time.
Application monitors start timing when they receive a request from VTAM and stop timing when they return the response
to VTAM. Therefore, host response time as measured by either NPM or NetSpy should be greater than that measured by
an application monitor by the amount of VTAM processing time plus the operating system overhead incurred by VTAM.
In other words, VTAM delay can be approximated by subtracting the application monitor response time from the NPM or
NetSpy response time for the same traffic.

Accuracy of response time measurements.

Both Tivoli NPM and NetSpy assume that the time for a terminal to return a definite response approximates the time an
input message takes to reach VTAM through the network. Tivoli indicates that this is true for single request/response
unit transactions only. However, it seems reasonable that the complexity of the route and the rate of variance of overall
network queuing delay will also affect the accuracy of this number. In other words, the more network elements (links and
nodes) through which a transaction passes, the more likely that the magnitude of the NPM or NetSpy response time
error is increased. However, because this is just as likely to be underestimated as overestimated, analysis of a significant
sample of data should closely approximate the actual response time.

NetView/NLDM NetMaster and the 3274/3174 Response Time Monitor (RTM)

Accuracy of response time measurements

Response time, as measured by the 3274/3174 Response Time Monitor (RTM) along with either NetView Session
Monitor/NLDM or NetMaster, may be inaccurate in environments that use non-IBM hardware to link the terminal and
the 3274 control unit. For example, significant delay that is not measured by either NetView Session Monitor/NLDM or
NetMaster could be imposed on an end user if a local area network installation accesses a 3274 as a LAN gateway. The
RTM does not measure the time required to transfer data from the 3274/3174 control unit to the terminal. A bottleneck in
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the 3274/3174 at this time can cause a significant delay. Because the use of LANs is rapidly increasing, keep this potential
source of error in mind.

Variation of response time measurements with response definitions.

NetView Session Monitor/NLDM allows the data center to select the definition for the end of a transaction
for the purpose of response timing. This definition may be any of the following:

• Receiving the first byte of the outgoing message
• Receiving a keyboard unlock
• Changing direction/ending bracket protocol
• Time to last character

Using the First Byte definition:

This definition ignores the network transmission time for all but the first character of the message. Frequently network
transmission time represents the largest portion of response time.

Using the Keyboard Unlock definition:

If there are multiple outbound (transmission to terminal) messages for each transaction, all requesting definite response,
this definition ignores the network response time for all messages after the first definite response.

NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA and NetMaster NEWS

Cross-domain Recording Considerations

Both NetView Hardware Monitor and NetMaster NEWS reliability data may be collected from multiple network domains
and stored in the same network database.

A single resource accessed by two separate domains (for example, network resources linked to both domains at different
times) may have statistics, events, and alerts recorded under different symbolic names and identified as being attached to
different higher-level resources. Take this into account when analyzing data in the SNTNEF and SNTNSF Files.

SNT Multiple Session Manager Considerations
A multiple session manager is a VTAM application that permits a terminal user to maintain active sessions with more than
one host application simultaneously. The key advantage of such a product is that it eliminates the need for a user who
requires access to two or more host applications to log off of one application and log on to the other. This in turn reduces
system resources for application logons and enhances end-user productivity.

Examples of multiple session managers are:

• TPX
• Teleview
• SOLVE:Access, Tivoli

While each multiple session manager is implemented differently, there are specific data-related issues that are common
among them.

A multiple session manager introduces a separate layer in the interface between the user and the host application.
The multiple session manager layer controls the user access to 16 to 255 separate applications, depending upon the
implementation of the product. The following Multiple Session Manager User Session diagram illustrates the interface
between the user at a terminal, the multiple session manager, and the host applications.

Multiple Session Manager User Session Diagram

        +-------------+             +-------------+

 VTAM   |             |      VTAM   |             |
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 Appl.  |     TSO     |      Appl.  |    CICS     |

        |             |             |             |

        +------+------+             +------+------+

               |                           |

               +-----+               +-----+

                     |               |

               +-----+-------+-------+-----+

Virtual Term.  | TX990217    |    TX990218 |  Virtual Term.

               +-------------+-------------+

      VTAM     | Multiple Session Manager  |

      Appl.    |(e.g., CA TPX or TeleView) |

               +------------+--------------+

                            |

                            |

                            |/|

                              |

                              |

                    +---------+---------+

         User's     | +---------------+ |

         Terminal   | | Multi-Sess Mgr| |

                    | |               | |

         (SLU =     | | Select Appl   | |

          T1102015) | |  1 - TSO      | |

                    | |  2 - CICS     | |

                    | +---------------+ |

                    +---------+---------+

                   / o o o o o o o o o /

                 / o o o o o o o o o /

               /___________________/

 

The terminal user is identified to the multiple session manager by a userid/password. Once logged on to the multiple
session manager, the user may initiate sessions with authorized host applications. For example, in the Multiple Session
Manager User Session diagram, the user may log on to TSO and CICS. Once logged on to these applications, the user
may switch at will between them without having to log off of one before logging on to the other.

To accomplish this, the multiple session manager establishes three separate sessions, as illustrated in the Multiple
Session Manager User Session diagram. First, there is a session between the user's terminal and the multiple session
manager. Second, a virtual terminal session is established between each real application (TSO and CICS) and a virtual
terminal that is associated with the multiple session manager.

Note: VTAM requires that the virtual terminal name must be different from the real terminal name.

Three VTAM sessions are established in the example in the Multiple Session Manager User Session diagram:

• Application = TPX Session Management for z/OS; Real Terminal = T1102015
• Application = TSO; Virtual Terminal = TX990217
• Application = CICS; Virtual Terminal = TX990218

Data Issues

There are several issues that must be considered when evaluating data recorded by products like NetView Session
Monitor, NPM Session Subsystem, and NetSpy, for users accessing multiple applications through a multiple session
manager.
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First, data will be recorded for each real and virtual session established by the multiple session manager. In the example
above, each session will be identified by session partners, as follows, where PLU is the primary logical unit, or primary
session partner (usually an application), and SLU is the secondary logical unit, or secondary session partner (often a
terminal).

• TPX Session Management for z/OS session with real terminal

   PLU = TPX

   SLU = T1102015

• Virtual terminal session with TSO

   PLU = TSO

   SLU = TX990217

• Virtual terminal session with CICS

   PLU = CICS

   SLU = TX990218

The virtual terminals identified by SLUs TX990217 and TX990218 may bear no relationship to the real terminal,
T1102015, if a multiple session manager feature called "pooling" is used. With pooling, virtual terminal names are
obtained as needed from a pool of virtual terminal names. The advantage of using this feature is that new real terminals
may be added to a system and their users may take advantage of a multiple session manager without requiring an update
to either VTAM or tables in the host application. The disadvantage is that there is no way for an analyst or end user of the
data produced for such a virtual session to determine what real terminal was in session with the host application. On the
other hand, the record that contains data for the real terminal session does not identify the host application (it identifies,
instead, the multiple session manager name). Where pooling is not used, data for the virtual terminal session identifies a
terminal (SLU) that may be translated to the real terminal (SLU) name, but this must be understood by the analyst or user
of the data in order to correctly interpret the information.

Second, network message and character counts and session connect time are included in the data for both the real
terminal session and each of the virtual terminal sessions. The analyst must be careful when combining information from
these records because the results will be inflated.

Third, network response times are missing in the virtual terminal session records.

Fourth, performance monitors like Tivoli's NPM and NetSpy rely on the use of the definite response (DR) feature to
calculate network response time. DR is an application option flag, set in the outbound message, which requires the
terminal controller to return a positive indication to the application that the message arrived at the terminal. It is frequently
used by host applications to synchronize transmission to the terminal. When DR is used, NPM and NetSpy can determine
network response time as the difference between the arrival time of the DR and the time the message was sent to the
terminal (with adjustments to compensate for differences in character counts between the terminal user's input message
and the short message that returns as the result of a DR request).

Some multiple session managers do not pass the definite response flag on with the outbound message, but instead return
an immediate DR to the host application. When this occurs, network response time is rendered meaningless.

This problem can be overcome if the network monitor provides the facility to activate DR in the VTAM interface, after the
multiple session manager has already handled the outbound message. NetSpy is an example of a network monitor with
such a feature. The NetSpy FORCEDR parameter is used to invoke this option.

NetSpy also has a multiple session manager interface that can reduce the problems these products typically present in
network monitor data. This interface and its effects are described in the Data Sources section.
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SNT Tabular Reports, Graphs, and MICF Inquiries
Standard data displays are provided with the MICS Network Analyzer to help you use the data quickly and effectively.
There are three categories of displays, which correspond to the display types and the method for producing them. Tabular
reports consist of profile and trend formats and provide hard copy numeric data displays. Sample graphics are basic
color graphics reports distributed as samples and are meant to be used as the basis for developing tailored reports at
each installation. MICF inquiries are precomposed printer reports and color graphics which are invoked using the MICS
Information Center Facility (MICF).

SNT Reporting and Inquiry Facilities
MICS Network Analyzer Option standard reports and online inquiries provide concise, comprehensive information to help
you manage your SNA network resources.

MICS Network Analyzer Option provides standard analysis reports, graphics analysis reports, MICF inquiries, and
exception reports that you can either use as delivered or tailor to meet your specific requirements.

SNT Standard Analysis Reports

You can use standard analysis reports in conjunction with the usage guidelines to provide a structured approach to
analysis. The standard analysis reports, delivered with this product and described in the following chart, can be grouped
into four types:

• Service analysis reports
• Workload analysis reports
• Data collection reports
• Network incident reports

You can produce reports in both profile and trend versions. The profile version displays information for a single time period
while the trend version displays trend information for several data periods (for example, percentage change) to help you
spot patterns.

Service Analysis Reports

Service by Application
Indicates the level of network and host service that the network provides to a given primary logical unit (PLU). This report
can help you determine whether a response time problem is network-wide or is limited to a single application, and whether
the degradation results from delays within the host or within the transmission media.

Service by Link
Quantifies the service that the network provides to users of a given boundary link. This report can help you determine
whether a network performance problem is limited to a given link.

Service by Performance Class
Quantifies the service that the network provides to a given user group identi- fied by performance class. If the per-
formance classes conform to the classification specified in your ser- vice level agreements, this report can help you track
your adherence to your service commitments.

Service by Control
Quantifies the service that the network provides to a control unit, which helps you track performance with respect to
control units.

Service by Terminal
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Quantifies the service that the network provides to a given terminal (SLU) when in session with a particular applica- tion
(PLU), which can help you track end user response time for individual terminals and to identify occurrences of excessive
host, network, or total response time.

Workload Analysis Reports

Workload by Application
Quantifies the workload volume imposed on the network by a given host applica- tion, which can help plan for future
growth or change in the application.

Workload by Link
Quantifies the workload volume imposed on the network by the devices attached to a given boundary link, which can help
you plan for changes in your network configuration.

NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP
Identifies and quantifies potential capacity-related bottlenecks in the network's "backbone" NCPs, which can help identify
the approach of the maximum supportable utilization level.

NPM/NetSpy Utilization by Link
Identifies and quantifies potential network link over-utilization conditions.

Workload by Control Unit
Quantifies workload volume for each monitored terminal controller (physical unit), which can help you recognize the
approach of the maximum supportable utilization level.

Workload by Terminal
Quantifies the workload volume imposed on the network by the devices attached to a given terminal, which can help you
identify the heaviest users of network resources and plan for changes to your network configuration.

Data Collection Reports

NPM/NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection
Identifies network resources for which NPM network data or NetSpy NCP interface data was collected. This report
identifies the scope of either NPM network data collection or NetSpy NCP interface data collection.

NPM Session Data Collection
Identifies network resources for which NPM session data was collected. This report identifies the scope of NPM session
data collection.

NPDA Event Analysis
Identifies network resources for which NetView Hardware Monitor or NetMaster Network Error Warning System logged a
permanent failure, which can help you plan for required network support personnel and schedule preventive maintenance.

NPDA Statistics Analysis
Identifies network resources for which NetView Hardware Monitor or NetMaster Network Error Warning System logged
temporary errors, which can help you analyze the cause of intermittent network performance degradation, and schedule
preventive maintenance for those devices with a potential for failure.

SNT Graphics Analysis Reports

MICS Network Analyzer Option can produce graphics that include color plots, charts, and other screen and plotter
displays. The sample graphics that are provided are particularly useful for displaying trends and comparisons and for
quickly identifying potential problem areas.

The samples consist of 11 SAS routines that produce color graphics inquiries. You can use these inquiries for service,
workload, and reliability analysis. The basic routines are structured so that you can easily modify them to meet your data
center's needs. Sample graphics distributed with MICS Network Analyzer Option are described next.
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Average Response Time by Performance Class
Determines adequacy of service to end users based on user-defined perform- ance classifications. A reference line on the
graph indicates the objective response time for the performance class.

Application Service Analysis by Hour
Determines amount of host vs. network response time an application consumed.

Application Service Analysis
Determines amount of response time consumed on the host compared to that consumed by the network for comparable
applications.

Response Objective Results by Performance Class
Establishes response objectives to provide measures of service, which shows how close you came to meeting objectives
for a given performance class.

Traffic Profile Report for Link
Determines traffic load variation on a link over the course of a day and indi- cates the portion of the load that is due to data
retransmission.

Communications Controller Utilization
Determines the communications processor load variation over the course of a day.

NCP Buffer Utilization
Helps determine adequacy and utilization of memory in the communications control unit (CCU).

Percent Link Utilization
Determines traffic fluctuation on a link over time, which can help you analyze the need for changes to the configuration,
such as addition of links or upgrading of link speed.

Error Count for Link
Shows changes in line quality over the course of some period of time.

Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic
Shows the percentage of temporary errors to total line traffic as reported by the NetView Hardware Monitor.

NPDA Events for Cluster Controller
Shows the number of site-defined events that NetView Hardware Monitor or the NetMaster Network Error Warning System
recorded each hour of a time period.

SNT MICF Inquiries Overview

The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) allows you to access and manipulate data in the MICS database. MICF
minimizes your need to write SAS code and, since you write less code, minimizes SAS syntax errors. MICF also provides
automatic validation procedures that prevent you from attempting to analyze data elements that do not exist in the files
you request.

MICS Network Analyzer Option contributes over 50 inquiries to the MICF library. The inquiries provide useful reporting and
color graphics output that you can tailor through execution time parameters. You can also modify copies of the distributed
inquiries to customize reports to your specific needs.

Inquiries distributed with this product can be grouped into four types:

• Service analysis inquiries
• Reliability analysis inquiries
• Performance analysis inquiries
• Workload analysis inquiries

The MICF inquiries that are delivered with the MICS Network Analyzer Option are described in the following charts.
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Service Analysis Inquiries

Application Service/ Workload Ranking
Ranks all or selected applications in ascending or descending order by selected service or workload criteria, and displays
service and workload measures associated with the application.

Daily Average Response by Performance Class
Indicates adequacy of service to end users based on site-defined performance classes. A reference line shows objective
response time for the performance class.

Daily Percent Response Objectives by Performance Class
Illustrates how close you came to meeting objectives for a user-defined performance class.

NetView Daily Average Response by Link
Shows average end user response time for all terminals attached on a link to a terminal control unit equipped with an IBM
Response Time Monitor, and summarizes average response time independent of performance classes defined in NetView
Session Monitor for terminal- to-host sessions across the link. This chart can help you determine which links offer the
shortest or longest average response times.

NetView Daily Percent Response Within Objective by Link
Shows how close you came to meeting objectives for all performance classes defined for the terminal-to-host sessions
across a given link. This chart summarizes the percent of response within objective across performance classes defined
for terminal-to-host sessions on the link.

NetSpy Daily PLU Response Time Components
Determines, for an application, the portion of the average total response time that occurs in the host compared to the
average total response time in the network.

TSO Response Time Components
Determines, for TSO, the portion of the average total response time that occurs in the host compared to the average total
response time in the network.

NetSpy Daily SLU Response Time Components
Determines, for a terminal, the portion of average total response time that occurs in the host compared to average total
response time in the network.

NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking
Ranks all or selected links in ascending or descending order by selected service or workload criteria, and displays service
and workload measures associated with the link.

NetView Performance Class Service/ Workload Ranking
Ranks all or selected NetView performance classes in order by selected service or workload criteria, and displays service
and workload measures associated with the application.

NPM Application/Link Service/Workload Ranking
Ranks all or selected application and link combinations in ascending or descending order by selected service and
workload criteria, and displays service and workload measures associated with the application/link.

Reliability Analysis Inquiries

NPM Daily Link Error Count
Shows the count of temporary errors the network control program detects in network line components during the
measurement interval.

NetView Daily Percentage Link Errors to Traffic
Shows increases in the percentage of temporary errors to total line traffic over a 24-hour period.

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary
Identifies devices with the greatest number of alerts (either generic, standard, or statistical) for all NPDA monitored
resources, including LAN-attached, channel-attached, remote-attached, and distributed hosts.
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NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description
Shows alert descriptions and configuration information for resources with the greatest number of alerts. Includes generic
and standard alerts for all NPDA monitored resources.

NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary
Shows events recorded because the percentage of temporary errors to line traffic threshold has been exceeded, or some
other user-defined event has occurred.

NetView Events Ranking
Ranks all or selected NetView Hardware Monitor reported events in ascending or descending order by selected ranking
criteria, based on the number of events or alerts recorded.

NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking
Ranks all or selected NetView Hardware Monitor reported events for each re- source type in ascending or descending
order by selected criteria, based on number of events or alerts recorded.

NetView Events by Resource Ranking
Ranks all or selected NetView Hardware Monitor reported events for each network resource in user-determined order by
selected ranking criteria, based on number of events or alerts recorded.

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBINDs
Records, by PLU, the number of abnormal UNBINDs that occur for sessions with each PLU during the week.

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report
Identifies, by PLU, the 20 SLUs that had the highest number of abnormal UNBINDS for the week.

Performance Analysis Inquiries

Daily Percentage of NCP Cycle Utilization
Determines the communications processor load variation (communications controller utilization cycles) for a 24-hour
period.

Daily NCP Buffer Utilization
Helps you determine the adequacy and utilization of NCP storage in the communications control unit.

Daily Link Utilization
Determines the traffic fluctuation on a link for a 24-hour period, which can help you determine the need for configuration
changes such as adding links or increasing link speed.

NPM/NetSpy Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis
Identifies, through a series of four reports, which lines in the network are under-, over-, or marginally utilized.

NCP Utilization Ranking
Ranks all or selected NCPs in ascending or descending order by selected criteria, based on average, maximum, or
minimum NCP buffer or CCU utilization, or the amount of time in slowdown.

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Ranking By Zone
Ranks all or selected links in ascending or descending order based on sending, receiving, or total percent link busy.

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Ranking By Hour
Ranks all or selected links in ascending or descending order based on sending, receiving, or total percent link busy.

NCP Utilization Chart
Provides a bar chart of average hourly percent CCU and NCP buffer utilization and time in slowdown for each hour of day
reported.

NCP Utilization Plot
Plots average hourly percent CCU and NCP buffer utilization and time in slowdown for each hour of day reported.

NCP Channel Hold and Intermediate Queue Length Plot
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Plots NCP channel hold and channel intermediate queue lengths for each hour of a day reported, which can help you
identify periods of excessive delay in data flow between NCP and VTAM.

Workload Analysis Inquiries

NetView Daily Connect Time by Application
Shows total network terminal connect hours for each application.

NetView Daily Characters/1000 by Application
Shows volume of data character traffic for each application, which can help you determine traffic workloads placed on the
network by total traffic to and from a given application.

NetView Daily Data Characters/1000 by Virtual Route
Shows traffic load variation on a virtual route for a 24-hour period, which can help you plan routes and balance loads
during peak hours.

NetView Daily Data Characters/1000 by Application
Shows volume of data character traffic for each application, which can help you identify peak activity periods that may
correlate with poor response time or low activity periods, possibly indicating network or host problems.

TCP/IP Daily Byte Transfer Chart
Provides a chart of bytes received and bytes sent by the TCP/IP Telnet Server for each hour of a day for a specific host/
system.

TCP/IP Monthly Byte Transfer Chart
Provides a chart of bytes received and bytes sent by the TCP/IP Telnet Server for each zone by month for a specific host/
system.

NetView Daily Control Characters/1000 by Application
Displays control character traffic volume for each application that you can compare with the MICF inquiry NetView Daily
Data Characters/1000 by Application to determine the ratio between data and control characters.

NetView Weekly Control PIU Traffic by PLU
Shows control message volumes for individual PLUs that you can compare with the NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic by
PLU inquiry to determine the ratio between data and control PIUs.

NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic by PLU
Shows data message volumes for individual PLUs that can help you determine traffic workloads imposed by individual
applications on the network.

NetView Daily Link Rank Report
Identifies links with long average message lengths that would benefit most from a reduction in message sizes or from a
compression in software.

NetView Daily PLU Rank Report
Identifies applications that would benefit most from a reduction in message sizes or from a compression in software.

SNT Exception Reports

The MICS platform provides an Exception Analyzer that works with MICS Data Integration Applications (DIAs) to provide
consolidated reporting of exception conditions across systems and data sources.

An "exception" is any condition that deviates from the expected norm, or any missed objective in system performance or
service. DIAs detect exceptions by testing daily data against user-defined thresholds. Each application has an exception
value analyzer to help determine those thresholds.

Each detected exception is assigned a severity level and is associated with a management area. MICS Network Analyzer
Option is delivered with several exception tests, and you can easily add your own. The exception reports produce
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increasing levels of detail to address the needs of different audiences and, when combined with exceptions from other
MICS applications, comprise a powerful diagnostic tool for your organization.

SNT Ad Hoc Reporting Facilities

The specific types of information needed to manage a large I/S organization change daily. MICS addresses those
needs with interactive capabilities that allow fast response to the most complex requests for information. The interactive
capabilities are:

• The MICS Information Center Facility (MICF) is an ISPF- based panel-oriented productivity tool that allows you to
access information in the MICS database. When you define input, selection criteria, and report options, MICF fulfills
your request executing the program either in batch or interactive mode. Then, according to your specifications, MICF
either prints the results of your request, displays the results at your terminal, or catalogs the results for later viewing.

• The standard SAS Language Interface is an advanced analysis language that enhances your staff's analytical
capabilities and improves the quality of their decision- making. MICS uses SAS, a powerful fourth generation language
that allows easy data manipulation and statistical analysis. SAS also provides coding facilities for programmers who
are conducting extensive analysis or designing new reports for I/S business applications.
The MICS WorkStation Facility (MWF) provides an online environment in which you can use SAS in batch or
interactive mode. MICS uses the SAS System for data management and as an advanced analysis language.

SNT Tabular Reports
Standard tabular reports provide hardcopy numeric displays of data on a regular basis.

There are two classifications of tabular reports - profile and trend.

Profiles

Profile reports present data as groups of individual summary values (averages, minimums, maximums, etc.) over a given
period of time (day, week, month, etc.). Profile reports give a snapshot of a specific area of operation during that time and
are employed when a specific value of a measured element indicates a desirable or undesirable condition. Thus, profiles
are used along with a set of threshold values which may be either implicitly understood or explicitly stated on the report.

Trends

Trend reports present data as a series of measured values that are displayed together to show the nature of the change of
a condition over a period of time. They are used when the rate of change of a measure or the exact time at which a given
measured value was reached is more important than the actual measure of the value itself.

Trend reports display the values of key data elements specific to a given activity area for three sequential time intervals
(e.g., the last three months). To find the change in the measured values over a time period, the size, rate, and percentage
of change are calculated.

The key to applying a profile or trend report is understanding the usage considerations for which it was developed. Usage
considerations for this Analyzer are discussed in SNT Using.

Instructions for producing the reports, report descriptions, and sample report formats are discussed in the following
sections:

• Producing Tabular Reports
• Tabular Report Formats
• Tabular Report Descriptions
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SNT Producing Tabular Reports

The MICS Network Analyzer's standard tabular reports are produced by a report generator routine. That is, no fixed-
format routine exists to produce each specific report format. Rather, a set of routines, including data selection, data
sequencing, summarization, and display, are custom-generated based on your parameter specifications.

The network report generator is invoked by executing the MICSSHRx procedure and using the SAS %INCLUDE function
to include sharedprefix.MICS.INCLLIB(SNTRPTS). This member, in turn, includes the required macro sets, prepares the
environment, and brings in the report generator code.

You may produce these reports for any timespan in which the data exists. To facilitate your production of reports in the
most frequently used timespans, two sample jobs are generated during installation and are saved in prefix.MICS.PARMS
as members SNTRPTD and SNTRPTM. The first executes each of the reports from the DAYS timespan; the second
invokes each report using the MONTHS timespan.

If you want, you may provide your own job to invoke the reports. Sample JCL to produce the daily reports follows:

//jobname   JOB  (acct fields), . . . .

//REPORTS   EXEC MICSSHRx

//INPUTRPT  DD  DSN=prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTD),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN  DD  *

  %INCLUDE INCLLIB(SNTRPTS);

/*

To run the monthly reports, substitute member SNTRPTM for SNTRPTD in prefix.MICS.PARMS in the INPUTRPT DD
statement above.

Keep in mind that, depending on such things as the size of your network, the number of applications, and the number
of terminal sessions represented in your network monitor data, the output from running either of these sample jobs can
be substantial. One way to reduce the quantity of output is to code a data selection macro, as described in the following
Report Customizing section, to subset your data for reporting purposes.

The report generator can produce several reports, many in multiple formats. You may select data for a given report from
any timespan in which the requisite file is supported. That data can be further subset to specific areas of interest. This
flexibility is controlled by a combination of report generator control statements and user-coded SAS macros, which are
discussed in the following sections:

• Report Selection
• Report Customizing
• Integrating Reports into the DAILY MICS Job

SNT Report Selection

The report generator reads a parameter list from the DD statement named INPUTRPT. This parameter list indicates the
reports that have been chosen, the format in which they are to be produced, the timespan from which data for the reports
is to be extracted, and the desired cycles of the timespan. The rules for coding these parameters are explained below.

A report generator's input parameter list consists of one or more report statements in the following format:

REPORT SNTnnn format timespan cycle

where:

REPORT
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Keyword with which each report selection statement must begin. A report is produced from each correctly coded
statement. Lines beginning with asterisks (*) are considered comments. Blank lines are ignored; you may use them to
format your report.

SNTnnn
Six-character identifier that consists of the characters, SNT, followed by a three-digit number. Valid report identifiers are
the following:

           SNT101   NPM Service by Application

           SNT103   NPM Service by Link

         * SNT105   NLDM Service by Performance Class

           SNT111   NLDM Service by Application

           SNT112   NLDM Service by Link

           SNT113   NLDM Service by Control Unit

           SNT114   NLDM Service by Terminal

         * SNT115   NLDM Service by Performance Class

           SNT121   NetSpy Service by Application

           SNT122   NetSpy Service by Terminal

           SNT201   NPM Workload by Application

           SNT203   NPM Workload by Link

           SNT208   NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP

           SNT209   NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link

           SNT211   NLDM Workload by Application

           SNT212   NLDM Workload by Link

           SNT213   NLDM Workload by Control Unit

           SNT214   NLDM Workload by Terminal

           SNT215   NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link

           SNT216   NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link

           SNT221   NetSpy Workload by Application

           SNT222   NetSpy Workload by Terminal

           SNT401   NPM/NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection

           SNT403   NPM Session Data Collection

           SNT601   NPDA Event Analysis

           SNT602   NPDA Statistics Analysis

 

         * SNT105 is derived from the SNTNSV file, while

           SNT115 is derived from the NVSRTM file.

format
Indicates the format of the report produced: PROFILE or TREND. Profile reports display information derived from a single
cycle of data while trend reports display information from multiple cycles.

timespan
Indicates the database timespan that contains the data for the report. The timespan field contains a single-character
indicator. The possible choices follow:

• X
DETAIL Timespan

• D
DAYS Timespan

• W
WEEKS Timespan

• M
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MONTHS Timespan
• Y

YEARS Timespan

Note: The file used for the report must exist in the requested timespan for a report to be produced. The files used by each
report are listed in Figure 3-2, MICS Network Analyzer Tabular Reports List

cycle
Defines the database cycle that is used for the report when the profile format is requested. When the trend format is
requested, cycle defines the first of three consecutive cycles.Note: All three cycles do not have to be present for trend
reports, but certain fields on the report will be blank if the data is not available.

You can specify as many report statements as you need in any order.

Examples:

   REPORT SNT101 PROFILE D 01

   REPORT SNT101 TREND   D 01

   REPORT SNT103 PROFILE D 01

   REPORT SNT103 TREND   D 01

SNT Report Customizing

Because of the potentially large volume of data made available by the MICS Network Analyzer, any one of the standard
reports may produce an inordinately large output, much of which may be of little interest. To limit this output, provisions
have been made to allow you to select the data explicitly. This is accomplished through the use of user-coded selection
macros written in the SAS language.

There is one data selection macro for each of the standard report types generated by the MICS report generator. These
macros have names starting with '%SL', followed by a three-digit Report-ID number. Thus, the data selection macro for
the SNT101 report is: %SL101.

The data selection macro stubs reside in sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). Copy the macro stub to
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS) after the %INCLUDE for SOURCE(#SNTRPTS) and add any selection criteria.
The macros are invoked in a SAS DATA step prior to any sorting or summarization for reporting. Thus, any SAS statement
which is valid in a DATA step may be coded in these macros.

WARNING

Only simple selection statements are permitted within the macros since the data is in a predetermined order that
you cannot modify. Therefore, using FIRST. or LAST. coding and similar data-sequence-dependent functions
within the macros will not work.

A set of null macros is supplied with the Analyzer and will be concatenated ahead of
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS) in the input stream. This prevents a SAS 180 error from occurring in case you
delete and do not replace one of the sample macros from prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE.

In the following example, the NLDM Service by Performance Class Report is to be produced only for the critical
performance class, TSODEV, TSO Development. The selection logic in the %SL105 report is as follows. The MICS
Network Analyzer Tabular Reports List in the Tabular Report Descriptions section lists each report and its corresponding
report ID. The arrows ( ==> ) in this example indicate user-developed code.

      /* SNT105 REPORT OBSERVATION SELECTION MACRO */

==>   /* SELECT ONLY PERFORMANCE CLASS 'TSODEV'    */

     %MACRO SL105;

==>    IF NSVPCLSS = 'TSODEV';
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     %MEND SL105;

SNT Integrating Reports into the DAILY Job

MICS Network Analyzer tabular reports can be integrated into the MICS DAILY update job stream in the DAY500 step.

Follow these steps:

1. In prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(DYUSER), code the following SAS statement.

    %INCLUDE INCLLIB(SNTRPTS); 

2. Using IEBUPDTE, add the INPUTRPT DD statement (as described in the Producing Tabular Report section) to
sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB(DYUSR500) after the existing SYSIN DD statement. Since you may not need to make
this change for all units in the complex, you can include the generator control language below in the IEBUPDTE to
check for the prefix of the unit database being processed.

    :IF &PREFIX NE &STR(uprefix) THEN GOTO c

    //INPUTRPT DD DSN=prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTS),DISP=SHR

    :c:

In the above example, 'uprefix' is your unit database prefix and 'c' is a label which you define. For more information
about the generator control language, see Generation Control Language.
Also, the prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTRPTS) member would contain the report selection parameters for the specific
reports you want to produce every day. Code these report selection parameters according to the format described in
Producing Tabular Report.

3. In prefix.MICS.PARMS(JCLGENU), code the word DAILY, and then submit prefix.MICS.CNTL(JCLGENU). This step
regenerates your DAILY operational job stream.
Make changes to the DAILY or any other MICS job in sharedprefix.MICS.PROTOLIB so that they will not be
overridden in future regenerations.

SNT Tabular Report Formats

The tabular reports present the values of key data elements as formatted rectangular arrays of numbers.

There are three major areas on each tabular report:

• Report Heading
• Data Element Descriptions
• Data Area

The relative positions of each of these areas are shown in the following Tabular Report Format diagram.

Tabular Report Format

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                           |

|               R E P O R T   H E A D I N G                 |

|                                                           |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

|                 ||                                        |

|   sub-heading   ||             sub-heading                |

|                 ||                                        |

+-----------------++----------------------------------------+

|             D   ||                                        |
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|             E   ||                                        |

|        E    S   ||                                        |

|        L    C   ||                                        |

|   D    E    R   ||                                        |

|   A    M    I   ||          D A T A    A R E A            |

|   T    E    P   ||                                        |

|   A    N    T   ||                                        |

|        T    I   ||                                        |

|             O   ||                                        |

|             N   ||                                        |

|             S   ||                                        |

+-----------------------------------------------------------+

Each of the tabular reports can be produced in one of two formats: profile or trend. Both formats of a given report present
the same data elements, in the same relative positions on the page, but for different time-period summaries of the data.

SNT Tabular Report Descriptions

Separate classes of tabular reports are defined for the MICS Network Analyzer. Within each class there are one or more
specific reports, each presenting data from one file. The MICS Network Analyzer Tabular Reports List table shows the
various reports, their classes, and the files from which they are produced.

Note that any tabular report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NLDM can also be produced from
equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS. Any report beginning with the name of the data source NetView NPDA can
also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS.

The information currently processed by MICS does not support these reports.

Each report of a given class displays similar types of data, but the individual data elements are tailored to the file
from which the data is obtained and limited by the data source from which it was originally derived. Thus, a service
report produced from NPM data displays host, network, and total response time, while an NLDM service report shows only
total response time.

The content of each report is discussed in greater detail in the following sections:

• Service Analysis Reports
• Workload Analysis Reports
• MICS Class 3 Reports (this class is not currently supported)
• Data Collection Reports
• MICS Class 5 Reports (this class is not currently supported)
• Network Incident Reports
• MICS Class 7 Reports (this class is not currently supported)

MICS Network Analyzer Tabular Reports List

Report Class Report Name Report ID Data Base File Sample Figure No.
Profile Trend

Service Analysis
Reports

NPM Service by
Application

SNT101 SNTPSY 3-3 3-3A

NPM Service by Link SNT103 SNTNPL 3-4 3-4A
*NLDM Service by
Performance Class

SNT105 SNTNSV 3-5 3-5A

*NLDM Service by
Application

SNT111 NVSLSY 3-6
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*NLDM Service by
Link

SNT112 NVSNLL 3-7

*NLDM Service by
Control Unit

SNT113 NVSRTM 3-8

*NLDM Service by
Terminal

SNT114 NVSRTM 3-9

*NLDM Service by
Performance Class

SNT115 NVSRTM 3-10

NetSpy Service by
Application

SNT121 SNTNSP 3-11

NetSpy Service by
Terminal

SNT122 SNTNSS 3-12 => 3-12C

Workload Analysis
Reports

NPM Workload by
Application

SNT201 SNTPSY 3-13 3-13A

NPM Workload by
Link

SNT203 SNTNPL 3-14 3-14A

NPM Utilization by
NCP

SNT208 SNTNAF 3-15 3-15A

NetSpy Utilization by
NCP

SNT208 SNTNAF 3-16 3-16A

NPM NCP Utilization
by Link

SNT209 SNTNCL 3-17 => 3-17C

NetSpy NCP
Utilization by Link

SNT209 SNTNCL 3-18 3-18A

*NLDM Workload by
Application

SNT211 NVSLSY 3-19

*NLDM Workload by
Link

SNT212 NVSNLL 3-20

*NLDM Workload by
Control Unit

SNT213 NVSNSA 3-21

*NLDM Workload by
Terminal

SNT214 NVSNSA 3-22

NPM NCP Utilization
by Link

SNT215 SNTNCL 3-23 => 3-23E

NetSpy NCP
Utilization by Link

SNT215 SNTNCL 3-24 => 3-24C

NPM NCP Utilization
by Link

SNT216 SNTNCL 3-25

NetSpy NCP
Utilization by Link

SNT216 SNTNCL 3-26

NetSpy Workload by
Application

SNT221 SNTNSP 3-27

NetSpy Workload by
Terminal

SNT222 SNTNSS 3-28 => 3-28C

Data Collection
Reports

NPM NCP Link Data
Collection

SNT401 SNTNCL 3-29 3-29A

NetSpy NCP Link
Data Collection

SNT401 SNTNCL 3-30
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NPM Session Data
Collection

SNT403 SNTNPL 3-31 3-31A

Incident Analysis
Reports

*NPDA Event
Analysis

SNT601 SNTNEF 3-32 3-32A

*NPDA Statistics
Analysis

SNT602 SNTNSF 3-33 3-33A

*Any report beginning with NLDM can also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NTS product, and
any report beginning with NPDA can also be produced from equivalent data collected by NetMaster NEWS product.

SNT Service Analysis Reports

Service analysis reports indicate the service level that is provided by the network to a given group of users. You can
produce these reports either in profile format or in trend format. Profile reports display data that is retained in a single
cycle of the MICS database. Trend reports compare three cycles of data.

Any report in the following sections with the name of the data source NLDM can also be produced from equivalent data
collected by the NetMaster NTS product.

The service analysis reports are explained in greater detail in the following sections:

• NPM Service by Application (SNT101)
• NPM Service by Link (SNT103)
• NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT105) *
• NLDM Service by Application (SNT111)
• NLDM Service by Link (SNT112)
• NLDM Service by Control Unit (SNT113)
• NLDM Service by Terminal (SNT114)
• NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT115) *
• NetSpy Service by Application (SNT121)
• NetSpy Service by Terminal (SNT122)

* The SNT105 Report is derived from the SNTNSV file while the SNT115 Report is derived from the NVSRTM file.

NPM Service by Application (SNT101)

NPM Service by Application (SNT101) report shows the total level of service that is experienced by users of the specified
host application or primary logical unit (PLU). Where possible, the separate network and host components of the total
service are also shown. This report is useful in determining whether a response time problem experienced by users of an
application results from delays in the host or in the network. This report can also help you to determine how widespread a
response time problem is by comparing the response times and response time components for separate applications.

Format

This display indicates the average and maximum host, network, and total response times for selected applications. In
addition, the host, network, and total response distributions are given. Sample displays of profile and trend reports are
shown in the figures: NPM Service by Application (Profile) and NPM Service by Application (Trend).

Database file

SNTPSY

Data elements used
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• NPMLOHST
• NPMHIHST
• NPMLONET
• NPMHINET
• NPMLOTOT
• NPMHITOT
• NPMRVAL1
• NPMRVAL2
• NPMRVAL3
• NPMRVAL4
• PSYAVHTM
• PSYMXHTM
• PSYHRESC
• PSYNRHRE
• PSYAVNTM
• PSYMXNTM
• PSYNRESC
• PSYNRNRE
• PSYAVTTM
• PSYPCTR1
• PSYPCTR2
• PSYPCTR3
• PSYPCTR4
• PSYMXTTM
• PSYTRESC
• PSYNRTRE
• PLU

Calculations

Percent of Responses without Network Response = ((PSYTRESC - PSYNRESC)/PSYTRESC) * 100;

Usage considerations

You can vary the specific PLUs for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL101 macro in the
member prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS)
selects all PLUs.

In some cases you may find that network service values are missing or zero. This is because NPM only collects network
response times if Definite Response (DR) is requested when the terminal output operation is requested. In a CICS
system, DR can be optionally requested for each CICS transaction. The last line on the report, PCT RESPONSES WITH
NO NET RESP, provides the percentage of responses for which DR was not active. If this value is 100%, then you should
expect the network service values to be zero because this indicates that DR has not been requested for any of the
transactions. Values approaching 100% are an indication that the reported network service values are only representing
a small percentage of the total number of transactions and may not be indicative of the actual service experienced by all
users of the application.

NPM Service by Application (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT
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  (SNT101) NPM SERVICE BY APPLICATION:  CICSPROD

 

        NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

  PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+-------------------------------------------------+

|                                 |               |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/18/03   |

|                                 |               |

|---------------------------------+---------------+

|  HOST SERVICE                   |               |

|                                 |               |

|    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.51       |

|    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:12.19       |

|    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        |  1,494        |

|    HOST RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE  |               |

|           0 -    1 SECS         | 178           |

|                                 |               |

|  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |

|                                 |               |

|    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:01.47       |

|    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:06.13       |

|    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1,437         |

|    NETWRK RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE|               |

|           0 -    0 SECS         | 6             |

|                                 |               |

|  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

|                                 |               |

|    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.97       |

|       PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS   | 14.26         |

|       PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS   | 59.37         |

|       PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS   | 88.02         |

|       PERCENT WITHIN   5 SECS   | 97.79         |

|    MAXIMUM TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:13.37       |

|    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1,494         |

|    TOTAL RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE |               |

|           0 -    0 SECS         | 2             |

|                                 |               |

| PCT RESPONSES WITH NO NET RESP  | 3.82          |

+-------------------------------------------------+

NPM Service by Application (Trend) Sample

                                                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                         (SNT101) NPM SERVICE BY APPLICATION:  CICSPROD

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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|                                |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE|  PERCENTAGE   |

|ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/18/03   |    10/17/03   |    10/16/03   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE| CHANGE SINCE  |

|                                |               |               |               |    10/16/03   |    10/16/03

   |    10/16/03   |

|--------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+---------------|

| HOST SERVICE                   |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.51       | 0:00.66       | 0:00.66       | -0:00.15      | -0.08     

    | -22.93        |

|   MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:12.19       | 0:07.02       | 0:05.83       | 0:06.36       | 3.18      

    | 109.09        |

|   NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 1,494         | 1,622         | 1,228         | 266           | 133.00    

    | 21.66         |

|   HOST RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE  |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|          0 -    1 SECS         | 178           | 316           | 252           | -74           | -37.00    

    | -29.37        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| NETWORK SERVICE                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:01.47       | 0:01.61       | 0:01.56       | -0:00.09      | -0.05     

    | -6.08         |

|   MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:06.13       | 0:08.76       | 0:05.38       | 0:00.75       | 0.38      

    | 13.94         |

|   NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1,437         | 1,573         | 1,198         | 239           | 119.50    

    | 19.95         |

|   NETWRK RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE|               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|          0 -    4 SECS         | 6             | 33            | 9             | -3            | -1.50     

    | -33.33        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.97       | 0:02.25       | 0:02.20       | -0:00.23      | -0.11     

    | -10.40        |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS   | 14.26         | 11.96         | 9.20          | 5.05          | 2.53      

    | 54.93         |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS   | 59.37         | 52.09         | 53.18         | 6.19          | 3.10      

    | 11.64         |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS   | 88.02         | 77.19         | 79.48         | 8.54          | 4.27      

    | 10.74         |
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|      PERCENT WITHIN   4 SECS   | 97.79         | 90.93         | 93.48         | 4.30          | 2.15      

    | 4.60          |

|   MAXIMUM TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:13.37       | 0:08.89       | 0:07.90       | 0:05.47       | 2.74      

    | 69.24         |

|   TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1,494         | 1,622         | 1,228         | 266           | 133.00    

    | 21.66         |

|   TOTAL RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|          0 -    6 SECS         | 2             | 23            | 6             | -4            | -2.00     

    | -66.67        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|PCT RESPONSES WITH NO NET RESP  | 3.82          | 3.02          | 2.44          | 1.37          | 0.69      

    | 56.17         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM Service by Link (SNT103)

NPM Service by Link (SNT103) display quantifies the service that is provided by the network to the users of a given
boundary link. This display is used to determine if a network performance problem is isolated to a given link.

Format

This display indicates the average and maximum host, network, and total response times for selected links. It also gives
the host, network, and total response distributions. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in the figures
NPM Service by Link (Profile) and NPM Service by Link (Trend).

Database file

SNTNPL

Data elements used
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• SLULINK
• ZONE
• NPMLOHST
• NPMHIHST
• NPMLONET
• NPMHINET
• NPMLOTOT
• NPMHITOT
• NPMRVAL1
• NPMRVAL2
• NPMRVAL3
• NPMRVAL4
• NPLAVHTM
• NPLMXHTM
• NPLHRESC
• NPLNRHRE
• NPLAVNTM
• NPLMXNTM
• NPLNRESC
• NPLNRNRE
• NPLAVTTM
• NPLPCTR1
• NPLPCTR2
• NPLPCTR3
• NPLPCTR4
• NPLMXTTM
• NPLTRESC
• NPLNRTRE

Calculations

Pct Responses with No Net Resp = ((NPLTRESC - NPLNRESC)/NPLTRESC) * 100;

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of links for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL103 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM Service by Link (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

         (SNT103) NPM SERVICE BY LINK:  SFLINK1

 

           NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/17/03   |
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   |                                 |               |

   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  HOST SERVICE                   |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.51       |

   |    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:12.19       |

   |    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 1,494         |

   |    HOST RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE  |               |

   |           0 -    1 SECS         | 178           |

   |                                 |               |

   |  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:01.47       |

   |    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:06.13       |

   |    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1,437         |

   |    NETWRK RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE|               |

   |           0 -    4 SECS         | 6             |

   |                                 |               |

   |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.97       |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS   | 14.26         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS   | 59.37         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS   | 88.02         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   4 SECS   | 97.79         |

   |    MAXIMUM TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:13.37       |

   |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1,494         |

   |    TOTAL RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE |               |

   |           0 -    6 SECS         | 2             |

   |                                 |               |

   | PCT RESPONSES WITH NO NET RESP  | 3.82          |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM Service by Link (Trend) Sample

                                                   CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                             (SNT103) NPM SERVICE BY LINK:  SFLINK1

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE|  PERCENTAGE   |

|ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/17/03   |    10/16/03   |    10/15/03   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE| CHANGE SINCE  |

|                                |               |               |               |    10/15/03   |    10/15/03

   |    10/15/03   |

|--------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+---------------|
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| HOST SERVICE                   |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.51       | 0:00.66       | 0:00.66       | -0:00.15      | -0.08     

    | -22.93        |

|   MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:12.19       | 0:07.02       | 0:05.83       | 0:06.36       | 3.18      

    | 109.09        |

|   NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 1,494         | 1,622         | 1,228         | 266           | 133.00    

    | 21.66         |

|   HOST RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE  |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|          0 -    1 SECS         | 178           | 316           | 252           | -74           | -37.00    

    | -29.37        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| NETWORK SERVICE                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:01.47       | 0:01.61       | 0:01.56       | -0:00.09      | -0.05     

    | -6.08         |

|   MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:06.13       | 0:08.76       | 0:05.38       | 0:00.75       | 0.38      

    | 13.94         |

|   NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1,437         | 1,573         | 1,198         | 239           | 119.50    

    | 19.95         |

|   NETWRK RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE|               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|          0 -    4 SECS         | 6             | 33            | 9             | -3            | -1.50     

    | -33.33        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.97       | 0:02.25       | 0:02.20       | -0:00.23      | -0.11     

    | -10.40        |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS   | 14.26         | 11.96         | 9.20          | 5.05          | 2.53      

    | 54.93         |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS   | 59.37         | 52.09         | 53.18         | 6.19          | 3.10      

    | 11.64         |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS   | 88.02         | 77.19         | 79.48         | 8.54          | 4.27      

    | 10.74         |

|      PERCENT WITHIN   4 SECS   | 97.79         | 90.93         | 93.48         | 4.30          | 2.15      

    | 4.60          |

|   MAXIMUM TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:13.37       | 0:08.89       | 0:07.90       | 0:05.47       | 2.74      

    | 69.24         |

|   TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1,494         | 1,622         | 1,228         | 266           | 133.00    

    | 21.66         |

|   TOTAL RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |
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|          0 -    6 SECS         | 2             | 23            | 6             | -4            | -2.00     

    | -66.67        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|PCT RESPONSES WITH NO NET RESP  | 3.82          | 3.02          | 2.44          | 1.37          | 0.69      

    | 56.17         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT105)

Use NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT105) display to quantify the service level that is provided by the network
to a given user group identified by the NLDM Performance Class (NSVPCLSS). If the NLDM performance classes
conform to the classification specified in the site's service level agreements, this display will be useful in tracking the site's
adherence to its commitments.

Format

This display shows the average total response time and the total response time distributions for the selected performance
class. In addition, the display shows the the percentage of all transactions and the percentage of individual collection
intervals that met the RTM response time objective for the selected performance class. You can see sample displays
of profile and trend reports in figures the figures NLDM Service by Performance Class (Profile) and NLDM Service by
Performance Class (Trend).

Database file

SNTNSV

Data elements used

• NSVPCLSS
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3 
• NLDRVAL4
• NSVAVTTM
• NSVPCTR1
• NSVPCTR2
• NSVPCTR3
• NSVPCTR4
• NSVTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different performance classes by changing the value of the %SL105 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all performance classes.

NLDM Service by Performance Class (Profile) Sample

                    CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT
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   (SNT105) NLDM SERVICE BY PERFORMANCE CLASS:  TSOPROD

 

           NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/16/03   |

   |                                 |               |

   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    OBJECTIVE           90% <   3|               |

   |                                 |               |

   |      % MET OVERALL              | 89.34         |

   |      % MET BY SAMPLED INTERVALS | 35.90         |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.95       |

   |                                 |               |

   |   % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   1 SEC| 47.42         |

   |   % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   3 SEC| 89.34         |

   |   % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   5 SEC| 95.69         |

   |   % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <  10 SEC| 98.33         |

   |                                 |               |

   |  TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 21,682        |

   |  TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLED INTERVALS | 390           |

   |                                 |               |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

 

 

NLDM Service by Performance Class (Trend) Sample

                                                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                       (SNT105) NLDM SERVICE BY PERFORMANCE CLASS:  TSOPROD

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE|  PERCENTAGE   |

|ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/16/03   |    10/15/03   |    10/14/03   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE| CHANGE SINCE  |

|                                |               |               |               |    10/14/03   |    10/14/03

   |    10/14/03   |

|--------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+---------------|

| TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |
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|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   OBJECTIVE           90% <   3|               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|     % MET OVERALL              | 89.34         | 89.63         | 89.34         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|     % MET BY SAMPLED INTERVALS | 35.90         | 36.39         | 35.90         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.95       | 0:01.90       | 0:01.95       | 0:00.00       | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|  % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   1 SEC| 47.42         | 48.92         | 47.42         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|  % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   3 SEC| 89.34         | 89.63         | 89.34         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|  % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <   5 SEC| 95.69         | 95.79         | 95.69         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|  % OF TOTAL RESPONSES <  10 SEC| 98.33         | 98.36         | 98.33         | 0.00          | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 21,682        | 22,601        | 21,682        | 0             | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

| TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLED INTERVALS | 390           | 393           | 390           | 0             | 0.00      

    | 0.00          |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NLDM Service by Application (SNT111)

Use NLDM Service by Application (SNT111) display to quantify the service level the network provides to a given primary
logical unit (PLU). Use this display for tracking the site's performance for applications.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected applications and gives response distributions.
Figure NLDM Service by Application (Profile) is a sample display of the profile report.

Database file

NVSLSY

Data elements used
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• PLU
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3
• NLDRVAL4
• LSYPCOBM
• LSYAVTTM
• LSYPCTR1
• LSYPCTR2
• LSYPCTR3
• LSYPCTR4
• LSYTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different PLUs by changing the value of the %SL111 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all PLUs.

NLDM Service by Application (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

     (SNT111) NLDM SERVICE BY APPLICATION:  CICSACPB

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO1

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/04/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    | TOTAL SERVICE                   |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  RESPONSE COUNT                 | 512           |

    |  RESPONSE TIME                  | 0:13:56.70    |

    |  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME          | 0:01.63       |

    |                                 |               |

    |  CUMULATIVE RESPONSE PERCENT    |               |

    |    WITHIN  1.0 SECS             | 24.02         |

    |    WITHIN  3.0 SECS             | 94.73         |

    |    WITHIN  5.0 SECS             | 99.22         |

    |    WITHIN 10.0 SECS             | 100.00        |

    |                                 |               |

    |  RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION COUNT    |               |

    |    UNDER  1.0 SECS              | 123           |

    |    BETWEEN  1.0 -  3.0 SECS     | 362           |

    |    BETWEEN  3.0 -  5.0 SECS     | 23            |
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    |    BETWEEN  5.0 - 10.0 SECS     | 4             |

    |    OVER 10.0 SECS               | 0             |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Service by Link (SNT112)

Use NLDM Service by Link (SNT112) display to quantify the service level the network provides to a given link (SLULINK).
Use this display for tracking your site's performance for links.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected link and gives response distributions. You can see
a sample display of the profile report in the NLDM Service by Link (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSNLL

Data elements used

• SLULINK
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3
• NLDRVAL4
• NLLPCOBM
• NLLAVTTM
• NLLPCTR1
• NLLPCTR2
• NLLPCTR3
• NLLPCTR4
• NLLTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different SLULINKs by changing the value of the %SL112 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLULINKs.

NLDM Service by Link (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

          (SNT112) NLDM SERVICE BY LINK:  L1000

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

      PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  GRAVE

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/04/03   |

    |                                 |               |
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    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME    | 0:03.30       |

    |                                 |               |

    |  CUMULATIVE RESPONSE PERCENT    |               |

    |      WITHIN  1.0 SECS           | 47.37         |

    |      WITHIN  5.0 SECS           | 100.00        |

    |      WITHIN  7.0 SECS           | 100.00        |

    |      WITHIN 10.0 SECS           | 100.00        |

    |                                 |               |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 19            |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Service by Control Unit (SNT113)

Use NLDM Service by Control Unit (SNT113) display to quantify the service level the network provides to a given control
unit (SLUPU). Use this display for tracking your site's performance for control units.

The job that produces this display will not execute or will cause unpredictable results unless both the value and the label
for account code SNTACT3 is set to SLUPU for NetView/NLDM or NetMaster data. For information about how to define
account codes, refer to the Complex-level Parameters section.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected control unit and gives response distributions. A
sample display of the profile report is shown in the NLDM Service by Control Unit (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSRTM

Data elements used

• SLUPU
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3
• NLDRVAL4
• RTMPCOBM
• RTMAVTTM
• RTMPCTR1
• RTMPCTR2
• RTMPCTR3
• RTMPCTR4
• RTMTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different SLUPUs by changing the value of the %SL113 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLUPUs.
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NLDM Service by Control Unit (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

  (SNT113) NLDM SERVICE BY CONTROL UNIT (SLUPU): R13CU1

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO1

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/04/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  OBJECTIVE   90.0 <  3.0        |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |      % MET OVERALL              | 93.57         |

    |      % MET BY SAMPLED INTERVALS | 57.14         |

    |                                 |               |

    |  AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME    | 0:01.63       |

    |                                 |               |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 716           |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLED INTERVALS | 21            |

    |                                 |               |

    |  CUMULATIVE RESPONSE PERCENT    |               |

    |      WITHIN  1.0 SECS           | 28.49         |

    |      WITHIN  3.0 SECS           | 93.57         |

    |      WITHIN  5.0 SECS           | 98.74         |

    |      WITHIN 10.0 SECS           | 99.86         |

    |                                 |               |

    |  RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION COUNT    |               |

    |    UNDER  1.0 SECS              | 204           |

    |    BETWEEN  1.0 -  3.0 SECS     | 466           |

    |    BETWEEN  3.0 -  5.0 SECS     | 37            |

    |    BETWEEN  5.0 - 10.0 SECS     | 8             |

    |    OVER 10.0 SECS               | 1             |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Service by Terminal (SNT114)

Use NLDM Service by Terminal (SNT114) display to quantify the service level the network provides to a given terminal
(SLU). Use this display for tracking your site's performance for terminals.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected terminal and gives response distributions. A
sample display of the profile report is shown in the NLDM Service by Terminal (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSRTM

Data elements used
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• SLU
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3
• NLDRVAL4
• RTMPCOBM
• RTMAVTTM
• RTMPCTR1
• RTMPCTR2
• RTMPCTR3
• RTMPCTR4
• RTMTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different SLUs by changing the value of the %SL114 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLUs.

NLDM Service by Terminal (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

     (SNT114) NLDM SERVICE BY TERMINAL (SLU):  R329

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO1

         PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 HOUR:  11

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/04/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  OBJECTIVE   90.0% < 3.0        |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |      % MET OVERALL              | 95.40         |

    |      % MET BY SAMPLED INTERVALS | 100.00        |

    |                                 |               |

    |  AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME    | 0:01.57       |

    |                                 |               |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 87            |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLED INTERVALS | 2             |

    |                                 |               |

    |  CUMULATIVE RESPONSE PERCENT    |               |

    |      WITHIN  1.0 SECS           | 26.43         |

    |      WITHIN  3.0 SECS           | 95.40         |

    |      WITHIN  5.0 SECS           | 100.00        |
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    |      WITHIN 10.0 SECS           | 100.00        |

    |                                 |               |

    |  RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION COUNT    |               |

    |    UNDER  1.0 SECS              | 23            |

    |    BETWEEN  1.0 -  3.0 SECS     | 60            |

    |    BETWEEN  3.0 -  5.0 SECS     | 4             |

    |    BETWEEN  5.0 - 10.0 SECS     | 0             |

    |    OVER 10.0 SECS               | 0             |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT115)

Use NLDM Service by Performance Class (SNT115) display to quantify the service level the network provides to a given
user group identified by the NetView Session Monitor/NLDM Performance Class (PERFCLSS). If the NLDM performance
classes conform to the classification specified in the site's service-level agreements, use this display to track your site's
adherence to its commitments.

The job that produces this display will not execute unless account code SNTACT4 is set to the value of PERFCLSS
for NetView/NLDM or NetMaster data. For information about how to define account codes, refer to the Complex-level
Parameters section.

Format

This display indicates the average and maximum host, network, and total response times for the selected application. In
addition, it gives the host, network, and total response distributions. You can see a sample display of the profile report in
the NLDM Service by Performance Class (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSRTM

Data elements used

• PERFCLSS
• ZONE
• NLDRVAL1
• NLDRVAL2
• NLDRVAL3
• NLDRVAL4
• RTMPCOBM
• RTMAVTTM
• RTMPCTR1
• RTMPCTR2
• RTMPCTR3
• RTMPCTR4
• RTMTRESC

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This report is essentially the same as SNT105, which produces a performance class report from the SNTNSV File. We
recommend using the NVSRTM File in place of the SNTNSV File with SNT4100 or higher.
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You can report on different performance classes by changing the value of the %SL115 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all performance classes.

NLDM Service by Performance Class (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

    (SNT115) NLDM SERVICE BY PERFORMANCE CLASS:  TSO

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/04/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  OBJECTIVE   80.0% <  1.0       |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |      % MET OVERALL              | 87.11         |

    |      % MET BY SAMPLED INTERVALS | 49.77         |

    |                                 |               |

    |  AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME    | 0:00.66       |

    |                                 |               |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSE EVENTS   | 39,240        |

    |  TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLED INTERVALS | 215           |

    |                                 |               |

    |  CUMULATIVE RESPONSE PERCENT    |               |

    |      WITHIN  1.0 SECS           | 87.11         |

    |      WITHIN  2.0 SECS           | 93.45         |

    |      WITHIN  3.0 SECS           | 96.11         |

    |      WITHIN  5.0 SECS           | 98.21         |

    |                                 |               |

    |  RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION COUNT    |               |

    |    UNDER  1.0 SECS              | 34,182        |

    |    BETWEEN  1.0 -  2.0 SECS     | 2,489         |

    |    BETWEEN  2.0 -  3.0 SECS     | 1,041         |

    |    BETWEEN  3.0 -  5.0 SECS     | 828           |

    |    OVER  5.0 SECS               | 700           |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy Service by Application (SNT121)

NetSpy Service by Application (SNT121) display is used to quantify the service level that is provided by the network to a
given primary logical unit (PLU). This display is useful for tracking end-user response time for particular applications and
identifying occurrences of excessive host, network, or total response time.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected applications and gives response distributions. A
sample display of the profile report is reproduced in the NetSpy Service by Application (Profile) figure.
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Database file

SNTNSP

Data elements used

• PLU
• ZONE
• NSPRVAL1
• NSPRVAL2
• NSPRVAL3
• NSPRVAL4
• NSPAVNTM
• NSPAVTTM
• NSPPCTR1
• NSPPCTR2
• NSPPCTR3
• NSPPCTR4
• NSPTRESC
• NSPAVHTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can vary the PLUs that are reported by changing the value of the %SL121 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all PLUs.

NetSpy Service by Application (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

     (SNT121) NETSPY SERVICE BY APPLICATION:  CICS

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  SYSA

     PRODUCED:    JANUARY 21, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    01/20/04   |

   |                                 |               |

   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  HOST SERVICE                   |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.98       |

   |    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 1:54.29       |

   |    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 312,067       |

   |                                 |               |

   |  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:00.98       |

   |    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 1:09.01       |
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   |    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 283,009       |

   |                                 |               |

   |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:01.96       |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS   | 39.66         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS   | 71.73         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN   5 SECS   | 83.33         |

   |       PERCENT WITHIN  10 SECS   | 88.95         |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 312,067       |

   |                                 |               |

   |    RESPONSES W/TOTAL RESP TIME  |               |

   |      GT THAN  10 SECS           | 34,481        |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy Service by Terminal (SNT122)

NetSpy Service by Terminal (SNT122) display is used to quantify the service level that is provided by the network to
a given terminal (SLU) when in session with a particular application (PLU). This display is useful for tracking end-user
response time for individual terminals and identifying occurrences of excessive host, network, or total response time.

Format

This display indicates the average total response times for the selected terminal and application, and gives response
distributions. The report header will also identify the type of application session data based on the NSSLU62F flag
element. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in these figures:

• NetSpy Service by Terminal (Profile) and NetSpy Service by Terminal (Trend) (LU6.2 Profile/Trend Reports)
• NetSpy Service by Terminal (Profile) and NetSpy Service by Terminal (Trend) (NON-LU6.2 Profile/Trend Reports)

Database file

SNTNSS

Data elements used
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• PLU
• SLU
• ZONE
• NSSRVAL1
• NSSRVAL2
• NSSRVAL3
• NSSRVAL4
• NSSAVHTM
• NSSAVTTM
• NSSPCTR1
• NSSPCTR2
• NSSPCTR3
• NSSPCTR4
• NSSTRESC
• NSSAVNTM
• NSSNRESC
• NSSNRURM
• NSSLU62F

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can vary the SLUs and PLUs that are reported by changing the value of the %SL122 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLU and PLU combinations.

NetSpy Service by Terminal (Profile) Sample

                      CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

  (SNT122) NETSPY SERVICE FOR TERMINAL:  LU27004X  LU62SES=Y

 

    NETWORK: NETWORK1  SYSTEM: NSRA  APPLICATION: XCOMJACB

        PRODUCED:   OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

     +-------------------------------------------------+

     |                                 |               |

     | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |

     |                                 |               |

     |---------------------------------+---------------+

     |  HOST SERVICE                   |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:14.02       |

     |    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:14.02       |

     |    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 1             |

     |                                 |               |

     |  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:10.16       |

     |    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:10.16       |
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     |    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1             |

     |                                 |               |

     |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:24.18       |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1             |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 1             |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 1             |

     |                                 |               |

     |  TOTAL RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION    |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS      | 0.00          |

     |                                 |               |

     |    RESPONSES GT THAN   2 SECS   | 1             |

     +-------------------------------------------------+

 

 

 

NetSpy Service by Terminal (Trend) Sample

                                                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                   (SNT122) NETSPY SERVICE FOR TERMINAL:  LU27004X  LU62SES=Y

                                     NETWORK: NETWORK1  SYSTEM: NSRA  APPLICATION: XCOMJACB

                                         PRODUCED:   OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |           .   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  HOST SERVICE                   |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:14.02       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:14.02       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:10.16       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:10.16       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:24.18       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  TOTAL RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 0.00          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   2 SECS      | 0.00          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RESPONSES GT THAN   2 SECS   | 1             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy Service by Terminal (Profile) Sample

                    CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

  (SNT122) NETSPY SERVICE FOR TERMINAL:  TPPG002   LU62SES=N

 

    NETWORK: NETWORK1  SYSTEM: NSRA  APPLICATION: RCMVS26

        PRODUCED:   OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME
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     +-------------------------------------------------+

     |                                 |               |

     | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |

     |                                 |               |

     |---------------------------------+---------------+

     |  HOST SERVICE                   |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.03       |

     |    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.66       |

     |    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 20            |

     |                                 |               |

     |  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:00.63       |

     |    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:00.98       |

     |    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 11            |

     |                                 |               |

     |  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:00.66       |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 20            |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 11            |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 11            |

     |                                 |               |

     |  TOTAL RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION    |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 72.73         |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS      | 100.00        |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN   5 SECS      | 100.00        |

     |    PERCENT WITHIN  10 SECS      | 100.00        |

     |                                 |               |

     |    RESPONSES GT THAN  10 SECS   | 3             |

     +-------------------------------------------------+

 

 

NetSpy Service by Terminal (Trend) Sample

 

                                                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                   (SNT122) NETSPY SERVICE FOR TERMINAL:  TPPG002   LU62SES=N

                                     NETWORK: NETWORK1  SYSTEM: NSRA  APPLICATION: RCMVS26

                                         PRODUCED:   OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |           .   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|
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|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  HOST SERVICE                   |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.03       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAXIMUM HOST RESPONSE TIME   | 0:00.66       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NO. OF HOST RESPONSES        | 20            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  NETWORK SERVICE                |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:00.63       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAXIMUM NETWORK RESPONSE TIME| 0:00.98       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSES     | 11            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  TOTAL SERVICE                  |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME  | 0:00.66       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 20            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 11            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 11            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  TOTAL RESPONSE DISTRIBUTION    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   1 SECS      | 72.73         |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   3 SECS      | 100.00        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN   5 SECS      | 100.00        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT WITHIN  10 SECS      | 100.00        |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RESPONSES GT THAN  10 SECS   | 3             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SNT Workload Analysis Reports

Workload analysis reports display the use of a given network component. You can produce these reports either in profile
format or in trend format. Profile reports display data that is retained in a single cycle of the MICS database. Tred reports
compare three cycles of data.

You can also produce any report in the following sections that contains the data source name Tivoli NetView NLDM from
equivalent data collected by the NetMaster NTS Product.

The following sections explain the utilization reports in greater detail:

• NPM Workload by Application (SNT201)
• NPM Workload by Link (SNT203)
• NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP (SNT208)
• NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT209)
• NLDM Workload by Application (SNT211)
• NLDM Workload by Link (SNT212)
• NLDM Workload by Control Unit (SNT213)
• NLDM Workload by Terminal (SNT214)
• NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT215)
• NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT216)
• NetSpy Workload by Application (SNT221)
• NetSpy Workload by Terminal (SNT222)

NPM Workload by Application (SNT201)

Use NPM Workload by Application (SNT201) display to quantify the workload volume a given host application imposes on
the network. Monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable utilization level is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) for selected primary logical units (PLUs). You can see
sample displays of profile and trend reports in the figures NPM Workload by Application (Profile) and NPM Workload by
Application (Trend).

Database file

SNTLSY

Data elements used
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• PLU
• ZONE
• PSYTRESC
• PSYAVNFS
• PSYAVNFR
• PSYAVFMS
• PSYAVFMR
• PSYNRNFS
• PSYNRNFR
• PSYNRFMS
• PSYNRFMR
• PSYNRPNR
• PSYNRPNS
• PSYNRPFS
• PSYNRPFR

Calculations

   DURATION = (ENDTS - STARTTS)

 

   TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRNFR,PSYNRNFS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN = PSYNRNFS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = PSYNRNFR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRFMS,PSYNRFMR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA BYTES SENT / MIN = PSYNRFMS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = PSYNRFMR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRNFR,PSYNRNFS,PSYNRFMS,PSYNRFMR)/(DURATION /60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRNFS,PSYNRFMS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRNFR,PSYNRFMR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPNS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN = PSYNRPNS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = PSYNRPNR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN =
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      SUM(PSYNRPFS,PSYNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA PIUS SENT / MIN = PSYNRPFS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = PSYNRPFR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS / MIN =

   SUM(PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPNS,PSYNRPFS,PSYNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRPNS,PSYNRPFS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN =

      SUM(PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN = PSYTRESC / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

      SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFR,PSYNRNFS)

 

   CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(PSYNRNFR,PSYNRNFS)

 

   DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRFMS)

 

   TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

      SUM(PSYNRPFR,PSYNRPFS,PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPNS)

 

   CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPNS)

 

   DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(PSYNRPFR,PSYNRPFS)

 

   AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE =

      SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFR,PSYNRNFS) / PSYTRESC

 

   AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE =

      SUM(PSYNRPFR,PSYNRPFS,PSYNRPNR,PSYNRPNS) / PSYTRESC

Usage considerations

You can report on a different number of PLUs by changing the value of the %SL201 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all PLUs.

NPM Workload by Application (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

    (SNT201) NPM WORKLOAD BY APPLICATION:  CICSPROD

           NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/18/03   |

   |                                 |               |
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   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 25.47         |

   |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 16.65         |

   |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 8.82          |

   |    TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN       | 47704.17      |

   |      DATA BYTES SENT / MIN      | 42385.56      |

   |      DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 5318.61       |

   |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 47729.65      |

   |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 42402.21      |

   |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 5327.43       |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 4.29          |

   |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 2.13          |

   |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 2.16          |

   |    TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN        | 145.94        |

   |      DATA PIUS SENT / MIN       | 69.13         |

   |      DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 76.81         |

   |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 150.23        |

   |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 71.26         |

   |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 78.97         |

   |    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 66.36         |

   |                                 |               |

   |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 14,604,476    |

   |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 7,794         |

   |      DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 14,596,682    |

   |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 45,968        |

   |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 1,312         |

   |      DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 44,656        |

   |    TOTAL RESPONSES              | 20,304        |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 7.82          |

   |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 4.08          |

   |    AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU SENT  | 613.15        |

   |    AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU REC'D | 69.24         |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE       | 719.29        |

   |    AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE        | 2.26          |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM Workload by Application (Trend) Sample

                                             CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                        (SNT201) NPM WORKLOAD BY APPLICATION:  CICSPROD

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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|                                |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE|  PERCENTAGE   |

|ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/18/03   |    10/17/03   |    10/16/03   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE| CHANGE SINCE  |

|                                |               |               |               |    10/16/03   |    10/16/03

   |    10/16/03   |

|--------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+---------------|

| THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 25.47         | 35.69         | 20.80         | 4.67          | 2.34      

    | 22.47         |

|     CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 16.65         | 24.35         | 13.78         | 2.87          | 1.43      

    | 20.83         |

|     CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 8.82          | 11.33         | 7.02          | 1.80          | 0.90      

    | 25.70         |

|   TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN       | 47704.17      | 55749.70      | 40053.24      | 7650.93       | 3825.47   

    | 19.10         |

|     DATA BYTES SENT / MIN      | 42385.56      | 48636.54      | 35285.18      | 7100.38       | 3550.19   

    | 20.12         |

|     DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 5318.61       | 7113.15       | 4768.06       | 550.55        | 275.28    

    | 11.55         |

|   TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 47729.65      | 55785.38      | 40074.04      | 7655.61       | 3827.80   

    | 19.10         |

|     TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 42402.21      | 48660.90      | 35298.96      | 7103.25       | 3551.62   

    | 20.12         |

|     TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 5327.43       | 7124.49       | 4775.08       | 552.36        | 276.18    

    | 11.57         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 4.29          | 5.44          | 3.39          | 0.90          | 0.45      

    | 26.64         |

|     CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 2.13          | 2.69          | 1.68          | 0.45          | 0.23      

    | 26.90         |

|     CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 2.16          | 2.75          | 1.71          | 0.45          | 0.23      

    | 26.39         |

|   TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN        | 145.94        | 165.83        | 119.70        | 26.25         | 13.12     

    | 21.93         |

|     DATA PIUS SENT / MIN       | 69.13         | 77.07         | 56.03         | 13.10         | 6.55      

    | 23.39         |

|     DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 76.81         | 88.76         | 63.67         | 13.14         | 6.57      

    | 20.64         |

|   TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 150.23        | 171.27        | 123.08        | 27.15         | 13.57     

    | 22.06         |

|     TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 71.26         | 79.76         | 57.70         | 13.55         | 6.78      

    | 23.49         |

|     TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 78.97         | 91.50         | 65.38         | 13.60         | 6.80      

    | 20.79         |

|   NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 66.36         | 73.40         | 53.94         | 12.42         | 6.21      

    | 23.02         |
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|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 14,604,476    | 17,069,398    | 12,261,988    | 2,342,488     | 1171244.00

    | 19.10         |

|     CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 7,794         | 10,920        | 6,364         | 1,430         | 715.00    

    | 22.47         |

|     DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 14,596,682    | 17,058,478    | 12,255,624    | 2,341,058     | 1170529.00

    | 19.10         |

|   TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 45,968        | 52,405        | 37,661        | 8,307         | 4153.50   

    | 22.06         |

|     CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 1,312         | 1,664         | 1,036         | 276           | 138.00    

    | 26.64         |

|     DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 44,656        | 50,741        | 36,625        | 8,031         | 4015.50   

    | 21.93         |

|   TOTAL RESPONSES              | 20,304        | 22,458        | 16,504        | 3,800         | 1900.00   

    | 23.02         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 7.82          | 9.05          | 8.22          | -0.39         | -0.20     

    | -4.79         |

|   AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 4.08          | 4.12          | 4.11          | -0.02         | -0.01     

    | -0.54         |

|   AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU SENT  | 613.15        | 631.05        | 629.80        | -16.65        | -8.33     

    | -2.64         |

|   AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU REC'D | 69.24         | 80.14         | 74.89         | -5.65         | -2.82     

    | -7.54         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE       | 719.29        | 760.06        | 742.97        | -23.68        | -11.84    

    | -3.19         |

|   AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE        | 2.26          | 2.33          | 2.28          | -0.02         | -0.01     

    | -0.79         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM Workload By Link (SNT203)

Use NPM Workload By Link (SNT203) display to quantify the workload volume that is imposed on the network by the
devices attached to a given boundary link. Monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable link utilization
is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) throughput of selected links. You can see sample
displays of profile and trend reports in the figures NPM Workload by Link (Profile) and NPM Workload by Link (Trend).

Database file

SNTNPL

Data elements used
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• PLU
• ZONE
• NPLTRESC
• NPLAVNFS
• NPLAVNFR
• NPLAVFMS
• NPLAVFMR
• NPLNRNFS
• NPLNRNFR
• NPLNRFMS
• NPLNRFMR
• NPLNRPNR
• NPLNRPNS
• NPLNRPFS
• NPLNRPFR

Calculations

   DURATION = (ENDTS - STARTTS)

 

   TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRNFR,NPLNRNFS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN = NPLNRNFS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NPLNRNFR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRFMS,NPLNRFMR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA BYTES SENT / MIN = NPLNRFMS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NPLNRFMR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRNFR,NPLNRNFS,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRFMR)/(DURATION /60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRNFS,NPLNRFMS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRNFR,NPLNRFMR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPNS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN = NPLNRPNS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NPLNRPNR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN =
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      SUM(NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA PIUS SENT / MIN = NPLNRPFS / (DURATION / 60)

 

   DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NPLNRPFR / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS / MIN =

   SUM(NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPNS,NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRPNS,NPLNRPFS) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN =

      SUM(NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPFR) / (DURATION / 60)

 

   NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN = NPLTRESC / (DURATION / 60)

 

   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

      SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRNFS)

 

   CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NPLNRNFR,NPLNRNFS)

 

   DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRFMS)

 

   TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

      SUM(NPLNRPFR,NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPNS)

 

   CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPNS)

 

   DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NPLNRPFR,NPLNRPFS)

 

   AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE =

      SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRNFS) / NPLTRESC

 

   AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE =

      SUM(NPLNRPFR,NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPNR,NPLNRPNS) / NPLTRESC

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of links for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL203 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM Workload by Link (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

         (SNT203) NPM WORKLOAD BY LINK:  ABLINK1

           NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/17/03   |

   |                                 |               |
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   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 81.07         |

   |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 37.91         |

   |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 43.16         |

   |    TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN       | 5436.32       |

   |      DATA BYTES SENT / MIN      | 5127.67       |

   |      DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 308.65        |

   |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 5517.39       |

   |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 5165.58       |

   |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 351.81        |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 13.05         |

   |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 2.42          |

   |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 10.62         |

   |    TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN        | 13.92         |

   |      DATA PIUS SENT / MIN       | 7.59          |

   |      DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 6.34          |

   |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 26.97         |

   |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 10.01         |

   |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 16.96         |

   |    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 5.42          |

   |                                 |               |

   |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 1,520,132     |

   |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 22,335        |

   |      DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 1,497,797     |

   |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 7,431         |

   |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 3,595         |

   |      DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 3,836         |

   |    TOTAL RESPONSES              | 1,494         |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 15.63         |

   |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 4.06          |

   |    AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU SENT  | 675.96        |

   |    AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU REC'D | 48.70         |

   |                                 |               |

   |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE       | 1017.49       |

   |    AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE        | 4.97          |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM Workload by Link (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                            (SNT203) NPM WORKLOAD BY LINK:  ABLINK1

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE|  PERCENTAGE   |

|ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    10/17/03   |    10/16/03   |    10/15/03   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE| CHANGE SINCE  |

|                                |               |               |               |    10/15/03   |    10/15/03

   |    10/15/03   |

|--------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+---------------|

| THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 81.07         | 107.02        | 111.93        | -30.87        | -15.43    

    | -27.58        |

|     CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 37.91         | 51.87         | 45.30         | -7.39         | -3.70     

    | -16.32        |

|     CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 43.16         | 55.14         | 66.64         | -23.48        | -11.74    

    | -35.23        |

|   TOTAL DATA BYTES / MIN       | 5436.32       | 6937.91       | 9101.64       | -3665.32      | -1832.66  

    | -40.27        |

|     DATA BYTES SENT / MIN      | 5127.67       | 6144.79       | 8807.00       | -3679.33      | -1839.66  

    | -41.78        |

|     DATA BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 308.65        | 793.13        | 294.64        | 14.01         | 7.00      

    | 4.75          |

|   TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 5517.39       | 7044.93       | 9213.58       | -3696.19      | -1848.09  

    | -40.12        |

|     TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 5165.58       | 6196.66       | 8852.30       | -3686.72      | -1843.36  

    | -41.65        |

|     TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 351.81        | 848.27        | 361.28        | -9.47         | -4.73     

    | -2.62         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 13.05         | 16.70         | 20.22         | -7.17         | -3.59     

    | -35.48        |

|     CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 2.42          | 3.46          | 2.81          | -0.38         | -0.19     

    | -13.66        |

|     CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 10.62         | 13.24         | 17.41         | -6.79         | -3.40     

    | -38.99        |

|   TOTAL DATA PIUS / MIN        | 13.92         | 18.45         | 26.18         | -12.26        | -6.13     

    | -46.82        |

|     DATA PIUS SENT / MIN       | 7.59          | 9.19          | 19.49         | -11.90        | -5.95     

    | -61.08        |

|     DATA PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 6.34          | 9.26          | 6.69          | -0.35         | -0.18     

    | -5.30         |

|   TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 26.97         | 35.15         | 46.40         | -19.43        | -9.72     

    | -41.88        |

|     TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 10.01         | 12.65         | 22.30         | -12.29        | -6.14     

    | -55.11        |

|     TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 16.96         | 22.50         | 24.11         | -7.15         | -3.57     

    | -29.64        |
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|   NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 5.42          | 6.77          | 6.20          | -0.78         | -0.39     

    | -12.57        |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

| WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 1,520,132     | 1,687,378     | 1,824,288     | -304,156      | -152078.00

    | -16.67        |

|     CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 22,335        | 25,632        | 22,163        | 172           | 86.00     

    | 0.78          |

|     DATA BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 1,497,797     | 1,661,746     | 1,802,125     | -304,328      | -152164.00

    | -16.89        |

|   TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 7,431         | 8,418         | 9,188         | -1,757        | -878.50   

    | -19.12        |

|     CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 3,595         | 4,000         | 4,004         | -409          | -204.50   

    | -10.21        |

|     DATA PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 3,836         | 4,418         | 5,184         | -1,348        | -674.00   

    | -26.00        |

|   TOTAL RESPONSES              | 1,494         | 1,622         | 1,228         | 266           | 133.00    

    | 21.66         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 15.63         | 15.00         | 16.13         | -0.50         | -0.25     

    | -3.08         |

|   AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 4.06          | 4.16          | 3.83          | 0.24          | 0.12      

    | 6.17          |

|   AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU SENT  | 675.96        | 668.69        | 451.88        | 224.09        | 112.04    

    | 49.59         |

|   AVG BYTES PER DATA PIU REC'D | 48.70         | 85.69         | 44.03         | 4.68          | 2.34      

    | 10.62         |

|                                |               |               |               |               |           

    |               |

|   AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE       | 1017.49       | 1040.31       | 1485.58       | -468.09       | -234.04   

    | -31.51        |

|   AVG PIUS PER RESPONSE        | 4.97          | 5.19          | 7.48          | -2.51         | -1.25     

    | -33.52        |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP (SNT208)

Use NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP (SNT208) display to identify and quantify potential capacity-related bottlenecks
in the network's "backbone" NCPs. Queuing bottlenecks (pacing, slowdown, and so on) frequently occur when the
communications processor (37xx or equivalent) supporting the NCP becomes overloaded. You can monitor this report for
indications that the maximum supportable utilization level is being reached.

Source

The source for this report can be either Tivoli NetView NPM Network data or NetSpy NCP interface data.

Format
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This display indicates the throughput and utilization of selected NCPs in the network. You can see sample displays of
profile and trend reports in figures NPM Utilization by NCP (Profile), NPM Utilization by NCP (Trend), NetSpy Utilization by
NCP (Profile), and NetSpy Utilization by NCP (Trend).

Database file

SNTNAF

Data elements used

• NAFMNHQL
• NAFAVHQL
• NAFMXHQL
• NAFMNIQL
• NAFAVIQL
• NAFMXIQL
• NAFMXANP
• NAFMNFBL
• NAFMXFBH
• NAFMNFBQ
• NAFAVFBQ
• NAFMXFBQ
• NAFAVSFB
• NAFPCCCU
• NAFPCTIS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of NCPs for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL208 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all NCPs.

NPM Utilization by NCP (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

        (SNT208) NPM UTILIZATION FOR NCP:  NCP2303

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

     PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/01/04   |

   |                                 |               |

   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  QUEUEING STATISTICS            |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    MIN CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 6             |

   |    AVG CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 16.74         |

   |    MAX CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 27            |

   |    MIN CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 3             |
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   |    AVG CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 12.74         |

   |    MAX CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 26            |

   |                                 |               |

   |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    MAX AVAILABLE NCP BUFFERS    | 5,675         |

   |    FREE BUFFER LOW-WATER MARK   | 4,508         |

   |    FREE BUFFER HIGH-WATER MARK  | 5,585         |

   |    MIN FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,528         |

   |    AVG FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,425         |

   |    MAX FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,309         |

   |    AVG FREE BUFFERS AT SLOWDOWN | 708           |

   |                                 |               |

   |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    PERCENT CCU UTILIZATION      | 86.05         |

   |    PERCENT TIME IN SLOWDOWN     | 0.00          |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

 

 

NPM Utilization by NCP (Trend) Sample

 

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                           (SNT208) NPM UTILIZATION FOR NCP:  NCP2303

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/01/04   |    03/31/04   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |            |

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  QUEUEING STATISTICS            |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MIN CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 6             | 10            |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVG CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 16.74         | 15.14         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAX CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 27            | 20            |               |               |          

     |            |
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|    MIN CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 3             | 10            |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVG CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 12.74         | 13.43         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAX CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 26            | 21            |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAX AVAILABLE NCP BUFFERS    | 5,675         | 5,675         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    FREE BUFFER LOW-WATER MARK   | 4,508         | 5,114         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    FREE BUFFER HIGH-WATER MARK  | 5,585         | 5,568         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MIN FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,528         | 5,496         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVG FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,425         | 5,413         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MAX FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 5,309         | 5,345         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVG FREE BUFFERS AT SLOWDOWN | 708           | 708           |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT CCU UTILIZATION      | 86.05         | 83.04         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT TIME IN SLOWDOWN     | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy Utilization by NCP (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

      (SNT208) NETSPY UTILIZATION FOR NCP:  N059405

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

      PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |

   |                                 |               |
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   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  QUEUEING STATISTICS            |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    MIN CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 1             |

   |    AVG CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 2.40          |

   |    MAX CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 5             |

   |    MIN CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 1             |

   |    AVG CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 1.07          |

   |    MAX CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 2             |

   |                                 |               |

   |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    MAX AVAILABLE NCP BUFFERS    | 24,985        |

   |    FREE BUFFER LOW-WATER MARK   | 24,593        |

   |    FREE BUFFER HIGH-WATER MARK  | 24,854        |

   |    MIN FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,852        |

   |    AVG FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,834        |

   |    MAX FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,778        |

   |    AVG FREE BUFFERS AT SLOWDOWN | 3,122         |

   |                                 |               |

   |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |

   |                                 |               |

   |    PERCENT CCU UTILIZATION      | 16.91         |

   |    PERCENT TIME IN SLOWDOWN     | 0.00          |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

 

NetSpy Utilization by NCP (Trend) Sample

                                                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                          (SNT208) NETSPY UTILIZATION FOR NCP:  N059405

 

                                                NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                          PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 |                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |    03/23/04   |    03/22/04   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

 |                                 |               |               |               |    03/22/04   |   

 03/22/04   |   03/22/04 |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

 |  QUEUEING STATISTICS            |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |                                 |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |    MIN CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 1             | 2             | 2             | -1            | -0.50   

      | -50.00     |
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 |    AVG CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 2.40          | 3.00          | 2.58          | -0.18         | -0.09   

      | -6.87      |

 |    MAX CHANNEL HOLD QUEUE LENGTH| 5             | 5             | 5             | 0             | 0.00    

      | 0.00       |

 |    MIN CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 1             | 1             | 1             | 0             | 0.00    

      | 0.00       |

 |    AVG CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 1.07          | 1.94          | 2.23          | -1.16         | -0.58   

      | -52.18     |

 |    MAX CHANNEL INTERMED Q LENGTH| 2             | 4             | 5             | -3            | -1.50   

      | -60.00     |

 |                                 |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |                                 |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |    MAX AVAILABLE NCP BUFFERS    | 24,985        | 24,985        | 24,985        | 0             | 0.00    

      | 0.00       |

 |    FREE BUFFER LOW-WATER MARK   | 24,593        | 24,513        | 24,540        | 53            | 26.50   

      | 0.22       |

 |    FREE BUFFER HIGH-WATER MARK  | 24,854        | 24,859        | 24,860        | -6            | -3.00   

      | -0.02      |

 |    MIN FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,852        | 24,858        | 24,859        | -7            | -3.50   

      | -0.03      |

 |    AVG FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,834        | 24,833        | 24,836        | -2            | -1.00   

      | -0.01      |

 |    MAX FREE BUFFER QUEUE LENGTH | 24,778        | 24,764        | 24,787        | -9            | -4.50   

      | -0.04      |

 |    AVG FREE BUFFERS AT SLOWDOWN | 3,122         | 3,122         | 3,122         | 0             | 0.00    

      | 0.00       |

 |                                 |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |  BUFFER STATISTICS              |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |                                 |               |               |               |               |         

      |            |

 |    PERCENT CCU UTILIZATION      | 16.91         | 18.19         | 20.55         | -3.64         | -1.82   

      | -17.71     |

 |    PERCENT TIME IN SLOWDOWN     | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00    

      |            |

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT209)

Use NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT209) display to identify and quantify potential network link over-utilization
conditions.

Source

The source for this report can be either Tivoli NetView NPM Network data or NetSpy NCP interface data.

Format
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This display indicates the workload and utilization of selected links that are supported by each NCP. The report header
will also identify the type of link data based on the DATATYPE element. You can see sample displays of profile and trend
reports reproduced in these figures:

• NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) and NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) (NPM Link)
• NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) and NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) (NPM BSCN Link)
• NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) and NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) (NetSpy Link)

Database file

SNTNCL

Data elements used

• NETNAME
• ZONE
• NCLNRPIU
• NCLPCLBS
• LINKSPD
• DATATYPE
• NCLPMCHS
• NCLPMCHR
• NCLPMMSS
• NCLPMMSR
• NCLNRCHS
• NCLNRCHR
• NCLNRMSS
• NCLNRMSR
• NCLPMTPL
• NCLNRTPL
• NCLNRPPL
• NCLNRERR

Calculations

   BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN =

     SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS) / DURATION / 60

 

   MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN = SUM(NCLNRMSR,NCLNRMSS)

 

   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS)

 

   TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR)

 

   AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) =

      ((DURATION / 60) / NCLNRTPL)/2

 

   PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS = (NCLNRPPL/NCLNRTPL)*100

 

   RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE =

      (NCLNRPIU/SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR))*100

 

   NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR =
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      SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR)/NCLNRERR

 

   PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION =

   ((NCLNRCHR + NCLNRCHS)/(NCLNRRLS/10)*(ENDTS-STARTTS))*100

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of links for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL209 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

           CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

  (SNT209) NPM NCP UTILIZATION FOR LINK: LI24078

 

          NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

   PRODUCED:       APRIL 6, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/06/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 32346.98      |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 23706.64      |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 8640.34       |

 |    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 91.43         |

 |      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 70.41         |

 |      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 21.02         |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 11,159,761    |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 8,178,829     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 2,980,932     |

 |    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 31,545        |

 |      MESSAGES SENT              | 24,293        |

 |      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 7,252         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA                   |               |

 |    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 1406.91       |

 |    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.00          |

 |    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.49          |

 |    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 485,386       |

 |    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 7,249         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 0.02          |

 |    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 15772.50      |

 |    ERROR COUNT                  | 2             |

 |    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 7             |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |
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 |    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 44.93         |

 |    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 9,600         |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                             CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                       (SNT209) NPM NCP UTILIZATION FOR LINK: LI24078

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  NPM4

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 6, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/06/04   |    04/05/04   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 32346.98      | 24691.25      |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 23706.64      | 14431.52      |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 8640.34       | 10259.73      |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 91.43         | 25.07         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 70.41         | 19.50         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 21.02         | 5.57          |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 11,159,761    | 2,222,254     |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 8,178,829     | 1,298,861     |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 2,980,932     | 923,393       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 31,545        | 2,256         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES SENT              | 24,293        | 1,755         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 7,252         | 501           |               |               |          

     |            |
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|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA                   |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 1406.91       | 1701.56       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.49          | 0.33          |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 485,386       | 153,143       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 7,249         | 501           |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 0.02          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 15772.50      |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    ERROR COUNT                  | 2             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 7             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 44.93         | 34.29         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 9,600         | 9,600         |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

   (SNT209) NPM NCP UTILIZATION FOR BSCN LINK: LI24095

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

     PRODUCED:       APRIL 6, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

   +-------------------------------------------------+

   |                                 |               |

   | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/01/04   |

   |                                 |               |

   |---------------------------------+---------------+

   |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |
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   |                                 |               |

   |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 1238.55       |

   |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 923.71        |

   |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 314.84        |

   |    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 0.39          |

   |      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 0.00          |

   |      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 0.39          |

   |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 353,001       |

   |      BYTES SENT                 | 263,268       |

   |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 89,733        |

   |    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 112           |

   |      MESSAGES SENT              | 0             |

   |      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 112           |

   |                                 |               |

   |  POLLING DATA                   |               |

   |    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 52.36         |

   |    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.01          |

   |    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.09          |

   |    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 14,923        |

   |    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 162           |

   |                                 |               |

   |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

   |    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 171.43        |

   |    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 0.05          |

   |    ERROR COUNT                  | 2,090         |

   |    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 192           |

   |                                 |               |

   |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

   |    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 1.72          |

   |    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 9,600         |

   +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                       (SNT209) NPM NCP UTILIZATION FOR BSCN LINK: LI24095

 

                                                NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                         PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    04/01/04   |           .   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|
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|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 1238.55       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 923.71        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 314.84        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 0.39          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 0.00          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 0.39          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 353,001       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 263,268       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 89,733        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 112           |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES SENT              | 0             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 112           |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA                   |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 52.36         |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.01          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.09          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 14,923        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 162           |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 171.43        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 0.05          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    ERROR COUNT                  | 2,090         |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 192           |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 1.72          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 9,600         |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

            CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT209) NETSPY NCP UTILIZATION FOR LINK: L1306

 

          NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

   PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 4623.78       |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 3271.80       |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 1351.98       |

 |    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 9.67          |

 |      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 6.52          |

 |      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 3.14          |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 2,635,776     |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 1,865,084     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 770,692       |

 |    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 5,510         |

 |      MESSAGES SENT              | 3,718         |

 |      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 1,792         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA                   |               |

 |    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 213.08        |

 |    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.00          |

 |    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.38          |

 |    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 121,464       |

 |    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 1,677         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 1.87          |

 |    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 21.19         |
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 |    ERROR COUNT                  | 260           |

 |    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 103           |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 3.21          |

 |    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 19,200        |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                             CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                      (SNT209) NETSPY NCP UTILIZATION FOR LINK: L1306

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |    03/23/04   |    03/22/04   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |    03/22/04   |   

 03/22/04   |   03/22/04 |

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 4623.78       | 4835.73       | 7947.66       | -3323.88      | -1661.94 

     | -41.82     |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 3271.80       | 3196.69       | 6409.20       | -3137.40      | -1568.70 

     | -48.95     |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 1351.98       | 1639.04       | 1538.46       | -186.48       | -93.24   

     | -12.12     |

|    MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN     | 9.67          | 973.65        | 736.37        | -726.70       | -363.35  

     | -98.69     |

|      MESSAGES SENT / MIN        | 6.52          | 487.19        | 369.39        | -362.87       | -181.43  

     | -98.23     |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED / MIN    | 3.14          | 486.46        | 366.97        | -363.83       | -181.92  

     | -99.14     |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 2,635,776     | 2,611,292     | 4,291,762     | -1,655,986    | -827993.00

    | -38.59     |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 1,865,084     | 1,726,213     | 3,460,989     | -1,595,905    | -797952.50

    | -46.11     |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 770,692       | 885,079       | 830,773       | -60,081       | -30040.50

     | -7.23      |

|    TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED   | 5,510         | 525,772       | 397,640       | -392,130      | -196065.00

    | -98.61     |
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|      MESSAGES SENT              | 3,718         | 263,083       | 199,473       | -195,755      | -97877.50

     | -98.14     |

|      MESSAGES RECEIVED          | 1,792         | 262,689       | 198,167       | -196,375      | -98187.50

     | -99.10     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA                   |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    AVERAGE POLLING RATE / MIN   | 213.08        | 257.92        | 230.18        | -17.10        | -8.55    

     | -7.43      |

|    AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00          | 0.00     

     | 8.03       |

|    PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS       | 1.38          | 1.15          | 3.14          | -1.75         | -0.88    

     | -55.96     |

|    TOTAL POLL COUNT             | 121,464       | 139,278       | 124,296       | -2,832        | -1416.00 

     | -2.28      |

|    POSITIVE POLL COUNT          | 1,677         | 1,597         | 3,897         | -2,220        | -1110.00 

     | -56.97     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE    | 1.87          | 0.04          | 0.04          | 1.83          | 0.92     

     | 4695.61    |

|    NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR | 21.19         | 2.68          | 2.02          | 19.17         | 9.59     

     | 947.93     |

|    ERROR COUNT                  | 260           | 196,402       | 196,628       | -196,368      | -98184.00

     | -99.87     |

|    RETRANSMISSION COUNT         | 103           | 223           | 155           | -52           | -26.00   

     | -33.55     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION     | 3.21          | 3.36          | 5.52          | -2.31         | -1.15    

     | -41.82     |

|    LINK SPEED (BITS/SECOND)     | 19,200        | 19,200        | 19,200        | 0             | 0.00     

     | 0.00       |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NLDM Workload by Application (SNT211)

Use NLDM Workload by Application (SNT211) display to quantify the workload volume a given
host application imposes on the network. You can monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable
utilization level is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) data for selected primary logical units (PLUs).

Database File

SNTLSY
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Data Elements Used

• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• PLU
• ZONE
• LSYNRCBR
• LSYNRCBS
• LSYNRTBS
• LSYNRTBR
• LSYNRCPR
• LSYNRCPS
• LSYNRTPS
• LSYNRTPR
• LSYTRESC

Calculations

  PER_MIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES SENT / MIN = LSYNRCBS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = LSYNRCBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN = SUM(LSYNRTBS,LSYNRTBR)

 

  TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN = LSYNRTBS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = LSYNRTBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN =SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS,LSYNRTBR)

                     / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRTBR)

 

  TOTAL CONTROL PIUS / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCPR,LSYNRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS SENT / MIN = LSYNRCPS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = LSYNRCPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN = SUM(LSYNRTPS,LSYNRTPR)

 

  TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN = LSYNRTPS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = LSYNRTPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCPR,LSYNRCPS,LSYNRTPS,LSYNRTPR)
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                     / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCPS,LSYNRTPS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(LSYNRCPR,LSYNRTPR)

                              / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(LSYNRTBR,LSYNRTBS,LSYNRCBR,LSYNRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRCBS)

 

  TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(LSYNRTBR,LSYNRTBS)

 

  TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(LSYNRTPR,LSYNRTPS,LSYNRCPR,LSYNRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(LSYNRCPR,LSYNRCPS)

 

  TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(LSYNRTPR,LSYNRTPS)

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU SENT = LSYNRCBS / LSYNRCPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU REC'D = LSYNRCBR / LSYNRCPR

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT = LSYNRTBS / LSYNRTPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D = LSYNRTBR / LSYNRTPR

Usage Considerations

You can vary the number of PLUs for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL211 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all PLUs.

NLDM Workload by Application (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

     (SNT211) NLDM WORKLOAD BY APPLICATION:  IMSPROD

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/05/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 21.58         |

    |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 19.72         |

    |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 1.86          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN       | 59,305.68     |

    |      TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN      | 47,082.80     |
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    |      TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 12,222.88     |

    |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 59,327.26     |

    |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 47,102.52     |

    |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 12,224.74     |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 45.86         |

    |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 1.62          |

    |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 44.24         |

    |    TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN        | 106.77        |

    |      TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN       | 40.79         |

    |      TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 65.98         |

    |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 152.62        |

    |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 42.41         |

    |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 110.22        |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 717,391,673   |

    |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 260,907       |

    |      TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 717,130,766   |

    |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 1,845,528     |

    |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 554,496       |

    |      TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 1,291,032     |

    |    TOTAL RESPONSES              | 23            |

    |                                 |               |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 12.18         |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 0.04          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT  | 1154.35       |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D | 185.25        |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Workload by Link (SNT212)

Use this display to quantify the workload volume for each monitored network link. You can monitor this report for
indications that the maximum supportable utilization level is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) throughput for selected links. You can see a sample
display of the profile report in the NLDM Workload by Link (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSNLL

Data elements used
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• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• SLULINK
• ZONE
• NLLNRCBR
• NLLNRCBS
• NLLNRTBS
• NLLNRTBR
• NLLNRCPR
• NLLNRCPS
• NLLNRTPS
• NLLNRTPR
• NLLTRESC

Calculations

  PER_MIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES SENT / MIN = NLLNRCBS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NLLNRCBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN = SUM(NLLNRTBS,NLLNRTBR)

 

  TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN = NLLNRTBS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NLLNRTBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN =SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS,NLLNRTBR)

                     / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR)

 

  TOTAL CONTROL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS SENT / MIN = NLLNRCPS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NLLNRCPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN = SUM(NLLNRTPS,NLLNRTPR)

 

  TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN = NLLNRTPS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NLLNRTPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS,NLLNRTPS,NLLNRTPR)

                     / PER_MIN
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  TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCPS,NLLNRTPS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NLLNRCPR,NLLNRTPR)

                              / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NLLNRTBR,NLLNRTBS,NLLNRCBR,NLLNRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRCBS)

 

  TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NLLNRTBR,NLLNRTBS)

 

  TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRTPS,NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS)

 

  TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRTPS)

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU SENT = NLLNRCBS / NLLNRCPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU REC'D = NLLNRCBR / NLLNRCPR

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT = NLLNRTBS / NLLNRTPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D = NLLNRTBR / NLLNRTPR

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of links for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL212 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NLDM Workload by Link (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

         (SNT212) NLDM WORKLOAD BY LINK:  L1032

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/05/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 0.39          |

    |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 0.21          |

    |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 0.18          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN       | 805.20        |

    |      TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN      | 549.03        |

    |      TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 256.17        |
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    |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 805.59        |

    |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 549.24        |

    |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 256.35        |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 0.32          |

    |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.03          |

    |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 0.29          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN        | 1.74          |

    |      TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.47          |

    |      TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 1.27          |

    |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 2.06          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 0.50          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 1.56          |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 9,243,551     |

    |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 4,446         |

    |      TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 9,239,105     |

    |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 23,588        |

    |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 3,660         |

    |      TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 19,928        |

    |    TOTAL RESPONSES              |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 7.16          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 0.62          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT  | 1177.08       |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D | 201.66        |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NLDM Workload by Control Unit (SNT213)

Use NLDM Workload by Control Unit (SNT213) display to quantify the workload volume for each monitored terminal
controller (physical unit). You can monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable utilization level is being
reached.

The job that produces this display will not execute or will cause unpredictable results unless both the value and the label
for account code SNTACT3 is set to SLUPU for NetView/NLDM or NetMaster data. For information on how to define
account codes, see the Complex-level Parameters section.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) throughput of selected control units. You can see a
sample display of the profile report in the NLDM Workload by Control Unit (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSNSA

Data elements used
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• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• SLULINK
• ZONE
• NSANRCBR
• NSANRCBS
• NSANRTBS
• NSANRTBR
• NSANRCPR
• NSANRCPS
• NSANRTPS
• NSANRTPR
• NSATRESC

Calculations

  PER_MIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES SENT / MIN = NSANRCBS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRCBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN = SUM(NSANRTBS,NSANRTBR)

 

  TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN = NSANRTBS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRTBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN =SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS,NSANRTBR)

                     / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR)

 

  TOTAL CONTROL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS SENT / MIN = NSANRCPS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRCPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRTPS,NSANRTPR)

 

  TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN = NSANRTPS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRTPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS,NSANRTPS,NSANRTPR)

                     / PER_MIN
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  TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPS,NSANRTPS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRTPR)

                              / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NSANRTBR,NSANRTBS,NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRTBR,NSANRTBS)

 

  TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS,NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS)

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU SENT = NSANRCBS / NSANRCPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU REC'D = NSANRCBR / NSANRCPR

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT = NSANRTBS / NSANRTPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D = NSANRTBR / NSANRTPR

Usage considerations

You can report on various number of control units by changing the value of the %SL213 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all control units.

NLDM Workload by Control Unit (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 (SNT213) NLDM WORKLOAD BY CONTROL UNIT (SLUPU): P09972

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

     PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/01/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 1.38          |

    |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 0.96          |

    |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 0.42          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN       | 518.00        |

    |      TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN      | 421.36        |

    |      TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 96.64         |
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    |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 519.38        |

    |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 422.32        |

    |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 97.06         |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 0.69          |

    |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.18          |

    |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 0.52          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN        | 1.59          |

    |      TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.73          |

    |      TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 0.85          |

    |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 2.28          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 0.91          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 1.37          |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,355,218     |

    |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 14,206        |

    |      TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 5,341,012     |

    |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 23,532        |

    |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 7,164         |

    |      TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 16,368        |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 5.38          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 0.81          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT  | 574.99        |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D | 113.07        |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

 

NLDM Workload by Terminal (SNT214)

Use NLDM Workload by Terminal (SNT214) display to quantify the workload volume that is imposed on the network by the
devices attached to a given terminal. You can monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable utilization
level of the terminal is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character and path information unit (PIU) throughput for selected terminals. You can see a
sample display of the profile report in the NLDM Workload by Terminal (Profile) figure.

Database file

NVSNSA

Data elements used
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• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• SLULINK
• ZONE
• NSANRCBR
• NSANRCBS
• NSANRTBS
• NSANRTBR
• NSANRCPR
• NSANRCPS
• NSANRTPS
• NSANRTPR
• NSATRESC

Calculations

  PER_MIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES SENT / MIN = NSANRCBS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRCBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN = SUM(NSANRTBS,NSANRTBR)

 

  TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN = NSANRTBS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRTBR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN =SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS,NSANRTBR)

                     / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR)

 

  TOTAL CONTROL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS SENT / MIN = NSANRCPS / PER_MIN

 

  CONTROL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRCPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRTPS,NSANRTPR)

 

  TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN = NSANRTPS / PER_MIN

 

  TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = NSANRTPR / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS,NSANRTPS,NSANRTPR)

                     / PER_MIN
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  TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPS,NSANRTPS) / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRTPR)

                              / PER_MIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NSANRTBR,NSANRTBS,NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  CONTROL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRCBS)

 

  TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRTBR,NSANRTBS)

 

  TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED =

                   SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS,NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  CONTROL PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS)

 

  TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED = SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS)

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU SENT = NSANRCBS / NSANRCPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER CONTROL PIU REC'D = NSANRCBR / NSANRCPR

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT = NSANRTBS / NSANRTPS

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D = NSANRTBR / NSANRTPR

Usage considerations

You can report on a different number of terminals by changing the value of the %SL214 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLUs.

NLDM Workload by Terminal (Profile) Profile

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

    (SNT214) NLDM WORKLOAD BY TERMINAL (SLU) :  VTAA9

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  TSO2

      PRODUCED:      AUGUST 7, 2003 ZONE:  WEEKENDS

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/05/03   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  THROUGHPUT DATA                |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CONTROL BYTES / MIN    | 0.09          |

    |      CTRL BYTES SENT / MIN      | 0.08          |

    |      CTRL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 0.01          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT BYTES / MIN       | 149.84        |

    |      TEXT BYTES SENT / MIN      | 148.35        |

    |      TEXT BYTES RECEIVED / MIN  | 1.49          |

    |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 149.92        |
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    |      TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN     | 148.42        |

    |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN | 1.50          |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL CTRL PIUS / MIN        | 0.03          |

    |      CTRL PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.01          |

    |      CTRL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 0.01          |

    |    TOTAL TEXT PIUS / MIN        | 0.37          |

    |      TEXT PIUS SENT / MIN       | 0.19          |

    |      TEXT PIUS RECEIVED / MIN   | 0.18          |

    |    TOTAL PIUS / MIN             | 0.39          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS SENT / MIN      | 0.20          |

    |      TOTAL PIUS RECEIVED / MIN  | 0.19          |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 173,085       |

    |      CTRL BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 103           |

    |      TEXT BYTES TRANSMITTED     | 172,982       |

    |    TOTAL PIUS TRANSMITTED       | 456           |

    |      CTRL PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 30            |

    |      TEXT PIUS TRANSMITTED      | 426           |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU SENT  | 5.75          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER CNTL PIU REC'D | 0.79          |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU SENT  | 792.88        |

    |    AVG BYTES PER TEXT PIU REC'D | 8.19          |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT215)

Use NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT215) display to identify and quantify potential network link over-utilization
conditions.

Source

The source for this report can be either Tivoli NetView NPM Network data or NetSpy NCP interface data.

Format

This display indicates the workload and utilization of selected links that are supported by each NCP. The report header
will also identify the type of link data based on the DATATYPE element. You can see sample displays of profile and trend
reports in the following samples:

Database file

SNTNCL

Data elements used
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• NETNAME
• ZONE
• NCLNRPIU
• NCLPCLBS
• LINKSPD
• DATATYPE
• NCLPMCHS
• NCLPMCHR
• NCLPMMSS
• NCLPMMSR
• NCLNRCHS
• NCLNRCHR
• NCLNRMSS
• NCLNRMSR
• NCLPMTPL
• NCLNRTPL
• NCLNRPPL
• NCLNRERR

Calculations

   BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN =

     SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS) / DURATION / 60

 

   MESSAGE THROUGHPUT / MIN = SUM(NCLNRMSR,NCLNRMSS)

 

   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS)

 

   TOTAL MESSAGES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR)

 

   AVERAGE WAIT FOR POLL (SECS) =

      ((DURATION / 60) / NCLNRTPL)/2

 

   PERCENT POSITIVE POLLS = (NCLNRPPL/NCLNRTPL)*100

 

   RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE =

      (NCLNRPIU/SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR))*100

 

   NUMBER OF MESSAGES PER ERROR =

      SUM(NCLNRMSS,NCLNRMSR)/NCLNRERR

 

   PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION =

   ((NCLNRCHR + NCLNRCHS)/(NCLNRRLS/10)*(ENDTS-STARTTS))*100

Usage considerations

You can report on a different number of links by changing the value of the %SL215 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample
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                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-P LINK: RINGLNE

 

           NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

    PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 15154.53      |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12573.46      |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 2581.06       |

 |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 84.61         |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 52.83         |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 31.78         |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,228,312     |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 4,337,845     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 890,467       |

 |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 29,191        |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 18,227        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 10,964        |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          |

 |      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             |

 |    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          |

 |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 0.09          |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 17.46         |

 |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 9,600         |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 3.58          |

 |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 9,600         |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT
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                                     (SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-P LINK: RINGLNE

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |    03/29/04   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |         .  |

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 15154.53      | 10753.80      |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12573.46      | 8925.01       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 2581.06       | 1828.79       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 84.61         | 59.43         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 52.83         | 37.06         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 31.78         | 22.37         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,228,312     | 1,129,149     |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 4,337,845     | 937,126       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 890,467       | 192,023       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 29,191        | 6,240         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 18,227        | 3,891         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 10,964        | 2,349         |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 0.09          | 0.06          |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 17.46         | 12.40         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 9,600         | 9,600         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 3.58          | 2.54          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 9,600         | 9,600         |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-L LINK: J000N009

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

     PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 15153.71      |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12573.46      |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 2580.25       |
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 |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 84.61         |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 52.83         |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 31.78         |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,228,030     |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 4,337,845     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 890,185       |

 |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 29,191        |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 18,227        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 10,964        |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          |

 |      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             |

 |    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          |

 |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  |               |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          |               |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       |               |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                    (SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-L LINK: J000N009

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |    03/29/04   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 15153.71      | 10753.80      |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12573.46      | 8925.01       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 2580.25       | 1828.79       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 84.61         | 59.43         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 52.83         | 37.06         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 31.78         | 22.37         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,228,030     | 1,129,149     |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 4,337,845     | 937,126       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 890,185       | 192,023       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 29,191        | 6,240         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 18,227        | 3,891         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 10,964        | 2,349         |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |
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|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

(SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR X25-  LINK: XM23070

 

          NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

   PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 17314.25      |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12892.54      |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 4421.71       |

 |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 577.22        |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 274.35        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 302.88        |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,973,416     |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 4,447,926     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 1,525,490     |

 |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 199,142       |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 94,650        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 104,492       |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        | 28,981        |

 |    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     | 70,297        |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    | 0             |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) | 0             |

 |                                 |               |
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 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          |

 |      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             |

 |    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          |

 |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 12.02         |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 17.91         |

 |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 9,600         |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 6.14          |

 |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 9,600         |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                     (SNT215) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR X25-  LINK: XM23070

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                        PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/30/04   |    03/29/04   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |         .  |

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 17314.25      | 14781.59      |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 12892.54      | 9214.97       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 4421.71       | 5566.62       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 577.22        | 457.28        |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 274.35        | 224.76        |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 302.88        | 232.51        |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 5,973,416     | 1,552,067     |               |               |          

     |            |
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|      BYTES SENT                 | 4,447,926     | 967,572       |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 1,525,490     | 584,495       |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 199,142       | 48,014        |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 94,650        | 23,600        |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 104,492       | 24,414        |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        | 28,981        | 7,724         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     | 70,297        | 18,115        |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    | 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) | 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.00          | 0.00          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 0             | 0             |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 12.02         | 10.26         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 17.91         | 12.80         |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 9,600         | 9,600         |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 6.14          | 7.73          |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 9,600         | 9,600         |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT215) NETSPY LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-P LINK: L051088

 

             NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

       PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 59516.47      |

 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 46314.59      |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 13201.88      |

 |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 201.77        |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 118.85        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 82.92         |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 12,541,112    |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 9,759,256     |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 2,781,856     |

 |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 42,517        |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 25,044        |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 17,473        |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.32          |

 |      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 134           |

 |    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.32          |

 |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 40,413        |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 1.08          |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 0             |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 0             |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample
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                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                   (SNT215) NETSPY LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-P LINK: L051088

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                         PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |    03/23/04   |    03/22/04   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |    03/22/04   |   

 03/22/04   |   03/22/04 |

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 59516.47      | 94664.21      | 214404.20     | -154887.73    | -77443.87

     | -72.24     |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 46314.59      | 75247.89      | 162297.14     | -115982.55    | -57991.27

     | -71.46     |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 13201.88      | 19416.32      | 52107.06      | -38905.18     | -19452.59

     | -74.66     |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 201.77        | 337.41        | 749.30        | -547.53       | -273.76  

     | -73.07     |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 118.85        | 199.66        | 427.04        | -308.19       | -154.09  

     | -72.17     |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 82.92         | 137.75        | 322.26        | -239.34       | -119.67  

     | -74.27     |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 12,541,112    | 22,787,254    | 80,555,232    | -68,014,120   |

 -34007060.00  | -84.43     |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 9,759,256     | 18,113,421    | 60,977,740    | -51,218,484   |

 -25609242.00  | -84.00     |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 2,781,856     | 4,673,833     | 19,577,492    | -16,795,636   |

 -8397818.00   | -85.79     |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 42,517        | 81,220        | 281,525       | -239,008      | -119504.00

    | -84.90     |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 25,044        | 48,061        | 160,446       | -135,402      | -67701.00

     | -84.39     |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 17,473        | 33,159        | 121,079       | -103,606      | -51803.00

     | -85.57     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.32          | 0.59          | 0.91          | -0.59         | -0.30    

     | -65.34     |

|      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 134           | 481           | 2,560         | -2,426        | -1213.00 

     | -94.77     |

|    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.32          | 0.71          | 1.07          | -0.75         | -0.38    

     | -70.01     |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 40,413        | 161,167       | 865,470       | -825,057      | -412528.50

    | -95.33     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 1.08          | 1.64          | 3.35          | -2.27         | -1.14    

     | -67.84     |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 0             | 0             | 0             | 0             | 0.00     

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 0             | 0             | 0             | 0             | 0.00     

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT215) NETSPY LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-L LINK: L051088B

 

             NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

       PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 |                                 |               |

 | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |

 |                                 |               |

 |---------------------------------+---------------+

 |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 4573.00       |
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 |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 3118.72       |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 1454.28       |

 |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 17.56         |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 8.90          |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 8.66          |

 |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 963,608       |

 |      BYTES SENT                 | 657,167       |

 |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 306,441       |

 |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 3,701         |

 |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 1,876         |

 |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 1,825         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |

 |    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |

 |    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |                                 |               |

 |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

 |    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.22          |

 |      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 8             |

 |    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.29          |

 |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 2,800         |

 |                                 |               |

 |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

 |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  |               |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          |               |

 |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |

 |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       |               |

 +-------------------------------------------------+

 

 

NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                   (SNT215) NETSPY LINK UTILIZATION FOR NTRI-L LINK: L051088B

 

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  S002

                                         PRODUCED:       APRIL 4, 2004 ZONE:  NON PRIME

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    03/24/04   |    03/23/04   |    03/22/04   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |    03/22/04   |   

 03/22/04   |  03/22/04  |
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|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 4573.00       | 7537.31       | 3371.50       | 1201.51       | 600.75   

     | 35.64      |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 3118.72       | 5118.93       | 1961.54       | 1157.19       | 578.59   

     | 58.99      |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 1454.28       | 2418.38       | 1409.96       | 44.32         | 22.16    

     | 3.14       |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 17.56         | 27.73         | 17.23         | 0.34          | 0.17     

     | 1.96       |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 8.90          | 15.09         | 8.79          | 0.11          | 0.06     

     | 1.27       |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 8.66          | 12.64         | 8.43          | 0.23          | 0.11     

     | 2.68       |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 963,608       | 1,814,356     | 1,266,727     | -303,119      | -151559.50

    | -23.93     |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 657,167       | 1,232,212     | 736,982       | -79,815       | -39907.50

     | -10.83     |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 306,441       | 582,144       | 529,745       | -223,304      | -111652.00

    | -42.15     |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 3,701         | 6,676         | 6,472         | -2,771        | -1385.50 

     | -42.82     |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 1,876         | 3,633         | 3,303         | -1,427        | -713.50  

     | -43.20     |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 1,825         | 3,043         | 3,169         | -1,344        | -672.00  

     | -42.41     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  POLLING DATA (X25 ONLY)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (SEND)        |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER READY (RECEIVE)     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    RECEIVER NOT READY (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION %     | 0.22          | 0.25          | 0.14          | 0.08          | 0.04     

     | 55.44      |

|      I-FRAME RETRANSMISSION COUN| 8             | 17            | 9             | -1            | -0.50    

     | -11.11     |
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|    BYTES-RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.29          | 0.48          | 0.06          | 0.23          | 0.12     

     | 382.41     |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 2,800         | 8,775         | 763           | 2,037         | 1018.50  

     | 266.97     |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT216)

Use NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT216) display to identify and quantify potential network link over-utilization
conditions.

Source

The source for this report can be either Tivoli NPM Network data or NetSpy NCP interface data.

Format

This display indicates the workload and utilization of selected links that are supported by each NCP. The report header
also identifies the type of link data based on the DATATYPE element. You can see sample displays of profile and trend
reports in these figures:

Database file

SNTNCL

Data elements used
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• NETNAME
• ZONE
• NCLPCLBS
• LINKSPD
• DATATYPE
• NCLNRRBY
• NCLPMCHS
• NCLPMCHR
• NCLPMIFS
• NCLPMIFR
• NCLNRCHS
• NCLNRCHR
• NCLNRIFS
• NCLNRIFR
• NCLPNRRFD NCLNRRFM
• NCLNRRFU
• NCLNRRIF
• SYSID

Calculations

   BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN =

     SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS) / DURATION / 60

 

   I-FRAME THROUGHPUT / MIN = SUM(NCLNRIFR,NCLNRIFS)

 

   TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRCHR,NCLNRCHS)

 

   TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED = SUM(NCLNRIFR,NCLNRIFS)

 

 

   RETRANSMISSION PERCENTAGE =

      (NCLNRRIF/SUM(NCLNRIFR,NCLNRIFS))*100

 

   PERCENT LINK UTILIZATION =

   ((NCLNRCHR + NCLNRCHS)/(NCLNRRLS/10)*(ENDTS-STARTTS))*100

Usage considerations

You can report on a different number of links by changing the value of the %SL216 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Profile) Sample

                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

   (SNT216) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR TIC3-P LINK: L21TD2

 

             NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  SSPA

      PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME
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     +-------------------------------------------------+

     |                                 |               |

     | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    01/11/04   |

     |                                 |               |

     |---------------------------------+---------------+

     |  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 2173204.58    |

     |      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 1663623.34    |

     |      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 509581.23     |

     |    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 7995.35       |

     |      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 3678.81       |

     |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 4316.54       |

     |    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 391,176,824   |

     |      BYTES SENT                 | 299,452,202   |

     |      BYTES RECEIVED             | 91,724,622    |

     |    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 1,439,163     |

     |      I-FRAMES SENT              | 662,185       |

     |      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 776,978       |

     |                                 |               |

     |  MISCELLANEOUS DATA             |               |

     |    DISCARDED FRAMES             | 0             |

     |    MISADDRESSED FRAMES RECEIVED | 0             |

     |    UNRECOGNIZED FRAMES          | 26            |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |  ERROR DATA                     |               |

     |    I-FRMS RETRANSMISSION %      | 0.02          |

     |      I-FRMS RETRANSMISSION COUNT| 356           |

     |    BYTES RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.02          |

     |      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 80,343        |

     |                                 |               |

     |  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |

     |    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 1.81          |

     |    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 1.39          |

     |      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 16,000,000    |

     |    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 0.42          |

     |      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 16,000,000    |

     +-------------------------------------------------+

 

NPM NCP Utilization by Link (Trend) Sample

                                               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                     (SNT216) NPM LINK UTILIZATION FOR TIC3-P LINK: L21TD2

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  SSPA

                                        PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |               |               |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |
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| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    01/11/04   |           .   |           .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |               |               |           .   |         

  .   |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------

+---------------+------------|

|  DATA TRANSMISSION              |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTE THROUGHPUT / MIN        | 2173204.58    |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT / MIN           | 1663623.34    |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED / MIN       | 509581.23     |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    I-FRAMES THROUGHPUT / MIN    | 7995.35       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT / MIN        | 3678.81       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED / MIN    | 4316.54       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES TRANSMITTED      | 391,176,824   |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES SENT                 | 299,452,202   |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RECEIVED             | 91,724,622    |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    TOTAL I-FRAMES TRANSMITTED   | 1,439,163     |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES SENT              | 662,185       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRAMES RECEIVED          | 776,978       |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  MISCELLANEOUS DATA             |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    DISCARDED FRAMES             | 0             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    MISADDRESSED FRAMES RECEIVED | 0             |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    UNRECOGNIZED FRAMES          | 26            |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  ERROR DATA                     |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |
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|    I-FRMS RETRANSMISSION %      | 0.02          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      I-FRMS RETRANSMISSION COUNT| 356           |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    BYTES RETRANSMISSION %       | 0.02          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      BYTES RETRANSMISSION COUNT | 80,343        |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|                                 |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|  UTILIZATION DATA               |               |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    COMBINED LINK UTILIZATION %  | 1.81          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (SEND)    | 1.39          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (SEND)          | 16,000,000    |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|    LINK UTILIZATION % (RECEIVE) | 0.42          |               |               |               |          

     |            |

|      LINK SPEED (RECEIVE)       | 16,000,000    |               |               |               |          

     |            |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy Workload by Application (SNT221)

Use NetSpy Workload by Application (SNT221) display to quantify the workload volume a given host application imposes
on the network. Monitor this report for indications that the maximum supportable utilization level is being reached.

Format

This display indicates the character traffic for selected primary logical units (PLUs). You can see a sample display of the
profile report in the NetSpy Workload by Application (Profile) figure.

Database file

SNTNSP

Data elements used

• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• PLU
• ZONE
• NSPTRESC
• NSPNRBYS
• NSPNRBYR

Calculations

  PERMIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL RESPONSES = NSPTRESC
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  TOTAL BYTES =SUM(NSPNRBYR,NSPNRBYS)

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT = NSPNRBYS

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED = NSPNRBYR

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN =SUM(NSPNRBYR,NSPNRBYS) / PERMIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = NSPNRBYS / PERMIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSPNRBYR / PERMIN

 

  NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN = NSPTRESC / PERMIN

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT = NSPNRBYS / NSPTRESC

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D = NSPNRBYR / NSPTRESC

Usage considerations

You can report on a different number of PLUs by changing the value of the %SL221 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all PLUs.

NetSpy Workload by Application (Profile) Sample

                  CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

     (SNT221) NETSPY WORKLOAD BY APPLICATION:  CICS

 

            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  SYSA

      PRODUCED:    JANUARY 21, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

    +-------------------------------------------------+

    |                                 |               |

    | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    01/20/04   |

    |                                 |               |

    |---------------------------------+---------------+

    |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL RESPONSES              | 312,067       |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES                  | 418,819,570   |

    |      TOTAL BYTES SENT           | 381,547,446   |

    |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED       | 37,272,124    |

    |                                 |               |

    |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 218,818       |

    |    TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN       | 199,345       |

    |    TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN   | 19,473        |

    |    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 163           |

    |                                 |               |

    |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT  | 1,223         |

    |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D | 119           |

    |                                 |               |
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    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    |                                 |               |

    +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy Workload by Terminal (SNT222)

Use NetSpy Workload by Terminal (SNT222) display to quantify the workload volume that individual terminals
impose on the network. Monitor this report for indications that a terminal may be monopolizing a terminal controller or
communications line.

Format

This display indicates character traffic for selected terminals. The report header will also identify the type of application
session data based on the NSSLU62F flag element. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in the
following samples:

Database file

SNTNSS

Data elements used

• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• ZONE
• NSSNRBYR
• NSSNRBYS
• NSSTRESC
• NSSLU62F
• NSSNRURM
• NSSNRTRI

Calculations

  PERMIN = (ENDTS - STARTTS) / 60

 

  TOTAL RESPONSES = NSSTRESC

 

  TOTAL BYTES = SUM(NSSNRBYR,NSSNRBYS)

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT = NSSNRBYS

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED = NSSNRBYR

 

  TOTAL BYTES / MIN = SUM(NSSNRBYR,NSSNRBYS) / PERMIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN = NSSNRBYS / PERMIN

 

  TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN = NSSNRBYR / PERMIN

 

  NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN = NSSTRESC / PERMIN

 

  AVERAGE BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT = NSSNRBYS / NSSTRESC
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  AVERAGE BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D = NSSNRBYR / NSSTRESC

Usage considerations

You can vary the number of terminals for which reports are produced by changing the value of the %SL222 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all SLUs.

NetSpy Workload by Terminal (Profile) Sample

                  CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT222) NETSPY WORKLOAD FOR TERMINAL:  LU27004X  LU62SES=Y

 

              NETWORK:  NETWORK1  SYSTEM:  NSRA

       PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

     +-------------------------------------------------+

     |                                 |               |

     | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |

     |                                 |               |

     |---------------------------------+---------------+

     |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1             |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 1             |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 1             |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL LU62 TRANSACTIONS INITS| 1             |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL BYTES                  |               |

     |      TOTAL BYTES SENT           | 74,176        |

     |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED       | 710           |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 14,977.20     |

     |    TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN       | 14,835.20     |

     |    TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN   | 142.00        |

     |    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 0.20          |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT  | 74,176.00     |

     |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D | 710.00        |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy Workload by Terminal (Trend) Sample

                                             CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                 (SNT222) NETSPY WORKLOAD FOR TERMINAL:  LU27004X  LU62SES=Y

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1  SYSTEM:  NSRA
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                                       PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |             |            |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD RATE|

 PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |         .   |        .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE SINCE|

CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |             |            |           .   |           .   |

          . |

|--------------------------------+---------------+-------------+-------------+---------------+---------------

+------------|

|  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 1             |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 1             |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 1             |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL LU62 TRANSACTIONS INITS| 1             |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL BYTES                  |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|      TOTAL BYTES SENT           | 74,176        |             |            |               |               |

            |

|      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED       | 710           |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 14,977.20     |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN       | 14,835.20     |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN   | 142.00        |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 0.20          |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT  | 74,176.00     |             |            |               |               |

            |

|    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D | 710.00        |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |
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|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

|                                 |               |             |            |               |               |

            |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy Workload by Terminal (Profile) Sample

                  CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

 (SNT222) NETSPY WORKLOAD FOR TERMINAL:  TPPG002   LU62SES=N

 

              NETWORK:  NETWORK1  SYSTEM:  NSRA

       PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

 

     +-------------------------------------------------+

     |                                 |               |

     | ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |

     |                                 |               |

     |---------------------------------+---------------+

     |  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 65            |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 56            |

     |    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 56            |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL LU62 TRANSACTIONS INITS| 0             |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL BYTES                  |               |

     |      TOTAL BYTES SENT           | 553,882       |

     |      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED       | 930           |

     |                                 |               |

     |    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 6,164.58      |

     |    TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN       | 6,154.24      |

     |    TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN   | 10.33         |

     |    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 0.72          |

     |                                 |               |

     |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT  | 8,521.26      |

     |    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D | 14.31         |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     |                                 |               |

     +-------------------------------------------------+

NetSpy Workload by Terminal (Trend) Sample

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT
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                                  (SNT222) NETSPY WORKLOAD FOR TERMINAL:  TPPG002   LU62SES=N

                                               NETWORK:  NETWORK1  SYSTEM:  NSRA

                                        PRODUCED:    OCTOBER 14, 2004 ZONE:  PRIME TIME

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                 |               |             |             |     AMOUNT    |PER-PERIOD

 RATE| PERCENTAGE |

| ACTIVITY INDICATORS             |    08/22/04   |           . |         .   |OF CHANGE SINCE|OF CHANGE

 SINCE|CHANGE SINCE|

|                                 |               |             |             |           .   |           .  

 |           .|

|---------------------------------+---------------+-------------+-------------+---------------+---------------

+------------|

|  WORKLOAD STATISTICS            |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF RESPONSES       | 65            |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF NETWORK RESPONSE| 56            |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL NO. OF USER RESPONSES  | 56            |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL LU62 TRANSACTIONS INITS| 0             |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES                  | 0             |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|      TOTAL BYTES SENT           | 553,882       |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|      TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED       | 930           |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES / MIN            | 6,164.58      |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES SENT / MIN       | 6,154.24      |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    TOTAL BYTES RECEIVED / MIN   | 10.33         |             ¦             |               |              

 |            |

|    NUMBER OF RESPONSES / MIN    | 0.72          |             ¦             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE SENT  | 8,521.26      |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|    AVG BYTES PER RESPONSE REC'D | 14.31         |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |
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|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

|                                 |               |             |             |               |              

 |            |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SNT - MICS Class 3 Reports

These reports are not supported in the current release of the MICS Network Analyzer.

SNT Data Collection Reports

Data collection reports indicate whether data was being collected for specific network components during a measurement
period. The NPM/NetSpy NCP data collection report is produced using either Tivoli NetView NPM network data or NetSpy
NCP interface data. The NPM session data collection report is produced using Tivoli NetView NPM session data. Both
reports can be produced either in profile format, displaying data retained in a single cycle of the MICS database or in trend
format, comparing three cycles of data from the database.

The data collection reports are explained in greater detail in the following sections:

• NPM/NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection (SNT401)
• NPM Session Data Collection (SNT403)

NPM/NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection (SNT401)

Use NPM/NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection (SNT401) display to identify the network resources for which Netview NPM
network data or NetSpy NCP interface data was collected. Conclusions you draw from measurement data are only valid
if you consider the scope of that data. This display identifies the scope of either NetView NPM network data collection or
NetSpy NCP interface data collection.

Source

The source for this report can be either Tivoli NetView NPM Network data or NetSpy NCP interface data.

Format

This display indicates the timestamp of the first and last data records that the component processes for each network
resource. In addition, the number of DETAIL records that are represented by the data is displayed along with the average
number of DETAIL records per hour. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in figures NPM NCP
Link Data Collection Statistics (Profile), NPM NCP Link Data Collection Statistics (Trend), and NetSpy NCP Link Data
Collection Statistics (Profile).

Database file

SNTNCL

Data elements used
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• NETWRKID
• NETNAME
• INTERVLS
• STARTTS
• ENDTS

Calculations

  DETAIL RECORDS COLLECTED, AVERAGE / HOUR =

     INTERVLS / ((ENDTS - STARTTS) / 3600)

Usage considerations

We use data only from the SNTNCL File to produce this display. Thus, any recording of activity for any component on a
link causes an entry for that link. Low values in the Records Collected columns may indicate missing data and should be
investigated further.

WARNING
Although no data is recorded for intervals during which a given network component is inoperative, this display
is not intended to indicate availability. You can report on a different number of links by changing the value of the
%SL401 macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all links.

NPM NCP Link Data Collection Statistics (Profile)

                                              CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                   (SNT401) NPM NCP LINK DATA COLLECTION STATISTICS

 

                                          NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                   PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

                +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                |                   |    DATA COLLECTION TIMESTAMPS   |DETAIL RECORDS COLLECTED |

                |      09/18/03     |----------------+----------------+------------+------------|

                |                   |      START     |       END      |   TOTAL    |AVERAGE/HOUR|

                |-------------------+----------------+----------------+------------+------------|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  ABLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:21|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  ADLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:21|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  ALLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  ATLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  CHLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  DALINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  DVLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  FCLINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |
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                | LINK:  FCLINK2    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F2LINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F2LINK2    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F2LINK3    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F2LINK4    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F3LINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F3LINK2    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F4LINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  F5LINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:21|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  LALINK1    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  LALINK2    |18SEP03:08:29:20|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                |                   |                |                |            |            |

                | LINK:  NASTECL    |18SEP03:08:29:21|18SEP03:14:29:19|           6|        1.00|

                +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

NPM NCP Link Data Collection Statistics (Trend)

                                                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                       (SNT401) NPM NCP LINK DATA COLLECTION STATISTICS

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 |                   |                   |                   |    DATA COLLECTION TIMESTAMPS   |DETAIL RECORDS

 COLLECTED |

 |      09/18/03     |      09/17/03     |      09/16/03     |----------------+----------------+------------

+------------|

 |                   |                   |                   |      START     |       END      |   TOTAL    |

AVERAGE/HOUR|

 |-------------------+-------------------+-------------------+----------------+----------------+------------

+------------|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ABLINK1    | LINK:  ABLINK1    | LINK:  ABLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  WALINK1    | LINK:  WALINK1    | LINK:  WALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|
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 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ALLINK1    | LINK:  ALLINK1    | LINK:  ALLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ATLINK1    | LINK:  ATLINK1    | LINK:  ATLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  CHLINK1    | LINK:  CHLINK1    | LINK:  CHLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  DALINK1    | LINK:  DALINK1    | LINK:  DALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  DVLINK1    | LINK:  DVLINK1    | LINK:  DVLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  FCLINK1    | LINK:  FCLINK1    | LINK:  FCLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  FCLINK2    | LINK:  FCLINK2    | LINK:  FCLINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK1    | LINK:  F2LINK1    | LINK:  F2LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK2    | LINK:  F2LINK2    | LINK:  F2LINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK3    | LINK:  F2LINK3    | LINK:  F2LINK3    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK4    | LINK:  F2LINK4    | LINK:  F2LINK4    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F3LINK1    | LINK:  F3LINK1    | LINK:  F3LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F3LINK2    | LINK:  F3LINK2    | LINK:  F3LINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|
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 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F4LINK1    | LINK:  F4LINK1    | LINK:  F4LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F5LINK1    | LINK:  F5LINK1    | LINK:  F5LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  LALINK1    | LINK:  LALINK1    | LINK:  LALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NetSpy NCP Link Data Collection Statistics (Profile)

                                                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                       (SNT401) NPM NCP LINK DATA COLLECTION STATISTICS

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 |                   |                   |                   |    DATA COLLECTION TIMESTAMPS   |DETAIL RECORDS

 COLLECTED |

 |      09/18/03     |      09/17/03     |      09/16/03     |----------------+----------------+------------

+------------|

 |                   |                   |                   |      START     |       END      |   TOTAL    |

AVERAGE/HOUR|

 |-------------------+-------------------+-------------------+----------------+----------------+------------

+------------|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ABLINK1    | LINK:  ABLINK1    | LINK:  ABLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  WALINK1    | LINK:  WALINK1    | LINK:  WALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ALLINK1    | LINK:  ALLINK1    | LINK:  ALLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  ATLINK1    | LINK:  ATLINK1    | LINK:  ATLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|
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 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  CHLINK1    | LINK:  CHLINK1    | LINK:  CHLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  DALINK1    | LINK:  DALINK1    | LINK:  DALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  DVLINK1    | LINK:  DVLINK1    | LINK:  DVLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  FCLINK1    | LINK:  FCLINK1    | LINK:  FCLINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  FCLINK2    | LINK:  FCLINK2    | LINK:  FCLINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK1    | LINK:  F2LINK1    | LINK:  F2LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK2    | LINK:  F2LINK2    | LINK:  F2LINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK3    | LINK:  F2LINK3    | LINK:  F2LINK3    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F2LINK4    | LINK:  F2LINK4    | LINK:  F2LINK4    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F3LINK1    | LINK:  F3LINK1    | LINK:  F3LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F3LINK2    | LINK:  F3LINK2    | LINK:  F3LINK2    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F4LINK1    | LINK:  F4LINK1    | LINK:  F4LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  F5LINK1    | LINK:  F5LINK1    | LINK:  F5LINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:38|16SEP03:19:31:38|          33|

        3.00|
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 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 | LINK:  LALINK1    | LINK:  LALINK1    | LINK:  LALINK1    |16SEP03:08:31:37|16SEP03:19:31:37|          33|

        3.00|

 |                   |                   |                   |                |                |            |

            |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPM Session Data Collection (SNT403)

NPM Session Data Collection (SNT403) display identifies the network resources for the NPM session data that was
collected. Conclusions you draw from measurement data are only valid if you consider the scope of that data. This display
identifies the scope of NPM session data collection.

Format

This display indicates the timestamp of the first and last data records that were processed by the component for each
network resource. In addition, the number of detail records represented by the data is displayed along with the average
number of detail records per hour. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in figures NPM Session Data
Collection Statistics (Profile) and NPM Session Data Collection Statistics (Trend).

Database file

SNTNPL

Data elements used

• PLUSA
• PLU
• SLUSA
• SLULINK
• SLUPU
• STARTTS
• ENDTS
• NETWRKID
• INTERVLS

Calculations

  DETAIL RECORDS COLLECTED, AVERAGE / HOUR =

     INTERVLS / ((ENDTS - STARTTS) / 3600)

Usage considerations

Any recording of activity for a particular component causes an entry on the display. Low values in the Records Collected
columns may indicate missing data and should be investigated further.

Although no data is recorded for the intervals during which a given network component is inoperative, this display is not
intended to indicate availability.
You can report on various numbers of links by changing the value of the %SL403 macro in member #SNTRPTS in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE. The default macro selects all links.

NPM Session Data Collection Statistics (Profile) Sample

                                       CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT
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                         (SNT403)  NPM SESSION DATA COLLECTION STATISTICS

                                NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                         PRODUCED:  AUGUST 01, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

         +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

         |                   |    DATA COLLECTION TIME STAMPS  |DETAIL RECORDS COLLECTED |

         |      07/01/03     |----------------+----------------+------------+------------|

         |                   |      START     |       END      |   TOTAL    |AVERAGE/HOUR|

         |-------------------+----------------+----------------+------------+------------|

         |                   |                |                |            |            |

         | LINK:  SFLINK1    |                |                |            |            |

         |     PU:  P3274264 |01JUL03:14:01:15|01JUL03:18:31:15|         259|       57.56|

         |     PU:  P3274265 |01JUL03:14:00:15|01JUL03:18:35:46|         303|       65.99|

         |     PU:  P3274266 |01JUL03:14:10:46|01JUL03:17:13:15|          53|       17.43|

         +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

NPM Session Data Collection Statistics (Trend) Sample

                                               CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                        (SNT403)  NPM SESSION DATA COLLECTION STATISTICS

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  AUGUST 01, 2003      ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

   

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

    |                   |                   |                   |    DATA COLLECTION TIME STAMPS  |DETAIL

 RECORDS COLLECTED |

    |      07/01/03     |      06/30/03     |      06/29/03     |----------------+----------------

+------------+------------|

    |                   |                   |                   |      START     |       END      |   TOTAL  

  |AVERAGE/HOUR|

    |-------------------+-------------------+-------------------+----------------+----------------

+------------+------------|

    |                   |                   |                   |                |                |          

  |            |

    | LINK:  SFLINK1    |                   |                   |                |                |          

  |            |

    |     PU:  P3274264 |     PU:  P3274264 |     PU:  P3274264 |01JUL03:06:52:15|01JUL03:09:59:46|        

 836|      267.50|

    |     PU:  P3274265 |     PU:  P3274265 |     PU:  P3274265 |01JUL03:06:41:46|01JUL03:09:59:46|        

 779|      236.06|

    |     PU:  P3274266 |     PU:  P3274266 |     PU:  P3274266 |01JUL03:06:52:15|01JUL03:09:46:15|        

 236|       81.38|

   

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SNT - MICS Class 5 Reports

These reports are not supported in the current release of the MICS Network Analyzer.
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SNT Network Incident Reports

Network incident reports indicate the occurrence of error conditions during network operation. These reports are produced
using data collected by Tivoli NetView Hardware Monitor, NPDA, or NetMaster NEWS. You can produce network incident
reports in either profile format, displaying data retained in a single cycle of the MICS database, or in trend format,
comparing three cycles of data from the database.

The Network incident reports are explained in greater detail in the following sections:

• NPDA Event Analysis (SNT601)
• NPDA Statistics Analysis (SNT602)

NPDA Event Analysis (SNT601)

Use NPDA Event Analysis (SNT601) display to identify the network resources for which NPDA logged a permanent
failure. You can use this data planning requirements for network support personnel and in scheduling preventive
maintenance.

Format

This display indicates the time of the error for the affected resource, the resource type, a description of the type of error
encountered, the number of errors of this type which occurred, and the number of NPDA alerts which were posted.
You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in the figures NPDA Event Analysis (Profile) and NPDA Event
Analysis (Trend).

Database file

SNTNEF

Data elements used

• NETWRKID
• NEFFRNAM
• NEFFRTYP
• NEFGEVCC
• NEFSEVCC
• NEFNRALT
• NEFNREVT

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can report on different the numbers and types of NPDA events by changing the value of the %SL601 macro in
prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all events.

NPDA Event Analysis (Profile) Sample

                                                 CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                               (SNT601) NPDA EVENT ANALYSIS

 

                                            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

                    +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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                    |  RESOURCE   |                                                |       10/17/03      |

                    |--------+----|              INCIDENT  DESCRIPTION             |---------------------|

                    |  NAME  |TYPE|                                                |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

                    |--------+----+------------------------------------------------+----------+----------|

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |FCXA1   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |F2XA1   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |3         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |F2XA2   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |F3XA4   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |LAXA2   |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |5         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |LAXA3   |CTRL|COAXIAL THRESHOLD:COAXIAL                       |3         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |PU32741 |LCTL|CUSTOMIZATION ERROR:USER                        |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXAXA7  |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |4         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXBXA3  |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |4         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXBXA5  |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |2         |0         |

                    +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

NPDA Event Analysis (Trend) Sample

                                                   CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                                 (SNT601) NPDA EVENT ANALYSIS

 

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  RESOURCE   |                                                |       10/17/03      |       10/16/03      | 

      10/15/03      |

|--------+----|              INCIDENT  DESCRIPTION             |---------------------+---------------------

+---------------------|

|  NAME  |TYPE|                                                |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

|--------+----+------------------------------------------------+----------+----------|----------

+----------|----------+----------|

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|ARXA1   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |          |          |1         |0         |2

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |
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|CHXA1   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |          |          |1         |0         |2

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|FCXA1   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |1         |0         |          |          |2

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA1   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |3         |0         |2         |0         |4

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA2   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |1         |0         |1         |0         |3

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F3XA4   |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |1         |0         |1         |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|LAXA2   |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |5         |0         |          |          | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|LAXA3   |CTRL|COAXIAL THRESHOLD:COAXIAL                       |3         |0         |2         |0         |3

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|PU227C0 |LCTL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |          |          |2         |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|PU32741 |LCTL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |1         |0         |1         |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|PU37771 |CTRL|TIMEOUT:DEVICE OFF/REMOTE MODEM OFF/COMM        |          |          |1         |1         |2

         |2         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|RXAXA7  |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |4         |0         |10        |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|RXBXA1  |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |          |          |4         |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|RXBXA3  |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |4         |0         |2         |0         |2

         |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |
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|RXBXA5  |CTRL|DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM                  |2         |0         |1         |0         |2

         |0         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPDA Statistics Analysis (SNT602)

NPDA Statistics Analysis (SNT602) display identifies the network resources for which Tivoli NetView Hardware Monitor
NPDA logged temporary errors. Use this data in analyzing the cause of intermittent network performance degradation and
in scheduling preventive maintenance for potentially failing devices.

Format

This display indicates the affected resource, the resource type, the number of temporary errors encountered, and the
number of alerts which were posted. You can see sample displays of profile and trend reports in the figures NPDA
Statistics Analysis (Profile) and NPDA Statistics Analysis (Trend).

Database file

SNTNSF

Data elements used

• NETWRKID
• NSFFRNAM
• NSFFRTYP
• NSFTTERR
• NEFNRALT

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can vary the number and type of devices for which NPDA statistics are reported by changing the value of the %SL602
macro in prefix.MICS.USER.SOURCE(#SNTRPTS). The default macro selects all devices.

NPDA Statistics Analysis (Profile) Sample

                                                CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

                                               (SNT601) NPDA EVENT ANALYSIS

 

                                            NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

                                     PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

 

                    +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                    |  RESOURCE   |                                                |       10/17/03      |

                    |--------+----|              INCIDENT  DESCRIPTION             |---------------------|

                    |  NAME  |TYPE|                                                |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

                    |--------+----+------------------------------------------------+----------+----------|

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |FCXA1   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |F2XA1   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |3         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |
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                    |F2XA2   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |F3XA4   |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |LAXA2   |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |5         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |LAXA3   |CTRL|COAXIAL THRESHOLD:COAXIAL                       |3         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |PU32741 |LCTL|CUSTOMIZATION ERROR:USER                        |1         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXAXA7  |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |4         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXBXA3  |CTRL|SNA DATA STREAM ERROR:HOST PROGRAM              |4         |0         |

                    |        |    |                                                |          |          |

                    |RXBXA5  |CTRL|DEVICE ERROR:DEVICE                             |2         |0         |

                    +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

NPDA Statistics Analysis (Trend) Sample

                                                   CA MICS NETWORK COMPONENT

 

                                               (SNT602) NPDA STATISTICS ANALYSIS

                                              NETWORK:  NETWORK1   SYSTEM:  3084

 

                                       PRODUCED:  OCTOBER 20, 2003     ZONE: PRIME TIME

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|  RESOURCE   |                                                |       10/10/03      |       10/09/03      | 

      10/08/03      |

|--------+----|              INCIDENT  DESCRIPTION             |---------------------+---------------------

+---------------------|

|  NAME  |TYPE|                                                |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

INCIDENTS |  ALERTS  |

|--------+----+------------------------------------------------+----------+----------|----------

+----------|----------+----------|

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|ARXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |62        |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|ARXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |45        |0         |

63954     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|ATXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |85        |2         |1         |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|ATXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |77        |0         | 

         |          |
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|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|CHXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |58        |0         |          |          |

64476     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|CHXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |33        |0         |          |          |

63090     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DAXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |67        |0         |          |          |

65148     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DAXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |75        |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DDEVB2B |3380|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |284       |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DDEV120 |3380|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |344       |0         |          |          | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DDEV122 |3380|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |728       |0         |          |          | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DVXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |123       |0         |          |          |

65415     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|DVXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |2         |0         |          |          |

65491     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|FCXA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |88        |0         |          |          |

59674     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|FCXA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |31        |0         |

61557     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|FCXA3   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |111       |0         |          |          |

65130     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA1   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |34        |0         |          |          |

57176     |0         |
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|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA2   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |18        |0         |          |          |

59209     |0         |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA3   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |27        |0         |58        |0         | 

         |          |

|        |    |                                                |          |          |          |          | 

         |          |

|F2XA4   |CTRL|TEMPORARY ERRORS                                |          |          |23        |0         |

64214     |0         |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

SNT - MICS Class 7 Reports

These reports are not supported in the current release of the MICS Network Analyzer.

SNT Sample Graphics
Sample Graphics are color graphic reports produced using SAS/GRAPH. The MICS Network Analyzer provides eleven
Sample Graphics in three categories: service analysis, workload analysis, and reliability analysis.

Sample Graphics provide you with a sample set of reports from which you can develop other site-defined inquiries.

These inquiries are intended to illustrate a sampling of what you can do with network data.

You can change  report selection options, sequence patterns, and the content of these reports by modifying the code in
sharedprefix.MICS.SOURCE, as required.

The list of possible Sample Graphics is provided in the MICS Network Analyzer Graphic Inquiry List table. Descriptions of
these reports and instructions on how to produce the Sample Graphics are discussed in the following sections:

• How to Produce Sample Graphics
• Sample Graphic Descriptions

MICS Network Analyzer Graphic Inquiry List

Network Analyzer
Sample Graphics Inquiry Reports
Report Class Report Name Report Id Data Base File
Service Analysis Average Response by

Performance Class
SNTG101 SNTNSV

Application Service Analysis by
Hour

SNTG102 SNTPSY

Application Service Analysis SNTG103 SNTPSY
Response Objective Results by
PerformanceClass

SNTG104 SNTNSV

Workload Analysis Reports Traffic Profile Report for Link SNTG201 SNTNCL
Communications Controller
Utilization

SNTG202 SNTNAF

NCP Buffer Utilization SNTG203 SNTNAF
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Percent Link Utilization SNTG204 SNTNCL
Reliability Analysis Reports Error Count for Link SNTG301 SNTNCL

Percent Temporary Errors to
Traffic

SNTG302 SNTNSF

NPDA Events for Cluster
Controller

SNTG303 SNTNEF

SNT - How to Produce Sample Graphics

The MICS Network Analyzer Option Sample Graphics consist of eleven programs, each of which produces a single
graph for a particular network component such as a link, a communications controller, or a cluster controller, or for an
application. To generate one of the sample graphics, first tailor the program to your data center conventions. This section
describes how to tailor the graphic report programs and how to run them using the MICSSHR procedure.

You can code some selection options using the following macros that are provided in the report program:

• Report selection low time threshold
• Report selection high time threshold
• System Identifier (SYSID) selection
• Network Identifier (NETWRKID) selection
• Data base unit identifier selection

The database unit identifier selection is required, along with several other selection choices described later in this section.

Report Program Structure

Each sample graphics report is produced by a separate report program. The report programs, identified by name in the
MICS Network Analyzer Graphic Inquiry List table in the Sample Graphics section, are named SNTGcxx, where

c
the report class 

• class 1 = Service Analysis
• class 2 = Workload Analysis
• class 3 = Reliability Analysis

xx
a sequential report number

Each report program has the following sections:

* DEFINE DATA CENTER DEPENDENT DATA;

This section defines macros that are used in the data selection process:

Macro:

%LET SNTDLHR = 8;

Used to select low data time. Set to 8:00 AM in this case.

Macro:

%LET SNTDHHR = 17;
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Used to select high data time. Set to 5:00 PM in this case.

Macro:

%MACRO SNTSYID;

%MEND SNTSYID;

Used to select System ID. An example of code for this macro is:

            %MACRO SNTSYID;

              IF SYSID = 'T084';

            %MEND SNTSYID;

Macro:

%MACRO SNTNEID;

%MEND SNTNEID;

Used to select Network ID. An example of code for this macro is:

           %MACRO SNTNEID;

              IF NETWRKID = 'TSONETWK';

           %MEND SNTNEID;

Macro:

%LET SNTD = BSNTD;

Used to set the data base identifier. You must change the database identifier to correspond to the database unit from
which the reports will be run. The database identifier is in the second position of the macro operand, B in this case. To
change this for a MICS database unit with an identifier of C, merely change the B to a C, as below:

            %LET SNTD = CSNTD;

To change the timespan selected for the graph, change the final character in the macro operand, D in this case, to one of
the other acceptable timespans:

            X - DETAIL

            D - DAYS (in this example)

            W - WEEKS

            M - MONTHS

            Y - YEARS

Remember that not all files in this product are supported in all timespans. See the file descriptions throughout the
Database Files section to determine if the file exists in your desired timespan.

For example, to select MONTHS data instead of DAYS data, change the D to M, as follows:

            %LET SNTD = CSNTM;
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* SET OPTIONS;

SAS and SAS/GRAPH options are set in this section. Remember that these graphs are set up to run with all supported
versions of SAS, as documented in the Data Sources Supported section.

It is important to tell SAS/GRAPH software the device you are using for the graphs. This is done in the DEVICE= operand.
IBM3279 is used in all sample routines.

The following code is a sample GOPTIONS statement:

        GOPTIONS CTITLE=GREEN DEVICE=IBM3279 BAUD=9600

          BORDER VPOS=40 COLORS=(WHITE);

* COLLECT THE DATA;

The SET statement determines which file and cycle will be selected. To change the cycle, modify the last two numeric
values of the SAS data set name. The change from cycle 01 to cycle 03 is

       BEFORE:  SET &SNTD.SNTPSY01;

 

       AFTER:   SET &SNTD.SNTPSY03;

* SELECT DESIRED OBSERVATIONS;

SYSID, Network ID, time period, and network component or application are selected here.

You MUST select a network component or application here. The following table shows the Report-ID and the variable
name that you select. Each report routine has an example coded in this section to help you. Thus, in report SNTG103,
Application Service Analysis by Hour, the sample selection statement is

       IF PLU='CICSPROD' OR PLU='CICSTEST';

Select Variable Report ID
NSVPCLSS SNTG101
PLU SNTG102
PLU SNTG103
NSVPCLSS SNTG104
NETNAME SNTG201
NCPNAME SNTG202
NCPNAME SNTG203
NETNAME SNTG204
NETNAME SNTG301
NSFFRNAM SNTG302
NEFFRNAM SNTG303

Other selections may be coded in this section.

* PROCESSING;

Summarization and sequencing is performed in this section.

* SETUP VARIABLES FOR PRINTING;
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The CALL SYMPUT function is used to set up macro variables for printing in the TITLE and FOOTNOTE statements.

* CHART THE DATA;

The SAS/GRAPH GCHART or GPLOT statements are defined in this section.

* DEFINE THE PATTERNS AND SYMBOLS;

Chart or Plot symbols and patterns are defined in this section.

* TITLE AND FOOTNOTES;

Titles and Footnotes are defined in this section.

Producing the Sample Graphics

The sample graphics described in the following sections are produced using the standard MICS CLIST, MICSSHRd where
d is the database identifier of the database unit containing the MICS Network Analyzer Option. To produce the graphic
inquiries, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the version of SAS that is being invoked by the MICSSHRd procedure includes SAS/GRAPH software.
Note: SAS/GRAPH software is a separately licensed product.

2. To invoke Network Sample Graphics under SAS/GRAPH software,  use a graphics terminal supported by SAS/
GRAPH. Refer to the SAS/GRAPH documentation for a list of graphics devices supported by SAS/GRAPH software.

3. Edit the graph program using ISPF or another similar editor and follow the outlined steps . This is best explained using
a particular graph routine. We have chosen SNTG102. It may be useful to print a copy of this routine to review with this
example.
Note : The mandatory steps are identified as REQUIRED in the left margin.
Optional a. Select 7:00 AM as the low data timestamp and update the &SNTDLHR macro variable.

              %LET SNTDLHR = 7;

Optional b. Select 4:00 PM as the high data timestamp and update the &SNTDHHR macro variable.

              %LET SNTDHHR = 16;

Optional c. Select only data from system 'T033' and update the %SNTSYID macro.

              %MACRO SNTSYID;

                 IF SYSID = 'T033';

              %MEND SNTSYID;

Optional d. Select only data from network 'PRODNY01' and update the %SNTNEID macro.

              %MACRO SNTNEID;

                 IF NETWRKID = 'PRODNY01';

              %MEND SNTNEID;

REQUIRED e. Select the database unit identifier, D, and update the &SNTD macro variable.

              %LET SNTD = DSNTD;

Note : There is no change made to the file timespan, so the DAYS timespan is selected.
Optional f. Select the 02 cycle and update the SET statement in the * COLLECT THE DATA section of the program.

              SET &SNTD.SNTPSY02;

REQUIRED g. Select one or two applications to be displayed on the report (the data element name for application
is primary logical unit (PLU)). Applications 'TSOPRIM' and 'TSOTEST' will be selected in the * SELECT DESIRED
OBSERVATIONS section of the program.
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              IF PLU='TSOPRIM' OR PLU='TSOTEST';

WARNING
IMPORTANT: Only programs SNTG102 and SNTG103 provide for selection of more than one network
component or application. In all other graphic programs you can select only one component or application.

4. Access SAS from the MICS Workstation Facility (MWF) main panel by selecting option 3, SAS With MICS Libraries.
Then, from this panel select option 3, SAS with MICS database Unit Selection. Next, you will be prompted by a panel
where can select the database unit at your site that contains the MICS Network Analyzer Option.

5. Enter the following %INCLUDE statement when prompted by SAS:

              %INCLUDE SOURCE(SNTG102);

              RUN;

SNT - Sample Graphics Descriptions

Each of the sample graphics is described in this section. Because this document is distributed in machine-readable form,
we cannot show the actual graphic output.

These reports are discussed in the following sections:

• Average Response Time by Performance Class (SNTG101)
• Application Service Analysis by Hour (SNTG102)
• Application Service Analysis (SNTG103)
• Response Objective Results by Perf. Class (SNTG104)
• Traffic Profile Report for Link (SNTG201)
• Communications Controller Utilization (SNTG202)
• NCP Buffer Utilization (SNTG203)
• Percent Link Utilization (SNTG204)
• Error Count for Link (SNTG301)
• Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic (SNTG302)
• NPDA Events for Cluster Controller (SNTG303)

Avg. Response Time by Performance Class (SNTG101)

Avg. Response Time by Performance Class (SNTG101) chart is used to determine the adequacy of service to the end
user based on performance classifications that are established by the installation. A reference line is drawn on the graph
to indicate the objective response time for the performance class.

Format

This display produces a line graph of average end-user response time by hour within ZONE for a given NLDM/RTM
performance class.

Data source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSV01/DAYS

Data elements used

• ZONE
• HOUR
• NSVPCLSS
• NSVAVTTM
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Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Performance Class (NSVPCLSS) is an installation-defined classification that is used by NetView Logical Data Manager
(NLDM) to accumulate response time. The Correlating Data Sources section provides guidelines on how to set up NLDM
performance classes so that this report reflects service in the required categories.

Application Service Analysis by Hour (SNTG102)

Application Service Analysis by Hour (SNTG102) chart is used to determine the relative amount of application response
time which is consumed in the host compared to that consumed by the network for two applications.

Format

This display produces a block chart showing end-user response times for two primary logical units (PLUs) that are divided
into their host and network components. The response for each PLU is shown for a two-hour period.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTPSY01/DAYS

Data elements used

• HOUR
• PLU
• PSYAVHTM
• PSYAVNTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

The source for this inquiry is NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) Session data, including host and network response
time. NPM may not collect network response time (transit time in NPM terms) for all transactions so the actual average
network time may be misleading. The NPM Service by Application Report (SNT101) displays PCT RESPONSES
WITH NO NET RESP, the percentage of responses with no network response time. Refer to the NPM Service by
Application (SNT101) section for an explanation of this field. You can use the profile version of SNT101 to determine the
completeness of the data displayed on the Graphic Inquiry.

The NPM Session Collector Function section describes data from the NPM Session subsystem. Refer to the heading
about network response time and definite response for further information.

Application Service Analysis (SNTG103)

Application Service Analysis (SNTG103) chart is used to determine the relative amount of application response time which
is consumed in the host, compared to that consumed by the network for comparable applications.

Format

This display produces a horizontal bar chart indicating end-user response time for two primary logical units (PLUs), each
divided into host and network response times for comparison.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTPSY01/DAYS

Data elements used
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• HOUR
• PLU
• PSYAVHTM
• PSYAVNTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

The source for this inquiry is NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) Session data, including host and network response
time. NPM may not collect network response time (transit time in NPM terms) for all transactions so the actual average
network time can be misleading. The NPM Service by Application Report (SNT101) displays PCT RESPONSES
WITH NO NET RESP, the percentage of responses with no network response time. Refer to the NPM Service by
Application (SNT101) section for an explanation of this field. You can use The profile version of SNT101 to determine the
completeness of the data displayed on the Graphic Inquiry.

The NPM Session Collector Function section describes the data from the NPM Session subsystem. Refer to the heading
about network response time and definite response for further information.

Response Objective Results by Perf. Class (SNTG104)

Response objectives are established to provide measures of service. Response Objective Results by Perf. Class
(SNTG104) graph illustrates how closely the installation came to meeting these objectives for a particular NLDM-defined
performance class.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart showing the percentage of time response objectives were met within each hour.
Response objectives are stated in seconds and hundredths of seconds, and the target response objective is identified in
the graph footnote.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSV01/DAYS

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NSVPCOBM
• NSVPCLSS
• NLDRVAL
• NSVPCOBJ
• NLDRVAL1-NLDRVAL4

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Performance Class (NSVPCLSS) is an installation-defined classification that is used by NetView Logical Data Manager
(NLDM) to accumulate response time. The Correlating Data Sources section provides guidelines on how to set up NLDM
performance classes so that this report reflects service in the required categories.
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Traffic Profile Report for Link (SNTG201)

Traffic Profile Report for Link (SNTG201) chart is used to determine the traffic load variation on a link over the course of a
day. It also indicates the load due to retransmission of data.

Format

This display produces a stacked bar chart of input, output, and retransmitted traffic on the link by hour.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01/DAYS

Data elements used

• ZONE
• HOUR
• NCLNRCHR
• NCLNRCHS
• NCLNRRBY

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NPM Network data. The reference point for SENT, RECEIVED, and RETRANS
(retransmitted data) is the host system, so SENT is usually the higher number. Retransmitted data is caused by errors
between the sending and receiving nodes. You should investigate a noticeable bar for RETRANS because it can indicate
a failing network component. You can review the inquiry Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic (SNTG302) to determine if
the condition is caused by a failing link (line).

Communications Controller Utilization (SNTG202)

Communications Controller Utilization (SNTG202) chart is used to determine the communications processor load variation
over the course of a day.

Format

This display produces a line graph of communications controller processor percentage utilization by hour.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01/DAYS

Data elements used

• ZONE
• HOUR
• NAFPCCCU
• NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This report is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data. The NPM Utilization by NCP Report
(SNT208), provides additional information, such as "percent time in slowdown," which helps you to analyze the
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seriousness of highly utilized communications controllers. See the NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP (SNT208) section for a
description of SNT208.

NCP Buffer Utilization (SNTG203)

NCP Buffer Utilization (SNTG203) chart helps determine the adequacy and utilization of the memory in the
communications control unit (CCU).

After the NCP load module (NCPGEN) is loaded into the CCU, the remaining memory is allocated for buffers. Thus, the
buffering capability of the CCU is a function of the size of the NCPGEN and the amount of installed memory in the CCU.
The maximum available NCP buffers value is the number of buffers initially allocated. The average free buffer queue
length indicates the number of buffers that are generally available. The free buffer low-water mark is the lowest number of
buffers that were available during the interval. The average free buffer count at slowdown is the the number of buffers that
were left when the CCU became severely memory-constrained.

Network performance is being impaired if the free buffer low-water mark is consistently below the average free buffer
count at slowdown. A memory upgrade (if possible) should be considered if the average free buffer queue length is
consistently close to the average free buffer count at slowdown. Otherwise, some of the load on the CCU may have to be
shifted to another unit.

Format

This display produces a line graph showing average free buffer queue length in the Network Control Program.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01/DAYS

Data elements used

• ZONE
• HOUR
• NAFAVFBQ
• NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) Network data. Additional buffer statistics are provided
on the NPM Utilization by NCP report (SNT208), described in the NPM/NetSpy Utilization by NCP (SNT208) section.

Percent Link Utilization (SNTG204)

Percent Link Utilization (SNTG204) graph is used to determine the traffic fluctuation on a link over time. This helps you to
determine the need for changes to the configuration, such as the addition of links or the upgrading of the link speed.

Format

This display produces a line graph displaying the percentage link utilization by hour for an individual boundary link.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01/DAYS

Data elements used
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• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLPCLBS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This report is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) Network data. Percent Link Utilization is based on the
specification of link speed in an NCP generation parameter. If the actual speed of the link is different than that specified for
the NCP, because the value has not been updated to reflect a hardware upgrade or because modems in use on the link
are adjusting the link speed dynamically, the percentage that is displayed on this inquiry will not be correct.

Error Count for Link (SNTG301)

Error Count for Link (SNTG301) chart is used to visualize the changes in the line quality over the course of a time-zone.

Format

This display produces a line graph showing error counts per hour for an individual link.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01/DAYS

Data elements used

• ZONE
• HOUR
• NCLNRERR
• NETNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) Network data. It reflects the count of temporary
errors detected for network line components by the network control program during this measurement interval. You can
correlate this inquiry with the NPM/NCP Utilization by Link report (SNT209) described in the NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization
by Link (SNT209) section. SNT209 provides additional transmission, polling, error, and utilization information.

Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic (SNTG302)

This section describes the Percent Temporary Errors to Traffic (SNTG302) report. Increases in the percentage of
temporary errors to total line traffic over time can mean that a particular link is degrading and should be examined.

Format

This display produces a line graph showing the percentage of temporary errors to total line traffic as reported by NPDA.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSF01/DAYS

Data elements used
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• HOUR
• NSFFRNAM
• NSFPCERR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Problem Determination Application (NPDA) data. An increase in the ratio of
temporary errors to character traffic on the line can indicate a failing network component somewhere along the line, and
should be investigated. You can correlate this inquiry with the NPM NCP Utilization by Link report (SNT209) described in
the NPM/NetSpy NCP Utilization by Link (SNT209) section. SNT209 provides additional transmission, polling, error, and
utilization information from NPM network data.

NPDA Events for Cluster Controller (SNTG303)

This section describes the NPDA Events for Cluster Controller (SNTG303) report. Events are recorded because the
percent of temporary errors to line traffic threshold has been exceeded or because some other user-defined incident has
occurred. A high or increasing number of events over time can lead to a detailed investigation of the NPDA data for the
cluster controller identified in this inquiry.

Format

This display produces a line graph of the number of installation-defined Events recorded by NPDA in each hour of the
selected time period.

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNEF01/DAYS

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NEFFRNAM
• NEFNREVT

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Problem Determination Application (NPDA) data. You can investigate the NPDA
Event Analysis report (SNT601), described in the NPDA Event Analysis (SNT601) section, to obtain the cause of each
DETAIL event.

SNT - MICF Inquiries
The MICS Network Analyzer provides a set of precomposed report and color graphics inquiries that are categorized
for analysis by service, reliability, performance, and workload. These inquiries provide an immediate source of useful
reporting and color graphics presentations, and are implemented using the MICS Information Center Facility (MICF). You
may tailor the output from these inquiries using Execution Time Data Selection panels. You can also develop customized
reports for your installation with a minimum of effort by modifying copies of the distributed inquiries.

The distributed inquiry names have been designed for ease of identification. Each name identifies the component being
reported on, the type of output it has (i.e., color graphics, printer graphics, or printed reports), and the timespan it is
produced from (i.e., daily, weekly, monthly). It also has its own unique identifier to distinguish it from other unique inquiries
of the same type.
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Consider, for example, the MICF inquiry SNTCDI:

• SNT
indicates that the inquiry comes from the MICS Network Analyzer.

• C
indicates that the output is color graphics.

• D
indicates that the timespan is DAYS.

• I
is an alphabetic identifier that distinguishes the inquiry from other MICS Network MICF inquiries that also have color
graphics output and are produced from the DAYS timespan.

The list of distributed MICF inquiries, instructions on how to modify them, and descriptions of the output that they produce
are provided in the following sections:

• MICF Inquiry Descriptions
• How to Modify Standard MICF Inquiries

SNT - MICF Inquiry Descriptions

All distributed MICF inquiries are categorized by analysis group. The MICS Network Analyzer provides MICF inquiries
within five analysis groups: service, reliability, performance, workload, and resource. The following figures (Network
Analyzer MICF Inquiry List - Parts1 to 3) list the MICF inquiries that are contained within each of these groups.

• Service Analysis Inquiries
• Reliability Analysis Inquiries
• Performance Analysis Inquiries
• Workload Analysis Inquiries
• Resource Analysis Inquiries

Network Analyzer MICF Distributed Inquiry List

Report Class Report Name Report ID Database File
Color Graphics Printer Graphics

Service *NetView Daily Avg Resp
by PCLASS

SNTCD1 SNTPD1 SNTNSV

*NetView Daily % Resp
Within Obj by PCLASS

SNTCD4 SNTPD4 SNTNSV

*NetView Daily Avg
Response by Link

SNTCDI SNTPDI NVSNLL

*NetView Daily % Resp
Within Obj by Link

SNTCDN SNTPDN NVSNLL

NetSpy Daily PLU Resp
Time Components

SNTCDS SNTPDS SNTNSP

NetSpy Daily SLU Resp
Time Components

SNTCDT SNTPDT SNTNSS

*NetView Application
Service/Workload
Ranking

(SNTLDA, SNTLDB) SNTNSA, SNTRTM

*NetView Application
Service/Workload
Ranking

(SNTLD6, SNTLD7) SNTLSY
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*NetView Link Service/
Workload Ranking

(SNTLD8, SNTLD9) SNTNLL

*NetView PCLASS
Service/Workload
Ranking

(SNTLDC, SNTLDD) SNTNSV

NPM Application Service/
Workload Ranking

(SNTLD0, SNTLD1) SNTPSU

NPM Link Service/
Workload Ranking

(SNTLD0, SNTLD1) SNTNPL

NPM Application/Link
Service/Workload
Ranking

(SNTLDQ, SNTLDR) SNTNPL

NetSpy Application
Service/Workload
Ranking

(SNTLD2, SNTLD3) SNTNSP

TSO Resp Time
Components

SNTCDO SNTPDO SNTNSP, TSOTSU

Reliability NPM Daily Link Error
Count

SNTCD9 SNTNCL

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link
Error Count

SNTPD9 SNTNCL

*NetView Daily % Link
Errors to Traffic

SNTCDA SNTPDA SNTNSF

*NetView Daily NPDA
Events Summary

SNTCDB SNTPDB SNTNEF

NPDA Daily Alerts By
Problem Type

SNTCDL SNTPDL SNTNEF, SNTNSF,
SNTGAF, SNTLNF

NPDA Daily Alerts By
Resource Type

SNTCDM SNTPDM SNTNEF, SNTNSF,
SNTGAF, SNTLNF

*NetView Weekly
Abnormal UNBINDs by
PLU

SNTCWJ NVSVBF

*NetView Weekly
Abnormal UNBIND
Report

SNTLWO NVSVBF

*NetView Events Ranking (SNTLDG, SNTLDH) SNTNEF
*NetView Events by
Resource Type Ranking

(SNTLDI, SNTLDJ) SNTNEF

*NetView Events by
Resource Ranking

(SNTLDO, SNTLDP) SNTNEF

NPDA Daily Resource
Alert Summary

SNTLDT SNTNEF, SNTNSF,
SNTGAF, SNTLNF

NPDA Daily Resource
Alert Description

SNTLDU SNTNEF, SNTNSF,
SNTGAF, SNTLNF

NPDA Daily Generic Alert
Report

SNTLDV SNTNEF, SNTNSF,
SNTGAF, SNTLNF

Performance NPM Daily Pct. NCP
Cycle Utilization

SNTCD6 SNTPD6 SNTNAF
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NPM Daily NCP Buffer
Utilization

SNTCD7 SNTPD7 SNTNAF

NPM Daily Link Utilization SNTCD8 SNTNCL
NetSpy Daily Pct. Time
VR Held/Blocked

SNTCDZ SNTPDZ SNTNVR

NetSpy Daily Average VR
Response Time

SNTCD5 SNTPD5 SNTNVR

NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP
Cycle Utilization

SNTCDP SNTPDP SNTNAF

NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer
Utilization

SNTCDQ SNTPDQ SNTNAF

NetSpy Daily Link
Utilization

SNTCDR SNTNCL

Under/Over Utilized Line
Analysis

SNTLDS SNTNCL

NetSpy/NPM Link
Ranking By (Zone/Hour)

(SNTLDX, SNTLDY) SNTNCL

NCP Utilization Ranking (SNTLDE, SNTLDF, SNTLXE, SNTLXF) SNTNAF
NetSpy/NPM Daily Link
Utilization

SNTPDR SNTNCL

Workload *NetView Daily Connect
Time by SNTACT1

SNTCDC NVSNSC

*NetView Daily
Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

SNTCDD NVSNSC

*NetView Daily Data
Chars/1000 by VR

SNTCDE NVSRTE

*NetView Daily Data
Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

SNTCDF NVSNSA

*NetView Daily Cntl
Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

SNTCDG NVSNSA

*NetView Weekly Cntl
PIU Traffic by PLU

SNTCWH NVSLSY

*NetView Weekly Data
PIU Traffic by PLU

SNTCWK NVSLSY

*NetView Daily Link Rank
Report

SNTLDL NVSNLL

*NetView Daily PLU Rank
Report

SNTLDM NVSLSY

NSA/NGA Daily
Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

SNTCDX SNTPDX SNTNAC

NSA/NGA Daily PIU
Traffic by SNTACT1

SNTCDY SNTPDY SNTNAC

Resource TCP/IP Daily In Byte
Count By Hour

SNTPD2 TCPSTN

TCP/IP Daily Out Byte
Count By Hour

SNTPD3 TCPSTN

TCP/IP Monthly In Byte
Count By Zone

SNTPM1 TCPSTN
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TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte
Count By Zone

SNTPM2 TCPSTN

TCP/IP Daily Bytes
Trans./Hour (CSV)

SNTEM1 TCPSTN

TCP/IP Daily Bytes
Trans./Hour (CSV)

SNTEM2 TCPSTN

Chart CCU/Buffers/
Slowdown by Hour

SNTPDU SNTNAF

Plot CCU/Buffers/
Slowdown by Hour

SNTPDV SNTNAF

Plot NCP Hold/
Intermediate Queue
Length Plot

SNTPDW SNTNAF

*All reports beginning with NetView may also be produced from data collected by NetMaster.

SNT - Service Analysis Inquiries

Service analysis inquiries indicate the level of service that is provided by a network to any given group of users. The
service analysis inquiries are explained in greater detail in the following sections:

• NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS
• NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by PCLASS
• NetView Daily Avg Resp by Link
• NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by Link
• NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components
• NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components
• NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking
• NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking
• NetView PCLASS Service/Workload Ranking
• NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking
• NPM Link Service/Workload Ranking
• NPM Application/Link Service/Workload Ranking
• NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking
• TSO Response Time Components

NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS

NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS chart indicates the adequacy of service to the end-user based on performance
classifications (PCLASS) that are established by the data center. A reference line is drawn on the chart to indicate the
objective response time for the performance class.

This inquiry is similar to the NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS (SNTPD1) except that this inquiry produces graphical
output using SAS/Graph, while SNTPD1 produces printer graphics using PROC CHART.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart showing average end-user response time (as measured by the 3274/3174
Response Time Monitor) by hour for a given Tivoli NetView Session Monitor (NLDM) performance class.

Inquiry ID
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• Color Graphics: SNTCD1
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD1

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSV01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NSVAVTTM
• NSVPCLSS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Performance Class (NSVPCLSS) is a site-defined classification that is used by Tivoli NetView Session Monitor (NLDM)
to accumulate response time. Sections Correlating Data Sources to Reports and Creating Performance Classes for
Reporting provide guidelines on how to set up performance classes.

The report volume may be large if generated without any selection criteria, depending on the number of links in your
network environment.

NetView Daily Avg Resp by PCLASS

                                                   Daily Avg Response By PCLASS                              

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPD1                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  15AUGyy

 

------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB PCLASS=RIMS

 ---------------------------------------------------

 

Seconds Sum

 

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

 2.50 +                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

 2.00 +                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

 1.50 +                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***
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 1.00 +                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

 0.50 +                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

      |                                                    ***

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

 

                                                             Hour Of Day

NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by PCLASS

Response objectives are established to provide measures of service. NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by PCLASS
chart illustrates how close the data center comes to meeting the objectives for a Tivoli NetView Session Monitor (NLDM)
defined performance class.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart showing the percentage of time the response objectives are met within an hour
(as measured by the 3274/3174 Response Time Monitor) for a given NetView Session Monitor (NLDM) performance
class.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD4
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD4

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSV01 - Previous day

Data elements used

 

• HOUR
• NSVPCOBM
• NSVPCLSS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Performance Class (NSVPCLSS) is a site-defined classification that is used by NetView Session Monitor (NLDM)
to accumulate response time. Sections Correlating Data Sources to Reports and Creating Performance Classes for
Reporting provide guidelines on how to set up performance classes.

NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by PCLASS
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                                                Daily % Resp Within Obj By PCLASS                            

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPD4                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  17AUGyy

 

------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB PCLASS=RIMS

 ---------------------------------------------------

 

    Percent. Sum

 

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     70.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     60.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     50.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     40.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     30.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     20.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

     10.00 % +                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

             |                                          **

            

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                 0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23

   HOUR Midpoint

 

                |------------------------------------------- 4.00 -------------------------------------------|

   NSVROBTM

NetView Daily Avg Resp by Link

NetView Daily Avg Resp by Link chart shows average end-user response time for all terminals that are attached on a
link to a 3274/3174 equipped with a Response Time Monitor. This MICF inquiry summarizes average response time
independent of the performance classes that are defined within Tivoli NetView Session Monitor (NLDM) for the terminal-
to-host sessions across this link. You can use this chart to determine which links offer the shortest or longest average
response times within the network. You can also use the chart with MICF inquiry SNTCD8 to compare average response
time with utilization for a given link.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of average end-user response time (as measured by the 3274/3174 Response
Time Monitor) by hour for a given SLULINK, the peripheral link to which a remote terminal is attached.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDI
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDI

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNLL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NLLAVTTM
• SLULINK

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Since this chart is based on the measurement of end-to-end average response time and not on the network component's
average response time, it can indicate that there is poor response by link for delays that are caused by events outside the
network.

NetView Daily Avg Resp by Link

                                                    Daily Avg Response By Link                               

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDI                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  20AUGyy

 

------------------------------------------------ N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB Link=CC000002

 --------------------------------------------------

 

    Seconds Sum
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     4.0 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     3.5 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     3.0 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     2.5 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     2.0 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     1.5 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     1.0 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

     0.5 +                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

         |                            *****

        

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  8          9          10         11         12         13         14         15         16 

        17

 

                                                             Hour Of Day

NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by Link

Response objectives are established to provide measures of service. NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by Link chart
illustrates how close the data center comes to meeting the objectives for all the NetView Session Monitor/NLDM-defined
performance classes that are defined for the terminal to host sessions across a given link. For this chart, Percent
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Responses within Objective (NLLPCOBM) are summarized across the performance classes defined for the terminal-to-
host sessions on the link.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart showing the percentage of time the response objectives are met within each
hour (as measured by the 3274/3174 Response Time Monitor) for a given SLULINK, the peripheral link to which a remote
terminal is attached.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDN
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDN

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNLL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NLLPCOBM
• SLULINK

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Since this chart is based on the measurement of end-to-end response time and not on the network component's response
time, it can indicate that there is poor response by link for delays that are caused by events outside the network.

NetView Daily % Resp Within Obj by Link

                                                  Daily % Resp Within Obj By Link                            

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPDN                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  02SEPyy

 

-------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB SLUSAPU=HOST42 Link=0A25

 -------------------------------------------

 

Percent Sum

 

 45.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 40.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 35.00 % +                                                    ***
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         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 30.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 25.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 20.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 15.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

 10.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

  5.00 % +                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

         |                                                    ***

        

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

 

                                                                Hour Of Day

NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components

NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components chart is used to determine, for a given application, what portion of average
total response time occurs in the host compared to that which occurs in the network.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart showing the components of average total response time (host and
network) by hour for a given application.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDS
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDS
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Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSP01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• PLU
• NSPAVHTM
• NSPAVNTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

The source for this inquiry is the NetSpy VTAM interface data.

NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components Sample

                                              NetSpy Daily PLU Resp Time Components                          

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDS                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------- NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=CA11 PLU=A11ITSO

 --------------------------------------------

 

 SEC Sum

 

      |                                                                                            NNN

      |                                                                                            NNN

      |                                                                                            NNN

  1.4 +                                                                                            NNN

      |                                                                                            NNN

      |                                                                                            HHH

      |            NNN                                                                             HHH

  1.2 +            NNN                                                                             HHH

      |  NNN       NNN                                                                             HHH

      |  NNN       NNN                                                                             HHH      

 NNN

      |  NNN       NNN                      NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN

  1.0 +  NNN       NNN                      NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN

      |  NNN       NNN                      NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN

      |  NNN       NNN  NNN  NNN            NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN

      |  NNN       NNN  NNN  NNN            NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN

  0.8 +  NNN       NNN  NNN  NNN            NNN                                                    HHH  NNN 

 NNN
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      |  NNN       NNN  NNN  NNN            NNN       NNN                           NNN  NNN       HHH  HHH 

 NNN

      |  NNN       HHH  NNN  NNN       NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN                 NNN       NNN  NNN       HHH  HHH 

 NNN

      |  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN                 NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN       HHH  HHH 

 NNN

  0.6 +  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  HHH                 NNN  NNN  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH 

 NNN

      |  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  HHH       NNN       HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH 

 NNN

      |  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  NNN  HHH       NNN       HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH 

 NNN  NNN

      |  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH       NNN       HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  NNN  NNN

  0.4 +  NNN  NNN  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  NNN  NNN

      |  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN

      |  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  NNN  NNN

      |  NNN  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  NNN  NNN

  0.2 +  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH

      |  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH

      |  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH

      |  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH 

 HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

 

                                                             Hour

 

 

                                                Symbol TYPE        Symbol TYPE

 

                                                   H   HOST           N   NETWORK

NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components

Use NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components chart to determine, for a given terminal, what portion of average total
response time occurs in the host compared to that which occurs in the network.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart showing the components of average total response time (host and
network) by hour for a given terminal.

Inquiry ID
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• Color Graphics: SNTCDT
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDT

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSS01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• SLU
• NSSAVHTM
• NSSAVNTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

The source for this inquiry is the NetSpy VTAM interface data.

NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components Sample

                                              NetSpy Daily SLU Resp Time Components                          

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDT                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  02SEPyy

 

------------------------------------ NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=CA11 PLU=A11ITSO SLU=A55TG003

 --------------------------------------

 

 SEC Sum

 

  8.0 +                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

  7.0 +                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

  6.0 +                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

      |                                                                             HHH

  5.0 +                                                                             HHH

      |                           NNN                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH
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  4.0 +                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

  3.0 +                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

  2.0 +                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH

      |                           HHH                                               HHH                     

 NNN

      |                           HHH                                               HHH                     

 NNN

  1.0 +                      NNN  HHH                                          HHH  HHH                     

 NNN

      |                      HHH  HHH       NNN                                HHH  HHH       NNN           

 HHH            HHH

      |  HHH                 HHH  HHH       NNN                                HHH  HHH       HHH           

 HHH            HHH

      |  HHH                 HHH  HHH  NNN  NNN       HHH  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  HHH  HHH  NNN  HHH  NNN      

 HHH            HHH

      |  HHH       HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  HHH  NNN 

 HHH            HHH

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

 

                                                             Hour

 

 

                                                Symbol TYPE        Symbol TYPE

 

                                                   H   HOST           N   NETWORK

NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking

To rank application workloads in ascending or descending order based on response times or character volumes. The user
chooses the number of applications ranked, the order of ranking, and the variable that is used to rank on. The NetView
Application Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload information that can be used in
determining possible bottlenecks and/or poor response times.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. Best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online. The
information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, SNTACT1, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID
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• SNTLDA - Application w/in zone - NVSNSA/NVSRTM files
• SNTLDB - Application w/in hour - NVSNSA/NVSRTM files
• SNTLD6 - Application w/in zone - SNTNPL file
• SNTLD7 - Application w/in hour - SNTNPL file

Data Source (File/Timespan)

• NVSNSA/NVSRTM Days
• SNTNPL Days

Data elements used

SNTLDA/SNTLDB

• DURATION
• SNTACT1
• RTMAVTTM
• OBJECTIV
• RTMNRRNR
• RTMTRSMN,
• RTMPCOBS
• RTMPCOBT
• RTMTRESC
• SAMPLES
• NSATOTSN
• NSATOTRC,
• NSATOTTR
• NSAAVCHS
• NSAAVCHR
• NSAAVCHT
• NSAAVPIU
• SYSID,
• NETWRKID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT
• DATE,
• IQ
• TIME
• HOUR

SNTLD6/SNTLD7
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• DURATION
• PLU
• LSYAVTTM
• OBJECTIV
• LSYNRRNR
• LSYTRSMN
• LSYPCOBS
• LSYPCOBT
• LSYTRESC
• SAMPLES
• LSYTOTSN
• LSYTOTRC
• LSYTOTTR
• LSYAVCHS
• LSYAVCHR
• LSYAVVHT
• LSYAVPIU
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• DATE TIME
• IQ,
• CURRENT
• HOUR

Calculations

   SNTLDA/SNTLDB

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';
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   /* SAS System Statements (Load DATA Variable) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   IF SESTYPE =:'LU-LU' THEN DO;

      DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

      DATEB = MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   END;

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

   END;

   IF SESTYPE =:'LU-LU';

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="INQUIRE NAME";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (OBJECTIV) */;

   LENGTH OBJECTIV $12;

   FORMAT OBJECTIV $CHAR12.;

   LABEL OBJECTIV="X PERCENT OF RESPONSE WITHIN XX SECONDS";

   OBJECTIV = '     .      '; IF RTMPCOBJ GE 0 OR RTMROBTM GE

   0 THEN DO; SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCOBJ,3.);

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,4,4)='% < ';

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,8,5)=PUT(RTMROBTM,4.1); END; ; /* Data

   Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */; FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL"; RANKELEM = &RANKELEM; ; /* Data
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   Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */; LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.; LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING

   ELEMENT"; RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL'); ; /* Data Element

   Derivation (RTMPCOBS) */; LENGTH RTMPCOBS $4; FORMAT

   RTMPCOBS $CHAR4.; LABEL RTMPCOBS="% MET OF SAMPLED";

   RTMPCOBS = '  . '; IF RTMPCOBM GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBS,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCOBM,3.);

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBS,4,1)='%'; END; ; /* Data Element

   Derivation (RTMPCOBT) */; LENGTH RTMPCOBT $4; FORMAT

   RTMPCOBT $CHAR4.; LABEL RTMPCOBT="% MET OF TOTAL";

   RTMPCOBT = '  . '; IF RTMPCTR4 GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBT,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCTR4,3.);

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBT,4,1)='%'; END; ; /* Data Element

   Derivation (RTMTRSMN) */; FORMAT RTMTRSMN SCALE4.; LABEL

   RTMTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE"; RTMTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60); IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN

   RTMTRSMN=RTMTRESC/DURMINS; ; /* Data Element Derivation

   (NSATOTSN) */; FORMAT NSATOTSN SCALE4.; LABEL

   NSATOTSN="TOTAL CHARACTERS SENT"; NSATOTSN =

   SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS); ; /* Data Element Derivation

   (NSATOTRC) */; FORMAT NSATOTRC SCALE4.; LABEL

   NSATOTRC="TOTAL CHARACTERS RECEIVED"; NSATOTRC =

   SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR); ; /* Data Element Derivation

   (NSATOTTR) */; FORMAT NSATOTTR SCALE4.; LABEL

   NSATOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED"; NSATOTTR =

   SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR,NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS); ; /* Data

   Element Derivation (NSAAVCHS) */; FORMAT NSAAVCHS SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSAAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT"; NSAAVCHS = .;

   NSANRFSR=SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS); IF RTMTRESC GT 0 THEN

   NSAAVCHS=NSANRFSR/RTMTRESC; ; /* Data Element Derivation

   (NSAAVCHR) */; FORMAT NSAAVCHR SCALE4.; LABEL

   NSAAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED"; NSAAVCHR = .;

   NSANRFRE=SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR); IF RTMTRESC NE 0 THEN

   NSAAVCHR=NSANRFRE/RTMTRESC; ; /* Data Element Derivation

   (NSAAVCHT) */; FORMAT NSAAVCHT SCALE4.; LABEL

   NSAAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED"; NSAAVCHT

   = .; NSATOCTR=SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS,NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR); IF

   RTMTRESC NE 0 THEN NSAAVCHT=NSATOCTR/RTMTRESC; ; /* Data

   Element Derivation (NSAAVPIU) */; FORMAT NSAAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSAAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE"; NSAAVPIU = .;

   NSANRPIU=SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS,NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS); IF

   RTMTRESC GT 0 THEN NSAAVPIU=NSANRPIU/RTMTRESC; ; /* Data

   Element Derivation (RTMNRRNR) */; FORMAT RTMNRRNR SCALE4.;

   LABEL RTMNRRNR="NUMBER OF RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE";

   RTMNRRNR = .; RTMNRRNR=(RTMTRESC-RTMNRROM); ;

   SNTLD6/SNTLD7

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;
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   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;
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   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (OBJECTIV) */;

   LENGTH OBJECTIV $12;

   FORMAT OBJECTIV $CHAR12.;

   LABEL OBJECTIV="X PERCENT OF RESPONSE WITHIN XX SECONDS";

   OBJECTIV = '     .      ';

   IF LSYPCOBJ GE 0 OR LSYROBTM GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,1,3)=PUT(LSYPCOBJ,3.);

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,4,4)='% < ';

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,8,5)=PUT(LSYROBTM,4.1);

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYPCOBS) */;

   LENGTH LSYPCOBS $4;

   FORMAT LSYPCOBS $CHAR4.;

   LABEL LSYPCOBS="% MET OF SAMPLED";

   LSYPCOBS = '  . ';

   IF LSYPCOBM GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(LSYPCOBS,1,3)=PUT(LSYPCOBM,3.);

   SUBSTR(LSYPCOBS,4,1)='%';

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYPCOBT) */;

   LENGTH LSYPCOBT $4;

   FORMAT LSYPCOBT $CHAR4.;

   LABEL LSYPCOBT="% MET OF TOTAL";

   LSYPCOBT = '  . ';

   IF LSYPCTR4 GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(LSYPCOBT,1,3)=PUT(LSYPCTR4,3.);

   SUBSTR(LSYPCOBT,4,1)='%';

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT LSYTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE";

   LSYTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN LSYTRSMN=LSYTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYTOTSN) */;

   FORMAT LSYTOTSN SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYTOTSN="TOTAL CHARACTERS SENT";
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   LSYTOTSN = SUM(LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYTOTRC) */;

   FORMAT LSYTOTRC SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYTOTRC="TOTAL CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   LSYTOTRC = SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRTBR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT LSYTOTTR SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYTOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   LSYTOTTR = SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRTBR,LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT LSYAVCHS SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   LSYAVCHS = .;

   LSYNRFSR=SUM(LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS);

   IF LSYTRESC GT 0 THEN LSYAVCHS=LSYNRFSR/LSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT LSYAVCHR SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   LSYAVCHR = .;

   LSYNRFRE=SUM(LSYNRCBR,LSYNRTBR);

   IF LSYTRESC NE 0 THEN LSYAVCHR=LSYNRFRE/LSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT LSYAVCHT SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   LSYAVCHT = .;

   LSYTOCTR=SUM(LSYNRCBS,LSYNRTBS,LSYNRCBR,LSYNRTBR);

   IF LSYTRESC NE 0 THEN LSYAVCHT=LSYTOCTR/LSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT LSYAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   LSYAVPIU = .;

   LSYNRPIU=SUM(LSYNRTPR,LSYNRTPS,LSYNRCPR,LSYNRCPS);

   IF LSYTRESC GT 0 THEN LSYAVPIU=LSYNRPIU/LSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LSYNRRNR) */;

   FORMAT LSYNRRNR SCALE4.;

   LABEL LSYNRRNR="NUMBER OF RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE";

   LSYNRRNR = .;

   LSYNRRNR=(LSYTRESC-LSYNRROM);

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.
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NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking Sample

                                                                                                             

                     1

 

                                             (SNTLDA) DAILY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                            FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                         NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSA    DATA RANGE: 23JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------- RESPONSE INFORMATION --------------------|------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG     RESPONSE    MISSED  RATE  |- % MET OF -|-- TOTAL # --|--- TOTAL CHARS ---|-----

 AVG CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|APPLICATION NAME ||RESP    OBJECTIVE     OBJ   / MIN |SAMP  TOTAL |RESP  SAMPLES|SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  ============  =====  =====  ====  ====   =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

    0:00  TVS2       1.65    85% <  5.0     0      2   100%  100%      2      2      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:01  H160X      1.48    85% <  5.0     9      5   100%  100%     11      2      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:01  H160Q8VC   0.49    85% <  5.0    11     11   100%  100%     12      1      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  H160Q4VC   0.31    85% <  5.0     7     26   100%  100%      8      1      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  HA99N       .          .          0      0     .     .       0      1      4     76     80      0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  HA99N       .          .          0      0     .     .       0     13     36    779    815      0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  HD93N       .          .          0      0     .     .       0      1      0     55     55      0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  HD93N002    .          .          0      0     .     .       0      1      0     56     56      0  

    0      0       0

    0:01  H059CSM1    .          .          0      0     .     .       0    102     30K     1K    32K     0  

    0      0       0

    0:00  H059CSM3    .          .          0      0     .     .       0      4      1K    67      1K     0  

    0      0       0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=RTMAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSA/RTM

                                                                                                             

                     2
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NetView Application Service/Workload Ranking  Sample 2

                                             (SNTLDA) DAILY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                            FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                         NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSB    DATA RANGE: 23JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------- RESPONSE INFORMATION --------------------|------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG     RESPONSE    MISSED  RATE  |- % MET OF -|-- TOTAL # --|--- TOTAL CHARS ---|-----

 AVG CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|APPLICATION NAME ||RESP    OBJECTIVE     OBJ   / MIN |SAMP  TOTAL |RESP  SAMPLES|SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  ============  =====  =====  ====  ====   =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

    0:30  P18IMSB    31.0    95% <  4.0     5      0     0%   40%      5      2      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:32  C41TS239   24.2    95% <  4.0    36      1   100%   97%     39      3     28K   946     29K   734  

   24    758       9

    0:05  C41TS221   17.3    95% <  4.0     5      0     0%   80%      5      1     66K     1K    67K    13K 

  256     13K     81

    0:15  C41TS205   11.0    95% <  4.0    23      1     0%   74%     23      1      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:45  C41TS138   10.9    95% <  4.0     3      0    67%   80%      5      3      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:15  C41TS276   8.86    95% <  4.0    33      2     0%   52%     33      2     12K     1K    13K   364  

   32    397       7

    0:03  C41TS267   8.66    95% <  4.0    12      3     0%   83%     12      1     21K   727     22K     1K 

   60      1K     24

    0:45  C41TS054   8.37    95% <  4.0    43      0    33%   82%     44      3      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    0:45  C41TS068   8.36    95% <  4.0    29      0    33%   80%     30      3      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    1:00  C41TS278   7.41    95% <  4.0   236      3    50%   97%    238      4      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0
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DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=RTMAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSA/RTM

NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected links in ascending or descending order based on response times or character traffic volumes.
The user chooses the number of links ranked, the order of ranking, and the variable used to rank on. The NetView Link
Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload information that can be used to identify links
having high traffic volume or response time.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, SLULINK, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLD8 - Link w/in zone
• SNTLD9 - Link w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNLL01 - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• SLULINK
• NLLAVTTM
• NLLTRESC
• NLLTRSMN
• NLLTOTSN
• NLLTSTRC
• NLLTOTTR
• NLLTCTMN
• NLLAVCHS
• NLLAVCHR
• CURRENT
• NLLAVCHT
• NLLNRPIS
• NLLNRPIR
• NLLNRPIT
• NLLAVLMN
• RANKLBL
• NLLAVPIU
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• DATE
• TIME
• IQ
• RANKELEM

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   IF SLULINK NE '        ' THEN DO;
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      DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

      DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   END;

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   IF SLULINK NE '        '; /*DROP LOCALLY ATTACHED*/

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT NLLTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE";
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   NLLTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN NLLTRSMN = NLLTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLTOTSN) */;

   FORMAT NLLTOTSN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLTOTSN="TOTAL CHARACTERS SENT";

   NLLTOTSN = SUM(NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLTOTRC) */;

   FORMAT NLLTOTRC SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLTOTRC="TOTAL CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NLLTOTRC = SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT NLLTOTTR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLTOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NLLTOTTR = SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR,NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLTCTMN) */;

   FORMAT NLLTCTMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLTCTMN="AVG CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED PER MINUTE";

   NLLTCTMN = .;

   IF DURATION GT 0 THEN  NLLTCTMN =

   SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR,NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS) / (DURATION/60);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT NLLAVCHS SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   NLLAVCHS = .;

   NLLNRFSR=SUM(NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS);

   IF NLLTRESC GT 0 THEN NLLAVCHS=NLLNRFSR/NLLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT NLLAVCHR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NLLAVCHR = .;

   NLLNRFRE=SUM(NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR);

   IF NLLTRESC NE 0 THEN NLLAVCHR=NLLNRFRE/NLLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT NLLAVCHT SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NLLAVCHT = .;

   NLLTOCTR=SUM(NLLNRCBS,NLLNRTBS,NLLNRCBR,NLLNRTBR);

   IF NLLTRESC NE 0 THEN NLLAVCHT=NLLTOCTR/NLLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLNRPIS) */;

   FORMAT NLLNRPIS SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLNRPIS="TOTAL PIUs SENT";

   NLLNRPIS = SUM(NLLNRTPS,NLLNRCPS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLNRPIR) */;
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   FORMAT NLLNRPIR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLNRPIR="TOTAL PIUs RECEIVED";

   NLLNRPIR = SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRCPR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLNRPIT) */;

   FORMAT NLLNRPIT SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLNRPIT="TOTAL PIUs TRANSMITTED";

   NLLNRPIT = SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRTPS,NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT NLLAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   NLLAVPIU = .;

   NLLNRPIU=SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRTPS,NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS);

   IF NLLTRESC GT 0 THEN NLLAVPIU=NLLNRPIU/NLLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NLLAVPMN) */;

   FORMAT NLLAVPMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NLLAVPMN="AVG PIUs TRANSMITTED PER MINUTE";

   NLLAVPMN = .;

   TOTPIUS=SUM(NLLNRTPR,NLLNRTPS,NLLNRCPR,NLLNRCPS);

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN NLLAVPMN=TOTPIUS/DURMINS;

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                                             

                     1

 

                                               (SNTLD8) DAILY LINK RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 LINKS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                      NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSA    DATA RANGE: 22JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||- RESP INFORMATION -|------------------------------ WORKLOAD INFORMATION

 --------------------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG    TOTAL  RATE  |------- TOTAL CHARS ------|----- AVG CHARS -----|---- TOTAL PIUS

 ---|--- PIUS PER --|

|       LINK NAME ||RESP   RESPS  / MIN |SENT   RECVD  TRANS  / MIM| SENT   RECVD  TRANS |SENT   RECVD 

 TRANS| / MIN  / RESP |

 =================  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====

  =====  ======

   5:00  L063V378    1.67     4      0     63      1K     1K     5     15    421    437     21     21     42 

     0      10

   0:00  L141016     1.65     2      2      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 

     0       0

   5:01  L491V874    1.37     7      0    177      4K     5K    17     25    709    734     59     59    118 

     0      16
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   5:01  L071V039    0.49    12      0    186      4K     5K    17     15    413    428     62     62    124 

     0      10

   5:00  L083V198    0.31     8      0     42      1K     1K     4      5    147    152     14     14     28 

     0       3

   0:45  N002NPAL     .       0      0      2     18K    18K   413      0      0      0      1     48     49 

     1       0

   0:30  N003NPAL     .       0      0      0      3K     3K   101      0      0      0      0     21     21 

     0       0

   0:45  N004NPAL     .       0      0      2     23K    23K   532      0      0      0      1     56     57 

     1       0

   0:45  N005NPAL     .       0      0      0     22K    22K   495      0      0      0      0    143    143 

     3       0

   0:45  N006NPAL     .       0      0      0      5K     5K   120      0      0      0      0     38     38 

     0       0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NLLAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NLL

NetView Link Service/Workload Ranking Sample 2

                                                                                                             

                     2

 

                                               (SNTLD8) DAILY LINK RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 LINKS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                      NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSB    DATA RANGE: 22JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||- RESP INFORMATION -|------------------------------ WORKLOAD INFORMATION

 --------------------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG    TOTAL  RATE  |------- TOTAL CHARS ------|----- AVG CHARS -----|---- TOTAL PIUS

 ---|--- PIUS PER --|

|       LINK NAME ||RESP   RESPS  / MIN |SENT   RECVD  TRANS  / MIM| SENT   RECVD  TRANS |SENT   RECVD 

 TRANS| / MIN  / RESP |

 =================  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  =====

  =====  ======

  67:02  CC000067    7.73    60      0     46K     2K    49K    12    782     43    826    169    243    412 

     0       6

  50:55  CC000002    3.97     1K     0    161K     9K   170K    55    109      6    115    874      1K     1K

     0       1

  10:36  CC000096    2.97   547      0     30K     2K    32K    51     55      4     60    107    126    233 

     0       0

  12:58  CC000035    2.78   685      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 

     0       0
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  46:10  0C14        2.76     1K     0    196K    23K   219K    79    195     22    217    766      1K     2K

     0       2

  16:28  0A15        2.68   386      0    137K    75K   212K   214    355    194    550    606      1K     1K

     1       4

  77:42  0A16        2.48     1K     0    440K    14K   455K    97    307     10    317      1K     1K     2K

     0       1

   1:45  0A26        2.44   278      2      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0      0 

     0       0

  17:23  0A19        2.39   908      0     35K     5K    40K    39     38      6     45     93    146    239 

     0       0

  20:27  0C10        2.33   424      0     54K    14     54K    44    127      0    127    131    131    262 

     0       0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NLLAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NLL

NetView PCLASS Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected NetView performance classes in ascending or descending order based on response times or
character traffic volumes. The user chooses the number of performance classes ranked, the order of ranking, and the
variable used to rank on. The NetView PCLASS Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload
information that can be used to identify performance classes having high traffic volume or response times.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, PERFCLSS, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by
Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDC - PCLASS w/in zone
• SNTLDD - PCLASS w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNSA/NVSRTM - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• SNTACT4
• RTMAVTTM
• OBJECTIV
• RTMNRRNR
• RTMTRSMN
• RTMPCOBS
• RTMPCOBT
• RTMTRESC
• SAMPLES
• NSATOTSN
• NSATOTRC
• NSATOTTR
• NSAACVHS
• NSAAVCHR
• NSAAVCHT
• NSAAVPIU
• SYSID
• NETWRKID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT
• DATE
• TIME
• IQ

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

    /* SAS System Statements (Load DATA Variable) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   IF SESTYPE =:'LU-LU' THEN DO;
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      DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

      DATEB = MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   END;

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

   END;

   IF SESTYPE =:'LU-LU';

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="INQUIRE NAME";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (OBJECTIV) */;

   LENGTH OBJECTIV $12;

   FORMAT OBJECTIV $CHAR12.;

   LABEL OBJECTIV="X PERCENT OF RESPONSE WITHIN XX SECONDS";

   OBJECTIV = '     .      ';

   IF RTMPCOBJ GE 0 OR RTMROBTM GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCOBJ,3.);

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,4,4)='% < ';

   SUBSTR(OBJECTIV,8,5)=PUT(RTMROBTM,4.1);

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";
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   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RTMPCOBS) */;

   LENGTH RTMPCOBS $4;

   FORMAT RTMPCOBS $CHAR4.;

   LABEL RTMPCOBS="% MET OF SAMPLED";

   RTMPCOBS = '  . ';

   IF RTMPCOBM GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBS,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCOBM,3.);

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBS,4,1)='%';

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RTMPCOBT) */;

   LENGTH RTMPCOBT $4;

   FORMAT RTMPCOBT $CHAR4.;

   LABEL RTMPCOBT="% MET OF TOTAL";

   RTMPCOBT = '  . ';

   IF RTMPCTR4 GE 0 THEN DO;

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBT,1,3)=PUT(RTMPCTR4,3.);

   SUBSTR(RTMPCOBT,4,1)='%';

   END;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RTMTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT RTMTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL RTMTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE";

   RTMTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN

   RTMTRSMN=RTMTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSATOTSN) */;

   FORMAT NSATOTSN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSATOTSN="TOTAL CHARACTERS SENT";

   NSATOTSN = SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSATOTRC) */;

   FORMAT NSATOTRC SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSATOTRC="TOTAL CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NSATOTRC = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSATOTTR) */;

   FORMAT NSATOTTR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSATOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NSATOTTR = SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR,NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSAAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT NSAAVCHS SCALE4.;
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   LABEL NSAAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   NSAAVCHS = .;

   NSANRFSR=SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS);

   IF RTMTRESC GT 0 THEN NSAAVCHS=NSANRFSR/RTMTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSAAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT NSAAVCHR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSAAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NSAAVCHR = .;

   NSANRFRE=SUM(NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR);

   IF RTMTRESC NE 0 THEN NSAAVCHR=NSANRFRE/RTMTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSAAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT NSAAVCHT SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSAAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NSAAVCHT = .;

   NSATOCTR=SUM(NSANRCBS,NSANRTBS,NSANRCBR,NSANRTBR);

   IF RTMTRESC NE 0 THEN NSAAVCHT=NSATOCTR/RTMTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSAAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT NSAAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSAAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   NSAAVPIU = .;

   NSANRPIU=SUM(NSANRTPR,NSANRTPS,NSANRCPR,NSANRCPS);

   IF RTMTRESC GT 0 THEN NSAAVPIU=NSANRPIU/RTMTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RTMNRRNR) */;

   FORMAT RTMNRRNR SCALE4.;

   LABEL RTMNRRNR="NUMBER OF RESPONSES NOT IN RANGE";

   RTMNRRNR = .;

   RTMNRRNR=(RTMTRESC-RTMNRROM);

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NetView PCLASS Service/Workload Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                                             

                     1

 

                                          (SNTLDC) DAILY PERFORMANCE CLASS RANKING BY ZONE

                        FIRST 10 PERFORMANCE CLASSES BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                         NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSA    DATA RANGE: 23JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------- RESPONSE INFORMATION --------------------|------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG     RESPONSE    MISSED  RATE  |- % MET OF -|-- TOTAL # --|--- TOTAL CHARS ---|-----

 AVG CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|PERFORMANCE CLASS||RESP    OBJECTIVE     OBJ   / MIN |SAMP  TOTAL |RESP  SAMPLES|SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |
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 =================  =====  ============  =====  =====  ====  ====   =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

    0:04  DEFAULT    0.85    85% <  5.0    27      8   100%  100%     33      6     44K     7M     7M     1K 

  234K   235K    686

    0:00              .          .          0      0     .     .       0      1      4     76     80      0  

    0      0       0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=RTMAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSA/RTM

NetView PCLASS Service/Workload Ranking Sample 2

                                                                                                             

                     2

 

                                          (SNTLDC) DAILY PERFORMANCE CLASS RANKING BY ZONE

                        FIRST 10 PERFORMANCE CLASSES BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                         NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYSB    DATA RANGE: 23JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------- RESPONSE INFORMATION --------------------|------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||AVG     RESPONSE    MISSED  RATE  |- % MET OF -|-- TOTAL # --|--- TOTAL CHARS ---|-----

 AVG CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|PERFORMANCE CLASS||RESP    OBJECTIVE     OBJ   / MIN |SAMP  TOTAL |RESP  SAMPLES|SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  ============  =====  =====  ====  ====   =====  =====  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

    0:30  BIMS       31.0    95% <  4.0     5      0     0%   40%      5      2      0      0      0      0  

    0      0       0

    5:23  TIMS       4.21    95% <  4.0   160      0    46%   94%    172     26     58K    56K   114K   339  

  326    666       3

    3:09  RIMS       2.71    95% <  4.0   179      1    78%   99%    193     18     52K    68K   120K   271  

  353    624       3

   92:13  LIMS       2.23    95% <  4.0     4K     0    70%   99%      4K   384    481K   201K   683K    97  

   40    137       0

   12:20  TCC        2.11    95% <  4.0   710      1    72%   98%    754     61      1M   636K     1M     1K 

  844      2K      8

   53:42  BDTSO      1.81    95% <  4.0    12K     3    55%   98%     12K   264     15M     1M    16M     1K 

   93      1K      9
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   34:09  SUPER      1.78    95% <  4.0     3K     1    55%   98%      3K   139      1M    26K     1M   358  

    6    365       1

    1:15  PDTSO      1.56    95% <  4.0   181      2    40%   96%    183      5    277K     2K   279K     1K 

   13      1K      5

    1:49  ALLOTH     0.94    95% <  5.0   289      2    82%  100%    298     11      6M     1M     8M    22K 

    4K    27K     99

    2:17  AIMS       0.94    95% <  4.0   151      1   100%   99%    161     10     10K     2K    13K    65  

   16     81       0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=RTMAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSA/RTM

NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected applications in ascending or descending order based on response times or character traffic
volumes. The user chooses the number of applications ranked, the order of ranking, and the variable used to rank on.
The NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload information that can be
used to identify applications having high traffic volumes or response times.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, PLU, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLD0 - Application w/in zone
• SNTLD1 - Application w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTPSY - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• PLU
• PSYAVTTM
• PSYAVHTM
• PSYAVNTM
• PSYNRTRE
• RANGE
• PSYTRESC
• PSYTRSMN
• PSYPCNTM
• PSYTOTSN
• PSTTOTRC
• PSYTOTTR
• PSYAVCHS
• PSYAVCHR
• PSYAVCHT
• PSYAVPIU
• TIME
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• DATE
• CURRENT
• IQ

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements (Derived vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);
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   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANGE) */;

   LENGTH RANGE $7;

   FORMAT RANGE $CHAR7.;

   LABEL RANGE="LOW-HI TOTAL RESPONSE THRESHOLD";

   RANGE = ' ';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,1,3)=PUT(NPMLOTOT,3.1);

   SUBSTR(RANGE,4,1)='-';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,5,3)=PUT(NPMHITOT,3.1);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;
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   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYPCNTM) */;

   LENGTH PSYPCNTM $6;

   FORMAT PSYPCNTM $CHAR6.;

   LABEL PSYPCNTM="% Responses With Network Time";

   PSYPCNTM = '     %';

   PCTTNETM=(100.0-PSYPCNON);

   SUBSTR(PSYPCNTM,1,5)=PUT(PCTTNETM,5.2);

   IF PCTTNETM = . THEN SUBSTR(PSYPCNTM,6,1)=' ';

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = ENDTS-STARTTS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT PSYTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL PSYTRSMN="Transactions Per Minute";

   PSYTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN PSYTRSMN=PSYTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYTOTSN) */;

   FORMAT PSYTOTSN 4.;

   LABEL PSYTOTSN="Total Characters Sent";

   PSYTOTSN = SUM(PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYTOTRC) */;

   FORMAT PSYTOTRC 4.;

   LABEL PSYTOTRC="Total Characters Received";

   PSYTOTRC = SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRNFR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT PSYTOTTR 4.;

   LABEL PSYTOTTR="Total Characters Transmitted";

   PSYTOTTR = SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRNFR,PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT PSYAVCHS 4.;

   LABEL PSYAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   PSYAVCHS = .;

   PSYNRFSR=SUM(PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFS);

   IF PSYTRESC GT 0 THEN PSYAVCHS=PSYNRFSR/PSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT PSYAVCHR 4.;

   LABEL PSYAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   PSYAVCHR = .;

   PSYNRFRE=SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRNFR);

   IF PSYTRESC NE 0 THEN PSYAVCHR=PSYNRFRE/PSYTRESC;

   ;
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   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT PSYAVCHT 4.;

   LABEL PSYAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   PSYAVCHT = .;

   PSYTOCTR=SUM(PSYNRFMR,PSYNRNFR,PSYNRFMS,PSYNRNFS);

   IF PSYTRESC NE 0 THEN PSYAVCHT=PSYTOCTR/PSYTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PSYAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT PSYAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL PSYAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   PSYAVPIU = .;

   PSYNRPIU=SUM(PSYNRPFS,PSYNRPFR);

   IF PSYTRESC GT 0 THEN PSYAVPIU=PSYNRPIU/PSYTRESC;

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NPM Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                     1

                                          (SNTLD0) DAILY NPM APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-04OCTyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------| |------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH| |--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM| |SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======   =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

   0:43   TSO0046    4.87   0.94   3.92      2   0.0-5.0    10      0   100.0%      7K   211      7K   710   

  21    732       3

   0:58   DISOSS20   3.70   3.70   0.00    101   0.0-5.0   283      4    0.00%    261K    55K   317K   924   

 196      1K      3

   1:15   TSO0025    3.27   1.57   1.69      9   0.0-5.0    67      0   100.0%     57K     1K    59K   862   

  24    887       2

   0:55   TSO0020    3.22   1.65   1.57     10   0.0-5.0    78      1   100.0%     87K     1K    89K     1K  

  20      1K      2

   0:54   TSO0024    2.74   1.07   1.67      6   0.0-5.0    51      0   100.0%     46K   927     47K   914   

  18    932       2

   0:59   TSO0038    2.72   1.44   1.28     29   0.0-5.0   216      3   100.0%    177K     4K   181K   822   

  19    841       2

   0:55   TSO0022    2.50   0.78   1.72      0   0.0-5.0     6      0   100.0%      8K    91      8K     1K  

  15      1K      2

   1:02   CHRSDC1    2.50   1.70   0.80      7   0.0-5.0    59      0   100.0%     61K     1K    62K     1K  

  20      1K      2

   1:07   TSO0005    2.34   1.07   1.27      4   0.0-5.0    27      0   100.0%     23K   732     23K   853   

  27    880       2
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   1:07   VTP03      1.92   0.82   1.09    134   0.0-5.0     3K    48   74.13%      1M    64K     1M   591   

  19    611       2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=PSYAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=PSY

NPM Link Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected links in ascending or descending order based on response times or character traffic volumes. The
user chooses the number of links ranked, the order of ranking, and the variable used to rank on. The NPM Link Service/
Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload information that can be used to identify links having high
traffic volume or response time.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, SLULINK, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLD4 - Link w/in zone
• SNTLD5 - Link w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNPL - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• SLULINK
• NPLAVTTM
• NPLAVHTM
• NPLAVNTM
• NPLNRTRE
• RANGE
• NPLTRESC
• NPLTRSMN
• NPLPCNTM
• NPLTOTSN
• NPLTOTRC
• NPLTOTTR
• NPLAVCHS
• NPLAVCHR
• NPLAVCHT
• NPLAVPIU
• DATE
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT
• TIME
• IQ

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   IF SLULINK NE '       ' THEN DO;
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      DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

      DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   END;

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   IF SLULINK NE '        '; /*DROP LOCALLY ATTACHED*/

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE:

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANGE) */;

   LENGTH RANGE $7;

   FORMAT RANGE $CHAR7.;

   LABEL RANGE="LOW-HI TOTAL RESPONSE THRESHOLD";

   RANGE = ' ';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,1,3)=PUT(NPMLOTOT,3.1);

   SUBSTR(RANGE,4,1)='-';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,5,3)=PUT(NPMHITOT,3.1);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;
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   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLPCNTM) */;

   LENGTH NPLPCNTM $6;

   FORMAT NPLPCNTM $CHAR6.;

   LABEL NPLPCNTM="% Responses With Network Time";

   NPLPCNTM = '     %';

   PCTTNETM=(100.0-NPLPCNON);

   SUBSTR(NPLPCNTM,1,5)=PUT(PCTTNETM,5.2);

   IF PCTTNETM = . THEN SUBSTR(NPLPCNTM,6,1)=' ';

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = ENDTS-STARTTS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT NPLTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NPLTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE";

   NPLTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN NPLTRSMN=NPLTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTSN) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTSN 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTSN="TOTAL CHARACTERS SENT";

   NPLTOTSN = SUM(NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTRC) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTRC 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTRC="TOTAL CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NPLTOTRC = SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTTR 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NPLTOTTR = SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHS 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   NPLAVCHS = .;

   NPLNRFSR=SUM(NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   IF NPLTRESC GT 0 THEN NPLAVCHS=NPLNRFSR/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHR 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NPLAVCHR = .;
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   NPLNRFRE=SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR);

   IF NPLTRESC NE 0 THEN NPLAVCHR=NPLNRFRE/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHT 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NPLAVCHT = .;

   NPLTOCTR=SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   IF NPLTRESC NE 0 THEN NPLAVCHT=NPLTOCTR/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL NPLAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   NPLAVPIU = .;

   NPLNRPIU=SUM(NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPFR);

   IF NPLTRESC GT 0 THEN NPLAVPIU=NPLNRPIU/NPLTRESC;

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NPM Link Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                     1

                                             (SNTLD4) DAILY NPM LINK RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 LINKS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-04OCTyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------| |------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH| |--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|       LINK NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM| |SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======   =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

   0:43   L12131     5.70   5.70   0.00     83   0.0-5.0   153      3    0.00%      7K    13K    20K    48   

  88    137       2

   0:58   L12031     4.86   2.98   1.89     14   0.0-5.0   224      3   99.55%    361K    15K   377K     1K  

  70      1K      2

   1:07   L12023     3.66   1.87   1.78     29   0.0-5.0   145      2   100.0%    198K     8K   206K     1K  

  59      1K      2

   0:17   L12141     3.55   3.55   0.00     16   0.0-5.0    36      2    0.00%     35K     3K    39K   987   

 107      1K      2

   1:04   L12046     3.46   2.12   1.34     30   0.0-5.0   184      2   90.22%    195K    11K   206K     1K  

  59      1K      2

   0:01   L12027     3.09   3.09   0.00      2   0.0-5.0     5      4    0.00%      3K   102      3K   679   

  20    699       5

   1:35   L2A178     2.81   1.39   1.43     58   0.0-5.0   460      4   100.0%    440K    11K   451K   957   

  24    981       3
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   0:22   L12189     2.53   1.37   1.17      4   0.0-5.0    42      1   16.67%     46K     1K    47K     1K  

  24      1K      4

   0:43   L12163     2.40   2.40   0.00      2   0.0-5.0    11      0    0.00%     77K     1K    78K     7K  

  99      7K      7

   1:07   L2A001     2.27   0.83   1.44     81   0.0-5.0     1K    22   90.84%      1M    32K     1M   679   

  20    700       2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NPLAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NPL

NPM Application/Link Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected application and link combinations in ascending or descending order based on response times
or character traffic volumes. The user chooses the number of applications ranked, the order of ranking, and the
variable used to rank on. The NPM Application/Link Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and
workload information that can be used to identify applications by link having high traffic volumes or response times.

Format

A 17-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, PLU, Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDQ - Application/Link w/in zone
• SNTLDR - Application/Link w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNPL - Days

Data elements used
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• SLULINK
• PLU
• NPLAVTTM
• NPLAVHTM
• NPLAVNTM
• NPLNRTRE
• RANGE
• NPLTRESC
• NPLTRSMN
• NPLPCNTM
• NPLTOTSN
• NPLTOTRC
• NPLTOTTR
• NPLAVCHS
• NPLAVCHR
• NPLAVCHT
• NPLAVPIU
• RANKLBL
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• DATE
• TIME
• CURRENT
• IQ
• RANKELEM

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   IF SLULINK NE '        ' THEN DO;
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      DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

      DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   END;

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   IF SLULINK NE '        '; /*DROP LOCALLY ATTACHED*/

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANGE) */;

   LENGTH RANGE $7;

   FORMAT RANGE $CHAR7.;

   LABEL RANGE="LOW-HI TOTAL RESPONSE THRESHOLD";

   RANGE = ' ';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,1,3)=PUT(NPMLOTOT,3.1);

   SUBSTR(RANGE,4,1)='-';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,5,3)=PUT(NPMHITOT,3.1);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;
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   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLPCNTM) */;

   LENGTH NPLPCNTM $6;

   FORMAT NPLPCNTM $CHAR6.;

   LABEL NPLPCNTM="% Responses With Network Time";

   NPLPCNTM = '     %';

   PCTTNETM=(100.0-NPLPCNON);

   SUBSTR(NPLPCNTM,1,5)=PUT(PCTTNETM,5.2);

   IF PCTTNETM = . THEN SUBSTR(NPLPCNTM,6,1)=' ';

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = ENDTS-STARTTS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT NPLTRSMN 4.2;

   LABEL NPLTRSMN="Transactions Per Minute";

   NPLTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN NPLTRSMN=NPLTRESC/DURMINS;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTSN) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTSN 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTSN="Total Characters Sent";

   NPLTOTSN = SUM(NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTRC) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTRC 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTRC="Total Characters Received";

   NPLTOTRC = SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT NPLTOTTR 4.;

   LABEL NPLTOTTR="Total Characters Transmitted";

   NPLTOTTR = SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHS 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   NPLAVCHS = .;

   NPLNRFSR=SUM(NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   IF NPLTRESC GT 0 THEN NPLAVCHS=NPLNRFSR/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHR 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NPLAVCHR = .;
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   NPLNRFRE=SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR);

   IF NPLTRESC NE 0 THEN NPLAVCHR=NPLNRFRE/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVCHT 4.;

   LABEL NPLAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NPLAVCHT = .;

   NPLTOCTR=SUM(NPLNRFMR,NPLNRNFR,NPLNRFMS,NPLNRNFS);

   IF NPLTRESC NE 0 THEN NPLAVCHT=NPLTOCTR/NPLTRESC;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NPLAVPIU) */;

   FORMAT NPLAVPIU SCALE4.;

   LABEL NPLAVPIU="AVERAGE PIUS PER/RESPONSE";

   NPLAVPIU = .;

   NPLNRPIU=SUM(NPLNRPFS,NPLNRPFR);

   IF NPLTRESC GT 0 THEN NPLAVPIU=NPLNRPIU/NPLTRESC;

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NPM Application/Link Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                     1

                                       (SNTLDQ) DAILY NPM APPLICATION/LINK RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-04OCTyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------| |------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION -------------|

|LINK NAME  /     ||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH| |--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| PIUS /|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM| |SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| RESP  |

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======   =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ======

 L12131    DISOSS20  5.70   5.70   0.00     83   0.0-5.0   153   3.48    0.00%      7K    13K    20K    48   

  88    137    2.02

 L2A001    TSO0046   4.87   0.94   3.92      2   0.0-5.0    10   0.23   100.0%      7K   211      7K   710   

  21    732    3.80

 L12031    CHRSDC2   4.86   2.98   1.89     14   0.0-5.0   224   3.82   99.55%    361K    15K   377K     1K  

  70      1K   2.04

 L12046    CHRSDC2   3.78   2.35   1.44     22   0.0-5.0   123   2.49   100.0%    139K     9K   149K     1K  

  77      1K   2.72

 L12023    CHRSDC2   3.66   1.87   1.78     29   0.0-5.0   145   2.16   100.0%    198K     8K   206K     1K  

  59      1K   2.65

 L12141    DISOSS20  3.55   3.55   0.00     16   0.0-5.0    36   2.11    0.00%     35K     3K    39K   987   

 107      1K   2.86

 L2A178    TSO0025   3.27   1.57   1.69      9   0.0-5.0    67   0.89   100.0%     57K     1K    59K   862   

  24    887    2.21
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 L2A178    TSO0020   3.22   1.65   1.57     10   0.0-5.0    78   1.40   100.0%     87K     1K    89K     1K  

  20      1K   2.19

 L12027    ISSA1     3.09   3.09   0.00      2   0.0-5.0     5   4.05    0.00%      3K   102      3K   679   

  20    699    5.00

 L2A178    TSO0024   2.74   1.07   1.67      6   0.0-5.0    51   0.93   100.0%     46K   927     47K   914   

  18    932    2.16

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NPLAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NPL

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

To rank all or selected applications in ascending or descending order based on response times or character traffic
volumes. The user chooses the number of applications ranked, the order of ranking, and the variable used to rank on.
The NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking report provides both response and workload information that can be
used to identify applications having high traffic volumes or response times.

Format

An 18-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, PLU, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLD2 - Application w/in zone
• SNTLD3 - Application w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSP - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• PLU
• NSPAVTTM
• NSPAVHTM
• NSPAVNTM
• NSPRDST5
• IQ
• RANGE
• NSPTRESC
• NSPTRSMN
• NSPPCNTM
• NSPNRBYS
• NSPNRBYR
• NSPTOTTR
• NSPAVCHS
• NSPAVCHR
• NSPAVCHT
• RDSTTYPE
• SYSID
• PLUMSMGR
• NETWRKID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• DATE
• CURRENT
• TIME

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;
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   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB = MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANGE) */;

   LENGTH RANGE $7;

   FORMAT RANGE $CHAR7.;

   LABEL RANGE="LOW-HI TOTAL RESPONSE THRESHOLD";

   RANGE = ' ';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,1,3)=PUT(NSPRVAL1,3.1);

   SUBSTR(RANGE,4,1)='-';

   SUBSTR(RANGE,5,3)=PUT(NSPRVAL4,3.1);

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

    ;

    /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;
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   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPPCNTM) */;

   LENGTH NSPPCNTM $6;

   FORMAT NSPPCNTM $CHAR6.;

   LABEL NSPPCNTM="% RESPONSES WITH NETWORK TIME";

   NSPPCNTM = '     %';

   IF NSPTRESC GT 0 THEN

      NSPPCNON=((NSPTRESC-NSPNRESC)/NSPTRESC);

   ELSE NSPPCNON=100;

   IF NSPPCNON GT 0 THEN NSPTNETM=(100.0-NSPPCNON);

   SUBSTR(NSPPCNTM,1,5)=PUT(NSPTNETM,5.2);

   IF NSPTNETM EQ . THEN SUBSTR(NSPPCNTM,6,1)=' '; ;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPTRSMN) */;

   FORMAT NSPTRSMN SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSPTRSMN="TRANSACTIONS PER MINUTE";

   NSPTRSMN = .;

   DURMINS=(DURATION/60);

   IF DURMINS GT 0 THEN NSPTRSMN=NSPTRESC/DURMINS;

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPTOTTR) */;

   FORMAT NSPTOTTR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSPTOTTR="TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NSPTOTTR = SUM(NSPNRBYR,NSPNRBYS);

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPAVCHS) */;

   FORMAT NSPAVCHS SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSPAVCHS="AVERAGE CHARACTERS SENT";

   NSPAVCHS = .;

   IF NSPTRESC GT 0 THEN NSPAVCHS=NSPNRBYS/NSPTRESC;

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPAVCHR) */;

   FORMAT NSPAVCHR SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSPAVCHR="AVERAGE CHARACTERS RECEIVED";

   NSPAVCHR = .;

   IF NSPTRESC NE 0 THEN NSPAVCHR=NSPNRBYR/NSPTRESC;

    ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NSPAVCHT) */;

   FORMAT NSPAVCHT SCALE4.;

   LABEL NSPAVCHT="AVERAGE TOTAL CHARACTERS TRANSMITTED";

   NSPAVCHT = .;

   NSPTOCTR=SUM(NSPNRBYR,NSPNRBYS);

   IF NSPTRESC NE 0 THEN NSPAVCHT=NSPTOCTR/NSPTRESC;

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.
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NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    1

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   9:00   A55ITPXX   2.15   2.11   0.04      6   1.0- 10     1K     1     .        1M    14K     1M     1K   

 13      1K  USER  N

   9:00   A31ITSO    1.83   1.83   0.00      0   0.0-0.0   907      1   99.00%     1M    19K     1M     1K   

 21      1K  USER  N

   9:00   A11ITSO    0.33   0.27   0.07    150K  0.0-0.0   162K   300   99.93%   196M   144M   340M     1K  

 890      2K  USER  N

   9:00   STNM4      0.27   0.24   0.03      0   1.0- 10   240      0     .      394K     3K   397K     1K   

 15      1K  USER  N

   9:00   A03ACC1H   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   9:00   A44DEN44   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   9:00   A44ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   9:00   A55IITPX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   9:00   A71ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   9:00   CSNM21     0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     1      0   99.00%     2K     2K     4K     2K   

  2K     4K  USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking
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                    2

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS2    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

  20:30   A31ITSO    7.38   7.38   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     1K     1   99.00%     1M    25K     1M   909    

 14    923   USER  N

  20:30   DENM1811   0.99   0.71   0.29      2   1.0- 10   181      0     .      344K     1K   346K     1K   

 10      1K  USER  N

  20:30   QANM1211   0.93   0.64   0.29      8   1.0- 10   431      0     .      127M     5K   127M   295K   

 13    295K  USER  N

  20:30   QANM931    0.55   0.29   0.26      0   1.0- 10    11      0   99.91%     2M     5M     7M   231K  

 457K   689K  USER  N

  20:30   DENM1731   0.52   0.26   0.26      0   1.0- 10    60      0     .       45K     1K    46K   752    

 16    769   USER  N

  20:30   QANM9NS    0.48   0.00   0.48      0   1.0- 10   149      0     .      183K   479K   662K     1K   

  3K     4K  USER  N

  20:30   A11ITSO    0.40   0.27   0.12     60K  0.0-0.0    74K    60   99.81%   111M    10M   121M     1K  

 143      1K  USER  N

  20:30   STNM4      0.39   0.13   0.27      0   1.0- 10     1K     0     .        1M    28K     1M     1K   

 23      1K  USER  N

  20:30   A55ITPXX   0.11   0.10   0.02      0   1.0- 10     4      0     .        7K    61      8K     1K   

 15      2K  USER  N

  20:30   A03ACC1H   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    3
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                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS3    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 3

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

  20:15   A11ITSO    0.32   0.22   0.10      8K  0.0-0.0    11K     9   99.78%    14M   225K    14M     1K   

 20      1K  USER  N

  20:15   STNM4      0.15   0.06   0.09      0   1.0- 10    79      0     .       74K     1K    75K   944    

 17    961   USER  N

  20:15   A03ACC1H   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A31ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A44DEN44   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A44ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A55IITPX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A55ITPXX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   A71ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

  20:15   CSNM21     0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    4

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME
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                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS4    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   0:15   QANM1131   0.55   0.26   0.29      0   1.0- 10     7      0     .        4K   260      4K   649    

 37    686   USER  N

   0:15   A31ITSO    0.21   0.12   0.09    169   0.0-0.0   247     16   99.68%   249K     2K   252K     1K   

 10      1K  USER  N

   0:15   A03ACC1H   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A11ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A44DEN44   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A44ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A55IITPX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A55ITPXX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A71ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   CSNM21     0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    5

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS5    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 1
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|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   2:40   SCON28     4.24   2.23   2.01     82   1.0- 10   828      5   99.80%    34M    14K    34M    41K   

 18     41K  USER  N

   2:40   TSO08      2.95   2.95   0.00      0   1.0- 10     3      0   99.00%     1K    60      1K   483    

 20    503   USER  N

   2:40   TSO28      2.68   1.74   0.94    338   1.0- 10     6K    39   100.0%     4M   129K     5M   780    

 20    800   USER  N

   2:40   TPXPROD    2.29   2.29   0.00      0    . - .      1      0   99.00%     2K    95      2K     2K   

 95      2K  USER  Y

   2:40   VM10       1.33   1.33   0.00      0   1.0- 10     3      0   99.00%     3K    47      3K     1K   

 15      1K  USER  N

   2:40   NSTONY     1.08   0.47   0.61      6   1.0- 10   295      1     .      608K     6K   615K     2K   

 22      2K  USER  N

   2:40   LMNOPQ08   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NCCF1      0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYES   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYSP   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    6

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS6    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|
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|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   0:44   NSTONY     1.01   0.01   1.01      0   1.0- 10    77      1     .      297K     1K   298K     3K   

 13      3K  USER  N

   0:44   TSO28      0.31   0.27   0.04      5   1.0- 10     1K    24     .      777K    15K   793K   708    

 14    723   USER  N

   0:44   SCON28     0.03   0.02   0.02      0   1.0- 10   264      6   99.87%     2M     4K     2M    10K   

 17     10K  USER  N

   0:44   LMNOPQ08   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NCCF1      0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NETSPYES   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NETSPYSP   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NETSPYVM   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NETSPYXA   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:44   NETSPY06   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    7

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS7    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|
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|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   2:40   NSTONY     9.44   6.22   3.22     14   1.0- 10    77      0     .      151K     1K   153K     1K   

 23      1K  USER  N

   2:40   LMNOPQ08   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NCCF1      0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYES   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYSP   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYVM   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPYXA   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NETSPY06   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0-2.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   NSTEST     0.00   0.00   0.00      0   1.0- 10     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   2:40   RMT1       0.00   0.00   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    8

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS8    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|
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 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===

   0:15   A44SJES2   3.72   3.72   0.00      0   0.0-0.0    56      3   99.00%     7M    20K     7M   128K  

 361    129K  USER  N

   0:15   A44ISP30   0.47   0.42   0.05      1   2.0- 30    75      5     .       64K     1K    65K   858    

 16    875   USER  N

   0:15   A44ITPXI   0.44   0.27   0.17      0    . - .    236     15   99.97%   238K     5K   243K     1K   

 22      1K  USER  Y

   0:15   A44ITSO    0.37   0.20   0.17      4   2.0- 30     3K   204   100.0%     3M    59K     3M     1K   

 19      1K  USER  N

   0:15   A01ITSO    0.23   0.05   0.18      0   2.0- 30   157     10   99.88%   127K     1K   129K   815    

  9    824   USER  N

   0:15   A04IACCW   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A04IACCX   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A04IACCY   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A04IACCZ   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:15   A04ICCS1   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

NetSpy Application Service/Workload Ranking

                                                                                                             

                    9

                                        (SNTLD2) DAILY NETSPY APPLICATION RANKING BY ZONE

                           FIRST 10 APPLICATIONS BY DESCENDING AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS9    DATA RANGE: 05DECyy-29JULyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------ RESPONSE INFORMATION ------------------||-------------- WORKLOAD

 INFORMATION --------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||---- AVG  TIME ----| NOT IN           TOTAL  RATE   % WITH||--- TOTAL CHARS ---|----- AVG

 CHARS ----| RESP SES|

|APPLICATION NAME ||TOTAL  HOST   NET  | RANGE   RANGE    RESPS  / MIN  NET TM||SENT   RECVD  TRANS| SENT  

 RECVD  TRANS| TYPE MGR|

 =================  =====  =====  =====  ======  =======  =====  =====  ======  =====  =====  =====  ===== 

 =====  =====  ==== ===
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   0:30   A44ISP40   1.20   1.15   0.05      5   2.0- 30   627     20   100.0%   899K   607K     1M     1K  

 968      2K  USER  N

   0:30   A44ITSO    0.32   0.21   0.12      1   2.0- 30     1K    52   99.97%     2M    21K     2M     1K   

 13      1K  USER  N

   0:30   A44ISYVW   0.12   0.10   0.03      0   2.0- 30    11      0   99.45%    24K   349     25K     2K   

 31      2K  USER  N

   0:30   A44SJES2   0.09   0.09   0.00      0   0.0-0.0     6      0   99.00%    18K   585K   604K     3K   

 97K   100K  USER  N

   0:30   A44ITPXJ   0.06   0.02   0.04      0    . - .    670     22   100.0%   925K     6K   932K     1K   

  9      1K  USER  Y

   0:30   A01ITSO    0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:30   A04ICCS1   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:30   A04ICI33   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:30   A04ICL     0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

   0:30   A04ICLUK   0.00   0.00   0.00      0   2.0- 30     0      0    0.00%     0      0      0      0    

  0      0   USER  N

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NSPAVTTM=AVERAGE TOTAL RESPONSE TIME

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NSP

SNT - TSO Resp Time Components

Use TSO Resp Time Components chart to determine, for TSO, what portion of average total response time occurs in the
host compared to that which occurs in the network.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart showing the components of average total response time (host and
network) by hour for TSO.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDO
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSP, TSOTSU - Previous day

Data elements used
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• HOUR
• PLU
• NSPAVNTM
• TSUCPUTM
• TSUTRESC
• TSUTRSTM
• TSUSIDTM
• TSUSINTM

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This report combines user activity data that TSO/MON PM collects and stores in the TSOTSU file with application
activity data that NetSpy collects and stores in the SNTNSP file. To merge these two files, resummarize the TSOTSU
file so it has the same sequence summary keys as the SNTNSP file. For this inquiry to do this resummarization, it
must create the NETWRKID element in the TSOTSU file and populate it using the PARMS member that is contained in
prefix.MICS.PARMS(SNTNIDRT).

WARNING
For the reasons described above, in the MICF execution-time options for this inquiry, specify the ddname for
allocating prefix.MICS.PARMS. Otherwise, this inquiry will abend. For further information about how to tailor the
inquiry to allocate prefix.MICS.PARMS, see the MICF Options section.

SNT Reliability Analysis Inquiries

Reliability analysis inquiries provide statistics about temporary or permanent errors that are caused by network
components, and also indicate the number and type of abnormal UNBINDs (disruptions to a terminal user's session with a
host application). Each inquiry is discussed in greater detail in the following sections:

• NPM Daily Link Error Count
• NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Error Count
• NetView Daily % Link Errors to Traffic
• NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary
• NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBINDs by PLU
• NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report
• NetView Events Ranking
• NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking
• NetView Events by Resource Ranking
• NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary
• NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description
• NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report
• NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type
• NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type

NPM Daily Link Error Count

NPM Daily Link Error Count chart is used to show the count of temporary errors that the network control program detects
in network line components during the measurement interval.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of error counts by hour for an individual link.
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Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD9
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLNRERR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data.

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Error Count

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Error Count chart is used to show the count of temporary errors that the network control program
detects in network line components during the measurement interval.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of error counts by hour for an individual link.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD9

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLNRERR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data or NetSpy N-Record data.

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Error Count Sample

                                                      Daily Link Error Count                                 

                     1
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INQUIRY:  SNTPD9                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=CRP Link=L12130 DATATYPE=SNA

 ---------------------------------------------

 

 Errors Sum

 

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  330 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  300 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  270 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  240 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  210 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  180 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  150 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

  120 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

   90 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

   60 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

   30 +                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***

      |                                                                        ***
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      |                                                                        ***

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

 

                                                             Hour Of Day

NetView Daily % Link Errors to Traffic

NetView Daily % Link Errors to Traffic chart is used to show increases in the percentage of temporary errors to total line
traffic over a period of 24 hours.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart showing the percentage of temporary errors to total line traffic as reported by
NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDA
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDA

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNSF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NSFFRNAM
• NSFPCERR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA data. An increase in the ratio of temporary errors to
character traffic on the line can indicate a network component that failed somewhere along the line. This should be
investigated.

NetView Daily % Link Errors to Traffic Sample

                                                   Daily % Link Errors to Traffic                            

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPDA                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=EPA2 Link=H04INPU1

 -------------------------------------------------

 

Percent Sum

 

 9.00 % +                                                         ***
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        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 8.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 7.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 6.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 5.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 4.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 3.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 2.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

 1.00 % +                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***

        |                                                         ***  ***            ***

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

 

                                                               Hour Of Day

NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary
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NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary chart is used to show events that are recorded because the percent of temporary
errors to line traffic threshold has been exceeded, or because some other user-defined event has occurred. A high or
increasing number of events over a period of 24 hours indicates the need for a detailed investigation of NetView Hardware
Monitor/NPDA data for the cluster controller that is identified in this inquiry.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of the number of site-defined events by cluster controller for each hour in the
day.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDB
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDB

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNEF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NEFFRNAM
• NEFNREVT

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Hardware Monitor/NPDA data. You can investigate the NPDA Event Analysis report
(SNT601), described in the NPDA Event Analysis (SNT601) section, to obtain the cause of each DETAIL event.

NetView Daily NPDA Events Summary Sample

                                                    Daily NPDA Events Summary                                

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDB                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------ N=NETWORK1 S=EPA2 Cntl=H0411024

 --------------------------------------------------

 

 Events Sum

 

  10 +                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

   9 +                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

   8 +                                ***

     |                                ***
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     |                                ***

     |                                ***

   7 +                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

     |                                ***

   6 +                                ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***

   5 +                                ***  ***                 ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***

   4 +                                ***  ***                 ***  ***            ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***            ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***            ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***            ***

   3 +                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

   2 +                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***                 ***  ***  ***       ***

   1 +                                ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***

     |                                ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***

    

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19  

 20   21   22   23

 

                                                            Hour Of Day

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBINDs by PLU

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBINDs by PLU chart is used to record the number of abnormal UNBINDs that occur in each
PLU during a week.

Format

This display produces a pie chart of the number of abnormal UNBINDs by primary logical unit (PLU) for the week.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCWJ
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSVBF01 - Previous day

Data elements used
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• VBFNRBF
• PLU

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

An abnormal UNBIND is a disruptive termination of a terminal user's session with the host application. A large number of
UNBINDs for an application indicates problems with either the application itself or with the network components used to
access the application. An abnormal UNBIND is an UNBIND that occurs any other time than at 1) normal session end, or
2) when one application is passing a terminal session to another application.

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report is used to identify, by primary logical unit (PLU), the 20 secondary logical units
(SLUs) that have the highest number of UNBINDs for the week.

Format

This display produces a rank report of the 20 secondary logical units that have the highest number of abnormal UNBINDs
for the week. These SLUs are listed (by PLU) in descending order of UNBIND frequency, along with UNBIND codes, the
reasons for UNBIND, and the PLU that each terminal was in session with during UNBIND.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTLWO

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSVBF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• VBFNRBF
• VBFCODE
• VBFCAUSE
• SLU
• PLU

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

An abnormal UNBIND is a disruptive termination of a terminal user's session with the host application. A large number of
UNBINDs for an application indicates problems with either the application itself or with the network components used to
access the application. An abnormal UNBIND is an UNBIND that occurs any other time than at 1) normal session end, or
2) when one application is passing a terminal session to another application.

NetView Weekly Abnormal UNBIND Report Sample

                                            20 SLUs With Most Abnormal UNBINDs For Week                      

                      1
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 INQUIRY:  SNTLWO                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 ------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SCNN

 ---------------------------------------------------------

                                     Number of

                                      Abnormal    UNBIND       UNBIND

                                      UNBINDS      Code        Reason          SLU        PLU

                                          1         40      UNKNOWN VALUE                HOST59

 ------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB

 ---------------------------------------------------------

                                     Number of

                                      Abnormal    UNBIND       UNBIND

                                      UNBINDS      Code        Reason          SLU        PLU

                                         24         40      UNKNOWN VALUE                C42XM

                                          8         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    CL039003    C42XM

                                          8         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    WKMGR002    C42XM

                                          6         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    TL004001    C42XM

                                          6         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    WIZ0002     C42XM

                                          6         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS189    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS055    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS215    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS241    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS256    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS195    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    TL004003    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    TL004002    C42XM

                                          5         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    CL981126    C42XM

                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    CFCTSWL     C42XM

                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    CFCISA2     C42XM
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                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    CFCISBB     C42XM

                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS245    C42XM

                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS259    C42XM

                                          4         40      UNKNOWN VALUE    C41TS025    C42XM

NetView Events Ranking

To rank all events in ascending or descending order based on frequency. The user chooses the order of ranking.
The NetView Events Ranking report provides both general and specific cause codes for each event listed. It is useful in
identifying systems having high event activity.

Format

A 5-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NEFEVGEN, NEFEVSPC, Data Range, and Zone
or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDG - Events w/in zone
• SNTLDH - Events w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNEF - Days

Data elements used

• DURATION
• NEFEVGEN
• NEFEVSPC
• NEFNREVT
• NEFNRALT
• RANKLBL
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• DATE
• TIME
• IQ
• CURRENT
• RANKELEM

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";
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   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = (ENDTS - STARTTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;
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   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVGEN) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVGEN $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVGEN $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVGEN="GENERAL EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVGEN = PUT(NEFGEVCC,$GENEVCD.);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVSPC) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVSPC $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVSPC $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVSPC="SPECIFIC EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVSPC = PUT(NEFSEVCC,$SPCEVCD.);

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NetView Events Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                                             

          1

                                              (SNTLDG) DAILY EVENTS RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 EVENTS BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM)   ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  8:51              SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                         249

        0

  4:41              PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                          143

        0

  8:57              COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   98

        7

  7:32              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                    28

       28

  5:37              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          21

       21

  7:21              SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   10

        1
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  8:50              PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ SDLC DATA LINE CONTROL                         10

        4

  8:46              HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE                     UNDETERMINED                                    9

        9

  3:34              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                 3

        0

  0:00              SOFTWARE                                 IBM PROGRAM                                     1

        0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events Ranking Sample 2

                                                                                                             

          2

                                              (SNTLDG) DAILY EVENTS RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 EVENTS BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS2    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM)   ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

 18:02              PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ SDLC DATA LINE CONTROL                        279

      270

 16:13              COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   97

        4

 17:39              SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          69

        0

  2:01              PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                           64

        0

  0:00              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          35

       25

  9:55              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY OR PRINTER                              5

        1

 13:31              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                     5

        5

 15:13              SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                    2

        1
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  0:00              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                 1

        0

  0:00              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    BASE PROCESSOR                                  1

        1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events Ranking Sample 3

                                                                                                             

          3

                                              (SNTLDG) DAILY EVENTS RANKING BY ZONE

                              FIRST 10 EVENTS BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS3    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM)   ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  0:58              SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                  261

       95

  0:40              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                51

        0

  0:54              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          28

       28

  0:55              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                    27

       27

  0:47              HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE                     MAIN STORAGE                                   19

       19

  0:49              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY OR PRINTER                             17

        0

  0:32              UNDETERMINED                             UNDETERMINED                                    4

        4

  0:08              HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE                     UNDETERMINED                                    4

        3

  0:11              COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                    2

        1

  0:00              HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    REMOTE PRODUCT                                  1

        1
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DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking

To rank all events in ascending or descending order based on event frequency and resource type. The user chooses the
order of ranking and resource types. The NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking report provides both general and
specific cause codes for each event listed. It is useful in identifying systems having high event activity.

Format

A 6-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NEFFRTYP, NEFEVGEN, NEFEVSPC, Data
Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDI - Events/Resource types w/in zone
• SNTLDJ - Events/Resource types w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNEF - Days

Data elements used

• DURATION
• NEFFRTYP
• NEFEVGEN
• NEFEVSPC
• NEFNREVT
• IQ
• NEFNRALT
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT

Calculations
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   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));
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   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

    /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = (ENDTS - STARTTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVGEN) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVGEN $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVGEN $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVGEN="GENERAL EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVGEN = PUT(NEFGEVCC,$GENEVCD.);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVSPC) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVSPC $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVSPC $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVSPC="SPECIFIC EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVSPC = PUT(NEFSEVCC,$SPCEVCD.);

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range, rather than reporting by an individual cycle or by year, month, day,
and hour, as other MICS reports do.

NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                                             

          1

                                       (SNTLDI) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE TYPE RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE TYPES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE TYPE   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  8:51    DEV       SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                         217

        0
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  4:41    CTRL      PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                          143

        0

  8:57    CTRL      COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   86

        4

  8:14    LDEV      SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          32

        0

  7:32    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                    28

       28

  5:37    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          21

       21

  7:21    CTRL      SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   10

        1

  8:50    CTRL      PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ SDLC DATA LINE CONTROL                         10

        4

  7:03    LINE      COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   10

        2

  8:46    CTRL      HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE                     UNDETERMINED                                    9

        9

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking Sample 2

                                                                                                             

          2

                                       (SNTLDI) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE TYPE RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE TYPES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS2    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE TYPE   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

 18:02    CTRL      PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ SDLC DATA LINE CONTROL                        279

      270

 16:13    CTRL      COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   94

        3
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  2:01    CTRL      PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                           64

        0

 17:05    LDEV      SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          44

        0

  0:00    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          35

       25

 17:06    DEV       SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          25

        0

  9:55    DEV       HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY OR PRINTER                              5

        1

 13:31    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                     5

        5

 15:13    CTRL      SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                    2

        1

  0:05    LINE      COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                    2

        1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Type Ranking Sample 3

                                                                                                             

          3

                                       (SNTLDI) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE TYPE RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE TYPES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS3    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE TYPE   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  0:58    DEV       SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                  129

        0

  0:57    CTRL      SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   88

       62

  0:40    DEV       HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                51

        0
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  0:21    LKST      SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   33

       33

  0:54    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          28

       28

  0:55    LINE      HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM                                    27

       27

  0:47    CTRL      HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE                     MAIN STORAGE                                   19

       19

  0:49    DEV       HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY OR PRINTER                             17

        0

  0:56    LINE      SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   11

        0

  0:32    CTRL      UNDETERMINED                             UNDETERMINED                                    4

        4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Ranking

To rank all events in ascending or descending order based on event frequency by resource name. The user chooses the
order of ranking. The NetView Events by Resource Ranking report provides both general and specific cause codes for
each event listed. It is useful in identifying resources having high event activity.

Format

A 6-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NEFFRNAM, NEFEVGEN, NEFEVSPC, Data
Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDO - Events/Resources w/in zone
• SNTLDP - Events/Resources w/in hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNEF - Days

Data elements used
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• DURATION
• NEFFRNAM
• NEFEVGEN
• NEFEVSPC
• NEFNREVT
• IQ
• NEFNRALT
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;
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   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DURATION, elapsed time) */;

   FORMAT DURATION TIME5.2;

   LABEL DURATION="ENDTS - STARTTS";

   DURATION = (ENDTS - STARTTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVGEN) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVGEN $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVGEN $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVGEN="GENERAL EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVGEN = PUT(NEFGEVCC,$GENEVCD.);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NEFEVSPC) */;

   LENGTH NEFEVSPC $40;

   FORMAT NEFEVSPC $CHAR40.;

   LABEL NEFEVSPC="SPECIFIC EVENT CAUSE";

   NEFEVSPC = PUT(NEFSEVCC,$SPCEVCD.);

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.
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NetView Events by Resource Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                                             

          1

                                       (SNTLDO) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE NAME RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE NAMES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS1    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE NAME   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  4:41    P260047   PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                          142

        0

  0:02    T2601029  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          19

        0

  7:28    T3600935  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          19

        0

  6:22    H0411024  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          18

        0

  1:26    P230165   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   16

        0

  5:33    T3600932  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          16

        0

  4:46    T2306341  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          15

        0

  0:15    L23L016   HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    LOCAL MODEM INTERFACE                          13

       13

  7:40    P230137   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   13

        0

  0:02    T2306361  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          13

        0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Ranking Sample 2
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          2

                                       (SNTLDO) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE NAME RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE NAMES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS2    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE NAME   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  6:57    P230008   PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ SDLC DATA LINE CONTROL                        269

      269

  2:01    P260047   PROTCOCOL-INVALID RESPONSE / COMMAND SEQ CONTROLLER OR DEVICE                           64

        0

  3:29    P230165   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                   23

        0

  0:35    H0411024  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          16

        0

  0:02    H0411537  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                          16

        0

  0:13    P230163   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                    6

        1

  0:09    P230169   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                    5

        0

  0:00    H0411538  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                           4

        0

 10:39    P230097   COMMUNICATIONS (LINE/MODEM/CABLE/DRIVER) UNDETERMINED                                    4

        1

  0:29    H0411582  SNALEVEL PROTOCOL                        APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM                           3

        0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NetView Events by Resource Ranking Sample 3

                                                                                                             

          3
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                                       (SNTLDO) DAILY FAILING RESOURCE NAME RANKING BY ZONE

                          FIRST 10 RESOURCE NAMES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF EVENTS

                        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1    SYSTEM ID: SYS3    DATA RANGE: 05JULyy-01APRyy    ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||------------------------------- EVENT DESCRIPTION -------------------------------||---

 FREQUENCY ---|

|ELAPSED(HH:MM) / ||------------ GENERAL CAUSE -------------:---- SPECIFIC CAUSE --------------------|| EVENTS

   ALERTS |

| RESOURCE NAME   ||                                                                                 ||      

           |

 =================                                                                                      ======

   ======

  0:21    C108098A  SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   24

       24

  0:36    CB67002   SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   19

       19

  0:55    1538AU    SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   18

        0

  0:55    2840B6    SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   15

        0

  0:49    A0327380  HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY OR PRINTER                             14

        0

  0:53    1724Y1    SOFTWARE                                 UNDETERMINED                                   12

        0

  0:26    A0131842  HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                11

        0

  0:14    A0131845  HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                11

        0

  0:26    A0131849  HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                11

        0

  0:26    A0131852  HARDWARE OR MICROCODE                    DISPLAY SERVICE                                11

        0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NEFNREVT=NUMBER OF EVENTS

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NEF

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary ranks all alerts (both standard and generic) in descending order based on alert
frequency by resource name to identify the resources with the highest frequency of alerts. To the NetView Hardware
Monitor, an alert indicates a problem that requires operator attention.

Format
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A 3-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review, but you can also review the
report online. The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SNTFRNAM, SNTFRTYP, Data Range, and
Zone.

Inquiry ID

SNTLDT - NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary

Data source (Files/Timespan)

SNTNEF, SNTNSF, SNTLNF, SNTGAF - Days

Data elements used

• ENDTS
• STARTTS
• SNTFRNAM
• SNTFRTYP
• SNTNRALT
• SNTFRNM1
• SNTFRNM2
• SNTFRNM3
• SNTFRNM4
• SNTFRTY1
• SNTFRTY2
• SNTFRTY3
• SNTFRTY4
• NETWRKID
• ZONE

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reported by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
zone as other MICS reports do.

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary Sample 1

                                                                                                             

                     1

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary                           

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|INQUIRY:  SNTLDT                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

|                         Net ID: NETWORK1 Zone: 1 Data Range: FROM 04OCTyy:14:01:36 TO 05JULyy:16:59:51     

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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|                      RESOURCE TYPE   NAME1  TYPE1   NAME2  TYPE2   NAME3  TYPE3   NAME4  TYPE4   TOTAL     

                     |

|                        NAME                                                                     ALERTS     

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                      L23L016  LINE N23WICB   COMC L23L016   LINE                                     14    

                     |

|                      L28L019  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L019   LINE                                     11    

                     |

|                      L23L028  LINE N23WICB   COMC L23L028   LINE                                      9    

                     |

|                      P230008  CTRL N23WICB   COMC L23L008   LINE P230008   CTRL                       5    

                     |

|                      P360036A CTRL LMF36BN   COMC L36L036   LINE P360036A  CTRL                       5    

                     |

|                      L28L055  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L055   LINE                                      3    

                     |

|                      L28L058  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L058   LINE                                      3    

                     |

|                      L25L042  LINE N25NCCF   COMC L25L042   LINE                                      2    

                     |

|                      L28L056  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L056   LINE                                      2    

                     |

|                      PS2I2    DEV  SRT37273  CP   PS2I2     DEV                                       2    

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+
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NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary Sample 2

                                                                                                             

                     2

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                NPDA Daily Resource Alert Summary                           

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|INQUIRY:  SNTLDT                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

|                         Net ID: NETWORK1 Zone: 2 Data Range: FROM 05JULyy:05:56:44 TO 01APRyy:23:59:58     

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                      RESOURCE TYPE   NAME1  TYPE1   NAME2  TYPE2   NAME3  TYPE3   NAME4  TYPE4   TOTAL     

                     |

|                        NAME                                                                     ALERTS     

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                      P230008  CTRL N23WICB   COMC L23L008   LINE P230008   CTRL                     269    

                     |

|                      TAP01    TAPE A0329542  CP   CMB01     LCTL DC03      ADPT TAP01     TAPE       32    

                     |

|                      A0335745 RC2N A0335745  RC2N                                                    27    

                     |

|                      A0328663 RC2N A0328663  RC2N                                                    26    

                     |

|                      A0329554 RC2N A0329554  RC2N                                                    26    

                     |

|                      C108098A LKST N108L6    COMC L108083   LINE C108098   CTRL C1080980  LINE       24    

                     |

|                      H04222P  CTRL N24NCCE   COMC J000O013  LINE H04222P   CTRL                      22    

                     |

|                      CB67002  CTRL PUSB67    COMC LB67080   LINE CB67002   CTRL                      19    

                     |

|                      N002L4   COMC N002L4    COMC                                                    17    

                     |

|                      CD24000  CTRL PUSD24    COMC LD24080   LINE CD24000   CTRL                      15    

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description

To identify the ten resources with the greatest number of alerts (both standard and generic) and to sum total alerts by
alert description for each of these resources. To the NetView Hardware Monitor, an alert indicates a problem that requires
operator attention.

Format

A 3-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review, but you can also review the
report online. The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SNTFRNAM, SNTFRTYP, Alert Description,
NETWRKID, SNTFRNAM, SNTFRTYP, Data Range, and Zone.

Inquiry ID

SNTLDU - Daily NPDA Resource Alert Description

Data source (Files/Timespan)

SNTNEF, SNTNSF, SNTLNF, SNTGAF - Days

Data elements used

• ENDTS
• STARTTS
• SNTFRNAM
• SNTFRTYP
• SNTNRALT
• SNTFRNM1
• SNTFRNM2
• SNTFRTY1
• SNTFRTY2
• SNTGADSC
• SNTERRDS
• NETWRKID
• ZONE

Calculations

None
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Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reported by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
zone as other MICS reports do.

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description Sample 1

                                                                                                             

                      1

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 |                                              NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description                        

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |INQUIRY:  SNTLDU                                                                                           

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

 |                         Net ID: NETWORK1 Zone: 1 Data Range: FROM 05JULyy:08:02:59 TO 05JULyy:16:59:39    

                      |

 |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  RESOURCE TYPE   NAME1  TYPE1   NAME2  TYPE2   ALERT   PROB                PROBLEM DESCRIPTION            

     DESC RESOURCE    |

 |    NAME                                         TYPE   TYPE                                               

    TOTAL   TOTAL     |

 |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  L23L016  LINE N23WICB   COMC L23L016   LINE                                                              

              14      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM DSR ON CHECK:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM      

      13              |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       1              |

 |  L28L019  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L019   LINE                                                              

              11      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

      10              |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM DSR ON CHECK:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM      

       1              |

 |  L23L028  LINE N23WICB   COMC L23L028   LINE                                                              

               9      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM DSR ON CHECK:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM      

       7              |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       2              |

 |  P230008  CTRL N23WICB   COMC L23L008   LINE                                                              

               5      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM FORMAT EXCEPTION:DEVICE                       

       4              |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM TIMEOUT:DEVICE OFF/REMOTE MODEM OFF/COMM      

       1              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |
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 |  P360036A CTRL LMF36BN   COMC L36L036   LINE                                                              

               5      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM REQUEST DISCONNECT RECEIVED:REMOTE DEVICE     

       5              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |

 |  L28L055  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L055   LINE                                                              

               3      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       3              |

 |  L28L058  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L058   LINE                                                              

               3      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       3              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |

 |  L25L042  LINE N25NCCF   COMC L25L042   LINE                                                              

               2      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       2              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |

 |  L28L056  LINE N28NCCI   COMC L28L056   LINE                                                              

               2      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM MODEM ERROR:LOCAL MODEM OFF/LOCAL MODEM       

       2              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |

 |  PS2I2    DEV  SRT37273  CP   PS2I2     DEV                                                               

               2      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    2              |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |
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 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description Sample 2

                                                                                                             

                      2

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

 |                                              NPDA Daily Resource Alert Description                        

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |INQUIRY:  SNTLDU                                                                                           

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

 |                         Net ID: NETWORK1 Zone: 2 Data Range: FROM 05JULyy:05:56:54 TO 01APRyy:23:59:11    

                      |

 |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  RESOURCE TYPE   NAME1  TYPE1   NAME2  TYPE2   ALERT   PROB                PROBLEM DESCRIPTION            

     DESC RESOURCE    |

 |    NAME                                         TYPE   TYPE                                               

    TOTAL   TOTAL     |

 |---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

 |  P230008  CTRL N23WICB   COMC L23L008   LINE                                                              

             269      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM FORMAT EXCEPTION:DEVICE                       

     269              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    0              |

 |  TAP01    TAPE A0329542  CP   CMB01     LCTL                                                              

              32      |
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 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   30              |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO    2              |

 |  A0335745 RC2N A0335745  RC2N                                                                             

              27      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   27              |

 |  A0328663 RC2N A0328663  RC2N                                                                             

              26      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   26              |

 |  A0329554 RC2N A0329554  RC2N                                                                             

              26      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   26              |

 |  C108098A LKST N108L6    COMC L108083   LINE                                                              

              24      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PROC SERIES/1 ALERT; TYPE= SCIM APPLICATION        

      24              |

 |  H04222P  CTRL N24NCCE   COMC J000O013  LINE                                                              

              22      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM OUTGOING CALL REFUSED:PHYSICAL LINK DOWN      

      21              |

 |                                              STANDARD  PERM NO DATA RECEIVED:DEVICE OFF/COMM              

       1              |

 |  CB67002  CTRL PUSB67    COMC LB67080   LINE                                                              

              19      |

 |                                              STANDARD  PROC SERIES/1 ALERT; TYPE= SCIM APPLICATION        

      19              |

 |  N002L4   COMC N002L4    COMC                                                                             

              17      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   17              |

 |  CD24000  CTRL PUSD24    COMC LD24080   LINE                                                              

              15      |

 |                                              STATISTIC N/A  EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC, ERRORS, OR ERROR/TRAFFIC

 RATIO   15              |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |
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 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 |                                                                                                           

                      |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report

The NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report is used to provide detailed descriptions of generic alerts for resources that are
selected by the client.

Format

A 3-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review, but you can also review the
report online. The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, ZONE, and SNTFTNAM.

Inquiry ID

SNTLDV - NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report

Data source (Files/Timespan)

SNTGAF - Detail
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Data elements used

• ENDTS
• STARTTS
• SNTFRNAM
• SNFRFTYP
• SNTTEVTS
• SNTGAID
• ZONE
• SNTGADSC
• SNT1PRBC
• SNTTEVNT
• NETWRKID

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reported by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
zone as other MICS reports do.

NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report Sample

                                                                                                             

                     1

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                 NPDA Detail Generic Alert Report                           

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|INQUIRY:  SNTLDV                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

|                                Net ID: NETWORK1 Zone: 1 Domain: NET04    Resource Name: CTL01000           

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                 Resource   Event Timestamp   Event       Alert              Generic Alert Description      

                     |

|                   Type                        Type        ID                                               

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                   PRT    05JULyy:09:54:18.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:50:17.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |
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|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:51:47.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:52:57.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:53:39.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:53:46.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:54:29.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:11:59:14.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:12:00:24.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:12:01:25.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                   PRT    05JULyy:12:02:28.00  TEMP 40AC07EA         OPERATOR INTERVENTION REQUIRED         

                     |

|                                           PRINTER                                                          

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type

NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type chart is used to show both the count and percentage of generic and standard alerts
(detected by the NetView Hardware Monitor) by problem type for each zone.

Format

This display produces a pie chart of total alerts that are grouped by alert type (for example, permanent, performance, or
temporary) for all resources for each zone, and for the time period that is specified in the data range.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDL
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDL

Data source (Files/Timespan)
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SNTNEF, SNTNSF, SNTLNF, SNTGAF - Days

Data elements used

• SNTTEVNT
• SNTNRALT
• STARTTS
• ENDTS
• ZONE

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Hardware Monitor data only.

NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type Sample 1

                                                NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type                            

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDL                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

-------------------------- Net ID=NETWORK1 Zone=1 Data Range=FROM 05JULyy:08:02:59 TO 05JULyy:16:59:39

 ----------------------------

 

                                                   Sum of SNTNRALT by SNTTEVNT

 

 

 

                                                         ***************

                                                   ******               ******

                                                ***                           ***

                                             ***                                 ***

                                           **                                       **

                                         **                                           **

                                       **                                               **

                                      *                                                   *

                                    **                                                     **

                                   **                                                       **

                                  **                                                         **

                                 *                                                             *

                                *                                                               *

                               **                                                               **

                               *                                                                 *

                              **                                                                 **

                              *                                                                   *

                              *                                                                   *

                             *                                                                     *

                             *                                                                     *

                       PERM  *               181                                                   *
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                             *             98.91%               +  . . .. . .. . .. . .2 . .. . .. *

                             *                                               . . .. .1.09% .. . .. *  Other

                             *                                                                     *

                             *                                                                     *

                              *                                                                   *

                              *                                                                   *

                              **                                                                 **

                               *                                                                 *

                               **                                                               **

                                *                                                               *

                                 **                                                           **

                                  **                                                         **

                                   **                                                       **

                                    **                                                     **

                                      *                                                   *

                                       **                                               **

                                         **                                           **

                                           **                                       **

                                             ***                                 ***

                                                ***                           ***

                                                   ******               ******

                                                         ***************

 

 

NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type Sample 2

                                                NPDA Daily Alerts by Problem Type                            

                     2

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDL                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

-------------------------- Net ID=NETWORK1 Zone=2 Data Range=FROM 05JULyy:05:56:54 TO 01APRyy:23:59:11

 ----------------------------

 

                                                   Sum of SNTNRALT by SNTTEVNT

 

 

                                                                 PERM

                                                         ***************

                                                   ******               ******

                                                ***                           ***

                                             ***                                 ***

                                           **                                       **

                                         **                                           **

                                       **                                               **

                                      *                                                   *

                                    **                                                     **

                                   **                                                       **

                                  **                            527                          **
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                                 *                            47.56%                           *

                                *                                                               *

                               **                                                               **

                               *                                                                 *

                              **                                                                 **

                              *                                                                   *

                              *                                                                   *

                             * . .. .                                                              *

                             *        .. . .. . .                                                  *

                             *                   . .. . ..                                         *

                             *                             . .  +  . . .. . .. . .. . 16 . .. . .. *

                             *          93                .. .            . .. . .. .1.44% .       *  Other

                        PROC *         8.39%           ..                                   . . .. *

                             *                    . ..                                             *

                              *              . ..                                                 *

                              *          .. .                                                     *

                              **      ..                                                         **

                               * . ..                                                            *

                               **                                                               **

                                *                                                               *

                                 **                               472                         **

                                  **                            42.60%                       **

                                   **                                                       **

                                    **                                                     **

                                      *                                                   *

                                       **                                               **

                                         **                                           **

                                           **                                       **

                                             ***                                 ***

                                                ***                           ***

                                                   ******               ******

                                                         ***************

                                                                   UNKN

NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type

NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type chart is used to show both the count and percentage of generic and standard alerts
(detected by the NetView Hardware Monitor) by resource type for each zone.

Format

This display produces a pie chart of total alerts that are grouped by resource type (e.g., controller, line, LU) for each zone
for the time period that is specified in the data range.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDM
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDM

Data source (Files/Timespan)

SNTNEF, SNTNSF, SNTLNF, SNTGAF - Days

Data elements used
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• SNTFRTYP
• SNTNRALT
• STARTTS
• ENDTS
• ZONE

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Hardware Monitor data only.

NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type Sample 1

                                                NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type                           

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDM                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

-------------------------- Net ID=NETWORK1 Zone=1 Data Range=FROM 05JULyy:08:02:59 TO 05JULyy:16:59:39

 ----------------------------

 

                                                   Sum of SNTNRALT by SNTFRTYP

 

 

                                                                LINE

                                                         ***************

                                                   ******               ******

                                                ***                           ***

                                             ***                                 ***

                                           **                                       **

                                         **                                           **

                                       **                                               **

                                      *                                                   *

                                    ** . .                      51                         **

                                   **     .                   27.87%                     .. **

                                  **       ..                                           .    **

                                 *            .                                      . .       *

                                *              ..                                   .           *

                               **                .                               . .            **

                               *                  . .                          ..                *  CTRL

                              **                     .                       .                   **

                              *                       ..                   ..        19           *

                              *                          .              ..         10.38%         *

                             *                            ..           .                           *

                             *                              .       ..                             *

                             *                                .    .                               *

                             *                                  +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. *

                             *                                     . . .. .. .         5           *

                             *                                      . .        .. . .2.73%         *  Other
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                             *                                         . .               .. . .. . *

                              *                                           ..         11           *

                              *                                              ..     6.01%         *

                              **                                                ..               **

                               *                                                  . .            *

                               **                   97                               . .        ** TERM

                                *                 53.01%                                . .     *

                                 **                                                        .. **

                                  **                                                         **

                                   **                                                       **

                                    **                                                     **

                                      *                                                   *

                                       **                                               **

                                         **                                           **

                                           **                                       **

                                        LU   ***                                 ***

                                                ***                           ***

                                                   ******               ******

                                                         ***************

NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type Sample 2

                                                NPDA Daily Alerts by Resource Type                           

                     2

INQUIRY:  SNTPDM                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEP08

-------------------------- Net ID=NETWORK1 Zone=2 Data Range=FROM 05JULyy:05:56:54 TO 01APRyy:23:59:11

 ----------------------------

                                                   Sum of SNTNRALT by SNTFRTYP

                                                         ***************     CTRL

                                                   ******               ******
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                                                ***                           ***

                                             ***                                 ***

                                           **                                       **

                                         **                                           **

                                       **                                               **

                                      *                                                   *

                                    **.                                                    **

                                   **  .                                                    **

                                  **     ..                          434                     **

                                 *         .                       39.17%                      *

                          LINE  *            ..                                                 *

                               **              ..                                               **

                               *                  .                                              *

                              **          99       ..                                            **

                              *          8.94%        .                                           *

                              *                        ..                                         *

                             *                            ..                                       *

                             * . .. . .. ..                 .                                      *

                       LKST  *          33  . .. . .. . .    .                                     *

                             *         2.98%        . . .. . .  +  . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. *

                             * .. . .. . .. . .. . .               . .. . .           44           *

                             *                                        . .  . . ..    3.97%         *

                             *                                           . ..     .. . .           * Other

                              *                                               ..     32 . .. .    *

                              *                                                  .. 2.89%      .. *

                              **                                                     . .         **

                               *                                                        . .      *  TAPE

                               **                                                          . .. **

                                *                                                               *

                                 **                         466                               **

                                  **                      42.06%                             **

                                   **                                                       **

                                    **                                                     **

                                      *                                                   *

                                       **                                               **

                                         **                                           **

                                           **                                       **

                                             ***                                 ***

                                                ***                           ***

                                                   ******               ******

                                                         ***************

                                                       RC2N

SNT Performance Analysis Inquiries

Performance analysis inquiries indicate daily performance by hour of NCPs and links. These inquiries are explained in
greater detail in the following sections:

NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization

NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization chart is used to determine the communications processor load variation
(communications controller utilization cycles) over a period of 24 hours.
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Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of communications controller processor percentage utilization by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD6
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD6

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NAFPCCU
• NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data.

NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization Sample

                                                   NPM Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.                            

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPD6                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

-------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=ETET NCP=NCPT15D

 --------------------------------------------------

 

Percent Sum

 

        |                                                                             ***

        |                                                    ***                      ***

 3.50 % +                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***            ***  ***       ***

        |                                               ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***       ***

 3.00 % +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 2.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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 2.00 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1.00 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 0.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

 

                                                               Hour Of Day

NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization chart helps determine the adequacy and utilization of memory in the communications
control unit (CCU).

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of average free buffer queue length in the network control program by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD7
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD7

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

   HOUR, NAFAVFBQ, NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from Network Performance Monitor (NPM) network data. After the NCP load module (NCPGEN)
is loaded into the CCU, the remaining memory is allocated for buffers. Thus, the buffering capacity of the CCU is a
function of the size of the NCPGEN and the amount of installed memory in the CCU. The maximum available NCP buffer
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value is the number of buffers initially allocated. The average free buffer queue length indicates the number of buffers that
are generally available.

The free buffer low-water mark is the lowest number of buffers that were available during the interval. The average free
buffer count at slowdown is the number of buffers that were left when the CCU became severely memory-constrained.
Network performance is being impaired if the free buffer low-water mark is consistently below the average free buffer
count at slowdown. A memory upgrade (if possible) should be considered if the average free buffer queue length is
consistently close to the average free buffer count at slowdown. Otherwise, some of the load on the CCU can have to be
shifted to another unit.

NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization Sample

                                     NPM Daily NCP Buffer Utilization - Avg. No. Free Buffers                

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPD7                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=ETET NCP=NCPT15D

 ---------------------------------------------------

 

Free Buffers Sum

 

 8,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 7,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 6,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 5,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 4,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 3,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 2,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

NPM Daily Link Utilization

NPM Daily Link Utilization chart is used to determine the traffic fluctuation on a link over a period of 24 hours. This helps
determine the need for changes to the configuration, such as the addition of links or an increase in the link speed.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of the percentage link utilization by hour for an individual link.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD8
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLPCLBS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data. Percent Link Utilization is based on the
specification of Link Speed in an NCP parameter. If the actual speed of the link differs from the speed that is specified for
the NCP, the percentage displayed on this inquiry will not be correct.

NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization

NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization chart is used to determine the communications processor load variation
(communications controller utilization cycles) over a period of 24 hours.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of communications controller processor percentage utilization by hour.
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Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDP
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDP

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NAFPCCU
• NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from the NetSpy NCP interface data.

NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Utilization  Sample

                                                NetSpy Daily Pct. NCP Cycle Util.

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPDP                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

-------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=ETET NCP=NCPT15D

 --------------------------------------------------

 

Percent Sum

 

        |                                                                             ***

        |                                                    ***                      ***

 3.50 % +                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***                 ***       ***

        |                                                    ***  ***            ***  ***       ***

        |                                               ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***       ***

 3.00 % +                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                          ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 2.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 2.00 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1.00 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 0.50 % +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization

NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization chart helps determine the adequacy and utilization of memory in the communications
control unit (CCU).

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of average free buffer queue length in the network control program by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDQ
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDQ

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NAFAVFBQ
• NCPNAME

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from the NetSpy NCP interface data. After the NCP load module (NCPGEN) is loaded into the
CCU, the remaining memory is allocated for buffers. Thus, the buffering capacity of the CCU is a function of the size of
the NCPGEN and the amount of installed memory in the CCU. The maximum available NCP buffer value is the number
of buffers initially allocated. The average free buffer queue length indicates the number of buffers that are generally
available. The free buffer low-water mark is the lowest number of buffers that were available during the interval. The
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average free buffer count at slowdown is the number of buffers that were left when the CCU became severely memory-
constrained.

Network performance is being impaired if the free buffer low-water mark is consistently below the average free buffer
count at slowdown. A memory upgrade (if possible) should be considered if the average free buffer queue length is
consistently close to the average free buffer count at slowdown. Otherwise, some of the load on the CCU may have to be
shifted to another unit.

NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization Sample

                                   NetSpy Daily NCP Buffer Utilization - Avg. No. Free Buffers               

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDQ                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=ETET NCP=NCPT15D

 ---------------------------------------------------

 

Free Buffers Sum

 

 8,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 7,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 6,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 5,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 4,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 3,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 2,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***
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       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

 1,000 +                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

       |                                ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

NetSpy Daily Link Utilization

NetSpyt Daily Link Utilization chart is used to determine the traffic fluctuation on a link over a period of 24 hours. This
helps determine the need for changes to the configuration, such as the addition of links or an increase in the link speed.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of the percentage link utilization by hour for an individual link.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDR
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLPCLBS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from the NetSpy NCP interface data. Percent Link Utilization is based on the specification of
Link Speed in an NCP parameter. If the actual speed of the link differs from the speed that is specified for the NCP, the
percentage displayed on this inquiry will not be correct.

NCP Utilization Ranking

To rank all or selected NCPs in ascending or descending order based on CCU utilization or buffer utilization. The user
chooses the number of NCPs ranked; the order of ranking; the variable used to rank on; and in the case of the SNTLXE
and SNTLXF inquires, the CCU and buffer thresholds. The NCP Utilization Ranking report provides both CCU and buffer
utilization information that can be used to identify NCPs having high utilization and possible overload conditions.

Format
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A 9-column report (for SNTLDE and SNTLDF) or a 13-column report (for SNTLXE and SNTLXF) that is approximately
132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online. The information is summarized and
presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NCPNAME, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDE - NCPs w/in zone - DAYS timespan
• SNTLDF - NCPs w/in hour - DAYS timespan
• SNTLXE - NCPs w/in zone - DETAIL timespan
• SNTLXF - NCPs w/in hour - DETAIL timespan

Data Source (File/Timespan)

• SNTNAF - Days (SNTLDE, SNTLDF)
• SNTNAF - Detail (SNTLXE, SNTLXF)

Data elements used

SNTLXE/SNTLXF

• DURATION
• NCPNAME
• NAFPCCCU
• NAFMXCCU
• NAFMNCCU
• NAFOVLIM
• NAFUNLIM
• NAFPCNBU
• NAFMXNBU
• NAFMNNBU
• NAFOVBLM
• RANKLBL
• NAFUNBLM
• NAFPCTIS
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• DATE
• TIME
• CURRENT
• IQ
• HICCUDUR
• HIBUFDUR
• LOCCUDUR
• LOBUFDUR

SNTLDE/SNTLDF
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• DURATION
• NCPNAME
• NAFPCCCU
• NAFMXCCU
• NAFMNCCU
• NAFPCNBU
• NAFMXNBU
• NAFMNNBU
• NAFPCTIS
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• DATA
• ZONE
• RANKELEM
• RANKLBL
• CURRENT
• IQ

Calculations

   SNTLXE/SNTLXF

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;
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     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (HICCUDUR) */;

   FORMAT HICCUDUR 8.;

   LABEL HICCUDUR="TIME OVER CCU MAX LIMIT";

   HICCUDUR = 0;

   HV=SYMGET('HICCU');

   HV=COMPRESS(HV,'% ');

   HVCD=INPUT(HV,4.);

   IF NAFPCCCU GT HVCD THEN HICCUDUR+DURATION;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (HIBUFDUR) */;

   FORMAT HIBUFDUR 8.;

   LABEL HIBUFDUR="TIME OVER CCU BUFFER MAX LIMIT";

   HIBUFDUR = 0;

   HV=SYMGET('HIBUFF');

   HV=COMPRESS(HV,'% ');

   HVBD=INPUT(HV,4.);

   IF NAFPCNBU GT HVBD THEN HIBUFDUR+DURATION;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LOCCUDUR) */;

   FORMAT LOCCUDUR 8.;

   LABEL LOCCUDUR="TIME UNDER CCU MIN LIMIT";

   LOCCUDUR = 0;

   LV=SYMGET('LOWCCU');

   LV=COMPRESS(LV,'% ');

   LVCD=INPUT(LV,4.);

   IF NAFPCCCU LT LVCD THEN LOCCUDUR+DURATION;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (LOBUFDUR) */;

   FORMAT LOBUFDUR 8.;

   LABEL LOBUFDUR="TIME UNDER CCU BUFFER MIN LIMIT";

   LOBUFDUR = 0;

   LV=SYMGET('LOWBUFF');

   LV=COMPRESS(LV,'% ');

   LVBD=INPUT(LV,4.);

   IF NAFPCNBU LT LVBD THEN LOBUFDUR+DURATION;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C);

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;
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   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NAFOVLIM) */;

   FORMAT NAFOVLIM MAPCT8.;

   LABEL NAFOVLIM="% TIME CCU UTILIZATION ABOVE THRESHOLD";

   NAFOVLIM = 0;

   IF DURATION GT 0 THEN NAFOVLIM=(HICCUDUR/DURATION)*100;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NAFUNLIM) */;

   FORMAT NAFUNLIM MAPCT8.;

   LABEL NAFUNLIM="% TIME CCU UTILIZATION BELOW THRESHOLD";

   NAFUNLIM = 0;

   IF DURATION GT 0 THEN NAFUNLIM=(LOCCUDUR/DURATION)*100;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NAFOVBLM) */;

   FORMAT NAFOVBLM MAPCT8.;

   LABEL NAFOVBLM="% TIME CCU BUFFER UTLZ OVER THRESHOLD";

   NAFOVBLM = 0;

   IF DURATION GT 0 THEN NAFOVBLM=(HIBUFDUR/DURATION)*100;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (NAFUNBLM) */;

   FORMAT NAFUNBLM MAPCT8.;

   LABEL NAFUNBLM="% TIME CCU BUFFER UTLZ BELOW THRESHOLD";

   NAFUNBLM = 0;

   IF DURATION GT 0 THEN NAFUNBLM=(LOBUFDUR/DURATION)*100;

   ;

   SNTLDE/SNTLDF
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   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATA) */;

   LENGTH DATA $15;

   FORMAT DATA $CHAR15.;

   LABEL DATA="DATA RANGE";

   DATA = ' ';

   /* SAS System Statements(Derive vars & data select) */;

   RETAIN DATEA DATEB;

   LENGTH DATEA DATEB 4.;

   DATEA = MIN(DATEA,STARTTS);

   DATEB=MAX(DATEB,ENDTS);

   IF _EOF_ THEN DO;

     DATEA=DATEPART(DATEA);

     DATEB=DATEPART(DATEB);

     SUBSTR(DATA,1,7)=PUT(DATEA,DATE7.);

     SUBSTR(DATA,8,1)='-';

     SUBSTR(DATA,9,7)=PUT(DATEB,DATE7.);

     CALL SYMPUT('S',DATA);

     %GLOBAL S;

     DROP DATEA DATEB;

   END;

   /* Data Summarization */

   %MACRO NEGATE;

    DATA=SYMGET('S');

   %MEND NEGATE;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C);

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');
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   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKELEM) */;

   FORMAT RANKELEM 8.;

   LABEL RANKELEM="&RL";

   RANKELEM = &RANKELEM;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (RANKLBL) */;

   LENGTH RANKLBL $40;

   FORMAT RANKLBL $CHAR40.;

   LABEL RANKLBL="LABEL OF RANKING ELEMENT";

   RANKLBL = SYMGET('RL');

   ;

Usage considerations

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reporting by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
hour as other MICS reports do.

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 1

                                                                                          1

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS1 DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   1:00   PEP12E     55.74 %   56.05 %   55.29 %    1.67 %   11.22 %    0.12 %     0.00 %

   1:00   GWN2AM     43.72 %   46.49 %   39.76 %    7.26 %   34.05 %    0.43 %     0.00 %

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 2
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                                                                                          2

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS2  DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   9:05   NCPT15D     3.24 %    5.07 %    2.69 %    4.85 %   23.77 %    4.31 %     0.00 %

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 3

                                                                                          3

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS3 DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   3:28   NCPT15D     2.97 %    4.59 %    2.61 %    4.79 %   23.41 %    4.31 %     0.00 %
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DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 4

                                                                                          4

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS4 DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   0:15   IPCNCPG    32.69 %   32.69 %   32.69 %    6.11 %    8.45 %    3.94 %     0.00 %

   0:15   IPCNCPH    32.24 %   32.24 %   32.24 %    3.11 %    5.01 %    2.21 %     0.00 %

   0:15   TYONCPA    25.50 %   25.50 %   25.50 %    0.83 %    1.88 %    0.49 %     0.00 %

   0:15   BRNNCPF    23.33 %   23.33 %   23.33 %    3.75 %   11.63 %    3.56 %     0.00 %

   0:15   BRNNCPE    23.13 %   23.13 %   23.13 %   15.27 %   21.72 %   14.23 %     0.00 %

   0:15   IPCNCPK    22.78 %   22.78 %   22.78 %    2.97 %    3.38 %    2.41 %     0.00 %

   0:15   SINNCPA    19.89 %   19.89 %   19.89 %    8.52 %   11.59 %    6.98 %     0.00 %

   0:15   IPCNCPO    19.70 %   19.70 %   19.70 %    4.18 %    5.21 %    2.92 %     0.00 %

   0:15   BKKNCPA    17.45 %   17.45 %   17.45 %    1.04 %    1.80 %    0.95 %     0.00 %

   0:15   IPCNCPF    16.68 %   16.68 %   16.68 %    3.64 %    5.83 %    3.05 %     0.00 %

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 5

                                                                                          5

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.
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        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS5 DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 1

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   0:06   N13G5C0     3.90 %    4.94 %    3.51 %    4.27 %   12.31 %    0.89 %     0.00 %

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 6

                                                                                          6

                      (SNTLDE) DAILY NCP UTILIZATION RANKING BY ZONE

           FIRST 10 NCPS BY DESCENDING PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

        NETWORK ID: NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID: SYS6 DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy ZONE: 2

|-IDENTIFICATION--||--------------------- UTILIZATION INFORMATION -----------------------|

|DURATION(HH:MM) /||----------- CCU ------------|---------- BUFFERS ----------| TIME IN  |

|       NCP NAME  ||   AVG       MAX       MIN  |    AVG       MAX       MIN  | SLOWDOWN |

 =================  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  ========  =========

   0:28   A30N2       5.41 %    5.52 %    5.34 %   12.50 %   17.65 %    7.04 %     0.00 %

   0:28   A40N2       2.88 %    2.94 %    2.80 %    1.13 %    1.84 %    1.00 %     0.00 %
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 DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), RANKING=NAFPCCCU=PERCENT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER UTIL.

 RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DAYS, DBID=8, FILE=NAF

NCP Utilization Chart

NCP Utilization Chart chart indicates the NCP, buffer, and slowdown percentages that are presented side by side for each
hour within a zone. A user-specified maximum CCU utilization reference line is drawn on the chart to indicate the objective
response time for the NCP.

Format

This display produces a horizontal bar chart showing average CCU, buffer, and slowdown percentages by hour within
a zone. It can be used to identify periods of time when utilization exceeded the established user maximum. The data is
summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NCPNAME, Year, Month, Day, and Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

SNTPDU

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF - Days

Data elements used

• NAFPCCCU
• NAFPCTIS
• NAFPCNBU
• DATE
• TIME
• CURRENT
• IQ
• PERCENT
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• NCPNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH
• DAY
• ZONE
• HOUR

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;
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   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PERCENT) */;

   FORMAT PERCENT 8.;

   LABEL PERCENT="PERCENT UTILIZATION";

   PERCENT = .;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (Create & Load NAME,

      & Load PERCENT) */;

   LENGTH NAME $1;

   FORMAT NAME $1.;

   LABEL NAME="VARIABLE TO PLOT";

   NAME = 'C'; PERCENT=NAFPCCCU;

   OUTPUT;

   NAME = 'S'; PERCENT=NAFPCTIS;

   OUTPUT;

   NAME = 'B'; PERCENT=NAFPCNBU;

   OUTPUT;

   IF PERCENT=. THEN PERCENT=0;

   ;

Usage considerations

None

NCP Utilization Ranking  Sample 1

                                     (SNTPDU) CHART NCP CCU/BUFFERS/SLOWDOWN PERCENT BY HOUR                 

                     1

 

                                      B=% BUFFER UTILZ, C=% CCU UTILZ, S=% TIME IN SLOWDOWN

                                  RUN DATE: Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN: DAYS, DBID: 8, FILE: NAF

 

------------------------ NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID=SYS1 NCP NAME=NCPT15D YEAR=** MONTH=4 DAY=6 ZONE=1

 -------------------------
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PERCENT UTILIZATION Sum

 

 100 +

     |

     |

     |

  90 +

     |

     |

     |

  80 +

     |

     |

     |

  70 +

     

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     |

     |

     |

  60 +

     |

     |

     |

  50 +

     |

     |

     |

  40 +

     |

     |

     |

  30 +

     |

     |

     |

  20 +

     |

     |

     |

  10 +

     |

     |  **           **           **           **           **           **           **           **        

   **

     |  **  **       **  **       **  **       **  **       **  **       **  **       **  **       **  **    

   **  **

    

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S    B   C   S

    B   C   S   NAME
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        |--- 8 --|   |--- 9 --|   |-- 10 --|   |-- 11 --|   |-- 12 --|   |-- 13 --|   |-- 14 --|   |-- 15 --|

   |-- 16 --|   HOUR

NCP Utilization Ranking Sample 2

                                     (SNTPDU) CHART NCP CCU/BUFFERS/SLOWDOWN PERCENT BY HOUR                 

                     2

 

                                      B=% BUFFER UTILZ, C=% CCU UTILZ, S=% TIME IN SLOWDOWN

                                  RUN DATE: Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN: DAYS, DBID: 8, FILE: NAF

 

------------------------ NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID=SYS2 NCP NAME=NCPT15D YEAR=** MONTH=4 DAY=6 ZONE=2

 -------------------------

 

PERCENT UTILIZATION Sum

 

100 +

    |

    |

    |

 90 +

    |

    |

    |

 80 +

    |

    |

    |

 70 +

    

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    |

    |

    |

 60 +

    |

    |

    |

 50 +

    |

    |

    |

 40 +

    |

    |

    |

 30 +

    |

    |

    |

 20 +

    |
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    |

    |

 10 +

    |

    |    *****                         *****                         *****                         *****

    |    *****    *****                *****    *****                *****    *****                *****   

 *****

   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           B        C        S           B        C        S           B        C        S           B       

 C        S       NAME

 

         |--------- 6 ---------|       |--------- 7 ---------|       |--------- 17 --------|       |---------

 18 --------|     HOUR

NCP Utilization Plot

NCP Utilization Plot indicates the NCP, buffer, and slowdown percentages for each hour of the day. A user-specified
maximum CCU utilization reference line is drawn on the chart to indicate the objective response time for the NCP. Zone
reference lines are also drawn on the plot and can be modified to match those zones that are established at the site.

Format

This display produces an overlay plot showing average CCU, buffer, and slowdown percentages by hour of day fo 24
hours. It can be used to identify periods of time when utilization exceeded the established user maximum. The data is
summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NCPNAME, Year, Month, and Day, by Hour.

Inquiry ID

SNTPDV

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF - Days

Data elements used

• NAFPCCCU
• NAFPCTIS
• NAFPCNBU
• DATE
• TIME
• CURRENT
• IQ
• PERCENT
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• NCPNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH
• DAY
• HOUR

Calculations
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   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PERCENT) */;

   FORMAT PERCENT 8.;

   LABEL PERCENT="PERCENT UTILIZATION";

   PERCENT = .;

   ;

Usage considerations

None

NCP Utilization Plot Sample

                                      (SNTPDV) PLOT NCP CCU/BUFFERS/SLOWDOWN PERCENT BY HOUR                 

                     1

 

                                             * * * AVERAGE PERCENTAGES BY HOUR * * *

                                  RUN DATE: Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN: DAYS, DBID: 8, FILE: NAF

 

--------------------------- NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID=SYS1 NCP NAME=NCPT15D YEAR=** MONTH=4 DAY=6

 -----------------------------

 

                                           Plot of NAFPCCCU*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'C'.

                                           Plot of NAFPCTIS*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'S'.
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                                           Plot of NAFPCNBU*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'B'.

 

                          100.00 % +                        |                          |

                        P          |                        |                          |

                        E  90.00 % +                        |                          |

                        R          |                        |                          |

                        C  80.00 % +                        |                          |

                        E          |                        |                          |

                        N  70.00 % +------------------------+--------------------------+------------------

                        T          |                        |                          |

                           60.00 % +                        |                          |

                        U          |                        |                          |

                        T  50.00 % +                        |                          |

                        I          |                        |                          |

                        L  40.00 % +                        |                          |

                        I          |                        |                          |

                        Z  30.00 % +                        |                          |

                        A          |                        |                          |

                        T  20.00 % +                        |                          |

                        I          |                        |                          |

                        O  10.00 % +                        |                          |

                        N          |                  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C  C

                                                      B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B  B

                            0.00 % +

                                                      S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S  S

                                   -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

                                    0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

 

                                                                     HOUR

NCP Channel Hold/Intermediate Queue Length Plot

NCP Channel Hold/Intermediate Queue Length Plot indicates the queue lengths for NCP channel hold and intermediate
queues for each hour of the day. A user-specified maximum NCP channel hold queue length reference line is drawn on
the chart. Zone reference lines are also drawn on the plot and can be modified to match those zones that are established
at the site.

Format

This display produces an overlay plot showing average and maximum NCP channel hold queue and intermediate queue
lengths by hour of day for 24 hours. It can be used to identify periods of time when queue lengths have exceeded the
established user maximum. The data is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, NCPNAME, Year, Month, and
Day, by Hour.

Inquiry ID

SNTPDW

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAF - Days

Data elements used
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• NAFAVHQL
• NAFAVIQL
• NAFMXHQL
• NAFMXIQL
• DATE
• TIME
• CURRENT
• IQ
• PERCENT
• NETWRKID
• SYSID
• NCPNAME
• YEAR
• MONTH
• DAY
• HOUR

Calculations

   /* Data Element Derivation (DATE) */;

   FORMAT DATE DATE7.;

   LABEL DATE="Date Selection Field";

   DATE = DATEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (TIME) */;

   FORMAT TIME TIME11.2;

   LABEL TIME="Time Selection Field";

   TIME = TIMEPART(ENDTS);

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (CURRENT, &C) */;

   FORMAT CURRENT WEEKDATE15.;

   LABEL CURRENT="CURRENT DATE";

   CURRENT = TODAY();

   C=PUT(CURRENT,WEEKDATE15.);

   C=COMPRESS(C) ;

   CALL SYMPUT('C',PUT(C,$CHAR12.));

   %GLOBAL C;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (IQ, &I) */;

   LENGTH IQ $8;

   FORMAT IQ $CHAR8.;

   LABEL IQ="Inquire Name";

   IQ = ' ';

   SUBSTR(IQ,1,1)='(';

   SUBSTR(IQ,2,6)=SYMGET('INQINAME');

   SUBSTR(IQ,8,1)=')';

   CALL SYMPUT('I',PUT(IQ,$CHAR8.));

   %GLOBAL I;

   ;

   /* Data Element Derivation (PERCENT) */;

   FORMAT PERCENT 8.;
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   LABEL PERCENT="PERCENT UTILIZATION";

   PERCENT = .;

   ;

Usage considerations

None

NCP Channel Hold/Intermediate Queue Length Plot Sample

                                  (SNTPDW) AVG/MAX HOURLY NCP HOLD & INTERMEDIATE QUEUE LENGTHS              

                     1

 

 

                                  RUN DATE: Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN: DAYS, DBID: 8, FILE: NAF

 

---------------------------- NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSTEM ID=SYS1 NCP NAME=GWN2AM YEAR=88 MONTH=10 DAY=4

 ----------------------------

 

                                           Plot of NAFAVHQL*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'H'.

                                           Plot of NAFAVIQL*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'I'.

                                           Plot of NAFMXHQL*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'O'.

                                           Plot of NAFMXIQL*HOUR.  Symbol used is 'N'.

 

                          A 20 +                        |                          |

                          V    |                        |                          |

                          G 19 +                        |                          |

                               |                        |                          |

                          & 18 +                        |                          |

                               |                        |                          |

                          M 17 +                        |                          |

                          A    |                        |                          |

                          X 16 +                        |                          |

                               |                        |                          |

                          N 15 +                        |                          |

                          C    |                        |                          |

                          P 14 +                        |                          |

                               |                        |                          |

                          C 13 +                        |                          |

                          H    |                        |                          |

                          A 12 +                        |                          |

                          N    |                        |                          |

                          N 11 +                        |                          |

                          E    |                        |                          |

                          L 10 +------------------------+--------------------------+-------------------

                          /    |                        |                          |

                          H  9 +                        |                          |

                          O    |                        |                          |

                          L  8 +                        |                          |

                          D    |                        |                          |

                             7 +                        |                          |

                                                                          N

                          Q    |                        |                          |
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                          U  6 +                        |                          |

                          E    |                        |                          |

                          U  5 +                        |                          |

                                                                          O

                          E    |                        |                          |

                             4 +                        |                 H        |

                                                                          I

                          L    |                        |                          |

                          E  3 +                        |                          |

                          N    |                        |                          |

                          G  2 +                        |                          |

                          T    |                        |                          |

                          H  1 +                        |                          |

                          S    |                        |                          |

                             0 +                        |                          |

                               -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+-

                                0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

 

                                                              HOUR OF DAY

NetSpy Daily Average VR Response Time

NetSpy Daily Average VR Response Time chart displays average virtual route response time. Virtual route response time
is the time it takes for a message to traverse the logical route or backbone link between the primary logical unit subarea
and the secondary logical unit subarea. The time that is required to traverse the virtual route extension (for example, the
boundary link between an NCP and a cluster control unit) is excluded from virtual route response time. Compare virtual
route response time measurements with total network response time measurements (for example, Average Network
Response Time, NSSAVNTM) to determine if there is a bottleneck in either the virtual route or the virtual route extension.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of average virtual route response time.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCD5
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD5

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNVR01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SYSID
• NVRHSA
• NVRDSA
• NVRVRRTE
• NVRAVNTM
• NVRNRSTM
• NVRNRESC

Calculations

   IF NVRNRESC GT ZERO THEN

     NVRAVNTM=NVRNRSTM / NVRNRESC;
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   ELSE NVRAVNTM=.;

Usage considerations

Use along with SNTCDZ, NetSpy Daily Pct. Time VR Held/Blocked, to isolate virtual route performance problems. Also
use with other MICF inquiries that measure link utilization and NCP buffer and cycle utilization to isolate the source of the
congestion.

NetSpy Daily Avg VR Response Time Sample

                                                 NetSpy Daily Avg VR Response Time                           

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPD5                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  04SEPyy

 

------------------ NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=CA11 Host Subarea=11 Destination Subarea=30 Transmission

 Priority=2 ------------------

 

Avg Network Response Time Sum

 

        |                                                                                                    

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

 0.5000 +                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

 0.4000 +                                                                                            ***  ***

  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***                           ***                           ***  ***

  ***       ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***       ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

 0.3000 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***
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        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

 0.2000 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

 0.1000 +  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

        |  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***  ***

  ***  ***  ***  ***

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23

 

                                                               Hour Of Day

NetSpy Daily % Time VR Held/Blocked

NetSpy Daily % Time VR Held/Blocked chart displays the percentage of time during the day that a virtual route (backbone
link) is held or blocked. The "Held" status is the first level of virtual route congestion; "Blocked" status is the highest
level of congestion. The end- user response time is prolonged when a virtual route becomes held or blocked, because
during that period no messages can be sent across the route. Virtual route congestion can be caused by such factors as
insufficient buffers in a down stream NCP or an over- utilized boundary link.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of the percentage of time that a virtual route is held or blocked.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDZ
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDZ

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNVR01 - Previous day

Data elements used
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• SYSID
• NVRHSA
• NVRDSA
• NVRVRRTE
• NVRPCTHL

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

Use along  with SNTCD5, NetSpy Daily Average VR Response Time, to isolate virtual route performance problems. Also
use with other MICF inquiries that measure link utilization and NCP buffer and cycle utilization to isolate the source of the
congestion.

NetSpy Daily % Time VR Held/Blocked Sample

                                               NetSpy Daily % Time VR Held/Blocked                           

                     2

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDZ                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

----------------- NETWORK ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=S028 Host Subarea=28 Destination Subarea=10 Transmission

 Priority=1 -------------------

 

% Time Sum

 

 10.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  9.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  8.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  7.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  6.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  5.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***
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  4.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  3.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  2.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

  1.00 +                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

       |                                                    ***

      

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19 

  20   21   22   23

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis

To identify, through a series of four reports, which lines in the network are underutilized, overutilized, or marginally-utilized,
as determined by user-defined utilization thresholds. Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis inquiry indicates overutilized lines
that may be causing performance problems and identifies underutilized lines whose resources might be combined with
others to reduce the total number of lines in the network.

Format

Each report is approximately 132 characters wide and is best suited for hardcopy review. However, you can also review
the reports online. The first report provides an overview of the count of network lines for each of the respective categories
of under, marginally, and overutilized. The second report lists the underutilized lines in descending order, indicating line
name, NCP name, hours underutilized, total hours measured, line speed, and data transfer mode (full or half duplex).
The third report provides similar information for marginally- utilized lines. The fourth report lists the overutilized lines
in descending order, showing line name, NCP name, hours overutilized, hours underutilized, and marginally- utilized,
maximum percents received busy and send busy respectively, link speed, and data transfer mode. In reports two through
four, the information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID and ranked (in descending order) by line utilization.

Inquiry ID

SNTLDS - Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis

Data source (Files/Timespan)

SNTNCL - Days

Data elements used
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• ENDTS
• STARTTS
• NETNAME
• NCPNAME
• NCLMXRLB
• NCLMXSLB
• NCLPCLBS
• NCLNRLLS
• NCLNRSLS
• NETWRKID
• ZONE

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

The user defines the thresholds (as run-time options) for overutilization, underutilization, and marginal utilization. This
inquiry will never categorize a line as underutilized or marginally utilized if, during at least one measured interval, line
utilization exceeds the client-defined threshold for overutilization.

All cycles are summarized together as a data range rather than reported by individual cycle or by year, month, day, and
zone as other MICS reports do.

Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis  Sample

                                                                                                             

                     1

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                               OVER/UNDER LINE UTILIZATION SUMMARY                          

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|INQUIRY:  SNTLDS                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |

|DATA RANGE - START: 06APR04:07:54                                                NETWORK: NETWORK1          

                     |

|DATA RANGE -   END: 06APR04:16:58                                                TIME ZONE: 1               

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                    DESCRIPTION                          COUNT    PERCENT                   

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                    NUMBER OF LINES UNDER UTILIZED            6   100.00 %                  

                     |

|                                    NUMBER OF LINES MARGINALLY UTILIZED       0     0.00 %                  

                     |

|                                    NUMBER OF LINES OVER UTILIZED             0     0.00 %                  

                     |
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|                                    TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES                     6   100.00 %                  

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

UNDER UTILIZED: LESS THAN OR EQUAL 7 PERCENT

MARGINALLY UTILIZED: LESS THAN OR EQUAL 14 PERCENT

OVER UTILIZED: GREATER THAN 60 PERCENT

Under/Over Utilized Line Analysis Sample

                                                                                                             

                     2

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

|                                                    UNDER UTILIZED LINE REPORT                              

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|INQUIRY:  SNTLDS                                                                                            

  RUN DATE:  03SEPyy |
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|DATA RANGE - START: 06APR04:07:54                                                NETWORK: NETWORK1          

                     |

|DATA RANGE -   END: 06APR04:16:58                                                TIME ZONE: 1               

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                 Line      Datatype  NCP Name Hours     Total    Avg.    Send               

                     |

|                                 Name                         Under     Hours   Intvl    Line               

                     |

|                                                              Utilized           Size   Speed               

                     |

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                                 MCHLK97     X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08      64K              

                     |

|                                 MCHLK95     X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08      64K              

                     |

|                                 MCHLK80A    X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08      64K              

                     |

|                                 MCHLKE4     X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08       9K              

                     |

|                                 MCHLKE6     X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08       9K              

                     |

|                                 MCHLK84A    X25     NCPT15D    9         9      0:08      64K              

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |
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|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

|                                                                                                            

                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

UNDER UTILIZED: LESS THAN OR EQUAL 7 PERCENT
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NPM/NetSpy Link Ranking By (Zone/Hour)

To rank all or selected links in ascending or descending order based on sending, receiving, or total percent link busy. The
user chooses the number of links to rank, the ranking order, and the ranking variable. The NPM/NetSpy Link Ranking By
(Zone/Hour) report provides both utilization and workload information that you can use to identify either overutilized or
underutilized links.

Format

A 15-column report approximately 132 characters wide. It is best suited for hardcopy review but can be reviewed online.
The information is summarized and presented by NETWRKID, SYSID, Data Range, and Zone or Zone by Hour.

Inquiry ID

• SNTLDX - By Zone
• SNTLDY - By Zone and Hour

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL - Days

Data elements used

• DURATION
• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLPCLBS
• NCLPCSBS
• ZONE
• LINKSPD
• NCLNRCHR
• NCLNRCHS
• NCLNRRLS
• NCLNRSLS
• NCLNRERR
• NCLNRRBY
• NCLPCRLB
• NCLPCSLB
• NCLNRFRR
• NCLNRFRS
• NCLNRCON
• NCLNRALC
• DATATYPE

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

All cycles that are included are summarized together as a data range and reported at that granularity, either zone or hour
within zone.

NPM/NetSpy Link Ranking By (Zone/Hour) Sample
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                     1

 

                                             (SNTLDX) DAILY SNA LINK RANKING BY ZONE

                            FIRST 25 SNA LINKS BY DESCENDING PERCENT LINK (LINE) BUSY

 NETWORK ID: NETWORK1                    SYSTEM ID: SYS1                    DATA RANGE: 04OCTyy-17JUNyy      

              ZONE: 1

|----------- IDENTIFICATION ----------||-- % LINK BUSY --|------------------------ WORKLOAD INFORMATION

 --------------------------|

|LINK     NCP    DURATION        LINK ||                 |-- TOTAL BYTES --| TOTAL MESSAGES  |RXMIT RXMIT  

 TOTAL ERROR OUTB QUEUE|

|NAME     NAME    (HH:MM)        SPEED||SEND  RECEV TOTAL|SENT  RECVD TRANS|SENT  RECVD TRANS|MSGS  BYTES    

    COUNTS     LENGTH|

 ======== ======== ====== ====== =====  ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== =======

 =========== ==========

 L2A216   GWN2AM     1:00          56K  55.68 2.416 58.10   14M  608K   14M    5K    6K   12K    0       0   

        0          0

 L2A220   GWN2AM     1:00          56K  55.39 .9314 56.32   13M  234K   14M    5K  407     5K    0       0   

        0          0

 L2A001   GWN2AM     1:00           9K  44.12 3.839 47.96    1M  165K    2M   10K    8K   19K    0       0   

        0          5

 L12161   PEP12E     1:00           9K  35.35 6.616 41.97    1M  285K    1M    7K    4K   12K    0       0   

        0          6

 L2A178   GWN2AM     1:00           9K  27.23 2.376 29.61    1M  102K    1M    6K    3K   10K    0       0   

        0          4

 L2A154   GWN2AM     1:00           9K  17.11 3.172 20.28  738K  137K  875K    3K    1K    5K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12182   PEP12E     1:00           9K  16.66 3.074 19.73  719K  132K  852K    3K    1K    5K    0       0   

        0          4

 L12187   PEP12E     1:00           9K  15.66 3.328 18.98  676K  143K  820K    3K    1K    4K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12046   PEP12E     1:00           7K  14.76 3.773 18.53  478K  122K  600K    1K  869     2K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12183   PEP12E     1:00           9K  15.40 2.916 18.31  665K  125K  791K    2K    1K    3K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12146   PEP12E     1:00           4K  11.16 5.256 16.41  241K  113K  354K  845   590     1K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12023   PEP12E     1:00           9K  12.74 3.500 16.23  550K  151K  701K    2K    1K    3K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12031   PEP12E     1:00           9K  11.67 2.771 14.44  503K  119K  623K    1K  545     2K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12180   PEP12E     1:00           9K  9.953 2.645 12.60  429K  114K  544K    1K  875     2K    0       0   

        0          3

 L12000   PEP12E     1:00           9K  9.598 2.920 12.52  414K  126K  540K    2K    1K    3K    0       0   

        0          0

 L2A146   GWN2AM     1:00           9K  3.191 9.155 12.35  137K  395K  533K  799     1K    1K    0       0   

        0          0

 L2A185   GWN2AM     1:00          19K  10.44 1.554 11.99  901K  134K    1M    2K    1K    4K  300     106K  

      565          1

 L12189   PEP12E     1:00           9K  8.693 2.831 11.52  375K  122K  497K    1K  675     2K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12042   PEP12E     1:00           4K  6.420 5.000 11.42  138K  107K  246K  183    84   267     0       0   

        0          0
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 L2A049   GWN2AM     1:00           9K  5.848 5.243 11.09  252K  226K  479K  315   310   625     0       0   

        0          0

 L12050   PEP12E     1:00           9K  5.243 5.848 11.09  226K  252K  479K  310   315   625     0       0   

        0          0

 L2A208   GWN2AM     1:00          56K  3.463 6.537 10.00  872K    1M    2M    6K    9K   15K    0       0   

        0          0

 L12158   PEP12E     1:00           4K  4.916 4.916 9.832  106K  106K  212K    0     0     0     0       0   

       55          0

 L12181   PEP12E     1:00           9K  4.726 5.076 9.802  204K  219K  423K  549   758     1K    0       0   

        0          0

 L2A212   GWN2AM     1:00          56K  8.011 1.061 9.072    2M  267K    2M    8K    4K   12K    0       0   

        0          0

 

 

 

 

 

DATES=NONE, TIME=(00:00-24:00), NOTE:(K=THOUSANDS M=MILLIONS), RANKING=NCLPCLBS=PERCENT LINK (LINE) BUSY

RUN-DATE=Wed,Sep3,yy , TIMESPAN=DETAIL, DBID=8, FILE=NCL

INCLUDE=LINK=NONE,INCLUDE=NCP=NONE

EXCLUDE=LINK=NONE,EXCLUDE=NCP=NONE

INCLUDE=SYSID=CRP,PRODUCT=NPM ,VERSION=0013

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Utilization

NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Utilization chart is used to determine the traffic fluctuation on a link over a period of 24 hours. This
helps determine the need for changes to the configuration, such as the addition of links or an increase in the link speed.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of the percentage link utilization by hour for an individual link.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDR

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNCL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• NETNAME
• NCLPCLBS

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView Performance Monitor (NPM) network data or NetSpy NCP interface data. Percent
Link Utilization is based on the specification of Link Speed in an NCP parameter. If the actual speed of the link differs from
the speed that is specified for the NCP line definition, the percentage displayed on this inquiry will not be correct.
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NPM/NetSpy Daily Link Utilization Sample

                                                       Daily Link Utilization                                

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPDR                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  04SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------ N=NETWORK1 S=SYS4 Link=L16TRPG1 Datatype=NTRI

 ------------------------------------------

 

Percent Sum

 

        |                                                    ***

        |                                                    ***

        |                                                    ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 6.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 5.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 4.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 3.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 2.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

 1.00 % +                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

        |                                                    ***  ***

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19

   20   21   22   23
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                                                               Hour Of Day

SNT Workload Analysis Inquiries

The workload analysis inquiries show character and message counts by primary logical unit (PLU), virtual routes, or site-
defined account codes. Two rank reports are also included to identify links and applications having the largest average
message sizes. Each inquiry is discussed in greater detail in the following sections:

NetView Daily Connect Time by SNTACT1

NetView Daily Connect Time by SNTACT1 chart displays the total network terminal connect hours for SNTACT1.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of total connect hours by SNTACT1 by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDC
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNSC01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SNTACT1
• NSCCONTM

Calculations

To convert NSCCONTM to the number of connect hours from a SAS time format, NSCCONTM is divided by 3600.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data. When you use the default value of SNTACT1,
which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file, a separate report is generated for each
primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to SNTACT1, a new report will be produced
for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. Refer to the NVSNSC file section to find the
value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site.

NetView Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

NetView Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1 chart displays the volume of data character traffic for each SNTACT1. You can
use it to determine traffic workloads that are placed on the network by the total traffic to and from a given application.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of total characters transmitted (sent and received) by SNTACT1.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDD
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNSC01 - Previous day
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Data elements used

• HOUR
• SNTACT1
• NSCNRTCH

Calculations

To express character volume in kilo characters (characters/1000), the data element Total Characters Transmitted
(NSCNRTCH) is divided by 1000.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data. When you use the default value of SNTACT1,
which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file, a separate report is generated for each
primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to SNTACT1, a new report will be produced
for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. Refer to the NVSNSC file section to find the
value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site.

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by VR

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by VR chart shows traffic load variation on a virtual route over a period of 24 hours. Its
primary use is for virtual route planning and load balancing during peak hours.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of total characters transmitted (sent and received) by virtual route by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDE
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSRTE01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• RTEVRTTE
• RTENRTCH

Calculations

To express character volume in kilo characters (characters/1000), the data element Total Characters Transmitted
(RTENRTCH) is divided by 1000.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data.

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

NetView Daily Data Chars/1000 by SNTACT1 chart displays the volume of data character traffic for each SNTACT1. You
can use it to pinpoint periods of peak activity that may be correlated with poor response time or periods of low activity,
possibly indicating problems in the network or on the host.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of data characters transmitted (sent and received), grouped by hour.

Inquiry ID
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• Color Graphics: SNTCDF
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNSA01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SNTACT1
• NSANRTBS
• NSANRTBR

Calculations

To express character volume in kilo characters (characters/1000), the data elements Number of Text Bytes Sent
(NSANRTBS) and Number of Text Bytes Received (NSANRTBR) are each divided by 1000.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data. When you use the default value of SNTACT1,
which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file, a separate report is generated for each
primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to SNTACT1, a new report will be produced
for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. Refer to the data NVSNSA file to find the
value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site.

NetView Daily Cntl Chars/1000 by SNTACT1

NetView Daily Cntl Chars/1000 by SNTACT1 chart displays control character traffic volume for each SNTACT1. You can
compare it with the MICF inquiry SNTCDF, NetView Daily Dat Chars/1000 by SNTACT1, to determine the ratio between
data and control characters.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of control characters transmitted (sent and received), grouped by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDG
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNSA01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SNTACT1
• NSANRCBS
• NSANRCBR

Calculations

To express character volume in kilo characters (characters/1000), the data elements Number of Control Bytes Sent
(NSANRCBS) and Number of Control Bytes Received (NSANRCBR) are each divided by 1000.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data. When you use the default value of SNTACT1,
which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file, a separate report is generated for each
primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to SNTACT1, a new report will be produced
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for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. Refer to the NVSNSA file to find the value assigned
to SNTACT1 at your site.

NetView Weekly Cntl PIU Traffic by PLU

NetView Weekly Cntl PIU Traffic by PLU chart displays control message volumes for individual PLUs. You can compare it
with the MICF inquiry SNTCWK, NetView weekly data PIU traffic by PLU, to determine the ratio between data and control
PIUs.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of control path information units (PIUs) transmitted (sent and received)
by primary logical unit (PLU).

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCWH
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSLSY01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• HOUR
• PLU
• LSYNRCPS
• LSYNRCPR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data.

NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic by PLU

NetView Weekly Data PIU Traffic by PLU chart displays data message volumes for individual PLUs. You can use it to
determine traffic workloads imposed by individual applications on the network.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of data path information units (PIUs) transmitted (sent and received) by
primary logical unit (PLU).

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCWK
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSLSY01 - Previous day

Data elements used
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• HOUR
• PLU
• LSYNRTPS
• LSYNRTPR

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from NetView accounting and availability data.

NetView Daily Link Rank Report

NetView Daily Link Rank Report identifies links that have long average message lengths.

Format

This display produces a rank report of the ten links with the longest average message length. These links are listed
in descending order from the longest average message length that is sent from the host. It also lists the SLU subarea
physical unit (SLUSAPU), the NCP to which the link is attached.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTLDL

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNLL01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• NLLAVTBS
• SLULINK
• SLUSAPU

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can use this report along  with MICF inquiry SNTLDM, NetView Daily PLU Rank Report, to identify interactive
applications and terminal devices that can potentially monopolize line capacity due to long message sizes.

NetView Daily Link Rank Report Sample

                                             10 Links With Longest Avg Message Length                        

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTLDL                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SCNN

 ---------------------------------------------------------

 

                                                                                       Primary
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                                      Average Bytes                    SLU Subarea     Logical

                                   per PIU Sent (Text)    SLU Link    Physical Unit    Unit

 

                                         1156.00          L170170        N170L9        H059CSM1

                                         1156.00          L170164        N170L9        H059CSM1

                                         1156.00          L368026        N368L7        H059CSM1

                                         1156.00          L368009        N368L7        H059CSM1

                                          900.00          L152064        N152L0        H059CSM3

                                          746.25          L170166        N170L9        H059CSM1

                                          667.50          L368016        N368L7        H059CSM1

                                          667.50          L368029        N368L7        H059CSM1

                                          650.25          L368004        N368L7        H059CSM1

                                          591.00          L368003        N368L7        H059CSM1

 

 

------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB

 ---------------------------------------------------------

 

                                                                                       Primary

                                      Average Bytes                    SLU Subarea     Logical

                                   per PIU Sent (Text)    SLU Link    Physical Unit    Unit

 

                                         1084.32          NC000023       C50NCP8       CICSA

                                         1010.48          0A24           HOST42        VCISYS1A

                                          926.88          CC000123       C50NCP8       CGATE7

                                          777.50          CC000124       C50NCP8       CGATE7

                                          777.50          CC000015       C50NCP8       CGATE6

                                          734.14          0C12           HOST42        C02CMS

                                          709.79          CC000063       C50NCP8       C41TS061

                                          703.76                         HOST42        WKMGR001

                                          692.83          CC000066       C48NCP1       VPS001

                                          692.24          0A23           HOST42        NET42015

NetView Daily PLU Rank Report

Long average message lengths, combined with high message rates, can dramatically affect network response time.
NetView Daily PLU Rank Report identifies applications that could benefit most from adjusting parameters to reduce
message sizes or from compression software.

Format

This display produces a rank report of the five primary logical units (PLUs) having the longest average message length.
These PLUs are listed in descending order from the longest average message length that is sent from the host. The host
system identifier and the network identifier are also listed.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTLDM

Data Source (File/Timespan)

NVSNLL01 - Previous day

Data elements used
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• LSYAVTBS
• PLU
• SYSID
• NETWRKID

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

You can use this report along  with MICF inquiry SNTLDL, NetView Daily Link Rank report, to identify interactive
applications and terminal devices that can potentially monopolize line capacity due to long message sizes.

NetView Daiy PLU Rank Report Sample

                                           5 PLUs With Longest Average Message Length                        

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTLDM                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SCNN

 ---------------------------------------------------------

 

                                                                        Primary

                                                    Average Bytes       Logical

                                                 per PIU Sent (Text)    Unit

 

                                                           900.0        H059CSM3

                                                           710.6        H059CSM1

                                                           409.6        H059CSM4

                                                           235.0        HOST184

                                                           234.0        HOST67

 

 

------------------------------------------------------- N=NETWORK1 S=SYSB

 ---------------------------------------------------------

 

                                                                        Primary

                                                    Average Bytes       Logical

                                                 per PIU Sent (Text)    Unit

 

                                                          1322.4        VCISYSN3

                                                          1085.1        WIZ

                                                          1011.5        VCISYS1A

                                                           912.2        C41TS102

                                                           902.2        C41TS305

NSA/NGA Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1
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NSA/NGA Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1 chart displays the volume of character traffic for each SNTACT1. You can use
it to pinpoint periods of peak activity that may be correlated with poor response time or periods of low activity, possibly
indicating problems in the network or on the host.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of characters transmitted (sent and received), grouped by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDX
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDX

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAC01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SNTACT1
• HOUR
• NACNRTBS
• NACNRTBR
• NACNRCBR
• NACNRCBS

Calculations

To chart total characters sent and total characters received, text character counts (NACNRTBS and NACNRTBR) and
control character counts (NACNRCBS and NACNRTBR) are combined for each direction. These resulting sums are
divided by 1000 to express character volume in kilo characters.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from either NetSpy or NPM network session accounting/network gateway accounting data. When
you use the default value of SNTACT1, which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file,
a separate report is generated for each primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to
SNTACT1, a new report will be produced for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. See the
data element list in the SNTNAC file section to find the value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site.

NSA/NGA Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1 Sample

                                               NSA/NGA Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1                           

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDX                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------- NET ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=CMC1 Function=NGA Collection Point (P or S)=S PRIMARY LOGICAL

 UNIT(PLU)=FACPCICS --------------

 

                                                    Chars/1000 Sum

 

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                     40.0 +       SSSSS
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                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                     30.0 +       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       SSSSS

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                     20.0 +       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                     10.0 +       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          |       RRRRR

                                                          --------------------

                                                                    6

 

                                                              Hour Of Day

 

 

                                                   Symbol TYPE     Symbol TYPE

 

                                                      R   REC         S   SENT

NSA/NGA Daily PIU Traffic by SNTACT1

NSA/NGA Daily PIU Traffic by SNTACT1 chart displays PIU (message) volumes for each SNTACT1. You can use it
to pinpoint periods of peak activity that may be correlated with poor response time or periods of low activity, possibly
indicating problems in the network or on the host.

Format

This display produces a stacked vertical bar chart of PIUs transmitted (sent and received), grouped by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: SNTCDY
• Printer Graphics: SNTPDY

Data Source (File/Timespan)

SNTNAC01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SNTACT1
• HOUR
• NACNRCPS
• NACNRCPR
• NACNRTPR
• NACNRTPS
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Calculations

To chart total PIUs sent and total PIUs received, text PIU counts (NACNRTPS and NACNRTPR) and control PIU counts
(NACNRCPS and NACNRCPR) are combined for each direction.

Usage considerations

This inquiry is produced from either NetSpy or NPM network session accounting/network gateway accounting data. When
you use the default value of SNTACT1, which is an account code that determines the summarization sequence of the file,
a separate report is generated for each primary logical unit (PLU). If your data center has assigned a different value to
SNTACT1, a new report will be produced for each unique occurrence of the value that is assigned to SNTACT1. Refer to
the data element list in SNTNAC file section to find the value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site.

NSA/NGA Daily PIU Traffic by SNTACT1 Sample

                                               NSA/NGA Daily PIU Traffic by SNTACT1                          

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPDY                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  03SEPyy

 

------------- NET ID=NETWORK1 SYSID=CMC1 Function=NGA Collection Point (P or S)=S PRIMARY LOGICAL

 UNIT(PLU)=FAAZPNET --------------

 

                                                  PIUs Sum

 

                                                            |

                                                   21,000.0 +       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                   18,000.0 +       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                   15,000.0 +       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                   12,000.0 +       SSSSS

                                                            |       SSSSS

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                    9,000.0 +       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                    6,000.0 +       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                    3,000.0 +       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR
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                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            |       RRRRR

                                                            --------------------

                                                                      6

 

                                                                Hour Of Day

 

 

                                                   Symbol TYPE     Symbol TYPE

 

                                                      R   REC         S   SENT

Resource Analysis Inquiries

The Resource analysis inquiries show In Byte Count and Out Byte Count. The daily reports present byte count by the
hour and monthly reports present byte count by zone. Two extract reports are provided to generate daily and monthly byte
count Comma Separated Value (CSV) files that you can use to display color graphics on the workstation using MICS Q&R
WorkStation. Each inquiry is discussed in greater detail in the following sections:

• TCP/IP Daily In Byte Count By Hour
• TCP/IP Daily Out Byte Count By Hour
• TCP/IP Monthly In Byte Count By Zone
• TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte Count By Zone
• TCP/IP Daily Bytes Trans./Hour (CSV)
• TCP/IP Daily Bytes Trans./Hour (CSV)

TCP/IP Daily In Byte Count By Hour

TCP/IP Daily In Byte Count By Hour chart displays the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data element, In Byte Count
(STNBYTEI), sorted by hour within a day for each sysid.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of In Byte Count each hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD2

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SYSID
• DAY
• HOUR
• STNBYTEI

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None
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TCP/IP Daily In Byte Count By Hour Sample

                                                TCP/IP Daily In Byte Count By Hour                           

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPD2                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  17AUGyy

 

--------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1 Day of Month=6

 -----------------------------------------------

 

In Byte Count Sum

 

2700000 +                                                                                              *****

        |                                                                                              *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

2400000 +                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

2100000 +                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                                              ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

1800000 +                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

1500000 +                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****
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1200000 +                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****             ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                                                                            *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

 900000 +                                        *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

 600000 +                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****                               *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |                      *****             *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

 300000 +    *****             *****             *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |    *****             *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    ***** 

   *****

        |    *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    ***** 

   *****    *****

        |    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    ***** 

   *****    *****

       

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

               6        7        8        9        10       11       12       13       14       15       16  

     17       18

 

                                                                Hour of Day

TCP/IP Daily Out Byte Count By Hour

TCP/IP Daily Out Byte Count By Hour chart displays the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data element, Out Byte
Count (STNBYTEO), sorted by hour within a day for each sysid.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of Out Byte Count by hour.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPD3

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN01 - Previous day
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Data elements used

• SYSID
• DAY
• HOUR
• STNBYTEO

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None

TCP/IP Daily Out Byte Count By Hour Sample

                                                TCP/IP Daily Out Byte Count By Hour                          

                     1

 

 

 INQUIRY:  SNTPD3                                                                                            

    RUN DATE:  04SEPyy

 

---------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1 Day of Month=6

 ----------------------------------------------

 

Out Byte Count Sum

 

110000000 +                      *****

          |                      *****

          |                      *****

          |                      *****

100000000 +                      *****

          |                      *****

          |                      *****

          |                      *****

 90000000 +                      *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

 80000000 +                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

 70000000 +                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

 60000000 +                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****
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          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

 50000000 +                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                                   *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                          *****    *****

    *****

 40000000 +                      *****                                                          *****    *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

 30000000 +                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |                      *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

 20000000 +    *****             *****                                                 *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****                                        *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****                               *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****                               *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****

 10000000 +    *****             *****                               *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****

          |    *****             *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****    *****

          |    *****             *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****    *****

    *****    *****

         

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 6        7        8        9        10       11       12       13       14       15       16

       17       18

 

                                                                  Hour of Day

TCP/IP Monthly In Byte Count By Zone
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TCP/IP Monthly In Byte Count By Zone chart displays the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data element, In Byte
Count (STNBYTEI), sorted by zone within a month for each sysid.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of In Byte Count by zone.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPM1

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN00 - Current Month

Data elements used

• SYSID
• MONTH
• ZONE
• STNBYTEI

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None

TCP/IP Monthly In Byte Count By Zone Sample

                                               TCP/IP Monthly In Byte Count By Zone                          

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPM1                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  04SEPyy

 

----------------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1

 ------------------------------------------------------

 

                                         In Byte Count Sum

 

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                         8000000 +       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                         7000000 +       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****
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                                         6000000 +       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                         5000000 +       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                         4000000 +       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                                 |       *****

                                         3000000 +       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                         2000000 +       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                         1000000 +       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 |       *****       *****

                                                 ----------------------------------------

                                                           1           2          ZONE

 

                                                         |---- 04/04 ----|        YRMONTH

TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte Count By Zone

TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte Count By Zone chart displays the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data element, Out Byte
Count (STNBYTEO), sorted by zone within a month for each sysid.

Format

This display produces a vertical bar chart of Out Byte Count by zone.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: SNTPM2

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN00 - Current Month

Data elements used
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• SYSID
• MONTH
• ZONE
• STNBYTEO

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None

TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte Count By Zone Sample

                                              TCP/IP Monthly Out Byte Count By Zone                          

                     1

 

 

INQUIRY:  SNTPM2                                                                                             

   RUN DATE:  04SEPyy

 

----------------------------------------------------- System Identifier=SYS1

 ------------------------------------------------------

 

                                        Out Byte Count Sum

 

                                        330000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        300000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        270000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        240000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        210000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        180000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                        150000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****
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                                                  |       *****

                                        120000000 +       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                                  |       *****

                                         90000000 +       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                         60000000 +       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                         30000000 +       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  |       *****       *****

                                                  ----------------------------------------

                                                            1           2          ZONE

 

                                                          |---- 04/04 ----|        YRMONTH

TCP/IP Daily Bytes Trans./Hour (CSV)

TCP/IP Daily Bytes Trans./Hour (CSV) inquiry creates a CSV file that can be extended to MICS Q&R Workstation. The
CSV data is taken from the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data elements, In Byte Count (STNBYTEI) and Out Byte
Count (STNBYTEO), sorted by hour within a day for each sysid. The CSV output can be used to generate graphs that
analyze telnet server usage.

Format

Comma Separated Value (CSV) file.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SYSID
• DAY
• HOUR
• STNBYTEI
• STNBYTEO

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None
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TCP/IP Monthly Bytes Trans./Zone (CSV)

TCP/IP Monthly Bytes Trans./Zone (CSV) inquiry creates a CSV file that can be extended to MICS Q&R Workstation.
The CSV data is taken from the TCP/IP Telnet Server (TCPSTN) file's data elements, In Byte Count (STNBYTEI) and Out
Byte Count (STNBYTEO), sorted by zone by month for each sysid. The CSV output can be used to generate graphs that
analyze telnet server usage.

Format

Comma Separated Value (CSV) file.

Inquiry ID

• Color Graphics: N/A
• Printer Graphics: N/A

Data Source (File/Timespan)

TCPSTN01 - Previous day

Data elements used

• SYSID
• DAY
• HOUR
• STNBYTEI
• STNBYTEO

Calculations

None

Usage considerations

None

SNT - How to Modify Standard MICF Inquiries

For information about modifying cataloged inquiries, see the MICF Tutorial.

You can tailor the distributed MICF inquiries for your installation, and particularly to change the labels of subtitle
headings for the distributed inquiries for files with user-defined account codes in the NVS Information Area (for example,
NVSRTM and NVSNSA). The inquiries for these files generate graphs or reports for the value of each account code. The
account codes are labeled on the graphs by generic name (for example, SNTACT1). The inquiry SNTCDF, for example,
provides a stacked vertical bar chart of data character traffic (by direction) for each unique value of SNTACT1 in the
NVSNSA File if your installation has assigned a specific network component type, such as primary logical unit (PLU), to
be the value of SNTACT1. The following procedure identifies the steps to  follow to change titles and subtitles to reflect
your installation's choice for SNTACT1. Assuming that SNTACT1 contains PLU, this procedure shows you how to change
SNTACT1 to PLU.

1. Determine the value assigned to SNTACT1 at your site by referring to the data element list of the NVSNSA file. Verify
with your MICS System Administrator that the value is correct.

2. Copy the inquiry from the MICF shared catalog to your private catalog and change the inquiry name. (See the Copying
an Inquiry to a Private Catalog figure.)

3. For this example, we have changed the inquiry's name to SNT001. Enter the author's name. Change the title to
NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU by overkeying the current title. (See the Adding an Inquiry to a Private Library
figure)

4. Select Modify Mode by typing MODIFY in the Select Mode field. Select the new inquiry by typing an S opposite the
name of the inquiry you want to modify. (See the Selecting an Inquiry for Modification figure).
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5. Select Color Vertical Bar Chart by typing an S opposite that field. (See the Selecting an Inquiry Step for Modification
figure)

6. Enter a Y in the extended options field at the bottom of the screen. Change the report title to NetView Daily
Chars/1000 by PLU by overkeying the current title. (See the Specifying Extended Options figure)

7. Enter a Y opposite the Specify Subheading Text and Data Formats field. (See the Selecting a Specify Option figure)
8. Type PLU in the Subheading Text field for the element SNTACT1. (See the Specifying Subheading Text in Extended

Options figure)
9. Type END at the command prompt, pressing ENTER until you return to the MICF Inquiry Step Display screen. At the

command prompt, type V and press ENTER to validate the inquiry that you just created. (See the Validating a Modified
Inquiry figure) The message 'Inquiry Validated' will appear in the upper right-hand corner of the screen (not shown).

10. Type END at the command prompt and you will be prompted by the Active Inquiry Save Confirmation screen to 'Press
ENTER key to save the current, active MICF Inquiry'. Press ENTER and you will return to the Data Base Inquiries
screen. (See the Saving a Modified Inquiry figure).

11. Select Execute Mode by typing EXECUTE in the Select Mode field, then type an S opposite the inquiry that you just
created and modified to execute it. (See the Selecting a Modified Inquiry for Execution figure).

Copying an Inquiry to a Private Catalog

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |----------------------------  Data Base Inquiries  ----------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog     ===> SHARED  (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group         ===> *        |

 |Select Mode ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===> ________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert   R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   Name                   Title                       Date     Time         |

 | -   ------  ----------------------------------------  ---------  -----        |

 | -   SNTCDC  NetView Daily Connect Time by SNTACT1     87/05/08   17:00        |

 | C   SNTCDD  NetView Daily Chars/1000 by SNTACT1       87/05/08   17:05        |

 | -   SNTCDE  NetView DAily Chars/1000 by VR            87/05/08   17:10        |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************|

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adding an Inquiry to a Private Library

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |----------------------------  Inquiry Repeat/Copy  --------------- Copy Inquiry|

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog:  SHARED                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |     Inquiry Name   ===> SNT001                                                |

 |             Title  ===> NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU                       |
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 |             Author ===> Your Name                                             |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog Group Name  ===> WORKLOAD                                              |

 |              Title ===> Workload Analysis                                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Press ENTER to add the new inquiry to your private inquiry catalog.            |

 |or                                                                             |

 |Press END to cancel.                                                           |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selecting an Inquiry for Modification

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |----------------------------  Data Base Inquiries  ----------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog     ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group         ===> *        |

 |Select Mode ===> MODIFY  (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===> ________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert   R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   Name                   Title                       Date     Time         |

 | -   ------  ----------------------------------------  ---------  -----        |

 | S   SNT001  NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU           87/05/08   17:05        |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************|

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selecting an Inquiry Step for Modification

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |-------------------------  MICF Inquiry Step Display  -------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Modifying CA MICS Inquiry: SNT001 - NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Execute the Inquiry in ===> FOREGROUND (BATCH/FOREGROUND) Mode ===> N (Y/N)    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  M Move  R Repeat  C Copy              |

 |                                                                               |
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 |Cmd                         Inquiry Step                           Input File  |

 | -   ------------------------------------------------------------  ----------- |

 | _   CA MICS File Selection                                        DAYS NSC    |

 | _   Common Data Selection - Select Previous Day                   FILE1       |

 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select NETWRKID               FILE1       |

 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select SYSID                  FILE1       |

 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select SNTACT1                FILE1       |

 | _   Data Element Derivation - Characters/1000                     FILE1       |

 | S   Color Vertical Bar Chart - Characters/1000 by HOUR            FILE1       |

 |                                                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************|

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Specifying Extended Options

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |---------------------------  Color Vertical Bar Chart  ------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |Enter a ? in any data entry field for more information on valid values.        |

 |Modifying CA MICS Inquiry: SNT001 - NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU            |

 |Inquiry Step ===> Color Vertical Bar Chart - Chars/1000 by HOUR                |

 |Input File   ===> FILE1    - Intermediate File Number 1    (From:  DAYS NSC   )|

 |Report Title ===> NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU                              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Chart of      ===> CHARS    (Y-Axis)   Grouped by  ===>          (Element)     |

 |Charted by    ===> HOUR     (X-Axis)   Weighted by ===> ________ (Element)     |

 |Type of Chart ===> SUM  (SUM/MEAN/FREQ/PCT)                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Generate Graph for Each Value of   ===>     NETWRKID _ SYSID___ _ SNTACT1_ _   |

 |________ _ ________ _ ________ _ ________ _ ________ _ ________ _ ________ _   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Graph a Discrete X-Axis   ===> Y (Y/N)  X-Axis Bar Size Sequence  ===> _ (A/D) |

 |Graph Cumulative Values   ===> N (Y/N)                                         |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify Extended Options ===> Y (Y/N)  ** Specified **                         |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selecting a Specify Option

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |---------------------------  Extended Options Menu  ---------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Color Vertical Bar Chart - Characters/1000 by HOUR              |

 |Input File:    File1 - Intermediate File Number 1 (From:  DAYS NSC)            |

 |                                                                               |

 |Specify Data Element Labels and Formats      ===> N (Y/N/R)  ** Specified **   |

 |Specify Subheading Text and Data Formats     ===> Y (Y/N/R)  ** Specified **   |

 |Specify Axis Scale                           ===> N (Y/N/R)  ** Specified **   |

 |Specify Reference Lines                      ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |

 |Specify Chart Group Values                   ===> N (Y/N/R)                    |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Begin Chart With Record Number ===> ________   Stop After ===> _______ Records |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Specifying Subheading Text in Extended Options

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |-------------------------Subheading Text and Data Formats----------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |Inquiry Step:  Color Vertical Bar Chart - Characters/1000 by HOUR              |

 |Input File:    File1 - Intermediate File Number 1 (From:  DAYS NSC)            |

 |                                                                               |

 |  Element           Subheading Text                   Output Format            |

 |  ________  _______________________________________  _______________           |

 |  NETWRKID  N                                        $CHAR8.                   |

 |  SYSID     S                                        $CHAR4.                   |

 |  SNTACT1   PLU                                                                |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Validating a Modified Inquiry

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |-------------------------  MICF Inquiry Step Display  -------------------------|

 |Command ===> V                                                Scroll ===> CSR  |

 |                                                                               |

 |Modifying CA MICS Inquiry: SNT001 - NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU            |

 |Inquiry validation is required.  Enter VALIDATE to validate the inquiry.       |

 |Execute the Inquiry in ===> FOREGROUND (BATCH/FOREGROUND) Mode ===> N (Y/N)    |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert  D Delete  M Move  R Repeat  C Copy              |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd                         Inquiry Step                           Input File  |

 | -   ------------------------------------------------------------  ----------- |

 | _   CA MICS File Selection                                        DAYS NSC    |

 | _   Common Data Selection - Select Previous Day                   FILE1       |
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 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select NETWRKID               FILE1       |

 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select SYSID                  FILE1       |

 | _   Execution-Time Data Selection - Select SNTACT1                FILE1       |

 | _   Data Element Derivation - Characters/1000                     FILE1       |

 | _   Color Vertical Bar Chart - Characters/1000 by HOUR            FILE1       |

 |                                                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************|

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Saving a Modified Inquiry

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |----------------------  Active Inquiry Save Confirmation  ------ Confirm Save. |

 |Command ===>                                                                   |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Active MICF Inquiry:  SNT001 - NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU              |

 |                Author:           Your Name                                    |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Do you wish to save the current, active MICF Inquiry? ===> YES (YES/NO)     |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |Instructions:                                                                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Press ENTER  key to save the current, active MICF Inquiry.                  |

 |                                                                               |

 |   Reply NO and press ENTER key to delete the current, active inquiry.         |

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selecting a Modified Inquiry for Execution

 /-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\

 |----------------------------  Data Base Inquiries  ----------------------------|

 |Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE |

 |                                                                               |

 |Catalog     ===> PRIVATE (PRIVATE/SHARED)  Catalog Group         ===> *        |

 |Select Mode ===> EXECUTE (EXECUTE/MODIFY)  Name (subset display) ===> ________ |

 |                                                                               |

 |Line Cmds: S Select  I Insert   R Repeat  C Copy  D Delete                     |

 |                                                                               |

 |Cmd   Name                   Title                       Date     Time         |

 | -   ------  ----------------------------------------  ---------  -----        |

 | S   SNT001  NetView Daily Chars/1000 by PLU           87/05/08   17:05        |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |
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 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |                                                                               |

 |****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *********************************|

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SNT Database Files
The SNT Database Files section describes the database files that are supported by the MICS Network Analyzer Option.
It includes detailed data element lists, timespan granularity charts, usage considerations, and retrieval examples for each
file.

MICS Network Analyzer Option supports data from the following commercially available network monitor products:

• IBM TCP/IP for z/OS
• Connect:Direct for z/OS
• NetSpy Network Performance
• NetMaster Network Management for SNA

– Network Tracking System (NTS)
– Network Error Warning System (NEWS)

• Tivoli NetView Performance Monitor (NPM)
• Tivoli NetView Session Monitor (NLDM)
• Tivoli NetView Hardware Monitor (NPDA)

Information from these products is grouped into four information areas:

• NVS Information Area contains information about NetView sessions in the following files:

NVSLSY
NLDM System (PLU) Activity File

NVSNLL
NLDM Link Activity File

NVSNSA
NLDM Session Accounting File

NVSNSC
NLDM Session Connectivity File

NVSRTE
NLDM Route File

NVSRTM
NLDM Response Time File

NVSVBF
NLDM VTAM Bind Failure File

• SNT Information Area contains information about networks in the following files:

SNTCAF
Network Components Activity File

SNTGAF
NPDA Generic Alert File

SNTLNF
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NPDA LAN File

SNTNAC
NCP Network Accounting File

SNTNAF
NCP Activity File

SNTNCL
NCP Link File

SNTNEF
NPDA Event File

SNTNIN
Network Incident File

SNTNLP
NCP Line Processor Activity File

SNTNPL
NPM Link Activity File

SNTNSF
NPDA Statistical File

SNTNSP
NetSpy Application PLU File

SNTNSS
NetSpy Terminal SLU File

SNTNSV
NLDM Service File

SNTNTS
Telnet Server Entry File

SNTNVR
NetSpy Virtual Route Activity File

SNTPSU
NPM User Activity File

SNTPSY
NPM System (PLU) Activity File

SNTTCS
Stack Entry File

• TCP Information Area contains information about IBM's TCP/IP services in the following files:

TCPSTN
Telnet Server File

TCPCTN
Telnet Client File

TCPFSF
FTP Server File

TCPFCF
FTP Client File
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TCPFLF
FTP Login Failure File

TCPAPI
API Calls for Sockets File

TCPIPX
IP Statistics File

TCPICX
ICMP Statistics File

TCPTCI
TCP Statistics File

TCPUDI
UDP Statistics File

TCPIFS
Interface Statistics File

TCPLS
zERT Summary TLS Protocol File

TCPSSH
zERT Summary SSH Protocol File

TCPIPA
zERT Summary IPSec Protocol File

TCPZEA
zERT Event Activity File

• The Connect:Direct Information Area contains information about data transfer in the following files:
CDZCCT
CDZ Data Transfer File

The following list shows the relationship between data sources and files.

NetSpy
SNTCAF, SNTNAC, SNTNAF, SNTNCL, SNTNIN, SNTNSP, SNTNSS, SNTNVR, SNTNTS, SNTTCS

NPM
SNTCAF, SNTNAC, SNTNAF, SNTNCL, SNTNIN, SNTNPL, SNTPSU, SNTPSY 

NLDM
NVSLSY, NVSNLL, NVSNSC, NVSNSA, NVSRTE, NVSRTM, NVSVBF, SNTNSV

NPDA
SNTGAF, SNTLNF, SNTNEF, SNTNSF  

NTS
NVSLSY, NVSNLL, NVSNSA, NVSNSC, NVSRTE, NVSRTM, NVSVBF, SNTNSV 

NEWS
SNTNEF, SNTNSF

TCP
TCPSTN, TCPCTN, TCPFSF, TCPFCF, TCPFLF, TCPAPI, TCPIPX, TCPICX, TCPTCI, TCPUDI, TCPIFS, TCPTLS,
TCPSSH, TCPIPA, TCPZEA

CDZ
CDZCCT
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SNT Data Element Naming Conventions
There are two types of MICS data elements: standard and common. Standard data elements are unique to a MICS file,
while common data elements are used by more than one file.

The first three characters (identifiers) of a standard data element name identify to which the element belongs.

Common data elements do not use a data element prefix. They have a common definition across database information
areas or across files within an information area. Common data elements are listed in the Sequence/Summary
Data Elements and Common Data Elements sections of the data elements lists that accompany the following file
documentation.

The chart on the next page lists each file's descriptive name, its six-character file name, and the three-character standard
data element name prefix.

File Name File Names Begin With
NCP Link SNTNCL NCL
Network Components Activity SNTCAF CAF
NCP Activity SNTNAF NAF
Network Incident SNTNIN NIN
NPM User Activity SNTPSU PSU
NPM System (PLU) Activity SNTPSY PSY
NCP Line Processor Activity SNTNLP NLP
NPM Link Activity SNTNPL NPL
NetSpy Application (PLU) SNTNSP NSP
NetSpy Terminal (SLU) SNTNSS NSS
NetSpy TCP/IP Telnet Server SNTNTS NTS
NetSpy Virtual Route Act'y SNTNVR NVR
NCP Network Accounting SNTNAC NAC
NPDA Event SNTNEF NEF
NPDA Statistical SNTNSF NSF
NPDA LAN SNTLNF LNF
NPDA Generic Alert SNTGAF GAF
NLDM Service SNTNSV NSV
NLDM System (PLU) Activity NVSLSY LSY
NLDM Session Accounting NVSNSA NSA
NLDM Session Connectivity NVSNSC NSC
NLDM Link Activity NVSNLL NLL
NLDM Route NVSRTE RTE
NLDM Response Time NVSRTM RTM
NLDM VTAM Bind Failure NVSVBF VBF
Telnet Server File TCPSTN STN
Telnet Client File TCPCTN CTN
FTP Server File TCPFSF FSF
FTP Client File TCPFCF FCF
API Calls for Sockets TCPAPI API
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IP Statistics TCPIPX IPX
ICMP Statistics TCPICX ICX
TCP Statistics TCPTCI TCI
UDP Statistics TCPUDI UDI

TIMESPAN

Defines the timespans in which the data element is supported. The timespans are indicated by the following letters:

                  X - DETAIL

                  D - DAYS

                  W - WEEKS

                  M - MONTHS

                  Y - YEARS

                  T - TABLES AREA

                  . - File is not supported

The timespan field also indicates Essential Elements with the letter E, if applicable.

DATA ELEMENT

The data element name.

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

The data element's long name.

SNT Information Area Files
The SNT Information Area captures information about networks in these files, which are described in this chapter:
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• SNTNCL - NCP Link File
• SNTCAF - Network Components 